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WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low around 60;
Tomorrow: Partly cloudy and
warm, high around 80.
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olf Road
Reopens
Tomorrow

Even Paul Bunyan
Couldn't Top This
Tree -Topping Crew
Paul Bunyan never had it
as good as Joe Hageh,. even
with Babe the Bue Ox

."top" the trees

Nagel', 750 W Dempster,

--

that is, to

off- the top foliage and
limbs to below the level of the

cut

power lines.

Tree Service of Arlington

Their basic tools are power
-saws and a "bucket" truck.
The boom is double-jointed at
both ends and swivels at the
bottom.
The movements can be controlled from either the bucket
or the truck.

Heights
The company is under con-

complicated.series of

When trees have to

around poles, limbs and power

Mount Prospect, is a tree
surgeon, a term Paul Bunyan
probably would have hooted.
But the legendary North

Woods giant would have envied the equipment used by
Hageh in his work for Davey

tract to Commonwealth
Edison

be removed, such as the

diseased elm trees in these
photos, it is the lob of Hageli

and his immediate boss,
Vernon Berry of Elgin, to

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

12 PAGES \

Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Golf Rd. will reopen tomorrow in time to handle evening
rush-hour traffic.
Two lanes of the section
between Mount Prospect and
Elmhurst Rds. will be open' to
, two-way traffic after being
shut doikn for almost three

It sometimes requires a

bahly get to that next spring."
The state also plans to open

the two eastern lanes of
Elmhurst Rd. at Golf Rd. and

terferes again," said, Ronald

thias.

Division of Highways, "we

Golf Rd. is being widened
to four lanes between Mount
Prospect and Elmhurst Rds.

lanes Wednesday."
The reopening had been set

of

Matthias. construction
engineer for the Illinois

lines.

It takes the two -men about

30 minutes to top a tree and
they figure it is a good day

will open the two southern

Photo by Russ Kay

1"a'eMlllsej:;ti nig'a';'rendlow(ell'Ilsp°r"(7-

close the western two lanes for
resurfacing, according to Mat-

"Unless the weather in-

The view from 56 feet up.

15." Matthias said. "Then

months.

maneuvers to eel' the bucket

when -they top 6 to 10 trees.

driving surface open by Nov.

for Sept. 23, but six days -of
rain forced a postponement.
Work on the project began July 8.
"We hope to have the -entire

Widening of the highway west
Elmhurst Rd. has been
'belayed by a freeze on federal
funds for road construction,
The federal government is
paying half the costs of the .

project.

District 57 Board Says
'Thanks' For Tax Increase
4

1

BY ERIC GOOLD

A resolution expressing
r.4);

4

4

I

thanks to the volunteers who
helped pass a tax increase in
District 57 was adopted by the
Board of Education this week.
'the board's official canvass
showed final vote on Proposi-

tion No.

to raise the,lax

1

rate to $1.67
C-

per $100,.. of

The voting on Proposition
No. 2 went: Precinct I, 442
yes. 284 no; Precinct 2, 366
yes, 294 no: Precinct 3, 561
yes, 389 no:. Precinct 4, 429
yes, 227 no.

Schools in the district are

Busse, Centrial, Fairview.
Gregory, Unit), Lions Park,
Sunset Park -an

Westbrook.

valuation, was 1,902 for and
1,108 against.

The final vote' on Proposi-

Lion No. 2, raising .the

building fund tax rate 121/2
cents per $100 of valuation,

was 1,798 for and 1,194

You th Cited

For Assault
With Pistol

against.

The results of the referen-

X

be filed with the
Cook County clerk so the tax -

dum will

rate increase will take effect
No limb's

too

2 Boys Find
$40 in Coins

Shapiro to Launch Weller Project Next Week
Samuel Shapiro of-

Gov

ficially will launch work on

project.

the Weller Creek flood -control

Dredging and widening of

projeet at a 2 10 p ni. cere-

the creek in Des Plaines began

mony in
I uesday

Des

Plaines next

Shapiro will be joined by
state and local officials from
Des Plaines, Mount Prospect
and Arlington Heights, the

Mount Prospect) will in-

troduce another Weller Creek
improvement bill in the new

Illinois legislature next

stretch is expected to be complete next August.
The Weller Creek project is
complete from the Des Plaines

Sept. 16, three days after the
governor released $900,000
for the project.

River to the railroad tracks.

THE MONEY was for the
section of the creek from the
Chicago & North Western Ry.

Regner Plans New
Weller Creek Poll
BY RICHARD CRABB
Rep David J Regner (R -

bridge upstream to Mount
Prospect Rd. Work on this

communities affected by the

\

our appreciation for David J.

Regner of Mount Prospect,

representative of the 3rd

Township and surrounding

communities through

nouncement Monday night
before a meeting of the Elk

474, a bill to alleviate the
flooding conditions of Weller

Qrove Twonship Republican
Organization at the Mount

Creek and reduce the hardship

Regner made the an-

',prospect Community Center.

'We are going to present a
new bill when the legislature

meets in January," said

Regner 'The hill will provide
for improving (Weller Creek

from

Mount

Prospect

Rd..

where the present improvement program will end,
west to Illinois 83 "

RE,GNER'
S
came. in

ANNOUNCEMEN I
response to a resolution of appreciation tendered him by
Elk Grove Republicans for his

sponsorship of House Bill

and property damege caused
by flooding..."
Regner,

in responding to

the honor, acknowledged that
the long wait: for final approval in Springfield had been

a trying one for him and his
family. "When the word came
earlier this month, the first
thing I did was to call my wife
and give her the good news,"

ington Heights
Prospect.

and

Mount

To complete the project as

far as Mount Prospect Rd.
n additional $200,000 will be

needed, according to John
Guillou , chief engineer of the

Covers Taken
Christian Haaning of 268

Waterways.

Guillou and Rep. David
Regner (R -Mount Prospect),

chief sponsor of the Weller
Creek bill in the General
Assembly, have expressed

hope that the additional

money will be released next
year.

Two Arlington Heights

THE GENERAL Assembly boys may be $40.26 richer.
Jeffery Saionz, 14, of 31
appropriated $1.4 million for
Weller Creek last year and Berkley, and Patrick McCue,
Goy. Otto Kernel signed the j4, of 715 W. Berkley turned
bill. But neither Kerner nor the money, all in coins, over
Shapiro released the funds to police Monday. The boys
because of the state's financial said they found the coins on
After reviewing the state's Wicker Rds.

finances, especially the

Improvement work underway

amount of money that would back to the boys, police said,
be needed for schools next if iris not claimed within a
year, Shapiro released the reasonable time at the polic'e

through next summer.

$900s00 on Sept. 13.

construction to continue

station.

With Congress still in
seeking re-election.

Rumsfeld said.

shake his hand.

The Mount Prospect
Village Board will meet at
8 p;m. in the Village Hall.

Hansen of Mount Prospect

presented the resolution,

even the Phase Four work
that will be covered in the

which was passed unanimously and which read in part,

new bill he will introduce into
the new legislature early next

"We wish to publicly record

line

distributed bumper stickers
and campaign buttons to the

Prospect Village Hall where
he talked with policemen and

firemen. He strappek

a

His. first stop was at the
Mount P---,oect Plaza, where

portable emergency oxygen

many people who had never

squad.

"With people moving into

press, are responsible for the
large turnout 'and the approval

of the increase," 'Sahlberg

of

use of a weapon late Sunday
after he threatened a Mount
Prospect resident with a gun.
according to police.
Carl D. Campbell called

police and reported a youth
had threatened him with a
gun after he had asked several

youth to leave his property at
1505 Cottonwood, The youths
then drove away in a car.
Campbell said.

Lt. John Savage, and Det.

Robert Barone, aided by
Campbell's description of the

youths' car, stopped Hogy
several blocks. away. Officers

said.

said they found a Colt .357

pre incts, the voting on
Proposition No. I was:

magnum under the front seat
of Hogy's car. There were two

Broken down into

Precinct

I

(Fairview School),
273

588

yes,

373

no:

spent

cartridges

and

a

live

one in the revolver, according
to police.

Hogy was released on

$1,000 bond with a Mount
Prospect Circuit Courts. appearance set'for Oct. 17.

to

stituents in Erik Grove and
WheclingAownships.

seen him before.

publicity. .provided by the

17,

While Rumsfeld was at

tank on his hack to learn how
it feels to be part of a rescue

Next, it was the "Market

As members of his party
crowd, Rumsfeld submitted to
the interview.

Then it was back to Mount
Prospect for a coffee in the
home of Kenal Crooks, 414

Place Shopping Center in Arl-

About 40 people, mostly
Republican precinct captains,
heard Rumsfeld emphasize the

need to get out of a heavy
vote in this area and -warn -

about the dangers presented
by the Wallace candidacy if
the GOP turnout is light.

RUMSFELD then moved
to

166,

the

Randhurst shopping

center and soon was surrounded by shoppers asking
questions and accepting campaign paraphernalia.
The day of campaigning ended at Arlington Park and the

annual dinner -dance' of th

Elk Grove Township

Regner' is looking beyond

year.

in

Market Place, an NBC sound
crew arrived to interview him.

cleared. The work of

early next summer."

him but waited

Rumsfeld (R -13th) found a
FROM THE shopping
few spare hours Saturday and 'center, he went to Mount

he intro_.cud himself to

increase, along with the

M. Hogy,

A
Heights where
this area in such large ,ington

said.

used them tp meet con-

citizens of the financial picture of this district, and the
need for approval of this tax

School). 449 yes, 207 no.

shoppers not only recognized

Meetings
Tonight

received .commendations from
Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg.
"The presentation to the

Precinct 4 (Lions Park

number, I often meet persons

U. S. Rep. Donald

press and the hoard all

School),

who do not know me,"

-

The citizen's committee,
the

no; Precinct 3 (Lincoln

diffidult to find for lawmakers

csc4siori", campaigning time

manager.

(Busse School), 391 yes

on Rand near Main, Haaning

is

Busenhart, district business

474 yes, 255 no; Precinct 2

A Day in the Campaign
Of a Busy Congressman

"relocating the railroad during
western Des Plaines west t
the construction of the culvert
Mount Prospect Rd. lb the will begin in a few days and
village of Mount Prospect.
the project Will be completed

Township Republican
Committeeman Carl R.

The money will be given

Guillou said the $900,000
already released will enable

THRILL to see work actually
begin., Weller Creek at the
point where the new culvert
Northwestern tracks in Des
Plaines has been completely

ground near Rand and

the

situation.

"IT HAS BEEN A

will be built under the

from the Northwestern
railroad and U S. 14 in

tend the improvements to
Central Rd., between Arl-

Illinois Division of

said Regner.

unrelenting efforts to get the

vital Weller Creek

Two additional stages will ex-

Illinois District, for his Brentwood, Mount Prospect,
dedicated service to all the reported the theft of two
covers from his car
citizens of Elk Grove wheel
Monday. The car was parked

January

next spring, according to J.C.

Getting "high" without narcotics.

tot) small.

Steven

Palatine was 'charged with aggravated assault and unlawful

34`

Republican Organization.
There the congressman stood

in the reception line for an
Congressmen Donald Rumsfeld speaks to persons during a coffee held at the house of
Mr. Kendall Crooks, 414 S. Wa Pella, Mount Prospect.

hour, greeting area
Republicans.

Trying on an oxygen tank used by the fire department in
dense smoker Congressman Rumsfeld is lectured on firefighting

methods by Mount Prospect fireman Charles Fortin. Ann
Sturgeon, 12 W. Lonnquist, Mount Prospect, watches the scene.
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Woman Held
As Shoplifter

Harffr Sewer,Racing 2 Clocks
The $600,0 0 0 Harper
College sewer project is racing
against time in two ways.
The construction is com-

decision before Oct. 17 would

require the board to use its
limited funds for them, ac-

cording to MSD Chief

peting with other projects for Engineer Frank Dalton.
The Harper sewer project
a place on the agenda of the
Metropolitan Sanitary District must be approved at this
meeting for construction to
Board meeting Cfct 17.
Other projects could get meet a July I, 1969 deadline,
priority because they are pen-

when the new campus is

ding in court, and a court scheduled to be opened.

"WE WOULD LIKE," said but I'll have to check with
Harper President Robert Supt. Vinton Bacon (of MSD)
Lahti, "to have the sewer to see how the finances are.

finished by May I or June 1 ,.._\"We are juggling the money
at the latest so that we could we have now. Our law departuse the new campus for our ment has had some land

purchases in court for the last
summer school program."
Dalton said yesterday, he is year and a half, so if these

"fairlysertain the Harper project will be on the agenda for

the October board meeting

the land purchases.1!..----"

IF, HOWEVER, the

Harper sewer project wins the
race to the conference table,
MSD officials would advertise

for construction bids
immediately.

"We would expect to

be

come through before the Able to award the contract in
meeting we' will have to use
sewer construction money for

the middle of December, and
get all the work done by July

A 25-yertir-old Northbrook

woman was charged with

shoplifting Monday in

I," Dalton said.

"But that's really skinning
it. That would be the soonest
possible date we could get the
job done."

Carson's Randhurst store.

Denise M. Hollander was
arrested after security guards
allegedly observed her leaving

"This project is sort of '615-' the store with two sweaters
next' on our list of projects for and a skirt worth about $39.

Cook County," he said. "But
it's not a matter of having to
finish the plans. Everything is
done. All we need is the loot."

Released on $1,000 bond.

Mrs. Hollander is to appear in
Mount Prospect Circuit Court

For the best coverage
and the finest service

Oct. 17.

use DAY PUBLICATIONS.

all
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NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 24th day of October, 1968 at
the hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be

....nybody who has saved $1,0oo
,aeserves a reward.

a public hearing at the Village Hall,
112 E. Northwest Highway, concern-

a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of 'the Village of

ing

Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 68-50A

This is a request for a variation to

alter an existing ground sign and
work consists of the following changer - remove present plastic faces.
reading "Mt. Prospect State Bank"
and installing new plastic faces read..
ing, "Mt. Prospect State Bank" with
block type legoving with gold trim cop, removing existing circular sign

and arrow and attraction boards.
Installing new smaller arrow sign
12" x 30" and installing new time
and temperature unit. Also, steel
structure to be lowered two (2) ft.
Also, to allow sign to remain at
existing location.

The location of the sign Is 15 E.
at the northeast corner of
Main and Busse, legally described
as: Lr 12 Parcel A - Busse and Main
corner'. Lot 12 (except the east 50
feet thereof) in Block 4 in Busse
and Wille's resubdivision in Mount
Prospect in the West 1/2 of Section
12, Township 41 North, Range 11,
Busse

L

Like 5% interest
Like a golden passbook.

:\

East of the Third Principal Meridian.

All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this lit day of October, 1968.
GEORGEJACOBSMEYER,
Cmonhta,.irminaspen

BoardubioisfhAppeals

Published
DAY t-UBLICATIONS, INC.

Tuesday, October 1, 1968

M9unt Prospect State Bank announces the Golden Passbook ACount.

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MT..PROSPECT PLAN

COMMISSION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on the

18th day of October, 01968 at the

hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a
public hearing at the Village Hall,

It's open season for savirig.You can earn 5% interest on your money, you
can save with a passbook, .and you can do both at the
bank that serves all your' banking needs.

GOLDEN
PASSBOOK
ACCOUNT

112 E. Northwest Highway, concern.
ing a petition for change to the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 68.43P

Request the rezoning of property
located at the Southwest corner of
Central Ave. and Rte 83 in Mt. Prospect from 13-3 to 13-4. The property
Is legally described as follows:
Tots I and 2 (except the West 64

All you do is open a Golden Passbook Account
at Mount Prospect State Bank,
Happens like this. You deposit $1,000 or more,

feet thereof) of Block 7 in Mount
subdivision

in

ship 41 North, Range 11, East of the
Third Principal Meridian, in Cook
County, Illinois.
All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 30th day of September, 1968.
MALCOLM G.YOUNG,
Chairman
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Tuesday, October I, 1968

count. You get a handsome golden passbook with your

deposit listed ingide. Your money earns a full 5%
interest per year, starting from the first day -of de-

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE MT. PROSPECT PLAN

COMMISSION

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 18 day of October, 1968 at the
hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a
public hearing at the Village Hall,
112 E. Northwest Highway, con-

Mount Prospect State Bank

cerning

1

a

a

the West half of Section 12, Town-

for 90 days or more, in your Golden Passbook Ac-

posit, credited each calendar quarter.
YOu start with $1,000 or as much more as you
want. Add, to it any time, in amounts of $100 and up.

being

Prospect,

Interest? Let it accumulate. Or have us transfer
it to your Mount Prospect State Bank checking account. Or ask us to mail
it to you each quarter. Your choice.
Withdrawals? Just give us 90 days' written notice. You'll have your
interest.
Never before could you save by passbook and earn a big 5% interest
,at a major full-serviice bank. Now you can - at Mount Prospect State Bank.

5%

Come talk to us.
A Golden Passbook Tillie Deposit Account at Mount Prospect State Bank will start
your new saving season with a bang.

a

petition,

-

for change to

the Zoning Ordinance of the Village
of Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 68-44P

Request rezoning of the southwest

corner of Meier Road and Haven
from RX to RI, property legally
described as follows:
I

North three quarters of the Southeast t/4 of the Northeast t/4 Of the
South I/4 of Section 10, Township

41N, Range 11, East of the Third
Principal Meridian.
All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 30th day of September, 1968
MALCOLM G. YOUNG,

Chairman
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Tuesday; October I, 1968

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT

PLAN COMMISSION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 18 day of October, 1968 at the

hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a
public hearing at the Village Hall,
112 E. Northwest Highway, concerning a petition for change to the Zon-

Mount Prospect State Bank
Emus and Emerson Mount Prospect, III CLearbrook 9-4000

ing Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 68-45P
Request annexation to the Village

of Mount Prospect property located
.

South of Dempster and West of Route

83 contingent upon rezoning born
RX

to

84

legally

described

as

follows:
PARCEL F:
The East .840,40 feet, except the
East 223.0 feet thereof and except

LOW"( HOUR! W30 am to 2:00 pm doily thni
Saturday, except Wed. Friday toomIngs. 5:30 urn
011111ZUW HOURS $30.m to 4;00 pm defy

Friday. a30 Is to WOO pm . Sot.0:30 am to 200 pm

the North 200.0 feet of the West
100.0 feet thereof of the North 20
acres of the Northeast Vi of the
Northeast V4, of Section 23, Town.
ship 41 North, Range 11 East of the
3rd, Principal Meridian,
County, Illinois.

in

Cook

All persons Interested In the above
petit,iqn will be heizrd.
.

DOM at' Mount, Prospect,

Ill-

inois, this 1st day .of October, 1968
MALCOLM G. YOUNG,

Chairman
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Tunday, October 1, 1968

a
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an Heroes Helped Win 'Death Corner' Battle
BY RUTIAti SCHULMAN

Mothers marched at thVi intersection carrying homemade
signs. They were protected by

The price for safety at

the Arlington Heights police

Road and Buffalo
Grove it oad was the lives of
Palatine

Mr. Wilkie said that by using county highway crews,
and by working overtime, the

job can be done on an

who said they would be there

emergency basis. "We send

as long as the mothers desired
to march:

state. They will take the

two young girls and an

the preliminary designs to the

sketches and prints and then
symphony of protests was a install the job," he concluded.
If the customary contract
conference Friday in the
Marina City office of George arrangement were used, bids
March, district engineer of the would be advertised, opened
Illinois Highways Division. and awarded, all of which
School, county and state of- would take until spring, Wilke
ficials and interested citizens said.

Official answer to the

ensuing 48 -hour battle for
signal lights

Heroes of the battle of the

stoplights range from the
governor to civic, county,
state',and school official and
local housewives

That they died so that

Richard H. Golterman,

others may live may be said
of Debbie Huber and Susan

were invited.

Heights

hero is Gov. Shapiro.

superintendent of Cook Coun-

as No.

EMERGING

Larson, both of Prospect

1

He gave his blessing to an

Their deaths prompted the
outcry and concerted action
that resulted in an emergency
program to install $100,000

emergency program Friday

signal lights at the crossing

Work on the new

ty highways, and Richard

Titlf

Ogilvie, president of the Cook
County Board, gave their support to make the accelerated

afternoon in a telephone conference with March.
"The governor waived the

program possible.

"WE WERE jumping for

ordinary ruled," said Leo joy in the streets Friday when

"14

"If it took a month, I'd still labor. These are the fellows
be there, We thank God we who repair busts and holes in

cident. Everyone had a

"We also discussed the intersection at Rand Road and
Willow Road. Again there is

positive reaction to the change

a pressing need for lights there

got what we wanted."
Mrs. Teschke's children are

in plans. We felt that it was

both for school needs and in

a shame that we had to have
such a tragedy to bring about

"You could flip a coin as

was beautiful."

6, Patricia Ann, 7, and

23

approval for expenditures of -Mrs. Teschke acted as
money to expedite this in- spokesman for the mothers'
group from the Arlington
stallation. We are working

'To my surprise, the bar-

ricades were put in about one
day ahead of schedule, at 7

school
board representative, called to

"Roy Weinberg,

a

tell me two trucks were putting these up that night I
drove over the next morning
8 30 a in and
ricades were un "
at

bar-

the

HUNDREDS of telephone
calls and telegrams flooded

the offices of Gov Sam

Shapiro and state and county

highway departments 'last
week

"Because

of the horrible

tragedy, the governor gave his

about the news.
"We are the happiest people
in the world today," she said.

overtime today to supply plans Vista Homeowners Assn.
for changes in. the pavement There are 175 homeowners in
this subdivision.
design.

"There was agreement at

"We hate that it had to be

the death of these two girls to
highway department would bring this about. We did what
design the signals. It was we did for everyone who has
agreed that the Cook County to cross that intersection
lives," she
Highway department design anytime in, their
meeting

the

that the state

the changes of pavement to said.

Mrs. Teschke lined up

Evqyone c.--Nanced im

accommodate the signals and

State Reps Eugene

last week appearing on Chan"We will have the plans by nels 7 and 2 herself.
"We wanted those lights
Friday. Some of the material
already has been sent over to right now, not in 1969," she

mechafe-action to mpe the intersection-51ft,- -

Schlickman (R -Arlington

Heights) and Eugenia Chapman, (D- Arlington Heights)
called state and county of-

ficials urging prompt
emergency

measures

at

the

to make the intersection speakers for television shows
safer." Wilkie said.

the Stiate Highway

.

"I wrapped my kids in
in

a.m.

the

Department for approval," he blankets at
pointed out. "We were work- morning and we were out
ing on these plans before but there at the intersection. It
7

was freezing cold.

on a spring schedule."

corner

sai

"We wanted the public to
know that we were going to

f

conveniences for ourselves.

the pavements. The day was
saved with this idea."

Laura Ann, 4, Barbara Ann,

Deborah Ann, 9. They all
have their mother's second
name. They also have had a
lesson this week in courage

Finances will be supplied
by an emergency fund in the
state maintenance, according
to March.

officials in the forefront of

who have been concerned for

Arlington Heights village

On the roster of heroes of

public concern were John J.
Walsh, village trustee, L.A.

Krinsky, 2027 Rosehill, Arl-

Attending the meeting were

represented the Arlington

Siegel and Charles Tower,

from that same mom.

the intersection is Alan

Hanson, village manager.

ington Heights, who Walsh, Village Atty. Jack
Vista Homeowners Assn. at

village engineer.

Elmwood Circle is association

ever came away from a
meeting with the feeling we

the Marina City meeting.
Kenneth Rateike of 1927
president.

"AN UNSUNG hero of the
crusade is Charles McLean,

assistant state district

engineer," said highway
engineer March.

"McLean hit upon the idea

of the day

at

the

Marina

"This was the first time that
I

got not only what we expected
but more," said Walsh.

"All

can say is that the

I

elected state officials acted in
response to the people. The

citizens can be pleased with
the steps taken. Village officials

immediate

action in

contacting state and county

meeting. We sat around officials precipitated the
wondering how we could expedite the program. Labor was
the snag.

To be served Wednesday at

Junior High Schools and
North Elementary School in
Arlington Heights:

Meat ravioli, cottage

cheese -pineapple salad, buttered peas, frosted cake, milk.
To be served Wednesday at

juice, tossed salad, cole slaw,
molded cherry -apricot halves,

meeting."

GRODSKY described the

meeting as very positive.

shortcake, gingersnap cookies.

assorted desserts, milk.

OBITUARIES
Albert Sprunger

buttered mixed vegetables,
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Krinsky, 2027 Rosehill Dr., Arlington chilled peach half, milk.

Anne Sullivan, Betsy Ross

Countryside Center.

schools and MacArthur
Junior High in Prospect

Fair to Be Sunday

Gravy train over fluffy
potatoes or open-faced

The Countryside center for
the Handicapped will have a

Countryside Fair Sunday
from 1 to 6 p m

Held on the center's

adults from Arlington

Heights, Barrington, Buffalo
Grove, Cary, Lake Zurich,
Palatine and Wheeling.

The workshop and other

sandwich wagon wheel relish,
pizza bread, cherry cup, milk.
To be served Wednesday at
Arlington, Prospect, Wheel-

ing, Forest View, Elk Grove
and Hersey high schools:

Albert Sprunger, 98, died

Sunday in the Hinsdale
Sanitarium.

Mr. Sprunger, who lived in
Magnus Farm Nursing Home,
801

E. Central, Arlington

Heights, was a retired president of a box manufacturing
company.

Surviving are a , daughter,

Mrs. Margaret Case of Fort

Lauderdale, Fla., and a

Main dish (one choice)
stuffed or plain meatloaf,

grandson.

tion of a new workshop

buildings at the center will be
open for tours during t1, Fair.
Pony rides, a clown, games
and entertainment for all ages

Vegetable (one choice) whipped potatoes, buttered green

Northwest Hwy., Arlington

building at 2 p m
The one-story, 3,200 square

as well as a snack bar are

beans. Salad (one choice) fruit

planned.

grounds, the fair will be

sponsored by the Countryside
Parent Group

A highlight will be dedica-

.

Heights:

Proceeds will be used for
training rooms and a loading the handicapped children and
dock 4t will be used by young adults at the center.

pizza, Weiner on bun.

Distric 23 and the ad-

involve a school bus accident.

The crossings are equally

buses were
rerouted after school to avoid
the Palatine -Buffalo Grove in-

are

on behalf of District 214 was

Jack Martin, assistant
superintendent.

He attended

the conference with Tom

Shirley, Wheeling High
School principal, and Roland

Goins, principal of the new
Hersey High School, in Arlington Heights.

"We are very happy that

"The governor and March
to be congratulated on
Featuring This Week...

High School, there is increased school traffic. We
may have to sit here and keep
our fin ers crossed."

Who pays
your
mortgage?

Beautiful

...The Wade Line
of California...

CERAMIC
POTTERY
Something new,
moderately priced.
You'll love it!
e,,g, 3n alid.13144*/

Probably you do now.
But what happens if you

have an accidentlor ill-

ness? You'll recover.
Sure. But when? And
how do you make mortgage payments and pay
other living expenses in
the meantime?

No problem if you
have a Disability Income

policy from Country
Life. Because then you

something is being done," said
Martin. "We have been sitting

and waiting for lights to be
installed at that intersection
since last spring when we
discussed the problem with
the State Highway Depart-

crossing. With the new Hersey

Martin said that after the

members of the community
and others involved in bring-

IMPLEMENTING action

"At the same time we are
concerned about the other

accident, school
tersection.

ly needed expediency."

Martin said.

dangerous."

ministration want to thank all
ing about this rapid change -for the situation sore-

breaking away from red tape
and putting in the lights,"

can collect a steady
monthly income from
$50 to $800-depending on the plan you
107S. MAIN Mt. PROSPECT

choose.

See your Country

Companies agent.

1tto-uk,

Your

Country Companies
Apone

peach pie, strawberry beef, French fries, soup,

Hamburger on bun,
To be served Wednesday at

"The Board of Education of

to which -intersection would

JOHN J. WALSH

To be served Wednesday at
St. Thior High Scho01:

Ham, scalloped potatoes,
orange juice, bread, butter,
milk. A la carte: hamburgers,
hot dogs, thuringer, barbecue

Carl Sandburg School in Rolling Meadows:

Heights.

a long time.

view of the recent accident.

ment.

biscuits, honey butter, milk.
Available desserts: pineapple slice, raspberry gelatin,

lime, dicetl,peach salad,

such actions.

"Sometimes, unfortunate
happenings bring about immediate results from parties

School Menus
South,, Thomas, and Miner

-

"We all felt terrible about
what happened at the ac-

p m Friday night," said Supt.
Edward Grodsky, of District

Saturday

L. A. HANSON

"He suggested we consider
it an emergency and use day

get action regardless of in-

the erection of barricades

Carole Psaras, 1409
Rosehill Dr., Arlington,
Heights

Heights.

Wilkie, assistant to the chief we heard the lights were being
engineer of the Cook County put in," said Mrs. Arthur
Highway Department. "He Teschke of 1925 Birchwood,
accelerated the program by Arlington Heights.
"Horns were honking. We
saying 'I want this done.'
With this kind of approval, it called people to tell them

installation was to start with

Gov. Samuel H. Shapiro.

Mrs. Roseann Teschke,
1925 Birchwood, Arlington

-

'

Friends may call at

the

Lauterburg and Oehler
Funeral Home, 2000 E.
Heights, after 7 p.m. Tuesday.

Services will be at 8 p.m.
Tuesday at the funeral home
by the Wrights Grove Lodge
779.

More streir
sos
IN-SINK-ERATO
stainless steel
garbage,
disposer° i
are sold than A
any other brand!
Come In an.
find out why'

..76tChEil

le(e'li-give you a FREE rendezvous with beauty.
\We'll awaken your skin the natural way with
our THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY, We'll
show you how to select flattering shades in
powder base, lipstick, and eye shadow.
We'll give you a complete makeup too.
It's FREE at your.Merle Norman
Cosmetic Studio. Call today.

Remember to vote on Con Con
Blue Ballot. November 5.

"

MERLE RORMRTI COSMETIC STUCK,

16 W. Campbell St. - Arlington Hts., HI.
Phone 255-1270

?AITKE

AG \ton Ave.

201 N. D

Arlingtri . Heights
Phone - a 3-6441

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS DURING

1620 W. NW HWY. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS'

299.320S

ARLINGTON FURNITURE'S

foot building has three

A

Buying or Selling

Go right to
see

the top

BRUNS
/A0111

The BIG MAN
in REAL ESTATE

'-wor

MA 4
1
1

tes441fM

A

'

II

real

OF UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

e
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1714 E Northwest Hwy.
PALATINE

132 S Northwest Hwy.
SCHAUMBURG

7 W Schaumburg Road

Selected pieces of our finest quality furniture ... ALL FROM
OUR REGULAR STOCK. Sale is for a ihnitetsperiod only ...

255-6320

So to get what you want, get here early.

358-1502

894-1330

dial

92.71
stereo 24 hours

211-13 S. Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Hoights CL 9-1150

--
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... by George Hamilton

Monologue
Now wecan add hugs as a possible cause

liberal.

of airplane crashes

feet altitude.
The insects

buyers of things mechanical, but the kind of

pilot's vision for some time.

accumulated on the plane's
windshield like ice crystals and blotted out the

Not the "bugs" that are familiar to the

Suspecting that the same thing may have
happened fo the smaller plane, causing it to

bugs that fly around and make life on the
ground uncomfortable during the summer

Eighty per cent of the students said they

preferred the same party as their parents. Nineteen per cent were independents. Only one had
shifted to another political party.
Except for the activist students whose views

were just about identical with their parents,

fly blind and collided with the airliner, in-

months
Investigator for the Federal Aviation Agen-

the conservative students tended to be a little

vestigators are searching for bits of the light
plane's windshield in order to confirm their

cy (FAA) are looking into a theory that a huge
swa. m of insects caused the mid-air collision
this summer that took the lives of three area

theory.
The records of past mid-air disasters are also

being examined for evidence that swarms of

residents

Virginia Johnson, 18, her brother Richard,
13, of .5I0 S Louis, Mount Prospect were
passengers in a single -engine Cessna piloted by

Ricky Stenberg, 839 Brentwood, Elk Grove
Village

All three were killed when their plane collided in midair 11 miles south of Milwaukee's
Mitchell Field with a North Central Air Lines
Convair 580 on Aug 4.

The pilot of the airliner, who landed his.

less liveral than their fiithers and mothers.

Thomas said that previous studies had shown

that most activist students came from homes

insects may have been the cause.

where parents had some college education. And

IS THERE -a Generation Gap? Work by a
ministerial research student at the University

like to see their youngsters become more active

of Chicago indicates there is no such thing.
The Rev. Lamar Thomas studied student activists and learned they don't seem to be rebelling against their parents' views but instead
seem to be copying them.
Liberal students seem to have liberal parents

their studies.

liberal parents in general said they wuwould

and conservative students seem to have conservative parents. He found no instance in his
sample in which a student had changed from

plane safely with the small plane imbedded in
the fuselage of the twin engine prop -jet, told
investigators that before the accident his plane
flew through a dense cloud of insects at 5,000

liberal to conservative or conservative to

than they are, even isf it took some time from
The report is based on a limited sample, but
does raise some interesting questions.

For instance, are the student riots,
demonstrations and marches backed by the

parents of the rioters, demonstrators and

marchers? Are students doing what most of

their parents would like to do themselves? Can
any researcher tell us?

.,-.4Mirsinomtaaiari..

College Selection Guide

ow to Analyze a College Catalog
dining facilities and regula-

In another college you may

the director of admissions of each of your

health, psychiatric and place-

in selecting a specified

bulletin
Your first impression as
you start reading the catalogs
may be that all colleges sound

formal work-study programs;

to choose for yourself between

You have narrowed the
field of choice, and have written

to

possible colleges for its

courses you can carry per
term (anywhere from three to

GUIDE TO COLLEGE

five), and the number of

SELECTION devised by the

ment services; on -campus number of courses within ceremployment opportunities or tain groups, with the freedom

credits allocated to major and
distribution requirements, you
may be left with a lot of room,

author of this

address and $2 check to

or very little, for electives in

how and when the library is the salmon and the caviar.
used; and the details on the
THEN COMES the "main
various types of extra -curricular organizations and ac-' course." You may elect a major immediately or, in some
tivities.
If none of this has turned cases, as late as the junior
you off, you are ready to get year. If you have a clear idea
down to what college is really on this now, you will want to

alike More or less lyrically,
they do spell out similar lofty

aims -- to help you become
a well-balanced, inquiring in-

dividual of strong moral

your program.

read the section on admissions

to make sure you have the
necessary entrance civalifica

others, useful to your community and country

A SELECTION of "ap- choice of electives. This is
petizers" gets you off to a where you can browse freely

taken every single high school
course that's listed. These are
often described as "recom-

ferings, and if you are an

quired" and most colleges will

yourself.

especially
basis of y

mended" rather than "re-

good start. These are generally among a wide variety of of-

called "distribution re-

make exceptions if they

academic glutton you will
of a want to have room to stuff

quirements" and are designed

force you to

to

taste

variety of subjects in different
areas.

It's

There is a tremendous
important to examine variation in what colleges

you note the geographical
distribution of the students;

women if it's coed, what

percentage of the students actually live on campus, the

rules governing dress,

behavior, cars and curfews;

you on the

total record.

Do pay particular attention

to be made to eat caviar when who let you eat whatever you
you prefer smoked salmon, like.
Depending on the college's
you may not want to be locked in with a prescribed se- calendar (quarter, trimester.
or semester), the number of
quence of required courses.

Take the known record and

a

"balanced

whichever ones are specified.

(NEXT: Final Applications./

CASTLE, SEE A

REALTOR!
You couldn't buy or sell your castle as smoothly
and efficiently as a Realtor. That's his job, to be an
expel t His experience and knowledge can work for
So whether you're selling a three room bunyou
galow or buying a 90 -room chateau, see Kemmerly
first

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

$100
savings on any
Gorham design
Never before has it been possible to purchase Gorham
sterling at such generous savings. Choose service
for 12 in any of 23 exquisite designs, including the
new Hispana. Service consists of 12 teaspoons, 12
place knives, 12 place forks, 12 individual salad forks.

$60 on service for 8.

Set composition: 8 teaspoons, 8 place knives, 8 place
forks, 8 salad forks.

SAVE

$25

on service for 4.

Set composition: 4 teaspoons, 4 place knives, 4 place
forks, 4 salad forks.

lark

DtePt!
ROL

for a limited time only

emmer

Q --What

is

it be

develop uremia? Can

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00 a year: $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Back to School

When the kidneys are so
that

damaged

they can no

Brush Up,
American Style

This usually calls for the
use of an artificial kidney.
Some victims have been cured
with a low -protein diet (18
grams of protein a day) or the

use of specially prepared

amino acids. When the
underlying cense if
high

blood

a

pressure

very
or

hardening of the arteries in
the kidneys, an operation to
give the kidneys a new blood

supply is sometimes
beneficial.

Q --What is retrograde

Is there any way to

prevent a recurrence?

A-This is an infection that
!ascends from the bladder to
the kidney pelvis rather than
reaching the kidney through
the blood stream. It may be
caused by a variety of bacteria

and fungi. It is treated with
antibiotics and urinary antiseptics but cure is often dif-

ficult. The only way to prevent a recurrence is to treat
the disease until all signs of
the infection are eliminated.

sagging. If the sagging is great

enough to cause kinking of
the ureters an operation to fix

the kidneys firmly in place

not recommended for the run of -the mill Poatine kidney.
Q --Having had a Caesarian
section with my first child,

how. long must I wait before

GORHAM
@CO Sterling

starting to have another child?

it true that once a
Casearean always a
Is

A --There is no required
waiting period. Whether the

1st)299-0082

next child following a.
Caesarean must also be

delivered in 'this way would

The Home Buyers Guide

Silver, 'China & Crystal
6400 North Harlem
at Northwest Hwy..

appearing every week in

631.2800-Suburbs 825-3131

9rt. 9 to 9 C Sat. 4°5.
Closed Swwdas

Ition..Thers. 9 to 9

The Prospect Day is published daily. Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, tit. 60056

involvement is discovered.

Caesarean?

DAY PUBLICATIONS

.

cured?

who are much underweight.
In such cases, bringing the
body weight up to normal or
slightly higher eliminates the

956-1500

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

William]. Kiedatsch
Managing Editor

hereditary? What would cause

ble. It is often seen in persons

253-2460

894-1800

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Biight's disease? Is it

-may be necessary but this is

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
(Opening Oct. 1st)
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the cause of

kidney usually cause/rou-

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

12 S. Wolf Rd. (Opening Oct.

W- G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

A --A sagging or floating

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In. Prospect Heights

Not Hereditary

Q-What can one do for a

OPEN 9 to 9

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

-- !Marshall Field III

floating kidney?

W REALTORS

In Palatine

"Honmr the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.-

Brig ht's
Disease

longer clear the urea from the
blood, uremia occurs.

SAVE

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

DOCTOR SAYS

A--Bright's disease is now
usually called nephritis. It is
not hereditary. It is a frequent
preferences of an individual complication of streptococcic
student. Work them through sore throat, scarlet fever or
1,220 colleges as a computer
Fever. Sometimes
would. This is the advantage rheumatic
the initial infection goes
unrecognized until the kidney

LAST 4 DAYS!
IF YOU WANT YOUR
NEXT HOME TO BE YOUR

Pro5pe[t Dap

10019.

to the test requirements, a person with this disease to

though, and be sure to take

consider

Just as you might not want is good for you and others

the proportion of men and

t

diet,"
carefully because these re- just as there are mothers who
quirements can be very rigid. make you eat what they think

this part of the "menu"

ferences among the colleges as

Station, New York, N.Y.

Don't worry if you haven't

For "dessert" you have a

ONCE YOU GET past the
general statement of purpose
and .the history of the college
that usually precedes it, dive
into the section on student
life
Here you may get a clearer
picture of some of the dif-

College Selection Guide, c!o
Day Publications, P. 0. Box

lions.

all about --

"Love even thy bigoted neighbor!"

series. It is
available by mail. Send name,

489, Dept. 600, Radio City

IF THE COLLEGE'S curriculum whets your appetite,

the educational study the department's course
descriptions and requirements.
"banquet" available to you.

character, considerate of

of the ingeniou.i THE 1969

tions; religious, guidance, be given considerable leeway

depend on the reasons for the

first operation. Most doctors
still prefer to do a Caesarean
in a woman who has previous-

ly delivered in. this way
because the uterine scar is in-

elastic end this fay"" raptor:
of the uterus during labor.

Mon. Fri. and a PSC Tues.

night before at the exact time
as the English class. That was

Thur. schedule to a lost
Gaucho, complete with

computerized planning?

poncho and sandals.

purse I

(Editor's note: The student
who wrote this story is an Arlington Heights housewife who
thought she wanted to go back
to college. The numerals have
'been changed in her account,
to protect the innocent.)

time was quoting a PHY

junior college should have

-There a counselor merely

MUSTERING courage,

I

proceeded to the'next station.

Registration at a local

stapled my sheets and waved
me on to the IBM pickup sta-

been a simple procedtA., like
filing ones' income tax or fill-

tion. Rows and rows of IBM

ing out a credit application.
was only interested in two

cards sat before me. But none
for my class. Filled. They
waved me back to Station I.
"How about this one?" sugs

courses, a brush -up on

Business English and typing,

for being English I had a
secretarial background that
still had employers ending
their letters with "I remain

But I was to soon e x-

and through some trees."

At the caravan a counselor
sent me jogging back to -a new
registration headquarters. You

guessed it, by jove, Station I,

IBM cards, lingo, symbols,
the lot! By now, of course,
there was only the "leavings"
to consider. Plus a long queue
(line) of students, most of
whom were hearing that their
selections were not available

IN DESPERATION I

Station II, Staple Station,

perience what might ,have

IBM pickup, computation of chose a typing class, any one,
fees, mug -shot for ID, hand so long as it had typewriters.

been a visit to a tobacco auction.

in IBM cards, car sticker, Ski

AS I ENTERED the

Club?

But were these numbers by
two simple brush -up classes?
Only time would tell!

registration hall, stations were

to 18. IBM equipment testified to the fact that
this was a highly organized
1

place, the

school, over the parking lot

gested a man in a dark suit
and tie who seemed to command some authority in the
room. I took his word for it. either.
Back I scurried to Station I,

your obedient servant."

marked

Clutching coat, books, and
was directed to a
caravan parked "across the

MONDAY classes began,
except, where were theadults?

printed literature

and jargon spoken rapidly
around me was, "ENG. 101.

Tues. Thur. 6 to 9. Scratch
that. JUM 130, Wednesday,
Fri. . or BUS 117."
Not to mention a variety of
.

I saw none. At 29 I was the
most antiquated thing stalking
the halls. Many students even
greeted me, mistaking me for
a teacher.

Back

I

raced

.

.

Station I,

.

Staple Station, IBM pick up,
"Three dollars,
cashier
.

.

.

please."

"For what?" I inquired.
"Why for changing classes,"
came the reply.

This week I arrived an hour
early at school so I might find
a parking spot. As I sat knit-

ting in my car,

I

suddenly

recalled the words of one of

my countrymen, Oliver

other symbols, meanings,
room numbers, locations

Tuesday night I returned
for typing in Room 117. But
where were the typewriters?
The roll was called but no me.

when one does .not know

schools, fines, books or fees.

My typing class had met the

where one is going!"

between two area high

Cromwell, who consoled,

"One never rises so high as

Not yet daunted, Station I
presented me with my ID and
an IBM card. At another sta-

tion I carefully made out my
schedule (while grasping for
dear life a catalog I had had
the foresight to bring with
me).

"Scratch that English,"

I

was told.

"Is there a similar class to
take its place?" I asked. Silly
question!

There was ENO.

105, Wed. Fri. or 103, Tues.

Hideaword
RONCHAM
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
15 good, 23 excellent

Thur. or 7 to 9, BUS. 201
Wed. Fri. rattled off a petite
counselor who at the same

Answer eh Comic Page

'

,

1

The Day's Prospects

au ter

a rina air' an
already It isn't exactly a part
because I do Just the prologue

BY DOLORF-S HAUGH
Women's Editor

at the beginning of the play."
"Mrs. 'C' you've got a love- Her reply, when asked if she
ly daughter." Mary Frances would be allowed to stay up
Crosby, daughter of Bing and late every night was a matterKathryn Crosby is a charming of-fact "No, but maybe once
or twice."
little lady.!
At her first press luncheon
held at the Mai Tai MARY FRANCES likes

her three Labradors, pretty
clothes and acting. She is

Restaurant across from the
Mill Run Playhouse prior, to

proud of the fact that she can
"stay on her pony if he bucks

her debut in "Sabrina Fair,"

which starred her mother,

a little." She also cooks and
bakes "from scratch."
rect and very self-assured.
She does not like milk or.
"No, I'm not afraid of acting in the play," she said, "I school. She is tutored by her
have been on television with efficient and accomplished
Daddy. It is really quite a lot mother while appearing in her
Mary Frances was calm, cor-

of fun and I know my part first play. Mary Frances

hasn't decided whether she
will become an actress or a

nun.

pearances with tt "

was born in Houston, the
daughter of school teachers
and started winning beauty

KATHRYN STUDIED

nursing for six years and

"Daddy took me to Hawaii
last week and that was great

contests in junior high.

. She kept winning them,

received her nurse's cap at
Queen of Angels Hospital in
Los Angeles. She is an ac-

to that from an African safari,

moted her Hollywood career.

credited teacher in California,

gazelle."

tract with Paramount, ap-

to "Miss
fun," she continued. Her becoming runner-up
1952, which promother had just returned prior Texas" in

where she had "bagged a

substitute teaching in

During her Hollywood con-

Hillsborough, where she lives
with her family.
An actress of stage, screen

"I don't like to kill pearing in "Rear Window,"
anything, but it seems so im- "Living it Up," "Arrowhead"
portant to the men in my life," and many others, she conKathryn admitted. For father tinued her college education
she killed a moose, for Bing and received her B.A. degree
in Fine Arts. She became a
a large gazelle.
KATHRYN CROSBY is a Hollywood correspondent for
capable woman of many
talents. She is an actress,
registered nurse, author, licturer and mother of three. She

Barbara Haack Weds
Alan Parker Chesney
Complementing the radiant
and regal look of Barbara Lee

and television, her ac-

complishments are great but

above all she is a con-

scientious mother. She corrects with love and watches
with care. Harry Lillis Jr. is
10, Mary Frances, 9, and

20 Texas newspapers and one

of the stars she interviewed
was Bing Crosby.

After asking the questions

for her column, Bing asked

Nathaniel Patric, 7.
If you have the opportunity

to visit Mill Run Playhouse

her to dinner. They were mar-

through Oct. 13, you un-

ried four years later in

doubtedly will be fascinated

October, 1957. The ups and
downs of their romance and

with this mother -daughter
team and delighted by the

marriage are told in her book,
"Bing and Other Things."
When asked how her book

play.

team enjoying all this?

was doing she replied, "It is
doing all right but I don't
'have the time to make the

necessary personal ap-

6 ernui

Haack, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Donald H. Haack,
Mount Prospect, as she

Is the mother -daughter

Kathryn summed it up

as

"one of the most delightful experiences we have shared so
far.,,.,

Kathryn Crosby teams up with her tear -old daughter, Mary 0. Frances, in "Sabrina
and refreshing twosome make "Sabrina
Fair" at MIII Run Playhouse. The delightfully young
Fair" way above average.

crnicrirnnnrrarrnnrdaaaa(1000400006AA

Engagements Announced

became the bride of Alan
Parker Chesney, son of Mr.

and Mrs. J. Dukehart

Chesney., Delmar, N.Y., were
her necklace and unusual veil.
The cultured pearl necklace

was a gift of the groom. A

motif
appliqued
bordered her elbow -length,

delicate

Page 5
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handmade lace veil, which she

purchased in Brussels,

Wedding Showers Have
`Fantastic Possibilities'

during her winter
term abroad, while a student

Belgium

at Lake Erie College.

THE WEDDING

ceremony took place Aug. 10
at Faith --Cutheran Church,

Arlington Heights. The Rev.

BY ELEANOR RIVES

Edgar H. Behrens officiated at
the 5 p.m. double -ring nuptial
service. Organ music was pro-

vided by Mrs. Carole S.
Weatherby; Harry Thiessen,
soloist, sang

"Jesu,

Joy of

MR. AND MRS. ALAN PARKER CHESNEY
(Photo by Ferrara)
didate in the field of soci logy
at Case -Western Reservv,

The couple met w Ile both

Man's Desiring" and "The
Lord's Prayer."

Baskets of white snap-

dragons and carnations and of
lemon greens and palms stood
at the altar. Lemon greens and

white bows decorated the
church pews.

In addition to her Belgian
veil, the bride chose for her
wedding attire a floor -length
gown of white silk organza
with scoop neckline and long

sleeves ending in point.

were attending Case -Western
Reserve University Graduate

The printed invitation in-

a "Williamsburg at

donor.

tiques.

eludes the handwritten
notation "Registered at

"And from Mrs. Jones, a
food mixer. Thank you Mrs.

Field's."

School.

Lynn Shaffer
Is Bride Of
James A. Mahesy

When you arrive at the
fashionable restaurant -lounge,

her bridesmaids,

empire
bodice and front of the sheath
the

a

mother, all dressed in

You kiss and exclaim over'
the bride, while her sister
,

The bride introduces you
down the line. Everyone looks

elegant in the flattery of the

THE BRIDE'S flowers

dazzling chandeliers.

were phalaenopsis orchids and

IN THE GREAT room are

stephanotis on a background
of English ivy.

20 round tables, each set for

eight. At the front of the

Mrs. Dennis Williamson,
Milwaukee, served as matron

room, just below the state and

of honor. Her floor -length,
belted, chiffon gown was

the head table.

even with the microphone is

Down the center of the

samron rose in color, and
featured scoop neckline and
long full sleeves with ruffled

room are long, narrow tables
laden with every possible buffet selection.
Guests sip pink champagne

cuffs.
She wore a matching wide -

ried cascading white and deep

punch, nibble at little treats
until the buffet dinner begins.
A beautifully decorated cake

pink glamellias with camellia

is the dessert.

brimmed tulle hat with velvet
band and streamers, and car-

BRIDESMAIDS were Mrs.
Roy Wilson Points, Quincy,
111. (formerly of Arlington

MR. AND MRS. JAMES A. MEHESY

Heights); Mrs. Bruce P.

Vander Mel, Thousand Oaks,
Calif. and Mrs. James H.
Wakelin III, N. Plainfield,

Wearing a pink dress with
a headpiece of orchids, and
carrying a basket of orchids,

groom. Their dresses and

like a little pink orchid herself

flowers were the same as the
matron of honor.
Tw,oi 4 -year -old nephews of

the groom served as

ringbearers and carried the
actual rings. The youngsters

were Jeffery Wakelin and
Timothy Vander Mel.

The twin brother of the
groom, James D. Chesney of

Ann Arbor, served

as

best

man. Other groomsmen were

Bruce P. Vander Mel,

Barbara Shaffer, 4, looked.
as she preceded her sister, the

bride, down the aisle of the

Prospect Heights Baptist
Church.

On Aug. 10, Lynn K. Shaffer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Robert Shaffer, Mount

Prospect, became the wife of
James A. Mehesy, son of Mr.

and Mrs. Joseph Mehesy,
Perth Amboy, N.J. The Rev.
Robert Rushing officiated at

the 5 p.m. double -ring

ceremony.

Thousand Oaks, Calif.; James

Roger Creamer, brother of
the bride, sang "The Song of

11. Wakelin Ill, N. Plainfield,
N.J.; and Thomas J. Haack,

Ruth" and "The Wedding
Prayer." Organ music was

Mount Prospect.

furnished by Olga Heine, with

The bride, a 1962 graduate
of Arlington High School, was

Baskets of gladiolas and

awarded a BS Degree from

Lake Erie College, and in
1968 an MA degree from
Case -Western Reserve

University. She is presently
a doctoral candidate in educa-

tional psychology at Case Western Reserve.

The groom earned his BS

Degree at Hope College in
Holland, Mich. and' his MA
Degree from 'Case -Western
Reserve University in 1967.
He is now 'a doctoral can -

or TV set."

Everyone

Linda Barber at the piano.
mums lecorated the church,
with greens at the pews.

matron of honor. She wore a
full-length, linen, empire -styled gown with A -line skirt,

Alvin Burrack of Aurora,
Iowa.

The bride-to-be is a 1967
graduate of Wheeling High
School, and is now studying

at Tricoci's School of
Cosmetology.

Burrack is a 1968 graduate
of Upper Iowa University and

is presently working with
Metropolitan Life Insurance

usually as a surprise to the :rent of bigger, better, more, joring in psychology at the Co.
bride, to give her their best expensive and less personal University of Illinois.
The couple is planning a
recipes and tips on kitchen everything.
June wedding.
management.
'OR WILL WE?
Then a few started giving
little kitchen gifts, little time saving devices that were their

Mother's CItib Installs Officers.

The Delores Eiler Mothers'
own favorites. Gradually the
gifts have moved up to the Club held their first meeting
bridal shower and the only of the 1968-69 season Sept. 24
thing left to give as a wedding
present is money.
Sometimes it's needed to
help pay for the reception.

THIS HAS fantastic

possibilities. How about a

corresponding secretary and

Mrs. Robert Lewellyn,
treasurer.

The mothers' group gives
at the Rolling Meadows Holiday Inn with new officers support and encouragement
assuming their duties. Mrs. F. throughout the year to the
Vernon Schlexer presided as Delores Eiler Entertainers, a

president with Mrs. Donald
Post, vice president; Mrs.
Willard Boward, recording
secretary; Mrs. John Pingel,

talented group of young

dano6rs from the Eiler Studios

who perform throughout the.
Chicagoxarea.

Oct. 9 meeting of
Northwest Suburban Alumnae
Chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi.

bridesmaids matched in style

Heights. -

that of the matron of honor,
but were in different shades
of\ pink: Parisian pink and
wisteria. Matching pouf veils

of Women Voters who will

The gowns of the

Hostess for the evening is

Mrs. 0. E. Taylor, 1112
Francis Drive, Arlington
Guest speaker will be Mrs.
William Marier of the League

GAIL RAE LEBRUN

Mr. and Mrs. Ray C.
LeBrun, 211 N. Windsor Dr.,
Arlington Heights, announce

the engagement of their
daughter Gail Rae to Roger

present a film pertinent to our

Dale Allen, son of Mr. and

need for revision. Co -

Hackberry Ln., Mount

were attached to pearl, bar

state's constitution and its

Mrs. Richard Schwandt, 708

combs.

Prospect.

BRIDESMAIDS were Mrs.

hostesses will be Mrs. E. J.
Cairns, Schaumburg; Mrs.

Heights and Susan Shaffer,

Thomas Moran, Arlington

John Ancana, Arlington

Paul Jung, Palatine, and Mrs.

the bride's sister.

Heights.

Dressed in a 4hite tuxedo,
5 -year -old Nathan Creamer,
the bride's nephew, served as

terested in attending this

ringbearer.
Best man was Bill Petersoh

Tubbs, Arlington Heights,

Any alumnae who is in-

meeting and needs transporta-

tion should call Mrs. William
cheese
Alpha Omicron Pi president, Mrs. Laurence Frerk (left) of Arlington Heights serves
Carlos F.
Robert
Juckett
(center)
and
guest
speaker
and wine to former president, Mrs.
Plaines, or Mrs. Robert Scott,
Saaverdra of Gold Seal Wines at their recent wine -tasting party.
.392-4586, Mount Prospect.
and Mrs. Leon Hensen, Des in g, being planned by
Among AOP1's recent ac- winning movie filmed tiy his
chairman, Mrs. Robert Boldt,
Plaines.
tipities have been a September company's president, Charles
The same evening Mrs. Des Plaines. Members in wine tasting party presented Feurnier, on the growing of Robert Juckett, Park Ridge, terested in afternoon, evening
wine -making
and
by Gold Seal Wines' represen- grapes
was presented a golden AOPi or couples bridge may contact
tative, Charles F. Saavedra in at their vineyards in Finger charm, honoring her as im- her at 296-2590.
the home of Mrs. B. A. Lakes, New York.
, Also announced by the
mediate past president.
McKnight, Park Ridge.
chapter is the date of their
Serving the group were
While members sipped the
Other alumnae activities in benefit theatre party to be
Wive varieties of wine and Mrs. Sidney Little and Mrs. future
weeks will include a held Nov. 3 at the Mill Run
nibbled cheeses and crackers, Laurence Frerke, Arlington
regular
womenN bridge even- Playhouse.
Saavedra showed an awards Heights; Mrs. Robert Boldt

92-103 9; Mrs. James
of New Jersey. Other 3Kaeding,
296-8985, Des
groomsmen were Joe Mehesy,
the twin brother of the groom,

organza, embellished with

lace medallion appliques with
pearl trim on the bodice. It
was fashioned with scalloped
lace neckline, long sleeves,

kindergarten at Harbor Christian School in Columbia.
Mehesy, a graduate of Bob

the bride.

The bride, a graduate of

Jones University, teaches

princess panel skirt
112hving into a court train.

Jones University, is working
on his master's degree in
education at the University of

Prospect Heights, ,served as

South Carolina.

Mrs. Roger Creamer,

and Mrs. Clifford Wertsch,

The Constitutional Conat the

Palatine High School and Bob

a

James V. Wertsch, son of Mr.

the Oct. 12, 1968 wedding of
their daughter Sandra to Lea
Burrack, son of Mr. and Mrs.

vention will be in the spotlight

scoop neckline, and large Dior
bows at the shoulders. Its wild
blush color was matched, with
a pouf veil. She carried a
Flemish bouquet.

and Bob Shaffer, brother of

,and

any cost, the furious merry-

Mr. and Mrs. Herman C.
Waller, 916 Elmhurst Rd.,
Prospect Heights, announce

Con -Con inn. Spotlight. For Alpha Omicron

THE BRIDE'S long white
gown was of imported French

peau D'Ange lace and

outdo your contemporaries at

SANDRA WALLER

INDA ANN LENZ

type bride, a Sports Shower at
Mr. and Mrs. Norman F.
some famous Ski Lodge.
AM I LOSING my mind or Lenz, 108 E. Council Trail,
Mount
Prospect, have anisn't this just one more in-

Delavan, Ill.
Gifts from 160 people. You go-round to nowhere?
Miss Lenz is a 1964
Women of the world, prowish you could slip yours
away and run out for at least test! Down with extravagant graduate of Prospect High
a place setting of china.
showers! Up with the simple, School and. a 1968 graduate
LOOK, CLASS, does friendly, home showers of of the University of Illinois at
anyone know the original yesteryear. But like the ma- Champaign. She is currently
purpose of a shower? Years jority of well-intentioned peo- employed as a reporter by
ago, a shower was a small ple who don't want to appear Hollister Publications,
group of friends and relatives chintzy, you and I will be Wilmette.
Her fiance is a senior mawho gathered together, swept along in' the swift cur -

THEN THE BRIDE steps 'Casino Shower in Las Vegas
up to the mike while four with free flights both ways. Or

foliage.

N.J., both sisters of the

c

bursts -into applause.

sophisticated "after 5" dresses,
many black.

skirt.

surpris'i, the bride with a Dior

M . Brown."
o top it all -- "And from stance of the dizzy spiral of nounced the engagement of
other, a certificate for inflation, the treadmill fight to their daughter Linda Ann to
my

mother and the groom's

off your much -toodemure, pink -wrapped gift.

creation. Or for the outdoor

"AOdfrom Mrs. Brown, an

her

whisks

vacuum cleaner. Thank you
electric blender. Thank you

It consists of the bride, her
sister,

Perhaps a Couturier

Shower in Paris with guests

given the opportunity to

Mrs. Smith."

waits just inside the great double doors.

Christmas" shower, with gifts
limited to Early American an-

Jones."

"And from Mrs. Smith, a

the directory in the lobby entrance sends you to the main
party room. A receiving line

Etchings of re -embroidered
lace frosted with tiny pearls
embellished

bridesmaids furiously unwrap
gifts, handing them to her one
at a time with the card of the

A graduate of Prospect

High School, Miss LeBrun
now attends Harper College.
She also 'works part time for
the Illinois Bell Telephone Co.

Allen was graduated from
Wheeling High School. He is
now serving in the U. S.

Navy, stationed nt Long
Beach, Calif.

A wedding date will be an-

nounced later.

SHOWER CURTAIN CARE
To keep plastic shower cur-

tains looking cleaner and

fresher, wash them thoroughly

by hand, then soak 15
minutes in a solution of S

-

cup p chlortne bleach,
thoroughly mixed with each
gallon of cold water. Rinse
well.

.

f.

4

wir

-
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Arlington Park.

Cong. Donald Rumsfeld congratulating the Jockeyettes who were hostesses for the dinner -dance held Saturday evening at
ay

Richard Ogilvie (left) and Carl Hansen, 110 S. Edward,
Mount Prospect, Republican Committeeman for Elk Grove
1 ownship, confer over a pamphlet on government at the Elk
Grove Township Republican Organization dinner -dance held
Saturday.

RIGHT-At the VIP table at the annual dinner dance Saturdey evening were (left to right) Cong. Donald Rumsfeld, Gov.

Louie B. Nunn of Kentucky, Mrs. Richard Ogilvie, Ogilvie
-

and Hansen.

mfr

/-
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SELLING YOUR HOME?

HHH 'Terrific,' Says Ex -Secretary.
Hubert H. Humpfrey has a
one -woman rootinkiectian,,,at
1129 Juniper Lane",iPrbipect
Heights.

take

She is Mrs. Nick (Evelyn)
Lovdjieff, who was the vicepresident's personal secretary

when Humphrey was mayor
of Minneapolis, Minn.

a
sign

ROBERT L.

11
REALTORS ®

from
us!

"HE DOESN'T forget
you," she said.

"He's a terrific person."
She referred to her first

meeting with, the vice-president in 20 years last May,
when she and her husband
and son visited Washington,
D.C.

The 20 -year interval

ap-

parently made no difference

to Humphrey when Mrs.

Lovdjieff and her family were
ushered into his office in the.d
4E-.xeeutiYa
.

timei," he exclaimed,
corikig to Mrs. Lovdjieff.
She said she was astonished

that after a 20 year interval

MOST
PEOPLE

"with all the people he'd seen
since then," he should remember her so readily.
How does one become the

5

head of the mathematics sec-

She remembered how the
former Minnesota mayor took
his share of criticism from the
daily press when he was head
man of Minneapolis.

tion for a Chicago ,textbook
publisher,

FAMILY responsibilities

She rooting for

the vice-

president in his hid for the nation's highest post, although
her campaigning to date has
been

of a

personal

her time.
Her older daughter, Teresa,
18, is a freshman at Carthage

"But when the chips were
down, he really straightened

Another daughter, Susan, 17,

Father's Night Potluck
For Child Study Group

Mr. Humphrey walked in.

'Mrs. Lovdjieff had skill to

College, Kenosha, Wis.

IS a :senior at Wheeling

But Mrs. Lovdjieff has not

accompany the chance

lost her interest in politics.

meeting with Humphrey.
She had been a state champiori in. Shorthand,-;in.!lowa,

presidential campaign she ex-

Referring to the current

plOded:

,

die don speed in sA-,;:;:,;.!.1( really irks me,, when

-*pie say some of the things
gess of-1413RWOhli aiViinute:
The job bated until 1948,, they do about Humphrey."
.

After 'Humphrey had suc-

"IT SEEMS unjust," she

cessfully completed his first
campaign for United States

continued, "some of the

neSota.

they don't really know him."

senator's seat from Min- statements_ they make, when

William S. Robinson discuss
"The Child in a Bulldozed

the population of human
beings continue to spiral
upward. I thus chose to

America" at its annual
Father's Night Potluck,

Wednesday, Oct. 9 in the
Hough Street School library,
Barrington. The buffet will be
program presented at 8.

In addition to Mrs.

to Washington ai his

Ores* le everything.
''When it comes to bosses

Association, a CBS documentary film will be shown.
Mrs. Robinson explains her
five years of association with
Planned Parenthood this way.
"As a conservationist, I was
aware that nothing, redwoods,

As the years passed, the

- Humphrey's Christmas cards

he can't be beat."

Mrs. Loydjieff termed the

' vice-president a "really

while it followed rising stimulating" perioO, who
political stet;

always t

n,ihterest in peck.

would be conserved should

volunteer for the one agency
which was seeking to educate
people as to the dangers of the
population explosion."

served at 6:30 p.m. and the

Robinson, who is a director
of the Planned. Parenthood

Lovdjieff family received

friends.

prairies, birds or animals,

"He's such a dynamic

secretary," she_said;

nature:

praising his qualities to

The Child Study Group of

Barrington will hear Mrs.

"I loVed my husband more

than my job, sal didn't go person, so completely in-.

394-1900 392-3900.

related.

with one of Mr. Humphrey's
assistants," she said, "when

sotig dictation, .and minuteS2 .15, is f1'46039.1nOre at Hersey
High:'''
latersile was hiredr

DAY' PUBLICATIONS

the press changed from
brickbats to bouquets, she

came to take a larger part of

High School, and,
411.09t/IC.Rciiiiiiiirey gave her. th.,_6AttMlly's "young* Mark,

Appootwo,**WEig

things out," and coverage,by

going through a job interview

:relate0Nlin

BUYERS GUIDE

ple and their problems, the
"little guy" and the more af-

especially when one is new to
the city?

could lake shorthand," .she

onvenient

255-3900 773-2800 358-5900

husband,

fluent alike.

"HE ASKED whether 1

Ltarry,Knpack Mar04.9,,a!a,#HcirrY:Garla
Bill giedeirhanil, 'Gftice MciOrigJack Jozwiak # Micke Robertfon''''
Jerry Maas Bessie Wright Gen 171'ollnagel
Chuck Flood Joe Winters Doris Baehr
Al Langos Jim Warriner Guy McCord
George Haahr Bob Nelson
Raymond W. Nelson Jim Maloney Terry Fitzpatrick
Marge Nelson *Mary Solon Don Jackson
Jo Good °Joan Miller Carl Pasquale
Frank Jagels Jack Whisler Bob Lotka
Norm Marley Vi Soderstrom George Stahmer

Lovdjieffs

mathematics, later became the

certain amount of luck,- in
,Mrs. Lovdjieffs case. "I was'

35 Prof'essional Salespeople

Mrs.

Nick, first a teacher of

Partly good,training plus a

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF
EXCEPTIONAL HOMES
AS ADVERTISED IN THE

on White House tour.

personal secretary to the

mayor of Minneapolis,

DO!

Mrs. Nick, Lovdjieff, 1129 Juniper Lane, Arlington Heights, looks on with interest, with
sort Mark, 14, as her form r "boss," Vice President Hubert Humphrey accompanies them

Mrs. Robinson is now on
the board of directors of Planned Parenthood and chairman

of their Chicago Area public
affairs committee.

Anyone interested in

at-

tending this meeting is

welcome or may learn more
about the group by contacting
Mrs. Fritz Michaelis, 392-

3405 or Mrs. Henry Grana,
381-2925.

asta e arrel by Forest View 27-12

ee in

Barreling Jack Bastable led

of in high school games, but

27-12 whipping of the Falcons

fluke by doing it again later

at Forest View in the annual
Gold Nugget game Saturday

against the wind.

the Wheeling Wildcats to a
:51

V

Bastable proved that it was no

afternoon.

The strapping 190 -pound

Wheeling halfback scored
twice in the first half, and
although the Falcons came

back to within two points at

one time, and Bastable did not

score'again, he was responsible for most of Forest View's

The ball was brought out to

the 20 and the Falcons lost
little time fumbling at their

fingers as soft overhand
third quarter when their lateral fell to ground and was
aerial to the FV 12. After two defense held Wheeling scooped up by Wildcat Marty
quarterbdek Ron King hit end

like a title 'contender in the

gains of short yardage, 'King

called on Bastable to put a

scoreless, and the Falcons Crain who took it all the way
scored with seven seconds left in for a Wheeling TD. The

capper on the long TD drive.

in the frame.

Jay Jobst with a 56 -yard

one series following the
kickoff and Forest View

of 7-0 less than two minutes

almost

tra' point soccer -style for

uneventful series.

into the second quarter.

THE FALCONS fumbled
again on their second play

ONCE AGAIN Bastable's
kickoff was downed in the

from scrimmage after the punt

and Wheeling recovered on

GANG TACKLING was
the only weapon effective in
stopping Bastable. With the
victory Wheeling remained

punted after one vain series.
Wheeling marched again for

Jordan had the right combination in on defense as the

paydirt calling on Bastable for

unbeaten in the Mid -

Suburban League at 2-0, and

a breezy 14-0 lead on the

Wheeling coach, sent in

winning season, Bastable may
repeat as an all -state hack.
Bastable also kicks off for

Bastable's boot had the

boot was whistled dead when

and 'Cat Steve Kioph (44) were also in on the play.

Bastable to try a field goal.

if the 'Cats wind up with a

Wheeling and his opening
The pigskin landed safely on the ground as an incomplete pass in this play at Forest
View Saturday. It was intended for VVbeeling's Jay Jobst (89), but FV's Dick Olsen (43)

side the FV 5.

it was caught by FV's John

Caltagirone, in his own
endzone. Kicks of that

distance but was wide to the
right, and Forest View took
over. They were forced to
punt after picking up just one
first down. Wheeling started
with the ball from their own

distance are generally unheard

32. All -conference

Lesniau toed his second

PAT in as many attempts giving Wheeling what looked like

later when

minute

speedy Oakley had out-

behind, shaking the ball loose.

Lesniak's extra point kick was
good giving the Wildcats the
game at 27-12.

The. 'Cats had lost the

season opener to a currently
Wheeling 33. The 'Cats ad- unbeaten non -conference foe
vanced to' FV's 36 before the Maine, South Hawk I, but
are co -leading the MSL with
Falcons took possession.
After a short drive, Long Arlington and Prospect who
picked up an important first are 2-0 and 1-0, respectively.
down on a keeper play to the
trail

winless Falcons. But the Cat's

of Falcons up to

the

I

weren't allowed to take that
edge into the locker room at
the half.

The Falcons moved deep

THE TRUE test for the
31 before tossing
another TD pass to Olsen. 'C'ats will conic next Friday
The PAT attempt was had night at home when they face
again but the Falcons were Arlington which has already

into Wheeling land but were
unable to move past the seven

Wheeling

yard line. Wheeling had to
punt after one series of downs.
On their first play from

within striking distance.

been tagged as one of the best
in the state. The Cards are 3-0

BASTABLE returned the overall compared to Wheelkickoff to the Wheeling 49 ing's 2-I and Prospect's 1-2.
and for a moment looked as
Forest View's varsity will
if he might go all' the way.
On the next play the Forest visit the winless Panthers at
View fans thought a victory Glenbard North next Satur-

Falcons finally scored on a

pass play from Dave Long to
Dick Olsen. The PAT attempt
failed but FV was back in the
game, down by only eight at
14-6 with 1:29 remaining in

was in the making when day and, barring a tie, soCaltagirone intercepted a meone's record will have to

the half.

King pass and raced to the FV
26.

WHEELING returned the

4

a

open except for one defender.

Wheeling recovered on their
own one yard line, and on
their first play Bastable left a

scrimmage after returning the
punt to the Wheeling 33, the

-'-ruza-w-

The icing tally came less

than

That one defender caught distanced his defender by
him just before the goal line more than five yards when he
and smashed him front got his hands on the ball.

the TD when they moved in-

Falcons stopped Wheeling at
the \line of scrimmage three
straight times. Jack Liljeberg,

scored. On the first

a 20-12 lead.

Falcon play from scrimmage Wheeling, after Steve Kloph
in the half, Long handed off took an intercepted pass to the
to Caltagirone who fired a FV 32, scored on a pass from
pass to Olsen, who was wide King to Stew Oakley. The

endzone, and the Falcons

frustration.

the FV 24. Coach Paul

I

Wheeling and they held a lead

own 34. The FV defense was
unusually spirited and forced

the 'Cats to punt after one

PAT failed but with 6:17 ft.
Wheeling had to punt after .on the clock, Wheeling held

Jay Lesniak kicked the ex-

The Falcons literally let the

kickoff to their own 32 before

King hit Bastable with a advantage slip through their

improve. Both clubs are 0-3
overall and 0-2 in MSL action. The jayvee Falcons take
on Hersey at home.

screen pass. The fleet halfback

shook five would-be tacklers
before being hauled down on

ik

the FV 35.

It looked like
Wheeling might increase their
lead before the end of the half,
but the next King pass was intercepted and smuggled to
Wheeling's own 30.
In the last play of the half,

SP 7RTS

(Photos by Jerry Jenkins)

Despite the efforts of Rick Weaver (81), Wheeling's Stew Oaldey caught this pass from
Ron King as the 'Cats whipped the Falcons 27-12 Saturday in the annual Gold Nugget game.

Prospect got possession first

and Mike Tangy returned the

ball to the 36 The Knights

picked up one heist down, but

then fell back heavily as a
usually -rampant Prospect result of an offside call which
offense and tore holes in the was declined and an eight -

and a seven -yard loss at the
in a 33-6 routing Friday hands of the spirited Hersey
well -practiced Knight defense

defense

tackle was made as the buzzer
sounded.
Forest View looked almost

1968

`No Spirit, Determination'
Says Viator C -C Coach

utrun, Prospect 33-6

us tes

erse

PROSPECT RECEIVED
help via a Husky fumble on
their own 30 yard line. but the

"They had no spirit and no

determination," said coach

Sean Greets of the St. Viator

of downs before the Huskies
straight to the Prospect II.

-"e

captured the top five positions. and St. Viator's Steve
Schlickman placed sixth. "He

A Powell aerial was inKnights were in for a hard
lime. They lost another 16' tercepted allowing the Knights
yards on four plays before to gain possession and travel
having to punt from the to their 47 before losing the

was the only one of our runwith any spirit," said
Green of Schlickman, who
was trying to overcome an injury and ran his first complete
race of the year.
John Repede ran eighth,

ners

ball to another interception.

Knight 47

Hersey fumbled again but
recovered themselves only to

find a punting situation in

Hersey floundered around for
three plays within the bounds
of the 40 yardline before Scott

order again

Feige broke loose for a 44 -

began. the Knights were still
being set back nearly as much
as they gained Falling back

another touchdown.

to a third and 18 call. they
picked up 17 of the needed

yardage, but a pass from Sid
White to Stony Szala fell incomplete and Hersey owned

4

the ball on their own 22
A

PASS

FROM

%rc

and Ed Plaza rounded out the
top 10 with a 12:16 time.. Dan
Baron, Mark Botterman and

AGAIN THE extra point

Bill Krewer finished Ilth

failed as Hersey was called for

illegal procedure and Rich

through 13th for the Lions.

Schulze blocked the second

Green was also unhappy

try

about the frosh-soph showing,

Tarpy foi two passes in a row

as his team lost their meet to
IC by a 27-28 margin. Ed
Condon won the race with a

White connected with

L

before fumbling away their
chances once more, and again

Dick

Powell to Skip Peterson went
for the Hersey halfback's second 80 -yard run for score in
two weeks Peterson galloped
78 yards and Kurt Kiefer split

the uprights with the extra
point.

giving Hersey a touchdown
opportunity.

u

plays, Hersey traveled to the
two yard line before Schuler
plunged over. The kick was
good and the Huskies sported
a 26-0 lead.

-12:53.

Dennis Scranton ran sixth
with a 12:45, but the next two

places went to IC. Bob ImRalph Gebert (23) is posited out of bounds by Mike Ruder (64) of Hersey after running

for a 15 -yard gain on a pant sad pit* the Knights into Hersey territory for only the
second time in the same. (photos by !Linda Gamma and George Hamilton).

closing minutes. Hersey an easy matter. Gains by struck first, piling up the rest
Peterson and Steve Schuler of their 33 points before
made their second touchdown

Hersey's Scott Feige (44) breaks through the Prospect line
for a 55 -yard touchdown run. Breaking the way is Ken Morales
(63).

a 13-0 lead

The Knights gained five
and lost 10 on their next series

scoreboard.

Team

ball in from the three yard
line and the extra point was

Packers
Colts
Falcons
Bears

Szala latched onto Hersey's
kickoff at his own 24 and rac-

was fumbled, leaving the
Knights with only a six point
effort for the evening. In their

two previous games, the

Knights had scored 18 and 20

VARSITY LEAGUE
Team

Eagles

Giants

The game ended with

Hersey owning the hall in the
aid' die of thefield at the 49.

ritosrEcrs JAYVEES

will attack Fraud in Friday
night's preliminary game at
the Knish[ field and Hersey
tackles Forest View at 2 p.m.

I

0 2

1

SENIOR LEAGUE
Tram
Rams
49ess

Lions

1

follow the Cardinals to

Wheeling this Friday

evening in a car caravan

41`

which is now being
forsoidatetL

Any student who can drive

is welcomed to the schoolsincliored event.' The caravan

sea be formed in front of
Grace gymnasium at ArlSid White (15) of Prospect attempts a wit from his own for tied line only in the Knight's
game against Heney. Husky defenders were chimpd with roughing the kicker on the play
and Prospect got a smenteatary reprieve, bat limey wart on Ito tabs Ike game easly-

ington Friday afternoon and

will leave about 3 pan. for
Wheeling.

,

0

20
3

0

.333
.000

only touchdown of the

game, which Arlington won,
7-0. Ted Thal completed the
extra point for coach George
Zigman's squad.

margin, scoring four

freshman B team to a 34-0

sparked the Arlington
trounce of the Freund B's.

Chuck Fill racked up

another Cardinal touchdown,
and Dana Morken played at

picked up another.

quarterback long enough to

scrambled for another Card
touchdown, a d quarterback

from quarterback.

Fullback Jay Schmitz

Mike Cleveland picked up

50 yards in the freshman 4
game, and ran 15 yards for

score another. John Brice
was the other Card scorer

Cardinal Rick Brooke

totalled the most tackles of the

game with five, and also
recovered a Fremd fumble.

Overrun FV, Englewood
The Arlington cross-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS MOWS
FOOTSALL SCIMMDULE
Wednesday, Oct. 2
Varsity League
Recreation

Giants vs. Eagles
Saturday, Oct. 3

Junior League

5 p.m.

fourth. Scott Butler, who is

View at a triangular meet last
Friday at Busse Woods, in a
meet hosted by the Falcons.

and a seventh -place

The Cardinals stopped

Forest View by a score of 15-

47, and sneaked past

Greens Park 9:30 am. Englewood, 25 - 30.
11:00 a.m.' Englewood downed the
Greens Park
Cowboys vs. Colts
1:30 p.m. Falcons, 17-40. Witte Thomas
Greens Park
Cardinals vs. Falcons
won the race at the 2.6 mile
Wavily Lague
9:30 a.m. course with a time of 13:59.
Pioneer
Saints vs. Eagles
Thomas was the Illinois state
11:00 am.
Pioneer
Steelers 14. Giants
chimp in the half -mile event
Vikings Bye
last year.
Senior League
Arlington's Tom Swanson
9:30 am.
Recreation
Rams vs. 49ers
11:00 a.m. finished second with a 13:22,
Recreation
Lions vs. Redskins
Bears vs. Packers

and Dave Marszelek was

country harriers triumphed
over Englewood and Forest

recovering from injuries, plac-

ed fifth ahead of Joe Hooker
Englewood runner.

Scott Teuber of Arlington
came into the chute eighth,
and the Falcon's Bob Bell
finished ninth.

The sophomores ran the
same course, and Englewood
did not compete. Arlington's
Tom Jarm won it and paced
the Cardinals to a 19-40 win.

Mike Splitt was second for
Arlington, and Forest View's
Dan Koll was third.
'

'

"

Fullback Brian Walker ran

for two touchdowns and

t the ball for
Gene Elsberg
the final Arlingt score.

1

the

The Cardinal sophomores

beat the Vikings by a 27-0

WLTPct.
3 0 0 1.000
2 6 0 .667

1

1

0

Mme sindesits of Arlington '

High ruboal are planning to

victories over the Vikings.

halfback Denny Foreman

1

1

on the Falcon grid.

AILS Caravan

In addition to their varsity
and jayvee wins over Fremd
last weekend, the Arlington
High School sophomore and
freshmen teams also posted

.500
.500
.000

1

1

Redskins

1

Pct.
.834
.834
.667
.333
.166

W L T Pct. touchdowns on four short
Slot back Roy Genevich
2 0 0 1.000 runs.
.500 ran for one score, and
0
0 2

position, to 19 total points..
.ir.odiakame

1

0
0

1

Steelers
Vikings
Saints

1

6
2

1

points while holding the op-

*ad

0
0

2
2
2

ICnight's

only score. The PAT attempt

sr

WLT

PETERSON TOOK the Cardinals

ed 76 yards to the

1,'

FOOTBALL STANDING
JUNIOR LEAGUE

mren was eighth for St. Viator
with a 13:08, and Mike Kelly
ran 10th with a 13:22,
.

1 PostTootball Wins

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BOYS

Prospect got near the

converted easily.

12:37, hut IC netted the

number two and three spots.
Jo Klein was fourth with a

Moving 49 yards in nine

Both teams had trouble getA fumble by Prospect on
the kickoff handed the ball ting anywhere for the most of
right back to the Huskies and the fourth quarter until the

led to the score, and Peterson
ran in from th 12 yard line
on the final play The kick
was no good, but Hersey held

harriers who dropped both
ends of a cross-country meet
to Immaculate Conception.
IC shut out the St. Viator
Club on the varsity level, 1547. on a 2.4 mile course. They

took over and marched

As the second quarter yard pass play which netted

-

October I.

on an interception but the

Forest View's Dick Olsen batted down this Wheeling pass
as Wideat Rick Schachenr and Falcon Jim Daggett look on.

night.

Tuesday.

Wheeling stole the ball back

LI;

BY LINDA GAMMILL
Sports Editor
In another of the weekend's
high -scoring football games,
Hersey's Huskies held silent a
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INDEX

Auction Sales

Aviation

r

Auto Leasing
Auto Ports and Access
Auto Repairing and
Equipment

PIANO

Pierre. Ph. 392.0926
FOUND: gold ring

4 P.M.

IN THE CLASSIFIED

vices offered by reputable business people ,n your community. Coll one NOW!

SECTIONS OF THE

34
20
109
105
107

Ave. Mt. P. 437.3758

YOU CAN
PROBABLY FIND

ilk

,

vic. of Dunton & Campbell, Arl.
His. Identify. 253.7524.

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

Estimates

Business Personals
Business Service Directory 16
17
Business Services

Equipment Retools
Flo

1

Food and Delicacies

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings
Furniture
Industrial Property
(To Rent)

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

34
7
2

Nursery Schools -

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices

69
56

Personals

14

Real Estate Apt Building

85
89
86

Real Estate -Bus Property
Real Estate -Houses '
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

- Carpentry -Remodeling

Needed

GENERAL

259-5337
EXTERIORINTERIOR

Home Repairing

359.1906

remodeling & additions, No job
too small. 766-8034
CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

No job too small.

Experienced instructor. Mon. &

The Sky is the Limit.

20% OFF SALE

work welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpen-

On all custom mode draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

try

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

work, remodeling & barn

work
CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or
837.3764 after 7 p.m.

HOME HANDYMAN

CUSTOM

94
95
88
96

Carpentry
Painting inside & out

DRAPERIES

NO JOB TOO SMALL

259-5887

Situations Wanted Men

21

31

Situations Wanted 22
Women
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished

Apartments'
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties

73
76
81

79
77
18

102
92
42
82

Carpet Cleaning
Foil Special $17.95 cleans living
rm & hall carpet. Sofas $9.95 B.
up 894-9141.
Wall to Wall carpet & furn.
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
exp Free estimate. Call Joe

253.9046- 761-688P

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, Vx
price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,

fill,

Serv.

Pl.

296-6365

Ceramic Tile

debris. 457.0389
PERA'S Lawn Maintenance &

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
&
Repaired
Install

Concrete Work

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

Patios - Walks.

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
D&E

Sod
Trees

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..
827-0609
RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Driveways,

sidewalks,

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, retaining walls.
Free Estimates

827-7588

OR

296-6640
WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3.30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

(255-7200)

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255.0348
hurst.

of hems on coots,

Shortening
skirts,

dresses,

repair

&

suede

replace

coats;

zippers on

pants, jackets etc; Also men's
clothing.
255.8161

Fencing

redwood & stockade, 647-0220

Floor Maintenance
Ecklund Floor Service

Average rm. sanded sealed &
529-1211
finished $19.95

Furniture Refinishing

4 51114:24"i;:,

Sofas
Sect%

$22 plus material
$15 plus material

964-1302

Baler Attendant

$2.64 to start

Mt. Prospect

259-2951

$2.64 to start

Floormen

AIRCRAFT
REFUELERS
Experience Not
Necessary

Wheeling, Ill.

777 Wheeling Road

Will Train

BUTLER

AVIATION

WELDER

O'Hare Field

If you are interested in o solid future with a rapidly growing
manufacturer of custom machine tools and have some experi.

once in arc and hell -arc welding, working in steel and stainless steel, come and see us.

SAND BLASTER &
PAINTERS

We offer great potential, excellent salary and the finest

GOOD SALARY TOP BENEFITS
Including profit sharing
and yearly bonus plan.

fringe benefits.

HELPER
Good Pay - Plus Benefits

PLEASE CALL

CALL 537-6545

BRAKE ALIGN

MISS GAFFKE

If phone is busy keep trying or call

ROLLING MEADOWS
392-0043

537-9147

437-5400

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

Anocut

ALPINE INTERIORS
Call 327-1752

SCHOOL

CNOINtCRING COMPANY

2375 Estes Avenue

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
.CL 9-0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.
Hemming:
Skirts, etc.

1444 S. Wolf Road
. (SAN -Corner of Palatine & Wolf Ro d)

Dresses,
Rea

Coats,

Wheeling

.

Elk Grove Village

40 hour week. Year round

Arlington Heights

Experienced.

SHORTEN Ladies' Coats Straight

Public Schools
District 25

JANITORS/

$7,. Nept pref.!. work.

Full

CUSTODIAN
Hospitalization
employment.
and medicalinsurance.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

tunable. 827-0570.

ELECTRICAL

and

MECHANICAL

(Days and Evenings)

301
CL

ASSEMBLY

W.
South
Ext.
3-6100,

Are Needed At

St.

227

PART TIME

;20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed.
Fully insured.

We are looking for an electrician familiar with

AAMCO Transmissions

D.C. Power 'supplies and heavy machine panel
wiring.

JOBS OFFER:

We also have an opening for an experienced man
to do custom machine building work.

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions

We offer excellent salary, fine fringe benefits,
pleasant surroundings and non -routine assign-

Health & Life Insurance.Plan
Profit Sharing

Pointing & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Mem 392.0803

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wonted

Ned Williams

Free

SPECIAL

in-

terior E. exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.
FREE ESTIMATES.

392.6817

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CI. 3.1118
Wall Papering

& winter rates on all

Arl His

Upholstery

Shell Decorating

299-3159

E.J. ERICSSON

ments with overtime available,
Located close to O'Hare and can be easily reached via expressway.

Wrought Iron
X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought
terior

&

Interior.

iron. Ex-

647-0220

DAY

PLEASE CALL

_

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

CNCONGGAJN. COMPANY

Free Estimates
Best Ref.PHONE 698-2322
Elk Grove Village
2375 Estes Avenue
An Equal Opportunity Employer
.

Full Time
SALESMEN

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Kinney

Shoes,

due

to

our

Chicagoland expansion, now
has openings in our Manage-

ment Training Program.

Management within 1 year to
the right men.

*Rapid'Advancement

Paid Vacation
*Hospitalization

MOTOROLA

vY

KINNEY SHOES
RandhUrst tenter
253-9392

APPLY NOW

437-5400

SERVICE

255-7200 Or 296-6640

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

MISS GAFFKE

DECORATING

t)LCC)

Shoe Salesmen

MOTOROLA

Transmission Service
830 W N W Hwy
259.9440

Painting -Decorating

bums &
ratin,mag
Scratches Removed. Repairs &

FL 8-4543

$2.78 to start

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

437.4093

,T

aytani

Press Attendant

(New air conditioned plant)

Dick's Tile

529-2840

Fall

JACK'S
MEN'S SHOP

Also file Repa.rs

Wayne's Furniture Service
re -gluing.

$12 plus material

EPEE ESTIMATES

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

All types of fencing, chainlink,

&

Choirs

358-9038

Relining, repleating, rehemrning
etc 437.2884.

WE WILL TRAIN ON THE FOLLOWING

Wall Tile New & Remodeling

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Machinists (ex erienced) $3.911/2 to start

Tile

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under $50.

Drapery Repairs

Retail men's clothing store.
Experience preferred. Good
starting salary, plus benefits.

tures pertaining to aluminum castings.

FALL SALE 50% OFF

Murals

Dressmaking -Sewing

Full Time

IMMEIATE OPENINGS

Elk Grove Village, Des Plaines
& Wheeling Areas

DRAFTSMAN

Des Plaines 299-0529

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Dog Grooming

AS,

PRESENT OPENINGS ARE

We need a design draftsman who is familiar
with machining and assembling of jigs and fix-

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

$5.

Masonry

773-1261

An equal opportunity employer

Tailoring

patios

824-5256

Palatine

PRODUCTS INC.

DESIGN

Paper signs - Banners
Low prices, free estimates
Signs by Rob 437-2485

estimates.

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

FREE ESTIMATES
RESIDENTIAL

IN DES PLAINES AREA

Installed

Shrubs
Rototilling &
-

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

Prompt Service

255-7200

Evergreens

Grading. All work guaranteed.
No job too big or small. Free

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

Complete concrete service
No job too small or too big

-

First National
Bank of

MR. STASZAK

antennas installed.
Antenna & labor $55.
Install customer's antenna $25.
JAMES FLANNIGAN 824-3093

reupholstering,
covers &
Plastic covers,

COMPLETE

827-4411

MISS MOGENSEN

APPLY IN PERSON TO

On all custom mode fabric slip.

LANDSCAPING

Fr-

inge benefits.

TV

assured.

mercial. Satisfaction
Free estimates.

Full

working conditions.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SIGNS -SHOW CARDS

weeding. Residential and com

one

minimum

SALESMAN

MR. DALE

"Signs 8 Display"

grass cutting, fertilizing, d -

S / 1440 Disk

-

year. 5 Day week. Excellent

EKCO

CALL FOR AN INTERVIEW TODAY

Rays

Complete lawn core available,

Experienced
Autocoder

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Route 12 & 83

Rolling Meadows & O'Hare Field Areas

Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cords Honored.

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.
Day or Eve. 766-7256

530 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

CALL OR SEE

PART TIME, EVENING JANITORS

Cl 5-5692

aerating, sod, seed,
planting, grade work. 537-1411

DOYNO MOTORS

ii2c
Lyot rot rn. Ooldan ,urnsi- nt.'s "wary Morts /huh ow, ai

FULL TIME DAY JANITORS

-

437-4870

Drive-

529-3463
FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

DAYS

SAVE YOUR EYES!

Color

FULL TIME

FOLLOWS:

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

work. SNOW PLOWING.

N & N CONCRETE
-

THE

Radio and T.V. Repair
k)
(Color or black white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 5 Evergreen
Arl. His

raking, trimming and clean-up

Ca11.255-6155

Trash Removal - Steps
-

Power

Service.

Landscaping

To Work Evenings

Apply Mr. Doll

McDonald,s_

If you strive for quality in your work, we want you. If you are
dependable and reliable, we need you. We pay excellent
wages, have good working conditions, fine company benefits,
and an opportunity for advancement to Branch Manager.

It's T.V.Check-up time. Antennas

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

KEY TILE CO.

Floors

or

raking,

255.3642

-

stone

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power

Carpet Initallation

ways

sand,

DIRT,

TO WORK FOR YOU

PROGRAMMER

Radio -TV Repair

any amount. Also pick up

cleaning.

drapery
painting,
Des
Low priced.

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall to Wall, new or used
Repairs & Shift Steps. 'Free
Estimates,

LINES FOR

BLACK

CUSTODIAN

We

field.

Fast Clean Dependable
Plastering & Drywall Service
CALL 255-3822

Landscaping

PUT

AFTER SCHOOL -SATURDAYS -SUNDAYS
FREE LUNCH
FREE UNIFORMS
CI EAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

OF COURSE YOU RECOGNIZE OUR. NAME.
We are continually looking for the most able help we can
find. We have years of experience in the contract cleaning

For

Complete line of fabrics
to choose from
Call "Eleanor" of 437-2084

Mt. Prospect

259-3553

Des Plaines

Plastering

17 years experience.

V & G PRINTERS

733 Lee Street

Fall Savings For
Exterior Work
Roy Rood
359-0993

drapery work with

After 6 PM

Ins.

necessary.
experience
benefits, air-cond.

CL 3-2048

1592 E. NW Hwy.

Residentiol
Commercial
Apartments
Specializing in kitchen cabinets
and furniture refinishing. Free
estimates - immediate service.

No job too small.
Equipped for complete custom

BUS BOYS

Private Club

Days. Multilith and Chief 15.
Opportunity for larger. Some

(Across Randhurst Shopping Center)

INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

SALARY OPEN
CL 3-4120

PART TIME

894-5400
Mr. Mehalic

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

381-1972

CUSTODIAN,
DISHWASHERS

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

CL 9-0495

Janeal Draperies

For Apprentice Carpenter.
359-2756
Reasonable.

OFFSET

Excellent Pay
ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

COME IN OR CALL

3 Generations

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

NO JOB TOO SMALL

824-7823

Will train.

AFTER SCHOOL & SAT.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Chance for Advancement

Decoroting in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

Interior Decorators

ried men. Good work record.

III W. Central Mt. Prospect

Earn $344 hr. Ans. calls &

* Paid Holidays

437-9214

Launtz Jensen

evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
firing.
supplies,
Greenwore,
259-5920
gifts.
Customized
Tues.,

10 ft to 1,000 ft. any types tower

259.0641

Conscientious workmanship
Raosonablepric s

Flee estimates--

CERAMIC LESSON S

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

Rooms -Board -

PAINTING & DECORATI

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

TERRACE SUPPLY

STUDENT W/CAR

No Experience Necessary
BOTH DAY & NIGHT SHIFT
Paid vacation
* Paid Insurance

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Instruction

Electrical
Plumbing

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale

Quality

PART TIME EVENINGS

$3.00 Plus bonus. Young mar-

TREE TRIMMERS
will train

1025 Wiley Road, Schaumburg

workmanship. , Fully
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Day or Eve. 766-7256

Delivery and Stock Work

Want better job?
Read Day Want Ads

WAREHOUSEMEN

New Steel Warehousemen Inc.

Reasonable rates

FULL TIME

take orders by apps. only.
Flexible work schedule.
PHONE MR. HOWARD
774-5353

Work Guaranteed

91

70

eve
421.3893 after 5:30 pm.
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Waited Men

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

EXCEPTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY

DRIVER

CL 3-0180

desires day work, do
ing,
reliable.
Call

Tree Estimates
CALL - HAUCK & SON

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

Remodeling Additions
Careen', work . lie Floors

47

55

n

Cl 5,8232

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

C8I1 for Estimate

5

Wo

,n,er.0,Er tri, POinlng

TOWING SERVICE.

26
30

Loans Personal, Business
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111

Musical Instruments

BUY OR SELL CARS

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

23
90
50
65

14 yrs. experience.
Secret
Will
o
secretarial typing in
ham 392-6056 after 7 p.m.

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

plan. CALL 824-5164

PRESSMAN

STEEL
We Don't

Paid vacation & profit sharing

Mr. Vogt

WANTED

Painting -Decorating

General Hauling

Auto Repair

24

83

Day

PIPE FITTER
Steady work - Des Plaines area.

437-4051, aft. 5 p.m.

(255-7200)

Arlington Day
Prospect Day

UNION

24 -help Wanted Men

PART TIME
DRAFTING

Copy Deadline or Business Directory Thursday 3 00 P.M.

28
29
57

Des Plaines Day

Market

Prospect Day
Des Plaines Day

9
Cord of Sympathy
8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44

27

WEEKLY

CALL 392-9188

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

Your ad will appear daily in

Your ad will appear daily in
Arlington Day

15

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service Women

Sovvinski

CL 5-3991

296-6640

296-6640

255-7200

38
39
66

Employment

Ed

22-Situatio, s Wanted -Women

37

FOR APARTMENT COMPLEX

CENTER
N
EL.REY MUSICowI

7 W. Eastman

IN DES PLAINES AREA

FOR ADVERTISING CALL

GUITAR,
ACCORDION,
Special Trial Courses

Decorating & Remodeling

OR

392-6517

Ned Williams

Maintenance and

Cleaning Assistant

TRUMFET LESSONS

Brickwork
259-5231

106

Tuning . Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

alotine area. FL 6-2699 after

NEW WAY PAINTING

255-1200

59.95 & up. 894.9141.

24 -Help Waded Men

Warted Men
WANTED.

STUDENTS

ED FORAN

Free

em. & hall carpet. Sofas

ing

'

with stone,

17 -Business Services

Fall Special $17.95 cleans liv-

Boats and

ter

23 -Instruction

Lost Silver Poodle, Vicinity Walnut and Elm. Arl. His. Name

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser.

Auto Trailers & Campers 103
99
Automobile For Sale
101
Automobiles Wanted
64
Barter and Exchange

To Rent, Stores, Offices
Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

13 -lost and Found

FOUND: Pair black rim boy's
glasses vic. 300 blk. Harlin

WHAT YOU WANT

Apartments To Exchange 75
Apts and Rooms to Share 71

Arts and Antiques

13 -Lost and Found

BUSINESS
service Directory
Let us help make your DAY!

35

Air Conditioning

WANT ADS

Algonquin and Meacham Roads
Schaumburg.
An equal opportunity employer

-

°Life Insurance

Minimum manager's salary
$8500 per year, once assuming store management.

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
Mt. Prospect
.253-9392

THE DAY

by Kate Osann

TIZZY

I 264114p Wanted Men or Women

264leip Wanted Men or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

Full or Part Time

--

MAINTENANCE

'-

APPLY

VALVE ASSEMBLERS & TESTERS (M & F)
s
EXP'D. GROUP LEADERS

WILLE, INC.

SHIPPING - RECEIVING - STOCKROOM

POLICE
OFFICERS

Village of

COST ACCOUNTANT
TV SERVICEMEN

for right
man to assume management
great opportunity

Apply Department of Police

110 W. Washington St.

Wheeling, Illinois
661 Glenn Avenue
537-5771

and responsibility of our TV
shop.

O

Palatine

AMBAC INDUSTRIES.
Fluid Power Systems Division

APPLY IN PERSON

Punch

Novak & Parker

Press

1016 E. Northwest

TYPIST (skilled)

Hwy:
Mt. Prospect

MALE HELP:

No experience necessary, excellent opportunities in area

'MI

N1811111Fr

Bill Cook

824-3761, After 6 P.M.

1700 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows
392-3500

of internal combustion

mediate openings in its ac-

THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE STILL AVAILABLE:

Days and Afternoons - Full arid Part Time

CRAVENS CO.

Women

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.

With experience in BOOKKEEPING and CASH HANDLING
Full anclipart Time Days Until 5:30 - Evenings Until 9:30

Troubleshooter
$609 plus car

tra readers in Thursday's Market Day.
So take Aim, with a 3 line, 5 day Want

GENERAL FACTORY

Outstanding opportunity for a
young career Troubleshooter

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitaliza-

for a major instrument that

tion, life insurance, and profit shoring.

covers, pipelines. No previous

BEFORE 5 P.M. Call 537-2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

school training. Your future op-

WIDE

portunity can include that of
to Foreman of a
15 -man crew. New plant, immediate hiring. No fee.

moving

Variety Seeking

298-5021

298-5021

Electro-

PERSONNEL, INC.'

Mechanical

TAKE A LOOK MEN!

Administrative

Engineer

Draftsman
to 650 Mo.
(Mechanical)
to 950 Mo.
Chief Draftsman
to 500 Mo.
Trainee
Draftsman
Tool Roof Foreman to 850 Mo.
Quality Control
(Trainee) . . . to 700 Mo.
Production Control

to 600. Mo
Experienced Sales .. to 16,000
Stock Analyst . . . to 17,000
Budget Analyst . . to 10,000
Sales Trainees ... to 600 Mo.
Trainee

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to 14,000

Analytical

Technical

.

Safety Engineer ... to 12,000
Warehouse Super .. to 850 Mo.
to 13,000
.
Plant Manager
Trouble Shooter . . to 10,000
.

military or tech school
training opens the door to
this fantastic opportunity for
you to start In one of the greatest training programs yet contrived. Initially your role in

.

this crack research group will

.

Computers
.

Systems

to 13,000

Programmers
Programmer
Trainees .

to 12,000

CREDIT UNION

10 PAID HOLIDAYS

PAID VACATIONS

JOB OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE:
PRESS BRAKE OPERATOR AND SET UP

PACKERS

CHEMICAL MIXER --HELPER

CRATERS

HAND SCREW MACHINE

gineers both in plant seminars
and on the lob. This Is a seldom

OPERATOR AND SET UP

call now, immediate hiring,

WELDER -COMBINATION
ORDER FILLERS

PARTS INSPECTORS

WELDERS -GAS

DRILL PRESS OPERATOR AND SET UP

39 Lab Techs

OPEN

MATERIAL HANDLERS

BE TRAINEDNO FEE TO YOU.

NO FEE

-

Training by top men In the
field. Openings due to cor-

NO FEE

porate expansion
on ground floor
facilities.

4 Dove!.

Bldg.)
629-6770
.449-8070

.

WOODSTOCK, -ILL.

...

.

.

. 815-338-3200

Call Di. Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be
available to assist you.

.

Pilot Plant
4 Research firs.)
8 Tech Mkt. Tms. '
3 Product Centre!
la

Three other convenient locations to serve you

LOMBARD, ILL.
'HILLSIDE, ILL

,

.

BRUNING

ing.
6 Quality Control $675 Free
$650 Free
4 Tech Service

,

(O'Hare Office

298:5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

NOW INTERVIEWING-MONDAY thru FRIDAY 8:00 AM -4:15 PM
TUESDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 PM

In

cash

positions.

Top benefits include free Insurance, merit raises, tuition
refund; In some cases can
and expenses. Immediate hir-

Higgins
Des Plaines

-

Brand new labs, and

Mannheim &.

WIDE '

WEEKDAYS 8:30 AM TO 5:00 PM

SATURDAYS 'TR. NOON (255.7200)

STOCK PURCHASE PROGRAM

.

IBM Systems

LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY PAID PENSION PROGRAM

be to learn all you can from
the field's top electronic enfound career opportunity, so

.
.
to 650. Mo.
Computer Operator to 700 Mo.

tp 14,000
Prolect Manager .... to 15,000
to 11,000
Applications
Soles

COMPANY PAID

INCREASES

Any

to 10000

Lab Technician
to 550 Mo.
(trn.)
. to 450 Mo.
Lab Trainee .
Foreman Trainees .. to 500 Mo.

Time Study . . . . to 750 Mo.
Lab Technicians ....to 600 Mo.

eal

.

Chemist, R 8 D ... to 14,000

General Foreman ... to 12,000
Assembly Foreman . to 900 Mo.
Tooling Investigator to 850 Mo.
Industrial Engineer to 900 Mo.

IN DES PLAINES AREA PHONE:

.

.

LOW COST HOSPITALIZATION

AUTOMATIC

Research Group at
$150-$170 Week

to 700 Mo.

Foreman, Foods
Chemical

HIGH STARTING SALARY

CoMmunications

Chemical

-

CLEAN MODERN CAFETERIA

Audio-

Mechanical
Engineers

Say "nuts" to your old job. Come to Bruning
where we "s411" out more in pay & benefits!

Any Electronics? Join

Financial Trainees .. to 500 Mo.
Investigator
to 600 Mo
Trainees

to 700 Mo.

progressive Chief
for respected in

ternational firm is offering a
top man a diversified position
landed with career- potential.
Job functions include board
work, design and development. Your finest opportunity. Immediate hiring.

Marketing Analyst ... to -10,000
Product Manager ... to 13,000
Administrative

to 16,000

Design Engineer .... to 11,000

(Trn)

'
Hustling,

TIRED OF WORKING FOR PEANUTS?

YOU GET ALL THIS AT BRUNING:

Draftsman
$800 Mo.
Engineering
Potential

GOTTA JOB PROBLEM?

OR

experience

you can now start at $4 hr. If
you've had some good trade

-,i1114=eeeelatelEMelelle

ONLY

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

$4.00 hr.
Without previous

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

.

CORPORATION

Maintenance
Start at

.

.

MOTORS

OR CALL 867-5222 - FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

Plant

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
1150 S. Willis

.

CONTINENTAL

Rand & Palatine Roads in Arlington Heights

experience reguired. Celli: ):

.

-AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Engineering

DEPT.

FOR APPOINTMENT

FOR INTERVIEW - APPLY IN PERSON AT OUR
MOBILE EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

Electronics

1ST. SHIFT
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Chief Engineer

tremely competitive and we
offer a liberal, fringe benefits

CALL PERSONNEL

Full Time - Days and Ni

Plaines Day Plus a bonus of 140,000 ex-

ea-

motional potential. Our
starting salaries are ex-

345-8200

IMMEDIATELY

PERSONNEL, INC.

portunity with excellent pro-

program.

Custodia

W_EST flikA ;

To Start Work

6 Field Service
.

$700 Free
5700 Free
$525 Free
$625 Free
$600 Free
5625 Free

Division'of Addrassograph Multigraph Corporation

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD, MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

CALL CHUCK BENSFIELD

Parker.
117 S. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

PHONE: 2554910
y.

is

payables.

Full

PARKE 114:\.:=.

It

desirable that applicants

This is a wonderful op-

Sa1s Clerks

J

department.

counting

have EDP knowledge and experience in one of the following areas: payroll, credits,

BARRETT-

272-2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

MEN WANTED

CLERKS

4pgines has several im-

Checkers

METHODE MFG. CORP.

CONSECUTIVE
PUBLISHING

f'

tinental Motors Corporation, o leading manufacturer

STOP IN OR CALL

vidual should hove basic knowledge of inSpection gauges.

WIDE

*COUNTING

GRAND OPENING!

shoring.

Excellent starting rote and
fringe benefits program.

AVERAGE
5 WORDS PER
LINE

8 am & 4 pm

imbursement plan and profit

Experience on strippit machine is not necessary.

Ad in Day Publications You can't miss!

CALL 824-2179

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

through IBM computer system.
Benefits include tuition re-

equipment. Far the position of STRIPPIT OPERATOR, the indi-

Day, The Prospect Day, and The Des

Prospect Rd.

Is Now Employing and Training for

trol work. Duties involve processing engineering changes

We are an electronic component manufacturer looking for 2
mechanicolly inclined men to fill important positions on our
2nd shift. A MACHINE MAINTENANCE MAN is needed to
perform basic setup .and maintain automated assembly

120,000 readers DAILY in The Arlington

cinity Oakton & Mt.

(North Point Shopping Center)

background in production con-

2nd shift 4:30 to 1 A.M.

a "Quick -Draw" Day Want Ad. Now
Day Want Ads offer you more! Over

439-6161

TURN -STYLE

Opening for young man with

STRIPPIT OPERATOR

Get the drop on extra cash for your budget by selling those unneeded items thru

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.

TYPIST
Des Plaines Location Vi-

Between

CONTROL

RESULTS!

507 W. Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights

055 Morse Ave.. Elk Grove Village

PRODUCTION

AND

DRAW QUICK

APPLY IN PERSON

CL 3-2100

MACHINE MAINTENANCE

DAY WANT ADS

FULL TIME

Buick Company

any
Permanent Positions
Salary Depends on Experience

449-6185

272.2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Bill Grove

Excellent Working Conditions in Growing, Comp-

CRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.

& ENGINEERING CO.

CALL

LATHE OPERATOR

BARRETT-

BUHRKE TOOL

benefits:.

Immediate Openings For Experienced Men

SEND RESUME
OR CALL

NEWSPAPER JOGGERS

GM dealership. Fringe

TOOL & DIE MAKER

WELDING
Opening for foreman to super.
-vise all welding, turd, cutting,
grinding and painting of components used in fabrication
of our electric material handling lift trucks and tractcts.
Related experience required.,
Benefits Include three weeks
vocation and profit sharing.

All Company
Benefits

-COUNTER MAN

24Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

FOREMAN

Top Pay

pany benefits.
4'

539-7672

Brand New Plant

PARTS CAR MAN

'Nothing for me, thanks. But you go right abead and
enjoy my allowance:"

per week.

Operators

DATA PROCESSING newspaper work.
Excellent working conditions and com-

.

,and Saturday. Earn up to $30

Available

MFG. PROCESS ENGINEER

Openings available for both
outside and benchmen. Also

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

Work a few hours in the evenings

Positions

DRIVER, small parts pickup & delivery

100 W. Northwest Highway
Mt. Prospect

255-1600

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

OPPORTUNITIES --

HONE OPERATORS (Sunnen Hones)

MAN

Pate 9

Tuesda , October 1, 1968

.

l'HE DAY
Tuesday, October 1, 1968

Page 10

26 -Help Warted Mena Women

I

SEVERAL PEOPLE NEEDED

forevening telephone solicitation
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

REAL ESTATE

Policemen's Ball.
CALL 299-7248

SALES

Excellent opportunity to earn

OPERATOR

above average income as ass
ociate of long established real
estate firm Floor time, advertising and multiple listing' skrrf
mq Vstd1 tfcrin interested pars
nese 4

Excellent opportunity
for top operator.

DOETSCH REALTYCO.

BEAUTY SALON

910 Greenwood Rd ,
Glenview
729 0004

Arlington Heights

GENERAL

desire and a good attitude.
Call John Sahlin at 827-7706.

.all Major Suburbs.

ACCOUNTANT

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

$9,500 to $11,000

DAYS AND NIGHTS

Northwest Manufacturing firm
is looking for an experienced

MEN AND WOMEN

major Suburbs.

over their general accounting
department. Any general or

Liberal Salary

cost

Act now before it's' too late.

Call John Sahlin at 827-7706,

Northwest Hwy., Des Plain.,
offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs.
Also

III.

A Company With a Future

We are interviewing to fill openings for sales re-

HIGH SCHOOL GRAD

presentatives for Northwest Suburban area.

ASSISTANT

SEE MR. SCHMITT

CALL - D REYNOLDS

827-1186 - Day or Evening

High school grad seeking
career in chemistry. Workinn

Des Plaines

414 E. Golf Road

WANT ADS

with lob manager on physical
testing of new materials. Fine

plant, upperclass

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

1st & 2nd Shift

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS 1st Shift
GENERAL OFFICE (Female)

PEXwill put you in
television..
1,1

vand treat you
like a star!
Good Starting Rates

Hwy., Des

fices in Chicago
Suburbs.

PLASTIC PRESS

and Major

TRAINEE-

OPERATORS
no experience
time
necessary. Apply now.

CIGARETTE

7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.
3:30 P.M. to 11:45 P.M.
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE
'1968 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

Full

-

Also a few IMMEDIATE open-

ings available. Good hourly

DANA
MOLDED PRODUCTS
6 5. Hickory
Arlington Heights
CL 5.5350

For best results use
Day Want Ads
27 -Employment Agencies -Men

No traveling - no night work.
5 day week. Do the job and
you may be area Sales Mgr.
within 3 years. High School
is enough. Wear a business
suit for interview. Oh yes free smokes, of course! Ask
at 827-7706,
Victor
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

Frank

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
III. Also offices in Chico,.
and all Major Suburbs.

AMPEX

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

2201 N Lunt Ave

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OFFERS GREAT
'1g% Outstanding benefits
Paid holidays and vacations
Promotions from within

Our automatic increases are great
Rapid advancement
Top-notch insurance plan

Unmatched working conditions

Go"To School Free!
Train to 1-rogram

IBM's New 360
$650 plus Free
No. Exp. Needed
You probably won't find a
BETTER job anywhere. You
will

sent to the IBM
free of charge and

be

school

receive your full salary while
attending. After training you
will move up to systems

work. No previous ex-

perience needed. This position offers in addition to

superb training, a real
chance to move up. Call:

Ex GI's -Customer

Development

rrogram
You will be completely trained
to assume an important
responsible position with one
of America's foremost corporations. This is a newly created
program that is reserved exclusively for ex - servicemen.
No experience is required, but
a desire to be successful and
reach management in the not
too distant future is mandatory. Immediate hiring. Call

Fosition I

Want to Make
Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee

.

$650 plus Free
Our client is willing to spend

tens of thousands of dollars
training you to become one of
its experts! Earn while you
learnt Advance to almost any
level you are interested in achieving. Return to school if you
wish to improve your position.
(Co. pays expenses!) Move to
mgmt. Outstanding opportunity to get your career started,
learn the business -- join a

leader co. and and advance
to mgmt. ranks. Get more details.

Do You Want i-ublic
Contact, But not
Sales? Start at
$600-$700
No Fee
be trained to perform

t e function of good will ambassador. No experience is required but you must possess a

$700 plus Free
School
One in a thousand jobs. Our
client, one of America's
LARGEST BROKERAGE

firms,

will train you in all the ins and

of Brokerage Management. You will be sent to
school at full salary and expenses. You will learn WHAT
STOCKS TO BUY, WHEN TO

outs

SELL How to take position in a

stock exchange. Take advan \
loge of this training. And you

are on your way to a VERY
SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No previous exp. required - NO FEE.
Call Russell Smith.

High School Grads
$125 Week plus

tant future

Stock Keepers
Communication Technicians
Building Custodians (nights)
Clerical Openings

Inspectors

APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to $ P.M.
Saturday: 9A.M. to 12 Noon

OTOROLA
Algonquin and Meachath Roads, SchaUmburg

Free IBM School

$119 Wk. + 10%
Bonus + Free
Our client will send youdo IBM
School free, and pay your FEE
besides. Learn system and pro.
gramming even if you've never

'

An equal opportunity employer

paring yourself for an impormanagement. You will be trained in all
phases of this fine company's
operations from the ground
role in

floor up. Variety -filled opportunity that will make working a
pleasure. Immediate hiring.

Ex-G.I.'s

seen a machine before. But,

Security

if you've had some experience,

Management
Training Program

then it means you'll get to the
top faster. Profit sharing,
liberal benefits, good location.

Like Working Out Doors? Start as a

Claim Adjuster
.$600 Trainee

plus car plus
expenses
You will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims

in the Chicago area. For a
major casualty company. In
addition to a fine company
training program, you get the
added benefit of working on
your ewn without direct supervision. No previous exp.
needed. No fee.

$150 Wk. - No Fee
is a terrific opportunity
for you to get your service
This

experience ito work. Very little training it necessary. This
multi -million dollar firm has
had great success in the past
with young vets. Call today,
start tomorrow.

somebody coming in. You'll be
Doctor's receptionist. Greet everyone. You'll answer phones,
take messages for Doctor, make

fit

aside

type,

must

You

from that Doctor wants someone

I vertising firm. Will act as rec
eat ionist. Busy & varied
'general office in this small of -

who truly likes to work with
people. Keep calm! He'll train

41k,

you completely! Fre,e to you IVY,
W.

7215

Touhy,

Phone: 392-2700
Chicago: 939-4866

4.8585;

SP

4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050

fice. O'Hare.

298-5051
O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

HEY LOOK US

Holmes & Assoc.

Des Plaines

Randhurst office -upper level

Secy.

WEST I-ERSONNEL

OVER

1-RIVATE
SECRETARY

IMPROVE YOUR

(Suite 23A)
Loop office -63 E. P -lams

Office Boy
$125 Week -No Fee

Varied and interesting office
duties. 9.5, 5 days.. Plus you

can take advantage,of this

CAREER!

College Dropout for
Executive Training
$600 Up No Fee
7 local companies need you.
Management and soles training spots are now available.
Only one semester of college
will qualify you for better start.

month. Free.

ing pay. Even if you're working

Des Haines area call
966-0700
6028 Dempster

17 So. Emerson
Mount Prospect

the

have

finest

a

$1 000 No Fee
bugging

itors. Learn to work with sales-

executives who travel. Hours:
9 to 5, 5 days a week. Coll

men, artists, designers. Fast pay
raises! Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,
SP 4.8585; 4942 N. Milwaukee,

'Also

No room at the top for you?
DON'T BELIEVE IT. 12 of the
leading 'suburban manufacturers are searching for the
"professional" foreman who

30 -Help Wanted Women

Woman to babysit
occasionally
392.6550

AIRLINE

RECEPTION

PART TIME HOUSEKEEPER

SECRETARY

FOR PROMINENT

Free Travel Privileges

LAWYERS

Excellent wages
Please call 392.5176

want something to brighten
your days? Go "AROUND
THE WORLD IN 8 HOURS"?I
A world of excitement interest and advancement are

They will completely train you
to greet clients,' yes phones,
etc. There are several young
lawyers at this firm and you'll
do a variety of clerical tasks,,
typing nice, but not necessary.

plus

other

many

It's

a

office

pleasant

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m.

with

pleasant professional people,

for beginners and ex-

trade you con advance. TOtTRAINEE spots are open too.

$425 mo. to start. Free.

perienced secretaries.
Mt. Prospect
Parker
253.6600
117 S. Emerson

394.0880
9S, Denton
Arlington Heights

GENERAL OFFICE

Des Haines areo call
966-0700
6028 Dempster

MISS PAIGE

FULL TIME
EMI-LOYMENT
Work at AOngton High School.

Many benefiti. some typing,
work withtudents and staff.

$550 MONTH

CALL TOM ON EXTENSION 27

259-5300 Ext. 37

Lots of variety including public
phone

and

Field Service
Travel -Travel
Travel
100% Free No Fee

966-0700

Roberts

NM. Hwy., Des Plaines, Ill.
offices .in Chicago and

benefits. We have openings

handle people, and know a

area call
6028 Dempster

all Major Suburbs.

privileges

wants to train and move up in
management. If you can

Des Haines

at 827.7706
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
Jan

yours plus free travel

you?

394-0880
Arlington Heights

9 S. Dunton

and
welcoming
graciously
directing clients and visitors
train
plane,
and arranging
and hotel reservations for

Got u dull routine job and

Frustrated
Foreman

MISS PAIGE

firm. Your only duties will be

AV 2-5050.

machinery and have some
sales experience you can
qualify. CALL DON ON EXTENSION 35

get

greet travelers, secure reservations, suggest tours and vocation sites. Light typing and
good personality req'd. Free.

Beautiful all public Contact
position in plush front office
of a large suburban based

mote and package lip -stick,
powder, eye makeup. You'll
handle his detail, phones, vis-

in

excellent

standing position. You'll

Trainee

dreams up new ways to pro-

sales

privileges
other

complete training as how to

$ioo to V io Wk. FREE

SECY $575

to

benefits, makes this on out-

RECEPTION

WORK FOR COSMETICS BOSS
is
young, creative. He

travel

addition

MISS PAIGE

who

train for

Free

253-6600

117 S. Emerson

394-0880
Arlington Heights

expected to move up to the
sales managers spot wtio 15
months. If you know "if6pitol

Management

PARKER.
MT PROSPECT

9 S. bunion

manager spot open you can
ever hope for. College is not
required. You'll

LIKE TO TRAVEL
YOU'LL LIKE IT AS
A RESERVATIONS
TRAINEE - $450

To world fnmous psychologist,
9.5. 5 cloys. Profit sharing plus
bonus. Ideal for girl living
in or near Des Plaines. NO FEE.

I -RESIDENT
Screen your executive bosses
calls and visitors, get reservations for him while he travels.
Average skills are fine. Prestige local company. $600

AT THE

Some

contact.

WO

typing (No shorthand) req'd.

of your

Small, friendly office. Free.

NURSING

ROPE?

-

MISS PAIGE

Like to ger away from it all?
Travel throughout the US for
top industrial companies? Be
trained and advance to
management within months?
Working for corporations that

BEAUTICIAN

takes

him to

far -away

places. You'll be one of the of-

mission

255-0260

259-7010
Current Listings:

.

Newly decorated shop
Excellent opportunity

NOW!

--

Europe or some other dreamy
place in Spring! Boss' business
often

Full or Part Time
Guarantee plus com-

LYNN DAVIS

It's all part of the job when you
spend summer in Chicago, Flor-

ida or the Islands in winter

Industry is finally getting rea-

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chopin

Call --

GIRL FRIDAY
See Far -Away
Places! Travel!

grads with military or trade

$12,000 No Fee

.1
,41

827-6628

etc. We have several
openings NOW for you. HS

Systems Analyist
No College!

ASSISTANTS

Des Haines area call
966-0700
6028 Dempster

hotels

school training are perfect.
CALL DAVE ON EXTENSION 24

.

394.0880
Arlington Heights

9 S. Dunton

treat their field men like
kings? Credit cards, first class

.

BORED, RESTLESS, BROKE?

listic._ Sure, everyone would

fice gang who can go along.

Arlington Heights

like a BS In math, but this' opportunity for advancement to

Dictaphone knowledge helpful ...

Receptionist
Mt. f-rospect

$440

Tired of the same old rout-

General Office

$375

/

ine? Meet new friends, have
fun with Fashion Magic Jewelry, earn extra cash. If you
qualify Emmon's Jewelers will
loan you a case of costume

the top in EDP is looking for

might train! Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Mil-

the guy that CAN DO the job.

waukee, AV 2-5050.

If

you have hod some

ex-

perience in analysis and know
IBM equipment you can qualify for this suburban opportunity. CALL BETTY ON EXTENSION 37

Plant Manager
$18,000 No Fee
One of
rations

the
is

1st

500 corpo-

searching

for

a

plant/manufacturing

manager. They are launching
o whole new electronics
production_ division and need

a technically trained man to
run the operation. This is a
great chance to break into a
sideline of the data processing
move Into management. CALL
JIM ON EXTENSION 40

100% FREE TO
YOU!

299-7191

up to management. Call

Xe4,4 amott

training program and move

&Addsocides
2nd Floor

Employment
Specialists

253-660C

1510 Miner ;NW }1....,y.)
Des hlalnes

CLERK -TYPIST
$400 - $475
FREE
Here it is. Just what you've
been waiting for. Type in-

major company's fine
PARKER for details.

$500 Mo.
near or ill IIIIS suburb?

Live

FOR COMI-ANY

. field and for on .engineer to

PARKER

OPENINGS ALSO AT

Elk Grove Village

Customer Service
Receptionist
Gal Friday

or

doctor

technician,

patient,

appts.

perience. Call Steve Smith,
380
HALLMARK, 827-7706,

Free Night -Sol

and in all walks of life. Variety
filled advancement potential.

Assemblers
Line Wirers and Solderers

CONTACT

with puhlir rnntrirt. Alwnys n

$475

be the mid -west and you'll be

Tremendous employee discount plan

POSITIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE

PUBLIC

TO $500
COMPLETE TRAINING
MEET PEOPLE!

Modern office of suburban ad -

Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

Des Homes Area
cull
966-0700
6028 Dempster

Manohe,o,1
Des Ploimis, Ill

This Doctor's office job is loaded

for supervisors all the way

from trainees to top ex-

Arlington Heights

DOCTOR'S GIRL

GIRL FRIDAY

all of the trades and services,

cago suburb. Your area will

$7,800-$8,400
No Fee

Your finest °poor -unity t 1 further your education while pre-

Starling pay is good

field, and right in your own
areal We have openings in

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Denton

SCOP"(Higgiiir,

PERSONNEL

Des PlaineS, Ill,

PERSONNEL

opportunity in your own

Assistant to

298-5021

Wide

Higgins 8,

month in sunny California and
then headquarter in a NW Chi-

neat appearance and enjoy
meeting people at all level,

Excellent employee training program

other gal will wel-

Monnheiiii)

when you can get a better

We

deal location to northwest suburbs

Incomparable profit sharing plan

$433 FREE

I

come visitor, info nearby soles
offices, answer phones, type invoices, keep track of salesmen
messages. You'll pitch in, get
things done! Free IVY, 7215 W.
oulty, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

Salesman
$20,000 No Fee

`.\/ou will

New modern plant

NO STENO $550

future. CALL JOHN ON EXTENSION 32 NOW.

Learn Accounting
Here's Your Best

MOTOROLA

dances, etc. Free.

You and

now you ought to look at your

Profit Sharing

Come Into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park)
Monday -Friday 8:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Open Saturday (Sept. 28) from 8:30 A.M. - 12 Noon
Or Call George Pinder at 956-0990 To Arrange An Interview

Teller

Des PICIIIIVS, ill

in

media

communications
your position as
the Director of

the

bers of

-

Product Purchase Discount
Company Paid Ins.

APPLY NOW!

SMALL OFFICE

Widest98-5021

Protected territory just keep
your customers stocked up.

Merit Increases

Stegdy Employment

rublic Relations for excellent
non-profit company. Some
typing (no shorthand) req'd.
You'll also help plan parties,

$450 FREE

necessary.

experience

No

wage - benefits.

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
Also offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs.

(A,

$185-$225 A WEEK
No point in traveling around

380 Northwest
Plaines. Also of-

$500 MONTH

smoothly. Any light

Key Punch Operator

827-7706, HALLMARK
PERSONNEL,

vents, handle :.ustomer set
vice and keep things running

25 FOREMEN

NO FEE

1-UBLIC RELATIONS
GIRL FRIDAY

Be the focal point of this plush

You'll get to meet many mem-

PERSONNEL

top -

neighborhnnd. learn on company time! Call Rick Miller at

WEST tERSONNEL

ex.
perience qualifies. Coll Jan
Roberts at 827-7706, HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

MAINTENANCE

LAB. MGR.

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

298-5051
O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins
-at -Mannheim ;

off ice. Schedule appoint.

Good all-around maintenance
man can be chief in this com-

Des Haines.

NO SHORTHAND

$190-$260 a Week FREE

$150 a Week NO FEE

attend conventions, handle lots

i of phone work and variety.

SECRETARY

Widest98-502

urbs.

1 -girl branch office. Will also

(Higgins &
Mannheim)
Des Plaines. III.

PERSONNEL

$500 FREE

PERSONNEL, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
in Chicago and all Major Sub-

known firm executive duties in

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

SMALL PLANT

spot experience. Coll Steve
Smith at -827-7706, HALLMARK

$525

,e,298-5021

govr

Executive Sec'y

pany whtiout previous

Will be trained by nationally

To $125 a WK. FREE

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

Excellent Company Benefits

Chicago Motor CIO - MA

qualifies.

experience

1 -GIRL OFFICE

$450 FREE

DAY WANT ADS

Northwest Hwy., Des Haines.
Also offices in Chicago and all

general accountant to be
groomed to eventually tube

CL 5-6888

ASSEMBLERS

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corporation. Only experience here is

Good Working Conditions

use th'

To $600

Gal Friday

Wide

for a

looking

company

strong foreman to take over
entire 1st shift operations. For more information call Don
Morton at 827-7706, HALL
MARK PERSONNEL 380 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines, Ill.
Also offices in Chicago and

NEEDED

SALESWOMEN & SALESMEN

ing

TRAINEE

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

OLIVO

To $10,000 FREE
Small Northwest manufactur-

PROMOTION

Need Help?
Advertise with Day

WAREHOUSE HELP

BEAUTY

GENERAL FOREMAN

SALES.

(6 p.m. to 9 p.m.) concerning

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

voices and purchasing requisitions; handle the phones

when the boss is out. Speed
isn't important here -accuracy
is 'what counts. Call Jan
Roberts,

MARK

at 827-7706, HALLPERSONNEL,

380

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in. Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

CHILDRENS
DOCTOR'S
RECEi-TION
You'll greet the little patients
and their parents, ans. phones,

keep the reception office running on schedule. Light typing
for a smattering of clerical
duties; other than that, this position is mostly reception. $110
wk. to

Des Haines
"$650
Secretary (V.1- )
Elk Grove
$550
Secretary
Arlington Heights
$475
Bookkeeper
Des Haines
$375
Figure Clerk
Mt. Prospect
' $475
Keypunch
Mt. t.rospect
$370
Typist

These positions are
open NOW I
SEE YOUR

CAREER SFECIALISTS
'

lynn

after training. No medical ex-

Arlington Heights
Des Plaines area call
6028 Dempster
966-0700

p

TWO
BEAUTY
OPERATORS

Della's BeaUty
Shop
37 Hale, Palatine
PROOF

OPERATOR
5 Day Week

Excellent Working Conditions
Full Fringe Benefits
MISS MOGENSEN

827.4411

259-7010

First National
Bank of

401 E. Piospict Ave.
Mt. Prospect

Des Plaines

perience is needed. Free.
'
MISS PAIGE
9 S. Bunton
394-0880

or collections. Phone 677-5137.

CALL OR SEE

davis

start, excellent raise

how to average $4 to $10 per
hour, part time. No deliveries

358.0513 .

LYNN DAVIS

it,

jewelry free and show you

also
36 S. State St.

Chicago'

733 Let, Street
An equal opportunity employer

THE DAY
30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Warted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

PART TIME, Women, close to
home, flexible hours 20 hours -

Semiinvalid needs woman to
care for her from Sat. nito to

$55 Nancy 439 0158

Sun. nite. Box 1176, Day Publica-

mature baby sitter
wanted vic. Algonquin 8. Mt.
Prospect Rd., for occasional

tions, 217 S. Arl. Hts. Rd., Arl.

Fri -Sat. Evenings. 024.1673

HOUSEWIVES

Hts., III. 60005

Need extra money to supplement family income for the approaching

season?

Christmas

Earn $35 to $50 per week for
lust a few hours work Call 5377178 for interview apps R N
Strickland

Beauty

children Mt. Pros. area. 2 or 3
afternoons a wk. & some evenings; $1.25 hr. plus trans., 4 hr.

Operator

min.guaranteed.References.394-

Payroll Assistant

SECRETARY

PERSONNEL

Great opportunity for bright
intelligent

girl

to

for

work

Mannheim)

PART TIME
Service counter & light office
work
office.

Mt.

new

in

Prospect

APPLY

Reception

Skokie III

ties, including typing and filing.

Des Plaines '18

BARRETT-

Friday

CRAVENS CO.

SHOE SALESWOMEN
OR CASHIERS

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
PARK DISTRICT

CL 3-0620

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
251-9392

SWITCHBOARD-

in

RECEPT ONIST
typist

with

TEMPORARY

pleasant

personality and ability to

OR

meet and greet customers.
Excellent starting salary All

FULL TIME

company benefits

We offer you pleasant

day

We need a steady dependable
woman for cashiering light

PLUS

typing and answering phone.
P.M.
Must be able to work

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

1

to

7 PM, Monday through

Friday

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Please call Mrs Bolanos

TEMPORARY

MARTIN J KELLY
OLDSMOBILE, INC.

SERVICE

earn it as a

392-1100

PHONE 827-1108

Lad'es
8 00 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M.
OR 9 00 A.M. To 3 P.M.
Have no experience? We will train you!
Ideal for the housewife whose children are returning to school.
LITE PACKAGING OF HOBBY KITS. Top working conditions
in our modern AIR CONDITIONED PLANT. Pleasant attractive
surroundings, regular increases and many outstanding bone fits

500 S&H Stamps. See the new

"Angels

Renoir control house dust.
824,7823

-

and at TOP

RATES.

827-5557
610 N. Lee St. Des Plaines

Supplying

personnel to Chicago and
Suburban Firms since 1947.

Lg. dog house. A home away
from home for your large dog
$25.00. Coll 439-2985 after 4

dinette set, bookcase, twin bed
& dresser, Lionel train set, misc.
clothing & household items. Sat.
Oct. 5, 9-4 pm, 507 S. George,

Monogram Models, Inc.
Morton Grove

Mt. PrOsp.

EVERGREENS

3 to 4 feet - $3.98 each. 5 y t.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00

SECRETARY
Shorthand or dictaphone experience helpful but not required.
5 day week, excellent company benefits.

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.
CORNER ANTIQUES
gas stove, buggy

or
cutter, dry sink, oak library tabAntique

AN ARMSTRONG SUBSIDIARY

Elk Grave Village

'

WOMEN WANTED

inboard,

140 hp, fibersell.

Wheeling

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Polatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

new, $11325 537-1452 oft. 6

A/T, P/S,

English Ford; '60 Rambler; elec.

$1395.259-9046

stove; pool table; bowling ball.

'64 VW, R/H, sunroof, like new

Music

579.50;

stands, new, reg. 54.60, few

left at $3.95. Some at $3.75.

1

253-7763.

tires,

'62 Mercury Meteor 2-dr. Under
46,000 Orig. miles, stand. trans.

call CL 3-7836.

welcome, reasonable rent. Vic. of
Foundry & Lee St. TU 9.0783 after
5 pm

71/2 room older home, exc. cond.
3 blocks from Arl. Hts. R.R. depot.
253-6326
$165 month. Call
after 5 p.m.
6 1111. munch. Garage, carpeting,

drapes, refrig, range, disposal,
washer/dryer. 110 Columbia,

GOLD ANGORA KITTENS
437-8913
FREE TO GOOD HOMES,
BOX TRAINED KITTENS.
437.4077

Puppies for sale, 7 weeks old,
Mother AKC, standard Poodle. 1
female,2 males, Lovable, healthy,
$25 each. CL 5-6410
toy, female,
Poodles, white,
year, good with children;
Brown, toy, male, 2 months.
$75 & up. 259.6076

windshield washers, std. trans.,

Just Arrived!
AKC Wire Hair Fox Terriers
and Beagles. Also cute little
mixed puppies. All puppies
have first shots.

THE DOLE VALVE COMPANY

Hoffman

Estates.

HE

$500. YO 6.3000 ex t 3214.

'59 Ford Galcode 500. I
rebuilt automatic trans. B.
engine & tires good. $26..i.
259.9810 after 5 p.m.

63 Ford Cone. 4 barrel 390V8,

3290

New 7 rm. Split leyel,

2I/2

B.,

Lot 60x225. Patio, lawn. Open
Sun. 1-5, $39,500. 930 S. Arl.
523,000 Firm. Palatine by owner.
3
bdrm. ranch, full bsmt.,
new carpet L.R. & bdrrns.,
drapes, 21/2 car gar, patio,
66x297 yard. 392-7357

Modern TriLevel, Must Sal

3 rm.'
tower

nfltilf..0..KOIS

Phone 394-1100
Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

3

Realty

ranch on extra large

Just Listed

DEAL
4 bedroom, 21/2 bath, 2 car

garage, brick and aluminum
raised ranch. Included carpet
living room, dining ,room
and stairs. Large kitchen with
built-in double oven and
range, hood and exhaust fan.

bdrm, Sep. din, rm., 3
season rear porch.
Mid. 20':
Immediat Poss.
rm.

fits

4

tables of

school shopping.
Many extras

Low 40's

Arrigo Real Estate

Palatine
Schaumburg

Clover Realtors invite you to
their new Arlington Heights
office. For the ambitious sales
person, we have a plan that

information

floor, 7 room, 3 bedroom brick corner ranch. Formal dining room. Home has a

ezute4

concrete driveway. Sidewalk

REALTORS, INC.

city sewer and water.

New schools close by. Solid
off
oak floors. 2 full baths,
master bedroom. A raised dec
family room in basement, can
be used as office. Natural fire
place home is 7 years old and
exceptional buy at $32,700.
Other extras and if you have
not been out to Algonquin, you

.411 E. 1,1,11HE ROAD

ARL1..lr..1(.1.13.

'Phone 394.1100

1

gar. lovely well kept yard.
$24,000

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION
bdrm. brick. Walk to train.
Just reduced

$25,500

have a country town worth

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

Want to Sell..Buy-Rent?
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

1967 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

2 dr. Hardtop, V8, Pow.
erglide, Power Steering, Radio 8, Heater, Whitewalls.
$1895
1965 FORD

9 Passenger Station Wagon,
V8 Standard Shift, Radii:,
Heater & Whitewalls.
$1295

ICK

WICKSTRO
CHEVROLET

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

2 lots 75'x125'
125' improved.

seeing.

1

555 IRVING PARK RD.

corner lot 85'x

ROSELLE, ILL.

439-3884

529-7070
OPEN. SUNDAYS!

90 -Investment Property

4 bdrm. ranch. Large wooded
lot. Family room 11/2 baths, 2
,
$29,500
car gar.

ESTATE

1967 IMPALA
dr. Hardtop, V8, Powerglide, Power Steering, Radio 8 Heater Whitewalls. Very
law mileage.
$1895
4

1

2 car attached garage with
curbs

1264 Northwest Hwy.
296-6655

358-6563

255-6320
358-1502
894 1330

confidential.
Come join our harmonious
family. Will train men or
woman.

ALGONQUIN
All on

CHEVROLET

OSestate.
Arlington Heights

All

PHILLIPE BROS.

Walk to train. 3 bdrm. 2 car

IS FROM

WICKSTROM

is most unique. Establish your
name with ours. Become one
of usl

296-6655

car attached garage and

3 BEDROOMS

BE BEAT

real

3

breezeway, patio, Bar.b-que,

Realty

THAT CAN'T

$35,900

in locaticM important?
Dad can walk to train. Brick,

fireplace, enclosed
2

THE

PALATINE

8 room home for a
growing family. Priced at

WANT SIZE?

bedroom, 2 baths

One -owner, like new.
$1500 FL 9.0725

PHILLIPE BROS.

bridge. Extremely lye. 4

PET SHOP

- Palatine

SPORT COUPE

$34,900.

bdrm. brick bilevel close to

Lovely

CHEVROLET IMPALA

garage. Fenced yard.

Close

Living

MT. PROSPECT

1966

Ideal

CONVENIENT

824-7780
86 -Real Estate -Houses

air conditioning, 11/2 car

in
14SI E. P1,11...1 ROAD

777-5805

wife, retired, want
pt: in return for services
rent. Des Plaines area.

S300. CL 5.8047

358-1800

&gam

Office space wanted for Den-

on,

storms and screens, Control

Only $21,900.

Arl. Hts. 437-0134

'60 Rambler wagon A/T, radio,
6 gd. tires incl. 2 snows, exc.
rnech. condition W/new exhaust
system & low mileage brakes.

and TV antenna. Aluminum

Sharp 5t/2 room, sided 3 bedroom home, garage, extras, 2
blocks to schools & cheri-nori.

Want to rent parking space with-

tation. Under.$140. 824-0493

Sunday, September 29, 2-5
p.m. Exceptionally clean and
well kept 3 bedroom splitlevel, drapes, range, disposal

WHEELING
MEADOWBROOK WEST

REALTORS, INC.

Young married couple looking
for 1 bdrm. apt., near transpor-

OPEN HOUSE

Lovely view of Lakes
Many good features, 2t/3 baths.
392-2860
$33,000

82 -Wanted To Rent

window defrost & tinted windshield. Must see. $1995 CL 3-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

7-3228

TOWN & COUNTRY

17 N. Bothwell

After 5 p.m. - CL 3-6484

good mis., 2 mtd. snowtires.

Vacant

Commercial

PALATINE

ARRIGO REAL

In Old Town
Downtown Palatine

967-7100

Excellent condition

'62 Chevy Impala 4 dr.

LARGE FAMILY?

COME IN OR CALL

'62 Fairlane 2 door, A/T.

Rambler '64, 220, ex. cond., R&H,

Evenings

FREE

Excellent benefits
and
Working Conditions

$795

6169

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

7 W. Eastman CL 3.0180

FOX LAKE

35E31 800

392-2804

RECEPTIONIST

condition.

hardtop / . P / 5, A / T, R / H,
W / W, extra sharp $600. 437-

Fawn Great Dane, female 10
wks. AKC champ. line, show

Immediate Openings

good

S20 to close.

basement. $42,500.

"

posi., low miles,

P/8,

Excel. cond. 827-1585.

Northwest Hwy.

.

1962 Chevy wagon $450 and

No more when these are gone.
$30 bongos, tuneable, for

1264 Des Plaines

KITTEN

An equal opportunity employer

now

$119.50,

adjoining golf course. Marble

FREE ONE BLACK MALE

6201 Oakton Street
Morton Grove
RO 3-5000

National ornp, new, 26" spkrs,
tremolo, foot switch, reg.

beautifully landscaped lot

1

Pure Oil Division'

aft. 6 pm. 296-7997

Mane 392-0684
WANTED: Horde for beautiful
Persian male cat. 5 yrs. old.
Perfect pet. 299-5202.

quality. Reasonable. 259-0596

FILE CLERK

tilunwn

1959 Chevy wagon $125. Good
condition. 537.7519
1965 Plymouth Sport Fury, 383,

Call after 5 p.m. 824-5649

7

OFFICE POSITIONS

PU

'66 Chrysler Newport, 4 dr.,
owner, low miles, extras, like

Miniature

SECRETARIES

COME TO OUR EMPLOYMENT
DEPARTMENT FOR AN INTERVIEW.

-cond., 392 1371

Upright piano, w/bench, excel.
cabinet, good cond. $250. call

3 room apartment, incl. stove
Refrigerator. $140 per mo.

Handy

Schanuzer female.
mos. old, trained. Champ.
sired. AKC. 439-0544
Toy Poodle, white female, 6 mos.
AKC, $75. All shots.

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

.

needed in a variety of secretarial positions.

Must

550-5100. Ph. CL 5-945B

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

in areas of product and dealer development, ronstruction,
advertising and operations. Your shorthand and typing are

'62 Buick station wagon, A/C,
P/S, A/S, rack, low miles, excel.

R., like new tires, snow tires, very
real. Call Sat. 259-1974

Hts. Rd.

Burmese Kittens, male and
female. Rare registered beauties.

..

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

Become on integral port of our Marketing Deportment expansion program Interesting new additions are now being made

--

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

TOWER PACKAGING INC

and STENOGRAPHERS

'66 Ford custom 500, V8,

P/S,

296-7320

14 -To Rent Apartments

tist to rent or lease. Mt. Prospect

17

11505, Willis

297.4988

Arlington Heights: Room for
employed woman, close to town.
References. 255-5708 after 3

mile west. 392-6092

dual -props.
$400 CL 3-5177

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III.

392.2574

Cello, half size, Rich rriello tone,
excel. condition. $175.

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

in walking distance from depot,

glass,

GIRL"

'65 VW sedan, 5850. Des Plaines
area. Coll between 3 8, 6:30 PM.

'67 4.dr. Bel Air, extra clean, air
cond, R/H, P/B, P/S, P/G, rear

le, cherry jelly cupboard, buggy
seat & so on. 2800 E. Hintz Rd.,
83 to Wheeling High School, 1/2
31-Boats and Marine Supplies

"IT PAYS TO BE A

e

'64 Chevy Impala Super Sport,
V.8, automatic,
253.7634 after 6 pm

99 -Automobile For Sale

able. 255.0571 evenings.
WURLITZER portable electronic
piano, good condition $250.

runs good. Ask $700 HPh. 255.

4 room cottage to rent, children

VISIT OUR PERSONNEL OFFICE

3rd SHIFT

259-1241

Anti -slip. Radio, P / B, like
new Tires and Batt. Rear window,

fer. Boys 20" Schwinn. Phone
392-6369

fits.

E and B CARPET MILLS INC.

Top Pay! Top Jobs!

1966 Ford convertible, P / S,
auto., good tires. $1350.

No. 158, open aft. 6 PM

yr. old,
reason.

Stick

Good starting rates, regular increases and outstanding bene-

360 Scott St.

Lion. 392-8745

Vox amp. Berkley II,

Runs. 560
392-7955

98 -Mobile Homes

'67, 2 bdrin, 47'x10', turn., best
offer, 015 Oakton, Des Plaines,

bone with cases; good condi.
I

P

392-3915 after 4:30

BUNDY Clarinet - CONN trom-

Residential

16 -To Rent Houses

439-1611 or 625-2945

Stenos

4 dr., HT, P / B,
5, air cond , 1st class, $1,100.
1094 Thacker Des Pl. 027.1559
1960 Buick 4 -door,

'62 Cadillac,

-

Real Estate

HP and trailer. $500 or make of-

For Appointment

Keypunch Typists

Huge Amp. Gibson - Mercury
Piggy bock, 2
17' speakers,
with 4 imputs. Ask S ISO. Pit.

CONN OBOE
USED I YEAR, $175
439-5620

CL 3.1910

15 ft. Alum Runabout, with 35

Time Jobs NOW

392.5465 AFTER 6 PM

7922.

Vox Essex base amp. Excellent
condition. Used I year. $190;
2 Orig. Danish chairs. CL 3.0430
after 5 pm

CALL MR. DASKAL

Available for Women
with Office Skills!

1960 FORD FALCON
STICK SHIFT. BEST OFFER

392-5824 after 5 p.m.

55 -Musical Instruments

high, linen formica top;
16"x10" stainless steel single
basin sink with trap & facet

year around employment in modern air conditioned plant.

LUCKY GIRL'

work, runs well. $97.02 259.9057

Will sell for $100.
Call 537-8696

ton.

...

Part

incl-

'59 Rambler wagon - A family
friend, rusted, needs.' muf fler

model,

CONN organ Caprice
spinet. Excellent condition.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

Gemeinhardt Flute,

tomato, new, only 575.
El Rey Music - CL 3.0180

& 540. 283 W. Kirchoff, Pal.

Hwy. & Kelsey Road, Barring

See Mrs. Marbell

Monogram Models, Inc.
Morton Grove
8601 N Waukegan Rd.

sect'l

spkr.,

to 9 P.M.

45"

Power rake $65, riders, rotary,
$65, $75, $250, outboards $25,

ANTIQUE SHOW, Oct. 8, 9, &
10. K of C BARN, Northwest

Have no experience? We will train you for light machine work
in Plastics Dept. of leading Toy and Hobby Kit Mfr. We offer

8601 N. Waukegan Rd.

6225

Like new dog kennel 15x10x5'.

Office

Qualified

'62 Ford Wagon, 6 cyl, Stick Shift,

credit Mgr. Call 469.7204, 9 A.M.

curve, 7 long by 23" wide by

827.4760
electric range in good
condition $40.
259.4622
personalized
discount
20%
Christmas cards. Flaherty Jewelers, Damon & Campbell, A.H.

your own area or in the LOOP,

FULL PRICE $51.30

Moderne collector's item. Rosewood 8, inlaid woods, $75. Will
separate. 827.5375 after 4.
wood, right hand
BAR --ash

Philco

2 banjo; Tenor -Plectrum. Aro,:
elec. guitar, beginner ac

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

Rol-

chairs,

'63 Buick Riveria, low mileage, 1
owner, excel. cond., $1100 CL 3-

Clean family cur, low mi, 5450.

Briarwood Lane, Palatine.
0 pc. dining rm. set W/china
cabinet & buffet. Early 1930

WILL BUY old electric or windup
toy trains made before 1942.

MACHINE WORK
4:00 p.M. TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT
12:00 MIDNIGHT TO 8 A.M.
Shorter Hours to Suit Your Needs

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

Capt.

FINE CONDITION
CL 5.6389

299.2572,296.6491

rock maple 50" round
4

CL 3-5927 even. & weekends

FLUTE

Special 2 tone brown amp 17'

PLUM GROVE ESTATES

p.m.

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

1516 W Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

mower 525. 255-8333

In Disguise"

as you prefer,

strol-

"Angels In Disguise"

"It Pays To Be Right Girl"

rose

pc.

$680

Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman.

cordial), 35MM prof. -136.7987

uding lazy Susan & pad. S125.

sofa & chair $25; 2 end tables
$10; air conditioner $50; power

PREFERRED

An equal opportunity
employer

Heavy
table,

misc. reasonable. 392-9576

for some of the finest firms in

Right Girl

2

299-3594.
'65 Austin Heuly Sp'rite

ports and service guarantee.

sofa $25.392-0685.

complete, playpen,
ler, walker, bassinet, portabed,

longer, if you wish, You'll work

ENOINEEPINO COMPANY

$25;

for best offer. Crillkpfier 6 p.m.

tic

Hollywood bed com-

size

'63 - 4 dr. Voltent. Good 2nd car

holes; news buttons on monograms and foncy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year

392-7297

plete

Private. 392.7634

guitar only $2251 Only onel El

hems in dresses, makes button-

ling Meadows.
Dining room table with 4 Queen
Ann chairs. Very leusonuble.
Full

extras, spotless, low miles.

Famous Gretsch "Monkee Bass"

ZIG-ZAG

misc.

items. 2000 Hnwk Court,

Crib,

STENOS, CLERKS, SECRETARIES
Work 2-3 days a week, or

Anocut

HOME FURNISHINGS &

penses - or perhaps you'd like
to start putting aside a little
extra money for Christmas...

PORARY OFFICE JOBS avail ble immediately for TYPISTS,

Keypunch$21-$26 a

PART TIME

Shop,

Home furnishings and misc.
items. Saturday & Sunday. 71

t,

437-5400

choirs, silverware, many others
Also bbq. grills, cinch mist,
101 5. Albert, Mt. P. 392-8528

dresser & chest $80
392-4602
Dining room set: buffet, table
six chairs, walnut, ',GU -table. Call aft. 6, 824-5536

dition. Ph. 259-0073

rs 4

MISS GAFFKE

2 Edison youth beds, complete,

'65 Pontiac 9 pass. wagon, many

Playable
392.5993

Sewing 1110C111110 cabinet included, slightly used sews blind

Hollywood Av., Des Plaines, Ill.

tinware,

butt.,
recent
Cadillac,
& muffler, excel. motor, tires,
& body. $125.827-0206

OLD UPRIGHT PIANO

1967 SINGER

1013

to help cover ever rising ex.

PREFERRED

PLEASE CALL

cond. $25 ea. Pads incl.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

TURN IDLE HOURS INTO CASH
We have interesting TEM-

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day
Secy's...$21-$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a day

2

CL 3.8269 after 6 pm.

WORK IN YOUR AREA

439-1805

STOVE, GOOD CONDITION
$65 CL 3.5156
matching 9x12 rugs, perf.

5 yr. old Frigidaire Refrigerator
freezer combination. Good con

starting salary.

MONTHS

Sole:

organization.

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

EXTRA MONEY

benefits and good

DAYS, WEEKS OR

CALL MRS GREEN

ELECTRIC WESTINGHOUSE

Euclid, Arlington Hts., Ill.

NEED

surroundings, finest fringe

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824.7353

Rummage Sale only, Sat., Oct.
to 12 noon. First United
5, 9
E.
1903
Church,
Methodist

272-2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

immediate
need of a girl with good
typing skills to act as
secretary in our Engineering Department.

We are

Brand new carpeting made for

Home Baked Goods & Coffee
Shop, Fri, Oct. 4, 9 to 5 p.m.

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.

EVENINGS OR WEEKENDS

Salary plus Commission
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

Bed, complete, extra long, walpaneled headboard, best

nut

clean,

P/B,

$450 or best offer.
392-9233

-437-0220

available. 437-8454

P/S,

1959,

Bird

T

Samples

prices.

our warehse showrm. By apps.
only. Free estimates. Financing

offer. 392-0275

RUMMAGE SALE
Featuring the Specialty

Girl

After

finish, reasonable.
6:30 pm 392.3281
nut

1877
signs, scales,
broom rack, jugs, bottles, matools,
display
cabinet,
jars,
son

girl to handle diversified du-

PART TIME

brought to your home or visit

Lowest

1959 Buick, 4.dr. good engine,
good body, $250.
824.6909
827-6079

Phone CL 9.3027
Conn BFlat Alto Sax.
Like New
392-9329 after 5 p.m.
saxophone $100
alto
CONN
Excellent condition.

428.3353

cial.

BEST OFFER. 358.0173

Condition. 575

Louis XVI piano $500.
see to appreciate. Call

$500,
Must

Office desk, 59",,31"x29", wal-

Gar. Sale Oct. 3 & 4. Antiques:

66

in

STOP IN OR CALL

Contact

Good

opening

Italian Provincial dining rm set

New carpets. 1st quality brand
names. Installed wall-to-wall.
Best padding. Also kitchen car.
pets, indooroutdoor & cominer.

local
Misc.
A-2, Fri. Oct. 4, Sat. Oct. 5,
10-4:30 pm, 413 S. Gibbons,
Arl. Hts.

Part Time

1

VERY CLEAN, $14000R

CL 5.5696

CL 3.6987
Le Blanc B Flat Clarinet. Excellent

$115, tranf'd. 253-2216
3 pc. maple family rm. set: hide rocker. Excel.
chair,
a -bed,
cond. $110 394.1735

5, 10.2:30 p.m.

Gor

Gigantic
women's

D.R.

1964 RIVIERA

Bundy clarinet & case

Organ Hammond,
A-100, cherry, like new.

night.

dresser, mirror,
stand. $100 CL 5.4721.

dable. $600. 827-15130.

EXCELLENT FOR STUDENT
575

chest,

Modern dinette pedestal table
W/4 swivel chairs 0 mos. old

clothing, turn.,

antiques,

296-8626

table, fruitwood, oblong,
leaf, table only. $65. 259-1292

RESALE SHOP

Sales Department for capable

PERSONNEL

For ono girl office at Recreation Park Duties include typing
(experienced) filing, registration and general office

Mohog. bdrm. set: double bed,

3RD ANNUAL

CLERICAL

Immediate

(Higgins &
Mannheim)

SECRETARY

(Higgins &
Mannheim)
Des Plaines, Ill.

-SALES OFFICE

298-5021

Wide

washer, excel. cond., cutting
board top, $98. 255.0528

House Sole: Redecorating, Haywood -Wakefield tables, choirs,
lamps, pictures, antiques, old
pew, no junk. Oct. 3.6, 1809 N.
Kennicott, Arl. Hts.

Arl. Hts.Oct.

208 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

$400 FREE

674 2410
An equal opportune/ employer

Portable GE Silvershower dish-

pm CL 5-3214

Dryden School, 722 S. Dryden,

SERVICE COMPANY

4839 Main Street

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Prospect High.

Toys,

APPLIANCE

MR. 11111, 537 0060

'64 Ford wagon V.8, 390 engine,
P / 5, P / B, stand. trans. Depen-

Mt. Prospect. 2nd street east of

Full Charge
Bookkeeper
$500 to start FREE
298-5021
Wide
PERSONNEL

99 -Automobile For Sale

BUNDY FLUTE in excellent con.
ditiae - $90.
255.6386

Brand new Italian pray.

liquor cabinet; toys;
clothes; misc. 2105
School Dr. Rolling Mood.
Garage Sale, Antiques 8. EveryImaginable. Oct. 3-4,
thing
13:30 to 4 p.m., 521 N. Fairview.

n

92°5mM5 -a6ts27005b :e3°

.0

S.

sec'ty &
all size

mature,Pr

55 -Musical Instruments

MOVING - Gas dryer $20, Elec.
dryer $20, Gas Range $25, Sowing Machine $5. 827-5615
Lovely Duncan Phyfe dining set,
with custom made pads. After 3

'

Naborhood Garage Sale: Oct.
3 & 4. Antique bottles; mahpg.

o

chairs; misc. items. 392-3920 eves

CL 3-9177

misc.

lilititHIVI

ROSS & WHITE CO.
50 W. Dundee Rd., Wheeling

HAAG BROS INC

Train.

Des Plaines. III

PERSONNEL

APPLY

the

in

Des Plaines, Ill

Fern.,

WANTED

responsible woman. Will

Order Writing & Filing

spring

PERSONNEL

hardwood maple table & 4

Boarder Collie puppies, 6 wks
old, B1 & wil. Call aft 5 pm

Walnut, An. Hts
antiques, garden tools,

am 717

Page II

Tuesday, October 1, 1968

40" gas stove; exerciser;

KITTENS

sale. 1716 W. Martha Ln. Mt P.
Gar. Sale: Oct. 2, 3, 4, 10:30

(Higgins
Mannheim)
Des Plaines. Ill

days,
Saturdays.
S

(Higgins E.

(Higgins
Mannheim)

Handle Stock Records,

a company dedicated to the
health and welfare of thousands of people Good salary
and benefits Will be moving
Arlington Heights

298-5021

ScaPP

il

Receptionist - Secretary
Assistant

298-5021

$475 FREE

Wide

$433 To Start
298-5021
Wide

Dentist Office

Jr. Bookkeeper
$425 To Start
Wide

Garage Sale: Oct. 3, 4 & 5.
907 E. Baldwin Rd. Palatine.
Furniture & Misc.
Garage Sale Oct. 3, 4, & 5
families having gigantic
11

General Office

0440

437-5655

(Higgins 8
Mannheim)
Des Flames Ill.

PERSONNEL

to

WANTED: Sitter for 3 school age

Experienced Female

File Clerk
$375 to start
298-5021
Wide

[

Reliable

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

100' x 141' fully improved lot

In Palatine vicinity. Only
$7,000.

BRADSHAW

658-5661
646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.
S. of 62 on 311

PHILLIPE BROS.
Realty

358-1800

103 -Auto Traders & Campers

4x6' Alum, camping utility trailer,
new spare, hitch incl. $75 misc.
items. 823-8904
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters
66

Suzuki

60CC,

under

300

mile:. Exc. Campus Trans. Helmet incl.

$200.

after 6 p.m.
4

Ph.

392-3772

SHORT RIBS
HERE Is 1HE
13114.. FOR 1}4E NEW HORSE-

lliesday, October I, 1968

Page 12

SHOES FOR louR HORSE.

TONIGHT

QUIET DOWN/ BOWS ON THE LATE
HE
SHIFT, AND 5LIE HAS THE DAY OFF -LINEUP? I THOLIEHT BOB
AND THE THREE OF MOU COULD
WAS 01.4 THE EARLYSHIFT
THIS WEEK-AND HOW COME MAKE MY LIFE A LOT EASIER IF

cBUS DIDN'T LIKE

HEY, WHAT'S WITH

SUE'S CAR 15 STILL HERE/
HOW AM I SUPPOSEP TO (SET

(f:-.

)0LIT, WORK OUT ATIMETABLE
OF MORNING DEPARTURES!
I'LL RE OUT NI A MINUTE/

MINE OUT?

11-1AT/HECHANGM,

114A1'14 A REAL
COOL MOUNT, 1 CAR HAS MORE

Bub! HOW col* STEEL. IN MS ASIA THE KIDAT THE
PUMP LAUGHED
TRAY THAN ANY
YOU PORT
HAVE
PLATES ON IT ?

104

RUN

JUST BECAUSE

FANCY NEW MODEL AT THE RUNHAS IN ALL FOUR NING BOARDS/

BOARDS
BEFORE,
BUT NEVER

in

-R

M./
VA(1114.10,0"
4,elAS5

to

THE PARKINS LOT ATTENDANT

WI/

A5

.irsup5 WIG MUSHROOM'S
CORAL HIDEAWAY, AMR,

--THE CAMOIJFIAGED

GATESLIDFS SHOT",

..--'

,----.----

/

WANTED 601..D.
YouIDN

IS.

D'T "IOU

unwittingly used as a

spy by British °in-

-milt material profit --hut you
find yourself the loser

lay

when
values

comes to spiritual

it

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.

23) --Best not to press an issue

that ultimately involves

personalities Keep on the

population pressures
in Brazil.

A study of

-

Nancy Wilson.

10:55
2 Movie
"Love That Brute"

Get Killed" James

Denny arc guests.
9 Perry Mason

who falls in love wall

Garner, playing an
American banker, is
mistaken for a scrct

agent in Lisbon,
Melina Mecouri,

Morgan, Ray Charles
and the Raelettes and
Michele Lee.
7 the Mod Squad

Anthony- Franciosa
and Sandra Dee.
9 Steve Allen Show
II French Chef

Michael Cole,

Burns and Dodo

young girl and invents a family so he
can employ her as a

26 Motorsports
International
9:30

governess. With Jean
Peters, Paul Douglas
and Cesar Romero.
11:00

2 The Opportunity
Line
Show features jobs

available in the

Julia Child shows

hoW to make

five

dishes using endive.
26 E.S.P.
8:05
I I TV College
Humanities
8:30

I

Toby pretends he

32 News
10:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

Sunday

Starke, Denver Pyle
and Fran Ryan.
7 N.Y.P.D.

health.

12:50

A discussion on
leisure and mental

starts with the story

"Floods of Fear"

7 Reflections
2:30
2 News

refuses to sign a

divorcee.

complaint.

10:

11 The Action

1:35

2:

2:35
2 Meditation
2:50

10:10

People

2 6 Greatest

Richard Dunn

book -Crime and

1:30
7 News

adventurer vie for
the attentions of a

hosts a new series on

1:10

9 Movie

32 Run for Your Life
Paul Bryan and an

who is attacked and

of a young woman

Red's guests.
5 Julia

9 News

`,.,0 Sports

A new season

The Lettermen are

Cry"

II The Expanding

is a member of the
school choir. With
Phillip Brown, Tod

'

collection.
11:15
32 News
Midnight
5 News
7 Chicago
With Ronnie Barrett
12:30
5 Everyman
2 Movie
"The Young Don't

I

Charioteer."

Show

Anticpie.s

I

Display of a doll

Chicago area.
I Chicago Festival
The Illinois Ballet
Ballet in the "Pas de

Quartre" and "The

2 The Doris Day

A professor

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23)ompromising may gain you

Broadcast
George Wallace
7 That's Life

Lancer to arrange a

"A Man Could

discovers a coed can
create grounds for a
divorce.
7:15
I I TV College
Italian
7:30
2 Red Skelton Hour
Van Johnson and

ME -4SAVV6:

Population

I

Problems

is about a gangster
with a heart of gold

setting a

II TV College
Gregg Shorthand
26 Today's Racing
32 Truth or CORSCquences
6:45
26 Market Roundup
7:00
26 How to Invest
32 Divorce Court

LOOKS LIKE THeY)Re GOING TO
HELP WITH THE DISHES WITHOUT

I

2 Paid Political

Joy Harmon, Jack

is

ring.

FOR WEDNESDAY

town.

trap for his outlaw

school car -theft

A.

rorizing a Western

Jackie Vernon, Toni
Conway, Joe Hewer

Norman Alden
break up a high

FOR GOODNESS' SAKE I IT

cowboy friend who
join forces to fight a
gang which is, ter-

telligence.
8:00
5 Movie

Unaware that the

Peggy Lipton and

Your
Horoscope

fighter and his

Chicago.

a free-lance writer

Clarence Williams,

BUGS BUNNY

a story about a gun-

Punuhment" is

Menninger and Prof.
Norval Morris of the

"Agent 81/2" starring Dirk Bogarde as

Webb, Harry

7,----

RicharcrWidmark,

University of

Show

ECIRIKS UNDERSEA RANGERS TRACI,: SIGNALS
FROM THE BUBBLE-SWALLOWIMG

Dorothy Malone and
Dolores Michaels in

Anthony Quinn,-

roll.
9 I Love Lucy
32 Movie

5 The Jerry Lewis
p(.,,,,:ge .

Louis.

stars Diaham Car-

meeting.

.----

"Warlock" stars

Henry Fonda,.

discussed by its
author, Dr. Karl

father a boy asks

ROBIN MALONE.

9 Movie

pears on the first day
of her new job. Show

Speech
26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25
2 Editorial
6:30
2 Lancer

sheriff

% WEAR.; MAN!
T.)15GUlSt6:

Show

The Detroit Tigers
meet the St. Lotlis
Cardinals at Busch

Julia's son disap-

IV College

WHAT 151)46
ME8NING OF THIS?

7 The Joey Bishop

World

Stadium in St.

Show

4-4-004excef

fig sr

Comancheros
5:45
II The Storyteller
6:00
7 News
2 News
5 News

9 Mike Douglas

1.44

1

ggE

th reatened by

OtsVEM!

4.

(as

The herd is

14f5)

TEN 'THOUSAND DOLLARS!

WITI4 BARK

FENDERS!

1:00
Baseball
Series
.5

32 Rawhide

WooDEN

ANTIQUE ?THIS GAS SIMONE

Carson

II Friend!), Giant
Ficras

FWD F.RDBBcf SEEN,

With Johnny,

TOMORROW

7 News
2 News
. Flintstones

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

10:30
5 The Tonight Show

SPECIAL

5:30

Headlines
10:15
26 Cinema Special

current issues. The

9 Five Minutes. to
live By

right side of higher-ups.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Dec 22) --Look further than
the immediate and obvious

consequences of what you
propose and you may discover
reason for turning back.
AQUARIUS (Jan 2I -Feb.

191 --You might be wise to
keep your amusement over

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE
HE'S ABSOLUTELY
RIGHT ...11415

I M SURE SURPRISED
10 HEAR YOU SAY

TERRIBLE VIOLENCE
MOST STCP.0

THAT THE WAY VOORE
ALWAYS BEATING

another s plight under wraps.
This is a poor time to display

I DONTC27NSICER144r VIOLENCE...
IN JUR' PREPARING THEM MR -THE
HARD J41OCX5 THEVI-1-

MCE LA1732 ON .

K1D5t4P.

a sense of superiority

PISCES (Feb 20 -March
211 -Personal popularity increases as your display of feel-

ings of timidity decrease.

Take yourself in hand anikgo
after what you want
ARIES (March 22 -April 20) -Your career receives a needed

shot in the arm as you gather
about you new supporters for
your plan There's security in

/0-/

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

TAURUS (April 21 -May

21) --Bargains galore

Scorpiobent on stretching the

1 liNtri Of

of making it valueless.

GEMINI (May 22 -June'

21) -You could easily tie led
into idleness today -much to
the pent of the present project.
Be prepared

I

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) -It is the steady, careful
Cancer who wins through to
a successful evening after a
day of confusion or disapLEO (July 24 -Aug, 23)--

maturity of your judgment spay well be tested to-

CAPTAIN EASY
Ni?

SattiCen-IF
sfeceA NORM

day Maintain your ,eom4
posure under fire 'and all

Jl-

ActIman

should be well.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.
L

23) -Reserve judgment until

tufts wastuu
*lox slum

=54
over.
memo WWI

you have all the facts at hand.

The wise Virgo will consult
with co-workers before making up his mind

THERM

NO MORE
IIVRPIRREI
VIEW

ELL

54/55EX,

LAP-

IAV

POIg SUPPEP1

to malty

X

13

37 Marinate

IS'

16

39 Exploit
40 Lock

16

36 Wife

Answers to
Hideaword
MONARCH

char
chroma
coma
carom
cram
manor
moan

Malt
march
morn

ranch
roan
roach
roam
arch
acorn
anchor
orca

hoar
harm
horn
norm

1

pelage
3 Mathemati,cal term
4 IWO time
4 Satirical
ESS
0
IR A
NNS
'8 Creche
sketches
N R
12 Sticky stuff 5 Persian fairy 1=1I A HENI L A A
M
C:AA/
(slang)
A E3 0 R N1
0 CR AN NI T YIIE
6 Nomadic
13 Military cap
S
Indian
E L. A T
R00 5T
14 Flexible pipe 7 Yugoslav
15 Ship's book
bees
city
26 Peevish
16 Choleric
8 Chatters to 27 Ilea& of
42
Brotherhood
18 Springy
(slang)
(ab.)
convents
20 Beginning
9 Steals
43 Apollo's
21 Legal. point 10 Small island 28 Followers
mother
22 Possessive 11 Vegetable
29 Nuisance
31 Stair parts 44 Portrait or
*Gamut
17 Coop up
a sort
224Couple
33 Theater
19 Edeopean
46 Vex
stalls
2Rip
finch
47 Redact
'27 Slight taste 23 Alleviated
38 Towei
48 Fury
30 Whole
40 Retains
24 Equal
41 Product of 50 Observe
32 Militari
25 Against
gesture
34 Heathen
8
9
10 11
6
4 5
t12 3
35 Runs away,
ACROSS

Take care, however,
not to stretch it to the point

Th

I

L 1 T Li I=1

dollar

corn
charm

R

for the

pointment

N G5

7---R
POOL,
NE RELATOR
V
0E
0 5 S 11-1- OP _GORE]
MAL L 0w s
E A R 0 L_ AB
AR E N A
T R 0 Pc
TR UN
0I

Medley

numbers

fish

THE wilLETs-'
NI WHICH ONE. r
!-EONIOI.
I MAD I DO YOU
BREZHNEV,
BETTER T1 -11141c
SAY, NE1TAER W/L.I. WIN ? rp BET-raiz
SAY

w44114 CANDIDATE
DO VOL) FAVOR ?

./

way

36

43 44

a

57 Sable (*US It
DOWN
315
1 Examine

23

i27

28

29

47

48

35

34

55 Ho my
54 SUPPerY

20

022

IquiP

weights

17

19

opener!
41 Pronoun
42 Fugitive
45 Duller in a
491testoration
51 Ilaiem room
52 Preposition
53 Great Lake

14

039

Pal
1145

-'151
54
57

D,

..

-

.

Pro5pert" Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy and cooler,
chance of showers, low In the
mid 50s; Tomorrow: Cloudy,
much cooler, chance of show-

Telephone
255-4400
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er's, high In the 60s.
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Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Passage
Law
Nears
Housing
Fair
Batavia and Downers Grove,
III. and Gary, Hammond and

BY TED LACEY

Fair housing in Mount

East Chicago, Ind,

Prospect?
Yes, if the comprehensive

the Mount Prospect --Prospect

The Mount Prospect

real estate brokers in the
village to be licensed. If a

broker violated the fair housing regulation, his license to
operate in the village could be
revoked or suspended up to 90

the village board.

After a second hearing on

the matter by the Judiciary

days.

Committee, probably Nov. 14,
the proposed ordinance will he
sent to the village board.

victed of such a violation
could be fined up to $250.

Also, any individual con-

hibit all discriminatory prac-

To see that the provisions
of the ordinance are carried

dwellings in the village on the

create a Human Relations

The ordinance would pro-

have difficulty enforcing it

present a similar draft they
had prepared and to voice

cum t, Zimmermann said.

courage fair treatment for all

Girl Hurts Knee

conciliation.

board wants to authorize

Evanston, Highland

will be able to use the roads.

Norman Bumby, 47 Judith

fighting is essentially a tribal
conflict.

next June," said the Rev.

Ann Dr Mount Prospect.
"The fighting will be ended
by then, I think."
Bumby spent two years and
eight months as a missionary

court.
Waukegan, Floosmorr, in Moore
and Zimmermann
LaGrange, Oak Park,
on the responsibility of
Deerfield. Mundelein. took
drafting the ordinance at the

request of the Village Board's
Judiciary Committee.

Lake Forest, Harvey,

IT WILL take centuries to
end the hate this war is caus-

Nigeria. The fighting has in-

Northbrook, Des Plaines, village may pursue the matter
Glen Ellyn, Palatine. Morton
Grove, Niles, Zion, Gurnee,

tensified this type of thinking.

30 of this year.
here is one exception,"

is."

"I hope to return to Biafra

On July 30 the Judiciary
Naperville, Clarendon Hills, Committee held a special
Hinsdale. Wilmette, Geneva, hearing to give members of

Libertyville, Lake Bluff,

Bumby explained that the

"It started when the tribal
political parties tried to iron
out their differences."

the troubled African ter-

in

ritory.

Bumby said that many are

starving in Biafra because

He went there in 1964 with
his wife, Patricia, and a son,
Paul, now four years old.
Two other children, Daniel,
three, and Matthew, two, were
born there.

Bumby moved here in the

summer of 1967, to take a
course in clinical pastoral
education at Northwest Community Hospital.

fighting has made it difficult

to grow food, and the Ibos

there refuse to eat food from
other parts of Nigeria because

they are afraid of being
poisoned.

it

wasn't poisoned. This

is

common good manners in

ing, Bumby said. Stories will
be handed down from generation to generation, and tribes
will remember crimes done by
other tribes;

Radio, television,

newspapers and increased
communication generally had

started to break down gaps

languages and customs,"

This, plus the lack of food,

should finish the rebellion."
Bumby hopes to work with

needs of the Biafran people.

each other and don't un-

Eight highway projects

being planned by Illinois and

Cook County highway.
departments for next year.
Widening of the roadway is
planned for Oaktoo and Golf,
Elmhurst. Algonquin, Busse.
Wolf and Dundee Rds. In ad-

Contracting and Materials Co.
The company's hid was for $5

dition, work on Interstate 90
is expected to begin during

million.

Interstate 90. an extension

1,969.

expressway to the Northwest

derstand each other's

THE STATE is planning
five projects. including the I-

"When this is finished,"
said George March, district

90 work.

The widening of Golf Rd.
is to be extended west from
Elmhurst Rd. to Meacham.

Plans call for making this section a four -lane highway.

Work on Golf is expected

Mount Prospect and Elmhurst

Rds. by about Nov. 15 this
year.

The Illinois Department of

Highway

also

intends

to

widen Elmhurst from just

vice-presidential candidate

Spiro Agnew addressed the

Grass -Roots Committee for
Nixon -Agnew

IT WAS a gathering of the
wealthy, persons who can af-

ford to pay $500 for a plate

Prospect Rd. to Lee. The cost
of. this project is estmated at
about $960,000.

VI&

Highway Department for

1968, 1969 and 1970, but
work may not begin on them

next year.

"These are just

widened from two to four
lanes between Elmhurst and
Busse Rds.

Busse is to be widened to
six lanes from Devon to just
north of Higgins Rd.

have to work on projects

cording to March.

which have a higher priority."
Deuss said that each project
would be completed about 18
months after the beginning of
construction.

The freeze does not affect

county projects which are
financed through state .motor
fuel taxes.

Three projects in the

quires the approval of the Village Board of Appeals and the

The Northwest Co-

and larger clinic for the last

has acquired an Undisclosed

Board of Trustees. Both

used to construct a' new out -

Two years ago, plans were
announced for construction of
a new building in Arlington

The announcement came
yesterday from Mrs. Chester

Low elementary school at

For the last two year,

amount of land that will be

Zara. 720 N. Clark, Palatine,
housing committee chairman
for the group.

Mrs. Zara said she cannot
disclose the exact location of
the parcel of land because

final legal negotiations are
still going on, but she said the

acquisitionwill be made
public within a few weeks.

THE MENTAL health

group, which operates a clinic
at 1711 W. Campbell in Arl-

jngton Heights, has been

searching for a site for a new

five years.

bodies denied the request and
plans for the building had to

Heights. next to the Juliette

be scrapped.

1530 S. Highland in the Sur-

association members have inspected property in Mount
Prospect, Arlington Heights,

rey Ridge subdivision.

After plans for the building

Nixon corner anyway, and

that the GOP candidate's efforts could better be invested
But last night, William H.
Rentschler, Illinois chairman

site.

but these sites, like the others,
were found to be unsuitable.

association' first began con-

had developed within
sidering moving from its there
crowded quarters in the the last week "the possibility,

parcel of property was offered

Westgate Shopping Center.

A similar survey was taken.
the Citizens for Nixon five years ago when the of
Agnew Committee, said that

"We're taking another
describes the acquisition survey," Mrs. Zara explained,
of the
to the association. Mrs. Zara

claiming that the clinic would
bring "undesirables" into their

pensive or otherwise

ducted of the various com-

"because the needs

communities we serve might

directors of the association very well have changed conresidents in the area protested, and Wheeling, but found voted to have a survey con- siderably in the past five
available sites either too exyears."

association must secure a
special -use permit before con- struction could begin,

A special use permit

re-

structed his village Plan CoMmission to meet with associa-

tion members and suggest
possible locations for the
clinic in Mount Prospect.

various types of psychological
services offered by the clinic.
This data then will be used
to dictate the type of structure

presidential candidate, but

guards were ptesent too. Des

Plaines police, headed by

ner, but left to catch a plane

When he was gone,

the

microphone passed. to Louis
Koucharis, a philanthropist in

the Greek -American community of the Chicago area.

fingering their concealed

Agnew left early, but the
gathering was a success. As
the couples sat down to cat,

clerks began counting the
contributions.

,

.

The results of the survey

tentative

until a

few days

before any move in a cam-

a strong possibility that Nixon
. The structure will be ready will spend the last Saturday- of
in

new clinic.

for use, according to present

that will be built on the new estimates, by the fall of 1969.

matter will become firm about
Oct. 20."
As Rentschler and the other

architects of the Nixon campaign in Illinois see matters

now, the Nixon thrust into the
normally heavily Republican
suburbs will take the form of
a fast -paced "meet the people"

The day is likely to begin
in the southern Cook County
suburbs, perhaps the first stop
being at the Ford Shopping
Center. Wheaton in DuPage
county is the most likely spot
for the midday stop. The Ran-

dhurst Shopping Center in
Wheeling Township at the

effort, with three brief stays
for short talks, to exploit all

north edge of Mount Prospect
is the most probably place for

television coverage nationally.

suburbs.

shopping centers for direct

least two or three times before

possible press, radio and

The principal activity of the
day would be stops at large
visits with

voters.

the talk in the northwest

Nixon will be in Illinois at

the proposed swing through
here early in November.

MuskieSpeaks Today
U. S. Sen. Edmund Muskie

Township and Committeeman

of Maine, Democratic vice- Nick Blase of Maine
presidential candidate, will Township were invited to
even the probability," that the
GOP presidential candidate make his first appearance_in breakfast with the Senator
The Marriott address this
will come to northwest the northwest suburbs this
evening will be the first by
suburbs, likely to Wheeling evening.
Climaxing a full day of either Muskie or Vice Township, late in the campaign.
r campaigning in the Chicago President Hubert H. Hum"Things have to remain area, Muskie will make a phrey in the northern Cook

munities they serve.
paign like this," said
neighborhood and increase unsuitable for their needs.
The purpose of the 'survey will be known in' six months Rentschler.
Mount Prospect Mayor
and
then
the
association
will
vehicular traffic.
is to determine the need for
"I would say that there is
begin drawing up plans for its
Arlington Heights village Daniel Congreve even in-

officials ruled that the

The food was a formality.

eyeball -to -eyeball

elsewhere in Illinois.

The planners offered five
sites and guaranteed that proper zoning would be granted,

Rolling Meadows, Palatine,

who wanted them.

THIS raised some questions
about security for the vice-

pistols.

Although the question has
frequently been asked, until
now there has been little inRestaurant, Des Plaines. About 160 Greek -Americans gathered to
dication that Nixon would
to
the
Nixon
-Agnew
cam
hear one of their own and to contribute
come to the Chicago suburbs.
pa go fund.
GOP strategists here had indicated they believe that the
suburbs were solidly in the

were made public, however,

time for

tion.

Republican vice-presidential candidate Spiro Agnew addressed
what he called a "family gathering" last night at the Seven Eagles

A week ago, the board of

handshaking photographs for all
took

dinner raised about $100,000.
One man casually wrote out

northwest suburbs after all.

terms as "almost a gift."

thanks for being a Greek American."

But newsmen were ad-

mitted without trouble, not
even a check of credentials.

after his short talk.
He left to a standing ova-

It is probably that Richard

Several months ago, a

redly. I'm here to express my

their money.

to Maryland immediately

Nixon will campaign in the

Clinic Getting New Quarters
operative Mental Health Assn.

e Democrats," Agnew said.
This is a family gathering,

He

restrictive.

The wealthy were there for
the dinner and to contribute

presidential campaign in

BY RICIIARD CRABB

"Everything that's listed here
will not necessarily happen. If
something comes up, we may

No federal money is expected before December, ac-

The gathering was exclusive, but not

Nixon Plans Change;
May Visit Ran,dhurst

THE COUNTY projects
are listed in the Expressway

and Highway Improvement
Program of the Cook Cosnty

t

manager of Richard Nixon's

checkbook. Checks for $1,000

estimated cost is $1.2 million.

couples.

Capt. Dale Mensching, were
there in force and a number
of plainclothesmen stood by,

a $500 check for the Nixon Agnew campaign, using the
back of a friend to support his

Milwaukee Av. and Landwehr

political speeches attacking

Agnew did not stay to eat din-

Illinois, estimated that the

The county also plans to
widen Dundee Rd. between

"For $1,000, now you can

eat," Koucharis told the

wealthy Greek -Americans

of food if it will help a
political party.

William Rentschler, the

Oaktoir is to be widened to

projects.

Seven

Plaines.

north of the Northwest of the financing of the other projections," Deuss said
Tollway to Golf. When complete. this stretch will have
four lanes.
Algonquin Rd. is to he

at the

Eagles Restaurant in Des

four lanes from Mount

Interstate 90 and 50 per cent

It was a gathering of

there last night as Republican

million.

cent of the financing for

were common and some were
for $4,000 and more.

of a Victorian banquet were

between Touhy and Elmhurst
Rd., a distance of about three

road construction. Federal
money will provide 90 per

P.P.

have the power to deprive a
homeowner of the right to

own --Spiro Agnew..
"This isn't the time for

of Wolf Rd. to four lanes

freeze on federal funds for

Not finding Eek and Meek
in the comic page every day.

municipal governments don't

All the rest of the trappings

Plans call for the widening

THE STATE'S projects arc
being delayed, however, by a

tions committee."

who came to help one of their

"persons living in the Rd. to four lanes. The
northwest suburbs will be able

to be complete between

but by our own human rela-

missing.

County Highway Department.

Chicago."

housing ordinance is enforced
not by federal bureaucracy,

Only the crowns and the
horse-drawn carriages were

Edward Deuss of the Cook

to drive easily to downtown

Day

"This way Mount Prospect

BYJIM MASEK

for 1969, according to

engineer for the Illinois
Division of Highways,

Gripe
Of The

Agnew Raises $100,000
At 'Family Gathering'

northwest suburbs are planned

Tollway.

Hospital for treatment.

can be sure that the open

"The missionary can't come
as a parental figure, but
must be a partner," he said.

of the Eisenhower Ex- miles. at a cost of about $2
pressway, is complete as far
west as York Rd. Plans for
1969 include extending the

She was admitted to

Northwest Community

posing is.

in

For Next Year
the northwest suburbs are

yesterday at Prospect High
School.

The need for working with
the war has hurt un- Africans
HE SAID of the argument
was stressed by
that federal, state and
Bumby.

Plan 8 s rojects
Bids are the Busse project
were opened recently and the
contract was awarded to the

dislocated her knee while
playing girls' field hockey

statute. Villages will not be
governed by the federal law if
they have ordinances at least
as broad. The one we arc pro-

Biafra, to teach Nigerians to
trust each other. He and his
co-workers will train African
clergymen to understand the

HighwayBuilders
in

Gail Bethke, IS, of 612
Bobolink, Mount Prospect,

he said, "to this Federal

other western and African
teachers in a seminary in

between tribes in Nigeria. hut

"Some people will be

said, require adherence by all
municipalities beginning Sept.

over, and tanks and troops

Bumby said that this fear derstandings between tribes,
of poison seems strange to according to Bumby.
"Tribes in Nigeria distrust
Western observers, but is part
of the culture of Nigeria.
"Whenever I was offered

given by Auwarter at the July
30 hearing. The fair housing

Bumby thinks the Nigerian
federal goverment will win the
war in a few months.
"The rainy season is almost

with my wife and children

BY MERRILL SANDERS

One selling point of a fair
housing ordinance here was

Bumby said.

food or palm wine, my host.
would taste it first, to show

is

to be offended.

do all within its power and
sphere of influence, to en-

section of the Federal Civil
Rights Act of 1968 will, he

horrible,"
"THE WAR
Bumby said. "I feel it
shouldn't be happening, but it

the ordinance,

violated

days.

Wants to Return To Biafra Soon

proceedings against
Park, Arlington Heights, further
Aurora, Park Forest, North the party alleged to have
the

Chicago, Glencoe, Glenview,

forcement.

open housing just don't want
negroes living next to them,"
Auwarter said. "But people of
that frame of mind will have

About 80 people attended looks comprehensive and
looks like a good drafting
The committee will now the previous hearing.
job."
Human
relations
committee
Committee was not adequate, have another hearing for the member Franklin Auwarter,
village legal authorities said.. ordinance before sending it to 506 S. Emerson, Mount
THE VILLAGE board
Because of the way . it was the village board. The matter

ordinance ready within 60

chance yet to study it, but it

Heights Human Relations

IF THIS could not be acChicago which already have
complished, the commission
fair housing ordinances are:
Maywood, Weston, Elgin, would approach the board of
Wheaton, Joliet, Markham, trustees for backing. If the
Skokie,

policy with no means of en-

unhappy every step of the way
to human dignity."

try to resolve complaints by

forcement.
OTHER SUBURBS around

night.

this was a statement of official

Mount Prospect shall, without
prejudice or discrimination,

THE DRAFT presented by
the Mount Prospect -Prospect

complaines, hold hearings and

The ordinance also would

Moore and Zimmermann

Zimmermann's redrafting of
the ordinance.

trary to fact.
"Most people who object to

This resolution stated that
"The President and Board of
Trustees of the Village of

mission would investigate

provide means of en-

Judiciary Committee said last

He is received one of four
copies made of Moore and

ordinance presented July 30.

discriminate, that this is con-

already passed a fair housing
resolution by unanimous vote
on Feb. 20,1968. But in effect

Monday night Auwarter
said, "I haven't really had a

Commission. This com-

or national origin.

Prospect, drafted the study

"We will sent notices out to
asked at the Judiciary
their desire for such an were
Committee meeting to have a all the people who signed the
ordinance in Mount Prospect.
at the last hearing so
redrafted, enforceable roster
they can attend this one."

tices in the sale and rental of out, the ordinance would

basis of race, color, religion

and making it

probably be considered

will

on Nov. 14, trustee Earl
stand up in Lewis, chairman of the

Heights Human Relations

Committee a chance to

ordinance would require all

fair housing ordinance, completed Thursday by Village
Manager Robert Moore and
village Attorney John Zimmermann, meets hhe approval of

worded, the village would

the campaign - Nov. 2

the Chicago suburbs. The

public address, at

8

in the

Marriott Motor Hotel near

O'Hare airport. Chicago

County suburbs.

Mayor*Richard J. Daley will

Meetings

introduce him.
Democratic Committeeman
Chester Chesney of Elk Grove

The Mount Prospect
Building Committee, 8

Township, Committman

James McCabe of Wheeling

p.m., Village Hall,

Friends Hope to Spark
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4 Schools Would Absorb
Most Enrollment Increase
The projected enrollment

Plaines, sub -committee

13,520, by 1980 there will be Evan Shull, 705 S. Dryden,

Other subcommittees are
waiting to hear the results of
the study so that action can
be taken in areas such as

BY ERIC GOOLD

,

Although enrollment in for 1971 is 17,385. For 1980
High School District 214 is it is 22,430, according to
a 66 per cent increase, ac- Arlington Heights, math,

cording to a report presented science anti research coto the enrollment sub -com- ordinator for the district.

mittee of the Lay Citizens
Committee last night

ENROLLMENT increases
are expected to be minimal in
Arlington and Prospect High
Schools because there is no
room left to build, according

to Supt. Edward Gilbert,
superintendent of the district.

The figures

Gerald Barnbaum R Ph
PSORIASIS

Many psoriasis victims wel
come summer because exposure

to the sun tends to Improve the

in

the report

predict increases in the enrollment in Elk Grove High,

Fairview High, Hersey High,
and Wheeling High.
"The meeting was to collect

disease Some skin specialists
recommend year round ultra
violet treatments for this rea
son, combined with cool tar

and verify the figures, so that
further action can be taken by

ointments to increase the effectiveness Sometimes the reverse
is true, in that sunshine aggro
votes the condition
Usually psorinsis appears as
silvery scaled red patches that
favor the elbows, knees, chest,
back and scalp There are sharp
borders between the normal
skin and psonatic areas In the
scalp the silvery scales resemble
dandruff, while nail involvement
is indicated by small pits on

Anderson Terrace, Des

the whole committee," said

Bob Baumstark, 219

the nail surface, loss of luster,
and loosening of the nail from
the bed

the event you find any

In

symptom of psoriasis, DON'T
WAIT,

SEE

YOUR

DOCTOR

THENI Don't try home remedies
that may tend to hurt in

stead of help There are many
ointments,

lotions,

creams,

shampoos, cleansers and bath
oils for treatment of psoriasis
Any of these your doctor may
prescribe can be found at

ENDLER'S

B.00ks, Boost Authors
Arlington Heights and the

centers of the nation,

today by the Friends of the

Arlington Heights.

The sub -committee's findings will be put in a report
a meeting Oct. 9.
THE REPORT then will be
presented to a meeting of the
sub -committee chairmen Oct.
12, according to Baumstark.

On Oct. 15 the whole committee will meet to discuss the

:13
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Mount Prospect

Father Murphy's Chowder?";
Bruce Ladd, author of "Crisis

ington Heights Memorial

The Friends of the Library
also will make it possible for
families and businesses in the

Dunlop, author of "Doctors

ONE STOP CLEANING
6elf Service
Cleaning Machines
Also

there -will be at least 25

the Friends.

helping out.

edges to produce an "antique"

books of special interest to the

Clarendon,: Arlington Heights,

According to Committeeman Eugene F.

holds its dinner -dance at Arl-

Richard Schlott, president of Teenage Republicans (TARS)

they were charred along the

suburbs, books which
otherwise might never be

Gasoline was siphoned

published.

from the tank of Mrs. Lange
Elliott's car on Monday, according to Arlington Heights

"We hope this idea of

honoring and encouraging
local authors appeals to the
other villages in the area. That
would enable us all to realize

Mrs. Elliot said the theft
occured while the car was
parked in front of her house

much more quickly the common objective of providing a
special incentive to our local

at 641 S. Burton.

authors and stimulating a

220 N. bunion St.
Arlington Mts.

1770 W. Algonquin Rd

OUR 2nd LOCATION

will be checking coats.

Tom Perry,

RERACEMENT

420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

439-5255
Free Radio Dispatched
Delivery

75c Without Coupon I

THURS., FRI., SAT.
MEET

JOHN

OFFER GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER

CUT THIS COUPON

1'
01;11

S S Kresge CInpny wIlh Stores 1.,110 Me United Ste. C ..... ndrverliAlle
Ill

'
1

ih

t it

I

We specialize in orthopedic , and golf shoes
also repair zippers, purses and leathergoods.

°tut' a SHOE REPAIR

t

111"I
(I, I

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED ON TELEVISION

319 N.

Heights, a junior at St. Viator
High School, is in charge of
the checkers.

The service will be a

money -making project for the
teens.

Favors for the event will be

miniature replicas of the

1505 ELLINWOOD STREET
PH: 296-8922
LPLAINES, ILL.

Schlickman, 1219 E. Clarendon, Arlington Heights, 2,000
persons arc expected at the
event.

The guests will include U.
Senators Everett Dirksen
and Charles Percy of Illinois,
U. S. Sen. Robert Griffin of
Michigan, U. S. Rep. Donald
Rumsfeld (R -13th) and Cook
S.

County Board President
Richard Ogilvie, GOP candidate for governor.

original Illinois, 1818, con-

OBITUARIES
Wisconsin,

I Albert Grenkovitz

With Thistm.,pon

DAILY 10-10, SUN. I 1-6

16,

Drury Lane, Arlington

aptsiiii HIGH HEEL LIFT I

B -W Branch

Mount Prospect

surface.

said that 25 to 30 teenagers

Norge. Colonial Village

PHARMACY

A 1)61.1n

When' Wheeling Township stitution, made by TARS
Republican Organization members. The scrolls were

local authors", explained Mrs.

families in the northwest

Pressed, Decorator
Folded

t.) "Across the tracks
at the Water Tower"

TARS Will Help
At Dinner -Dance

TARS President Andy
bring about the publication of Schlickman, 16, 1219 E.

police.

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned

Library: announcing the new

program.

ington Park Saturday night,

"We hope ultimately to

Gas Siphoned
)4"

nights. An exhibit was placed
on display today in the Arl-

hand -lettered, then dipped in
coffee and baked to get a properly aged appearance, then

proach to the encouraging

Blvd. and Oak St.

11400/1144/071et

Mrs. Harry Jenkins will be

in Credibility"; Richard

new books of special interest
to the northwest Suburbs.
"This is an exciting new ap-

This car will be one of the last allowed to park under thli
sign as an Elk Grove Village ordinance restricting parking
In the area takes effect Wednesday at 4 p.m. The ordinance
restricts parking on Victoria, Laurel, Tower, Grosvener, Charing Cross Rd., Edgeware Rd., Middlebury, Essex, Elk Grove

MARATHDN

134"

"Who Put The Bomb in

to encourage the writing of

findings of the various sub-

COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING
INSIDE & OUT

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
OF SATISFACTION

series of five weekly authors'
nights, to be sponsored at he
Arlington Heights Memorial

books by these authors, to be
used as Christmas gifts. Funds
earned by the Friends will be
donated to the library or used

FREE CAR WASH

00)

in charge of the authors'

area to secure autographed

With Every 22 Gal. Purchase

a

Library, has that objective.
The first step will be a

To be honored in the first
series of local autnor nights
are Richard Frisbie, author of

Library beginning Oct. 16.

and submitted for approval at

program.

Schlott.

Arlington Heights Memorial

district's future, according to
committee member Don J.
Nicholson, 1010 N. Dryden,

AUTO WAS

within a few years into a na- "Giants in the Sky."
Mrs. John Foley has been
tionally recognized center for
good writing," said Mrs. named chairman of the new

A new program to honor

and expand the use of books
by local authors, announced

financial aspects of the

°6 MOUNT PROSPECT

in the field of non-fiction. We "Reggie, the Goat" and
think the area could develop Norman Richards, author of

fiction.

building, curriculum, and

committees.

already have an unusual num- "Empire on The Platte";
ber of local authors, especially Frances Altman, author of

especially in the field of non-

10 -

Richard Crabb, author of

"The northwest suburbs

become one of the literary

chairman.

of the American Frontier;"

greater use of good books.

northwest suburbs could

Mr. Hall, who lived at 118
Eastwood, Mount Prospect,
was a retired superintendent
Albert Grenkovitz, fattier for American Linen Supply
of Mrs. Rosemary Pukszta, Co.

107 S. Forest, Arlington
Surviving are two daughters
Heights, died Monday at Miss
Hall of Eagle River,
Elston Nursing Home in Wis., Lois
and Mrs. Eusebia Sujak
Chicago. Mr. Grenkovitz, 69.
was a retired printer.

Friends may visit the Des
Plaines Funeral Home. 1717
Rand, Des Plaines, tomorrow,
where services will be held at

of Mount Prospect; two sons,
Rollin Jr. of Park Ridge and

11 a.m.
Burial will be in Acacia

Park Cemetery, Chicago.

day in his summer home in

NEXT HOME TO 'BE YOUR

We've Got It!

CASTLE, SEE A

great-grandchildren.

Friends may call at the
Oehler Funeral Home, Lee
and Perry Sts., Des Plaines today. Services were to be today
with the Rev. Gerald L. Rygh

Rollin Hall, 76, died Mon-

IF YOU WANT YOUR

brother, Carl, of California;
five grandchildren and four

at 2:30 in the funeral home

Rollin Hall

ey Kids!

Lyle of Salinas, Calif.; a

officiating. Burial will be in
Mount Emblem Cemetery,
Elmhurst.

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION (ACT
OF OCTOBER 23, 1962; SECTION 4369, TITLE 39, UNITED STATES CODE).

1. Date of filing: October 1, 1968

REALTOR!

2. Title of Publication: THE PROSPECT DAY.

3. Frequency of issue: Daily (except Saturday and Sunday.)

4. Location of known office of publication: 217 South Arlington Heights

A favorite toy

TARCO

You couldn't buy or sell your castle as smoothly

and efficiently as a Realtor. That's his job, to be an
expert. His experience and knowledge can work for
you ... So whether you're selling a three room bungalow or buying a 90 -room chateau, see Kemmerly
ti est.

Road, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005.

5. Location of the headquarters or general business offices of the
publishers: 217 South Arlington Heights Road, Arlington Heights (Cook
County), Illinois 60005.

6. Names and addresses of publisher, editor and managing editor:
Publisher, Day Publications; Inc., 217 South Arlington Heights Road, AriIngton Heights, Illinois 60005; Editor, John Stanton, 217 South Arlington
Heights Road, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005 Mgr:aging Editor, William
J. Kledoisch, 217 South Arlington Heights Road, Arlington Heights, Illinois

60005.

7. OWNER: The owner Is Field Enterprises, Inc., 401 North Wabash
per
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. Stockholders owning or holding
cent or more of the total amount of stock are Marshall Field, Edward
1

BANK-0-

I. Farley, Howard A. Seitz and George B. Young, as Trustees for Marshall
Field and Frederick Woodruff Field; Estate of Marshall Field (deceased);
Marshall Field; Joanne Field Longdon; Marshall Field, George B. Young
and Joanne F. Longdon, as Trustees for children of Marshall Field
(deceased); and Bailey K. Howard; all of 401 North Wabash Avenue,
Inc., 135
Chicago, Illinois 60611; and The Field Foundation of Illinois,

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603.

8: Known bondhOlders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning
per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages
or holding
or other securities. The Prudential Insurance Co. of America, Newark,
New Jersey; Estate of Marshall Field (deceased), 401 North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611; The Field Foundation, Inc., 250 Park
1

MATIC
Regular

Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

cbd,

emmerb

179

'41

REALTORS

OPEN 9 to 9

The original Bubble Gum Bank that makes
saving so much fun. A favorite yesterday
today, tomorrow!
Loved through many years by children everywhere.. A fascinating toy -an ideal gift. Looks, works like a real
gum machine. Saves pennies, nickels, dimes. Of colorful, sanitary plastic with shatter -proof globe. Refills
also available Includes gum balls, lock and key.

Bring the amily Kmarting it's fun.

for whom such trustee is acting, also the statements in the two paragraphs
show the of fiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances

and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner.
Names and addresses of individuals who ore stockholders of a

and securities

corporation which itself is a stockholder or holder of bonds, mortgages
or other securities of the publishing corporation have been included in
paragraphs 7 and B when the interests of such individuals are equivalent
to

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

3 Days Only

9. Paragraphs 7 and B include, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or
in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
(Opening Oct. 1st)

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

956-1500
894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights

13 S. Wolf Rd. (Opening Oct. 1st) 299-0082

per cent or more of the total amount of the stock or

1

THOSE WHICH DO NOT CARRY ADVERTISING OTHER THAN THE
PUBLISHER'S OWN AND WHICH ARE NAMED IN -SECTIONS 132,231
132,232, AND 132,233, POSTAL MANUAL (Sections 4355a, 43556 and 4356
of Title 39, United States Code):

4

Single Issue

Average No. Copies
Each Issue During
Preceding 12 Month

Nearest to Filing

6,600

6,800

6,118

6,257
117

A. TOTAL NO. COPIES PRINTED
(Net press run)
B. PAID CIRCULATION

1. Soles through dealers and
carriers, street vendors and
counter sales
2. Mall subscriptions
C. TOTAL PAID CIRCULATION
D. FREE DISTRIBUTION (Including

samples) by mail, carrier or
other means

103
6,221

Date 9 / 15 / 68

6,374

175

189

6,396

6,563

UNACCOUNTED, SPOILED AFTER
PRINTING
G. TOTAL (Sum of E and F. -

204

237

Should equal net press run shown
in A)

6,600

6,800

E. TOTAL DISTRIBUTION

(turn of C and D)
F. OFFICE USE, LEFT -OVER,

I

certify that the statements made by me above are correct and com-

plete.
JOHN E. STANTON, Editor

Cl

securities

of the publishing corporation.
10. THIS ITEM MUST BE COMPLETED FOR ALL PUBLICATIONS EXCEPT

THE PROSPECT DAY
Wednesday, Oototvr 2, 1968

Howard to Head.

Helicopter Tour

Field Enterprises

Display Conservation
Good and Bad

Marshall Field praised

Field Enterprises President

Bailey K. Howard today
became the chief executive officer of the corporation.

Day Publications is

a

subsidiary of Field
Enterprises.

Howard was named to the
post by the Field Enterprises
Inc. board of directors upon
the retirement of George B.

Young for "his outstanding
service during the company's

shall always he
grateful for his friendship and
personally.

addition. Howard will

"Over the years Bailey
1

poration," Young said. "These

Young. 55, will remain a

member of the board of direc-

tors on which he has served
since 1953.

Chairman and chief ex-

Enterprises, Inc. since Oct.

Village Truck
Tools Stolen

i magination. drive and

can observe e xamples of good
and poor conservation and
planning practices.

growth and success.

passengers

business acumen will lead the
corporation on to even greater

can be arranged.

Tools worth $110 were

stolen from a village public
works truck Monday night,

Eugene Willroth of the Public

Tentative plans arc for

Works Department told

to hoard at the

police.

Lake County Fair Grounds in

1,

program at the Farm Bureau

with the Field corporation

is planned before and after the

;Old especialb members of the
Field family. First Marshall
Field ili. publisher of the
Sun -Times: the late Marshall

an invaluable leader for our
company.

"George Young's unselfish
contribution to Chicago and
the Midwest in public service
characterizes him as an ex-

Field

IV

14bail

State road workers dredged MacDonald Creek Saturday near Wolf Rd. and Euclid Ave.
Tree branches collecting in the creek had blocked the flow of water and threatened to force
water onto nearby roads.

During the messy months ahead ... and all year long -

when the theft occurred,

flight.

Willroth said.

Tickets, are available from

who brought the

son Marshall. who is carrying
on the family tradition of

Buying or Selling

leadership in com-

munications. education and

Go right to

GEORGE B. YOUNG

publishing."

the top ... see

Tornado Survival Class
How to save your life in a
tornado will be the subject off

Howard said.

the first "Education for

such integrity and so broad a

1.1

Chicago Daily News under
the Field Ilag: and now his

traordinary individual,"
"One seldom encounters

The truck was parked in the
Arlington High School parking lot at Mueller and Walnut

Grayslake. A conservation

"I HAVE enjoyed working

HOWARD praised Young's
"tremendous background and
knowledge in the areas of law,
corporate management and
his devotion to community
service which have made him

Survival" class at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, at Town Hall. Ran-

a

dhurst Shopping Center,

Brandt. 825-8179, office. 8255234 home; Sol Minkoff. HE

tornado and how to deal with
this phenomenon of nature in
an industrial or institutional'
setting also will be discussed

home; Ed Whitcombe, HE 9-

at the sessions.

home: Robert J. Scanlon, 446400o, office, 255-4756. home.

four sessions of

The emu se will include
the middle.

COULD serves parents
throughout the northwest

Council on Understanding

suburban area including Des
Plaines. Arlington Heights,

Learning Disabilitie

system.

hours

It will

meet on

four consecutive Thursdays.
Floods, -snowstorms;, 'utility'

!allures and other local and

national emergencies will

(COULD), will feature Mount Prospecr, Prospect
Charlotte Larson, who works
with perceptually handicapped
and brain -injured children in
the' Joliet OIL) public school

21/2

each with a coffee break in

The meeting, sponsored by

the Northwest Suburban

in REAL ESTATE

Home procedures during

4800. office, CI, 5-6287.

Prospect.

any time of the year or day,
says Lt. Larry Pairitz, of the
Mount Prospect Fire Depart-

the U.S. Air Force Reserve.

7-1000, office. 253-0524,

W. Kensington. Mount

The BIG MAN

Heights, WheelirtL: and Roll-

discussed
meetings.

ing Nfeadows.

at the last

Save your beautiful carpets with
Tenei Transparent Vinyl Carpet Runner

estate
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Genuine Tenex'" Vinyl Carpet
Runners protect carpets from

fastening-even on stairs. So

Completely transparent, lets your

in choice of crystal clear or four
transparent color tints. Measure
for your needs, then crder today
-any length to GO feet.

durable they are guaranteed 10
years. Non -slip design, 27" wide,

dirt, wear, and spike heels.
carpet beauty show through. (.'

255-6320

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

Tiny, molded vinyl grippers keep

Tenex Runner in place without $159
PALATINE

358-1502

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
SCHAUMBURG

894-1330

7 W. Schaumburg Road

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE

'e Home Buyers Guide

he

three

fl$11

real

Lt. Col. W. Roy Martin, of

obtained from E. Gaydon

teachers interested in working
with these children are invited
to a meeting tonight. at 7:31)
in Prospect High School, 801

iheconrse.

Teaching with him will be

Handicapped Child
learning disabilities and

BRUNS

ment, director of civil defense
for the village, who will teach
the course.

Forum to Discuss
of children with

Personal. family and community action during a severe
emergency will be covered in

A tornado can occur during

Mount Prospect.

business lifetime."

Parents

Grayslake, chairman of the
Lake County Soil and Water
Conservation District, said
the tour will cover about 20
sites of interest in Lake and
selected areas so passengers

I

1966, Young was president

spectrum of talent

advance so flight schedules

The copter will hover over

especially close and extremely
know Bailey's
stimulating.

from Oct. I, 1964, to Sept. 30,
1966. He had held' previously
the offices of executive vicepresident. vice-president sail
secretary.

Reservations must be made in

northern Cook counties.

BAILEY K. HOWARD

past two years have been

ecutive officer of Field

or by calling 4 3 8-6 3 I 9.

if they sign up
helicopter tour

Russell Gwaltney of

have had a
Howard and
close relationship in the cor-

Newspaper Division.

is

fall

scheduled for Oct. 5.

I

guidance."

hoard.
In

for the

pany, but to our family

Young, chairman of the

continue as president of the

sec it as it

Lake,-)

Zurich, 71 S. Old Rand Road,

terested in conservation can

"He has given devotedly of
himself not only to our -com-

district office in

the

Northwest suburbanites in-

greatest period of growth.

Page 3

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

DAY PUBLICATIONS
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

OPEN DAILY 10-10; SUN. 11-6

Parents will talk informally

about experiences their

-111Mr.

children had last summer and
share ideas about the success
of such programs.

NBC

COULD is an organization

of parents and teachers who
hope to improve opportunities
for children with learning problems.

More information can be

Plumbing AccesAoories Discounts

School
Menus
To be served Thursday at

South, Thomas and Miner

Junior High Schools and

North Elementary School in
District 25:

Hambutt# on bun, french

fries, ha

chilled pear.

VALVE BALL COCK

CENTER FAUCET

BASIN FAUCET
Our Reg. 3.47

Our Reg. 8.32

Ready to

4" model. Less
pop up.

install 262

in bowl.

chocolate cake, milk.

6'

2

Our Reg. 3.57
For toilet tank
use.

267

Luxurious CUSIli011Nylon and Transparent Virgin Vinyl
a decorative and practical mat for every entranceway in your home.

BATH TUB SPRAY
Our Reg. 87c

Great for
massages

66c

This unique Decorator Floor Mat

To be served Thursday at

Carl Sandhurg School in
District 15:

when you buy 12 feet or more of

Spaghetti with meat sauce,
buttered green beans, tossed

Tenex® Transparent Vinyl Runner

salad, hot french bread, milk.

To be served Thursday at

Anne Sullivan and Betsy Rom

schools. and MacArthur
Junior High inDistriel

One lunch only. Hamburger on bun, mustard,
catsup,

french fries, creamy

cole slaw, chocolate cake,

DELUXE PLUNGER

BATHTUB CAULK
Our Reg. 1.57
3 oz. Lasts
for years! tube

97

'

C

SINK SPRAY SET

Our Reg. 13.13

Our Reg. 3.87

Our Reg. 1.54
Clears clogged

287 8" centers. With

1 4 Easy - to - use

spray, 14.87

replacement.

drains fast,

Genuine Tenex"' Vinyl Runner is the extra thick, transparent protector that lets carpet
beauty show through. Protects those carpet

KITCHEN FAUCET

pathways that take 80% of your carpet's
wear. Molded -in vinyl grippers stay put,

887

even on stairs. 10 -year replacement guar-

antee. Choice of four transparent color
tints or crystal clear, 27" wide, in lengths
to 60 ft. Twu stylus: one ter camEts and
one for hard -surfaced floors. Buy now

milk.

To be served Thursday at

Arlington,

Prospect,

and get your decorator mat free.

Wheel-

ing, Forest View, Elk Grose
and Hersey high schools:

Main dish (one choice):
oven fried chicken, hamburger on bun, barbecue on

bun, wiener on bun;

Vegetable (One choice): whip-.

ped potatoes, buttered beets;
Salad (one choice): fruit juice,
tossed salad, relish dish, molded raspberry -applesauce -diced

pear, lemon, mandarin -

orange -grape salad,
Cornbread, butter, milk.

Available desserts: pear

half, Boton cream pie, apple

squares, chocolate cake,
chocolate chip cookies.

To be served Thursday at

St. Viator High School:

Hot turkey sandwich,
mashed potatoes, gravy,
cookies,

milk. A

la

carte,

Hamburgers, hot dogs, thuringer, barbecue beef, french
fries, soup, assorted desserts,
milk.

ENAMELED TOILET SEAT

1.97

Our Reg. 2.87
3 Days Only

Features super - hard baked enamel finish on solid wood core.
Rust -resistant hinges,White, colors.
1 37
6' high pressure water hose, Reg. 1.83
CHICAGO HEIGHTS
571 WEST

ISM 5i

ALUMINUM DRYER VENT KIT

2.66

Our Reg. 3.77
3 Days Only

Exhaust vent kit fits all 4" diameter, dryer openings. Complete
with ducts, vents and fittings. Save now on plumbing repairs!
Charge it at K mart.
N. AURORA
370 SOLON
(IN WAY

ELGIN

DES PLAINES

NWY 75 AND
N W 101IWAY

OAK TON

ANN

LOMBARD
NNW! ANA

400SFY(11 40

WHEELING
Hwy 111 ANO

lAINDEI 90

Sat. - 7 to 6.

Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

MOUNT PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1600

... by George Hamilton.

Monologue
A regular commuter on the 8 05 from Barrington swears the following is true, and that
he w I never again doubt the determination,
forte

de and capacity for quick thinking in

the

embers of the female sex

was sitting in an upper seat on the train
wh n it arrived in Mount Prospect, An auto
dashed p on the south side of the tracks and
men jumped out and ran for the train

two v

Kevin Klotter, Des Plaines.

Alternates are Robert Miller, Des Plaines;
Mike Brooks, Glenview and Richard Bravieri,
Niles, Accompanying the group was Miss Jane
Simmons as a faculty scorekeeper.

Included in the audience were Maine East
students and faculty and parents of students
to cheer their team on. We'll have to tune in

All doors on that side were closed and the
women looked up and down the length of the

to the program to firid out who won

train in vain

the contestants Friday on Don Naylor's

Then the older woman, deciding she could

not sprint around to the other side in time,
hoisted her skirts, and followed closely by the

younger woman, ducked under the train,
emerged on the Miler side and boarded in
triumph

A Kiwanis salesman nearby dropped his

Barbara Delsenroth, 15, of

1

1 7 W.

A freshman at Prospect High School,

Barbara was selected during auditions last
Saturday at Glenbrook North Nigh School,
Northbrook During Friday's program, she will

A TEAM OF Maine East High School
students taped a program Monday for the

view as a public service in support of the

I

Judge Otto Kerner of the U. S. Court of
Appeals - 7th Circuit, will speak at Maine
South High School Dec. 10 as one of the guest

lecturers in the "American Identity Crisis"
series being featured at the school.

Kerner will lecture on "The Suburbs and the

The series is co -sponsored by the Maine
Adult Evening School and the Forest Hospital
Foundation.

showcase the talents of public school music
students, is sponsored by Donald W. Naylor,

I MI MI

his opponent, Democrat David C. Baylor.

Keyboard Award sho on WCIU-TV (Channel
26) from 7 to 710 p.m

nerve to take the same route as the women

aired at a date to be announced later Team
captain is Mark Stern, Morton Grove Team

THE BETTER Governinent Assoc. has

given an outstanding rating to Congressman
Donald Rumsfeld (R -13th), incumbent, over

Inner City Today," a review of the Kerner

play a piano solo, "Ostinato," by Bartok

WMAQ radio program "It's Academic," to be

the metropolitan Chicago area.

Kenilworth, Mount Prospect, will be one of

peanuts and stared in disbelief

And not one late male commuter had the

6

members are David flaxman, Glenview and

The Keyboard Award shows, which

president, Naylor's Piano and Organ Co , Glen-

Metropolitan Crusade of Mercy Campaign.
Naylor has given up his commercial air time
to the Crusade, largest charitable campaign in

report on racial violence.

SOME OF THE spokesmen for presidential
candidate Hubert Humphrey have accused opponent Richard Nixon of using a "code word"
which is really (they say) a white racist pitch
when he calls for "law and order."
But the Post Office is, ironically, coming

out with a "law and order" postige stamp,
authorized by foimet Postmaster General
Lawrence F. O'Brien, who. Was chosen by
Humphrey to be national chairman of the
Democratic Party.

I

DOCTOR SAYS

Anti -Glue

Sniffing
Ordinance
Successful
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

A distraught mother write
13, has been
sniffing glue and she wants to

that her son,

know what harmful effects

Thurs., Oct. 10th at 8500 Dempster Ave.

"I understand there is unrest on the campus again. Who

is it this time-students or teachers?"

could occur. Inhaling the

plastic cement used to make

model airplanes leads to
chronic poisoning of the liver,

heart, kidneys, bone marrow
and brain.

A real jag may cause loss

of consciousness. Most
youngsters will stop this

Frye Pro5pect Dap

dangerous habit when the

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
.the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

dangers are explained to them
unemotional manner

.1811111!L

lin an

and not as a sermon on
juvenile delinquency.

Several years ago the city

-- Marshall Field Ill
Page 4

of Waukegan, Ill., considered

to' pass an
ordinanEe against glue -snif-

whether or not
.1

41;111011;1J

JO

11,1!:11

"19,,1',,',[1,11ii11:14110.1."1"1111rs,

Ili,

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

fing. Some feared that stfch an
act might call attention to this

William J. Kledatsch
Managing Editor

practice and aggravate the
problem. The ordinance was

passed, however, and the

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

results have been excellent.

The law does not limit the

amount of glue a merchant

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

may sell so long as the buyer
signs a register. Every month
the police check the registers.

If a boy is found to be
buying many tubes in different stores, this is taken as
prima-facie evidence that he is

a glue sniffer and the case is

College Selection Guide

further investigated. Very few
cases are being discovered.

After Application.
The Letter -Sweat

One merchant reported to
the police that a boy tried to
buy more than a dozen tubes
but that he refused to sell

them. The law neither
required him to refuse to sell
nor to report the incident to

the police, but this kind of
public -'spirited co-operation
has helped to solve the pro-

without them tagging along so
your reactions will be least influenced by theirs.

BY ELLA MAZEL
(Last of a Series)

blem in Waukegan.

Q - Our son, 14, started

smoking and now, to his apparent chagrin, he says he
can't stop. He says he forgets
A 1:111114. 610. S. S Knipe Colvveny with Siugos 111ftrghovl M.UnhNihlu

Cead WWI Noels Ike

his troubles while he is smoking. His cigarettes are a stan-

dard brand but I didn't think
it was possible to get hooked
so strongly on regular cigarettes. What do you think?

A - Yes, It is a fact that

a person can get psychically

and physically hooked on

regular cigarettes. Since no
self-reliant person wants to be

Make careful note of aliplication deadlines -- they
vary considerably from college to college. If you have a
definite first choice, see if an

early decision plan is

available. In most cases this
means that you apply to the
one college early in the fall
and promise to attend if accepted.

-

You will be notified by ear-

ly December, which means
that if you do get the good

word you're sitting pretty
while your classmates sweat

K mart -- the Discount Department Store

a slave to any kind, of a habit,
this is a strong reason for your
son to quit now.

red, your vanity may be hurt

joining our 8 present K marts
throughout the greater Chicago area

The well-known health
hazards are another good

reason. The longer your son
puts off quitting, the harder
it is likely to be. But it will
depend on his sincerity in
wanting to kick the habit and

shaken but you will have lost
nothing. 'You simply proceed
with additional applications as

his inherent power to do so.

out some four months of
suspense.

If you are rejected or defer-

and your self-confidence
you would have anyway.

The danger to avoid --

The Editor
r'IIY';t

ffb

,

.All letters; to the editor must be signed,' but

rtantes will be withheld up-

on request.' L'e'lt e r s

11,

1141,

, ,itt

rtir

IaidJdl h 441.

Satisfaction Guaranteed Or Your Money Refunded

should be as brief as possible. typewritten.. if pos.:
sible. and should contain
an address or phone number .su their -authenticity
can be checked.

Interviews can be terribly
frustrating but some colleges
require them as part of the application procedure. The more
anxious you are about making
a good impression, the more
likely you arc to tense up and
put your, worst foot forward.

and therefore thick envelopes.
Well -- it ain't necessarily so,
One day last April my son
received four notices -- all flat
-- and I was ready to pick up
the pieces as he fell shattered

to the floor. The first two he
opened were indeed rejections.

You should have heard his
heartfelt "Hallelujah!" when

the third turned out . to be

Junior -year interviews. are O.K., after which the fourth
good rehearsals for the ones didn't matter though it, too,
to come at which more will was an acceptance.
If you have made your apbe at stake.
The same psychological ef- plications wisely, you ought to
fect is at work when you fill have at least one acceptance
and since you can only go
out your applications. The
more you care about the out- to one college, that should be
come, the harder it is to be enough.
yourself.

Computer techniques are
RATHER THAN writing adapted in THE 1969 GUIDE
only what you think the col- TO COLLEGE SELECTION
lege wants to hear, you may to allow students to match
do .much better expressing themselves to 1,220 colleges
and sort out the handful that
yourself honestly and openly.
Finally comes the moment fit personal needs and inof truth. For my parting word terests. To get this THE 1969

fall into an "I don't care" at-

let me lay to rest the myth GUIDE TO COLLEGE
of the fat and skinny en- SELECTION send name, advelopes. Rejection envelopes dress and $2 check to College
are usually thin, because they Selection Guide, clo Day

possibilities.

ceptances arc reputed to be Dept. 600, Radio City Station,

though this is a lot to ask -is that, having set your heart
on the one and only, you may

" Letters To

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

titude about other

stuffed with all sorts of forms,

ONE OF THE BEST ways
to make your final choices is
to visit the campuses if at all
possible. Ideally this involves
staying overnight in a dorm,
eating one or more meals with

students, sitting in on some
classes, reading the school
paper and the bulletin board
notices and having an interview.

Of course, you

just contain a letter. Ac- Publications, 'P. 0. Box 489,

linv

to

New York, N.Y. 10019.'

Hideaword
KACLENB
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the wiird
using all sci,en of these letters.

make arrangements aimed of
time through thc admissions

23 good, 31 excellent

may want to see the college
too, do as much as you can

Answer on Comic Page

office. While your parents

I

MRS. THeiMAS BORMES

MRS. ROBERT WOLCOTT

MRS. JAMES LAURIE

'

MRS. S. SMITH

MISS SANDRA PETERS

tewardesses to Host GOP Ball

In 1818 at the first Illinois
Inaugural Ball in KaskaSkia
all of the ladies attending
wore dresses purchased from
the east.

Saturday, Oct. 5 in 1968,
airline stewardesses who will
serve as hostesses at the Third

Annual Ball of the Wheeling

Township Republican

t

Organization

..

at

Arlington

Park Rice Track will

also

wear dresses purchased from
the east.

The volunteer hostesses will

be wearing paper Nixon
dresses just received from

New York. The red, white and,.
blue dresses feature a design

'using. Nixon printed in red
with blue stars as highlights.

Hostesses include Sondra

/Peters, Rolling Meadows;
7 . Smith,
d -s, James
Laurie, Arlington Height's;

Mc,_dows; ".'r

Pare Fidg

Bonnie Schmidt Weds
Edward F. Schneider
Wearing her mother's pearl
and diamond necklace for her

sane% a6a Op °Trim rb sa st-Trarnro-n n.crd -Jrcrirrinsirri

"Fri

Meadows; Mrs. Robert

Hoctasses...froin Chicago
volunteered

who

their

assistanee include JcAnn
Michalsky; Gee Rosene: Myra

Bailegooyen; Joan Udeiius,
Page 5

905000 Qtloo ejt Lump Ust709049_412 st_p u QQ0jaasso000pulUillitilitiOtsut

nie Jean Schmidt, daughter of.

Mrs. Fredrick R. ?rcwitt, PeriMornas
ingtor, Heightc;
1Borinec, Des Plaines; e/e:s.
/Thomas McDonald; Rolling
Wa,cott, Mount Prospect.

Wednesday, 'October 2, 1968

'something borrowed," Bon-

Mr and Mrs

MISS SANDRA BISHOP

MISS SHIRLEY ROSS

MRS. FREDRICK R. PREWITT

MRS. THOMAS MC DONALD

stewardess training instructor;
Candy Brown and Shirley
Ross.

Frank B.

Schmidt, became the bride of

Edward F Schneider Jr son

of Mr and Mrs Edward J.

The Day's Prospects..

Schheidei, Arlington Heights.
The Aug 30 ceremony took
place at

St

Paul

Lutheran

The Lord Major
Pays a Visit
To Randhurst

Church in Mount Prospect at
7 30 p n The candlelight,

double -ring service was
performed by the Rev E A.

Zeile amidst three arrangements of gladioli, daisies

and white carnations, white,
yellow and aqua on the altar

r.

and greens and candles on the
pews

The Lord Mayor of

Alencon lace and a full train.

Hei headpiece of peail and

Copenhagen
gentleman.

crystal petals held a French il-

lusion veil She carried white
and yellow daisies surrounded
by baby's breath

MR. AND MR . EDWARD F. SCHNEIDER JR.

A flooi-length yellow silk

modified A -line nylon lace
cage trimmed in yellow shan-

tung was worn by the maid

of honor, Gail Liebenow.
Mary Lee Pitzels, Cynthia
Schmidt and Susan Schmidt,
the bride's three sisters and

is

a

charming

h
of the book "Cinese
Corn -

Danish designer Margit
Brandt.

of honor at the Carson Pirie
Scott and Co. 1968 Scan-

A STROLL past the model
rooms done in bright blues

and red. muted beige all

Sept. 23 and will run thiough

brightly accented with the

Oct. 5.

handcrafted crystal, furniture,
fabrics and accessories make
this a quick and inexpensive

"DISCOV ER

Riehard Bueschel, resident
of Mount Prospetc and author

seal coats shown along with
leathers, tweeds and knits by

Lord Mayor Urban Hansen
of Copenhagen was the guest
dinavian Salute which opened

Authors
2nd Book

Chicago store's Greenland

DENMARK" displays appear
on nearly every floor. On the
second floor, Anni Nicolaisen

tour of the Scandinavian
countries at home.

Among the many guests at j

Shelley Schneider, the groom's

of the Carl J. Permin Co. in

the welcbming event was Mrs

sister, all served as

r a Praeger
munist Air Powe,"
v full -page
publication, receied

Denmark creates colorful

Kha Hansen, wife of the

bridesmaids in gowns and

coverage from 'Advertising
Age" in their Au g. 12 issue.

needlewolek. Artist Laurene
Rose Diehl' does a silhouette
portrait similar to those made

Danish Consulate. She will

flowers identical to the maid

at the Tivoli Gardens in

share some of her experiences
as homemaker and mother

with yotLtomorrow along with
her- favorite Danish recipes.

of honor

Bueschel, an advertising

Charles Engelkin, 4, was
Lori Kay
the ring bearer
Engelking, 5, preceded the

agency president (Waldie and

Briggs), inclued
d
in his

Copenhagen.

yellow daisies
The bride's- mother chose a
A -line with
blue
powdei

and how he wrot,e edited and

works. Here you can meet the

a matching jacket and

Western Railroad.

tangerine glamelhas A green
lace'A-line dress was worn by

He also announced his

forthcoming oo
bk entitled

bride, carrying aqua and

the groom's mother

re-edited

his

oo
bk

while a

commuter on the North

"Lemons, Cherries and Bell
Fruit Gum," which
ic will deal
machines.

Vesta l

Press

will

publish the book.
Bueschel

is

also donating
fo r the newly-

and Bill Henry
After a reception at the Arl-

the stationery

guests, the couple left for a

Historical Societ y; has held an

ingtbn Elks Club for 210
honeymoon at Pheasant Run.

The bride and groom are
both Prospect High graduates.
The groom ' is a senior at
Western Illinois University.

formed Mount -Prospect

will highlight the evening at
the combined meeting of the

Women's Guild and the

Heights

Opening devotions will be

led by Mrs. Wilbert Thiele,

Church (corner of Euclid and
Wolf Rds., Prospect Heights)
weekday four -year -old program will begin Wednesday,

ie
radio show intervws.

at Tivoli, mail a postcard to
yourself via IDnmark, buy a

The opening of the social
for St, Victor High
School Mothers' Club will
be the Harvest Moon dance,
9 p.m., Oct. 5 in the Red
Lion Room. St, Vision High
School: Music by the Gill
Bowen group will be played
until I a.m. with a light buf-

Scandinavian fashions for
men, women and children are
being

featured at both

the

fet being served.

This is the second year the
senior mothers of the club are

sponsoring the event.
Admission tickets are
Right-Bright vlooden toys
including building blocks arid

15, 1968.

beautifully made wooden

program are Mrs. Vincent

.

season

and have a Danish Polsevogn
(hot dog) on Floor 6.

available at $6 per couple.

Mrs. Joseph Reisind, Mount
Prospect, is chairman, assis-

ted by Mrs: Rose O'Connell,

soldiers invited all to join the

Piazia, Mrs. Arnold Jacobsen,

convention which will be held
Saturday, Oct. 26, at the Mar riott Motor Hotel, will 'be '

Mrs. Lawrence Greaves and

Mrs. Robert Newren.

cented the walls together with

Following the business

r

poster designed by lb Antoni

children who will be four
years old no later than Dec.

refreshments;

Mrs.

George

iDutro, decorations, and Mrs.
,1 George Erdman, tickets, all
of Arlington- Heights. Mrs.

sleek lined bed and bookcases.

Farm wagons, boats and
Jerry Krystiniak and Mrs., animals were included in the
Paul Kremer.
toy display. Al are Scan-

D, J. Scheetz is the ' ways
and means chairman.

Substitute teachers are Mrs.

The curriculum of the dinavian imports for Carson's
School, is, the weekday Discover Denmark display.

Flowers Film

materials of the Lutheran

America and is
designed to help the children'
Church in

meeting refreshments' will be . grow in their understanding of:
fashions from the Bible, done served by hostesses for the themselves and others in rela- I
evening Mrs. Bruce Walters, tionship to the Christian faith.
in silhouettes
Plans for the upcoMing Mrs. Herbert Engh and Mrs. For ' further information ball
8247408. ,;\
Lutheran Women's GeraldAndrews.

followed by a show of

bronze, look at the -replica of
the famous Wiinblad fountain

Missionary League district

Herbert
erbert Zorn.

St. Viator
Mothers Chtb
Dance Oet. 5

Little Mermaid molded in

fun on the floor of a model
nursery. Bright posters ac-

speaker will be the Rev.

chatted with his friend, Mrs. Kim Hansen, wife of the Danish consulate, resident of Northbrook.
(Photo by Fern Schneider)

terms on Wednesday
mornings from 9:15 - 11:15
a.m. There are two sections,

Teachers for the Christian
Followers'

Lord Mayor Urban Hansen of the 800 year -old city of Copenhagen, Denmark, was on
hand for Carson Pirie Scott & Company's launching of their 1968 Scandinavian Salute. He -

Oct. 2 at 9:15 a.m.
The class meets for two 15 -

each accommodating 16

Missionary League Thursday, theme is "Know Christ, Make
Oct. 3, at 8 p m. at Our' Him Known," and the guest

o Rir

The fifth season of, the
Grace Evangelical Lutheran

active in many a rea activities

Lutheran Women's discussed. The convention
Rgdeemer Lutheran Church

Grace Program
Starts 5th Yr:

autograph party at Mount
N
Prospect Booklook
and is

`Fashions for
'Fishions for Followers"

RICHARD BUESCHEL

week

e
in addition to tlevision
and

;

On the fifth floor, woodcarver Gustav Ehrenreich

c
biography his shooling,
afh agencies
filiations with oter

THE GROOM'S twin . with the history of the old,
n
"one-armed badits,"
slot

brother served as best man.
Ushers were Steve Johnson,
John, Mueller, Jim LaRocco

'

Outstanding of course, is the

Women's Editor

sheer silk overlay appliqued in

shantung gown with a

loop and l'i,andhurst stores.

BY DOLORES HAUGH

THE BRIDE'S gown was a

floor -length faille, with a

.17

A film "This is Your Land"
will be shown to members of
Eli Skinner NSDAR chapter
Oct. 3, at 8 p.m. in the home
of Mrs. Donald' 'B.. - Pruett,
2015 VerrriOnt St., 'Rolling
Meadows.

' DAY
Wednesday, October 2, 1968
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Antique Antics
laa

C nival Glass:
New ntique

LEFT --This purple water
set of Carnival glass in the
Peacock at the fountain pat-

For To orrow

tern by Northwood is com-

plete with six glasses.
(Marilyn

Heifers

photos)

BY MARY BRUCE

Although Carnival glass

hasn't been around long

She hopes that the
she has learned
will aid other people
knowledge

enough to gain the prestige of ,
100 years, it certainly has interested in

collecting this

made an enviable niche for
itself in the hearts of col-

gay and sometimes gaudy°

ten cupboards and basements,

lectors

glass and help clear up some
of the questions still being
lectors of antique glassware
After gathering dust in forgot- asked by dealers and colit

burst upon the market to

0

MRS. W. STARTED

become the most controversial
and misunderstood glassware
in recent years

collecting about eight years

has been lucky enough to tind

ago when she bought her first
marigold vase for its floral ar-

is

Mrs W of

rangement When a collector
informed ,her what she had

stand in shimmering ir-

bought, she started to look for
additional pieces and patterns

and Burr pattern; a spec-

to add to it. Today it ranks

Northwoods Peacock at the

A true lover of Carnival

glass

such

as

Palatine, who has about 350
pieces in hei collection, has
researched

and studied

the

glass in her collection to the
extent that she can and does
speak with authority when she
lectures for various groups

as an outstanding collection in
the northwest area.
Among the rarities Mrs. W.

cream and sugar as well as the
water pitcher and six mat-,
ching goblets.

a complete set of cups to

match the punch bowl and

,

Other rarities seldom seen

ridescent white in the Acorn

'outside of a museum is a piece

tacular table set- in

by Northwood in marigold,
the very desirable Millersburg

called the Town Pump made
Court House plate, and a pin
tray called Maine Coast, both

Fountain in vivid glowing
purple which includes the

in marigold.

covered butter dish, spooner,

Mrs. W. can tell where and

must be blown or pressed into'

a mold. It can be clear glass
or many other colors but it
must be irridescent to be true
carnival," said Mrs. W. It was
made from about 1900-1920
in imitation of the expensive
Tiffany glass which at the
time only the wealthy could
afford.
This glass was mass-produced by such companies as

Northwood, Fenton,

by whom a piece was made Millersburg and Imperial
by the design and colors. An Glass Co. The glass got its irinteresting note is that ridescence by coating it with

Millersburg glass was

popularity was unbelievable,
mainly because of the lovely
shimmering shades and patterns in matching sets.
Since it was inexpensive
and could be purchased at the

local country store with
mustard, pickles, and every-

day necessities inside the
various dishes, it was simple
to add to one's pattern. When
it

became a drudge on the

market, it was given away as
prizes at carnivals. Hence the
name Carnival glass.

MORE TIIAN 500 patterns

of the most popular.
The colors were just as gay

pears weaker or watered down

ors from opalescent to frosty

lecting this glass to buy a new

white, marigold, blue,

reproduction and study and

amethyst, green, and some
vaseline yellow. The rarest are

compare the two versions with

books and other collections.

the true reds, said Mrs. W.,
with names such as pigeon

With experience comes know-

in comparison to the old
and light-hearted as the finish. She advises anyone
designs. These ranged in col- seriously thinking of col-

ledge.

'

One final word of advice

blood, ox blood, magenta and

the rare and expensive from Mrs. W., "Even though

it may be tempting to place

carnival amberina.

your carnival glass on a

To the question most frequently asked Mrs. W., she
gives an emphatic yes, it is

window ledge, exposure to the

strong sunlight may damage
the sheen' and dull the finish.

being reproduced today by the

a variety of metallic salts after
which it was refired to pro-

are listed with new ones being

Imperial Glass Co. Most

Harsh detergents have the

with horse and wagon to the duce the desired finish.
It has been called many
.Amish families in and around
names such' ,as Poor Man's
the area of Millersburg, Ohio.

discovered constantly.. pieces are marked with the
Flowers, birds, fruit, animals,

I1G trademark on the stippled

same effect, - so use a gentle
soap when washing this glass

base of the article.

and

Tiffany, Tiffeta, Cinderella

matching mugs and some cut

"TRUE CARNIVAL glass and Cambial glass. But its

glass motifs were among some

The pattern is very similar
although the irridescence ap-

100."

sometimes, sold by vendors

e-

with alphabet plates and

it might just be around
to reach the ripe old age of

F OUR ALL NEW PIANC
THURSDAY FRIDAY -SAT[!

An unusual set of Carnival Glass -- Irridescent white punch bowl set in the Acorn and Burr pattern.

SEE AND HEAR THESE TALEN TED ARTISTS PERFORM

MM.

Enjoy The Wonderful Music Of The Famous

ART VAN DAMME QUINTET

Carmiel glass plates from the collection of a Palatine resident: (from left) Persian garden
pattern is cobalt blue, marigold Labelle in the open rose pattern; holly pattern in green.

Try Okra, A
Tasty Southern Dish
BY FRANCES ALTMAN

recipes which have been pass-

One food dear to a southern
girl's heart is okra, a southern
vegetable that is difficult to

mother, Mrs. Roy Lowery of
southern friends.

Recently Mrs Sue Allen, an

SOUTHERN FRIED OKRA

Arlington Heights homemaker
and a native of Tennessee
took adVantage of a southern

Prepare fresh okra pods by
scrubbing with a vegetable

find in northern cities

vacation to bring a bushel of
okra home with her
But as she was leaving the
airplane at O'Hare Airport she

tripped and broke several
bones in her right foot

Husband Donald and their
two sons, Shawn and Rocky,
as well as several neighbors
immediately pitched in to ease

the Aliens' cooking and

houSekeeping problems at
their home at 507 W Hintz
But it was not until several
days later that friends finally

found the courage to tackle
the bushel of fresh green okra

pods To their surprise, the
southern specialty turned into
a very tasty dish

IN MANY cookbooks okra

referred to by its second
name, Gumbo The Creole
is

cooks of New Orleans use the
vegetable as a main ingredient

along with tomatoes in their
famous chicken and fish gumbo dishes Mrs Allen also

recommends adding slies of
it to regular vegetable soup or
stews as it acts as a thickening
ingredient

Here are a few of the

ed on to Mrs. Allen by her
Ringo, Georgia, and other

brush

Dry each pod

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4TH,
FROM

poons of corn meal or finely
coated

Immediately fry meal -

coated slices in deep, hot fat
(375 degrees) until a crisp
brown Drain on absorbent

okra and remaining in-

12 minutes longer, stirring as
little as possible. Makes 4

For a Creole flavored

1

tablespoon minced

parsley
1/2 tablespoon cayenne (op-

3 pounds okra, whole
1 quart water
1 pint white vinegar

seeds,

I No. 2 size can tomatoes
or 3-4 peeled and quartered

garlic.

drain,

1/2 cup salt
Spices, to

NIGHT CLUB
PERSONALITY

IN A

Gibson Preview

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 5,
6 P.M. TO 9 P.M.'

For an unusual relish tray

1 cup cut okra
I medium onion, chopped
I green pepper, chopped
V4 cup salad oil

Cook okra in boiling, salted

F-

Simmer 15-20 minutes.

DILLED OKRA PICKLES

water 8-10 minutes, then

4

tional)
V2 cup chopped celery (optional)

treat okra can also be pickled.

teaspoon flour or corn

RADIO AND

I,

I bay leaf

freezer and later deep -fat fried
without thawing.

1

,BRUCE -JOHN.
BOLEN

servings.

ner may also be placed in the

stazch
1/4 teaspooksalt
1/2 teaspoon pepper

BUD DODDY

gredients. Cook slowly for 10-

Serves 4.

tomatoes
1 tablespoon sugar

Al?- VAN 'DAMME

pepper in oil; add tomatoes
and simmer 5 minutes. Add

paper Serve hot.
-Okra prepared in this man-

OKRA AND TOMATOES

6:00 P.M. 'TIL 9:00 P.M.

Brown onions .and green

Chicken Gumbo, use the same
thoroughly. Cut off stem ends. recipe. Stir in:
1 can chicken stock soup or
Slice 8-10 pods circularly,
making about two ctips! Place consomme (2 cups)
1 cup diced cooked chicken
in a plastic bag. Add 3 tables-,

crushed cracker crumbs.
Shake until all pieces are

.

OF

STAN KENTON
FAME
WILL BE PRESENT

TO DEMONSTRATE
THE MANY
VARIATIONS
OF THE

Maestro Sound
System
Saturday,
October 5,
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

IIRLICE-JOHN BOLEN

include celery

leaves of celery, dill
heads and stems, cloves of
Pack scrubbed okra into
hot sterilized pint jars. Place

celery leavei, qiii and garlic
in each jar.

Make a brine ' of water,
vinegar and salt; heat to boiling. Pour over okra. Seal and
.-do

not open for

Makes 6 pints;

4.

weeks.
'

107 So. Northwest Hwy. Park Ridge

' THE DAY
Wednesday, October 2, 1968.

een at a

ran
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RIGHT --At the Grand

opening of Countryside Art
Gallery in Arlington Heights,
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Kehe of
Mount Prospect view "Wash
Their Feet in Soda Water" by
Murray Naditch.

L.

. Av.

,6ir

I.)

Artists Dorothy Kruse of Palatine and Ruth Cournoyer of Arlington Heights, discuss Mrs.

Cournoyer's ink drawing, "The Illusion of Participation" at Countryside's grand opening
celebration Friday.

J
Carefully examining "Forms In Dimension" by Kruse at Countryside Art Center's grand

4

opening Friday arc Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dugan of Arlington Heights.

41

1
RIGHT-Two art works of
Dorothy Kruse (top) "Sym-

FRANK RENAUT

teric" and bottom "Collection
Petite." now on exhibit at
Countryside Art Gallery, 406
N. Vail, Arlington Heights.

WILL BE PRESENT

IN CONCERT

IN

An Evening At The
LOWREY ORGAN

BELOW --Christopher

Teteak, I6 -month -old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Teteak of

THURSDAY,

Arlington Heights was

OCTOBER 3,
6 P.M. TO 9 P.M.

fascinated by Dianne

Synerson's work, "Ribs and
Gunwale" on exhibit at Coun-

tryside Art Center's grand

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE CONCERT.
FRANK RENAUT WILL BE THE FEATURED ORGAN-

opening last Friday.

IST WITH FRED WARING'S PENNSYLVANIANS
DURING THEIR 6 MONTH NATIONAL TOUR.

FRANK RENAUT

OUR NEW PIANO & ORGAN SALON
Facilities Available For
Combos To Be Taught As
A Group
Air -Conditioned Studios
Continue To Polish and Expand
Your Talent by Using The Facilities Available at Northwest
Music Center.

it

EDDIE HUBBARD.
Chicago's Favorite
Disc Jockey
Will Be Appearing
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4,
FROM 6 P.M. 'TIL 9 P.M.
EDDIE- HUBBARD

'4
HEAR CBS SPORTSCASTER

PAUL CHRISTMAN
Speaking From St. Louis, Greetin

Lou Zonka And His Many
Friends In The Northwest
Area.

.4g !...
,p4w

"'VC,

leS

oar

They Raise Racy Birds

THE PROSPECT DAY
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Degree Winner,
Joanne E. Jorgensen,

WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER

392-4080

Pigeon Club, has completed its season this year.

We -Go Tr., Mount Prospect,
was among the 1,514 students
who received degrees this fall

i

Wayne Brennan ...

Pigeons, are, timed by placing a special rubber band, 'called
a countermark, on the bird's leg before the flight begins. The
The 'club, which has a clubhouse in Palatine for its 12 countermark is stamped with the time of departure and arrival,
members, sponsor races from May until late September from with the pigeon having the shortest time, winning.

Pigeon races, a sport sponsored by the North Suburban

19

at the University of

O..

100 to 600 miles in distance.

Wisconsin, Madison. She

4

received a bachelor of science
degree in education.

INSUMAN0C

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

V.

have you heard?

I

S alp+Rs.

MURIEL, MUNDY is opening
a new store in PALATINE!

watch for the grand opening
soon!
--dowoluseeesioN,_

Ed Scheffner, 642 N.' Dryden, Arlington Heights, sets the
club's clock which is used to time the birds' flights.

O2
Q

-

0

Edward A. Weirauch Jr. of
11 N. Elm, Mount Prospect,

an officer at the Chicago Title

and Trust Co. Northwest

Escrow office, Des Plaines,

has been appointed assistant
secretary and manager of
customer units for the com-

pany's Chicago office.

A pigeon is countermarked before his flight in a recent race last Saturday.

Weirauch had been escrow of-

ficer and manager of the Des
Plaines office since 1965.

Li

Grace's Daze,

Yomarcos Annual Outing
By Grace Mott
The invitations read "How
to shoot 65;" listed the "Pro"
as James T. Brown, and.went
out to 75 friends of the family, most from Mourn Prospect
where the Browns have lived

TAKE A PEEK

AT THE LATEST

their children, grandchildren,
and friends. Brown served as

LAST WEEKEND was a
busy one for civic -minded

Maurice Pendleton was
mayor, and Mrs. Brown has
been active in women's

referendum, an afternoon coffee for Donald Rumsfeld,

"Sponsors of the 19th

MODELS

Hole" were

o.

and Mrs.

Mr.

Groenevelds and their son and

party from Mr. and Mrs.

his wife, Dr. and Mrs. James

their home in Oakmont, Pa.,
to co -host the surprise open

THEN, come in and take a long look at The Bank G Trust Company of Arlington Heights' low
rates on new car loans First select the car you want, get the price from the dealer, then call Bob
Scttweigordt or Jim Diehl in our Installment Loan Department. They're available to serve you
over 55 hours each week Monday and Friday - 9 AM to 8 PM; Tuesday through Thursday.AM to 6 30 PM, and Saturday 9 AM to 3 PM.

house, "tee -off time" last Sun-

4 Days Only

255.7900

4 Days Only

THURS-FRI - SAT- SUN.
ri,tecti
nj

'laai

.

PD

PD

RIGHT GUARD
Reg $1 49

411,

rte,

i

Limit 2

;IFF7C
Limit 2

7 Ox.

PIRWIRIMEMPAROV."

.

David Kimball, 13, Sunday's
day was made when he learned his name had been called

Help Children

before and he was winner of

lege students joined 23
classmates at Ndrthern

Mount

been out of touch, and the
party

Thirty-nine of 45 years in the
food business have been with
Lever Brothers Co. At retirement, Brown was Midwestern

sales manager, Edible
Products, Industrial Div.

A dinner tomorrow at the
Clearing Club in Clearing, 111.,
where the firm has offices will

long time, including Mr. and

Mrs. Ralph Sandeen who

came from Milford, Ill.; the
Edward Glaesers who were
there from Sleepy Hollow; the
Howard Altons now of Bar-

rs'

Reg. 25c Value
While Quantities Last Oct. 3.4-5-6

701;' 1'117

't2

'

From La Grange and the reThe drowns marked their
45th wedding anniversary in tirement party, Miss Vera
July of this year. The couple Boone, Miss Rosemary Glass,

PD

DIPPITY-DO

went on to Homewood, Ill.

28

sang

tion activities.

was taken home by Chicagoan
John Schultz.

The two seniors at the
university iniajoring in

I

PD

"D" SIZE

74.

BATTERIES

64 Reg . $1

woodcut by Leonard Presley.

Paintings may be seen at

the Mount Prospect Stat.e

Bank, the Pickett, the

Northwest Stationers. Louie's
Barber' Shop, Keefer's Drug

youngsters in outdoor educa'

Store, the Mount Prospect

Hardware Store and the Book
Nook.

Judging will take place at

elementary education, were

p.m.

I

Cash

and

ribbon

awards will be presented for
the best art work exhibited.

S. Lancaster.

By

Butte Knits
Gay Gibson
L'Aiglon

PROMISES YOU SWEET

DREAMS & SWEET

Size Ranges -.7 to 15

And 8 to 18

Price Range $18.00 to $55.00

There's no better time than now to have your
blankets and pillows beautifully renovated by
Holiday. Pillows are meticulously cleaned, sanitized and revitalized ... blankets restored to
fluffy softness and flower -freshness. And the
. savings are king-size

when you send them

SHIFTS

Value

By Ship 'n Shore
Sizes 8 to 18 Price $9.00 to $1,2,50..

PD

SAVINGS

,Maggi Stover

Reg. 48c

ii irll Tip

on pillow
& blanket cleaning!

Jonathan Logan

V ()II'', -6'

PIN-UP
LAMP

PACKAGE OF SIX

Hansen and Frank' Beatty, a
watercolor by Jack Amon, an
oil by Paul Unterzuber and a

IN WOOLS, ASSORTED FABRICS
LEATHER AND LEATHER TRIMS

PD

K FiESG E COUPON t

v\.

7117411i'at'V'

past season will be raffled off,
including acrylics by Chrystl

AND SHIFTS

alongnl

with

your

bud e I
All flatwork, including handker-

ARMEMAIN

etgl'. L...

Items contributed by guest
artists of the Art Leagife this

Two Mount Prospect col-

two to Acapulco, Mex. Christi

While Quantities Lost Oct. 3-4-5-6

While Quantities Lost Oct. 3:4.5-6

Hwy.

hibiting original art.
The fair is sponsored jointly

"

PD

Limit 2

a.m, until dui,k. Many

Karen Corbett, 1319 Mulbefry Ln., and Sharon Yost, 910

K -MART
WINDOW CLEANER
Limit 2

League and the Mount

Prospect State Bank, and will
be held in the village garage,
located on Pine St. between Central Rd. and Northwest

I

DRESSES -SUITS

KRESGE COUPON

Reg. $1.19 Value

I

Campus, Oregon, directing

NEW FALL AND HOLIDAY FASHIONS

oml.

SETTING GEL

held Sunday, Oct. 6 from

they were told his name was
called as winner of a trip fur
Hansen's handsome painting

and Miss Betty Van Der Gracht

SIIIMERRPRAMEIR

ig

Chicagoland and suburban

a clock. Stunned with surprise

Heights.

While Quantities Last Oct. 3-4.5-6

PRINIAMMRIMAPIPASW6M61

list.

at the big affair the night

be hosted by Brown's co- Koesters who live in Prospect

Reg. 29c Value

Limit 4

of their S. GoWanda St.

all smiles were the Illinois University for a week
rington, and the Arthur and
Charles W. johnsons when at Northern Lorado Taft Field

13'

Limit 8

was alive

by the Mount Prospect Art

The annual Mount Prospect

Arts and Crafts Fair will be

others who still live here and dance found their way to
have known each other for a Mount Prospectors. For

COOKIES

-fa

Limit 2 0,10.

artists will be presentex-

vierd the' Kurt

1.011011.

FULL PACKAGE

THREAD

.g% fatit

At least two of the prizes
handed out at the dinner -

Kendal Crooks. Hosts at a big
cocktail party before the din-,

have. moved away from

KRESGE COUPON

ti
PD

Crafts Fair

with con-

live at 102 N. Wille St., where
they are frequent hosts to

63,

Annual Arts and

attended the coffee party for
Rumsfeld were Mr. and Mrs.

however, bring together 'ii"

While Quantities Last Oct. 3-4-54

1>

MiSIMPAREIRMENCM

of

went on without the

Reg. 99c Value

While Quonhhes Lost Oct. 3-4-5-6

watig

Sri

MOUTHWASH

DEODORANT

Hosts to snore than SO who

night.

Prospect, just far
enough away that some have

workers,

SCOPE

.o

calendar, but the birthday of
their niece, Susie Cacioppo

of a family event on their

course in good weather. versation between these and

icd WT111000

KRE'SGJE'SEEK
MARKET PLACE ONLY

Arlington Park Saturday

the Round Table Room at

neighbors on the invitation

THE EVENT marked

ARLINGTON MARKET SHOPPING CENTER

Roger Gasmann were because

Bostroms who included most

James Brown's Sept. 30 retirement, probably a lot of which
will be spent on the golf
Each depositor'

Elk Grove Township, Inc., in

number of their friends who

day.

* * * * * * * of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

REGRETS TO the Brown

Scheffners pigeon which won the pigeon race, competing
against 250 other pigeons.

whom flew back east fester -

came their children, all of

THE BANK & TRUST COMPANY

Republican Organization of

With Dr. and Mrs. Brown

Grange, III. home.

11.011.4 MOW iftluannci recrox.o,ols

given by the Regular

Gasmanns,when sickness kept
Mrs. Gasmann in bed.
The Brown open house. did,

day, in the Groenevelds' La

WHY NOT MAKE YOUR BANK, THE BANK.

900 EAST KENSto..3TON ROAD

Brown who came fron.

District, and the dinner -dance

Prospect Woman's Club and
Women's Guild of The South
Church.

husband, the Robert

Congressman from the 13th

circles, including the Mount

Brown's daughter and her

T.

villagers. There was the r Elementary School District 57

a village trustee while

more than 25 years.

alresTsriegoteeNsP".

chiefs,

Dress Illustrated
is a I:Ail:km
Sizes 8 tall?
Price\$33.00

Free Alterations on Dresses

$2 47

LADIES APPAREL

Reg. 4.44

OPEN ALL DAY ON WEDNESDAYS
FRIDAY, TO 9 PM

ironed and beautifully

finished. Bath towels,ILwashable

rugs, sox and knitwear ... fluff dried and folded. Ready to use.
Other apparel fluff -dried.

I

Call for
Holiday's
,

3/4 Family Finish
LAUNDRY SERVICE

7 lbs.$2.67

/
we,

Limit 4

Value

While Quantities Lost Oct. 3.4-5.6

Golf & Elmhurst - Rte. 83 & 58
Des Plaines

Mt' Prospect

412 W. Northwest Hwy.

While Quanitiec Lost Oct, 3-4-5-6

LAUNDRY &

Des Plaines
652 W. Algonquin Rd.

392-4554 DRY CLEANERS 439-4727

9 W. Prospect

Mt. Prospect

CL 3-7122

AMPLE FREE PARKING

Free Pickup or Delivery as Early as 7:00 A.M.
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Bring an Elegant
Eleplint, to Lunch.

Exciting, Fiery, Emo Tonal
And George Keathley, the
Ivanhoe's new director, has
utilized the entire theater in-

Imaginative staging, skillful

direction and a dynamic

stage.

create an exciting evening of
theater at the Ivanhoe.

a convincing emotional
love.

The Invanhoe Theatre production ofo"The Rose Tatoo"
will run through Sunday, Oct.
27. Performances are nightly,
Tuesday through Firday, 8:30
p.m.; Saturday at 6 and 9:30

urn filled with his ashes) until

Side Story," plays the deman-

the last act. With the help of
a buffoon (Alan Mixon) who
stumbles into her house, she
realizes she has been living

ding role of Serafina Delle
Rose and she is on stage
almost Constantly through the

entire play. Although she is
physically petit for her role,

Restaurant, where the benefit
will begin with a social hour

cheon tickets are now on sale

THE STAGING is

2 p.m.

romantic illusion, a fence with

"Camino Real," two versions of "Summer and

the set contributes to the

appeared In "Suddenly Last Summer,"

gravel walk leads the action'

Smoke," and several of Williams' one -act plays.

Lutheran General.

It's Our
Beautifully
Cleaned

hanging over the table, stained glass transom windows and
a screen door of the same era.
Spanish moss hanging from

round with a Tiffany lamp

WE'RE
PROFESSIONAL

r ----

Expertly
Laundered

PRIM CLEANERS
1425 Palatine
Arlington Hts.
255-2800

620 E. Central
Des Plaines

296-6360

Amusement
Calendar

Dramatics
Instruction
Scheduled
Dramatics classes for Des
six

will

held

be

Saturday mornings at Rand
Park, beginning this Saturday.

ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington
Heights.

How Sweet It Is: Daily and Saturday and Sunday: 5:30 and

8:46 p.m.

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Bairington.
Petulla: Daily: 8 p.m., weekends: 8:30 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.

for the Des Plaines Park

Saturday: 4:30, 7 and 9:45 p.m., Sunday; 3:40, 6:30, and 9:10

District

p.m.

and sixth grades will
meet at 9 a m for classes in

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 8"7 E. Rand, Mount

Boys and girls in the fourth,

fifth

acting

techniques,

charac-

terization and play pro-

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
The Fox: Daily and Weekends: 5:45, 7:55 and 10:05 p.m.
Prospect.

Dandy In Aspin and The Swimmer: Daily and Weekends:

1:30, 3:15, 5, 6:45, 8:30, and 10:15 p.m.
PICKWICK I HEA'i RE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.

first, second and third graders

p.m.

will participate in a creative
dramatics class led by Mrs.

and 10 p.m.

From II am until noon

Claire Wright assisted by
Maureen O'Brien
Fees are $5 per session.

Further information may be

obtained by calling Miss

Schoen at the park district office:296-6106

Georgy Girl: Daily: 8:10 p.m., Weekends: 5:05 and 8:20

Oct. 4

Oct. 5

-- THURS., FRI. & SAT.

Choose from 30 patterns and colors -- all 60 inches wide.
Make yourself a dress today for less than $8.00 with these
no -iron, fully washable knits. Come early for the best selection.
vtst

NOW $599

PER YARD

REG. $8-9 PER YARD

tv:
t1'4

ram ci s can

a'rthenwa re

Oct 29 is the date announced by the Arlington

SAVE $5.00

Heights Area Alumni

ON

Association of Kappa Kappa
Gamma for the Panhellenic
Fashion Show, featuring cot-

-016 PIECE a --

Industry of America and pat-

STARTER SETS

,rh

ton fabrics from the Cotton
terns by McCalls

I

I

UNTIL OCT. 5
Nov. you can save $5.00 on

Plans for the show were an-

piece

nounced at a recent alumnae
meeting in the home of Mrs.
James Summers, Arlington
Heights The same evening
Merl Peak,

Oct. 3

SPECIAL PURCHASE-- 100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.
The,Odd Couple: Daily and Weekends: 2, 3:45, 5:45, 7:50,
and 9:55 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
The Green Berets: Daily and Weekends: 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Show Oct. 29

Mrs

3 DAY SPECIAL

The Swimmer: Daily: 6:35 and 9;50. p.m., Weekends:, 6:45

Kappa Kappa
Gamma Fashion

starter

sets

in

16

America's

favorite earthenware - Franciscan.
Hand-crafted patterns, Califor.
nla-designed and made, are chip

MADEIRA

Can be used safely in oven and
dishwasher. All patterns offer you a
wide choice of multi -use acces-

med blouse in a club drawing.

sories, which you can buy at any

be held in October by the Arl-

time. Each starter set includes four
of each: dinner plate, bread/butter
plate, cup and saucer. Come in now
...sale ends Octobers.

Ridge -Des Plaines chapters at

regularly $23.95, now

A special combined

Founders Day luncheon will

Also on sale -Madeira

ington Heights and Park

the Seven Eagles

$18.95

Rest;

Des Plaines. Area
alumnae wishing further information on the luncheon or

.

$16.95

aurant

this group's activities may

k

resistant, color -fast, will never craze.

Arlington

Heights, won a monogram-

1.ttiattAltsiffamro. -

OPEN THURSDAY & FRIDAY EVENINGS Ill 8:30

Thoroughly Modern Millie: Daily: 6:50 and 9:30 p.m.,

Ron Engler

duction, to be conducted by

FABR/C SHOPPE

The Swimmer: Daily and Saturday and Sunday: 7:08 and

10:24 p.m.

The classes will be held in
two eight -week periods, according to Miss Pat Schoen,

director of special activities

At

Store Hours:Open daily, including Saturday, 9:30 tf, 5:30

MOVIES

Plaines children in grades one
through

lun-

Business To Know
About Dry -Cleaning
And Shirts

matinees each Wednesday at

RIGHT-Alan Mixon, currently co-starring
with Rita Moreno in "The Rose Tatoo" at the
Ivanhoe Theatre, is no stranger to the works
of Tennessee Williams. Mixon was chsoen by
Williams and Director George Keathly to play
the leading role in the premier production of
"Sweet Bird of Youth." In addition, Mixon has

and

at $6 at the league office at

41

characterization.

elaborate for a theater in the

benefit chairman,

172.4

p.m.; Sunday at 7 p.m. and

with an untrue memory as well
as trying to keep her daughter

she compensates with her
fiery eyes and emotional

'Mrs. John Sylvester, Park
Ridge, has been named the

at I 1 a.m.

41..t."...;

will also be on display.

The site of this year's event
is the Round Table Room,

Arlington Carousel

performance of true young

husband and love life in the"'
first act and lives with his
memory (in the form of an

Rita Moreno, who won an
Oscar as the best supporting
actress of the year in "West

General Hospital, Park Ridge.

riman and Ronald Lohse give

"THE ROSE Tatoo" is the
story of Serafina Delle Rose,
a Scillian wife who loses hers

Rose Tatoo", combine to

to bring an Elegant Elephant ,luncheon will be donated to
to the Oct. 31 annual tun - the League Thrift Shop in Des
c heon sponsored by the Plaines. Christmas gift items
Service League of Lutheran from their hospital gift shop

In the subplot involving
Serafina's daughter and a
young sailor, Fawne Har-

cluding the aisles to use as his

performance by Rita Moreno
iq Tennessee William's "The

Elephants not sold at the

Each gust is being asked

locked in the *house. Serafina
regains her love life and frees
her daughter to enjoy hers.

right into the audience.

BY MARILYN HELFERS

9

APPLE

REGULARLY $21.95

contact Mrs Edward
Stautzenbach, membership
chairman, 392-3496.

Gte at
Books
Course
Area residents who are in-

- ',,i ---- .-+-,.: --- .,,,

SIERRA SAND

terested in becoming

discussion leaders in the

Junior Great Books Program
will have the opportunity to
take the necessary training in
nearby Mount Prospect.

Lions Park School Library,
300 E Council Trail, will host
the eight once -a -week sessions

beginning Monday, Nov. 4. A

staff member of the Great

Books Foundation Will conduct ,the two hour sessions,

EL DORADO

41.V,

which begin at 8.

The course is tuition free,
with a cost to participants of
$8 for training materials. Any
adult interested in the Leader
Training Course can call Mrs.

Burton Thompson at 2558349....

China 4k Coital
MOO "North Harlem

at Northwest Hwi.
141-21100-Subutbs 8214131

iNe.vrilin. tt

Ot. jet. M. 111410,141
12.!111

WOLF AND C

McDONALD ROADS

WHEELING, ILLINOIS PHONE 537-7212

e care

-

I

A

-

"KOLIG "ROAST"
;

4th & 5th
Ribs

ow is
our

LB.

lit thru 3rd Ribs

rib a'

rimmed'

Super Right

BONELESS

PORK BUTT
ROAST

RUMP ROAST

4 TO 6 -LB.
AVG.

That depends upon where you buy it.

9916

ROLLED

1 -LB.

and

PKG.

TIED

At MP, we sell only
short-cut, 7 -inch, oven-ready Ribs of Beef.

2-1b. pkg.

Super

Right Ill

The excess Short Ribs are removed
and sold at a lower price.

We remove the feather (back) bones for easier carving and
cover the area with a thin layer of fat to protect the meat:

Is all this trimming important to you?
Well, on an average five -rib roast,
we trim up to 1.4-lbs. of excess fat and bone.
At Rib Roast prices, that adds up!

Coloradolu

16 'Ribbon

One more thing.
We cut our Rib Roasts only from the first five ribs.

COPYRIGHT 0 1967, THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO., INC.

APPLE
Cake

4

Sugar,

D6uts

loaves

pkg.
of 1229c

3bto.z in c

Dexola Salad Oil
Orangea

OctOur

Own Tea BagsFBlend pkg. 07

A&P Dry Milk

Non -Fa

Ann Page Black Pepper

Makes
20 qts.

$1 69
1

1-1b. nnc

can 77

r

Quality
Super
Right

Smoked Polish Sausage

Sliced Luncheon Meat .

pioi'lmocaZ;rrioiooior'io:enadeo Loaf

8 -Inch
Size

Orange Chiffon
Potato Chips

AU Toothpaste
Tab Diet Cola

site VW

r Lemon ake
Jane ParCker

C

ea. irf 7

Jonathan

APPLES

Pack

Right

Jane Parker

1%,:.

w JL

box

GOLDEN CREAMED CORN":

7:7; 69c

NIBLETS CORN

71(tTex. 49c

Fluoride

6

Lc11. Ctn. 57c

49c

lb.

89c

lb.

79c

IL

T.V. DINNERS

ctn.

Id

Sultana

6 Varieties

Frozen

11 -oz, Size

39

A sensational book offer
SAVE 24C

TI Ili AMERICAN HERITAGE
12 NOLUME SET OF

A Real Value
CAULIFLOWER

PRESIDENTS
AND FAMOUS AMERICANS
Volumes 2-12

990

A
Compliment

LB.'BAG

LB.

FOR

BRAND NEW!

To Any
Meal

BAG

thru October 5, 1968

SAVE 6c

SAVE 8c

SAVE 13c

PI LSBURY

FLAVOR KIST SALTINES

KRAFT VELVEETA

SAVE 15c
ASP Frosen

INSTANT POTATOES

.1.1b. 00c

Cake Mixes

7 varieties /lc
each

A

with This Coupon and Any Purchase
at Any ASP Store in the Chicago Unit
thru October 5 19.8

Noah This Coupon and Any Purchase
at Any ASP Store in the Chicago Unit
_
thru October 3, 1568

box Ar 7

with This Coupon and Any Purchase
at Any ASP Store In the Chicago Unit
thru October 5, 1968

SAVE 8c

SAVE 13c

,

_SAVE 6c

SAVE 15c

2,!;99`

with This Coupon and Any Purchase
at Any ASP Store in the Chicago Unit
thru October 3, 1968

YOUR FRIENDLY A & P SUPERMARKETS ARE LOCATED AT

300 N. Hough St.

79c

12::

AgP HALF & HAL

Northern White
POTrAJOES

Sec

BARRINGTON

lb.

CANS

17:::

SLICED GREEN BEANS

59c

MARVEL ICE CREAM

'

V4Pork Loin Sliced

9 to 11Chops-Super Right

Fresh Dressed Cohoe Salmon
Fresh

I

Idahoan

7 -Inch Cut

Super Right

Boneless Beef Chuck Roast

SWEET PEAS

t

32""
56`
bit

*Oh This Coupon and Any Purchase
at Any ASP Store in the Chicago Unit
thru October 5- 1968

69

c

6PZ: 37`

COFFEE Ili,

JOY LIQUID

1
-lb 44'
Pk9

Pork Chops

EIGHT O'CLOCK

giant Age

tin
with Nils Coupon and Ary Purchase
al Any ASP Store in the Chicago Unit

59c

A&P Shampoo Buy NNenevw11, Save 16b7. 89c

with This Coupon and Any Purchase
at Any ASP Store in the Chicago Unit
thru October 5, 1968

,

Beef Rib Steaks

MIX or MATCH

A&P Spray Deodorant

CHEER DETERGENT

with This Coupon and Any Purchase
at Any ASP Store in the Chicago Unit
thru October 3, 1968

lb.

59c

Jane
Parker

PIE
Pjaarkeer

Pacific

Fancy Halibut Steaks

And then think,
shouldn't AO be your store?

Sandwich Bread

Super
Right

Fresh Pork Steaks

Next time you buy a Rib Roast,
think about these things.

99c

Brand

10 to 14 -LB. AVERAGE

All this makes our Rib Roast
truly the"King of Roasts" and a joy to carve.

20 -oz.

.1111811.

FRESH HEN

We remove the excess Wasteful chine bone.

SCHAUMBURG

PALATINE

Higgins Rd.& Rte.58 276 Northwest Hwy.

ELK GROVE

DES PLAINES

MT. PROSPECT

Devon & Tonne Rd.

815 Lee St.

36 N. Main -St.
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An Insurance Program for Blood
There are all types of insurance programs to meet a
family's needs. Now there is

Under

this

plan,

children have been RH

even a "do-it-yourself' in-

two years, and a family, including all unmarried children

babies. Both children and
mother have received free

sure your blood!

under 19, for one year. The
program also includes blood

Protection assured in-

At Holy Family Hospital

insurance

maternity benefits

the premium is a pint of blood

for babies before they are

under their new Cooperative

born.

The Joseph Janisch family
in Mount Prospect has been

Blood Replacement Plan. The

donation of a pint of blood

a member through Holy
Family since 1962 and

assures the donor of unlimited
blood replacement anywhere
in the United States.

service. For hundreds of people with blood diseases like
leukemia and hemophilia need

policy. Three of the Janisch

years; a husband and wife for

surance program that will in-

outstanding transfusion

their "blood insurance"

an in-

dividual is protected for four

quantities of blood on short

blood on several occasions.

notice.

dividuals and their family is
not, the only reason people

unique insurance plan can

Anyone interested in this

join the blood plan, points out

become a member by calling

Family pathologist. Many
members are interested in

appointment. Donations at the

Dr. Ralph Greene, Holy

Holy Family Hospital for an

helping the greater Chicago

hospital are made on Friday
evenings between 6:30 and
8:30p.m.

metropolitan area maintain an

benefited many times from

Pesche's Always No. 1 with Big Family -Food Savings!

THE NURSES CLUB in Mount Prospect is collecting used uniforms to be sent to Rhodesia,

Africa, for use in the Rhodesian Schools of Nursing. Uniforms are badly needed and will
be appreciated. Mrs. Donald Cyrier, president of the club and Mrs. Curt Dahlstrom examine
a few that have been turned in to them. If you have any not in use, call Mrs. Wainright
(253-6008) or Mrs. Cyrier (CI 9-2441).

It's New odel Time Again'
This is razzle-dazzle, pump -

'

priming time for the country's

and motivated. Cleverly, AM

IT'S ALL a bit silly, really,

films while the troops were
airborne -- which had to be

So the auto makers have
been on the circuit recently

day on Ice" show as a magnet

when you consider that grown
men -- businessmen, yet -- actually are summoned to some
super Hollywood spectacular,
hoist a few and then wait with
bated breath while the Detroit'

meetings. Chevrolet has five

for approval.

with their annual medicine

the largest captive audience in
the world.

Ford Motor low-keyed it
this year by using the "Holi-

troupes touring the country

Advertising Age puts it, the

with a stage presentation of its

'medicine shows have been a
lot gaudier in years past

new vehicles.

Oldsmobile rivaled Mike

a closed-circuit television

Todd and Florenz Ziegfeld
with its lavish musical stage

cars to dealers meeting in 21

productions Or the days

when Buick Division brought
all its dealers into Flint for an
elaborate staging of its new

THE SMALLEST company has, however, continued

network to introduce its new
regional centers around the
country. In most cases, the

debuts are accompanied by
lunch and cocktails. Buick ofthoroughly impressed with all
this

Approval! Well, suppose for

a moment a bunch of these

corporate largesse and

created a line of junk which
wouldn't sell to their
families even at a discount.
they

vince us that they are selling
the greatest cars ever.

There is nothing wrong
have got a job to do and so

curtains slowly open to reveal
a glossy hunk of metal bathed

try to impress the dealers to
impress us?

It turned out, much to the
disappointment of Southern
California dealers, that the

miniskirted yum-yums flut-

tradition, like the baseball

place was Los Angeles, where
the dealers were wined, dined

hymns to a miracle in motion.

boarded 21 jets -- the largest
charter in airline history --

and were transported to an
"unknown destination" for the
introduction

So let's call it a hallowed

in shimmering light with
and strongtering about
voiced young men singing

RIB STEAKS

with this, certainly; dealers

the trumpets blare and the

American Motors dealers

drumbeating. After all, how
can anyone help but be impressed when the drums roll,
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Do they reject the '69 line?
Do they decide to pass this
year by? They do not. They
go out and attempt to con-

do manufacturers. But after a
line has been established (and
that's at least two years before
the announcement date), why

the tradition More than 2,400

SMOKIE LINKS

season's first ball or

television's "premier week". It
doesn't mean too much, ,but

As Tom Wolfe would say,

3

12 OZ. PKG.

You can have

COLORS
E
in -your room with these
EL

.

easy -to -use finishes
Super KEM -TONE

RAGGEDY ANN CREAM OR
KERNAL CORN

303 CAN

RAGGEDY ANN TOMATOES

303 CAN

RAGGEDY ANN PINEAPPLE JUICE

.

HUNT'S TOMATO SAUCE WITH

.

COLOR ?

GALLON

(White and Regular Colors)

Wal;

.

4C6 NZ

8 OZ. CAN

38c

A

el for kitchen and bath

14,

I"

ftp,*

Lovely subdued lustre
looks and washes like
baked enamel

NEED
PAINTING

ADVICE?

39

Our ShurwiuWilliams trained

QUART

your questions"!

experts will gladly answe(

(White end Regular Colors)

DREWEY'S

12-12 OZ. BOTTLES

10c
11C

E

494

HOME GROWN
LB.

TAFFY APPLES

NO DEPOSIT CARTON

BOX OF FOUR

Grade A Large All White

EGGS

5'

ACORN
SQUASH

49

Hills Bros.

59

COFFEE
2 LB. CAN

129

$169 NO
I
DEP.
1/2
$689GALLON

"NEW ON THE MARKET"
100% SCOTCH WHISKEY

10 LB. BAG

DOZEN

SCHENLEY VODKA

KING GEORGE THE IV

POTATOES

-

95c

6-12 OZ. CANS

%111141%,

room walls, all woodwork

$889 GALLON
Y2

PEPSI -COLA

8-16 OZ.

PLUSPLUS-

DEPOSIT

BOTTLES

OPEN SUNDAY 10-5 Pit

Sat.

9-6.m.

Daily 9-9p p.m.

OVERSTOCK CLEARANCE

THE SHERWIN-WILLIA
1178 LEE ST. DES PLAINE
(AT LEE & ALGONQUIN)-

lO'/ OZ. CAN

NEW PAK CAMPBELL'S TOMATO SOUP

I

LB.

'

3/59c

PKG. OF FOUR ROLLS

We'll mix it for you
in minutes!

:'

81

OZ.CAN

BANQUET CHICKEN BROTH

1 9C

LB.

U.S. No. 1 Red

3/49c
Country's Delight
3/49c
3/49c MILK
3/69c
Full Gallon
3/89c

ONIONS?/ 29C

P -I: MANDARIN ORANGES

PABST BEER

KEM-GLO Enamel

$

303 CAN

GUIDE -FREE!

WANT A SPECIAL

99

- the miracle alkyd Lnam

RAGGEDY ANN FRENCH BEAN

4.0

NORTHERN COLOR TOILET TISSUE

velvety sheen Hundreds
of colors to choose from

$

LB.

69'

Northern Grown

BANANAS

.-:

t

RAGGEDY ANN CANDIED YAMS 303 CAN

gation.

- the deluxe latex wash
able wall paint One coat
covers most colors Dries
in 20 minutes to a soft

-

BORROW OUR
COLOR HARMONY
Take the guesswork out of
. 1500 color
harmonies selected by the
world's foremost paint color
authorities. No cost or obli

LINKS

Golden Ripe

GRAPES

19
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

PORK SAUSAGE

BOLOGNA

',pkg.

LB.

Oscar Mayer
C

Black River

it can be fun.

..........9 8

Oscar Mayer

Oscar Mayer Egi%t

.

L

PREMIUM!

dealers think the company has

AND CHRYSLER is using

fers hors d'oeuvres.
Presumably, the dealers are

cars "

CHOICE

SWIFT'S

for their regional dealer behemoths are wheeled out

and tent shows But as

"Like the days when

U.S.

STANDING
RIBROAST

"Hurrayeeoow!"

presented sales meetings and

franchised passenger
car dealers Before they can
convince you that the '69
models are absolutely the best
ever, the manufacturers must
play motivation games
28,621

TENDER &J UI C

Meat prices effective
Oct. 2 -5th, grocery prices
effective Oct. 2 thru Oct.
6th.

PHONE 2

Store Hours: Monday & Friday 9-8 p.m.
Tues. thru Thursday 9-6 p.m. Sat. 8:30 - 5:3
Check our Liberal Time Payment Plan

Y2 PINTS, PINTS, FIFTH'S & QUARTS

p

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS BRAND

c ER

We Carry Full Line Of

Mogen David' Wines!
Black & Green

Jack Darnels

Now Available!

/FI 0

FINER FOODS and FLOWERS
170 RIVER

RD

LEE RIVER RAND SHOPPING AREA DES PLAINES

ee the

New World of AMERICAN MOTORS a

YOUR PAL IN PALATINE

Sold out o

the New '68's
o we can offer
ou a Bonnie better
eal on a '69 of
our choice!

I

\

THERE'S

REFRESHMENT) \

* AMBASSADOR

FOR

EVERYONE!

* REBEL SST

* JAVELIN
AV%

r

'67 D.P.L. 2 -Door
Hardtop, V-8, auto trans, P/S, P/B, Bucket
seats, black vinyl roof.

$1995
'67 770 Station Wagon
Radio, heater, white wall tires, auto trans

$1695
'66 Rebel

Red SST 2 -Dr, V-8, 327, R/H, W/W, console,
0

special hub caps Plus many extras 24,000
original miles Yours for only

4i)

$1695
'66-44 American
Convertible

1 owner, low 'Tillage A bonnie nice car.

$995
'66 American 2 -Door

2 -Executive
Driven
Ambassador
V-8, SST,
4-dr., air-condit., full power,
vinyl roof, R/H, W/W. While they lastll

COMPLETE BODY SHOP

$2795

* RAMBLER 2 -Dr.

Auto. Trans., brand new tires. Like new car.

$995
'65 Ambassador 990

The buy of the year at

4-dr. Sedan, V-8, auto., trans., radio, heater, air-condit. Yellow with blacktop.

$1495
'65 Marlin

You've got to see this Bonnie Beauty)

$????
We hove 67 other

Bonnie

Beauties

to

choose from. Priced from $95 and up.

FINEST SERVICE ON

ALL MAKES

Authorized Dealer

AMERICAN
MOTORS

RAMBLER
JAVELIN

AMBASSADOR
AMER ICAN

AMX

500(1 rnie
E.Northwest
NORTHWEST
HWY.
.
Race
Track
lor Arlingtort.Park

PALATINE, ILL..

358-5745

on Northwest Highway)
Hours: Mon. thru Fri., 9 to 9, Saturday 9 to 6 - Open Sun. Noon to 5:00

iONNIIMOTOIS

.

4t44.4.4

AtUNOTON

-

1'4):

In Crucial League Meet

Card Varsity Runs PHS Into Ground

From the -

Nickel Seats

The Arlington varsity Howard Larson was third

BY JIM EWART

The Arlington -Wheeling contest Friday at Wheeling is this
Week's headliner An estimated 5,000 persons are expected to
witness the battle between the two Mid -Suburban title con' tenders, who each have ,a 2-0 record in conference play so
far
Jack Bastable is greatly responsible for the Wildcat success
thus far and represents the Wheeling hope of stopping Arlington. Uniting with Bastable is defensive end Marty figain,
an outstanding defenseman who will attempt to h6ld the

cross-country harriers downed
Prospect yesterday at the Arlington course, but dropped the

with a 16:31. Prospect's Ron

turing the frosh event.

fifth, with a 17:09.

Hankel was fourth with

12:19, followed by Arlington's

sophomre race before cap- Mike Yorke,' who finished
Jeff Bzdelik of Prospect was
The Cardinal varsity stopped the Knights, 19-36, with sixth, running a 17:11, and
captain Tom Swanson win- Cardinal Mike Splitt came/in
ning. the race with a 14:29. seventh. Jack Fitzpatrick and
Dave Marszelek and Scott Bill Cochran rounded out the
top 10 for Arlington.
Butler were a second apart

Arlington took the

With 14:55 and 14:56 and
placed second and third.

freshman meet by a 17-47
Joe Hooker ran fourth with. margin with Redbird Tom

Cardinal offense in check

winning the race at
a 14:58, followed by Jarm
11:57: Arlington's Scott Bar-

BASTABLE MUST face the renowned Arlington defense

that has allowed their opponents only six points in three games,
and specifically Mike Hadley, linebacker, who will be out to
stop Bastable

Prospect's Bill Treece, who

ran 15:16. Pete Dumke, Bob

Pomrenke, and Keith Mat-

The Cardinal offense may be missing quarter ack Todd

next three

rnett ran second at 12:11 with

Pete Stull right behind at

12:18 and in third place for

n, and
Somers, who runs with an almost fanatical determi
passes with reckless abandon. Somers recorded 102 fever yesterday arid Dean'Snieltei may get the call to replace Somers'
Friday night But all things considered, Arlington is still the

thews took the

favorite, although it might well have to be over Bastable's

place.

dead body

finisher for Prospect at 10th,
running 15;27. The win for

Mike Betittner was the first
finisher for Prospect, coming
into the chute fourth at 12:19.
Arlington sewed up the next
three places with John Chap-

"Brown Jug" award for the

Noland, and Prospect's KeVin

places for Prospect, but Scott
Teuher seal the victory for
the Cards with a 15:26 ninth

Doug Bach was the fifth

FOREST VIEW'S John Caltagirone, who stands 5-8 at 150
pounds, is small but fast and elusive. Running from halfback,

the Cardinals.

Arlington retained the man, Don Laufer and Craig

Caltagirone throws as well' as he tuns. The Falcons are

Cardinals.

fortunate to have such a player despite his size. Caltagirone

proves that you don't have to be a giant in stature to play

ON THE SOPHOMORE

football, but rather a giant in determination.
Prospect's Mike Gaffney threw to Dann Willis,- Scott
Crowford and Jim Dooley for .one TD each, collecting 3 marks
for the evening in winning 40.0 against Glenbard North. The
Knights had been scoreless in their first two meetings and
Friday came on like there was no tomorrow.

-

f.

a

revel, Mike Dittman paced the

Knight harriers to a 16-41
win over Arlington with a
first -place 16:04.

Alan Treece' was second for

Prospect with a, 16:20, and

Wineger nailed down eighth
Yii'ffi a 12:i9, while Tim Will
took ninth for Arlington with

a .12:40. Ron'CheriVin,
rounded, out top 10 with a
12:44' for Prospect.

On Friday, Arlington will

host Fremd and Prospect tvill
visit Wheeling.

MAINE EAST and Maine West were also blanked in their

first and second meetings but scored Friday in their third.

Halfback Curt Olson carried it 16 yards for the Demon's first
score this year, and Paul Weber pushed across the second to
beat Riverside -Brookfield 14-6. Tackly Ron Maggiore played

Page 13

to -the coaching staffs great expectations in the effort.

Wednesday,

Warrior Rich Yetter took in a Jim Kulik pass for Maine

West's first six points of the season against Maine South last
Friday night It is "rumored" that for his effort Yetter could
be the Day's Athlete of the Week in this, Maine West's
homecoming week Fullback Eric Feich and halfback Dave
Larsen rushed for TD's in the Maine South victory 14-7.
Although Notre Dame lost last weekend, Notre Dame won.

October 2,
19613

(Photo by Linda Gammill).

The Irish lost, and the Dons won as they didn't face Leroy
Keyes of Purdue, but took Benet Academy 26-0. Rich Tosch

Just Two Unbeateri; Untied Teams
Remain In Arlin ton Bo Football

scored twice tor the victory.

ST. GEORGE faced the Lion and didn't fare as well', as
he did with the dragon Quarterback Ken Preski was the -Lion
St Vim -or who got his share as he passed for 172 yards and
rushed for 30 yards more to slay the dragon slayer 20-7.

Football is a unique sport. it requires versatility from its

participants A player must possess speed, agility, determination,
courage, intelligence and strength Just like any troy scout.
Seriously, the game of football is demanding, as well as intricate
and entertaining. An average football team member must comrun on 150 or more plays.

is or should be played An error might ;cost his,teumii5,yards--at a crucial point in a crucial game. Football many times
is reaction to another opposing action, and a player must practice until he attains the correct reaction.

FOOTBALL BY the very nature of the saint, requires a
player to live and play with pain .W1h1Cintifing out to the
extent of his own ability. In no other popular spat is physical
contact so vitally a part of an individual's performance. In
no other sport does a player hit another with all the ferocity
he can muster Within him, and then assist 'thatypponent to
his feet and give him a pat on the back.

IN NO OTHER sport is the intricate strategy planned befcire
each play is carried out. In no other sport, save hockey, must
a participant don 10 pounds of equipment, including a helmet
that obstructs hearing and peripheral vision and pads that protect but constrict movement, and be expected to perform as
if in a track uniform

49ers scored the lone

first downs, but could score

'After three weeks of play in afternoon contest. The
the Arlington Heights Boys Giants' only loss was to the
Football League' only two Eagles two weeks ago, and

' The Rams finally broke into the scoring column in the
fourth quarter on a 91 -yard

beat the Lions on a 12 -yard
dash in the third quarter and

The Eagle touchdown came

unbeaten, united teams

quarterback to Paul

re -

pass play from the

this also shapes up as a game

that could go a long way
:The,_,R a ms.. of, thel-Seni or toward deciding the chamLeague and the Eagles of the pionship.
Last Saturday's play was
Varsity League have yet to

marked principally by the top
teams in each division playing
as the, week of decision in mama in ,the lower half of the
stindiiigs; and no upsets were
these rsyo Jek, Res,.
,;-1'..41MiS
'recorded.
vilth'At
49ers, whose single loss was
RAMS VS. REDSKINS
to ihe Rams on the, opening
day of, play. A Ram ViCtory
The winless Redskins gave
would give them a comtaste defeat.
The coming week shapes up

manding, lead in the Senior the unbeaten Rams all they
iciop; while the 49ers can tie could handle through three
things up with a win,

IN THE VARSITY'

touchdown of the game to only once.

scoreless quarters only to lose
in the final stanza on two long

Obuchowski. A few minutes
later, Bud Ashley connected
on a 75 -yard play to pdthe
game out of reach. One tra
point was added on a run.

after a 60 -yard .drive in the
added the extra point on a second quarter. Jim McBride
drove off tackle for 10 yards
quarterback sneak.
for the score and then added
49ers

0 0 7 0-7

Lions 0 0 0 0-0

EAGLES VS. STEELERS

The Eagles handed the

Rams 0 0 0 13-13
Redskins 0 0 0 0-0

Steelers their first loss, 7-0,

49ERS VS. LIONS

Varsity League play. The

against one win and a tie in

Eagles' tough defense, aided

The 49ers moved ahead of by three pass interceptions inthe Lions in the standings in cluding two by Brad Schmidt,
the Senior League with a 7-0 stopped the only two serious
victory at Pioneer Park Satur- threats mounted by the
Steelers. At the same time, the

day morning.

All these things are aspects of the game called "football,"
as well as motional work -up and clear thinking as well as
a nervous drain that exhausts both physically and mentally.
Yet it is a known fact that the grade average qn 'a football
squad during seasonal play is higher than the cfsool average,

ings scored their first victory

26-6 win over the

with a

Saints in the Varsity League.
The win featured a stout Vik-

ing defense and fine
quarterbacking by Neil
Schmid.

A three touchdown

performance by Jeff Whitnell
of the Vikings paved the way
to victory. One of Whitnell's
TD's came on a 60 -yard kick
return. The other Viking score

quarterback Ward Schoell.

Vikings 7 13 0 6-26
Saints 6 0 0 0-6

a1

CARDINALS VS.

its as in any other sport. A few- play
for 'the'faiiii and 'foi-tunean'eXceptional player receives, a few

'do it fondifferent re

COWBOYS

play it because it satisfies a 'sadistic Or masochistic urge within
them, a few for personit gratification that they could not find

The Cardinal maintained a
share of the lead in the Junior
League with a 15-0 win over

't'

elsewhere All these, or a combination of each, are motives
in football participation. But the most prevalent motive is a
love for a game that is enjoyed for the fact that it provides

the Cowboys.

Jim Evenson and Dar

Townsend scored touchdowns

sin individual with competition to the fullest extent of his being.

it is fun because it challenges' both the phySical OK mental
Capabilities to their zenith. You may win, and you may lose,
but yourievr regret playing. See you nextweek.

,backwards as he tries to score
last night against the Eagles.

VIKINGS VS. SAINTS
The rapidly -improving Vik-

the first quarter on a run by

THE KNOWLEDGE of all these khings raises the question

numbers and brought down

Eagles 0 7 0 0-7
Steelers 0 0 0 0-0

The lone Saint talley came in

Why play tOotball? Thet`pis no. One pat answer. Diftrankpeople

Below - Mike Millay (5) of
the Steelers is grabbed by the

the extra point running.

was made by Rich Wilson.

pi 4uad eligdibdity depends,on.the previous semeste 's average..

-

11

Final Rams 13 -Redskins 0.

;vain In the three '',divisions.

:^

The quarterback of the Eagle offense racked up

pass -run plays by the Rams.

League, the Eagles (2-0) play
the Giants in a Wednesday

BY L R. THORPE

mit to memory, whom he should block or where he should

He must have a working knowledge of the complex and
numerous rules which determine hovi :khe game of fohtball

Joe Hooker and Dave Marszalak of Arlington lead Bill Treece of Prospect around a turn

in their meet last night at Pioneer Park. Marszalak was second behind Arlington's Tom
Swanson, (behind Hooker), Hooker was fourth and Treece, the first Knight in, was fifth.

for the Cardinals, while the
Cardinal defense edded two
points to the cause with a

L.

As quarterback Dan Andejeski (35) blocks, an Eagle halfback
takes a pitchout and starts moving into the Steeler line.
s

safety in the first quarter.,
Cards 9 6 0 0 - 15
Cowboys 0 0 0 0-0

(Photos by Linda Gammill).

PACKERS VS. FALCONS

John Yeazel of the Packers
scored all his team's points in

"wmM.Oztamlir

/NW

a 14-7 victory over the

_ 50

Falcons. Yeazel has now
socred 33 points in three
games for. the Packers who
also share the lead in the
Junior League.

Yeazel's scores came on a
40 -yard pass play and on an
off -tackle drive. Both extra
points were off tackle plunges.

The Falcon's touchdown was
scored on a right end sweep.
Schmid added the extra point.

Packers 7 0 0 7-14
Falcons 0 7 0 0-7
BEARS VS. COLTS

The Colts beat the Bears in
a high scoring Junior League
contest, 25-12 to stay in contention for the championship.

Scott Rbgers scored a TIT"

for the Colts, and Matt
Shaunessy added the final

marker with a 50 -yard return
of an iditercepted Bear pass.
MIS -44S

St. -ate.. 44.k.A.-ivs.cit.

,',/foftdaidr

batik /by 6 tafailliy duo elc Kalafts. The Eagles won the real inattch leer Ssitu.-Puty
AtilkaitdinOte Sitelars tbali first defeat of, the season, .

'ama 0 0 0 12-12

Colts 6 12 0 -1-25
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'V'tO'tier

:,,Up he goes, and down he came. Forest View'sOon Hammer
(86) climbed on the backs of the two teammates in an attempt

to block this field goal booted by Wheeling Wildcat Jack
Bpstable. The Cat defender hit Hammer at the knees and he
$offtt..

i inks

came flying dcnvn head over heels. He wasn't hurt and neither
were the Falcons as the kick went wide. (FV photos by Jerry
Jenkins)

on t e ri iron
0

a

ABOVE-"Tag, you're it!"
says Fremd end Don Dixon

to Arlington Cardinal

halfback Dennis Meacham, as

he grabs a shirt during one
3C

7144

play. The Redbirds whipped

V-X"..cM

'3,1111011111.11fitatjahl

the Vikings, 60-6.

-

ABOVE-"At least get his number:" shouts --/Jay Jobst (89) to Steve Kloph as the two 'Cats
chase Forest View's Jim Daggett. They eventually caught him and Wheeling was victorious
27.12 Saturday afternoon.
iP

4

LEFT --And away we

N

go...Arlington's Will

leaves
(21)
Heinemann
Fremd's Larry MacPhee (41)

in his wake as he runs back
a touchdown in Arlington's

RIGHT-May I have this dance? Arlington's
Dennis Meacham tries to refuse, but Fremd'sBob Dolatwoski is a persistent' pursuer. The
Cards won the ball game by a stunning 604.

4

t

60-0 whitewash of the Vikings
Saturday. (Arlington Photos
by Curt Wilson)
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Sharing Life in an Israeli Kibbuttz
"The kibbutz where

BY BETTY AINSLIE

stayed was about forty years

old. At one time kibbutzniks
Used to live in canvas tents,
but where I was there were
really lovely apartments and
my room even had air con-.
ditioning-when it worked;"

It was a new and different,
busy and hard working world

that Bryna. Solovay of Hoffman Estates entered this,
summer for an exciting part
of her three months European

vacation. That of actually living and working in a kibbutz

and the Jewish High

she said.

Holidays. We were three miles

from the Jordanian border so
i leanred to really appreciate
the wonderful freedom of the

More than one kibbutz are United States."

a kibbutznik. Today sonic twenty, traveled in a group of

member in Israel is known as

Bryna's trip also included a
two we4 tour of Israel, a few
days in Rome and up Italy to

Kibbutz members are in
every walk of life. Some are

top officers in the armed

"Here they keep the walls
wet and you just sort of melt.
But everything is so clean and

forces and diplomatic corps '

even

and in government service.

Electricity is new 'and

in the desert they've
discovered how to grow crops.
Everyplace has such beautiful

BRYNA, 11110

is

tune and loved their country. --

for size,

WOULD BRYNA like to

from the community all

to

(he

goods and services needed.
The food, clothing, housing,

forms and runs this .1-listadrut '

Tour, the main part of which

is the living and working in
a kibbutz.
asked Byrna.

"Well, according to the

I got before I went, a
kibbutz is a co-operative form
of living. You live like a large
family work equally and share

book

almost

shifts of eight hours each.

1

worked in the laundry -ironing
mostly.

"It was hot," she said, "but
and education are, all shared there was a siesta from twelve
to four during the hottest part
:dike.
of the day."
"THERE WERE about five
IN ISRAEL the boys and.
hundred families in the kibbutz where I was sent," said girls must put in army service
Byrna. "And here the children for two to three years. The
lived at home. I guess in some girls do secretarial work and
others the children are in all do drill practice and learn

furniture, medical attention

lots of
kibbutzim teen-agers live

equally," she said seriously.

special nurseries. In

to handle a gun.

alone in separate quarters."

apartments were very modern

Rolling Meadows Shopping Center

Bryna discovered the

in her kibbutz. They had

SEPARATES

kitchenettes but everyone

usually ate in the community
dining room.

Area Clubs
Plan Garden
House Walk
If you like flowers in the

The various kibbutzim

barter 4ftween themselves.

"For instance," she tossed
her hair hack from her face,

"our kibbutz

raised turkeys

ton and citrus fruits, but for
the other things needed we

architects as' Frank .Lloyd so they can spend that.

The Garden Club of Illinois

Wright. David Adler, Jerome

of the homes and their

this is a secondary language
in Israel and students even
have to take, and -learn to
speak, a third language."

magnificent gardens, floral

Bryna curled her sandaled

designs by local garden club
members will be shown. Mrs.

feet under her in the chair and
continued.

Lanza.

IN ADDITION to the tour

Uniforin
Exchatsge
For Scouts

"1 found everyone so

C.

E.

Carter of Arlington

Heights and Mrs. Emil Fick
of Mo'unt Prospect will have

the updated look! Fashioned in the
traditional flavor of the country look

many exciting new styles!

hours and then had breakfast,

Charles Moser of Arlington a day to give them more time

Heights and Mrs. Harry

ed levels will be able to ex- Garden Club have designed a
change them at the Recreation

"rakish" welcome for guests at

like carrots or tomatoes and

Park basement in Arlington

each home.
Mrs. Eugene Tamillo

lots of melon --maybe a cook-

5,

Those with uniforms to exhave

them labeled with name, address, telephone number, price
expected and delivered to the
park before Oct. 5.

Hickenberg of Plum Grove

-

of ed cereal and then coffee, tea

Des Plaines is serving as area or yogurt.
"Meat was generally grizzly
ticket chairman. Tickets may

be reserved, by calling 8241383.

MRS. RUSSELL

Christensen, teacher. teeinrer

and past president of the

Mrs. E. A. Dreiling. 216 Garden Club . of Skokie

and highly spiced," she grin-

ned impishly. "Even the
turkey was tough --I guess
though they exported the best
turkeys."

is

Council Trails, Arlington general chairman of the walk.
EVERYTHING is self conHeights, will take all the
The courtyard of the tained in a kibbutz.
uniforms from South Arl- Collier home in Lake Forest "Including entertainment,"
ington and Mrs. Richard Hen-

ning, 408 S. Waterman, will
handle those from Northeast
Arlington.

will feature a "Holiday Hap- she said. "There are theater
gift shop including

pening"

wreaths, swags, homemade
bakery goods. jams and jellies.

groups, folk dancing and

workshops. The children work

too-full summers after

the.

FROM TENSION
AND PAINS OF

RELIEF

SPORTSWEAR

ARTHRITIS, RHEUMATISM
.\

Main Floor
A.

Nehru Flannel Jacket
Of fine all wool flannel in Gold, Grey
or Navy. Sizes 10 to 18.

$28.00

"Tally Rand" Pants -

COMES '\,\
/

AS EASY

Also in all wool flannel with full lining

and side zipper. Gold, Breen, Grey or
Brown. Sizes 8 to 18.

\

AS TAKING

4'4111

A BATH! ,/

/

H YD

$13.00

Fr
.0

B. Zig-Zag Chenille Cardigan
in a corn..

k

Beautiful Ombre stripe chenille cardigan
bination of Gold, Bone and Luggage. Sizes 38 to 40.

the professional type WHIRLPOOL BATH
buy!
* FREE demonstration in your home with no obligation to
* Initial LOW COST with easy Budget or Rental Plans available, if you

99.00

Glen Plaid Pants

wish!
* IS Insurance and Medicare Approved!

Heel -to -toe pants in a striking Glen Plaid pattern.
Gold and Berry, combination. Sizes 8 to 16.

In hospitals this is accomplished with big expensive equipment. For the
home tub, the Hydro -Jet Appliance creates the required conditions. It
provides aeration of the water. It provides a whirling Jet stream -up to 70
gallons a minute. It permits directing the massaging stream towards any
part of the body. Set at. slow speed, Hydro -Jet slows the human body to

a state of repose- relaxes muscles and relieves that achy feeling. At full speed
Hydro -Jet tones your muscles, through local stimulation and puts the spring
back into your step.

No. complicated installation is required for Hydro -Jet, it operates on
ordinary house current and is as simple to operate as any electrical household appliance.

$18.00

C.

Popcorn Stitch Pullover
to

40.'

$18.00

All Wool Hiprider Pants

We are Chicago's ONLY outlet for Hydro -Jet

CALL TODAY, 889-707Q or 237-9500
ASK FOR MR. COULTER

HYDRO -JET, WHIRL -A -BATH CORP.
1623 N. Hailem Ave.";..

'-

Exquisitely detailed, full turtleneck pullovei in, a popcorn
stitch design. Red, Bone and Breen combination. Sizes 36

Truly an exhilarating surprize awaits you .when you try Hydro -Jet!
And, of course, a consultant will be glad to bring Hydro -Jet to your home

" for a FREE demonstration.

Chicago, Illinois

.

.

We show just a few of the many,

"WE WORKED a few

to be with the children.
"For breakfast we. had -one
type of eggs, a fresh vegetable

grown their uniforms or chang-

.

and the super tailoring of JACK WINTER!

artistic entries while Mrs. The women worked six hours

Girl Scouts who have out-

to

TOPS . . . BOTTOMS . . . AND COLORS! All with

Cerny and Balfour Ames friendly. All spoke English as

outstanding homes located in
Lake Forest.

by "JACK WINTER"

PEOPLE MAY go on vaca-

calendar as a very special day.

will include touring five

to scramble!

traded," she said.

fall, mark October 10 on your
will hold a Flowercade Which

.

.

mainly. We raised some cot-

The distinctive homes are tions frOm their kibbutz, and
the product of such noted for this they are given money

asked

INSUMANC

she laughed. "We were assigned different kibbutzim and
such and members receive worked for three weeks, three

A Zionist organization.

are

392-4680

private property, no salary as

be able to stop talking about
it."

change

020

CENTER
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

butzim where there is no

I've always wanted
to visit one," she said. "Hon-

because

Oct.

WESTGATE SHOPPING

I

live the kibbutz life about 40 boys and girls front
and there are about two hun- 18 to 25 years of age.
"There were mostly girls,"
dred and twenty eight kib-

"I loved it --The chance to
see life first hand in a kibblitz--

Heights Saturday,
noon until 5 p.m.

loved mine too and the
trip only make inc realize how
But

80,00(1

talked.

seem

the desert.

much and to appreciate it
,_......
"No," she shook her dark more -really.
"Believe me there is
hair emphatically. "A few did
stay though-although tWere ..iothing like America!"
Switzerland. From there to was no pressure to do so. I
HOMEOWNERS $AVE
Paris and finally home after -'was really impressed by the
a revealing three months of patriotism of the people. -They CALL:
STAll FARM
WAYNE
BRENNAIs
trying on a new type of life all sang the war songs all the
stay on as a kibbutznik?

nights are simply gorgeous."

telephones are a very ex -- trees and flowers and the

kibbutzim and a kibbutz

-just never

earnestly.

tinued. "The kibbutz is not
strictly religious. We always
had Saturday off, of course,

Her brown eyes sparkled
and she tossed her dark hair
back from her face as she

I

works so hard," she said

pensive luxury.'
ONE OF the hottest places
Bryna visited was a kibbutz in

eighth grade. Everyone is

in Israel.

estly-

educated well and everyone

"I was surprised," she con-

1

-button
"Smoothie" hiprider, zip fro pants with double
yoke. In smooth all wool twill. Red, Breen, Grey, Navy, 'or
Luggage. Sizes 840 16.

96.00

.SOMETOI
SELL

'LL TELL
WO HUNDR
AND SIXTY

THOUSAND MOP' E
ABOUTI.
L

If you are one of the few people who has never used a
Want Ad, you most surely will have occasion to use one
soon. You can advertise to convert 'something you no
longer. need into cash by selling, it quickly, or you may
advertise to locate a hard -to -find item you need, or you
may even use an ad to hire an employee or rent vacant
property. There are hundreds of ways to profit from Day
Want Ads. To place your ad, just dial a Day number
below. A friendly, helpful Ad -Visor will assist =you in
wording your ad

!:re

3 -LINES

AVERAGE: 15 WORDS

5 DAYS

FOR $3.45
%!Ci-EAP! C./IMP!"

The Arlington Day eThe,Prospeet Day. The.Deri'Plaines`pay Market Day

St.j

SHORT RIBS

111)

A
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

A MECI-IMIC k

ALL RIGHT, PLAYBOYS! I MADE THIS SANDWICH
AHEAD OF TIME AND PUT IT IN THE REFRIGERATOR
IT DURING
50 I WOULDN'T HAVE TO BOTHER
A COMMERCIAL/ SLIPPIKI' CARDBOARD BETWEEN
TH* HAM AN' CHEESE MAY BE A HOWL, BUTMIX/NG
RUBBER BAND5 IN THE MAYONNAISE IS 6011.16
TOO FAR YOU JOKERS WILL PAY FORTHI I

11

INWAIWPOIEDTUT
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100 R R0 w.
1:00
5
Baseball
Series

2 KNOW CLAIMSi SETTER 60
1.11-MNIK TLL ACK GIVE TI -1E BUGGY A YOU CANTELL WITI-I You,

UPA CAR 'MAI, GOOD LOOK BEFORE A LOT 3U5T FAINERI
BOYS !I'M 6ET- 10L/ BUY, FOPIGET BY STUDYING
THE AERIAL
'EM -CO PULLTHE
N TIRED OF
FOR RUST/
NITC141-liKINV TIRES OFF THE RIMS

7:15

I TV College Data Processing
I

The Detroit Tigers
meet the St. Louis
Cardinals at Busch

So YOU CAN CHECK

1

26 Luis Carlos Uribe
32 Divorce Court

World

-1/4A1" NEW HIPPIE KID

THE TUBE5!

ASSAVI.:TEP ME WWI
A PEADl-si WEAPON.

Mike Connors, Ann
Miller, Vince Scully

and the Craig

Edelman and Joyce

Hundley Trio.
S The Outsider

Vain Patten.
7 Peyton Place

Hired to retrieve the

life savings of a

Rossi that they must
end their affair.
9 I Love Lucy
32 Moive
"Agent 81/2". Dirk
Bogarde stars as a

member, Ross (Dar-

the British

Perry helps to solve

Marsha tells Dr.

I Friendly Giant

Ficras
32 Rawhide

The cattle are upset

by an impending

electrical storm.

//Ls.

le

/o-2.

l0 -

4.,

writer who is used

5:45
I I TV College
PsYchology
6:00
2 News
5 News
7 News

O uo M.44. TY

ROBIN MALONE

by

Czechoslovakia.
8:00

2 The Beverly

EJECT THE BUBBLE FROM
THE 5U8 --AND I SHALL HAVE
A NICE LITTLE CHAT WITH
MY OLD CHUM --ROBIN

AG ALWAYS --VICTORMS fr

MALONE!

AsPEACES/6180t..

u

ilia

I

loa2.

toi0
04AL

mu ig110111111hogoiliiNin

Burgess Meridith
plays the father of

Horoscope

BUGS BUNNY

drunken

family s financial

demure miss.
Marvin won an
Oscar for his

LIBRA (Sept 23 -Oct. 23) --

Take nothing for granted at
this time --not even your own

A GOOD

abilities A day that calls for

QUESTION:

the best you have to offer.
SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
22) --Good intentions must he
weighed along with results to-

7

Here Come the

I INTEND

Jason to get a doctor

9 The Steve Allen

turns out to be a
female.
II TV College
GovernNational

TO RECTIFY
THE
EXISTING
SITUATION

k,AT ONCE:,

ment

26 Today's Racing

day Failure may well have its

32 Truth or Conse-

glory if its source is

quences

honorable

1:25

South America is

NFL

visited.
32 News

2 Movie

1:30

"Kill the Umpire" A

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
Perception

baseball comedy
starring William
Bendi x and Una

An exploration of

Merkel.
7 News
9 Movie

photographic art

"Breakout" Richard

form.
26 Sports

A ttenhorough and

I

Todd, Richard

for Your

Michael Wilding

The plight of a

about an office
worker who helps in
the escape of a
group of British
prisoners in an

young girl
concern.

star in the 1957 film

Paul's

is

10:10

2 6 Greatest

Italian prisoner of

Headlines
10:15
26 Cinema Special
10:30
5 The Tonight Show

1965 movie.

Show

I News in Perspec-

I

1:10

9 News

Life

Jane Fonda plays a

portrayal in the

for Seattle, who

12:30

5 Farm Forum

2 Top Plays of the

32 Run

g'histera.

Brides

The brides force

Midnight
5 News
7 Chicago

II Adventure
An active volcano in

I

innfi

different ideas about
Problems.
/ HOW DO YA
EXPECT Ti DO
DO BUSINESS
IF YA SNOOZE
ON TH' JOB?

FOR THURSDAY

Sons of the

Pioneers.
7 Movie
"Cat Balton" An off /beat Western with

how to solve the

11:13
32 News

10:011

Kate Smith, Stiller
and Meara and the

Mena

Jones.

9:31)

Roy Rogers and
Dale Evans host

two sons who have (

.1revor and Carolyn

A discussion of time
off for employes.

truck with them.
5 Music Hall

With Cheryl Miller
5 The Virginian

film. With Ed
Wynn. Claire

in Business

buLzard and old

defend himself.

Natalie Wood and
Gene Kelly star in
the show business

the murder of a

taking their turkey

Clarence's ability to

Marjorie

Morningstar."

jealous husband.
II People Problems

Baer fly to England

as Dr. Marsh, tests

10:55
2 Movie

Hunt.
9 Perry Mason

Douglas and Max

2 Daktari
Marshall Thompson.

the beginning of life.

stumbles onto a eon
game. With Claude
Akins and Marsha

Ryan, Donna

Show
26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25
2 Editorial
6:30

I

r e n McGavin)

Hillbillies
Buddy ElTheit, Irene

I NET Journal

A
Swedish
documentary shows

lonely -hearts club

in-

telligence in

9 The Mike Douglas

cHOckzo' MUSHROOM RETURH5 -

Scott.

Bert is persuaded by
Rufus to advertise
on television. With
Bob Denver, Herb

26 La Casa de las

GRAMPAW

and George C.

Show

Louis.

I

nesota Fats and
engages in pool

2 Jonathan Winters

Stadium in St.

2 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones

ARE CAR

duels with Newman.
With Piper Laurie

Guests for an hour
of comedy include

5:30

LL MEN

Gleason plays Min-

7:30
2 The Good Guys

TONIGHT

if

reluctant to part

with belongings with
which memories are
connected.
9:00

is

7:00

SPECIAL

il TD \--

tive

An analysis of the

war camp.
1:35

7 Reflections
3:00
2 News
3:05
2 Meditation
3:30

With Johnny Carson
7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie

past month's
headlines.
8:30
2 Green Acres

"The Hustler" starts

Paul Newman as a
pool shark. Jackie

Eva Gabor, as Lisa,

Five Minutes to

9

Live By

SAGI I 'ARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Dec 22), --This is a day that
should progress of its own

volition toward goals you

have set for yourself. Don't

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE

CMCW, NEL °STOVE,

SMILE f

hinder things

Paiari:Vo baitpw

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

20) --The more practical
you arc in your relationships
with others, the better. Don't
expect enemies to be friends.

CA/O GO CRAZY TRYMJC.

TO MAKE

JUST A LITTLE

714,47 71 -le Vvaer THING
ABcLW TI -116

ealid.4 be ikre zforittc
for* eavektionWere kaujiga balli
ThIpts

Jan

I GIVE OP! A MAI0

WHAT DOES Ir TAKE

TO MAKE YOU SMILE

you SMILE!

LYJlL FOSTCAG2D5

ear TO READ.

PISCES (Feb 20 -March
2l) --Take time out to collect
your facts and figures. If you
jump the gun, you may well

MS

forfeit success of the enterprise

SSA M

due --and don't overlook

/1-2.

Cooking

important, may have been the'

ARIES (March 22 -April

THE BORN LOSER

20) --Delay a decision on

money matters until you've

TO(PELT 401) TO ElITERTA111 HIM!

had a chance to consult

ARE. YOU STIGialto SCURIMIxEole
AT ME'

everyone involved A time for
compromise
TAURUS (April 21 -May

1'

I'9

2I )--You t an profit both

financially and socially today
if you employ your ability to

articulate complicated matters

GEMINI (May 22 -June

21) --Be wise, don't bite off
more than you can chew. Do

well what you must --but
refuse for the moment to
burden yourself further.

CANCER (June 22 -July

23) --Where you are not

personally involved in a mat-

ter fraught with legal

CAPTAIN EASY

technicalities, leave well
LEO (July

tita..mov

GAP." WATCH

How To LET

our, OLP CHAP1

enough alone

24 -Aug.

You may not be prepared for
a fight
T VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept.
23) --Don't allow occupational,

TH' LAW GET
'IM OFF OUR

LOST MY

23) --

Restrain your impulse to jump
in with both feet where others
are having serious difficulties.

a.

e.ALANcat

THANK 'EAVENS YOU'RE SAFE, LAD!
WI GRATITUDE GULLY DECIDED TO
RIGHTCII
SELL YOU THE CASTLE!

ALL W0

ASK IS

NCKSI

A SMALL
FAVOR1

N'a

6".1.66mmay.

neck
kale
elan
leak
lack
lace
lean
lane
lank
lance

(ab.)

group
39 Springs back

40-

49

bane

heroine

38 Musical

of the game

bleak
back
bale
black
bake
beak
bean
bank
balk
blank
beck

river

66 Derisive
glance
67 Crafty
hot fat
8 Cook inoven. 68 For fear
that
12 Molten rock
13 Fish eggs
DOWN
14 Wild ox of
1 Social group
Celebes
15 Sun -parched 2 Spy, Mata
16 Continental 3 Wicked
24 K'nd of tea 43 Spanish
group (ab.)
cheer
vessel
4 Grows dim
17 Sudden'
44 Alaskan
26 Select
5
To
and
--Movement
garments
27 Because
6 Parch on a
18 City in
28 Dish of fowl 47 Danger
spit
Michigan
31 New (comb. 48 Barter
7 Toadies
20 Southern
50 Iron utensil
form)
(coll., 2
university
51 Dynamite
33 Also
words)
(ab.)
inventor
34 Symbol for
8 Depraved
22 Experience
55 Rounded
terbium
9 Feminine
23 Fries lightly
projection
appellation 36 High
25 Light brown 10 Asian
56 Tunes
mountain
26 Away
57 Narrow
37 Utilize
country
29 Man's title
opening
40 Freudian
11 Consumed
(ab.)
59 Auricle
term
19 Identical
30 Zola
61 ljn5t of
21 Free nation 41 Culinary

Jacob (Bib.)

cupational advantages. Know'
when to quit, you'll be ahead

BLACKEN

ACROSS
1 Head cook
5 Brown in

32 Omen
35 Brother of

hazards to outnumber oc-.

Answers to
Hideaword

A

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DICK
cAVALI-

those who, seemingly the least
-keys to success

AO

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.
l9) --Give credit where credit
is

Sfil.A...c

42 Hen
enclosure
45 Proceed

3

4

OF THE CANDIDATE OF'

WHATEVER. 1-1AP.PENED

TO 71405E."NO-OPI NION"

PEOPLE ?

AAN, CHOICE. !

cane
clan
clean
cake
cable
calk
clank
able
ankle
acne

home
group (ab.)
49 Atoll bay
52 Bitter vetch
53 Make a
mistake
54 Tropical
nuts
58 Demolish .
60 Young goat
62 Cook in

heated liquid

ir NU. I.c T.

L.tit fte.bn.

Art

- 63 Concept
64 Winglike

part

65 Spanish

7

18

1

20

19

18

27

25

29

28

30

39

38

43

42

48

35

.52J

40

50

37

56

57

41

51

55
60

36

45

44

49

59

31

M

33

32

58

11

22

21

4

32

10

17

15

47

9

14

13

12

47 School -

SIR, YOU'RE SPEAKING

6

5

46 Primate

THE- WILLETS
OF COURSE I'M NOT GOING
TO VOTE FOR HIM, AND
L'LL TELL YOU WHY !..

2

1

time

performer

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

;2

0
0 0't

Ifs
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users Add More Jobs

o

Computers, once feared by

high school with a basic,
understanding of what a computer is all about so that they.
will be in a better position to
plan their careers and to take
advantage of these new jobs.
The problem has always been

turned out to he ft tends of the_
working man
At least that's the way some
computer people WC the situation

1,000 teachers all over the

found knowledge into math or
riculum.

just weien t prepared to

develop and train and get people read): to do the t him , that
need to be done '
Jobs in the field hinge all

tin from volunteers. They

in careers in this rapidly
growing field, IBM has

coded information that acoperator a specialty especially tually tells the computer what
valuable to secretarial can- to do.
As an initial step to help
didates to programmer He's
the guy who writes out the schools interest young people

launched an experimental pro-

gram this summer at 26 locations around the country.

Do a Few Years Matter
When acing's a Hobby?
This

IS

incongruous almost

of

race comp. tztoi s

m the

Sports Cal Club of Amei ica
and everybody knows that's
the pr ovidince and enthusiasm
of the daring young men
AT MOST of the 'wpm Lint

laces in his area this summer
- Lake Gat nett Wichita Ponca City, St Louis - the streak
of white with the 77 decal on
it got the spectators' ey:cs plenty Peach is usually up there
the top three finishers.
Never look any tai the, h ick.
Stationary, the %%lute streak
proves to he an Austin -Cooper
(a spirited Cal' is what its
driver calls it)

That was the year he made

sponsored by this newspaper
through its news and feature
service, Newspaper Enterprise

$32.50 commission selling a
car and decided salesmanship

Assn.

was for him.

No wonder that he's

ONLY the top six class

finishers in each of the seven renowned in the SCCA as the
geographical divisions rate an senior competitive driver. He
invitation. :Not had at all for joined in 1955 and got his

license in

a si x -time grandpop.

first competition
1956.

achievements for a successful

Peach is going to try to
make it to Riverside, Calif.,
where this year's American

When a committee on

life convenes to

set up the

standards it might consider
John R. Peach:

Outstanding builder and

businessman; former

newspaper owner and editor;
long time Remington -Rand
executive; 25 -year Kiwanian;
a devoted -almost aggressive, if

that's possible

-

music lover,

for I() years on the hoard of

the Civic Symphony Society
in Topeka.

Road Race of Champions is

to

he held Nov. 20-24. He

hasn't decided if he wants to

drive his car that far (he'd

drive halfway across the country, tune up, then sprint).

Age is only a crude method
of measuring elapsed years,
not a life. Mrs. May Sutton

Bundy, who won at

Wimbleton in 1905 and 1907,
still plays tennis at 80 and did

sedan class at Daytona Beach
last November For the most
elderly among the young men
there assembled not bad This

Add "author." His current
enthusiasm is his new book.
"Kansas, Its Power and Its
Glory." The book is also the
enthusiasm of those who love
the state and has been praised
as "a poetic guide to Kansas."

Road Race of Champions

HE'S CLEARLY a product

larked about the British Isles

With a difteient number - Peach made it give a
good account of it ,elf in the
58

was the fabled American

where ,ill the sports car chips
are shoved out each yea! It's

the annual World

Series of

racing, the classic struggle for

the Nine -Flags trophies

IBM teaching

of the automobile years, having begun driving in a two -

cylinder Maxwell at

1

1

11914). He was chauffeuring
and teaching driving at 13

rather well in a doubles
tournament this summer

teamed with her daughter, 51.
Mrs. Marion Bowen, 73, this

year put the "Europe on $5
a Day" theory to a test and
for 130 days at $5.05 a day.

THAT white stteak out
front at Riverside could very

well be John Peach, the
Medicare kid.

Buy Bonds
where you work.
He does.

Census
Of Deaf
In 1970
Deaf persons in the

were asked if they wanted to

beyond the call of duty by

teaching a computer course!
for teachers. The response was

Cleveland, Dallas, Denver,

San Francisco, Seattle,

Syracuse, Washington, D.C.:
Endicott N.Y. Poughkeepsie,
and Philadelphia.

trained at each center in
courses that ranged anywhere
from two to six weeks. Dates
for the sessions were worked
out at the convenience of the

"IBM supplied the in-

program going as a contribution to education."

TEACHERS taking part
around the country didn't all

out by local school people and

IBM instructors. In New

York, for example, the computer's use in business was
stressed while teachers in San
Jose were more interested in
how the machines function in

classroom situation.

Funds for the planning

work have been provided to
the National Association of

the Deaf by the federal
government.

An up-to-date census is

needed to help the federal

Why do our sirs icemen buy U.S. Savings Bonds?

1 heir reasons arc the same as yours and mine;
saving for the future, supporting freedom. And
because they rc fighting for freedom, too, maybe
servicemen scc the need more clearly than many
of us Buy Bonds In more than one way, it makes
you feel good

NOW-Higher Rates!
Savings Bonds now pay 4.25% when held to maturity-and Freedom Shares (sold in combination
with F Bonds) pay a full 5%. The extra interest
will be added as a bonus at maturity.

And now you can buy, the BoO/Freedom Share
corbination au) time-no mdnt'My commitment
nece sary Get the facts wleie' yo work or bank.

_/

government plan a
rehabilitative program to

reach all deaf citizens, perhaps
as many as a quarter million.

Information will be
gathered in four categories:

.

0

factors such as age, sex, type
of dwelling, make-up of family, and mobility; hearing loss

and communication skills,

cause of deafness, age at

onset, communication

methods and hearing im-

pairment of other members of
family; work experience, including vocational and career
training, occupationaland job
history, labor -force status, in-

come, and career aspiration;
and job-related. activities such

Carpet Cleaning

0

Free

theirr

creates."

'
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types 6 f irepicires
CL 3-5964

Fencing
X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.
All types of fencing, choinlink,

redwood & stockade. 647-0220

Floor Maintenance
Ecklund Floor Service

Average rm. sanded sealed &

0

z

529-1211

finished $19.95

Wayne't Furniture Service
refinishing,
Scratches Removed.
Custom

1,00;000,,...,...

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.

Burns

..

Sholi Decorating
358-9038
Po.nnog 8 DeCOrulnly
and Walt Washing
George Klein 392-0E103

3..11:1 8

ado and
at ottoo. Correctiiiri!j,, ore accepted by phone,
9 hi 9 vaarinlays 19 to I2

Dick's Tile
FREE ESTIMAemoIE

Wall tile New & RS deling
Also Tile Repo.,
437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions

&

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

392-6817

Ned Williams

Free

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

Wrought Iron
X -CELL

FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. Ea.
tenor & Interior. 647-0220

& winter
onC
& exterior work. Fully
insured.' All work guaranteed.
299-3159
FREE ESTIMATES.

tenor

DAY.

E.J. ERICSSON

DECORATING
,-.

QUALITY
DECORATING
Free Estimates

RFeLpea4irsi 483

01,1.wAllifFF
F

.

,

1

Arl HI,

B30 W N W H,s,
259-9440

Fall

Nothing will sell it faster.
.
than the

thin* your

notly..,

Tile

Upholstery

Be" Bel,filONE 698-2322

re -gluing.
fOrzciris itl$40411,

.fri.ffiat:46:55:7200

painting -Decorating

rralAiel.

$7, Neat pron. work.

SERVICE

Furniture Refinishing

F.,,, ,, will .. 6
14.

529-2840

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
Wall Papering

.

requires.

Murals pointed on any wall.
Washable. Under $50.

255-8161

Dresses,

sonable. 827-0570.
SHORTEN Latlies' Coats Straight
55. Full

Relining, repleating, rehemrning

fent of the spate that the ad

Pi4i41

on

0,437-2884.

,,......

-

Coots,

Experienced. Rea

Des Plaines 299-0529

Masonry827-7588

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

*nor or, °Minion, the .csaarittioliitr will hrerecoonsible for
first inteftett
!martian and only to the ex-.

ting that automation, with

all the jobs the computer

PROMPT DELIVERY -ANYWHERE

Drapery Repairs

be suede. In the. event of
.

COOIS,

etc, Also men's

ctoulfied deparhiaint at
ortai'in eider' that correction

Hemming,
etc.

Big 7 Yd. Load - 525.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

coats,

zippers

cPIO"t ft''i n
clothing.

kit*. of *rot to notify thi.
'44Yil

of hems on
dresses, suede

replace

and .in

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
.C1.9-0849 Tues., & Wed. aces.

Pulverized 8 ..,eerl free
Ideal for new lawns, flowerbeds & top dressing.

Murals

Shortening

Advertisers are requested Ni
ebirtilti the, fitst .inteition of ;

"that it was only a few years
ago that people were predic-

and associations.

walls.

to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
burst.

.

Call 327-1752

Tailoring

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

ALPINE INTERIORS

827.0609

773-1261

SkirlS,

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

EstimatesSkirts,
retaining

SI2 plus material
$22 plus material
515 plus material

Chairs
Sofas
Sectls

-

&

stairs, basement floors, garage

296_6640

.1,4,theintint

Rototilling

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..

RESIDENTIAL
CEMENT CONTRACTORS
sidewalks,
tins
Driveways,

IN DES PLAINES AREA

,

Shrubs

Evergreens

Installed

plastic covers.

e.stirnates.

824-5256

Prompt Service

curbs,

FAIL SALE 50% OFF

On all custom made fabric slip.
reuphobteang, &
covers &

Grading. All work guaranteed
Na job too bia or small. Free

299-1696

-

remember," recalls Greer,

as belonging to trade unions

Sod
Trees

POODLE GROOMING

-..

"It's interesting to

train people fast enough to fill

Walks.

Dog Grooming

.

assured.

COMPLL I t
LANDSCAPING

Drive -

-

FREE ESTIMATES

'ADVERTISERS
.PLEASE
CHECK YOUR ADS!

Satisfaction

mercial.

Call 255-6855

-

floors,

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

weeding. Residential and corm

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

45

paper sigm Banners
prices, free estimates
Signs by Rob 437-2485

grass cutting, fertilizing, d

N 8 N CONCRETE

,

"Signs

Free estimates.

Steps
Trash Removal
Patios
Fluurs
ways

i

and not only were my students
able to grasp it, but their
enthusiasm affected all their
other work."

schools and industry can't

-

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens 8 Shrubs

Complete lawn care available,

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Install-K:1 & Repaired

(255-7200)

and I suppose that didn't help
either," he says, "but I really
got involved and my students
reacted the same way. Their
questions were fast, furious
and astute. The computer
and

Instead of that happening,

planting, grade work. 537-1411

Day o'7E 11e. 766-7256

Concrete Work

-

antennas installed.
TV
Antenna & labor 555_
Install customer's antenna $25.

Color

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

No job too small or too big

"I WAS fresh out of college

computers playing a role, was
going to put thousands of people a week out of work.'

437-4870

Sodding 8 Seeding
Black Soil 8.stone delv'd.

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
D&E

DAYS

Rays

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black 8 white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl His
17 S Evergreen
CL 5-5692
'

maintenance, trimming, p o , 0,
raking, aerating, sod, seed,

KEY TILE CO,

-

xepoired Home Service Calls
All Bank c 'pd., Cards Hnnni ea

t.iun,tenonCe 8
Power
Service.

All phases of yard work. Lawn

Ceramic Tile

!

Also nick UO

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

255-3642

T

SAVE YOUR EYES'
Its' T V Check-up time Antennas

or

work. SNOW PLOWING.

Frmores

of IBM's Poughkeepsie
Education Center. Linville

computer was."
Linville agrees.

Serv.

DEPENDABLE CARPET
VVoll,
new or used
Repairs & Shift Steps. 'Free

I

stone

raking, trimming and clean-up

Wallto

I

Radio -TV Repair

sand,

Landscaping

296-6365

1

Clean Dependable
Fast
Plastering & De,311Ser,,,re
CALL 255-3822

debris. 457-0389

washing,
cleaning.
Pl.

DIRT

FERNS Lawn

Carpet Installation

255-7200

George Heller, a staff member

"A year ago," say Heller,

Joe

253-9046 - 761-688P

Dressmaking -Sewing

tutored last summer by

"Bob didn't know what a

fill, any amount

tinting, mach. wall
drapery
painting,
Des
Low priced.

math instructor, who was

math class the same course.

cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
Call

Plastering

For

Landscaping

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, 1/7
price withis ad. Installations,

ville, a Poughkeepsie -area

then taught his seventh grade

BLACK

estimate.

Exterior Work
Roy Rood
359-0993

-

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084

Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
rm. & hall carpet. Sofas $9.95 8
up. 894-9141.
Wall to Wall carpet & turn.

Complete concrete service

0

acted as a motivational tool

Vital statistics and social

1,11,

teaching they come up with

Typical teachers in this

259-5887

After 6 PM

Free

-

No job too small.
Equipped for complete custom
drapery work with
17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

NO JOB TOO SMALL

-

Greer, "As -they go along

summer's program is Bob Lin-

itself is scheduled for 1970.

g inside & out
Paintinarpentry

529-3463
FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PAIIOS WALKS

"The teachers usually took
over in the third week," says

class."

January, 1969, and the census

C

exp.

and furniture refinishing. Free
immediate service.
estimates
Fall Savings For

CUS I OM
DRAPERIES

Plumbing

languages and solving simple

knowledge of them in

Satisfied Custoniers
Are Our Specialt y

Flertrirol

78

Resicientiol
Commercial
'Apartments
Specializing in kitchen cabinets

381-1972

HOME HANDYMAN

/4

INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

Janeal Draperies

For Apprentice Carpenter.
359-2756
Reasonable.

LII1ES FOR

week dealt with computer

to be taken at national levels

Completion of the census
design will he announced in

NO JOB TOO SMALL

22

JMerchandise

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

837-3764 after 7 p.m.

259-0641

CL 9-049E

Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or

In an average three-week
course, the essential elements
of the computer were stressed
in the first week. The second

week was devoted to how to
use computers and/or basics

work, remodeling & barn

work.

the aero-space industry.

many new ways of getting
their knowledge across to a

for the first time since 1930.

On all custom mach, draperies,
bedspreads 8 window shades.
Lowest Prices
Highest Quality

try

3

the same things. Each
center has a course mapped

___

.

work; welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carper,

.

0

_.........

_

20% OFF SALE

.

>-

___ _

.__....

3 Generations

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower

73
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties . 79
To Rent, Stores, Offices . 77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Places
Vacation
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

learn

problems, while the third

Interior Decorators

No job too small.

Lauritz Jensen

-

-

-

The Sky is the Limit.

.

Situations WontedWomen
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished
Apartments

struction," notes Greer, "but
that's all. The teachers had to

return for the instruction was
their reaction to the course so
we can evaluate the program.
We would like to keep this

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

.

teachers involved.

be included in a special census

northwest suburban area will

.

About 40 teachers have been

come on their own. They were
on their own time and at their
own expense. All we asked in

too small. 766-8034

.

.

.

Experienced Instructor. Mon. &
T,,,.. evenings 7 j, ig ,-,,,,,.
firing.
Supplies,
Greenware,
259-5920
gifts,
Customized
----------

remodeling & additions. No job

.

Conscientious workmonsh.p
Reasonable prices
437.9214
Free estimates

CERAMIC LESSON $

-

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

13

PAINTING & DECORATING

827-4637

Instruction

359-1906

5

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Chugneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

Call for Estimate

23
90
50
65

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

workmanship. _Fully
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Quality

Home Repairing

EDMONO GRAY

.

259-5337

Reasonable rates

carpenter work Tile Floors

83

..... or Pain'

,,,,a,.n.leod

CALL- HAUCK 8 SON

Day or Eve. 766-7256

Remodeling Additions

47

I

....1,,,

GENERAL

BRCS HOME REPAIRS

26
30

i''''' 'a

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

Carpentry -Remodeling

14
Personals
Real Estate -Apt. Building . 85,.,
Real Estate -Bus. Property . 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale . 91
Real Estate94
Loans Mortgages
95
Real Estate -Service
88
Real Estate -Vacant
96
Real Estate -Wanted
-BoardRooms
70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale . 31
21
Situations Wanted -Men

York, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,

Jose

1

Dr, i in t i n 3.D.rn r n I rig

CI 5 1123?

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

.

Detroit, Houston, Kansas City, Los Angles, Minneapolis,
Newark, New Orleans, New

Thursday 3 00 0 M

AND 2 STRONG MIN

TOWING SERVICE.

32

Chicago, Cincinnati,

'

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111
. 55
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices 56

up in Atlanta, Boston,

Prospect Day

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK

BUY OR SELL CARS

24

.

Arlington Day

Day

General Hauling

Autu Repuit

7

.

Des Plaines Day

Market

Copy Deadline for Business Directory

-

Miscellaneous

wanted to hell ."
The teachers reacted the
same way.
IBM's pilot classes were set

San

Prospect Day
Des Plaines Day

I

Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found

overwhelming. Everybody

Your ad will appear daily in
WEEKLY

t

36

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

7

296-6640

255-7200

Your ad will appear daily in
Arlington Day

29
57

(To Rent)

do something above anti

392.6817

FOR ADVERTISING CALL

We Don't

.

1" I::"

Tuning Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

20

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home FurnishingsFurniture
Industrial Property

staff for the project was built

the way horn keypunch

comical because John R.
Peach is one of the shat pest

"The

Greer.

$7,958. ,,p, 894-9141.

Ned Williams

27

Food and Delicacies

"It was amazing," says

mg rm. & hall carpet. Sofas

.....od,_.

--

.

9

Florists

NOBODY expected that
the idea would set off such
enthusiasm within the company and the schools.

and has opened up so
many new skills that schools
and the compute' I idustry

...,-ari--

,

._

15
Personals
Service Directory 16
17
Services

Employment
Agencies -Men
Employment AgenciesWomen
Employment ServiceWomen
Equipment Rentals

science courses or, in some
cases, to start a computer cur-

Greer

books last June 13

they

could integrate their new

The Computer has proliferated so iapidly, ' ,ays

the Medicare

their schools

to

hack

w

38

Sympathy

illr

Fall Special 51 7.95 deans liv-

41 1--,--.

1

,

a
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
10
Coins - Hobbies
112
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equiprne 1 44

country so that when they got

ducing
Greer says a I e.C.C111 government report estimati.d that the
computer will have created
front 700,00(1 to 800,000 new
jobs between 1965 and 1970.

Wtall OH

Business
Business
Business
Cord of

IBM's idea was to make a
summer course available to

personnel to till all the jobs
the exotic machinery is pro-

vices offered by reputable business pea.
pie in your community. Call one NOW!

39
Building Materials
Business Opportunities .... 66

program is all about."

supplying enough skilled

Let us help make your DAY!

Consult this daily guide of reliable ser-

.

Boot Storage

derstanding of computers to
go around. That's what our

manpower pi oblenl, it's one of

.

35
Air Conditioning
Apartments To Exchange .. 75
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
20
Auction Sales
109
Aviation
105
Auto Teasing
107
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
106
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers .103
Automobile For Sale .... 99
101
AutoMobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange .... 64
Boats and
...37
Marine Supplies
.

that there weren't enough
teachers with a good un-

ACCORDING to IBM's
Dr Harry Greer, an educational research administrator,
4 if the computer has created a

John R Peach of Topeka,

LO cr)
CNI c\I

young people come out of

put them out of work, have

INDEX

CC)

CO (0

Greer,"would like to see,

mastei minds programmed to

RUSIN"
SS
Ser-vice niir etc ry

CLASSIFIED

CO

"INDUSTRY," saysl

many as tyrannical

Kan

C\I

255-7200 Or

296-6640

FM DAY

Kate Osann

b

TIZZY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

(f"Z

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

,and Saturday. Earn up to $30

TREE TRIMMERS
will train

per week.
539-7672

SALARY OPEN
CL 3-4120

PRODUCTION

"ALL SUBURBS"

Work a few hours in the evenings

We service men for OFFICE,

CONTROL

TIONS. Salary range - $5,000
to $22,000 per year.

Opening for young man with

routine

background in production con-

surance applicants.

trol work. Duties involve processing engineering changes

Sfteett,

Shoe Salesmen

through IBM cornputor system.
Benefits include tuition re-

imbursement plan and profit

CALL NEAREST OFFICE

Wallen-Fine
Furniture

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

Arl. Hts., Mt. Prosp., Elk Grove

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

Call 392-6100
Des Pl., Pk. Ridge, Niles
Call 825-7117

STOP IN OR CALL

BARRETT-

mature experienced
warehousemen.
Good job - good pay - benefits
Across from Randhurst

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 Lost and Found
Arl

Name

Hts

Pierre Ph 392 0926
FOUND gold ring with stone
vic

of Dunton & Campbell Arl

Hts Identify 253 7524
ref raccoon
FOUND
Golf & Greenwood Ave

vicinity

824 2358

REFUELERS

To Work Evenings

Experience Not
Necessary

Excellent Pay
ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

Apply Mr. Dall

BUTLER

Free

Estimates
Ed
CL 5 3991

SCHOOL
Experienced minimum one
Autocoder
year. 5 Day week. Excellent
working conditions. Full Fr.
inge benefits.

disc

3

system in Palatine area

827.4411

MISS MOGENSEN

Public Schools
District 25

First National
Bank of

21 Situations Wanted Men
PART TIME
DRAFTING

W.
South
Ext.
3-6100,

301

Des Plaines

CL

PROGRAMMERS
St.

An equal opportunity employer
experience
14 yrs
Secretory
Will do secretarial typing in

home 392 6056 after 7 p m

Arnerico's
WANTED

8 2699 after

FL

4PM

GUITAR,
ACCORDION,

largest

M. I. S. BUSINESS

units. Meals and uniforms provided.

326 Golf Mill
Prof. Bldg.
Niles, Ill.

259-2951

298-5019

Special Trial Courses
Now!
EL REY MUSIC CENTER

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 pm - 5 pin ONLY
297.4097

MACHINE MAINTENANCE

1 0 1 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

STRIPPIT OPERATOR

I

CL 3 0180

We ore an electronic component manufacturer looking for 2
mechanically inclined men to fill important positions on our
2nd shift. A MACHINE MAINTENANCE MAN is needed to
perform basic setup and maintain automated assembly

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

Wanted

equipment. For the position of STRIPPIT OPERATOR, the indi-

CONTACT

Emmett Smith

TIME

Press

WE HAVE OPENINGS
FOR:

Brand New Plant

Grocery & Produce Clerks
Meat PApprentices
Exp'cl Ass't Managers
Exp'd Head Produce clerks

Top Pay

All Company
Benefits
BUHRKE TOOL

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

$2.64 to start
$2.64 to

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

Arlington Heights, I

Wheeling, Ill.

MOTOROLA

Palatine

JOBS OFFER:

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

If you are interested in a solid future with a rapidly growing

Profit Sharing

manufacturer of custom machine tools and have some experience in arc and hell arc welding, working in steel and stainless steel, come and see us

APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

We offer great potential, excellent salary and the finest
fringe benefits

MISS GAFFKE

MOTOROLA --P
Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

4

moving

of

Foreman

to

a

15.man crew. New plant, immediate hiring. No fee.

Variety Seeking
E I ectroMechan i ca I

Draftsman
$800 Mo.
Engineering

ILG Industries Inc.

Potential

GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION
571 S. Wheeling Road Wheeling, Illinois
MRS. BARKER - 537-6100

Hustling,
Engineer

progressive Chief
for respected in-

ternational firm is offering a
top man a diversified position
loaded with career potential.
Job functions include board
work, design and development. Your finest opportunity. Immediate hiring.

Any Electronics? Join
and

Audio -

MECHANICAL

Communications
Research Group at
$150-$170 Week
military or tech school
training opens the door to
this fantastic opportunity for
you to start in one of the greatAny

We are looking for an electrician familiar with
D.C. Power supplies and heavy machine panel

est training programs yet contrived. Initially your role in
this crock research group will

be to learn oil you can from
field's top electronic en.
cjineerS C01/1 in plant seminars
and on the job. This is a seldom

found career opportunity,

We offer excellent salary, fine fringe benefits,
pleasant surioundinys and non routine assignPERSONNEL, INC.

ments with overtime available.

GOTTA JOB PROBLEM?

so

39 Lab Techs
BE TRAINED -NO FEE TO YOU.
Training by top men in the
field. Openings due to cor-

porate expansion
on ground floor

.

cash

in

positions.

Brand new labs, and
facilities.

Top benefits include free in-

TAKE A LOOK MEN!

Administrative

to 16,000
Chief Engineer
Design Engineer .... to 11,000
Draftsman
to 650 Mo.
(Mechanical)

Marketing Analyst ... to 10,000
Product Manager ... to 13,000
Administrative

.

.

Trainee

.

Draftsman Trainee . to 500 Mo.
Tool Room Foreman . to 850 Mo
Quality Control
.
to 700 Mo.
(Trainee)
Production Control

to 600. Mo

.

.

.

.

Sales Trainees .. to 600 Mo.
Financial Trainees .. to 500 Mo.
Investigator
to 600 Ma
Trainees

and expenses. Immediate hir-

MISS GAFFKE

ing.

Quality Control $675 Free

6

437-5400

4 Tech Service
4 Devel.

Pilot Plant

2

4 Research (Jrs.)
8 Tech Mkt. Trns.

Anocut

3 Product Control
6 Field Service

ENGINEERING COMPANY

Elk Grove Village
An Equal Opportunity Employer

2375 Estes Avenue

Mechanical
to 14,000

$650 Free
$700 Free
$700 Free
$525 Free
$625 Free
$600 Free
$625 Free

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

.

700 Mo.

to

.

.

.

.

(Trn)

.

Experienced Sales .. to 16,000
.
to 17,000
Stock Analyst
to 10,000
Budget Analyst

Chief Draftsman .. to 950 Mo.

surance, merit raises, tuition
refund; in some cases can

PLEASE CALL

Engineering

CALL CHUCK BENSFIELD
MI. Prospert
Parker
253-66011
117 S. Emerson

Chemical
Foreman, Foods .. to 700 Mo.
Chemical
Analytical

Technical

to 10,000

to 14,000

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Lab Technician
to,550 Mo.
(trn.)
to 450 Mo.
.
Lab Trainee
Foreman Trainees .. to 500 Mo.

General Foreman ... to 12,000
Assembly Foreman .-to 900Mo.
Tooling Investigator to 850 Mo.
Industrial Engineey to 900 Mo.
to 750 Mo.
Time Study
Lob Technicians , ... to 600 Mo.
Safety Engineer ... to 12,000
Warehouse Super .. to 850 Mo.
-Plant Manager . . to 13,000
Trouble Shooter . to 10,000
.

.

.

Chemist, R & D

.

.

.

Industrial Engineer

.

Computers
to

Programmers
Programmer

to 12,000

.

.

.

to

650 Mo.

IBM Systems

Mannheim &

Higgins
(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

PERSONNEL, INC.

Three other convenient locations to serve you

'HILLSIDE, ILL.
.

Production

-

Delivery

OPEN

Foundry He

NO FEE

WIDE

-

Driver

Computer Operator to 700 Mo.

NO FEE

WOODSTOCK, ILL

Welder

13,000

Systems

Trainees

tp 14,000

Sales

.Project Manager .... to 15,000
to 11,000
Applications

LOMBARD, ILL .

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

Elk Grove Village'

school training. Your future op-

ASSEMBLY

298-502 I

298-5021

ENGINEERING COMPANY

experience

you can now start at 54 hr. If
you've hod some good trade

portunity can include that of

ELECTRICAL

Des Plaines

Anocut

Maintenance
Start at

AS

964-1302

PLEASE CALL

437-5400

Plant

824-3761, After 6 P.M.

We also have an opening for an'experienced man
to do custom machine building work.

.

WELDER

for o major instrument that
Covers pipelines. No previous
,
experience required. Call:

any
Permanent Positions

Located close to O'Hare and can be easily reached via expressway.

Mt. ProspeO, Minors

1592 E NW Hwy

Excellent Working Conditions, in Growing Comp-

$609 + car

Outstanding opportunity for a
young career Troubleshooter

FOLLOWS:

Are Needed At

(Across From Randhurst Shopping Center)

Immediate Openings For Experienced Men

sider qualified welder with lead -man experience as listed a.
bove plus a strong desire to progress. Excellent starting salary, company -paid benefits and growth opportunity.

PRESENT OPENINGS ARE

Engineers

!cot ev Ms Cutler AM..- whon caulifr swan Iffml-mm, en,

2375 Estes Avenue

I.

If you strive for quality in your work, we want you. If you are
dependable and reliable, we need you. We pay excellent
wages, have good working conditions, fine company benefits,
and an opportunity for advancement to Branch Manager.

.

JANITORS

McDonalcr8:_-,_

Electronics
Troubleshooter

A LEADING sheer metal manufacturer, we are seeking a LEA.
DER to supervise our welding department. Should have good
working background in welding and be able to introduce new
techniques where required. Must have related supervisory experience, including ability to train and motivate men. Will con-

310 E. Rand Rd.

439-6161

Irt

(Days and Evenings)

Route 12 & 83

NORTH I-OINT
SHOH-ING CENTER

PERSONNEL, INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

AFTER SCHOOL -SATURDAYS -SUNDAYS
FREE LUNCH
FREE UNIFORMS
CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

Ranclhurst Center
Mt. Prospect
253-9392

EXCELLENT GROWTH OPPORTUNITY

507 W. Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights

fig

Baler Attendant

777 Wheeling Road
PART TIME

639-2351

KINNEY SHOES

call now, immediate hiring.

$2.78 to start

.1

P.O. Box D

the

Press Attendant

-

CO.

ing store management.

FOREMAN -WELDING

WIDE

WE WILL TRAIN ON THE FOLLOWING

Floormen

JOHN G. LYNCH &

wiring.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

MT. PROSPECT

Minimum manager's salary

CALL OR WRITE

$4.00 hr.

& ENGINEERING CO.

MR. DALE

Machinists (experienced) $3.911/2 to start

PERSONNEL OFFICE - 2ND FLOOR

credit.

vacation and sick leave

Without previous

Elk Grove Village, Des Plaines
& Wheeling Areas

PRODUCTS INC.

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

surance, 6 paid holidays,

Rolling Meadows & O'Hare Field Areas

EKCO

WIEBOLDT'S

major medical and life in

LATHE OPERATOR

Mr. John Rubino
Kroger Personnel Dept.
562.1900, Ext. 303

CALL FOR AN INTERVIEW TODAY

Comc in and talk to us regarding hours and
type of work available. Add to Social Security
benefits by working for -

allowance, profit sharing,

PARKEI(7_,

449-6185

FULL TIME DAY JANITORS -

After 4 p.m.

auto

Other benefits include

'Rapid Advancement
'Paid Vacation
*Hospitalization
*Life Insurance

Or visit us at our new store

THE

perience.

the right men.

CONTACT:

PART TIME EVENING JANITORS

Are You Tired of Retirement?

ment Training Program.

commensurate with ex

Excellent starting salary
Paid vacations
Health & Welfare insurance

METHODE MFG. CORP.

MEN!

our

Salary Depends on Experience

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

1700 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows
392-3500

255-7200 Ext. 57

to

TOOL & DIE MAKER

HELP !!

FULL AND PART

Excellent starting rate and
fringe benefits program.

To handle variety of
assignments. Good pay.

Work on salary and commission. Beginning salary

N.WEST /.A,

Experience on strippit machine is not necessary.

Photographers

due

Shoes,

needs young aggressive
selfstarter. Minimum of 2
years experience in sales or
computer programming required. College background
helpful.

Chicagolond expansion, now
has openings in our Manage-

24 -Help Wanted Men

Punch

vidual should have basic knowledge of inspection gauges.

One Full Time and Several Part.Time

Kinney

REALTORS

field.

2nd shift 4:30 to 1 A.M.

SALESMEN

2T'? 6121
704 14. Rig, Rd.
Mt. t-rospect

OF COURSE YOU RECOGNIZE OUR NAME.
We ore continually looking for the most able help we can
find. We have years of experience in the contract cleaning

AND

427-4034

STAPE & DANIELS

ServicemAsTER.

CALL MR. SCHENK

Full Time

SALESMEN

PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS

Mt. Prospect

O'HANLON REPORTS

Rapidly growing data center

$8500 per year, once assum-

272.2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

SYSTEMS

JACK'S
MEN'S SHOP

carry -out

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines

TRUMI-ET LESSONS

7 W Eastman

store.
Good

McDONALD'S

23 Instruction
STUDENTS

Retail men's clothing
Experience preferred.

starting salary, plus benefits.

421 3893 after 5 30 pin

interviews

to 9 p.m. daily.
No charge to you.

Full Time

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

Woman desires day work, do
Call
everything
reliable

Palatine area

SALESMAN

MEN PART TIME

Private

rapid typing

listing service.

Minimum 9 months experience.

with car and
ability.

mission arrangement. We are
members of MAP multiple

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.

$8,000 to $15,000

Outstanding opportunities for
data processing specialists.

22 -Situations Wanted Women

PIANO

SYSTEMS

227

733 Lee Street

437 1051, oft 5 p

FOR IBM 360

Schaumburg Texaco
1530 W. Schaumburg Rd.
894-9610

DATA PROCESSING
SALESMAN

Cary, Ill. 60013

Operators

Arlington Heights

CALL OR SEE

CALL 359-2300

benefits

training,

and top pay for young man

BARRETT-

259-7330

Hospitalization
employment.
and medicatinsurance.

Complete

Also Need Attendants
APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
S. Jones

We need 2 experienced full
time salesmen for our small
but active office. Best com-

272.2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

CRAVENS CO.

Al Poole

40 hour week. Year round

-

in-

spections on auto and fire in-

Management within 1 year to

iJR LALL

'

MECHANIC
Top Pay

REAL ESTATE.

SEND RESUME
'

8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

CUSTODIAN

5 / 1440 Disk

on IBM 360/30 65K

manufacturer.
metal
Northwest location.
ing

CALL FOR
IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW

PROGRAMMER

AVAILABLE

One year of cost accounting
experience may qualify you
for this position of unlimited
growth potential with a lead.

AVIATION
O'Hare Field

Sowinski

COMPUTER TIME

100% tuition reimbursement
plus slutiduid LA:hulks

-

MR. STASZAK

Dccoratuig & Pens/siding

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.

vacation and profit sharing.

3-I profit sharing

Will Train

530 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

NEW WAY PAINTING

5800-5850 to start

APPLY 114 PERSON TO

DOYNO MOTORS

Brickwork
259 5231

WELDING

ling lift trucks and tractors.
Related experience required.
Benefits include three weeks

ACCOUNTANTS

FULL TIME

ED FORAN

CRAVENS CO.

grinding and painting of components used in fabrication
of our electric material hand-

CUSTODIAN

11 -Business Services

FOREMAN
Opening for foreman to supervise all welding, torch cutting,

AIRCRAFT

Lost Silver Poodle, Vicinity Wol

nut and Elm

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

APPLY MR. FINE 255.8400
150 W. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect

neighborhood

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

time loco/ work making

sharing.

Needs

"It's funny how I can talk on the phone for hours, but
when I have to Write a letter I run out in half a page!"

INVESTIGATOR
Full

Page 19

Wednesday, October 2, 1968

TECHNICAL and PLANT POSI-

PART TIME

WAREHOUSEMEN

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

629-6770
.449-8070
815-338-3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be
available to assist you.

Good Pay

Excellent Benefits

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

MARTIN MARIETTA
Martin Metals Division
150 NORTH 12TH STREET, WHEELING RD.
(OFF DUNDEE ROAD)

537-2180

THE DAY
Wednesday, October 2, 1968

Pas.: 20

OFFSET
244Ielp Wanted Men

244hIp Wanted Men

Days. Multillth and Chief 15.
Opportunity for larger. Some

Delivery and Stock Work

To Start Work

TERRACE SUPPLY

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

259-3553

1ST. SHIFT
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

--

POLICE

GENERAL FACTORY

OPPORTUNITIES --

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Available

VALVE ASSEMBLERS & TESTERS (M & F)
EXP'D. GROUP LEADERS
- RECEIVING - STOCKROOM

Village of

MFG. PROCESS -ENGINEER

Positions

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

.1.W1VER, small parts pickup & delivery

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
1150 S Willis

Apply Deportment of Police

126 HelpWanted Men or Women .

Checkers
Days and Afternoons,- Full artcl Part Time

TYPIST

Women

cinity Oakton & Mt.
Prospect Rd.

-

With experience in BOOKKEEPING and CASH HANDLING
Full and'Part Time Days Until 5:30 - Evenings Until 9:30

Sales Clerks

CALL 824-2179

Full Time

Between

Wheeling, Illinois
661 Glenn Avenue
537 5771

OPPORTUNITY-.

THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE STILL AVAILABLE:
.

Des Plaines Location Vi-

AMBAC INDUSTRIES
Fluid Power Systems Division

110 W. Washington St.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

GRAND OPENING!

FULL TIME

COST ACCOUNTANT

Palatine

BEFORE 5 P.M. Call 537-2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

Is Now Employing and Training for

100 W. Northwest Highway
Mt. Prospect
255-1600

HONE OPERATORS (Sunnen Hones)

OFFICERS

GOod starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance, and profit sharing.

(North Point Shopping Center)

APPLY

plan. CALL 624-5164

WILLE, INC.

V & G PRINTERS
Mt. Prospect
...

IMMEDIATELY

MAN

Paid vacation & profit sharing

111 W. Central Mt. Prospect

Custodians ,
Full Time - Days and Nights

8 am & 4 pm

FOR INTERVIEW - APPLY IN PERSON AT OUR
- MOBILE EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

Manufacturer's representative

over 23, neat oppeoring,

ASSEMBLERS

married man, aggressive self-

starter, willing to relocate in

SALESWOMEN & SALESMEN

states of Wisconsin, Indiana,
Illinois, rennsylvania, Mary-

Chicago Motor Club - MA

land, Delaware, New Jersy,
Virginia
D.C.,
Washington,

We are interviewing In fill openings for soles re-

and West Virginia at comp' ny
Position

starting

at

all company benefits, including company car.

Interview

Contact: Mr. Baker
469-7204
9 AM --9 PM

DATA PROCESSING newspaper work.
Excellent working conditions and corn pony benefits

SNOW IS THE TIME

television...

For Confidential

TYPIST (skilled)

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

AMPEXwill put you in

qualify, plus commission and

827-1186 - Day or Ev'erting

OR CALL 867-5222 - FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

GENERAL OFFICE (Female)

$6,500

annually to those who

CALL - D. REYNOLDS

Rand & Palatine Roads in Arlington Heights

1st & 2nd Shift

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS 1st Shift

expense.

presentatives for Northwest Suburban area.

FOR A CHANGE!
The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

by and treat you
like a star!

GEN'L LABORER

ASSEMBLERS

Man for filling packages and
them

delivering

O'Hare

to

Good Starting Rates
Merit Increases
Product Purchase Discount
Company Paid Ins.

Airport. Must be reliable

steady worker, husky,

MALE HELP:

minimum 175 lbs. and have
valid operator's or chauffeur's license. Many fringe
benefits including: Company
paid Hospitalization,
Major medical, &
Life insurance.
8 paid holidays, 2 weeks

NEWSPAPER JOGGERS
APPLY IN PERSON

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.

MACHINE (KRAUS
Day or Night Shift

Profit Sharing
Steqdy Employment

paid vacation after 12 mos.

employment. Starting salary
$2.50 per
hour with merit

855 Morse Ave. - Elk Grove Village

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN;

'FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

!CAFETERIA

.

increase to $2.60 per hour in
3 months.

APPLY NOW!

Barnebey-Cheney

Company, Inc.

WAREHOUSE HELM

1228 Hording
Des Plaines

299-5330

fjGENERAL TIME
Progress in the World of Time

An Equal Opportunity Employer

2641e1p Wanted Men or Women

MEN AND WOMEN

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION
r

Crr

Liberal Salary

r

.

11

Excellent Company Benefits

-

A Company With a Future

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

r

Good Working Conditions
-

-

MOTOROLA

TIRED OF WORKING FOR PEANUTS?

OFFERS GREAT

Say "nuts to your old job. Come to Bruning
where we "shell" out more in pay & benefits!

SEE MR. SCHMITT

Outstanding benefits

Paid holidays and vacations

4,

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

YOU GET ALL THIS AT BRUNING:

Promotions from within

Des Plaines

414 E. Golf Road

WHAT
ARE

CLEAN MODERN CAFETERIA

HIGH STARTING SALARY

".--,.:_-_,..-.
---....--N
re---

IOW COST HOSPITALIZATION

COMPANY PAID

v

STOCK PURCHASE. PROGRAM

CREDIT UNION

Top-notch, insurance plan

' 10 PAID HOLIDAYS

PAID VACATIONS

Unmatched working conditions

,

,

Rapid advancement

LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY PAID PENSION PROGRAM

I,;

Our automatic increases are great

New modern plant

YOU

2

AUTOMATIC
INCREASES

LOOKING
.te

JOB OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE:
yi

OPPORTUNITY BEGINS AT
GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS

PRESS BRAKE OPERATOR AND SET UP

PACKERS

CHEMICAL MIXER--HELPER

CRATERS

HAND SCREW MACHINE

WELDER -COMBINATION.

OPENINGS NOW IN OUR

FINISHING

Starting pay is good
POSITIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE

PARTS INSPECTORS

WELDERS -GAS

DRILL PRESS OPERATOR AND SET UP

MATERIAL HANDLERS

Assemblers
Line Wirers and Solderers

Stock Keepers
Communication Technicians

InspectorsAuildin_gwilding
Custodians (nights)

NOW INTERVIEWING --

&

,

MONDAY thru FRIDAY 8:00 AM -4:15 PM
TUESDAY EVENINGS 'TI L 8 PM

MAINTENANCE
DEPARTMENTS

Apply in person at

General Molded Products, inc.
Subsidiary of

e BRUNING*
Division ofAddressograph klultigraph Corporation

SUNBEAM CORP.

'

Monday, Thursday and
A Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

-MOTOROLA
Algonquin-1nd NTekharn Roads; SchauMbUrg
OPENINGS ALSO AT

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Excellerit employee training program.

Clerical Openings

MOLDING

0

Incomparable profit sharing plan

ORDER FILLERS

OPERATOR AND SET UP

FUICTIME

.

Ideal location to northwest suburbs
Tremendous employee discount plan

\\\

FOR?

,

259-0740

Or Come In Monday through. Friday 8:00 A.M.73:00,p.M.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

2201 N. Lunt Ave.
.

CALL

AMPEX

Call Mr. Houser

DAYS AND NIGHTS

AIR CONDITIONED

Come Into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park)
Monday -Friday 8:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Open Saturday (Sept. 28) from 8:30 A.M. - 12 Noon
Or Call George Pinder at 956-0990 To Arrange An Interview

(rear Sigwolt Lumber Co.)

NEEDED

2841elp Wanted Mena WNW

I

-c,TURNESTYLE

MAINTENANCE.

PIPE FITTER
Steady work - Des Plaines area.

Ins.

264Ielp Wanted Mena Women

Full or Part Time

UNION

FULL TIME

necessary.,
experience
benefits, alr.cond.

MEN WANTED

28 -Help Wanted Men or Women

DRIVER

'

PRESSMAN

2641sIp Wanted Mu sr Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

2441elp Wanted Men

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD, MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

--

PHONE: 255-1910

_Elk Grove Village
Ari equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26-1111p Wats! Nen or Wow
SEVERAL PEOPLE NEEDED

BEAUTY

(6 p m to 9 pan) concerning
Policemen's Ball
CALL 299 7248

ACCOUNTING

OPERATOR

Excellent opportunity
for top operator.

REAL ESTATE

$185-$225 A WEEK

HEADQUARTERS

No point in traveling around

SALES

field, and right in your own
areal We have openings in

Arlington Heights

$130-$150 Wk.

from trainees to top ex-

CL 5-6888

ties

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

910 Greenwood Rd ,
Glenview
729-0004

$150-$175 Wk.
No Fee

SALES

ROUTE

DRIVERS
Permanent positrons are
being offered by our delivery
department Applicants must

be over 21 and hove clean
Llileltig record Car furnIthe,,1

and company benefits included

BERKEY PHOTO

8 SUPERVISORS

PROMOTION

$700 -$925 -No Fee

TRAINEE

6 STAFF

To $600
Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corporation. Only experience here is

desire and a good attitude.
Coll John Sohlin at 827-7706.
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and ail

HEY LOOK US

From no experience for
trainees to solid accounting

backgrounds. Locol com
li-iarlud with op-

College Dropout for
Executive Twitting

portunity for those seeking
challenge. Act. now:

OPERATORS
Full

time

experience

no

necessary Apply now

experience. Call Steve
Smith at 827.7706, HALLMARK
spot

3 30 P.M toll 45 P M

Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
in Chicago and all Major Sub.

11 30 P M to 7 45 A.M.

urbs.

380

PERSONNEL,

7 30 A M to 3 45 P M

GOOD HOURLY WAGE

be the mid -west and you'll be

ASSISTANT

sales managers spot within 15

LAB. MGR.

machinery and have some
sales experience you can
qualify. CALL DON ON EXTENSION 35

ACCOUNTANT

$9,500 to $11,000

6 S HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5 5350

Northwest Manufacturing firm
is looking for an experienced
general accountant to be
groomed to eventually take
over their general accounting

WT

department. Any general or
qualifies.
experience
it's too late.
Call John Sahlin at 827-7706,
cost

Act now before

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 300

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
Also offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs.

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

$150 a Week NO FEE
school grad seeking
career in chemistry. Working
with lob manager on physical
testing of new materials. Fine

High

plant, upperclass

neighborhood. Learn on company time) Coll Rick Miller at

827 -7706 , HALLMARK

PERSONNEL, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also of-

in Chicago and Major

fices

Suburbs.

STAFF TRAINEES

CALL TOM ON EXTENSION 27

TRAINEE spots are open too.

Office experience with a
knowledge of accounting
does it.

$650 + Free
No. Exp Needed
You probably won't find a
BETTER
will be

job anywhere
sent

to

You
IBM

the

charge and
receive your full salary while
attending After training you
will move up to systems
school

free of

work No previous ex-,
penance needed This position offers in addition to

superb training, a real
chance to move up Call

Learn Accounting
Here's Your Best
Position!

$650 + Free
Our client Is willing to spend
tens of thousands of dollars
training you to become one of
Its experts! Earn while you
learn! Advance to almost any
level you are interested in achieving Return to school if you
wish to improve your position.
(Co pays expenses]) Move to
mgmt Outstanding opportunity to gat your career started,

learn the business - join a
leader co and and advance

to mgmt ranks Get more details

Do You Want Public
Contact, But not
Sales? Start at
$600-$700
No Fee
You will be trained to perform
the function of good will ambassador No experience is rea
quired but you must po

neat appearance and enjoy
meeting people at all level.
and In all walks of life Variety
filled advancement potential.

Free IBM School

$119 Wk + 10%
Bonus + Free
Our client will send you to IBM
School free, and pay your FEE
besides Learn system and programming even if you've never

Ex GI's -Customer

Development
Program $7,800-$8,400c

from designated vendors.

$700 +

Free

School
One in a thousand jobs. Our,
client, one of America's
firms,
will train you In all the Ins and

LARGEST BROKERAGE

outs of Brokerage Management. You will he sent to

school at full salary and expenses. You will learn WHAT
STOCKS TO BUY, WHEN TO
SELL How to take position in a
stock exchange. Take advantage of this training. And you

Call Don Peters

$550 -$675 -FREE

training. General practical

accounting backgrounds

desired. Any specialized experience

in

budgets,

costs,

etc., will command more
money.

8 SUPERVISOR

step on the way up.

First

Management men begin their

careers here. High school
grads with no experience will
be trained for success.

Call Red Nelson

392-8450

97.1,..

pleasure. Immediate hiring.

Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster
966-0700
Morton Grove

GIRL FRIDAY
See Far -Away
Places! Travel!

$18,000 No Fee

Ida or the Islands in winter Europe or some other dreamy
place'in Spring, Bose business

for

manager. They ore launching

often

takes

him to

places. You'll be one of the of

whole new electronics

flee gang who can go along
might train) Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Mil

To loft FOR YOU

I -RESIDENT
Screen your executive

month. Free.
MISS PAIGE

394-0880
Arlington Heights

9 S. Dunton

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Free Travel Privileges

Got a dull routine job and

want something to brighten
your days? Go "AROUND
THE WORLD IN 8 HOURS"?1

a

PEASONNEL, INc.

terrific opportunity

17 MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES
Salaries To $8,100 Yr.

Ambitious manageMent

assume supervisory

major company's fine

production. Minimum of 1'
year college to qualify or
some exposure to industry.

your own without direct supervision No previous exp.
needed No fee

up to management. Call

working aggressive in-

con take advantage of this
training program and move
PARKER far details.

PARKER

responsibilities in accounting
general office -statistics
shipping -- warehousing or

Excellent oppor. for hard
dividuals eager to get ahead.

15 TECHNICIANS
Salaries To $7,800 Yr.

Electro-mechanical or electronic experience with work-

plus

many

other

perienced secretaries.
Parker
Mt. Prospect
253.6600,,
117 S. Emerson

CHILDRENS
DOCTOR'S
RECE)-TION

ing knowledge of scopes,
generators & meters. Positions

in R & D Lab for production
trouble shooting. Should be

familiar with electromechanical controls or
systems. Commercial com-

munications company of-

fering terrific opportunity for

advancement plus profit

shcittitp & tuition refund pro program.

100% FREE

2nd F!bot
253-6600

privileges

for beginners and ex-

minded young men ready to

Office Boy
$125 Week -No Fee

yours plus free travel

benefits. We have openings

for you to get your service

experience to work. Very little training is necessary. This
multi -million dollar firm has
had great success in the post
with young vets. Call today,

excitement in-

terest and advancement are

$150 Wk. - No Fee

MOUNT 1-ROSI-ECT
325 W. 1-rospect Ave.
392-5151

Holmes & Assoc.

E and B CARPET MILLS INC.

Randhurst office -upper Level
(Suite 23A)
loop office -63 E. A -lams

AN ARMSTRONG SUBSIDIARY

LAWYERS

$425 mo. to start. Free.
MISS PAIGE

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT
LIKE TO TRAVEL

SUPERVISOR

YOU'LL LIKE IT AS
A RESERVATIONS
TRAINEE - $450
privileges

travel

Free

addition

other

to

Must be experienced Corsetier. Full Time.
Some evening and Sunday work. Many company benefits, including 20 PER CENT DISin

of your

complete training as how to
tions, suggest tours and vacation sites. Light typing and
good personality req'd. Free.

to

start, excellent raise

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Have no experience? We will train you for light machine work
in Plastics Dept. of leading Toy and Hobby Kit Mfr. We offer

year around employment in modern air conditioned plant.

We're completely staffing the

Good starting rates, regular increases and outstanding benefits.

VISIT OUR PERSONNEL OFFICE

Monogram Models, Inc.
8601 N. Waukegan Rd.

Morton prove

entire floor that this

wonderful firm will occupy in
lovely new surroundings. Due
to

their move from out-of-

state they need:

a

Recep-

Clerks, 2 Executive

Secretaries, and a Dictaphone
Secretary. 2 girls will be
trained to handle Reservations and Customer Service.

GAL FRIDAY
Opportunity for a dependable women to do light typing,
filing, operate telex machine and answer phone. Good
company benefits and nice office. Experience preferred
but will train. Salary comensurate with ability.

CALL ART WOLPERT

296-8116

CALL YOUR.NEAREST

NOW!

Ford Employment

Office

259-7010

MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE

1720 Algonquin

Current Listings:

Arlington Heights
Receptionist
Mt. 1-rospect

$440

General Office

$375

9420 Foster at River 992-2111
30 -Help Wanted Women
)

Secretary
Arlington Heights
Bookkeeper
Des Haines
Figure Clerk
Mt. I-rospect
Keypunch
Mt. prospect
Typist

$650

PART TIME HOUSEKEEPER

$550

Excellent wages
Please call 392-5176

$375

children Mt. Pros. area. 2 or 3
afternoons a wk. & some evenings; $1.25 hr. plus trans., 4 hr.

Division of

REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.
1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

Des Plaines, III.

S. of Ocikton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.

An equal opportunity employer

Immediate Openings

$475

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

$370

SEE YOUR

LYNN DAVIS
CAREER S i-ECIALISTS
,

ly nn

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m.

File Clerk
$375 Ito start

go-

RECEPTIONIST

FILE CLERK
Excellent benefits
and
Working Conditions
COME IN OR CALL

VVide

PERSONNEL

davis

OFFICE POSITIONS

min.guaranteed.References.3940440

These positions are
open NOW!

(Higgins &
Mannheim)
Des.Plaines.111.

Handle Stock Records,

Order Writing & Filing

259-7010

APPLY

401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. t-rospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

50 W. Dundee Rd., Wheeling
MR. HILL, 537-0060

.

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

WANTED: Sitter for 3 school age

$475

perience Is needed. Free.
394-0880
95. Dunton
Arlington Heights

MT. PROSPECT

MACHINE WORK
4:00 P.M. TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT
12:00 MIDNIGHT TO 8 A.M.
Shorter Hours to SO Y001 Needs

MISS PAIGE

$375 to $600

after training. No medical exMISS PAIGE

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

394-0880
95. Dunton
Arlington Heights

and their parents, ans. phOnes,

wk.

WIEBOLDT'S

greet travelers, secure reserva-

ROPE?

43

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

You'll get

position.

standing

O'Hare Area Office

You'll greet, the little patients
keep the reception office running on schedule. Light typing
for a smattering of clerical
duties; other than that, this po
sition is mostly reception. i110

COUNT.

excellent

Staffing New
AT THE
END

Elk Grove Village

360 Scott St.

benefits, makes this an out-

They will completely train you
to greet clients, ans. phones,
etc. There are several young
lawyers at this firm and you'll
do a variety of clerical tasks,
typing nice, but not necessary.
It's a pleasant office with
pleasant professional people,

Des Haines
Secretary (V.1'
Elk Grove

AIRLINE

A world of

439-1611 or 625-2945

bosses'

SECRETARY

This is

RECEI-TION

FOR FROMINENT

LYNN DAVIS

calls and visitor., get reservations for him while he travels.
Average skills are fine. t-restIge local company. $600

Des Plaines

Phone: 392-2700
Chicago: 939-4866

keeping Spots, 2 Typist -

FOR COMI-ANY

1510 Miner (NW Hwy.)

Ex-G.1:s

'

Call --

Specialists

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

$too to $110 Wk. FREE

tionist, 3 girls for Light Book-

PRIVATE
SECRETARY

move into manageMent. CALL

Xeit et not
ado &Adacideis
Employment

For Appointment

Trainee

waukee, AV 2-5050.

field and for an engineer to

MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60057

CALL MR. DASKAL

RECEPTION

Dictaphone knowledge helpful ..

sideline of the data processing

1

I

SECRETARY
Shorthand or dictaphone experience helpful but not required.
5 day week, excellent company benefits.

6-,,,

253-6600

far -away

production division and need
a technically trained man to
run the operation. This is a
great chance to break into a

a

PARKER
MT. PROSPECT

spend summer in Chicago, Flor

a

CONTACT

6028 Demakter
966-0700
Morton Grove

Plant Manager
searching

See Mrs. Marbell
Monogram Models, Inc.
Morton Grove
8601 N. Waukegan Rd.

Customer Service
Receptionist
Gal

394-0880
9S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

It's all part of the job when yo

299-7191

PUT

394-0880

you have had some ex-

CALL BOB GREEN

a

MISS PAIGE

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

Varied and Interesting office
duties. 9-5, 5 days. Plus you

Mount Prospect

GENERAL OFFICE

Small, friendly office. Free.

plant/manufacturing

Ideal for the housewife whose children ore returning to school.
LITE PACKAGING OF HOBBY KITS. Top working conditions
in our modern AIR CONDITIONED PLANT. Pleasant attractive
surroundings, regular increases and ninny outstanding benefits.

PUBLIC

at 827-7706,
Roberts
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
N.W. Hwy., Des Plaines, Ill.
'Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

WEST FERSONNEL

perience in analysis and know
IBM equipment you can qualify for this suburban opportunity. CALL BETTY ON EXTEN-

Have no experience? We will train you!

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Jan

typing (No shorthand) req'd.

YOU!

You will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims
In the Chicago area For a
major casualty company. In
addition to a fine ..zmpany
training program, you get the
added benefit of working on

117 So. Emerson

298-5051
O'Hare Office Bldg.
0400W.. Higgins
at Mannheim

9 S. Dunton

Arlington Heights

in

117 S. Emerson

8:00 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M.
OR 9:00 A.M. To 3 P.M.

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

executives who travel. Hours:
9 to 5, 5 days a week. Coll

$550 MONTH

100% FREE TO

CENTERS, Inc.

Your finest opporunity to further your education while preparing yourself for an important future role In management. You will be trained in all
phases of this fine company's
operations from the ground
floor up. Variety filled opportunity that will make working a

Des Plaines.

Lots of variety including public
and phone contact. Some

One of the 1st 500 corpo-

4.8585;

SP

and
graciously welcoming
directing clients and visitors
and arranging plane, train
and hotel reservations for

school training are perfect.
CALL DAVE ON EXTENSION 24

is

Touhy,

4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2.5050

firm. Your only duties will be

grads with military or trade

Industry is finally getting realistic. Sure, everyone would
like a BS in math, but this opportunity for advancement to
the top in EDP is looking for
the guy that CAN DO the job.

W.

Lad es

dances, etc. Free.

1 -girl branch office. Will also

JIM ON EXTENSION 40

Coll Russell Smith.

High School Grads
$125 Week
+Free Night School

etc. We have several
openings NOW for you. HS

rations

who truly likes to work with
people. Keep calm! He'll train

known firm executive duties in

SION 37

TRAINEES
$525 -$650 -Free

An equal opportunity employer

Public Relations for excellent
non-profit company. Some
typing (no shorthand) req'd.
You'll also help plan parties,

Beautiful all public contact
position in plush front office
of a large suburban based

of phone work and variety.

hotels

If

272-2300
2 blocks W. of Eder,

You'll answer
take messages for Doctor, make
appts. You must type, aside
from that Doctor wants someone
ryone.

$525

$12,000 No Fee

With or without formal

205 5. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge

in or near Des Plaines. NO FEE.

attend conventions, handle lots

Systems Analyist
No College!

12 JUNIOR
ACCOUNTANTS

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.

of the communications
media in your position as
Assistant to the Director of

bers

phones,

this suburb?
To world famous psychologist,
9-5. 5 clays. Profit sharing plus
bonus. Ideal for girl living

Will be trained by notionally

treat their field men like
kings? Credit cards, first class

392-8450

vious exp. required - NO FEE.

start tomorrow.

expenses

Fine starting point.

SUCCESSFUL CAREER. No pre-

Management
Training Program

+ car +

purchasing of office materials

are on your way to a VERY

If you've hod some experience,

Claim Adjuster
$600 Trainee

$600 -NO FEE
Get the information from the

chief, then follow up on

Security

Like Working Out Doors? Start as a

JUNIORS

No Fee

seen a machine before. But,
then it meansorou'll get to the
Profit sharing,
top faster
liberal benefits, good location.

3 PURCHASING

SOURRE D COMPANY

Live near or

1 -GIRL OFFICE

Field Service
Travel -Travel
Travel
1 00% Free No Fee
Like to get away from It all?
Travel throughout the US for
top industrial companies? Be
trained and advance to
management within 'months?
Working for corporations that

You will be completely trained
to assume an important
responsible position with one
of America's foremost corporatiOns. This is a newly created
program that is reserved exclusively for ex - servicemen.
No experience is required, but
a desire to be successful and
reach management in the not
too distant future is mandatory. Immediate hiring. Call

Want to Make
Money in the
Stock Market?
Start Here as a
Broker Trainee

manufac-

$7,200-$8,400

CRAVENS CO.

1

turers are searching for the
"professional" foreman who
wants to train and move up in
management. If you can

ADMINISTRATIVE
Stable and ambitious men for
training for executive posts.

Go To School Free!
Train to Program
IBM's New 360

suburban

leading

$500 MONTH
You'll get to meet many mem-

$500 Mo.

NO STENO $550

-

dodor at
somebody .coming in. You'll be
Doctor's receptionist. Greet eveleclinicion,

Secy.

other gal will welYou and
come visitors into nearby sales
offices, answer phones, type invoices, keep track of salesmen
messages. You'll pitch in, get
things done! Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

775-2550

Immediate

Jun

with public contact. Always a

1 04 00 W. Higgins

you?

Coll

counts.

BARRETT-

This Doctor's office job is loaded

298-5051

No room at the top for you?
DON'T BELIEVE II. 12 of the

what

1-UBLIC RELATIONS
GIRL FRIDAY

O'Hare Office Bldg.

SMALL OFFICE

STOP IN OR CALL

Part Time

at 827.7706, HALL 380
MAR K PERSONNEL,
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

Des Ploines, Ill.

Des Plaines

at Mannheim

earning in our
Soles Department for capable
girl to handle diversified duties, including typing and filing.

Here's your chance to learn an
aspect of advertising and to
come in contact with outside
suppliers while olio improving your skills for promotion.
Job involves filing, typing,
other clerical duties.
and
Typing accuracy most irnpor50 w.p.m. Shaillii-ind
rant
desirable. High school gad state, 371/2 hour week.

CLERICAL

Roberts,

Mannheim)

fice. O'Hare.

WEST FERSONNEL

bugging

is,

-

eptionist. Busy & varied
general office in this small of-

$1000 No Fee
Management

e.013e(111;Ailits

TO $500

7215

Frustrated
Foreman

4839 Main Street
Skokie, Ill.
674-2410

isn't important here-accuracy

you completely] Free to you IVY,

$475

you know capital

handle people, and know a
trade you can advance. TOt.

FREE

Des Plaines. III

Modern office of suburban advertising firm. Will act as rec-

expected to move up to the
months. If

(Higgins &
Mannheim)

GIRL FRIDAY

cago suburb. Your area will

GENERAL

MOLDED PRODUCTS

PERSONNEL

then headquarter in a NW Chi-

HIGH SCHOOL.GRAD

298-5021

gar

Wide

ever hope for. College is not
required.' You'll train for a
month in sunny California and

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60037

BENEFITS

DANA

$500 FREE

We have the finest sales
manager spot open you can

pany whtiout previous top -

298-5021

DOCTOR'S GIRL

patient,

Executive Sec'y

HAAG BROS. INC.

voices and purchasing requisitions;
handle the phones
when the boss is out. Speed

MEET PEOPLE!

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

the

in

SALES OFFICE

Here it is. Just what you've
been waiting for. Type in-

COMPLETE TRAINING

Salesman
$20,000 No Fee

CENTERS, Inc.

Good oil -around maintenance
man can be chief _in this com-

Also offices in Chicag....

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin
827.6628

STENOGRAPHER

FREE

$433 FREE

PERSONNEL

,

An eau& opportunity employer

Teller

0

ASSISTANTS

CLERK -TYPIST
$400 - $475

Also offices in Chicago

and all Major Suburbs.

future. CALL JOHN ON EXTEN
SION 32 NOW.

$190-$260 a Week FREE

PLASTIC PRESS

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
III.

AV 2.5050.

and all Major Suburbs.

Wide

Arlington Heights
spring.

NURSING

.

for

work

to

men, artists, designers. Fast pay
raises! Free IVY, 7215 W. Toully,
SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Milwaukee,

up.

stocked

customers

Ill.

to

itors. Learn to work with soles.

380
MAR K PERSONNEL,
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

Frank

7 local companies need you.
Management and soles training spots are now available.
Only one semester of college
will qualify you for better starting pay. Even if you're working
now you ought to look at your

91.L.

MAINTENANCE

and package lipstick,
powder, eye makeup. You'll
handle his detail, phones, vis-

experience qualifies. Call Jan
Roberts at B27-7706, HALL.

just keep

girl

a comphny dedicated to the
health and welfare of thousands of people. Good salary
and benefits. Will be moving

He

creative.

young,

is

mote

smoothly. Any light

Victor at 827-7706,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

$600 Up No Fee

SMALL PLANT

-

SECRETARY

dreams up new ways to pro-

ments, handle customer' service and keep things running

No traveling - no night work.
5 day week. Do the job and
you may be area Sales Mgr.
within 3 years.' High School
is enough. Wear a business
suit for interview. Oh ,yes free smokes, of course) Ask

CAREER!

392-8450

SERVICE
220 Graceland
Des Plaines
827-M 41

your

IMPROVE YOUR

Call DAVE NELSON

major Suburbs.

Protected territory

259-6054

intelligent

WORK FOR COSMETICS BOSS

who

of f ice. Schedule appoint-

necessary.

experience

No

OVER

$9,600-$15,000
No Fee

SECRETARY

Be the focal point of this prush

SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE
1968 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

PART TIME WORK
FOR FULL TIME MOTHERS

392-6550

Great opportunity for bright

NO SHORTHAND

CIGARETTE

Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

Woman to babysit
occasionally
-

Des Plaines, ///.

PERSONNEL

To $125 a WK. FREE

perience. Call Steve Smith,
827-7706, HO
HALLMARK,

(Higgins &
Mc:yell-6in)

SECY $575

all Major Suburbs.

TRAINEE

on

Des Plaines. III

PERSONNEL

west Hwy., Des Plaines, III.
Also offices in Chicago and

all of the trades and services,
for supervisors all the way

No Fee
20 SENIORS

Mannheim)

Page 21

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

_Aei298-5021

Wide-

Wide

MARK PERSONNEL 380 North-

opportunity in your own

No Fee
20 JUNIORS'

BEAUTY SALON

estate firm Floor time, advertising and multiple listing service Will train Interested par-

DOETSCH REALTY CO.

$105-$130 Wk.

OLIVO

above average income as associate of long established real

when you can get a better

$450 FREE

$450 FREE

entire 1st shift operations. For
more information call Don
Morton at 827.7706, HALL-

NO FEE

64 Accountants
10 TRAINEES

Excellent opportunity to earn

To $10,000 FREE
Small Northwest manufacturing company looking for a
strong foreman to take over

25 FOREMEN

Key Punch Operator

Gal Friday

GENERAL FOREMAN

for evening telephone solicitation

l'HE DAY
Wednesday, October 2, 1968

nt A encies-Women

28 -EM lo

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

ROSS & WHITE CO.

THE DOLE VALVE COMPANY
6201.0akton Street
Morton Grove
967-7100
RO 3-5000
An equal opportunity employer

THE DAY
Wednesday, October 2, 1968

Page 22

BORED, RESTLESS, BROKE?

31) -Help Waited Women

30-11elp Wanted Women

Beauty

BEAUTICIAN

Tired of the same old rout-

Full or Part Time

ine? Meet new friends, have
fun with Fashion Magic Jew
elry, earn extra cash. If you
qualify Emmon's Jewelers will
loan you a case of costume

Guarantee plus com-

Operator

mission.

Newly decorated shop
Excellent opportunity

E.P(ArpcgpFeecTale

437-5655

MARKI7

WEBER

255-0260

Reception

OPERATOR

WiderMan

.cunl

Des Plaines

PERSONNEL

III

Our rapidly 'expanding pro-

.

duction facilities require corn set

up and operate a small

punch press equipment.

TEMPORARY
OR

CLERK & PACKER

RESTAURANT

record all air -mail and

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

Needed in our modern shipping department. Weigh and

FULL TIME
WORK IN YOUR AREA

DAYS, WEEKS OR
MONTHS

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists $16-$24 a day
Secy's $21-$28 a day
Clerks $13-$18 a day

Keypunch$21-$26 a
day
PLUS

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

special delivery packages.

Our employees enjoy a

liberal benefit program including prok,sharing, free
life insurance, group health
insurance, credit union and

regular wage reviews.

LIGHT STOCKING

'

The

conveniences our employees
have include ample' close -in

;3a. '0

parking, modern cafeteria,
completely air-conditioned
building and bus service from
Mt. Prospect to and from our
plant.

-

to

Apply in Person

BEAUTY

lntoIested In working with
figures, one -girl office. Arlington Heights.

OPERATORS

7

P.M.,

WATERFALL

PLEASE CALL

Della's Beauty

Mr. Reiter

Shop

3245 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

CL 3-1954

1

SWITCHBOARD -

P.M.

ONE GIRL -Nights

Please call Mrs. Bolanos

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE, INC.

Good' typist

with

.

pleasant

personality and ability to
meet and greet customers.
Excellent starting salary. All

company benefits.

COMPANY

1516 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

CALL MRS. GREEN

FOOD COUNTER

1025 Algonquinlid.
Arlington Ht,.

392-1100

439-1805

WAITRESSES

Modern cafeteria, excellent
salary, all company benefits.

5 P.M. to 2 A.M.
Must be over 21

EVENINGS OR WEEKENDS

Salary plui Commission
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

25'3-9392

HELP

WANTED

EVENINGS

OR CASHIERS

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center

Des Plaines, Ill.

358-0513

SHOE SALESWOMEN

RECEPTIONIST

PERSONNEL

37 Hale, Palatine

PART TIME

Monday through

$475 FREE
29.8-5021
eAfei(tifyysns
Mannheim)

RESTAURANT

Des Plaines, III.

Friday.

Interstate Bakeries

358-2010

TIME

MATURE WOMAN

PART TIME

4 1 -M -91-M

IMPERIALE'S

PART TIME OR FULL

(Higy.nt &
Mannheim)

ust be able to work

ONE GIRL - Days 9 AM 3 PM

11 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Must be over 21

potent machine operators to

WAITRESSES
Nights

We need a steady, dependable
woman for ' cashiering, light
typing and answering phone.

CASHIER

DAYS

PERSONNEL

how to average 14 to 510 per
hour, port time. No deliveries
or collections Phone 677.5137.

WaitresS Wanted

scor

30 -Help Waded Women

Payroll Assistant

jewelry free and show you,

$400 FREE

MACHINE

Jr. Bookkeeper
$425 To Start
_.0298-5021
Wide

30 -Help Waded Women

30-11elp Waded Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

3041e10 Waited Women

30 -Help Waded WoMen

.3O &p Wanted Women

IMPERIALE'S

CONEX

RESTAURANT

Division of Illinois Tool Works

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
.

358-2010

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines

uhrg

296.2266

sti

CALL OR COME IN

Right Girl

439-8500

TEMPORARY
SERVICE

WEBER MARKING

"It Pays To Be Right Gal

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

SYSTEMS, INC.

(Opp Lutheran Gen Hosp.)

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

PHONE 827-1108

O

11000

000000001M

WOMEN WANTED
3rd SHIFT
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
TOWER PACKAGING INC

"The Scatbacks"

Wheeling

1150 S Wdhs
BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

FROM LADENDORF'S
ALL AMERICAN TEAM,

LUCKY GIRL!
Part

Time Jobs NOW

Available for Women
with Office Skills!

OF

Keypunch Typists
Stenos
Top Payl Top Jobs!

"IT PAYS TO BE A

OLDSMOBILES
GIRL"
Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, Ill.

a

CLERK -TYPISTS

7\

NEEDED

mirr

FULL TIME ONLY

2

Liberal Salary
Liberal Company Benefits
Good Working Conditions

4-4-2 Sport Coupe

F-85 Sport Coupe

"This will 'keep you ahead of the pack"
SEE MR. BROWNLEY

Kick

"Designed for the
young --geared to go!"

the ordinary car habit and

cut up to Oldsmobile. We've got
the full squad of "young -

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

mobiles" --- all models, styles
414 E. Golf Road

anfl colors at touchdown prices.
Score yourself hundreds of dollars in savings at Ladendorf
Olds, where the game isn't over
when you buy your car, but just

Des Plaines

beginning! We'll pamper you
and your car, just like a coach
pampers his star quarterback

4

to-

Ali

Nac

--- you see,, you're our star!

SECRETARIES

and STENOGRAPHERS
Become an integral part of our Marketing Department expansion program Interesting new odditions are now being made
in areas of, product and dealer development; construction,
advertising and operations. Your shorthand and typing are
needed in a variety of secretarial positions.

COME TO OUR EMPLOYMENT
DEPARTMENT FOR AN INTERVIEW

1628 liAND ROAD;
Phone -827-3111

PUR9/ u n len

Pure Oil Division

Union Oil 6oMpanyaf California'
200 East Golf Road.
Palatine, Minot' 60067
Teleahone (312) 529-7700
,

DES PLAINES, ILL.
OPEN THIS SUNDAY

soeees ileestiesiewasie
eRICAGOLAND;S OLDEST YOUNG MOBILE DEALER

.

An Equal, Opportunity Employer

4

THE DAY
Wednesday, October 2, 1968

For best results use
Day Want Ads

Page 23

eal Estate

Reliable mature baby sitter
wanted vic. Algonquin & Mt.
Prospect Rd. for occasional

OFFICE. POSITIONS
ALL SUBURBS 100% FREE
Salary $325 to $700 mo.

Vacant.

Commercial

Residential

381 Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

Fri -Sot. Evenings. 824.1673

Full Charge
Bookkeeper

f,t4Z.
S41-49,

$500 to start FREE
298-5021

CALL NEAREST OFFICE

Wide
.41943e/ (Higgins &

An. Hts., Mt. Prosp, Elk Grove

VP

Call 392.6100

Room for
Arlington Heights
employed woman, close to town
References, 255 5708 after 3

WHEELING
MEADOWBROOK WEST

Des Plaines
296-6655

259-4929, after 6 p m

111..1.1.

53/4%

excellent

VA assumption or $900 down

gineering Department.

MODELS

WANT SIZE?

ge benefits and good

fits

4

tables of

N -01.411r0

surroundings, finest frinstarting salary.

\\s....\............oy
Sales 8 Servjce
1968 Models

yr. or 50,000 mile Fact. War-

- Authorized

Arrigo Real Estate

ranch,

raised

BRAND NEW
'68 CHARGER

'
Low 40's
PLEASE CALL

1264 Des Plaines

MISS GAFFKE

Northwest Hwy.
296-6655

437-5400

B-106

TOWNHOUSE

2 bedroom bl-level ideal for
the active busy family. Low
cost of $12.50 per month in.

Apathited

KOLE

The
Chalet
Village

289-1900

maintenance

outside

cludes

ALGONQU I N

Palatine
Schaumburg

city sewer and water.
New schools close by. Solid
off
oak floors. 2 full baths,
curbs

1

master bedroom, A raised dec
family room in basement, can
be used as office. Natural fireplace home is 7 years old and

ELGIN
Just 20 Fast Minutes

from Arlington Heights

of the
features are
Some

Arlington Heights

exceptional buy at $32,700.
Other extras and If you have

magnificent

not been out to Algonquin, you

Spacious living room with
beamed ceiling
* Fireplace
Dining room
2 spacious bedrooms
Eating area in kitchen
Hotpoint
equipped
Fully
refrigerator,
with
kitchen
store & disposal to make en
tortolning easy

NEW

rox LAKE
Modern Tri-Level, Must Sell!
Lovely view of Lakes
Many good features, 21/2 baths.

'68 TRADE- INS
'68 BONNEVILLE

392-2860

$33,000

Clover Realtors invite you to
their new Arlington Heights
office. For the ambitious sales

person, we hove a plan that

have a country town worth

is most unique. Establish your
name with ours. Become one

seeing.

of use

ance
new.

2 lots 75.x125' 1 corner lot 85'x
125' improved.

pr

THAT CAN'T

155551

OVER-

Casement windows
* Rustic wood shingles and
brick exteriors
* Individual off street parking
Beautifully landscaped
One block from shopping

All brick ranch in an excellent Arlington Heights location.
Walk to schools, shopping and the depot. 11/2 baths, full
basement, 2 car garage. Mahogany paneled rec. room.

One child accepted No pets
Accepting 6 mo , I yr or 2

3 'BEDROOM RANCH --POSSIBLY 4

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS --4 BEDROOMS

Immediate oc

Exceptionally fine 3 bedroom ranch -- possibly 41 Spacious

cupancies Reserve for future
rental Information call 741

kitchen, recreation room. Attached garage. Easy maintenance aluminum siding. Walk -to -everything location!!

3266 or 742 8540

$22,500

MT. PROSPECT

4 room cottage to rent, children
welcome, reasonable rent Vic of
Foundry & Lee St TU 9 0783 after
5 pm

7i/2 room older home, exc cond
3 blocks from Arl Hts R R depot
Call 253 6326
$165 month
after 5 p m

6 rm ranch Garage, carpeting,
drapes, refrig, range, disposal,
washer/dryer 110 Columbia,
Hoffman

Estates

HE

7 3228

Evenings

aluminum siding for easy maintenance.
cupancy. $49,900.

Want to rent parking space with

in walking distance from depot,
Arl Hts 437-0134

Immediate oc-

OPEN

9.9

1965 FORD

9 Passenger Station Wagon,

V8 Standard .fshift, Radio,
Heated&
$129.5

Mt. Prospect
.259-9030

Palatine
358-0844

$1696

Contest at Jim Aikeys

'66 CHARGER
Big Engine, Full Power, Automatic Transmission,
of Fact. Warranty.

Balance

$1686

in your car for a terri-

160

'6IEIRE BIRD -CONVERTIBLE
350 cubic in, 8 cylinder,

NEW FORDS!

auto. trans, P/S, P/B, bucket

size, like new.

seats, console, wide oval. Low
mileage, factory warranty.
Bronze with white top & white
terior.

Coupe, V-8, Full Power, Wide
Ovals, Mint Condition.

CHEVROLET, INC.

$895

495 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington
I

'65 DODGE

1161111.1c-11111---

.11114.111111CRILVIWISIOreeere

Sun

I

5,

1Coupe, automatic trans, ra
dio, heater, loaded

ad A it Al -al

all LA di

'57 OLDS

ROSELLE

4 dr, Buckets,
Customized
Big Engine, Runs & looks New
Must Be Seen!

"Vacant"
Excellent Condition!

21' living room, dining room size 14' x 12'. Plastered,
oak floors, 2 car attached garage. Well landscaped 75'

$30,500

Transmission,

Perfect

2nd

Family Carl!

$696

5

ROSELLE

$24,000

GET THE DEAL ON THE

'64 RAMBLER

'62 CORVAIR

Home for Large Family

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

4 large bedrooms, attractive 31' paneled family room with
beamed ceiling and charming kitchen combination. includes
dishwasher slidein range, Large living room, 11/2 baths,
2 car attached garage. Recreation room with bar on lower

trons,
automatic
Wagon,
radio, heater, perfect family

carl

183

level. lanscaped VT acre well maintained home.

SEE THE '69

"CAR OF

4 pLENTr

1 CHEVROLET

SAT LATTOF!
_mar

$25,500

Itkv

LARGE FAMILY?
4 bdrm ranch Large wooded

I.0

lot Family room 11/2 baths, 2
$29,500
car gar

OPEN EVENINGS

ARRIGO REAL
ESTATE
1264 Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines
296-6655

,4014%1No

1

FOR '69
AT

$31,900

3 bdrm brick Walk to train.
Just reduced

750 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines
Phone 827-2163

Wagon, Radio & Heater, Auto

.

gar lovely well kept yard

FORD

IN DES PLAINES

$787

Lovely 2 bedroom brick ranch has full basement. Carpeted

Hts Rd

Walk to train 3 bdrm 2 car

`(.7(:;;«'

$878

930 S Arl.

-3 BEDROOMS

Ail

"440"

I

Member M.A.KMultiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest Suburban Boards of Realtors

x 150' lot. Nice location for all village conveniences.

$39,500

DE:iev:6"

'65 MUSTANG

$2695
BOB BURROW

Phone 381-2500

DEMOS

$1495

86 -Real Estate -Houses

New 7 rm Split level, 21/2 B,'
Lot 60x225 Patio, lawn Open

36

'65 BUICK

or Demo

777 5805

824-7780

`68'S IN STOCK..

2 -door Wildcat Sport hardtop.
automatic
heater,
Radio,
transmission, full power, full

fic deal an a '68 Chevy

tist to rent or lease Mt Prospect

tation Under $140 824-0493
Handy man & wife, retired, want
3 rm apt in return for services
toward rent Des Plaines area.

"GOING THING FLING"

ranty.

Office space wanted for DenYoung married couple looking
for 1 bdrm apt, near transpor-

REGISTER
is our big

'67 CHRYSLER

2.door hardtop, radio, heater,
automatic transmission, full

'

Now is the time to trade-

,

HOMEFINDERS
255-2090

82 -Wanted To Rent

;14

Choice country club area. Gracious living room, -dining
room. Work -easy kitchen with built-ins and separate
breakfast area. Paneled family roam with fireplace. 21/2
baths, full basement. 21/2 car attached garage. Brick and

Arlington

$1888

power. Balance factory war-

IMPALA.

!SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

4 BEDROOM COLONIAL'
16 -To Rent Houses

'

at. Hardtop,.' VII, Pow.
arglide, Power Storirti; gad.
le & Heater, Whitewalls.
$1885.
2.

CHEVY'S
AND
DEMOS

It won't lost long! $30,900

per

A967 ally/201F:

'68

529-2235
111 E. IRVING PARK RD.
t

I
ROSELLE, ILL

4)1the %

16is.

mint condition. A Steal!

lo & Neater WhitowalithVery
low mileage.
$1695

ON NEW

conies

oys
sr

2 -door hard top, big engine,
4 -speed, Yiske cam, solids,

';CHEVROisitir
erglide, Power Steering,. Rad.

646 S. Main, AlgonqL. :1 (4 bl.
S. of 62 on 31)

tato";

'67 IMPALA

4 dr.,;;41issrshOsti..,,A.

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

tie .

.

,

4967, IMPALX

Wood patio doors and bal

month

$2292

WICKSTROAk

f Phone 394-1100

658-5661

carpeting

$180

wide ovals, Factory warranty,
like new.

STOCKED

Coin operated laundry

Rent

'68 MUSTANG
2+2 coupe, V.8, full power,

BE BEAT

WE'RE

REALTORS, INC.

Bal-

$2595

439.3884
99 -Automobile For Sale

IOC
.1$1 R.
ARLING70.111110111$,D.1.11101$

BRADSHAW

throughout
TV & phone outlets

leases

Like

FROM'

vanity

yrs

top,

Radio,

automatic

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

le

*Ceramic tiled bathroom with
wall

hard
transmission.

factory warranty.

COUPE.

All information confidential.
Come join our harmonious
family. Will train men or
woman.

troll in every room
* Air conditioning
* Completely soundproofed
to

DOZENS OF LIKE

Sat. 8 am to .5 pm

Safe electric heat with con

*Woll

$1588

381-0899

358-1502
894-1330
255.6320

RD

Warranryl

Dolly 8 am to 9 pm
86 -Real Estate -Houses

Sidewalk

5 yr. or 50,000 mile Factory

Barrington

real
estate

2 car attached garage with

Factory Equipment, 2-dr,
Pre -driven Sedan, Balance of

126 N, Cook St.,

An equal opportunity
employer

BRA AS

room brick corner ranch. Formal dining room. Home has a

'68 DART
Full

MOTORS

Elk Grove Village

$20,700

$2595

IMPORT

2375 Estes Ave.

pool, clubhouse, tennis court,
etc. Call for more information
on this priced right buy!!!

ranty!

BARRINGTON

ENGINEERING COMPANY

and privilages of swimming

All on 1 floor, 7 room, 3 bed-

concrete driveway.

Anocut

Fact. Equipment, V -B, 5

Full

Available For
Immediate
Delivery

th.

314 KATHLEEN

JIM AIKEY

ON ALL

We offer you pleasant

Many extras

garage, 51/2% assumption or
as little as $1,800 down &
total payment of $177 a mon

by

DELIVERY

99 -Automobile For Sale

En

bdrm. brick bi-level close to

HANOVER i-ARK

a

our

in

bdrm, rep. din, rm., 3
season rear porch.
Mid. 20',
Immediat Poss.

school shopping.

bedroom

seueluty

ALL THIS WEEK AT

IMMEDIATE

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

need of a girl with good

CONVENIENT

STOCK

208 E. Rand Rd.

immediate

typing skills to act' as

bridge. Extremely Igo. 4

B-103

5

in

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

Living rm.

& $155 a month.

gat caa

We are

3

garage, large fenced lot, carpeting, /s,

LARGEST

In location important?
Dad can walk to train. Brick,

ranch,

bedroom

3

ARE HERE!

Close

STREAMWOOD
Sharp

1969 ",

APPLIANCE

11,1 (. PALAU. ROAD

8.93

Prospect

SERVICE COMPANY

Phone 394-1100

peting, sorms/screens. 53/4%
Low
assumable.
mortgage
Lluirsii payments 5191 a month
total.

Mt.

SUNBEAM

Friday

REALTORS, INC.

ranch in excellent
Raised
cond. All alum. siding, cqr-

3 room apartment, Intl rove
Refrigerator $140 ,0Mmo
Call after 5 p m 824 5649

new

APPLY

Girl

akin

STREAMWOOD

14 -To Rent Apartments

work in
office.

Sharp 51/2 room, sided 3 bedroom home, garage, extras, 2
blocks to schools & churches.
Only $21,900.

$23,000 Firm. Palatine by owner.
bdrm. ranch, full bsmt.,
3
new carpet L.R. & bdrms,
drapes, 3t/2 car gar., patio,
66x297 yard. 392.7357

Bachelor hat house in Frospect
Hts Will shore $100 a month

The

PART'TIME
Service counter & light :office

1264 Northwest Hwy.

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

SUNDAY!

Des Plaines,

PERSONNEL

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

18 -Rooms -Board Housekeeping

OPEN

Mannheim)

Des Pl.,'Pk. Ridge, Niles
Call 825.7117

I

4

,

"I

'

s

'CLOSED SUNDAY,

LATTOF!

I._ A 1-110 F
I..
ANUNSION NTS.

800 I» NORTHWEST HWY.

II
1

CL 9-4100

4.

' inml
THE DAY
Wednesday, October 2, 1968

Page 24
30 -Help Wanted Women

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

PART TIME, Women, close to
home, flexible hours 20 hours
$55 Nancy 439 0/58

Garage

Need extra money to supple
inert family inLorne for the op

11

Emit $35 to $50 per week for
lust a few hours work Call 537

nteisleer °pat

7178 ton
Strixkland

RN

WILL BUY old electric or windup
toy trains made before 1942.

Mt Prospect 2nd street east of

Philco

Prospect High

condition $40
259-4622
personalized
discount
20%
Christmas cords. Floherty Jewelers, Dunton & Campbell, A.14:

$433 10 Start
coi)t.?98-5021

3RD ANNUAL

(Higgins &

RESALE SHOP

Mone,ciin

6 11

Des Plaines

PERSONNEL

antiques, clothing, fern,
Dryden School, 722 S Dryden,
Arl His Oct 5,10-2 30 p m

Toys,

111

NEED

Sale
Got
organization

Gigantic
women s

An Hts

PREFERRED

Also

"Angels

101

In Disc:wise"
,i

mierestng

TENT

you wish, you II work

9 to

5

'

12 noon

1903
Methodist Church
ELchd, Arlington his, Ill

RATES

627-5557
010 to Lee S, Des Nomes

S.:pi-1,w g

Qualified

Office

Chicago and
Suburban Firms since 1947
Pi-rsai.trel

to

Gar Sole 00 3

4

5 94 pm,

132 S Highlora, An Ills Speak
cr, L icnongeover mist
Gar Sn-ie Cci 2 3 4, 10 30
am 71i 5 Walnut Ad His
Furn
on iques garden tools
t,,t3C

AnticiLe 905

CORNER HOUSE ANTIQUES
stove, buggy or

cutter cry sink, oak library tab.
le, cherry telly cupboard, buggy
seat 8, so on. 2800 E. Hintz Rd.,
83 to Wheeling High School, Va
mile west 392-6092

blond, 520 Coll
after 5 30 - 773 0807
ronge,
washer/dryer,
Elec

drapes champagne blond wig
& stand 535, baby items 529

set Colencyclopedia plus chilo
ren's 10 vol. set Junior Classics,
brood new plus bookcase 5250.

`4oborhocd Geroge Sale Oct
3 & 4 Ant,que bottles mahog
sec ty &
cll size

'iquor cabinet, toys,

clothes, nusc
Schaal Dr Rolling Mcad

2105

lier's

cab

sv / tormicotap $10 439 1485aft
4

12 go pump Stevens shotgun

Encyclopedias 19o7, 20 vols cost
$200 sac 535, hide o bed cost

poly choke, gd. cond. 550.
439-9213

$300 sac $ 25, bunk beds $20,
Dupont carpeting 54 yd All new

Japanese Yews

FREE ONE BLACK MAkE
KITTEN

392-2804

3 for $5.
4 for $10.

PLUM GROVE ESTATES

and

misc.

items. Saturday & Sunday. 71
oining rm, set W/china

pc.

cobi.ret & buffet.

Early

1930

Moserne collector's item. Rosevcirci E inlaid woods, 575. Will
separate. 827-5375 often 4.
hand

long by 23" wide by

high,

45"

right

wood,

BA.it--ash

16"x ir

;inert formica top;
sic inless steel single

basin sink with

trop & facet

German Shepherd puppies AKC

CL 3-1910

champ blood line. '3d. -letup.
Parents on premises. :lcoson-

New co. -pets. 1st quality brand
names. Insollecl wall-to-wall.

able. Brawl:el! 694-5844
Min. Schnauzer Puppies.

Best padding. Also kitchen carpets, in000r.out000r & commer-

AKC. Romeo with TL -C.

FL. 8-26e9 oiler 6 P.M.

and week-enos.

cial.

Lowest

prices.

Modern dinette pedestal table
W/4 swivel chairs 8 mos. old
$115, treed. 253-2216

Samples

brought to your home or visit
our worehse showrm. By oppt.,.
only. Free estimates. Financing

Just Arrived!

1967. SINGER

AKC Wire Hoir Fox Terriers
and Beagles. Also cote little

ZIG-ZAG

mixed puppies. All
hove first shots.

puppies

PET SHOP

NURSERY
3285 Sanders Rd., Northbrook

358-6563

Betw Milw. Av. 8 Willow Rd.

Italian Provincial dining rm set
$500, Louis XVI , piano 5500.
Must see to appreciate. Call
428-3353
55 -Musical Instruments

3 pc. maple family rm. set: hide-.
rocker. Excel.
choir,
a -bed,

USED 1 YEAR, SITS

439-8620

Office desk, 59"x31"x29", wol.
After

Bed, complete, extra long, wal-

nut paneled headboard, best
offer. 392-0275

tion. 392.874S
LeBlanc B flat clarinet
and case for 575.
255-3684'

COM0' Tri.1----Ipet
Like new for $75
437.6114

new. 5850. 827-2373.

BUNDY FLUTE in excellent con

dition $90.

HOME FURNISHINGS &
items.

parts and service guarantee.

FULL PRICE $51.30

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines
credit Mgr. Call 469-7204, 9 A.M.
to 9 P.M.

misc.

2000 Howk Court,

Rol-

ling Meadows.
Dining room table with 4 Queen
Ann chairs. Very reasonable.
392.7297
Like new 2 cushion white damaskcouch

& choir, $125; 02" hide 8

a -bed couch; chest;
items. Coll 259-4269.

other

DISPLAY FURNITURE
FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Sensational discount. MUST see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.
Will separate.
Phone 5V-1930

Rey Music, 7 W. Eastman.

CL 5.5690

$75

Gerneinhordt Flute,

Vox amp. Berkley

yr. old;
11, reason.
I

able. 255-0571 evenings.

WURLITZER portable electronic
piano, good condition $250.
392-2574

Cello, half size, Rich motto tone,
excel, condition. S175.
29o-7320

Upright piano, w/bench, excel.
cabinet, good cond. $250. colt
aft. 6 pm. 296.7997

National amp, new, 26" spkrs,
foot switch, reg.
tremolo,
$119.50, now $79.5C; Music

stands, new, reg. $4.60, few
left at $3.95. Some at $3.75.

only 575.
spkr., ternolo,
El Rey Music CL 3.0180
CONN organ Caprice model,

Excellent condition.
392-5824 after 5 p.m.

spinet.

Mercury,
Huge Amp. Gibson
Piggy back, 2 - 12- speakers,
with 4 imputs. Ask $150. Ph

'63 - 4 dr. Volient. Good 2nd cot

for best offer. Call after 6 p.m.
299-3594.
'65 Austin Healy Sprite
$6140

CL 3-5927 even. & weekends

'65 VW sedan, $850. Des Plaines
area. Coll between 3 & 6:30 PM.
297.4988

'6E, Ford custom 500, V8,

P/S,

R., like new rims, snow tires, very
recs. Coll Sot. 259-1974

392-3915 offer 4:30

'66 Chrysler Newport, 4 dr,
owner, low nsiles, extras, like

69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

new, 51825 537-1452 aft. 6
EriglIsli Fund, "60 Rambler: sloe,

t-re-schooler, my home, good
Care.

stove; pool table; bowling boll.
253-7763.

299-7228

'62 Mercury Meteor 2-dr. Under
46,000 orig. miles, stand. trans.

98 -Mobile Homes

Excel. cond. 827-1585.

'67, 2 bdrm, 47'x10', furn., best
offer, 815 Ookton, Des Plaines,

'62 Chevy Impala 4 dr.

No. 158, open oft. 6 PM

hardtop / . P / 5, A / T, R / H,
W / W, extra sharp $600. 437-

99 -Automobile For Sale

'59

61o9

'64 Chevy Impala Super Sport,
V-8, automatic,
253.7634 after 6 pm
'62 Buick .station wagon, A/C.

P/S, A/S, rock, low miles, excel.
cond., 392-1374

condition. 537-7519
1965 Plymouth Sport Fury, 383,

1959 Chevy wagon $125. Good

A/T, P/S, P/B,

posi., low miles,

Ford

500.

GOIOxie

R/H,

rebuilt automatic trans. Body,
engine & tires good. $200.
259-9810 offer 5 p.m.
'67 4.dr. Bel -Air, extra clean, air
rear
cond, R/H, P/B, P/S,

window defrost & tinted windshield. Must see. $1995 CL 33290

'60 Rambler wagon A/T, radio,
6 gd. tires incl. 2 snows, exc.
mech. condition Winew exhaust
system 8 low mileage brakes.
5300'. CL 5-8047

,

'64 VW, R/H, sunroof, like new
condition.
good
call CL 3.7836.

tires,

CLEARANCE SALE ON

579.5

tractor. 3 point hitch, front

Excellent condition
After 5 p.m. - CL 3-6484

ALL INSTRUMENTS
Piano's 1.0rdans - Guitars - pA Systems- Amps
Drums - Recorders - And More.

ADULTS ENROLL NOW for day & evening classes on piano
or organ - limited to 5 adults each class - no instrument
needed - 10 lessons for $14.95. Call Mr. Brooks at...

1964 Pontiac Tempest
,6 cyl. stick. Best Offer.
253-3359
1967

Buick

Electra

2

loader, good tires. $900 or offer,
259.6266

dr.
103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

convert.

Full power - $2695.

Kimball Music Center
1381 Prairie Ave: Des Plaines, Ili.

827-6603

102 -Trucks, Trailers

INTERNATIONAL NO. 340 utility

'62 Fairlane 2 door, Arr.

GIANT REDUCTIONS ON

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

P/S,

& body. $125. 827-0206

new,

$20 to close.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

".bar0

batty

1959,

& muffler, excel. motor, tiros,

Special 2 tone brown amp 12"

$1395.259-9046

14,

clean,

Bird

Private. 392.7634

2 banioi-TenorPlectrurn. Acoustic elec. guitar, beginner accordion, 35MM prof. 438-7987

1962 Chevy wagon 5450 and

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

P/B,

$450 or best offer.
392.9233
Cadillac, 4-dr., recent

T

extras, spotless, low miles.

FINE CONDITION
CL 5.6389

No more when these ore gone.
$30 bongos, tuneable, for
7 W. Eastman CL 3-0180

1959 Buick, 4-dr. good engine,
good body, $250.
824-6909.
827-6079

'68 Pontiac 9 Pqss. wagon, many

FLUTE

Bundy clarinet &case

55 -Musical Instruments

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button.

holes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year

255-6386
EXCELLENT FOR ST'XIENT

2 Edison youth beds, complete,
dresser 8 chest 580
392.4602
Dining room set: buffet, table
reason.
& six '-clitcsIrs, walnut,
able. Calritiii.:6; 824.5536

guitar only $2251 Only onel El

bone with cases; good condi-

Beautiful Conover grand piano
wills bench, walnut finish. Like.

ELECTRIC WESTINGHOUSE

STOVE, GOOD CONDITION.

192-9329 after 5 p.m.
CONN alto saxophone $100.
Excellent condition.
437-0220
OLD UPRIGHT PIANO
Ployable
392-5993

BUNDY Clarinet - CONN trom-

Brand new carpeting made for

1964 RIVIERA
VERY CLEAN, $1400 OR
BEST OFFER. 358.0173o ,,

Conn B -Floc Alto Sax,
Like New

Famous Gretsch "Monkee Boss"

CONN OBOE

cond. 51 10 394.1735

available. 437-8454

TOWN & COUNTRY

SANDERS ROAD

kitchen choirs
259 n530

:0

show
259-0596

Kn..,

In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell

Heim Junipers

2 stuaio couches, oak corner 8
end tablas, 6 pc dining rm set,
tronrne ironer, G,E rising, 4

female

Fawn Great Done,
wks. AKC chomp.

CL 3-8269 cite/ 6 pm.
furnishings

I

table, fruitwood, oblong,
leaf, table only. 565. 259.1292

mirror,
stond. $100 CL 5-4721.

Hollywood Av., Des Plaines, Ill.

uding lazy suson 8 pad. $125.

Home

D.R.

$65 a 3-5156

Briorw ace) i_cne, Palatine.

for beautiful
Persia° mole cat. 5 yrs, old.
Perfecipet. 299-5202.

FALL PLANTING SALE

davenport,

sect'l

each.

537-7020

MUST SELL
1968 edition 24 vol.

1068

$25

puppies

quality. Reas_inoble.

Surge

251 7385
Hide a bed,

female pure bred German

WANTED: Home

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.

or best of Ter, kit

2

EVERGREENS

Hi Fi cons w / AM -IM radio $50
31 Rummage & Garage Sale

Beoglc pi_irlx for sale, male,

Peov,

2 matching 9x12 rugs, perf.
cond. $25 eo. Pods incl. 1013

roc ii. ',maple 50" round
Copt. choirs, incl.
4

table,

female, ANC registered, beautiful
markings. 545.392-7944

2

3 piece sectional.
Very good condition
773.9673
Heavy

CL 3.5491

sect'l

pc. rose
sate $25. 392-0685.
525;

free to

7 week old kittens

after S pm

960 MAYTAG WASHER & DRYER
550

size' Hollywood bed cam -

Full

ter 5 P.M.

$.5.98 each. 5 yr.
3 to 4 feet
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00

529 .,93
sewing machine cabinet

AKC.

poodles

toy

527-0834
,pieta

Brand new Dalian

99 -Automobile For Saki"

55 -Musical Instruments

chew dresser,

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353

chrome & gray, 2 leaves $45,

Shots. 529.5636 weekdays af-

Shepherd

E

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

SchonLizer

Mohog. bdrrn. SC: double bed,

finish, reasonable.
6:30 pm 392-3281

MOVING - Gas dryer $20, Elec.
dryer $20, Gas Range $25, Sowing Machine $5. 827-5615
5 pc, kitchen set, formico' top,

female.

7 mos: old, trained. Chomp.
sired. AKC. 439-0544

year. $190;
condition Used
2 Ong Danish chairs. CL 3.0430

Mr Prosp

and bench

PREFERRED

Ahgels In Disguise"

8,

dinette set, bookcase, twin bed
& dresser, Lionel tram set, misc.
clothing & household items. Sot.
Oct 5, 9 4 pm, 507 5. George,

fur son it of th, tunes. Arms in
you aeon o'er. o, i,i the LOOP,
and a' TOP
OS you ptefcr

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

three good homes.

1

First United

ext. 247

Beautiful

Vox Essex base amp. Excellent
''n

Shop

tisick will tronsport. CL 3.6100

4141eme Furnishings Furniture

Portable GE Silvershower dishwasher, excel. cond, cutting

nut

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

ten. Not more than $150. School

9, &
of C DARN, ,Nuill,i.est
Hwy 8 Kelsey Rood, Barring -

much rinse
392 8528
P

Specialty

'Wanted used upright piano for
use in public school kIndergor-

la m

Home Baked Goods & Coffee
Shop, Fin, Oct 4, 9 to 5 p
Rummage Sole only, Sot, Oct

S -ENO' CLERI'S SECRLTARIES
'Poi I. 2 3 do, s a week, or
i,

Albert, Mt

Featuring the

OFFICE iOBS oval
hie nr reoiotely M, TYPISTS
longer

S

grills,

1

42 -Wanted to Buy

dog house. A home away
front home for your large dog.
$25 00 Call 439.2985 offer 4

RUMMAGE SALE

-URN 'DoE HOURS INTO CASH

hi
Al.
PL -R..1.1

bbq

April. Coll 392.0630.

Miniature

827-6291

white, toy, femole,
year, good with children;
male, 2 months.
toy,
Brown,
575 & up. 259.6076

Poodles,

or born. B'x8'ir2V-October thru

Lg

broom rock lugs bottles, ma
son ions Dols, display cabinet,
choirs silverware, many others

earn it as a

trained $15.

WANTED: Boot storage -garage

Will sell for 5100.
Coll 537.8696

1877

scales

signs

tinware,

Siamese kittens, 8 wks old litter

electric range in good

ANTIQUE SHOW, Oct.

8 wh. Call aft 5 pro

81

4141eme Fundshings-Furniture

board top, $98. 255.8520

296.8626

3841oat Storage

Power rake $65, riders, rotary,
$65, $75, 5250, outboards $25,
8 $40 283 W Kirchoff, Pal.
Like new dog kennel 15,00,5%

4 Antioues

extra money for Christmas

4,.1

local
Mac

A Z, Fri Oct 4, Sot Oct 5,
10 4 30 per 413 S Gibbons,

EXTRA MONEY
to help covei coer rising ex
penises or pL-hops you'd Ike
nida n little
to Oar'

old,

827-4260

House Sale Redecorating, Hoy
wood Wakefield tables, choirs,
lamps pictures, antiques, old
pew, no funk Oct 3-6, 1809 N
Kennicatt, Arl His

General Office
Wide

Garage Sole, Antiques & Every
3 4,
Oct
Imaginable
thing
8 30 to 4 p m, 521 N Fairview

CL'3-9177

Reorder Collie puppies, 6 wks

'Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

mower $25 255-8333
500 S&H Stamps. 'See the new.
Renoir control hovsedust.
824-7823

1716 W Martha Ln Mt P

KITTENS

inboard, 140 h.P., fiber gloss, dual -props. Must sell.
$400 CL 3.5177
17'

sofa 8 choir $25; 2 end tables
$10, oir conditioner $50; power

Garage Sale Oct 3, 4, & 5
having gigantic
families

sole

season?

Christmas

misc reasonable. 392.9576

907 E
Furniture & MSC

HOUSEWIVES

pioachir g

Cob, complete, playpen, stroller, walker, bassinet, portobed,

Sole \ Oct 3, 4 & 5
Boldwik_ Rd Palatine

44-0ogs, Pets and Eqwpment

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

3241iscellaneous Merchandise

4x6' Alum, camping utility trailer,
new spare, hitch incl. $75 misc.
items. 823-8904

CL 9-3960

A family
friend, rusted, needs muffler
'59 Rambler wagon

work, runs well. $97.02 259-9057

Week -end camping?? Use my.

trailed! 255-2515 after 6 pm.
Reasonable -sleeps seven.

IDap'0

At John Mufich Buick ...

N

CONTINUES
4-Paesenger Wagon, Auromatic

Facrory Air Conditioned, full power,
Excellent Condition

2495.00

Transmission, V-8 Engine, Power
Steering, Power Brakes, Beautiful

-

$1

White Body with Red Interior

1195.00

"Open House" at John Mufith Buick mean*

1965 BUICK WILDCAT

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

1966 TORNADO

4 Door Hardtop, Gold Exterior, BLickskin Interior, Factory Air , Conditioned.

$1495.00

"Open House" all season long -- not just
during the new car showings! Here it's
"Open House" 6 days a week, every week
for 52 successive weeks and it's open evenings too. Except Saturdays. This year in par-

ticular it's an open opportunity for all to
1966 PLYMOUTH FURY
2 Door hiardrop, V-8 Engine, AUTO.
matte

Transmission,

Very

Sharp

audition

1963 BUICK LeSABRE.

1966 BONNEVILLE CONVERTIBLE

$109,5.00

Gorgeoos Alpine White with Block
Top, Black Interior. Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Radio, White -Walls,
Automatic Transmission, and Power
Windows.

4 Door Sedan, V-8 Automatic Transmission.

$1,695.00

Power

Steering,

Power

Brakes, Radio. Strong Automobile.

$695.00

With more fresh trades on the '69's...

save even more because we've opened sr
new avenue to bigger allotments right
across the board. Yes folks. At John Mufich
Buick, our doors are always wide open to
you as are our deals ... open to any offer!

or

Used Car Deals Now WIDE OPEN too!
John
OPEL!

tD.13

-IN-

MU F'

BUICK!
DEALS

SAYINGS
1
47.1

WS,

P.S. Eip-oav if rimer* just loottina, wee v'eelcortte

30 S. MAIN

(n. 83) MT, PROSPECT 253,444

Illieseirerziseeleseleareekstilleti

rouysttil 404 **A.

!

os

ProOW Dap

WEATHER
Tonight:

..

Clear and quite

cool, low in lower 40s in city,
in 30s in suburbs; Tomorrow:
Fair and cool, high near 60.

Telephone
255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Mount Prospect, III.

117 S. Main St.

Thursday, October 3, 1968

Volume 3, Number 117

Newsstand Price 10 Cents
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Goldblatt to Village;

Cancel Assessment
Or Lose New Store
Goldblatt Bros., Inc., may

drop a plan to build a $1.5

million home furnishings
store in the Mount Prospect
't

water lines and buy 1.25 acres

"We would hope the village
would take the responsibility

to dedicate to the village for
But the company does not,
Szala said, want the expense
of helping finish the road, too.

the village."

Another unexpected ex-

GOLDBLATI officials had
Attorney Henry C. Szala agreed to install sidewalks on
told the Village Board this the north side of Central Rd.,
week that company officials between Rand and Westgate:
have encountered too many grant easements for and install
concessions.

Sen. Edmund Muskie, Democratic candidate for vice president and Elk Grove Township

platDemocratic Committeeman Chester Chesney of Mount Prospect as they appeared on the
was taken during
form at the Marriott Motor Hotel during the Muskie rally last night. The picture presidential
candithe "we want Muskie" demonstration of several minutes duration while the vice
date was waiting to begin his address. (Photo by Russ Kay)

Says

withdraw its

en,ce

Township Committeeman
Chester Chesney, 801 E

passion, his knowledge,

Golfview, Mount Prospect

"I'm here to pay tribute to

the precinct workers who are
Democratic candidate for vice in this room tonight," said
president, earned the heaviest Muskie
"I know what you have
round of applause Wednesday
evening from Democratic par- done, what you mean to party

experience, his leadership and

his record of achievement is
as well equipped for that high

office as any man who has
sought the presidency in the
history of our country."
'

I know the reason
you are involved and I honor
grand ballroom of the you for all three "
"I'll tell why we are going
Marriott Motor Hotel near
to win on Nov 5 We're going
O'Hare airport
Democratic committeemen to win because the country
from townships in northern doesn't want Nixon He acts
You wait all week for the
Cook County were seated on like he owned the country anti, sun to shine, then the law
takes the results of Nov 5 foNl. mower won't start. C.M.
the platform Included were

success,

Gripe
Of The

Cook County who filled the

Day

granted

"Our party has as its leader

.P.MSWZZW:M=414.

g.t.

in

Mount Prospect's

posed to wrong, and right as
opposed to left
'But a child gets confused

Understanding the conc-

epts of right and left is very,
very important when a child
is learning to read

District 57, is perfectly

Adults know the two he's "correct" ---rather that

meanings of the word right,"
she says "They know the difference between right as op -

if you're pleased with him.

But when you use the word
"right," make sure you're talking only about direction."

Children in Mrs. Ziebell's

classes are being introduced
this fall to the concept of right

and left through motor

"SO TELL YOUR child

serious

'right" ---when you're pleased

with him"
'Tell your child he's correct

plans for

the

Szala originally asked the
a building code
variation to permit the store
to be detached from the rest
village for

of the plaza complex.

Szala said that helping improve Westgate Rd. is one
concession too many. He also

said several other variations

to the building code would
have to be granted for the
store to be built.

,

.

The attorney spoke as the
trustees were about td vote on

an ordinance granting the
variation for the building to
be detached and including the
Westgate Rd. improvement.

After the interruption, the
trustees passed the ordinance
anyway.

"We will have to give

$150,000 to the village as it
is without participating in the
Westgate improvement," Szala

The old bromide "mouth-watering" took on a new meaning

said, "despite the fact that we

for this patient dog at the Randhurst Shopping center yesterday.

are only tenants on the site.

It also took a new meaning for the dog's owner who was
saddled with a big cleanup job.

He's 'Correct,' Not 'Right'

.1`,116..111m -

School

Goldblatt store at 87th and

"That would pay for the
improvement of Westgate Rd.
in six months," he said.

store.

Heights, and Elk Grove who by reason of his comhis

mund Muskie (D -Maine),

who teaches at Westbrook

the rest of the plaza," he said.
It would be very similar to the

the village.

he is already President and by
Nov 5. the country is going
to want a change "
These Words of Sen Ed-

a kindergarten teacher
But Mrs Charles Ziebell

Szata said.

A PLAN WAS devised by

"We are going to win

right," is startling advice from

a

store is a jewel compared to

which the village would make
this consession if Goldblatt
made certain concessions to

and a candidate for President

Don't tell your child he's

of moving

Prospect Plaza, he said. "This

said the company may

312 S Ridge, Arlington

BY JAN BONE

necessity

sewer, just discovered. crossing the site 18 feet deep. This

bring the village $35,000 to

Unless the village can exempt Goldblatt from a pro-

o nfall

mitteeman, James McCabe,

the

have the Goldblatt plan

pulled out of the Mount $40,000 in sales tax a year,

unexpected expenses so far.

vercon,J

Wheeling Township Com-

pense, Szala said, would be

to

proving Westgate Rd., Szala

I

ty workers from northern

$7 million in sales a year, he
said. If the 'Mount Prospect
store does the same it would

The village could not afford

posed $20,000 special assessment for completing and im-

uskie:

because Nixon is acting like

Cicero in Chicago, which has

$40,000, he said.

Westgate Rd.

of paying for the road, considering all we are doing for

Plaza shopping center unless
the village grants monetary

could cost $30,000 to

facilitation exercises --a

technical term school people
use to describe special exercises involving muscles and
co-ordination.
Mrs. Willard Carby, who

teaches kindergarten both at

'Her classes have been pick-

ed as "model programs" by

Elk Grove's Training and

"right-" or "left-" dominant.

ington-MountProspect area --

They've walked an obstacle

Development Center (T&D).

course, weaving their way

these special motor exercises

Both Mrs. Ziebell and Mrs.
Carby worked with Wheeling

between chairs, over a rope
lying on the floor (with Mrs.

before they receive formal

Ziebell noticing which foot

training in reading have fewer

each child crossed the rope
with first),' and drop-kicked

school problems.

beanbags.

THEIR CONCEPTS of left
and right become more firmly

children last summer in a T

& D sponsored training class.
Now the two Mount Prospect
teachers are responsible for
introducing the motor facilita-

tion to their own school
system.

.

established, they develop more

Why?

quickly a dominant side in
their brain which controls

Educational theories -backed up with plenty of sup-

their left- or right- han- Mondays and Wednesdays
dedness, and they may be less
apt to have reading problems,
according to Mrs. Ziebell.

Special co-ordination

exercises for Westbrook and
Lincoln kindergaiteners in the
programs will be given for
half-hour periods on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday during
the first, third, and fifth weeks
of every month.

during the second and fourth
weeks of the month.

Mothers who can volunteer
on a regular basis to help out
at any of these sessions are
asked to call Mrs. James Rtiff,
PTA school service volunteers
chairman, at CL 5-6314. They
can also sign up with principal

Charles Meschler at

Westbrook School, CL 9-

They will also be give on 2400.

All Mrs. Ziebell's kindergarten children have been

Schools, is also introducing

ordination though the

gram.

children throughout the Arlsay that youngsters who get

Westbrook and Lincoln
the motor facilitation pro-

porting statistics form

recording them as either

thoroughly tested for coyoungsters think of the test. as
games.

BOTH OF THEM are

THEY HAVE waited in
from 3-5 p.m. at line to walk gingerly across a
Westbrook School, 105 S. balance beam, one foot at. a
leading a workshop Monday,
Oct.

7,

Busse Rd., Mount Prospect,
for parents who would like to

time. They've hopped,

Speaking at the workshop

jumped, and skipped their way
not
around the classroom
realizing that Mrs. Ziebell was

Obrecht, of Wheeling -Buffalo

and arm movements and

'learn more about their plans.

also will be Miss Donna

carefully watching their feet

Grove School District 21.
Miss Obrecht, who heads the
motor facilitation program us-

ed in all District 21

kindergartens, has also been
leading training sessions for
area teachers.

)Ueetings

Tonight
The Mount Prospect
Library Board will hold a

memorial tribute to
former board member
Bertha Ehard at 7:30 p.m.
In the library and will

meet at 8 p.m. in the
Sandra Longley, 114 S. We -Go, Mount Prospect, practices
her landing procedures as she Jumps across her kindergarten

classroom. Mrs. Charles Ziebell and Mrs. Willard Carby,
District 57 kindergarten teachers, are introducing special motor

facilitation exercises in a "pilot" program for children at
Westbrook and Lincoln schools.

ti

Two Lose

Their Cash
Mount Prospect police are
investigating the loss or theft
of a wallet and a purse in two
separate incidents Wednesday.

Mrs. Mabel McNamara of
214 S. Wa-Pella reported the
disappearance. of her purse
while she was.shopping at the

Village Market at Main and
Mount Prospect. She could

not tell police how much
money was in the purse,

William Lovatt Jr. of 228

library.

Perry Ln., Hoffman Estates,
Said his wallet containing a
$135 check, $42 cash and a

Committee will meet at 8
p.m. in Village Hall.

credit card disappeared while
he was working at the Illinois

The Mount Prospect
Village Board Judiciary

;"4
"

Range Co. at 708 Central.

Mrs. Charles Vann, 2906 Thrush, Rolling

Left arm forward, head bent at the proper angle, Patrick
Fox, 109 Haden, Mount Prospect, looks up attentively, waiting
for directioti so be can practice crawling. Nearly 30 volunteers
are needed to work with children at Westbrook and Lincoln
Schools in new "pilot" program for kindergarten.
.

a'

Meadows,

kindergarten teacher at Mount Prospect's Westbrook School,
checks the position of. Patricia Hulka's feet as she walks the
balance beam. Patricia, 101 N. Waverly, Mount Prospect, and
Mrs. Ziebell's other students, win receive special exeicises in
-motor facilitation to help their co-ordination.

r'
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Prospect High Counselor
Wins Top State Award
11

4
,

Planners Say No
To DiMucci Plan
For 119 Flats
A 119 -family apartment
development, proposed by

of the nearby Mount Shire

DiMucci Home Builders, Inc ,
for the corner of Tamarac and

proposed apartment buildings,
was presented to the com-

A it,

Palm Drives in Mount

1,4

Prospect,

got

a

unanimous

thumbs down last night from

the Mount Prospect Plan

Commission
The commissioners voted to
recommend that the village

board deny a request to

change the zoning of the five
and a half acre proposed site
from a single family residential to multifamily residential

(

Chicago The Monday tea was
for local teachers to meet and
congratulate her

Counselor of the Year award

Miss Fowler competed

Miss Fowler, 712 N

against 1,000 other school

Elmhurst, Mount Prospect, a
counselor at the school for

counselors for the state honor.

-The new zoning would

CL 5-4600

A MORE recent letter,
however, written by Thomas
to officials of the Mount Shire
Homeowners Assn , indicated
that Thomas has since decided
not to side with DiMucci,
Young said
Rather, Thomas suggested

so builders must petition for
rezoning -if they want it -after
their land is annexed
At a Sept 12 meeting, the

Judiciary Committee voted to
recommend the annexation of

he Kaplan and Braun property with the stipulations that
it be developed with singlefamily homes, and that the

107 S. MAIN Mt DROSPECT

5 5 acre proposed apartment
site be used for park purposes,
according to Young

The Plan Commission did

another rezoning request last

This one came from the

for a parcel of land

at the

special assessment for the
Hatlen Heights subdivision
storm sewer system

The Kaplan and Braun site
diagonally across the in-

tersection of Lincoln and

Two Anti -Draft
Youths Arrested
Two youths were arrested

yesterday for distributing
handbills without a license.
One is a deserter from Fort
Lewis, Wash., according to
Mount Prospect police.

of
517 N. Pine, Mount Prospect,
and Gary F. Reyniers, 18, of
Chicago, were arrested after
several residents in the 310

Robert C. Snyder,

18,

leaflets denouncing military
conscription.
The leaflets apparently were

printed by the Chicago Area

Draft Resisters (CADRE),
police said.
Police reported

a

record

check at the station revealed
Snyder had been listed absent
without official leave from the

Washington base Aug. 22,

block of S. Wa-Pella reported-

shortly before his company

ly complained that the men
were walking from hOuse to

was to be shipped overseas.

house, passing out nine -page

ficially

da-12.11

SELLING YOUR HOME?

im517,55

developers "voluntarily"
participate in the coming

Hatlen Heights storm sewers,
according to village officials.

ea/KG 30c alidStoodel

CL 5-6174

number of children that

by the village board Tuesday
night
All land annexed to Mount
Prospect comes in with an
automatic R -x classification

Kaplan and Braun Builders,

Something new,
moderately priced.
You'll love it!

MOUNT PROSPECT

indicated that

School District 59 would be
able to handle the increased

THIS site of future homes
was just annexed to the village

Meier from Hatlen Heights
and would benefit from the

CERAMIC
POTTERY

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

hearing
The letter

night.

propbsed rezoning was held
before the Plan Commission

'

662 E. Northwest Hwy.

tion

is

Beautiful

7 N. Elmhurst Rood

somewhat less ridgid single
family residential classifica-

recommend approval of

-The Wade Line
of California.,.

and snap!

presented as evidence at that

ri I

classification, to R -I, a

demonstrated," for a rezoning
A ,public hearing about the

-'Sufficient need was not

Featuring This Week...

with us
for sparkle

The builders want the land
rezoned from R -x, a very
strict single family residential

that at least a portion of the

a petition
signed by about 150 residents

eam up

and Meier

have been inconsistent with
the comprehensive plan for
the development of Mount
Prospect,

on Sept. 20.
At that time,

DRY CLEANING IS OUR GAME!

southwest corner of Lincoln

Salvatore DiMucci also was

119 families

-The new zoning would

day by state officials in

Supt Donald Thomas to

THE REASONS given, included in a motion for denial
made by Plan Commission

have been inconsistent with
the surrounding area, which is
single family residential,

counselor Jeanne Fowler,
winner of the 1968 Illinois

According to Commission
Chairman Malcolm Young, a
letter from School District 59

would be brought into District
59 srhools with the additional

were

eight years, was honored Fri-

missioners

zoning classification

Meniber Eugene Bradtke,

A tea was held Monday for
Mount Prospect High School

subdivision, objecting to the

He had since been listed ofas

a deserter, police

said.

Snyder was released to the
custody of military police who
took him to Fort Sheridan.

Reniers was released on

$250 bond, with Mount
Prospect Circuit Court
pearance set for Nov. 3.

ap-

A man who never tires of baseball, Bill Iddings of 1501 Busse Rd., Mount Prospect, didn't
even take a break as the St Louis Cardinals beat the Detroit Tigers 4-0 in the opening
game of the world series yesterday.

Village to Buy Tract
To Stop Hatlen Floods
division which included cross-

It won't solve all of Mount

ing the Crumley property to
Weller Creek with a 60 -inch,

Prospect's flooding problems,

but Village Manager Robert

$36,000 tile.
Under this

Moore says it will help.

Moore and Mayor Daniel
Congreve were authorized

water into the creek at a rate
of around 184 cubic feet per

Tuesday to buy the five -acre

Crumley property between
Hatlen Heights subdivision

second, Moore said.

Then the Crumley property
was considered a natural site
for a retention basin. It is

and Weller Creek to use as a

retention basin for storm
water.
The cost will be $56,000.

about 21/2 feet
Hatlen Heights.

Congreve and Moore were
to

17

negotiate with

Mrs. Evelyn S. Crumley for
a purchase price, as part of
a plan to quell flooding in

VILLAGE ENGINEERS

had been working on a plan

MUM PLANTS

a
sign

PHONE 259-2210

ases''''''

ROBERT L.

cond before flooding its

00
$1&

banks, he said.

Congreve said the basin
would "hold the water for 17

CarryCash

hours, so the clean rain water

SITTLER'S CANDY

would wash out the creek

t Block East .f Water Tower

after the storm, making it
more tolerable."
If, in a particularly severe
storm, the basin filled up, it

BussEis FLOICRSvt
Elm St. & Evergreen Ave, Mt. Prospect

would overflow into the creek

HOURS: Monday thru Saturday 8 to 5:30

from
us!

1,

"THE CRUMLEY basin

certainty' won't be a solution
to all Weller Creek's flooding
problems", Moore said, but it
will help to curtail flooding in

the northern portion of the

village around Hatlen
Heights.

"There still is a lot of water
that needs to be held," he said.

.......

School
Menus
'ro be served Friday at An-

ne Sullivan, Betsy Ross
schools and MacArthur Junior
High in District 23:

Hot meat sandwich or

beanee wienee, fruited Jell -o
mold, buttered vegetables, fry
cake, milk.
To be served Friday at Arlington, Prospect, Elk Grove,
Wheeling, Forest View and
Hersey high schools:
Maine dish tone choice):
braised beef, fish sandwich,
wiener on bun; Vegetable (one

choice): whipped potatoes,
tater tots, buttered corn; Salad

(one choice): fruit juice, toss-

REALTORS

ed salad, lettuce wedge, mold-

ed strawbefry, sliced peach,
orange, fruit cocktail salad,
prune muffins, butter, milk.

Available desserts:

grapefruit sections, vanilla

pudding, lemon pie, ap-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
MOUNT PROSPECT .
PALATINE'

plesauce spice cake, sugar
cookies.

To be served Friday at St.
Viator High School:
Barbecue on bun, mashed
potatoes, gravy, fruit, milk. A

PROSPECT HTS.
PROSPECT

MOST
PEOPLE

la carte: hamburgers, hot
dogs, thuringer, barbecue
beef, french fries, soup,
Choose the warm, tawny
gold

PO!

of

Adobe,

assorted desserts, milk.

Sorrel's

deep, mellow browns, or
the striking subtle white of
Silvera. Accent them with
color, mute them with soft

"ccil.:41ALO

3.5 Professional Salespeople
Norm Marley Vi Soderstrom George Stahmer
Larry Knaack Marye Yeats Harry Garland
Bill Biedermann Grace Manning
Jack Jozwiak Micke Robertson
Jerry Moos Bessie Wright Gen Hollnagel
Chuck Flood Joe Winteri Doris Baehr
Al Langos Jim Warriner Guy McCord
George Haahr Bob Nelson
Raymond W, Nelson Jim Maloney Terry Fitzpatrick
Marge Nelson Mary. Solon Don Jackson

Jo Good Joan Miller Carl Pasquale
Fr-an'kJagels Jack Whisler Bob Lotka

SEE OUR DISMAY OF
EXCEPTIONAL HOMES
AS ADVERTISED IN THE

particular mood and setting.

Nicest of all -put up Ranchero ... ther relax and enjoy it, because it's virtually
maintenance free. No worry

about stains and smears.
Just wipe Ranchero clean

HOME

j

BUYER'S GUIDE

.

392-3900 255-3900 773-2800 358-5900 394-1900

life -in
for
writing --by U.S. Plywood.

guaranteed
HOURS:
Mon., Thurs.,
8 a.m. to

Fri.,

Convenient Off

with a damp cloth. No
painting .and decorating
expenses. Ranchero's beauty lasts for a lifetime.
Ranchero is
Weldwood

quality paneling ... backed
by a quality name. It's

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

DAY PUBLICATIONS

LEGAL

shades, adapt them to your

8:30 p.m.
Tues., Wed.,

5

seven cubic feet per second.

The creek can handle a
flow of 600 cubic feet per se-

Thursday - Friday - Saturday
EACH

the creek, at a rate of six or

ground now reaches the creek
at about 100 cubic feet per second, Moore said.

for storm sewers for the sub -

HARDY

water from Ilatlen Heights
sewers and let it trickle into

Storm water from the subdivision's farmland drain tiles
and from soaking through the

Hatlen Heights.

WEEKEND SPECIAL!

take

lower than

The basin will well storm

asked by the village board
Sept.

plan, the tile

could have emptied storm

because a valve on the sewer
entering the basin would prevent backing up into the subdivision, he said.

8 a.m. to
5:30 p.m.
Sat., 8 a.m.
to 3
Closed
Sunday

RANCHERO

Discover she Defier Buys & Bailer Idea. As ...

$7.57
4' x 8' x 3/16" tan&

DUFFY- EVANS
LUMBER & PLYWOOD

MT. PROSPECT 514 E. Northwest Hwy. Cl 5-7141
TA 3-5195
PARK RIDGE 115 North Clifton

MONEY?
Just use
your

Midwest
Bank Card

FREE DELIVERY Orders over $15 FREE ESTIMATES - Bring Exact Measurements

NOTICES
NOTICE OF HEARING
MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 24th day of October, 1968 at the

hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be o
public hearing at the Village Hall,
112
E.
Northwest Highway, con
corning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 68.55A

Request variation of property pre.
sently zoned I-1 located of 1113 E.
Prospect Ave. to Install a new 10,000
gallon underground gasoline storage
tank: property legally described as
follows:
Lot #1 and the North 25 feet of Lot

#2 in Ethel Busse's subdivision,
being a part of the East 1/2 of the
Northwest V4 of Section 12, Township
41 North, Range 11 East of the Third
Principal Meridian.
All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard.

Doted at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 3rd day of October, 1968.
GEORGE JACOBSMEYER,

Chairman
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Thursday, October 3, 1968
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Browsing (

SWITCH

To
KROGER

At The

Book Fair

47-111111F

oak

Girl Scout Mari Andresky,
11 Hi-Lusi, helps stack books

bought by Cindy and Polly
Henderson, 504 N. Fairway

k50

t....
?!

me

TA'

k

a

I

III

during the Friends of the

Library book sale last Saturday at the Mount Prospect
Library. Money raised from

k

M,

the sale is used by the library

to buy non -budgeted items.

11

Last year's proceeds were used

1'

to buy new drapes for the
library.
.00201111

41,72Tar
L?:'

'V-,

i,"4,

Ii'

Into every sale a few rocks
must full. Robert Kristufek of

418 S. Edward, Mount

8,000 of
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Gorny, 301 S. Wa-Pella, browse through books. By noon
the 10,000 donated books were sold, netting $355. Officials said buyers arrived as early as
8:30 a.m. although the sale didn't begin until 10.

Prospect, throws rocks while
his mother shops for books.

ICKES

CE TO BUY

IS THE P

BI

I

RI
WICKES LOW PRICE

WIckso kis a complete selection of qualltperattod pins
doors to end style and personality to your home. Now Is

112,"

the Hose int Wickes is tits place for all your home Im
provemont mods.

ALL THE

14 .32 .80

Reg $14 )4

ALL THE

Save Si 41

BRANDS AT DEEP -CUT
LAUAN BI -FOLD DOORS

DISCONNT PRICES!!!

Lama Mahogany bl-told doors

Increase your closet space
and provide easy access. All
The hardware is included,
making Installation a snap.

WICKES LOW PRICE

COMING TO

4'0" x 618"

da

SAVE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
WED. OCTOBER 9th

Save SI 72

Othei sixes in Stock

Km bit./
PRECISION BUILT LOCKSETS

BIG SAVINGS ARE YOURS ON WICKES

They're built to exactness in every detail
to provide years of service and security in
any room No building or remodeling bud
get Is too small to include this handsome

YWOOD

door hardware

FROM $3 99
FROM $1 69

ENTRY SETS
-PASSAGE SETS
..1.14.

1,0%

Reg $1712

1/4" x 4' x 8' EXT. PLYWOOD -A GRADE

.
WICKES IS THE PLACE FOR ALL

GOOD ONE SIDE

Y011 WEATHERSTRIP NEEDS

8' Garage Door
BOTTOM

Alum and Vinyl
DOOR SETS

Alum and Vinyl
DOOR BOTTOM

$1.19 Reg $1 68

$1.66 Reg 82 15

$1.33 Reg $167

ASSOCIATION GRADE MARKED

38

For cabinets, built-ins, furniture, partitions, siding. Constructed with water -proof

glue throughout to avoid costly delami-

PER SHEET

nation.

Regularly $4.48

3/8" x 4' x 8' GYPSUM

$1.40 SHEET

1/2" x 4' x 8' EXT.. SHEATHING 32/16

PACINT4P99Pe

ti1616VS

CD GRADE- ASSOCIATION GRADE MARKED

WICKES ATTIC FILL

The one plywood that can handle all your
rough sheathing needs whether inside or
out Wafer -proof glue construction
throughout.

Inadequate ceiling insulation
may be robbing you of valu
able heating dollars Wickes

is en easy and In
solution
33/4"
covers 25 sq
expensive

thick -

PER SHEET

Regularly $4.59

A bag
Reg 94c

WICKES
nLUMBER and BUILDING
SUPPLIES- CENTER

BLIIL
WELCOME

' STORE HOURS

3/4 Mile W. of Barrington
Road on Lake -St. (U.S. 20)

Mon. thru Thur. 8 to 5:30

837-6000

SUNDAY 9 TO 1

Friday 8 to 9 P.M.Sat.

8 to 4

-,v-ltatist^, 'rat rtrt

Ac,

"(alsditewrit,""1"."4.?"

by George Hamilton

Monologue
"Guess. Who's Coming to Dinner" tells of
the many emotional problems that confront a
white, upper middle class couple, when their

Monday when "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner" ppens.

that Daley in the past has been a critic of
the HUAC, and his testimony before it could
conceivably bring him more embarrassment.

daughter announces her engagement to a Negro

A panel of psychiatrists will be on hand
between shows to discuss with the audience
the patterns of human behavior that are

physician and tells her parents she is bringing
him to dinner.

displayed in the movie.
The discussion begins the fall season of "The
Minds Behind the Movie," a project begun last

When Dr. Jeremiah Stamler, a Chicago
Health Dept. official, was cited for contempt
of Congress for refusing to testify before the

program, "The Minds Behind the Movie," is'

HUAC, Daley took Stamler's side.

Forest Hospital spokesmen believe the.

HUAC wanted to question Stamler about
some 'alleged Communist affiliations and

a new and important way of educating the
general public about mental health, because the

spring and co -sponsored by Forest Hospital,
Which is a pijvate psychiatric hospital, and the

Stamler refused because his attorney could not
question the accusers. '
Daley, a lawyer, said Stamler had the right

audience learns to relate what they see on the
screen to

theatre.
Audience reaction last spring was excellent,

what happens among their own

friends, neighbors and family.

according to Graham Giles, manager of the
theater, so it was decided to reinstate the proj-

It will be interesting to see what
his position will be about those who oppose

to do so.

THE RECENT Democratic National

'm but, like Stamler, refuse to talk to HUAC.

Convention in Chicago is continuing to embarrass a lot of people who by now arc probably wishing that, like a movie or TV show,
the whole scene could be rewritten and done
over again so there is no question who the

ect on a regular basis.

When an appropriate movie is playing at the

theatre, the hospital will convene a panel of

psychiatrists, who will appear between

performances to discuss the motivations and
behavior patterns of the characters portrayed

HERE'S SOMETHING we haven't been

worried about, but it's news. Retail Memo tells

us what to look forward to in personal care
items: Hair styling dryers for men, aimed at
the eight million men who are already having

"good guys" are.

their hair professionally styled.
THIS IS Sesquicentennial Week

For instance, the House Unamerican

in the movie.
Alfred- Sasser Jr., who serve:: :is moderator.

is

testify because of pressing city budget matters.
But a lot of people have forgotten, apparently,

"Taming of the Shrew."

An innovation in movie presentations will
take place at the Des Plaines Theatre next

Activities Cortmlffrn hearings

in Washington

in

Des

Plaines and we have heed invited. by Des ---

are .expected to try to prove that Chicago
Mayor Richard Daley was right and the
dissenters were Communist -inspired.

encourages discussion, between the audience
and members of the panel. Movies discussed
in this manner last spring were "A Man for
All Seasons," "In the Heat of the Night," and

Plaines resident Pat Ordovemiky to stop by his
garage to see his Sesquicentennial float - "a
scoop of ice cream in a glass of Scotch."

Daley has said he would not be able to
05.t3M

Pro5pect Dap

Hi deaw ord

-Honor the original dream by always jealously keepin,g
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.-

THEMLON
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters,

-- Marshall Field 111
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K S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

19 good, 26 excellent

William J. Kiedalsch

"I'm afraid you're allergic to politics!"

Managing Editor

Answer on Comic Page

The Prospect Day Is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Miracle Prices

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rule. $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

r

Jcw Stamps

e

We

NATIONAL

-.14111.1."- AV'

,Jeht le

FOOD STORES
Thor, Ore Set

Grace's Daze

en:::

oSth

PLAY READY MONEY BINGO...

ENJOY TOTAL SAVINGS WITH
THE "BIG CHANGE" AT NATIONAL!

PLAY READY MONEY BINGO...

PLUS NATIONAL'S SWEEPSTAKES

(te'd fif,10(e1301.,

[fit/7,(g

J

Yomarcos Annual Outing

The big change at National is REALLY big, Enjoy TOTAL SAVINGS for the first time in any
food store. The total savings of famous miracle prices plus the extra bonus of S&H Stamps.
It pays to be thrifty and National shoppers are twice us thrifty . . . they all save cash plus
S&H Stamps. So, join the big change today ... Where else do you save two ways?

WINNERS IN EVERY STOREEVERY WEEK!

By Grace Mott

Hs

FREE!

FREE!
120,000

FR
I ,

I

to

$25,000
CASH

II

IMPERIAL
Flobo

OW II

DREFT

Colorado Brand Corn Fed Beef

IF

10? OFF
.

Lb.

OFF

10r OFF

Corn Country Fresh-Loan-1401y

.IG

1.1.11;11i;0114.1

.tivoute,14,ad

'Atf

Lb.

MD;

OFF

40?

MIRACLE PRICE

OFF,

+ ,1344 STAMPS
Soap Flake.

AMERICAN FAMILY t' 81'
Detergent

b.

OFF
..

COTTAGEY CHEESE

RING BOLOGNA1!

Dommont

SMOKED HAM

OXYDOL

tOr
OFF

10? OFF

MIRACLE PRICE

+ jeif STAMPS

lb

wee

va ,

affila

,,,

...

HAWTHORN A4F/lODY
Popular flavors
.

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

CIn.

"""=,%1,7:7,`X:371:gr""

6u
12 -oz.
811s.

CHEESE

c'n.

2

MIRACLE PRICE

+ J4/4 STAMPS

tiff

D ,,,,, on'

CHEER
DUz

Washington Stale Fancy

BARitiTT PEARS

GREEN PEPPERS

Lb 25¢ MUSHROOMS

SAVE CASH-SAVE 29/ STAMPS,

k
Each

9,/

POTATO CHIPS
Lunch Sox She

Lb.

59

FRITOS

Yomarcos
associated
(Young Married Couples) and

Scales took

have for many years chosen

children

Woods, West. A central com-

mittee selects the steaks.

Young Kaman is chief engineer aboard the destroyer Forest Royal, and with only three

planned and brought by

days' leave from his ship at

Most of the people are
with

others.

And gam.s4 often not
divulged beforehand, are
usually part of the fun, arranged this year by four
Mount Prospect couples, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold McNabb,
Mr. and Mrs. George Morris,
the Richard Taylors, and the
J. C. Busenharts,

OF FOURcouples who livthey got the idea to dine
together regularly only two

now remain in town. They are

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Schmitt,

Mrs. Michael McDonald who
hosted last week's affair, a
party with a genuinely informal theme after which they
all went bowling.

THE SATURDAY mar-

William Kaman and Beverly

The 12 assemble at each

6z29ri-15

MIRACLE PRICES + dot STAMPS

Point,

day.

Both Thursday night and

Friday after the rehearsal dinner Mr. and Mrs. Kaman gave
at the Village Manor in Grosse
Point, there were open houses
for those fro:n here Bind other
friends of the couple. The party Friday was given by Bever-

as Aurora and

The Kaman family, after
making plans via phone and
fetter, actually convened in
Grosse Point last Thursday.
Frank

Jr.

left

classes

Bit

Loyola University Denial

School to go, while Richard
and Gregory went from Mar-

quette University in

Wisconsin, and Mary Esther,
Ann and Adele all in high or
elementary schools in this
area joined their mother and
father for the ride.

T,N.T. (This 'n That)
Bouquets to the teen-age
kids who showed decency
"rather than delinquency in

playing golf here this summer;
not all, but
boys.

most of them

' Noted more than once was

their courtesy in respecting

private property Which
borders the Mount Prospect

ly's aunt and uncle.

Country Club; requesting per-

A Sept. 14 party in Mount
Prospect was hosted by Mrs.

ball and observation of rules

Kaman while Miss Scales,

mission to look for

a

lost

of good golf etiquette in

replacing turf and considering

daughter of the John Scales, out-of-bounds signs with a sewas here for a weekend visit. cond drive when they knew or
A miscellaneous shower and were in doubt about being off
buffet supper, it included re- the fairway.

DOCTOR SAYS

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

When Parents Squabble
Child is the Sufferer

'romantically beautiful or
fiercely patriotic affairs,

Children have the best revenge on one's former
chance to develop happy spouse.
dispositions and pleasing Furthermore, such

Ideas for the parties have
ranged from the Charley
Brown (Peanuts) theme to

depending on the dates of the

behavior is likely in the long

personalities when they have
to be self-defeating. The
Other members of the two loving parents to guide run
group include Mr. and Mrs. them. In spite of the emphasis child often develops a deep

dinners.

Laurance

Frerk, who now

live in Arlington Heights and
the Earl Carlsons who moved
to Prospect

Heights earlier

this year. Forced to miss the
September dinner, however,

they went; more than three

"498d114
59?

Grosse

va, as well

month, and the hosts decide
what will be what in food.

t.:83?+tli

=85? +Z

to

Jacksonville, Fla. met his
family in Michigan last Thurs-

other's home every other

were the Carlsons as he gave
his attention to business, con-

KRAFT

HITS'IlidHEESE

riage of their son, Navy Lt.

It 735i +
$351+

3? +

RED DELICIOUS
APPLES
H"d29si

+10

MAXWELL HOUSE .. ''':: 129 + Ei
DASH

"DAWN -DEW" FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

iii6vi.TFLOWER

1:;79 +13

MAXWELL HOUSE .. x 97?

D'ialERICAN FAMILY

Sol WA

..

G;::' 75011

salvo

pric"cl

SAVE CASH
SAVEJOISTANIPS
Pound

Are Just

ar
CRAFT Sharp Cheddar

mAxviiit

MILK

COTTAGE

Cr-jhese

CHEESE STICKS ....

1/2Gal.

$1.19 +

_:'83¢+p
Few Examples

OFF

I

10,' OFF

HAWTHORN NOBODY

TIDE X -K
BOLD

SLICED BACON

Forest Preserve.

S. Albert St., and Mr. and

39¢
83? +
t.::71p-FO

VIKII ...I wm. "electn.3.

weAN

+

69¢

CASCADE
10? OFF

the Colbys.

nually ,look forward, sat
around camp fires in the

ed in Mount Prospect when

JUICE .'...

CHUCK ROAST

9' 4019'

TOP TREAT
`BEVERAGES

5751+ kg

AMERICANugv' FAMILY

CHUCK STEAK

Aisorlarl Flavors

57¢+

....

ikanUID THRILL

ORANGE ,"'\*

1;1111(11

SLICED BACON

'CiP741;"illAt

ICE

5711+0
217- 57?+

JOY LIQUID

11G111.;./.0.1

Lb

11'`759?

IVORY LIQUID
tor

'71Att,

...1'711P1-0

Salia DINNER ..

+.2iW STAMPS
3.;

PORN SAUSAGE LINKS
Altera.:

t.

PORK
STEAK

OFF

DINNER

MIRACLE PRICE

Prospect Heights.

year and next. Everyone who

steak fry to which they an-

Complementary foods are

mew

TURKEY

went to the dance also went
or was, a least, invited to

Mich. for the past weekend.

TheitAni kit A

StecT
SWANSON 3 CoutsS-Cntaren

lativcs and friends of the
groom's family from Mrs.
Kaman's home town of Gene-

went to the same spot they

Fevr -Examinee..

'MV 101

CHUCK
ROAST

.

NOVAS

evening last Friday for the

"there's still room for more
members," will have this

83? + Elg for the event, Lake Ave.

IVORY SNOW
Devon.

have mine well done." These
were the comments as 50 men
and women who had a perfect

Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Kaman of Prospect
Heights and their six other

Detergent

AT

NATIONA

"17.3C +

IVORY SOAP

FRO!
SSW

I/OCES C

43 +10

MarporIne

+ ,b,t/ STAMPS

itwy
APPr Eitr/

i'.t.81?

FOLGERS

MIRACLE PRICE

FREE,

2e.;$127+Z

Regular

_at

,rmaar

s.

Regular-Elec

inr
40

GRAND PRIZE

FATIFICATES

"Make mine rare;" "I'll

MIRACLE PRICES +

;I.

ducted in France.
In muu-muus and gay shirts

this fact has received in recent
years, too many children must
still grow up in broken homes.
Nothing is more frightening
to a child than to be exposed

sympathy for the parent who

because in each parent he sees

shown to be emotionally

appears to be the underdog.

Although divided custody
almost always fails,

limited

visiting privileges should be

to quarreling by nib parents encouraged unless they can be

the model he would like to upsetting to the child.

copy or later marry. The

squabbling threatens not only

the fall party of the "Guys and

Q --My 18 -month -old son
gives him a confused image of was born with epidermolvsis
bullosum. I bathe him in
what he should be.

night at Old Orchard Country

depression, tantrums and even

dozen couples who attended

to disrupt his home but also

Loss of appetite,

Lubath once a day and put

Club. Most in the organiza-

peptic ulcers are not un-

Heights where the Ralph

parents. When the

Is there any cure for this
disease?
A --Since this is a hereditary

the club, live.

is compounded if either parent

prevent the characteristic

and Mrs. Donald Colby gave
in their Glenbrook Dr. home
preceded the Luau, first of
four dinner dances the Guys
land Dolls, who keep saying

sides.

Dolls" Dance Club Friday

tion are from Prospect common in the offspring of

Neosporin on the open sores.

battling
Deckers, president couple oft break does come, the damage disease, there is no way to

A big cocktail party Mr.

tries to get the child to take

Such a maneuver on the

part of a parent is both selfish

large blisters except to shield
the child from trauma insofar
as possible. When the blisters
form, the outer layer of skin

and cruel because it uses the should be removed and a

child as a means of getting sterile dressing applied.

The Day' sP rospects

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

13 years but have made

several trips to their
homeland

Last in a Series

THEY ENJOY many of

"In the past three weeks
I've served more than 75 peo-

the out-of-door sports together

ple," said Mrs Kha Hansen,
wife of the, Danish consulate

Hans, play musical in-

who lives in Northbrook with

their children Mikael, Hans

such as skiing and skating

The twin boys, Mikeal and

struments in the Northbrook
Junior High School Band and

Schandinavian toy display
which Carson Piiie Scott

and Co is fc.itureing through
Oct Sat Randhurst
Ingrid shares some of her
famous Danish recipes today,
some of which have appeared

Copenhagen.

was on hand

to

"I use a lot of French
recipes but my family loves
the Danish kind," she con-

Copenhagen, who is

been in the United States for

Mikeal wore the uniform of

Mikeal

one hour Add creams

You will need the followthe Danish Royal Guard and
looked much like the wood- ing
2 pork tenderloins, 11/2 to
en soldiers featured in the

and Annette. Their oldest enjoy visiting Tivoli in
daughter, Gitte is in Denmark
preparing for a nursing career.

elicacies

anis

elicio

meet the Lord Mayor
of
a per-

tinued. The !lumens have sonal friend of the /lawns.

alternately to thicken gravy

Slice diagonally in 2 -inch
serving pieces

2 pounds each
8 pitted prunes
2 apples cored and sliced
2 tablespoons butter

Mrs Hansen will share

some of her yuletide cookie
recipes in time for Christmas

serving later in Day's

salt

her Ananus
Frontage or Pineapple Mousse

Prospects but

pepper
1 cup thick sour cream
1 cup sweet cream
1 cup beef broth

in national magazines

makes an excellent finale for
the pork entree

Cut meat and split on one
Denmark," Ingrid said, then side. Pound till flat. Fill with
proceeded to give the recipe prunes and apple, close with
for Svinemorbrad. This hearty toothpicks. Brown in butter;
main dish serves from 4 to 6 add salt and pepper and place
and
depending on the size and in baking dish. Add broth
wee for
"Pork is the biggest meat in

weight of the tenderlolits.

ANANAS FROMAGE
4 egg yolks
4 egg whites beaten stiff
1 cup sugar
No. 211 can crushed
1
pineapple (131/4ounces)
1 envelope plain gelatin
Va cup cold water
1/4 cup hot water

bake in a 300 degree

Flowers

until white. Dissolve gelatin

in 1/4 cup cold water, melt in
1/4 cup hot water over double
boiler if desired, add 1/2 cup
pineapple juice and juice from
lemon. Put in refrigerator until it starts to set. Then fold

Jerry Busse, 16, son of Mr.

Page 5
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Beat egg yolks with sugar

Win 3
Prizes

gArryek
Thursday, October 3, 1968

juice from one lemon

and Mrs.

Harold Busse of

in egg whites beaten stiff.

Busse's Flowers, was the

sweepstakes cup winner at the

annual prize contest of the
23d Annual Design School

Cook of the Day

Business

Use Mixes for New Ideas

whipped cream.

For delicious recipes such
as these you will really want

at the Sherman House,

to fly the Danish flag.

Chicago.

RIGHT-Mrs. Kha Hansen,
wife of the Danish counsulate,

6

Jerry is a junior at Prospect
High School. His sweepstakes
cup and $25 cash prize entitle

More than 200 entries were
judged. Jerry submitted (1) a
novelty arrangement of red

carnations in a styrofoam

snowball,

Frank Uczcn, a designer at

Busse's Flowers, was awarded

a second place ribbon for a
miniature arrangement of red
garnet roses, Christmas green,
etc. A third place ribbon was
awarded to Mrs. Harold Busse

for a pin and earrings entry
designed of red garnet roses.

" «`t -s
ve
r°

w

the shelf must be filled,
thus new ideas are always in
the making (or mixing)."
Mrs. Wall wondered why a

mix was not available for a

jelly roll so she decided to try
a chiffon mix, realizing it was
the same consistency as jelly

roll. The results were so
satisfactory she recommends
it to any jelly roll fans.

Going along with her

Y:;11t1
4t5 14f 5

'

La Verne Wall practices what she preaches by creatively
using 2 mixes (1 can and 1 carton) to make this refreshing
Tropical Roll.
375 degrees for 40 minutes.

3/4 cup milk
1 egg

1 pound ground ham
1 pound ground fresh pork
1 cup brown sugar
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1 tablespoon corn s6rch
Va cup vinegar
1 cup water
Va cup sherry (optional)

Crumble bread into bowl,
add salt, prepared mustard,

whipped cream for the filling.

inch balls.

A& A MEMBER of Home
Economists in Homemaking,
Mrs. Wall recently attended a

Do not crowd. Bake at 350
hour. Place in
degrees for

which featured Jane

sugar, dry mustard, vinegar,
water and sherry in pan. Boil

meeting held in Glenview

Armstrong, Home Economist
for Jewel Foods who spoke on

"Go thr.ough your

supermarket with open eyes.
There are at least 8,000 items

for sale, and it is up the
homemaker to be alert for

new items and latest

developments in the food
field."

This group (HEIH) is open

to all Home Economics

graduates with interests in any

of the related fields of
homemaking. They will hold

their Oct. 23 meeting at the

,"Y" in Des Plaines. The

featured speaker will be Mary

Jane Lauterbach whose
demonstration on Candle Innovations will be open to' the

public:" Tickets will be

available at the door. For in-

milk and egg. Beat well. Add
ham and pork. Form into 11/2

Place one layer

deep in shallow baking pans.
1

2 -quart casserole.

Combine cornstarch, brown
until clear. Pour over balls
and bake 45 minutes more.

Yields 36 balls. May be
refrigerated or frozen.

NOODLE CHEESE
CASSEROLE
4 eggs
3/4 cup sour cream
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon sugar
2 cups cottage cheese (small
curd)
5 cups fine noodles, cooked
Va cup dry bread crumbs
melted butter

TROPICAL
CAKE ROLL
I package lemon or orange
chiffon cake mix
1 package vanilla Instant
pudding

whipped topping

-

Prepare chiffon cake

every

three

college -hound

usually are located within

October "Seventeen"

joint project presents a
wonderful opportunity for our

clubs to share a combined

community spirit," said Mrs.

The groups have had the

tation and building the

sugar. Carefully peel off the
foil. Roll cakes immediately
in towels, starting with a nar-

in float construction.

Illinois' 150th birthday.
Float construction is taking

James McFeggan has made

Rolling Meadows Memorial
Day Parade 1967, and the

row end. Cool.

Mix the dry pudding mix

with pineapple until well combined. Fold in the cream.
Unroll cakes. Remove towels.

Spread with pineapple mixture. Roll again and place on

serving plates. Keep
refrigerated until ready to

serve. Sprinkle top with confectioners' sugar.

inventive housewives are

Woman's Club presently hold
the 1968 trophy.

spread cream over it while the
machine runs through a load
of dishes; then open the door

purpose room.

convention.

The faculty will be introduced by Mr. Guthrie,
principal. Refreshments will
follow the meeting.

(note) Half of the cake bat-

Beat eggs, add cream, salt ter may be baked in an
and sugar. Stir in cheese and ungreased loaf pan 9 x 5 x

cooked noodles. Pour into 3 for 45 to 50 minutes,
buttered 2 -quart casserole. following package directions.
Sprinkle with bread crumbs Slice and serve 'topped with
and melted butter. Bake at pineapple filling.

their education at a four-year

school. But a junior college

may not be as easy

to get

through as it is to enter, and

"getting a degree is no
cakewalk."

Many junior colleges. will

take anyone with a high

school diploma. This system

works well with "late

bloomers," those who through
lack of maturity or motivation
do not do well in high school,
students later.

The junior college is also
good for the undecided stu-

Many new paintings and
gift items arriving everyday!
OPEN:

.

,

in Park Ridge.

Mon., Thurs., & Fri. 10:30 - 9; Tues., Wed., & Sat.

family favorites.

10:30 - 5:30; Sundays Noon - 5 P.M.

A4
Ste#414Arligtoit
fits.

35 S. Vail:.
394-3083

CASTLE, SEE A

REALTOR!
You couldn't buy or sell your castle as smoothly
and efficiently as a Realtor. That's his job, to be an
expert. His experience and knowledge can work for
you ... So whether you're selling a three room bungalow or buying a 90 -room chateau, see Kemmerly

dent who does not know

whether he wants to go to col-

lege or not. If it woiks out,

he can transfer to a four year
college. If not, he can at least

emerge with an associate
degree.

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAPMultiple
Listing Service

Itch 7.4-.

DRY CLEANING IS OUR GAME!

emmerb

Jeanne Zucca ro
The American woman enjoys

a reputation for beauty the
world over. The Western wo-

man of today in her daily

REALTORS

rush as mother, home -maker,
budgeteer, laundress, cook,
not to mention glamour -girl

OPEN 9 to 9

for his nibs, still finds time
to spend more on her appear-

ance than all other countries
of the world combined.
In presenting this little column
each week, I hope to share

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine.

358-5560

and all of the related things
Which make an ever -more -

In Arlington Heights

253-2460

as we do presenting it.

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
(Opening Oct. 1st)

beauty tips with you on hair,
make-up, selection of colognes

glamorous you. We hope that
you'll enjoy following "Beauty
Hhlites" each week as much

****

Lynette and Janice, she is in

IF YOU WANT YOUR
NEXT HOME TO BE YOUR

Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. in the multi-

Mrs. Duane Ainlay will
speak on the "Blue Ballot"
just at the end of the cycle and the November election
and let the cloud of steam concerning a constitutional

stant sauna.

lege and go on to complete

Sunset Park PTA will hold

its first meeting Thursday,

cold

STUDF NTS who flunk out
of large iversities can often
be "salvasud" in a junior col-

Sunset Park

The idea is to
wash your face with soap and

splash, pat the skin dry, and
enjoy the pleasure of an in-

magazine.

PTA to Meet

dishwashers.

rush up over your face.
Follow this with a

reports Roul Tunley in the

framework. All three but turn into satisfactory
organizations are experienced
The Jaycees and Jaycettes
were awarded the American
Legion Traveling Trophy for

getting beauty duty from their

a

Onen 7 Days A Week
PLENTY Of FREE PARKING.

second

failed in other colleges,

Junior Woman's Club, Roll-

Instant Sauna

and offer

chance to many who have

by Robert Poquette, Mrs.
Henry Bollman and Mrs.
Rudolph Schneider. "The

(between Algonquin d Dempster)

arts programs, have small
classes and a waiin atmosphere,

The reasons: they are easy
to get into, cost much less,

437-7141
955 South Elmhurst Rood (Rt. 83) Des Haines

students' homes, provide

school:

responsibility for researching
a theme, designing the presen-

with foil. Bake at 350 degrees Robert Poquette, chairman of
for 14 to 16 minutes. (do not the float committee is assisted
ovcrbake)
Turn out immediately onto
linen towels which have been
sprinkled with confectioners'

Automatic Car Wash
(2 Min.)

students enters a two-year

Rolling Meadows Junior

and teen-age daughters,

1 tablespoon prepared

educational shelf: one out of

Poquette.

ing Meadows Jaycees and

Custom Dry Cleaning

vocational as well as liberal

Parade Oct. 5.

The Rolling Meadows

Service

popular item on the

denly becOme the most

pans, ungreased and lined available city facilities. Mrs.

151/2 x 101/2 x 1 inch jelly roll

When our cook is not

Here are some of the Wall

Plaines Sesquicentennial

2Hour Shirt

commuting distance of

participating on the City of

trying recipes for her husband

the Cross or volunteering at
St. Matthew Lutheran Home

Meadows have been busily
working for the past several
weeks constructing a float to

14 -Minute Coin

Dry Cleaner

Junior colleges have sud-

according to directions on place at the Rolling Meadows
package. Spread into two City Garage. Superintendent

392-1979.

cheons at Lutheran Church of

organizations in Rolling

Jaycettes were requested by
2 cups crushed pineapple Mayor Roland Meyer to of(undrained)
ficially represent their oity in
1 cup whipping cream, the parade with a float apwhipped, or 2 cups prepared propriate to the observance of

formation, call Mrs. Wall,

charge of suppers and lun-

Three leading civic

represent their city in the Des

recommendation of mixes, she
uses a vanilla instant pudding

mix, canned pineapple and

18 Minute Coin Laundry

Junior Colleges
`Most Popular'

Rolling Meadows Float
In Des Plaines Parade

$

substituted. That empty space
-on

a

other seasonal decoratioli.

house.

and another one is

arr-

with Christmas greens and

interested in all

as soon as one fails to move,
it is removed from the shelf

an

rangements were accented

phases of Home Economics.
A graduate of Rosary College
in River Forest, she majored
in dietetics. After graduating,
she went in to food research
at Continental Can Co. and
worked for a bakery supply

reach the store's shelves. Some
mixes prove to be popular, but

(2)

black metal birdcage. Both ar-

A MEMBER of the Home
Economists in Homemaking,

a recipe to be accepted and

and

angement of red roses in

Cook of the Day, who follows
her own instructions.

"Sometimes it takes .,years for

recipes with you today.

School.

from Mrs. Kenneth Wall,

of improving mixes.

Danish food" according to her

designer at next year's Design

meal."
These words on mixes come

There, she learned methods

is "a good cook with good

son, Mikea (back ground).
him to appear as an artist - She shares sonic of her special

gredients from scratch to concoct an unusual cake, dessert
or for that matter, a full

mustard

maraschino cherries and

fair was held Sept. 21 and 22

required to assemble in-

SWEET SOUR
HAM BALLS
2 dices b end
1 teaspoon salt

decorate with pineapple rings,

Flori'gts' Assn. of Illinois, The

ideas. Use the time normally

is

Trade

Fair, presented by the Allied

as a means of creating new

LaVerne

and

I-.

BY FERN SCHNEIDER

"Don't apologize for using
mixes! Instead, think of them

Clinic

Turn into mold, cover with
plastic and refrigerate for at
least 6 hours. Unmold and

Stop in, enjoy complimentary
coffee, meet our talented
why Brandi',
See
people.
is our area's "most outstanding salon!" Expert coloring
and bleaching! High fashion
and casual styling. Featuring
cutting and shaping with
perfect balance and form!
to Mt. Prospect's
Caterers
most discriminating ladies!

BRAN DT's
!Seamy Salon
12 W. Busse Ave.

Mt. Prospect

CL 3-1286

Open
Tues. Thar Sat. -Eves, rinir4. A Fri.

-728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

956-1500
894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights

13 S. Wolf Rd. (Opening Oct. 1st) 299-0082
)
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Chef Ernie: 35 Years in the Kitchen
Republican dinner dance.

BY MARILYN MIXERS

first Jed the way into the
kitchen for Chef Ernest Louis
of Arlington Park.

LEFT-Cher Ernest Louis

Carousel Kitchen supervising
banquet preparations.

Vegas;

Woriuer

Palms,

tain Country Club, Palm
Desert; Mount Shadows,

CHEF ERNIE said he asked his mother if he could bake
a spice cake to take to school

An old-fashioned spice cake

at work in the Arlington

Las

Palm Springs; Shadow Moun-

Woman's Editor

Scottsdale.

While in Las Vegas, he had

for a party and he enjoyed

making it so much "the next
summer 1 lied about my age
After 35 years in the and got a job in tl,e kitchen
kitchen, Ernie is now in at the Mayflower Hotel in
charge of all food preparation Akron, Ohio::

at the Arlington Carousel,

Arlington Park and

15 minute T.V. program,

a

showing four different stages

in food preparation for a
variety of items.

of Chef Ernie's

<2.All

ap-

prenticeship to become a chef

was done under European
chefs in America. An apprenticeship lasts from 4-7
years with the chef -to -he
working his way through the

Washington Park. On Satur-

Before coming to Arlington
Ernie was chef at the Abbey

buffet dinner with entrees of
roast beef and chicken co-

years. During his 35 years in
the kitchen, he has cooked in
many different restaurants, in-

different stations in the

Wheeling Township

cluding Convention Center,

kitchen.

day he will supervise the

quille for .the 3d annual

in Fontana, Wis. for 21/2

ERNIE HAS a staff of 18
in the Carousel including two
pastry chefs; 30 at Arlington
Park during the racing season,
and 15 at Washington Park.

The chef plans the menus
and checks the menus set up

by the catering service. He
places the, grocery orders and

tells the cooks how he wants

things prepared. "I check to
see-Mat everything is good

quality. We only use prime
meat," he said.

Once a month Chef Ernie
is in charge of a special party

meal for Horseshoe Club
members. When building is
completed at Arlington Park,
the Horseshoe Club will be on
the top RD.,- D,f the new motor
hotel and the present club will

"....ormaleg

be the main dining room of
the Carousel with the present
restaurant becoming a coffee
shop.

Ernie and his wife, Kay live
in Wheeling and are the proud

I

grandparents of two
ANN

grandchildren. Their daughter
is also married to a chef, Ron

Skow of the Highland Park
Country Club.

When Ernie is home, he
leaves most of the cooking to
his wife, with the exception of
special party meals. (A special
note to husband cooks: Chef
Ernie did admit that when he

MIDWEST

BANK CARDS]

NOW ENJOY OUR UNBEATABLE
BUYS ON EASY CREDIT TERMS

I WELCOME HEREJ I

cooks

UANTITIES

LIMIT

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO

at

home

he

doesn't

clean up the kitchen)
Ernie is on the hoard of
directors of the Executive

0

0.

Chefs Association, a member
of the American Academy of
Chefs (honor society), a mem-

SAVE 44c!

ber of Chef de Cuisine,

FULL FASHIONED 100% WOOL

WASHABLE 100% COMBED COTTON

DO-IT-YOURSELF SAVINGS!

WINTERIZES AND PROTECTS!

American Culinary Federa-

LADIES' CARDIGANS

MEN'S TURTLENECKS

1 -LB. SHREDDED FOAM

DRY GAS FOR CARS

tion, Canadian Chef Federation and International looks.

Imported wool cardi-

Long sleeves, elastic-

Make your own pillows'
Non -mildew, not -aller-

97

gans, "NW colors. Sizes
34 to 40.

ized neck. Many colors!

2$

genic urethane.

Sizes S -XL. COMPARE AT 1.79 EL FOR

COMPARE AT 7.19

C

Removes water, moisture from fuel systems,

Association.

stops carburetor icing.

Cr PRA::

FOR

SOU IN STINE 111. EACH

SAVE MORE!

0

0

LADIES' PERMANENT PRESS

MOCK TURTLES, HI -CREWS!

BETTER MAKER'S 1st QUALITY

TOPPS OWN BRAND PERMANENT

STRETCH DENIMS

MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS

CHENILLE SPREADS

ANTI. FREEZE

Cottons acrylics! Fash-

Decorator muftis, over -

97

Nylon/cotton denim

RECRUIT

sizes 8 to 18.

97
-

ion necks! Long sleeves.
Sizes 5, M, L, XL.

slacks. Smart colors,

te-

3.11

AT

tab SAVE 41%!

PAK-NIT® POLOS
Won't shrink, stretch!

ane, ready to recover.

99c

COMPARE 1.29

SAVE 40%!

SAVE 28c!

FAMOUS FASHION DESIGNERS

FLANNEL LINED

SEAMLESS NYLONS

CORDUROY SLACKS

Plain or flat with

picot runguard
top. Sizes 81/2-11.

FOR

15x17x1".

28`

COMPARE AT Oa

For 6 or 12 volt
batteries
COMPARE AT 1.58

JULIETTE WAKE -TO -MUSIC

COLGATE TOOTH PASTE

AM CLOCK RADIO

ir

in fashion colors. Sizes 3 4)
to 6x.
COMPARE AT 1.38

ment,sweepsecond hand.

88c

SAVE 46c!

SAVE MORE!

Solid state instant sound!

Little girls' warm slacks

SAVE 50%!

BOOSTER CABLE

All cotton stripes, sizes
4 to 8.

tak'

FOAM CHAIR PADS

Quilted nylon double
AT 11.97

quirements. Gallon size.

8 FT. ALUMINUM

breasted style. Warm!
COMPARE

re- &yi/
ional specifications

COVER IT YOURSELF!

Buoyant, resilient ureth-

8-18. White, navy, powder, brown.

oi

Meets all state and nat-

Twin or full. COMPARE TO LH

JR. BOYS' LONG SLEEVED

PEA JACKET

$3

lays in cotton chenille.

COMPARE

SAVE 29%!

LADIES' LIGHTWEIGHT NYLON

111:111141

Manufacturers list price
83c! Family size 5 -oz.

TIP
11011113 tab

tube.

Telechron clock move-

37c

SAVE 61c!

tek

Save 60% I
MISSES' PADDED OR UNPADDED

NON -GLARE BLACK SURFACE

FAMOUS MAKER'BRAS

TOTS' CHALK BOARD

Sizes 32 to 40
A, B, C
COMPARE AT $4.

Chalk rail, eraser and

1"

chalk included. Size 16"
x 24".

SAVE 42%!

REVERSIBLE OR PILE LINED

Hidden hood style, knit

cuffs, 2 zip pockets. lig
Great colors. S -M -L -XL.

NORM AT $1

te

MEN'S SKI JACKETS
corm

SUAVE HAIR SPRAY

SAVE 43%!

77.

Manufacturers list price
99c! Long-lasting I 3 -oz.

WITH SOCKET! GLITTERY

CEILING FIXTURE mipoize'
Screws in - needs no
tools! Wanted colors, 8"
diameter. COMPARE AT 3A9

1 99 leir
I

Manufacturers list price

WALKING DOLL
Rooted h air - eyes
open and close

AT $14

ing cream.

BIG 32 -OZ. SIZE! FANTASTIC te%.

40

SPRAY CLEANER
Just spray on and wipe
11011LARLY 1.3N
off.
64 -oz. RAN, now . . . . 99c

C

51c

SAVE 82c!
COLGATE 100.

Manufacturers list price
1.45! Family size I7 -oz.
mouthwash.

COME
TO

Red
Balloon
FOR

HAPPY FACE BY TONI

SAVE 28%!

24 INCH

38`

SAVE 58c!

1.09! New 41/2 -oz. wash-

PASCAL SAYS:

THE

REGULARLY 3 fir 1.21

10-

and Pacific Coast Chefs

63c

ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
.CHICKEN
5129
Were Open 7 am
to Midnight
(M. and Sat. 1112 am)
Sundays Open at 7 am
Cocktails, Tool

COME IN AND FIND 2500 MORE REASONS WHY WE SAVE YOU MORE!

The

Rod
FIRST OAR,
TOWNS ONINTIT,
WEICOMEHERF

MAME IT
AND

inns

NURIAS MASHIE ACCEPTED

ELGIN, ILL.

ROLLING MEADOWS

ADDISON

1015 E. CHICAGO ST. - RT. 19

KIRCHOFF RD. & MEADOW DR.

280 WEST NORTH AVE.

DAILY 10-10
SUNDAY 10-6

Balloon
.,,.,
IN NILES, 5980 Touliy
DES PLAINE% 55 E Rand

4
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Cold, Cool To rld

Buying or Selling

Go right to

What to DoWith Apples
to let them use it. All you'll

Don't forget to date and label:
freeze immediately.

pack the apples.

CHEESE APPLE SQUARES

By Charlotte Erickson

good cooking apple and 're-

gadget they'll plead with you

Now is the time to plan to
freeze enough apples and applesauce to last the rest of the
year The quality of canned
apple slices and applesauce

main firm even after freezing.
Use them in pies, cakes,

have to do is measure, and

pancakes, or sauce them as a
side dish to serve with pork
roast or chops. (See Sherried

Apples in "The Freezer

simply won't satisfy the
discriminating buyer and

Cookbook.")

available

darken, work quickly and in

DRY PACK WITHOUT

SUGAR: (Excellent for people
on special diets, particularly
diabetics.). For 2 quarts of ap-

suggest you freeze apple
slices in the dry form (without
syrup pack) Not only is it
easier, but you will be able to

small quantities. Use an apple

much the same manner that
you would fresh apples all

theyie still available in the
catalog of one of the nation's
largest mailorder houses for

I

quantities. This little gadget is
it

recipe makes about nine

acid crystals.

large families will surely want
to make a double recipe.
Single Recipe

Crust
1 cup better or margarine
2 cups flour

year long They will be peeled
and ready to use

Shake well to assure even
distribution of ascorbic acid.
Pitt into freezer bags, date,

was in our

label and freeze immediately.
DRY PACK WITH SUGAR:

just under four dollars.

For 2 quarts of apples, peeled, cored and sliced, add 1/2

few cranks and your apple is

cup of sugar that has been

A bargain, indeed! Just a

MOST COOKING apples
will freeze well However, I
have found the Winesap apple

pared.

the best for freezing (Also

Always start peeling apples
when someone else is in the

Stayman apples ) They arc a

their father sees this little

for an outdoor breakfast.

3 Co-chairmen
For Muscular
Dystrophy Drive

sponsored by the Arlington

Get your reservations in by

after breakfast. Cyclists will

date of the ride and 7:30 p.m.
the time. Cost is $4 per couple. Dress in casual jeans and

The bicycle trip is

return home before noon.

Persons may go along or

Crust
V: cup butter or margarine
1 cup flour

46

formation should telephone

The three arc Mrs David

H Rcdenbaugh, 2046 Cherry

Dr , Mrs Donald R
Landphaor, 1402 W Euclid
Av , and Mrs Harold C
Miller, 1102 W Clarendon

of fun, folk singing and food.
For reservations, call the
Brays, 259-5338, Bodenstabs,

companied by an adult.

Those wanting more in-

the Park District
0620.

at

255-8135 or the

CL3-

Sells, 253-

87 I 2.

Hill

Rd

gressive, wasting disease of
muscles that

the voluntary

strikes particularly children
13 years old, has no known

Filling

tened to room temperature
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
V4 teaspoon salt

4 eggs
14 teaspoon salt
1/3 cup lemon juice
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
1/4 cup flour
1
quart (approx.) apples,

'ACE .

Muscular Dystrophy

SCHAUMBURG

7 W. Schaumburg Rood

.

.

358-1502
894-1330

ber that when you use frozen
apples the baking time will be
longer.

Remove from oven and

4yors

sprinkle with powdered sugar.
Delicious served warm.
We'll talk about freezing
applesauce in another column

-,4,iildfkIN

,

f

PO uanoNs

soon.

MIDWEST'S LARGEST LAUNDRY SPECIALISTS

'S BIGGEST
EVERYTHING

STORE

GOES ON

HOURS:

SALE!

RENTAL BAND

Tues. L Sat

AVOCADO

'UI 5:30 p.m.

COPPERTONE

INSTRUMENTS

Wed. 'UI Noon

COLD

Sunday's a Family
Day . . . Closed!

WHITE

SCHOOL APPROVED

cure

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

ALL COLORS:

HIGH QUALITY

between the ages of three and

PALATINE

255-6320

Mon., Thurs.,
Fri. Evenings
111 9:30 p.m.

Your Supermarket for

Muscular dystrophy, a pro-

apple slices in neat rows on

estate

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

cheese mixture is set. Remem-

temperature
2 cups sugar

hats and come to
Three Arlington Heights with their families. Children straw
Mueller Hall for an evening

muscular dystrophy here Oct

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

real
BRUNS

8 -oz. package cream return to oven for about 30
cheese, softened to room minutes more or until the

5 for the St. Paul Couples
Heights Park District. A Oct.
Club Hay Ride. Oct. 12 is the
softball game will be held

under 12 must be ac-

in REAL ESTATE

20 minutes or until very lightly browned.
FILLING: While the crust
is baking, whip the cheese and
add sugar, blending until light
and fluffy. Add eggs, salt,
lemon juice, baking powder,
cinnamon, nutmeg and flour.

Oct. 12

station at 6 a m on Saturday,

women will be co-chairman
for the 1968 March against

pan (for a single recipe). Bake

1

4 oz. cream cheese, sof-

into freezer bags and

The BIG MAN

and press into an 8 x 8 -inch

top of the cheese mixtigeanri

Filling

Put

St. Paul Couples
Hay Ride

Early risers can meet at the Oct. 5 to cycle over to Elk
Arlington Heights railroad Grove Village Forest Preserve

Yield: 9 squares
Time: 8 minutes

Cream shortening, add

Pour this mixture over the
partially baked crust. Arrange

V4 cup sugar

V& cup sugar

shake well to assure even distribution of sugar mixture.

Early Risers To Ride
Bikes To Breakfast

squares. Those of you with

well mixed with 2 teaspoons
of ascorbic acid 'crystals.

house. Once the children or

good arc Jonathan and

However, I feel they taste best

BRUNS

peeled, cored and sliced

_sugar and then flour. Mix well

2 cups (approx.) apples, at 350 degrees F. for 15 to

peeled, cored and sliced

Double recipe
Yield: 11/2 dozen squares
Time: 10 minutes

grandmother's day, and

use your frozen apples in

3 tablespoons lemon Juice
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
teaspoon cinnamon
pinch nutmeg
2 tablespoons flour

12ths or 16ths (depending on
the size of the epple), sprinkle

on 2 teaspoons of ascorbic

peeler when freezing large
the same as

Squares can be made from
either fresh or frozen apple
slices. They may be frozen.

ples, peeled and sliced into. just out of the oven. A single

HOW TO FREEZE AP-

PLES: Because apples tend to

frozen apple slices are not

These Cheese Apple

the top ... see

fl.e'Ett

Low Monthly Rental

Associations of America conduct an independent appeal in

Arlington Heights They do

Rent for as long as you want
Unlimited return privileges
Rental applies toward purchase

not receive money or support

from any other fund-raising
organization

LEWIS
HOLTON
La BLANC VITO
ALL REEDS
LUDWIG
METHOD BOOKS
REPAIRS
.
.

Pledged
An Arlington Heights girl

DRYERS MUST GO!
600 WASHERS &
AT LOW, LOW PRICES ,'TIL THEY'RE SOLD !
WE'RE "GONNA" KEEP GOING

We'll Deal BIG!
We'll Trade WILD!
This is the SALE You've Been Waiting For!

Mt. Prospect
Music Center

majoring in drama joined

Kappa Delta Sorority at

Illinois Wesleyan University
recently

Sophomore Susan LeBeau

Main St. (Rt. 83) & Busse Av.
PHONE 259-1300

of 906 N Yale, pledged the

soroity during formal
ceremonies Sept 23

HURRY ...Come In, Make Us An Offer!

HOURS: Mon-Tues-Thur-Friday 10 to 8:30 PM. Sun 2-6.

ewod ,s7akt

SEE 'EM! HEAR 'EMI

CABIN CRAFTS

YOU BUY AT ACE!

WE RENT
WASHERS

EASY CREDIT
FROM ACE !

LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS

Special Prices on

& DRYERS

LOW MONTHLY

TRY 'EM BEFORE

tom sr° pw wsk

PAYMENTS.

CARPETS

95

$
...-

CHOOSE FROM 80 NEW 1969 MODELS

.

. .

WE DELIVER .

. .

INSTALL & SERVICE

ON SATURDAYS!!

3 NEW COLORS ! HURRY !

FAMOUS MAYTAG DEPENDABILITY & LONG LIFE BUILT-IN

SQ. YD.
INSTALLED

NOTICE .

Nylon Sculptured Plush
A random low loop design
ripples on velvet -type high
cut

"

pile. A beautiful car-

pet for any room at this,
low, low price.

Sculptured Nylon
A traditional design with
the look of a deeply

NYLON

that can adapt to any de-

PLUSH

sculptured Wilton

Styling

FORTREL

TIP -SHEAR

cor. 16 colors.

50
Fortml

A long -wearing, deep, luxurious cut pile carpet. The
smooth velvet texture goes
with any decor. ilrolors.

SQ. YD.
INSTALLED

Shag

mush" carpeting! A

nur.

dialing texture for

in all decorative
settings. In striking solids or,
two-color versions

use

93

SQ. YD.
INSTALLED

0

CARPET" FACTORY -DIRECT
EVERY MACHINE BACKED BY ACE'S FAMOUS "RED
CAN RELY ON
-HOUR
SERVICE
YOU
AUTHORIZED SERVICE ! 1 . . . 24

A carpet with long wear &
versatile styling created by
a one -level loop with ran

dam tip shearing. A de-

corating delight fbr today's
practical behome --yet

cause It's made of Fortrel

for hard wear and easy
cleaning.

SQ. YD.
INSTALLED

9

SQ. YD.
INSTALLED

3 STORES TO SERVE

You .

666 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 0 MT. PROSPECT

NO MORE
PMATINI

THAN 15
MINUTES

laitts

2

.53

IN SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN:ESTATES

24 W.
GOLF ROAD
Colt MU ti Mena HQ

'HOME!.

CALL: 894-1900

PARKING

IN MORTON GROVE
5614 W. DEMPSTER ST.

AT OUR
ESTATES

CALL: 3924200

FROM YOUR

ARUNGTON

304AUk49UED

DOORI

'

CALL YO 6-4900
HOME, Aka, Mori, Fit Dew III 940 pm;
Moe
5130 pM.i W$.
Noe. a Est.
CLOSIDAVAMAY

PHONE CL 3-3310

CURTIS BROS.

ANT -1 miles morel d Ilasillwit Colter

'ARRINGTON

"PRICES INCLUDE PADDING K TACKLESS INSTALLATION"

MT. PROSPECT CARPET CENTER

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1615 N. Rand Road (U.S. 12)

WASHER IL
DRYER CO.

Truly a specialty shop, the Jewel Butcher Shop specializes exclusively in fine meats. Here you'll find a magnificent
USDA Choice beef,
selection of the finest quality meats
everything
Grade A poultry, government inspected pork

J

.

Join us in the celebration as Jewel's "Miracle Prices" begin their 3rd big year!

.

Be one of the thousands of winners

of this exciting new game. Jewel
promises you great fun in the weeks

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Round
Steak

U

I

chosen by Jewel's expert buyers after meeting the most exacting
Jewel meats are Extra Value Trimmed
quality standards' And
of fat and bone to guarantee you the maximum in eating enjoyment

to come. Each time you stop in at
Jewel you'll receive free Deck 0'
Money game tickets There will
be over 675,000 winners so be
sure and stop in at Jewel this
week and get your free Deck

LB.

0' Money Master Card.
There's no purchase
necessary

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Sirloin
Steak

1,4

LB.

xoo

-4
jc? IFv 0:

P:

4,3

0.4

4/4 °3

oN

CENTER CUT

I-

)Pork
Chops

-

I

"

64 54 44 '54 24 " 5c7 4c2
4.5

=-

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

.21

2

$100 $50 $20
$10 $5 $20 $1

oft,
Any complete

6 05 o4 05 02 ±i

MI across

k

Porterhouse

is a winner!

'04A13* -.11:

Get Your

No Purchase
Necessary

FREE

LB.

Master Card
at Jewel'

bl

dr

/

itre

Tasty Cher.s A-iteheit

I

'beef tekow

Its like having a chef at your beck and till. Whether
you want a complete dinner or simply a between -meal snack,
you can depend on choosing from a wide selection of deliciously
prepared foods. And, for that special party you're planning
there are elegant hors d'ouevres trays prepared by our Chef's.

oaf

nan
LB.

10 LB.

U.S. NO. 1 WISCONSIN
16 OZ.
BOTTLES

PLUS DEPOSIT

I
Everything in the Jewel Pastry Shop has been
.

Potatoes

c

WhiteFRESH, CRISP

Carrots

.

sweet, there's no finer place to shop than your Jewel

9!

1 LB.

fTh

A Country -Fresh Dairy Food Shop!

tested, tasted, fussed over until the results are as
perfect as baking can be. For an endless variety of
good things
from breakfast treat to midnight
.

4111111.1"111111

RIPEEN

I/

1/2 LB.

,(4top

.

\\

ea
69c Y2 LB.

.

PrOt4(..612>

Rico, Mexico and Hawaii.

GOLDEN

TASTY

REG

Choose from a full selection of fresh -every -day fruits
and vegetables at your Jewel Produce Market.' You'll find an
exciting variety of unusual produce specialties from 'round
like papaya from Hawaii, pineapples from Puerto
the world .

Jewel brings a bit of the country to town every
day. Dairy foods are rushed from the farm to your store.
There's milk . . so cool, so refreshing, so dairyland
fresh. And eggs
. each with a yoke thats firm and a
.

.

white that separates beautifully.

Pastry Shop.

UNSALTED
LL,

8 INCH -ALL VARIETIES

Whipped
Cream
Cakes
BUTTERSCOTCH PECAN

ea

00

Coffee Cakes
U
REG 89c

=

ea.

Butter

REG. 939

AND 949

FRENCH ONION, BLUE, ITALIAN

PLAIN OR ICED

Raisin

Save Cash Anyday With "Miracle Prices"

Land CY
Lakes 1 LB.

Bread11-`)IF

REG.39c

Hillfcirm Dip-

Save Cash .Anyday With"Mirac/e Prices"

SRIIEK:j.3. 9 c

CTN.
c CHERRY VALLEY

Orange

.

Jug?

Save Cash Anyday With"Miracle Prices"

ets Pass Halfway
Season
ar n Football
-

i

BY FRANK C. HOLAN

The Mount Prospect

Midget Football Association

passed the halfway point of
it's 1968 season last Sunday

with four of the 25 teams still

undefeated They are the
senior Giants, the Junior Jets
and Steelers and the Spartans
in the bantams

National division. Tom

The National division pace-

Hermanson connected on setting Jets had to score twice

Ruane, Kevin Kronforst and
Jeff Patterson. Jim Petran in-

several on -the -dime passes
while Dave Wood and Dave
Mann contained the rushing
defenders. Hard tackles were
thrown often by Don Rohde,
Jay Trefelper, Tim Halas ang

in the last quarter to edge the

tercepted two Spartan passes.

scooted the ends for a pair of

touchdowns spearheaded the
34-7 Illini victory over the
buckeyes. Jim Tangney flipped a pass to Tim Gosch in the

The Bears, displaying their

newly -installed single wing offensive lineup, gained their

first win of the season as they
shut out the Packers 18-0 Jim
Hamann swied twice on fake,
punt runs of 45 and 33 yards
Tailback Terry Cherwin sliced

inside tackle for four yards
and the final tally Extra ef-

fort offensive line charge was
provided by Bob Savage, Gary

Davis and Randy Di Vito

Defensive hacks Norb

Chmura, Jack Youle and John

Rohde each intercepted one
pass

Gene Miller ran hard and

Jeff Meyer passed well behind
blockup -front
excellent

ing spearheaded by Hugh
Wiedman, but the Packers
couldn't hit the pay dirt Tony
Rizzo, Bill Bullus and Daye

Martindale were among the
hardest working defensive
performers for the green dnd

Mike Szukalla.

cluded a cAlled back

Dave Matzl, Ray Meinsen and

guard Mike Doherty and

portant roles too in the hard-

performed excellently.
The Buckeyes' lone tally

Quarterback Bruce Metge's
offensive manuvers, which inin

highlights

Tom Pavlina. Dale Peterson,
Billy Mitsos, Keith Muench,

the Cowboys'

Hard-working Norm Smith
The steadily -improving but
luckless Chiefs snapped a 16 opened the scoring for the
game losing streak as they Browns with a 25 yard dash
ambushed the Redskins 12-0. around right end and Tim
Jim Broereri ran back' the Krebs inade the extra point.
opening kickoff 60 yards for Al Weber, Greg Buettner and
Dave Hughson gave a good
the first touchdown and his
signal -calling brOffier Rick account of themselves on ofplunged one yard for the other fense. Dave Ennes sparked the
six -pointer. Co -captains Ray defense with good support
Demmert and Bill Novack coming from Clyde Mundy
sparked their teammates fine and Rod Bennett.
team play which received exBENTAM DIVISION
cellent aid from George

end zone, made four extra
points and tackled hard. Steve

Skobel scored once. Right
defensive tackle Keith Baron

came in the third quarter on
a sweep by halfback Steve
Hauser with good blocking by

Matt Dc Koatz and Mark

Norwick. Linebacker Drew

Lyon made half of his team's
tackles for a stellar individual

defensive performance.

THE HAWKEYES edged

the Hoosiers 7-0 on a first
quarter 13 -yard end run by

Joe Dominick and an extra
point sweep by Tim Dixon.
Mike Oldenburg also carried

well and Lon Reitz
The Boilermakers and the ball fiercely.
Jim Brown,
and Mike Wijas. The Wildcats fought to a 0-0 se- blocked
Redskins did not submit any cond place tic in a very Ed Di Gangi, and Mark
Seelers were the toughest trio

Miscevich, Dale Heggasen
game information.

defensive contest. Gregg

Jacobs and Dave Kennedy

on defense.

The Hoosiers Dave Wcislo

games of the afternoon, the

rushed and passed for many
yards. Jeff Slater and Leon

ran well and passed to

6 Ram ends Ray Bentall and

Lockowitz played well both

Brian McGinnis blocked ef-

ways and recovered a fumble.

tercepted twice and Bob

IN THE FIRST of three tie

his

receivers, Brad Busse
rising Eagles and the re- Tasche made 25 tackles favorite
bounding Rams deadlocked 6- between them. Mark and Ken Colwell, as center

Wayne Kruty gathered in
numerous passes that included

a 10 yarder to the latter for

THE CHARGING Colts
won their first game of the

a second quarter counter. Jim
Phillips, Mark Hoefler, Tim
Hirz and the Super brothers,
Dan and Don were among the

downed the Cardinals 25-0 on

Mark Okuma played imfought win.

play.

yellow

a big way as they

Louie Citro's three

touchdowns and an extra
point. Don Stevens' point
after came on a pass. from

touchdown, were the only

SENIOR DIVISION

year in

determined Browns 14-7.
Speedster Dave Raymond

the excellent running of the

team's finest performers.

.Mark Lattner's long runs,
Richard Fischer's recovery of
a teammate's fumble. for a

Mike Wood clicked on

fectively. Mark Wertz in-

several good Wildcat aerials
as Todd Bernin centered and

Vlach recovered two fumbles.

fectively. Jack White knocked

defensively too.

down a punt and linebackers
Mickey Hermanson and Tim
Broderick were consistently

the Wolverines

Ray Smith and Martin

Mark Himes blocked ef- Sczepaniak played well
The Golphers squeezed by
in a 20-19

thriller. Mike Higgins, Mike

Crnich and Marty Hower
plugging up holes.
two Scotts, Grear and
each scored a touchdown and
Carlson. The forme: dashed
O'Rourke added the two
five yards for his first touchdown and John Mc
THE FIRST -PLACE Jim
touchdown and zig-zagged 65 Kenney's blocking were the Spartans became the only important extra points for the
Paul Kadalis, Jeff
for the other Carlson bright spot on the Eagles of- undefeated bantam squad as victors.
scampered 15 yards around fensive II. The anchormen on they stopped their American O'Conner and Bill
end for his Robb Anderson
added another on a 15 -yard

defense with many tackles in-

division counterparts, the Schniedeskamp were outstan-

cluded Richard Baylis, Bob

Badgers, 19-0. Dave O'Brill

ding defenders.

jaunt

Bob Ford and Steve

Strasser, and Roy Gattis.
The fired -up 49ers surpris-

scored on a 15 yard toss from

Roger Patterson, and Gary

Chick Kessler caught several
clutch passes Greg Wendorf

that ended in a 0-0 score.

a pair of six pointers.

Sargent scored twice in the
first quarter on a sweeping
end run and went off tackle

Manlove blocked well and

ed the Steelers in a contest

Conway ran up the middle for

Todd Buikema passed well

Reinert, John Hamilton, and
Joe Holloway did well blocking. Badger backs Paul Izban,
Greg Gatto and Gary Gripen-

led the hard -charging under pressure for the
defensive line and received

American division leaders to

much help form Gary O'Brien
and pass intercepter John Bat-

his favorite target, halfback

Tackles Tom Di Gangi and
Tim Johnson picked up the

tough defense headed by Tom

ing him help'

most defensive points.

HALFBACKS JIM Sauter
and Clyde Peterson were the
49ers

hardest

working ball

carriers and made several..

Two first half scores by

and Jeff Scanlan were

defensive stalwarts. Jim Barrett called a good game, ran
well with Paul Hellerick giv-

ripped off good yardage.

JUNIOR DIVISION

seconds of play. Scott Barber

trog tried hard but couldn't

John Arnold along with middle linebacker Dave Quillen
were in on almost every tackle
for the Cardinals

for his third in the final

Rod Kiolbassa. Jim Altergott

taglia

Guards Mike POran and

Bill

The Wolverines' Rick

good runs on holes opened by

gain consistently against the

IR

Prospect's Mike Ga ney Throws
Way to 'Athlete o the eek'

Thursday,
3,

tackle Mark Paluzzi. Keith

halfback Jay Loos were Jones led in pursuit and

9

Mike Gaffney Prospect

High School's junior

tackles followed by end Jim
the Cowboys 12-0 and move Wade and linebacker Mike

enough for the Vikings to beat

into second place in the junior

MIKE GAFFNEY

letter -

the same trouble this year, but
hasde
developed

scramble around would-be
earned the Day's Athlete of tacklers and move theea

winning quarterback, has

Cantieri.

ballbility

the Week award for his pass-

ing antics in last Friday

the right direction.
TROUBLE HAS also been

night's 40-0 rout of Glenbard noted in Gaffney's receivers
this year. Although he puts
North.
Gaffney tossed for four the ball within their reach,

touchdowns in last week's

game. Dann Willis received
the first TD throw near the
end of the first quarter. The
aerial was good for 16 yards
and was Gaffney's shortest

slippery fi

,..rs have

oftentimes let it fail by the

wayside for no gain. But, said

Gaffney, he thinks the pro-

blem could lie in the fact that
his team members get "up" so
much for the game that they
pass for score of the night.
have trouble hanging onto the
PROSPECT'S SECOND ball. He said he expected them
score came as the next quarter to get better, and, as the last
opened and Gaffney caught game proved, perhaps they
Scotty Crawford with a pass have.

The Gaffneys have lived in

last game," said Mike After
letting this braod statement

attended

sink in, he explained that this

Prospect His younger brother
is a sophomore at Prospect

ble in the fourth game of both
his freshman and sophomore

Mount Prospect for nine
years,

ind

Mike

Westbrook and Lincoln is Prospect's fourth game of
schools before going to the year, and he has had trouyears

He only played in four
to have little trouble games both of those years
this Friday night when they because of injuries incurred in
tackle Fremd at home as the the fourth game of each His
Vikings were humiliated last freshman year he broke a
bone in his left arm and was
week by Arlington, 60-6
out for the season, and last
HOWEVER, GAFFNEY year he broke the thumb on
will have one hurdle to get his right hand
"Nobody is bothered by a
over this weekend before

Gaffney and Prospect

figure

going on to greater
achievements

"This will probably he my

broken right thumb," said his
father, "except a right-handed
quarterback!"

good for 60 yards and six
points. Before the half, the

junior quarterback threw

again to Crawford, this time

for 22 yards, for the third
Prospect TD.

As the Knights kept

building a substantial lead,

Gaffney got closer and closer
to

LOC

V

being taken out of the

game. Coach Don Williams
finally got a chance to give
Mike a rest and use his other

two quarterbacks in game
situations.

But before he bowed out of

the encounter, Mike made
sure that everyone would
Sunday Sept. 29 was Lion's Club Day in the Mount Prospect
Midget Football Association's books. The Lions bought the
16 -acre site (Lions Park) on which the association now plays
its football games each Sunday in 1946. Current value of the
property would be about a half million dollars. A plaque honoring the Lions was presented them by league commissioner
Elmer Balotti, left, during halftime ceremonies of the seri49r

league mimes. Accepting the plaque from Ballotti are Clayton
Meyer, president, Lion's Club, 714 Dryden, Arlington Heights;
Ed Matys, first vice president, 703 E. Shabonee, Mount Prospect; Vern McMurry, secretary, 18 N. Maple, Mount Prospect;
and Walter Schroeder, past president, Lion's Club, 100 S. Elmhurst, Mount Prospect.

Forest View Hosts Quadrangular. Meet;

Place Third to New Trier E., Frernd

and again placed third in the
Coach John Heenan's a new course record with his over-all
standings. Jim
first place 13:19.4 and New

Forest View harriers hosted a

quadrangular meet Tuesday

and came out third

in the

standings

The Falcons played host to

teams from New Trier East,
Harlan, and Mid -Suburban
League school Fremd New
Trier won the over-all meet
with 23 points, followed by

Fremd's 35, Forest View's
113 and last place Harlan
with 116

New Trier's Bob Winter set

Trier also captured second
and third places. Fremd took
fourth through seventh place,

Konieczski was the only
Falcon finisher in the top 10.

Falcons snapped up the race,

28-31 by snaring sixth
through 10 places.

Tom Kaiser was sixth at

Konieczski placed ninth

9:17, followed by Bruce
Lighthall at seventh. Jay

behind New Trier with 51 and

Walker was eighth, and Scott
McGovney was ninth. Wayne
Miller rounded out the top 10
for the only winning Falcon

and New Trier finished off with a 15:43, leading Forest
View to a third place 83,
the top 10.

IN THE MSL dual that was Fremd with 21. Harlan was
with 179
taken from the same race, lastTED
FRANCIS was third squad of the day.
Fremd shut out the Falcons,
Forest View will try again
in the freshman -race for the
15- 0.
so in 9:05. next Tuesday when -they will
On the sophomore level, Falcons, doing
first
pay a visit to the new Hersey.
Forest View was also shut out Although . he was the
by Fremd in the dual, 15-49. Forest View finisher, the Huskies.

remember him by letting fly
with a 29 -yard bomb to Jim
Dooley for a fourth straight
aerial touchdown.

,

IN THE GAME, Gaffney
completed 10 of 18 tries for
a total of 205 yards gained in
the air. According to Mike, it
was his best showing since last
year's Prospect -Palatine contest in which he threw for 265
and for which was also named

excitement

as Athlete of the Week.

Last year as a sophomre,

Mike'started at quarterback in
Prospect's first game against

North Chicago, a traditional
northern suburban power. The
Knights were blanked then as

they were in their first two

games .this year, but it wasn't

all the then sophomore
quarterback's fault.
Blocking fell short on
several occassions and Gaf-

fney was forced to either
throw wildiy or be thrown for
a loss.

..

dial

92.71
tereo 24 hours

Gaffney has sometimes had
4
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Quick Change

Thursday, October 3, 1968

Artists Work

Behind Scenes
At World's
Busiest Airport

Soon the Interior of the plane Is deared, and ready for cargo.

....pushed into place and latched to the floor.
Passengers are gone, seats are quickly going.

Quick -change artists are operat-

the seats which are bolted to the

ing at O'Hare International Air- floor in 12 -seat sections.
A cargo net is installed in the
port.
front of the plane to protect the
They, are the men who --within
a huge passenger cockpit area in the event of a cargo
airliner into a cargo plane and --with- shift. Fireproof window shades are
pulled down and air vents closed.
in another half -hour --load it.

half -hour --turn

tit*
7,11A\

t

r 4AVW IM\e
NA10:1111.1

A pre -loaded cargo pod is brought aboard...

TI E IS RUNNING

our..

The plane is the Boeing 727 QC Thus any fire in the cargo would
(for quick change) which is used by burn itself out for lack of oxygen
several of the airlines operating out without damaging the aircraft.
I he cargo, in pre -loaded pods, is
of O'Hare.
A Day photographer visited the quickly loaded aboard and the pods
airport one night this week to pic- are latched to the floor.
Then the passenger -plane -turned ture the operation, as conducted by
cargo -ship wings its way into the
employes of Braniff International.
As soon as the - last passenger night with a vastly different load
'leaves, the workers begin removing than it brought.

Student -Candidate Panels
To Be Preserved on Film
The

interviews

being

arr-

anged by The Day between
state candidates and junior
high school students in Arl-

ington Heights, Mount
Prospect and Des Plaines will
be preserved for future
generations.
Two of the interviews
already have occurred.

Sen. Paul Simon of Troy,
the Democratic candidate for
lieutenant governor, was in-

RANO 714114111.1.V

.

Irn pro

541

didates for Illinois attorney
Auditor Michael J. Howlett of general; state Sen. William
Springfield, a Democrat who Harris of Pontiac, the
is seeking re-election to a Republican who will oppose
Howlett for state auditor; and
third term.
Reps. Eugene F. Schlickman

PUBLIC AND private

Eugenia Chapman (D -Arltake part in the remaining ington Heights) and David J.

students from South Junior

all of whom are seeking reGov. Samuel H. Shapiro and election to the General
Richard B. Ogilvie, president Assembly.

Heights.

of the Cook County Board

All of the interviews will be
televised on the closed-circuit

His Republican opponent,
Robert Dwyer of Winnetka,
was interviewed by students of

who is Shapiro's opponenet in
the gubernatorial race.
Other candidates to be in -

Named Advisor
To Nixon -Agnew
Hickory, Arlington Heights,
will serve as a special advisor
to the Illinois Citizens for

Bennett, Baird and Minow

portunities of Illinois in Its
Sesquicentennial Year of 1968

Central Committee, managed
both 1964 and 1966 cam-

Church Angle
Is Campaign
Forum Topic

Our rapidly changing world continually emphasizes the need for a well
educated- society. In recognition of this, First National is conducting a
Salute to Education program. As part of this program, we're offering the
colorful one volume Imperial World Atlas at a special price to savings

THOMAS J. HOUSER

Houser has continued as a
top aide to Sen. Percy since
his election two years ago.

Houser has served as

Republican committeeman for
Wheeling Township.

Political Parties."

This record will become a
permanent part of the records

of the Arlington Heights

public schools, other schools
in the northwest suburbs that

desire it and the state
archives.

Diamond Here Tomorrow

U. S. Rep. Donald

Rumsfeld (R -13th Dist) and
Sen Paul Simon (D -Troy) who

Democratic candidate for

depositors.

is

This handsome 300 page reference book contains complete details on
the exploration of space, maps of every area in the world, photographs
and facts of peoples and places plus world political information tables,
population statistics, historical gazetteer and more. It is ideal for the

headline speakers at the

See on display a giant 6 foot geophysical globe/

as Seen by Leaders of Both

ISen. Paul Douglas.

$100 or more.

Come to First now. Get your 1968 Imperial World Atlas and enter our
daily World Portrait Globe drawing.

the editors of the

"The Problems and Op-

Cook County Republican

home, school or office.

By recording the in-

terviews, they can be viewed

District 25 television system
will select from the several
hours of interviews, a 45 minute documentary entitled

executive committee of the

Imperial World Atlas for only $2.00. All that's necessary is to add at
least $100 to an existing savings account or open a new account for

part.

AFTER THE final in-

torney with the Chicago law
firm of Leibman, William,

States senate from the former

will come to Thomas to take

terview,

and formerly chairman of the

time is left for First Depositors to obtain the 1968 Rand McNally

School in Arlington Heights.
Students from other schools

Reports of the interviews

the appointment.
Houser, 38, a practicing at-

lost to Kerner by a narrow
margin.
In 1966 Percy won the
Illinois seat in the United

of Thomas Junior High

appear in The Day as they are
conducted.

William H. Rentschler,

Our Salute to Education program is nearing its end. This means little

closed-circuit television studio

other schools in the area.

state chairman of the Nixon Agnew committee, announced

former Gov. Otto Kerner and

Heights public schools. They

will be conducted in the

participating schools and

Nixon -Agnew Committee.

paigns of Charles H. Percy.
In 1964, Percy opposed the

system of the Arlington

by the classes of the

Thomas J. Houser, 219 N.

For First savers to obtain *12" world atlas

(R -Arlington Heights).

schools in the three towns will

Regner (R -Mount Prospect).

High School in Arlington

urt

terviewed will be State

seven interviews which will
include a meeting between

terviewed by a panel of

WORLD
ATLAS

Miner Junior High School in terviewed are William J.
Scott, Republican, and FranArlington Heights.
Next .candidates to be in- cis J. Lorenz, Democrat, can-

lieutenant governor will be the

political forums to be
sponsored during October by
the Sty -Paul Lutheran church
of Mount Prospect.

Free daily drawing for $12.95
world portrait globe! Plus the
grand prize of a four day week-

end in New York for two'

"The forums will discuss
the major political issues of

the campaign in terms of

church interest and involvement," explains the Rev.
Frank Kaufmann, the pastor.

"The forums will last one

and a half hours with the can-

didate speaking for half and
hour to 45 minutes and the
remainder of the time devoted
to open discussion."

First of the forums will be
next Tuesday. Simon will be
the speaker. The questions to
be considered will range from

oa

FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE DES PLAINES. ILL. TELEPHONE 527.4411
Member Federal Deposit Insurante Corporation Member Federal Reserve System

law and order at home to
Vietnam in our country's
foreign policy.

Rumsfeld will be the

.

-

Singer Neil Diamond will perform Friday, Oct. 4, at 7t30

.speaker at the Oct. 29 forum. p.m. in Rolling Meadows under the sponsorship of the Palatine
Rumsfeld will discuss his in- Youth Organization. Tickets for the performance at the Sacred
terest in modernizing Heart of Mary High School Hosts three dollars for general
Congress.

admission, two dollars for members of the youth group.

Is
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Arrowcraft Sale an Style Show Oct. 22

patsy
milligan

PTA Magazine
Lists its Movie
.

Recommendations
Only three of the newest
movie releaseS are recom-

mended as suitable for

children's viewing, so states
the reviewing hoard of PTA
Final plans for the annual

ArrOweraft sale and style
show will be made at the Oct.

Trapped

9 meeting of the Arlington
Heights Alumnae Club of Pi
Last month I flew to Boston on one of those huge shiny Beta Phi. Mrs. Robert Lollar,
"Friendly Jets." This was the first leg of my journey to Vermont
Arlington Heights, tickets and
and one I shall never forget, for the atmosphere of camaraderie style show chairman, will
which prevailed bordered on intimacy.
Securely strapped into the seat next to me was a rather welcome members at 8 p.m.

dour looking lady with lavender hair. I had visions of the
next hour as being one of total peace and tranquility. My
natural habitat is one that is rather chaotic, so I was pleased
as I buckled my seat belt and settled down to read. I mention
this last observation only to point up the fact that one should
never make snap judgments.

Within minutes after our craft was airborne, we were handed

menus listing the alcoholic beverages which were available to
those who so desired them. Passengers were given a choice
of a Friendly Sherry, an Absolutely Ingratiating Manhattan,
or a Downright Pushy Martini.

The event will be held

Tuesday, Oct. 22, at the Arl-

ington Heights Masonic
Temple,

1104

S.

Arlington

Magazine in its October issue.

Bob" of Barrington will be
presented at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. Refreshments will be

They are "With Six You Get
Eggroll," starring Doris Day
and Brian Keith as a widpw

served. The public is invited
and tickets may be purchased

and widower, each with

from any Pi Phi or at the
door.

children. It is a situation comedy surrounding the problems

Arrowcraft committee is Mrs.

they marry and combine their

Hermann Verwohlt, Mount
Prospect. Others working on
the sale are Mrs. Clinton R.
Bowman, Prospect Heights,

families.

Armstrong, Mount Prospect,

their children create when

General chairman of the

"The Seventh Continent,"
is particularly praised for its
photography. The story is set

Heights Rd., from 9:30 a.m.

co-chairman; Mrs. R. A.

to 3:30 p m.

Proceeds from this sale and

refreshments; Mrs. Hoyt

each of a different race
escaping to an Idealistic

those held throughout the

Mathews, Deerfield and Mrs.

John Miller, Arlington

world.

country will go toward the

sorority's national philan-

Heights, decorations; Mrs.
Robert Grossenbach, Arlington Heights, publicity;

The third offering, "Project
X" is recommended only for
older younsters, junior high
level and above. A spy spoof
about a secret agent who has

thropic project, the Arts and
Crafts School in Gatlinburg,

established for the
TO MY SURPRISE, Mrs. Crosspatch went the Martini Tennessee,
training of crafts teachers.
route. Since it was only 11:40 a.m. (and there seems to me Items available will be
to be something downright uncivilized about drinking booze handcrafted wood carvings,
before noon), I passed.
jewelry and linens made at the
That was my first mistake.
center.
No ssoner had I become engrossed in the book review section Arrowcraft
Fashions by "Betty and
of. the current issue of Time, when my seat partner nudged
me and asked "Do you read that magazine regularly?"
"Why yes, I do," I answered, as I smiled my chummiest

in fantasy. with three children,

Mrs, James Denson, Palatine, ky
hostess.
Any Pi Phi wishing further
information may contact Mrs.

Richard Nieland, vice

president and membership
chairman, 392-3204.

been temporarily frozen and is
to be revived in the year 2118.

A handcrafted wood .scale made at the Arrowcraft Center in Gatlinburg Tenn. that is
supported by the alumnae club of Pi Beta Phi, is one of the items available. at the annual
Arrowcraft sale and style show Oct. 22 at the Arlington Heights Masonic Temple, 1104
S. Arlington Heights Road. Mrs. John Miller (left) is working on decorations and Mrs. Robert
Lollar (right) is tickets and style show chairman.

A special children's movie
treat is the forthcoming holiday release of "Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang," starring Dick,
Van Dyke and created by the
producers of "Mary Poppins."

smile.

That Ts my second mistake.

FALL
SPECIAL

ONE THING led to another, (as one thing always does)
and before we had even been served our darling dinner of
toy food on little dolly dishes I was wishing that instead of.
a smiling friendly answer, I had snarled or growled at her.
From that moment on I was treated to her personal opinions

concerning the war in Vietnam, the threat of Red China, Communism in the United States Supreme Court, and a litany of
admirable qualities possessed by former governor George
Wallace.
I

felt as if I had taken my finger out of a hole in a dyke.

I was drowning in a sea of verbiage.

Escape was impossible, for where can one hide at 30,0000
feet? Suddenly, I made a mad dash for the lavatory, but a
woman with a small infant in her arms beat me by 30 seconds.
"Rats!" I muttered to myself as I headed back toward my
seat, determined to get the conversation on a less volcanic
level.

WEATHER AND children were the only two topics which
I could dredge up that lacked controversy. As I stumbled into
my seat I babbled quickly: "Thank God the weather has been
so nice lately, the kids have been able to swim almost every
day and. . ."
That did it.

From that moment until we landed at the Boston airport
I was subjected to a tirade concerning air pollution (Communist.
skullduggery) and the complete and total lack of respect rampant in today's youth. She covered everything. Pot. Sex. Civil
disobedience, Beards. Sandals. Even "dirty books" pawned off
as literature by "liberal professors."
All this wisdom was forthcoming on an empty stomach,
for she had chosen a second martini in lieu of dinner.
AS WE DISEMBARKED, the young, slim, smiling, chic,

Friendly hostess cooed: "Have a nice stay in Boston, and thank
you for flying Friendly."

As I walked down the ramp, a beaten woman, I heard a
familiar voice telling the hostess, "Oh, I'm not STAYING in
Boston. I'm leaving tomorrow for New York to visit the United
Nations and see for myself if all the corruption I've heard
about etc. etc. etc.

.

.

."

Since I had a two-hour wait before making connections with
my next flight, I headed for the nearest oasis and ordered
a double martini on -the -rocks, and once again picked up my
magazine. It was delightful. It was quiet.

WITH PURCHASE OF A NEW
7 H.P., 10 H.P. or 12 H.P. CUB CADET TRACTOR'

1. Rotary Mower (see

illustration)

.or

2. Spring Trip Blade and Dump Cart (see

illustration)

or

THE CUB CADET

3. Snow Thrower

it built like the big

(see illustration)

industrial tractors!

YOUR

No Belts!

CHOICE!
3.

All Gear Drive

SNOW
THROWER

And needless to say, the atmosphere was a heck of a lot

friendlier too.

or

36" wide

2. SPRING
TRIP
BLADE

Hydrostic Drive!

42" wide

Amusement
Calendar

.

2.

On -Off

DUMP
CART

Attachments!

800 lbs.
capacity

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE. 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington

One Year

Heights.

1. ROTARY
MOWER
either
38" ,42"
or 48"

How Sweet It Is: Daily and Saturday and Sunday: 5:30 and

8:46 p.m.

The Swimmer: Daily and Saturday and Sunday: 7:08 and

10:24 p.m.
CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington.
Petulia: Daily: 8 p.m., weekends: 8:30 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.

Thoroughly Modern Millie: Daily: 6:50 and 9:30 p.m.,
Sattii`day: 4:30, 7 and 9:45 p.m., Sunday; 3:40, 6:30, and 9:10
GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
The Fox: Daily and Weekends; 5:45. 7:55 and 10:05 p.m.

from
11/2 to 4 inches!

Built to take it!

Prospect.

Power when you
need it!

p.m.

The Swimmer: Daily: 6:35 and 9:50 p.M., Weekends:, 6:45

Warranty!,

Mowing Heights

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, '827 E. Rand, Mount
Dandy In Aspin and The Swimmer: Daily and Weekends:
1:36,3i15, 5, 6:45, 8:30, and 10:15 p.m.
P IC KWIC K THEATRE. 5 S. Prospect. Park Ridge.
Georgy Girl: Daily: 8:10 p.m., Weekends: 5:05 and 8:20

SNOW BLADE
136" wide)
with the purchase of

CADET 60

Four, Reverse
Speeds

and 40 p.m.

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
'Prospect.
The Odd Couple: Daily and Weekends: 2, 3:45, 5:45, 7:50,
and 9:55'p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 98 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
;'Ilireen Berets: Daily and Weekends: 7 and 9:30 p.m.
53 pit tvg-t N. Rt. 12 arid Hicks Rd., Palatine.
Spree, The Detective, and Adam and Eve:' Daily and

Quick, Easy

.

MODEL 60
6 HORSEPOWER

"

Weekends: '7:10 p.m. '
.12ASIS'THEATRE, Eiensenville.

,Mitehless and Hang 'Em High: Daily' and Weekends; 7:10

;arid

p,m.

'MEXPOWS THEATRE, 3 265 kiychoff Rd., Raffling%
Meadows.

'

:

::....NU;Vay'To Treat A Lady and Carmen, Baby: Daily and
*eek".-nds; nojimes available.

'

THEATRE

Harvester
ternational.
PARTS
.!:SALES ,Y' SERVICE
Phone: 537-6110

prospect.

The owl and The Pussycat: Tuesday through Friday...8:30 p.m.: Saturday: 7;50 and 10:50 p.m.. Sanday and. Monday:'
7:30 p.m.

ofilf:121::sL.

E.- Palatine Read

'COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount
;

HOVRS: :8,J?

Daily

.Chicago:

Wheeling

775-5695

Saturday 8 to Noon
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Golf & Greenwood Ave
824 2358
FOUND gold ring with stone
vic of Derision & Campbell, Arl

His Identify 253 7521
17 -Business Services
ED FORAN

NEW WAY PAINTING

deliver -827-7632

AVAILABLE
3

PIANO

'1-=---H- 1

1;

Foll Special $17.95 cleans liv.
ing rm. & hall carpet. Sofas
59,958 up. 894-9141.

4 --

disc

Used Pi

INDEX

Prospect Day
Des Plaines Day

Aviation
Auto leasing

35
75

We Don't

Boats and
37
.313

39

66

15
Business Personals
Business Service Directory 16
17
Business Services

Women
Employment Sr rvice
Women

remodeling 8 additions. No job

Equipment R. ntals
Florists

28

29
57
1

Food and Delicacies

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Mtn
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings
Furniture
Industrial Property
(To Rent)

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping
loans Personal, Business

36

83
5

23
90
50
65

Child Core
Office Furniture Devices

69
56

Personals

14

Real Estate Apt Building 85
Real Estate Bus Property 89
86
Real Estate Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91

Real Estate
94
95
88
96

31
21

22
74

To Rent Furnished
To Rent Houses

73
76

81
To Rent Miscellaneou,
To Rent Resort Properties 79
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

Electrical
Plumbing
Carpentry
Painting inside & oat

381.1972
Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

DRAPERIES

259.5887

After 6 PM

Carpet Cleaning
Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
rm. 8. hall carpet. Sofas $9.95 8
up. 894-9141.
Wall to Wall carpet 8, furs.
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
exp. Free estimate. Call Joe
253-9046 - 761-688P
CARPET & FURN. shampooing. V2
price with's ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,

drapery
pointing,
priced. Des
Low

No job too small.
Equipped for complete custom
drapery work with
17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

Serv.

Pl.

296-6365

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

Day or Eve, 766.7256

grass cutting, fertilizing, d weeding. Residential and com-

.

529.3463

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
D&E

Sod
Trees

Evergreens

-

Installed

No job too small or too big
FREE ESTIMATES

Prompt Service

824-5256

RESIDENTIAL

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

patios

-

Shrubs

-

&

Goading. All work guaranteed.
No job too big or small. Free
estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..
827-0609

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. load - $15.00

sidewalks,

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, retaining walls.

Masonry

Free Estimates

773-1261

529-2840

order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

to

Painting -Decorating
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed.
Fully insured.

Relining, repleoting, rehemming
etc. 437-2884.

Fencing

255-7200
OR
IN DES PLAINES AREA

296-6640
WEEKDAYS 8 30 to 3 30
SATURDAY TIL NOON
(25S-72001

and Wall Washing
George Klee, 392-0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118
Wall Popering

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

types of fencing, choinlink,
redwood 8 stockade. 647-0220

Floor Maintenance
Ecklund Floor Service

Average rm. sanded sealed &
529-1211
'finished $19.95

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
Custom

re -gluing.

FL 8-4543

SPECIAL

winter rotes on all .e
terior 8 exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.
Fall

299-3159

E.J. ERICSSON

Experience helpful but will
begilltici N.
qualified
train

QUALITY
DECORATING
Free Estimate
Best Ref
PHONE 698-2322

tion, life insurance, and profit sharing.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

imbursement plan and profit

1150

sharing.

time permanent employment with excellent company
Full

BEFORE 5 P.M. Call 537-2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

BARRETT-

For interview see
the Store Manager:

CRAVENS CO.

HILLMAN'S

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook,

JANITORS
(Days and Evenings)

272-2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

Prospect Plaza

Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rds

SALESMEN
due

Shoes,

ment Training Program.
I

year to

.KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

MOTOROLA

Operators

JOBS OFFER:

Brand New Plant

Good Starting Pay

Top Pay

"Rapid Advancement
'Paid Vacation

All Company

'Hospitalization
'Life Insurance

Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan
Profit Sharing

Benefits
BUHRKE TOOL

& ENGINEERING CO.

KINNEY SHOES,

FALL SALE 50% OFF

Press

our

to

Chicagoland expansion, now
has openings in our ManageManagement within
the right men.

Are Needed At

Punch

Full Time
Kinney

Wheeling

Willis

S.

STOP IN OR CALL

including discount
benefits
on all food purchases.

$8500 per year, once assuming store management.

$12 plus moteriol

GENERAL FACTORY
Good starting pay, company benefits induding hospitaliza-

through IBM cornputor system.
Benefits include tuition re-

507 W. Algonquin Rood
Arlington Heights

Randhurst Center
Mt. Prospect
25,3 9392

439-6161

APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 AM. to 12 Noon

$22 plus material
$15 plus material

Sect'ls

MEN!

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

SALESMAN
Retail men's clothing store.
Experience preferred. Good
starting salary, plus benefits.

Call 327-1752

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
9-0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.
Hemming:
Skirts, etc.

Dresses,
Experienced. Rea-

Coors,

sonohie. 827-0570.
SHORTEN Ladies' Coots Straight
ok
$5. Full $7,. Neat p of'l
Des Plaines 299-0529

Mt. Prospect

259-2951

WAREHOUSEMEN

Wallen-Fine
Furniture

Available

Transmission Service

Village of

AAMCO Tronsmissions
An

His

Tuning - Repairing

Palatine
Apply Department of Police

110 W. Washington St.

Tuning Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted
392-6817
Ned Williams

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

Wrought Iron
X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. Ex.
tenor & Interior, 647-0220

DAY

Schaumburg

MT, PROSPECT
RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER
PERSONNEL OFFICE - 2ND FLOOR
-

OFFICERS

Also He Reprprs

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

WJEBOLDT'S

POLICE

Positions

MOTOROLA

Come in and talk to us regarding hours and
type of work available. Add to Social Security
benefits by working for -

JACK'S
MEN'S SHOP

Wan the New & Remodeling

830 W N W Hwy
259.9440

Are You Tired of Retirement?

Full Time

ALPINE INTERIORS

An equal opportunity employer

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

mature experienced
warehousemen.
Good job - good pay - benefits
Needs

Industrial Engineer

APPLY MR. FINE 255.8400
150 W. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect

Welder

Across from Randhurst

-

Production

-

DATA PROCESSING
SALESMAN

Driver

needs young aggressive
selfstarter. Minimum of 2

Foundry Helpers

Delivery

Rapidly growing data center

SYSTEMS

years experience in sales or
computer programming required. College background
helpful.
Work on salary and corm

$8,000 to $15,000

commensurate with ex

PROGRAMMERS

FOR IBM 360
Outstanding opportunities for
data processing specialists.

Minimum 9 months exPrivate interviews
to 9 p.m. daily.
No charge to you.

perience.

M. I. S. BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS

326 Golf Mill
Prof. Bldg.
Niles, Ill.

298.5019

Good Pay

Excellent Benefits

mission. Beginning salary
patience.

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

Other benefits include auto

allowance, profit sharing,

major medical and life in-

surance, 6 paid holidays,

vacation and sick leave
credit.
CALL OR WRITE

JOHN G. LYNCH &
-

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

trol work. Duties involve processing engineering changes

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

DECORATING
SERVICE

IMMEDIATELY

background in production con-

Minimum manugei's solely

8.

FREE ESTIMATES.

To Start Work

Opening for young man with

Excellent opportunity for ap.
plicants who desire training
and advancement in the supermarket field.

Shoe Salesmen

'

All

MEN WANTED

Al Poole

CONTROL

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

Free

8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

259-7330

SIGNS.SHOW CARDS

358.9038
Poinn.ng & Dec Orahng

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Palatine

1592 E. NW Hwy.

CALL FOR

Paper signs Banners
Low prices. free estimates

Upholstery

Shall Decorating

Dr2apery Repairs

Palatine, III. 60067.

PART TIME

437-4093

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under 550.

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

tions. Send resume to
Algonquin & Roselle .Roads,

FREE ESTIMATES

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

(Across From Randhurst Shopping Center)

IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW

University or college
police experience and college

TV antennas installed.
Antenna & labor $55.
Install customer's antenna $25.
JAMES FLANNIGAN 824-3093

Color

Murals

Dressmaking -Sewing

manufacturer.
metal
Northwest locution.

force.

Grounds, Harper College,

Dick's Tile

CL 3.5964

299-1696

to organize campus security

Superintendent of Building 8

All types & E.replac es

Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts,
dresses, suede coats:
repair & replace zippers on
pants, lockets etc; Also men's
clothing
255.8161

Ad His

Tile

Meyers
Brick 8 Masonry

POODLE GROOMING

Northwest suburb needs
experienced security officer

CL 5.5692

Tailoring

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Dog Grooming

DAYS

16 Yrs. of Expert Service

Choirs
Sofas

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Route 12 & 83

growth potential with a lead-

ing

GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

Salary dependent
on experience and qualifica-

plastic covers.

Rototilling

for this position of unlimited

only dry,

1ST. SHIFT

desirable.

custom made fobric slip.
reupholstering, &
&
covers

LANDSCAPING

toot for Ms Ga.don Arthei-te.r velry ammo flyer

272.2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

in

On all

COMPLE I E
DriveWalks.

McDonald's

One year of cost accounting
experience may qualify you

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.

training in police science

(Color or block 8 white)

assured.

Satisfaction

mercial.

N 8 N CONCRETE
Steps
Trash Removal
ways - Floors - Patios

Rays

Radio and T.V. Repair

Complete lawn care available,

Free,estirnates.
Call 355-6855

Concrete Work

Expanding community college

Signs by Rob 437-2485

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed 8. Repaired

BUTLER

SECURITY
SUPERVISOR

"Signs & Display"

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.

Complete concrete service

LINES FOR

seed,

planting, grade work. 537-1411

Ceramic Tile

MR. STASZAK

AVIATION

17 5 Evergreen

sod,

APPLY IN PERSON TO

last

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

aerating,

Will Train

O'Hare Field

Home Service Calls
All Bank Credit Cards Honored

437-4870

2553642

255-1096

Experience Not
Necessary

Repaired

work. SNOW PLOWING.

raking,

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Walt to Wall. new or used
Repairs & Shift Steps 'Free
Estimates

Residernial
Cornrnerciol
Apartrnents
Specializing in kitchen cabinets
and furniture refinishing. Free
immediate service.
estimates
Fall Savings For
Exterior Work
359-0993
Roy Rood

It's T V Check-up time. Antennas

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power

Carpet In>tallation

3-I profit sharing
100% Initinn reimbursement
plus standard benefits

PRODUCTION
AIRCRAFT

SAVE YOUR EYES'

PERA'S Lawn Maintenance &
Power
Service.
Landscaping
raking, trimming and clean-up

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

$800-$850 to start

CRAVENS CO.

733 Lee Street

CALL 255-3822

any amount. Also pick up

AFTER SCHOOL -SATURDAYS -SUNDAYS
FREE LUNCH
FREE UNIFORMS

ACCOUNTANTS

An equal opportunity employer

Clean Dependable
Plastering & Drywall Service

debris...457-0389

cleaning.

PART TIME

BARRETT-

B27-4411

REFUELERS

For

or

stone

Employer

SEND RESUME
,i9R CALL

Fr-

Des Plaines

Radio -TV Repair

sand,

DIRT,

Disk
one

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

An equal opportunity

vise all welding, torch nutting,
grinding and painting of COI,
ponents used in fabrication
of our electric material hand.
ling lift trucks and tractors.
Related experience required.
Benefits include three weeks
vacation and profit shoring.

First National
Bank of

Plastering

Landscaping
fill,

MISS MOGENSEN

INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084

BLACK

227

working conditions. Full
inge benefits.

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

CUSTOM

NO JOB TOO SMALL

259-0641

Ext.

year, 5 Day week. Excellent

CL 9-0495

Janeal Draperies

HOME HANDYMAN

St.

S / 1440
minimum

Autocoder

Illinni. Tani Works Inn.
1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
296-2266
Des Plaines

Opening for foreman, to super-

South

PROGRAMMER

.

Experienced

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

837-3764 after 7 p.m.

Driveways,

3-6100,

3 Generations

Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

MEL

CL

auritz Jensen

20% OFF SALE

CALL SH 1.6900 anytime or

KEY TILE CO,

W.

METHODE MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows
392-3500

CONEX DIVISION

CALL OR SEE

On all custom Made draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.
Lowest Prices
Highest Quality

work.

70

To Rent Business Property 78
Apartments

try work, remodeling & barn

47

Fully

301

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437.9214
Free estimates

Interior Decorators

The Sky is the Limit.

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower
work; welding B electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpen-

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Nursery Schools

Situations Wanted Men
Situations Wanted

No job too scroll.

For Apprentice Carpenter.
359-2756
Reasonable.

26
30

WELDING

PAINTING & DECORATING

Experienced instructor. Mon. 8
Tues., evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
firing.
supplies,
Greenware,
259-5920
gifts.
Customized

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

2

13
lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111
55
Musical Instruments

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate Wanted
Rooms Board
Housekeeping
Rummage 8 Garage Sale

too small. 766-8034

7

24

Public Schools
District 25

CERAMIC LESSON S

3

Day Camp
Dogs Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
27
Agencies Men
Employment Agi noes

Wink Guaitimeed

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Instruction

359-1906

FOREMAN

fringe benefits program.

See Mr. Peon

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 pm - 5 pm ONLY
297-4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

Arlington Heights

workmanship.
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting 8 Decorating

827.4637

EDMOND GRAY

Carpenter work 1.1e Floors
Cull for Est.more

carry -out

olor.r

Quality

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

largest

Excellent starring rote and

New installation, some experience desirable. Excellent
benefits. Salary open.

CALL MR. SCHENK

259-5337

Home Repairing

Bill S HOME REPAIRS
Rernoclehrig Additions

Experience on strippit machine is not necessary.

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for' our 2 Des Plaines
units. Meal. nnrl ginifnrrr, pro-

Hospitalization
employment.
and medical insurance.

EXTERIOR. INTERIOR

Day or Eve. 766-7256

Carpentry -Remodeling

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST- for expert carpentry,

12

GENERAL

HAULING & CLEAN UP
R,JSOIrlOblt, rates

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

40 hour week. Year round

rei.
CALL - HAUCK 8 SON

Cl 5 8237

TOWING SERVICE.

9

10

.We are an electronic component manufacturer looking for 2
mechanically inclined men to fill important positions on our
2nd shift. A MACHINE MAINTENANCE MAN is needed to
perform basic setup and maintain automated assembly
equipment. For the position of STRIPPIT OPERATOR, the individual should hove basic knowledge of inspection gauges.

vided.

SCHOOL

Painting -Decorating

AND 2 STRONG MEN

106

Auto Trailers 8 Campers 103
99
Automobile For Sale
101
Automobiles Wanted
64
Barter and Exchange

2nd shift 4:30 to 1 A.M.

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

CUSTODIAN

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK

BUY OR SELL CARS

Hobbies

Arlington Day
Prospect Day

General Hauling

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Card of Symputhy
Card of Thanks
Cemetcries & lots

Des Plaines Day

Market
Day

Auto Repair

107

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

24 -Help Wanted Men

Your ad will appear daily in
WEEKLY

Copy Deadline for Business Directory Thursday 3 00 P M

71

105

Auto Ports and Access
Auto Repairing and
Equipment

AND

STRIPPIT OPERATOR

REALTORS

McDONALD'S

CL 3-0180

7 W. Eastman

296-6640

255-7200

Thor ad will appear daily in
Arlington Day

Auction Sales

MACHINE MAINTENANCE

299-6121
704 N. River Rd.
Mt. hrospect

MEN PART TIME

America's

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

Schaumburg Texaco
1530 W. Schaumburg Rd.
894.9610

824.9348

Des Plaines

WANTED

STUDENTS

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
S. Jones

multiple

Wolf .B Euclid, Mt. Prospect

Special Trial Courses
Nowl

FOR ADVERTISING CALL

34
20
109

FULL & PART TIME

MECHANIC
Top Pay

Also Need Attendants

RAND & RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

STAPE & DANIELS

TRUMI-ET LESSONS

392.6817

Ned Williams

CLASSIFIED

Arts and Antiques

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

Suburban Service

GUITAR,
ACCORDION,

Tuning . Repairing
rms Wonted

....-----<-

CALL 359-2300

Apartments To Exchange
Apts and Rooms to Share

1 Day Shift - 1 Evening Shift

members of MAP
listing service.

Experience preferred.

4 P.M.

c....................11:1-,-.:

Air Conditioning

SALESMEN

alatine area. FL 8-2699 after

system in Palatine area

Women
To Rent Apartments

421-3893 after 5:30 pm.

pie 'n your cornmonity. Coll one NOW'

CL 5 3991

COMPUTER TIME

SALARY OPEN
CL 3-4120

Woman desirei day work, do
everything,
reliable. Call

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

We need 2 experienced full
time salesmen for our small
but active office. Best commission arrangement. We are

will train

..

Secretary, 14 yrs. experience
Will do secretarial typing in
home. 392-6056 after 7 p.m.

REAL ESTATE

TREE TRIMMERS

122 -Situations Wanted -Women

23-Instrtictiopi

Decorating & Remodeling
Ed Sowinski
Estimates

Coins

Reliable woman will do ironing
in her home. Will pick up &

Consult this doily guide of reliable services offered by reputable business peo

Free

IBM 360/30 65K

Jeff Anderson 255.1117

Reward,2962770days,824-8976
nights.

Let us help make your DAY!

Brickwork
259 5231

an

437-4051, oft. 5 p.m.

BUSIN
SS
Service Directory

Fel raccoon, vicinity

FOUND

DRAFTING

WANTED
USED 7' POOL TABLE

collar. Vic. Waycinden Pk.,

For best results use
Day Want Ads

13 -Lost and Found

PART TIME

Lost - small white poodle,
w / apricot ears, wearing orange

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

21 -Situations Wanted -Men

14 -Personals

13 -Lost and Found'

CO.
P.O. Box D
Cary, 111. 60013

639-2351

MARTIN MARIETTA
Martin Metals Division
150 NORTH 12TH STREET, WHEELING RD.
(OFF DUNDEE ROAD)

537-2180

TILE DAY
24 Help Wanted Mea

244Ie i Wanted Men

14 Help Warted Men

244Ie1p Wanted Men

26-lielp Wanted Men a Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

126 -Help Wanted Men or Women
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24 help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Experienced

INVESTIGATOR
in-

neighborhood

routine

Experienced SHED
MAN

spections on auto and fire in.
turance applicants.

Complete

benefits

training,

FOREMAN -WELDING

TURN -STYLE

UNION

PIPE FITTER

Delivery and Stock Work

EXCELLENT GROWTH OPPORTUNITY

(North Mint Shopping Center)

Steady work -'Des Plaines area.

TERRACE SUPPLY

LUMBER TRUCK
DRIVER or

Full time local work making

Union Wages
Apply in person

and top pay for young man

with. car and rapid typing
ability.

O'HANLON REPORTS

HINES LUMBER

427-4034

7 So. Hale St. Palatine

Is Now Employing and Training for

A LEADING sheet metal manufacturer, we are seeking a LEA.
DER to supervise our welding department. Should have good
working background in welding and be able to introduce new
techniques where required. Must have related supervisory experience, including ability to train and motivate men. Will con
sider qualified welder with lead -man experience as listed above plus a strong desire to progress. Excellent starting salary, company -paid benefits and growth opportunity.

THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE STILL AVAILABLE:

PRODUCTS INC.

GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION

Press Attendant

$2.78 to start

Baler Attendant

$2.64 to start

Floormen

$2.64 to start

Rand & Palatine Roads in Arlington Heights

Wheeling, Ill.

777 Wheeling Road

An Equal Opportunity Employer

if you strive for quality in your work, we want you. If you ore
dependable and reliable, we need you. We pay excellent
wages, hove good working conditions, fine company benefits,
and on opportunity for advancement to Branch Manager.

NOW IS THE TIME

ARE AS

FOR A CHANGE!

in

this

area

not necessary, but

The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

Elk Grove Village, Des Plaines
& Wheeling Areas

tions on our second shift.

ASSEMBLERS

EKCO

Day or Night Shift

advancement possibilities.

Immediate Openings
2ND SHIFT

4:15 pm to 12:45 AM
$2.78 to start
PRESS ATTENDANTS

METHODE MFG. CORP.

$2.47 to start

JANITOR

ADD 15c PER HOUR
SHIFT PREMIUM

ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

1700 HICKS ROAD

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS

CHEMICAL TECHNICIAN
Excellent opportunity for young man to work in
a modern, fully equipped research and develop-

9 Paid Holidays
Free Major Medical & Life Insurance
Pension Plan
Cafeteria & Credit Unlit')

ment laboratory.
College training

* FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION

* 8 PAID HOLIDAYS

*CAFETERIA

DIVISION OF CALUMET &
HECLA CORPORATION

WANT Alps

kise:th2

WIDE

WIDE

here -at Hallicrafters. You'll thrive on the challenge

of new problems

'

enjoy discovering new ap-

proaches and developing new ideas.

PERSONNEL, INC..

to 16,000
Design Engineer .... to 11,000
Draftsman
(Mechanical) . to 650 Mo.
to 950 Mo.
Chief Draftsman
Draftsman Trainee to 500 Mo.
Room
Foreman
. to 850 Mo.
Tool
Quality Control
.
to 700 Mo.
(Trainee) .
.

.

.

,

Production Control

to 700 Mo.

(Trn)

Engineers

Marketing Analyst ... to 10,000
Product Manager ... to 13,000
Administrative
Trainee

.

.

.

tronic companies. Dedicated to growth and excellence and conveniently located in the northwest
suburb of Rolling Meadows.

.

Experienced Sales .. to 16,000
.
.
to 17,000
Stock Analyst
to 10,000
Budget Analyst .
. to 600 Mo.
Sales Trainees
Financial Trainees .. to 500 Mo.
Investigater
to 600 Mo
Trainees
.

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

thrives on challenge, growth & creative ability,
submit your resume in confidence to:

r

Professional Placement

agicra29ers
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
60008
PHONE: 259-9600

Life insurance.
paid holidays, 2 weeks
paid vacation after 12 mos.
employment. Starting salary
hour with merit
$2.50 per

Need extra spending money?

8

PART TIME
Here's a good way to earn
itl

Need someone to deliver
poste -ups of newspaper ads,
2 p.m. to 5 p.m., Monday

thru Friday. Must have car
will pay mileage. Good

1228 Harding

hourly wage to start!

Des Plaines

Call Mr. Houser

Phone for Appt.
296-6640

299-5330

Don Riley

DES PLAINES DAY
722 S. Center St.

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Chicago Motor Club - AAA
presentatives for Northwest Suburban area.

CALL - D. REYNOLDS

827-1186 - Day or Evening

TYPIST (ski I led)

,

Chemical
Analytical

Technical

.

to 700 Mo.
.

.

to 10,000

Chemist, R & D ... to 14,000

General Foreman ... to 12,000
Assembly Foreman . to 900 Mo.
Tooling investigator to 850 Mo.
Industrial Engineer to 900 Mo.

Lob Technician
to 550 Mo.
(trm)
Lab Trainee . . . to 450 Mo.
Foreman Trainees .. to 500 Mo.

.

.

to 10,000

tp 14,000
Project Manager .... to 15,000
Sales

to 11,000

Applications

Excellent working conditions and company benefits.

MALE HELP:

OFFERS GREAT

NEWSPAPER JOGGERS

Outstanding benefits

APPLY IN PERSON

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.
855 Morse Ave. Elk Grove Village

,r-

Rapid advancement
Top-notch insurance plan

--

.,'---

WHAT
::

ARE

,,

...
..,,.....
.

Unmatched working conditions

YOU

New modern plant
Ideal location to northwest suburbs
Tremendous employee discount plan

LOOKING
FOR?

a.

Incomparable profit sharing plan

.

Excellent employee training program
Starting pay is good

.

Trouble Shooter

DATA

OPPORTUNITY BEGINS AT

.

to 750 Mo.
. .
Time Study .
Lab Tedhnicians ....to 600 Ma.
Safety Engineer ... to 12,000
Warehouse Super ,. to 1350 Mo.
to 13,000
Plant Manager .

PROCESSING newspaper work.

MOTOROLA

.

.

to i 4,000

.

.

.

Salary is commensurate with experience and your
ability to contribute. If you are a professional, who

6 5. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS CL 5.5350

We are interviewing to fill openings for sales re-

to 600. Mo

.

Foreman, Foods
Chemical

1

Hallicrafter's is one of the mid -west leading elec-

Hospitalization,
Major medical, &

CALL 259-0740

Our automatic increases are great

Mechanical

cords equipment.

DANA
MOLDED PRODUCTS

paid

Promotions from within

Administrative

Engineering
Chief Engineer

2 yrs. experience operating I.B.M. computers,
with at least yr. with Systems 360 under D.O.S.
Candidate tinust also be familiar with unit re-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

298-5021

TAKE A LOOK MEN!

We seek an individual possessing a minimum of

Roy Anderson-

coPe"

g4Z2,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

is capable of meeting a challenge, you'll find it

valid operator's or chauffeur's license. Many fringe
benefits including: Company

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

GOTTA JOB PROBLEM?

If you're the type of professional, who enjoys and

BENEFITS.

minimum 175 lbs. and have

An Equal Opportunity Employer,

A UNIT OF
837-1811

OPERATOR

GOOD HOURLY WAGE -

SALESWOMEN & SALESMEN

Paid holidays and vacations

360 COMPUTER

O'Hare

to

Progress in the World of Time

Wheeling, III.

777 Wheeling Rd.

PERSONNEL, INC.

300 E. DEVON AVE. BARTLETT, ILLINOIS 60103

them

steady worker, husky,

AIR CONDITIONED

APPLY EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

FLEXONICS

7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.
3:30 P.M. to 11:45 P.M.
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

GEN'L LABORER

GENERAL TIME

solutions and standardize solutions.

average.

OPERATORS

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

school graduate with 2-3 years experience, who
has the ability to work independently. Should be
able to perform chemical calculations, titrate

Working conditions and fringe benefits above

PLASTIC PRESS
time - no experience
necessary. Apply now.

Or Come In ,Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

desired but will accept high

Policemen's eau.
CALL 999.7248

(rear Sigwalt Lumber Co.)

PRODUCTS INC.

'Apply in person or call Personnel Department.

(6 p.m. to 9 p.m.) concerning

Contact: Mr. Baker
469-7204
9 AM --9 PM

Barnebey-Cheney

MACHINE OFERATORS

tion field.

Both of the above jobs have excellent starting rates and

for evening telephone solicitation

Interview

Company, Inc.

knowledge of basic inspection gauges helpful. This is the
most rapidly growing and latest technique in the fabrica-

automated assembly equipment.

Men or Women

SEVERAL PEOPLE NEEDED

F or Confidential

3 months.

964-1302

A second positron as 'Machine Muiliteriume man is also
open. Duties include basic set-up and maintenance on

26 -Help Wanted

in-

increase to $2.60 per hour in

CALL FOR AN INTERVIEW TODAY

MR. DALE

$6,500

starting at

Airport. Muss be reliable

PART TIME EVENING JANITORS

We are an Electronic Component Manufacturer looking
for two mechanically inclined men to fill important posi-

.

259-3553

expense.

delivering

Rolling Meadows,& O'Hare Field Areas

N.C. FABRICATION OPERATOR
and MACHINE MAINTENANCE

Experience

Mt. Prospect

Man for filling packages and

FOLLOWS:

equipment.

V & G PRINTERS

Virginia
and West Virginia at company
D.C.,

Washington,

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

FULL TIME DAY JANITORS

Excellent opportunity for man with fabrication experience
to learn the operation of taped controlled fabricating

land, Delaware, New Jersy,

OR CALL 867-5222 FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

find. We have years of experience in the contract cleaning

THE PRESENT .OPENINGS

benefits,' air-cond.

states of Wisconsin, Indiana,
Illinois, rennsylvania, Mary.

Full

field.

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

starter, willing to relocate in

cluding company car.

FOR INTERVIEW - APPLY IN PERSON AT OUR
MOBILE EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

OF COURSE YOU RECOGNIZE OUR NAME.
We are continually looking for the most able help we can

Days. Multilith and Chief 15.
Opportunity for larger. Some
experience
n9c9,99"/ Ins.

all company benefits,

Full Time - Days and Nights

ServicemASTER,

'Manufacturer's representative

qualify, plus commission and

Custodians

WE WILL TRAIN ON THE FOLLOWING

PRESSMAN

annually to those who

Full Time

Machinists (experienced) $3.911/2 to start

OFFSET

OPPORTUNITY

Position

Sales Clerks

MRS. BARKER - 537-6100

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

111 W. Central Mt. Prospect

married man, aggressive self-

With experience in BOOKKEEPING and CASH HANDLING
Full and Part Time Days Until 5:30 - Evenings Until 9:30

Wheeling, Illinois

571 S. Wheeling Road

Paid vacation & profit sharing

over 23, neat appearing,

Checkers
Women

ILG Industries Inc.

FULL TIME

plan. CALL 824-5164

GRAND OPENING!

Days and Afternoons - Full and Part Time

EKCO

DRIVER

Computers
to 13,000
to 12,000

Systems

Programmers
Programmer
Trainees

.

.

.

to 650 Mo.

Computer Operator to 700 Mo.
OPEN

IBM Systems

NO FEE

NO FEE

POSITIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE

Stock Keepers
Assemblers
Communication Technicians
Line Wirers and Solderers
Building Custodians (nights)
Inspectors
Clerical Openings

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS

FULL TIME
OPENINGS NOW IN OUR

FINISHING

.

MOLDING
& 7;

APPLY

Mannheim &

WIDE

g

Higgins

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Des Plaines

Bldg.)

PERSONNEL, INC.

Three other convenient locations to serve you

629-6770

LOMBARD, ILL

.449-8070

'HILLSIDE, ILL.

WOODSTOCK, ILL. ...

.

.

. 815-338-3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be
available to assist you.

DEPARTMENTS

Apply in person at

General Molded Productsonc.

(O'Hare Office

298-5021

MAINTENANCE

MOTOROLA,
Algonquin and Meacham Roads, Schaumburg

Subsidiary of
SUNBEAM CORP.

'

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

OPENINGS ALSO AT

OR CALL VA 44135

Elk Grove Village

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An equal opportunity emplojer

THE DAY
Thursday, October 3, 1968
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ACCOUNTING

OPERATOR

No point in traveling around

when you can get a better

opportunity in your own

64 Accountants

$1 05-$1 30 Wk.

BEAUTY SALON

No Fee
20 JUNIORS

Arlington Heights

all of the trades and services,
' for supervisors all the way

from trainees to top exNorthwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

No Fee
20 SENIORS

$150-$175 Wk.

SALES

No Fee

6 STAFF

ties

DOETSCH REALTY CO.

From no experience for
to solid accounting

trainees

Be the focal point of this plush

FULL TIME

Call DAVE NELSON

TYPIST

392-8450

Des Plaines Location Vicinity Oakton & Mt.
Prospect Rd

finest

the

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

cago suburb. Your area will

MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 00057

be the mid -west and you'll be
months, If

DRIVERS
Permanent positions are
being offered by our delivery
department Applicants must

be over 21 and have clean
driving record Car furnished

and company benefits included

21 -Employment Agencies Men

GENERAL FOREMAN
To $10,000 FREE
Small Northwest manufacturing company looking for a
strong foreman to take over
entire 1st shift operations For

IT. 12 of the
suburban manufacturers are searching for the

more information call Don
Morton at 827 7706, HALL.
MARK PERSONNEL 380 Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines, Ill.
Also offices in Chicago and

all Major Suburbs

wants to train and move up in
management. If you can

STAFF TRAINEES

ADMINISTRATIVE

$7,200-$8,400
FREE
Stable and ambitious men for

treat their field men like
kings? Credit cards, first class

Office experience with a
knowledge of accounting

etc. We have several
openings NOW for you. HS
grads with military or trade
hotels

does it.

3 PURCHASING

MAINTENANCE

school training are perfect.
CALL DAVE ON EXTENSION 24

JUNIORS

$1904260 a Week FREE

$600 -NO FEE

Good all around maintenance
man can be chief in this company whtiout previous top.

Get the information from the

experience Call Steve
Smith at 827 7706, HALLMARK
PERSONNEL, 380 Northwest

from designated vendors.

spot

Hwy, Des Plaines Also offices
in Chicago and all Major Sub-

chief, then follow up on
purchasing of office materials

listic. Sure,

Fine starting point.

392-8450

If

SALES

12 JUNIOR
ACCOUNTANTS

PROMOTION

$550 -$675 -FREE

you have had some ex-

perience in analysis and know
IBM equipment you can qualify for this suburban opportunity. CALL BETTY ON EXTENSION 37

With or without formal

TRAINEE

Plant Manager

desired. Any specialized ex-

$1 8,000 No Fee

accounting backgrounds

To $600
Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corporation Only experience here is

desire and a good attitude.

One of the

budgets,

costs,

in

perience

etc., will command more

rations

8 SUPERVISOR

Also offices in Chicago and all
major Suburbs

TRAINEES
$525 -$650 -Free
First step

"ALL SUBURBS"

We service men for OFFICE,
TECHNICAL and PLANT POSITIONS Salary range $5,000
to $22,000 per year

Leta -

on

the way up.

field and for an engineer to

Management men begin their

move into management. CALL

careers here. High school

JIM ON EXTENSION 40

grads with no experience will

100% FREE TO

be trained for success.

YOU!

Call Red Nelson

299-7191

392-8450
12,1

nye.

t.t asott
S'Aduciates

CENTERS, Inc.

Employment
Specialists

GENERAL

1510 Miner (NW Hwy.)
Des Haines

MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60057

ACCOUNTANT

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

Northwest Hwy ,,Des Plaines,
III Also offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs

ASSISTANT

17 MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES
Salaries To 50,100 Yr.

Ambitious management

assume supervisory

responsibilities in accounting
general office -statistics
shipping -- warehousing or
Minimum of
production.
year college to qualify or
some exposure to industry.
1

LAB. MGR.
$150 a Week NO FEE
High

school

grad

seeking

career, In chemistry Workinb
with lab manager on physical
testing of new materials. Fine

Excellent oppor. for hard

Working aggressive in
dividuals eager to get ahead.

15 TECHNICIANS
Salaries To $7,800 Yr.

Electromechanical or electronic experience with work-

ing knowledge of scopes,

generators & meters. Positions
in

R & D Lab for production

trouble shooting. Should be

familiar with electromechanical. controls or

systems. Commercial corn

munications company of-

fering terrific opportunity for

advancement plus profit'
sharing & tuition refund pro:

program.

plant, upperclass

EN

neighborhood Learn on company time! Call -Rick Miller at

827.7706, HALLMARK
PERSONNEL, 380 Northwest

Hwy, Des Plaines Also offices in Chicago and Major
Suburbs

555. Nancy 439-0158

Woman for general housework
every Monday. No heavy clean-

360

MOUNT 1-ROSI-ECT
325 W. brospect Ave.
392-5151

TOWER PACKAGING INC
1150 S. Willis

Salary plus Commission
Nome own Hours
Must he 21 years of age

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

STENOGRAI-HER

Here's your chance to learn an

aspect of advertising and to
crime in contact with outside
suppliers while also improving your skills for promotion.
Job involves filing, typing,
and other clerical duties.

PART TIME
We need a steody, dependable
woman for cashiering, light

typing and answering phone.
P.M.
Must be able to work
to 7 P.M., Monday through
I

Typing accuracy 01031 ;moor rant - 50 w.p.m. Shorthand
desirable. High, school gad irate, 371/2 hour week.

775-2550

Friday.

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDSMOBILE, INC.

SQUARED COMPANY
205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge

1516 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

392-1100

An equal opportunity employer

.

for a smattering of clerical
duties; other than that, this position is mostly reception. $110
wk. to start, excellent raise

-It -lent family income for the approaching

.

Wheeling

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

MISS PAIGE

394-0880
Arlington Heights

9 S. Dunton

season?

just a few hours work. Call 537.
7178 for interview oppt. R.N.
Strickland

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

MEET PEOPLE!

A'Dor Beauty Salon
1822 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
259.8780

somebody coming in. You'll be
Doctor's receptionist. Greet eve-

t-UBLIC RELATIONS
GIRL FRIDAY

$500 MONTH
You'll get to meet many members of the communications
media in your position as
Assistant to the Director of
Public Relations for excellent
non-profit company. Some

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster
966-0700
Morton Grove

better job?

Dec Plaines,

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.

An equal opportunity employer

CALL Mr. Mannard
537-1100

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Rd.

Wheeling, III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSING

ASSISTANTS
Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628

OFFICE POSITIONS

CLERK -TYPISTS

Immediate Openings

NEEDED

STENOGRAPHER
Full time position in small con,
genial advertising agency office. Interesting and varied
duties.

Call

259.5534

for

RECEPTIONIST

FULL TIME ONLY

FILE CLERK

appointment or write stating
qualifications.

AGRICULTURAL
ASSOC.
203 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hrs. 60005

Liberal Salary
Liberal Company Benefits
Good Working Conditions

Excellent benefits
and
Working Conditions
COME IN OR CALL

SEE MR. BROWNLEY
WAITRESSES
Nights

THE DOLE VALVE COMPANY

PART TIME OR FULL
'TIME
Apply in Person

WATERFALL

RESTAURANT

Read Day. Want Ads

REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.

range of company benefits.

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, Ill.

typing (no shorthand) req'd.
You'll also help plan parties,
dances, etc. Free.

Division of

GIRLS'

you completely! Free to you IVY
4-8585;

Keypunch Typists
Stenos
Top Pay! Top Jobs!

KLE1

This Doctor's office job is loaded

GAL FRIDAY
Opportunity for a dependable women to do light typing,
filing, operate telex machine and answer phone. Good
company benefits and nice office. Experience preferred
but will train. Salary comensurote with ability.

We have two openings for part time or full time
keypunch operators. Prefer at least 6 months
experience. These positions are available during
the day or evening hours at our modern corporate office. We offer good starting salary and full

Jobs NOW

Beautician
FULL OR
PART TIME

or

Time

"IT PAYS TO BE A

TO $500
with public contact. Always a

Part

Contact Mrs. Chopin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m.

COMPLETE TRAINING

See Mrs. Marbell

Monogram Models, Inc.
Morton Grove
8601 N. Waukegan Rd.

Part Time or Full Time

LUCKY GIRL!

Available for Women
with Office Skills!

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

DOCTOR'S GIRL

fits.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Earn 535 to 550 per week for

after training. No medical experience is needed. Free.

Christmas

Have no experience? We will train you!
Ideul toi the housewife whose children ore returning to srhaol.
LITE PACKAGING, OF HOBBY KITS. Top working conditions
in our modern AIR CONDITIONED PLANT. Pleasant attractive
surroundings, regular increases and many outstanding bene-

BEFORE 5 p.m.CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512'

Need extra money to supple-

keep the reception office running on schedule. Light typing

Want

OR CASHIERS
EVENINGS OR WEEKENDS

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

HOUSEWIVES

arid their patents, ans. phones,

SP

SHOE SALESWOMEN

3rd SHIFT

Excellent wages
Please call 392-5176

You'll greet the little patients

Touhy,

296-2266

Des Plaines

296-8116

PART TIME HOUSEKEEPER

CHILDRENS
DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

W.

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

PART TIME

WOMEN WANTED

ing. In Mt. Prospect 439.1514.
Woman to babysit
occasionally
392-6550

4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050

minded young men ready to

HIGH SCHOOL GRAD

PART TIME, Women, close to
home, flexible hours. 20 hours -

counts. Call Jan
at 827-7706, HALL-

doctor

Division of Illinois Tool Works

CALL ART WOLPERT

YO 5-2400

30 -Help Wanted Women

when the boss is out. Speed
isn't important here-accuracy

7215

Morton Grove

8601 N. Waukegan Rd.

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

who truly likes to work with
people. Keep calm! He'll train

PERSONNEL, INC.

Monogram Models, Inc.

437.5090
MORTON GROVE

ryone. You'll answer phones,
rake messages for Doctor, make
oppts. You must type, aside
from that Doctor wants someone

$9,500 to $11,000
Northwest Manufacturing firm
is looking for an experienced
general accountant to be
groomed to eventually take
over their general accounting
department Any general or
qualifies.
experience
cost
Act now before it's too late.
Call John Sohlin at 827-7706,

VISIT OUR PERSONNEL OFFICE

1720 Algonquin

voices and purchasing requisihandle the phones
tions;

technician,

MT. PROSPECT

fits.

Office

FREE

patient,

CONEX

358-2010

WIEBOLDT'S

MOUNT PROSPECT

Just what you've
been waiting for. Type in-

a

sideline of the data processing

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

-

for

RESTAURANT
36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

Ladies

in Plastics Dept of leading Toy and Hobby Kit Mfr. We offer
year uround employment in modern air conditioned plant.
Good starting rates, regular increases and outstanding bene-

O'HARE

PERSONNEL,

Modern cafeteria, excellent
salary, ull company benefits.

8:00 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M.
OR 9:00 A.M. To 3 P.M.

Secretaries, and a Dictaphone
Secretary. 2 girls will be
trained to handle Reservations and Customer Service.

Ford Employment

Here it is.

what

HELP

IMPERIALE'S

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

Have no experience? We will train you for light machine work

CALL YOUR NEAREST

CLERK -TYPIST
$400 - $475

is

358-2010

keeping Spots, 2 Typist -

Clerks, 2 Executive

500 corpo-

searching

a technically trained man to
run the operalip. This is a
great chance to break into a

CALL NEAREST OFFICE

Arl Hts , Mt Prosp , Elk Grove
Call 392 6100
Des PI , Pk Ridge, Niles
Call 825 7117

1st

tionist, 3 girls for Light Book-

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

manager. They. ore launching
new electronics
a whole
production division and need

Call John Sohlin at 827 7706.
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
Northwest I Iwy, , Des Haines.

is

'to their move from out-ofstate they need: a Recep-

394-0810
Arlington Heights

Roberts,

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

MACHINE WORK
4:00 P.M. TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT
12:00 MIDNIGHT TO 8 A.M.
Shorter Hours to Suit Your Needs

lovely new surroundings. Due

9 S. Dunton

plant/manufacturing

money.

entire floor that this

wonderful firm will occupy in

MISS PAIGE

MARK

training. General practical

We're completely staffing the

$425 mo. to start. Free.

would

RESTAURANT

$375 to $600

5945 Dempster

like a BS in math, but this opportunity for advancement to
the top in EDt- is looking for
the guy that CAN DO the job.

Call Don Peters

urbs

everyone

IMPERIALE'S

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

They will completely train you
to greet clients, ans. phones,
etc. There are several young
lawyers at this firm and you'll
do a variety of clerical tasks,
typing nice, but not necessary.
It's a pleasant office with
pleasant professional people,

Industry is finally getting rea-

DAYS

SUPERVISOR

O'Hare Area Office

RECEPTION
FOR 1-ROMINENT
LAWYERS

$12,000 No Fee

FOOD COUNTER

5 P.M. to 2 A.M.
- Must be over 21

Staffing New

6028 Dempster
966-0700
Morton Grove

Systems Analyist
No College!

WANTED

EVENINGS

COUNT.

waukee, AV 2.5050.

Like to get away from it all?
Travel throughout the US for
top industrial companies? Be
trained and advance to
management within months?
Working for corporations that

WAITRESSES

11 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Must be over 21

Must be experienced Corsetier. Full Time.
Some evening and Sunday work. Many company benefits, including 20 PER CENT DIS-

for -away

might train! Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Mil-

Field Service
Travel -Travel
Travel
1 00% Free No Fee

Waitress Wanted

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

--

1025 Algonquin"Rd.
Arlington Hts.

Please call Mrs. Oolongs

Arlington Heights

Dictaphone knowledge helpful ...

CALL TOM ON EXTENSION 27

training for executive posts.

SMALL PLANT

An equal opportunity employer

fice gang who can go along.

TRAINEE spots are open too.

and all Major Suburbs.

him to

takes

the

greet travelers, secure reservations, suggest tours and vacation sites. Light typing and
good personality req'd. Free.

places. You'll be one of the of-

handle people, and know a
trade you can advance. TOt.

Chicac;

of tices in

often

in

4839 Main Street
Skokie, Ill.
674-2410

Europe or some other dreamy
place in Spring! Boss' business

"professional" foreman who

Heights

Arlington
spring.
to

MISS i-AIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

ida or the Islands in winter

for

in

complete training as how to

spend summer in Chicago, Flor-

leading

privileges

work

HAAG BROS. INC.

It's all part of the job when you

DON'T BELIEVE

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
Also

you?

travel

to

addition to other excellent
benefits, makes this an outstanding position. You'll get

GIRL FRIDAY
See Far -Away
Places! Travel!

No room at the top for you?

at 827-7706,
Frank Victor
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
III.

bugging

Management

No traveling - no night work.
5 day week. Do the job and
you may be area Sales Mgr.
within 3 years. High School
is enough. Wear a business
suit for interview. Oh yes free smokes, of course! Ask

SERVICE
220 Graceland
Des Plaines
827-6141

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

$1 000 No Fee

Protected territory - just keep
your customers stocked up.

BERKEY PHOTO

Arlington Heights

Frustrated
Foreman

necessary.

experience

No

Free

MISS PAIGE
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

SION 35

SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE
1968 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

o company dedicated to the
health and welfare of thousands of people. Good salary
and benefits. Will be moving

LIKE TO TRAVEL
YOU'LL LIKE IT AS
A RESERVATIONS
TRAINEE - $450

Small, friendly office. Free.

you know capital

girl

intelligent

typing (No shorthand) req'd.

machinery and have some
sales experience you can
qualify. CALL DON ON EXTEN-

CIGARETTE

208 E. Rand Rd.

CL 3-1954

Great opportunity for bright

$550 MONTH

sales managers spot within 15

TRAINEE

APPLIANCE
SERVICE COMPANY

- Mr. Reiter

827-7706,

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
N.W. Hwy., Des Plaines, Ill.
'Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

Lots of variety including public
and phone contact. Some

expected to move up to the

ROUTE

PLEASE CALL

SECRETARY

for a
month in sunny California and
then headquarter in a NW Chi-

8 am & 4 pm

at

COMPANY

Shop

,

SUNBEAM

figures, one -girl office. Arlington Heights.

GENERAL OFFICE

sales

required. You'll train

Between

Roberts

Jan

41 -M -91-M

Interstate Bakeries

Della's Beauty

Prospect

APPLY

working 'with

in

Interested

executives who travel. Hours:
9 to 5, 5 days a week. Call

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
III. Also offices in Lincrigo
and all Major Suburbi.

manager spot open you can
ever hope for. College is not

CENTERS, Inc

exJan

Mt.

new

MATURE WOMAN

and
graciously welcoming
directing clients and visitors
train
and arranging plane,
and hotel reservations for

Roberts at .827-7706, HALL 380
PERSONNEL,
MARK

Salesman
$20,000 No Fee
hove

Call

perience qualifies.

future. CALL JOHN ON EXTENSION 32 NOW.

We

CALL 824-2179

smoothly . Any light

PART TIME
in

ONE GIRL - Nights

office.

in plush front office
a large subuThon based
firm. Your only duties will be

meets, handle customer service and keep things running

BEAUTY

Service counter & light office
work

contact

public

all

5

722 S. Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

how to average $4 to $10 per
hour, part time. No deliveries

of

of f ice. Schedule appoint.

ing pay. Even if you're working
now you ought to look at your

Rad 71.40.

Beautiful

,,itinn

or

DES PLAINES DAY

jewelry free and show you
or collections. Phone 677-5137.

4

-

Write: Box No. 300

loan you a case of costume

ONE GIRL - Days 9 AM 3 PM

OPERATORS

and handling
miscellaneous clerical.

qualify Ernmon's Jewelers will

$100 to $110 Wk. FREE

$600 Up -No Fee

portunity for those seeking
challenge. Act. now:

the same old rout ine? Meet new friends, hove
fun with Fashion Magic Jewelry, earn extra cash. If you

RECEPTION
Trainee

LIGHT STOCKING
TWO

Typing

hours.

Tired of

men, artists, designers. Fast pay
raises! Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,
SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Milwaukee,
AV 2-5050.

NO SHORTHAND

7 local companies need you.
Management and soles train.
ing spots ore now available.
Only one semester of college
will qualify you for better start-

BORED, RESTLESS, BROKE?

:tors. Learn to work with sales.

To $125 a WK. FREE

panies loaded with op-

BILLING CLERK
Early morning start

CASHIER

259-6054

37 Hale, Palatine,
358-0513

255-7073

For appointment

He

creative.

and package lip -stick,
powder, eye makeup. You'll
handle his detail, phones, vis.

College Dropout for
Executive. training

backgrounds. Local com-

910 Greenwood Rd ,
Glenview
729 0004

young,

is

Mrs. Pierce.

For Inverness Village
FL 9-1776

mote

SECRETARY

CAREER!

$9,600-$15,000
No Fee

Saleswoman

dreams up new ways to pro-

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

IMPROVE YOUR

PART TIME

SECY $575
who

Educational Division of a Mar shall Field family owned enter.
prise. For on appointment call

Real Estate

WORK FOR COSMETICS BOSS

Arlington Heights

OVER

$700 -$925 -No Fee

estate firm Floor time, advertising and multiple listing service Will train interested par-

CALL NEAREST OFFICE

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

HEY LOOK US

8 SUPERVISORS

above average income as associate of long established real

437-5655
Arl. Hts, Mt. Prosp., Elk Grove
Call 392.6100
Des Pl., Pk. Ridge, Niles
Call 825-7117

PART TIME WORK
FOR FULL TIME MOTHERS

540.5150 per week? If you have
a strong interest in education,
goad books, children, and
service to others, you may qualify for several openings with the

Experienced Female
Mt. Prospect

month. Free.

REAL ESTATE
Excellent opportunity to earn

Fri -Sat. Evenings. 824-1673
COULD YOU use an extra

Salary $325 to $700 mo.

PRESIDENT
Screen your executive bosses
calls and visitors, get reservations for him while he travels,
Average skills are fine. 1-restige local company. $600

perience. Call Steve Smith,
HALLMARK, 827-7706, 380

$130-$150 Wk.

CL 5-6888

Operator

ALL SUBURBS 100% FREE

1-RIVATE
SECRETARY
FOR COMPANY

field, and right in your own
areal We have openings in

10 TRAINEES
OLIVO

Beauty

1

NO FEE

HEADQUARTERS

Excellent opportunity
for top operator

OFFICE POSITIONS

eeliaole mature oaoy sitter
wanted vic. Algonquin & Mt.
Prospect Rd., for occasional

other, gal will wet You and
come visitors into nearby sales
offices, answer phones, type invoices, keep track of salesmen
messages. You'll pitch in, get
things donel Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Mil.
waukee, AV 2.5050.

.25 FOREMEN

$185-$225 A WEEK
BEAUTY

30 -Help Wanted Women

NO STENO $550

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

SMALL OFFICE

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

26 -Help Weed Men or Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

3245 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

6201 Oakton Street
Morton Grove
RO 3-5000

An equal opportunity employer

967-7100

414 E. Golf Road

Des Plaines

reliable

Wanted:

woman

to

PUBLIC

help in my kitchen on Thanks-

CONTACT

GROCERY CHECKER

'Crib, complete, playpen, stroller, walker, bassinet, portabed,
misc. reasonable. 392-9576

giving Day. CL 3.1072.

Customer Service
Receptionist
Gal Friday

mower $25. 255.8333

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

Christmas cords. Flaherty Jewelers, Dunton & Campbell, A.H.

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

1960 MAYTAG WASHER 8, DRYER
$50.

Hts. Will share. $100 a month.

including discount
benefits
on all food purchases.
For interview see
the Store Manager:

Holmes & Assoc.
Randhurst office upper Level
(Suite 23A)
Loop office 63 E A -lams

and bench, blond, $20. Call
after 5:30. 773-0807
Magnavox auto. phonograph;
tope recorder and 17' Zenith

HILLMAN'S

SALES OFFICE

Part lime
Immediate opening in our
Sales Department for capable
girl to handle diversified duties, including typing and filing.

Oct.

Sole:

Gar.

appl., clothing, wigs, toys, misc.

STOP IN OR CALL

One Day Only! Basement Sale
Wed, Oct. 9, 9-4 pm, 26 N
Prindle, Arlington Hts.

CRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ilf

ers w/changeover, misc.

272 2300
2 blocks W of Edens

NEED

EXTRA MONEY
ex-

or perhaps you'd like

to start putting aside a little
extra money for Christmas

,

earn It as a
In Disguise"

TURN IDLE HOURS INTO CASH
interesting TEMWe have

PORARY OFFICE JOBS availble immediately for TYPISTS,
STENOS, CLERKS, SECRETARIES
Work 2 3 days a week, or

longer, if you wish, You'll work
for some of the finest firms in
your own area or in the LOOP,
os you prefer,
and at TOP
RATES

827-5557
610 N Lee St Des Plaines

PREFERRED

"Angels In Disguise"
Qualified Office
Personnel to Chicago and
Suburban Firms since 1947

Supplying

Opportunities
AT

Purchasing

Credit Department
Engineering
Publications
Records Department

Gar.

Engineering
Dept

toys; tools; much misc. 92/ N.
Voil, Arl. Hts.

Moving out of state, must sell:
Hotpoint freezer, refrig, washer,
ping pang table, 2 desks, girl's
bicycle, Monroe tables & other
household items. 413 S. 1 -Oka,
Mt. Prosp. 259-3291
ST. MARY OF PROVIDENCE
SCHOOL FOR RETARDED GIRLS

Thurs., Oct. 10, 9 am to 3 pm
Fri., Oct. I 1, 9 am to 8 pm
Sat., Oct. 12, 9 am to 2 prn.
4200 North Austin Blvd.
3 blocks north of Irving Park

son jars, tools, display cabinet,
chairs, silverware, many others.

several

available for experienced individuals possessing good clerical skills Excellent starting
salary automatic salary progression, and a complete
fringe benefit program

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT.
DAILY 8 30 A M taO 00 P.M.

HALICRAFTERS
Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

600 Hicks Rd

Rolling Meadows, Ill.
60008
An "goal opportunity employer

Shop,

f emote, AKC registered, beautif ul
markings. 545,392.7944

*Spacious living
beamed ceiling

female pure bred German

Fawn Great Dane, female 10
wks. AKC champ. line, show

act as

typing skills
secretary in our Engineering Department.

Encyclopedias 1967,20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new.
251-7385
sect'l davenport,
Hide -a -bed,

FREE ONE BLACK MALE
KITTEN

392-2804

296-8626

trained $15.

kitchen chairs.
259-4530

German Shepherd puppies AKC

champ blood line. Gd. temp.
premises. Reasonable. Beautiful I 894-5844
Miniature Schnauzer puppies,
AKC champion sired, non shed
ing, paper trained, 10 wks.
old. Call 299-8483.

1968

surroundings, finest frin-

ge benefits and good
starting salary

on

Min. Schnauzer Puppies.
AKC. Raised with TLC.
FL. 8-2699 after 6 P.M.
and week -ends.

Full

2

rose sect'l

pc.

sofa $25. 392-0685.

Motorola AM -FM console. stereo
$130; kitchen set $35; 2 modern

end tables $5 ea. occasional
chair $30, 359-1284.
Like new 2 cushion white damask
couch; chest;
items. Call 259-4269.

&

other

brand new plus bookcase $250.
12 ga. pump Stevens shotgun

uding lazy Susan & pad. $125.

poly choke, gd. cond. $50,
439-9213

table,

4

Capt.

incl-

choirs,

CL 3-8269 after 6 pm.
Home

furnishings

and

misc,

items. Saturday & Sunday. 71

SANDERS ROAD
NURSERY
3285 Sanders Rd., Northbrook
Betw, Milw. Av. & Willow Rd.

Briarwood Lane, Palatine.
BAR -ash wood, right

437-5400

Anocut
ersaiNeemnia COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave

Elk Grove Village

An equal opportunity
employer

curve, 7 long by 23" wide by
45" high, linen formica top;
16"x18" stainless steel single
basin sink with trap & facet
CL 3-1910

CLEARANCE SALE ON

ALL INSTRUMENTS
GIANT REDUCTIONS ON
Piano's - Organs - Guitars PA Systems - Amps
Drums - Recorders - And More.

ADULTS ENROLL NOW for day 8. evening classes on piano
or organ.- limited to 5 adults each class - no Instrument
needed - ID lessons for $14.95. Coll Mr. Brooks at...

Music-C-inte,r.
827-6603

Palatine
358-0844

Prospect
.259-9030

lovely 2 bedroom brick ranch has full basement. Carpeted

21' living room, dining room size 14' x 12'. Plastered,
oak floors, 2 car attached garage. Well landscaped 75'

" Safe electric heat with controls in every room

x 150' lot. Nice location for all village conveniences.

Air conditioning
Completely soundproofed
Ceramic tiled bathroom with
vanity
Wall to wall carpeting

$3 0,500

throughout
*TV & phone outlets

*Coin operated laundry

*Wood patio doors and bal-

1,11.101.1.71, iLlirOil

*Casement windows
* Rustic wood shingles and
brick exteriors
Individual off street parking
*Beautifully landscaped
One block from shopping

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.

TOWNHOUSE

Will separate.
Phone 537-1930
New carpets. 1st quality brand
names. Installed wall-to-wall.
Best podding. Also kitchen carpets, indoor -outdoor & cornmer.
dol. Lowest prices. Samples

2 bedroom bi-level Ideal for

the active busy family. Low
cost of $12.50 per month inoutside

maintenance

pool, rlithhouse, tennis court,
etc. Call for more Information
on this priced right buyIll

358.1502
894-1330
255.6320

Palatine
Schaumburg

Arlington Heights

3 BEDROOMS

FULL PRICE $51.30

parts and service guarantee.

gar. lovely well kept yard.

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

$24,000

credit Mgr. Call 469-7204, 9 A.M.

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

to 9 P.M.

$25,500

ARRIGO REAL

information confidential.
harmonious
men or

family. Will train
woman.

&don
REALTORS, INC,
.4,1 E. rALlin,(1.

per

cupancies. Reserve for future
3266 or 742.8540.

Ri.orGIO.r.11.11S, tt.4.1,015.

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

529-2235

PALATINE-- $47,000

Want to rent parking space within walking distance from depot,

tist to rent or lease. Mt. Prospect

attached garage. Formal dining room. Drapes throughout.
Carpeting in living room, dining room, family room and 3

777-5805

bedrooms. Disposal & dishwasher. Country club location. Just

Young married couple looking
for bdrm. opt., near transpor-

LONG GROVE VALLEY --$56,500
Custom built split-level. Ideal for large family. "Dream

3 rm. apt. in return for services
toward rent. Des Plaines area.

Large dining "el" has sliding glass door to patio. Large
foyer. Mahogany paneled family room 30' x 22.8' with
stone fireplace. 4 big bedrooms, 3 full- baths. Set high
on 11/2 acre. Don't malt

CONVENIENT

PALATINE -- $59,500

Close In location Important?
Dad can walk to train. Brick,
bdrm, sep. din, rm., 3
season rear porch.
Mid. 20't
Immedlat Poss.

Spacious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 bath, full basement. Carpeting In living room, dining room, hall and
2
bedrooms. Beautiful wooded and landscaped. Out
buildings, screened summerhouse with bar.b.que. 3 acres,
250' frontage on Route 14,2 car garage.

3

WANT SIZE?.
Living rm.

fits

4

tables of

bridge. Extremely Igo.

see it nowt

school shopping.

Many extras

Arrigo Real Estate
1264 Des Plaines

Northwest Hwy.
296-6655

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
,

Realty

358-1800

'60 Rambler wagon A/T, radio,
6 gd. tires incl. 2 snows, exc.
mech. condition W/new exhaust
system & low mileage brakes.
$300. CL 5-8047

THE

DEAL
THAT CAN'T

Excellent condition.
437-0220
OLD UPRIGHT PIANO
Playable
392-5993

IS FROM

WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET
1967 IMPALA
4 dr. Hardtop, V8, Powerglide, Power Steering, Rad-

io I Heater Whitewalls. Very
low mileage.
$1895

Famous Grotsch "Monkee Bass"

guitar only $2251 Only and

El

Rey Music, 7W. Eastman.

1967 CHEVROLET
IMPALA
2 dr. Hardtop, V8, Powerglide, Power Steering, Radio 4 Heater, Whitewalls.
$1895

1965 FORD

9 Passenger Station Wagon,
V8 Standard Shift, Radio,
Heater IL Whitewalls.
$1295

CONN OBOE

Arlington Hts.
$25,000

USED 1 YEAR, $175

439 8620

BUNDY Clarinet - CONN trom-

Well established restaurant in
busy shopping center. Cater-

bone with cases; good condi-

Others available to $300,000.

tion. 392-8745
LeBlanc B flat clarinet
and case for $75.
255-3684
Huge Amp. Gibson - Mercury,

TAVERN

Piggy bock, 2 - 12" speakers,
with 4 impute. Ask $150. Ph.
392-3915 after 4:30

well

3

taverns

established

built equipped with
restaurant facilities.

694lursery Schools. Child Care

for

carry -out

foods,

largo parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage. On Route

Island Lake --$45,500
Ample parking,

2 lots 75x125'

1

corner lot ElYx

apartment with garage. Property & business.

bedroom apartment,
baths, I car garage.

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

358-1800

OPEN SUNDA

I

INTERNATIONAL NO. 340 utility

tractor. 3 point hitch, front
loader, good tires. $900 oration.

1964 RIVIERA

259.6266

VERY CLEAN, $140009
BEST OFFER. 358-0173

11/2

4 wheellroiler for boat or stock
car w/flat bed tilt, max. wt.
5 lbs. $400. 824-1866.

99 -Automobile For Sale

bedroom

2

ROSELLE ILL\
529-707

02 -Trucks, Trailers

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

125' improved.
439-3884

14.

1

55$ IRVING PARK RD,

299-722E1

Palatine --$35,000
Ideal

my home, good

I-re-schooler,
care.

McHenry --$45,900

Low 40's

condit., low

392-5824 after 5 p.m.

.4

bdrm, brick bi.level close to

Healy

8

Cable Nelson, mahog, gd. cond.
$350. Call aft 6 prn. 299.4538.
CONN alto saxophone $100.

RESTAURANT

Dishwasher, disposal. Extra large breakfast area with bay.

824-7780

Spinet

CONN organ Caprice model,
spinet. Excellent condition.

kitchen". Loads of cabinets, built In oven / range.

86 -Real Estate -Rouses

392-4813
piano, Lyon

rental units.

listed.

Handy man 8, wife, retired, want

Body excel,

good

in

Special 2 tone brown amp 12"

4 bedroom 21/2 baths, all brick colonial. Full basement. 2 car

Office space wanted for Den-

437-6114

TROMBONE W/cose
condition.

2 banjosTenorPlectrum. Acous-

ing business & equipment.

Arl. Hts. 437-0134

tires.

BE BEAT

Like new for $75

spkr., temolo, new, only $75.
El Rey Music - Cl, 3-0180

to house.
82 -Wanted To Rent

new. $850. 827-2373.
CONN Trumpet

High investment return. 21/2
acre an Route 12 with 12

2 to 5 p.m. Arlington Heights, 1429 St. James Place. 3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2 baths, 40.x20' rec room with
fireplace, full basement, 11/2 car garage and carport. Well
landscaped. Close to schools and shopping. Very good
neighborhood. $34,500. Wilke to Miner east to St. James north

Evenings

Beautiful Conover grand piano
with bench, walnut finish. Like

tic elec. guitar, beginner accordion. 35MM pro'. 438-7987

Palatine $82,500

6 rm. ranch. Garage, carpeting,
drapes, refrig., range, disposal,
washer/dryer. 110 Columbia,
Hoffman Estates. HE 7-3228

4.

British green, rebuilt eng., Like
new clutch, exhaust system &

392-2574

FLUTE

901nrestinent Property

OPEN HOUSE, SUNDAY OCT. 6th,

service. 437-9118 evenings.
'65 Surtbenm' Alpine Mark

Cello, hell size, Rich rnello tone,
excel. condition. $175.

FINE CONDITION
CL 5-6389

ROSELLE, ILL.

Foundry 8, Lee St. TU 9-0783 after
5 pm

hormone Ghla-cleart 1967 cpe.
Cherry.red, blk. int., radio, spts.
strng. whl., & nose grille. Like
new W/W tires 100% VW logged

aft. 6 prn. 296-7997

is most unique. Establish your
name with ours. Become one
of usl
our

$550.

WURLITZER portable electronic
piano, good condition . $250.

Upright piano, w/bench, excel.
cabinet, good cond. $250. call

office. For the ambitious sales

join

11,

296-7320

ESTATE
1264 Northwest Hwy.

Come

yr. old;
reason-

1

Vox amp. Berkley

able. 255-0571 evenings.

4 bdrm. ranch. Large wooded
lot. Family room II/2 baths, 2
$29,500
car gar.

All

55 -Musical Instruments

Gemeinhordt Flute,

start
elec.
255-2545 after 6 pm

Johnson

mileage. Call 259.3177 days.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

person, we have a plan that

111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

14' Thompson runabout 35 HP

Walk to train. 3 bdrm. 2 car

Home for Large Family

welcome, reasonable rent. Vic. of

'63 LeMans convert. clean 5650.

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used Sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button-

holes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year

rental. Information call 741-

$180

'59 Ford Go/oxie 500. R/H,
rebuilt automatic trans. Body,
engine & tires good. $200.
259-9810 offer 5 p.m.

ZIG-LNG

month. Immediate oc-

Rent

top. 283-1172 or 439.3021.

1967 SINGER

1

leases

CL 3-0219

available. 437.0454

real
estate

RR,11;t1

stick,

'67 Pont, Bonneville 2 dr. ht.,
p/s. NB, auto In., radio, vinyl

our warehse showrm. By appt.
only. Free estimates. Financing

$20,700

One child accepted. No pets.
yr. or 2
Accepting 6 mo.,
yrs.

'60 Ford ranch wagon;
good condition. $175.

brought to your home or visit

ROSELLE

$31,900

cond. 5650. 437-7547
'66 Chevelle Malibu, 4 dr. HT, 283
V-8, Auto. trans. P / S, excel.
cond, $1,400, 299-4806
1959 Thunderbird
needs work, make offer.
296-7533 after 6 pm

Sensational discount. Must see.

Clover Realtors invite you to
their new Arlington Heights

level. Lanscaped 1/2 acre well maintained home.

64 Chevy Motion wagon V8,
P/S, P/B, air cond., good mech.

DISPLAY FURNITURE

Des Plaines
296-6655

4 large bedrooms, attractive 31' paneled fam3y room with
beamed ceiling and charming kitchen combination. Includes
dishwasher slide -In range, Large living room, 11/2 baths,
2 car attached garage. Recreation room with bar on lower

'62 Comet 6 -stick, 22mpg,
$300 -Nice car.
CL 3.1125

TV,

chrome & gray, 2 leaves $45.
827.0834

Phone 394-1100

ROSELLE

"Vacant"

1964 Corvair Monza, 1 -owner.
$495 or best offer.
824-2281, after 4 p.m.

night -

5 pc. kitchen set, formica top,

LARGE FAMILY?

Excellent Condition!

Excel. cond. 827-15E15.

excellent cond.,
best offer on both. 437-4406

REALTORS, INC.

Just reduced

tortaining easy

55 -Musical Instruments

1381 Prairie Ave.- Des Plaines, Ill.

awe%

maintenance. Immediate oc-

Mt.

253.7763.

Chair with tangerine slipcover;
console

1

62 Mercury Meteor 2.dr. Under
46,000 orig. miles, stand. trans.

392-7297

mirror,
stand $100 CL 5.4721

dr.,
like

stove; pool table; bowling boll.

Rol-

Mahog. bdrm. set: double bed,
dresser,

4

extras,

825 537./452 aft. 6
English Ford; '60 Rambler; elec.

ling Meadows.
Dining room table with 4 Queen
Ann choirs. Very reasonable

chest,

miles,

owner, low

misc.

8.

items, 2000 Hawk Court,

3 bdrm. brick. Walk to train.

tation. Under $140. 824-0493
hand

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

tali.

HOME FURNISHINGS

WHEELING

1

PLEASE CALL

MISS GAFFKE

easy

room with

Fireplace
Dining room
2 spacious bedrooms
Eating area in kitchen
Fully equipped Hotpoint
with refrigerator,
kitchen
store & disposal to make en.

PLUM GROVE ESTATES

3 for $5.
4 for $10,

Instruments

NUCLEUS

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

couch & chair, $125; 82" hide -

Heavy rock maple 50" round

Heitz; Junipers

new,

CONSTRUCTION CO,
255.4568

OPEN
9-9 Member of Northwest Suburban Boards of Realtors

71/2 room older home, exc. cond.
3 blocks from An. His. R.R. depot.
month. Call 253-6326
$165
after 5 p.m.

3 piece sectional.
Very good condition
773.9673

a -bed

set Col-

255-2090

4 room cottage to rent, children

size Hollywood bed cam.

plete $25;

Arlington

76 -To Rent Houses

encyclopedia plus children's 10 vol. set Junior Classics,

Japanese Yews

'66 Chrysler Newport,

walnut, reasonable. Call aft. 6, 824-5536
chairs,

six

P/S,

R., like new tires, snow tires, very
reas. Coll Sot. 259- /974

Dining room set: buffet, table
&

room & office is 4th bedroom.

Phone 394-1100

4I -Home Furnishings -Furniture

lier's

aluminum siding for
cupancy. $49,900.

conies

white, toy, female,
year, good with children;
Brown, toy, male, 2 months.
$758. up. 259.6076

2 studio couches, oak corner &
end tables, 6 pc. dining rm. set,
ironrite ironer, G.E. refrig, 4

FALL PLANTING SALE

We offer you pleasant

259-0596

Reasonable.

quality.

1

CORNER HOUSE ANTIQUES

need of a girl with good

puppies $25 each.
537.7020

for beautiful
Persian mole cat. 5 yrs. old.
'Perfect pet. 299.5202.

Parents

MUST SELL
edition 24 vol.

ARLINGTON HTS AREA

breakfast area. Paneled family room with fireplace. 21/2
baths, full basement. 21/2 car attached garage. Brick and

magnificent

Beagle pups for sale, male,

Poodles,

Mt. Prosp.

Choice country club area. Gracious living room, dining
room. Work -easy kitchen with built-ins and separate

from Arlington Heights.
of the
features are:

Fi77-6293

dinette set, bookcase, twin bed
dresser, Lionel train set, misc.
8.,
clothing & household items. Sat.
Oct. 5, 9-4 pm, 507 S. George,

MT. PROSPECT

29i-4988-

'66 Ford custom 500, V8,

2 Edison youth beds, complete,

and prIvilages of swimming

4 BEDROOM COLONIAL

'65 VW sedan, $850. Des Plaines
area. Call between 38, 6:30 PM.

Hollywood An., Des Plaines, Ill..

3 bedroom bi-level, attached
2 car garage, finished family

cludes

Just 20 Fast Minutes
Some

CL 3.5491

Siamese kittens, 8 wks old litter

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

$22,500

314 KATHLEEN
ELGIN

three good homes.

12 noon. First United
E.

possibly 41 Spacious
Exceptionally fine 3 bedroom ranch
kitchen, recreation room. Attached garage. Easy maintenance aluminum siding. Wolk.to-everything locatIonll

$680

CL 3-5927 even. & weekends

dresser & chest $80
392-4602

289-1900

3 BEDROOM RANCH --POSSIBLY 4

CL 9-3960

'65 Austin Healy Sprite

STOVE, GOOD CONDITION.
$65 CL 3-5156
2 matching 9602 rugs, pert.
cond. $25 ea. .Pads incl. 1013

PALATINE AREA

MEADOWBROOK WEST

HOMEFINDERS

free to

-

Boarder Collie puppies, 6 wks
old, B1 8, wh. Call aft 5 pm

Antique gas stove, buggy or
cutter, dry sink, oak library table, cherry jelly cupboard, buggy

immediate

kittens

Home Baked Goods & Coffee
Shop, Fri, Oct. 4, 9 to 5 p.m.
Rummage Sale only, Sat, Oct.

seat & so On. 2800 E. Hintz Rd,
83 to Wheeling High School, l/2
mile west. 392-6092

to

7 week old

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.

Friday
We are

ter 5 P.M.

RUMMAGE SALE

$3.98 each. 5 yr.
3 to 4 feet
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00

Girl

AKC.

529-5636 weekdays af-

Shots.

S. Albert, Mt. P. 392-8528

EVERGREENS

in

sired. AKC. 439.0544
Beautiful toy poodles

misc.

1903
Church,
Fin -lid, Arlington Hts., III.

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Hugo discounts. 824-7353
ELECTRIC WESTINGHOUSE

Sharp 51/2 room, sided 3 bedroom home, garage, extras, 2
blocks to schools & churches.
Only 521,900.

It won't last long I $30,900

Miniature -Schanuzer female.
trained. Champ.
7 mos, old,

WANTED: Home

1877
scales,
signs,
broom rack, jugs, bottles, ma-

to

(A bl.

1964 Pontiac Tempest 2 dr.
,6 cyl. stick. Best Offer.
253.3359
convert.
Electra
Buick
1967
Full power - $2695.

offer. 392-0275

The Country Cousins,
Realtors
566-6720
Mundelein

All brick ranch in an excellent Arlington Heights location.
Walk to schools, shopping and the depot. 11/2 baths, full
basement, 2 car garage. Mahogany paneled rec. room.

Cl 3-9177

Shepherd

tinware,

9

Brand new carpeting made for

KOLE

KITTENS

2

Gar, Sale Oct. 3 & 4. Antiques:

101

as $1,800 down &
payment of $177 a man

658-5661

Village

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

clothes;

Methodist

has
currently
interesting positions

ext. 247

3 Family Gar. Sale: Something

much

7 room, 3 bedroom ranch, 2
baths, basement, fireplace,

little

'62 Fairlane 2 ddbr, A/T.
Excellent condition
After 5 p.m. CL 3.6484

After

finish, reasonable.
nut
6:30 pm 392-3281

Bed, complete, extra long, walnut paneled headboard, best

BRADSHAW

The
Chalet

ten. Not more than $150. School

all size clothes; misc. 2105
School Dr. Rolling Mead.
Bargain Days, Oct. 586, 9-4 pm,

5,

Hallirrofters

Wanted old toy electric trains.
The older the better.
253.3802

local

Noborhood Garage Sole: Oct.
3 & 4. Antique bottles; mahog.
sec'ty & liquor cabinet; toys;

grills,

ranch,

13106

orsigul
Apanteitt

42Wanted to Buy

furn.,

Featuring the Specialty

SECRETARIES

or born, 8'x8'x21.-October thru

truck will transport. CL 3-6100

bbq.

Settle'\

*id a

WANTED: Boat storage -garage

An. Hts.

Also

as

gat cao,

April. Call 392-0630.

furn.,

raised

call CL 3-7836.

Office desk, 59'x31"x29", wal-

ON FIVE ACRES

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS --4 BEDROOMS

38 -Boat Storage

Wanted used upright piano for
use In public school kindergar

everyone:

FOX LAKE

Modern Tri-Level, Must Selll
Lovely view of Lakes
Many good features, 21/3 baths.
392.2860
$33,000

2 car garage, basement

garage, 51/2./0 assumption or

646 S. Main, AlgonqL.
S. of 62 on all

inboard, 140 h.p., fiberglass, dual -props. Must sell.
$400 CL 3-5177

organization. Misc.
AZ, Fri. Oct. 4, Sat. Oct. 5,
10-4:30 pm, 413 S. Gibbons,

for

5

bedroom

'64 VW, R/I-I, sunroof, like new
$795
good condition.
tires,

3 pc. maple family rm. set: hide Excel.
rocker.
chair,
cond. $110 394-1735
a -bed,

4 bedroom, 2 story ariaclied

HANOVER i-ARK

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

Dryden School, 722 S. Dryden,
Arl. Hts.Oct. 5,10-2:30 p.m.
Gigantic
women's

8, $155 u mend,.

1959 Chevy wagon $125. Good
condition. 537.7519
1965 Plymouth Sport Fury, 383,
A/T, P/S, P/8, posi , low miles,
51395. 259-9046

$115, tranf'd. 253.2216

carpeting & oak floors.

IT

RESALE SHOP

Safe:

1962 Chevy wagon $450 and

1668

3RD ANNUAL

anitques, clothing,

Prov. D.R.

Modern dinette pedestal table
W/4 swivel chairs 8 was, old

excellent 53/4%

13-103

drapes; champagne blond wig
8, stand $35; baby items. 529-

Prospect High.

Toys,

washer/dryer;

range;

Elec.

House Sale: Redecorating, Hay.
wood -Wakefield tables, choirs,
lamps, pictures, antiques, old
pow, no junk. Oct. 3.6, 1809 N.
Kennicott, An. Hts.

Hall icrafters
CLERK TYPIST

4,

3,

Garage Sole, Antiques & EveryOct. 3.4,
thing Imaginable.
8:30 to 4 p.m., 521 N. Fairview
Mt. Prospect. 2nd street east of

PREFERRED

"Angels

2,

P/S, A/S, rack, low miles, excel.
cond, 392-1374

table, fraitwood, oblong,
leaf. table only. $65. 259-1292

$23,000 Firm. Palatine by owner.
3
bdrm. ranch, full bsmt.,
new carpet L.R. & bdrrns,
drapes, 21/2 car gar., patio,
66o297 yard. 392-7357

VA assumption or $900 down

town location. $32,000

jo4 GC -ea ?

4.

10:30
am 717 S. Walnut, Arl, Hts.
Furn., antiques, garden tools,
misc.

Gar. Sole: Oct.

attached garage. Best in

total

w / formica top $10.439.1485af t

ranch,

garage, large fenced lot, car-

BA 3.5212 or 259-4568

why

bedroom

3

peting, /s,

BLDG. CORP.

or best offer; kit. cab.

C.

2 full baths, exquisite interior design. 2 car

ST OLTZN ER

Hi-Fi cons. w / AM -FM radio $50

Gar. Sale: Oct. 3, 4, 5, 9-4 pm,
132 S. Highland, An. Hts. Speak-

Sharp

ly.

4

ANTIQUE SHOW, Oct. 8, 9, &
to. K of C BARN, Northwest
Hwy. 8, Kelsey Road, Barring -

208 S. George, Mt. P.

BARRETT-

Call 439-2985 after

525.00.
P.m.

STREAMWOOD

I

Lg. dog house. A home away
from home for your large dog.

Porn.,

48.5,

washer, excel. cond., cutting
board top, 598. 255-8528

garage and stable. $36,400.

bedrooms,

1529 N. Arlington Fits. Rd., 2
bedrooms, 1/2 bulbs,
refrigerator,disposal,dishwasher,
conditioning. No
central air
pets. Shown by appointment on-

Call 53743696

sale. 1716 W. Martha La. Mt P.

B-93

Cathedral Living room, 3

296.6873

liennol 15;110'.5'
Will sell for $100.

down payments 5194 a month
total.

823-6423

Natural cedar contemporary.

DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APT.

chen sink 55. 259.4823

Garage Sale: Oct. 3, 4 & S.
907 E. Baldwin Rd. Palatine.
Furniture & Misc.
Garage Sale Oct. 3, A, 8. 5
families having gigantic
11

peting, storms/screens. 53/4%
mortgage
assumable. low

ALGONQUIN

Call after 5 p.m. 824.5649
Clean 2 bedroom, 2nd floor opt.,
gas heat. Adults only, no pets.

36" gas range gd. cond. 545;
19" Admiral TV $10; 60" kit-

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

CLERICAL

3 room apartment, incl. stove
8, Refrigerator. $140 per mo.

TV. 392-4813

excellent
ranch in
Raised
cond. All alum, siding, car-

*Low Down
Payment*
$25,900

B.

STREAMWOOD

& trains.

14 -To Rent Apartments

21/2

His. Rd.

Large deluxe 3 bedrrn., 11/2
baths, finished fam. rm., att.
gar. Close to shopg., schls.,

259-4929, after 6 p.m.

level,

Lot 60x225, Potio, lawn. Open
Sun. 1-5, $39,500. 930 S. An

Immediate
Occupancy

Bachelor has house in .Frospect

Singer sewing machine cabinet

New 7 rm. Split

'PALATINE

529-4493

Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rd.

.

Arlington Heights: Room for
employed woman, close to town.
References. 255.5708 after 3

'64 Chevy Impala Super Sport,
V.8, automatic,
253.7634 after 6 pm
'62 Buick station W09011, A/C,

nougohyde chairs; ,Cosco crib
comp.; lg. port. fan. 439-7306
Portable GE Silvershower dish-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

827-4760
Philco electerc range in goad
condition 540.
259.4622
personalized
discount
20%

99 -Automobile For Sale

table w/leof & 6

kit,

Brand new Italian

WILL BUY old electric or windup
toy trains made before 1942.

Full time permanent employment with excellent company

Phone 392-2700
Chicago 939-4866

Formica

Rexair control house dust.
824-7823

to $2.72 per hour.

penses

-

500 S&H Stamps. See the new
Previous supermarket experi.
once desired but will consider
qualified beginner.

Page IS

41 -Rome Furnishings -Furniture

Vacant

Commercial
;, - ,19)14.11

Residential

sofa & chair $25; 2 end tables
$10; air conditioner $50; power

Trainees start at $2.231/4 an
hour with automatic increases

to help cover ever rising

Real Estate

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30-11e1p Wanted MOM

3041elofflanted Women

THE DAY

Thursday, October 3, 1968

1959 Buick, 4-dr. good engine,
good body, $250.
827-6079

T Bird

1959,

P/S,

824-6909

P10, clean,

$450 or best offer.
392.9233
4-dr, recent

Cadillac,

& muffler,

host.,
excel, motor, tires,

& body. $125. 827-0206

103 -Auto Trailers &Campers

Week -end camping?? Use - my

trailerll 255-2515 after 6 pm.
'Reasonable -sleeps seven,
1114Aototcycles and Scooters

1965 HONDA S 90, with Bell
helmet. Excellent condition $200.
296-5738

SHORT RIBS

etp
Thursday, October 3, 196EI
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32 Divorce Court

faced with a poten-

2 News
7 News

from the hospital, a

9 The Flintstones
11 Friendly Giant

hisiorvwcei.fe wants a

Jack Webb and
Harry Morgan star
with help from

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
ME, EITHER!

UGH' GET THAT THING
OUT OF HERE! DON'T EX-

IF YOU 'TWO

WANT FISH
PECT ME TO COOK AND
EAT THAT MONSTROSITY' FOR SUP'
PER YOU'RE
ON YOUR

MEMBER NOW, FATHER aK.,

600P NIGHT/ WE JUST
WANTED TO SHOW YOU

WHAT A WHOPPER WE
CAUGHT -WE DON'T
HAVE TO EAT

THIS OWE!

CHECK OUT TN
OLD GUY,

Fieras
32 Rawhide
5:45
11 The Storyteller

THAT REUC

THE

CLEVER SALES
APPROACH/

FIRST
ROLL/

4,

EITHER Not) COME OUT

children

OR VA COMINC/

I

-

f,

A 7_4471
5.

-mg
:4;1M LAMING IN!

KINDLY EUECrTHE

A TOAST To OUR

AND COMMANDER BELL WHOSE HEAD

CONTAINS THE PRECIOUS KELP-itoo- root,.
FORMULA WHICH 1.-Dg.01-AVIIXY DESIRE!

EMPLOYEE

girlfriend.
11:00

Serena, arrives.
9 I Love Lucy
26 Medic

supervisor is chargo:r1 with thr mlirrier

Grew Up

pLoyAf

4
S.

i54t-

NO

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct 23) -Though you may be provoked
into feeling anger, you would

WE'VE GOT TO DO SOMETHING
ABOUT BUGSS TERRIBLE TABLE
MANNERS BEFORE CICERO
PICKS THEM UP:

be wise not to show it Maintain the calm exterior
SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.

WHY DON'T WE
MOVE THE TABLE

YOU

AND azz-sz2z.

PLEASE
GET UP A
MINUTE,
BUGS!

BZZ- BZZZ?

'V

22) --See to strengthening

friendships among business or
professional associates You

1

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 Dec 22) --Morning hours

4

bring employment op-

the commonplace that you'll find the
20) --It

is

40

im
'

-# .`4,21

New approaches result in new
ends

AQUARIUS (Jan 2'1 -Feb.
I 9) --Romance and business

.

ire

6

)

Ile

,..

/If)...

1.

,...,-,

i

...,_
-:Arlf
.

-

it w.r. tr..
s.. xrrs.r.

11

i

1
TM. 14,. US
Al',11111.

1

'

1

lel. ON.

la 9

,It 4,

Williams' prize-

With Ronnie Bar-

Prowse.

story about an CXbandit who proves

adult film.
7 That Girl

American Negro
folklore by poet

With Phil Carey,
Martha Hyer and

Grayson Hall. 1964

Ann Marie, ac-

ting as a stewardess,
spots a gun
passenger.

on

a

9 The Steve Allen
Show
I

The Creative

I

Person

26 The

Lind

Phil

Show

12:30

1:30

1:35

7 Reflections

5 News
7 News
9 News
26 Sports

9

Denver, New York Houston -and San

nuns of being

Diego -Cincinnati
football games.

Rey.

8:30
5 Dragnet 1968
A Negro officer is

Nlovie 1:50

"Jungle Fighters"
stars Richard Todd

32 Run for Your

MacArthur.
7 The Flying Nun
A new police cap-

Oakland -

Gene Evans.
7 News
9 News

26 Greatest

Buffalo,

he has gone straight.

Johnson.
32 News
10:00
2 News

last Sunday's Kansas
City -Miami, Boston -

"Wyoming

Renegades" Typical

James Weldon

ficial. With Hack

Action films of

1:25

verse from

Life

island of-

5 International Zone

Detective

32 AFL Highlights

26 Italian Musicals

MORTY MEEKLE

"Night of the

'

sermons in free

bookies. With Sally
Field and Alejandro

©1%1

11:15
32 News
Midnight
5 News
7 Chicago Show

Burton, Deborah
Kerr, Sue Lyon,.

tain suspects the

.

DeLuise, Lorne
Greene, Barbara
Heller, Sammy
Shore and Juliet

parents find it hard

Lord and James

4

01

and Junior Coghlan.

Guests are Dom

II NET Festival
A collection seven

fluential

THIN':

Show

Robert Loggia

death of an in-

some

Ford, May Robson

5 The Dean Martin

Iguana" Tennessee

as a nasty private

who breaks all of the

rules and a

10:10

dangerous Japanese
trap on patrol with

Headlines
10:15
26 Cinema Special
10:30
5 The Tonight Show

the British in
Burma.

2:25
2 News

With Johnny

3:00
2 Meditation

Carson

7 The Joey Bishop

3:35

9 Five Minutes to

Show
9 Movie

Live By

'EEK & MEEK
,0/..A.E ear 1z) LE4P-N -TD

MINT KI/JD OF

FACE FACTS, 1-10WEi/EQ.
ONFLEA4N7-17-1EY NAY 13E!

HAVE YOU ANY IDEA
HOW MANY GERMS

THERE ARE
ON THE TI POP
)01J12 NO6E?

55/ELI, YOU'VE CERTAUJLY
BEEN./ GETTING AROUIJD,
?
HAVEAJT

Dcsr4...)

ARCHITECTURE Do
SPECIALIZE 1/J,

SLUMS FOR CITES!

40(.1

FELOSToue

6ic 14/2-'4A2

don't mix today.

definitely

Keep busy with matters im-

portant to your financial
future.

2

PISCES (Feb 20 -March
2I) --Morning hours arc for
business Afternoon and eve

ARIES (March 22 -April

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

-3

should be set aside for

unusual activities calculated
to heighten interest

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

Buggy Bit

20) --Set aside your interest in
financial dealings for the time

being Of importance now is
adjustment on the domestic

ACROSS
1 Small bug
5 Social bug
8 Stinging

scene

TAURUS (April 21 -May

2I) --New schemes stand a better chance of paying off if you
fit old friends into your plans.
Adjust your schedule to suit.

which you express your

maples
16 Number
17 Hue
18 Rent
20 Takes out
22 Suffix
24 Pitch
25 Lodger
29 Russian

point of view Words arc less
important at this time than
tone of voice

CANCER (June 22 -July

another may well

be

false.

Reconsider your findings:

seek out additional information on the matter

LEO (July 23 -Aug 23) -Express an interest in new
faces and places Old haunts
have little to offer you for the
time being, though they may

CAPTAIN EASY
50 YOU'VE DECIDED YOU CAN'T
PL5POSE OP ME, AND WILL. JELL
THE CA5TLE, OH?

YE5.,.Bur
NOT ITS
HISTORIC

PAPERS I
INHERiTEN
TOO!

FOUR CEATURIE5 OF DIARIES
RECORD5.LETTERS: I PROMI5EP
'SM TO TONY WOMAN PC:R.(1200

IF 2 SOLS1

BERTIE-1

PUT 'EM IN

A SOX 50
CAPTAIN EA5Y-

cAN DROP

HE'LL HE GLAD TO GET 'EM
TiME.,,AND PAY CASH IMO I
THEN I'LL PAY OFF MY
MORTGAGE SO WE

rulers

33 Sea eagle
34 Stripling
36 Corded

CAN DO 61151N095!

'EM OFF!

fabric

37 Consume
as food
38 Turkish

be vital later
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept.

23) --If you fail to grasp
opportunity

today's

title

for

friendship, you may forfeit a

39 Chemical

human relationship of the

suffix
40 Grafting
shoots
43 Passerine
bird

highest order A good day.

Answers to
Hideaword
mole
melt
molt

molten
moth
month
melon
motel
mote

monte
thole
then
them
tole
tone
tome
helot
helm

011.41...t.1%.140.11,0011

THE WILLETS
RE MEMBER., IT WAS
YOUR GENERATION
THAT CREATED

MENTHOL
home
hotel
hone
lemon
lone
lent
wrier,

note
enth

DOWN
1 Purpose,
2 Fastidious
3 Bewildered

13 Golf mound
14 Wings
15 Genus of

GEMINI (May 22 -June

23) --Your assumptions about

resort

66 Pause

bug
12 French river

21 )--Take care of the manner
in

Bessie

Love, Harrison

With Richard

investigates the

' -

iati___
.

in

day's greatest excitement.

.,

k3IIIIPir

popularity

CAPRICORN (Dec 23 -

MU CHI

edy starring

9:00

hotel in Mexico.

Steve McGarrett

'

CHOMP:

V

can emerge with profit and

portunity for the Sagittarius
alert to the possibilities inherent in joint enterprise

SURESLuPP-'
SLURPP-

\\.",,,,,t I GET -041
FEELIN'
\'.'..,...kkik
THEY'RE
'
'IR VINT1
(.
7r7.4 ME

a 1925 silent com-

his in-

On a visit to Lon-

6:45

WOULD

"Rubber Tires" is

mates.

Chicago
Two Bears players
discuss last Sunday's
Bears -Vikings game.
Jack Drees is host.
8:00
2 Movie

The Toy That

I

2 Movie

26 Market Roundup
7:00
2 Hawaii Five -0

FOR FRIDAY

of one of

1

adventure starring

32 Truth or Conse-

BUGS BUNNY

A reformatory

who runs a tourist

quences

Horoscope

Loren plays the

prominent Negro

Samantha goes

rett

is masquerading as a
female model.
II TV College
Gregg Shorthand
26 Today's Racing

VACANCY

organizations and
job opportunities,

9 Perry Mason
9:30
7 T.H.E. Cat

to believe their son

oRRY

Howard and

winning play about
man's inhumanity to
man. Ava Gardner
is the lonely woman

don, Timmy's

0

-5

a

market
7 The Ugliest Girl
in Town

'11"morig

60d6
/03

forward to

"The Key" Trevor

A report on local

C ommunity

32 Pro Football

him at a slave

S

10:55
2 Movie

look -alike cousin,

A bounty hunter
captures a trapper
and decides to sell

ONEAL-

Hamilton.

jeopardy.
I 1 Our People

personalities.
32 The Defenders

trip until the Dithers
decide to go along.
5 Daniel Boone

BEAUTIFUL GUEST

circum-

south when her

pleasant weekend

AND HER BRILLIANT'

and George

their lives in

plus interviews with

look

*a

ROBIN MALONE

pard, Luana Patten

Parker, George Pep-

7 Bewitched

The Bumsteads

shiip.tr,

Lk.

al

LIFES LONGEST MINUTE

Mitchum, Eleanor

People move into
a fashionable London suburb and find

son. With Robert

William Holden
play captains of
tugboats. Sophia

I.E
/4.

Unknown

Show
l 1 TV College

2 Editorial
6:30
2 Blondie

RAT T LE
STATIO
GVERYONG.

Don Marshall.

whose marital relations are the root of
evil that befalls his

9 The Mike Douglas

Speech
26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:23

0

Southern Gentelman

stantial evidence that
a highly respected
detective is a murderer.

Fundamentals of

-...771
, )k

otc4-E'- DIJE5f3L-E-F 1E9
R01311,1 MALD/JG ,

believe

film about a

7 Journey to the

7:30
5 Ironside
Ironside refuses to

2 News
5 News
7 News

MIRACLE MOT OR5 I

trgCMPAN

7:15
11 TV College

6:00

Hill" is a 1960 adult

Rafer Johnson and

Literanitureerican
A

Stories for

"Home from the

tial riot situation.

husband finds out

26 La Casa de las

LET ME DO ALL THE
SOME OF YOU CAN
THEM HAVE A VERY HAVE- 4

RC- ')(OOKIDDINs 7 TALKING

BRONSON.-- PROBABLY WANTS TO
siou NEVER
TRADE HORSES!
KNOW WHEN HE'D BLACK OUT
IT MIGHT BE RIDIN'A FERRIS
WHEEL!
A SALE!

0

Jan

On his return

5:30

TM. PROBLEMS
FOR MY
GENERATION !

.46 Rule of

THE PROBLEMS
SHOULD KEEP
YOU BOGY AND

OFF THE STREETS I

-

conduct
48 Mariner's
direction
49 Drifted
along
53 Short
Jackets
57 Roster
58 Age

.

60 Woody plant
61 Otherwise
62 Achieved
63 Girl's name
64 Indonesians
of Mindanao
65 Health

4 Pithier
5 Lawyer
(ab.)
6 Require
7 Doctrine
8 Sprinkles

plants

28 Tatters
30 Seed
covering
9 Dismounted 31 Nevada city
32 Eject
10 Rational
violently
11 Favorites
19 Conclusion 35 Crowlike
birds
21 Column.
23 Anatomical 41 Dishes
42 Perched
tissue
44 Peer Gynt's
25 Producers
mother
of honey
45 Missive
26 Verbal
47 Obnoxious
27 Against
1

2

3

4

5

12

22

34

37

38

40

49

41

50

42

51

-29

35

36
39

43

44

52

53

45

54

57

50

60

61

62

63

64

32

21

4
28

26 27

30 31

17

23

33

11

IMmk

20

19

10

9

14

16

18

insect
50 Cheerful
song
51 Larissan
mountain
52 Fall in
drops
54 Shield
bearing
55 Promontory
56 Chair
59 Girl's name
8

7

13

15

25

6

49 Bloodsucking

55

56

66
3

Des Plaines Ready to Celebrate State's 150th Birthday
around the city parking lot on

the 150th anniversary of
Illinois' admission to the

Prairie near River Rd. The

featuring beer, bratwurst and

parade will follow a route running along Thacker to Lee, go

a

Union this weekend with a

parade, sesquicentbnnial ball,

right on Lee to Ellinwood,

pageant and cheap beer.

and then right on Ellinwood

More than 100 entries will
be in the parade, which will
get underway at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday.

Bands,

floats, an-

tic* cars and other marching
units will be included.

They will assemble in and

Bavarian -style

band,

Rds.

"From Frontier to

will

run until 11 p.m. tonight and
from 1 p.m. to 11 p.m. tomor-

Municipality," the city's ses-i
quicentennial pageant, will

to the dispersal area in the ci-

biergarten will be set up at

ty parking lot behind Sim's

Lee and Jefferson.

tonight.
Scenes depicting the growth

Bowl.

cents for adults and 25 cents
for children will be available

Plaines River to its present
stature will begin at 8:30 p.m.
The production directed and

The Des Plaines Trust and
Savings Bank will sponsor an

be dressed in period costumes,
some in formal attire and
some in business suits.

be Vro5pert

Tonight: Clear and cold,
frost likely, low in the 30s;

Tomorrow: Partly sunny and
warmer, high in the mid 60s.

The affair, which is to be

Sheraton -O'Hare Motel, will

begin with cocktails at 5:30

Week Sunday night.

An estimated 450 persons
will attend the ball. Some will

American Legion Post 36,

WEATHER

at the Brass Rail of the

at the door.

will be offered at the

will review the parade.

for the evening.

The Des Plaines Historical
Society's Inaugural Ball will
wind up the sesquicentennial

campment along the Aux

parade tomorrow, nickel beer

City officials and military
men from about 50 nations

p.m.

TICKETS PRICED at 50

of the city from an Indian en-

Irnmediately after the

orchestra will provide music

Oakton, frorn 10 a.m. to 4

products will provide music.

have its' second showing

row. A miniature German

LOU' BREESE and his

auto show Sunday at Lee and

written by Ed Sauer, is being
staged in the Maine West
High School auditorium. The
choral group of Universal Oil

located at East River and Gulf

THE OKTOBERFEST,

Des Plaines will celebrate

p.m. Dinner will begin at 6:30
and dancing will follow.

Tickets, priced at $15 a
person are available from Des

Plaines Historical Society
members.

Dap

Telejhoiie
255-4400
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At Jefferson Park

If You
Wheel,
You Pay

Walkway to Link CTA,

North Western' Stations

If you ride a motorcycle or
Mount Prospect,
you will have to buy a village
license for the first time next
scooter in

year.

Construction will begin

The new licensing was

established Tuesday in an

next week on a pedestrian link

village board.

Authority and Chicago and

The ordinance set the rate
for two- and three -wheeled

North Western Ry. passengers

ordinance passed by the

to allow Chicago Transit
to change lines

The ordinance also set
village rates for all other

the Jef-

Milwaukee Av. and Gale St.
in Chicago, a memo announc-

motor vehicles. These are the
same as they were this year:

ed today.

The memo, placed on

the

seats of North Western

$10 for cars and from $12 to
$22 for trucks, depending a
weight.

and police committee.

at

public relations, said yesterday that the link is "only
physical" and that no

ferson Park Station, at

motor vehicles at $8.

The new ordinance came
out of the village board's fire

Kris Wolodkin, 200 Chester Lane, Prospect Heights, was
crowned Queen of Wheeling High School's homecoming yester-

passengers."

He said the pedestrian

subway link will be completed

system to the other.

doesn't want to go straight

Koval said that the CTA
station will be the terminal

downtown, he can change at
the Jefferson Park station on-

point for the new CTA rapid
transit line being built down
the median of the Kennedy

to the CTA line and go

anywhere in Chicago he

ticket transfers from one

Expressway.

from both systems to change
trains without crossing tracks.

terminate at Jefferson Park,"

The CTA line is to be ready

CTA, one for North Western

discussion had been held
regarding the possibility of

passenger trains, said the subway will allow passengers

Committee Chairman day. With, the'ueen ,is her escort, lien Born of., Palatine. end nex
George Reiter said the village *N. `BediriSstable;,.6;" 2010 04 Vier One ritt Witlf4ti
_N K. K OV AL,
F
has had the power to charge Heights, and Holly Herman, 4, 1707 Oak Tree Laele,111napect North
Western's director of '
Heights.

in five to six weeks.

"If a CNW commuter

"The CTA line will

wishes,"

Conversely, Koval said,
CTA passengers from Chicago

who want to "go deeper into
he said, "and there will be the northwest suburbs" can
parallel, statjous, o e for ,the, board. North Wes ern trains at

for many years, but never
took advantage of it because
there were so few of them.

But now there are enough
to make licensing worthwhile.

Wheeling Queen Crowned Houe`oin Sunday
This year's homecoming

"Since they use the same

festivities opened at Wheeling

that cars do," Reiter

High School yesterday with

roads

said, "they should be charged
fees to help the village maintain the roads."
The ordinance allows you a

25 per cent reduction of all
fees if you pay within thirty
days of the due date .
The ordinace goes into effect Jan. I, 1969.

the coronation of Kris

Wolodkin, 200 Chester Lane,

Prospect Heights, as
homecoming Queen.

With 2,200 "constituents"

Wolodkin was crowned, robed

Mount Prospect Safety
Commission, Saturday at

after her car was involved in

9 n.m. in the village hall.

a three -car chain reaction accident in Mount Prospect.
Police said Hanna Hacker,

District Board of Com-

21, of 9642 Golf Terr., failed

to reduce speed at a traffic
signal at Elmhurst and Rand

Mount Prospect Park

missioners, Saturday at 8

a.m. in the Mount
Prospect Country Club
Park Community Center.

Rds.

bound car that was stopped at
the intersection waiting for
the light to change. It was

driven by Carol A. Miller, 30,

of 2424 E. Oakton St., Arlington Heights, police said.

According to the accident
report the Miller car was forced

against

another

stopped

southbound auto, driven by
Audrey D. Chindlund, 40 N.
Maple St., Mount Prospect.
.

Police said Miss Hacker is
to appear in Mount Prospect
Traffic Court on Nov. 6.

Church

Messed Up
Residents in the area of
Prospect Manor and Memory

Ln. complained to Mount
Prospect police late Wednesday when someone spilled

gasoline and broke several
bottles in the street.

tractions as a rogues' gallery
of teachers' pictures, turtle
races, and dunking lettermen

"Last year our 'Dunk the

"The booths are similar to

improved," said Tom Johann,

BY MERRILL SANDERS

Building an extension to
the second floor of the Mount

Prospect Public Library and
then

moving the children's

section from the first floor to
the second floor was discussed

at a meeting of the library

Mount Prospect.

The stipulation was made,

however, that the church
dedicates enough land to the
village for the extension of the

south half of Lonnquist
Boulevard to Meier Rd.

an electrical malfunction.

Park will be extended
southward and escalators will

the only way people could be installed at the south end
cross

would be

across

the

of both platforms to the nets'

tracks, so the predestrian subway below."

and tomorrow night, the
be ;

Sen. Paul Simon (D -Troy),

Democratic candidate for
lieutenant governor, will

be

the principal speaker at the sethis evening in Des Plaines.

held.

The event - will be held' at

race for lieutenant governor

by Republican candidate,

Robert Dwyer of Wilmette, in

the Nov. 5 election. The

downstate senator is serving

his second term in the state
senate after having served
four terms in the house of

1535 Oakton St. in Des

representatives.

Maine Township Democratic

"best legislator" award from

Committeeman Nick Blase,
mayor of Niles, will present

Illinois. This is the sixth time
that Simon has received the

Plaines, sponsored by the

Simon has just received the

Organization. Democratic

the Independent Voters of

Sen. Simon.
Simon is opposed in the

award.

between the dormer windows

on the west side of the
building.

"We fill space with books

because the children's section

away from the adult areas of

extend library service to

is the part of the library that
ace the most.
needs extra

Anyway, kids don't mind run-

Magnus Farm nursing home
in Arlington Heights starting
Oct. 10. The Mount Prospect

The_ magazi

section could

very quickly when it becomes

then be mo d down to the

chings.

ed for children's books, she

available," said Mrs. Hut-

SHE SUGGESTED mov-

closed -off area now being ussaid.

,

"The children's department

the library as possible.
ning up and down steps."

Mrs. Hutchings reported

Junior Women's Club has

that circulation of hooks and
other items like records and

agreed to take books to and

magazines during September

said.

had totalled 22,865 items, a

from the home, Liebenow

The Mount Prospect

3,073 item increase over

Historical Society will hold a

September, 1967.

THE BOARD decided to

reception in the library on
Sunday between 2 and 5 p.m.

to celebrate the 25th an-

niversary of the library

becoming a tax -supported institution. Persons interested in
joining the society are es-

pecially invited, Liebenow
said. Refreshments will be

.served, and historical
documents and photographs
front the early days of Mount
Prospect and its public library

would add between 500 and

Judicial Committee Opposes Zone Variation

cording to board president
The library board voted to
ask Charles T. Cedarholm of
the architectural firm Wendt,

Cedarholm and Tippens of
Northfield to prepare a study
of the project, saying whether

be given to the board within
.

from the first floor up to the

Mitint Prospect citizens

trying to block a retail store

from moving into their

neighborhood received the
support of the Mount Prospect

Village Board Judicial Corn-

Louie Velasco, 202 N. Louis.

He and other protested that

bringing more commercial
ventures in the area would

It will take a 5-2 vote by
the trustees to override the

decision of the board of ap-

Bertha T. Ehard was paid last

The opinion tit,the cornmittee was that the store
residential nature of the area

A tribute to the memory of

night at the Mount Prospect
Public Library.

Miss Ehard, who lived in

Mount Prospect between 1925
and .1963, helped -organize the

variations would lead .to

The proposed extension
would carry the east wall of
the library out to the ends of
the dormer windows. Toilet
facilities would be installed

company.

Sts., reversing the unanimous
recommendation of, che, zon-

Hutchings. "And a library

librarian Mrs. Mary Jo

tury Supply Co. pendihg the
outcome of the village board

meeting, according to Albert
A. Klest, attorney for the

Conduct Tribute to Bertha Ehard

the library is bursting at its
seams," commented head

"With our book collection,

"IF THIS GOES through I
will sell my house to the first
person Who will buy it," said

to use the land in question for
commercial purposes before
and have been defeated, according to Velasco.
No further action at this
time will be taken by the Cen-

because it would be taller than

Louis St. and that zoning

Walter
Atte

11

chke, 107 N. Louis.
is have been made

Heights. She was active with
the Mount Prospect Woman's

further commercialization of Cgroluubpsan. d with Young' girls'
the area.

Mrs. R. A. Seidel,

1531

"SHE NEVER cancelled

portant in getting the library

of , weathers''

built.
Mrs. R. Horstman, 300 W.

plans because

Mrs. Seidel said. "When it

rained, she and the girls
would sleep in a log -cabin
bathhouse in the park."

A representative of the
Mount Prospect Woman's
Club, Mrs. Howard Harden,
302 S. Main, Mount Prospect,
said Mrs. Ehard was a charter
member of the club.

library were turned off.

Gripe
Of The

She was treasurer and
an organization of 300 girls
from this area named after didn't want funds wasted.
Miss Ehard..
THE GIRLS, who range in
age from 7 to 17, meet in
groups to plan community

in "When she became in-

service projects, study. nature
and the home arts, play games
and learn social graces, Mrs.

capacitated, and couldn't at tend meetings, we elected her

Horseman said that the EHart Girls planned to donate

an honorary life member," she

a selection of nature books to

the library as a memorial to

"Her life was rooted in this
community," said Mrs. Victor

Miss Ehard.

Plaza, then Mufich Buick, on 15 -mile hikes to Deer
now a store; where will it Grove for camping trips.

Mount Prospect. Mrs. Bittner
said Mrs. Ehard had been im-

"First the Mount Prospect

Bittner, 300 W. Milburn,

Ceremony. She described how ' Mount Prospect, who served
Mrs. Ehard led groups of girls on the first library board of'

night before she went to sleep

represented the E -Hart Girls,

said.'

aPpioved despite the protests
of citizens in the area.

Prospect State Bank parking
lot, used to look across each

Milburn, Mount Prospect, to see that all lights in the

who worked with the Camp
Fire Girls at the same time
as Mrs. Ehard, spoke at the

THE STORE would be Greenbriar, Mount Prospeet;

near the site of a Mufich
Buick dealership which was

peals.

,--

library. She served on the
the houses in the area, the library board until 1963,
she moved to Magnus
rear of the building would be when
Farm rest home for the aged,
across the street from the.
front yards of residents on 801 E. Central, Arlington

our buildings," he said.

bother the residents.

unanimously to recommend
denial of a zoning variation.;
to allow Century Supply Co,
to build a store on Rand FA).
between Thayer and _Loins

would conflict with the

plan large-scale additions to

disturbances that would

will be on display.

d0aluate their, land and

more room than the extension
us a breathing space while we

end?" was the complaint of

The committee voted'- rwnuld cause noise and other

ing board of appeals::

would give, "This would give

said Cedarholm. "Most

mittee Thursday night.

LIEBENOW STRESSED
that the library needs much

shelves."

the alarm was activated by

"We wanted to link the two
Koval said, "and

stations,"

libraries like to keep it as far

W. Rand, late Wednesday
when a burglar alarm sounded. Police found the building
to be secure and determined

week for the project.

"Early next year," the

memo concludes, "our two
train platforms at Jefferson

the east side of the library expanded second floor

rushed to Mack Cadillac, 333

Mount Prospect police

HE SAID workers have
been gathering material this

ing the children's book section

consultant told us in 1965
that to serve the number of
people there are in Mount
Prospect, we should double
the number of books on our

Alarm Is False

at a minimum.

that train delays will be kept

board last night.
The proposed extension on

a month.

Tuesday

rush-hour service." It added

had been planned for "some
time."

is the logical one to move,"

and Meier Roads, this week
attained the status of Mount

to grant a request by church

struction at Jefferson Park

Library Board to Get Expansion Cost Figure

southeast corner of Lonnquist

The village board

"the work is

the CTA deeper into the programmed to avoid any
suburbs, and that the con- disruption of AM and PM

Prospect, Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m.
becoming a tax supported organization.
Membership is now open in the society. Student memberships are $1, adult, $5, and family
memberships $10.
Speical historical exhibits are being planned.
Refreshments will be served.

Tonight will be the Wheelfootball game,
will

The North Western memo

reads in part:

cond of the four meet -your candidate nights to be held

host the

ing -Arlington

homecoming dance

subway was decided on."

plans at this time to extend

An open house will take place at the Mount
Prospect Public Library, 14 E. Busse, Mount

The Mount Prospect Historical Society will
silver anniversary of the library

Letterman' booth leaked. This
year we are using a leak -proof
pool," he explained.

in a pool of water.

it could be done and how
much it would cost. The study
will cost $500 or less, and will

The site of the Peace

Reformed Church, at the

officials for annexation into

said.

carnival,

Peace

Lights went out before they
had a chance to be turned on

Rd. west of Busse were broken
Wednesday by vandals, police

a

Gilbert Liebenow.

unanimously voted

model homes project on Golf,

night with

Annex

He Said Darkly
All the light bulbs in four
new homes in the DeMucci

The festivities continued

last

which featured such at-

space on the second floor by
about 50 per cent and would
cost $12,000 to $15,000, ac-

Prospect citizenship.

homes, according to police.

Heights.

building increasing floor

Bulbs Are Gone,

in four new Mount Prospect

of roses.

700 square feet of space to the

Her southbound vehicle

collided with another south-

16 W. Suffield, Arlington

watching at an assembly
yesterday afternoon, Miss last year's, but they are really

Three -Car
Meetings
Crash Leads
To Citation Tomorrow
A.,Des Plaines woman was
charged with failure to reduce
speed at a stoplight yesterday

and presented with a bouquet

Jefferson Park.
Koval said there are no

Meet Your Candidate Tonight

fees for ruotorcyles,
motorscooters and motorbikes

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

24 PAGES

60056

nay
"-

To search for a parking
space, find one and its block-

Gilbert Liebenow, library ed by a grocery cart., V.B.
board president, ended the
ceremony by telling how Miss

Ehard, who lives across the
street from the library in an
area which is now the Mount

.sictstentententrosesunstanownions

.

I....,
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Griffin, Dirksen, Percy, Rumsfeld To Attend GOP Ball

October 4,

r

Robert Griffin of Michigan

More than 2,000 persons

and both Illinois senators,
Charles Percy and Everett

will attend the 3rd annual ball

of the Wheeling Township
Republican Organization to

04
ADULTS

Dirksen.

I

;

CAL ED

0

CAUSE MOST

OF US CAN'T KEEP IT LONG
ENOUGH TO. WARM IT UP!

STARTS FRIDAY ON OUR
WIDE BRILLIANT
'
SCREEN IN COLOR

Three United States

the largest indoor political

event held in northwest Cook

Spencer TRACY

Katherine HEPBURN
Sidney POI ER
GUESS

-410SHAKEYS
FIZZ

WHO'S

PARLOR

OMING TO DINN

,end

y. public

Fri., Tues., Wed., &Thurs
6:00. 8:00, 10:00
Saturday & Sunday
1:55, 3:55, 5:55,4 05.10.10

,t,

home

E

EIWIDIRSI OD

LIES PLAINES

Monday ONLY

POHILE .t HIGGINS OP

7:00 & 9:30

HOFFMAN F'd A11%

PLEASE NOTE ..anothe
"MINDS BEHINDTHE MO-

VIES"

secretary of state, are expected

celebrate the 150th an-

SEN. GRIFFIN, who led
the successful fight to prevent

candidate for governor,

niversary of the founding of program during the next year
the State of Illinois. The first of the Wheeling Township

There will be a reception

Women's Republican Club,

. AT 8:45 P.M. BE

SURE TO ATTEND AND
IN

IS 1T TRU&
BLONDES

THIS

INUSUAL PROGRAM.. .

HAVE MORI

ND THE DES PLAINE

It's Our
Business To Know
About Dry -Cleaning
And Shirts

Cleaned

Funeral Home, Northwest

inaugural ball and the convening, of flit first General

Richard B. Ogilvie.

125.S. Highland, died

Wednesday at Northwest

Community Hospital, Arl-

'

schools to stress the im-

portance of fire prevention,"
says Lt. Larry Pairitz of the
Mount Prospect Fire Depart-

Surviving' are his wife,

ington Heights.

The Rev. Edgar Behrens Nelda E.; two sons, Fred D.
will officiate.
III of Chicago Heights, and
Burial will be in Memory Daniel R. of Redwood City,
'
Gardens Cemetery.
Calif.; a daughter, Norma

ment.

Arlington Heights and

Mount Prospect firemen will

conduct fire drills, show

Sue, of Arlington Heights; his
mother, Cordelia, of Winters,
Tex.; six brothers, two sisters
and three grandchildren.

111

you

"Firemen will visit local

elementary and junior high

Arlington Heights Rd., Arl- United Airlines.

Surviving are a daughter,
Mrs. Lorraine Niemeyer of

movies, and talk with students

during the week, which has
been designated National Fire
Prevention Week.

Friends may visit at the

the latest

For the last six years, the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

Mount Prospect Fire Depart-

Home, 2000 E. Northwest
Hwy., Arlington Heights,

& (1/010
cushions

DittSSISrn carnous
collectedtroO
SS 3-241/2

ment has set up a poster
contest, in which all local

after 7 p.m. today.
Services will be held tomor-

7.et

grade schools participate.

Students from the first

row at 10 a.m. in the First

through

Baptist Church, 1211 W.
Campbell, Arlington Heights.
The Rev. Robert Lucchi will

111.7.3355

P10."Si.
/16 Center
Des

officiate.

Burial will be in Lakeview
Cemetery, Winters, Tex.

******************* Wallet Stolen
Sept.'24 - Oct.

WE'RE
PROFESSIONAL

./

Expertly

Kathryn Crosby

Laundered

ISAbRINA FAIR'

Mary Frances Crosby

PRIM CLEANERS
1425 Palatine

620 E. Central
Des Plaines

Arlington Hts.

296-6360

255-2800

the

eight

grade

store.

(I

/'f

.JOHCA

Of

contact the fire department.

In reporting a fire be sure
name, address and

Self Service

Village 'Not Guilty'
Of Sewer Violation
Mount Prospect was called
on the Metropolitan Sanitary
District's carpet Wednesday

for what eventually was
determined to be an "administrative foul-up" by the
district.

The MSD had summoned

Leo Divita, MSD assistant

chief engineer, said an "administrative foul-up" had occurred in the district's permit
division.

The division had lost some
records, Divita explained, and
consequently determined the

lift station and sewer were
being constructed after the

building permit had expired.

Moore and McManamon

construction of a lift station

permit is valid and the case

Village Manager Robert

was dismissed.

William McManamon at-

tended the hearing and proved
there was no violation.

main.

School Menus

Main dish (one choice)

blets, muffins with peanut on poppy seed bun, wiener on

bun. Vegetable (one choice)
fruit juice, tossed salad, cole
slaw, peach -cottage cheese,

butter.

Professional Cleaning

Shirt Sinvke
Pillow Renovation
Drasierlin Cleaned

ILLAGig

To be served Monday et
Anne Sullivan, Betsy Rot-s

"With thy Red Carpet"
WE'RE OPEN!

and Mac Arthur Junior High
Schools in Prospect Heights

PIZZA PARLOR

OUR 2nd LOCATION

Banjo Entertainment
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings
1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads
Palatine
Phone 359-4255

B -W Branch

pineapple -purple plums, mold-

ed raspberry -fruit cocktail,
rolled wheat muffins, honey
butter, milk.

District 23:

Available desserts: purple

Hot dog on bun, or ham
and scalloped potatoes, finger
foods, chilled fruit, ice box
cookie, milk.

plums, baked custard, apricot

To be served Monday at

Menus were not available
for District 25 and St. Viator

squares, chocolate cake,
chocolate chip cookies.

Arlington, Prospect, Wheel-

High School,

ing, Forest View, ElkGrove

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT
15 -Minute Coin laundry
14-Minato Coln
Dry Cleaner

CASTLE, SEE A

2./leer Shirt
Service

I

REALTOR!

Custom Dry Cleaning
Automatic Car Wash
(2 Min.)

You couldn't buy or sell your castle as smoothly

and efficiently as a Realtor. That's his job, to be an
expert. His experience and knowledge can work for
you ... So whether you're selling a three room bungalow or buying a 90 -room chateau, see Kemmerly
first.

437-7141
955 South Elmhurst Road (Rt. 83) Des Plaines

(Niesin Algonquin I krona)

Ths Northwest Suburb's most versatile
Restaurant, Lounge, Banquet & Special Party Facilities

Open 7 Days A Week

a..IttelLTY OF FREE PARKING.

.OPEN 7 DAYS ... 10 A.M. 'TILL CURFEW

ELEGANT DINING
COCKTAIL LOUNGE SUNDAY NITE BUFFET
PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

As classic
as Bach ...
The Poole
by London Fog'

zud,

fi

Go right to
the top ... see

REALTORS

When the fog rolls in or the rain comes down or
the sun shines, slip into your London Fog Main coat.* This style - the Poole, weather -resistant
in exclusive Calibre Cloth (65% Dacron' polyester, and 35% combed cotton) backed by Third
Barrier Construction in the shoulder. Tailored
impeccably with split shoulder, single breasted,
center vent styling . . . loaded with London Fog'
exclusives. It's a coat that belongs everywhere,

except the closet. In a selection of sizes and
colors.
(Natural, British Tan, Black, and Emerald Green)

$42.50

OPEN 9 to 9

BODA SONS

BRUNS
The BIG MAN

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460

728 E. Northwest Hwy.
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
(Opening Oct. 1st)

956-1500
894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Avspect Heights

in REAL ESTATE
Friday & Saturday Evenings
in the cocktail lounge

cientioe grook
TRIO

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
13 S. Wolf Rd. (Opening Oct.

S

Buying or Selling

einmerly
1 L011DoTt FOO

lst)299-0082

12 SOUTH DUNTON AVENUE

OPINNON.11011115. IVV4INOS

real
estateW
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

FEATURING THE INCOMPARABLE SONG
STYLES OF LOUISE BROOKS
Cbll for Reservations and Banquet Details
CL5.4300

PALATINE

132

S.

Northwest Hwy.

SCHAUMBURG

7 W. Schaumburg Rood

THE BEAUTIFUL

7711"..14 Otote.
ARUNGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

I

potatoes, buttered corn nib- rice, hot baked ham sandwich

Cleaning Machines
Also

420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, III.

IF YOU WANT YOUR
NEXT HOME TO BE YOUR

ex-.

tinguish with water. Turn off
the stove, cover the pan and

Beef'n gravy, mashed ground beef stroganoff with

Arlington Hts.

\S\m0))

to give

When cooking with grease

and fire occurs never

ing Meadows District 15:

ONE STOP CLEANING

220 N. Duntorr St.

(in the Southland Center)

town in which you live.

To be served Monday at and Hersey High Schools in
Carl Sandburg Khoo) in Roll- District 214:

rbotettim4"66

Norge Colonial, Village

2224 ALGONQUIN ROLLING MEADOWS
QUI & WILKE RD.
L

improperly kept flammable liquids, Lt. Pairitz said.
He also encouraged citizens
to keep two things in mind:

A lift station pumps sewage
from a gravity -fed sewer into
a higher sewer, called a forced

Pressed, Decorator
Folded

84

,

Moore and Village Engineer

.

Permanent Waves - Tints
Falls -Wiggery- Experts in Styling
PHONE 259-9214
Sat. 9-5.
Daily 9-9.

less fortunate families.

proved that the village's

41111.

Looking for a BeautySalo
that Cares about YOU?

the northwest suburban area's

and forced -main sewer at Cottonwood and Redwood.

Ray Milland 'Angel Street'

**************************'

NORWESCO which assists

at Randhurst.
One student will be chosen
as the official winner, and the

cluttered storage areas, and

Oct. 15 - Nov. 3
Tocloets on sale et BO. Offoce and ell Sums Stores
...... Ave. Moles. lit 60645
Golf Moll Center Golf Rd. 8.
Phones: Sub. 297.2044 Chi. 774.1625. Theelr Panes 491-0103

ganization has pledged to

ontribute $1,000 or all funds
taken in tomorrow evening in
excess of $25,000 to

village officials to show cause
why action should not be
taken for alleged violations in

trophy to have on display for
Howard L. Patton of 1504 one year.
Revere Circle, Shaumburg,
During Fire Prevention
reported the theft of his wallet Week citizens are urged to
Thursday while he was work- check their homes for fire
ing in Ward's Randhurst hazards such as faulty wires,

13

Republican Organization, the

In addition, the Wheeling

'Township Republican

participate and the "unique"
poster from each school will
be awarded a prize and will
be put on display in the Mall

school will be awarded a

Grt Slohn4r.
Presents

will be used to support th

Club, the Young Republicans
and the Teenage Republicans.

The Word Next Week

Fred Bedford Jr.

Lutheran Church, 431 S. Heights, was a pilot for

ington Heights.

dressed in costumes typical of
the first inaugural ball.
Proceeds from the event

the Township Republican

Prevent Fires-That's

Highway and Vail St., ArlFred D. Bedford Jr., 52,
ington Heights, today after 3 died yesterday at home. Mr.
p.m. Services will be held Bedford, who lived at 1302
tomorrow at 2 p.m. at Faith W. Sigwalt, Arlington

Mrs. Minnie Bublitz, 74,

Brings

Beautifully

Friends may visit the Haire

Mrs. Minnie Bublitz

SHAICET.5

rIEATRE.

THE EVENT will also

to be present, -headed by the

NUN AT

NOTHER FIRST FOR
rIE , FOREST NOSPITA

Donald

Obituaries
Heights; a sister and nine
grandchildren.

AFTER THE FIRST FAIN
PARTICIPATE

Moline, who is running for

Edward, of Arlington

TURED FOR MONDAY
EVENING October 7th

Hostesses for the event
tomorrow evening will be

also be a guest of honor.

Rumsfeld (R -13th Dist.) will

Arlington Heights; a son,

WILL BE FEA- '

5. 1818.

Carpentier of East

for state offices except Sen.

the seating of Abe Fortas as

County. The senators are

more than 200 dinner

the

. All Republican candidates

Another member of

Congress, Cong. Donald

Senators are scheduled to appear at the event that is to be

the main speaker.

Assembly took place exactly
150 years ago tomorrow, Oct.

tables, each of which will sat
10 guests, and be served a "sit
down dinner."

be held. Saturday evening at
Arlington Park.

from 6:30 to 7:30 honoring
Griffin, Dirksen and Percy.
At 7:30 the guests will go to

chief justice of the United
Stetes Supreme Court will be

Roldwing Rd. (Rt:

at Euclid Rd.

Arlington Heights, III.

255-6320
358-1502

894-1330

- r- . 1 r r

r-

LA

p
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9
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ES PLAIN

A IC
Ilw

-

.10

Sunday Oct. 6th from 10 A.M. to 4 P.M.
AT

Lee & Oakton Streets

Sfroamed

JUST ACROSS FROM THE
DES PLAINES TRUST & SAVINGS BANK

sf.

The Des Plaines Trust 8z Savings Bank
122-3-9akton St., Des Plaines, III. Phone 824-8101

\/ Participating Dealers:
JIM AIKEY FORD

DODGE IN DES PLAINES

750 E. Northwest Hwy.

1439 South Lee St.
Des Plaines
824-7151

Des Moines

827-2163

FREE

B & B CAMPERS

LADENDORF OLDS

1244 E. Rand Rd.
Des Plaines

1628 Rand Rd.
Des Plaines
827-3111

297-9173

BUSSE-BREDEMANN
BUICK
136 N. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge

REFRESHMENTS

will be served
IN THE BANK!

MARK MOTORS
2020 E. NorthUiesfHwy. Arlington Heights
259-4455

698-3334

DES PLAINES
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH
622 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Moines

296-1021

DES PLAINES
MOTOR SALES
1723-43 Busse Hwy.
Des Plaines
824-4125

GENE PATRICK
RAMBLER

MACK CADILLAC
3331N. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect

I

1500 Rand Rd.
Des Plaines

392-7400

824-5002

OAKTON AUTOMOTIVE
.0

1684 Oakton St.
Des Plaines

296-3308

ROTO LINCOLN
MERCURY
1410 E. Northwest Hwy.

RIDGE MOTORS INC.
1588 Miner St.

-

Arlington Heights
CL 5-5700

-

Des Plaines
r

824-3141

-.

Asirmarf

Monologue
Better Late Than Never Department: We
missed the opportunity last week to bring you
the

story

of Jackie Coogan, who made a

million dollars and had a ball all the time.

Coogan was starring at Pheasant Run
Playhouse, turiously, in Make a Million," but
when the play closed last Sunday, he was
sidetracked in a hospital room with pneumonia.

The first child star of the movies, Coogan
was a millionaire by the time he was 6 years
old He told us about his recollections of his
famed The Kid' role with Charlie Chaplin.

the lite of little Jackie and thousands of others.

Minutes after the curtain was down,

( haplin who did not know the Coogan family
despite stories to that effect, was back stage

mained cldse friends for many years.
Coogan's scrapbooks are complete from the

played by Coogan, Was completed and quickly

became -'the most valuable film story in the
world.

"

beginning. They now weigh a total of three and -one-half tons. He plans to give the entire
collection to the new Hollywood Museum

'

i.

JACKIE SHARED in the gross receipts of
the picture because Chaplin couldn't think of
any other basis for paying him. By the time

which is being established in the film capital:

THERE HAS FOR MANY years been a

he was 6, he was a millionaire.

story to the effect that Coogan was the only
child star to ever own five Rolls Royce

Later he played in "Peck's Bad Boy," "Trouble," "Oliver Twist," "Long Live the King" and
many others.

Was it hard work with Chaplin
Kid?"

automobiles.

"That wasn't true," said Coogan. "It was

in "The

usually 15 Rolls Royces and I never owned
any of them. My father had the west coast

"No, it was a ball," said Coogan.

COOGAN'S FATHER was a vaudeville star

the entire world of motion pictures as well as

-2=014143raff"

... by George Hamilton

and when Jackie was 4, his father took him
on stagc for an cncorc at the Orpheum Theater
in Los Angeles
During that brief appearance, Chaplin, who
was in the audience, has an idea that changed

-Me:WT.=

distributorship for the English car and he
usually maintained a stock of 15 of the

,...Hou,V'WOOD ATTRACTED so much

beautiful machines.

during the 1920s that President
Calvin Coolidge discovered there were more
attention

"They sold for $21,000 then and they still
sell for $21,000. The Rolls is the only car that

news and magazine writers assigned to

can claim that," Coogan said.

Hollywood than to the White House. He sent
Will Hayes out to induce movie producers to

Getting Jackie Coogan to star at Pheasant
Run Playhouse was an achievement for pro-

set up higher standards for the industry.
"Because "not a frame of .film had ever been
cut out. of a Jackie Coogan picture," Will

asking to meet Jackie

Hayes sought out "The Kid" and posed with

A year -and -a -half later The Kid," the story
of a tramp, played by Chaplin and a little boy,

the movie capital. The movie producers made

ducer Carl.Stohn Jr., because it may have been
Coogan's last personal appearance in our area.

He swears that 18 months from now he will

he retiring to establish an acting school for
little children. He is going to look for another
"Kid" himself.

him for the first Will Hayes photo taken in
Hayes the film czar and he and Coogan re -

fr..wassa:.

I lallarommk.--_.

Early Birds Get
Chance to Cut Up
Thirty five lucky "early

bird" shoppers will

receive

aol

pharmacist, who is manager

service Walgreen drugstore is

ed to cut the ribbon he said

opened in the Northpoint

because,

shopping center, according to
company officials.

They're the reason we're open-

The "thirty-five" is

significant --the firm has servthe

ed

northwest

suburban

area for 35 years, according
to a company spokesman. The

suburbanland shoppers to our

the seheduled 9 a.m. ribbon

newest drugstore.

Each "official 'opener will
scissors.

w III open Monday morning at Palatine and Rand Rd.

in the

HIGHEST priorty
new store was given to the
prescription pharmacy, ac -

"Ilonor lite original dream by altray.s jealously keeping
the paper. s freedom and intellectual integrity."

C. R. WALGREEN Jr., R.

"We welcome northwest

Rand and

Prooett map

ing this store. So, we thought
it only right they be given the
opportunity to do the honors."

Those first 35 persons will
become, :'official openers" for

at

receive a pair Of '-souvenir

Two small shoppers peer through the glass at workmen put-

"They're the most

important people we know.

Palatine Rds.

is

cutting ceremony.

ting finishing touches on the new Walgreen drugstore which

of the new facility.
The shoppers are being ask-

Ph., chairman of the, hoard of
Walgreen Drug Stores, said,

new store

"Well, one thing's for SURE-we've got the 'druggist
vote locked up!"

Li ndskoog, a registered

unusual presents for a

punctual arrival Monday
morning when a new self

Asimit

cording to Roger J.

"Our store designers and
merchandising experts went

Marshall Field III
Friday, October 4, 1968
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C.R. WALGREEN, JR.

v i des the maximum in

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

pleasant, interesting shopping.

"And we think we chose

one of the 'livest' areas in the

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Da) Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main. Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

country to install it," he added. "The Arlington Heights
area has seen one of the most
dramatic growth epochs in the

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.110 a )car: $9.00 fur vis moiu hs
Newsstand price. 10 cents a cops.

Middle West in the past

.1

ROY

quarter century.

"Now, with the opening of
our newest drugstore here, we

renew our pledge made 35

Your Vote - Why
Throw It Away?

years ago when we first
started serving northwest
suburbanland--to

provide

its

.1

shoppers with the finest
Aruscitore service available."

AS PART of the opening
celebration, VValgreens will
give away a coloi' television
set and ten other merchandise
prizes, it was announced.

Free entry blanks that require only a signature will be
available at the opening, ac-

cording to store manager
Lindskoog. Prize drawings
will be held on Saturday, Oct.
19.

,Lindskoog, a Mount

Prospect

For the life of you ...and your child ...

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Edaor and Publisher

,

all out to plan a store that pro -

native, joined

the

Walgreen organization in

ROGER J. LINDSKOOG

staff and himself, Lindskoog
said, "All of us here are ex-

tremely proud of our new
store, and nothing pleases us
more than the prospect of giving folks a warm and friendly

welcome to their new
Walgrecns."

Also expected to represent
Walgreens at the opening is

Burton Kaufman, distridt'

manager for the north
suburban area.

.A Walgreen spokesman

support the plan to rid

1959 at the Arlington Market
store, Arlington Heights, after

said that John G. Woods, Arl-

Illinois of pollution today.
Tomorrow could be too late!

University.
Married, he is the father of

Jr.; and Finance Director

graduation from Purdue
two boys.

SPEAKING for the store

ington Heights village president; Trustee John J. Walsh
Stewart Grant were expected

to be among the village officials present.

HO

However much they may differ in their
political preferences, newspapers unfailingly
unite on a common theme during an election

pression either of absolute satisfaction or
absolute dissatisfaction with the way things
are going.

There are, indeed, some countries where
year: The duty of every qualified citizen to
get himself registered and, once registered, voting is a legal obligation and where those
who fail to fulfill it can he punished. So let
to vote.
Everything that is usually said is quite it be admitted that in a free land like
true. The franchise is not a privilege or a America every citizen should have the right
luxury but a basic, precious right. To use not to vote, But what then?
Those who plan to sit this election out
the current jargon, it is in the voting booth,
when that little curtain is drawn, that "the -- and evidently there is a larger than normal
action is" -- not in the political rally, the multitude planning to do just that this year
letter to a congressman or -the street because they don't like any of the candidates
demonstration, important as these things are -- will still participate in the choosing of a

president whether they want to or not.
to the proper functioning of a democracy.
For every vote denied by the disgruntled
And, as the editorials say, every vote does
count, eyen on a national scale. A few votes stay-at-homes to the candidate they dislike
per precinct change in the 1960 presidential least will be a vote given to the candidate
election, for example, would have turned the they dislike most.
One thing is certain: No matter how many
result completely around. The man who is

or how few votes are cast on Nov. 5, soelected to the Senate in 1948 :by a margin meone will be elected president. And no
matter how slim his majority, he will as cerof just 87 votes.
Editorial platitudes aside, however, a tainly inherit the tremendous power and
good argument can be made to the effect prestige of that office as if he had received
that if free access to the ballot box is a right a 100 per cent mandate.
All that those who throw away their
in a democracy, freedom to stay away from
it is an equal right. It can be argued that ballots will have proved is that the country
non -voting can' be as much an exercise in can make its important decisions without

now president of the United States was

POLLUTED,
isri1.1.1.

citizenship as voting and is a valid ex - them.

Letters To

HIDEAWORD

The Editor

FLUBHAS

All letters to the editor must he signed. ,but

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

name.s will be withheld upon request. L e rt ter s

NUE WIEg

should be as 'brief as patsible. typewrinen. if possible. and should contain
an address or phone nuni-

110W.
NATURAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT BOND ACT

ber so their 'authenticity

don't worry too much about my game. I know a
girl who met a very nice fellow in a sand trap!"

can be checked.
iraMtlaaSSW

.

using all seven of these letters.
8 good, 12 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

*i1f
^

The Day's Prospects

,

P

r

ou're nvite
To an Open House
LEFT --The Mount Prospect Public Library, which has
been to x supported for 25 years, will launch membership
drive for the Mount Prospect Historical Society Sunday
from 2 to 5 pail. with a special presentation ceremony,
historical exhibits and refreshments.

the open house hosted by the

The Open House on Sunday

will mark the library's 25th
anniversary and the beginning

of the Mount Prospect
Historical Society membership drive.
.

The Mount Prospect Public
Library became tax supported

sf

25 years ago. Many people
donated a lot of hours to
make this, possible and
through the efforts of these
volunteers the village has one

of the finest libraries in the
state.

9th Arts & Riverwoods
Show Saturday, Sunday

THE BIRTH of the library
began with a book review 'at
the

second

of the

meeting

Mount Prospect Woman's

Club. The minutes of the
meeting read, "It certainly
Page 5
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made us want some of those
books. I hope some day we
have

a book store,

as

she

described, or a library."

At the Sept. 29, 1929

AAUW to Hear
About Con -Con
The billion dollar "Natural

which will go before Illinois
at

voters this November is the

subject of the Oct. 10 meeting

of the Arlington Heights
Branch of the American
Association of University

Penny Social
Party Oct. 11

trolling water and air pollution in our state.

Graves is also chairman of
the Illinois Pure Waters Board

Ladies, Auxiliary of
VFW Post No.1337 are giving a Penny Social Card and
Bunco Party on Oct. 11 at 8
The

which prepared the state's first
comprehensive water plan and
led to the final bond issue. He
also organized the "Illinoisans

Wir

-OWL

referendum.
Appointed

7,11)

4

to his

of a statewide economic
development department in

the United States. His position

of
Paintings in enamel on copper, fired at 1,500 degrees are the unique specialty
Mrs. John Ferguson of the Village of Golf. Her creations will be seen this weekenc
when she appears as one of the more than 30 artists who will particiapte in the 9th

annual Arts & Riverwoods show in Riverwoods.

For the 9th year artworks
will be displayed in kitchens,
on patios, against pool decks,
on lawn and driveways at the

Arts & Riverwoods Show,
Oct

5 and 6 Riverwoods is

nestled between Deerfield and

sculpture and carvings Pre show tickets are available by

the Des Plaines River, a few
felt west of the Deerfield Rd
exit of the Tri-State Tollway
Thirty leading artists will

mail at

$1 50 froni Mrs

in

the

mall at

Randhurst

Their works will be on display
Saturday, Oct 19 from 9 30
a m to 5 30 p m and Sunday,
Oct 20 from noon to 5 p m

The show, featuring art in
all media -- water colors, oils,
sculpture, woodcarving, sand
painting; ceramics, etc -- will
provide something of interest

or available at
the Riverwoods entrance at

metalwork, textiles, ceramics,

$2

alumni from the Arlington
Heights Area Association will

sorority's 98th birthday

luncheon Tuesday, Oct 8 at
the Seven Eagles Restaurant
in Des Plaines The annual

alumnae who has not been

Founders Day luncheon is a

DUTCH ('s

2 issue of the Day incorrectly referred to the Oct

BULB

"to ix

May Flowering Tulips 10/51.29 Crocus

Lilly Flowering Tulips 10/51.29 Daffodils

ma Fashion Show Kappa Kappa Gamma are only
one of the many sororities
working on the show

resigned and Mrs. Roy

the position which she held

until she resigned' in

Many letters were sent to
organizations and business
firms asking for financial aid.
On Dec. 11, 1929 Mrs. Ivers,

creasing
village.

population of the

Through the untiring

tner and Mrs. Roy Schlemmer
this brief
piled.

history was com-

THE ANNIVERSARY

December, 1966. Mary Jo

seemed an appropriate time to
launch the membership drive.

Hutchings then assumed her
current position.
CONTRIBUTIONS by the

for the Mount Prospect
Historical Society. Members
can expect a monthly meeting,

Prospect Woman's Club never

may liven their interest in

stopped, for interest

Mount Prospect.
Mrs. John Weber is serving

members of the Mount

in and

concern for the library has not

educational programs and

diminished. They have con-

as membership chairman.

purchase of land, the building
and enlisted interest and con-

in the village.

president of the woman's club

announced that Herman

Haas, a member of the village

board promised "that the

village board would take care

of building shelves in the
Community. Hall for the

tributed funds toward the
cern of the residents of the

Mrs. Bittner is president of
the newest civic organization

Won't you stop in, see the

community.

exhibits, show your interest in

allowed the use of 1,000

will become a charter member
and as one receive a gilt edged

unlimited time since it would
take one year before any)fax

certificate suitable for fram-

The Illinois State Library

children's books for an

your town? Join now. You

ing.

GLASSES
ONE LOW PRICE

10/51.49 Nircissus (ALL rovs)1 0/$1.98
10/$1.49 Double Early Tulips. 10/51.49

BULB PLANTERS....$1.49
BONE MEAL _5 LB. BOX- $1.29

KERSTING'S 941111

621 N. MAIN (1 BLK. S. of RANDHURST) MT. PROSPECT

OPEN FRI. la 8-PMSUN. 9 AM. CI. 3-6833

LENSES

REGARDLESS_oF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED. OR SUNGLASS LENSES

REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200

OF F'ASHION'S NEWEST. FLATTERING FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING
,NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE

Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be
filled in the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

Quasar $660

WHAT BETTER PROOF OF OUR QUALITY, SERVICE & PRICE
THAN OUR

"GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"

If within six months of purchase date you are not com-

pletely satisfied with your glasses, we will replace
them or refund your. money in foil.

All 82 Channel UHF/VHF

Air W95L052E

Color TV,

10/51.98

29 Panhellenic Fashion
Show as the Kappa Kappa

The majority of the books
were donated by individuals

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENS

Here's a Color TV with the works you can see. The
works consist of 10 tubeless plug-in mini -circuits
that provide solid-state dependability, and fast, economical at-home service. Quasar ... the set that stays
Quasar starts as low as
at home working.

10/$1.79
1 0/59e

The headlines In the Oct.

In 1962 an addition was built
to enlarge the facilities once

plus those given by local

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION

The set with the "works in a drawer"

Early Darwin Tulips 1031.29 Botanical Tulips

Double Late Tulips

cheons and different .benefits

' REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION

reservation by calling Mrs
Ronald Goins at 253-0851

throughout the entire mall,
amid thq sculptures, planters

Wrong Head

desk, 20 chairs and a

Donations raised from magazine rack.
Five years later the library
many door-to-door campaigns, card parties, lun- moved to its present location.

ONE LOW PRICE
NO EXTRA CHARGES
OF ANY KIND

contacted may make a

10/$2.19

Parrot Tulip

two round tables, the charging

1932.

"C4

12 30 p m and the luncheon
will be served at I

King Alfred Daffodils 10/$1 98 Hyacinth

permanetit part of Randhurst

of new books.

Color TV

Deerfield, Ill

works of art will be set up

and 'fodntains that are a

appointed to the post in May,

for librarian work and were the Chicago Public Library;

withdrawn by adults to help
build a fund for the purchase

J

several mediums, including

to everyone

Pegboards displaying the

members of the board and all
the furniture was provided by

building and was moved to a
vacant store at Ill S. Main.

Missing, P 0 Box 254,

exhibit by invitation, in

OVER 100 VARIETIES
TO CHOOSE FROM

Jack Gehringer were voted a
remuneration of $2 per meek

THE LIBRARY collection

Quasar
the stay-at-home

e

One hundred forty of the

John

Elmer Hauptley 'and Mrs. Shelves were built by the men

Tickets, at $1 apiece, may
be obtained from members.
They will also be available at
the door. Proceeds of the affair will be given to charity.

7th Annual Alumni Meet Tuesday
of the
Randhurst Kappa Kappa Gamma commemoration
Cocktails will begin at
the Park Ridge -Des
Art Festival join
p m Any
Plaines Alumni group for a
nation's top artists will exhibit
'at the 7th Annual Art Festival

St.

had again outgrown its

There will be table prizes

became the youngest director

the

distribution 01120 hooks each
Wednesday with an enrollment of 300 subscribers. Mrs.

refreshments will be served.

position in 1964, Graves

by

building at 200 N. Main St.

reported an average

and door prizes, and

present

built and the old school house
purchased
Episcopal

tion the library committee

N. Main St., Mount Prospect.

aid in informing voters of this

ner of Busse Ave. and Main
St. Central School had been

Church where it
AFTER A YEAR of opera- stilt stands behind the newer

p.m. in the VFW Hall, 601

for Pure Air and Water" to

t,,

day a week with woman's club
members serving as librarians,
with a slight charge for fiction

4839.

building on the northeast cor-

Schley -timer was appointed to

graduate of an accredited 01-

392-

The library moved to the
old Mount Prospect Bank

Ehard, seconded hy
Mrs. R. Pankonin, and pass-

Bertha

public library."
The library was open one

or university registered

week periods.

others. "It was moved by Miss

gram beginning at 8:30 p.m.

membership chairman,

referendum, its funding, and,
will explain the plan for con-,

room school house and rolled
out each library day.

loaned to the library for 6 -

research of Mrs. Victor Bit-

then to be exchanged for

Mrs. Harold Schaefer,

Development, will bespeaking
to define the objectives of the

be a cloak room in the one -

per year. Special books were

from their own collections. ,
In 1942 Mrs. Gehringcr

Division on a 3 -month loan,

with the. AAUW office in
Washington, D.C. Anyone interested in the organization
and the local branch may call

the Illinois Department of
Business and Economic

Society Sunday, Oct. 6, 1968,
from 2 to 5 p.m.
On Jan. 6, 1930 the library
opened for business on Thursday of each week. The shelves
were rolled into what used to

The coffee hour will start ed, that the club promote a
7:45 p.m., with the pro- movement toward starting a

lege

Women, to be held in Pioneer
Park ficldhouse.
Gene Graves, chairman of

Mount Prospect Historical

again 'because of the in-

State Library Extension

AAUW is open to any

could be exchenged at any
time; this for a fee of $200

organizations and individuals
totally supported the library.

be secured from the Illinois'

years ago.

Resources Bond Referendum"

-.

meeting it was announced that
a collection of 50 books could

was given cabinet status two

The Chicago Public

Library also assisted with the

shelves will be on display at

Women's' Editor

1,

for a referendum.

library." Thefie original loan of 1,000 books which

BY DOLORES HAUGH

r-AffirciM,

money was received. They
helped in advising and providing promotional material

by MTOROLA'OM
.

/

I

22

,

C HAIRCE1

OFFICES

MOUNT
PROSPECT

1074 MT. PROSPECT
TELEPHONE: 259-9456

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

'WEST SIDE

3 EAST' WASHINGTON

6081 W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

NORTH SIDE
3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY.
1324 MILWAUKEE

NORTHWEST SIDE
4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

DOWNTOWN AURORA

31 NORTH BRCMOWAY

SOUTH SIRE,.
4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE
9515 S. WESTERN
-

WAUKEGAN

1825 WEST GLEN FLORA

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

OAK PARK
1115 LAKE STREET
BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTH WESTERN
OAK LAWN
87th & CICERO', KORVETTE CTR.
MT. PROSPECT

1074 MT. PRO PECT PLAZA

DOWNTOWN ELGIN.

15 DOUGLAS STREET

OPEN MONDAY AND THURSDAY. NIGHTS 'TILL 8:00 P.M.

44444444

o

Lutheran
Teachers

ter Org _1st to Present
Recital in Park Ridge Sunday
European master organist,
Wim van del Panne, will
present a recital at 7 30 p m.,
6, at the First

Oct

United

Methodist Church of Park
Ridge, 418 Touhy Av

Van der Panne, who first
appeared in concert series in
the United States in 1966, will

play the 3,000 -pipe organ

which was dedicated in April,
1967 On that occasion a

recital featured Belgian

organist Gabriel

Convention

Verschracgen.

Netherlands, in 1930. He

presented by van der Panne
will include "Praeludium et
Fuga (D Dur)," "Psalm 22,"
van Noordt; "Schmucks dich,

an early age and began stu-

with Arno Schonstedt of

Lester Rush, principal of
Peter Lutheran School,
Arlington Heights, announced
today that the teachers Of theNorthern Illinois District of

dying on a small pump organ
in his home. At 15 he enrolled
in the Gouda Musiekschool
where he studied piano, organ
and choir directing.

Herford, Germany.
He is currently studying

the Lutheran Church,
Missouri Synod, will be

special interpretations of old

and modern French music

Oakbrook Theater Oct. 14

His second tour of the United
States resulted from the many
return invitations desired by

from the greater Chicago

The program to be

o liebe Seele," J.

S.

his studies with Flor Pesters,
of Mechelen, Belgium, and

became interested in music at

Bach;

"Fantasia" (G Dur); Badings'
"Preludium en Fuga II" and
Passacaglia, koraal en Fuga:
"Wie maar den goeden Gott

In

meeting in convention at the
and 15. The Northern Illinois
District Teachers Convention,
comprised of 1,000 teachers

with Jean Langlais in Paris.

1955, van der Panne

became organist and

laat zorgen," de Wolf.

choirmaster of the Vaste
Burcht (Mighty Fortress)

born in Bodegraven, the

of the Hague. He continued

Church in Voorburg, a suburb

Wim van der Panne was

St.

churches and musical

societies. His present tour will
extend from Sept. 29 through
Nov. 23.

area, is the largest convention

at the first service held last Sunday in the new Cross and
Crown Lutheran Church, 1122 W. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights. Services will be held
each Sunday at 10 a.m. with Sunday School following. The Rev. Kenneth Roufs is the
EVERY SEAT was filled

Lutheran
Altar Guild Install
Federation Pastor
Clergymen and delegates Sunday
representing 325 Chicagoland
churches have. been invited to

Mrs. Arnold

Scharringhausen, Arlington

Heights, as North Zone

Federation president will be
among local representatives.

The all -day program will
begin at 9 a.m. with registra-

117.!_111
organist, Wim ver der Panne, who holds many European honors including
"Master Organist", will present a recital at 7:30 p.m., October 6 at the First United
Dutch

Methodist Church, Park Ridge. His selections will be played on the church's 3,000 pipe
organ which was dedicated in April, 1967.

tion and a coffee hour.

I

MONDAY

prepared

a public service by the
Mount Prospect Chamber of

,is

Mount

Prospect

Rotary

Commerce
Any organization wishing to contribute

Club, Old Orchard Country

Deadline for listing is Tuesday of the previous week

Center, I p.m.
Prospect Heights

Club, 12:15 p.m.

MT TOPS, Mount
Bcckcr, CI 3-7469. Prospect Community

should call Mrs Helen

SA FURDAY

Wheeling 1 ownship
Republican,

dinner

dance.

School

District 23, Board of Education, McArthur Junior High,
7:30 p.m.

Mount Prospect

Arlington Park Mid - Toastmasters, Mount
America Room, reception, Prospect Community
Center, 7:45 p.m.

6 30 dinner 8 30

Arlington Heights

Mount Prospect arts and

Crafts Exhibit, Village
garage, II am until dusk
Prospect

Knights of Columbus Hall,
Arlington Heights, 8 p.m.

American Legion Post

525,

Library,

silver anniversary and

Historical Society Open
House, Mount Prospect
Library, 2-5 p m

Mount Prospect Com-

munity Center, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect School

District 57 board meeting,

Commission, Village Hall,

8

p.m.

Ferhanvine School PTA,
Open.House, 8 p.m.
Country Chords Chapter,

Sweet Adelines, Interna-

tional, Community Church
of Rolling Meadows, 8:15
p.m.

a

meeting, Mount Prospect

pm

Fifth Wheelers, Trinity

Lutheran Church, Des

a.m.
Garden Club of Mount

Prospect, Mount Prospect
Center,

Community

.,8:15 p.m.

12:30

association meeting. South
Church, 9:30 a.m.
Extensioneers of Mount
Prospect, Drop in Center,
(preparation for bazaar Oct.

/2 4

1 Community

Presbyterian Church, 10:303 p.m.

Northwest Suburban
noon.

Club, VFW, 7 p.m.

Mount Prospect BPW,
Arlington

Carousel Room,
Heights, 7 p.m.

TPC, Prospect High

School, 7:15 p.m.

Lighthouse Ministry." The
Rev. L. A. Martin. minister
of education will serve as
liturgist.

Mrs. Grotheer will be
held in the church parlors im-

Mart

Mount Prospect Center of

Prospect Community
Center, 8 p.m.

Arlington

9aQ n° att
o® 0 EPOS

Heights

13.

Two meetings will be held
IP/

the

Bible

Louis, in 1937, and in 1950

ta, Ala. He served this dual
parish until 1945 when he
accepted the call to The Lutheran Church of St. Luke,

Ur -v. W

9:45 A:M.
Morning Worship I
10:50
"The Message of the

Lord's Stopper"

Nursery Provided For
AU Service

Arlington Heights
hone: 392-1712

827-7229
Pastor Keith Davis

8:00 -- 10:30

9:15 and 10:45. Church School -Morning Worship

8:00 - Communion

"HELPING GOD FORGIVE"

10:30 Rally Day.

"Taking Second Place"

Lutheran
Church of the Cross
Lorry D. Cartford S.T.M. Pastor

phone 437-5141

JEROME ENGSETH, PASTOR - 255.4671

Worship Service
9.00 and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10.30

9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Worship

7:00 p.m. Evening Meeting
NI, rxer and 1011111r, core

Nursery Provided at Botts Services

Morning

"How to be with While Alone"
World Communion Sunday
Evening

STREET'

Clifford Kaufmann,

J. E. Golisch
Worship Hours 8:00, 9:30, / 1:00 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
hristion Day School Kindergarten Thru 8th

Theta fraternity at Drake
University, Des Moines,

311 South I -Oka
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-2444

MOUNT

E.A. Zeile

became a pledge of Phi Delta

St. Raymond
de Penufort Church.

100

PASTORS

Iowa. He is a freshman, ma-

Aimed Toward. Sharing the Joy,

joring in journalism.

the Cove( with people.

Freedona, and Commitment of

PROSPECT

CL 5.0332

5

Sj

Sunday Ai

Church: 6:30, 7:30, 8:45, 10:00,
11:15 and 12:30

S

Drake

044 Coacetit

2025 S. GOEBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NUJ TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

SOUTH
SCHOOL

CHURCH

Sunset, Mount Prospect

',people Oa

"Tell it like it is"

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

and Mrs. Ellis Wester, 103 W.

-4

-- United Church of Christ --

VE:WWIF CIMIRCPCII

John Wester, son of Mr.

W. Campbell, 4

121

Rand and Central

300 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT

8:30 p.m.

I?

Church of the Master --

anaRCUTEWEMir

Hall, Arlington Heights,

.j)

Pastor: Albert A. Lurch'
CL
2407

Pastor

Sunday School and Bible Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

High

7:00

"Our Riches
in Christ"

WLS (890 KO - 8:00 AM
WCLR (850 KO. 9:00 AM
WAIT (820 Kt) 9:30 AM

ldentor lt, Streafert,

To. -137-3223 - .139.0 it 2

(Catholic society for widowed), Knights of Columbus

AA 61/2-9
B 5-10

Sunday School

WJJD (1160 Ko 7:00 AM

lioo a. Linnet/11.1.Sb. Proiiirect

Heights. Three of their four

Pledge at Drake

Sizes:

i'

.)

CHURCH ,r

"Freeing Marriage from
resentment"

St. John
Lutheran Church

N AIM Conference

S

BAPTIST

SUNDAY

DR. JOHN F. WALVOORD

St.

VFW, Prospect Post

by MARIAM,.

f,1

Evening Service

Mark Lutheran Church, Elber-

1337, ladies auxiliary. Penny Social ancf card party,

FIRST

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

Seminary, Maywood, Ill.
His first permanent call was

Over

)

I

speaks to you

earned both his B.A. degree
from St. Louis and his B.D.
from Lutheran Theological

munity Center, 8 p.m.

Miss America.Shoes

president of Dallas

Theological Seminary, Dallas,
Texas.

cordia, Milwaukee, :10 of
Concordia Seminary, St.

Club, Mount Prospda ,Com-

CAFE CREAM OR BLACK

.

He is a graduate of Con-

Mount Prospect Chess

$12.99

$25 bonds for second prizes.

Dr. Walvoord is professor
of Systematic Theology and (t

Church.

Heights, )0:30-3 p.m.

and tender in delicate shades of pastel
kidskin. The little shaped heel is

bond for first prize and two

pastor of St. John Lutheran

50 Club, Ceramics.; day,
Pioneer Park, Arlington

Be the girl of his dreams, looking soft

are offering a $50 savings

p.m.

where his father served as

Foley, Alabama, and to

on "The Importance of

Our Community Pharmacy in
Our Everyday Life."
Mount Prospect drugstores

a.m. and every night at 7:30

Mrs. Louis Grotheer and
spent his youth in Niles,

VFW, 8 p.m.

distractingly innocent.

Meadows, beginning Oct. 6
and continuing through Oct.

iliary will serve as hostess.

enrolled in Arlington
School as a sophomore.

FRIDAY

Kirchoff Rd., Rolling

2401

service. The St. Peter aux-

Mount Prospect Junior

Ranch

Page 6

The essays, 200 words or
A Conference on Bible daily, Oct. 6 and 13 beginning
Prophecy Will be presented by at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. less, and typed must he
Dr. John F. Walvoord at the Weekday meetings Oct. 8 returned to the drug stores by
Meadows Baptist Church, through II will begin at 10 next Friday.

A reception for the Rev.

Double Didec Mother of Itasca.

TOPS of the Evening, Woman's Club, Mount

of Rolling Meadows,
7:30 p.m.

12

Mount Prospect public and
parochial high school students
may take part in an essay con-

Conference on
Bible Prophecy

deliver the message, "A

Infant Welfare, home of children arc now married but
a fourth daughter will be
Mrs. Tom Chilton, 8 p.m.

Over 50

10:30-3 p.m.

Bank

Northwest

Welfare Council,
Suburban "Y",

& VJEWS.,, Write on
Drugstore
test

Rite of Installation and will

number of years as a teacher
and pastor in several states.
He is the son of the Rev, and

Camp Fire leaders

Students

Friday, October 4, 1968

Bartz, pastor of the con-

gregation, will officiate in the

Shopping

Grove

Club, Drop in Center
Center, Buffalo. Grove.

TUESDAY

0.

Mrs. Grotheer is the former
Twins, Lauterberg and
Elvira Meyn, Mount Prospect.
Ehler, 8 p.m.
Harper College board The Grotheers will reside at
meeting, 1200 West Algon- the parsonage located at 1315
N. Highland, Arlington
quin Road. 8 p.m.

p.m.
Buffalo
I,)

R.

.The Rev. Mr. Grothcer
returns to this area alter a

THURSDAY

St. Louis, Mo.

NEWS

J
00

Mount Prospect Lions to St. Paul Lutheran Church,

WEDNESDAY

E -hart Girls, leaders

administration building, (preparation for bazaar Nov.

Camp Fire Girls, Fly Up
ceremony Lincoln School, 2

Plaines, 7 30 p m

Mount Prospect Youth

Chapter, SPEBSQSA, Community Center, 9:30

SUNDAY

Mount

Prospective Waist-Aways,
Friedrich's Funeral Home,
7:30 p.m.

Visitation. The Rev.

mediately following the

and

Richard Caemmerer, Concordia Seminary,
will be fir.

the staff as the Minister of

planation of the Liturgical Art

Calendar of Week's Events
is

multiple ministry of St. Peter
Lutheran Church, Arlington
Heights, this.Sunday during
the 9:45 a.m. worship service.
The Rev. Mr. Grotheer joins

and

of St. Paul Church
business meeting.

"Influencing Amid

Turmoil," is the theme of the

worship service and praise

Religion

00

The Rev. Kurt Grothecr

Included in the morning's program will be a Holy Com-

munion Service, an ex-

United States today.

Speaker at the opening

attend the 15th annuaI con- will he installed into the
ference of the Lutheran Altar
Guild Federation Oct. IS. The
site of the conference will be
St. Paul Lutheran Church,
Dolton, III., where Rev. Elvin
H. Marquardt is the pastor.

of Lutheran teachers in the

convention with Kenneth
Markworth as president.

pastor.

This calendar

a

4.

rs

Auditorium

8:50, /0:05 and / 1:20

sc gun- FUNERAL HOMES

IN PARK RIDGE
625 BUSSE HIGHWAY

IN CHICAGO
5303 N. WESTERN AVENUE

698.3368

561-6874

$

Community

Presbyterian
MIDWEST BANK CARD
GLADLY ACCEPTED

in the

OMR

"The Home of Forrious Broods"

MT. PROSPECT
SHOPPING CENTER

There are no religious barriers at Drake & Son
Funeral Home. Families of ALL faiths can depend upon us.
9

Church
PASTORS
Gilbert Bowen

Thomas A. Phillips

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-3111

24 -HOUR

--. AMBULANCE

RAND & CENTRAI, RDS.

SERVICE

253-9010

HOURS:

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
Child Care and Church School

9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
DAILY 9:30 TO 6
MON., THURS., FRI. 'TIL 9 P.M.

OPEN SUNDAYS 11 TO 5

"Forward to the Feaiting!"
Newest and Finest In The Suburban Areas

a,

TgE 'DAY
Page 7

Friday, October 4, 1968

to the
sewer pipe of various classes at the locationsinand
compliance with the
grades designated on the Contract Drawings

(B) Trench bracing shall be employed, If necessary to maintain these
maximum widths of trench The bottom of the trench excavation shall con

following listed specifications:

EXCAVATION BELOW GRADE

form to the details shown on the plans.

In cases where the excavation is carried beyond or below the lines
and grades given by the engineer, the contractor shall, at his own

DESCRIPTION

of various
Pipe used for storm sewers shall be reinforced concrete

expense, refill all such excavated space with suitable granular material.

classes.
GENERAL

designation, it shall
Where reference is made to an ASTM or ASSHO
bids, except as noted on
be the latest revision at time of call for
the plans.
shall be furnished in units

SHORT TUNNELS

of not less than three (3) feet.

damage. Such short tunnel work shall be considered incidental to the
construction of the pipe line and shall not be grounds for extra payment

In some instances, trees, fire hydrants, sidewalks and other obstructions
may be encountered, the proximity of which may be a hindrance to
open cut excavation. In such cases, the contractor shall excavate by
means of short tunnels In order to protect such obstructions against

Pipe eight (8)inches in diameter and larger

MATERIALS:
PIPE MATERIALS

j1101

Reinforced concrete pipe shall conform to ASTM Designation C76, For
diameter, the length of the unit shall be

pipes 30 inches or more in

less than six (6) feet. BITUMINOUS JOINTS FOR STORM SEWERS
Pipe ends designated for bituminous joints shall conform

to ASTM
Designation C76. Bituminous material shall consist of a homogenous blend
the
engineer.
of bitumen, inert filler, and suitable solvent approved by
ITEM NO 16 MANHOLES, TYPE "B"
in
This item provides for the construction of manholes cast -in place,
conformance with the detail shown on the drawings,
ITEM NO 17 - 48" MANHOLES, TYPE "A"
This item provides for the construction of manholes made of precast
concrete units in conformance with the detail shown on the drawings.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT NOTICE
VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT,
ILLINOIS SPECIAL ASSESSMENT NO.70

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the President and Board of Trustees
of the Village of Mount Prospect, Cook County, Illinois will consider
the adoption of Special Assessment No.70 at their regular meeting to
in the Village
be held on October 15, 1968 at the hour of 8:00 P.M.
Hall, 112 East Northwest Highway, Mount Prospect, Illinois.

TRUSTEES OF
BF IT npnAiNrn BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF
THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
That
a
local
improvement
shall
be
made
in
the Village
SECTION 1:

provisions shall be observed.

pletion of the work.

drawings.
ITEM NO 22

structures shall be protected during construction operations unless their
removal for purposes of construction is authorized by the engineer. Any
fences, poles or other man made surface improvements which are moved
or disturbed by the coffirutlur shod be restored to the original condition,
after construction is completed, at the contractor's expense. Any trees,
shrubbery or other vegetation which are approved for removal or ordered
for removal by the engineer in order to facilitate construction operations

SECTION III - FINISHING AND CLEANUP FOR UNDERGROUND CONDUITS
CLEANUP
underground conduits construction, all pipes,

PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND SURFACE STRUCTURES
other property
Trees, shrubbery, fences, poles and all

INLET, TYPE "A"

This item provides for the construction of inlets made of precast concrete
units in rnnformnnce with the detail shown on the drawings.
ITEM NO 23 - FRAME AND LID, TYPE 1 (Closed Lid)

This item includes the furnishing and installation of cast iron frames
and lids at the locations and to the grodos designated on the Contract
Drawings or by the Engineer.

or by the Engineer. ITEM NO 25 FRAME AND LID, (Neenah - R3246)

LINE "C" Beginning at and connecting to the existing 54" sewer line
the west parkway of Busse Road and running westerly on the south
of the existing pavement on Bonito Avenue to the intersection of

LINE "D" Beginning at the existing head wall on the existing 54"
storm sewer and located in an easement in the rear of lot 6 in block

This item shall include the removal of damaged, settled or interfering
combination concrete curb and gutter and the replacement of the combination concrete curb and gutter in compliance with the State of Illinois

excavation and
The contractor shall proceed with caution in the
preparation of the trench so thot the exact location of underground
structures, both known and, unknown, may be determined, and he shall
be held responsible for the repair of such structures when broken or

Standards and as designated by the Engineer.

DEVIATIONS OCCASIONED BY OTHER STRUCTURES OR UTILITIES

curb and gutter removal and replacement.

ITEM NO 2B - PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE SIDEWALK (5")

to furnish
This item shall include all material, labor and equipment
five (5) inches.

and place as directed by the Engineer. Thickness shall be
ITEM NO 29 - SURFACE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
DESCRIPTION:

This item shall consist of the removal and replacement of bituminous
concrete pavement or driveway surface at the locations shown on the

I

plans or as directed by the Engineer.

line at
LINE "F" Beginning at and connecting to an existing 30"
the intersection of Bonita Avenue and Hatlen Avenue; thence southerly
pavement on Bonito Avenue to
along the west half of the existing
the north parkway of Lincoln Road; thence westerly for a distance of
the
north
parkway of Lincoln Road to
feet
along
approximately 500
a point on Lincoln Road and Meier Road, at which point it shall intercept

on existing 16" drain tile.

LINE "G" Beginning at and connecting to the proposed Line "F" above
in the west half of the existing pavement on Bonito Avenue and running

in the south half
westerly for n distance of approximately 540 feetintersection of Audrey

of the existing pavement on Audrey Lane to the

LINE "H" Beginning at and connecting to an existing
the intersection of Crestwood Lane and Haden Avenue; thence southerly
existing pavement on Crestwood Lane to a
in the west half of the
Lane; thence
point in the north parkway of Lincoln Road and Crestwood
to approximately
westerly along the north parkway of Lincoln Road

LINE "J" Beginning at and connecting to an existing 18" line located
Road and 60 feet west
in the north parkway of Lincoln
of the west line of the intersection of Hatlen Avenue and Lincoln Road;
Lincoln
Road to a point
thence westerly along the north parkway of
Lincoln Road,
628 feet west of the intersection of Haden Avenue. andsaid
Resolution,
as shown on the plans and details attached to the
the
Board
of
Local
Improvements
on file in the office of the Secretary of
of the Village of Mount Prospect.

Said sewers are to be of internal diameter. of 10", 12", 15", 18",
24", 30", 48", 54" and 60" at the several locations as shown on the
aforesaid plans.
The properties to be benefited both directly and indirertly fall within
the following legal descriptions:
Parcel A: Haden Heights, a subdivision of the Village of Mount Prospect,
Illinois, which subdivision is located in the West I/2 of the Northeast
1/2, Section 10, Township 41 North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal
East 1/2 of
Meridian, Cook County, Illinois, and the South V2 of the 11, East of
the Northeast V4, Section 10, Township 41 North, Range
The
outfall
of said
Illinois.
the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County,

storm sewer system shall be located in the proposed right of way of
Manor,
Crandon Lane, located in the proposed subdivision of Crandon
of the Southwest V4 of the
a subdivision of part of the South V2
East of
11,
Section 11, Township 41 North, Range
Northwest V4 of
the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County, Illinois.

the

ITEM NOS 31 & 32 - ADJUSTING WATER SERVICE LINES, & ADJUSTING
All work and materials required to adjust sanitary sewer or water
shall conform
service lines which interfere with proposed construction
for Road and Bridge
to the State of Illinois "Standard Specifications shall include new pipe
Construction", Section 74. The contract unit prices
ITEM NO 33 - CAST IRON PIPE AND FITTINGS AND APPURTENANCES

All work and materials required to adjust water mains which interfere
with proposed construction shall conform to State of Illinois "Standard
Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction". The contract unit price
per pound shall include cutting, de -watering, sterilizing, blocking tie bars
to
and clomps, backfiiling and all other work and material required

Parcel

D:

The

East

I/2

of the Southwest

V4,

Section

10,

Township

Illinois.

9,

F: That part of the East V2 of the Southeast V4, Section
Township 41 North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, Cook
of Arlington
County, Illinois, lying East of the East right of way line
Heights Road, excluding therefrom those properties incorporated in the
Parcel

Parcel G: That part of the West 1/2

Village of Arlington Heights.
Parcel G: That port of the West 1/2 of the Northwest 1/2, Section I I, Town
ship 41 North, Range, It, Cook County, Illinois lying West of the West line
of Weller Creek.
SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Scope of Work

The work to be included under this contract shall be the furnishing
delivery,
of labor, tools, and equipment and the furnishing, installing,
and testing of all materials required to completely install improvements
storm
sewer
pipe
and
apof
consisting
the
Storm
Sewer
System,
to
the drawings and as
purtenances, complete in place, as shown on

Granular materials used for trench back fill under pavements, driveways
and sidewalks end of other locations designated by the Engineer, shall
stone. Payment shall be
consist of State of Illinois Grade 8 crushed
and the quantity shall
made at the contract unit price per cubic yard,Provisions
and Contract
Special
the
be computed in accordance with
Drawings.

hereinafter specified.

All excavating, backfilling and disposal of any excess material

is

in-

cluded.
Location of Project

The Storm sewers are to be constructed in Haden Heights Subdivision

and The Proposed Crandon Manor Subdivision in the Village of Mount

.

Prospect, Illinois.
Plans

The drawings applicable to the work to be performed under this contract

and which are referred

to

in

this document as the plans or as the

contract drawings, are numbered and described as follows:

when omission is ordered by the Engineer. Gravel cradle shall be required
on storm sewers where indicated on the Drawings or Special Provisions,

or where ordered by the Engineer. Material for gravel cradle shall be
Grade 8 crushed stone.

1 and 2

3 to 9
10 and 11

PAYMENT:

price
Payment for gravel cradle shall be made at the contract unit
per cubic yard for Grade 8 crushed stone. The contract unit price for
of
also
include
the
cost
of
removing
and
disposing
gravel cradle shall
the material replaced by the gravel cradle.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
UNDERGROUND CONDUITS
SECTION I - EXCAVATION AND BACKFILL FOR
DESCRIPTION

For the purpose of this project, underground conduits shall be considered

or "pipe line'; is used it shall mean storm sewer.

Excavation and backfill shall include all excavation, backfilling, com
patting, disposal of surplus material, restoration of all disturbed surfaces
except seeding and sodding, and all other work incidental to the conwhich may
struction of trenches, including any additional excavation
forming a part of the
be required for manholes or other structures
pipe line.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
BITUMINOUS SURFACE REMOVAL

shall remove the surface materials only to such widths as will permit
proper
a trench to be excavated which will afford sufficient room for
pavements
efficiency and proper construction. Where sidewalks, driveways,

will not be subjected to an unreasonable amount of damage. If, however,
excavation by machine methods cannot be made without material damage
being done to public and private improvements, hand excavation shall
be employed.
WIDTH OF EXCAVATION

The bottom width of the trench at and below the top of the
not exceed
pipe and inside the sheeting and bracing, if used, shall
(A)

the following widths:

Construction"
The "Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge
prepared by the Department of Public Works and Buildings of the State
1966,
shall govern
of Illinois and adopted by said Department January 3,
designated as Hatlen
the construction of the proposed improvement

PIPE SIZE

The following special provisions supplement these specifications, and
in case of conflict the special provisions shall take precedence and shall

42"
48"
54"
60"

B. UNIT PRICE CONSTRUCTION ITEMS
ITEM NOS 1 THRU 15 REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE SEWERS

Max. Width at Top of Pipe
2'-2"

30"
33"
36"
39"

6.6"

provide

SEWER PIPE LAYING

Laying of sewer pipe shall be accomplished to line and grade in
been
the trench only niter it has been dewatered and the bedding hasforeign
prepared in accordance with Section I. Mud, silt, gravel and other
material shall be kept out of the pipe and off the jointing surfaces.
All pipe laid shall be retained in position so as to maintain alignment
and joint closure until sufficient backfill has been completed to adequately

hold the pipe in place. All pipe shall be laid to confirm to the prescribed
line and grade shown on the plans, within the limits that follow. At
least three botterboords shall be maintained in position chiming all pipe
laying operations.

Variance from established line and grade shall not be greater than

of an.inch per inch of pipe diameter and not
one thIrtysecond (1.32)inch,
provided that any such variation does not
to exeed one-half (1/2)
thdt variation

result in a level or reverse sloping invert; provided also,
in the invert elevation between adjoining ends of pipe, due to non -concentricity of joining surface and pipe interior surfaces, does not exceed
or one half (1/2)
one sixty-fourth (1 / 64) per inch of pipe diameter,
inch maximum.
the
engineer,
shall be
The sewer pipe, unless otherwise approved by
laid up grade from point of connection on the existing sewer or from

easement areas

expense.

Fire hydrants shall be accessible at all times to the Fire Deparment.
No material or other obstructions shall be placed closer to a fire hydrant

than permitted by municipal ordinances, rules, or regulations, or within
or regulations.

Surface depressions resulting from backfillsubsidence caused by water soaking shall be refilled to the satisfaction of the engineer.
UNSUITABLE BACKFILL MATERIAL

material due to a
Where there is a deficiency of suitable backfill
rejection of part or all of the excavated material as unsatisfactory backfill
backfill
material waste
purposes, the contractor shall furnish satisfactory
from trench excnvotion in nther locations or from other sources furnished
unsatisfactory
material
by the contractor. Backfill furnished and disposal of
under these circumstances shall be paid for separately at the contract unit
extra
work
price for "Grade 8 Crushed Stone BackfIll", if ordered, or on an

T-10"
3.-9"

Max Width at Top of Pipe
4'-5"
5%8"

6'00"

6..o"
6'.3"

8'77"

with an approved temporary plug.
Wherever pipe sewers cross water mains, it is desirable if practicable,
inches above or below
that the pipe sewer be at least eighteen (181

the water main. Where it is not practical to provide such a separation,
the water main being crossed
care shall be taken to ascertain that
and history of joint
is in good sound condition and that no evidence
the
existing
water
main in that vicinity, If any
leakage is known in
at least
such evidence does exist, the water main shall be exposedexamined
carefully
ten (10) feet each side of the sewer pipe crossing,
under pressure and any defects shall be positively corrected. The Owner
will arrange for examining any correcting any defects in the existing
wanei mains, but the contrartor shall cooperate in every way possible.
DEWATERING

at or below the
Dewatering sufficient to maintain the water level
shall be
of trench bottom or base of the bedding course,

surface

accomplished prior to pipe laying and jointing, if not prior to excavation
operation, however acand placing of the bedding. The dewatering
complished, shall be carried out so that it does not destroy or weaken
the strength of the soil under or alongside the trench. The normal water
such a manner as to
table shall be restored to its natural level in
not disturb the pipe and its foundation.
PIPE JOINTING

Type of joint to be used will conform to the requirements of bituminous

joints for storm sewers.
JOINT SEALER

.vith
The elastic or mastic joint sealer shall be used in accordance
recommendations of the manufacturer. After each joint is sealed, it shall
be wiped clean on the inside.
JOINTING OF DISSIMILAR PIPES

SECTION II - RESTORATION OF SURFACES

the

GENERAL

or °discrete encasement as specified.

the disposal of surplus material, and the construction of new surfaces
as indicated on the plans. The type of surface restoration required shall

SEWER LINE CONNECTIONS

For dissimilar pipes where suitable adaptor couplings are not available,
fabricated coupling
jointing shall be accomplished with a special

Restoration of surfaces shall include the removal of the existing surface,

REMOVAL OF PAVEMENT, SIDEWALK, DRIVEWAY AND CURB

Wherever the pipe

is

located along or across an improved surface,

the width of the trench shall be held as nearly as possible to

the

maximum width specified in Section I. Where concrete pavement, sidewalk,
driveway or curbing is cut, the width of the cut shall exceed the actual
on each side
width of the top of the trench by twelve (12) inches
Portland cement or
or a total of two (2) feet, Exposed surfaces of
asphaltic concrete shall be cut with a pavement saw before breaking.
Care shall be taken in cutting to insure that a straight joint is sawed.

REPLACEMENT OF PERMANENT TYPE PAVEMENT, SIDEWALKS, DRIVEWAYS,
CURBS, GUTTERS AND STRUCTURES
GENERAL

The contractor shall restore (unless otherwise specified or ordered by
the engineer) all permanent type pavements, sidewalks, driveways, curbs,
gutters, shrubbery, fences, poles and other property and surface structures
removed or disturged during or as a result of .construction operations
to a condition which 'is equal in appearance and quality to the condition

that existed before the work began. The surface of all improvements
shall be constructed of the same material and match in appearance
the surface of the improvement which was removed. Where Grade 8
Crushed Stone Backfill is used, the restoration shall be made as soon
as possible after the backfill has been completed.
BITUMINOUS SURFACE -FLEXIBLE BASE

The base replacement shall consist of Grade 8 Crushed Stone.

Placing and compacting of the base course material shall conform
to the methods described in the "Standard Specifications for Road and
Bridge Construction" for stone base courses.
The surface replacement shall consist of a bituminous prime coat and

a bituminous modified plant mix surface course three (3) Inches in thickness
Specifications
conforming to the Illinois. Division of Highways "Standard
for Rood and 'bridge Construction" requirements for Bituminous Concrete
Surface Course, Subclass 1.11,
CONCRETE SIDEWALKS, DRIVEWAYS, CURBS, CURBS AND GUTTERS

curbs and curbs and gutters, replacements shall be made as follows:

Concrete sidewalks, driveways, curbs and curbs and gutters shall be

replaced with concrete meeting the applicable provisions of these specifications and having a compressive strength of not less then thirty-five hunshall
dred (3,500) p.s.i. at twenty-eight (28) days, Minimum thickness
be five (5) inches for sidewalks and six (6) Inches for driveways.
Curb or curb and gutter dimensions 'and crass -sections shall conform,
installations. One-half WO
as nearly as practicable with the existing
inch pre -formed expapsion joint shall be placed at Intervals not exceeding
Sidewalks shall
fifty (50) feet and at the junctions with existing work. unless otherwise
be finished to match existing adjacent sidewalk surfaces,
specified or directed by the engineer.
MEASUREMENT

7'-5"

The sewer pipe shall be installed with the bell
a designated starting point.
pipe laying
end forward or upgrade, unless approved otherwise. When
is not in progress the forward end of the pipe shall be kept tightly closed

basis if native material is used.

Where necessary to remove and replace concrete sidewalks, driveways,

12"

21"
24"
27"

govern.

,

10"

Title Sheet & Location Maps
Plans and Profiles
. General Notes & Details

Heights Subdivision, Special Assessment No. 70, Storm Sewers.

Care shall be taken to protect

, such against fracture or disturbance beyond reasonable working limits.
EXCAVATION BY HAND OR MACHINE
Where Working space will permit, trenches may be excavated by,
machine, provided that by so doing, public and private improvements

Description

and the cause remedied before proceeding with the work.

be shown on the plans.

storm sewer pipe as indicated on the plans. Wherever the term "pipe"

15"
18"

STORM SEWERS

Sheet No.

in
Measurement of gravel cradle slioll be made by the cuhir yard
place, based on the quantities per lineal foot for the respective size

fifty (50) foot maximum

The contractor shall constantly check line and grade of the batterboards
and the pipe and in the event they do not meet specified limits described
hereinafter, the work shall be immediately stopped, the engineer notified,

five (5) feet of a fire hydrant, in the absence of such ordinances, rules,

shall
Gravel cradle, conforming to the details indicated on the plans
be constructed prior to the placement of all storm sewer pipes, except

8"

VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS
HATLEN HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT NO. 70

apply to all

a

engineer.

Water required for water soaking - If the contractor desires to use
water from hydrants, he shall make application to the proper authorities,
and shall conform to the municipal ordinances, rules, or regulations con seining their use. Water shall be furnished from hydrants at the Owner's

GENERAL:

PIPE SIZE

Survey line and grade control hubs at

spacing and at a change in line and grade will be provided by the

WATER SOAKING

ITEM NO 35 GRAVEL CRADLE

and curb and gutter are encountered,

SECTION V - CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
SURVEY LINE AND GRADE

available to the contractor a copy of the construction easements.

Along the proposed pipe lines as indicated on -the plans, the contractor

A. GENERAL

Pipe ends designated for bituminous joints shall conform to ASTM
Designation C76. Bituminous material shall consist of a homogneous blend
of bitumen, inert filler, and suitable solvent approved by the engineer.

as well as to public rightof-way. Precautions shall be taken by adequate
sheeting or other approved method to prevent any cave-in or subsidence
beyond the easement limits or damage to improvements within the easement. In general, the easement area is intended to provide reasonable
access and working area for efficient operation by the contractor. Where
easement space for efficient operation is not provided, the contractor
shall be responsible for organizing his operations to perform within the
restrictions shown on the plans. When requested, the Owner shall make

ITEM NO 34 - GRADE 8 CRUSHED STONE BACKFILL

of conduit, as shown on the plans,

North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County,
Illinois, excluding therefrom those properties incorporated in the Village
of Arlington Heights.
Parcel E: The entire West t/2 of the Southwest V4, Section 10, Township
41 North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County,

PERTY AND SURFACE STRUCTURES shall

adjust the water mains, complete in place and ready for use.

Illinois.

41

BITUMINOUS JOINTS FOR STORM SEWERS

In easements across private property, the contractor shall confine all
be responsible and liable
operations in the easement area and shall
-roes, fences, shrubbery
for all damage outside of the easement area.
easements will require
located
or other type of surface improvements
PROTECTION OF PROprotection during construction. The provisions

of the required material and diameter complete in place ready for use.

MEASUREMENT:

Parcel C: The west Vs of the Northwest
41 North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County,
Illinois, excluding therefrom those properties incorporated in the Village

less than 6 feet.

CONSTRUCTION IN EASEMENTS

location shown on the Contract Drawings, and

Parcel B: The entire East Vz of the Northwest Vt, Section 10, Township
41 North, Range 11, East of the third Principal Meridian, Cook County,
Section 10, Township

Reinforced concrete pipe shall conform to ASTM Designation C76. For

pipes 30 inches or more in diameter, the length of the unit shall be

notify responsible municipal authorities.

SANITARY SEWERS, 8" DIAMETER OR LESS

at a point

CONCRETE PIPE, REINFORCED

shall
Where traffic must cross open trenches, the contractor The
contractor
suitable bridges at street intersections and driveways.
signs
indicating
suitable
shall post, where described by the engineer,
mainis
closed
and
necessary
detour
signs
for
the
proper
that a street
the contractor shall
tenance of traffic. Prior to closing of any streets,

all necessary labor, material and equipment.

in the aforesaid subdivision.

of Arlington Heights.

not more than two consecutive blocks, including

replaced in conformance

installed at

The type, class and strength of pipe to be used shall be as shown

on the plans.

notify a responsible official from the organization operating the utility
interrupted. the contractor shall lend all possible assistance in restoring
service and shall assume all costs, charges or claims connected with
the interruption and repair of such services.
MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC AND CLOSING OF STREETS
The contractor shall carry on the work in a manner which will cause
close to through travel
a minimum of interruption to traffic, and maythe
cross street intersected.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND BASIS OF PAYMENT:

Bars

MATERIALS
PIPE MATERIALS

The contractor shall take all resonable precautions against damage
utilities. However, in the event of a break in an existing
watermain, gas main, sewer or underground cable, he shall immediately

or mechanical compactor.

LINE "I" Beginning at and connecting to an existing 21" line in the
south parkway of Hatlen Avenue and the westerly line of lot 58 and
Hatlen Heights Subdivision, Unit No. 4
the easterly line of lot 59 in
extended; thence southerly along said easterly line bf lot 59 and westerly
line
of said lots 58 and 59, a distance
lot
line of lot 58 to the rear
of approximately 147 feet southerly of the south line of Hatlen Avenue

units of not less than three (3) feet.

to existing

contract unit price per square yard for SURFACE REMOVAL AND REPLACEnecessary labor,
MENT, which price shall be payment in full for all
materials and equipment.
60 INCH PIPE
ITEM NO 30 - REINFORCED CONCRETE HEADWALL FOR
This item includes the furnishing of Class "X" Concrete and Reinforcing

the intersection of the west line of Beverly Lane and Lincoln Road.

Where reference is made to an ASTM or ASSHO designation, it shall
be the latest revision at time of coil for bids, except as noted on
the plans.
Pipe eight (8) inches in diameter and larger shall be furnished in

INTERRUPTION TO UTILITIES

the bituminous surface
The Engineer shall mark all locations where
shall be made in a neat
is to be removed. The limits of the removal
workmanlike manner; however, the edge will not have to be saw -cut.
After installation of the storm sewer and trench backfill, the base course
surface and edges of the remaining bituminous concrete shall be prime
coated, and then place a minimum of 3" thick layer of bituminous
concrete, Sub -Class 1-11 on the exposed base. The finished surface shall
concrete surface.
be flush with the surface of the adjoining bituminous
The bituminous concrete shall be compacted to a minimum 93 percent
with a roller
of the maximum possible density of a voidless mixture
This work shall be measured in square yards
with the detail shown on the drawings, and shall be paid for at the

line in

Pipe used for storm sewers shall be reinforced concrete,
GENERAL

in such removal shall not be cause for claim for damages by the contractor.

METHOD OF WORK:

along Bonito Avenue.

SECTION IV - PIPE MATERIALS AND TESTING FOR SEWERS
DESCRIPTION

Wherever obstructions are encountered during the progress of the work
and interfere to such an extent that an alteration Its the plan is required,
the engineer shall have the authority to change the plans and order
line and grade or arrange with the owners of
a deviation from the
the structures for the removal, relocation or reconstruction of the obstructions. Where gas, water, telephone, electrical or other existing utilities
Of the
or horizontal alignment
are an impediment to the vertical
proposed pipe line, the engineer shall order a change in grade or alignto
arrange
with
the
owners
of the
the
rnntrnctor
ment or shall direct
utilities for their removal. If a change in grade of an existing sanitary
direct
as
to
-the
new
revised
line
sewer is necessary, the engineer will
and grade. Cost of removal, modification and -or replacement of existing
however,
delay
cause
structures or utilities shall be borne by the Owner;

This item shall include the removal and disposal of concrete sidewalk
interfering with the construction of the storm sewer or the combination

LINE "E" Beginning in an easement and connecting to the proposed
Line "D" above, which ensement lies on the north line of Hatlen Heights
and running south in the east half of the existing
Subdivision, Unit No.
pavement on Sivik Street to a point in the north half of the existing
pavement on Bonita Avenue; thence westerly along the north half of
the existing pavement on Bonita Avenue to a point 121 feet west ofit
at which point
the intersection of Bonito Avenue and Verde Drive,
shall intercept an existing 30" line, which 30" line extends to the west

Village.

otherwise damaged by him.

ITEM NO 27 - SIDEWALK REMOVAL

Drive.

of the entire construction area shall meet with the requirements of the

tory to the engineer.
CAUTION IN EXCAVATION

REPLACEMENT

of Haden Heights Subdivision, Unit No. I, also known os 1710 Bonita
Avenue; thence westerly for a distance of approximately 1600 feet along
west proposed easement of
an existing and proposed easement to theapproximately
400 feet along
Dana Point; thence north for a distance of
line of Dana Point) to
the proposed easement (on the west property
Drive;
thence west
the north half of the existing pavement of Grindel
existing pavement on Grindel Drive to the
in the north half of the
of
Audrey
Lane
and
Grindel
intersection of the east right of way line

Before acceptance of

manholes, catch basins, fire hydrants and other appurtenances shall be
cleaned of all debris and foreign material.
shall be
After all backfill has been completed, the ground surface
shaped to conform to the contour of adjacent surfaces. General cleanup

claims for damage caused by conResponsibility for any damage or
struction operations to shrubbery or other landscape improvements which
were not authorized for removal by the engineer shall be assumed by
the contractor. Settlement of any damage or claims for damage shall
be mode by the contractor as soon as possible and in a manner satisf ac

and installation of cast iron grates
at the locations and to the grades designated on the Contract Drawings

I

engineers at the earliest passible date.

shall be removed completely, including stumps and roots, by the Contractor.

ITEM NO 24 - GRATE, TYPE B
This item includes the furnishing

half
Bonito Avenue and Verde Drive.

tools and temporary structures shall be
removed from the site by the contractor. All dirt, rubbish and excess
earth from the excavation shall be hauled to a dump provided by the
contractor and the construction site left clean and acceptable to the

and surface

frame
This item includes the furnishing and installation of cast iron
the locations and to the
and lid as specified (or approved equal) at
grades designated on the Contract Drawings or by the Engineer.
AND
ITEM NO 26 - TYPE 5 (Modified) CURB AND GUTTER REMOVAL

1/2,

-Surplus excavated material not needed for backfill shall be promptly
removed from the site to locations provided by the contractor, or as
designated by the engineer. The cost of removal and disposal of surplus
excavated materials will be included in the prices bid and no additional
payment will be allowed therefor.

This item provides for the construction of a special catch basin made
of pre -cast concrete units in conformance with the detail shown on the

shall connect to

18"

DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS EXCAVATED MATERIAL

CLEANING UP '
All surplus materials and all

an existing 54" line which extends to the north.

Lane and Audrey Court.

been

employed.

support, adequate profetflon and inalatenum.e of ull un
derground and surface structures, drains, sewers and other obstructions
encountered in the progress of the work shall be furnished by the conengineer. The
tractor at his expense and under the direction of the
structures which may have been disturbed shall be restored upon com-

of Busse Road and south parkway of the proposed Crandon Lune, thence
to the west parkway of
north a distance of 143 feet; thence west

in

which have been measured for payment had open cut methods

STRUCTURE PROTECTIONtemporary

LINE "A- Beginning at kl point On the west side of Weller Creek
and the south parkway of the proposal Crandon Lane; thence westerly
along the south porkwny of the proposed Crandon Lane to a paint
intercept
on the west parkway of Busse Road, at which point it shall
on existing 24" line, which extends to the south.
the
east
parkway
1 INE "B" Beginning at and intercepting Line "A" on
it

approval of the engineer. In such an event, he shall be compensated
by payment of the amounts of driveways, sidewalks, or curbs and gutters

tEM NO 19 - CATCH BASIN, TYPE "A"
This item provides for the construction of catch basins made of pre -cast

Illinois, shall be constructed in the following locations:

Busse Road, a distance of 77 feet, at which point

The contractor may elect to construct the conduit in a tunnel with the

shall be placed and maintained by the contractor at his expense during
the progress of the construction work and until' it is safe for traffic
piles, equipment and pipe
to use the roads and streets. All material
which may serve as obstructions to traffic shall be enclosed by fences
or barricades and shall be protected by proper lights when the visibility
is poor. The rules and regulations of the local authorities respecting safety

concrete units in conforoisnicir With the derail shown on the drawings.
ITEM NO 20 - CATCH BASIN, TYPE "C"
This item provides for the construction of catch basins made of pre -cast
concrete units in conformance with the detail shown on the drawings.
ITEM NO 21 - CATCH BASIN, TYPE "C" (Special)

of Mount Prospect, Cook County, Illinois, the nature, character, locality
and description of which improvement is as follows:
That.a system of concrete storm water sewers consisting of reinforced
concrete pipe, inlets, manholes, and catch basins, together with removal
and restoration of pavement surfaces, curbs, culverts, and all other work
necessary, required and specified by the plans, profiles, and specifications
all completed in place In the Village of Mount Prospect, Cook County,

trench, any damage shall be replaced at the contractor's expense. Where
sidewalk parallel to a proposed pipe line is to be removed and replaced,
the engineer shall determine the extent of such removal and replacement.

To protect persons from injury and to avoid property damage, adequate
barricades, construction signs, torches, red lanterns and guards as required

sewerpi pipe.

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

curb or
than two (2) feet from the edge of the sidewalk, driveway,from
the
curb and gutter. Where the items are at a greater distance

BARRICADES, GUARDS AND SAFETY PROVISIONS

trimming of existing
the new storm
sewer stubs, pouring of concrete bench and tieing in

THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

Except as otherwise shown on the plans or directed by the engineer,
payment quantities for sidewalks, driveways, curbs and curbs and gutters,
are parallel or apremoval and replacement, where such items
proximately parallel to the proposed pipe line, shall be included only
when the distance from the edge of the trench (as determined from
widths shown on the plans) is less
the assumed top of pipe trench

obstructed.

ITEM NO 18 - MANHOLES TO BE RECONSTRUCTED
cleaning, mortaring,
This item shall consist of

AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR THE MAKING
OF A LOCAL IMPROVEMENT IN AND FOR

width at top of pie plus two (2) feet.

All excavated material shall be piled in a manner that will not endanger
the work and that will avoid obstructing sidewalks and driveways. Fire
hydrants under pressUre, valve pit covers, volvo boxes, curb stop boxes,
or other utility controls shall be left unobstructed and accessible until
the work is completed. Gutters shall be kept clear or other satisfactory
provisions made for street drainage. Natural watercourses shall not be

CONCRETE PIPE, REINFORCED

Call Bill Thornburg ,. 255-4400

shall be equal for payment purposes to the specified maximum trench

PILING EXCAVATED MATERIAL

on the plans.

use DAY PUBLICATIONS

structures.

or payment for tunnel work.

The type, class and strength of pipe to be used shall be as shown

for the bast coverage and finest
service for your legal notices,

in the plans indicates for payment purposes, the removal and replacement
quantities per foot of length for the various pipe sizes Additional removal
and replacement, necessary because the top of the trench is wider than
the maximum specified width at top of pipe, shall be at the contractor's
expense and not measured for payment. The length of the removal
and replacement of permanent type pavements, driveways and sidewalks
crossed by conduits shall be measured along the center of the pipe
line, including manholes, over which the removal and replacement was
made. Additional widths necessary at manholes and special structures
shall not be measured. The cost of such additional removal and replace
ment shall be included in the unit bid price for manholes and special
The length of curb or curb and gutter crossing a conduit

WIDTH OF EXCAVATION

concrete
These items include the furnishing and installation of reinforcedlines
and

removal and replacement
For payment purposes, the, width of the
of permanent type pavements, sidewalks and driveways shall be the

specified maximum width at top of pipe plus two (2) feet. A tabulation

Sewer line connections to trunks, mains, laterals or side sewers shall
made.
be left uncovered until after an acceptance inspection has been
After approval of the connection, the trench shall be bockfilled as specified
in Section I.

When existing drain tiles are encountered, the engineer must be notified
prior to continuance of work.
MEASUREMENT

For payment purposes, the length of sewers installed shall be measured

along the center line. No deductions in length will be made for tees,
fittings or manholes. Where a change in sewer size is involved, it shall
the
be assumed for measurement purposes that each sewer entering con
manhole extends to the center of the manhole. Where sewers are
for
measurement
nested to inlets or special structures, the length of sewer
purposes shall extend to the nearest inside wall of the inlet or special
structure.

item, it shall be
Where a depth of sewer is indicated on the bid existing
surface to
construed to mean the depth from the top of the
the invert of the sewer.
the
bid
item
for
a
particular
size and
in
stated
is
Where no depth
sewers of such a size
type of sewer, the contract unit price for all

and type shall be based upon constructing sewer of that size and type
in alignment or
to the depths shown on the plans. Where a change depth of sewer
grade, ordered by the engineer, causes a change in
a
depth,
measurement
of quantity
state
item
does
not
and the bid
for any addition or deduction in excavation work caused by the changes
ordered will be made in cubic yards and shall be computed by using
the average difference in depth between that shown on the plans and
that ordered by the engineer, the maximum trench width specified (or
the top of pipe and the actual length of sewer where the change
is involved,
SECTION VI - MANHOLES FOR STORM SEWERS
DESCRIPTION

Manholes shall be leak -tight and may be constructed of pre -cast units,
concrete or cast -in -place concrete, all in accordance with plans and these
specifications.
MATERIALS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

Reinforced concrete shall consist of Portland cement, mineral aggregates
such manner that
in which steel has been embedded in
the steel and concrete act together,

and water,
CEMENT

Portland cement shall conform to the requirements of the Specifications
for Portland Cement ASTM C 150, or it may be air -entraining Portland
cement conforming to ASTM C 175.
WIRE FABRIC REINFORCEMENT

Reinforcement shall consist of wire conforming to ASTM A 185,

BAR REINFORCEMENT

Bar reinforcement shall conform to ASTM A 15, intermediate grade.

AGGREGATES

Aggregates shall conform to ASTM C 33, except that the requirements

for gradation shall not apply to pre -cast items.

(Continued on Page 8)

SECTION 2 That the recommendation of the Board of Local Improvements
of the Village of Mount Prospect, providing for the improvement, and the
estimate of the cost thereof made by the Chairman of the Board of Local
Improvements, both hereto attached and made a port hereof, be, and the same
are hereby approved.
providing for the imImprovements of the Village of Mount Prospect,
provement, and the estimate of the cost thereof made by the Chairman

Friday, October 4, 1968

Page 8

(Conttued fron7 Page 7 )
MIXTURE

The aggregates shall be so sized and graded, and proportioned and
thoroughly mixed in proportions of cement and water as will produce

of these specifications. Ad mixtures or blends may be used with the
written permission of the engineer.
CURING

Cast -in -place manhole components shall be moist -cured for a period

not less than seven (7) days except that when high -early -strength cement
(3) days. Pigmented
is used the curing shall be not less than three
membrane curing compound or other approved method may be applied
in lieu of. moist cur
STRENGTH

All concrete placed under these specifications shall have a minimum
compressive strength of thirty-five hundred (3,500) psi at twenty-eight
accordance with ASTM
(28) days. Strength determination shall be in
C 39, unless otherwise approved by the engineer.
STEPS

Manhole steps shall be furnished and installed as shown on the Hans.

1.77

George and Jeanne

shall conform with ASTM C478 and with" design

free from gravel pockets.
MONOLITHIC CONCRETE MANHOLES

Monolithic concrete manholes shall conform to detailed shop drawings

the engineer for approval prior to beginning work and

shall conform to the dimentional requirements specified. Walls and base
shall be six (6) inches minimum thickness and space of steps shall be
sixteen (16) inches.
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
FOUNDATION PREPARATION
DEWATERING

Dewatering of the site shall conform TO the requirements for sewer

Decorating & Remodeling
Ed Suwliiskl
Eshmalei

BEDDING

base sections shall be placed on a well graded granular
bedding course conforming to the requirements for sewer bedding in
Pre -cast

but not less than four (4) inches in' thickness and extending
to tine limits of the excavation. The bedding course shall be firmly tamped
and made smooth and level to assure uniform contact and support of
Section I,

0

in all respects conform to the provisions of
the Illinbis Municipal Code, Article 9, Division 2 and amendments thereto.

outside of the outside dimension of the manhole section.
PRE -CAST MANHOLES

Pre -cast manholes may be constructed with a pre -cast base section

or a monolithic base structure as specified or shown on the plans.

A precast base section shall be carefully placed on the prepared
bedding so as to be fully and uniformly supported in true alignment
and making sure that all entering pipes can be inserted on proper

SECTION 6: That the President of the Village of Mount Prospect, be,
and he is hereby directed to file a Petition in the Circuit Court of
Cook County, Illinois, in the name of the people of the Village of Mount
Prospect, praying that steps may be taken to levy a special assessment
for the purpose of defraying the expense of said improvement so far
ascertain what property
as the same may lawfully be done and to
will be benefited, in accordance with the provisions of this ordinance,
and in the manner prescribed by law.
SECTION 7: That all ordinances, or parts of ordinances in conflict
with this ordinance, be, and the same are hereby repealed.

SECTION 8: That this ordinance shall be in full force and effect from
and after its passage and approval thereof, according to low.

grade.
All lift holes and all joints between pre -rust elements in storm sewer

AYES:

NAYS:

PASSED and APPROVED this day of
Friday, October 4, 1968
DANIEL CONGREVE,

manholes shall be thoroughly wetted and then be completely filled with

mortar, smoothed and pointed both inside and out, to ensure
watertightness.

ATTEST:

shall
lift holes on pre -cast elements for storm sewer manholes
All joints
be completely filled with on approved bitumastic material.
All

between precast elements on storm sewer manholes shall be made with
an approved bitumastic material or an approved rubber gasket.
The first pre -cast section shall be placed on the monolithic base structure
before the base has taken initial set, and shall be carefully adjusted
to true grade and alignment with all inlet pipes properly Installed so
as to form an integral, watertight unit; or the section shall be mortared
into a suitable groove provided in the top of the monolithic base. The
first section shall be uniformly supported by the base concrete, and
shall not bear directly on any of the pipes.

Pre -cost sections shall be placed and aligned to provide vertical sides
and vertical alignment of the ladder rungs. The completed manhole shall
be rigid, true to dimensions and be watertight.
MONOLITHIC CONCRETE MANHOLES

Monolithic concrete manholes shall be constructed in accordance with

the provisions of this Section and the details shown on the plans.
EXCAVATION AND BACKFILLING

and also to
In order to permit the joints to be mortared properly'
permit proper compaction of the backfill material, the excavation shall
be made to a diameter of at least six (6) inches greater than the
diameter of the structure.

The space between the sides of the excavation and the outer surfaces

of the manhole shall be backfilled with Grade 8 Crushed Stone if the
of the excavation
manhole is in a pavement or if the nearest point
edge. If
for the manhole falls within two (2) feet of the pavement
material may
limits,
other
backfilling
the structure falls beyond these
be used, provided it meets with the approval of the engineer. The backfill
shall be compacted as provided in Section I. Excess excavated material
shall be disposed of in accordance with Section II.
INLET AND OUTLET PIPES

Pipe placed in the masonry for inlet or outlet connections shall extend
through the wall and beyond the outside surface of the wall a sufficient
distance to allow far connections, and the masonry shall be carefully
constructed around them so as to prevent leakaage along the outer
surfaces.
PLACING CASTINGS

Castings placed on concrete or masonry surface shall be set in full

mortar beds. The mortar shall be mixed in proportion of one (1) part
on dry materials.
cement to three (3) parts sand, by volume, based
elevation so that no
shall be set accurately to the finished

113 Each

5 Each
11 Each
/ Each
2 Each
12 Each
31 Eoch
5 Each
19 Each

10 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class 111
12 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class
12 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class III
15 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
15 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class III
18 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
24 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
24 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class III
24 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class V
30 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
30 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class III
48 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
54 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Cies
60 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
60 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class IV
II

Manhole, Type "B"
Manhole, Type "A"
Mat,, des to be reconstructed
Catch Basin, Type "A"
Catch Basin, Type "C"
Catch Basin, Type "C" (Special)
Inlet, Type "A"
Frame and Lid, Type 1 (closed lid)
Grate, Type B
Frame and Lid (Neenah -R3246)

$5.00 Lin. Ft. $ 3,045.00
8,238.00
6.00 Lin. Ft.
962.00
6.50 Lin. Ft.
2.152.50
7.50 Lin. Ft.
1,280.00
8.00 Lin. Ft.
180.00
9.00 Lin. Ft.
8,835.00
19.00 Lin. Ft.
8,640.00
20.00 Lin. Ft.
1,771.00
23.00 Lin. Ft.
36,586.00
22.00 Lin. Ft.
14,616.00
18.00 Lin. Ft.
11,025.00
35.00 Lin. Ft.
38,868.00
41.00 Lin. Ft.
47.00 Lin. Ft. 40,185.00
4,158.00
54.00 Lin. Ft.
7,150.00
650.00 Each
5,940.00
330.00 Each
675,00
135.00 Each
1,980.00
180.00 Each
120.00
120.00 Each
360.00
180.00 Each
1,080.00
90.00 Each
2,170.00
70.00 Each
200.00
40.00 Each
1,710.00
90.00 Each

grade.

Where work is in cultivated area, the top of the casting, unless otherwise
directed by the engineer, shall be set at existing ground surface.
PIPE CONNECTIONS

Special care shall be taken to see that the openings through which

pipes enter the structure are completely and firmly rammed full of jointing
material to ensure watertightness.
CLEANING

All newly constructed manholes shall be cleaned of any accumulation
from
of silt, debris, or foreign matter of any kind, and shall be free
such accumulationsat the time of final inspection.

Pipe

4.50 Lin. Ft.
0.30 Sq. Ft.
0.70 Sq. Ft.
2.70 Sq. Yd.
718.75 Each

240 tin. Ft. Adjusting Water Service Lines, Complete

Total Estimated Cost of Improvement

This notice caused to be published through the Office of the Village

Friday, October 4, 1968

THAT'S A FACT
PRINT STUDENT!
SO REMARKABLE WAS HIS
KNOWLEDGE OF HUNTING

Concrete masonry units shall be constructed in horizontal courses with

one (1) part cement to three (3) parts sand, by volume, based on dry

Mortar which has been mixed longer than forty-five

(45)

15
Business Personals
Business Service Directory 16
17
Business Services

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
Coins - Hobbies
Day Comp

MOCCASIN PRINT!

Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

AEA SHAREHOLDER...
AMERCA FUTURE!
WHEN KW/ BUY U S, GAWAISS
BONDS YOU ARE JOINING
HANDS W117/ FELLOW

diameter of the structure.

The backfill shall be compacted as provided in SectiOn I. Excess ex

cava fed material shall be disposed of in accordance with Section Il.

tiER/CANS SAMS

-INLET AND OUTLET PIPES

AA1ERCA,WE
/N YOU,"

Pipe placed in the masonry, for inlet or outlet connections shall extend
through the walls and beyond the outside surfaces of the walls a sufficient

distance to allow for connections, and the masonry shall be carefully
constructed around them so as to prevent leakage along the outer surfaces.
.

All newly constructed catch basins, inlets, and similar structures, than

be cleaned of any accumulation of silt, debris, or foreign matter of
any kind, and shall be free 'from such accumulations at the time of final
-inspection.

29
57

Florists

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men

/1/

-

BUSY BEAVER!
THOSE FANTASTIC ENGINEERS
AND BUILDERS -THE BEAVERS
HAVE A WARNING SYSTEM.
WHEN ATREE IS ABOUT TO FALL
THEY THUMP THEIR TAILS IN A
CRY

orimBER r

FREE ESTIMATES
RESIDENTIAL
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

Wanted To Rent

patios

sidewalks,

stairs, basement floors, garage

2

floors,

curbs, retaining
Free Estimates

walls.

Dog Grooming

47

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

parties. AlteraticMs. Near Rand-

255.0348

horst.

of hems on coats.

dresses,

repair

&

suede coots:
zippers on
etc. Also men's

replace

pants, lockets

96

.

42

82f

Paper signs - Banners
Low prices, free estimates
Signs by Rob 437-2485

Complete lawn care available,

gross cutting, fertilizing, d.
weeding. Residential and commercial. Satisfaction assured.
Free estimates.
Call 255-6855

Sod
Treys

Evergreens

-

Installed

.

Shrubs

Rotatilling

.

&

Grading. All work guaranteed.
No job too big or small. Free

FALL SALE 50% OFF

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..
827.0609

covers

SecEls

Fencing

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds P. top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - 815.00
-

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

ALPINE Ify ERIORS
Call 32

types of fencing, choinlink,
redwood & stockade. 647.0220

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
.C1.9-0849 Tues., & Wed, eves.
Hemming:

sonable. 827-0570.
SHORTEN Ladies' Coats Straight
Full

Floor Maintenance
Ecklund Floor Serviee

Average rm. sanded sealed &
529-121.1

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom ' refinishing, Burns &
Scratches, Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re-glding.
"

$7,. Neat pron. work.

Tile
Dick's Tile
FREE ESTIMATES

Wall Tile New & Remodeling
Also TJe liepo.rs

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Ad Mrs

'

529-2840

Painting -Decorating
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed.
Fully insured.

Shall Decorating
Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing

George Klein 392.0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Fainting & Tiling,
Wall Papering
CI. 3-1118
SPECIAL
&

Experienced.

437-4093

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

Murals pointed on any wall.
Washable. Under M0.

Fall

Dresses,
Rea-

Coots,

etc.

Skirts,

55.

Meyers
Brick IL Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

tenor

1752

Des Plaines 299.0529

Masonry

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

All

'

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

830 W N W Hwy
259-9440

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

winter rates on all in.
exterior work. Fully

392-6817

Ned Williams

Upholstery.

358-9038

Relining, repleating, rehemming
etc. 437-2884.

$12 plus material
$22 plus material
515 plus material

Choirs
Sofas

Tailoring

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

custom made fabric slipreupholstering, &
&

On all

estimates.

255.8161

finished $19.95

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

plastic covers.

COMPLL IL
LANDSCAPING

Drapery Repairs

91

94
95
88

SIGNS.SHOW CARDS

to order. Coordinated wedding

skirts,

TV antennas installed.
Antenna & labor $55.
Install customer's antenna $25.
JAMES FLANNIGAN 824.3093

Color

"Signs & Display"

Murals

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

Shortening

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white).
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl Hts
17 S Evergreen
CL 5.5692

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.

Dressmaking -Sewing

clothing.
69
56
14
85
89
86

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

773-1261

26
30

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men 21
Situations Wanted 22
Women
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
.73
Apartments
76
:
To Rept Houses .
.
;81
To Rent Misceilaneolis
To Rent Resort Properties . 79
77
To Rent, Stdres, Offices
... ,
.
Travel
102
'Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places

Wanted Tolluy

824-5256

Prompt Service

7

5
In Memoriam
23
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
loans -Personal, Business 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111
Musical Instruments . . . 55

Rooms -Board-

Walks.

No job too small or too big

83

(To Rent)

planting, grade work. 537-1411

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

Driveways,

Rays

Maintenansce &
wer
Service.

work. SNOW PLOWING.
437.41370
CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

Complete concrete service

24

Furniture
Industrial Property

-

529.3463

Help Wanted

Men or Women
Help Wanted Women ..

Patios

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
D&E

1

36

Food and Delicacies

.

mortared properly and also to

CLEANING

28

Lawn

raking, trimming and clean-up

Steps - Drive-

Repaired. Home Service Calls
All Bank (red., Cords Honored

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

FOUNDATIONS SI EPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

27

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real EstateLoans Mortgages
.
.
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant,
Real Estate -Wanted .

permit proper compaction of the backfill material, the excavation shall
be made to a diameter of at least six (6) inches greater than the

not less than forty-eight (48) hours.

12

Personals

Castings placed on concrete or masonry surfaces shall be set in full
mortar beds. The mortar shall be mixed In proportions of one (1) part
cement to three (3) parts sand, by. volume, bated on dry materials.
Castings shall be -set accurately to the finished elevation so that no

After the masonry. work Is completed, it shall be kept moist and
-protected from the elements in a satisfactory. manner for a period .of

10

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices

minutes,

.

3

Equipment Rentals

PERA'S

N & N CONCRETE
Floors

it's T.V Check-up time. Antennas

Day or Eve. 766.7256

Concrete Work

-

SAVE YOUR EYES:

or

All phases of yard work. Lawn

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed 8. Repaired

ways

stone

any amount. Also pick up

maintenance, trimming, power
raking, aerating, sod, seed,

KEY TILE CO.

Trash Removal

Radio -TV Repair

sand,

DIRT,

debris. 457.0389

Ceramic Tile

8

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service Women

fill,

255-3642

9

.

PLACING CASTINGS

CURING AND PROTECTION

37
38
39
66

Nursery Schools -

AND TRACKING, KIT CARSON
COULD IDENTIFY AN INDIAN
TRIBE FROM A EithtSLE

or which has developed its initial set, shall not be used.

subsequent adjuHment will be necessary.
EXCAVATION AND BACKFILLING
In order to permit the joints to be

10 1

Boats and

z

Landscaping

DEPENDABLE CARPET
to Wall, new or used
Repairs P. Shtft Steps. 'Free
Estimates.

.

Fast
Clean Dependable
Plastering & Drywall Stay, e
CALL 255-3822

landscaping

Mall

Home Furnishings -

All materials shall conform to the Material Requirements for Manholes in

vertical joints broken. The units shall be laid In mortar composed of

.

Marine Supplies .
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

m

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, 1/2

Carpet Initallation

34
20
109
105

Plastering
For

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084

BLACK

296-6365

35

Barter and Exchange .... 64

14 928.73
$263,740.94

cent (6./..).

INDEX
Air Conditioning

Fall Savings For
Exterior Work
Roy Rood
359-0993

No job too small.
Equipped for complete custom
drapery work with
17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
& hull carpet. Sofas $9.95 &
up. 894-9141.
Wall to Wall carpet & turn.
cleaned in your !lame. 15 yrs.
exp. Free estimate. Call Joe
253-9046 - 761-688P

'

.

720 Lin. Ft. Adjusting Sanitary Sewers,
$ 5,040.00
$7.00 Lin. Ft.
8 inch diameter or less, complete
750.00
1,500 Pounds Cast Iron Pipe and Fittinas to be relocated 0.50 per lb.
10,150.00
5.00
Cu.
Yd.
2,030 Cu. Yds. Grade 8 Crushed Stone Backfill
8,625.00
7.50
Cu.
Yd.
1,150 Cu. Yds. Gravel Cradle
8,865.04
Engineering Design
3,546.02
Construction ffipervision
$248,812.21
Total Labor and Material
Cost of making, levying and collecting the AssessMent, and all lawful
expense attending the same as provided by law, not to exceed six per

these. specifications.
CONSTRUCTION METHODS

CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS

Carpet Cleaning

price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
cleaning.
diapery
painting,
Serv.
Pl.
Des
Low priced.

Automobiles Wanted

718.75
1,440.00

6.00 Lin. Ft.

MATERIALS

applicable prat .sions of Section Vi.

After 6 PM

CI. 3-0180

Ica
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
106
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers . 103
99
Automobile For Sole

6,147.90

CUSTO4A
DRAPERIES

259-5887

259.0641

Aviation
Auto Leasing

DAY PUBLICATIONS

accordance with

Electrical
Plumbing
Carpentry
Painting inside & out
NO JOB TOO SMALL

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

7 W. Eastman

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specially

HOME HANDYMAN

GUITAR,
ACCORDION,

Residential
Commercial
'Apartments
Specializing in kitchen cabinets
and furniture refinishing. Free
estimates - immediate servire.

381-1972

359.2756

Reasonable.

4 P.M.

INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

Janeal Draperies

For Apprentice Carpenter.

Palatine area. FL 8-2699 after

Auction Sales

Published in

the engineer.

WANTED.

Arts and Antiques

VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

This work shall consist of catch basins or inlets, together with the necessary
cost iron frames and grates or lids, all constructed in accordance with the specifications where indicated or directed by the engineer, and conforming in all
respects to lines, grades, and dimensions shown on the plans and furnished by

NO JOB TOO SMALL

STUDENTS

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

837.3764 after 7 p.m.

Apartments To Exchange 75
Apts. and Rooms to Shore 71

RICHARD H. MONROE, Village Clerk

DESCRIPTION

PIANO

CL 9-0495

.

CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or

will train

m

work, remodeling & barn

23 -Instruction

SALARY OPEN
CL 3-4120

1,395.00
62.40
145.60

Clerk.

SECTION Vlf CATCH BASIN, INLET CONSTRUCTION

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

TREE TRIMMERS

STREETS AT GRADE

MANHOLES NOT WITHIN STREET AREAS

try

work.

24 -Help Wanted Men

ESTIMATE OF COST (continued)

Where work is In paved streets or areas which have been brought
to grade, not less than eight (8) inches or more thari twenty (20) inches
shall be provided between the top of the cone or slab and the underside
of the manhole casting ring for adjustment of the casting ring to street

hsewives want home work: mailing lists, Christmas cards. 296-

Special Trial Courses
Now!

310 Lin. Ft. Type 5 (modified) Curb and Gutter
Removal and Replacement
208 Sq. Ft. Sidewalk Removal
208 Sq. Ft, P.C. Concrete Sidewalk (V)
2,277 Sq. Yds.Surface Removal and Replacement
Reinforced Concrete Head Wall for 60 inch
1 Each

Castings
subsequent adjustment will be necessary.

20% OFF SALE On all custom mode draperies,
bedspreads & windOw shades.

RICHARD H. MONROE,

ESTIMATE OF COST

3 Generations

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

,

work; welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpen-

/831.

co

Interior Decorators

Lauritz Jensen

We need Christmas money. 2

394-2968

z
r-

Experienced instructor. Mon. &
Tues., evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
firing.
supplies,
Greenware,
gifts. 259.5920
Customized

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower

TRUMI-ET LESSONS

of Local Improvements is as follows:

No job too small.
The Sky is the Limit.

sit

day or week.

Village President

The estimated cost of the improvement and recommendation of the Board

11 Each

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

Reliable woman will baby

Village Clerk

609 Lin. Ft.
1,373 Lin. Ft.
148 Lin. Ft.
287 Lin. Ft,
160 Lin. Ft.
20 Lin. Ft.
465 Lin. Ft,
432 Lin. Ft,
77 Lin. Ft.
1,663 Lin. Ft.
812 Lin. Ft,
315 Lin. Ft.
948 Lin. Ft,
855 Lin. Ft.
77 Lin. Ft.

remodeling & additions. No job

421-3893 after 5:30 pm.

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
437.9214

CERAMIC LESSON S

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

Woman dgsires day work, do too small. 7664034
reliable. Call'
everything,

accordance with and shall

Unless otherwise specified, cast -in -place bases shall be at least six
(6) inches in thickness and shall extend at least six (6) inches radially

359.1906

. Fully

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Instruction

Call for Estimate

22 -Situations Wanted-Wonn

Quality

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

workmanship.

Insured. Reasonable! 259.1039
- Ken's Painting & Decorating

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

Remodeling Additions
Correnter work Tile Floors

Reliable woman will do ironing
in her home. Will pick up &

259-5337
EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Home Repairing

ill'S HOME REPAIRS
21 -Situations Wanted -Men

Free Est

Reasonable rates
Day or Eve. 766.7256

Carpentry -Remodeling

deliver. 827-7632

the Board of Trustees of the Village of Mount Prospect and attested
by the Village Clerk of said Village. Said bonds shall be issued in

CAST -IN -PLACE BASES

CALL 359-2300

Wadi Guaranteed
CALL - HAUCK & SON

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

system in Palatine area.

imerior: EA tenor Paini-ig

GENERAL

TOWING SERVICE.

on IBM 360/30 65K, 3 disc

Painting -Decorating'.

Ct 5-8732

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

COMPUTER TIME
AVAILABLE

the second and succeeding installments of said assessment for the cost
of said improvements, the Village of Mount Prospect shall issue bonds
rate of six
payable out of said installments, bearing interest at the President
of
per cent (6) per annum, payable annually, signed by the

the precast element.

Prospect Day

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS

cent (6)

means as provided for foundation preparation of the connected sewers.

Arlington Day

Day

General Hauling

Auto Repair

CL 5.3991

paid at the rate of six per
All installments shall bear interest until
per annum. Interest on all installments shall begin to run in

material; or by tightening with coarse ballast rock, or by such other

Des Plaines Day

Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3.00 P.

Free

of said voucher, within thirty (30) days after the issuance of said voucher.

Adequate foundation for all manhole structures shall be obtained by
removal and replacement of unsuitable material with well graded granular

WEEKLY

Market

NEW WAY PAINTING

of Mount Prospect of the date of the first voucher and the amount

SUB -BASE PREPARATION

Prospect Day
Des Plaines Day

Brickwork
259-5231

of the Court in which such assessment was confirmed, a certificate
by the Secretary of the Board of Local Improvements of the Village

respectively as in said Code relating to special assessment provided.
SECTION 5: That for the purpose of anticipating the collection of

Your ad will appear daily in

Your ad will appear daily in
Arlington Day

ED FORAN

the Board of Local IMplUVEITIO1115
IT IS HEREBY made the duty of
Clerk
of the Village of Mount Prospect,, to file in the Office' cif the signed

shall be due and payable and shall be collected with the installments

296-6640

255-7200

Happy 22nd.
17 -Business Services

have been paid.

as the first installment. Interest on the second and succeeding installments

FOR ADVERTISING CALL

The Gang!

improvement. The second installment of said assessment shall be due
and payable one year thereafter, and so on annually until all assessments

accordance with the provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code, Article
9, Division 2 and amendments thereto, Interest on such first installment
at the same time
shall be due and payable and shall be collected

392-6817

Ned Williams

Jeff Anderson 255-1117

shall be due and payable on the 2nd day of January next after the
filing of the first voucher issued on account of work done on the said

trench dewatering in Section V.

Fall Special $17.95 cleans living rm. & hall carpet. - Sofas
59.956 up. 894-9141.

WANTED
USED 7 POOL TABLE
.

So much of the aggregate amount of the assessment as represents
the cost of levying, making and collecting the special assessment and
all expenses allowed by law, together with all fractional amounts so
as to leave the remaining installments of the aggregate assessment equal
in amount and each in multiples of $100.00 shall be apportionate to
the first installment of the said special assessment. The, first installment

dimensions. Cones and sections shall be substantially ftee hum huctuies,
large or deep crocks and surface roughness. Slabs shall be sound and

ple' in your community. Call one NOW!

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

CA)

in the manner provided by the statute in such case made and provided.

PRE -CAST MANHOLE COMPONENTS

materials.

vices offered by reputable business peo-

.14 -Personals

and the cost of levying, making and collecting said assessment and
all expenses allowed by law, shall be divided into ten (10) installments,

Castings shall conform to the requirements of grey iron castings ASTM

in

AIRY TRACE.
CALL 439-7540 AFTER 8 PM

Reward,296-2770days,824-8976
nights.

A48 and conform to the details shown on the plans.

be constructed

Consult this doily guide of reliable ser.

collar. Vic. Waycinden Pk.,

thereto.

CAST IRON FRAMES, COVERS, & STEPS

CONCRETE
Pre -cast concrete structures shall

FOUND: RING, VICINITY

with the Illinois Municipal Code, Article 9, Division 2 and amendments
SECTION 4: That the aggr'egate amount herein ordered to be assessed
against the property and against the municipality, if any, and also
the assessment on each lot and parcel of land herein assessed shall
be divided as follows:
The said assessment to pay the cost of construction of said improvement

Let us help make your DAY!

Hts. Identify. 253.7524.

in the estimate, thereof, shall be paid by special assessment, in accordance

a workable mortar.

to

FOUND: gold ring with stone,
vic. of Dunton & Campbell, Arl.

small white poodle,
Lost
w / apricot ears, wearing orange

Mortar for jointing manhole units shall be one (1) part Portland cement
plaster
not less than one (1) port nor more than two (2) parts
sand, mixed with the least amount of clean water necessary to provide

submitted

824-2358

($263,740.94), which is hereby provided for to apply towards .the cost
and all other expenses allowed by law, being the amount Included

to

manholes

Golf & Greenwood Ave

to -wit: TWO HUNDRED SIXTY THREE
percent) of the estimated cost,
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY DOLLARS AND NINETY FOUR CENTS

MORTAR
MORTAR FOR JOINTING MANHOLES ON STORM SEWERS

Pre -cast

Pet raccoon, vicinity

FOUND

of the Board of Local Improvements, both hereto attached and made
a part hereof, be, and the same are hereby approved.
the whole
SECTION 3: That the sold improvement shall be made andper
cent (6
exceeding six
cost thereof, together with an amount not

a homogeneous concrete mixture of such quality that the manhole com
ponents will conform to the strength and watertightness requirements

SS
SI
Service Directory

13 -Lost and Friund

Free

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

Wrought Iron
X -CELL PENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. Ex tenor & Interior. 647-0220

&

insured. All work guaranteed.
FREE ESTIMATES.

299.3159

E.J. ERICSSON

DECORATING
SERVICE

QUALITY
DECORATING
Free Estimates
Best Ref.
PHONE 698-2322

In a

Nothing will sell it faster
704611
than the
296-6640
255-7200' Or

-

-

a

THE DAY
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

POLICE

MECHANIC
Top Pay

FOREMAN

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
S. Jones

PIPE FITTER

WELDING

Schaumburg Texaco
1530 W. Schaumburg Rd.
894-9610

Steady work - Des Plaines area.

Opening for foreman to supervise all welding, torch cutting,
grinding and painting of components used in fabrication
of our electric material trundling lift trucks and tractors.
Related experience required.
Benefits include three weeks
vacation and profit sharing.

Paid vocation & profit sharing
plan. CALL 824-5164

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

PART TIME

1 Day Shift,- 1 Evening Shift

Shoe Salesmen

RAND & RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

1324.9348

Des Plaines

OFFICERS

FULL TIME

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

TERRACE SUPPLY
I I

'

STRIPPIT OPERATOR

Available

Village of
Apply Department of Police

ment manufacturer. We will
train. Must have mechanical

110 W. Washington St.

aptitude

GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

ACCOUNTANTS

FULL & PART TIME

5800-5850 to start
3-1 profit sharing

Experience preferred.

Suburban Standard
Wolf & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

100% tuition reimbursement
plus standard benefits

DRIVERS

One year of cost accounting
experience may qualify you
for this position of unlimited
growth potential with a leadmanufacturer.
metal
Northwest location.
ing

Part Time Evenings
IN BARRINGTON

CALL FOR
IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW

Pappa Joe's Pizza

8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

FOR PIZZA DELIVERY

381-4500

_W!

Experience
qualified
train

W.
South
Ext.
3-6100,

-

beginners.

time permanent employment with excellent company
Full

including discount
benefits
on all food purchases.

259-7330

Prospect Plaza

20 years service and 50 years of age. Paid vocation, 9 paid
holidays, free Hospital and Life Insurance and Uniform Allowance.

Must be 21-34 years of age inclusive and meet all physical
requirements.
Examination will be held at the Algonquin Jr. High School;
City of Des Plaines, at 7:30 pm, Friday, October I8, 1968.
Applications available at:

St.

Full

"Quick -Draw" Day Want Ad. Now
Day Want Ads offer you more! Over

120,000 readers DAILY in The Arlington
Day, The Prospect Day, and The Des
Plaines Day Plus a bonus of 140,000 extra readers in Thursday's Market Day.

Disk
one

MEN WANTED

O'HANLON REPORTS

427-4034

To Start Work

MEN PART TIME

IMMEDIATELY

DAYS OR EVENINGS
52.00 PER HOUR

-

Experienced

McDONALD'S

LUMBER TRUCK
DRIVER or

Experienced SHED
MAN

largest carty-oat
America's
restaurant chain needs neat

Good Starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, lift:, inSuranco, and profit shoring.

dependable men to work port
time in food preparation and
service for QUI 2 Des Plaint,

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

u nits. Meals and uniforms pro vided.

Union Wages
Apply in person

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

CALL MR. SCHENK

Mon. thru Fri.,
I prn . 5 prn ONLY
297-4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

7 So. Hale St. Palatine

1150

BEFORE 5 P.M. Coll 537 7510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537.2512

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.

Come in and talk to us regarding hours and
type 'of work available. Add to Social Security
benefits by working for

Immediate Openings

WIEBOLDT'S

4:15 pm to 12:45 AM
$2.78 to start
PRESS ATTENDANTS

2ND SHIFT
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER
PERSONNEL OFFICE - 2ND FLOOR

ADD 15c PER HOUR
SHIFT PREMIUM

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS

9 Paid Holidays
Free Major Medical & Life Insurance
Pension Plan
Cafeteria & Credit Union

A LEADING sheet metal manufacturer, we ore seeking a LEADER to supervise our welding department. Should have good
working background in welding and be able to introduce new
techniques where required. Must have related supervisory experience, including ability to train and motivate men. Will con-

An equal opportunity employer

sider qualified welder with lead -man experience as listed above plus a strong desire to progress. Excellent starting salary, company -paid benefits and growth opportunity.

AIRCRAFT
REFUELERS

ILG Industries Inc.

Will Train

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

777 Wheeling Rd.

s
McDonald
.. ...
I

-if,:.

,..M. 0.1.1. ArrAtst-rAcv pinery stens Ihdh....wey oiri

CHEMICAL TECHNICIAN

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Route 12 & 83

Excellent opportunity for young man to work in
a modern, fully equipped research and develop-

.

ment Ic.-bcRoory.

Palatine

1592 E. NW Hwy.

College training

571 S. Wheeling Road

BUTLER

AVIATION

Expanding community college

N.C. FABRICATION OPERATOR

Northwest suburb needs
experienced security officer

and MACHINE MAINTENANCE

to organize campus security
University or college
police experience and college

We are an Electronic Component Manufacturer looking
for two mechanically inclined men to fill important posi-

dependent

Excellent opportunity for man with fabrication experience
to learn the operation of taped controlled fabricating
equipment. Experience in this area not necessary, but
knowledge of basic inspection gauges helpful. This is the
most rapidly growing and latest technique in the fabrica-

force.

tions on our second shift.

training in police science
Salary

on experience and qualifica-

tions. Send resume to

Superintendent of Building &

Grounds, Harper College,
Algonquin & Roselle Roads,

ONLY

APPLY EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

FLEXONICS

If you strive for quality in your work, we want you. If you ore
dependable and reliable, we need you. We pay excellent
wages, have good working conditions, fine company benefits,
and an opportunity for advancement to Branch Manager.

THE PRESENT OPENINGS ARE

DIVISION OF CALUMET &
HECLA CORPORATION

AS

300 E. DEVON AVE. BARTLETT, ILLINOIS 60103

FOLLOWS:

A UNIT OF 4.411110
837-1811

FULL TIME DAY JANITORS
Rolling Meadows & O'Hare Field Areas

An Equal Opportunity Employer

tion field.

Palatine, Ill. 60067.

A second position as Machine Maintenance man is also
Duties include basic set-up and maintenance on

open.

REAL ESTATE

automated assembly equipment.

SALESMEN

5

average.

find. We have years of experience in the contract cleaning
field.

in

YS

Working conditions and fringe benefits above
OF COURSE YOU RECOGNIZE OUR NAME.
We are continually looking for the most able help we can

SECURITY
SUPERVISOR

desirable.

able to perform chemical calculations, wrote
solutions and standardize solutions.

ServicemAsTER.

MRS. BARKER - 537-6100

O'Hare Field

AVERAGE

CONSECUTIVE
PUBLISHING

Wheeling, Illinois

PART TIME EVENING JANITORS
Elk Grove Village, Des Plaines

360 COMPUTER

8 Wheeling Areas

Both of the above jobs hove excellent starting rates and

We need 2 experienced full
time salesmen for our small
but active office. Best com-

advancement possibilities.

CALL FOR AN INTERVIEW TODAY

964-1302

MR. DALE

OPERATOR

Apply in person or call Personnel Department.

mission arrangement. We are
members of MAP- multiple

If you're the type of professional, wino enjoys and

listing service.

is capable of meeting a challenge, you'll find

METHODE MFG. CORP.

STAPE & DANIELS

JANITORS

ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

REALTORS

desired but will accept high

school graduate with 2-3 years experience, who
has the ability to work independently. Should be

GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION

MR. STASZAK

Wheeling, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

/-

(Across From Randhurst Shopping Center)

Experience Not
Necessary

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

AFTER SCHOOL -SATURDAYS -SUNDAYS
FREE LUNCH
FREE UNIFORMS

APPLY IN PERSON TO

5 WORDS PER
LINE

$2.47 to star

JANITOR

PART TIME

EXCELLENT GROWTH OPPORTUNITY

Des Plaines

INES

Wheeling

Willis

S.

Are You Tired -of Retirement?

FOREMAN -WELDING

827.4411

r..4

1st & 3rd SHIFT
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
GENERAL FACTORY

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

Fr-

733 Lee Street

Ad in Day Publications You can't miss!

235.3505

City of Des Plaines

First National
Bank of

So take Atm, with a 3 line, 5 day Want

SIMPLEX FORMS
SYSTEM, INC.

benefits

Municipal Building or Police Station
Graceland & Miner Sts,

CALL OR SEE

MISS MOGENSEN

a

1700 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows
392-3500

Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rds

5694 per month after 3 years. Retirement pia not 1/2 pay after

227

S / 1440
minimum

working conditions.
inge benefits.

Get the drop on extra cash for your budget by selling those unneeded items thru

METHODE MFG. CORP.

CALL MR. BRENNAN

HINES LUMBER

year. 5 Day week. Excellent

RESULTS!

Northwestern

Chicago &
commuter train.
of

For interview see
the Store Manager:

POLICE PATROLMAN

Arlington Heights

Autocoder

will

Startina salary $600 oer month with regular increases to

Hospitalization
employment.
and medico( insurance.

Experienced

Excellent starting rate and
fringe benefits program.

ing program. Within 2 blocks

MEN!

40 hour week. Year round

301
CL

but

I IILLMAN' S

PROGRAMMER

DRAW QUICK

helpful

SCHOOL

Public Schools
District 25

DAY WANT ADS

Excellent opportunity for applicants who desire training
and advancement in the super.
market field.

Al Poole

CUSTODIAN

_

Experience On stappit machine is not necessary.

ability.

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

wICK

vidual should hove basic knowledge of inspection gauges.

and ability to de.
effective procedures.
opportunity to grow
through management iron,

and top pay for young man
with car and rapid typing

Mt. Prospect

I W. Central

mechanically inclined tlill,11 to bill important positions 011 our
2nd shift. A MACHINE MAINTENANCE MAN is needed to
perform basic setup and maintain automated assembly
equipment. For the position of STRIPPIT OPERATOR, the inch.

lop
Good

specimens on auto and fire insurance applicants.
training,

We ore on electronic CO1111,011(211t manufaclurer looking for 2

For new department of rapid.
ty growing construction equip-

Palatine

Complete

2nd shift 4:30 to 1 A.M.

QUALITY
CONTROL MAN

time local work making
in.
neighborhood
routine

272-2300
2 blacks W. of Edens

AND

539-7672

Full

CRAVENS CO.

MACHINE MAINTENANCE

per Week.

INVESTIGATOR

BARRETT-

DRIVER
Delivery and Stock Work

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

,and Saturday. Earn up to $30

Positions

SEND RESUME
OR CALL

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

BOYS WANTED
Yung
YoungTeens

_

Work a few hours in the evenings

UNION

Also Need Attendants

Page 9

Friday, October 4, 1968

24 -Help Wanted Men

of new problems

(Days and Evenings)

'

enjoy discovering new ap-

proaches and developing new ideas.

392-3500

704 N. River Rd.
299-6121
Mt. i-respect

it

here -at Hallicrafters. You'll thrive on the challenge

We seek an individual possessing a minimum of
2 yrs. experience operating I.B.M. computers,
with at least yr. with Systems 360 under D.O.S.

Are Needed At

1

Candidate must also be familiar with ,nit re-

MOTOROLA

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

cords equipment.

Hallicrafter's is one of the mid -west leading elec-

-

00

Industrial Engineer
Welder

OR

Driver

40

WEEKDAYS 8:30 AM TO 5:00 PM

SATURDAYS 'TIL NOON (255-7200)

Production

-

cellence and conveniently located in the northwest
suburb of Rolling Meadows.

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

Delivery

Salary is commensurate with experience and your
ability to contribute. If you are a professional, who

thrives on challenge, growth & creative ability,
submit your resume in confidence to:

Profit Sharing

IN DES PLAINES AREA PHONE:

-

-

tronic companies. Dedicated to growth and ex-

JOBS OFFER:.

Foundry Helpers
Good Pay

Excellent Benefits

APPLY NOW

Roy Anderson -

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Professional Placement

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

Aaincraliers
MARTIN MARIETTA MOTOROLA
(Ile

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

Martin Metals Division
150 NORTH 12TH STREET, WHEELING RD.
(OFF DUNDEE ROAD)

Schaumburg
537-2180

,

An equal opportunity employer

.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
60008
PHONE: 259-9600
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IDE DAY
'Friday, October 4, 1968

Ill

P.tee

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women
SEVERAL PEOPLE NEEDED

(6 p.m. to 9 p.m.) concerning
24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

OPERATORS

OFFSET

PRESSMAN

WAREHOUSEMEN

TYPIST

Din., MuMIMI and Chid 15
Opp(' TTTTT ty for larger Some
Ins
111(1 .ory
,p. r. 1.1

Wallen-Fine
Furniture

Des Plaines Location Vicinity Oakton & Mt.
Prospect Rd.

V & G PRINTERS

experienced

mature
warehousemen.
Good job - good pay - benefits
Needs

Mt Pm pi ct

APPLY MR. FINE 255-8400
150 W. Rand Rd. Mi. Prospect

259-3553

Across from Randhurst

CALL 824-2179

DRAFTSMAN
or nitylo,j. rut
tronling pro
madr ring der -ion
rjrn mg equipment
of
main/factor. r
the construe
tem nick try Within walking
grim,

torn

I hirog0 & North

01

Shoes,

III IN {? iinirMAN

above average income as associate of long established real
estate firm. Floor time, advertising and multiple listing serv-

Need someone to deliver

ing store management.

°mut mon voth

bin kgraund in production con.
not
orl Dui. involvt. pro name r ring changes
du ugh IBM computer systcrn.

Iti m ht...luck

tuition rini. nt plan rind profit

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
Mt. Prospect
253-9392

DOETSCH REALTY CO.
910 Greenwood Rd.,
Glenview
729-0004

PROGRAMMERS

FOR IBM 36.0

Arlington Heights
CL 5-6888

being offered by our delivery
department. Applicants must
be over 21 and have clean
driving record Cnr furnished

PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS

326 Golf Mill
Prof. Bldg,
Niles, III.

and company benefits in-

298-5019

BERKEY PHOTO
SERVICE
220 Graceland

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

PART TIME bookkeeper to help
with miscellaneous office duties.

Des Plaines
827-6141

th. evenings. CL 5.6913

All Company
BUHRKE TOOL

SALESWOMEN & SALESMEN

& ENGINEERING CO.

Chicago Motor Club - AAA

507 V't Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights

We are interviewing to fill openings for sales representatives for Northwest Suburban area.

OPPORTUNITY

tr 2i

827-1186

- Day or Evening

Virginia
DC
Virgi no at company

Po 0.11

?Offing

(II

56 500

all) to those ',rho

TYPIST (ski I led)
DATA PROCESSING newspaper work.
Excellent working conditions and com-

For Confidential
Contact Mr Baker

NEWSPAPER JOGGERS

469-7204
'9 AM --9 PM

APPLY IN PERSON

392-8450

FOR A CHANGE!
The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

ASSEMBLERS

scilciry

on

and

cam-

Beginning salary

with ex

MACHINE OPERATORS
Day or Night Shift
FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN

*FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION
*CAFETERIA

'Jerre f its

include auto

vacation and sick leave

855 Morse Ave.

Elk Grove Village

WHAT

YOU

CALL .259-0740

Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ing pay. Even if you're working
now you ought to look of your
future. CALL JOHN ON EXTENSION 32 NOW.

Salesman

paid vocation after 12 mos.
Linployinent Starting salary
52 50 Per
hour with merit
incri ask to $2 60 per hour in
J month

Barnebey-Cheney

Company, Inc.
1228 Harding
Des Plaines
(rear 539w011 Lumber Co.)

299-5330

ida or the Islands in winter -Europe or some other dreamy

$7,200-$8,400
FREE
Stable and ambitious men for
training for executive posts.
does it.

machinery and have some
soles experience you con
qualify. CALL DON ON EXTEN-

you?

12 of the
leading suburban manufacturers are searching for the
"professional" foreman who
wants to train and move up in
management. If you can
IT.

$600 -NO FEE

chief, then follow up on
from designated vendors.
Fine starting point.

Call Don Peters

MISS PAIGE

394-0880
9S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

$550 -$675 -FREE

With or without formal
desired. Any specialized experience
money.

FREE
Here it is. Just what you've
been waiting for. Type in-

8 SUPERVISOR

step

on

voices and purchasing requisitions;
handle the phones
when the boss is out. Speed

isn't important here-accuracy

the way up.

grads with no experience will
be trained for success.

CHILDRENS
DOCTOR'S

Ildion

like a BS in math, but this opportunity for advancement to
the top in EDF is looking for
the guy that CAN DO the job.
If you have had some experience in analysis and know
IBM equipment you can qualify for this suburban opportunity. CALL BETTY ON EXTEN-

Plant Manager

Apply in person at

General Molded Products

inc.

Subsidiary of
SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MOTOROLA,
Elk Grove Village
An equal opportunity employee

500 corpoa

manager. They are launching
a whole new electronics
production division and need

a technically trained man to
run the operation. This is a
great chance to break into a

MISS PAIGE
9 S. Dunton
394-0880

25 FOREMEN

Arlington Heights

$185-$225 A WEEK

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

NO FEE

DOCTOR'S GIRL

No point in traveling around

TO $500

opportunity in your own

COMPLETE TRAINING

when you can get a better

field and for ere engineer to
move into management. CALL
JIM ON EXTENSION 40

100% FREE TO
YOU!

299-7191

Reit ouott
&Augiates
Employment
Specialists
I 510 Miner (NW Hwy.)
Des Haines

For best results use

.

.

Day Want Ads

255-7200

MEET PEOPLEI

field, and right in your own
areal We have openings in

This Doctor's office lob is loaded

all of the trades and services,
for supervisors all the way

patient,

Smith,
perience. Call
380
827-7706,
HALLMARK,
Steve

Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

sideline of the data processing

Algonquin and Meacham Roads, Schaumburg
OPENINGS ALSO AT

after training. No medical ex

from trainees to top ex-

$1 8,000 No Fee

APPLY
DEPARTMENTS

MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60037

perience is needed. Free.

plant/manufacturing

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

MAINTENANCE

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

for a smattering of clerical
duties; other than that, this position is mostly reception. $1 10
wk. to start, excellent raise

Industry is finally getting realistic. Sure, everyone would

Stock Keepers
Assemblers
Communication Technicians
Line Wirers and Solderers
Building Custodians (nights)
Inspectors
Clerical Openings

MOLDING

keep the reception office running on schedule. Light typing

CENTERS, inc.

$12,000 No Fee

POSITIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE

RECEF-TION
You'll greet the little patients
and their parents, ans. phones,

school training are perfect.
CALL DAVE ON EXTENSION 24

for

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

392-8450

etc. We have several
openings NOW for you. HS
grads with military or trade

1st

what counts. Call Jon
Roberts, at 827-7706, HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
is

Call Red Nelson

treat their field men like
kings? Credit cards, first class

searching

CLERK -TYPIST
$400 - $475

budgets,

costs,

in

etc., will command more

careers here. High school

Systems Analyist
No College!

966-0700
Morton Grove

accounting backgrounds

Management men begin their

1 00% Free No Fee

6028 Dernter

training. General practical

First

Like to get away from if all?
Travel throughout the US for
top industrial companies? Be
trained and advance to
management within months?
Working for corporations that

LAWYERS
They will completely train you
to greet clients, ans. phones,
etc. There are several young
lawyers at this firm and you'll
do a variety 'of clerical tasks,
typing nice, but not necessary.
It's a pleasant office with
pleasant professional people,
$425 mo. to start. Free.

TRAINEES
$525 -$650 -Free'

Field Service
Travel -Travel
Travel

is

Dictaphone knowledge helpful ...

might trainl Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N. Mil-

RECEI-TION

12 JUNIOR
ACCOUNTANTS

No room at the top for you?

for -away

him to

fice gang who can 'go along.

FOR r-ROMMENT

392-8450

Frustrated
Foreman

rations

takes

places. You'll be one of the of-

JUNIORS

SION 35

One of the

often

waukee, AV 2-5050.

3 PURCHASING

purchasing of office materials

you know capital

DON'T BELIEVE

place in Spring! Boss' business

a

expected to move up to the

Management bugging

GIRL FRIDAY
See Far -Away
Places! Travel!
It's all part of the job when you
spend summer in Chicago, Flor-

Get the information from the

months. If

966-0700

Morton Grove

be the mid -west and you'll be

Starting pay is good

license.

Call Mr Houser

train for

cago suburb. Your area will

Excellent employee training program

FULL TIME

FINISHING

8

6028 Dempster

STAFF TRAINEES

CALL TOM ON EXTENSION 27

Tremendous employee discount plan

O'Hare

Hospltolt 'att.-it
,aic r tin decal &
Lifc insurance
urtid holidays 2 weeks

MISS PAIGE

394-0880
Arlington Heights

9 S. Dunton

ADMINISTRATIVE

,TRAINEE spots arse open too.

FOR?

OPPORTUNITY BEGINS AT

poid

Small, friendly office. Free.

Office experience with a
knowledge of accounting

$20,000 No Fee
We have the finest soles
manager spot open you can
ever hope for. College is not

SION 37

Many fringe
including Company

typing (No shorthand) req'd.

Call John Sahlin at 827-7706.

trade you can advance. TOt-

Ideal location to northwest suburbs

OPENINGS NOW IN OUR

fcur s

PROMOTION
To $600

sales managers spot within 15

LOOKING

GEN'L LABORER

Lit nef its

cots of variety including public
and phone contact. Some

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corporation. Only experience here is

7 locol companies need you.
Manngement and sales training spots are now available.
Only one semester of college
will qualify you for better start-

New modern plant

minimum 175 lbs and have
valid operator's or chauf-

Chicago

SALES

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Haines.
Also offices in Chicago and all
major Suburbs.

ncomparable profit sharing plan

steady worker, husky,

in

GENERAL OFFICE

College Dropout for
Executive Training

Unmatched working conditions

Airport Must be reliable

Also offices

and all Major Suburbs.

desire and a good attitude.

Top-notch insurance plan

ARE

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS

to

III.

hotels

CO

them

Northwest Hwy., De, Plaiiies,

CAREER!

Rapid advancement

P 0 Box D

delivering

380

PERSONNEL,

TRAINEE

IMPROVE YOUR

Cary III 60013

Man for filling packages and

-

MARK

$550 MONTH

OVER

Our automatic increases are great

CALL OR WRITE

639-2351

perience qualifies. Call Jan
Roberts at 827-7706, HAI

top -

experience. Call Steve
Smith at 827.7706, HALLMARK
PERSONNEL, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices

month in sunny California and
then headquarter in a NW Chi-

Promotions from within

credit

JOHN G LYNCH &

smoothly. Any light ex

spot

HEY LOOK US

required. You'll

Paid holidays and vacations

p. ril 1.1.0

allowance, profit shoring,
major medical and life in
surance 6 paid holidays,

pany whtiout previous

$600 Up No Fee

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.

!it. 1pful

ision
eantrni

ments, handle customer service and keep things running

urbs.

Outstanding benefits

Pe old?, (110,1119 dota center

ni

off ice. Schedule appoint-

Good all-around maintenance
man con be chief in this com-

Red W..

OFFERS GREAT

ncrdi young aggressive

If Aar!, r Millin10111 of 2
yr nr, csperience in sales or
iomputi r progroinnung reCollcgt background

MAINTENANCE
$190-$260 a Week FREE

NOW IS THE TIME

MOTOROLA
MALE HELP:

DATA PROCESSING
SALESMAN

Be the focal point of this plush

handle people, and know a

in-

view

To $125 a WK. FREE

SMALL PLANT

Call DAVE NELSON

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

pany benefits.

cluding Carr pan/ car

Other

portunity for those seeking
challenge. Act. now:

DES PLAINES DAY
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

SECRETARY

NO SHORTHAND

$1000 No Fee

plus Lommission and

all company brnefits

Wort

to solid accounting

Day Want Ads

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

Mary N. s. Jt rsy,

Di In ort

guiltily

Also offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs.
III.

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

CALL NEAREST OFFICE

Arl.Hts., Mt. Prosp., Elk Grove
Call 392-6100
Des Pl., Pk. Ridge, Niles
Call 825-7117

backgrounds. Local cam
Ponies 1, -,led

neat appearing,

Nu hinitton
I

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

MISS PAIGE

394.0880
Arlington Heights

9 S. Dunton

From no experience for
trainees

Progress in the World of Time

re pin SLlltanive

Ft 11115/IVC1111(/

ill.] WI

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
III. Also offices in Chicage
and ail Major Suburbs.

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

month. Free.

$9,600-$15,000
No Fee

take

fjGENERAL TIME

111t111
aggre.,ive self tortt r
to relocate in
toil
of V.'iseon m Indiana,

11,I

Victor at 827-7706,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

eventually

Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 N.M.

CALL - D. REYNOLDS

o

is enough. Wear a business
suit for interview. Oh yes
free smokes, of course' Ask

to

over their general accounting
department. Any general or
qualifies.
experience
cost
Act 0u... before it's for !oh,
Call John Sahlin at 827-7706,

AIR CONDITIONED

L39-6161

Fir r

High School

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

Benefits

'1 undo t

yoors

groomed

to $22,000 per year.

6 STAFF

Northwest Monufocturing firm
is looking for an experienced
general accountant to be

cluded.

Operators
Br and New Plant
Top Pay

ti

TIONS. Salary range - $5,000

$700 -$925 -No Fee

ROUTE

DRIVERS
Permanent positions are

SYSTEMS

Press

5 day week, Do the job and
you may be area Sales Mgr.

TECHNICAL and PLANT POSI-

Mn. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60057

BEAUTY SALON

M. I. S. BUSINESS

Punch

Protected territory just keep
your customers stocked up.
No traveling - no night work.

I -RESIDENT
Screen your executive bosses
calls and visitors, get reservations for him while he travels.
Average skills are fine. t-restige local company. $600

in Chicago and all Major Sub-

OLIVO

Private interviews
to 9 p.m. daily.
No charge to you.

W 01 Ed' n

necessary.
-

8 SUPERVISORS

t-RIVATE
SECRETARY

We service men for OFFICE,

1026 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

perience.

'71 2300

experience

No

ACCOUNTANT
$9,500 to $1 1,000

OPERATOR

Minimum 9 months ex-

CRAVENS CO

SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE
1968 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

No Fee

waukee, AV 2-5050.

FOR COMFANY

$150-$175 Wk.
GENERAL

get

things done! Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Mil-

"ALL SUBURBS"

No Fee
20 SENIORS

Chicago and Major

messages. You'll pitch in,

all Major Suburbs.

CENTERS, Inc

Excellent opportunity
for top operator.

Outstanding opportunities for
data processing specialists.

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill

$130-$150 Wk.

380 Northwest
Plaines. Also of-

1

Also offices in Chicago and

BEAUTY

$8,000 to $15,000

BARRETT-

827-7706, HALLMARK
fices in
Suburbs.

Frank

Phone for Appt.
296-6640
Don Riley
722 S. Center St.

SYSTEMS

SIOP IN OR CALL

paste-ups of newspaper ads,
2 p.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
Oita Friduf. Must hr.r.fe
will pay mileage. Good
hourly wage to startl
-

ties.

$8500 per year, once assum-

CONTROL
),,, runt, for

ice. Will train interested par-

Minimum manager's salary

PRODUCTION

Need extra spending money?

Excellent opportunity toarn

'Life Insurance

"1505

PART TIME

$105-$130 Wk..
No Fee
20 JUNIORS

Hwy., Des

CIGARETTE

Cl 5-5350

10 TRAINEES

plant, upperclass

other gal will welYou and
come visitors into nearby sales
offices, answer phones, type invoices, keep track of salesmen

entire 1st shift ope.rations. For
more information call Don
Morton at 027-7706, HALLMARK PERSONNEL 380 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines, III.

64 Accountants

neighborhood. Learn on company time) Call Rick Miller at

TRAINEE

Management within
the right men.

Hospitalization

SYSTEM, NC

MOLDED PRODUCTS

ment Training Program.
year to

with lab manager on physical
testing of new materials. Fine

PERSONNEL,

Here's a good way to earn
ill

1

$150 a Week NO FEE

High school grad seeking
career in chemistry. Workinr.

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

SALES

'Rapid Advancement
'Paid Vacation

SIMPLEX FORMS

DANA
6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

REAL ESTATE

our

to

due

Chicagoland expansion, now
has openings in our Manage-

t, Mt, ttttttt Ull r

iv,

1

SALESMEN
Kinney

BENEFITS.

HEADQUARTERS

LAB. MGR.

NO STENO $550

To $10,000 FREE
Small Northwest manufacturing company looking for a
strong foreman to take over

ACCOUNTING

ASSISTANT

estate.

BOEHMER &
HEDLUND

GOOD HOURLY WAGE -

8 am & 4 pm

real

5 busy locations. Experienced
or serious beginners. Genercommission breakdown.
ou
advertising, referrals,
Paid
Payne
training. Call ' Mr.
824-0111 for details.

-

7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.
3:30 P.M. to 11:45 P.M.
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

Between

Full Time

selling

person

no experience
time
necessary. Apply now.
Full

FULL TIME

hen, lit, air rand

Top earnings for aggressive

Policemen's Ball.
CALL 299-7248

SMALL OFFICE

GENERAL FOREMAN

-HIGH SCHOOL,GRAD

SALES CAREER

PLASTIC PRESS

for evening telephone solicitation

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

travel

addition to

privileges
other

position.

doctor

or

You'll answer phones,
take messages for Doctor, make
appts. You must type, aside
from that Doctor wants someone
ryone.

who truly likes to work with
people. Keep calm! He'll train
you completely) Free to you IVY,

7215 W. ' Touhy, SP 4-8585;
4942 N. Milwaukee, AV.2-5050

$500 MONTH
in

excellent

benefits, makes thin an outstanding

technician,

somebody coming in. You'll be
Doctor's receptionist. Greet eve-

UBLIC RELATIONS
GIRL FRIDAY

LIKE TO TRAVEL
YOU'LL LIKE IT AS
A RESERVATIONS
TRAINEE - $450
Free

with public contact. Always a

You'll get

complete training as how to
greet travelers, secure reservations, suggest tours and vacation sites. Light typing and
good personality req'd. Free.
MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster
966-0700
Morton Grove

You'll get So meet many members of the communications
media in your position as
Assistant to the Director of

Public Relations far excellent
non-profit company. Some
typing (no shorthand) req'd.
You'll also help plan parties,
dances, etc. Free.
MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Want better job?
Read Day Want Ads

304ie1p Wanted Women

3041e1p Wanted Women

Help Wanted Women

28 -Employment AgenciesWomen

WOMEN NEEDED FOR

PART TIME
COUNTER WORK
6 am to II am; 7 pm to, mid
nite; midnite to 7 am, wkends

OFFICE POSITIONS
ALL SUBURBS 100% FREE

Salary $325 to $700 mo.

CASHIER

Beauty

BEAUTY

LIGHT STOCKING

OPERATORS

ONE GIRL - Days 9 AM 3 PM

Operator

only.

Sf.gets,
CALL NEAREST OFFICE

Arl. Hts, Mt. Prosp., Elk Grove
Call 392-6100
Des Pl., Pk. Ridge, Niles

MISTER DONUT

Della's Beauty

700 E. Rand Rd, Mt. Prospect
259.3022

Shop
358-0513

COMPANY

INSURANCE

Call 825.7117

and/or

Bookkeeping

under-

agency. 5 day week.

WORK FOR COSMETICS BOSS
who is young, creative. He

INSURANCE

5 P.M. to 2 A.M.
Must be over 21

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255-1500

IMPERIALE'S

BILLER -TYPIST

RECEPTION

Will

MRS. ROSE

Roberts

at

DAYS

O'Hare Area Office

$375 to $600
We're completely staffing the

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

entire floor that this

wonderful firm will occupy in
need:

a

aspect of advertising and to
come in contact with outside
suppliers while also improving your skills for promotion.

CONTACT

keeping Spots, 2 Typist -

and

offering a rewording job
a girl who looks for a chal-

to

lenge In her wt.), and who can
take shorthand and type. We
will train a beginner.

tions and Customer Service.
CALL YOUR NEAREST

Ford Employment
Off ice

ideal

atmosphere,

Pleasant

location, good starting salary,
and full company benefits.

MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO
5.2400
5945 Dempster

1720 Algonquin

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

O'HARE

duties.

Typing accuracy most important - 50 w.p.m. Shorthand
desirable. High school gad-

Service counter & light office
new

work in
office.

30 -Help Wanted Women

Phone: 392-2700
Chicago: 939-4866

SQUARE

D

205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge

Holmes & Assoc.
Randhurst office -upper Level
(Suite 23A)
Loop office -63 E. 0 -lams

An equal opportunity employer

Mt.

Prospect

APPLY

to

259,6054

PART TIME, Women, close to
home, flexible hours. 20 hours $55. Nancy 439.0158

Woman for general housework
every Monday. No heavy clean.
ing. In Mt. Prospect 439-1514.
Woman to babysit
occasionally
392.6550

SERVICE COMPANY
208 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

month. Good pay. Own transportation. Mt. Prosp. area.
956.0083
HOUSEWIVES

Need extra money to supplement family income for the ap-

259-6458

Strickland

NURSING

ASSISTANTS
Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chopin
827.6628

Beautician
FULL OR
PART TIME

A'Dor Beauty Salon

GROCERY CHECKER
Previous supermarket experience desired but will consider
qualified beginner.

Trainees start at $2.231/4 tan
hour with automatic increases
Full time permanent employment with excellent company
discount
benefits including
on all food purchases.
For interview see
the Store Manager:

NURSE

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'tit 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m.

tion for woman with. good office skills. Modern facilities,
excellent fringe benefits, 35
hour week. Contact:

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.
Division of

Hal I icrafters

SECRETARIES
Engineering
Dept.

appointment or write stating

Wheeling

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Time

Jobs NOW

Available for Women
with Office Skills!

Keypunch Typists
Stenos

"IT PAYS TO BE A

Wheeling, Ill.

GIRL"

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OFFICE POSITIONS

.

WATERFALL ,
RESTAURANT

available for experienced Individuals possessing good clerical skills. Excellent starting

Immediate Openings

NEEDED

3245 Kirchoff Rd,
Rolling Meadows

Shop,

2

female pure bred German

Oct. 4, 9 to 5 p.m.

Persian male cat.

5

'Perfect pet. 299-5202.

36" Crown gas stove, copper.
tone; Denmore gas dryer, in

holes, sews buttons on mono.
grams and fancy stitches. No
parts and service guarontee

FULL PRICE

$51 .30

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Coll Capitol Sewing Machines
credit Mgr. Call 469.7204, 9 A.M.

beautiful
yrs. old.

WANTED: Horne for

12 noon. First United

each.

puppies $25
537-7020

Shepherd

to 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

55 -Musical Instruments

Fawn Great Dane, female 10
whs. AKC chomp. line, show
quality. Reasonable.' 259-0596
FREE ONE BLACK MALE
KITTEN

Gemeinhardt Flute,

Vox amp. Berkley

yr.

1

old;

II,

.

able. 255.0571 evenings.
WURLITZER portable electronic
piano, good condition $250.

392.2804

392-2574

Cello, half size, Rich 'cello tone,

194 i. 827-4760.

Boarder Collie puppies, 6 wks
old, 81 & wh. Call aft 5 pm

Will buy old electric toy trains
made before 1941 & castiron

Siamese kittens, 8 wks old litter

BUY OLD ELECTRIC or
windup toy trains made before
WILL

toys, Call YO 6.0213
Magnavox auto. phonograph;
Zenith
tape recorder and
TV. 392-4813
1

36" gas range gd. cond. 545;
19" Admiral TV $10; 60" kitLike new dog kennel 15's
Will sell for $100.
Call 537-8696

Lg. dog house. A home away
from home for your large dog.
$25.00. Coll 439-2985 after 4
p.m.

Evan's cart custom
mode. Mac. 7 -HP. Engine. like
new -condition. $100 PVT. Party.
827.3398 after 6 pm
dinette set, bookcase, twin bed
& dresser, Lionel train sot, misc.
clothing & household items. Sat.
Oct. 5, 9-4 pm, 507 S. George,
FOR SALE:

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vols. cost

$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new.
251-7385

davenport,

sect'l

2 studio couches, oak corner &
end tables, 6 pc. dining rm. set,
ironrite ironer, G.E. refrig, 4

296-8626

trained $15.

$3.98 each. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00

3 to 4 feat

-

2 blocks South of North 'Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.,
White calking, reg. $3.00 for

a gal.; lite weight 9 x 12

75c

dropcloths, reg. $3.95 for $2.50;
disc'd colors inside & outside
paint, Vs price. Diamond Paints':

mile west. 392.6092

1968

MUST SELL
edition 24 vol.

set

Col-

poly choke, gd. cond. $50.
439.9213

Japanese Yews
HeitzI Junipers

cocci. condition. $175.
296.7320

Upright piano, w/bench, excel.
cabinet, good cond. $250. call
aft. 6 pm. 296.7997

827-6293.

white, toy, female,
year, good with children;
I
Brown, toy, male, 2 months.
575 & up. 259-6076

Beautiful Conover grand piano
with bench, walnut finish. Like

German Shepherds, 3 mos. old,
AKC, large boned, excel. temperament, show quality, shots

condition.

& wormed. 837-5991

Cable Nelson, rnahbg, gd. cond.
$350. Call aft 6 pm. 299-4538.

Poodles,

new. 5850. 827.2373.

Spinet

German Shepherd puppies AKC

champ blood line. Gd. temp.
puppies,

Schnauzer

good

&

Healy

E FLAT ALTO SAXOPHONE
5100

AKC champion sired, non-sheding, paper trained, 10 wks.

259-3549 after 3:30

old. Call 299-8483.
Min. Schnauzer Puppies.
AKL. Raised with TLC.
FL. 8-2699 after 6 P.M.

console piano, walnut
$395. Also Silvertone guitar.
CL 5.1/95
-.
Starch

Special 2 tone brown amp 17'
spkr., ternolo, new, only $75.

and weekends.

El Rey Music - CL 3.0180

JUST ARRIVED!

CONN organ Caprice model,
spinet. Excellent condition.

5 darling block Poodles,
boys, and Wire hair
3 girls,
Terriers. Also cute little mixed

AKC

392.5624 after 5 p.m.

puppies, All hove first shots.

CONN OBOE

FROM GERMANY guaranteed
young singing canaries.

USED 1 YEAR, $175

439.8620

BUNDY Clarinet CONN from.
bone with cases; good condi-

TOWN & COUNTRY

tion. 392-8745
LeBlanc B flat clarinet
and case for $75.
255-3684
Huge Amp. Gibson - Mercury,

In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell
358.6563

Piggy back, 2 - 12" speakers,
with 4 inputs. Ask $150. Ph.
392.3915 after 4:30
Whitehall

414Iome Fun ishlegs-Furniture
HOME FURNISHINGS .&

drums

incl.

bass,

tom-tom, snare & stand, cymbal & stand, & drummer throne.

misc.

Items. 2000 Hawk Court,

Rol-

$100 437-7593

ling Meadows.
Dining room table with 4 Queen
Ann chairs. Very repsonoble.

2 pickup guitar with tremolo bar;
amp. with volume, tremble, bass,

392.7297

394.2786

speed, tremolo & reverb. $175.

Mahog. bdrm. set: double bed,
chest, dresser, mirror,
stand. $100 CL 5.4721.

69 -Nursery Schools Child Care

night -

t-reschooler,
care.

two good condition ranges, one
gas, one electric $20 each.

my home, good
299-7228

824-1717

5 pc. kitchen sot, formica top,

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

chrome & gray, 2 loaves $45.

Arlington Heights: Room for
employed woman, close to town.
References. 255-5708 after 3

827-0834

Chair with tangerine slipcover;
console TV, excellent cond,
best offer, 437.4406.
Full

3 for $5.
4 for $10.

392-4813
piano, Lyon

in

ELECTRO VOICE CHORD ORGAN
$35
392-7990

Parents, on premises. Reasonable. Beautiful! 894.5844
Miniature

W/case

TROMBONE

PET SHOP

SANDERS ROAD

Liberal Salary
Liberal Company. Benefits
Good Working Conditions

size

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

Hollywood bed com-

Bachelor has house in Prospect

plete $25; 2 pc. rose seal
sofa $25. 392-0685.
3 piece sectional.
Vary good condition
773-9673

Hts. Will 'hors. $100 a month.
259-4929, after 6 p.m.

82 -Waited To Rent

Want to rent parking space with-

RECEPTIONIST

NURSERY

Motorola AM -FM console stereo
$130; kitchen set $35; 2 modern

in walking distance from depot,

FILE CLERK

3285 Sanders Rd., Northbrook
Betw. Milw. Av. & Willow Rd,

end tables $5 ea. occasional

Office space wanted for Den

Excellent benefits
and
Working Conditions
r.

salary; automatic salary pro-

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPT.

Arl. Hts. 437.0134

chair $30, 359-1284.

COME IN OR CALL

HALICRAFTERS

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.
III -

An equal opportunity employer

554Musical lustruments

tist to rent or lease. Mt. Prospect

55 -Musical Instruments

Young married couple looking
for I bdrm. apt, near transpor.
tation. Under 1140. 824-0493
Handy man & wife, retired, wont
3 rm. apt. in return for services
toward rent.8 24D7Polaines area.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

CLEARANCE SALE ON

ALL INSTRUMENTS
SEE MR. BROWNLEY

DAILY: 8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

600 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows,
60008

femole,AKC reyisteied, beautiful
markings. 545.392-7944

FALL PLANTING SALE

and a complete
fringe benefit program.

PART TIME OR FULL

attachments needed. Five year

CL 3-5491

brand new plus bookcase $250.
12 go. pump Stevens shotgun

FULL TIME ONLY

Beagle pups for sole, male,

-

three good homes.

lier's encyclopedia plus children's 10 vol. set Junior Classics,

CLERK -TYPISTS

free to

ed,

7 week old kittens

cutter, dry sink, oak library table, cherry jelly cupboard, buggy
seat & so on. 2800 E. Hintz Rd,
83 to Wheeling High School, 1/2

gressibn,

WAITRESSES
Nights

1877

ZIG-ZAG

Sewing machine cabinet includslightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button.

ter 5 P.M.

CORNER HOUSE ANTIQUES
Antique gas stove, buggy or

PRODUCTS INC.

Phone 537-1930

AKC.

529.5636, weekdays af-

Shots.

1795 Oakton, Des Plaines.
VA 4-0884

EKCO

Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.
Will separate.

1967 SINGER

PH: 894.4249
poodles
toy
Beautiful

EVERGREENS
Part

Pomeranian

mos

kitchen choirs.
259-4530

LUCKY GIRL!

Sensational discount. Must see.
female

AKC 595

Home Baked Goods & Coffee

Hide -a -bed,

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

777-5805

has
currently
interesting positions

Hollicraftert
several

II

broom rack, jugs; bottles, mason jars, tools, display cabinet,
chairs, silverware, many others.
Also bbq. grills, much misc.
101 S. Albert, Mt. P. 3928528

to

DISPLAY FURNITURE

CL 3-9177

Gar. Sale Oct. 3 & 4. Antiques:

9

hand

linen formica top:
16"x18" stainless sine/ single
basin sink with trap & facet
CL 3-1910
high,

45"

KITTENS

Thurs., Oct. 10, 9 am to 3 pm
Fri., Oct. 11, 9 am to 8 pm
Sat., Oct. 12, 9 am to 2 pm.
4200 North Austin Blvd.
3 blocks north of Irving Park

Shop, Fri.,

incl-

Briarwood Lane, Palatine.
right
wood,
BAR --ash

253.3802

Mt. Prosp.

TOWER PACKAGING INC
BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537.2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

Full time position in -small con-

203 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts. 60005

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

An equal opportunity employer

Purchasing
Engineering
Publications
Records Department

AGRICULTURAL
ASSOC.

8601 N. Waukegan Rd.

1150 S. Willis

We have, two openings for part time or full time
keypunch operators. Prefer at least 6 months
experience. These positions are available during
the day or evening -hours at our modern corporate office. We offer good starting salary and full
range of company benefits.

inch exterior plywood; Ander-

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Mt. Prosp. 259.3291

Morton Grove

CLERK TYPIST

106 W. Station 4t, Barrington
381-5340

qualifications.

Monogram Models, Inc.

S. of Oakton St, between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.

777 Wheeling Rd.

Credit Department

fice. Interesting and varied
duties. Call 259.5534 for

VISIT OUR PERSONNEL OFFICE

Des Plaines, III.

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

AT

Publishing Co.

genial advertising agency of-

year around employment in modern air conditioned plant.

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT

CALL Mr. Mannard
537-1100

Opportunities

Addison-Wesley

STENOGRAPHER

Have no experience? We will train you for light machine work
in Plastics Dept. of leading Toy and Hobby Kit Mfr. We offer

WOMEN WANTED

296-8116

Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rd.

SALES CORRESPONDENT
Challenging & interesting posi-

MACHINE WORK
4:00 P.M. TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT
12:00 MIDNIGHT TO 8 A.M.
Shorter Hours to Suit Your Needs

Top Payl Top Jobs!

HILLMAN'S
DAYS ONLY

CALL ART WOLPERT

Part Time or Full Time

to $2.72 per hour.

1822 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
259-8780

TIME

ping pang table, 2 desks, girl's
bicycle, Monroe tables & other
household items. 413 S. 1-0ko,

scales,

chairs,

PLUM GROVE ESTATES

Wanted old toy electric trains.
The older the better.

Hotpoint freezer, ref rig, washer,

chen sink $5. 259-4823

REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.

Earn $35 to $50 per week for

Apply In Person

Moving out of state, mutt sell.

signs,

Capt.

4

curve, 7 long by 23" wide by

exc. cond. 259.5149

housewife. Meals included.

season?

just a few hours work. Call 5377178 for interview appt. R.N.

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

but will train. Salary comensurate with ability.

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

Home furnishings and misc.
items. Saturday & Sunday. 71

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Good starting rates, regular increases and outstanding bene-

Opportunity for a dependable women to do light typing,
filing, operate telex machine and answer phone. Good
company benefits and nice office. Experience preferred

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

CL 3.8269 after 6 pm.

39 -Building Materials

1903
Methodist Church,
Euclid, Arlington Hts., Ill.

WIEBOLDT'S

GAL FRIDAY

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Ideal for

a

April. Call 392-0630.

42 -Wanted to Buy

Rummage Sale only, Sat, Oct.

fits

No experience required. Days
only, no weekends, pleasant
working conditions. Openings

PART TIME HOUSEKEEPER

uding lazy suson & pad. $125.

N.

COUNT.

?

CASHIER
ORDER FILLER

table,

roll -out windows -12x38",
77x56", 52x56. 392.6521

RUMMAGE SALE
Featuring the Specialty

fits.

Monogram Models, Inc.
Morton Grove
8601 N. Waukegan Rd.

Heavy rock maple 50" round

or born. 8's8'x21.-October Mr°

Vail, An, His.

tinware,

other

&

WANTED: Boat storage -garage

clothes;

toys; tools; much misc. 921

couch, chest;
items. Call 259-4269.
a -bed

38 -Boat Storage

son

turn.,

Must be experienced Corsetjer. Full Time.
Some evening and Sunday work. Many company benefits, including 20 PER CENT DIS-

Ideal for the housewife whose children are returning to school.
LITE PACKAGING OF HOBBY KITS. Top working conditions
in our modern AIR CONDITIONED PLANT. Pleasant attractive
surroundings, regular increases and many outstanding bene-

APPLIANCE

Christmas

30 -Help Wanted Women

SUPERVISOR

8:00 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M.
OR 9:00 A.M. To 3 P.M.
Have no experience? We will train you !

PART TIME WORK
FOR FULL TIME MOTHERS

S.

couch & chair, $125, 82 hide -

1668

Oct. 5,
Gibbons,

Vs

sale. 1716 W, Martha Ln. Mt P.

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

See Mrs: Marbell

Sat.

six chairs, walnut, reasonable. Call aft. 6, 824.5536
Like new 2 cushion white damask
&

washer/dryer;
range;
drapes; champagne blond wig
& shied $33; baby items. 227J
Elec.

3 Family Gor. Sale: Something

Garage Sale Oct. 3, 4, & 5
families having gigantic

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT
COMPRNY

Dining room set: buffet, table

4.

ST. MARY OF PROVIDENCE
SCHOOL FOR RETARDED GIRLS

11

4839 Main Street

dresser 8. chest $80
392-4602

w / formica/0W 0.439,1485aft

Bargain Days, Oct. 5&6, 9.4 pm,

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

An equal opportunity employer

775-2550

SUNBEAM

proaching

the

Skokie,

help in my kitchen on Thanksgiving Day. CL 3-1072.

Excellent wages
Please call 392-5176
Cleaning woman 2 days

in

272-2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

HAAG BROS. INC.

Ladies

PART TIME

Need Help?
Advertise with Day
woman

CRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.

for

furn.,

1013

Hollywood Av., Des Plaines, Ill.

or best offer; kit. cab.

anitques, clothing,

everyone:

cond. $25 ea. Pods incl.

2 Edison youth beds, complete,

sec'ty & liquor cabinet; toys;
all size clothes; misc. 2105
School Dr. Rolling Mead.

for

2

&

HiEi cons. w / AM -FM radio $50

Naborhood Garage Sale: Oct.
3 & 4. Antique bottles; mahog.

5,

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

reliable

typing,

work

674-2410

Well known mfg. company is

Secretaries, and a Dictaphone
Secretary. 2 girls will be
trained to handle Reserva-

Wanted:

involves filing,
other clerical

Job

Customer Service
Receptionist
Gal Friday

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Clerks, 2 Executive

STOP IN OR CALL

to Arlington Heights
spring.

SECRETARY

tionist, 3 girls for Light Book-

our

9,

ton.

An. Hts.
in

girl to handle diversified duties, including typing and filing.

a company dedicated to the
health and welfare of thousands of people. Good salary
and benefits. Will be moving

uate, 371/2 hour week.

Recep-

opening

Sales Department for capable

Great opportunity for bright

Here's your chance to learn an

their move from out-ofthey

Immediate

8,

K of C BARN, Northwest
Hwy. & Kelsey Road, Barring.

3RD ANNUAL

10-4:30 pm, 413

ELECTRIC WESTINGHOUSE

STOVE, GOOD CONDITION.
$65 CL 3.5156
matching 9x12 rugs, pert.

,

10.

Kennicort, Arl. Hts.

4,

Huge discounts. 82,1.7353

Call

$20.

ANTIQUE SHOW, Oct.

pew, no junk. Oct. 3.6, 1809 N.

Oct.

Bed, complete, extra long, walnut paneled headboard, best
offer. 392.0275
Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

5294493
Singer sewing machine cabinet
and bench, blond,
after 5:30 - 773.0807

After

nut finish, reasonable.
6:30 pm 392.3281

1960 MAYTAG WASHER & DRYER
$50.

Prospect High.

Fri.

Office desk, 59"x31"x29", wal-

Christmas cards. Flaherty Jewelers, Dunton & Campbell, A.H.

Garage Sale, Antiques & Every
Imaginable. Oct. 3-4,
thing
8:30 to 4 p.m, 521 N. Fairview.
Mt. Prospect. 2nd street east of

A -Z,

Part Time

SECRETARY

PUBLIC

358-2010

lovely now surroundings. Duo

CLERICAL

Interested in working with
figures, one -girl office. Ad.
ington Heights.

to

2, 3, 4, 10:30
Hts.
S. Walnut, Arl.
antiques, garden tools,

Gar. Sale: Oct.

Dryden School, 722 S. Dryden,
Arl. HtsOct. 5, 10.2:30 p.m.
Snle
leer!'
Gar
Gigantic
women's organization. Misc.

SALES OFFICE

MATURE WOMAN

intelligent girl

132 S. Highland, An. Hts. Speakers wichangeover, misc.

RESALE SHOP

BARRETTSTENOGRAPHER

Prindle, Arlington Htt,

Gar. Sale: Oct. 3, 4, 5, 9-4 pm,

Toys,

washer, excel. cond., cutting
board top, S98. 255.8528

827.4760
Philco electric range in good
condition $40.
259.4622
personalized
discount
20%

House Sale: Redecorating, Haywood -Wakefield tables, chairs,
lamps, pictures, antiques, old

722 S. Center St,
Des Plaines, III. 60016

Mr. Reiter
CL 3-1954

IMPERIALE'S
RESTAURANT

Typing

DES PLAINES DAY

jewelry free and show you

25'3-9392

1 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Must be over 21

4 or 5

Write: Box No. 300

PLEASE CALL

I

Staffing New

state

ine? Meet new friends, have
fun with Fashion Magic Jewelry, earn extra cash. If you
qualify Emmon's Jewelers will
loon you a case of costume

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center

Waitress Wanted

-

and handling
miscellaneous clerical.
hours.

Tired of the same old rout-

827-7706,

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
N.W. Hwy., Des Plaines, Ill.
'Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

to

296-2266

Des Plaines

Salary plus Commission
Name own Hours
Must be 21 year's of age

439-1805

Early morning start

Division of Illinois Tool Works

OR CASHIERS

9-4 pm, 26 N.

9,

Portable GE Silvershovver dish-

WILL BUY old electric or windup
toy trains made before 1942.

One Day Only/ Basement Sale,

Wed, Oct.

naugahyde choirs; Cosco crib
comp.; Ig. port. fan. 439-7306

824-7823.

208 S. George, Mt. P.

li

table wileaf & 6

Formica kit.

Rem:dr control house dust.

opal, clothing, wigs, toys, misc.

Page

47 -Home Furnishings -furniture

324eiscelbleous Merchandise
500 S&H Stomps. See the new

misc.

BILLING CLERK

or collections. Phone 677-5137.

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

4 & 5.

3,

907 E. Baldwin Rd. Palatine.
Furniture & Misc.
Gar. Sale: Oct. 4&5, Pure,

Furn.,

how to average $4 to $10 per
hour, port time. No deliveries

EVENINGS OR WEEKENDS

executives who travel, Hours:
9 to 5, 5 days a week. Call
Jan

Modern cafeteria, excellent
salary, ull company benefits.

SHOE SALESWOMEN

GOOD STARTING SALARY
ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

and
graciously welcoming
directing clients and visitors
train
plane,
and arranging
and hotel reservations for

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

PART TIME

interesting duties.

plush front office
of a large suburban based
firm. Your only duties will be
in

HELP

CONEX

go,orca cftire hx,xkgrnnnri, on
Firden Computyper. Varied

$1001u $110 1N11. FREE
all public contact

Beautiful
position

RESTAURANT

with

good typist,

train

FOOD COUNTER

Garage Sale: Oct.

am 717

255-7073

BORED, RESTLESS, BROKE?

358-2010

Order Processing

Trainee

Mrs. Pierce.

EVENINGS

and package lip -stick,
powder, eye makeup. You'll

men, artists, designers. Fast pay
raises' Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,
SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Milwaukee,
AV 2.5050.

Real Estate
Saleswoman
For Inverness Village
FL 9-1776
For appointment

BEHRENS

handle his detail, phones, visitors. Learn to work with sales-

PART TIME

WANTED

dreams up new ways to promote

1025 AlgonquIriRd.
Arlington Hts.

WAITRESSES

writing experience with local

SECY $575

437-5655

4 FM -9 t -M

Interstate Bakeries

COULD YOU use on extra
540-5150 per week? If you have
a strong Interest in education,
good books, children, and
service to others, you may qualify for several openings with the
Educational Division of a Marshall Field family owned enterprise. For, an appointment call

Female

ONE GIRL - Nights

37 Hale, Palatine

Reliable mature baby sitter
wanted vic. Algonquin & Mt.
Prospect Rd, for occasional
Fri -Sat. Evenings. 824-1673

Expet,.1ite. n14 csipect

THE DAY
Friday, October 4, 1968

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

3041elp Warted Women

38 -Help Wanted Women

414 E. Golf Road

Des Plaines

THE DOLE VALVE COMPANY
6201 Oakton Street
Morton Grove
967-7100
RO 3-5000
An equal opportunity employer

GIANT REDUCTIONS ON

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Piano's - Organs - Guitars - PA Systems Amps
Drums - Recorders - And'More.

2 lots 75'x125' I corner lot 85'e
125' improved.

ADULTS ENROLL NOW for day & evening classes on piano
or organ - limited to 5 adults each class - no instrument

439-3884

needed - 10 lessons for $14.95. Call Mr. Brooks at-

iimet 'Kimball Music

99 -Automobile For Sale

nter

I

1381 Prairie Ave.- Des Plaines, Ill.

827-6603

4

1963 CHEVROLET BELAIRE VB,
condition
good
automatic,
$600.394-2566

TILE DAY

Real Estate

Page 12
.99 -Automobile For Sale

Vacant

Commercial

Residential

Friday, October 4, 1968

'64 Chevy Impala Super Sport,
V.8, automatic,
253-7634 after 6 pm
'62 Buick station wagon, A/C,

P/S, A/S, rack, low miles, excel.
coed, 392-1374

OPEN

1962 Chevy wagon $450 and
3 room apartment, incl stove
Refrigerbtor $140 per mo.
Call after 5 p m 824 5649
&

Clean 2 bedroom, 2nd floor opt.,
gas heat Adults only, no pets.
296,6873
DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APT.

Arlington Hts Rd., 2
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, range,
1529 N

ref rigerator,disposal,dishwasher,
central air
conditioning. No
pets Shown by appointment on
ly

New 7 rm. Split

*PALATINE"

Large deluxe 3 bodrm., 11/2
baths, finished tam. rm., att.
gar. Close to shopg., schls.,

ranch in excellent
Raised
cond. All alum. siding, car-

& trains.

*Low Down
Payment*

peting, storms/screens. 53/4%
mortgage assumable. .low

down payments $194 a month

823.6423

total.
B-93

STREAMWOOD

Cathedral Living room, 3

Sharp

bedrooms, 2 full baths, ex-

bedroom

3

ranch,

quisite interior design. 2 car

garage, large fenced lot, car-

town location. $32,000

VA assumption or $900 down

peting, /s,

attached garage. Best in

1414 Settle

$23,000 Firm. Palatine by owner.
3
bdrm. ranch, full bsmt.,
new carpet L.R. 8 bdrms.,
drapes, 21/a car gar., patio,
66x297 yard. 392-7357

STREAMWOOD

Natural cedar contemporary.

BLDG CORP
BA 3 5212 or 259 4568

B,

Hts. Rd.

ALGONQUIN

STOLTZNER

21/2

Lot 60x225. Patio, lawn. Open
Sun. 1-5, $39,500. 930 S. Arl.

Immediate
Occupancy

$25,900

level,

-

excellent

1959 Chevy wagon $125. Good'

86 -Real Estate-Heuses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

53/4%

FOX LAKE

Modern Td -Level, Must Sell!

Lovely view of Lakes
Many good features, 21/2 baths.
392-2860
$33,000
Arl. Hts, Ivy Hill. 3 bdrm., 2
bath, bi.level. L living -dining

The

tires, goad
condition. $795
call CL 3-7836.
1964 Pontiac Tempest 2 dr.
6 cyl. stick. Best Offer.
253-3359
1967
Buick
Electra
convert.
Full power - $2695.

CL 9-3960

English Ford; '60 Rambler; elec

PALATINE AREA

'62 Mercury Meteor 2-dr. Under
46,000 orig. miles, stand. trans.

4 bedroom, 2 story attached

stove; pool table; bowling boll.

Excel. cond. 827-1585.

carpeting 8 oak floors.

1964 Conrail- Monza, 1-ownei
$495 or best offer.
824.2281, after 4 p.m.

ARLINGTON HTS. AREA

3 bedroom bi-level, attached
2 car garage, finished family

5

raised

bedroom

B-106

BRADSHAW

658-5661

KOLE

646 S. Main, Algoncu. n (4 bl.

2 89-1 900

S. of 62 on 31)

Only $21,900.

ApaAtmat

TOWNHOUSE

3 BEDROOM RANCH --POSSIBLY 4
Exceptionally fine 3 bedroom ranch

Village!

possibly 41 Spacious
kitchen, recreation room. Attached garage. Easy maintenance aluminum siding. Walkto-everything location!!
$22,500

RANI

MT. PROSPECT

ELGIN
Just 20 Fast Minutes

from, Arlington Heights.

Spacious living room
beamed ceiling
Fireplace
Dining room

cupancy. $49,900.

with

maintenance

and privilages of swimming
pool, clubhouse, tennis court,
etc. Call for more information
on this priced right buy!!!

Arlington
255-2090

,Mt. Prospect
259-9030

art

3 BEDROOMS
Walk to train. 3 bdrm. 2 car
$24,000

Member M.A.KMultiple Listing Service
OPEN'
9-9 Member of Northwest Suburban Boards of Realtors

255-2545 after 6,.
'64 Chev. Impala SS convert.,
V8, P/S, radio -rear speak. buckets 8 console, yellow w/blk
roof & int. Priv. 537-6985
1962 CHEVY IMPALA

strng. whl., & nose grille. Like

new W/W tires 100% VW logged
service. 437-9118 evenings.
'65 Simbnnm Alpine Mark 4.

British green, rebuilt eng., Like
new clutch, exhaust system &
tires. Body excel. condit, low
mileage. Call 259-3177 days.

102 -Trucks, Triers

4 wheel trailer for boat or stock
cde w/flat bed tilt, max." wt.

3 bdrm. brick. Walk to train.

'64 Ford Pak, T-600, all almuminum, 12' walk-in, extras. Priv.

5 lbs. $400. 824-1866.

$25,500

Air conditioning
*Completely soundproofed
Ceramic tiled bathroom with
vanity
to
wall carpeting
* Wall
throughout
TV & phone outlets
Coin operated laundry

*Wood patio doors and balconies

Casement windows
Rustic wood shingles and
brick exteriors
* Individual off street parking
* Beautifully landscaped
One block from shopping

LARGE FAMILY?

$180

"Vacant"

cupancies Reserve for future
rental Information call 7413266 or 742 8540

Ookton St. Des Plaines

INTERNATIONAL NO. 340 utility

tractor. 3 point hitch, front
loader, good tires. $900 or offer.
259.6266

ARRIGO REAL

Excellent Condition!

Lovely 2 bedroom brick ranch has full basement. Carpeted

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

1264 Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines
296-6655

150' lot. Nice location for all village conveniences.

Week -end camping?? Use my

trailer!! 255-2515 after 6 pm.
Reasonable -sleeps seven.

$3 0,5 00
Clover Realtors invite you to
their new Arlington Heights
office. For the ambitious soles
person, we have a plan that

ROSELLE

Home for Large Family

4 large, bedrooms, attractive 31' paneled family room with
beamed ceiling and charming kitchen combination. Includes
dishwasher slide -in range, Large living room, 11/2 baths,
2 car attached garage. Recreation room with bar on lower
level. Lanscaped 1/2 acre well maintained home.

Come

join

our

family. Will
woman.

NEW

'68 MUSTANG
2-2

coupe,

harmonious

train

or

men

$100
392-7990

Arl Hts Owner offers top quality, 3 bdrm Ranch, full bsmt.
cer Tile Bath, Kitchen - Family

in location important?
Dad con walk to train Brick,

Close

bdrm, sep din, rm., 3
season rear porch
Immediat Poss
Mid. 20'.
3

WANT SIZE?
fits 4 tables of

Many extras

Law 40's

Arrigo Real Estate
Northwest Hwy

listed.

acre on Route 12 with

raised

ranch.

Corner lot, best school district.
Hurry and see at once $19,500

21/2
12

Custom built split-level. Ideal for large family. "Dream

kitchen". Loads of cabinets, built in oven / range.

I"IICKSTROM

- PALATINE -- $59,500
Spacious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 bath, full basement. Carpeting In living room, dining room, hall and
2
bedrooms. Beautiful wooded and landscaped. Out
buildings, screened summerhouse with bar-b-que. 3 acres,
250' frontage on Route 14.2 car garage.

PHILIPPE BROTHERS

658-5661

Realty

358-1800

DEMOS

NEW FORDS!

Executive
Dd.

FORD

IN

DES PLAINES

CHEVROLET
1967 IMPAIA
dr. Hardtop, VII,

Arlington Hts.
$25,000

erglide, Power Spwring,ladla II Heater Whitewalls, Very

Pow-

IOW mileage.
$11195

Well established restaurant in
busy shopping center. Cater-

,;

1967 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

750 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines

'65 MUSTANG
Coupe, V.8, Full Power, Wide

Phone 827-2163

Ovals, Mint Condition.

$895
'62 CADILLAC

Others available to $300,000.

dr. Hardtop,- VIL .Pew 'rondo, Power Steering, Rad-

Coupe DeVille with Full Power

io i Heater, Whitewall*.

and Factory Air Conditioning,

TAVERN

1965 FORD

$1$95
well

3

taverns

established

built equipped with
restaurant facilities,

9 Passenger Station Wagon
VS Standend Shift; Radio,
Heater WhIlowallst
$1295

P6latine--$35,000
Ideal

for

carry -out

foods,

large parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage. On Route
14.

Island Lake --$45,500
Ample

parking,

1

Mint Condition.

$797

bedroom

ICK

WICKSTRO

$696
Call:

SP 5-6616

Cee Eddy

2

bedroom apartment,

baths, 1 car garage.

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

358-1800

.

Ph

1110. "CAR OF
THE '69

,,

CHEVROLET

FOR '69
AT

Fdr Free Credit Check

apartment with garage. Property & business,

,+-'

'63 CHEVY
"Nova" 2 -door H.T., with Radio,
Trans.,
Automatic
Heater,
Sharp and Readyl

DEAL ON THE

rGET

2

McHenry --$45,900
BRADSHAW

36

160

$1595

4

Dishwasher, disposal. Extra large breakfast area with bay.

Large dining "el" has sliding glass door to patio. Large
foyer. Mahogany paneled family room 30' x 22.8' with
stone fireplace. 4 big bedrooms, 3 full baths. Set high

'68'S IN STOCK..

Heater,
Automatic
Trans., Full Power, Like Newl

RESTAURANT

bedrooms. Disposal & dishwasher. Country club location. Just

on 11/2 acre. Don't wait -- see It Howl

646 S Main, Algonquin (4 bl.

'66 OLDS

Radio,

rental units.

296-6655

LONG GROVE VALLEY --$56,500

Contest at Jim Aikeys

'66 T -BIRD

is FROM

ing business & equipment.

Carpeting in living room, dining room, family room and 3

solids

$1676

High investment return.

4 bedroom 21/2 baths, all brick colonial. Full basement. 2 car
attached garage. Formal dining room. Drapes throughout.

1264 Des Plaines

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

4.speed, Yiske cam.,
mint condition. A Steal I

'67 DODGE

BE BEAT

to house.

PALATINE -- $47,000

"GOING THING FLING"

'67 IMPALA
2 -door hard top, big engine

A-100 Sportsman, Like Newt
Loaded, Heavy Duty Equipped,
Balance of Factory Warranty!

AT CAN'T

ROSELLE, ILL

2 to 5 p.m. Arlington Heights, 1429 St. James Place. 3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2 baths, 40'x20' rec room with
fireplace, full basement. 11/2 car garage and carport. Well
landscaped. Close to schools and shopping. Very good
neighborhood. $34,500. Wilke to Miner east to St. James north

bdrm brick bi level close to
school shopping

in our big

$1696

DEAL

Palatine $82,500

bridge Extremely lye. 4

REGISTER

$1898

90 -Investment Property

OPEN HOUSE, SUNDAY OCT. 6th

°s.

$1686

'Phone 394-1100

Location Low $30's Ph 392-9687

CONVENIENT

'66 MERCURY
Mont. 4 -Door H.T., "390 Engine, Full Power, Fact. Air
Condition., Vinyl Interior. For
the. Particular Buyer/

'66 CHARGER

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

car ga. Exc.

tX6

power,

Big Engine, Full Power, Automatic Transmission, Balance
of Fact. Warranty.

.v.u....aus.xu...

111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

WI

$2292

99 -Automobile For Sale

..sit.r.v.......0.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

full

2 -door Hardtop, A Real Beauty with Radio, Heater, Auto.
Transmission and Full Power.

&ein

529-2235

V-8,

otos

like new.

296-5738

HONDA 90

Evenings

S of 62 on 31)

DOZENS OF LIKE

AREALTORS, INC.

6 rm ranch Garage, carpeting,
drapes, refrig , range disposal,
washer/dryer
110
Columbia,
Hoffman Estates HE 7-3228

-

$1588

1965 HONDA S 90, with Bell
helmet. Excellent condition $200.

information confidential.

All

71/2 room older home, exc. cond.
3 blocks from An Hts R R depot.
$165
month
Call 253.6326
after 5 p m

bedroom

Factory Equipment, 2.dr.,
Pre -driven Sedan, Balance of
5 yr. or 50,000 mile Factory
Warranty!

$1888

$31,900

3

'68 DART
Full

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

is most unique. Establish your
name with ours. Become one
of usl

16 To Rent Houses

rm

$2595

ESTATE

21' living room, dining room size 14' x 12'. Plastered,
oak floors, 2 car attached garage. Well landscaped 75'

per

Immediate oc-

1962 GMC.1/2 ton pickup- V6.
owner $795. 296-3810 1530

4 bdrm. ranch. large wooded
lot. Family room 11/2 baths, 2
$29,500
car gar.

ROSELLE

1

Living

Fact. Equipment, V-8, 5
yr. or 50,000 mile Fact. WarFull

wide ovals, Factory warranty,

1

One child accepted No pets.
yr or 2
Accepting 6 mo ,

11/2

'68 CHARGER

$2500. NE 1-7258.

trols in every room

room comb,

BRAND NEW

'68 TRADE- INS

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION
Just reduced

HEADQUARTERS

$550.

Karmann Ghia-clean 1967 cpe.
Cherry -red, blk. int, radio, spts.

358-1502
894-1330
255.6320

,

Palatine
358-0844

*Safe electric heat with con-

Rent

elec.

gar. lovely well kept yard.

Eating area in kitchen
Hotpoi
Fully
equipped
kitchen with
refrigerator,
store & disposal to make entertaining easy

leases

Johnson

GOOD CONDITION.
$575 CL 9.4188
estate

Palatine
Schaumburg

OA GER

rontyl

'63 leMans convert. clean $650.
14' Thompson runabout 35 HP

real

Arlington Heights

HOMEFINDERS

" 2 spacious bedrooms

month

P/S,

dr. h.t.,
P/B, auto tr., radio, vinyl
2

CONVERTIBLE

4 BEDROOM COLONIAL

magnificent

of the
features are

the active busy family. Low
cost of $12.50 per month inoutside

'67 Pont. Bonneville

$20,700

Choice country club area. Gracious living room, dining
room. Work -easy kitchen with built-ins and separate
breakfast area. Paneled family room with fireplace. 21/2
baths, full basement. 21/2 car attached garage. Brick and
aluminum siding for easy maintenance. Immediate oc-

314 KATHLEEN

2 bedroom bi-level ideal for
cludes

66 Chevelle Malibu, 4 dr. HT, 783
V.8, Auto. trans. P / S, excel.
cond, $1,400, 299.4806
1959 Thunderbird
needs work, make offer.
296-7533 after 6 pm

'59 Ford Galaxie 500. R/H,
rebuilt automatic trans. Body,
engine & tires good. $200.
259-9810 after 5 p.m.

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

It won't lost long! $30,900

MODELS

top. 283.1172 or 439.3021.

Phone 394-1100

All brick ranch in an excellent Arlington Heights location.
Walk to schools, shopping and the depot. 11/2 baths, full
basement, 2 car garage. Mahogany paneled rec. room.

The
Chalet

Some

REALTORS, INC.

...i......,..1..

JIM AIKEY

Chevy

CL 3.0219

....GT...E...x...0,s

ALL THIS WEEK AT

ON ALL

'60 Ford ranch wagon; stick,
good condition. $175.

aloft

<ECU110)1r

DELIVERY

cond. $650. 437-7547

room home, garage, extras, 2
blocks to schools & churches.

ilk

IMMEDIATE

station wagon V8,
P/S, P/B, air cond., good meth.

Sharp .51/2 room, sided 3 bed-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS --4 BEDROOMS

STOCK

CL 3-1125

WHEELING
MEADOWBROOK WEST

th.

LARGEST

'62 Comet 6 -stick, 22mpg,
$300 -Nice car.
'64

CONSTRUCTION CO.
255-4568

garage, 51/2% assumption or
as little as $1,800 down 8.
total puyineni at $177 u 'nun

ARE HERE!

.

NUCLEUS

ranch,

CSIIM

'

1969'5

253-7763.

2 car garage, basement,

HANOVER t -ARK
'

P/S, P/B,

'64 VW, R/H, sunroof, like new

room 8 office is 4th bedroom.

Vot

yrs

'SUNDAY!:

post., low miles,
$1395.259-9046

A/T,

rm. 1g. cal -de -sac lot, patio, 2t/a
car gar. Poss. about Dec. 6.
$37,500. 392-2695

& $155 a month.
B-103

condition. 537.7519
1965 Plymouth Sport Fury, 383,

LATTOFI
LATTOF!
qkxv

Oak

AT

DODGE CITY
CHICAGOLAND'S LARGEST
DODGE DEALER.

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVENINGS III 10P M
All DAY SUNDAY'

OPEN EVENINGS
CLOSED SUNDAY

LATTOF
ARLINGTON HTS.

/

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. - CL 9-4100

rdening Tim
Bed Your Plants own
For inter Protection

Low temperatures, lack of
water, wind and too intense

if the soil i which they grow
is kept moist throughout the

good insulation against both

the cold and surface evaporation of soil moisture.
Dry leaves make a suf-

undersoil, being sure to break

American Association of

careful not to permit the
process.

your garden plants and

go into the winter well sup-

shrubs

plies with moisture and better

able to withstand the

ly planted shrubs. Larger
plants benefit from a three -to -

Nurserymen. This is a time of
dormancy when newly planted

dehydrating effects of sun and
wind when the ground is cold

six inch layer of half -rotted

trees

and hard

manure and half -rotted leaves.

season to come.

According to the American
Association of Nurserymen, i
few easy steps gardeners can
take now will help see plants
through safely to spring,
Trees and shrubs are less
likely to suffer winter damage

A

I

of loose miter]

spread over the surface of the
ground around plants provides

rush, according to the

temperature for the soil as
well as nourishment during
the spring decay.
Shrubs, evergreens, perennials, bulbs and young or
newly transplanted specimens

tdmperatures and soil heaving

should be protected above
ground with a good winter

covering. Branches from

pines, used Christmas trees or

other evergreens are very
satisfactory. Straw and salt marsh hay are excellent for
bulbs. Rosebushes can be'pro-

tected by heaping soil around

It is well to remember, too,
that some larger shrubs, such

as boxwood and evergreen,
welcome a more sophisticated
winter cover, such as a burlap

shelter, during excessively
cold, windy days. This helps
protect against the crushing
weight of ice and wet snow.

Winter covering should not
be positioned until the ground

has frozen to a depth of one
to two inches. Earlier placement of such coverings invites

rodents to take up winter
quarters under their protection and cause irreparable
damage to plants.

the Garden Club of Illinois "Floss ercade" scheduled for Oct
10 The special holiday happening Mil be held from 10 a.m.
through 5.3t1 pan. It will include six Lake Forest homes and
gardens plus more than 100 artistic flower arrangements. Mrs.

Likewise, too early a

removal in spring may result
in severe damage to tender
shoots, by sun, wind and late
frost.

Ice and water lying around

Emil Fick, of NIotint Prospect, Mrs. C. E. Carter and Mrs.

the bases of plants also cause

of Des Plaines at 824-1383.

drainage is the best preventative.

Harry Eickenberg of Arlington Heights will be among the exhibitors. I ickets are available by calling Mrs. Eugene 1 amino

can

gain

time for planting coniferotis

evergreens. Most deciduous
woody plants can be moved
when their leaves are well -col-

ored or dropping. Spring -

flowering bulbs, such as

crocus, narcissus and tulips,
also can be planted now.
Evergreens should always

be moved with a good ball of
soil attached to their roots,
never bare -rooted. And care
should be taken that the roots
don't dry out. In preparing for

much loss. Adequate soil

all lumps and remove large

growing season.

drying of such roots

Have Fun Espaliering
Draw Compliments

in the

Spread the roots in the hole,

working fertile porous soil
among them. Be sure not to
twist or bunch them. When
the hole is half filled, nead thy

soil firmly While keeping the

trunk of tree in an upright

with cloth or yarn. Don't use
wire. Cut away all branches
that don't fit the pattern you
want. From there on, just rain

interesting pattern on an

ing. Soak thoroughly Several
times and finish by loosening

outside wall of your home and

watch the passersby slow
of all, this kind of home -

landscaping

is great

(one or two years old) with

winter.

American Association of

shooting out about where you
want them. Plant them in the

project

fun, according to the side branches already

moisture throughout the

Nurserymen.

When you prune and train

a plant to grow into a flat
form against walls, fences,

containers, three important

I. The soil in which the
plants are growing must be
2.

The plants should

be

removed from the containers

and set in place without

breaking the ball of soil in
which the roots are growing.

ing a shallow depression for
later watering. In the final
step, spread a mulch over the
surface soil.

3. After planting, the roots
must be kept uniformly moist.
When setting out plants, it is

and train.

plant is called an espalier (esPAL-yare). The decorative ef-

plant with side branches

branches.

clude English ivy,

When planting a small
deciduous tree with bare

first dig a hole a toot
wider and deeper than the
roots,

current root system. Improve

soil by adding decayed
organic matter such as comp-

ost, peat moss, leaf mold or

old manure. Mix it with

it.

Following planting, be sure

to keep the newly -planted area

where you want them, just cut

they develop.

When your espalier is fully
grown, you can bet it will be
the talk of thesneighborhood
as well as a source of continuing pleasure to you.

Vines in this category in-

wintercreeper and bittersweet.

Good shrubs to train include
forsythia, camellia, flowering
escallonia,

quince,

fuschia,

lantana, pyracantha and yew.
Trees often espaliered include

dwarf fruits, figs, and

moist. Avoid daily sprinkling,
however, and instead, check
the soil twice weekly. If it
seems to be getting dry three
or four inches down, soak it
to a depth of eight or nine in-

magnolias.

unwatered until it again ap-

wood or wire about six inches

ches and then leave it

If you can't find a young

or prune the new branches as

produce plenty of side

ample size and to be sure that

planting permits water that is
applied to run down the side
of the ball rather than through

Bend the branches gently

limitless.
Espaliering is not difficult
but it does require frequent
pruning and tying of the branto
ches. The best plants
espalier are those that will
tolerate severe pruning and

important to make holes of
good soil is packed firmly
about the root ball. Loose

normal way, but go easy on
the feeding. A fast-growing
espalier is harder to control

trellises or wire frames, the
fects are striking and almost

throughly moist.

branches to develop and they
will.

Start with young plants and fasten to the framework

upper inch of top soil with a
fork. Add a mulch to retain

requirements should be met:

organic matter should then be
filled in around the ball. Pack
the soil down firmly and make
like depression
a saucer Fill the
around the ball.
depression with water several
the
hole
times and then fill
with soil to grade level, leav-

the main trunk down to the
point where you want the

down to admire it. And, best

away from the wall and of the
size and shape you want the
final plant to be. Be sure the
framework is strong enough
to support the final plant.

Train a plant to grow in an

position. Add more soil until
the hole is filled except for a
shallow depression for water-

quate depth and considerably
wider than the root ball. After

sides of the hole. It needn't
be removed since it will soon
rot away. Topsoil mixed with
peat moss, humus or other
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When plants in leaf are set
out from flower pots or other

hole, loosen the burlap at the
top and push it down into the

BUYER'S GUIDE

stones. Next, cut off any dead
and damaged roots but be

planting, dig a hole of acle,
placing the evergreen in the

the base of the plant.

Garden Club prepares a "rakish" NNelcoune for those who attend

shrubs

Fall is .an especially good

Such s mulch provides even

that are adverse to low

Mrs. Charles Moser, president of the Arlington Heights

and

strength for the growing

compost, loose, strawy

1

proaches a similar stage of
dryness. Do this for one full

Autumn is an ideal time to
do much planting you missed
during the spring gardening

autumn

ficient mulch for new-

Northwest Suburban

Fall is Planting Time.
For Trees and Bulbs

light during the winter can
cause permanent damage to

If this is done, their tissues

Day Publications'

Fui location, choose walls

or fences in partial shade

rather than those in full sun.
Areas facing east are good. To

give your espalier room to

breathe, build a trellis of

An espaliered plant adds interest to any lawn. All it takes
is regular pruning and tying of branches according to a play
you develop. This espalier uses a stockade fence as a backdrop

but a trellis, the wall of your house, or any verticle support
will do. Areas facing east are best for espaliering.

TEAM
L FOR YOU!

Elmer Dien

Bill Kleiner

Al Cinquinl

Herb Carl

ti

Bob Anderson

Jim Blaeser

Ray Bright

Paula Chambers

Dan Cunningham

Bob Heath

fat //if
Lillian Marshall

Marnle MacDonald

Ken MacDonald

Glenn Packard

Evelyn Hines

flt.

Helen Pettinato

Dick Reimann

Dorothy Jacobs

Jean Koester

Lorraine Larsen

'

I
Shirley Ryan

Sally Soule

CALL THEM

Arlington Real

NCORPORATED

Nylene Swaby

Jack Tindall

AT OUR OFFICE
NEAREST YOU!

Corinne Wegner'

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member HOMERICA, national homefinding service

JAUNT PROSPECT
208 S. Main Street

CL 5-1515

.

NORTH

SOUTH

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
535 S, Arlington Heights Rd.

PALATINE
119 N. Northwest Hwy.

392-8100

CL 3-8100

359-4100

Money' Talks
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Myth Baffles Thrift
By Donald F. Morton, President
Arlington Heights Federal Savings
and Loan Association

A news release over Associated Press wires began with
these familiar lines from the
McGuffey Readers:

of thesethese superb homes for good living

Oh, the debtor is but a

shamefaced dog / With his
creditor's name on his collar,
While I am king and you
are queen / For we ou'e no
man a dollar.
"This old copybook maxim," the AP story continued,
"so dear to the hearts of
McGuffey's pay -now readers,

VISUALIZE

THE CLEANEST

ELEGANT
This 5 yr old home is close to grade schools and
railway transportation Delightful covered patio in
rear 3 bedrooms, 11/7 ceramic tiled baths, dining
room, family room, 13 x 13 bonus room Owner transf.
erred

traffic conditions.

t

11-71

3

bedrooms,

room with fireplace. This

is

11/2

family

baths,

about their inability to save
money-no matter how much
of it passes through their

on immaculate home

you're sure to enjoy seeing.

Mid 20's

$52,500

.

of on -the -cuff living.
These are days when people like to kid themselves

What just a little landscaping will do to this already
attractive home! Center entry foyer makes for good

Seldom hove we seen a home as well -cored for as
this 21/2-yr. old beauty. 4 large bedrooms, 21/3 baths,
first floor family room with elegant fireplace,
spacious dining rm. Kitchen has all built -Ins and good
eating area. First floor laundry -mud room,:full painted
basement. In excellent Arlington Hts, neighborhood.

$27,500

seems strangely out of date
in the modern painless world
of credit-card entrepreneurs

hands. They satisfy their lack
of thrift with explanations

that have no basis in fact,
even in a credit-card world.
We have gathered a number of Thrift Myths that we
shall discuss from time to
time in these columns. Perhaps this one is familiar:
"We can't save anything; we
don't make enough money."

I

1111/4
-aleft.1.11.11aNN "
KING SIZED

WONDERFUL FAMILY HOME

THE WHITE HOUSE
2 yr old home offers excellent space and living for
your family, Your children and their friends will make
good use of the large family room The dining room
helps In your entertaining plans 75 x 135 lot close to
everything

With 5 bedrooms, 2 ceramic baths, glamorous kitchen
has all built-in appliances. Recreation room even includes a separate hostess kitchen for easy entertaining. large patio, 2 car attached garage. On large lot
close to schools, shopping, swim pool.

Spacious and gracious. Master bedroom suite has
walk-in closet and private both. Family room is huge
and adioins kitchen and rear patio. There are 21/2
baths, full basement, 2 car garage. Price

Is

very

reasonable at

000 for the needs of later

take a look at these statistics
reported by a national maga-

ed

years.

A young woman commentspiritedly to us recently
that her husband with his pay

erage American family has an
income of $250,000. Estimat-

check was like 4 6 -year -old
with his allowance. Unless .
she got her hands on it, she
was likely to find every bit of

ed spending: housing-$58,-

the

zine:

During a lifetime, the av-

000; taxes-$36,000; church,
clubs, education -.$26,000;

to

"He has no selt-discipline,"
she complained. "He has the

family car-$24,000; insurance - $16,000; clothing$12,000; recreation - $12,000; medical bills-$6,000,

'gimmes'-just like a kid in
a candy store."
Intelligence and maturity

miscellaneous-$12,000.
Surely, you will say, the
average American should be
able to find room somewhere
in

committed

money

things he thought important.

000; food and drink-$48,-

this quartermilliondollar

picture for a sensible savings

program! It is silly for him
to maintain that it is impos-,
sible to put away, say, at least

suggest that there are legitimate needs in every household and that there must also
he provision for the future for peace of mind as well as
security. Both can be accommodated if a sensible view is
taken concerning needs and a
decision firmly adhered to

that a specific amount must

1%. And a 10% allocation

be reserved for savings.

to savings would mean $25,-

"t

k

What makes this one ridiculous is that you hear it on
all economic levels. It brings
to mind the story of the prosperous -looking fellow who
drove his long, sleek new car
into a filling station and said,

$34,300

$32,900

$27,900

American" as having an "average income" of only a few
thousand dollars a year. But

yews.

Alltats.'

"Fill 'er up." After a while

392-2290

your engine. You're gaining
on me."

S94.1669

I

OPEN TILL II P.M.

If

it were true that you
don't make enough money to
save anything, then anyone

OPEN TILL S P.M.

making less than you do obviously is incapable of saving
a dime. It doesn't take much
looking and listening to realize that some of your friends

MEMBER INTERCITY
RELOCATION SERVICE

a-

lEIMPLusrEtt
LISA/

the filling station attendant
suggested: "Better shut off

c.Sefiawngwig-c)foilmail
79 (Weettfizufierd &mum.

i:Ploipeat
glz
437 (14. f.JD,zollIzat

SISSIES

(Nallon's Largest Referral Service)

and

are

associates

saving

considerable money - even
though you know they make
less than you do.

We think of the "average
Afas

heated.

To Slash Winter
Bills for Heat
think how much'sof your

Have you ever stopped to

building supply dealers. Simply pour out the vermiculite

household money is quite

and level with a board drawn

literally "going up the flue" or

along attic joists.

roof"?

sulation deficiencies, continue

"leaking out through the

ROBERT L.

Nelson
L.
REALTORS

per cent more than you should
for cold weather heating --and
shivering at the same time.
Over the years, this adds up
to a substantial sum --not to

speak of season -long discom-

fort from drafts and "hot

(4./
/1,e'166

tr

These heating experts offer

economical and more comfortable home heating:

Make sure doors and

and caulked. Both

weatherstripping and caulking

compound are inexpensive
to

and easy

apply. A few

minutes effort will pay off in
greatly increased heating efficiency.
2. Have your funace system

waaverAtt,2,

checked by qualified,

Sharp, well kept 6 room ranch on large countryside lot. 3 Bedrooms, paneled beamed ceiling family room, 11/2 baths, attractive kitchen with appliances, patio, att garage, choice location.
Priced to sell quickly

ENRICHED CUSTOM FEATURES

EVERYONE CAN WALK

UNUSUAL VALUE

25,900

responsible specialists. It's
wise to have furnace, pipes
and chimney checked every

.1,

.

air conditioned 4 bedroom Colonial in elegant, conenient location. Sumptuous raised hearth fireplace in the family
centrally
room, 21/2 ceramic baths, full basement, spacious breakfast area
kitchen includes complete built -In appliances plus custom oak
cabinets. 25' patio with bar-b-que, 2 car att. garage, sodded

Dad to the train, Mom to stores and children to Pioneer Park and
schools, public or parochial ... from this 2 yr. old chipped white
brick, 3 bedroom, 2 bath beautifully conditioned home. Kitchen
complete with all built.ins. 25' living room. Separate dining room.
Lovely paneled family room. 2 car att. garage. Priceless location.

lawn 8 richly landscaped. 47,500

4-1,900
tzt

year. The furnace itself should

system,

replace

the

too, to see that there is a fresh

air supply for the furnace to
draw on. A slightly opened

27,500

this

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Call

773-2800

At Devon and Arlington Heights Road

MULTIPLE USTING

in PALATINE

in PROSPECT HEIGHTS

234 N. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

11/2 N. ELMHURST ROAD

col 394-1900
McCc Guy
rd Bill Hennessy Ed Kohl
Warriner

Gloms hiciahr Bob Lhotko Joe -Winters Bob Nelson

even

if your storm window

is adequate, pull
drapes to save heat.

protection

Follow these tips and you'll

Which Heat
Is the Best?
Ask a Pro
Coal and oil companies, as

well as gas and electric

utilities work continually to

attic floor between the joists

300 W. GOLF ROAD

Bessie Wright Gen Hollnagel Chuck Flood Doris Baehr Al tangos Jim

seasons. When winter comes,

course, the location.

Raymond W Nelson Jim Maloney Terry Fitzpatrick Mbrcie Nelson Morn Solon Don Jackson Jo Goc,d Joon Mille/ Carl Pasquale
Jack.Whisler Frank Jagels Norm Marley Vic Soderstrom George Stahmer Lolly Knaock Marge Yews Harry Garland Jerry Moos
AlAl 444444 sluice

themselves in a few heating

respective

in MOUNT PROSPECT

call 255.3900

windows or double -glazed

windows. They'll pay for

be the answer.

21,900

call 358-5900

the house.
10. By all means use storm

See this beautifully maintained 3 bedroom ranch. You'll like the
big lot with fenced rear yard, the full tile bath, the paneled living
room, shiny tiled kitchen and the new 2 car garage, ond, of

ATTENTION, HOUSE WATCHERS

22,900

IRDIBMIR,"1"
L.
NELSON
Realtors
Our newest office serving

windows for the night. This
will 'save heat in the rest of

convince the American home
owner that he should use their

,

old, sweet 2

9. During the winter close
bedroom doors before opening

window near the furnace may

..dOer
in

fireplaces are not in use.

enjoy.

not clogged. It's a good idea,

bedroom home. Full basement, garage and many extras. Property includes, rear property cottage, rentable for 55.00 per month.
Convenient location.

all dampers closed when

weather. If you act promptly
before the last-minute rush,
you'll probably benefit from

systems to make sure they arc

There's plenty of comfortable living left

Make it a house rule to keep

provement in home comfort
and at the fuel savings you'll

before the start of cold

filters. Check air returns for
both - forced -air and gravity

is the location of this beautifully maintained 3 bedroom ranch.
Built in oven range, pleasant dinette area, sliding doors to the
cheerful patio, superb landscaping, ass garage and many extras.

8. Fireplaces are fine, but

they can siphon off heat.

greatest heating efficiency

3.' If you have a forced -air

ALWAYS A SOLID INVESTMENT

unobstructed by

be surprised at the im-

heating

LOVELY PLUM GROVE COUNTRYSIDE

want to keep radiators,

be cleaned and adjusted for

off-season price reductions.

V

weather comes, remember
that opening a kitchen window while the exhaust fan is

furniture.returns

windows are weatherstripped

-

exhaust fan. When cold

Chicago.

10 simple steps to more

t klEk

check the air seal around the

registers,radiant panels and

of W. R. Grace & Co.,

It

downstairs. In the kitchen

engineers at Zonolite Division

1.

5.

your home inspection

It's easy to improve comfort and slash your heating

bills, say home comfort

COMBINED YEARS OF
REAL ESTATE EXPERIENCE

FULL TIME, PROFESSIONAL
REAL ESTATE SALESPEOPLE

6. After correcting attic in-

on will prevent excessive heat
loss from other rooms.
7. Take a close look at heat
sources and air returns. You'll

spots".

198

35

;
-

You may be spending 50

eas Robert

NELSON
R EA LTOR'S
MODERN, CONVENIENT
REAL ESTATE OFFICES

One of the most important things you can do to cut heating

costs and improve comfort Is to correct deficient attic insulation. Simply pour vermiculite over old inadequate insulation and level to height of four inches with board if you
have hot-air heat and six inches if your home is electrically

In ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
300 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
.

call 392-3900
Member

NATIONWIDE
FIND.A.NOME
Ber,rice

4. Check height of attic in-

sulation. If insulation of the

has settled or is less than four
inches thick (a measurement

easy to check with a ruler),
_you'll be losing heat quickly

fuel to solve his

heating problem.

To a great extent, the experts agree the majority of
the/ claims are valid.
The determining factor, they
say, is the individual's usage

of household space and the

round electrical conduits.

family's patterns of living.
It is generally agreed there
is no one fuel that is satisfactory for all households and all
families.

this condition by pouring a

fuel itself may well prejudice
the advantages of it, the
householder would do better
to consult the man who is

loose -fill insulation right over
the old, inadequate insulation.
Loose -fill insulations such as
vermiculite are available in

and efficiency of the heating
unit that uses the'fueri.e., his
plumbing or heating con-

when cold weather strikes.

5. Look for gaps between
insulation and joists, bare
spots, and insulation voids ainadequate attic insulation
can increase your fuel bill by
50 per cent. You'll- be glad to
know you can easily correct

bags from luMber and
4,

Since

the

source

of the

responsible for the installation

tractor.

I
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Pupils Tour
Building Site

'Looking at construction
parts to see how a house

Amberg, Des Plaines; Diane

Bremer, Glenview; Diana
Martucci, Morton Grove;
teacher Judith Toohill; Chris
Fredrickson, Morton Grove;
Cheryl Bartlett, Niles; Karen

To Observe
About 90 students in the
home planning and interior
design classes from Maine'
East High School toured the

Miller, Park Ridge.

and Maine Township it
fortunate to have such peopli
as the Perrins

addition being built on the

home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Perrin of Park Ridge.

The objective of the field
trip was to observe the consttuct ion parts of a house to
Robert L NeLson Realtors have opened the firm's fifth office. It is lOcated in Elk Grove
Village, at the intersection of Devon and Arlington Heights Rd. Staffing the new facility

are, from left, Ruth Christensen, manager Jim Maloney, Julia Ward, Robert I.. Nelson, Micke
Robertson, Ra3, Nelson and Chuck Flood

provide a real basis for studie;
in the classroom.

Later in the year, students

are to use the floor plan of
the addition for a project in
the use of color and furniture

Time Savings & Loan
Holds a Drawing Saturday

arrangement.

"Those students who plan
on careers in interior design
will work with the present
furnishings that Mrs. Perrin
plans to use in the addition,"
commented Judy Toohill, the
instructor.

"This gives these students

The area'~ newest --and

well

be accepted until noon

oldest-financial institution

Saturda) when winners of the

business in Bensenville Saturday with a drawing for pH/es

prizes will he determined

Win climax its first month of

including a Florida

s 4C4t1041

Any resident of the area is
eligible, provided his or her
name has been submitted on

for two

Time Savings and I oan

Association, which was

established in Chicago in
1883

Florida holiday and other

relocated last month at

"Time Savings looks

forward to becoming an active

part of the community," said
Pelgau, "and we fully expect

Bensenville to be the

present to win, but they will

within live years. -

Winners need not be

be asked to come to the Time

Savings office for the award

York

of the prizes

said entries in the Massing

transistor radios.

an entry blank available free.

15 Irving Park, just west of
President Glen L Peglau

portable televisions, matched
luggage, bicycles and AM -FM

These also include

Wisconsin resort vacations,

population center of the area

The attorney noted Time
Savings has an unblemished
record of dividens hack by the
highest ratio of reserves to
assets in the state of Illinois.

the added dimension of
developing a project closer to

the real working situation of
an interior decorator."

Miss Toohill also ex-

plained:
"Learning experiences such

BIG! - ON PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
BIG! - ON QUICK, COMPLETE SERVICE <24 "AA-

as this one enrich a student's
background and offer school
and community one of many

ways to join together in the
education of youth. The
closer relationship between
school and community is a
growing trend in education,

,Cat with, Ameit & Isaac Realtou
sales kice to wok
but a

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -PIONEER PARK AREA
Close to public -parochial schools.

Ex.

cellent condition Cape Cod with full
basement -spacious kitchen. 2 bedrooms
expandable to 4 bedrooms. Paved

foa.

drive. Oversized garage with

A MUST TO SEE
3 bedroom bi-level with 11/2 baths. Attochecl garage. Carpeted living room,
stairs, and all bedrooms. Built-in oven and range, hood, ceramic bock -splash
and work area. Very nicely landscaped -large bock yard. Too many extras to

The Annen & Busse team of professional real estate people -- now 27 strong -knows how to work together to provide you with the quick, efficient service

list --COME SEE FOR YOURSELFI,

1 4x 10'

screened porch. Low taxes. See this one
today! Only

.

$32,000

7 beautiful wooded acres -zoned residential. Nearby is the proposed unique
32 acre town square shopping center.
Call for more information. Asking

LOCATION -QUALITY!
One of Peterson's finest homes with hardwood floors in living room, dining
room, halls and bedrooms, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, full basement. Kitchen and
family room. 2 car attached garage, stove, built-in dishwasher. Quality built fur
the discriminating buyer who desires area of rill custom homes.

$42,900

Vacant ... move right in! Neat 3 bedroom ranch close to school. Big cabinet
kitchen has built-in oven, range, refrigerator and dishwasher. 2 car oversize
garage has electric door opener, washer, dryer & carpeting.
Low $20's

See Bruns fine se-

1g,it {4idtek:

lection

shops

and

Full

school.

basement,

4 bedroom Cape Cod, /1/2 both, full basement. Family room plus roc room. 2
car garage plus hobby shop. Built-in oven/range, dishwasher. Wall-to-wall
carpeting in living room, dining room, halls, stairs, kitchen and 2 bedrooms.
Builtin bar-b-que off patio.

near -finished

recreation room, screened & paneled porch, 2 car
garage, priced to sell quickly.

t'

$22,900

of

residential
EXTRA LOT VALUED AT $8,000

Well built 2 bedroom Cape Cod - short walk to trains,

choice

and

commercial lots ...

outstanding values!

$47,500

3 bedroom ranch has large lot & great location to
schools and shops. 11/3 tile baths, all built-in kitchen
appliances, kitchen -dinette combination, patio, att. garage. Built-in stereo speakers and many extra's.

Immaculate 3 bedroom split level has large beautiful lot 2
ceramic baths, 20' family room with bar, ceramic kitchen has
built in appliances, choice carpeting, patio, 2 car electric door

$26,900

Spacious 5 bedroom Cape Cod. Close to schools &
playground. Full basement, tile bath, lovely kitchen,

garage and many great extras

screened porch, 11/3 car garage, 911 in excellent condi-

$39,900

tion.

S.

$27,900

Better than new centrally air conditioned 3 bedroom
split level on beautiful lot. Paneled "South Seas" motif
family room, custom carpeting, built-in kitchen appliances, 2 baths, workshop, big patio, 2 car brick garage.

$42,500

ANNEN
BUSSE
REALTORS

,NI

Call Or Contact Any Of Our 3 Offices:
ARLINGTON HTS.
28 E. Northwest Hwy

MOUNT PROSPECT
104 E. Northwest Hwy

253-1800

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

255-9111
-

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
570 E. Higgins Road

'439-4700

is

built are, from left, Tina

SCHAUMBURG

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

7 W. Schaumburg Road

255-6320

894-1330

rkmber MAP Multiple Listing Service
1

Apart

ent Complex Will Open Oct. 30

High atop a bluff overlook-

The completed landscaping

Hollow southwest of Dundee,
the first phase of the new
Winmoor Gal den Apartments

$1 00,0 0 0 and will include

is neat mg completion
Planned and constructed by

gardens

ject consists of foul, two-story

buildings, which contain 97

ing the valley of Sleepy costs will approximate

the

Palest.

Land Company,

the new apartment complex is

being built at a cost of about
che two-story
S I 600 000

terraces and

open green

series of formal Japanese

ed Winmoor Apartments and

one-two- bedroom units con taming one or two baths, with
rentals starting

the overall development.

Four different interior ar-

at $185 per

rangements are offered. They
include the one -bedroom with
one bath, starting at $185 per
month; the two -bedroom unit,

iecieation and service three -bedroom, two -bath
apartments available

The first phase of the pro-

acres

bathrooms, at $350 per

Associates of Chicago, design-

at Winmoor arc

apartments

of three buildings offering a
Architects Altman-Saichek

the

three -bedroom

and

Friday. October 4, 1968

the

larger two -bedroom units --is

baths and renting from $250
to $?.75 monthly; and a three -

total of 66 apartments.

1HE MAJORI I 'V of the

with a choice of one or two

apartments.

The next group will sonsist

a

buildings-together with month There are also a few
facilities-will occupy some 40
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private to the master suite.
Carpeting is complete in
living and bedrooms.

bedroom apartment with two

Individually controlled

month.

There are cabinets and

heating and air conditioning

counters in the kitchen, and
equipment includes matching
range and oven, a built-in

is standard in all units.

dishwasher, a disposal, and a
refrigerator -freezer. Ceramic
tile and color -matched fix-

private patio or, for the

second -floor units, the private
sun -deck provided each unit.

A SPECIAL feature is the

These overlook appealing,

tures arc used in all

formal Japanese gardens, and

bathrooms, one of which --in

are reached via sliding glass
doors from both the living
room and a bedroom of each
apartment.

Private basement storage

Winmoor Garden

lockers, and parking and
Apartments, in Sleepy garage
space are available to
Hollow, just west of Dundee,

tenants.

are scheduled to open Oct. 30.

When complocti, the 40 -

Rentals start at $185 per
and

are

being

acre Winmoor Apartment

ac-

month,
cepted now. Model apartment
may he reached via either
entrance of Sleepy Hollow,
from Higgins Road (Illinois
72) on the north, or from

complex will also provide additional recreational facilities

such as community
clubrooms, swimming pool

with sauna baths, tennis
courts, shuffleboard, golf put-

Illinois 31 on the east.

ting green, children's

playgrounds, picnic and
barbecue area, and 33 miles
of bridle paths.

At Carlisle, on Roselle Road about two miles south of Illinois 72, in Schaumburg, visitors to the
model homes are finding interior ideas. Shown here is the raised kitchen; overlooking the family
room, as seen in the "Sheridan", split-level home. Models are open to inspection daily from 10 a.m.
till dusk.

Emphasizes 'How' of Space Use
"Even though our visitors
aren't ready to buy, we make

they carry away
with them--deep-etched in
very sure

their memory --a special,

100

per cent favorable picture of
the homes we build.

"And one of our most ef-

'4".......xesseseesseissietssxexei

fective ways of doing this, we
have learned, is to treat our

interiors in a dramatic and
imaginative manner."
Al Bercher, sales director of
rapidly growing Carlisle in
Schaumburg, was the speaker.
The community is located on
Roselle Road some ;wo miles
south of Illinois 72, and forms

the east -- the overall. Lancer

-- with "Benwick", neighbor
community immediately to

is of only moderate size,

Park development.

Bercher called attention to
several of his firms' "creative
plus" design areas -- among
them, the kitchen concept of
"The Sheridan".

AVAILABLE AREA here

areas.

includes -- in addition to the
bedroom -- a private bath; a
walk-in closet; and a dressing

The fireplace wall is done room with a built-in vanity
rough stone. The wood - and mirror.
This area is standard layout
burning fireplace, is offset to
one side. The raised hearth, in the four -bedroom model. In
about a foot in height, is of the five -bedroom model of the
in

"Staffmark", there is no dress-

tends slightly into the room.
This treatment is optional,
and the fireplace may he of

ing room in the master suite

and the walk-in closet is

the impression of much more

another style, if preferred.

closets.

space and roominess, because

the space available may also

But, he says, the visitor gets

the kitchen and informal
eating areas are raised above
the family room and arc open.
This room is 21 feet long and,
with a fireplace at the far end,
creates a dramatic "overlook"
from the raised kitchen area,
Bercher says. A wrought -iron
railing divides the two rooms,

See . .

side allow access to both

the same rough stone and ex-

measuring some 13 feet by 13
feet.

COMING
OR GOING?

while three wide steps at one

Imaginative treatment of
be seen in the master bedroom
a two-

of the "Staffmark",

story home with a choice of
mansard roof or traditional

colonial exterior lines, according to Bercher.
THE ENTIRE area is planned as a comfortable suite and

replaced by two separate

Model homes at Carlisle
range in price from $37,300
and include ranch, split-level
and two-story designs. Community and models -- located
on Roselle Road about two
miles south of Illinois 72, in
Schaumburg -- are open to in-

spection daily from 10 a.m.
till dusk.

Shoppers Should Take Time
For Evaluating Model Dryer
%air-

It takes time to buy an
automatic clothes dryer --time

Four

Convenient

to study the various models

Locations

which features are most appropriate for your own drying

available and to evaluate
needs.

Radio

Dispatched

Sales Service

When you shop for a dryer
consider it for what it really

is --a long term investment
that should serve you well for
many years to come.

I. Is the manufacturer wellin the: laundry ap-

known

pliance field, or are you

.....04111111

familiar with the brand name
because of other types of appliances'? A manufacturer who

has been making quality

DES PLAINESEXCELLENT INVESTMENT
Call

us

get the

today and

full

washers and dryers for a long
time has a reputation to maintain,. and it's a good bet he's
done everything he can to

this

particulars on

well maintained brick Duplex located on a 126 ft. deep
site with 5 rooms, 2 bedrooms, 14 ft living room, a
separate dining room full basement, 2 car garage, and a
fenced yard for complete privacy A real buy at $22,500

824-7148

sk

rr"

PARK RIDGE JUST REDUCED TO SELL!

make his dryers the best he

Immediate possession to qualified buyer! You will have to
see the interior of this beautiful home to appreciate the

more and more permanent

A soft, warm towel right after a bath is possible with a

many masterfully designed details and the expensive

press gat means and hoUsehold

built-in features. Just a few are 7 rooms, 4 bedrooms, 11/2

items. As a matter of fact, this

baths, luxurious living room with a beautiful stone fire-

one manufacturer. The machine need
"portable" dryer made
suit he vented to the outside, and so it can he set on a coaster,

may be one of the reasons
you've decided you need a

possibly can.

2. You probably arc buying

place, recreation room, full basement, cedar closets, cent-

ral vacuum system & a huge private patio. Call us today
for full particulars. Will not last at.. $53,300

clothes dryer.

For best results with these
items, as well as with the rest

824-7148

of your family laundry, take
a good look at an electronic

control dryer. This type of
control "feels" the clothes and

LA -

determines when they have
reached the proper dryness,
then automatically shuts the
dryer off. This eliminates the

PALATINE -ZONED FOR
APARTMENT BLDG.
Another excellent investment, Top location! 66x165 ft lot
plus 16x165 lot Home has 4 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, separ.

guesswork of setting the
timer. Ever more important, it

ate dining room, full basement with a large workshop.

eliminates

Entire property in A I condition We welcome your inquiry.
$25 900

FIVE BEDROOMS THREE BATHS

392-0900
.

the possibility of

over -drying, resulting in
rough,

harsh

linens

towels,

hung on a wall, or rolled around on casters.

and' other all -cotton items,
and underdrying--a time consuming irritation to the user.
3.

Does the dryer you're

considering have settings for
regular fabrics, to handle the
hulk of your family wash;
permanent press, for satisfactory non -iron results; damp
dry, for those things you will
want to iron immediately, arid
air fluff or no hear for fluffing
and tumbling garments in. a
steady stream of clean, cool
air?

see this beautiful new home in immaculate condition,

5-19,400 - 5 room Brick Ranch home located on a nicely
landscaped site, within walking distance of schools.
Interior S exterior in excellent condition. 3 bedrooms, 18

9 rooms, paneled family room, wall to wall carpeting,

PiatheS

1322 Lee Sired

pr,,v,tei

lc/gill%

9 N. Liiiihur,/ Road
2 5 5-09(10

Member N W Sub.
Multiple listtng Servo"

Member M.A P.
Multiple Listing Service

.Irlingion I 1 t igh s
"SO II 1\'rirditurs/
.i92-0900
.

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

does not require venting.
6. How much space do you

a space only 54 inches

should consider a portable
clothes dryer. It can be hung
on a wall over the washer, if
you wish. Or you can attach
casters and roll it into storage

WE CAN SERVE YOU FROM ALL DIRECTION
--1

you may wish to consider a
portable clothes dryer that

than you can spare, again you

Limo

N STULL

5. Most dryers should be

wide. But if even this is more

001.1

10, R

your area and

vented to the outdoors. If this
is impossible or impractical
because you move frequently

in

255-0900

255-0900

in

which you use for heating and
cooking.

means both appliances can fit

luxury modern kitchen, full basement and must be sacrificed by its transferred owner for only ... $39,900

paneled kitchen. Low, low taxes 6 maintenance.

costs less

trIP 29 inches of wall space, which

located in one of our most desirable suburbs. Interior with

foot living room, built-in oven E. range, new carpeting,

operate depends on which fuel

have available for 'a washer
and dryer? The standard size
dryer takes up an average of

Yes, and just like new! Seeing is believing! Just call us to

- NEW ON THE MARKET

4. Do you want a gas or
electric dryer? Which will be
most economical for you to

when it is not in use.

DUPLEX -- 2 FLAT
Have your own 3 bedroom colonial plus the income,of another) Both have 11/2 ceramic baths separate dining room, full basement. in Arlington

II IN C.

Heights. Walk to schools - shopping.

down

$55,900
110%/.mail Estales

21. .5. RI's( lb 161.
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

WE'LL TAKE YOUR HOMO IN$T91CI:

GLADSTONE REALTY
1255 LIE STREET, DIS PLAINIS
,

Phone 824-5191

"The REALTY loish YOU lo Mind"
MMber of Nerthwnt Stolourinn Multipl Ustlny Sorik

Wax

Your
Saw
For a fast "oiling" of a saw
blade as you are using it, keep

a milk carton handy and saw
wax -coated
the
through
panel for instant lubrication.

.... -

.
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-
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Do -It -Yourself

a

Off With the Old Finish Before Finidting lOff the New
up. Try it to see if it comes
off right down to the bare
wood. If not, you may have

In refinishing a previously basic types, the free -flowing
painted or varnished surface, liquid kind and the heavy the best results will be ob- bodied types. Use the liquid
tained by completely remov- .on horizontal surfaces, the
ing the old finish. Sanding can heavier .substance on vertical
be a chore, however, and until surfaces where it might run.
Follow manufacturer's in'recently, chemical paint and
varnish removers were almost structions to the letter.
more trouble than they were Generally speaking, you
should provide plenty of venworth.

Et

But in recent years

since

tilation,

to leave it on a little longer.

SOME removers evaporate
faster than others, making the

surface go dry again. If this
happens, another application

is necessary. With such

removers, apply only what
you can handle in a short

all removers

removers have come along give off fumes, though the
that work faster, bite deeper newer ones are not as bad as
and do no require an after - the old. Wear rubber gloves,
wash to neutralize or remove since these substances are
any traces. Many are caustic and even the mildest
nonflammable and odors are of them can cause irritation.
IF THE OLD paint job is

sider complete removal.

Remember that a new finish
will adhere much better to an
unfinished surface than to a
finished one.

Even if you left the old

paint or varnish on, you

would still have to do some
sanding to provide "tooth" for

the new coat. Otherwise the
new finish would not adhere
well and might even run.

As an "instant hostess" you can set a colorful table - the vinyl top on both table and chairs provide
.easy to clean ups. Table is $13.95, chairs $9.50 each. Available at Carsons, Goidblatt Bros. and Wieboldt's.

In grooves and corners, use
steel, wool or rags. Small spots

that are left can be cleaned up

Among the many varieties
of removers you will find two

remover, brush in one direc- that 'Wax' must be removed
tion only - not back and forth (usually with turpentine), you
the new
Some removers can he as you would with paint. The are ready toasapply
soon as the
just
washed off. The label will latter method breaks the film finish
recommend the proper wash, that the remover forms. The surface is dry. Stick to the
usually a detergent and water. gases trapped under the film newer removers, read the label
and you can save a lof of
help loosen the old paint.
Unless the label indicates work.
WHEN APPLYING the

with steel wool dipped in

youngsters away.

an accumulation of too many
coats or if the surface is
cracked and blistered, con-

When the leaves begin to fall, the many friends you missed last summer surely come to
call, so be ready for them with a new Samsonite "Woodland" folding table and chair set.

Use a putty knife or paint

scraper on large, flat surfaces.

Avoid splashing and keep the

not so pronounced.

4

period of time.

THE NEW removers do
more than just soften the old
finish. They loosen it right
from the base so that you can
peel it off. Some may require

anywhere from 10 to 30

remover.

minutes before you can start

removing the old paint.
Regardless of the time

estimate on the label, ex-

periment on a small area first.
See just how much time you
should leave the remover on
before you can start work.
Some will soften the surface
quickly. You can actually see

the old paint start to bubble

Fruits Can Be As Pretty As Flowers

Fruit color in the fall
garden can be as attractive as
flower color in the spring and
summer garden
In fact, many trees and
shrubs produce fruit that is far

more attractive than the
flower
However,

if the tree or

shrub produces both attractive
flowers and fruit, you have a
valuable dual season plant

her...certainly a longer period

of attractiveness than any
flower.

Specimen plantings of this

landscape.

The growth habit of

all

hawthorn is dense and twiggy.

ing

nursery by looking for plants

dogwood, or red osier. Black
fruits are produced by jetbead

colors of fruit. For white ber-

gray

This can be done in the

From September to February,

of fruiting age that are ex-

ANOTHER popular small

the red thorn apples provide
food for birds and give color

hibiting fruit.

to the faikend winter garden.

In the spring, a trained eye
can distinguish between male

and female plants by ex- the cutleaf crab produce

tree with attractive flowers
and fruit is the hawthorn.

Actually, it's a large family of
trees with over 500 members.

white flowers. During fall, the

A birdneeder, a water supply, and a hawthorn tree will

attract a high population of
birds year round.

Attractive fruit is not

ries,

plant snowberry,

Des Plaines Realty

and privet. For purple fruit,

use one of the plums. The

crab varieties Dorothea and

COMPANY INC

yellow fruit. Bittersweet and
mountain ash produce orange
SOME OTHEI5 ornamen- fruit. Red is the most popular
tals which have male flowers fall fruit color. It is exhibited

amining the buds,or flowers.

1418 MINER STREET

on one plant and fruit pro- by hawthorn, crabapples,
barberry, yew, catoneaster,and trees. Some evergreens ducing female flowers on
also have attractive berries. another are: certain maples, certain dogwoods, and many
Many people don't realize that ginkgo, holly, juniper, bit- others.
When planting, consider
yews can produce large, red tersweet, mulberry, willow,

824-4910

limited to just the leafy shrubs

and attractive berries that re-

BEAUTIFUL STARTER-HOFFMAN ESTATES
Three bedrooms, 11/2 baths, large lot,
convenient location. $22,500

basement. $41,500

plants bearing different

however, to 'purchase female
plants if you want the berries.

This feature makes it highly

attractive to nesting birds.

ing, ceramic baths, 2 car garage, full

Add variety to your late fall
main from September to
November. It's necessary, and early winter garden by us-

tree are especially attractive in
dooryards

An interesting member of
Many flowering crabapples this group is the cokcspur
are examples of trees that thorn, a name derived frdm
the sharp two inch thorns
have two season of interest
One of the best examples of found along the main stem
a tree with attractive fruit is and branches.
It's quite attractive in
mountain ash The clusters of
orange berries persist from spring with clusters of large

August through Novem-

bright red berries brighten the

HALF ACRE RANCH -PROSPECT HEIGHTS
All large rooms, 3 bedrooms, formal din.

1st
Real Estate Firm

in

Des Plaines still
serving the people.

Member Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

SINCE 1925

the color of the fall fruit.

and honey locust.

BAIRD 6WAFiNER

t

A TRADITION IN REAL ESTATE SINCE 1855

DES PLAINES OFFICE PRESENTS RESIDENTIAL SELECTIONS

r

-L.

$36,500

TRANSFERRED OWNER

29,900

, GOOD LOCATION
Make your appointment today to see this sharp 3 bdrm. 21obath
includes carpeting,
Georgian Full bsmt and 11/2 car gar. Price

Kansas -bound seller con give quick possession on his large 3 bdrm.
brick bi-level in South school district. Immaculate 7 yr. home features
1V2 C.T. baths, din. im., cheery kitchen, impressive ponld. fem. rm., 2
c. gar., beautiful landscaping and much more. Call Dotti Ellis, sales.
woman, for showing.

drapes, stove and refrog A well -kept home in thb area of fine homes.
Call Ken Wink, salesman

:5

$38,000

EXECUTIVE RANCH

Finally, a home with storage for every item you possess. Custom
built, face brick with attached garage on 75 ft. lot. 5 rooms, with
expansion possibilities. Full basement with great rec. room, fireplace
and powder room. Upstairs has 16 ft. living room, secluded Florida
room and many custom extras. Beautifully carpeted and draped. -

$24,900

SOMETHING SPECIAL

Deluxe End Unit Townhouse. 3 bedrms., 11/2 fancy baths. Beautiful
kitchen. Recreation'rm. with wet bar. Attractive carpeting. Big patio
and lush landscaping make this home a stand -out. Call Bob Yeoman,
salesman.

Call Fran Parker, saleswoman.

\--

Jic

tif

21-4,

LONG, LOW RANCH

3 bdrms , 11/2 baths, modern kitchen. Dinette. Gas hot water
heat Maple trees line street on choice neighborhood. 60 x 132 ft. lot.
Call Emery McIntyre, soles.
Side drove, garage Immed possession.
man

$38,500

SUPERB LOCATION

$29,700

Brick

.

English Tudor in Beautiful Cumberland. Charming Ilv. rm. with fireplace, formal dining rm, Formica cabinet kitchen with G.E. dishwasher, 1st fl. bedrm., 2 bedrms. and nursery on 2nd fl, 11/2 baths,
screened rear porch, bsmt., 2 car gar. Overlooks lovely park. Walk to
grade, Jr. high and train. Call Ruth Wendt, saleswoman.

,

HIGH RIDGE KNOLLS

Better than new - in excellent location. De'n't miss this beautifully
maintained 3 bedroom brick ranch. 11/2 baths, 2 car garage,

built-ins, washer, dryer, 5 & 5, w/w carpeting. Patio glass doors open
to covered patio and fenced yard. Full burnt. has- 7E10 sq. ft. recreation room with permanent wet bar and pool..table plus large laundry

each

Call Fran Parker,
saleswoman

.

$37,500

BEING ZONED COMMERCIAL

100 ft. frontage on River Rd. south of Foundry Rd. Two homes plus
huge garage now on property. Retiring owners would consider?????
Call Fran Parker, saleswoman.

and hobby rms. Call John Bishop, salesnicin:

INDUSTRIAL -COMMERCIAL

,VACANT SELECTIONS
2.60 ft lots on Wildwood Drive, Lake Villa 52,000

538,000

300 x 100 ft. residential lot in Mohawk Manor
55,700

Call Dotti Ellis,
saleswoman

BAIRD G. WARN ER
716 LEE STREET DES PLAINES, ILL

PHONE' 296-1855 or 827-5535
Member Northwest Suburban Multiple Listing Service

-'-

Zoned M-2. 2.6 Acres. 75c per sq.ft. O'Hare Area '
- Fryntage oll'HIggIns Rd. o
Call Fran Parker,
saleswoman

Vacant Commercial - 170 x 405. (Will divide) - on
Rte. 45 in city:
Coll Mr. Wink or Mr. Yeoman,
salesmen.

(4k
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There's no reason to overlook the kitchen ceiling in a home
remodeling project. A plastic -finished hardboard ceiling block that

provides an inexpensive way to hide unsightly ceilings or to
round out any redecorating job. Tongue -and -grooved ceiling
blocks are 16 inches square and a quarter -inch thick.

Home Improvement

o-It -Yourself

Trend Growing
The home improvement
probably
than you think!
business
er'

is

bigger

Although estimates vary,

One way to spark a room remodeling project is offered here. For the homemaker who
board is
enjoss altering a wall dispkty to conform to a season, or to satisfy a whim, peg
is
as ailable in a N met% of colors and woodgrains. In this wall setting, the display panel
fronted bs random-groos ed wood -grain planks and 16 inch square ceiling blocks complete
the remodeling projeLl.

A home remodeling project that will lend intself to informal home entertaining is this
closet -style, sink -equipped bar that can be built facing a two-way plumbing wall to take advantage of common water supply lines. Folding doors hide the bar area when it is not in
use. Textured wormy chestnut panels are used on both walls and the bar front. The random plank, tongue -and -grooved panels can be installed by the handyman over any wall surface
or framing with hidden clips and a special adhesive.

Annen & Busse,
Realtors

OPEN 9 TO 9
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Personal & Effective Service
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Annen & Busse,
Realtors
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Bruns Real Estate
Open daily from ,s9 to 9
Sun., noon to 6

414 F NW. Hwy....

Realtors
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728 E. NW. Hwy. . 358-5560

Bruns Real Estate
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Real Estate

Philippe Bros. Realty

704 N. River Rd
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Roselle, Medinah Schaumburg - Hanover Park,
& Hoffman Estates.

HANOVER PARK

WOOD

OPEN

CL 5-2020
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"C" Francek,
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REALTORS

Hflriatafes
Serving

stalled by the handyman over
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REALTORS

These panels can be in-

NILES

SCHAUMBURG

259-11855

8 E. NW. Hwy

:

ors.

STREAMWOOD

12 E. Busse Ave.....CL 9-0200

few short years ago, said special-purpose areas are pictured in a color -illustrated
Huff.
For example, his firm's booklet, "Something Else
variety of plastic -finished Room."
hardboard paneling comes in
rich woodgrains, textured patterns and contemporary col-

HOFFMAN

McCabe Realty
& Sun.'01 6

There is a world of and match in furnishing

itutrpect

CL 9-0200

1=21 .

Modernizing?
4Helpfql Ideas
In Free Books

difference between today's various rooms.
How-to suggestions on
products for the home and
those on the market only a transforming space into

HEIGHTS

HEIGHTS

BAIRD &WARNER

150 S. Mc -in

9 T09

ARLINGTON

ROLLING
MEADOWS

255.9111
253.180C
439-4700

104 E. NW. Hwy.
28 E. NW. Hwy. A.H
570 E. Higgins Rd

Kole Real Estate

Ell B

yourself buffs.

attractive building products paneling and colorful
that are easy to install and furnishings. Colors selected by
experts help the family mix
maintain, Huff believes.

PALATINE

PROSPECT

439-4700
255-9111
253.1800

Hanover Park

F -B -K Inc.

123 5 A H Rd

.

maining costs incurred by the

yourselfers, but this can partly 16 -page booklet showing how
be explained by industry's ef- rooms can be beautified by
forts to develop practical and using prefinishcd hardboard

NORTHBROOK

4

F -B -K Inc.

REALTY INC

WHEELING

4

member of M.A.P.
multiple listing service

1322 Lee St

in 1967, the NHIC reports,

For families interested in
Huff, home improvement modcrenizing their homes,
director for Marlite Paneling. Masonite Corporation offers
What might be considered two illustrated booklets:
a surprise is the relatively high "Guide to Home Decorating"
percentage of expenditures and "Something Else Room."
The guide is a full -color,
chalked up by do-it-

60

ANNEN
BUSSE

George T Busse

real

getting their share of at-

several years says Robert

II

392 0900

Open 9 to 9 daily
Sun, noon to 6

1

and family living areas also

an older home has been
developing over the past

I

BUFFALO
GROVE

21 E. Prospect

Bruns Real Estate

THE KITCHEN remains
target of the home
the No.
remodeler. but other areas are

cent was for work done by

Some 55 per cent of the

CRYSTAL
LAKE

ArkaditoitialatEtiat

750 W NW Hwy

a damp cloth.

tention.

total was for improvements
inside the home.
A very definite trend to
remodel rather than replace

CONTACT THE REAL ESTATE OFFICE IN THE AREA OF YOUR CHOICE

827-5548

Barton Stull, Realtor

And the figure is rising.

is

home handyman.

you'll

OPEN
9
TO
9

Sitere, 1855

1430 Miner

homeowners last year alone.

hardboard

contractors with the re- were worked over by do-it-

111141LTOPIS

220 E Northwest Hwy
392-1855

-billion was spent by American

home expenditures, 68.1 per

With the largest circulation in the Northwest suburbs

Arlington Hgts.

Home Improvement Council
indicate that more than $12

Plastic -finished

highly resistant to stains and
dirt, and can be cleaned with

Americans spent $833
THE SAME study also
revealed that of the total million remodeling bathrooms

_EL la ..JS
Peters & Evans,
Realtors

statistics cited by the National

any wall or ceiling surface.

0-

#010

OPEN

9 TO 9
So?. & Sun. 'til 6

ROSELLE
REALTY CO.

749 W. Dundee

537-8660

529-2235

1209 N.
1209 N. Elmhurst Rd.

111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

537.8660

ROSELLE, ILL.

A ROKE ARV!

. 537-4900

SAVE TIME

SAYE

MONEY

SAVE EFFORT

Both booklets may be ob-

tained free by mailing a

postcard to Masonite

Corporation, Box B, Chicago,

III. 60690, and requesting
Forms 6816 and 6820.

A coffee percolator and lea kettle are among the eight pieces

of Kinetic cookware introduced by United States Stamping

Co. The line is made of heavy gauge steel sheathed with a satin smooth ceramic in abstract, free -flowing patterns of vibrant orange
blue and yellow with white utensil interiors.

FIBERGLAS

Windo-Well' Custom Covers

Shatterproof - 90% Wit

r

-

entry. You sae stood on It

1

- guaranteed never to break.
Keeps out trash, water, snow
and rodents. Lays flat on the
welL Yoe do and Deed stone
windows.
Aluminum bardwareinspri o g
position,
clips, keeps cover
opens for vectilatiou.

Ask for complete Monads§ any time

:

Call CL 5.2440 orwrite'Window wsn Cover Co.
PO Box 46, Prospect Heights. HL

e
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A

blended to create a house of blooms. Ragusa, quartz pink mini -

le ....

print mixed with mint green covers the dressing table and
shelves. Full-blown, large scale golden poppies on a white
background brighten the interior of the closet whose sliding

'

HIS LOSEI -DRESSING ROOM has a "Jungle" feeling in
use of ssalicovering patterns to corer campaign chest,
bureau, sliding closet doors and accessories. Six different
patterns are included, yet all blend to heighten drama of area.
its

Standout patterns are "safari," a portrayal of African beasts
Nadi] coordinating Kenya stripe, for window shade and furniture

pieces. Hounds -tooth check and leopard print wallcoverings

accent accessories. Leafy "Rangoon" gives a mysterious touch --

a feeling of being in the rain forest --to the interior of the
closet. Note the tie rack of huundstooth with a frame. Veneer,
a simulated walnut grain, covers the top of the bureau. Color
scheme is copper, orange, gold, brown, and black. Patterns
are also available in blue/green combinations except for
"leopard."

Electronic Control Makes for P recision 'allying
dryers --an automatic control
system that shuts off the dryer
when the clothes are dry, and

Basically, there are two
types of controls available on

modern automatic clothes

vpms.*-

Items; damp dry, to

to -dry

a manual timer control that

Closet -Dressing Rooms
Show Individual Taste
apartments.

should you want to change the

mellow group which might
appeal more to the average

decorating scheme, which

male.

the newer houses and

immediate ironing, and an
air -fluff or no -heat setting, for
tumbling items in fresh room temperature air.
The precision drying ob-

pressive

tained with an electronic control dryer is especially im-

United(DeSoto of Des Plaines
are adaptable to this because
they are prepasted for ease of
installation; washable (which
is important in an area where
grooming aides and cosmetics

dryers.

With this control you merely set

the dial or press the

pushbutton for the dyring pro-

cess you desire. The control

portant with natural fibers,

takes over from there, leaving

which can become harsh and

you free to do other things
without having to go back to

rough to the touch if
overdried. It is also desirable

They can be most ex-

tastes

of your individual

if you try

decorating

Wallcoverings by

Prepasted wallcoverings

gold, brown and black are a

full width strips in seconds

may be especially true in an

lend themselves to experimentation. Hatboxes, shoe

If tastes are on the flam-

boxes, shelves, doors, benches, mirror frames, window

combinations,

shades and shadow boxes are
among the objects that can he

apartment).

boyant side, there are

Houndstooth checks, lowkey stripes, mural -like large

blue -

tiger stripes and wild Op art

covered with the bright,

scale animal patterns, Op art,

patterns to brighten the scene.
For
feminine
tastes,

washable patterns.
Storage pieces that

abound in the new collections
-- poppies, mini -prints, daisies

life with an exterior and in-

coordinated with stripes or

wallcovering.

them with some of the new
wallcoverings now available.

checks for unusual effects.

are available. Copper, orange,

cases, strippable (removable in

automatic system is the electronic control, available on
several brands and models of

The most accurate

are employed) and in some

Closet -dressing rooms are
becoming popular adjuncts in

leave the clothes with just the

right amount of moisture for

demonstrated here.

doors are emphasized by the black and white Mediterranean

you set for any desired time.

Nl
-4191111114112h;Dix:

pattern, "grille." Soft -keyed "Kenya" stripe in orange, yellow,
pink and green on white frames the dressing mirror, stool,
and is made into a window shade and hat boxes. Unpainted
furniture or cast-off case goods can be given new usefulness
with the application of a bright wallcovering pattern as

HER CLOSET -DRESSING ROOM is as frivolous as a pink
tea. Washable, prepasted and strippable wallcoverings are

.,...

simulated wood grains and
animal pelts are some of the

green

brilliant and bold florals

masculine type patterns
available in the new collections.

Various color combinations

terior (e.g. the inside of
drawers) application of

and anemones; many

test the clothes to see if for permanent press fabrics
fisitsmiseeinkri-

they've reached the proper which need a carefully controlled drying procedure for
degree of dryness.

s'

maximum wrinkle removal.

The electronic control

pioneered on one manufac-

BUMMER & HEDLUND, iNC:

Electronic drying is the

turer's dryers uses three most economical because

moisture -sensing baffles inside
tss"..

no wasted heat or
power. Your dryer operates

the dryer drum to continually
"feel" the moisture in the

there's

dryness for each load is

the clothes.

However, some

achieved, the dryer is turned
off automatically.
With this particular control

homemakers prefer to be able
to select the length of time

their dryers will operate. For
these women, manual timer
drying the bulk of the family controls arc available. With a
wash; permanent press, for manual time control, you can
use when drying items made set the dial for both the type
from synthetic fabrics, blends of fabrics being dried and for
or treated cottons and hard - the desired time.

system, four settings are
No timer to set no temperature control to adjust with this

electronic control automatic clothes dryer Moisture -sensing
baffles inside the dryer drum continually "feel" the clothes
and, when the proper dryness is achieved, the dryer is turned
off automatically without wasting heat or power.

5 offices to serve you,

only as long as it takes to dry

clothes. When the proper

possible: regular fabrics,

Has

'BUYING

or

SELLING
WHITE BRICK BI -LEVEL
This beautiful white brick home with black shutters. 7 lovely
rooms, 3 bedrooms, paneled family room with wet bor. Hush
pale green wall-to-wall carpeting in living room and dining
room. Built-in oven/range. Charming yard with 6 -stockade
fence, formal patio with lights-. confect for Northwest railroad

'with 40 hard working

for

professionals to assist yotsi,

commuting.

$32,500

Over a Decade of Faithful Service
in the Northwest Suburban Coen.

nwnities

T

3A.4.

you're looking for
something more in your
new home, take my advice

75A--..ifr;2!

If

...14`,".:=V91

LIKE A NICELY LANDSCAPED HOME?
Then become its new owner. 3 bedroom ranch with 1V2 car
garage. Kitchen paneled and tiled. Aluminum storms and
screens. Front porch screened. Con be shown by appointment

and see Carlisle, the
prestige community
developed for Schaumburg.

'

: 'I'1 .

I

..,
Id '1
,

1

Ylrlillil it

i

,,

,,

-
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only) Call now.

$22,200

5 OFFICES

800 W. Higgins Piirk Ridge
_

-'-=-=

-

823-2157

574 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

824-0111

21 N. Vail, Arlington Heights

CL 9-1400

This lovely home is located in a choice area. 3 bedroom ranch

710 E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine

358-2300

with family room. 2 car attached heated garage. Carpeting
in living room, hall and 3 bedrooms. Built-in oven range, dis

832 S. Northwest Hwy., Barrington 381-6800

I11

IN CHOICE AREA

posol. Eetrance foyer 7-x6... Trice

$31,900

eL,

The Sheridan A skillful blending of old-world craftsmanship so

luxury features
hard to find today With a combination of theliving.
Three big
and conveniences for today's modern, gracious
bedrooms, two beautiful baths, paneled recreation room, beamed
family room ceiling . . . luxuriously -styled kitchen, built-ins,
cabinets and vanities , . . with the 'extra'
touches to delight the most selective tastes.

Nodhwest

-

Tollway

(RI. 7, HiPilias Road
Schaumbs;to

Road

3

SEE THE SHERIDA N, at $37,300, and

other prestige homes designed for your kind
of living, and personally reconunended by
Jim Conway.

by

-vC

lance R coRpoRa-tion
etLORIRRI DIVILORRRII

G09 Juli Court, Schaumburg, Illinois-Phone: 8944500

Wire Road

twee Road
Uti 19)

2

tries Pert Rest

Carlisle is located on East side of Roselle
Road, about 2 miles south of Higgins
Road (Rte. 72). Models open daily, 10
A.M. to 0 P.M.

PRESTIGE PLUS ELEGANCE
This Georgian Stone and frame home combines nature's
beauty and custom designed excellence. Perfect privacy. 5
bedrooms and 41/2 baths. 3.3 acres. 3 car garage provides
ample space for parking. 3 fireplaces plus children's study
upstairs. This DREAM home can be YOUR home. Too many
outstanding features 16 list. Purchase prestige plus exclusive
. established elegance. You must come and see for yourself!!!

have

seen better days take on new

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
This 3 bedroom bi-level is conveniently, located near schools,

shopping and transportation. 2 car attached garage, patio
and paneled family room. Immediate Possession.

$43,000

0

on o

e a an corn oun earnin s uarterl
assbook savings and savings certificates.
legal rates in Chicago. What's more, the minimum for a 6 month Bell Savings certificate is
just $7500. Savings at Bell are insured safe
and backed by over $550 Million in assets.
And if a new home is on your mind, ask about

All the things that money cart buy now happen
faster than ever when you save at Bell Savings.
Earnings on both Passbook Savings and
SaVtgs Certificates are paid and compounded
every three months. And both earn the highest

which assures you of the most equitable rate
at all times. Open 8:45 to 6:00 Monday through
Friday.
*Savings certificates Issued for 6 months in minimum amounts
of $7500 and up, in multiples of $500.

SAVINGS CERTIFICATES

ON PASSBOOK SAVINGS

ell avings

Bell's 1/10% Mortgage Interest Rate Plan

In the heart of Bell Town, The Weather Bell Corner, Monroe and Clark,
Chicago, Illinois 60603 e Phone: Financial 6.1000

and Loan Association

SELLING YOUR HOME IS NO
11

DO-IT-YOURSELF EXERCISE

the day

o

It deserves the care of one of these professionals
,Z
REALTORS45 :in
''''

tSTA1

/e'.45

It's not that simple. For one thing, the typical buyer will expect you to knock off the commission for his
benefit. And there are other do-it-yourself pitfalls. Are you familiar with the current real-estate market and
Do
able to price your home properly/ Are you prepared for curiosity seekers tramping through your house/
handle the intricacies of financing/ These
you have the time and ability to negotiate and bargain/ Can you
professionals will screen your prospects and give your house maximum exposure. Your home deserves the
care of one of these qualified people, call them today!

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE THROUGH A REALTOR OR ONE OF HIS QUALIFIED REPRESENTATIVES.

W. RICHARD IMPEY
REALTOR

GALLERY OF HOMES
Dick is a life long resident of Chicagoland and he
has resided in Arlington Heights for the past 9
years A graduate of Wheaton Community High
School, he earned undergraduate and graduate
degrees at Drake University and a low degree from

.111.111t

16.

11111k

110.1w111rRick Schoen
Representative
Gallery of Homes Northwest

John Peters

Dan Geary

Realtor
Peters & Evans

Representative
Baird ' Warner

Walter H. Biegel
Representative
George L Busse

Harry Johnson

Realtor
Homefinders at Palatine

Lillian Marshall
Representative

Arlington Realty

Chicago -Kent College of Low

He is a principle of the Gallery of Homes Northwest
and a partner of the law firm Des Jardins, Behrens

and lmpey Dick is on the Board of the Northwest
Suburban Board of Realtors, is Vice President of the
Board of the Clearbrook Center, is a charter member and an Elder of the Southminster United Presby-

terian Church and is a member of the Northwest,
Chicago and Illinois Bar Association

,

4

Mildred Krisor
Representative
Kemmerly Real Estate

rllsu

'411111,

Larry Gannon

Jane van Ee

Representative
Kemmerly,Real Estate

Represents ' re

Representative
Gallery of Homes Northwest

Muriel Maitland

Marnie MacDonald

Representative
Baird & Warner

Arlington Realty

Representative

I.
A

J

John Kunzte

FILL Real L.tate.

Lou Morel

Representative
Falkanger Real Estate

Mary Lou Pelland
Representative
Gallery of Homes Northwest

Bunny Polanzi
Representative
Bruns Real Estate

Bee Hansen
Representative
Gallery of Homes Northwest

Tom Grissell

,Martha Koe

Ray Strentz

Baird I Warner

Representative
Wm. L Kunkel I Co.

Jack 0. McCabe

Henry Prohaska

Representative

Realtor
Roemer IL

Dick Bruce
Representative
Stull Real Estate

nrtir

Don Bondy
Representative
Baird & Warner

Jack Krisor
Representative
Kemmerly Real Estate

Verne Smith
Representative
Stull Real Estate

John Sontag

Robert W. Stark

Realtor
Sontag Realty

Realtor
Stara Real Estate

Realtor
McCabe Real Estate

Representative
McCabe Real Estate

Doris Baehr
Representative

Osbert L Nikon

t
Arylene Morrow
Representative
Kemmerly Real Estate

Al Cinquini
Reatter

Arlington Realty

Joe Perkins
Representative

Annen i Buss*

Norman S. Falkanger
Realtor
Homes N x NW

Harlan Jones
Representative
Baird IL Warner

John Allen

Representative
F.B.K. Real Estate

Veva Hembd
Representative
F.B.K. Real Estate

Jack Kemmerly
Realtor
Kemmerly Real Estate

w,

..
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Firemen to Show Off
Skills and Equipment
A demonstration of
Prospect Heights Fire

SHOWN will be a foam
gun used to extinguish oil

will be part of a Fire Preven-

ment, by which vault -type

Women will see the best
ways to extinguish a kitchen
stove fire; and there will be
a discussion of the dangers of

fires, and smoke ejector equip-

Department's latest equipment
tion Week celebration Sunday
at 2 p m

Site of the demonstration
will be the parking lot of the

shopping center at Camp
McDonald and Elmhurst

rooms or poorly ventilated
passages can be cleared of
smoke.

hair sprays.

RESUSI ANNIE, a plastic
dummy, will receive mouth to
mouth resuscitation in a life-

Department dance. This year's

Bud

like fashion, and heart

Lemke, 202 N Elm, Prospect

massage will be demonstrated,
said Lemke.

Rds , according to Lt

Heights

The newly -purchased

equipment was paid for with
the proceeds of last years Fire

dance will be held Oct.
Lemke said.

THIS WILL be the third

annual fire prevention

RESSUI

Two educational seminars
for clergymen are being of-

437601

fered by

the pastoral care

department of Lutheran
General Hospital, Park Rige.

A seminar on "The Functions of the Ministry" began
yesterday and will be offered
each Wednesday morning un-

4. Conducting the

til Dec.

program is Dr. James E.
Spicer, pastor of the First

Congregational Church, Des
Plaines.

A seminar on "Group

Consultation on Problems in
Pastoral Care" will begin Friday and will meet each Friday

morning through Dec. 6.

Mott Foundation who will host the best' 36 school districts
in the United States.

Two Chemical
Scholarships
Are Available
costs of tuition, books, and

Harper Junior College

Chemical technology, a

ed

laboratories in Woodstock, Ill

D H Belden, director of

research administration at
Universal Oil Products, is
chairman of the chemcial
technology advisory committee which was formed to
help plan and develop this
program at Harper

Belden

I

members of the volunteer
group now number 40.
The Firemens Women Au xilary will serve coffee and
donuts.

A 20th anniversary reunion vance planning to determine

be held next June for how many members of the
1949 graduates of Maine class arc interested in attending the reunion," exTownship High School.

Announcement of reunion plained FIQpkinson. "plans has been made by co- Questionnaires were mailed to

chairmen Mrs. Mary Jean all alumni for whom addresses.
(Murphy) Lukens, 507 N. were available, but there were

Washington St., Park Ridge, many we missed."
and Charles Hopkinson, 108
He urged those classmates
S. Wilshire Ln., Arlington

who did 'not receive a questionnaire to send their name
the high school previously and address either to, him or
served all Park Ridge and Des to Mrs. Lukens. Alumni inPlaines students, Many of the terested in helping with the
school's 1949 alumni live in reunion may telephone
Heights.

Now known as Maine East,

northwest suburbs.

"It is important in our ad-

Hopkinson at 259-3108
Mrs. Lukens at 825-8248.

or

A Giant Come -Back

The huge 10 -foot elephant who attended last year's Wheeling Township Republican
dinner dance will be present for this year's Oct. 5 dance at the Futurity Room at Arlington
Park. It takes a strong crew to load it onto a truck piece by piece and take it to the
race track. After it arrives it takes seven men to assemble the life -like animal. Tickets
may be purchased at Republican Headquarters, 201 N. Dunton, 259-0730; from precinct
captains, or from Robert Sir, 255-7725, Ginny Heiler, Cl 3-0458 or Martha Page, CI
5-3951.

aratikl'°
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at

many parts of the world. Transportation equipment
and plastic laminates from UOP also find ready inter-

to prepare graduates for

technician positions in
research, development,

national markets.

curriculum includes basic
science and mathematics

construction subsidiary, is active on six continents.
We could go on. UOP technical competence is hard
at work on .a global basis

There's more. In the construction of refineries,

engineering, production and
quality control. The Harper

chemical and petrochemical plants, Procon, the UOP

courses as well as specialized

technical courses and of-

ferings in general education.
Many of the courses may be
used as credit toward further

Universal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, Illinois.

college training.

interested in
Anyone
Harper's chemical technology

and R V Turner of Morton

program may contact Fred

International, chairman of the
industrial participation committee, were instrumental in

and student aids, or Joseph

establishing these

25 years ago. Present

pounds, chemicals, catalysts and systems for air correction and water management are manufactured in

Two $400 scholarships scholarships, which will cover
anassociatedegree,isdesign- _

volunteer force formed about

With 1,635 UOP-licensed refining units at work in
73 countries, this company is truly international. But
that's not all-by any means. UOP fragrance com-

have been provided by local

Based on need and ability,
the scholarships are sponsored
by Universal Oil Products, 30
Algonquin Rd , Des Plaines,
and the Morton International

Chief for the past six years,
Andrew said he is now the only man serving of the original

Around today's
world, UOP
does any
jobs..

at the new inn at 1000 Busse Rd., will be the Kettering

chemical technology program

Prospect Heights.

.eMeltTAMP,,,MEL.W.ZOMMAZAVERMTWAUEM

THE FIRST GUEST to register at the new Holiday Inn
in Elk Grove Village, R. F. Lamphier (right), is greeted
by Inkeeper P.D Barker The first organization to meet

fees for one year.

Andrew, 309 Hillside Ave.,

will

/ON

firms for students in the

Chief William K. (Bill)

Maine '49 Class
Plans Reunion

Offer Seminars
To Clergymen

PARTIES

11,

demonstration, according to

the better ideas are at

Vaisvil, director of placement

Clouser, chemical technology
coordinator.

Ellie Is Back
rJ

<

A

1

$

,

Ellie Stein is now appearing Tuesday through Saturday, in
the Roundtable Rooin of the DeVille Motor Inn in Des Plaines.
Miss Stein entertains with a mixture of stories and song.

-

Arw.to,-kmumatut%,,,,

---.-,-.

Petroleum & Petrochemical Processes Transportation Equipment Plant Construction Chemicals & Plastics Fragrances Air & Water Management
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Grace's Daze

No Time to Spare
By Grace Mott
son, Robert, planned, found
him in Ohio for the wedding

Busy, busy have been the
Edwin .Haberkamps and a re-

from his Orlando, Fla. home.

cent appointment accorded
Irene Haberkamp won't lend
her any time to spare in the

Another recent trip took

Irene and Edwin to Miami
Beach and Sal Harbour for

foreseeable future. Early sum-

mer found Mr. and. Mrs.

Ohio for the marriage of their

visit with the Robert

Prospect resident. She is Mrs.

nephew, James Froemling and
Marilyn Schulz, and the event

Americana Hotel and at the ded a new dimension to the
same time they included a life of a former active Mount

created a Froemling reunion

Haberkamps now in a succeeding business in Orlando.

Haberkamp and her husband.

hospitalized eight times in 10

highly scientific bent, has just

Milwaukee in a business

accepted an offer to stay on
at the University of Illinois as

Froemling from Granite City,

representative

transfer several years ago,

a post -doctor whose university

luster."

activities will include work on
planning the new atomic ac-

William Sporleder from now Irene's new appointment.
Batavia, Ill., and Albert She has been made district

KENS & DOLLS who appear in the lounge Tuesday
thru Saturday
plans tonight to
be glad you did

visit

t.

OUT
twakihsra,

ALSO ... DELICIOUS
ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

'Right across from the Station.'

10 E. Northwest Hwy.

392-2240'

Across from Mt. Prospect Plaza

A L 'S

DELIGHTFUL DINING!
.Braid, Chop, CitirAcii

Artiaiii,/ I

Shun. liters Monday

r

,

IN OUR

1 all
taa,begil,,.

Phone 392-3750
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

COW PALACE
_.

The Arlington
Sweden House

Combo in Lounge Friday

For Weddings
Sales Meetings

al.:brats

FL B-2800

&

.

MONDAYS

OUR SPECIALTY

PIZZA
618 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

C L5 -244I

STEAKS - LOBSTER

III 1 Or

SPECIALS

For Fast Service
Pick -Up or

Deliver..

Every Wednesday "CHICKEN"
Every Friday "FISH FRY"
H

r

American Express Honored

h Imam s

3425 Kirchoff - Rolling Meadows
Between Wilke 8 Rte. 53.

Pb,,,,,,

392.1 I

I or a I un I riled I. r einng that I melt Long Remember,
( ante 7o The
THE FOUR IMPERIALS

C

NG

Every

Fri. & Sat. Night. Enter-

tainment & Dance Music.

rwl, 0 Fashion Show Brunch

12,pip

Every Sunday 12:30 p.m. with

Miss Betty Cairl.

The Finest Menu

MOTOR INN

Selection

of food in the Northwest

6465 N Mannheim

ELLIE STEN

Phone 299-4422

at our Hadji piano bar nightly

Just South of Higgins Rd

Smorgasbord
All You Care To Eat!
Open 7 Days a Week
LUNCHEON - $1.15
DINNER - $2.15

Mon. thru Fri 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Sat. to 9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

CHILDREN UNDER 3 FREE

75c lynch SI 25 0.nner
d.nr,no roam o2o.loble for pomp.

C14.1i/r01 3 .11,,,)31. t

BAR -B -Q RIBS!
!

LI :21

p.m. Sat. 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SUNDAY

t

FOR

DINE -OUT
GUIDE

ADVERTISING
SPACE

PHONE

296.6640

expected, but required by law
to obey the same traffic rules
as
automobiles,
including

driving in the same direction
instead of toward on -coming
traffic.
A new police policy in this
town includes a ticket for
bicycle owners for infraction
of traffic regulations, and on
Saturday mornings finds the
boys, and girls too, in court
to explain the violation.

IS A
SOFT
TOUCH

Sealing I ip 10 7(11)

Mannheim & Higgins Rdt.
Phone: 827-0700
Chicago l'Itont.: 763-5590

NOW FEATURING:
TOP SIRLOIN

CHECK

THIS
DINE -OUT
GUIDE

Including fresh hot baked
potato, crisp garden salad,
(choice of dressing), and delicately flavored French
bread.

$2"

ALL OUR STEAKS ARE AGED USDA CHOICE

bed

a

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGF
Alex Reeve's at the Piano Bar
Nitely Fashion Show Lunch Every
Monday 12 to 2 p.m.

Loca ion 3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

Satit,

FOR REM PHONE 259-5000

N1
6 f
I

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwing Rd.
Arlington Hts.
1/2 Block East of Rte. 58

CL 3-4300
Parties &Banquets

Soft walking, smart looking Nurse -Mates have that deep
comfort you're going to love. The softest white washable

leathers designed to add youthful fashion to your professional wardrobe. See the Designer Award -winning

S.

(Choice of Chicken Spaghetti
or Chopped Sirloin)

&fog Watem Auto phae ad lad Soma

BLAZ'R
STEAKS

EVERY

FRIDAY
FOR GOOD
PLACES TO
EAT!

AMERICA'S FAMILY STEAK CENTER
253 E. RAND RD., MT. PROSPECT 253-3300

SIZES:
AA
B

$9.99 CP '2?
iii..LAU

Restaurant and
Cocktail Lounge

-00 Weft
CHINESE RESTAURANT

LUNCHEONS
L DINNERS

Full support under the arch
3. Soft metatarsal cushion
2.

Spaghetti, Chili -Steak.
CHILDREN'S DINNER ONLY 75c

4.

",cato
401/10.

1. Cushioned comfort heel -to -toe

Nurse -Mates at

Also featuring: Chicken, Shrimp,

st

ARLINGTON

"

and their riders are not only

rIUNG
eat With

Mon. thru Fri. from 11 a.m. to 2:30

CLOSED

Coact)

FEFFEcr.

and Quentin Road
Palatine, III.

and Banquets

With Us.

register their cycles; most do,

7 Beautiful Banquet

The House of Plenty
Evergreen 8 Miner 392-5585

Joe Harris
Tho Organ far Niilfly

STARlitiG AT 1P 0
DINNERS
Dancing SAT. NITE
I m.lono. ',h. I um h, nn F r err IT, l'ItleNtlitY Northwest Highway
Buthday
Cal, When You

year! All bike

owners are supposed to

lues,113/

UNCLE ANDY'S
DAILI

Prospect this

mUSIC41c, U.--. Saturday

,-

M

bicycles registered in Mount

Room. for 111'.41(liog.
Mooting.

u.naEDY

18 W. Busse

!i'D"';

'1'.N: P. (This 'n That)

Hey kids! There are 8,000

A Banquet far To ICR or 701)

1-tinelicon
Lute Snack.

Brenkra-I
1)

INN

PHONE 299-0011

Mrs. Emil Rasmussen.

s a F11111i1:1.1.1.011i

Will, A Grelli Seloction iif
Full I:01111..11 Di111101,111111
l'I,nts of A La Carte Soli, Mins, Too!

OLD TOWN

1050 Oakton St. Just West of Mannheim
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.

The other part of his lime

finds him the assistant pro at
Ridgemoor Country Club. He
is the son of the late Mr. and

WALKING

O'Hare Concord

Open Daily 6 A.N11. 10 3 A.51.

01///11,./ S1/1///0).
1111/rittii, /6,,101/1-11//e.

oral I 01 IA 111 1 01111g1

Lone Grove. Amone Bruce's

[s -

905 E. Rand Road

rtirtt Eagtro

*LUNCHEONS

of the Sidney A. Holmes of

time.

Mt. Prospect

Complete Carry -Ora Service

I am lace,, hod

Saturday was the wedding
day of Bruce Rasmussen, long
a resident of Mount Prospect,
.and Bonnie Holmes, daughter

School when he starred on
golf teams, has worked part

Phone 259-6458

Famous For Our
Fresh Strawberry Pie

igrotattrant

of Thomas Alexander took the
Staples to that city, and brings

celerator to be built there.

Good Service
Popular Prices

Restaurant & Drive -In

.12.0.41.111"..

DINE AT THE NEW ONE

bi

"life now takes on new

Good Food

CARRY -OUT OR

ici ro]

.1.1 Alb

lioI

local

ALLGAUER'S-you'll

Each week a new restaurant
will be featured.

S

the

unit of F.T.D.
The two-year convetcd job
A surprise the Haberkamps'

COMFORTABLE DINING

being well known for his food guests
may enloy the musical comedy group "THE DIC-

Make

for

In the last operation five
new arteries were implanted
in her heart. From present indications the feat was suc-

THE ONE NAME THAT THRU THE YEARS
HAS ALWAYS MEANT

Besidos

OTHER NEWS in their
family includes the birth of a
second child to the former
Martha Staples who grew up
here and her husband, Mr.
and Mrs. William Beverly in
Kalamazoo, Mich. the arrival

Leone Staples who with her
husband moved from here to

ALLGAUER'S

sr -

this summer.

High School District 214 and

At the O'Hare Concord

lar prices has been ALLGAUER'Sl

had

been curtailed two summers
by his wife's illnesses, even
Leone returned to the sport

in Amherst by Mr. 'and Mrs.

of the
Week!
by Don Riley

always recant Good Food -Good Service at pope.

although Jack's sailing

word son John, always of a

E

Certainly the one name that thru the years has

South Shore Yacht

cessful, and according to

the Arthur Gosches to be met

Prospect is now twenty two years old David J. Quill (right) is the pastor.

It

the

evening classeS sponsored by

father, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Froemling, his grandmother,
Mrs. Martha Froemling, and in cooperation with adult

* Restaurant

at

Club in Milwaukee, and

months.

went James' mother and

gregation as "Mr Sunday School". Due to his tireless efforts, the 'enrollment grew from
49(1 to more than 1000. St Mark Lutheran Church, 200 South Wille Street, Mount

Jack W. Staples Jr.,

Enthusiastic sailors, Jack
and Leone moor their sailboat

FOR THE 15TH successive
year, Irene is teaching classes
in flower arranging in the
family's shop on N. Elmhurst

Also from Mount Prospect

Superintendent for 12 year,. A plaque was presented to him by the president of the
congregation, Glen Caliper (left) Becker has been known affectionately by the con-

shops of new applicants to
'F.T.D. Florists Transworld

Delivery concention at. the

for Irene Froemling

Roland C Becker, (center) 119 Emerson, Mouth Prospect, was honored recently by
the St Mark Lutheran Church congregation for his distinguished service as Sunday School

clude the inspection of floral

Delivery is big business and
is just what the name implies:
Open-heart surgery has ad-

the Florists Transworld

Haberkamp going to Amherst,

comes from the national headquarters of the service, and in-

attendants was John Flowers,
owner of. Jake's Restaurants
here where Bruce, who evinced attention at Arlington High

Open 7 Days
Brunch Every Sunday
'til 2.p.m.
Louise Brooks Combo
Fri. & Sat. Nights
'They're Tartan"
Sunday Evening Buffet from
S tit 9:30 p.m.
Midwest Bank Cards Honored

Specialirimt In Fond Caimme.sr Style, Served la An
IMilrmal A IllIf1Aphl'IT ttl'Graciom

POSTAGE SCALE LIGHT
FULLY CUSHIONED

NURSE -MATES*
L MIDWEST
-.WI BANK CARDS

ACCEPTED

AMERICAN STYLE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE

WELCOME HERE

Complete Dining and Carry Out Service

1339 WEST DEMPSTER (Just West of Greenwood)

DE WEST SHOPPING CENTER
Drop In Or Call In
Your Reservation -

692-6124

CARRY OUT
ORDERS

MIDWEST BANK
CARDS GLADLY

692-6124

NJELH
"Home of Famous lirande

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
RAND & CENTRAL ROADS

PHONE 253-9010

Hours: Mon., Thur., Fri. 9:30 to 9. Tues., Wed., Sot. 9:30 to
6. SUNDAY 11 to 5.

The Day's Football Consensus
Arlington
Wheeling

32
14

St. Viator

20

Marian

19

in a game that could go

Although Wheeling is one
of the better ball clubs in the
MSL, the Arlington Cardinals

either way depending on the

almost every aspect, and we

a slight edge over Marion on
the basis of a hard -to -stop

have them outclassed in
believe they
'Cats, 32-14.

Prospect
Fremd

will down the

Jack Bastable, Ron King,

morale and breaks of both
teams, the Lions seem to have

passing attack. Although
Marion will come into the

27

Forest View

13

Glenbard N

We'd like to think this

win of the season. After fac-

be just that.

With the receivers getting
the feel of holding a football
In their hands, Mike Gaf-

Forest View is not going to
pass up a chance like this if

fney's passes ought to land for
extra gains.
Fremd has exhibited a run-

Behind formidable polasing

have a 1-2 record but their

quarterback Ken Preski, the
Lions should be able to pull

jayvees. Conant routed them
39-6 and Prospect followed

Wheeling defensive line, and
when the Cardinal defenders

overrun Into the Wheeling
backfield.

The one thing that could

make a major change in the
outcome of this all -Important
game is the health of Arl-

attack headed by senior

they can help it. The Panthers

range. It could be a
nod.

ington quarterback Todd

the rest of the season.

Somers, who has been fighting
a bad cold all week.

ildcats to Take On
Toughest Opponent
ing game en masse. They will
have police escort.

Wheeling Wildcats tonight

there is talk of attendance ex-

could easily prove to be the

ceeding 5,000 at the Friday

Mid -Suburban League (MSL)

night game at Wheeling.
All of these extraneous fac-

ly missed.

quarter

ALTHOUGH HE is just

Dean Schmelzer and Dennis
Meacham. Bob Walther may
depend more this week on a
Somers' aerial attack than in
the past, hitting ends Jim

The Arlington Cardinals
are currently rated as the
eighth best high school team

Baumgartner and Dan

in the entire Chicagoland

Selleck.

area, and Wheeling is the one

Wheeling game Last year, as
a junior, he scooped up 86 of
Wheeling's total of 123 yards
and scored all of the Wildcat

year

In any case, a strong

last

defensive backfield and some

THE TWO KEY figures in

tackling is the only thing that

coordinated blocking and
can save the Wildcats from an
Arlington offensive rout

the game are shaping up to be

mainstays Bastable and
Cardinal quarterback Todd

The loss to Wheeling cost Somers, who has been fighting
Arlington an undisputed con- a cold and a high temperature

both Forest View and

ning, Arlington also boasts
good running from fullback
Dave Ewart, and halfbacks

most exciting of the year.

team that penetrated their

ference title, as the 'Cats were
downed in later action by

In addition to Somers' run-

teams will be more than "up"
for the game, and it will most
likely prove to be one of the

one of 11 players, Bastable

points

this week. Somers missed two
days of school this week, and
his condition is still not sure.
The Wheeling line could be

and could make a difference.

For last year's game, the

The offensive backfield, as,

Wheeling fans banded well as the defense are the

together and hired an airplane prime factors for the 'Cats.
that flew over the Arlington The backfield combination of
field for an hour during the Bastable, quarterback Ron
game, advertising pro -Wildcat

King, and middle -linebacker

slogans such as "Claw the
Cards"

Marty Crain, who is known

for his defensive prowess will

tton, the Arlington fans are
forming a "Car Caravan" to

ington side.

THIS YEAR, in

retallia-

go to the Wheeling homecom-

We'll give this one to

play varsity in another school.

put the only'thorn in the Arl-

SOMERS' PHYSICAL

condition could play a large

Forest View Travels
To Glenbard North

BY BILL PRICE
The Lions will meet one of
the toughest, hardest hitting

teams in the Chicagoland
Prep League today as they at-

tempt to maintain their first
place status in their second
league game of the season.

Saturday, Oct. 5

Palatine at Elk Grove, 2 pan., V-JV
Forest View at Glenbard North, 2 p.m., V-Soph
Hersey at Forest View, 2 p.m., JV only
Deerfield at Maine West (Homecoming), 2 p.m., V-Soph
Notre Dame at Marmion, 2 p.m.,V.Soph
CROSS-COUNTRY
Friday, Oct. 4
St. Viator at Holy Cross, 4:15 pan., V-Soph
Saturday, Oct. 5
Arlington at Peoria Central Invitational, 11 ant -4'V oniji Elk Grove at Ridgewood Invitational, 10 a.m., V-Soph
Prospect at Maine West, 9:30 a.m., V-Soph
Hinsdale Central at Maine East, 10 a.m., V-soph

hibited a good defense in its
last two games, crushing far
away Kankakee Enstridge, 370, and falling 19-13 to Wheeling the week before.

Wheeling has been tabbed

as one of the top title contenders this year if anybody
Even with Grove's showing

last week, we'll have to go
with the Pirates 25-14 and
hope we're wrong.

PHS Knights Hope To
Take Up Where Cards
Left Off With Fremd
On paper it looks as though
another
faces
Prospect

cakewalk this week as they
host Fremd's Vikings. Fremd

time after time that he has the
capability to plow through the
defenses intent on stopping
him.
The going may be a bit

rougher for Walker tonight
however, as he will run into
a formidable Lion defensive
team that has a habit of mak-

ing the opposition go to the

Viator showdown should be a
hard fought battle all the way

coach Gliwa had this to say

The Marion Catholic -

air for their scores. Lion

is

about the encounter .with

sporting two wins so far in the
early season. Marion Catholic
has yet to be defeated, the only blemish on their record
being a tie in a non -con-

Marion, "We've never played

for both teams as each

ference game two weeks ago.

After an impressive upset of
Lockport Central, a perenially
good grid entry, according to

Lion coach Joe Gliwa,

Marion will pose quite an
obstable to the Lions as they
take the field in Arlington
Stadium tonight at 8.

definitely be the team to beat

if Marion wants to keep its
- title hopes alive. The basis for
the strong offensive showing
for Marion has been centered

around 205 -pound fullback
Art Walker who has shown

Lions all season as can be exemplified by the fact that Lion

quarterback Ken Preski compiled close to 200 yards in his

humiliated last week by Arlington, 60-6.

Fremd can exhibit a good

ground game when they want
to as their strong point is pro-

fessed to be their backfield.

Quarterback Tom Bruns

The Eagles took a giant

on sweeps.

The throw actually was off the

THE FREMD aerial attack
takes a back seat in their offense, although Bruns did toss

for their only touchdown

Batchelor.

Batchelor

is

game and a half ahead of the
Steelers and Vikings.

the

nucleus of the Lions' ground
attack also, running for 120
yards against the Dragons last

Sunday. That strong overall
offensive team, supported by
Preski has a bumper crop a bruising line, should give
the Lions the edge that they
of fine receivers in ends Dick
will need in their encounter
Aylward and Denny Foreman
along with halfback Bob, with Marion.

meets they will face all season

the lineup. All of the Lion Tom Swanson tied the

was fourth with a 14:31.

Craig Stitt was fifth for

Fremd, running 14:43.

yard pass from quarterback
Dave Long, Forest View quarterback will'attempt to help
his team out of the doldrums and into the win column Saturday
when the Falcons face twice -crunched Glenbard North at, the

Panther field. The Glenbard school is best found by taking
Rt. 53 to Army Trail Rd., turning right there and continuing
to Gary Rd. Turn lett at Gary for a short way until finding

John Holden and ran

un-

touched into the end zone for
six more points.

The -Giants narrowed the
gap in second quarter on Lar-

ry Lins', run to pay dirt, and
the score at halftime was 12-6.

quarterback Mike Gaffney

backfield of Steve Grant, Jack
Costello and Scotty Crawford,

Panthers certainly were not a

prefers to take the long

tough team, they did sport a
good running attack, much
the same as Fremd. Two fast

yardage in the air.

Fremd capturing the top three

places, and Mike Splitt was
the first Arlington finisher at

fourth with a 16:34, and

enough for the Marion team

14:23. It was Butler who held
the undisputed course record
before Swanson tied it in the

Arlingtoh sophomore Scott
Teuber sealed the race for the

likely order for the Lion offense as can be predicted from

their previous games. This

15:17. Arlington's Jeff

Kowalski finished out the top

Fremd's Ray Sommer was
the third man in the race with
a 1:27, and Dave Marszelek

race by a 17-44 margin,

10 with a 15:21.

Fremd won the sophomore

brand of attack has been

touchdowns made while he
was in command of the game

last Friday and the shortest
touchdown pass was for 16'
yards.

Added depth in the

backfield will come as a result

of the recovery of Ted

Passarelli who was injured in
a pre -season scrimmage and

will be suiting up for the first

time. Passarelli is a 5-9, 168 and sixth ahead of Arlington's pound senior running back
Mike Yorke who ran a 16:54 who claims a letter from last
seventh place. He was the last year's team.
10.

ternoon.

GAFFNEY PASSED for

halfbacks and a young all four of the Knight

Arlington finisher in the top

Rounding out the top

backfield prospects is Don
Koehler, a 5-10, 175 -pound

ARLINGTON WON the sophomore who has seen a lot
freshman race by the same
score their soph team lost by,

17-44. Tom Jarm was the
winner with an 11:41, and
Scott Barrnett was second
with a 12:00 flat.

Two seconds later, Pete

Stull was in at third, and John

of action both offensively and
defensively this year. Koehler
picked up a touchdown pass
last week.

THE KNIGHTS also boast
a good-sized line with 200 -

pounders Jim Carroll and

Chappian was fourth three Drew Smith, Jim Novack at
seconds later. Mark Meuller 195, Dann Willis at 190 and
was the only top fiVe Fremd Jim Dooley at 178. Willis and

especially fruitful for the

In the third quarter another
long pass from Holden to end
Bob Thompson added another

finisher with a 12:08, and Jue
Pierce of Fremd netted sixth,

Dooley, both ends, both

Craig Noland was seventh

touchdowns tosses last week.

managed to gather in
The Vikings carry

with a 12:31, and Arlington's
Don Laufer was a half a se-

record into tonight's game as

cond behind at eighth.

do the Knights.

a

1-2

Harper Golfers Stop Losing
Harper College's golf squad

The Hawks were again led

finally got out of the losses
column by picking up a tie
with Amundsen College in

by Pete Hahn, a freshman
from Arlington Heights, with

Harper's home course Mon-

Ridge, was second in the scor-

day afternoon.
The final scores for the 18 -

shot a 99 as Bob Rodgers and

can drive.

hole match were Rock Valley
College 343, Wright College,

and 103 respectively.

school -approved, will have sit

356, Harper and Amundsen
368 each. However, Wright's

Car Caravan
game

moments later Mark Hartman
took a beautifully -thrown 30 -

North, and, although the

0 crushing of Glenbard

did Walter Spiniolis, who ran

chill winds of Thursday af-

posite. Although they move

well on the ground with a

with a seventh -place 15:09, as

A PASSING game for the
Lions appears to be the most

not able to score.
Prospect is just the op-

PROSPECT'S DEFENSE
strengthened a bit in their 40-

things.exciting for Fremd

ahead fast. First Jim McBride

a counter play. A few

Panthers, but they still were

Fremd runners came in fifth

Cards with a ninth -place

line.

Prospect has had its share of
each this year, but managed

with a 14:14.
The Card's Scott Butler ran

to be on their guard.

by going outside the Prospect

Moving to the left seemed

JOE HOOKER covered his
own home course in 14:53 for
sixth, and Dan Pittenger kept

next with a 15:10.

quarterback made up the offense for North, and they
made most of their headway

fumbles and penalties. to be the most fruitful for the

Pioneer Park course record

alone should be reason second in the meet with a

1968

last week was picked up via

starters and their backup men
are expected to be ready to go
for this encounter and that

The Arlington High School
car caravan to the Wheeling

scored on a 40 -yard run off

receiver's hands by a generous

Cardinal who got to it first.
Most of the Viking yardage

Arlington Runners Bound Past
Second 'Tough' League Leader

as they stopped the Fremd
there will be no question" Vikings,
22-34, and first -place
marks as to who will be in

long gainers put the Eagles

Two first quarter scores on

mark but was tipped into the

to cut down last week.

Wednesday afternoon with a touchdown to put the game
19-6 victory over the Giants out of reach. Terry Keehan
in Arlington Heights Boys completed the scoring as he
Football play. The win left the ran for the extra point.

Eagles with a 3-0 record, a

SPIRTS

October 4,

Phee or Bob Gill for yardage

Eagles Take Giant. Step
In AH Varsity League
step toward the Varsity
League championship

Friday,

hands off to wither Larry Mac-

last outing against St. George.

them before with the same
boys, so I can't be too sure
just what to expect when we
The Arlington varsity
meet them. I think that if we
cross-country team rolled
can contain Walker's runs,
through one of the toughest
we'll be all right."
Unlike the past few games,

Page 23

was the team that was

against Arlington last week.

St.

NOBODY IS ready yet to
volunteer a prediction on the
outcome, but the Lions will

a sign directing you to the school on the right.

highly -touted Conant crew
31-27, but Palatine has ex-

can come dose to Arlington.

Hersey, 31-13.

Lions Put 1st -Place Statusion, Line

Prospect On the other hand,
Arlington didn't lose again, one point that would tend to
and defeated the Falcons for give Arlington an advantage.
a share in the conference Arlington's line will be bigger
crown

backfield men to shift around
In addition offensive ends Jim

Friday, Oct. 14
Hinsdale Central at Maine East, 8 p.m., V-soph
Arlington at Wheeling (Homecoming), 8 p.m., V,IV
Fremd at Prospect, 8 pan., V-JV
Marian Catholic at St. Viator, (AHS Field) 8 p.m., V-Soph

they lose him, he will be sore-

tors have an effect on the
players themselves. Both

certainly dominates the defense and beat them

have the ability, and many of
their starting players would

FOOTBALL

part in the Arlington offensive
attack, as he has been doing

a good job at picking up added running yardage for the
Cards. Somers is a vital part
of the Arlington show, and if

field goal in the second

Passarelli who had been in-

jured, and this gives coach

Sports Calendar

.

Wheeling will have their
airplane back this year, and

decisioned the Cards, 17-14,
a fate that was decided by a
bad center snap for Arlington
and a 25 -yard Jack Bastable

this point including a good
deal of desire to win. They

Weekend

The clash between the Arl-

Last year, Wheeling

The Knights can now call

The Grenadiers have scored

well in their past three games,
and pulled a major upset last
week when they sneaked by a

'game.

'Cats.

will be realized

The Huskies have

everything going for them at

bing 18 points worth of scores

fairly dark for the underdog

game of the year, and a full
year's worth of preparation

Grove's Dave Ristait is a corner also.'

last week. Prospect should
have little trouble in tonight's

however, making things look

ington Cardinals and the

their way toward it.

proved their worth by neb.

All reports look as if

BY CURT WILSON

quarterback in Phil Donahue
a returning letterman and lElk

Dooley and Dann Willis

Somers will be playing,

Palatine sports a fine

jayvee

their first two games.

Don Williams five good

perhaps get things rolling for

14

scores against good teams in

on senior letterman Ted

yet, but they should post a
good win this weekend and

Elk Grove

racked up 18-0 and 20-19

than aerial movements.

The Falcons have not won

heartbreaker, but we'll call it
20-19, the Lions getting the

13

theirs also. The Knights had

games, and Prospect hat had
more success in stopping that

suit with a 40-0 creaming.

it out if Preski can find his

2S

a perfect right to claim the
Forest .View encounter as

ning attack in their last

only win was against Hersey's

Palatine

After shelling Prospect last
week 33-6, the Huskies have

going.

"breather," and so far, Glen:
bard North has shaped up to

offense crashes into the

evidence when the Arlington

have all the momentum they
need to get a winning streak

ing three rough teams in a
row, the Falcons deserve a

a point that will be in

champion football team make,

0 shutout over Glenbard
North, the Knights should

going to be Forest View's first

31

Hersey is all out to win the
conference title this
year, and so far are well on

On the rebound from a 40-

is

game undefeated, the Lions
are ready to send them home
with a little less pride.

and Marty Crain do not a

Hersey
Forest View

19
7

quardrangular meet at

Tonight is, still

looking. for participants who

The caravan, which is

Arlington before 5 p.m. Friday. The caravan will leave
for Wheeling St S.- "'

ing with an' 84. Craig Saar
Rick Johnson recorded

102

Coach Bill Miller is opscore didn't count against timistic even though the

escort of Arlington Heights
police all the way to Wheeling's football field.
IPaiticipanni are to meet, in
trust of Grace gymnasium -at

an 18 -hole total of 82. Steve
Winkel, a freshman from Park

Tom Swanson broke the course record at Pioneer Park with
a 14114 yesterday as the Cardinals trumped Fremd in a varsity
level sport for the second time, in less than a week.

Harper since the Northern Hawks have ti "problem of inIllinois Junior College consistancy" Miller felt, "that
Conference has a Jule that it was a good day and a bad
states that tfie first meeting day both. Hahn shot par 10
between two schools is the on- times and picked up a birdie,
which wasn't a bad round."
ly one which counts.

SHORT, RIBS
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.. HE AIN'T, BUT
HE REPRESENTS
AUTHORITY WHO'S
GOING TO FIGHT
FOR A. LITTLE

FOR SIX WEEKS,
BUT HE HASN'T
REPORTEP IT TO
MAINTENANCE I

THE PAINT RAVED IN.TNE SALESROCM,1134JT THE

,

;,

THE DUNE
BUGGY

ENGINE STILL HAS THE FACTORY SEAL/ I'LL
GIVE UP MY COMMISSION AND LET YOU
HAVE IT FOR *1500 COST TO GET ACTION
IT'S THE LAST PAY OF THE DISTRICT SALES

FLOWER DOWER!

/

2 News
7'News
9
The Flinstones
II Friendly Giant

AMOS,
BUT1-IAT'

Fieras
32 Rawhide
6:00
2 News
5 News
7 News

CoNTESTI
-°-4)

11 TV College
The Slide Rule
26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25

WHAT DO
YOU WANT,

MR MUSHROOM5 .50B -OCEANIC

CORAL PALACE

MUSHROOMS
AQUA-CLWIE

lung,

YOUNG

YOU

AQUASCIEN1151IN YOUR

IfiU5HROOM

BUBBLE OF

AFFIXES A

BLIBE 0

MICROPHONE
TO THE SKIN

A secret formula
threatens the coun-

his son during the investigation of the ac-

5 The High Chapar-

girl.
9 I Love Lucy

transplant. With
John Vernon and
Julie Sommers.
9 Perry Mason

William Lucas.

26 Spanish Drama

32 Movie

Rodney

I'OR SA TURDAy

I PAINTED TH'

IN A

/MOW:

k.

".1

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct 23) -Enter into Saturday activities
with a will The pace promises
to be quick and the race, as

FLOOR LAST
NIGHT: IT
AIN'T QUITE.
DRY

DWATL I

ALWAYS WILLIN' T'

THROUGH TN' WINDOW)
STEP THIS WAY:

DO. A LPL EXTRA
FER A GOOD

1.

2 Movie

Rufino Tamayo,

Nun" star Debbie

Mexican artist.

who made the hit

With Chad Everett,

usual, is to the swift

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
22) --Take care to meet problems head on and as they
arise Difficulties should
Dec 22) --Don't allow yourself
to become overly involved in

JNO1!

110

1%1

Moorehead, Greer
Garson and Ricardo
Montalban.

7 The Don Rickles

c.

TJA. hi. 53. P.P. OH.

1:10

A film starring

Blues

picker whose attempt
to help a girl leads to
his own destruction.
26 Luis Carlos Uribe
8:30

Carson
7 Joey Bishop Show

7 The Guns of Will

Parisian singer who
awaits the results of
medical tests.
1:30
7 News
1:35
7 Reflections
2:35
2 News
2:40

10:30
5 Tonight Show

With Johnny

9 Movie

"Harlow" 1965

Sonnets

Walter Brennan
and Dick Rambo star
9:00
5 Star Trek

Marshand as a

26 Red Hot and

Lou Gilbert as a rag

in "The Trap."

stars Corinne

Pual Bryan tries to
expose a dictator.
10:10

I NET Playhouse

Nabor's platoon.

9 Movie
"Cleo from 5 to 7"

32 Run for Your Life

Show

5 The Name of the
Game

C./emir Ing:

Sen....

2 Meditation

film depicting the life

2:55
9 San Francisco Beat
3:25

of "It" girl, Jean
Harlow.

Five Minutes to

-9

Live By

sew

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE

the affairs of children today.

THERE'S ENTIRELY

OH MY, NO IT6 AN
OW ONE THAT I

A change of mind occurs

CAPRICORN (Dec

Ricky Cordell, Agnes

charge of Jim

disperse late in the day

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 -

Katherine Ross,

quences

Pidgeon, works to
overthrow corrupt
law enforcement.
With John Hodiak
and Audrey Totter.

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
11 Gardening Show
26 Sports

record "Dominique."

Schell returns to take

U

editor, Walter

10:00

Belgium Dominican

Italian
7:30
2 Gomer Pyle
Sgt. Carter takes a

"The Sellout" A

crusading newspaper

32 News

Reynolds as the

I

2 Movie

Biography of

"The Singing

break and Ronnie

1$0

12:55

II Who Is

talent search.
32 -Divorce Court
7:15
11 TV College

CUSTOMER:

Football films.
9 News

9:30

Intelligence.
8:00

6:45

I WAS ABLE TI REACH
MY RAZOR AN' MUG

HMM:

IN THAT
HAVE AN
CASE,
IMPORTANT.
APPOINTMENT FOLLER
ME
IN FIFTEEN
MINUTES!

cused of murder.

courier by British

26 Market Roundup
7:00
26 Keyboard Award
Crusade of Mercy

12:50

2 Top plays of the
NFL

private school is ac-

32 Truth or Conse1%1 N NIA,

Barbara Shelley,
Andre Morel! and

The dean of a

"Agnes 8 314" A
writer is unwittingly
used as a spy and

26 Today's Racing

/SORRY, ELMER:

witnesses the murder

of performing an il-

try's security.

National
government.

A SHAVE

about a cat who

of a doctor accused

of its mistress. With

II TV College

I NEED

"The Shadow of
the Cat." 1961 film

legal heart

tumbling act.

Your
110roscope

12:30

5 Movie

cidental death of a

Dangerfield and a

BUGS BUNNY

With Ronnie Barrett.

Defense
Judd takes the case

Cowsills,

lm

Midnight

The squad has

who tries to protect

23 -

TOO MUCH VIOLENCE

OH, Y-541-1, WHAT CAN

A LITRE GIRL LIKE 1W CO?

TELEVISION/

A FEW FARRO/

temper and an equally firm

LUAUT TO BE Oki 71.18FOOTBALL 'TEAM 'MIS YEAR,
MEEKI

ON DAYTIME

BRIGHTISNED LAP WITH

Jan 20)--A firm hold on your
hold on the purse strings bring
personal benefits by evening

AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.
19)--A good day for seeing to

News from
afare should spur you on to

141/.. 4, TY to. V, to 001.

correspondence

unusual Saturday activities

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PISCES (Feb 20 -March
21) --If you fail to consider a

Answer to Previous Puzzle

partnei s feelings, you will

Bromfield's Works

have no one to blame for the
failure of the present project

ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Co-operation with family
members is essential if you are

THE BORN LOSER

to settle domestic affairs to
the satisfaction of all con-

1 "- and

Rehearse"
6 "The Rains

MRS. VEE131-EFESTER?

MY 0/44SecRer

cerned

TAURUS (April 21 -May

FoRmuLA , YOU
MOW al4A-14Ai

2I )--Seeing the right people is
not nearly important as saying

10 Large boxes

11 "- Have

the right words A Saturday

Changed."
12 Of our days
13 City in

for progress

GEMINI (May 22 -June

21) --Avoid any situations that
could cause tensions to arise

Turkey
14 Small
particle
15 Bitter vetch

within the family circle Take
it upon yourself to mediate
arguments

17 French coin
18 Church seat
19 Late singer,

CANCER (June 22 -July

23) --Take advantage of opportunities for personal success inherent in the love and
devotion extended to you by
family members

LEO (July 24 -Aug 23) -Before responding with any
fervor to criticism, adverse or
otherwise, of you or your
work, consider the source

VIRGO (Aug 24- Sept.
23) --This could well be a

Enrico ---

CAPTAIN EASY .
,soRity To
1,15TURS

you

so LATE. MR.
WADMANI WTI.

THE FOGGIEST
IDEA WHAT-BUT1 COME IN:

HAVE tHe COLLECTOR'S ITEMS.
YOU'VE BEEN 50

411111MIM1011;111

1-tACOC-14. SAID YOU'D

GLADLY PM di2oo
LASH FOR THESE
:PRICELESS OLD --

LEAcOcK?
WAIT 'ERE..;

MU. EXAMINE,

THE PACKET IN

IlL'EAVENS: THESE ARE PART OF THE
MISSING ART STOLEN A FORTNIGHT
AGOI rLL CALL POLICE AND TRY
THE ROGUE: '
TO

EAGER FORI

flush
flash

flub
flab
bash
bush
blush
lash

lush

half
haul
slub
slab

light

23 "Night in

6 El -

(Spanish
hero)
7 Liturgical
vessels
8 Less (music)
9 Brother of 25 School
Jacob (Bib.) \ subject
26 Word of
10 Charming
assent
ll'Italian
27 Word of
classic by
surprise
Goethe
28 Proselyte to
12 Head
Judaism
covering
16 Impediment 29 Stray
30 "Palmetto
19 Actor's
State" (ab.)
watchword
20 Reply (ab.)' 34 Female
sheep
21 Spanish card
35 Insane
game
37Narrative
22 Plumlike
38 Heavy
fruits
weight
24 Prohibit

33 Joins

for you You can manipulate
circumstances until they are
to your liking

BASHFUL

22 Source of

27 Not growing
old
31 Plain
32 "A Modern

MY OFFICE:,

Saturday of great importance

Answers to
Hideaword

food
4 Cognizance
5 Organic
compound

ACROSS

co0 saws fvoi,

2

closet,'

N

I., TIC

1,11N, On

,THE WILLETS
-AY CURIOSITY 16 AROUSED

-WHY DON'T %MU HAVE
A 44E55ASE ON YOUR.

BANNER?

EBECAUSE t 1,-IKE
THE. WOR.I-D JUST

THE WAY IT I3;

36 Take into
custody
39 Military
conflict
40 Stored away
42 Groove
45 Harem room
48 Biblical

55 "--

42 Stream
43 No longer
new
44 Thrice
(music).
45 Individuals
46 Clock face

- 47 City in Indic
49 Send a
telegram:
51 English

city

53 Cyprinoid
fish
54 At this time
6

5

7

8

'

9

11

15

14

19

18

17

16

)

20

1

24
27

28

iv

29

32

25

31

36

43.

4

57 Kill
58 More recent
so
DOWN
55
1 Bow and
3. ConSunied

41 "A Good

13

Autumn"
56 Idolized

2 Heartfelt

4

1

plain

49 Sage
50 River in
Africa
52 White fur

3

5?

.

5 News
7 Chicago ShoW

Commander Kirk
gets married. Doom

Glenn Howard
refuses to back a can-

Anderson, The

OF ROBINS
BUBBLE,,,

11:15
32 News

Oregon State.

tainment
Tim Conway hosts
Florence Henderson,
Barrie Chas.e, Ernie

EVEN IFSHE IS INCREDIBLY
AITRACTNE AND ENVIOUSLY
RICH IT!

Carson.

trouble with a father

7 Operation: Enter-

TEMPER,
CANNT EXPECT AN MiGLI51-1MAN 7.0
R5.5POND TO ANYONE 50 UN -CIVIL --

Malone and Jack -

6:30
2 Wild, Wild West

daughter.
MERELY lb OBSERVE

air circus. Robert

7 Judd for the

to his hometown to
find the killer of his

WELCOME, MR5. MA LONE,lb

Stack, Dorothy

assigned to cover an

7 NCAA Game
Washington plays

Sam Butler returns

DEAR GIRL , YOU

Detroit for the third
game in the World

didate for office.
7 Felony Squad

ral

ROBIN MALONE

a

newspaper man

threatens his wife's
planet.

2Mtalal

A ae.00miN' LUTHER BURBANK.?

Hudson as

5 The St. Louis
Cardinals are at
3:15

Show

1-

"The Tarnished

Angels" stars Rock

Series.

9 Mike Douglas

;Up

2 Movie

TOMORROW
NOON

26 La Casa de las

I WANT/

10:55

SPECIAL

5:30

NICE 601sr;

A HORTICULTURIST

THE BULL'S KNOWN
ABOUT THAT LEAK

I

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

49

IP

53
S3
58

\

44.

ropert map

WEATHER

be

Tonight: Partly cloudy, low
in , upper 40s; Tomorrow:
Considerable cloudiness and
mild, high in lower 70s.

255-4400
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House Election of President
Probably This Year: (Tiffin
The Michigan senator ask-

checked wraps and performed

Cowen of Arlington Heights,

if his listeners knew that
"Hubert H. Humphrey could

unable to hear or see events

Republican Organization.

President."

ed to the young Republicans

thwarting of the Fortas

event no candidate achieves a

Dirksen visited with them
15 minutes and asked for a

Justice Abe Fortas to be chief
justice, Griffin declared:

vote cast in behalf of the party

Dirksen, himself was

BY RICHARD CRABB

in-

troduced by Richard A.

ed

"There is not just. the campaign director of the come in third in the presidenpossibility, but the pro- Wheeling Township tial race and still become
bability, that the next President of the United States will

be selected in the U.S. House
of Representatives for the first
time since 1824."
This observation was made

by Sen. Robert Griffin (R Mich) before an audience of
2,000 at the annual Wheeling

nomination, of Associate

"Last Tuesday, for the se-

cond time in the history of
our country, the Senate of the

IT WAS Griffin's first
public address since he led the
Senate opposition of President

Washington nominated John

Saturday at Arlington Park.

when President George

Johnson's nomination of
Associate Justice Abe Fortas
to become chief justice of the

with the majority in the lower

jority, the state will have no
vote at all.

At present three states, in-

Griffin also 'mingled with

the young people for 10
minutes before going to
O'Hare Airport shortly before
midnight.

cluding Illinois, would have

no vote since no party majority exists.

"IT IS possible" Griffin

Percy spent 20 minutes
with the TARS, telling them
of the importance of their

participation in politics,

answering questions and giv-

deal more than merely the
refusal to approve a nomination.

Nov. 5 election, that the

Charles Percy (R -I11.), Cong.

Republicans will secure a

Donald Rumsfeld (R -13th)
GOP candidate for governor

greatest importance in re-

House of Representatives and

establishing the proper rela-

committeeman, said Sunday
that the members of the GOP
team that made the ball possi-

that

ble Saturday evening were

Also present were

Sen.

Everett Dirksen (R -Ill.), Sen.

"The event was of the

Richard B. Ogilvie and scores

and the Senate in these vital

leaders.

matters.

The third annual Wheeling
actly -almost to the hour -on

"The President has only
half of the appointive power.

the 150th anniversary of the
first governor's ball held in

half.

Kaskaskia in 1818. Saturday's
event marked the Illinois sesquicentennial.

debate has demeaned the

northwest Cook County

the

Township Ball was held ex-

"The Senate has the other

"Some have said that this

Supreme Court. I am Stec that

Albert Volz, former

many senators voted against
court rather than 'Mr.

Republican header and the

Fortas.

Township, attended the ball
Sattittlay and was given a

revealed that only 60 per cent
of the people approved on the
performance of our Supreme
Court.
"In too many instances, the

"In June, the Gallop poll

oldest' man in Wheeling
standing ovation.

VOLZ, born here in 1871,

courageous and distinguished
member of ,the United States

the November election that
Griffin startled his audience.

Senate."

Speaker of the
Republican
House and still we will fail to

have a Republican majority in

26 states required to elect a

President in the House of
Representatives.
"Yes, it is a distinct

pleased."

The 4th annual ball will be
held the first Saturday evening
of next October, Oct. 4, 1969,
Schlickman said.
Three distinguished guests

possibility that Hubert H.
Humphrey' could come in

third and Still become Presi-

flew from distant places

directly into O'Hare Airport
Saturday evening sathat tpey
'";might attend the ball.

dent."

Dirksen lashed out at the

Griffin flew from his office
in Washington. .

Ke.nnedy-Johnson

Sen. Robert Griffin (R -Mich) gave his first public address
in Arlington. Heights Saturday evening. (R -Arlington Heights),

Sen. Everett Dirksen (R -III) and Cong. Donald Rumsfeld

"After seven years of of Public Instruction Ray

Township Teenage

Republicans, parked cars,

Page also flew directly from
a conference in Washington,

ti

D.C.

Percy was the principal

5.A

speaker at a Republican fund

raising dinner in Kansas on
Saturday evening.' Hey flew
directly to O'Hare and arrived

4

Wheeling event just
before midnight. No one exat

the

pected him to come.

Shapiro Breaks Ground on
Weller Project Tomorrow
BY JIM MASEK

upstream to Mount Prospect
\ Rd.

Gov. Samuel Shapiro will
be in Des Plaines tomorrow
for the official groundbreaking ceremonies on. the Weller
Creek flood control project.
Other state and local officials from throughout the

Work on

project actually has been in progress
since Sept. 16, three days after
the

the governor released
$900,000 for this purpose.

Mayors Herbert Behrel of
Des Plaines, Daniel Congreve

northwest suburbs will be on
hand for the groundbreaking,
which will begin at 2:30 p.m.
behind the Parker -Hannifin

of Mount Prospect and John
Woods of Arlington Heights

Rd.

Taylor, administrative assistant to the governor; John

Corp. plant at 501 S. Wolf

THE CEREMONY will
mark the official beginning of
the $1.4 million Weller Creek

project, whip _h calls for
cdreeer ifnr go

tdhe\ w`cciehriicianggo the

North Western Ry. bridge

Last Chance
To Register
Final registration for

November's election will
be conducted today from
8 a.m. until 9 p.m.

Registration will take

place in the polling place
of each voting district and
precinct.
;,',1;WMlititittaitaUttr.a..ita SWAM

Gripe
Of The
Day

will join Shapiro for the
groundbreaking.

Others invited are John

Guillou and Robert Clem of

Illinois Division of

Regner (R -Mount ,Prgspect),
Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D -

who along with Guillou and

/Arlington Heights), Rep.

the governor's representatives,
is arranging the ceremony.

Eugene Schlickman (R -Arlington Heights), Rep. Robert
Juckett (R -Park Ridge), and

Hannifin Corp. also have been

Sen. John Carroll (R -Park
Ridge).

Other Des Plaines, Mount

Prospect and Arlington

County Board president and GOP candidate for governor. Rep.
Eugene F. Schlickman of Arlington Heights stands just behind.

can have attend," said Behrel

OFFICIALS of the Parker -

invited, since a large portion

of the flood control project
will run through the company's land.

Heights officials have been invited to attend, along with
representatives of chamber of
commerce and civic association representatives.
"We're going to try to have

"The protocol for the affair
hasn't been set yet," Behrel
said, "but I believe that 1 will
introduce the governor, who

as many city officials as we

(Continued on Page 2)

will make an address."

Release of money for the

BY BARRY PETERSEN

men," said Gene

employes, and those who

Two weeks ago, im-

relations manager for Illinois

couldn't be reached were sent
registered letters. They had 14

Montgomery, community

mediately after the settlement

Bell.

of the 137 day strike against
Illinois Bell Telephone by the
International Brotherhood of

three men of about 150 did
not return to work after the

electrical Workers, both sides

offered estimates of the

strike."
Montgomery said the three

number of men who would

were:

not return to work.
The company said three per
cent would not return.
union official
local
A

estimated 10 per cent of the
strikerseould not return.

TODAY ends the 14 day
grace period allowed strikers
to either to return to work or
to notify the company of their
intentions, and both sides are
still insisting their figures are

"What it means is that

"This is the largest elephant I've ever seen attending a GOP
meeting" said Griffin. A section of the wall had to be removed
at Arlington Park to enable the Randhurst elephant to preside
Mayor Daniel Congreve (right) of Mount Prospect tells a
over the Wheeling Township Republican Ball Saturday evening, story for Fred Reimann (left), 3 N. Pine in Mount Prospect,
Left to right, Sen. Griffin, Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman of ArlCook County Superintendent of School Robert Hanrahan and
ington HeightS, William Rentschler, Illinois chairman of State Superintendent of Public Instruction Ray Page.
Citizens for Nixon; and U.S. Rep. Donald Rumsfeld.

Dooley 'said..

union hasn't even
taken ;. head count of men
who have returned hecause we

working in the Bell system.
-- A man who was hired by
the company before the strike
but never worked because the
union struck before he started
on his job.

figures were based on contacts
with all the men in the office.

several more days," he said.
Dooley said an accurate

Local 336 union steward

return couldn't be made until

-- A man who had worked

for the company for two
weeks.

Montgomerr'said the

Rolling Meadows,
and Elk Grove, we figure we

was made by telephone

had a 98.7 return of our

their employment.

sidered by Illinois Bell is the
men who are still undecided
between going back to work
for Bell or accepting a position with another company,"

period was "up for most men

"In the Arlington Heights
district, which includes ArlProspect,

days from the receipt of the
registered letter to notify the
company of their intent to
return to work or terminate

"ONE FACTOR not coq

A man who transferred
to another state but is still

figures were based on commitments received from the
men who still have time to

all day, then begin to ington Heights, Mount
complain when visitors arrive?3.11.

Waterways; Rep. David

U. S. Sen. Everett Dirksen telling Mr. and Mrs. Richard
B. Ogilvie his campaign story of the week. Ogilvie is Cook

Two Weeks After Strikes Two .nides Still Disagree

right.
Why does a patient feel fine

01 -

13th Dist.) (Photos by Bob Johnson)

ILLINOIS Superintendent

administration.

THE TARS, Wheeling

said the Michigan senator.

Rumsfeld introduced Griffin as "my colleague, friend,

"very tired but extremely

year will become the

It was in connection with

put them on the policeman,"

the 26th state of the Union.

Gerald Ford who was

the possible breakdown in the
presidential elective process in

handcuffs off the criminal and

ber of persons who recalled
the day that Illinois became

ing Township Republican

your speaker at this ball last

failure to solve the military
problem in Vietnam and
after seven years of failure to
control inflation and other
problems at home, it is imperative that we have a complete change in leadership."

Supreme Court has taken

during his youth knew a num-

ing his autograph.
Rep. Eugene P. Schlickman
(R -Arlington Heights), Wheel-

clear-cut majority in the U.S.

tionship between the President

of other Illinois Republican

Questioned afterwards, Dirksen said that he did
not call for American withdrawal from Vietnam but
expressed the view that unless there is a change in
leadership on Nov. 5, "we might just as well
withdraw."

gram to take to his senate office in Washington.

In the event there is no ma-

GRIFFIN said that the

minority leader called for the unilateral
withdrawal of American forces from Vietnam.
Senate

copy of their 1968-69 pro-

house of Congress.

confrontation involved a great

Republican ball Saturday evening that the U. S.

before leaving.

told his audience, "that Nixon
will get the vote of a majority
of the people balloting in the

U.S. Supreme Court.

listeners got the impression from Sen.
Everett Dirksen's remarks at the Wheeling Township

of the ball.
All three U.S. senators talk-

majority in the electoral college, states will have but one

Rutledge."

if/hat He Meant Was
Some

other services, and were

Griffin pointed out that in

Referring to his successful

United States refused to approve the man the President
nominated for chief justice.
The only 'other instance was

Township Republican ball

Telephone

return to work.

He said an initial contact

He said the 14 day grace

tomorrow," and that his won't know for sure for

Marcus Dooley, who was the
union spokesman for strikers

in this area 'piing the strike,
said yesterday he will stick
with his 10 .per cent estimate
of non -returning strikers:

"But.itot for the local area,"
he said.

'

He said two weeks ago that
his roster of .union :members
in the area showed more than

10 per centof the strikers intended to leave the company.

count of men who didn't
Wednesday or Thursday.

from the 150 strikers "doesn't
sound right to me."

"WE'LL KNOW sometime
this week for sure," Hayden
said, "but I don't think it will
be quite that low."

He said the union had to
wait until resignations were
reported before estimating the
non -returning men.
Hayden, 'although disagreeing with Montgomery on local

figures, declined to make an
estimate of his own.

"It was the first time the
union -ever struck, and I think

"The problem here is that
the letters the company sent
out allowed 1,4 days to respond,. and some of the 'letters
were mailed late, so some men
.Stilldon't have to say for sure
whether they will return."
.

Richard Hayden, a union
steward in. the Arlington
District office, said the figure
of three men not returning

Ike- real benefit from this

some people are holding off
their orders until they feel
we're caught up."

He said Illinois Bell

workers from other parts of
the state will be working in
the Arlington Heights district

Meetings

Tonight

starting today to help ease the
catching up.

"THESE are people who
will come from offices not

quite as busy as we are," he
said.

"The tremendous growth in
this area has placed a tremendous demand on our services,

and during the strike we
didn't have much chance for
future design engineering."

He said the company had

The Mount Prospect

kept up with phone

mittee, at 8 p.m. in the

could during the strike, but

Fire and Police Com-

installations as well as they

Village Hall.

that

The School Board of

the more sophisticated
equipment had to wait until

strike will

Elk Grove District 59, at

trained workers returned.

business."

ministration center, 2123
S. Arlington Heights Rd.,

catching up in the areas where
expansion during the strike
couldn't be dealt with because

come when we
meet again for negotiations.
We showed them we mean
Work on catching up after

the strike still continues,

8 p.m.' in the ad-

Arlington Heights. After
the regular meeting, the

Montgomery said.

group will reconvene for a

sure just how much backlog
we have because we believe

meeting.

"We still don't know for

1,

budget committee

"This is our biggest task -

we had no engineering staff,
and,

putting in the bigger

systems that management
' workers doing instatation
tasks couldn't do."
7r

I

A

area along Rand becomes

of the expressway to cht

Only recently has the project got out of the talk stage,
when the private firm was

GUARANTEED

through the Rand Rd cor-

TO COVER
ANY COLOR
WITH JUST

pressway in Chicago and LLS

ridor betweent Edens ex12

planning for the firm of H W
Lockner, Chicago, which has

HOUSE PAINT

0

been authorized by the Illinois
Division of Highways to study
where to put the proposed ex-

0 E COAT

BRIGHT WHITE

authorized to study the matter
and suggest a route for the ex-

pressway that would require

Beebe,

ti

pressway.

property as possible

Illinois Division of

Highways District Head

George March said he expects
sume results from the study by
next spring.

The study will not be com-

Illinois Division of

considering channeling
limited access highway

KemlCoat®
House Paint
Contains the finest ingredients
Sherwin-Williams has ever put

in a house paint SUPER
QUALITY-SUPER DURABILITY Has a depth of whiteness
never before possible Resists

mildew, fumes, and dirt that
dull ordinary paints
6

pleted for about a year, March
said, "but with the first results
we get, concerning, a tenative

Highways officials have been

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS $

route, we can do some ad-

through that region alOng

AIL

vance buying of undeveloped
land for the expressway.
"OBVIOUSLY, IT is easier
to buy the land undeveloped

Rand Rd. for some time, rais-

GALLON

ing questions among residents,

churches, .schools and
Maybe you never thought

of paying this much for
house paint . But you
could never buy a paint
like this before!

businesses that could be in the
way.

O

than to have to go through

has prevented the state from
building the expressway and

Firm DiscoversWay

of two imported powders led to

Covers any color,

with lust one coat

Givas brilliant

bright whits finish

1178 LEE ST. DES PLAINES

cis

mo

(AT LEE & ALG6NQUIN)

IMITH

PHONE: 296-6179
Store Hours Monday & Friday 9-B P M

held between 10 a.m. to

attend the dedication and

12

A hot dog and coke lunch
p.m. on
will be served at

opening ceremonies Saturday

and Sunday, Nov. 9 and 10

1

Thomas,

Saturday, and an open house
will be held at the high school

Arlington Heights.

Hersey will be met by

for the rest of the afternoon
for persons who worked on

District 214 school Board of-

the citizens' committee for the

ficials at O'Hare Airport the

high school, and school and

at the high school bearing his
E.

morning of Nov. 9.

the dedication, which will

have been made for him to
mingle with the high school

Cars owned by Lorraine

held Sunday at 1:30 p.m.

COMB

call John

misspelled the high school's
name.

Hersey High School is

listed as "Hershey" High in

PHONE 437-9700
GOLF & BUSSE ROADS MT. PROSPECT

the Arlington Heights-Platine-

Mount Prospect directory,
and the number given is 259-

8500. Actually 259-8505

is

the number to dial for Hersey,
according to principal Roland
Goins.
Telephones replaced radio

when she was struck by Check

who was westbound on Central.

Mrs. Capone told police she
followed Cheek's auto several
blocks until it went out of

fic Court Nov. 13.

(Continued from Page 1)

Weller Creek improvement
had been delayed for more

long swing through the

northwest and north suburbs
tomorrow.

than a year, until Gov.

Shapiro approved spending
the $900,000 on Sept. 13.

Heights, was held up by a
strike against the Illinois Bell
Telephone Co. Citizen's band
radio was used until the first
telephone arrived.

"We're glad to have the
phones," doins said. "Before
we got them, it was hard to
get in touch with parents and
very difficult to order material
for the construction going on
here."

The Illinois General

Assembly passed an ap-

world on Thursday afternoon

Post Office
Needs Carriers
Full time letter carriers are
needed by the Mount Prospect

signed the

bill, but neither

cessor, would release the
money immediately, because
of the state's tight financial
situation.
After reviewing the amount

of money needed for Illinois
schools for next year, Shapiro

finally decided that he could
release the funds last month.

THE CREEK already has

The current project will ex-

tend the improvements to
Mount Prospect Rd. Two

more construction phases will
carry the work to Central Rd.
Rep. Regner, chief sponsor

Post Office, according to
Postmaster Theodore C.
Geocaris.

for the section between Mount

starting rate of $2.95 per hour
are invited to apply at the post
office at 202 E. Evergreen or

phone 392-2730, Geocaris
said.

Prospect and Elmhurst Rds.
during the next session of the

WILLIAM BALDOCCHI
A new Kroger supermarket

will open at 10 a.m. Wednesday in the Northpoint

Shopping Center at the in-

tersection of Rand, Palatine
and Arlington Heights Rds.,
Arlington Heights.

The 18,000 square -foot

store will

have a black -top

complete by August, 1969.

parking lot with space for
more than 800 cars, according
to T. E. Dewey, vice president
of Kroger's Chicago division.

Gov. Shapiro's stop in Des
Plaines will be part of his day-

will be store manager.

General Assembly.

The current work is to be

William Baldocchi, of Niles

FROM TENSION
AND PAINS OF

RELIEF-

English
Bone

Opens Doors
Wednesday.

Kerner nor Shapiro, his suc-

of the last Weller Creek bill,
has said that he will instroduce an appropriation bill

Men or women interested
in filling a position with a

Supermarket

propriation for $1.4 million in
1967 and Gov. Otto Kerner

been deepended and widened
from the Des Plaines River to
the Chicago & North Western
tracks.

municating with the outside
stalled. Four more will be put
in today, Goins said, and the

Northwest Hwy onto Central

Weller Ground

E. Thomas, Arlington

when two phones were in-

Mrs Capone said she was

making a left turn from

Shapiro Breaks

full switchboard should arrive
within a month.
Telephone installation at
the new high school at 1900

as Hersey's way of com-

and Northwest Hwy

school to be named after him.

`Hershey' High
You can now

moments earlier at Central

control and struck the stop
He won the Pulitzer Prize sign and fire hydrant.
Cheek, who denied strikfor fiction in 1945 and had
received many other awards. ing the other auto at Central
and
Northwest Hwy., is to apHersey High School in Arlington Heights is the first pear in Mount Prospect Traf-

be given. Hersey will speak at

Hersey High School, but don't
call the number in the phone
book. Better yet, don't look in
the phone book at all; they've

struck by Cheek's auto

incident.

Tours of the new school will

nicott were overturned,

Betty Capone of 250 Willow -told them her auto had been

John Hersey lives in New
Haven, Conn. His books include Hiroshima, A Bell for
Adano, The Wall, The Child
Buyer, and the Algiers Motel

Phone Book
Calls School

Jay Keller at 1016 N. Ken-

Prospect

start at 2:30 p.m.

noon at the high school.

students at a reception to be

BARBER SHOP

Tun thru Thurs 9-6 pm Sot 8 30.5130

Novelist 'John Hersey will

pressway generally through a
corridor roughly two miles on
either side of Rand Rd.

SHEARS

.6

John Hersey to Attend
High School Dedication
name at 1900

and Central in Mount
Police reported that Mrs

to consider routing the ex-

NOW OPEN
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE!

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.

The driver of this vehicle was charged with three violations following an accident Saturday
at Central and We -Go.

Hawkey at 310 Windsor and

Super Dent is at drug counters now.

Provides cam years of
beauty and protection

allegedly struck a stop sign
and a fire hydrant at We -Go

occured Saturday.

Calling it Super Dent, offi-

tic folks can eat almost any food
nqw. It's a blessing for foLka who
could never enjoy eating before."

/I

public property after his auto

are investigating two similar
auto vandalism cases which

this news. When mixed, these powders formed a denture adhesive far
superior to most commercial prod-

cials said "Super Dent Is so fantas-

/

conditions, and damaging

Over
Turned
Arlington Heights police

PHOENIX, Ariz. -A leading
that holds dentures tight. Discovery

ucta.

Clyde H Cheek, 54, of 127
Bobby Ln was charged with
leaving the scene of an accident, driving too fast for

civic officials.
A public open house will be

The study firm was asked

dental firm discovered the secret

insure satisfactory hiding will be furnished at no cost

alledged hit and run accident

"Students are the ones I'd
like to meet," the writer said
in a letter and arrangements

condemnation proceedings."

BUT THE lack of funds

To Hold Dentures

*The SHERWIN-Will/AMS Company guarantees
Kem-1-Coat° premium house paint will hide any
previously painted surface with one coat when ap
plied according to label directions If paint fails to
perform as specified enough additional paint to

Saturday stemming from an

even more developed

This was promised by destruction of as little private
director of

Richard

A Mount Prospect man was
issued three traffic tickets late

getting it over with before the

tors" will enter into

determining the exact location

PREMIUM

Hit and Run
Accident

Rand Expressway
Route Is Studied
By Private Firm
"Social and economic fac-

Kemico at

Ticketed in
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ARTHRITIS, RHEUMATISM

China 6bft/
ROYA L

DO U LTON

T

This new Royal Doulton de-

Regency Period. White en-

PE PLE

hances the regal gold decora-

tion, combining formal elegance with classic artistry.
Come in and see why this and

D
,

1111111111111111.1111111111MMINIIIMP

Frank Jagels Jack Whisler Bob Lotka
Norm Marley Vi Soderstrom George Stahmer
Larry Knaack Marye Yeats Harry Garland
Bill Biedermann Grace Manning
Jack Jozwiak Micke Robertson
Jerry Maas Bessie Wright Gen Hollnagel
Chuck Flood Joe Winters Doris Baehr
Al Langos Jim Warnner Guy McCord

George Hoc& Bob Nelson

Raymond W Nelson Jim Maloney Terry Fitzpatrick
Marge Nelson Mary Solon Don Jackson
Jo Good Joan Miller Carl Pasquale

HOME
BUYERS GUIDE

ware has made fine bone china

It AS TAKING )

3 PIECE PLACE SETTINO

There are 25 Royal
Doulton patterns to
choose from in our
store right now!!

$36.95
Bridal Registry
Service

11111M11111111.1

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

.

.

calf

394-1900 392-3900 255-3900" 358-5900.

the professional type WHIRLPOOL BATH

to buy!
* FREE demonstration in your home with no obligation
COST with easy Budget or Rental Plans available, if you

* Initial

wish!
* IS Insurance and Medicare Approved!
For the
In hospitals this is accomplished with big expensive equipment.

creates the required conditions. It
home tub, the Hydro -Jet Appliance
-up to 70
provides aeration of the water. It provides a whirling Jet stream
the massaging stream towards any
gallons a minute. It permits directing
the human body to
part of the body. Set at slow speed, Hydro -Jet slows
achy feeling. At full speed

and relieves that
a state of repose- relaxes muscles
the spring
Hydro -Jet tones your muscles, through local stimulation and puts
back Into your step.
required for Hydro -Jet, it operates on
No complicated Installation is
simple to operate as any electrical house-

Hydro -Jet!
Truly an exhilarating surprise awaits you when you try
home

Silver
China
Crystal
6400 N Harlem
it Northwest Hwy.

-

\ A BATH!

ordinary house current and is as
hold appliance.

DAY PU BUCAYIONS

Convenient Offcei

AS EASY

i

finest homes.

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF
EXCEPTIONAL HOMES
AS ADVERTISED IN THE

/

other Royal Doulton dinnera treasured possession in our

3.5 Professional Salespeople

.--- - ..
/' COMESN'v,

sign reflects the elegance of the

Men; Thus. 1.6, M. 9-9, Sat. 1.5,
Mewl Sun.

CHICAGO: 631-2800
SUBURBS: 825-3131

And, of course, a consultant will be glad to bring Hydro -Jet to your
for a FREE demonstration.

We are Chicago's ONLY outlet for Hydro -Jet

CALL TODAY,

889-7070 or 237-9500

ASK FOR MR. COULTER

CORP.
HYDRO -JET, WHIRL -A -BATH
Chicago, Illinois

2623 N. Harlem Avenue

*

* Depend on a Company Serving the Nation

Welcome to a Big and Beautiful New

0

a

1

oin

or

en er

o in

BRING YOUR COUPONS
AND COME EARLY

IAA

FOR YOUR FREE GIFTS!

PALATINE ROADS
and
RAND

REE

' I

ARE!

HERE WE

Nail Clipper
With coupon at Northpoint
Walgreens only! (Limit

rJ

1)

1111

WHILE THEY LAST!

WALCREEN COUPON

KEY CHAIN
With
coupon at Northpoint
Walgreens only!
(Limit 1)

WHILE THEY LAST!

.

..

.

.

... vv. .

i ifr I.
!A;

You Can Rely'on
You Buy at Walgreens

VISIT OUR MAGNIFICENT

PHARMACY

for

ECONOMY!

FIRST IN PRESCRIPTIONS - NATIONWIDE

WE'RE OUT TO BREAK ALL RECORDS -40R
SAVING YOU MONEY...WITH SUPER VALUES
IN HEALTH, HOME AND BEAUTY NEEDS ...

"ceeet

Pftedvtiftelea

eadeiteeied Oil
War& Reoar.4.4c,?ii

COME. SEE HOW YOU SAVE ON THOUSANDS

ocric made

OF ITEMS ANY DAY YOU SHOP , . . FOR

istftatecuce
tectftexactileliey-

fi

e.dateoutedvgedeivoald

Here you'll find a gla4norous array for every need,

for every taste ... p14a. gracious Beauty Consultant

Every Day is SALE Day at Walgreens!

give you sound tips on skin

who will be happy

cate,.hair care-0,4nd , ther beauty problems.
4,1

Come Early Monday for Savings Calorelo-og
V.71,c-k4

(1) lisipm Ca

You'll find your Walgreen Pharmacist much more than
a highly qualified professional-you'll find him a
friend truly interested in your problem. Count on it.

ONDERFLIC WIGS AND WIGLETSAND FABULOUS FALLS

ter

PRICES YOU CA!'' EASILY AFFORD!

"."

LOOK

eleitebteo

"70 7zeateet

WALGREENS PROVIDES

FOR THE

Child -Safe Rx Vials

SIGN OF
GLAMOR]

WITH THE

LOCKING CAPS!

-

LL

III

S

,69` SIZE

$1.29 SIZE

ALKA-

ARRID
Extra Dry

SELTZER

Antl-Perspirant Spray

25 TABLETS

IL

5.8 -oz.
(Limit
two)

(Limit
two)

With coupon thru Oct. 9,
at Northpoint store only

/

I

111

With coupon thru Oct. 9,
at Northpoint store ,only

1

IN III IS MS Ell OS 11

LIP MI

GET -ACQUAINTED

GET -ACQUAINTED

GET -ACQUAINTED

GET -ACQUAINTED

COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON
5` PACKAGE I
III Regular Size II STOCK UP!
1 I 49C SIZE
I Wrigley's
11 Box of 1011 TIDE II HEET
I GAS -LINE I 'Chewing Gum'
Wash Suds
I
I I TAM PAX
SAVE NOW!
II ANTI -FREEZE
I
Regular Super I I
I
C
I
c
I
II
1111

Choice of flavors!

or

1I

two)

With -coupon thru Oct. 9,

Iat Northpoint store only

I

II

(Limit
two)

With coupon thru Oct. 9,
at Northpoint store only

IN MIMI= Nu

15ca.

(Limit

I
II

four)

With coupon thru Oct. 9,
at Northpoint store only

I
II

ea.

(Limit
3 paks)

With coupon thru Oct. 9,1
at Northpoint store only III

I/

L

,
ION 1111111111
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,
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Monologue
Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

... by George Hamilton
planes lower their landing gear. After.the plane where it does come from? Can we get the stutf
went by the windshield, cleaned shortly before analyzed to prove or disprove their planes are
at a gas station, had brown, oily spots all over the cause?
And can we get them to send out a
lowers the flaps for landing.
it.,
Since the landing gear is also operated by stewardess to serve us coffee, tea or milk while
So it has been our suspicion that the
unwanted rusty spots on the car come from a hydraulic system, the source of the oily we clean the gunk off the car?
SINCE WE'RE on the subject of airplanes,
the hydraulic cylinders used to lower the flaps. substance from the sky seems apparent.
We arc aware too, that the occasional pro- the Open Lands Project in Chicago has issued
All hydraulic systems leak at one time or other,
and a ,minor leak would not cause immediate blem of a plane not being able to lower its a 56 -page analysis which shows that "the
trouble on the plane, but enough fluid could landing gear is usually caused by all of the higher cost and longer time required to create
a lake airport site in comparison with a land
collect on a cylinder during a flight to drop fluid leaking from the hydraulic cylinder.
site is not justified by population growth trends
off when the cylinder is activated.
SO WE HAVE come to believe that our in the regional market which such an airport
The fluid of course, would disperse into
personal nuisance comes from the hydraulic would serve."
drops and land on something below.
The report also says a lake airport would
WE WEREN'T convinced that the substance systems of planes coming in for a landing. We
was coming from planes until we were driving would like comments from readers and from suffer from environmental conditions, operational handicaps, obstruction hazards and
home one day and a plane flew over. Im- those who operate and maintain the planes.
Does the substance come from planes? Can "would create visible pollution -of the air over
mediately after the plane passed, the oily spots
the lake."
it be prevented? Will it harm the auto's paint?
appeared on the windshield.
Another airport on a land site, either south,
If the airline companies feel the oily droplets
Then it happened again a few days ago, driving near O'Hare at a point about where the don't come from their planes, can they tell us or southwest of Chicago is recommended.

How many people in the northwest suburbs headed for a landing at O'Hare.
At just about the point the planes come over,
have been wondering' where those little spots
of a rust -colored substance come from that the pilot speeds up the engines and partially

show up on their auto when it

is

parked

outside?

4
The spots arc oily and arc difficult to
remove, as we can testify from personal experience.

We think we have discovered the source of
this nuisance, and enlist the aid of our readers

us of their problems with it, if our

to tell

deducations are correct, and what we can do

I out t ealtot has all the clues about what to

look for in a hottse. tie saves you time and
tt made tracking down leads that turn out to
be dead ends. A realmr is a professional in
teal estate who subscribes to a strict Code of

.ntooth over the details of

Inn ma. Better see the man who knows the
«implicated business let a qualified REAL-

about it.

WE LIVE UNDER one of the landing approaches to O'Hare Field, and since we moved
there last spring have been aware of the rusty spots -on -the -car -syndrome.

After observing that new spots appear on
the car at irregular times, we also found that
they show up at times when planes fly over,

TOR help ou! SEE KEMMERLY!

3lember Northwest Suburbait

Earn More Money'

DOCTOR SAYS

III 11111

Working
on. Ladders

Board of Realtors

Member M 11' Multiple
Listing Service

r8

tin Punch

ljach

emmerb

gimme

'RN Es

REALTORS

I

OPEN 9 to 9

4-

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

lit Palatine

358-5560

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In .1rlingtort Heights

253-2460
956-1500

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S Arlington Heights Rd.

894-1800

In Hoffman -Schaumburg.

Business
Choose the best data processing school .
Training Center. Working with brand new IBM equipment,
modern teaching aids and expert instructors, you'll qualify
as a skilled IBM Key Punch Operator in just 6 weeks! And
after graduation, we'll help you look for the perfect job...
free!
3.

Find out all the details about the fascinating world of

data processing, and how BTC will prepare you for it.
Send the coupon for a free, illustrated booklet today.

BTCBusiness

694 Lee St.

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF WISPTIONAL
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE

The Home Buyer's Guide

Training Center

Downtown Des. Plaines, III.
'Phone 299-0121

Name

High School Graducite? 0 Yes El No

AAdgdress

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN
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Phone

Zip Code
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INCLUDES
OIL, GREASE

Our car rare experts list.
ally good quality oil and

grease whin servicing
your car. Remember.

GOOD EAR

your car runs safer.

ROLLING MEADOWS
3007 Kickoff Road, 255-3600
So, Moll of Rolling Marlow. Shopping c....

ADD $1 IF PREMIUM
OIL IS REQUESTED

smoother and quieter

with regular servicing by
experienced mechanics.

Take your

Don't wait ...bring your

car where
the experts

car in today and take
advantage of this low
price offer!

are!
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K. S. Johnsdn, General Manager

John E Stanton, Eddor and Publisher

ladder. The National Safety

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

Council advises that, before
you use it, you check it for
cracks due to drying out, rot-

ting or termite damage that

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

may have occurred.

It is better to apply linseed

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home. delivered.
(Jut of town U.S. mail rate, 517.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

wood than to use paint,

dangerous cracks and other
weaknesses.

Grace's Daze

ALTHOUGH metal ladders are easier to handle than

wooden ones, they are also
good conductors of electricity.

For this reason, you should
not use this type of ladder
within four feet of wiring or

In Town for the Wedding

electrical equipment.
The

foot of your

ladder

must be firm and level. If it
is placed too close to a wall.
your weight may cause it to

fall backward and if too far
away, you will put too great
a strain ori the ladder.

The ideal distance between
the foot of the ladder and the

wall is one -quarter of the

distance from the foot to the
point of contact on the wall.

The top of the ladder must
also rest against a firm, even
surface. If you must place the
ladder in front of a door, you
should first lock the door.

FACE THE LADDER

By Grace Mott
Saturday was the wedding
day of Denise Victor, Lyons,
Ill., and Lee Schramm, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Schromm

included Mrs. Schramm,
along with friends of the
bride's family, and was given

by Mrs. Roy Callahan,
neighbor of the Victors.

Mount

Prospect,

and

the

event brought a number of
out-of-towners here.

Among them were grandparents of the young couple:

Mr. and Mrs. William Hoff-

man, Sharon, Wis.; George An'

derson, Edgerton, Wiu., and
close friends of the groom, the
Robert Thorntons, Chippewa

TWO SONS

and

their

Hulda Marquardt, and Ernst

women's neighbors, and also,

were married Sept. 22, 1923
in St. Paul Lutheran Church,
Chicago.

Hosts for the dinner, loca-

of which was kept

Peterson.

Harvey Krecker, Arlington
Heights and the Raymond
Kreckers, Mount Prospect
who took their mother and

a

surprise, were Mr. and Mrs.

Lake, Ill., Fritz, who gained

should make sure there is no

in Mount Prospect's Little

father to Poppy's Alpine

wasp nest under the eaves.

League, later in high school,
and now with the New York

The Kreckers, who have

more than local fame when he

If there is -a strong wind, Yankees will be teaching
don't try to use your ladder. physical education this winter
Wait for a calmer day.
at Northern Illinois UniversiWhile you arc on the lad- ty. The family formerly lived
der, don't try to reach beyond

a comfortable arm's length.
Never lean so far to one side
that you have to stand' on only
one foot.

If, while on the ladder, you
feel faint, it is safer to drape
your arms between the rungs
and rest your head on the ladder until you feel better than

IF YOU ARE using a step-

on S. Elm St.

A party for Denise Sept. 8

Harper
Poll

Richard M. Nixon, the
Republican presidential

ladder, you should make sure
it is fully opened and that the
spreader or brace is in the
locked position. Unless it is a
short, three -step kitchen stepladder, don't climb higher than
the second step from the top.

hopeful, won by a landslide in
the first Harbinger Poll of the
new semester at Harper Junior

Never lean a stepladder against the wall and use it as

Wallace, 337.

you would a straight ladder.
Follow these rules and you

may live to climb the ladder
of success.

A coffee Mrs. Ben

Sept. 28 to mark Mrs.

anniversary. The former Kasper's leaving included the

tion

Before climbing up, you made it big in baseball, first

ting now, and building later.

Guzzardo gave in her home

Falls, Wis., and Fred (Fritz)

Now at home in Crystal

Co. heating and cooling concern, of which Kasper is controller, has brought about the
family's move to La Crosse,
renWis., where they

families gave a party for Mr.
and Mrs. Ernst Krecker in
honor of their 45th wedding

both when you are climbing
up and climbing down and
take only one rung at a time.

Restaurant in Barrington.

Sept. 28, both Mr. and Mrs.
Kasper were honored with an

evening party given by Mr.

and Mrs. H. Ellwood

Vockeroth in their home.

T.N.T. (This 'n That)
There is a group of citizens
in
Mount
meets
which
Prospect -once a month and
calls itself the Golden Hours

Club; the name probably
derived

from

the

golderi-

lived in Mount Prospect three

hearted men and women

years, have six grandchildren.

whose happiness apparently

back from a week's

comes at least in part from

vacation are Mr. and Mrs.

doing for others as witness

Howard Harnden. In Amboy,
III., they went to the home of
Edna Harnden's sister, Mrs.

their activities.
At monthly meetings except

Just

Fred Vaughan; in Polo they
visited

another

sister,

Mrs.

in

July and August, the 31

members trim stamps for the
United Presbyterian Women,

Robert O'Kane, and before

make scrapbooks for

returning home Monday, took
time for a long ride to Prairie
Du Chien where they toured
a historic home and enjoyed

Children's Memorial Hospital,
help with church and cancer

the magnificent fall coloring
along the Mississippi River.

LAST THURSDAY was

society mailings, crochet

afghans, conduct intercessory
prayer in behalf of others, and

donate food, clothing and
money to migrant families or
others in need.

moving day for Mr. and Mrs.

Although the club is

Russell Kasper and their three

children. The William

sponsored by the Community
Presbyterian Church, and the

Nixon tallied 980 votes;

Richters, coming from Minneapolis, are new owners of

roster includes many of its
members, others in Mount

Humphrey, 354, and third -

the house at 407 E. Berkshire
Ln.

Prospect work, play and while
away Golden Hours in it

College.

Vice President Hubert

party candidate George

A new job with The Trane

service.

The poll was taken by

members of the Harbinger,

the college's student

newspaper. Ballots were cast
during the fall semester registration period.
In write -selections, Eugene

McCarthy led with 59 votes.
Frank McGovern tallied 6;
President Johnson, 3 and Edward Kennedy, 2.

Hideaword

& LABOR...

EASY TERMS FREE MOUNTING!

CAR CARE CLINICS

probably have to bring out the

to try to climb (town.

LUBRICATION g OIL CHANGE I

ALL-WEATHER DC

If you plan to paint or
repair your home, you will

because the latter can . hide

2.

Marshall Field Ill

.w.G..BRAND§TADT,M.D.

your mind to be someone ... and get somewhere.

299-0082

13 S Wolf Rd

ate paper..s freedom and intellectual integrity."

oil or a varnish to preserve the

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prnspeci Heights

"Honor the original dream by ahroy.s jealonsiy keeping

Decide that you wont to get into this exciting fast
growing field and earn above average income. Make up
1.

Tbe Prooett Dap

BRAMHEC

Hanrahan
Rally Here
Edward V. Hanrahan,

Democratic candidate for
state's attorney, will speak at
Make as many Dour letter
or more words out of

these letters as you can.

In addition, find the word
using all seven of these
letters.

the Wheeling Township

Democratic Organization's
rally Oct. 11 at 811 N. Yale,
Arlington Heights.
James L. McCabe, Wheel.

ing Township Democratic

committeeman, announced
the plans for the rally.

"This meeting is open to

31 good, 39 excellent

the public," said McCabe,

"and is to be held to provide

PEN MON-INII0111 will I PM

Answer on Comic Page

citizens of Wheeling

Township an opportunity tot

call the plumber, he said take two aspirin* and
meet Hanrahan and other "I DID
he'd stop by in the morning:"
Democratic candidates."

an A Tour Through N. W. Community Hospital
Organized groups planning
fall activities may wish to
consider taking a tour through
Hospital

can

person goes frequently to the,
hospital,

he

here

The tours are planned to
a

group

with greater understanding.

with

for the hospital's many

services and facilities. Getting
to know the hospital when one

well makes it a lot easier
to face the prospect of enis

tering later as a patient.

HE tours are

nuclear medicine is discussed.
Here, visitors learn the dif-

purchased, the tour completes

channel auto -analyzer which
reports graphically a dozen
different tests from one serum
.sarnpleiri 10 minutes.

restricted area for obvious

begin with the program, serve

restricted area which includes

THE GROUP takes the

specific testing. They see a 12 -

floor. This is another
the delivery rooms.

cy center and intensive care

down one wing to view the

sterilization is one of the main

station, solarium and pediatric

us

innns-aurroarsoom

-0116001)0

AIM j

have assurance of the finest
treatment possible should il-

patients' rooms, nurses'
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Dianne Overmyer
Weds Douglas Cannon

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

than 200 years old.
The magical blending of the
past, present and future create

"Flowercade" this autumn

a

will feature many of the
outstanding

homes designed

by Frank Lloyd Wright,

David Adler, Jerome Cerny

and Balfour Ames Lanza.

of Illinois will be held Oct. I()

by David Adler in

pool while he was a lifeguard.

daughter of Mrs LeRoy

Miss Dianne Overmyer,

Each North Shore home
will depict a different approach to daily living ranging

enhanced by formal gardens
and classic statuary. The in-

Turner, Des Plaines and Vic-

in subject from American

.Kirkham as was her terrace

from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

...

New England. classic French,

0.,

contemporary modern,

French country and

Pastor C C Kaufman

THE FRANK Lloyd

, Wright home was built in
1955 and is one of his last

performed the ceremony in St.

Paul Lutheran Church in
Mount Prospect after the

personally designed custom
built houses. Ravines on two
of this. fantastic.
sides
forward -looking Prairie home
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul C.

bride's father escorted her

down the ausle The church
was decorated with two white
floral arrangements on each
side of the altar, consisting of
gladiolas, baby's breath and

Johnson gives the ranch house

MR. AND MRS. DOUGLAS CANNON

were decorated with bows.

John M.

the

a "California feeling."
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Muss

Lake

Forest.

The home

is

Mrs. John Becker

each one has its own vista of

a dark. pink bow. For a headpiece they wore roses.

A MINT green dress and
jacket with embroidered lace
collar and front panel was
worn by the bride's mother.
The groom's mother chose a

lemon yellow silk chiffon
dress with beaded neckline.

Both mothers wore white
orchids.

Brother-in-law Ervin

Nerius was best man. Victor
P. Overmyer, brother of the

Bailey, Mrs. Tom Klatt, Mrs.
Michael Earickson and Mrs.

which he manufactures - the

dresses identical to the maid
of honor.

A CHIFFON print of

apricot, yellow and white was
worn by the bride's mother
with bone accessories. The

groom's mother wore a pink
linen and lace appliqued gown

with matching accessories.
Both mothers carried white

who sang the "Wedding
Prayer" and the "Lord's

orchids,

Alpha Omicron Pi members
and guests will flock to a
benefit performance of -"Angel

Street" starring Ray Milland
at 7:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 3
at Mill Run Playhouse.
Proceeds of the benefit will
go to the collegiate chapters.

ivy

Miss Anne Hansen, Racine,
wore an apricot chiffon A -line
gown IA th satin trim. She car-,

Frank Hall and Hae D'Orazio

Seven Eagles Restaurant for
about 150 guests, the couple
left for a west coast honeymoon.

The bride

'

is a

registered

nurse and is employed at
Lutheran General Hospital.

The groom received his Ph.D.
apricot roses for her role as; from the University of Illinois
and is now employed at the
maid of honor
Bridesmaids Mrs. Phil, American Oil Research.

served

gram cover by artist H.

scheduled.

Douglas Steele is described as.
"a labor of love" by Mrs.
Rutisell Christensen, general
chairman of the walk and

luding wreaths, decorations,
homemade jams, jellies and
baked goods is being cond-

ucted by Mrs. Lynn K. Hurst

are sponsoring the

of Park Forest.
"Tickets purchased in advance are $4.50 while those

performance through their purchased at the time of the
coordinating body, Chicago event will be $6," said Mrs.

Area Council. Local
Northwest Suburban Alumnae

Chapter representatives are

Eugene Tamillo, area ticket
chairman. You may contact

her at 824-1383 or any

president Mrs. Laurence member of Mount Prospect,
Frerk of Arlington Heights Des Plaines or Arlington
and vice 'president. Mrs. Heights Garden Clubs.

AOPi's nine suburban William Borst of Mount
Chicago clubs and chapters

Prospect.

AMONG THOSE

in

the

40110k. elEff
0'
'01"

The groom, a graduate of

meeting will be held in the
teachers' lounge at 8 p.m. in
the MacArthur Junior High

"Proceeds from the walk,"
said Mrs. Frank Packee, presi-

dent of the Garden Club of
Illinois, "will further our
philanthropic objectives this
year."

Now is the time to get your
Christmas decorating ideas
and what better way than a
brisk autumn garden walk?

Previte' At
Sacred
Heart High
Daughter lunfashion show
sponsored by Sacred Heart of
mother
cheon

1-*

and
and

Mary Parents Council Saturday, Oct. 19 at Sacred Heart
High School cafeteria, 2800

Central Rd., Rolling
Meadows. Cocktails at 11:30

a.m. and luncheon at 12:30

-

7tt
---,,04004:

p.m.

Fashions will be presented

by Marge's Apparel of Arlington Heights

and John J.

Moran, Inc., furriers of
Chicago

School on 'Wednesday, Oct.
22.

and

Aurora.

Mrs. John Waddick, former

society reporter for the

Mrs. Velma Morton from

Chicago Daily News will

the Northwest Suburban

Special Education Office will

explain the policy and program of the TMH program in
- the

hibitors at the Johnson home.

"Holi-Daze Prevue" will be

meeting of the PTA board
members for District 23. The

club, will be among the ex-

presented at the annual

from the Citadel, S. Carolina.
He is now a student at Loyola
Law School.

president of the Garden Club
of Skokie. The artist's wife,' a
member of the same garden

`Holi-Daze

141

Prospect High, graduated

did the ushering.
After a reception at the

and

sales is Oct. 20.

be

ington Heights, and Mrs.

Emil Fick of Mount Prospect.
The specially designed pro-

with a "Holiday Happening"

Lines.

gown with Vdise lace

stcfanotis

Ticket buyers are asked to
include name and address,
number of ticket's and their
check. Deadline for ticket

participating in the colorful
event are Mrs. Charles Moser,
Mrs. C. E. Carter of Arl-

The holiday gift shop inc-

tended Elgin and Elmhurst

There will be a special

orchids,

Elmore, Park Ridge.

area exhibiting or actively

refreshments will

Alpha Omicron Pi Members,
Guests to See Mill Run Play
ticket chairMan for this area,
Mrs. Donald L. Keenan, 320

David Adler designed home of

Mr. and Mrs. William Collier,

picturesque setting for a sum- done in a charming French
country style with its high
mer wedding last year.
slanting roof and courtyard
IN ADDITION, at the paved with old red bricks,

Community Colleges. She is
now employed by United Air

Stobe, Rick Chase, Bill Miller,

sis

a

The bride, a graduate of

THE BRIDE chose a white
silk organza foyer taffeta

She carried white phaleanop-

Saville provided

Restaurant, the couple left for
Acapulco, Mexico.

Elon Lester served as best

man. George Wade, Roy

chapel- train Her high pillbox
headpiece held a bouffant veil.

Mrs.

guests at the Maitre D'

Special Dist. 23
PTA Meeting

pliqued, and an attached

by

Joe Marsiglia served in Dundee High School, at-

daisie4 Arnold Bathje ac-

ap-

organ. The home, decorated

This functional home

boards in the foyer are more

After a buffet dinner for
130

Prayer "

beam ceiling.

however, when the barn favorite musical instrument

Steve Rayder ushered.

companied Mrs A. Bathjc,

staircases and two story open

strictly contemporary

of Alpha Omicron Pi. Tickets
bride, Gerry Seretella and at $5 are available from the

of white glads, mums and

ing and woodwork, circular

R..Kissant of Arlington Heights assist Mrs. Ilarry

Mrs. Charles Moser and Mrs.
Daniel
Highland Park 110111e of Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Muss in preparing
Eiekenberg of Palatine, at the
of Illinois Flowercade
one of the special rakes which will welcome guests to the Garden Club
Thursday, Oct. 10. For tickets call 824-1383.

over linen gowns with a silk
They carried a cascade of
fuji niums with dark pink
roses in the center tied with

performed Aug 3 by the Rev.
Allen Fedder amidst a setting

Georgian details including fan
lights, detailed interior panel-

boasts a special sound system
to accommodate the owner's

it

5111

Another home design by

Lynam, bridesmaids. All wore
aqua floor -length silk chiffon
chiffon panel down the back.

I

Jerome C'erny is that of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Saville of

Miss Miller Now

Provenzano, maid of honor,
the groom, and Mrs. Barbara

-5,

design.

a lovely planned garden.
One can hardly term

The 4 30 ceremony was

patients.

without creating simplicity of

her attendants, Mrs. Penny

flowered head band with a

Preceding the bride were

in Des Plaines

Hospital is dedicated to giving
quality medical care for all

the patient so that by the flick
of a switch the nurse can tell

short views within and

Cerny of Lake Forest. The
rooms are so oriented that

Immanuel Lutheran Church

Tour groups leave knowing

Lanza creates the subtleties of
changing light and special patterns, contrasting long and

The house is desinged in
contemporary style by Jerome

W.illiam Miller of Oklahoma
City, Okla became the bride
of John Becker, Des Plaines
in a double -ring ceremony at

that Northwest Community

Dr. and Mrti. Martin

roses were appliqued onto the
veil. She carried a cascade of
white pompons, baby's breath,
ivy and a cymbidiurn orchid.

Mrs.

automatically connects the
nurses' station directly with

Pesek's Lake Forest home
depicts the characteristics of
itsNowners. Balfour Ames

below her shoulders. Lace

Miss Carolyn Miller,

erpereencv patients."

munication system that

woodland garden.

dress was Venise lace beaded
in pearls.
She wore an ivory 'lace

daughter of Mr and

people a year, 20,000 arc

terior was created by Mrs.

garden walk.

of English net with Venise

serve approximately 30,000

candlelight. They also learn
that the hospital has a com-

moved to its present site

two -tiered net veil falling to

fashioned with an A -line skirt.
The fitted sleeves were made

not have to operate by

late

lace applique. The top of the

peau de sole gown was

"It is at least $3 cheaper than
any of the other hospitals. We

Kirkhem was built

of Highland Park will open traditionally American New
their home for the special England with interesting

THE BRIDE'S floor -length

according to Ryon. lie said,

1920s with the pillared wing

California ranch.

mums The first three aisles

Northwest Community

Hospital is still the least expensive hospital in the area,

THE CLASSIC French em-

Swimming will always have
a nostalgic etfect on this c'obple who met at ,in apartment

17

the

new concept providing a
background for the Muss's art
collection which includes a
Picasso. Interior is by Everett
Brown, FAI D.
pire house of Mr. and Mrs.

411111*

for all

The Day's Prospects

The house and garden walk
sponsored by the Garden Club

of Mr and Mrs Harley Cannon, Mount Prospect. Aug.

sick leave
employes.

lilowercade' to Feature Fine Homes

Monday, October 7, 1968

Laudeidale Fla , became the
bride of Douglas C an non, son

and

covered as well as vacations

tient or that the surgeon will

sled picsidelit, says,
"We welcome the opportunity
to meet members of groups on
a social occasion so they will

elevator to the 3d floor, goes

Saturday and Sunday must he

hospital maintains two
complete power systems to
assure that respirators will not
stop supplying oxygen to a pa-

refreshments and finish with
the tour."
Malcolm D. MacCoun, ex -

babies, mothers in labor and

hospital charges $37 a day for,

a room. After the tour, the
comment is usually made,

the

and then the tour; others

reasons. Here are the newborn

does not shut down. Nurses
are on duty in three shifts: 7
to 3; 3 to I I, and II to 7.

The group has learned that

the hospital's operation.

The tour bypasses the 2d

Hemolter.

unit. Rigid control on

and appetizing meals.

Isotope

they are acquainted with the

the operating rooms, emergen-

acquainted with the procedures that provide the patients with well prepared, hot
is

between an

ONE FACET of und-

"How can they do it for $37?"

a worthwhile evening for any
group who desires insight into

Ryon said, "Some groups
have a dinner, the program

On the first floor is

cafeteria to the kitchen. Here,
behind the scenes the visitor

vided by the group or

Scanner and a Picker

various areas devoted to

They walk thrOugh the

refreshments if desired - pro-

how the patient is breathing.
Furthermore, the hospital

erstanding usually gained by
touring groups is why the

with. a program and

radiology department where

ference

IN THE LABORATORY

dividing the group into small
units of less than 10 persons.

and increase his appreciation

I

a

The tour begins after

person's uneasiness

MOS 101.

to

demonstrate and illustrate his
remarks. Nurses are available
to help with his presentation.

comfortable about being
dispel

talk

the tour takes
about, a half hour. Combined

the wonder of X-ray and

view complex departments

necessary equipment to

very un-

feels

talk about a'subject of special

At the hospital the doctor

director, says, "Unless a

The group is permitted to
go all the way through the

cafeteria.
Altogether

hospital.

specially printed information,
a floor plan of each area and
a guide', the visitor is able to

cafeteria. A member of. the
medical staff is on hand to
interest to the group.

Jack Ryon, public relations

laboratory. With the help of

department, blood bank and

special meeting rooms in the

Northwest Community

the way to the pathology

unable to visit this area of the

Iness occur."

playroom, then returns to the

reasons why the public' in

The pharmacy is visited on

arranged during evening
hours. The group is first
welcomed in one of two

BY LOU ANN 1W

schools.

Busy making centerpieces for their annual Mother and Daughter sort, Mrs. William Yaeger, Mrs. Theodore PAM, all of Arlington
Luncheon and fashion show sponsored by Sacred Heart of Mary Heights. Tickets are available from Mrs. William Yeager (253Parents Council Oct. 19, are (left to right): Mrs. Joseph Thbmp 9402).

serve as commentator. Ticket

chairman is Mrs. William
Yaeger, 253-9402.

THE PROSPECT DAY
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Bu ling or Selling

Go right to
the top ... see

DAVVYNIlioN5
SetirOtetele kBLE1.4
00

BRUNS

:

'11

PALATINE

SCHAUMBURG
haumbdrg Road
7W

255-6320

894-1330

-

.and

-

I

111...111Jk'il RI)

Aral
R0`.1 Iii h IliGGIrl%
14011MAN I 'anti c

358-1502

132 S Northwest Hwy

PARLOR

rte. Public
.

1714 E Northwest Hwy.

qualified"; Rep. Eugenia
Chapman (D -Arlington

Creek flood control bill which

Government Association

THE ASSOCIATION does

DffltkIlloss
uo GAMBLE

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF ExterrioNa
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE

The Home Buyers Guide

OUR 1 -1A -r6

R Krill HERE
AT

,

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

DAY PUBLICATIONS

SHAKEYS

not always make a choice.

earned the BGA's top

This' is the case this year
in the instance of the state of-

"outstanding- label, Rep.

fice of secretary of state.

Eugene F. Schlickman (R -Arl-

Neither the Democratic in-

corded the group's second

cumbent, Paul Powell of

Vienna, nor the GOP

highest recognition, "very well
qualified."

challenger, Donald Carpentier

Association considers those
running for state office. There
are live recogintiOnii, four of

effective."

The Better Government

of East Moline, earned more
than the comment "politically

The label of "outstanding"
is lardy used.

Looking for a BeautySalon
that Cares about YOU?
Permanent Waves - Tints
Falls - Wiggery - Experts in Styling

PHONE 259-9214
Sat. 9-5
Daily 9-9

SHOW us A
BETTER PIZZA
AND WE'LL'EA1

"unsatisfactory".

Although none of them

ington Heights) has been ac-

4041.....SHAKEYS

estate

"qualified" and

qualified", "well qualified",

.7.ch o/ &ad,
(in the Southland Center)

2224 ALGONQUIN ROLLING MEADOWS
ALGONQUIN & WILKE RD.

Schlickman, "very well

his third term in the General
Assembly, was associated with
pieces of legislation
the last two years,

during
especially in the field of penal
reforms.

The Arlington Heights

legislator sponsored legislation
opening up new opportunities

for the rehabilitation of men
and women confined to our

Cook County. The district is

was passed by the General
Assembly and signed 'into law
by Gov. Otto Kerner.
- He also sponsored legisla-

represented by two

'Republicans and .one
Democrat. The Republicans

tion requiring that all Illinois.
organizations spending tax
funds file a report with the
Illinois auditor of Public Ac-

are Arthur Simmons of

counts.

Warman of Skokie.

Mrs. Chapman has earned
BOA approval since her first

The Arlington Heights

education. She was one of the
sponsors for the legislation

qualified".
Rep. Warman who is seeking his third term in the
legislature earns a "qualified"

Illinois penal institutions.

For his work in this field
in the General Assembly,
Schlickman won the John
Howard Association award

made each year for the
legislator considered to have

done the outstanding job in
this field.

work in behalf of public
which established the jbnior
college program in Illinois.

Formerly a teacher in the
Chicago schools, Mrs. Chapman has been identified much

of the legislation on public

education since she came to

Pizza meat or cheese, apple

sauce, green beans, Jello,
milk.

Two youths were _arrested

tropical fruit, diced peach,
lemon, apricot salads,.; Italian
bread, butter, milk.
Available desserts: pineapple slice, black cherry gelatin,

peach crunch, cream puffs,
peanut butter cookies.
To be served Tuesday at St.

To be served Tuesday at

Viator High School Arlington

Carl Sandburg School, Rolling
Meadows District 15:
Chicken fried steak on bun,
carrot sticks, green peas, rosy
apple sauce, milk.

Heights:
Beef stew, mashed potatoes,
bread, butter, dessert, milk.

To be served Tuesday at
Anne Sullivan, Betsy Ross
and MacArthur Junior High
Schools

Prospect Heights

in

pizza or deviled egg de luxe,
buttered vegetables, cheese
tidbits, bread, butter, cream
puff, milk.

To be served Tuesday at

Arlington,

Prospect,

Wheel-

ing, Forest View, Elk Grove

and Hersey High Schools
District 214:

carte: hamburgers, hot

A -la

dogs, thuringer, barbecue

beef, french fries, soup,
assorted desserts, milk.

Saturday in connection with
the Sept. 26 burglary of the
Mount Prospect News Agency, police report.
Charged with burglary were

Reid M. Weiner, 17, 122 N.
Maple, Mount Prospect and

Daniel Doherty, 171375

Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines.
The youths were stopped by

Elk Grove police on a traffic
charge. They were turned over

to Mount Prospect police

when the Elk Grove
authorities reportedly found a
newspaper clipping about the
burglary on one of the youths.

Fair Housing
League Topic
This Week
A League of Women Voters

survey of housing conditions

At meetings today, tomor-

row and Wednesday, the com-

Main dish (one choice) here will be discussed at three mittee will provide inleague unit meetings next formation on local housing

pizza casserole, hamburger on

bun, wiener on bun.

Vegetable (one choice) baked
beans, applesauce. Salad (one

week.

Mrs. Dwight Walton, 1612

N. Douglas, of Arlington
choice) fruit juice, tossed Heights, co-chairman, said
salad, relish dish, molded the material is intended to set
for a November
meeting, at which the League

You can go to lots of places and get 5% per

the scene

will take a stand on the best

means of achieving equal
housing opportunities, both

a

nationally and in the
northwest suburbs.

and zoning codes, ,condition
of housing available to, area
Spanish-Americans and the

types of fair housing
ordinances in

a

builders, RealtOr's and
mortage firm personnel.

' 2026 Flower, Arlington

'

Heights, will be hostess for an

8 p.m. meeting today. In
charge of the program will be
Mrs. Don Hansen, 1515 N.

Harvard, Arlington Heights,
and Mrs. Harold Vikander,

EVFRY MONDAY NIGHT

712 N. Russell, Mount
Prospect.

Mrs. John Tremore, 1304
Robert, Mount Prospect,
and Mrs. Patrick Treaty, 6 E.
S.

L

$1.25

Clarendon, Prospect Ffeights,

will present the program at a
9:30 a.m. meeting tomorrow
at the congregational United

Chicken Nights
EVERY WEDNESDAY

Mount Prospect State 13ank

the

The committee also will
report on an open \housing
opinion survey of some area

Spaghetti Night
Italian Spaghetti with
Meat Sauce
Served with Creamy Cole Slaw
& Garlic Bread

effect in

area.

Mrs. H. W. Armstrong,

1

RESTAURAN

Happens like this. Open a Golden Passbook
Account with a deposit of $1,000 or more and keep it
with your
there for 90 days or more.. You get a handsome golden passbook
deposit listed inside. Your money earns a full 5% interest per
right
year, starting from the first day of deposit and continuing
up to the day of withdrawal. Merest is compounded and credited
each calendar quarter.
You can start with $1,000. Add to it any time, in amounts of $100 and
automatically.
up. We'll even transfer the money from your checking account
Withdrawals? Just give us 90 days' written notice. You'll have your
money and all your interest.
Come talk to us about a Golden Passbook Time Deposit Account.

0

given a rating of "qualified".

For Burglary

School Menus

Lucky Star Day --Meat

Prospect State Bank, the one place that will give you
5%, plus a passbook, plus every -day interest.

rating from the BGA. Rep.

Juckett, Sr., who is completing his first term in the
General Assembly is also

Two Arrested

District 23:

Take heart. Take your money to the Mount

a

veteran.in the state legislature
has served in the General

Assembly since 1956. 'The
Better Government Association lists Simmons as "well

Arlington Heights District 23:

GOLDEN
PASSBOOK
ACCOUNT

Sr., of Park Ridge. The
Democrat is Edward A.

representative has established
a qtatowide reputation for her

North Elementary School in

year on your savings.
But you may have to give up having a passbook.
And you may have to give up earning interest
from day of deposit to day of withdrawal.
And you may have to give up the convenience
of having your savings account where you can do the
rest of your banking.

Skokie and. Robert Juckett,

SIMMONS who

session in the state legislature'

Junior High Schools and

Earn 5% on your savings
with our Golden Passbook Account.

The 4th District that ex-

tends from Des PlaineS east to
Lake Michigan in northern

He sponsored the Weller

To be served Tuesday at
South, Thomas, and Miner

I '11 never read a book
wi h greater interest.

1964.

term in the Illinois legislature.

Heights), "qualified" and Rep.
David J. Regner (R -Mount
Prospect), "well qualified".
Schlickman, who is seeking
several

the General Assembly in

REGNER earned his BOA

Third district members of

All of them have earned ap-

County arc seeking re-elec-

(BGA).

Jr

,3011'etaith101,1

real
ARI INGTC)N HEIGHTS

.

one

recommendation in his first

'proval from the Better

:

positive . -and

the House of Representatives
received these ratings: Rep.

tion to the General Assembly.

---k)4i4iti.1

them

negative. The levels are
"outstanding", "very well

LABOR'

110

The BIG MAN

All six state representatives
from suburban northern Cook

USUALLY A I-10 RS2

EXAMPLE OF UNSKILLE

in REAL ESTATE

Incumbents Here

BGA Endorses

4. A I

Church of Christ, Arlington

& SATURDAY
Served with French Fries,
Creamy Cole Slaw,
Roll and Butter

Babysitting will
provided at the church.
Heights.

be

Mrs. Dubois an\d Mrs.

All You Can Eat -

Walton, 130 Evergreitn Ln.,
Hoffman Estates Will l be in

$1.75

charge of the program at

a

1:15 p.m. meeting Wednesday

in the home of Mrs. W.
Eugene Harris, ,305 E.

Fish Night
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Tasty Filet of Sole
Served with French Fries,

Berkshire, Mount Proipect.

Creamy Cole Slow,
Roll & Butter

A

Do you

All You Can Eat -

$1.55

worry about
your job? \

Salad Bar
SMORGASBORD STYLE

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
& Saturday Nights

VARIETY OF 14

Do you find yourself unable to make decisions
as fast as you should. Does your boss doubt your

DIFFERENT

,SALADS

personal ability to cope with the demands of a
more exacting position. The Dale Carnegie Course offers youa way
to devel4 your personal qualities that give you a positive attitude
toward your work and to the people around you. Attend a free preview session to see how the Dale Carnegie Course can help you.
HOW THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE CAN HELPYOU:

DALE

Mount Prospect State Bank

CARNEGIE

Summand Emerson Mount Prospect, III CLearbrook 9-4000

RESTAURANT
Arlington Hts.,
LONEY !MRS 810 am to 2:130 pmlailythru
Saturday, axiapt Wad. Fr Way revenity,k UP until 8.

DRIVEUT HOURS 8:30aMto4:00 PM dully
8.30 am to 8:00 pm SWUM= to2.170pfta

Weekdays to 11 PM, FRI. & SAT.
to 12

602 W. Northwest Hwy.
Phone CL 3-3544

Speak effectively and
convincingly.
Think and speak on
your feet.

Get that recognition
you deserve.

DevelopyOur hidden
abilities.

COURSE

Win that batter jOb4
more income.

Have a winning way
with people.
Remember name's..
Improve decision
making ability.

1
Attend a free preview meeting:
Des Plaines Y.M.C.A. - 300 Northwest Highway '
Wednesday, October 9, 7:30 p.m.
Niles Leaning Tower Y.M.C.A. - 6300 W. Touhy Ave.
Monday, October 7, 6:30 p.m.
Downtown Chicago classes also available

For Carryouts

DALE CARNEGIE COURSES
MID -WEST INSTITUTE

111imil=1,

presented by
28 East Jackson

Chicago

HA 7-5916

,DEAN'S
NO,
DEPOSIT

I

GALLON
CARTON

O

NEW FROM ,DEAN'S

SMALL

1..1""willer"

AND

lb.

MEATY

LOW CALORIE

MILK WITH WHOLE
MILK FLAVOR
NO DEPOSIT

PORK SAUSAGE

lb.

LINKS

BOLOGNA

3941/2 lb.

MEAT LOAF

4941/2 lb.

FOR CASH!
GET DETAILS

IN OUR STORE

SAUERKRAUT

LIBBY'S

LIBBY'S
GOLDEN SWEET

PEAS

CORN

5

00

303 SIZE

* PEAS

10

oz.
oz.

SPECIAL

LIBBY'S

LIBBY'S

FRUIT

HALVES - SLICED

-

PEACHES

COCKTAIL

4

10

BUCKO SALE

BUCKO SALE

EARLY JUNE

* CUT CORN
Pt.

SPECIAL

BUCKO SALE

yloo

BIRDS EYE VEGETABLES

BULK

BUCKO SALE

BUCKO

I lb. PKG.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

LO3BY'S

FROZEN FOODS

Oscar Mayer

TRY SOME OF OUR HOMEMADE SAUERKRAUT

FRESH SLICED LUNCH MEATS

PLAY

GALLON CARTON

00

4

00

303

SIZE

ft

303 SIZE

303 SIZE

FROZEN FOODS

BIRDS EYE
FRENCH GREEN BEANS and Almonds
FRENCH GREEN BEANS and Mushrooms

BEETS with Orange Glaze
MIXED VEGETABLES with Onion Sauce

9
9

411

oz.

O

oz.

0

10 oz.
8 oz.

de wt.

'11

FRESH TENDER

unc
JONATHAN 3 LB. CELLO BAG lbw

3 PER BOX

111

pEppERs

STUFFED
PEPPERS

2 54' AtIoU ASH
FRESH GREEN

LARGE GREEN

FRENCH BONE FRERE

Sth.

CUCUMBERS 10` ONIONS

9'

WISH -BONE

GERMAN

198

LE

LIEBFRAUMILCH GEORGSHOF
GERMAN

Sth.

WHITE RINE WINE

BERNK4IFER. RIESLING
GERMAN

19815th.

E WINE

II 98 Sth.

ITALIAN

BLUE NUN LABEL. MAY WINE....

98 Sth.
198.iSth.

GERMAN

RUDESHEIMER GEORGSHOF
GERMANLIGHT WHITE RINE WINE

JOHANNISBERGER GEORGSHOF RIESLING....1 9815th.
WHITE RINE

'i.,)PPEtitRINER9EORGSHOF

985tY

111,1,_ER CUP

TOMATOES,:'--WITH& OFF LABEL
-

-6.-

PILLSBURY 131/2 oz.

GINGERBREAD MIX
Boy 2 Pkg. of
Gingerbread Mix
and Get a Free
Gingerbread'
SI:k Man Pan'

.140.1-12c

SILVER CUP--

COW _

-

1303

..1383.....9c

CENTRELLA.

STEWED TOMATOES -.303.--=Z9
UBBY'S SALIERKRAUT_41/2_

TANG
BREAKFAST DRINKT----I 18

qt.

'

55C

C

--WHITE VINEGAR
-14 oz.
LIBBY'S CATSUP
JIF PEANUT BUTTER -18 ozSKIPPY
:PEANUT BUTTER I
SKIPPY.
PEANUT BUTTER
SKIPPY
PEANUT BUTTER

--i2Sc

PETER PAN
PEANUT BUTTER

oz-..79C

PETER PAN
PEANUT BUTTER,

iREAFAST DRINK =127 oz.1
WILDERNESS
.CHERRYIPIE

KRAFT
MIRACLE WHIP1
CENTRELLA

'No. 1 _116c
NOODLE SOUP.
CAMPDELLS_CRIAM
OF MUSHROOM SOUP - No. 1_,17c

DRESSING

1 MNCH

MEESKE'S EVERY -DAY LOW SHELF PRICES
CAMPBELLS
TOMATO SOUP,
CAMPBELLS !CHICKEN

GERMAN

scHwAFKEL

'

5LB.

2

9

-;...49C.

SC
C

c
18 oz. -.:59C
12

28 oz.

--419c

oz...18 oz...

7C

--59;

KRAFT GRAPE JELLY, -,18

02216c

A-1 SAUCE ;

oz.i.;114915,

'

'

10

SHORT RIBS

a

YOU REALIZE

ream CHRISTMAS IN 9/ lAYS?

Monday, October 7, 1968

Page 8

Sues, Dick Whittington, Chelsea

TONIGHT

You USUALLY GET CARRIED AWAY
WITH YOUR DRAwiN6 AND FORGET
To STOP WHEN Vol.! REACH THE EDGE

WHAT GOES ON -WHAT DO YOU

THINK WORE

OF THE PAPER-I'M JUST FENCING

DOW THERE

4/44

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
IN THAT COW YOU'RE

WORKING ON, !SALL!

-47/114i&

PONT BELIEVE ALL
YOU READ, CLYDE!
A NEW FLATBACK
BROUGHT IT TO
DID YOU HEAR THE
LATEST POP BOUGHT TOWN !THEY SAY ITS PULLED UP
50 FAST THE WHEELS BEHIND ME
THAT SUPER DUNE
YE SI eRVAY--ARE STRICTLY FOR
BUGGY DETROIT
TWO MILES 1.1?kTER
PARKIN'
BUILT TO KEEP THE.
HE WAS S111.1.
AIRLINES FROM
TRAILINIs
BRA6GIN't

I READ ABOUT

Brown, Mitzie

6:00

IT WI-IEN 11-kEY

Show
26 Spanish News

.q.7/

HARDLY WAIT.

26 Medic

7 The Joey Disnop

trouble over a nonworking brother-in-

2 Family Affair

rid his village of
bandits. With James

A rnec, Miriam

Colop and Manuel
Padilla Jr.

5 I Dream of Jean-

THE WORRY WART

NEVER if

A NICE LITTLE EXCHANGE,
FAIR LADY --YOUR FREEDOM
FOR MR. BELL'S SECRET'

HOLDS ROSIN
AND BELL IN

HIS HIDDEN
UNDERSEAS

32 Truth or Consequences

26Market Roundup
7:00

5 Rowan and

4'
PETUNIA: HOW

Martin Laugh -In
The comedy hosts
present Judy Carne,

YOUR.

Consider the emotional

:ABOUT SOME

GIES*ERT?

stability of another before you
make demands Keep recently
gained knowledge to yourself
SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov
22) --Keep the thought of success in the front of your mind

Arte Johnson, Ruth

Buzzi, Henry

Gibson, Goldie
Hawn, Gary Owens,

Jo Anne Worley,

negative aspects of
the d4
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 Dec 22) --Don't set aside for'
Tomorrow anything you can
fit into your schedule today

Riley, Pigmeat
Markham, Alan'

counter

A good day for progress

Trinidad.

2 Movie

"Affai,r in

Fabray and Trini

Rita

series of world

a stagecoach ac-

Murdering her hus-

cident. Lew Ayres is

band.

guest.

Ford and Alexander

9 Perry Mason

Scourby.

suicide turns out to
be part of a land

11:15
32 News

A pretended

story of a detective

who matches wits
with a killer who

swindle plot.
11 Book Beat

stole a priceless

painting. With

host.

Lion in the Stone."
26 Wrestling

8:00

race horse and
it in

a

12:30

5 Memorandum

9:20
32 News

2 Mayberry RFD
Aunt Bee trains a

I

9:30
11 Profile Chicago

big

An interview with
C. Walker,

Daniel

5 Movie

"The Rare
Breed", another
Chicago TV
premiere, is about a
bull, bred in

of the Chicago
Crime Commission.

Mills, Brian

Stewart.
7 The Outcasts

32 Run for Your

framed on a murder

plays an 'opera

Life
Susan Strasburg

Jemal David is

singer who falls in

charge. Don Mur-

because of a
With

girl.

notebook.
Herbs
26 Sports

Keith and James

1:00

"The Cruel

boss

II Gardener's

Maureen O'Hara,

2 Movie

jack is bullied by his

2 News
7 News
9 News

sent to Texas. With

2 Top Plays in the
NFL
Football film.

Tower." A steeple-

10:00

England, which is

,

Ronnie Barrett is

authoress of "The

Gunther Stoll.

Glenn

MIDNIGHT

Buckmaster,

Francoise Prevost,

With

5 News
7 Chicago

Guest: Henrietta

Heinz Ruhmann,

Juliet

dancer who is

Victoria has a

John

Erickson, Mari
Blanchard and Steve
Brodie.
9 News

1:20
1:45

9 Wonderful World
of Sports

WHAT KIND OF HOusikic,.
DO IT'ciLI THINK WE NEED

TO ANSWER THE PROBLEMS

THE NG ciTiss THEse
DAYS?

NAW...11-1AT A
LOT- OF
NONSENSE-JUST
e(JPER5TITION

71-IAT A
RJ1-1- MOON
MAKES SOME

PEOPLE

and have ready solutions

BEHAVE

AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb
19) --Personal relationships
with those you hold nearest
dearest

Lopez.

WHO KNOWS CITY
PIAN/Q1No...

16 IT TRUE

comprehensible Consider only those things that are logical

and

9 I Love Lucy
Rerun of a skit in

TELL Me, FIELDSTONE,
',WRE AU ARCHITECT

MORTY MEEKLE

mind about the in-

in

10:55

,EK 4?, MEEK

CAPRICORN (Dec 23 Jan 20) --Don t worry your

are

Funny. antics and
songs with Nanette

Dave Madden, Jack

and you will be able to

Bob Crane is host

Show

clients.
7 Peyton Place

enters
race.

6:45

TOO LATE TO BUY

urnett

premiere movies is a

Roland Culver.
11 TV College
Data Processing
26 Today's Racing

FOR TUESDAY

Uncle Harry's

0BQ.

Hagman and Bill

Linda Thorson and

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct 23) --

5 The Ton10Ig4ht Show

2 Caro9t

Tony. With Barbara

warfare. With

LOOKS LIKE. ik

Lucy serves a

summons on one of

"Enter Inspector
Maigret." First in a

world with germ

BUGS BUNNY

A gospel musical

Showcase

suspected of

Patrick Macnee,

Horoscope

26 Amateur

7:30
2 Here's Lucy

memory lapse after

A mad scientist

HEADQUARTERS.

"Charlie Chan at the
Olympics."
11 NET Festival

Lucy on a timetable.
26 Survival
32 Movie

plans to conquer the

t-

r

which Cissy wants
to get married.

Washington" and

in an episode in

Jeannie produces
the next day's paper
ahead of time caus-

Daily.
7 The Avengers

HAVE WAY5 OP GAINIMG

-bra1.Y f

Kr1P-INTO-FOoD
FORMULA

X'

INFORMATION I DESIRE --sUr
GLASS OF
FIRST

Literature

Holmes in

Hayworth plays a

Eden, Larry

MUSHROOM

Mark De Vries star

7 Big Valley

ing problems for

ROBIN MALONE

Double feature

with "Sherlock

which Ricky puts

nie

0-7

11 TV College

26 Cinema Special

wants the marshal to

9 Movie

Sabastian Cabot;
Kathy Garver and

American

ed by a boy who

Show

Brian Keith,

7.1 It

Dillon is befriend-

10:15

8:30

law.

6:30
2 Gunsmoke

l,11

A documentary
5 News

2 Editorial

111

11 NET Journal

film on India.

6:25

ffl7171q,

Show

and France Nuyen.
26 Fundamentals
32 Divorce Court
Husband and wife

,

6:15
26 Cinema Special

CAN

10:10

26 Manny Silva

Show

Brill, Robert. Culp

9 Mike. Douglas
441f)

9 The Steve Allen

McCall., Charlie

2 News
5 News
7 News

love with Bryan.

ray, Otis Young and
James Gregory star.

STRANGELY,

RD5TEP?

t

danger

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Side-step all arguments
PISCES (Feb 20 -March

21 )--Hunches play an m -

Answer

1

poi tant pall in your success
today Don't overlook a hint

cfcce.

thrown your way by another

to Previous Puzzle

Caribbean Trip

A -7

uJ

with experience

ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Facts and figures will not

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

1 Luxury ca-

tell the entire story today Re-

ly on what you know by instinct for some of your information

TAURUS (April 21 -May

21) --Don't

be

too ready to

take the word of another

a
thud patty Extenuating circumstances stare
you in the face

against

bana on -

P-VOROPPLE,

I

11F,RE!

WI -1r

.

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Open your mind to ideas

come from sources recently

overlooked, look to them
now

I.EO (July 24 -Aug 231 -Don't indulge in too much
self-criticism at this time--expecailly

in

the

presence of

CAPTAIN EASY
POLICE AT
UPHAM LET
YOU GO SINCE.

OF THE SWAG-

THEY 'AD NO

,

I THOUGHT IT HAS
HISTORIC PAPERS! THE
REAL THIEVES MUST'VE
SWITCHED PACKAGES!

HO.

INDEEDzDz
REN

GULLY LEAcOcKISERTIE HOE89

yourself

TH' GALLERY..

WHAT?

,

AND 1Y,0_0THERS. ITS .EASY TO PROVE: QUESTION
LORD WAR
THE Loons IN A TUNNEL FROM
PINES HEIR.
Ipirta,...WLIP2:LtG CASTLE!

ON YOUR

THIEVES?

WORD
ALONE?!

TW MASKED

others You are too hard on
23) --Greet strangers

BUT NOW THAT SOLI

TRIED TO SELL. PART

PROOF YOU'RE
AMERICAN WHO

VIRGO (Aug

'ELPED ROB

,

24 -Sept.
as

S'

you

would old friends This is not

the time for standing on

ceremony with young or old,
male or female

it27

Answers to
Hideaword
came
care
chat

hame

barm

beam
bare
cream
brace
crab
charm bear
camber beach
breach
chare
bream
harm
acre
hear
amber
hare
harem arch
herb
ahem

ION

THE WILLETS
WE OUGHT TO

CHAMBER
ache
acer
acme

ream
race
reach
rhea
mare
march
mace
marc
macer
each

DOWN

1 Mineral
springs
2 Epoch (var.)
3 Brad
West
Italian
12 "- of the 4 commune
gypsum
19 Dental
Antilles"
degree (ab.) 40 Timeless
5
Peppery
13 Tavern brew
42 Unclosed
dishes (Sp.) 23 Whirlpool
14 Grain
43 Female deer
24 At a
6 Roman
15 Prankish
47 Two in cards
distance
senator
spirit
48 Primates
25 Speed
7
Stirred
by
16 Trumpet
49 Family
contest
approaching
blare
(Roman)
26 Always
danger
18 San 28 Fixed course 50 Wavy (her.)
8
Sty
(Columbus'
52 Abound
29 Greenland
9 Onetime
landfall)
53 African wild
village
Army rifle
20 Culture
sheep (var.)
30 Unusual
(coll.)
media
54 Pith of a
31 Variety of
10 Mexican
21 Doctrine
subject
hemp
cat
22 Chess pieces 11 wild
55 Fencing
33
Part
in
a
Period
of
24 Greek god
sword
play
time
27 Flour
57 Judean king
17
Sharp
flavor
38
Calcined
sprinklers
\
32 Regard
10 11
9
8
5
6
7
4
3
2
1
.34 Strange '
35 Greek letter. 12
14
13
36 High card
37 Choose
16
15
39 Long for
20
41 Threw again, 18

from -

tirlf 11

21) --Plans may guarantee you
a good future --if they work
out --but it is accomplishments
that bring today's success

new and different Gains

superior
group

Domingo
'6 Dawn over
Hatien
9 Cruise starts

661

GEMINI (May 22 -June

I

64 Socially

ESTABLISH SOME. DEGREE
OF RAPPORT WITH THESE
YOUNGSTERS,
COMMISSIONER.

I'M 6oRFRY,L DON't DIG
THE HIP-TAL.K ,
PERHAPS YOU WOULD
TELL ME WHAT THEY'RE
SAYING p
.

WHAT'S

THE (..16,

MAN ?

A,

_LIN Oil

1

as dice

44 At that time
45 Green
vegetable
,
46 Poem
48 Malarial
fever
,51 Third-class
accommociation
56 Feathered
)18 Slit apart
'59 Finis
BO Observe

81 Reason
82 Compass

point
83 Upper
limb

22

21

24

25

27

28

32

33

36

37

41
48

23

28

29

34

35
39

38

43

42

._

51

49

56

57

59

60

30

31

54

55

40
44

._

63

52
58

64
7

Palatine 34
Arlington 19 Prospect 21 Forest View 21 Marian 19 Hersey 41
Glenbard N. 0 St. Viator 0 Forest View 0 Elk Grove 6
eeling 7 Fremd 0

e in at

a

ar inals Rally to Stop
BY CURT WILSON

When the Arlington
Cardinals defeated the Wheel-

ing Wildcats, 19-7 Friday
night at the 'Cats' homecom-

had a chance to score twice
more than they did, but lost
a fumble on the Wildcat .11.
Wheeling lost two fumbles,
and both of them set up
touchdowns for the Cardinals.

ing, tt was a game of

9,

almosts" and "not quites."

Wheeling's feared Jack

Bastable appeared to be tamed

as Arlington got going in the
second half, as he gained 10
yards and lost nine, giving

him a total of one yard kit

'1

the half

FULLBACK DAVE Ewart

of Arlington netted 126 yards
to lead the game in rushing,
73 of them coming in the first
half
Wheeling came into scoring
position three times although
they only lit the scoreboard
once, that score coming in the
first quarter. Arlington also

Wheeling drew first blood
in the game, moving the ball
from their own 32. Bastable
and Stew Oakley moved the
ball to the 'Cat 38 on a pair
of carries.

QUARTERBACK RON
King completed a 22 -yard
bomb to end Jay Johst, who
ran to the Arlington eight

before being caught and

downed by Cardinal Dean
Schmelzer.

It took Bastable three

pushes to move the ball to the

two, and Oakely went in for
the score with 4:25 remaining
in the first quarter.

Cats 19.-7

It was there that the Wheeloffense ended whatever

then carried out one of the

more unique plays of the

control of the bail and

looked to be promising for

evening.
Somers faded after the snap
and handed off the Schmlezer,

fumbled at the 'Cat 43.

ing

them, but the rest of the gaine
was far from Arlington's.
The Cardinals were unable

to move the ball for a score
in the rest of the half, even
though they came into 'Cat
territory more than once.

their own 40, but Bastable lost

Cardinal Mike Hadley was
on hand to scoop up the ball,
and Arlington was granted a

and then took off on down the
field. Schmelzer faded even
further and then tossed a pass

second chance at the
touchdown they had just miss-

that found its target in the

ed.

Somers scampered to

arms of Somers, who made it

the,

Arlington downed a Bastable

and brought him down.

punt at their own 19. Ewart
sprinted up the 3l, and Todd
Somers passed to end Jim
Baumgartner at the 40, and
Ewart, whose average carry

WITH 0:02 left in the half,

36, and Ewart carried twice
for a first down to the 26.
Schmelzer broke to the five,
bin an illegal procedure call
brought the ball back to the

Somers swept left and put Arl-

31. Somers kept and ran three

AT THE END of the half,

for the evening was a fine 5.5
yards, picked up nine more.
Somers continued the drive

with a 10 -yard pass to
Baumgartner, and then
center fumble.
Somers missed a pass, and
recovered

a

to the Wheeling five before
Bastable caught up with him

times to the 12, and

ington on the scoreboard for

Schmelzer pulled Arlington
out of the deadlock at 1:40
in the first quarter. The extra
point was missed, and the

the first time in the game after

time had run out. Jay Harris
completed the PAT, and the
half ended at a 7-7 tic.

Cards led, 13-7.

Two changed teams took
after the half time
session, Wheeling, akward
and unsteady, and Arlington

Hadley again figured in the

the field

action as he blocked a
punt with

Bastable

his left

side, and then ran into the

showing some of the offensive

halfback. The
might that carried them Wheeling
referees made a contested call

through two shut -outs and a

of roughing the kicker, which,
after much discussion, stood

60-6 rout earlier in the season.

Dennis Meacham returned
the opening kickoff to his own
30, and he and Ewart carried

Wheeling back Glenn Roth (31) picks his way over the Arlington defensive line. Wheeling's
homecoming hopes were crushed by the Cardinals, 19.7.

ONCE AGAIN the Lions
ran into, among other things,

ihe Lions of St Viator
took a severe drubbing Friday
night, but it was hard to
avoid Their passing attack

gone stale because of the

severe cold and a tight
defense, the I ions managed to

keep the winners' margin

realistic as they fell 19-0 to

Line and
tough
a
made a vain attempt in bringing the ball into scoring
Marron

position After turning the
ball over to the Spartans, the
Lions saw Clark run wild

again, compiling 56 yards
before sweeping around the
end for his third score of the

Ewart all combined their
scrambling talents to
the

final score.

move

up to put the ball on the 41,
and a delay of the game call

before a clipping penalty was

pushed Arlington back to

their own 36. Somers

BAUMGARTNER was

scrambled to the 50, and Mike

tackled by Bastable after snaring a Somers pass at the five.

from the hosts

DeZona. who replaced the
temporarily injured Ewart,

A penalty moved the ball to

The Lions, who now have
a conference record of 1-1,
will visit Wheeling next Fri-

went to the 43.

the 10, and then Somers
Dean Syhmelzer, Arlington halfback, breaks away from Wheeling end Dave Hendren and

goes in to score from the Wheeling 12 yard line. Arlington stopped the 'Cats, 19-7 in a
brisk night game.

Schmelzer stashed away
another of Arlington's 20 first

fumbled at the Wheeling 16.
That ended the second Arl-

downs

ington scoring threat.
Wheeling moved the ball to

offensive yardage and constantly plagued by a sprint -out
fullback from Marion, Art
Clark, the Lions lust neser
scrined to find thunselses

Lion quarterback Ken Preski,
usually the bright spot in the
Lion offense, was harrassed
by a Spartan defense that left

Scotty Crawford took the
punt and carried again in the
series for 10 yards, but a

Sports Editor

four men deep for pass

After a first period scare in
which a Knight cold spell

fumble on the snap handed
possession back to the Vik-

coverage This resulted in two
intercepted aerials and a few

up to the Prospect seven yard

neither did the Knights on

more that were well -aimed but

too well covered to go for
completion

BU I' PROBABLY the most
the game
was Marions Clark Rushing
decisive factor in

allowed Fremd to walk right

line unopposed, Don

Williams' charges bounced
back to a 21.0 shaving of the
Vikings
The win put Prospect at a

2-0 mark in the Mid one complete game behind 3-0

series carrying the ball in II
out of 14 plays, Clark tore up
the Lion defense in an ex-

undefeated in the conference,
and only Prospect remains

for 212 yards,

and

ceptional display of speed and
agility
The game opened on a sour

note the Lions failing to
move the ball after receiving

the kickoff and promptly
returning it to the Spartans

Clark needed little incentive,
and carrying the ball six times

almost single-handedly

brought it to the Lion 14 yard

their next series of downs, but

the Vikings mustered a 65 yard march to the Prospect
seven before Busse broke up
a pass that had score" written all over it

Suburban League race, just

one

in

ings Fremd got nowhere and

Arlington No one else

is

PILING UP five first
downs on the strength of two
I 5 -yard carries abd a total of
15 more by McGuinn, Fremd,

Carroll and Rick Soduski took
things into account Carroll

stopped Viking ball -carrier
Bill McGuinn after a two -

touchdown pass gave the ball

the Knights in the
fourth down situation, but
Prospect's offense was only
back to

Front here Spartan

quarterback Mike Berg pitched out to Clark who galloped

yard loss

a punt was in order

Bruce Busse then got into
the act and put down Bob Gill

14 yards behind the line of
scrimmage

Fremd got nowhere again
and punted to Prospect's 21

On the strength of a 27 yard toss to Jim Dooley and

converted and the score stood
at 7-0, Marion

WHEN THE Lions got the
ball after the kickoff, they
seemed to have a lot of their
old drive Led by halfback
ground in the game, the Lions
brought the ball to the Marion
35 yard line It was here that

Preski went back looking for
orie of his fleet ends -The

Lions hopes were spoiled,

I

On paper, Arlington

outplayed the 'Cats with better

seven situation and the goal

rushing 'and almost -three

line in plain vieW.1

times as many first downs, but
the style and smoothness that
was evident in their other

A third QBS in a row didn't

games this season was
somehow missing.

a

pass

Although Gaffney made 56
more yards on aerials before

SP/ORTS

It might have been the cold

Monday

weather, it might have been

October 7

the Wheeling homecoming
spirit. but more likely it was

a carry-over of the deep

1968

rivalry started last year in
Wheeling's 17-14 upset of the

Page 9

Cards.

.722 This Week

They traveled to the

Well, we kept up our seven

IMO

of nine percentage and
brought our overall mark to

another personal foul put the

out

ball back to the 29. Gaffney
carried to the II as time ran

date to a .722, this week.

47

out

AS THE second half began,
it was Prospect on the receiving end of a fumble recovery.

Ir.

John Manning regained
possession on the Prospect 47.

0

Crawford then ran 38 yards
to

the

Fremd

14,

Costello

took it another 11 yards, Gaffney picked up two, and then

Neither Marion nor the

the score, the first ' Knight
score this year that wasn't

homecoming.

made on a pass. Lundstedt
again booted the PAT.
Again the teams traded the

of Notre Dame.
So far we have managed to

We even called that upset

pick 26 of 36 contests correctly this season. The first
two weeks we got six out of

fumbles, penalties and short
yardage before the Vikings

nine games, and the second

desperately went into shotgun

two weeks we got seven of

formation. The tactic worked

for two plays and 36 yards,
and would have been good for

a touchdown had not Busse
been in on another score -saving defensive play.

Mike Gaffney takes the plunge for Prospect's third touchdown against a scoreless Fremd
squad. The Knights took their second conference win and remained unscored upon in running
up the 21-0 shutout.

the ball until there were only
minutewernaining in the first
half It was at this time that
Lion defensive halfback Dick

Spartan receiver in coming up
crowd another
with
pleasing snatch The Lions

Tom Swanson was second
over 260 runners,
in a field
leading the defending Illinois
State Champs. For full details,

see tomorrow s Day sports
section.

picked up seven more, putting

marched to the Marion 21
yard line where an attempted
field goal fell short of its mark
with only seconds remaining

week and eight of nine next?

tional Meet this weekend,

again ran the ball away from
his own goal area, making 13
yards Gaffney moved it two
and threw for 11 to Dooley
and 32 to Anderson. Costello

he outmuscled the intended

we follow suit and

coming in behind powerhouse
York.

series and Prospect took over
on their own 27. Costello

terception streak to four when

NVill

predict eight out of eight this

The Arlington cross-country varsity harriers placed second in the Peoria Invita-

shotgun proved to be the
Vike's last big gain of the

Aylward stretched his in-

nine right.

A/IS Harriers

ANOTHER 17 yards gained on a pitchout frOm the

Lions could successfully move

right to score for Marian, but
the Lions didn't come up with
the 20 we had pegged them
for, and that 14-13 Maine
West loss to Deerfield. We
nearly had -that one right as
we picked a 14-12 Maine

West victory for their

handed off to Crawford for

no one else ahead of him.

on his own 38 yard line

The only ones that foiled us
were the 19-0 blanking of St.

Viator in which we had the

He tackled Bill Moloznik to
stop the Fremd halfback with

got to the ball before anyone
else and he was hauled down

the line of scrimmage at the
Fremd eight.

GAFFNEY WANTED to

in the half.

pass but found no one 'open
so he ran the ball in himself,

The second half found the
Spat -tans hot and the Lions
cold -very cold In the second

diving the last few yards as,
the Vikings began to cloSe in.

series for Marion, Clark, on

Lundstedt made it three for

seven different runs, advanced

PAT

personal foul erased
interception by Busse.

29 yards on three plays before
reserve quarterback Bob Kline
picked up 13 yards on a
quarterback sneak.

the

not.

ended with a second and

ball back and forth on

however as a Spartan halfback

the ball 52 yards and into the
end zone for the Spartans
before failing to convert the

they next got the ball, and it

scored on in two games

Busse's stab at the

Knights turned the ball back
to their visitors, Joe Baker
also intercepted a pass. Bill

with another fumble when Bley and Sandy Quillen netted

on the Knight 42 They picked up a first down before Jim

keep the Knights from being

able to move to the 15 before

dose to 100 yards on the

Prospect proved generous

Fremd four yard line, but

ed Larry McPhee for a four -

Bob Batettelor, who compiled

kicked by Dave Lundstedt.

fumble on the first play of the
game, Fremd took command

FOLLOWING A Knight

sneak for seveti.lnore yards.

the

Harris missed the extra point,
but Arlington still had all they
needed to win, impressively or

go quite as far and the game

A few plays after the

THE EXTRA POINT was

again

to

touchdown that gave the
Cardinals a 19-7 cushion.

his second team soon after.

the half.

showed signs of an upset Jack
Costello and Busse combined
to hold them from scoring and

yard gain, and Soduski bounc-

1 he PAT was successfully

quickly into scoring pbsition; " before. he Was brought' down;
An I8 -yard pass was snared ProspeCt wasn't able to
by Bob Anderson who moved capitalize on Koehler's good
in for Prospect's lone tally of fortune, and Williams sent in

the half let out, the Knights
still weren't inclined to score

line

into the endzone after evading
a trio of Lion defensive backs

GARY BACH then took
Knight fumble which ac- Knight's sophomore starter
tually helped to net them 22 , Don Koehler intercepted a over the play-cplling duties
yards, the Knights moved, pass and rail fOn.-35 yards' 'and, ran another ,q'uarteiitack
a

the team that was stomped
last week 60-6 by Arlington,

unscored upon

raced

went up the center for

Knights Survive First QuarterScare, Blank Fremd
BY LINDA GAMMILL

he

as

Wheeling 36. DeZona carried
twice to the 16, and Meacham

the Marion Catholic Spartans

Behind all the way in

-

Ewart and Somers teamed

ball to the Wheeling 11

declined.

was good with only seconds
remaining in the game which
ended without a major threat

which is also a 1-1 deadlock

drove up to the Arlington 25,
King fumbled and defensive
end Dan Selleck picked it up,
setting the Cards up for their

Schmelzer, Meachan and

game The extra point kick

day night in an effort to better
their non -conference record

AFTER WHEELING

ball twice for a pair of
first downs and leaving it at
the Wheeling 42. Somers,
the

Lions Surprised 19-0
As Passing Goes Stale
BY BII I PRIG E

as called.

three, and with 4:40 left in th-g

Jim Dooley is in line to receive this Mike Gaffney pass
which went for a 27 -yard net gain and set up the Knight's
first touchdown of the evening in their 21-0 conquest of Fremd.

game, the Knights had their
winning 21;0 margin all set.

Not content with that, the

Prospect's Don Koehler (43) and Bruce Busse (20) gang up on Fremd's Bill McGuinn
to bring him down for a loss. Both. Koehler and Busse played fine defensive games, Busse
knocking down several Fremd aerials and Making key tackles, and Koehler dropping opponents

for losses several times as they were about to score.

More Pictures
Page 10
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Literally upended, Barry O'Donnell dives for a Forest View first down which heuristic

Arlington quarterback Todd Somers gets off a long pass to Jim Baumgartner as he rises up over three Wheeling defenders.
ij

4

44.

tr

'a

a.

Via,

Huskie Ken Morales (63) blocks punt from Mike Pirron
(12) which resulted In Hersey's first score. The Huskies won
Saturday's encounter 41-0.

Prospect's Don Koehler (43) puts on the brakes as wall as anybody and he proved it
Friday night to Fremd's Bob Moloznik.

Lion head coach Joe Gliwa trys to calm down his ace quarterback Ken Preski in the
first half of their game with the Spartans. Preski couldn't find his receivers in the fateful
game which ended on a rather dismal note, the Lions losing 19-0.
.,,

Left -- Spartan fullback
Chuck Aubuchon has run into
a pack of Lions who seem to
be having a bit of trouble bringing him down. Help is on
the way however in the person
of Lion center Marty Wendell
(32), who towers over one of

the Spartans he has already
dumped.

FT

Right --Prospect's Jack

Ali

Castello (22) looks for a soft

spot to land as he is met by

an enthusiastic Fremd
defender.

Right - Sophomore Bruce
Rase from Hersey scores his

second touchdown of the
game despite the efforts of (he
Forest View jayvees.

tl
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BUSINESS
Service Directory

00
CNI

CC)

NI' CD
1.0

IIIF DAY
13 -Lost and Found

Fel raccoon, vicinity
Golf P. Greenwood Ave.
824.2358
FOUND: gold ring with stone,
FOUND

Let us help make your DAY!
Consult thts daily guide of reliable ser
vices offered by reputable businesi, peo

ec,

In CT)
cNt

vie. of Denton & Campbell, Arl.
His. Identify. 253.7524.
FOUND: RING, VICINITY
AIRY TRACE.
CALL 439-7540 AFTER 8 PM

plc- in your community. Coll one NOW!

A a \-.-.--.'

;:i
12',.._.

-

..t

-

eidlIC"...

-vi -854

Fall Speciol $17.95 clean, 10.

ing rm. & hall carpet. Solos

r

\,,,/

-

.

-

Lost

$9.95 &up. 894-9141.

:Jk

-

-

collar. Vic. Waycinden Pk.,

tfeward,296-2770days,824-8976

wed Pianos Wonted
392.6817
Ned Williams

.

small white poodle,

-

w / apricot ears, wearing orange

Tuning . Repairing

ii

Jr,.

Page II

Monday, October 7 1968

litwcrw--29

nights.

.

Day

Brickwork

Home Repairing
Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

fall

Interior Decorators

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

Nu job too smlt.
10 ft. tot 00q 1 t. any types tower

will moderate this discussion
and he a partieipant speaker
HL is associate professor of
pedratrics at the Northwestern
University Medical School

attending physician at the

Children s Memorial Hospital
C Ineago and board member of
the Diabetes Assoeration and

co-chairman of its service
runt
Di

Melvin

Nr

Sorishert L ustori,,,r,

NO JOB TOO SMALL

CUSTOM

Far Apprentice Carpenter.
359-2756
Reasonable.

DRAPERIES

Painting 111,i(11, R. not

member at Lutheran General
Hospital and Skokie Valley

cflfel,br''
i's.Y

There will be a question and -answer period following

sed

Solis/or:non assurer/
Free estimates
Call 255-6855

Sod

.

Drive.

Walks.

529-3463
FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

-

'''''''''ffle'
EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
827.0609
RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

"K" KONCRETE,CO.
827-1284

Law prices, free ',tenon,
Signs by Rob 437.2485

1.

Grading. All work guaranteeci
No job too big or tuna it. Free

N8, N CONCRETE
-

Rototilliny

f,h.,I1,,d 8, weed free.
for new town., flower.

Slip Covers-Reuphol.
FALL SALE 5090 OFF

COVL,

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, retaining walls.
Free Estimates

773-1261

Dog Grooming

POODLE GROOMING

MOUNT PROSPEC T CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount

299.1696

Sertit,

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

Dressmaking -Sewing

Anzio and I mime Garden: Daily and Weekends: 2, 4:50,
5 55, 8 50 and 9 50 p m
PICKWICK THEM RE, S S Prospect, Park Ridge.
Planet Of the Apes Daily: 8 p.m.. Weekends: 1:45, 6:05,
and 10 25 p

9:12 p.m.,
1 he Detective: Daily and Saturday: 7:09 and
Shopping Center, Mount

Prospect

The Odd Couple Daily and Weekends: 2, 3:45, 5:45, 7:50,
and 9 55 pm
53 DRIVE-IN, RI 12 and Hicks Road, Palatine.
Bucket Of Blood, Queen Of Blood, Blood Bus, and Blood
Of Dracula' Daily and Weekends: 6:30 p.m.
OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville

Shortening

0
cc

take care of evergreens

dresses, suede (oats.
8 replace zippers on
jackets err, Also men's

sk,ris,

repair
punts;

ONLY

Average rm. sanded sealed &

Furniture Refinishin g

OR

437.4093

Transmission Service

painting, All work guaranteed

AAMCO Transmissions

AriFits

830 W N W H.,

and Writ Wash.ng
George Klein 392-0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Pointing 8 Tiling,
C4.3 1118
Wall Papering
NEW WAY PAINTING

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

Decorating& Remodeling

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL5-3991

.

Wayne's Furniture
refinishing, Burns 8
Scratches,. Removed. Repairs &
FL 8.4543
re -gluing.

Custom

0

Aisr, hie RI,,,,,

S20 Paints Most Rooms
At Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

529-1211

finished 519.95

IHEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand.
The Owl And The Pussycat: Tuesday through Friday: 8:30
p m , Saturday 7 50 and 10:50 p.m., Sunday and Monday:

255.7200

Dick's Tile
FREE Ey,,,,,,rp;

Woli Lie Now & keinodelmg

E.J. ERICSSON

,

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating
BEST REF.

Tuning - Repairing
Used honor Wanted
392-6817
Ned Williams

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 698-2322

Upholstery

Ctislom Upholstery
Free estimates, your mute

OR

FULL TIME DAYS

Call 824-8213

TERRACE SUPPLY
111 55 Central Mt. Prospect

MECHANIC
Top Pay

Also Need Attendants
APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
S. Jones

255 -7200

IN DES PLAINES AREA PHONE:

FAMILY
WANT AD?

I'm anxious to
Jssist 'you in
selling those

still valuable
items around
your home

that you no
longer use.

296-6640
WEEKDAYS 8:30 AM TO 5:00 PM

SATURDAYS 'TIL NOON (255-7200)

255-7200
OR
IN DES PLAINES AREA

Wrought Iron

X -CELL FENCE 8 IRON CO.
wrought, iron. Ex.

Customized

tenor

&

.

DAY WANT ADS
,

al

or ours, 437-2884

-Interior.
-

-

CAB DRIVERS
PART TIME MORNINGS

259-9440

Tuning - Repairing

Service.

Ecklund Floor Service

No Way to I reat A Lady and Carmen, Baby: Daily and

Reo

Tile

Fully insured.

Floor Maintenance

Experienced.

etc.

Skirts,

?hone

sonable. 827-0570.

CL 3.5964

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.
All types of fencing, chainlink,

824-9348

Des Plaines

YOUR

Dresses,

Coats,

Hemming:

Stoll Decorating
358-9038
Pointing & Derailing

RAND & RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9-0849 Tues., & Wed. eyes.

All Types P. Flf.pi(1,V5

Fencing

I Day Shift - 1 Evening Shift

DAYS

Tailoring

Painting -Decorating

Drapery Repairs

PIPE FITTER
Steady work Des Plaines area.

windows &
fiber glass

awnings 8 patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.
647-0220

255-8161

clothing

24 -Help Wanted Men

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Aluminum storm
doors, aluminum

Allen J. Cloyed 3287750

Meyers
Brick & Masonry

or

Call 327-1752

look new.

Masonry

nationally

Storm Windows

shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
don't core haw bad your lawn
'looks; we will repack it, make it

redwood 8. stockade. 647-0220

Weekends 6 30, 7 55 and 10 p.m.

6:30 and 10 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.
PHEASANT RUN PLAYHOUSE, St. Charles.
Glad Tidings, starring Ann Millet; Tuesday through Friday:
8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2:30 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30 and
10:50 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

though it has been sodded. We

hems on cools.

Relining, ropleoting, rehernming
etc. 437-2884.

Meadows

Sabrina Fair, starring Kathryn Crosby; Tuesday through
Friday: 8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2:30 p.m.; Saturday:

of

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Chabusd and I he Fox: Daily and Weekends: 7:55 and 9:55
pm
MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling

7 30 p.m
MILL RUN PLAYHOUSE, Golf Mill Shopping Center, Niles.

will make your lawn look us

LESSONS,

drummer. Group
known
Private. Phone392-I 773

CONSECUTIVE
PUBLISHING

I

ingivigualued styling. FIRliFIRY
formals, resort clothes designed
to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

The Green Berets Daily 6:05 and 10:25 p.m., Weekends:

3 40 and 8 p m
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.

827-7588
Allen. Lawn lovers! We ojit
expert lawn service. We will
grow you a lawn anywhere
whether the soil is poor or rich:
in the sun or in the shade, We

DRUM

ALPINE INTERIORS

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

also

Prospect

$12 plus material
527 plus material
$15 plus material

Chairs
Solos

Big 4 Yd. Load 515 00

sidewalks,

patios

&

rel./0101510,119,

P.

Mask covers.

Ideal

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

Driveways,

5

,

on oil custom made fobnid Shp.

dressing.
RESIDENTIALbeds &Bigtop7 Yd.
Loud - 525.00

'
.

8.2699 after

Schaumburg Texaco
1530 W. Schaumburg Rd.
894.9610

SIGNSSHOW CARDS
Paper signs . Banners

Shrubs

EverrireenS

lenialled

trees

AVERAGE
5 WORDS PER
LINE

"Signs & Display"

LANDSCAPING

Concrete Work

LINES

TV antennas installed.
C0101
Antenna 8 labor 555.
Install customer's antenna 525.
JAMES FIANNIGAN 824-3093

COMPLETE

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Install -d 8 Repaired

FL

4 P.M.

FULL TIME

CL 5-5692

.

Residential and corn-

weeding

WANTED.

STUDENTS

Palatine area.

Delivery and Stock Work

Arl His

17 5 FJerrireen

Complete lawn core available,

PIANO

DRIVER

Rays

or block 8 white)

,eternal.

-

Ad in Day Publications. You can't miss!

Radio and T.V. Repair

lAVSN MAINTENANCE CO.

KEY TILE CO.

Saturday 8 10 p m
Magic Sword. Sunday matinee only: 3 p.m.
DES PLAIN ES1 HEM RE 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?: 1 ucsday through Friday:
6, 8 and 10 p in , Weekend', and Monday: 7:30 and 9 p.m.
GOL F MILL 1 HEM RE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
The Fox: Daily and Weekends: 5:45, 7:55, and 10:05 p.m.

Sunday 3, 5 03 7 (16 and 9 09 p.m.
RANDH UR S I CINEMA Randhiirst

All Bonk Credit Cards Honored

I V Check-up time Ann...was
Repaired Horne Service Calls

grass tufting, fertilizing, d.

.

Ceramic Tile

In Cold Blood Daily and Sunday: 8 p.m.: Friday and

It's

aerating, sod, seed.
planting, grade work. 537-1411

So take Aim, with a 3 line, 5 day Want

SAVE YOUR EYES'

Day or Eve. 766-7256

255-3642

MOVIES
ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington
Heights
Dandy In 1spie: Daily and Weekends: no times
Anzio and
available
CATLO\V I HEM RE I 16 W. Main. Barrington.

Radio -TV Repair

Sodding & Sterling(Color
16 Yrs. of Expert Service

,

Steps
Trash Removal
Floors - Patios
ways

120,000 readers DAILY in The Arlington
The Prospect Day, and The Des
Plaines Day. Plus a bonus of 140,000 extra readers in Thursday's Market Day.
Day,

CALL 255-3822

Black Soil F. stone delv'd.

DEPENDABLE CARPET
or
Wall to Wall, er.v
Shilr Steps
&
Repo.
Estenotes

Amusement
Calendar

"Quick -Draw" Day Want Ad. Now
Day Want Ads offer you more! Over

a

.

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

23 -Instruction

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

Get the drop on extra cash for your budget by selling those unneeded items thru

Po,
trio Clean Dependable
P1astere,a P. f,/,, wali Se, wi r

raking,

Carpet In.tallation

C hertirek

RESULTS!

Plastering

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

296-6365

obstetrician.

or

pickop

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power

Serc.

Pl.

stone

Airs

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
,Roin gutter Niceritenonce

cleaning

drapery
painting,
priced. Des
Low

the discussion on diabetes
Irony the viewpoints of a
pediatrician, internist and

"457.'0°3'8'9'.

HARBUt'S LAWN MICE.

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, L.
price with's oil. Installations,
tinting, "root. wolf washing,

Hospital.

sand,

DIRt,

BLACK

deliver. 827-7632

plan. CALL 824-5164

-

Carpet Cleaning

183!,

Reliable woman will do ironing
in her home. Will pick up &

Paid vocation & profit sharing

and furniture refir ishing. f rim
unwed/cite service.
estimates
Fall Savings For
Exterior Work
359-0993
Roy Rood

landscaping

Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
Mi. & hag carpet. Sofas $9.95 &
up. 894-9141.
Wall to Wall carpet & fur,
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs..
exp. Free estimate. Coll Joe
253-9046 - 761-688P

the University of Illinois
Medical School and staff

DRAW QUICK

Residential
CommerMal
*Apartments
SpeCiahring in kitchen cabinets

259.8807

After 6 PM

hsewives want home work: moiling lists, Christin(15 cards. 296-

UNION

INTERIOR.EXTERIOR

Call "Eleanor" ot 437-2084

NO JOB TOO SMALL

259-0641

We need Christmas money. 2

JCALL

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

No lob too saiall.
Equipped for complete custom
drapery work wIth
17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to r harm: horn

Electrical
Plumbing
Carpentry

DAY WANT ADS

9-049E

.

Are On Specialty

HOME HANDYMAN

obstetrics and gynecology at

SCOriCLdiaris qui Trrid,t/on

381-1972

SH 1.6900 anytime or
837-3764 after 7 p.m.

assistant professor of

Decorating in IhE Finest

NO CJBLIGADON

work.

Association.
The third panel speaker will
be Dr. Meyer D. Rutgard,

i

3 Generations

Janeal Draperies

work, remodeling 8 born

D
D'AW!

Laurtz Jensen

SHOP Al HOW

work, welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carper,

QUICK

C.onsriendous workmanship
P.,Clsoeoble pr,res
437-9214
Free estimates

Large selection of
derOnliOr'S f0/6CS

The Sky IS the lima

394-296E1

PAINTING & DECORATING

--

sit

day or week.

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

On all custom ',Icicle draperies,
bedspreads & window 511.101.
lowest Prices
}1.gbe5t Quality

too small. 766-8034

Reliable woman will baby

P.

Quality Paint Service
Exterior Painting rit its firnoi
Eft,' Estimates. Fully insuivri.
529-7774, After 6 p.m.

20% OFF SALE

remodeling & additions. No job

member of the Diabetes

827-4637

_.

359-1906

Coll "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

421-3893 after 5:30 prin.

SPECIAL

Frperienced instructor. Mon. e
Tues., evenings 7 lo 10 p.111.
firing
Greenwore, . supplies,
259-5920
ridc,
L. d

C all for Estimate
Cull

desii es day work, do
reliable. Call
everything,

W0111(111

winter rotes on all ill tenor & exterior work. hilly
imured. All work. guaranteed
299-3159
FREE ESTIMATES.

CERAMIC LESSON S

Addit,ons
Remodel
Carpenter work Iile Floors

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

Fully

workreciinhip.

Quality

Instruction

BILL 5 HOz4I REPAIRS

will host a panel discussion oil
diabetes at 8 p in 1 hutsda
in the first floor C Impel
Meeting Room
1 hc program sponsored lw
the Diabetes Association of
Greater C Imago will be open
to the public without char gc
Dr Matthew NI Skillet

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

EDMOND GRAY

Carpentry -Remodeling

will he a panel speaker. He is
a staff member of Lutheran
General Hospital and Skokie
Valley Hospital and a board

259.5337

Reasonable rates
Day or Eve. 766-7256

259.5233

I utheran General Hospital

CALL - HAUCK & SON

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

ED FORAN

disc

CALL 359-2300

I

GI FIERA/.

Brickwork

3

system in Palatine area.

"'"' '-,ur '`",',E

P007 515000 MEN
', 6:77
C

Arlington Body Craft
70I W. Campbell 259-6160

Diabetes Discussion
Slated at Hospital

COMPUTER TIME
AVAILABLE

On IBM 360/30 65K,

WE HAVE i iiEN IPUCK

TOWING SERVICE.

try

Monthly or Quarterly
Reasonable 439-1970

Painting-Dernrnting

Geireiol Hauling

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 74 HOUR

fashion -setting 1.ur dr On

BOOKKEEPING & TAX WORK

:clay 3 00 P M

'Pity

Copy Driciiiiii e for Buoiriro,i, Directory

BUY OR SELL CARS

11 -Business Services

Arlington Day
Prospect Day

Market

We Don't

Jef 1 Anderson 255-1117

Your ad will appear doily in
Des Plaines Day

WEEKLY

Arlington Day
Prospect Day
Des Plaines Day

Auto Repair

WANTED
USED 7 POOL TABLE

296-6640

255-7200
ad will appear daily in

Your

THE "TINII ORM 100K" has disappearedfor Trans World Airlines hostesses and been riplaLed by stylish ensembles of green,
polio orange and gold liostesses Rita Figueroa and Gail Kiritheir new winter
1,11101 pause m a hanger to show photographers
auge with a V-neck princess jacket
suds Rila's outfit popp%
user a striped-top(less and features a turtle neck. Gail tops her
gold sun will) it sink wart Nil alternate suit comes in jungle green
%%huh can be worn with alabaster -colored knee-high boots of
oust Cape coats and gold In Ion raincoats complete their new

14 Personals

FOR ADVERTISING CALL

'

-

647.0220

296-6640
WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

(255-7200)

THE DAY
Monday, October 7, 1963

Page 12

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

or college

Salary

dependent

tions. Send resume to

DRAFTSMAN

Grounds, Harper College,

For management training program in marketing division
of rapidly growing equipment
manufacturer in the construction industry. Within walking

Superintendent of Building &

Algonquin & Roselle Roods,
Palatine, III. 60067.

Hospitalization
employment.
nod inotlicalinsurance.

301

W.

CL

3-6100,

St.

Ext.

227

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

.

for our 2 Des Plaines
units. Meals and uniforms pro
service

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 2'1, years of age

vided.
CALL MR. SCHENK

Mon. thru Fri.,
I pun - 5 pm ONLY
297-4097
1101 Ookton Street
400 Lee Street

KINNEY SHOES
Ronclhurst Center
253-9392

-

Disk
one

minimum

year. 5 Day week. Excellent
vvorking conditions.
inge benefits.

Full

Fr-

CALL OR SEE

827-1411

MISS MOGENSEN

qualified

time permanent employment with excellent company
benefits including discount
on all food purchases.
For interview see
the Store Manager:

4

Carpentry,

plumbing,

experience

in

the

area

of

building maintenance and are
interested in steady work, as
well as benefits such as profit sharing and hospitalization,
like to hear
from you. We also have several
openings for full time loni-

Beeline Fashions

LUMBER TRUCK
DRIVER or

INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 a.m.-8p.m.
Bensenville,
380 Meyer Rd.
(3 blocks North of Irving Park
Rd., 1 block West of York Rd.)
PO 6.2250

ACCOUNTANTS
$800.$050 to start
3.1 profit sharing
'100% tuition reimbursement
plus standard benefits

7 So. Hale St. Palatine

equipment. Experience

NEEDS YOU
Day or Night Openings
Available
Good Benefit Program
and
Excellent opportunity
for advancement

surance applicants.
benefits

and top pay for young man
typing

O'HANLON REPORTS

427-4034

SALESMEN
We need 2 experienced full
time salesmen for our small
but active office. Best commission arrangement. We are
multiple

STAPE & DANIELS
REALTORS
299.6121
704 N. River Rd.
Mt. i-rospect

QUALITY
CONTROL MAN
For new department of rapidly growing construction equip-

ment manufacturer. We will
train. Must have mechanical
aptitude and ability to deeffective

velop

procedures.
to grow
management train-

Good r opportunity

through

ing program. Within 2 blocks
of Chicago

&

Northwestern

commuter train.
CALL MR. BRENNAN

SIMPLEX FORMS
SYSTEM, INC.,
.

235-3505

of new problems

INDUSTRIAL

DE -BLOCKING
learn

one of these important

We seek an individual possessing a minimum of
2 yrs. experience .operating I.B.M. computers,
with at least yr. with Systems 360 under D.O.S.

Excellent career oppor-

Hallicrafters continuing growth has exceeded its
current projections and has created a stimulating
career opportunity for a recent college graduate.
to 2 years industrial
Individual must possess
engineering experience, preferably in the electronics industry. Some knowledge of processing
electro-mechanical equipment, plant layout and
time standards. Prefer man with work factor training'experience.
1

Route

Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

Candidate must also be familiar with unit re-

cords equipment.
Hallicrafter's is one of the mid -west leading eleccellence and conveniently located in the northwest
suburb of Rolling Meadows.
Salary is commensurate with experience and your
ability to contribute. If you area professional, who

thrives on challenge, growth & creative ability,

Excellent starting salary and fine fringe benefits
await the qualified candidate. Please submit your
resume in confidence to: Mr. Roy C. Anderson,

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Engineering & Administrative Center "'
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

VARO
An equal opportunity employer

hours each day? Like a gruff bear each night?
Call Wide Scope Personnel for your uncaging
lodayll

a1ncra 'tiers

0-

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.
ZOOS

Roy Anderson -

.

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

Are for animals! Leave yours and work where you
live. Why feel like a caged tiger for 2 commuting

Professional Placement

Professional Placement.

Phe Mattcrafters

WIDE

WIDE

tronic companies. Dedicated to growth and ex-

submit your resume in confidence to:

Good

Full -Time Security

regular increases, security
and famous Bell benefits.

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

1

tunity. Previous experience in other occupations considered help-

VARO

'

enjoy discovering new ap-

proaches and developing new ideas.

ENGINEER

skilled positions in the
fabrication of precision
industrial optics.

OPTICAL INC.

Permanent, full-time jobs as
Illinois Bell building custodians. Good starting pay,

MOTOROLA

here -at Hallicrafters. You'll thrive on the challenge

Al Poole

at Illinois Bell
In Arlington Heights

360 COMPUTER OPERATOR

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

Engineering

Administrative

to 16,000
Chief Engineer
Design Engineer .... to 11,000
Draftsman
to 650 Mo.
(Mechanical)

Marketing Analyst ... to 10,000
Product Manager ... to 13,000
Administrative

Draftsman Trainee . to 500 Mo.
Tool Room Foremen . to 850 Mo
Quality Control
(Trainee)
to 700 Mo.
Production Control
to 700 Mo.
(Tun)
Mechanical
.

an equal opportunity employer

FIBERGLASS

Engineers

.

.

ILLINOIS BELL
TELEPHONE
116 W. Eastman

Technical

Arlington Heights

Welder

-

Production

Industrial Engineer to 900 Mo.
Time Study
to 750 Mo.
.

We are also interested in a man with a background in fiber-

Driver.- Delivery

of our electric material handling lift trucks and tractors,
Related experience required.
- Benefits include three weeks

to 12,000
to 850 Mo.
to

.

to

.

437-5400

13,000
10,000
14,000

tp
Project Manager .... to 15,000
to 11,000
Applications

NO FEE

.

START TODAY

BARRETTCRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

For Fast Cash.use-the.

.want ads.

.

MARTIN MARIETTA

ANOCUT ENGINEERING

COMPANY

Martin Metals Division
250 NORTH 12TH STREET, WHEELING RD.
(OFF DUNDEE ROAD)

Analytical

.

.

.

.

to 700 Mo.
to 10.000

.

Lab Technician

Lab Twiner

.

.

.

to 550 Mo.
to 450 Mu.

Foreman Trainees .. to 500 Mo.

Computers
13,000

Systems

to

Programmers
Programmer
Trainees

to 12,000

.

.

.

to

650 Mo.

Computer Operator to 700 Mo.
OPEN
IBM Systems

NO FEE

Des Plaines

vacation and profit sharing.
SEND RESUME
OR CALL

Chemical

Mannheim &
Higgins

WIDE

Missr Gaffke
COME IN TODAY

to 600 Mo

Trainees

.

Excellent Benefits

Good Pay

to 600 Mo.

Sales

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

(No experience required)

.

.

Plant Manager
Trouble Shooter

Foundry Helpers

WELDING
Opening for foreman to supervise all welding, torch cutting,
grinding and painting of components used in fabrication

.

Lab Technicians
Safety Engineer
Warehouse Super

glass layout.

FOREMAN

.

Chemist, R & D ... to 14,000

Assembly Foreman . to 900 Mo.
Tooling Investigator to 850 Mo.

Excellent starting salary and fringe benefits.

392-6600

.

.

General Foreman ... to 12,000

Excellent lob opportunity for en aggressive young man who
would like to learn a trade with a solid future. The man we
choose will be trained in all basics. of fiberglas fabrication.

to 600. Mo

.

.

.

Foreman, Foods
Chemical

LAYOUT MAN

Industrial Engineer

.

Experienced Sales .. to 16,000
to 17,000
Stock Analyst
.
Budget Analyst . . to 10,000
Sales Trainees
to 600 Mo.
Financial Trainees .. to 500 Mo.
investigator

to 14,000

.

.

Equal opportunity employer.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Trainee

.

Chief Draftsman .. to 950 Mo.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WANT ADS

.

.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
60008
PHONE: 259-9600

Apply NOWI

REAL ESTATE

of MAP
listing service.

ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

is capable of meeting a challenge, you'll find it

259-7330

.

MRS. BARKER - 537-6100

GRINDING

215 E. Prosect
Mount Prospect, III.

spections on auto and fire in-

Wheeling, Illinois

If you're the type of professional, who enjoys and

Mr. Caro.

in-

571 S. Wheeling Road

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

.

8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

neighborhood

APPLY NOW

GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION

POLISHING
while you

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

Profit Sharing

392-3500

Earn

JOBS OFFER:

ILG Industries Inc.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

1100 Hicks Rd.

Palatine

routine

EXCELLENT GROWTH OPPORTUNITY

Rolling Meadows

pay and benefits. Why
not inquire today? Call
259-8100 and ask for

local work making

necessary, but

Apply in pcson or call Personnel Department.

CALL FOR
IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW

Full time

area not

this

CALL 259-1620

Village of

INVESTIGATOR

in

advancement possibilities.

Available

110 W. Washington St.

MOTOROLA

A LEADING sheet metal manufacturer, we are seeking a LEADER to supervise our welding department. Should have good
working background in welding and be able to introduce new
techniques where required. Must have related supervisory ex.
perience, including ability to train and motivate men. Will consider qualified welder with lead -man experience as listed above plus a strong desire to progress. Excellent starting salary, company -paid benefits and growth opportunity.

Botlt of the above jobs have excellent starting rates and

of Route 83 &
14. First shift.

ing

Apply Department of Police

JANITORS
(Days and Evenings)

FOREMAN -WELDING

automated assembly equipment.

manufacturer.
metal
Northwest location.

Positions

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
Willis

S.

A second position as Machine Maintenance man is also
open. Duties include basic set-up and maintenance on

One year of cost accounting
experience may qualify you
for this position of unlimited
growth potential with a lead-

POLICE

Wheeling, III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

knowledge of basic inspection gauges helpful. This is the
most rapidly growing and latest technique in the fabrication field.

ful. Central Mount Prospect location near North
Western
Commuter
Station and intersection

OFFICERS

777 Wheeling Rd.

BEFORE 5 P.M. Col/ 537.2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

Excellent opportunity for man with fabrication experience
to learn the operation of taped controlled fabricating

Sat. till 11 a.m.

HINES LUMBER

members

1150

tions on our second shift.

An equal opportunity employer

torS.

Experienced

Union Wages
Apply in person

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

and MACHINE MAINTENANCE

then we would

with car and rapid
ability.

800 W. Central Rd.
Mount Prospect

N.C. FABRICATION OPERATOR

JANITORS

ditioning repair? If you have

Experienced SHED
MAN

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

lion, life insurance, and profit sharing.

for two mechanically inclined men to fill important posi-

electrical repairs; do you
have knowledge of air -con.

AVIATION
O'Hare Field

Free Major Medical & Life Insurance
Pension Plan
Cafeteria & Credit Union

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

We are an Electronic Component Manufacturer looking

5555 N. Northwest Hwy.
Chicago

ruiner

BUTLER

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalize.

ENGINEERING

to start
En star.

47

Are Needed At

pany benefits.

Can you handle all types of

MR. STASZAK

$9

9 ['did Holidays

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
GENERAL FACTORY

An Equal Opportunity Employer

overtime. Company paid hos.
piialization, major medical
life insurance, profit shoring,
paid vacotions and other com-

MAINTENANCE MAN

Will Train

$2.78

running jobs. Clean modern
plant, top pay, with steady

AIRCRAFT

training,

253-2800

Ken Berger

PRESS ATTENDANTS

JANITOR

ADD 15c PER HOUR
SHIFT PREMIUM

, st 8,3rd SHIFT

draftsmen. Call:

setup and operate traub
screw machines with steady

Inland Belmont Corp

APPLY IN PERSON TO

4.15 PM to 12:45 AM

IMMEDIATELY

Immediate openings in our engineering office
for mechanical, electro-mechanical, and mapping

Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rcls

Des Plaines

REFUELERS
Experience Not
Necessary

2ND SHIFT

MT. PROSPECT

To Start Work

FULL TIME

PART TIME

Full

775-7477

An equal opportunity employer

Immediate Openings

MEN WANTED

Layout

i

will
beginners.

Prospect Plaza

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Complete

Inkers

but

HILLMAN'S

First National
Bank of
733 Lee Street

PRODUCTS INC.

1

To

1440

S

DRAFTSMEN
Detail

helpful

259-2951

EKCO

PERSONNEL OFFICE - 2ND FLOOR

EXPERIENCED MAN

PROGRAMMER
Experienced
Autococler

WIEBOLDT'S

market field.
train

America's largest carryout
restaurant chain needs neat
dependable 1710I, to work port
lime in food preparation and

Shoe Salesmen

Municipal Building or Police Station
Graceland & Miner Sts.

Tracers

Experience

McDONALD'S

PART TIME

City of Des Plaines

for applicants who desire training
and advancement in the super-

Mt. Prospect

.Are You Tired of Retirement?
Come 'in and talk to us regarding hours and
type of work available. Add to Social Security
benefits by working for -

Applications available at:

JACK'S
MEN'S SHOP

NW. Corner Hwy. 176
& 12 on the frontage rd.
526-5255
Wauconda, It.

350 W. Colfax
Palatine
359-3560

MEN!

Examination will be held at the Algonquin Jr. High School;

City of Des Plaines, at 7;30 pm, Friday, October 18, 1968.

Excellent opportunity

MEN PART TIME

South

ELECTRO-NETIC
LABS

For best results use
Day Want Ads

lowance.
Must be 21.34 years of age inclusive and meet all physical
requirements.

GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

235-3505

(primarily furniture)
OPEN TUESDAY THRU
SUNDAY 12-4 PM

.

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

Arlington Heights
Public Schools
District 25

827-1183

Full Time

Retail men's clothing store.
Experience preferred. Good
starting salary, plus benefits.

instruments.

Elk Grove Village

holidays, free Hospital and bfe Insurance and Uniform Al-

Des Plaines
827-6141

SIMPLEX FORMS
SYSTEM, NC.

155 Kelly

SALESMAN

The Robin's Nest

To assist with engineering and
production operations, and to
calibrate and service electonic

BUILDERS SUPPLY

small progressive company.

ANTIQUES

ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN

5694 per month after 3 years. Retirement plonof i/2 pay after
20 years service and 50 years of age. Paid vacation, 9 paid

220 Graceland

CALL MR. HOFFMAN

CUSTODIAN

M&F

Starting salary 5600 oar month with regular increases to

BERKEY PHOTO

Western commuter trains.

40 hour week. Year round

Office Furniture
Must have driver's license.

POLICE PATROLMAN

STOP IN OR CALL

distance of Chicago & North

SCHOOL

Part or Full Time

5 day week in Des Plaines

Suburban Standard

offered by our merchandise
department. If you are able
to work the hours of 8:00 A.M.
to 12 noon, Monday thru Friday, we will train you in
general warehousing.

training in police science
on experience and qualifica-

TRUCK DRIVER

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

244lelp Wanted Men

MAN NEEDED

time employment being

Part

police experience and college
desirable.

Experience preferred.

.

Deliver & Assemble

Wolf & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

SALARY OPEN
CL 3-4120

organize campus security
University

FULL & PART TIME

RECEIVING

will train

suburb needs
in Northwest
experienced security officer
force.

SERVICE STATION,
ATTENDANTS

SHIPPING

TREE TRIMMERS

Expanding community college

24 -Help Wanted Men .

24 -Help Wanted Men

Wanted Men

and

SECURITY
SUPERVISOR

to

24 -Help

2375 Estes Ave.
.

537-2180

Elk Grove Villaib

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

Three other convenient locations to serve you

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL

629-6770
.449-8070
815-338-3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be
available to assist you.

DAV
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

244131p Wanted Men

ROUTE

OFFSET

DRIVERS
Part Time Evenings

WHAT

IN BARRINGTON

SALESMEN

ment Training Program.

year to

OPPORTUNITY BEGINS AT

*Rapid Advancement
*Paid Vacation
*Hospitalization
'Life Insurance

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS

Minimum manager's salary
ing store management

OPENINGS NOW IN OUR

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
Mt Prospect
253-9392

FINISHING

and company benefits included.

APPLY MR. FINE 255-8400
150 W. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Apply in person at

background in production control work Duties involve processing engineering :Menges
through IBM computer system.
tuition

General Molded Products,inc.
Subsidiary of

re-

imburserhent plan and profit

SUNBEAM CORP.

shoring

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

STOP IN OR CALL

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BARRETTCRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III

WANT ADS

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

SILK SCREENERS

GOOD HOURLY WAGE BENEFITS.

Phone for Appt.
296-6640
Don Riley

PLASTIC MATERIAL CUTTER
INSPECTOR

WHAT

655 Morse Ave.. Elk Grove Village

Looking for something? Use
the want ads.

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR A CHANGE!
The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

BARTLETT MANUFACTURING. CO.
Excellent Salary
Steady Employment
Excellent Salary
Steady Employment

WHEN

YOU'LL RECEIVE
Good Working Conditions

Overtime

MACHINE OPERATORS

7:30

*PENSION PLAN

.

PAID VACATION

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

*CAFETERIA
8 PAID HOLIDAYS
AIR CONDITIONED

GENERAL TIME
Progress in the World of 'Time

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1ST SHIFT OPENINGS

A.M.

-

4:00 P.M.

APPLY IN PERSON
MON.-THURS. 9 A.M. - 4 P.M. OR CALL
MR. ALLEN OBFRDING
439-7200

WHERE

BARTLETT

1-4

MANUFACTURING CO.
(A DIVISION OF C.P. CLARE & CO.)
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
70 N. King St.
(West of Busse & Higgins)

MOTOROLA
OFFERS GREAT
Outstanding benefits

Paid holidays and vacations

worn

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Our automatic increases are great
Rapid advancement

HURRY

Top-notch insurance plan

Unmatched working conditions

TO

AMPEX

New modern plant
Ideal location to northwest suburbs

Incomparable profit sharing plan

ASSEMBLERS

Starting pay is good

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS
LATHE OPERATORS

MILLING MACHINE OPRS
BENEFITS

Company Paid Insurance
Profit Sharing
Steady Employment

Good Starting Rates
Merit Increases
Producl' Purchasing Discount

POSITIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE '\

Assemblers
Line Wirers and Solderers
Inspectors

Clerical

t -4 -WEST

Or Call George Pinder to Arrange An Interview At:

AMPEX
956-0990

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

2201 N Lunt Ave.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

z

MOTOROLA,
Algonquin and Meachain Roads, Schaumburg
OPENINGS ALSO AT

Elk Grove Village
An equal opportunity employer

for supervisors oll

perience. Cull Steve Smith,
827-7706, 380
HALLMARK,

JR. ACCOUNTANTS

Variety Seeking
Electro-Mechanical
Draftsman -$800 Mo.
Engrg. Potential
Hustling,
Engineer

$600-$700 FREE
If you have some college and'
are attending night school,
we have a spot for you.' A
large cornipony in the North.
west Suburbs desires young
accountants who are working
toward a degree. Call John

progressive Chief
for respected in-

lernotionol firm is offering a
top man a diversified position
loaded with career potential.
Job

work,

board
devel-

functions include
design and

OVER
CAREER!

College Dropout for
Executive Training

PURCHASING

$600 Up No Fee

TRAINEE

7 local companies need you.
Management and sales training spots are now available,
Only one semester of college
will qualify you for better starting pay. Even if you're working
now you ought to look at your

Your finest opportunity to fur.
ther your education while preparing yourself for an irnpor.
in

the

ground floor up. Variety filled

opportunity that will make
working a pleasure. Immediate
hiring.

$125 Week -No Fee
Varied and interesting office
duties. 9-5, 5 days. Plus you

Call

HALLMARK PERSONNEL,

You and I other gal will wel.
come visitors into nearby sales
offices, answer phones, type invoices, keep track of salesmen

things done! Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Mil.
waukee, AV 2-5050.

$12,000 No Fee

OFFICE POSITIONS

Industry is finally getting reel,
listic. Sure, everyone would

ALL SUBURBS 100% FREE

Salary $325 to $700 mo

like a BS in math, but this opportunity for advancement to
the top in EDt- is looking for
the guy that CAN DO the job.
If

CALL NEAREST OFFICE

you have had some ex-

Arl. Fits., Mt, Prosp., Elk Grove

perience in analysis and know
IBM equipment you can qualify for this suburban opportunity. CALL BETTY ON EXTEN-

your own without direct superexp.

Coll 392-6100
Des Pl., Pk. Ridge, Niles
Call 825-7117

SION 37

Training Program

SECY $575

Frustrated
Foreman

$150 Wk. - No Fee
terrific opportunity

get your service
experience to work. Very little training is necessary. This
for you to

dollar firm has
had great success in the past
with young vets, Coll today,
start tomorrow.
multi -million

WORK FOR COSMETICS BOSS
who is young, creative. He

dreams up new ways to pro-

$1000 No Fee
Management

bugging

No room at the top for you?
DUNI BELIEVE IT. 12 of the
manufacturers are searching for the
suburban

leading

"professional" foreman who
wants to train and move up in
management. If, you can
TRAINEE spots arie open too.

No exp. nec. and no fee to

$20,000 No Fee

and package lip -stick,
powder, eye makeup. You'll
mote

you?

Computer Programmer Trainee
$7,800 While
Training at IBM
Institute

handle his detail, phones, visitors. Learn to work with salesmen, artists, designers. Fast pay
raises! Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,

SP 4-8585; 4942 N. MilvAukee,
AV 2-5050.

handle people, and know a
trade you can advance. TOtCALL TOM ON EXTENSION 27

the newest program procedures. This is the opportunity
you hove been waiting for to
add thousands of doftars to
your earning potential. Your
is
potential
advancement
virtually unlimited with this
dollar
firm.
Coll
multi -million

Salesman
We

have

the

in this small office.

required, You'll train for a
month in sunny California and
then headquarter in a NW Chi-

cago 'suburb. Your area will
be the mid -west and you'll be

expected to move up to

the

an industry of growth.
potential. Ask for details.

into

Real Estate Mgmt.
Trne.-$7,800 +

selection, mortgage financing, building management
leasing.
term
long
and
opportunity.
Unbelievable
previous experience
No
needed.

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

the

rations is

1st

_

COMPLETE TRAINING

searching

for

MEET PEOPLEI

This Doctor's office job is loaded

with public contact. Always a
patient, technician,

doctor

or

somebody coming in. You'll be
Doctor's receptionist. Greet eveYou'll answer phones,
take messages for Doctor, make
appts. You must type, aside
from that Doctor wants someone
ryone.

500 corpoa

plant/manufacturing

manager. They are launching
new electronics
a whole
production division and need

a technically trained man to
run the operation. This is a
great chance to break into a

who truly likes to. work with
people. Keep calm! He'll train
you completely! Free to you IVY,
7215

W.

'foully,

SP

4-8585,

4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050

sideline of the data processing

field and for an engineer to
move into management. CALL
JIM ON EXTENSION 40

100% FREE. TO
299-7191

site

CALL CHUCK BENSFIELD

One of

YOU!

You will be trained by a large
financial institution in new

DOCTOR'S GIRL
TO $500

you know capital

$1 8,000 No Fee
in

O'Hare.

298-5051

O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim
WEST 1-ERSONNEL

sales managers spot within 15

Plant Manager

its industry, it has an extensive
training program second to
none. You will be given
to
preparation
complete
assist you in the counseling

$475

Modern office of suburban advertising firm. Will act as receptionist. -.There's busy phone

sales

machinery and have some
sales experience you can
qualify. CALL DON ON EXTENSION 35

Free

11

GIRL FRIDAY

work & varied general office

finest

manager spot open you can
ever hope for. College is not

months. If

Ever Think About the
Stock Market?
To Start You Can
Earn $7,200-$8,400

ger

messages. You'll pitch in,

Systems Analyist
No College!

Expenses

Parker

SMALL OFFICE

NO STENO $550

school training are perfect.
CALL DAVE ON EXTENSION 24

You will be trained to adjuSt
and 'settle automobile claims
in the Chicago area. For a
major casualty company. In
addition to a fine company
twining program, you get the
added benefit of working on

117 S. Emerson

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

etc. We hove several
openings NOW for you. HS
grads with military or trade

$600 + Car +

representative! A leader

and all Major Suburbs.

hotels

Like Working Out Doors? Start as a
Claim Adjuster Trne.

380

Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines,
III. Also offices vi Chicago

treat their field men like
kings? Credit cards, first class

fine
company's
major
training program and move

a

plus a desire for
independent action and a
faculty to maintain goodwill
with major suppliers. Coll
827-7706,
Victor at
Frank

chasing

Like to get away from it all?
Travel throughout the US for
top industrial companies? Be
trained and advance to
management within months?
Working for corporations that

Office Boy

management.
up
to
PARKER for details.

employer asks only for n high
school education. on aptitude
for learning the professional
approach to intelligent pur-

Field Service
Travel -Travel
Travel
1 00% Free No Fee

fine com-

this

5645 FREE

Experience is not required. The

future. CALL JOHN ON EXTENSION 32 NOW.

manage.

can take advantage of

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

IMPROVE YOUR

High School Grads
$125 Week
+ Free Night School

ment. You will be trained

-

-

then it means you'll get to the
faster. Profit sharing,
top
liberal benefits, good location.

previous
No
vision.
needed. No fee.

Warehousing Elec.
tenance
tronic Tech and many other
positions. So don't hesitate,
Cull Rick Miller at 827-7706,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

HEY LOOK US

if you've hod some experience,

from

Free
Local N.W. Sub. firm wants to
staff their entire company
with ex -servicemen. Many unlimited opportunities utililing
the skills and trades learned
in the service. Foremen . Main-

Suburbs.

seen a machine before. But,

all phases of this
pany's operations

$125-$175 a Wk.

Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
Chicago and all Major
in

Free IBM School

in

ATTENTION

EX -SERVICEMEN

Sahlin at 827-7706, HALLMARK
380 Northwest
PERSONNEL,

opment. Your finest opportunity. Immediate hiring.

toot future role

the way

from trainees to top ex-

Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

44&\

No Fee

Monday -Friday 8:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Open Saturday (Oct. 5) from 8:30 A.M. - 12 Noon

all of the trades and services,

Major Suburbs.

Openings

Come into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park)

inn

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and all

of our restomers in the inveltwent of their money. As your
knowledge grows - so does
your responsibility and salary.
Fantastic opportunity to move

APPLY NOW!

your own
field, and right
area! We have openings in

827-7706,
at
Munch
HALLMARK PERSONNEL. 380

Stock Keepers
Communication Technicians
Building Custodians (nights)

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

CI

opportunity in your own

Jim

Our client is a major securities

APPLY

No point in traveling cirouncl
better
when you can get

Office Management. Contact
27 -Employment Agencies -Men

now.

Excellent employee training program

NO FEE

hi

promotion from within.
Leads to Ce,toirincir Comirr.

you:You will be sent to the IBM
Institute at full sal. to learn

Tremendous employee discount plan

1st Shift Openings Now For ...

it
to

required, just

schl grad is what
takes. Position oleo due

on alert

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-5350

This is

Promotions from within

$185-$225 A WEEK

$475-$525 Free
Experience not

EX-G.I.'s MGMT.

.

e'

25 FOREMEN

Our client will send you to IBM
School free, and" pay your FEE
besides. Learn system and programming even if you've never

Excellent Fringe
Benefits

Major Suburbs.

$119 Wk. + 10%
Bonus + Free

Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 'A.M.-3:00 KM.

JOIN

urbs.

DES PLAINES DAY

CALL 259-0740

GENERAL FACTORY

in Chicago and all Major Sub-

OFFICE TRAINEE

MOLDED PRODUCTS

722 S. Center St.

380

HALLMARK PERSONNEL,

Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and all

DANA

Need someone to deliver

NEWSPAPER JOGGERS

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

PUNCH. PRESS OPERATOR

Smith at 827-7706, HALLMARK
380 Northwest
PERSONNEL,
Hwy., -Des Plaines. Also offices

experience
necessary. Apply now.
no

-

Here's a good way to earn

Day or Night Shift

WHO

OPERATORS
time

Full

Supervise a smell force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape.
Great opportunity to move into
higher management or soles.
Cull Fronk Victor at 827-7706,

$145.5175 a Week FREE

PLASTIC PRESS

it!

ASSEMBLERS

Dap

272 2300
2 blocks W of Edens

MAINTENANCE
Good all-around maintenance
mail con be chief in this company without previous top spot experience., Coll Steve

Need extra spending money?

hourly wane to start!

SERVICE MGR.
To $9000 to Start. Free

16 -Help Wanted Men or Women

PART TIME bookkeeper to help
with miscellaneous office duties.

DATA PROCESSING newspaper work.
Excellent working conditions and corn pony benefits.

DEPARTMENTS

Opening for young man -ith

SMALL PLANT

PART TIME

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.

CONTROL

CUSTOMER

539.7672

TYPIST (skilled)

thru Friday. Must have car
will pay mileage. Good

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

per 'week.

7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.
3:30 P.M. to 11:45 P.M.
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

paste-ups of newspaper ads,
to 5 p.m., Monday
2 p.m.

Page 13

and Saturday. Earn up to $30

Ph. evenings. CL 5-6913

SERVICE
220 Graceland
Des Plaines
827-6141

APPLY IN PERSON

MAINTENANCE

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

Work a few hours in the evenings

BERKEY PHOTO

Across from Randhurst

MOLDING

PRODUCTION

include

mature experienced
worehousemen,
Good job - good pay - benefits
Needs

MALE HELP:

FULL TIME

58500 per yi,ar nnre assum-

Benefits

being offered by our delivery
department. Applicants must
be over 21 and have clean
driving record. Cat furnished

Furniture

Ins.

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Chtcagoland expansion, now
has openings in our ManageI

DRIVERS
Permanent positions ore

FOR?

our

to

Management within
the right men

Wallen-Fine

259-3553

LOOKING

Full Time
due

Days. Multilith and Chief IS.
Opportunity for larger. Some

Mt. Prospect

YOU

381-4500

Shoes,

WAREHOUSEMEN

V & G' PRINTERS

Pappa Joe's Pizza

Kinney

PRESSMAN
experience' necessary.
benefits, air-cond.

ARE

FOR PIZZA DELIVERY

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

24 -Help Wonted Men

24LHeM Wanted Men

Monday, October 7, 1968

24 -Help Wanted Men

ieeitt aisott
Adadafris
Employment
Specialists
1510 Miner (NW Hwy.)
Des l-laines

ONE GIRL OFFICE
$135 WEEK
NO SHORTHAND REQUIRED

of variety involves,
phones, invoices, letters, public
contact. You'll assist the president pf this small, but very nice
suburban firm. Free.
Loads

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

1111, DAY
Monday, October 7, 1968

Page 14

BABY
DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

$525

Will be trained by nationally
known firm to handle execu-

wk

O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim
WEST t-ERSONNEL

after training No medical ex

255.8400

APPLY MR. FINE

WALLEN.FINE FURNITURE

MISS I AIGE

WAITRESSES

sales

391 0880
9 $ Dunton
Arlington Heights

GIRL FRIDAY
See Far -Away
Places 1 Travel'

travel -trainees

IMPERI ALE'S

Its all part of the lob when you

Excellent suburban firms eriger

spend summer in Chicago Flor.

now. Age open. Call
us today for a good opportun-

Plush suburban travel "rye,
will train you if you can do

light hying owl I cloy public
onitc.ct to act as rect /shorn.,
for chr nits who rat planning
trips
You II suggest routes,
cull airlines ond secure reBr nefite initte
servation,.
clude wand. rful free travel

privilege a 5150 mo Free
391 0880

Arlington Ht !gilts
966 0700
Morton Grow

6028 De master

really interesting position.
You'll assist by helping- with
Editor
The
Letters To
type replies,
Column, help
etc., for internationally known
the

Free.

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

$95-$115 a Wk Free
Plush es/horizon office looking
for an ex pee nce cl Alpha
Numeric Keypunch Operator
for clay Ail: Payroll cups
Jun
Cull
ncr
qualifies
Robert of 827 7706 HALL.
MARK PERSONNEL 380 North.
we L Hs -y Des Plaine, Also
of lice, in ChM...Jo and all
Major Suburb,

PART TIME WORK
FOR FULL TIME MOTHERS
259-6054

PART TIME, Women, close to
home, flexible hours. 20 hours $55. Nancy 439.0158

$110 $170 WK
be prnvatr sr cis tory in
a brand
nu w plait plush,
(Crystol
of frct
uburban
chandeliers and deep car
You II

vorksg Pus

is

and automatic tout a.c. Free.
MISS PAIGE

SERVICE COMPANY
208 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect, III.

CASHIER

FULL OR

LIGHT STOCKING

PART TIME

A'Dor Beauty Solon

COUNTER WORK
6 am to 11 am; 7 pm to midnite; midnite to 7 am, wkends
only.

Northwest Hwy , Des Plaines,
III
Also offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs

increases

You II

enjoy

the

congenial atmosphere of this
group of young attorneys You
should hove poise and o neat
appearance to greet the many
top clients of this firm direct

Full time position in small con-

genial advertising agency of-

qualified beginner.
Trainees start at $2.231/4 on

appointment or write stating

hour with automatic increases

qualifications.

to 52.72 per hour.

MISS PAIGE

9 S Dunton

203 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts. 60005

394 0700

ArInnmgton Heights

6028 Depster

966 0700
Morton Grove

RECEPTION

SALES CORRESPONDENT
Challenging & interesting position for woman with good of-

4,100 to $110 Wk FREE

skills. Modern facilities,
excellent fringe benefits, 35
hour week. Contact:

Beautiful all public contact
position in plush front office

Addison-Wesley

large suburban based
firm Your only duties will be

Publishing Co.

Trainee

of

fice

a

and
welcoming
graciously
directing clients and visitors
and arranging plane train
and hotel reservations for

executives who travel Hours:
9 to 5, 5 days a week Call
at 827 7706,
Roberts
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
Des
Plaines, Ill.
N W Hwy ,
Jon

including discount
benefits
on all food purchases.
For interview see
the Store Manager:

and/or

variety and a congenial group
of people Free
MISS PAIGE

394 0880
9 S Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

"KEYPUNCH
$450

OPERATOR
* EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
.

"TELLER

* JR. BOOKKEEPER .
* PAYROLL ASSISTANT
GAL FRIDAY
RECEPTION

606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III.

under-

a FULL CHARGE
BOOKKEEPER
FILE CLERK

$500
$433
$433
5425
$475
$450
$400

$500
$375
$400
$433
$440

*CLERK TYPIST
PROOFREADER

BILLER -TYPIST
Order Processing
train good typist, with
general office bockgrOund, on
Computyper. Varied
Firden
interesting duties,
Will

*ENGINEERS GIRL
TRAVEL AGENCY .

.

" PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT

$433
$500
$450

"ADMINISTRATION
$433
$400
$400

ASSIST

*RATE CLERK
a LITE STENO

*ACCOUNTS

GOOD STARTING SALARY
ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

Opportunities

$3.98 each. 5 yr.
feet
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00

4

EVERGREENS
to

3

4

.

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.
calking,

White

reg. $3.00

for

a gal.; lire weight 9 x

75c

RECEIVABLE
FIGURE TRAINEE
a JR. SECRETARY
a RESERVATIONIST
COMPTOMETER
OPERATOR

1795 Oakton, Oes Plaines.
VA 4.08E14

38 -Boat Storage

WANTED: Boat storagegarage
or barn. EiSe8"x2 I' -October Our,
April. Call 392-0630.
39 -Building Materials

3/4 inch exterior plywood; Ander
rollout windows- I 2x38",

Engineering Dept.
WIRERS &

son

SOLDERS
° ASSEMBLERS

42 -Wanted to Buy

77x56", 52x56. 392-6521

Wanted old toy electric trains.
The older the better.
253-3802
44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

KITTENS

Hallicrafters
has
currently
interesting positions
for
available
experienced
individuals possessing good
Excellent
skills.
starting
salaries,
automatic
salary
several

progression, and a complete
fringe benefit program.

.

.

.

CL 3-9177
mos

I1

PH: 894-4249
Beautiful toy poodles
Shots. 529-5636
ter 5 P.M.

7 week old

Apply:
Personnel Dept.

298-5021

Monday thru Friday, 8:30"Ci.m. to 8 p.m., Saturday
till 11 a.m.

PERSONNEL, INC.

AKC.

weekdays af-

kittens

free

-

CL 3.5491

Daily: 0:30 AM 5 PM

Beagle pups for sole, male,

Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III.
60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

female, AKC registered, beautiful
markings. 545.392-7944
2

female pure bred German
puppies $25
537-7020

Shepherd

each.

WANTED: Home for beautiful
Persian niale cat. 5 yrs. old.
Perfect pet. 299-5202.

German Shepherd puppies AKC

chomp blood line. Gd. temp.
Parents

$475

NEIGHBORS' GARAGE SALE
Oct. I 8. 12 - 9 to 4

able. Beautiful! 894-5844
Miniature Schnauzer puppies,
AKC champion sired, non-shedIng, paper trained, 10 wks.
ord.:Coll 299.8483.
Schnauzer Puppies.

Prindle, Arlington Hts.

1

1531 N. Haddow, Arlington Hts.

NO FEE

(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

Three other convenient locations to serve you

Hotpoint freezer, refrig, washer,
ping pang table, 2 desks, girl's
bicycle, Monroe tables & other
household items. 413 S. 1 -Oka,
ST. MARY OF PROVIDENCE
SCHOOL FOR RETARDED GIRLS

55 -Musical Instruments

Reason-

AKC. Raised with TLC.
FL. 8-2699 after 6 P.M.

and weekends.
Boarder Collie puppies, 6 wks
old,

131

& wh. Call aft 5 pm
296-0626

Siamese kittens, 8 wks old litter
trained $15.

Thurs., Oct. 10, 9 Gm to 3 pm

Fri Oct. 11, 9 am to 8 pm
Sot., Oct. 12, 9 am to 2 pm.
4200 North Austin Blvd.
3 blocks north of Irving Park

premises.

on

827-6293.

white, toy, female,
year, good with children;
I
Brown, toy, male, 2 months.
$75 & up. 259.6076
Poodles,

55 -Musical Instruments

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

CLEARANCE SALE ON

ALL INSTRUMENTS
LOMBARD, ILL.
HILLSIDE, ILL.

.9

WOODSTOCK, ILL

Bensenville

380 Meyer Road

629-6770
.449-8070
815-338-3200

GIANT REDUCTIONS ON
Piano's - Organs - Guitars - PA Systems - Amps
Drums - Recorders - And More.

ADULTS ENROLL NOW for day & evening classes on piano
or organ - limited to 5 adults each cross - no instrument
needed - 10 lessons for $14.95. Call Mr. Brooks at...
.

PO 6-2250
(1 block west of York Rd. 3 blocks north of Irving Park Rd.)

.

to

three good homes.

One Day Onlyl Basement Sale
Wed, Oct. 9, 9-4 pm, 26 N

Des Plaines

Our benefit program includes profit
Oaring, hospitalization, and a liberal 'employee
discount on all our fashions. Interviewing hours:

female

Pomeranian

AKC $95

$450
$390
5375
$475

Higgins

letters.

FABJ-1101.18.11,10

12

dropcloihs, reg. $3.95 for $2.50;
disc'd colors inside & outside
paint, m/2 price. Diamond Paints,

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Mannheim &

WIDE

challenges. We will teach you to dictOte your

46

refrig.,

ironrite ironer, G.E.
kitchen chairs.
259-4530

Mt. Prosp. 259-3291

answer to inquiries from our customers. This is an
interesting position with diversified duties and

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255-1500

MRS. ROSE
489-1805,

NO FEE

We will train you to write your own letters in

BEHRENS.

davenport,

sectl

2 studio couches, oak corner &
end tables, 6 pc. dining rm. set,

Hal I i crafters

CORRESPONDENTS

No Shorthand Needed
much phone and

jobs are free to you. The employer pays the fee.

Call Barb Ross 827-8154

washer/dryer;

range;

Moving out of state, must sell:

agency. 5 day week.

$500 MO

is

if we can shake "Big Brother" for you, to

a PASTE UP

INSURANCE

public contact in this posisuburban
small
A
tion)
office situatton with much

IS BIG BROTHER WATCHING?

multitude of varied jobs waiting for you. All

GIRL"

writing experience with lace!

GAL FRIDAY

4.

OPERATORS

Jobs NOW

KLEN.

Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rd.

w / formica top $10.439-1485of t

Hide -abed,

REPAIR

*GENERAL OFFICE

HILLMAN'S

or best offer; kit. cab.

WELDERS

give you a chance to show your independence.
We are located in 4 handy locations and have a

"IT PAYS TO BE A

&

1668

PRODUCTION

Des Plaines

9,

drapes; champagne blond wig
& stand $35; baby items. 529-

-SECRETARIES

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

8,

of

K

Hi-Fi cons. on / AM -FM radio $50

-CLERK TYPISTS
Purchasing
Credit Dept.
Engineering
Publications
Records Dept.

SEE MR. BROWNLEY

see

Top Pay! Top Jobs!

-

INSURANCE

all Major Suburbs

(There

Liberal Salary
Liberal Company Benefits
Good Working Conditions

Des Plaines, III.

Stenos

time permanent employ.
ment with excellent company

good

in

ton.

I icrafters
*OFFICE

FULL TIME ONLY

Available for Women
with Office Skills!
Keypunch Typists

Full

range
condition $40.
259-4622

C BARN, Northwest
Hwy. & Kelsey Road, Barring-

Ha I

LUCKY GIRL!
Time

cond.

1000 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83)

NEEDED

Are you tired of having "Big Brother" breathing
down your neck? If you ore give us a call to

Part

Sr. 16. Perfect
Best of ter. CL 3-5670

10.

at

301-53,10

Also offices in Chicago and

Just some typing neat appear.,
°nee, and a good phone voice

CLERK -TYPISTS

414 E. Golf Road

Black winter coat w/black mink
collar.

ANTIQUE SHOW, Oct.

Holiday Inn --

106 W. Station St., Barrington

Bookkeeping

Insurance

1942.

Any condition. 827.4760

Philco electric

Free Hospitalization

Elk Grove Village

Previous

fice. Interesting and varied
259.5534 for
duties. Call

AGRICULTURAL
ASSOC.

plus benefits:

Wheeling, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

supermarket experi
none desired but will consider

thorn to proper office Free

experience preferred, but will
train. Excellent starling salary

trains made before

toy

Elec.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.

STENOGRAPHER

Time,

WILL BUY old electric or windup

PRECISION

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

GROCERY CHECKER

Part

arrange working
can
hours to suit your schedule.

REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.

neeessuiy. rue appointment call CL 9.1263, 439.8412.
Car

or

Full

We

Division of

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

A few hours per evenings, 3
evenings per week will do ill

FOR LAW FIRM

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

Salary plus Commission
Nome own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

WANT TO MAKE SOMETHING OUT OF YOUR
NOTHING DAYS?

rooms.

Paid Vacations
Uniforms Furnished

GAL FRIDAY

EVENINGS OR WEEKENDS

Ladies

to help us maintain our guest

Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Hot Lunches at costs
Bonus Plan

PRODUCTS INC.

296-8116

witrain,

misc. 255-6928.
inn

Elk Grove Village needs wornien,

CALL Mr. Mannard
537-1100

CALL ART WOLPERT

skinner

dress

Chrome kitchen set; end tables.

Beautiful new Holiday Inn

We hove, two openings for part time or full time
keypunch operators. Prefer at least 6 months
experience. These positions are available during
the day or evening hours at our modern corporate office. We offer good starting salary and full
range of company benefits.

Opportunity for a dependable women to do light typing,
filing, operate telex machine and answer phone. Good
company benefits and nice office. Experience preferred

white

7; antique raw silk dress;

sire

MAIDS

Part Time or Full Time

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

OR CASHIERS

700 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
259-3022

new -condition. $100 PVT. Parry.
827-3398 after 6 pen

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

777 Wheeling Rd.

4

FOR SALE: Evan's cart custom
mode. Muc. 7 -fly. Engine, like

PHONE 827-1108

Wheeling

SHOE SALESWOMEN

439.2985 after

Call

$25.00.

Truilitiunul off
wedding

but will train. Salary comensuraie with ability.

MISTER DONUT

from home for your large dog.

Satin

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537.2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

PART TIME

Be the focal point of this plush
office Schedule appoint.
merits, handle custonnter ter
vice and keep things running

SERVICE
"It Pays To Be Right Girl -

Morton Grove

8601 N. Waukegan Rd.

.

1025 Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Hts.

Will sell for $100.
Calf 537-0696
Lg. clog house. A home away

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

MT. PROSPECT

1150 S. Willis

COMPANY

Like new dog kennel 15x10.05'.

Monogram Models, Inc.

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Interstate Bakeries

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

Right Girl

APPLY TODAY

ONE GIRL - Nights
4 FM -9 1-M

36" gas range gd. cond. $45:
19" Admiral TV $10; 60" kit-

TEMPORARY

EKCO

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

ONE GIRL - Days 9 AM 3 PM

1 822 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
259-8780

PART,TIME

Salary starts at $150 mo and
goes up rapidly with automatic

Some evening and Sunday work. Many corn. pony benefits, including 20 PER CENT DIS-

Magnavox auto. phonograph;
tape recorder arid 17" Zenith
IV. 392-4813

viten sink $5. 259-4823

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

TOWER PACKAGING ,INC

Beautician

WOMEN NEEDED FOR

FRONT DESK
RECEPTION

Must be experienced Corsetier. Full Time.

SUNBEAM

ASSISTANTS

To $125 a WK FREE

300

SUPERVISOR

toys. Call YO 6-0213

PLUS

VISIT OUR PERSONNEL OFFICE

1200 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows, III.
259-0740, Ext. 256

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT

1941.827-4760.

Will buy old electric toy trains
mode before 1941 & casilion

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

fits.

en

WILL BUY OLD ELECTRIC or
windup toy trains made before

Keypunch$21-$26 a

,Good starting rates, regular increases and outstanding bene-

dryer,

tone; Dunmore gas
exc. cond. 259-5149

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day
Secy's...$21-$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a day

year around employment in modern air conditioned plant.

Craven gas stove, copper.

36"

day

Manager
General Time

529-4493

BOO W. Central Rd.

Employment

WOMEN WANTED

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chopin
827.6625

NO SHORTHAND

perience qualifies Call Jan
Roberts at 827 7706, HALL-

full

be,,,,i,.

1960 MAYTAG WASHER & DRYER
$50.

272-2300
2 blocks W. of Edens

An equal opportunity employer

Rd.)

APPLY

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m.

smoothly Any light ex-

fringe

OR

CRAVENS CO.

Prospect

APPLIANCE

966 0700
6028 Dr most( r
Morton Grove

SECRETARY

Mt.

plus

of

024-7E123

WORK IN YOUR AREA

Have no experience? We will Point you for light machine work
in Plastics Dept. of leading Toy and Hobby Kit Mfr. We offer

,

Rexair control house dust.

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.

WIEBOLDT'S

NURSING

391 0080
9 S Dunton
Arlington Heights

PERSONNEL,

new

'FULL TIME

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

Service counter & light office
in

STOP IN OR CALL

.

PART TIME
work
office.

rgo

tdesired,

500 S&H Stamps. See the new

TEMPORARY

MACHINE WORK
4:00 P.M. TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT
12:00 MIDNIGHT TO 8 A.M.
Shorter Hours to Suit Your Needs

Clothes,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

HOSPITAL

COUNT.

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

for

of Computer
int( rnanonally
addition to
In
excr Bent starting salary they
SLOW Of be refits
hove El

ideal

locations, good starting salary,
arid full company benefits.

g. In Mt. Prospect 439.1514,

Dirt ctor
of
Service
knovin fans

MARK

atmosphere,

Woman for general housework
nevery Monday. No heavy clean-

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

the

to

giving Day. CL 3-1072.

OPERATOR

pets
the

woman

help in my kitchen on Thanks-

but

college
required.

toys, car. Come One Come All.

COMMUNITY

Cost

Write or call:

take shorthand and type. We
Pleasant

years

blk W. of York Rd.,

lenge in her work and who can
will train a beginner.

reliable

9 p.m.

:."'itory"'il

Standard

our

inn

Department.

722 S. Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

girl to handle diversified du.
ties, including typing and filing.

Arlington Hei,Ints

items,

misc.

DES PLAINES PAY

our

in

Ironwood Dr., Mt. Prosp.

1401

W. of Wolf Rd N. Feelionville

MONTHS

and cost experience, a position

Well known mfg. company is
offering a rewording job to
girl who looks for a chal-

opening

Garage Sale Oct. 10, II & 12.
9 to 5. Better than last year.

DAYS, WEEKS OR

ual with manufacturing stand -

3 blks. N. of Irving Park

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

5

School.

Sales Department for capable

joined

Wednesday,
Monday,
Friday or Tuesday, Thursday, Friday. 5 p.m. -

(1

SECRETARY

4 or

.

BARRETT-

an exciting, fast
moving conipany where appor.
GIRLSi.,,,, isen everyclui word. We
You

INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 am - 8 pm,
Sat. till 11 am.

358-2010

benefits
outstanding
with
plus lovely office surroundings.

It's about time ...

380 Meyer Rd. Bensenville
PO 6-2250

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

publication. Salary $420 MO.,

CLERK

BEELINE FASHIONS

RESTAURANT

A

Wonted:

ACCOUNTING

APPLY

IMP ERIALE'S

Immediate

NORTHWEST

Full time Saturdays. Bring proof of age.

11 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Must be over 21

Part Time

PERSONNEL OFFICE

Des Plaines

are offering o sharp individ-

DAYS

30 -Help Wanted Women

KEYPUNCH

Apply in Person

'

An equal opportunity employer

HIGH SCHOOL

Waitress Wanted

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Denton

MISS PAIGE

CONEX.

tine

PART TIME ORDER
PICKERS

EDITOR'S
GIRL FRIDAY

RESERVATIONS
RECEPTION

in

358-2010

Randhurst, Upper Level
392-2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939.4866

ice gang who can go along.
Dictaphone knowledge helpful...
might train. Fret IVY 7215 W.
Tautly SP 4 0505, 1912 N Mil
wouket AV 2 5050

Heights

Early morning start

Write: Box No. 300

CLERICAL

for indifull time

Division of Illinois Tool Works
1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

for

An equal opportunity employer

holmes & assoc.

places You II be one of the of -

work

to

ATTENDANT

296-2266

4839 Mails Street
Skokie, Ill.
674-2410

RESTAURANT

hire

girl

SALES OFFICE

Immediate opening
vidual interested in
steady employment, counting,
sorting arid folding deem linen,
Must be neat and reliable.
Excellent salary and benefit
program.

HAAG BROS. INC.

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

ity for tomorrow.

place in Spring i Boss business
often takes him to far away

9 S Denton

EVENINGS

$400-$700

.do or the Islands in winter -Eunopx w tunic leilLt &twig;

Come in or Call Mr. Peve

to

5 P.M. to 2 A.M.
Must be over 21

to

SECRETARY

Arlington
spring.

WANTED

receptionist
typists
secys

966 0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

0 Modern Cafeteria
0 Excellent Salary
0 Full Company Benefits

a company dedicated to the
health and welfare of thousands of people. Good salary
and benefits. Will be moving

perience is needed Free

LINEN ROOM

255-7073

intelligent

Palatine Rd. across from
Square Dance Center. MUCH
misc.
S.

BILLING CLERK
Typing and handling
miscellaneous clerical.

HELP

Great opportunity for bright

150 W. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect
Across from Randhurst

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Garage sale Oct. 10, I I, & 12.
1701 N. Rand Rd. A.H. I/2 mi.

hours.

FOOD COUNTER

willing to work flexible hours.

298-5051

mutter° baby sitter
wanted vic. Algonquin & Mt.
for occasional
Rd.,
Prospect
Fri -Sat. Evenings, 024-1673

Reliable

a

portotion. Mt. Prosp. area.
956-0083

Mrs. Pierce.

Salary open for right person

work and variety. Deis Plaines,

excellent raise

start

to

Unusual Opportunity

ventions, handle lots of phone

days

2

month. Good pay. Own trans.

shall Field family owned enter.
prise. For an appointment call

GENERAL OFFICE

duties in I -girl branch
office. Will also attend con.
tive

greet the little patients
and their parents ens phones
keep the reception office run
ning on schedule Light typing
for a smationng of clerical
duties other than that, this po
ninon is mostly reception $110
You II

537-7178,

Phone

mediately.
after 4 p.m.

1 -GIRL OFFICE

Cleaning

an extra
use
540.5150 per week? If you have
a strong interest in education,
good books, children, and
service to others, you may qualify for several openings with the
Educational Division of a Mar-

COULD , YOU

Sharp Gals. Internotional 'sales
company looking for 3 responsible women, port time, im-

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies Women

woman

.30 Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be
available to assist you.

' Kimball Music Center
/300166- 1381 Prairie Ave.- Des Plaines, Ill.
827-6603

.

-

THE DAY
9544esical lestriments

German Shepherds, 3 mos old,
AKC, large boned, excel temperament, show quality, shots
& wormed 837.5991
Collie pup, female, 5 months,

Whitehall

sable, shots, $25
392 0514

69 -Nursery Schools.- Child Care

drums' incl.

'66 Triumph Spitfire, converti-

bass,

tom-tom, snore & stand, cym$100 437.7593

1963 CHEVROLET BELAIRE V8,
condition
good
automatic,
$600.394.2566

'64 Chev. Impala SS convert.,
V8, P/S, radio -rear speak. buc
kets & console, yellow w/blk

'60 Stude, 4-dr. V.8 stick an fir.,
radio, extra snow tires. runs gd.

AND GROOMING
529 6408

1962 Chevy wagon $450 and

For best results use
Day Want Ads

care.

299.7228

1959 Chevy wagon $125. Good
condition. 537.7519

Real Estate

Healthy pups born and raised
outdoors, good hunting stock,

gentle breed, 6 wks old $25
253 3628

In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N Bothwell
358 6563

71-Apts. and Rooms to Share

86 -Real Estates noses

86 -Real Estate-liumes

Bachelor has house in Prospect
Hts. Will share. $100 a month.
2594929, after 6 p,m.

$23,000 Firm. Palatine by owner.
3
bdrm. ranch, full bsmt,
new carpet L.R. & bdrms,
drapes, 21/2 car gar, patio,

An. Hts,

66.291yaid. 392./357

$3/40(i. 392-2695

74 -To Rent Apartintrits

misc.
Rol-

ling Meadows
Dining MOT ?able with 4 Queen
Ann chairs, Very reasonable:
392 7297

Chair with tangerine slipcover;
cond,

excellent
TV,
best offer, 437 4406
plete

$25,

rose

pc

2

sect.'

sofa $25 392 0685
3 piece sectional
Very good condition

BLDG. CORP.

wiled S.

6

naugohyde chairs, Cosco crib
fan 439 7306

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts 824 7353

hide a bed couch with
double bed/Beauty Rest Mat.
tress Best offer 392 3324
Maple couch w/chair, dropUsed

6 rm. ranch. Garcige, carpeting,
drapes, refrig, range, disposal,
washer/dryer. 110 Columbia,
Hoffman Estates. HE 7.3226
Evenings

GE ref rig yellow $45, baby carriage O. playpen $30, all in
excel cond 253 2557
Whirlpool Imperial washer w/

cond , chrome & formica kitchen
table w/leaf 824 5672

Crown gas stove $25, refrig.
$25, mahog, dining table & 4
buffet

$20;
N.

311

Vail, Arl Hts afternoon
2 Edison youth beds, complete,

- -

room & office is 4th bedroom.

'Phone 394-1100

Immediate
Occupancy

6 -FLAT

$25,900

WHEELING
MEADOWBROOK WEST

hand

curve, 7 long by 23" wide by
45"

high,

linen formica top;
steel single

16"x18' stainless
basin sink with
CL 3 1910

ranch,

bedroom

3

garage, large fenced lot, carpeting,

excellent 53/4%

/s,

VA assumption or $900 down
B-703

3

bedroom

raised

HANOVER FARK

ARLINGTON HIS.
ONLY $22,900

ranch.

Corner lot, best school district.
Hurry and see at once. $19,500

Lire

--

,1nE 1.00

INC.

0.4 PEEK.1111. ill.1.404

Phone 394-1100
Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

BRADSHAW

FULL PRICE $51 30

658-5661

credit Mgr Call 469 7204, 9 A M.

646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.
S. of 62 on 311

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

ranch,

garage, 51/2% assumption or
as little as $1,800 down &
total payment of $177 a mon
th.

B-106

KOLE

2 lots 75'x125' 1 corner lot 85'x
125' improved.
439-3884

Spinet

392.4813
piano, Lyon

21/2
12

rental units.

2 to 5 p.m. Arlington Heights, 1429 St. Jornhs Place. 3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2 baths, 417x217 etc room with
fireplace, full basement. 11/2 car garage and carport. Well
landscaped. Close to schools and shopping. Very good

&

Healy

:392.7990
E FLAT ALTO SAXOPHONE

$100

259 3549 after 3 30
console piano, walnut
$395 Also Silvertone guitar
Starch

439 8620

BUNDY Clarinet - CONN trombone with cases, good condiflan, 392.8745
LeBlanc B flat clarinet
and case for $75
256-3684

Like new powerful Ampeg amp,
12" speaker $65
El Rey Music Ctr 7 W Eastmnn

2 pickup guitar with tremolo bar;
amp with volume, tremble, bass,
speed, tremolo & reverb $175.

Mont. 4 -Door H.T, "390 Engine, Full Power, Fact. Air
Condition, Vinyl Interior. For
the Particular Buyer I

Trailers Truck Campers

$1898
'67 IMPALA

VACATION LINERS,
INC.

2 -door hard top, big engine,
4 -speed, Yiske cam, solids

Des Plaines

mint condition. A Steal!

PALATINE -- $47,000

Well established restaurant In
busy shopping tenter. Cater-

4 bedroom 21/2 baths, all brick colonial. Full basement, 2 car
attached garage. Formal dining room. Drapes throughout.

Custom built split-level. Ideal for large family. "Dream

Large dining "el" has sliding glass door to patio. Large
foyer. Mahogany paneled family room 30' x 22.8' with
stone fireplace. 4 big bedrooms, 3 full baths. Set high
on 11/2 acre. Don't wait

see it nowt

PALATINE -- $59,500
Spacious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 bath, full base-

ment. Carpeting In living room, dining room, boll and

bedrooms. Beautiful wooded and landscaped. Out
buildings, screened summerhouse with bar -b -qua. 3 acres,
250' frontage on Route 14.2 car garage.
2

Realty

358-1800

'66 OLDS
;

2 -door Hardtop, A Real Beau-

ty with Radio, Heater, Auto.
Transmission and Full Power.

$1696

matic Transmission, Balance
of Fact. Warranty.

"GOING THING FLING"

Contest at Jim Aikeys
'68'S IN STOCK..

36

160
NEW FORDS!

DEMOS

Executive
Driven

$1686
A -I00 Sportsman, Like Newt
Loaded, Heavy Duty Equipped,
Balance of Factory Warranty!

Heater,
Radio,'
Automatic
Trans...Full Power, Like Newl

$1595

toVems

built equipped wl,th

'63 CHEVY

Palatine -535,000

"Nova" 2 -door HT, with Radio,
Automatic Trans.,
Heater,
Sharp and Ready

restaurant facilities.

Ideal

for

carry -out

foods,

large parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage. On Route
14.

Phone 827-2163

'62 CADILLAC

$797

established

750 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines

$895

TAVERN
well

3

GET THE DEAL ON THE

"CAR OF
PLENTY"
FOR '69

$696

AT

clit

Island Lake --$45,500
Ample parking, 1 bedroom
apartment with garage. Property & business.

McHenry --$45,.900
PHILIPPE BROTHERS

HONDA 90
$100
392.7990

in our big

Bell i

296.5736

Others available to $300,000.

kitchen", Loads of cabinets, built In oven / range.
Dishwasher, disposal. Extra large breakfast area with boy.

1965 HONDA S 90, with

helmet. Excellent condition $200.

Coupe DeVille with Full Power
and Factory Air Conditioning,
Mint Condition.

bedrooms. Disposal & dishwasher. Country club location. Just
listed.

LONG GROVE VALLEY --$56,500

$1888

REGISTER

Coupe, V-8, Full Power, Wide
Ovals, Mint Condition.

Arlington Hts.
$25,000

CL 5.1795
CONN OBOE
USED I YEAR, $175

'66 MERCURY

troller!! 255.2515 after 6 pm.

'65. MUSTANG

RESTAURANT

neighborhood. $34,500. Wilke to Miner east to St. James north
to house.

Carpeting in living room, dining room, family room and 3

ELECTRO VOICE CHORD ORGAN
$35

,S94-2786

acre on Route 12 with

ing business & equipment.

Cable Nelson, mahog, gd cond.
$350 Call aft 6 pm 299-4538

Week -end camping?? Use my

$2292

'66 T -BIRD
High Investment return.

new $850. 857.2373
good

like new.

I

103-Alte Trailers & Caws

$1676

90 -Investment Property

OPEN HOUSE, SUNDAY OCT. 6th.

the

wide ovals, Factory warranty,

259-6266

'67 DODGE

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Palatine $82,500

yr old;
11, reason.

lois Wit

viol

V.061116

2-2 coupe, V-8, full power,

loader, girod tires. $900 or offer,

'66 CHARGER

Need Help?
- Advertise with Day

I

TROMBONE W/case in
condition

'68 MUSTANG

Big Engine, Full Power, Auto-

WANT ADS

55 -Musical liniments

Upright piano, w/bench, excel.
cabinet, good cond $250, call
aft 6 pm 296-7997
Beautiful Conover grand piano
with bench, walnut finish Like

NEW

'68 TRADE- INS

owner $795. 296.3810 1530

99-AntomeldleFor Sale

elms

296-7320

DOZENS OF LIKE

'64 Ford truck 1-600, all almum-1
Mum, 17 walk -In, extras. Priv.'

11144etereyrdes and Scooters

289-1900

&Wei

No

raised

bedroom

5

:mined. poss.-just move into
this spotless 5 rm. frame. 13
yrs. old. Many newer extras -such as carpeting in liv, din.
area, hall & master bedrm,
ref, gas range, drapery,
water soft. 3 -track alum. s/s,
etc. gar. Low taxes -lot 49 x
137, polio.

For terms of $5 10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

Berkley

tilt, max. wt.
5 lbs. $400. 824-1866.

827.7184

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

attachments needed Five year
parts and service guarantee

able 255 0571 evenings
Cello, half size, Rich mello tone,
excel condition $175

$1588

car w/flat bed

1272 Rand Rd.

11.1.1.1

ZIG-ZAG

Vox amp

5 yr. or 50,000 mile Factory
Warranty!

STORAGE AVAILABLE

& $155 a month.

296-6655

-

Sewing machine cabinet includ.
ed, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button.
holes, sews buttons on mono-

Gemeinhordt Flute,

Pre -driven Sedan, Balance of

'65 Sunbeam Alpine Mork 4.
British green, rebuilt eng, Like
new clutch, exhaust system &
tires. Body excel. condit, low

Reasonable -sleeps seven.

STREAMWOOD

ESTATE

1967 SINGER

to 9 P.M

outing, storms/screens. 544%
mortgoge assumable. Low
down payments $194 a month
total.

Sharp

trap & facet

grams and fancy stitches

Full Factory Equipment, 2-dr.,

tractor. 3 point hitch, front

ARRIGO REAL

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

.

right

wood,

BAR- ash

new W/W tires 100% VW logged
service. 437-9118 evenings.

Phone 394-1100

uding lazy susan & pad $125.
CL 3 8269 after 6 pm

'68 DART

strop. whl, & nose grille. Like

INTERNATIONAL NO. 340 utility

STREAMWOOD

1264 Northwest Highway
Des Plaines, Illinois

incl-

chairs,

Karmonn Ghla-clean 1967 corn
Cherry -red, bilk. Mt, radio, scits.

I

B-93

v e NO.
Al11.14GrOni

$2595

CONVERTIBLE

GOOD CONDITION.
$575 CL 9.4188

1962 GMC 1/2 ton pickup V6.1

Raised ranch in excellent
cond. All alum, siding, car -

2 bdrm. Georgian, excellent
loc. close to schools & trans.
$23,900

REALTORS, INC.

reason.

ranty!

HT,
P/S.

Oakton St. Des Plaines

$85,000

Sharp 51/2 room, sided 3 bedroom home, garage, extras, 2
blocks to schools & churches.
Only $21,900.

R/H,

A/T,

$2500. NE 1-7258.

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

3.2 Bdrm. 3-1 Bdrm. Excellent
income & cash flow. New

STARTER HOME

823.6423

V-8,

4 wheel troller for boat or stock

REALTORS, INC.
.01 e. I0.A1114 ROAD

'PALATINE'

buffet, table

Copt

reg. gas,

Wrecks, Toilers
r

Heavy rock maple 50" round
4

'62 Buick LeSabre, 4 dr,

mileage. Call 259.3177 days.

4.111.1.10riMEIC0111, KLIN011

255.4568

*Low Down
Payment*

Full Fact. Equipment, V-8, 5
yr. or 50,000 mile Fact. War-

Phone 394-1100

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

NUCLEUS

able Coll aft 6, 824-5536
Like new 2 cushion white damask
couch & chair, $125, 82" hide a bed couch, chest, & other
items Coll 259-4269
table,

All Information confidential.
Come join our harmonious
family. Will train men or
woman.

CONSTRUCTION CO.

&doe%

choirs, walnut,

six

is most unique. Establish your
name with ours. Become one
of usi

-:,,-, REALTORS, INC.

ARLINGTONHTS. AREA

dresser & chest $80
392 4602
&

for lar.

all:get

I

& trains.

'68 CHARGER

1962 CHEVY IMPALA

354'. Taxes under $600.

Large deluxe 3 bedrm., 11/2
att.
baths, finished fam.
gar. Close to shopg., schls.,

BRAND NEW

$525. Private, 827-2869

Clover Realtors invite you to
their new Arlington Heights
office. For the ambitious sales
person, we have o plan that

2 mod

fam. or 2nd fir. inlaw apt.
2 car att. gar. on lot 270 x

carpeting & oak floors.

sud saver, & gas dryer, excel.

Dining room set

S. of 62 on 31)

.1.1.1.11.41.11.11.1.1.01$

Paid $330, now $170 894 2127

MODELS

255-2545 offer 6 pm.

658-5661

NORTHBROOK (UNINCORP.)
VIC. OF MIL. AVE. (21) &

2 car garage, basement,

JIM AIKEY

ON ALL

14' Thompson runabout 35 HP
start
$550.
elec.
Johnson

BRADSHAW

PALATINE AREA

cocktail

$10,

-

rms, 6 bedrms,
baths, cab. kit. Ex.

3 bedroom bl-level, attached
2 car garage, finished family

DELIVERY

'59 Ford Galaxle 500. R/H,
rebuilt automatic trans. Body,
engine & tires good. $200.
259-9810 after 5 p.m.

4 bedroom, 2 story attached

table, must see to appreciate.

choirs $15, oak
double iron bed

cond. $650. 437-7547
'66 Chevelle Malibu, 4 dr. HT, 283
V-8, Auto. trans. P / S, excel.
cond, $1,400, 299.4806
1959 Thunderbird
needs work, make offer.
296-7533 after 6 pm

top. 283-1172 Of 439-3021.

358-1502
894.1330
255-6320

9

Hts. Rd.

STOCK

IMMEDIATE

'64 Chevy station wagon V8,

ilEozola
ALL THIS WEEK AT

CL 3.0219

646 S. Main, Algoncp, n (4 bi.

$39,500. 930 S. Arl.

1.5,

Sun.

LARGEST

'63 LeMons convert. clean $650.
Palatine
Schaumburg

Arlington Heights

New 7 rm. Split level, 21/2 B,
Lot 60x225. Patio, lawn. Open

4 mo old Victorian lamp, Victop

ARE HERE!

'60 Ford ranch wagon, stick,
good condition. $175.

real
estsul

4411

in walking distance from depot,

9x12 braided rug 259 0476
marble

1969 's

r(4 ONE

'67 Pont. Bonneville 2 dr. h.t.,
P/S, P/B, auto tr, radio, vinyl

Wont to rent parking space with.

leaf table & 2 captain's chairs;

torian

town location. $32,000

$20,700

86 Real Estate Houses

Motorola AM FM console stereo
$130, kitchen set $35, 2 modern

port

The

$300 -Nice car.
CL 3.1125

EUCLID -LAKE RDS. AREA

end tables $5 ea occasional

comp , Ig

attached garage. Best in

maintenance

outside

cludes

An. Hts. 437.0134

773 9673

choir $30, 359 1284
Formica kit table

quisite interior design. 2 car

pool, clubhouse, tennis court,
etc. Call for more information
an this priced right buylll

STOLTZN ER

82 -Wanted To Rent

size Hollywood bed com-

bedrooms, 2 full baths, ex-

2 bedroom bi-level Ideal for
the active busy family. Low
cost of $12.50 per month In.

16 -To Rent Houses

console

Natural cedar contemporary.

and privileges of swimming

BA 3.5212 or 259.4568

chrome & gray, 2 leaves $45
827 0834

Full

SUNDAY!

$795

P/S, P/B, all c6nd, good mach.

Cathedral Living room, 3

ref rIgercitor,disposal,dishwasher,
central air - conditioning. No
pets. Shown by appointment on.

5 4721

5 pc kitchen set, formica top,

6.

ALGONQUIN

TOWNHOUSE

ly.

gas, one electric $20 each
824 1717

car gar. Poss. about Dec.

H.S. area. Mr. Van. 255.6856.

1529 N. Arlington Hts. Rd., 2
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, range,

two goo condition ranges, one
'49

Ivy Hill. 3 bdrm, 2
both, bi.level, L living -dining
rm. Lg. cul-de-sac lot, patio, 21/2

option, 4 bdrm. home in Hersey

296.6873
DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APT.

m set double bed,
is cp mirror, night -

Moho
chesto

condition.

$495 or best offer.
824-2281, after 4 p.m.
'62 Comet 6 -stick 22mpg,

Will buy on contract or lease

Clean 2 bedroom, 2nd floor apt,
gas heat. Adults only, no pets.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

2000 Hawk Court,

good

1964 Corvolr Monza, 1 -owner.

PET SHOP

items

OPEN

call CL 3-7836.
1964 Pontiac Tempest 2 dr.
6 cyl. stick. Best Offer.
253-3359
1967
Buick Electra convert.
Full power - $2695.
CL 9-3960

(

TOWN & COUNTRY

S.

62 Buick station wagon, A/C.
P/S, A/S, rock, low miles, excel.
cond, 392-1374
1965 Plymouth Sport Fury, 383,
A/T, P/S, P/B, posh, low miles,

tires,

FROM GERMANY guaranteed
young singing canaries

HOME FURNISHINGS

'64 Chevy Impala Super Sport,
V-8, automatic,
253-7634 after 6 pm

'64 VW, R/H, sunroof, like new

AKC - 5 darling black Poodles,
boys, and Wire hair
3 girls,
Terriers Also cute little mixed
puppies All have first shots

99Aatemehle For Sale

$1395. 259-9046

Vacant

Commercial

Residential

JUST ARRIVED!

Page 15

$125. 253.1902

roof & Int. Priv. 537.6985

ire-schooler, my home, good

POODLE CLIPPING

or

$1200

low mileage,
best offer. 437.8172.
ble,

bal & stand, & drummer throne.

Monde, October 7, 1968

99-Artemoble Fer Sale

9941stemaide Far Sale

44-0egs, Pets and Equipment

2 bedroom apartment;
baths, I car garage.

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

358-1800

Cnii

SP 5-6616

LATTOF!

Cee Eddy
DODGE CITY
loran EVENINGS

11/2

72SO W DEVON

CLOSED SUNDAY.

ARLINGTON NTS.

/

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. - CL 9-4100

Village Clerk of the Village of
Mount Prospect requesting that said

bylaw.

Monday, October 7, 1968

AYES: 6
NAYS: 1
PASSED AND APPROVED

signature indicating their consent;
and

WHEREAS, the said land

Village Clerk
Published in
Monday, October 7, 1968

Plan Commission's recommendation,

PROSPECT

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

of Mount Prospect:
NOW, THEREFORE,

the

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION
1:
That the

Prospect on September 9, 1968 did
meet and consider changes in the
fee schedule for the licensing of
motor vehicles; and
WHEREAS, the Fire and Police
Committee of the Board of Trustees

of the Village of Mount Prospect
have determined that a change in
the said fees would be in the best
interests of the Village of Mount

WHEREAS, the President and
Trustees of

of

Board

Village -

the

of Mount Prospect have determined
that the best interests of the Village

Savings

Committee recommendation
regarding motor vehicle licensing

such

OR-

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
1:

That Section

17.101

said

Section

shall

17.101

read as follows:
17.101
"Section

Definition.

The

highway, except devices moved by

proval and publication in the man-

Prospect to allow the variation as

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION I: That the property
being the subject matter of Case

Village President
Village Clerk
ORDINANCE NO. 2101
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
MAP 32 OF THE
MOUNT PROSPECT

piston displacement.
(c) Motor Vehicle. Every vehicle
which is self-propelled and every

ZONING ORDINANCE

of the Village of Mount Prospect
heretofore on June 21, 1968 conducted a Public Hearing under Case

No. 68-24P on a request for a zoning classification change from B-3

which are designed and used for
the carrying of not more than ten

(Business

District) to B.4

Retail

-

Retail and Service

(Business

(10) persons.

District) of certain property

vehicles

which are designed and
used for the pulling or carrying of
freight and those vehicles which
are designed for the carrying of

hereinafter described; and

more than ten (10) persons."

aforesaid public hearing was mode
and published in the manner provided by law; and

(2) Second Division: Those

WHEREAS, a notice of the
WHEREAS, the Flan Commission

SECTION 2: That Section 17.103

of the Village of Mount Prospect

of the Municipal Code of Mount
Prospect, of 1957, as amended, is
hereby further amended so that
said Section 17.103 shall be and
read as follows:

has recommended that the zoning
change be granted; and
WHEREAS, the Judiciary

mitten of the Board of Trustees of
the Village of Mount Prospect did
meet on September 12, 1968, and
did review Case No. 68-24P and

"Section 17.103 Fees, The annual

fees for motor vehicle licenses ore
as follows:

Type of Vehicle

have determined that the said

Fee

recommendation of the Plan Commission would be in the best in-

First Division Vehicles,

excluding motor cycles
and motor bicycles
Motor Cycles
Motor Bicycles
Second Division Vehicles

510.00
BP0
GPO

Gross weight in pounds, including
vehicle and maximum load
12.00
3,000 lbs. or less
14.00
3,1.101 lbs. to 8,000 lbs.
18.00
8,001 lbs. to 10,000 lbs.
22.00
Over 10,000 lbs.

Each fee shall be reduced by a
25 per cent discount if paid within
thirty (30) days of the due date
set forth In Section 17.106."

SECTION 3: That all other

ordinances Sar parts of ordinances
in conflict with the provisions of
this orrlinonce are hereby repealed,
except that this ordinance shall in

no way affect complaints filed for
former

Section

17.103 occurring prior to the
passage and approval of this
ordinance in the manner provided
SECTION 4: This
by low.
ordinance shall be In full force and

effect from and after January

Com

of the
Prospect; and
terests

Village of Mount

WHEREAS, the President and

Board of Trustees

of the Village

of Mount Prospect have determined
that the best interests of the Village

of Mount Prospect will be attained
by the adoption of the Plan Corn
mission's recommendation on Case
No. 68-24P regarding the subject
property;
NOW, THEREFORE,

BE

IT

OR-

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
VILLAGE

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION

1:

amended, be and is hereby amend-

ed by reclassifying from B-3
Retail

-

to B-4

District)

Retail and Service
District) the following described
(Business

-

property:

AYES: 6

NAYS: 0
PASSED AND APPROVED this

The Easterly 128.05 feet, as
measured at
Easterly line

right angles to the

thereof, of that part
of Lot Two (2), in Edward Busse's
Division of part of the Southeast
Quarter (1/4) of Section 15, and the
Northeast Quarter (1/41 of Section
22, Township 41 North, Range 11,
East of the Third Principal Meridian,
as recorded December 17, 1919, as
Document Number 66 9621 6, in
Cook County, Illinois, described as
follows: Beginning at a point in

1st day of October, 1968
Village President
ATTEST:

Village Clerk
Published In

the old

DAY PUBLICATIONS

center line of Algonquin

Road which is Two Hundred Ten

Monday, October 7, 1968

(210)

feet east of

(Measured

at

right angles to) the West line of
the East half (1h) of said Southeast
Quarter (1/4); thence North along
a line Two Hundred Ten (210) feet
East of and parallel with the West

Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Monday, October 7, 1968
ORDINANCE NO.2100

line of the East Half (1/2) of said

AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING

of 103.05 feet to an angle point;

Southeast Quarter (1/4) a distance

thence Northeasterly along a
from said
angle point to a point' in the East

diagonal

THE B-2.1 ZONING DISTRICT

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission
Village of Mount Prospect

of the

did hold a Public Hearing on June
21, 1968 at the hour of 8:00 P.M.
in the Village Hall, pursuant to pro
per legal notice under Case No. 68matter
under consideration In Case No. 68subject

31P was the proposed text for the
adoption of a now zoning district
for the Village of Mount Prospect;
and

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission
did recommend approval of the
text contained hereunder; and
WHEREAS, the Judiciary Com-

mittee of the Board of Trustees of
the Village of Mount Prospect hove
1968, reviewed

the subject matter herein and
recommended

To

the

Board

of

Trustees concurrence with the

line

drawn

line of said Lot Two (2) which is

326.25 feet North of the South line
of said Section 15 (as measured
along the East line of said Lot Two
(2), a distance of 333.85 feet to
a point (soid point being 636.08

along said diagonal

lino); thence

Southeasterly along a line drawn
at right angles to said diagonal

line a distance of 219.82 feet to
the South line of said Southeast
Quarter (1/4); thence West °Tong
"said South lInci a distance of 259.5ft
feet to the intersectior) of said

South line, with said old center

of Algonquin Road; thence
Northwesterly along sold old center

line:a distanceof 121.80 feet to
o point

of beginning

(excepting

from said 'part of Lot 2 that port
thereof dedicated for Dempster

mission under Case No. 68.31P; and

Document Number 2303431).

Trustees

of the Village

of Mount Prospect concur in the

(a) That sidewalks to be installed

Village standards on the

per

as

north side of Central Road and run
eastward from the intersection of
Rand Road to Westgate Rood.
(b) That
the property owner

make formal dedication of land for
the completion and improvement of
Road

Westgate

from

northward

Central Road to the north property
line

of

Plaza

Shopping

Center,

namely 40 ft. wide and approximately 1272.31 feet long.
Id That two (2) easements be

granted by owners of Plaza 'Shopping Center for water mains to run

water lines to Westgate
Road and that proper looping and
gridding be installed. This is to provide adequate water supply for fire
protection and increase water supply, if necessary, for Village proCenter

perty irnmediotely to the
said Plaza Shopping Center.

east of

SECTION 3: That upon the formal

Westgate Road the property owner
shall be allowed an additional

shopping center.
SECTION 4: That all requirements

of the Village Code be applicable
except those variations' as specified
in Section 2 heretofore mentioned.

SECTION 5: That the Pirector of
Building and Zoning of the Village

of Mount Prospect Is hereby

SECTION 2: This ordinance shall
be in full force and effect from
and after its passage,'approval and

Graded

described has been filed with the

Village Clerk of the Village of
Mount Prospect requesting that said

land be annexed to the Village of
Mount Prospect; and

WHEREAS, all the electors

to be annexed have affixed their

NAYS: 0
PASSED AND APPROVED this
1st day of October, 19613

WHEREAS, the President and

Village
of Mount Prospect find and believe
it to be in the best interests of
of Trustees of the

the said Village that said land and
territory be annexed thereto;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT

ORD-

BY THE PRESIDENT AND

AINED

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

VILLAGE

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION 1: That all

land and

territory legally described as

ATTEST:

DAY PUBLICATIONS
Monday, October 7, 19613

Village

Mount Prospect and terminate Case
No. 65L9036; and

WHEREAS, by the terms of said

decree the Village Board of Trustees

Thayer street, more fully described
hereinafter;

have agreed to vacate portion of

quarter of the Northeast quarter
of the Southwest quarter of Section
10, Township 41 North, Range 11,
East of the Third Principal Meridian,
in Cook County, Illinois.

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

SECTION 2: The Village Clerk of
Village of Mount Prospect is
hereby directed to file in the office
of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook
County, Illinois, a certified copy of
this Ordinance together with an accurate map of the territory, anthe

nexed.

SECTION 3: This Ordinance shall
be in full force and effect from
and after its passage, approval and
publication in the manner provided

bylaw.

BE

OR-

IT

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

COOK COUNTY, ILLNOIS:

SECTION 1: That the following
portion of Thayer Street shall be

and is hereby vacated, to wit;

The West 150.0 feet of the East
of Thayer Street lying
West of the East line of Kenilworth

of the Third Principal Meridian in
SECTION 2:
' Cook County, Illinoli,
That the Village shrill retain upon
the above -described tract a utility

of the Third Principal Meridian in

ORDINANCE NO. 2105
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING

Cook County, Illinois.

THE VILLAGE PLAN OF THE
VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT,
SECTION 7

"IMPROVEMENT OF ROADWAY"

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission

4: That the Village
SECTION
of the Village of Mount
Prospect is hereby directed to file
in the office of the Recorder of

Clerk

Deeds of Cook County, Illinois,

a

directed to Issue a building permit
in accordance with rho' variations

of the Village of Mount Prospect

copy of
with an accurate map of the

hereinbefore mentioned.

pursuant to proper. legal notice on
June 21, 1968 under Case No. 68-

ritory vacated.
SECTION 5: This ordinance shall
be in full force and effect from
and after its passage, approval and
publication in the manner prescribed by law.

SECTION 6: That the variation
granted by this Ordinance shallOe
null and void and of no farce attd

whatsoever unless an application for . a building permit
effect

pursuant to such variation is made
and construction commenced within

one year of the date said
Ordinance becomes effective.
SECTION 7: This Ordinance shall

in full force and effect from
and after its passage, approval and
publication in the manner provided
by law.

be

AYES: 6

-

did conduct a Public Hearing
27P; and

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission
did recommend the proposed standards regarding the improvement

of roads as contained in the sub
division regulations of the Village
Plan under Section 7, Article II; and
WHEREAS, the Judiciary Com

mittee of the Board of Trustees did
meet and concur in the recom-

Village President

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
VILLAGE
.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

.

Monday, October 7, 1968
ORDINANCE NO, 2103
AN ORDINANCE ANNEXING
CERTAIN PROPERTY LOCATED
AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER

OF MEIER ROAD AND
LONNQUIST BOULEVARD

WHEREAS, a written petition
under oath signed by the owner

of record of land hereinafter

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

Section 7 of Article
II of the Village Plan of the Village
of Mount Prospect, as amended, is
hereby further amended in Its entirety ad that Section 7 ' shall
SECTION

1:

hereafter be and read as follows:

Section 7. Improvement of

Roadway.
(a) Presidential

Roadway,

The

subdivider shall at his own expense
improve all streets with a roadway
of not less than 32 feet wide (back

to bock curbs) and cal di sacs 96

Young men who expect to
be drafted before Christmas
will be able to spend the
holidays with their families,
according to Sgt. James H.
Ogle of the Des Plaines Army

of the

of the Northwest 1 / 4 of

Recruiting Office.
Ogle said the office can arrange for the men to spend the

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER

Chairman
Mount Prospect Board of Appeals

holidays at home under the
Army's 120 -day option plan.

Published in

It allows men to enlist and be
given reserve status for up to
120 days before they are call-

DAY PUBLICATIONS

October 7, 1968
NOTICE OF HEARING

ed up.

Men who already have

BOARD OF APPEALS
NOTICE 15 HEREBY GIVEN that

under the program
may be able to be home for
Christmas and New Year's
enlisted

on the 24th day of October, 1968
at the hour of 8:00 P M there will
be a public hearing at the Village
Hall, 112 E. Northwest Highway,
concerning a petition for change to

Day, even if the date for their
call-up falls before Christmas,

the Zoning Ordinance of the Ogle said.
Village of Mount Prospect as
Further information on the
follows:
CASE NO 68.58A
This petition for variation is to
permit the erection Of an office
building approximantely 136 feet

option program can be obtpined from Ogle at 824-0821.

Collage At
Countryside

high at the south end of the

present Randhurst Shopping Center,

to be 10 stories high, not including
penthouse, at 999 Elmhurst
Road, Mount Prospect, Illinois on
property legally described as:
the

PARCEL I

The West half of the South East
quarter of Section 27, Township 42
North, Range 11, East of the Third
Principal Meridian (except that part

A beginning collage class
will be offered at the Countryside

Vail, Arlington Heights,

NAYS: 0

by deed recorded May 6, 1941 as

be held eVery Wednesday
from '9:30 a.m. to noon and

PASSED AND APPROVED
df October, 1968.
Published in

1st day
.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

October 7, 1968
NOTICE OF HEARING

BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that

on the 24th day of October, 1968
at the hour of 8:00 PM there will
be a' public hearing at the Village
Hall, 112 E. Northwest Highway,
concerning a petition for change to
the Zoning Ordinance of the Village
of Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO 6B -57A
This request for --a

variation is
to erect' a two -room addition in the
rear of a bildIng located at 1718

Bonita, Mount Prospect, Illinois,

presently zoned R-1 single-family
residence, legally described as:
Lot 10, Block In Hatlen Heights
Subdivision of the South Va
Unit
1

1

of the Northeast 1 / 4, Section 10,
Township '41 North, Range 11, East

from I to 3:30 p.m.
Beginning collage classes
will include a search into
material and textures, design

and relationship to composition, and the use of both

distance of 550 feet to a point of

curve; thence in a generally Easterly direction along a curved line

materials.
soft
and
The class will be conducted
tangent to said North line of the
by Ralph Arnold, who
South East quarter, convexed
Northerly, and having a radius of` presently teaches at Loyola
2 4,5 5 5.3 5 feet, a distance of' University in addition to
1028.57 feet to a point of tangen
hard

'

in

a generally Easterly

direction along a straight line

tangent to the last described curved

line a* distance of 165.03 feet to
point of curve; thence in a
generally Easterly direction along
a curved line tangent to the last
described straight line, convexed
a

Southerly, and having a, radius of
24,555.36 fdit, for a distance of
1028.57 feet); also
PARCEL 2

The West 460 feet, as measured

along the North line, of the East

On Nov. 20, the caucus will
elect a nominating committee
of I members to interview

ALSO AT this meeting, officers for 1969-1970 will be

elected. The president of the

school board, the superintendent of schools in District
57 and the public are all invited to the meetings.

The officers of the caucus

are Robert L. Novy, 206
Council Tr., Mount Prospect,

chairman; Mrs. Gilbert

Liebenow, 131 S. Kenilworth
Av., Mount Prospect, vice-

Hi-Lusi Av.,
115
Mount Prospect, secretary Rotelli,

Salt Cheaper
By the Pinch?
No, by the Ton
Slick streets will be sprinkl-

ed with cheaper salt this
winter in Mount Prospect.
Concerned about the increasing cost of ice -melting
salt, Mount Prospect Mayor
asked Illinois Public Works
Department officials to in-

clude the village's needs when

they request bids on salt for
slate use.

Congreve announced Tuesday that the move proved successful.

Instead of having to pay
$12.80 a ton as the village had

to do last year after getting
bids independently, the village

will only have to pay $10.10
this year, as a result of going
in with the state on the bids,
Congreve.said.

Arlington Heights recently

open1 bids on salt for the
coming winter and the lowest
was $12.80, Congreve said.

"Ironically enough," he

said, "all this salt is coming

from the same company,
International Salt."
Congreve said he was pleas-

ed with the results of the salt

bids and that "we ought to
work a little harder on doing
more buying with the state.

"We Might try a few other

pipe and copper tubing."

starting Oct. .16. Classes will

document 12674702 and filed May
6, 1941 as document 1.12 895623,
the center line of which is decribed
as fc cws: Beginning at the North
West rorner of the South East
quarter of Section 27 aforesaid;
thence East along the North line
of said South East quarter, a

cy; thence

didates.

Art Center, 407 N. commodities like chlorine,

thereof falling in a 100 foot strip
conveyed to the County of Cook

Village

ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

Village Clerk
Published in

ter-

WHEREAS, the President and

mondation be adopted;

1/2

part

AYES: 6

men dot i ons of the Plan Com-

of Mount Prospect deem it to bo
In the best imorests of the Village
of Mount Prospect that sold recom.

ATTEST:

this Ordinance, together

mission; and

Board of Trustees of the

NAYS: 0
PASSED AND APPROVED this
1st day of October, 1968

East

a

BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT

1

DAY PUBLICATIONS

being

3:. That the following

1

your new

1

subdivision,

Ten (10) feet of said lot.

Northerly line of lot 3 and East
of the Westerly line of lots
through 6 and West of the Easterly,
through 6,
line of the said lots
all In the first addition to Can.
tralwood, being a subdivision in
the Southeast 1 / 4 of Section 33,
Township 42 North, Range 11, East

Monday, October 7, 1968

-

and the North 25 feet
Lot No.
of the Lot No. 2 in Ethel Busse's

easement of and upon the South
SECTION

in

Draftees Can
Stay at home
For Christmas

10,000 gallon underground gasoline

if 4 of Section 33,

Township 42 North, Range 11, East

1

Village Clerk
Published in

and installed
residence.

E. Prospect Ave. to install a new
cribed as follows:

be held Oct. 30 to acquaint

If you're about to move to treasurer.
another home, the electronic
air cleaner can be removed

Northwest

Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 7th day of October, 1968

being a subdivisions in the

lying South of the Southerly line
and 2 and North of the
of Lots

Village President

E.

organizations, also are free to
run for the school board posts.
An orientation meeting will

Mrs. Leo
The tiny particles are chairman; and
S.

usually the ones that do most
of the soiling and staining.

follows:
CASE NO 68.55A
Request variation
of property
presently zoned 1.1 located at 113

The Sixteen (16) foot public alley

ATTEST:

112

the first addition to Central wood,

Avenue in Mount Prospect, all in

is hereby vacated, to wit:

1st Day of October, 1968

Hall,

Section 12, Township 41 North,
Range 11, East of the Third Principal
Meridian.
All persons interested in the
above petition will be heard.

226.0 feet

1

particles.

storage tank: property legally des-

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

Southeast

removed. Even simple filter
screens can remove large dirt

Highway, concerning a petition for
change to the Zoning Ordinance of
the Village of Mount Prospect as

Sixteen (16) foot alley shall be and

AYES: 6
NAYS: 0
PASSED AND APPROVED this

specify the weight of dirt

be a public hearing at the

the best Interests of the Village of

NOW, THEREFORE,

to use, do not be misled by
the efficiency ratings which

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that

consent decree in order to preserve

available in the election next
April.
Independent candidates,
and . those backed by other

they are looking for in can-

The National Bureau of

on the 24th day of October, I968
at the hour of 8:00 P M there will

of Mount Prospect hove signed a

each post that will be

rating for cleaning the air
around you is claimed by the

Standards dust spot test
reports these cleaners reduce
seasonal pollen filtration from
grasses, trees, ragweed, etc.,
up to 99 per cent and smoke
filtration up to 95 per cent.
When checking which filter

OF APPEALS

Board of Trustees of the Village

The caucus will nominate
one or more candidates for

cleansing the air in the house.

NOTICE OF HEARING
MOUNT PROSPECT BOARD

WHEREAS, the President and

The PTA's have four

1

Monday, October 7, 1968

TION OF THAYER AVENUE WEST OF
KENILWORTH AVENUE

Park and Westbrook schools.

delegates and four alternates,
the member organizations will

They usually are installed
in the return -air duct of the possible candidates, to be
furnace to keep the furnace presented at a meeting Feb.
and blower clean as well as 19.

feet

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ORDINANCE NO 2106
AN ORDINANCE VACATING POR-

Mount Prospect Junior

new delegates with their

cleaners now on the market.

Chairman
Mount Prospect Board of Appeals
Published in

The East 300 feet of the North

Cook County, Illinois.

939.70

is

Homeowners Association, the

your home.

two -stage electronic air

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER

Village Clerk
Published in

threequarters of the Northeast

An accurate map of which ter-

which

line,

the Northwest Meadows

The highest efficiency duties and the qualifications

All persons interostnd in the

follows, to -wit:

ritory is attached thereto and made
a part thereof by this reference be
and the some is hereby annexed
to the Village of Mount Prospect,

Pollution is a dirty work -and nowhere more than in

a-

above petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 7th day of October, 1968.

Village President

VILLAGE

feet

325,71

in Cook County. ,Illinois.

the Village of Mount Prospect, and
Board

Cleaner

South of the Northwest corner of
said Lot 7, thence West along last
described right angle line, 25 feet
to the East line of the West 325.71
feet aforesaid 179.94 feet more or
less, tp the place of beginning, all

AYES: 6

and
WHEREAS, the said land is not

within the corporate limits of any
municipality, but is contiguous to

West

and publication In the manner provided by law.

signature indicating their consent;

ome Air
Can Be

feet more or less to a line drawn
at right angles to the West line
of said Lot 7, from a point on said

of
herewith are hereby repealed.
SECTION 3: This ordinance shall
be in full force and effect from
and after Its approval, passage,

within the said property

of the West

Golfhurst Civic Association,

have two delegates and two

foresaid, 344 feet to the place of
beginning; thence East at right
angles to the last described line
25 feet; thence North parallel with
the West line of said Lot 7,179.94

Ag-

2:

parts

of record of land hereinafter

15,000 square feet of building

space with respect to the parking
'requirements as a result of the remaining net square footage of said

Dense

All ordinances or
ordinances in conflict

SECTION

LINCOLN AVENUE

pletion and improvement of

line

Street by instrument registered as

Board of

ditions:

feet Southwesterly of the East line
of said Lot Two (2) os measured

recommendation of the Plan Com-

WHEREAS, the President and

designated as Parcel 2 upon the
satisfying of the following con-

dedication of the land for the com-

1,

1969 upon passage, approval and
publication in the manner provided
bylaw.

CERTAIN PROPERTY LOCATED
AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER
OF MEIER ROAD AND

residing

described property above

Fine

tion.

the South 50 feet thereof lying N.E.
Ly of the N.E. Ly line of said Rand
Road taken for highway purposes.)
PARCEL 2: The SW 1/4 of the SW
of Section 35 aforesaid (ex1/4
cepting 'from said tract that part
thereof lying W Ly of Rand Road),
all in Cook County, Illinois.
The commonly known location of
this property is:
Plaza ShoppindCenter
is currently zoned under the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect os I3-1 (Shopping
Center) which zoning classification
shall remain subject to the following granted variations,
SECTION 2: That a free-standing
building to be known as "Goldblott's
Home Center" of approximately

eastward from Plaza Shopping

That Map 32 S of

the Zoning Ordinance of the
Village of Mount Prospect, as
(Business

ORDINANCE NO. 2104
AN ORDINANCE ANNEXING

WHEREAS, a Written petition
under oath signed by the owner

115,000 square feet may be constructed and erected on the legally

line

gregate Type Subclass I-11 of the
State of Illinois Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construc-

No. 68-37A being legally described
as follows:
PARCEL 1: That part of the South.
1322.31 feet (measured along East
line of said tract) of the E 1/2 of
the SW 1/4 of Section 35, Township
42 North, Range 11, East of the
PM lying N.E. Ly of Center
3rd

of Rand Road (except that part of

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission

vehicle not operated upon rails. For
the purpose of this chapter, motor
vehicles as a class shall be divided
into two divisions, viz:
(1) First Division: Those vehicles

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

VILLAGE

Bituminous Binder 'and Surface
Courses

Monday, October 7, 1968

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

ATTEST:

(b) Motor Driven Cycle or Motor
Bicycle. Every motorcycle or every
bicycle with a motor attached having less than 150 cubic centimeter

DAY PUBLICATIONS

OR-

IT

dustrial and commercial streets

the West lino thereof, of said Lot
7, with the Southerly line of said
Lot 7; thence North on the East

LAST YEAR, there were
delegates from the Mount
Prospect Nurses Club, the

alternates.

of the East line of the West 325.71
feet, measured at right angles to

shall conform to specifications for

Cook County,

line

intersection

the

in

Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS
October 7, 1968

That port
Subdivision of Section 13, Township
41 North, Range 11, East of the
Third Principal Meridian, described
as follows:

Commencing at

all

27)

convexed

line,

Chairman
Mount Prospect Board of Appeals

Owners

in

straight

organization.

along

Women's Club, the Residents
All persons interested in the Organized for Sound Educaabove petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois, tion, and the PTA's of Busse,
Central, Fairview; Gregory,
this 7th day of October, 1968.
GEORGE JACOBSMEYER
Lions Park, Lincoln, Sunset

325.71

West

PARCEL B
of Lot 7

Wearing Course on residential, inVillage Clerk
Published in

said

a

The Caucus is made up of
delegates from district PTA's

Illinois.

in Cook County, Illinois.

(c) The Bituminous Concrete

Village President

PARCEL A
of the West

part

from a point on

Specifications for Road and Bridge

ATTEST:

Section

which is 1004.70 feet South of the
Northwest corner of said Lot 7 (except the West 100 feet thereof); all

Standard

per

6.12

B.

described

for on addition to an

is

in

a curved line tangent to the lost

Owners Subdivision of Section 13,
Township 41 North, Range 11, East
of the Third Principal Meridian,
lying South of a line drawn at right
angles to the West lino of Lot 7

Construction.

the matter herein and have
determined that the same is for the
best interests of the Village of
BE

That

Curb and gutter on flexible commercial and industriol streets shrill
Type

point of curve; thence
generally Easterly direction

a

feet (measured at right angles to
the West line thereof) of Lot 7 in

Bridge Construction.
be

and other concerned local

line, a distance of 165.03 feet to

ed as follows:

State of
Illinois Specifications for Road and

NAYS: 0
PASSED AND APPROVED this
1st day of October, 1968

tangent to the last described curved

building for work -room
and storage space for greenhouse
and yu: Lilco seater building on pro
perty located at 618 E. Golf Road,
Mount Prospect, Ill. legally describ-

per

1-11

Board Caucus.

existing

4. Eight inches of Bituminous Aggregate Mixture Base Course (BAM)
two course construction, minimum
design strength 1,700 lbs. Marshall
stability and 11/2 inches of Surface

AYES: 6

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

1st day of October, 1968

in Section 18.133 (N) at this Code.

WHEREAS, the President and
Trustees of the Village
of Mount Prospect have reviewed
Board of

Mount Prospect;
NOW, THEREFORE,

NAYS: 0
PASSED AND APPROVED this

travel on not more than three

presented, with the provisions set
forth by the Board of Appeals; and

request

Pozzolanic Base Course).

Course Subclass

1028.57 feet to a point of tangency; thence in a generally Easterly

Southerly, and having a radius of
24,555.35 feet, for a distance of
1028.57 feet; and also except the
North 70 feet of the West 70 feet
of the South 120 feet of said East
of
half of the See ith Fn.

gregate shall be grade 8 stone for

SECTION 3: This Ordinance shall
full force and effect from
and after its passage, approval and
publication In the manner provided

a

follows:
CASE NO. 68.56A This variation

Binder Course and 1 inch of Surface
Course Subclass 1.11. (Course ag-

bylaw.

mittee recommended to the Board
of Trustees of the Village of Mount

AYES: 6

wheels in contact with the ground,
but excluding a tractor as defined

Com-

peals under Case No. 68-37A; and
WHEREAS, the Judiciary Com-

ner provided by law.

vehicle having a seat or saddle for
the use of the rider and designed

Judiciary

quarter,

East

sought as candidates for elec-

Village of Mount Prospect as

Concrete

Bituminous

of

South

the 24th day of October, 1968 of
the hour of 8:00 P M there will
be a public hearing at the Village
Hall, 112 E. Northwest Highway,
Concerning a petition for change
to the Zoning Ordinance of the

and Bridge Construction), and 11/2

the

The Board of Ap-

mendation of

SECTION 3: That this ordinance
be in full force and effect
its passage, ap-

(a) Motorcycles. Every motor

12,

be in

the

WHEREAS,

from and after

rails or tracks, including:

on September

nexed.

subsequently met an September 12,
1968, and considered the recom-

subject

and

shall

human power or upon stationary

WHEREAS,' the

the Village of Mount Prospect

the

property for the use petitioned for;

hereby

are

herewith

conflict
repealed.

be transported or drawn upon a

31P; and

mittee of the Board of Trustees of

SECTION 2: The Village Clerk of
Village of Mount Prospect is
hereby directed to file in the office
of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook
County, Illinois, a certified copy of
this Ordinance together with an accurate mop' of the territory an-

building on

standing

SECTION 2: That all other

in

the

inches

Agencies

"Vehicle" as used in this
chapter shall be construed to mean
every device in, upon, or by which
any person or property is or may

violations of

Cook County, Illinois.

'ordinances or parts of ordinances

term

to

to the Village of Mount Prospect,

of the Village of Mount Prospect
to allow the variation of said free-

WHEREAS, the Board of Appeals

recommended to the Judiciary

Institutions
for Credit
Agencies other than banks, Personal
Credit Institutions, and Business
Credit Institutions."

be and

Committee of the Board of Trustees

hereunder; and

Financing

the Municipal Code of Mount

Prospect of 1957, as amended, is
hereby further amended so that the,

ritory is attached thereto and made
a part thereof by this reference by
and the same is hereby annexed

An accurate map of which ter-

said

direction along a straight line

Subclass 1-1 1 put 31unduld

Specification for Road and: Bridge
Construction; or
3. Eight inches of Pozzolanic Bose
Course Typo A (State of Illinois
Standard Specifications for Road

on said property described

than banks, including; Savings and
Loan Associations, Rediscount and

1. Eight -inch reinforced (with

fabric) concrete pave
ment with integral curb; or
2. Thirteen inches of Waterbound
Macadam Base Course, 2 inches of
Bituminous Concrete Binder Course
and 11/2 inches of Surface Course

Subdivision, being a Subdivision of
Township 41 North, Range 11, Ecisi
of the third Principal Meridian, in
Cook County, Illinois.

3. Financial Institutions other

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

SECTION

Cashing

pavement

request to construct a free-standing
building on 13-1 zoned property for
use as a "Goldblatt's Home Center"

Deposit Companies, and Clearing
House Associations,

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

of

Check

as

follows, to -wit:
Lot 5 (except the East 454.40 feet

parts of Section 10 and 15,

Companies;

Trust

back of curb consisting of:

a

and Currency Exchanges, Safe

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND
VILLAGE

Banks,

be 40 feet back to

territory legally described as

line thereof) in Meier Brothers

presented under

testimony

Case No. 68-37A pertaining to

and

Candidates

tangent to said North line of the
South East quarter, convexed
Northerly, and having a radius of

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

ment for commercial and industrial

land and

thereof as measured on the North

WHEREAS, the Board of Appeals

functions closely related to banking

fees;
IT

streets shall

and establishments performing

Police

BE

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION 1: That all

and Stock Savings Banks; Mutual

-

of Mount Prospect will be attained
by the adoption of the Fire and

NOW, THEREFORE,

VILLAGE , OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

heard

established are:
B-2
Uses permitted in the
1.
District.
2. Finance
Banking, including;
Federal Reserve Banks; Commercial

Prospect; and

course Subclass I-Il.
(b) Commercial

1968 at the hour of 8:00 P.M. in

of the Village of Mount Prospect

uses which may hereafter be

course

Seek
School

tion to the Board of Educa2 4,55 5.35 fent, a distance of tion by the District 57 School

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

minimum design strength 1,700 lbs.
Marshall stability and 1.inch surface

held a regular meeting on July 25,

10, 196B; and

Prospect be and is hereby amended
by the establishment of a new Section 19 thereof, which Section 19
skull toad us fullu..s.
13.2.1 District:
"Section 19
In the B 2.1 District, the only

(BAMXtwo

Industrial
Streets. Minimum width of pave.

the Mount Prospect Herald on July

October 7, 1968

conifrUCTIOn)'

thereof falling in a 100 foot stria
conveyed to the County of Cook
by deed recorded October B, 1941
as document 12771139, the center

of

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Aggregate Mixture Base Course

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

Zoning

Ordinance of the Village of Mount

of

the best interests

of the Village of Mount Prospect

Mount Prospect Village Hall
pursuant to notice published in

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

VILLAGE

in

territory be annexed thereto:
territory be annexed thereto;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

the

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

Fire and Police
Committee of the Village of Mount
WHEREAS,

be

the said Village that said land and

WHEREAS, THE Board of Appeals

OR-

IT

BE

1 -inch
Surface Course Subclass I-Il; or
4. Six and 1/2 inches Bituminous

part

thence East along the North line

published in

inch Binder Course and

North,

that

People who are interested
in the schools of District 57,
who
think they are qualified,
distance of 550 feet to a point of
curve; thence in a generally Easter- and have the time to perform
the work involved are being
ly direction along a curved line

Chairmon

and Bridge .Construction) and 11/4

42

(except

follows: Beginning at the North
West corner of the South East
quarter of Section 27 aforesaid;

MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

for Road

Specificotions

Meridian

line of which Is described as

'GEORGE JACOBSMEYER

3. Six Inches of Pozzolanic Base

Standard

WHEREAS, the President and
it to

above petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 7th day of October, 1960.

Course Typo A (State of Illinois

Board of Trustees of the Village
of Mount Prospect find and believe

FREE-STANDING BUILDING
ON B-1 PROPERTY
(MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA)
FOR USE AS A
"GOLDBLATT'S HOME CENTER"

and hove determined that the same
Is in the best interests of the Village

not

the Village of Mount Prospect; and

AN ORDINANCE GRANTING
A VARIATION FOR A

ORDINANCE NO. 2099
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
SECTIONS 17.101 AND 17.103 OF
THE MUNICIPAL CODE OF MOUNT

is

Township

2Z,

Range 11, East of the Third Prin-

All persons Interested in the

Course Subclass I11; or

within the corporate limits of any
municipality, but is contiguous to

Section

- par. 21.

inch cushion of screenings and 11/2
inches of Bituminous Binder Course
and 1 -Inch of Bituminous Surface

to be annexed have affixed their

DAY PUBLICATIONS

use DAY PUBLICATIONS

cipal

2. 101/2 Inches of Waterbound
Macadam Base Course with a 1 -

WHEREAS, all the electors

residing within the said property

Village President

Call Bill Thornburg .. 255-4400

from the requirements of the Mount
Prospect Building Code, Chapter VI

thick; or

Mount Prospect; and

ATTEST:

For the bast coverage and finest
sorvIce for your legal notices,

PaVement not loss than 7 Inches

I. Portland Cement Concrete

land be annexed to the Village of

1st day of October, 1968

of the Third Principal Meridian,
Cook County, Illinois.
The petition requests variation

half of the South East quarter of

sisting of:

feet wide (back to back curbs) con-

described has been filed with the

publIcatibn In the manner provided

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page 16

,private classes. Arnold at-

tended the University of
Illinois, The Hyde Park Art

Center and The Art Institute
of Chicago and received his

degree from. Roosevelt
University.

Further infornsatiztn about
the class may be obtained by

calling Countryside Art
Center.

Palatine Man
Dies; Suspect
Heart Attack
Allen J. Wick, 52, of 151
N. Ashland, Palatine. was pronounced dead at Northwest
Community Hospital Satur-

day, after he was found lying

in an underground

passageway at Randhurst,
Mount Prospect police report.
The hospital said he had apparently suffered a heart attack..

Wick, employed as a

maintenance supervisor at
Randhurst, had complained of
chest pains that morning, according to fellow workers.

WEATHER

Pro5pect 3Dap

Tonight: Partly cloudy, low
the lower 50s, Tomorrow: Considerable cloudiness, chance

of rain, continued mild, high
around 70

Telephone

Your Home Newspaper
117 S. Main St.

Tuesday, October 8, 1968

Volume 1, Number 120

Mount Prospect, 111.

Hearing Is
Next Week
The Federal Aviation
try to placate

angry Mount Prospect
residents about airplane noise

noise Oct. 16 in Village Hall.

highway's S -curve

Prospect is being reduced

have been numerous accidents

State

from 35 to 25 mph.

involving vehicles that have
gone out of control and have

along with the village's recommendation that the speed limit

Mount Prospect officials

travelled up and over the

have been told by the IllinOis
Division of Highways that
new speed limit signs would
be posted "as soon as possi-

parkway anchor crashed into

be reduced.
Signs are posted

"I've heard a lot of com-

plaints by irate citizens about

the noise of airplanes flying
into and out of O'Hare
Airport," Trustee Joseph Grit last

week at the

41,.'4,.

trees."

Accidents

The reduction was re-

The Public Health and
.Safety Committee, of which
Grittani is chairman, will con-

1%

The petition stated, "There

ble."

village hoard meeting.

cording to the petition.
Villat,e Manager Robert

83 between Council Trail and

Central Rd. in Mount

Village officials have asked
the FAA to send representatives to a hearing on aircraft

said

from resitlec,is near the

Thr speed limit on Illinois

next week.

tan

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

16 PAGES

60056

Rt. 83 Residents Win
Speed Limit Reduction

Jet Noise

Agency will

255-4400

quested last month in a petition to village administrators

involving com-

More sent the petition to the

Division of Highways

limiting

speed to 25 m,p.h. around the
S -curve but motorists don't

mercial vehicles have sent
loads of _plaster board, conerete block, soft drinks, boats,

slow down -enough front the
35 m.p.h. limit approaching
the curve to negotiate it, ac-

etc., flying across the sidewalk
onto the front lawns," ac-

Congreve.

cording to Mayor Daniel

duct the hearing.

REV. MCLORAINE

GEN. MCLORAINE

Mount Prospect Priest
Becomes 1 -Star General
o look at the Rev John

McLoraine you never

F

would guess

had

he

more

three chaplains in the U. S.
Armed Services holding this

Some 2,0 0 0 National
Guardsmen attended the

rank.

ceremony.
a

During World War II, Fr.

pastor of a Catholic church in

retirement ceremony given by

McLoraine, served in the in-

Mount Prospect
The quiet, mild-mannered

the guard for Fr. McLoraine

fantry in Europe and the

after 25 years as a chaplain.

Philippines and was awarded

Fr. McLoraine received the
25 -year silver pin from Maj.
Gen. Donald Smith. 1526 N.
Pine, Arlington Heights dur-

the "Bronze Star" for heroic

ceremonies at O'Hare Airport.

going for him than being
and modest pastor of St

1400 W
Emily s parish
Central. Mount Prospect proat

moted Saturday to the rank of
biigadier general in the Air

National Guard He is one of

The promotion came at

ing the special Saturday

O'Hare's assistant chief

warned last summer that.
Mount Prospect, Arlington
-Heights and Des Plaines could
he in for a noisier -than -usual
time due to runway repairs.

Reising Joins
Safety Board

Police Committee.

"We decided," Chairman

names in Mount Prospect was
settled last night, pending approval of the. Village Board

George Reiter said, "that
Mark Drive and Mark Ter-

Two streets in recently annexed Fairview Gardens have

names similar to streets
already in Mount Prospect

Fairview Gardens has an
Emmerson Ln and a Mark

Joseph A. Reising, 405 NaWa-To. has been appointed to

fill a vacancy on the Mount
Prospect Safety Commission.
The appointment was made

Dr Elsewhere in the village
are an Emerson (one "m and
a Mark Terrace
The solution was devised by
the

village hoard's Fire and

Meetings
Tonight

of the Chicago Optometric

easily through listening to

O'Hare.

May.

Society, has been working

tape recordings; some through

with inmates at Cook County
Jail for several years, testing

reading; others through

educational programs that re-

the District 23 School

Board. 8 p m MacArthur

Junior High, 700 N.
Schoenbeck, Prospect
Heights.

The Board of I ()cal

So, Fairview Gardens

residents in the 100 block of
N. Emmerson will live in the
1400 block of E. Emmerson,
if the board approves.

"This will minimize the
confusion for emergency

I he Mount Prospect
Youth Commission, 8

deliveries, post office

R

At the request of the
Illinois Division of Highways,

the firm of H. W. Lochner.

Inc.. Chicago will "try to find
a route that would minimize
damage to developed land

without impending future
development.- Locher said.

Lochner's consulting

vehicles, merchandise
deliveries, voter registrations.
and so forth," Reiter said,

negotiating with the highway

-vehicular transportation
facilities" within a 3 -mile -

wide corridor. It begins
roughly at McCormick Blv.d.
in Evanston and travels west
along Golf Rd\ to Rand Rd..
then runs northwest beyond

Dundee to the proposed
Illinois 53. Lochruir said.

..Most probably." he said.
"the vehicular transportation
facility we come up with after

the study will take the form

Mazeski, former president

them for eye problems.
He says as many as 75 per

cent of the men he examines
have

serious

vision - defects -

that 'may affect their ability to

quire them to touch and

manipulate objects.
Mazeski says careful visual
testidg,..Of prisoners and skilled
intecnretation of test results

will show how each of them
can best continue his educa-

a job after his release," says

Club of Mount Prospect,

'

effectively, it is that much
harder for him to get and hold
Mazeski.

of a limited -access ex-

person learns best in a way
suited to his own abilities.
Some men can learn more

"And if a man can't read

read.

pressway.

division about planning

Improvements. 7 30 p m ,
Village Ilan.
p.m , Village Hall

BY TED IACE'Y

rather keep the street name
but renumber the homes and
be listed E. Emmerson instead
of N. Emmerson.

MAZESKI'S theory: Each

National Guard Base at

engineering firm has been

they

prisoners to help raise their
educational level.

Marshall Petersen, 124- N.
Russell who resigned last

would

said

individual

served as chaplain at the Air

e xpressway.

The majority of the 23 who

prescribing

get more schooling.

enough.

responded

But Dr. Conrad Mazeski,
specialist in educational and

is

learning programs for

village hoard. Reising replaces

from each other easily

Questionnaires were sent to
31 Fairview Gardens residents
to ask what they wanted to do
about their street.

Cook County Jail may
seem an unusual place to find
a Mount Prospect optometrist.

perceptual problems, plays a
special role in helping initiates

with the approval of the

race could be distinguished

Emerson. -

eye problems through

special perceptual testing, and

by Mayor Daniel CongreVe,

action.
For the last 10 years he has

"It's a challenging assignment." said Harry Lochner.
Jr.. of planning a route for the
proposed Rand Rd. corridor

'But there is a real problem
with Emmerson and Emerson
in that each has a 100 block
and the numbers are listed at
North Fimmerson and' North

these

BY JAN BONE

Engineers Seek
North Is East
And 100 Is 1,400 'Least Harmful'
Expressway Site
As ixup Ends
A controversy over street

Area Eye Doctor Teaching
Prisoners to Read, Write

controller Robert Schwank,

The optometrist is using his
professional skills to diagnose

tion during his jail term.
Sponsored by the Rotary
Mazeski chas been a member

of the Advisory Council of
PACE Institute, a nonprofit

group whose forMal title

is

their sentences. PACE, conse

Programmed Activities for quently, would help about 150

Correctional Education.

men in a year -long period.

A pilot program to educate

PACE ' IIAS ASKED for

prisoners, under the

$373.514 in federal funds to
provide prisoners serving
sentences of up to one year

leadership of the Rev. John
Erwin, Protestant chaplain at
the jail, has been going on for

with a 'chance to become

several months.

basically literate.

In other words, PACE

would train these men to be
able to read and write at the

Costs have been paid

through contributions front
businesses and foundations
like Bell and Howell, Sears

level of a sixth -grader.

Roebuck Foundation,

Prisoners who already can
do this would have a chance
to earn their eighth -grade or

tion Co., and the Mount

certificates.

react to the chance for

PACE funds also would
provide vocational training
for the prisoners taking part

education?

high-school equivalency

in the project.

About 80 men would

participate at one time, ac-

Milburn Brothers Construc-

Prospect Rotary Club.

110W 130 TFIE prisoners
an

About 15 per cent of those
who are serving terms under
one year have signed tip for
schooling.

"I've got a man who wants

cording to Mazeski. Other

to get into your program," a

would come into the program,

jail guard told Erwin.
"He was driving a truck till
they found out he didn't have
a high school diploma. Then
they fired hint.

as prisoners finish serving

"But we want to remain

open-minded about this. We

may find a need for a rapid
transit service. or railroad or

"He couldn't get another
job, and he got into trouble.

bus facilities too."

Now he wants and edcuation.
He wants it awful had. He

IN PREPARING the

needs something like this to

study. Lochner said his firm
will -maintain close coluact

help him."

with all communities involved
and all interested agencies.
We want to consider the plans

each community has .for

Gripe
Of The

future expansion and development.-

The study will be as comprehensive as possible.. he
said. The firm will have to
consider the state of com-

Day

munity development including

schools. shopping centers,

churches, transportation

facilities, industries. recrea-

To wake early on Saturday,

go to the washroom and

tion facilities, etc.

return to find the bed made.
D.C.

But perhaps more difficult,
Lochner said, will he the task
of using present growth trends
to forecast future development
and needs.

"The expressway will

49going

he

through intensively

Cook County Jail inmate works with programmed learning equipment as Dr. Conrad
Mazeski, 205 W. Orchard, Mount Prospect explains test directions. Mazeski says that 63
hours of programmed instruction can raise a man's reading level by the equivalent of one
school year. PACE program seeks federal funds to work with 80 jail inmates.

developed land with very high
value," he said.

Since the expressway would

have dramatic. effects on the
land it crosses, care will have
to he taken in planning the

route within the corridor "to
minimize the negative impact

1

it will have and he of the
greatest possible help in future
development."
.

Ill' IS difficult to speculate
how the etipreiisway,wilf affect

each community it will Pass'
through, he said.

"It's possible the ex7

pressway could be' ttinrieled
underground in some places
or be routed over bridges."'

"It would he great if the

whole road could he tunneled
underground, hut that would
be far too expensive. Cost in
this project is very 'much an
,.".9
object of concern."
Lochner said the study pro-

bably will begin within a few

months and he completed
within two years.

Division of Highways

District Engineer George
One of these girls will be crowned queen of Forest View High School's Fall Festival in
an assembly Friday afternoon, The girls are, from left, June Tosch, 17, 707 S. Edgewood
Lane, Mount Prospect; Jackie Davis, 17, 507 Haven Dr., Arlington Heights; Bonnie Schnitta,
17, 911 S. Lancaster, Mount Prospect; Cathy Sundblad, 16, 2106 S. Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington Heights; and Iran Rucci, 17, 1707 Myrtle Dr., Mount Prospect.

March said he- hopes to have
some results by next spring so
the state can begin purchcsing
land.

Construction probably

would not begin until
March said.

1972.

0/4,81.1°

Jail guard talks to Joel Ayres, assistant in the PACE
program, as the Rev. John Erwin, Protestant chaplain at Cook

County Jail, and Dr. Conrad Mazeski, Mount Prospect op -

tometrIst, explain educational testing of inmates to Day reporter
Jan Bone. (Photos by Bob Johnson)

What's Cooking at Thomas
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tackled pizza --made from a
mix --banana splits and ham-

BYIAN BONE

"Who took my whipped

cream?" asked Patrick

burgers.

layer of cake on a cutting

"We could put whatever we
wanted into them," says Steve

board on a baking sheet.

O'Hara.

Grant. "Accent, salt, pepper,

answer. He was too busy peel-

hamburger buns, too, but we
just ate those plain. We didn't

Mike Jacobsen didn't

ing a banana.

Steve Grant was spooning

,

out chocolate syrup, while
Barry Doerscheln was counting maraschino,cherries.
' Assignment for the day:
banana splits ---in what un-

doubtedly is one of the most
popular activities at Thomas
Junior High School.

'

Boys' cooking classes

taught by 'Miss Alberta
Hagemann and Mrs. Barbara
Rakowski, meet once a week
during activity period. Boys

or various seasonings. We had

toast them or anything."
Next week, the boys will attempt a new dessert..baked
Alaska.

Here's the recipe they'll be

trying, along with two other
good ideas they plan to serve
later in the year.
Baked Alaska
8 -inch square layer yellow
cake one pint ice cream, any
flavor

who sign up pay a small fee

3 large egg whites
Vs teaspoon cream of tartar
14 cup sugar

for the coat of ingredients; but

Beat egg whites with cream

get to eat all the things they
make.

So far, the boys have

is stiff and glossy. Heat oven
to 500 degrees. Place cooled

of tartar until frothy.

Gradually beat in sugar. Con-

tinue beating until meringue

Cut pint brick of ice cream
in half, and place each half
on cake so that at least one
inch of cake is visible around
ice cream. Cover cake and ice
cream with meringue, sealing
meringue to board for a complete seal. (Ice cream will not
melt in oven, if this is done

properly.) Bake three to five
minutes, Or until meringue is
delicately browned. Serve immediately.
Brownies
1/2 cup butter
4 squares chocolate
4 eggs, beaten wen
2 cups sugar

1 cup flour
1 cup chopped walnuts

Melt butter and chocolate
together. Beat

egg,

add

to

cooled chocolate. Add re -

otor Fuel Tax Projects
Almost Done for Year
approved MFT projects this
building season the village

struction program with motor
Mel tax (Ml- F) funds rebated
nom the state for this year is
drawing to a close, Village
Manager Robert Moore said

will have spent about $96,000
of state money, Moore said.

MFT funds are rebated to

municipalities for use in

yesterday

repairing and maintaining
for related pro-

streets and

jects

wurnm ABOUT a week
the village will complete the
resurfacing of Prospect Av.
from 1-Oke to Emerson. This
will be the last road work to
he done this year with MFT
money.

Still to be'completed,

he done by the end of thi

110 S Arlington Ins Rood

year,

At lington 11t, , Ill
STATED MEETINGS
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS
Donald Nt Irkf, Iz 11'amt,

1 III Oil,

290 1132

Northwest Hwy. and Central
and Main need to be rephased

function more smoothly,

STREET RESURFACING
already carried out with MFT
funds in the village, according
to Moore, includes the streets
in Bluett's Subdivision. This is

bounded on the north by
and on the west by Elm.

Prospect Manor.

More
IN-SINK-ERATO
stainless steal
garbage
disposers

PRECISE
Mt. PROSPECT

CL 3-1218

1)
OMEGA

Judge A. L. Sengstock was

probably one of the best
friends the boys of Des
Plaines ever had.

Although he died a year

A public hearing on the
proposed special assessment
for a Hatlen Heights storm

sewer' system has been
rescheduled.

sees to it that the boys are not
forgotten.
In May, on the anniversary

publishing the legal notice for

of the judge's 67th birthday,
Mrs. Sengstock sent a check

22.

know of his fondness for
young people, so here's a
small token in his honor."
This week the Club received another check from "Gen".
The judge would be pleased.

Due to an error in

the hearing, the date has been

changed from Oct. 15 to Oct.

the hearing invalid if objectors to the special tax
wanted to take the matter to
court, Moore said.

Officials decided to

readvertise the hearing and

schedule a special meeting of

the village board for Oct. 22
at 8 p.m. in Village Hall.

If the board approves the
"State statutes,'' said assessment, a special comVillage Manager Robert missioner must be appointed
Moore, "require that notice of to determine who will pay for

public hearings for special
assessments over $200,000 be
published at least 10 days
before the hearing."

For the finest

OFFICIAL WATCH, MEXICO OLYMPICS

A legal notice setting the

hearing for Oct. 15 was
printed in The Day on Oct.
4. But the notice contained an

error that might have made

Mrs. Alma T. Anderson,
84, of 915 S. See-Gwun Av.,
Mount Prospect, died yesterday in St. Alexius Hospital in
Elk Grove Village.

iltdo#144?«,4
ONE STOP CLEANING
Self Service

today at the Friederichs

Cleaning Machines
Also

Rd., Mount Prospect. Services

We'll give you a FREE rendezvous' with beauty.
We'll awaken your skin the natural way with
our THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY. We'll
show you how to select flattering shades in
powder base, lipstick, and eye shadow.
We'll give you a complete makeup too.
It's FREE at your.Merle Norman
Cosmetic Studio. Call today.

P
xi
74-

REALTORS

MERLE

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
On: pedals Cleaned

Friends may visit all day

Funeral Home, 320 Central

will be in the funeral home
chapel tomorrow at I p.m.

Burial will be in the

253-180.0
MOUNT PROSPECT
104 E. Northwest Hwy.

LAYAWAY

220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Hts.

Wayne Brennan

OUR 2nd LOCATION

WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER

B -W Branch

392.4080

420 W Northwest Hwy
Mt Prospect, III.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Slate Farm Lil Insurance

NOW
FOR

ELK GROVE

CHRISTMAS

VILLAGE

TI

L\
frienctsi

iT

HOMES

ADVOTISEIti

Mt. Prospect 4it 3024111#0

OpoodoitytOto940',

I,
,7tr

Sof. 51/410hat#4
.

1272 Winston
Park Plate

Metro* Park
FL $-0441

I

,

, n24.10 <
,

Convtintertt rtitititiencis

7,

been

the committee also will
definitions of more
than 100 terms used in the
compiled ordinances.

After that, the work should
be complete except for one
item: building of swimming
a

separate

hearing,"

opinions on a swimming pool
construction ordinance."

The hearing about swimming pools will probably he
held at the committee's Dec.

the sewer system.

Since the Hatlen Heights
storm sewer system will serve
lands outside the subdivision,

4 meeting, Rogers said.

School
Menus

it will have to be determined
what degree each party will
benefit so each can pay accordingly.
This spread of the total cost

then will he tried in Circuit
Court to deterthine its fairness.

To be served Wednesday at

South, Thomas and Miner
junior high schools and North
Elementary School in District
25:

Meat balls with gravy, buttered noodles, buttered broccoli, bread and butter, apple
pie, milk.
To be served Wednesday at

Mrs. Louise Johnson. 76, Anne Sullivan, Betsy Ross
of 506 S. George St.. Mount schools and MacArthur
Prospect, died yesterday at the Junior High in District 23:
Golf Road Pavilion Nursing
Turkey chunks in gravy
and noodles or grilled cheese
Surviving are a daughter, sandwich, three -bean salad,
Home
Mrs. Doris Harris of the same wheat muffin, whipped butter,

address, and 13
'grandchildren.

Friends may visit all day

apple crisp, milk.
To be served Wednesday at
Arlington, Prospect, Wheel-

today at the Friederichs ing, Forest View, Elk Grove
Central
Funeral louHn Home, p3e2cOt

Services

will be held tomorrow at II

a.m. in the funeral home
chaPeli(Burialural

will

be

in

Edens

Elk Grove
Up 22%
above

two

years

and Hersey high schools:

Main dish (one choice):
pork cutlet,

toastie or sub-

.narine sandwich, Weiner on
bun; Vegetable (one choice):
hot potato salad, sauerkraut,
tater tots, buttered peas; Salad
(one
choice): fruit juice,.
tossed salad, cole slaw, moldstrawberry,

ed

pineapple -grape,

orange, banana -diced pear;
prune muffins, butter, milk.
Available desserts: apricot

halves, vani114\ pudding,

pumpkin pie, chocolate

ago

There are now 33,532
registered voters in the

brownies, sugar cookies.
To be served Wednesday at

St. Viator High School:

BACH

/

Have New

township was almost 80. Two.

Schedule

precinct i,n Elk Grove

"I really want to thank our
47 precinct captains and our
more than 750 block men for
the tremendous job they have

15.00
Bronze
diameter)
Pocke,t Size:
11,00
Bronze
NOTE: Silva mudullions ua limited.
That urn somulimes wailable In units
including proportionnts numbers al
bruin. ineclullions..

done to make this record
registration possible," said

Committeeman Carl R.
Hansen.

"The peak registration was

New office hours for the U.
S.Marine Corps and U. S. Air

Force recruiting station at
1563 Ellinwood, Des Plaines,
have been announced.

Marine recruiters will

be

available Mondays and

Fridays from 9 a.m. until 8
p.m.; on Tuesdays through
,Thursdays from 9 a.m until

in precinct 21, bounded by

5 p.m., and on Saturdays from
.9 a.m. until noon.

registered on the final day, br-

inging the total for the

Air Force recruiters will be
hand Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 9 a.m. until

precinct 1,476, while the

8 p.m.; Mondays, Wednesdays

county policy is not to have
precints have more than 600

and Fridays from 9 a.m. until
5 p.m. and on Saturdays from

voters," Hansen reported.

9 a.m. until noon.

Algonquin, Busse, Golf and
Goebbert Rds. A total of 550

COOK COUNTY COUNCIL OF'
INSURED SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS

assorted desserts, milk.

voters registered Monday per

Classic Size: (VA" diameter)

ow

beef, French fries, soup,

Recruiters

years ago, the average
FRONT

milk. A la carte: hamburgers,
hot dogs, thuringer, barbecue

there were 29,793 voters.

The average number of

Savings & Loan Associations of Illinois are offering the medallion to
the public on a non-profit basis. Medallions are available nowhere else.
So get yours now (at cost) from the Bank or Savings & Loan Association :
that regularly serves you I

ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION / ILLINOIS SAVINGS & LOAN LEAGUE

has

done so far at the next

Rogers said, "because we
think a lot of residents will
want to attend to voice their

pleted at 1 a.m. today.

This message, in behalf of the Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission,
is brought to you as a public service by:

124 Iltostilvoty,
04*Irostilekts

The building committee

will review what

"We will take this matter

township. After the final day
of registration Oct. I I, 1966,

CelebratiDgl. Ilinois' 150th anniversary as a state,,this Special
rnedarOn depicts progress from 1818 to 1968, with the state seal
on the reverse side. The sesquicentennial medallion, designed by
the noted Illinois Sculptor Trygve Rovelstad of Elgin, makes a
handsome historical keepsake that you and your family will long treasure I
In support of the state-wide sesquicentennial celebration, the Banks and

OltuspooliAL

Rogers said.

up in

registration per precinct on
the final day was 71.

pip DISPLAY

of the Municipal Code,"

Ham, scalloped potatoes,
when the final registration
day tabulations were com- bread and butter, dessert,

U110136-NEKIA

439-4700
Randhurst Shopping '
center

tion regarding there rulings."

cent

570 E. Higgins Road

SEE

strengthen the village's posi-

Elk Grove Township voter
registration climbed 22 per

COMMEMORATIVE ILLINOIS

255-9111

and

Cemetery, Schiller Park.

3 Office's to Si'rce You!

28 E. Northwest Hwy.

"It will just clarify

FAMILY PROTECTOR

Norge. Colonial Village

16 W. Campbell St. - Arlington Hts., Ill.
Phone 255-1270

ARLINGTON HTS..

said.

Ridgewood Cemetery in Des
Plaines.

Pressed, Decorcrtor
Folded

noRmAn COSMETIC STUblb

can find it all in Chapter 21

discuss

Mrs. A.T. Anderson Mrs. Louise Johnson

daughter, Edith Westerberg of
the same address, and two
grandchildren

me,

building in Mount Prospect

or quality of building being

OBITUARIES

She is survived by a

in Real Estate
Service, its ...

When the project is finally
complete, "anyone interested

pools.

and a half ago his widow, affectionately known as "Gen,"

I

162_0W.NWH2WY.A2Ril,NGTONHEIGHTS

ANNEN
eiwe/
BUSSE

-

permit fees, he said.

meeting, Nov. 6. At that time

Sewer Assessment
Hearing off a Week

Judge Sengstock
Is Still Helping
Des Plaines Boys

with the police department all
these years," she wrote, "and

ierfiS

107 S. MAIN

ON YOUR WRIST

Reefer of Reefer's Pharmacy, all in Mount Prospect.

to the Des Plaines Police
Boy's Club. "His heart was

are sold than
any other brand!
Come in an.
find out why!

AT THE OLYMPICS

This is pharmacy week in Mount Prospect, according to a proclamation signed Saturday
by Mayor Daniel Congreve. Witnessing the signature are druggists from left Max F. Ullrich
of Van Driers Pharmacy, Peter I'. Bagnuolo of Northwest Medical Pharmacy and Jack T.

Gregory, on the south by
Thayer, on the cast by Rand

Elmhurst and Isabella
between Fairview and

PRECISE

This includes updating the

the building committee.
"This won't change the type

done in Mount Prospect," he

operation.

Prospect Manor, Thayer
between Eastwood and

ery for one & all

Donald Rogers, chairman of

lights above the intersections, in addition to the
upright standards already in

The signals at the in-

its

codes, according to Trustee

signal

tersections of Central and

over

portion of all village building

This entails suspending

between Fairview and

Party goods & station-

A 1-965,1

of work on

John Zimmermann to bind into semi-final form.
The committee has been
rewriting the administrative

state, according to Moore.

Most friendly store
all occasions

11

cookie sheet. Bake 10-12 Heights.

work to Village Attorney in ordinances covering

THE SIGNALS at the intersection of Emerson and
Northwest Hwy. and Maine
St. and Northwest Hwy. are
being updated to meet new
safety standards set by the

said, were stretches of Henry

Gifts, the unusual, for

bunters 111,N ht --St rt tar(
Dr l'honem
119 (

Bob Marzec, 810 W.

Maude; Jim Porowski, 1308
N. Dunton; Larry Friedrichs,
Cream shortening with 1538 N. Evergreen; Steve
granulated and brown sugars. Grant, 801 W. Lynnwood;
Add whole beaten' egg. Add Mike Jacobsen, 1148 N.
soda, flour and salt which Douglas; 'Bob Hull, 1423 N.
have been mixed together. Millham, 610 E. Crestwood
Mix omit well -blended. Add Dr.; Chris Stratos, 1509 W.
chocolate chips and vanilla. Miner, and Steve Weber, 1306
Drop by teaspoonfuls on Cottonwood, all of Arlington

Six months

'13/149a*
en the area

six -ounce package

1

chocolate chips

Mount Prospect's building codes with regard to water
codes is nearing an end for the tap -on fees and building

Also resurfaced, Moore

1501 ( ork Int el n ,
to,to

according to the pro

ngton Heights Rd.;

1r4 tsp. salt

committee handed

volving installation of traffic

meeting, is for a $26,918 set
of signals for the intersection
of Central and Owen. It wit

1 Ve cup sifted flour

Rafel Electric, Chicago.

Moore said.

at l uesday's village board

Arlington Heights
Masonic Lodged162

405 Circle Hill Dr.; Robert
Kunkel, 1318 N. Highland;
Pat O'Hara, 1605 N. Arlin-

Crestwood; Barry Doerscheln,

village's Building Committee.
At last week's meeting, the

to

One such project, approved

1/2 tsp. baking soda

visions of the bid from G.A.

however, arc projects insignals.

Randy Antonelli, 616 E.

1 egg

Code Reworking
Almost Complete

the hand of a male chef slices a pizza. Boys who participate in the cooking class eat

When finished with all state

6 tbsp, granulated sugar
6 tbsp. brown sugar

th tsp. vanilla

what they cook.

Mount Prospects con-

mainder of ingredients, mix- 'minutes in 375 -degree oven.
ing well after each addition.
Bake at 325 degrees for 25
Boys who take part in Miss
minutes. Frost when cool, or Hagemann's cooking class are
sprinkle with powdered sugar. Jim Lanigan, 1525 N. Patton;
Chocolate Chip Cookies
Gary Swanson, 912 E. Jules;
1/5 cup shortening
Dave Tubbs, 403 N. Reuter;

on

Childhood
Education
Symposium

ugenia Chapman Discussion Leader
At NIU Conference
Eugenie Chap-

the Ill. Dept. of Mental

leader at a ponference

of "The Volunteer in Com-

the

Problems in the

State Rep

Health will describe the role

man will be a discussion

Wednesday,

Oct

in

9

munity Services."

University Center of Northern

Illinois University in De Kalh

"Employment of Women" will
be reviewed by Miriam Ringo,

Commission on the Status of

direcwr of the

sponsored by the Illinois

Women All interested

III.

Dept. of

The conference will he

opened at 9 30 a m by Dr.

Region, Ill. Congress .of

Women, a legislative commission, was established by an

have

Morton Frisch, president, De

act approved Sept. 8, 1967,
and includes 18 members --

De Kalb conference has been

planned, Conference

Sen.. Esther Saperstein,

Representatives, four from the
Senate, and 10 members appointed by the Governor.

Chairman Frances L. Dawson
explained, to bring into focus
some of the problems relating

Dennis Collins, treasurer;

to the status of women.

Kalb League of Women

four from the House of

Voters; Mrs. John Merlo,
president: Archdiocesap
Council of Catholic Women.

der Vries, formerly state

discussion leader Mrs. Walter
G. Kimmel, past president,

"Education in Illinois,"

"The commission

Rhoten A Smith, president of

representative and now a

Congress of parents and

director of the U S Dept of

Transit Authority hoard.
The afternoon sessions will
he workshops 'on four topics
of the day: "Women Power in

the Local Community""
discussion leader, Dr.

member of the Chicago

Northern III University.
Mary Dublin Keyserling,
Labors Women s Bureau will
give the keynote address

follow with Dr Ben Hubbard
of the Dept of Education, Ill.

State University, Normal,
discussing Education in
Illinois

the

Employment policies and

and

woman;

Employment," discussion
leader, Mrs. Addie Wyatt,

grams to help women as

mittee member of Com-

United Packing House

mission on Status of Women,

Workers, Chicago.

volunteers; (g) Education.

family and the employed

Department of Labor

represented by Harriette Wolf,
Employment

Children's

and executive director of the
Commission on the Status of
'Women; the U. S. Department

Expanded pro-

of Labor's Women's Bureau,

wives, mothers and workers;

regional director, and

(e)

School and Day Care Center.
Mrs. Baker is Nursery School'

Mrs. Harriette Wolf, ex-

Illinois

superintendent of Women's

"Equal Opportunity of

Miss Jane Phillips of

include

structive action relating to: (a)

Arlington Heights. Others
participating will be Mrs.
Thomas Keegan, subcom-

State Rep. Eugenia Chapman,

economics,

Among those attending will

be Marion Baker, director of
the Mount Prospect Nursery

chairman: Rep. Frances L.
Dawson, vice chairman; Sen.

Chairman for the Chicago

(f)'Women as citizen

of which Mary Manning is
Illinois

Northern

University

with Ruth Haddock, dean of

area on the ACEI executive

Senate -- Walter Duda,

SPONSORS of the conference

Northern III. University; and

home

man,

Adams St., Chicago.

Commission members are:

..ecutive director;

em-

the Adams Room of the

Midland Hotel, 172 W.

Rockwood as Vice chairmen.

aspects of these problems. The

recommendations for con-

Rockwood, chair-

Catherine

in

ton and Dr. Catherine

been .studying various

powered to study the status of
women in Illinois and make

practices; (13) Illinois labor
laws; (c) Legal rights; (d) The

Action," discussion leader,

A SYMPOSIUM will

teachers; "Family Services in.

is

symposium Oct. 5 at 10 a.m.

chairman, and Dr. Siles Clif-

mittees of the commission

parents and teachers; Mrs.

will open the season with a

women, as local conference

Committees and sub -com-

mission on the Status of

Perscinnel. The role of

"Women in Politics" will be
discussed by Bernice T. Van

persons are invited to attend.

THE ILLINOIS Com-

Mrs.
Athan
Rockford;
Panthsios, president, Chicago

The Association for
Childhood Education International, Chicago area chapter,

board.

Robert W. Mitchler.

Experts at the symposium

House -- Ralph A.

participating in the discussion

BeezhOld, Eugenia S. Chapman, Corneal A. Davis.

of the topic, "A Child Centered Curriculum -- What is

Public -- Mrs. Louis

it?" will include a social

Binstock, Dr. Louise

worker, n parent, an educator

Daugherty, Sister Mary Ann,
Ida Gannon, W. M. Giuntoli,
Mrs. Walter G. Kimmel, Mrs.
Raymond E. Robertson, Miss

and a psychologist.

Dr. Ronald Duckers,
psychologist, who is a
consultant for the Mount

Miriam Sheldon, Paul H.
Valentine and Mrs. Addle

Prospect
and for

Department

Police

Clearhrook Center,
and who is a lecturer for the
National College of Education, Evanston, will be one of

Wyatt.

the speakers.

/An invitation to attend the

The Day's Prospects

symposium is extended to
members, guests and the
public -- anyone interested in
the education and well-being

When Trees Turn, Leave

J

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor
(First in a Series)

When the trees begin to
turn color, leave for the country.

Jack Frost has begun to
splash his colors over the area

and now is the time for all
to go to lunch beneath the
blazing leaves.

of children, particularly

children of nursery through
elementary school age. Presi-

dent of the ACEI, Chicago
is Mrs. Evelyn
Edwards; program chairman

area chapter,

ON ILLINOIS Rt. 25 is a
wonderful restaurant known
as Tralee Farms. It is owned
by Jim Saine whose father
operated his Chicago Rush St.
restaurant for 18 years. There
Jim worked for five years
prior to acquiring his "farm."

is Miss Grace Cinnamon.

Dental Aides
Meet Tuesday
The Northwest Suburban

The hills of the area are

Branch of the Chicago Dental

ablaze with colorful oaks and
maples. The hills are utilized

Assistants will

Prospect, at 8:30 p.m. Social

hour will begin at 7
followed by dinner at

hospitality is generated by the
reservations no later than 6:30
oval glass door and bright
coachlights at Jim Seine's p.m.," said Jim. Dinner prices
start at $3.50.
Tralee Farm nn Route 25.

-

01111 errrrrrrrnrerrnirrni 660

rbarbneetrbeasaa oannala

a -a 6-6-a

n

Reservations may be made by
1927.

The program for the even-

ing will be presented by
Donald Sakalis who will

from the white gravel road.

discuss and demonstrate his

Jim and. his family live in
the former "gatehouse." The
30 -year -old summer estate
Garfield King,
stockbroker, and president of
the Morton Salt Co.

/fuff4Dri

to

vital topic "First Aid in the
Office and Home."

All dental assistants are
The hayloft barn theater can be entered directly from the road since it is built into the side of a

Page 3

its guests with bright

LASt.3°S1-9-9-2-W.1.2099.9UUWOSQ.19W-W.JULIWIA2-2,-2.2-2.992

parties. The restaurant greets

dow door offering an at-

1968

with facilities for private

`Law, Order and Justice' Topic
The Church and Society
Committee of Southminster

Committee on Segregation in

the Nation's Capital; former

Director, Division of

United Presbyterian Church,
E Central Rd and S Dryden
PI

,

Arlington Heights, is
a series of four

meetings on "Law, Order, and
Justice " The meetings will be

Wednesday, Oct 9, 8 - 9 30

The final night there will be

a panel of Southminster

Speaker is C. Bernard chairman, Illinois Com-

Holden, University pastor,

Carey, Undersheriff, Cook
County Sheriffs Police, and

pm
Speaker is Dr Dietrich C
Reitzes, Director, Division of

Representative and David J.

magazine; former advertising
manager, Chicago Defender;
former reporter, Chicago Dai-

nesday, Oct, 16, 8 - 9:30 p.m.

What Are the Issues9"

outdoor dining.

What is Our View?" Wed-

Legal Profession." Wed-

"Law, Order, and Justice

Eugenia S. Chapman, State

tional Guard; former

special guest will be Eugene

F. Sc.hlickman, State

retired Major, Illinois Na-

associate editor of Ebony

ly News; former vice

patio with bright um-

open

Special guests will be brellas offer summer patrons

Brownlee, WBKB television;

View of the Police and the

Fellowship Hall of the church

and a daily fashion show. An

former ,Deputy Executive
Director, Commission on
"Law, Order, and Justice:

nesday evenings in the

Speakers are Lester H.

mosphere of old fashioned

Graduate Student.

Regner, State Representative.

-

Youth Welfare, Chicago, Ill.

held on consecutive Wed-

23, 8 - 9:30 p.m.

coachlights oval beveled winhospitality.
The upper room Mushroom
Boutique offers unusual items

Commission on
Youth Welfare, Chicago, Ill.;
Research

sponsoring

and Youth." Wednesday, Oct.

"Law, Order, and Justice:
nesday, Odt. 30, 8 - 9:30 p.m.

Church members. The panel
will be moderated by Dr. John
Side Medical

The 22 acres roll gently
away from the main road and

rWS
RESTAURANT

offer a breathtaking autumn
panorama to those to visit
Tralee Farms.

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

Wayne Brennan

$1.25

WESTGATE SHOPPING

complicated business -- let a qualified REAL-

CENTER

Center.

West

There will be a donation of

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Northwestern University

$1 per person.

State. Farm Late Insurance co.pan,

392-4080

EVERY WEDNESDAY
& SATURDAY
Served with French Fries,
Creamy Cole Slow,
Roll and Butter

"Law, Order, and Justice:
View of the Poor, the Black,

Research Associate, National

TOR help you! SEE KEMMERLY!

Chicken Nights

Representative.

Social Sciences, George
Williams College, former

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!
'Your realtor has all the clues about what to
look for in a house. We saves you time and
trouble tracking down leads that turn out to
be dead ends. A realtor is a professional in
real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics. He'll smooth over the details of
buying. Better see the man who knows the

Spaghetti Night
Italian Spaghetti with
Meat Sauce
Served with Creamy Cole Slaw
& Garlic Bread

FAMILY PROTECTOR

mission on Human Relations,

and John Bracy,

cord ally invited.

hill. Horses roam the adjoining land are quartered below the loft every night.

THERE ARE four dining
rooms in the main building

Tuesday, October 8

p.m.
7:30.

calling Donna Miller at 253-

The barn is built into the
side of the hill thus making
the loft theater accessible

belonged

se-

Tuesday, Oct. 8 in the Holiday Inn on Rand Rd., Mount

The loft theater, which
features local actors in

presentations, is
LEE] --Old-fashioned weekend
$2.50. "I recommend dinner

PC

hold the

cond meeting of the year

in the structure of the barn.

'

All You Can Eat -

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

$1.75
Fish Night

Buying or Selling

Go right to
the top ... see

OPEN 9 to 9

4
Salad Bar

in REAL ESTATE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

a

[011
14111

real
estate*

I

SMORGASBORD STYLE

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
& Saturday Nights

a

VARIETY OF 14

itA

DIFFERENT

SALADS

tYININ

WPS

358-1502

132 S Northwest Hwy
SCHAUMBURG

894-1330

7W Schaumburg Road

y

Alfonso of

iAiii;Aoiii$yei*

AY PM:1MA

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine
728

E.

Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman-Schaurdburg

255-6320

-

PALATINE

sup w1R

REALTORS'

$1.55

The BIG MAN

1714 E Northwest Hwy

emmerb

All You Can Eat -

BRUNS

11

lark

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Tasty Filet of Sole
Served with French Fries,
Creamy Cole Slaw,
Roll & Butter

dial

92.71
stereo .24 hours

,

RESTAURANT
Arlington Hts., III.

Weekdays to 11 PM, FRI, & SAT,
to 12

602 W. Northwest Hwy.
Phone CL 3-3544
For Carryout'

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500 -

894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza'

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

299-0082

Daylight

Straight from the Heart
my father taught me, the principles he stdod for, that I have
never. felt anything but the

BY RICHARD CRABB

Spiro Agnew leveled with

greatest pride in my Greek

his own people in'Des Plaines

origin.

Tuesday evening

"We are not the largest
ethnic groups in the United

His intense personal bond
with Greek Americans, the

States, but I think we have to
be classed as one of the most
loyal ethnic groups... I think

deep Agnew family involvement in the campaign

Greek Americans are doing
everything in their power to

and the shape of things for
Agnew from now until election day were all revealed in
a short talk given by Gov.

build up this country."
F

Agnew at the Seven Eagles

A MIL Y

Restaurant last Tuesday evening

INVOLVEMENT -- "I regret
that my wife and daughters

INTENSE FEELING --

knoy., they would
because
like to be. JudY(MrS. Agnew)

have a couple of days off.

our campaigning in the border

"When my son returns

states.

from Vietnam as we expect
him to do in 10 days, I am
sure he will appreciate what
you are doing and will want

"It

grandizement, that I stand
here before you tonight and
ask that you continue your
fervent efforts through until
election day because this thing
isn't over yet. It is an effort

that you have shown me.

"I shall certainly tell Mrs.

that needs constantly to be

Agnew when I return to

said that she had a few thinks
that a woman just has to take

with only the most

any sense of self-ag-

again so that he can feel this
surge of outgoing patriotism

I

is

humble feeling, and not with

to become involved. I hope he
can be with me when we meet

are not with me tonight

My mother was not of Greek
parentage, but I was so impressed with the things which

and thence to. Alaska. Then
we will be back and continue

care of and that she had to

Maryland tonight of the

tended.

"I can tell you this: If the

warmth, the sincerity and the
involvement of the Greek people of Chicago."

day comes when we do achieve

CAMPAIGN TO COME "Tomorrow we are going to

opportunity to greet each of

our purpose and I do become
Vice President, I will take the
you with the greatest sense of
gratitude and pride."

the West Coast for a long tour

Rurbanity: Cultivation of a New Life Style
BY JOE SI l)BENR 1t CH

The quest for the ideal

design for the city to meet
today s needs goes on

One master plan has been

proposed as the comprehensive

national solution

for our country

It s

called

Rurbamty, and was described

in

detail by Secretary of

Agriculture Orville L

Freeman at the symposium on

target 2000 A D

Plan-

life of suburban
neighborhoods. such as our
own northwest suburban area,

will create suburban blight, a

variation of

D.C., there are 10 other such
patterns already existing in
Central Europe, India, Japan,
.China. England, even Java.

the plague af-

flicting practically every major metropolis in our land.

CITY PLANNERS expect

that the vast masses of
humanity now involves in a
chain reaction of population

explosion will of necessity
find housing in whatever liv-

WITH HIS GIFT for pinning down the situation with
a phrase, Marshall McLuhan

has already produced the

phrase for the concept: 'Gobal
village."
Rurbanity, meantime, is the

American life style urged by
Secretary Freeman. He hails
it enthusiastically, pointing

Arlington Heights, Mount

needs around town were

Prospect or Des Plaines, often
has a complex travel situation
to meet each day: he must get

on a grid pattern would

from his house to the station,
from the downtown depot to
his place of work, often going

crosstown or away from the
central depot, and then doing
the entire trip series in reverse
at end of day.

The alternate way is to get
behind the wheel of his own
car, and frequently at snail's pace and with much wear and
tear on the nerves and his
vehicle, get to his job, faced
with another problem, where

ning in the River Bend Area

ing space they can find.
Inevitably, this will mean out that "we can reclaim land,

College St Peter, Minn last
April
Freeman termed Rurbamty

spreading away from the con-

reroute rivers, prevent floods;

creating new communities in

part of the nation."

to park the car.

developed not one catch -call

at Gustavus Adolphus

gested present cities and

link by sight and sound any

The SRI survey therefore

The Greek city planner

He suggests that we build
25 to 50 new cities apart from

that

Constantinos Doxiadis has fed
his painfully gathered data in-

megalopolitan growths, with

systems.

country U S A -- must act to
halt the drift of its people to
the cities for the good of the
cities as well as for the good

to a computer at the Athens
Center of Ekistics. His project
aims at arriving at estimates
of what the grid of cities will
look like across the world in

space and farm land between.

Such areas would be a mere

sophisticated moving belt or
small automated cars which

transit.

around downtown

transportation has,been under
study at Stanford Research

called the MAC system, for

cultivation of a new life
In brief, he rang
style
the

changes on the
Tura] America -- town and
theme

of town and country

RICH! NOW more than
Americans or
seven out of every 10 are now
crowded on a mere 2 per cent
of the land If present trends
are maintamcd for the next 2.5
140

million

the countryside.

or around the year 2068 A.D.
Some estimates already of-

his study indicate
that the earth can sustain a
fered

by

maximum population of

around 50 billion. Involved
would be such essentials as

the pi-esent giant

100 or more miles of green

hour's ride by highspeed

The future of such

Institute in California, which
of all states has been affected
by a vast expansion of im-

migrant population in recent

solution but a number of
Included

are

such

modern applications as a

would carry pedestrians
areas

at

rates five times walking speed,

"major activity center."
MAC -One inevitably had to

be improved with another
system, MAC -2, which allowed for special guideways and

100 million additional

water, food production.

Americans will he jammed into the 140 million now in our

climates, transportation

years. A team headed by stations, a fleet of 3 -passenger
logistics program director automatic cars and automatic
Clark Henderson has just routing controls.

education at all levels are all
big factors.

can be urban transport system
requimnents in thq 1980s.

heavily populated corridors

knocc4Itimselves out daily

sears

cities and suburbs
1 oday s annual load of 125

million tons of air pollutants
and

one

billion pounds of

garbage will become an

energy output, and of course

systems, political stresses,
Basically, there would be

avalanche

connecting all major cities, in

The flight to suburbia does
not solve the plight of the inno- city In fact before too
long erosion of the gracious

now existing, tentatively called "Boswash." extending
from Boston to Washington,

every country. Besides the one

released its findings on what

FOR LOCAL TRAVEL,
"around the neighborhood,"

.Jaded commuters, who a PAS method was devised:

getting TiOrn'hiime to the job,

know that the problem is not

just a simple shuttle arrangement.

A TYPICAL resident of

Public Automobile Service for
accredited drivers and a Dial a -Bus radio -dispatched minibus for non -drivers.

Three examples of systems

to cover all transportation

labeled: NET -I, NET -2, and
NET -3. Guideways laid out

permit speeds up to 70 mph

and from 500 to 10,000
passengers per hour could be
handled.

Further afield, the need to
get from here to there fast,
was covered by a scheme called FTL or fast transit link
service, aimed at transport

between suburban com-

© 1968 by NEA, Inc.

munities as far away as 50
miles from central major city .
centers, or service to airports,
and transport from one big ci-

ty to another. bypassing

"Dear, a man from the bank called-I'm afraid we have
a little 'check crisis' of our own!"

smaller towns.
Air cushions for suspension

instead of wheels, top speeds

Prooect Dap

of 150 mph, guideways and
stations either elevated, at
grade, below grade, and even
underground were envisioned
for this type of travel.

-Ilona,. the original dream hr alway.s jeribmAly Areping
the puper'.% beet/rim and intenectuai integrity.-

THERE IS A LOT more to
the proposal than just these
bare bones of possibilities for

tomorrow's traveler.

Economies made possible

through any or all of the
systems have been sketched
out in a very attractive way,
suggesting that nationally annual billions of transportation

-- Marshall Field III
Tuesday, October 8, 1968
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William J. Kiedaisch

Managing Editor

dollars would he saved by the
users.

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Da) Publications, Inc.

Secretary Freeman's

, 117 S..Maln, Mount Prospect, 111. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, lit, 60056

rurhanity plan, he was careful

did not involve a

to state,

blueprint for

'Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home dais ered.
Out of town U.S. mail rale, $17.00 a year: $9.00 for sis months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a cop).

"superstate"

a

where federal authorities
would decree a new city here.
a growth center there, or "25

farms in Township A and 22

Grace's Daze

in Township B."

His remarks highlight the
fact that rural leadership is
needed, since he was speaking

"a eauty

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

as head of the governmental
agricultural set-up, and realized that quite' possibly several

Good Food, Fellowship

counties with towns and
service centers, farms and

in its day!"

villages, would share mutually
beneficial services through the
building of such "new cities."

THE SRI transport proposals

might

easily

be

the

practical solution to the travel

problems that will arise from
such new designs in "rurbanity.'.

The day when balladeers

will immortalize such new
transport systems will probably never dawn, and we do

not think a chant in honor of
the FTL or a swinging melody
for NET -3 will take the place
of the "Atchison -Topeka- and

the Santa Fe" or the "Chat-

tanooga Choo-Choo" pop

songs of yesteryear.
But contented commuters

might easily settle instead for
some such expression of ap-

proval as "RURBANITY!
RAH! RAH! RAH!"

letters

to the

edi-

sible. and should contain

o today, see The Days

an

Bloomington, and the young
couple met

evening of good food arid
fellowship arc becoming increasingly popular. and by the
time dinner, often gourmet in
content. has l -ken completed.
the evening has flown.

Such were the parties last

Saturday night when four
Prospect Heights couples

an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

Illinois.

A bridal dinner the Taylors
gave at the Paris Supper Club

in Bloomington also included

Mrs. Taylor Sr.,

as

well

as

Kent Taylor and his wife who

now live in Chicago and his
sisters, Lynnea and Patricia.

club. Twenty-three couples
are in the group and names

also took several other

hosts who were Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Kumerow, the William

Mrs. Charles Reith, the Frank
Oestereichers., and the senior

were divided between the
Clarks, the John

Petersons,

and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Bell.

The Taylor -Berg wedding

families from here; Mr. and

sales manager, Jack and his
Jean drove to Oshkosh near
the end of September to attend
a textile convention.

Back home only long

enough to hang away convention attire and pack more
rugged togs, the pair, along

with neighbors Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Amren were off to
Door County to play golf and
glory in the area's fresh water
fall beauty.

It's now home, to

Hallicrafters, to home daily

for dashing Mrs. Patricia

Thomas Merritts, along with

Eilhracht, who has taken on

Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Jr., of
Chicago and the Richard.

The role of business career as

well as homemaker. Dark -

Planned around a theme of

Freymans. Dick Freyman also

lived in Mount Prospect and

eyed Pat has sold her S. Wa
Pella Av. house, moved Sept.

couples take the responsibility

now makes his hime in Champaign, III.

townhouse in nearby Regent

others furnishing com-

Two WISCONSIN trips

their choice, often in the
foreign manner, the host

Saturday's, all are on the same

night and bear the same

30, and purchased a

Park where she and her
children, Gay and Billy,

re-

within the past 10 days have

main close to friends in

Rumen an early fall view of

trials of house maintenance
toil.

given Mr. and Mrs. Jack
the

season.

With Du Pont

Mount Prospect without the

theme from beginning to end,

and are planned throughout
the year.

Plop!

The group is an off -shoot

of Prospect Heights'
Newcomers Club.
Pouska is chairma
dinner club.

Edwin

of the

A late summer party of the

014

tember found the party -goers

Hideaword
LEMBARG
In addition, find the word
using, all seven of these
letters.

attending a luau, which included all members of the
Newcomers Club.

THE LATE August

mar-

riage of her grandson, Terry
Lee Taylor and Beth Berg of
Bloomington, Ill., brought a
former Mount Prospect resi-dent back to town. She is Mrs.
Herbert Taylor who now lives

in ,Venice, Fla., went to
Bloomington with Mr. and

35 good, 44 excellent

'

tended the University of

Co., for which he is central

club took the form of a progressive dinner, and Sep-

,Make as many four letter
or more words out of
these letters as you can.

Every Monjday, Wednesday & Friday
(Thursday in Market Day)

while both at-

entertained their dine and talk

plementary dishes. When the
parties are divided as last

tor Must he signed, but
names will be withheld upon request. L ert ers
should be as brief as possible. typewritten. if pos-

and or the beauties

Supper clubs, bridge or
other entertainment: just

for the main entree with

Letters To
The Editor
l

By Grace Mott

Mrs. Mynderse Taylor for
their son's wedding, and spent

-considerable time visiting in
4nswer on Comic Page

Mount Prospect.

Beth is the daughter of Mr:.
and

Mrs. Chester

Berg of

CON TOO L.

e Crowds at Our New Arlington Heights Store

oin

To The First 500 Customers
at our Arlington Heights Store Each Day

Wednesday, Oct. 9
1-181/2-0i, Pkg. Deep Chocolate Fudge
.

pt.

7,

Thursday, Oct. 10
1-20.0z. Loaf

ed.Oct 9, 1968, 10 A.M.

\°

a

Northpoint Shopping Center
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS & RAND ROAD

Saturday, Oct. 12
1-Lb: Bag Georgie-Porgie

PA I. ATI f4E ROAD

Also Joining In the Celebration Is Your

MOUNT PROSPECT KROGER STORE

-

Rand Rd. & Central Ave.

KROGER
ENTRY BLANK
Necessary

I4

No Purchase

Deposit entry blank at
Kroger store, North point Shopping Center.

Arlington Heights and
Rand

or

Mt.

Prospect Shopping

Name

Center, Rand and Central or mail to The
Kroger Co., 555 North-

Street

Phone No
City

Their Families are
Are
Employees nd
Winners will be

Kroger Co

Will Be Drawn

Winning Tickets
October 19, 1968

VJ

Rdads

Not Eligible

Saturday Evening,

west Ave., Northiake,
Illinois 60164.

GRAND PRIZE
Sensational Sea Snatk

Model 100 Sail Boat

PLUS 65, ADDITIONAL PRIZES:
Samsonite Lady's Overnight Luggage - Samsonite 26" "Sil-

houette" Woman's Pullman Luggage - Imperial "Toastmaster" Toaster - Fieldcrest Double Bed Size. Blanket 20" Boys' Bicycle - 24" Columbia Boys' Bicycle - Lewyt

Lightweight Hand Vacuum Cleaner - Hamilton Beach
"Mixette" Electrical Mixer - Dominion Portable Hair Dryer
- G.E. Non -Stick Spray Steam & Dry Iron - Lady Remington Electric Shaver - Kodak "104" Instamatic Camera Ray -O -Vac Lantern with Battery - Chilton Electric Fry Pan
- Rival Electric Can Opener -- Regent Electric Can Opener
- Sunbeam Steam & Dry Iron - 20 Gift Certificates - 2 -Lb. Can Kroger Vac Paz Coffee
- 20 Gift Certifitates 2 Half Gallon Cartons Kroger Ice
Cream.

Join le
14/161:

;

WELL I'LL III

SWITCHED

Dean's

Cottage Cheese
16-01.
Cup

=re'

tiv

'elszsr, s
twe

4'.

Grade A

Large Eggs

Plain, Lemon and Orange Mist
Now, all your grocery needs...
including canned foods, frozen foods,

ANGEL FOOD

CAKE. SAVE. 30c

dairy items, health and beauty aids

and household supplies...can be bought
.

FOR THE KIDDIES
Free Balloons and
Suckers For All

at deep -cut discount prices
at Kroger.

16-0z.
Cake

---Ter'-4,197 Ways

312011111 IER°CrZRREVOIXTD14

To Save!

7...

That's what you'll find

at

Kroger thanks to our .. .
4,197 Deep -Cut Discount

I

Prices on EVERY non -perish -

able item EVERY hour of
EVERY day.

Stock up on all your needs
when you want to-no pur-

1

chase requirements ever.
Coma to Kroger and save
for yourself!

/

"Savings claims shown here are based on everyday prices charged by ether leading food stores on Monday, October T, 1968, for the same
products either national brands or store brands of comparable quality." No wholesale or commercial sales or sales to dealer representatives.

'41

--- So Rich it Whips

Save 15c

-

Save 2c

'

Save 3c

Save 3c

Coffee

Hint's

Campbell's

ViArlefiLSEARf6

ezo

1,Taiaaarh.9
Can

1)..-....Abodin.

11C

Kroger

,

Pork & Beans.

1S -oz.

Assorted
Cans

25.

Kellogg's

Corn Flakes

. . ,

$1

46 -oz.

4

Hi -C Drinks .

Swift
Deep Cut
Price

12 -oz,

Bean Sprouts . ,
Pineapple .

'Inc

Pillsbury Flour

IS -Lb.

All -Purpose

Pillsbury Flour,

10 -Lb.

98

Go Cif Label-Betty Croaker

Brownie Mix

.

221/2413.

,

37'

Jiffy

Pie Crust Mix

.

,

9-0s.

13C

Biscuit Mix

1.0z.

Carnation

16-D=.150

,,

201/4-01.33C

Deep Cut
Price

Deep Cut
Price

maufar.

Adventures of Tow Sawyer (Part 1)
Alto's Adventures In Weaderland and Through the
Leaking Blies (Part 1)

Children's Books

or "Windfall"

Qt.

44c

Peas & Carrots. .

22c

Deep Cut

301

Green Beans . . . J.

22c

6o Off Label-Cheese and knew

C IC

Appian Way Pizza

Pattern!

171/2-0s.

.

ijign

Hormel

Deep Cut
Price

10C

. .

Deep Cul

Stokely Out

Cholas of New
Modern "Sonnet"

Deep Cul
Price

Price

. .

9.47

BOO

Price

Stokely

L

Deep Cut
Price

Deep Cu

66'

Inst. Breakfast

Miracle Whip
Only at Kroger!

Deep Cut
Price

104..406

Inst. Breakfast

Kraft
Deep Cut
Price

Jiffy

. .

..

Deep Cut
Price

Swift Baby Food 31/2." 23c

Deep Cut
Price
Deep Cut
Price

Dole Sliced

All -Purpose

100% Moats and Egg Talk Dinners
Deep Cut
Price

Carnation

La Choy

Deep Cut
Price

High Meat Dinners 41/v" /1.7C

Price
Deep Cut
Price
Deep Cut
Price
Deep Cut

Chili with Beans ll'OL 31C

Price

Oren Client Sliced

DINNER PLATE

Save lOc

Available This Week

Kroger

44`

.

Mushrooms

Deep Cut
Price

90C Deep Cut

Le Seer

Alaska Peas .

Price

Green Giant

c

Cream Style Corn 17'" LI

Deep Cut
Price

hiN11Melf
Butter & Gravy Boat 9.67
So on Label-Bathroom Titers

Dogs Love

Gaines Meal .

. .

IS"Lb

69c

Treat, Liver or Fish

Tabby Cat Food 81/113L

15c

Purina

Mb. $125

Dog Chow
.

.

Deep Cut
Price

Family
Absorbent

Sungold

Deep Cut
Price

Gala Towels .

'Erf,AEIES

Deep Cut

&Oh 29c Price
35C Deep Cut
Price
Jambs
..

Scott .

Sprayer Bottle

Deep Cut
Price

Windex

11.0s.

25c

Save 37c

Packers Label Frozen

Deep Cut
Price

imeaddllablEMEAMILMsme..-

1.

limpet
Dawn -Fresh Dairy Foods!
.

-

Save 6c

Kraft

Antiseptic Mouthwash

.

,4"

u

93c

,

Velveeta
Fleischman's

itylF

Margarine..

1 -Lb.

41c

Miss Wisconsin Medici,

Cheddar Cheese

Pot Pies

10.0=.59C

Deep Cul
Price
Deep Cut
Price

1-0z.

Breen Gloat with Cheese

Kropr's Own
Giant 24-11z. Size

Broccoli

10-0z.

&lea Giant Kitchen Sneed

WHITE REA

Green Beans .

a 10.0z

Birds Eye

Awake

Deep Cul
Price

4.13z.

15`

Deep Cul
Price

44`

Deep Cut
Price

35'

Deep Cut
Price

38`

--

Deep Cul
Price

.'1(ilfitiT
;1'
DTEF4,01,W.,
Senate, Illtwarek or Regular
Aqua Net

1341.68

Hair Spray...
Mennen

Skin Bracer .

Rye Breads

It I

4

Semliki' Bess and

.

63'
Inc

Cleans Osmium

Efferdent

Ince

Waldorf

Bubble Bath.

Deep Cut
Price

611Ze

Deep Cut
Price
Deep Cut
Price

3

Wiener Rolls

$1

Loaves

12.01.

Twin Rolls.

.

Jelly Rolls

$1

Pkgs.

Pkg35'
3 12-CIL $1

.

Rolls

--;
Sale

Price

Brews t tern

Assorted Flacon
Deep Cut
Price

114x.

Sale

Price
Sale

Price
Sale

Price

1Sa

"?''?..b6-.'/
Id's "SpoonSave
& Serve"

2

Dessealt T
Pint
Cups

k

0

fluctuations and other ciruamstances beyond our control.

Even en perishable-like the meats, fruits and vegetables on this page-which are subject to weather conditions, market
1968.
Kreger assures you of the best values we can offer you. Sale prices on fresh meats, fruits and vegetables good thru Saturday, October 12,

RED
U.S.D.A. Oslo Tenderay Steak
_

US.D.A. Choice

L LdthetiNA

IlD

4

Tenderay Beef

or Swiss

U.S.D.A. Chloe Tenderay Steak

T,1

if@ aii)

See Price!

k.21

Lb.

t4.10

Tenders),

Lb. 'Pr ° Rib Roast..

U.S.D.A. Choice Tandem Sleek

Porterhouse

U.S.D.A. Choice

Lb.

11.3.1).11, libelee Tandem

U.S.D.A. Ck.le. Modem

U.S.D.A. Choice Tandem

Chuck Steak

.

Lb.

AST

2 -Breasted Fryers .

Lb.

39'

II

79CCenter Slice Ham.

Lb.

Semi-Bnls. Ham .

for

D'Anjou Pears

99C

Renck

filth ifilebbewt Whole er Reif

3.Legged sr

98'

Lb.

.

'

.

Lb.

Tender

Lb.

Butt Portion

Beef Liver

Rog. $3.50 Value
16.

55C

Smoked Hi.

Vine Ripened

TOMATOES

39c

Lb.

Quarter

Totem Pole

Philodendron

.1E.1[21t[L'iL\

8

hob18$

Ball Park Franks .

Smoked Pork Chops .

.

Lb.

Spare Ribs

Lb.9'
6

Lb. 990

sr Meaty Perk

Swift Promisee

.

Rib End Roast. .

Franks

Lb,

59C

Liver Sausage Tole U

Lb. 1711c

Swift Premise

Sliced Bacon.

SIM Web Spread

ta:396
Lb. 'Mg

Ober Mayer

Pork Links

.

pkg./ a

WAG

Oscar Mayer

Sweet Morsels . .

". i 0.

Sausage

Les.

Sausage
Stick

Liver Sausage .

596

Lb. 496

Pork Links .

s.

Merrell Pride Farm Styli

.

Jiffy Rein
Beef & Onion Steaks Pk`. 994

cat

. .

Lb. 59c

Lb.

LC

alikE.10

Sausage
S.1.11. Pkg.

9e

Beef Patties 0 rattles 890

Fres-Shore

Halibut Fillets .

Candled

FRUIT MIX
Cup ,

I
0

Copyright 1968, The Kroger Co.

Corfu
HILLS
BROS.

3- $188
Geo

.

Borden Frosted
SHAMS
1/2.01.

Mc

39c

Broadcast-',.
with Beans
CHILI
15.0z.
Ose

32c

Dogs Lore
ORINIES SUM

25 -Lb. $275
ag

Green Giant
Whets

Disinfectant

LYSO

COL 5S`

MUSHROOMS
4

Jer
41/2-6z.

-4.,

44c

$1

Each

89`

U.S. No 1

Rai
POTATOES

1:4196

I:59c

Lbs.

2 -Lb. Cello Carrots

Sea Pee Frazee

Ocean Perch Fillets

3,

Yobr Choice

$1.25

34x.

Supreme

Meaty

Spare Ribs .

Smoked Picnics

TOKAY GRAPES

Pascal Celery

ACc

Whole

.RHOU

Patriot Cudahy Milk

Brews & Serve

Outer Meyer

0

.Pkg.

Lb. r CC

Drimpe list sr Mild

Red

HONEYDEWS

Shelled

1.0s4 du

Sig

ORANGE JUICE
Wir9C
Half

PECAN NUTS',
Oscar Mayer

39c

13-0z.

Large 9 Size

Sinn

Style

Snack Time

POPPED POPCORN

Kroger

Lb.

Hygrade's

79c

Shank Half

U.S.D.A Choice
Tenderay Boneless Roast

U.S.D.A. Choice Tenderay

rtitk

$1" Bucket Steaks

Lb.

55' Rump Roast

Lb. 98

Cube

New Crop -150 Size

Join the
Kroger
Revolution

2 ei

Ann Miller Stars In 'Glad Tidings'

Tuesday, October 8, 1968

Page 8

Ann Miller, dancer turned

"Make A Million" with Jackie
Coogan and Walter Koenig.

Tidings" at Pheasant Run

Carl Stohn Jr. is the producer;
Michael Ferrall directs and

actress, stars in "Glad

Playhouse Oct. 1 through Oct.
20 in her first non-musical

David Morrison is the

The sophisticated comedy
is

of her daughter. The man, a
journalist, returns to America
after a 20 -year absence and

began her dancing lessons
when she was three. After

learns he is the father of a 19 year -old girl. The play starred

mother headed for

Melvyn Douglas and Signe
includes

Bill Morey, Jeannette Leahy,
Virginia Flick, Dan Conway
and Rcheccas Phillips --all of
whom appeared in the last

Pheasant Run production,

The Foreign Exchange
Club at Prospect High School

winning a personality contest
at the age df 10, she and her

Dinah Shore, Perry Como, Ed

Hollywood. Crashing the

and on the Bell Telephone
Hour and Hollywood Palace.

and is an avid movie fan. She

Williamson, were unexpected

collects records, antiques,

guests at our recent press

in

paintings and has an unusual
collection of perfumes. Her
favorite pastimes are dancing,

Tattoo" at the Ivanhoe.

interested in astrology,

Ann Miller and

Ball saw her at the Bal Tabarin San Francisco and
brought her to the attention of
a talent scout. At 13, Ann was
on her way back to Hollywood
and a contract with R. K.O.

golf, sailing, horse racing,

wash.

number 261-7943.

daughter had lunch, Miss

Moreno just sipped a cup of
coffee. She said she was not

two -year -old daughter

Fernanda an extra hug and

"It was grim, grim work.

grandmother had come from
California to take care of her

during the play's run at the

Id 9.30 p m.

Ivanhoe. Rita Moreno's husband, Dr. Leonard Gordon,
was to arrive from New York
to escort his wife to the Sarah
Siddons Awards.
Miss Moreno was obviously

anxious for his arrival. "We

celebrated our third an-

niversary in June," she said.
Dr. Gordon is an internist and
cardiologist who recently quit
his private practice to become

ALL COLORS:

Tues & Sat.
Id 5 30 p m

AVOCADO
COPPERTONE

Wed, Id Noon

WHITE

Closed!

draped with several strands of
her mother's beads, dropped

her special gum ball and we
all searched for her lost prize

before continuing our interview.

Our search was successful
and Fernanda's proud mother
said, "On matinee days I don't
get to see Fernanda, so Mom
brings her over for lunch. The

GOLD

Sunday's a Family

other days we go to Lincoln
Park Zoo, and already she

RS & DRYERS MUST GO!
WE'RE "GONNA" KEEP GOING AT LOW, LOW PRICES 'TIL THEY'RE SOLD !

knows all the animals by their
names. She likes the monkeys
best. One little monkey in the
recognizes
nursery actually

Fernanda and does
IN TYPICAL two -year -old
fashion, Fernanda reached for
her glass of milk and splashed
some on the table. While Mrs.

I

I

One of the columnists

after the first act. George
Keathley, the director, dashed

.

.

INSTALL & SERVICE

.

.

3 NEW COLORS ! HURRY !

with Marlon Brando in

France. It's an old-fashioned

dience and both dashed out.
Miss Moreno told us what

melodrama and we play
lovers. We really beat each
other around," she said.

was going on back stage at the

time, "I was losing my voice
and George Keathley got a
doctor from the audience in
addition to an inhalator and
respirator. The doctor finally
gave me a shot of cortisone
and I got through the play for

OFFSTAGE, Miss Moreno
doesn't use much make-up. "1

just use eye make-up and liquid rouge," she said. "I have

Ile se

the next few days," she said.
"This play by Tennessee

Williams is what theater is all
about," said Miss Moreno. "It
sends you away with your gut

NOTICE
YOU KNOW YOUR OLD

MI ROAD

I

NO MORE

THAN 15

-\

PROSPECT

HIS

AR INGTON
HEIG,,TS

RANOHURST

14

MINUTES

HOME!

CALL: 894-1900

PARKING

IN MORTON GROVE
5614 W. DEMPSTER ST.

40,
GOLF ROAD

HOFFMAN

13

ESTATES

f ELK GROVE
SCHAUmBURG

53

VILLAGE
72

DOOR!

HOURS, Mon., Thurs., Fri. Eves. 'tIl 8:30 p.m.;
Tues. & Sat. '19 5,30 p.m.' Wed. '1.11 Noon
CLOSED SUNDAY

I

love

great big earrings," she said.

jewelled it."

he thought she was ready and
when he was ready, he wanted

Miss Moreno give to young

ago George Keathley
told Miss Moreno that when

her to star in The Rose Tat-

too. A few weeks ago

he

phoned her and simply said,
"I'm ready," to which she
replied, "I'll be there."

MISS MORENO has

movies. In "Little Sister" she
plays a blonde stripper, "and
blondes really do have more
fun," she confessed.

"When I was wearing this

MOVIES
115

N.

WHAT ADVICE would

people thinking of acting

careers? "Finish your schooling first then think about the
theater," she said. Curtain

time was drawing near, but
before Miss Moreno left she
said. "My. family and I have
to be together. It's the only
way to have a stable home.

"I've already turned down
things when my family can't

he there. "I just won't do it

without them," she said firmIY. "After this play, I just want
to go on a vacation to Puerto
Rico and lay in the sun," she
said.

"The Rose Tattoo" will play
the Ivanhoe through Sunday.
Oct. 27. Curtain times are
8:30 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday; 6 and 9:30 p.m. Stour-

day and 7 p.m. Sunday.

are on sale at the Ivanhoe Theatre box office,

Evergreen, Arlington Tickets

Heights.

Anzio and A Dandy In Aspic: Daily and Weekends: no times 248-6800.

available.

In Cold Blood: Daily and Sunday: 8 p.m.; Friday and

6, 8 and 10 p.m.; Weekends arid Monday: 7:30 and 9 p.m.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.

53 DRIVE-IN, Rt. 12 and Hicks Road, Palatine.

Bucket Of Blood, Queen Of Blood, Blood Bus, and Blood
Of Dracula: Daily and Weekends: 6:30 p.m.
OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville
Chabuscl and The Fox: Daily and Weekends: 7:55 and 9:55

Nurses Invitod.
To Roultdiable
All registered nurses in the
northwest area are invited to
attend the Oct. I6 program,

Family Hospital, 100 N.

River Rd., Des Plaines. The

guest speaker will be Dr.

`DRYER CO.

Hospital.
He is

also a professor of

pediatrics at the University of

Illinois College of Medicine
and a consultant cardiologist

Meadows.

Evanston, and "The Cradle"
and on the consultant staff of

MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling at St. Francis Hospital.
No. Way To Treat A Lady and Carmen, Baby: Daily and

7:30 p.m.

WASHER &

at Children's Memorial

p.m.

THEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand.
The Owl And The Pussycat: Tuesday through Friday: 8:30
p.m., Saturday: 7:50 and .10:50 p.m., Sunday and Monday:

(at Reif & Roselle Rds.)

AT OUR

cut on the bias. And

years

Weekends: 6:30, 7:55 and 10 p.m.

IN SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN ESTATES

'FROM YOUR

MT
PROSPECT

CURTIS BROS.

CALL: 392-2800

24 W. GOLF ROAD

"I'm mad for Carol Lom-

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S Prospect, Park Ridge.
Robert Miller, speaking on
Planet Of The Apes: Daily: 8 o.m., Weekends: 1:45, 6:05, "Heart Disease Detection as a
and 10:25 p.m.
School Program."
The Green Berets: Daily: 6:05 and 10:25 p.m., Weekends:
3:40 and 8 p.m.
Dr. Miller, a graduate of
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
Northwestern University
The Detective: Daily and Saturday: 7:09 and 9:12 p.m., Medical School, is the direcSunday: 3, 5:03, 7:06, and 9:09 p.m.
tor, Division of Cardiology at
RANDHURST CINEMA. Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount Cook Co silty Hospital. From
1957 to 1963 Dr. Miller headProspect.
The Odd Couple: Daily and Weekends: 2, 3:45, 5:45, 7:50, ed the Division of Cardiology

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Just 2 miles north at Randhurst Center

she said.

"The most feminine garb a
woman can wear is a sari,"
said Miss Moreno. "1 bought
mine in Singapore and Mom
and I sat up one night and

and 9:55 p.m.

1615 N. Rand Road (U.S. 12)

dirty hands off my face, so I
sit on my hands when I can,"

something when it's over. The
unexpected humor in this play
"The Rose Tattoo" opened
in Chicago originally, then
went to Broadway. Several

and you come away with

Anzio and Torture Garden: Daily and Weekends: 2, 4:50,

EVERY MACHINE BACKED BY ACE'S FAMOUS "RED CARPET" FACTORY -DIRECT
24 -HOUR SERVICE YOU CAN RELY ON ! !
AUTHORIZED SERVICE ! f

WHEELING

I

am a toucher. I can't keep my

bard glamor clothes -- ones

5:55, 8:50 and 9:50 p.m.

THE LOWEST PRICE NOW AT

IL3 STORES TO SERVE YOU .

dermatologist told me that

all wrung out with tears. It
has joy and blood and guts

Prospect.

ACE! FACTORY PERSONNEL WILL
BE ON HAND TO DEMONSTRATE..

1),Crt

skin problems and a

The Fox: Daily and Weekends: 5:45, 7:55, and 10:05 p.m.
p.m. of the Northwest
MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount 8
Nurses Roundtable, at Holy

WASHER OR DRYER IS GOING,
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO
GET THE LATEST FEATURES AT

Was' -01cts

always

pulled a man from the au-

Saturday: 8:30 p.m.
Magic Sword: Sunday matinee only: 3 p.m.

Art

IF

"I'm

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington.

ON SATURDAYS ! !

sr Per week

FAMOUS MAYTAG DEPENDABILITY & LONG LIFE BUILT-IN

ittOit0

arms.

into the theater and literally

Amusement
Calendar
ARLINGTON THEATRE,

her

at

being flung around and grabbed in this play and I have
bruises all over. It's almost as
rough as the movie ("Night of
the Following Day") I just did

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner. Des Plaines.
Guess Who's Coming To Dinner?: Tuesday through Friday:

CHOOSE FROM 89 NEW 1969 MODELS .

-

was a very sad man," she said.

OPENING NIGHT at the
Ivanhoe was pandemonium

Williamson and her grand-

.

from

nearly died laughing. Mario
was wild like a gypsy, but he

finished three unreleased

HURRY ...Come In, Make Us An Offer!
e "'efused?
No Reasonable Offer
WE DELIVER .

them after we had a rehearsal

somersaults when he sees
her."

We'll Deal BIG!
We'll Trade WILD!
This is the SALE You've Been Waiting For!

YOU BUY AT ACE!

"Toast of New Orleans" with
Mario Lanza. "I saw it on
T.V. recently," she said, "and

I

on

at

cented with bright orange.

ed two -year -old, her neck

& DRYERS

siders to be her first film at
MGM when she was 17,

time," she said.

Evenings

PAYMENTS.

U.S. from Puerto Rico

when she was five and started
in the theater then.
Her first real break she con-

because I'm on stage all the

Tuesday through Friday,

Mon , Thurs ,

LOW MONTHLY

the

FERNANDA'S

Run are presented nightly,

HOURS:

TRY 'EM BEFORE

two weeks to learn my lines

love the play. Usually I know
my lines well in advance, but

mutual friend introduced us ...
a lady psychoanalyst," said
Miss Moreno.
The dark-haired, round-fac-

FROM ACE !

Moreno said she really wanted
to be an actress. She came to

tire play).

medical newspaper. "A

EASY CREDIT

James Garner. "I only had

the table asked Miss Moreno
!about the many large bruises

Performances at Pheasant

MIDWEST'S LARGEST LAUNDRY SPECIALISTS

SEE 'EM! HEAR 'EM!

theater as a dancer, Miss

this time I didn't know them
completely until the night of
the preview and it panicked
me. I could only memorize

Egypt or Greece.

TO 'BREAK THE RiEfOOL,

LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS

Although she started in the

She came to Chicago
directly from making the
movie, "Little Sister" with

Hcr beautiful black eyes flash ed as she spoke and everyone
at the table found themselves
staring at them.

pearance on Broadway in

WE RENT
WASHERS

admitted.

archeological expedition to

would like to go on an

STORE

,

and really felt feminine," she

but that she is very tired.

all but five minutes of the en-

Rita was wearing a black

I

usually as thin as she is now,

almost monumental task when
you realize she is on stage for

luncheon with Miss Moreno,
who is starring in "The Rose

I

found my cheeks and my hips

for "The Rose Tattoo" (an

a medical copy editor for a

Day

blonde wig,
walked around loving it.
almost -white

and white mod print dress ac -

BIGGEST ALE!
Fri

lunch. For information, call

politics and archeology. She

Her Hollywood career was
briefly interrupted for an ap"George White's Scandals of
1940". When she returned it
was to bigger and better dancing roles culminating in long-

5 from 10 - 3 p.m. Price is
75 cents with a ticket sold at
the school or $1 at the car

584-1454 or the Chicago

Wednesday, there is a matinee

"My husband and daughter

a change in fortune. Lucille

Collier

to

hours before curtain time. On

Woman's Editor

kiss. Fernanda and Miss
Moreno's mother, Rosita

At that time she changed
her name from Lucy Ann

at 2:30 p.m., following 1 p.m.

dinner approximately two

BY MARILYN IIELFERS

fortune tellers and books on
Mysticism. She loves to read

Orpheum Theatre.

7:30 p.m. The doors open for

Ivanhoe Star Puts
Her. Family First
come first," said dark-haired
Rita Moreno as she gave her

the high school Saturday, Oct.

wEo4,E

8:30 p.m. On Saturday, there
arc two shows --one at 6:30
p.m. and one at 10:50 p.m.
On Sunday, the curtain is at

When she is not working,
Ann travels. She has recently
made two world tours. She is

Vagon Vash is being held at

.

Sullivan, Johnny Carson,
Mery Griffin, Art Linkletter

studio gates was difficult, and
she finally landed a guest spot
on the bill at the Los Angeles

wants to be "bugged." A

.

SHE HAS appeared on
television with Bob Hope,

with the change in name came

Prospect Club
To Hold Vagon
Vasil Saturday

ACE .

Deck" and dozens more.

working since she was 10. She
was horn in Houston and

neglected to marry the .father

ANN MILLER

Parade," "On the Town,"
"Kiss Me Kate," "Hit the

ANN MILLER has been

the

story of an actress who

Hasso on Broadway.
Supporting cast

Many Girls," "Easter

designer.

stage appearance.

by Edward Mabley

term contracts at Columbia
and MGM.
Her motion picture credits
include "Stage Door", "Having a Wonderful Time," "Too

MILL RUN PLAYHOUSE, Golf Mill Shopping Center, Niles.
Sabrina Fair, starring Kathryn Crosby; Tuesday through
Friday: 8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2:30 p.m.; Saturday:

Presbyterian -St. Luke's
HoSpital.

The Northwest Nurses

Roundtable is comprised of

members front fourteen local
nurses clubs, including Arlington Heights, Des Plaines,
Elk Grove, Hoffman -Schaumburg area, Mount Prospect,

Palatine, Rolling Meadows

6:30 and 10 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.
PHEASANT RUN. PLAYHOUSE, St. Charles.

and Wheeling -Buffalo Grove.
Further information on the

Glad Tidings, starring Ann Miller; Tuesday through Friday:
8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2:30 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30 and
'10:50 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

at LE 7-1291.

group can be obtained from
Mrs. Gerald Kiffel, president,

Blank Glenbard North 21-0

Falcons Prepare for Homecoming with 1st Win
BY JIM EWART

Glenbard North was
celebrating its Housewarming
Saturday, and visiting Forest

View took over on their own
30 yard line, first and 10.
Hotchkiss rolled right from a
shotgun formation, but was

The win was the first victory of the season for Forest
View and their first in Mid Suburban play, as the Falcons

previously faced Arlington

and Wheeling in their conference contests, two of the
roughest teams in the area.

Closing in for the kill just a moment late are Forest View's Larry Mainzer (22) Chris

Janezkowski (52) and Jeff Brown (67) converge onTanther Jeff Dowd.

interceptions by Caltagirone,
Thor Nibbler, Tim Gallagher

seven when Reid added the

one

score

and Guy Ekhlad and a fumble

miint the
stood 21-0.

conversion.

A HOTCHKISS pass attempt failed on second down.

hut on third with 17 yards to
go Hotchkiss found end Bill
Michalek open for a 2I -yard
completion and a face mask

penality against Glenbard
North made it first and I()
Forest View on the Panther

final

recovered by Marc Gottula.

Although only one in-

'As the clock ran out, Forest
View was driving for another
score, but the drive ended at

led directly to a
Falcon score, Forest View's
defenders stopped the Panthe 10.
TII E FA LCON defense thers from a concerted drive,
con- protecting the Falcon lead.
made a considerable
Next week in Forest View's
tribution to the final outcome
of the contest. During the Homecoming, and Saturday
afternoon's play the Panthers at 2 p.m. they will face the
had the hall on 10 occasions Elk Grove Ggrnadiers in an
but turned the ball over to the attempt w gain their second
Falcon defensemen on four Mid -Suburban victory.

FOREST VIEW'S final

42.

FALCON QUARTERBACK
Doug Hotchkiss guided and

pattern and after Reid added

pass to Daggett on a quick out

to Caltagirone on a play that

stopped for a loss of 7 yards.

View took the affair literally
burning the Panters 21-0.

went for 60 yards and another

score came in the last period
after Falcon Tim Gallagher
intercepted a Panther pass and
returned it to the Glenbard
four.

Forest View failed in

pushing it over on their first

attempt. but minutes later
after a short Panther punt,
Hotchkiss looped a seven -yard

terception

Hotchkiss's first pass missed, but his second try hit Dag-

threw the Falcons to their tri-

gett on a deep post pattern
after the 170 -pounder had

umph, passing twice to Jim

won

Daggett and once to John Caltagirone for the scores and fur
his best performance this fall,
recording 12 tosses for 170

yard score. Don Reid added
the first of three extra points

a foot race with the
Panther defender for a 30 -

yards.

The first quarter yielded no

for the afternoon, and the
Falcons took a halftime break
leading 7-0..

advantage to either team, and
it was not until the closing

third quarter and it looked as

moments of the second
quarter that Forest View

though Forest View might
have to make do with their

scored.

seven point lead. But before

The Panthers were forced to
punt after being held in check
by the Falcon defense. Forest

the quarter ran out the
Falcons overcame a 30 yard
deficit when Hotchkiss threw

The

Panters

held

in

the
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Knights Run Away

Receiving with love a Doug Hotchkiss aerial, Bill Michalek, a Falcon end, holds tight

From 'Cat Harriers
cross-country team

ran away with a meet from
Wheeling on two levels last
Friday capturing second
through fifth places and the

top live for Prospect with an

Wheeling s Frank Savage

was the number one man in
the race . ith a time of 12:28.
establishing a new record for
the I.Vheeling course
Prospects Bill 1 recce was
next into the chute with a

followed by Keith Mat-

thews who was third at

Pete Dumke was next
12 41 and Bob Pomrenke

the

varsity cross-country team

last year behind champion
Arlington. but appears to be

seventh.

competed in the.Peoria Invita-

stronger this year.

followed by Jay Rizzo at

followed at 12 41
Doug Bach placed sixth for

the Knights with a 12:55, and
the Wildcats Chuck Boyer
came in seventh at the start
of a string of Cats with 13:08.

Austin l rice was next at

eighth, was the last 'Cat

11 HIE trosh-soph race.
Ron Hankel and Mike Ditt-

Ticket Sale
I ickets

foi

the

Game of the 1968 Arlington
Heights Boys Football

went on stile SaillfdilY as
tickets for the anntial.seasonL
ending event ys'ere distributed
to the -I50 players in .theihree
leagues

-

I he All -Star Game, which
is really three games, one for
each league. will be played at

Arlington High School field
on Sunday Oct 27

Tickets are 50 cents each.
Proceeds of the game are used

to buy equipment and to slip -

port the entire boys football

program This is the only
fund-raising project for the
league beyond registration

fees paid by parents of
players

phase

This year three new

teams weie added to the
leagues, and it is hoped funds

will he available to add still
more teams

..i.

z.z.0/FVfff:

The Huskie offnse racked
up 292 yards to the Falcon's

.,.

lbw

T
- -.,....._

Hersey's powerful running attack led by halfback Scott

1

dividually for the Warriors,
'keeping alive an unbelievable
string of 28 straight meets in
which Maine has boasted the
first place finisher. The team

air, the Huskies passed only
connecting
tWo:of nitise passes for 1 .3. and
23,yard gains.
times,

played their usual tight game
as they allowed the Falcon offense only. 61 yards and two
first downs in the game. One ,

z27.4.I-

of these first downs was awfucl-'

ed to the Falcons as Hersey

first quarter as result of

a blocked Falcon punt.
a !co n punter Pirron

attempted to punt on fourth
down, but Huskie lineman
Ken Morales, charged in and
deflected the ball into the
hands of Feige who raced 23
yards toward the goal before

frri$'

tgatitstril
Okr.40t1.11/iitVIRIVONS7
Tony Carnemechi (33) close in. (Photo by George Steiner)

EARLY IN THE second
period of play, a nine -yard
Falcon punt gave the Huskies
excellent field position on the
Falcon 20 yard line. After attempting a pass, quarterback
Rich Kreutzfeld sprinted for a
gain of 10 yards. Sophomore
Bruce Frase then drove for a
six yards followed by Feige's

score again midway through
the second stanza of play as

Huskie Bruce Myers in-

fifth through eighth grade

Hersey led in the game with
8:44 remaining to play in the

Harris was not good and
first quarter.
.1

Huskies' third

score of the

was missed and the score remained 12-0.

The Huskies threatened to

and Keith Matthews were
third and fourth with respec-

off the field

This time Harris' kick was reading Hersey 34, Forest

and threatening to score. Four

forced to turn the ball over
to Forest View as their downs
ran out.

FOREST VIEW took over
on their own eight yard line.

On the second play from
scrimmage,' Huskie Mike

who was standing on his own
31 yard line. Schuler then,

after receiving many fine

and

four first downs. This

drive was climaxed by a one

yard dive by Frase for the
final score of the game. The
touchdown play. Again, 'liar- kick by Harris was perfect

plays later, Feige passed to
13 -yard
Schuler for a

ris's kick split the uprights.

eighth for Maine, and

Prospect's Al Treece was
-

pace. Teammates Bill Treece

halftime with the scoreboard

ran

View 0.
perfect and Hersey led 21-0.
In the third period of play,
. Two minutes later, as a.

were in good field position

pack finishing third through

Following Glitz were three with an 11:43. Maine West's
Bill Detzner was second with
an 11:48, and Prospect ruled
Glitz' record breaking 14:11 the next three places.

at

teams

Huskies then drove to Falcon
eight yard line, but they were

short run' followed by

the Huskies' first score. The
extra point attempt by Dave

touchdoWn of the game. Har-

Falcon goal line for the ris's kick was short and the

result of another intercepted Hersey started an 89 -yard
pass by Myers, the Huskies drive which included 13 plays

Falcon one yard line. Frase Ryder tackled the ball carrier
then charged over the goal in the endzone for a safety
line for his first score of the and two points for Hersey.
Forest View kicked a long
game and the Huskies' second. Again the extra point end over end blast to Schuler

Schuler's eight yard sprint for

(all with 11:15) and Tim

Knights, Pete Dumke was second, eight seconds behind

f

Falcon 25 yard line. The

tercepted a Falcon pass on the

Schuler plunged into the line
for a gain of one. Feige then

recovered the ball on the

.;e

R.

game.

this year a number of boys

The aim of the league is to
provide proper equipment and
coaching for every boy from

t

,f...0--r-avr,TT

Scott Feige, leading ground gainer in the Hersey-Forest View blocks, raced 69 yards to the

game, drives for extra yards as Falcons Bob Allen (84) and

First and 10 on the Falcon gain of four. This drive was
II yard line, halfback Steve s almost stopped as Hersey

picked up two yards on a

Anderson, and John St. John

ninth with an 1 I:20'.
Once again the 10th man
loss did not affect the 'War- was. a Warrior. This time it
riors conference title hopes. was Karl Fritscher who turnThey are still unbeaten in ed in an 11:21.
The Maine West freshmen
league action, with "no
serious threats left on the lost their second dual in a
schedule," according to Bar- row, toppling 23-32. Mark
Buettner was first for Prospect
ringer.

THE HERSEY defense

ron's passes; two of which
resulted in Huskie scores.
The Huskies scored early in

fresh men Kevin Wright
(I 1:13) Ken Kovar, Don

BOB GLITZ did win in- Watkins (I 1:16) were the six

nine tunics for 67 yards. In'the

Falcon quarterback Mike Pir-

The Knights took the first
two places, but Maine came

Center Meet results." The the number two position.
Dave Gilbertsen (11:08),
coach thought that his boys
might have "come a long way
since then, but we didn't know
just how far."

fa,

Feige who carried the ,ball

fumbled on the next play, but
Schuler saved the day as he

meeting the age requirements
who wants to play football.

.

Huskies' total resulted from

also intercepted four of

outings last week.

row, skipped ninth, and had
number 10 too. Mike Dittman
Barringer .knew before the took first place honors for
non-league dual that the Prospect with a time of 11
Knights were'"better than we minutes flat and Ron Hankel
are on paper, according to the was seven seconds hack in

yards. 256 yards of the

automatic first down. Hersey

for their first loss in 22

day morning 25-30.

At present, the 15 teams
With rosters of 30 players can
accommodate 450 boys, and

losters were filled

After 12 straight victories
in two years, the Maine West
Warrior varsity cross-country
team under coach Bill, Bar-

Knights from Prospect Satur-

stopping the Falcons.

terference, which is an

unbeaten. Maine South had
whipped the Warriors handily

.ringer fell, to the visiting hack with the next six in a

offensive and defensive squads

was guilty of pass in-

ninth for the Cards.

BY JERRY JENKINS

the Forest View Falcons
Saturday 41-0 as the Huskie

seven

and Dave Marszalek was

the state meet. Last year, Arlington won the meet and went
on to beat York in the
Illinois State competition.

Prospect Humbles MW C -C

The Hersey Huskies blank-

he was downed.

were turned away at the final
registration because all of the

winning total of 44.

cid

the

The football program is
currently in an expansion

top 35 and came 1(0 with a

BY '110M ROWE

61

All -Star

The Peoria meet is often
and traditionally used as an
indicator for the outcome of

cumulated 80 points. bowed

displayed superb.teaMwork in

All -Star Game

Swanson finished second in
the race, four seconds behind
York's Pete Reiff. who ran
12:41. Third -year man Scott
Butler was sixth in the meet.

THE AR I. INGTO

Up, up and away for the cause of defense Falcon John Caltagirone and Thor Nibbler
wrestle with Panther Richard Lucie for the hall which Caltagirone came up with. (Photo
by Neil krey)

ners at 82nd.

and 21 to give them the win.

Arlington captain Tom

Huskies Continue Wiritting Ways

close 1311

Al 1 recce and Howie

afternoon.

and

217.

to perrenial powerhouse York.
who placed six runners in the

this

159,

Detweiller Park, Peoria, on a

Maine East Blue Demons at
East

with

York runners in the race
placed first, third, eighth. lIth

representatives, who ac-

Maine

fourth

260 runners. was run at

Mark Buettner. the first

Wheeling will stay at home to
host the Arlington Cardinals.

Curtin followed in at 78th.
and Jeff Kowalski rounded
out the seven Arlington run -

by one point with 216. The
Chinks placed si xth with a

The race. consisting of over

will face Conant and the

Scott Teuber was '45th. John

Belleville

Danville edged Pekin for fifth

freshman in the race, came in
Ilth for the Knights. Prospect

a

places in 1112 and I 1-:13.

tawa

2.62 mile course.

Prospects Al Morrison

man led the Knights to a 1547 win with first and second

home second -

brought
place honors.
and

finisher in the top 10. Bill
Mann at 12:16. and Mike
Tamsen at 12:20 were the
Prospectiti entries at ninth and

Arlington, and sophomore

West was third with 126. Ot-

tional Tournament Saturday.

Jack Deltner, who placed

13 09 John Schneller came in
ninth at 13 10

rounded out the top.. 10 at

High School

ArlingtOn

Joe Hooker placed 18th for

York was third in the state

sixth at 12:02 for Wheeling.

12 18
at

The top seven runners of

11:52. Jeff Proudfoot was

meet by a 20-35 margin.

12 31

Arlington, Swanson Run
Second in Pe"oria Race

. Larson were also hunched up
at 11:31 and 11:32 to earn
third and fourth places for the
Knights.
Jeff Bzedclik finished the

Coach Joe Wanner's
Prospect

on a 21 -yard pass reception.

and the Huskies lead 41-0.

The remaining time of the
HERSEY SCORED once third and fourth quarters,
again in the last minute before Huskie coach Len Burt exthe horn sounded ending the perimented with his second
hall again, by the result of a and third offenses and defenspass interception. This time it es.
Forest View will play at
was tackle Jack Streich snagging the pass from Falcon Pir- home next -week against Elk
ron. Two 'plays later, Grove for its homecoming
Kreutzfeld threw to end Don while Hersey will travel to
Spry who then jogged into the Fremd. Both games are Saturendzone for the Huskies' fifth day afternoon 'games.

tive times of 14:22 and 14:33.

FOR THE KNIGHTS

in

third, fourth and fifth were

Norm Van Denbussche

West grabbed the next two (12:03), Ron Sherwoos
slots with Mike and Gary (12:06), and Kevin Wineinger
Wolf running 14:33 and 14:35 (11:06). Dan Long, Garth
in

John Fisher and Paul

that order before Knight

erald were sixth, seventh,

Doug Bach strode in at 14:39.

th'''.ani ninth for Maine
of 12:08, 12:12,

Steve Johnson sandwiched

himself between Bach and

ninth place Knight Bob
Pomrenke with a

14:41

for

eighth place. Pomrenke
fashioned a 14:48.

:17.
ruin was
Scott
Prospect at 12:23.
1

10th for

Tonight Maine will travel

Mark Forkins rounded out to Niles North to take on the
the top 10 for Maine with a Vikings. On Friday they will
14:56.

host the Indians of Niles West

in the last home meet of the

ON THE SOPHOMORE year. And next Tuesday they
level, coach Ross Blake's crew

will face the Spartans 'at Glen -

handed Prospect their loss of brook North.

the season, upsetting the
Knights to the tune of 25-35.
Prospect had encountered one

tic, to Maine South, but were

Prospect runs against
Maine East today at Conant
in a double,dual.

SHORT RIBS
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I'LL CALL YOU LATER,'
011,HO' AN UNEXPECTED HALF PAYOFF
CAN BE VERY ENLIGHTENING --.LIKE EX- DORoTHY--STANLEY
PLAINING THE WHYS AND WHEREFORES JUST WALKED IN c"
EARLY AND I HAVE
OF AN OCCASIONAL BURNED F/NGER,A
TO STRAIGHTEN HIM
SLIGHTLY SCORCHED SHIRT NOW AND
THEN, AND A NEVER -FINISHED IRON- --UH-I MEAN TAKE
SOMETHING UP
ING' ADD A FEW PHONE CALLS,
WITH HIM:
AND THIS 15 WHAT'S CALLED
PUTTIN' IN A HARD DAY AT HOME:

6:00

2 News
5 News
7 News

DOES A BEAR LIKE ITS A 6006
CAN YOU -n-i1/16 -me
CREAM
KEEP A TROUT FROM STATE HAS
SWIMMING ?MAKE, ,A SPEED
WAY FOR MADCAP MACK!
THEY'D

WHAT SAY WE
TRUNDLE 01.1TTNE

BIODIPPER,Boys/
4HE DRIVES AS
GENTLE AS A
BABY CARRIAGE!

Mike
9
Show

phoney photos being

authenticity of a
painting leads to

used in a blackmail

murder.

assigned to steal

Douglas

scheme. With Yvon-

26 Motorsports

ne Craig, Jocelyn

Internationale

I Love Lucy
Lucy tries to help
Riccy who thinks he

26 Spanish News

9

IT!
6:15
26 Cinema Special

,prat

"Enter Inspector

Maigret" The in-

2 Editorial

spector matches wits

with

6:30

-

kr.A

is going bald.
32 Movie

6:25

+

10-8

II.. VI to ON

041A

SURPRISE=

,0-13

I WILL
REVEAL

KELP INTO-FOOD FORMULA COMMANDER -OR MST

I RESORT 70-0040,1EOUNSAVORY PERSUASION?

WE SHALL-

-066w- 5E6

INGRID

Al' SANE

MESTER
MU5H

MOOT THAT!

NOTHING,
MUSHROOM!

AS A MATTER OF FAC-r
DON? 11-IINK "PERS IS

OUR FORMULA

CIVI LI2ED LIFE
ON ?HIS PLANET!

WILL EE
DONATED TO

Maunder, Andrew

who inspires

Sunday

Michael Caine to

Elizabeth Bauer.
5 Jerry Lewis Show

steal a valuable

A discussion on
leisure and self-ex-

piece of sculpture.
9 Steve Allen Show
11 The French Chef
Saddle of Iamb
26 E.S.P.

Barbara Eden, John
Byner, Gary Puckett
and The Union Gap.
7 Mod Squad

ORGANIZADON111

tuc cow..

OR.

1,) 190 It) NIA, Inc.

FOR WEDNESDAY

LEAVES I JUST

I II3RA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23)-3zesent emotional difficulties

WAKED UP:

hack.

Ward is

rookie policeman.

inswei

Don't blame others.

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
21) --Flatten y may well he used

care to make reason

a mawl part of your
tesponses

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23trip should

221--A

DeL

he

planned that will combine
business and pleasure to the

MORTY MEEKLE

concerned.

all

of

advantage

DONT YOU HAVE TO
SCRAPE HIM OFF OR
SOMETHING Fit -I"?

DO it now,

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

201 --Don t think of family members as part of the opposition 1 he right words can

Jan

CAP"

put them on your side

operate a run-down
airline to help battle
guerillas.
1:25

2 Movie
"Ride Lonesome"

10:30

7 Jocy Bishop Show

9 Movie

Randolph Scott,

justment" Comedy
about newlyweds
who are disillusion-

a

"Period of Ad-

about

ed

Pernell Roberts and
Karen Steele star in

showdown with a

marriage

revengeful brother.

moon is over. With
Jane Fonda, Tony

2 60 Minutes

A news special

with a magazine
format featuring

of an ex -

story

sheriff who faces a

before the honey-

9:00

1:30

7 News

Franciosa and Jim
Hutton.

Mike Wallace, Har-

11 Population

7:30
2 Red Skelton Show
Guests are actor

ry Reasoner and Art

Problem

7 Reflections

Maurice Evans and

Robert gets jittery
about his upcoming

European countries
have maintained a

9

Bassey

marriage. Stars are

7 'llutt's Life

5 Julia
When Julia tries
to hire a house girl
she is mistaken for

Robert Morse, E. J.

one herself.

Michele Lee.

1:35

A study of how

Buchwald.

singer Shirley

to put sou off your guard todas

are Yanks who

5 News

alcoholics.

can he solved quickly if you

look to \ ourself for the

Archer, Jean Wines
and Douglas Dick

10:15

re-education of

Italian

China'' John

Headlines

A discussion of

7:15
11 TV College

1:05

9 Movie
"A Yank in Indo-

10:10

People

6:45

12:45

2 6 Greatest

1I The Action

26 How to Invest
32 Divorce Court

RIGHT
ELMER?..YUld

9 News

ac-

quences

7:00

GOES
HEY,

Life

26 Cinema Special

7 NYPD

26 Market Roundup

,vorx,,/,v,

5 Everyman

it

cidentally shot by a

/04 0)4fAl-

SOME DAYS JUST

get

12:30

pression.
26 Sports

an antique dealer.

32 Truth or Conse-

BUGS BUNNY
YOU WACKY WABBIT, YOU
SCATTERED ALL THE

sells an old table to
She plots to

rett

Paul Bryan

Show
Doris Day's son

Clarence Williams
and Peggy Lipton
take part in a rob-

11 The Expanding

searches for a missing friend in Africa.

8:30

Michael Cole,

Midnight
5 News
7 Chicago
With Ronnie Bar-

32 Run For Yo sr

The Doris Day

2

bery to stop a crime.
11 T.V. College
Gregg Shorthand
26 Today's Racing

THE WORLD FOOD

I lo roseope

11:15
32 News

night club singer

MacLaine plays a

Lewis hosting

WOULD YOU 55-KiMo ENOUGH TO RECITE YOUR VALUAIXE

lections are shown.

5 Movie
"Gambit" Shirley

slapstick with Jerry
. READY,

11:00
11 Antiques

private art col-

2 News
7 News
9 News

Music and

ROBIN MALONE

Marshall.

10:00

8:00

Duggan and

DUE

ray and E. G.

Paintings from
two of Chicago's

between Johnny and
a nomadic chin over
the capture of a wild
horse. With James

Stacy, Wayne

r

rer, Fred MacMur-.

9:30
11 Chicago Festival

killer who

a

his crew to

mutiny. With Van
Johnson, Jose Fer-

9:20
32 News

Trouble -arises

FOR A

Humphrey Bogart as
the arrogant skipper
of a submarine who

stole a Van Gogh.

2 Lancer

Ink

".The Caine
Mutiny" stars

causes

Carmel.

Speech

00

10:55

2 Movie

Lane and Roger C.

11 TN College

NEVER BE
ABLE 70 TAKE

9 Perry Mason
A lawsuit over the

7 It Takes a Thief
Robert Wagner is

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

2:31)

Five Minutes to

Live By

steady population
growth.

Peaker, Kay Med-

2:50

2 News

1(1:45

ford, Shelley
Berman and

5 Tonight Show
Bob Crane sits in
for Johnny Carson.

2:55

2 Meditation

EEK & MEEK
14/140 PAYS YOU TO
DESIGA..) THESE CITY SLUMS,

FIELDSTONE ?

AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.
191-- llu uselessness of worry

ma\ well be brought home to
sou todas In the form of
losses Spend your time wise-

Or

Iy

PIS( 1 S (I eh 20-Nlareh
21) --Make plans for the future

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
go.eabe,
THAT mcgrP
IN HAWAII

moves now to insure getting
what you want

DIP MG A
Wopt,r, OF

TAURUS (April 21 -May

21) --Requests made at this
well

may

loo! .1.

granted.

he

Don t make demands on
others during

the

Answer to Previous Puzzle
AFTER VEARS
OF BROWBEAT106, THE

STAFF, r
CAN COUNT
ON THEIR

forenoon,

DESIRE To
SERVE AS

22 -June

DURING MY

however

GFMINI (N1as

a

THE BORN LOSER

BL aggressive, make the

time

.

1141 6, MA Mc. TM. In. US. ht. ON.

It will

help you into a better mood
tot work
22 -April
ARII S ( %ha
things definitely do
not come to him who waits.

N

4'wdexor-o0 4

now while the present is
somewhat depressing

PO
I

ABsuoes WITH

211 -Make an effort to he
more well-rounded than you
have been Cultivate your

Variety

KEEP 'EA OFf -

ScIZET I -

A.

wAtfi ,o145

11110

11-1134 -Al t

THE -

ACROSS
1 Song bird

5 Statute
B Serene

Accomposti
i-IGATuTRISRKI

12 French river
13 Hawaiian
pepper
14 Exchange
premium
15 Girl's name
16 Seine
17 Equal

TO

I HAVE, A DAY
sEA:30RLYmA.T

OBEDIENCE!

mental as well as your
physical talents

( AN( 1 R thine 22 -July
231 --Business or

started

ventures

professional

now could

prove extremely profitable. A

good time for extending

IrlEA5Y'S
IMPASSIONED

MR. LEAcOcK, PLEASE FORGIVE
THIS SPOT OF BOTHER 50 LATE-

STORY PRODS
POLICE TO CALL

yourself

LO ( ulv 24 -Aug.

you would keep present rumor

RELUCTANTLY
AT WAPPING

from growing to overwhelm-

ing proportions, make no
denial, correct details of

LAWMEN?

i'M MIGHTY
HONOREE! I
LIKE EARLY
CALLERS:

/SO TO BED AT

( Aug

YOU BEEN NIBBLIN,

WE APOLOsizE NO

SUNDOWN' AMP WAS

ENR,.BUT THIS ROBBERY

4V5T GETTIW 01,1

SUSPECT INSISTS

SAW SOME MISSING
ART 'ERE TONIGHT:
AND THAT -

S

eossio instead

VIRGO

18 Oozed

CAPTAIN EASY

-

LOCO WEED, STRANGER?.
NOWT, `,CIU SIT IN WITH
TH' DRAWBRIDGE UP 3

YOU CAN'T LIE
OUT 0'

CREEP! I'LL

SHOW TIT COPS

THAT LOOT N
THE TUNNEL:

1,

CI

24 -Sept.

231 --The more knowledge you
have of other people's experience in the field, the more
likely you are to have success.
TM. I.. U S ht W

Answers to
Hideaword
garble
gable
garb
germ
gale
gamble
game
glare
gram
grab
beam
bream
meal
male
mare

regal
rale
able
amble

hear
bare
brag
blare
barge
berg
berm

RAOlcAL. TALK !

ji

19 Babylonian.

deity
21 Enervate

32 Require
33 Male

24 High cards
children
28 Morindin
36 Ingress
23 Oleic acid.
dye
42 Pedal digit
salt
29 Drafts
46 Punitive
24
Fruit
drinks
34 River valley 25 Vehicle
47 Article
35 Arikara
37 Margarine
7
5
6
4
3
2
38 Great Lake
39 Kansas (ab.) 12
13
40 Was espied
41 Beginning
16
15
43 Size of shot
20 21
19
44 Scatters, as 16

drama

SWELL! NOW LET ME.
GIVE YOU MY

OPINION !

-4
NOW NE'S
BEGINNING TO

MAKE 56A150

48 River in

South
Carolina

lamb
1, NIA. lat M.

LW 0 F.: W. 06

24

25

25

52 Lion, for

38

n

57 Assam.

41

85 Falsehood,
66 Close to '

48

42

49

50

29

28

27

35

silkworm
58 Convent
worker
60 Artifice
61 Soft mineral
62 Circle part
63 Athena
64 Encourage

53 Persia
54 Hybrid

animal
55 Bewildered
56 Shakespearean king
59 Swiss canton
9

10

11

30 31

32

33

8
14
17

23

34

instance

earl
large
lear
lame

lager
rage
real
ream'

26 Pseudonym 48 Bristle
7 Irrigate
49 Desert
of Lamb
8 Head covers
nomad
27 Soothsayer
9 Awry
50 African
30 Misplaced
10 Mortgage
stream
31 Nautical
11 Greater
51 Diplomacy
term
quantity

45 Musical

amber

blam
blame
blear
bale
marl
merl
realm
ramble

rabbi

6 Hail!

hay

THE WILLETS
T1-IAT DOES IT ! I REFUSE
TO LISTEN TO SUCH

GAMBLER

20 Hebrew
ascetic
22 Talmudic

DOWN

I Afflictions
2 Irritate
3 Essential
being
4 Kind of
tide
5 Monument,
for instance

36

37
44)

44

43

62

61

63

57

51 69

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

64

55 66

11
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(B) Trench bracing shall be employed, If necessary to maintain these
maximum widths of trench. The bottom of the trench excavation shall con-

sewer pipe of various classes of the locations and to the lines and
grades designated on the Contract Drawings in compliance with the
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form to the details shown on the plans.

following listed specifications:
DESCRIPTION

Pipe used for storm sewers shall

EXCAVATION BELOW GRADE

be reinforced concrete of various

In some instances, trees, fire hydrants, sidewalks and other obstructions

open cut excavation. In such cases, the contractor shall excavate by
means of short tunnels in order to protect such obstructions against
damage. Such short tunnel work shall be considered incidental to the
construction of the pipe line and shall not be grounds for extra payment

Pipe eight (8)inches in diameter and larger shall be

The type, class and strength of pipe to be used shall be as shown

pipes 30 inches or more in dibineter, the length of the unit shall be
less titan six (6) feat. BITUMINOUS JOINTS FOR STORM SEWERS
for bituminous joints shall conform

to ASTM
Pipe ends designated
Designation C76. Bituminous material shall consist of a homogenous blend
by
the
engineer.
of bitumen, inert filler, and suitable solvent approved

This item provides for the construction of manholes

IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

I: That a local improvement shall be made in the Villoge
of Mount Prospect, Cook County, Illinois, the nature. character, locality
and description of which improvement is as follows:
That a system of concrete storm water sewers consisting of reinforced

concrete units in conformance with the detail shown on the drawings.
ITEM NO 20 - CATCH BASIN, TYPE "C"
This item provides for the construction of catch basins made of pre -cast
concrete units in conformance with the detail shown on the drawings.
ITEM NO 21 CATCH BASIN, TYPE "C" (Special)

Temporary support, adequate protection and maintenance of all underground and surface structures, drains, sewers and other obstructions
encountered in the progress of the work shall be furnished by the contractor at his expense and under the direction of the engineer. The
structures which may have been disturbed shall be restored upon com-

of pre -cast concrete units
drawings.

PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND SURFACE STRUCTURES
Trees, shrubbery, fences, poles and all other property

ITEM NO 23 - FRAME AND LID, TYPE 1 (Closed Lid)

Drawings or by the Engineer.

LINE "B" Beginning at and intercepting Line "A" on the east parkway
of Busse Road and south parkway of the proposed Crandon lane; thence

ITEM NO 24 - GRATE, TYPE 8

This item includes the furnishing and installation of cast iron grates
the grades designated on the Contract Drawings
at the locations and to

143 feet; thence west to the west parkway of
Busse Road, a distance of 77 feet, at which point it shall connect to
an existing 54" line which extends to the north.

north a distance of

Responsibility

This item includes the furnishing and installation of cast iron frame
the
as specified (or approved equal) at the locations and to

in

the west parkway of Busse Road and running westerly on the south
half of the .existing pavement on Bonita Avenue to the intersection of

lid
grades designated on the Contract Drawings or by the Engineer.
ITEM NO 26 TYPE 5 (Modified) CURB AND GUTTER REMOVAL AND

Bonita Avenue and Verde Drive.

REPLACEMENT

This item shall include the removal of damaged, settled or interfering
combination concrete curb and gutter and the replacement of the combination concrete curb and gutter in compliance with the State of Illinois
Standards and as designated by the Engineer.

intersection of Bonita Avenue and Harlon Avenue; thence southerly
of the existing pavement on Bonita Avenue to
the north parkway of Lincoln Road; thence westerly for a distance of
approximately 500 feet along the north parkway of Lincoln Road to
a point on Lincoln Road and Meier Road, at which point it shall intercept
the

along the west half

an existing 16" drain tile.
LINE "G" Beginning at and connecting to the proposed Line "F" above

the west half of the existing pavement on Bonita Avenue and running
westerly for a distance of approximately 540 feet in the south half
of the existing pavement on Audrey Lone to the intersection of Audrey
111

Lane and Audrey Court.

This item shall consist of the removal and replacement of bituminous
concrete pavement or driveway surface at the locations shown on the
plans or as directed by the Engineer.

locations where the bituminous surface
shall be mode in a neat
is to be removed. The limits of the removal
workmanlike manner; however, the edge will not have to be saw -cut.
After installation of the storm sewer and trench backf ill, the base course
surface and edges of the remaining bituminous concrete shall be prime
coated, and then place a minimum of 3" thick layer of bituminous
concrete, Sub -Class 1.11 on the exposed base. The finished surface shall
surface.
be flush with the surface of the adjoining bituminous concrete
The bituminous concrete shall be compacted to a minimum 93 percent
a roller
with
voidless
mixture
a
of the maximum possible density of
The Engineer shall mark all

or mechanical compactor.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND BASIS OF PAYMENT:

This work shall be measured in square yards replaced in conformance

LINE "I" Beginning at and connecting to an existing 21" line in the
south parkway of Hatton Avenue and the westerly line of lot 58 and
Unit No. 4
the easterly line of lot 59 in Hatlen Heights Subdivision,

Bars installed at the location shown on the Contract Drawings, and
all necessary labor, material and equipment.
ITEM NOS 31 & 32 - ADJUSTING WATER SERVICE LINES, & ADJUSTING

extended; thence southerly along said easterly line of lot 59 and westerly
line of lot 58 to the rear lot line of said lots 5B and 59, a distance
of approximately 147 feet southerly of the south line of Hatlen Avenue

SANITARY SEWERS, 8" DIAMETER OR LESS

in the aforesaid subdivision.

All work and materials required to adjust sanitary sewer or water
shall conform
service lines which interfere with proposed construction
to the State of Illinois "Standard Specifications far Road and Bridge

Construction", Section 74. The contract unit prices shall include new pipe
of the required material and diameter complete in place ready for use.

Beginning at and connecting to on existing 18" line located
Road and 60 feet west
01 a point in the north parkway of Lincoln
of the west line of the intersection of Rotten Avenue and Lincoln Road;
Lincoln
Road to a point
the
north
parkway
of
thence westerly along
628 feet west of the intersection of Hatlen Avenue and Lincoln Road,
said Resolution,
to
the
plans
and
details
attached
as shown on the
on file in the office of the Secretary of the Board of Local Improvements

North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County,

41

Illinois.

Drawings.
ITEM NO 35 - GRAVEL CRADLE
GENERAL:

Grovel cradle, conforming to the details indicated on the plans shall
except
be constructed prior to the placement of all storm sewer pipes,required
when omission is ordered by the Engineer. Gravel cradle shall be
on storm sewers where indicated on the Drawings or Special Provisions,
or where ordered by the Engineer. Material for gravel cradle shall be
Grade 8 crushed stone.
MEASUREMENT:

Measurement of gravel cradle shall be made by the cubic yard in
place, based on the quantities per lineal foot for the respective size

storm sewer pipe as indicated on the plans. Wherever the term "pipe"

of the Southeast I/4, Section 9,
Township 41 North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, Cook
right of way line of Arlington
the
East
of
County, Illinois, lying East
Heights Road, excluding therefrom those properties incorporated in the

F: That part of the East

I/2

Village of Arlington Heights. Parcel 0: That part of the West 1/2
Parcel G: That part of the West 1:2 of the Northwest 1/.1, Section 11, Town-

ship 41 North, Range, II, Cook County, Illinois lying West of the West line
of Weller Creek.

PAYMENT:

Payment for gravel cradle shall be made at the contract unit price
per cubic yard for Grade 8 crushed stone. The contract unit price for
gravel cradle shall also include the cost of removing and disposing of

Scope of Work

The work to be included under this contract shall be the furnishing
tools, and equipment and the furnishing, installing, delivery
and testing of all materials required to completely install improvements
to the Storm Sewer System, consisting of storm sewer pipe and apdrawings and as
purtenances, complete in place, as shown on the
of labor,

hereinafter specified.

All excavating, backfilling and disposal of any excess material

is

in-

cluded.
Location of Project

The Storm sewers are to be constructed in Hatlen Heights Subdivision
and The Proposed Crandon Manor Subdivision in the Village of Mount

For the purpose of this project, underground conduits shall be considered

or "pipe line" is used it shall mean storm sewer.
Excavation and backfill shall include all excavation, backfilling, com-

pacting, disposal of surplus material, restoration of all disturbed surfaces
except seeding and sodding, and all other work incidental to the 'conexcavation which may
struction of trenches, including any additional
be required for manholes or other structures forming a part of the

material shall be kept out of the pipe and off the jointing surfaces.

All pipe laid shall be retained in position so as to maintain alignment

In easements across private property, the contractor shall confine all
operations in the easement area and shall be responsible and liable
for all damage outside of the casement area. Trees, fences, shrubbery
or other type of surface improvements located in easements will require
protection during construction. The provisions of PROTECTION OF PROcasement areas

available to the contractor a copy of the construction casements.

a trench to be excavated which will afford sufficient room for proper
efficiency and proper construction. Where sidewalks, driveways, pavements
and curb and gutter are encountered, Care shall be taken to protect
such against fracture or disturbance beyond reasonable working Ilrhits.
EXCAVATION BY HAND OR MACHINE

excavation by machine methods cannot be made without material damage

The drawings applicable to the work to be performed under this contract

or regulations.
Surface depressions resulting from backf ill subsidence caused by water soaking shall be refilled to the satisfaction of the engineer.
UNSUITABLE BACKFILL MATERIAL

deficiency of suitable backfill material due to

a

Where there
rejection of part or all of the exrovnted material as unsatisfactory backfill
purposes, the contractor shall furnish satisfactory backfill material waste
from trench excavation in other locations or from other sources furnished
by the contractor. Backf ill furnished and disposal of unsatisfactory material
under these circumstances shall be paid for separately at the contract unit
price for "Grade 8 Crushed Stone Backf ill", if ordered, or on an extra work
is

a

basis if native material is used.
SECTION II - RESTORATION OF SURFACES
GENERAL

and which are referred to

in

this document as the plans or as the

contract drawings, ore numbered and described as follows:

PIPE SIZE

VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS
HATLEN HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT NO. 70

1

3 to 9

10 and 11

"Standard

Specifications

for

Road

Description

18"

Title Sheet & Location Maps
Plans and Profiles
General Notes & Details

21"
24"
27"

and

Bridge

2%4"

10"
12"

STORM SEWERS

Sheet No.
and 2

Max. Width at Top of Pipe

Construction"

PIPE SIZE

prepared by the Department of Public Works and Buildings of the State
of Illinois mid adopted by said Department January 3, 1966, shall govern
Hatlen
the construction of the proposed improvement designated as

30"
33"
36"
39"

The following special provisions supplement these specifictitions, and
in case of conflict the special provisions shall take precedence and shall

42"
48"
54"
60"
66"

Heights Subdivision, Special Assessment No. 70, Storm Sewers.

govern.
B. UNIT PRICE CONSTRUCTION ITEMS
ITEM NOS 1 THRU 15 REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE SEWERS
'

2'-7"
2%10"

3'.2"
3.-6"
3'.9"
4%1"

Max Width at Top of Pipe
4%5"

4'.9"
5%8"

6' 0"
6'.3"

6'10"

T-5"
8'.0"
8'-7"

end forward or upgrade, unless approved pipe shall be kept tightlyclosed
is not in progress th forward end of t

sewer eat least eighteen (18) inches above or below
withonaprovedlPcr)plg.
that
not practical to provide such a separation,

the water main. Where it is
care shall be taken to ascertain that the water main being crossed

in good sound condition and that no evidence and history of joint
If any
is known in the existing water main in that vicinity.
such evidence does exist, the water main shall be exposed at least
ten (10) feet each side of the sewer pipe crossing, carefully examined

is

water mains, but the contractor shall cooperate in every way possible.
Dewotering sufficient to maintain the water level at or below the
trench bottom or base of the bedding course, shall be

surface of

accomplished prior to pipe laying and jointing, if not prior to excavation
and placing of the bedding. The dewatering operation, however ac
complished, shall be carried out so that it does not destroy or weaken
the strength of the soil under or alongside the trench. Tine normal water
restored to its natural level in such a manner as to
th°pipe and its foundation,

table shall be
not
PIPE

JOINTINGdisturb

Type of joint to he "sari will conform to the requirements of bituminous

joints for storm sewers.
JOINT SEALER

The elastic or mastic joint sealer shall be used in accordance with
recommendations of the monuf actor°, After each joint is sealed, it shall

\ be wiped clean on the inside.
\JOINTING OF DISSIMILAR PIPES

For dissimilar pipes where suitable adaptor couplings are not available,
a special fabricated coupling

jointing shall be accomplished with
or concrete encasement 0$ specified.
the

SEWER LINE CONNECTIONS

be shown on the plans.

After approval of the connection, the trench shall be backfilled as specified

REMOVAL OF PAVEMENT, SIDEWALK, DRIVEWAY AND CURB

Wherever the pipe is located along or across an improved surface,
to the
the width of the trench shall be held as nearly as possible
maximum width specified in Section I. Where concrete pavement, sidewalk,
cut,
the
width
of
the
cut
shall
exceed
the
actual
driveway or curbing is
width of the top of the trench by twelve (12) inches on each side
Exposed surfaces of Portland cement or
or a total of two (2) feet.
asphaltic concrete shall be cut with a pavement saw before breaking.
Care shall be taken in cutting to insure that a straight joint is sawed.
CURBS, GUTTERS AND STRUCTURES
GENERAL

The contractor shall restore (unless otherwise specified or ordered by
the engineer) all permanent type pavements, sidewalks, driveways, curbs,
gutters, shrubbery, fences, poles and other property and .surf ace structures
removed or disturbed during or as a result of construction operations
to a condition which is equal in appearance and quality to the condition

existed before the work began. The surface of all improvements
in appearance
shall be constructed of the same material and match
surface
of the improvement which was removed. Where Grade 8
the
used,
the
restoration
shall
be
made
as soon
Crushed Stone Backf ill is
as possible after the back fill has been completed.

Placing and compacting of the base course material shall conform
to the methods described in the "Standard Specifications for Road and

the following widths:

be
The sewer pipe, unless otherwise approved by the engineer, shall
from
laid up grade from point of connection on the existing sewer or
the
bell
The sewer pipe shall be installed with
a designated starting point.
otherwise. When pipe laying

disposal of surplus material, and the construction of new surfaces
as indicated on the plans. The type of surface restoration required shall

be employed.
WIDTH OF EXCAVATION
top of the
not exceed

;nch maximum.

DEWATERING

Fire hydrants shall be accessible at all times to the Fire Deparment.
No material or other obstructions shall be placed closer to a fire hydrant
than permitted by municipal ordinances, rules, or regulations, or within
five (5) feet of, a fire hydrant, in the absence of such ordinances, rules,

BITUMINOUS SURFACE -FLEXIBLE BASE

The bottom width of the trench at and below sthe
pipe and inside the sheeting and bracing, if used, shall

in a level or reverse sloping invert; provided also, that variatem
in the invert elevation between adjoining ends of pipe, clue to noncno
centricity of joining surface and pipe interior surfaces, does not exceed
2)
one sixty-fourth (I / 64) per inch of pipe diameter, or one half
result

expense.

being done to public and private improvements, hand excavation shall

(A)

laying operations.
Variance from established line and grade shall not be greater than
of pipe diameter and not
to caned one-half (1/2) inch, provided that any such variation does not

one thirty-second (1-32) of an inch per inch

under pressure and any defects shall be positively corrected. The Owner
will arrange for examining any correcting any defects in the existing

The base replacement shall consist of Grade 8 Crushed Stdne.

Bridge Construction" for stone base courses.

Plans

line and grade shown on the plans, within the limits that follow. At
least three batterboards shall be maintained in position during all pipe

Water required for water soaking - If the contractor desires to use
water front hydrants, he shall make application to the proper authorities,
and shall conform to the municipal ordinances, rules, or regulations concerning their use. Water shall be furnished from hydrants at the Owner's

that

Where working space will permit, trenches may be excavated by
machine, provided that by so doing, public and private improventents
will not be subjected to an unreasonable amount of damage. If, however,

and joint closure until sufficient backf ill has been completed to adequately
hold the pipe in place. All pipe shall be laid to cool irm to the prescribed

leakage

REPLACEMENT OF PERMANENT TYPE PAVEMENT, SIDEWALKS, DRIVEWAYS,

pipe line.

Prospect, Illinois.

The

Laying of sewer pipe shall be accomplished to lino and grade in
the trench only after it has been dewatered and the bedding has been
prepared in accordance with Section I. Mud, silt, gravel and other foreign

the

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
SECTION I - EXCAVATION AND BACKFILL FOR UNDERGROUND CONDUITS
DESCRIPTION

Along the proposed pipe lines as indicated on the plans, the contractor
shall remove the surface materials only to such widths as will permit

A. GENERAL

SEWER PIPE LAYING

Restoration of surfaces shall include the removal of the existing surface,

the material replaced by the gravel cradle.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
BITUMINOUS SURFACE REMOVAL

SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIAL PROVISIONS

and the cause remedied before proceeding with the work.

CONSTRUCTION IN EASEMENTS

to all

at

The contractor shall constantly check line and grade of the battarboards
and the pipe and in the event they do not meet specified limits described
hereinafter, the work shall be immediately stopped, the engineer notified,

The contractor shall carry on the work in a manner which will cause
o minimum of interruption to traffic, and may close to through travel

PERTY AND SURFACE STRUCTURES shall apply

fifty (50) foot maximum
a
a change in line and grade will be provided by the

Survey line and grade control hubs at
spacingineer.and

WATER SOAKING

Illinois.

Parcel

SECTION V CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
SURVEY LINE AND GRADE

not more than two consecutive blocks, including the cross street intersected.
provide
Where traffic must cross open trenches, the contractor shall
suitable bridges at street intersections and driveways. The contractor
indicating
shall post, where described by the engineer, suitable signs
that a street is closed and necessary detour signs for the proper maintenance of traffic. Prior to closing of any streets, the contractor shall
notify responsible municipal authorities.

Granular materials used for trench backfill under pavements, driveways
and sidewalks and at oilier locutions designated by the Engineer, shall
be
consist of State of Illinois Grade 8 crushed stone. Payment shall
mode at the contract unit price per cubic yard, and the quantity shall
Provisions
and
Contract
the
Special
accordance
with
be computed in

of conduit, as shown on the plans.

C:

Of the

MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC AND CLOSING OF STREETS

to

The west V2 of the Northwest VA, Section 10, Township
41 North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County,
Illinois, excluding therefrom those properties incorporated in the Village
of Arlington Heights.
10, Township
Parcel D: The Eost V2 of the Southwest rA, Section
41 North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County,
in
the Village
Illinois, excluding therefrom those properties incorporated
of Arlington Heights.
Parcel E: The entire West V2 of the Southwest L'4, Section 10, Township
41 North, Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County,
Parcel

Pipe ends designated for bituminous joints shall conform to ASTM
Designation C76. Bituminous material shall consist of a homogneous blend
of bitumen, inert filler, and suitable solvent approved by the engineer.

adjust the water mains, complete in place and ready for use.
ITEM NO 34 - GRADE 8 CRUSHED STONE BACKFILL

the following legal descriptions:
Parcel A: Hatlen Heights, a subdivision of the Village of Mount Prospect,
Illinois, which subdivision is located in the West V2 of the Northeast
Vz, Section 10, Township 41 North, Range I1, East of the Third Principal
Meridian, Cook County, Illinois, and the South V2 of the East 1/2 of
II, East of
the Northeast 1/z, Section 10, Township 41 North, Range
the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County, Illinois. The outfall of said
of way of
the
proposed
right
in
storm sewer system shall be located
Crandon Lane, located in the proposed subdivision of Crandon Manor,
114
of the
the
Southwest
a subdivision of part of the South I/2 of
of
Northwest lrq of Section 11, Township 41 North, Range 11, East
the Third Principal Meridian, Cook County, Illinois.
Parcel B: The entire East V2 of the Northwest I/4, Section 10, Township

BITUMINOUS JOINTS FOR STORM SEWERS

All work and materials required to adjust water mains which interfere
with proposed construction shall conform to State of Illinois "Standard
Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction". The contract unit price
per pound small include cutting, de -watering, sterilizing, blocking tic bars

24", 30", 48", 54" and 60" at the several locations as shown on the
The properties to be benefited both directly and inclirectly fall within

or horizontal alignment

lets than 6 feet.

INTERRUPTION TO UTILITIES
The contractor shall take all
to existing utilities. However, in

ITEM NO 33 - CAST IRON PIPE AND FITTINGS AND APPURTENANCES

and clamps, backfilling and all other work and material required

aforesaid plans.

Reinforced concrete pipe shall conform to ASTM Designation C76. For
the unit shall be

pipes 30 inches or more in diameter, the length of

as well as to public right-of-way. Precautions shall be token by adequate
sheeting or other approved method to prevent any cave-in or subsidence
beyond the easement limits or damage to improvements within the easement. In general, the easement area is intended to provide reasonable
access and working area for efficient operation by the contractor. Where
easement space for efficient operation is not provided, the contractor
shall be responsible for organizing his operations to perform within the
restrictions shown on the plans. When requested, the Owner shall make

of the Village of Mount Prospect.

Said sewers are to be of internal diameter of 10", 12", 15", 18",

The type, class and strength of pipe to be used shall be as shown

resonable precautions against damage
the event of a break in an existing
wotermain, gas mnin, sewer or underground cable, he shall immediately
notify a responsible official from the organization operating the utility
interrupted. The contractor shall lend all possible assistance in restoring
service and shall assume all costs, charges or claims connected with
the interruption and repair of such services.

ITEM NO 30 - REINFORCED CONCRETE HEADWALL FOR 60 INCH PIPE
This item includes the furnishing of Class "X" Concrete and Reinforcing

'

vertical

in

CONCRETE PIPE, REINFORCED

in such removal shall not be cause for claim for damages by the contractor.

METHOD OF WORK:

contract unit price per square yard for SURFACE REMOVAL AND REPLACE.
labor,
MENT, which price shall be payment in full for all necessary
materials and equipment.

the intersection of the west line of Beverly Lane and Lincoln Road.

the

diameter and larger shall be furnished

on the plans.

proposed pipe line, the engineer shall order a change in grade or alignment or shall direct the contractor to arrange with the owners of the
utilities for their removal. If a change in grade of an existing sanitary
sewer is necessary, the engineer will direct as to the new revised line
and grade. Cost of removal, modificOtion and -or replacement of existing
structures or utilities shall be borne by the Owner; however, delay cause

with the detail shown on the drawings, and shall be paid for at the

LINE "H" Beginning at and connecting to an existing 18" line in
the intersection of Crestwood Lone and Hatlen Avenue; thence southerly
to a
in the west half of the existing pavement on Crestwood Lane
point in the north parkway of Lincoln Rood and Crestwood Lane; thence
to
approximately
Road
Lincoln
westerly along the north parkway of

to

impediment

an

in

MATERIALS
PIPE MATERIALS

Wherever obstructions are encountered during the progress of the work
and interfere to such an extent shot an alteration Sr the plan is required,
the engineer shall have the authority to change the plans and order
a deviation from the line and grade or arrange with the owners of
the structures for the removal, relocation or reconstruction of the obstructions. Where gas, water, telephone, electrical or other existing utilities
are

incites

units of not less than three (3) feet.

DEVIATIONS OCCASIONED BY OTHER STRUCTURES OR UTILITIES

ITEM NO 29 - SURFACE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
DESCRIPTION:

along Bonito Avenue.
LINE "F" Beginning at and connecting to an existing 30" line at

LINE

the plans.
Pipe eight .18)

ITEM NO 26 - PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE SIDEWALK (5")
furnish
This item shall include all material, labor and equipment to
and place as directed by the Engineer. Thickness shall be five (5) inches.

the existing pavement on Bonita Avenue to a point 121 feet west of
it
the intersection of Bonito Avenue and Verde Drive, at which point
shall intercept on existing 30" line, which 30" litre extends to the west

Pipe used for storm sewers shall be reinforced concrete.
GENERAL

tory to the engineer.
CAUTION IN EXCAVATION
excavation and
The contractor shall proceed with caution in the
preparation of the trench so that the exact location of underground
structures, both known and unknown, may be determined, and he shall
be held responsible for the repair of such structures when broken or
otherwise damaged by him.

curb and gutter removal and replacement.

1

SECTION IV - PIPE MATERIALS AND TESTING FOR SEWERS
DESCRIPTION

Where reference is made to an ASTM or ASSHO designation, it shall
revision at time of call for bids, except as noted on
be the latest

This item shall include the removal and disposal of concrete sidewalk
interfering with the construction of the storm sewer or the combination

LINE "E" Beginning in nn easement and connecting to the proposed
Line "D" above, which easement lies 011 the north line of Hatton Heights
and running south in the east half of the existing
Subdivision, Unit No.
pavement on Sivik Street to a point in the north half of the existing
pavement on Bonito Avenue; thence westerly along the north half of

Village.

for damage caused by con-

the contractor. Settlement of any damage or claims for damage shall

ITEM NO 27 - SIDEWALK REMOVAL

Drive.

for any damage or

claims

of the entire construction area shall meet with the requirements of the

be made by the contractor as soon as possible and in a manner satisfac-

and

LINE "D" Beginning at the existing head wall on the existing 54"
storm sewer and located in on easement in the rear of lot 6 in block
1, also known as 1710 Bonito
I of Hatlen Heights Subdivision, Unit No.
Avenue; thence westerly for a distance of approximately 1600 feet along
on existing and proposed easement to the west proposed easement of
Dana Point; thence north for a distance of approximately 400 feet along
the proposed easement (on the west property line of Dana Point) to
the north half of the existing pavement of Grindel Drive; thence west
Drive to the
in the north half of the existing pavement on Grindel
intersection of the east right of way line of Audrey Lane and Grindel

manholes, catch basins, fire hydrants and other appurtenances shall be
cleaned of all debris and foreign material.
After all backf ill hos been completed, the ground surface shall be
shaped to conform to the contour of adjacent surfaces. General cleanup

struction operations to shrubbery or other landscape improvements which
were not authorized for removal by the engineer shall be assumed by

or by the Engineer. ITEM NO 25 - FRAME AND LID, (Neenah - R3246)

LINE "C" Beginning at and connecting to the existing 54" sewer line

engineers at the earliest possible date.
SECTION III - FINISHING AND CLEANUP FOR UNDERGROUND CONDUITS
CLEANUP
Before acceptance of underground conduits construction, oil pipes,

after construction is completed, at the contractor's expense. Any trees,
shrubbery or other vegetation which are approved for removal or ordered
for removal by the engineer in order to facilitate construction operations
shall be removed completely, including stumps and roots, by the contractor.

This item includes the furnishing and installation of cast iron frames
and lids at the locations and to the grades designated on the Contract

all existing 24" line, which extends to the south.

All surplus materials and all tools and temporary structures shall be
removed from the site by the contractor. All dirt, rubbish and excess
earth from the excavation shall be hauled to a dump provided by the
contractor and the construction site left clean and acceptable to the

and surface
structures shall be protected during construction operations unless their
is
authorized
by
the
engineer.
Any
removal for purposes of construction
fences, poles or other man made surface improvements which arc moved
original
condition,
or disturbed by the contractor shall be restored to the

This item provides for the construction of inlets mode of precast concrete
units in conformance with the detail shown on the drawings.

LINE "A" Beginning at a point on the west side of Weller Creek
and the south parkway of the proposal Crandon Lane; thence westerly
to a point
along the south parkway of the proposed Crandon Laneshall intercept
on the west parkway of Busse Road, at which point it

CLEANING UP

pletion of the work.

ITEM NO 22 - INLET, TYPE "A"

the Village of Mount Prospect, Cook County,

Illinois, shall be constructed in the following locations:

Surplus excavated material not needed for bock fill shall be promptly
removed from the site to locations provided by the contractor, or as
designated by the engineer. The cost of removal and disposal of surplus
excavated materials will be included in the prices bid and no additional
payment will be allowed therefor.

STRUCTURE PROTECTION

This item provides for the construction of a special catch basin Made
in conformance with the detail shown on the

concrete pipe, inlets, manholes, and catch basins, together with removal
and restoration of pavement surfaces, curbs, culverts, and all other work
necessary, required and specified by the plans, profiles, and specifications

DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS EXCAVATED MATERIAL

provisions shall be observed.

This item provides for the construction of catch basins made of pre -cast

SECTION

employed.

which may serve as obstructions to traffic shall be enclosed by fences
or barricades and shall be 'protected by proper lights when the visibility
is poor. The rules and regulations of the local authorities respecting safety

ITEM NO 18 MANHOLES TO BE RECONSTRUCTED
cleaning, mortaring, trimming of existing
This item shall consist of
in the new storm
sewer stubs, pouring of concrete bench and tieing
sewer pipe.
ITEM NO 19 . CATCH BASIN, TYPE "A"

THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

I

To protect persons from injury and to avoid property damage, adequate
barricades, construction signs, torches, red lanterns and guards as required
shall be placed and maintained by the contractor at Iris expense during
the progress of the construction work and until it is safe for traffic
to use the roads and streets. All material piles, equipment and pipe

concrete units in conformance with the detail shown on the drawings.

OF

trench, any damage shall be replaced at the contractor's expense. Where
sidewalk parallel to a proposed pipe line is to be removed and replaced,
the engineer shall determine the extent of such removal and replacement.
The contractor may elect to construct the conduit in a tunnel with the
approval of the engineer. In such on event, he shall be compensated
by payment of the amounts of driveways, sidewalks, or curbs and gutters
which hove been measured for payment hod open cut methods been

BARRICADES, GUARDS AND SAFETY PROVISIONS

in
This item provides for the construction of manholes cast -in place,
conformance with the detail shown on the drawings.
ITEM NO 17 48" MANHOLES, TYPE "A"
mode of precast

THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT,
COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

than two (2) feet from the edge of the sidewalk, driveway, curb or
curb and gutter. Where the items are at a greater distance from the

obstructed.

ITEM NO 16 . MANHOLES, TYPE "B"

AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR THE MAKING
OF A LOCAL IMPROVEMENT IN AND FOR

in

All excavated material shall be piled in a manner that will not endanger
the work and that will avoid obstructing sidewalks and driveways. Fire
hydrants under pressure, valve pit covers, valve boxes, curb stop boxes,
or other utility controls shall be left unobstructed and accessible until
the work is completed. Gutters shall be. kept clear or other satisfactory
provisions made. for street drainage. Natural watercourses shall not be

Reinforced concrete pipe shall conform to ASTM Designation C76. For

of Special Assessment No.70 at their special meeting to be held on October 22,
1968 at the hour of 8.00 P.M. in the Village Hall, 112 East Northwest Highway, Mount Prospect, Illinois.

all completed in place

PILING EXCAVATED MATERIAL

CONCRETE PIPE, REINFORCED

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN shot the President and Board of Trustees of the

BE

or payment for tunnel work.

on the plans.

Village of Mount Prospect, Cook County, Illinois will consider thc adoption

carried beyond or below the lines
shall, at his own

may be encountered, the proximity of which may be a hindrance to

MATERIALS:
PIPE MATERIALS

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT NOTICE
VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT,
ILLINOIS SPECIAL ASSESSMENT NO.70

is

engineer, the contractor

SHORT TUNNELS

of not less than three (3) feet.

use DAY PUBLICATIONS

the

expense, refill all such excavated space with suitable granular material.

it shall
Where reference is made to an ASTM or ASSHO designation,noted on
for bids, except as
be the latest revision at time of call
the plans.
furnished in units

Call Bill Thornburg .. 255-4400

cases where the excavation

In

and grades given by

classes.
GENERAL

for the best coverage and finest
service for your legal notices,

in the plans indicates for payment purposes, the removal and replacement
quantities per foot of length for the various pipe sizes. Additional removal
and replacement, necessary because the top of the trench is wider than
the maximum specified width at top of pipe, shall be at the contractor's
expense and not measured for payment. The length of the removal
and replacement of permanent type pavements, driveways and sidewalks
crossed by conduits shall be measured along the center of the pipe
line, including manholes, over which the removal and replacement was
made. Additional widths necessary at manholes and special structural
shall not be measured. The cost of such additional removal and replace
meet shall be included in the unit bid price for manhole& and special
structures. The length of curb or curb and gutter crossing a conduit
shall be equal for payment purposes to the specified maximum trench
width at top of pie plus two (2) feet.
Except as otherwise shown on the plans or directed by the engineer,
payment quantities for sidewalks, driveways, curbs and curbs and gutters,
removal and replacement, where such items are parallel or approximately parallel to the proposed pipe line, shall be included only
when the distance from the edge of the trench (as determined from
the assumed top of pipe trench widths shown on the plans) is less

WIDTH OF EXCAVATION

These items include the furnishing and installation of reinforced concrete

THE PROSPECT DAY

The surface replacement shall consist of a bituminous prime coat and
a bituminous modified plant mix surface course three (3) inches in thickness

conforming to the Illinois Division of Highways "Standard Specifications
for Road and bridge Construction" requirements for Bituminous Concrete
Surface Course, Subclass I-11.
CONCRETE SIDEWALKS, DRIVEWAYS, CURBS, CURBS AND GUTTERS

Where necessary to remove and replace concrete sidewalks, driveways,
curbs and curbs and gutters, replacements shall be made as follows:

Concrete sidewalks, driveways, curbs and curbs and gutters shall be
replaced with concrete meeting the applicable provisions of these specifications and having a compressive strength of not less then thirty-five hunshall
dred (3,500) p.s.i. at twenty-eight (28) days. Minimum thickness
be fiye (5) inches for sidewalks and six (6) inches for driveways.

Curb or curb and gutter dimensions and cross -sections shall conform,
installations. One-holf (V2)
as nearly as practicable with, the existing
inch pre -formed expansion joint shall be placed at intervals not exceeding
fifty (501 feet and at the junctions with existing work. Sidewalks shall
be finished to match existing adjacent sidewalk surfaces, unless otherwise
specified or directed by the engineer.
MEASUREMENT
For payment

purposes, the width of the removal and replacement
of permanent type pavements, sidewalks and driveways shall be the
'specified maximum width at top of pipe plus two (2) feet. A tabulation

Sewer line connections to trunks, mains, laterals or side sewers shall
be left uncovered until after an acceptance inspection has been made.
in Section I.

When existing drain tiles are encountered, the engineer must be notified
prior to continuance of work.
MEASUREMENT

For payment purposes, the length of sewers installed shall be measured
along the center line. No deductions in length will be made for tees,
fittings or manholes. Where a change in sewer size is involved, it shall
be assumed for measurement purposes that each sewer entering the
manhole extends to the center of the manhole. Where sewers are connected to inlets or special structures, the length of sewer for measurement
purposes shall extend to the nearest inside wall of the inlet or special
structure.

Where a depth of sewer is indicated on the bid item, it shall be
construed to mean the depth from the top of the existiny surface to
the invert of the sewer.

Where no depth is stated in the bid item for a particular size and
type of sewer, the contract unit price for all sewers of such a size
and type shall be based upon constructing sewer of that size and type
to the depths shown on the plans. Where a change in alignment or
grade, ordered by the engineer, causes a change in depth of sewer
and the bid item does not state a depth, measurement of quantity
for any addition or deduction In excavation work caused by the changes

ordered will be made in cubic yards and shall be computed by using
the average difference in depth between that shown on the plans and
that ordered by the engineer, the maximum trench width specified for
the top of pipe and the actual lengths of sewer where the change
is involved.
SECTION VI - MANHOLES FOR STORM SEWERS
DESCRIPTION

Manholes shall be leak -tight and may be constructed of pre -cast units,

concrete or cast -in -place concrete, all in accordance with plans and these
specifications.
MATERIALS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

Reinforced concrete shall consist of Portland cement, mineral aggregates
in which steel has been embedded in such manner that
the steel and concrete act together.

and water,
CEMENT

nd cement shall conform to the requirements of the Specifications
for Portland Cement ASTM C 150, or It may be air -entraining Portland
cement conforming to ASTM C 135.
WIRE FABRIC REINFORCEMENT

Reinforcement shall consist of wire conforming to ASTM A 185.

BAR REINFORCEMENT
AGEkdRrErGeiAnfroErscement shall conform to ASTM A 15, Intermediate grade.

Aggregates shall ;conform
for gradation shall not apply

C 33, except that the requirements
.

'I 2).

1.

7711 PROSPEC I DAY
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SECTION 2. That the recommendation of the Board of Local Improvements
of the Village of Mount Prospect, providing for the improvement, and the
estimate of the cost. thereof made by the Chairman of the Board of Local

0
0
0 '4'

Improvements of the Village of Mount Prospect, providing for the improvement, and the estimate of the cost thereof made by the Chairman
of the Board of Local Improvements, both hereto attached and made

r- CO

Improvements, both hereto attached and made a part hereof, be, and the some
are hereby approved.

( 0 filiniret/ fivin Page I I )
MIXTURE

The aggregates shall be so sized and graded, and proportioned and
thoroughly mixed in proportions of cement and water as will produce
a homogeneous Concrete mixture of such quality that the manhole corn.
ponents will conform to the strength and watertightness requirements
of these specifications Ad mixtures or blends may be used with the
written permi .sion of the engineer.
CURING

N

SECTION 3: That the said improvement shall be mode and the whole
(6

not le, than st vets (7) days c xeept that when high.early-strength cement
is used the curing thrall be not . less than three (3) days. Pigmented
membrane curing compound or other approved method may be applied
rn lieu of moist tonna

thereto.

components shrill be moist -cured for a period

1110111101(

STRENGTH

All concrete placed under these specifications shall have a minimum
compressive Arength of thirty-five hundred (3,500) psi at twenty-eight
(28) days Strength determination shall be in accordance with ASTM
C 39 miles, otherse, approved by the engineer.
STEPS

Manhole stet, droll be furnished and installed as shown on the "Ions.

MORTAR
MORTAR FOR JOINTING MANHOLES ON STORM SEWERS

Mortar for loinfing manhole units shall be one (1) port Portland cement
to not less than ono (1) part nor more than two (2) parts plaster
sand mixed with the least amount of clean water necessary to provide
a workable mortar
CAST IRON FRAMES, COVERS, & STEPS

PRE CAST MANHOLE COMPONENTS
Pre cast manholes shall conform

free from gravel pockets
MONOLITHIC CONCRETE MANHOLES

conform

to the

Adequate foundation for all manhole structures shall be obtained by
removal and replacement of unsuitable material with well graded granular
material or by tightening with coarse ballast rock, or by such other
means as provided for foundation preparation of the connected sewers.
the requirements

in

the pre cast e/ernern
CAST IN PLACE BASES
least six
Unless otherwise specified, cast -in -place bases shall be at
inches radially
(6) inches in thickness and shall extend at least six (6)

outside of the outside dimension of the manhole section.
PRE CAST MANHOLES

Pre cast manholes may be constructed with a

base section

pre -cast

or a monolithic base structure as specified or shown on the plans.

A pre cast bore section shall be carefully placed on the prepared
true alignment
so o., to be fully and uniformly supported in
,ure that all entering pipes can be inserted on proper

bedding

and making

grade
All lift holes and all Imre s between pre -cast elements in storm sewer

wotertightness
All lift

pre cast

on

elements for

true grade and alignment with all inlet pipes properly installed so
as to form an integral, watertight unit; or the section shall be mortared
into a suitable groove provided in the top of the monolithic base. The
first

shall

be uniformly supported by the base concrete, and

,hall not bear directly on any of the pipes.

Pre cast sections Aran be placed and aligned to provide vertical sides
and vertical alignment of the ladder rungs. The completed manhole stroll
be rigid true to dimensions and be watertight.
MONOLITHIC CONCRETE MANHOLES

Monolithic concrete manholes shall be constructed in accordance with

the provisions of this Section and the details shown on the plans.
EXCAVATION AND BACKF/LLING
to
In order to permit the joints to be mortared properly and also

permit proper compaction of the backfill material, the excavation shall
the
be made to a diameter of at least six (6) inches greater than
diameter of the structure

The space between the sides of the excavation and the outer surfaces

of the manhole shall be backfilled with Grade B Crushed Stone if the
the excavation
manhole is in a pavement or if the nearest point of
edge. If
for the manhole falls within two (2) feet of the pavement
materiel may
other
backbiting
falls
beyond
these
limits,
the structure
ill
be u .ed provided it meets with the approval of the engineer. The backf
,hall be compacted as provided in Section I. Excess excavated material

shall be disposed of in accordance with Section II.
INLET AND OUTLET PIPES

Pipe placed in the masonry for inlet or outlet connections shall extend
through the wall and beyond the outside surface of the wall a sufficient
be carefully
distance to allow for connections, and the rnasonry shall
constructed around them so as to prevent leakaage along the outer
surfaces
PLACING CASTINGS

Castings placed on concrete or masonry surface shall be set in full
(1) port
mortar beds The mortar shall be mixed in proportion of onematerials.
based on dry
cement to three (3) parts sand, by volume,
shall be set accurately to the finished elevation so that no

For Apprentice Carpenter.

DANIEL CONGREVE,

z

RICHARD H. MONROE,

Village Clerk

The estimated cost of the improvement and recommendation of the Board
of Local Improvements Is as follows.
ESTIMATE OF COST

10 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class III
12 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
12 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class III
15 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
15 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class III
18 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
24 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
24 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class III
24 inch Reinforced Coricrefe Pipe, ClasSV
30 inch Reinforced CoriCrete Pipe; Class II
30 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class III
48 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
54 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Clas
60 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class II
60 inch Reinforced Concrete Pipe, Class IV

609 Lin. Ft.
1,373 Lin. Ft.
148 Lin. Ft.
287 Lin. Ft.
160 Lin. Ft.
20 Lin. Ft.
465 Lin. Ft.
432 Lin. Ft..

iTirin.

Ft.

1,663 Lin. Ft.
812 Lin. Ft.
315 Lin. Ft.
948 Lin. Ft.
855 Lin. Ft.
77 Lin. Ft.

Manhole, Type "B"
Manhole, Type "A"
Manholes to be reconstructed
Catch Basin, Type "A"
Catch Basin, Type "C"
Catch Basin, Type "C" (Special)
Inlet, Type "A"
Frame and Lid, Type I (closed lid)

11 Each
18 Each
5 Each
11 Each
I Each
2 Each
12 Each
31 Each
5 Each
19 Each

Carpet Cleaning
up. 894-9141.

exp.

Removal and Replacement
Sidewalk Removal
P.C. Concrete Sidewalk (5")
2,277 Sq. Yds. Surface Removal and Replacement
Reinforced Concrete Head Wall for 60 inch
I Each
Pipe

718.75 Each
6.00 Lin. Ft.

240 Tin. Ft. Adjusting Water Service Lines, Complete
ESTIMATE OF COST (continued)

-

529-3463

STREETS AT GRADE

Where work is in paved streets or areas which have been brought
to grade not less than eight (8) inches or more than twenty (20) inches
shall be provided between the top of the cone or slab and the underside
of the manhole casting ring for adjustment of the casting ring to street
grade

MANHOLES NOT WITHIN SI REET AREAS

Where work is in cultivated area, the top of the casting, unless otherwise
directed by the engineer shall be set at eiiisting ground surface.
PIPE CONNECTIONS

Special care shall be taken to see that the openings through which
pipes enter the structure are completely and firmly rammed full of jointing
material to ensure watertightness.
CLEANING

All newly constructed manholes shall be cleaned of any accumulation
be free from
of silt debris or foreign matter of any kind, and shall
,uch accumulationsat the time of final inspection.
SECTION VII

720 Lin. Ft. Adjusting Sanitary Sewers,
57.00 Lin. Ft
8 inch diameter or less, complete
1,500 Pounds Cast Iron Pipe and Fittings to be relocated 0.50 per lb
5.00 Cu. Yd
2,030 Cu. Yds. Grade 8 Crushed Stone Backbit
7.50 Cu. Yd
1,150 Cu. Yds. Grovel Cradle
Engineering Design
Construction Supervision
Total Labor and Material

.

.
.

'

'

RESIDENTIAL

.Freri.Esiirnates

.773-1261

the Villog.e

Dqg drciOrning

All materials shall conform to the Materiel Requirements for Manholes in

these specifications
in

accordance with

BOARD OF APPEALS

Concrete masonry units shall be constructed in horizontal courses with
Tile units shall be laid in mortar composed of
one (I) part cement to three (3) parts sand, by volume, based on dry
vertical joints broken
materials

Mortar which has been mixed longer than forty-five

(45)

minutes,

Concerning a petition for change

PLACING CASTINGS

Castings placed on concrete or masonry surfaces shall be set in full
mortar beds The mortar shall be mixed in proportions of one (1) part
cement to three (3) parts sand, by volume, based on dry materials.
Castings shall be set accurately to the finished elevation so
subsequent adjustment will be necessary.
EXCAVATION AND BACKFILLING
In order to permit the joints to be mortared properly and

that no

The backfill shall be compacted as provided in Section

also to

I. Excess ex.

counted material shall be disposed of in accordance with Section 11.
INLET AND OUTLET PIPES

Pipe placed in the masonry for inlet or outlet connections shall extend
through the walls and beyond the outside surfaces of the walls a sufficient

distance to allow for connections, and the masonry shall be carefully
constructed around them so os to prevent leakage along the outer surfaces.
CURING AND PROTECTION

After the masonry work is completed, it shall be kept moist and
protected from the elements in a satisfactory manner for a period of
not less than forty eight (481 hours.
CLEANING

All newly constructed catch basins, inlets, and similar structures shall
or

Mount Prospect as
Village of
follows:
CASE NO 68.59A
Petition for variation from the

requirements of the floor area raof

0.25

foreign matter of

any kind, and shall be free from such accumulations at the time of final

to

Avenue, Mount Prospect, Illinois, to
include a
premises.

swimming pool on the

The legal description of the proLot

5

in Funk's Mount Prospect

Gardens, being a Resubdivision of

port of Lots "J" and "K" in
off's

Subdivision

in

the

Kirch-

Northwest

quarter of Section 11, Township 41
North, Range 11 East of the Third
Principal Meridian, in Cook County,
Illinois.
All persons

with Former
Mt. Prospect,
as of Sept. 3d, 1968. All of MerryM's
Severed connections
Cooper's Restaurant,

exclusive recipes for chicken,

rnea tea ter sauce, chile, chicken
soup, marine,' sauce and others
will no longer be available at
Farmer Cooper's.

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Relining, repleating, rehemtning
etc. 437-2884.

Fencing

interested

in

the,

above petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 8th day of October, 1968.
GEORGE JACOBSMEYER

Chairman
Mount Prospect Board of Appeals
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

October 8, 1968

Alumnae Platt
For Christmas

Floor Maintenance
Ecklund Floor Service

Average rm. sanded sealed &

of Sigma Kappa will hold a
pre -Christmas workshop at

finished 519.95

the home of Mrs. John
DeVerter,

13

N.

Furniture Refinishing

Evanston,

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &

Arlington Heights, Wednesday, Oct. 9 at 8 p.m.

Mrs. Dick Barnes will instruct the group in the creation of Christmas ornaments.
Any interested Sigma Kappa in the area is welcome. For

further information call Mrs.

Ed Kucik at CI 3-4822 or
Mrs. Arnold
9198.

Ditri

at

259-

re -gluing.

0
z

FALL SALE 509C. OFF

87-7.5813

Custom made fabric slip.
reupholstering, &
covers '8.
plastic covers.
Choirs
Sofas
Sect'ls

FL 8-4543

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

512 plus material
522 plus material
$15 plsts material

.

'

windoWs

&

NEW,WAY PAINTING
Ed Sowinski

E.J. ERICSSON

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating
FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 698.2322

-

Dresses,

Coots,

Experienced.

Rep -

MECHANIC
Top Pay
APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
S. Jones

Schaumburg Texaco
1530 W. Schaumburg Rd.
894.9610

Dick's Ile

SCHOOL

FREE ESTIMATES

Wall Isle New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repo.,

437.4093

CUSTODIAN
40 hour week. Year round
Hospitalization
employment.
and medical insurance.

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
An
830 W N W H66.,

Fits

'Arlington Heights

259-9440

Public Schools
District 25

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning . Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

392.6817

301
CL

W.
South
Ext.
3-6100,

WANTED

Custom Upholstery

estimates, your material
or ours. 437-2804
Free

Wrought Iron
X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized

tenor

&

WANT ADS
255-7200

St.

227

Upholstery

wrought iron. Ex.
Interior. 647.0220

DRIVER
to

operate company owned

station wagon between
Northwest Suburbs, Chicago,
and Sandwich, Illinois. Must
be reliable, experienced, and
bondable.

APPLY

DAY

.

Also Need Attendants

Tile

Decorating 8 Remodeling
CL 5-3991

OR
FULL TIME DAYS

Call 824-8213

sortable. 827-0570.

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118
Wall Popering

'

PARTTIME MORNINGS

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9-0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.

358-9038

.'

...CAB. DRIVERS:: 'CAB'.

'

Pointing & Dec runny
and 'Wall Washing
George Kli-piiI392-0803

.

'

Tailoring

etc.

824.9348

,

DRIVER

'

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

BEST REF.

Des Pldines

.TERRACE SUPPLY..

fieer alass
oWnings:&patios,'elyininurn'sid-1
ing. Financing arranged.
64710220'

Skirts,

Free Estimates

RAND8,- RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

XSCELL FtNCE.& IRON CO.

Hemming:

Esioning Shift,

, ii, W,Central Mt:Prospect.

Storm Windows
AlureiriuM.
doors,.: aluminiMs

I

.Delivery and Stock Work

Coll 327.1752

shrubs,' trimnring & fgll 'cleanup.
1 don't care how bad. your lawn
looks; we will repack it,. make it
look new.
Allen J. Clover, 320-7750

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Day Shift -

FULL TIME

-

Masonry

I

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

ALPINE INTERIORS

Atte.: ' Lowe lavers I' We give,
.expert lawn. servie.-We's will
'grow you a lawn,, Rriywheie
'whether:the soil' is poor os'rich;
in the sun :or Iii the shade. 'We'
will Make your lOWn look as
though 'It has been sodded. We
'also lake care of ,evergreens

Custom

.

SERVICE STATION.
ATTENDANT

. On all

PR.OMPT.DELIVERY ANYWHERE

529-1211

'

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

Big 7 Yd. Load - 525.00
Big 4 Yd. Load 515.00

types of fencing, chainlink,
redwood & stockade. 647-0220

CITY BARBER SHOP
Mt. Prospect Plaza
253 9832
-

Signs by Rob 437-2485

-

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, \ flovverbeds & top dressing.

All

Northwest Towns alumnae

Low prices, free estimates

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK 501I.

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Reg istered-Fu I I Time

"Signs & Display"

-

BARBER

824-3093

JAMES FLANNIGAN

Painting -Decorating

Drapery Repairs

Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS
Tuesday, October 8, 1968

TV

Piper signs , Bonne,

Shrubs

296-3376

antennas installed.
Antenna & labor 555.
Install custorner's antenna $25.

Color

SIGNS -SHOW CARDS

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..

of hems on coats,
suede coots,
skirts, dresses,
repo., 8. replace zippers on
pants, lockets etc, Also men's
255-8161
clanking.

CALL - DAN LEE

Northwest Suburban
YMCA

Ad Hts

Evergrosto

.

estimates.

Shortening

permit .3125 for

the purpose of on addition to a
residence at 14 02 West Busse

perty is;

permit proper compaction of the backfill material, the excavation shall
be made to a diameter of at least six (6) inches greater than the
diameter of the structure

Zoning Ordinance of the

the

tio

or which has developed its initial set, shall not be used.

IS HEREBY GIVEN that

NOTICE

on the 24th day of October, 1968
at the hour of 8:00 P.M. there will
hen public hearing at the Village
Hall, 112 E. Northwest Highway,
to

CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS

Individualized sryling.. Holiday
forrtrok, resort 'clothes 'designed

to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurSt.

MorryM
And Chet

BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT

MATERIALS

.

.DressMakirigLSeWing.

Published in DAYPUBOCATIONS ..TUesday, OCtober 8, 1968'

the 81 -lams&

.

POODLE. GROOMING

RICHARD. H. MONROE, Village Clerk
VILLAGE'OF MOUNT PROSP.ECT, ILLINOIS
.

NOTICE OF HEARING

weeding. Residential and corn.

.

stains, 'basement floors, garage'
floors, curbs, ietaining walls.

,

istf

grass cunning, fertilizing, d

827.0609

'CEMENT CONTRACTORS
sidewalks,
patios
Driveways,

.

This work .hall consist of catch basins or inlets, together with the necessary
cast iron frames and grates or lids, all constructed in accordance with the sae
cificcition.. where indicated or directed by the engineer, and conforming in all
respects to lines grades and dimensions shown on the plans and furnished by

inspection

3 546.02
248,812.21

Clerk.

DESCRIPTION

be cleaned of any accumulation of silt, debris,

.

-

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284

11,86'2'1.04

.

.

Pre cast concrete structures shall be constructed
applicable provisions of Section VI.

750.00
10,150.00
8,625.00

11,221.12A
5263,740.94 l

This notice caused to be published. th'rough the Office .

CATCH BASIN, INLET CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION METHODS
CONCRETE

$ 5,040.00

cent (68C1).

-

DriveWalks.

Full and Part Time
Evenings or Nights

CL 5-5692

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

No job too big or small. Free

-

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

Cost of making, levying and collecting the .AsSessment, and all Lawful
Mxpense attending the same 05 provided by law, not.to exceed six per
Improvement
Toted Estimated Cost of Improvement

-

17 5

Rototilling &
Installed
Grading. All work guaranteed..

Steps
Patios

6

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service

Complete lawn care available,

Evergreens

CUSTODIANS

Rays

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

-

124 -Help Wanted Men

Repaired Horne Service Calls
All Bonk Credit Cords Honored

planting, grade work. 537-1411

LANDSCAPING

N & N CONCRETE
-

SAVE YOUR EYES.
it's T V Checkup time Antennas

maintenance, trimming, power
raking, aerating, sod, seed,

Sod
Trees

Concrete Work
Trash Removal
Floors
ways

Radio -TV Repair

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

COMPLETE

Insto11,1 & Repaired

718,75
1,440.00

Dependable
Fast Clean
Plastering & Drywolt Service
CALL 255-3822
For

631.7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble

6,147,90

Plastering

HARESUT'S LAWN MTCE.

255-1096

KEY TILE CO.

or

stone

any amount. Also pick up

debris. 457-0389

mercial. Satisfaction assured.
Free estimates.
Call 255-6855

Ceramic Tile

1,395.00
62.40
145.60

4.50 Lin. Ft.
0.30 Sq. Ft.
0.70 Sq. Ft.
2.70 Sq. Ycl

-

Day or Eve. 766-7256

255-3642
1,710.00

Apartments
Specializing in kitchen cabinets
erid furniture refinishing. rice
immediate service.
stimates
Fall Savings Far
Exterior Work
Roy Rood
359.0993

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall to Wall, new or used
Repairs & Shift Steps 'Free
Estimates

COUNTRYSIDE ART CENTER

Fall classes start Oct. 14.
253.3005
Register rJOW.
Call l to 5 Tues. thru Sunday

Residenti (II
*COM010,1./

All phases of yard work. Lawn

Carpet Installation

I

708 Sr! Ft.
208 Sq. Ft.

Joe

296.6365

21:203102860000... .00000000

40.00 Each
90.00 Each

310 Lin. Et. Type 5 (modified) Curb and Gutter

Coll

estimate.

Free

253-9046 - 761-688P

price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
cleaning
drapery
painting,
Pl.
Serv.
priced. Des
Low

120.00

ccc hhh

EEE

furn.

&

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, 1/2

1.00982000.
0000

carpet

cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.

180.0E) Each

120.00 Each

Wall

Wall to

fill,

and,

DIRT,

BLACK

by Palatine H.S. Junior,

358-2699 after 4 P.M weekends.

INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

Landscaping

Fall Special 517.95 cleans living
rm. & hell carpet. Sofas 59.95 &

PIANO STUDENTS WANTED

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2004

After 6 PM

experience. 259-8498

CL 9-0495

259-5887

259-0641

$5.00 Lin. Ft. $ 3,045.00
8,238.00
6.00 Lin: Ft.
962.00
6.50 Lin. Ft.
2.152.50
7.50 Lin. Ft.
1,2800..0000
8.00 Lin. Ft.
9.00 Lin. Fr.
8,835.00
19.00 Lin. Ft.
8,640.00
20,00 Lin. Ft.
1,771.00
23.00 Lin. Ft.
36,586.00
'22.00 Lin. Ft.
14,616.00
18.00 Lin. Ft.
11,025.00
35.00 Lin. Ft.
38,868.00
41.00 Lin. Ft.
40,185.00
47.00 Lin. Ft.
4,158.00
54.00 Lin. Ft.
7,)50.00
650.00 Each
51:998400..00:1
330.00 Each
675,00
135.00 Each

Grate, Type 8
Frame and Lid (NeenaleR3246)

Castings
subsequent adjustment will be necessary.

Electrical
Plumbing
Carpentry
Painting inside & out
NO JOB TOO SMALL

i

Piano & argon lessons; college
music major; 10 years teaching

Dernrot..g in the Finest
Scandinavian Traddlon

No job too small.
Equipped for complete custom
drapery work with
17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

HOME HANDYMAN

Village President

LESSONS, ' nationally
drummer. Group or
known
Private. Phone 392.1773
DRUM

3 Generations

DRAPERIES

359-2756

Reasonable.

027.0570
23 -instruction

Lauritz Jensen

CUSTOM

NO JOB TOO SMALL

1968

housework or baby sitting.

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437.9214
Free estimates

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

837-3764 after 7 p.m.

deliver. 827-7632

Will work in your home:

PAINTING & DECORATING

301-1972

CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or

'Reliable woman will do ironing
in her home. Will pick up &

ROLAN D E. JOHNSON

Janeal Draperies

work.

hsewives want home work: mailChristmas cards. 296.

ing lists,
11831.

529-7774, After 6 p.m

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

work, remodeling & barn

AYES:

firing.
supplies,
259-5920
gifts.

Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

work; welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpen-

We need Christmas money. 2

inFully

work.

Quality Paint Service

20% OFF SALE

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower

394.2968

Exterior Painting at its finest.
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

On all custom made draperies,
bedsprecids & window shades.
Lowest Prices
Highest Quality

too smolt. 766-8034

try

terior
insured. All

sit

day or week.

SPECIAL

exterior

&

Interior Decorators

remodeling & additions. No job

and after its passage and approval thereof, according to law.

to

section

Coll "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,
CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.
No )013 too small.
The Sky is the Limit.

SECTION 8: That this ordinance shall be in full force and effect from

storm sewer manholes shall

be completely filled with an approved bitumastic material. All joints
between precast elements on storm sewer manholes shall be made with
an approved bournosttc material or an approved rubber gasket.
The first pre cast section shall be placed on the monolithic base structure
before the base has taken initial set, and shall be carefully adjusted

359-1906

Reliable woman will (sally

Fall & winter rotes on all

instructor. Mon. &
evenings 7 to 10 p.m.

Tues.,

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

Ken's Paintir...3 & Decorating

work guaranteed.
299-3159
FREE ESTIMATES.

Greenware,
Customized

Coll for EStIrnale

cr)

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Fully
workmanship.
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039

Quality

Experienced

Reinodeling Additions
Carpenter work Tile Floors

ac

259-5337

CERAMIC LESSON 5

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

CALL 359-2300

CALL - HAUCK & SON

Instruction

Carpentry -Remodeling

disc

3

system in Palatine area.

G,, Estimates

027-4637

EDMOND GRAY

259-5233

and in the manner prescribed by law.
parts of ordinances in conflict
SECTION 7: That all ordinances, or
with this ordinance, be, and the same are hereby repealed.

ATTEST:

holes

Brickwork

on IBM 360/30 65K,

vVork Gisormiteed

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

ED FORAN

COMPUTER TIME
AVAILABLE

P,pr.o,

Home Repairing

Brickwork

SECTION 6: That the President of the Village of Mount Prospect, be,
Circuit Court of
and he is hereby directed to file a Petition in the
Village of Mount
Cook County, Illinois, in the name of the people of thespecial
assessment
Prospect, praying that steps may be taken to levy a
for the purpose of defraying the expense of said improvement so far
what property
as the same may lawfully be done and to ascertain this
ordinance,
will be benefited, in accordance with the provisions of

manholes Arall be thoroughly wetted and then be completely filled with
illoothed and pointed both inside and out, to ensure
mottos

Monthly or Quarterly
Reasonable 439.1970

Painting -Decorating

Reasonable rates
Day or Eve, 766-7256

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

all
the Illinois Municipal Code, Article 9, Division 2 and amendments thereto.

day of

BOOKKEEPING & TAX WORK

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

TOWING SERVICE.

in

NAYS:
PASSED and APPROVED this

11 -Business Services

.

Prospect Day

GENERAL

FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

attested
the Board of Trustees of the Village of Mount Prospect and
Said bonds shall be issued in
by the Village Clerk of said Village.
respects conform to the provisions of
accordance with and shall

Arlington Day

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
CI S 8731

We Don't

by the President of
per cent (6) per annum, payable annually, signed

for sewer bedding

Des Plaines Day

General Hauling

BUY OR SELL CARS
We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,

payable out

bedding course conforming
Section I, but not le,, than four (4) inches in thickness and extending
to the limits of the excavation. The bedding course shall be firmly tamped
and made smooth and level to assure uniform contact and support of
to

WEEKLY

Market
Day

Auto Repair

as the first installment. Interest on the second and succeeding installments
shall be due and payable and shall be collected with the installments
respectively as in said Code relating to special assessment provided.
the collection of
SECTION 5: That for the 'purpose of anticipating
the second and succeeding installments of said assessment for the cost
of said improvements, the Village of Mount Prospect shall issue bonds
six
of said installments, bearing interest at the rate of

be placed on a well graded granular

shall

WANTED
USED 7' POOL TABLE

Jett Anderson 255.1117

Copy Deocilii e for Business Directory Thu sdoy 3.00 P M

Improvements of the Village
by the Secretary of the Board of Local
voucher and the amount
of Mount Prospect of the date of the first issuance of said voucher.
of said voucher, within thirty (30) days after the
at the rate of six per
paid
until
All installments shall bear interest
installments shall begin to run in
cent (6) per annum. Interest on all
Article
accordance with the provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code,
9, Division 2 and amendments thereto. Interest on such first installment
the
same
time
collected at
shall be due and payable and shall be

SUB BASE PREPARATION

base sections

Prospect Day
Des Plaines Day

in
of the Village of Mount Prospect, to file
of the Court in which such assessment was confirmed, a certificate signed

trench dewatering in Section V

BEDDING
Pre cast

Your ad will appear daily in
Arlington Day

the Office of the Clerk

requirements for sewer

14 -Personals

296m6640
Your ad will appear doily in

255-7200

improvement. The second installment of
and payable one year thereafter, and so on annually until all assessments
have been paid.
IS HEREBY mode the duty of the Board of Local Improvements
11

sixteen (16) inches

Reward,296-2770days,824.8976
nights.

FOR ADVERTISIDIG CAILL

shall be due and payable on the 2nd day of January next after the
of work done on the said
filing of the first voucher issued on account
said assessment shall be due

Monolithic concrete manholes shall conform to detailed shop drawings
for approval prior to beginning work and
shall conform to the donentional requirements specified. Walls and base
inches
minimum
thickness and space of steps shall be
shall be six (6)
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
FOUNDATION PREPARATION
DEWATERI NG
Dewatering of the site shall

0

the first

submitted to the engineer

collar. Vic. Waycinden Pk.,

392-6817

Ned Williams

as to leave the remaining installments of the aggregate assessment equal
to
in amount and each in multiples of 5100,00 shall be apportionate
installment of the said special assessment. The first installment

with ASTM C478 and with design

Lost - small white poodle,
w / apricot ears, wearing orange

Tuning Repairing
Used Pionos Wonted

assessment and

dimensions Cones and sections shall be substantially free from fractures,
large or deep cracks and surface roughness. Slabs shall be sound and

AIRY TRACE.
CALL 439-7540 AFTER 8 P7,1

Fall Special 517.95 cleans livrm. 8. hall carpet. Sofas
59.9.5 & up. 894-9141.

the cost of levying, making and collecting the special
all fractional amounts so
all expenses allowed by law, together with

Castings shall conform to the requirements of grey iron castings ASTM

FOUND: black & brown tiger

stripe cat, white face & feet,
Haden Hts. area. Mr. P. 439.6952
FOUND: RING, VICINITY

ing

SECTION 4: That the aggregate amount herein ordered to be assessed
if any, and also
against the property and against the municipality,
the assessment on each lot and parcel of land herein assessed shall
be divided as follows:
The said assessment to pay the cost of construction of said improvement
said assessment and
and the cost of levying, making and collecting
all expenses allowed by low, shall be divided into ten (10) installments,
in the manner provided by the statute in such case made and provided.
So much of the aggregate amount of the assessment as represents

A48 and conform to the details shown on the plans.

River Rd. Reward. 299-4735.

ple in your community. Call one NOW!

percent) of the estimated cost,
AND NINETY FOUR CENTS
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY DOLLARS

net raccoon, vicinity

-

vic. Central & Foundry Rd. off

Consult this doily guide of reliable services offered by reputable business peo-

N cNi

thereof, together with an amount not exceeding six per cent
to -wit: TWO HUNDRED SIXTY THREE

FOUND

Golf & Greenwood Ave.
824-2358
Lost: bik., wh. & brown F. Beagle

Let us help make your DAY!

LO CT)

to apply towards the cost
(5263,740.94), which is hereby provided for
being the amount included
and all other expenses allowed by law,
5130C101
assessment, in accordance
in the estimate, thereof, shall be paid by
with the Illinois Municipal Code, Article 9, Division 2 and amendments

Cast or place

CD

LC) yo

a part hereof, be, and the same are hereby approved.
cost

cuoammoo
e=iles EDAazasczNr7

13 Lost and Found

CTS KNIGHT

815-786-2949

THE DAY

SECURITY
SUPERVISOR

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

MAN NEEDED
by janitor contractor to

Work a few hours in the evenings

suburban accounts. Must

per week.

have dependable car. Salary

tions. Send resume to

Grounds, Harper College,

For new department of rapidly growing construction equip-

Superintendent of Building &

Algonquin & Roselle Roads,

aptitude and ability to develop effective procedures.
Good opportunity to grow
through management train.

MA. F
-

small progressive company.

.827-1183

Chicago 8.
commuter train:

of

Retail men's clothing store.
Experience preferred. Good
starting salary, plus benef its.

JACK'S
MEN'S SHOP

,

Must be 21.34 years of age inclusive and meet all physical

instruments.

Elk Grove Village

ELECTRO-NETIC
LABS

WANTED
Boy to deliver morning

City of Des Plaines, at 7:30 pm, Friday, October 18, 1968.

Applications available at:

City of Des Plaines
Municipal Building or Police Station
Graceland & Miner Sts.

8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

Palatine
350 W: Colfax
359.3560

253.7150

EKCO

Are You Tired of Retirement?

PRODUCTS INC
Immediate Openings
2ND SHIFT

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

4:15 PM to 12:45 AM

PAINTER

minor carpentry, plurntzing,
electrical repairs; do you

have knowledge of or
repair? If you have

McDONALD'S

Experienced

America's

largest

experience

carry -out

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable inen to work part
time in food preparation arid
service for our 2 Des Plaines

Residental work,
Northwest suburbs
inside & outside
small shop

nits. Meals and uniforms provided.
CALL MR. SCHENK

LLOYD CLARK INC.
CL 3-9407

DRAFTSMAN

Beeline Fashions

297-4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 a.m.-8p.m.

Excellerd

ADD 15c PER HOUR
SHIFT PREMIUM

conditions. Full
inge benefits.

working

Layout

4

to work the hours of 8:00 A.M.
to 12 noon, Monday thru Fri.
day, we will train you in
general warehousing.

IMMEDIATELY
1st & 3rd SHIFT
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
GENERAL FACTORY

FULL TIME

253-2800

First National
Bank of

800 W. Central Rd.
Mount Prospect

An Equal Opportunity Employer

733 Lee Street

Des Plaines
827 6141

Wheeling

BEFORE 5 P.M. Call 537-2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

JANITORS.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

(Days and Evenings)

Are Needed At

FOREMAN -WELDING.

Experienced

Experienced SHED
MAN

You'll

hove

the

full

respon.

Union Wages
Apply in person

sibility for the entire test oper
alien of electronic assemblies.
Must be capable of not only
handling supervisory aspects,
but also able to contribute to
the planning and operation

HINES LUMBER

department. Supervisory
experience in electronic test.
ing a requirement.

7 So. Hale St. Palatine

time local work making
inneighborhood

routine

spections on auto and fire in.
surance applicants.
benefits

and top pay for young mon

with car and rapid typing
ability.

O'HANLON REPORTS

427-4034

in

complete fringe
program.
Call or write:
a

benefit

helpful but will
beginners.
qualified

time permanent employment with excellent company
Full

A second position as Machine Maintenance man is also
open. Duties include basic set-up and maintenance on
automated assembly equipment.-

-

Both of the above jobs have excellent starting rates and
advancement possibilities.

benefits including discount
an all food purchases.

Apply in person or call Personnel Department.

For interview see
the Store Manager:

ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

392-3500

e

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
We hove opportunities for experienced machinists to advance in the Tool & Die Trade. We are looking for applicants who can operate lathes, mills, drill presses and
grinders. Candidate
knowledge.

have

should

good

general

shop

An equal opportunity employer

10% Bonus for 2nd Shift
NOW INTERVIEWING MONDAY thru FRIDAY 8:00 AM -4:15 PM
TUESDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 PM

OFFICERS

Positions

Available

360 COMPUTER OPERATOR

If you're the type of professional, who enjoys and
is capable of meeting a challenge, you'll find it
here -at Hallicraffers. You'll thrive on the challenge

MOTOROLA
Algonquin and Meacham Roads

proaches and developing new ideas.

We seek an individual possessing a minimum of
2 yrs. experience operating I.B.M. computers,
with at least yr. with Systems 360 under D.O.S.

cellence and conveniently located in the northwest
suburb of Rolling Meadows.
Salary is commensurate with experience and your
ability to contribute. If you area professional, who

thrives on challenge, growth & creative ability,
submit your resume in confidence to:

Roy Anderson -

Professional Placement

R

U
N

afficraiiers

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
'
60008
PHONE: 259-9600
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

WIDE

WIDE

298-5021

298-5021

PERSONNEL, INC.

PERSONNEL, INC.
ZOOS

Are for animals! Leave yours and work where you
live. Why feel like a caged tiger for 2 commuting

hours each day? Like a gruff bear each night?
Call Wide Scope Personnel for your uncoging
today!!

Engineering
to 16,000
Chief Engineer .
Design Engineer .... to 11,000
.

.

Draftsman
to 650 Mo.
(Mechanical)
to 950 Mo.
Chief Draftsman
Draftsman Trainee to 500 Mo.
Tool Room Foreman . to 850 Mo.
Quality Control
to 700 Mo.
(Trainee)
Production Control
.

.

.

.

to 700 Mo.

(Trn)

PHONE: 255-1910

Palatine

11111r1D1

of new problems " enjoy discovering new ap-

B

N

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD
MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

Village of

Wheeling, Illinois

APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

tronic companies. Dedicated to growth and ex-

HILLMAN'S

POLICE

571 S. Wheeling Road

cords equipment.
Hallicrafter's is one of the mid -west leading elec-

METHODE MFG. CORP.

259-9600
Daily 8:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.

600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III.
60008

Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

1

PERSONNEL DEPT.

Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

Good Starting Pay

Candidate must also be familiar with unit re-

Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central 8. Mt. Pros. Rds

Hal I 'crafters

.
.

not necessary, but

this area

the

Excellent starting salary and

INVESTIGATOR

Experience

Experience

train

JOBS OFFER:

MRS. BARKER - 537-6100

equipment.
knowledge of basic inspection gauges helpful. This is the
most rapidly growing and latest technique in the fabrication field.

Excellent opportunity for applicants who desire training
and advancement in the supermarket field.

FOREMAN

MOTOROLA

Excellent opportunity for man with fabrication experience
fabricating
to learn the operation of taped. controlled

GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

TEST

LUMBER TRUCK
DRIVER or

GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION

We are an Electronic Component Manufacturer looking
for two mechanically inclined men to fill important positions on our second shift.

(2 blocks W. of Edens)

An equal opportunity employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ILG Industries Inc.
N.C. FABRICATION OPERATOR
and MACHINE MAINTENANCE

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.

Des Plaines

Wheeling, Ill.

777 Wheeling Rd.

.Prof it Sharing

220 Graceland

CRAVENS CO.

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

A LEADING sheet metal manufacturer, we ore seeking a LEADER to supervise our welding department. Should have good
working background in welding and be able to introduce new
techniques where required. Must have related supervisory ex.
perience, including ability to train and motivate men. Will con.
sider qualified welder with lead -man experience as listed a.
bove plus a strong desire to progress. Excellent starting salary, company -paid benefits and growth opportunity.

ENGINEERING

BERKEY PHOTO

BARRETT-

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

EXCELLENT GROWTH OPPORTUNITY

STOP IN OR CALL
APPLY IN PERSON

Free Major Medical & Life Insurance
Pension Plan
Cafeteria & Credit Union

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

1150 S. Willis

Fr-

827.4411

training,

Detai I

Ken Berger

RECEIVING

CALL OR SEE

MISS MOGENSEN

I nkers

Immediate openings in our engineering office
for mechanical, electro-mechanical, and mapping
draftsmen. Call:

Part time employment being
offered by our merchandise
department. If you ore able

year. 5 Day week. Excellent

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS

9 Paid Holidays

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Tracers

PART TIME

and

Beginning rates from
52.55 to $3.50 per hour. Liberal benefits, including profit
shoring.

To Start Work

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitaliza-

DRAFTSMEN

SHIPPING

ment.

MEN WANTED

tion, life insurance, and profit sharing.

Bensenville
380 Meyer Rd.
13 blocks North of Irving Park
Rd., I block West of York Rd.)
PO 6.2250

day shift openings

Niles

St.

967-8300
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Sat. till 11 a.m.

modern plant manufacturing material handling equip.

1440 Disk
Minimum one

VAPOR CORPORATION
6420 W. Howard

tors.

INSPECTORS

S

of

to hear
from you. We also have several
time
MM.
openings for full

MAINTENANCE

CALL MR. HOFFMAN

PROGRAMMER

area

then we would like

MECHANICS

Western corninurer trains.

235.3505

the

DRILL PRESS

distance of Chicago & North

SIMPLEX FORMS
SYSTEM, NC.

in

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

building maintenance and are
interested in steady work, as
well as benefits such as profit sharing and hospitalization,

Mon. thru Fri.,
I pm - 5 pm ONLY

ASSEMBLERS

For management training program in marketing division
of rapidly growing equipment
marrafacturer in the construction industry. Within walking

company has several basic assembly positions now open. All
openings are clay shift (we do not have any other shift). Our
outstanding benefits program includes a fully company paid
employee insurance and pension program, plus many other
benefits.

Can you handle all types of

$2.78 to start
$2.47 to star

PRESS ATTENDANTS

JANITOR

Expanding, modern, multiproduct, internationally operated

MAINTENANCE MAN

381-4500

.

Come in and talk to us regarding hours and
type of work available, Add to Social Security
benefits by working for -

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLERS

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

IN BARRINGTON

Pappa Joe's Pizza

NORTH ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS NEWS AGENCY

WI EBOLDT'S

Al Poole

259-7330

MEN PART TIME

FOR PIZZA DELIVERY

locations.

MEN!

PERSONNEL OFFICE - 2ND FLOOR

Mt. Prospect

259-2951

DRIVERS
Part Time Evenings

newspaper route at the Circle'
Hill At:45's, Rand & Arl. Htl.
Rd, ALSO boys for afternoon
newspaper routes in various

.

Examination will be held at the Algonquin Jr. High School;

CALL FOR
IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW

235-3505

To assist with engineering and
production operations, and to
calibrate 'and service electonic

For best results use
Day Want Ads

requirements.

metal
manufacturer.
Northwest location.

SIMPLEX FORMS
SYSTEM, INC.

155 Kelly

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

TECHNICIAN

lowance.

ing

CALL MR. BRENNAN

BUILDERS SUPPLY

5694 per month after 3 years. Retirement pfanof V2 pay after
20 years service and 50 years of age. Paid vacation, 9 paid
holidays, free Hospital and Life Insurance and Uniform Al-

One year of cost accounting
experience may qualify you
for this position of unlimited
growth potential with a lead-

Northwestern

ELECTRONIC
.
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Starting salary, $600 per month with reaulor increases to

3.1 profit.sharing
100% tuition reimbursement
plus standard benefits

ing program. Within 2 blocks

Full Time

Complete

Part or Full Time

POLICE PATROLMAN

$800-5850 to start

ment manufacturer. We will
train. Must have mechanical

'

SALESMAN

Full

Deliver & Assemble

ACCOUNTANTS

QUALITY
CONTROL MAN

-

TRUCK DRIVER

Wolf 8 Euclid, Mt. Prospect

927-6908

on experience and qualifica-

Experienced
Autocoder

MAN NEEDED

5 day week in Des Plaines

Suburban Standard

and car expense.

dependent

Palatine, Ill. 60067.

Experience preferred.

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

Office Furniture
Must have driver's license...

FULL 8 PART TIME

539.7672

training in police science
desirable. Salary

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

and Saturday. Earn up to $30

supervise and work on North

Expanding community college
in Northwest suburb needs
experienced security officer
to organize campus security
force. University or college
police experience and college

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

FIBERGLASS

Mechanical
Engineers

Apply Department of Police

1 1 0 W. Washington St.

JANITORS

LAYOUT MAN
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

REAL ESTATE

SALESMEN

We need 2 experienced full
time salesmen for our small
but active office. Best commission arrangement. We are
members of MAP multiple
listing service.

STAPE & DANIELS
REALTORS
299-6121
704 N. River Rd.
Mt. t-rosaect

use the -

WANT ADS.

NEEDS YOU

Excellent job opportunity for an aggressive young man who
would like to learncr trade with a solid future. The man we
chooie will be trained In all basics. of fiberglos fabrication.

Industrial Engineer

Day or Night Openings
Available
Good Benefit Program
and
Excellent opportunity
for advancement

Welder -

Excellent starting salary and fringe benefits.

Production

We are also interested in a mon with a background in fiberglass layout.

Driver

CALL 259-1620

-

Foundry Helpers

437-5400

1100 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

Good Pay

Miss.Gaffke

General Foreman ... to 12,000
Assembly Foreman . to 900 Mo.
Tooling ,Investigator to 850 Mo.
Industrial Engineer to 900 Mo.

COME IN TODAY - START TODAY

ELECTRICAL TESTERS
Will be testing all types of electrical and electro mechanical
products used in the transportation industry. Permanent,
,interesting positions with company of ferityg many employee
benefits. All openings are day shift (we do not hove any other
shift).
STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

Martin Metals Division

VAPOR CORPORATION
6420 W. Howard St.

967-8300
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MARTIN MARIETTA

Niles

150 NORTH 12TH STREET, WHEELING RD.
(OFF. DUNDEE ROAD)

ANOCUT ENGINEERING
' COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

537-2180

.

,

. to 500 Mo.

Financial Trainees
Investigater

to 600 Mo

Trainees

Chemical
to 700 Mo.

.

.

to 10,000

.
.

to 14,000

Lab Technician
to 550 Mo.
(tm.)
to 450 Mo.
Lob Trainee
Foreman Trainees .. to 500 Mo.
.

to 750 Mo.
Time Study
Lab Technicians ....to 600 Mo.

.

.

.

.

.

Safety Engineer .. . to 12,000
Warehouse Super . . to 850 Mo.
to 13,000
Plant Manager
to 10,000
Trouble Shooter
.

.

tp 14,000
Sales
Project Manager .... to 15,000

to 11,000

Applications

Computers

g

2.98-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

to 13,000
to 12,000

Systems

Programmers
Programmer
Trainees

.

.

.

NO FEE

Mannheim &

Higgins.
Des Plaines
(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

Three other convenient locations to serve you

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.

WOODSTOCK, ILL

to 650 Mo.

Computer Operator to 700 Mo.
OPEN
IBM Systems

NO FEE

.

With Electrical Testing & Trade School
Electrical Background

.

.

Chemist, R & D

WIDE

Excellent Benefits

.

.

.

If you are looking -for rapid advancement call

.

Foreman, Foods
Chemical
Analytical

Technical

.

Delivery

.

to 14,000

.

.

Administrative
Marketing Analyst ... to 10,000
Product Manager ... to 13,000
Administrative
to 600. Mo
Trainee
Experienced Sales .. to 16,000
to 17,000
Stock Analyst
Budget Analyst . . to 10,000
to
600 Mo.
Sales Trainees ..

.

-

-

629-6770
.449-8070
.
815-338-3200

Coll Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be
available to assist you.

THE DAY
Tuesday, October 8, 1968
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-

441

running jobs., Clean modern
plant, 'top pay, with steady

-,-.06< ";

...

41%

t-

SALESMAN

APPLY MR. FINE 255-8400
150 W. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect
Across from Randhurst

255-5380

BRUNING

BRUNING BENEFITS:

26 Help Wanted Men or Women

J. SVOBODA SONS
Men's Store

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women,

GRINDING

OPPORTUNITY BEGINS AT

POLISHING

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS

while you learn

WANTED
26 -Het Wanted Men or Women

DATA PROCESSING newspaper work.
Excellent working conditions and com-

DRIVERS
Permanent positions are

MALE HELP:

OPENINGS NOW IN OUR

NEWSPAPER JOGGERS

considered helpful. Central Mount Prospect location near North
Commuter
Western
Station and intersection
tions

PLASTIC PRESS

BERKEY PHOTO

OPERATORS

SERVICE
220 Graceland
Des Plaines
827-6141

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.
855 Morse Ave. - Elk Grove Village

no experience
time
necessary. Apply now.

Full

7130 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.
3:30 P.M -to 11:45 P.M.
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

GOOD HOURLY WAGE
BENEFITS.

of Route 83 8 Route
14. First shift. Good

Apply in person at

pay and benefits. Why
not inquire today? Call
259-8100 and ask for

General Molded Products,,,,c.

NOW IS THE TIME

Subsidiary of
1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-5350

.11Sfe"

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

HEY LOOK US
OVER

ASSEMBLERS

IMPROVE YOUR

MACHINE OPERATORS

College Dropout for
Executive Training

Day or Night Shift

7 local companies need you.
Management and sales training spots are now available.
Only one semester of college
will qualify you for better start-

CAREER!

An equal oppOrtunity employer

WANT ADS

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

MOLDED PRODUCTS

The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

*Dap

VARO

DANA

FOR A CHANGE!

SUNBEAM CORP.

Mount Prospect, Ill.

956-1155

cluded.

DEPARTMENTS

COMPANY PAID PENSION PROGRAM

111 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts., Ill.

and company benefits in-

.

APPLY IN PERSON

MAINTENANCE

215 E. Prosect

10 PAID HOLIDAYS

be over 21 and have clean

MON.-SAT.
9 A.M.-3 P.M.
cMr. Gus' Restaurant

driving record. Car furnished

MOLDING

OPTICAL INC.

STOCK PURCHASE PROGRAM

being offered by our delivery
department. Applicants must

FULL TIME

&

DAYS

ROUTE

pany benefits.

FINISHING

VARO

LOW COST HOSPITALIZATION

DISHWASHER

Arlington Heights

Mr. Caro.

CLEAN MODERNi CAFETERIA

1630 N. Rand Rd.
Palatine, Illinois

APPLY IN PERSON

TYPIST (ski I led)

fabrication of preci
sion industrial optics.
Excellent career opportunity. Previous experience in other occupa-

Kinney Shoe Store

College Man
Part time and Saturdays

12 S. Dunton Ave.

one of these important

A HIGHER GOAL

e

HELP WANTED

mature experienced
warehousemen.
Good job - good pay - benefits

Coll Ralph Darling

skilled positions in the

FULL TIME PART TIME

199 King Street
439-0286

DE -BLOCKING
Earn

Ph. evenings, CL 5-69 / 3

.

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

Wallen-Fine
Furniture

.

FOR?

Inland Belmont Corp

'.:

hours work.

Needs

Plusulsenetits

LOOKING

5555 N. Nortkwest Hwy.
Chicago

REACH FOR

40 hours week
Starting of S2.75 par fir.

YOU

775-7477
.' -c'.-

PART TIME bookkeeper to 'help
with miscellaneous office duties.

A.M. only. Good pay for a fev.

WAREHOUSEMEN

Maintenance Men

ARE.

overtime. Company paid hospitalization, major medical
life Insurance, profs shoring,
paid vocations and a her corn pony benefits.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

&

Park

WHAT

To setup and operate troub
screw machines with steady

9,714.

2641elp Wanted Men or Women

24Nelp Wanted Mm

24 -Help Waged Mm

24 -Help Wanted Men

MAN or BOY with car to deliver
newspapers to homes Sunday

EXPERIENCED MAN

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Warded Men

26 -Help Wants,' Men m Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

24tleia Waded Men

$600 Up No Fee

WHO

HIGH STARTING SALARY

SILK SCREENERS

COMPANY PAID LIFE INSURANCE

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN

',FREE LIFE INSURANCE

*PAID VACATION

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

*CAFETERIA

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR
PLASTIC MATERIAL CUTTER

CREDIT UNION

GENERAL FACTORY

WHAT

JOIN

JOB OPENINGS

'

Excellent Salary
Steady Employment
Excellent Salary
Steady Employment

TURRET LATHE OPERATORS

WHEN.

& SET UP

YOU'LL RECEIVE
Good Working Conditions

ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

Overtime
Benefits

CALL 259-0740

Like to get away from it all?
Travel throughout the US for
top Industrial companiei? Be
trained and advance to
management within months?
Working for corporations that

GENERAL TIME

treat their field men like
kings? Credit cards, first class

Progress in the World of Time

hotels etc. We have several
openings NOW for you. HS
grads with military or trade

A.M.

-

ASSEMBLERS

Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

4:00 P.M.

(A DIVISION OF C.P. CLARE & CO.)
Elk Grove Village, III.
70 N. Xing St.

(West of Busse & Higgins)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

4.

$12,000 No Fee
Industry is finally getting realistic. Sure, everyone would
like a BS in math; but this opportunity for advancement to
the top in EDF is looking for
the guy that CAN DO the job.
perience in analysis and know
IBM equipment you can qualify for this suburban opportunity. CALL BETTY ON EXTEN-

OFFERS GREAT
Outstanding benefits

SI/G{4 37

Frustrated
Foreman

Paid holidays and vacations

$1000 No Fee

Promotions from within

bugging- you?
No room at the top for you?
_DON'T BELIEVE IT. 12 of the
Management

Our automatic increases are gieat

HAND SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS

& SET UP

HURRY

PARTS INSPECTORS

leading suburban

TO

...

AMPEX

WELDERS -COMBINATION

Rapid advancement
Top-notch insurance plan

handle people, and know a

wants to train and move 'up in
management. If you can

trade you can advance. TOt.
TRAINEE spots age open too.

iti] BRUNING
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
1800 W. Central
(Division of Addressograph

Multigraph Corp.)

255-1910

Ideal location to northwest suburbs

be the mid -west and you'll be

expected to move up to the
soles managers spot within 15

months. If you know capital
machinery and have some
experience you' can
qualify. CALL DON ON EXTENSION 35

6044

Starting pay Is good

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS
LATHE OPERATORS

MILLING MACHINE OPRS
Company Paid Insurance
Profit Sharing
Steady Employment

Good Starting Rates
Merit Increases
Product Purchasing Discount

Stock Keepers
Assemblers
Communication Technicians
Line Wirers and Solderers
Building Custodians (nights)
Inspectors
Clerical Openings
APPLY

Monday, Thursday d Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and -Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

APPLY NOW!

MOTOROLA,
OPENINGS ALSO AT

Elk Grove Village, III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

'

rations is

searching

for

a

plant/manufacturing

manager. They are launching
a

whole new electronics

production division and need
a technically trained man to
run the operation. This is a
great chance to break into a
sideline of the data processing

field and for an engineer to
move Into management. CALL
JIM ON EXTENSION 40

100%' FREE TO
299-7191

Algonquin and Meacham Roads, Schaumburg

.

$18,000 No Fee
One of the 1st 500 corpo-

YOUI

Come Into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park)
Monday -Friday 8:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.
bpan Saturday (Oct. 5) from 8:30 A.M. - 12Noon
Or Call George Pinder to Arrange An Iptervievi At:

2201 N. Lunt Ave.

Plant Manager

POSITIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE

.

BENEFITS

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

-.FAMILY WANT ADS,

You'll train for a
month in sunny California and
then headquarter in o NW Chi-

required.

Excellent employee training program

ASSEMBLERS

NOW INTERVIEWING:
MON. THRU FRI. 8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
TUESDAY EVENING 'til 8 P.M.

We have the finest sales
manager spot open you can
ever hope for. College Is not

cago suburb. Your area will

WELDERS -GAS

INCREASES

Salesman
$20,000 No Fee

New modern plant

Incomparable profit sharing plan

1st Shift Openings Now for...

AUTOMATIC

CALL TOM ON EXTENSION 27

Tremendous employee discount plan

STOCK HANDLERS

manufac-

turers are searching for the
"professional" foreman who

Unmatched working conditions
PACKERS

you have had some ex-

If

MANUFACTURING CO.

& SET UP

Systems Analyist
No College!

'

MOTOROLA

BARTLETT

PRESS BRAKE OPERATORS

school training are perfect.
CALL DAVE ON EXTENSION 24

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

APPLY IN PERSON
MON.-THURS. 9 A.M. - 4 P.M. OR CALL
MR. ALLEN OBERDING
439-7200 ,

& SET UP

Field Service
Travel -Travel
Travel
100% Free No Fee

Excellent Fringe

1ST SHIFT OPENINGS
7:30

future. CALL JOHN ON EXTENSION 32 NOW.

Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

.

BARTLETT MANUFACTURING CO.

AT BRUNING:

now you ought to look at your

AIR CONDITIONED

INSPECTOR

PAID VACATIONS

ing pay. Even if you're working

Elk -Grove Village

AWequaI opportunity employ's*

ifeec,t441494
& AddoGdda
Employment
Specialists
1510 Miner (NW Hwy.)
De* Haines

THE DAY

$600-$700 FREE
If you have some college and
ore attending night school,

we hove a spot for you A

MAINTENANCE

$95-$115 a Wk. Free

$1454175 a Week FREE

Plush suburban office looking

for 'an experienced Alpha

Hwy, Des Plaines Also offices
Chicago and all Major
in

wk.

west Hwy., Des plaines. Also
offices in Chicago and all

perience is needed. Free.

SERVICE MGR.
To $9000 to Start. Free

$475-$525 Free
required, lust

Experience not

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep

an alert hi schl grad is what
Position open due
it takes

promotion from within.
Leads to Customer Service or
Office Management Contact
827 7706,

at

Munch

Jim

HALLMARK PERSONNEL 380

380

HALLMARK PERSONNEL

Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and all
Mow Suburbs

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and all

GIRL FRIDAY
See Far -Away
Places! Travel!
ida or the Islands in winter -Europe or some other dreamy

waukee, AV 2-5050.

HALLMARK,

Steve

Your finest opportunity to further your education while preparing yourself for an impor-

ATTENTION

opportunity that will make
working a pleasure Immediate

$125-$175 a Wk.
Free

$125 Week -No Fee

Local N.W. Sub. firm wants to
staff their entire company
with ex -servicemen. Many unlimited opportunities utilizing

Varied and interesting office
duties 9-5, 5 days Plus you
this

the skills and trades learned

fine

in the service. Foremen - Maintenance - Warehousing - Elec-

training program and move
Call

tronic Tech and many other
positions. So don't hesitate.

Like Working Out Doors? Start as a
Claim Adjuster Trne.

HALLMARK PERSONNEL

Need Help?
Advertise with Day
284mployment Agencies -Women

SMALL OFFICE

your own without direct super-

NO STENO $550

exp.

needed No fee

EX -G l.'s MGMT.

Training Program
$150 Wk - No Fee
opportunity

for you to get your service
experience to work Very little training

is

You and 1 other gal will welcome visitors into nearby soles
offices, answer phones, type invoices, keep track of salesmen
messages.. You'll pitch in, get
things done! Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, 5P 4.8585; 4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2.5050.
1 -GIRL OFFICE

necessary. This

office

and

(Crystal
deep car

the works!) This is for
pets
the
Director of Computer
of
internationally
Services
known firm. In addition to
excellent starting salary, they
have a wide scope of benefits
and automatic increases. Free.
MISS PAIGE'

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

SECRETARY

NO SHORTHAND

$525

To $125 a WK. FREE
Be the focal point of this plush

of f i c e. Schedule appoint-

ments, handle customer service and keep things running

smoothly . Any light experience qualifies. Call Jan
Roberts at 827.7706, HALL-

MARK

PERSONNEL,

380

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
Also offices in

III.

duties in 1 -girl branch
office. Will also attend conventions, handle tots of phone
work and variety. Des Plaines.

loads of variety involves,
phones, invoices, letters, public
contact. You'll assist the president of this small, but very nice
suburban firm. Free.

Computer Programmer Trainee
$7,800 While
Training at IBM
Institute

tive

298-5051

O'Hare Office Bldg.
1 0400 W. Higgins

at Mannheim

WEST PERSONNEL

No exp net and no fee to
you You will be sent to the IBM
Institute at full sal to learn

the newest program proced
ures This is the opportunity
you have been waiting for to
add thousands of dollars to
your earning potential. Your
is
potential
advancement
virtually unlimited with this
multi million dollar firm. Call
now

Ever Think About the
Stock Market?
To Start You Can
Earn $7,200-$8,400
Free
Our client is a major securities
in

Its Industry, it hos on extensive
training program second to
You will be given
none
to
preparation
complete
assist you in the .-tcounseling

of our customers in the invite
meet of their money As your
knowledge grows - so does
your responsibility and salary.
Fantastic opportunity to move
industry of growth
potential Ask for details.
into an

Reoi Estate Mgmt.
Trne.-$7,800
No Fee
You will be trained by a large
financial institution in new
alt. Selection, mortgage fl.
noticing, building management
term
leasing.
long
and
Unbelievable
opportunity,
previous experience
No
needed
CALL CHUCK BENSFIELD

Mt Prospect
Porker
253.6600
117 S Emerson

NOW!

but

SECY $575

MISS PAIGE
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

WORK FOR COSMETICS BOSS
is young, creative. He

dreams up new ways to pro.

sales

-

receptionist
typists

itors. Learn to work with soles -

secys

travel -trainees

GIRL FRIDAY

$400-$700

$475

work & varied general office
in this small office.
O'Hare.

298-5051

O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim
WEST 1-ERSONNEL

Excellent suburban firms eager

hire now. Age open. Call
us today for a good opportun
to

ity for tomorrow.

holmes & assoc.
Randhurst, Upper Level
392.2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939-4866

a

pleasant

atmosphere

GAL FRIDAY

Plush suburban travel service

No Shorthand Needed

trips. You'll suggest routes,
call airlines and secure reservations, etc. Benefits include wonderful free travel
privileges. $450 mo. Free.
MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton,

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

$500 MO.
Just some typing, neat appear..
once, and a good phone voice

much phone and

(There

is

public

contact in this posisuburban
small
A
situation with much

tion).

office

General Office

$375

Des Flaines
Secretary (V.I- )
Elk Grove
Secretary

$650
$550
4$475
Q ....

Keypunch
Mt. Prospect
Typist

INSURANCE
agency. 5 day week,

"IT PAYS TO BE A

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

GAL FRIDAY

WANTED

Opportunity for a dependable women to do light typing,
filing, operate telex machine and answer phone. Good
company benefits and nice office. Experience preferred

EVENINGS
5 P.M. to 2 A.M.
Must be over 21

davis

RESTAURANT

296-8116

SEE MR. BROWNLEY

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

Division of

.

Waitress Wanted.
DAYS
11 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Must be over 21

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

Des Plaines, Ill.

willing to work flexible hours.
APPLY MR. FINE

255.8400

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE

50 W. Rand Rd. MI. Prospect
Across from Randhurst

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

Part Time or Full Time

358-2010

We have, two openings for part time or full time

IS BIG BROTHER WATCHING?

keypunch operators. Prefer at least 6 months
the day or evening hours at our modern corporate office. We offer good starting salary and full
range of company benefits.

CALL Mr. Mannard
537-1100

EKCO

296-2266

PRODUCTS INC.

An equal opportunity employer

down your neck? If you are give us a call to
see if we Cull shake "Big Brothel" for you, to
give you a chance to show your independence.
We ore located in 4 handy locations and have a

multitude of varied jobs waiting for you.

777 Wheeling Rd.

Wheeling, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

All

jobs are free to you. The employer pays the fee.
* ENGINEERS GIRL

KEY PUNCH
$450

OPERATOR

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
.

.

.

TELLER

$500
$433
5433

.

RECEPTIONK'
' FILE CLERK
CLERK TYPIST
*PROOFREADER

.

5432
$500

.

.

.

.

$450
$433
$400
$400

ASSIST

"RATE CLERK
LITE STENO

$475
$450
$400

ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE

FIGURE TRAINEE
JR: SECRETARY
RESERVATIONIST
*COMPTOMETER

$500
$375

BOOKKEEPER

.

*ADMINISTRATION

JR. BOOKKEEPER .... $425
PAYROLL ASSISTANT
GAL FRIDAY

.

TRAVEL AGENCY .
PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT

FULL CHARGE

CONEX
Des Plaines

Are you tired of having "Big Brother" breathing

GENERAL OFFICE

Come in or Call Mr. Peve

Division of Illinois Tool Works
1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.

',

An equal opportunity employer

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Modern Cafeteria
Excellent Salary
Full Company Benefits

I

S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.

IMPERIALE'S
RESTAURANT

FOOD COUNTER

Des PI

414 E. Golf Road

REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.

HELP

Salary open for right person

Liberal Salary
Liberal Company Benefits
Good Working Conditions

CALL ART WOLPERT

259-7010

311 -Help Wanted Women

NEEDED

but will train. Salary comensurote with ability.

experience. These positions are available during
401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

CLERK -TYPISTS

IMPERIALE'S

$370

lynn

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, Ill.

FULL TIME ONLY

WAITRESSES

358-2010

SEE YOUR

GIRL"

Wheeling

INSURANCE

$475

LYNN DAVIS

KLILI

TOWER PACKAGING INC
11505. Willis

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255-1500

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

$400

.

.

OPERATOR

$433

5450
$390
$375
$475
5475

$44Q

PASTE UP .

NURSING

ASSISTANTS
Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

CORRESPONDENTS

827-6628

We will train you to write your own letters in

Beautician

answer to inquiriei from our customers. This is an

interesting position with diversified duties and
challenges. We will teach you to dictate your
letters. Our benefit program includes profit
sharing, hospitalization, and a liberal employee

FULL OR
PART TIME
1 822 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
259-8780

Ladies
WANT TO MAKE SOMETHING OUT OF YOUR
NOTHING DAYS?

Higgins

Des Plaines
298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

-

Three other convenient locations to serve you
.9

LOMBARD, ILL '
PASSIONS. INC.

DAYS ONLY

Mannheim &

WIDE

Monday thru Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., Saturday
till 11 a.m.

ment call CL 9-1263, 439-8412,

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

NO FEE

NO FEE

discount on all our fashions. Interviewing hours:

A few hours per evenings, 3
evenings per week will do ill
Car necessary. For appoint-

NURSE
394.0880
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Stenos
Top Pay I Top Jobs!

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

HILLSIDE, ILL.

of people. Free.

9 S. Dunton

Keypunch Typists

and/or under-

writing experience with local

$375

These positions are
open NOW!

.

Jobs NOW

Time

Available for Women
with Office Skills!

Serving the majority of firms in Chicago & Suburbs

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT

variety and a congenial group

MISS PAIGE

Part

We have offices located in
Oak Brook/Oak Park/Loop/Golf Mill/Des Plaines/Chicago

CALL 296-6661

A'Dor Beauty Salon

RESERVATIONS
RECEPTION
will train you, if you can do
light typing and enjoy public
contact, to act as receptionist
for clients who are planning

$440

Unusual Opportunity

and package lip -stick,
powder, eye makeup. You'll
handle his detail, phones, vismote

Modern office of suburban advertising firm. Will act as receptionist. There's busy phone

Current Listings:
Arlington Heights
Receptionist
Mt. 1-rospect

GENERAL OFFICE

who

men, artists, designers. Fast pay
raises) Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,
SP 4-85E15; 4942 N. Milwaukee,
AV 2-5050.

259-7010

Arlington Heights
Bookkeeper
Des Haines
Figure Clerk
Mt. Frospect

MT. PROSPECT

LUCKY GIRL!

SINCE 1947
not

BEHRENS

ONE GIRL OFFICE
$135 WEEK

had great success in the past
with young vets Call today,
start tomorrow,

WIEBOLDT'S
RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

ETHEL DOEBBER 827-5557 610 N. Lee St. Des Plaines

WOMEN WANTED

-

CAREER St-ECIALISTS

NO SHORTHAND REQUIRED

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

formation call

An equal opportunity employer

LYNN DAVIS'

Chicago

known firm to handle execu-

representative! A leader

preferred

Bookkeeping

and all Major Suburbs.

Will he trained by notinnolly

COUNT.

with congenial people, we
have irnrnedial- openings.
h...

Call --

has

multi million dollar firm

joy
:

.::

4-8585;

$140-$170 WK.

380.

added benefit of working on

terrific

SP

Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rd.

energetic and active and en-

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

all Major Suburbs.

Expenses

a

Touhy,

W.

SUPERVISOR

Must be experienced Corsetier. Full Time.
Some evening and Sunday work. Many company benefits, including 20 PER CENT DIS-

necessary. If you are

of Your
ROPE?

4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050

Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and

You will 15e trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims
in the Chicago area For a
major casualty company. In
addition to a fine company
training program, you get the

Is

7215

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT

time for home and family. Haven't worked for awhile?
Come in! We will help you brushup those skills. For in-

Publishing Co.

Typing

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights

1025 Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Hts.

Sail into one of our temporary office assignments today.
Discover how you can work 2-3 days a week near your
home or in the LOOP -earn extra money and still have

FILE CLERK

E ND

HOSPITAL

COLUMBUS tried something new and different
& just look what he discovered!

106 W. Station St, Barrington
381-5340

AT THE

phones,

Call Rick Miller at 827-7706,

$600 + Car +

This

Addison.WesIey

NORTHWEST

COMMUNITY

COMPANY

PREFERRED "Angels In Disguise"

-

Office Boy

previous

skills. Modern facilities,
excellent fringe benefits, 35
hour week, Contact:

fice

Apply in Person
PERSONNEL OFFICE

Interstate Bakeries

TEMPORARY OFFICE WORK

SALES CORRESPONDENT
Challenging & interesting position for woman with good of-

P "''''

ONE GIRL - Nights
4 FM -91-M

Rd.)

you completely! Free to you IVY,

suburban
chandeliers

EX -SERVICEMEN

hiring

management
to
up
PARKER for details

blk W. of York Rd.,

3 blks. N. of Irving Park

or

You'll be private secretary in
brand new plush, plush,
a

ground floor up Variety filled

company's

(1

salary and benefit

Excellent

ONE GIRL - Days 9 AM3 PM

typists/secreta ries/stenos
DISCOVER a NEW WAY to earn EXTRA
MONEY

203 S. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Pits. 60005

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

who truly likes to work with
people. Keep calm! He'll train

Also offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs.

all phases of this fine company's operations from the

can take advantage of

answer

You'll

for

AGRICULTURAL
ASSOC.

MISS PAIGE
394-0E180
9 S. Dunton

take messages for Doctor, make
opals. You must typo, aside
from that Doctor wants someone

III.

ment You will be trained in

No

Free.

somebody coming in. You'll be
Doctor's receptionist. Greet everyone.

259-5534

CASHIER

HILLMAN'S

Sat. till 11 am.

Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines,

future role in manage-

vision

benefits
outstanding
with
plus lovely office surroundings.

$645 FREE

for learning the professional
approach to intelligent purchasing plus a desire for
independent action and a
faculty to maintain goodwill
with major suppliers. Call
Victor at 827-7706,
Frank
HALLMARK PERSONNEL 380

High School Grads
$125 Week
+ Free Night School

motor

etc, for internationally known
publication. Salary $420 mo.,

with public contact. Always a
patient,

STENOGRAPHER

Letters To The Editor
help type replies,
Column,

TRAINEE

doctor

For interview see
the Store Manager:

INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 am - 8 pm,

the

This Doctor's office job is loaded
technician,

BEELINE FASHIONS

qualifications.

EDITOR'S
GIRL FRIDAY

APPLY

380 Meyer Rd. Bensenville
PO 6-2250

Coll

ATTENDANT
Immediate opening for individeo! interested in fall time
steady employment, counting,
sorting and folding clean linen.
Must be noon and reliable.

722 S. Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

time permanent employ
ment with excellent company

MISTER DONUT

Full time position in small con
genial advertising agency office. Interesting and varied

LINEN ROOM

DES PLAINES DAY

Full

700 E. Rand Rd, Mt. Prospect
259-3022

really interesting position.
You'll assist by helping with

MEET PEOPLE!

employer asks only for a high
school education, on aptitude

liberal benefits good location.

tant

.

9 p.m. Full time Satur-

discount
benefits including
on all food purchases.

A

DOCTOR'S GIRL

Experience is not required. The

sharing,

Profit

faster

the

COMPLETE TRAINING

then it means you'll get to the

I I

appointment or write stating

TO $500

il you've had some experience,

days. Bring proof of age.

duties.

394.0700
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster 966-0700
Morton Grove

Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

But,

PART TIME

COUNTER WORK
um; 7 pm to mid6 am to

nite; midnite to 7 am, wkends

5

LIGHT STOCKING

Trainees start at 52.231/a an
hour with automatic increases
to $2.72 per hour.

only.

4 or

Write: Box No. 300

GROCERY CHECKER

Wednesday,
Monday,
Friday or Tuesday, Thursday, Friday. 5 p.m. -

all Major Suburbs.

MISS PAIGE

380

PURCHASING

and

-

and handling
miscellaneous clerical.

439-1805

Previous supermarket experience desired but will consider
qualified beginner.

WOMEN NEEDED FOR

a

hours. Typing

MRS. ROSE

GIRLS

Palatine

days

portation. Mt. Prosp.'area.
950.0083

BILLING CLERK
Early morning start

GOOD STARTING SALARY
ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

PART TIME ORDER
PICKERS

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

them to proper office. Free.

Smith,

827-7706,

HIGH SCHOOL

Varied

Apply or phone

N.W. Hwy., Des Plaines, III.
Also offices in Chicago and

enjoy

Waitresses
Wanted

2

month. Good pay. Own trans.

Larry's Restaurant

827-7706,

at

Roberts

255-7073

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

Rand 8. Rt. 53
358-2852

graciously
directing clients and visitors
and arranging plane, train
and hotel reservations for

congenial atmosphere of this
group of young attorneys. You
should have poise and a neat
appearance to greet the many
top clients of this firm, direct

from trainees to tap experience. Call

You'll

increases.

all of the trades and services,
for supervisors all the way

$119 Wk. + 10%
Bonus + Free

lop

$100 to $110 Wk. FREE

ideal

atmosphere,

location, good starting salary,
and full company benefits.

Full & Part Time

Beautiful all public contact
position in plush front office

Jan

will train a beginner.

woman

Cleaning

with

typist,

good

Computyper.
interesting duties.
Frieden

Mien Wanted Women

30 -Help Waded Women

general office background, on

take shorthand and type. We
Pleasant

train

Will

lenge in her work and who can

Mrs. Pierce.

Salary starts at $450 mo. and
goes up rapidly with automotic

Free IBM School

seen a machine before

a strong interest in education,
good books, children, and
service to others, you may qualify for several openings with the
Educational Division of a Marshall Field family owned enterprise. For an appointment call

executives who travel. Hours:
9 to 5, 5 days a week. Call

FRONT DESK
RECEPTION
FOR LAW FIRM

field, and right in your own
areal We have openings in

Our client will send you to IBM
School free, and pay your FEE
besides Learn system and programming even if you've never

540-5150 per week? If you have

Trainee

welcoming

might train! Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4:8585; 4942 N. Mil.

opportunity in your own

opment Your finest opportunity Immediate hiring

Order Processing

firm. Your only duties will be

Dictaphone knowledge helpful ..-

when you can get a better

devel-

and

design

ing. In Mt. Prospect 439-1514.
COULD YOU use an extra

offering a rewarding job to
o girl who looks for a chal-

of a large suburban based

fice gang who can go along.

NO FEE

ternational firm is offering a
top man a diversified position
loaded with career potential.
Job functions include board
work,

far -away

to

places. You'll be one of the of

No point in traveling around

progressive Chief
for respected in-

Hustling,
Engineer

him

often takes

$185-$225 A WEEK

Variety Seeking
Electro-Mechanical
Draftsman -$800 Mo.
Engrg Potential

Well known mfg. company is

RECEPTION,

It's all part of the job when you
spend summer in Chicago, Flor-

25 FOREMEN
WEST

BILLER -TYPIST

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Major Suburbs.

PARKER

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

place in Spring! Boss' business

office records, etc., in shape.
Great opportunity to move into
higher management or soles.
Call Frank Victor at 827-7706,

to

Womah for general housework
every Monday. No heavy clean-

Arlington Heights

CUSTOMER

OFFICE TRAINEE

to start,

after veining. No medical ex-

Major Suburbs.

urbs.

raise

excellent

at 827.7706, HALLMARK PERSONNEL 380 NorthRoberts

in Chicago and all Major Sub-

Suburbs

-

Keypunch Operator
for day shift. Payroll experiJan
Call
qualifies.
ence

experience. Call Steve
Smith at 827-7706, HALLMARK
Northwest
PERSONNEL 380
Hwy, Des Plaines. Also offices

Page 15

Tuesday, October 8, 1968

SECRETARY

giving Day. CL 3-1072.

'SLAM greet the little patients
and their parents, ans. phones,
keep the reception office running on schedule. Light typing
for a smattering of clerical
duties; other than that, this position is mostly reception. $110

Numeric

spot

Sohlin at 827 7706, HALLMARK
PERSONNEL, 380 Northwest

BABY
DOCTOR'S
RECEI-TION

OPERATOR

Good all.oround maintenance
man can be chief in this company without previous top -

large company in the Northwest Suburbs desires young
accountants who are working
toward a degree Call John

reliable woman to
help in my kitchen on , Thanks-

Wanted:

KEYPUNCH

SMALL PLANT

JR. ACCOUNTANTS

30 -Help Waded Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

304Ielp Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

WOODSTOCK, ILL

.

629-6770
.449-8070
815-338-3200

Bensenville

380 Meyer Road
PO 6-2250

counselOr will ISO
Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A

available to assist you.

(1 block west of York Rd. 3 blocks north of Irving Park Rd.)

ea.

I IIE DAV
Tuesday,. October 8, 1968

Page 16

ACCOUNTING

women, purr
Phone
nediately.
liter 4 p.m.

hie

fast

joint,' on exciting

inn .mg company du re oppor
amity 12 an t vt ryoloy 5 ord We
an off. ring a harp tilde/0 Stanclord

our

in

out

bur

(dory
rang,

collo op

do stn cl,

r, gum d

Storting
plus

lit
bingo

rco Ito

of
Writ, or cull

im-

537-717E1,

home. Ideal spot for a busided gal who enjoys
ness

full

bo milt..

in

or

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

TV. 392-4813

AKC 595

Beautiful
Shots.

MOVIE CAMERA 8 MM, 200111
lens, electronic eyereasonable.

ter 5 P.M.

working with people. Work will

CL 5.0456

Employment

involve personnel selection,
job ossigionfent and office

JUST LIKE NEWI 5 walnut bar
stools with leather scats, ex-

Manager

monagernent. This is a prestige
job that offers o very good sal-

cellent value. 253-7222

General Time

ary plus incentive and fringe
benefits. One weeks training

1200 Hicks Rd

required at Homemakers' Colall expenses
lege in Joliet

Rolling Meadows, III.
259-0740, Ext 256

poicl. Write Box 1177 Day Pub lie otions, 217 S. Arlington His.
Arl. His., 60005. Give

An ,.gaol opportunity inployer

Bi autital or sz Holiday Inn

Port Tune,
rooms
Full or
p, ru act pet ft test d but wilt

totting ....dory

Excel!. on

brief resume and phone num.
bey Interview will be arrcrna.
ed.

FOR SALE.

duties

Diverse

in

Lift In .0 ranee

0 Bono- Plan

CRAVENS CO.

used log
tan Laramie
hour. to suit ,our cht dirk

APPLY TODAY

filing cabinets. 529.9119.

Gock, W. of Edens)

TEMPORARY

Paintings on wood 53 to 510;
chrome kit, set; 2 mahog. end
tables; youth chair; Victorian
chair; coffee table unfinished;

1000 Busse Rd (Rte 83)

FULL TIME
WORK IN YOUR AREA

DAYS, WEEKS OR
MONTHS

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day

bethinette. 255-6928.
Hide.mbed, secil davenport,

2 studio couches, oak corner &
end tobles, 6 pr. dining rm. set,
ironrite ironer, G.E. refrig.,
kitchen chairs.
259.4530

Secy's...$21-$28 a clay

KeypunchS21-$26

west of Rte 31. 464.5436.

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

typing skill., to act as
secretory in our Engineering Department.

TEMPORARY
SERVICE

White
75c

We offer you pleasant

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

surroundings, finest frin-

PHONE 827-1108
31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Prindle, Arlington His.

EniOnsreeninse COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave

Elk Grove Village

NEIGHBORS' GARAGE SALE

Oct. 11 & 12.9 to 4
1531 N. Haddow, Arlington tits.
Group Gar. Sale: Oct. 10, 10.
4 pm, formals, clothes,
baby
needs, misc. 509 S. Forrest, All

West Pk. Field Hse, Des Plaines,
Oct. 11, 9 am to 8 pm, sponsored
by Assoc. of Reg. Nurses of D.P.

Gar. Sale: hsehd. items, childBonnie ren's
clothing.
804
brook, near Coldren P.H. Oct.
11.12.

An equal opportunity
employer

$3.00

for
12

dropcloths, reg. $3.95 for $2.50;
dined colors inside & outside
point, 1/2 price. Diamond Points,

tablew-4 hi -back chairs &serving

One Day Only! Basement Sale,
Wed, Oct. 9, 9-4 pm, 26 N.

Anocut

calking, reg.

a gal.; lite weight 9 x

1795 Oakton, Des Plaines.
VA 4.0884
must part with
Transferred
Admiral 21" TV; Thomasville D.R.

ge

497-5400

-

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdole Road, Wheoton.

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

MISS GAFFKE

stereo console. 827-8071

AKC. Raised with TUC.
FL. 8.2699 after 6 P.M.

AKC - 5 darling black Poodles,

GAR. &

Opportunities
at

Hal I icrafters
OFFICE
CLERK TYPISTS
Purchasing
Credit Dept
Engineering
Publications
Records Dept.
SECRETARIES

s PRODUCTION
Engineering Dept.
WIRERS &
SOLDERS

School,

Oct. II, 12, 9.5 pm, Lots of misc.,

old & new "stuff'.
Gar.
Oct.

Sale.
11,

tor's
frames,

Oct.

10,

2-5 p.m.,

9-3 p.m., misc., collecitems,
craft supplies,

215 W. Pork

St.,

Garage sale Oct. 10, 11, & 12.
1701 N. Rand Rd. A.H. 1/a mi.
Palatine Rd. across from
Square Dance Center. MUCH
S.

Garage Sale Oct. 10, 11 & 12.
9 to S. Better than last year.
1401 Ironwood Dr., Mt. Prosp.
W. of Wolf Rd., N. Feehanville
School.

Clothes,

misc.

Garage Sale: Oct. 10,11 & 12. 9
to 12:30. 3 pc. beige trod'I sect'l

progression, and a complete
fringc bencht program

Apply
Personnel Dept.
Daily 8 30 AM 5 PM

Ha I

I

i crafters

Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.
60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Fodder twin reverb. amp.

SACRIFICE

FISCHER STEREO AM / FM Sonic

shortwave record player comb, in
attractive cab.; PFAFF auto. AZig
Zug sewing machine; PORTABLE
typewriter. All unused. Total orig.
cost $800, sac. all $275 or willing
to separate. Also color T.V.
478-2376

Fot best results use
Day Want Ads

w / case $300 each. 968-7559

Excelsior Elettro Accordion in
good condition $100 or best of-

couch & choir, $125; 82" hide -

Beautiful Conover grand piano
with bench, walnut. finish. Like

couch; chest;
:terns. Call 259-1269.

&

other

new. 5850. 827-2373.

TROMBONE W/case
condition.

Best padding. Also kitchen

carpets, indoor -. outdoor & commercial. Lowest prices. Samples
brought to your home or visit our
warehse. showan. By appt. only.

Spinet

392-4813
piano, lyon

in

&

good

sofa; bargain fabrics; toys;

all in top cond. 327 Beverly Ln.
tors Linclon Ave. Mt. Prospect

Moving out of state, must sell:
Hotpoint freezer, refrig, washer,
ping pang table, 2 desks, girl's
bicycle, Monroe tables & other
household items. 413 S. 1 -Oka,
ST. MARY OF PROVIDENCE
SCHOOL FOR RETARDED GIRLS

Thurs., Oct. 10, 9 rim to 3 pm
Fri., Oct. 11, 9 am to 8 pm
Sat., Oct. 12, 9 am to 2 pm.
4200 North Austin Blvd.
3 blocks north of Irving Pork
Attic
Sale: antique dresser,
bookcases,
wardrobe trunk,
mirrors, pictures, choirs, books,

like new portable Kitchen
Aid dishwasher; apt. size Magic
also

Chef gas stove; Bendix mangle,
mist- 1011 W. Palatine Rd., A.H.,

block west of Kennicott on

Service Rd., Oct. 11, 12, 9 a.m.
a

kit.

cab.

Ex.

ed.

364'. Taxes under $600.

2nd fir.

Earn. or

ZIG-ZAG

E FLAT ALTO SAXOPHONE
$100

holes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year

259-35.19 after 3:30
Starck console piano, walnut
5395. Also Silvertone guitar.
CL 5-1795
LeBlanc B flat clarinet
and case for $75.
255-3684

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button

parts and service guarantee.

FULL PRICE $51,30

2

for

mod
ior.

indaw apt.

REALTORS, INC.

N. Des Pl. 437.9115. Eves.
.01

ROO.

Phone 394-1100

-

honie being built. CL 3-5472

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Hill.

Ivy

3

bdrm.,

to 9 P.M.

55 Musical Instruments

R / H, window washers, about
38,000 mites, kept in heated
new. Only $1250. 526.8030, or

658-5661
646 S. Main, Algongu s (4 bl.
S. of 62 on 311

DEAL

is most unique. Establish your
name with ours. Become one

THAT CAN'T

of us!
Come

loin

family. Will
woman.

BE EAT

confidential.

information

All

our harmonious
train men or

IS FROM

3-2 Brian. 3.1 Bdrrn. Excellent
income & cosh /low. New

H.S. area. Mr. Van. 255.6856.

$85,000

buy on contract or lease

WHEELING
MEADOWBROOK WEST

CHEVROLET

I. PL1,4{. PO AD
LI.C.l0t4 HEIGH, ILLP11011

1967 IMPALA 4 D. HARDTOP
Automatic, P.S., Fac.
V8

Phone 394-1100

Air Cond., Radio, Heat, WI
Walls.

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

STARTER HOME

Sharp 51/2 room, sided 3 bedroom home, garage, extras, 2
blocks to Schools & churches.
Only $21,900.

$1,995

brim, Georgian, excellent

2

loc. close to schools & trans.
523,900

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM CPE.
V8 Power Glide, P/5, P/8,
Vinyl Top, Radio, Heater,

STREAMWOOD
excellent
in
ranch
Raised
cond. All alum. siding, co r

"weir

ARRIGO REAL
ESTATE

REALTORS, INC.
043

14,1

WICILSTROM

REALTORS, INC.

option, 4 bdrm. home ill Hersey

Will

e4weir,

6 -FLAT

1264 Northwest Highway
Des Plaines, Illinois

Phone 394-1100
Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

296-6655

W/Walls,
$2,395

puling, storms/screens. 5
Low
rnortgoge assumable.
down payments $194 a month

TRANSPORTATION SPEC,

1964 IMPALA
9 Pass. S/Wagon, V8, P/Glide,
Heater,
Radio,
P/B.
P/5,
Excellent Run. Condition.

total.
13.93

$595.00

STREAMWOOD
Sharp

ranch,

bedroom

3

garage, large fenced lot, carpeting, /s,

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

ARLINGTON HTS.
ONLY 022.900

raised ranch.
bedroom
Corner lot, best school district.

Immed. pass. --just move into

Hurry and see at once. 519,500

this

3

DICK

54.4%

excellent

VA assumption or $900 down
& 5155 a month.

WICKSTROM

B -I 03

spotless 5 rm. frame. 13

yrs. old. Many newer extras -such as carpeting in liv, Mo.
area, hall & master bedrm.,
range, drapery,
gas
ref.,

water soft. 3 -track alum. s/s,
etc. gar. Low taxes --lot 49 x

HANOVER FARK
$1,800 down &
an
payment of $177 a mon

us little

total
fh.

132', patio.

CHEVROLET

bedroom raised janch,
garage, 5m/2% assumption or
5

B-106

394.2166

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

write: PAR, Box 304, Wauconda,
III. 60084.

BRADSHAW

L

2 pickup guitar with tremolo bar;
amp. with volume, tremble, bass,
speed, tremolo & reverb. $175.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

low

BUICK WILDCAT, hardtop (vinyl),
late 1964, 1' / B, I' 5, power
windows, almost new tires,spare,

2

hat& bi level.
rm. Lg. cul-de.sac lot, patio, 21/2
car gar. Poss. about Dec. 6.
$37,500.392-2695

12" speaker. $65.
El Rey Music Ctr. 7 W. Eastman

credit Mgr. Call 469.7204, 9 A.M.

excel. concht.,

Body

person, we have a plan that

Like new powerful Ampeg amp,

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

town location, $32,000

office. For the ambitious DOA,

Couple needs furnished apt. or
Feb. 1. While
house Nov. 15

ELECTRO VOICE CHORD ORGAN
$35

392.7990

attached garage. Best in

Clover Realtors invite you to
their new Arlington Flights

Wanted -Garage space to store
car, vic. An. His., Mt. Prosp.

Art. His.,

Like

new W/W t,ren 100% VW logged
service. 437-9118 evening,.
'65 Sunbeam Alpine, Mark 4.

2 car on. gar. on lot 270 x

255-5334

Healy

1967 SINGER

11111t

(

555 IRVING PARK RD.

ROSELLE, ILL.
529-7070

KOLE

OPEN SUNDAYS!

CLEARANCE SALE ON

The Robin's Nest

ALL INSTRUMENTS

(primarily furniture)
OPEN TUESDAY THRU

NW. Corner Hwy. 176
& 12 on the frontage rd.
526-5255
Wauconda, III.

needed

2 89-1 900

PALLAt ROAD
101
AAAArClOrt vAnD.A.S.A.A4RO,

Phone 394-1100

646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 61.

I wheel trailer for boat or stack
car w/flot bed tilt, max. wt.
5 lbs. 5400. 824-1866.

Kimballtwwit

Center

Music

1381 Prairie Ave.- Des Plaines,s, Ill.

827-6603

50 -Landscaping

I

50 -Landscaping

acre on Route

4 bedroom 21/2 baths, all brick colonial. Full basement. 2 car
attached garage. Formal dining room. Drapes throughout.
Carpeting in living room, dining room, family room and 3
bedrooms. Disposal & dishwasher. Country club location. Just

SURVIVAL

Custom built split-level. Ideal

for large family. "Dream

with

21/2
12

First

Fertilizer Especially
to help lawns survive winter.

$89s
FEEDS 10,000 SQ. FT.

PICKUP ENOUGH TO GET YOUR LAWN THROUGH THE WINTER.

Dishwasher, disposal. Extra large breakfast area with bay.
Large dining "el" has sliding gloss door to patio. Large
foyer. Mahogany paneled family room 30' x 22.8' with
baths. Set high
stone fireplace, 4 big bedrooms, 3 full
on 11/2 acre. Don't volt

see it novel

' PALATINE -- $59,500
Spacious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 bath, full basement. Carpeting in living, room, dining room, hall and
2
bedrooms. Beautiful wooded and landscaped. Out
buildings, screened summerhouse with barb-gue. 3 acres,
250' frontage on Route 14.2 car garage.

LANDSCAPING NURSERY

PHILIPPE BROTHERS

1024 N.W. Highway Route 14
3 Blocks west of Quentin Rd.

358-1800

John Morrisroe 358-1440

Realty

1/15.

owner $795. 296-3810 1530
INTERNATIONAL NO. 340 utility

RESTAURANT

tractor. 3 point hitch, front

Arlington Hts.
$25,000

259.6266

loader, good tires, $900 or offer.

Well established restaurant in
busy shopping center. Catering business & equipment.

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Week -end camping?? Use my

trailer!! 255-2515 after 6 pm.
Reasonable -sleeps seven,

Others available to 5300,000.

well

3

established

STORAGE AVAILABLE
TkAILERSTRUCK CAMPERS

TAVERN
taverns

built equipped with
restaurant facilities.

VACATION LINERS
Des Plaines
1272 Rand Rd.
827.7184
Yellowstone 21 ft. trovel trailer,

like new, 1967, About 1,000

Palatine --$35,000
Ideal

for

foods,

carry -out

large parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage, On Route
14,

Island Lake --$45,500
Ample

parking,

1

bedroom

miles, gas heat with blower, gas
refrigeration, gas hot water, selfcontained toilet & septic, shower,
lights (gas, battery or electric),

extra large gas tanks, heavy
tires. 52900. 526-8030 or write:
PAR, Box 304, Wauconda, Ill,
60084'
101 -Auto Parts and Access.

apartment with garage. Pro-

4 MAG WHEELS for

perty & business.

Chevrolet, Best Offer,

1 96 8

CL 5-2598

McHenry --$45,900

PARKSITE

1962 GMC 1/2 ton pickup
I

kitchen". Loads of cabinets, built in oven / range.

made

$2500. NE 1-7258.

Oakton St. Des Plaines

listed.

LONG GROVE VALLEY --$56,500

12

rental units.

2 to 5 p.m. Arlington Heights, 1429 St. James Place. 3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2, baths, 40x20' rec room with
fireplace, full basement. I/O car garage and carport. Well
landscaped. Close to schools and shopping. Very good
neighborhood. $34,500. Wilke to Mtn°, east to St. Jomes north

PALATINE -- $47,000

WINTER

investment return.

High

OPEN HOUSE, SUNDAY OCT. 6th

to house.

NUTRO

m64 Ford truck, T-600, all °Bouminum, 12' walk-in, extras, Priv.

Palatine $82,500

10 lessons for $14.95. Call Mr. Brooks at...

'

102 -Trucks, Trailers

904nvestment Property

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

S. of 62 on 31)

ADULTS ENROLL NOW for day & evening classes on piano
or organ - limited to 5 adults each class - no instrument

SUNDAY 12-4 PM

50 -Landscaping

REALTORS, INC.

BRADSHAW

658-5661

GIANT REDUCTIONS ON
Piano's - Organs Guitars - PA Systems Amps
Drums - Recorders . And More.

Mt. Prosp. 259-3291

1/2

bedrms.,

6

ems,

9

$350. Call aft 6 pun. 299-4538.

available. 437-8454

ANTIQUES

m

baths,

Coble Nelson, mohog, gd. cord.

Free estimates. Financing

strng, whl., & nose grille.

Cherry -red, bIk. int., radio, sots.

894.1330
255.6320

Streamwood. $165 per am.,
Security deposit, references need-

fer. 965.3381

New carpets. 1st quality brand
names. Installed wall-to-wall.

6 drawer chest; n:Mon. desk
sect'y; pr, 40" lamps, MUCH misc.
439.4665 evenings.

good for

reasonable. HE 7-2864
like new 2 cushion Mete damask

Conlon ironer; heirlooms & misc.,

sewing machine, misc. furniture,
linens, clothes, toys. Friday Oct.
/1- 7 pm -9 pm. & Saturday Oct.
12 - 9 am - 4 pm. 12 N. Evans
Ave. Arlington Heights.

Hallicra hers
currently
hos
several interesting positions
for
experienced
available
inchviduats possessing good
skills
Excellent
starting
salaries,
automatic
salary

Gretsch Tenn. Guitar W / case

2 full baths, exquisite interior design. 2 car

bedrooms,

358-1502

items,

Maple twin beds, desk, dryer,

OPERATORS

299-5388
SMALL URRIGH I PIANO
GOOD CONDITION $35
439.5344

$550.

Karinarin Ghimclean 1967 cpe.

Cathedral Living room, 3

NORTHBROOK (UNINCORP )
VIC. OF MIL. AVE. (21) &

condition $30. 437-3E113.

Upright grand piano, Boardman
& Gray, $100.

start

Natural cedar contemporary.

'EUCLID --LAKE RDS. AREA

toys, cur. Come One Come All.

PRECISION
WELDERS

drum, stand & sticks. Very good

misc.

ASSEMBLERS

REPAIR

Beginner Blue Sparkle snore

family or rec. room. Very

Arl.

Hts.

259-3186

358-6563

Prospect.
BSMT. SALE: 807 5.
Mt. Pros., Fri.. & Sot.

Small baby grand piano, walnut
finish, good condition. $350.

Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell

cart; 2 Fr. Prov. nice stands &

34 -Ads and Antiques

Gar. Sale - Oct. 11, 12, 13 - 10
6 PM. Fern, elec. oppli,
AM
clothes. 1711 E. Foundry Rd. Mt.

55 -Musical Instruments

elec..

255.2545 alter 6 pax

Oafish green, rebuilt eng , Like
new clutch, exhaust system &

82 -Wanted To Rent

young singing canaries.

a -bed

BA 3-5212 or 259-4568

For rent, 3 bedrrn. bonne in

boys, and Wire hair
Terriers. Also cute little mixed
puppies. All liclve first shots.
FROM GERMANY guaranteed

Johnson

ALGONQUIN

garage, drives like new, looks I ike

16 -To Rent Houses

3 girls,

TOWN & COUNTRY

Arlington Heights

Veil, Ad. Hrs. afternoon.

air-cond.; washer / dryer; refrig.
& other items too numerous to
mention. Auctioneer Hollis May.

'63 LeMons convert. clean $650.
14' Thompson runabout 35 HP

mileage. Call 259.3177 cloys.

ly.

chairs $15; oak buffet $20;
double iron bed $10; 311 N.

228 Poppy Lane, Bensenville. TV;

vc/blk

tires.

Palatine
Schaumburg

4

yellov.,

estate

refrigerator,disposol,dishwasher,
conditioning. No
central air
pets. Shown by appointment on-

STOLTZNER
BLDG. CORP.

console,

&

roof & int. Priv. 537.6985

reef

DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APT,

1529 N. Arlington Hts. Rd., 2
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, range,

525: refrig.

AUCTION at 1:30 P M Friday.

JUST ARRIVED!

-

stove

$25; mahog, dining table &

and weekends.

Furniture and rugs

$3.98 each. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00

"It Pays To Be Right Girl"

PLEASE CALL

Miniature Schwa" er puppies,
AKC champion sired, non.sheding, paper fronted, 10 wks.
old. Call 299-8483.
Min. Schnauzer Puppies.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

EVERGREENS

3 to 4 feet

Right Girl

need of a girl with good

benefits and good
starting salary

tufted Mr. Ch. w/oftinon, RCA

One 72 one mile east of Rte .17
front Storks Station, eight miles

day

immediate

to

sofa w/built.in end tables. Black

gas

$20,700

296.6873

dishwasher $100; sofa 575. 259-

Crown

maintenance

and privileges of swimming
pool, clubhouse, tennis court,
etc. Call for more information
on this priced right buyl!!

,

kets

823-6423

525,900

the active busy family. Low
cost of $12.50 per month inoutside

V13,

Payment *

2 bedroom bi-level ideal for

Chev. Impala SS convert.,
P/S, radio -rear speak. buc-

'64

*Low Down

TOWNHOUSE

cludes

offer. 392.0954 offer 6 p.m.

& trains.

CONSTRUCTION CO.
255-4568

Clean 2 bedroom, 2nd fldor apt,
gas heal. Adults only, no pots.

Record cabinet $2; base reflex
enclosure $25; ref rig. $30; port.

01,1 Town

Hut/1.2 mirth:, $2.35 per 1001b:
Walter F. Sass

14 -To Rent Apartments

7018

PET SHOP

POTATOES . RED & WHITE

clerks .$13-$18 a day

PLUS

ore

4

Paid $330, now $170894-2127
Motorola AM -FM console stereo
$130; kitchen set $35; 2 modern
end tables $5 ea. occasional
chair $30. 359-1284.

Parents on premises. Reasonable. BeautituP89.1.513-14

7848.

OR

month. 331-7277 call collect after
6:30 p.m.

3 pc walnut corner grouping;
2 sofas w/toble, gold & Wal.

includes 30.8' sections, 34-4x4
posts & 42" grate. 0 mos. old
New $1,000, sell for $350. 827-

Elk Grove Village

station will pay up to $125 a

German Shepherd puppies AKC
chomp blood line. CM. temp.

Redwood fence 245' long, 5' high

Holiday Inn --

We

253.3628

washer/dryer;

slicer,
ElectroElectric meet
vacuum cleaner, power
lux
timing light, Each & Dwell
snow tires,
new
like
Meter,

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.
272-2300

1/9

Friday

Healthy pups born and raised
outdoors; good hunting stock;
gentle breed, 6 wks old $25.

NUCLEUS

1

cocktail

top

room & office is 411, bedroom.

'58 Chevy Station Wagon, A/T,
P/S, low mileoge, $125 or best

Large deluxe 3 bedron., 11/2
baths, finished lam. rin,, an,
gar. Close to shopg schls.,

73 -To Rent furnished Apartments

ino. old Victorian lamp; VicMarble

*PALATINE*

Immediate
Occupancy

ARLINGTON HTS. AREA

3 bedroom bblevel, attached
2 car garage, finished family

2 employed woinen want to rent
or 2 bedroom apartment an.
furnished. Preferably near NW

CL 3-0219

'67 Pont. Bonneville 2 dr. hi,
P/S, P/B, auto tr., radio, vinyl
top. 283.1172 or 439.3021.

437-1568

carpeting & oak floors.

Bachelor has house in t.rospect
Hts. Will shore. $100 o month.
259-4929, after 6 p.m.
Will share 3 bedrrn. townhouse,
comp. fun'th with 2 young men,
21 to 30. 296-8575.

82.1.5672.

torian

Arl. Hts., 3 bdrm, 2 both, f candy
I 1/2 car garage, $37,400.

2 car garage, basement,

71-Apts. and Rooms to Share

table; must see to appreciate.

& wormed. 837.5991

1668

Uniform. Furno .ho cl

table

PALATINE AREA

4 bedroom, 2 story attached

793.7492

cond.; chrome & formic u kitchen

German Shepherds, 3 mos. old,
AKC, large boned, excel. temp.
erament, show quality, shots

drapes; champagne blond wig
& stand $35; baby items. 529-

BARRETT-

* Paul WV 0110115

Girl

range;

Elec.

ROOM FOR GENTLEMAN
IN DOWNTOWN ARL. FITS.

'60 Ford ranch wagon; stick,
good condition. $175

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate Houses

10 -Roams -Board -Housekeeping

Whirlpool: Imperial washer w/
sud-saver, & gas dryer, excel.

827-6293.

4.

296.7533 after 6 pm

w / hutch & 4 upholstered chairs.
Rest offer. 259-3470

.1

w / formica top 510.439.1485aft

Colf t tart of,
Hat tomtit at co.,t

5 months,

trained $15.

or best offer; kit. cab.

STOP IN OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

1959 Thunclurbird
needs work, r11,11,1. offer.

Blond limed oak dinette set

8 wks old litter

5101110SO kittens,

HiFi cons. w / AM -FM radio $50

,
Ho potato otton
In llr011f

cond, $1,400,199-4&6

GE refrig. yellow $45, baby carriage & playpen $30, all in
excel. cond. 253-2557

AND GROOMING
529.6408

Royals $35, 545, $50. CL 3-2236

cond. $650. 437-75.17

'66 Chevel/e Malibu, 4 dr. HT, 283
/ 5, excel.
V43, Auto. trans

frame & springs. 392.1166

392-051.1

1

station wagon V8,
P/O, air cond., good meth.
Chevy

'64

couch

3 piece sectional.
Very good condition
773 9673

POODLE CLIPPING

h.p. Wagner Motor, 525; Typewriters, excel. cond., L.C. Smith
Secretarial $20, Underwood $45,

day shift
openings. Will train or. the iob.
Permcmen.

trucks.

II

Fri

Evan's cart custom

255.2331

owe Ironical and hydraulic osinIsly of materrol horidling

puppies $25
537.7020

Collie pup, female,
sable, shots, 525.

cloth coat size 10, $40; three skin
dark mink scarf 540, excel. cond.

electrical,

each.

Labrador mixed, mole,
puppy, 7 weeks old.
$15 392.6211

One block & one tan unbelted

plu ht on 1115

*Ir.

Shepherd

collor. Sr. 16. Perfect cond.
Best offer. CL 3.5670

I -owner.
'1495 or best offer.
824.2281, after 4 p.m.

Voogd

Co

Residenillall

2 cribs 510 ea.; highchair $10;
bassinet 55; chests; youth bed,

female pure bred German

Block winter coat wilitack mink

ASSEMBLERS

LB Gro .4 Wingr n t dr women
to In 1p us manumit our quest

lin,"

2

1964 Corvoir Monza,

CL 3.1125

9x 1 2 braided rug. 259-0.176.

female, AKC registered, beautiful
markings. $45.392.7944

1960 Maytag automatic washer

in

to

Beagle pups for sale, male,

or de. Mac. 7 -HP. Engine. like
new -condition. $100 PVT. Party.
827.3398 after 6 pro

IVAIDS

free

kittens

convert.

CL 9.3960

lets) thble & 2 captain's Chairs
CL 3-5491

w/sucts sever, gd. cond. $15.
259.5715

-

AKC.

529-5636 weekdays af-

7 week old

299-5215

,

Electra

Buick

1967

dr.

2

Full power . $2695,

.with
Used
doulFle bed/Beouty Rest Mot tress. Best offer. 392.3324.
Mople couch w/c hair; drop-

three good homes.

Form Milk Cons, original state
5 or 10 gal. sizes. -54.95 each

500, white vinyl top, white body,
red into ior, A T R / H, private
owner, 1200.259-1241

$125.253-1902

'62 Buick LeSobre, 4 dr, HT,
leg, gas, V43, A/T, R/FI, P/S.
$525. Peyote. 827-2869

Huge discounts. 824.7353
hide -a -bed

poodles

toy

Ford '66 convert., V-8, Galaxy

good

$575. CL 9.4188
Pontiac Tempest
6 cyl, stick. Best Offer.
253-3359
1964

'60 Stude, 4-dr. V-0 ;tick on hr.,
radio, extra snow tires. runs gd.

'62 Comte Msttk, 22mpg,
5300 Nice car.

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

PH: 89.1.4249

Chen sink $5. 259-4823

hre.schooler, my home,
core.
299-7228

1962 Chevy Impala,
Convertible, good cond.

kit. table wilco & 6
nougahyde choirs; Cosco crib

female

Pomeranian

36" gas range gel. cond. $45;
19" Admiral' TV $10; 60" kit.

69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

1963 CHEVROLET BELAIRE V8,
condition
good
automatic,
5600. 394.2566

comp.; lg. port. fan, .139-7306

Magnavox auto. phonograph;
tope recorder and 17" Zenith

In.

$100 437-7593

99 Automobile For Sale

'66 Triumph Spitfire, convertible, low Mileage, $1200 or
best offer. 437,8172.
'59 Cadillac, air cond., full
power, like new tires, must sell
$500 or Offer 894-9141.

Formica

253-3802

I

snare & stand, cym-

99 Automobile For Sale

99 Automobile For Sale

sell, reasonalbe. 439.0098

Wanted old toy electric trains.
The older the better.

toys. Call YO 6.0213

COORDINATOR

Co.t

3/4 inch exterior plywood; Ander

BUY OLD ELECTRIC
windup toy trains ,trade before
/941. 827.4760.
Will buy old electric toy trains
made before 1941 & cushion

Career minded woman needed
for permanent position with
Arlington Heights brooch of
our international temporary
help service for family rind

1).partinton
y: or

lime,

dryer,

WILL

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ual with manufacturing ,tend.
ord co..1 t xpt m act n posit,,,,,

tone; Denrnore gas
exc. cond. 259.5149

Sharp Gals. International sates
oinpany looking for 3 responsl.

It's about time
You

42 -Wanted to Buy

Admiral stereo, AM.FM, walnut,
72 in. long, excel. cond. mart

39 -Building Materials

tom-tom,

pc,

5

Crown gas stove, copper.

36

259.6054

CLERK

bal & stand, & drummer throne.

windows -12838",
roll -out
son
77856", 52x56. 392-6521

824.1717
kitchen set, formica top,
chrome & gray, 2 leaves $45.
827-0834
Choir with, tangerine slipcover;
TV, excellent
cond.,
console
best offer, 437.4406.

barn. 8'x8'r21'.0ctober 'tiro

or

529-4493

PART TIME WORK
FOR FULL TIME MOTHERS

incl.

Whileholl

April. Coll 392-0630.

1960 MAYTAG WASHER & DRYER
$50.

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 Help Wanted Women

drums

bass,

two good condition ranges, one
gas, one electric $20 each.

WANTED: Boat storage -garage

500 S&H Stamps.
Rexair control house dust.
824-7823

55 -Musical Instruments

41 -Home FurmshingsTurniture

38 -Boat Storage

Merchandise

bedroom apartment,
baths, 1 car garage.

2

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

358-1800

II/2

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

1965 HONDA S 90, with Bell
helmet. Excellent condition $200.
296.573E1

HONDA 90
$100
392-7990

IF Ma

Fire Preven,tion,

StilOVE
IN BED,

tir

"Queen" Nancy Lopotko with Mount
Prospect Fire Chief Edwin Haberkamp. Nancy's winning poster is at right.

Poster inners

Ace

'Students from St. Raymond and St. Emily Schools were

MAY BE
FOR THE

awarded passes to the Randhurst Cinema and named "Queen"
and "Chief' for designing posters to publicize Fire Prevention

"REST"
Or YOUR

Department and the Randhurst Corp.
Named "Queen" was Nancy Lopotko, 205 S. Elmhurst Ave.,
Mount Prospect, a student at St. Raymond's.

LIFE

a student at St. Emily's..

WEATHER

The contest was sponsored by the Mount Prospect Fire

sunny and cooler, high in the

BY RICHARD CRABB

areas in the United States and

that this growth will continue

States.

said yesterday.

equally divided between the

Judelson.

southern Cook County and

"This merger is a result of
my company's belief that the
Chicago area will continue to

into developing Arlington

northwest suburbs.

be one of the great growth

Park into one of the foremost
recreational and leisure time

first made early in the sum-

centers in the country.

mer by Gulf & Western.

Everett of Arlington Heights,
owner of a controlling interest
in Arlington Park, and David
N. Judelson, president of Gulf
& Western Industries, Inc.,
announced Tuesday "an in-

made last Thursday in Gulf &
Western headquarters in New
York City. The merger will be
brought about through an exchange of stock valued at

One of America's business
giants will pump its resources

Marjorie Lindheimer

tention to merge their
organizations-.

Arlington Park in the

The proposal to merge was

Final arrangements were

to be centered in the suburban
area. This is the second major
investment by Gulf 8c Western
in the Chicagoland area. Last

the' entire facilities owned by

Chicago Thoroughbred

Inc., wIlith in-

clude the race tracks at. ArlmstiM Park and Washington
Park and approximately ),000

more than $35,000,000.

It will become effective

when it has been approved by
directors.
Mrs. Everett and present

management personnel will
continue to operate Arlington

Park indefini,tely.
present inanagenienf

full controll. It

,rtAtiq,

w111EorifiVue'eUctly

as it has Bari

of uhdeVelliped

year G & W acquired Taylor
Forge Inc., a large forgings

the mayors of Arlington

Heights, Des Plaines and
Mount Prospect officially

immediately
Industries,
Will make available -.funds to
complete, major improvements
tracks and,, to
at otli
4on!i-6
ntItih
cb.tifdrtircili fide

broke ground for the Weller

project

Creek flood control
yesterday.

Shapiro, who released

$900,000 for the project last
month, told a group of state
and local officials from the

able

to

said.

release

the

money

when we did .because

Inc,

$70 million for school

project would help relieve

purposes. Once we were sure

suburbs

that

provides money for the Weller

Creek project, the cities and
villages through which the

creek passes must obtain
permission from property

property owners along the

creek so that the work could
procede.

holdouts," Beh el said, "but

the project will he finished as

THE GOVERNOR said
that the project is a good ex-

we have taken care of that."

more, he said.

THE SECTION of the

creek between the Chicago &
North Western Ry. tracks and

Mount Prospect Rd. is
scheduled

for completion in

August, 1969.

Mayors Herbert Behrel of

between state and local
governments.

townships, school district and

Co.

other governments work

together," he said. "It's like a

terprises.

Shapiro said that his

decision to release the money
was not difficult because of
the importance of the project
to the northwest suburbs.

operation, especially the
Parker -Hannifin Co., the

"It's so important that the

state and municipalities,

officially launching The $1.4
million improvement.

property owners for their co-

Ry.,

of Mount Prospect iknd John
Woods of Arlington \Heights

joined the governor in

The mayor thanked the

.

"You here are doing the

finest thing that can heppen.
It not only completes the matter, but gives you a sense of
pride in your part in the matter."

the

Des

Plaines

HE ALSO thanked the state
representatives who sponsored

the Weller Creek ap-

propriation bill in the General
Assembly: Rep. David Regner
(R -Mount Prospect), the bill's
chief sponsor; Rep. Eugenia

ago.

SPECIAL committee

However, the largest of the

Prospect Board

Mount Prospect Park
District Finance Com-

Mount Prospect

or a muddy hole. L.W.

Watravgb":1W.MUM

protesting 'the high rates and
asking for a reversal or the
ICC's decision. But lie said
the court probably will uphold
the ICC decision.
A hearing date has been set
for Oct. 28.

ed by Edwin C. Bruning at
Inverness, has directed
the study Inc made."

that

The Northwest Suburban

"In a period of eight years,

Des
'Y,' 300 Northwest
Plaines, was built in 1961 at

membership," he said. "We

than 100 activities are offered.

a cost of $1.5 million. More

we have doubled our

State statutes permit public

premature publication of

to pay could cause the

party whose land is being condemned to increase his price.

Mayor Daniel Congreve
the money could conic
from $160,000 in state motor
said

fuel

tax

rebates

the village
in 1969 for

pose

to allow 50 diagonal parking

quisition of land, BOLT con-

spaces there.

"I'd rather wait," he said, "for

At a cost of about $33,500,
the village could widen Wille

coriclusively on the down-

sidered the matter in ex-

ecutive session behind 'closed
doors.

to 50 feet between curbs,

SoLlerman said \\'ills' need,

sill
the Northwest Hwy. from help solve the tal tiC plOblem
Busse and improve street WilateVCr form the down-tossii

St. between Busse and Central

road improvements.

GREGORY CONLON was
the only ROL! member to opthe motion, but only
because he wanted it tabled.

30 to 40 days until we decide

town parking lot."

ill/I/Et/1'11W ;J1111101. and tt

parking lot project takes.

There are around a

(10/C11

parkin!! ,paCt."s on
already. Soderman said.
the road is 100 nntro,s

commoilatc parking on both
sides its it is.
If the ss itlening project

is

approved by the village board.
it could begin next spring, he
said.

As for the parking lot project, a hearing has been ten-

tatively set for Nov. 18 to
consider the matter further.

Groppi: Blacks Have IN o
Choice Except Violence

tfl

BY JIM MASEK
Black persons living in the
ghettos of U. S. cities have
exhausted all peaceful means
of improving their lot and

now have no choice but
1"

violence, the Rev, James

Groppi said at Maine South
High School last night.

-fr
eti.

The militant Roman

Catholic priest from

"As you all know," he said

FATHER JAMES GROPPI

authority, that man is a white

person in a position !!f

that this is what must be clone.

Man.

"We hear of violence," he
said, "and there comes into
mind immediately scense of

"WIZEN 'they ssittch the Sliss
America pageant, they see the

Molotov cocktails and the

type of violence that we have
seen in our cities in recent

ding -room -only crowd.

kind of violence.

"But that

is

not the only

Psychological violence has
been imposed on black people,

physical and black children, for centuries.
psychological, for years 164, This is much wqrse."
This type of violence has
that they now are replying in
made black piipple ashamed of
kind.
"I ,don't believe that it is the color of their skin and.igpossible for any person born norant of their own history,
in America today with a white according to Fr. Groppi.
"Black children arc made
skin to understand what it
violence, both

"there was a question of

white Americans can develop
sympathy for the blacks and

America," Fr. Groppi said.

years.

HE SAID that black

funds.

He said, however, that

ashamed that God has made
them black." he said. "Every
time they sec on television a

means to be black in white

Milwaukee addressed a stan-

persons have experienced

realized that the governor had
to wait to release the needed

of the machine.

within the next six months,"
said McClellan. "Our plans
are not for a residential YM-

streets. Since this involves ac-

"All

finances and we had to wait
our turn. All I can say in that
respect is all's well that ends
well."

ed a brief in the court

have grown to he the largest
YMCA in the United States.
Our board of directors. head-

build a lot to park cars front

to discuss where to

THE MAYOR said that he

Creek flood control project. Mayors Herbert Behrel of Des
Plaines and John Woods of Arlington Heights ride at the top

"Action should he

forthcoming on the plans

plans to spend

creek's flow.

Peering through steering wheel of an earthmoving machine,
Gov. Samuel Shapiro officially breaks ground for the Weller

then took the matter to

--

BUT WHILE deliberations
continue on the parking lot,
BOLL did open its doors to
reveal a plan to widen Wille

and the Village of Arlington

designed to enable water to
bypass a sharp bend in Des
Plaines, thus improving the

Insiked the cost of adding to

ing

traffic -choked downtown
water

In 1966 the utility asked
the ICC for, and was granted,
a rate increase. The company

build a parking lot, another

tinued

right into a puddle of

move in a case begun in 1966.

lighting, according' to ROI I
Chairman Robert Soderman.

properties to condemn to

Improvements (BOLL) con-

To step down from a bus

utility's "outlandish" rates. It was the latest
posing the

plans could cause the wrong
people to panic. Also, finding
out how much a board is will-

continues over what

Prospect Board of Local

Day

County Circuit Court op-

downtown Mount Prospect

While secret discussion

Last night the Mount

,(

LAST WEEK Zimmerman
a brief in the Cook

filed

restrict traffic for one block
to a one-way, block access to

revealed.

Gripe
Of The

utility

prefer because of the cost dif-

bodies to do this because

BY TED LACEY

aid to parking has been

Building.

Circuit Court.
When the subdivision was
annexed to Mount Prospect.
the case seas taken over by
Village Atty. Zimmermann.
Last week Zimmermann fil-

Considers Widening Wine

munity Center, Sha-Bo

Drainage and Clean
Streams Commission, 8
p.m., Public Works

deciding which service they

.-

Chicago, according to Charles
McClellan, executive director.

mittee, 8 p.m., ComNee Tr.

the

mission which permits it
operate In Fairview Gardens

engineering offices in

of Appeals, 8 p.m., Village
Hall.

Village Hall.

rehearing, but was refused. He

pansion."

the Village of Mount Prospect

diversionary channel. It has
been a long uphill battle."
The diversionary channel is

said

Siegel asked the 'ICC for a

He suggested the residents

the YMCA architectural and

"This is an auspicious day
for the City of Des Plaines,

the new Weller Creek

Congreve

Nielsen, Project architect of

And Shapiro thanked

three are vitally affected by

compared to the utility's $1.40
for the same amount.

In 1967 the Fairview

Gardens Civic Assn. hired

Attorney Jack Siegel to

being prepared by Julius

Congreve and Woods for their
co-operation in getting the
funds for the project.

said,

1,000 gallons of water,

higher rate.

protest the increase..

C A. They are directed
towards a program ex-

Schlickman (R -Arlington

Behrel

The village charges 55 cents
per

old facilities require the

those owned by the Fairview
Utility Co."

ference.

But Owens won't come to

facilities and depreciation of

the subdivision parallel to

terms, Congreve said.

gram, the Day learned today.

Meetings
Special hearing of
Mount Prospect Plan
Commission, 8 p.m.,

ty," said Congreve, "have the
right to run our own lines into

would have no difficulty

A study and drawings arc

Mount

"But we, as a municipali-

would still have to pay for the
utility.

The Ncirthwest Suburban
YMCA is on the verge of a
$1 million expansion pro-

is

Heights); Rep. Robert Juckett
(R -Park Ridge); Rep. Eugene

Heights,"

sewer and water but they

without fear of competition
from another private utility.

rthwest YMCA Plans
$1 Million Expansion

drii1511nOrated Codk Counfy7:

Chapman (D -Arlington
Heights), and State Sen. John
Carroll (R -Park Ridge).

residents would pay less for

has a "certificate of convenience" granted by the
was annexed several months Illinois Commerce Comto

tlatgylWiof land, .mostly

Park

District and the Ford Motor

for the village.
This way Fairview Gardens

village since the subdivison

1.r,li,n,,gon Park, includes three

Chicago & North Western

family. If there is co-operation
within a family, the. members
of the family will be successful in their various en-

Des Plaines, Daniel Congreve

"We had only four

Acquisition Committee was
formed to bargain with the
utility's president, Perry
Owens, to buy the company

and sewer service from the

THOUGH THE STATE

Weller Creek."

flooding problems will he no

explored.
Undeveloped real -estate' tit

Fairview Gardens residents
have been entitled to water

located on the southwest seg(Continued on Page 3)

area.

ample of co-operation

Arlington Park last July and
proposed that the merger be

A second tract of land

of that, we went ahead with

soon as possible and that your

was Levin who first visited

lowered through this means.

expressway.

flooding for a 17 -square mile

"Now let's just hope .that

Western Realty Corporation,
headed by Philip J. Levin. It

doubtful the rates will be

Rd. and the new Illinois 53

use their land.
Behrel said that Des Plaines
had to get 81 easements from

the

northwest

subsidiary, the Gulf &

called the Fairview Utility

John Zimmermann said he is

Meadows, west of the

enough for both the schools

"We had to wait until we

newly created real estate

Fairview Utility Co. to lower
its rates, but Village Atty.

Carousel Restaurant and the
new hotel, between Rohlwing

owners so that workers can

were sure that we sould have

This will be handled by a

The village is carrying on
a court battle to try to get the

three pieces is in Rolling

wasn't sure we would have

of Illinois and Weller Creek.

not at

involved in
the racing operations at either
track.

the merger. Gulf & Western

"I was concerned that we would not be
Shapiro

there, Mayor Daniel Congreve

present directly

THERE WILL be two immediate actions as a result of

was difficult, though,"

land

provement on

with headquarters in Bellwood
and plants in Cicero."

"The time of the decision

owned .utility now operating

The second result will be to

Weller Creek Project
Officially Under Way
Gov. Samuel Shapiro and

Mount Prospect may have

launch a program of im-

and casting manufacturer

the Gulf & Western board of

THE MERGER involves

BY TED LACEY
to run village sewer and water
lines into Fairview Gardens to
compete with the privately

The undeveloped land is about

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

20 PAGES

Village May Compete
With Water Company

Park which include the 420 room luxury hotel.
When the merger is complete, the Arlington Park and
Washington Park race tracks
will become the first publicly owned tracks in the United

in the past," explained

Washington Park area in

acres

Telephone
255-4400

Mount Prospect, III. 60056

117 S. Main St.

Wednesday, October 9, 1968

Race Track Merges,
Development Planned

Enterprises,

Chief Haberkamp pins a hadt geliton

Your Home Newspaper

Volume 3, Number 121

14. gi

Steve Solarz. At left is Steve's winning poster.

Praoett Dap

upper Ins.

/4:fi,raH

I

The "Chief' was Steve Solarz, 133 Princeton, Des Plaines,

Tbe

Tonight: Showers likely, low

about 47; Tomorrow: Partly

)

Week.

ideal of beauty in white

America -- blond hair, blue -

eyes, light complexion. So
'they go through all sorts of

torture, using skid tighteners.

frying their hair in order to
make it straight like yours,
just to fit that ideal."

The white community has
prevented the black man from
appreciating his own history,
and developing a sense of
pride, Fr. Groppi said.

"The history of Africa and
the accomplishments of the
(Continued on Page, 2)

-

.4* ft- if.
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Pickets March As Groppi Talks

.

School Menus

To be served Thursday .at Anne Sullivan and Betsy Ross

Miner, South and Thomas schools and MacArthur

Junior highs and North

Junior High in District 23:

25:

toast, butternut syrup, little

Elementary School in District

One lunch only. French

Hamburger on bun, potato pig sausage, rosy apple sauce,
gems, corn, cholocate cake, coffee cake, milk.
To be served Thursday at
milk
To be served Thursday at Arlington, Prospect, WheelCarl Sandburg School in ing, Forest view, Elk Grove
and Hersey high schools:

District 15:

Baked meat balls with

Main dish (one choice):

gravy, egg noodles, buttered creamed turkey., beefburger

corn niblets, cherry sauce, on bun, wiener on bun;

Vegetable (one choice): whipTo be served Thursday at ped potatoes, buttered carrots;

bread and butter, milk.

Salsa (one choice): fruit juice,
tossed salad, relish dish, molded cherry, slieed peach, lime,
fruit cocktail; biscuits and
butter, milk.

Available desserts:

grapefruit sections, cherry
danish, cheesecake, orange
cake, rolled wheat cookies.

To be served Thursday at

St. Viator High School:

Sauiage pizza, mashed
potatoes and gravy; dessert,
milk. A la carte: hamburgers,
hot dogs, thuringer, barbecue
french

beef,

I -4.-

fries,

soup.

By JIM MASEK and
GARY SHIFFMEN

Maine West Adult Evening jacket.
School and the Forest They carried signs reading
"Groppi does serve one useful

Hospital Foundation.

purpose in life-as a horrible

marched outside, watched by
policemen from seven towns,

ABOUT 20 pickets protested Fr. Groppi's militancy
in seeking to better the black

dressed an orderly, standing

The group organized by

While demonstrators

example;" "Beat the drums for

the Rev. James Groppi ad-

man's lot.

George Wallace for President," and "Bible quotes:
Judas went out and hanged

room only audience last night
at Maine South High School.

Operation 8 Ball and the

likewise" (sic).

Father Groppi, the controversial Roman Catholic

priest from Milwaukee, was
the first speaker in an adult
education series sponsored by

himself; go thou and do

"Go pay your $1.50 to hear
the Communist.

children from the eight

schools designated as receiv-

One repeatedly blew a whis-

tle.

Telow, the group's leader,

said that they Were

demonstrating because "Fr.
Groppi's type of thinking is
absurd."
"He represents the backside

ing schools for ghetto children
in the Chicago School. Board's
busing program.
"We actually were supposed

to have 50 people here,"

Telow said, "but they must
have gotten lost on the way
or something."

Chief Ediger said that the
of Catholicism," Telow said.
"He presents to the ptiblic the call-up of police was not inauditorium in an orderly image of an anarchist and an tended only to deal with troul
fashion, but some yelled at incendiary. He's a man who ble in case trouble developed
persons going inside to hear goes out into the street and during Fr. Groppi's talk.
"They were due for a
burns wherever he goes.
Fr. Groppi:
training exercise anyway," he

They marched up and down
Polish Horneownert Assn. of
Chicago, was led by Stephen in front of the high school
Telow of Chicago.

Most of the demonstrators
were teen-agers and one wore

a Maine South High School

"HE HAS the right to said, "and since this was

7

speak, but not in the way he

scheduled for tonight, we

does. The end product always

thought that we would have

is looting, burning and

the mobilization tonight."

Telow, said that Fr. Groppi's presence in the northwest

his group favoring former

rioting."

suburbs could mark the begin-

ning of that type of violence

Telow said that persons in

Alabama Gov. George

Wallace for president were acting on their own.
.

"It seems to just pick up

here.

"It could happen if his type

when we demonstrate," Telow

permeate this area, his thinking and that of his followers.

Current in our movement. The

followers are. They're crum-

THE DEMONSTRATION
broke up as Fr. Groppi began

said. "It's an underground

of thinking is allowed to

group doesn't endorse

You know what kind his anyone."
my and they're dirty."
Park Ridge Chief of Police
Henry Ediger said that he had

his talk, though nearly 70
policemen stood by in 'and
around the building during

asked police from Des

Plaines, Mount Prospect, Arl-

ington Heights andi other

the entire speech in case of an
outbreak of violence.

hand in case the situation got

six area departments

thet his request was "more of
an exercise in mobilization

Ridge detail.

northwest suburbs to be on

Some 50 policemen from

out of order. But he added augmented the 20 -man Park

The six departments with
men at the scene were Des

than anything else."

"We don't expect any trou-

ble," Ediger said. "Police

from other departments are

Plaines, 12; Arlington

Heights, 12; Mount

here, but they're only

standby."
Ediger said that he had ex-

perience with Telow and his

Operation 8 Ball followers
and that the group always had
demonstrated peacefully.

Prospect,8; Rolling Meadows,

flk Grove,4; and Cook
County, which had a total of
about 15 men who came and
5;

left from time to time.

All police from neighboring

departments have been

specially trained in crowd
control techniques. They were

"WE'RE NOT worried mobilized, under a mutual aid

about Telow," the chief said. agreement among Northwest
"He comes and demonstrates, suburban departments,
because of the possibility of
but he follows the rules."

Operation 8 Ball is an picketing when the con-

organization of parents of troversial priest spoke.

Groppi: Blacks
Have No Choice
(Conrinuedfrom Page I)
black people in America is not
taught," he said.

a legal way, white society has
justified it."

black people."

Fr. Groppi said, the black

"That black child does not
know that this country was
built on the sweaty backs of

You'll Flip!

He added that white

Americans also are ignorant

Ski Wen

skin

as less than a man."

economic and educational
power.

White Stag
Val Hughes

*Hart
Kastle
Attenhoefer
*Northland

black teachers as well as white
teachers to teach these people

Fr. Groppi said. When the

heritage."

fend himself.

BecOnta
Sport-Obermeyer
*Four Seasons
Fur Hats
41410E

After -Ski Boots
SHOP

"SUPPOSING your police
force out here was all black

violence because I see no difference between the looter and

black person a suit for $130
that is worth only $20 or $25,

then garnishees his wages

when he cannot pay. I see no
problem with that individual
breaking the store window

and taking back what he has

children home, a squad car
followed you filled with six
black men. At every house

to shun violence will go

where you stopped they stop-

like a man, Fr. Groppi said.

the addresses.

man, he is not going to care,",

ped too and they took down

"You know what you

would do with those black
cops?

PLEAS for the black man

unheeded until he is treated

.

'

"We don't want no white

he said. "If you had to run
a race with the person next
door, but the prize wasn't

He said that whites do not

might not run the race. That's*
what has happened to the
black man -- the American
prize has been denied to him.".

Kroger Opens
New Store Here

see problems like this, but are
A new Kroger store was to
led astray by cries for law and open at Arlington Heights Rd.
order.
and Rand Rd., Arlington
"You don't see the other Heights this morning.
kind of violence -- the white
Mayor John G. Woods of
violence against the black. All
Heights was
you see is a lot of stores of Arlington
scheduled to attend, in adgyp merchants being looted."
dition to several Kroger com-

while we were closed last week.

'74

!".i

Fr. Groppi said that this pany officials.

We know you'll find it worthwhile..

looting is retribution against
merchants who cheat black
people because the blacks do
not have economic power.

"THEY DON'T put prices
on merchandise in the black

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.
'

PHONE CL 5-1600

.

HODRS: Daily 7 0.01,10 8 p.m:, Satinday 7 a.m., to '4 p.rn., SOnday 9:30 °mu:to 1:30 p.m,

it

L.

"Until he is treated like a,

"You'd kill 'em. You'd available to you, I think you

organize and you'd hang 'em
from the highest tree because
you wouldn't want no nigger

policemen following our black
kids around.",

P.S. Our thanks for your patience

STORE

believe that it's good and that

been cheated out of."

,

100 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

believe in the right of

and you had a dance," he said

kids home.

r'SliS WINTER

"I

self-defense," he said, "I

the merchant who sells a

cops following your white

qr

is exercising his right to de-

at his parish. The policemen
itopped every time his car
stopped, Fr. Groppi said and
the policemen noted where
each child lived.

Henkee
Zermalt
Yodelers

black man turns to violence, he

it's necessary. I justify

"and as you drove white

(Canadian Import)

was threatened by the Nazis,

He told of white Milwaukee

policemen following black
children home after a dance

Kastinger

The black man in America
is threatened by white society

just as the Jew in Germany

said.

*Rosemont

very different to tell that to
a man who has been treated

"We need black policemen,

These are not available in
America today, Fr. Groppi

1300t4

"You can say that this is

recover his pride, Fr. Groppi
said, he must have political,

about their history and their

Come in and see our new lines of:

man has turned to violence.

not the way," he said, "but it's

black home ownership and

now double in size, offering better service to the
sun and ski enthusiasts, and as better selection
of clothes and equipment.

Because such things have
happened and because white
society has let them happen,

of this.

For the black man to

When you see WILLE'S beautiful, newly expanded

it was done in a legal way
and, because it was done in

ghetto," lie said. "The price is
determined by the person who
comes in and, the poorer you
are, the more you pay. Gyp
merchants have been robbing
people for years. Robbing, but

Door Kicked In
William Kroscheli, 504 E.

Rand, Mount Prospect,

reported Tuesday that his
garage door had been kicked,

in while, he was away.

Kroschell told police nothing
was apparently missing from
the garage.

'

A
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Mayors Favor
Narcotics
Raid
5
Teens
Arrested
in
Park Merger
reacted favorably to the

mer g e r of Chicago
Thoroughbred Enterprises,
Inc. with Gulf & Western

of 2302 Algon-

17,

that

the

where he was joined by Sgt.

Rolling Meadows food -store.

however.

Joseph Bopp and Det. Richard
Pascoe of the Mount Prospect
force.
The policemen reportedly

THE THREE policemen
observed the second -floor

.

said they were contacted by

apartment for about 15

trey saw youths taking turns
smoking a pipe on the living
room floor nind there were
several open packets of what

A check of the contents of

the pipe and 10 packets show -

ed they contained marijuana,
police said. Samples from the

packets we re sent to the

he

Chicago police crime lab for

Additional police were callcc] to the scene and the apart-

further analysis.
The teenagers Were released
on $5,000 bond with their

police suspected
marijuana,

the

to

meat dhor was kicked in by
the police,

trials set for Dec. 3 ,in Arllington Heights Circuit Court.

2402 Algonquin. Rolling

Meadows; Paul F. Waurnek.

ington Park property is in the

St. John, 19, of 41 I S.Dwyer,

Palatine Township.

H, Scott, 17, of 706 N.

flounced Tuesday is in the ad-

Police said the raid took
place on Brown's apartment

,Where?

village of Palatine, but all of Arlington Heights: and James

further development of the

Arlington Park property

it

in

is

Elmhurst. Ni mmt Prospect.

Probably of greatest innporta nee in the plans an-

would conic soon. I ant encouraged by reports that the
new ownership will take the
time to develop a master plan
and that decisions on the use
of the undeveloped property
will take 'into account the interests of the communities in

"The mention of giving
special consideration to

of Course!

its RCA month

Prospect. also in the apart land could mean an important men t were re leased to
juvenile authorities from their
addition to school revenues,''

new developments on this

leisure activities is, it seems to
me especially significant. It
has been any personal view for

... at

Novak & Parker,

ditional real estate taxes that where a teenage party was in
can become available .to our progress. Brown's parents
were not home at the time.
schools.
"All of Arlington Park is in police said,
Two 16 -year -old Elk Grove
the Palatine school district,
but most of the park in the girls, two girls ages 14 and 16
Arlington Heights (Dist. 214) from Mount Prospect. and a
high school district. Important 15 -year -old boy from Mount

the area.

long while that Arlington
the recreaPark could
r the entire
cent ebecofome
area.

Mount Prospect station

a juvenile girl in Elk Grove
and went to the apartment,
following a brief stop at a

minutes and reported that

JACK MOODY, mayor of 18, of 107 S. Rammer. ArtPalatine --"No part of the Arl- ing ton Heights; Steven F.

land so valuable and tax considerations being what they

a

Timothy Lonergan drove. to

fol owed a car driven by Scott
it left Mount Prospect.
Po ice said the car picked up

as

other possible arrests, ac-

Rolling' Meadows police

Michael .1. Gruenfeld. 18. of

co r po r a t ed area of Cook
County."

of Arlington Heights --"With
inevitable

Brown,

Meadows but is an unin- quirt, Rolling Meadows:

JOHN G. WOODS, mayor

was

is not in Rolling

Rolling Meadows Del.

cording to the police. No
other arrests were made,

narcotics were Wayne A.

tersection of Wilke and Euclid

statements follow:

it

Meadows apartment.
Charged with posseSsion of

southwest corner of the in-

Rds.

was not released until
yesterday because of a pending investigation related to
raid

a

narcotics raid on a Rolling

"The open land on the

Industries, Inc. Their

are,

rested late Friday in

decision is made as to how the
land is to be used.

' join Arlington Park generally

INFORMATION on the

Five teenagers were a r-

Zoning problems once a

Heads of villages which ad-

Mount Prospect police with
information about a possible
marijuana party.

towns.

BY GARY SHIEEMAN

Race Track Merges,tional
Development Plan
await the

Tune In RCA's Bktg Crosby Specie. with guest stars Bob Hope, Mena Roes & The Supremes -NBC -1V, Wednesday, October 23

'Certain1y, this is the

largest

RCA ... First in Color TV

tract of uncommitted

land so close to the City of

Chicago.

I

developments with keen. in-

commercial and residential

(Conthitted.from Page I)

purposes. Our first move after
the master plan is completed

terest.-.
meat

ROLAND MY 112S, milym

of the intersection of

of Rolling Meadows --"The
improvements which have northwest corner of Arlington
been made at Arlington Park Park across the new Illinois
in the last few years have
53. Another parcel of land
benefitted the entire coat- 0 w n e d b y C h i c a g 0
muni ry. and I expect ad- Thoroughbred Enterprises,
ditional land development to
be of further benefit. There

government units most

directly affected. We expect
that at least a year will pass
before a shovel is.put into the
ground," said Levin,

Inc. lies near Barrington.

"OUR FutsT step in making use of this land.- Levin

has been discussion, of
developing a legitimate

explained Tuesday. "will be to
develop a master plan. This
will take up to six months.

theater and more recreational
facilities. and I see no reason

to think that these plans will

"Our next step will be to

be abandoned.

Arlington Pa ark

check the master plan with the
several local government units

Rohlwing Rd.

in the

'The property owned ' by
At

Meadows.

iv es t o I
is in Rolling
present it is

zoned M-1 for 'light industry.
The houses which are there
arc non -conforming.

I

MEANWHILE. the

organization like that."

the idea of a Mount Prospect
Youth Jury, the village Youth

IRENE WATERHOUSE,
member said a youth group

night.

should be started whether the
jury is formed or not.
"I am tired of us sitting

Judges Anton Snngiel and
John Boyle have offered to
support the commission in its

around

youth

a

702 S. 1-0ka. chairman of the
commission's Yquth Action
Committee.
Judge Boyle said that youth
juries are not forbidden by

haven't

clubhouse and grandstand will
he completed before the vac -

accomplished

any-

kids decide what they want
to do."

are not official jutliciary
bodies. Clements added.

Gatto told Dick Podgorny,
704 N. Eastwood, chairman

of the Youth Involvement
Committee, to ask high school

a

principals to recommend five
or six student leaders who

group of high school students

who serve as counsel to

W

nextrn

lif
'

al

nsdPursitnrfe. s.

1Vee.sntse

Inc., traces back to the
Bumper

Michigan

company expanded into other automotive parts pro -

l,

-

----,.

are involved in. violations of
village ordinange$.

The jury would try first ofpersons

who had committed minor offenses. Sentences imposed by

the jury would not be put on

the offender's permanent
record.

Youth juries recommend
work project punishments.

Stone

Electric Company

Sales the first year

the decade since sales soared
to S 1.3 billion.

For the finest
in Real Estate
Service, its ...

ANNEN
BUSSE

members in an attempt to
cooperate in establishing a

Automatic Fine Toning
(A.F.T.) locks in the
picture signal
electronically. Automatic
chroma control keeps
color intensity uniform
on every channel,

Color TV

.,._______

.3

Off ices

[

Police Department

would he needed for a youth.
jury to be fornied.

"The police will decide

hrought.up," he said.
Police chief Newell Esmond, Sgt. Joe Bopp, Village

Atty. John Zimmermann and

the Youth Commission will
have to, draw up a manual
describing the duties of the
jury:Clements said.
This manual would have to
be accepted by the Circuit

Court before a jury can be
formed,

"Wh4e will the kids form-

ing tWyoUth jury come
from?" ,;sked John Oatto, 1107

Cleven't,,Chairm'an of the
Youth CSrumissioh.

"We s\ould form a youth
one

in

Niles --,members of.the jury

23' dra, 295 sq, in. picture

The NANDMATE

.

Model GL682

,

,

Model At 051

lie dui. Li Ii. in.

Color TV with.
Automatic
Fine Tuning

RCA FM -AM Radios

(A.F.T.)

M.CEM

RCA FM -AM

Table Radio
in Contemporary

Here's fiddle -free
Color TV. A.F.T.
locks in the signal
electronically.

Color TV
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wood cabinet,
Solid State
chassis. AFC.'
Tone control.
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23" drag , 295 sq. in. picture
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ARLINGTON HIS.
28 E. Northwest Hwy.
CuSTOhniR5 WOULD

THAN

253-1800
MOUNT PROSPECT
104 E. Northwest Hwy.

255-9111
ELK GROVE

whether to call in the; youth

jury or nut when cases are

The ALDRICH

sone( portable
likes to travel
and its price is
easy to take,
Dependable RCA
quality.

iT

Se rt.(' You,'

RATHER FIGHT

CLEMENTS said Ch e
cooperation of the Mount

Oh, so portable,
at price that's
r'h, so rightl

..,-1..

REALTORS

youth organization.

Value -priced viewing
from RCA1

Swivel Color TV
that fine-tunes
itself!

itntill

amounted to 58.5 million. In

meet with commission

selected by the youth jury or
harsher or easier,

1,516

11' dal ZYS hi In. snIten

2' ch.te., 291, sq. in. picture

to

tries, Inc.

Mount Prospect Jaycees also
have been considering a youth
organization. Gatto decided to
ask Jaycees representatives to

businessmen to pay fines. The
judge can impose the sentence

the

Model

1-

lien Gulf & Western Indus-

CLEMENTS said that the

jobs offered hy area

congress

The LANDIS

The PnblA1i0
Model CI. 1,7h

the Te xas-based Beard &

youth organization.

districts or. Local hospitals. or
arrange for offenders to take

can make the punishment

chassis.

In 1956. Charles G.
Bluhdorn acquired control of
Michigan Bumper and two
years ago combined it with

such as working in park

Prospect

,

---,---)

-'"4-.:-.-

A.F.T. pinpoints
the correct signal
on both VHF and
UHF. Powerful
25,000 -volt

A perfectly fine tuned
picture every time!
Automatic Fine Tuning
(A.F.T.) locks in the
correct signal
electronically.

)

F-4:;1.,

Corpora -

tion. established Nov. 8,
191-41;e

6

Color TV

could form a nucleus of a

circuit judges ,when juveniles

young

1:

Color TV with
Automatic Fine
Tuning (A.F.T.)

Automatic Fine
Tuning (A.F.T.)

I

thing," she said. "Lees let the

Cook County law since they

and

what we
this town

should do, We've been meeting for two years, and we

cording to :ly D. Clements,

fenders

discussing

think the kids in

jury in Mount Prospect. ac-

A YOUTH JURY is

Color TV-

for thoroughbreds and

years.

1425 S. Birch, a commission

Commission was told last

establish

Bold Moorish

could he drawn from an duction during the next 25

judges
have said they are interested in

531. ISO sq le picture

23' ding., 295 sq. In. picture

another addtion to the

Gulf
,t i n gGstct

Two circuit court

Model 11.44?

vent ion center will be coin -

stalls

i

,Tit CANDMATE

TIN- MODENA
Niodel GL61.4

Arlington, the new con -

then will the land he offered.

2 Judges Suppor
YouthJury
Jy

efforts to

Most

plated, the opening of the new
hotel being schedtiled for next
spring.
add it lona I 5(0 new'
A

:

Big new screen
size for Portable
Color TV, Powerful
21,500 -volt
Sportabout chassis.

That's what you get with
this RCA compact
consolette. No need to
worry about fine tuning
-Automatic Fine Tuning
(A.F.T.) does it for you
electronically.

extensive improvement pro grant in the history of the Arlington and Washington Park
facilities will move ahead. At

vicinity of Arlington
Only
and Washington 'Parks. ,Only

"We expect that' the land
will be used, for industrial.

see no

villages and other local

the

Low, low price
for big -screen
Portable Color

Perfectly finetuned color
picture every
time!

will be to check it out with

Wilke and Euclid,
T It e t h i r d i s o n t h e

RCA FM -AM at a

low, low price!

See it ... Price it ..
and SAVE!
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chlickman, Regner Face Students,
A ree Voting Age Should Drop
classes in public and private
area schools. A permanent

BY RICHARD CRABB

record of the interviews,
Rep Eugene F. Schlickman
(R -Arlington Heights) favors
some form of consolidation of
northwest suburban villages.

Rep David J Regner (R Mount Prospect) says the fast

presenting the problems and
opportunities facing the state
in 1968, will be presented to
state archives.

Those who have already

taken part are Sen. Paul

pace of residential develop-

Simon (D -Troy) and Robert

constantly

didates for lieutenant

ment will force the state
to

legislature

be

available to meet critical problems

Dwyer of Wilmette, cangoverno?.

Here are excerpts from the

'

Both Schlickman and

Schlickman-Regner interview:

Regner favor, and expect soon
to see a lowering of the voting
age to 19 or even 18.

changes do you think should

highlights of the interview

constitution?

These are among the

with the two legislators by
students of Thomas Junior

High School in Arlington
Heights

The interviewers were Mike

Bonito Barbra Forbis, Kathy
Mikols, Debbie Chamberlain.
Jeff Clayton and Craig Cies.

JEFF CLAYTON: What

he made in our state

II WAS one of a series of

SCHLICKMAN: Our constitution is over 100 years old:
It was a constitution that was
developed for a rural society.
Today Illinois is an urban
society. The revenue article of

dividual communities or

solidation of the 10 northwest
suburban communities as pro-

posed by -Mayor John G.

the Bronx that have their own
individual leaders. Then for
the city as a whole there are

Woods of Arlington Heights?

another set of leaders.

is

executive article is one, but
the revenue article is the principal one needing to be rewritten.

KATHY MIKOLS: Why
does the state legislature meet
only every other year?

MIKE BONATO: Do you
think the voting age should he
lowered in Illinois?

I

think it

would be of value and of help
not

a consolidation of the

municipalities in this area.

solved. In the current

We could join together in
buying municipal supplies at

hopely there will be inclusion
of a new article that will
reduce the voting age to 19
or 18. I think this is going to

happen increasingly in the

Assembly we took a new approach. Rather than adjourn
at the end of the first six

a cheaper cost. We could give

states.

municipal employes for ad-

months of the biennium, as

vancement and progress.

has been done in the past, our
assembly recessed to a certain

There are objections to the
proposal. The feeling is that

REGNER: I agree with the
remarks of Rep Schlickman.
In the last session there was
a bill which would have called
a referendum on the question
of lowering the voting age in

lose thier autonomy
and become part of a larger
city whose elected officials

as f

more opportunity to our

September of 1967 and again

would

asset.

SCHLICKMAN: I think it

should. I am confident with

to the people in our area to a new constitution convention
have at least a federation if

hold meetings
every year, that there were not
that many problems to be
to

necessary

SCHLICKMAN: This is a

to favor the idea.

REGNER: The reasoning
has been that it has not been

towns such as Brooklyn and

most controversial proposition
for northwest suburban Cook
County. I personally happen

when real estate was the prime

revise the revenue article of
the constitution so that we
have a more equitable tax
system and a more efficient

television and are available to

There are other articles that
should he changed. I think the

Arlington Heights, Mount
Prospect or Palatine each

Plaines

recorded on closed-circuit

is -a federation made up of in-

BARBRA FORDIS: What
your opinion of the con-

ment.

future date. This allowed our
legislature to meet again in

Now this has changed. We
arc depending too much now
on real estate and we must

The interviews are being

the largest city in the world,

Assembly's responsibility.

ou.r constitution was

and 8th grade students from
schools in Arlington Heights,

Mount Prospect and Des

two-year period of a General

legislature of the 75th General

developed for a rural society

exchanges between candidates

means for raising the money
required by our state govern-

in March and July of 1968.
I think this is going to be the

would not be as responsive

pattern in the future.

I am sure, Kathy, that in
the future our legislature will
he able to meet current pro-

this state.

I

voted against it,

vention. I think it is through

ed out through something of

stitutional convention on that

New York City, which is

blems as they arise during the

pe

new constitutional con-

and approachable as they are
now. I think this can be worka federation.

e.

did all other things, except the referendum to call a

Ad.ogeo alE

holding of a new con-

the

tr2w
1Lid,.v%2

nti

we can best make these
.11101=1=111..

changes.

Grace's Daze

SIDE GLANCES

"If we can't watch shows with guns and violence, I guess,

that just leaves SEX!"

Wedding Bells
By Grace Mott
A couple who will be married Saturday in the Prospect

"Recipe you picked up in the Peace Corps, eh? Uh

friendly country?"

a busy teaching schedule at

the Sullivan School in

Heights Community Church
will have only a few hours in
her home town before their
wedding rehearsal and a dinner which will follow.
They are Ruth. daughter of -who began "meetings" one
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Marxen Christmas several years ago,
and Glenn A. Lancaster, Jr., gathered their forces and went
who arrives late tomorrow. to the home of Mrs. Thomas
The senior Lancasters, here Boyle last week to make plans
from their home in for the fun and philanthropy
Greensboro, N. Carolina will which will interest them
host the bridal party Friday throughout the winter.
On hand were Mrs. Raynight.
Ruth is a teacher in Ladue, mond Lundin, Mrs. Clifford
Mo., near St. Louis where an Hagen, Mrs. Robert Forsyth
who, although she now fives
earlier party was given for
her. Glenn is an assistant pro-

fessor of mathematics at
Washington University where

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

he

working for his

is

doc-

torate. Nor is Ruth's mother
any stranger to local learners,

but has taken time out from

in the vicinity of N. Louis St.

Donald Sloneckers.

The'Esmonds drove

half days. The head of the
police department tiidn't
ceed

Earrings,

Button

Earrings

(small) red rose or bluebell design with clip -on...

small

es. (not shown)

$30
104-0 Charm, Pendant
heartshaped (large)

with red flowers. Child
or adult chain available.

$8

able

in

5

$7

Butterfly, is availsizes. Priced from

to

with three flowers
comes in white, blue and aqua...
I06 -C

Pin

956-1500

with two Lovebirds
is available in white, blue, aqua.
and red... $15
(Single Bird- not shown... $11)
103.H Pin

Although earlier U. S.
Public Health Service predictions indicated that influenza

am engaged. My fiance
would not be a serious pro- 'has type A Rh -positive blood
blen- this year, an outbreak of and I have type B Rh -positive
a new strain of Asian in- blood. If I become pregnant,
fluenza has been reported in will this cause any problems?
A -Types A and B have to
San Diego, Calif,

the vitamin B complex. Both
are used to treat pellagra and,

when prompt relief is not ob-

tained with vitamin
niacin should

tablets,

be given by

vein.

Q- I have uterine fibroids.
do with your ability to act as
donor or recipient of a blood What causes them? Why must
transfusion. Since you are I have a checkup every six

November.

both Rh -positive, there will be

by plane; he after two weeks,

and Billy who stayed on an
extra week, on Oct. I.

pastor of Bethany and Our
Savior Lutheran Churches in
Troy.

WORD FROM Sun City

Center, Fla., tells of the

available until mid -

Health authorities are, no problem for your babies.

howeyer, urging pregnant

women, persons over 65 and

destructive antibody level ever
chronic illnesses as rheumatic drop?
A -Not appreciably.
heart disease, hardening of the
Q -I've had pellagra for
arteries, high blood pressure,
asthma, emphysema, cystic several years. I've heard that

fibrosis or tuberculosis to be
vaccinated at once with any
type of influenza vaccine that
is now in stock and revac-

and the percentage increases

with advancing age. Since
these tumors ore benign and
usually cause no symptoms,
the best treatment is to watch

them by having a checkup
have taken once or twice a year. The only
vitamins for years. What way to get rid of them is
alcohol is the cause, but I do

not drink.

I

Is

cinated when the new vaccine

niacin the same as

removal of the uterus but this
is advised only if bleedi ig oc-

is ready.

niacinamide?
A -Pellagra is caused by a

curs between your regular
menstrual periods or

Q -I am Rh -negative. How
important is it for me to marry an Rh -negative man? If my
husband is Rh -positive, what
problems might I encounter

with a first, second or third

child? Is there a greater

chance of having a miscarriage if my husband is Rh positive?
A -If you

Harry Fairfield lives.
Steinle suffered a massive
stroke while golfing Sept. 29.

ticipate no trouble with the

marry an Rh positive man, you should an-

could cause my pellagra?

f the

deficiency of niacin and is tumor becomes so largo that
commonly seen in persons it .causes pressure on your
the
whose diet is limited to corn bladder. Followin
bread and salt pork. Heavy menopause, most fibroids
drinking does not cause this show some evidence of
disease directly but is often shrinking.
associated with poor nutritional habits.
In a few persons - you may

Q-AII I want to eat is lettuce and hard candy. What

be one - the disease appears would cause this?
to be associated with stomach
A-Pregnancy is one com(not duodenal) ulcers, chronic

mon cause of bizarre ap-

first baby. The risk of

diarrhea and other

destruction) in the baby increases with each subsequent

functioning of the digestive

anemia, glandular diseases

tract.
Niacin and niacinamide are

ciencies..

diseases

erythroblastosi's (blood that interfere with the normal
pregnancy but, when the risk

petites. Other causes

inclue

and certain dietary defi-

is recognized, preventive
measures can be taken.

The Editor

Q -In an already Rh

months? Is there any cure?
A --The cause is unkown.
About 20 per cent. of all

sensitized mother, will the women over 35 have them

persons who have such

Pyrispect and. Barrington
where there daughter, Mrs.

Letters To

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

Q -I

A vaccine to combat this

MIMIEUSIMOWIEWATWOltiStgERANIVINO

894-1800

status.

closely related components o

strain will not be generally

Mount Prospect. The Steinles
were recent visitors in Mount

$16.50

W. G. BR ANDSTADT, M.D.

too much stress on his Rh

he

tile, formerly of Lincoln Rd..

$10

253-2460

`Hong Kong' Flu Arrives in the U.S.

ex-

serious illness of Ross W. Stei-

0.

13 S. Wolf Rd.

but

FROM TROY, N.Y., comes ward of the birth Aug. 20
of a son to the Rev. and Mrs.
Robert Mursch. The Vicar at
St. Paul Lutheran Church in
this town in 1965 and 1966,
the Rev. Mr. Mursch is now

Daisy,

available as screw -back vr

103.8 pin,

In Prospect Heights

limits,

Cheyenne, Wyo., became the
first overnight stop.

REALTORS

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

speed

didn't sleep much either, as

OPEN 9 to 9

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

a

needed-fo-be-transported car
to the coast in four and one-

emmer3
1

In Arlington Heights

Chief of Police and his wife

Beryl and her family, the

$10

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

Subscription rate's: 35 cents a » eek, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate. $17.00 a )ear: $9.00 for sis months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a cop.

DOCTOR SAYS

California's San Fernando

106.F Bracelit with large Daisl.

358-5560

Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, 111. 601156
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Valley to visit their daughter

1064
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117 S. Nlain, Mount Prospect, Ill. 604)56

Mrs. Mgt Hagen of Chicago

went to Sepulveda in

$14,

In Palatine.

Sponsors for the little boy
are Mr. and Mrs. Forsyth who
also attended the baptismal
party along with grandparents

Billy and Newell returned

Itch 711.

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

Hagens' home.

and Mrs. Newell Esmond

$15

106-K Pin, large Daisy...
JEWELRY SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

tion on the West Coast. Mr.
104-B Pin (large) with red rose
or bluebell design.

for pierced ears. (not shown)

'REALE

both of whom were on hand
for the christening and family
dinner which followed in the

Wednesday, October 9, 1968

are back in town after a vaca-

is

wituwtt
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The couple's other children
Linda, 17, and Paula,\ 10,

from Park Ridge.
Mrs. Burt Netiner.
All except Mrs. Forsyth live

104-E

Member MAP Multiple
!Ailing Service

-- Marshall Field III

away, Mrs. Frank Boston, Mrs. Harold Schirmer and
Mrs. Antony Miotke, and their family, all of the latter

TOR help you! SEE KEMMERLY!
Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

"Honor the( riginal dream by liberty... jealau.sly keeping
the papel'.s freedom and intellectual integrity.-

wouldn't think of staying Schirmer, as well as Mr. and

look for in a house. ffe saves you time and
trouble tracking down leads that turn out to
be dead ends. A realtor is a professional in
real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics. He'll smooth over the details of
buying. Better see the man who knows the
complicated business -- let a qualified REAL-

onnte

tember.

Tbe Proivect Dap

in Arlington Heights, and Mr. and Mrs. David

I our r ealtor has all the clues about what to

72e

TWO DAUGHTERS and

10 years later, Mr. and Mrs.
Prospect Heights to put the Hagen have become parents
final touches on her of a son, David Andrew, born
several weeks ago who was
daughter's wedding.
THE HOLLY Girls, those baptized at St. Paul Lutheran
neighborhood homemakers Church at the end of Sep-

The best procedure is to
have an injection of a block-

Hideaword

ing antibody '(RhoGAM)
All letters to ,the editor must he Signed, but

299-0082
FLOWERS GIFTS FURNITURE

Silver--China--Crystal

natitei will be withheld up-

ters

on request! L t
should be as brief as potssihle, toewritten. iJ pas-

sible, and should contain
6400 N. Harlem Aye, of Northwest Hwy.
631.800-Suburbs 825.3131

an address or phone auntber su their authenticity
con bechecked.

Shopping Haas, Mon. thru Thurs. 9.6,

Friday 9.9, Sat. 9.5

orimstoisorisiototaimemiimentinonl'

within 72 hours after a

miscarriagpt or the delivery of
an Rh -positive baby. Even if
this is not done, there are

ways to protect your next
baby; such as giving him an
exchange transfusion shortly
after he is born.

In view of these facts, I
would advise you to find a
loving husband who will make

a good father and not place

GLEANOC
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
26 good, 32 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

The Day's Prospects

Sue Ellen Smith Bride.

0 Thomas Conrington
Wearing the gown she

made from handwoven ivory
Thai silk in a very simple,
floor -length A -line style was

THE BRIDE'S silk gown

Mrs. T. C. Courington Sr. and

Mr. Courington of was trimmed in ivory lace, in-

the late

cluding the long pointed
sleeves and the cathedral

San Diego, California.

Smith The fabric for the

The Rev. Edwin I. Stevens
performed the -ceremony at
the South Church Community
Baptist in Mount Prospect on
at 7:30 p.m, White
Sept.

train, which hung loose from,
the shoulders. The headpiece,
in the Camelot style, was -of
lace over the silk, and the veil

who recently lived in

decorated the church for the -

gardenias.
Attending her sister

Sue Ellen Smith, of San
Diego, California, daughter of
Russel Smith, Mount
Prospect and the late Mr
Mrs

gown was a gift of her sister
Okinawa

candlelight double ring

The groom is the son of

was of French silk illusion
veiling. She carried white

I

gladiola and potted ferns

A Colorful Drive to the Mushroom
A colorful afternoon's drive
north on Northwest Highway
will lead you to Crystal Lake

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

where The Mushroom grows.

(Second in a series)

line floor -length gown of
French blue silk faille, ansi, a
bouquet of blue cornflowers
and spider mums. Her neice.

almost 7 -year -old Melissa
Wick, preceded the bride as
flower girl in a gown and

Sable's

Hills.

-o

-

TRACTIVE WOMEN (Donna Christensen, and ('arol
Walter) run the Tralee Mushroom Shop doing double duty

flowers matching the maid of

as

honor.

Nov.

15,"

said

many' other intiIresting books,

decorator items and gift sug-

Bonnie. "Men seem to enjoy

gestions.

shopping this way."

designers such as

a

complete listing

The fashions by well-known

of the. Weathercock and Glenn of

lady's sizes arc kept on file so

that surprise gifts can be
purchased it any time.

California

are presented

by

Donna and Carol with items
from the gift shop carried
each tinge.

THE ATTRACTIVE shops

feature Mexican birds.

fora refreshingly different

trip to the country just find

wooden antique replicas,

theMushroom--your fun will
grow as fast as a mushroom

wall placques painted on aged

does.

restored near antiques, gay

TWO AGILE AND AT-

I

on

To assist charge customers

Unusual gifts and charmingly different fashions are a
specialty of the shop which
has "mushroomed" into the
second outlet at Jiff] &tine's
Tralee Farm in Barrington

F'N'ts

was

'

and Mrs. Charles. Snodgrass,
better known as Bonnie and

"We are thinking of wood by Carol Walter and

starting a Men -Only Room at

Charles.

Laurel Smith in a simple, A-

ceremony.

The Mushroom is a small

boutique and fashion shop
owned and operated by Mr.

clerks and modeling the

line clothes from 12 to 2 p. in.
daily.

ALSO WEARING a Thai

silk dress was the bride's

mother who chose pink with

heading at the neck and

LEFT-Carol happily poses
on the stairway which leads

sleeves. She wore a
Phalaenopsis orchid.

to The Mushroom boutique at
Jim Saine's Tralee Farm, one

L. Charles Perry served as
best man. David Nickol, Fred
Sielaff and Barton Engstrom

of two stores owned by Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Snodgrass.
The larger store is located in

ushered.
After a reception in the
church Fellowship Hall for

Crystal

d for Carol's orange
and brown check walking suit
again by Weathercock.
backgr

The bride is a graduate of
Arlington High School and
Bryant and Stratton Business

MR AND MRS I HOMAS C. COURINGTON

College.

The groom, a graduate of
University of Alabama

Sharon Morris
Is Now Mrs.
Mark Smedley

the

with a B.S. and LL.B. degree.
is

tronics. San Diego, Calif.

Garden. Club
To Take Tour
An open-air sightseeing

Arboretum will be taken by
the members of the Garden
Club of Mount Prospect and
their guests Oct. 9. The 50
minute tour will start at 2

son of Mr and Mrs Albert
E Sniedle). Mount Prospect,
producing perfect weather for
a garden reception under a

p.m. Members and guests are
to meet at the Mount Prospect
Community Center at 12:15

yellow and white striped marquee in the Morris' backyard
A simplc informal church

formal strew -length wedding
dress of ivory sill. and lace
with an ivory tulle pillbox hat.

Clasped in her hands was a

white prayerbook with a spray
of white flowers and ivy
The bride's sister, Susan
Morris, served as maid of

honor, wearing a short ivory
silk dress and carrying a bou-

We -Go Trail, Mount Prospect
has been selected to represent

Women's clubs, church

available and will be shown.

available at the park.

of M4look, the university

clude a husband -wife team, a

There is no charge for the

speakers. Programs may in-

in her sorority. She is editor

family unit, or a panel

Arrangements for the freshman handbook, and has
Mount Prospect Public worked on the Recensio

.4a11

officiating

THE BRIDE wore an in-

Speaker?

Mrs.

area.

In case of rain, a nar-

Light refreshments arc

White chrysanthemums

'

of Mr. and

William L. Knechtel, 218 S.

gram on alcoholism may obtain speakers from the Al Anon Family Group in this

the

rated slide program is

Arlington Heights, at 1210

Love

daughter

Homecoming Queen at Miami
University:Oxford, Ohio,
Miss Knechtel, a senior at
Miami, has been 'Very 'active
in campus activities as Wd'as

will drive to

Morton Arboretum in private

The double -ring ceremony
took place Aug 24 at St.
Simon's Episcopal Church,

Library during the month of
October are being made by

yearbook and on Columns,

Mrs.

newspaper.

James W. Viger and

Mrs. William Balaz.

MRS. MARK SMEDLEY

The mother of the groom
wore a mint green imported
sheer over taffeta dress with
a cymbidium corsage.

BEST MAN was Dave

Lawle.r, Indianapolis. Greg
Rhodes, Richmond, Ind. and

Scott Bischoff, Prospect
Heights served as ushers.

Immediately following the
ceremony, luncheon was served to 100 guests at an outdoor
reception at the Morris home.

The bride attended the
University of Illinois at

Champaign. The groom, a

SUSAN KNECHTEL

Oct. I4 is the day

beginning at

National

Don't allow the stain to age.

of Chi Omega will travel to
Colby's furniture store, 1001

store.

Skokie Blvd., Northbrook, for

All area Chi Omegas and
their guests are welcome. A

terior decorating.

box lunch will be delivered to

Adele Whitfield, a member
of AID and a graduate of the

Reservations for the $2 box
lunch can be made by calling

an afternoon program on in-

present a general 'program
about interior decorating,

6392.

wore a pale blue 'cotton

dianapolis.

Last Call for November Classes

and wore a single camellia

brocade dress and full coat,

Your Pharmacist Cares About Your Health

the hostess for the event, Mrs:
Martin .Bretthatier, at 827-

University of Chicago, will

Join Now ... Make Beautiful Gifts for Christmas!

Bloomington, Ind.,

as the model.

by phoning 848-2707.

the -group at 12:30 p.m.

is

ty at

"It's time for tea", says Donna Christensen as she models
Inform on concerning the one of The Mushroom's floor -length hostess lounging skirts
Speakers Bureau or Al -Anon over a long sleeted blouse. Matching suspenders and a deep
membership may he obtained to -the -knee slit in the skirt make this Indian print as bright

I

of the program, guests will be
invited to browse through the

Northwest Suburban Alumnae

Institute of Drycicaning advise extra caution when using
suntan lotions. Suntan lotion
may help to tan the skin but
damage
it can permanently
a lot of clothes. If you accidentally splash some lotion
on the garment, have it drycleaned as soon as possible.

graduate of Indiana Universi-

the sorority and fraternity

Chi Omega Alumnae
Hear Decorating Talk
p.m. At the end

Be Careful
Experts of the

discussion

now attending Indiana
University Medical School.
The couple live in In-

quet of white and yellow
mums The bride s mother

Need

Miss Susan Knechtel,

groups and civic organizations
interested in presenting a pro-

cars.

days at Prospect High School.

Sorority Candidate
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
as its candidate for the 1968

p.m. and

ceremony was the choice of
this young couple who have
been sweethearts since their

William Fiedlcr organist, and
four members of the church
choir, who sang The Lord's
Prayer and .0 Perfect

kJULP

tour of the Morton

daughter of Mr and Mrs.
William J Morris Jr Mount
Prospect, and Mark Smedley.
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O/..1 Arboretum.

The sun smiled on the wed-

were placed at the altar.
Music was provided by

manager of contracts for

General Dynamics Elec-

ding of Sharon Morris,

Keys

walls

The

making an interesting

trip to Niagara Falls and
Canada.
a

p m with the Rev Samuel N.

Lake.

feature a fine art exhibit,

200 guests, the couple left for

.tbEC.0111EME
Buying or Selling
CLASSES INCLUDE

Go right to

I. Coloring black & white prints

the top ... see

2. Repousee

3. Opalene on glass
4. Working with Mother of Pearl

5. Wood, metal and glass instruction

BRUNS

WORKSHOP INSTRUCTORS
Mrs. Joanie Boyle & Mrs. Greg Matkin

The BIG MAN

SIGN UP NOW!

in REAL ESTATE

real

estate
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1714 E Northwest Hwy
PALATINE

132 S Northwest Hwy
SCHAUMBURG

7W Schaumburg Rood

HIGH SCHOOL

Register At

255-6320

LE

WA LT

358-1502
894-1330

National Pharmacy Week, October 6-12, 1968

CLASSES BEGINNING THE FIRST WEEK IN NOVEMBER. CALL NOW FOR
FULL INFORMATION. OPENINGS LIMITED IN NOVEMBER. NEXT WORKSHOPS BEGIN IN JANUARY.

/ow

Zr9

Wat"g

MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA RAND & CENTRAL ROADS

PHONE: 259-4049
INSTRUCTION HEADQUARTERS FOR THE FABULOUS ART OF DECOUPAGE!
Open 7 Days a Week 9 to 9 11 to 5:30 Sunday

ESSAY CONTEST
All High School Students are invited to enter on Essay Contest, "The importance of the COmmunity
Pharmacist in our everyday life." Entries should be typed, double spaced and returned to one of
the pharmacies listed below before 10 P.M. on Sat. Oct. 12, 1968. All entrants will receive a beautiful memento of the Pharmacy Exhibit of the Sesqui-Centennial of the Illinois Stole Foil' in Spring
field. First Prize, $50,00 Savings Bond., 2nd & 3rd prize winners receive a 525,00 bond.

Entries may be reutrned to any one of the following:
Julian Pharmacy

Doretti's Pharmacy
2 N. Main St.

1

CL 3-0722

Endler's Pharmacy
1770 W. Algonquin Rd.
439-5255

143 W. Prospect Ave.
392-3.131

Keefer's Pharmacy
5 W. Prospect Ave.
CL

5-3220

Northwest Medical Pharmacy
1060 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-5900

Van Driels Pharmacy
100 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 3-6494

At Meeting Tomorrow

THE PROSPECT DAY
Wednesday, October 9, 1968
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Bassinet Set
Prospect. Nicole was born
9 at Lutheran General

Newly initiated Into

parenthood arc four happy
local couples

Heights

is

girl

a

Allan Charles Schlveter, 9

Hospital, weighing 7 pounds
15 ounces. Her grandparents

pounds, born Sept. 24 at

and Mrs. Erwin 'Dorsch, Fox

Mr. and Mrs.
Gene G. Schlveter, Arlington

named Catherine Joyce.

Rivet Grove.

ounces, she was born at

It s a boy for Mr. and Mrs.
James Alan Fruehling, Mount

Weighing 6 pounds 12
Lutheran General Hospital
Sept

10

Northwest Community
Hospital

Proud grandparents

and Mrs. Floyd Aughen-

pounds 111/2 ounces. Mr. and

Mr and Mrs Thomas J

Haack of Mount Prospect on
Born

8

at

Lutheran

years; the Crystal Lake, Bar,
rington Arca and Elk Grove

The recently conducted
held

at

the home of

chapters.

Miss

Meetings are held the se-

Heniken of Arlington Heights
and at the Mount Prospect

cond Thursday of every

Nursery School hosted by month.

22 in Northwest Community
Hospital, to

Mr.

Mrs.

and

Lonnie H. Jackson, Rolling
Meadows. Grandmothers are
Mrs. Naomi Jackson, Rolling

Meadows and Mrs. William
Henrich, Wilmette and one
great grandmother, Mrs. C.

Hoth, Wilmette. The

Jackson's have two other

daughters, Kim, 7, and Kelly,,
4.

and

Ky.

year and has sponsored three

successful membership coffees

business meeting following
the 7 p.m. dinner. A get -ac-

5

pounds, 10 ounces, born Sept.

giandparents arc Vernon

Whitley, .Paducah,

chapters in the past three

her presentation.

Kathy Marie Jackson,

ounces at birth. His

Leroy L Linka Mount

Marion Heniken at 255-2239.

Mrs. Bernice Bosnia, presiwill conduct a brief

Terry 18, and sisters Penny,
1 S, Kristy, 12, and Ieesa, 8.
Michael weighed 8 pounds 8

Nicole Lyn is the name of
the first child of Mr and Mrs

speaker. "Illinois Pioneer

dent,

named Robert Brian Mr and Mount Prospect is a son,
Mrs Donald Haack, Mount Michael Whitley, horn Sept.
Prospect, and Di and Mrs 10 at Lutheran General
Michael Gratch Mavtown, Hospital He joins a brother
Pa are his grandparents

to attend. For further information contact Miss

Women" will be the subject of

Fifth child for Mr. and
Ralph L. Holshouser,
Mrs

General Hospital, he was

employed are cordially invited

Schlveters have a 15 -month -

baby's grandparents.

The Mount Prospect

and civic participation

chairman, will be the featured

and Mrs. Ivor Fruehling, all
of Arlington Heights, are the

Heights, Room I.

sured a tremendous gr'owth in
membership for the organiza,
lion.

chapter which is entering its
ninth year 'was chosen Club
of the Year in' District III last

baugh, Iroquois. The
old daughter, Geanna.

Mrs H C. Mittag and Mr.

Mrs. Marion Baker have in-

ALL WOMEN who are

Dolores Haugh, Women's
Editor of The Prospect Day

Great-grandparents are Mr.

couple, Keith was born
I
at Northwest Community Hospital, weighing 8

Another first baby a boy
weighing 9 pounds 7 ounces
was presented to the world by

Illinois Sesquicentennial
at their meeting tomorrow:

Schlveter, Osceola, S.D.

quainted hour will begin at 6

p.m. at the Carousel
Restaurant, Arlington

the

Aughenbaugh, Iroquois, S.D.
and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert

the
Sept

Sweeney, all of Chicago

The Mount Prospect

Business and Professional
Women's Club will observe

Mr. and Mrs. Burdette

him Keith Eric. First baby for

Kriesand and Mrs Mars

to

Heights. Grandparents arc

Prospect and they have named

are Mr and Mrs Witham A

Scpt

State's Birthday

Sept

First baby for Mr and Mrs are Mr. and Mrs. Louis
John J Sweeney III of Linka, Forest Park and Mr.
Prospect

BPW to 1 bserve

r

Mrs. Sylvia Keg, ElcO, Ill.

Miss Marion Heniken (standing), membership chainuan,
poses with two prospective members at the Mount Prospect
business and Professional Women's Club's last of two membership coffees held at the Mount Prospect Nursery School.

Miss Lori Corrigan and Miss Yvonne Ambler are teachers
at Westbrook School in Mount Prospect.

RIGHT -- Mrs. Bernice Bosnia, of Mount Prospect, who
is president of the Business and Professional Women's Club,
pours a welcome coffee for Mrs. Robert Smith, a resident of

c_t

-

Hoffman Estates.

:AAR r"

excitement

Ideas for Pillsbury Bakeoff Contest
Frosting mix used in pie
fillings won money and prizes
for five entrants in the 1st two

annual Pillsbury Bakeoffs.
This unique idea could prove
to be a winner for you in this
year's wittest.

Your entry need not be a
completely original recipe.
You might simply re -adjust
one of your old favorites by
substituting frosting mix for

dial/

the sweetener and flavoring.

92.7 fm

Arlington Heights artist,

gir

...-.-zi

,,:...

E.,....,

....

.atz'slw;

:''.'

:I

---- ---1

!.:q,

22
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----
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t.;

E.

'.1.1
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While Quantal" Last Oct 10 11 12 13

Limit 2 Only

A

More than 300 pieces of

original art works and
sculpture will he judged Oct.

12 and awards presented in a
formal ceremony Oct. 13. The
exhibit will he open to the
public from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Pension Fund Board.

The committees are pro-

vided for in the by-laws
committee's
last quarterly meeting in July.
adopted at

the

The finance committee

is

designed to review the hoard's
investments, and the medical

committee will name doctors

Board members Fred

Reimann and Charles Barr

Village Treasurer Richard
in Northern Illinois Gas' and
the
general office, Route 59 and Jesse were appointed to

the East-West Tollway, near
Aurora.

agination, you're on your way
to being a winner in the 20th
Bake -Off at Atlanta, Georgia.
Just give it a try. Remember,
the top prize is $25,000. Entry
period closes Oct. 25.

PINEAPPLE MINT l'IE
Crust
1

Pillsbury Flaky Pie Crust

new finance committee.

Members Earl Meeske,

James Lange and George Wit-

blended. Fold in

marshmallows; gradually tOlti
crushed pineapple. Pour into cooled crust. Cover: Freeze
at least four hours.

MEXICAN MOCHA PIE
Pillsbury Flaky Pie ('rust
Mix
I

package

Pillsbury But-

tercream Milk Chocolate
FrostingMix (121/2. ounces)
,I74 teaspoon instant coffee
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
4 eggs

cup dairy sour cream
I teaspoon vanilla
V4 cup slivered almonds
Prepare, hake and cool 9 -

Stick
1/4 cup ground nuts or flaked coconut, if desired

inch pie shell as directed on

Filling
package Pillsbury' Fluffy
White Frosting Mix
1 teaspoon mint extract, if

In large mixing bowl. combine dry frosting mix. instant

1

to handle disability claims.

desired

4-5 drops green food coloring
'/x cup dairy sour cream
1 can (131/4 ounce) crushed
pineapple, drained
1

cup miniature

marshmallows

Prepare, bake and cool 9 inch pie shell as directed on
package, adding coconut with
water.

package.

coffee and cinnamon.
In

large mixer bosvl. heat

eggs until light and fluffy. 2
to 3 minutes. Blend in sour
cream and vanilla. Gradually

fold in frosting mixture until
well blended. Pour into unSprinkle
pie shell.
almonds on top. Bake at 400
degrees for 25 to 30 minutes
inch
or until knife inserted
baked

I

from edge comes out clean
and crust is golden brown.

ill

COLORING

PD

del

Limit 4 Only

MaggMERIAMANOMMIMIS 11/4
Imo
.

V.i.,MailliggiPAPIRSVALVAALS
AlSil

KFIESGE 'COUPON

DP .

KORN KURLS
Reg 48c

.38

Mete Quantities Last Oct 10 11 12 13

I.VITIMMINE,MEN.EM

Pritrial
PD*

Ira

12" RUBBER

tp.

BALL

tfo

Reg. 78c

OR

ieCARAMEL CORN

tird

While Quantities Lost Oct. 10-11-12.13

Stalk

E,**1

rid
er:art.41

rtis

O.

Limit 3 Only

46

.

.

SHIRT FINISHING

Laundered and pressed with that "finishing touch" !hut moons

when
weighed

placed. Returned on
hangers at NO EXTRA

4

Ct

ea.

7

parel fluff -dried.

Golf & Elmhurst - Rte. 83 & 58 Des Plaines

=zip

DRAWINGS
PRINTS
PHOTOS
DIPLOMAS
k CERTIFICATES
CONSTRUCTIONS
1

1 AWARDS
I

.;1;ti.a,

$2.67

19c ea. addl. lb.

LAUNDRY &
Mt. Prospect

4.1LPV:m..t;

1

Holiday's 3/4 Family Finish Laundry Service
All flatwork, including handkergfriefs, ironed and beautifully finished. Bath towels,
washable rugs, socks and
knitwear fluff -dried and foldlbs.
ed...ready to use. Other ap-

412 W. Northwest Hwy,

C

FA

with laundry
bundle

DRY CLEANERS

While Quantities Lost Oct. 10-11-12-13
.

EYE, WITH FINE

CHARGE.

9C

r...

;)

All missing buttons re-

Reg. 19c

.11

THE APPLE OF HIS

I

SO much.

BOOKS
Kat

for

liti

ail
0...,

STOM

PAINTINGS) '

6-*

KliESGE 'COUPON

PD

5 7mtit 2 Only

Jr

Woolway, Barrington.

Finance and medical committees were established by
the Mount Prospect Police

PD

Piggttigni8FMARANARRIMPAILAU C

Reif"' ,r

Wink Quantities Last Oct 10 11 12 13

Limit 2 Only

Walaitis and William

Committees

made for retirement, disability
and widow's annuity.

While Quantities Lost Oct. 10-11-12.13

ra

'

Des

coconut or crushed nuts to the
pie crust stick recipe. Use

tion, Mexican Mocha Pie, change the flavor and texture
of your pastry.
With these helpful hints
and a little of your own im-

The hoard also yesterday
approved special forms to be
used when applications are

384

Reg 87c

g.g

Hall,

and George
Plaines and Ed

Burlini

is an addition of grated

Pie

frosting mix. The new crea- these or other ingredients to

medical committee.

Reg. 73c

PLANT

A

Wallace Brodeur and Christl

eliminated by substituting

tenberg were named to the

TOOTHPASTE

,:.,...

AISUPWAAMPAA88749.442.424.1%rikA

r

George Anderson, 'Schaumburg; Harold Kerr, Palatine;

CREST
:.:

Limit 4 Only

RUBBER

Established

blending of five ingredients is

tion for the Pineapple Mint

ing water. Fold sour cream into prepared frosting until well

KRISG:E 'COUPON

bC

.

Doyle, Rolling Meadows;

frosting mix. The

-

33

11:11

Other area artists are John

tercream

.Try varying the crust. An op-

Prepare frosting Oil 7( as
directed on package, adding
extract and coloring with boil-

&SStlitFTNNTRAM.M.074211741010

Reg 40c

'q yak110/'

of the West Suburban Fine

by using milk chocolate but-

making it as -appealing to the

Hansen, Mount Prospect;

of Northern Illinois Gas Company and the Executive Board

Preparation of another coffee flavor.
DON'T CURTAIL your
Bake -Off winner, Vienna creativity at the pie filling.
Chocolate Pie, is streamlined
gathering, measuring and

While Quantities last Oct. 10-11-12.13

) HOT FUDGE iii,
Al
SUNDAE

:11.,

Bake -Off.

21'

Limit 2 Only
4

011FIMPagi3A8gAAAPAY.M..49.M.RIS
. lig,h
.

4

18th

the

in

features a rich chocolate and

eye as it is to the taste buds.

Both are made with versatile
fluffy white frosting mix.
Pineapple Mint Pie combines this frosting mix with
sour cream, crushed pineapple, marshmallows and a few
drops of green food coloring,

Reg. 66c

Limit 4 Only

While Quantities Last Oct 10 11 12 13

ner

TOWELS

, PAPER NAPKINS a
,...Reg 37c

--P0=....,

rs :.....

ittottk

BATH

:ii:

250 CT. WHITE

,:.'=4

Pineapple Mint Pie is a takeoff on Party Pink Pie, a win-

Joseph

Arts Alliance.

KRIESG:E 'COUPON

former Bake -Off winners.

of several area artists selected
to exhibit in the "October

by the Fine Arts Committee

THURS - FRI - SAT- SUN.

MilePD -,

to vary

is

Mrs. Joanne Gottula, is one
Palette, the Best of 1968" art
show. The event is sponsored

4 Days Only MARKET PLACE ONLY_ 4 Days Only
Otardrilit

recipes

In October I myth, Show

stereo 24 hours

E

ANOTHER WAY of
creating

392-4554
Des Plaines
652 W. Algonquin Rd.

439-4727
Send your Dry Cleaning when you send your Laundry

uality work and materials in the
GRAND OLD MANNER
MT. PROSPECT HARDWARE, Inc.
101 W. Prospect Avenue - CLearbrook 3.4601

THE PROSPECT DAY
Wednesday, October 9, 1968

.An Afternoon
Of Dixieland
And More

....arrire,1111611111111111ir

Mark Library
Birthday

Estates Sunday, Oct. 13 for
the Second Annual Jazz on a
Sunday Afternoon concert at

Old drugstore items ex-

sales will support the Night

off Roselle Rd.

mission

Price of admission is $1.
That's not what the afternoon

year.

worth, according to

the

E-Ilart Girls.

contemporary modern and

what Dave Remmington,

Hymnal such as "Tin Roof

garde free improvisations."

I

leader at The Abbey,
Lake Geneva, calls -Avant
band

Dave will play the trom-

Infirmary

bone assisted by Bobby Lewis
(he has a Master's degree from

Blues and The Saints Go
Marching In."

the University of Wisconsin)
on the trumpet, Rich Fudoli
on the clarinet aid tenor sax,
Bob Cousins on the drums,
Les Hooper at the piano and

THOSE WITH more than
.51
will be able to purchase
copies of Father Osven's hit
records albums, "The Night
numbers" in some clubs in the Rush Street or Old I oft 0 districts is huh make up his "parish."

also from Troop 212 assisted.
Carol Floras and Julie Baxter
modeled Camp Fire outfits
from the past Kim Nebel and
Robin Freund represented the

JAZZ SELECTIONS on

Chicago's Night Pastor, the
Rev. Robert Owen playing
numbers straight out of the

A talented jazz pianist, the Night Pastor, gets frequent imitations to plat "a couple of

Miller and Beverly Minna

is.

the afternoon's program will
include traditional Dixieland,

The band- will feature

James

Historical Society. Patricia

Holy Innocents'
one fund raising project of the

lovers, that's all they have left.

St.

Prospect Library ()pen !louse
held last Sunday hosted 10 the
newly formed Mount Prospect

Pastor Program. The $1 ad-

ticket committee, but for
many old Dixieland jazz

Blues,

Slialer and Carol Killer is ho
model uniforms of Ilie pass.
Ilse assisted at the Mount

Proceeds from the record

3 p.m. in Church of the Holy
Innocents, 238 Illinois Blvd.,

is

Pastor and,Seven Friends Play

Joe Levinson on the base fid-

Chicago Jazz," released in

dle.

Meet Father Owen, the Night Pastor
night spots
along the sidewalk he paused

to study the

lace of

a man

appi (melting him
who o
front the opposite direction
Suddenly he remembered
"Hit' he called out ex-

tending his hand in greeting
"I saw you last week oni V '

'Where was that'

scheduled to talk in the near
future to students in a social

I

asked

he said, "hut
a musician,"
these men never saw
bec:u

except that this man was not
an entertainei who ma di_
guest appearances on variety

day time and working at

night. They seldom if ever
went to church or had a

The Toronto 1 V show had

chance to meet a priest:"

doctimentar} by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp
of his ministry to the, night
people of the entertainment
a

He became convinced that
a Night Pastor was needed

and that he should get

doormen, as well as the strippers, prostitutes alcoholics

Father Owen maintains cordial relations with the police officers in his district but admits he saw police brutality during
the tom enbon &Audiences Per a while he worked at a first

the young people who inhabit
the area, the hippies in Old

and Rush street ai eas

aid post and carried stretcher cases.

counter was one more scrap

Crutch

couples renting apartments
nearby, students living at the
Y or the Maryland hotel and

and drug addicts who

populate Chleago s Old1 oss n

I IIE SIDEWALK en-

of evidence that the Rev

Men

Robert

Night

Pastoi

C Imago s
gained
has

documentary a TV crew from
priests

numerous

Old

iown

Shaw,

has written

So

and

a

Night
book about hint
Pastor, a Gi eyss ood

Paperback Oi Total) o filch

will he released shortly in the
United States (Copies of the
( anathan edition L.111 he obBooks

(ion -

Church dignitaries from other

tained at

lands including Father John
Hester an Anglican priest in

almost nowhere else in the

district, the
entertainment center in that
London s

Soho

Recently

.k

hishop hum

Australia followed him
around all night, making

"parish" calls at such
establishments

as

the Pickle

Barrel. Plugged Nicklg Glass

Inc.

Mill Shopping tenter, but
Chicago area)

A jazz album, ' Chicago

with a 16 -piece band
and female vocalist is scheduled toi release in November
Shouts

with some of the proceeds of
its sale going to support the
Night Pastor Program

Civil Defense Siren

Most persons have become
accustomed to the occasional
mteruption of broadcasting by

AM and FM radio stations

followed by the announcement

the top ten jazz albums of
and 'Music to Lure
1965

place and scene of many a

Pigeons By, ' released earlier
this yea' are sell-out items at
jazz concerts which Father
Owen stages lot churches in
the Chicago arca to help them

hull session on the moral pro-

blems affecting these
youngsters.

FATHER OWEN has more
than merely an academic interest in the problems of the

In both albums

raise funds

Fathei Owen demonstrates his
talent as a Dixieland pianist
Shouts
said,

Is

I call)

great,"

'that s because I'm not

in it, 1 guess'

has an added -to look as

his own recordings will

church committee.

S

parish of St Mark's as assistant pastor in 1964, he lost no
time in heading for the Rush

been instructed to tune to one

of the broadcast stations

in

your area "

The Emergency Broadcast
System (EBS) has been devis-

ed to provide the President
and the federal government,
as

well

as

state

and

local

governments, with a mean of

emergency communication

with the general public

through, non -government
broadcast stations during and
after an emergency

Priority of broadcasts
presidential messages, state
is

programming, operational

his system hce,nnes the. lust
line of LomintinkLation with
the general public

Learn to rely on your AM
or FM radio as a source of
emergency information

PTO to Serve
Spaghetti Meal
Parents of pupils at John
Jay School, Mount Prospect,
will have a chance to get better acquainted with each other
at a spaghetti dinner Sunday
in the school's gymnasium,

area programming and na-

sponsored by the Parent

tional and regional news

Teachers Organization

Most of "on the air" time

The dinner will include

of the EBS will be devoted to

salad, dessert, and beverages,

gramming
Although this system exists

6pm

operational area pro- to be served from 2 p m to
primarily for use during a
time of national emergency,

Federal Communication
Commission rules also con-

Children 2 or younger will
be admitted free of charge
The dinner will be at the
school at 1831 W Pheasant
Tr

in on the

"No chance with this one,"

the cabby will mutter to

himself, "he already knows
one too many people."

_,

(MMARATHO:

fy23-8 DOUBLE GUARANTEE
c)

OF SATISFACTION
BY MARATHON
AND BY US!

mai

fleaSFEtr

2) 113 E. PROSPECT AVE.

FIDO

Mount Prospect
t..)

"Across the tracks
at the IVater Tower"

IS

COMING

"a beauty
in its day!"

American Pharmaceutical t '
sedation, giving symptoms to

look for in teen-agers using narcotics or thrill pills. The common
symptoms

c re

as

follows:

Changes in school attendance,
discipline, grades and char.scte:
of homework turned in. Poor
physical appearance. Um tual
outbreaks of temper. long sleeve
shirts worn constantly to hide

Wayne Brennan
WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER

392.4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

"This is a ( rid Defense Wcathei Bureau warnings
During time of emergency
test, had this been an actual

emergency you would hive

FREE CAR WASH

With Every 22 Gol. Purchase

COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING
INSIDE & OUT

Gerald Barnbaum R.Ph.
THRILL PILLS AND YOU
TEEN-AGER
A guidebook on drug abuse
was recently published by The

emergency weather warning

dissemination of U

AUTO WASH

,

Owen is recognized by the
piofessionals in his ' parish"
as a very competent amateur

for the transmission of

operation of stations in the

think I'll drop
Night Pastor."
I

MOUNT PROSPECT

dispute that statement Father

fashionable Glenn Ellyn

These FCC regulations profor the voluntary co-

a rich London accent, "I say,
old chap, take me to 30 Oak.

(.7.-

though it were the work of a

Jazz fans who have heard

hoot Montana to the

vide

"live one," ripe for ex-

tilitu'

koc

'

offer to take hint to see the
bright lights, hoping he has a

I -.'d

Beverly, have seven children,
the eldest, 17. Their home at
311 Good Ave., Des Plaines,

he

When he was transferred

sider the use of commerical
hullo and television stations

front of a downtown hotel and

p.

'

t g,

young. He and his wife,

'1 he new album, Chicago

as Chicago s Night Pastor

In E ergency
AND
I, I. LAWRENC E PAIRI I Z

attending Patricia Stevens and
other schools.
His office and chapel at 3(1
E. Oak has become a meeting

II WAS .1 passion for Dixieland and competence as a
pianist which got him started

Rely on Radio
BY W. ROY MAR I IN

recordings "The Night Pastor

and Seven Friends Play
ChiLagorated as one of

(

experiment in 1964
In addition to the Canadian
have

the

A ( ANADIAN writer
131 Ian

world-wide recognition since
he began his ministry as an

Holland has visited hint

and

Gate

Town, non -hippie young

111, 0 SIMI I. A 12

year of the library.

Instead he will be told in

LATELY 11E has conic in
contact more and more with

clads, bartenders, waiters,

look him up.
Some day soon a Chicago

ploitation.

the

program started.

world--the, band leaders, must -

°

cabbie will pick up a fare

lonely lives, sleeping in the

priest

board, cuts the silver anniversary cake during the

Stockholm will be coming to open hosse marking the 25th

any other priest. They lead

shows, but an Episcopal

Skokie. or Soho, or

that the patrons, whether from

"It was not because I was

Chicago s night club district

PP

people," those who work in Historical Society, and Mrs.
the clubs he visits.
I,.E. Ilutchings, current' head
It is here that he is best librarian, watch as Gerald
known to entertainers and Sullivan, a member of the
patrons alike and it is here Mount Prospect Library

hands with which he played.

change to take place in

yormer head librarian,

young people, however. he in- Mr. Roy Schlemmer, (left),
tends to direct most of his ef- Mrs. Victor Bittner, president
forts in behalf of his "night of the. Mount Prospect

counsel by members of the

0,0f

,

tt

DESPITE his concern for

his being asked for advice and

"Toronto
It was not an unusual es -

1

studies claLs at Niles West.

result always delighted other
patrons. This lead directly to

the other man

been

the high schools and is

next ministry might he in some
wholesome, and unexciting,
rural community in Nebraska,
Or North Dakota.
%VA,SN'F long before he
began getting invitations front
band leaders to play a couple
of number with the hand. The

As he strolled

----- At'

'' !

i

He is a frequent speaker tri

St. jazz hangouts to soak up
"culture," knowing that his

A visitor to C Imago was
making th, rounds of Rush

,

hibited by Jack Keefer attract
Girl Scouts Carol
Cadet

1965 and rated one of the top
10 jazz albums that year, and
his more recent "Music to
Lure Pigeons By."

Jazz lovers of all ages will
be heading for the Hoffman

Page 7

prrsia.t,,Suntigrrnlaes,ews worn
onteeidnaleppmroak

e

constricted or dilated pupils.
Borrowing of money from friend:
purchase drugs. Stealing
to
small items.
The depressant user takes bar-

FREE

ADMISSION
For patrons, prospective patrons,
members, prospective members
and friends

VILLAGE
THEATRE
presents its

Illinois Community
Theatre Association
One -Act Festival
presentation of

"FRAGMENTS"
by Murray Schagal
A V T BONUS EXTRA

1

biturates (goof balls), acts drunk

with no alcoholic odor on the
breath, staggers or stumbles
'
and may fall asleep in class.

The stim',dant user (amphetimines or pep pills) is very active,
argumentative, irrinervous,
table. He may chain smoke and
go for long periods without
eating or sleeping.
Your , family physician should
be consulted immediately if you

should recognize any of these
symptoms. What starts out as
just a thrill could lead to permanent disability or death.

"FiThlinar grtpping,
omit tram( tri mitten!"

ENDLER'S

SATURDAY NIGHT,
OCTOBER 12, 1968

PHARMACY

730 PM and 9.30 PM
ARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
BRISTOL THEATRE

Ridge Avenue north of Euclid
Reservations suggested 253 7908

1770 W. Algonquin Rd
Mount Prospect
439-6256

Free Radio Dispatched

and for the beauties

of today, see The Day's

itucto Shopping Cadet
Every Moniday, Wednesday & Friday
(Thursday in 19arket Day)

cs

DAY

THE

Wednesday, October 9, 1968
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Antique Antic's

Potpourri

Open Monday, Thursday

Essence Of

and Friday .Nights

Past Summer

Rolling Meadows Shopping Center

BY MARY BRUCE

most of the

releases

scent.

If you are one of those peo-

This also allows time for the

late fall days, and regretfully
watch the drooping ,heads of

newspaper in an out of the

ple who stand looking dew to dry before picking.
wistfully at your garden in the Spread the petals on a

'

way place and allow them to

dry slowly. Remember to

dying roses, asters, marigolds
and mums, wishing there was
some way for the fragrance to

avoid a draft as you don't
want to lose any of the scent.

Don't hesitate to pick any

linger on, then do something
about it. Gather up those re-

of the flowers starting with'

maining petals and make a the daffodils in the ;spring to

the pinks, carnation

potpourri,.and conjure up
memories of your summer

the pinks, carnation Honeysuckles and nasturtium. Save your
roses or corsages from special
events to add a special meaning to your potpourri.

garden for winterweary days.
Potpourri is a mixture of

ML

dried flower blossoms and a
few rose buds, spices, roots,

leaves, grasses, lemon or

IF YOU plan to use fruit
oils and supportive guMs. peelings such as orange,
These are mixed in a jar, lemon, and lime, be sure to
allowed to set for several days scrape as much of the pith
orange rinds as well as various

away as possible and let them

and there you are, your own

The Animals!

A.

Our PURR-ty Pretenders
Fabulous fakery in spectacular jungle prints!
You'll be seeing spots and stripes .

.

.

. shaped

into the most beautiful coats you've ever
seen. Fitted and flared .... with belts or

without .... in both long and short versions.
Come, see them all on the Fashion Floor!

special fragrance made to dry in a container. You will
break up the pieces to add
order by you.
The range and variety of when you add the other
scents that can he mixed will spices.,
The simplest recipe is 2
surprise and delight you. The
simplest of these recipes can cups of dried rose petals, I/2
tablespoon or
be made with spices found in cup of salt,
your own spice rack. It is easy teaspoon (to suit your taste)
1

to

mix, add, and blend to each of allspice, crushed

make a haunting and elusive cloves or mace.
After drying the rose petals
scent.
thoroughly, cover, the bottom
POTPOURRI was a com- of your container that will
mon and fashionable custom store the mi xture with salt,
about

150

years

ago,

and

along with many of our
customs is becoming a lost
art. It was first used during
the 16th and 17th century

then add two or three

of petals, sprinkle
more salt, more petals. Continue to alternate until all are
handfuls
used up.

when spices were introduced

Cover the container after

to the Western world. Since
they were very rare and costly, they were treasured as
highly as jewels and carried

pressing down the petals as far

as you can. Allow this to set

for 4-5 days, stirring and

separating the petals. Now
around in little perforated add your allspice or cloves or

boxes by the royalty and mace or all three and allow

the scent to set for a day or
During the 18th century two before moving them to
potpourri was a fashionable the jar you wish to leave them
nicety in every home and in. During this time you may
recipes and,blending of spices wish to add lemon, tangerine
were a part of the training of rind or try one of the. other
all young gentlewomen, along spices such as bay leavef,
with the needlework and nec- parsley or mint, Remember
though that cinnamon will
essary household training.
Today with our wide range discolor the mixture, so will
of spices it is almost im- vanilla, but it does add a
priviledged members of court.

is

'iv

possible to make a mistake, It sweet finish.

is mostly a case of mix and

-(..

blend and sniff up till you find
the scent to suit your in-

AS YOU become more

flower petals can be used, but

tain. Keep a record of what

families with the spices; you
will be able to decide which
dividual taste.
spices add the greateit effect
MANY TYPES of dried to what you are trying to at-

1.11

most of the old formulas you have added just in base

revolve around roses and you wish to duplicate it again.
When you leave the' lidIoff
lavender since these two
flowers have the essential oils to scent your room and the
in the petals of the blossom. scent seems to weaken, it can

used to preserve the be refreshed with allspice,
flowers from decompostion shake it and cover it again.
Salt is

Since this scent was created
and allow the fragrance to be
released slowly. Some flowers especially for you and by 5/ou

have a tendency to develop an why not make small sae
odor of decay and salt seems bags with netting and ,tick

to prevent it. Orris root is us- them in your dresser drawer.
ed for the same purpose and There you'll have your
many recipes call for it in- essence of last summer tO're2
mind you of the fragrance
stead of salt.

A. TIGER
Eight -button, Cavalier

'

collared

coat with half -belt in back. Styled
with slash pockets. Sizes 8 to 16.

The petals should be picked your garden.

I

Amusement
Calendar

4
.

'95

r

MOVIES'

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

B. DALMATION

115

N.

Evergreen,

Arlfrighan

Heights.

Three-quarter 1 e n g t h, double-

breasted coat with three-way

1!

Anzio and A Dandy In Aspic: Daily and Weekends: nOitiiines

off,d0.;.

available.

'

DES PLAINES THEATRE,. 1476 Miner. Des Plaines.
Guess Who's Coming To Dinner?: Tuesday through Friday:
6, 8 and 10 p.m.; Weekends and Monday: 7:30 and 9 p.m.
GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
The Fox: Daily and Weekends: 5:45, 7:55, and 10:05 p.m.'

leather tie belt. Stitched detailing
on the pockets. Sizes 8 to 16.

'95

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount
Prospect.

Anzio and Torture Garden: Daily and Weekends: 2,

C. JAGUAR

:50,

5:55, 8:50 and 9:50 pm.
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S Prospect, Park Ridge.

Six -button, full length coat with
leather trim on the collar, slash
pockets and half belt. Sizes 10

Planet Of The Apes: Daily: h o.m., Weekends: 1:45, '0:05,
and 10:25 p.m.

The Green Berets: Daily: 6:05 and 10:25 p.m., Weekends:.").

to 16.

3:40 and 8 p.m.

PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.

'100

:trms

1,51i

The Detective: Daily and Saturday: 7:09 and 9:12 p.tri:,

,A

Sunday: 3, 5:03, 7:06, and 9:09 p.m.

RANDHURST CINEMA.. Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount.
Prospect..

D. JAGUAR

The Odd Couple: Daily and Weekends: 2, 3:45, 5:45, 7:50,
and 9:55 p.m.

Double-breasted shorty with notch
collar and pull -through leather tie
belt. Sizes 10 to 18.

MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling
Mea,dows.

No Way To Treat A Lady and Carmen, Baby: Daily and

Weekends: 6:30, 7:55 and 10 p.m.

'75

From The
FASHION FLOOR

USE A CRAWFORD
D.

30 -DAY CHARGE

THEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand.
The Owl And The Pussycat: Tuesday through Friday: 8:30
p.m Saturday: 7:50 and 10:50 p.m., Sunday and Monday:
7:30 p.m.

MILL RUN PLAYHOUSE, Golf Mill Shopping Center, Niles.

Sabrina Fair, starring Kathryn Crosby; Tuesday through

OR 12 -MONTH

Friday: 8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2:30 p.m.; Saturday:

REVOLVING ACCOUNT!

PHEASANT RUN PLAYHOUSE, St. Charles.
Glad Tidings, starring Ann Miller; Tuesday through Friday:
8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2:30 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30 and

6:30 and 10 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

10:50 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

.

,

I-

uper .10 t

:

SHANK PORTION

Fu IgrC.0104,..

ofsILM

HA

.ors aYe

_3%

BUTT HALF

WHOLE or

Shank

alAn

530

Half

HAM SLICES
Center

1

PTirlahops

lb.

LoYi4nP:Iliccecl

Hygrade Zilz,dcr.t..c.Hrii 3

89

A

00

Wilson Sliced Bacon

1

LB.

lb.

lb.

79c Fresh Spare Ribs 2 tL31;i.b.

3 -oz.

pkgs.

Cut

BUTT

69c Liver Sausage

lb.

1pkg.
-lb. 79c Franks

Fresh or Smoked
Super Right

Wilson
Certified

b

49c

1-1b. Lift
pkg. U7

S

17j

They must be.
In fact, a lot of them must be
because we buy over 40 million pounds of peanuts a year.

1 -LB. PKG.

BACON

T-

We sell millions of pounds of shell peanuts,
more millions of pounds of canned and bagged peanuts.

Fresh Fryer Legs

Our Ann Page Division uses tons of them
in their candy kitchens and for making peanut butter.
,

ALLGOOD SLICED

Plate Meat

B2"..

lb.
lb.

Fresh Fryer Breast

59c

lb.

Blade,
Cut

Chuck Steaks

29c

2

pkg

$1'5

59c I Fresh Fryer Thighs
59C I Cooked Shrimp

lb.

lb.

59c

10 -oz. 0 nc

pkg. 07

Our Jane Parker Bakeries use their share, too,
in specialty cakes and cookies.

If you're nuts about peanuts, come to A&P.
You couldn't come to a better "nut house".

C

If you do, you may discover something else:
We're nuts about our customers.

LB.

Is this a good reason for shopping A&P? It's one of many!
COPYRIGHT 01966 THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO INC

JANE
PARKER

14 -oz.

VAC.
PACK

EA.t&

CAN
-*mow

A&P Roasted Peanuts las:117 11t7. 49cI Excel Mixed Nuts
Salted
A&P

Spanish Peanuts

Peanut Butter

1:-.7. 59c A&P Popcorn

Creamy or3 :als; $129

2 torz.

PAangne

Instant Puddings
Red Beans

Ann

41-o z.

Page

Can

9c

33e

Yecist Raised
Jane Parker

Donuts

'II::

Apricot Preserves

Peach Pie

Pitt,',7;;ItZia:h 22; 59c

Ann Page Thin Mints
Dexola Salad Oil

'1%47: 49c

Jane Parker

38:tr.. 79e Coca-Cola

Butter Pecan

8 -Inch Size

A&P Instant Coffee
A&P Evaporated Milk
The

10;::. 99c

33c Coffee Mate
8 111::::1:: 69c Topic

-

HERITAGE

2B2

VOLUME

NIN
FAMOUS AMERICANS
J

2g

OF

L

LARGE
12

A&P, TOMATO JUICE
4"z.
can 24`

with This Coupon and Any Purchase
at Any ASP Store In the Chicago Unit
thru October 12, 196I1

SAVE 20c

Jar

crest

It Whips

141/2 -oz.

.. -

Can

Like Cream

59c
99c
14c

Sri

CARROTS

CELERY

1 -LB.

JO

STALK

EACH'SIZE

MARVEL ANTI -FREEZE
can

Can
18 -oz.

PASCAL

PKG.

SAVE 5c

gal. $139

9 -oz.

89

FRESH GOLDEN

C-7

SAVE 20c
,

1

CAULIFLOWER

beobx:

Jane Parker

2

GOLDEN FIRM RIPE

E AMERI '

Crescent Cookies

Wizard Air Freshner

"

ANANAS

Coffee Cake
Jane Parker

Lemon Whirl

with This Coupon and Any Purchase
Store in the Chkage Unit
at Any
thru 'October 12, 1965

SAVE 10c
A&P SAUERKRAUT

2 to: 2r
with This Coupon and Any Purchase
at Any ASP Store In the Chicago Unit
Mar October 12, 1965

SAVE 5c

SAVE 10c

A&P CREAM CHEESE
&on. ifiat
pkg.

with This CaUpon and Any Purchase

at Any ALP Store in the Chicago Unit

thru October 12, 1966

SAVE 6c

YOUR FRIENDLY A & P SUPERMARKETS ARE LOCATED AT

BARRINGTON

300 N. Hough St.,

SCHAUMBURG

Higgins Rd.

& Rte.58

PALATINE

276 Northwest Hwy.,

HTS.
ARLINGTON HTS., DES PLAINES MT. PROSPECT ELK GROVE ARLINGTON
Devon &
1601 W. Campbell
1818 N. State Rd. 815 Lee St. 36 N. Main -St.
Tonne Rd.'

DISCOUNT WORLD
'weL-.4.74fori

MEN'S NO -IRON

TILE KITS

mos PAC

,*TOOI.,:141-1AEIS:voctum

--'"<":331
-Or JIG SAV4PUTTLES
ART"

Fr

* 6.PC.
* 8.340TE

MOS

tile

U

"OHIO

XYLOPHONE

4( DOLLHOUSE

FURNITURE
AIRPLANE

TOOM-A-R1140

7 7shirts

FULL OF

4( 'TRUCKS

Compare
to 4 95

PIASTIBCTEASEIS

"

7Pants

WET DOLLS

IN13RK 1,1

x

Compare
to 5.95
Rugged matching work
pants are made of
Vycron7 polyester and
cotton 8 5 chino twill
Waist sizes 29 to 44,
lengths of 29 to 34
Shirt sizes 14,12 to17,

proportioned

...

TWIN FITTED

aeacon

BLANKETS

sleeves

394

77' x 90" fiber woven blankets of

MEN'S CASUAL

65%
35%

rayon and
acrylic fib.
from

PANTS

binding in decorator pink, gold,
avocado, blue
or lilac.

Compare
to 4,99

Choose
6 colors.
er.

55% rayon/45%
nylon blankets are
72"X90" with 5"

L\

4"

STRIPED SHEE

Reg. 3.99

Compare
to 6.99

YOUR
CHOICE

OR DRESS
JEANS

Bright Cannon® Casablanca
sheets come in blue, green,

68

bronze, and red stripe
combinations.

Compare
to 5 95

Chatham
Thermal

Patchwork

A wide variety
of quality blends
and fabrics in
both belt loop
or self belt mo
dels Trim tapered styles and
full cut with fin
ished bottoms

80" x 84" flowered 56onish or tu.

3 Prat
Compare to

guilt.

gloves V4,111,110

V.

on

all

3

sides.

33'.

'et fits twin or full
beds. Choose lush
shades
of hot

Fully

pink, blue, grit

Compare
to 6.99

gold,
liloc.

2.97
Reg. 4.49, 81" x 108"
2.97
Reg. 4.49, Full Pitied
Reg. 2.99, Pillow Cases _1.57

BLANKETS

.72" x .90"

44

designed

bleached and ruffled

brown le, crsoeyi,work

Well made

Fashion colors,
waist sizes 29

lip

49c pr.

QUILTS

orange

or

r2.87'

Reg. 3.99, 72" x 108" ..11L.11l

Compare
to 3.99

I

AMF "Magic Line"

to 42

BOWLING BALL
Deluxe 70 -Lb. Iron

88

Compare
to 15 95

88

Compare
to 27.95

BARBELL SET
SET
A

//

Guaranteed for Life Free Initials Free. Drilling
Unique AMF triple layer construction with

inner core or cork & rubber fused under
high compression to a hard rubber outer

bar with sleeve, two 14 steel
5 solid steel It
doorbell born 4 onsidc 4 outside collars, 2 outside bar
bell collars with handle bolts 8 5.1b. and 4 21/2.lb. Olympic
tylc plates
Inc -luck s

core. 16 -lb. size in green only.

Keystone Style

BOWLING BAG

Spacious bog holds shoes and
bowling

ball.

handles,
colors.

I.D.

Strong plastic
plote, assorted

88

Compare
to 3.95

CHROME

PLATED
Bowling
BLUE

GLOVE

ENAMEL

-3

TRIM

Roberts

se
1 688

ROWINGMACHINE

BAIL

/Compare 163.95
Don Corte. glove with nylon
elastic
finish.

back,

front leather

Bowling Ball

Bowling Chp

CLEANER

TOWEL

128
Compare to 1.95

78c

setts'

POLISHER

Compare to 95c Compare to

150

Fast, easy removal

All cotton terrycloth Fast efficient pal

of dirt and film.

towel clips to belt

Compare to 29.95

ishmg cloth is easy
to store and use

(

1'8

A precision rowing machine, special.
ly
designed to duplicate exact
exercising
motions,
all
rowing
major
muscle groups.
Exercise
booklet.

J

torahs.

CLOSET AND

r

KITCHEN ITEMS

Deluxe Home Exercise

SLANT BOARD

Your
Choice

Compare to 12.95
Completely upholstered in vinyl
sturdy foam cushioning.
Folds in half for storage and has

with

ahritk--*

metal side handles for carrying
plus foot strops. Complete with
instruction
counter.

book

and

88

We have everything but the kitchen
in this fabulous collection of
household helpers.

sink

calorie

OPEN DAILY 10 TO 10

Plenty of Free Parking
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Your Money Back

.71,

4g10

I DISCOUNT WORLD
OPEN A MIDWEST CHARGE
ACCOUNT with any Mid West
Bank Backed Charp Card

Your
Choice

3 88

3 -Tier Utility Table, 18"x313"x67" Clothes

Rack, Chrome Towel Stand, 68" high
Clothes Tree, and 4 -Pc. Metal Tray Table.

OPEN SUNDAYS 10 TO 8

MOUNT. PROSPECT
201 WEST RAND ROAD

Across From Randhurst Shopping Center

Maine East Harriers Tramp Past
Prospect; Knights Scramble By
Conant in League Match, 20-36

From the
Nickel Seats
BY JIM EWART
Elk Grove may have suffered a greater loss in their contest
with Palatine than a 35-6 score indicated. Gren helfback Chris

Gruber pulled a muscle in his thigh and such an injury is

The frosh race belonged to

BY JERRY JENKINS
front of Conant's seventh
Conant hosted Prospect in place finisher and then the

difficult to heal with just a week's rest.

FOREST VIEW'S defense at Glenbard North last Saturday
was overshadowed by the performances of Doug Hotchkiss,
Bill' Michalek, Jim Daggett and John Caltagirone for the ofDaggett,
fense. Hotchkiss continually found his receivers
Caltagirone and Michalek behind Panther defenders for the
21-0 victory. Next week is the Falcon fall festival (Homecoming) and Forest View will face the first paragraph in this week's

claimed eighth and
a Mid -Suburban League Knights
ninth in the persons of Howie
cross-country battle on the
grounds of the Pure Oil Com- Larson and Ron Hankel,

'Nickel Seats' stars Saturday.
The defensive play of Bruce Busse and Mike Gaffney's passes

best in the state.

Maine East and Conant all
the way. The Blue Demons
accounted for three of the first

five places with John Lovas
and Chuck Phalen running

Mike Marozas rounded out

pany in Palatine, and made

top 10 for the Blue
the "mistake" of inviting the
Demons with a 16:19, seven
Maine

East,

crack

a

non-

team Friday when they travel

to York to meet the highly -

THE NEXT TWO scoring

wer4 downed 22-33 by the finishers for the Knights were
Blue Demon visitors. Maine Jeff Bzdelik and Jim
East took all the marbles by Thompson who were 20th and

Fremd 21-0.

A SALUTE to Fremd's coach Dick Gavigan, an avid
follower of the Day sports page. While on the sidelines at
the Day
last Friday night's game, Gavigan was quoting
verbatim to fire his team up. "Remember what the Day said

Dukes.. Prospect and
Conant remain in MSL action
touted

with the Knights running at

26th with times of 17:14 and

topping Conant also 20-34.

17:40 in that order.

Elk Grove Friday and Conant
hosting Wheeling Friday.

ON THE SOPH level

about you" and "this is Gaffney's fourth game, he's supposed
to be hurt in this one!" The Day is everywhere!

Maine East dominated again,

adding to a pile of evidence

Wheeling began with a bang and ended with a whimper
to repeat last year's upset of Arlington,

Page

that they may be the best soph

in their attempt

Although Wheeling led most of the first half and had succeeded
in stopping Arlington to that point, the second half was the
Cardinal's as was the final outcome of 19-7.'
Fullback Mike DeZona deserve!'; mentioning for his effort
that put the game out of reach. Replacing the injured Dave
Ewart who totalled 126 yards rushing for the evening, DeZona

club in Illinois. With the best
two sophs running varsity, the
lower level squad still won

October 9,

PzIR

Prospect 15-43. Prospect beat
Conant 26-31.

1968

Randy Cordova, Prospect senior, temporarily leads a pack
of Conant and Maine East runners in yesterday's double dual
meet at the Cougar's field.

The Blue Demons made it

a triple killing by taking the
freshman run as well. They

Tight Grid Races Expected
In Arlington Boy's League.

Conant 27-28 and
whipped the Knights 18-36.

edged

three quarters of a game.

This Friday night Arlington will face Palatine in the Card's
Homecoming test. The Pirates should not be overlooked as

IN THE VARSITY race,

they have a forminable passing attack.

Glenn Lee of Conant took individual honors with a record breaking 14:52.7. Sophomore
Johnny Keane of Maine East
was next just three -tenths of
a second behind at 14:53. His

NOTRE DAME'S Coach Fran Willet called it last week
when he said that "Marmion is the best in the conference."
It's tough when you can see it coming, but can't do much
about it. Marmion came on 27-14; and left victorious.
Illinois high school coaches might want to implement a prac-

heap.

are knotted with ties.

week moved into a gzime-and-

two of the

three

leagues in the Arlington
Heights Boys Football program. With two weeks of

the top five as Pete Dumke
was fourth at 14:58. Maine
'East grabbed the next two
slots giving them four of the
first six. It was seniors Bill

There are not many precautions a coach can take to prevent
erroneous penalties. If a coach becomes too distraught or vocal,

regular play left, two leagues

pected in

run.
Prospect notched a place in

a team, especially if it is a close game.

While its all up for grabs
in the other two leagues, the
past week of play tended to
straighten things out in the
Varsity League. The Eagles
with two victories during the

Close finishes can he ex-

was third after staying with
Lee for the major part of the

outstanding calls, whether good or bad. Though many officials
deny them, had judgments can make or break a contest for

to controversy), might make a close decision against his team
because of previous abuse suffered.

BUT REFEREES on the whole are thick-skinned and are

masters of the technique of turning deaf ears to un-

complimentary expression, and give all they have to the proper
regulation of a game. However, there are indications that can
be recognized readily if a performance is faulty.
Such as, if a game does not run smoothly, and if after every
gain the crowd is more interested in scanning the playing field

and had five of the top 10 as
to

Maine's

upset in the next two weeks,

four,

will probably be tied at the

East's Gary Holda, a junior,
saved the day for the Blue
Demons .as he finished 11th
to ice the win. His time was

for small red -and -white penalty markers then in how many
yards Were gained, the black -and -white -stripers may have
become a bit too free and easy with the infalible flag that

season's end as they do not
meet again.

The two teams will

FINISHING FOR Prospect
were Bill Treece, seventh at
15:10; Gary Bach, eighth at
15:13; Keith Matthews, ninth
at 15:16; and Bob Pomrenke,

right end who caught the pass for a 10 -yard gaih.

East took the first live places
to erase the threat of loss to first day of play when these
either team. Bruce Anderson two Junior powers faced each
was clocked at 15:39.3 for other. The score that day was
first place and George Frayn 6-6, and both teams arc poin-

10th with a 15:21.

On the soph level, Maine

But all things considered, Illinois high school officials on
the whole do a darn good job, many times under conditions
that are less than ideal. They more than earn what they make.
Nickel Seats just doesn't want referees to mistakenly believe
they can relax because the whole world loves them.

prove superiority.

IN THE Junior League, a
showdown battle is shaping up
between the Cardinals and the
Packers. Each team has a 3-0I mark, the tic coming on the

was second with a 15:41.

Rick Randall, Vic Montoya
and Mike Munday were third,

A ELM; and 15 yards for illegal use of the typwriter.
See you next week.

fourth and fifth respectively
with times of 15:43, 15:56

JMRE

and 15:57.

For Prospect, freshman
Mark Buettner was sixth in

Elk Grove's Grenadiers
were involved in their second
high

scoring game

in

two

weeks as they were trampled
by Palatine 34-6 on their own
field Saturday afternoon.

touchdown was nullified by a
personal foul penalty which
moved the ball out to the 13
yard line, giving the Grens a

nine -yard line on a fourth and

16 call from the Grove 19 yard line, putting the Grens
deep in their own territory,

second chance.

HARRIS, 'GRUBER and
Tom Klemens managed to

hands of the Rams, the 49ers

climaxed a tight defensive

three -

After the two first Eagle
scores, the Saints defense stif-

Three

fened. and their offense turn-

times the 49ers were inside
the loser's I() yard line, but
could penetrate for only the

ed in two long gainers. a 40

field
fourths of
the

single score.
49ers
Rams

In contrast

chance, but blew it after Har-

a nice job of controlling the

three times as they managed,

ris

ball as halfback Chris Gruber

with the help of the penalty,
to get into Palatine territory

moved the ball 51 yards in 16
plays to the Palatine 2,9 -yard
line before the Grens ran into

to the Pirates 44 -yard line

ball 15 yards to the Pirate 48
line five carries.
yard

trouble.

cond quarter.

and fullback Gary Harris

ON A FOURTH down and
seven situation the Grens tried
to go for it, hut quarterback
Dave Ristau was creamed by
three Palatine defenders on
the 31 -yard line before he
could unload the ball.

The first time the Pirates
got the ball, running back
Tom Patch, a 150 -pound
speedster, broke through a
poor Elk Grove defense for a
46 yard gain which moved the
Pirates to the Grove 23 -yard

tried to punt. Harris and

before Martin was called on
to punt again early in the seMartin did a nice job as he
got off a 38 yard boot which
Patch returned to the 11 yard
line before he was nailed by
Mel Greathouse.
The Pirates didn't waste

any time getting back into
Grove's end of the field. Patch

and Rick Lehnert brough the
ball out to the 18 yard line
then the Pirate's quarterback
Phil Donahue called on Patch
to pick up the three yards
needed for the first down. Pat-

ch went over right tackle, but
didn't stop -until Greathouse

lead which held up until

Elk Grove got another
and Gruber brought the

Ristau tried to throw deep,
but the Grens were called

for interference. They ended

up punting from their own 40

yard line two plays later. A
bad snap from center gave the

Pirates the ball on their own

44 yard line after a hurried

kick. Six plays later the
Pirates were called for clipping and ended up punting
from their own 39 yard line.
The next time Grove touched
the ball Ristau tried to throw

and had his pass picked off
at the Grove 42 yard line by
Guy Zajonc.

JUST BEFORE the half

their own 25 -yard line. Patch

pass with no one in front of
him. The Grens got another
break as Hasbach tripped at
the five yard line. However,
Patch went over the middle
again

for

his

second good

touchdown. Bambrick made
good on the kick attempt to
give the Pirates a 13-0 lead.

THE GRENS had trouble
sustaining any kind of a drive
in the third quarter as they
were without the services of

Gruber and the help of
penalties

against

Palatine.

Gruber had picked up 46

yards in 13 carries in the first
half but has been troubled

with a pulled thigh muscle.
The next time Palatine got the
ball they broke the game wide
open. In four plays the Pirates

coach Don Schanke's charges
put up a defense as they rushed to stop Donahue from con-

brought the ball on the

gain of 63 yards.

necting with open receivers
three times In a row just

yard line, then Donahue hit

before the gun. On a third and

ing strike in the end zone.

Pirates were guilty of

10 Donahue had to run for

penalties on two of Patch's

THE PIRATES moved to
the 8 yard line in three plays
then sent Patch into the end

scores. The Pirates managed

zone on an end around reverse

The extra -point by Hambrick was good giving the

line. Palatine moved the ball
down to the eight -yard line on

four plays, then Patch went
over the middle' for the first

tripped him up at the Elk
Grove 19 yard line after

a

of four touchdowns he scored,

but luckily for the Grens, the

run following a pass
interception by Dave Auge
and the other a 45 -yard romp
yard

0 0 0 6 -6
is 0 0 0- 0
to

the

by Auge off a reverse. Auge
also made a 25-yard punt
return to the nine. but the

other

Seniors League battle, the

Saints were unable to score.
.13 0 0 7 - 20
Eagles
0 1) 0 0 - 0
Saints

to overlook the Colts in third Lions -Redskins affair was a
place with a 3-I record. If the wide open, free -scoring game

Colts should upend the with the Lions taking it
Cardinals this weekend and

the Cardinals beat the Packers

a week from Saturday,

the

THE GIANTS kept hopes
alive for at least a share of
the Varsity League crown
with a narrow 64) win over
the Steelers. As the score
indicates. it was a tight

32-

14.

Craig Fink opened the
Lions scoring in the first
quarter with a one -yard dive
to cap a 60 -yard march. A few

defensive game with Burns a

minutes later, Bill Milner reeled off a 38 -yard punt return
and then scored himself on a

stand -out at tackle on defense
for the Giants.

Pirates a 20 -point margin. quarterback sneak.
After a scoreless second
Grove could gain only one

Early in the fourth quarter.
George Vukovich broke the
game open with an 85-yerd

up giving up the ball again, with three touchdowns in the
as the Pirates started on their third. Mark Matwell ran 50

scamper to pay dirt. Although
the try for extra point was not
good. the Giant defense made
the lone score stand up.

yard in three plays and ended quartet, the Lions roared back

own 12 yard line this time. On yards for one score, and Chris

drive
as DonahueChris

Gruber each carried the ball

cond good break -as Palatine
was called for roughing the

fell apart. To begin

with, they were penalized 15
yards for too much time in the
locker room at halftime and

nearly
the time.

plays the Pirates were on the
Elk Grove 22 yard line.
Then Donahue hit tight end
Dave Hasbach with a 17 yard

Elk Grove's running backs did

the

During the' second half the

Brad Schmidt added the extra
point on a reverse.

halftime. Al Bambrick missed
the extra -point try leaving the
score at 6-0.

to

receivers were open.

pattern coveriog 20 yards.

The 49ers dominated play
with a ball control game that
kept their offensive team on

brought the ball out the the
48 yard line, and in three

Patch

kicker when Gregg Martin

out

The Eagles scored again in
the fourth quarter on another
Holden to Thompson pass.
this one on a down and out

ended up kicking off from

On the next play

servative, ball -control football. During the first quarter

both teams played con-

hall

score.

went up the middle 13 yards
for the score without being
touched to give the Pirates a

17 yard line in three plays,
then the Grens got their se-

the

Bob Thompson, who ran the
remaining 25 yards for the

the second play from scrim- Johnson added the extra
mage, Patch went around point. Milner scored his se-.
right end on a sweep and went cond touchdown with a 50
in to score on an 86 yard run. yard run.
In the fourth quarter the However, the Pirates were

Elk Grove managed, with
the help of several penalties
against Palatine, to keep the
game close in the first half as

bring

the half, even though his
Grens

lofted a 25 -yard pass over the
heads of the defenders to end

GAINING REVENGE for
an earlier 19-6 defeat at the

After Last Week's Win, Grens Fall Again
standing up, but the

and a punt by the Saints, the
Eagles struck again on the
first play when John Holden

are mathematically out of it.
Results of Saturday's play:

ting to the return match.
But neither team can afford

his life and ended up gaining

17 yards on the last play of

ground from their own

13,

yard line to the Elk Grove 47
Hasbach with a 47 yard scor-

hall program.
His first two touchdowns

the score. After the kickoff

only play against each for one from the two on a quarterback
quarter --not much time to sneak to cap the drive.

ANOTHER indication is the "who done it." This might
occur after a penalty has been called and the coach requests
the number and position of the player who incurred the infraction. The referee then might turn to the playing field, pick
out the first number he sees and says "number 87, your left
guard, was holding," and number 87 just happens to be the

THE EAGLES stunned the
with touchdowns on
their first two offensive plays
and went on to a 20-0 victory.

The first score came after a
blocked punt. Terry Keehan
went 12 yards off tackle for

im-

a fourth-quarter
other in the All -Star clash on drive for a touchdown to win.
Sunday, Oct. 27, but they'll 6-0. Bruce Lyons went over

Knights.

feels he must earn his pay check by littering.

the rapidly

one more chance at each game with

15:27 and followed four

returns all plays to their origin and worse. This type of official

have

face

proving Vikings with a I -I -I
record. Neither the Vikings,
'who play two this week, nor
the Giants with a 2-2 record

now tied for the loop lead with
3-I raords and, barring an

last four men of the top 10
compared

Eagles

points in four games. and that
makes hint the runaway leader

Saints

this week. However, the

called for illegal use of hands.
alive

Palatineke

hitptthe

Andriano with a 47 yard pass
to the Elk Grove one yard line
on a third down situation with
12 yards needed for the first

down. Bambrick went over

BY CURT WILSON
The Arlington cross-country team, took a Mid -Suburban

to go in the fourth quarter,

Wildcats of Wheeling yesterday, winning 16-45 on the
varsity level, and winning the

THE GRENS were able to
mount a good scoring drive as

Tom Glatzmayery, Gruber's
replacement, carried the ball
nine times in a touchdown
drive that began on the Grove
37

yard

line. In

16

plays

Ristau scored the Grens' lone
touchdown on a quarterback
sneak from one yard out with
4:30 left in the game.

League dual meet for the

frosh-soph race, 17-44.

The Cardinals' Scott Butler
started his comeback, after a
long slump and won the race

Arlington captain
in
Tom Swanson was second
12:23.

with a close 12:24.

DAVE MARSZALEK
covered the Wildcat course at

Arlington Country Club

in

12:27, good for a third place,
The Pirates came back in and Joe Hooker was next at
a hurry as Donahue put the 12:34, followed by Wheeling's
ball in the air four times and Frank Savage, who was the
Patch carried the ball three first 'Cat finisher at fifth, runtimes to move 79 yards in ning a 12:42 for the 2.5 mile

nine plays with Hambrick

Giants
Steelers

.

0 0 0-6 - 6
0000-0

Speedy John Yeazel continued, his scoring ways for

in scoring in the Boys

I -1,01 -

came in the lir,: quarter on
runs of 50 -and 40 -yards. Ile
added one extra 1/01111..111 the
third quarter. Yeazel ent 41)
cross -hock
a
oft
yards
and added the FP. In the

fourth quarter he scooted 55
yards on

foul th-and-three

a

situation. This time the point
was made

Chris l)eevy glided
Packers' 1.1:01'111g

\kith

.1

too

yard quarterback

The Bear's totich,1,..%c

came on a 60 -yard
13 o 7 13 - 33
Packers
007 0- 7
Bears

T II

C .X 121)1 \ALS

-

maintained their position of

leadership in the Junior
League with a 26-6 will tour
the Falcons. Scot) Ilerhharill
scored two touchdowns and

an extra point for the

Cardinals.
6 14 6 It - 26
Cardinals
It 6 0 II - 6
Falcons
three
Scott Rogers scored
touchdowns in. the I ills kept
title hopes alive \\ ill' a 20 6
i1%%1111, nt
VietOry over
the Junior I eague.

In the first quarto Rogos
scored on

S -C-1111 pass -run

it

play from \\/ar

Vhitinier

with Whitnnei gninp user
the extra point. I hen Rogers
scored on

a

and the 1+1.:111.1.'

bootleg le%erse.
.11

11.111-A1111e %%a,

13-0.

In the last stani;: RoLwt,
went 50 yards for miodict

touchdown and again
tiller scored the exti 1:oilm
On the ensuing kiekol;. Mike
-

Bleze breezed 65

d

Cowboy touchtlo n. nut
that's all the Cowboys could
muster.

Colts
Co zboys

13 0 0 7.-20
0006- 6

'Cat Runners Take Pounding
At Feet of Arlington, 17-44

for the touchdown then kicked the extra -point with 11:26
giving the Pirates a 27-0 lead.

s

12 0 20 0-32
0 0 0 14-14

Lions
Redskins

play and could wrap it all up

The 49ers and Rams are

scare as they came in with the

ning play and the second on League cont elide!
a pass Gary Lydig added the overwhelmed the Beals 3
Yeazel has now scored
first extra noint.

a-half lead with two games to

In the Senior League, the

49ers avenged an earlier
at the hands of the
Newman fifth (15:00) and defeat
Bruce Rutz, sixth (15:04) for Rams and gained a hard
fought 6-0 victory with a
the Blue Demons.
The Knights gave Maine a fourth quarter touchdown.

officialS, who are only human (a point many times subject

Redskins got on the board the Paekers with 26 points.
with two tally's. one on a 11.111- his best day yet. as 111e 111111111'

Colts end up on the top of the

BY I.. R. 'ITIORPE

soph teammate Len Harrelson

tice used by Maine West coach Kenny Olson. Coach Olson
requires officials who regulate his team's outings to wear
numbers so they can be identified on game films if they make

to bring the ball back to the

I I

Wednesday,

beating Conant 15-44 and

carried three times for 29 yards after he came off the bench
cold. The Cardinal fullback performed well in a critical situation, as it is difficult to be up to par after sitting out over

BY DAVE GARLAND

P71

the state's number one ranked

three ahead of Hankel

In the MSL battle Prospect
stomped Conant 20-36 but

for long gains contributed to the Prospect Knight triumph over

one and two and Rick Keane
finishing fourth.
The Blue Demons will face

seconds ahead of Larson and

league team ranked with the

to

fr

course.

going off tackle from a yard
out for his second score with
1:13 left. His kick was good

who has been a consistent
performer for the Cards was

making the final score 34-6.

sixth at 13:02, followed by the

Scott Tueber, a sophomore

'Cats' Keith Gresens, who
turned in a 13:12.

Jeff Kowalski captured

seventh for Arlington with a
13:12, and Ken Malcornson
was next into the chute for the
Cardinals at 13:15. In the
next two seconds, John Dyson

and Austin Trice finished the
top 10 for the Wildcats.

Glenbard North at Pioneer
Park on Friday at 4:31) p.m.
and Wheeling will travel to
Conant at the same time and.
date.

Knight Sophs
Bounce Frenul

2.1 mile sophomore course in

Prospect's undefeated
sophomore gridders took
another win front Fremd,

Arlington frosh-soph to a 17-

Saturday.

TOM JARM covered the
a time of 11:40 to pace the
44 whipping of the 'Cats,

blanking the visitors 204) last

Bill Grady ran in two

Mike Yorke was second

touchdowns and Ed Anderson
scored another on a pass from

Fitzpatrick ran third for the

John Trandel, Anderson also
had two interceptions to Isis
credit. Don Lewis passed for

with an 11:47, and Tom
Cards

with an

11:47,

and

Mark Deter was the first
Mike Splitt was fifth, run-

both PAT's.
The sophomore Knights are
3-0 in the conference. tied

ning 11:59, and Scott Barrnett
sealed the Cardinal victory
with a 12:05 sixth.

clash this Saturday morning

Wheeling finisher

at

fourth,

with an 11:52.

Arlington runs against

with Conant and Arlington.
Prospect and the Cougars
at Conant,

esponse to Our 1969 Oldsmobiles has been so great
a we're now OVERLOADED with Customer Trade -Ins!

t

THESE ARE TOP -CONDITION
USED CARS -LATE MODEL
ONE OWNER BEAUTIES!

'66 CORVAIR CORSA
2 -DOOR HARDTOP
Maroon with 4 -speed, bucket seats, radio,
heater. In Excellent Condition.

$845

CUTLASS SUPREME
Steering & Brakes, Radio, white walls. A
Perfect First or Second Carl

J/

CUTLASS SUPREME
Green Vinyl Top, Power Steering & Brakes,

Radio, White Walls, Factory Air Condi.
tinning. Immaculate!

sCar I

Agt

nom'

,./

-,

'68 OLDS
TORONADO

'67 BUICK
RIVIERA

Red with White Interior, Full Power, Including Factory Air Conditioning, pemo,
Must See To Appreciate This Beautiful

White with Ivory. Interior, Power Steering, Brakes, and Windows, Foctory Air

"

Conditioning. An Excellent Buy!

Automobile!

4 -door, Hardtop, Automatic, Beige with

Blue with White Top, Automatic, Power
Steering & Brakes, Radio, White Walls,
Factory Air Conditioning. A Real luxury

-`

SPORTS MINDED

I

'68 OLDS

'68 OLDS 98
TOWN SEDAN

$2595

k 7:744',X;

4 -door, Hardtop, Automatic, Power Steering & Brakes, Radio, Turquoise, White
.Walls, Factory Air Conditioning. Put
Prestige In Your DrIirewayl

Hardtop, Maroon with White
Vinyl Top, Automatic Transmission, Power

Factory Warranty. Hurry!

FOR THE

'68 OLDS
DELMONT 88

4 door,

CONVERT.
Automatic Transmission, Power Steering & Brakes,
White. Walls, Dark Green with Black Top, Still Under

COMING SOON

'68 DEMONSTRATORS
BELOW DEALER'S COST!
'68 OLDS

'68 PONTIAC CAT.

'65 BUICK(
RIVIERA

Our New Facilities Which Will

'68 OLDS
TORONADO

Be The Largest And Most Modern
In The Whole Midwest --ALL TO

Green with Green Interior and Black

Gray with Block Interior, Power Steering
and Brakes, Factory Air Conditioning!
Low Mileage, Excellent Condition Inside

Power Including 6 -way
power seat & tilt Steering Wheel. You'll
Be Proud To Own This Luxurious Sports
Carl
Full

Vinyl Top,

SERVE YOU MORE EFFICIENTLY!

.1(

& Out I

'68 OLDS
DELMONT 88
2 door, Hardtop, Automatic, Power Steer-

NEED A SECOND CAR?

ing & Brakes, Yellow with Block Vinyl
White Walls, Factory Air
Conditioning Save $5f.
Top,

Radio,

1=1

8 more Demos
to choose

We Have a Choice

DES PLAINES, ILL.
OPEN THIS SUNDAY'

1628 RAND ROAD;
Phone 827-3111

selection of
'63 and '64 cars

from!

11141011111011100000000
CHICAGOLAND'S OLDEST YOUNGMOBILE DEALER
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LeSabre 4 door sedan.
Color: Hint -of -the -mint

green with matching interior

/

You'll never do better by your dollars than Buick from John Mufich Buick!
It's true, If you relish that fresh, green and deal-icious money -in -the -bank
feeling, you'd better stop by and see the new season's biggest money -saving's

worth on display now. In brief, the big 1969 Buick doesn't demand a big

bankroll to buy. And, if you just happen to have a yen for bigness .. if cramp-

ed "quarters" cramps your driving style ... why not have a "little money"
talk with the folks who know !,w to make a little money go a long way
Buick, as featured by John Muticri Buick, biggest big car seller in all Chicago -

land because you not only get more for your money when you buy ... but
also ... more money back when you go to trade. Makes sense doesn't it ..
"dollars and sense" ... to buy Buick tool
W 1"-,-2 t IF,TiPICC:414LtttiV

1965 FORD GALAXY

1963 BUICK ELECTRA

1968 CORVETTE

4 -door, hard top, red exterior with white

Dark Green with white vinyl top. 2,200 miles mint condition.

vinyl top. Must sop to appreciate.

$895

$FANTAST1C VALUE

500 CONVERTIBLE
Dark Green With block vinyl roof, V -B,
automatic transmission, power steering,
power briskes, radio, white walls.

$895

1967 BUICK ELECTRA

1964 PONTIAC
GRAN PRIX

225
1967 BUICK RIVIERA

Factory air conditioned, 4 -door, hardtop.
Dark green with black vinyl top, AM/FM
radio, white walls, power steering, power
brakes, power Windows. Like new inside &

Green mist with black vinyl top. Full power,
factory air conditioned. Very sharp cart

4c

ecial Deluxe
)r cdr.'n Colot
,of, fscat gray.

Red body with black vinyl top.. Power
steering, power brakes, radio, white wall
tires, automatic transmission.

Out.

$1398

SFAI'ffl!lillg VALUE

$FANTASTIC VALUE

John Mufich, where a "little" money talks ... Buick language!
tnr,1

Mini -Money -Brute by GM!

VD.?

CA -A

Wr/
.

I SSX.SSS4S4SSSX

BUICK!

Cnr/

/^"--

CinA
(L'1X

S4SSA:

30 S. MAIN (RT. 83), MT. PROSPECT 253-442Q
A

(4a.iiiintgISANKIMWMP4W
01
V

to

SS
BUS'
Service 1:11)71:ractory

111E DAY

Lost: blk., wh. & brown F. 13cogle

vie. Central & Foundry Rd. off

vices offered by reputable business peopie in your community Coll one NOW!

fi'

Delivery cmilrSiock Work

Hatlen Hts. circa. Mr. P. 439-6952
LOST: girl's blue horned glasses,

TERRACE SUPPLY

the Padon School

111 W. Central Mt. Prospect

o Warded
Used Proms

collar. Vic. Waycinden Pk.,

Reward,296-2770days,824-8976
nights.

392-6817

Prospect Day
Des Plumes Day

Arlington Day

Day

Prospect Day

Elk Grove High School which %sill compete in
Leading members of the District banal
the C Ineagoland Band 1.esliN al being hell today at Wheeling. They exhibit the trophies and
tigtist at 11w high school band competition at the
the Illinois Sesquicentennial flag 55011
Illinois Stale lair rum lett, Was ne Me, section leader, of 55 W. Wilde Rd., Des Plaines;
Dale Ss5cnsun, section kader m the trumpet section, of 480 Kathleen, Des Plaines; 11:111(1
Director Douglas 1) Petei son, ki lington If eights; and Ken Johnson, drum major and head
librarian for the band, of 295 mit rson 1 err ice. Des Plaines.

WE HAVE

We Don't

Slate Fair hand coin-

High School

dle.

rhe schools mai clung
band is Lompetmg in the
C hicagoland 13and Festival
bung held hulas at Wheeling
High School

the

band

is

under the diiection of
Douglas E

Peel son and is
made up of students hour Des
Plaines Mount Prospect Elk

Grove \ tillage and Rolling
Mcadoiss
Isso

%seeks

ago

the

Elk

Grose Band pia\ cd in Soldiers
Field in C hicago during the
halftime ceremonies 01 the
hleago Owls loot hall game
In August the Elk Guiss band

won double

honors

at

the

1-11. (arse High School
band icceived a 'superior

[dung

and won the run-

nel sup .maid. Later in the
Ian week the Elk Grove High

lint

Sc, hool concert band also
eat red the

superior rating...

work; welding 8 electrical work.
Experienced in any type Larne,

policy' of

into

the

new

high

schools accounts in large

837-3764 after 7 p.m

measure for the rapid roe of
hand cshich has competed null' two years.

High School. where Winning
a medal and the school receiv- Illinois zind national honors
ed

ti ()phi, s

for each of

I

achicements at the fair.
In addition to the Iss
101 le's

the

Elk Grove hand

ieas 4MITLILd an Illinois Sesquicentennial flag which is

has become standard
is

also appearing ;it all

home fool ball games this

up. 894-9141.
Wall to Wall

Teti Bands Compete Today
in the ( hicagoland Mai clung
Band Festival today

Indiana \sill compete lot

THE WHEELING band

judges.

Trash Removal
Floors
ways

The two bands from Indiana will he Crown Point
band and

-

O
O

BANDS FROM Illinois
Plainfield High School; Dundee
High School; Warren High
he:

School; Forest View High
School; Eisenhower High

School, Blue Island: Elk

Grove High School; Maine
Township High School South

and the host band from
Wheeling High School.
The festival is sponsored by

honors. Among these are:

Inc.

Director of the Wheeling
hand is Dean R. Depoy.

Under his direction the
band has accumulated many

Sod
Trees

-

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

PolverHed 8. weed free.

id..,,,,it....,

Lawn lovers! We give
lawn service. We will
grow you a town anywhere

"Presidential Band of

styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes clesigned

Championship High School WFLD-TV in Chicago.

0

'cow,

8.

tippers

replace

on

Cl 3.5964

Fencing

358-9038
Iiiiiiii.ng & De, animig

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO

types of fencing, chainlink,
redwood & stockade. 647-0220
All

mid Won vVrothing

Ecklund Floor Service

F-

Average rm. sanded waled &
finished $19.95

_

.

.

.

Northwest Suburbs, Chicago,
and Sandwich, Illinois. Must
be reliable, experienced, and

ri-elo,rie

0z

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
,CL 9-0849 Tues., & Wed. cues.
etc.

Dresses,
Experienced. Rea.

E.J. ERICSSON

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

FL 8-4543

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

BEST REF.

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 698.2322

sonoble. 827-0570.

Tile

255-7200

APPLY

New & Pethodefing
Also Tile Repo.,

FAMILY
WANT AD?

437.4093

Transmission Service
An

CALL

organize campus security

392-6817

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material
Or Ours. 437-2884

255-1200

dependent

Salary

desirable.

on experience and qualifica-

Grounds, Harper College,
Algonquin & Roselle Roads,
Palatine, Ill. 60067.

OFFSET

OR
IN DES PLAINES AREA

Wrought Iron
FENCE & IRON CO.
wrought iron.
X.CEIL
Custornized

training in police science

Superintendent of Building &

Free

Interior.

Northwest suburb needs
experienced security officer
in

tions, Send resume to

Upholstery

&

Expanding community college

University or college
police experience and college

His

Tuning - Repairing

terior

SECURITN
SUPERVISOR

force.

259-9440

Ned Williams

8 1 5-786-2949

to

AAMCO Transmissions

830 W N W H.,

CTS KNIGHTS

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE
YOUR

FREE ESTIMATES

WANT ADS:
.

bondable.

Coats,

Tuning Repairing

Free Estimates Ed SoWinski
CL 5.3991

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repa,zs &

of the Wheeling high band.

DRIVER
operate company owned

station wagon between

Used Pianos Wonted

Decorating & Remodeling

.

Furniture Refinishing
Custom

'

WANTED

Tailoring

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Pointing & Tiling,
C1.3-1118
/Wall Papering
NEW WAY PAINTING

529-1211
___

227

INSTALLER

to

George Khoo 392.0803

It

Floor Maintenance

St.

Ext.

Deliver and install washers,
dryers, etc. 51/2 day week,
no
experience
perimment,
necessary, good pay.

'"g Filf."cl'6'L,1179.10"22Irl

Dick's Tile

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
exterior
and
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

South

APPLIANCE

windows &
fiber glass

Wall Tile

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

3-6100,

',wrings & /'8"."'. 8.19''''".7' 'Id.

Painting -Decorating

Relining, repleating, rehernming
me. 437-2884.

W.

CL

ALPINE INTERIORS

Skirts,

All 1,1,45 B. f .rernon es

Drapery Repairs

301

Novak & Parker

255.8161

clothing

Public Schools
District 25

1016 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
CL 9-2880

Hemming:

.

week. Year round

Hospitaliz(111011
employmerit.
and medicalinsurcince.

381-4500

of evergreens

Meyers
Brick & Mosonry

el, Also men's

pares. lockets

CUSTODIAN
hour

.10

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Masonry

Shortenrng of hems on roars,
dresses,
:cede roots.
skirts,

SCHOOL

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

storm
Aluminum
doors, aluminum

look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

to order. Coordinuted wedding
pcnties.'Alterations. Net, Rand.
255-0348
horst.

12 S. Denton Ave.

Arlington Heigh,

Pappa Joe's Pizza
A

Call 327-1752

shrubs, trimming & loll cleanup.
don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it

Individucrlixecl

Bowl Quiz.- to appear on

Getting a fanfare is Dean R. Depoy, 436 S. Beverly Lane, Arlington Heights, director

FOR PIZZA DELIVERY
IN BARRINGTON

I

played for the president on his selected to appear on the
live visits to Chicago since opening: sequence of -Prep

964: four record albums;

also take core

Dressmaking -Sewing

APPLY IN PERSON

J. SVOBODA SONS
Men's Store

Part Time Even-ngs

Storm Windows

expert

whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or ill the shade. We
will make your lawn look as
though it hos been sodded. We

Puri tune trod Saturdays

Arlington Heights

$12 plus material
522 plus material
$15 plus material

Choirs
Sofas
Seeds

Atter,

299-1696

SALESMAN

DRIVERS

plastic covers.

827-7588

Dog Grooming

NORTH ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS NEWS AGENCY
253.7150

on, &I ,,,,ica, mode I obric ski;
reupholstering, &
&
covers

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors. curbs, retaining walls.

POODLE GROOMING
Chicagoland- and they have

'TV

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

Idea/ for new towns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load $25.00
Big -I Yd. Load - $15.00

RESIDENTIAL
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

Mt. Prospect Plaza
253-9832

FALL SALE 50% OFF

827-0609

0 WALKS

patios

Rothe/ling

locations.

CITY BARBER SHOP

&

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, 1NC.

Walks.

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
Driveways,

Shrubs

'''''"'''''''''

Drive .-

773-1261

Parade Hand of the Virginia
Beach. Va. Music Festival of
1968; and just recently was

Installed

-

Gioding. All work guaranteed
No icib loci big or small. Free

-

Patios

Evergreens

-

HR.

Rd. ALSO boys for afternoon
newspaper routes in various

BARBER
Registered -Full Time

SIGNSSHOW CARDS
Paper signs . Banners
Low prices, free est/mates
Signs by Rob 437-2485

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING

Free Esrimales

Leading the Wheeling High School, Marching hand again
this year will be Bill Uher, 2(115 Shenandoah Dr Arlington
Heights. Bill, a senior, was selected drum major in the spring
of 1967 and will serve again this year.

District 214 and Lyon -Healy,

Steps

fUlTIOS

YMCA
296-3376

"Signs 8. Display"

Coll 255-6855

529-3463

band.

Northwest Suburban

antenna, installed.
Antenncr & labor $55.
Install customer's antenna 528.
JAMES FLANNIGAN 824-3093
Color

Free estenores.

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS

Se!

the

Lake Central High School

high schools will

-

assured.

Scrlisf oc iron

Apts., Rand & Arl.

Hill

College M(111

Rays

weeding. Residential and con,
mercial.

newspaper route at the Circle

CUSTODIANS
CALL - DAN LEE

Radio and T.V. Repair
or block & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S Evergreen
Ail fits
CL 5.5692

gross cutting, fertilizing, d'

N & N CONCRETE
-

Fall dosses start Oct, 14
253-3005
HtigiSter NOW.
CO 1 to 5 TUC, thru Sunday

WANTED
Boy to deliver morning

Full and Parr Tune
Evenings or Nights

(DUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & 'Shrubs

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Concrete Work

and lie inspected by the

COUNTRYSIDE ART CENTER

Deperulortho

',hurting, grade work. 537-1411

Complete lawn care avoiloble,

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Install -id & Repaired

Erich hand 'will perform a
football half-time exhibition

Clean

All Bonk Credo Cords Honored

KEY TILE CO,

the judges.

by Palanne H.S.Jumor.
350-2699 (liter 4 P.M., weekends.

Radio -TV Repair

Day or Eve. 766-7256

Ceramic Tile

honors. since they have won
for the last two years. but will
demonstrate a new show for

PIANO STUDENTS WANTED

CALL 255.3822

,

Block Soil & stone clelVd.

255-3642

will not be eligible for the

experience. 259 8.195

Sodding 8 Seeding(Color

Wall ro Wall, ne s, or ll5ed
Stub Steps /Free
keporos &
F ounates

or

P01110 & argon lessons; college
music major; 10 Years teaching

SAVL YOUR EYES'
Antennas
It's 1 V Checdoup
Repaired Ho t St ct. C it

DEPENDABLE CARPET

Stadium.

Group
drummer.
Private. Phone 392 1773

rnalmenance, rrrrrr ming. power
raking,
nerorrng, sod, seed,

Carpet Inoollotion

honors from 7 to 10 p.m. at
the Wheeling High School

notionally

kno././11

Piaster/rig & Dr ,..,all '"-'re

All phases of yard work. Lawn

296-6365

len bands from Illinois and

fox

For

-

827-1183

LESSONS,

Plastering

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

253-9046 - 761-688P

heist and pa ticipatc

High School

furs

&

DRUM

24 -Help Wanted Men

any amount. Also pick up

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power roke
Rom gutter inointenonce

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, 42
price wohis ad. Installunin,.
tinting. mach. wall wu,/iiiit,
cleaning
drapery
parriting,
Pl.
Ser,
Dec
paced
Low

the Wheeling High School
hand

carpet

Office Furniture
Must hove driver's license.
S day week in Dtts Plaines
small progressive company.

23 -Instruction

and furniture refinishing. Free
011111,10111. iilinio-ii
estimates
Fall Savings For
Exterior Work
Roy Rood
359-0993

debris. 457-03139
HARBUTS
'
LAWN MICE.

dr./erred in your home. 15 yrs.
cop. Free estimate. Coll Joe

ing Ls's, Christmas cards. 296.
1831.

'Apartments
Specializing in kitchen cabinets

or

MAN NEEDED

Deliver & Assemble

2

115,s/ryes wont home work: moil-

Co ,,,,, iercial

Landscaping

Emil51,6iii $17.:S ;Mugs Ir.incr
rm. & hall carpet. Sofas 59.95 &

Neilson.

We need Christmas money.

12051C10101(11

Call "Eleanor" at 437.2084

stone

or part tune. References,
Reasonable. 296.6533.

INTERIOR.EXTERIOR

259-5887
sand,

155 Kelly

Elk Grove Village

Child care in my home, days,

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

to choose frame

DIRT,

BUILDERS SUPPLY

dressed envelopes 392.8085.

Decorating ill the FIlilsr

DRAPERIES

fill,

Office exp. Typed or hand ord.

3 Generations

No lob too small.
Equipped for complete custom
drapery work with
I 7 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics

BLACK

Port or Full TM,.

full

CUSTOM

Carpet Cleaning

TRUCK DRIVER
MBiF

W111 do general typing cit home.

Conscienhous workmonshm
R3osonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

CL 9-049'J

After 6 PM

The school's marching
barrel

Suburban Standard
Wolf & Euclid, Mr. Prospect

of t 7 pan, Mrldred, 487-0.183

PAINTING & DECORATING

381-1972

NO JOB TOO SMAI I

259-0641

procedure in recent years.

FULL & PART TIME

housework or baby sitting.
827.0570
Donee/tut worLe wonted, relmble.
rodeo/rice, $15 per clay, Call

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

Carpentry
Pointing inside 8 out

deliver. 827-7632

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

SCOndincivi 0 0 T roclifictri

Electrical
Plumbing

band director it Wheeling

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

sir

Will work in your home:

Quality Paint Service

Jane& Draperies

HOME HANDYMAN

Peterson vi is the assistant

927-6908

home. Will pick up &

her

hi

Free Er -Murder.. Fully insured

NO OBLIGATION

.

and car expense.

Reliable orvornon will do ironing

work guaranteed
299-3159

Lauritz Jensen

NO JOB 100 SMALL
Far Apprentice Carpenter.
359-2756
Reasonable.

Elk Grow High School

rn

Exterior Pointing or its finest.

firing.
259-5920

have dependable car. Salary

clay or week
394-2968

Fully

exterior work

&

baby

Reliable wornan

.

Lowest Prices
Lfighest Qualny
Large selettion ul
detOratiOr's fabrics
SHOP Al HOME

try work, remodeling & barn
work.
CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or

moving faculty from older

the

It sets the only hand from
the minim est suburbs to win
top honors in both band
competitions zu the state fair.
Each hand member received

No job lamsmall
The Sky's the bruit.
JO I t. to 1,000 ft. any types tower

suburban accounts. Must

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

FREE ESTIMATES

20% OFF SALE

CARPENTRY 8. 1-11GH WORK

wirier rotes on all

&

insured. All

On all custom 'mule draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

too small. 766-8034

.Fully

SPECIAl

terror

Interior Decorators

Call "the rest- then call "THE
'BEST" for expert carpentry,

VVheeling.

827-4637

wit,

supervise and work on North

Rerisonoble .139-1970

Ken's Paintirig & Decorating

supplies,

Si venware,
Customer.1

MAN NEEDED
by janitor contractor to

Monthly or Quarterly

utsred. Reasonoble. 259-1039

Eperienced instructor. Mon: F.
Tues., evenings 7 in 10 pcm

Arldmor,

rent, 29c

11 -Business Services

workmanship.

Quality

CERAMIC IESSON S

ho ,nun.,
coil
359.1906

C'hicagoland festival in

schools

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Instruction

flours
..ark
Cog ,,,,, ter ..ark..arkTile

pc:trances. including the
21-1

ReosontitAi /III,

EDMOND GRAY

'.. HUME REP/Like,

Stemodei.na

being carried this fall by the
marching band in ;ill of its ap-

lire' District

HAULING & CAI AN LP

flarkv,orkFall

259-5233

r,.,.,,

259.5337

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Root Reparang

ED I:ORAN

51111 If/ 5 pm

1943,T,D,S,

CALL - HAUCK & SON

Home Repairing

Brickwork

I

Call 824-8213

BOOKKEEPING & TAX WORK

Day or Eve. 766-7256

remodeling B. additions. No lob

pLtillon
On opening day of the fon-

fir, 6 (,,

GENERAL

111

Another outstanding High
School Distlict 214 band has
been deeLloped at Elk Glove

tott !Ruh K

I

AND 2 STRONG MEN
( 1 S 8232

BUY OR SELL CARS

\Ale Sp5,101i, in QUALITY BODY.
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Arlington Body Croft
201 W. Connibell 259-6160

Marching Band a Winner

IN TOWNHALL

Painting -Decorating

General Hauling

TOWING SERVICE.

Elk Grove High. School

OR
FULL TIME DAYS

SUNDAY OCTOBER 13

I

Carpentry -Remodeling

PART TIME MORNINGS

Rtindhurse Shopping Lerner

Auto Repair

824-9348

Plaines

CAB DRIVERS
COIN SHOW

Copy birdie for Business Direr tory 1 boo slay 3 00 P M

0

Jar.

Jell Anderson 255.1117

Des Plaines Day

Market

Evening Shift

I

RAND & RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

WANTED
USED 7' POOL TA81 E

Your ad will appear daily in

WEEKLY

I Day Shift -

14 -Personals

296-6640

255-7200

Your ad will appear doily in
Arlington Day

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

w / apricot ears, wearing orange

FOR ADVERTISING CALL
s.

small white poodle,

Lost

t .:,

Tuning . Reparong

Ned Williams

in

area. Call CL 3-3998.

\
.,-,,i1, s -r

FULL TIME

FOUND: block & brown tiger
stripe cat, white face B. feet,
on Friday

roll Special $17.95 cleans living an. & roll carpet. Sofas
59.95K L.,. 894-9141.

-------

DRIVER

River Rd. Reward. 299-4735.

Consult this doily guide of reliable ser-

..1..A,

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost and Found

Let us help make your DAY!

-

Page 13

Vednesday, October 9,.1968

PRESSMAN
Experienced on

small offset

multilith to single color 25)08.
Excellent working conditions.
Close to Northwestern Corn -

Co.

647-0220

296-6640

muter and bus service. New
equipment,

Blue Cross,

Blue

Shield and other fringe benefits.

WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

(255-7200)

Coll for appointment
at your convenience

763-3131

823-3131

Pork Ridge

THE DAY
Wednesday, October, 9, 1968

Page 14

241

PAINTER
2411elp Wanted Men

24Help Wanted Men

,

i

-

LUMBER TRUCK
DRIVER or

Experienced

Experienced SHED
MAN

Residental work,
Northwest suburbs
inside & outside
small shop

---->c:-

glla(

Retail men's clothing store.
Experience preferred. Good
starting salary, plus benefits.

HINES LUMBER

TECHNICIAN
To assist with engineering and

production operations, and to
calibrate and service °tectonic

Mt. Prospect

instruments.

259-2951

7.5o. Hale St. Palatine

'

Read Day Want Ads

MEN WANTED,

1

PRODUCTS INC.
Immediate Openings

IMMEDIATELY

2ND SHIFT

1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFT

JANITOR

A HIGHER GOAL

$ BRUNING

tion,. life Insurance, and profit sharing.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
1 150 S. Willis
.

BEFORE 5 P.M. Call 537-2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

539-7672

Retired Man

CALL 437-3990
GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

RIDGE MOTORS
824-3141

Excellent opportunity for applicants who desire training
and advancement in the super.
market field.

MEN PART TIME
DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

Park

Maintenance Men

helpful but will
beginners.
qualified

Experience

train

40 hours week
Storting at $2.75 per hr.
Plus benefits

time permanent employment with excellent company
Full

including discount
benefits
on all food purchases.

carry -out

Call Ralph Darling
255-5380

For interview see
the Store Manager:

Stores

HILLMAN'S

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 pm - 5 pm ONLY
297-4097
1101 Ookton Street
400 Lee Street

Prospect Plaza

Assistant

Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rds

Immediate opening for indi-

day. Must be nebt and dependable. Excellent salary and
benefit program.

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLERS
Expanding, modern, multi -product, internationally operated
company has several basic assembly positions now open. All
openings are day shift (we do not have any other shift). Our
outstanding benefits program includes a fully company paid
employee insurance and pension program, plus many other

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL OFFICE.

NORTHWEST

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL
Niles

6420 W. Howard St.

800 W. Central Rd.

967-8300
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Arlington Heights

MAINTENANCE MAN

Hallicraftere continuing growth has exceeded its current
projections and has created a stimulating career opportun-

(Days and Evenings)

Can you handle 011 types of

PRESSMAN

minor carpentry, plumbing,
repairs; do you
electrical
hove knowledge of oir-con.

ity for a recent college graduate.

COMPANY PAID PENSION PROGRAM

FLEXOGRAPHIC

Individual must possess I to 2 years industrial engineering
experience, preferably in the electronics industry. Some knowledge of processing electro-mechanical equipment, plant

Are Needed At
STOCK PURCHASE PROGRAM

10 PAID HOLIDAYS

JOBS OFFER:

Good Starting Pay
',Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

COMPANY PAID LIFE INSURANCE

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Profit Sharing

CREDIT UNION

.

PAID VACATIONS

JOB OPENINGS

Me hallicraffers ga

0
7--)

APPLY NOW

Engineering.& Administrative Center

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

600 Hicks Road

't

With Electrical Testing & Trade School
Electrical Background

& SET UP

shift).

We seek an individual possessing a minimum of
2 yrs. experience operating I.B.M. computers,
with at least yr. with Systems 360 under D.O.S.
Candidate Must also be familiar with unit records equipment.
Hallicrafter's is one of the mid -west leading electronic companies. Dedicated to growth and excellence and conveniently located in the northwest
suburb of Rolling Meadows.
Salary is commensurate with experience and your
ability to contribute. If you are a professional, who
thrives on challenge, growth & creative ability,
1

ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

& SET UP

WIDE

WIDE

ig

ASSEMBLERS
PRESS BRAKE OPERATORS

298-5021

298-5021

PERSONNEL, INC.

PERSONNEL, INC.

Are for animals! Leave yours and work where you
live. Why feel like a caged tiger for 2 commuting

HAND SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS

AdministratiVe

Engineering
Chief Engineer

.

.

to

16,000

Design Engineer .... to 11,000

PARTS INSPECTORS

Draftsman
to 650 Mo.
(Mechanical)
to 950 Mo.
Chief Draftsman
Draftsman Trainee . to 500 Mo.
Tool Room Foreman . to 850 Mo.
Quality Control
to 700 Mo.
(Trainee) . .
Production Control
.

PACKERS

.

WELDERS -COMBINATION

to 700 Mo.

(Trn)

.

A Subsidioiy of Northrop Corp.

.

600 Flicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois
60008
PHONE: 259-9600

.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mechanical
Engineers

.

to 14,000

.

STOCK HANDLERS -

Technical

WELDERS -GAS

AUTOMATIC

.

INCREASES

Lab Technician
(trn.)

Lab trainee

.

.

LAYOUT MAN

to 10,000

.

to 14,000

.

to 550 Mo.
to 450 Mo.

.

to 850 Mo.

Systems

to 13,000

to 13,000

Programmers
Programmer
Trainees .

to 12,000

.

NO FEE

.

.

We are also interested in a man with a background in fiber gloss layout.

to 650 Mo.

298-5021-

NO FEE

-

FULL TIME

Immediate openings in our engineering office
APPLY IN PERSON

for mechanical, electro-n4echanical, and mapping
draftsmen. Call:

BARRETT-

253-2800

Ken Berger

CRAVENS CO.

4 4 ENGINEERING

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.
(2 blocks W. of Edens)

800 W. Central Rd.
Mount Prospect

An Equal Opportunity Employer

N.C. FABRICATION OPERATOR
and MACHINE MAINTENANCE
We are an Electronic Component Manufacturer looking
for two mechanically inclined men to fill important positions on our second shift.

JANITORS

Excellent opportunity for man with fabrication experience
learn the operation of taped controlled fabricating
equipment. Experience in this area not necessary, but
knowledge of basic inspection gauges helpful. This is the
most rapidly growing and latest technique in the fabrication field.
to

cam.

NEEDS YOU
Day or Night Openings
Available
Good Benefit Program
and
Excellent opportunity
for advancement

Both of the above lobs have excellent starting rates and
advancement possibilities.
Apply in person or call Personnel Department.

4 CALL 259-1620
METHODE MFG. CORP.
Rolling Meadows

ROLLING MEADOWS

1700 HICKS ROAD

B

An equal opportunity employer

(O'Hare Office

ANOCUT ENGINEERING
.

U
N

COMPANY

I

MOI';r

0 a4r

should

have

good

general

tioW INTERVIEWING thru FRIDAY P.00 AM -4:15 PM
If-'1DAY E'/FNINt

FAMILY WANT ADS

629-6770
,

.449=8070

2375 EstesAve.
Elk Grove. Village

815.338-3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be
available to assist you.

400

.

N

18011 W

U
N

8 PM

N TPA, 14( /AD

M1 PROSPECT, II LINt'llS

nt-innir

B

shop

fionus for 2nd Shift

.

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL

$

We have opportunities for experienced machinists to act
vance in the Tool & Die Trade, We ore looking for applicants who can operate lathes, mills, drill presses and
grinders. Candidate
knowledge.

' Miss Gaffke,.
,

Three other convenient locations to serve you
'

from

rates

$2.55 to $3.50 per hour. Liberal benefits, including profit
sharing,

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

431-5400

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

shift openings

Beginning

ment.

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

Computer Operator to 700 Mo.
OPEN
IBM Systems

Des Plaines

'

day

in modern plant monufactur.
ing material handling equip-

392-3500

Higgins

Multigraph Corp.)

PART TIME

Excellent

1100 Hicks Rd.

Computers

Mannhei'm

Mt. Prospect, III.
1800 W. Central
(Division of Addressograph

Layout

Excellent starting salary and fringe benefits.

to 600 Mo.

.

Detail

Excellent job opportunity for an aggressive young man who
would like to learn a trade with a solid future. The man we
choose will be trained In all basics of fiberglas fabrication.

Foreman Trainees .. to 500 Mo.

Safety Engineer
Warehouse Super

to 10,000
tp 14,000
Sales
Project Manager .... to 15,000
to 11,000
Applications

BRUNING

.

Lab Technicians

Plant Manager
Trouble Shooter

NOW INTERVIEWING:
MON. THRU FRI. 8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
TUESDAY EVENING 'til 8 P.M.

Inkers

automated assembly equipment.

.

to 12,000

Tracers

A second position as Machine Maintenance man is also
open. Duties include basic set-up and maintenance on

to 700 Mo.

Chemist, R & D .

General Foreman ... to 12,000
Assembly Foreman , to 900 Mo.
Tooling Investigate!. to 850 Mo.
Industrial Engineetl to 900 Mo.
. to 750 MO.
Time Study .

FIBERGLASS

Chemical
Foreman, Foods
Chemical
Analytical .

INSPECTORS

.

.

.

MAINTENANCE

DRAFTSMEN

aincraiiers

. -

Marketing Analyst ... to 10,000
Product Manager ... to 13,000
Administrative
.
to 600. Mo
Trainee
Experienced Sales .. to 16,000
to 17,000
Stock Analyst
Budget Analyst . . to 10,000
Sales Trainees ... to 600 Mo.
Financial Trainees .. to 500 Mo.
Investigater
to 600 Mo
Trainees
.

MECHANICS

Professional Placement

today II

& SET UP

Niles

967-8300
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Roy Anderson -

hours each day? Like a gruff bear each night?
Call Wide Scope Personnel for your uncaging

DRILL PRESS

VAPOR CORPORATION

submit your resume in confidence to:

ZOOS

& SET UP

ASSEMBLERS

6420 W. Howard St.

here -at Hallicrafters. You'll thrive on the challenge
of new problems ' enjoy discovering new ap:
proaches and developing new ideas.

Schaumburg

I

interesting positions with company offering many employee
benefits. All openings are day shift (we do nor hove any other

is capable of meeting a challenge, you'll find it

An equal opportunity employer

Permanent,

products used in the transportution industry.

If you're the type of professional, who enjoys and

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

Bensenville
380 Meyer Rd.
(3 blocks North of Irving Pork
block West of York Rd.)
Rd.,
PO 6.2250

Will be testing all types of electrical and electro mechanical

360 COMPUTER OPERATOR

MOTOROLA

TURRET LATHE OPERATORS

'F.M

Beeline Fashions
INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 a.m.-8p.m.
Sat. till 11 a.m.

ELECTRICAL TESTERS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

AT BRUNING:

of

area

tors.

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

Rol ling Meadows, Illinois 60008

you have

to hear
from you. We also have severalin
openings for full lime ju

Wheeling, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

HIGH STARTING SALARY

If

the

then we would like

TOWER PACKAGING, INC.
1150 S. Willis

in

building maintenance and are
interested in steady work, as
well as benefits such as pro.
fit sharing and hospitalization,

Top pay for experienced man.
Hospitalization, paid vacation and profit sharing.

training experience.

Excellent starting salary' and fine fringe benefits await the
qualified candidate. Please submit your resume in confidence
to: Mr. Roy C. Anderson, Professional Placement.

ditioning repair?
experience

2nd SHIFT

.

layout and time standards. Prefer man with work factor

MOTOROLA

hospital

in

storeroom work. 7:45 A.M. to
4:45 P.M. Monday through Fri-

ENGINEER

JANITORS

interested

vidual

14 -Help Wanted Men

VAPOR CORPORATION

INDUSTRIAL

CLEAN MODERN CAFETERIA

and

license

good record.

Apply Department of Police

largest

drivers'

With

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

An Equal Opportunity Employer

LOW COST HOSPITALIZATION

per week.

benefits.

Village of
palatine

Wheeling, Ill.

777 Wheeling Rd.

Elk

benefits.

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

-

BRUNING BENEFITS:

.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

A COMPANY WITH A FUTURE

Available

in

Work a few hours In the evenings

,and Saturday. Earn up to $30

Company

Village.

Grove

CALL MR. SCHENK

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitaliza-

9 Paid Holidays
Free Major Medical & Life Insurance
Pension Plan
Cafeteria & Credit Union

new plant located

in

Positions

units. Meals and uniforms provided.

GENERAL FACTORY

ADD I 5c PER HOUR
SHIFT PREMIUM

Pleasant

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

$2.78 to start
$2.47 to star'

PRESS ATTENDANTS

and suburban deliveries.
working conditions

OFFICERS

America's

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

Driver Wanted

McDONALD'S

To Start Work

4:15 PM to 12:45 AM

REACH FOR

Palatine
350 W. Colfax
359.3560

.

POLICE

110 W. Washington St.

ELECTRO-NETIC
LABS

Want a better job?

EKCO

,

ELECTRONIC

JACK'S
MEN'S SHOP
;

CL 3-9407

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King Street
439-0286

Fell Time

I

F----

SALESMAN .

.

Union Wages
Apply in person

LLOYD CLARK INC

iii

MAN or BOY with car to deliver
newspapers to homes Sunday
A.M. only. Good pay for a few
hours work.

Experienced

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

241bIp Wanted Men

2411elp Waded Menem

2441dp Wanted Men

Wanted Men

N

i fit
126 Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

EXPERIENCED MAN

WHAT

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

AMBITIOUS??

PART TIME bookkeeper to help
with ilwcellaneous office duties

TIRED OF ROUTINE?
INTERESTED IN EARNING

DISHWASHER
To setup and operate traub
screw machines with steady

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

DAYS

running lobs Clean modern
plant, top pay, with steady

ARE

overtime Company paid hos.

molar medical
life insurance profit sharing,
paid vacations and other company benefits

956-1155

position,

Unusual

111 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts., Ill.

LOOKING

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Kinney Shoe Store

toward a degree. Coll John

SALES

MON.-SAT.
9 A.M.-3 P.M.
Mr. Gus' Restaurant

YOU

HELP WANTED

If you hove some college and
are attending night school,
we have a spat for you. A
large company in the North.
west Suburbs desires young
accountants who are working

MAN OR WOMAN
part

time

soles & public relations dealing with professional S, busi.
ness people. Salary and cam.
561-1232

Day Want Ads

FOR?

Inland Belmont Corp

COMMUNITY DISCOUNT

5555 N Northwest Hwy.
Chicago

WORLD
GRINDING

OPPORTUNITY BE NS AT

POLISHING

GENERAL MOLDED RODUCTS

you

learn

skilled positions in the
fabrication of precision industrial optics.

83 &

Route

shift

Good

APPLY STORE MANAGER
201 WEST RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

MAINTENANCE

pect location near North
Commuter
Western
Station and intersection
Route
First
14

INSIDE SALLS.EST $10,000 up
WELD OR FAD
.... .58.10.000
FOREMAN
STOCK CONTROL

desire for
action and a
a

General Molded Products,inc.

pay and benefits Why
not inquire today'? Call

Subsidiary of

259-8100 and ask for
Mr Caro
VARO

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

OPTICAL INC
215E Prosect
Mount Prospect, Ill

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

;Dap
WANT ADS

VARO
An equal opportunity employer
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

SILK SCREENERS
PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR
INSPECTOR
JOIN

Excellent Salary
Steady Employment
Excellent Salary
Steady Employment

WHEN

YOU'LL RECEIVE
*Good Working Conditions

NOW IS THE TIME

7:30

A.M.

The following positions are available in General Time's

(A DIVISION OF C.P. CLARE & CO.)
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
70 N. King St.

i
6

(West of Busse & Higgins)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

*PAID VACATION

fjGENERAL TIME
Proiress in the World of Time

OFFERS GREAT
Outstanding benefits

Promotions from within

HURRY

Top-notch insurance plan

.

AMPEX

Tremendous employee discount plan

n'comparable profit sharing plan

1st Shift Openings Now For ...

Ei<cellent employee training program

ASSEMBLERS

Starting pay is good

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS
LATHE OPERATORS

MILLING MACHINE OPRS
BENEFITS

Good Starting Rates
Merit Increases
Product Purchasing DisCount

POSITIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE

Stock Keepers
Communication Technicians '\
Building Custodians (nights)

Assemblers
Line Wirers and Solderers
Inspectors
Clerical Openings
APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday:, 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M:
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Come Into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park)
Monday -Friday 8:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Open Saturday (Oct. 5) from 8:30 A.M. 12 Noon

Or Call George Pinder to Arrange An Interview At:

956-0990

MOTOROLA
Algonquin and Meacham Roads, Schaumburg

Elk Grove Village, III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

High School Grads
$125 Week
+ Free Night School
Your finest opportunity to fur
Men your education while pre.
paring yourself for on important future role in inunricre
Merit. You w31 lye trained in
all phases of this hoe corn.
pony's operations from :he

ground floor up. Variety Idled
opportunity that will sunk,'
working a pleasure.' ,,,,,, echo te

Systems Ahalyist
No College!

hit g,

Office Boy

$12,000 No Fee

Elk Grove Village
An equal opportunity employer

at Mannheim

WEST PERSONNEL
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

140.5170 WK.

You'll be private tecretury in
brand new plush, plush,
o
office
(Crystal
end der:0 cc,

suburban
r heath:lira ,

"the works!) This is for
nets
the
Director of Computer
of
mternationally
Services
known

firm.

In

odclition to

excellent starting salary, they
have a wide scope of benefits
and automatic increases. Free.
MISS PAIGE

394-0880
9 S Damon
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6078 Dempster
Marton Grave

$125 Week -No Fee

Industry is finally getting rea-

Varied and interesting office
duties. 0-6, 5 drays. Plus yo

everyone would

like a BS in math, but this opportunity for advancement to
the top in EDk is looking for
the guy that CAN DO the job.

can rake advantage of
company's
mainr
training program and
to
manna
up
PARKER for details

you have had some ex-

perience in analysis and know
IBM equipment you can qualify for this suburban opportunity. CALL BETTY ON EXTENSION 37

.

fir

thisu

firm
,o
Call

Like Working Out Doors? Start as a
Claim Adjuster Trne.

$600 + Car +

Frustrated
Foreman

y,, will be trained to adjust

$1 000 No Fee
you?

'2 of the
manufac-

turers are searching for the
"professional" foreman who
wants to train and move up in
management. If you can

handle people, and know a
trade you con advance. TOk
CALL TOM ON EXTENSION 27

settle

rind

It's all pact of the job when you
spend summer urn Chicago, Flor.
'do or the Islands in winter -Europe or sone, other dreamy

place in Spring! Boss' business
open takes him to for.away
Maces. You'll be one of the of

Lice gang who can go along.

automobile claims

the Chicago urea. For ri
mojor casually company In
addition to a fine company
training program, you get the
added benefit of working on
your 0V/11 without direct Slip, -

might train! Free IVY, 7215 W.
Tuohy, SP 4.8505; 4942 N. Milwoukee. AV 2-5050.

in

previous
No
needed. No fen,
V151011.

or p.

EX-G.I.'s MGMT.

Training Program
This

o

is

FRONT DESK
RECEPTION
FOR LAW FIRM
Salary starts at $450 am. and
goes up rapidly with automatic
cincreases.

$150 Wk. - No Fee

Salesman
$20,000 No Fee

GIRL FRIDAY
See Far -Away
Places! Travel!

Dictaphone knowledge helpful ...

Expenses

terrific vprmounil7

you to get your service
experience to work. Very little training is necessary. This

for

You'll

enjoy

the

cm:genial atmosphere of this
group of young attorneys. You
have poise and cr neat
Stilln,nrcince :o greet the many

top clients 0( /his Ilan, direct
then, to proper office. Free.

ever hope for. College is not

all/Iti.million

h us

required. You'll train for a
month in sunny California and
then headquarter in a NW Chi-

MISS PAIGE
9 5, Durum,
394-0700

with young vets. Call today,

Arlington Heights
966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

cago suburb. Your area will
be the mid -west and you'll be

expected to move up to the
sales managers spot within 15
months.

If you know capital

machinery and have some
sales experience you can
qualify. CALL DON ON EXTEN
SION 35

Plant Manager
$1 8,000 No Fee
One of
rations

the
is

1st

500 corpo-

searching

for

a

plant/manufacturing

manager. They are launching
a whole new electronics
production division and need

a technically trained man to
run the operation. This is a
great chance to break into a
sideline of the data processing

field and for on engineer to
move into management. CALL
JIM ON EXTENSION 40

100% FREE TO
299-7191

OPENINGS ALSO AT
2201 N Lunt Ave.

faster. Profit sharing,
liberal benefits, good location.

YOU!

APPLY NOW!

10400 W. Higgins

top

We have the finest soles
manager spot open you can

Ideal location to northwest suburbs

O'Hare Office Bldg.

But,

Inn( Senn: eperience,
if you
then it means you'll get to the

TRAINEE spots ale open too.

N6* modern plant

S475

298-5051

besides. Learn system and programming even if you've never

school training are perfect.
CALL DAVE ON EXTENSION 24

IT.

GIRL FRIDAY
Modern office of suburban advertising firm. Well act as receptionist. There's busy phone
y ark & ea red general office
in this small of lice.
O'Hare.

Our client will ,end you Iv IBM
School free, ai if pay your FEE

No room at the top for you?

Unmatched working conditions
.

Free IBM School

$119 Wk. + 10%
Bonus + Free

seen a machine 1,fore.

num artists, designers. Fest pay
arises! Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,
SP 4-8585; 4942 N Milwaukee,
AV 2-5050.

board
(1,01oprrient. Your Lees, opportunity. Immediate hiring.

etc. We have several
openings NOW for you. HS
grads with military or trade

suburban

Ito,. Leant to work with sales.

functions include
and
design
work.

hotels

DON'T BELIEVE

and package lip -stick,
powder, eye makeup. You'll
hondjj, his detail, phones, V: mote

loaded with career potential.

treat their field men like
kings? Credit cards, first class

leading

dreams op new ways to pro-

Job

Like to get away from it all?
Travel throughout the US for
top industrial companies? Be
trained and advance to
management within months?
Working for corporations that

bugging

SECY $575
VilloIRK FOR COSMETICS BOSS
young, creative. He
is

who

to motional firm is offering (I
top cnr111 a diversified position

Field Service
Travel -Travel
Travel
100% Free No Fee

Management

Office Bldg.

I 0.100 W Huggins

Cher!
progressive
for respected m.

Hustling,
Engineer

ing pay. Even if you're working
now you ought to look at your
future. CALL JOHN ON EXTENSION 32 NOW.

Paid holidays and vacations

DI'S Plaines.

298-5051

Ill -

Variety Seeking
Electro-Mechanical
Draftsman -$800 Mo..
Engrg. Potential

7 local companies need you.
Management and sales training spots are now available.
Only one semester of college
will qualify you for better start.

If

el. Will also intend con,tirJrn, hepicilt. 1,05 of phone

work raid

ki.WEST

HEY LOOK US

Sure,

trjele:d by regionally
m In handle eXeCU
,,,.14,1
rlInnsin 1.giri branch

P11itE. ir,
.K \ 4,

$600 Up No Fee

*PENSION PLAN

1 -GIRL OFFICE

at Mannheim
WEST 1-ERSONNEL

Northwest Hwy., Des Ploinos
Also offices in Chicago and
call Major Suburbs.

MACHINE 'OFERATORS

Rapid advancement

Company Paid Insurance
Profit Sharing
Steady Employment

tronic Tech and many other
positions. So don't hesitate.
Call Rick Miller at 827.7706,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

CAREER!

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

28 Employment Agencies -Women

55 25

Other lor atom rnr,,.,
825.7717

Elec-

College Dropout for
Executive Training

Our automatic increases' are great

TO

in the service. Foremen .
tenunce Warehousing -

IMPROVE YOUR

MOTOROLA

MANUFACTURING CO.

/Vioinr Subnri,

4 W. Miner
Arl. I-lts., Ill.
Dial 392-6100

skills and trades learned

the

listic.

BARTLETT

Not thwest I.1w,y, Des Plaines Alan culla I, in Chicano and all

.5520-700

New office
now open

Local N.W. Sub. firm -wants to
staff their entire company
with ex.servicernen. Many unlimited opportunities utilizing

ASSEMBLERS

439-7200

WHERE

.

Sf447.A4,

OVER

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
'
1200 Hicks Road'
An Equal Opportunity Employer

APPLY IN PERSON
MON.-THURS. 9 A.M. - 4 P.M. OR CALL
MR. ALLEN OBERDING

.

SM. OFFICE MkNAGER 5153
WAREHOUSE MEN ....5300 IM

Free

manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadnws.

SPACE & SYSTEMS, DIVISION

- 4:00 P.M.

.

.

TEX

ELECTRONIC

-

Excellent Fringe

1ST SHIFT OPENINGS

.

PRINT SHOP SUPT 38,000 up
58,000 op
O.C. FOREMAN
OUTSIDE SALES ...5600 - 800

Major Suburbs.

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Overtime
Benefits

.

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago nod all

Supervise n smolt Mae of men
and worn., handling customer
inquiries rend t omplaints. Keep
office rot orrl,, etc. .11 :hope.
Great opportunity In rrleVe into
higher .11,3n0g ...... enf or SOUS.
Call Frank Peter at E127 7706,
MALI MARK PERSONNEL. 380

.$575
.$120 up
5600 up

.

SHIPPING BOSS
CHEMICAL TRAINEE
$3.00 to $3.50

827-7706,
cit
Munch
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

$1 25-$1 75 a Wk,

Or Come In Monday thiough Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

BARTLETT MANUFACTURING CO.

IBM TAB CLERK

Jim

EX -SERVICEMEN

CALL 259-0740

GENERAL FACTORY

WHAT

SERVICEMGR.
To $9000 to Start. Free

SALESCORRESPONDANCE.

promotion from within.
Leads to Customer Service or
Office Management. Contact

ATTENTION

CAFETERIA
8 PAID HOLIDAYS
AIR CONDITIONED

PLASTIC MATERIAL CUTTER

CUSTOMER

.

$10.16,000
WORK STOCK 1105 $120 up
PRODUCT CONTROL STAFF
$5.10,000

open clue

offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs.

Day or Night Shift

WHO

urbs

Also

FOR A CHANGE!

SUNBEAM CORP.

.

Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines,

DEPARTMENTS

Apply in person at

Hwy,. Des Plaines Also offices
Chic ono and all Major Sub-

512,000

CONPUTOP DESINGER $ I 60 up
MODEL MAKER
$165 up
MACHINE
GENERAL -ACCOUNTANT.

to

at 827.7706,
Victor
Frank
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
III.

&

plus

independent
faculty to maintain goodwill
with major suppliers. Call

and holidays, insurance, discount privileges.

MOLDING

ence in other occupations considered helpful Central Mount Pros-

chasing

Position

takes.

it

pony witbnut previeeS lop ',pal experience.. Call Steve
!,,,,ith at 1127.7706. HALLMARK
Northwest
PERSONNEL.
3110

MFG MANAGER .320,000 plus

an alert hi schl grad is wilco
qq

Gond oll.nround maintenance
man Cr,,, be chief iot thin corn -

CHIEF ENGINEER ...S14-20,000
310-12,000
CIVIL ENGINEER

Experience not required, just

employer asks only for a high
school education, on aptitude
for learning the professional
approach to intelligent pur-

5 day work week, alternating day and evening
shifts. Company benefits include paid vacation

FINISHING

experi-

Previous

Experience is not required. The

good development potential for:

SOFT AND HARD LINES

OPENINGS NOW IN OUR

Excellent career oppor-

of

5145-5175a Week FREE

$475-$525 Free

$645 FREE

SECTION HEADS

FULL TIME

one of these important

tunity

MAINTENANCE

to 522,000 up per year.

OFFICE TRAINEE

TRAINEE

Has several full time permanent openings with

DE -BLOCKING
while

TIONS. Salary rung° '- 55,000

360/30

PURCHASING

SMALL PLANT

OFFICE,

TECHNICAL and PLANT POST.

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

775-7477

Earn

"NEW POSITIONS"

We service inen for

Sohlin at 827-7706, HALLMARK
380 Northwest
PERSONNEL,
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
all Major
and
in Chicago
Suburbs.

1630 N. Rand Rd.
Palatine, Illinois

mission.

21 Employment Agencies Men

21 Employment Agencies Men

$600-$700 FREE

FULL TIME PART TIME

call 359.0321 after 6 pm

PagL 15

I 9N1

Wedni.sdaN OLtohLr 9

JR. ACCOUNTANTS

Ph. eveninT..CL 5-6913

$5555 PART TIMER
SET YOUR OWN PACE & SALARY

WANTED

21 -Employment Agencies Men

Xec,t mot
&Almeida
Employment
Specialists
1510 Miner (NW Hwy.)
Des Haines

dollar
had great success in the post
F11111

start tomorrow.

Ever Think About the
Stock Market?
To Start You Can
Earn $7,200-$8,400
Free
Our client is a relator securities
representative! A lender 111
its industry, it hem an exten,ive
training ',mutt -1m srrnnd to
will be giver,
none. You
to
preparation
complete
assist you in the counseling

of our customers in the elvenmen: of their money. As your
so does
knowledge grows
your responsibility and solo ry.
Fantastic opportunity to move
into tin industry of growth
.

potential. Ask for de -roils

Real Estate Mgmt.
Trne.-$7,800 +
'No Fee
You will be trained by a large
financial institution in new
niOrigage financing, building management
loosing.
tern,
long
and
opportunity.
Unbelievable
site

No

selection,

previous

experience

needed.
CALL CHUCK BENSAELD

PARKER
117 S. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Need Help?

Advertise with Day

SECRETARY

NO SHORTHAND
To $125 a WK. FREE
Be the focal point of this plush

office. Schedule appoint Merl ,S, handle customer set _ice and keep things 'U11111119

sin o o t h I y. Any light ex
perience qualifies. Call Jan
Roberts

at B27-7706,

MARK

PERSONNEL,

HALL380

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
III. Also offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs.

RESERVATIONS
RECEPTION
Plush suburban travel service
will train you, if you can do

light typing and enjoy public
contact, to act as receptionist
for clients who are planning

You'll suggest routes,
call airlines and secure reservations, etc. Benefits in
clude wonderful free travel
privileges. $450 ono. Free,
trips.

MISS PAIGE

394-0880
9 5. Dutton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

DAY

Wednesday, October 9, 1968

Page 16

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies Women

SMALL OFFICE

NO STENO $550

other gal will wel
You and
come visitors into nearby sales
offices, ansustr phones type invoices, keep track of salesmen
message, You II pitch in get
things done. Free IVY 7215 W.
1

1942 N Mil.

Touhy, sr!, -t .1505

wouket AV 2 5u50

KEYPUNCH

ONE GIRL OFFICE
$135 WEEK

OPERATOR

$95-$115 a Wk Free
uburbon off
on

for

loot mg

xpr. ru 1,4 d Alpha
I. youncli Opt rotor

r

Nernst re-

day shift Payroll

for

ape ri

.

other.

Motor Suburb,

DOCTOR'S GIRL

TO $500

somebody corrung(on

be
Doctors recuptsonist Grt et eve.
You II answer phones.
ryone

for Doctor make

appts

7215

1912 N

Wanted

358-2852

hire now. Age open, Coll

.s today for a good opportunity for tomorrow.

holmes & assoc.
Reendhui Cr, Upper Level

392.2700
Suite 23A
63 L. Adorns, Chi. 939-1866

NURSE
DAYS ONLY
Contact Mrs. Chapin

296-2266

827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

D,. of Illinois Tout Wtriks

AV II 5050

RECEF-TION

ning on schtdule Lain typing
for a smattering of clerical
duties other than that thi . position is mostly re ere union $110
wk to start excelk to raise

after training No nn, dirol to.

/1

really

interesting position.

You'll assist by helping with
The
Editor
To
the Letters
help type replies,
Column,

etc, for internationally known
publication. Salary $420 rms.,
benefits
outstanding
plus lovely office surroundings.
with

Free.

periencc is needed Fret.
MISS PAIGE
391 08130
9 S Denton
Arlington Heights

966 0700

6028 Dempster

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Denton

appointment call CL 9-1263, 439.8412.

"NEW POSITIONS"

$100 to $110 Wk FREE

ALL SUBURBANS
100% FREE

Br

5 days a v ttlir

Call

Robert tit 827 7706.
Ion
HALL MARK PERSONNEL 380

N W H vs! Dr- Plum,.. Ill.
Also of flocs in Chicago and
cull Moior Suburb,

Switchboard
Switchboard Recep
Inventory Clerk
Progress Clerk
Exec. Sec'y

5400-489
$500.540
$400 up
5425
STop Salary

Art Form Clerk
Dental Ass
K.P. Control Sup'?
.

Girl Friday
Gen. Office
Billing -Typists
Die mph. Sec

$500
.$500
595.110
Teletype Oper
K. P. Day or Night ..8400-450 up
Traffic Recep
SOpen

Auto Dealer Steno

.

Fall Charge
Bookkeeper

$500 MO

and

urn

posi-

contend in
'moll
A

public
tion)
office

Marton Gro,

Other location Niles,

0,27717
30 -Help Wanted Women

CONTI
WIG IMPORTS

of your
ROPE'?

needs Si woman for Wig Work

CALL 296-6661

agency. 5 day week.

BEHRENS

INSURANCE

morning start

Early

ASSISTANTS

Current Listings

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

Arlington Heights
$440

Mt Prospect
General Office
Des Haines
Secretary (V F

$375
I

Secretary
Arlington Heights
Bookkeeper

827.6628

SALES CORRESPONDENT
Challenging & interesting posi-

$650

tion for woman with good of.

$550

lice skills. /Modern facilities
excellent fringe benefits, 35
hour week. Contact:

Elk Grove

$475

Des Flames
Figure Clerk

Addison-Wesley

Publishing Co.
$375

Mt 1-rospect
Keypunch
Mt 1-rospect

$475

Typist

$370

106 W. Station St., Barrington
381.5340

HIGH SCHOOL

CAREER SPECIALISTS

'1

Chicago

required at Homemakers' Colall expenses
lege in Joliet
paid. Write Box 1177 Day POI,
lic ations, 217 S. Arlington Fits.

General Time

4 or

5

Typing

1200 Hicks Rd.

are

We

Sail into one of our temporary office assignments today.
Discover how you con work 2.3 days a week near your
home or in the LOOP -earn extra money and still have
time for home and family. Haven't worked for awhile?
Come inl We will help you brush -up those skills. For in.
formation call

PREFERRED "Angels In Disguise"
'''v

SINCE 1947

Serving the majority of firms in Chicago & Suburbs

Icy Assoc. of .Reg. Nurses of D P.

GARAGE SALE Oct. 16, 9-3, Many
loons 10c-$10017637 Wes.: 4038

Well known mfg. company is
offering a rewording job to
a girl who looks for a chal-

Port

Time

surroundings, finest frin-

Jobs NOW

ge

Avoilcible for Women
with Office Skills!
0 Keypunch 0 Typists

benefits and good

starting salary.

ideal

Are you tired of having "Big Brother" breathing
down your neck? If you are give us a call to

if we can shake "Big Brother" for you, to

see

and full company benefits.

give you a .chance to show your independence.
We are located in 4 handy locations and have a
multitude of varied jobs waiting for you. All
jobs are free to you. The employer pays the fee.
*KEY PUNCH

BILLER -TYPIST

Order Processing
with

typist,

general office background, on
Frieder
Computyper.
interesting duties.

Varied

GOOD STARTING SALARY
ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

MRS. ROSE
439-1805,

5450

OPERATOR
' EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

*GENERAL OFFICE

.

.

$500
$433
5-133

*TELLER

JR. BOOKKEEPER .... $425
* PAYROLL ASSISTANT

*GAL FRIDAY
*RECEPTION
* FULL CHARGE

.

$475
$450
$400
$500
$375
$400
5433
5440

BOOKKEEPER
* FILE CLERK
' CI ERK TYPIST

"PROOFREADER
* PASTE UP

* ENGINEERS GIRL
' TRAVEL AGENCY
' PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT

.

5.133

.

.

.

5500

5433
5400
$400

*LITE STENO
*ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE

* FIGURE TRAINEE
' JR. SECRETARY
* RESERVATIONIST
n COMPTOMETER
OPERATOR

.

.

$450
5390
5375
$475
$475

Oct. 11, 12, 13

-

Anocut

Rosemont

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

CALL Mr. Mannard
537-1100

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Rd.

Wheeling, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

12

N. Firekalis.11...
retsc
.s5rets,
toys, tar. Come 0111: C01111( inn

Garage Sale: Oct. 10,11 & 12. 9
to 12:30. 3 pc. beige tracrl sect'1

sofa; bargain fabrics; toys;

Conlon ironer; heirlooms &
all in hop cond. 327 Beverly In.
Car. LinflOn Ave. Mt. Prospect

Maple twin beds, desk, dryer,
sewing machine, misc. furniture,
linens, clothes, toys. Friday Oct.

'CLERK TYPISTS
Purchasing
Credit Dept.
Engineering
Publications
Records Dept.
SECRETARIES

Il 7 pm -9 pre. & Saturday Oct.
4 pm. 12 N. Evens
12
9 (1111
Ave. Arlington Heights.
-

ST. MARY OF PROVIDENCE
SCHOOL FOR RETARDED GIRLS
Tinos., Oct. 10, 9 (1111111 311111

Fri., Oct. II, 9 (1111 In 8 p,i

®PRODUCTION
Engineering Dept.
WIRERS &
ASSEMBLERS

Sol., Oct. 12, 9 orn to 2 pm.
.1200 Neill, Austin Blvd
3 blocks north of Irving PCIlk
Sale:
Attic
bookcases,

dresser,

9911(109

wardrobe trunk,
mirrors, pictures. choir,. books,
aka like new pourable Kitchen
Aid diSIIWOSIllir; opt. si2e Mngir
Chef gas stove: BenJO
1011 VV. Palatine Rd, A.H..

rest.

PRECISION

.-2

block west of Ke ))))) con on

Service Rd , Oct 11, 12, 9 ww.

WELDERS

Part Time or Full Time
We have two openings for part time or full time
keypunch operators. Prefer at least 6 months
experience. These positions are available doting
the day or evening hours at our modern corporate office. We offer good starting salary and full
range of company benefits.

8.

W. of Wolf Rd
School. anthm,

Hal I icrafters
*OFFICE

APPLY IN PERSON AT

12

in.

Ironwood Dr., No, Prasp

1.101

at

Pleasant working conditions in modern new building. Good salaries plus excellent employee benefits program.

Garage sole Oct 10, 11, &
1701 N. Rand RJ. A f1 1/2

Carntie f-ole Oct. In, 11
9 lo 5. Bette! then lost

An equal opportunity
employer

Opportunities

Warehousemen

Hts.

Palatine Rd. across horn
Soutar. Dome Center. MUCH

Elk Grove Village

Switchboard -Operator

10,
2.5
Gar. Sole. Ott
Oct. 11, 9-3 pen,
ttter.
tor',
items,
craft supolles,
frothes, 215 W. Pork Se., Arl

S.

2375 Estes Ave

Typist -Clerk

807

old & neW"stuf f",

437-5400

REPAIR
OPERATORS

3RD ANNUAL

Hallicra hers
cently has
several interestinurrg positions
for
experienced
available
inclividuols possessing good
Excellent

skills.

NEIGHBORHOOD

GARAGE SALE

sinning

salaries,

automatic
sr/tory
progression, aed (1 complete
fringe benefit program.

Apply:
Personnel Dept.

Mari. turn., tables, baby ,earn.,
lays, antiques, frames, clothing,
household misc., gift boutique
snow tires 6.95,14. 6 5. Windsor.

(North of Keningston) Arl. His

Doily: 8:30 AM 5 PAS

Oct. 10-11. NO EARLY SALES.

Hal I icrafters
Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III.
60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
WHITE SET OF
DRUMS. .0.40

394-1925

Ward's lawn sweeper & Ifornko

rotary mower $30 for both Or
will separate. 253-8895.
col. M-1 crab,
.32 cot. auto. pistol,.

.45

cal

827-7314

CORRESPONDENTS

NO FEE

NO FEE

Excellent opportunity
for top operator

MANICURIST

10

.

apple,

g Sat.
Oct. 11, 12, 9.5 pm, Lots of mac ,

.30

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

child_

rem',
clothing. 804 bon
brook, near Coldeen P.H. Oct.
11-12.

Prospect.

5450

ASSIST
* RATE CLERK

Gar. Sale: ',eh& ;stuns

SALE.
&
fiSMT
GAR
School, Mt. Pros, Fri

PLEASE CALL

Stenographer

`ADMINISTRATION

ilea & misc. household.

Gar. Sale

SOLDERS

IS BIG BROTHER WATCHING?

Giant's,

silo -thrower,

clothes. 1711 E. Foundry Rd. Mt.

(Just W. of Inter -section of Mannheim Rd. & Touhy Ave.)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

location, good starting salary,

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

12, 9 am.
7628 Lake Sr, Morton

pen.

AM - 6 PM. Furn, elec.

take shorthand and type. We

good

N. Oleander, Norridge

Grove.

10401W. Touhy Ave.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

troin

West Pk. Field Hse, Des Plumes,
Oct. 11, 9 am to 8 per, spoils,: red

typing skills to act as
our Ensecretary in
gineering Department.

Building Maintenance Man

ETHEL DOEBBER 827-5557 - 610 N. Lee St. Des Plaines

SECRETARY

Will

immediate

in

need of a girl with goad

HAS VACANCIES FOR:

We have offices located in
Oak Brook/Oak Park/Loop/Golf MIII/Des Plaines/Chicago

722 S. Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

10,

10,

[tee formals, clothes. baby
needs, "etc. 509 S. l ogees., 6.11

259-0740, Ext. 256

MONEY

DES PLAINES DAY

atmosphere,

Group Gar. Sale: Oct.

Rolling Meadows, Ill.

COMPANY

Write: Box No. 300

Pleasant

1531 N. iloelclow, Arlington Ha,
.1

An equal opportunity employer

ed.

I

Friday

JUST LIKE NEWI S walnut bar
stools with leather seats, excellent value. 253-7222

We will train you to write your own letters

Mannheim &

WIDE

in

answer to inquiries from our customers. This is an
interesting position with diversified duties and

Farm Milk Cons, original state
5 or 10 gal. sizes. $4.95 each.
299-52/5
1960 Maytag air tOnlatif WOrrflen
W/SudS saver, gcl. cond. $15,
259-5715

Wednesday,
Monday,
Friday or Tuesday, Thursday, Friday. 5 p.m. -

CL 5-6888

(O'Hare Office

discount on all our fashions. Interviewing hours:

collar.

Monday thru Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., Saturday
till 11 a.m.

FOR SALE: Evan's cad custom

9 p.m. Full time Satur-

WAITRESSES

APPLY

380 Meyer Rd. Bensenville
PO 6-2250
INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 am - 8 pm,

also

36 5 State St

Manager

NEIGHBORS legRAGS, 7sALI.
At 12 9to.1
Oct.

Des Plaines

BEELINE FASHIONS

401 E Prospect Ave
Mt Prospect

ory plus incentive and fringe
benefits. One weeks training

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Girl

Arlington Heights

GIRLS
PART TIME ORDER
PICKERS

days. Bring proof of age.

25 9-701 0

Employment

Give

PHONE 827-1108

challenges. We will teach you to dictate your
Itters. Our benefit program includes profit
sharing, hospitalization, and a liberal employee

lynn

davis

but not
solory is exr.eflent,
range of fringe
Write or can:

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

desired,
Starting
plus full
benefits.

Higgins

open NOW I
LYNN DAVIS

college
required.

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

Cost

Port time

These positions are
SEE YOUR

-

and handling
miscellaneous clerical.
hours.

1822 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
259.8780

259-7010

years

Standard

AMERICAN CYANAMID

A'Dor Beauty Salon

NURSING

Two

typists/secretaries/stenos
DISCOVER a NEW WAY to earn EXTRA

COLUMBUS tried something new and different
& just look what he discovered!

BILLING CLERK

FULL OR

NOW!

tri
our
Depart n sent.

lion

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, Ill.

Wheeling

TEMPORARY OFFICE WORK

will train a beginner.

LYNN DAVIS

ard cost experience, a pose

job that offers a very good cal-

brief resume and phone number. Interview will be wrong-

SERVICE
-It Pay' 10 Be fight Cold"

LIVOrnrEntN0 COMPANY

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

under-

erne(/or

writing experience with local

PART TIME

Receptionist

1150 S. Willis

INSURANCE
Bookkeeping

lenge in her svork and wino can.

Call --

TEMPORARY

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

once helpful bat not necessary.
No license required.
296-5220

iilM1111111111151

Elk Grove Village
1000 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83)

ual with muniducturing stand-

GIRL"

8 Manicuring. Beauty experi

Beautician

are offering a slump individ-

KLN,

TOWER PACKAGING INC

An equal opportuney employer

Woman to Cole for seen .invalid
Saturday night thru Sunday
night. CL 3.1323
AT THE
END

moving company vvhe're oppor.
unity is on everyday word, We

MISS GAFFKE

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

pleasant atmosphere
with congenial people, we
have insenedint- openings.

New Office Now

MISS PAIGE

394 0880
9 S ()union
Arlington H. fight,
r
966 0700
6028 Dc

not

a

5125 op

Open
4 W. Miner
Arl. Hts., III.
Dial 392-6100

Right Girl

"IT PAYS TO BE A

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
255.1500

uburban
,matron with much
hoy reel n rangy ma( group
of Woolf_ Frt.

Holiday Inn --

o Stenos
Top Pay! Top Jobs!

WOMEN WANTED

energetic and active and en-

Jot cunt typing In art appi ar
on, and a good ;thorn, !nice
much phone

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

necessary. If you are

No Shorthand Needed
J.,

Vou joined on exciting, fast

We offer you pleasant

WIEBOLDT'S

FILE CLERK

joy

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

LUCKY GIRL!

203 S. Arlington Hes. Rd.

bar

PLUS

APPLY TODAY

CARPORT SALE, Oct
APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

AGRICULTURAL
ASSOC.

preferred

day

6

fice. Interesting and varied
Call 259.5534 for
duties.
appointment or write siciting
quo/ifecceions.

Typing

involve
personnel selection,
job assignment and office
mcincegernent. This is o prestige

60005.

Keypunch$2 1-$26 a

war',

CLERK

Career minded woman needed
for permanent position with
Arlington Heights brooch of
our internationol temporary

Hts.,

MONTHS

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day
Secy's...$21-$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a clay

hours to Snit your schedule

ACCOUNTING

COORDINATOR

Art.

arrange

can

It's about time ...

Rd.,

WORK IN YOUR AREA

DAYS, WEEKS OR

o Uniforms Furnished

COUNT.

genial advertising agency of-

$90
5400-433

.5130 up
5110 up
8100.110
8400.450

Time.

Some evening and Sunday work. Many company benefits, including 20 PER CENT DIS-

Full tient, 13osnion in smolt con-

Public Relation -Variety 890 up

GAL FRIDAY

(There

For

STENOGRAPHER

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

RECEPTION_p

5

SUPERVISOR
Must be experienced Corsetier. Full

Arlington Ott. 60005

auh(ul all public contact
pluJi front office
position
of a farm suburban based
ill be
brio Your only dune
graciou,ly v....Icemen] and
and visitors
dire chng elu nt
train
and arranging plant
and hob I a servcition, for
Hours:
xr cony* v who travel

Prospect Plo
Plum
Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rd.

OR

FULL TIME

*Paid Vacations
We

cuss minded aril who enjoys
working with people. Work will

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT

A few hours per evenings, 3
evenings per week will do it!
Car necessary.

(2 blocks W. of Edens)

service for family and
home. Ideal spot for a bush

HILLMAN'S

1901 S. Mi. Prospect Rd.
Plaines

WANT TO MAKE SOME,
THING OUT OF YOUR
NOTHING DAYS?

Morison Gro ce

9 to

CONEX

TEMPORARY

experience preferred, but will
train. Excellent stoning salory

Free Life Insurance
o free Coffee Breaks
o Hot leeches co cost,
o Bonus plan

NORTHWEST

help

Ladies
EDITOR'S
GIRL FRIDAY

greet the !Mk. patients
and their parents airs phones,
ken. p the re <cation of lice run-

For interview see
the Store Manager:

An equal opportunity eroployte

BABY
DOCTOR'S
You II

on all food purchases.

Come in or Call Mr. Peve

18585.

SP
e

.? Modern Cafeteria
o Excellent Salary
o Full Company Benefit,

in

Time,

Part

or

Full

CRAVENS CO.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights

HELPFull

Palatine

rooms.

Free Hospitalization

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

CUSTOMER SERVICE
time permanent employmem With excellent company
benefit, including discount

(3120()(41 new Holiday Inn

BARRETT-

PERSONNEL OFFICE

to 52.72 per hour.

Apply or phone

Larry's Restaurant

Coll Mrs. Johnson
255 1711

MAIDS

shift

lesuronce

HOSPITAL

Trainees start at $2.23Vi an
hour with ClutOtt101iC increases

FOOD COUNTER

cloy

COMMUNITY

Prence

Full & Part Tittle

Permanent

plus benefits:

Apply in Person

GROCERY CHECKER

Good starting salary,
many company benefit,.

electrical,

in

STOP IN OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

program.

333 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
394-0288

national corporation with
modern office in Rnllinq MiodFor

to help us maintain our guest

salary and benefit

Excellent

COMPTOMETER OPR.

95600/13

Elk Grove Village needs women

Immediate opening for incli.
vidual interested in full time
steady employment, counting,
sorting and folding clean linen.
Must be neat and reliable.

White Hen Pantry

duties

openings. Will nom on the job.

ATTENDANT

Previous supermarket expme
desired but will consider
quolified beyinner.

Excellent suburban firms eager
to

I

Mil outs.

358-2010

Rand & Rt. 53

$400-$700

aside

type,

Touhy

Me

For office work in

Waitresses

from that Doctor v!ants arneone
who truly likes to work with
ptoplt Keep calm! HI II train
Fret to you IVY,
you comp!. tr
1!,.

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

receptionist
typists
v.secys
travel -trainees

This Doctors °Hitt lob it loaded
with public contact Always a
patient itchnicion doctor or

must

RECEPTIONISTS,
GIRLS FRIDAY

sales

MEET PEOPLE'

You

- IMPERIALE'S
RESTAURANT

Mt. Prospect

COMPLETE TRAINING

take

(Just North of Oaketn)

call 394.0240 after 12 noon

AI,o
Plaine
Chicago uncf all
Ds

in

11 AM, to 4 P.M.
Must be over 21

HALL

MARK putsortrai 380 North
vrr st Its.,

DAYS

GOLDEN HOUR
BEAUTY SALON
1577 Cora St., Des Plaines

nails

collation. Mt. Pros', urea.

mechanical mild hydraulic assembly of material handling
trucks.

3 or 4 days a week
to wait on trade

ilny,

ows.

LINEN ROOM

loam to 3 pm

Waitress Wanted

FULL TIME

Guaranteed Salary Plus
Commission

ASSEVIBLERS
Diverse

COUNTER HELP

2

Good poy 0 in

Wonsan for general housework
every Monday. No heavy clean.

Adult -- Female

BEAUTICIAN

Jon

Call
qualdn s
Rob( its of 877 7706
ncs

MISTER DONUT
700 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
259-3022

shoritan

Cleaning

Wonted
reliable woman to
help in my kitchen on Thonksgiving Day. CL 3-1072.

ing. In Mr. Prospect 439-1514.

only.

255-7073

MISS PAIGE

394-0080
9 5. Denton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

PART TIME
COUNTER WORK
6 yin to 11 am; 7 pen to mid.
nine; midnite to 7 am, wkends

Mrs. Pierce.

NO SHORTHAND REQUIRED

variety involves,
of
Loads
phones, invoices, letters, public
contoct. You'll assist the president of ibis smolt, but very nice suburban firm. Free.

Sharp Gals International ,ales
company looking for 3 response illlble women, part time,
Phone
537-7178,'
rnecliately.
after 4 pen.

WOMEN NEEDED FOR

COULD YOU use an extra
540-5150 per week? If you hove
a strong interest in education,
good books, children, and
service to others, you may qualify for several openings with the
Educational Division of a Marshall Field family owned enterprise. For an appointment call

30 Help Wanted Women

30 Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 Help Wanted Women

30-I1e1p Wanted Women

30 -help Wanted Women

Sat. till 11 am.
(1

blk W. of York Rd.,

3 blks. N. of Irving Pork
Rd.)

298-5021

Bldg.)

PERSONNEL, INC.
WANTED

IMPERIALE'S
RESTAURANT
36 5. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

358-2010

16.
Perfect cond.
Sz.
Best offer. CL 3-5670

made. Mac. 7 -HP. Engine. like
new -condition. 5100 PVT. Party.
827-3398 after 6 pm

One: black & one tan unbelted

.Three other convenient locations to serve you

EVENINGS
5 P.M. to 2 AM.
Must be over 21

Black winter coat w/black mink

cloth coat size 10, 540; three skin
dark mink scarf $40, excel cond.

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.

WOODSTOCK, ILL

,

629-6770
.449-8070
815-338-3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours o day. A counselor will be
available to assist you.

255-2331
I
h.p. Wagner motor, 525; Typewriters, excel. cond., LC. Smith

Bensenville

380 Meyer Road
PO 6-2250

Sectetarial 520, Underwood 545,
'Royals $35, $45, 550. CL 3.2236
Ping-pong

table,

end

tables,

Issehtd. items, games &
football outfit. CL 5-2064 after

misc.

(1 block west of York Rd. 3 blocks north of Irving Park Rd.)

500 S&H Stamps See. the new
Renoir control house dust
c ipper-

Crown gas stove
De nroore yo. dryer,

36
tone

ELECIPIC

OLD

BUY

Will boy old

tope

re

best offer, 437.4406.
Admiral :reeve. AM FM, woinot,
72 Ffl. long, exel. cond. mur.1

or

11 coo
1911

toy

394 2640.

costimn

R.

phonograph;

auto

cord« anal

Zenith

17

TV 391 t813
36 gas range oil cm,' 545;
/9' Adritico/ TV $10 60* lot
cht n sink $5 259 1873
MOVIE CAMERA 8 MKS zoom
lens e ctroinc Lye re uonable.
CI 5 0156

Collie pup, fernede, 5 months,
sable, shots, $25.
392 0514

Solo 8 ma ti hem choir K4,117144,

& 4 chairs garden tools. After
6 pm cell CL 5 5203

Rose hushes for ,old We're of
fermi) ro i im-he, front our prize

winning rose garden Tropicana,
Gorden etc C Scoggins
.had,

mew

Electra,

power
Dwell
mownres,

,..oCourn
timing hotel

decoy. r
Torh &

Meter

a

hi

Frond new carpeting mode for

MIN. SCHNAUZER

Pups. AKC. Fl 8.2699 offer 6 P.M.
and week -ends.
Labrador mixed, male,
puppy, 7 weeks old.
$15 392-6211

washing machine, kitchen table

Electric

sell, reersonallie. 439.0090
Formica kit. table w/leo & 6
nougolgole Choirs; Casco crib
lo. pcht. fon. .139.7306

Coll

$50.

shots,

AKC,

ke,

'reruns

701E1
3

include, 30 8 sections 344x4
posts & 12 gene 8 inns. old.
New $1,000 sill for 5350. 027,
7848

Paintings on wood $3 to $10;
chronic kit sit 2 inaliog. end
tables youth choir Vielorion
chair, coffee table unfinished;

A.E.Ides. of teatime,

8 notside

disc d colors
point 1/2 price Dminond Pones,
inside

1795 Ookton, Des Plcont s.
VA 4 0881
roust polo
Transferred

NEW LOCATION

Also color
178 2376

55 -Musical Instruments

1

Slim

RahlwIng Rel.)

ill baby circled piano, wnlnur
condition.

good

finish,

ADMISSION:
Adults - 51.00
Children under 12 - 25c

$350.

259-3186

Beginner Blue Sparkle snore
drum, stanch & sticks. Very good
condition 530..137-3813.

Phoity of fire, Inn knot

Upright grand piano, Boardman

T.V.

Grimy, $100.

41-Ilome Furnishings -Furniture

FALL PLANTING SALE
3 for $5.
for 510.

Furniture and rugs

-

good for
Ver.,

Ma pie

NURSERY
Northbrook

Betw Mile. Ay 8 Willow Rd.
34 Arts and Antiques

WHITE SOFA Wienotching

94

choir (springs). Never
Make of ft,. 023.7439.

used.

Agog.,

(eery

leather
lorget hest offer.

Divan

case $300 each. 966-7559

Excelsior Elettro Accordion inn
good condition 5160 or best offer. 965-338)
Baldwin) orgosonic, slightly used,

shore $30, 6 H. up-

30- aline true

The Robin's Nest
(primarily furniture)
OPEN TUESDAY THRU

SUNDAY 12 4 PM

NW Corner Hwy. 176
& 12 on the frontage rd.

right Arnrli, homier Shio, both
good canal. 25O661/
Beldam son 66" dresser with
2
panel mirror, night stand,
twin head booed, 392-7.135
GE refrigerator 575; 12 place din-

pr. walnut dining

9

sel

F/ me]

we/table pails. Gil. ton& $50 or

loonier too.

I

inc,

iwir

82/ /6:h0

ble

Male-abed couch
double bed/Beauty Rest
Used

3/4 inch exterior plyi3ood; Ander
roll out windows.12,18-,
son
77x56 52x56 392 6521

w.th
Moi-

nes:, Best of for. 392 33.12.

2 cribs 510 ea.; highchoir $10;
bassinet 55; chests; youth bed,
frame 8 springs. 392-1166

42 Wanted to Buy

Wanted old toy electric trains.
The older the better.
253 3802

&

Healy

Cable Nelson, mallog, gel. cond.
$350. Coll oft 6 pm. 299.4536.
ELECTRO VOICE CHORD ORGAN
535

2 pekup guitar with tremolo bar
amp. vont volume, tremble, bass,

spend, tremolo 8 roved, $175.

8 rhos dryer, cereal.
cond.; chrome & formica kitchen

classic guitar, new, was $99.50,

50 -Landscaping

50 -Landscaping

AKC $95

sud.saver,

table w/leof. 824-5672.
.1

rno. old Vic ?orlon leery; Vic-

torion

top

morble

cocktrill

noble; must see ro oppreciore.
Paid $330, now 5170 894-212/

magnificent

of the
features are:
Some

* Spacious living room with
beamed ceiling
* Fireplace
* Dining room
* 2 spacious bedrooms
* Eating area in kitchen
Hotpoint
equipped
Fully
with refrigerator,
kitchen

store & disposal to make en
tertaining easy

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

CL 3-0180

and

Think about Iles huge Cope
Cod. 4 very large bedrooms,
red (Opel and family room. 2
cur garage with heated hobby shop. Separate living room,
dining room. Roofed patio.
any extras all situ Mons.,
tiled on 75' x 300' lot.

2

kitchen, landscaped improved lot with all village conveniences.
Immediate occupancy. Owner transferred.

58 Chevy Stotion Wagon, A/T,
P/S, low milecige, $125 or best
offer. 392.0954 of ter 6 p.m.

1958 Plymouth, Power steering,

red interior, A T, R / H, private
owner, $1200. 259.12-11

'64 Chev. Impala SS convert.,
V8, P/S, radio -rear speak buc

255-6320
358-1502
894 1330

'65 Sunbeam Alpine Mork

Ideal for small
business or upartments

255.5334

WantedGarage space to store
vic. Arl. Hts., Mr. Prosp.
N. Des Pl. 437-9115. Eves.

coo

new clutch, exhaust system
tires.

6

bedrms.,
Ex.

2 mod
for tar.

et.

ozaa

Phone 394-1100
Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

WINTER

garpge, drives like new, looks like

ROSELLE, ILL.

new. Only $1250. 526.8030, or

SURVIVAL

6 -FLAT

High investment return.

2

acre on Route 12 with

$895

3.2 Bcirm. 3-1 Bdrrn. Excellent
income 8 cash flow. New
aatioanutermEnve.2.1r....

$55,000

saciacpsz:Z81:2311M.5

STARTER HOME

11111111101M031511121161V-3.

NIMIZEMISZIEMZ.M.4
111111111Mill

2

bdrm. Georgian, excellent

loc. close to schools & tram.
$23,900

FEEDS 10,000 SQ. FT.

PICKUP ENOUGH TO GET YOUR LAWN THROUGH THE WINTER.

PARKSITE

LANDSCAPING NURSERY
1024 N.W. Highway Route 14
3 Blocks west of Quentin Rd.

John Morrisroe 358-1440

Barrington

381-0899
Daily 8 am to 9 pm
Sat. 8 am to 5 pm

.

12

rental units.

2 to 5 p.m. Arlington Heights, 1429 St. James Place. 3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2 13-oths, 40'x20' red room with
fireplace, full basement. 11/2 car garage and carport. Well

RESTAURANT

Arlington Hts.
$25,000

landscaped. Close to schools and shopping. Very good
neighborhood. $34,500. Wilke to Miner east to St. James north
to house.

Well established restaurant in
busy shopping center. Catering business & equipment.

4 bedroom 21/2 baths, all brick colonial. Full basement. 2 car

attached garage. Formal dining room. Drapes throughout.
Carpeting in living room, dining room, family room and 3

Others available to $300,000.

bedrooms. Disposal & dishwasher. Country club location. Just

TAVERN

listed.

Custom built split-levenrfdeal for large family. "Dream

taverns

well established

3

built equipped with

BEST BUY IN USED CARS TOO ...

restaurant facilities.

kitchen". Loads of cabinets, built in oven / range.

made

MOTORS
126 N. Cook St.,

I. 60084

Palatine $82,500

LONG GROVE VALLEY --$56,500

Fertilizer Especially
to help lawns survive winter.

IMPORT

REALTORS, INC.
.4, L. Puerd ROAD

mrmlcoricim

First

BARRINGTON

R / H, window washers, about
30,000 miles, kept inn heated

90 -Investment Property

PALATINE -- $47,000

Immediate delivery

F.

BUICK WILDCAT, hardtop (vinyl),
late 1964, P B, P / 5, power
windows, almost new tires, spare,

439.6015

OPEN HOUSE, SUNDAY OCT. 6th

SPECIAL CLEARANCE
SAVE ON ALL '68
MODELS

condit., low

write: PAR, Box 304, Wauconda,

EUCLID -LAKE RDS. AREA

cab. kit.

Body excel.

Sales & Service

mileage. Call 259.3177 days.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

rots,

4.

British oreen, rebuilt eng., Like

David McCoy
& Assoc.

82 -Wanted To Rent

5550

Korcnteln Chin -clean 1967 ape.
Cherryred, hulk. int., radio, sots.
sting. whl., & nose grille. Like
Flew W/W lures 100% VW logged
service. 4379118 evenings.

One - 50'x/25' inside

NORTHBROOK (UNINCORN
VIC. OF MIL. AVE. (21)&

Authorized

14' Thompson runabout 35 HP
elec.
start
Johnson
255,2545 of ler 613,11

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

ed.

baths,

w/blk

8 console, yellow
roof & int. Priv. 537.6985
kens

EXCELLENT LOCATION

111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

Horne of the Finest Service and
Low Overhead Deals.
440 EAST MAIN ST.
BARRINGTON, ILL. 3E41-3400

1081

DES PLAINES

529-2235

OLSMOBILE,
INC.

500, white vinyl top, white body,

ZONED COMMERCIAL

-

BRAVOS

power brakes, like new tire
$200 or offer. 299.6708 bete;

One - 61'x 125' corner

Couple needs furnished apt. or
house Nov. 15 Feb. 1. While
home being built. Cl 3-5472

New 1969 Oldsmoble
Now On Display

dr. licleop., vim, power. vinyl

'63 LeMans convert. clean 5650.

$30,500

16 -To Rent Houses

Luxury Sedan

Come In And See The

Ford '66 convert., V.8, Galaxy

Palatine
Schaumburg

Face brick ranch, full basement, 2 car attached garage,
paved drive, 2 lovely bedrooms, formal dining room. Tiled

1969 NINETY-EIGHT

top. 283.1172 or .139.3021.

TO SEE IT, CALL NOW:

Arlington Heights

For A Small Family

741-

411.1.411.
'Ai.Ves sin

hall. offer. 253-2432
P/S, AjC,
'65 Buick Spl.,
like new premium W/W incl. sno.
tires. $1250 cull 391.3966.
'67 Pont. Bonneville 2 dr. 11.t.,
P/S, P/13, outo tr, , radio, vinyl

real
estateto

"A Beautiful Home"

99 -Automobile For Sale

Eng. Ford 580;'60 Rambler, per.

$24,900

cupancies. Reserve for future

$100

top $2650. 624.8737.

Arlington Heights

ROSELLE

Bell

'feet $250; elec. stove; bowling

Reasonable taxes. Price. --

month. Immediate oc

1111

a

2

BIG FAMILY?

per

392 7990

'67 Olds Delmont BB, 425 Holiday

1

$180

HONDA 90

5300 -Nice car.
CL 3.1125

1954 OLDS Runs good. Good
transportation 511 Sot' best offer.
Call 392.1916 after 6

I. v,11.4

One child accepted. No pets.
yr. or 2
Accepting 6 mo.,
Rent

'62 Cornet 6.stick, 22ropo,

'67 T -Bird Honcho p, full poorer
& air. Call bete:eon 9 con &
noon` 724.3128.

REAITORS,

Des Plaines

This adorable 6 room colonial ranch home has a log burning
fireplace in the living room and a panoramic view from the
dining room. 3 nice size bedrooms, attached garage, paved
drive. Home is in excellent condition and easily maintained.

voth

1962 Chevy Impala,

eleitte4
1.

90,

296-5738

Convertible, good cond.
$575. CL 94188

Oak Lawn

MEDINAH
Custom Ranch

1965 HONDA 5

helmet. Excellent condition $200.

.

\leinlier MAP
Multiple Listing Service

"In the Woods"

Casement windows
wood shingles
brick exteriors

111111101=1"1019
rumisminsimmus:
MINGIr"=,,S6/311illi
61131

Berm. 3 yr. old 61/2 rm. raised
ranch. Incl. stove & refrig.
Gas hear. Low loxes. Lot 60 x
135'. Nicely landscaped. 2
blks. from schls. 8 pork.

David McCoy &Assoc..
Hinsdale

CL 5-25913

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'64 Chevy Slotion wagon V8,
P/S, P/13, inn cond., good revel.
cond. 5650. 437.7547
'66 Chevelle Malibu, 4 dr. HT, 283
V B, Auto. trans. P S, excel.
$1,400, 299.4806
1959 Thunderbird
needs work, make offer.
296 7533 niter 6 pm

.

r hone 394-1100

conies

364'. Taxes under $600.

MICE

646 S. Main, Algonge, s (4 bl.
S.of 62 on 31)

ONLY $23,900

acre site

Chevrolet. Best Offer.

$495 or best offer.
824.2281, after 4 p.m.

BRADSHAW

$46,900

*Wood patio doors and bal-

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

4 MAG WHEELS for 1960

1964 Corvair Monza, 1 -owner.

& drapes, 'deluxe kitchen built-ins including oven, range,
disposal 8 dishwasher, att. 2 car garage, sodded lawn.

* Coin operated laundry

9

tires. $2900. 526.8030 or writer
PAR, Box 304, Waucondc), Ill.

5500 or offer 894-9141.

439-6015

fam. or 2nd fir. in-law opt.
2 car att. gar. on lot 270 x

50 -Landscaping

NUTRO

schools,

near

carpeting

wall

leases

extra large gas tanks, heavy

best offer. 437-8172.

Immediate occupancy. 4 beclon., 21/2 both Colonial. Cheery
1st floor family room with fireplace. Almost new carpeting

-m TV& phone outlets

520,.Amer.incide now 521!

/I

choice location

in

throughout

now $70; New red elec. guitor, 2 pickup, Amer. made
$65. Komiki guitar, reg. pr.
7 W. Eastman

ranch

vanity

yrs.

miles, gas heat with blower, gas
refrigeration, gas hot water, self contained Toilet & septic, shower,
lights (gas, battery or electric 1,

'59 Cadillac, air cored, full
power, like new tires, must sell

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

*Safe electric heat with con.

For rent, 3 becirm. home in

PH 894 4219
Mm Schnauzer pups -none shed-.
ding, AKC champ sired, 10 wks.
paper trained 299 8483.
SIAMESE kitten, chocolate pt. litter trained 510
392 3127

fee-nolo

town location. $32,000

struction throughout. $47,500

Streamwood. 5165 per mo.;
Security deposit, references need-

Beautiful Hue Solenr. goner
Ingle pickup W/COSe. Was
$102 only $75. New; Supro

Pomeranian

Just 20 Fast Minutes

from Arlington Heights.

Cl. 5 1795

12'' speoke-. $65.
El Rey Music Cu- 7 W. Eastman

w / hutch & 4 upholstered chairs.
Best offer. 259.3470
Whirlpool Imperial vroshur w/

mos

rm.

3 bedrm. all face brick ranch on park like
with fenced pool & cabana, 1st floor family rm. with
wet bar. Almost new carpeting & drapes, oversized 2
car garage, hot water base board heat, quality con-

314 KATHLEEN
ELGIN

LAC new powerful AnIpel amp,

Blond limed ook dinette set
11

7

colour

torte guitio.

394.2786

GE refrig. yellow $45, boby cirri.
age 8 playpen 530, all in
cond 253-2557

1960 Skyline 10x $5", carpeted,
drapes, stove, refrig., 2 bedrites.,
storms, screens, 52,000, roust be
moved. 4379191

baths, ex
2 full
quisite interior design. 2 car
attached garage. Best in

WHEELING

3266 or 742-8540.

coosole pion o

bedrooms,

658-5661

PROSPECT HTS.ST . ALPHONSUS

259-3549 after 3:30
$395. Also 5.1..e n

98 Mobile Homes

churches, etc. 4 bedrrns. (possible 5th), 2 baths, full bunt.,

rental. Information call

397 7990

Hammond organ speaker $400;
Grundig Hi-Fi & recorder changer
with 3 extra speakers for p.ping
1250 359-1335

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Sparkling

FLAT ALTO SAXOPHONE
$100

Struck

Mahrtgony drimi table

39 -Building Materials

392.4813
piorio, Lyre,

Sinner

Cathedral Living room, 3

covered patio, fenced yard, attached garage. $28,900

to

like new, 1967. About 1,000

Natural cedar contemporary.

60004

DUNDEE

* Individual off street parking
* Beautifully landscaped
* One block from shopping

good

conction.

2 bath apt. Carpeted 5205 moo.
avail. Nov. 1st..137.6511.

ALGONQUIN

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

over 5000. 392-8941
in

Des Plaines SUBLEASE 2 bdrm

'Phone 394.1100

Want to Sell..Buy..Rent?

less than 4 yrs. old. best offer

ner set, fruit pattern, turkey plot.
ter & gravy boat, $75. 359-1335

best oiler. 392-8085

526-5255
Waucondo, III.

The
Chalet

*Wall

VACATION LINERS
Des Plaines
1272 Rond Eel.
827-7184
Yellowstone 21 ft. travel trailer,

14 -To Rent Apartments

REALTORS, INC.

S. of 62 on 31)

* Rustic

TROMBONE W 'crier

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

" Ceramic tiled bathroom with

redder twin reverb. atop.

CL 5.7377

ANTIQUES

confidential.
harmonious
train men or

TInAILER5
TRUCK CAMPERS

'66 Triumph Spitfire, convert..
tile, low mileage, S1200 or

646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.

Apwitmeitt

* Air conditioning
* Completely soundproofed

Gretith Tenn. Guilt, W case.

9x 12 banded rug. 259.0476.

Will

STORAGE AVAILABLE

month. 331-7277 call collect after
6:30 p.m.

al

our

658-5661

trots in every room

299.5388
SMALL UPRIGH1 PIANO
GOOD CV11Dl f1ON $35
439-5314

or rec. room
recisonoble. HE / 1'864

((tinily

(ouch K chair; chop leaf noble 8 2 courtoin's chairs;

SANDERS ROAD
3285 Sanders Rd

IF TOIL CALL COLLECT

Arlinriton His.. III.
(Industrial Ave. Entracte,

SACRIFICE

Japanese Yee,
Heitzi Juniper.

credit Mgr. Coll .169-7204, 9 A.M.
to 9 P.M.

Euclid 6 mu,

439 4665 evc moos

sr parent,

FULL PRICE $51 .30

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Coll Capitol Sewing Machines

Arlington Pork
Race Track

Prov nit,. stands 8
2 Fr
6 drawer chest rnahog. desk
sect'y pr 40 1017113,, MI/CH lei,.

to

parts and service guarantee.

1

99 -Automobile For Sale

Village
,.

attachment S needed. Five year

s

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

or 2 bedroom apartment unfurnished. Preferably rotor NW

BRADSHAW

f inancma

grunts and fancy stitches. No

2 employed women wont to rent

gm,caitnn

Sewing Machine cabinet incluch
ed, slightly used sews blind
bents in dresses, makes button
holes, sews Ilurtnes on F110F10

Sun. Oct. 13, 1968.
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

cart

typewriter All unu,cci Total orig.
cost $800 sac all $275 or willing

aijoiel

ZIG-ZAG

Mid -West's Largest Fall
Outdoor All -Breed Dog
Show

6

ownio 5795. 796-3810 1530

I

w °MO 11.

1968 SINGER

Skokie Valley
Kennel Club's

join

family.

our worehse showrm. By aim,.

DOG SHOW

Admiral 21 TV Thomasville D.R.
table w 4 In bock chars & serving

shortwave record player comb. in
attractive cob , PFAFF auto. Zig
Zag sewing machine, PORTABLE

Clover Realtors invite you to
their new Arlington Heights
11 c

1962 GMC 1/2 ton pickup Vg.
Gokion St. Des Plow,.

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

eetteielt

Phone 394-1100

Come

pets, indoor -outdoor & co ccccc ler.
dol. Lowest prices. Samples
brought to your hunm or visit
only. Free estimates.
Ovfeloble. 437-8.154

52500. NE 1.7258.

21 to 30. 296-6575.

Only $21,900.

station will pay up to 5125 a

All information

Best padding. Also kitchen car-

DowistuWit Palatine
Polo tine
17 N. Bothwell
358,6563 '

'6.1 Ford truck, T-600, all alreurty
imen, 12' walk in, extras. Priv.

Will share 3 liedrrn. townhouse,
comp. fund, with 2 young men,

REALTORS, INC.

is most unique. Establish your
name, with ours. Become one
of usl

Phone 537-1930
New c repels. 1st quality brood
Installed wall-towall.
monies.

In Old Tenon

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

WHEELING
MEADOWOROOK WEST

Sharp 51/2 room, sided 3 bed -

person, we hove a plan that

Sensotioncil discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.
Will separate.

PET SHOP

cur w/flat bed tuft max. wit.
5 tbs. 5400. 021-11166-

3

office. Fo

FOR SALL IN -1
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

TOWN & COUNTRY

with

FISCHER STEREO AM / FM Sonic

ranch:
bedroom raised
Corner lot, best school district.
Hurry rend see at once. 519,500

jab 1-eu?

. DISPLAY FURNITURE

FROM GERMANY coreironteed
young singing L'onories:

4 wheel trailer for bow or stock

area. Mr. Von. 255-6856.

employed woman. Privileges. Arl.
Hts. 25557013 otter 4.

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

392-7432

3 aids, 7 hays, and Wire hair
Terriers. Also cute little mixed
puppies. All have first shots.

12

dropcloilis reg $3 95 for $2.50;

Why Settle

102 -Trucks, Trailers

Pleasant cool fortoble room for

NUCLEUS

I

AKC - 5 <forting block Poodles,

buy on contract or loose

CONSTRUCTION CO.
255-4566

tot

JUST ARRIVED!

$3.00 for

reg

623.6423

CL 3-8970

ROOM FOR GENTLEMAN

option, 4 bdrm. home in Hersey

room & office is 4th bedroom.

conditioner, needs 220
approximately 3/4 ton,
need.
very good cond., 575;

(;[

Will

'60' Stud°, it.cfr. V.8 slick on Br.,
radio, extra snow tees.. runs yd.
$125.253.1902
'62 Buick ',Sabre, 4 dr-, HT,
mg. gnus, V-8, A/T, R/hl, P/S.
5575. ['rival., 827-2869
1961 OLDS Sports coupe 98. All
power - low mileage.

IN DOWNTOWN ART. HIS.
253.7492

437.1568

blocks to schools & churches.

3 bedroom bi-level, attached
2 cur garage, finished family

*Low Down
Payment*

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

Arl. Hts., 3 bdrm., 2 bode, family
rm., l'/2 car . gurage, $37,400.

urn honer,wog% extras, 2

ARLINGTON HTS. AREA

& trains.

sire davenport, excel. cond. 525-

2 block. South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Rood Wheaton,

lite weight 9 x

gar. Close to shopg., schls.,

mention. Auctioneer Hollis May.

old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for 51.00

a coal

carpeting 8 oak floors.

nit-concl.; washer / dryer; refrig.

old. Coll 299 8.183.

EVERGREENS
5390 cod, 5 yr
3 to 4 feet

PALATINE AREA

2 car garage, basement,

1'/2

baths, finished fart, rm., att.

$25,900

2

4 bedroom, 2 story attached

Large deluxe 3 bedam,

228 Poppy Lone, Bensenville, TV;

puppies.
Miniature
AKC champion sited, non.sheel
wks
1()
rig, pop, trained,

Light miles
west of Rte. 31 464 5438.

75c

N

8 other 'tents too numerous to

from Starks Station

While calking

311

255-6410
Schnower

251 7385
POTATOES RED & WHITE
Horne groom $2 35 tier 100 lbs.
Walter F Sass
Ric 72 one note e rest of Rte 47

Immediate
Occupancy

BA 3.5212 or 259-4568

bdrm.,

3

I-1.11.

rin. Lg. cul-desac lot, polio, 21/2
Posit. about 'lee. 6
to
$37,500.392-2695

PALATINE*

STOLTZNER
BLDG, CORP.

Ivy

GOOD LOCATION
537-1022

86 -Real Estate -Houses

L

tras. 522,500 358.5266

DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APT.

Crown gos stove $25; refrig.
575. mithag, dining futile 8 4
chairs 515, oak bullet $20.
double iron lied $10;

$100 437.7593

Ad/ Fits,

cond., walk to train 8

shopping, choice lot. Many ex-

1529 N. Arlington Hts. Rd., 2
bedrooms, 1V2 b01115, range,

pr

AUCTION at 1330 P M Friday.

$300 sac 5125 bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $1 yd All new.

excel,

ly.

Male puppy, tan, halt.poodle, 9
wks, °lel, will lie large clog,
lovable 8 healthy; for 525.

bothinette 255 6928
Encyclopedias 1967 20 vols. cost
$200 sac $35 hide a bed cost

Pal., by owner. 3 bdrm. ranch,

stereo ronsole.B27-8071

Healthy pups born ,aid rinsed
outdoors; good hunting stock;
gentle breed, 6 wks old $25.
253.3628

Redwood fence 215 long, 5' high

gas heat. Adults only, no pets.
296.6873

fulled Mr. Ch. w/oninan, RCA

& wurtned. B37 5991

bal 8 stand, & drummer throne.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

66 -Real Estate -Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

waliuir eo err grouping;
o
cob, yrchee. gold 8 Writ,
safe ergierilt in end tables. Bloc I'

Ger-mars Shepherds, 3 ms. old,
AKC, Kirov :mood. excelo temp
erament, show quality, shots

1963 CHEVROLET BELAIRE V8,
condition
geed
oWonlolic,
5600. 394.2566

SNACK SHOP FOR SALE

ref rigerator,disposal,dishwasher,
central air - conditioning. No
pets. Shown by appointment on-

AND GROOMING

99 -Automobile For Sale

Whitehall drums incl. boss,
torn -torn, snare 8. stand, Cyr,.

66 -Business Opportunities

Record cabinet $2; base reflex
enclosure $25; refrig. $30; port,
dishwasher 5100; sofa $75. 259-

Pape 17

55 -Musical Instruments

vk

peon 2 bedroom, 2nd floor opt,

POODLE. CLIPPING

Vacant

Commercial

Residential

model homes. Heavy nylon -pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353.
Motorolo AM I M console stereo
513(1, kitchen set 535; 2 modem
end tables $5 etc. occasional
choir 530, 359.128 4.

579 6.108

filing Lobel.' 529 9119

cond.,

excellent

TV,

console

-

made be fore
toys Coll 90 6 0213
Magnavox

CL 9-2817
nen
chocolate,
poodle, 9 vrks. old, home rinsed,
female, AKC. CL 5.3700
3 erns. old, redDie hshound

1941 827 1/60
4

Choir with tangerine slipcover;

Exceptional

windup toy trains merit before

t

824-1717

English Setter, Female. lieu years
old, registered. $150.

in

exc coed 259 5119
WILL

two good condition ranges, one
gas, one electric 520 each.

KITTENS

CL 3-9617

824 7823

Real Estate

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

rIIF DAY
Wednesday, October 9. 1968

RRICO

Dishwasher, disposal. Extra large breakfast area with bay.

Large dining "el" has sliding glass door to patio. Large
foyer. Mahogany paneled family roam 30' x 22.8' with
stone fireplace. 4 big bedrooms, 3' full baths. Set high
on 11/2 acre. Don't wait -- see it nowl

Palatine --$35,000
Ideal

296-6655
Des Plaines, Illinois

296-6655

foods,

14.

Spacious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 bath, full basement. Carpeting in living room, dining room, hall and
Out
2
bedrooms. Beautiful wooded and landscaped.
buildings, screened summerhouse with bar-b-que. 3 acres,
250' frontage on Route 14.2 car garage.

00 condi
Station wagon,
power
firmed, moo. true
paver' l.e tikes,
St eerong,
1,1 (.01Idi
radio,
,

$2395

Island Lake --$45,500
Ample parking, .1
perty 8 business.

McHenry --$45,900
2

PHILIPP!' ' ROT HERS

aportri'vrit
1 cur gasp,

bedroom

1._011s,

1966 BONNEVILLE

bedroom

apartment with garage. r

REALTORS

1264 Northwest Highway

cony -out

' PALATINE -- $59,500

1264 NORTHWEST NWT,
DES PLAINES

for

large parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage. On Route

1967 PONTIAC
CATALINA

keal ty

PHILiPPE BK OS.

358-1800

358-1800

Realty

ic

Hardtop, auto. trans.,

steering, power brakes,
heater, white walls.
'oil
m ie *.age, local car.
.

$1895

PONTIAC -

1965 PONTIAC
CATALINA
4.door,
honed,

horeltop, our
outo. trans.,

coneli
power

steering, power brakes, radio,
14oter, white wells. Low mile -

$1395
1964 OLDSMOBILE
DELTA 88
4.door, hardtop, air condition.
ed, auto. trans., power steering, poWer brakes, radio, white
walls. Nice car.

!;1095

'!REBIRD

valataIlaMARMIJELMI

BENDER-111E6ER
BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
505 W. NORTHWEST HWY. DU 1-6000

THE DAYWednesday, October 9, 1968
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CHRYSLER

ES

3Dap'5

PLYMOUTH

..ext car

rea New Chrysler

e

OPEN

(THE'

SUNDAY!
The

THAT CAN'T

1969 "5

BE BEAT

ARE HERE!

--ECUPON

LARGEST
WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

rPN`

IT'S

DEAL

STOCK

IMMEDIATE

ALL THIS WEEK AT

DELIVERY

1967 IMPALA 4 D. HARDTOP
Automatic, P.S., Fac.
V8

JIM AIKEY

ON ALL

Air Cond., Radio, Heat, WI
Walls.

MODELS

$1,995
1968 IMPALA CUSTOM CPE.
V8 Power Glide, P15, P/B,
Vinyl Top, Radio, Heater,

CHA ' GER

W/Walls.

HEADQUARTERS.

$2,395
TRANSPORTATION SPEC.

1964 IMPALA
9 Pass. S/Wagon, V8, P/Glide,
Radio, Heater,
P/B.
P/S,
Excellent Run. Condition.

NowpOtt 4 Door Hardtop

$595.00

BRAND NEW

'68 CHARGER
Fact. Equipment, V.8,

Full

Your next car can have a fuselage

ranty!

WICKSTROM

instead of just a body bolted to a frame.

Your next car can have a cockpit
instead of just a seat and a dashboard.
Your next car can be any one of 15 new Chryslers for 1969.

CHEVROLET

Ati

And where to find it:
AUTHORIZED DEALERS 411/14
1p

555 IRVING PARK RD,

MOTORS CORPORATION

DES PLAINES

ROSELLE, ILL
529-707
OPEN SUNDA

CHRYSLER

PLYMOUTH

SHOP

'N'

SATURDAY 9 'TIL 5

OPEN WEEKDAYS 9 'TIL 9

DART

Factory Equipment, 2-dr.,
Pre -driven Sedan, Balance of
5 yr. or 50,000 mile factory
Warranty!
Full

I

$1588
DOZENS OF LIKE

DES PLAINES

622 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RT. 14)

$2595
'68

CHRYSLER

5

yr. or 50,000 mile Fact. War-

ICK

SAVE

CLOSED SUNDAY

NEW

'68 TRADE- INS

'68 MUSTANG
2.2

coupe,

V.8,

full

power,

wide ovals, Factory warranty:

Refire

lois "I%

tvetiores
kot

they 6s.

like new.

RICE INCREASE

at

E IN DES PLAINES!

We're with you
Mr. and Mrs. Car

$2292
'66 MERCURY
Mont. 4 -Dour H.T., "390 Engine, Full Power, Fact. Ai.r
Condition., Vinyl Interior. For
the Particular Buyer!

$1898

'67 IMPALA

REGISTER
in our big

"GOING THING FLING"

2 -door hard top, big engine,
solids

4.speed, Yiske corn.,
mint condition. A Steal!

$1888

Dodge in Des Plaines is selling the all
new 1969 Dodges at the same low
prices as in '68. We'll forget the
new car price
increase if you
will.

'66 OLDS
2 -door Hardtop, A Real Beauty with Radio, Heater, Auto.
Transmission and Full Power.

$1696
'66 CHARGER
Big Engine,

Full

Power, Auto-

matic Transmission,
of Fact. Warranty.

Balance

Contest at Jim Aikeys
'68'S IN STOCK..

.36

160

DEMOS

NEW FORDS!

Executive
Driven

$1686

SEE THE NEW 1969 DODGES NOW!
MANY AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

'67 DODGE

HURRY FOR OUR FINAL CLEARANCE OF NEW 1968
DODGES (including Campers & Trucks) PRICED FOR FAST SALE!
'66 DODGE CORONET

'66 DODGE POLARA

FACTORY WARRANTY

FACTORY WARRANTY
A beautiful 4 dr hardtop

fully equipped 4
economical 6 cyl. car.
A

with vinyl interior and fully
equipped including
steering and brakes.

2

bucket

Convertible, with
seats & console,

$1095

power steering and power
brakes,' auto. trans. A like

'67 DODGE R/T
with 426 Hemi engine and

new car.

$1575

fou'i on the floor. NEW CAR
FACTORY -WARRANTY.

.$2375

'68 CHEVROLET CHEVELLE

'64 DODGE
STATION WAGON
A f9Ily equipped shClip

All
equipment including pdwer

Super

Sports

Coupe.

steering. Now only

$2575

$775

OPEN

SUNDAY: '10 A.M. to 6 P. M.
DAILY: 9 A.M. to 9:30 P. M.
SATURDAY: 9 A.M. to 6 P .M.

air cond., auto. trans., radio,

$1675

cc

'66 T -B11111)
Heater,
Automatic
Radio,
Trans., Full Power, Like New!

.$1595

FOR D

IN

DES PLAINES

'65 MUSTANG

750 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines

Coupe, V;8, Full Power, Wide
Ovals, Mint Condition.

Phone 827-2163

'67 OLDSMOBILE
4-dr. sedan, with radio,
heater,
automatic trans;
mission, power brakes &
steering.

$1975
'68..CHRISLER
NEW YORKER

2 Dr. ';hariltoli'. A beOutiful
f011y fiquip6ped car with new

tar FACTORY WARRANTY.
Wa§$520g,

Now $3775

DODGE
IN DES PLAINES

ON MANNHEIM, NORTH OF OAKTON ST.
Phone 824-7151
-

$1676

brakes.

'65 DODGE CORONET
4 dr., V-8, auto. trans.,
power steering, radio. A
real sharp car.

'65 PONTIAC
+

Sports Coupe with factory

power steering and power

$1275

power

$1575
2

dr.,

'66 CHEVROLET IMPALA

A.100 Sportsman, Like New!
Loaded, Heavy Duty Equipped,
Balance of Factory Warranty!

$895
'62 CADILLAC
Coype DeVille with Full Power
and Factory Air Conditioning,
Mint Condition.

$797
''63 CHEVY
''Nova' 2 -floor H.T.; with Radii,
Trans.,
Heater, II, Automatic
.Sharp articOiectoil;,

$69g

REAP A.:BUSHEL OF SAVINGS

'WITH. THE LATTOF DEAL
ON.A .1969 CHEVROLET

Fdr Free Credit Check
Call:

SP

5-6616

Cee Eddy
DODGE CITY
CHICAGOLAND'S LARGEST
DODGE DEALER!

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVENINGS 'TiL 10 P M
ALL DAY SUNDAY'

\

ARLINGTON HIS.

/

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

CL 9-4100

-

J
4

TRADING HIGH -O. N BRAND NEW 69's
NO NEED TO WAIT...ACT NOW!

Come to Bonnie today

-11'4'17

for immediate delivery prices
on the brand new 1969's
from American Motors.

See and Drive the
1969 "ACTION CA

JAVELIN

FROM

AMERICAN MOTORS

Bonnie has the
"ACTION PRICE"
To put you in
A '69 today!
1

111111111111111r

41-

'67 D.P.L. 2 -Door

RED HOT!

& PRICED HOT!

1969 JAVELIN

Hardtop, V-8, auto. trans., P/S, P/B, Bucket seats,

$1995

1 -Executive

Driven
Ambassador
V-8, SST

1969

Rodio, heater, white wall, tires, auto. trans.

$1695

RAMBLER

'66 Rebel

American -the lowest priced car with the most
quality for 1969.

Red SST 2-dr., V-8, 327,. R/H, W/W, console, special

hub caps. Plus many extrai. 24,000 original miles.

$1695

'66-440 American Convertible
1 -owner, low milage.,A bonnie nice car.

BONNIE

"BUY OF THE YEAR"

'66-770 Station Wagon

Sports car of the year.

$2795

die0°.iHE

black vinyl roof.

1998

AIM

$995
'66 American 2 -Door
Auto., Trans., brand new tires. Like new car.'

$1495
We will pay a Bonnie good
price for your,bonnie clean car.

4-dr., oir-copdit, full power, vinyl roof,
R/H, W/W. While they lastll

COMPLETE BODY SHOP

$2795

YOUR PAL

IN PALATINE

.FINEST SERVICE ON

ALL MAKES

Authorized Dealer

AMERICAN
MOTORS

RAMBLER
JAVELIN
AMBASSADOR
AMERICAN

AMX

1500 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
(1 mile Northwest of Arlington Park. Race Track
on Northwest Highway)

PALATINE, ILL.
358- 5745

Hours: Mon. thru Fri., 9 to 9, Saturday .9 to 6 - Open Sun. Noon to 5:00 P.M.

SHORT RIBS

Frye dap
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-AND -MERE IS A Ravorr
IN 1HE NORM, UNREST IN 'ME

EAsr-

SOUTH, FAMINE IN 1NE

-

open/ kER,

IT'S A 600p THING I SAW YOU CONING; YOUR

MOTHER'S 1N THE KITCHEN, 50 SLIP /N 7HE FRONT
DOOR, GO UPSTAIRS, SET TI-LAT UNIFORM OFF, AND
WASH UP' I'LL TRY 70 SNEAK UP AMP WE'LL CAMOUFLAGE THAT SHINER WITH POWDER OR SOMETHING!
SHE AIN'T KEEN ON YOUR PLAYIIX FOOTBALL AMY WAY, AND IF SHE SEES YOU IN THAT CONDITION
LIABLE TO MAKE YOU TURN IN YOUR SUIT.'

A tribute to

6:00

PISTON PETE SAID I COULD USE THIS DRAC7
I'M DRIVIN' AN
STRIP FOR PRACTICEEXHIBITION FOR I -411A SATURDAY NIGHT!

A woman tries to

the

growers build a

get an inheritance

niversary.

charge.

32 Movie

11 Adventure

railroad and town in
post Civil War Texas. With Alan Ladd,

Show.

Maigret. The in-

looks for fossil sites

Anthony Crusoe and

26 Spanish News

spector matches wits

6:15

and causes a murder

A expedition

"Enter Inspector

with

11-IA1 ENOUGH- I'M
GETTING A HEADACHE!

Virginia Mayo.

Uganda, Africa.

slayer who

a

Edmond O'Brien,

on Mount Elgon in

stole a valuable

"

11:15

9:20

painting.

32 News

26 Cinema Special
32 News

8:00

-J.- 6....

6:25

9:30

Drysdale'

11 Rainbow Quest
Pete Seeger, folk

is

secretary poses as
Queen Elizabeth

2 Daktari

An author of

children's books

novel. With

5 Music Hall

Tommy Makem

Marshall Thompson,

Paul Lynde, Will

songs.

Jordan and Janet
comedy, variety and

tries to murder

ROBIN MALONE

Trampas. With Sara

Lane. Doug

PERHAR5 THAT CAN
A

McClure, John Sax-

ALL
COMMENCE OUR
ciNa2E1 OUAllJrLITRE

"HARP BOILED"

DIE, hitiStIFORNr

Force general who
sends bombers to attack Russia because

A mountain

woman claims that
Jason is the father of
her three children.
Robert Brown. Joan.

Blonde)). Bobby
Sherman and Jennifer West.
11 TV College

National

1oti r

BUGS BUNNY.

HOrOSCOPP

WAKE UP AN' HELP ME CARRY IN
T....
THIS TABLE, SYLVESTER I

FOR I HURSDAN

ALWAYS READY
TO EARN MY
SALT, AS THEY

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct 231 -Demonstrate your refinement
of spirit even It you've
nothing else to show in the

TO

'MI

prise at evening

for old

22) --New uses

materials should put you in
the (Mining for advancement
on the lob Sell yourself to

APRK ORN (Dec.

ALAS, SHIRLEY

Goo -0000
oN
SHIP, 1...01-1-1FbP

others

23 -

.1-10W 5CON

TE;M

THEY FORGET/

IV 4

Jan 20) --Take independent
action it you discover that

those who should he working

with you arc stalling. Be
quick

AQUARIUS (Jan 2I -Feb.
9) --Keep close to borne today

2 Top Play in

world.

host.

2 Movie

"A Yank in

Korea.- A soldier

13o b Crane is

deserts

volunteers for a
suicide mission.

9 Movie

8:30

"The Virgin

2 A paid political
Broadcast

Spring," The 1959
Oscar -winning film

Agnew Campaign

vengenance taken by

William Phillips.

the father of a girl

Committee.
9:00

1:30

7 News

raped and murdered
by three herdsmen.

2 Jonathan Winters

With Birgitta

1:35

Sydow and Ova

7 Reflections

Show

Valberg, Max Von

Ebsen, Al Hirt,

Porath.
11 NET Playhouse

With Buddy

Susan Barret and the
Frivolous Five.
5 The Outsider

barrin

With
L on
McCall i ster,

concerns the

The Nixon -

escaped prisoner

'Edelman, Joyce Van

considers him a

9

an abandoned girl

Live By
2:35

himself.

whose home town

Patten and William

hero. With Joe Don

Daniels.
7 Peyton Place

Krugman.

Five Minutes to

picker tries to help

and is destroyed

tracks down an

his diner. With Bob

2:25

A gentle rag

McGavin

his post in

Korea then

7 Joey Bishop Show

2 News

10:55

2:40

Baker and Lou

2 Movie
"The Big Land"

2 Meditation

another's argument

PIS( I S (Feb

20 -March

211-- cents of the

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DICIG

morning

6\VALL4

Show Business

must not be allomed to
Now is

discourage you

the
move

can

time when you
ahead at c xceptional spied.
AR! S (March 22 -Ain't

THE BORN LOSER
ACROSS

judgment and, more im-

portant, in the expression of
Don t
rashness of thought

your opinion

reveal

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21) --Stick close to co-workers

throughout a trying morning.
You may well conic upon into( matron useful to you in the
near Intuit_

GLAI IN I

(Mar,

22 -June

18 "-

211 --One impulsive action
may start you in the right

direction today, two could

cause you to forfeit final success

CAN( ER (June

22 -July

23) --Plan your time carefully

as you go about setting up
your schedule for the coming
winter

Allow toom for new

Intel ests

LEO (tidy

24 -Aug

231 --

CAPTAIN EASY
THIS CASTLE

MR. LEAcOCKrviERE 'UMILIATED
NO END BY THIS ABUSE OF YOUR

HA5 50 MANY

'OSPITALITY:

BARMY ROOMS, ALL

ALIKE, ITS HARD TO
SPOT THE DOOR TO
THAT TUNN1.1

MAYBE HE HEARD OF \ HEY,..THAT 15 THE
ONE: THE LOOT I5
DOWN THESE STEPS:
MOAT' WAS SEALED
YEARS A00! THRU
THIS DOOR:

LA TUNNEL UNDER. TH'

ITS GONE! THIS CHEST WAS FLILL,,AND PAINTIN6S
WERE PROPPED ALONG THAT WALL!
INDEED I,
THIS COOKS
YOUR

Goose,

YANK:

,

-1

r

conventional methods
May not serve today Look
The

t'

to ness ways of doing things
d you would win out complete-

33 Miss West,

ly

actress

VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23)

34 Rested
35 Concerning
37 Groucho,

--Though present conditions
threaten to hamper you in

the put suit of your goal, you'

16.1 lz_ta4,

can overcome them if you try.
Pei sec ete

THE WILLETS

Answers to
Hideaword
CONGEAL
canoe

lace

clog

long

cane
cpne
clan
cage
clean

lane
lance
loan
loge
glen
glean
gale
gone
goal
glance

clang
coal

tole
lone
lean

angel
angle
alone
acne

I SUGGEST YOU CHANGE

STRATEGY AND ATTACK
SPOOL PERSONALLY/
VULNERABLE, YOU KNOW !

SIR, I REJECT TI-IAT
PROPOSAL. ON
MORAL. GROUNDS

La- T

CLEAN OP
(-ITV HALL

4117)

along
alec
ageo
elan

59 Mr.

Templeton
Allen
60 Buffoon
5 One of the
Barrymores
DOWN
9 Star of
Parker
1
"Harvey"
2 Proportion
12 Roof edge
13 Plane surface 34 Always
Fault
14 Mr. Bull,
5 Pithecanthro
violinist
41 Sailor
pus (2 words) 23 Fair
15 Flower part
43 American
24 Two -toed
6
Openings
16 Norse
electrical
sloth
(anat.)
heaven
inventor
25 Particles
7 Defensive
26 Miss Bayes 45 Jason's ship
head
Blandish"
(myth.)
28 Arabian
covering
(Behrman)
46 Mr. Silvers,
sultanate
8
Hebrew
20 Homicide
TV star
29 Unusual
prophet
21 Edge
47 Be undecided
30 Theme
(Bib.)
22 Australian
9 Lap in plaits 36 Changeable 49 Egyptian
bird
queen of
10
Auk genus 37 Least
23 Exulting
heaven
quantity
11
Period
of
27 Third -year
50 Streetcar
39
Thousand
time
salmon,
(Brit.)
(prefix)
17 Genus of
31 Single
51 Pain
40 Zero
herbs
thing
53 Ha 1!
actor
19 Nothing.
32 Negative
reply
10 11
8 I. 19
7
3
4
5
6
2
1

20) --Be conservative in your

414

rA

4

ogle
once
ocean
lean

for example
38 Elephant's
weapon
40 Discipli-

narian

42 Japanese
statesman
44 Operated
45 Fruit (pl.)
48 Bristlelike
appendage
52 Electric
resistor
54 Grape refuse
55 Liquor
56 Jacob's son
(Bib.)
57 Western
state
58 Elderly

1

12

13

15

16

la

to

14
17

20

19

22

21

23

a

24 25

31

27

42
46

50

51

43
49
63

52
56

54
57

60

68

30

37

38

47

55

29

41

40

39

28
33

35

34

45

u

32

It
4$

the

10:30

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

and stick to your own affairs.
Don t become embroiled in

a

1:05

S The Tonight Show

Denver, Herb

n

Professional

Magazine
Stories from the

press a customer in

n

26 Cinema Special

11 International

to im-

a

football films.

quences

Bert tries

s

1:00

10:15

Show

2 The Good Guys

s

NFL.

9 The Steve Allen

7:30

MORTY MEEKLE

Ro

Headlines

Bull.

11 TV College
Data Processing

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

ed queen. With

Wynn and Peter

something interesting
Dec

faces the dangers

and evils of a wickSchiaffino.

,Pickens, Keenan

7:15

tear, you should learn

are

Scott, Sterling
Hayden, Slim

go to court.

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
22) --Birds of a leather will
tend to rare]. together today.
Keep an eye on those you

Paul Bryan

becomes the leading
suspect in the death
of a singer.,

26 Greatest

golfer and his wife

present crieumstances. A

Mathias plays a
muscleman who

32 Run for Your

1(1:10

A professional

(OAST

"Minotaur, Wild

Beast of Crete," Bob

Sellers plays three
roles. With George

Uribe
32 Divorce Court

COAST

9 Movie

poisoning America's
water supply. Peter

26 Luis Carlos

MINIO

12:40

Government
26 Today's Racing
32 Truth and Conse7:0(1

SAY-(YAWN!>

he thinks they

5 Farm Forum

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
Sports
26

7 Movie
"Dr. StrangeloveA doomsday picture
about the chaos trig-

7 Here Come the

12:30

10:00

music.

gered by an Air

Brides

TREATMENT !f

Leigh in an hour of

Irish

The

and
Rovers.
on

present Irish folk

Alan King hosts

Allison Price.
5 The Virginian

9 News

Clancy Brothers and

England.

material for an adult

Cheryl Miller and

12:20

series. Seeger, the

risks her life to get

An ex -convict

WE'D RATH -C-R

ballad and blues
singers in a new

SHALL 5 BRING

gT LOOKS LIKE- A
LOW-LEVEL MOON 580-c-

FORMULAT

because the
Klampetts think she
is still ruler of

is

host.

'OUR ASPIRIN, SIRE?

THE GUARDIAN ANGEL

BE ARRANGED!! --

Ronnie Barrett

singer, is host to

1

LAST CHANGE, ROAR Awc.
MALONE; FOR yovAND 01.-11.TO REVEAL- YOUR PRECIOUS

5 News
7 Chicago

Hillbillies

6:30

GRA MPAW

M1DNIGITIF

2 The Beverly

2 Editorial

-

wheat

and

tlemen

Chicago fire department on its 97th an-

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 .11,e Mike Douglas

us,?Mv

A group of cat-

9 Perry Mason

9 Men of Fire

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR W*Y

a

.v -

-

...

--

-

(

Opert map

WEATHER
Tonight

Fair and cooler;

chance of frost, low

an

the,

mid 30s; Tomorrow Sunny and
a little warmer, high in the

Telephone

60s

255-4400
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Farmer Cooper Loses
`Beer and Liquor' Plea
Kensington, has lost $60,000
to $80,000 during its first year
of operation, Cooper told the

BY MERRILL SANDERS

Selling beer and "Irish

hoard.

coffee" may he the only way

Farmer Cooper's Chicken

business, according to its

USING THE second floor
of the building would allow

manager, Howard Cooper.

the

A request for zoning

persons instead of the 94 it

he used as a restaurant room

lot now hut weeds, dirt and

variances to let the restaurant
sell alcoholic beverages and to
serve customers on its second

seats now, Cooper said.

and that proof of adequate

dogs."

And if the restaurant were
allowed to sell beer and irish

fire escape routes had not
been presented.

FAA Ends
Flight -Limit

Farmer Cooper's changed

its opening time from 11:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. last week,
Cooper explained. If it were
given a liquor license, it

Village Board, which makes

would stay open to

the final decision.

2 a.m., he said.

"Serving our customers

outsize rainstorm might be an
alternative to villagers' putting
up with flooded basements.
This prospect emerged last
night at a meeting of the

Drainage and Clean Streets

Commission, as the group
heard an outline of the steps
that should he taken to prevent flood damage.

used the second floor'?" asked

study of the adequacy of
Muuut Pi ospeck sewers.

IfilloT said that the sewers
could handle another storm
like the worst ever recorded
(June 10, 1967) if the level of
water in Weller Creek were
lowered four to five feer,during the storm and if street
drains were partially plugged.
Closing the street drains

just cnought to permit only a
calculated amount of storpi

One would tun fitnit.Rand
and Isehella to the FLelian-

Mazeski said similar

between

midnight and 6 a.m.

The FAA will decide

use most of the building for submitted, said John Wubhis practice and he' will rent bolding, assistant area

the rest to another pro-

fessional man.

two new sewers would not exceed $190,000, Bauer said.
The report also bolsters the
recommendations made in the

first study he made for the
village, finished last May.

Regner (R --Mount Prospect)
told the commissioners what
procedure was necessary to
get further state -funded improvements on Weller Creek.

street drains would stay on the

Weller Creek is able to receive

streets until the sewers were

it, according to the plan. A

it.

treatment plant at the basin
site would help curb pollution

The storm water what

clear enough

to

accept

Thus, the streets would act as
retention basins until after the
storm.

THE FIRST study recommends constructing a 40 -acre
retention basin on an 80 -acre
parcel of land north of Central
Rd. This basin, to cost around
$7.2 million, could gather 900
acre-feet

of water during a

storm and retain it until

from combined storm and
sanitary sewers.

TO DO this, Bauer said a

Bauer said last night that
continued negotiations with

survey would have to be made

the Metropolitan Sanitary

of village streets to find low
spots.

Then engineers would have

to calculate how much water
could he permitted to stand in
the low streets and calculate

Work on a special Planned
Unit Development ordinance
for Mount Prospect came to
a conclusion at last night's
Mount Prospect Plan Com-

how much the street drains

mission meeting.

drain openings would have to

Now that the draft is finished, the commission will hand

be installed.

would have to be constricted
to maintain a balance without
overloading the sewers.
Finally, the special street
Bauer's

Engineer William

District of Greater Chicago
(MSD) may result in the MSD
paying the whole cost for
building the basin and plant.

The MSD is involved

because it has two major

storm water control and
sewage treatment plans on the
drawing hoards.

Bauer said that Mount

Prospcct's proposed basin
north "Of Central Rd. would
help either of the two MSD

projects enough that the

its work on to the board for
consideration and possible

Lindley and, Village Engineer

money to MSD would save
and could pay for the Mount

passage into law, according to

asked by the commission to
make a pilot study to find out

Prospect basin.

Malcolm Young.
The ordinance will establish

how much time and money
would he involved in the im-

ONE MSD project involves
building a basin and water
near
plant
reclamation
O'Hare Airport.
Bauer suggested that MSD

building requirements for
developments which include

William McManamon were

provement.

Bauer's second report also

several different types of
buildings - e.g. residential and
commercial.

A project satisfying

ordinance requirements would

not have. to be divided into
separate lots and rezoned for
each building.

The ordinance will pro-

bably go before the village
board for a first reading on

Meetings
Tonight
District 23 Committee
for Better Schools, 8 p.m.
700 N. Schoenbeck Rd.,
Prospect Heights.

Oct 15, Young said.

Village Man Fined
For Burning Trash
Eldred Lustman of 507 W.
Lonnquist yesterday became
the first Mount Prospect resi-

dent convicted under the

village's 4 -month -old air pollution ordinance.

Lustman was fined $15 by
Judge Simon Porter in Mount
Prospect

branch

of Circuit

Court for burning refuse outdoors. Maximum fine for the
violation is $500.

The ordinance, passed June

Mdunt Prospect and for
everybody on downstream
Weller Creek.

ordinarily would flow into the

up.

help in controling flood water

would he at Lancaster and
Lonnquist. Total cost for the

AND State Rep. David

This way, the sewer drains
in basements would not hack

located..lt would be a great
in

prevent sewer surcharging
during a severe Storm.

"Our reservoir," Bauer said,

"would he strategically

vi Ile Ditch and the other

water to get into sewers would

Commission Chairman

Football is a strenuous and,thirsty game. Allan, left, and Dave enjoy a break while Larry, middle,
waits his turn (Photos by Bob Johnson)

two new sewers.

Dr William Bauer of Bauer

For Board

qty

recommends construction of

Engineering submitted the second in a series of studies
prepared for the village making recommendations to quell
the flooding problem.

PUD Law
Is Ready

W

buildings, and would have four other airports

variances had been given to whether to limit flights after
doctors practicing on the it has studied the testimony
street. He. said he intends to and reports that have been

" "Can you show us that you

released last night to the com-

a

tion Agency hearing on
in line with neighboring limiting flights at O'Hare and

waitress

would start making a profit if
you got a liquor license and

mission, entailed a complete

Bauer's second request,

,t

Testimony was completed
yesterday in a Federal Avia-

manager in the Chicago office
of the FAA.

lood in Streets Or in Basements
rlooding Mount Prospect
streets next time there's an

.-4118111111

a

Hearings

Possible Choice:
BY TED LACEY

SI

southwest corner of Pine and
Prospect, now -zoned residential.
The structure would he 30
. feet from the street. putting it
parking space for 16 cars.

adults," he explained.

The restaurant, 303 E.

professional building on a
8,500 square -foot lot on the

a.m. or

operation, catering to young

Howard Cooper, 1720 Heather. Mount Prospect.

k

I

MA'LESKI, an optometrist,
wants a variation to .creel a

.

"It would he

upstairs with beer and Irish
coffee (coffee containing liquor) is our only chance to
avoid going bankrupt," said

t.

seat

said, 'and the restaurant closes
at 8:30.

The board's actions are
recommendations to the

el

to

chicken that late at night, he

building in a residential area.

eis 21,214"

restaurant

coffee, customers would come
in after 8 p.m. Customers
rarely are interested in eating

build a professional office

i.

testified in Mazeski's behalf.
"The neighbors are in favor

of his building an office," she
said. "There is nothing in that

Mazeski, 325 W. Prospect, to

11.

Elmhurst. Mount Prospect,

structurally sound enough to

It approved a variance request from Dr. Conrad E.

Steve Kurka runs up to assist.

Walter Wells, 117 S.

the second floor was

peals last night.

Martindale, of 20 W Lonnquist St., Steve Burka, of 4 W Lonnquist St., Bob Mahoney, of 2 W
Lonnquist St , Larry Monroe, 206 W Haiwatha, Allan Weidenfeller, of,105 W. Orchard PI , and
Steve Fako, 6 W Orchard PI Above, a stretegy session as Tom, Larry, Allan, Steve Kurka, Chris,
and Dave plan their next move Below, a pass caught by Mark but the fatal touch made by Larry as

that Cooper had no proof that

A woman who lives near

the lot in question Mrs.

120

Mount Prospect Board of Ap-

Touch -football on the corner lot of Lonnquist St. and Byron Court for nine neighborhood

board chairman.
Cooper said he couldn't
prove this until he tried it.

Jacobsmeyer also noted

Restaurant can stay in

floor was rejected by the

youngsters, is the game in season The nine are Chris and Mark Wilk, 6 Orchard PI , Tom and Dave

George Jacobsmeyer, the

could use about 10 per cent
of the Mount Prospect basin
for storage to regulate flow to
the O'Hare treatment plant.

This 'Would save MSD a
great deal of money in that
the O'Hare plant would not
have to be as large and the
interceptor sewers leading to

;In fact, it will benefit all

Division of -Waterways."
Regner

said

he :will

engineering plans

for

get
phase

four from State Division of
Waterways John Guillou.
Then the village can begin

securing rights -of -way for the
improvements.

The commission asked

Streams Chairman Fred

taxpayers in

the entire

Mayor Daniel Congreve to ar-

range another meeting of
commissioners with MSD

Drainage and Clean

Hysell said Mount Prospect
resident should not consider
the- present improvements on

engineers, to try to impress

Weller Creek to be the final

Bauer's plans.

flooding problems. A lot more

Regner, who submitted the
bill to the state legislature for
the improvements to Weller
Creek that begun this week,
said he would submit another
bill in January.
This bill. would appropriate
funds for the fourth phase of

has yet to he done, as outlined
at last night's meeting.

improve the creek from

provement.

dovetail into each other,-

upon them the value of

the Weller. Creek im-

This will involve widening
and deepening the creek from
Mount Prospect Rd. up to
Elmhurst Rd., at a cost of
around $600,000 to $700,000
he said.

LIE SAID that probably it
will not be as difficult getting

solution to the village's

THIS FIEril phase would

911mhurst Rd. to Central Rd.

Phis ,would bring creek improvements all the way up to
the proposed Mount Prospect
basin, "so all these

projects

Hysell said.

Gripe
Of The

t?,

Day

To learn that the mail box
the funds from the governor's
office after passage of this bill in front of the library may be
taken away just as Pin getting
as it. was getting the funds for
used to its convenient locathe present improvements.
"These Weller Creek im- tion. S.E.
provements," Regner told the

Parks Expect
Protest About
Cut in Rinks
Protests from persons living

near parks where ice skating
has been dropped are expected

at Monday's Mount Prospect

Park board meeting, ac-.
cording to Robert Jackson,
board president.

"We're faced with a situation," Jackson said, "where
as big, he said.
the people on the north side
"This is very unique," of the district want skating
Bauer said, "it's never been and don't care about people
on the south side and people
done before by the MSD."
The second major project on the south side want skating
on which MSD could save and dont' care about people
money because of the Mount on the north side.

"BUT we have to look at
- 18, prohibits "open burning" nel plan for underground
the whole district and do what
of salvage material, refuse, storage of storm water and
is best."
paint, oil debris or any other, sewage.
The park board decided to
combustable material within
SINCE the deep tunnel drop ice skating at Emerson,
the village.
Country Club and Devonshire
Exceptions are made for would not have to contain the
water that would be stored parks. Skating would continue
outdoor cooking.
The first offense brings a above ground in Mount at Meadows, Lions and High
warning notice from the Prospect's basin, the MSD Ridge Knolls parks and at the
hockey rink.
police or fire department. would save enough money to district's
About 340 persons from the
Repeaters receive a citation to build Mount Prospect's basin,
Emerson area showed up at
Bauer said.
appear in court.

priority with the Illinois

in

Metropolitanistrict. Sanitary

the

it would not have to be built

Prospect basin is the deep tun-

commission, "arc number- one

that meeting to protest dropping of ice skating at their
park. Representatives of the

Devonshire Area

Homeowners' Assn. in Des
Plaines have announced that
they will protest at Monday's
board meeting.

The park board will meet
8 p.m. in the Chestnut
room of the Mount Prospect

at

Country Club.
"We moved the meeting to
a larger room," Jackson said,

"because we expect a lot of
,people to be there."

THE BOARD decided to

discontinue skating at the

three parks because it was not

possible to have good ice at
seven rinks, Jackson said.

.

"We had seven mediocre
rinks," he said. "So we decid-

ed to have three good

neighborhood rinks and a
good hockey rink with a good
skating program.'
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.Rums eld Denies Mini-Bustering' Charges
Tuesday and ended early

BY RICHARD CRABB

long time they were able to

to who will serve and

Donald

Wednesday, Rumsfeld and hiS
associates were charged with

prevent passage of'the bill that represent them.- explained
would permit the holding of Rumsfeld.

denied charges late Wed-

withholding support from the
Democratic sponsored bill to

presidential contenders.

U

S

Rep

Rumsfeld (R -13th Dist )

nesday that he and his
associates, sponsoring

permit national televised
debates

between presidential

debates between the three

RUMSFELD DENIED

Congressional reform legisla-

candidates Richard Ni xon,

that . there were the elements

Hubert Humphrey and

of a filibuster in his op-

filibustering or

George Wallace.
Rumsfeld said his group
constantly pressed for passage

position to the bill providing

for the televised debates.

tion were engaged in
mini -buster -

mg

In the record 28 -hour

of the Congressional reform
bills At the same time for a

session of the U S House of
Representatives that began on

WEEKEND SPECIAL!
Thursday - Friday - Saturday

Just trrired!
NEW FALL JEWELRY

O

10%

F

F

PHONE 259-2210
1 Block East of Water Tower

facts," said Rumsfeld.

legislative process will have to
he started all over again if the

"We believe that, this

reform legislation

is

to Washington.

Rumsfeld will report on his

campaign to p'ut through

portant as anything which is
now before the Congress, said Rumsfeld. "The election
reform act would for the first
time compel every candidate

tensive campaigning thi5(

seeking Federal office to make
a report to the American peo-

district

I

am confident that the
American people will be able
to make effective decisions as

tr

Congressional reform legisla-

tion on Oct: 22 when he will
make a public address in the
Carlson Auditorium at 2840
Sheridan Rd., Evanston. His
subject will he "November,
1968."

as im-. Congress does not act on the

"With this information,

HOURS Monday thru Saturday 8 to 5 30

passed the Senate,- reported

Rumsfeld. "The entire

paign fund-raising activities.

Elm St & Evergreen A ie., Mt. Prospect

by the congress. Congress, we
should remember, is repsonsible for formulating policy.
"Both hills have already

"This is not in accord with the

ple on the nature of his cam-

BUSSE'S FLOWERS va

"The reorganization act
will affect the quality of every
piece of legislation produced

men's 'breakfast 'at 10. He will
deliver an address at the Old
Orchard Junior High School
Sunday afternoon at 3. On
Monday Rumsfeld will return

matter soon." said Rumsfeld.

Obituaries

RUMSFELD WILT, be
back in Illinois for some inboili

Saturday

and

On Saturday Rumsfeld will'
campaign in Evanston. On

Mrs. Lillian Carlson, 71, of

of speeches.

.1103 Linden Lane, Mount
'Prospect, died yesterday at the

Brookwood Convalescent

Sunday the congrCIssman will

Home in Des Plaines.

Surviving are two

make two appearances.
He will be at the Hyatt

daughters, Mrs. June Numley

House for the Republican

of Wasilla, Alaska, and Mrs.

Jean Fluegal of Mount
A

\\"2
Students at Central School heard campaign speeches and voted for student council officers last
week. William Bench, head of the student council, addressed some 300 students to open the program

Mrs. Lillian Carlson

weekend. He will be in the
Sunday.

I

Prospect; a sister, a brother
and I I grandchildren.
Services will be held tomor-

A

row at 11:30 a.m. in the
Oehler Funeral Home, Lee
and Perry. Des Plaines.

to- acct friends'

Students
Elect
Officers

Dr. J. E. Spicer, of the First
Congregational Church will
officiate.

COMMEMORATIVE ILLINOIS.

M DJIMIMITNYM

TIN IN-,UH

'

Right-Campaigning for

John K. Auld

treasurer was Ann Congreve,

John K. Auld, 54. of 1009
W. Watling Rd., Arlington
Heights, died yesterday in

Prospect Mayor Daniel

1 001 Gregory St., Mount
Prospect, daughter of Mount

Congreve.

Canada. Auld. a retired
lieutenant colonel in the Air

Force Reserves and president
of the Barrington Vending
Co. of Lake Zurich.

Celebrating Illinois' 150th anniversary as a state, this special
medallion depicts piogiess from 1818 to 1968, with the state seal
on the reverse side The sesquicentennial medallion, designed by
the noted Illinois Sculptor Trygve Rovelstad of Elgin, makes a
handsome historical keepsake that you and your family will long treasure!
In support of the state-wide sesquicentennial celebration, the Banks and
Savings & Loan Associations of Illinois are offering the -medallion to
the public on a non-profit basis Medallions are available nowhere else.
So get yours now (at cost) from the Bank or Savings & Loan Association
that regularly serves you I

He is survived by his wife,
Charlotte; two sons, Robert

Classic Size: (2%" diameter)
Bionze

55.00

Pocket Size: (1'A" diameter)

K. and James C.; his parents,

$1.00
Bronze
NOTE. Silver medallions are limited.
They are sometimes available in until
including proportionate numbers of

James and Margaret of

bronze medallions.

day at the Lauterburg &

Sawyer. Mich.; and a sister.
Friends may visit after 7 to-

Oehler Funeral Home.

Services will be held Saturday
a.m, in the First
I
at

This message, in behalf of the Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission,
is brought to you as a public service by:
ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION / ILLINOIS SAVINGS & LOAN LEAGUE /

1

Methodist Church, 1903
Euclid. Arlington Heights.

E.

Burial will be in Park

COOK COUNTY COUNCIL OF
INSURED SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS

Ridge.

Curriculum
The Committee for Better
Schools in Prospect Heights
School District 23 will hear
presentations on this year's

SELLING YOUR HOME?

curriculum tonight.

1

John Muir Elementary

School principal Carmen De

Angelis and Supt. Edward

take

Grodsky will speak at the
meeting. scheduled for 8 p.m.'

as

a
sign

Winners in the elections were (left to right); Todd Kocher, 13, 602 N. Eastwood, Treasurer; Joan
Konstant, 13, 902 W. Gregory, vice president; Stan Deloid, 14, 108 MacArthur, president; and

in Muir School, 700 N.
Schoenbeck, Prospect

Cindy Simming, 13, 1307 N. Dale, secretary.

Heights.

Arlington's Students Protest

PRIVATE CLUB ATMOSPHER

ROBERT L.

and COUNTRY CHARM

BY BARRY PETERSEN

That's what you'll

About 40 Arlington High
School seniors took part

experience at

yesterday in the second pro-

because no organized attempt

test walkout in two days.
The students were objecting

tried.

to nominate a candidate was
nominate only thelone person,
many Of the students weren't
aware of the regulations."

serving as homecoming king.
The walkout yesterday was

from
us!

111416A144,41/6 keit.

REALTORS ®

6elf Service
Cleaning Machines

CLUB
18 CHALLENGING HOLES

PROSPECT'HTS.

PE PLE

OUR 2nd LOCATION

244-1990

A1A';

:1 Sulospoople

Frank Jagels Jack Whisler Bob Lotka
Norm Marley Vic Soderstrom George Stahmer
Larry Knaack Marge Yeats Harry Garland
Bill Biedermann Grace Manning
Jack Jozwtak Mtcke Robertson
Jerry Maas Bessie Wright Gen.Hollnagel
Chuck Flood Joe Winters Doris Baehr
Al Langos Jim Warriner Guy McCord
Julia Ward Bob Nelson
Raymond W Nelson Jim Maloney Terry Fitzpatrick
Marge Nelson Mary Solon Don Jackson
, Jo Good Joan Miller Carl Pasquale

nominations) that was not

chosen.
It did not

looked at closelY:because some

ballots

spoiled

at-

Principal Bruno Waara
termed the ruling that these
ballots were invalid "a failure
of communication between

Let Us Give Your Watch

students and administration."
"This is where we are at

A NEW LEASE ON LIFE

fault," Waara said. "We did
not give the students clear in-

structions as to balloting
procedure."

He said the failure to in-

.

Warm said he -would have
"looked at the initial balloting

more judiciously', if he had
been informed of the attempt
to nominate Hahn.'
"But there's nothing we can
do at this point. We have to
consider the feelings of the
other canitiidines.Waara said yesterday's action would not -change the
election, and that ,there 'would
he no attempt to "remedy the

situation" now.'Homecoming
king and queen' winners will
be announced tomorrow.

"We don't plan any

recriminations," .Waara said.
"As far as grades suffering,
there is very little danger of

that) serious a

struct students had never been

a problem until this year

* CLEANING * OILING
*ELECTRIC TIMING.

This Includes
* ADJUSTING

Our factory trained WATCH MAKERS, using GENUINE FACTORY MATERIALS and ULTRASOPHISTICATED TESTING
EQUIPMENT assure you of DEPENDABLE WORKMANSHIP.

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

a tradition (urtorganized

homecoming king would he

first, second and third choice

FAST SERVICE

BUYER'S GUIDE

finalists from whom the

of the voter:

We specialize in BULOVA ACCUTRON, HAMILTON ELEC.
TRICS. OMEGAS, PATEK PHILLIPE, all other Electrics and
of course, YOUR WATCH.

111111111111111111111111111111111.111

their point, and'ithink we've
all learned front :this. It was

tempted "bullet" voting-that
is, they listed Hahn as the

(

Waara said. -They have made

not appear on the list of five

The

TIME?

HOME

"I AGREE with them,-

authorities.

Mt. Prospect, III.

RUNNING OUT OF

SEE OUR DISMAY OF
EXCEPTIONAL HOMES
AS ADVERTISED IN THE

School is to us ."

disqualified by the school

420 W. Northwest Hwy

WATCH

IS YOUR

Arlington' Heights High

ballots naming him had been

B -W Branch

5 miles NW of downtown
Waukegan off Route 41

D
35 Prole

220 N. Dunton St.
Arlington Hts.

FOR GOLF AND DINNER
RESERVATIONS CALL

testers, said many seniors felt
."represented what
that I

the fact that the name of Steve
Hahn, 1301 E. Eastman, did

Norge. Colonial Village

BOB O'DAY/Head Golf Pro
CO MROWICKI/Clubhouse Mgr.

Jim Moos, 39 S. Mitchell,

a spoke;cmcin fdr the pro-

assembly program to protest

PP/sued, Decorator
Folded

EXCELLENT DINING

off by an announcement

THE DAY before, about
201) students walked out of an

Also
Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned

WADSWORTH, ILLINOIS

ARLINGTON, HEIGHTS
MOUNT PROSPECT
PALATINE

OST

set

on the school's public address
system that there would be no
new election.

ONE STOP CLEANING

-3(

'"0(

DAY PUBLICATIONS
411:

dander."hisbing

Mt lue
eIR
MI

rap w

MI I

zi40:0""

Many new paintings nd
,'(ft items art tying everyclev!
OPEN:

Convenient Off

e

e

e

caCC
.

** .

394-1900

392-3900 255-3900* 358-5900
:

..*

-

4c

MT. PROSPECT 192.040

1272 Winston Parkelar

*icy

124

11-79111
tro'4'7::,
CONvENUMAREDIT TERMS. :
''

.

,

s

.

10:30 - 5:30; Sundays Noon - 5 P.M.

,

-3(

OPEN DAUM TOO 9:3/2. SAL 9131110 $12*
,

.4(1.,

.

Mon., Thurs., & Fri. 10:30 - 9; Tues., Wed, & Sot.

Randhurst Shopping canter
'

.

"In their exuberance to

to balloting procedures in an
election for a school honor --

'14(
',

IC

.

en ic

Ste#41q

35 5. Vail_ Arlington 14s.
394-3016-

Spend N

frr

W...

Zed:eg/fit4.

41.

NORTHPOINT
SHOPPING CENTER

111111111

RAND and PALATINE ROADS
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

BEYOND COMPARE

%

ERE WE ARE!

GLAMOROUS
BEAUTY CENTER
CAMERAS! RECORDERS!

CLOTHING BUYS!

ON SALE NOW

thru

PAINTS, HARDWARE,
FAMILY NEEDS!

Oct. 10-13

SUNDAY!

Walgreens Dee -LUXious

rz"riti,

100 ASPIRIN
With Walgreen coupon
now thru October 13.
(Limit

1

Northpoint, 2 S. Dryden, Golf
& Mt. Prospect Rd. stores only.
11P'

-7:911111RICOUPON

I

k

REGISTER

FREE PRIZES!

t

NOW FOR

FREE!

A

CRESTTOOTH

PASTE

GRAND PRIZE:

ZENITH
COLOR TV

With Walgreen coupon thru Oct. 13.

$1.05

29c PINT

SIZE!
(Limit 1)

Northpoint, 2 S. Dryden, Golf
,

'

NORTHPOINT ONLY

JOHN RUSKIN

(iv

MUSTANG

171 litC111

Instamatit camera! Lady Vanity hair dryer! Norelco electric shaver! Aiwa
tape retailer! A steam iron and MORE valuable prizes. Better hurry in and sign up.

CIGARS 219

Colgate
With Walgreen coupon thru Oct. 13.

Flavorful, fragrant!

33`

$2?

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

BOX 50

Register now, register,often! The more you register, the better your chances are to
win: Winners' names will be posted . , you need not be present to win. WINNERS

SELLER!

.

(Limit 2)

Christy Table Lighter

Northpoint, 2 S. Dryden, Golf
1.1

PRIZES AT NORTHPOINT
SHOPPING CENTER ONLY

& Mt. Prospect Rd. stores only.
NP 111

'

i29c

...

I 1---\

unless otherwise stated

BUY A PINT,
GET 2nd PINT

bottle)

71 711

ALL SALE SPECIALS ALSO AT
2 SOUTH DRYDEN 785 WEST GOLF ROAD
1010 MT. PROSPECT ROAD

ICE CREAM

Pure 5 -grain U.S.P. Worthmore

PALATINE RD.

& Mt. Prospect Rd. stores only.
11 P119
r

L-___

Hair Spray"D

WONDERFUL

With Walgreen coupon thru Oct. 13.

7 OC I

88'
SIZE!
(Limit 1)

Northpoint, 2 S. Dryden, Golf
& Mt Prospect Rd. stores only.
jgtq
11L 11

- qpip

DRAWING IS SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1968

Richly embossed anodized alumi-

num. Needs filled twice a year.

"EXPENSIVE" LOOKING!

COUPON
JUST

HAVE ONE WEEK TO CLAIM' PRIZES.

N

I tP

tllOil,' aHwlu

L0

D

With Walgreen coupon thru Oct. 13.

111

POUND LOAF

White
Bread
You'll like the famous brand!

29C SIZE PACKS

Salerno

It

97'
Super Concentrated

Oil Treatment

BUTTER

Cookies

67c_

PRESTONE
Anti -Freeze
Coolant
Gives TOTAL Protection!

11111

Chocolate chip or vanilla wafers.

2:35c

SAVE NOW ON

STP

11

$2.29 Gallon!

65c SUPER

Permalube
MOTOR OIL

59

10W30 QUARTS

F
R

NORTHPOINT ONLY

3E1

NORTHPOINT ONLY

11
1111[11

I

p

NORTHPOINT ONLY

Id !ill

settiataralc,etArzz.z.

ItiVestt.
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Monologue

... by George Hamilton

This reporter is back today after a siege of

another two listed in the north suburbs, not

what had to be the latest in flu bugs, the "Hong
Kong" flu.
It wasn't identified as such by a doctor; we
just stayed home, rested, took the usual aspirins
and liquids (fruit juice, unfermented) and
gradually recovered.
But we're sure this ailment was the newest
in the Asian variety, because it makes you feel

to mention 14 in the Chicago phone directory.

many other famous names arc borne by
residents of our area.

And by the way, while we're on the subject,

if you go to Bill Cook Buick in Arlington

Heights and ask for a Tom Collins, you'll be
introduced to the sales manager.

is having a problem with the Cook County

Richard Burton, the one who lives on E.

Forest Preserve District, which has filed a con-

Wing St. in Arlington Heights, not the one who
lives in London, has been appointed vice presi-

demnation suit in Circuit ,Court to condemn
what amounts to 50 per cent of the village and

dent in charge of sales at Specialty Coatings

convert it to forest preserves.

Hearings on the suit began Monday in the

Co., in Elk Grove Village.
Burton must have the same problem we have
on the telephOne, convincing people we are not
putting them on. "Hello, this is Richard
Burton." -- "Yeah, how's Liz?" or "This is

court room of Judge Edward J. Egan. In earlier
proceedings, Judge Egan brought out that

under the law, the Forest Preserve District
could condemn and completely eliminate a

George Hamilton." -- "Uh Huh, how's Lynda

Municipality.

The Forest Preserve District already owns

Bird?"

We noticed that in the phone book, there
are no other Richard Burtons listed in the
northwest suburbs, but there are two George

1,400 acres inside the village and wants to take

4,150 acres more. According to the village

Leading the drive to condemn the Hoffman

Estates land for forest preserve use is Cook
County Board and Forest Preserve District
president Richard Ogilvie.

Those who have views on the matter can
tatives for the area which includes Hoffman
Estates: John A. Graham, Barrington, DU 11052; Eugenia Chapman, Arlington Heights,
CL 3-7092; Eugene Schlickman, Arlington
Heights, 255-5596 or David Regner, Mount
Prospect, 259-1464.
The entire incident makes us wonder whether

the Forest Preserve District ought to search its
own files if it needs land, or thinks it doe
A little over three years ago, before we came

to The Day, this reporter learned that some
land the Forest Preserve District had bought
in Niles in 1949 was still on the tax rollS
because the district had never notified the tax
assessor it had purchased the land.

No one ever did explain how the oversight

president, Roy L. Jenkins, the village needs the

property for tax revenues as do other taxing

Hamiltons listed (one of them this reporter) and

could or did happen.

Vie Pro5pert Dap

DOCTOR SAYS
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Honor the original dream by tilivap fealoit.sly keeping
the paper'.%,lreedoin and intellectual integrity.-

Prepare Child For Adolescence
admitted to be a stormy time.

bodies in the area.

present them to Ogilvie or to Illinois represen-

THE NEARBY Village of Hoffman Estates

shrinking and you're feeling miserable.

Adolescence is generally

The village hopes to develop the land for
industrial use, which is expected to yield 10
to 12 million dollars a year for the taxing

Some day maybe the next time we're home
with the flu and have the time, we would like
to go through the phone books and see how

like you've been caught but in the rain while
wearing a suit made in Hong Kong, and while
you are sneezing and getting worse the suit is

"The thing about Wallace is everything (and EVERYBODY) is 'black or white'!"

bodies in the area. That includes Harper Junior
College District 512.

It is characterized by rebellion

-- Marshall Field Ill
Thursday, October 10, 1968

Page 4

against the authority of
parents and of society, emotional confusion and a desire
to experiment with new ideas
which may include driving a

K. S. Johnson, Genera/Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

William J. Kiedaisch

gasoline -powered vehicle, the

Managing Editor

use of various drugs andlor

some form of sexual stimulation. How well your child
comes through this period will
depend in part on how well
you have prepared him for it

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

and in part on how understand-

ing you can bring yourself to
be.

Every teen-ager is the product of what has gone on in

his life since earliest

childhood. No one is in a better position to know a child's

background than a sym-

pathetic parent who has kept
the youngster's confidence by

WINNER
By A r

Books on World Series
Are Available in Library

maintaining mutual respect.

Babe Ruth at Wrigley Field,

Detroit, brought major league

century, a Cleveland

blunders of baseball have oc-

bleachers, and sent a home
run there. Then there was
Casey Stengel's inside -the -

cent of pubescent boys have more than 400 World Series
tenderness anOr enlargement games, many of these blown
of their breasts. A similar to giant proportions just
number of girls fall way because they happened when

Park's center field.
With this year's baseball
season drawing to a close with

One of the greatest worries

BY LAURIE ROSSI

adolescent is his physical difference from the members of

Some of the most spectacular plays and the worst

is
per

confronting the budding

his own age group. It
estimated that about

5

behind their classmates in

LANDSLIDE

breast development or in the

cured during some of the

they did.

Many people remember

onset of their menstrual

periods. Some boys are painfully short and some girls are
painfully tall.

These variations in

teenagers who have no
physical illness can cause

them untold agony unless they

can be persuaded that these

differences fall within a
normal range. In many cases,
as adolescence progresses the
variations fall more nearly in-

to line with the general

average but, even if they don't
they should be recognized for

what they are. Often an exCOME NOVEMBER: VOTE YOUR

amination by the family

CHOICE FOR PRESIDENT. THIS

physician with neither parents

present, followed by a large

WEEK: VOTE FOR EVERYONE'S

h

,

la

S

# 1\ Reg.

dose of reassurance, will give
the youngster the perspective
he needs and will relieve his

BEST AROUND ANYWHERE!

groundless worries.

HURRY IN FOR SAVINGS YOU
MAY NOT SEE AGAIN FOR

,A0

wagegoo"'
$2,87

CHOICE IN PAINTS ... PROVEN
THRU EXPERIENCE TO BE THE

Q --My daughter, 7, has lust
recovered from trench mouth.

ANOTHER FOUR YEARS!!

How did she contract it?

viral or bacterial infection?

the World Series, baseball
enthusiasts are once again

recalling moments and

The Mount Prospect Public
Library can be the source for

many books of interest to
baseball fans.

"The Long Season", by Jim

Brosnan, is a diary -form

personal account of his life
a championship
There will be a fun for all during
season. This St. Louis
at the Sunset Park School Cardinal recalls his year with
PTA Fun Fair, Saturday, Oct. the team in 1999, his twelfth
12, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
as a pro and fourth
The fair -will be held on the year
season in the major leagues.
601
W.
at
grounds
school

Lonnquist, Mount Prospect.

Ten fun booths will beckon
young and old alike. They are:
Bean Bag, Bumper Car, Fish
Pond, Bozo Buckets, Darts,
Lollipop Tree, 7-11 Game,

The book, also includes a
glossary of baseball terms.

In 1881 the Honorable W.

G. Thompson, mayor of

ball to his city.

In the early years of this

newspapaer called for the

Cards -then called the Detroits
-

to be ousted from the

American League because
they were weakening it. Since
this time the team has gained
many victories and can claim
many sports personalities, like
Ty Cobb.

Joe Fi Maggio's book,

"Baseball for Everyone" tells
about the team positions, how
to score, and how to interpret
the signs during a ball game.

He also discusses the dif-

ferences between the major
and the minor leagues.
The Mount Prospect library

has many other books for the

baseball enthusiast, like

"World Series: The Games

and Players," "The Baseball

Almanac," "Who's Who in
Mjaor Leagues," and "The
Big League Player Guide." It's

open weekdays 9-9, Saturday
9-5, and Sundays 2-5.

Pitch-Iil-you-win, Stand -it
and Swinger. The popular
Pocket Lady will be on hand

with an apron full of
surprises. There will also be
a Make -Up booth.

it a

$ 99
qt.

e), ELECTION

Is

park home run, and the invisible third out in Fenway

personalities from the past.

Fun
For
All

.

when he pointed to the

A --Most persons who
develop this disease have

neglected to brush their teeth

regularly and to maintain

ii:ts,5,Figi

good oral hygiene. It is believ-

ed to be a bacterial infection
but this has not been proved.
Direct contact (kissing) and

In
SPECiALComo

indirect contact (con-

;IL

taminated eating utensils)

have not been shown to
spread the disease.

,wsw

been taking Medrol ever

100 EXTRA
S & H GREEN
Stamps with any

We

100-

WE ACCEPT

ALL MIDWEST
GREEN

STAMPS

purchase of $10 or more!

since. Does it cause any bad
side effects? Should I be taking' calcium pills so that my
bones won't get soft? I still get

attacks of cramping and

bloating. Can anything be

done for this?

c

e

fair.

For hungry funseekers, hot
dogs, soft drinks and popcorn

Nix Takes
Teaching
Position

methylprednisolone (Medrol)

David A. Nix, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Nix, Mount

CARDS!!!

drugs, its prolonge,d use may
cause moon face, peptic ulcer
and loss of calcium from your

teaching position at the Valley
City State Teachers College at
Valley City, North Dakota.

A

-

-

S

i

is of the cortisone group of

this drug should be in-

DIAMOND PAINT COMPANY
Des Plaines

Phone 8244084

books. Mrs. Paul Adesko and
Mrs. Lloyd Clark, chairmen
of the Ways and Means Committee, ask Sunset parents to
continue sending usable items
to the school to be sold at the

BANK CREDIT

n

bones. Your treatment with

1795 Oaten St.

toys, games, jewelry and

will be available.

Q --I had an operation 10
years ago or ileitis and have

FREE

INCLUDED for sale in the
White Elephant booth will be

termittent and you should be

taking both calcium and

Prospect, has accepted g

Nix received his bachelor
of Arts degree in 1966 from
Coe College, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, and master of Arts from

phosphorus.

Drake University at Des

careful medical supervision,

Valley City State

Not all persons with ileitis
can be made comfortable, but

and in addition to the other

forms of treatment mentioned,
the judicious use of antibiotics

should make you reasonably
comfortable most of the time.

Moines, Iowa.

He joined the faculty at

"Sum it gets him Into the tub, but SOMEDAY I'm
going to ham to wash his face and his feet!"
,

Hideaword
GORCIAN
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

Teachers

College as a biology in-

10 good, 15 excellent

Mr. and Mrs. Nix recently
visited their son and his wife

Answer on Comic Page

structor.

in Valley City.

The Day's Prospects

new management
invites you to

BazaarIdea-Home MadePreserves
TO MAKE a Calico Cat,

large saucepan. Add sugar and

add a feline head to basic
shape. Cut it from lightweight
When fall arives, bazaars cardboard and glue a fabric
become abundant. General remnant on it. Trim with

high heat and bring to boil
stirring constantly. At once

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

stir in fruit pectin. Then bring

rickrack, button eyes and pipe
cleaner whiskers. Add a bow

to a full rolling boil and boil

about 6 medium glasses.

medium glasses.

Homemade preserves are handkerchief pocket and a tail
usually classed as "best of the same fabric create this
sellers." Cider Jelly and Mint cute sure -to -sell -your -jell cat.
An angel head may also be
and Pineapple Jelly are two
that are quickly made from added to the basic shape cut
bottled juices and Sure -Jell or from cardboard andlor white
felt. Pique would be a clever
Certo Fruit Pectins.
Apple Relish, which com- choice of fabric, too. Attach
bines apples, raisins and nuts,, yellow yarn for hair, foil can be a premium selling item' covered wings, blue felt eyes
and pink mouth. Trim with
with little preparation time.
Dress up your shelves with lace in ruffles or stripes for
gay wrapping paper and line another heavenly idea.
t'tem with doilies topped with
A CHRISTMAS Tree again
Live -away gift preserves. Or
cut shelf paper in cone -shaped utilizes the basic shape cut
pattern that will fit your jar. from green terry cloth or
tMake a tab and slot for clos- shiny paper. Trim with seing.) Using this as a basic pat- quins, mod flowers in shock-

.jicat, skim off foam with

ideas.

4 45-

tern vary the shapes to create
a multitude of ideas.

'111111440.,-4*
lizi... ,..,,..,

litx$0_,,,

LEFT --Nothing sells like
homemade jells. Here are a
few you can preserve in no

gss,-:,,,*-r, i;, tt't lltiliomithismi
-.. 5,s..

...

e.

---,,;, -ik....,

,,

:-. - .

time. Add these bright

:,,, -,

decorator

General

by

Foods and make your bazaar
a howling holiday success.
(Photo courtesy of Certo and
Pectins)
Fruit
Sure -Jell

--41,-*.:,-

%-ii",..-

ideas
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Cooks of the Day
BY ELEANOR RIVES

When Mrs Edward Kain,
72, and her daughter, Gloria

Vlcek, get their heads

together, their husbands can
count on Bohemian cooking

at its best Mr and Mrs Kain,
'retired and living in Florida,
spend the nice' months in

with salt and pepper. Cover,
and simmer 2 to 3 hours, or

the dumplings just before

until tender.

Remove meat

serving

I onion

cups (33/4 pound) sugar
2 tablespoons red cinnamon
71/2

candies
1

bottle (6 ounce) liquid

fruit pectin

Measure cider into a very

Flour meat and brown in

DUMPLINGS

2 tablespoons hot fat. Pour 2

1

I

ings. Cook in boiling water
for 15 minutes, covering the
pan. When dumplings are
finished, break them open to
keep them from getting soggy.

IF YOU are pressed tor
time and wish to make a salad

1/2

cup chopped celery

(small pieces)

2 green onions cut In small
pieces

Matthew, who attends
Clearbrook School Gloria,

walnuts. Combine all in-

who is a registered nurse,
spends some of her time each

lettuce leaves.

23/4 cups unsweetened
pineapple juice
3/4 cup water

I box powdered fruit pectin
green food coloring
to 1/2 teaspoon spear5/4
mint extract

Measure sugar and set
aside. Mix pineapple juice and
water in a large saucepan.
Add fruit pectin and mix well.

Prospect Holiday Bazaar

The dining room is dosed Monday
but course Is open for golf. At Midlane
day.

oring (optional)
First prepare fruit. Core
and chop about 3 pounds ap-

Prospect Community Center,
12:31) p.m. (tickets $1 - call

gill

ples, measure 41/ cups into

-many more to come.

very large saucepan. Add
water, vinegar, raisins and
nuts.

Nov. 13 at the Mount

,,1

desired shade. Stir until mix'ture comes to a hard boil. Immediately add all sugar and
stir.

'

f,
i

.---

N.

LUNCHEONS
DINNER PARTIES

Jeanne
The correct shaping and plac-

ing of the eye brows has a de-

cided effect upon the beauty
ing superfluous hair from the
top or bottom of the brow and

ki cup sugar

about
bits.

_

SHORTEN A LONG FACE with
the eye brow line straight
across. Your professional hairstylist, as a cosmetologist, is

ANTIOCH

W I SCCLI SA

it be a shampoo and set or a
radiant new personality color,
let her enjoy being pampered
at Mt. Prospect's
standing salon.

Beat well the whites of 7 place meringue on pan, one
large -eggs. Add sugar by teaspoonful at a time. Turn
tablespoons while beating un- off oven before setting mertil thick for about fifteen ingue drops in it. Drops will
fluff up. Leave in until oven
minutes.
Add dasis, of salt, a pinch cools completely, or

most out-

-Beauty Salon
Mt. Prospect

CL 3-1286

30

LINE"

Open
Tues. Thru Sat. -Eves. Thurs. 8 Fri.

-

ILLINOIS

4,

ZION
TOWN
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RT. 132
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TURN HERE

I
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LIBERTYVILLE
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WHEELING
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BRANDFS
12 W. Busse Ave.

'

RT. 173

'

*****

SOLVE THAT HARD TO SELECT
GIFT FOR HER with a beauty ap-

18 by 12 inches, and

about

p MIDLANE COUNTRY CLUB

EYES and extend
brow line to the cheekbones

tions -with you.

of chocolate

Yields

PHONE 244-1990
flight off Town Line - HoldrIdge Road

CLOSE -SET

pointment at Brandi's1 Whether

drops.

'

only too willing to discuss or
suggest these beauty correc-

Heat oven at 350 degrees
for about ten minutes. Butter

overnight.

will be pleased to serve your tour.
some or help you plan your next
tournament.

very LOW FOREHEAD. WIDE -

Whites of 2 large eggs

novice golfer.

I 1969
now
booking I tournaments

arch gives more height to the

After well beaten, fold in

course provides an exciting chal.
to both the skilled and

lenge

Bob O'Day, Club Golf Professional,
ir

brow arch to detract. A low

29 tt9 UUSSULU-SL/1-22.11-11-2-2

of cream of tartar, and a few

Midlane's championship golf

FOREHEAD, elevate the eye-

eye. Widen the distance for

drops of red food coloring.

Expertly designed and maintained
I

erally speaking, with a HIGH

brow line to inside corner of the

cup

ip.-pCHAMPIONSHIP
18 -hole golf course

and contour of the face. Tweez-

SET EYES can appear closer
together by extending the

3/4

Midlane's management staff will arrange
every detail of your wedding reception,
business or social function. Excellent
choice of menu.
Call Ed Mrowickl,
Club Manager 124-1.17901 for assistance.'

correcting with eyebrow pencil
is your basic procedure. Gen-

aoU..11Q9QAWULUQP49

---

t

CLUB and BUSINESS

ring constantly.

Page 5
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WEDDING RECEPTIONS

mixture comes to a hard boil..
Immediately add all sugar.
Bring to a full rolling boil and
boil hard for I minute, stir-

Thursday, October 10, 1968

-

,/'

homemade jells.

Make the relish by measuring sugar and set this aside.

pan,

jv

Y,'

Remember, nothing sells like

1

cream of tartar
chocolate bits
red food coloring

e

These are just a few with

Remove from heat, skim
Bring to a full, rolling boil
minute, off foam with metal spoon
and boil hard for
stirring constantly. Remove and stir, skim for 5 minutes

salt

r

255-4885).

Thoroughly mix fruit pectin
Place over high heat and into fruit in saucepan. Place
while mixture is coming to a over high heal and stir until
boil add green coloring to give

.,

friendliness, fine food and
excellent service. Call 214.1990 for
reservations.

program and refreshments,

3 or 4 drops red food col-

-,

"s-

day; 11:00 A.M. to Midnight on Satyr..
You'll find

I box powdered fruit pectin

,

_s__- _

Gourmet dining for you and your guests.
Dining room Is open 11,00 A.M. to 10:00
P.M. Sunday and Tuesday through Fri

CHICAGO

\

MIDLANE

COUNTRY
CLUB
A SemlOrivate Dolly Fee Club
Clubhouse Open Year 'Round

NEIGHBORS who have

Start your little girl off
on the right foot ...

only delicious, but pretty to
look at, these pink confections

are perfect for showers and
parties, and festive looking at
holiday time.
MERINGUE DROPS

This way you're helping the
'school "

This recipe foi Spiced

sugar

Garden Club of Mount

51/2 cups sugar

tasted Mrs. Kain's Meringue
Drops rave about them. Not

Christmas cards, a parent activity to benefit Clearbrook
They're the same cards
you'll find in the best department stores, ' she said, and

Tomato Beef with Dumplings
is a real Bohemian dish that
has been in the family at least

31/2 cups

24
Presbyterian Church, 10 a.m.;

gredients, chill, and serve on

year taking orders for

'

MINT AND
PINEAPPLE JELLY

Ranch Mart, 10 a.m.; Mount
Prospect Extensioneers, Oct.

at CoMmunity

1/2

Little balls of cream cheese

son,

follow her recipes

about 11 medium glasses.

cup water
3/4 cup vinegar
1/2 cup raisins
1/2 cup chopped nuts

Nov. 8 at Buffalo Grove

or small squares of cheddar
may be substituted for the

nine -year -old

just

inch hot paraffin. Makes

i-

...

-.

3/4 cup ckopped walnuts
1/2 teaspoon onion salt
Va cup mayonnaise

THE VLCEKS have

I

ples)

above ingredients. Make 4

I can drained sweet peas

another married daughter,

Give my mother the

(about 3 pounds ripe, red ap-

to glas's'es.. Cover at once with

1 cup flour
Break bread in small pieces

CHILLED PEA SALAD

ried

credit," said Gloria

cups prepared fruit

melal,spoon, pour quickly int/s

I

scheduled locally by the Buffalo Grove Over -50 Club on

1/2 cup milk or more

rather special.

then by inviting 38 relatives
to an anniversary cookout
Adding Co the excitement,
their daughter, Judith Lynn,
arrived home from Michigan
the day before the party to
announce that she was mar-

Day

APPLE RELISH
41/2

' WONDERFUL FOOD
..,

I

Holiday bazaars are

minute, stirring

5 slices stale bread
teaspoon salt
1 egg

that takes very little preparation, Mrs. Vlcek suggests you
try Chilled Pea Salad. A few
surprise ingredients make it

r

-

first by taking a
Tour week trip to Hawaii, and

GLORIA VLCEK and her
mother, Mrs Kain, share
honors as our Cooks of the

1

constantly. Remove from

l/2

large or 6 medium size dumpl-

niversary

a

CIDER JELLY
4 cups sweet apple cider

with V2 cup of water and add
to stock. Cook to thicken. Cut

their 25th wedding an-

and

goodies.

and combine with all the

meat in thin serving slices and
place in casserole dish. Strain
thickened gravy over meat
and reheat for 20 minutes.

3 tablespoons flourr

The Vlcek home is where
things have been happening
Harry and Gloria celebrated

Laura,

Here's how to make the

spices to stock. Simmer for 45

minutes. Make flour paste

3 pounds boneless pot roast

I tablespoon pickling spices

from pan.

Add tomatoes and pickling

SPICED TOMATO BEEF
WITH DUMPLINGS

children

Prospect

cups water over meat. Season

75 years Gloria likes to make
the meat portion early in the
morning, reheat it and make

1 one -pound can tomatoes

Harry Vlcek of Mount

ing felt or tiny felt shapes.

hard for

_._other, Daughter Share Honors

the homes of their three

Right now they're
staying with Mr and Mrs

and bell the cat. A tiny

WADSWORTH, ILLINOIS

glasses. Cover at once with

glasses. Cover at once with Va

inch hot paraffin. Makes

some excellent "head start"

COUNTRY
CLUB

from heat and add flavoring. to cool slightly and prevent
Skim off foam with metal floating fruit. Stir in food colspoon and pour quickly into oring. Ladle quickly into

inch hot paraffin. Makes

Foods Kitchens have created

tr

candies. Mix well. Place over

MIDLANE

ENROLL HER IN A WEE WENDY CHARM COURSE

Top models and women with fashion know-how are the
Wendy Wards who will give your favorite little girl training that will lost her a lifetime. Wards 6 -week course will

Mr,. Harry Vlcek of Mount
Prospect and her mother, Mrs.
Edward Kain, go over the 75 year old family recipe for

teach her:

Setting the table and good manners
How to act with company
Personal grooming and wardrobe care
Sitting, standing and walking like a model
$10
4 to 10 years of age course

Spiced Tomato Beef with
Dumplings. Dor mother daughter "Cooks of the Day"
combine their talents for the
best in Bohemian cooking.

Coll WENDY WARD at 392-2500 for complete
details and you can be placed on the waiting
list for November classes.
Call WENDY WARD at 392-2500 for complete details and
you can be placed on the waiting list for November classes.

Buying or Selling

$15
$20

Teen and Tween classes

Grooming the Suburbanite

Go right to
the top ... see

BRUNS
The BIG MAN
in REAL ESTATE

real
estateIP
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1714 E Northwest Hwy
PALATINE

132 S Northwest Hwy
SCHAUMBURG

7 W Schaumburg Road

255-6320
358-1502
894-1330

How Is Your
Retirement Program?
those carefree retirement days, a
program of regular savings can make
a big difference. Have extra cash for
extra pleasure ... open a dividend paying
For

Savings Account here.

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings

c_

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
15 EAST PROSPECT AVE.

CLearbrook 5-6400
r"

.0.4iut_ W0.44.

RANDHURST STORE
Rand Road

STORE HOURS: MON. THRU. FRI. 10:00 TO 9:30.

Route 83

SAT. 9:30 TO 5:30. SUN. 12 TO 5.

392-2500

THE PROSPECT DAY
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He Performs Magic with Music

SWITCH

BY ELEANOR RIVES

TO

KROGER

I-

He's
and

a

musical magician

magic wand

his

is

a

baton.

That's Robert Henry,

chairman of the entire music
department of School District
57 (Busse, Central, Fairview,

Gregory, Lincoln, Lions,

Sunset and Westbrook

a

schools).

At this moment, he and his
assistants, David Metzler and
Charles Few, are hard at work

performing the first major
musical feat of the school year

launching 200 wide-eyed,

--

inexperienced fifth grade

children into the mysterious

world of music, first teaching
them the mechanics of learning

to

play an instrument,

then letting them experience
the thrill of combining their

talents for the start of
something good -- a real
Beginners' Band.
about?

A FEW WEEKS ago

all

District 57 fifth graders took
a musical aptitude test in the
areas of rhythm, tempo, pitch
and melody. On Sept. 23 the

Here's a family that prac-

concert band presented a

tically has a, band of its own.

demonstration concert for interested fifth graders and their
followed

parents. Then

Wilma Bootz, 10, holds tier
ears as five of her brothers

for

and sisters all toot at her

Henry and his assistants,
more than 200 personal

(clockwise are) David, 11;

in-

Karen, 16; Joyce, 17; Duane,

terviews with parent and

15; and Diane, 13.

child.

The aptitude test, the

t 4,
q.

child's own desire, physical

.111

problems such as orthodontal
work, and the interview were
factors determining choice of
kt
an instrument.
Lessons began immediately.
Each child is given a free halfhour lesson per week with a
small group of beginners who

11It

LEFT --"The trumpet it is!"

declared Robert Henry after
he went over John's test and

discussed other factors

determining choice of an instrument with John and his
mother, Mrs. Donald P. Roth.

play the same instrument.

Early in November, beginner
band rehearsals start.
are held once a week.

They

FOUR TO FIVE weeks
after their first band rehearsal,
these beginners give a concert,
not smooth, not polished, but
a concert nevertheless, and
that itself is a musical miracle.
Behind their red faces and
puffed lips glows a pride and
joy that is lovely to see.

By winter their concert

performance shows true progress and by spring they are
veterans,

Next step forward for the
mini -musicians is the Cadet

Band, composed of sixth
graders. There are two Cadet

Bands, one on each side of
Mount Prospect, with more
than 100 members apiece.

Cream of the crop

is

the

Concert Band, a group of 90
eighth graders

seventh and

from both sides of town who
their
musical challenges since first
have *successfully met

starting out in the Beginners'
Band.

e

At concerts, they shine not
only in musical achievement
but also in gleaming gold and

ALL THE QUALITY- ALL THE

BRANDS AT DEEP -CUT

.geit

DISCOUNT PRICES!!!

OR COME ALONG to a competition at this level.
-We don't want to burn

red capes over spotless white

outfits. This is Henry's concert. The band members
are nervous, tense, sitting stiff
personally directed group.
ROBERT HENRY is in their chairs -as the curtain
opens. Robert Henry talks to
them in a voice inaudible to

Mount Prospect's musical

pied piper. In 1956, he began

the waiting audience.

District 57's band

building

program, starting with a

group of less than 100, mostly

beginners, to the present 3 level enrollment of more than
500.

high percentage join the music

again.

clarinet students won a music

balance is maintained all year
long, alternating such popular

Illinois this year; another who
played in a Navy band in the
Mediterranean now plays in

A policy of fine musical

pieces

the rest of the day. I wouldn't
advise it, though; you'll pro-

"Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2"
and Mendelssohn's "Fingal's
Cave" overture.
Henry's long -run objective
for the music department is to
instill in grade school children
a love of music that will carry

"Vaya Con Dios" with

classics like Liszt's

bably get slaughtered."

"Of course they're in dif-

ferent keys. I purposely picked

things with different key
signatures so you'd learn
them."

"Homer, can't you watch

lives. He is opposed to con-

me a little bit? You don't
mind doing that, do you?"

tests,

tension, pressure and

3/4 teaspoon cinnamon
3/8 teaspoon nutmeg

pans from commercially

favorite fruits, lay in a supply
now. Plums may be served in
syrup as a fruit for breakfast

Preheat oven to 350 degrees

baking.

F. Mix Bisquick, eggs and

scholarship to Southern
the Great Lakes Band.

Musical miracles are happening every day in School
District 57,

thanks to the

magic baton of Robert Henry

and his assistants David
Metzler and Charles Few.
Five hundred

young

musi-

clamor to enjoy the same experience.

Single Recipe:

enough in the freezer.

Legg
3 tablespoons vegetable oil
V2 cup cream

HOW TO FREEZE: The
easiest way to freeze plums

3/4 cups sugar
)1 teaspoon vanilla

unsweetened; simply washed
and pitted. You may prefer to
quarter them if they are very
large. Pack them into freezer

bags or cartons, seal, date,
label and freeze. That's all.

(Be sure to buy freestone
plums. Not only will they save
time in pitting; they also make
a more attractive appearance.)

SYRUP PACK: Make a
cup of sugar to
syrup with
1,4 cups of water. Wash, pit
I

and pack plums or prunes into
freezer cartons and pour syrup
over fruit. Seal, date, label
and freeze.
PLUM CAKE OR
OLD FASHIONED
ZWECHGEN KUCHEN
This cake can only be made
when the Italian plums arc in
season, unless you freeze your

own plums. You may also

wish to make this cake up in
large quantities and fill your

freezer, then enjoy them

throughout the winter

:!'s

Approx. 16 pitted Italian

Topping: Mix sugar, flour,
cinnamon and nutmeg. Cut in

meal. Sprinkle on top, of
plums.

potpies are marvelous for

small individual plum cakes.
These, of course, will require
a shorter baking time.

* Taken from THE

FREEZER COOKBOOK
published by Chilton.

October Food Values

1/4 cup sugar
Va cup flour
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
1/4 cup margarine

Vegetables: anise, beans, beets, brussels sprouts,* broccoli,

carrots, cauliflower,* celery cabbage,* eggplant, endive,

kohlrabi, leeks, lettuce, mushrooms, okra, onions, parsnips,
peppers, pumpkins,* squash,* sweet potatoes,* tomatoes,

Triple Recipe:
Mixing Time: 30 minutes

Yield: Three 9 x 9 -inch

turnips, and watercress.
Melons: casabas,* Crenshaws, honeydews, and Persians.
Fruit: apples,* bananas, coconuts, cranberries, grapefruit,
grapes, pears, persimmons,* and pomegranates.*

(Note: Calendar based on current trade survey, production

tablespoon

vegetable oil
2 cups cream
23/4 cups sugar

tablespoon plus

reports, and Chicago produce rail and truck unload data.)

More specific market trends indicate these more common
retail -1

teaspoon vanilla
1

inch in depth, no

Sprinkle with raisins

possible.

Topping:

I

V2

and cover with sliced plums.
cut side up, arranged in a neat
pattern, as close together as

prune plums

1

to

more.

1/3 cup white raisins (op-

Vz cup plus

crumbly consistency of coarse

maining cream and mix until size of cake you're baking.
smooth. Place in greased pan
The pans used for commercially prepared individual
or dish. Batter should measure

tional)

cakes
4 cups Bisquick
3 eggs

butter or margarine with
pastry blender until the

Bake 35 to 40 minutes in
shortening with half the
amount of dream. Add sugar a 350 degree F. oven. The
and vanilla: then add re- baking time depends on the

or dessert; they are good in Mixing Time: 20 minutes
pies, cakes and also in some Yield: One 9 x 9 -inch cake
1-1/3 cups Bisquick
poultry or wild game stuf-

and prunes is whole,

cup margarine (Pt:

3/4

sticks)

one of your frozen foods can be used for

fings. Be sure you have

Copyright 1968 The Kroger Co.

One of Henry's former

Plums, Plentiful, Have Enough?
our stores.
If they are

Arlington Heights, Illinois

lege.

cians are just discovering
on through high school and what fun it is to play in a
throughout the rest of their band and 200 more a year

There is a bountiful supply months. Because this is a pan
cake, all kinds of aluminum

Arlington Heights & Rand Rd.

department of High School
District 214. Many carry on
their musicidAqities in col-

Cold, Cool World

of fall 'plums and prunes in

Northpoint Shopping Center

as "Born Free" and

at Lincoln School:
"Stop talking. After this

you can talk your heads off

AND GO ON they do. A

A ripple of laughter flows
through the band, the musicians relax and settle back,
ready to give a tootin' good
show. Henry has told them

one of his "dumb jokes"

His rapport with his grade
school musicians is both admirable and amusing. For a
sample, tune in to his 7:45
a.m. Concert Band rehearsal

them out," he said. "We want
them to go on -- it's the long
range approach."

cup white raisins (op-

CHICAGO -AREA FOOD VALUES
Poultry: fresh fryers, fryer parts, frozen turkeys, large eggs.
Meats: round and sirloin steaks, rolled rump roasts, beef

tional)

rib roasts, beef pot roasts, corned beef; pork chops, spareribs,

prune plums
Topping:

chop suey meats; veal shoulder roasts; pork butts and picnics.
Produce: Midwest apples, grapes, bananas, melons; potatoes,
onions, carrots, sweet potatoes, peppers, cauliflower, squash,
celery.

Approx. 48 pitted Italian
3/4 cup sugar
3/4 cup flour

LLI1
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I
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Don't Miss These Bonus Specials!

I Li

I

I I

I

Truly a specialty shop, the Jewel Butcher Shop specializes exclusively in fine meats. Here' you'll find a magnificent
U.S.D.A. Choice beef,
selection of the finest quality meats .
everything
Grade A poultry, government inspected pork
.

4

asille

JEWEL MAID

.

.

.

Sandwich
Bread
RE

chosen by Jewel's expert buyers after meeting the most exacting
quality standards! And . Jewel meats are Extra Value Trimmed
of fat and bone to guarantee you the maximum in eating enjoy.

ment.

29cz

GRADE 'A'

LOAF

WHOLE SUN

;,Frying WLHBOLE

Ora rage

REG. 22c
6 OZ.
CAN

Juke

VELVETOUCH

,Panty

Chickens
CENTER CUT

REG. $1.49
SMALL,
MEDIUM,

Hose

Pork
Chops

LB.

LARGE

REG. 6/59c

REFRESHING

De p.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
1st THRU 5th RIBS

6 OZ.

Tab

BTL.

PLUS
DEP.

Rib Roast LB.

VO5 REG. OR DRY, SUPER LATHER

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BLADE CUT

Shampoo WL.Z.

LB.

Pot Roast

REG. $1.89 SIZE

If

A Tasty Chef's Kitchen Delicatessen!
Its like having a chef at your beck and call. Whether,
you want a complete dinner or simply a between -meal snack,

Choose from a full selection of fresh -every -day fruits
and vegetables at your Jewel Produce Market. You'll find an
exciting variety of unusual produce specialties from 'round
the world .
like papaya from Hawaii, pineapples from Puerto

you can depend on choosing from a wide selection of deliciously
prepared foods. And, for that special party you're planning
there are elegant hors d'ouevres trays prepare'd by our Chef's.

REG. 49`

.

Jonathan Apples

orned
Beef
AMERICAN

.

Rico, Mexico and Hawaii.

LB.
REG ,
1/2 LB. $129

ft

BAG

REG. 59`

PITTED, UNPITTED & DICED

Rutabagas

Potato Salad LB.JU' Tapioca PuddingLB.49

PLAY DECK
0' MO

II

I

Everything in the Jewel Pastry Shop has been

tested, tasted, fussed over until the results are as
perfect as baking can be. For an endless variety of
good things
from breakfast treat to midnight
.

.

fresh Dates

LB.

:POP

Dip(

.

sweet, there's no finer place to shop than your Jewel
Pastry Shop.

LARGE

Angel Food -

of
ge

ono

Cake REG.each
79c

ru

You

DecV

tickets'

NEW! RASPBERRY RING

NEW! CINNAMON - CHEESE

Ring Coffee Cake

Cake

9c

REG. 79c

Coffee Cake

Save Cash Anyday With "Miracle 'Prices"

the

of

citing
Ns exciting
thou sends
Each time
ners
new gdre at 3e""e,
stop
receive _orne
faros

ird'Ale34.

eve
be
winners'

ea.

°e"
-there

in
t

100 $50
$110

675.°°'

REG. 79c"

Save Cash Anyday With "Miracle Prices"

$211
$5 $2 $1

as/z.--)

?4**

**

Any complete
IOW across
is a winner!

ch Anyday With "Miracle Prices"
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Patients Rave

os ital Food? It's Fabulous! J
tta

Menus are collected by hospital volunteers
and are fed into an electronic tabulator, the
menu -math., which "reads" the markings and
totals the different selections according to diet.

BY IOL ANN BLAIR

They serve the most

fabulous food here at
Northwest Community

Individually wrapped flipper trays are ready
to be delivered to patients at Northwest Corn munity Hospital.

Mrs. Ruth Shub, director of the dietary
department at Northwest Community Hospital,

,

demonstrates the egg cooking machine that
makes perfect 4 -minute eggs.

between butter -rum ice cream
sundae and blueberry whip in
cake shells.

Food selections such as

these could almost make one

Hospital ' This remark was
recently made by a patient

forget he was in the hospital
and be caught up in the il-

who had to choose between
baked tenderloin of beef with
Bearnaise sauce and broiled
lobster tail with lemon butter
For dessert the choice was

lusion of being served Sunday
dinner in bed in a femous
hotel.

Going to the hospital has

many rewards. Getting well is

the most important, of course,

the diets and selections is no

maintained by using the

Youngsters confined to the hospital have fun selecting from a menu planned appropriately
for spaceagers. For breakfast they may choose a Solid Propellant Special of scrambled eggs
and bacon or a Morning Countdown consisting of French toast with syrup and bacon. For
dinner they choose from Cape Kennedy Capon, Gemini, Booster Burger and a Neptune Special!
Tiny appetites soon grow into large ones with the special appeal of spaceage names and

small task. Mrs. Ruth Shub,

but there is also the op-

regular menu as the basis for

new taste thrills and enjoying
well -prepared delicious meals
hot from the kitchen.

changes are made to fit

not allowed all the extra

maraschino cherry while

of the Dietary
portunity for experiencing planning. Appropriate director
the Department, and her staff use
This is true even if one is

garnishes and gourmet treats

of the regular menus. Twothirds of the patients require
a modified diet and variety is

needs.

A regular diet may feature
lamb patty with pineapple and

special diets will call for plain
lamb patties. Italian spaghetti
may be served with a low -salt

color coded menus: green for

regular diets, red for liquid,
yellow for low calorie and
dabetic, blue for low fat and
low cholestrol, gray for low

Once the menus arc

salt, etc.

hospital

seasoned sauce and lots of

PURCHASE!

popularity of different foods.

The menu is taken to the
sauce for those having patient
the day before by a
restricted diets while regular

dieters will have a highly

SENSATIONAL

clever illustrations.

twice a year in response to

Parmesan cheese. Minted
roast lamb will go to some
while others will eat their
lamb plain.

KEEPING TRACK of all

Favorite

volunteer.

tabulated

The pa-

tient, using a special graphite
pencil, marks her selections
for breakfast, dinner and sup-

stationed on each side of the

moving assembly belt and

the patient

places either hot or cold food

will choose for dinner an appetizer, consider a choice of

on the tray.

two entrees, three vegetables,
two salads, two desserts and

is important. Pancakes come
right off the griddle and four -

beverages.

minute eggs are taken from
boiling water at the point of
serving. The plate ready to

THE MENUS are collected

One of the most popular by hospital volunteers and are
and often requested recipes checked for accuracy by a
from Northwest Community dietitian and sorted according
Hospital by outgoing patients
is Zero Salad Dressing. It may

be used in any amount and
the ingredients are combined

for shaking in a jar with a
shaking
for
tightly fitted top.

in

a

ZERO SALAD DRESSING
V2 cup tomato juice

2 tablespoons lemon juice
or vinegar

tablespoon onion, finely

1

chopped
salt and pepper

Chopped parsley or green
or
pepper, horseradish,
mustard, etc., may be added,
if desired.

Community

posed by the doctor.

equivalent to 25 full-time

Jewel Store
Aids New PTA

task of pleasing patients'

'Through the courtesy of the
Jewel Food Stores, the newly

employes include many local

School PTA will sponsor a

receive the food iA already
hot. It has been placed over

A KITCHEN crew

employes work at the daily

palates. The part-time formed Edgar Allen Poe
students. Those from Harper
are usually former employes
who wish to continue their
contact with the hospital. The

jobs are ideally suited to
students who can work 31/2
hours a day.

Mrs. Shub has been with

into an electronic tabulator,

dropped into the bottom of a

the hospital since its opening.
Prior to coming to Northwest

"reads" the markings and

holder.

Catherine Booth Hospital in

an oven -heated pellet or disk

to.room number. They are fed

specially designed plate

the menu-matic, which

One hundred eighty trays

totals the different selections

be filled in 45 to 50
minutes. At the end of the line
a dietitian checks the tray and

Community she was with
for the University of Illinois

machine reads 150 menus per
minute and is a timesaver appreciated by the dietary staff.

from the University of Iowa,

Purchasing and preparations are then made for the

specialists stand ready to load

900 or more patient meals and 'their carts for distribution on

about 500 regular meals served to hospital employes in the

cafeteria. Mrs. Shub and her
staff plan menus for a threeweek cycle and give special at-

tention to the season and
holidays 'and revise them

the right floor. The trays

come off the serving line according to room number.

After each meal a dietitian
visits each patient who must
cat a modified diet to insure
satisfaction with his meals. If

bake

food service. She graduated

Iowa City and served as a cap-

tain with the U. S. Army in
North Africa and Italy. She

is president-elect of the
Chicago Restaurant Women's

Association and has been a
past president of the North
Suburban Dietetic Association.

The quality and variety of

the food served at Northwest

sale

Friday, Oct.

II,

12:30 to 5 p.m. at the new...,
Jewel in North Point Shopping Center. Proceeds will be
used immediately to initiate
PTA -sponsored activities such
as the Picture Lady and future
tours. Co-chairmen of the ac-

tivity are Mrs. Jack Novak
and Mrs. Donald Nattress.

Pledged

Chicago and formerly worked

according to diet. The will

in eight minutes the patient
will begin to eat. Sanitation

Mrs. Shub's experience and
dedication to her job, as well

which will be acceptable as the excellent staff assisting
within the restrictions im- her.

high school and college

KEEPING THE food hot

a variety of breads and

Of Patients

acc-

sorted

holder precedes a tray and the
filling begins. Employes' are

per. As an example of the
variety offered,

and

ording to room number they
are ready to be filled at the
serving line. Each menu in its

Hospital reflect

the diet is very rigid the dietitian gives special effort to the
preparation of favorite foods

A University of Evansville

sophomore from Arlington
Heights, Teena L. Luhrsen,
has been pledged to Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority

during fall rush activities at
the University.
Teena, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Elmer Luhrsen of 1011
W. Palatine Road, is majoring
in

nursing.

She

is

also

a

member of Alpha Tau Delta,
national honorary fraternity
for women in nursing.
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WORSTED A -LINES WITH POLISH

PRICES TO GO ...
MODEL SF,6000

Acrylic bonded famous maker worsted goes shapely in skimmers

with welt detailing, blazer buttons, printed scarves and the luxury touches of fine tailoring you love as a suburbanite on the
go Shown are lust two from a vast and very special collection!
A great savings purchase made especially for you ... Have
several!
TOP: Welted "A" --self buttons --print scarf. Brown or, Navy. Sizes
38 to 46.

BOTTOM: Color inserted into an "A" shape and the neckline,
side belted and buttoned. Ncivy/red or black/taupe. Sizes 141/2-

"DO -EVERYTHING"

WASHER

MODEL TBF.17SD

"NO -FROST"
REFRIGERATOR -FREEZER

t

No Defrosting Ever!
155 lb. Freezer with Jet Freeze

e

it

tb

Washes big 14 lb. mixed heavy loads

Exclusive MiniBasket

V

..
a
a

...,_,..,,,'29995*
..... ...,. Pr

..a

PORTABLE DISHWASHER
3 Wash Cycles, including Daily
Loads, Pots and Pans, China -

3 -cycle washing, including a
Permanent Press Cycle

Ice Compartment

s

FRONT -LOAD CONVENIENCE

20995*

Crystal, Built-in Soft Food
Disposer
No Hand Rinsing or Scraping

19995*

30" AUTOMATIC
RANGE
Automatic Rotisserie
Picture Window Oven
Door
Automatic Oven Timer,
Clock 14 Minute Timer

rr

261/2.

Randhurst

218.N. DUNTON
Phone 392 -5200 -Add 35c C.O.D.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 5-0700

skt

A

b

*24995* e
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Assignment of teams to the

1968 cross-country districts

.ft

more than last year It is the
largest number of entrants in

has been completed according

the history of the meet

ington Heights, Executive

district

to Harry L Fitzhugh of Arl-

Secretary for the Illinois High
School Association

This is the 23rd year that
the district meets have been
held in preparation for the
state championship which was

won last year by Arlington
High School There are 346

schools entered in district
competition this year. 19

Each school entering a

is permitted to enter
10 boys, but only seven may
actually run in the meet Only
the first five runners crossing
the finish line will be counted

Robert Haskell of Elk Grove.
They will meet with other principal of the school

Champaign on Saturday, Nov
2

district winners and the

petition will he Maine East

champions
Elk Grove High School will
host one of the districts which

include Maine West, Maine
East Maine South and Notre

in team scoring

will include teams from Arlington Forest View, Hersey,
St Viator Elk Grove

The first five finishers and
the members of the first and
second place teams from each

League schools Conant

&sum will advance to
state

finals

to be

the

held

in

Also hosting a district com-

Chicago Public high school

High School This meet will

Dame Powerful Evanston

and Non Trier Fast will also
present for the contest
which will he managed by
be

Prospect and Wheeling as well
as the other Mid -Suburban

John Clouser and should pro-

ve to he one of the toughest
in the state along with the Elk
Grove run

Fremd and Palatine
Manager of the meet will he

idget Football Honors Stydahar
ti

Last Sunday this plaque
was presented to Joe Stydahar
of Glencoe; by the Mount

is

Prospect Midget Football

Associatioti. Presenting the
plaque were from left Tom
Leo, 613 S. George, Mount
Prospect, head of publicity;
Elmer Ballotti, 1906 Connie,

Mount Prospect, commissioner; and Kurt Teichert,

600 N. Wille, Mount

Prospect. Stydahar (right) is
the former head coach of the
Chicago Cardinal professional

team and the Los
Angeles Rams, and was a
football

member of the Chicago Bears

in the 1930's. Stydahar was
honored for his contributions
to the Mount Prospect Midget

4

Football Association.
e.

DAVE EWART

Arlington's 'Plunging' Dave Ewart Ski Fair to Feature Professional Racers
In Slalom Tournament on 'Ski-O-Tron'
of
Week
Carriers for Athlete
Dave

Ewart,

plunging

fullback 'of the undefeated

"HE'S A REAL

workhorse,- said Arlington

coach Bob Walther, who had
nothing hut the highest praise
Week award for his for Ewart as both a fullback
performance against Wheeling and as a quarterback. Walther
plans to mal4 use of Ewart's
last Friday night.
Ewart. a converted passing skyfs in some new
quarterback, totalled 126 plays that, will he instituted
yards in rushing, leading both later this,Season.
The (85 pound, 6-0 senior
sides, and averaged 5.5 yards
has had trouble with leg infor each of his 23 carries.
Arlington Cardinals, has earn-

ed the Day's Athlete of the

EWART WAS A hack -up
quarterback to Todd Somers
for the 1967 Cardinal Mid Suburban League co -champion squad. A good man for
the quarterback -option plays.
he demonstrated good ability
as well as a strong passing arm.

He proved to be an asset

to the team as he was a starter
when Somers was ill, and he
was awarded his varsity letter
as a junior.
This year Ewart has moved
to the fullback slot, where he

has shown great talent as a
scrambler, and is becoming
worth his weight: in first
downs.

DOUG HOTCHKISS,

team member without

Forest View play -caller who
"He likes to run outside," threw three touchdown passes
said coach Walther. "He's to pace the Falcons to a 27-0
starting to run inside and shutout of Glenbard North.

fullhacking experience.

that's good." he continued.

Walther added. "He's a real
plunger, and he Mork,, hard.''
Ewart could easily add an
extra plus to the Cardinal offense that might make the difference between another win-

captured second place in the
Saturday. The Peoria.meet is

Thursday,

Peoria Invitational Meet

usually

ington. He has appeared in

several plays, was a member
of Student Couhcil for three
years, and is currently a candidate for Homecoming King.

THE LOSS OF back-up

fullback Mike DeZona to an
as yet unknown illness puts
more than the usual amount

of pressure on Dave this week.
He will, have to play the entire
game without a break, or give
up his position to another

PIRTS

regarded as an ef-

vulnerable to some strong

already better -than -average. talented backfield.

who broke up two potential

ference play.

Nominations for the
accepted by mail at the

WERE:
DEAN SCHMELZER. the

Athlete of the Week will be

been putting on a dazzling
show on both offense and

Prospect Day office, 117 S.
Main, Mount Prospect. or by
phone at 255-7200. Nomina-

Arlington halfback who has

defense. Schmelzer has been a
consistent ground -gainer and

an effective target for Todd
Somers' passes.

tions can he for any area
athlete, and may be made

anonymously.

gram will be offered by the

Rolling Meadows Park

District and he conducted by
Chuck Wheat and Dick Proff
who will work together to better illustrate and demonstrate
the techniques involved,

The classes will beheld on

Tuesday in the wrestling room

of the Carl Sandburg Junior

High School from 7:30-9 p.m.

starting Oct. 15. and running
for 10 weeks. Fee for the 10 week course is $5.00.

MEN'S GYM PROGRAM
The Rolling Meadows Park
District is offering a men's

level of enjoyment but an opportunity to stay physically

tit. a fun night out with the
boys, and an opportunity to
discuss the national sporting
events of the season.

Tom Hand who has been

with the Park District several
seasons and has successfully
conducted the men's gym program, will again be in charge
this year.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

The Rolling Meadows Park

District women's volleyball
teams begin Thursday Oct.

BOYS' SPORTS
r

A varied program of team
and individual sports for both

the high team series with
2,018 and the high team game
(728) honors last week.
Gayle Balboe nabbed both

is

BOYS WRESTLING

acrobatics, basketball and
general recreational athletics

in the Thursday Eye

Openers bowling competition,
although the Doves took both

indoor and outdoor recreation

for boys will he offered by the

Carl Couve will be in-

degree angle, which is billed
as the longest and fastest ski

starting Oct. 12 at Salk School
gym in Rolling Meadows.

wrestling program. This class

structor' Frank Covino. who
toured the ski shows last year
with Stein Eriksen and tin
"Ski Chalk Talks."
Prize for the slalom tourna.
menu will he the Fiat Pro Cur
and a Fiat 124 snow whit(

run in the world. Slalom gates
will he affixed to the moving

sports sedan.

gates is the winner.

of the newest ski fashions this

Other features of the ski
will include the "Ski
carpet and whichever skier fair
Fashion Carousel,'' a conclears the most number of tinuous preview of over 150

October 10.

Jimmy Heuga, an Olympic

medal winner skiing on the

United States Ski Team, will
he one of the four racers. The
others include Roger Staub.

1968

three time Olympic medal

winner and director of the ski

school at Vail, Colo.: Swiss

professional ski racer. Paul
Pfosi

of Waterville

Valley,

season: "the Pro Corner. -

where show visitors will

on skiing from
professional skiers; and "the
Great Ski Swap," which will
receive tips

he a benefit for the US Ski
Patrol.
'Tickets for

Grades three and four will
meet at 9 a.m.-10:30 a.m. and
grades five and six at 10:30
a.m. to 12.

The fee for this active

will

include instruction for

the novice wrestler as well as
the boys with previous wrestling experience.

Each boy will wrestle boys

in

his own weight and age

class. Their are several meets

scheduled with other area

park districts and school programs. Last year's wrestling

class had an area champ in
his weight class.

The classes .will be held in
the.wrestling room on Thursday nights from 7-8:30 at Carl
Sandburg Junior High School,
The 'fall session will begin
Oct. 17 and end December 19,

The fee for this class is
$5.00. Make reservations at
the park district.office at 3200
Central Rd. or cal1.392-4380
for further information.

the show are

$2.50 for adults, $1 for

NH; and syndicated ski col- children.

the high individual, series

(551) and the high individual
game (snratch) with a 2 for
the week. Nora Amato bowled
a 551 high individual series
1

cross-country meet, the first
between the two schools.

Larry Inman was the 'only
Huskie to crack the top five
as he ran fourth to Wayne
Wille, Jerry Ancona and Tom

Swiatek. Times for the 2.5
mile course were Wille's 13:16

for first, Ancona's 14:00,

Swiatek's 14:01, and Inman's
34:03.

In Chicagoland Area
Todd Somers of Arlington

far this year.

Second to Somers is junior
Jim McGraw of Conant who
competition in the entire has pushed over the line for
Chicagoland area. Somers is 28 points. Bob Gill of Fremd
credited with 44 points' in the and Jack Bastable of WheelMid -Suburban League thus ing line up third, tied with 19

High School is the third

leading scorer in conference

Running fifth was Jim

Sit

Wallen with a 14:06. followed

by Jeff Fiero who was just
three seconds behind. John

Rogers ran seventh for

Hersey, the only other Huskie
in the top 10. Rick Bruns was
eighth at 14:26, Skip Davis

(handicap), and Esther came in three seconds after
Soukup cornered the individual series (scratch) with
a 475.

Behind the Loons in the

for ninth.and Gary
the
Pleickhardt finished up
top 10 with a 14:39.
The Grove sophomores also

;30

Rolling Meadows Park structing the Rolling team standings are the managed to bounce the
District on Saturday mornings Meadows Park District boys Buzzards in second, 3. Flam-

10. The group will meet in the sports. program is $2.50 for a
10 week course.
Salk School gym from 7:45 evenings from 7:3(1 to 9:30 at
the Sandburg Junior High 9:45 p.m.
GIRLS' SPORTS
The women's team will play
School in Rolling Meadows.
Activities of tumbling.
The first class will be held other area park district teams, acrobatics, volleyball, exon October 10 and run for 10 and games are scheduled for ercises and just 'plain fun are
weeks. Registration fee is both away and at home.
The instructor will be Joan being planned for the Girls
$4.50 including showers.
Sport's & Fitness. program
This recreational gym pro- Anderson, who has instructed being sponsored by. the Rollgram consists of individual and coached this group for ing Meadows Park District on
and team sports such as both the past several years.
The fee_ for this program is Saturday mornings at the
basketball, volleyball and
Central Rd. School gym.
handball as well as a physical $4.50 'for 10 sessions of Grades three arid four will
fitness and exercise courses. volleyball. For further in- meet at 9 a.m.-I0:30 a.m. and
Thisall-around class provides hirmation and registratiOn grades.five and six at 10:30
call the park' district office
not only physical activities
a.m. - 12.
geared to a non-competitive 392-4380.

gym program on Thursday

...,The Loons are ahead of the

$2.50 for 10 lessons.

including tumbling,

Bob Rees' Elk Grove

Grenadiers bombed the young
Hersey Huskies 17-44 in a

league

The fee for this entertaining
as well as active course

declared the winner.
The races will be run on the
"Ski-O-Tron", a 50 -foot moving carpet, slanted at a 45 -

umnist, artist and ski in-

ton's Todd Somers
ross- ountry if un -Arlin
Ranked Third in Scoring

Loons Hold Lead

Meadows Park District
Offers Varied Classes
A women's -self defense pro-

each day. and the skier compiling the most :pojntti,Will,e

Grennies Leave
Hersey Standing In

scoring passes against Fremd
Ewart was far from without and helped the Knights concompetition for this week's tain the Vikings, 21-0. and remain unscored upon in conaward.

OTHER NOMINEES

tournament to take place each
of the four days that the show
runs. There will he two races

Page 9

ability added to his determinBRUCE BUSSE, Prospect
ed running makes hint one of
the more versatile members of halfback and defensive ace
an

although the event is not

scheduled until Nov. 7-10.

pete in an indoor slalom

ington harrier captain, who

juries this season, and his

tackling.
In addition to football,
Ewart takes part in many
other activities around Arl-

Race l'rack are shaping up

Four of the world's fastest
skiers are scheduled to com-

TOM SWANSON, Arl-

ning team and a potential fective preview of the state
state champion. His passing meet.

center pushes have made him

Plans for the International
Ski' and Winter Sports Show
to be held at Arlington Park

ingoes, 4. Dodos, 5. Eagles,

Huskies, but did So only by

26-30 margin, and the Gren6. Doves, 7. Skylarks, 8. anie
freshmen won handily
Moccingbirds, 9. 'Parakeets,
10. Budgies, 1 I. Roadrunners,
12. Cuckoos.

Myers Seventh
Tom Myers., Arlington
Heights grid star, is currently
rated as the seventh top passer

in the Central States
Professional Football League.

Myers. who is taking over
the play -calling reins for the
Lake County Rifles, was an
All-American quarterback at

Northwestern University in

recent years. He is starting to

play more for the Rifles as
another All-American, Lew
Flinn, is easing out of the
spot.

A'

with an 18-43 score.

Both teams will have their
hands, or feet, full this Friday

when they take on second and

third -place

Prospect

and Fremd. The Knights have
lost only

ington

to powerful ArlMid -Suburban

in

competition this year, and
managed to outrun a good

Maine West squad earlier this

week.

Fremd was ranked with

Arlington and Prospect as the
top three by the MSL coaches
at the beginning of the season,
and although' they have failed

twice so far, the losses have

come at the hands of
Arlingtdn and Prospect.

TODD SOMERS

THE DAY

Thursday, October 10, 1968
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Lions Give $10,000 for Hadley Film

Siren Soundoff
Two

eeks Away

Work on eight neW civil
defense sirens for Arlington

Heights is in the

final

Civil Defense Director John Benson said 'Tuesstages

day

Mount Prospect Lions,

who have given $10,000 to
Hadley School for the Blind
for an educational film. will
be on the streets to help the

northwest corner of Kirchoff
and Fernandez; on the roof of,

the Village Municipal
Building at Minor and

Windsor;

Ridge

on

by

'

the

grandstand at Arlington High

Benson
the sirens are up,'
said and we are waiting now

Hersey High School, Windsdr

for Illinois Bell to put up our

Junior High' School.

connecting lines and relays "

He estimated work on the
sirens would be completed in
two weeks and then we can
start running tests on them "
The sirens are on telephone
poles at the new tire station

on Arlington Heights Rd.

south of Golf on the

1Iorniiig
Bee Hire

and

School

the

annual candy sale.
Candy day chairmen for

special relationship was begun

by William B. Shurman about

Arthur Prochaska, 533 Web -

liason between the village and
the school"

to

help

throughout

the

country, will be selling candy
other activities on
behalf of the blind.
to help

The $10,000 donation to
the Winnetka correspondence

school was completed this
summer when Constantine

Stamis, former Mount

formation from radio.
"Don't call the police when
you hear this signal," Benson

to

'help establish

a

pledged $5,000 for an
school, to he built next year.

The documentary film is
being produced by Marshall
Berman Jr. of Winnetka in
timefortheschoofs5Othanniversary celebration in 1970.

Marcia Berman the

producer's wife, is doing
research to locate former
Hadley students to he interviewed about how the

the three area clubs are
ford, Des Plaines; Edward

Gary, 5 E. Louis, Mount
Prospect, and Edison B. Stine-,
111
S. Chestnut, Arlington
Heights.

Money from the statewide
candy day will go mainly to

school has helped them.
school
teaches
'''the

Hadley

throughout the world," said
Donald Hathaway, director.

"We are mostly interested
in giving the blind an educle

3,000 students a year

School

and

to

the

Leader Dog School in
Rochester, Mich.

10

years

ago.

He was the

The MounhProspect club

"thrilled as could he last -year
when she became the proud

owner of a braille-wrlter,

a

typewriter with braille keys.

It came from the Des

Plaines candy day funds. Des

Plaines Lions ars'o hav'e
bought several leader dogs for
local' blind persons.

Arlington Heights candy

funds arc used to buy braille

writers, typewriters, tape

recorders and canes for those
in the dark. Goal for Arlington Heights drive this year

gave funds from its last

is $5,000.

the human eye that is used in

targets of candy day, funds

Village Fair for a course on

an adult education course
both for blind persons and for

Besides the two major

go. to such projects as
Dialogue - a recorded service

the sighted," said Hathaway.

for the blind, the Illinois
Camp for Visually Han-

PROCIIASKA, the Des
Plaines chairman, said a

dicapped

young Des Plaines . girl was

Children, and the

Illinois Society for the
Prevention of Blindness.

said, "because we'll be
swamped anyway. Only call

The morning Bee Hive for

the Mount Prospect
Homemakers Wednesday,

the police if you spot a
tornado or something."

He said

the alert

signal

Oct 16 will feature the making of pine cone Christmas
trees under the direction of

would he used for severe

Mrs Norman Deivinger The

be signaled by:

Bee Hive begins at 10 a m. at

the Mount Prospect Community Center, 601) See
Gwun
At

addition to the Winnetka

Fair,

Village

counterparts

Steady blast, 3 to 5
minutes --alert, get in-

"Mount Prospect has contributed more to Hadley in a

Activities Committee.

projects, principally their an-

On Friday the Mount

They are:

Prospect club has given

special way than any other
club," said Hathaway. "This

Prospect Lions and their

other public buildings.
Two signals will be used for
the siren system. Benson said.

of the Lions of Illinois Blind

work .on Friday will receive
packets of fruit drops in the

school's story from the
student's viewpoint.

hospitals, the library and

through recordings.

are taught in braille or

IN ADDITION, the Mount

live like
everyone else," said Norman
Dahl, public relations director

Hadley branch in Kenya and

the

supplement a radio system
that switches on during an
alert. Radios are in schools,

tion so they can

MEANWHILE anyone
contributing to the Lions'

Hadley produce a film telling

Benson said the sirens will

More than 100 courses are
taught without charge. They

$3,000

nual

new Rand

presented the final $3,500.

blind again Friday.
The Lions have donated

$10,000 from fund-raising

All the physical parts of School and on poles near

Prospect Lions president,

p m same day same
place the regular meeting of
the group will be held Mrs.
R W Wistar will give a
I

weather warnings, and that

national emergencies would

Sirens wailing up and

down.-Itake cover, national
emergency.

"We put the new sirens in
after people complained of not

receiving severe weather

health and beauty
Members are asked to bring

warnings. For instance, if we
have a tornado at 6 a.m. not
many people have their radio
or television on at that time."
Tests on the sirens will be

white elephants for the auc-

conducted

11(.1

Benson

demonstration of exeiciscs for

to be held after the

me, ting Ladies of the area in-

tei estcd in joining the Mount
ospect Homemakers

may

contact Mrs A Gilso at 3920626

after completion,
at regular intervals after that.
said,

"I don't want to test these

things too much because

when a siren blows, I want it
to mean something."

4akei
49c
2 for 95c

Our New
Hours:

While they last!

Open daily 9:30 am to 9:00 pm
Sun. 10:30 - 4:00 pm
Sat. 9:30 - 6:00 pm

Awed

by Bob Johnson)

Ea

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
Holly Storybook Series
Hardcover, Color Illustrated

ABOVE -State Representative Eugene F. Schlickman and
Wheeling Township Committeeman is greeted by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Schlielonan of Rockford who Caine to
attend the Wheeling Township Republican dinner dance that
was attended by 2000 persons Saturday evening and was the
largest event of its kind held in the northwest suburbs. (Photo

BOOK NOOK

RIGHT--Sen. Charles Percy is surrounded by members of
the Wheeling Township Teenage Republicans. Percy arrived
unexpectedly just before Midnight after having been the principal speaker at a Republican fund raising dinner in the State
of Kansas earlier in the evening. (Photo by Arlington Portrait
Studio)

259-9024

109 S. Main

"a beauty
in its day!"

Buying a home

on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!
PASCAL SAYS:

COME
TO

be

served

Friday at

Junior High Schools and
North Elementary School in
Arlington Ileights District 25:
Toasted

realtor has all the clues about what to
and
saves you
look for in a house.
trouble tracking down leads that turn out to
he dead ends. A realtm is a professional in

cheese

sandwich,

with thousand island dressing.
lemon cream pie. milk.
To be served Friday at Carl
Sandburg School in Rolling
Meadows District 15:

real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics. Bell smooth over the details of

Wiener on bun, tater tots,
orange jello salad, fresh apple,
milk.

buying. Better see the man who knows the
plicate(' business -- let a qualified REALe

To be served Friday at An-

TOR help you: SEE KEMIVIERLY!

ne Sullivan, Betsy Ross
Schools and MacArthur
Junior high in Prospect
Ileights District 23:
Baked macaroni and cheese

Member MAP Multiple
-Listing Service

C

'o

South, Thomas and Miner

cup of soup, lettuce wedge

Member Northwest Sublirban
Board of Realtors

THE

School
Menus

or tuna salad sandwich, yummy stewed tomato -es, sunshine

salad, pan roll, butter, pudding with whipped topping,
milk.
To be served Friday at Arl-

FOR

ington, Prospect, Wheeling,
Forest View, Elk Grove and
Ilersey High Schools District

71jurit

emmerb

ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
CHICKEN

129

(1111. and Sat. 'III 2 am)

Main dish (one choice)

creamed

REALTORS

Vegetable (one choice) -whipped potatoes, buttered carrots.
Salad (one choice) fruit juice,
tossed salad, relish dish, molded cherry, sliced peach, lime,

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Ailington Heights Rd.

358-5560

253-2460
956-1500

and for the beauties
of today, see The Day's

Sundays Open at 7 am
Cocktails, Tool

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

894-1800

299-0082

!NE quit -army ao 7:0rolot..

4tiide
.

Rand

Available desserts:

grapefruit sections, cherry
danish, cheese cake, orange
cake, rolled wheat cookies.

To be served Friday at St.
Viator High School in Arlington Heights:

mashed potatoes, gravy,

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

DES PLAINES' 5

fruit cocktail salads, biscuits,
butter, milk.

Hot meat loaf sandwich,

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

IN NILES' 5960 Touhy

turkey, beef -burger

on bun, wiener on bun.

OPEN 9 to 9

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

Wero Open 7 am
to Midnight

214:

IM

kiestiOriitstitta-

DAY'POBLICA:00*,

.tea

/tat Shopping C
Every Monday, Wednesday & Friday
(Thursday in Market Day)

orange juice, milk. A la carte:
hamburgers, hot dogs, thuringer, barbecue beef,. 'Fiench
fries, soup, assorted desserts,
milk.

Sooth Feet
Stretch vinyl boots can be
trying to the feet, stylish as
they are. To prevent blisters
and to soothe callouses, rub
on a thin layer of petroleum
jelly each morning and before
bedtime.
a.

-

YOU'VE
GOT SOMETHIN
TO SELL
WE'LL TELL
TWO HUNDRE
AND SIXTY
THOUSAND PEOP
ABOUT IT!
If you are one of the few people who has never used a
Want Ad, you most surely will have occasion to use one
soon. You can advertise to convert something you no
longer need into cash by selling it quickly, or you may
advertise to locate a hard -to -find item you need, or you
may even use an ad to hire an employee or rent vacant
property. There are hundreds of ways to profit from Day
Want Ads. To place your ad, just dial a Day number
below. &friendly, helpful Ad -Visor will assist you in
wording your ad.

WANT ADS
I

,

The. Arlington Day The Prospect Day The Des Plaines Day Market Day

0
0
O gt

THE DAV
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et ootball
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Cs/ CO

BUSINESS
Service Directory
Consult this daily guide of reliable ser.

cNj

vices offered by reputable business peo-

CN/

JUNIOR DIVISION

le-T'_:

Tht 411 VT::

:L.,,,,...

The Mount Prospect

schedule

and Illmi lead their respective

Dave Pratt and Randy Dave Mann ran well up thru

faithful cheerleaders, completed its fifth Sunday of play

with the usual 12 game
The Giants, Jets,
Steelers, Spartans, Badgers

John Buyers, Chris Beaudette,

Tim Halas registered a safety.

Cinch.
End Wayne Kruty grabbed
SENIOR DIVISION
The undefeated Giants won quarterback Pete Palubicki's
their fourth straight as they pass for the Rams' only score.
whipped the Cardinals 20-6, Ron Fiedler, Mark Hoefler,
Bandit Bob Chisholm snatch- Mike Sramek and the Super
ed two Cardinal aerials and brothers, Dan and Don also
raced 50 and 60 yards for a performed excellently, even in
pair of scores Scott Dorsey a losing cause.
The winless but stubborn
got the first touchdown on a
Redskins held the Jets until
one -yard plunge
Linebacker Gary Helfen- the third quarter when they
bein had the most defensive did all of their scoring to win
points Gary Martin and Tim 9-0 Dale Peterson nailed a
Hurley each tallied an extra Redskin back in the end' zone

the middle. Hard charges were

divisions

Robinson recovered a
fumble Marc Lenzen, Vince
Jay

Prospect Day
Des Plaines Day

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Arlington Body Craft

Defensive back Mark Lat-

201 W. Campbell 259-6160

tner hauled in a Viking

Butler were deferiSive

Day

Prospect Day

Brickwork

259-5233

Instruction

FREE ESTIMATES.

Rerrrodel.ng Additions
Carpenter work . Tile Floors
Coll for Estimate

good tackling prowess.

359-1906

BANTAM DIVISION

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No job
too small. 766-8034

Halfback Gregg Jacobs was
a one man scoring machine as

CARPENTRY& HIGH WORK.
No job too small.
The Sky is the Limit.

he crossed the goal line four,

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition.

try

thrown by fullback Clint Van

Brian McNeeley had a
Sehaick The entire play and
covered 55 yards Bob Italia, busy afternoon too as each
Mark Wegcrer and Rich Fox one pounced on a loose
and completed six
tackled hard and each pigskin
recovered a funble as did Van tackles. Bob also grabbed a

blocks. Jim Gajda was the top
tackler closely followed by

CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or

837-3764 after 7 p.m.

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

halfback Jacobs and Bobby

NO JOB TOO SMALL

CUSTOM

Schaick

Hauser tallied twice on a 60 -

HOME HANDYMAN

yard reverse and a 50 -yard
end sweep. Key blocks by
Steve Mc Caughrean, Scott

Electrical
Plumbing

THE BROWNS rallied in
THE COLTS kept their
hope alive for a piece of the the second half to edge the
senior championship as they 49ers 12-6 as Brad Skop
edged the Bears 6-0 with 40 gathered in a 40 -yard
seconds lett in the game ,touchdown pass and Tim
Quarterback Scott Grear, con-

tionted with a fourth down

Icrebs ran back an
interception into the end zone

situation and six inches need- with less than one minute to
ed for a first, called a fake go Alan Weber, Rod Bennett,
smash up the middle and roll- Raynidnd Jeffreys, Daye Ened out around end for 18 nes and Greg Buettner contributed heavily in the winyards and a score
John

Battaglia

reeled

off

several long runs and Chuck
Kessler provided some crisp
blocking Jarring John Endre
put on a tremendous blitz into
the Bears backfield Scott
Sonnefeldt grabbed two op-

ponent passes and Steve
Manlove helped contain the
power sweeps

Terry Cherwin called multiple offense plays for the Bears
and ran wc11 horn his tailback
position He tossed a nice 30 yard bomb to John Houchins
John Rohde and Jim Hamann
were a strong defensive duo
as each intercepted an enemy

Tackle Andy Maceta
recovered a Colt fumble on
aerial

ners successful bid for second
place.

Halfback Jim Sauter's

touchdown pass reception and

run, good for 30 yards, put
the 49ers on the scoreboard

first. Clyde Peterson, Paul
Youngquist, Paul Sigfusson
and Tom Brennan were the
losers' fightingest four on offense. Many fine tackles were

executed by linemen Bob

Moore, Jim Wade and ,Mike
Starkey.

The Chiefs made it two in
a row as they blanked the
Cowboys 12-0 on first' and
fourth quarter touchdowns.
Jim Broeren opened the scoring with a six yard claSh. Bill

the two yard line to stop a

Novack followed with an

drive Cornerback Kevin

eight -yard burst behind center

White stopped sweeps around
his side of the field

Matt Hower's blocking. Good

line play was supplied by

Tom Bastbale
on NI U Varsity

For Apprentice Carpenter.
359.2756
Reasonable.

Morris.

The Buckeyes' Steve

Crompton, and Mark
Norwick helped the cause.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084

Carpet Cleaning

Matt De Koatz, and Rip

Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
rm. & hall carpet. Sofas $9.95 &
up. 894-9141.
Wall to Wall carpet & furn.

Wood.

Jim Barrett's second

touchdown with eight seconds

left to play enabled the

cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.

Wolverines to squeeze by the
Badgers 19-14. Rick Sargent
also rang \ up a pair of six

exp.

Joe

253-9046 - 76t -688P

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, 1/2
price withis ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,

pointers. John Touhy, Doug
Clark, Glenn Racine, Scott
Barber, Tom Franson, Jeff

cleaning

drapery
pointing,
Des
Low priced.

Scanlan and Dan Hanson

Serv.

Pl.

296.6365

were tigers on defense.

Signal caller Jim Petran
scored all of the Badgers

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall to Wall, new or used
Repairs & Shift Steps. 'Free
Estimates

ri

Lopata smeared numerous op-

255.3642

Ceramic Tile
KEY TILE CO.

ed well both ways.

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
& Repaired

THE

',IITANS won

the Hoosiers 19-6. Timmy

Meyer scampered twice around end to paydirt. Roger
Patterson also tallied. Strong
blocking was put forth by
Conrad Mazeski, Joe Foresan-

der and Mike Schneider.
Defensive charge was led by

Barry Sullivan, Kurt
Ringhofer and Eric Peter.

Dave Wcislo's up the middle touchdown, the Hoosiers'
sole six pointer, was only the

ways

O
O

this season.

Floors

-

Steps
Patios

-

Walks.

529-3463

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
RESIDENTIAL.

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

sidewalks,

patios

stairs, basement floors, garage
flours,

curbs, retaining walls.
Free Estimaths

773-1261

Brian

Mc Nichols, Brian Karecky,
Jim Zielinski and Ray Smith

foursome was Martin

Sczepaniak, Larry Gering,
Kurt
and
Brad Busse

Gophers 12-0. Scott

Shortening of hems on coats.
dresses, suede coats.
skirts,
repair & replace zippers on

Spielmann and Tim Broderick
drove across for scores behind
excellent blocking provided by

pants, packets etc; Also men's
clothing.
255-0161

Jon Noble, Rich Vehe and

defensive action was furnished by Mike O'Shea and Jack
White and Ron Lobono.

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

repleating, rehemming
etc. 437-2884.

Fencing

THE ILLINI moved into a
tie with the American division

Badgers (both 3-2) as they
defeated the Hawkeyes 19-0.
Jim Tangney plunged for two
touchdowns and a point after.

LLI

played impo
victory.

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing, Burnt &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re -gluing.

nt roles in the

The Haw eyes prime of-

fensive performers were Mike
Oldenburg, Jay Miller and Pat
Mc Nally but the team's over

eagerness resulted in
numerous mistakes.

Jim Brown, Craig Landis
and Ed Di Gangi were the

best hitters on the defensive
unit.

529.1211

Furniture Refinishing

Gobeille, and 'Tim Gosch

0

z

Sod
Trees

-

Evergreens

Installed

-

SIGNS.SHOW CARDS

Shrubs

Rototilling

Paper signs - Banners
Low prices, free estimates
Signs by Rob 437-2485

-

827.0609

covers

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Chairs

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - 525.00
Big 4 Yd. Load $15.00

Seclis

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

I 24 -Help Wanted Men

lovers! We give
service. We will

though it has been sodded. We

also take care of evergreens

look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

YMCA
296-3376

.

BARBER
Registered -Full Time
CITY BARBER SHOP
Mt. Prospect Plaza
253-9832

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.
647-0220

painting. All work guaranteed
fully insured.
Shull Decorating
358-9038

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Pointing & Tiling,
Cl. 3-1118
Wall Papering
NEW WAY PAINTING

Decorating & Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5.3991

E.J. ERICSSON

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating
FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 98-2322

SCHOOL

Call 824-8213

CUSTODIAN
40 hour week. Year round
Hospitalization
employment.
and rnedicalinsurance.

newspaper route at the Circle

Rd. ALSO boys for afternoon
newspaper routes in various

Arlington Heights
Public Schools
District 25

NORTH ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS NEWS AGENCY
253-7150

301
CL

W.
South
3-6100,
Ext.

St.

227

PRESSMAN

Dresses,
Coats,
Experienced. Rea.

sonoble: 827-0570.

Tile

FLEXOGRAPHIC
2nd SHIFT
Top pay for experienced man.
Hospitalization, paid vocation and profit sharing.

TOWER PACKAGING, INC.

FREE ESTIMATES

Wheeling, III.

1150 S. Willis

Wall Ille - New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repo.,
437.4093

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Transmission Service

DRAFTSMEN

AAMCOIransmissions
Arl Hts
830 W N W Hwy
259-9440

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wonted

Ned Williams

392-6817

Upholstery
Custom Upholstery
Free estimates, your material

Tracers

Inkers

Detail

Layout

PART TIME

FULL TIME

Immediate openings in our engineering office
for mechanical, electro-mechanical, and mapping
draftsmen. Call:

or ours. 437-2884

Wrought Iron
XCELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. Ex.
terror & interior. 647-0220

DAY -WANT ADS
2552_7200

Novak & Parker

OR
FULL TIME DAYS

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9.0849 Toes, & Wed. eves.

Dick's Tile

520 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

necessary, good pay.

1016 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
CL 9-2880

PART TIME MORNINGS

Tailoring

etc.

INSTALLER
Deliver and install washers,
dryers, etc. 51/2 day week,
no
experience
permanent,

locations.

Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber glass

Skirts,

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & f ireplores
CL 3-5964

BEST REF.

APPLIANCE

Hill Apts., Rand & Arl. Hts.

Hemming:

Residental work,
Northwest suburbs
inside & outside
small shop

CALL - DAN LEE

ALPINE INTERIORS
Storm Windows

PAINTER

Experienced

Northwest Suburban

WANTED
Boy to deliver morning

Call 327-1752

259-2951

LLOYD CLARK INC.
CL 3-9407

Full and Part Time
Evenings or Nights

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

827-7588

Masonry

&

$12 plus material
522 plus material
$15 plus material

Sofas

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Atten: Lawn
expert lawn

reupholstering,

&

plastic covers.

Mt. Prospect

COUNTRYSIDE ART CENTER

CAB DRIVERS

On all custom made fabric slip.

starting salary, plus benefits.

Piano students wonted.
Palatine area. 355-2699
after 4 p.m. and week ends.

Slip Covers-Reuphol.
FALL SALE 50% OFF

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..

store.
Good

experience. 259-8498

&

estimates.

and Wall Washing
George Kleto 392-0803

finished $19.95

"SignsA Display"

Full Time

Retail men', clothing
Experience preferred.

or

CUSTODIANS

TV antennas installed.
Antenna & labor $55.
Install customer's antenna $25.
JAMES FIANNIGAN 824-3093

LANDSCAPING

SALESMAN

Piano & organ lessons; college
music major; 10 years teaching

Color

COMPLETE

Pair -ding & Decorating

Average rm. sanded sealed '&

Layer, Louie Citro, Tom

weeding. Residential and com-

11900 W. Franklin
Franklin Park
595-0144

nationally

LESSONS,

known drummer. Group
Private. Phone 392-1773

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

redwood & stockade. 647.0220

Ecklund Floor Service

Chris Hanson recovered a
fumble in the end zone. Jeff

DRUM

SAVE YOUR EYES!

Repaired. Home Service Calls
All Bonk Credit Cards Honored.
(Color or black L white)

grass cutting, fertilizing, d -

MACHINE CO.

JACK'S
MEN'S SHOP

Fall classes start Oct. 14.
253-3005
Register NOW.
Call t to 5 Tues. thru Sunday

16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S Evergreen
Arl Hrs.
CL 5-5692

Complete lawn care available,

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.
All types of fencing, chainlink,

Floor Maintenance

359-0993

It's T.V.Check-up time. Antennas

Painting -Decorating

Drapery Repairs

Bob Rutigliano. Fine

23 -Instruction

Radio and T.V. Repair

shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
I don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it

to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand.
255-0348
hurst.

'Commercial "Apartments

Rays

QUALITY LANDSCAPING,
Evergreens & Shrubs

Dressmaking -Sewing

The Wildcats celebrated
their third annual dad's day

game by shutting out the

planting, grade work. 537-1411

will make your lawn look as

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

Anderson.

seed,

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

ty. The defensive fearsome

sod,

grow you a lawn anywhere
whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We

Dog Grooming

ran and blocked with authori-

aerating,

No job too big or small. Free
Drive

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

Driveways,

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power

Grading. All work guaranteed.

N & N CONCRETE

Trash Removal

Residential

Radio -TV Repair

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

255-1096

Concrete Work

hsewives want home work: mailing lists, Christmas cards. 296-

CALL 255.3822

mercial. Satisfaction assured.
Free estimates.
Coll 255-6855

ponents. Paul Izban perform-

their fifth straight as they beat

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance

raking,

We need Christmas money. 2

Fast

For

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.
Day or Eve. 766-7256

Carpet Installation

points on a pair of

touchdowns and extra points,
but it wasn't enough. Bob
Lopotke and Gary Gripentrog
ran well. Greg Gatto and Ken

estimate. Coll

Free

Reasonable. 296-6833.

Clean Dependable
Plastering & Drywall Service

HAR BUT'S LAWN MTCE.

housework or baby sitting.

dressed envelopes. 392.8085.

Plastering

lobris. 457.0389

Will work in your home:

1831.

Roy Rood

DIRT, sand, stone or
fill, any amount. Also pick up

NOONAN

deliver. 827.7632

Child care in my home, days,
full or part time. References.

Fall Savings For
Exterior Work

BLACK

$2.75 an hour up, overtime,

Reliable woman will do ironing
in her home. Will pick up &

Will do general typing of home.
Office exp. Typed or hand ad-

Specializing in kitchen cabinets
and furniture refinishing. Free
estimates - immediate service.

Landscaping

After 6 PM

man, MACHINE ASSEMBLERS,

all benefits, day work.

aft. 7 pm, Mildred, 487-0483

INTERIOR.EXTERIOR

259.5887

259-0641

defensive I I were Tim Crews,

Spartans

Tom tastable, a 19 -year old graduate of Wheellitj High

Carpentry
Painting inside & out

IRONING DONE
IN MY HOME
537-4433

references. $15 per day, Call

AMERICAN
PAINTING 8.
DECORATING

DRAPERIES

LATHE OPERATOR, job shop

experience, top pay to right

Domestic work wonted, reliable,

CL 9-0495

No lob too small.
Equipped for complete custom
drapery work with
17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

The "terrific trio" on the

second one against the

School is a member of this yeses Northern Illinois Uentty
siirsity football squad. The 6-0, 174 -pound sophonsire split
end will take to the field Saturday night when the HInskies
meet Northern Arifona at home.

381-1972

MACHINE SHOP

sit

827-0570

3 Generations

Janeal Draperies

work.

executed some excellent

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Launtz Jensen

Tasche and Mark Lockowftz

Reliable woman will baby
394.29613

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

touchdown in the third' with 12 and recovered a
quarter as he grabbed a pass

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

On all custom made draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

Mount Prospect, Ill.

day or week.

PAINTING & DECORATING

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower
work; welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpen-

work, remodeling & born

299-3159

Exterior Pointing at its finest.
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

20% OFF SALE

over the Buckeyes. LeOn

Boilermakers' to a 24-12 win

Monthly or Quarterly
Reasonable 439.1970

Quality Point Service

Interior Decorators

Village Manager
112 E. Northwest Hwy.

BOOKKEEPING & TAX WORK

in

tenor & exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.

Experienced instructor. Mon. &
Tues, evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
firing.
supplies,
Greenware,
259-5920
gifts.
Customized

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Brian O'Donnell displayed

Jet aerial.

& winter rates on all

Fall

APPLY

17 -Business Services

SPECIAL

.

CERAMIC LESSON S

ded well on pass plays while

Village of
Mount Prospect

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR
Fully
workmanship.
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Paintir.v & Decorating

Quality

627-4637

EDMOND GRAY

Carpentry -Remodeling

Kelley and Herb Mayer defen-

259-5337

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

ED FORAN

Ages 21-35

IN TOWNHALL
11 am to 5 pm
1943,T,D,S, stell cent, 29c

CALL - HAUCK & SON

Reasonable rates
Day or Eve. 766-7356

Firemen
Police Officers

Randhurst Shopping Center

Free B4O7,0,e5

GENERAL

Middle guard Mike Di'Santi led the Redskins in tackles
fumble. Linebackers Bob Lee

POSITIONS AVAILABLE'

SUNIJAY OCTOBER 13

irderior.hrerior Poini.ng
Work Gooronieed

is

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
CL 5.8232

times to lead the

Right end Dave Quillen
scored the Cardinals' lone

12 S. Dunton Ave.

Arlington Heights

COIN SHOW

Painting -Decorating

stalwarts.

Bartosiak performed well too

APPLY IN PERSON

J. SVOBODA SONS
Men's Store

14 -Personals

Home Repairing

Brickwork

misguided toss and ran it hack

45 yards for the Eagles' only
counter. Jeff Conway, Mark
O'Brill and Marty Fisher were
the blocking stickouts. John

out offensively and Tom

Arlington Day

College Man
Part time and Saturdays

and see.

Des Plaines Day

Market

SALESMAN

Pr- Try them

Your ad will appear daily in

HAULING & CLEAN.UP

TOWING SERVICE.

and Al Stevenson.

O'Brien, Rick Kw arid Joe Pavlina, Dave Matzl and Bob

255-5380

fig
Olaf FF!

General Hauling

Auto Repair

Allare, and ends Tom Baird

Egesdal and Jeff Bloom stood

Call Ralph Darling

Copy Deadline for Business Directory Thu sdliy 3.00 P.M.

put on by linebacker Mike

and Ray Meinsen
point and played tough for a40safety
yards for a six pointer.
defense Dave Ricci in- ran
tercepted A Redbird pass and Chip Heinemann, Steve

area. Call CL 3-3998.
Lost: white cat with gray &
block spots, named "Sparky."
437.6653.

392.6817

WEEKLY

40 hours week
Starting at $2.75 per hr.
Plus benefits

an Friday in the Paden School

296-6640

Your ad will appear daily in
Arlington Day

tossed three touchdoWn passes

Maintenance Men

Hatlen Hts. area. Mr. P. 439-6952
LOST: girl's blue framed glasses,

Tuning . Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

255-7200

Quarterback Todd Bulkema

THE VIKINGS warmed up
to halfback Rod Kiolbassa as for next week's first place
the Steelers outdistanced the show down battle with the
Rams 20-6 for their fourth Jets by walloping the Eagles
win George Bicego and Keith 22-6. Jay Loos scooted for a
Keller ran well. The defensive pair of touchdow,ns,,,,-Mike
demons included Scott Rossi, Szukalla blocked/a' punt, and

undaunted by an overcast sky
and encouraged by the ever -

FOUND: block & brown tiger
stripe cat, white face & feet,

FOR ADVERTISING CALL

Mark Hurter, Jon Scott and

Park

River Rd. Reward. 299-4735.

Fall Special $17.95 cleans liv.
ing rm. & hall carpet. Sofas
$9.95 & up. 894-9141.

Ned Williams

Fred Dunsing.

Midget Football Association,

vie. Central & Foundry Rd. off

ple in your community. Call one NOW!

tir

BY FRANK HOI,AN

Lost: blk., wh. & brown F. Beagle

Let us help make your DAY!

IS) cp

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost and Found

253-2800

Ken Berger

4.044;

ENGINEERING

800 W. Central Rd.
Mount Prospect
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE DAY

MAN or BOY with car to deliver
newspapers to homes Sunday

MAN NEEDED

A M only. Good pay for a few

Deliver & Assemble

24 -Hell Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

hours work.

Office Furniture
Must have driver's license

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King Street

5 day week in Des Plaines

4 9.02 6

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

Work a few hours in the evenings

.and Saturday. Earn up to $30

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

TURN -STYLE

-3

,--

---

/

SALES CLERKS
Full and Part Time - Days and Evenings

Needs mature experienced men for Warehousing and gen-

M&F

eral store work.

BUILDERS SUPPLY
155 Kelly

Unusally Good Working Conditions
Good Job - Good Pay - Benefits

Elk Grove Village

MAN NEEDED

E...."

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

C2)

,

suburban accounts Must

With Electrical Testing & Trade School
Electrical Background

DRIVER

Will be testing all types of electrical and electro mechanical
products used in the transportation industry. Permanent,
interesting positions with company offering many employee
benefits. All openings are day shift (we do not hove any other

FULL TIME
Delivery and Stock Work

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

Ill W Central Mt Prospect

'

good development potential for:

A HIGHER GOAL

Pleasant

working

conditions

in new plant located

Elk

SOFT AND HARD LINES

benefits

CALL 437-3990

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalita

and holidays, insurance, discount privileges.

tion, life insurance, and profit shoring.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

APPLY STORE MANAGER
201 WEST RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
1150 S. Willis
BEFORE 5 P.M. Call 537 2510
AFTER 5I' M. Coll 537-2512

MACHINE MAINTENANCE MEN

1st & 2nd SHIFTS
Excellent opportunity for mechanically inclined men to become

part of a fast growing electronic component manufacturing
operation. Responsibilities include: maintonce on automatic
assembly equipment, light setup, & some spore part making.

1)

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
GENERAL FACTORY

BRUNING BENEFITS:

Company

Village

Grove

in

1st,1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFT

5 day work week, alternating day and evening
shifts. Company 'benefits include paid vacation

967.8300
An Equal Opportunity Employer

arty and suburban deliveries

IMMEDIATELY

SECTION HEADS

Niles

6420 W. Howard St.

MEN WANTED

Has several full time permanent openings with

VAPOR CORPORATION

Driver Wanted

967-8300
An Equal Opportunity EmplOyer

WORLD

raM BRUNING

shift).

TERRACE SUPPLY

Excellent starting rote. Coll or apply in person.

r

METHODE MFG. CORP.

WHAT

CLEAN MODERN CAFETERIA'S

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

ARE

LOW COST HOSPITALIZATION
COMPANY PAID PENSION PROGRAM

JANITORS

YOU

(Days and Evenings)

LOOKING

Are Needed At

FOR?

MOTOROLA

STOCK PURCHASE PROGRAM

1700 HICKS ROAD ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

10 PAID HOLIDAYS

FIBERGLASS

LAYOUT MAN
MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

JOBS OFFER:

OPPORTUNITY BEGINS AT

HIGH STARTING SALARY

YOUR

FAMILY

COMPANY PAID LIFE INSURANCE
FULL TIME
OPENINGS NOW IN OUR
(

PAID VACATIONS

FINISHING

APPLY NOW

MOLDING

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

We ore also interested in a mon with o background in fiber-

WANT AD?

glass layout.

JOB OPENINGS

MAINTENANCE
DEPARTMENTS

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

AT BRUNING:

CALL

Apply in person at

437-5400

.

:255-7200

MOTOROLA

General Molded Products,inc.

TURRET LATHE OPERATORS

Miss Gaffke

Subsidiary of

& SET UP

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

SUNBEAM CORP.

OR

Schaumburg

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

IN DES PLAINES AREA

ANOCUT ENGINEERING

ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

& SET UP

An equal opportunity employer
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

COMPANY

296-6640

ASSEMBLERS

MOTOROLA

PRESS BRAKE OPERATORS

OFFERS GREAT
Outstanding benefits

& SET UP

Paid holidays and vacations

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
grinders Candidate
knowledge

should

have

good

general

RIDGE MOTORS
824-3141

DRIVERS
Part Time Even rigs
IN BARRINGTON

Promotions frOm within

& SET UP

Our automatic increases are great

shop

PARTS INSPECTORS

Rapid advancement

PACKERS

Top-notch insurance plan

Pappa Joe's Pizza
381-4500

WANTED

10% Bonus for 2nd Shift
NOW INTERVIEWING MONDAY thru FRIDAY 8:00 AM -4:15 PM
TUESDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 PM

DRIVER
to operate company owned

Unmatched working conditions
WELDERS -COMBINATION

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD
MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

New modern plant
STOCK HANDLERS

PHONE: 255-1910

,,

WELDERS -GAS

station wagon between
Northwest Suburbs, Chicago,
and Sandwich, Illinois. Must
be reliable, experienced, and
bondable.

APPLY

Ideal location to northwest suburbs

CTS KNIGHTS

Tremendous employee discount plan

815-786-2949

ncomparable profit sharing plan

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Has Immediate Openings For:

AUTOMATIC

We offer better pay, $2.91 per hour, better working conditions and superior fringe benefits which include:
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COMPANY PAID INSURANCE
COST OF LIVINGIALLOWANCE
LIBERAL VACATION PLAN
10 PAID HOLIDAYS
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT

C M C - an equal opportunity employer and a leading manufacturer of
internal combustion engines for aircraft and commercial application, has
expanded its international service warehousing operations to:

1801 Touhy Street, Elk Grove Village, Illinois
APPLY BY CALLING PERSONNEL -DEPARTMENT - 345-8200
201 N Hawthorn Avenue, Melrose Park, Illinois

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION

[Pi BRUNING
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
1800 W. Central
(DivisiOn of Addressograph

Multigraph Corp.)

POSITIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE

Stock Keepers
Assemblers
Communication Technicians
Solderers
Line Wirers and
Building Custodians (nights)
Inspectors
Clerical Openings

;Dap
WANT ADS

on

small

offset

niultilith to single color 25x38.
Excellent working conditions.
Close to Northwestern corn -

muter and bus service. New
equipment, Blue Cross,

Blue

Shield and other fringe benefits.

Call for appointment
at your convenience

763-3131

823-3131

Park Ridge

APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

PROGRAMMERS
FOR IBM 360 SYSTEMS

$8,000 to 515,000

Outstanding opportunities for
data proCessing specialists.
Minimum 9 months experience.

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer MP_

PRESSMAN
Experienced

Starting pay is good
NOW INTERVIEWING:
MON. THRU FRI. 8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
TUESDAY EVENING 'til 8 P.M.

OFFSET

Excellent employee training program

INCREASES

MATERIAL
HANDLERS

and

FOR PIZZA DELIVERY

HAND SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS

We have opportunities for experienced machinists to advance in the Tool gi Die Trade. We ore looking for applicants who con operate lathes, mills, drill presses and

license

drivers'
goc,! record.

Elk Grove Village

(255-7200)

Retired Marl
Wail

2375 Estes Ave.

WEEKDAYS 8 30 to 3.30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

$

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan
Profit Sharing

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS

CREDIT UNION
Excellent job opportunity for on aggressive young man who
would like to learn a trade with a solid future. The man we
choose will be trained in all basics of fiberglos fabrication.
Excellent starting salary and fringe benefits.

Niles

6420 W. Howard St.

COMMUNITY DISCOUNT

REACH FOR

ELECTRICAL TESTERS

927-6908

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

VAPOR CORPORATION

hove dependable car Salary
and car expense

benefits.

f

255-8400
Mt. Prospect
150 W. Rand Road
Across from Randhurst

supervise and work on North

Expending, modern, multi -product, internationally operated
company hos several basic assembly positions now open. All
openings ore day shift (we do not hove any other shift). Our
outstonding benefits prograill includes 0 fully company paid
employee insurance and pension proijrnin, plus many other

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

APPLY: MR. FINE

by lanitor Contractor to

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLERS

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRANING:

WAREHOUSEMEN.
WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

Part or Full Time

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point StopHeights.)

539-7672

827.1183

Page 13

Thursday, October In, 1968

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington

per week.

Small progressive company

TRUCK DRIVER

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

interviews to 9 p.m.
daily. No charge to you.
Private

MOTOROLA
Algonquin and Meacham Roads, Schaumburg
OPENINGS ALSO AT

Elk Grove Village
An equal opportunity employer

M.I.S. BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS

326 Golf Mill Prof. Bldg.
Niles, III.

298.5019

IDE DAY
Thursday, October 10, 1968

Page 14

For best results use
Day Want Ads

AMBITIOUS??
TIRED OF ROUTINE?
INTERESTED IN EARNING

POLICE

SET YOUR OWN PACE F. SALARY

Available

SALES

Village of
Palatine

nes., people. Salary and coin.

110 W Washington St.

561.1232

PART TINE

MEN

DISHWASHER

DAYS OP EVENINGS
$2 00 PER HOUR

WANTED

McDONALD'S

DAYS

Anif era

Loco

r. mouront Juan nt El moil
dr pt
To orL part
i

tom or food pa porriliCni and
Plorres
isle, for at
pia
unit Mr of and 'rtor

956-1 155

Man that I o
I. pm 01117

'9/ 109/

JR. ACCOUNTANTS
EXPERIENCED MAN

$600-$700 FREE

'up owl opt rot. hot&
itri
rionly
nun lion
Ur on iv orlern
ante 101/
steady
plant top poi

lo

or, s

I untimely piled hos

owe rte..

pooh Loom

locos,.

forge company in the NorthSuburbs

west

desires you're'

roeLlicril

orcountants who ore workino

11E11111cl,

toword a degree. Call John

path,

11111110M,

11 it

we hove a

pOld /11,1110115 01111 01111 r cony

ifony lscrg ht

Sohlin at 827.7706, HAILMARK
380 Northwest
Hwy.. De, Moines. Also of floes
in
Chicano 101,1 all Minor
PERSONNEL,

CAI LI OR APPOIN I ME NT

5555 N Northwest Hwy.
Chicago

$475-$525 Free
Experrence not riquirecl. just

On alert he 011 grad is whirl
if
rules. PoSifinn ripen Cue
to
promotion from within.
Feuds to Costumer Service Or

Stores

Assistant
r riot, op nmq fur frith.
siduol mfr re .1/ .1 rte hosielcd
stoic roan, s 011 / 15 A.M. 10
tom

15 P7.1 F.Nonslay Partial!, Fri

1

ol
1327.7706.
Munch
HALLMARK PERSONNEL 380

Suburbs.

cloy Moil In iir ot amt di peticl
solar, and
Excr Ile to
obli
m fit pion llllll

SMALL PLANT

Systems Analyist
No College!

Good all mound moinienonce
men con be chief in this coin.
without previous top
experience. Call Steve
Smith cd 827.7706, HALLMARK
3130
Northwest
PERSONNEL,
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
pony

111N1 equipment you can qUali

spot

fy for this suburban opportun.
ity. CALL BETTY ON EXTENSION 37

Frustrated
Foreman

in Chicago and nil Major Sub.

ASSEMBLERS

MECHANICS

55,000
TIONS. Salary rang.:
to 522,000 up per year.

INSPECTORS

CHIEF ENGINEER . . .01.1.20,000

,,

clay

loft ninon:) is

rn plant in ...factor

In

mg moo red bundling ecoop
from

Bt gin lllll

event

DON'T BELIEVE

52 55 to 3 50 pi r hen r. Liber.
he nt fit. including profit
cml
Manor;

leading

512,000
360/30
CONPUTOR ()BINGER $160 up

IBM TAO CLERK
SHIPPING BOSS .

630 Dundee Road
Northltrauk,

.

.

.

.

.

for

a

.

FOREVAN

New office
now open
4 W. Miner
Arl. Hts., Ill.
Dial 392-6100

be capribls of not only handsupervidory

ling

aspects,

of the 1st 500 corporations is searching for o
One

plant/manufacturin g

ff.fra,

You II has, the full m .ponsibil
ity for the. entire test operation
of elcctrong. a Gembhus. Must
but

also able to contribute to the
planning and operation of the
Supervisory experience in electronic testing
a requircnirdn

department

manager. They ore launching
a
whole new electronics
production division and need
j
1

a technically trained man to
run the operation. This is a
great chance to break into a

Call ovirits

PERSONNEL DEPT.

259-9600
Daily 8 30orn 5pm

ALLICRAFTERS
Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows,
III 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape.
Great opportunity to move into

higher management or sales.
Call Frank Victor or 827.7706,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and all

ATTENTION
EX -SERVICEMEN

$1254175 a Wk.

Must be versanle, experienced.
Good personality with children.

FULL TIME PART TIME

Free
Local N.W. Sub. firm wants to
staff their entire company
with ex -servicemen. Many unlimited
the

HELP WANTED

Kinney Shoe Store
1630 N Rand Rd.
Palatine, Illinois

of lice. Schedule appoint

opportunities utilizing

skills and trades learned

in the service. Foremen - Maintenance
Warehousing Elec.

-

tronic Tech and many other
positions. So don't hesitate.
Call Rick Miller at 827-7706,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

ex-

perience qualifies. Coll Jars
Roberts at 827.7706, HALL 380
MARK
PERSONNEL,

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines
offices

Also

ILL

Des Plaines

increases.

You'll

enjoy

the

congenial atmosphere of this
group of young attorneys. You
should hove poise and a neat
appearance to greet the many
top clients of this firm, direct
them to proper offices Free.
MISS PAIGE

9 S. Donlon

.

5500540
.$400 up

.

$425

Slop Salary

Inc.o Sec 'y

Art Enrol Clerk

590

5400-433
.$130 op
5110 up

Denial Ass .
K.P. Control Supi
Girl Friday

BillingTypists
Dictrlph. Sec
Dealer Steno

.

5.100.450
5500
5500

.95.1!0

Teletype Oper
K P. Day or Night ..5400450 up
SOpen
Traffic Recep

Public RelationVoriety 590 up
5125 up

Le.td,
New Office Now
Open
4 W. Miner
Arl. Hts., III.
Dial 392-6100
Other location Niles, Ill.

public
tiorg.
office

ClilltaC/
smolt
A

situation

voriely and a congenial group

Aii equal opporhiney employer

INSURANCE

394-0700

Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster 966-0700
Morton Grove

riorljor

Bookkeeping

MANICURIST

uncler

writing experience with loco!

Mrs. Pierce.
255-7073

salary, 20% merchandise discount.

Port rim,

agency. 5 day week.

BEHRENS

Arlington Heights

INSURANCE

CL 5-6888

? W. Northwest They.

FRED HARVEY
DES PI.AINES OASIS

Phone Mrs. Rubino
827-6468

Arlington Heights
255. /500

COMPTOMETER OPR.

WAITRESSES

notionol corporation with
modern office in Rolling Merid
I or

An egoist upportinury employer

WANTED

COUNTER HELP

EVENINGS

Adult - Female

5 P.M. ,a 2 A.M.
Must be over 21

ows. Good starting .salary,
many company benefits.
Call Mrs. Johnson
255-1711

827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

CUSTOMER SERVICE

COORDINATOR
Career minded vdonicin needed
for p V lllll 1110131 position with
Arlington Heights branch of
'motional temporary
our
help service for fclinily and

IMP ER IALE'S

10 am to 3 pm
3 or 4 days a week
to wait on trade

NURSE
DAYS ONLY
Contact Mrs. Chapin

RESTAURANT

.

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

White Hen Pantry

home. Ideal Sprit for a bush
11055 minded gal who enjoys
won king with people. Work will

358-2010

A
selection,
juers
iInvolve
job assignment and office

333 S. Arlington (Ifs.

management. This 15 0 prestige
job filo? offers ci very good sal.

394 02130

Ladies
WANT TO MAKE SOMETHING OUT OF YOUR
NOTFIING DAYS?

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

No Typing

Well known mfg. company is
°fleapit) o rewordenq jolt to
who looks for o chat.
liege in her' ink and who can
take shorthand mid type. We

Assistant to office

Cor heressory. For appointment call CI. 9.1263, 4398412.

SECRETARY
For expanding sale organization. Shorthand & Typing re.
working
starring

Pleasant
cloned.
conditions & good
salary.

MISS PAIGE

394-0880

sales
reCeptionist

typists

travel -trainees
$400-$700
Excellent suburban firms eager

hire now. Age open. Call

us today for a good opportunity for tomorrow.

Randhurst, Upper Level
392-2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adorns, Chi. 939.4866

ohnosphere,

Pleasant

of variety involves,
phones, invoices, letters, public

contact. You'll assist the presi.
dent of this small, but very nice
suburban firm. Free.
MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Denton

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

office duties.

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

el 1,101»01, for Wig Work
& Manicuring. Beauty experiencehelpful but not necessary

No license required.
296.5220

Waitress Wanted
DAYS
11 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Must be over 21

IMP ER IALE'S

WAITRESSES
Apply in Person

An.

Fits.,

60005.

Give

ed.

1517 Ell inwood
Des Plaines

and Iva company benehiS

needs

Rd.,

r and phone nu"_
brief re
bey Interview will be corona-

APPLY IN PERSON

location, good starting salary,

CONTI
WIG IMPORTS

required at Homemakers' Colall expenses
lege in Joliet
paid. Write Box 1177 Doy Pub.
lications, 217 S Arlington Hts.

ideal

RESTAURANT

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

Northwest Hwy &
Quentin Rds.
Palatine

358-2010

GENERAL
MOTORS

FABRICATOR
INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT
We /10V1,
for
nity

ACCEPTANCE

oppOrt.

MIindividual

,o

min our goalie,/ control deport.
merit. Primary responsibility

:he inspeClion of ports fa.
brit used in Our punch press
deportment during 2nd shift,
Should be larniriur with basic

CORP.
I. Salerry.in excess $450 ion.
2.

iirspectiort

equip/710M.

Skirt.

Free 1,nspitalizonon benelets

is

3. Sox k prom °En

-

.1. Free life insurance prostate.
50
5. General office -typing
wpm 5 cloy week 8.30 to 5:15

rate dependent upon ex.
pe rience. can or apply in per.
irig

CALL MR. BENNETT
FOR APPOINTMENT

SOF,

METHODE MFG.CORP.

392-7607

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

3/ 15. Arlington Hrs. Rd,
Arlington Hts, Ill.
An equal opportunity employer

LUCKY GIRL!
Port

Time

TURN -STYLE

Jobs NOW

Available for Women
with Office Skills!
0 Keypunch 0 Typists

(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shop-

0 Stenos
Top Pay! Top Jobs!

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRAINING:

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rcls. in Arlington
Hts.)

CHECKERS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

of (lour
ROPE?

GIRL"

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, IN.

Call --

SUPERVISOR

Must be experienced Corsetier. Full Time.
Some evening and Sunday work. Many company benefits, including 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.

BOOKKEEPING

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

NEW MODERN OFFICE NEEDS GIRL PART-

NOW!

TIME TO OPERATE BOOKKEEPING MAC-

259-7010

HINE AND DO GENERAL OFFICE WORK)
FIGURE APTITUDE DESIRED BUT NOT

Current Listings:
Arlington Heights
Receptionist
Mt. Prospect
General Office
Des t-laines
Secretary (V.P

$440
$375

$650

Elk Grove

$550

Secretory
Arlington Heights
Bookkeeper
Des t-laines
Figure Clerk
Mt. Prospect
Keypunch
Mt. Prospect
Typist

$370

These positions are
open NOW!
LYNN DAVIS
CAREER SI-ECIALISTS

MT. PROSPECT

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT

APPLY IN PERSON

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

855 Morse Ave. -Elk Grove Village
TOWER PACKAGING INC
1150 S. Willis

$375
$475

WIEBOLDT'S
RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

WOMEN WANTED

NECESSARY.

$475

NO SHORTHAND REQUIRED
Loads

manager in all around

will train a hewitrier.

AT THE
END

LYNN DAVIS

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

coy plus incentive and fringe
benefits. One weeks training

GENERAL OFFICE

SECRETARY

A few hours per evenings, 3
evenings per week will do it!

time.

Experienced or will train.
Excellent working conditions. Uniforms and
furnished. Top
meals

Excellent opportunity
for lap oper 01or

extra

an

full

time,

Part

Full and Part Time - Days and Evenings

of people. Free.

to

SALES CLERKS

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

CALL 296-6661

this

suburban
with much

9 S. Donlon

439-1666

"IT PAYS TO BE A

825-7717

much phone and

is

Call Mr. Kelley

439-1805

is

..5100-110

Gen. Office ll

Just some typritg, neat appear
once, and El good phone. voice
(There

I lours; 8,30 rt .111. 0 4:30 p.m.

MRS. ROSE

re

ci

men,

5400.489

No Shorthand Needed

ONE GIRL OFFICE
$135 WEEK

Salary starts at $450 mo. and
goes up rapidly with automatic

not

pleasant atmosphere
congenial people. we
hove immediate opertmos.
joy

Call 392-5660
(Mt. Prospect)

SEE YOUR

FRONT DESK
RECEPTION
FOR LAW FIRM

but

Chicago

in

holmes & assoc.

1510 Miner (NW Hwy.)

Switchboard
Switchboard Recep
Inventory Clerk
Progress Clerk

and all Major Suburbs.

iCett.tcom

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Major Suburbs.

Fullts

CALL CL 3-3500

Be the focal point of this plush

secys

Employment
Specialists

'NEW POSITIONS"

NO SHORTHAND
To $125 a WK. FREE

100% FREE TO

sAdaaates

preferred

SECRETARY

YOU!
SERVICE MGR.
To $9000 to Start, Free

Arlington Heights
966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Full Charge
Bookkeeper

JIM ON EXTENSION 40

299-7191

MISS PAIGE
3940880
9 S. Duman

Auto

394.0080
9 S. °unto,*
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

move into management. CALL

CUSTOMER

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

DAN COACHER

internotionolly
addition to
excellent skirting scdary, they
hove
vide scope of benefits
and outortgatic increuses Free.
In

field and for an engineer to

Excellent starting

gram

is

sideline of the data processing

Other location Niles, III.
825.7717

salary and
a complete brgs. benefit pro-

of

$500 MO.

$1 8,000 No Fee

SM. OFFICE MANAGER $153
WAREHOUSE MEN _53,00 op

TEST

for
Computer

This

GAL FRIDAY

Plant Manager

.

Director
of
Services
known fern.
the

you know capital

.

.5600 850
OUTSIDE SALES
.5520-700
TEX
ELECTRONIC

the ...dorks!)

50/e5 managers spot within 15
machinery and have sorne
sales experience you can
qualify. CALL DON ON EXTENSION 35

PRINT SHOP SUPT .58,000 up
58,000 up
O.C. FOREMAN

(2 block, CO of Eck ris)

suburban
j horghiliers
pets

in

plush,
office
(Crystal
and deep
plush,

awn

expected to move up 10 the
months. If
.

You'll be private secretary

smoothly. Any light

sales

Free.

ALL SUBURBANS
100% FREE

moots, handle customer sot'
vice and keep things running

month in sunny California and
then headquorter in a NW Chicago suburb. Your area will
be the mid -west and you'll be

CHEMICAL TRAINEE
53.00 to 59 '10
.

You'll train

required.

.$575
.5120 up
5600 up
.

finest

plus lovely office surroundings.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
5140.5170 WV...

for the

manager spot open you con
ever hope for. College is not

SALESCORRESFIONDANCE.

CRAVENS CO.

the

have

We

MODEL MAKER

for internationally known
publication. &limy ,$420 mo.,
with
outstanding tlbenefits

you C0111plelely I Free 10 you IVY,
4.13z8 s
SP
215 W. Touhy,

manufac-

Salesman
$20,000 No Fee

.

BARRETT-

suburban

CALL TOM ON EXTENSION 27

$8-10,000

$165 up
MACHINE
GENERAL ACCOUNTANT.
510.16,000
WORK STOCK BOSS . 5120 up
PRODUCT CONTROL STAFF
55.10,000

APPLY IN PERSON

take messages for Doctor, make
appts. You must type, aside
from that Doctor wants someone
who truly likes ro work with
people. Keep calm! He'll train

boost]

COOD STARTING SALARY
All COMPANY BENEFITS

energetic and action and en

$40$150 per week? If you have
a strong interest in education,
good books, children, and
service to others, you may qualify for several openings with the
Educational Division of a Mar
shall Field family owned enterprise. For on appointment call

etc.,

phones,

the

of

12

"professional" foreman who
wants to train and move up in
manna ertierst. If you can
handle people, arid know a
trade you can advance. TOE
TRAINEE spots arp open too.

INSIDE SALES -EST $10.000 up
.

IT.

turers ore searching

CIVIL ENGINEER ...510.12,000
MFG MANAGER ..520,000 plus
WELD OR FAD
OREMAN
STOCK CONTROL

you?

bugging

No room at the top for you?

.

TECHNICAL cind PLANT POST

MAINTENANCE

1,4,-1 Ile

Management

"NEW POSITIONS"

We service then for OFFICE,

answer

You'll

MISS PAIGE

$1 000 No Fee

DRILL PRESS

or

doctor

. 9.12 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050

like a BS in math, but this op
portunity for advoncernent to
the top in EDF is looking for
the guy that LAN UG the 'ob.
If you have had some experience in analysis and know

.1.15 5175 a Week FOIE

800 W Ce noel Rd.
Arlinaton1.1.

This Doctor's office job is loaded

with public contact. Always 0
patient, technician,

Typing and shorthand required
Serrolariril position for loan
dejiartment. Free life insurance
"mice medical, health rend
occident plan.

Vtiriml

feeder/
Compolyper.
interesting duties.

,

ryone.

their

Industry is finally getting reo
listic. Sure, everyone would

MAINTENANCE
NORTHWEST
COMMUNI I Y
HOSPITAL

MEET PEOPLE!

$12,000 No Fee

APPL 7 IN PI RSON
PERSONNEL Of f

assist by helping with
Letters To The Editor
help type replies,
COO
the

field men like
kings? Credit cords, first class

.

Boys pi week. Coll

You'll

somebody coming in. You'll be
Doctor's receptionist. Greet eve

'

1,

molly interestIng position.

A

COMPLETE TRAINING

school troining are perfect.
CALL DAVE ON EXTENSION 2.1

Northwest Hwy.. Des Plames.
Also offices m Chicago and all

5,

EDITOR'S
GIRL FRIDAY

TO $500

etc. We have several
openings NOW for you. HS
grads witls military or trade

Jun

Jon
Call
H27.7706, HAL

'DOCTOR'S GIRL

hotels

Of floe Mon/moment. Conte.,

()W./0,

management within months?
Working for corporation, that
treat

to

with
ram goad
general office bockground,

necessary. If you

for

of 027.7706,
Roberts
1-10ILMARK PERSONNEL, 3b0
N.W. Hwy., Des Plaines, Ill.
Also of fices in Chicago and
cull Major Suburbs.

Motor Suburbs.

Like to get away from it all?
Travel throughout the US for
. top industrial companies? Be
trained and odvonce to

OFFICE TRAINEE

reservations

hotel

west Hwy., Des Plaines. Also
offices in Clicrigo amt 011

Field Service
Travel -Travel
Travel
100% Free No Fee

Inland Belmont Corp

from. Your only duties will be

Typing

MARK PERSONNEL 380 North.

SION 32 NOW.

Suburbs.

775-7477

large so/season based

n

of

Ion

shift. Payroll expo -n.

Roberts

pootion in plush front office

9

ent 0qualifies.
at

contact

public

rill

sJrutives w ho travel. Hours:

$95-$1 15 a Wk. Free

ing atty. Even if you're working
now you ought to look at your
future. CALL JOHN ON EXTEN-

$10010 $110 Wk. FREE
III -0010111

Bank of Elk Grove Village

Will

FILE CLERK

counsel/train girls. Training pro $430 wk, car sec 392.4352
use

I

700 E. Pond Rd., Mt. Prospec
259-3022

choose own his, helping Mgr.

YOU

BILLER -TYPIST
Order Process nq

will,

portohon. Mt. Prosy. arem
956 0083
Hts,
!wires .vnr k Arl

COULD

RECEPTION_

and

Posh set burin., olio, lookino
for on experrenCed Alpha
kV,31111(

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Milaton Grove

welcoming
curd
iiraciously
directing clients and visitors
ond arranging plane, train

OPERATOR

N,7,111,
for day

month- Good pay. Own trans.

394-0880
95. Donlon
Arlington Heights

POSITION

MISTER DONUT

Woman to care for see Ynvolid

MISS PAIGE

KEYPUNCH

7 local companies need you.
Management arid soles train.
ing spots are now available.
Only one semester of college
will quotay you for borer ston-

night school,
spot for you. A

attending

ore

perience is needed. Free.

Djctaphone knowledge helpful
might train! Free IVY, 7215 CO.
Touhy, SP 4.8585: 4942 N. 17.1
waukee. AV 2 5050.

$600 Up No Fee

If yi, have some source and

excellent raise

start,

to

SECRETARY'S

PART TIME

COUNTER WORK
r m, 7 pin tot ind6 rim 10
nom nednile to 7 oru,
only.

Soturdoy night thru nn'Sundny
night. CL 3.1323
Mature baby-sitter niuSI hove
references.
253.7595
Cleaving woman 2 clays o

III

WOMEN NEEDED FOR

30 -Help Wanted Women

after training. No medical ex-

ti's all port of the job when you
spend surlinter in Chicago, Florida or the Islands in winter -Europe or some other Lir 1,01,,y
place in Spring! Boss' business
often takes him to far-oway
places. You'll lie One of the of
f ice gong who Can go along.

CAREER!
College Dropout for
Executive Training

5rrr,I

11)0 14

keep the reception office run rung on schedule. Light typing
for a smattering of clerical
duties; other than that, this position is mostly reception. 5110
wk,

DRUMM YOUR

21.Employment Agencies -Men

1101 (,31, e So,

and their parents, ans. phones,

GIRL FRIDAY
See Far -Away
Places! Travel!

HEY LOOK US
OVER

Arlington Hts., III.

CALL I U' ,c

MISS PAIGE

394-0080
9 S. Dunk,"
Arlington I leights
966.0700
6078 Der,gistar
Marion Grove

for

desire

a

plus,

ir,dependant °Minn cola
for oily to imuntain goodwill
suppliers. Coll
notice
v.011
827-7706
Vii tor al
frank
flAIIMARK PERSONNEL 380
Flint/guest Ilwy., 01, P11.1i111,,
Ill. Also offices in Chicorto
cool oil Major Suburb,

Ill S. Arlington Fits. Rd.

vole sl

1 pin

r he sing

MON.-SAT.
9 A.M.-3 P.M.
Mr. Gus' Restaurant

Ai,/ out

t

Experience is not required. The
employer asks only for at 111,01
ric hool education, rtri aptitude
for learning Ihe professional
oparoric h 10 intelligent (Jul

(Just North of Ookton)

358-2852

I

For Fast Cash use the
vyant

You'll greet the little patients

ci.151-REL

Apply Ds portal( nt of PolIce

AV 2-5050,

o'ter .1p

GOLDEN HOUR
BEAUTY SALON
1577 Corn St., Des Ploys.,

537-7178,

Phone

merlicitely

Co llllll iSSion.

Palatine

53

Sharp Gols. International soles
company looking for 3 responsi.
ble W010011, port

Guurcinteed Soldiry Plus

Larry's Restaurant

Rand & Rt.

Oors. Leo., to work with sales_
men, artists, designers. Fast pay
4-8585, 4942 N. Milwaukee,

Wanted

FULL TIME

Apply or phone

mote

RECEI-TION

prIv4luqu!,. 54501710. Free

TRAINEE

nc, with professional & boni

r 1,.1

d de wonderful free

and package lipstick,
powder, eye makeup. You'll
handle his detail, phones, vis

Waitresses

BEAUTICIAN

Full & Part Time

dreams up new ways to pro.

BABY
DOCTOR'S

firm:fits

ets

el:Astir:ins,

PURCHASING

Um suer position, port Tine
soleus & jzsiblis relations clout

WORK FOR COSMETICS BOSS
He
is young, creative.

who

arises! Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,SP

oukee, AV 25050.

suggest oodles,
rug/ secure re-

trips. You'll
call oirlines

MAN OR WOMAN

collo}, public

011E1

contact, to act dis rigeptionist
fur clients who are plrionino

27-Employinent Agencies -Men

cell 359.0:121 rifler 6 pm

Positions

voices, keep frock of salesmen
nessages. You'll pitch in, get
lungs done! Free IVY, 7215 W.
ouhy, SP 4-8585, 4942 N. Mil-

train you, if you can do

kiln !welt.,

',US$ PART TIME!?

OFFICERS

You and I other gal will welcorile visitors into nearby sales
offices, answer phones, type in-

Plush sulsurbon travel service
will

SECY $575

NO STENO $550

RESERVATIONS
RECEPTION

Ph. iii,,iiiiiijii,. CL 5-6913

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

24 Help Wanted Men

SMALL OFFICE

PART TIME bookkeeper to help
with miscolloneous off ice. duties.

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

20 -Employment Agendas -Woman

20 Employment Agencies -Women

20 -Employment Agencies -Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Wheeling

AMERICAN CYANAMID

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537.2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

COMPANY

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

HAS VACANCIES FOR:

typists/secretaries/stenos
DISCOVER a NEW WAY to earn EXTRA
MONEY

Stenographer

Typist -Clerk

TEMPORARY OFFICE WORK

Switchboard -Operator

COLUMBUS tried something new and different
& just look what he discovered!

Warehousemen

lynn

Building Maintenance Man

davis

Pleasant working conditions in modern new building. Good salaries plus excellent employee benefits program.

Soil into' one of our temporary office assignments today.
Discover how you can work 2-3 days a week near your
home or in the LOOP -earn extra money and still have

time for home and family. Haven't worked for awhile?
Come in! We will help you brush -up those skills. For in-

259-7010
401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

APPLY IN PERSON AT

10401W. Touhy Ave.

Rosemont

(Just W. of Inter -section of Mannheim Rd. & Touhy Ave.)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

formation coil
ETHEL DOEBBER 827-5557 610 N. Lee St. Des Plaines

We have offices located in
Oak Brook/Oak Park/Loop/Golf Mill/Des Plaines/Chicago

PREFERRED "Angels In Disguise"
SINCE 1947

Serving the majority of firms ig Chicago & Suburbs

filf DAV

Home grown, $2.35 per 100 lbs.
Walter F. sass'

ASSISTANTS

Rte 72 one mile east of Rte 47
front Storks Station, eight miles

immediate
to

act as
our En-

typing skills
secretary in
gineering Department.

benefits and good
starting salary
ge

Acirrorol stereo, AM -FM, wolnut,
72

1795 Ookton, Des Plaines.
VA 4.0804
TronSlerred - must poi I with
Admiral 21" TV; Thomasville D.R.

sell, rCosonallie. 439-0098

table wil hi -bock chairs &serving

While Spanish corner piece,

Japanese Yews
Heine! Junipers

AllOCEIET
CNoiaccriiNa C eionnt..iv
2375 Estes Ave

An equal opportunity
employer

?ROE°

DAL,

pa

KITTENS

CL 3.9117

pop, hi:lined. 299.8483.

then set stove re ,c 'terns
West Pk Field Hse Des Plaines,
Oct 11, 9 am to 8 pm sponsored
by Assoc of Rig Nur, s of D.P.
GARAGE SALE Oct 16 9.3, Many
items 10c $100 (7632 West) 4038
CARPORT SALE Oct

12,

7628 Loki Sr., Morton
Christmas
sno throw. r
Items & mast luau, hold.
pis,

Grove

,tuns, child.

1,0rd

clothing

ren s

Bonnie.

801

brook mar Coldrcn P.H. Oct.
11 12

Gar Sole

Oct

12,

11

13 - 10

6 PM Furn elec. appli,
clothes 1711 E Foundry Rd. Mt
AM

Prospect
GAR
School

&

English Settee., Ferrictle. 11/2 year

old, registered. $150.

SALE:
BSMT
Fri.
Mt
Pro.,

807

S.

Sat.

&

Oct 11, 12, 9 5 on, Lots of misc.,

old & new stuff
2-5 p.m.,
10
Gar Sale Oct
Oct 11 9 3 p m 'ruse., colleccraft supplies,
tor s
items
frames, 215 W Pork St., Arl.

His

II, &
1701 N Rand Rd A H. 1/2

Garcia._ sale Oct

12.

10

mi

Palatine Rd across from
Square Dance. Center. MUCH
S

or

Doc lishound
make, AKC,
39,1.2640.

I

BUY OLD

3 mos. old, red Call

550.

shots,

MIN. SCHNAUZER
Labrador mixed, male,
puppy, 7 weeks old.
$15 392.6211
Collie jams, female, 5 months
sable, shots, $25.
392-0514
POODLE CLIPPING

AND GROOMING
529.6408

boy's

CL 3.5296
WILL

-

Pups. AKC. Fl 8-2699 after 6 P.M.
and week -ends.

$85 or best offer
392-6419 after 5 p.m.
bicycles

min.

female, AKC. CL 5.3708

BUMPER POOL TABLE

girl's 24"
20" bicycle.

CL 9-2817
chocolate,

poodle, 9 wks. old, home raised,

Complete stereo outfit; camera,

2

ELECTRIC

or

German Shepherds, 3 nos. old,
ARC, large boned, excel. temperament, show quality, shots
& wormed. 837-5991

1942, ctny condition. 827-4760.
500 S&H Stamps. See the new

Heolthy pups born and raised
outdoors; good hunting stock;
gentle breech, 6 wks old $25.

Renoir control house dust.
824-7823'
ore gas dryer, in,
exc. cond. 259.5149
like new Kenmore electric
range 540.
299-6986
Farr, Milk COOS, original state

lone; De

5 or 10 gal. sizes. 54.95 each
299-5215

Will buy old electric toy trains
mode before 1941 & castiron
toys. Coll YO 6.0213

Mule puppy, tan, half -poodle, 9
wks, old, will be large dog,
lovable & healthy, for 525.
255.6410

JUST ARRIVED!

TOWN & COUNTRY

electronic eye -reasonable.
CL 5.0456

PET SHOP

Garage Sole Oct 10, 11 & 12.
9 to 5 Better than lost year.
Mt. Prosp.
14Q1 Ironwood Dr

Block winter coot willack mink

W of Wolf Rd

cart custom
made. Mac. 7HP. Engine. like
new -condition. $100 PVT. Party.
827.3398 after 6 pin

41 -Rome Furnishings -Furniture

One block & one ton unbelted

Whirlpool

School

Feehonville

N

misc.

Clothes,

items,

toys, car Come One Conte All.

Garage Sale Oct 10,11 8. 12.9
to 12 30 3 pc beige trad'I sect'l

sofa, bargain fabrics; toys;
Conlon ironer, heirlooms & rnisc,,

all in top cond 327 Beverly Ln.
car Linclon Ave Mt Prospect
Maple twin beds desk, dryer,
sewing mochinc, misc. furniture,
linens clothes, toys Friday Oct.
11 7 pm 9 pm & Soturday Oct
12 9 am 4 pm 12 N. Evanston
Ave Arlington Heights.
antique dresser,
Sale
Attic
trunk,
wardrobe
bookcases
mirrors pictures choirs, books,

like new portable Kitchen
Aid dishwasher opt size Magic
Chef gas stove, Bendix mangle,
also

misc
I/2

101 1 W Polohne Rd., A.H.,

block melt of Kwuncon on

Service Rd Oct

I

1,

12, 9 a.m.

3RD ANNUAL

NEIGHBORHOOD
GARAGE SALE
Bdrm furn , tables, baby items,
toys, antiques, frames, clothing
household misc, gift boutique,
snow tires 695x14 6 S. Windsor,

(North of Keningston) Arl. Hts.
et )011 NO EARLY SALES.

16. Perfect
Sz.
Best offer. CL 3-5670

In Old Town

cond.

Downtown Palatine
Palatine
17 N. Bothwell

FOR SALE: Evan's

cloth coat size 10, 340; three skin
dark mink scarf $40, excel. cond.
255-2331

h.p. Wagner motor, 525; Typij
writers, excel. cond.; L.C. Smith
Secretarial $20, Underwood $45,

358-6563

sud-saver,

ranch.
bedroom roised
Corner lot, best school distrIcs.
Hurry rind see at once. $19,500
3

auto, buckets,C0115010, gd. cond,

room home. garage, exam., 2
blocks to schools & churches.

Royals $35, 545, $50. CL 3-2236
Ping -pang table, end tables,
misc. hsehld. items, genies &

ELECTRO VOICE CHORD ORGAN
$35
392-7990
E FLAT ALTO SAXOPHONE
$100

259-3549 offer 3:30
console piano, walnut
$395. Also Silverrone guitar.
Storck

CL 5-1795

torion

marble

cocktail

table; must see to appreciate.

- 394-2786

Paid $330, now 5170 894-2127

$250. 359-1335

50 -Landscaping

50 -Landscaping

football outfit. CL 5-2064 after
6 p,.

Sofa & matching chair, Kenmore
washing machine, kitchen table

& 4 chairs, garden tools. After
6 pm. call CL 5-5203.
ElectroElectric meat slicer,
lux vacuum cleaner, power
timing light, Toch & Dwell
new snowtires,
Meter, like
filing cabinets. 529-9119.

Paintings on wood $3 to $10;
chrome kit, set; 2 rnahog. end

tables;. youth chair; Victorian
chair; coffee table unfinished;
bothinette. 255.6928.
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new.
251-7385

Rose bushes for sale: We're offering rose bushes from our
prize winning rose' garden.
Tropicana, Gorden, etc. C. Scog-

NUTRO
WINTER
SURVIVAL
First Fertilizer
Especially Made
To Help Lawns
Survive Winter.
Feeds 10,000 Sq. Ft.
Pickup Enough to Get Your
Lawn Through The Winter

PARK SITE

LANDSCAPING NURSERY
1024 N.W. Hwy. Rt. 14
3 Blocks West of Corentin Rd.
John Morris Ave. 358-1440

THE

$23,900

struction throughout. 547,500

$46,900.

296-6655

CHEVROLET

Arlington Heights

TV & phone outlets

* Coin operated laundry

* Wood polio doors and bal-

Oak Lawn

Hinsdale

conies

* Casement windows
a Rustic wood shingles and
brick exteriors
* Individual off street parking
* Beautifully landscaped
* One block from shopping

1

per

cupancies. Reserve for future
rental. Information call 7413266 or 742.8540.

76 -To Rent Houses

For rent, 3 bedrm. 'tome in
Streamwood. 5165 per mo.,
Security deposit, references needed.

$1,995

about Pus huge Cope
Cod. 4 very large bedrooms,
red room and family room. 2
car garage with heated hobThink

by shop. Separate living room,
dining room. Roofed patio.
Many, massy extras all situated On 75' x 300' lot.
TO SEE IT, CALL NOW:

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Attractive new store or office
space. lmmed. occupancy in
established shopping area lo-

Des Plaines
439-6015

RI3LINS

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Sehouniborg

255-6320
358-1502
85'4 1330

WICKSTRO

Phone 394-1100

529-7070'
OPEN SUNDA SI

102 -Trucks, Trailers

1966 Chevrolet Van.

Very clean. $1,050
Phone 827-7880

'64 Ford truck, T-600, all °Imo's,
11,11111,

"In the Woods"

12'

walk-in, extras. Priv.

$2500. NE 1-7258.

This adorable 6 room colonial ranch home has a log burning
fireplace in the living room and a panoramic view from the
dining room. 3 nice size bedrooms, attached garage, paved
drive. Home is in excellent condition and easily maintained.

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

Ookton St. Des Plaines

$24,900
ROSELLE

255-7200

"A Beautiful Home"

$30,500

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

STORAGE AVAILABLE
TRAILERS.
TRUCK CAMPERS

VACATION LINERS

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Face brick ranch, full basement, 2 car onached garage,
paved drive, 2 lovely, bedrooms, formal dining room. Tiled
kitchen, landscaped improved lot with all village conveniences.
Immediate occupancy. Owner transferred.

.1962 GMC 1/2 ton pickup V6.
OWIter $795. 296.3810 1530
1

Want to SeIl..Buy..Rent?
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

1272 Rand Rd.

Des Plaines

827-7184

ELK GROVE
5

large residential

lots 110'

x150 smut to $65,000 homes,
beautiful Forest Preserve view.

Will sell or build to suit.
956- 0790

DES PLAINES

Yellowstone 21 ft. travel trailer,

like new, 1967. About 1,000

miles, gas heat with blower, gas
refrigeration, gas hot water, selfcontained toilet & septic, shower,
lights (gas, battery or electric),

extra large gas tanks, heavy
tires. 52900. 526.8030 or write:
PAR, Box 304, Wauconda, Ill,
60084

One 61'x125 corner
One - 50'a 125' inside
ZONED COMMERCIAL

82 -Wanted To Rent

',eat for smolt

Couple needs :furnished apt. or
house Nov. 15 - Feb. 1. While

house for conscientious couple,
I
child, Gd. references, under
5200. 299.2400 after 4:30 p.m.

ROSELLE, ILI7

information confidential.
join our harmonious
family. Will train men or
woman.

EXCELLENT LOCATION

3 bdrm.

555 IRVING PARK RD.

N.LNIONS

Ed

home being built. CL 3-5472

CHEVROLET

.451, NALNIAPIL NO,

men's apparel store, Carryout

or

DICK

All

MEDINAH
Custom Ranch

apparel store or

2

1964 IMPALA
9 Pass. S/Wagon, V8, P/Glide,
Radio, Heater,
P/B.
P/S,
Excellent Run, Condition.

office. For the ambitious sales

taurant, beauty salon, real est.

need

$2,395
TRANSPORTATION SPEC.

REALTORS, INC.

Rd. 8. Arl. Hts. Annex. Erg. park.
ing area. Ideal for small res-

Urgently

W/Walls.

Clover Realtors invite you to
their new Arlington Heights

&loft

cated al 330 S. Arlington Hts.

or prof'l office. Call
Moyer, CL 3-1905.

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM CPE.
V8 Power Glide, P/S, P/B,
Vinyl Top, Radio, Heater,

real
estate()

For A Small Family

255-5334

serve

Air Cond., Radio, Heat, W/
Walls.

BIG FAMILY?

Come

Reasonable taxes. Price ---

ladies'

1967 IMPALA 4 D. HARDTOP
Automatic, P.S., Fac.
V8

is most unique. Establish your
name with ours. Become one
of usl

David McCoy & Assoc.

throughout

ofc,

WICKSTROM

person, we have a plan that

carpeting

$180

IS FROM

015 PLAINES

Immediate occupancy. 4 bedrm., 21/2 bath. Colonial. Cheery.

1st floor family room with fireplace. Almost new carpeting
& drapes, deluxe kitchen built-ins including oven, range,
disposal & dishwasher, ant, 2 car garage, sodded lawn.

*Ceramic tiled bathroom with

Rent

REALTORS

1264 NORTHWEST HWY.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

trols in every room
a Air conditioning
* Completely soundproofed

wall

BE BEAT

$595.00

3 bedrm. all face brick ranch on park like 13 acre site
with fenced pool & cabana, 1st floor family an. with
wet bar. Almost new carpeting & drapes, oversized 2
car garage, hot water bose board heat, quality con.

Safe electric heat with con-

leases

THAT CAN'T

MOO

ST. ALPHONSUS

* Dining room
a 2 spacious bedrooms
* Eating area in kitchen
Hotpoint
equipped
* Fully
refrigerator.
kitchen
..4th
store & disposal to make entertaining easy

yrs.

DEAL

STARTER HOME
bdrm. Georgion, excellent
loc. close to schools &
2

PROSPECT HTS.-

month. Immediate oc-

Hammond organ speaker $400;
& recorder changer
Grundig
with 3 extra speakers for piping

top

with

2 pickup guitar with tremolo.lar;

mo. old Victorian lamp; Vic

.1

features ore:

vanity
to
* Wall

near schools,

in choice location
7 rm. ranch
churches, etc. 4 (sedans. (possible 501), 2 baths, full bsod.,
covered patio, fenced yard, attached garage. $28,900

12" speaker. 565.
El Rey Music Ctr. 7 W. Eastman

speed, tremolo & reverb. $175.

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest Suburban Boards of Realtors

Sparkling

magnificent

the

of

One child accepted. No pets.
yr. or 2
Accepting 6 ono.,

amp. with volume, tremble, boss,

garage, drives like new, looks like
III. 60084

Palatine
358-0844

Mt. Peemspect
259-Y030

DUNDEE

from Arlington Heights.

* Spacious living moon,
beamed ceiling
Fireplace

over $800. 392-8941

OPEN
9-9

Just 20 Fast Minutes

credit Mgr. Call 469-7204, 9 A.M.

less than 4 yrs. old. best offer

H, window washers, about
38,000 miles, kept in heated

6 -FLAT

S. of 62 on 311

HOMEFINDE S

31.4 KATHLEEN
ELGIN

Some

fer. 965.3381
Baldwin orgasonic, slightly used,

BUICK WILDCAT, hardtop (vinyl),
late 1964, P 13, P 5, power
windows, ohnost new tires, spare,

write: PAR, Box 304, Wauconda,

646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.

and balcony dining room. Spacious kitchen with all built-ins.
23x I5' family room with fireplace, 21/2 butt., 2 cur garage.
Brick and aluminum siding. Central air conditioning. Stop
$39,900
and see it today!

The
Chalet
village

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Coll Capitol Sewing Machines

good condition $100 or best of-

party

Private

new. Only $1250. 526-8030, or

This 3 bedroom split-level home is most appealing. Living room

blind

Excelsior Elettra Accordion in

$1750.

R

658-5661

SO NEATLY STYLED!

ApaRtmatt

hems in dresses, makes buttonholes, sews buttons on monograms arid fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year
parts and service guarantee.

Like new powerful Arnpeg amp,

Imperial washer w/.
& gas dryer, excel.

BRADSHAW

otaseuf

Sewing machine cabinet includ-

Fodder twin reverb. amp.

tollgate.

$30,900

255-2090

Gretsch Tenn. Guitar W / case.

pe,l. cond. inside & out. Dual

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

DISTINCTIVE SPLIT-LEVEL

ZIG-ZAG,

SMALL UPRIGHT PIANO
GOOD CONDITION $35
439-5344

pert. cond. inside & non Dual tail-

.139 6073.

Hove you been looking for a beautiful better-than.new home
without all tiu. builder problems involved in a new home?
Here's the answer to your needs. 3 spacious bedrooms, he.
irty MOM, separate dining r00111, IV2 bathk, attached gauge.
Gracious entry foyer. Parquet floors. ToppVt eye.level oven/
range. Fully improved lawn. Ready for you to move in ot...

Arlington

55 -Musical Instruments

5.

'66 Country Squirm Station wet.
9011, air-cond, all power, A/T,

REALTORS, INC.

Phone 394-1100

yo calt

visit

to 9 P.M.

ch, good rubber. 259-9472 of ter

(geoir(94

REALTORS, INC.

1968 SINGER
sews

1964 Chevy wagon, P/S, P/B,
adjustable steering, good con-

585,000

available. 437.8454

used

must sell, 824.3717

3 2 Odrrn. 3.1 Barn, Excellent
income & cash flow. New

our warelsse shownn. By appt.
only. Free estimates. Innoncing

slightly

owner, $1,350, or best offer,

1

WHEELIE/0
MEADOWBROOK WEST
Sharp 5V2 ,00111, sided 3 bed

Only $21,900.

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

names. Installed wall -no -wall.
Best pudding. Also kitchen cob
pets, indoor.ourdoor & co ;;;;; ner.
cial. Lowest prices. Samples

_conch.; chrome & formica kitchen
(obit; wileaf. 824.5672.

I

'gins. CL 5.7055

shop

'64 GTO, blue convert, 389 lip.

(645.0e4

pit cptat?

New carpets. 1st quality brand

w / case $300 each. 9607559

AKC 5 elorling black Poodles,
3 girls, 2 boys, and Wire hair
Terriers. Also cute little mixed
puppies. All hove first shots.
FROM GERMANY guaranteed
young singing canaries.

MOVIE CAMERA 8 MM, zoom

collar.

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

roof & ant. Priv. 537-6985

S. of 62 on 31)

364' Tuxes under $600.

tility Settle

Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.
Will separate.
Phone 537-1930

fl. TOLL CALL COLLECT

253-3628

36" Clow. yens stove, copper.

lens,

658-5661
646 S. Main, Algong3 s (4 bl.

Phone 394-1100

Sensational discount. Must see.

ed,

64 Cites,. Impala SS convene,
V8, P/5, rndio.ruar speak. buckets & 5011SOle, yellow w/blk

BRADSHAW

2 car att. gar. on lot 270 x

items. Elute, 13 vied,. 259.4730.

brought to your home or

Spl., Ali, P/S, A/C,
like nevi 0,1111L1111 WiW Incl. sox.

'65 Hunk

owner, 51200. 259.1241

bedrrns., 2 mad
9 nos
baths, cab. kit. Ex. for mar
farm or 2nd fir. n.low opt.

259-4568

or

BA 3.5212

lop 52650. 82.1.8737.
Eng. Ford 580; '60 Rambler, perfect $250: elec. stove; bowling
boll. of ter. 253-2432

Ford '66 convert., V -B, Galaxy
500, white vinyl top, white body,
R
H, private
reel anchor, A T

6

STOLTZNER
BLDG. CORP.

2 dr. hchop., air., power, vinyl

toes. $1250 call 394.3966.

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

EUCLID -LAKE RDS. AREA

gerator, disposal. No pets.
Shown by oppointment only.

matching drapes and curtains.
Toss pillows. 6 yr. crib;
dresser bassinet: bothinette:
buggy; misc. infant & children's

FULL PRICE $51 .30

windup toy trains made before

misc

fully air-cooditiom

Fox River Volley. If you are
thinking of selling or would
like to buy -call us!

'67 Olds Delmont 88, 425 Holiday

,

NORTHBROOK (UNINCORP.)
VIC. OF MIL. AVE. (21)&

ed, dishwasher,range, refri-

tras. $22,500 358-5266

Phone 394.1100

A, N. Arlington Hts. Rd. 3 bedbasement,

.

ao

2

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Exceptional

projector, screen for $100
bed offer. Coll 439.6682.

&

DISPLAY FURNITURE

827.731.1

9 con_

(emote

Porneranion

oak dressers

SIAMESE kitten, chocolate pt. lit tor trained $10.
392-3127

will separate. 253.8895.
.30 col. M-1 cod', .45 cal &
.32 cal. unto. pistols.

N Oleander Norridge

1605. Apt. A, and 1611.Apt.
rooms, 2 baths, family room,

Pal., by owner. 3 bdrrr ranch,
excel. cond., walk to train &
shopping, choice lot. Many ex

noon. /24.3128.
Runs good. Good
1954 OLDS
transportation 5115 or best of her,
Coll 392.1916 offer 6

REALTORS, INC.

ping, plus extras.

full sire
matching beds. Full size spreads,
2

PH: 894-42.19

rotary mower $30 for both or

Br Imo, A. H. Kit -

rhos

11

AKC 595

Ward's lawn sweeper & Hornko

Garage & Ba., mi. Or sale Sot. &

elove4

2

392-2432

-I

ding, AKC champ. sired, 10 wks.
ding,

WHITE SET OF
DRUMS. $40
39.1.1925

1

Indio,

screens, near schools &

DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS.

refrig.

air-cond.; washer / dryer; refrig,
& other items too numerous to
rnention. Auctioneer Hollis May.
GE air conclihoner, needs 220
approximately 3/4 ton;
line,
very good cond.. $75; I med.
size davenport, excel. cond. $25.

437.3283
Used to
Min. Schnauzer pups -non shed-

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Gar Sole Oct 13 & 16. to 6.
405 N Elmhurst Rd Pros. fits.
Kit table w,51 chew, much misc.

525;

stove

gas

$25; mahog, dining table & 4
chairs $15; oak buffet $20,
double iron bed $10; 31 1 N

adults. Cull

An Equal Opportunifyinployer

niture, elol he. & much nun,

Crown

mo s. old female kitten,
would like to be your pet. FREE.
Cute

Arlington Hts.

Garagn, Soli Saturday 9 to -1.
921 N Val Arl Hts Baby fur-

windows -12x313-,

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III.
60008

NEIGHBORS GARAGE SALE
Oct 11 & 11 9 to n

rondo

77x56", 52x56. 392-6521

Subsiclimnry of Northrop Corp.

Salc

stereo console. 8278071

22B Poppy Lane, Bensenville. TV;

Hal I 'crafters
31 Rummage & Garage Sale

avail. Nov. 1st. 437-6511.

sofa w/built.in end tables. Block
tufted Mr. Ch. w/oltrnan, RCA

3

electric door, paneled bssnt.,
tile roof, corpeting, large lot
beautifully landscaped, patio,
awnings, oho ;; i tttt m Storms &
Sc Wein, near schools & shopping

2 bath apt. carpeted $205 mo.

pc walnut corner grouping;
sofas w/table, gold & Wol.

2

AUCTION at 1:30 P M Friday,

Dodo' 830 AM 5 PM

Gar

Record cabinet 52; base reflex
enclosure $25; refrig. $30; port,
dishwasher $100; sofa $75. 259-

Hill.

Pl., by owner, Woycinden
Pk., 7 rm., 3 bedriti. brick ranch,
1V2 broils, 2 car on. brick gar.

6:30 pin.

Des Plaines SUBLEASE 2 beton.,

Ivy

Des.

month. 331-7277 call collect after

74 -To Rent Apartments

Fins.,

bath, binevel. L livino.clining
camon. Lg. culclesoc lot, patio, 21/2
r
go, Pais. about rice. 6.
537,500. 392.269S

station will pay up to $125 a

Blond I mined oak dinette set
w / hutch & 4 upholstered chairs.
Best offer. 259.3470

3

sell

Must

bet.seen 9 am &

Cull

&

We sell homes throughout thus

leose
HerSey

F1.5. urea. fir. Von. 255.6856.

or 2 bedroom apartment un

excel. cond. 753.2557

13 inch exterior plywood; Ander-

Apply:
Personnel Dept.

6

GE ',frig, yellow 545: baby carriage & ploy pan 530, all in

39 -Building Materials
son

has
currently
Hollicro hers
several interesting positions
for
experienced
avocable
individuals possessing good
starting
Excellent
skills.
salary
salaries,
autoinatic

fringe benefit program.

132 S

frame & springs, 392-1166

I

or

Incl.

Vail, Arl. Hts. of mono°n.

progression, and a complete

Sun

furnishocl. Preferably near NW

NW. Corner Hwy. 176
& 12 on the frontage rd.
526-5255
Wauconda, Ill.

° REPAIR
OPERATORS

QNT AD

153111 Florida

2 cribs $10 ea.; highchair 510;
bassinet $5; chests; youth bed,

OPEN TUESDAY THRU
SUNDAY 12-4 PM

WELDERS

sr111H YOUR

hulks. from schls.& park.

2 employed women want to rent

° PRECISION

Slat

437-1568

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

7018

SOLDERS
° ASSEMBLERS

Arl. Hts., 3 bdrun., 2 bath, family
11/,
car garage, 5373100.

stone & refrig.
Gets heat. Low taxes. Lot 60 x
135'. Nicely landscaped. 2
ranch.

ble lumps. 827-7630

(primarily furniture)

° WIRERS &

Beau. 3 yr. old eh rm. raised

Arl.

The Robin's Nest

Engineering Dept.

,osookIR

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

both,

11/2

21/2 car gar.
copying, low 530's. CL 5-4879

WHEELING

86 -Real Estate -Houses

employed woman. Privileges. Ad.
Hts. 255.5708 after 4.

WI. hi -level,

7

paneled litro.

Prosp.

ONLY $23,900

Mahogany drum table wdooled
pair whim ma,
leather tap,

ANTIQUES

a PRODUCTION

cob vic . Arl. kits., Mt.
N. Des PI. 437-9115. Eves.

Pleasant comfortable room for

1

A.H.

Wantecl-Garage space to

ROOM FOR GENTLEMAN
IN DOWNTOWN ARL. HTS.
253.7.192

Will buy on chum
option, 4 bcfrrn. 1101/11.

34 -Arts and Antiques

11111,19,

IOW

5575. CL 9.4188
'67 rBial Morrison, full power

86 -Real Estate -Houses

66 -Real Estate -Houses

Will share 3 bedrm. townhouse,
comp. fund, with 2 young men,
21 to 30, 296-8575.

3285 Sanders Rel., Northbrook
Betw. Miles. Av. & Willow Rd.

CLERK TYPISTS
Purchasing
Credit Dept.
Engineering
Publications
Records Dept.
SECRETARIES

Elk Grove Village

walnut dining room set

best offer. 392-8085.

NURSERY

()OFFICE

CL 9-0062

82 -Wanted To Rent

10-Rooms-Board.liousekeeping

witcible pods. Gd. cond. $50 or

SANDERS ROAD

Hal I 'crafters

HT,

P/S.

R/F1,

1962 Chevy irepOle,
Convertible, good cond.

ner set, fruit pattern, turkey platter & gravy boot, $75. 359-1335

3 for $5.
for $10.

dr.,

4

A/T,

V-8,

power low mileage.
IL 3.8970
'65 Mustang harloop VB stick,
low miles, Eke new, best offer.

3

set: 66" dresser with
night stand,
it
ponel
twin head boards. 392.7.135
GE refrigerator $75; 12 place dro-

Inc.

LeSabre,

Buick
gas,

51650. 437.6921 cater 6.

2

9

4

rag'.

Hee,

Beclan.

FALL PLANTING SALE

at

$125.253-1902
'62

'67 Tempest, 4 -door, stick. Like

good coml. 255.6817

shortwave record player comb. in
attractive cab.; PFAFF auto. Zig
Zag sewing machine; PORTABLE
typewriter. All unused. Total orig.
cost $000, sac. all $275 or willing
separate. Also color T.V.
to

Opportunities

'60 Stude, 4dr. V -B stick on flr.,
radio, extra snow tires, runs gd.

$525. Privote, 827-2869

39.1-3765

47/3.2376

437 5400

10 & 3.

Residediall

long, excel. cond. ours,

30" electric stone $30; 6 ft. upright Amon,' freezer 550; both

FISCHER STEREO AM / FM Sonic

MISS GAFFKE

GOOD LOCATION
537-1022

1958 Plymouth, Power steering,
power brakes, like new tires.
5200 or of for. 299.6708 betty

drawers, 535.

SACRIFICE

PLEASE CALL

'59 Cadillac, air cond., full
power, like new tires, must sell
5500 or offer 894-9141.

SNACK SHOP FOR SALE

1963 CHEVROLET BELAIRE V8,
condition
good
automatic,
5600. 394.2566

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824.7353

sect'y; pr. 40" lamps, MUCH misc.
439 4665 evenings.

12 blocks W of Edens)

99 -Automobile For Sale

66 -Business Opportunities

tape recorder
5125. Wollensoc M011.
#1220, 4 channe/.$50.
827.8323

99 -Automobile For Sale

Triumph Spitfire, convertible, low mileage, $1200 or
best offer. 437.8172.

'66

Brand new carpeting made for

cart; 2 Fr. Prov. nite stands &
6 drawer chest; mahog. desk

CRAVENS CO.

Day Want Ads

99 -Automobile For Sale

(very

paint, 1/2 price. Diamond Points,

in.

storms, screens, $2,000, !mist be
moved. 437.9191

drum, stand & slicks. Very good
condition $30. 437-3613.
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1961 OLDS Sports coupe 98. All

824-1717
Antique leather Divan
large) best offer.

dised colors inside & outside

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

776

1

aural

ciropcloths, reg. $3.95 for $2.50;

BARRETT-

surroundings, finest frin-

incl.

clrunis

5350.

good condition.
259.3186

Beginner Blue Sparkle snare

$100 437-7593
Conrad stereo

two good condition ranges, one
gas, one electric $20 each.

12

finish,

bass,

snare & stand, cyan
bol & stand, & drummer throne,

CL 5-7377

STOP IN OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

We offer you pleasant

o gal.; lite weight 9 x

75c

dotes innlectrical,
rneehanical and hydraulic as
of muted:11 handling
trucks. Perillaneill day shift
openings. Will train un the job.

Diverse

1960 Skyline 10x55", carpeted,
drapes, stove, refrig., 2 bedrrns.,

torn -torn,

used.

chair (springs). Never
Make offer. 823.7439.

for

$3.00

calking, reg.

Upright grand piano, Boardman

Small baby grand piano, walnut

Whitehall

94" WHITE SOFA Whnotchino

2 blocks South cif North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.
White

drop.

9x12 braided rug. 259.0476.

3 to 4 feet 53.98 mech. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for V .00

98 Mobife Homes

& Gray, $100.
299-5388

leaf table & 2 captain's choirs:

EVERGREENS

ASSEVBLERS

need of a girl with good

reasonable. HE 7.2864
Maple couch w/c hair;

west of Rte 31. 464-5438.

827.66213

-

55 Musical Instruments

good for

family or rec. room. Very

NURSING
Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

Friday
in

Furniture and rugs

POTATOES - RED & WHITE

Girl

We are

41 -Home Furnishings Furniture

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise,

30 -Help Wanted Women

30-Hel t Wanted Women

55 -Musical Instruments

David McCoy

529-2235
111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

ROSELLE, ILL.

& Assoc.
439-6015

107 -Auto Parts and Access.

4 MAG WHEELS for 1968
Chevrolet. Pest Offer.
CL 5=2598

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

HONDA 90
$100
392-7990

SHORT RIBS

Abe Ziap

'WERE ARENT
BUFFALO IN 1140SE HILLS.

Thursday, October 10, 1968
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TONIGHT
6:0(1

2 News
5 News
7 News

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
KNOCK OFF 7HE CHATTER AND
GIVE jig CHUMP r NOW THAT
I'VE WHOMPED YOU AT RUMMY DEAL! I DROPPED THE FIRST
FOUR TIMES IN A ROW, WOULD FOUR ON PURPOSE, JUST TO
GET THAT WOEBEGONE LOOK
YOU CARE TO STRUGGLE

REVIVED FAINTED FROM <
HE WAS THE HEATI HE'S
EMEIWSER
WE WERE COIN' 50
FAST ON 'Ti-IEDRAG WAS POP SATIN: CARRYIN ORDERINs AN AIR
CONDITIONER,
"NOW I'LL
THE
\STRIP 7051 THE
ALONG
OPEN HER LIP MAJOR
BACK WHEELS
WITH
ANOTHER
70 SEE WHAT
WERE 1OUCHlt-r/
REAR SPEAKER
51-(E'Ll-170!"

OFF YOUR FACE ON ACCOUNTOF
',CURE CONFINED TO BED! NOW
THAT 5OU'RE OVERCONFIDENT

THROUGH SOMETHING ELSE ?

TRY TO THINK OF A GAME
`CU KNOW A LITTLE ABOUT-I'D LIKE SOME COMPETITION! AND COCKY, I'M GONNA SHOW
YOU WHO'S THE CHAMP
AROUND HERE!

Show

'THING I.

FOR HIS

Mike Douglas

9

HENWE POP FIGURES WE-

THE LAST

T----N.--c.......\

..----.

11 TV College

10.io

cence

of a Negro
militant accused of
murder. With Paul

32 The Defenders
Five ex-wives of a

Winfield.
7 Bewitched
Samantha learns
to play the piano the

in

way mortals do.

and Eva Gabor.

Show

starring Charles
Civil War.

2 Editorial

terviews two Bears

Dean plays host
to Vincent Edwards,

players who discuss
last Sunday's foss to
the Baltimore Colts.

Jack Drees in-

group of

a

agrees to

Boone

teach frontier life to

a highly educated
youth who is captured by an Indian

II&

chief.

AN

.

_

7
/%

AVERAGE

POP=

I -SD 1J5 TO THAT CORAL REEF,.

I -TREATMENT; ME5IER
MUSHROOM 2

THENREVERY -roAc-oF /vs.

.Z4.i...i ..v.

REIpt

mDAILOsitIpEFVEE3A1JLE

--

TWFZE HAS TO 9E-Ar '----

OUR SONAR DETECTORS

HARP BOILED"

5oingWNERefr 2.01-1-juiiii--"

-44,,,.

--4

"

..

'

with security.

7 That Girl
Mario Thomas is
the lone holdout for

FOR FRIDAY

ors/ YER DOME, ELMER:

-AN'T GET IT OFF!.

with a store -front

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct 23)--

synagogue.

1 he Libra who tails to concern himself with the larger
issues of the day may find

26 Italian Musicale
32 Divorce Court

himself out of the running for

A merican

SCORPIO (Oct 24-Mov.

221 --If you would draw to you

you. you would do well to ex-

O

ude an air of wisdom

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 22) --Don t allow disappointment to find expression
Dec

your face

in

Be

wise,

let

/I- AI

Literature.

dirix&

those who can be of aid to

MORTY MEEKII

11:15
32 News

Midnight
Ronnie Barrett is

1:00

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

League games

2 Movie

"Lorna Doone"

Richard Greene and
Barbara Hale star in
the 1951 story of

26 Sports

32 Run for Your

how oppressed

Life

8:30

Bryan be-

farmers organize

comes involved with

themselves against a

Paul

5 Dragnet 1969

Friday and Gan-

non work in an

an

emergency control

ruthless Scottish

Israeli army girl

family.
9 News

and a spy versus spy
operation.

center after the

assassination of a
civil rights leader.

1:20

10:1(1

26 Greatest

With Jack Webb

9 Movie
"Outlaw Stallion"

Headlines

A ruthless horse
thief befriends a

and Harry Morgan.

Journey to

7

International

Zone

10:01)

10:15
26 Cinema Special

the

Unknown

widow and her son
so he can trap wild

An experimental

scrum is .used to

horses.

10:30

bring a dead woman
hack to life. With

The Tonight

5

1:30

Show

Dinah Shore is

7 News
1:35

guest host.

Alan MacNaughton,
Sarah Lawson and
David Buck.

7 Reflections

The Joey Bishop

7

2:35

Show

I I Our People

7:30
51ronside
Raymond Burr tries
to prove the inno-

VC*11.

Conte and Nehemiah Pcrsoff.

Stefanie Powers,

7:15
11 TV College

advancement

film are Richard

11 NET Festival

5

26 I'hil Lind Show
32 AFL Highlights

Jack Lord and

1014.,OH! TI -I' I-IAIR-GROWINI
CREAM I INVENTED HARDENED

ed by gangsters.

host.

played last weekend.

I

the cast of the
1958 Italo-French

in

conducting.
32 News

Germany
between'
the two world wars.

7:01)

7 The Flying Nun
The convent is offered for a Jewish
wedding to a Rabbi

her children. Others

With Zubin Mentha

German cartoons

offer a look at

American Football

Harold Stone.

Mangano portray

2 T.H.E. Cat
A jewel thief and
his girl are threaten-

5 News
7 Chicago Show

26 Market Roundup

BUGS BUNNY

Perkins and Silvano
9:30

Rite of Spring."

2 Hawaii Five -0

Your
Horoscope

China. Anthony

Stravinsky's "The

11 The Creative

---i

With Sal Mineo and

rice fields in Indo-

I'erson

The Steve Allen

9

Films of five

millionaire's son.

washing over her

Show

acquittal on a jury.

6:45

napping of a

sea from

the

The Los Angeles
Philharmonic in the:
preparation for and
the presentation of

T....).

James MacArthur
investigate the kid-

vent

murder.

sight-seeing

scientist concerned

quences

.x....,
.\ -5-i.....,.:;

are clues in

boat, becomes involved with spies.
Rod Taylor plays a

11 TV College
Gregg Shorthand
26 Today's Racing
32 Truth and Conse-

1,546(ONE CLLIe . ..,

Ostrich plumes
a

whose

to pre-

determined

.

and a stolen horse

women's section of a
hospital for emergency treatment.

AVEANWHILe, ROBINS UNDERSEA RANGERS RETURN TO THE RASE MODULO...

YOU BANE SURE YOB
WANT TO COMMENCE

woman who is

9 Perry Mason

father

appendicitis attack
and is taken to the

VVT.

Jo Van Fleet plays a

Miller.

(Arthur Godfrey)

in Town
Timmy suffers an

)

6PIN FOR

..!Zi.; T. .4 t0 ;'4'

HE 5 E T HjP

The Ugliest Girl

Loring and Roger

tom Boat" Doris
a

10:55

2 Movie
"This Angry Age"

Harris, Gloria

Phil

2 Movie
"The Glass Bot-

runs

Ray. A story of the

Stanley Handelman,

8:00

Day,

5 Daniel Boone

IPUST

"The Coward" is
a 1-915 silent flicker

9:00

Chicago

car to
hippies.

-

Brad
Dexter.
II The Toy That
Grew Up

Gloria DeHaven
5 The Dean Martin

Blondie tries to sell
the family's second

%

Bronson and

With Julie Newmar,

32 Pro Football

2 Blondie

-4"1

Coburn, Charles

26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25
6:30

3

Buchholz, James

treasure hunt

a

and find a body.

26 Medic

Speech

,Z771-1-77-

Vaughan, Horst

millionaire take part

9 I Love Lucy

Fundamentals of

6-regeo!

Yul Brynner, Steve
McQueen, Robert

Reports on

Chicago community

2 News

9 Movie
"The Magnificent
Seven" a Western

9

Japanese story stars

2 Meditation

inspired by a

organizations and
job, opportunities.

Five Minutes to

Live By
2:41)

EEK & MEEK

others believe all is well with
you

CAPRICORN (Dec

23 -

disturb you unduly if you let
them The wise Capricorn will
sal/e his amunition for larger

IN RETURN FOR eveRrn-m6

............., THEY OWNEP !

____,,

V

AQUARIUS (Jan 2I -Feb.'
I9) --A problem having to do

,....-

-_==.,.......-__t_A-_____

e,,,,,,.....,...,..0.

the experienced

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Cook's Tour

MWIMM 1-a0M

20) --Be fair in the expression

exaggerate your feelings either

inother may be in for

trouble

TAURUS (April 21 -May

(iHMINI (May 22 -June

21 )--Although you must
shoulder responsibilities

CAPTAIN EASY

23) --State your Liew as clearly
as poesible but at the same

THIS TUNNEL

AFTER PLANT -

MUST END IN THE

INS PART OF

manner for best results

THIEVES VANISHED
WITH THEIR LOOT,

FOREST WHERE

IT ON ME:

HE'S DOWNRIGHT
LOCO, BOYS: YOU

WE 'AVE IMPOSED
ON YOu TOO MUCH

CAN SEE WHERE

ALREADY: THERES

TH' TUNNEL ENDS:

NOTHING 10 CONFIRM

IFFIELI A5 Til8 DRAWBRIDGE STARTS TO RISE,
EASY SUDDENLq JERKS FREE AND JUMPS FOR ill

,t,
A

IS CHARGES

JUST AHEAD OF

_an heip-

COPS'. LOOT GULLY

position of some importance
if you don't allow yourself to
be frightened off by another.
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept.
R

MOVED TONIGHT!

7

231 --Adjust to unexpected

LUCKILY

changes in your schedule as
quickly as possible Now is

BRITISH
COPS DON'T
USE GUNS'

the time for moderate action.
14)

Answers to
Hideaword
ORGANIC
corn
crag
cairn
coin
cigar
caring
groan
grin
grain

gain
gnar

groin
roan
rain
rang
ring
organ

yrang

MGYA

Gt11

UMPM.MOD:/10021U
island
UWIT0] at/01171
4 Lixiviate
WIEEMIL
5 King (Fr.)
12 Poker stake
L-11=UOU
Mtaa**
6 Presser
13 Algerian
EMIL011
MEM=
7 Walking
seaport
54M*1 ORAM MUE,
stick
14 Guido's high
45 Penetrate
8 Follow after 26 Appraised
note
46 Arab chief
28 Ceramic
9 Readjust
15 Quotations
47 Was borne
pieces
17 Friend (Fr.) 10 Girl's name
30 Adolescent 48 Rant
11 Lament
18 Elicit
50 Hindu
31 Strays
19 Indifferent 16 Cook's
weight
33 Copengadget
21 Jugged
51 Flower
bageners
20 Claw
23 Auricle
52 Oriental
35 Washes
24 Night before 22 Lover
nurse
lightly
24 Pitcher
an event
40 Curious one 55 Compass
25 Passport
27 Wine used
point
endorsement 43 Conduits
in cookery
29 Tardy
6
9
5
8
10 11
7
1
2 3 4
32 Sagacity
34 Fresser
14
13
12
36 Landed
property
17
15
16
37 Loiter
38 Shower
20
9
18

ghti,

---

TM t,LU1 ?a

THE WILLETS
GOOD NEWS, GNIEF! IVE71
ENLISTED THE HELP OF

A 61200P OF YOUNG
PEOPLE IN GETTING
YOUR CAMPAIGN OFF
THE ROCKS !

WHEN I EXPLAINED
HOW YOU STAND

ON THE 155UE9.
THEY WENT TO WORK
WITH ENTHUSIASM

--FERVOR,
Esip.1 !

YOU SHOULD

BE 5c LUCKY I

39 Unclosed 41 Ensign (ab.)
42 Encountered
44 Essential
being
46 Obliteration
49 Abstract
beings
53 Witticism
54 Speechify in

2
24

25

Lamb

59 Crimson
60 Withered

26

32

28

27

34

33

1139

n
42

46

1E29

30

31

51

52

35

37

36

small towns

56 Fish
57 Level
58 Pen name
of Charles

61 Imprudent

s,

MMOU

9 - carrots

Strive to be unemotional

time maintain a charming

alUM FLYAW
MIEPAIMOMICA

foodstuff

21 )--The more independent
you can manage to he these
days the bettLr off you'll be.

C AN( ER (June 22 -July

MOMZEIAMO

FL:1[MO DMItIWL:1

DOWN
ACROSS
1 Cook's repast 1 Cook's spice
2 Lass' name
5 Oriental
3 Aleutian
cook's

of your views today If you

IffrJW

1-40017

ARIES IM,i1Lh 22 -April

already upon you, there is not
need to take on anything new.
Limit yourself

to 10

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

forfeit something major

way,

dd

,

r

moment Drop it in the lap of

something minor and you

.-.

lit:

with finances may become too
much for you to handle at the

present plans Overlooking

'VERTICAL FEUDALISM'!

71AIIJG LUITR SLUM
TEAJEMEAJTS I

things

1'1( FS (Feb 20 -March
21 )--Turn your attention to
the smallest details of the

T CALL IT

T. DO THE SAME

IN THE MIDDLE AGES

LANDOUJPJERS WOULD LEASE
USELESS LAUD 71) PEOPLE

20) --Small matters could

Jan

II41

40

44

43.

45

49

48

47

50

55

53

54

56

67

58

59

60

61

10

4.

4,

k.

oo-kkt

kg olo

Or

go

4.

C

WEATHER

e

Tonight: Fair, low in upper
40s; Tomorrow:. Partly sunny,
mild, high near 70.
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Mount Prospect, III.

Village to Lobby for Change i
Want Watershed-wideFloo,.
BY TED LACEY

next meeting agenda to
present the idea.

Mount Prospect will ask the

Illinois Water Pollution and
Water Resources Commission

to help change state laws to

permit the formation of a
committee regulating drainage
in the entire
watershed.

THE CHANGES in

state

One recommendation in the
second report was for a complete drainage plan for the entire Weller Creek watershed.

water laws would be required

to be enforced by all

mendation made by Engineer

and state agencies.

nesday's Mount Prospect

storagt and conveyance

to follow up a recom-

William Bauer at Wed-

Weller Creek

Rep. David Regner (R -

Drainage and Clean Streams
Commission meeting.

Mount Prospect) wrote Water

Commission Chairman Carl

Bauer Wednesday submitted the second of two

participating local, regional
He proposed to "allocate

capacities to each portion of
the watershed on equitable
basis."

In other words, each area

Klein yesterday to ask that the

reports on flood control

village's representatives be
listed on the commission's

within the watershed that contributes storm water runoff to

missioned him to prepare.

the drainage system, would

methods the villages com-

Village Would Pay Half
Of Cost for Sidewalks
Chalk up a new sidewalk
for the south side of Prospect
Ave. in Mount Prospect.

have the responsibility of helping curtail flood problems.

THERE should be a means
of regulating the way all these

drainage problems in the
watershed, he said, but state

Chairman Robert Soderman.

law prevents this now.

a public hearing on the pro- he would have to pay if the

posed sidewalk, for three
blocks between Edward and
Albert.

About 18 homeowners who
would benefit directly and indirectly by the proposed side

special assessment is approved.

It will cost around $2,000

to get the job done, Soderman

said, but the village will foot
half the bill and chalk up the

will be sent notices of the

expense to public benefit.

"Illinois water laws actually
date back to ancient Roman
times," he said.

"Until the state changes its

water laws we won't have a
solution to
problems."

urban drainage

The outdated laws permit
residents on high ground to
dump all their storm water
down onto residents on lower
ground.

rpm

water remains with the

residents on high ground.
"This was all right years

ago," Bauer said, "when,
nothing but farmland surrounded developments. But
now that so much of the land
is developed, making it im-

pervious to rain, this just
doesn't work any more.

"Arlington Heights spent

$3.5 million

to

haul storm

water out of Arlington
Heights into Weller Creek,"
Bauer said.

"But the flood damages
Arlington Heights avoided
were just passed downstream
into Mount Prospect,

agencies contribute to

hearing, according to BOLL

At the hearing, a proposed
The village's Board of spread of the cost of the proLocal Improvements Tuesday ject will be presented, showing
set Nov. 12 as the date for each homeowner how much

None of the responsibility

of what happens to the storm

"NOW should we spend
millions to send our flooding

problems down to Des
Plaines? Of course not."

State laws have to be

---

/to

drainage of storm water, so

the problem of curtailing

flooding can be solved for
everyone, not just handed
from one community to the
next, he said.

Fred Hysell, is chairman of
the Mount Prospect Drainage

and Clean Streams Commission, recently appointed at

Mount Prospect's representative to the McDonald-81.ffalo Grove Creek Watershed
Study Commission, said the
second group is pushing for
results similar to what Bauer

Dig This!

Aiet

to make everyone
responsbile for adequate, safe

changed

watershed study maps are (seated, front left) Commission
"Until Illinois changes its water laws we won't have a solu- Chairman Fred Hysell, State Representative David Regner
Bauer
tion to urban drainage problems," Engineer William
(R -Mount Prospect) and Commission member Lloyd Slimier
(standing) said at Wednesday's Mount Prospect Drainage and
(Photo by led Lacy
Bauer's
at
Clean Streams Commission meeting. Looking

Letter: No er er
Now, Two at o is
en
Schools to

suggests for the Weller Creek

Mount Prospect Wins in Spades
BY TED LACEY

meeting, bccording to

The laughing, waving

Congreve.
Congreve credits State Rep.

public officials left the scene
of the ground breaking, the

Robert Juckett (R --Park
Ridge) with acquiring the

photographers with them. The
crowds dispersed, and with
them the air of celebration.

rests safely in Congreve's office in village hall.

third shovel. This one now

A few shovels-ful of hard

watershed.

Bike Rider
Runs Into
Wire; Hurt

Congreve suggested at
Wednesday's Drainage and
Clean Streams Commission
meeting that, "When we get
as many shovels as we have
commission members, we can

A Des Plaines boy was hurt

finish the Weller Creek pro- yesterday when his head
jects ourselves."
struck a guy wire on a utility
pole while he was riding his
bicycle.

ground had been overturned,
Creek improvements.

the mishap in the 700 block
Police said the utility pole

the event had changed, hands
so several officials could take
part in the event: Illinois Gov.

Samuel Shapiro, Mount
Prospect Mayor Daniel

Mayor John Woods, Des

2 Burglaries,
Same Burglar,
Police Believe

Gloating over his ac-

Des Plaines police are in-

quisitions, Congreve boasted:

vestigating two burglaries

"Mount Prospect came out
ahead again on the Weller

School.

And there is no immediate

to merge the two in-

stitutions.

This is the sense of a letter
sent

yesterday to parents of their

Explaining that "rumors

high schools in the northwest

mitted by the same persons.

The burglaries took place

The Fall Festival took place

in Forest View High School

participating villages would
each get a shovel, but we

Chamberbelt, 2200 S. Wolf..

Council, there have been

managed to get them all."

similarities in the pattern of

activities all week.

mayors of the three

Police noted several

Drainage and Clean
Streams Commission

both

.

burglaries entrance to

both buildings was gained
through a window, most of

Chairman Fred Hysell, who
"managed somehow to glom

"exploration about a greatly
enlarged and

re -located

St.

Patricks High School will
continue."
The Rev. James Michaletz,
C.S.V., St Viator's principal
said the intention of the letter
was to "let people know."
and

they've caused

this week.

Organized by the Student

Heart, was written

because

the two schools have been ex-

changing students and
teachers for the last two years

letter says a possible
merger would not come about
for at least two or three years,
and if it did no students would
be turned away from either
The

school

Michaletz said

Some ot them evidently
thought

the

mergcr

would

mean each school s enrollment ot about 2 000 students
would he cut in halt 1 his isn't
true '

1 he idea is to expand the

variety of both schools he
by combining the cursaid
riculum We don't want any
enrollment cut

The football game, with Elk

drove as the opponent, will
start at 2 p.m.

At half-time, the queen and

Participating with the her court will circle the field

council have been the Let-

termans Club, the

and be presented to the spectators.

onto a shovel" at the

cheerleaders, the Falcettes,
and the Fy(nre Teachers of

The final event of the week
will be the Fall Festival dance

ed, and matches, apparently
used to light the dark offices,

America.

Steve 134rth, 908 Tower

to be held from 8 to

trophy at Wednesday night's
commission meeting.

were found on the floors.

"million -dollar shovel" be

Some $38 was taken from
a desk at Rex Chamberbelt,

ceremony, presented his

He requested that the

12
TLLEP
r.
4

hung in a special case in the

village's public works
building.

,

The case should be built
with places for three shovels,
he said-a place for a shovel
*041,11

improvement project and

but nothing else seemed to be
missing, police said.

provement projects.

fahigatale

State Rep. David Regner
,(R --Mount Prospect), who

"This is a minion dollar shovel," Mount Prospect Drainage
and Clean Streams Commission Chairman Fred Hysell said
Wednesday as be presented his trophy to the village. The shovel
provements.

Ln., Mount ,Prospect, student
council president, estimated

that between 500 and 600
students Wed prepare for
the week's events.

There was a scavenger hunt

Monday and Tuesday, a

Gripe
Of The

coach's day Wednesday and a
pep rally yesterday.
The Fall Festival Queen

Coming home from work

and finding your son's

motorcycle blocking the
was one of three acquired by Mosnt Prospect used in the driveway. D.K.
ground breaking ceremony this week for the Weller 'Creek im-

11

imivirsairawszamwociermaiistom

Day

places for shovels from the

next two proposed im-

Tuesday's village board

merging St Viator and Sacred

ing, and the talk about meigRev
mg the two schools

school's north parking lot at
II a.m.

the desks in the office sections
of the buildings were ransack-

to the village at next

Rev Michaletz said the second part ot the letter, about

Festival Ends
Tomorrow

late Wednesday at the Agsco
Corp., 350 Howard, and Rex

"We assumed that the

Was responSible for capturing
another ceremonial shovel last
Tuesday, will present his prize

situation was," he said

Many people know about
the exchanges we've been hav-

which they think were com-

Creek improvements.

from the present Weller Creek

let people know what the

"However," the letter says,

"There have been a lot of
are flying high and wide as studies
of Catholic education
to the future of the Catholic
various

released.

all.

Sacred Heart of Mary High

ground in the accident, was

tatives.

Mount Prospect got them

discussions being held on

students.

Holy Family Hospital and

what happened to the Specially
painted, symbolic shovels?

suburbs.

where Scott was riding.

and three state represenBut after the ceremony,

girls in Rolling Meadows, the

from the two schools,

treated for cuts and bruises at

Plaines Mayor Herbert Behrel

rumors, so we Just wanted to

was on a parkway, but the
wire was rooted on the opposite side of the sidewalk

Scott, who fell to the

Congreve, Arlington Heights

suburban area," the letter also
said there are no plans being
made to build another high

Nor is its counterpart for school in the northwest

plan

of 1st.

The three shovels used in

not about to close.
,

Scott Wartenberg, II, of
1086 Webster Ln., was taken
to Holy Family Hospital after

marking Tuesday as the official beginning of the Weller

St. Viator High School for
boys in Arlington Heights is

sayszanit

was to be announced at an
assembly today; and tonight
at a bonfire rally, the football
and cross country teams will
be introduced. Skits and a

fireworks display will follow
the introductions.

Tomorrow's events will

begin with a car decorating
contest

to be held in

the

I I

p.m.

in the school tomorrow night.

Post Of fife
Gets Delivery
Arlington Heights

Postmaster Virginia Dodge

called police yesterday when
she found a large bag of

clothing in the lobby of the
Post Office at 201 W. Wing.

The bag contained three

sweaters, a skirt, three
blouses, two night gowns, and
two pair of shoes.
Mrs. Dodge said she could

think of no reasdn for the
delivery.

it

"She's a friendly lovable lap dog, big enough for two laps,"
That's how Mrs. Ronald L. Graves, 105 S. Maine, Mount

Prospect, describes Robin who IS celebrating her second birthday today. Robin's Just a 150 -pound pup, though, and has
50 pounds more to go, Mrs. Graves says.

Trustee Calls for Village
Stevenson
Rules for Lakes
To Speak
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anus

School

Spaghetti with meat sauce,
and Miner peas and carrots, tossed salad,

To be served Monday at

South,

Thomas

Tonight

Junior High Schools and hot french bread, milk.
To be served Monday at
North Elementary School in
Arlington Heights District 25: Anne Sullivan. Betsy Ross

School's and MacArthur
half a chilled peach, potato Junior High in Prospect
Plzzaburger on bun, soup,

Heights District 23:
International Week --Jewish
To be served Monday at
Carl Sandburg School in Roll- Day --Reuben sandwich or`
kosher hot dog on bun, fudge,
ing Meadows District 15:
seasoned whole potatoes, carrot chips, geletin mold, milk.

Obituaries

URN

strawberry -diced

pear

prune muffins, honey butter,

Hanrahan of Chicago, canCandy can help the blind. Representatives of three northwest

apple squares, pine marble Prochaska of the Des Plaines Lions Club helps Miss Schmidt
handle the oversized candy roll while Arthur Scharringhau.sen
cake, peanut butter cookies.
Menu was not available for of the Arlington Heights club collect's her contribution.
111.1)11ANCI
iv St Viator High School in Arl- Edward Gray of the Mount Prospect Lions looks on. Lions
Candy days for the blind arc today and tomorrow.

didate for Cook County state's

attorney; David C. Baylor of
Wilmette, candidate for con-

gressman from the 13th

district and John F. Morrisey

have provided for this,''
Woods said.

through the proposed site, are
used to fill a recreation lake.
The development, located

south of Hinz Rd. between
Arlington Heights and Buffalo
Grove (Windsor Dr.) Rds.,
had suggested the lake in one
of their proposed plans.

"McDonald Creek is the
responsibility of the village,"

Burlingame said yesterday.

volve the village, although the
pond would be on private property."

basins in this city and we have
no standards to regulate their
development or upkeep."
Burlingame added that construction of man-made recreation lakes also is unregulated
by any village ordinance.
"One of these days, so-

lieutenant governor; Edward

"Sheaffer felt that two or
three of our retention basins

the proposed Brookside

Burlingame said, "and the
building of a lake would in-

"We've had problems with

election to the office of

when the basin or man made

feet deep."

"This is our problem,"

Paul Simon (D -Troy), seeking

Available desserts: ap- suburban Lions Clubs gather to sell the first roll of candy
Maple, Mount Prospect. Arthur
plesauce, chocolate pudding, to Sue Schmidt of 8 S.

ington Heights.

deep, or 40 feet deep, or 10

Arlington Heights), seeking
re-election in the 3d district
to the state legislature; Sen.

a

CENTER

apartment in his development,
but we couldn't say his retention basin must be 30 feet

scheduled to attend including
Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D -

Wayne Brennan "" '"'"
392-4080

parking spaces for every

Democratic candidates arc

salad,

that he must, by

village ordinance, provide 11/2

dozen state and county

cottage cheese, pineapple -red

milk.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

between $30,000 and

Northwest Hwy. at 8 p.m. A

building at Yale and

Surviving are his wife, gelatin cube, molded

WESTGATE SHOPPING

development suggested that
McDonald Creek which runs

and Hersey High Schools'

Mr Kolle died Monday at tossed salad, cole slaw, peach -

I

could be improved, and we

Veterans of Foreign Wars developer

ington Heights Burial was in Vegetable (one choice) whip All Saints Cemetery in Des ped potatoes, buttered peas.
Plaines
Salad (one choice) fruit juice,

and three sisters

Burlingame raised the problem of no lake ordinance as
a village board subcommittee
meeting, when developers for

ing, Forest View, Elk Grove

in Chicago, for William G salisbury steak, beef liver,
Kolle, 58, formerly of Arl- pizza, wiener on bun.

Mary, two daughters, Mrs
Mary Bommelman, Kathleen,

George Burlingame.

"We could tell the

The rally will he held in the

Services were held yester- District 214:
day at Stain Pascal's Church
Main dish (one choice)

Hines Veterans Hospital

recreation lake was proposed."

basins are to be built.

ci..40.4ft);;;:t

Arlington, Prospect, Wheel -

William G. Kolle

by Arlington Heights Trustee

Stevenson will speak Friday_
board, each one
evening in Arlington Heights village
included a retention basin - a
at a campaign rally to be/
man made lake to hold rainsponsored by the Wheeling
runoff - and the board
Township Democratic fall
could say little about how the
Organization.

'chips, brownie, milk

To be served Monday at

had no guidelines to follow

He said when three recent
projects were approved by the

State Treasurer Adlai

retention basins.

Water storage regulation by
the village has been proposed

"What we need to know is
how to allow the development

of a lake and not involve the
village in a project that could

expensive if problems
develop."
Burlingame illustrated the
be

meone will build a really bad' 'problem by pointing out the
basin and the village is going Randhaven development at
where a
to get stuck witly paying a lot Rand and Wilke
be included
of money to correct the pro- small lake will
blem. All of this because we with the apartment project.

of Hoffman Estates, candidate

for the state legislature from
the 4th district.

"We could recommend

tRandhaven tlaokepuitn

beoonnd-

know what condition we want
the lake kept in."
Mayor John Woods said a

III

University of Chicago pro-

CZ>

II

fessor, Dr. John R. Sheaffer,
offered last January to write

(=>

a lake ordinance for the city.
"But," said Woods, "the
board was shocked at Sheaf-

g

r

fer's price of $4,000 for the
ordinance."
Woods said Shcaffer made

This dial makes this
Frigidaire Washer
the best deal of
\. the year

BACK SAVER

SP

Take -it -anywhere

STADIUM SEAT
by Scott

Sets up in minutes to prevent
back strain-In the bleachers, or
when you're fishing.
Comfortable! Seat and back
heavily padded with polyloam.

speeds. It all goes to make washday
goof -proof!

year WOrtenty

10.

clothes deep into sudsy water for thorough cleaning.
2 Jet -Away rinses. Get rid of lint and scum so thoroughly there's
no none for a lint trap land none to clean).

tr of any

prowl., et.^

Model WCDAFN.

Durable Press Care. Helps keep no -iron fabrics "nouron" by providing the right speed and water temperature combinations.

derrctiv par t m

morns for any
OM,
lM aornotara enynmfasfon
nerd wen., pump

This Week Only
With Purchase Of
Frigidaire Washer

Deep Action Agitator. Exclusive up-and-down action plunges

WARR ANT Y

1

FREE!

More Jet Action features...

BUY NOW!

Get the BIG DIAL DEAL!

sumourno"

ontldion

11

Gladys

Thompson

Mrs. Thompson told Cook
County police she was about
to open the front door of her
at 216 S. Wheeling
when, to her surprise, it seemed to open by itself.
Staring her in the face was

home

a man whom she had never
seen before. The instruder was

just as surprised as she was,
Mrs. Thompson said. "He just
stood there for a moment and
then slammed the door shut
on me."
Moments later the man fled

District 23 Moves

Headquarters

The superintendent and

vstrraNts,1417:`
wllh " Washny

business manager of Prospect
Heights School District 23
moved to new quarters yester-

a

Ire

day. The -school district's administration Offices are now

'in" l'g.T4

HagRiff
ti

a

1

cent bond ,issue and that

engineering for the improvements was underway.

"What we need now is the
criteria needed for building
new basins," Woods said.

"We need an ordinance'

outlining the criteria so we
can set fixed standards for

governing the use and
building of the proposed
basins."

Burlingame said an

ordinance would help police
developers who may build a
basin and then leave it.

"They put something in
which may be aesthetically
pleasing to the development,
but when the property in the

development is sold, the
developers leave. They're not
involved in any problems that
may come up, and the village

might have to pay to solve
these things.

"This," said Burlingame,

"is what we're trying to
avoid."

money allocated for the correction of present basins as
"not enough" when the village
hoard discussed the issue last
January.

Burlingame began a study
of retention basins more than
a year ago when residents

near several basins complained of stagnation and
mosquitoes.

He said the costs of writing
an ordinance may have to be
absorbed by a group of communities involved.

Thief Greets Her
At Her Own Door
front door by a total stranger.

Set it for what you're washing. The

NATIONW "

problems and problems with

When

washer decides the rest. The right water
temperature, the right agitation and spin

5...YEAR

a preliminary study of lake

returned from a shopping trip
she was greeted at her own

6 -POSITION FABRIC SELECTOR

$40,000, was included in a re-

Burlingame criticized the

dition, but we don't even

YOU CAN COUNT ON

He pointed out that the cost

of improving the basins,

pay teachers' salaries."

The office building's base-

ment is luxurious though,

compared to the former administrative headquarters,

LOW PRICE
FRIGIDAIRE

reportedly found near IN

front door.
The burglar gained access

to the home by breaking a
rear window, police reported.

Truck Hits
Police Car,
Driver Cited
A Roselle man was issued
tickets late Wednesday
when the truck he was driving
two

collided with a Mount
Prospect police car, parked on
Northwest Hwy. at Dale.

Patrolman John Lopata
accident took place.
Marion H. Waddle, 43, said

into the educational fund to
WeekUM.s.441wWW

A mink coat valued at $500

and jewelry of undetermined
value was taken, police said.
A television set, silverware
and an electric shaver were

Rd., Prospect Heights.

districts," superintendent Ed
Grodsky explained. "Every bit
of ready cash we can get goes

Frigidaire bothers to build in more help.

reported.

said he was standing next to

like the other school
A

bushes, Mrs. Thompson

in the basement of an office
building at 1309 W. Rand

"We can't afford to build
an administration building

I

through a rear door into the
backyard and through some

Grodsky explained.

his squad car when the
his three -quarter -ton truck
was forced off the road by an
auto on his left. Waddle was

traveling northwest at the
time of the accident.

Charged with failure to
reduce speed to avoid an ac-

cident and damaging village
property, Waddle is scheduled

to appear in Mount Prospect
Traffic Court Nov. 13.

LAUNDRY PAIR

$2881
WIG CLINIC!

MORE JET ACTION FEATURES!
fe Deep Action Agitator. Clothes Plunge
deep into tub where cleanings thorough
yet gentle

Single dial control-simple to use'

NA K of EXCELLENCE

Model DAN,

You are cordially invited to meet

ti lel-Away limse and L.nt Removal So
thorough there s no lint "apt(' Clean,
II No unbalanced load problems. II a
load should shill and become unbar
anted Sure Spin Once helps the washer
complete the cycle

ownT.V.
(2. v S e APPLIANCES

MR. GREGORY
Noted Hair Stylist of Chicago, who will- conduct a
wig and hairpiece clinic at Julian t-harmacy, on
Monday, October 14th, from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
OPEN MON., THURS.,

FRI. 9 A.M. 9 P.M.
TUES.,

WED.,

SAT.

9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

JULIAN

7243 W. Touhy
PHONE

631-6512

631-6030
823-3171

Please come in for consultation on
make-up, problem hair, or hairpieces...at no cost or obligation.

for all your porch** ,

pharmacy

"THE PRESCRIPTION,
SPECIALISTS"
143 W. Prospect Ave. Mt. Prospect

PHONE

392.3131
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Near Des Plaines, Pets Become Trained Policemen in 14 Weeks
416

is the salary of the officer don't have the men available
assigned to canine duty. But for assignment to this kind of
even then, many smaller work and can't spare a man
pollee departments have not for the 14 weeks the course
used canine patrols. They just takes."

crawl hole. When we investigated, we found five kids
hiding among the ceiling joists
of the building.

BY JIM MASEK

Former family pets become
\ efficient police dogs at the

"WE'VE FOUND them

'Chicago Police Department's

hiding in false ceilings, fish

Canine Training Center at
320 Touhy near Des Plaines
The dogs, most of them ac-

ditioning ducts, furnaces,
drawers and cabinets."

customed to the easy life of

The Chicago Canine

the home, are given a 14 -week

Training Center has trained
dogs fiat the Des Plaines,
Schaumburg, Hanover Park

course which makes them
over into animals suited to

patrol, search and crowd control work All the dogs arc
donated for police work

and other suburban

County Department, who

have found them useful

animals for tracking in open
fields.

"The county police once us-

him and his family as a pet

which are german shepherds,

Color TV

departments and for the Cook

EACH DOG learns with a
handler, then goes home with
the policeman, to live with
in off -duty hours
Not all the dogs, all of

Quasar
the stay-at-home

barrels, pickle barrels, air con-

fit

Using his nose, "Blitz" ferrets out threatens Sgt. Kenneth
Burger while Richard Kary keeps a good hold on the leash.

Tracking is one of 'the more important functions of police
dogs.

ed 75 policemen to search an
area for 12 hours without fin-

ding the children they were

looking for," Burger said.

can make the grade

"We brought in a dog to do

"Of the 2,500 dogs we've
screened since we opened in
1961," said Sgt Kenneth
Burger, an instructor at the

some tracking and in 20

minutes he led police to the
kids' hiding place in a corndugout
their home."

center, only about 95 made it

field

all the way through the

not

far

from

Use of the dogs in crowd

course "
Most are rejected before the

control has been dropping off
in recent years because of bad
publicity they received during
civil rights demonstrations in

training begins, because they

are mentally or physically

unsuited to police work

South during the early
1960s, according to Burger.

Many german shepherds have
weak hips - a hereditary trait
- which disqualifies them, but

the

psychological reasons

"Usually there is only a

dog or a cowardly dog,"

handful of real trouble -makers
in a crowd.

for a normal healthy dog "
The dogs who remain after

"WHEN YOU have a dog
the others back off and all you
have to handle is this hardcore handful. That's fairly

"But they are effective in
this type of work,!' he said.

most are dropped for
We don't want a vicious

Burger said "We look for a
well-balanced dog We look

the initial screening are

P

easy. The dogs always are

isolated for two weeks, to accustom them to their new way
of life After this, they begin

kept on a lead, incidentally."

Burger said that dogs were

four weeks of obedience

not used to deal Ititith

training, which is the key to

canine police work
We teach them to heel, sit,

stay, come and the like,

following both verbal and

hand signals, both on and off
the leash," Burger said

Agility and lack of fear are two requirements for good police

dogs. ,Sgt. Kenneth Burger leads one of his pupils across a
narrow perch.

'Then, when they have a
good obedience foundation,
they can progress to other things and we give his inthings But the basic thing is stincts direction and control,"

what they learn in these first
four weeks "

TRAINING in actual

police work comes next The
animal is taught to use his
nose for tracking, to attack on
command and to halt his attack when commanded to do
SO

We take a dog who has
natural instinct to do these

demonstrators during the

ne";:,19t

agitator stands his ground.
Later he advances on the dog.

is taught to attack.

suspiciously," the sergeant

him that there is no obstacle

In a series of steps, a dog

We have a man act

away his antagonist. We teach

said. "When the dog reacts to

that he cannot overcome if he

retreats to stimulate the dog's

"When he begins to learn
this, we may allOw him to

his actions, the agitator
interest to chase.

'We're actually building

the dog's ego. Then we begin

challenging him. First the

gives that command while Eugene Gustafson of the Kane
County Sheriff's Police holds Deck "Shane" and Kenneth

Oriesch of the Chicago force, keeps a tight tether on "Dietrich

"The dog is encouraged to
stand his ground and to bark
and show fierceness to drive

Burger said.

Democratic National Con-

Police dogs are vicious-on command. Sgt. Kenneth Burger

never strike the dog during
the course.

4

WHEN THE dogs have
mastered the

police work, the trainer builds

a kennel for him and takes
him home to live with his

asserts himself.

family.

bite."

lead

Burger said that the trainers

techniques of

"These are burglars 'who
have

would

escaped

otherwise.

"In one small building that
we searched, the policeman
had finished searching and
told us that no one was there.

But the dog found a small

vention in Chicago last

Canine teams were
stationed at the International
Ampitheater, the city's filtration plant and at a number of
month.

The set with the "works in a drawer"
The

Here's a Color TV with the works you can see,
works consist of 10 tubeless plug-in mini -circuits
that provide solid-state dependability, and fast, economical at-home service. Quasar ... the set that stays
Quasar starts as low as
at home working.

Quasar $66
All 82 Channel UHF/VHF

95
9W1_1352E

Color TV

by MOTOROLA)

hospitals, however.

Burger estimated that

it

P

costs about $3,000 to train a

police dog, but that this
amount is smaller for a
suburban police force.

lo k

II

-

I.

"All they have to pay for

.1

"The dog then begins to
a Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde existence," Burger said.
"While on duty, he is expected
to be a police worker. 'When

he goes home, he assumes a
normal family dog life."

While on patrol, the dog
and his handler patrol areas
that have high crime rates.
"They -re especially useful
as deterrents," Burger said.

"In areas where we've used
them, we've found that the
number of robberies, purse=
snatchings and street assaults
has fallen off."

The dog's most useful func-

tion, according to Burger, is
in searching for'criminals.
"Ninety-nine per cent of the

arrests we have had while using dogs were of burglars who
had been missed by police of-

ficers who had finished

searching a building," he said.
FAMILY PROTECTOR

Wayne Brennan
WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER

Frequent grooming of police dogs is required by police department orders. Eugene Gustafson of
the Kane County Sheriff's police combs "Shane" while Gary Thompson of the Kenosha, Wis., force

392.4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

grooms "Ben."

Enjoy Dining
Excellence at

Now Featured
at the

a smBeall

spender
this weekend!
From 7 pm on Friday and all day Saturday,
and all day,§unday, you can make
a 3 -minute station -to -station phone call
'anywhere in the country*

for

ikeektakk zvw.

"FOOTBALL in
the FOX'S DEN"
COMPLETE

BANQUET

The Black Fox invites
you to watch in
the Chicago Bears
vs.

or less

Detroit Lions

CATERING SERVICE
We specialize in complete wed-

ding accommodations. Expert
attention to every detail - makes
your Black Fox wedding reception the occasion to remember.

for Reservations 259-5000
Located in the

iteettiGDA
3405 Algonquin Rd.
Rolling Meadows

31,

Sunday Oct. 13th. - 12:45 P.M.
Enjoy draft beer & our special Beefeater sandwich while
you watch the most exciting games of the season In the
congenial' atmosphere of the Fox's Den. Strictly for the
man who likes sports & eating at its best.

Make the Fox's Den your box
seat to all the Beac's games.
For you Foxes who like to

scotch your programs in privacy -special afternoon rates
for rooms complete with color

TV

Illinois Bell Telephone
Part of the Nationwide Bell System

"Er ,

TA -1818.C=1::7'41....
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Monologue

... by George Hamilton

Now that the World Series is over, we can.
settle down and become accustomed to the
gradual onset of winter and the replacement
of baseball with football.

For those of us who go to football games,
the 177th annual edition of The Old Farmer's

We will have miserable

Almanac predicts
weather

But for those of us who go skiing, however,
the weather should be near -perfect, according
to Abe Weatherwise, who foresees a mild

winter in the East, but a cold and snowy one
from Chicago on out West. He says precipitation on the whole will be up about 10 per
cent

No unexpected big storms are in the making
for us, says Abe but he predicts the one really
big storm of the winter will be during the last

week of April The snow forecast covers the
months between November, 1968 and April,
1969

We may even have a snow storm timely

enough to ushei in the opening of the 1968
International Ski and Winter Sports Show at
Arlington Park, Nov. 7 through 10.

The merger of Arlington Park and

Washington Park with Gulf & Western
Industries, Inc. the other day indicates we will
have many more shows like the ski and sports
show, the first event of its kind to be held
in this area

Plans for Arlington Park include completion
of facilities for a convention center and a 420 room luxur} hotel

S1UBENRAUCH

Its a
great day fo- the Irish And
Oct

Saimaa,

12

the Norwegians Also, the
Welsh the Chinese, the
Japanese

the

mention

to

Icelanders, not

the

Eli uscans.

suburbs. The ski and sports show, for example,
was scheduled for Chicago's Navy Pier at first

list

of

If your interest is art, try the "October Palette, the Best of 1968" showing of watercolors,

And in view of the events a few months
ago in Chicago during the Democratic National Convention, is it possible the conventions in 1972 will be held at Arlington

oils and sculpture at Northern Illinois Gas
Co.'s general office, Route 59 and the EastWest Tollway, near Aurora. The display will
be 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

Park?

It's too early for anyone to say, hut it's a

possibility. A lot of out-of-state cars with low -

Admission is tree. The show is sponsored
by NI Gas Co.'s Fine Arts Committee and the

number license plates were seen near the track

West Suburban Fine Arts Alliance.

during the convention; an afternoon of racing

A panel of three professionals in the field
of art will judge the variety of art work and

was in honor of the convention -goers and they
are certainly aware of the park and its facilities.
A bid from here certainly would make things
interesting when the next political conventions

present five blue ribbon and 10 honorable mention awards during a formal ceremony planned
for 3 p.m. on Sunday. The judges will be Doris

are being planned.

Lane Butler of Chicago, one of the founders.
of Chicago's new Museum of Contemporary

The downstate campaign manager for

Donald Carpentier, Republican candidate for
Secretary of State, is risking the wrath of the
Italian voters tomorrow, with his planned

Art; Carl Stohn Jr., of Wayne, producer of
Pheasant Run and Mill Run playhouses; and

Stuart Sewell, instructor, fine arts dept.,

celebration of "Carpentier Day" as well as

Waubonsee Community College, Aurora.

Columbus Day in 47 southernmost counties.
Outdoor old-fashioned rallies are scheduled in

And TV viewers may get to see Prospect
High School senior Laurence E. Pankau, 17,
at 7:30 p.m. tonight over WCIU-TV Channel
26. He will be a standby piano contestant on

four cities in the area south of Springfield.

For those who are looking for something
to do over the weekend-, try the avant-garde
drama "Fragments," being staged Saturday by

Don Naylor's Keyboard Award Show.
Laurence is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony

Village Theatre, Inc. at Arlington High

J..Pankau, 209 S. Elmhurst, Mount Prospect.

School's Bristol '1 heatre.

mant for the honor of first
sighting America has some

evidence to put into the
record to make the entire controversy a live one, even after
the lapse of close to five centuries.

is Columbus
Day the great Genoese was
an Italian 1 lie Italians and
the Spanish, who financed the
Admiral of the Ocean -Sea, are
12

explorations.

Flame being

Stone, believed by many

2,000 torchbearers, following
the route of 'Columbus to the
New World.

Norsemen in Minnesota well

boyage of an Irish monk

further west. Madoc's name
was even linked with that of
Pocahontas, who is said to

across

have seen his tomb.

years before the Genoese ad-

tled around Mobile, Ala.,

Entering the arena to fight
for

their

hardy

ancestor's

rights as first to view
America, Norwegians carry

with them the unique Vinland

map, newly discovered and

put on exhibit by Yale

Iceland admitted they found a

the university three years ago,
on Columbus Day, 1965.

community of 'Irish monks,
"who wore white garments"
and chanted loudly. The last.

to be also definite

Madoc eventually moved proof of the presence of

as first to set foot on this side
of the water, since the Vikings

who landed around 874 in

proverbial Christmas tree.

Prince Madoc was here 300

point to the "Navigatio Sancti
Brendani," an account of the

Norwegians for Leif Ericson

muscle in on the action, the
switchboard lights up like the

forward the claim that their

students

claim made by the

EAC II YEAR, as the

for early honors

are the Welsh who put

although other legends state'

can hear you, loud and, waves even knocks out the

achievement of the dauntless
navigator is celebrated, and
other ethnic groups try to

COMPETING with
Columbus

the same time, "south of the
border" the 19th World Olympic Games will begin with the
arrival of a direct descendant

friends of the Isle of Saints
and Scholars, who proudly

Brendan's jaunt over the

clear

that they were Irish.

the map, its identification and
authentication, form a firstclass historical detective story.
After all the scholars had had
their say, what emerged was
indisputable proof that there
were extensive pre -Columbus

miral, and had a colony set-

the Atlantic, written
around 570 A.D.
In fact, they assert that St.

the ones who have a right to
call a their big day'

touch adds reality to the fact

Added to the rare map is
the story of the Kensington

Each Columbus Day
revives the ardor of the

folks entitled to

the big event

I

Seating is limited and reservations may be

made by calling Christ Bauske at 253-7908.

show listed for Navy Pier:

Odd thing is that every clai-

stage a parade and celebrate

"But Get

at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

and then switched here. Many of the ski and
sports magazines for this month still have the

Let's Call it 'Discovery Day'

Almost forgot the Poles The
Phoenici ins, too, to finish off
the

double bill with an avant-garde comedy.,
Admission is free and performances will be

and conventions move to the northwest

Daylight
BY

Written by Murray Schisgal, author of the
Broadway hit "Luv," the drama will be on a

Chicago may lose its, self-proclaimed title as

"Convention City" as more and more shows

University at

the

Beinecke

Rare Book and Museum at

The story of the finding of

before Spanish ships sailed the
Atlantic America -bound.

IF YOU WANT to

run

down other claims, here are
a few more names to toy with,

from practically every important European country:
Vacino tad Guido, Venetian

brothers; the Zeno brothers,
Nicolo and Antonio, from Italy; the Polish sea captain, Jan
Kolna; the Chinese Buddhist

Atomic Energy Commission.
There are others clamoring

to be heard: a sailor,

Cortereal; Cousin and Plzen,
Dieppe sailors from France;

Martin Behaim; not to mention the Etruscans, put forth
by Dr. M. G. Celli of Rome
as explorers of the Guianas,
north of the Amazon, about
20 centuries before Columbus.

loth r ealtor has all the clues about what to
look for in a house. Ire saves you time and
trouble tracking down leads that turn out to
be dead end', A realtor is a professional in

real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics. He'll smooth over the details of
bay rug. Better see the man who knows the
«intpItt tiled business -- let a tpialified REALTOR help you' SEE KEMMERLY!
Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

sure the Phoenicians reached
Brazil, also about 20 centuries

emmerl
%
REALTORS

OPEN 9 to 9

In Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

358-5560

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, bv Day Publication,, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

gress.

An extra musical highlight
will be the presence of two

Subscription rates: 35 cents it week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

parade, for the first time in

DOCTOR SAYS

napolis.

Harmless Hobby Has Its Hazards

Apart from all friendly

rivalry about who got to these
shores first, we all realize that

no claims to the honor have
been so well documented as
those of the valiant sailor we
honor on Columbus Day.

There is something

especially appealing in the
legendary utterance of his
"Sail on! Sail on!" Courage
and endurance such

as

his

W. G. BR ANDSTADT, M.D.

Many famous and not -so famous persons turn to painting for relaxation. It is more
creative than fishing and can
be done indoors as well as out.

Even so apparently

harmless

13 S. Wolf Rd.

water color and egg tempera,
use pigments which may contain arsenic, lead, cadmium,
chromium or mercury.

Alive

a typically American note: if
mised the gift of a silk doublet

celebrated annually with

annuity of 10,000
maravedis (about $700 in

universal gusto and fervor.

gold).

Rodrigo de Triana, whose
"correct name" is on history's

tional media, such as oil,

The molding of the blush
tip with one's lips, although
universally frowned on, is a
dangerous habit that is still
observed in some old-timers
and may be imitated by some
young admirers.

suburban residents, especially

those of Italo-American

scrolls as Juan Rodriguez
Bermejo, was the vigilant

ancestry, can take some

seaman who swept the board.

Commerce has published stan-

particular pride in having a
prominent area merchant

Surely the first bonus incentive or giveaway in our
history.

pliance by manufacturers of
paints but some painters still

Dominick Di Matteo Jr.,

Columbus Day: the annual

pigments.
These can be handled safely

president of Dominick's Finer
Foods, the retail food store
chain, was honored with the

every land under the sun for

named to head the Columbus
Day parade' down State St. in
Chicago.

THE U. S. Department of

dards for voluntary com-

There is one discordant
note in the celebration of

prefer to grind, their own

recurrence of the myriad
claimants from practically

if the artist takes the precaution to avoid inhaling the dust

and to clean his hands and
fingernails when the grinding

wide

chairman Rep. Frank An-

the top honor of the day.
Perhaps an easy way to
resolve all claims and "picky picky" squabbles by ethnic
partisans would be to draw up
a list, by approximate year, of

latest

nunzio assisting him.
When they step off together

have been in on the action.

devised new and popular

Something like the Hall of
Fame. Then call the annual

painter's pigments. These in-

appointment as general parade

chairman by the Joint Civic

Committee of Italian

selection

fashions

253-2460

ing the event, with co-

to lead the colorful march, it
is expected that more than one

every explorer asserted to

is completed.

While painting, he should
be careful not to stroke his
lips with paint -splashed hands.

MODERN technology has

synthetic media for the

million spectators will line the

commemoration by a new

parade route.

title: "Discovery Day."

clude acrylics, vinyls and
polyvinyls which are safe
enough in themselves but

another unique "first" since at

add to a list.

which require diluents or thinners in their preparation.

The parade is marking

956-1500

After all, you can always

Hideaword

894-1800

299-0082

this,

EVEN TI1E historical fact
of his offer to the first sailor

and the

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights

as

however, is not without certain hazards. All the tradi-

These

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

hobby

a

have inspired generations who
followed him to these shores.

plorer will continue to

Cocktail
Dresses,
Co-ordinated
Coat Dresses,
Suits and
Accessories

William I. Kledaisch
Managing Editor

quicentennial seal and banner,
as the parade bears witness to
150 years of Italian -American
contribution to Illinois pro-

band from Denver and the
Navy musicians from An-

MAISO
DE ROMAYNk
43 S. DUNTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-5543
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS
USE YOUR

MIDWEST BANK CARD

STOLBER
Make ac many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

solvents

are

often

highly flammable, give off
toxic fumes or irritate the
skin.

Carbon tetrachloride and
benzene are the most toxic.
Methyl chloroform is less toxic than carbon tetrachloride
and has all its advantages.

Toluene is less toxic and
less flammable than' benzene.

Acetone is one of the least
24. good, 2& excellent
Answer on Comic Page

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Edda,. and Publisher

floats will bear the Ses-

you recall, Columbus pro-

THIS YEAR northwest
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statehood. More than 55

counterclaims, the feat of the
courageous mariner and ex-

Americans who are sponsor-

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

quicentennial Celebration,
marking our 150th year of

Come

be

-- Marshall Field Ill
Page 21

one of the Illinois Ses-

before Columbus.

In spite of claims and

ores/v keeping
Holton. the original dream by
the paper's freedom and imellectool integrity."

FITTINGLY, the parade
theme will be the now familiar

to sight land somehow strikes

Five!

Inch 'X.

REAL

And of course this May, Dr.
Cyrus Gordon of Brandeis
University announced he felt

After

Member MAP Multiple
Listing SercieP

brought from

Greece with an escort of

any Chicago parade: the
Army Air Force marching

Seaborg, chairman of the

on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

companying the Olympic

Wisdom"); and the Japanese
whose presence around 3000
B.C. on the coast of Ecuador
a

prospect Dap

Cristobal Colon Carvajal, ac-

Service Academy bands in the

strong suggestion by not less
a scientist than Dr. Glenn T.

Buying a home

of the great Genoese,

monk, Wai Sum ("Profound

has been put forward as

"The only logical explanation is-there are no more panty
raids, because there are no more . . . GOOD HEAVENS!"

toxic of the thinners but is so
highly flammable that it must
be used with great care.

Turpentine has a low index

of toxicity and flammability
but

is

a

notorious skin -ir-

Q --What causes arthrosis of
the neck? Can it be cured?
is
used

A;2 -This

ritant.

rearely

a

general but
for any

terns

CONTROLLING these disease of a joint. In many
hazards requires a well -ven- cases, improvement will occur
tilated studio, tidy housekeep- with appropriate 'treatment.
ing and protective smock and Mild exercises to prevent stifdisposable gloves to reduce fening of the joint arc usually
helpful.

skin contact.

If resins, curing agents or

Q --What would cause a

diluents are accidentally spill- person to feel cold all the
ed they should be washed off time --even in warm weather?
the hands promptly with water Is there any cure?

A-This may be caused by
chronic anxiety, a deficiency

and a mild soap.

Aerosols containing of thyroid seer tion or poor

coating, fixatives or adhesive

circulation assotitited with

agents are often used by such diseases as Buerger's

artists. Since they may con- disease and Raynaud's
tain toxic andlor flammable disease. The treatment would
components, they should be depend on the cause.
used only in a well -ventilated
Q-1 have seborrhea on my
place.
scalp and parts of my face.
Careful

attention

to

the

Will getting a permanent wave

manufacturer's instructions aggravate it?
A-No.
will prevent injury.

What Did You SEE Today?
When I taught in the

displayed many objects.
children loved to look at

and young people are much
better at it than their mothers

I

looked and looked
-)1

them.

Now the more popular ac-

beyond the dirt.
How about your awareness
of your neighbors? Do you see
them as individuals or in rela-

carpet. UGH! You can do bet-

tivity is "Show and Tell"

tionship only to yourself and

ter.

where their treasures (quite

your comfort'?
There is genuine enjoyment

Did you notice the love in

often a machine gun) are held

your baby's eyes as you went

up before the group and the
child tells about them. This is
a fine educational activity for
their development in the art

03-5081106 ts-n(.6 a

their dirty clothes, or the dirt
behind Johnny's ears. Look

under the beds, the stack of
bills, the neighbor's new car,
and the worn spots in the

see, and they really did see

PATRICIA NIMOCKS AND JOAN BOYLE

band and the children'? Or just

wash, the eggy dishes, the dust

treasures they had brought to

t

not as it should he."

DO YOU SEE your hus-

What did you really see
today? I know, the piles of

touched and handled the

74-

1.11,f

in everyday things -- if you
train yourself to LOOK AND

to the side of his crib early
this morning? How about the
rainbow of colored bubbles in

9 9 RA a 4 o Q.9 R
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the art of Decoupage

Woman's Day Wednesday at N.U.

The seminar, an in-

vitation
session, was held at Patricia

Nimocks' Decoupage Studio

in Louisville, Ky Mrs Boyle

Peter Jacobi, associate dean

was chosen as one of 14 In-

of the Medill School of

structors in decoupage to Journalism, Northwestern
attend the seminar and University, will be the
workshop to be part of the featured speaker at the fourth

sometimes alarming. Mr.

Jacobi will speak in the afternoon.

group which is most in-

Woman's Day at
fluential in directing annual
Northwestern, Wednesday,

decoupage activities

Oct.16.

throughout the United States.

Jacobi, also theater and

Mrs Nimocks is the author
of the new hook, Decoupage,
Charles Scribner and Sons,

Chicago, and the author of a

Publishers, available

Symphony Orchestra, will

at

the

Book Nook in Mount

Prospect She is recognized as
the foremost teachers' teacher
of this craft
Other instructors were Mrs.

film critic for NBC-TV,

WOMEN attending may
choose to hear two of four

ington Heights, publicity

assistant professor of
philosophy, who will examine
"The Changing Morality."
Luncheon will be served at

the Orrington Hotel,

Evanston. An additional

morning lectures. Edward C.

assistant.

Mrs. Wappler said that the
purpose of the program is to
involve womenin the Chicago
area with the university with

highlight of the day is a tour
of the Rebecca Crown center,

ministration building. The
charge for the entire day, in-

era will enrich women's lives
and give them new perspec-

from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

Reservations may be made by

Northwestern alumna to at-

calling the Alumni Relations

tend.

education and a specialist in
the philosophy of education,
will talk about "The Changing
educational World" at the

Office, 492-7200.

will discuss the "Influence of
the Geological Conditions of
the Middle East Upon Its

Economy." He will lecture

speak on "The Challenge of
Change in the Arts." He will
explore some of the causes of

change in the arts and try to
point out why artists and au-

Louise Hoyt from Grosse diences struggle with one
Point, Mich , Mrs Shirley another.

Joe Park, professor of

same time.

From

11

to

12 p.m.,

the university's new ad-

R.

CHAIRMAN of Woman's
Day is Mrs. Harry Wappler,
Evanston. Women from the
northwest suburbs who are
assisting her are Mrs. T. A.

the Walt Boyle

teaching in
store Because of the interest

shown in the art, her husband
was forced to give over his office to "the girls'
Anyone interested can sign
up now for classes beginning
the first of November
Because of the. growing interest

in

hand work, Mrs.

Mrs. David Toeppen, 409

S. Hi Lusi, conservation

chairman of the Garden Club
of Mount Prospect, attended

the annual Conservation

Conference, sponsored by the

Garden Club of Illinois, Inc.,

Greg Matkin of Mount at Robert Allerton Park,
conduct craft
Prospect will

classes at the Walt Boyle store

also on ruesday alternoons.

Included are projects with
tissue

paper,

papier mache,

swissstraw, just to mention a

few You are invited to visit
the classrooms any day from
9 a m to 4 p

Monticello,

111.

on Sept. 23,

24 and 25.
She reports that a high
point of the conference was a

speech on "Race for Open
Space," given by Gunnar A.
Peterson, executive director,
Open Lands Project.

Sandquist To Address
AAUW Meeting Oct. 17
Elroy C Sanquist Jr., a
member of the state-wide

political science, will describe

"Changes in the Communist
World." The other lecturer at
this time is Hugh G. Petrie,

pilot program to enable

Rodgers, Barrington, first vice

women to continue learning
after college. Two non-credit
daytime courses will be of-

George E. McKenzie Jr., Arl-

literature, and one in contemporary affairs.

'met her husband -to -be, Terry

L. Taylor of Mount Prospect,

wife.

Beth, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Berg, Bloomington, and Terry, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Mynderse Taylor,
Mount Prospect, were united

jn marriage by the Rev.

Edward L. Hoffman at the
Wesley United Methodist
Church in Bloomington.

THE BRIDE chose a long,
white linen bridal gown in
slim A line style. It featured
a high neckline, accented with

linen tapered sleeves. A
chapel length.

For her veil, the bride wore

full matching Vcnise lace

Northwest Suburban Branch

of American Association of

Holy Family Hospital auxiliary's Cotillion III met at the
home of Mrs. Robert Buckley
in Arlington Heights, Mon-

University Women Their pro-

gram will begin at 8 15 p.m.
in West School Auditorium,
1012 Thacker, Des Plaines.
All interested citizens are

day, Sept. 30 for a brunch,

followed by a brief orientation

invited to attend and bring
their questions for discussion.

of

meeting.

the

Guests of honor were the

members of a small group that
spearheaded the drive for Con

Con prior to being named to
the state-wide citizen's committee He is a law partner in
the firm of Peterson, Lowry,
Roll & Ross and is active with

the Chicago and American
Bar Associations, member of

the Board of Directors, Hull
House and member of Board

of Trustees, First Methodist
Church of Chicago

ELROY SANDQUIST JR.

St. Gregory
Naim Chapter
Meets Tonight
St. Gregory Chapter of

society for the
Prior to serving in World Naim, Catholic
will hold its regular
War II as a Naval Aviator, widowed,
Sandquist was awarded a meeting tonight at 8:30 p.m.

scholarship to the University at Knights of Columbus Hall,
of Chicago and attended the 15 N. Hickory, Arlington

After a short
U S Naval Academy, An- Heights.
business meeting, 011y Smenapolis, Md , graduating with

caller, will
distinction He took his law jkal, well-known
the
degree front Northwestern lead square dancing as
University School of Law, feature of the evening. Other

graduating eighth in the class music will also be,available.
dress.
and being elected to Order of Refreshments. Casual
Interested
persons
please
call
the Coif,, Legal Phi Beta KapCL 5-3541 or FL 8-1665,
pa

and patterns in a puddle, and
color in its reflections. But.
you can LOOK at a puddle
and see it too. We can :ill

participate in this kind of art
- an alive awareness.

Today I saw patterns of
sunlight and shadow, lights on
my walls, reflection of the sky

in my coffee cup. I saw joy
and love in my puppy's tail,
saw texture in my sandwich
bread, and shades of yellow
and orange in the row of
tomatoes on my window sill.
What did you see today?

years.

16

Following his resignation

from the professorship he

Horsford.
Another letter dated March
15, 1847 written by Jeremiah

engaged in chemical manufac-

Herman H. Newell, Esq. tells

his chemistry discoveries.

tures based on his own inventions. He had obtained
some 30 patents, chiefly on

In 1847 Professor Horsford

Onarga, Ill.; and the groom's
Taylor. Venice. Fla.

At the University of Illinois,

the bride was a member of the
4-H House. The groom, a

another sister, was in charge
of the guest book.
Serving as best man' was the

plans to do cell research at

Charles River and a retaining
wall is built tdong the lculgc

bridge, one the widow of the

struction stands to serve tis
parapet. The top is reached by
65 stone steps forming a spiral

PROFESSOR Eben Norton

of Andrew Fiske of Cam-

Moscow, Livingston County,

late Judge Benjamin R.
Curtis.

College in Michigan.
SpecializOg in cytology, he

Michael

Reese

Hospital in
at the

Chicago and interne
Carl Clinic, University
Illinois.

of

The couple now live in
Alma, Mich.

mother, Charity Maria

Conn. She was a direct
of the colony of 1639, which
came first to New Haven and
later to Guilford.
He attended the district and
select schools until
studied three years

13

then

in Livingston county high school.

While still a boy he was
employed to make surveys of

the New York and Erie and
the Rochester and Auburn
railroads. He grduated a civil
engineer in 1837 following his
studies at Rensselaer Institute.
For two years he conducted

the geological survey of the
state of New York, assisting
Professor Hall. For four years

he was with the Albany

PROFESSOR Horsford

proved Salem was the first
point on the American continent that

Europeans ever

landed. "Columbus having
reached nothing but islands
until after that time," said the
Cambridge newspaper, dated
Oct. 2, 1893.
It further said, "His investigations led him to believe

that, the location of the Lost

City of Norumbega was in
Massachusetts and not in
Maine as had commonly been
supposed.

"His researches led him to
the old fort of Norumbega at
the .mouth of Stonybrook in

Hotel.

Attending the brunch were

au xilians from several
northwest suburban areas.

dent of the auxiliary and

Cotillion III's executive
chairman, Sister M. Amata,

DES PLAINES: Mrs.

ministrator will serve as

committee and Mrs. Leonard

purpose of raising funds

Daniel Bonaguidi, escort

A. Dwelle, publicity
chairman.

The auxiliary sponsored

holiday ball is planned for the

which benefit Holy Family
Hospital.

at

Shcpai d

bridge, Jan. IS. 1893 a special
memorial service was cur

ducted by the Scandinavian
Societies of Boston. Rev. Dr.
Alexander McKenzie gave the
following tribute: "You are

Scandinavians: he was an

-

.

Sagas.

ap

be

mo,atgraph,

;td -

led by skill and daring. and
by

the stars

alone.

crossed the northern sea
darkness and became the
discoverers of a new world."

The Chicago Sun -'limes
dated Nov. 6, 1963 said "All
the evidence points to a Norse

settlement," added Dr. Henry

B. Collins, a Smithsonian
Institute anthropologist

Rummage Sale
The Trinity Methodist

Church, 605 West Golf Rd.,
Mount Prospect, Will hold a

C.S.F.N., hospital adhonorary chairman.

At his funeral

Memorial Church, Cam-

guided

Bennett Trapani, program and

Robert E. Schaer, mother of
debutante Jane Ellen; Mrs.

Order of Danebrog in recognition of his historical studies. His historical address at
Faneuil Hall was delivered al
the unveiling of the stamile of
Lief Erickson in 1887.

knowledge of the soul -stirring
record of your ancestors, who,

Mrs. Michael Ruane,

hostess, immediate past president and ball gown chairman.

King of Denmark the royal

dress and iiiset ption, the

mother of debutante Diane
Marie; Mrs. Ross Miller and

III; Mrs. Robert Buckley,

"He issued many

monographs in which his investigations were described
with maps and photographs.
In October, 1892, Professor
Horsford received Irons the

spread,

MOUNT PROSPECT:

and means chairman and executive chairman of Cotillion

along the Charles River.
The newspaper further Said.

than any oilier writef, la

and co-chairman of Cotillion

cotillion reservations; Mrs.
William T. Sommers, presi-

Mrs. Carl M. Behrens, ways

six years worked bard to

are now established; tind tome

Robert Scott, parliamentarian

debutante committee; Mrs.

the face of many doubters for

preciating fully their historical
significance and value, which

debutante committee; Mrs.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS;

thousands of dollars and in

dic Annals atid

John Fahrenbach, budget and

Mrs. Charles Lubeck, mother
of debutante Lauren Helene;
Mrs. Robert Lincoln Stanton,
mother of debutante Margaret
Kathleen; Mrs. Eugene Vogt,

is to be held Dec. 27 iii the
grand ballroom of the Drake

and

the crowning work of his life
he studied deeply the Icelan-

chairman; Mrs.

holiday benefit ball. The ball

Ill, the auxiliary's annual

IN IIIS RESEARCH

in the execution of his plans

American of Amei icons

debutante Patricia Jane; Mrs.
John Breslin, sunshine, social

Ill.

of rock on which the con-

staircase."

In 1857 he married Phoebe
a state). His father was
Jedediah Horsford from Dayton Gardiner, sister of his
Charlotte, Vermont. His former wife and bad one

Howard Werner, mother of

mothers of the young women
who will take part in Cotillion

natural beds as the Norsemen
year 1000 were ac-

of the

Horsford died in 1855 leaving
four daughters, one the wife

GLENVIEW: Mrs.
escort

"In the summer of 1889 011
the site of Norumbega, Prof
Horsford erected a beautifui
monument in the form of
tower 50 feet in height made
of stone, 011C11t amid laid in

demonstrate beyond doubi
that the lost city was built

Frerichs,

ma

and

the year 1000."

Danforth

Edward

Pat Taylor, sister of the
groom. Lynnea Taylor,

bearer.

ty and held this post for

grandfather was born," men-

Prospect.

member of Delta Sigma Phi
Fraternity, will complete his
B.S. degree in biology at Al-

-paign and Ed Salm, Arlington
Heights. The bride's brother,
Eddie Berg, 5, served as ring

married and before "our

found that after his land call
on Cape Cod, Lief Friel:son
sailed up the Charles Riva in

and following the old Sagas he

descendent of Thomas Norton

Thompson, Manlius, Ill.; and

Chicago. Other groomsmen
were Dick Freyman, Cham-

Rumford Professor of Applied
Sciences in Harvard Universi-

included the bride's

grandmother, Mrs. Herbert

groom's brother, Kent Taylor,

1816 to her brother Jeremiah
Horsford shortly after she was

America he was appointed

the Professor spent many

sister of the bride, served as

sister of the bride; Joan

of Norse settlements on the

daughter by this marriage, the
great -grandmother -to -be of
Newell Esmond, of Mount

and Mrs. Robert Berg,

Eschncr, Wauwatosa, another

Norumbega at Wateflown.
"In this same. connection
found other extensive remains

Norton was from Goshen,

nosegays of yellow, pink and

bridal attendants were Carol

Germany.

(the same year Illinois became

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.

maid of honor. The other

under Liebig at Giessen,

the site and walls of

banks of the Charles Rket

New York on July 27, 1818

Honored wedding guests

white daisies. Linda Berg,

Delaware. For two years he
was a student of chemistry

Weston. Here he found the remains of extensive ditches and
walls. Five years afterward he
announced the discovery nh

ON RETURNING to

Horsford was born in

stephanotis.

aqua linen, and carried

chemistry at Newark College,

Horsford."

carried a bouquet of white

The bridesmaids wore identical A -line style dresses of

According to the research
conducted by her husband's
forefathers, Mrs. Newell Esmond believes Lief Erickson

of mathematics and natural
sciences, also lecturing on

married Mary L'Hommedier customed to place inch
materials.
mond said, "He wrote of Gardiner, daughter of Hon. building
"The round tower faces to
Grandfather being the only Samuel Smith Gardiner of the
east, overlooking the
child of his only sister Huldah Shelter Island, N.Y. Mrs.

the ceremony, a reception was
held in the home of the bride's

with pearls and crystals. She

Female Academy as professor

Making Plans For Big Debut

17 meeting of the

one

long,

detachable court train fell to

will present this subject at the

is

it a person, a place, or a thing.
We can't all he artists, unfortunately. An artist sees shapes

Harvard Colleg..!." Mrs. Es-

IMMEDIATELY following

roses and a cascade of parents in Bloomington.

Constitutional Convention,

Sandquist

silhouette style, enhanced

last year. On Aug. 31 at 3:30
p.m., they became man and

lace, and

so stop and stare at

something beautiful today, be

BY DOI.ORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

of "Eben b:ing called to

fered this fall, one in

at the University of Illinois

a

Citizen's Committee for
Oct

president of the Associate
Alumnae Board, and Mrs.

Beth Berg of Bloomington

Venise ball

Life goes by so fast - and

Horsford to his nephew

Alumnae in-oup is offering a

Beth Berg Weds T. Taylor

Attends
Conference

human being.

tion was made of their
relative, Eben Norton

this special day, the Associate

discovered you did not have
to have "artistic talent" to
create lovely things After taking many courses she started

a dimension of being a real

by his great grandmother,
Huldah Horsford, Oct. 2,

In addition to sponsoring

Barry Farrell, professor of

citing, confusing, and

and enjoying beauty. Seeing is

In authentic letters written

tive. One need not he a

cluding luncheon, is $5.

Hodges from Atlanta, Ga.,
Other speakers at the all and Mrs Roberta Raftaellia day meeting will base their
are familiar names to the in- remarks on the theme that
terested decoupeur
today's changing world is ex-

Joan became fascinated
with decoupage when she

THERE IS A WAY of
seeing that the saint of long
ago, and now the guru tells
about, a way of looking at life

discovered America.

the hope that increased

knowledge a,hout specific
aspects of our evolutionary!

Dapples, professor of geology,

history of the Chicago

beauty.

goes -

They're on Lief
Erickson's Side'
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Prospect Plaza, has returned
from a one -week seminar on

tells us that everyone is "up
tight" today. Start reforming
by opening up your eyes to

the older you 'get the faster it

The Day's Prospects

Attends
Decoupage
Seminar
Mrs Joan Boyle of the
Walt Boyle store in Mount

The younger gencratibn

'

SEE.

tlbdTbtt6Dtr

0

in "Man of La Mancha," said,
"Perhaps to be too practical
is madness, And maddest of
all is to see life as it is and

eyes.

more too.

they

-- you are the loser. Cervantes,

and thank God for my

ty,

and fathers. If you take the
time to see, your child will see

a

butterfly wing, a small smooth
stone, a bright red leaf. They
as

told me how much she missed
seeing the rainbow in her soap
bubbles. Now, because of her
words, I appreciate their beau-

SEEING or awareness is a
lost art. Nevertheless, children

remember how all the

window and sec no farther
than the dirty pane of glass

A blinded friend of mine

for SEEING.

primary grades, I had a "Look
and See" table, on which were

If you look out of your

your dishwater?

of speaking, but not so fine

BY GERRY WALSH

fall rummage sale at the

Mount Prospect residents, Mrs. Robert L. Stanton, Mrs. Eugene Vogt and Mrs. Charley
Lubeck, mothers of debutantes who will be presented at Holy Family Hospital Auxiliary's,
Cotillion Ill, pause at the brunch table to chat with their hostess, Mrs. James Buckley of
Arlington Heights. Not pictured is debutante mother, Mrs. Thomas Cunningham also of Mount
Prospect.

Oct.

18,

starting

at

a.m.

The sale will continue all
day with many household
items and clothing on sale.

A Date With 112 Men

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, October 11, 1968
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'BY MAR'IGARETE Orchestra Wall, 220 S.
MURPHY

Perfect Day

Your last chick is settled in

college. Your house is in

BY MARY BRUCE
(Note found on kitchen table while husband

order; your husband is on a

business trip; cards and
luncheons have paled. In

is taking sleepy teen-age sitter home.)

Sunday Eve, 11 p.m. Hi Mrs. Smith,
Were you really saving those chocolate cup-

you are bored. You
analyze your need and long
short,

cakes for the bake sale? Gee, you're a good
cook' Tommy only had four, does he always

for excitement not costing too
much, May I suggest a Friday
afternoon with the Chicago

get sick on chocolate?

There's something the matter with your
Vacuum cleaner. It stopped when I was cleaning up the feathers in Tommy's room. If Julie's
eye is swollen tomorrow it's 'cause she fell off

Symphony Orchestra? You
say you have no one "to go
with," and I say, "Good! Let
this be your very personal ex-

the top hunk during the pillow fight. She said
she was going to have her pictures taken day
after tomorrow. Boy, she's going to look funny
with a black eye. Ha! Ha!

Gee, you've got creepy neighbors. A real
cute policeman came to the door to find out
where the wild party was. Guess I did have

in your living room ceiling

wonder about lunch.

ticket only cost you $3, you
You ask, "But do I have to - prefer to remain conservative

ceases, and you are exhausted

climb those stairs to the

and choose the friendly

where sound compels you to
surrendir your heart.

gallery?"

cafeteria in the nether regions.

NO MATTER whether the

follow the crowd during in-

have roomy elevators to take.,
you there."

WHILE EATING your
lunch, you have an op-

in order

to choose

"No, Madame we now

YOU POCKET your ticket.
It is still morning, and the
concert does not begin until
clerk. Back on the boulevard,
you button your coat and then
that an

enormous

lion looks you straight in the
eye. It is like a command, so
your feet take you across the
street for a visit to an old
friend, the Art Institute.
After spending some time

tomorrow you will want to be in weight. Michael weighed 6
alert gal in a receptive mood pounds 6 ounces and Mark
weighed 6 pounds 4 ounces.
for your adventure.
Friday

is

Sister Julie, 31/2, is delighted.

Early Darwin Tulips

May Flowering Tulips 10/$1.29

10/$2.19
10/S1 .79

10/59c

Crocus

10/$1.98

ly Flowering Tulips 10/51.29 Daffodils
Parrot Tulip
Double Late Tulips

10/$1.49 hlircissus (ALL TrPES)10/S1.98
10/$1.49 Double Early Tulips 10/$1.49

BULB PLANTERS....$1.49

BONE MEAL 5 LB. BOX. $1.29

pounds 6 ounces. Mr. and

KERSTING'S

use DAY PIIILICATIONS

Call Bill Thornlurgl. 255-4400

Nicolle was born Sept. 17 at
Lutheran General Hospital,
and weighed 7 pounds 101/2

WHEREAS, a written petition
under oath signed by the owner

Northwest Community

ounces.

is

She

a

sister

to

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

P.

Suburban Alpha Phi. The
p.m.

meeting

will

be

hosted by Mrs. Bruce Baily in
her home at 415 Banbury,
Arlington Heights.
The group 'will also commemorate the 96th Founder's

Mount Prospect.

Mr. and Mrs. William

Lacina

and

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Mrs. Michael Cipriano,

Hospital. Mary Lynn weighed
7 pounds 11 ounces. Twenty -

Mrs. Renato Alghini, Morton

month -Old

On Sept. 15, Mr. and Mrs.

David W. Poole, Mount

William Todd

ProspeetAwelcomed Sarah

Heights, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred

Weighing 7 pounds 13

and Mrs. James E. Iddings,

Marie irito the world.

Scipione, Wauconda, and Mr.

Sarah was born at
Lutheran General Hospital.

Carpentersville.

ounces,

GLASSES

Mrs.

NOW, THEREFORE,
VILLAGE

The East 300 feet of the North

BE

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION 1: That all land and

territory legally described as

threequarters of the Northeast
of the Southwest quarter of Section
10, Township 41 North, Range 11,
East of the Third Principal I Meridian,
in Cook County, Illinois.

An accurate mop of which ter-

ritory is attached thereto and made
a part thereof by this reference be
and the same is hereby annexed
to the Village of Mount Prospect,

follows, to -wit:
Lot 5 (except the East 454.40 feet

thereof as measured on the North
link thereof) in Meier Brothers Subdivision, being a Subdivision of

parts of Section 10 and 15,
Township 41 North, Range. 11, East

curate map of

SECTION 3: This. Ordinance shall
be in full force and effect from

Cook County, Illinois.

SECTION 2: The Village Clerk of

the

curate map of

born at Northwest Com-

munity Hospital. Mrs.

the

territory

and Mrs. Wesley Fletcher,

DANIEL CONGREVE

ATTEST: RICHARD H. MONROE,

Mrs. Lynn 0. Tarrant, Arl-

Friday, October I /, 1968

to

put

Goldblatt Tire Center building
located at 950 Mt. Prospect Plaza
legally described as follows:

That part of the South 1/2 of the
South V2 of the Southwest 1/4 of
Section 35, Township 42 North,
Range 11 East of the 3rd Principal

Meridian, bounded by a line

described as follows: Commencing

at a point 530.0 feet South of the
North line of the South i/2 of the
South 1/2 of said Southwest 1/4 on

WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES

a

\to REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR, OR TINTED OR SUNGLASS LENSES

line forming an angle of 90

degrees 42 minutes, measured from

West to South with said North line

REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200

and drawn thru a point on said

North line 750.0 feet East of its

4

intersection with the Northeasterly
line of Rand Road; said point being

on line with and 140.0 feet West
of the Southwest corner of the existing building; thence North along
said lost described line 200.0 feet;
thence West at right angles, 76.0
feet; thence South at right angles;
200.0

feet;

thence East

at

right

angles, 76.0 feet to the place of
beginning.

All persons interested in the

above petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 11th day of October, 1968.
GEORGE JACOBSMEYER, Chairman

WEST SIDE

3 EAST WASHINGTON

6001 W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

NORTH SIDE

NORTHWEST SIDE
4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

AURORA

NORTHBROADWAY

GEORGE JACOBEMEYER,

Chairman
Mount Prospect Board of Appeals
Published by
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Friday, October 11, 1968

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY
1324 MILWAUKEE

Mount Prsopect Board of Appeals

TELEPHONE: 259-9456

SOUTH SIDE
4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE

L
OAK PARK
1115 LAKE STREET
BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTHNWESTERN
OAK PAWN
87th & CICERO, KORVETTE CTR.

dial

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

92.7f
stereo 24 hours.

DOWNTOWN ELGIN .

WA U K EGLENGAN

FLORA

15 DOUGLAS STREET ."'

OPEN MONDAY AND THURSDAY NIGHTS 'TILL 8:00 P.M.

,

have agreed to vacate portion of
Thayer street, more fully described
hereinafter;
NOW, THEREFORE,

BE

IT

OR-

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT,
COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

SECTION 1: That the following
portion of Thayer Street shall be

and is hereby vacated, to wit;

The West 150.0 feet of the East
226.0 feet of Thayer Street lying
West of the East line of Kenilworth
Avenue in Mount Prospect, all in
the first additon to Centralwood,
being a subdivisions in the

Southeast 1/4 of Section 3s3,

Township 42 North, Range 11, East

of the Third Principql Meridian in
Cook County, Illinois. I.
SECTION 2: That the Village shall
retain upon the above -described
tract a utility easement of and

upon the South; Ten (10) feet of
said lot.
3:

SECTION

That the following

Sixteen (16) foot alley shall be and
is hereby vacated, to wit:

The Sixteen (IN foot public alley
lying South of the Southerly line
and 2' and North of the
of Lots
1

Northerly line of lot 3 and East
of the Westerly line of lots I
through 6 and West of the Easterly,

through 6,
line of the said lots
all in the fibt addition to Centralwood, being a subdivision in
the Southeast 1/4 of Section 33,
1

Township 42 North, Range 11, East
of the Third Principal Meridian in
Cook County, Illinois.
SECTION 4: That the Village
Clerk of the Village of Mount
Prospect is hereby directed to file
in

the office of the Recorder of

Deeds of Cook' County, Illinois, a
copy of this Ordinance, together

with on accurate map of the territory vacated.

SECTION 5: This ordinance shall
in full force and effect from
and after Its passage, approval and
publication In the manner prescrib
ed by law.

be

AYES: 6

MT. PROSPECT

9515 5 WESTERN

WEST

Village

the

WHEREAS, by the terms of said

two
signs 63 square feet in size in the

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION
w REGARDLESS or WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAt LENSES

Trustees of

No. 65L9036; and

Village of Mount Prospect as

ONE LOW PRICE
NO EXTRA CHARGES
OF ANY KIND

WEST OF KENILWORTH AVENUE

decree the Village Board of Trustees

on the 24th day of October, 1968
at the hour of 8:00 P M there will
be a public hearing at the Village
Hall, 112 E. Northwest Highway,
concerning a petition for change
to the Zoning Ordinance of the
follows:
CASE NO. 6833A
Request variation

AN ORDINANCE VACATING
PORTION OF THAYER AVENUE

Mount Prospect and terminate Case

BOARD OF APPEALS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that

'001'

2

Friday, October 11, 1968

the best interests of the Village of

BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT

Mrs. Mamie Fairbank, Yale,
Iowa. The Tarrants also have
a 22 -month -old daughter,

1074 MT. PROSPECT

Village Clerk'
Published by
DAY PUBLICATION, INC

consent decree in order to preserve

NOTICE OF HEARING

dAidi

MOUNT
PROSPECT

Village President

of Mount Prospett hove signed a

Published by
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC

Carolyn.

AREA
OFFICES

DANIEL CONGREVE

ATTEST: RICHARD H. MONROE,

Board of

Village Clerk

and a great-grandmother,

CHICAC-30

'

WHEREAS, the President and

Village President

John Fairbank Tarrant, 8
pounds 5 ounces was born
Sept. 12 in Northwest Community Hospital, to Mr. and

them or refund your money in full.

NAYS: 0

PASSED AkiD APPROVED this 1st
day of Octobet, 1968.

ORDINANCE NO.2106

PASSED AND APPROVER this 1st
day of October, 1968.

North Freedon, Wis. and Mrs.
Charles Birks, Rockton, Ill.

pletely satisfied with your glasses, we will replace

AYES: 6

an-

AYES: 6
NAYS: 0

Robin's grandparents are Mr.

A

and after its passage, approval and
publication in the manner provided
by law.

SECTION 3: This Ordinance shall

1111 S. ARLINGTON HTS. RD. Harold Fairbank and Mrs.
Erma Tarrant, Des Plaines,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

THAN OUR "GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"
If within six months of purchase date you are not com-

territory an-

and after its passage, approval and
publication in the manner provided
by law.

ington Heights last year.

WHAT BETTER PROOF OF OUR QUALITY, SERVICE & PRICE

the

nexed.

be in full force and effect from

Fletcher taught kindergarten
at bunion School in Arl-

OF FASHION'S NEWEST. FLATTERING FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be
filled in the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

SECTION 2: The Village Clerk of
the Village of Mount Prospect is
hereby directed to file in the office
of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook
County, Illinois, a certified copy of
this Ordinance together with an ac-

Cook County, Illinois.

to the Village of Mount Prospect,

entered the world on Sept. 22.

Cook County, Illinois.

of the Third Principal Meridian, in
An accurate map 01 which ter.
ritory is attached thereto and made
a part thereof by this reference by
and the same is hereby annexed

Heights.
PAINT & GLASS ington
Grandmothers are Mrs.

956-1111

follows, to -wit:

OR-

IT

nexed.

Rooka

km REGARDLESS

quarter of the Northeast quarter

Midland,
Clard,
Richard
Mich. are the grandparents.

& WINDOWS

OF

of Trustees of the Village
of Mount Prospect find and believe
it to be in the best interests of
the said Village that said land.and
territory be annexed thereto;

Wheaton and Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Robert Fletcher,

WE REPAIR
STORM DOORS

ONE LOW PRICE

territory legally desc.rybed as

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

and Mrs. W. E. Poole, She is the first baby for Mr.

land and

the Village of Mount Prospect; and

Village of Mount Prospect is
hereby directed to file in the office
of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook
County, Illinois, a certified copy of
this Ordinance together with an ac-

daughter, Kristen, age 2. Mr.

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION 1: That all

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

Weighing 7 pounds 14

OR-

IT

BE

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

VILLAGE

WHEREAS, the President and

Lester Dobbins, Arlington

the best interests of

in

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

Board

is

Suzanne Denise Altergott,
and

WHEREAS, the said land is not
within the corporate limits of any
municipality, but is contiguous to

her brother. Grandparents of
the children are Mr. and Mrs.

to be

NOW, THEREFORE,

and

Prospect, announce the birth
of Mary Lynn on Sept. 14 at

Mount Prospect, and she was

of Mr.

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

Utley, Aurora.

The Pool's have another ounces, Robin Leslie Fletcher

daughter

signature indicating their consent;

to be annexed have affixed their

Wheaton and Mrs. William

meeting and may contact Mrs_ Fred Altergott, all of Mount
Baily at 392-7783, or Mrs. Prospect, announce the arrival
Eugene Reed (253-4117).

of their granddaughter,

territory be annexed thereto;

Prospect. Proud grandparents
Mrs. William Leonard,

Grove.

Oct. 10.

the said Village that said land and

are

Melrose Park and Mr. and

Day of Alpha; Phi which is

it

residing within the said property

WHEREAS, all the electors

the infant

ounces, Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Robert C. Kline,

Heights. Great grandmother,
Mrs. Anna Cline, also lives in

of Mount Prospect find and believe

Mount Prospect; and

of Mr. and Mrs.
William Leonard, Mount

weighing 7 pounds 101/2

Lawrence Traub, Prospect

land be annexed to the Village of

Northwest Community

Northwest Community

Mount Prospect and

WHEREAS, the President and
Board of trustees of the Village

the Village of Mount Prospect, and

Leonard was born Sept. 25 at

Renee, 5. The children's
grandparents are Mr. and

Community Hospital

Village Clerk of the Village of
Mount Prospect requesting that said

described has been filed with the

Joining a 21/2 -year -old

first baby, Gary Robert Kline
II. Gary arrived at Northwest

and Mrs. Gary R. Kline,

signature indicating their consent;
and
WHEREAS, the said land is not

within the corporate limits of any
municipality, but is contiguous to

Kalamazoo.

151/2 ounces. He has a brother

15

property

of record of land hereinafter

Mrs. William E. Sinclair,

is

WHEREAS, all the electors

residing within the said

to be annexed have affixed their

BOULEVARD

are Mr. and Mrs.. Russell

Hospital. She

PROPERTY LOCATED AT

ROAD AND LONNQUIST

daughter

kera at the Oct. 16

meeting of Northwest
8:15

Hanson, all of Edmonds,

Michael, 8, and a sister

by

Marcia

and Mr. and Mrs. John

Prospect Heights, was their

to Fraje Pressed Flowers"
will

neen, 15 months. The

AN ORDINANCE ANNEXING
CERTAIN

Michelle, 21/2; Laura, 7, and
Cameron, 51/2. Grandparents'

Mr. and Mrs. James
Williarri Iddings, Mount

Born on Sept.

Mount Prospect; and

ORDINANCE NO 2103
THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF MEIER

Mrs.

Calif. are his proud

A demonstration on "How

fisest
service for per legelmtices,

of Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Sinclair, Mount Prospect.

Hanson was born Sept. 30 at

li

For the best revenge

at Northwest Community

David A. Hanson, Mount
Prospect. David Daman

another conceit with her,

bers of the orchestra to rise
and share with him the ap-

Nicollc Angelique is the
name given to the new baby

It's a boy for Mr. and Mrs.

make a ten ative date for

portlinity to use your

Dennis h. Altergott, Schaumburg. Suzanne, born Sept. 16

to Mr.

Mrs. John D. Hayes, Newhall,

is invited to attend this

6/1 N MAIN (1 BLK. S. of RANDHURST) MT. PROSPECT
OPEN FRI 'TIL 8 PM -SUN. 9 AM. CL 3-6833

binoculars. As the applause I
continues, he invites the mem-

Cipriano, Mount Prospect, are
the parents of a new baby boy,
Steven Joseph, horn Sept. 15
at Lutheran General Hospital.
Steven weighed in at 6 pounds

Any Alpha Phi in the area

CENTER

binoculars and watch the concert -master make his entry
and give the pitch torthe musicians. You are madctaware of

Hospital, weighed 7 pounds 9
ounces, and is the new sister
of Scott William, 19 months.

.

to refresh you. And so a program of usually three balanced compositions is performed

ductor, gives you an op-

Wash.

Prospect, is Jeffrey Hayes

charming

with deep bows by the con-

Seery, born Sept. 13 at
Northwest Community
Hospital. He weighed 6

Snyder, all of Rochelle.

a

rangement of eucalyptus helps

the musicians tune their in-

struments, adjust your

to

room, where a beautiful ar-

tumultuous applause accepted

brother, Kathleen Anne

Flowers

termission

rollege,and

The finale of the first
symphony is reached, and al

children's grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Schoch

47.

Hyacinth

patterns.

First baby for Mr. and Mrs.
Mount
Seery,
J.
Robert

Framing
Pressed

Botanical Tulips

some arty long -hairs, ;almost
forgetting your date.
You decide to leave the institute at 1:30 in order to read
your program notes, listen to

suburban hilusewife also, with
that
'a son in
music performed so superbly
so close to (home should not
It is a great
be overlook
release and ifts your spirits.
You agree nd, in parting,

from your participation. You

to magnificent crescendos in
themes and intriguing rhythm

and you are on a Chicago - The children's
bound train. The air is brisk are Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
and you have chosen com- :Hayden and Mrs. Pauline

BULB

FINALLY the clapping

Beethoven or Bartok, you are
engulfed in the most exciting

music from barely a whisper

companion, She shares with
you your ebthusiasin and joy,
and confidVs.. that she is a

started.

composition is Vivaldi,

portunity to people -watch and
are intrigued by an Indian

woman wearing a sari and

During Itthe ithermission
you may have struck up a
conversat4 with I your seat

a new round of applause is

Although your symphony

Fifer, Barrington and Mr. and

grandparents

grandparents.

1011.29

welcome

Hospital, weighing 7 pounds
8 ounces. The Hansons also
have a daughter, Jonnie Jea-

fortable shoes to walk to

King Alfred Daffodils 1041.98

Rooms)

for your plcasure.\

the conductor enters to a _ audience. Then he leaves for

Bassinet Set

good night's rest because with only a 2 -ounce difference

AND NOW it

Miniature

a gallery seat.

as not to obstruct the view of
the person behind you, and
Michael Paul and Mark
choose a large purse, as you
may be very eager to see the Alan are the names of new
maestro at closer range and, twin boys born to Mr. and
therefore, your opera glasses Mrs. Paul D. Snyder, Mount
or bird -watching binoculars Prospect. They arrived at St.
will be of great help. Get a Alexius Hospital on Sept. 15

If I'm asleep when you get home

OVER 100 VARIETIES
TO CHOOSE FROM

your tummy growls and you

At this point, may I suggest
that you select a small hat, so

please wake me up as I have a lot of home
work to do and my mother will skin me alive.
' (Well, if she doesn't and I ever stop crying,
1 will)

*oo

the wings, only to return when

your escape from ennui you
decide to listen to the music
at its best and cheapest from

of .applause. He,
raises his baton and you are
transported to a distant land,

discover

men, the members of the great
Chicago Symphony.

the meeting is at your house at 9 sharp tomorrow morning ! think.

DUTCH I

Thorne's

You have agreed to try my
cure for boredom. You have
also decided to go downtown
on a mid -morning train, and
have listened to the weather
you will have a date with 112

and fell when the water leaked through from
the bathroom floor.
Call me again when you go out, 1 love to
sit at your house you have such good things
Millie
in your iefrig
P S A Mrs Somebody or other called to say
PPS

office clerk greets you and for

perience."

your wardrobe carefully, for

it got all wet

-

a sudden hush and tension as

preciation expressed by the

perhaps you prefer Mrs.

two sharp, according to the

report,

my record player too loud 'cause 1 didn't even
hear the upstairs bathtub overflowing.
Do people really use those little lacy things
with guest" on them to dry their hands?
Anyway its a good thing you have lots of them
as I used them all to wipe up the bathroom
floor
Golly, they must have used crummy plaster

with the Impressionists (or

Michigan Av. A friendly box

,

ORDINANCE NO. 2104

AN ORDINANCE ANNEXING
CERTAIN PROPERTY LOCATED AT
THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF MEIER

ROAD AND LINCOLN AVENUE

WHEREAS, a written petition
under oath signed by the owner

NAYS: 0
Passed

PASSED AND APPROVED this 1st
day of October, 1,908
DANIEL CONGREVE

Village President
ATTEST: RICHARD H. MONROE,

of record of land hereinafter

Village Clerk

Mount Prospect requesting that said

Published by
DAY PUBLICATION, INC
Friday, October 11, 1968

described has been filed with the
Village Clerk of the Village of
land be annexed to the Adlage of

First Guest Speaker
For Guild Luncheon
Women's Guild luncheon
meetings each third Wed-

Mrs John G Peterson will
be the first guest speaker for
the season at the Women's

nesday Circles this year will
be studying "New Forms of

Guild luncheon meeting Tuesday, Oct, 15, at South Church
Community Baptist, 501 S
Emerson, Mount Prospect
Mrs Peterson, as chairman

Mission" and working on
their various philanthropic
projects

Meetings scheduled for Oct
p m are Circle I at
10 at

of Love Gift for American

I

the home of Mrs C B

Baptist Women, will speak on
"What's Life?" She is the wife

Wisdom, 36 S Wheeling Dr ,
Wheeling, and Circle 2 with
Mrs Harold J Jebens Sr , 109

of, and assists, the Rev John
G Peterson, who directs the
Baptist Campus Ministry at

E Council Tr , Mount
Prospect
Circle 3 will meet with Mrs

Northern Illinois University

A graduate of Sioux Falls

Charles F Beck, 405 N

College and Northern Baptist

Eastwood, Mount Prospect, at
II am, Oct 10, to work on
Christmas projects At 9 30

Theological Seminary with
B A and M R E degrees, she
serves as an officer in the De

a m , Oct 10, Mrs Harold A
Tignor, 221 N Prindle Av ,
Arlington Heights, will be

Kalb County Branch of the

American Association of
University Women, and the

MRS. JOHN G. PEDERSON

De Kalb Public Hospital Auxiliary.

Reservations may be made by
calling the church office, 253-

12 30 p m by Circle 6, Mrs
Robert S Fasick, chairman,
and Mrs Paul Burke and Mrs

0501

Luncheon will be served at

Ground
Broken for
New Church
Sunday afternoon, Sept 29,

groundbreaking for the
northwest ward of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints (Mormon) took place at

superintendent; Edward Green, architect and George Naylor,

Friday, October 11, 1968

congregation attended the

service presided by Bishop
George Naylor, minister of
the congregation, and John
Scowcroft, from the Stake

Chrismons, making bed pads
for St. Matthew Home for the

Open House,

flowers, and baking cookies.
The cookies will be delivered

Lutheran Church, Euclid and
Wolf Rds., Prospect Heights,

much time at the workshop as
they can spare, from one hour

there. Those who plan to work
lunch.

community are invited.

to spending the whole day

special blessings throughout
the weekend activities.

Busy fingers fly as ladies of
St. Peter Lutheran Aid society

prepare for their Oct. 15

bazaar and luncheon in the
school, 111 W. Olive St., Arlington Heights. Quitters pic-

tured at left are, left to right,
Mrs. Emme Kehe, Mrs. Em-

Seminars At
Church of Cross
hold the third .in a series of

$1.50 donation.

The topic will be one of cur-

served in the cafeteria for a

Sermon -Seminars this Sunday.

rent interest, "Christianity

Calendar of Events
This calendar is prepared as a public service
by the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should
call Mrs. Ffelen Becker, CI 3-7469. Deadline
for listing is,Tuesday of the preceeding week.

social meeting, VFW hall, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Jaycees, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.

Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines,
International, Community Church of Rolling
Meadows, 8:15 p.m.

SATURDAY

Gregory School Big Top Fun Fair at the

Buffalo Grove Over 50 club Drop in Center,

Ranch Mart Shopping Center, Buffalo Grove,
Prospect invited.

Homemakers Extension Association, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 1 p.m.

Prospect Moose Lodge 660 VFW hall, 8

MONDAY

Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard
Country Club, 12:15 p.m.

p.m.

Round Table, for all northwest nurses, Holy
Family Hospital, 8 p.m.

MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community

Center, 1 p.m.
Randhurst , Toastmasters, Randhurst Town
Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Township District 214, board meeting, ad-

ministration building, 7:30 p.m.

Prospect' Heights School District 33, Board

of Education, MacArthur Junior High, 7:30
,

American Legion Post -525 Auxiliary,

member's home, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY

Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, Drop in

8 p.m.

Prospect Chapter DeMolay, 1104 S. Arl-

ington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 8 p.m.

Riverhurst Woman's Club, member's home,
8 p.m.

Prospective Waist-Aways, Friedrich's
Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.

TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling

Meadows, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall,
8 p.m.

River Trails School District 26, Board of

Education, Park View School, 8 p.m.

VFW Prospect Past 1337, ladies auxiliary

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

Rev. IFOldemor R. Streufert,

Pastor

iw

Tel. 437.3223. 4:19.0412

, 4,

1)
i)

CHURCH

Sunday School and Bible Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

gymnasium, 8 p.m.
Northwest Suburban Branch, AAUW, South
Park Field House, Des Plaines, 8 p.m.

St. Raymond's Catholic Woman's Club, St.
Raymond's auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

E.A. Zeile

Clifford Kaufmann.

J. E. Golisrh
Worship Hours 8:00, 9:30, 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
hristian Day School - Kindergarten Thru 8th

Communion 10:30

Aiving Under Christ's Rule"

Aimed Toward. Sharing the Joy,

Freedom, and Commitment of

MOUNT
PROSPECT

CL 5-0332

file Compel with people.

Church of the Cross

I

Larry D. Cartford S.T.M. Pastor

300 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT

phone 437-5141

JEROME ENGSETH, PASTOR - 25,5.4671

Worship Service
9.00 and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

Irunwry Provided at Both Servirpe

is primarily a discussion by
those in attendance of their

7e,oplt Oat 044 Comm
2025 S. GOEBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

faith's relation to the way they

9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:00 p.m. Evening Meeting
N. ',wry nod toddle, ,v,re
Morning

"God wants us to be bold"
it

Evening

Film

My Witness in this World.

decide to vote and the way

Community

Sermon -Seminars, states
to

give the people an op-

Presbyterian

portunity to explore the importance of their faith as it

Church

relates to their political thinking."

Men's Club
Eats
.Beef
The annual beef dinner of
St. Peter's Men's Club will be

Heights.

Rummage Sale
The Women's Department

of the Mount Prospect
mission of the Reorganized

Latter Day Saint Church will
sponsor a rummage sale, Oct.
18, and 19 in the Community

PASTORS
Gilbert Bowen
Thome!. A. Phillips

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect
PHONE 392-3111

The Passing Years
We move with the times... in equipment,
in method, but cling to our time-honored
standards of dignity and beauty in the con-

HOURS:

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.

ducting of services.

Child Care and Church School

9:15 and 11:00 a.m.

"Man's First Love!"
Over a Half Century of Respected Service

-er'Aiviiisinoos.000fv,o-s-ose:-sray.koottotesw.,,,,,

St. Raymond
de Penafort Church
311 South I -Oka
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-2444

Lauterbirg
&
FUN.

Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Ceramics Room, Ranch Mart Center,
Day, Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30-3 Buffalo Grove. Proceeds will
p.m.

STREET"

PASTORS

13:00 -- 10:30

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL

Lutheran 7 ',,,

1

Responsibility." This session

Satellite 2, (Homemaker's Extension St. Peter's Lutheran Church,
Association), Mount Prospect Community 111 W. Olive, Arlington

Mount Prospect Park District, board

FAITH AND ADVENTURE

:-.5ealE:f.:Ier:::-:!asest:-...:',:seakstr. 1 ...---Aesc.:

--_-"mett.= ,

827-7229
Pastor Keith Davis

9:15 and 10:45. Church School -Morning Worship

titled, "Christian Political

The dinner is sponsored by

10:30-3 p.m.

meeting, Mount Prospect Community Center,
TUESDAY

:maw .,-

The evening seminar will
begin at 7:30 p.m. and is en-

Center, Community Presbyterian Church, held Oct. 17 at 6 p.m. in St.
Peter's School auditorium,
10:30-3 p.m.
Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Drop in 208 E. Schaumburg Rd.,
Center, Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, Schaumburg.

8 p.m.
Arlington Heights Chapter SPEBSQA, Center,
St. Rini Lutheran School, PTL, St. Paul

Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights,

v.-.

392-1712

-- United Church of Christ
Rand and Central

iuo $. LinnemanMt. Pro.pert

t

Arlington Heightj

Church of the Master --

St. John

Pastor Larry D. Cartford, "is
p.m.

8 p.m.

for
thSouSccNueucsr:seestrY

1211 W. Campbell,

Lutheran Church

The purpose of these

WEDNESDAY

Ranch Mart Shopping Center, 10:30 a,m.-3

7:30-11:30 p.m. Extensioneers of Mount

Is,

All Se rvir e

Pastor: Albert A. Luca).
CL 3-2407

they think politically.

school, I 1,a.m.-3 p.m.

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Party Nite,

605 W. Golf Rood
Mount Prospect
Worship 8 Church School
9:30 a.m. 8. MOO a.m.

The Sunday morning
ma Grewe and Mrs. Ida the Cross, 2025 S. Goebbert sermon
will be entitled
Hogreve. The bazaar begins at Rd., Arlington Heights, will
11:30 a.m. with luncheon

ri;

Dr. Robert E. Matthews
392-6346

The Lutheran Church of and Politics - 1968."

"Christian Faith and Political
Decisions." It will attempt to
deal with the way a Christian
decides politically and the importance of political thinking
he part of Christians today. Morning services are held at
9 and 10:30 a.m.

Trinity United
Methodist

Provision"
Nursery Provided For

WJJD (1160 Kr) - 7:00 AM
WL5 (890 Kr) - 8:00 AM
WCLR (850 K,) - 9:00 AM
WAIT (820 K,) 9:30 AM

at 3 p.m.; the concert at
all day should bring a sack is3:45
p.m. All people of the

weekend homecoming activities for the adults at the
Prospect ,Heights Baptist

attend are sure to find many

the 451st an-

Church School Open House
and Organ Concert on Sunday, Oct. 20. The open house

"God's Abundant

SUNDAY
One Element of
Christian Healing

of the Lutheran
Women may put in as niversary
Reformation with a Sunday

day, Oct. 12 will kick-off the

At 2 p.m. a special Musical
will be presented. Those who

will observe

to shut-ins.

Evening Service
7:00

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

Grace Evangelical

Aged, arranging artificial

Progressive
Dinner Is,
Tomorrow
A progressive dinner Satur-

CL 5-1394.

speaks to you

Evangelical Covenant Church
conducts missionary work.

School, Wheeling.

9:45 A M.
Morning Worship
10:50
"Three Meaningful
Metaphors"

minute sound -color film takes

from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
A variety of projects will be

Jack London Junior High

be necessary for each dinner
and can be made by calling

Sunday School

Northridge, Calif., the 35 -

carried out, such as making

meantime church services will
continue to be held in the

Heights. The group will depart
from the church at 6 p.m.
On Sunday a family dinner
will be held at the church immediately following the morning service. Reservations will

CHURCH

Church Women of St. Mark you to Congo, Equador, Hong
Lutheran Church will hold a Kong, Japan, Taiwan, and to
workshop Wednesday, Oct. 16 the state of Alaska, where the

The edifice will cost an
estimated $400,000 and will
include 24 classrooms and
recreational building large
enough to hold a regulation
size basketball court. In the

Church, McDonald and
Wheeling Rds., Prospect

to this special showing

Nyquist Productions of

The American Lutheran

Presidency.

Barrington

Prospect, Sunday, Oct 13, at
7pm
Produced by the Johnson-

St. Mark
Workshop

Some 150 members of the

the home of Mrs Ralph Riddell, Rt I, Flint Creek Dr,

The pastor of the church,
Pastor Jerome Engseth, cordially invites the community

the Northwest Covenant
Page 7 Church, Elmhurst and
Isabella Streets, Mount

the corner of Buffalo Grove

p.m.

South Church Community Wednesday, Oct 23, members
Baptist are invited to the of Circle 4 will meet at South
Church at 9 30 a m to go to

A new missionary film enin
titled "My Witnesses
This World" will be shown at

Bishop.

Palatine Rds , in Arlington Heights

Mrs A 0 Spears, 206 N

Missionary Film
At N.W. Covenant

IDO

Clive Murphy, counselor; John Cameron, contractor

and

Meeting time for Circle 6
.s at 8 p m on Oct 10, with

All women and friends of Wille, Mount Prospect On

Walter Ost as hostesses

Officials at groundbreaking ceremony, Sept. 29, for the
northwest ward of the Mormon Church to be located at Buffalo
Grove and Palatine Rds., Arlington Heights. From left to right:
John Sorensen, counselor; John Scowcroft, stake presidency;

hostess to Circle 5

be contributed to the church

Mount Prospect Grandmother's Club, building fund.

Friday evening hours will
Mount Prospect Community Center, 1 p.m.
Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect be from 6 to 9 p.m. and on
Saturday, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Community Center, 8 p.m.
Cameo Players, -Inc., River Trails Junior Items for sale include appliances, children's clothing,
High, 8 p.m.
Parents without Partners, Knights of Colum- adult apparel and Halloween
costumes,
bus Hall, Arlington Heights, 8:15 p.m.

Sunda:). Masses:
Church: 6:30,,2:30, 8:45. /0:110,

Oehler.

11:15 and /2:30

HOVEA L

'THOMAS J. DONOVAN, ROBERTS.SCHAER - Owners
I 200035. NORTHWEST HWy. 253-5423 ARLINGTON HTS., MT. PROSPECT

Auditorium
8430, 10:03 and /1:20

wow

ti

"r400 -s491

SY RAIITATIOIT

fik

NATIONAL
SELECTED MORTICIANS

THE DAY

22 -Situations Wanted Women
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CLASSIFIED

PUTIOUt

INDEX

TO WORK FOR YOU

TSIMESS

Apartments To Exchange 75
Apts. and Rooms to Share . 71

Aviation

105
Auto Leasing
107
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
106
Equipment
Auto Traileis & Campers . 103
99
Automobile For Sale

Let us help make your DAY!

ple.in your community. Call one NOW,

101
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange .... 64

Foil Special 517.95 cleans living rm. & hall carpet. Sofas
59.958. up. 894-9141.

Boats and

392-6817

15
Business Personals
Business Service Directory 16
17
Business Services

FOR ADVERTISING CALL

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots

296-6640

Your ad will appear daily in

Prospect Day
Des Plaines Day

WEEKLY

Des Plaines Day

Market

Arlington Day
Prospect Day

Day

Coins

BUY OR SELL CARS

We Sr,, clot', in QUALITY BODY.
TOWING SERVICE

Arlington Body Craft
201 W Compbcll 259-6160

HAULING & CLEANUP
Reasonable rates

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Day or Eve. 766-7256

Brickwork
ED FORAN

Brickwork

Carpentry -Remodeling

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

Fall

SPECIAL

827-4637

evor I.

Tile floors

lull for E muffle
359 1906
Coll the ri St then call "THE
pert carpentry,
BEST
for
remodeling & additions. No job
too small 766-8034
( APPLE. RY & HIGH WORK.
No tot, too small.
Sky iv the Limit.

Elio

10 ft to 1 000 ft any types tower
work welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpentry work remodeling & barn
work

Instruction

FREE ESTIMATES.

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

Launtz Jensen

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

Decorating In the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

381-1972

CL 9-0495

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

CUSTOM

Eli ctrical
Plumbing
r_arparilry

No lob too small.
Equipped for complete custom
drapery work with
17 years experience.
to choose from

110 1013 TOO SMALL

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084

259-5887

Carpet Cleaning

BLACK

Fall Special 517 95 cleans living
on B. hall carpet Sofas $9.95 B.
Up 894-9141

wall to Wall carpet & burn.
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
Estimate

Call

Joe

253 9046 - 761-6888
CARPET & I URN Areinpooing,
ad Installs-100ns,
, this
pricr
washing,
tinting mach
cleaning
drapery
painting
De.,

Pl.

Serv.

296-6365

Carpet In.tallation
DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall to Wall new or
sed
R. poll
Shill Steps.
B.
s

fill,

stone

sand,

Roy Rood

or

any amount. Also pick up

Fast
Clean Dependable
Plastering & Drywall Service
CALL 255.3822

HARBUT'S LAWN MTCE.

For

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance

Radio -TV Repair

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power
raking,

aerating,

sod,

seed,

planting, grade work. 537-1411

Day or Eve. 766-7256

N & N CONCRETE
Steps - DriveTrash Removal
flout,
Walks.
rutius
way'
.

529-3463
FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
RESIDENTIAL
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

patios

sidewalks,

Complete lawn care available,

grass cutting, fertilizing, d.

Sod
Trees

-

Evergreens

Installed

-

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualised styling. Holiday
formals resort clothes designed
to arch r Coordinated wedding
portie. Alterations Near Rand255-0348
heirA
Shortening of hems on coots
suede Coats;
skirts
dresses

repair

&

replace zippers on
Also men's
255.8161

pants lockers etc
clothing

Drapery Repairs
ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

repeating, rehomming
etc 437-2884
Relining

Fencing
X CELL FENCE& IRON CO.

All types of fencing choinlink,
redwood & stockade 647-0220

Floor Maintenance'
Ecklund Floor Service

Average an sanded sealed '8
529.1211
finished 519 95

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re gluing

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

26
30

Home Furnishings 47

Furniture
Industrial Property

83

(To Rent)

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

5

Low prices, free estimates

Shrubs

Rototilling

&

.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..
827.0609
RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

.

Pulverized & weed free..
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load 525.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

91

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

94
95
88
96

.

.

.

.

.

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
21
Situations Wanted -Men
Situations Wanted 22
Women
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property . 78
To Rent Furnished
.73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellaneous .
To Rent Resort Properties 79
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices
18
Travel . ,
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82,,
Wanted To Rent
.

whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We

will make your lawn look as
though it has been sodded. We

OR
AREA

shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
I don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it
look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

$12 plus material

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

painting. All work guaranteed

647-0220

Shall Decorating
358-9038
Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klem 392-0803
Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118
Woll Papering
NEW WAY PAINTING
Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991

E.J. ERICSSON

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating
FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 698-2322

Full and Part Time
Evenings or Nights

'

re4ltifisct

fora** ha

Errors

by

will

Dresses,
Experienced. Rea-

hours work.
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King Street
439-0286

YMCA
296-3376

Full time man for paint and wall-

paper store. Good salary and

Mount Prospect
News Agency

Call 824-8213

392-1830

New & Remodeling
Also file Repairs

'9 to 9 wooktlays ft 9 to 12
Saturdays,

PHONE 255n1200

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions

Arl His

830 W NW Hwy
259-9440

Maintenance Men

Part or Full Time

$2.75 an hour up, overtime,

M

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

Wrought Iron

IN TOWNHALL
It am 10 5 pm
1943,T,D,S, Hell cent, 29c

11 -Business Services

XCELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron.
Interior.

COIN SHOW

.

BOOKKEEPING & TAX WORK
Ex-

647-0220i

Arlington Heights

824-9348

Des Plaines

Public Schools
District 25
301
CL

RAND & RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

W.

3-6100,

SALESMAN

SPORTSWRITER

newspaper route at the Circle
Hill

Full or Part Time

Apts., Rand & Arl.

Retail men's clothing store.
Experience preferred. Good
starting salary, plus benefits.

Hts.

Rd. ALSO boys for afternoon
newspaper routes in various

Beginning in early afternoon

JACK'S
MEN'S SHOP

locations.

Mt. Prospect
NORTH ARLINGTON
HEI9HTS NEWS AGENCY
253.7150

SALARY AS TO EXPERIENCE

South

St.

Ext.

227

OFFSET

Frill Time

WANTED
Boy to deliver morning

PRESSMAN
Experienced

on

small

offset

multilith to single color 25x38.
Excellent working conditions.
Close to Northwestern com-

muter and bus service. New
equipment, Blue Cross,

Blue

Shield and other fringe benefits.

259-2951

Call Linda Gammill

Call for appointment
at your convenience

763-3131

823-3131

Park Ridge

PRESSMAN

255-7200 after 6 PM

ELECTRICAL TESTERS

FLEXOGRAPHIC

With Electrical Testing & Trade School
Electrical Background

2nd SHIFT

Will be testing all types of electrical and electro mechanical
products used in the transportation industry. Permanent,
interesting positions with company offering many employee
benefits. All openings are day shift (we do not have any other
shift),

MEN PART TIME
DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

Top pay for experienced mon.
Hospitalization, paid vacation and profit sharing.

TOWER PACKAGING, INC.
Wheeling, III.

1150 S. Willis
STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

An Equal Opportunity Employer

VAPOR CORPORATION

McDONALD'S
America's largest carry -out
restaurant chain needs neat

dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines
Mis Meals and uniforms provided.
CALL MR. SCHENK

Niles

6420 W. Howard St.
967-8300
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 poi - 5 pm ONLY
297-4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

MACHINE MAINTENANCE MEN

1st & 2nd SHIFTS
WAREHOUSEMEN
Excellent opportunity for mechanically inclined men to become

Needs mature experienced men for Warehousing and gen-

part of a fast growing electronic component manufacturing
operation. Responsibilities include: mointonce on automatic
assembly equipment, light set-up, & some spare part making.

eral store work.

Excellent starting rate. Call or apply in person.

255-8400
150 W. Rand Road
Mt. Prospect
Across from Randhurst

EXPERIENCED MAN
To setup and operate traub
screw machines with steady
running jobs. Clean modern
plant, top pay, with steady

METHODE MFG. CORP.

1700 HICKS. ROAD ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

overtime. Company paid hospitalization, major medical
life insurance, profit sharing,
paid vacations and other cow.
pony benefits.

TO

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

e

775-7477

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
We have opportunities for experienced machinists to advance in the Tool
& Die Trade. We are looking for applicants who can operate lathes, mills,
drill presses and grinders. Candidate should have good general shop

B
R
U
N

DRAFTSMEN
Inkers

Detail

Layout

PART TIME

knowledge.

10% Bonus for 2nd Shift
NOW INTERVIEWING MONDAY thru FRIDAY
8:00 AM -4:15 PM
TUESDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 8 PM

N

1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD
MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

Inland Belmont Corp

Tracers

FULL TIME

Immediate openings i,n our engineering office
for mechanical, electro-mechanical, and mapping
draftsmen. Cali:

253-2800

Ken Berger

4

PHONE 255-1910

5555 N. Northwest Hwy.
Chicago

PROGRAMMERS
FOR IBM 360 SYSTEMS

$8,000 to $15,000

Outstanding opportunities far
data processing specialists.
Minimum 9 months experience.
Private interviews to 9 p.m.
daily. No charge to you.

ENGINEERING

800 W. Central Rd.
Mount Prospect

M.I.S. BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
PERSONNEL CONSULTAN1s

326 Golf Mill Prof. Bldg.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Niles, III.
298-5019.

FIBERGLASS

LAYOUT MAN

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Has Immediate Openings For:

Excellent job opportunity for an aggressive young man who
would like to learn a trade with a solid future. The man we
choose will be trained in all basics of fiberglas fabrication.

MATERIAL
HANDLERS

We are also interested in a man with a background in fiberglass layout.

We offer better pay, $2.91 per hour, better working conditions and super-

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

ior fringe benefits which include:
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COMPANY PAID INSURANCE
COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCE
LIBERAL VACATION PLAN
10 PAID HOLIDAYS
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT

437-5400

on Friday in the Patton School
area. Call CL 3-3998.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 13

or ours. 437-2884

employment.
Hospitalization
and medical insurance.

11900 W. Franklin
Franklin Park
595-0144

DAY SHIFT

Monthly or Quarterly
Reasonable 439-1970

- an equal opportunity employer and a leading manufacturer of
internal combustion engines for aircraft and commercial application, has
C.M.C.

expanded its international service warehousing operations to:

ANOCUT ENGINEERING

1801 Touhy Street, Elk Grove Village, Illinois

COMPANY

APPLY BY CALLING PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT - 345-8200

Randhurst Shopping Center

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

CUSTODIAN
40 hour week. Year round

MACHINE CO.

Need Help?
Advertise with Day

14 -Personals

Upholstery

NOONAN

155 Kelly

13 -Lost and Found

392.6817

all benefits, day work.

F

Elk Grove Village

CALL IN PERSON

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

SCHOOL

man, MACHINE ASSEMBLERS,

BUILDERS SUPPLY

.

Call Ralph Darling
255-5380

Miss Gaffke

Tuning - Repairing

MACHINE SHOP

TRUCK DRIVER

Excellent starting salary and fringe benefits.

Haden Hts. area. Mr. P. 439-6952
Lost white cot with gray &
block spots, named "Sparky."
437-6653.
LOST: girl's blue framed glasses,

437.4093

Novak & Parker
1016 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
CL 9-2880

OM.

FOUND: black & brown tiger
stripe cat, white face & feet,

Wall Tile

experience
no
permanent,
necessary, good pay.

Village Manager
112 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect, III.

experience, top pay to right

benefits.

The Paint Spot

Deliver and install washers,
dryers, etc. 51/2 day week,

LATHE OPERATOR, job shop

Park

River Rd. Reward. 299-4735.
FREE ESTIMATES

APPLY

week. Call:

FULL TIME DAYS

INSTALLER

Village of
Mount Prospect

MAN WANTED

APPLIANCE

Ages 21-35

and

license

to work 5:15 PM to 8:15 PM,
Monday thru Friday, $33 a

CAB DRIVERS

40 hours week
Starting at $2.75 per hr.
Plus benefits

WANTED

check your ads and

vic. Central & Foundry Rd. off
Dick's Tile

Firemen
Police Officers

RIDGE MOTORS
824-3141

OR

MAN or BOY with car to deliver
newspapers to homes Sunday
A.M. only. Good pay for a few

be

Lost: blk., wh. & brown F. Beagle

Tile

299-2353

LLOYD CLARK INC.
CL 3-9407

toptobltrotion,

Coats,

sonable: 827:0570.

terior

drivers'
good record.

ions oto,attoptod Ity phone-,

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9-0849 Tues, & Wed. eves.

Free

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

With

PART TIME MORNINGS

Piano students wanted.
Palatine area. 358-2699
after 4 P.M. and week ends.

notify us of onto, Correct-

.

Decorating & Remodeling
Free Estimates

esquires.

PailX11

Tailoring

Fully insured.

experience. 259.8498

tent of dal specs that the ett4

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber glass
awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.

Painting -Decorating
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
Wollpapering
and

.

Storm Windows

etc.

dopcirtmont

onto In Order that tanociton
ton bit mode. In filo event of
error or omission, the novrsn
paper will be respontlitht fee
ONLY
the fist, intern/of
Insortion and only to tho ex-

ALPINE INTERIORS

Skirts,

*tick Oto first knortian
thoir advirtisonwnt and in
cas Of *nor to notify the
tlassifitd

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

Hemming:

Masonry

CHECK YOUR ADS!
attowetisers ors rorprostod to

$22 plus material
$15 plus material

827-1183

ROLAND'S
PASTERY SHOP

Retired Man

CUSTODIANS

APPLY: MR. FINE

(255-7200)

plastic covers.

also take care of evergreens,

Piano & organ lessons; college
music major; 10 years teaching

TO AY.

PLEASE,

Start B or 9 a.m.

Unusally Good Working Conditions
Good Job - Good Pay - Benefits

255-7200

small prooressive company.

HELPER WORK

1535 Ellinwood

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

CALL

Office Furnitute
Must have driver's license.

5 day week in Des Plaines

& BAKER'S

and car expense.

Residental work,
Northwest suburbs
inside & outside
small shop

MAN NEEDED

Deliver & Assemble

MAN FOR PORTER

have dependable car. Salary

nationally
DRUM - LESSONS,
drummer. Group or
known
Private. Phone 392-1773

.

296IN DES

NORTHWEST

METAL CRAFT

suburban accounts. Must

CALL - DAN LEE

86

Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -

ARLINGTON THEATRE
253-5200

413 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
CL 3-1905

supervise and work on North

.

14

arrangement.

partment at.

Northwest Suburban

23 -Instruction

11 W. Davis

Personals

FALL SALE 50% OFF

Call 327-1752

full or part time. References.
Reasonable. 296.6833.

Arlington Heights

69
56

On all custom made fabric slip
&
reupholstering,
covers

827-7588

Child care in my home, days,

90

Child Care
Office FurnitureDevices

ADVERTISERS

Chairs
Sofas
Sect'ls

927-6908

PAINTER
Experienced

mornings. Can be a permanent

dressed envelopes. 392.8085,

Nursery Schools -

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

estimates.

Will do general typing at home.
Office exp. Typed or hand ad-

23

WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

Signs by Rob 437-2485

-

MAN NEEDED
by janitor contractor to

50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111
. 55
Musical Instruments

SIGNS -SHOW CARDS

Grading. All work guaranteed.
No job too big or small. Free

BEST REF.

2

Paper signs -Bonner

Atten: Lawn lovers) We give
expert lawn service. We will
grow you a lawn anywhere

299-1696

7

24

TV

COMPLETE

Free Estimates

POODLE GROOMING

antennas installed.
Antenna & labor 555.
Install customer's antenna $25.
JAMES FLANNIGAN 824-3093

LANDSCAPING

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Dog Grooming

Repaired. Home Service Calls
All Bank Credit Cards Honored

Color

1

"Signs & Display"

stair. basement floors, garage
curbs retaining walls.
floors
773.1261

It's T V Checkiup time. Antennas

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

255-1096

Concrete Work

SAVE YOUR EYES.

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S Evergreen
Arl His
CL 5.5692

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone cielv'd.

29
57

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women

Rays

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

Slate Quarry, Marble
& Repaired

359-0993

Plastering

debris. 457-0389

Free estimates.
Call 255-6855

Ceramic Tile

Driveways

DIRT,

weeding. Residential and corn.
memo!. Satisfaction assured.

255 3642

Tile

and furniture refinishing. Free
estimates - immediate service.
Fall Savings For
Exterior Work

Landscaping

Aftr r 6 PM

KO' TILE CO

Residential
Commercial
'Apartments
Specializing in kitchen cabinets

CITY BARBER SHOP
Mt. Prospect Plaza
253-9832

Part time. 15 to 20 hours a week

PART TIME WORK
fireplace & furniture de-

24 -Help Wanted Men

36

.

in

housework or baby sitting.
827-0570
Domestic work wanted, reliable,
references. $15 per day, Call
aft. 7 pm, Mildred, 487-0483

Rooms -Board -

INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

cr,,plete line of fabrics

Faulting triad, & out

pried

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

DRAPERIES

Will work in your home:

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property 89

3 Generations

Janeal Draperies

359-2756

Low

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214

On all custom made draperies,
bedspreads S. window shades.

For Apprentice Carpenter.

Free

PAINTING & DECORATING

-

20% OFF SALE

NO JOB TOO SMALL

evp

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

Interior Decorators

837-3764 after 7 p.m.

HOME HANDYMAN

299-3159

Free Estimates. Fully insured.

firing.
259-5920

gifts.

inFully

Quality Paint Service
Exterior Painting at its finest.

supplies,

G reenware,
Customized

CALL SH 1 6900 anytime or

259 0641

& winter rates on all

terior & exterior work.
insured. All work guaranteed.

Expenenced instructor. Mon. &I
Tues., evenings 7 to 10 p.m.

mod. ling Additions
via vac

Fully

insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

CERAMIC LESSON S
ELIN S HOME REPAIRS

workmanship.

Quality

Home Repairing

EDMOND GRAY

259-5233

259-5337

Reliable woman will do ironing
in her home. Will pick up &

28

Food and Delicacies

free
CALL - HAUCK & SON

27

Florists

E. nor Paint. ,q
Weds Guurontef,d

GENERAL

I ENDER & PAINTING 2,1 HOUR

10

Equipment Rentals

Iron ,,or

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
Cl 5 73232

We Don't

3

Hobbies

-

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service Women

Painting -Decorating

General Hauling

9
8

12
Day Comp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

&lay Deadline for Business Directory . Thu sdoy 3 00 P.M

Auto Repair

37
38
39
66

Marine Supplies .
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wowed

Your ad will appear daily in
Arlington Day

20
109

Auction Sales

14 yr. old girl will do baby
sitting Des Plaines area,
299.8486

deliver. 827-7632

34

Arts and Antiques

Consult this daily guide of reliable services offered by reputable business pea-

255-7200

35

Air Conditioning

Service Directory
Ned Williams

-

JANITOR'S HELPER

MAN FOR

BARBER
Registered -Full Time

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Waded Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

IRONING DONE
IN MY HOME
537-4433

2375 Estes Ave.

201 N. Hawthorn Avenue, Melrose Park, Illinois

Elk Grove Village

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION

THE DAY

POLICE

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

DRIVER
FULL TIME

per week.
539-7672

Positions

ASSEMBLERS

Pleasant

Delivery and Stock Work

working

conditions

in new plant located
Grove
benefits.

Village.

in

Elk

Company

CALL 437-3990

Palatine
110 W Washington St

MAN OR WOMAN

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRANING:

SALES CLERKS

PURCHASING

BARRETT-

COMMUNITY

CRAVENS CO.

WORLD

Kinney Shoe Store

employer asks only for a high
school education, an aptitude
for learning the professional

Has several full time permanent openings with

1630 N. Rand Rd.
Palatine, Illinois

good development potential for:

REACH FOR

WANTED

MON.-SAT.
9 A.M.-3 P.M.
Mr. Gus' Restaurant

APPLY STORE MANAGER
201 WEST RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

111 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Fits., Ill.

SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS

ARE

benefits

BRUNING BENEFITS:

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

FULL OR PART TIME

Free Training

Call Don Weidner

YOU

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINE

VAPOR CORPORATION
6420 W Howard

CLEAN MODERN CAFETERIA

Niles

St

967-8300
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LOW COST HOSPITALIZATION

MEN WANTED

LOOKING

2001 E. Davis
Arlington Hts.

FOR?

392-9300

COMPANY PAID PENSION PROGRAM

To Start Work

IMMEDIATELY

STOCK PURCHASE PROGRAM

1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFT

OPPORTUNITY BEGINS AT

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

10 PAID HOLIDAYS

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization, life insurance and profit sharing.

HIGH STARTING SALARY

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

1150 S

CREDIT UNION

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

INDUSTRIAL

JOB OPENINGS

ENGINEER

AT BRUNING:

Hall crafters continuing growth hos exceeded its current
prolections and has created a stimulating career opportunity for a recent college graduate.

Hwy, Des Plaines. Also offices
in Chicago and all Major

MOLDING

MAINTENANCE

OFFICE TRAINEE

$475-$525 Free

Apply in person at

Experience not required, just

General Molded Products,,inc.
Subsidiary of

TURRET LATHE OPERATORS

an alert hi scht grad is what
it takes. Position open due

promotion from within.
Leads to Customer Service or
Office Management. Contact
Jim

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and all
Major Suburbs.

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

& SET UP

layout and time standards. Prefer man with work factor
training experience

Excellent starting salary and fine fringe benefits await the
qualified candidate Please submit your resume in confidence
to Mr Roy C Anderson Professional Placement.

MOTOROLA

ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

OFFERS GREAT

& SET UP
,

ASSEMBLERS

Paid holidays and vacations

A.Subsidfary of Northrop Corporation

600 Hicks Road

-

STOCK HANDLERS

INCREASES

Profit Sharing
NOW INTERVIEWING:
MON. THRU FRI. 8 A.M. to 4:15 P.M.
TUESDAY EVENING 'til 8 P.M.

APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thurs'clay:- 8 AM: to 8 PM:
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

10

-

.

OTORCOIL A
Algonquin and Meacham -Roads
Schaumburg

,

r

An equal opportunity employer

Pi] BRUNING
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
1800 W. Central
(Division of Addressograph

Multigraph Corp.)

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

grads with military or trade
school training are perfect.
CALL DAVE ON EXTENSION 24

Systems Analyist
No College!

Supervise a small force of men

and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape.
Great opportunity to move into

higher management or sales.
Call Frank Victor at 827-7706,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and all
Major Suburbs.
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

$12,000 No Fee

BABY
DOCTOR'S

Industry is finally getting reaSure,

listic.

everyone

would

like a BS in moth, but this opportunity for advancement to
the top in EDF is looking for
the guy that CAN DO the job.
If

you have had some ex-

perience in analysis and know
IBM equipment you can qualify for this suburban opportunity. CALL BETTY ON EXTENSION 37

keep the reception office running on schedule. Light typing

for a smattering of clerical
duties; other than that, this position is mostly reception. $110
wk. to start, excellent raise
perience is needed. Free.
MISS PAIGE

394.0880
Arlington Heights

9 S. Dunton

$1000 No Fee
you?

No room at the top for you?
DON'T BELIEVE IT. 12 of the
manufacturers are searching for the
leading

and their parents, ans. phones,

after training. No medical ex-

Frustrated
Foreman
Management bugging

RECEPTION
You'll greet the little patients

suburban

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

"professional" foreman who

KEYPUNCH

wants to train and move up in
management. If you can

handle people, and know a
trade you can advance. TOP
TRAINEE spots cur open too.
CALL TOM ON EXTENSION 27

Salesman
$20,000 No Fee
the

finest

sales

manager spot open you can
ever hope for. College is not
required. You'll train for a
month in sunny California and
then headquarter in a NW Chi

OPERATOR

$95-$1 15 a Wk. Free
Plush suburban office looking
for an experienced Alpha Numeric Keypunch Operator
for day shift. Payroll experiJan
Call
once
qualifies.
at 827-7706, HALLMARK PERSONNEL 380 North-

Roberts

west Hwy., Des Plaines. Also
offices in Chicago and all
Major Suburbs.

FRONT DESK
RECEPTION
FOR LAW FIRM
Salary starts at $450 mo. and
goes up rapidly with automatic

SION 35

increases.

you know capital
machinery and have some
months. If

Plant Manager
One of the
rations is

1st

500 corpofor a

searching

New modern plant

manager. They ore launching
new electronics
a whole
production division and need

Ideal location to northwest suburbs

a technically trained man to
run the operation. This is a
great chance to break into a

Tremendous employee discount plan

sideline of the data processing

Starting pay is good
POSITIONSAVAILABLE INCLUDE

AUTOMATIC

etc. We have several
openings NOW for you. HS
hotels

Stock Keepers
Communication Technicians
Building Custodians (nights)

Assembler's

Line Wirers and Solderers
Inspectors
Clerical Openings

Algonquin and Meacham Roads, gchaumburg
OPENINGS ALSO AT

Elk Grove Village
An equal

employer

the

MISS PAIGE
394-0700
9 S. Dunton

Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster 966-0700
Morton Grove

RECEPTIONp

JIM ON EXTENSION 40

100% FREE TO

$100 to $1 10 Wk. FREE

299-7191

Beautiful all public contact
position in plush front office
of a large suburban based

Xet t mot

welcoming
and
graciously
directing clients and visitors
and arranging plane, train
and hotel reservations for

&Admciates

executives who travel. Hours:

YOU!

Employment
Specialists

1510 Miner (NW Hwy.)
Des Plaines

firm. Your only duties will be

5,

Roberts

Local N.W. Sub. firm wants to
staff their entire. company
with ex -servicemen. Many unlimited opportunities utilizing
the skills and trades learned
in the service. Foremen - Maintenance - Warehousing - Elec-

at

827-7706,

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

N.W. Hwy., Des Plaines, Ill.

'Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

ATTENTION

$125-$175 a Wk.

5 days a week. Call

9 to
Jan

EDITOR'S
GIRL FRIDAY

EX -SERVICEMEN
Free

MOTOROLA,

enjoy

them to proper office. Free.

move into management. CALL

APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

You'll

congenial atmosphere of this
group of young attorneys. You
should hove poise and a neat
appearance to greet the many
top clients of this firm, direct

field and for on engineer to

Excellent employee training program

WELDERS -GAS

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

SERVICE MGR.
To $9000 to Start. Free

CUSTOMER

sales euperience you can
qualify. CALL DON ON EXTEN-

Incomparable profit sharing plan

JOBS OFFER:

like to get away from it all?

Rapid advancement

WELDERS -COMBINATION

MOTOROLA

Other location Niles, Ill.
825-7117

plant/manufacturing

PACKERS

Are Needed At

Field Service
Travel -Travel
Travel
100% Free No Fee

$18,000 No Fee

PARTS INSPECTORS

(Days and Evenings)

future. CALL JOHN ON EXTENSION 32 NOW.

4 W. Miner
Arl. Hts., Ill.
392-6100

Our automatic increases are great

Unmatched working conditions

JANITORS

$600 Up No Fee

.

sales managers spot within 15

Top-notch insurance plan

& SET UP

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

7 local companies need you.
Management and sales training spots are now available.
Only one semester of college
will qualify you for better starting pay. Even if you're working
now you ought to look at your

.

.

be the mid -west and you'll be

HAND SCREW MACHINE OPERATORS

Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

$120 up
IBM TAB CLERK
$600 up
SHIPPING BOSS .
CHEM. TRAINEE .$3.00 to $3.50
PRINT SHOP SUP'T .58,000 up
.$8,000 up
Q.C. FOREMAN
OUTSIDE SALES ...$600 - 850
ELECTRONIC TECH .5520-700
SM. OFFICE MANAGER $153
$3.00 up
WAREHOUSE MEN

expected to move up to the

& SET UP

& Administrative Center
E
Engineering

CAREER!

College Dropout for
Executive Training

.$575

CORRESPOND.

SALES

cago suburb, Your area will

Promotions from within

PRESS BRAKE OPERATORS

CONPUTOR DESIGN $160 up
$165 up
MODEL MAKERS
ACCOUNTANT . . .510-16,000

WORK STOCK BOSS . $120 up
PROD. CONTROL .$5-10,000

IMPROVE YOUR

We have

Outstanding benefits

Pho hailicraffers coo

WELD FOREMAN ...58-10,000
ST. CONT. 360/30 . .512,000

.

to

827-7706,
at
Munch
HALLMARK PERSONNEL 380

SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

Individual must possess I to 2 years industrial engineering
experience, preferably in the electronics industry. Some knowledge of processing electro-mechanical equipment, plant

CHIEF ENGINEER ...$14-20,000
CIVIL ENGINEER ...$10-12,000
MFG MANAGER ..$20,000 plus
INSIDE SALES -EST $10,000 up

OVER

Sahlin at 827-7706, HALLMARK
380 Northwest
PERSONNEL

DEPARTMENTS

PAID VACATIONS

TECHNICAL and PLANT POSITIONS. Salary range $5,000
to $22,000 up per year.

HEY LOOK US

toward a degree. Call John

Suburbs.

BEFORE 5P.M. Coll 537-2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs.
Also

III.

$600-$700 FREE
large company in the Northwest Suburbs desires young
accountants who ore working

OPENINGS NOW IN OUR

Wheeling

Willis

380

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

treat their field men like
kings? Credit cards, first class

we have a spar for you. A

FULL TIME

COMPANY PAID LIFE INSURANCE

HALLMARK PERSONNEL,

JR. ACCOUNTANTS
If you hove some college and
are attending night school,

FINISHING

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

purfor

Travel throughout the US for
top industrial companies? Be
trained and advance to
management within months?
Working for corporations that

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS

GENERAL FACTORY

desire

a

"NEW POSITIONS" -

We service men for OFFICE,

.

and holidays, insurance, discount privileges.

WHAT

modern, multi -product, internationally operated
company has several basic assembly positions now open. All
opening., arc day shift (we do not have any other shift). Our
outstanding benefits program includes a fully company paid
employee insurance and pension program, plus many other

intelligent

independent action and a
faculty to maintain goodwill
with major suppliers. Call
at 8277706,
Frank Victor

4=10'

DAYS

956-1155

Expanding

to

plus

chasing

DISHWASHER

Arn

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLERS

approach

,

5 day work week, alternating day and evening
shifts. Company benefits include paid vacation

A HIGHER GOAL

(2 blocks W. of Edens)

orbs.

Experience is not required. The

SECTION HEADS

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, III.

800 W Central Rd
Arlington Heights

in Chicago and all Major Sub

.$645 FREE

HELP WANTED

SOFT AND HARD LINES

HOSPITAL

spot

COMMUNITY DISCOUNT

APPLY IN PERSON

NORTHWEST

without previous top experience. Coll Steve
Smith, at 827-7706, HALLMARK
380 Northwest
PERSONNEL,
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
pany

561-1232

TRAINEE

shoring.

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL OFFICE

Good all-around maintenance
man can be chief in this com-

21 -Employment Agencies -Merl

FULL TIME PART TIME

Beginning rates from
$2.55 to $3.50 per hour. fiber al benefits, including profit

storeroom work 7 J15 A M to
4 45 P M Monday through Fri day Must be neat and dependExcellent salary and
able
benefit program

MAINTENANCE
$1454175 a Week FREE

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

in modern plant rnanuf actoring material handling equip -

opening for indiinterested in hospital

SMALL PLANT

call 359-0321 after 6 pm

time

mission.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

Excellent day shift openings

Assistant

part

sales & public relations deal
ing with professional & business people. Salary and com-

INSPECTORS

Irnmediatt

position,

Unusual

MAINTENANCE

Stores

TIRED OF ROUTINE?
INTERESTED IN EARNING
$$$$$ PART 'TIMEI?
SET YOUR OWN PACE & SALARY

SALES

Heights.)

Full and Part Time - Days and Evenings

MECHANICS

AMBITIOUS??

CALL CL 3-3500

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington

27 Employment Agencies -Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Must be versatile, experienced.
Good personality with children.

(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shop-

,

DRILL PRESS

Apply Department of police

Page 9

Friday, October 11, 1968

Full or Part Time

TURN -STYLE

and suburban deliveries.

111 W. Central Mt. Prospect

Village of

',dual

Driver Wanted

ERRACE SUPPLY

Available

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 Help Wanted Men or Women

DANCE TEACHER

Mirk a few hours in the evenings

_and Saturday. Earn up to $30

OFFICERS

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

I

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

A really interesting position.
You'll assist by helping with
the
Letters To The Editor
Column, help type replies,

etc, for internationally known
publication. Salary $420 rho,
benefits
with
outstanding
plus lovely office surroundings.
Free.

tronic Tech and many other
don't hesitate.
Rick Miller at 827.7706,

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

HALLMARK PERSONNEL; 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs.

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

positions. So
Call

THE DAY
Friday, October 11, 1968

Page 10

Hts,

Mature baby-sitter must have
references.

orr a,

Errs, helping Mgr.
counsel/train girls. Training provided. $80 wk, car floc, 392-4352

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Arl.

work
Choose own
Ladies

NO STENO $550

WORK FOR COSMETICS BOSS

who

creative.

young,

is

1

He

dreams up new ways to prolip -stick,
powder, eye. makeup. You'll
handle his detail, phones, visitors. L.earn to work with sales-

mote

package

and

Wiser gal will welYou and
come visitors into nearby soles
offices, answer phones, type in.
voices, keep track of solesmen
metsoges. You'll pitch in, got
things donel Free IVY, 7215 W.
Touhy, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2-5050.

men, artists, designers. Fast pay
raises! Free IVY, 7215 W. Touhy,
SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Milwaukee,
AV 2-5050.

Well known mfg. company is
offering a rewarding job to
a

SECRETARY

contact, to Oct os receptionist

conditions
salary.

clients who are planning
routes,

Benefits in.
elude wonderful free travel
privileges. 5450 mo. Free.

starting

good

&

girl who looks for a chal-

lenge in her work and who can

Pleosont

MISS PAIGE
394-0880
9 S. Du mon

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

COMPLETE TRAINING

APPLY IN PERSON

1577 Cora St, Des Plaines
(Just North.of Ookton)

1517 Ellinwood

somebody coming in. You'll be
Doctor's receptionist. Greet eve.

needs a woman for Wig Work
& Manicuring. Beauty experi-

COUNTER HELP

ence helpful but not necessary.
No license required.
296-5220

Adult

4942 N. Milwaukee, AV 2.5050

Ladies

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

$140S170 WK.

You'll be private secretary in
brand new plush, plush,
a
office
(Crystal
and deep carthe works!) This is for
pets
Computer
tIre
Director of
of
internationally
Services
known firm. In addition to
excellent starting salary, they
hove CI wide scope of benefits
and aulornolic increases. Free.
suburban
chandeliers

A few hours per evenings, 3
evenings per week will do it!

White Hen Pantry

appointCar necessary.
ment call CL 9-1263, 439-8412.

333S. Arlington Fits. Rd.
394-0288

For

-

DAYS

392-7607
311 5. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Hts, III.

Apply in Person

IMPERIALE'S
RESTAURANT

"NEW POSITIONS"

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

ALL SUBURBANS
100% FREE

358-2010

,

Switchboard
c.4tchlsoorx1 Pnrop
Inventory Clerk
Progress Clerk

FABRICATOR

Dictaphone knowledge helpful --

might train! Free IVY, 7215 W
Touhy, SP 4-8585; 4942 N. Mil
waukee, AV 2.5050.

SALES CLERKS

INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

ida or the Islands in winter

We have on excellent opportunity for an individual to
loin our quality control department.

Primary

responsibility

the inspection of parts fabricated in our punch press
department during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic
is

inspection

equipment.

rote dependent upon experience. Call or apply in person.

NO SHORTHAND
To $125 a WK. FREE
Be the focal point of this plush

of f ice. Schedule appoint-

ments, handle customer service and keep things running

smo a t hly. Any light experience qualifies. Coll Jars
Roberts at 827-7706, HALLMARK

PERSONNEL,

METHODE MFG.CORP
.1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

Also offices in Chicago
and all Major Suburbs.

GAL FRIDAY

-

FRED HARVEY
DES PLAIN ES OASIS

Phone Mrs. Rubino
827-6468
An equal opportunity employer

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT
SUPERVISOR

Must be experienced Corsetier. Full Time.
Some evening and Sunday work. Many company benefits, including 20 PER CENT DIS-

No Shorthand Needed

WIEBOLDT'S

is

public

contact in this posisuburban
A
small
situation with much -

office

variety and a congenial group
of people. Free.
MISS PAIGE

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dernpster
Morton Grove

5400-433
.$130 up
$110 up
Girl Friday
$100-110
Gen. Office
Billing -Typists
5400-450
$500
Dictaph Sec
$500
Auto Dealer Steno
595-110
Teletype Oper
K.P. Day or Night ..$400-450 up

Dental Ass
K.P. Control Sup'?
.

.

Rondhurst, Upper Level
392-2700
Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939-4866

NO SHORTHAND REQUIRED

of variety involves,
phones, invoices, letters, public
Loads

contort. You'll assist the president of this small, but very nice
suburban firm. Free.
MISS PAIGE
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

Arlington Heights'
966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

by Assoc. of Reg. Nurses of D.P.

S.

Sot.

18 &

19.

Fireplace tools,

screens, metal cabinet, Chambers

range, rugs, lawn mower,
sweeper,

ice

skates, & assort.

items. 717 Walnut Ave.
Gar.

Sale,

Oct.

10,

2-5 p en

Ob. It, 9-3 pm., misc., colleccraft supplies,
frames, 215 W. Park St, Arl.
tor's

items,

Hts.

Garage sale Oct. 10, II, 8. 12.
1701 N. Rand Rd. A.H. 1/2 mi.

Wheeling

Palatine Rd. across from
Square Dance Center. MUCH
S.

Rte 72 one mile east of Rte 47
from Starks Station, eight miles
west of Rte 31.464-5438.

EVERGREENS

$3.98 each. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00

3 to 4 feet

-

Garage Sale Oct. 10, 11 & 12.
9 to 5, Better than last year.
1401 Ironwood Dr., Mt. Prosp.
W. of Wolf Rd, N. Feehanville

cart; 2 Fr. Pron. nine stands &
6 drawer chest; mahog. desk
sect'y; pr. 40" lamps, MUCH misc.
439-4665 evenings.
SACRIFICE

FISCHER STEREO AM / FM Sonic

shortwave record player comb. in
attractive cab.; PFAFF auto. Zig
Zog sewing machine; PORTABLE
typewriter. All unused. Total °rug.
cost $800, sac. all $275 or willing
to separate. Also color TN.
478-2376
.

FALL PLANTING SALE
Japanese Yews
Heitzi Junipers

3 for $5.
4 for $10.

SANDERS ROAD
NURSERY

Available for Women
with Office Skills(

Conlon ironer; heirlooms & misc.,

IFirst Fertilizer

sofa; bargain fabrics; toys;

all In top cond. 327 Beverly In,
tor. Linclon Ave. Mt. Prospect

Stenos

Maple twin beds, desk, dryer,

Top Payl Top Jobs!

"IT PAYS TO BE A

4

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, Ill.

misc,

sewing machine, misc, furniture,
linens, clothes, toys. Friday Oct.
11-7 pm -9 pm. & Saturday Oct.
12-9 am -4 pm. 12 N. Evanston
Ave. Arlington Heights.
Sale: antique dresser,
Attic
trunk,
wardrobe
bookcases,
mirrors, pictures, chairs, books,

also like new portable Kitchen
Aid dishwasher; apt. size Magic
Chef gas stove; Bendix mangle,
misc. 1011 W. Palatine Rd., A.H.,
1/2

block west of Kennicott on

ServIce Rd., Oct. 11, 12, 9 a.m.

Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.
Will separate.
Phone 537-1930

New carpets. Is _quality brand
names. Installed
Best padding. Also kitchen carpets, indoor -outdoor & commercial. Lowest prices. Samples
brought to your horne or visit
our warehse showrm. By app?.
only. Free estimates. Firtanciog
(wadable. 437-8454

.

POODLE CLIPPING

AND GROOMING
529.4.1°8
WHITE TOY POODLES,

8 WKS. OLD. $758. $85
392.4693
SIAMESE kitten, chocolate pt. lit.
ter trained 510.
394.3127

1968 SINGER

ZIG-ZAG

Healthy pups born and raised
outdoors; good hunting stock;
gentle breed, 6 wks old $25.

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button-

253-3628

sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitchnS. Nn
holes,

Male puppy, tan, half -poodle, 9
wks, old, will be large dog,
lovable & healthy; for $25.

attachments needed. Five year
parts and service guarantee.

255.6410

FULL PRICE $51 .30

"Peaches has pretty puppies." 8
puppies, 4 boys & 4 girls, AKC,
German Shepherd Papa. 'Apes,
has five kittensone block 8.
white and four that look like
Mama Cost -donations to Anti Cruelty Society. Coll

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines
credit Mgr. Call .169-7204, 9 A.M.
to 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

773.2227.
55 -Musical Instruments
SMALL UPRIGHT PIANO

DOG SHOW

GOOD CONDITION 535
439-5344

Skokie Valley
Kennel Club's

Gretsch Tenn. Guitar W / case.

Fodder twin reverb, amp.
w / case $300 each. 968-7559

Mid -West's Largest Fall
Outdoor All -Breed Dog
Show

Excelsior Elettra Accordion in
good condition $100 or best offer. 965-3381

Sun. Oct. 13, 1968
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Baldwin orgosonic, slightly used,

less than 4 yrs. old. best offer
over $E300. 392-8941

NEW LOCATION

Kingston bass guitar wills Mug'
notone piggyback amp. Like
new. Best offer, 296-2752
Scroll baby grand piano, walnut

Arlington Park
Race Track
Euclid & Wille Rds.,

Arlington Hts., Ill.
(Industrial Ave. EntranceRohlwing Rd.)

good condition.
259-3186

finish,

$350.

Beginner Blue Sparkle snare

ADMISSION:

drum, stand & sticks. Very good
condition $30. 437.3813.

Adults -$1.00
Children under 12 - 25c

Like new powerful Anspeg arnp,

Plenty of free parking

12" speaker. 565.
El key Music Ctn. 7W. Eastman
LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO

414tome Furnishings -Furniture

8 Pc, blond mahogany dining

REASONABLE

room

Hammond organ speaker $400;

excellent condition
296-8967.

set,

827-6603

Grundig Hi -Fl & recorder changer

HOTPOINT RANGE
LIKE NEW, $25
CL 3-2374
Antique leather Divan (very

large) best offer.
CL 5-7377

with 3 extra speakers for pipina
$250. 359-1335
Conrad stereo

#776
aural

-

tope recorder
$125. Wollensac Mon-

#1220, 4 channel -550.
827-8323

Admiral stereo, AM -FM, walnut,

72 in. long, excel. cond. must
sell, reasonalbe. 439-0098

Brond new rnrpeting made for
Huge discounts. 824-7353.

White Spanish corner piece,

3

FREE

$100 MUSIC PKG
With Any Of These Specials
38 inch Console Piano
Was $895 Now $495

drawers, $35.

Full Console Organ
Was $2395 Now $1795
Many Other Specials

394-3765.

30" electric stove 530; 6 ft. upright Amoco freezer $50; both
good cond. 255.6817
Bedrrn. set: 66" dresser wills
mirror, night stand,
2 panel

twin head boards, 392-7435
GE refrigerator $75; 12 place dinner set, fruit pottern, turkey platter & gravy boat, $75. 359-1335
Large lavender Chinese oriental
rug, 4 -drawer file cabinet, dining
rm. set 6 Noughohide chairs. 439-

To Choose From

BARON'S KIMBALL
MUSIC CENTER
.1381 Prairie Ave., Des Plaines
827-6603
66 -Business Opportunities
SNACK SHOP FOR SALE

GOOD LOCATION
537-1022

7306.

Whirlpool
sod -saver,

Imperial washer w/
& gas. dryer, excel.

cond.; chrome & formica kitchen
table wileaf. 824-5672.

4 mo. old Victorian lamp; Vicmarble

top

cocktail

table; must see to appreciate.
Paid $330, now 13170894.2127
50 -landscaping

50 -landscaping

Time Jobs NOW

OIRL"

FOR SALE IN 4

DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Collie pup, female, 5 mOnthS,
sable, shots, $25.
392-0514

torian

3285 Sanders Rd., Northbrook
Betw. Milw. An. & Willow Rd.

Garage Sale: Oct. 10,11 & 12.9
to 12:30. 3 pc. beige trad'I sect'l

items,
School.
toys, car. Come One Come All.
Clothes,

dresser;

model hornes. Heavy nylon pile.
,2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.
must part with
Transferred
Admiral 21" TV; Thomasville D.R.
table w-4 hi -back chairs &serving

NUTRO
WINTER
SURVIVAL

Building Maintenance Man

Sensational discount. Must see.

misc.

Keypunch Typists

Rosemont

&

1705.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Part

APPLY IN PERSON AT

807

old & new "stuff",
Geroge sale Wed., Thurs. & Fri.
Dining rm. set, chairs, cabinets,
pictures, lamps, old & new misc.
482 Marshall, Des Plaines -439-

LUCKY GIRL!

(Just W. of Inter -section of Mannheim Rd.& Touhy Ave.)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SALE:
Fri.

Oct. 11, 12, 9-5 pm, Lots of misc.,

HAS VACANCIES FOR:

10401W. Touhy Ave.

BSMT.

Mt. Pros.,

School,

TOWER PACKAGING INC
1150 S. Willis

POTATOES. RED & WHITE

Gar. Sale: hsehd, items, child-

Oct.

AMERICAN CYANAMID

Pleasant working conditions in modern new building. Good salaries plus excellent employee benefits program.

Walter F. Sass

11-12.

BEFORE 5 p.m'. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

Warehousemen

GARAGE SALE Oct. 16, 9-3. Many
items 10c-$100 17632 West) 4038

GAR. &

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Switchboard -Operator

Home grown, $2.35 per 100 lbs.

Bonnie.
804
clothing.
ren's
brook, near Coldren P.H. Oct.

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT

Rose bushes for sale. from our
rose garden.
prize winning
Tropicana, Gorden Party, Kings
Ransom, etc. Carson Scoggins,

N. Haddow, Arlington Heights,

St., Morton
Grove. sno-thrower, Christmas
items& misc. household.

WOMEN WANTED

bathinette. 255-6928.
Encyclopedias 1967,20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new.
251.7385

717 S. Walnut, Arl. Hts.

6 pm. 7628 Lake

TIME TO OPERATE BOOKKEEPING MAC-

Paintings on wood $3 to $10;
chrome kit. set; 2 mahog. end
tables; youth chair; Victorian
chair; coffee table unfinished;

Tues. & Wed. -9:30 to 3. Loads
of baby items, many misc. 931

N. Oleander, Norridge
CARPORT SALE, Oct 12, 9 am -

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

Typist -Clerk

1

West Pk, Field Hse, Des Plaines,
Oct. 11, 9 am to 8 pm, sponsored

An equal opportunity
employer

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

COMPANY

niture, clothes & much misc.

to 6.
Gar. Sale Oct. 13 & 16.
405 N. Elmhurst Rd. Pros. Hts.
Kit, table w/4 chairs, much misc.
Garage & Basement sale Sat. &
Sun. 132 S. Belmont, A. H. Kitchen set, stove, misc. items

Elk Grove Village

NEW MODERN OFFICE NEEDS GIRL PART-

Stenographer
ONE GIRL OFFICE
$135 WEEK

2375 Estes Ave.

DISPLAY FURNITURE

Labrador mixed, male,
puppy, 7 weeks old.
$15 392-6211

filing cabinets. 529-9119.

Garage Sole Saturday 9 to 4.
921 N. Vail, An. Hts. Baby fur-

cNOiNcertiNa COMPANY

Other location Niles, III.
825.7117

hire now. Age open. Call

holmes & assoc.

Oct. II& 12 9 to 4
1531 N. Haddow, Arlington Hts,

Si.eu Anocut

Excellent suburban firms eager

us today for a good opportunity for tomorrow.

NEIGHBORS' GARAGE SALE

437-5400

BOOKKEEPING

855 Morse Ave. -Elk Grove Village

Electroslicer,
Electric meat
vacuum cleaner, power
lux
&
Dwell
timing light, Tech
snowtires,
new
like
Meter,

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

CHECKERS

$400-$700

washing machine, kitchen table
& 4 chairs, garden tools. After

.

Full and Part Time -Days and Evenings

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.

Sofa 8. matching chair, Kenmore
6 pm. call CL 5-5203.

PLEASE CALL
MISS GAFFKE

MIN. SCHNAUZER

tables,

6 pm

starting salary.

4 W. Miner
An, Hts., III.
Dial 392-6100

end

matching drapes and curtains.
Toss pillows. 6 yr. crib; child's

Pups. AKC. Fl 13-2699 after 6 P.M.
and week -ends

misc. hsehld. items, games &
Football outfit. CL 5.2264 after

ge benefits and good

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRAINING:

APPLY IN PERSON

table,

2 oak dressers & 2 full size
matching beds. Full size spreads,
bassinet; bathinettn;
buggy; misc. infant & children's
items. Flute, 44 violin. 259.4730.

Royals 535, 545, $50. CL 3-2236

surroundings, finest frin-

50pen
Traffic Recep
Public Relation -Variety $90 up
Full Charge
$125 up
Bookkeeper

NECESSARY.

Wagner motor, $25; Type
writers, excel. cond., L.C. Smith
Secretarial $20, Underwood $45,
1

We offer you pleasant

MT. PROSPECT

receptionist
typists
secys
travel -trainees

to

$90

Art Form Clerk

Hts.)

HINE AND DO GENERAL OFFICE WORK)

cloth coat size 10, $40; three skin
dork mink scarf $40, excel. cond.
255.2331

Pingpong

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington

IGURE APTITUDE DESIRED BUT NOT

sales

typing skills to act as
secretary in our Engineering Department.

(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shop-

much phone and

(There

tion).

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

One block & one tan unbelted

CA

392-2432

-

cond.

FOR SALE: Evan's cart custom
made. Mac. 7 -HP. Engine. like
new -condition. $100 PVT. Party.
827.3398 after 6 put

A`f *All"

need of a girl with good

TURN -STYLE
APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

Black winter coot vv/block mink
collar. Sz. to. Perfect
Best offer. CL 3-5670

5425

COUNT.

$500 MO.
Just some typing, neat appear
once, and a good phone voice

immediate

electronic eye -reasonable.
CL 5-0456

5400 up

New Office Open

380

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

full

Start-

ing

SECRETARY

time,

.5500-540

in

toys. Call YO 6.0213

Mrs Salary

Exec. Sec'y

time.
Experienced or will train.
Excellent working conditions. Uniforms and
meals furnished. Top
salary, 20% merch
dise discount.
Part

5400-489

We are

1

size davenport, excel. cond. $25-

nun.
chocolate,
poodle, 9 wks. old, home raised,
female, AKC. CL 5.3708
3 mos. old, red Dachshound
make, AKC, shots, $50. Call
394-2640.

MOVIE CAMERA 8 MM, zoom

salt

515; oak buffer $20;
double iron bed $10; 311 N.

chairs

CL 9-2817

Will buy old electric toy trains
made before 3941 & casinon

Gaixoti

Friday

Crown gas stove $25; refrig.
$25; rnahog, dining ruble & 4

Exceptional

Farm Milk Cans, original state
5 or 10 gal. sizes. $4.95 each

S1G

stereo console. 827-8071

old, registered. $150.
boy's

299.5215

Girl

pc walnut corner grouping;
sofas witable, gold & Wal.

sofa w/builtin end tables. Black
tufted Mr. Cl,, w/ottrnan, RCA

GE air conditioner, needs 220
line, approximately 3/4 ton,
riled.
very good cond.. S75;

snow tires, 800x 14, WSW,
royal, used, including wheels.
$25. 827-4606.
Used bicycles, any condition,
bought, sold, traded, repaired.
CL 3-4247
electric
Kenmore
new
Like
range $40.
299-6986

lens,

2

Vail, Ad. Hts, of ternoon.

2

tRit

3

PH: 894-4249
English Setter, Female. 11/2 years

824.7823

12 blocks M/..of Edens)

7018

AKC $95

Renoir control house dust.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An equal opportunity employer

WAITRESSES

1

dishwasher $100; sofa $75. 259.

Would like to be your pet. FREE.
Used to adults Call 437-3283
Min. Schnauzer pups -non shed
ding. AKC champ. sired, 10 wks.
paper trained. 299.13483.
Pomeranian female
11
mos

CI 35296
WILL BUY OLD ELECTRIC or
windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition. 827-4760.
500 S&H Stamps. See the new

600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III.
60008

4. Free life insurance program
S. General office -typing 50
wpm 5 day week 8:30 to 5:15

11 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Must be over 21

Palatine

girl's 24" bicycles
20" bicycle.

2

Subsidiary of Northrop Corp.

hospitalizotion bene

Larry's Restaurant

It's all part of the jab when you
spend summer in Chicago, Flor-

fice gong who can go along

Free

Best offer. 259-3470

Cute 4 was, old female kitten,

$85 or best offer
392.64 / 9 after 5 p.m.

Hall icrafters

3. Stock program

Places! Travel!

far -away

2.

CALL MR. BENNETT
FOR APPOINTMENT

See Ft -sr -Away

him to

Salary -in excess $450 rne

Waitress Wanted

Northwest Hwy &
Quentin Rds.
Palatine

places. You'll be one of the of

I.

Blond limed oak dinette set
w / hutch 84 upholstered choirs.

CL 3-9117

BUMPER POOL TABLE

Apply:
Personnel Dept,

fits

Wanted

GIRL FRIDAY

often takes

ACCEPTANCE

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

Apply or phone

Full & Part Time

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Europe or some other dreamy
place in Spring! Boss' business

CRAVENS CO.

CORP.

Waitresses

Rand 8. Rt. 53
358-2852

MISS PAIGE

MOTORS

Female

10 am to 3 pm
3 or 4 days a week
to wait on trade

WANT TO MAKE SOMETHING OUT OF YOUR
NOTHING DAYS?

BARRETT-

or

projector, screen for $100
best offer. Call 439-6682.

Daily: 8:30 AM - 5 PM

GENERAL

&

Complete stereo outfit, camera,

progression, and a complete

STOP IN OR CALL
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

.45 cal

M-1 carb,

.32 cal. auto. pistols.
827-7314

fringe benefit prograrn.

Permanent doy shift
openings. Will train on the job.

358-2010

will separate. 253-8895.

Hollicrofters
currently
has
interesting positions
for experienced
available
Individuals possessing good
starting
Excellent
salary
salaries,. outomatic

trucks.

GE refrig. yellow $45; baby carrioge B. playpen $30, all in
excel. cond. 253-2557

KITTENS

.

rotary mower $30 for both or

several

sembly of material handling

frame & springs. 392,1166

2 cribs $10 no,; highchair $10;
bassinet $5; chests; youth bed,

Record cobinet $2; base reflex
enclosure $25, ref rig. $30; port,

Ward's lawn sweeper B. Honsko

° REPAIR
OPERATORS

elecincol,

in

OPEN TUESDAY THRU
SUNDAY 12-4 PM

324tliscellaneous Merchandise

WELDERS

mechanical and hydraulic as-

36S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

Des Plaines

duties

Diverse

ble lamps. 827-7630

44Dogs, Pets and Equipment

PRECISION

ASSEMBLERS

RESTAURANT

CONTI
WIG IMPORTS

ryone.

you completely! Free to you IVY,
4-8585;
SP
7215 Wi, Touhy,

EVENINGS
5 P.M. to 2 A.M.
Must be over 21

(primarily furniture)

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arl, Hts.

.30 cal.

used.

Mahogony drum table witooleci
pair white marleather top,

CL 9-4100

ASSEMBLERS

WANTED

IMPERIALE'S

GOLDEN HOUR
BEAUTY SALON

MEET PEOPLE!

This Doctor's office job is loaded

WAITRESSES

office duties.

SALES

SOLDERS

439-1666

94" WHITE SOFA W/matching
chair (springs). Never
'Make offer. 823.7439.

NW, Corner Hwy. 176
& 12 on the frontage rd.
526-5255
Wauconda, Ill.

LATTOF -MOTOR

Engineering Dept.
WIRERS &

Call Mr. Kelly

time

LEROY LEISTER
AT

PRODUCTION

Hours; 8:30 a m. to 4:30 p.m.

9u12 braided rug. 259.0476.

CONTACT

Ig and shorthand required.
.retarial position for loan
department. Free life insurance
motor medical, health and
occident plan.

CL 5-6888

manager in all around

FULL TIME

who truly likes tO work with
people. Keep calm! He'll train

Arlington Heights

Assistant to office

Guaranteed Salary Plus
Commission

You'll answer phones,
take messages for Doctor, make
appts. You must type, aside
from that Doctor wants someone

Part time

leaf table & 2 captain's chairs;

1

HOUSEWIFE

-SECRETARIES

drop-

w/chair;

couch

Maple

The Robin's Nest

interesting part
For
work. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Bank of Elk Grove Village
T.

MANICURIST

GENERAL OFFICE
No Typing

827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

DOCTOR'S GIRL
TO $500

or

ideal

439-3500
NURSE
DAYS ONLY
Contact Mrs. Chapin

POSITION

for top operator

CALL T. MANN 11,,IG

BEAUTICIAN

with public contact. Always a

atmosphere,

SECRETARY'S

reasonable. HE 7-2864

ANTIQUES

255.7073

.CLERK TYPISTS
Purchasing
Credit Dept.
Engineering
Publications
Records Dept.

family or rec. room. Very

34Arts and Antiques

Mts. Pierce,

e OFF ICE

827-6628

Excellent opportunity

take shorthand and type. We
will train a beginner.

etc.

doctor

Hall icrafters

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

location, good starting scrlary,
and full company benefits.

Call 392-5660
(Mt. Prospect)

and secure re-

technician,

ASSISTANTS

An equal opportuni'y employer

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

light typing and enjoy public

potient,

atmosphere

pleasant

a

with congenial people, we
hove Irnmedfat- openings,

CALL 296-6661

Sunday

thru

night
night. CE 3-1323

Plush suburban travel service
will train you, if you can do

servc:tions,

joy

Call Mrs. Johnson
255-1711

Woman to care for semi -invalid

For expanding sale organization. Shorthand & Typing reworking
Pleasant
quired.

suggest

at

good for

Furniture and rugs

DRUMS. $40,
, 3A4-1925

fy for several openings with the
Educational Division of a Marshall Field family owned enterprise. For an appointment call

Opportunities

NURSING

energetic and active and en-

modern office in Rolling Mead lows. Good starting salary,
marry company benefits.

392-0083

30 -Help Wanted Women

RESERVATIONS
RECEPTION

trips. You'll
call airlines

For notional corporation wit'',

exciting new cosmetic.

not

necessary. If you ore

SECRETARY

Saturday

for

COMPTOMETER OPR.

but

preferred

Typing

extra
YOU use an
$40-$150 per week? If you hove
a strong interest in education,
good books, children, and
service to others, you may quali-

WHITE SET OF

COULD

would like to demonstrate on

time, irn537-7178,

ble

FILE CLERK

SMALL OFFICE

SECY $575

women, part
Phone
mediately.
after 4 p.rn.

253.7595

Housewives, school girls, who

Sharp Gals. International sales
company looking for 3 responsi-

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

3i Miscellaneous Merchandise

'30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

3041e1p Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

Especially Made
To Help Lawns
Survive Winter.
Feeds 10,000 Sq. Ft.
Pickup Enough to Get Your
Lawn Through The Winter

98 -Mobile Homes

'67, 2 bdrm, 47'xl0', furn., best
offer, 815 Oakton, Des Plaines,
No. 158, open after 6 PM.
1960 Skyline 10x55", carpeted,
drapes, stove, refrig., 2 bedrms.,
storms, screens, .$2,000, must be
moved. 437.9191
99-Autoitobile For Sale

'59

Cadillac,

air

cond.,

full

power, like new tires, must sell
$500 or offer 894-9141.

'65 Ford Country Sedan station
wagon, P/S, P/8, R/H, W.W.
$1185. 392.6211
Eng. Ford $80; '60 Rambler, per-

WINTER
SURVIVAL

PARK SITE

LANDSCAPING NURSERY
1024 NM. Hwy. Rt. 14
3 Blocks West of Quentin Rd.
John Morrisroe Ave. 358-1440

fect $250; elec, stove; bowling
ball. offer. 253-7763.
1964 RAMBLER
$300 or BEST OFFER

392-4940

'67 Choy. Bel Air, 2-dr, 8 cyl,
radio, air cond.,
like new. $1600. 392-1.484

stick,
'61

WW,

Pontiac

Star

Chief. Good

body, engine and tires. $100.
257-7896
1965 DODGE CORONET
4 ON THE FLOOR

$850 439.5886 all. 6pm
'67 Tempest, 4 -door, stick. Like
new, low mileage. Must sell
$1650. 437.6921 after 6.

-

99 -Automobile For Sale

99-Antomobiehr Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale

99-Autornob8e For Sale

'66 Triumph Spitfire, convertible, low mileage, $1200 or
best offer 437-8172
BUICK WILDCAT, hardtop (vinyl),
late 1964, P / B, P / S, power
windows, almost new tires, spare,

1964 Chevy wagon, P/S, P/B,
adjustable steering, good con-

'64 GTO, blue convert, 389 hp.

R / H, window washers, about

38,000 miles, kept in heated
garage, drives like new, looks I ike

new Only $1250 526-8030, or
write PAR, Box 304, Wauconda,
_I 1600R4

auto, buckets, console, gd. cond,

dit., good rubber. 259.9472 after

owner, $1,350. or best offer,

1

must sell, 824-3717

5.

1958 Plymouth, Power steering,
power brakes, like new tires.

'65 Buick Spl, Aft, P/S, A/C,
like new premium W/W incl. sno.
tires. $1250 call 394-3966.

$200 or offer. 299.6708 betw

Ford '66 convert., V-8, Galaxy
500, white vinyl top, white body,

red Interior, A T, If / H, private
owner, $4200.259.1241

99 -Automobile Fa Sale

373 poll, P / S, AM -FM. gold
w / black vinyl top, buckets

;640.394-2566
60 Stude, 4-dr. V-8 stick on fir,
radio, extra snow tires. runs gd.

console, extras, low miles.
299-2854

'63 Corvair Monza SS, nice exter.
& inter., needs work. $150 or best
offer. Call 259-9011.

tailgate.

perf. cond. inside & out. Dual

Private party

$1750.

CL 3-8970

(
.

L-3 3

*

-

transportation $115 or best offer.
Call 392-1916 after 6

\)40

'67 Olds Delmont 88, 425 Holiday

2 dr. hdtop., air., power, vinyl
top $2650. 824-8737.

102 -Tracks, Triers

N. Des Pl. 437-9115. Eves.

rm., 11/2 car garage, $37,400,
437-1568

bath,
A.H. 7 rm. bi.level,
paneled tam. rm, 2I/2 car gar,
crpt'ing, low 530's. Cl 5-4829

Will buy on contract or lease
option, .4 bdrm. home in Hersey

Pal., by owner. 3 bdrm. ranch,

71-Te Rent, Stores, Offices

Arl.-I-Ifs., 3 bdrm., 2 bath, fcimily

Wanted -Garage space to store
car, vic. 'Arl. Hts, Mt. Prosp.

ROOM FOR GENTLEMAN
IN DOWNTOWN ARL HTS.
253 7492

Pleasant comfortable room for
employed woman Privileges Arl.
Hts 255-5708 after 4

H.S. area. Mr. Von. 255-6856.

Attractive new store or office
Immed. occupancy

space.

in

established shopping area lo.
cared ar 330 S. Arlington Hts.

71-Apts. and Rooms to Share

Will share 3 bedrm townhouse,
comp fun'd, with 2 young men,
21 to 30 296-8575

Rd. & An. Hts. Annex. Lrg. pork.
ing

area. Ideal for small res-

Lady would like to share 2

taurant, beauty salon, real est..

Beautifully furn'd Also treys one
well behaved 9 yr old son.
Located nr United Air Ls Nov.
439 0017 or 437 2300, ext.
1

men's apparel store, carryout
serv. or prof'l office-: Call Ed

bedrm apt with some.

ladies'

ofc,

apparel store or

Mayer, CL 3-1905.
88 -Real Estate4louses

73 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

2 employed women want to rent

Des Plaines by owner - beautifully landscaped 7 rm. al
sided split level with sub.

or 2 bedroom apartment unPreferably near NW

baths, fam. rm., bit -in kitch n

went.

furnished

bdrms., 21/2 ce

3

screens, near schools & shop.
ping, plus extras. $33,900.299 -

appliances, patio,

thruout. $38,500 or best offer.

2 bath apt carpeted $205 mo.
avail Nov 1st 437 6511

fam. or 2nd fir. in-law apt.
2 car att. gar. on lot 270 x

439-1705
DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS.

364'. Taxes under $600.

1605- Apt A, and 1611 -Apt.
A, N Arlington Hts Rd 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, family room,
basement, fully air-conditioned, dishwasher, range, refrigerator, disposal No pets.
Shown by appointment only.

I

poss. $26,900. CL 5-0732s,
weekdays aft. 6 pm & weekendsi

0.111.1.TON NEIGHTS. MUMPS

'Phone 394-1100

""

I.111.1.1. ...ff. ILLINOIS

lights (gas, battery or electric),
tires. $2900. 526.8030 or write:
BAR, Box 304, Wauconda, Ill.

thinking of selling or would

60084

like to buy --call usl

4 MAG WHEELS for 1968

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

646 S. Main, Algonqt. n (4 bl.

'65 Benelli, 125cc, drag or street,
low mileage, excel. condit.-$175.
Call CL 5-0828.
'68 Suzuki SS - 80cc, 2 helmets.
Excellent condition. $275 or best

S. of 62 on 31)

offer. 296-2752.

BRADSHAW

658-5661
WHEELING
MEADOWBROOK WEST

rig 1

EIRI1
OVER-

REALTORS, INC.

STOCKED

WI r. PALTI. ROAD
.1.1P.TON.G01.11.1.1.11

Phone 394-1100
Multiplelisting Service

?

jett

ON NEW

111116-1-.1,

SO NEATLY STYLED!

STARTER HOME

This 3 bedroom split-level home is most appealing. Living room
and balcony dining room. Spacious kitchen with all built-ins.

2 bdrm. Georgian, excellent

.

23x15' family room with fireplace, 2I/2 baths, 2 car garage.

Brick and aluminum siding. Central air conditioning. Stop
$39,900
in and see it today!

a

'68

3.2 Bdrm. '3-1 Bdrm. Excellent

$30,900

goa wit

6 -FLAT

ing room, separate dining rdom, 11/2 baths, attached garage.
Gracioui entry foyer. Parquet floors. Tappan eye -level oven/
range. Fully improved lawn. Ready for you to move in at...

income &
585,000

cash

flow. New

loc. close id schools & trans.
'523,900

The
Chalet

MS PLUMS

$1588
NEW

'68 TRADE- INS
'68 CADILLAC

or Demo

6 -way
dio,
Broken.in

$1888

SPECIAL OF_THE WEEK
.

'66 OLDS "442"
2 -door Hardtop, A Real Beauty

with Radio, Heater, Auto.

Transmission and Full Power.

CHEVROLET, INC.'
495 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington

Phone 381-2500

ST. ALPHONSUS

3 bedrm. all face brick ranch on pork like 3/4 acre site
with fenced pool & cabana, 1st floor family rm. with
wet bar. Almost new carpeting & drapes, oversized 2
car garage, hot water base board heat, quality Lon

Just 20 Fast Minutes

from Arlington Heights.

of the
features are

Some

-r

'66 PONT. 2+2
4 -speed

trols in every room

& drapes, deluxe kitchen built-ins Including oven, range,
disposal & dishwasher, att. 2 car garage, sodded lawn.

'
Ook Lawn

Hinsdale

Des Plaines

Air conditioning
Completely soundproofed
Ceramic tiled bathroom with
vanity
Wall to wail carpeting

439-6015

.

Individual off street parking
Beautifully landscaped
One block from shopping

This adorable 6 room colonial ranch home has a log burning
fireplace in the living room and a panoramic view from the
dining room. 3 nice size bedrooms, attached garage, paved
drive. Home is in excellent condition and easily maintained.
Reasonable taxes. Price --

Rent

$180

per

month Immediate oc

cupancies Reserve for future
rental Information call '7413266 or 742.8540

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

0

NEW FORDS!

255-6320
358-1502
894 1330

ROSELLE

full basement, 2 car attached garage,
paved drive, -2 lovely bedrooms, formal dining room. Tiled

WICKSTROM

76 -To Rent Hodes

Lovely 6 rm ranch W/garcige,,
carpeting, & drapes 110 Col.

Immediate occupancy. Owner transferred.

ELK GROVE
5 large residential

lots

110'

Will sell or build to suit,

For rent, 3 bedrm home in

$165 per mo.,
Streamwood
Security deposit, references needed.
255.5334 .

82-Na tod TO Rent

Couple needs furnished opt. or
house Nov. 15 - Feb. 1. While:
hornebeing built CL 3-5472 "

yrgently need 2 or 3 bdrm.
house for conscientious couple,
child Gd references, under
$200 299.2400 after 4:30 p.m.
1

s

.

DES PLAINES

ROSELLE
.., REALTY CO.

111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

.

-

EXCELLENT LOCATION

David McCoy
ROSELLE, ILI.

888

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM CPE.
P/S, P/B,
Vinyl Top, Radio, Heater,

W/Walls.
$2,395
1964 IMPALA
9 Pass. S/Wagon, V8, P/Glide,
Radio, Heater,
P/B.
P/S,
Excellent Run. Condition.

Radio, Heater,
matic, Mint Condition!

ICK

WICKSTRO
CHEVROLET

Assoc.
439-6015

FORD

IN

DES PLAINES

750 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines

V-8,

ZONED COMMERCIAL

Ideal for small
business or apartments

529-2235.

Transmis-

'64 BARRACUDA

One - 61'x125' corner
One - 50'x125' Inside
-

Wagon, .V-8, Radio,

Heater, Automatic
sion, Top

Walls.

956.0790

..t..rombia, Hoff, Est 437.3228

'66 FORD

Auto-

Phone 827-2163

$688
'62 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille with Full Power
and Factory Air Conditioning,
Mint Condition.

$597
'63 FORD
Golorde "500' V-8, Automatic,

x150' next to $65,000 homes,
beautiful Forest Preserve view.

$30,500

$895

Air Cond., Radio, Heat, W/

Face brick ranch,

kitchen, landscaped Improved lot with all village conveniences.

'65 MUSTANG

CHEVROLET
1967 IMPALA 4 D. HARDTOP
V8 Automatic, P.S., Fac.

$590.00

88-PAA Estate -Vacant

For A Small Family

Execuli"

Driven

Coupe, V-8, Full Power, Wide

Ranch

TRANSPORTATION SPEC.

For best results use
Day Want Ads._

"A Beautiful Home"

DEMOS

matic transmission, Balance
of Fact. Warranty.

IS FROM

V8 Power Glide,

$24,900

One child accepted No pets.
Accepting 6 mo , I yr. or 2
leases

este!!

36

'66 CHARGER

$1686

$1,995

441 real

"In the Woods"

* Casement windows
brick exteriors

TO SEE IT, CALL NOW:

MEDINAH
Custom Ranch

Wood patio doors and bal-

*Rustic wood shingles and

Think about this huge Cape
Cod. 4 very large bedrooms,
rec room and family room. 2
car garage with heated hob-

ated on 75' sc 300' lot.

Coin operated laundry

'68'S IN STOCK..

160

BEBEAT

BIG FAMILY?

by shop. Separate living room,
dining room. Roofed patio.
Many, many extras all situ-

throughout
TV & phone outlets

"GOING THING FLING"
Contest at. Jim Aikeys

Ovals, Mint Condition.

Arlington Heights
David McCoy & Assoc.

in our big

995799

DEAL
THAT CAN'T

$46,900

.

conies

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

Big 'Engine,

THE

E. PAL....

Phone 394-11OG

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

immediate occupancy. 4 bedrm., 21/2 bath Colonial. Cheery
1st floor family room with fireplace. Almost new carpeting

wills

Positraction, Vinyl Roof.

Big Engine, Full Power, Auto-

MILIKTION 1.41, ILI...

magnificent

Safe electric heat with con-

yin

FA101

struction throughout. $47,500

Spacious living room with
beamed ceiling
Fireplace
Dining room
2 spacious bedrooms
Eating area in kitchen
Hotpoint
equipped
Fully
refrigerator,
kitchen with
store & disposal to make entertaining easy

e40e4

1

REGISTER

$1696

PROSPECT HTS.-

314 KATHLEEN
ELGIN

Barely

Power.

$5495

BOB BURROW

Beau. 3 yr. old 61/2 rm. raised
ranch. Incl. stove & refrig.
Gas heat. Low taxes. Lot 60 x
135'. Nicely landscaped. 2
blks. from schls. & park.

eus'
tieell- os

Air Conditioning, AM -FM Ra-

Mint Condition. A Steal!

'67 CAPRICE WAGON '

we
w

Control

Climate

Convert.

'67 IMPALA

$2295
WHEELING

DUNDEE

Warranty!

2 -door, Hardtop, Big Engine,
4 -speed, Yiske Cam, Solids,

Very clean, low milage.

ONLY $23,900
In choice location near schools,
churches, etc. 4 bedrms. (possible 5th), 2 baths, full bsmt.,
covered patio, fenced yard, attached garage. $28,900

5 yr. or 50,000 mile Factory

fic deal on a '68 Chevy

Member MAP: Multiple Listing Service

Sparkling 7 rm. ranch

Factory Equipment, 2-dr.,
Pre -driven Sedan, Balance of
Full

Now is the time to trade-

OPEN
9-9 Member of Northwest Suburban Boards of Realtors

Village

$2595

DEMOS

V.8, auto. trans, power steer
ing, white walls, AM/FM radio

296-6655

.

.

.

M1101171fNUT HWY. -

6

Palatine
358-0844

Mt. Prospect
259-9030

ranty!

in your car for a terri-

REALTORS

Arlington
255-2090 '

CHEVY'S

AND

HOMEFINDIRS. Al2MMO

Apatmeitt

5

V.8,

yr. or 50,000 mile Fact. War-

DOZENS OF LIKE

DISTINCTIVE SPLIT-LEVEL

Have you been looking for a beautiful better -than -new home
without all the builder problems involved in a new home?
Here's the answer to your needs. 3 spacious bedrooms, liv-

Fact. Equipment,

Full

'68 DART

ewer___

I

'68. CHARGER

99 -Automobile For Sale

-

Sharp 51/2 room, sided 3 bedroom home, garage, extras, 2
blocks to schools & churches.
Only $21,900.

Member MAP

Why Settle

BRAND NEW

NOT -Auto Parts and Access.

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

MODELS

miles, gas heat with blower, gas
refrigeration, gas hot water, self.
contained toilet & septic, shower,

extra large gas tanks, heavy

We sell homes throughout the
Fox River Valley. If you are

okREALTORS,1NC.

REALTORS, INC.

JIM AIKEY

ON ALL

like new, 1967. About 1,000

qualifies buyer. Owner. Immed.

Phone 394-1100

259-4568

or

_ . ^Oft

awn

I

rAi i

STOLTZNER
BLDG. CORP
BA 3-5212

All information confidential.
Come join our harmonious
family. Will train men or
woman.

rms, 6 bedrms., 2 mod
baths, cob. kit. Ex. for far.

DELIVERY

Yellowstone 21 ft. travel trailer,

transp. 10 per cent down,

we have a plan that

most unique. Establish your
name with ours. Become one
of usl

IMMEDIATE

827-7184

schools, churches, shops, parks,

ALL THIS WEED AT

STOCK

Des Plaines

1272 Rand Rd.

brick Georgian, 2 bdrms., 11/2
baths, full bsmt., gar., walk to

is

9

Des Plaines -5165

VACATION LINERS

office. For the ambitious sales

EUCLID --LAKE RDS. AREA

5 room garden apartment

tras. $22,500 358-5266
Arl. Hts. Beautiful corner location,

Clover Realtors invite you to
their new Arlington Heights
person,-

LARGEST

TRAILERS -

TRUCK CAMPERS

CL 5-2598

NORTHBROOK (UNINCORP.)
VIC. OF MIL. AVE. (21) &

Des Plaines SUBLEASE 2 bdrm.,

cond., walk to train &

shopping, choice lot. Many ex-

Chevrolet. Best Offer.

439-5670

14 -To Rent Apartments

ARE HERE!

STORAGE AVAILABLE

5197

c

att.
drapes

month 331-7277 call col left after
6 30 pm

garage. Carpet &

excel.

1969 's

103 -Auto Traders & Campers

car

station will pay up to $125 a

2

Palatine, by owner, 18 yr. old 3
bedroom, framed ranch. Base
ment, new carpeting & drapes,
21/2 car garage, patio, 66 x 297
yard, $23,000 firm. 392-7357.
Des. Pl., by owner, Waycinden
Pk., 7 rm, 3 bedrm. brick ranch,
11/2 baths, 2 car att. brick gar.
electric door, paneled bsmt,
tile roof, carpeting, large lot,
beautifully hindscaped, patio,
awnings, aluminum storms a
screens, near schools & shopping

2827

1

1966 Chevrolet Von.
Very clean - $1,050
Phone 827-7880

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

81 -Wanted To Rent

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

The

noon. 724.3128.
1954 OLDS - Runs good. Good

meow

a

air. Call between 9 am

&

emu

7

SUNDAY!

'67 T -Bird Hardtop, full power

Vacant

Commercial

-

OPEN

power low mileage.

439-6073.

Real Estate

Residential

ehtteit,

5125. 253.1902
'62 Buick LeSabre, 4 dr, HT,
rag. gas, V-8, A1T, R/H, P/S.
$525. Private, 827-2869
1961 OLDS Sports coupe 98. All

'66 Country Squire Station wagon, air-cond, all power, A/T,
perf. cond. inside & out Dual tail-
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1963 CHEVROLET BELA1RE V8,
condition
good
automatic,

'67 CheveLlo, SS396, 325hp, 4sp,

10 & 3.

THE DAL(

Friday, October 11, 1968'

'4

Radio, Heater, Terrific Buyl

$484

REAP A BUSHEL OF SAVINGS

WITH THE LATTOF DEAL

A 1969 CHEVROLET.

For Free Credit Chock

Call

SP 5-6616

Cee Eddy
DODGE CITY

535111V1P40 PARK RD.

ROSELLE, ILL.

529-7070
OPEN SUNDAYS,

CHICAGOtAND
00001- DEALER'

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVENING, 111 10 P
AIL DAY 1,UNDAY.

EVENINGS
LOBED SUNDAY

SotOidciy,.00,12th,..GOLf-VIEW-90DGE is having its
IMAM\

Be there, when RonsSullivan turns on the excitemen
'YTS

the all -new
Golf -View
Dodge has

k,fqp

;1*

A great deal on a new Dodge? Sure. (In
fact, we'll give you the best deal on a car
you'll 'find anywhere! Because we're out to
do one thing: please you. Period.) But when
we say we've got a great deal to offer you,
we mean more than

"great
deal" to
offer
a

just a low price

.

.

tl

.

you . . .

tc

I

Z.Z --ray e-e_
-1

CO"

art

1111

?TrimimiemtY-4))
4, `rs1

e

bF

MB& &Al

4p-st

17.7
Int; .2

rt'

yfA;r.

Our great tleall
includes old
fashioned
courtesy ...
777717
t41

Oh'

lang

our great deal includes
the services of a group
of great people . . .
Jerry Gentile
So/es, ftnante and
Insurance Manager

r,r

Yvette tartan
Office

Hazel Humphreys

Offic Manager

r74
tr
Phil Galligan
Parts Manager

John Romano
Used Car Manager
Jerry Holmes
Sales

Al GI Vito
Service Manager

Ron Sullivan
President

c-c.,......-coo.ututocticrmovimaLttivoitstuv

teseaaate_

... an ultra -modern
service department and
body shop ...
-It

'

,8

/'

e

Day Publications'

1

rban

Northwest S

ow to De -Ice Steps, Walks

Lidet:

Real Es

Frday, October 11, 1968

&Bu

to the surface is generally rendered loose enough so you can
scrape it away.

products which contain ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate. They de-ice

next to sidewalks to brown,

headaches, now is a good time
to get ready to solve it.

the concrete, but they also attack it. They are usually more

dilutes the salt, so the run-off

content usually is not

If you weigh the first half
pound into an empty coffee

Remember one basic thing
when you are laying in a store

expensive, too.

The traditional rock salt,

harmful.
When de-icing time comes,

can or similar container, and
mark it on the outside, you'll

your annual winter

1.111.A.4
BUYER'S GUIDE

Too much may cause grass

If de-icing your' sidewalks
and concrete steps is one of

temporarily. Melting ice

the rule of thumb is to apply
one pound of salt to melt 46

sodium chloride, does not

of ice -melting compounds

harm concrete that has been
properly prepared, sited, and
aged. Normal amounts do not

from your nearby drugstore,
hardware dealer, grocer, or
building materials firm:
EVEN THE best concrete

pounds of ice at 30 degrees.

If you use about

suffers when you apply

a

half

pound of salt over a square
yard of ice or area, the bond

permanently harm trees, grass
or shrubs.

have an effective measure for
winter. Watch for a
all
honeycomb to form: the pitted
surface of the ice will tell you
when to use a flat -bladed
shovel or scraper to push the

melted slush away.

ONCE MORE: read

the

chemical formula on the
package label before buying.

Be wary of extraordinary

claims by magic new products.

And do not use -ammonium
nitrates or sulphates on or
near concrete surfaces.

You'll have smooth going,
but not the slick icy kind.
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e tender Lawn Care Slip Now
hes been his own boss for the

BY BEN CLARKE

last 24 years

Now that Indian Summer is
due, some homeowners whose

lawns have been a green
velvet carpet all summer

Too many homeowners, he
said, begin strongly in the early spring, giving their lawn

tender loving care, follow a

decide the season is over and

careful routine throughout the

permanently);

through in the fall
Dick Delano, associate adviser for the University of

lose a beautiful lawn
If

more

persons

would

summer, then fail to follow

UNCOLLECTED clippings
can build up to a point where
they form a "thatch" that
chokes the roots and even
causes the root system to grow
closer to the surfece, said
Delano
This in turn leads to suscep-

tibility to diseases and a thinned -out lawn.

So, the lawn lover who has

used a catcher throUgh the

of the warm days, which

that will result in poor spots

allow a reasonable amount of
fall growth and greening.
Keep cutting the lawn right
on until cool weather sets in,

in the turf.

and of course don't stop

watering. The first is

Delano had

few' other

a

tips.

Delano, who mows his own

your clippings, is his prime
piece of advice: failure to do
this is the biggest source of

lawn until mid -November.

trouble, he repeated.

Merion Blue grasses --or mix-

Delano said a good rule of

Concerning watering,

a human being --subject to

Illinois Extension Service at
the Des Plaines office, with

diseases as well as requiring
maintenance --the lawn might

horticulture his specialty, had

luck No deep raking is predominant-- and which

definite advice for "winter

necessary

come thr,ough the winter in

survival "
He named several steps to
follow that will insure any

nitrogen fertilizer, says

spring

fertilizers which have a high

The last cut of the season
can be made as short as one

remarks by saying that he
hopes anyone who cares about

proved to produce

short if not shorter than usual

having a good lawn "catches"
his grass clippings and does

significantly better results, he
says

with "long hair" in the spring.

watering.

ground

spread now, to take advantige

harbor leaves and other debris

favor reel mowers.

think of a'itawn as they do of

better shape

THIS IS the advice of
Clarence Sonntag, 58, whose
company, Sonntag's Garden
Service, 2615 Hintz Rd , Arlington

Heights,

installs and

maintains lawns in the
northwest suburbs
Sonntag has been in the
business since he was 16, and
;

heavy growing season

is

in

tures in which they are
have been cut to a length of

Start with a regular, high

Delano The current trend to

homeowner a fine turf come special, "winter survival"

one-half to two
inehes during the summer,
now can be cut shorter.
one

and

Delano suggested.
Delano prefaced his proportion of available inch,
phosphoric acide, has not yet Failure to make the cut as

not let them fall to the

The fertilizer should be

can lead to a straggling turf

Clumps of long grass

thumb is one inch of water

keep sharpened. He said that

in

pearance frequently seen.

his work, where the

are sharpened at the start of
the season, and "lapped" at intervals to keep them sharp.

WITH A properly adjusted
bed knife, the reel mower will
cut the grass with a shearing
effect, due to the bevel of the

per week. A good way to bed knife. This makes for a
determine the "watering clean cut,
A rotary mower, if conpower" of your sprinkling.
system is to place several tinually resharpened will do a
coffee cans on the lawn near
the sprinkler.

Determine how long it

for one
cumulate in the bottom of the
can, said Delano.
full
least
Use this as a guide to future
inch

takes

to ac-

Both Sonntag and Delano

"club" the grass, said Delano,

or split, the blade ends,
producing the brown ap-

mowers have heavy use, they

OF COURSE, always catch

especially important says

THE KENTUCKY or

Sonntag said that reel
mowers arc generally easier to

similarly fine job, but requires

more frequent sharpening,
Sonntag noted.

A reel mower, if not sharp,
or if the bed knife is not properly adjusted, either will fail
to cut, or if dull enough even
tear out the smaller blades by
the roots, he said.

A dull rotary mower will

roots do not "reach" deeply
for water.

Delano favors Merion Blue
grass as the best for plantings

Too short mowing during in the northwest suburban

the heavy growing season and area if used, as recommended,
the later, warm summer in almost full sunlight.
Merion alone. of all the
months should he avoided.
The best rule is to never cut -.grasses used in lawns here, is

off more than one-third the dintinctive enough for the ex-

.length of the blade, said perts to identify, when plugs
are cut from turf and placed

Delano.

side -by -side

used in the Midwest are essentially cool weather grasses,

TOO OFTEN Merlon is usDelano said. Their best cut- ed in shady locations and then
ting length is from one and is subject to mildew fungus,
one-half to two inches during which requires special care to

restore the grass's deep. green
appearance. Delano noted.
Certain of the fine -leafed
A lawn too closely mowed
tends to dry out, then thin out fescue- grasses are far better
as the sun bakes the roots. As for shady locations, he said,
normal watering in time pro- if they "are let alone" to
ves insufficient, a shallow root develop. "Fussing with them,"
system results because the makes them thin out." he said.

the early growing season right
up to the fall period.

7
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REALTORS

fin

12911_717S.Move in tomorrow!

7 room brick Ranch

3 bedroom, ceramic bath ranch. located in area of choice homes.
family room -kitchen combination, 11/2 car att. garage, carpeting,
drapes, range. 3 blocks from shcool.

Centrally air conditioned/on big 1/a acre toe overlooking golf
course] family room has fireplace, 3 bedrroms, 11/2 ceramic baths,

0®

lovely recreation room, bar, cedar lined storage & workshop,
paneled kitchenwith built ins, loads of closets, patio, 2 car att

..1,41 I

I

$19,000

t4

garage Immediate possession

$43,700

Large, centrally air conditioned
4 bedroom and family room Split level in A-1 Condition Super kitchen features complete built-in applianseparate dining room, 2'/2 ceramic
baths, privacy patio, 21/2 car att. garage. Choice location!!
ces,

Big all brick 3 bedroom Ranch
in area of fine homes i full & 2 half baths, paneled family roam,
recreation room, full basement, 2 lovely stone fireplaces, 25'.
ialousie porch, complete kitchen appliances and att garage.
Cyclone fenced yard & many convenient extras Immediate occupancy!

washer, dryer,

$46,500

$41.900

Choice

Just Listed

ivy

covered

3

Just Liste

bedroom

Ranch' in top location.' 20' kitchen
includes range & refregerator, full
basement, gleaming ceramic bath,
car att. garage, lovely lot and
1

many luxury extras.

$29,900

Beautifully maintained 3 bedroom
Split level has fenced yard and attractive
torn

landscaping. Built-in cusappliances, family

kitchen

room, bath off master bedroom,
bath, 2 car att. garage with electric door,

$40,500

for comparison.

THE USUAL blue grasses he said.

Centrally air conditioned 3 bedroom Split level
has beautiful sodded lawn, 11/2 baths, huge kitchen, fireplace in
living room, 2 car garage & many extras.

$25.900

et
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Pool Can
Become
Ice Rink

This is Jim Conway
inviting you to see an outstanding new home buy for
1968 . . . at Benwick in Schaumburg, quality -built
by my friends at Lancer Corporation.

If your winterizing plans
call for using your swimming
,pool as an ice-skatinvink for

"'fir,s(""S$---'^se

NJ

type is one of those that can

I

1,1,1dIf

I,

c1.1"11ePrqr10
11

-

:"

"

44.

Generally speaking, it's
recommended that if your

Afs.

teLS

44'Npigh
411*7

the way of

pool allows in
preparation.

I 14

_,0,40.,,

left

he

filled

(such

as

74"44,11-1,-

the

redwood -vinyl liner styles),
then you condition the winter
water by putting in five times

mut*

'4.

the normal amount of

ft

44

chlorine before the first
water after the first

spring

thaw.

Once you are sure you will
use the pool for ice-skating,

construct buffers for the inThe
I

norrett-One of Schaumburg's most popular moderatelypriced
s, at :29,0011 offers ran one of the greatest values in a home today.

Three spacious bedrooms, two lovely xi -ramie tile baths. gracious living
room, dining urea and modern, showplace kitchen styling add up to
V UWE. Pull bahement and concrete driveway, too! Take your rue from

-...__.

Tollway

(Rt.

'

IE

will be adequate.

Norge Road.

(Rt. tg)

SISISTIRIS

OVUM

Nailed to another length at
right angles, the edging will
hold itself in place.

141

rc

tancen conponation

1--

B
14

ft

4

made of heavy gauge

Stamping Uompany that some
homemakers like is the design
on the bottoms of all the wall-

Fiesta cookware, has a food
theme design in red, brown

and yellow. A feature of this
product from United States

hung

pieces.

This ware

Irving Park Rood

FOR HEALTHY PLANTS
Disinfect your flower pots
before reuse to help prevent
transfer of mold or disease
from old plants to new. Wash
thoroughly

pots
out.

609 Juli Court, Schaumburg, Illinois-Phone: 894-1500

inside and

ceramic. There are 19 pieces
available

is

Home Puilding
Soars in Village
"We're experiencing

struction this September also
was more than double a year
ago. The value of single-family projects started in Sep-

Building permits for single-

family homes issued in

September more than doubled

the number issued in September, 1967, in Arlington
Heights.
The Building Department

tremendous growth
director.

$1,618,200.

also," he said.
He said the village had
about
1,000 apartments in
1962 and now has seven times
that number.

"Apartments arc growing

totaled 161, compared with
last September's 99.

Value of the new con -

SONTAG REALTY A FAMILY NAME IN REAL ESTATE SINCE 1872

See..

John R. Sontag

Realtor

Four

ST. VIATORS--2 BLOCKS LOW TAXES

REFERRAL SERVICE

Convenient
Locations

'

Brick and aluminum sided Cape Cod. 4 bedrooms (one
on 1st floor), 2 baths, separate dining room, large fdmily
size paneled recreation room, side drive 2 car garage.
Nicely 'landscaped. $23,200 first mortgage available at
6.9 per cent interest for 25 years. Only $29,250.

viii

Radio

Ic

Dispatched

Sales Service

960 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

TELEPHONE 392-0660

I II
"MOUNT PROSPECT
$40,500 - Beautiful grounds, trees, shrubs, landscaping and

view! One of the most attractive homes in the entire area/
Interior with plaster walls, hardwood 'floors thru-out, 6
rooms, 3 bedrooms, 2 full ceramic baths, fireplace 4, cornplete built-in appliances. Over V2 acre -of country comaspherelCall us today for appointment.

UM_

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

255-0900

$41,900 Priced below cost! Priced to selli Transferred own-

er must leave! Central-air-conditionedl 8 rooms, 4 beaus
ful, blg'bedrooms, 21/2 baths, a 15 foot family room, Copper
'

tone bullt-in appliances, draperies thru-out, full basement
Luxury thru and thrut We invite your inspection Call us today
for an appointment.

255-0900

3 BEDROOM RANCH WITH OFFICE
Its owner had an office built into this fine 6 room home Also included are
2 baths, 2 -car garage, rec room (custom designed) Close -in location

$36,900
SCHAUMBURG
$37,900 - The newest in modern architecture! Custom-built,
with 7 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 13/4 vanity baths, lannon stone
'fireplace, 29 foot living room, family room, plus high quality built-in appliances. Please call for appointment to see!
Worth your inspection!

894-4800

-ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
This is another of our beautiful new homes we are proud to
offer for sale! Only 7 months "young" and located in one of
the newest, prime areas in the Northwest suburbs! interior
with 7 rooms, 4 bedrooms, 21/2 ceramic baths, family room,
fireplace, 17 foot Wing room, basement, 8, free -form polio
Priced below cost. $46,500. Your phone call welcome

CHOICE 3 BEDROOM COLONIAL

392-0900

WE CAN SERVE YOU FROM ALL DIRECT!

Lovely 7 room home hos separate dining room, 11/2 baths, family room,
fireplace in livi_carroom Central air conditioning New furnace and humid1
ifier

$35,900

N

I:

:

BARTON STULL REA_,TY,
i)( s

Pj,

Li22 Luc .S/r(/

f //,i/g/01/

hithit

h -.< ii/

82-4-'f-#8

'S -3419141

Member N.W. Sub.
Multiple Listing Service

Multiple Listing Service

M.A P.

-SO

/gditif s

,\Oratirt'Si
392-090(/
Member M. A.P.

Multiple Listing Service

I

1101.1llidu

2 L;

S.

R,,,,

new

tember totaled $3,412,500.
Last September's total was

September for all projects

for September a year ago.

in

building," said Harold Best,
village building and zoning

Building permits issued in

reports 126 permits issued in
September compared with 56

COMING
OR GOING?

steel

sheathed with a white, smooth

13

Renwick is located on Plum Grove Road, about
2 miles south of Higgins Road (Rte. 72). Models
open daily. 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

DIIIVILOPAIRS

A simple overlapping

stretch of planking or
plywood at least an inch,thick

Wis. Road

by

Road

Road

Schaumburg

Jim Coo-ay:Ste the Barrett; you'll be glad you did!'

J3Enuncii

Matins

side edges so the sharp skate
runners do not dig in to create
damage to the liner.

"5%

1;'I

freeze, to inhibit the growth
of algae so you have clear

Northwest

e

fie

the family be sure to check
yotir owner's manual to see
what your particular type of

I
lam 'xin

I/i cell.

Member M.A.P.

Multiple listing Service
:

I I
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o etimes, Good Advice Can Be to Do Nothing
"Do:nothing."

That was the advice of a
real estate counselor to a wor-

ried property owner who felt
he

had

three

different op-

portunities to make more

money by either selling his
land or buying an adjoining
lot

1HAT seemingly simple
recommendation, however,
was not an offhand opinion

but was evolved after a
thorough analysis of all
aspects of the particular property and its potential

The owner paid a fee for

this service which reprdents
the latest specialty in the real
estate field -- counseling to
provide' disinterested advice
without any financial interest
in the outcome or- results of

month. Alsd. he had remodel-

ed a stable into an attractive
residence for himself.

The owner wanted to know

joining commercial lot and
hold both pieces of land for
future growth?

Ot, shOuld he sell his pro-

course of action.

perty to the owner of the commercial lot?

The particular problem -the

land, with the exception of his
home, to a bank for a branch -

property?

member of the American.

office? Under this proposed
transaction, subject to a zoning change; the bank would

This member of the
filiate of the ,National

tear down the apartments and
construct a drive-in office.

Association of

Boards, reported that the

continue to live in the con-

real

his counsel.

owner presented to this

Society of Real Estate

Counselors involved a 20,000
square foot parcel of residential land.

The owner had improved

its value by converting a large

brick residence on it into

apartments, netting $250 per

his best and most profitable
Should he lease all of the

Or, was there something
else he should do with the

ASREC, a professional afReal

Estate

UPON investigation, the
counselor learned that the
present income more than carried the property.
Further, indications were
that future zoning changes
were in the offing, and growth
potential therefore was anticipated.
'

.

The investigation showed ,
every possible move involved
considerably more risk so the
advice was "sit tight."
"The client was grateful,
and seemed relieved to be advised to hold the property and

property owner is probably
less complex than most pro-

continue his cost free home,

and just average owners.

while awaiting for

Finally, the adjoining prO- developments which might
periy was available only at a suggest a more desirable

user's price, so that in,

vestment in it without speci-

move in the future," the

blems on which counselors
arc asked to give advice for
clients ranging from large corporations, trusts, and schools
to banks, small businessmen.
Fees depend on the amount

of time required and the com-

This case involving a small

on the outcome of their advice.

They have at their disposal

a body of inforMation and
data on the local, regional,
and national economic and

real estate pictures-information which

is

usually

only available to the general

plexity -of the case.

Counselor concluded.

fic use seemed unwise.

render opinions on a fee, retainer, or per diem basis, and
thus are in no way dependent

public at widely scatteied

Real estate counselors

locations.

The present owner would owner was not experienced in
verted stable.

Or. should be buy an ad-

estate

matters and not

sure whether he even wanted
to make a move.

SEE THE

16 "

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
7 -room, 3 bedroom, 2 bath split-level. CENTRAL
AIR CONDITIONING, carpeting, draperies, dish-

washer, disposal and automatic garage door
opener.

$34,900

IN REAL ESTATE
BIG! - ON PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
BIG! - ON QUICK, COMPLETE SERVICE

AIR CONDITIONED
A large home for a large family, 8 rooms, 4 large
bedrooms, 21/2 baths, full bsement, paneled
rec. room. Built-in oven and range. Carpeting in
living room, dining room, kitchen and dinette.

$47,900
50 YEARS OF SERVICE

CLOSE TO SCHOOLS
a.

MOUNT PROSPECT
7 room split-level, 3 bedrooms, family room, 2V2
baths. Central Air Conditioning, carpeting, draperies, built-in oven and range.

8. RECREATION CENTER
A
L -ranch with 3 bedrooms,

13/4

baths,

$39,900

2

car insulated attached garage. Wood paneled garage door, extra electrical outlets.
Exterior just painted. Located in walking

I

A

Member RECOA, INC.

II.

distance of shopping center.

Nationwide

$25,900

Relocation Service

259 EAST RAND ROAD (RT. 12)

CL 3-7600

MOUNT PROSPECT
BEAUTIFULLY LANDSCAPED
3 bedrooms split-level with family room with
11/2 baths. 11/2 attached garage. Carpet-

ing in living room, dining rooms & stairs.

Wit& flEptithitto
Offices to serve you

Hatt

Draperies in living room & dining room.

Curtains thruout. Hardwood floors in up
stairs bedrooms. Close to parks & schools.

$27,900

BUtillkiG

or SELLING

with 40 hard working
profesiionals to assist you!

REAL OLD-FASHIONED CHARM
4 bedroom Arnericon colonial Fornily room, IVj baths, full
basement. Stove & refrigerator, carpeting in living 1.00111, and
dining room.

$39,900

Over a Decade of Faithful Service
ht the Northwest Suburban Com-

COME SEE ABOUT IT!
Wall-to-wall carpeting in this 2 bedroom

munities

Cape Cod Full basement, 11/2 car garage

with paved drive. Drapes in living room.
Completely remodeled kitchen and bath.
Home is expandable to four bedrooms.

$23,900

.4 4,0

NICELY LANDSCAPED
3 bedroom split level, family roses, 11/2 baths, 2 car attached

garage. Built.in oven and range, disposal, dishwasher. Cur
peting thruoul, refrigerator in faintly room. Bar stools &
cushions on built.in bench. Aluminum storms and screens.

$34,500

THE PRIME NORTHWEST AREA
Is

the location of this year-round Dog 'N'

5 OFFICES

Suds drive-in Fully restaurant equipped has

35 parking spaces. Income potential is
great Seller will consider mortgage with
25% down and up to 10 years on balance
at 6%

real

824-0111

574 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

CL 9-1400

21 N. Vail, Arlington Heights

BRUNS

c'ectetom

823-2157

800 W. Higgins Pa'rk Ridge

358-2300

710 E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine

5 APARTMENTS
Bedroom apartments and 1.1 bedroom apartment
Brick construction, Each enrolment hot range and r °rages
for also individual thermostat. Inquire today!
5.2

$79,500

832 S. Northwest Hwy., Barrington 381-6800

estate

3 OFFICES TO SERVE YOU!
CUSTOM BUILT.

LARGE FAMILY HOME
5 bedroom, Cope Cod in a prestige. Fornily room, 3 boths, lull

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

255-6320.

PALATINE

SCHAUMBURG

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

7 W. Schaumburg Roos'

1358-1502

894-1330

basement, 2 car attached storage. Dishwasher, refrigerator
& stove. Carpeting in living room, hall and stairs. Drapes in
living room, dining room and family room. Back overlooks
Inverness golf course. Utility shed on premises.

$65,900

-

-

Contemporary ranch with 2 bedrooms, I. both. 11/2 car heated
garage. Carpeting and drapes thre-out. Air conditioner,
Beamed ceiling in living room with floors to ceiling field
stone Oreploce. Patio has a fieldstone fireplace grill. Prof es
sionolly landscaped.

$29,900

1HE DAY
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Give Your House Protection Against Winter Wear. and Tear
Pleasant tall weather IS

among thL best of the yea]
but it doesn t last and you
know it

cold, moisture and high

Any minor damage or

While it's still nice enough
to work outdoors, make sure

weakness may mean little now

wintel's first attack.

serious when attacked by

your house is ready for

winds.

Start your checking at the

but left alone could become

Loose shingles should be
nailed down before a high
.

wind tears them away.

top and work down.

Put a dab of asphalt under

the lower edge, also over the
nails to keep the nail heads
from rusting.

BROKEN SHINGLES
should

replaced.

be

Protect

flashing with asphalt paint.
flashing should
be replaced and for this you
Deteriorated

IN REAL ESTATE GOING FIRST CLASS MEANS

may want to call in a proMULTIPLE LISTING

1hz

OF HOMES NORTHWEST

UAL BSTA/g SERVICZ
LEW'
CnorrArted

---41041

fessional roofer.

If flat roll roofing has bulged, slit the bulge, paint the undersides with asphalt paint
and tack down. Then coat the

patched area with more

Formerly Charles H. Wilson Inc.

asphalt.

Check the chimney for

by moisture.

area, then work in new

mortar. Use a mortar mix for

nailed down. Spot prime nail
heads with aluminum paint,

small jobs such as this.

then repaint
house.

Metal gutters may need
mending; or rust spots may
need sanding, priming and repainting.

uQt t

Even if in good condition,
gutters will need to be cleaned

FIRST TIME OFFEREDCARPENTERSVILLE

. of accumulated leaves and
dirt.

Have. you been looking for a 1 bedroom Bi-Level, with large
family room, huge separate dining room, spacious kitchen,
partial basement, fenced yard, sliding doors to attractive
car garage and close to shopping and schools.
patio, a
Well, stop looking, this is perfect for your family. - with

CHECK the tics or nails
that hold the gutters to make
certain they will hold the ex-

FIRST TIME OFFERED -

1

tra weight of ice and snow.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
Here is the ideal home for those considering buying their first home.
All major appliances stay with this recently decorated 3 bedroom, 11/2

lcss than $2,000 down payments under

ONLY $24,500

both brick and frame Ranch. Extras include refrigerator, built-in oven and
range, washer and dryer, disposal, wall to wall carpeting in IR, DR and
Hall, Drapes and curtains thruout, power humidifier, alum. S&S. Mature
landscaping. You can walk to shopping and grade school from this well
maintained home. If this sounds like what you hove been waiting for,

$26,900

p

.7.,:,--

,

-

TRADE US YOUR SMALLER HOME FOR THIS
They don't build homes like this anymore - face brick all around, plaster
walls, hardwood floors, 2 ceramic tiled baths, stone fireplace in living

kitchen with built-ins, oversize wooded lot. Family room could be divided
into formal dining room and den or 4th bedroom. Walk to schools, church,

$43,500

$46,900

OF- HOMES/
NORTHWEST

largest franchosed Real Estate organization.

PHONE 956-0880
25 Park 'N Shop
Elk Grove Village, III.

TOP ARLINGTON LOCATION
first floor study den or 5th
9 room. off. rum .4 huge bedrooms
bedroom with prreutt_ both Large screened porch adjacent to regal
Ivory room with fuLplacc Large fret. form swimming poOl.
duality at

$64,500

keep water from seeping in.

Nail down Iciose floor

out, scrape away and apply

Repaint floor

hoards.

new calking.

Check window panes for

paint

is

not sound.

if old
If floor

steps are of concrete,
check and repair as you did

'In the four major price 24.7 per cent over August,
categories, the August' 1966.
to one year ago were not
Houses costing less than
$15,000 accounted for 24.7

Association of Real Estate
Boards (NARE) has disclosed.

per cent of sales, compared

was submitted to the NAREB

Department of Research by
members of the Executive Ofwhich is
ficers Council,
made up of staff executives of
boards of Realtors throughout

years ago, 25
homes sold in

per cent

of

August were
priced below $15,00, and an
additional 23.2 per cent were
$15,000 to $19,999
category.
Both groupings have rein

the

with 26.4 per cent last year.

On a month -to -month
comparison of sales, the
survey revealed that volume

tends to increase greatly in the

summer months and then
stabilizes
fall.

through the early

In the $15,000 to $24,999
range, a 42.7 per cent share
of the market was indicated

August homes sales in the
Western region of the country
had the most substantial gain
-- 7.7 per cent -- over the year-

slightly from the 43.8 per cent

ago rate.

for August, 1968, down
of a year ago.

Those priced from $25,000
to $49,999 had 29.4 per cent
of sales this year, an increase
of 2.4 percentage points over
August, 1967.

The south, with a 6.5 per
cent gain, was a close second,
while in the north central

area, the increase was 2 per
cent.

The northeast region

year ago -- 3.2 per cent com-

registered a loss in sales of 7
per cent compared !to August,

pared to 2.8 per cent -- was

1967.

A slight increase from

noted for how.. s
$50,000 and over.

priced

a

at

The great majority of

homes sold in August -- 56.5
per

THE SURVEY indicated
also that sales volume for last
per cent
August, was down
1

from July, but up 5 per cent
over the year-ago figures, and

cent

--

contained three

those with
four or more bedrooms accounted for 24 per cent, and
bedrooms, while

the remainder had two

bedrooms or less.

BELOW BUILDER'S QUOTE

MINT CONDITION

Brand new 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath, full bsmt. brick & aluminum 2 story.

10 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, 2 kitchens with built-ins, ideal in.
law arrangement. Raised ranch. Beautiful family room. 2 car attach.
ed garage,. Inter -corn system. Price just reduced to

21/2 car garage. 15 x 10 eating area in kitchen + separate dining
room. 21 x 12 pan. tam. rm. IMMED. POSS. A large home for only

.

$68,500

house and proch floor meet to

amined. If shrunk and dried

great.

ing the history of the survey.

BARRINGTON-ON PRIVATE LAKE

and window frames and at inside corners should he ex-

winter weather. 'Calk where

$20,630, the most recent

mained relatively stable dur-

Fishing. Swimming, Soiling, Immediate possession. 7 rooms with 3
bedrooms, 3 full baths, custom-built roach, II/3 acres with lake frontage. Privacy - fun elegance at

the biggest heating from

reaching an average price of

survey began more than two

Hundreds of Galleries, in the United State:
and Canada go to work far you once you
place your Buying or Selling n..ils in Gallery
hands Gallery of Horne. Is th. Contment's

314 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

Old calking around door

changes in volume compared

price of hotnes since the

7

PORCHES AND steps take

chimney.

$1,000 during the one-year

steady increase in the median

PHONE 253-2500

The

mortar as you did with the

the foundation.

WHILE there has been a

At Your ServiceinChicago's
Northwest Suburbs

wall and

foundation top meet.

glazier's compound instead of

the United States.

NOW 2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

sure to calk wher

IF YOUR house is of brick

or stone, check for loose

away and spot prime so that

Information for the report

room, 3 bedrooms, family room, huge rec. room, paneled office in basement,

MUST BE SOLD...

bottom than the tap. Use conterial. Be
patching

crete

and

survey of the National

shopping, park and pool. Vacant - Immediate possession

so they arc wider at the

loose putty. Scrape out old
and replace with new. Use

period ending in August,

sti.314,.,:ir:-

CHOICE PIONEER PARK LOCATION

material and undereut cracks

the

Check the siding for lOose

single-family home rose

r-

this attractive d bedroom Colonial which features 21/2 ceramic baths, family
room with fireplace, kitchen with built in oven and range, dishwasher,
many closets ideal traffic pattern carpeting, alum. S&S, full basement,
2 cur attached garage and you can walk to all schools, church, shopping,
park pool and train Don t buy onything until you see this ...

match

to

cracks. Scrape ,out, loose

or blistered paint. Scrape

The value of an existing

Do you need 4 bedrooms, than let us take your home in on trade on

Check the foUnyation for

Loose boards should he

Single Family House
Value Up by $1,000

we suggest immediate action as this will not last long at just

rolislir.,
--------,

regular put y. Replace.ci'acked
'
or broken panes.

the area will not he damaged

loose mortar. Clean out any
that is crumbling. Wet the

$37,900

$42,500

jrA eteea.

BUY RIGHT - YOU FIX UP

5 BEDROOMS - LIKE NEW

COUNTRY LIVING IN_ARLINGTON

6 rover, 3 bedroom 2 both Cape Cod on n/2 acre 2 car garage. Priced to sell at

10 rooms, 2I/2 baths, full basement. First floor family roam and large
kitchen with built-ins.

All brick, 3 bedroom ranch on well landscaped l/z acre. Full basement

$22,900

$44,500

including 12 x 36 rec. room with wet bor. Modern kitchen including
appliances. Fireplace in Living Room.

$35,900

Smola

$45,000

OPEN 9 TO 9

THINKING OF LISTING YOUR HOME FOR SALE?

LEAVE THE SELLING TO US!

2 FOR 1
Brick, 2 story. Now used as 2 flat. Good 101 investment Ideal in.law
arrangement or as one large home.

Phone

-

0

259-1500
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service
101 N. Arlington Heights Road, Arlington Heights,111..

rs.
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Building Addition Has Firm Announces
Advantages Over Move Record Sales
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as do Mom and Dad. You probably have church associa-

Often it's less 'expensive and

more pleasant to add a room

location just to acquire more
space.

Expansion has many ad-

vantages, says a Chicago ex-

pert on home remodeling,

Burt Klein, president of
Airoom, Inc., who claims that
there's a good chance it will

cost more to buy elsewhere
than to expand your present

of all

to stay

put. suggests

Klein

home.

Concrete
Warm tip

that cold,
crete floor in your garage or

With the exciting designs

and handsome, modern

Palatine, Prospect

Heights and Elk Grove an-

nounced a record third

quarter sales,,volume for 1968.
The nine month period

shows 533 home sales with a
volume of $18,132,024 com-

pared with a volume of $15,

remodeling operation.

Using Styrofoam 'muck

in 1967.

of Arlington Heights, Mount
Prospect,

basement with a simple

for the same period

494,321

Robert .L. Nelson Realtors

tions, clubs and community building materials available
activities which arc important today, the practical and exto you. The schools are onomical way to do just that
familiar, and 'you h.ave is to expand your present
established relationships with home by adding a room, he
doctors, dentists, and other noints out.
Today, it's 'no problem to
professional people.
In short, you're "at home" add a family room, recreation
room,
bedroom, den, or comright where you are. Anil
that's probably the best reason fortable living space to serve

than to move to a different

Cover Up

and plywood undcrlaymen; ht

cover the floor, frequehtly

Sales and volume include
sales made with cooperating
Multiple Listing Brokers.
Since 1967, the firm has
added two additional sales offices in Prospect Heights and
Elk Grove Village.

cracked ;foci oily, anti
unsuitable for decorati-ic ettv
erings. the average hornem.yner

will he able to do the wn
himself, and nroduce a

Hoer. This can he

resilient

topped with plastic tile.

any other function, says
Klein.

Ln addition to high

mortgage rates and the rapid

rise in the price of homes in
recent years, you should in-

clude moving expenses,

redecorating costs, and other
miscellaneous cash outlays in

your consideration, Klein

ANOTHER GEORGE L. BUSSE

LIST YOUR HOME WITH

FIRST!

GEORGE L. BUSSE, REALTORS

Our firm has been selected as the sole franchisee in

APRS Brokers from all over the nation are callhlt,

your area of APRS, a national network of leading
residential sales organizations who supply us with

us daily, looking for homes for out -of -toy's

noted.

Your family's ties with

your present neighborhood

are another consideration. If
you've lived in your present

This corner of a room addition is set aside for desk work,
reading or relaxing. Matching fabrics on the chairs and the
bright print of the draperies complement the other furnishings
and the paneling with its distinctive but subdued woodgrain.
An added feature is the easy maintenance of the prefinished

home

for any time at all,

you've put down roots which
will be difficult to break loose.
The children undoubtedly
have a close circle of friends,

panels by damp -wiping.

transferred -- with Chic.agoland destination

buyers for your home, from all over the nation!

There Is a Choice o
Trees That Grow Fast

"I've Just moved into a new
home. Will you suggest a fast
growing shade tree?"
This is perhaps the com-

monest question heard by

Of all the fast growing

because it

Our mobile population

mature height of 25 to 30 feet

Like the willow, it has weak

planted in
tions.
Heading

unsuitable
the

list

ANOTHER undesirable

fast

maple, once extensively used,
is the box elder. It not only
attracts the box elder bug, but

growing trees of limited

usefulness is the Tree of
Heaven.

Not only does the vigorous
growth produce a weedy tree,
but the female tree produces
thousands of seedlings that
sprout in the lawn.
The male trees, on the other
hand,

produce

flowers that

give off a highly disagreeable
odor.

Willows are another group

of fast growing trees of
limited usefulness. Because of
their- growth rate, they pro-

duce brittle, easily splintered

branches and limbs that do
heavy damage in even the
smallest wind storm.
Because of its heavy demand for moisture, it also has

a wide ranging root system
that rapidly fills sewer lines
and drainage fields.
If you like the

feet, there

graceful

Weeping effect, consider the
weeping forms of many standard trees stich as the weeping

cherry, the weeping
Echtermeyer crab, and weep-

ing forms, of the beech and
linden.
For

a high quality, fast
growing shade tree, consider

the weeping cut leaf birch.
Its semi -upright shape and

medium size is well suited to
city lots.
'A mature tree will reach 40
feet with a 25 foot spread.
This tree is much faster growing than the clump birch.

musts" which the National
Fire Protection Assocation

strongly recommends you
look for in a new home.

EXIT WINDOWS --

Pay

To a fireman, a door is a fire
stop.

Solid wood panel, or

solid flush doors, are more ef-

fective than hollovi doors in
retarding the spread of fire.

FIRE -SAFE ROOFS --

Corner of Hintz & Elmhurst. Rds

53i-8660

Prospect Heights

259.0200

fast growth rate

is weedy, weak -wooded, and
short-lived.

For

a

fast

growing high

/

/

quality maple, use a red

maple. Don't however, confuse it with the noble, slower
growing cousins: the sugar
and Norway maples.
This. 1 might add, is a good

I I

time to select this tree in a

a

'

nursery, because you can

I

-

determine the type and itensi-

ty of fall color that the tree

/

will produce year after year.

Once one of the best fast
growing shade trees was the
American elm. However, with

/ At

the incidence of Dutch elm
disease, you take a chance. In
the Netherlands, the tree is
still being planted, thus ildisease can he controlled.

Another frequently -planted
tree of questionable value is

198

35

5

COMBINED YEARS OF
REAL ESTATE EXPERIENCE

FULL TIME, PROFESSIOical.
REAL ESTATE SALESPEOPLE

MODERN, CONVENIENT
REAL ESTATE OFFICES

lustrating that the Dutch elm

the Lombardy popular. Its
narrow shape and fast growth
have encouraged its use as a
tall screening plant.

Unfortunately, when the

tree reaches a useful height usually 12' years - it is attacked by a cancer which soon

destroys large sections of the
tree. Rather, plant the narrow
shaped, fast growing Bolleana
poplar.

THERE are other fast
growing shade trees of good
quality.

Could you get such value and space? Beautiful 3 bedroom, 0/2
ceramic bath split level on large, well landscaped convenient
lot. 24' family morn, laundry room, patio, carport, built in kitchen
appliances and near schools and shops.

blocks to schools.

protection. Asphalt shingles
are designed to provide fire

protection. They bear the

Underwriters' Laboratories,

sure there are enough, outlets
and circuits .. as required by

the National Electrical Code.
If you have a question about
adequate wiring, better consult an expert.

39,500

"MINI ESTATE"

.

Escape from the busy world of business Into this lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick ranch on a 100 x 200' lot. Carpeting,
drapes and fireplace in the 28' living and dining room. Good

eating space in kitchen. Panelled tee, room with wet bar
and fireplace. Screened porch and patio overlooking spacious
yard. 2 car att. garage.

4110

MINN

UMW

.111111l

IT'S ALWAYS NICE TO COME HOME

HARDLY LIVED IN

Transferred owner spent only 3 months in this stunning new

3 bedroom classic split level. Delightfully different family
room with fireplace, 21/2 ceramic baths, big cabinet kitchen
with built-in custom appliances, new carpeting, 23' patio,
2 car att. garage and rich brick exterior. Close to schools,

And this 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath ranch, would give any owner
a sense of security. New carpeting in Living room and dinim.,
L. Kitchen has built in wall oven, range and refrigerator.
Covered patio overlooks exquisite landscaping in this clean sharp
home. Att. garage.

shops, expressway. Immediate Possession.

Ina

125 900

39.900

48.900

--

ELECTRICITY - -

room. A cool 10 x 12 porch, ideal for faintly room, full basement,
attached garage, choice location.

nut

Studs\

Overloaded wiring is a major
cause of house fires. Make

nets, charming living room fireplace and separate dining

'I

Inc. (UF) fire -retardant label.

DRAFTLESS WALLS

To live in and enjoy this all nem 4 bedroom convenient Colonial. 11/2 ceramic baths, large family kitchen with oak Gobi.

28.900

28,000

roof can be a serious hazard
protection. Some materials,
Such as slate, are non-combustible and provide natural

BE THE FIRST FAMILY

WHERE IN THE WORLD

EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT & CONDITION
Spic-N-Span 3 bedroom centrally air conditioned ranch with
beautifully landscaped and completely shrubbed lot. 2 baths,
24' living room, built-in kitchen appliances including washer
dryer, 24' patio with bar.b-que, att. garage and just 3

vent flame spread.

FIRE -BAR DOORS -- To

At ea Code 317

1201 N. Elmhurst Rd.

Area Code 312

it

and easily.

many people a door is a door.

Mount Prospect

v.irieties have a surprisingly

enough for easy exit.
Make sure they open quickly

low

12 E. Busse Ave.
Next to the Library

Some of the highly prized

which frame the walls
of a house should be divided
by short horizontal pieces. If
fire starts in the wall, these
act as fire stops by limiting
air flow and helping to pre-

special attention to bedroom
windows. Dont' let esthetics
overrule common sense. All
windows should be large and

as

Don't be satisfied with an
inferior type of tree because
it is said to be fast growing

unless your roof offers fire

a home, there are "safety

in such varieties

master

bish and extension cords that
Theke deserve attention, but

MID

11110

moram, sunburst and shade

Sparks or burning embers
from fire that land on your

if you are building or buying

w w,

M.b

The thornless honey locust
comes

people'

resemlY e an octopus.

the sycamore,

thornless honeylocust

Fire Group Tells
`Musts' for Safety
Talk fire safety and most
tell you about
smokini in bed, piles of rub-

is

hackberry, pin oak, and

roots.

loca-

of

Fot large trees of fast

growth' that reach over 60

a wooded neighborhood after
a storm. You will find that the
majority of the fallen brush
from silver maples. In
is
addition, the tree is shallow
rooted, thus making lawn care
difficult among the surface

of limited use have been

--7,-7,-.T.T-7;9;P:siTgi.:-'

Amur cork tree reach a

centers, and university ex- -wood that shatters in winds or
rainstroms. You can prove
tension offices.
this to yourself by driving in
doesn't stay in one place long
enough to enjoy the results of
planting such slow growing
trees as the Norway maple or
the white oak.
In the search for rapidly
growing trees, some varieties

at your destinai:.01-Iii

pean mountain ash and the

a tree that pro-

fessionals seldom recommend.

landscapers. nurseries, garden

Your next

The green ash will reach a
30 foot height in about 25 to
30 years. The colorful Euro-

trees, the silver maple is most
common. This is unfortunate,

c1,111,

Its

giiio

kb,

MIN

in MOUNT PROSPECT
300 W GOLF ROAD

call 255-3900
MULTIPLE LISTING

.1'4,11,551{1.1ft

in PALATINE
234 N NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

can 358-5900

in PROSPECT HEIGHTS
N ELMHURST ROAD

call 394-1900

in ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
300 E NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

call 392-3900

Jack Wh,sler Fronk Jose's Norm Marley Vic Soderstrom 6 George Stahmer Lorry Knoack Marge Yeats Harry Garland 0 JerryMoos
Bessie Wright Gen Hof/nage/ Chuck Flood Dorms Baehr Al tangos J,m Worriner Guy McCord Brit Hennessy a ld kohl
Bob Lhorko Joe Winters Bob Nelson 11ack Jozwiak Micke Robertson Julia Ward
Bill Bledermann Grace Manning
Goc.d 0 Joon Mill, Carl Pasquale
Raymond W Nelson Jim Maloney terry Fitwotrick Marne Nelson Mary Solon Don Jackson

trig
Our ne;vest off -it
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Call 773-2800

Al Devon and Arlington Heights Red

Menb-r

riNoirotr
Sen.tc^

Welcome to our negexclusive

1/th% Mortgage Interest Rate
We've broken with the traditional 1/4% increments
for variations in home loan interest rates. Our new
1/10% progressive rate structure will provide a new
flexibility to assure home buyers of the most equitable
rate at all times. And it can provide considerable savings over the term of a mortgage depending upon the

original down payment. It's just another example of

Bell Savings' constant effort to make homeownership
easier and more enjoyable. Bell is known for making

the best possible commitment on the best possible
terms. With careful attention to the details that can
reduce the immediate cash outlay for home buyers
And offering such items as pre -payment privileges and
open end provisions tailored to your needs.

Come in mall the"problem solversloda

a

BELL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
Real Estate Loan Department
Open 8:45 to 5:00 Monday through Friday
Telephone Financial 6-1000

Corners of Monroe and Clark,

Chicago, Illinois 60603

ITS GREAT
TO HAVE A PROFESSIONALLY
QUALIFIED FRIEND IN THE PICTURE...

Repiesetttatke 4 the okay

Not every real estate firm can display the famous Realtor seal ... Only those headed by men or women who are members of the Nlitional Association of Real Estate Boards and their local boards
and who subscribe to the professional standards of an established code of ethics -- Remember this
fact. It's important to you -- whether you're about to buy'your very first home, or looking for the one
that better suits your needs now. It's your assurance that the facts will be as represented, that you
will get courteous, skilled counsel and that your time won't be wasted ... Your Realtor knows your
town, its available homes and property values.

1-1

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE THROUGH A REALTOR OR ONE OF HIS QUALIFIED REPRESENTATIVES.

Dorothy O'Leary McCabe
McCABE REALTY
Dorothy O'Leary McCabe has been in the
real estate profession for five years. She
began as receptionist -secretary and after
one year went into sales. Dorothy is a
graduate of Amundson High School and

attended Wright Junior College for

,

4

Bill Nieman
Realtor

Galieryof Haan?

Roger Evans
Realtor
Peters A [vans Real Estate

Don Geary
Representative
Baird & Warner

. Walter H. Siegel
Representative
George L Busse

David Manner

Dan Cunningham

Realtor
Homefinders of Arl. Hts.

Arlington Realty

Representative

11/2

,ears. She owned and operated Ma & Pa's
Bookstore next to Schurz High School for
five years, previous to moving to Mount
Prospect.

Each time she finds the right home for a

Ft

PA/4

party or has a happy seller, Dorothy knows

that there is no other field but real estate --interesting, satisfying and rewarding.

-

Larry Gannon

'Mildred Kvisor
Representative

Kinantirfy,Real Estate

-

Represontative
Kemmerly Real &Hate

Ralph Potts
Representative
MK Real Estate

Lou Morel

Muriel Maitland

Representative
Homes NxNW

Representative
Baird & Warner

Nylene Swaby
Representativt
Arlington Really

1.

4

L
Carlene Kunzie

T

Representative
Gallery of Homes

Margie Holzkamp

JOhn GerlIng

Representative
Gallery of Homes

Representative
Ennis Real Estate

George O. FOIE

is.
Martha Koerner

Realtor
Henna Nx NW -

Realtor
Koener
Koerner & Poore

John Sanliog.

Robert W. Stark

Tom Grissell
Representative
Baird & Warm,'

Imo

Lewis C. Manke
Representative
Wm. K. Kunkel & Co.

Don Hager

,

Representative
Shill Real Estate

ti

r

Don Bondy
Representative
Baird & Warner

Bob Martin
Representative
Kemmerly Real Estate

Jack Krisor

BaltSPUit

Representative
Kemmerly Real Estate

.Rkaltor
Stull Rest Estate

Paula Chambers '
Representative
Arlington Realty

Realtor',
Sontag Realty

Ma. knoybill

Norman S. Falkanger

mixouontativ.
Amin & Busse

Homes N x NW

Realtor '

Realtor
Stank Real Estate

Harlan Jones
Representative
Baird & Warner

Jack 0. McCabe
Realtor
McCabe Real Estate

Frank Lein

Jerry Maas

Representative
Gallery of Homes

Wort I. Melees, Ilealtin

Hugh Watson

Maxine Graves

Representative
FEK Real Estate

PBK Real Estate

Representative

Representative

Jack Kemmerly,
Realtor
Kemmerly Real Estate
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Pillows Come in Various Covers, Stuffings
.

You can mix or match or

Some homeowners are
lavish with color in the pictures they hang on every wall.
Others yield to a flair for constrast in draperies. Still others
load a credenza with gay pot-

mix and match. You can
make them airy, with inflatable pillows; soft and luxurious, with latex foam stuffing, hard and unyielding with

tery and ceramics.

for a contemporary zip to the
room.
Shapes can be anything and
everything ever devised by

Euclid and be as madly

geometric or wildly koolcy as

traditional horsehair or you please, or sedate and

similar material.
Goosedown is not out of
new wallpapers and other your range, if you want ,to
brilliant wall hangings, while emulate' grandma's pride and
a whole school of fashion in joy of yesteryear.
For the exterior eye-cathome decor follows the trend
of sparkling tints in rugs, ching appeal, you have a
range
as wide as your own imcarpets, and any type of floor
agination.
coverings.

SOME PEOPLE plump for
pillows.
Plump is an apt word when

talking about the stuffed
throw-abouts.

But you are not restricted

to the obese types. For variety
and a different display of your

individuality, give any room
in your home the pillow treat-

rocking chair spine -supporter.
Pillows adroitly created and

positioned can be more lively
conversation pieces than expensive pieces of furniture or

from the simple have youngsters tumbling
child -pleasing designs to around 'the house: search out

If you want to display your
own skills at petit -point or

If needlepoint is not your

DON'T FORGET the big
obvious, type of pillow if you

strong point, you' can always

pick uo a pillow -making kit,

ed that criminals and vandals

rates when poor lighting was

dark.

84 per cent of the com-

Instead of feathers all over
be a pleasure
the place,

the "nok" material in pillows:
paper, of course. After all,

elaborate patterns thalt recall
a lostart of yesterday.

embroidery, what better frame
than a pillow?

objects of art.

days when the kids re -discover
the delights of a,pillow-fight.

ranging

for mother, the lady of all

with lots of pillows around,
you're bound to find the air

work, to just stuff the end pro-

thick with pillows one of these

duct into a wastepaper basket.

Good Lighting Aids Crime Battle

Then of course, there is a
rainbow effect,possible in the

Vinyl is on the market in

demure as Aunt Hezekiah's

High-level lighting can be
an important weapon in combating crime and vandalism,
according to a survey among

every possible color of the

America's police chiefs.

spectrum.

and silks may perk up that
dead corner with an exotic

improved in high crime areas.

The highest crime rates in

munities reporting were in

Lighting Institute, about

The institute disclosed that
87 per cent of the 'chiefs' felt
that lighting reduced crime

poorly illuminated areas
where thieves could use

part in the study which show-

cent reported a drop in crime

After high-level il-

According to the Chicago

TAPESTRY EFFECTS are
available; satins and velvets

avoid well -lighted areas,
preferring to "work" in the

1,300 police officials took

and vandalism, and 85 per

darkness to cover their

ac-

tivities.

and 20 per cent felt parks
were not illuminated ade-

lighting, playgrounds,

street

lumination was installed, 42
per cent of the police officials
reported crime rates dropped
50 per cent or more; 30 per
cent reported a reduction of
25 per cent; and 19 per cent

and parks as the areas con-

sidered to be under -il-

quately.

luminated to deter adequately
crime and vandalism.

said the crime rate dropped 10
per cent.

The officials cited public
and industrial parking lots,

Some 'chiefs' noted that im-

Thirty-one per cent cited

proved alley lighting in

poor public and industrial

industrial areas sharply reduc-

parking lot lighting; 35 per

ed nightime breaking and

cent cited poor street lighting;
14 per cent cited playgrounds;

entering from the rear of
business establishements.

glimpse of shimmering magic.
Monk's -cloth may enhance

the corner chairs in the

ment.

See what a lift the right
pillow in the right spot gives
to even the most ordinary,
drab interior.

master's den.

Felt covers for

the teen-

ager's pillows can be hand.let-

tered with marking pens with
current slogans br catchwords

Recorder Lists
Property Sales
County Recorder Sidney R.

If You've Got The Money

We've Got The lime.
'It doesn't have to be a lot of money ... what
' you wont to spend for a house is your business.

Our business is finding the house that will make
you happy. We have 5 offices, covering the entire
Northwest suburban area and 35 people ... whose

E. Keitel to Wayne H. Erl-

Olson listed real estate
transfers in his weekly tabula-

time is yours.

inger, $44.

Transfers in Mount

tion for Wheeling Township, Prospect were: 300
including' Arlington Heights, MacArthur Av., John M.

Mount Prospect, Prospect Kauffold to Paul Knabe,
$15.50; 107 N. Elmhurst Av.,

Heights and Buffalo Grove.

indicated by the Richard F. Tilschner, Jr. to

Price is

HOMES NxN.W.

amount of state revenue Thomas J. Pawlowski,

stamps on the document, with $26.50; 616 Bunting, Werener
$1 in stamps for each $1,000 H. Vogel to Harold E. Larsen,
$23.50.
market valuation.
Transfers in Prospect
in
Arlington
Transfers
Heights were:
110 Peachtree Ln.. Thomas
E. Thompson to Patricia I.

Heights were: 1715

Mapelwood Dr., Hollis

----i:,-

-IrserzeiC2011.11m I Pale

Homes, Inc. to Edwin E. Cza-

.

Eibracht. S37: 808 W. Thom- ja, $8; 606 N. Elmhurst Rd.,
Zeller to
Rohert J.
M. Rapp, $29,50;

as,

William

Richard L. DeMuesy to

la

Frederick E. Bauer, $39.

Transfers in Buffalo Grove
Stadt, were: 285 Bernard, Arthur E.

506 N. Stratford, Merrill L.

Grant to John H.
$33: 530 S. Lincoln Ln.,
Simmons, Jr.
G.
James
to David A. Hilgers, $40; 624

N. Arlington Heights Rd.,
John J. Roth to Robert J.

1304 N. State
Zeller,
Rd., ,Bernard J. Baumann to
$4.1;

Lawrence Baumann, $32;
3504 N. Buffalo Grove Rd.,
James A Culligan to Robert
Ha

P.

son,

$26;

1611

N.

Evergr n, -Donald W. Drake
to Don Id R. Jacob, $21.50.

111111111.

Gjertsen to Francis C.

DELUXE CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED

Lahrman, $23; 1144 Bernard
Dr., Boyd A. Gilmour to Jack
C. Cook, $38.50; 415 Regent

SPLIT-LEVEL.
Large living room and dining room, master bedroom

Dr. Levitt & Sons, Inc. to
Richard D. Robertson, $33;
390 Indian Hill Dr., Levitt &
Sons Inc. to Bruno Szweda,
$33; 1041 Bernard Dr., Levitt

yard, 21x15 patio, carpeting and drapes. Many

area, 2 -car

has dressing

Brick and stone split-level, 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths,
family room. Close to school and shops. January

Homes NxNW

Homes NxNW

Gruber, $33; 899 Plum Grove

Circle, Levitt & Sons, Inc. to
Ronald J. Marcuccilli, $25;

11.1.

trim thruout,
kitchen.

built-in

oven

range,

and

custom

$45,900
Call 358-0110

tale. ill

fl

1111111111Lal

MSS

v

Loan to Joseph F. Nuccio,

$19.50; 736 N. Green Dr.,
John A. Doyle to Francis W. Robert E. Sweat to Richard
Kreidler. $50; 615 Hintz E. Lawrence. $19.50; 405
Road, Maurice Robinson, Jr. Regent Dr., Levitt & Sons
Wolter to Laurence C. Atseff,
Pine, Kenneth
$27: 1602

cedar split-level completely carpeted, natural oak

& Sons, Inc., to Lee C.

Accardo, $49; 501 N. Harvard,

to Donald d. Callahan, $39;
1523 N. Harvard, Fred A.

4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, 21/2 -car garage, brick and

Homes NxNW

$30,500
Call CL 5-3535

Also, 311 S. Belmont, 923 Plum Grove Circle, Levitt
Domonic A. Yachetti to & Sons, Inc. to Vernon L.
Ronald C. Quarnstrom, Morgan, $25; 934 N. Norman
$46.50; 534 S. Bristol, Lane.. Guardian Savings and
Thomas V. Cordiner to John

$30,900
Call 255-4200

Homes NxNW

opener, cherry paneled family room, cyclone fenced

Asking $44,900
Call 253-7660

BARRINGTON --

4 bedrooms, 11/2 botbs,;?-car garage, built-in oven
and range, hardwood floors, paneled family room.

1st possession.

plus garage has door

more extras.

'

ROLLING MEADOWS -

WESTGATE AREA

Inc. to David M. Gould, $26;

392 Indian Hill Dr., Levitt &
Son's Inc. to Raymond L.
Benson, $25.50.

BLOOMINGDALE

3 bedroom brick ranch on large corner lot.

FOR THE YOUNG FAMILY
dinette 13 x 17.6. Vanity
3 bedrooms, kitchen

Birch

bath. Full basement. Immediate possession.

custom cabinets in kitchen, aluminum storms and
screens, 2 -car garage.

$24,500'
Call 358-0110

Homes NxNW

$22,500
Call CL 5-3535

3 BEDROOMS

baths,

kitchen

.

Homes NxNW

Homes NxNW

ROLLING MEADOWS --

.

with built-in oven / range,
dishwasher, disposal, refrigerator -freezer. Fireplace,
carpeted living room, dining room and hall. Washer
and dryer too.
11/2

$25,500
Call CL 5-3535

3 -bedroom

ranch,

11/2 -car

hardwood floors, awnings all

parquet
around, aluminum
garage,

storms and screens.

$28,900

f Call 255-4200

Homes NxNW

Book Helps Plan
Your Back Yard
You can have more attractive grounds around your
house and at the same time
contribute to the work of conservatiort, by using the free
diagram included in a recent
pamphlet, "Invite Birds to
Your Home," prepared by the

USDA Soil Conservation
Service.

Toset maximum results for
your 'suburban lot, take the
first step by requesting the

The plan suggests many
use conservation treatments while atpractical ways to

tracting and benefitting

wildlife right in your own
backyard or on your spacious
acres.

FURTHER emphasis on
wildlife plantings to induce
birds to visit your grounds

County

Floyd

in the small-scale plan,

although it also shows what

done to farms and
other/ arentral properties.
Jus where should you site
a weeping .willow, or shade
can

trees, shrub', hedges, large or
low conifers? What is the best

spot, fora eool or a birdbath
or for sq' thing deceptively

S.W.C.S.,

Swink from

Yo

leanings:

can increase the

benefits to yourself and 'the
cause of conservation by plac-

ing your plantings to provide
shad , soil stabilization, and

cobseoltawater runoff, which
can

damaging.

Homes.NxNW

CnIt 358-0110

.

Family room plus utility room. Storms and screens,

and beautiful landscaped lot. Top location.

Homes NxNW

carpeting, range, dryer. Immaculate home.

dining 'room and one bedroom. Very large porch

Herines.PleNW

$27,600
Call CL 5-3535

Priced $33,500
Call 253-7660

etided

Morton

Their Food."

BESIDES bird -song
recordings, pictures, and conservation films, local 4-H Boy

Scout, Girl Scout, and

Just listed.

PALATINE
New, new 4 bedroom contemporary

Bluebird groups' will exhibit
their conservation projects,

Cape Cod. Sunken living room, separate dining

with prizes to be awarded for

Family room with fireploce, 21/2 baths, main floor
laundry room, 21/2 car attached garage, basement.

the most outsamding display.

Salt Creek Watershed information and correct village

suburban residents and

perm?

. ',$31,900

$24,900
Call 255.4200

Homes NxNW

Arboretum on "Birds and

thought about it, but when
you _are' planting to attract

birds, you need to consider
such factors as soil, slope,
drains e, exposure aspects,
te, as well as your
and cl

awnings.

3 BEDROOMS

MT. PROSPECT

ranch hos full basement, attached
garage', fireplace in living room, separate dining
room,'' airpotecl kitchen, carpeting M living room,

roar brick

Saturday,

flowerbed?

Ybu've probably never

Washer and dryer, paneled family room, counter
bar between family room and kitchen. Fiberglass

Nov. 2, from 2 to 5 p.m. at
Barrington Middle School,
when guest speaker will be

planning by use of interpretive
soil maps are other features of

easy to Than, such as a

oven and range, carpeting thruout, poriefed family
room, exceibmt condi ion.

meeting of the North Cook

Cook County Soil and Water
Conservation Office, 71 S.
Old Ratted Road, lake Zurich,
`.
Ill.
lends i elf' to the -various conservation treatments described

3 -bedroom split-level, 2 baths, 11/2 car mirage, built-in

will be a feature of the annual

free brochure from North

EVEJV A mini -backyard

PALATINE -

ROLLING MEADOWS-

3 bedrooms, 11/2 -car garage, 3 blocks to school.

room, built-in overt and range, dishwasher, diiposal.
This home hos everything you could want and more.

Natural oak trim, ceramic tills baths, oak floors
thru-out. This horn* is built the way they should
be.

GOOD LOCATION

BEAUTIFULLY lARNDSC.A1

mature landscaping surroiMds this 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath ranch. Wall -to -wolf Carpeted tivIng-clining room, 144 -car ,garage. Walk. to park ofid

If vow old 4 -bedroom colonial. 21/2 baths, family

schools.

Hemet NxNW,

Lovely

046124,900

room, bosoment, 2 -car garage. Best location.

$44,800
Call 299-0191

bi-level home with built-in
carpeted living -dining room, 11/2 baths,
family room. Walk to everything location.
3 -bedroom

kitchen,

$28,700

Homes NxNW

C1 Q 499-0191

Homes NxNW

BI -LEVEL HOME

Like -new

Call 299-0191

$46,900 -

Homes NxNW

Call -358-0110

ILAN

the annual session of conservation -minded northwest

wildlife enthusiasts.

Admission is free. Details
may be obtained by phoning
the S.W.C. Office at 438-.
6319.

Walter Vogl of the Lake -

Cook Farm Supply Company
in Arlington Heights is the

resident Lake Zurich
Conservation District
Director. Area conservationist
is Richard Duesterhaus.

at Des Plaines

88 North Broadway
299-0191
Member ef NW Sub. ',Whip!, Dating ferules

0 Arlington 140011tei

at Mount proipest

181,0 E. NorthweSiZ Highway

406 W. Central Rd

'

CL 347660
moth.r d ALA1, 1Ailtis4p USSirig,Aertri",'
:

,

': CL 5-3588:

erALA.r. MuBNIN Usti4 firs*,

at Rolling Meadows

3423 Kirchoff Road
CL 5-4200
Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

at Palatine

110 South Northwest Highway
358-0110
Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
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Money Talks

0

ra

fiening O..

me a Place to Save
By Donald F. Morton, President
Arlington Heights Federal Savings
and Loan Association

The new Men in home Ille
1011 adults "811 the oo"!

Winthrop Village

to live in a house for five,
ten, or more years and, on
selling, to realize a substan-

familiar rest. Thoughts
of home encompass emotional, psychological, and spirit-

tial profit over and above the
shelter the house has pro-

relationships with mom

ual

vided.

and dad, sisters and brothers

-a family's

The desire for a personal
roof must be instinctive to our
It goes back to the

nature.

primitively built and fiercely
guarded homes of our ancestors -- dim caves, precarious
tree houses, pioneer log cab-

Here you will enjoy all the pleasures and privacy of your
present home-lush green vistas, private roads, patios, personal
2 -car garages, gay spacious family rooms for entertaining, all in
speciidly designed floor plans that make housekeeping a "snap"!
Feel free to leave home on business or pleasure for weeks or
even months at a time, or spend your days in "away -from -home"
activities knowing that all your "outside" chat -es (lawn maintenance,

With such items as mort-

ins.

The memories of childhood
are filled with recollections of
nooks and crannies, of attics

with special smells and telltale fragments of a familial
past, of cellars plentiful with
places to store and places to
hide. There is a childish pride

.cnaii- removal, paintihg, etc.) are being eared tOr--ond your home is .sinhotal inn private. security patrolled area.
This is truly the contemporary way of life for the modern active

adult family-near transportation, shopping, expressways-only
minutes to O'Hare. Stop in and see for yourself

Buying a home is certainly
more economical than renting
one. A financial newsletter
demonstrates this truth by
compiling figures on the
monthly cost of a 520,000
house over a twenty-year period, assuming a 516,000
mortgage at prevailing rates.

good times,
shared joys and sorrows.

If you are one of the countless active adult families who no longer
have the time or requirement for your large home-its constant
work, upkeep and obligations-Yet dread the thought of giving
up its privacy, conveniences, and comforts to congested
apartment life with its communal garages, laundry and storage
facilities, elevators, etc., Albert Riley has the answer for you
in Winthrop Village at Plum Grove.

at least of getting .somewhere.
Here is your home and the

in which your children can

phones: 359.2481

grow and make friends. Here
is the freedom to furnish and
decorate, revamp and revise
to your heart's content.

(tithe Northwest Tollway.

from $40,900

Those who have experiduring the past two

358-2013

enced

decades the pleasures of home
ownership can speak with sat -

Peters & Evans,
Realtors
OPEN 9 TO 9

Of

li

Pr'55 91

Eltn-te

110 L Northwest Hwy.
392 1855

Baines Realty Inc.

Annen & Busse,
Realtors

1098 Lt..

824 6131

St

Kole Real Estate
OPEN
9 TO 9

Sm & Sun

u1 6

NW H

,

392 0900

r1"1-

Bruns
Reaelate
OfT,0 S' to 9 daily
neon io 6

'um

ribei of 16 A P

'Intim' de Li.mting Service

'1

t

it/lH',vy
zo

Elk Grove

101 E NW H
28 E NW H

12"3

392-7150

McCabe Realty
Sot &

CI 5 8000

SUFI

'II 6

"Hanover Park
Shopping Center" 6724 Bar299 1900
r ngton Rd
in

Hofftrianf state
OPEN
TO

Hoffman Estates
Realty
'

9

Roselle, Medinah Hanover Park,
Schaumburg
& Hoffman Estates
Schaumburg & Roselle Rd.
529 7800
Serving

1111 S A H Rd

956-1500

Krause & Kehe,
Realtc-

CL 3 2111

53

register, grille, and vent. Use

T

your vacuum to get to the
hard -to -reach places.

ELK

"

Kemmerly
Real Estate

299.6/2/

Palatine

WOOD
DALE

AIRPORT

9
TO
9

. 358-5560

Prospect Hgts.
Barton Stull,Realtors

-

Rolling
Meadows

Schaumburg
Bruns Real Estate
Open daily from 9 to 9
Sun., noon to 6

real

Kole Real Estate
BRUNS
OPEN
9 TO 9
Sot. & Sun.'1116

estate

member M.A.P.
multiple listing service
7 W. Schaumburg Rd.
894-1330

3413 Kirchoff !Nad 392-9060

HOMES
NxN.W.

9 N. Elmhurst Rd... 255-0900

Anderson L.B. Inc.
LE 7-4300

20 W. Dundee Rd.

Shadle - Sauter &
170

Assoc.

E. Dundee

537.8880

Kole Real Estate

Roselle
ROSELLE

real
BRUNS

e

State

Open doily 9 to 9
Sun., Noon to 6

132 S. NW. Hwy... 358-1502

Sat.& Sun.

6

REALTY CO.

749 W. Dundee

537-8660
1209 N.
1209 N. Elmhurst Rd.
537-8660

. 537-4900

529.2235
111 E. IRVING PARK RD.
ROSELLE, ILL.

BUYING OR. SELLING. .:'SEE A BROKER FIRST!

Maybe you need new packing.

Wherever you go on your
check-up rounds, take along

SAVE TIME
do SAVE MONEY

SAVE EFFORT

tective paint added later.

You'll want to get out the
storm windows and see that
they are all tight and ready
Where you notice the window has been fitting in the
loosely, measure and

frame

prepare a length of
weatherstrip, mark the window location on a paper bag
and drop the strip inside, -you'll be ready to use the strip
instantly when putting up the
storm window.
FOR BIGGER jobs, where
you plan to Use a calking gun,

always remember to do a

sound job of scraping away all

loose fragments before calking.

It you take the time to

rub'the area down with
turpentine first, you will find

the calking fasts much longer
and fits snugger.

How about loose paving
alongside the house or near
the garage'? Gutters that are
clogged'? Shutters that shake,
shiver, and screech in a heavy

wind? Doors that don't close
tightly'?

Humidifier Can
Cut Fuel Bills
What you may not realize
is that your home can become

conditions during the winter
months.

The average heated home
without humidification of any
kind has a relative humidity
of 13 per cent. This is about
9 per cent dryer than the
desert, a scientific study by

The ,heated air robs
moisture front walls, causing
plaster

to

crack; and from

furniture, causing it to come
unglued.
It also robs moisture from

people, too making them feel
dehydrated and, surprisingly

cold despite high room
temperatures.

A house heated at 72
degrees with a relative

the American Society of

humidity of 50 per cent feels
as warm and comfortable as

reveals.

a house heated at 77 degrees
with only 18 per cent relative
humidity.

Heating, Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Engineers

RELATIVE humidity .is

OPEN

9 TO 9

Bruns Real Estate

radiator valve for looseness.

dryer than the Sahara desert
when heated under normal

Wheeling

255-4200
MEMBER (M.A.P.)

or more, to get rid of rust.

.Incidentally, check the

3423 Kirchoff Rd.

Multiple Listing Service

remember rust deposits build
up in the vents. Remove and
soak in kerosene for 24 hours

CHICAGO

OPEN

mmerly

And if you use ri. liators,

Ire
O'HARE

ITASCA

Stage & Daniels,lnc.
704 N. Rive, Rd

PARK
RIDGE

GROVE
VILLAGE

ROSELLE

253-7600

259 E. Rand Rd

9 T09

Kemmerly
Real Estate

E Comp/ail

Realtors

Spring? It's time to clean each

SCHAUMBURG

.134 E. NW. Hwy.... .... 358.1800

Kole Real Estate
OPEN

R

And when did you remove
the dirt from the air vents?

NILES

Philippe Bros. Realty

150 S. Mc -in

Located

hardware or appliance dealer.

STREAMWOOD

728 E. NW. Hwy.

253 1800

AH

Ell

I

Cl 5.2020

How about changing the

Filter? Do you know the type

on your next trip to the

DES

PLAINES

the handyman's friend: putty.
It's amazing haw many spots
need just a bit of glazing compound, with a dab of pro-

for wintry blasts.
furnace

and size needed'?

ESTATES

"C" Francek,
REALTORS

the

your wary observance.

HOFFMAN

HANOVER PARK

8 E. NW. Hay

is

Jot down the data so you

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing

7.

fall

will remember just what to get

259-1855

139 1700
255 9111

Hanover Park

Realtors

HEIGHTS

GLENVIEW

AIR D & WARNER
ACP/Wipe
Sim 1855

12 E. Busse Ave.... CL 9-0200

,111

F -B -K Inc.

Kennedy said problems sometimes develop

between developers and a community and "all too
often it is the result of a lack of understanding

manual and see what timely
hints they have printed for

HEIGHTS

MT.
PROSPECT

REALTORS

570E Hiciaint Rd

Pho, a '191 1100

Northbrook.

GET OUT your

MEADOWS

253.1800
439-4700

F -B -K Inc.

rI

YBC President William Kennedy will moderate
the discussion. Taking part are village managers
William Bannister of Buffalo Grove, Robert Eppley
of Wheaton, L.A. Hanson of Arlington Heights. J.J.
Salovaaro of Oak Lawn and Robert Weidaw of

mid -winter disasters.

ROLLING

255-9111

104 E. NW. Hwy.
28 E NW. Hwy. A H
570 E. H.ggins Rd

Or REALTY INC

,

PALATINE

ARLINGTON

CL 9-0200

elovot
r

with its limited group of customers, to turn the American
majority to capitalist -minded

is hosting a panel discussion about problems between
builders and local communities with five area village
managers at their general meeting Thursday, October
17 at 6 p.m. at the Sherman House.

weather eye out for the little
chores which may turn into

2

824 7148

.

A

more than time stock market,

The Young Builders Committee (YBC) of the

house and grounds, keeping

NORTHBROOK

BUSSE

.

Annen & Busse,
Realtors

( 010 01 1.1i' 1(1

into a family financial basis.
"The housing market. with
its long-term rise in values,"
he concludes, "has done far

Home Builders Association of Chicagoland (HBEC)

season to stroll around your

[

1322 Lee St

estate

the senior editor of a

national magazine. He declares that time house -with mortgage has become the surest way to translate current income, before it evaporates,

Young It nilders
Present1/''(tiler

trouble -free, the

member of M.A.P.
multiple listing service

-

real

A house is a piggy bank,
says

affluence."

If you want your winter to
be a warm one, or at least

PROSPECT

-21 E. Prospect

Barton Stull, Realtor
/5,,

WHEELING

BARRINGTON

827 5548

1430 Miner

1-1q 111

.4orr

BUFFALO
GROVE

ANNEN

827 5185

Si

Barton Stull, Realtor

I

period.

Fix p Time

LAKE

ZURICH

9 E. Higg9i4n-0sic-8_001f/Higs.

Mt. Prospect

'mg

,

CRYSTAL
LAKE

Des Plaines

551 Li

paid throughout the 20 -year

For Winter

9todltwat Ava,

the

CONTACT THE REAL ESTATE OFFICE IN THE AREA OF YOUR CHOICE

9

Hansen Ronald M.

:Imo; IS55

A

hahnia home lit

I

BAIR DGWAR.N ER

property taxes

and

interest

the industry who are 35 years of age or less.

pa a,

TO

259 1500

LEI00

the. addi-

The YBN is a part of, but separate from, the
HBAC. Its members are builders and suppliers to

Kemmerly
Real Estate
OPEN

Personal 8. Effective Service
259 1500
101 E A H Rd
51I,

is

from each other," Kennedy said.

AL ABA

argest circulation in the Northwest suburbs

111

picture

tional advantage of at least
20 percent deduction for
a
income to purposes on all.

"We have asked the managers to 'tell it like it
is' and I am certain all of us can learn a great deal

111111111.U

Annen & Busse,
Realtors

in this

between them."

Air

Arlington Hgts.

the

,S 16,000 mortgage.

in home

satisfactions

ownership. With it comes a
sense of having -arrived" or

By the des eloper of Plum Grate Village

hours: 10 A.M, to 6:00 I' M. daily

to buy the house with

Adults too find unparalleled

right to live in it on your own
terms Here is the community

mile %Vest of Route 53, two miles North

more per month to rent this
house from a landlord than

matches.

5No Children under 13

LOCATION

vestment, taxes, insurance,
and
depreciation,
upkeep,
management fee, it would cost

that a rented apartment never

now---thinsted allering-only 32 units available.

On KIrchofT Rd., one quarter of a

gage payment, interest on in-

tra --the current sale value
of their home. Not included

a home --"my house"-

in
15

would have an important "ex-

experience for home owners

and

AN ADULT COMMUNITY*

of course, the owner family

sources. It has been a common

the cozy comforts of shelter
and warmth, satisfying food

AT PLUM GROVE

At the end of twenty years.

isfaction about still another
value-the financial development of the family's re-

Few words in our language
have warmer and richer connotations than the word
"home." With it we associate

the amount of moisture or
water vapor in the air compared to the total amount of
moisture the air is capable of
holding at any given tem-

Over -humidification for

prolonged period of time

a

is

equally undesirable because it
can cause structural damage

perature.

to a house.

cool air, so when cold, dry air
seeps into 'a home and is

periods of extreme cold, it is

Warm air is capable of
holding more moisture than

heated, its capacity for
holding water increases.

If condensation forms on
your windows, or in other
areas of your home during

advisable to set the
humidstat at a lower level.

I rl
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Hey, Let's Get Coloring
An jAunt Jemima Pancake

Colog contest is being

Nauman of the Kroger Mount

blank, it should be returned

Prospect stre

to either store by 6 p m
Saturday evening, Oct 26,

sponsored by Kroger stores in

the

judged

three age groups --5 to 7, 8 to
10 and 11 to 12 years of age

manufacturers of Aunt

Every entrant will receive a

Children can pick up their

Jemima Pancake Mix All
boys and girls from 5 to

where it will be displayed and

THE CONTEST includes

Arlington Heights and Mount
Prospect In, conjunction with

official entry blank
either store between Oct

years of age are eligible

special souvenir package when
he turns in his entry, and
valuable -prizes wilt be awarded to the 1st, 2d, and 3d, place
winners in each age group

at

free

12

14

and Oct 26 After they have
carefully colored their entry

The Joint announcement
was made by Dick Baldocchi

House Bill
It Topic

Official judges for the contest are Mrs Marilyn Heifers,

Women's Editor, The Arl-

ington Day, Dick Westgard,

Art Director and William

Thornburg, Retail Advertising

Manager, Day Publications
They will base their decision
on neatness and originality

Nine winners will be an-

Miss Helen Appledoorn will

speak at the 8 30 p m , Oct
14 meeting of the Arlington

Heights Women for United
Cerebral Palsy at the home of
Mrs John Alogna, 344 S
Maple, Mount Prospect

Miss Appledoorn's topic

be "House Bill 1407
What does it mean for our

will

handicapped children?"

nounced Thursday, Nov 7

of the new Kroger Arlington

Heights store and Larry

At,

District 23
Dance Program

A

A

A

D
'G

to- oiAr frier._

Calling all 8th grade
students in Prospect Heights

,

k%_

4

\\I t1/4 )

-ht. 4-

7/%'

School District 23 The PTA
is sponsoring a dance program
'Teen Scene "

11

BACK

k---,7

,.
!L: ,

prizes will be awarded

1 he one -hour dance

Celebrating Illinois' 150th anniversary as a state, this special
- II. I a .
medallion depicts progress from 1 81 8 to 1968, with the state seal
on the reverse side The sesquicentennial medallion, designed by
the noted Illinois Sculptor Trygve Rovelstad of Elgin, makes a
handsome historical keepsake that you and your family will long treasure'
In support of the state-wide sesquicentennial celebration, the Banks and
Savings & Loan Associations of Illinois are offering the medallion to
the public on a non-profit basis Medallions are available nowhere else
So get yours now (at cost) from the Bank or Savings & Loan Association
that regularly serves you I

sessions will be conducted by
a Delores Eller Dance Studio

instructor Sessions are
MRS. FLORENCE HENDRICKSON, president of the Arlington Heights Library Board,
accepts books from Mrs. Gerald Van Helteberake, chairman for the Wheeling Township
Republican Women's Club at the organization's recent niembership tea. The books, "Reclaiming
the American Dream" by Richard Cornuelle and "Black and Conservative" by George Schuyler,

were green to the library as a result of the Mamie Eisenhower Library program founded
in 1962. Books were also accepted for the Wheeling Library by Mrs. Ray Burlingham and
Mrs. Wallace Lischeti.

eight hours in new sur-

tractive, cleancut, young a few rooms of gifts to add

roundings; 'eat three meals
out. You'd even settle for a

fellows and girls in Indian
regalia serve the tasty meals

particular hide -away spot they

sparkler to celebrate with you

and

enjoy for assorted weekends
all year. Others just go for a
few hours and a good Sunday

the special occasion.

far for a leisurely ride.

be at the Motor Inn in

make it for the door opening
and the first seating.

Here is another suggestion:
try the sliced frozen strawberries instead of breakfast juice

drive a bit further and you'll

Elkhorn. Wis. on the

weekend to a single Sunday
dinner.

Lake Lawn Lodge which

seems to grow bigger and better year by year is only a short

hour drive from these
suburbs.

It has been sitting on the

shores of Lake Delavan for a

sporty

and

just right distance for a Sun-

A FAVORITE in this area,
and a restaurant you're not

lodge itself.
It has been enlarged in
several directiOns to form new

and modern 'wings and large

airy rooms, A new area of
shops has been added to help

keep a gal interested in

the Milk Pail, between

Armstrong of Des Plaines and

Mrs.'Mary Wishwell of
Mount Prospect at the Oct. 17

meeting of the Satellite

II

Homemakers. ,The meeting
will 'he held 'at 8 p.m. in the
Mmint Prospect Community
Centel; 600 See Gwun.

The material has been

prepared by the University of

Cqpperative ExtenSion Service in Home

for
homemakers in selecting appropriate floor finishes and
guide

hard surface coverings.

Subfloors, underlayment and

adhesive; -and care and

maintenance of floors will
also be discussed.

Interested homemakers are

welcome to attend .the
meeting. Mrs. Stephen
Csanadi of Arlington Heights

and Mrs. Daniel Kiner of
Mount -Prospect will be co hostesses.

e

sor

0

There's a style show to
enhance a Wednesday luncheon for the gals, too.

,

--if:,..
,

,:;1_

-,-s.

07?".

Sunday, Sept. 15 was

it

over $5,000 for the purchase
of new equipment for the 25

Ladies' Auxiliary Day for the
Mount Prospect Midget Foot-

nr

Midget football teams.

The money was raised

ball Association.

primarily by the sale of
booster stickers by the 240

league cheerleaders. This

or grotips who have con-

year's sale begins this Sunday.

istence.

publicity chairman for the

The cheerleading group, actributed to the success of the:
program in its I2 -year ex-, cording to Thomas W. Leo,

discussed by Mrs. LeRoy

a

:1,4

menu.

season, is to honor individuals

"Your Floors: Tile, Wood
and Other Finishes" will be

as

J

,.

I

i

assortment on the dinner

Purpose of this day, and
others to be announced this

Floors,Are
Satellite
Topic

1

joying your steak of the wide

the country place to take your
appetite, it is only a half hour
drive from here.
Like Lake Lawn Lodge, the

Ladies Give $5,000

to spend a few days there.

rI

.

,p11
ki

It all makes for very

AN OUTDOOR pool is only a year old and of course
the indoor pool is perfect for

you may, follow if you plan

re

,,,

..,.,
,'' ,

4,L,s,,
Ilret.y

pleasant viewing while en-

something beside pool dozing.

whirlpool' baths and massage
and regular fitness programs

if'

patrons.

25. Not a motel but out in

1
,

,,,,

,

,.,,.,i

tracts ducks as well as

Elgin and Dundee on Route

,

,

.,0,,,

Route 72 in

Milk Pail is an old standby
for many people seeking a

a winter dip. There are

3 ,''
'
l,4.
,y,

The dining room windows
face a tranquil lake which at-

likely to forget once you have
had one of its abundant meals
is

`:;'''

J,,f-4\, ; ,),

dining, try Mangam's on
Bevery Lake,
East. Dundee.

l'iN14

A i,:,Y.

5' ti

IF YO SR taste extends to
feasting on lake scenery while
treating yourself to the best in

huge crowds that flock to the
lakes

:

*

the gift shops and art gallery.

too, and the meals are great.
It's away from the usual
over -the -state -line

is

reservations can be made for

.

golf course which is a bit any day but Sunday. Waiting
tricky playing up and down . though is made more interesting by strolling through
the hills. Yes, there is a pool,

their earliest vacations spent
at one of the cottages on one
side of the lodge. Within the
there have
been many changes in the

there for dinner although

room overlooking one of the
a

`%

Prepare to wait if you go

Here there is a large dining

day drive.

last eight years

day.

-

long time. Some native

Chicago friends remember

as a different starter for the

Lauterdale Lakes.

lakes --boating and

IR

long waiting line. So try to

fall coloring on a fine Sunday,

everything from a busy

1 in

iT-,d7"1-4V+1.`

is so popular that on
sunshining days there is' a

IF YOU want to view the

dinner. Far enough to be

Delavan offers

COOK COUNTY COUNCIL OF
INSURED SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS

Sunday brunch.

BRUNCH starts at 10 a.m.
on Sunday, lasts until noon

a jump intwo Wisconsin to a

/

just- that fillip of interest to a

a happy birthday and bring
you a cake lighted with a

A SHORT HOP --skip and

ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION / ILLINOIS SAVINGS & LOAN LEAGUE

take guests, has never offered
a disappointing meal and has

and gather around to sing you

away from it all but not too

beam, medallions

The Milk Pail has always
been on our list of places to

Sunday dinner in some out -in the -country place, hut where?

Many families have a

Silver medallions are limlud
They ire sometimes milble in units
including proportionate number. al
NOTE

by an always excellent meal.

even the conf rmed I -hate -fish

fellow will enjoy it. At-

$100

Bronze

`44

a few days at a motel with

a pool; just relax for forty-

$5 00
(1;4" diameter)

School, Prospect Heights, at 8
p.m. Oct. 16, 17 or IS.

weekend trip --Maybe settle for

a

Classic Size (2W diameter)
Bronze
Pocket Size

This message, in behalf of the Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission,
is brought to you as a public service by:

MacArthur Junior High

ed dining room are excellent.
Especially the Walleye Pike. It
is so mild and crusty elegant

Econotitics,

Lessons start promptly at
7:30 p.m. and continue to

FRONT

.- -. .- - ;;._--

drive into the country topped

Meals served in the oversiz-

BY BETTY AINSLIE

place called

dance)

until 9 p.m. Registration for
the program and payment of
$10 fee may be made at

Short Drives Provide
Sunday Dinner Breaks
So you'd like to take

scheduled for Nov 8 and 22,
Dec 6, Dec 13 (Christmas
party), Jan 10 and 24, Feb
7 (Valentine party), Feb 21,
March 7 and March 21 )Coke

8:30, with a free dance period

Area Eating

*

te.

MUCEIMIMIYE

There will be two dances
per month, with a Christmas
party, Valentine party and a
Coke dance in March when

---1.1

:_ti

COMMEMORATIVE ILLINOIS

just for you and it's called

The Auxiliary has' been in
operation for II years but did
not become a part of the
Association until .1963. Since
then they have contributed

.

Association, is believed to be
the only one of its kind in the

United States with many of
the girls graduating to high

Neil Diamond
Draws Hundreds
Lavediti-anch a't
The "boss" sounds of Neil' the
Northwest Hwy. and Smith in
Palatine for a youth center. It
Heart of Mary High' School already has made a $1,000
in Rolling Meadows Friday
down payment toward the
Diisnond beat through Sacred
night.

Diamond and his band tippeared at a benefit for the

Palatine Township Youth

$6,500 purchase pried:

,

Friday's dance Was the first
put on by the group but there

Organization.

will be more during the year,

young persons were there, ac-.
cording to Mrs. Sam Lasousa
of Barrington, chairman of.

"We hope everyone in the
area will coine.to our &Imes
so that We cart get,the youth
centet:buikand the' teens can
have 4 place of their own for

Between 500 and 600

the Adult Advisory Board for
the youth group.

The group is trying to buy'

Come home to

school squads.

Mrs. Lasousa.said.

FARMINGTON

on Long Grove Road

.

.

There is something about Farmington that puts life into its proper perspective. A
down-to-earthness and freedoM °that seems impossible today. Here is simple, unhurried, peaceful country living complete with quiet ponds, winding lanes, woods and
land homes so perfectly conceived that they seem to grow out of the land.
Farmington not for everyone. But to those few who know the difference between
a house and a home, we invite you to come hcime. To Farmington.
'

Farmington
IRON

SOWS

Ir

TATETATE
OLMAN'

14omcsites are a minimum of one acre, priced from Si o,Ooo to $22,000.
By design,,no two homes alike.
-'p

Arthur T McIntosh
a- Company
ESTABLISHED IN 1907

105 West Madison Street Chicago, Illinois 60602 FR2-2040
Farmington Office Phone:438-2442, Area Code 312

PALATINE ROAD YeLLOA7

PALATINE

11W
ERIK ST Exit
NOTITIPNrST.TOLLWAT

dancel," sliesafdr.

I

0,

Knights Playing for nnutout Tomorrow;
Test 'Hot and Cold' Conant Cougars

...NV

PERSON WHO 1-4 P,S AN
COMPLEX,'
INTERFERio fir

,)r

Le

(Sports Editor)

\cc(

12

kind of a night Scott Johnson to get hit," Williams said.
has. He's a good quarterback "We're just hoping he likes it

BY LINDA GAMMILL

as

Don Williams says that he
and his Prospect Knights are
out after their third league

shutout in a row when they
travel to Conant tomorrow.
'They've been hot and cold all

year," said the Knight coach
of this week's opposition.

"But it all depends on what

41

However, Williams has an ace

in the hole which he plans to
make use of.

JOHNSON IS noted for
going to pieces when the op-

Williams said that Conant

was a better team than the

'v'5'

Wing's

you

Williams will again go with

far in the league, but he still
is optimistic about winning
and perhaps pulling a third

INHIBITIONS

"Every team has the op-

a

AND LET YOUR

/16

Can% evr

Des

Novack.

CRAWFORD AND ends

Page 22

WITH NO ONE out on the
injured list, Williams will pro-

P RTS

Drew Smith, Bruce Busse, and

Don Koehler as the
defensemen expected to blast

to cover a lot of air space. through Conant's line and
Gaffney is one of the best sheke up Johnson.
passers

and

the league,

in

Prospect beat Fremd, Fremd

Johnson rewrote the Mid Suburban record book with
his passing antics against

beat Conant and Conant beat
Fremd, but said that Conant

injured in the pre -season

the boys have played."

Williams noted that

ollrteD91-3355

Scotty Crawford to hand off

Dooley can be counted on for
receiving Gaffney's patented
passes in a game which figures

`_`WE HAVE BEEN successful so far. Of course, we
arc very pleased with the way

beat Elk Grove, Elk Grove

_.....0511:emorr

Rounding out the tough

Knight offense are guards

of Jim McGraw, and felt that his biggest asset
Jim Farinosi of Ralph Volpe, was Johnson's passing. The
Cougar coach described his
Larry Sicher and Johnson.'
Of the Cougar team, team as being "quite a bit like
Williams was impressed with Prospec4. We both have 2-2
Johnson, McGraw and Sicher. records

Bob Anderson and Jim bably go with Jim Carroll,

into a shutout."

From`DaSStS

collecte

-HAIR..
DOWN

he's OK."

has used in the past four contests. Mike Gaffney will call
the plays and will have Steve

LOSEE KNOWS "it's

Rucks at center with a going to be a tough game,"

to.

getting shutouts. There's a lot

aeis0;72V2

for duty, but Williams plans
to use him cautiously so as
not to aggravate his leg trouble. "We want to make sure

Rick Soudski and Steve
Grant, Jack Costello and Schmidt and center Jim

straight shutout.

Knight head man. "But we
have worked pretty hard at

fashions
& (*SU ta'S

WHERE YOU
SNAKE YOUR

backfield

the same starting lineup he

two that Prospect has faced so

of work and pride that goes

BAKEVS

"This provides a better
p, c hal lenge."

pocket. "No quarterback likes portunity to score," said the

the latest

Andrews at guards and Bruce

team than any of the others.

less than other quarterbacks."

position breaks through his

6

ig

1

I

and he looked real good
against Glenbard North."

was "potentially" a better scrimmage, will be available

Glenbard North this year.

Ted Passarelli, a halfback

As for Conant, coach Ralph

Losee plans to start Dennis
McGlory and Mike Bair at
ends, Pat Dwyer and Mike
O'Malley or Bob Bland at

tackle, Jim Koerchtner or
Greg Allgeyer and Mike

Jack Bastable. If Bastable is
hot and displays his form of

BY BILL PRICE

Two neighboring football

old it could mean bad news for

conference roles this evening

league's leading ground -gainer

the Lions. Bastable was the

fourth -place owners in the didate.

Mid -Suburban and

Wheeling head coach Jack
Liljeberg has high hopes for
Both teams have his star in this game and said
demonstrated superb power, of Bastable, "Jack is in fine
both will sport '500 records, shape and should be able to
and both will go into battle do what he has long been
without one of their key capable of against Viator".
Liljeberg has high respect for
players.
the Lions and went on to say
WHEELING, USUALLY that he expected the game to
one of the toughest teams in be a tough one for both teams.
If the Lions can stop
the Mid -Suburban League,
may be without the services Bastable they could be on
of their ace quarterback Ron their way. The majority of the
King for most of the game. Lion's power lies in their
King incurred a leg injury in ability to pass and complete
last week's game with Arl- a good percentage of those
ington where they fell prey to passes. Quarterback Ken
the awesome power of the Preski, who had trouble finCardinals dropping the game ding his receivers in the
19-7. This defeat could Marian game, is expected to

estauraot

Chicagoland Prep Leagues.

of the
Week!
by Don Riley

WEED DOOD
FEATURING

PIZZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
family to Wayne's Pizza

Arlington Heights.

in

If you haven't tried Wayne's you're in fora delicious surprise and Pizza thats mmmm-so GOODI

If you can't make it in person Wayne's has fast

THE ONE NAME THAT THRU THE YEARS
HAS ALWAYS MEANT

ALSO ... DELICIOUS
ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

Dad, Give Mom a break tonight and bring the

CARRY -OUT OR

COMFORTABLE DINING

"Right vu ions from ale S11161111"

10 E.

Northwest Hwy.
Mt, Prospect

Phone 259-6458

delivery service to your door.

Try Wayne's Pizza soon - you'll be glad you did.

/-i' Each week a new restaurant
will be featured.

El[c

dampen the.
Wildcats bite.

191111 rs

905 E. Rand Road

Full (:011111,1. Dinners anal

Breakfast

PHONE 299-0011
Shows Evers. !Vomits,'

A Banquet far Thenly or 700

Dinner

7 Beautiful Ilantint

s for Weddings

Luncheon

Parties Meet iiigs
Seating Up If, 700

Litter`itiaeks

have the power to make the somewhat after

INN

1.1r.va Mous lie.slwtrnnl

I ant hem, P (IN

"Wheeling could be one of the
ruled ineligible for this week's toughest teams that we will
contest and will not see any face this year. Our main point
action tonight. The Viator en- will be to try to stop
try, if they can field the pass- Bastable's runs through the
ing attack that went stale line. I think the morale of the
against Marian, should still Wheeling team will be down
fullback for the Lions was

With A Great Selection of

OLD TOWN

1050 Oakton St. Just West of Mannheim
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.

-C tams ( mr4ea

Mannheim & Higgins Rds.

.1,a/o, tohsa, .1 ail
Businessmen's tun,
Phone 392.3750

Phone: 827-0700
Chicago l'4016.: 763-5590

Mt. Prospect,

ILIsTrrY's

MMM...

COW PALACE

'4

It, slant ant :111,14 oL kW) I.

* LUNCHEONS

Joe Harris

,D0Arp.m.
DAILY
STARTING AT 4 P.M.

The (Masa Bar .Nitety

\PIZZA

Combo in Lounge Friday

Private Facilities
For Weddings
Soles Meetings
and Banquets.

Free Birthday
Coke When You
Celebrate
With Us'

LUNCHEON -$1.15

Mon. thru Fri, from 11 a.m. to 2:30

FL 8-2800

p.m. Sat. 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

DINNER - $2.15

it e

MONDAYS

OUR SPECIALTY
BAR -B -Q RIBS!
STEAKS - LOBSTER
11.1. 501 (::1.\' E. 1 TSPE1.1.11,S
Every Wednesday "CHICKEN"
Every Friday "FISH FRY"
Berl & Dolores

American Express Honored

Phone

3425 Kirchoff - Rolling Meadows
Between Wilke & Rte. 53.

392 3411

Nora Farr Filled En ening that You'll Long Remember,
4f nine 7'n The

IrLyiNo
C IIPET
-40

MOTOR INN
6465 N Mannheim
Phone 299-4422
Just South of Higgins Rd

THE FOUR IMPERIALS
Every Fri. & Sat. Night. Entertainment 8 Dance Music.

Fashion Show Brunch
Every Sunday 12:30 p.m. with
Miss Betty Coal.

The Finest Menu + Selection
of food in the Northwest

MARIE SARTOR

at our Hadji piano bar nightly

r-

Mon. flora Fri 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

1618 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

CL5-2441

For Feist Service
Pick -Up or
Deli ver

FOR

DINE -OUT
GUIDE
ADVERTISING
SPACE
PHONE

296-6640

NOW FEATURING:
TOP SIRLOIN

The House of Plenty
Evergreen 8 Miner 392-5585

Open 7 Dqys a Week

CLOSED

Coach

amerl

All You Care To Eat!

and Quentin Road
Palatine, Ill.

SUNDAY

The Arlington
Sweden House

Smorgasbord

* DINNERS
Dancing SAT. NITE
Fashion Shtl, Gum hems Every Irednes daY Northwest Highway

Sat. to 9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

CHILDREN UNDER 3 FREE
Ch.fdren 3,1, rough 0

75, lonch 11.25 Dm nor

Including fresh hot baked
potato, crisp garden salad,

THIS
DINE -OUT
GUIDE

LUNCHEONS
DINNERS

r011tlIR U.S. 14

lineup and keep halfback John

Caltagirone from turning in

his usually exceptional

R

No one admitted under 18
years of age. See listing for
young peoples matinee on
Saturday
shawl

Euclid Avenue & RohlwIng Rd.
Arlington Hu. 111.

1/2 Block East of Rte. 58

CL 5-4300

Parties & Banquets

Sunday Evening Buffet from
S tit 9:30 p.m.
Midwest Bank Cords Honored

Sunday.

8.

last week after being on the

1st

injured list.
For Elk

FOR ADULTS ONLY

Grove, starting'
halfback Chris Grober was in-

Frank Sinatra
Lee Remick
THE
DETECTIVE

BLAZ'R
STEAKS

A

Mon., 8. Wed.
6:20 & 10:00. Sat. &

Sun. 3:00, 6:30, 10:10

question mark this week.

The Falcon defense, which
distinguished itself last week
in the Glenbard North victory

ri
1

R

Fri,

K

Sat.,

had some good ball games"
continued Jorden and "we'll

INNOCENCE
Mon,

Sunday 4:50 8 8:30;

Taos, Thurs. 6:30 & 10:10.
Young Peoples Matinee,
Emmet

P

he trying to find a hole in the

A

Elk Grove defense line."
A definite factor in the

Wed. 0:20

&

Clown,

The

Falcon attack is Doug

Hotchkiss's passing. Hot-

K

chkiss hit for three scores last
week in the Panther game.

Tire

Clown and The Kids -Starts
1:15 over & out at 2:40

N

Each team has counted one

win for the season, as

Theatre closes 8 reopens
later for . adult only pro-

Grenadiers

upset Conant,
earlier this season, and Forest
View beat Glenbard North

gram.
Buy

-00 WAS

111

Elk

terms as -"pretty good. They've

A MATTER OF
A

by

Grove's offense that Jorden

Haley Mills
Trevor Howard

253 E. RAND RD.. MT. PROSPECT 253-3300

be challenged

-will

Tuesday & Thursday
8:15

AMERICA'S FAMILY STEAK CENTER

-

jured last week as the Grens
fell to Palatine. He still is a

p

Fri.,,

the Alen

last week.

******4c*********--ic**

CHINESE RESTAURANT

Cad Sloan Jr.
Presents

Speilali:ing I n rim,/ Cantonese .S'Iyle..5erved In An

Sept. 24 - Oct.

Manna/ ,4 Inlay/wry of (Iratatat

a Brunch Every Sunday

'til 2 p.m.

performance. Wiegman is out
with a sprained ankle, and
Caltagirone will have to play
with an injured thumb. "Bari y
O'Donnell should compensate
'for Caltagirone's injury," expressed coach Paul Jordan.
O'Donnell was back in action

STARTS FRIDAY ON OUR
WIDE BRILLIANT
SCREEN IN COLOR

eitioy klatom Atnwapkete a4cl last Sowite

Restaurant and

Louise Brooks Combo
Fri. & Sat. Nights
"They're Terrific"

Rich Wiegman out of the

U.S. 45

P.

This is an adult only program.

FOR GOOD
PLACES TO.
EAT!

Open 7 Days

Injuries will pull tackle

OC

EVERY

FRIDAY

have a tough time in cap -

ADULTS

(Choice of Chicken Spaghetti
or Chopped Sirloin)

Cocktail Lounge

Nitely Fashion Show Lunch Every
Monday 12 to 2 p.m.

FOR RESV. PHONE 259-S000

Luring and promoting a happy
celebration.

CHILE .N'S DINNER ONLY 75c

10114

Alex Reeve's at the Piano Bar

-\-ke0244CUA

contest (Homecoming) Satur-

turing: Chicken, Shrimp,
Spr jhetti, Chili -Steak.

YOUR Ii051
inn

-.00°1115

Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

day, and the Falcons could

Also .

ARLINGTON

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGF

Forest View will face Elk
Grove in their Fall Festival

ALL OUR STEAKS ARE AGED USDA CHOICE

Povote d., moo room ovoloble for purees.

CHECK

$2"

(choice of dressing), and delicately flavored French
bread.

Fight at Part Strength

G

er

week's

`Fall Festival' to See
Scrappy Grens, Falcons

5,

LTNCT-iliE

last

game with Arlington, and this
could well be a decisive faictor
THE KEY to the game for in the game."
both sides seems to lie in the
The action gets underway
driving power of Wheeling's tonight at 8 at Wheeling.
game a near tossup.

DELIGHTFUL DININC,I

18 W. Busse

LION HEAD coach Joe

Mark Walinski, starting his Lions, Gliwa said,
Alwuy a Fulani Treat

392.2240'

Neal,. of A La Carte Selections. Too!
Open Daily 6 A.M. to 3 A.M.

North irm.f +fa barbs

the

Marian Catholic last week. Speaking on the chances of

Across from Mt. Prospect Plaza

igrstattraut

for

thrashing at the hands of fought battle tonight too.

Eagtro

VD

back in form
Wheeling game.
be

The Lions, coming into the

Complete Corry -Out Service

DINE AT THE NEW ONE ...

morale of the

game after their 19-0 Gliwa anticipates a hard-

Restaurant & Drive -In
Famous For Our
Fresh Strawberry Pie

I.

1968

in a test of the third- and last year and an all state can-

TRoltiNIE
WAYNE'S

October 11,

Lions and 'Cats Mix
It Up at: Wheeling
teams will step out of their

-X-

Friday,

13

Kathryn Crosby

AMERICAN STYLE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
,Complete Dining and Carry Out Service

yAFbr aRni crs

Crosby

1339 WEST DEMPSTER (Just West of Greenwood)
DE WEST SHOPPING CENTER
Drop: In Or Call In
Your Reservation -

692-6124

CARRY OUT
ORDERS

692-6124

Oct. 15 - NonLk3

Ray Milland 'Angel Street'
Skeels on sale m DO, Office and CI Stars Stank
Golf Hill Canter Golf NO 4. Milrfaube Arc Mies, Ill. 60648
Phon44: Sub. 297.2044 Chi. 774.3525 TheaIr Annie 491.0103

****

:

1r*************

The Day's Football Consensus
6

Palatine 7

a win but 'a shutout victory
over "hot and cold" Conant.

wins tonight at the Card's
Homecoming test, doing so by
a 27-7 margin.

The Knights have a fine

factor in

The Lions too will

in the conference, and they
should be able to throw the

Arlington's defense will be

the deciding

be up to its full strength.

defense, unscored upon as yet

the

loss of their best ball -carrier.

Forest View has homecom-

ing on their side and is com-

play

ing off a 21-0 blanking of

in winning.

won two weeks ago over Conant, fourth in the league

the Huskies are unscored

Palatine last week 346.

league, Prospect, 33-6. The
Knights bounced Fremd 39-6.

We call it a shutout because

Glenbard North. Elk Grove

upon recently and have beaten,

loss.

could go either way.

The deciding factor in the

now, but fell heavily to

probably the best in the'

and, although he is a good
passer, the Knights field an -

game may, not suprisingly, be
the fact that the Wildcats lay
claim to one of the most
dangerous runners in the area.

Elk Grove likes to score
and has done so every week
except last, but Forest View

hurting, so we'll only give

The Cardinals, currently

excellent pass defense which
should be able to pick off any

scoring ace, will be out

game of the season, but

The Knight line should be
able to bit Johnson hard, and
as Johnson goes, so goes Co-

Johnson is rumored to get
wild when confronted with
the possibility of being hit,

the passing Pirates. The
Pirates are short on the
defensive side, and they will

be unable to contain the pass-

ing and rushing antics of the
Arlington team.

ranked seventh in the state,
could easily be vulnerable to
an upset in this, their fifth

stray aerials.

Palatine lacks the strength
and depth to be the team to

nant.

tonight to pile up as many

Arlington Faces Strong Challenge Tonight
As Palatine Tries for Homecoming Upset
The 1968 Arlington High
School Homecoming will be
marked tonight by a game at
Arlington under the lights that

with great talent. Dave
Hasbach, an end who

could easily prove to be one

Saturday, Oct. 12
Prospect at Conant, 2 p.m., V-JV
Hersey at Fremd, 2 p.m., JV-soph
Elk Grove at Forest View (Homecoming) 2 p.m., V-JV
Maine West at Glenbrook South, 2.p.m., V-soph
Maine East at York, 2 p.m., V-soph
CROSS-COUNTRY
Friday, Oct. 11
Glenbard North at Arlington, 4:30 p.m., V-soph
Prospect at Elk Grove, 4:30 p.m., V-soph
Palatine at Forest View, 4:30 p.m., V-soph
Hersey at Fremd, 4:30 p.m., V-soph
Wheeling at Conant, 4:30 p.m., V-soph
Maine East at York, 4:30 p.m., V-soph
Niles West at Maine West, 4:30 p.m., V-soph
Saturday, Oct. 12
None
SOCCER
None

The Cardinals will face the

DONAHUE, WHO runs

state track meet as a
sophomore and also runs a

Palatine coach Arvid

say, "He was off during the
Wheeling game, and when

The last of the backs who
will be sitting on the sidelines
backfield "
Hersey still figures to win when the Huskies take to the
their bout Saturday with a field Saturday will be number
down-and-out Fremd junior one quarterback Dick Powell.
varsity crew Two weeks ago Like Schuler, Powell is exHersey bounded past a strong pected to play at some time
Prospect club 21-0, and last during the game but will not

week, the Knight jayvees
crunched Fremd 39-6

BUT THE backfield injuries will be a problem Miss-

ing notably from the lineup
will be Skip Peterson who

he's off, we're off."
Although Palatine dropped
the Wheeling game by a close

broke his hand in the Prospect

19-13 margin, it was the

score Peterson has racked up
several long touchdown runs,
two going for 80 yards apiece.

about the same as usual with

return a punt for a Hersey

In his varsity career to date,
Donahue has passed for over
1,300 yards, setting a new
school record. He has scored
12 touchdowns, and made 96

Also out will be halfback
Scott Feige who often carried
when Peterson didn't have his

hands in on the play Steve
Schuler, the other running

Service

Custom Dry amino
Automatic Car Wash
(2 Min.)

437-7141.
955 Smith Llmhurst toad (O. 113)Oet Mines
eleven 416.5405 a heipstell
Open 7 Days A Week
PLENTY OF FREE

South with an honorable mention, not quite making the top
10.

Evanston is ranked'first

points to six for their opponents. Loyola, boasting a 5-

weather shouldn't faze his attack, but wet ground could be

the Cardinals on Somers
passes. The Arlington of-

jured, putting full pressure on
Ewart.
'In addition to Ewart's
scrambling, ends Dan Selleck\

fensive line provides ample
protection, and the Pirates

backup, Mike Dezona is in-

and Jim Baumgartner are

will have a hard time of it if

they hope to defeat the
Cardinals.

a 4-0-0 record, but have only
scored 95 points while allowing 12 to their foes. Glenbard
West is tied in the rankings
with Hinsdale, having about

sporting a 4-0-0 record. Next seventh with the third highest
comes Bloom, the team that point total of the ranked
beat Prospect's Knights in the teams. The 4-0-0 Cardinals
second game of the season by have amassed 137 points to
only a 14-0 margin. They are just 13 for the opponents.

4-0-0 while scoring only 81
points and giving up 41.

Arlington comes in at

Thornridge, DeKalb and

Mt. Carmel round out the top
10.

100-

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT

I

Carl Sandburg High School
in the middle spot, also

ington's bigger and quicker."

against Fremd, even though
the Vikings have had a rough
time in their last two games.
Arlington beat them 26-0.

"WE SCORED as much as

we will with that 41 points

last week," said Burt, adding
that Hersey is mainly a run-

ning team. ''It takes time to

"We're a little thinner
Burt plans to change his

game strategy somewhat this
week and go to the air more.
"We should be passing more
this Saturday. Fremd is weak

Herstedt maintained, "We
MOUNT PROSPECT'
MIDGET FOOTBALL
TEAM STANDINGS
SENIOR DIVISION
W L
Team

Looking ahead, Burt

pionship for the Huskies. "If
said.

0

2

0

4
2
1

2

Bears
Packers

1

2

1

3

1:0

.

OPEN:

Mon., Thurs., & Fri. 10:30 - 9; Tues., Wed., & Sat.
10:30 5:30; Sundays Noon - 5 P.M.

0

Giants
Colts
Cardinals

Ms
See#41.
Arlington Hts.

35 S. Vail

394-3083'

The Northwest Suburb's most versatile
Restaurant, Lounge, Banquet & Special Party Facilities
,OPEN 7 DAYS ... 10 A.M. 'TILL CURFEW

ELEGANT DINING
COCKTAIL LOUNGE SUNDAY NITE BUFFET
PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS
,

0

JUNIOR DIVISION
(NATIONAL)
L T
Team
Jets

5

0

Vikings

4

1

Rams
Eagles
Redskins

2

'

0
0

2

1

3

2

4

1

JUNIOR DIVISION

Buying or Selling

Go right to
the top ... see

(AMERICAN)
W

40

Browns
49ers
Chiefs

3

Lowboys

0

2
2

T

2
2

0

3
5

0
0

ALL BEAR

BRUNS
The BIG MAN
in"REAL ESTATE

HOME GAMES

SEE

Ca/eciald

Many new paintings and
gift items arriving everyday!

dangerous becaude,.",Arl-

pect to pile up a big score

COLOR TV !
,1111,

r

citottiOe groohd.

estate
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
PALATINE

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

y,

Friday & Saturday Evenings
in the cocktail lounge

real

ON

This Sunday

Come Early Stay Leo

prowess tonight. Ewart's

"They're a disciplined football
team, and they are tough." He

Burt said that he did not ex-

Detroit Lions
Time t P.M.

picking up valuable yards for

demonstrate some passing

went on to say that the cold

high -scoring games, coach

2.11civr Shirt

seventh place and Maine

OF THE CARDINALS,
Herstedt pointed out that

we don't take the conference,
I'll be very disappointed," he

14-Minete Coln
Dry Chanter

School's powerful Cardinals in

is

Anderson, Ken Morales, Steve

lawidry

they show Arlington High

190

0-0 mark and 195 points to
53 to the opposition is run-

Steelers

18411nute Coin

Hinsdale Central, which
last week bounced Maine
East, is 'placed at third with

for pass receiving.

foresees a league cham-

of Kreutzfeld.
Despite Hersey's previous

ning second.

the same point spread at
21, and 4-0-0.

Jerry Jobst, Bob Weber,

Toneff and Don Spry in front

fullback and might

with a 4-0-0 record and 113

Team

Glenn Rathke, Tom

this week, is a strong man at

another good end opposite
Hasbach in Chris Andriano,
who holds the school record

on pass defense."

The offensive line looks

Tollefson, Bryce Knorr and

The state football rankings
were released yesterday, and

The Pirates also have

season.

1968

State Rankings Put Arlington Seventh

his coach.

of the

now."

Feige, Schuler and Peterson.

DAVE EWART, THE

a

ideal tight end" accord ng to

ground."

game but still managed to

The defensive driving of
such strong individuals as

Mike Hadley, as well as their

pounds and 6-2 and he is "an

BILL KREUTZFELD will
be calling the plays instead,

take up the ball -carrying
chores in the absence of

as

men on the team at

run, up the score on the

Knotts and Bruce Frase will

Dean Schmelzer, Paul Day's Athlete of the Week

HASBACH, a converted

be a starter.

and Bruce Meyers, Jim

Pirate coach pointed out that
this is the first year that

quarterback one of the bigger

`Bruised' Huskies Lose 'Backs
But Remain Optimistic
start.

and Schmelzer.

sophomore.

HERSTEDT summarized

going

sophomore last year is, in the
words of Herstedt, "blossom-

both offense and defense.

and varsity last year

ning of last season.

action, although he will not

by the running and receiving
of halfback Dennis Meacham

sophomore ball as a freshman

completions since the begin-

part of the trio, has a bruised
shoulder but could see some

an equally powerful show on

his own age, as he played

Herstedt said, "Donahue is a
tremendous athlete and a fine
passer." Herstedt went on to

loss

area, and he is complemented'

they have earned this place by

Hasbach has played with boys

mean half -mile.

seventh team in Illinois, and

October II,

is currently rated as the scorer in the Chicagoland'

ing for us this year." The

peted in the mile eN.Pent in the

squad

with.

ball and baseball as a

the mile in a fleerl:17, com-

TS

On offense, individuals

again dominate strong combination effort. Todd Somers,
quarterback, is the third top,

THE ARLINGTON

Friday,

penetrate in the area.

a

valuable receiver for Donahue
"bombs."
Hasbach, who was a three letter man in football, basket-

game is built around a strong
passing attack from the arm
of quarterback Phil Donahue.

only

proving to be

is

season

Page 23

difficult backfields to

will be gunning for them, but
they will have a lot to reckon

becomes more inspiring every

Pirates of Palatine, whose

Pirate's

ability to work together with
other outstanding players on
the team make them one of
the toughest lines to break
through and one of the most

have shown a balance of passthe epitome of the Palatine ating and running, but we can
tack when he said, "Donahue
could be the difference in the -go to a majority of passing if
we want to."
game."
Due to Arlington's
In addition to Donahue, the
Pirate offense sports two ends Homecoming spirit, Palatine

BY CURT WILSON

FOOTBALL
Friday, Oct. 11
Palatine at Arlington (Homecoming), 8 p.m., V-JV
St. Viator at Wheeling, 8 p.m., V-JV
Marian Catholic at Notre Dame, 8 p.m., V-soph

be

21-20.

ing.

ington has faced this season.

practically

Jordan's Falcons with a short

should be close all the way,
but well call it 21-13 Wheel-

of the stronger challenges Arl-

with a second string

Huskie's favor.

tivities adding to their incentive, we'll provide Paul

own stadium. The game

on the top end of a 26-0 score.

Calendar

Hersey's,young Huskies.

This should give the

Wildcats a slight edge as they
take the field tonight in their

Knights will easily come out

Weekend
Sports

"We've had a few biuises,"
said Len Burt, head coach of

them a 21-0 margin, but it

could go higher in the

With the Fall Festival ac-,

yards as possibte.
-

Offensively Hersey is

has exhibited a sound defense,
even against the likes of Arlington and Wheeling.

Jack Bastabie, the Wheeling

The Day figures that the

hand it to them.

'We'll

one ost, Hersey should have
a little trouble attaining that
41-0 score of last week, but
they shosld have little trouble

win, and both are hurt by the

without one of their starters,
so it will become a battle that

Cougar's. Scotty Johnson for a

game as it will prove to be
too strong and enduring for

Because their entire

backfield will probably set this

Both teams sport only one

evenly matched in this one.
Hindered somewhat by the
loss of their ace quarterback
Ron King Wheeling win not

healthy is looking for not only

Palatine Pirates to their list of

Premd 0

This is going to be a tossup.

Both teams seem to be

Prospect, with everyone

,We pick the powerful Arlington Cardinals to add the

I-14(rsey 21

Forest View 21
Elk Grove 20

Wheeling 21
St. Viator 13

Prospect 26
Conant 0

Arlington 27

255-6320
358-1502

%mg

TRIO
FEATURING THE INCOMPARABLE SONG
STYLES OF LOUISE BROOKS
'

S,C1-IAUMBURG

7 W. Schaumburg Road

CitI1 for Reservations and Banquet Details
CL 5,4300

894-.1330
THE BEAUTIFUL

SUET'SPIZZA PARLOR

sat6,11sPublic fiousa

885 S. Elmhurst Read (Rt. 83) Des

Plains

sulfa Rd. & RUM: Rd. In Hoffman Estates

BRING A
FRIEND

-

Roldwing Rd. Ott: 83) at Euclid Rd.
'Arlington Heights, III.

SHORT RIBS
Friday, October I I, 1968
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YEAH,AND SHE'S
'THE ONLY ONE
AROUND HERE WHO
CAN TELL HIM WHAT
TO DO, AN' HE DOESN'T

WHILE THE BULLS
DECIDING WHETHER

TO TOLERATE HIS
SORE FINGER.OR
THE NURSES
BULLYING, THE

THE BULL yWll
DISApPOINTS ME.
YOU D THINK HE'D
Y

RFALIZE THAT
THE BOYS

LIKE IT/LITTLE DOES
HE KNOW THAT 544ES

LINE GETS,
LONGER!

ON VACATION AND
HER SUBSTITUTE
ISA LIVING

f

NEVER

LINE UP LIKE

THIS FOR
FOSSIL PACE/

DOLL!

An underground

6:00

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR , WAY

film-maker shoots a

2 News
5 News
7 News

NO THANKS, POPPTHE LAST
"TIME T. TRIED ONE OF THE
EITHER OF YOU GUYS WANT 1-0 NEW DANCES L 1-IAD TO
PAY A TREE SURGEON TO
GO DANCING -11-1E cf-Rome
DOMES ARE. PLAYING AT THE EL TARE MY COAT OFF!
5-romFof HEAR THE BUNNIES
ARE..S011-IICR WHEN -11-AT
COMBO PLAYS YOU HAVE TO
FIGHT YOUR WAY BACK TO

murder scene that
turns out to be the

9 Mike Douglas
Show
11 TV College

The slide rule
26 Spanish News

I

=

police work captures
a sly killer who stole
a valuable painting.

6:30

all

2 Wild, Wild West

-

Floyd Patterson,

8:00

former heavyweight

champion, makes

2 Movie
"Rio Conchos" is

his debut as an actor

in the role of a

'I.

a tough Western
about the cavalry's
search for missing

homesteader whose
farm is threatened
by a land syndicate.

THE SURPRISE ENDING

SQUAREHERE

HOSPITAL

5=

ZONE

ROBIN MALONE

7 The Don Rickles

Operation Entertainment
7

'HARD eon -v "
TREATMENT;

,

Jimmy Dean

HOW101.1.YrtNoW
WE'RE -ateeig!--

AY 0ANGPURSH
SVITCH TO START

hosts a show from

Fort Sill, Okla.

COOKING
WITH GAS rft

Guests are Abbe

AIIESMI2
10SIIRCOM!

session

Lane, Corbett

Sisters, C Ivin and
Wilder and a vocal

Stair Steps and

stars in "The Mayfly

Monica, the Kim

group, The Five

Sir John Gielgud

Cubie.
11 TV College

and the Frog," a
story about what
happens when a

26 Today's Racing

knocks over a young

quences

scooter.

National
Government.
26 Market Roundup

FOR SATURDAY
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct 23) --

Pit your brain against those

ArVo
O

forces that are not worth

fighting Save your strength
"for big things

3

gifted young

tea

back the chance you recently

Waiter Brennan,
Dick Rambo and
guest star Henry

7:15
11 TV College
Italian

5 Star Trek

Make sure you are

muffed

day by your personal feeling
of dislike for a co-worker.
Guard against this

CAPRICORN (Dec 23 20) --Forceful action

is

demanded of the Capricorn
who would make this a day

5L1PPO5EDLY
PE6FONsiFtr

to remember Don't reveal

INDULGING IN

TNERES A V1E<2Y
5712ONG

STUNTS;

TODAY.
TWAY.

FOOLISH,
DANGEROUS

your native shyness

on a lead combat

get it off. With

makes his acting

R0411'

Ronnie Schell.

%Tale

Game

5 The Name of the
that he did commit
crime, Jeff and
Peggy try to clear a
friend of a murder

a

AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.
19) -Where personal freedom
is concerned, you must make

Haynes,

and Roberta

desperate man,

1:05

regains his lost love
with the help of Paul

Top Plays in the
NFL
2

Bryan.

Professional'

football films.

10:10

26 Red Hot and

1:10

2 Movie
10:30

The Johnny

5

Carson Show
host.

Western being
during the
Civil War. With
Ronald Reagan,
Rhonda Fleming
sides

7 The Joey Bishop
Show

and Bill Williams.

the story of a
spinster teacher

1:30

7 News

(Shirley MacLaine)
in

a New Zealand

school. Jack Warden

and Laurence

debut.

in her life.

Harvey are the men

Judd for the

7

"The Last Out-

post" is the last

shown tonight. It's
about two brothers
fighting on opposite

Dinah Shore is

Lawyer Melvin Belli

11 Wars of the

The results of a

Roses

King Henry is

murder case in-

1:35

7 Reflections
2:15
9 San Francisco,

2:45

10:45

Defense

Half convinced

ASTRONAUT:. .

Carey, Wallace Ford

Life
Rossano Brazzi, a

Chief. With Phil

9 Movie
"Two Loves" tells

taken over by the
wills of children.

1

32 Run for Your

Enterprise is being

Frank Sutton and

OPHERE
HERE

tecting a group of
settlers gains the

trust of a Sioux

Kirk, Spock and

boot, then can not

I'M 5e..K2PRICI
AT YOL),
I3D5T8:2... A

12:50

9 Movie
"The Nebraskan"
An Army scout pro-

26 Sports

McCoy find the

Jim Nabors slips

MORTY MEEKLE

9 News

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

9:00

2 Gomer Pyle

/Ad

a 1965

Barbara Windsor.

10:00

Jones.

7:30

str

prepared for another try
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 Dec 22) --You could be influenced in your decisions to-

Jan

pianists.
32 Divorce Court

is

Bernard Cribb and

portunity.

after James Sonnett.

Talent search for

GUV'NORI

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
22) --You may well be given

Spying"

spoof on secret
agents. With Kenneth Williams,

Advisory Council
on Economic Op-

A Bible -quoting
bounty hunter gets

7:00

26 Keyboard Award

'YOU HAVE
PURCHASE
MY SILENCE,

"Carry on

the National

8:30
7 Guns of Will Son nett

HERE'S HALF' A
BUCK t QUIT PLAYIN/
THAT THING
SYLVESTER:

12:30

5 Movie

Patterson Jr., ex-

lady's ancient motor

6:45

9

Five Minutes to

Live By

volving a Negro is

murdered by

3:00
2 Late Report

defendant's militant

plans the
Clarence.

2 Meditation

charge.

Glouster who then

threatened by the
son.

death of

3:05

a concentrated effort now.

Don't be put upon by others

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

who would lead you

PISCES (Feb 20 -March
21 )--Make a thorough investigation of any new opportunity that presents itself

this morning Afternoon
hours are for deciding

Answer to Previous Puzzle

GA\ALJ-1

College Campus
THE BORN LOSER

ARIES (March 22 -April

ACROSS

20) --Relatives and close

friends can be of im-

Csavievog, WRONG,

measureable aid to you at this
juncture Call on them for ad-

1covered
-- walls

VINE POTA PARAIDAC.

1140RNAPPLE?

4 Dining
8 Faculty
12 Born
13 Curved

vice

TAURUS (April 21 -May

21) --The inducement to

change your place of employ-

ment may not be quite what
it is represented to be Think

.4

0

ei

twice

GEMINI (May 22 -June

PEOPLE

21) -Poor working conditions
need not keep you from making giant strides forward. Put

11/4416FER-6;"

ROUT tufECAuSE
THEY (=Emma,/

DISLIKE You!A

mind over matter for best

results

CANCER (June 22 -July
try to dominate
others The wise Cancer will
keep to himself for the time
being and let others do the
23) --Don't

NOW LET'S GET SACK TO THAT
TUNNEL AND sEr maze YOU
AND YOUR CRON105 HID Tr LOCITI

LEO (July 24 -Aug 23)--A

day for biding your time. A
decision made in haste now
will surely have to be repented
at leisure later
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept.

slie
sole

sore
bolt
belt
best
blest
,bore

blot
bole
besot

rest
robe
rote
role
rose
tore
tole
erst
orle
ostler

DOWN
1 English

prelate

2 Feminine

aomngeing
(anat.) 3 Longing
18 Line to sail
4 Pursued
cornerDucts
5 Early
_(naUt.)
Canaanitish
19 Appeared_
king (Bib.)
21 Masculine
6 Allow
nickname
7 Dregs

17

8 Halting a
students' club lid
(coll.)
South
23 Kimono sash 9 American
25 Card game
ruminant
29 Moor
10 Overturn
30 Valley
11 Rosary
(poet.)
16.Expire,
31 Greek
township

labels

37

THE PORTCULL15

go COPS CAN'T
ANNOY 1.11

chances

lobe
lore
lest
lost
loser
slot
store
sober
slob
stole
sort

point

41 Social insect
23 Frequently 43 Saw
44 Universal
(poet.)
rational
24 Miss Lillie's
principle
nickname
45 Silly
26 Assembly
47 Projecting
of tents
lug
27 Tropical
49 Rebekah's
plant
son (Bib.)
28 Erect
50 Operatic
32 Evening
solo
(poet.)
51 English
33 Blemish
school
34 Greek letter
52 Force unit
36 Pikeman
55 Weep (Scot.)
38 Emblems
20 Newt

35 Baggage

KEEP
PULLINS,Y00
CREEP: CLOSE

23) -Stick to the familiar to-.
day. Change is in the offing,
but you would do well not to
hasten the day Study your.

LOBSTER
BOLSTER

15 - school

Javanese

treeCompass

22 Male

CAPTAIN EASY

same

Answers to
Hideaword

molding
14 Greek flask

60 Toxic
61

New

Zealand

12
15

.39 Tanning
vessel
a book
40

leaf

THE WILLETS
AS YOUR 01;PON E NTS
CAMPAIGN MANAGER, I'VE
COMET° EXPLORE. TKE P0551131LITY OF WORKING OUT
CERTAIN COMPROMISES.

OUR MOTIVES ARE PURE..
AND ASVOU KNOW, WE

RAVE 'THE 1-11e3HEST REGARD
FOR. YCIU AND IMPLICIT FAIT IA

IN YOUR PERSONAL.
INTEGRITY .!

l5 IY

42 Epoch
43 Foreigner
46 Chess pieces
48 Give
50 Lessened
53 Culture
5564

mDeCoefadiaftecclub

31

30

29
36

33

coveringspanish

'53

54

title

56

59

33 34

39

46 47

44 45

48

59 Small
Danish
weights

32

a

t

A

49

57 Seed

39

37

46 41
43

is

host.

Blues

BUGS BUNNY
I'LL. USE THIS PHONY CON
SOMEBON STUCK 4.10 WITH TI
GET RIP 0' SYLVESTER:

5 News
7 Chicago
Ronnie Barrett

series in which
Chicago -area high
school,students

millionaire's auto

32 Truth or Conse-

Your
Horoscope

is Richard

Harris.
9 The Steve Allen
Show
11 NET Playhouse

11:15
32 News

First in a monthly

Show

Guest for a comedy monologue and
question answer

by Robert Mitchum.

9:45
11 World Spotlight

ecutive director of

O'Brien.

saloon.

American
millionaire played
Midnight

Jim Brown, Richard

Boone, Tony Franciosa and Edmund

fling with an

9:20
32 News

dian country. With

Stuart Whitman,

A temperance
group threatens
plans to open a

Kerr, his wife, has a

choreographer Mau. rice Bejart features
a performance of his
"The. Temptation of
St. Anthony."

question a guest on
foreign affairs. First
guest is Bradley H.

rifles headed for In-

5 The High Chaparral

QUIET
W

work but the plan
9:15
11 Who Is
A profile of French

Maigret" Smart

"The Grass is
Greener." Cary
Grant owns a
mansion kept in
repair by sightseeing
tours. Deborah

raise the value of his
backfires.

"Enter Inspector

6:25

2 Editorial

2 Movie

commit suicide to

9 I Love Lucy
Ricky's fictitious
old flame gives Lucy
some trouble.
Uribe
Spanish drama.
32 Movie

6:15
26 Cinema Special

10:55

9 Perry Mason
An artist plans to

real thing.

26 Luis Carlos

YOUR TABLE!

RSA

FlcE

7 Felony Squad

TONIGHT

00

50

61

55

Ol

52

Upsets, Ties, Shutouts TellWeekendFootball Story
See Back Page of Photos

Tbe Propert Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy, loss
in the 60s; Tomorrow: Partly
sunny coptinued warm, high
in the lower 80s.

Your Home Newspaper
117 S. Main St.

Monday, October 14, 1968
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A petition with 1,000

signetures demanding that the
Emerson Park iceskating rink

be maintained this winter is
to be submitted to the Mount

Prospect Park Board at

tonight's meeting at 8 o'clock

.in Mount Prospect Country
Club Community Center.

Residents of the

Devonshire subdivision also
are expected to protest the loss
of the rink at Devonshire
Park in Des Plaines.

ON SEPT. 9, the park

board announced plans to
eliminate skating rinks at
Emerson, Devonshire and

Country Club Parks, because
it is economically unfeasible

to maintain all seven of the

park district's rinks, according

to Park Board President
Robert Jackson.

A resident of the Emerson
Park area. Dan Balas, 308 N.

Recreation
Director
Resigns
Sia Sadri, Mount

whether the board is running
a country club or a park

Mount Prospect
This Saturday

district."

BY RICHARD CRABB

.1%

budget $160,000 for a golf

course, as this one does,

shouldn't have trouble financing a small rink.

"WE WANT to know

Balas said his petition

represents the residents of a
50 -block portion of Mount

Prospect Park- Board decided
Saturday to buy enough land

position of superintendent
of Dundee Tolnship Park
District becau e I would
be the top man in the park
district instead of second
in command.
"The park district there
is not as well developed as

the one in Mount

Prospect, but it's a bigger

job," Sadri said.

Even as the Mount

to boost its holdings by a
boardmembers
the
third,

decided to take a systematic
look at the parks' future for
the next decade.

The board voted to buy 52

Gripe
Of The

plan to satisfy them will be

put forth, according to

Jackson.

thing the park district has

a four acre tract from

operation," Jackson said.
"The park district has spent
most of its time solving small
problems --deciding to build a
fence here, a baseball dia-

To have an area

beauty

shop tell, when you arrive for

an appointment, that your
five -year -old son is not allowed inside. J.I.

atmemowaazrm=mmar

Dempster Junior High School,

420 W. Dempster, Mount
Prospect.

added to
The land will
Kopp Park, which lies next to
the school. The price will be
set and the deal closed within
45 days.

Rentschler said he does not
yet know what Nixon will talk
about in the suburb this week.
Twenty minutes have been set

the North Cook County
Townships will serve as

Since not more than 4,500
persons can be squeezed into
the fieldhouse, the others will
hear the address in the parking lot via loudspeakers.
Except for the official party

cars will be barred from the
school parking lot, to make

room for the expected

governor, will introduce

Nixon on Saturday,

Rentschler's announcement

Saturday: at a rally in
Pennsylvania at noon and in
New Jersey in the evening.

counties will be mailed during
the week, however, Rentschler

aside for the talk, almost

Committee member from the

GOP committeemen from

sponsors.

Mayor Daniel Congreve of
Mount Prospect, and Mayor
John G. Woods of Arlington
talks in Illinois in the cam- Heights will serve as official

twice the amount of time
scheduled for earlier Nixon

hosts Saturday.

paign.

Horse Thieves Bug You?
Act Now, While You Can ...
BY TED LACEY

Rid your town of horse
thieves.

Form a posse now and ride
the varmints out now, while
you still can within the law.

Village Atty. John Zimmermann are bringing

it to

the attention of State

Representatives David J.

In this respect, the statute

surpasses the concept of
"citizen's arrest," Congreve
said.

Regner (R -Mount Prospect).
Eugenia S. Chapman (D -Arlington Heights) and Eugene
F. Schlickmann (R -Arlington

ANY CITIZEN can make
an arrest for other ordinance
violations, he said, providing

Illinois Municipal Problems

believe the person he is arresting is committing Such a

AN ILLINOIS statute passed in 1885 and amended in

Jackson said.

possibility of weather delaying

which tells you how to form

Canvass
Oct. 28

All you have to do is

and Zimmermann are sending

by -laws -and you will have all

"No doubt at the time this
statute came into existence,

law as well as case law for the
simple reason that our society
will be better for it without

enforcement agency.

were at an all-time low.

person so arrested," he said.

These vigilante groups are
empowered by the statute to

tion

the laws of the State of

level as well.

population of Mount Prospect

is growing, and that the

amount of leisure time is.
growing too.
"The less time people spend

in the office, the more parks
and recreational facilities they
need," he explained.

POPULATION

proportions in different age
groups in Mount Prospect are
changing, too, he said.

House -to -house canvass for

donations for the Mount
Prospect Combined Appeal is
scheduled for Oct. 28.
Paul Dasso, president of the
Combined Appeal said yester-

day that more then $5,000
already has been sent in by

There are fewer young Mount Prospect residents in a

children and more teenagers,
young adults and old persons.

"When a young person in
Mount Prospect goes out to
play, he wants a dance -floor,
jnot a sandbox now," Jackson

neglected considering what
the total needs of the village
are now and what they will

13th Congressional District.

paign emgagements on

Illinois.

Nixon will arrive at O'Hare
"The recreation needs of
Mount Prospect are changing International Airport late Friand the park district must day and will spend the night

He pointed out that the

undertaken in its 12 years of

mond there-- and has

for Nixon -Agnew, announced
the Nixon move today.

change to meet them," in Chicago, to avert the

long-range plan is
probably the most important

on's sixth campaign trip into

The address must be given

A total of 5,000 personal
invitations to GOP faithfuls
in Cook, Lake and DuPage

said.

"THIS

Shabonee at 8 p.m.

The board decided to buy

cording to Jackson.

The district wants the 30

negotiate with DiMucci

will need to hire will be

discussed at the meeting, ac-

have in which to buy the property will be set by the Circuit
court.

The district's needs for the
nOct five to ten years will be
discussed at a meeting of the
board tomorrow night; and a

the Community Center on

it

district will

Builders to buy 18 acres at
Lonnquist and Busse Rds.
This also would be used as a
separate park, according to

"IF WE get this land, the
park district will be 30 per
cent bigger than it is now,"
said Robert T. Jackson, 513

Jackson.
The meeting will be held in

Day

The price and the length of

on schedule. Nixon is

day at 9:30 a.m.
H.
William

Illinois chairman of citizens

In charge of arrangements

will be David E. Brown,
The occasion will be Nix- Republican State Central

party to Mount Prospect.

address of the fall campaign
at the Prospect High School
fieldhouse, 801 Kensington
Rd., Mount Prospect, SaturRentschler

invited non-members of the

Prospect.

scheduled for two other cam-

overflow of persons who cannot get into the building.
the park district, its buildings
Richard B-Ogilvie, Cook
and sports fields, the programs-, tCounty Board President and
it will offer and the personnel Republican candidate for

board.

time the park

make his major Chicago -area

The land requirements of

Church was' passed. by the

president of the Park Board.

acres at three sites.

be five years from now."

A condemnation ordinance
on 30 acres of land on Algonquin Rd. near St. Zachary's

acres on Algonquin for a new
park, according to Jackson.
"We could build the biggest
park in Mount Prospect with
30 acres," he said.
In their third land action of
the day, the board authorized
its attorney, William Ward, to

HiLusi, Mount Prospect,

MWM7=0,.

Prospect.

Parks to Buy 52 Acres;
Will Plan for Next Decade

resigned to take, a job with

"I decided to take the

452/%4IMIIMI

Ted Kulaga, president of
the Devonshire Homeowners
Decorating in honor of Prospect High School's Homecoming
Assn., Des Plaines, said last
week, "we're going to have a this week, three students took their paints to the Day office
very large number of people Saturday afternoon. Painting the slogans and symbols are, from
at the park board meeting left, Becky Johns, 707 Cathy Lane; Julie Robinson, 404 S.
Monday to voice their opi- Na-Wa-Ta, and Gail Jensen, 1101 W: Lincoln, Mount
nions."

his address in Mount

GOP's Presidential candidate Richard Nixon will

7447

Prospect.

BY MERRILL SANDERS

the end of this month.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

14 PAGES

Nixon Comes to

Maple St., Mount Prospect,
who will present the 1,000
signature petition tonight, said
"It's better to have a mediocre
rink than none at all.
"Any park district that can

Prospect Park District's
recreation director, has
more responsibilities at

255-4400

Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Skating Protests
Expected Tonight

*mia.MW7SMA..ftW

Telephone

mail appeal.
The goal

is

$21,000,

to

which the larger Metropolitan

Crusade will add about
$36,000, to help support the
15 health and welfare agencies

said.

that receive allocations from

must be overhauled."

Board, Dasso said.

"Our recreation program the Mount Prospect Appeal

1921

is still

Heights) and also of the he has reasonable cause to

on the books Commission.

a group of "vigilantes."

muster at least 10 citizens,
write up a constitution and
the powers of any other law

THE NOTICE Congreve
out says:

law enforcement agencies

Today, though, the situais quite different. We
form "for the purpose of have many strong agencies to
detecting and apprehending of properly enforce the law not
horse thieves, incendiaries only on the national, state and
and all other criminals against county levels, but on the local
Illinois

"

"Such number of citizens

forming articles of association
shall be charter members and

may add to their number, or
expel members, according to

the provision of their constitution and by-laws."

Because the statute is a bit

outdated, Mount Prospect
Mayor Daniel Congreve and

"Cook County alone has

more than 120 municipalities
within its confines, most of
which have their own police
forces.

"It is inconceivable that our

state provides for such corporations having complete

authority --since there are no
limitations in the Act ---and

crime.

"This concept has long

been upheld in the common

sacrificing any right

the

But the vigilante statute is

outmoded and should b.e
repealed, he said.

Meetings
District 23 School
Board, 7;30 p.m. at
McArthur Jr. High

School, 7 00 N.
Schoenbeck.

Mount Prospect Park
Board, 8 p.m., at Mount
Prospect Country Club
Community Center.

responsible to no one."

Democrat Calls for 'War in Suburbs' to Win People

BY BARRY PETERSON

torn apart many of the old "challenges of a kind different

and cherished allegiances of than any other in our history.
the past." The result, he said, If we are going to .win in 1968
was an electorate that no we are going to have to wage
James Morrissey, candidate longer "feels the causes of the a war in the suburbs to win
for 3rd district state represen- Democratic party."
people with our ideals and
tative, called for a "war in the
morals."
suburbs" Friday night at a
Morrissey said the issue of
SPEAKING AT the Arlrally of Wheeling Township ington Heights Veterans of law and order was not moral
Democrats.
Foreign Wars hall, 811 N. without the consideration of
Morrissey told an audience Yale, Morrissey said the justice.
of about 120 people that "the. Democratic party faces
"The police state specializes
growth of the suburbs has
in law and order," Morrissey
said, "but it does so without
'

justice, liberty, or freedom."

Democrat David Bayler,

running against the in-

cumbent Republican Donald
Rurnsfekl for the 13th District
congressional seat, said the

Republican National Con-

vention was illustrative of the

party because of its con-

vention site. "They met on an
offshore island, isolated from
the problems of America," he
said.

Baylor said Republican vice

presidential candidate Spiro
Agnew was "speaking to the

same white backlash that
George Wallace talks to."

David Baylor, candidate for Congress from the 13th District,
called Vice President Hubert Humphrey "the happiest warrior
since Franklin D. Roosevelt."
t.

THE TWO greatest

democrats in recent history

were Adlai Stevenson and

Hubert Humphrey because said a favorite story of his
they laid the groundwork for father's was being used by
the nuclear test ban treaty

Richard Nixon.

"Father said when he was
"eight years before the treaty
was signed by President Ken- running 'in 1956 he went to
a tea for Democratic ladies
nedy," said Baylor.
Baylor defended Vice Presi- and one woman he described
dent Humphrey's "politics of as "11 months pregnant" was
joy", by calling Humphrey holding a sign that read,
"the happiest warrior since "Adlai's the man."
He said Nixon was telling
Franklin D. Roosevelt."
Third District State the same story, with the variaRepresentative Eugenia Chap- ti on that the woman was
man, the only woman speaker wearing a button which read,
at the rally, urged a 'yes' vote "Nixon's the one."
"I have to keep reminding.
on three issues to be voted on
myself," Stevenson said, "that
in the November election.
She said Democrats should I'm not running for anything,
support the Constitutional but I'm running for everyone
Convention, the one billion else."
Stevenson said the
dollar bond referendum, and
the ammendment to change Republicans are "u nderestimating the people" in
the state Banking Act.
the 1968 election, and that the
"THIS IS TRULY an elec- electorate is "far wiser than
tion where every vote counts," they think. They want

Chapman said. "If the elec- answers and solutions, not
toral vote can stand on 6,000
votes as it did in 1964, then
we in Wheeling, can make the
kind of difference to change
results not only cin our state
but,in the national election,"
Adlai Stevenson III, vice

slogans," he said.

HE CRITICIZED the

first presented the proposal in refuse to debate," Hanrahan
said.

1956.

He said it was more imto call this man. the "New" portant to "see what the can"And they still have the gall

Nixon," Stevenson said. "Ni x on is unfit to be president."

didates are than what happened to "I Love Lucy."

Speaking about national
Stevenson said he "thanks
God" every time there is a political polls which show
nuclear detonation because Humphrey trailing Nixon,
"now they are underground

Hanrahan said "Polls are like.

betting odds. The St. Louis

Cardinals were picked to beat

the Detroit Tigers in the
betting odds, but the Tigers
didn't roll over dead."

The Democrats, said

Hanrahan, won't "roll over
dead" either.

where people are not in

danger of nuclear fallout."

He criticized both Nixon

and Illinois Senator Everett

Dirksen for "refusing" to

debate their opponents,
Humphrey and William
Clark.

"Not only is Dirksen not
man enough to debate Clark,"

he said, "but he's leading the
fight against the equal time
law." He said Humphrey had
offered

to pay for national

television time for a debate,
"and hiseampaignispoor."

CANDIDATE for. States

Attorney Edward V.

Hanrahan also criticized Nix -

"New" Nixon by saying he on by saying he would "not
had heard the name in 1952, use the most modern means
1956 and 1960. He told the of communication and go on
audience that Nixon opposed \kelevision to face his op pbnent. It's insulWing to the
chairman of the' United the nuclear test 'ban treaty 'country
that Nixon would
Democrats for Humphrey, when his (Stevenson's) father

Adlai Stevenson and State Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D. -3rd)
after both'spoke to the Wheeling Township Regular Democratic
Orgnaization rally Friday night.
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Scott H. Plagge
NOW OPEN
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE!

Scott H. Plagge, 20, of 220
Russell, Mount Prospect, died

I Talent Pool Would Draw
Unused Skills to Schools

yesterday at St. Mary's

COMB

housewives and retired

parents, Howard A. and Ruth;

Prospect Heights District 23

two brothers, Douglas and
Glen; and two sisters, Gail

proposed.

He is survived by his

Immo &

SHEARS.

and Karen.
Services will be held tomor-

BARBER SHOP
PHONE 437-9700

GOLF Li BUSSE ROADS MT. PROSPECT

The skills and experience of

Hospital, Racine, Wis.

businessmen should be used In

schools, Supt. Ed Grodsky has

"I hope we can

start

a

"Talent Pool" in this area like

"Others help the school
district out by doing clerical
work, like working in school

The "Talent Pool" program
would have to be approved by'
the school board before it

libraries.
"If a student is interested in

He said he hopes this will
be in the second semester of

learning a skill that

not

is

the school year.

The program can be

in his school, these particularly useful in helping

taught

children with reading

row at 2 p.m. in Fredrichs

the one now being used in

people might be able to train

Funeral. Home, 320 W. Central Road, Mount Prospect.
Burial will be in Ridgwood

Winnetka," Grodsky said.

him.

"People from the com-

munity volunteer to lecture
students on their work, their

art student how to do interested in giving children

Cemetery, Park Ridge.

problems, Grodsky said.

"For example, someone
"Housewives who once
might volunteer to teach an taught school often are

travels, any interesting ex-

sculpture during a study the special help they need to

periences they have had.

period."

learn to read well."

Annexation
Des Plaines and Mount Prospect
Square Off Over Tax -Rich Land

L Housecleaning

ime is Here!

scheduled today in the

Municipal Building in

involved are willing to
become part of Mount

Chicago at 11 a.m. over pro-

Prospect, according to Mount

posed Mount Prospect an-

Prospect Mayor Daniel

Overwhelmed at being named queen of Forest View High
School's Fall Festival on Friday, Kathy Sundblad, 16, 2106
S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, breaks into tears
and Savings Bank "and other after she has been crowned and presented with a bouquet of
interested parties in the area roses.
Mount Prospect is trying to
annex." He refused to com-

Congreve.

ment on why he was objecting
to the annexetion.

A Circuit Court hearing is

Bring in those

nexation.

Judge Harry Cummerford

DRAPES
BLANKETS

will preside.

for
Professional Dry Cleaning

SLIPCOVERS

COMPLETE

Send us your summer and fall wardrobe, too
.. we'll return your summer clothes cleaned

CLEANING
FACILITIES

and ready for storage ... your fall clothes
looking like new and ready to wear! Get set
for the new season now ... call today for a

ON OUR OWN
Plus

Free Estimates! Prompt Service!
Our Trucks Are in Your Area Daily.

Prospect are fighting over a
potentially tax -rich piece of
industrial property, shaped

tial size" at Oakton and

roughly like a horseshoe.
It lies along the south side

Congreve.

The owner of this property

southward along Elmhurst
Rd. and swings back along

center, motel and apartment

2

7 N. Elmhurst Rd.

0

TO

both sides of Oakton.

Also, annexing the

IF THE court allows

"horseshoe" would surround

with the annexation, the

United Air Lines executive offices and stewardess training

village can hold an election to

SERVE

Prompt
Pickup
& Delivery

the 72.2 acre site of the

center at Algonquin and Linneman with Mount Prospect

the only one it could join
would be Mount Prospect,

'7

Congreve said.

r

An objection to the annexation has been filed by Des

PIZZA PARLOR

Plaines. City Atty. Robert

"With the Red Carpet"

DiLeonardi charged that the

"horseshoe" annexation
state laws.

Mount Prospect

has

forced

several people to join the
village who would have con-

PUT YOU IN THE

Plaines," DiLeonardi said.
Remarking on the proposed

F-aPPRI

Lines property, DiLeonardi
said:

"That's the jelly in the

ed an objection to the

"horseshoe" annexation is

RESTAURA

Robert Fink. Find said he was
representing the Harris Trust

Spaghetti Night
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

Italian Spaghetti with

\

Meat Sauce
Served with Creamy Cole Slaw
& Garlic Bread

itaimftat+140 sto

$1.25

Self Service
Cleaning Machines
Also

ONE STOP CLEANING

Chicken Nights
Served with French Fries,
Creamy Cole Slaw;
Roll and Butter

at between $150,000 and
$175,000.

"There was little damage to
the building," Parks said, "but
we had to replace the interior
and re -stock the store because
of smoke damage."

He said the fire, attributed
to a cigarette placed on a
packing case, necessitated the
replacement of 16 trailer loads
of merchandise.

Parks said orders for the

store were filled by the
at

3005

N.

Firm Discovers Way

To Hold Dentures
PHOENIX, Ariz. -A leading

of two imported powders led to

Arlington Hts.

this news. When mixed, these powders formed a denture adhesive far
superior to most commercial prod-

OUR 2nd LOCATION

cials said "Super Dent is so fantas-

Calling it Super Dent, offi-

ucts.

tic folks ran eat almost any food
now. It's a blessing ,for folks who
could never enjoy eating before."

Saturday Kathy is all smiles as she waves to the spectators
at the Forest View versus Elk Grove football game. The teams

Super Dent is at drug counters now.

by

,La
to- our friends!

All You Can Eat -

$1.55
Salad Bar

ended the game tied 646.

D
0.T

,4

ILLINOIS

SMORGASBORD STYLE

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
& Saturday Nights

tr

ROETITURE\-

VARIETY OF 14
DIFFERENT

BACK

SALADS
Celebrating Illinois' 150th anniversary as a state, this special
medallion depicts progress from 1818 to'1968, with the state seal
on the reverse side. The sesquicentennial medallion, designed by
the noted Illinois Sculptor Trygve Rovelstad of Elgin, makes a
handsome historical keepsake that you and your family will long treasure I
In support of the state-wide sesquicentennial celebration, the Banks and
Savings & Loan Aisociations of Illinois are offering the medallion to
the public on a non-profit basis. Medallions are available nowhere else.
So get yours now (at cost) from the Bank or Savings & Loan Association
that regularly serves you I

RESTAURANT
Weekdays to 11 PM, FRI. & SAT.
to 12

602 W. Northwest Hwy.
Phone CL 3-3544
For Canyouts

Classic Size: (VA' diameter)
Bronze

$5.00

Packet Size: (1$4" diameter)
MOO
Bronze
NOTE: Sliver medallions me limited.
Thar are sinsinimst avallabls Is units
including proportionate numbers et
bronze medallions.

A

-This message, in behalf of the Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission,
is brought to you as a public service by:
ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION / ILLINOIS SAVINGS & LOAN LEAGUE /

ir
St

FRONT

-

Arlington Hts., Ill.

Foasz,1130 unto tag pm 5.4830 am to 2103

dise and refurbishing the store

that holds dentures tight. Discovery

Mt. Prospect, III.

Creamy Cole Slaw,
Roll & Butter
-

He estimated the cost of

dental firm discovered the secret

420 W. Northwolt Hwy

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Tasty Filet of Sole
Served with French Fries,

our merchendise."

folded

B -W Branch

Fish Night

MIMI. ,rolling IMO sin to 4:00 pm dally

Frank Parks, 401 Oak St.,

Mount Prospect, said

Pressed, Decorator

220 N. Dunton St.

$1.75

sap phlegm* wa, may owning* CIO see A

Looking on as Kathy is presented to her subjects are the
two runner-ups, Bonnie Schnitta, 17, 1707 Myrtle Dr., Mount

Austin.

Norge.Colonial Village

All You Can Eat -

4.0111111400140 R/0140102.00040d61010M1

The owner of the Century
Supply Co., 1010 E. Central,
Mount Prospect, said yesterday his tile and carpet supply

Chicago store

Profeastonal Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation ,
Draperies Cleaned

EVERY WEDNESDAY
& SATURDAY

B....41nd Eminent . Mount Prospect. III CLsarbrook

Fire -Hit Store
Re opens Soon,
Owner Says

surrounding of the United Air replacing damaged merchan-

donut."
Another lawyer who has fil-

Mount Progpect State Bank
9-4000

dent of Kottcamp & Young,

rebuilding after the Aug. 9
sidered annexation to Des fire was "mostly re -stocking

MODEL OF
YOUR CHOICE!

PER HUNDRED - PER YEAR
WHY PAY MORE

Howard 0. Gould, Jr., 511
1 -Oka Mount Prospect, has
been promoted from general
sales manager to vice-presi-

store should be operating Prospect and Fran Rucci, 17, 911 S. Lancaster, Mount
"IN THE last few years, again "in two or three weeks." Prospect.

1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads
Palatine
Phone 359-4255

WE'LL

is a

strip or corridor annexation,
and as such is illegal under

Thursday, Friday 8
Saturday. Evenings

S.i...

Vice -President

be annexed to a municipality,

WE'RE OPEN!
Banjo Entertainment

Remember . . .
our Auto Loans give you more SMILES PER GALLON.

Promoted to

voluntary annexation, but if Chicago -based sales managethe company ever wanted to ment consulting firm.

20 Years ... the Choice of Northwest Suburban Famine!!

.. running out of wind on the Nils ... a little
bumpy and just plain out of style, it's probably
time for a new model.
If '69 Is the year you trade for a new car, we've
got good news for you. We'll give you a New
Car Auto Loan quickly, conveniently, for the
lowest interest rates around.

ting the air lines in this

Gould was one of four ofThe United Air Lines
center is too big for in- ficers promoted by t,lie

CL 5-4600

If your vehicle is getting a little temperamental

according to Congreve, but
Fink said he is not represen-

Inc.

property.

662 E. Northwest Hwy.

YOU!

Fink's law firm does legal

work for United Air Lines,

particular case.

complex, and the village hopes
to annex this.

(Rt. 83 & McDonald Rd.)

MT. PROSPECT

Elmhurst Rds., according to

of Algonquin, extends

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL 5-6174

STORES

piece of property "of substan-

plans to build a shopping

SERVICE

IS 4 4Ir

to extend its boundary
southward to touch another

SHIRT LAUNDRY

She's Oueen

The village wants the land

Des Plaines and Mount

Mount Prospect to proceed

PREMISES

free pick-up I

see if the owners of the land

COOK COUNTY COUNCIL OF
INSURED SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS

3a10.04.4""aoscow," oviearutostefte foketokeviiiime iikeuryitmoikortoiciikettsime *cvokketzt

Calling All Alumni of

"00

H10" S

This is for you and your friends!!

ANNUAL

101:44114.417

-41

-

DINNER DANCE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER. 26TH
Nordic Hills Country Club,

01

.

(Located at Route 53 & Nordic Road, Itasca)

FULL COURSE STEAK DINNER
Donation $6.50 Per Person
The Peter Petten Orchestra

COME ONE ... COME ALL ... BRING YOUR FRIENDS!
GOOD FOOD AND GOOD FUN GALORE!
FOR INFORMATION CALL a 3-5084
-N

CC)

I)

MAIL THIS FORM TO:
CHARLES ROEHL

508 WEST WILLOW
PROSPECT HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60070

En - an DINNER DANCE RESERVATION FORM NE I=
Enclosed is my check or money order made out to the Steinmetz Alumni

S

I
CLASS

541"I NAME

ZIP

STATE

CITY

ADDRESS
,;,-

I

reservations

for

.

Association in the , amount of $
at $6.50 per person.

-

I

MAY WE HAVE YOUR RESERVATION BY OCTOBER 21st?
NI um Er
mi NI NI NI NI Ili U EN es in Imp IN so al so -

DOES ALUMNI MEMBERSHIP INTEREST YOU?
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Steinmetz Alumni Association, Inc:

STEINMETTALUMNI ASSOCIATION

(Not For Profit)

3030 N. Mobile Avenue

Ihcorporated under the laws of the State of Illinois As
A Non -Profit Organization

Phone

Name

PLEASE PRINT

PERMANENT ADDRESS

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
y.jr,

Dr. Joseph J. Connery
Mr. James P. Luebker
Mr. Thomas Petersen

,111' Mr. Carl G. Welin

Mrs. Thelma Blank
Wlr. Edward Westergreen

Principal
Ass't Principal
Ass't Principal
Ass't Principal
Sponsor
Sponsor

TEMPORARY ADDRESS

ALUMNI OFFICERS
Pi.esident,
President,

George Hoy
Irwin Hallet, Jr.
Valerie Juresk
Gloria Royal

Rec.SecretaN
Cor: Secretary

May FlOnberW

TreapuiTr.

Graclaisted Feb. 0 or June 0 19

-June '51.

June '55
June '67
June. '46
,

June '0

.

Chicago, Illinois 60634

Name on Graduation Records

CITY

ZONE

STATE

CITY.

ZONE

STATE

AO-

Occupation
(FOR THOSE WHO HAVE MARRIED SINCE?

DUES WITH THIS APPLICATION
ONE YEAR $1.50 OR FIVE YEARS $5.00
If You Do Not Receive Your Membership Card Within Two Weeks Notify Us

'410A2/k4s)1121.4ftasla*OVirsOuipeami*PeasciAptitsseftte6iketteseVetketteSkeAtetiteiictifsitlialkl"Va5

a.

Calling All Alumni of

CIIII00
This is for you and your friends!!

ANNUAL

7%

DINNER DANCE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER.26TH
Nordic Hills Country Club

.

(Located at Route 53 & Nordic Road, Itasca)

FULL COURSE STEAK DINNER
Donation $6.50 Per Person
The Peter Petten Orchestra
(

COME ONE ... COME ALL ... BRING YOUR FRIENDS!
GOOD FOOD AND GOOD FUN GALORE
FOR INFORMATION CALL CL 3-5084

MAIL THIS FORM TO:
CHARLES ROEHL

508 WEST WILLOW
PROSPECT HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60070

.1.

1.1 a.

DINNER DANCE RESERVATION FORM al NE

4111%

Enclosed is my check or money order made out to the Steinmetz Alumni
reservations
for
Association in the , amount of $

'

at $6.50 per person.

I

CLASS

NAME

alP' I

STATE

CITY

ADDRESS

ZIP

MAY iVE HAVE YOUR RESERVATION BY OCTOBER 21st?
% NI se IN IN --- sa la Ns im EN we a us a la a um or a a

1

DOES ALUMNI MEMBERSHIP INTEREST YOU?

014

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Steinmetz Alumni Association, Inc:

STEINMETZ ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

3030

Incorporated underthe laws of the State of Illinois As
A Non -Profit Organization

Principal.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
Dr. Joseph J. Connery
Mr. James P. Luebker
lk Mr. Thomas Petersen
Mr. Carl G. Welin

i

r

1110 Mrs. Thelma Blank

Mr.:Edward Westergreen

George Hoy
Irwin Hallet, Jr.
Valerie Juresk
Gloria Royal

Sponsor

May H011013rget:

President,

RPerecs.iscle;nrte,tay

".

,,

.:

.

PLEASE PRINT

PERMANENT ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE-

TEMPORARY ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

--STATE

Occupation

araduisted Feb. 0 or June 0 19
,

June '5i
June
ne '55
June,'67

Cor: Secretary

June 46

TrePAI4t9r,

June '49

Name' on Graduation Recorde
.

'

*PWIt4,4WOVAcaliaikciA2*fiVittWAQ0001ACO* 914Wilkeltett

Chicago, Illinois 60634

Phone

Name

ALUMNI OFFICERS

Principal
Ass't
Ass't Principal
Ass't Principal
Sponsor

(NM For Profit)

N. Mobilo Avenue

.

..

,(FOR THOSE WHO HAVE MARRIED SINCE)

DUES WITH THIS APPLICATION
ONE YEAR S1.50 OR FIVE YEARS $5.00

.

If you Do' Not twelve Your Membership Card Within Two Wooks Notify Us

Goodbye to the Blonde In the Glass Cage
If a wire can be threaded

in, any location at all

can

become part of a computer.

formation on the page, the
computer located somewhere
near the center of the United

Just attach a console The
machine can be hundreds of

States could be checked for
availability of airline seats on
a chosen flight, any day up

miles away

to 362 days in advance.

A
Cleveland drugstore man was
making a speech on computer

"O.K." lamp lights and the

That's the stunt

To demonstrate

IF THE SPACE is open, an

stock control the other day
He let his West Coast audience listen in on the IBM's

reservation can be made with

voice report (each digit

a touch of the "Sell" button.
A teletypewriter then Prints
the computer's verification of

recorded) on just how many

the reservation.

tubes -of toothpaste were in the
warehouse at that moment

ALTERNATE flights can

soon will change the complete

be displayed if there is no
space. The passenger could
even be put on the computer's
waiting list.

procedure of buying tickets
and making travel reserva-

system would verify all details

Because of this quality of
universality, the computer

tions

First steps have been taken
already in ariline and rail

ticket operations The eventuality will be a national interlocked network

The proposed DOARS
system, most intriguing of
several under discussion,

Fully implemented, the

for a trip, including such
things as .hotel or motel

rooms, car rentals, tours and'
theater or concert tickets. The
console has the potential to

screen colored pictures of
rooms to be occupied or view

of sightseeing spots. Main

works like this

travel lanes could be keyed in The gal ticket -seller in the little glass cage (left) likely will be the next victim of the computerized
for North and South America, .age. Computers are taking over this chore, doing it faster and more efficiently. The console (right)
is one type of machine used. Manufacturer is the Houston -Fearless Image Systems Inc. of Los Angethe Orient and Europe.

[RAVEL AGENTS have a
TV -like gadget with a screen
and a number of pushbuttons

- microfiche (mycrow-feesh). That's the name

This is called CARD (Compact Automatic Retrieval and
Display) Stored inside arc

750 4 -by -6 -inch pieces of
microfilm, each carrying 98
miniaturized pages of print or
pictures
pages

total of 73,500
In five seconds, with
-

a

pushbuttons, any page can be

by random access,
projected and magnified on

selected

the screen

WITH MORE pushbutton
manipulation, using

the in-

There's a -new word to learn

les.

in all this

of those cards with the 98
images.

It is almost inevitable that
our sons and daughters will
hive at their beck a revolutionary method of buying any

kind of sports or en-

tertainment tickets. Smaller
local versions of the national
travel computer systems are
knocking at the door. Two of
the, Computicket and Ticket
Reservation System, have

Department stores,

or any cross trail where people congregate,
supermarkets

can be hooked in.

No more standing in line at

the box office. The friendly,
neighborhood console will

confirm what scats arc

available. Charge them or pay
the console attendant and the

been mentioned for Los machine prints the tickets on
the spot.

Angeles.

Amusement
Calendar

Again the wired -in consoles, though simpler, are like
typewriters with no screen.

it

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

115

N.

"I'm getting tired of listening to politicians explain what
they mean by explanations of controversial statements!"

Evergreen, Arlington

Heights.
Bandelero: no times available

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Matter Of Innocence and The Detective: Weekdays: 6:20,
8:20, and 10 p.m., Weekends: 3, 4:50, 6:30, 8:30 and 10:10

Zbe Prooett 33ap

p.m.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
The Fox and How Sweet It Is: Weekdays and Weekends:

"Honor the o lginal dream I, tawny.% jeolon.sly keeping
the pope, '.s freedom mid intellectual integrity."

5:45, 7:55, and 10:05 p.m.

XI

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount
Prospect.

-- Marshall Field 111

Spree: Weekdays and Weekends: 2:13, 5:18, and 8:22 p.m.,

Adam and Eve; Weekdays and Weekends: 3:35, 6:40, and
9:45 p.m.

Monday, October 14, 1968

Page 4

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
Bandelero: Weekdays: 6:30 and 9:45 p.m., Saturday: 3:25,

K. S. Johnson, GeneraLif Imager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Pubtoher

6:45, and 10 p.m.

The Lost Continent: Weekdays: 8:15 p.m., Saturday: 2, 5:15,

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

and 8:30 p.m., Sunday: I ;45, 5. and18:20 p.m.

PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
Half A Sixpence: no times available.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

J

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, 111. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Prospect.

The Odd Couple: Daily and Weekends: 2, 3:45. 5:45, 7:50,

and 9:55 p.m.

'Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling
Meadows.
Sound of Music: Weekdays and Weekends: 6 and 9 p.m.

53 OUTDOOR THEATRE, Rt. 12 and Hicks Rd., Palatine.
Violent Ones, Angry Breed, and Carmen, Baby: Weekdays
and Weekends: 7 p.m.

OASIS THEATRE, Bensenville.
Torture Garden and Anzio: Weekdays and Weekends: 7:30,
8:45, and 10 p.m.

DOCTOR SAYS

Preschool Halloweeners
Need Adult Supervision

THEATRE

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount
Prospect.

The Owl and The Pussycat: Tuesday throught Friday: 8:30
p.m., Saturday: 7:50 and 10:50 p.m., Sunday and Monday:
7:30 p.m.

MILL RUN PLAYHOUSE, Golf Mill, Niles.
Angel Street, starring Ray Milian& Tuesday through Friday:
8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30 and

dial

92.7 fm

stereo 24 hours
(-

SAVE THIS COUPON

DISCOUNTS

OCTOBER

$2.00

NOVEMBER

$1.00

FEBRUARY

DECEMBER

$1.0.0

MARCH

S

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

-JANUARY

Hand finished shirts
Complete Laundry Service
Shag rugs - Curtains
Blankets'- Bed pillow's
Furs cleaned & glazed
Expert reweaving
Year round free storage
Prompt friendly service

Hand blocked knits
Drapes - Wedding gowns

Hats blocked - Bed spreads
Rugs - Slip covers
Suede & leather goods

Wall to wall carpeting
Tailoring & Alterations

Spanish -Language Guide
To Wildlife Is Offered

conveniently sized booklet

Once each ;month, the following discounts will apply (upon
presentation of this coupon) on your dry cleaning order of
$5.00 or more Good only at our Mt. Prospect Store or on
home pckup & delivery service. Only 1 coupon per family
will be honored.

Fancy dresses & formals

10:50 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

The lavishly illustrated,

IT'S WORTH

October '68 thru March '69

S

' PHEASANT RUN PLAYHOUSE, St. Charles.
Glad Tidings, starring Ann Miller: Tuesday through Friday:
8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30 and

For Spanish-speaking area
lovers of wildlife, the new 24 page brochure, "Los Patos A
Distancia," a guide to the
identification of ducks and
other aquatic birds, is a must.

7

****

10:30 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

lists 39

species,

plus

varia-

tions, pictures them in flight
and at rest and provides a
terse but complete "profile" of

each species so that even

amateur fowl -watchers should

have no difficulty in making .
proper identification.

The translation of the

classic

by Bob Hines

made by John McAdams and

Edmund Ricory of the Pan

American Union, and the
brochure, priced at 30 cents,
is available on request from

the Dept. of the Interior, or
the Supt. of Documents, U. S.
Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.'
Spanish language teachers

in the nrothwest suburban
area will find it a useful adjunct to regular courses, since

it stimulates further application of the Spanish

language outside routine

school study.

Latest Fashion from Moscow

(4)

was

W. G. BRA NDSTADT, M.D.

Halloween is for

youngsters. Much has been
done to make it safer and

saner. The unbridled van-

Q

In a recent column you

discussed intelligence testing.
Do you believe all children
should be tested?

early stages? Is surgery
necessary? Is there a specific

diet for it? Are the nerves or
the mentality damaged by; it"

dalism of the "good old days"

Is it hereditary?

has been replaced by a parade
of trick -or -treaters in fancy

but nervous tension and a diet

A - While I believe that intelligence testing can be very
valuable when properly concostumes and for many teen- ducted for certain pupils with
agers by well -organized a learning problem, I don't
parties sponsored by churches, believe that their routine use
schools or civic organizations.
Welcome as these changes

are, all the hazards have not
yet been removed.

National Safety Council
files contain records of dog
bites, burns and other injuries
incurred when young children

are allowed to roam through
strange neighborhoods without adequate supervision.
a

entire student body
means very much.
on

an

A child whose emotional
\climate at home is happy and

whose interest has been
stimulated by trips to

zoos,

museums and libraries will

always outshine an unhappy

child who is lacking in

motivation, no matter how
high his innate intelligence.

Q --What is Crohn's disease?
THAT MAKES Halloween
time when all motorists My aunt was operated on for

should take added precautions this two years ago but now
when driving in residential another operation is

areas. Preschool children necessary. Does it always

should be allowed out only if recur?
A--Crohn's disease
they remain part of a group
of older children or if a parent (regional iletis or regional
enteritis) is an inflammation
follows at a discreet distance.
The area canvassed should of isolated areas of the ileum
be limited to the child's block or lower part of the small inso that no streets need to be testine. In about one-third of
the victims who have an acute

crossed.

Flimsy costumes that can attack, recovery is complete.

easily catch

fire should be

In the rest, the disease

replaced by costumes of becomes chronic. Almost half
flame -proof material or of those from whom the

rendered fireproof by soaking diseased areas are removed
in a solution of seven ounces have recurrences.
of borax and three ounces of
Q-Whit causes iletis? Is it
powdered boric acid in three
the same as colitis? Is it hard
quarts of water.

A few patches of reflector for a doctor to detect it in its
tape should be sewn on all
costumes. Keep the hemlines
up and dispense with baggy
sleeves. Painting the face witr
grease is safer than wearing

mask that may slip and

A-The cause is unknown

high in roughage will aggravate it. It is similar to col-

itis, which is an inflammation
of the colon or large intestine.
It is not hard to diagnose if
a doctor considers it in a pa-

tient who has chronic diarrhea, fgver, loss of weight, ab-

dominal cramps, blood in the
stools and an iron -deficiency

amenia, and if he rules out
other conditions that produce
similar findings.
A bland, low -residue diet is
an important part of the treatment. The disease does not affect the victim's nerves or

mentality and it is not

hereditary.

Q-I have ileitis and am on
a bland diet. Would smoking
be harmful?

A-Although no direct con-

nection has been shown,
many patients with ileitis say -

they have less abdominal

discomfort when they give up
smoking.

Q-I sad a concussion five

years ago and have had

headaches ever since. Is there
any cure for this?
.

A --Many persons have
headaches after a
concussion. Recent studies indicate that these are not caus-

persistent

ed by the injury but are a
form of tension headache.

HIDEAWORD

hamper vision or impede a
child's breathing.

Provide your child with a
flashlight and forbid the use,
SAME

DAY CLEANERS & LAUNDERERS

"DRIVE IN, DROP OFF & DRIVE AWAY"
Mount Prospect Commuter Station
Northwest Hwy. & Main Street (Rte. 83)
ELK GROVE

394-0020

$7

BUFFALO GROVE

537-2P0'

437-9047

COUPON

of matches or candles.

FINALLY, when the

children come to your door

RATTIOP
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

give them small donations of
jelly beans, 'cookies or apples
and, even more important, tell
them what fine costumes they
have contrived and how well

14 good, 19 excellent

they have made themselves in-

Answer on Comic Page

to witches, goblins, etc. They
will love it.

Christine Paulus Weds
George Allan Julin III

The Day's Prospects_

Book Larnin' in Good Old Days
ed in the settlement where my
father resided. I was a scholar
at this humble, institution dur-

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

How do you like school? It
took a "heap of doing" to get
it.

With the recent dedication
of the Shadrach Bond School,
the newest in Mount Prospect

at the Assembly's next session.

An amendment was adopted

ing part of the winters, and

which made public schools
optional in each county, the

work on the farm, for one or

decision being

the wet days we could not

made by the

two years, while we remained

voters of the county con-

in the settlement.

cerned.

°

"At times the school was
named for Illinois' first not kept up for the want of
governor and in honor of the

150th anniversary

that the law was emasculated

of

teachers. The scarcity of
school books was also a great
inconvenience to the scholar.

"As a consequence, the
growth of the public school
system was slow. It wasn't until 1855 that the legislature

lege at. Normal known today
as the Illinois State Universi-

The Sept. 7 wedding of

School, is also a 1968 Ripon

Governor Samuel H. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Shapiro, and Ralph G. John Richard Paulus,

filiated with. Sigma Chi

Christine Marie Paulus,

Newman, chairman of the

Wauwatosa, Wis., and George

THE PROGRAM for the Commission were among the

and Mrs. G. Allan Julin Jr.,

ty.

Illinois Sesquicentennial

included an invocation by
Rev. Elmer Fischer of the

speakers.

High School Band and chorus

year at Ripon College in

Prospect, with a welcome and
introduction of guests by

directed by Fred Kuehl and
the Shadrach Bond School

Ripon, Wis.

Baptist Church, Mount

romance that began on the
third day of their freshman

Harold Haney, president of Chorus directed by Steve

made public elementary. the Board of Education, River Panzella provided the musical
statehood, it seems natural to
School District 26. portion of the dedication.
"At that day, neither the schools in all counties man- Trails
investigate the background of
A reception, opeM-'house
Eugene
Kukla, Bond School
datory."
grammar, geography nor
education in Illinois.
principal, acknowledged tele- and Illinois displays in each

In the Aug. 26, 1968 issue
'of the Illinois Intelligencer,
the oldest Illinois newspaper
being republished in honor of

In 1857 the legislature propeared in the schools. And no vided for the establishment of
branch of the mathematics the state's first teachers' col-

books of science ever ap-

especially covered. It states:

"Illinoisans of 1818 could
learn to read, write and cipher
to the rule of three" for when

the territory became a state
there were neither colleges,
universities, or even secondary schools."

arithmetic.

"The custom of that day

TrnTrtnrrnrrrrrnrrinrinnrinrrririrnotEpoirotioa-l000rirbnerebotio en

was also to study the'lessons
aloud. Each one in the school
voice,

if

,times were described by John
Seely, who started a school in
Monroe County in 1787 as
"half gentlemanly scholar and
half vagabond."

students in the higher

There are some evidences

suausujuuxusoutsootunto otittycistAtintimictootigrititigtutiotiattiteattusit

one of the best sources

taught by a competent
teacher... At this seminary I

well conversant in the general
principles of the mathematics
and particularly in the science
of land -surveying."

The Northwest Suburban

are Mrs. Stanley Myers and tions throughout

Alumnae Assn. of Kappa Mrs. P. Collins, Arlington

Delta will hold a tea for
charter members and all Kap-

Heights, Mrs. G. Edgcumbe,
Mount Prospect, and Mrs. H.

The tea will be
held Oct. 20, in the Carriage
Room of the Drake Funeral
Home, Park Ridge, from 2 to

Heights.

pa Deltas in the area to Mueller and Mrs. H. J. Carr
celebrate their 25th an- formerly of Arlington

IN KASKASKIA, Nov. 3,
history stated, "book larnin'
was considered too im- 181'7 an article appeared,

practical to be of much

saying that "an abortive effort
to establish a system of tax value."
supported elementary schools
IN STILL another account was made by the General

niversary.

4 p.m.

of early Illinois education Assembly in 1825.
So widespread was the
written by Governor John
his!

objection to "paying taxes for

book "My Own Times" he the education of other people's
said that, "About the year children," as it was described
1805 a small school was form- by an early Illinois historian,

The first president of the
Northwest Alumnae Assn.
was Mrs. C. H. Mills of Arlington Heights. The alumnae
president now is Mrs; Russell

This 25th anniversary of

the Northwest. Alumnae

71st anniversary of the

Oiler Jr., of Des Plaines.

sorority will be celebrated by
its 65,000 members in 108

members of the association

chartered alumnae associa-

Some of the charter college chapters and 364

Christmas

bazaar

the Northwest Community

the 50

Kappa Delta was founded

by four young women at
Longwood College, Farmville,
Virginia, Oct. 23, 1897.

THE FIRST National

Panhellenic Conference
sorority to select the care and
aid of crippled children as its
national philanthropy, Kappa
Delta gives $10,000 annually
toward the support of six beds.
Hospital in Richmond, Va.

In addition to this aid; the
sorority regularly makes contributions for special projects
or equipment for the hospital.
At the sorority's 1967 convention in Pasadena, Calif.,

Contributions have now

Children's Hospital.

Individual members con-

Delta Christmas Seals.

junction with theN Boutique children.
Noel and presided over by
CHAPTERS and alumnae
Mrs. Walter Haberichter and associations also assist crip-

Mrs. C. S. Hansen of Arl-

nae Assn. gave financial, aid
to purchase equipment for the
Klingberg School in Waucon-

For Color

da,

Give flowers a new lease on
life. Make a solution of 1 teas-

poon of chlorine bleach per

Ill. and the Countryside

Center in Barrington.

In recognition of outstanding research in the field of

and pour in vases. This will
intensify color of orchids and

orthopedics, Kappa Delta
presents, annually, Kappa
Delta Orthopedic Awards,

chrysanthemums and prevent

each

fading.

grant.

gallon of cold water, mix well

-

carrying

a

be "All Systems Go - Women
in Orbit." The meeting will be
held Oct. 16 at the VFW Hall

Founder's Day.

PAMNIllotis
ZVietoeir ANY
PERSON M10 I-4AS AN
INTERFER%O

ITV COMPLEX!

Ts

celebrate its Founder's Day

lo,

Go right to

611,7

{,API

how. r

the Status of Women, and al,so
past state president of the

transportation, phone the Zeta

B & PW Clubs. Her novelette

Sunstrum, 392-7868; Des

Do" was published in 1962.

824-0875; Mount Prospect,

in your area: Arlington
Mississippi Federation of Heights, Mrs. John F.

"Bees Don't Sting - People
For dinner reservations or

Plaines, Mrs. Donald Corson,
Mrs. John Schaffer, 392-5013.

She has completed a

specialized course of training

developed by Welcome
Wagon for its more than

As a Welcome Wagon

hostess, she will welcome
newcomers into the community, visiting them in their

homes and carrying "the most

Following the ceremony,

famous basket in the world"
from
gifts
with
filled

guests at a reception at the

Welcome Wagon sponsors.
Welcome Wagon hostesses

dinner was served to 200
Milwaukee Athletic Club. The
newlyweds traveled to Denver
and San Francisco on their
wedding trip. They are now at

make approximately a million

MRS. E. WAYNE HAYDEL

home in Mount Prospect.

The bride, a member of
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority, is a

1968 graduate of Ripon

College. She intends to teach
grade school in the Mount

The groom, a 1964

For the finest

in Real Estate
Service, its ...

$1,000.00

104 E. Northwest Hwy.

255-9111
VILLAGE

439-4700

255..6320

358-1502

SCHAUMBURG

7 W. Schaumburg Road

HANEY'S

ELK GROVE

894-1330

Plan for your future now. Open a savings
account where money yields high rate of
return and is insured to $15,000 by an agency of the federal government. Plan for
tomorrow today!

570 E. Higgins Road

estate
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy

SAVING MEANS SECURITY!

MOUNT PROSPECT.

Mrs. Edward Briscoe will

show films and speak, on

For more information or

at Ripon College.

253-1800

real

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Founder's Day ceremony.

Ripon; and James Dahlberg,

.

SHAKEYS
1,I -L7_

PALATINE

She is chairman' of the

the bride; David Hicks,

in REAL ESTATE

Heights, at 7:45 p.m.

Governor's Commission on

National

Sorority.

28 E. Northwest Hwy.

539 W. Euclid, Arlington.

Bar Assn.

Sigma Alpha

ARLINGTON HTS.

of Mrs. John. F. Sunstrum,

Zeta's Founder's Day and all
present will participate in the

church and school activities,
and is a member of Alpha

Best man was Donald 6,000 hostesses. In addition,
Campbell, Wilmette. Ushers she has had experience in a
were John Paulus, brother of s similar field.

BRUNS

of being the first' woman in
serve as chairman of Traffic
Court Committee of the State

maid of honor.

Mrs. Haydel, a resident of

3 Offices to Serve You!

the top ... see.

Tuesday, Oct. 15 at the home

Mississippi to serve as Judge
of the Municipal Court and to

ington, Ind. wore gowns and
flowers matching those of the

sponsors

REALTORS

. in Park Ridge.'

Mrs. Norris holds the honor

BRIDESMAIDS Barbara
Hummel, Wauwatosa and
Mrs. Craig Gieler, Bloom-

100,000

cooperate with the organiza-

BUSSE

The BIG MAN

1Y,-11

Northwest Suburban 'Alum-

nae of Zeta Tau Alpha will

Mount Prospect for more than
five years, has been active in

coral, yellow and white.

than

Buying or Selling

ing, contact- Mrs. Bernice

9026.

World bouquet in shades of

Hostess in the Mount

United States, Canada,
England and Australia.. More
the

ANNEN

Mrs. B. W. Witcher, Arlington Heights, a Pink Lady at Northwest Community Hospital,
examines articles that will be for sale at the auxiliary's "Boutique Noel," Oct. 25 in the

Mildred W. Norris, Judge of
the Municipal Court of Flattiesburg, Miss. Her topic will

tion.

graduate,of Forest View High

sale.

and Professional Women's

Prospect area.

Prospect public schools.

'Christmas card will also be on

BPW Fall Dinner
Is Wednesday

the same fabric completed the
ensemble. She carried an Old

med the high neck, sleeves,
and the watteau back panel.
A multiple -bow headpiece in

iliary's cook book "Calculated

Risks" and their 1968

Welcome Wagon Hostess
calls .annually on families in

ington Heights. The aux- pled children in theirOwn com-

munities, through both service
projects and financial aid and
gifts. The Northwest Alum-

MRS. GEORGE ALLAN JULIN Ili

Welcome Wagon International announces the appointment of Mrs. E. Wayne
Haydel as Welcome Wagon

Hilo, Hawaii, now a senior

A Bake Sale, featuring Members provide gifts of toys

lobby of the hospital from 19 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Maid of honor was Karen
Kutsch, Sussex, Wis. Her empire A -line gown was of finely
ribbed ottoman in a Tahiti
coral shade. Venise lace trim-

hospital's wards.

home cooked pastries and and clothing, as well,
food will be held in con- throughout the year for the

,Clubs, Inc. will feature

lace wasattached at the waist.

Chicago; David Woodard,

hospital.

Mount Prospect B&PW Club
at 255 of District Ill

organza, edged in scalloped

hospital for use in a remodeling project in one of the

tribute to the Hospital Fund
6 p.m. in the lobby of the through purchases of Kappa

Illinois Federation 'of Business

lace

Her tubtilar train of silk

The bride carried an Old

United States.

sponsored

Hospital, has been set for Friday, Oct. 25, from 10 a.m. to

Bosma, president of the

of matching scalloped

World bouquet of roses,
stephanotis, baby's breath and
ivy.

totaled almost a half -million
by the Pink Lady gift shop at dollars in aid to the Crippled

further details about the even-

Perfect Love" and "The

petal and pearl trim.

Kappa Delta presented a
check for $10,000 to the

"Boutique Noel" the annual

The annual fall dinner

Taylor, soloist, who sang "0

organza bow headpiece, with

Association correlates with
the tribute that will be paid
Oct. 23, to the founding of
Kappa Delta Sorority. The at the Crippled Children's

`Boutique Noel' Bazaar Oct. 25

meeting of District III of the

were Emerson Kolda,
organist, and Mrs. Ray

veil fell from a multiple

Plan Tea to Observe
Group's 25th Year

available on the state's early

Reynolds (1829-1833) in

background for the ceremony

Her elbow -length bouffant

1806 and 1807, a good school

structing the young in early navigation.
"I attended also to reading,
villages on the Mississippi
River, but little is actually spelling and writing. 1 became
Century History of Illinois" is

Page 5
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of parochial schools in- studied land -survey and
known of earlier endeavors.
John. Moses, whose "19th

Providing a musical

(range lace and deep hemline

This is understandable attend during the winter of

held in pioneer homes.

Wauwatosa at 4 p.m.

with high neckline of peau

branches of the mathematics
or the sciences and I made
arrangements, with the consent of my father that I should

such were

Lutheran Church in

organza empire -style sheath

school near my

TEACHERS of the early unable to instruct any of his

Matthew's Evangelical

FOR HER' BRIDAL gown,
the bride wore a white silk

venience of the scholar. This
unwise habit is changed at
this day...
"In the

The couple were wed by the

Rev. William Niebling at St.

Lord's Prayer."

the top of his
it suited the con-

read out at

father's, the teacher was

as

Dirksen and Charles Percy.

classroom concluded the sesquicentennial event.

was taught except the

the sesquicentennial, the
history of education is

since schools

grams from Senators Everett

& Co., Realtors, Chicago.

Mount Prospect, culminated a

honored guests and featured

The River Trails Junior

Fraternity. At present he is
employed by Arthur Rubloff

Allan Julin III, son of Mr.

.cedication of the new school

St;),

College graduate. He is af-

,

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
INSURED
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The Red

Ice
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YOU
OUT FOR
ROLLED
IS
JEWEL!
NEARBY how enjoyAT YOUR distovered Where
folks

BECAUSE JEWEL HAS MORE PEOPLE

-

Have you in a store
shop
helping you
able it is tointerested
in
the kind of friendly,
are really
feel
you're given
where
that makes you
nearby
attention
Your
personal and wanted?
in lust
welcome ready to serve you
factyou'll
say
Jewel is
In

/0°°.°°.;HE

)

things to make your shopping trip a pleasant experien

out the store you'll see folks filling shelves, takin

answering questions. And up front there are more peo
ers, parcelers and carry -out boys - making sure that
shops at Jewel is able to complete their shopping tri
and efficiently as possible. Perhaps that's one of th
you'll enjoy at Jewel. There are always so many folk

Food

Prices"

V

ALL

Look around your Jewel next time you vi
notice how many people there are on hand - al

HOME OF

"Miracle

such a manner. Red Carpet
a
it's like having
whenever
rolled out for you
you stop bv!

..

.

opiaPer

Meet Penny Watson
m

in

O

0,4%

7k

YOUR PASTRY

YOUR CHEF'S
KITCHEN MGR. AT
24 DRYDEN,
ARLINGTON HTS.

E.

fib eT 90.
44

HOSTESS AT

50 W. GOLF ROAD,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Pastry shopping at Jewel is
like visiting a neighborhood bake

You'll enjoy the convenience
of the Chef's Kitchen at Jewel -

shop - complete with a friendly
Pastry Hostess to help you make your
choice. Carefully trained to serve
you, your Jewel Pastry Hostess

especially the helpfulness of the man

behind the counter. He's always
ready to help you make your selec-

knows it's her job to give you per-

tion from the wide variety of delicious

sonal assistance as well as see to it

prepared foods available doily in

it easy with a little help from the

that the shop's pastry selection is
fresh and full. And for special occasions she's the one who can arrange to have a lovely decorated

man in the Chef's Kitchen!

cake prepared for youl

his little shop. Whether you're plan-

ning a party or simply putting together a busy -day meal, you'll find

PASTRY SHOP

CHEF'S KITCHEN

OVEN -FRESH

FEATURE

Blueberry

8 INCH

FEATURE

Layer
Cake

Pie

eachs

PETER PAN

Peanut Butter
Italian Dressing
KRAFT

.Jar

8 oz.
Btl.

8t1.

31.

WISHBONE

72.

WISHBONE - DELUXE

SSC

PILLSBURY

Flour
Towels
Heinz Ketchup
BOUNTY

MACARONI

Creamettes
Italian Dressing
Tomato Soup
Grape Drink
Grape Jelly'
WISHBONE

CAMPBELL - CREAM OF

HI -C

WELCH'S

HEINZ -

Ketchup

Bag

Russian Dressm

French Dressing
KRAFT

IO Island Dressing

38c
43c

OisioN

oz.12c

NESTLE'S

PTwacink

2:tcr.
7
Pkg.

8 oz,
Btl.

3c

Can

46 oz.
Can

27c

216,',55c
Jar,

14 az.
Size

Coffee Mate
Quick
HINCKLEY & SCHMITT - NEPTUNE
Distilled Water
CRISCO

lO

24C

3

8 oz
Btl

34c
2:r. 48c
8 oz.
Btl.

CARNAL
6Jac'zr:

49c

Gal.
Btl.

811.c

DOMINO

Confectionary Sugar

Tea Bags
54.

Flour

7c
se

Detergent
-

Btl.

BEEF

143/4

ALPO - CHICKEN

143/4

Dog Food

t

151/2 oz.

Can

KEN -L -Stew

151/2 oz.

KEN -L -Meal

Can

.t.
Btl.

Gal.

Bleach
Spic & Span

Btl

Giant
Size

Cake

Mixes
I

iwizete4 40d:-Fiaced 464. god, Ad~t.edikre e mate&

ox2 6c

Can

PILLSBURY

S.

oz.26

Can

DogALPO

I t
-

.

LUX

s spE(

k

I

SpagheLA
R°s

11.6c

1 lb. Box

LIPTON

GOLD MEDAL

41t

72C

C2albn.

3 lb.
Can

gfiOrtening

ilf&Timmaaviammur

we

$129

18 oz.

38 oz.

Crisco Oil

REG.

CHOCOLATE WITH CHOCOLATE
ICING OR YELLOW WITH
FUDGE OR CHOCOLATE ICING

WHY PAY MORE?
56c

19

773tie61

1.7c

14c
19c

53 le

,r

eve61/14>t,ae4

gogb /1/1~/

Pileed

feweaiWbizze&
s

4X

.1

:

ICE PEOPLE
it and just
busy doing
e.!Throyighi five ntoly,

le - check,
veryone who

as quickly
differences
to help you!

IA/
II

TO SERVE YOU!

f

Even more important to you, of course, is that the folks
who serve you at Jewel are such nice people - friendly, helpful
people who sincerely enjoy seeing and serving you.. That's the

kind of people Jewel looks for and finds to serve you at your/store.
Sometimes it gets busy at your store. Often the folks who serve
you are rushed. But, no matter how busy or rushed, Jewel people
are among the nicest people you'll meet anywhere. And that, we
think you'll agree, makes the biggest difference in shopping enjoyment - one that you can always expect at. Jewel!

MN

r

dtto%liIIf

ilnin11 11011111-

Irra-rt-rrfrrr
IMMO

I

Meet Richard Wagner

Meet Bob Matzl
SHOP MAN AT
3000 KIRCHOFF RD.,
ROLLING MEADOWS

YOUR BUTCHER
SHOP MGR. AT

122 N. VAIL,
ARLINGTON HTS.
reason

One

for

s.,2....1=111111

41,

YQUR PRODUCE
MARKET MGR.
AT 404 E. RAND RD.,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

YOUR SAUSAGE

mut*

Meet John Brandeis

Early every morning fresh
fruits and vegetables arrive at the
Produce Market in your Jewel. So,
before you ever get to the store,
your Produce Man is hard at work
washing, trimming and displaying

From hearty sausages
sandwich lunches to exotic varieties
for party meat platters, the Sausage
Shop at Jewel offers you the biggest
selection you've probably ever seen.
Behind the counter is the Sausage
Shop Man - someone who's always

these fresh new arrivals. When you
come in, of course, he's ready to

ready to tell you about a sausage
that interests you, perhaps even slice
a tidbit for you to sample, Finally

54i

you in choosing as well as weighing
and wrapping your selection. And
helping you is the job he enjoys most!

Now your
Sausage Shop Man will be glad to

can

preparing these cuts for you. But he
particularly enjoys his moments at
the counter - when he can see and
serve you personally, answer your

questions, prepare special cuts to
your order. So get to know your
Market Man at Jewel. He's anxious

give you his attention - to assist

made your choice?

why you

always depend on finding a wide
selection of fine meats at Jewel is
the fact that your Market Man
spends time "behind the scenes"

to get acquainted with you!

slice it right to your order!

GERMAN STYLE

SAUSAGE SHOP
FEATURE

BUTCHER SHOP

PRODUCE MARKET

FRESH CRISP

FEATURE

FRESH MEATY

FEATURE

pare

arrots

Hard
Salami

ibs

LB.

PKG.
1/2 LB.

,

LI
..I.EAdemn

TASTY -4 SIZE

Artichokes
IP

A

46 oz

elchade

Can

MP BELL'S

46 oz
Can

III

32C

41c

each

EXTRA FANCY - 24 SIZE

Cucumbers
EXOTIC - 36 SIZE

2

Pomegranates

lic

each

10c

for

29c

WHY PAY MORE?
KING OSCAR

LB.
FRESH LEAN

Pork Butt

49c

lb.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE,

Round Steak

lb.

89c
99c

lb.

$129

.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Sirloin Steak
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Porterhouse Steak
U.S.D.A. CHOICE-BLADE CUT

0

POT

CAMPBELL'S

CAMPBELL'S

Chuck Steak

Rice

lb.

LLED

& Stars Soup

CAMPBELL'S - VEGETARIAN

_Vegetable Soup
CA
_:Chicken Noodle Soup
CAMPBELL'S - CREAM OF MUSHROOM

Soup
=HICKEN OF THE SEA

una

13c
16c

16
9- 49c
Can

Pork

Panut B

er

Jar

HELLMANN'S

Mayonnaise

Jar

FREE RUNNING OR IODIZED

26 cit.
Ctn.

Morton Salt

69c
11,c

i
Mstew
s

A
A

Natural Cheese

a

-

8 OZ.
PKG.
REG. 49c
GOOD TF'kU SAT , OCT 19, 1968

Jeive4 Mi/tece& t7oei Pitier:d

Motel

etue6 itit?ecte4

49c
qgc

SHORT RIBS

'
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I'M ALL FOR KEEPING THE

YARD CLEANED UT; BUT PICK-

ING UP EVERY LEAF AS IT
FALLS IS .SORTA RIDICULOUS, ISN'T ITT

TONIGHT
6:00

OUR BOARDING HOUSE'

OUT OUR WAY
NOT WHEW YOU LOVE TH'SMELL\

OF BURNING LEAVES,ITAIN'T/
IF I DON'T SAVE EVERYONE OP
'EM FOR THE BONFIRE, I AIN'T .
GONNA RAVE ENcuir-,H FOR
MORE THAW A QUICK SNIFF:

WHEN
SUSPECTED
SAW HIM POLISHING

11-1E

I

IDDLIBLE

CHECK ME OUT, CATS; -' WINTITHAT
MAKiN'TNE 5C6NE PLACE 15 COUPLES
TINS DOUBLE 50INT ONLY! POP
TONIGHT ANDIDONT1 HOOPLE,YOU'VE

di GOT A twre!

WLAAwtstry'li CRASH

-

News
News

2
5

Summer

)7

habit. Lucy helps

the U.S.S.R. and

SHAYIN' LOTION WITH

semis, women's long

A 50UP LADLE.'

jump, men's 800
meter semis, men's
20 kilometer w k

trials, basketball and

trader hunting for

her break it.
Peyton Place
7
I Love Lucy
9

Poland in a women's
volleyball game.

for a native upris-

Perry Mason
Truth serum is us-

way. With' Howard
Duff and Jeff Mor-

Mike Doug as

6:16
CineMa Special

Igi".,004,1

44,

;\1"--`4441-6 11°P

`I°

stealing charge -

c14

5

c441611 -

HOWEVER, ALLYOIJ NEED DO
TO GET THS-8,44^f- HEAT VANED
OFF 15 GIVE ME YOUR FOfZMULAr

OF YOU, CHUM-DUT THEN, )0.1

Maria Perschy in a
1966 thriller about

The

Horoscope
FOR TUESDAY
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) --

Best interests can be ir-

services boxing

Second special of
the season features
Gwen Verdon, John

news events.

ruthless, prosperous

How Life

reparably harmed by friction
in the home at this time. Take

Truth or

Market

Rowan and

'L.eAl4;

peony* rus

as a friend' who suggests

friendship, overtures made

singer.
26 Fundamentals

handsomely in the near

32 The

now should pay off
MORTY MEEKLE
TURN youiZ eAcK
R::42 A
MINUTE, AND

oppose you in your view of
things, be wise and stick to
your own way A good day

vai

for the independent

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

on the employment scene if
co-workers

avoid conflict with a partner,
whether domestic or business.

who befriends Deb-

edy series.

5

trial
nickname

14 Literary.
collection
15 Mexican

permanently damage a longstanding relationship. Guard

fiber

your tongue

21) --Aid another this morning

16 Edge
17 Benedictine

for Share evening pleasures
with friends

18 The sun
19 Go before
21 Washed

GEMINI (May 22 -June

title

and by nightfall you should
find rewards worth waiting

CAPTAIN EASY
LOOK KID..
'MIS ANT NO

WAY TO TREAT
A MAN WHOSE
CASTLE, SOIJR13
DICKERINE

lightly

I'VE OOT 7'0 CLEAR MYSELF.
OP THAT ART THEFT, YOU
UNPRINCIPLED OLD GOAT:

YOU IN .WILL

11.1

tort
tapir

trap

The Los Angeles

performs

2:35
Meditation

2

Emma zumm cuumm-1.5crcir

MmE-1,1

sleeper

24 Consumed
food
25 Haul
27 Hurl
28 Marry
29 Trousers, of

State" (ab.)
56 Footlike part
57 Lair
58 Easily
angered
DOWN
1 106 (Roman)

composition
33 Meadow
36 Flatbottomed
boat
39 Bind

NU, lac TJA.

b71*]
r-r=in
110(=i

fmr=1

1.1powt=1.4f=

Wr2A

''[.Jr -'E=
St.;OF=2

rffrAWM

19 Mature
telluride individual
3 Chanted
20 Folding beds
4 Soothes
5 English river 21 Uncooked
22 Feminine
6 Farm.
name
structure
26 Manner of
7 Death
walking
notices
30 Quondam
(coll.)
town
8 Arabian
employe
country
31 Part of
9 Mexican
a ship
statesman
(1873-1913) 32 Graceful
bird
10 Positive 33 Liquid
electrodes
preparations
11 Appointers

34 Opulent and

tasteful

35 Put to
36 Petty ruler
37 Cause to

exist

38 Greek

letters

42 Oldfashioned
43 Century

plant

45 Consent
47 Paradise
51 Suited
52 Beam of

light

4

3

9

2

4

8

MY WIFE :WANTS
A FISHIN16

-51JRE, AAR. 0/11 -1 -ET.

1,0 YOU HAPPEN TO KNOW
HER NAME, AGE, WEIGHT, HE161:IT, COLOR OF EyE6, '
COLOR OF1.4AIR,
Il

11*11500114I
1
1'

0,,tr.;:o)

HE

NEEDS TO

KNOW YOUR AGE
WEIGHT, HEI61-11%

COLOR OF EYES,
HAIR, ETC.!

HAIR', BLONDE-.
EYES, 131.UE.
AGE AND WEI6HT,
/DONE OF YOUR
13051 NE55

9

(Nestor)
41 Fleet of

27

ships

44 In high
spirits
46 Adolescent
48 Two -

wheeled
carriage

IN139

41

45

11"

49 Old piece
of cloth
50 Small child

Emitting
loud sounds
53 Mindanao
native
54 Night before

51

55

a.

rs

NA=UV;=.2

2 Silver

2

00.01#

0!=lrAlt
*W7Ou
i=I4m1=1W:=4NO0-1
rz3r.A.m:

40 - man

LICENSE !

trip '

2:30
News

Philharmonic

55 "Quaker'

a sort
32 Literary

go

forward

rapt
rota
atop
aport
atrip
iota

CAN HIDE IN

(

real progress Make your way

riot::'

eowm NOU

parrt errs

comes to good auspices for

tart
taro

7NIS POND WHILE

23 Noisy \

:XCPATT

LWOW issitris5

exceeds the beginning when it

patio
part
port
pair
trio
trot

'INHERITANCE: SHADY
CHARACTERS HAS
LEP. ME ASTRAY:

OUT WEST AND

PORI.

VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sept.
23) --The end of this day far

PATRIOT

REFUSED ME ENGLISH

LOWY...EARLY RISERS ARE PASSIN't
CR095 TN' ROAD LIKE 11191 FINEI I'LL
re STILL. GOT ,ME ,44oPcsryi
TAKE YOUR

ORr VE STAYED

WE'LL DICKER
'WHEN X vi.sir

soon be forgotten

Answers to
Hideaword

2:15
Five Minutes
9
to Live By

NET Festival

11

musical variety.

13 Masculine

impulsive word could

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Apply tact and diplomacy on
the employment scene. Your
contribution to good will not

Gessler has

nightmares.

night club singer.

George Hamilton
and Phil Silvers join
Mitzi in an hour of

6 Lad
9 Adult male
12 Place of

tHe time when an

abiding results

Mitzi Gaynor

Special

1 Infant

hour as possible Until then,
dogle-check for error.
TAURUS (April 21 -May

sort of peace that brings

bie Reynolds, a

are guests.

ACROSS

tion as soon after the noon

hours can be filled with the

1:45
William Tell

IcTtlUme.A7111

ARIES (March 22=April

less than calm, afternoon

New York priest

Bobbie Gentry

THE BORN LOSER

20) --Put present plans into ac-

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) --Though the morning is

9

9

9:00

Carol Burnett

Human Family

completely

I

1:35
Reflections

Answer to Previous Puzzle

PISCES (Feb 20 -March

Is

7

Show

ikne

A day for compromise.

2I) --Now

News

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

19) --Make every effort to

so long as you don't allow
emotions to speak for you

Joey Bishop

7

7

a

you see that all is well among

and at the same time calmly

10:30
Tonight Show

5

Amateur

LiteraturE

Profile of Nikita
1:30

Show

and George Gobel

American

1:15
Biography

9

10:10

and Art Carney in
reruns of the com-

11

Wonderful'

Manny Silva

26

Show

7:15
TV College

9

World of Sports

Honeymooners

c:emarL=c).

Jan 20) --You can increase
your chances for advancement

Run for Yosr

Movie
"Say One for Me"
Bing Crosby plays a

Jackie Gleason

12:50
News

Krushchev.

that Jody be
sent to a boy's camp.
2.6
Showcase
2

9

agent.

Archie Moore,

Darin guests as a
chili taster, a con-

Peggy Dow.

Paul Bryan sets
out to prove that a
friend is an enemy,

8:30
Family Affair

champion, appears

and a Russian

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.

21) --You can react definitely

32
Life

Medic

regular cast, Bobby

murdered her father.

With Ida Lupino,
Howard Duff and

1:10

NET Josrnal
A documentary of
Toronto hippies.

vention chairman

22) --Offer the hand of
future Seek to please another.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Though others may

The Steve

Allen Show

former boxing

learns that he

annuals.
26 Sports

to be executed.

Besides the

kill his wife after she

Gardening with

Jemal are sentenced

2

Man who plans to

11 Gardener's
Notebook

tionaries, Earl and

"Woman in

crime film about a

News
News
News
News

2
5
7
9

guns to revolu-

26

12:40

Movie

2

10:00

The Outcasts
Accused of selling

9

of the

week's important

nie C. Riley.
7

football films

A summary and

Davison and Jean-

Martin's Laugh -In

conciliatory measures.

J

Bob Hope

7:00

aut,.440

Professional

Chicago.

Hiding" is a 1950

5

BU6SYS

the NFL

interpretation of the

Roundup

HMM...

Top Plays ba

Lyric Opera of

Comedy Special

6:45

I

2

12:30

5

26

TH' La -CLUCK
DONT
OR
EAT T'DAY;

IS SPIC AND SPAN:

CLEANINI,
\...FUDDSY

%

Memorandum -

9:45

11

"

5

Air Force contender

Consequences
A JOB OUTA

9:30
Profile Chicago

two ex -convicts.

32

rI GOTTA GET

11

Tony become the

process. Narrated by
Eddie Albert.
11 TV College
Data Processing
26 Today's Racing

SEE FOR 'YOUR-

Chicago Show
With Ronnie Barrett.

I1 Fact
Matter

farmer Jones to hire

reproductive

SELF: EVEWYTHING

32

9:20
News

president of the

Taylor, persdades

documentary on the

I FIGURED THIS IS THE

Wrestling

Daggett Harvey,

Mayberry,

Andy Griffith, :-

Rerun of a

TIME 0' YEAR VA NEEDS
A GOOD HOUSE-

12:00
News

guesting as Sheriff

Begins

Your

5

I Dream of
Jeannie
Jeannie helps

7

BUGS BUNNY

News,

7

8:00

championship.

ODESfloof

32

26

the universe.

for the armed

0111- oF

ARE A

sciarn5rf

THEIR 01.0131.E.

"The People's President."

2

poP

11:15

Pierce, author of

Brad Harris and

RFD

row.

Guest: Neil

"Kiss, Kiss, Kill,
Kill" Tony Kendall,

2

ing. He rescues Ruth

Roman along the

confession.
Book Beat
11

plans to take over

6:30
Gunsmoke
Two brothers turn
in their 103 -year -old

the mar responsible

ed to get a murder

magic act.
26 Survival
32 Movie

master criminal who

Editorial

uncle on a horse

ROBIN MALONE

9

an island to find a

6:25

BuT THE CHAMPAGNE

"q"

Lucy is asked to
help Ricky with a

agents who travel to

IS COSI1NG ME A FORTUNE.

"Tanganyika"

compulsive eating

and
men's
steeplechase.

IP`

15 BOILING
ROBIN AND
BELL INSIDE

Van Heflin plays a

women's javelin;
men's 100 meter

26

Ait158E000

walk finals, boxing

HIM POTTIN' 0015

Show
26 Spanish News

HOW VERY
PERCEPTIVE

2

20,000 kilometer

men's shot-put,

10:55-

Movie

meter finals, men's

plays an overweight
movie queen With a

OFIT MEN 5A`N

Rite of Spring."

events: Men's 100

Shelley Winters

Olympics
Scheduled events:

'9

THE WORRY WART

7:30
Here's Lucy

2

StraVinsky's "The

T
Olympics

HIS HIPPIE BEADS!
AtiD I WAS SURE

a

0/.0'"'"N

Summer
Among the

26 Cinema Special

11

Arlington 41

Palatine 0

Forest View 6
Elk Grove 6

St. Viator 20'
Wheeling 13

Prospect 37
Conant 20

Hersey 25

Fremd 0

Lions Swipe Cats 20-13
BY BILL PRICE
ft was a very bleak day for
the Wheeling Wildcats. Confident of a win over their
neighbors from St. Viator, the
Wildcats blew the game, even
though their quarterback Ron
King played the whole game
when he wasn't expected to.

Bastable was nailed time after

fine job and may see a lot

time for losses and his total
yardage added up to con-

slot before the season is over.

The final score, 20-13, sym-

BACKING UP PRESKI

more action

determination and team work

the part of the scrappy
Lions.
The Lions knew before they
on

went into the game that they
had to stop the workhorse of
the Wildcats, lack Bastable.

the fullback

Page 9

As the game started, it

diserably less than 100 yards.
Quarterbacking for the Lions,
Ken Preski once again proved
himself and was a definite
threat both on the ground and
in the air.

'hot i zed a great deal of

at

Monday,

looked as if Bastable might be

on his way to the glory path
again. Rushing for 20 yards
in two plays, Bastable took
the Wildcats to their own 49

PzIRTS

yard line before he punted the

ball to the Lions at their 27.
As it turned out this wasn't
the right time for the Lions
who promptly returned the

on the ground was halfback
Bob Batchelor and fullback
Ed Klingberg. Klingberg was
converted from a position on

ball to Wheeling.

the line for the game because
of ineligibility that was tagged
on regular fullback Toni
Anderson. Klingberg did a

pitchout from King and
scrambled into the endzone

for. 50 yards on the ground
THE WILDCATS We -re- driving the ball to the Wheel-

turning the ball back over to

ing 25 yard line. They ran out

after twisting his way through
a half dozen frantic linemen.

place at the right time.

from Wheeling on the second

of steam here, but after just Bastable kicked the extra
one Wheeling play Lion guard point which was also good
John VanDen Berg showed tieing up the score.
After receiving the ball
that it pays to be in the right

Coming back off the line
just as King went back to

Lion halfback Bob Batchelor tries to evade a persistent Wheeling tackler, Dave Hendren.
Batchelor led the Lions in their ground game and was one of the prime figures responsible for

pass, VanDen Berg snatched
the Bastable-intended aerial

and plunged his way to the

Cardinals Wing to 5th
Season Victory; Jolt
Pirates in 41-0 Rout

ing Denny Foreman deep into the end zone, Preski threw
a lofty pass that looked as if
it might be right in Bastable's
arms.Foreman darted in just
in time to prevent an interception and hung onto the
ball for the first Lion score.

ington territory by means of
a completed Donahue pass,

The Arlington Cardinal

varsity gridders added the
fifth win to their undefeated

Pictures

onto the ball so the Pirates

Page

recovered, but couldn't hang

0 victory at the cost of the

took the ball back.

Friday night as they
marched to an impressive 41Palatine Pirates.

The performance insures
that Arlington will move up
in the state rating this week,

as sixth -rated Bloom was
smashed by Thornton, 41-7.
Thornton is out of the running
after losing to Thornridge,
who bowed to Bloom, 21-20.

ANOTHER top -five team,
, 'third -place Hinsdale Central,
put on a half-hearted show

against Downers Grove
North, and barely won, 7-6.

Arlington, on the other

hand, looked especially good

against the depth -lacking
Pirates, particularly in the
first half when the Cardinal
first string ran up a 32-0 lead.

The second time they took
possession

of the

ball,

the

Cards moved from their own
46 in for the score. Fullback
Dave Ewart picked up a first
down with three carries,
"b inging the ball to the Palatine 40.

EWART AND Dennis
Meacham, on a pair of carries,, made it to the 32, and
quartorhack Todd
added:another yard.

Somers

Fullback EWart then faded
back ,and made a fine throw
to end Jim Baumgartner, but
it %Fa's blocked. Somers kept

on the, next play, and drove
up to the seven, and carried
again to the four.

Ewart moved the ball three
yards to the one, and then was
nailed at the line of scrimmage. With 2:42 remaining in

the first quarter, Ewart went
in over tackle for the first
Cardinal touchdown.

JAY HARRIS' PAT attempt was blocked, but Arlington was off and running
with a 6-0 lead.

-

Taking- the kickoff, the

Pirates could only move the
ball as far out as their own
29 before being forced to puot
to Arlington speedster Will

Heinemann, who returned the
boot lb the Pirate 21.
Somers tried passing and

running but could not move
the ball until he connected a
pass with Dan Selleck at the
Palatine nine as the quarter
ended.

Back-up fullback Mike

DeZona gained a yard, and
Son -10 scored from the eight

again was pushed back by the
twice to date scored -upon Arl-

ington defense. At this point,
the Cardinals scored but not
in the conventional manner.
Somers was incomplete on
three consecutive passes, mak-

ing it fourth and 10 for

Arlington. The Cardinals
punted and Dan Selleck was
on hand to recover in the end
zone, adding six more points.
The extra point was missed,
and Arlington led, 26-0.

receiver, and ended up punting to the Arlington 42.

ON 'THE first play,

Palatine lost 15 yards on a
facemask call, and halfback
Dean Schmelzer sprinted to
the Palatine 22. Somers picked up three yards on a pass,
and Meacham went to the 12.
Meacham went up the middle for the next Arlington
touchdown with a I2 -yard run
and 1:34 remaining in the
half. Somers' PAT attempt

have been a scoring drive and

marched 15 yards into Arlington territory before the
clock ran out on them and the
half was Over.

THE CARDINALS kicked
off to the Pirates at the opening of the second half, but, as
was usual for this game, the
Pirates were forced to punt
and Arlington took over athhe

Meacham scrambled for

the 15 on the first carry,
creating a second and five
situation.

Dennis Meacham took the
ball and carried it 15 yards

for the third Arlington

started a Knight march that

led to a touchdown. Crawford
picked up another 18 yards in

the series before Gaffney

another pass and being chased

eight yards on a third and 12
situation, but Prospect coach and hit hard enough to force
Don Williams ordered the a fumble by Jim Novack and
punting team in with the' ball Rick Soduski. Novack

on the Knight 47. It was a recovered as time ran out.
,The second half began to
decision the Knights were to

Knight kickoff to the Cougar
22. The Cougars began moving immediately, running up
18 yards in four plays before

Conant points. The extra another score. A Johnson

Knight sophomore Don

7:07 left in the half, the produce the PAT, but Conant
Cougars owned a 14-6 held a 20-13 lead.
NOT TO BE left behind,
margin.

Koehler caught halfback Larry Sicher 13 yards begind the

over on the fourth down in and mounted a steady drive

between two of the most
MSL, the game turned into a
fine display of running attacks. Both Prospect and Co men averaging
had
mint

more than II yards per carry.

touchdoivns to ice the win.

CONANT'S JIM McGraw
was the workhorse for the
home team carrying 21 times
for a whopping 236 yards and
three, touchdowns. Two of his
TD's went for 75 and 58
yards.

As for the Cougars' Scotty
Johnson, the leading passer in
the league, he was held down

on 15 tosses, a poor 1.9

to end Bob Anderson for the

THE PAT WAS no good
and Sandy Quillen booted the

Prospect.

then

of the Lions.
took

Bastable

handoff from

through the standards and the

Wildcats were left with a one
point deficit.

BOTH TEAMS made vain
Lion defensive halfback Dick attempts to move the ball until
Aylward hauled down a King just two minutes remained in
pass at the goal line with the game. Giving the ball to
Bastable breathing down his the Lions on their own 30
yard line, the Wildcats watchback.
This was Aylward's fifth in- ed Batchelor put on a fine
terception in as many games, show of running skill. Bat-

branding him as one of the chelor carried four times
major threats in the Viator before putting the ball in the
end zone for the score. The
backfield.

PAT attempt was unsuc-

AFTER A FUTILE at-

tempt to move the ball from
the goal line, center Marty
Wendell booted the ball out
to the Lion 37. From here a
15 yard penalty and two short
passes from King brought the

ball to the II yard line.

cessful, but with only seconds

remaining in the game, the
Lions prevented any further

harassment from the defected
Wildcats.
It was the 'Cats second loss

in a week to a school from
Arlington Heights.

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

for four yards and Grant ground before 5-10, 175 -

complicated business -- let a qualified REAL.
TOE; help you! SEE KEMMERLY!

again went in for a score, but
another controversial call, this
time clipping in the line of
scrimmage, brought the score

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

nant at the 50.

Despite another fumble,
Conant kept the ball for, 14
plays from scrimmage and an

eventual touchdown, Jim
Farinosi took the ball in from

the two yard line and then
caught a pass, Johnson's first,
and went over the extra point
that gave Conant the slim
lead.

It was the first time this

jury, a 47 -yard scamper for
score

by Grant was called

took

over

on

the

Cougar 17 with the aid of a
very short punt. Jack Costello,

who also saw a good deal of
yardageinthegame, moved

back to 14-6.

ing from one yard out.
Lundstedt's extra point kick

was blocked, leaving Prospect
one point behind at 19.
Conant ran 13 plays on the

pound Koehler again dropped
them for, a fourth down loss.

This time Koehler smashed
Johnson eight yards behind

the line giving Prospect the
ball on the Prospect 42.

CRAWFORD MADE 14
markers on a pass, and Grant

finally was able to score and
have it count from one yard
out. Dave Lundstedt's attempt
at the PAT was good leaving

A 46 yard Gaffney -to -

1 our realtor has all the clues about what to
look for in a house. fie saves you time and
trouble tracking down leads that turn out to
be dead. ends. A realtor is a professional in
real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
details of
Ethics. He'll smooth over the knows
the
buying. Better see the man who

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

Crawford pass put Prospect at

the Cougar 12, and Grant
picked up another 11 on the
ground. Gaffney scored on a
third one -yard plunge to put

one point

the Knights ahead once more.

Johnson finally went to the
air, but his four attempts went
for only 17 yards and one was

but Prospect had all they

the Knights just
behind.

76tch

emmerb

A fourth kick was not good,
needed at 25-20.

Johnson dropped back into

REALTORS

a shotgun and threw two inconsequential passes before

OPEN 9 to 9

giving the ball over to the

4.1.111\

visitors.

i.

Ob.

THE GREEDY KNIGHTS

took advantage of their newly -

acquired lead, and within five
plays had scored again on still
another one -yard play. Grant
moved the ball 30 yards to set

up the TD and Costello ran
another 12. It was Crawford
who scored on a fast pitchout
around left end.

MEI

Again no PAT left things

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine.

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

at 31-20 in favor of the
Knights.

a

a

possession right back to Co-

Knights

Johnson, still in his pro44 tective shotgun, threw five
times but could get only one
first down as Busse again
broke up a long downfield
heave. Wasting no chances,

the Cougars gambled on a

Selleck caught Donahue in his

fourth and 10, but made only

three yards and it was

own end zone and dropped
him on the spot for a two -

Prospect's ball at the 50.

point safety, finishing the

IN JUST FOUR plays, led
by Costello's 25 -yard effort
and Crawford's 21 -yard romp

scoring.

another shutout to
their record and move up
higher in the state rankings.

line

that ended with Gaffney scor-

4711. 11°

Cardinal second unit moved

add

move the ball to the 13 yard

their next series, bst then the

,

ALTHOUGH THE

Bastable and

line of scrimmage. With a
fourth and 11 situation at
hand, the Cougars punted and
Steve Grant returned the ball
six yards before a fumble gave

ADDING INSULT to in-

receivers seemed unable to
catch a pass from Donahue.

to

yards,

Prospect's offense perked up

Arlington coach Bob

second, and Harris made the

15

Stew Oakely managed to

Both teams turned the ball

four for 72

yards, a 14.4 average for

McGraw took the kick on his second -place team as McGraw
own 25 and traveled the took a handoff on the second
length.of the field for six more play and raced 58 yards for

Walther sent in his second
string men at this juncture in

well for the most part, they
did not score until the final
minute of the game, when

for

handoff to Sicher failed to

plete quarterback in the
completed

The kickoff found the

Wildcats hot. After end Ron
Jones hauled in a King pass

point was again good and with

season that a conference team
had scored on the Knights. ,

but

regret a moment later as look disastrous for the MSL's

period. Somers ran for the extra point, making it 39-0.

The Cardinals will roar to
Elk Grove next week to try

. Palatine moved into Arl-

yards to the Prospect 43, and

half ended with Johnson
A pass to Crawford netted dropping back to attempt

Knights.

aerial -minded squads in the

Meacham went in for the
score at 7:15 left in the third

touchdown -of the half at 9:49,
less than two minutes after the

PAT.

kickoff 33

score.

Selleck at the 16, and

ONCE AGAIN, Phil
Palatine gave up the ball at
their own 20. Ewart drove to

opening

nant to spoil the Cougar's
Homecoming.
Billed as a major battle

league, threw only six times

Ewart lost two yards, and
Schmelzer made it to the 33.
Somers completed a pass to

the

a

completed a 22 -yard pass play

first down at the Palatine 40.

before Ewart picked up the

ed

controversial nearly intercepted by
personal foul call against the linebacker Bruce Busse. The
on

hack

strong in the second half and
pull out a 37-20 win over Co-

throwing average. Mike Gaffney, probably the most com-

having no trouble containing
them defensively, as Palatine

Donahue, Pirate quarterback,
could.net complete a pass and

League entry weathered a
first-half deficit to come on

a pass to Chris Buttenob'

five yards, and Somers missed

Somers passed to Mike
the end zone.

ingly earthly, Prospect's
unbeaten Mid -Suburban

to a mere 34 yards in the air

50.

the game, and they played
back and forth with Palatine

Hadley,' who was waiting in"

Sports Editor
In a game that was surpris-

was blocked, and Arlington Scotty Crawford ran 192
had run their lead up to -32 . yards in 16 carries and a 12 points.
yard average for the Knights
Palatine started what might
and produced their last two

with i11:23, showing on the

clock; For the extra point,

The Knights got off on the
right foot as Crawford return-

BY LINDA GAMMILL

Donahue missed three straight

passes for the lack of a

Wheeling halfback Jack Bastable braces himself for impact he is about to receive from Lion

defenseman Dick Aylward (85). Bastable was held from making any long runs but still proved to be
the high point of the game for the Wildcats.

Aerials Abandoned in Earthly
Prospect -Conant Encounter

Fine passer that he is,

edge.

TOM BURNS kicked the King and cut a neat path into
paydirt. His kick failed to go

extra point found its way
between the uprights to make
the score 7-0, Viator.
The first Wheeling score
was nearly averted in the closing minutes of the fist half.

14

THE PALATINE offense

ed the ball to just inside of
the Wheeling five yard line.

line dragging a trio of WildFrom here the Lions lost cats with him for the score.
four yards before Preski Burns converted the PAT to
found his range again. Send- give the Lions a seven point

the Card 47. Arlington

slate

Batchelor and Klingberg mov-

Wheeling 12 yard line.

More

but their status there was
threatened as they fumbled on

half kickoff, Bill Madden,

Bastchelor plunged through the

holding Wheeling's Jack Bastable from reaching paydirt more than once.

BY CURT WILSON

1968

Fullback Glenn Roth took a

they watched
Lions,
Preski and -Batchelor combine

the

equally cooperative and, after

October 14,

Bruce Busse (20) hauls down Conant's ate hurler Scotty Johnson (11) behind the line for a loss.
Busse played a second strong game, notably breaking up three Johnson aerials, two of which could
have gone for scores.

for a score. A fifth bad kick
was 'recorded, aid the final
score stood at 37-20.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

253-2460
956-1500

THE tiny'

Need Help?

Needs mature experienced men for Warehousing and general store work, .

255-8400
Mt. Prospect
150 W. Rand Road
Across from Randhurst

APPLY: MR. FINE
122 -Situations Wanted -Women

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

.

.,,...

CUSTOM

IRONING DONE
IN MY HOME
537.4433

yr. old girl will do baby
sitting Des Plaines area.
299-8486

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084

I

references. $15 per day, Call
aft. 7 pm, Mildred, 487.0483

296-6640

OR

full or part time. References.
Reasonable. 296.6833.
Free Lance Artist

Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thur day 3:00 P.M.

We Don't

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

inter,orE.Ie,or Perm.vi

BUY OR SELL CARS

All types of fencing, choinlink,

Work Guaranteed

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,-

redwood & stockade. 647-0220

Arlington Body Craft
201 W Campbell 259-6160

Brickwork
Brickwork

259.5233

Carpentry -Remodeling
BILLS HOME REPAIRS

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &

359-1906
the rest then .11 "THE

for expert carpentry,

remodeling & additions No job
too small 766-8034
No lob too small
The Sky is the Limit.

10 ft to 1 000 ft any types tower
work welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type car en-

try work, remodeling & barn
work

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or

837-3764 after 7 p.m.
NO JOB TOO SMALL

For Apprentice Carpenter.

359-2756

Reasonable

HOME HANDYMAN

After 6 PM
ON REMODELING & REPAIRS

Experienced instructor Mon. &
Loos., evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
firing.
supplies,
Greenware,
259-5920
gifts.
Customized
.

Interior Decorators

siding
UNITED ENGINEERS 823.0828

3 Generations

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition.

'

CL 9-049 J

sand,

DIRT,

or

fIl any amount. Also pick up

Fall Special $17 95 cleans living
rot & hall carpet Sofas $9.95 &
up 894-9141
Wall to Wall carpet & turn.
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
exp Free estimate Coll Joe

253-9046 - 761-6888

CARPET & FURN shampooing, 1/2
price w/this ad Installations,
mach wall washing
tinting

cleaning.
Serv.

Pl.

296-6365

Carpet In.tallation
DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall new or used
&
Shift Steps. 'Free

Wall to
Repairs

Estimates

debris. 457-0389
HARBUT'S LAWN MTCE.

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance
CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power
sod, seed,
aerating
planting, grade Work. 537-1411

raking,

Evergreens & Shrubs
Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.

255 3642

255-1096

Tile Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installid & Repaired

Satisfaction

assured.

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs Rototilling &
Trees Installed

Grading. All work guaranteed.
No job too big or small. Free

Concrete Work

estimates.

N & N CONCRETE
Steps
Potion

-

.

DriveWalks.

529-3463
FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
RESIDENTIAL

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

sidewalks,

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, retaining walls.
Free Estimates

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.,
827-0609

Custom Draperies

Custom Draperies

No lob too small,
Equipped for complete custom

drapery work with
17 yeors experience.

Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

"ELEANOR"
437-2084

to order Coordinated wedding
parties Alterations Near Rand255-0348
burst
,
Shortening of hems on coats,
dr
suede coots,
skirts,
,
repair & replace zippers on
etc,
Also men's
pants lockets

255-816,

Drapery Repairs
ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

'Relining, repleating, rehemming
etc.437-2884

Residental work,
Northwest suburbs
inside & outside
small shop

LLOYD CLARK INC.
CL 3-9407
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Rays

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or black & white)
16 Yn. of Expert Service
Arl, His.
17 S Evergreen
CL 5.5692

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

Firemen
Police Officers
Ages 21-35

Village of

FALL SALE 50% OFF

On all custom made fabric slip.

& 'reupholstering,

Mount Prospect

&

covers
plastic covers.1

APPLY

Village Manager
$12 plus material
$22 plus material
$15 plus material

827-7588

a

lovers! We give
service. We will
lawn anywhere

whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We

will make your lawn look os
though it has been sodded. We
also take. care of evergreens,
shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
don't care how bad your lawn
I
looks; we will repack it, make it
look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

Call 327-1752

.

CL 3.5964

Murals

.

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under $50.

awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.
647-0220

Tailoring
Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9.0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.

112 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect, III.

Tile

520 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed.
Fully Insured.

Shell Decorating

;158.9038
Pointing & Decorating
and Wall Washing
N George Klein 392-0803

1st & 2nd SHIFTS

Dick's Tile
Wall Tile New & Remodeling
Also tile Repo.rs

437.4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Arl tits
830 W. N W Hwy
259.9440

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted
-

material

in

Excellent opportunity for mechanically inclined men to become

GENERAL TIME
Progress in a world of
time
Space & Systems Div.

Excellent starting rote. Call or apply in person.

1200 Hicks Road

1700 HICKS ROAD ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

Rolling Meadows, Ill.

An equal opportunity

"WE LIKE WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men and Women

age gauge,

You Will Too - If You Can Qualify
For One Of These Openings

plug gauges, etc.

We are staffing new air conditioned
plant. You will receive a good salary
and excellent benefits, including pro-

HEATING ENGINEER

Experienced man to calculate and lay out hotwoter and steam
heating systems. Degree preferred.

fit sharing and yearly bonus plan.

CALL 537-6545

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

Wrought Iron
X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. Ex.
terior 8,-. Interior. 647-0220

you

learn

one of these important
skilled positions in the
fabrication of preci.
optics.
sion industrial

Excellent career oppor-

a

ence in other occupations considered help-

Minimum of 3 years college, and 3 years experience preferred.

of Route

83 &

Route

First

shift.

Good

14.

WELDER

Experienced in welding aluminum and steel. Heliarc, automatic wire feed, etc.

pay and benefits. Why
not inquire today? Call
259-8100 and ask for
Mr. Caro.

MACHINE OPERATORS

POWER TOOLS

To fabricate, structural components from aluminum extrusions. Experience necessary. Electric saw, drill, punch press,
etc. Clean, pleasant work in unfactory.like surroundings.

Wheeling

MAIL CLERK

S.W. Corner of Palatine & Wolf Roads

To supervise moil room service and distribute and collect

VARO

OPTICAL INC.
215 E. Prosect
Mount Prospect, Ill.

mail.

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES, INC.

FIBERGLASS

Aptakisic Rd., Between 83 & Milwaukee, N. of Wheeling

VARO
An equal opportunity employer

LAYOUT MAN

NOONAN

MACHINE CO.
11900 W. Franklin
Franklin Pork
595-0144

Excellent job opportunity for an aggressive young man who
would like to learn a trade with a solid future. The man we
choose will .be trained in all basics of fiberglos fabrication.
Excellent starting salary and fringe benefits.

We are also interested in a man with a background in fiberglass layout.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Has Immediate Openings For:
I

MATERIAL
HANDLERS

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

We offer better pay, $2.91 per hour, better working conditions and superior fringe benefits which include:

INSTALLER
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COMPANY PAID INSURANCE
COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCE
LIBERAL VACATION PLAN
10 PAID HOLIDAYS
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT

437-5400

Deliver and install washers,
dryers, etc. 51/2 day week,
no experience
permanent,
necessary, good pay.

Miss Gaffke

Novak & Parker
1016 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
CI. 9-2880
.

ANOCUT ENGINEERING

3924817

or ours. 437-2884

while

Earn

ful. Central Mount Prospect location near North
Western
Commuter
Station and intersection

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN

OR APPLY

1444 S. Wolf Rd.

POLISHING
DE -BLOCKING

tunity. Previous experibridge
Prefabricated aluminum enclosures. Experience
construction or construction of Butler -type buildings helpful.
Degree preferred.
in

MUST HAVE OWN TRANSPORTATION

S

employer

GRINDING

must be familiar with

...

-

process

inspecting

the use of micrometer,

all benefits, day work.

-

Upholstery
Free

CL 9-0710

part of a fast growing electronic component manufacturing
operation. Responsibilities include: maintonce on automatic
assembly equipment, light set-up, & some spare port making.

INSPECTORS
Experienced

or

person
call:

in

experience, top pay to right

APPLIANCE

Ned Williams

Apply

FOR INTERVIEW CALL - L. ADAMEC 634-3131

-

529.2840

Painting -Decorating

days.

MACHINE MAINTENANCE MEN

METHODE MFG. CORP.

$2.75 an hour up, overtime,

XCELL FENCE & IRON CO.
Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber gloss

FREE ESTIMATES

Masonry

free life insurance, hos-

Arlington Heights

711 W. Algonquin Road

precision complex

parts, gauges ernechonical test equipment. Pleasant working conditions.
Excellent fringe benefits,
pitalization & 8 paid holi-

439-8500

man, MACHINE ASSEMBLERS,

Storm Windows

trick &Masonry

Dressmaking -Sewing I

Experienced

MACHINE SHOP

All Types & Fireplaces

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

PAINTER

LATHE OPERATOR, job shop

POODLE GROOMING
299.1696

392.1830

Free Estimates

Atten: Lawn
expert lawn

Niles

967-8300
An Equal Opportunity Employer

our employees have include ample close -in parking, modern
cafeteria, completely air conditioned building and bus
service from Mt. Prospect to and from our plant.

INC.

ALPINE INTERIORS

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

VAPOR CORPORATION

train you.

Northwest Suburban
YMCA
296-3376

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flowerbeds & top dressing.

Meyers

Dog Grooming

SAVE YOUR EYES'

Choirs
Sofas
Sect'ls

Inspectors
For

6420 W. Howard St.

Our employees enjoy a liberal benefit program including
profit shoring, free life insurance, group health insurance,
credit union and regular wage reviews. The conveniences

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS,

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE

Big 7 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

MOLDER
Operater rubber plate mold leg press. Equivalent to general factory work. We will

CALL - DAN LEE

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

grow you

773-1261

Radio -TV Repair
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cords Honored

weeding. Residential and cam-

Niles, Ill.
298.5019

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

grass cutting, fertilizing, d

326 Golf Mill Prof. Bldg.

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

CALL 255.3822

It's T.V. Checkup time. Antennas

Free estimates.
Call 255-6855

Ceramic Tile

Clean Dependable
Plastering & Drywall Service
Fest

Day or Eve. 766.7256

Complete lawn care available,

BUSINESS
SYSTEMS

Wheeling, Ill.

Will be testing all types of electrical and electro-mechanical
products used in the transportation industry. Permanent,
interesting positions with company offering many employee
benefits. All openings are day shift (we do not have any other

CALL OR COME IN

Mount Prospect
News Agency

Plastering

QUAL1,TYLANDSCAPING

mercial.

finished

operation.

week. Call:

'Residential
*Commercial.
*Apartments
Specializing in kitchen cabinets
and furniture refinishing. Free
estimates - immediate service.
Fall Savings For
Exterior Work
Roy Rood
359.0993

For

INC.

MAN WANTED

INTERIOR.EXTERIOR

stone

927-6908

PACKER
and inspect

product in a paper converting

to work 5:15 PM to 8:15 PM,
Monday thru Friday, $33 a

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

landscaping
BLACK

Carpet Cleaning

and car expense.

Pock

Full and Part Time
Evenings or Nights

Lauritz Jensen

NO OBLIGATION

381-1972

clothing

Conscientious workmanship
R.,osonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214

Janeal Draperies
Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

patios

PAINTING & DECORATING

PACKAGING,

With Electrical Testing & Trade School
Electrical Background

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORK"

CUSTODIANS

Lowest Prices
Highest Quolity
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

room additions, rec rooms and
dormers Vinyl and aluminum

Driveways,

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

have dependable car. Salary

interviews to 9 p.m.
daily. No charge to you.

shift).

NORTHWEST

suburban accounts. Must

58,000 to $15,000

' An Equal Opportunity Employer

MARKING

WEBER

METAL CRAFT

supervise and work on North

Outstanding opportunities for
data processing specialists.
Minimum 9 months experience.

PERSONNEL CONSULTANT s

MAN FOR
PART TIME WORK
fireplace & furniture department at.

413 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
CL 3.1905

2nd SHIFT

1150 S. Willis

in

MAN NEEDED
by janitor contractor to

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

S

Call me for free estimates on

drapery
painting,
Des
Low
priced

Quality Paint Service
Exterior Painting at its finest.
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

Instruction

SHOP AT HOME

Save time '8. money

in -

299-3159

FREE ESTIMATES.

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

& winter rotes on all

terior & exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

On all custom made draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

259-5887

259.0641

SPECIAL

Fall

Home Repairing

20% OFF SALE

Electrical
Plumbing
Carpentry
Painting inside 8. out
NO JOB TOO SMALL

Trash Removal
Floors
ways

workmanship. ,Fully
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

FOR IBM 360 SYSTEMS

ELECTRICAL TESTERS

CITY BARBER SHOP
Mt. Prospect Plaza
253-9832
.._ . ..._. __.. ...

Quality

PROGRAMMERS

FLEXOGRAPHIC

TOWER

Niles

BARBER
Registered -Full Time

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 698.2322

Reasonable rotes

227

Private

VAPOR 'CORPORATION
967-8300
An Equal Opportunity Employer

E.J. ERICSSON

Cl 5 8232
GENERAL

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 pm - 5 pm ONLY
297-4097
1101 Ookton Street
400 Lee Street

St.

Top pay for experienced man.
Hospitalization, paid vacation and profit sharing.

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

,

Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991

BEST REF.

W.
South
3-6100,
Ext.

CALL MR. SCHENK

PRESSMAN

benefits.

6420 W. Howard St.

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLERS
Expanding, modern, multi -product, internationally operated
company has several basic assembly positions now open. All
openings are day shift (we do not have any other shift). Our
outstanding benefits program includes a fully company paid
employee insurance and pension program, plus many other

Free Estimates

AND 2 STRONG MEN

CERAMIC LESSO N

KeY TILE CO

NEW WAY PAINTING

Day or Eve. 766-7256

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

CL 3.1118

wall Papering

.F.113:4513

CL

Park Ridge

Piano students wanted.
Palatine area. 358.2699
after 4 P.M. and week ends.

ick's Decorat ing
Paneling.R Pointing & Tiling,

Decorating & Remodeling

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK

Ca8 for Est,note

BEST

Ecklund Floor Service
Average rrn. sanded sealed &
529-1211
finished 519.95

General Hauling

Pc mod, iing Addiiions
corremer work Tile. floors

Call

Floor Maintenance

regluing.

F re,. Estimates

259-5337

Furniture Refinishing

ED FORAN

23lnstruction
Piano & organ lessons; college
music major; 10 years teaching
experience. 259.8498

CALL - HAUCK & SON

FENDER & PAINTING 24 HOUR

301

823-3131

763-3131

carry -out

largest

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable men to work parr
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines
units. Meals and uniforms provided.

Public Schools
District 25

Call for appointment
at your convenience

255.7200 after 6 PM

McDONALD'S
America's

will do work for
Private party or business.
588-5370

Painting -Decorating
"

Call Linda Gammill

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

Arlington Heights

Blue

fits.

Child care in my home, days,

Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day, The Des

Fencing

equipment, Blue Cross,

Shield and other fringe berm-

dressed envelopes. 392-8085.

MEN PART TIME

Hospitalization
employment.
and rnedicolinsurance.

muter and bus service. New
SALARY AS TO EXPERIENCE

Will do general typing at home.
Office exp. Typed or hand ad-

CALL 437-3990

40 hour week. Year round

Excellent working conditions.
Close to Northwestern com-

Beginning in early afternoon

Elk

in

Company

benefits.

CUSTODIAN
offset

conditions

working

Village.

Grove

and

license

SCHOOL

small

nd suburban deliveries.

in new plant located

RIDGE MOTORS
824-3141

multilith to single color 25x38.

Domestic work wanted, reliable,

FOR ADVERTISING

TOWING SERVICE

drivers'
good record.
With

PRESSMAN
on

Driver Wanted

Retired Man

OFFSET
Experienced

539-7672

ity

NORTH ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS NEWS AGENCY

Full or Part Time

per week.

Pleasant

locations.

SPORTSWRITER

827-0570

CL 5-8232

Auto Repair

Call 824-8213

Will work in your home:

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCKS
AND 2 STRONG MEN

255-7200

WANTED
Boy to deliver morning

and Saturday. Earn up to $30

OR
FULL TIME DAYS

253.mo

housework or baby sitting.

CO

PART TIME MORNINGS

14

DRAPERIES

n

ARLINGTON THEATRE
253-5200

newspaper route at the Circle
Hill Apti., Rand & An. Hts.
Rd. ALSO boys for afternoon
newspaper routes in various

Unusally Good Working Conditions
Good Job - Good Pay - Benefits

Work a few hours in the evenings

CAB DRIVERS

arrangement.

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

on Friday in the Patton School
area. Call CL 3.3998.

Let us help make your DAY

mornings. Can be a permanent

WAREHOUSEMEN

FOUND: black & brown tiger
stripe cat, white face & feet,

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable

,52,

Part time. 15 to 20 hours a week

River Rd. Reward. 299-4735.

SS
1S
IN
Service Directory

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

JANITOR'S HELPER

vic. Central & Foundry Rd. off

Hatlen Hts. area. Mr. P. 439-6952
Lost: white cat with gray &
black spots, named "Sparky."
437.6653.
LOST: girl's blue framed glasses,

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Lost: blk., wh. & brown F. Beagle

255-7200

.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost and Found

Advertise with Day

Monday, October 14, 1968

Page 10

OFF!
255-7200.

-COMPANY

C.M.C. - an equal opportunity employer and a leading manufacturer of
internal combustion engines for aircraft and commercial application, has,
expanded its international service warehousing operations to:

1801 Touhy Street, Elk Grove Village, Illinois
APPLY BY CALLING PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT - 345-8200

2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

201 N. Hawthorn Avenue, Melrose Park, Illinois

Day Want Ads

255-7200

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION

'I DE DAY
26 Help Wanted Men or Women

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

26 Help Wanted Men or Women

27 -Employment Agencies Men

SALES

MEN WANTED
To Start Work

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

FULL TIME PART TIME

DAY SHIFT

HELP WANTED

RAND & RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

IMMEDIATELY

Des Plaines

824.9348

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
GENERAL FACTORY

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

DRIVERS
Permanent positions are

MAJOR NEW R&D PROGRAM

MAINTENANCE

being offered by our delivery
deportment. Applicants must

SCIENTIFIC

Excellent

day shift

openings

in modern plant manufoctur.
ing material handling equip.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Beginning rates from
$2.55 to 53-50 per hour. fiber.
al benefits, including profit
shoring.
ment.

WELDERS
(SKILLED AND APPRENTICE)

APPLY IN PERSON

NEW HIGHER RATES

CRAVENS CO.
630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.

In addition to our competitive. wage rates we offer a liberal
benefit program, pleasant working conditions, and JOB

(2 blocks W. of Edens)

Call JIM at 299-7191 Ext. 55
LARSON in DES PLAINES

driving record. Car furnished

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

cluded.

BERKEY PHOTO
220 Graceland

DRAFTING

Des Plaines
827-6141

TRAINEES

DISHWASHER

$600-$800 MO.

You will be completely train-

ed in layout and design by

one of the leading local

if you have had any

firms,

DAYS

electrical

or

MON.-SAT.
9 A.M.-3 P.M.
Mr. Gus' Restaurant

open.

WIDE

Ore/

Arlington Hts, III.

Corm lo a company that cures about YOU. If you ore presently working please call and we will arrange an evening

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

or Saturday interview for your convenience.

AMBITIOUS??
TIRED OF ROUTINE?
INTERESTED IN EARNING
55555 PART TIMER
SET YOUR OWN PACE & SALARY

ILG Industries, Inc.
GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION

call 359.0321 after 6 pm

DANCE TEACHER

Wheeling, Illinois

Full or Part Time

537-6100

Must be versatile, experienced.
Good personality with children.

CALL CL 3-3500

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

956-1155

g298-5021
SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS
FULL OR PART TIME

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Call Don Weidner
Three other convenient locations to serve you

R ITZENTHALER

BUS LINE

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

629.6770
449.8070
815-338-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

TELLERS

Growing bank In downtown

benefits.

. SALES TRAINEE

$675 PLUS CAR NO FEE
SUBURBAN TERRITORY

RAPID ADVANCE TO MGMT.
Call TOM at 299-7191 Ext. 27
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

we have a

spot

large company in the Northwest Suburbs desires young
accountants who are working
toward a degree. Call John

Sahlin at 827 -7706,

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all Major Suburbs.

(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shop-

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

*CAFETERIA

AIR CONDITIONED

Heights.)

$1 45-165.00

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the communications area. No
previous experience

needed.

Your training will consist of
in -plant seminars and on-the-

job training with some of the

best electronics engineers

found anywhere. Any

MILITARY or tech school

training opens the door to
this above average career
opportunity

g298-5021

DES PLAINES
Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

COLLEGE

Full and Part Time - Days and Evenings

DROP -OUT

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

NEW VETS
$700 UP -NO FEE
START A CAREER NOW
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
YOUR SKILLS

Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

GENERAL TIME
Progress in the World of Time

Call DON at 299-7191

SALESWOMEN & SALESMEN

Chicago Motor Club - AAA
We are interviewing' to fill openings for sales re.
presentatives for Northwest Suburban area.

CUSTOMER

.

CALL - D. REYNOLDS

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

827-1186

- Day or Evening

Ext. 35
LARSON in DES PLAINES

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)

Also in Glenview at
729.6040

298-5021

opportunity in your own
field, and right in your own
areal We have openings in
all of the trades and services,
for supervisors all the way
from trainees to top experSmith,
Call
Steve
ience.
380
827.7706,
HALLMARK,

NO. 1
WITH

EXCITING

MOTOROLA

OPENINGS

GENERAL FACTORY

* Profit Sharing
* Steady Employment

JUST

Block The Bill Collectors

DISCHARGED?

Gain Your Goal of Security
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers
Line Wirers & Solderers

Inspectors

TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Outstanding Working
Conditions

Profit Sharing

(Days & Nights)

Stock Keepers
Clerical Openings

THE GOAL LINE

On These

IS AT

* Good Starting Rates
* Merit Increases
* Product Purchase Discount

Come Into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park)
Monday Thru Friday 8:30 A.M.-5 P.M.
Open Sat. Oct. 19th 8:30 A.M. Til 12 Noon
Or Call Don Shetka - 956-0990 To Arrange An Interview
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
4201 Lunt Avenue
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MOTOROLA

DES PLAINES

step and
start marching all over the
country looking for what you
think you would like to do,
give us a call. What over
your MOS, AFSC. or RATING
was with Uncle Sam we can
put it

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

MAINTENANCE

WIDE

ELECTRONIC

g298-5021
PERSONNEL,. INC.

TECH.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

MOBIL

DES PLAINES

COMMUNICATIONS -

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

week, splendid opportunity for a young man

Three other locations
to serve you
. .
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

$160.

to get a solid foot hold on

.

to

previous experience
necessary. Don't hesitate'

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

WIDE

be available to assist you.

Good all.oround maintenance
man can be chief in this company without previous top.
experience. Call Don
Morton at 827-7706, HALL-

g298-5021

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines. Also offices in

PERSONNEL, INC.

Chicago and all Major Sub-

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

spot

In

work for you in

civilian life.

AIRLINES
YOUNG MEN
at once for office,

Three other convenient

WIDE

298-5021

PERSONNEL, INC.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES
Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
449.8070
815.338-

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

"NEW POSITIONS"

We service men for

OFFICE,

TECHNICAL and PLANT POSI.

TIONS. Salary range - $5,000
to $22,000 up per year.
$14-20,000
510-12,000
MFG MANAGER ..$20,000 plus
INSIDE SALES -EST $10,000 up
WELD FOREMAN . .$8-10,000
ST. CONT. 360/30 . .512,000
CONPUTOR DESIGN ..5160 up
$165 up
MODEL MAKERS
ACCOUNTANT . . .510-16,000
WORK STOCK BOSS . $120 up
PROD. CONTROL .55-10,000
CORRESPOND. .$575
SALES
$120 up
IBM TAB CLERK
$600 up
SHIPPING BOSS .
CHEM. TRAINEE .53.00 to $3.50
PRINT SHOP SUP'T .58,000 up
.$8,000 up
O.C. FOREMAN
CHIEF ENGINEER
CIVIL ENGINEER

.

.

.

.

.

.

OUTSIDE SALES ...$600 - 850
FIEC.TRONIC TECH

-5570-700

WAREHOUSE MEN

4 W. Miner
Arl. Hts., III.
392-6100
Other location Niles, Ill.
825.7117

International Travel
Buyer Trainee
$7,800 --No Fee

for you if a better situation
is what you sincerely want!

Now you can break into this

ever growing international

to travel to

Learn

NO FEES.

CURRENT

all ports

of call throughout the world,
making large purchases of
merchandise

OPENINGS

tooutbleets sold

world-famous

TAB OPERATORS

in
the

Chicago area. No experience
necessary. No fee. Come in

Computer Cony. .. 5500.5700
Train on 360 / 20. $500-5700
New Installation. . 5450-$600
Days & Opportunity$500-5750.
Train for EAM Spv.$600-$800

or call.

Y9 Want Public
UD9

Tab Systems Trn.. . $500.$700
Learn Tape & Disc.. $5005650

Contact, But Not
Sales? Start at

COMPUTER

$600 -$700 -No Fee
You will be trained to

perform the function of good

OPERATORS

will ambassador. No ex-

1401C-360/30 Disc..$500-$7.50
Cony. 140IC-H200
$550-$600
Tape
5500-5680
Use. P.I. now
Small Dept. -Days. 5500-5625
Go Lead Man -Groom
$650

Operate -20%

80%

perience is required, but you

must possess a neat ap-

pearance and enjoy meeting
people at all levels and in

$600-

all walks of life. Variety fill-

prg.$S.

located with advancement

ed position that is just
potential. Call.

S650

5400.5550
Console Trainee
Pr'ogram Trainee. $500-$600
$500Spectra 70 lead man
$650

Operations Supv.

.

Ex -Servicemen

Management
Program

5700.5825

$7,800-$9,600 -

PROGRAMMERS

No Fee

Move to Systems. $7-$12,000
Learn Mon. Sys ..57-512,000

Opportunity is virtually

H200 Conversion. 5700.51,000
Learn On -Line Sys.. $7,12,000
5700-5900
MIS Member
New Installation. $700-$950
Soft Wear Exposure 51-51,500

anxious to make up for lost

$1,500
Any COBOL, RPG,

51-51,200

DAL

corporation

agination and ability to learn
quickly and your advancement
potential is unlimited. Coll.

Variety Seeking
Electro-Mechanical
Draftsman -$800 Mo.
Engrg. Potential
Hustling,
Engineer

TRAINING
High School grad, alert and
practical, who can learn to
visit job sites and check promaterial

re-

quisitions, work schedules,

ect. Top rated engineer
If

based

looking for a bright

President of Finance.
Demonstrate your im

OUTDOORS MAN

you.

$8,400 -No Fee
personality with some college
accounting to assist the Vice

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

teaches

Any Accounting
Financial Assistant

tion is

CALL 296-1043

reports,

time. These programs reserved exclusively for you. Call.

yvith an international reputa-

of Engineering / O'Hare

gress

unlimited for ex-Gl-s who are

Chicago

CALL

CREDIT

$600-750 MO.

re-

travel. No fee. Call.

FOR TECH

COLLECTION

experience

quired, Chicago terr. No

Gordon Richards

SLArta,

previous

No

show you what we can do

$3.00 up

ore

you

a

fisherman, hunter, golfer, or
bowler, you and your boss

will be cronies right off the
ball

progressive Chief
for respected in-

ternational firm is offering a
top man a diversified position
loaded with career potential.
Job

work,

functions include board
design
and devel-

opment. Your finest opportunity. Immediate hiring.

Free IBM School

$119 Wk. + 10%
Bonus + Free
Our client will send you to IBM
School free, and pay your FEE
besides. Learn system and programming even if you've never

WIDE

seen a machine before. But,

geoef

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
LOMBARD, ILL. . . . 629-6770
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

PERSONNEL, INC.
DES PLAINES

Want a better job?
Read Day Want Ads

job will be to see that they
are corrected immediately.

SM. OFFICE MANAGER $153

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

be available to assist you.

necessary or if fire hazards
exist! If they are present your

DATA PROCESSING

be available to assist you.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

building improvements are

An EDP specialist group that
has proved themselves in getting results. Call us - let us

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

stores, com-

mercial and hi -rise buildings
for violations of the safety
code. You will determine if

SUBURBAN

gale

factories,

fices,

be available to assist you.

if you've had some experience,

298-5021

3200

449.8070
815.338-

HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

School Grad.

WIDE

DES PLAINES

one of the most interesting jobs available. You
will be trained to inspect ofThis is

locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL. .. .. 629-6770

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

draft camp. Act nowt!

298-5021

Safety Inspector
Trainee -$8,400 + Car

stock soles, reservations.

firm. You will be completely
trained on-the-job. Must be

PERSONNEL, INC.

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

urbs.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

An equal opportunity employer

benefits. Act Nowll

Northwest
380
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
in
Chicago and all Major

815-338-

WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

APPLY

MOTOROLA

Architectural, Mechanical,
Engineering, Construction,
and Manufacturing firms.
Locations in all areas of
Chicagoland. Full company

HALLMARK,

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8AM to 3PM
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 AM to 8 PM
Saturday: 9 AM to 12 Noon

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

II

$475-675.

Before you get

WIDE

Miss Out
Benefits

* Company Paid Insurance

Tackle -The High Cost of Living

Custodians

ALSO: GENERAL OFFICE (Female)

all Major Suburbs.

Join a Winning Team

Communications Technicians

All Shifts

Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and

months ex-

of six

perience. Openings in

Suburbs.

.

when you can get a better

ARE

ON THESE

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

$1 85-$225 A WEEK
No point in traveling around

IMISS OUT

ASSEMBLERS

25 FOREMEN
NO FEE

YOU

$475-525
Minimum

higher management or soles.
Call Frank Victor at 827-7706.

.

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

DRAFTING

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape.
Great opportunity to move into

Good spot for a sharp High

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRANING:

CALL 259-0740

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

SERVICE MGR.
To $9000 to Start. Free

PERSONNEL, INC.

Needed

SALES CLERKS

Call JOHN at 299-7191
Ext. 32
LARSON in DES PLAINES

$145-5175 a Week FREE

TRAINEES

be available to assist you.

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

SMALL PLANT

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

TURN -STYLE

*PENSION PLAN

g

ELECTRONIC

Also in Glenview at

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

COUNTING
100 PERCENT

EDUCATION REFUND

this rapidly moving area. No

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

MACHINE OFERATORS
FREE HOSPITALIZATION

for you. A

PERSONNEL, INC.

729-6040

Sts.

Day or Night Shift

testing and design.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)

National Bank
Campbell & Dunton

6 HOURS COLLEGE AC-

LOCAL TERRITORIES

development

team are looking for several
brite young men that enjoy
a challenge to begin in quality control lab and work into

If you have some college and
are attending night school,

LARSON in DES PLAINES

ASSEMBLERS

and

Research

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Call JOHN at 299-7191
Ext. 32

First Arlington

$600 UP UP - NO

Call DAVE at 299-7191
Ext. 24

JUNIOR

JR. ACCOUNTANTS
$600-$700 FREE

1 YR. EXP. - DEGREED
BUDGETING STAFF

Call Miss Pawlowski
259-7000

$800 EXP.-NO FEE

ENGINEERS

ACCOUNTANT
$1 1,000 - NO FEE

Arlington Hts. needs experienced tellers. Liberal

ACCOUNTING
TRAINEE

MECHANICAL

LARSON in DES PLAINES

jar Suburbs.

DES PLAINES

Free Training

392-9300

The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadnws.

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all ma

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Arlington Hrs.

FOR A CHANGE!

desire and a good attitude.

FIELD SERVICE
X-RAY, ELECTRO-

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

PERSONNEL, INC.

2001 E. Davis

NOW IS THE TIME

mechanical ex.

posure. College helpful. Age

111 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

security

ration. Only experience here is

ELECTRONICS - MECHANICAL.

be over 21 and hove clean

BARRETT-

expere rice and/or vocational training.

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

$20,000 - NO FEE

WANTED

As a result of a recent wage reopener settlement, we cue
offer you on excellt nt ,turtir g rote with periodic increases.
We are looking primarily for welding on heavy gauge steel.
We also hove a few op, rungs in our apprentice welding
program for aggressive young rnen with some work -related

PERIENCE

Call John Sahlin at 827-7706.

and company benefits in-

BEFORE 5 P M Cull 537.2510
AFTER 5 P M Call 537-2512

I

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

MECHANICS

Wheeling

N.W. SUBURBAN LOCATION
Call TOM at 299-7191
Ext. 27

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corpo-

ENGINEERS MS PhD

INSPECTORS

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL EX

TRAINEE
To $600

561-1232

ROUTE

DRILL PRESS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

571 S Wheeling Road

re

Tlimploymant Agencles-Men

21 -Employment AgencleSMen

$10,000 - NO FEE

PROMOTION

mission.
ShoeRand S,to,

ASSEMBLERS

Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitalization life inurance, and profit sharing.

1150 S Willis

Kinney

part time

sales & public relations dealing with professional & busl.
nets people. Salary and com-

..

N. Rand
Palatine, Illinois

1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFT

position,

Page 11

Monday, October 14, 1968

PURCHASING
AGENTS

SALES

MAN OR WOMAN
Unusual

21 -Employment Agencies Men

Three other convenient
locations to serve you

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

'High School Grads
$125 Week
+ Free Night School

DES PLAINES

Your finest opportunity to fi,

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

liter your education while preparing yourself for an important future role in manage-

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
. . . 629-6770

LOMBARD, ILL. .... 629-6770
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

LOMBARD, ILL.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

be available to assist you.

then it means you'll get to the
top faster. Profit sharing,
liberal benefits, good location.

HILLSIDE, ILL

WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

.

449-8070
815-338-

be available to assist you.

ment. You will be trained in
all phases of this fine company's

operations

from the

ground floor up. Variety filled
opportunity that will make
working a pleasure. Immediate
hiting.

PARKER
117 S. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

a.

THE DAY

Monda , October 14, 1968

Pa 1e 12

RECEPTION

$700 DAYS - NO
FEE
6 MOS EXP 360 20
WILL LEARN SYSTEMS WORK

Call BETTY at 299 7191

perience necessary. Call Jan

GOLDEN HOUR
BEAUTY SALON

Automobile

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview of
729 6040

at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

100% PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

Free
Local N W Sub firm wants to
company

entire

with ex servicemen Many unopportunities utilizing

limited
the

skills and trades learned

in the service Foremen MainWarehousing Electenance
tronic Tech and many other
positions So don t hesitate.
Coll Rick Miller at 027 7706,

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy, Des Plaines Also offices in Chicago and all Ma-

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

Our office is in downtown Des
Plaines and we need a GIRL
FIRDAY to work regular part
time hours. Some light typing
is required.

TOP GAL FRIDAY
$450 FREE

Furnished Freel 590 to train! Free
IVY,

1496 MINER, 297-3535
DES PLAINES

reception

Des

woman to handle front desk reception in plush offices of well
known national firm. Variety of
duties. Salary open.

392.2700

Suite 23A

Meet & work with people who
plan & put these towns on the

SWBD-RECPT

$1 30-$1 50 WK.
This is for the all around gal
who has some figure exper.
and can do some typing (no
You'll be

a

in

small (5 girl) suburban office.

Call Jan Roberts et 827 7706,

Free

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines

are in & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set oppts. Days are busy and

Arlington Heights

happy when you find yourself

CL 5-6888

doing

DES PLAINES

MISS PAIGE

$140 $170 WK

be private secretary in

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

AIRLINE PILOT'S

excellent starting salary they
have a wide scope of bknef its

BOSS WILL TRAIN r OUI
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

and outomolic increases Free.
MISS PAIGE

394-0880
9 S Dunton
Arlington Heights

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

$500 MONTH
Young neighborhood

specialist with expanding

brand neve plush plush,
office
(Crystal
suburban
chandeliers and deep carthe works 0 This is for
pets
the
Director of
Computer
internationally
of
Services
known firm In addition to
o

GIRL -$440
You'll work for airline pilot. He
owns planes & charters them to
people who fly all over country.
You'll tend the office, pay bills,

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote Elite

rates, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

receptionist

as

his

in

. 7illeit . Ween

outer office. Light typing and
nice personality

req'd. You'll

learn to greet patients, ans.
phones, keep track of doctor
when he's out on coll. No
medical experience needed
for this public contact posi-

.741iiocaatea,

tion. Free.
MISS PAIGE

out. You should like working
with people. That's what you'll
be doing most of the timel See
8.

1496 MINER, 297-3535

DOWNTOWN SUBURBAN OF

DES PLAINES

sell stuffed animals.
hours per week, evenings
1:30 pm to 9:30 pm.

Call BETTY at 299 7191

Ext 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729 6040

253-9533

RECEPTIONIST

Rondhurst

as

you'll get

Req's.

$125 WEEK
who wants a

the girl

For

busy day filled with public
contact, you'll

and be
for

this

the

sit up front
official greeter

prestige

suburban

company In addition to lovely office surroundings, you'll
find a congenial group here.

(even fast longhand) for just
once in awhile memos. Neat
appearance and good phone
personality. Excellent starting

MISS PAIGE

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Staffing New

966-0700

Morton Grove

O'Hare Area Office

ALL SUBURBANS
100% FREE

$375 to $600

Dental Ass

5400-489
$500-540

$400 up

K.P. Control Supt

.

Girl Friday ...
Gen. Office

We're completely staffing the

entire floor that this

wonderful firm will occupy in
lovely new surroundings. Due
to their move from out-of-

Billing -Typists

Dictaph. Sec

Auto Dealer Steno
Teletype Oper

Clerks, 2 Executiv'e

Full Charge
Bookkeeper

need

a

Recep-

keeping Spots, 2 Typist -

Secretaries, and a Dictaphone
Secretary 2 girls will be
trained to handle Reserva-

YO 5-2400

5945 Dempster
O'HARE

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

Salary -in excess $450 no.

2.

Free hospitalization bene-

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

starting

CALL OR COME IN

SYSTEMS, INC.

4. Free life insurance aroararn
5. General office -typing 50
wpm 5 day week 8:30 to 5:15

439-8500

711 W. Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights

CALL MR. BENNETT
FOR APPOINTMENT

WEBER MAKING

392-7607

SYSTEMS, INC.

3. Stock program

trained as a reservationist to greet
travelers, secure, airline and other
reservations, gii4e. advice on what to

take, where to go. $450 mo. to start. Excellent increase when trained.
MISS PAIGE

394-0880
Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster
966-0700
Morton Grove

BUY OLD ELECTRIC or
windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition. 827-4760.
500 S&H Stamps. See the new
WILL

Rexair control house dust.
snow tires, 800x14, WSW,
royal, used, including wheels.
2

WIEBOLDT'S
MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

Used bicycles, any condition,
bought, sold, traded, repaired.

Sale Oct. 13 & 16. I iv 6.
405 N. Elmhurst Rd. Pros. Hts.
Kit. table w/4 chairs, much misc.
Garage & Basement sale Sat. &
Sun. 132 S. Belmont, A. H. KitGOT.

IS BIG BROTHER WATCHING?
Are you tired of having "Big Brother" breathing
down your neck? If you are give us a call

see if we can shake "Big Brother" for you, to

* ENGINEERS GIRL

* KEY PUNCH
OPERATOR

$450

TIME TO OPERATE BOOKKEEPING MAC-

*JR. BOOKKEEPER
*PAYROLL ASSISTANT

HINE AND DO GENERAL OFFICE WORK)
FIGURE APTITUDE DESIRED BUT NOT

*GAL FRIDAY

.

.

.

ASSIST
RATE CLERK

*

$475

*LITE STENO
ACCOUNTS

$400

RECEPTION
* FULL CHARGE
BOOKKEEPER
FILE CLERK

.

.

RECEIVABLE

*FIGURE TRAINEE
JR. SECRETARY
$$$435007050

$433
$440

o PROOFREADER

PASTE UP

$433
$500

*RESERVATIONIST
o COMPTOMETER
OPERATOR

CL 5-0456
cal. M-1 curb, .45 cal &
.32 cal. auto. pistols.
827.7314

N. Oleander, Norridge

GARDEN

ren's
clothing. 804
Bonnie:
brook, near Coldren P.H. Oct.
11-12.

ems, much misc. 120 S. Roselle
Rd, Roselle.

3 p.m. to I 1 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
Apply in person

Higgins

ARLINGTON MOTEL
948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arl. Hts.

Part

Time Jobs NOW

Available for Women
with Office Skills!

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

Keypunch Typists

SECRETARY

Well known mfg. company is
offering a rewarding job to

.

Ideal

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

GIRL"
Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, Ill.

17-18-19, 9 am to 4. 185
I
blk NW Sub

Cambridge,
YMCA.

Maple twin beds, desk, dryer,

Rummage Sale

Three other convenient locations to serve you

4.

lenge in her work and who con

location, good starting salary,
and full company benefits.

Oct.

Clean Usable Items

girl who looks for a chal-

take shorthand and typo. We
will train a beginner.

Irg

Bldg.)

Top Pay! Top Jobs!

"IT PAYS TO BE A

variety misc. goods.

bks,

(O'Hare Office

Stenos

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

items. 717 Walnut Ave.

sewing machine, misc. furniture,
linens, clothes, toys. Friday Oct.
11-7 pm -9 pm. & Saturday Oct.
12-9 am -4 pm. 12 N. Evanston
Ave. Arlington Heights.

Des Plaines

.

it

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.

WOODSTOCK, ILL

629-6770
.449-8070
815-338-3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be
available to assist you.

Please call 392.7721

Wagon wheels

$5.,

milk cans

53, pumps, crocks, rd. table,
school desk, much more. 824.
2562

One black & one tan unbelted
cloth coat size 10, $40; three skin
dark mink scarf $40, excel. cond.

Royals $35, S45, $50. CL 3.2236

Garden tools, cooking utensils,

LUCKY GIRL!

Wonted information on - tapestry & old lithograph prints.

1705.

Fireplace tools,
screens, metal cabinet, Chambers

Mannheim &

TRACTOR - SNOW
BLOWER COMBINATION.
824-6370

255.2331

sweeper, ice skates, & assort.

WIDE

.30

Garage sale Wed, Thurs. & Fri.
Dining rm. set, chairs, cabinets,
pictures, lamps, old & new misc.
482 Marshall, Des Plaines -439Oct. 18 & 19.

855 Morse Ave. -Elk Grove Village

toys. Call YO 6-0213

GARAGE SALE Oct. 16, 9-3. Many
items 10c-$100 (7632 West) 4038

.505 S. Yale, Arl. Hts.
Gar. Sale: Oct. 18, 19 & 20,
10 to 5. Clothing, household it-

NO FEE

299.5215

Will buy old electric toy trains
,mode before 1941 & costiion
lens, electronic_ eye -reasonable.

range, rugs, lawn mower,

NO FEE

299-6986

Farm Milk Cans, original stone
5 or 10 gal. sizes. $4.95 each

Tues. & WeJ.-9.30 lu 3. Loads
of baby items, many misc. 931
N. Haddow, Arlington Heights.

$433
$400
5400

$475

electric

Kenmore

MOVIE CAMERA 8 MM, zoom

$450 --

$450
$390
$375
$475

new
range $40.
Like

chen set, stove, misc. items

Gar. Sale: Oct. 17, 18, 10-4pm,
clothing, collector's items, tools,
sewing machine, cots, TV, misc.

o ADMINISTRATION

$

$$44523053

.

a PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT

*TELLER

*CLERK TYPIST

APPLY IN PERSON

$500
5433

.

*TRAVEL AGENCY .

CL 3-4247

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

dist Church. 605 W. Golf Rd.,
Mt. Prospect. Oct. 18, 7 pm-9prn

*EXECUTIVE

NECESSARY.

OPERATOR

atmosphere,

boy's

I

824.7823'

& SWITCHBOARD

Pleasant

Hand Mower.
Phone 394.3057
2 girl's 24" bicycles
20" bicycle.
CL 3.5296

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

a GENERAL OFFICE

DESK CLERK

a

bathtub

small

Please call 392.7721
2 End Tables, Crib, Used Bud

Must be experienced Corsetier. Full Time.
Some evening and Sunday work. Many company benefits, including 20 PER CENT DIS-

NEW MODERN OFFICE NEEDS GIRL PART-

ASSISTANTS

or perhaps Mexico in December. The
choice is yours as you decide where to
go on your free travel agency. You'll be

old

with feet.

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT

SECRETARY

NURSING

Other location Niles, Ill.
825-7117

Wonted:

711 W. Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights

An equal opportunity employer

jobs are free to you. The employer pays the fee.

BOOKKEEPING

Northwest Hwy &
Quentin Rds.
Palatine

4 W. Miner

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Gar. Salo: hsehd. items, child-

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

Arl. Hts., III.
Dial 392-6100

WEBER MARKING

fits

give you a chance to show your independence.
We are located in 4 handy locations and have a
multitude of varied jobs waiting for you. All

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.

EUROPE TH S YEAR

9 S Dunton

Wheeling

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chopin
827.6628

MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
MORTON GROVE

TOWER PACKAGING INC

Apply in Person

New Office Open

CALL OR COME IN

439-8500

RUMMAGE SALE: Trinity Metho-

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

WAITRESSES

5125 up

building and bus service from
Mt. Prospect to and from our
plont.

An equal opportunity
employer

COUNT.

Call 392-5660
(Mt. Prospect)

CALL YOUR NEAREST

1720 Algonquin

good

2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

include ample close -in

parking, modern cafeteria,
completely air-conditioned

building and bus service from
Mt. Prospect to and from our
plant.

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT

For expanding sale organization. Shorthand 8. Typing reworking
Pleasant
quired.

tions and Customer Service.

Ford Employment
Office

CORP.
1.

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

1150 S. Willis

8

Our employees enjoy a
liberal benefit program including profit sharing, free
life insurance, group health
insurance, credit union and
regular wage reviews. The
conveniences our employees
have

CNOINEERINO COMPANY

SUPERVISOR
CHECKERS

SECRETARY

$500
$500
$95-110

tionist, 3 girls for Light Book-

they

Palatine

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m.

conditions
salary.

437-5400

parking, modern cafeteria,
completely air-conditioned

311 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts, III.

WOMEN WANTED

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

.$130 up
5110 up
$100.1 to
5400.450

K.P. Day or Night ..5400-450 up
Traffic Recep
SOpen
Public Relation -Variety 590 up

state

son.

Our Midwest, Regional and
District Sales offices need a
good secretary. The ideal applicant will take shorthand in
excess of 80 wpm and transcript it at 60-70 wpm.

MISS GAFFKE

making equipment. No experience necessary, we will
train you.

ACCEPTANCE

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRAINING:

358-2852

$425
STop Salary
$90
5400.433

.

perience. Call or apply in per-

SECRETARY

$25.827-4606.

Larry's Restaurant

"NEW POSITIONS"

Exec. Sec'y

ilit

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

MISS PAIGE

Art Form Clerk

ing rate dependent upon ex-

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

'

Apply or phone

Rand & Rt. 53

starting salary.

liberal benefit program including profit sharing, free
life insurance, group health
insurance, credit union and
regular wage reviews. The
conveniences our employees

Full 8. Part Time

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

Switchboard
Switchboard Recep
Inventory Clerk
Progress Clerk

Start-

METHODE MFG.CORP.

salary. Free.

Free

394-0880
9 S Dunton
Arlington Heights

responsibility

the inspection of parts fain our punch press
department during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic
bricated

equipment.

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

have include ample close -in

Wanted

celebrities and stars.
are very light steno

6028Dernpster

Primary

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

benefits and good

PLEASE CALL

MOTORS

is

Full and Part Time - Days and Evenings

Waitresses

disc

jockeys and their guests,
other

RECEPTION

to meet

ge

FACTORY

GENERAL

We have an excellent opportunity for on individual to
join our quality control depart -

Employment Service

Rizzi Toys

This must be a fun position

"It Pays En 8n Right Girl"

We offer you pleasant

439-1666

40

LOCAL RADIO
STATION

SERVICE

typing skills to act as
secretary in our Engineering Department.

GENERAL

Call Mr. Kell y

INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

mom.

TEMPORARY

immediate

surroundings, finest frin-

employer

Hts.)

Wanted.

FICE

in

need of a girl with good

CRAVENS CO.

and clean modern plant. Set
up and operate' small stencil

TURN -STYLE

MATURE WOMAN

We are

630 Dundee Road
Northbrook, Ill.
272-2300

Hours; 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shopping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds. in .Arlington

304Ielp Wanted Women

Right Girl

PHONE 827-1108

Mrs. Kokes
259-4000

O'Hare Office Center - North
2720 S. Des Plaines Ave. Des

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

IVY,

LOTS OF PEOPLE CONTACT

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

Light work in a well lighted

inspection

Plaines, III.

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

Easy location. Busy executives in

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTION
$120 UP - NO FEE

STOP IN 00 CALL

FABRICATOR

plus rapid increases.

practice, will completely train
you

Permanent day shift
openings. Will train on the job.
trucks.

Our employees enjoy a

Well known -firm moving into
Des Plaines, will train a girl
for console switchboard. Must
have pleasant phone manner
and desire to work with peaille. Light typing. Goad salary

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

electrical,

in

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

mechanical and hydraulic assembly of material handling

(2 blocks W. of Edens)

An equal opportunity

NEW OFFICE
NEEDS A
RECEPTIONIST

To $500 or more. See IVY,
1496 MINER, 297.3535

duties

Diverse

day
PLUS

Friday

Bank of Elk Grove Village

"The Enjoyable Bank"

for all the nice

Girl

ASSEMBLERS

POSITION

people you'll meet! Must type

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

things

Keypunch$21-$26 a

Typing and shorthand required.
Secretarial position for loan
department. Free life insurance
major medical, health and
accident plan.

Mt. Prospect
State Bank

Part time

MONTHS

BARRETT-

train right party. Many

MANICURIST

DAYS, WEEKS OR
WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a clay
Secy's...$21-$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a day

benefits.

patients,
to
know his
get
technicians
all the folks who

FULL TIME
WORK IN YOUR AREA

An equal opportune}, employer

An equal opportunity employer

Experience preferred, but will

Excellent opportunity
for top operator

'He prefers a complete beginner
wino he can train to greet &

GAL FRIDAY

shorthand).

5425 575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

public contact here's an ideal
job! It's located in this areal
You'll work for young Doctor.
Learn to be his receptionist.

developments You II be his secy.

DES PLAINES

love with

OR

people, we

358-2010

Phone Mrs. Rubino
827-6468

PROOF ENCODER

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

FAST PAY RAISES!

you're madly in

If

ditions. Uniforms and
meals furnished. Top
salary, 20% merchandise discount.

TEMPORARY

atmosphere

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

SECRETARY'S

TRAINEE

not

CALL 296-6661

IMPERIALE'S

time.

full

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arl. Hts.

CL 9-4100

have irnmediath openings.

RESTAURANT

358-2010

Des Plaines

RECEPTION

over 21

36 S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

1517 Ellinwood

DOCTOR' S

holmes & assoc.

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

map Sit in on conferences, follow
thru on detail, research letters.
Free IVY,
1496 MINER, 297 3535

office duties.

time,

Part

IMPERIALE'S
RESTAURANT

APPLY IN PERSON

Randhurst office, Upper level

Bass searches out undeveloped

.Mb toe

manager in all around

in

10 pm Mon.

FRED HARVEY
DES PLAINES OASIS

A.4 P.M.
Must

Chicago and all Major Sub -

Northwest Hwy , Des Plaines

SECY $580

Also offices

Plaines.

Palatine.

in
-

LATTOF MOTOR

energetic and active and en-

5 P.M. to 2 A.M.
Must be over 21

Experienced or will train.
Excellent working con-

DAYS

Assistant to office

well groomed young

center

CONTACT
LEROY LEISTER
AT

necessary. If you are
joy a pleasant
With congenial

time

SALES

but

preferred

Typing

EVENINGS

CALL MRS. GOODLING
358-9101

Waitress Wanted

GENERAL OFFICE
No Typing

380 Northwest Hwy.,

MARK,

WANTED

thru Thurs.

$95-$1 15 a Wk. Free

for day shift. Any experi.
Jan
qualifies. Call
once
Roberts at 027-7706, HALL-

CALL MRS. GOODLING
358-9101

HOUSEWIFE

interesting part
work. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
For

255-7073

FILE CLERK

WAITRESSES

Hours: 5 pm

333 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
394-0280

Mrs. Pierce.

hours per week, good

typing & shorthand skills, excellent fringe benefits.

cessing

White Hen Pantry

OPERATOR

-

Secretary at Harper Grove
campus, Elk Grove Village
371/2

prise. For an appointment call

Call Mrs. Johnson
255.1711

SALES CLERKS

PHONE 827-7880

Plush suburban office looking
for on experienced Alpha
Numeric Keypunch Operator

modern office in Rolling Meadows. Good starting salary,.
many company benefits.

Part-time typist for data pro-

to am to 3 pm
3 or 4 days a week
to wait on trade

for interview

keys) You'll wear a chic outfit!

No shorthand Call Jan Roberts
at 827 7706, HALLMARK, 380

You II

KEYPUNCH

traveling men. Have them fill out
a form. Check their identification.
Direct them to car. Hand over the

Poised,

.

Adult - Female

-O'Hare Office Bldg..

training you'll be a full fledged
Rent-A-Car girl - ready to talk
to & take references from the

jor Suburbs

28 -Employment Agencies Women

HARPER COLLEGE

COUNTER HELP

PART TIME
Days

After just I week of "on-the-job

For best results use
Day Want Ads

WILLIAM RAINEY

Call 253-4240

COMPTOMETER OPR.
For notional corporation With

392.0083

Bookkeeper

Call after 10 am
439-9704

298-5051

$125-$175 a Wk.

exciting new cosmetic.

steno. O'Hare.

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

Sunday

thru

Experienced, permanent, fullinteresting &
GENERALteposition,
varied duties. small of lice,
open salary.

Lite typing
Hours 9-5 pm

Make travel arrangements for
six men, compose simple let.
tors and handle busy phones
in small modern office. No

ATTENTION

EX -SERVICEMEN

their

OFFICE

GIRL FRIDAY
$500

Saturday night
night. CL 3-1323

would like to demonstrate an

1577 Cora St, Des Plaines
Just North of Oaktort) 827-7022

Hwy., Des Plaines

298-5051

Housewives, school girls, who

vided. $80 wk, car nec. 392-4352

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest

O'Hare Office Bldg:
10400 W. Higgins

work Arl. Hts. are..
choose own hrs, helping Mgr.
counsel/train girls. Training pro

Guaranteed Salary Plus
Commission

switchboard experience

Career Specialists

Ladies

COULD YOU use on extra
$40-5150 per week? If you have
a strong Interest in education,
good books, children, and
service to others, you may qualil
fy for several openings with the
Educational Division of a Marshall Field family owned enter-

FREE

woman to handle front desk
reception in AAA firm. Plug

LARSON in DES PLAINES

30 -Help Wanted Wawa

Mature baby-sitter must have
references.
253-7595

FULL TIME

necessary. Des Plaines.

Ext 37

30-11elp Wanted Wornzn

Woman to care for semicnvalid

BEAUTICIAN

Roberts at 827 -7706,

$500 plus
Attractive, well groomed

30 -help Wanted Women

$400 PLUS

Beginner spots. No ex-

COMPUTER
OPERATOR

30 -help Wanted Women

30 -help Wanted Wenn

CLERK -TYPIST

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

21 -Employment Agencies Men

staff

3011cIp Wanted Womso

28 -Employment Agencies Women

I h.p. Wagner motor, $25; Typewriters, excel. coed. L.C. Smith
Secretarial $20, Underwood $45,

Rose bushes for sale: from our
rose garden.
winning
Tropicana, Garden Party, Kings
Ransom, etc. Carson Scoggins,
prize

717 S. Walnut, Arl. His.
POTATOES RED & WHITE
Home grown, $2.35 per 100 lbs.
Walter F. Sass

Rte 72 one mile east of RIO 47
from Storks Station, eight miles
west of Rte 31.464.5438.

EVERGREENS
$3.98 each. 5 yr.
3 to 4 feet
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00
,2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.
Transferred - must .peiCt with
Admiral 21"TV; Thomasville D.R.

Needed

tablew-4 hi -back chairs El serving

entrance, by apps. tit Oct. 26)
OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
Oct. 27, 9 AM to 7.PM

sect'y; pr. 40" lamps, MUCH misc.
439-4665 evenings.

(Can be delivered at back

St. Alexius
Hospital

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Westerfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(Employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, Ext. 592

cart; 2 Fr. Prov. nile stands &
6 drawer chest; mahog. desk

SACRIFICE

FISCHER STEREO AM / FM Sonic

shortwave record player comb. in
attractive cab.; PFAFF auto. Zig
Zog sewing machine; PORTABLE
typewriter. All Unused. Total orig.
cost $800, sac. all 5275 or willing
to separate. Also color T.V.
478-2376

THE DAY
47 -Home Furnishings-funiture

324itscimeous Merchandise
WHITE SET OF

for $100

projector,

excellent condition.
296-8967.

or

best offer Call 439 6682
BUMPER POOL TABLE

Fdder twin reverb. amp.

98 -Mobile Homes

w / case $300 each. 968-7559

'67, 2 bdrm, 47.x10', Turn., best
offer, 815 Oakton, Des Plaines.
No. 158, open after 6 PM.

Excelsior Elettra Accordion in
good condition 000 or best of-

large) best offer.

$85 or best offer
392 6419 after 5 p m
Ping pong table, end tables,

fer. 965.3381

CL 5-7377

Baldwin orgatonic, slightly used,

Admiral stereo, AM -FM, walnut,
72 in. long, excel. cond. must
sell, reosonalbe. 439.0098
Brand new' carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824.7353,

mist hsehld items, games &.
Football outfit CL 5 2264 after
6pm
Sofa & matching choir, Kenmore

washing machine, kitchen table
& 4 chairs, garden tools After
6 pm call CL 5 5203

White Spanish corner piece, 3

meat slicer, Electra.
Electric
vacuum cleaner, power
lux
timing light, Tacit & Dwell
new snowtires,
like
Meter,

30" electric stove $30; 6 ft. upright Amona free;er $50; both

less than 4 yrs. old. best offer
over $800. 392.8941

Beginner Blue Sparkle snare
drum, stand & sticks. Very good
condition $30.437.3813.
Hammond organ speaker $400;
Grundig HI-Fi & recorder changer
with 3 extra speakers for piping
$250. 359-1335
Univox Bass Guitar, & Kola.

good cond. 255-6817

dresser with

Bedrm. set: 66"
panel mirror,
2

filing cabinets 529-9119

night stand,
twin head boords. 392-7435
GE refrigerator $75; 12 place din

ner set, fruit pattern, turkey platter & gravy boat, $75. 359.1335
FOR SALE: Zenith 21" console
TN, remote control $25.

bathinette 255 6928
34 -Arts and Antiques

mozoo Amp. 6 mos. old. Exc.
Condt. ask $250. 358-6468 after
3 p.m.

Micorta bar with
5 matching bar stools, excel.

ANTIQUES

recorder
$125. Wollensoc Mon-

Concord stereo tape

439-2874

Solid 60

good condition.
259-3186

finish,

in.

#776

-

aural

#1220,

channel -$50.
827.8323

lent condition. $150. 827-2358

Large lavender Chinese oriental
rug, 4 -drawer file cabinet, dining
rm. set 6 Naughohide choirs. 439-

The Robin's Nest
(primarily furniture)

7306.

4 mo. old Victorian lamps; Victorian marble top cocktail table;
must see to appreciate. Paid

OPEN TUESDAY THRU

SUNDAY 12-4 PM

$330, now $170 894-2127

NW Corner Hwy 176
& 12 on the frontage rd.

55 -Musical Instnunents

526-5255
Wauconda, Ill

FOLK

SUPRO

GUITAR,

reduced from $99.50 to

air. Call between
noon. 724-3128.
&

'59 Cadillac, air cond, full
power, like new tires, must sell
$500 or offer 894.9141.
'65 Ford Country Sedan station
wagon, P/S, P/B, R/H, W.W.

2

102 -Trucks, Triers

1964 RAMBLER
$300 or BEST OFFER

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

'60 Ford

392-4940

'67 Chov. Bel Air, 2-dr., 8 cyl.,
stick, WW, radio, air cond,
like new. $1600. 392.1484
Star Chief. Good
$100.
257-7896
1965 DODGE CORONET
4 ON THE FLOOR

Ford '66 convert., V-8, Galaxy

like new premium W/W intl. sna.
tires. $1250 call 394.3966.
500, white vinyl top, white body,
red Interior, A T , R / H, private
owner, $1200. 259-1241
1964 Chevy wagon, P/S, P/B

adjustable steering, good condit, good rubber. 259-9472 after
5.

50 -Landscaping

would like to be your pet. FREE.
Used to adults Call 437-3283
Min Schnauzer pups non shedding, AKC champ sired, 10 wks.
paper trained 299 8483

10 & 3.

NUTRO WINTER
SURVIVAL

English Setter, Female 11/2 years

old, registered $150

'64 GTO, blue convert, 389 hp.
auto, buckets, console, gd. cond,
I

Call

$50.

Alti/T)

Especially Made
To Help Lawns
Survive Winter.
Feeds 10,000 Sq. Ft.
Pickup Enough to Get Your
Lawn Through The Winter

min.

poodle, 9 wks old, home raised,
female, AKC CL 5 3708
Dachshound - 3 mos old, red -

MIN SCHNAUZER
Pups AKC Fl 8 2699 after 6 P.M.
and week -ends

WINTER
SURVIVAL

WHITE TOY POODLES,

'66 Country Squire Station wagon, air-cond., all power, A/T,
$1750.

tailgate.

Private party

439.6073.
BUICK WILDCAT, hardtop (vinyl),
late 1964, P / B, P / 5, power
windows, almost new t ires, spare,

1024 N.W. Hwy. Rt. 14
3 Blocks West of Quentin Rd.
John Morrisroe Ave. 358-1440

AND GROOMING
529-0408

299-2054

Residential

Male puppy, ton, half poodle, 9
wks, old, will be large dog,
lovable & healthy, for $25.

311sy

255 6410
41 -Home furmstringsfunuture

Buffet table & four chairs, $150
Call 255 5822 after 6 p m.
Immaculate Kenmore electric
range, used I yr for $75

Lovely 6 rm. ranch w/goroge,
carpeting, & drapes. 110 Col-

ROOM FOR GENTLEMAN
IN DOWNTOWN ARL. HTS.

BUNK BEDS, COMPLETE,
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
$50 392-2531

253-7492

Pleasant comfortable room for
employed woman. Privileges. An.
Hts. 255-5708 after 4.

good for

Furniture and rugs

16 -To Rent Routes

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

359-4159

family or rec room. Very

for rent with kitchen
privilege. Lady, Mt. Prospect.
Room

reasonable HE 7 2864
Used hide a bed couch with dou-

CL 9-4523

ble bed/Beauty Rest Mattress.
Best offer 394 3324

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

HOTPOINT ELECTRIC RANGE
LIKE NEW, $25

Will share 3 bedrm townhouse,
comp. fun'd, with 2 yaiirnj Men,

CL 3 2374

21 to 30. 296.8575

Used walnut dining room set,
table, china, buffet, 6 chairs.

Lady would like to share 2

bedrm. apt. with same.

255-6353

2 pc Kroehler Sect'l, rose beige

Used Hide -A Bed couch with
double bed/beauty rest mattress,
best offer 394-3324

shopping, choice lot. Many exPalatine, by owner, 18 yr. old 3
bedroom, framed ranch. Basement, new carpeting & drapes,
21/2 car garage, patio, 66 x 297
yard, $23,000 firm. 392-7357.
Des. PI, by owner, Waycinden
Pk, 7 rm, 3 bedrm. brick ranch,
11/2 baths, 2 car att. brick gar.
electric door, paneled bsmt,

tras. $22,500 358-5266

Wanted -Garage space to store
car, vic. Art. Hts, Mt. Prosp.
N. Des PI 437-9115. Eves.

Couple needs furnished apt. or
house Nov. 15 - Feb. 1. While
home being built. CL 35472
Urgently need 2 or 3 bdrm.
house for conscientious couple,
t. child. Gd. references, under
$200. 299-2400 after 4:30 p.m.
Paying high rent? Why not cut

2827.

86 -Real EState-Houses

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

A.H. 7 rm. bi-level, 11/2 both,
paneled fam. rm, 21/z car gar,
crist inv., low $30's. CL 5-4829

1

used.

cond., walk to train &

82 -Wanted To Rent

in I/2 & share the space? I Commerical artist needs space. 439.4730.

2 employed women want to rent
or 2 bedroom apartment unfurnished. Preferably near NW

94" WHITE SOFA W/matching
choir (springs) Never
Make offer 823-7439

excel.

umbia, Hoff. Est. 437-3228

Beautifully furn'd. Also incl's one
well behaved 9 yr. old son.

located nr. United Air Ls. Nov.
1. 439-0017 or 437.2300, ext.

$65, excel cond , 18" console TV,
$15 259 0453

Pal., by owner. 3 bdrm, ranch,

Arl. Hts., 3 bdrm., 2 bath, family
rm., 11/2 car garage, $37,400.

carpeting, large lot,
beautifully landscaped, patio,
awnings, aluminum storms &
screens, near schools & shopping
tile

roof,

HOUSE WITH
CHARACTER

An. Hts. Beautiful corner location,

qualifies buyer. Owner. Immed.

Lovely 4 bdrm. bilevel with
2 car att. gar. Quality con-

Blond limed oak dinette set

2 bath apt. carpeted $205 mo.

poss. $26,900. CL 5-0732,

struction in fine neighborhood

avail. Nov. 1st. 437-6511.
5 room garden apartment
Des Plaines$165.
439-1705

weekdays aft. 6 pm & weekends

$43,900

w / hutch & 4 upholstered chairs.
Best offer 259-3470

Record cabinet $2, base reflex
enclosure $25, refrig $30; port,

basement,

GE air conditioner, needs 220
approximately

1

fully air-condition-

ton,

STOLTZN ER

med.

BLDG. CORP.

3/4

size davenport, excel cond. $25.

BA 3-5212

392-2432

2 oak dr

86 -Real Estate -Houses

full size
matching beds Full size spreads

matching drapes and curtains.
Toss pillows 6 yr crib; child's
Items

658-5661
S. of 62 on 31)

Arlington Heights

ing room, separate dining robin, 11/2 baths, attached garage.
Gracious entry foyer. Parquet floors. Tappan eye -level oven/
range. Fully improved lawn. Ready for you to move in ot...

by shop. Separate living room,
dining room: Roofed patio.
Many, many, extras all situated on 75' x 300' lot.
TO SEE IT, CALL NOW:

only Free estimates Financing
available 437.8454

holes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed Five year
parts and service guarantee.

FULL PRICE $51.30.

For terms of 85 10 per month.
Call Capitol Sawing Machines
credit Mgr Call 469.7204,9 A.M.:
to 9 P.M
.1

$39,900

in and see it today!

HOAEFINDERS
Arlington
255-2090 f

;Mt. Prospect'

Palatine

259-9030.'
.

,

358-0844

.

Member M.A.P:MultIpfe Listing Service
9-9 _;Member of Northwest Suburban Boards of Realtors

OPEN .

MOP

99 -Automobile For Sale

'68 DART

,;IEIR711
OVERSTOCKED

Full Factory Equipment, 2-dr.,

Pre -driven Sedan, Balance of

5 yr. or 50,000 mile Factory
Warranty!

$1588
DOZENS OF LIKE

ON NEW

AND

NEW

'68 TRADE- INS
'68 CADILLAC
Control
Climate
Convert.
Air Conditioning, AM -PA RaBarely
Power.
6
-way
dio,

in your car for a terri-

'67 IMPALA

fic deal on a '68 Chevy

2.door, Hardtop, Big Engine,
4 -speed, Yiske Corn, Solids,
Mint Condition. A Steal!

$1888

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

$2295

'66 OLDS "442"
2 -door Hardtop, A Real' Beau-

ty with Radio, Heater, Auto.
Transmission and Full Power.

495 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington

Phone 381-2500

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

.

255.6320
358-1502
894 1330

REGISTER
in our big

"GOING THING FLING"

Contest at Jim Aikeys

'66 PONT. 202
with

Big Engine,
4 -speed
Positraction, Vinyl Roof.

'68'S IN STOCK..

160

'66 CHARGER

NEW FORDS!

DEMOS

orivExecutie

"

$1686
Coupe, V.8, Full Power, -Wide
Ovals, Mint Condition.

$895
Wagon,

V.8,

FORD

Radio,

IN DES PLAINES

sion, Top

888

750 E. Northwest Hwy. Des P nines

Heater,
Radio,
matic, Mint Condition!

Phone 827-2163

Auto-

$688

Harvest Big Values!

'62 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille with Full Power
and Factory Air Conditioning,
Mint Condition.

$597
REAP A BUSHEL OF. SAVINGS

'63 FORD

WITH THE LA1TOF DEAL

ON A 1969 CHEVROLET

EAT -To F

For Free Credit Check
Coll,

SP 5-6616

ARLINGTON HIS.

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
CL 974100

DODGE CITY
CHICAGOLAND 5 I APGEST
DODGE °FALCO'

ELK GROVE
lots

110'

x150' next to $65,000 homes,
beautiful Forest Preserve view.

Will sell or build to suit.
956:0790

36

99,99

Cee Eddy

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

5 large residential

the44s.

$1696

BOB BURROW
CHEVROLET, INC.'

1

tOboys

$5495

Now is the time to trade-

'67 CAPRICE WAGON

lot ier,"

Broken -in!

DEMOS

V -B, auto. trans, power steering, white walls, AM/FM radio.
Very clean, low milage.

oeuesWe

$484

SO NEATLY STYLED!
and balcony dining room. Spacious kitchen with all built-ins.
23x15' family room with fireplace, 21/2 baths, 2 car garage.
Brick and aluminum siding. Central air conditioning. Stop

Sewing machine cabinet Includ.t
eel, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button-

$2595

Radio, Heater, Terrific BuyI
rear

This 3 bedroom split-level home is most appealing. Living room

1968 SINGER
Z IG-ZAG

'6513enelli,125cc, drag or street,
low mileage, excel. condit.-$175.
Call CL 5-0828.
'68 Suzuki SS - 80cc, 2 helmets.
Excellent condition. $275 or best
offer. 296-2752.

Galoxie "500" V-8, Automatic,

$30,900

brought to your home or visit
our warahse showrm By appt.

5

runty I

BIG FAMILY?
Think about this huge Cape
Cod. 4 very large bedrooms,
rec room and family room. 2
car garage with heated hob-

without all the builder problems involved in a new home?
Here's the answer to your needs. 3 spacious bedrooms, liv-

New carpets 1st quality brand
Installed wall-to-wall.
names
Best padding Also kitchen carpets, indoor -outdoor & commercial Lowest prices Samples

IF T01.1. CALL COLLECT

BRADSHAW

Have you been looking for a beautiful better -than -new home

Flute, 3/4 violin 259.4730.

Fact. Equipment, 'V-8,

yr. Of 50,000 mile Fact. War.

V -B,

DISTINCTIVE SPLIT-LEVEL

bassinet, bathinettn;
buggy, misc Infant & children's
dresser,

Full

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'64 BARRACUDA

646 S. Main, Algonqx." (4 bI.

&2

'68. CHARGER

296-6655

259-4568

or

CL 5-2598

61 NORINWIST HWY.

gerator, disposal. No pets.
Shown by appointment only.

stereo console 827-8071

Chevrolet. Best Offer.

Heater,. Automatic Transmis-

ed, dishwasher, range, refri-

tufted Mr Ch w/ottman, RCA

4 MAG WHEELS for 1968

'66 FORD
REALTORS
Al2RMCO
KS HUM

rooms, 2 baths, family room,

sofa w/buift-in end tables. Black

BRAND NEW'

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

Ranch

like to buy --call usl

A. N. Arlington Hts. Rd. 3 bed-

3 pc walnirt corner grouping;
2 sofas whable, gold & Wal.

60084

NOMA

'65 MUSTANG

EXTRA LARGE

thinking of selling or would

1605- Apt. A, and 1611 -Apt.

7018

schools, shopping.
$34,800

We sell homes throughout the
Fox River Valley. If you are

DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS,

dishwasher $100, sofa $75. 259-

very good cond. $75;

transp. 10 per cent down,

Des Plaines SUBLEASE 2 bdrm.,

tires. $2900. 526-8030 or write:
PAR, Box 304, Wauconda, Ill.

This older 3 bdrm. home has
quaint shake roof. On tree
lined street. Walk to train,

month. 331-7277 call collect after
6:30 p.m.
74 -To Rent Apartments

extra large gas tanks, heavy

t

'

Big Engine, Full Power, Automatic Transmission, Balance
of Fact. Warranty.

Mahogany drum table w/tooted
pair white mar-,
leather top,
ble lamps 827-7630
2 cribs $10 ea , highchair $10;
bassinet $5, chests, youth bed,
frame & springs 392-1166

schools, churches, shops, parks,

miles, gas heat with blower, gas
refrigeration, gas hot water, self
contained toilet & septic, shower,
lights (gas, battery or electric),

5197

437-1568

brick Georgian, 2 bdrms., 11/2
baths, full bsmt., gar., walk to

like new, 1967. About 1,000

screens, near schools & shopping, plus extras. $33,900. 299-

station will pay up to $125 a

1

MODELS

Yellowstone 21 ft. travel trailer,

or Demo

88 -Real Estate -Houses

JIM AIKEY

ON ALL

Des Plaines

CHEVY'S
\14

DELIVERY

827-7184

'68

Vacant

Commercial

ALL THIS WEEK AT

STOCK

IMMEDIATE

VACATION LINERS

garage, drives like new, looks like
III. 60084

LARGEST

TRAILERS -

1272 Rand Rd.

llECU011

ARE HERE!

TRUCK CAMPERS

38,000 miles, kept in heated

Real Estate

8 WKS OLD. $75 & $85.
392 4693
SIAMESE kitten, chocolate pt. litter trained $10
394 3127

STORAGE AVAILABLE

R / H, window washers, about

_new. Only $1250. 526-8030, or
write: PAR, Box 304, Wauconda,

1969 ",

ton pick-up truck.

console, extras, low miles.

perf. cond. inside & out. Dual

LANDSCAPING NURSERY

POODLE CLIPPING

373 post, P / S, AM -FM, gold
w / black vinyl top, buckets,

pert. cond. inside & out Dual tail-

PARK SITE

Labrador mixed, male,
puppy, 7 weeks old.
$15 392-6211

owner, $1,350. or best offer,

must sell, 824-3717
'67 Chevelle, SS396, 325hp, asp,

'First Fertilizer

CL 9 2817
chocolate,
Exceptional

shots,

power brakes, like now tires.
$200 or offer. 299-6708 betw

1/2

5 p.m. CL 5.7942.

Pontiac

Full Console Organ
Was $2395 Now $1795
Many Other Specials

TRVy

The

$350 or best offer. Call after

body, engine and tires.

1958 Plymouth, Power steering,

Cute 4 mos old female kitten,

line,

1966 Chevrolet Von.
Very clean - $1,050
Phone 827-7880

fect $250; elec. stove; bowling
ball. offer. 253-7763.

With Any Of These Specials
38 inch Console Piano
Was $895 Now $495

50 -Landscaping

dr. hdtop., air., power, vinyl

top $2650. 824-8737.

$1185. 392-6211

$850 439-5886 oft. 6pm

1381 Prairie Ave., Des Plaines
827-6603

SUNDAY!

'67 Olds Delmont 88, 425 Holiday

Eng. Ford $80; '60 Rombler, per-

'61

OPEN

9 am &

1954 OLDS - Runs good. Good
transportation $1 15 or best offer.
Call 392-1916 after 6

99 -Automobile for Sale

'63 Corvair Monza SS, nice exter.
& inter., needs work. $150 or best
offer. Call 259-9011.
'65 Buick Sal, A/T, P/S, A/C,

KITTENS

CL 3 9117

make, AKC,
394 2640

'67 T -Bird Hardtop, full power

FREE

MUSIC CENTER

LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO
827.6603
REASONABLE

CL 3-8970

$100 MUSIC PKG

BARON'S KIMBALL

El Rey, 7 W. Eastman.

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

4

To Choose From

new,
$70.

1961 OLDS Sports coupe 98. All
power - low mileage.

1960 Skyline 10x55", carpeted,

$350.

ufteattek

'67 Tempest, 4 -door, stick. Like
new, low mileage. Must sell
$1650. 437.6921 after 6.

drapes, stove, re frig., 2 bedrms.,
storms, screens, $2,000, must be
moved. 437-9191

Kingston bass guitar with Magnotone piggyback amp. Like
new. Best offer. 296.2752
Small baby grand piano, walnut

drawers, $35.
394-3765

Paintings on wood $3 to $10;
chrome kit set, 2 mohog. end
tables, youth chair, Victorian
chair, coffee table unfinished;

GOOD LOCATION
537-1022

Gretsch Tenn. Guitar W / case.

HOTPOINT RANGE
LIKE NEW, $25
CL 3.2374
Antique leather Divan (very

Complete stereo outfit, camera,
screen

set,

room

DRUMS $40
394 1925
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MG 1100, 1965, 4 -DOOR,
EXCELLENT CONDITON
$750 392-2531

SNACK SHOP FOR SALE

SMALL UPRIGHT PIANO
GOOD CONDITION $35
439.5344

8 Pc. blond mahogany dining

99-Auteniobile For Sale

66 -Business Opportunities

55-Alusical kishuments

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN PIENINGS ill 10P M
All DAY SUNDAY'

.0FEN EVENINGS
AO

*51:Inno*,.

CLOSED SUNDAY

THE DAY
Monday, OctOber 14, 1968
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Wheeling halfback Jack Bastable appears to have lost control

of the ball temporarily as he is brought down by a Lion

lineman. Bastable rushed for close to 100 yards in leading
his team Friday night against St. Viator.

IOW
Tim Shannon (85) Arlington end provides token resistance
to a Phil Donahue pass. Donahue, a fine passer, had trouble

finding eligible receivers and Palatine dropped the MSL game,
41-0

it

Below -- The Falcon's John Caltagirone gives an Elk Grove
lineman a knee in the teeth on his way to some extra Falcon
yardage. Forest View and Elk Grove tied 6-6 in the Falcon
Fall Festival game Saturday.

a

4

4
-44$1
.

Dean Schmelzer, Arlington halfback, is brought downward by four Palatine defenders The Cards
defeated the Pirates, 41-0 looking as smooth as they have all season

` UV.

Conant's Jim McGraw (24) is knocked off his feet by Knights Scotty Crawford (41), Rick Soduski
(81) and Greg Bates (21) while Jim Carroll (72) rushes in to Join the fun.

.1,01.

Right -- Grove's Gene
Pinder battles a Falcon
defender for the ball in Forest

View's Fall Festival game
which went as a tie, 6-6.

Above and below -- Prospect's Jack Costello (22) was the
victim of several Conant teeth jarring tackles. Costello carried
15 times for 104 yards, 6.9 yards per carry in the Saturday
contest.

Arlington defensive end

t

t

Rick Trahan wrestles

salaleC1140i4 44. ,reroovV:04i:C414
*4' t '..41444,51

Palatine's Dave, Hasbach to
the ground late in the Friday
night game.

.or

4

Right-Elk Grove defeniive

10:JILL-

linemen TRU Kasallis and Don

Fritzke attempt to block a

,

punt by Forest View's Dave
Long. Forest View Photos by
'
Neil Krey.

friA

-

Pro5pert Dap

WEATHER

e

Partly cloudy, low in the
mid 60s; Tomorrow: Partly
cloudy, continued warm and
windy with showers likely,
high in the low 80s.

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
117 S. Main St.
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Why Nixon
s Coming Here

241

The first special town

meeting to be held in Wheeling Township in recent years
takes place at 8 this evening
in the Township Town Hall

at 1818 E. Northwest
Highway in Arlington
Heights.

Face

The meeting will give

citizens of the township an

Trial
In Crash

opportunity to decide whether

the elected officials and
employes who can qualify will

be placed under the program

of the Illinois Municipal

Retirement Fund.
About 50 persons are eligible. The program provides for

scheduled for tomorrow in

Mrs. Hester Leto, 53, of
Franklin Park, school bus
driver, was charged with

taxpayer in Wheeling

Township is entitled to attend
the meeting and vote upon the
Jack Hawkins, 204 W. Victoria, Arlington Heights, has discovered a new way of exercising
his labrador, Satchmo. The dog, has pulled at speeds up to 25 miles an hour, Hawkins says.

retirement benefits.

Largest number of

employes in the township

organization are in the
highway department where 10
to 15 would qualify.

Dr.).
Patricia Numerowski,

C TA -North Western Link
Won't Mean Lower Fare

Delay
Annex
Ruling
A circuit court decision ex-

be "unfair" to CTA
The link between the would
passengers who board at the

turnaround might start during

and the CTA, being built at station, because they would be
Jefferson Park, will not mean paying full fare and transfer-

"We have already acquired

special rates to commuters

Mount Prospect was postponed until Friday.
Mudge Helen McGillicuddy

in the Cook County Circuit

Court set the day ahead to
permit gathering some missing

information, Marlin Smith,
attorney for Mount Prospect
said.

Still to be presented to the
court are some figures from
surveys and a map of the land
the village is attempting to annex, Smith said.

The proposed annexation

consists of a large tract of
potentially tax -rich property
which lies along the south side

of Algonquin, extends

southward along Elmhurst
Rd. and along both sides of
Oakton.

If the court permits Mount
Prospect to ptuceed with the
annexation, the village can
hold an election to see if the
owners of the land involved
are, willing to become part of

the village, according to

'Mayor Daniel Congreve.
BUt the project is not commint along peacefully.

Des Plaines City Attorney
Robert DiLeonardi has filed
objection to it, charging that
the annexation is "illegal and

a clear-cut prdstitution of
Illinois Statutes."

Another objection was filed

by Chicago Attorney Robert
Fink, who said he is representing the Harris Trust and Sav-

ings Bank and "other in-

terested parties."

venience."

William Baxa, CTA associate

director of public in-

To Move To

Arlington Park
The annual Boy Scott

Scout -O -Rama will be held at

the Arlington Park this year
after eight years at O'Hare
Field.
I'lanned for April 26-27,

1969, the Scout -O -Rama

ferson Park station with the
terminal of the CTA's new

Numerowski, who was injured

Two developments are believed to be responsbile for the
Nixon appearance in Mount Prospect on Oct. 19. One is the
increasing conviction in both parties that the suburban vote

seriously, was released from

will be decisive in the struggle to carry Illinois.

Hospital last Friday.

THE OTHER was the spectacular success of the annual
Wheeling Township Republican dinner -dance held Oct. 5 at
Arlington Heights which attracted three U. S. Senators, a majority of the GOP state and Cook County candidates and a
crowd of 2,000. Present was William H. Rentschler, head of

Northwest Community
Killed in the accident were
Susan Larson, 17, of 18 E.
Robert. Prospect Heights and
Debbie Huber, 16, of 109
Rose, Prospect Heights.

Resting against the rear of

and
Algonquin -is this pole which

a store at Dempster

was knocked over by an

unkoo-wn

,

Transformers on the pole

A Chicago Public Works

shorted out, causing a brief
power failure in a large section of Des Plaines.

Some 3,500 -Des Plaines
homes and businesses were

ready..

"The pedestrian subway

without electricity for 20
minutes yesterday when a
behind the Jewel-Osco 'store

full fare," Baxa said.

turnaround adjacent to the
station on Milwaukee Av."

north

said George Eng,

a

public

utility pole was knocked down

works engineer.

at Dempster and Elmhurst.

vice versa, will have to pay nedy median, and a bus
"We do have buses in the
Loop that connect with com-

a

ENG SAID work is "just

Teduced-fare plan for these,
but the distance involved is
short."

HE SAID such a plan at
the Jefferson Park station

Hunted
Assault
Suspect

Police said the pole was
knocked down shortly after 4
p.m. by a car or truck. They
could not locate the vehicle

demolition for the bus
iMlaWaSCIUMOSSSOMOMMOMNalrel

Gripe
Of The

involved.

(r

A Commonwealth Edison

spokesman said electrical lines
connected to the 60 -foot pole
burned out the when the pole

Day

struck the rear of the store.

This caused a transformer 'on
the pole to short out, he said.

Getting the children all

dressed for a picture and the
photographer doesn't show.
L.W.

are seeking a man known only

as "Jim" in connection with
late Sunday
housewife.

of a Wheeling

The attack upon the 43 year -old woman reportedly
took place in the 11)0 block
of S. Windsor.

The victim, who was taken

to Northwest Community

Hospital, told police she had
met the man earlier Sunday, in
Chicago. They rode the North

Western train back from
Prospect station where the
womans car was parked.

The man, who had earlier

told the woman his name was

Jim, reportedly asked if she
would give him a ride to his
home which he said was in

Oily Slick
Covers 2 mi.
Of Streets '

ped in the 300 block of S.
Windsor 'and said he lived
around the corner.
He then made several "sug-

of the car, according to police.
face.

Marjorie Everett said "Arlington Park is most happy to

pasied out momentarily. The

Police said several

though there were no accidents.

Police notified the Mount

ProspeCt public works department and the county and' state
highway clepartments.

The emergency crews,

however, were not needed

because the substance report-

parently leaked the chemical
could not be located, .police

woman regained conphoned police.

the northwest suburbs Oct. 19 and asking that Schlickman

determine if there could be found a weather-proof site.
Schlickman immediately contacted Supt. Edward H. Gilbert
of High School District 214 to ask if the fieldhouse at either
Arlington High School in Arlington Heights or Prospect High
School in Mount Prospect could be made available. Gilbert

said that Dist. 214 policy made possible renting of district
facilities for political meetings\ providing they did not conflict

with school activities.

ON THURSDAY the Nixon advance man, Henry Cashen,

a young lawyer from Detroit, came to Wheeling Township
(Contiitited on Page 2)

Harper College Sewer
A Step Closer Maybe
the Harper project would

The Harper College sewer
project, vital to construction
of the schodl's campus, has
taken a tentative step toward

make the MSD agenda at all.

Other projects -are pending

in courts, Dalton explained,
and if court decisions should:
permit the' MSD to proceed,
its limited funds would have
to be allocated to these pro-

meeting its deadline.

Emergency crews from

The project is on the agen-

power to all customers in the

the Metropolitan Sanitary

affected area except the Jewel- - Distirct board, which'will proOsco store soon after they ar- vide funds for the $600,000
To
rived at the scene. Power for installation, according
the store was not restored un- Frank Dalton, MSD chief
engineer.
til late last night after closing.

jects.

Apt.' Lockers

being constructed at Algon-

Broken Open

But it still can be dropped
from the agenda before Saturday if projects with higher
emphasized.

The vehicle which ap-

said.

proved by the Zoning Board
of Appeals..

One of. the plans calls for
making three lots out of two
at the southwest' corner of
Sunset and Stillwell. The re subdivision had been urged by

M & M Real Estate of. Des
Plaines.

'

The other plan calls for

making two lots of one large
lot at the northwest corner of

Mount Prospect Rd. and
Thacker. The proposal was

made by McKay-Nealis
Realtors, Des Plaines.

According to Robert
Blume, commission chairman,

the planners may not allow
the division of lots when the

Robert G. Weber of doesn't know when he will
services at High School
District 214, it was an-

assume duties in this area, according to Jack Martin, assistant to the superintendent.
Weber lives in Deerfield.
He received a doctorate from

school board Monday night.

and business of Colorado

replace

Highland Park
Francis Coleman as assistant
superintendent for business
will

nounced at a meeting of the

Weber is now assistant

superintendent for business
services at Highland Park

Elementary District 107. He
will have to resign this post
before he comes to District

214, so the school board

the school of administration
State University in 1963.

His past experience

includes working as a' principal in Walnut High School,
Walnut, Ill., and as principal
of Sioux Center High School,

Sioux Center, Iowa, Martin
said.

I

at the latest, so the campus

could be used for summer
school.

quin and Roselle Rds.,

0,

If the Harper sewer is 'not

approved at this week's

Pick New Assistant Supt.

Harper President Robert
Lahti, would like the sewer
finished by May I, or June

The six -building campus is

priority intervene, Dalton

,

Suburban Council by pro- sciousness, she said. She then
viding indoor facilities for the ran to a nearby home and

The -woman told police she

Rentschler called Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman late Tuesday
last week, reporting the possibility of a Nixon appearance in

Planners ReturniPlea to Zone Bd.

man was gone when the

struck her several times in, the

Prospect had been made.

Nine lockers in an apart- meeting, the project cannot be
The pride and joy of Mrs. Automina Dyba, 112 W. St.
Rush-hour commuters were James,
ment building at 1500 Busse completed by next June 1 --the
Arlington
Heights,
is
a
7
-foot,
2
-inch
beefsteak
tomato
plagued yesterday afternoon , plant which seems to be overgrowing her yard.
were broken open Sunday, date the college wants to start
by the trail of an oily chemiMount Propsect police report. using its campus. And,
cal which extended two miles
Luggage was stolen from everyone concerned agrees, a
on four Mount Prospect streets.
campus without a sewer is
three lockers, police said.
The trail, according -to
unusable.
The
lockers
reportedly
less
have
result
which
lots
The Des Plaines Plan Compolice, began on Busse ,at.
Earlier this month, there
belong to John Heinz, Matt
than
the
number
of
square
mission
agreed
last
night
that
Dempster, stretching rio'rtif
Poleski, and Robert LeMaster. was a question as to whether
feet
required
by
city
laws.
it
does
not
have
the
authority
Central, east to Elmhtrrst.Id4r.
north to Euclid where is ' to hear two re -subdivision
proposals until they are apdisappeared at Wolf.

reported their cars
Arlington Heights. She motorists
had slid on the slippery roads,
agreed, police said. The man,
who was driving the car, stop-

Township to stage an important. Nixon 'rally. In another 48hours "the decision to prisent a major Nixon address in Mount

Edison were able to restore da for Saturday's meeting of

Arlington Heights police

an assault and attempted rape

The area affected was that
of Dempster, south
of Algonquin Rd., east of
Mount Prospect and west of

the Nixon -Agnew forces in Illinois.
Within 72 hours after the Wheeling Township dinner -dance,
the first probe occurred to find a suitable place in Wheeling

Elmhurst Rd.

muter trains. We have a beginning" and that some

Heights.

Scout -O -Rama."

killed in the crafi. Miss'

begin."

edly evaporated within an hour.
an hour.
Police said it was impossible to close the roads
because of heavy traffic.

co-operate with the Northwest

in Wheeling Township in mid -October.

Numerowski was driving were

"What we plan for now is
a subway station on the Ken-

The man grabbed her and

Race track owner Mrs.

passengers in the auto Miss

will be completed in stages,"

member Marlin Hadley, 702

N. Douglas, Arlington

for conditions. Two

Kennedy Expressway line, is
scheduled to be in service by
next June.
"People who change from
C&NW trains to the CTA, or

chairman for the 1969 show gestive" remarks 'to the
will be Northwest Suburban woman who tried to get out

Council executive board

17,

department official said work
on the subway linkup would
formation.
The construction, which not be complete until next
will link the railroad's Jef- June when the CTA station is

Chicago to the Mount

Scout -O --Rama

tenants ' to leave so we can

The walkway connecting the idea," he said. "As far as
the North Western with the we're concerned the
new subway "will just be a pedestrian linkup is just a con-

ered' yeSrerday on the convenient linkup,"t said
.litiftexation -.of land

south of Algonquin Rd. to

the land," he said, "and now

ring passengers would be we're just waiting for present

who change lines, a CTA of- paying a reduced fare.
"We haven't even discussed
ficial said yesterday.

personally in the Chicago suburbs since the campaign opened
after the Miami Beach convention. By the middle of September
the Nixon high command had tentatively assigned to the.
Chicago suburbs one of the final days of the campaign.
As October opened, Nov. 2 had been earmarked as the most
likely date for Nixon to be in the Chicago subilrbs. It was
mapped as a day -long swing from the southern villages to the
northwest suburbs. Chicago area's only major campaign address

of 522 Isa Dr., Wheeling was
charged with driving too fast

the winter.

Chicago & North Western Ry.

one, in how Illinois goes in the Nov. 5 election.
Nixon's advisers in Illinois had been urging him to campaign

reckless homicide and failure
to yield right-of-way after the
accident at Palatine Rd. and
Buffalo Grove Rd. (Windsor

program. The Illinois

program provides for higher

Nixon is the first national candidate to speak here during
the heat of his campaign. His decision confirms what has
become increasingly evident as the campaign unfolds. The
Chicago suburbs will have a major role, perhaps a decisive

Court.

special town meeting. Every

Municipal Retirement Fund

political map of the nation.

Arlington Heights Traffic

is being placed before a

BY RICHARD CRABB

With the coming of Richard Nixon to Wheeling Township
on Saturday for an important address in his campaign for the
Presidency, the northwest suburbs have won a place on the

bus accident Sept. 25 is

Because the spending of tax
funds is involved, the matter

der the federal social security

Here's Why

involved in a fatal auto -school

employes.

Suburbs Viewed
As Key Area

Power
Out?

The trial of the two drivers

the township to match con-

proposition.
At present employes are un-

Newsstand Price i0 Cents.

10 PAGES

Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Dogpower

Township
Meeting
Tonight

tributions of the

Telephone

I

Colman's resignation

became effective Monday. He
has taken a position as assis-

Palatine.

Jaycees
Dinner
Tonight
Mount Prospect Jaycees are

sponsoring a free buffet dinner tonight at 8 in the Mount
Prospect Country Club.

All men 36 and under are
invted to attend this month's

membership introductiOn
meeting.

Mrs. L. Mullen, Chairman

of the League of Woman

Voters will be the guest

tant superintendent of ,speaker. Her talk will be
business at a high school
district in St. Charles.
Coleman has worked in
District 214 for seven years:

two as a science teacher at
Arlington High School and

five
as assistant
superintendent of business
services.

He lives at 1170 N. Bever-

ly, Arlington Heights.

about the Constitutional Con-

vention (CowCon) and Air
and Water pollution, bond
issues that

will be on the

ballot Nov. 5.
There will also be a comedy

film on the Jaycees activities,

presented by John Griggs,

former vice president of the Illinois Jaycees.

For more -information call
4 Joe Charles, CL 3-1377.
II

4
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or fliniz, Gets Icy Reception

laJ
Hot residents demanding
night

neighborhood ice last

were cool to a plan to raise
taxes

Mount Prospect Park
Board President Robert

Jackson managed to tell the
gathered crowd of plans for a

r

referendum to buy land and
increase the size of the Mount

Prospect Park District by
about one-third But this came

only after answering ac-

cusations hurled against the
board that it is not sensitive
to the desires of district residents

At sometime during the ses-

sion Jackson told the crowd
the

park

1.

commissioners

would "re -consider" their

I

decision made last month not

to maintain ice-skating rinks
at Devonshire, Emerson and
Country Club Parks

To aid in the reconsideration, Park Commissioner Edward Keller said, "As a mem-

ber of the board's building

and grounds committee I invite you to send representa-

tives to our next committee
meeting, Oct 28 "

TED KULAGA, president

of the Devonshire

Homeowners Assn , Des

end of the stick," Lewis Bruno, 1400 Pennsylvania, Des Plaines
said at last night's Mount Prospect Park Board meeting.

Prospect asked the Mount Prospect Park at last night's park board meeting.

"I don't think you are exercising good judgement in trying
the people," Robert McAuliffe, 102 Roxbury Ln.,
Des Plaines, told the Mount Prospect Park Board last night.

Board.

(Photos by Ted Lacey)

cost, but just how do you do

best way we know how --

St , Mount Prospect, present-

it?"

foolishly at times, perhaps --

ed a petition with 1,060 signatures of residents protesting the loss of the Emerson

president of the Devonshire
Assn. Richard Ward, 1410
Miami, Des Plaines, told the

"after quite a bit of thought

Park rink
Jackson was asked again

decided to maintain major

Plaines, submitted a petition
signed by about 500 members
of the association who protest
the

of the Devonshire

loss

rink

Dan Balas, 308 N Maple

why the rinks would not be
maintained

this winter

He

said maintaining so many
rinks was "a physical problem It's not so much the

you really for us or are you for the Mount Prospect Park Board President
"It looks to me like the park district has fallen down on golf"Are
course," Dan Balas, 308 N. Maple, Mount Robert Jackson answered several accusations

the job...and it seems that Devonshire always gels the worst

So, he said, the board,

and discussion in public

meetings over several months

rinks at Meadows, Lyons and
High Ridge Knolls Parks."
These parks have parking
facilities and are level enough
to make good rinks, he said.

"This board was elected to

make park decisions,"

Jackson said, "and we make
them You may not like them,

It

but we make them.
"We make the decisions the

but the best way we know
how.".
Some of the residents who
spoke at the meeting said they

would rather have mediocre
rinks close by than good rinks

far away. They said they
would not let their children
walk to distant rinks because

it requires crossing busy

highways whereas
ly accessible.

"WE WILL do anything we
can

to get ice,"

last year's

To be served Wednesday at py

To be served Wednesday at
Junior high schools and North
Elementary School in District Feehanville, Euclid, Bond, In-

dian Grove and Park View

Spaghetti with meat sauce,

schools and River Trails

french bread, tossed salad, Junior High in District 26:
Peaches in raisin sauce,
wax beans, apple crisp, milk.
To be served Wednesday at meat balls and gravy, mashed

Carl Sandburg School in potatoes, whole wheat bread,

chocolate chip cookies, milk.
District 15:
To be served Wednesday at
Hamburger on bun, chilled
orange Juice, spinach, apple Arlington, Prospect, Wheeling, Forest View, Elk Grove
slice, milk

schools and MacArthur

For the finest
in Real Estate
Service, its ...

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

State F:1,1 Lift

biscuits and butter, milk.

cocktail, tropical fruit gelatin,

WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER

Co,

to the wishes of the people."

pay extra for extra services.
Several people in the crowd

shouted, '"Our taxes pay for

weather maybe this would

that."

eliminate the problem..
"This is a neighborhood

pineapple pie, chocolate cake,
coconut oatmeal cookies.
Menu was not available for
St. Viator High School.

Earl Mueller,

I

1

1

S.

School, Mount Prospect, said
"I don't think the park district
properly maintains the parks
it now has. You want to gain

more parks and it's going to

park system and we would

HAROLD ROSS, 517 N.
Emerson, Mount Prospect, a

like to keep the neighborhood
facilities."

Prospect Plan Commission,

'the ones you have well. ' "

"How about putting your

Sorenson
Will Speak
In Niles

awards for a total of 10,850
hours of volunteer service to
Lutheran General Hospital,

School.
Sorenson, an author and an

Park Ridge.
Two Candystripers, JoAnne
Hedke, 321 S. Edward, Mt.

Prospect and Vicky Snyder of
Park Ridge received a special

"C,0

charm for 750 hours of

8 p.m. Admission is free.

service.

Gold charms for 500 hours

I

were given to five girls, and
nine Candystripers received
silver pins for 250 hours of
service. Bronze pins for 100

William Rowe
Services were to be held to-

day for William J. Rowe, 10 week -old son ..of William J.
and Susan L. Rowe of 4738
Arbor Dr., Rolling Meadows,

Dr. Richard H. Luecke,

Burial' will be in
Ridgewood Cemetery, Des

director of Chicago's Urban
Training Center for Christian
Mission, will speak on "The
City and Suburbs" tonight at
the community forum at the

Plaines. The Rowe child died
Saturday at Northwest Com-

Gymnasium, 18 S. School St.

at

10 a.m. at the Friedrich

Funeral Home, Mount
Prospect.

munity Hospital of natural
causes._

Awards

Roxbury

Ln.,

Des

St. Paul Lutheran School
Mount Prospect. The forum
series is designed to provide
opportunities for dialogue on

hours of service were awarded
to 41 girls.
five Candystripers
The
(young men) each received tie
tacks for 100 hours.

Candystripers work in
many areas of the hospital including the reception and control desks, physical therapy,

central service and the Gift
and Snack Shops. During the

Plaines,

said to the board, "YoU g-uys
here have a thankless job.
"I don't think, however,

you are exercising .good judg-

ment in trying to please the
people."

trying to acquire includes 30
acres on Algonquin Rd., near

St. Zachary's Church; 18

acres with a three -acre
retention basin -lake north of
Golf Rd., west of Busse Rd.,
and four acres to add to Kopp
Park.

McAuliffe suggested residents could pitch in and make
ice on neighborhood rinks
themselves.

The land Jackson said the
board is in the process of

Jackson said the amount of
money the district board will
need to pull off these plans is
not yet certain, but that "obviously it requires a referendum."

Here'sWhy Nixon

Is Coming Here

Sixty-two area young

Thursday at Niles North High

Obituaries

Youths
Receive
persons recently received

presidential election issues

The program Will begin at

Robert McAuliffe, 102

told the park board, "You

Speaks
Tonight
At St. Paul's

adviser to the late Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy (D;N.Y.), will
speak on the "The 1968 Election --What's at Stake?"

cost you more to maintain

member of the Mount them, but you don't handle

Theodore Sorenson, special

roast beef, barbecue on bun,

Available desserts: fruit

Wayne Brennan

If

district residents are willing to

Becker said. He asked if park district if you don't listen

men to make ice in 15 degree

Main dish (one choice):

wiener on bun; Vegetable (ope
Junior High in District 23:
Chop suey over rice or fists choice): whipped potatoes,
puff and lettuce with sweet- spinach. Salad (one choice):
and-sour dressing, milk, pop- fruit juice, tossed salad, cole
slaw, molded raspberry, fruit
.
.cocktail, lime, diced peach;

FAMILY PROTECTOR

money.

we offered more money for

To be served Wednesday at and Hersey high Schools:

Anne Sullivan, Betsy Ross

is

cannot e pect support from
members of all areas of th,..

seed, roll and buffer, ,adviser to the late President
Kennedy., will speak on
c,,

South, Thomas. and Miner Chinese almond ,aoolcies.
25:

"Everything

neighborhood rinks were safe-

School Menus
I

board.

money where your mouth is,"
Park Commissioner Roland

to please

(Continued from Page 1)

to inspect both the fieldhouses at Arlington and Prospect High
Schools. Both facilities were satisfactory, but he favored the
Prospect High location because of its superior parking facilities.

On Friday another Nixon aide, Ralph Watson, came to
District 214 and definietly decided upon the Prospect location
in event a Wheeling Township location were finally selected.
The time of the address was tentatively scheduled for 4 p.m.
on Saturday.

The decisive conference was held at the O'Hare Inn Satur-

day, lasting from noon until 3 p.m. and presided over by
Rentschler. It was attended by the GOP county chairmen from
Cook, DuPage and Lake counties.
By this time it was known that Nixon would have to divide

his attention on Oct. 19 between the. Chicago suburbs and
major GOP rallies in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The time
for the Wheeling address was shifted, first to 10 and later
to 9:30 Saturday morning. Plans for stumping the southern
and central suburbs had to be scrapped, at which time DuPage's

county chairman, Elmer Hoffman, was so incensed that he
left the meeting.

IMMEDIATELY after the O'Hare conference, Rentschler

called Chicago area newspapers and advised them that Nixon
would come to Wheeling Township for an important address
on Oct. 19 and that he would make a formal announcement
on Monday.

Only then could the Nixon team go into action and work
out the numerous details that would enable the GOP candidate

to shift plans to be in Mount Prospect for the 9:30 a.m. ap-

summer, they also helped

political issues in the election

prepare and pick up diet

pearance. By Sunday morning everything had fallen into place.
Rentschler stressed the fact that there was little that is.

year.

menus.

unusual in the planning of the Mount Prospect appearance.
Decisions in the Nixon campaign are geared to fast breaking
developments, including a close study of the latest poll information. "This is the accepted procedure for having Nixon
in the places where he is needed most in this jet speed,

A

computerized campaign of 1968," Rentschler explained.

Buying or Selling

Go right to
3 Offices to Serve You!

the top ... see

How to make
your diploma
worth maybe
halt a million

ARLINGTON HTS.

BRUNS

28 E Northwest Hwy

253-1800
MOUNT PROSPECT
104E Northwest Hwy

255-9111
ELK GROVE

excitement

dollars more...
real
estate

VILLAGE
570E Higg,ns Road

439-4700

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

Y6%

PALATINE

132 S. Neirthwest Hwy.
SCHAUMBURG

7 W. Schaumburg Road

dial

92.71

stereo24hours
I

755-6320
358-1502

894-1330

The difference between $10,000
and $20,000 a year is $410,000 in a

working lifetime! Education helps, but the main way to
success is knowing how to use what you know. The Dale
Carnegie Course can quickly teach you such basic things
as effective speaking, faster ways to make decisions, overcome tensions and build confidence. You can enroll this
week.
Attend a tree preview meeting:
Des Plaines Y.M.C.A., 300 Northwest Hwy.
Wed., October 16, 6:30 p.m.
Park Ridge Y.M.C.A., 1515 W. Touhy
Thurs., October 17, 7:30 p.m.
Downtown Chicago classes also available
For reservations or Information call:

HA -7-5916
DALE CARNEGIE COURSE

Presented by Mid -West institute 28 E. Jackson Chicago

School Is

Going to Nurse

11.=1M

s.

RIGHT - ...modeling in

4clay for Scott Andrews. The
nursery school is a non-profit,

cooperative organization
maintained strictly from
monthly

tuition

and

fund

raising projects. If you want

candy call Mrs. Joyce
Waliskog at 392-1559.

t4

;. t

.,s.

,-

r
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...learning how to pick up a turtle for Steven Parish. Prospect
Heights Parent's Night will feature get acquainted sessions for
Parents and teachers plus launching the Oct. 16 - 31 Candy
Sale fund raiser. Proceeds front the sale are used to purchase
new equipment for the school. (Photos by Ferh Schneider)

StAlexitts Hospital
To Hold Comprehensive
Alcoholism Talks Oct. 30
As part of St. Alexius

Hospital's public service program for the residents of the
Northwest Community area;

Kevin Spirek and Greg
Latowicz as they cruise- the

"Ministering to the

School in a wooden boat. The
school is entering its twentysecond year of serving com-

Park Ridge,

Prospect Heights Nursery

author of

Alcoholic."

AMONG THE 'TOPICS to
be discussed at the St. Alexius

prehensive conference on

recognize the alcoholic, where

COmniunity Services of

Day photographer taldng a
picture are Tim CaRaeler,

Lutheran General Hospital in

Elk

and in cooperation with the

.'Watching Michael

Peterson take a picture of the

munity youth; offering field
trips, play and education to

Grove Village, a com- conference are how to
,
'

alcoholism will be held to

bring into focus this fast -increasing problem in suburban
areas.
The

help available for an

alcoholic's family, when the

law takes over, alcoholism as

r cause of divorce, and help

on

conference

alcoholism will be held at the
hospital, 800 W. Biesterfield

Rd., Elk Grove Village.

Wednesday, Oct. 30 ar8 p.m.
Though intended primarily
for professional men -- doctors, ministers and those in
industry, the general public is
also encouraged to attend.'
Authorities on alcoholism
who will speak at the conference are John B. Perkins,

offered to the alcoholic by
Alcoholics Anonymous and
the rehabilitation program at

Lutheran- General Hospital.
The session will include a

...A lime for high heels and

a doll in a buggy for Sherry
Van Hefton who attends the

Question and answer period:
It is estimated that there are
450,000 alcoholics in the state

Prospect Heights Nursery

School holding Its first

of Illinois, over half of which
are in the Chicago area, The
causes Of alcoholism are not

Parent's Night at 8 p.m.

tomorrow at the Prospect
Heights Community Church,

and there is no
becomes an alcoholic.
Authorities are almost

known

Executive Director of the

Chicago Counc'il on

Alcoholism, as moderator;

" Chicago attorney John
"

75 children.

an alcoholic can go for help,

O'Leary; Dr. James West of

Little Company of Mary
Hospital in Evergreen Park;

and Rev John E. Keller of

Willow and Elmhurst Rds.

particular type of person who

;:'...!,2

Water problems and management are fascinating even to baby Laura. Her mother, Mrs.
Albert Mohonnier and other members of the Arlington Heights League of Women Voters,
will hear a panel discuss these problems at their Oct. 17 meeting at Pioneer Park.

Water Management

unanimous in their agreement
that alcoholism cannot be

"cured;" but it can be arrested, as various methods of

LWV Meeting Topic

Arr

therapy have clearly shown.

The Day's Prospects

league members will discuss

Water problems and pro-

co flood control, water

Last of the River Boats
'

BY DOLORES HAUGH
WoMen's Editor

If you want to take a trip

lion. There, rafts were constructed measuring seven logs
wide and two city blocks long.

The pilot house near the

for a weekend, travel the famous laridmark, The Green
r. Tree (a huge elm now cut
Great River Road.
State Route 64 dips and because of the Dutch elm
turns, revealing breathtaking
scenery unexpectedly at every

beetle's work), was known to

all river boat pilots.'
Many of the river boat capMississippi to Clinton, Iowa,. tains lived in LeClaire. So
you will want to stop at many of their possessions, inLeClaire, just north of Daven- cluding a large painted acorn,
symbol of security for steamport.
Besides being the birthplace boats, hats, licenses, a
of Buffalo Bill Cody, it is also Constitution and By -Laws of
the site of a new museum the Brotherhood of Upper
.

curve. If you cross the

Mississippi River Pilots
are

being constructed around The
Lone Star, a paddle boat, now
retired.

organized in 188

WHEN THE BOAT was
first built in 1890, it was an
84 by 20 -ft. wood burner

their new home in
forthcoming museum.

carefully preserved in the Buffalo

Bill Museum awaiting

the Natural Resources

posals, with special emphasis

Development Bond Act to be
presented for voter approval
on Nov. 5. The act is a statewide plan to spend $1 billion

'management. watershed approach, and pollution abatement, will be the theme of the
Arlington Heights League of

hull was split up the middle

to widen her and later she

went to diesel."
conducts
then
Frank
visitors (at 50 cents per) to

view the old galley complete
with wood stove, and explains

the high pressure systems
where steam builds up to 235

pounds per square inch. He
told' how the knotted rope
bumpers or fenders were "tied

by the seamen" and how the
rope ball -knot is heaved over

the Pioneer Park Bathhouse
beginning at 8 p.m.

work ; not dredging sandfrout
the river, pushing sand., barges

the

ing house can be heard by

THE LONE STAR was

an era now slipping into

future generations

president, Mrs. William

Trevor, Rolling Meadows, CL
5-7352. League meetings are
open to all wome4i interested
in government:

Rock Hunters
The Des Plaines Valley

Geological Society will have
a slide presentation depicting
an actual trip of the society,
at their Oct. 17 meeting. A.
C. Witt,
J.1

...el,
41pa

soon be restored. She -will re-

main forever a part of

Dolores Haugh)

1

clude a pictorial tour of the

r

P4

yj.
.

f
_f

'

t:

Visitors interested in

earth sciences are cordially in-

«

:444'!*

A'Fit

quarry and cement 'plant, and
will show the types of fossils
found in the quarry.

paleontology or any of the

;4

-

10,

,

44.4f

f4.

*.svior011
WO +or

/010.1

174,

a member of the

society will show slides of the
June 30 field trip at the
Medusa Quarry, Dixon, Ill.
`His presentation will in-

4

museum project committee 'of
local merchants had the Lone
Star dragged from her watery
home by five trucks apd many

I heritage that built our country
and made it grow.

'

from the chairman at 8943565, or from the League's'

Meet Oct. 17

Sand and Gravel Co. The

wheel, sadly weathered, her
hull with wide cracks will

both of Arlington

-

Further information about
the meeting may be obtained

Water Resources Committee

,Scholarship
Winner

Ethel Delarue, of the Builder's

or huge log rafts but *her_
as a monument to.
era oflabilary. (Photos

Shubeck,
Heights.

to recall

Americana. She hauled and
worked the better part of a
century. She now marks the
end of a colorful historical

a -pass' ing

issue.

The steam whistle is silent
now, but not for long. An air
compressor is being installed
so that blasts from the steer-

Frank, "the Lone Star weights
about 192 tons."
Her 15 -foot wide paddle

Lone Star will continue to

Brady and Mrs. W. Eugene

for tying up.

steel zables. "It took a lot of
power to lift her Out," said

RIGHT - High and dry -the

to combat -air and water pollu-

presented to the League's

In addition to looking at

the current local water scene.

was last owned by a woman,'
alongside a smokestack while
touring the riverboat.

.

Committee members taking

part will be: Mrs. Arthur

The water meeting will be

THE UNUSUAL feature
about the Lone Star is that it

of Mount Prospect, pauses

Estates.

Women Voters general tion, and the League of Harris, both of Mount
tour conductor and friend of meeting Thursday, Oct. 17. Women, Voters urges all Prospect, and Mrs. Albert
many riverboat pilots, "her The meeting will be held at voters to support the bond Mojonnier and Jrs. John

whose steam engine powered condemned by the --Coast history.
One of LeClaire's younger
her to dredge the river or push Guard last October, but with
Russell Borgman,
huge logs through the' rapids their special permission made citizens,
one of his Eagle
her final voyage under her fulfilled
to Davenport.
The logs, cut and sent down own power to permanent Scout requirments this sumby completely dismantthe' Chippewa River to the drydock. During her working ' mar
Mississippi, floated easily un- years she was converted 'to ling, repainting and rebuilding
til they reached LeClaire, 15 coal burning power according one of the Lone Star's engine.
miles north of their destina- to Frank Clark, 80 -year -old

ABOVE - Harriet Forlon,

in the form of a panel

discussion. Chairman is Mrs.
Jerome Dintenfass, Hoffman

it44+,40** 4 .4. ..
,*-4.*.oktovv ..

Northwest Suburban, Delta Gamma -alumnae have given a
$150 scholarship to Miss Gloria Ehlers of Crystal Lake. Gloria
is shown here with Mrs. Raymond Lloyd, of Arlington Heights,
Delta Ganutut Alumnae Foundations Chatrinan for this area.
Gloria,, who graduated from Wheeling High School, is blind
and one of nine children. This fall 'she win be attending Linand'' she will use her
coln Simko College, Lincoln,
scholarst4, to pay for "readers" while at college. The Delta
Ganinuti national foundation is sight conservation and aid
to the blind.

vited

to attend the meeting

which begins at' 8 p.m. at the
West Park Field House, 651
Wolf Rd., Des Plaines.
Diiplay tables will be provided by members.

'Try Some
Honey:
Here's a tip from Meadow
Gold home economists: when
sweetening whippyil cream, try
using one teaspoon of honey

instead of sugar. Besides
tasting delightful, the cream
will keep its stiffness longer.
N.

V.V7CUITOMMTlicWrAMBW.K73=at

Monologue

.
the laws, and no one seems to think it im-

weigh produce at seasonal fruit and vegetable -

portant that the job be done at all.
If it is not important that a law or regulation
be enforced, why have the law in the first place,

nually as required by state law.

or pay for a staff which can not or will no

stands have not and are not being tested an-

tell us.

Finally, after about two months and several
interpretations, the state decided the new law
meant the "steady" amber light which goes on
between the green and the red traffic signals.
In other words, you can't cross the street during the 4 or 5 seconds that the traffic signals

enforce the law?

One stand in the northwest suburbs had a

scale which hadn't been tested since 1944.

PERHAPS THE ANSWER lies in the
Legislature, which winds up each

Officials of the Dept. of Agriculture promised to correct the situation after we talked
to them last year

about the location of steady amber lights (all
we had ever seen had been the flashing kind),
no one in any of the state departments could

ment of the government whi h exists to enforce

Back in September of 1967, this reporter
brought to the attention of the Illinois Dept.
pf Agriculture the fact that the scales used to

Illinois

session with a silly clock -stopping procedure
before its deadline so that hundreds of laws
can be passed in a few hours. We wonder how
many legislators know what they vote on in
that short time, and whether they consider providing funds so the laws, if understood, can

,

LAST MONTH, which was one year after
we first brought the matter to the attention
of officials in the Dept. of Agriculture, we sent
an open letter to Robert M. Schneider, director

be enforced adequately.
This last July 22, for example, the legislature

of the department Schneider was invited to
reply and have his letter printed if he desired.

That was on Sept. 12. Schneider has not
replied and we see no sign of the stands being

stopped the clock just before midnight and by

with the law

250 bills.

the time they adjourned at 2:30 a.m., which

to keep pointing out that one branch of our
state government is not doing what it is required to do "It's really not that important."
they say

pedestrians to come to a complete stop at a

The important matter is that we have state
laws covering a particular subject, a depart-

steady amber traffic light. When we inquired

Hideaword

WITH THE PROMISE of more new laws
the candidates for public office, we
wonder where the money will come from to
by all

enforce the laws, or which laws will

State Bar Assoc., which has been doing
research in connection with the

TRALPIA
using all seven of these letters.

playing cards into the state.

At that time, playing cards were considered
the work only of the Devil and gamblers. This
was obviously before bridge became popular.

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Thumbsucking, Warts Are Unrelated Problems
Thumbsucking is a recurr-

One woman
asks what can be done to get
ing

problem.

her I8 -month -old grand-

20 good, 27 excellent

thumbsucking is to be ex-

pected in the first year or two

of life. Such deterents as

spanking, scolding, tying the
hands and painting the thumb

daughter to stop sucking her
thumb. A certain amount of with evil -tasting substances do
more harm than good. A hap-

Answer on Comic Page

state's Ses-

quicentennial celebration it is no longer
unlawful, as it was 100 years ago, to bring

DOCTOR SAYS

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

go

unenforced because the funds are not available
or because no one has yet discovered them and
gotten an interpretation.
the books, eventually. According to the Illinois

Many of the laws they passed are probably
still not understood, but will stay on the books
until they are challenged and removed or revised to have some meaning.
Last year, for example, we discovered that
a law had been passed requiring motorists and

Some people feel it is too trivial a matter

are changing.

Happily, some laws do get removed from

was officially "midnight," they passed about

checked and the scales tested in accordance

by George Hamilton

py child who is well -loved and
knows it, will outgrow the

SENSATIONAL
PURCHASE!

caused by thumbsucking and
what to do to break the habit.
Since warts are caused by

"But, dad, I'm not dressing like a hippie-this is my

tionship to the thumbsucking.

SKATE KEY!"

virus, they have no rela-

Thumbsucking at any age is
caused feeling of insecurity. It
is significant that this mother
asked how she could stop her

habit before reaching school son's habit instead of how he
age. Meanwhile, the child's could stop it. This leads me
thumb won't dissolve and she to assume that she has in
can't swallow it so why nor general been overprotective of
relax and enjoy her few re- her son and has not allowed
maining months of babyhood? him to grow up. In itself the
habit is harmless, but sooner
A different Pi'oblem is or later this boy is going to
presented by the mother who have to start fending for
writes that her son, II, still himself and making hiS own
sucks his thumb. On the left decisions. Having neglected to
side of his mouth, just below train him along this line, I
his lip, he had developed believe this mother, with her
several warts. This mother child, should consult a child

Vie Prooett Dap
"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III
Tuesday, October 15, 1968
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Managing Editor

wonders whether the warts are psychologist.
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SPODE

ENGLISH BONE

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

CHINA...

Grace's Daze

is the finest, whitest, translucent bone china that money can
buy. And it's been that way for nearly 200 years, ever since the
day that Josiah Spode first produced it.

Convention, Homecoming Flight

We at Spode believe that Fine Bone China is not something to
be locked away and saved for those "special occasions." Spode
should be used and enjoyed every day, arid that's why we make
it the way we do, delicate looking yet very durable. Even safe
for repeated dishwasher washings.

By Grace Mott
It was "up, up and away"
last week to Philadelphia and
the American Gas Assn., convention for

14

Mr. and

Mrs.

Reg. $19 to $26

5 -pc. place setting...$19.95

ty.

Swedish Hospital in Seattle.

A COUPLE who used to

First leg of the six -day came not only to visit their

car and included Thomas William Steinmetzes in Mount

Louisiana State University in

A. Closset now of Schaum-

Arlene. Also a homemaker,
she is the wife of Dr. Neil R.

weekend at Culver -Stockton
College with son, Robert.

and Mrs. William Closset who

been in town. They are Mr.

absence from home was by daughter and her family, the

torate in psychology at

Mott, Culver -Stockton Alum- Prospect and their son and his
nus and his wife who returned wife, Mr. and Mrs. William

Baton Rouge.

flew east from St. Louis.

burg, but to see their newest
grandchild, the latter couple's
son, William Todd, born Sept.

besides campus luncheons,

17.

open houses and the football
game which Culver -Stockton
won, two concerts: one by the
St. Louis Symphony Friday
night and Saturday night's by

tivities included a dinner

dance in Quincy, Ill.

The baby's maternal Yale University. After
graduation from Arlington
is Mrs. Zulma
Forbis who came from High, Arlene attended Cottey
Kansas City, Mo., to help in
the Closset home and left for
also

has a

maternal

great

Av. Now serving

Evanston, is Debra Sauve,

achievements of two sisters
who grew up here. They are

Henry Schweigerdt, N. at St. Francis Hospital,

Elmhurst

her

residency in Charity

Hospital in New Orleans is
Dr. Elizabeth Schweigerdt.

for the Motts; his election to
Chairman of the Accounting, took her pre-med courses at
Section of the organization Millikin University, did her
and a general session, both of graduate work at the
which the Motts attended at
which Sen. Edmund Muskie, "We Hove Arrived at a
engaged fol. the program early

this year, was the

prin.cipal

speaker:

Discovered in a con-

You can see more at the Fine China department of Borg's, where you will also be able

versation at the convention
center was the former residen-

side belted and buttoned. Navy/red or black/taupe. Sizes 141/2-

to see the wide variety of serving pieces,
accessory items, even gifts that are avail-

Go Trail of Ralph Evans,

261/2.

able in 10 Spode patterns.

E BAY NT

Silver -China --Crystal
6400 N. Horlym Ave, at Northwest Hwy.
637-2600-Suburbs 825-3131

Randhurst
Phone 392 -5200 -Add 35c C.O.D.

Shopping Hours: Mon. thru Thurs. 9.6,

Friday 9.9, Sot. 9.5

cy in Mount Prospect on We -

sales representative for the
Ripley Co., who now lives
near Middleton, Conn.
In a convention dinner party was Mrs. Raymond W. Van

Wuyckhuyse of Rochester,
N.Y., prominently known in
Presbyterian church circles,
who is a member of the National Board of Missions of

the United Presbyterian

Church and a member of the

Executive Commission on

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F.
W. Sauve.

Also, among the younger
A 1957 graduate of Arl- set, who each day eagerly look
ington High School, Betty for the hospital volunteer with

Acrylic bonded famous maker worsted goes shapely in skimmers
with welt detailing, blazer buttons, printed scarves and the luxury touches of fine tailoring you love as a suburbanite on the
go. Shown are just two from a vast and very special collection!

FLOWERS GIFTS FURNITURE

For some the dazzling fall

the daughters of Mr. and Mrs.

niversary held special interest

38 to 46.
BOTTOM: Color inserted into an "A" shape and the neckline,

University of Illinois.

University, and guest of

Illustrious arc the

the association's 50th an-

.

ty, and graduated from the

look. These are the hospitalized, at least one for longer than
routine.
Confined in a cast for three
months which she will spend

SEVERAL FACETS of the
5,000 -delegate convention on

5 -pc. place setting...$7.95

College and Bradley Universi-

grandmother, Mrs. Grace days have taken on a, dismal

PRICE TO GO

several!
TOP: Welted "A" --self buttons --print scarf. Brown or Navy. Sizes

chemistry at the same school
who received his Ph.D. at

Timmons.

James Kolberg of this town.

A great savings purchase made especially for you ... Have

Kestner, associate professor of

Also in Canton for the college events was Miss Donna
Gitzke of Mount Prospect,

student at Western Illinois

Spode Chelsea Wicker...
is produced in the warm ivory of the Spode Imperial body. The
scalloped edge, the delicate basket -weave embossing give it a
line and beauty of form that require no added decoration.

Nor is this all that occupies

grandmother

Chad Mitchell. Alumni ac- home last week. William Todd

WORSTED A -LINES WITH POLISH ...

WHILE ELIZABETH

practices medicine, one of the
few women graduates of Arlington High School to do so,
Betty's sister, Arlene works on
her dissertation for her doc-

William Mott, but not before
they spent a homecoming

Homecoming
entertainment included,

Spode Nordic

University of Illinois School
of Medicine, and interned at

live here and now make their
home in Williston, Fla., have

Sunday when Grace and Bill
Each

Health, Wealth and Education
with offices in New York Ci-

the mail, is Alan Bartlett, son
of the Donald Bartletts, who
is.at Holy Family.

Compromise Solution!"

CLASSIFIED

Lost:

LOST: girl's blue framed glasses,

on Friday in the Patton School
area. Call CL 3-3998.

35
75

Air Conditioning

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share . 71

Pointing & decorating. Interior, exterior, & paper
Wetteland

20
109

hanging. Estimates cheerfully
given. 394.1665, Mt. Prosp.

105
Auto Leasing
107
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
106
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers . 103
99
Automobile For Sale

-r-

Shots and

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

.

-

8

10

36

Mon or boy with car to deliver

B3

(To Rent)

-W!

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

5

hours work. Elk Grove News, 199
Kings St. 439.0286.

DAY WANT ADS

DRAW QUICK

437-1200

For night & midnight shifts.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

in Morton Grove
437-8376
MAN FOR

Personals

14

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale

85
89
86
91

in

.

.

.

RESULTS!
"Quick -Draw" Day Want Ad. Now
Day Want Ads offer you more! Over

a

120,000 readers DAILY in The Arlington
Day, The Prospect Day, and The Des
Plaines Day Plus a bonus of .140,000 extra readers in Thursday's Market Day.

So take Aim, with a 3 line, 5 day Want
Ad in Day Publications You can't miss!

Apartments
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties
.

To Rent, Stores, Offices
Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

.

.

1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFT

NORTHWEST

GENERAL FACTORY
Good starting pay, company benefits including hospitaliza-

MAN WANTED

to work 5:15 PM to 8:15 PM,
Monday thru Friday, $33 a

BEFORE 5 P.M. Coll 537.2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

Driver Wanted
s-ity and suburban deliveries.
working

Pleasant

81

benefits.

LINE

FIBERGLASS

CAB DRIVERS

42

PART TIME MORNINGS

LAYOUT MAN

YS

Excellent starting salary and fringe benefits.

drivers'
good record.
With

ONLY

license

and

259-5887

437-5400

room additions, rec rooms and
dormers. Vinyl and aluminum

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

Boy to deliver morning

COMPANY

Carpet Cleaning
Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
rm. & hall carpet. Sofas $9.95 Ex
Wall to Wall carpet &. furn.
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
exp. Free estimate. Call Joe

253-9046 - 761-688P

Pl.

St"'

Hts.

Rd. ALSO boys for afternoon
newspaper routes in various
locations.

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

DISHWASHERS

ADVERTISERS'
PLEASE.
CHECK YOUR ADSI
Advertisen are requested at
rhea Ow first insertion' of

We are opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate

*Mir advertisement and in
case of error to natal, the

washing operation.

the dishwashing machine and run the dish-

255-7200
OR

'061:61E6
244Ielp Wanted Men

WEEKDAYS 8:30 AM TO 5:00 PM

Good Starting Pay
Excel lent Mork ing Conditions

raid Holidays
Paid Vacation
Health and Life Insurance elan
Profit Sharing
APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

PRESSMAN

SATURDAYS 'TIL NOON (255-7200

FLEXOGRAPHIC
2nd SHIFT
Top pay for experienced mon.
Hospitalization, paid vocation and profit shoring.

TOWER PACKAGING; INC.
Wheeling, III.

1150 S. Willis

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MOTOROLA
Algonquin and Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

sod,

seed,

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

.

Ceramic Tile
Kilf TILE CO,
255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble

Concrete Work
N 8 N CONCRETE

529-3463
FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
RESIDENTIAL

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

patios sidewalks,
stairs, basement floors,. garage
floors, curbi, retaining walls.
Free Estimates

Custom Draperies

Custom Draperies
No job too small.
Equipped for complete custom

Complete lawn care available,

COMPLETE
Sod
Trees

-

Evergreens

Installed

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
burst.
Shortening of hems on coats,
dresses, suede coals;
skirts,
repair & replace zippers on

pants, jackets etc; Also men's
255-816,
clothing.

-

Shrubs

Rototilling

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Relining, repleating, rehemming
' etc..437-2884.

.---.

.4

-

&

Grading. All work guaranteed.
No job too big or small. Free
estimates.

FALL SALE 50% OFF

On all custom made fabric slip.
&
&
reupholstering,
plastic covers.
covers

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..

Chairs
Sofas

827.0609

Secels

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

lovers! We give
expert lawn service. We will
grow you a lawn anywhere
Atten:

Lawn

whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We
will make your lawn look as
though it has been sodded. We
also

$12 plus material
$22 plus material
$15 plus material

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE

Pulverized & weed free.
Idea/ for new lawns, flower'beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

Free Estimates

ALPINE INTERIORS
Call 327-1752

look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

.

Storm Windows
X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber glass

awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.
647-0220

Tailoring
Expert

take care of evergreens,

shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
I don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it

AlterationsM'Ttu'eens

-

C L 9 -0E1

. eves.

s &W We aer d

Tile
Dick's Tile
FREE ESTIMATES

'

Masonry

Wall Tile - New & Remodeling
Also Ida Peace,*

Meyers
-Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces

437.4093

Tronsmission Service

Cl 3-5964

AAMCO Transmissions

Murals
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under $50.
529-2840
.

Painting -Decorating
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.

Shell Decorating

Drapery Repairs

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black IL white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl His
17 S Evergreen
CL 5.5692

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

LANDSCAPING

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

Rays
--

assured.

merciol. Satisfaction
Free estimates.
Call 255-6855

Complete line of fabrics
to choose from
437.2084

It's T.V Checkup time Antennas
Repaired Home Service Calls
All Bonk Credit Cords Honored

cutting, fertilizing,

weeding. Residential
f e " i i andizi n
gros

drapery work with

Dog Grooming

Fast
Clean Dependable
Plastering & Drywall Service
CALL 255-3822

SAVE YOUR EYES'

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

17 years experience.

"ELEANOR"

Plastering
For

Radio -TV Repair

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.

Day or Eve. 766-7256

773-1261

GALL

aerating,

plonting, grade work. 537-1411

Driveways,

JOI3S OFFER:

-

Exterior Work
Roy Rood
359-0993

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

raking,

Residential
Commercial
Apartrnents
Specializing in kitchen cabinets
and furniture refinishing. Free
immediate service.
estimates
Fall Savings For

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power

Trash Removal - Steps - Driveways - Floors - Patios - Walks.

NORTH ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS NEWS AGENCY

or

631-7671
Foil cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance

Serv.

DEPENDABLE CARPET
to Wall, new or used
Free

Shit'

1NTERIOR.EXTERIOR

stone

sand,

HARBUT S LAWN MTCE.

296-6365

Wall

DIRT,

fill, any amount. Also pick up
debris. 457-03E19

cleaning.

drapery
painting,
priced. Des
Low

Installid & Repaired

newspaper route at the Circle

253-7150

24 -Help Wanted Men

9-049J

Landscaping
BLACK

.

54#u"kOl
PHONE 255.7200

g
Cl_
AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

Janeal Draperies
381.1972

255-3642

ANOCUT ENGINEERING

WANTED

notify us+ at once, Correct.
tom or* accepted b* oblate.
to i2
9 to 9 wieolidaye

3 Generations

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinovion Tradition

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

Call me for free estimates on

392-8454
BETWEEN 8:30 & 1

egos shack your oda and

Lauritz Jensen

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

Carpet Installation

Miss Gaffke

IN DES PLAINES AREA

(255-7200)

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Raosonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214

Interior Decorators

Save time & money

ERsetpirnaairtses.&

WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

-On all c,,,tnm merle draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

Carpentry
Painting inside & out

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, V2
price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing

p.m. lunch included.

too otttf,tesartiOn.

0

glass layout.

CALL VERNA

department, at
enc. In order that correction
tan be made, In the event of
error or ontistioai the OINft
paper will be responsible for
ONLY
th first incorrect
insertion 'and *ply to the exad
tent of she slime that
require.. Kenn will be
rodtlfted by republitotbso

IN DES PLAINES AREA PHONE:

We are also interested in a mon with a background in fiber-

Light janitor work for school
cafeteria. Hours 11 a.m. to 3

Hill Apts., Rand & Arl.

Free Estimates. Fully insured.

20% OFF SALE

Electrical
Plumbing

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

slossified

OR

HOME HANDYMAN

Quality Paint Service
Exterior Painting at its finest.

CERAMIC LESSON S

up. 894-9141.

RIDGE MOTORS
824-3141

296-6640

5

359.2756

in -

299-3159

FREE ESTIMATES.

827-4637

Mon. 8
i
Experienced instructor.
Tues., evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
firing.
supplies,
Greenwore,
259-5920
gifts.
Customized

UNITED ENGINEERS 823.0828

Excellent job opportunity for an aggressive young won who
would like to learn a trade with a solid future. The man we
choose will be trained in all basics of fiberglas fabrication.

Retired Man

OR

For Apprentice Carpenter,

all

tenor & exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.

siding.

OR

255-7200

837.3764 after 7 p.m.

SPECIAL

Toll & winter rates on

Instruction

ON REMODELING & REPAIRS

PART -TI ME

CONSECUTIVE
' PUBLISHING

CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or

EDMOND GRAY

_

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Fully
workmanship.
Quality
insured. Reasonable. 259-.1039
Ken's Paintir,9 8 Decorating

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower
work; welding & electrical work.

After 6 PM

102
92

TODAY

The Sky is the Limit.

Experienced in any typ e car pentry work, remodeling & born
work.

PHONE 698-2322

Home Repairing

No jot, too small.

FREE ESTIMATES

BEST REF.

Reasonable rotes
Day or Eve. 766.7256

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

259-0641

CALL 437-3990

E.J. ERICSSON

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

remodeling & additions. No job

nki

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

GENERAL

too small. 766.8034

NO JOB TOO SMALL

18

CALL

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

Reasonable.

Decorating & RemSowiodelinsg

Free Estimates Ed
CL 5-3991

WE HAVE I ION TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
Cl 5-8237

359-1906

Cl. 34118

NEW WAY PAINTING

General Hauling

Call for Estimate

Elk

Wall r.,,,,,,,,

529-1211

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs 8,
FL 8-4543
regluin9.

Remodeling Add/hons
Cementer work Tile Floors

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Company

Village.

Grove

in

Ecklund Floor Service

SILL'S HOME REPAIRS

conditions

Call 824-8213

AVERAGE
5 WORDS PER

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
1150 S. Willis

392-1830

in new plant located

82

Carpentry -Remodeling

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Mount Prospect
News Agency

FULL TIME DAYS

I

tion, life insurance, and profit sharing.

week. Call:

73
16

79
77

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

'`E "METAL CRAFT

;413 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
CL 3-1905

.

Get the drop on extra cash for your budget by selling those unneeded items thru

IMMEDIATELY

partment at.

Real Estate..
94
Loans Mortgages
.
95
Real Estate -Service
88
Real Estate -Vacant
96
Real Estate -Wanted .
Rooms -Board
70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale . 31
Situations Wanted -Men 21
Situations Wanted 22
Women
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property . 78
To Rent Furnished

Tcrtlk

PART TIME WORK
fireplace 8 furniture de-

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Pointing & Tiling,

Furniture Refinishing

Brickwork

MEN WANTED

259.5337

Floor Maintenance

finished $19.95

259-5233

I

STANDARD STATION

iuter.on Exter,or Prunf,c,
Work Guarnmeed
. Free Funnates
CALL. HAUCK 8 SON

Average rm. sanded sealed &

ED FORAN

Elk Grove Village

79 Bpnd Street

Nursery Schools 69
56

redwood & stockade. 647-0220

PERFECTO ENGINEERING, INC.

FULL TIME

.

.

All types of fencing, chainlink,

AM only; good pay for a few

90
50
65

Child Care
'Office Furniture -Devices

BUY OR SELL CARS

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

Brickwork

newspapers to home. Sunday

23

Loans -Personal, Business
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111
. 55
Musical Instruments

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

PROFIT SHARING RETIREMENT PLAN

Painting -Decorating

Fencing

We Don't

TOWING SERVICE.

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS

24 -Help Wanted Men

47

Auto Repair

Challenging position with a future in rapidly growing organ!.
ration.

30

296-6640

255-7200

with knowledge of punch press stamping operations.

26

Home Furnishings -

FOR ADVERTISING

OR
Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day, The Des
Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

255-7200 after 6 PM

SALES ENGINEER

Piano students wanted.
Palatine area. 358-2699
oho, 4 P.M. and week ends.

24

Furniture
Industrial Property

Call Linda Gammill

Quotation, and soles correspondence experience in punch
press equipment field preferred, but will train qualified mon

23 -Instruction

7

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women .

.. . : ... ,

will do work for

1

r

CL 5-8232

0

SALARY AS TO EXPERIENCE

Private party or business.
588.5370

i'

1

WE HAVE I TON TRUCKS
AND 2 STRONG MEN

°---

Reasonable. 296-6633.
Free Lance Artist

29
57

Florists
Food and Delicacies
Fraternal Notices

Q0 m
0

Child care in my home, days,
full or part time. References.

28

Equipment Rentals

Full or Part Time

dressed envelopes. 392-80E15.

12
Day Camp
Dogs,- Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
27
Agencies Men

Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service Women

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084

Beginning in early afternoon

Will do general typing at home.
Office exp. Typed or hand ad-

3

i

DRAPERIES

SPORTSWRITER

Domestic work wonted, reliable,
references. $15 per day, Call
aft. 7 pm, Mildred, 487.0483

9

Hobbies

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

baby sitting. 359-1.906

15
Business Personals
Business Service Directory 16
17
Business Services

Coins

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
CUSTOM

sitting - Des Plaines area.
299.8486
Child Care
Reliable woman wants to go out

66

Let us help make your DAY

255-8400
Mt. Prospect

yr. old girl will do baby

14

38
39

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots

150 W. Rand Road
Across from Randhurst

IRONING DONE
IN MY HOME
537-4433

37

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

Unusally Good Working Conditions
Good Job - Good Pay - Benefits
APPLY: MR. FINE

101
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange .... 64

BUSINESS
Service Directory

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.
Needs mature experienced men 'for Warehousing and gen.
oral store work.

11 -Business Services

34

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation

255-7200

WAREHOUSEMEN

437-6653.

Page 5

Tuesday. October 15. 1968

Advertise with Day

&

named "Sporky."

block spots,

INDEX

sti

with gray

white cot

THE DAY

Need Help?

124 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost and found

'158-9038
Penniing & Decorating
and Wall Washing

George Klein 392.0803

830 W N W Hwy
259.9440

Art His

Tuning - Repairing.
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wonted

392.0817

Ned Williams

Upholstery
Custom Upholstery
Free

estimates ,

your .material

or ours. 437-2884

Wrought Iron
X:CELL FENCE& IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. ExInterior. 647-0220
tenor &
-

THE DAY
Tuesday, October 15, 1968

Page 6

MACHINE SHOP
LATHE OPERATOR, lob shop

experience, top pay to right

OFFSET

Arlington Heights

PRESSMAN

Public Schools
District 25

man, MACHINE ASSEMBLERS,

small offset

on

Experienced

multilith to single color 25x38.
Excellent working conditions.
Close to Northwestern commuter and bus service. New

$2 75 an hour up, overtime,
all benefits, day work

NOONAN

Cross,

Blue

equipment,

301
CL

W.

3-6100,

South

St.

Ext.

227

823-3131

Park Ridge

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Firemen

Fine opportunity for a
begin a sales career in
electronic components
industry.

INSTALLER

Police Officers

Deliver and install washers,
dryers, etc. 51/2 day week,
no
experience
permanent,
necessary, good pay.

Ages 21 35

Village of

EXCELLENT

FRINGE
BENEFITS
CONTACT:

Mount Prospect

Novak & Parker

APPLY

1016 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
CL 9-2880

Village Manager
112 E Northwest Hwy
Mount Prospect, Ill

Mrs. Maicke
For Interview
Appointment

SCHOOL

one of these important

IS WAITING FOR YOU!

Arlington Hts.

25c

392-9300
For best results use
Day Want Ads

2641elp Wanted Men or Women

tunity. Previous experience in other occupations considered help-

NEW

2001 E. Davis

CALL MR. SCHENK

High school graduate
promotional opportu-

-

ful. Central Mount Prospect location near North
Commuter
Western
Station and intersection
of Route 83 & Route

30c

INCREASE

NOW IN EFFEC I

Kinney Shoe Stores

1st & 2nd SHIFTS

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRANING:

Subsidiary of

Excellent opportunity for mechanically inclined men to become

SALES CLERKS

SUNBEAM CORP.

1630 N Rand
Palatine, Ill

Inspectors

!

sant working conditions.
Excellent fringe benefits,
free life insurance, hospitalization & 8 paid holidays

Apply

or

person
call

in

Full and Part Time - Days and Evenings

OPTICAL INC.
215 E. Prosect
Mount Prospect, III.

VARO
An equal opportunity employer
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

1200 Hicks Rood

An equal opportunity
employer

THE NEW -

"WE LIKE WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men and Women

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

You Will Too - If You Can Qualify
For One Of These Openings

HOLIDAY INN
NEEDS

HOUSEMEN
BELLMEN-DRIVER

HEATING ENGINEER

Excellent Starting Solory

Experienced man to calculate and lay out hotwater and steam
heating systems. Degree preferred.

Plus Benefits Ideal
For Eve College Students

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

FREE HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE
FREE LIFE

BONUS PLAN
PAID VACATIONS

Prefabricated aluminum enclosures. Experience in bridge
construction or construction of Butler -type buildings helpful.
Degree preferred.

ferred.

done assembly work before you can learn our
friendly
atmosphere-background music -15 minute coffee break and clean working conditions.
procedures

enjoy

our

COME IN OR CALL
MR. BOWSER

1600 S. Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows

255-4500

NO. 1

ELK GROVE

VILLAGE

FOR INTERVIEW CALL - L. ADAMEC 634-3131

Join a Winning Team

1000 Busse Rd.

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES, INC.

(Rte. 83)

Aptakisic Rd, Between 83 & Milwaukee, N. of Wheeling

Tackle The High Cost of Living,
Gain Your Goal of -Security

HANDLERS

TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Line Wirers & Solderers
Outstanding Working
Inspectors
Communications Technicians Conditions
Preifit Sharing
Custodians
(Days & Nights)
Stock Keepers

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers

Clerical Openings

.

We offer better pay, $2.91 per hour, better working conditions and superior fringe benefits which include:
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COMPANY PAID INSURANCE
COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCE
LIBERAL VACATION PLAN
10 PAID HOLIDAYS
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT

and a leading manufacturer of
internal combustion engines for aircraft and commercial application, has
C M C - an equal' opportunity employer

THE GOAL LINE

APPLY BY CALLING PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT - 345-8200

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

*CAFETERIA

PERSONNEL, INC.

CALL 259-0740

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 AM to 3PM
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 AM to 8 PM
Saturday: 9 AM to 12 Noon

!

MOTOROLA

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION

An equal opportunity employer

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

629-6770
449-8070
815-338.

Coll Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries -and complaints. Keep

EXCITING

office records, etc. in shape.

OPENINGS

ASSEMBLERS
ASSEMBLER HANDLERS
GENERAL FACTORY

All Shifts

Great opportunity to move into

higher management or soles.
Coll Frank Victor at 827-7706.
HALLMARK,
380
Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
in Chicago and all Major

Suburbs.

CREDIT

COLLECTION

$600-750 MO.
aow .you can break into this

ever growing international
firm. You will be completely
trained ontheIob. Must be

ALSO: GENERAL OFF ICE (Female)

* Company Paid Insurance
* Profit Sharing
* Steady Employment

SERVICE MGR.
To $9000 to Start. Free

ON THESE.

draft exmp. Act nowll

WIDE

These

Benefits

MOTOROLA

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

WIDE

298-5021

DON'T On

IS AT

201 N. Hawthorn Avenue, Melrose Park, Illinois

open.

.AIR CONDITIONED

Miss Out

expanded its International service warehousing operations to:

1801 Touhy Street, Elk Grove Village, Illinois

PAID VACATION

On

MOTOROLA

Block The Bill Collebtors

MATERIAL

you have hod any

CUSTOMER'

WITH

Has Immediate Openings For:

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

MISS OUT

MAIL CLERK

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION

*PENSION PLAN

ARE

MACHINE OPERATORS

mail.

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

YOU

Experienced in welding aluminum and steel. Heliarc, auto-

in layout and design by

or mechanical exposure. College helpful. Age

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 HickS Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Interviews at your convenience

matic wire feed, etc.

$600-$800 MO.

You will be completely trainfirms, if
electrical

Progress in the World of Time

Micro Dyne, Inc.

To supervise mail room service and distribute and collect

r

729-6040

one of the leading local

fjGENERAL TIME

AT

sions. Experience necessary. Electric saw, drill, punch press,
etc. Clean, pleasant work in unfactory-like surroundings.

HOLIDAY INN

You'll

easily.

To fabricate structural components from aluminum extru-

NISHED
APPLY TODAY

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at

DRAFTING

Day or Night Shift

No experience necessary even if you have never

WELDER

UNIFORMS FUR-

Call JOHN at 299-7191
Ext..32
LARSON in DES PLAINES

ed

Here is your chance for that extra income that
comes in handy for Christmas. We have interesting assembly work in a clean modern plant.

Minimum of 3 years college, and 3 years experience pre-

FREE COFFEE
BREAKS

COUNTING
100 PERCENT

EDUCATION REFUND

MACHINE OPERATORS

Assemblers
Wirers
Solderers
Inspectors
Machine OperatOrs

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN

INSURANCE

be available to assist you.

TRAINEES

6 PM to 10:30 PM

Wheeling, Illinois

.

Coll Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

ASSEMBLERS

PART TIME

571 S. Wheeling Road
537-6100

.

6 HOURS COLLEGE AC-

The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

$$$$$

GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION

Rolling Meadows, Ill

to serve you
629.6770.
LOMBARD, ILL.
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

CHRIS I MAS

ILG Industries, Inc.

HIGGINS,

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

FOR A CHANGE!

827-1186 - Day or Evening

or Saturday interview for your convenience.

&

DES PLAINES

$600 UP UP - NO

NOW IS THE TIME

CALL - D. REYNOLDS

Come to a company that cares about YOU. If you are presently working please call and we will arrange an evening

Space & Systems Div

MANNHEIM

ACCOUNTING
TRAINEE

(SKILLED AND APPRENTICE)

security.

Progress in a world of
time

PERSONNEL,. INC.

SALESWOMEN & SALESMEN

In addition to our competitive wage rates we offer a liberal
benefit program, pleasant working conditions, and JOB

GENERAL TIME

Chicagoland. Full company

benefits. Act Now!!

Three other locations

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

presentatives for Northwest Suburban area.

As a result of a recent wage reopener settlement, we can
offer you on excellent starting rate with periodic increases.
We ore looking primarily for welding on heavy gouge steel.
We also have a few openings in our apprentice welding
program for aggressive young men with some work -related

ex.

Architectural, Mechanical,
Engineering, Construction,
and Manufacturing firms.
Locations in all areas of

.

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

NEW HIGHER RATES

of six months

perience. Openings in

298-5021

We are interviewing to fill openings for sales re-

WELDERS

$475-525
Minimum

Good

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

experience and/or vocational training.

CL 9-0710

shift.

VARO

General Molded Products, inc.

Heights.)

Chicago Motor Club - AAA

For precision complex
parts, gauges & mechanical test equipment Plea-

First

14.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

1700 HICKS' ROAD ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

DRAFTING

Mr. Caro.

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington

Excellent starting rate. Call or apply in person.

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

pay and benefits. Why
not inquire today? Call
259-8100 and ask for

Apply in person at

MACHINE MAINTENANCE MEN

part of a fast growing electronic component manufacturing
operation. Responsibilities include: maintance on automatic
assembly equipment, light set-up, & some spare part making.

you

Excellent career oppor-

BUS 'LINE

vided.

while

skilled positions in the
fabrication of preci.
sion industrial optics.

Free Training

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 pm - 5 pm ONLY
297-4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

learn

FULL OR PART TIME

RITUNTHALER

Des Plaines
827-6141

DE -BLOCKING

(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shop,

Good
nities

BERKEY PHOTO
220 Graceland

Earn

TURN -STYLE

SALESMAN

eluded.

BUS DRIVERS

dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines
units. Meals and uniforms pro-

being offered 6y our delivery
department. Applicants must

and company benefits in.

GRINDING

POLISHING

Coll Don Weidner

DRIVERS
Permanent positions are
*be over 21 and have clean
driving record. Car furnished

mission.

Sts.

America's largest carryout
restaurant chain needs neat

SET YOUR OWN PACE & SALARY

ROUTE
time

sales & public relations dealing with professional & busi.

312-639-2361

Full Time

part

position,

561-1232

McDONALD'S

' MEE PART TIME1?

MAN OR WOMAN
Unusual

National Bank
Campbell) & Dunton

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

AM-i3ITIOUS??
TIRED OF ROUTINE?
INTERESTED IN EARNING

call 359-0321 after 6 pm

ness people. Salary and cam -

TRAINEE
young ambitious man to

APPLIANCE

824-934P

Des Plaines

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

SALES

First Arlington

MEN PART TIME
SALES

Coll for appointment
at your convenience

763-3131

Call Miss Pawlowski
259-7000

CALL CL 3-3500

benefits,

RAND & RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

Blue

fits.

11900 W Franklin
Franklin Park
595 0144

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

MR. MATHESON

DAY SHIFT

Shield and other fringe bene-

MACHINE CO.

539-7672

Arlington Hts. needs experienced tellers. Liberal

per week.

Hospitalization
employment.
and medical insurance.

Must be versatile, experienced.
Good personality with children.

TELLERS
Growing bank in downtown

and Saturday. Earn up to $30

40 hour week. Year round

24 -Help Wanted Men

Full or Port Time

Work a few hours in the evenings

CUSTODIAN
24 -Help Wated Men

DANCE TEACHER

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

SCHOOL,

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

* Good Starting Rates
* Merit Increases
* Product Purchase Discount

Come Into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park)
Monday Thru Friday 8:30 A.M.-5 P.M.
Open Sat. Oct. 19th 8:30 A.M. Til 12 Noon
Or Call Don Shetka - 956-0990 To Arrange An Interview
Elk Grove Village, III.
'201 Lunt Avenue
An Equal Opportunity Employer

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.
'MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient
locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL.
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

629-6770
449.8070
1315-338-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

21Employment Agencies Men

21Employment Agencies Mon

,

PURCHASING
AGENTS

SALES
PROMOTION

-LIGHT INDUSTRIAL EX-

$20,000 - NO FEE

TRAINEE

N.W. SUBURBAN LOCATION
Call TOM at 299-7191
Ext. 27
LARSON In DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

ELECTRONICS MECHANICAL.

PERIENCE

To $600

desire and a good attitude.
Call John Sahlin at 827 7706.

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy, Des Plaines Also offices in Chicago and all ma-

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Research

testing and design.

RAPID ADVANCE TO MGMT.

Call TOM at 299 7191 Ext 27

.9,

WIDE

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Career Specialists

298-5021

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest

PERSONNEL, INC.

fices in Chicago and all Ma-

If you havE sonic r °Hero and
on ant nding night chord,

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Suburb, &sir.

.icst

.

young

accountant, wile 00 s.ut king
toward 0 clegrEL Cull John

So hlin or 827 7 7 0 6 ,

HALLMARK 380 Northwest
Hey De, Plaines ALA, office. in Chicago and all Ma-

COMMUNICATIONS $160.

ELECTRONIC

MAINTENANCE

TRAINEES

Good allaround inn intenunce
morn can be chief in this company without previous fop -

needed.
will consist of

Your training
in plant scininars and on -the -

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,

PERSONNEL, INC.

must possess a neat ap

Plaines.

Also offices

in

AIRLINES

WIDE

for office,

at once

Needed

stock sales, reservations.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

School Grad.

be available to assist you.

Good spot for a sharp High

WIDE

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

or

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

298-5021

DES PLAINFS

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

PERSONNEL, INC.

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200
Call

Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day A counselor will
be available to assist you.

COLLEGE

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

,

NEW VETS

FIELD SERVICE
$800 EXP.-NO FEE

START A CAREER NOW

X-RAY, ELECTRO-

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

MECHANICAL

YOUR SKILLS

LOCAL TERRITORIES

Col/ DON at 299 7191

$650

Call DAVE at 299.7191

Ext 35

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Career Specialists

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
'
Also in Glenview at
729 6040

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

INFLATION, GET A

$185-$225 A WEEK

RAISE OR A

NO FEE

BETTER JOB

traveling around
when you con got a better
opportunity in your own
field, and right on your own
in

areal We have openings

in

all of the erodes and services,

supervisors all the way
from trainees to top experSmith,
Steve
Call
ience
827 7706,
380
HALLMARK
Northwest Hwy Des Plaines.
Also offices in Chicago and
for

all Molar Suburbs

Our new office Is located

NEAR NW HWY. &
DUNTON
CALL MR. WALL 392-6100
Plastics Foreman ...$700 up
Credit 8 Collection .., .5700
Budget -Cost Acctg.

Purch Agt.
Jr. Tax Accountant

.

.

511,000
510-11,M

$600 up

Industrial Eng., No Deg 5700
5150
Shipping Clerk
Computer Opr. 360. .57,500
Several Eng. Drafts.. $12,000
$14,000

Chief Engineer

Mfg. Manager ..520,000 up
Warehouse 360 / 30 . To 12M
Welding Superv... 58-510,000
Metal Fab Supery 58-510,000

JUST
DISCHARGED?

$475-675.

Before you get In stop and
start marching all over the
country looking for what you

think you would like' to do,

give us a call What ever
your MOS, AFSC or RATING

was with Uncle Sam we can
work for you In

civilian life

WIDE

....5100-5130

$11,000
Sr. Ind. Engr.
$12,000 Up
Superintendent
Mgmt. Trainees ... 59-12,000
5 Warehousemen . . $4-5500
$153
Young Off Mgr.
$165
Model Makers
$700
Time Study Tech.
Controller Understudy , $900
Working Stock Boss .5120 Up
.

Fields
59.516,000
System Credit Mgr. . 510,000
Prod. Control Mgr. .. SOPEN
.

Mach, Shop
Superv.
Inside Salesmen
.

.

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

LOMBARD, ILL
..
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

629-6770
.

449.8070
815-338-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day A counselor will
be available to 053151 you.

Want a better job?
Read Day Want Ads

Operations Supv.

5700-5825

.

Move to Systems. 57-512,000
Learn Man. Sys .. 57-512,000
H200 Conversion. $700.51,000
Learn On -Line Sys.. 57,12,000
5700.5900
MIS Member
New Installation. 5700-5950
Soft Wear Exposure 51-51,500
$1,500
Any COBOL, RPG,

BAL j'

57-51,200

CALL

faster. Profit sharing,
liberal benefits, good location.
top

.

.$150.5175

Jeep Lift Drivers ...$2.70 Up
Machine Trainees . .52.85 Up
Welders & Machsts. . 53-54.00

Esp. Machinists 53.50.54.00
Up

College Lads (nights) . .$387
Several Drivers .. 53.86 + O.T.

O'Hare Area Office
$375 to $600
We're completely staffing the

entire floor 'that this

wonderful firm will occupy in
lovely new surroundings. Duo

to their move from outof
state they need: a Recep-

COMPUTER
OPERATOR

material

re.

are

a

fisherman, hunter, golfer, or

bowler, you and your boss
will be cronies right off the
bat)

tionist, 3 girls for Light Book-

$700 DAYS - NO

keeping Spots, 2 TypIst

FEE

Secretaries, and a Dictaphone
Secretary. 2 girls will be
trained to handle Reservations and Customer Service.

Clerks, 2 Executive

6 MOS. EXP. 360.20
WILL LEARN SYSTEMS WORK.

Call BETTY at 299-7191
Ext. 37
LARSON in DES PLAINES

Ford Employment
Off ice

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also In Glenview at
729.6040

MOUNT PROSPECT

437.5090
MORTON GROVE

1720 Algonquin

WIDE

SWBD-RECPT
$425-575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

Call Jon Roberts at 827.7706,

298-5021

.

3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

greatest

If you want to improve your se f in any area: money, location, duties, hours; whatever II
is coil write or come lot

100% Free To You

BOOKKEEPING & ACCTQ
ALL OFFICE MACHINES
PUB.CONTACT POSITION
RECEPTION & SWBD.
EXECUTIVE & ADMIN.
TECHNICAL AREAS
SMALL & LARGE OFFICES
MEDICAL AND DENTAL
CREDIT & COLLECTION
REAL ESTATE OFFICE

$95-$115 a Wk. Free
for an experienced Alpha

-

Numeric Keypunch Operator
for day shift. Any experiCall Jan
qualifies.
ence
Roberts at 827-7706, HALL-

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy,
Des

Plaines. Also

offices in

Chicago and all Major Suburbs,

8242063, after 6 p.m.

SALES

Career opportunity for mature
woman with good typing skills
and general office background. Must hove good appand

earance

Permanent
Des Plaines Area

Typing Required
827-8154
Jean

tele-

pleasant

phone voice to handle customers on phone and in our
showroom.

MISS BLACK

439-1805

BORED?

SECRETARY

On the go soles office has im-

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

mediate need for efficient intelligent secretary for varied

Well known mfg. company is
offering a rewarding job to
a girl wino looks for a chal-

duties

lenge in her work and who can

typist.

take shorthand and type. We

in

brand

new

Des

office. No shorthand
necessary. Must be good
Plaines

Salary commensurate
with ability. All benefits.

will train a beginner.
Pleasant

ideal

atmosphere,

Mrs. Mayer

location, good starting salary,
and full company benefits.

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

236-7083

BOOKKEEPING
NEW MODERN OFFICE NEEDS GIRL PART-

TIME TO OPERATE BOOKKEEPING MACHINE AND DO GENERAL OFFICE WORK)

FIGURE APTITUDE DESIRED BUT NOT
NECESSARY.

APPLY IN PERSON

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.

855 Morse Ave. -Elk Grove Village

WIRERS

SOLDERERS

ASSEMBLERS

INSPECTORS

Call after 10 am
439-9704

The grass IS greener on our side of the fence. If

you have been waiting for something special
before making a change --- THIS IS ITI Our reputation of excellent quality products is causing us
to grow rapidly. Come in and grow with us.
Hospitalization
Life Insurance
Paid Vacations

Paid Holidays
Air Conditioning
Excellent Pay

There is much more to tell when you come in to

Micro Dyne, Inc.
Rolling Meadows

1600 S. Hicks
.

255-4500

Interviews at your convenience

DESK CLERK

& SWITCHBOARD

WOMEN

OPERATOR

Production Opportunities Currently Exist
In The Following Areas:

Apply In person

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arl. Hts.

Leta -

MACHINE OPERATORS

see us at:

GENERAL OFFICE
Lite typing
Hours 9-5 pm

ARLINGTON MOTEL

WIRING & SOLDERING

ASSEMBLY

CHASSIS REPAIR

WELDING

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY I

PART TIME
Days

DIAL 392-6100
4 W. MINER ST.

O'HARE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

Also Niles Office - 825-7117

EUROPE THIS YEAR

Our office is in downtown Des
Plaines and we need a GIRL
FRIDAY to work regular port
time hours. Some light typing
's equ'red.

PHONE 827-7880

trained as a reservationist to greet
travelers, secure airline and other
reservations, give advice on what to

Plush suburban office looking

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.

-

SEE OUR NEW OFFICE

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

.to11pJn
Saturday
M3ngaric
Monday thru

ART & ADVERTISING

or perhaps Mexico in December. The

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

.

the

really 411

HALLMARK, 360 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines.

PERSONNEL, INC.

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
.
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
. 815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL

.Y0 5-2400

5945 Dempster

Call Mrs. Johnson
255-1711

ing women on better Jobs to

CALL YOUR NEAREST

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

eL4Z4Lt.

Call - writer come in
Interviews Day - Night - Sat.
NW Suburbs 392-6100
Niles area call 825.7117

the

modern office in Rolling MeadGood starting salary,
many company benefits.

Frankly, wo ore too busy p ac-

out who

Every Job Requires
A Gal ... Especially
Where A Nice Boss
Counts A Lot ... How
About You.

For notional corporation with
ows.

TRAINEES - ALL TYPES
SECRETARIAL AREAS

Staffing New

Mt. Prospect
253-6600
117 S. Emerson

DES PLAINES

^

from

AGENCY
OF ALL ? ? ? ?
f nd

CALL MRS. GOODLING
358-9101

333 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
394.0288

COMPTOMETER OPR.

$350-$700 UP

DES PLAINES

manage-

PARKER

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

4 W. MINER ST.
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

operations

1496 MINER, 297.3535

opportunity that will
working a pleasure. Immediate
hiring.

Oct. Top rated engineer

S

DIAL 392-6100

To 5500 or more. See IVY,

make

quIsitIons, work schedules,

g

happy when you find yourself
doing things for all the nice
peopte you'll meet) Must typo.

Call 392-5660
(Mt. Prospect)

)

THE GREATEST

are In & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set appts. bays are busy Lind

High,School Grads
$125 Week
+ Free Night School

working
Pleasant
quired.
conditions & good starting
salary.

On The Wall,

patients,
to
know his
,get
technicians - all the folks who

then it means you'll get to the

pany's

\SLeitsMIRROR, MIRROR

learn to be his receptionist.
'He prefers a complete beginner
who he can train to greet &

if you've had some experience,

in

SECRETARY

this areal

Palatine.

10 pm Mon.

For expanding sale organization. Shorthand 8 Typing re-

Who Is

in

in

White Hen Pantry

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE
Northwest Hwy &
Quentin Rds.
Palatine

love with
public contact here's an Ideal
jobl It's located

-

Apply in Person

966.0700
Morton Grove

FAST PAY RAISES'
in

WAITRESSES

MISS PAIGE

You'll work for young Doctor.

seen a machine before. But;

TRAINING'

If you

DOCTOR' S

Our client will send you to IBM
School free, and pay your FEE
besides. Learn system and prci
gramming even if you've never

ground floor up. Variety filled

you.

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

you're madly

GOLDEN HOUR
BEAUTY SALON
1577 Cora St., Des Plaines
Just North of Oaktoin) 827-7022

salary. Free.

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

If

FULL TIME

Guaranteed Salary Plus
Commission

60213Dempster

MISS PAIGE

$119 Wk. + 10%
Bonus + Free

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

teaches

Free.

TRAINEE

ment, You will be trginod in
all phases of this fine com-

High School grad, alert and
practical, who can learn to
visit lob sites and chock pro

prestige

Free IBM School

CALL 296-1043

FOR TECH

this

sit up front
official greeter

RECEPTION

tant future role

OUTDOORS MAN

the

devel-

of Engineering / O'Hara

reports,

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

for

Your finest opportunity to fur.
thor your education while preparing yourself for an Impor-

Gordon Richards

gross

suburban

and be

cessing center
Hours: 5 pen
thru Thurs.

BEAUTICIAN

disc

celebrities and stars.
Req's. are very light steno

company. In addition to lovely office surroundings, you'll
find a congenial group here.

contact, you'll

CALL MRS. GOODLING
358-9101
Part-time typist for data pro-

10 am to 3 pm
3 or 4 days a week
to wait on trade

827-6628

(even fast longhand) for just
once in awhile memos. Neat
appearance and good phone
personality. Excellent starting

opment. Your finest opportunity. Immediate hiring.

SIC -515,000

.

and

a

busy day filled with public

cellent fringe benefits.

Adult - Female

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

jockeys and their guests,

who wants

the girl

For

progressive Chief
for respected in-

design

work,

.

NEW FOSITIONS DAILY
Three other convenient
locations to servo ybu

$650

5250

Shipg. -Clerks

$600.-

Pfogram Trainee. .5500.5600
Spectra 70 lead man ..$500-

Computer Draftsmen $160Layout Inspectors . . 5135 Up
Customer Service .. 56.58,500
Soft Goods Mgr. ... TO $175

other

5400.5550

Console Trainee

$620

.Personnel Trainee

Acctg.

298-5021

$650

as

$125 WEEK

ternational firm is offering a
top man a diversified position
loaded with career potential.
Job functions include board

prg.55-

Operate -20%

80%

RECEPTION

Hustling,
Engineer

PROGRAMMERS

KEEP UP WITH

25 FOREIVEN

Lead Man -Groom

Go

ASSISTANTS

get to meet

you'll

corporation

Variety Seeking
Electro-Mechanical
Draftsman -$800 Mo.
Engrg. Potential

Cony. 1401C -H200
Tape
$550.5600
5500.5680
Use. P.I. now
Small Dept. -Days. 5500.5625

392-2700

with an international reputa-

quickly and your advancement
potential is unlimited. Call.

1401C-360/30 Disc..5500-$750

DES PLAINES

be a fun position

agination and ability to learn

OPERATORS

NURSING

1496 MINER, 297-3535

RECEPTIONIST

President of Finance.
Demonstrate your im-

COMPUTER

537-11300

301 W. Hintz Rd. Wheeling

keysl You'll wear a chic outfitl

Any Account.ng

is looking for a bright
personality with some college
accounting to assist the Vice

TAB OPERATORS

ILLINOIS LOCK
COMPANY

Randhurst office, Upper level

tion

OPENINGS

be available to assist you.

$700 UP -NO FEE

to

CUR R ENT

Dictaphone Experience
Apply

traveling 'fien. Have than fill out
a form. Check their identification.
Direct them to car. Hand over the

Finjncial Assistant
based

STENO/TYPIST

week of "on-the-job"

LOCAL RADIO
STATION

Chicago

Randhurst

IVY,

$8,400 -No Fee

what you sincerely want!

Rizzi Toys

Furnished Free! 590 to train! Free

Suite 23A

hours per week, good
typing & shorthand skills, ex
371/2

COUNTER HELP

253-9533

training you'll be a full fledged
Rent-A-Car girl - ready to talk
la & lake references from the

holmes & assoc.

time. These programs reserved exclusively for you. Call.

Computer Cony. .. 5500-5700
Train on 360 / 20. 5500.5700
New Installation. .5450.5600
Days & Opportunity$5005750
Train for EAM Spv.$600-$800
Tab Systems Trn.. .5500-5700
Learn Tape & Disc.. $5005650

629-6770
449.0070
815-338-

duties. Salary open.

anxious to make up for lost

stuffed an nods.

per week, evenings

hours

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

ception in plush offices of well
known notional firm. Variety of

unlimited for ex-Ol-s wino are

NO FEES.

sell

1:30 pm to 9:30 pm.

woman to handle front desk re.

No Fee
Opportunity is virtually

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Poised,

g$ r9am
8P0r0o-1

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Coll Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

DROP -OUT

It

is

MATURE WOMAN
40

well groomed young

HARPER COLLEGE
Secretary at Harper Grove
campus, Elk Grove Village.

SECRETARY

Wonted.

reception

WILLIAM RAINEY

1739 Harding Road
Northfield, Illinois

(No Shorthand)

Prospect, 255.6418 after 6 pm.

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

I

employer

-

255-7200
Sterna to do office work in my
home 2 mornings a week. Mt.

394.0080
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

After just

WALPAK
COMPANY '

An equal opportunity

Advertise with Day

30 -Help Planted Women

just

is

Management

An EDP specialist group that
has proved themselves in getting results. Call us -- let us
shot. you ',hot .ire can do
for you if a better situation

a

100% PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

Ex -Servicemen

DATA PROCESSING

in

MISS PAIGE

required, but you

Mrs. Kokes
259-4000

Equal OpportUnity Employer

DES PLAINES

MISS PAIGE

394.08130
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

"The Enjoyable Bonk"

10 p.m.

Need Help?

Free

and automatic increases. Free.

potential. Call.

SUBURBAN

be

Mt. Prospect
State Bank

1496 MINER, 297-3535

mall (5 girl) suburban office.

excellent starting salary, they
have a wide scope of benefits

located with advancement

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
449-8070
815.330.

YOUNG MEN

opportunity

is

ed position that

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

You'll

shorthand).

brand new plush, plush,
office
(Crystal
suburban
chandeliers and deep carthe works!) This is for
pets
the
Director of Computer
internationally
of
Services
known firm. In addition to
a

all walks of life. Variety fill-

DES PLAINES

Career.

You'll be private secretary in

pearance and enjoy meeting
people at all levels and in

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

training opens the door to
uy..

perience

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

IVY,

This is for the all around gal
who has some figure caper.
and can do some typing (no

5140.5170 WK.

perform the function of good

298-5021

Des

MILITARY or tech school

put

of

& out. You should like working
with people. That's what you'll
be doing most of the time! See

-

will ambassador. No ex-

urb,

found anywhere Any

I

Do .You Want Public
Contact, But Not
Sales? Start at
$600 -$700 -No Fee'
You will be trained to

experience. Call Doe
Morton at 827.7706. HALL-

best electronics engineers

No point

or call.

necessary. Don't hesitate'

WIDE

Chicago and all Major Sub-

lob training with some of the

obovt.

previous experience

rates, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

GAL FRIDAY

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Chicago area. No experience
necessary. No fee. Come in

to get a solid foot hold on

spot

vients experience

this

week, splendid opportunity for a young man

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote Elite

$130-$150 WK.

ports

making large purchases of
merchandise to be sold in
world-famous outlets in the

5145-5175 a Week FREE

Seldom found opportunity to
move unto re,eorch group in
the communications area. No

at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

of call throughout the world,

this rapidly moving area. No

$145-165 00

per

MOBIL

to all

to travel

owns planes & charters there to
people who fly all over country.
You'll tend the office, pay bills,

Easy location. Busy executives in

$7,800 --No Fee
Learn

You'll work for airline pilot. He

at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

benefits.

days per

week, light hand work, no ago
limit, profit sharing. Second
shift -Mon. Ihru Thurs. 5 p.m. to

GIRL -$440

O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins

TIME; five

FULL

BOSS WILL TRAIN YOUI
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

-O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins

International Travel
Buyer Trainee

TECH.

AIRLINE PILOT'S

298-5051

re.

experience

travel. No fee. Call.

3200

SMALL PLANT

previous

qu ir ed, Chicago terr. No

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
flours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

jor Suburbs

No

req'd. You'll

$500 plus
Attractive, well groomed

steno. O'Hare.

job will be to see that they
ore corrected immediately.

ELECTRONIC

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
815-338.
WOODSTOCK, ILL

large zs moony in tint North-

necessary or if fire hazards
exist! If they are present your

train right party. Many

394-0800
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

298-5051

Experience preferred, but will

PACKERS

MISS PAIGE

necessary. Des Plaines.

PROOF ENCODER

vided. $80 wk, car nee. 392.4352

tion. Free.

switchboard experience

aren,

hits.

choose own hrs, helping Mgr.
counsel/train girls. Training pro-

learn to greet patients, ans.
phones, keep track of doctor
when he's out on call. No
medical experience needed
for this public contact posi-

woman to handle front desk
reception in AAA firm. Plug

Arl.

work

his

RECEPTION

Make travel arrangements for
six men, compose simple letters and handle busy phones
in small modern office. No

code. You will determine if
building improvements ore

In

966.0700
6020 Dempster
Morton Grove

$500

stores, com-

for violations of the safety

personality

DES PLAINES

GIRL FRIDAY

mercial and hi -rise buildings

jor Suburbs.

DES PLAINES

a spot for you. A

fices, factories,

Hwy., Des Plaines. Also of-

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

haw

is one of the most interesting jobs available. You
will be trained to inspect of-

nice

Free IVY,
1496 MINER, 297-3535

This

-

JR. ACCOUNTANTS
$600-$700 FREE
sz/

Trainee -$8,400 + Car

receptionist

as

thru on detail, research, letters.

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

Safety Inspector

Elec
tenance Warehousing
ironic Tech and many other
positions. So don't hesitate.
Call Rick Miller at 827-7706,

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729 6010

outer office. Light typing and

you

map. Sit in on conferences, follow

Call BETTY at 299-7191
Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

Free

practice, will completely train

Meet & work with people who
plan & put those towns on the

FICE

Local N.W. Sub. firm wants to
staff their entire company
with ex.servicemen. Many unlimited opportunities utilizing
the skills and trades learned
in the service. Foremen - Main-

SECY $580
Boss searches out undevelopeu
developments. You'll be his secy.

DOWNTOWN SUBURBAN OF

$125-$175 a Wk.

a challenge to begin in quality control lab and work -into

SUBURBAN TERRITORY

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTION
$120 UP - NO FEE

EX -SERVICEMEN

development

$500 MONTH
Young neighborhood

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

LOTS OF PEOPLE CONTACT

team are looking for several
brite young men that enjoy

SALES TRAINEE
$675 PLUS CAR NO FEE

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest

ATTENTION

Ladles

Page 7

2111:fp tinted clean

30.1Iolp tinted Women

specialist with expanding

Hwy., Dos Plaines

Career Specialists
1510 Minor (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

ENGINEERS
and

Coll JOHN at 299.7191

Call JIM at 299.7191 Eat. 55

JUNIOR

jor Suburbs

x
Roberts at 827.7706,
.

parlance necessary. Call Jan

Ext. 32
LARSON In DES PLAINES

SCIENTIFIC

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

FREE

No shorthand. Call Jon Roberts
at 027.7706, HALLMARK, 300
Northwest Hwy., Dos Plaines

Beginner spots. No

THE DAY
Tuesday, October 15, 1968

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

$450 FREE

$400 PLUS

1 YR. EXP. DEGREED
BUDGETING STAFF

MAJOR NEW R&D PROGRAM

TOP GAL FRIDAY

CLERK -TYPIST

ACCOUNTANT
$11,000 - NO FEE

ENGINEERS MS PhD

$10,000 = NO FEE

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a molar corporation Only experience here is

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21Employmont Agencies Man

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28-811010yMent AgenCieS.WOITIen

choice is yours as you decide where to
go on your free travel agency. You'll be

take, where to go. $450 mo. to start. Excellent increase when trained.
MISS PAIGE

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove
A

for interview

WE WILL TRAIN!
You'll enjoy this interesting light, clean work in our new ultramodern facility with its new cafeteria serving low-cost meals
and our spacious company parking lot. Hallicrofters is conveniently located on Hicks Road in Rolling Meadows, just a

few minutes from your home and easily accessible by all
major expressways.

Our Complete Benefit Program Includes:
o Excellent Starting Salaries
* Automatic Salary Progression Every 13 Weeks
o Company Paid Hospitalization & Life Insurance

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

Apply Daily: Monday thru Friday
8:30 AM to 5 PM

Excellent opportunity

OR SATURDAY, 9 AM to 1 PM

for top operator

MANICURIST
Part time

ghe halacralmrs
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Arlington Heights
CL 5-6888

Engineering & Administrative Center
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE DAY
Tuesday, October 15, 1968

Page 8

30 -Help Wanted Women

Housekeeper I day a week Mt.
Prospect, own transportation.

Cleaning

Well known -firm moving into

We have an excellent opportunity for an individual to
loin our quality control depart-

Des Plaines, will train a girl
for console switchboard. Must
have pleasant phone manner

responsibility

HOUSEWIFE

time

part
work 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
For

interesting

good books, children, and

CONTACT

service to others, you may qualify for several openings with the

LEROY LEISTER
AT

LATTOF MOTOR

Mrs. Pierce.

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arl. Hts.
'
CL 9.4100

SALES

255-7073

plus rapid increases.

- Neen

Start -

mg rate dependent upon experience Call or apply in per.

&

ck56,ciate$, Joh.

son

METHODE MFG CORP

Employment Service

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

O'Hare Office Center - North
2720 S. Des Plaines Ave. Des

POSITION

Like

Bank of Elk Grove Village

TURN -STYLE

Hours; 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

(Div of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shop-

Call Mr. Kell y

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington

made before 1941 & cushion
toys. Call YO 6.0213
.30

Wagon wheels

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

days per week. Shift will work

I

p.m. to 4 p.m. daily. No ex-

perience
limit.

necessary, no

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

COMPANY

RUMMAGE SALE: Trinity Methodist Church. 605 W. Golf Rd.,
Mt. Prospect. Oct. 18, 7 pet-9pre

1739 Harding Road
Northfield Illinois

COUNT

For quality temporary office
jobs with quality firms ...
MT. PROSPECT

rREFERRED
"Angels In Disguise"

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT

OCTOBER 16 to 19
412 S. KENNICOTT, ARL. HTS.
GARAGE SALE: Oct. 16, 1 /,.10.4
pm. 622 S. Bristol, Arl. Hts.

home or in the LOOP

827-5557

PREFERRED

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 pan. CALL 537-2512

"Angels

in

Sale: Oct.

Dis-

guise" we have offices in Oak
Brook/ Oak Pork/Loop Area/

824-1406.
GARAGE SALE: Saturday,

FULL TIME

19th

WORK IN YOUR AREA

Available for Women
with Office Skills I

for all, some antiques, misc. 25

DAYS, WEEKS OR

S. Ridge, Arlington Hts.

Gar. Sale: 1523 N. Douglas, AH

0 Keypunch 0 Typists

MONTHS

0 Stenos
Top Pay I Top Jobs!

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day
Secy's...$21-$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a day

"IT PAYS TO BE A

Oct.

Oct. la, 19 & 20,
10 to 5. Clothing, household items, much misc. 120 S. Roselle

Gar. Sole:

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

Rd, Roselle.

Garage sale Wed., Thurs. & Fri.
Dining rm. set, chairs, cabinets,
pictures, lamps, old & new mist.
482 Marshall, Des Plaines -439-

Right Girl
TEMPORARY

1705.

SERVICE

tools,
screens, metal cabinet, Chambers

Oct.

"It Pays To Be Right Girl"

sweeper, ice skates, & assort.
items. 717 Walnut Ave.
Garden tools, cooking utensils,
bks, kg variety misc. goods.

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

PHONE 827-1108

Oct. 17.18.19, 9 am to 4. 185
Lik NW Sub
Cambridge,

Are you tired of huving "Big Brother" breathing
give you a chance to show your independence.
We are located in 4 handy locations and have a

multitude of varied jobs waiting for you. All

I

AIRLINES

YMCA.
Gar. Sale: Oct.

'

WIN YOUR WINGS,
AS A

KEY PUNCH
OPERATOR

.

"TRAVEL AGENCY .

$450

. $500

SECRETARY
*TELLER

*JR BOOKKEEPER

.

ASSIST

*RATE CLERK

LITE STENO
*ACCOUNTS

PAN AM

$450

The World's Most
Experienced Airline!

$433
$400
$400

RECEIVABLE

* FIGURE TRAINEE
*JR. SECRETARY
* RESERVATIONIST
*COMPTOMETER
OPERATOR

FULL CHARGE

. $500
. $375
. 5400
. $433
. $440

CLERK TYPIST
PROOFREADER
*PASTE UP

$433
$500

*ADMINISTRATION

$433
. $433
$425

PAYROLL ASSISTANT . $475
. $450
*GAL FRIDAY
. $400
RECEPTION
BOOKKEEPER
* FILE CLERK

.

PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT

EXECUTIVE

GENERAL OFFICE

.

$450
$390
$375
$475

$475,

Fly

1E1

&

19,

Mt. hrosp. 824.1406

Naborhood garage

WITH
.

17,

9 to 2. Better clothes, muskrat
coat, baby lure., sewing mach.
& Misc. 1711. E. Foundry Rd.,

Stewardess.'

lobs ore free to you. The employer pays the fee.
* ENGINEERS GIRL

19. Fireplace

range, rugs, lawn mower,

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

down your neck? If you are give us a call to
see if we can shake "Big Brother" for you, to

18 8.

sole: Oct.

18, 10 am. to 5 pm. at

17 8.

1611 Johanna Terrace, Arlington
Hts.

I

block north of Campbell

Garage & Basement sale: washfurni., clothes,
ing machine,
games, tools, sporting gds.

to the international

capitals of the world

househld. items & other misc.

Oct. 18 & 19 10 am. -5 pm. Oct.
20 2 pm -6 pm. 220 S. Pine, Mt.
Prospect.

PARIS - LONDON
ROME -TOKYO

Yard & Garage Sale;
Dough

Pars,

Immediate overseas
flights are yours after
only 5 weeks training.:

Box,

Mason.

Commodes,

New Xmas & Patio Decorations,
Oak Barrels, Oriental Imports,
Rugs, Dishes. Oct. 17-18-19, 9 till
5. Rain Dates Oct. 23.24-25..8 N.

NO FEE

NO FEE

WIDE

Mannheim &

tie

Higgins.
Des Plaines

EXCELLENT SALARY AND BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Rummage Sale

Clean Usable Items
Needed

(Can be delivered at back
entrance, by appt. tit Oct. 26)
OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
Oct. 27, 9 AM to 7 PM

St. Alexius
Hospital

Plans.

Retirement

Health &
90% Vacation' Travel Discount.
30 Days Vacation Per Xear..
Positions are based -ire
MIAMI -WASHINGTON
NEW YORK -CHICAGO

Bldg.)

PERSONNEL, INC.

5'9, Weight

105 to 140 pounds. Good
Health. Good Vision. Must be
High School Graduate. Knowledge foreign language.

(O'Hare Office

298-5021

to

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(Employee's entrance an
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, Ext. 592

SEATTLE -LOS ANGELES

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Three other convenient locations to serve you
-

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL

,

. 629-6770
.449-8070
815-338-3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day.'A counselor will he
available to assist you.

A.H.

for rent with kitchen
privilege. Lady, Mt. Prospect.

excel.

Room

CL 9-4523

APPLY ONLY IF YOU
MEET THE ABOVE
QUALIFICATIONS

IS FROM

255-4531

rm.

7

hi -level,

11/2

cond., walk to train &
shopping, choice lot. Many ex

Lady would like to share 2

bedrm. apt. with same.

Beautifully furn'd. Also incl's one
well behoved 9 yr. old son.
Located nr, United Air Ls. Nov.

439.0017 or 437-2300, ext.

Palatine, by owner, 18 yr. old 3
bedroom, framed ranch. Basement, new carpeting & drapes,
21/2 car garage, patio, 66 x 297
yard, $23,000 firm. 392-7357.
Elk Grove Vil., 530,500, by own-

er, 3 bedrm. "L" shape ranch,
2

2827.
74 -To Rent Apartments

Des Plaines SUBLEASE 2 bdrm.,

2 bath apt. carpeted $205 mo.
avail. Nov. 1st. 437-6511.
5 room garden apartment
Des Plaines -5165.
439-1705

dailies, 2 bedroom, 11/z
bath, $145., t-ossession Nov. 15.
Des

296.5123
Mt. Prospect, 1st floor

apart-

car

1100 Cypress Le. cwt. only.
323-7793 or 325-0300
Arl. Hts. Beautiful corner location,

brick Georgian, 2 bdrms., 192
baths, full bsmt., gar., walk to

66 -Business Opportunities

Used walnut dining room set,
table, china, buffet, 6 chairs.

GOOD LOCATION
537-1022

DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS.

1605- Apt. A, and 1611 -Apt.
A, N. Arlington Hts. Rd. 3 bedrooms 2 baths, family room,
fully air-conditioned, dishwasher, range, refrigerator, disposal. No pets.
Shown by appointment only.
basement,

STO LT ZN ER

Urgently ,need 2 or 3 bdrm.
house for conscientious couple,

child. Gd. references, under
8200. 299-2400 after 4:30 p.m.
Paying high rent? Why not cut
1

in I/2 & share the space?lCornm.
ericol artist needs space. 439.
4730.

Want to SeII..Buy..Rent?
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

lent conditton. 5150. 827-2358

GE air conditioner, needs 220
line, approximately 3/4 ton,
very good cond., 575; I med.
size dctvenport, excel. cond. $25.
392-2432
2 full size
matching beds. Full size spreads,

bassinet;

bothinette;

buggy; mist. infant & children's
items. Flute, 1/4 violin. 259.4730.

New carpets. 1st quality brand
names. Installed wall -to wall.

Best padding. Also kited,: cur

BIG FAMILY?

pets, indoor -outdoor &
ciol. Lowest prices. Samples
brought to your home or visit
.

Think about this huge Cape
Cod. 4 very large bedrooms,
rec room and family room. 2
car garage with heated hobby shop. Separate living room
dining

room.

Roofed

patio.

Many, many extras all

situ-

ated on 75' x 300' lot.
TO SEE IT, CALL NOW:

real

estate*
Arlington Heights

255.6320

Palatine
Schaumburg

358-1502
894 1330

1968 SINGER

ZIG-ZAG

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes buttonholes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year
parts and service guarantee.

FULL PRICE $51.30

For terms of $5.10 per mopth.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines
credit Mgr. Call 469.7204, 9 A.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

HOUSE WITH
CHARACTER

99 -Automobile For Sale

like to buy --call usl

complete; stroller; car
auto
travel platform;
walker; gates, 259-2114.
Stroller $8; bassinet $5; gray

ICK

P/B, w/w, radio, tinted glass,
5775. 024-3947.

WICKSTROM

1966 Aqua Blue Malibou Station
Wagon. Stick, A1 condition.
$1800.259-0957.

CHEVROLET

Oldsmobile, power

'58 4 -door

steering, power brakes,
$150 296-3488
'60 Chevrolet station wagon,
power
V-8, power steering,
brakes, CL 3-3356

555 IRVING PARK RD.

Sharp 1964 hontiac Sport Coupe,

ROSELLE, ILL.

hardtop, auto. trans., 4/S,

1-/B,

529-7070

reasonable. 255-3214.

'62 Valiant, low mileage, good
running order. 299-3568 after 6

OPEN SUNDAYS,

PM
1961

Ford Country Squire
9 -passenger, fully
equip., low mileage. 392.0278.

Wagon,

102 -Trucks, Trailers
1966

'61 Ford, 6 cyl., 2-dr. hardtop,
very clean 50; '65 Honda LE

7-1627
'61 4-dr. heugeot, new clothe,
4 -speed,

like new tires.

$300.

253-4447

'62 VW, SUNROOF, GOOD SECOND CAR. $500 OR BEST
OFFER. 253-4704.

'65 Ford Country Sedan station
wagon,

P/S,

R/H,

P/B,

W.W.

$1185. 392.6211

Eno. Ford $80; '60 Rambler, per-

Chevrolet Wm.

Very clean - 51,050
Phone 827-7880
103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

ton pickup truck.
'60 Ford
$350 or best offer. Coll after
5 p.m. CL 5.7942.

'67 Dodge Von Camper. fully
equipped fur sportsman or bun.

fun. ',duct shape, low
miles, lowest pride anywhere
53400. 312-255.1423.
ily

fect $250; elec. stove; bowling
ball. offer. 253-7763.

STORAGE AVAILABLE

1964 RAMBLER
$300 or BEST OFFER

TRUCK CAMPERS

radio, air cond.,
like new. $1600.392-1484
stick,

TRAILERS -

VACATION LINERS

392.4940

67 Chev. Bel Air, 2-dr., 8 cyl.,

1272 Rand Rd.

Pontiac Star Chief. Good
body, engine and tires. $100.
'61

257.7896
1965 DODGE CORONET
4 ON THE FLOOR

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

Complete 6 cyl. engine & auto.
rnatic trans., excel. cond. $70. CL
3-0752 aft. 5 PM.
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

$850 439-5886 aft. 6pm
'63 Corvair Monza SS, nice enter.
& inter., needs work. $150 or best
offer. Call 259.9011.
'65 Buick Spl, A/T, P/S, A/C,
like new premium W/W incl. 5110.
tires. 51250 call 394.3966.

'65 Benelli, 125cc, drag or street,
low mileage, excel. conclit.$175.
Call CL 5.0828.
'68 Suzuki 55 80cc, 2 helmets.
Excellent condition. $275 or best

99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale

offer. 296.2752.

AT LATTOF

to train,

MAKE

EXTRA LARGE

THE

struction in fine neighborhood

BIG DEAL ON

Lovely 4 bdrm. bi-level with
2 car ott gar. Quality coil
$43,900

A 1969

A1MMO
REALTORS

264 NORTHWEST EIWT.

CHEVROLET!

NS PLAINES

014

296-6655

Crib,
,

Interviews - Oct. 22, 23, Tues.

& Wed. Will be conducted
locally. For Interview Appointment Col/

seat;

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

'

An Equal Opportunity Employer

full length, size 12-14, excel.
condition. 8250. 255-4704.

Pool table,
slate

ARLINGTON NTS.

ELK GROVE

Natural Canadian Beaver coat,

PAN AM, DE2-4900
Ext. 208 '

A

MM.

9x12' rug $15; swings 51 each.
CL 9-3815

4'x81,

excel. cond,

top, auto. ball return,
equip. inc. 5200. 439-4290

BRADSHAW

658-5661
646 S. Main, AlgonqL. n (4 hi
S. of 62 an 311

Des Plaines

827.7184

WW,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

We sell homes throughout the
Fox River Valley. If you ore

1964 IMPALA
9 Pass. 5/Wagon, V8, P/Glide,
Heater,
Radio,
P/B.
P/S,
Excellent Run. Condition.
$595.00

99 -Automobile For Sale

This older 3 bdrm. home has
quaint shake roof. On tree
lined street. Walk
schools, shopping.
$34,800

P/B,

Heater,

$2,395

'64 Pontiac Catalina, 2 dr. P/S,

only. Free estimates. Financing

available. 437.8454

P/S,

Radio,

TRANSPORTATION SPEC.

1960 Skyline 10x55", competed,
drapes, stove, ref rig., 2 bedrms.,
storms, si.teens, $2,000, must Cr
moved. 437-9191

our warehse showrrn. By °apt.

to 9 P.M.

3

needed. 255.5334

Solid 60 in. Micorta bar with
5 matching bar stools, excel-

dresser;

Houses

bedrm. dome in
Streamwood. $165 per mo., Security Deposit, references

439-2874

weekdays aft. 6pm & weekends.

259-4568

umbia, Hoff. Est. 437-3228

2
panel
twin head boards. 392-7435
GE refrigerator 575; 12 place dinner set, fruit pattern, turkey platter & gravy boat, $75. 359-1335
FOR SALE: Zenith 21" console
T.V., remote control $25.

poss. $26,900. CL 5-0732,

BLDG. CORP.

Lovely 6 rm. ranch w/garage,
carpeting, 8. drapes. 110 Col-

dresser with
night stand

matching drapes and curtains.
Toss pillows. 6 yr. crib; child's

bdrm.,
air-condit., priv. patio, free trans.

Nov. 30. 439.16914170.

66"
mirror,

set:

Bedrixt.

qualified buyer. Owner, Immed.

Arlington Heights

VB Power Glide,
Vinyl Top,
W/Walls.

98 -Mobile Homes

2 oak dressers &

transp. 10 per cent down,

$1,995

'67, 2 bdrm, 47.x10', fore., best
offer, 815 Oakton, Des Plaines.
No. 158, open after 6 PM.

good cond. 255.6817

Far.

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM CPE.

SNACK SHOP FOR SALE

$65; excel. cond.; 18" console TV,
$15. 259-0453

30" electric stove 530; 6 ft. upright Amara freezer $50; both

P.S.,

Air Cond., Radio, Heat, W/

2 pc. Kroehler Sectl, rose beige

3

Automatic,

VI3

Walls.

Used hide o -bed couch with double bed/Beauty Rest Mattress.
Best offer. 394-3324

schools, churches, shops, parks,

I

to & from commuter, Available

door

elect,

gar.,

att.

1967 IMPALA 4 D. HARDTOP

1381 Prairie Ave., Des Plaines
827.6603

94" WHITE SOFA Win -latching
chair (springs). Never used.
Make offer. 823-7439.
Mahogany drum taign
pair white marleather top,

bath,

CHEVROLET

MUSIC CENTER

255-6353

paneled lam. ray, 21/2 car gar.,
low $30's. CL 5.4829
Pal., by owner. 3 bdrm. ranch,

WICKSTROM

To Choose Front

BARON'S KIMBALL

Reasonable -must sell: excel. diningroom table, 6 matching
chairs. CL 3-0157 after 3 pm.

tros. $22,500 358-5266

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

thinking of selling or would

SAN FRANCISCO

Full Console Organ
Was $2395 Now $1795
Many Other Specials

range,
Westinghouse electric
yellow, rotisserie, $45.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

crpt'ing,

rent,

THAT CAN'T

BUNK BEDS, COMPLETE,
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
$50 392.2531

1

Pleasant comfortable room for

For

DEAL

BE BEAT

ble lamps. 827-7630

employed woman. Privileges. Arl.
Hts. 255.5708 after 4.

16 -To Rent

THE

Exc.

359-4159

drawers, $35.
394-3765
70Rooms-Board-Housekeeping

'BA 3.5212 or

Kahl.

With Any Of These Specials
38 inch Console Piano
Was $895 Now $495

0, used 1 yr. for 575.

White Spanish corner piece,

82 -Wanted To Rent

Belmont.

Must be single. Minim. age. 20.

Height 5'3"

C011

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

& I block east of Wilke.

&

FREE

Brand new carpeting made for

ment, large 4 rooms,

6 mos. old.

$ 1 00 MUSIC PKG

Huge discounts. 824-7353

1.

Guitar,

.41111,

827-8323

electric

Kenmore

leurfaculale

Vacant

clothing, air

505 S. Yale, Arl. Hts.

PLUS

IS BIG BROTHER WATCHING?

hsehd.,

19,

Gar. Sale: Oct, 17, 18, 10.4pm,
clothing, collector's items, .tools,
sewing machine, cots, TV, mist.

day

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III.

Oct.

1.5 pet,

10,

17,

9-5 pm,
cond'ers.

Keypunch$21-$26 a

GIRL"

Oct.

10 to 6. Furniture, clothes

-

boss

1110Z00

-

C011,255.5822 after 6 p.m.

17, 18 & 19, 9 to
Gar. sole:
2. Lrg. refriy.,e'jtec. stove, misc.,
1711 E. Foundry Rd., Mt. Prosp.

OR

Jobs NOW

baby,

Urevox

Concord stereo tope recorder
$125. Wollensoc Mon.
#776
aural #1220, 4 channel.$50.

Buffet table & four chairs, $150

Residential Commercial

19, 10.5 pm.

'67 Chevelle, SS396, 32511p, .11p,
473 posi, P S, AM -FM. 5.14
black vinyl lop, buckets,
console, extras, low 111405.
209 7854

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

antiques, china, tools,
19th,
etc. 709 N. Salem Arl. Hts.
CL 3-0146

TEMPORARY

LUCKY GIRL!

18,

auto, buckets, console. gd. rend,
owner, 51,350. or 111,1 offer,
I
must sell, 824.3717

3 p.m.

aliment, must sacrifice 540 or best
offer. 894.5844.

Moving West. Garage sale Sot.

Des Plaines/Golf Mill/Chicago

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

17,

Shutters, storms, tent,
misc. items. 409 HiLusi,

10 & 3

'64 GTO,. blue con,,,rt. 389 lip

Cenci,. risk 5250. 358.6468 after

champ. blood line, good temper

Real Estate

Fern., clothing, many misc.

610 N. LEE ST.
DES PLAINES

Wheeling

50 -Landscaping

255-6410
German Shepherd puppies, AKC,

1024 N.W. Hwy. Rt. 14
3 Blocks West of Cruentin Rd.
358-1440
John Morrisroe

GARAGE SALE

Work 2-3 days a week near

TOWER PACKAGING INC

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.

LANDSCAPING NURSERY

1

figure clerks, typists.

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1958 Plymouth, Pow., steering,
power brakes, I,ke 110a tires.
5200 or offer. 299671)11 betel

Hammond organ speaker $400;
Grundig Hi'Fi & recorder changer
with 3 extra speakers for piping
$250.359.1335

394-3127

PARK SITE

N. Oleander, Norridge
Gar. Sale: Oct. 19-20, 10.5 pm,
pingpong table; misc. Coachlite
'Manor, I I Indigo, Pros. Hts.

dit , good tubber. 259.9.177 after

253.44,17.

Mole puppy, tan, half .poodle, 9
wks, old, will be large dog,
lovable & healthy; for 525.

To Help Lawns
Survive Winter.
tt Feeds 10,000 Sq. Ft.
Pickup Enough to Get Your
Lawn Through The Winter

GARAGE SALE Oct. 16, 9-3. Many
items 10c .510017632 West) 4038

Come join us in serving the
needs of business & industry
on a temporary basis. We
need stenos, secretaries,
comp. opts., keypunch oars.,

WOMEN WANTED

table,

adjustable steering, good coe-

$250.

SIAMESE kitten, chocolate pt. litter trained $10.

First Fertilizer
Especially Made

Gar. Sale Oct. 13 & 16. I to 6.
405 N. Elmhurst Rd. Pros. Hts.
Kit. table w/4 chairs, much misc.
Garage & Basement sole Sat. &
Sun. 132 S. Belmont, A. H. Kitchen set, stove, mist items
Tues. 8, Wed..9:30 to 3. Loads
of baby items, many misc. 931
N. Haddow, Arlington Heights.

Equal Opportunity Employer

WHITE TOY POODLES,
8 WKS. OLD. $75 & $85.
392.4693

NUTRO
WINTER
SURVIVAL

age

WALPAK

Must be experienced Corsetier. Full Time.
Some evening and Sunday work. Many company benefits, including 20 PER CENT DIS-

rd.

$70.

Spinet organ & bench. Excel.
condition, perfect for beginner.

CL 3-1626

$3.98 each. 5 yr.
3 to 4 feet
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for 51.00

to

pc

air.lifts, clean. $1250
call 392.6476
1964 Chevy wagon. P.S.

traction,

Kingston bass guitar with Maopiggyback amp. Like
new. Best offer. 296.2752

pies, 8 weeks old. $75

EVERGREENS

top 52650. 82.1-8737.
1964 Olds 90 fueserf, 6.W. power

natone

AKC registered Dalmatian pup-

-

milk cons

shots,

2 dr. hcliop., (01., power, vinyl

Baldwin orgosonic, slightly used,
less than 4 yrs. old, best offer
over $800. 392-8941

old, red.
$50 Call

3 11105

-

AKC,

'67 Olds Delmont 88, 425 Hohtlay

LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO
- 827-6603
REASONABLE

394.2640

Rio 72 one mile east of Rte 47
from Starks Station, eight miles

50 -Landscaping

are in school. Apply in person -

Dochshound
umule

POTATOES - RED & WHITE
F101110 grown, $2.35 per 100 lbs.
Walter F. Sass

desk, much more. 824.

school
2562

only on days when children

$5.,

crocks,

pumps,

$3.,

Hours 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. five

WIEBOLDT'S

AND GROOMING
529 6408

west of Rte 31. 464.5438.

Please can 392-7721

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE

-

try & old lithograph prints.

MORE MAMA'S"

Full and Part Time - Days and Evenings

SUPERVISOR

Rose bushes for sale: from our
winning rose garden.
prize
Tropicana, Garden Party, Kings
Ransom, etc. Carson Scoggins,

Wanted information on tapes-

"WE NEED

FOUNDATION DEPARTMENT

POODLE CLIPPING

1954 OLDS - Runs good. Good

everything,fact.-air,

from $99.50
El Rey, 7 W. Eastman.

8.

Call 392.1916 after 6

new,

GUITAR,

FOLK

reduced

MIN. SCHNAUZER
Pups. AKC. Fl 8.2699 after 6 P.M.
and week -ends.

253.6426.

8.

SNOW
BLOWER COMBINATION.
TRACTOR

SUPRO

Gray office steel desk, 3 drawers w/rnatching cushion swivel
chair, excel. cond. $40; 3 bar
stools; Thor Glad Iron; cheap,

.32 col. auto. pistols.
827.7314
GARDEN

55 -Musical Instruments

female, AKC. CL 5-3708

po,e,

Hardtop, rid'

oir. Call between 9 urn

transportation $.11.5 or best of fen.

end -table, $45; beige
cptg. 15' x 16', 525. Call after
2 pm. 392-222/.

poodle, 9 wks. old, hornsraised,

717 S. Walnut, Arl. Hts.

824-6370

CHECKERS

Time

6 pm. call CL 55203.

ridden by
&
1 -boy's
adults. 392-9363 for 560.
Will buy old electric toy trains

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRAINING:

Part

min.

1 -girl's,

439-1666

Hts )

1150 S Willis

washing machine, kitchen table
& 4 chairs, garden tools. After

T -Bird

noon. 72,1.3128.

$65; modern walnut glass topped coffee toble, $65; walnut

old, registered. $150.
CL 9-2817
chocolate,
Exceptional

'67

7306.

nested

electric

.45 cal

CL 3-8970

CL 5-7377

Large lavender Chinese oriental
rug, 4 -drawer file cabinet, dining
rm. set 6 Naughahide chairs. 439-

English Setter, Female. 11/2 years

2 matching 26", 3 -speed bikes:

col. M-1 cad',

1961 OLDS Sports coupe 98. All
power - low mileage.

pen; double bed frame.
259-3790
Sofa & matching chair, Kenmore

range $40.

Typing and shorthand required
Secretarial position for loan
department. Free life insurance
major medical, health and
accident plan.

51650. 437-6921 after 6.

(very

Antique 42" round oak table,

299-6986

Plaines, III.

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

CL 3-4247
Kenmore
new

$750 392.2531

'67 Tempest, 4-dern, slick. Like
new, low mileoge. Must sell

Min. Schnauzer pups -non shedding, AKC champ, sired, 10 wks.
paper trained. 299.8483.

Duncan i-hyle S18; Boston rock.

er; baby bed; high -chair; play.

525.827-4606.
Used bicycles, any condition,
bought, sold, traded, repaired.

SECRETARY'S

KIT TENS

CL 3.9117

4 mos. olcl female kitten,
would like to lie your pet. FREE.
Used to adults. Call 437-3283

6 pm

824-7823

HOTPOINT RANGE
LIKE NEW, $25
CL 3-2374
Antique leather Divan

Cute

Football outfit. CL 5-2264 after

snow tires, 800x14, WSW,
royal, used, including wheels.

EXCELLENT CONDITON

excellent condition.
296.8967.

large) best offer.

$05 or best offer
392.6419 oiler 5 p.m..

2

room sot,

44 -Bogs, Pets and Equipment

Ping-porta table, end tables,
misc. hsehld. items, games &

Rexair control house dust.

8

Day Want Ads

MG 1100, 1965, 4-000R,

Pc. blond mahogany dining

port. chain saw. 823.7712.

BUMPER POOL TABLE

BUY OLD ELECTRIC
windup toy trains mode before
1942, any condition. 827-4760.
500 S&H Stamps. See the new

smaller

self-contained

compaing-housdirailer; Also

Complete stereo outfit; camera.
projector, screen for $100 or
best offer. Call 439.6682.

or

WILL

Mobile

DRUMS. $40
394-1925

CL 3-5296

Educational Division of a Marshall Field family owned enter.
prise. For an appointment call

and desire to work with people. Light typing. Good salary

the Inspection of ports fabricated in our punch press
department during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic
is

night
night. CL 3-1323

Saturday

COULD YOU use an extra
540.5150 per week? If you have
a strong interest in education,

NEW OFFICE
NEEDS A
RECEPTIONIST

SHIFT

equipment

on

schedule. CL 3-1346.

FABRICATOR
INSPECTORS -2nd

inspection

woman wanted

Wednesdays. Hours to suit your

255 6418 after 6 pm

Primary

exciting new cosmetic.
392.0083

Sunday

thru

WHITE SET OF

old small
bathtub
Wanted:
with feet.
Please call 392-7721
2 End Tables, Crib, Used Bed
Hand Mower.
Phone 394.3057
bicycles I boy's
2 girl's 24"
20" bicycle.

Woman to care for semi.involid

would like to demonstrate an

30 -Help Wanted Women

ment

Housewives, school girls, who

99 Automobile for Sale

41 -Home Furnishings Furniture

42 -Wanted to Roy

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

5' large residential lots 110'
x150' next to $65,000 homes,
beautiful Forest Preserve view.

Will sell or build to suit.
956- 0790

/

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. CL 9-4100
OPEN EVENINGS

CLOSED SUNDAY

SHORT RIBS
VICE PRESIDENT? '11HAVE AYE OF 114%E? '

Page 9

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 Olympics

,

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
U1417101.E.HoRTS, YES/
6002 GOSH, WHY
SUPPOSE SOMEBODY
THE BUMS RUSH?
HAPPENED TO WALK
.Hays LYIN'ARoUND
THE House a45HoRTsi 04,AND...WELL,YOU
JUST GO ON UP AN'T StierAWTHilf* STAIRS
TILL I GET
ARE SHORTS,
YOUR PANTS
AIN'T THEY!
MENDED:

OH; Bs TRUTHFUL -7
MTH HIM,mOTHER--

TELL IT LIKE 1715/
A SHAPE LIKE
THATONE SHOULD
NEVER BE SEEN
IN ANYTHING BUT
AM EXTRA Lokle.

/"."

oVERcoAT/

THOSE OLD SONGS
WERE NICE,AMOS,
BUT THEY DON'T

DREAM

sAND1
V111)4 THE

LIGHT - I'
COLORED

I HAIR

DM 6011,16 TO INSIST ON

GROOVE/IF-II-is
CHRoME DOMES

MEETINGHER AND PASSING JUDGMENT:MST

HAD WRITTEN .11;

AS YOU DID WITH

THEY'D HAVE

9:20
32 News

WHO DO tX1

GIVEN IT A

women's 400 meter

200 meter and first

and boxing trials.
9 The Mike Douglas

head off a mastermind who plans to

round basketball

REAL SEAT!

Show
11 TV College
Speech
26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25

10.1;
tetal
tea TA 1,111. 00,

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

11 The French Chef
With Julia Child

Guests are Flip

Wilson, Nancy

Horoscope
FOR WEDNESDAY

I'LL BE
FINISH D

STRAINING MY

EYES:

CHAPTER!

SYLVESTER:

LIBRA (Spet 24 -Oct. 23) --

blends with the voice of intuition to tell you the way to

to

go today ignore neither

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.

that everyone wants,
star in a story of

two couples and

cident in a Communist country.

children and what

10:10

BuctsfS eAf+8

22) --Odd jobs need tending to.

A

6:45
26 Market Roundup

drugs. Stars Lloyd

10:15
26 Cinema Special

7:00
26 How to Invest

Persoff, Robert

mooners

7 NYPD

7:15
11 TV College
Italian

found murdered in
Central Park all of
the evidence points

Bridges, Kim

Hunter, Nehemiah

,111,...111.111114,111111

When a girl is

Viet Nam, calls for

talents into full play today as
you attempt to solve problems

a date.

MORTY MEEKLE

1:20

9 Movie

Show
9 Movie

crabs and pre-

giant man-eating

"Ocean's 11"

historic monster's on
a submerged island.
With James Warren,

Frank Sinatra gets

his former service

Lynn Roberts and

buddies to help rob

five Las Vegas
casinos. With Dean
Martin, Sammy
Davis J r . Peter
Law ford. Joey
Bishop, Angie
Dickinson and

Robert Hooks,

Frank Converse and
C.C. Courtney.

Paul Cavanagh.
1:30

7 News

,

11 The Action

People

Panel discussion

husband, home from

have become an annoyance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Bring your creative

1:00

9 News

7 The Joey Bishop

to her boyfriend.

late

Patric Knowles.

"Port Sinister" A
scientist and an expedition encounter

Jack Warden,

buddy of her

Arlene Dahl and

10:30
5 The Tonight Show

Duvall and Deborah
Winters.

Hour

and voodoo. With

Headlines

the children takes

2 The Red Skelton

treasure, murder

6 Greatest

happens when they
discover that one of

7:30

who owns a house

in a political in-

their teenage

Julia agrees to
baby-sit for her
neighbor moments
before an Army

Spend the day, if possible, in
completing small chores that

Paul Bryan

"The People Next
Door" Drama about

Raye and the First

,061111.11'11

carefree man who
owns a schooner,

32 Run for Your
becomes embroiled

Edition.
5 Julia

Tear

"Jamaica Run"

Ray Milland, a

pression.
26 Sports

and Wendell Corey,

With Martha

s

The voice of conscience

A discussion of

leisure and self-ex-

Life

32 The Honey-

SHORTLY -1 N1 N
THE MIDDLE OF
THE LACT

12:30

5 Everyman
12:35
2 Movie

8:30
2 CBS Playhouse

quences

I FIND Ms/SELF

Ronnie Barrett is
host.

26 ESP

32 'froth or Conse-

YOU'RE RIGHT, El RE1

MIDNIGHT
5 News
7 Chicago Show

11 The Expanding

Show

mond Brothers.
11 TV College
Gregg Shorthand
26 Today's Racing

WHY DON'T YA @1'/Y TH
MAGAZINE AN' GO HOME 7
IT'S TOO DARK 7' READ
HERE,

11:15
32 News

10:00

Joan Freeman.

Ames and the Os-

Out,

country furniture.

Films of the 1952

Sunday

recently widowed
girl.
5 Jerry Lewis Show

11:00

A discussion of

Rocky Marciano
and Joe Wolcott

Leslie Nielsen and

9 The Steve ADen

LONG. -W -WE
CAN 11 -HOLD...

II Antiques

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

charge the Lancers

ALL R/GHT,,,

Quintet for Piano
and Strings, Opus

)(notes who is afraid
of heights, wind's up
as part of America's
space program. With

Arthur O'Connell,

DONT... kIJOW

ARE, you . avwro.,.

and Jim Backus.

Rhonda Fleming

championship fight.

6:30
2 Lancer

AISANWHILE, AT THOMAL0145 OCEAN -FLOOR MODUL G..

performs
Shostakovich's
9:45

5 "The Reluctant
Astronaut," Don

with abducting a

ROBIN MALONE

way to France:

University Quintet

9 Knockout

universe.
8:00

Her in-laws

aboard a liner on the

57.

take over the

a card shark

and a duchess

( The Roosevelt

travel to an island to

2 Editorial

Hope who meets up
with

11 Chicago Festival

the New

Kill"
How
American agents

semi-finals, men's

"The Great

Lover" stars Bob

9:30

York Knicks in New
York.
32 Movie
"Kiss; Kiss, Kill,

meter finals,

10:55
2 Movie

AutO racing films.

The Chicago

finals, men's 800
I-1.5 NEXT
I4INK
VICE PRESIDENT OF 14E U.S.?

MARTHA /

formula for a new

Bulls vs.

400 meter hurdles,
women's 100 meter

ABouT (5 FAIR PLAY! '-

International

jet fuel back from an
international fence.
9 Pro Basketball

finals, men's 5,000
meter heats, men's

NAME 16 SANDY, FATHER!
HEN-NE.141* TURN -

Mundy is assign-

ed to steal the

Men's discus

50 YOUR LADY FRIEND'S

26 Motorsports

7 It Takes a Thief

TONIGHT

Tuesday, October 15, 1968

1:35

7 Reflections

Cesar Romero.

on why men give up
other careers and go
into the ministry.
9:00
7 That's Life
Robert Morse and
E. J. Peaker go on a
musical honeymoon.

1 German

1

2:35

Playhouse

2 News

to, refresh their

2:40
2 Meditation

German.

Live By.

A 13 -part series
for those who want

knowledge of

9 Five Minutes to

EEK & MEEK

that have defeated others.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan 20) --Social and pro-

fessional advancement go

hand in hand today Find an

opportunity to discuss
business during "off' hours.
AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.

19) --You can make both
personal and professional

gains today if you are careful
to demonstrate friendliness.

PISCES (Feb 20 -March
21) --Concentration on your
ideals should enable you to
make progress without compromising principles. Keep
your head high

ARIES (March 22 -April

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Punlo

Hodgepodge

20) --Relatives and close

c2
JAKE MY R.otueR,OEFFRYT NERE,TAKE;,
friends can help you more in vll MY FLOWER? HERE, TAKE A WHIFF
(1) WHIFF!
your business or profession
than you might think Consult
164°Kgr,
11
them
TAURUS (April 22 -May
Sr. a criTimohe!

21) --Don't pass up an invitation to enjoy yourself

TRY IT ON

1HE MAR.

socially Personal gains can be

made to serve you well

ACROSS
1 Worker in
metals
6 Heavenly
bodies
11 Life work
13 Erstwhile
Communist
14 Turkish

Boy!

in

future

GEMINI (May 22 -June

21) --Major interests should be

followed thtough to the end.
Minor matters can be left to

'capital

15 Bridge

tAke cafe of themselves.

holding
16 Legal point

CANCER (June 22 - July

23) --Play your hand absolute-

ly straight To try to win out
on the strength of a poker face
alone could cause you to lose
the pot

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Creativity serves you well at
this time Don't let well-mean-

ing friends talk you out of

present plans of action.

CAPTAIN EASY
BUT
YOU
can'

SQUAT DOWN
IN THE WATER,
BEHIND A SUSHI

17 Musteline
THAT'LL PIN HIM
DOWN WHILE I SEE
IF

THE LOOT WAN.

MOVED TO DERTIVS

COPS HAD SEARCHED IT AFTER MOWS THE
GET -AWAY -CAR AbiNpowey NEARS., 50 IF
SEARCHED TONIGHT Imo BE
THE CASTLE WAS

SAFE

COTTAGE...

LEAVE ME
NEieleiD BY

HERO-OOPS!

PUT

'OP IT, yANKI 'OW.
H
PIP WU S AKE

coNsrAEW.I.ARS

AND GET 'ERE;

THAT etAi

DOWN.

WHAT POI.IceVs
HAM A MYER
FOR THE ART GULLY
.9AN's HE.* HEIR 11).
I CAN'T TOUBIE

NT

WWI

IOW

ROAD

A Punic

VIRGO (Aug 24 - Sept.

23) -You can turn competitors
into co-workers if you present
your plans attractively. Offer
a full share in rewards.

Answers to
Hideaword
PARTIAL
part
prat

pair
pail
plat
plait
trail
trial
tarp
trap

trap
tad
tapir
tiara

lira
liar
lair
lariat
rapt
rial
rail
ratal
aril
altar
alit
alar
apart
aria

4

r

nu M NIA

THE WILLETS
-MERE 60E5 ANOTHER,

OLD LANDMARK- c
OUR OLD
THEATRE

rr C057 $565,Opo
WHEN fT WA5

BUILT IN IP22 !

-11

MS BEING
REPLACED I3Y A
MI LLION - DOLLAR

PIZZA PALACE

mammal
19 Pronoun
20 Showed
disdain
22 Small

barracuda

25 Masculine
nickname
26 Direction,
30 Olympian
goddess
31 Competent
32 Verbal
33 Peruse
34 Remove
95 Genus of
grasses
38 Shade trees
39 Slim
42 Indonesian
of Mindanao
45 Revoke a
legacy
46 Chest bone
49 Its capital

is Ottawa
51 Procurator
of Judea
(Bib.)
53 Burrow
54 Investigator

55 Lets it stand
56 jnvisIble

vapor

DOWN

1 Cicatrix
2 Lion's pride
.3 Irritates
4 Beverage
5 Wading bird
6 Cubic meter
7 Light brown
.8 Exclamation
9 Opulent
10 Dirk
12 Badgerlike
mammal
13 Those who
(suffix)
18 Golf mound
20 Makes vapid
21 More
expensive
22 Having
shoes on
23 Father (Fr.).
3

I

4

24 Epochal
27 Cain's victim
28 Bang
29 Scatters
35 Foot lever
36 Individual
37 Proficient
40 Bails, as

water

41 Arab
chieftains
42 Deeds

drawn

44 Girl's name
46 Speed
contest
47 Genus of
willows
48 Road's
shoulder
50 Social insect
52 Separate
column
9

8

6

2

11

10

13

IS

14

19

17

16

_

20
22

43 Tightly

23

28 27

26

24

28

31

33

til

30

34

39

42
49

43

IT,

46

44

47

44

i

53
66

66

le

`One- in' Teams Battle to Standstill

most of the work. However, GLATZMAYER brought the went in the touchdown over
BY DAVE GARLAND
tackle to cap a 16 yard
Forest View's generosity Gruber coughed up the ball ball from their own 37 yard left
five drive with 1:47 in the half.
with the football and a and Forest View's Timit, line to the Falcon 39 in side
Following the Elk Grove
plays before the left
referee's disputed call cost the Gallagher came up with
Falcon line held up after six touchdown the Falcons' Don
Falcons a victory over Elk when the scramble ended.
The Falcons got a good straight plays to that side. The Winkleman fell on an onside
Grove as the two clubs battled
to a 6-6 tie in the annual Fall

PARTS

line.

kick at the 50 yard

drive going as the first quarter next time Gruber touched the
ended Halfback John ball, Falcons Bill Michalek

Page 10,
Tuesday,

Falcon head coach Paul
benched starting
During the first half it was Caltagirone and fullback John Walker, Wayne Meier Jordan
quarterback Doug Hotchkiss

Festival game

locker -room at halftime with
a 6-0 lead after capitalizing on
a fumble at the Falcon30 yard

Keith Bauer each carried four and Chuch Smith sat on him
times as the Falcons took the four yards behind the line of
ball from their own 48 to the scrimmage. The Grens got the
rove two yard line before ball to ,the Falcon 30 before
being stalled on a fourth down giving it up on downs.
The Falcons promptly gave
and goal to go
The drive was costly for the the ball back by fumbling on
Falcons not only in terms of the first play from scrimmage
the lost touchdown, but also for the second time in a row.
in terms of injuries as the This time, Gene Pinder came

minutes to go in the first half

Bauer was carried off the turf Grove.

hard to tell who wanted the

ball the least as the two teams
fumbled an amazing six times
and were awarded a variety of
major penalties in key spots

in favor of junior Dave Long
as the Falcons put the ball in
the air and almost succeeded

October 15,
1968

daylight to his left and barely

third quarter when

defenders after him. The extra

four yard line and brought it

go in the third quarter.

ended up losing seven yards
later.

THE THIRD QUARTER
was another see -saw battle as

the third quarter deep in the
Falcon's end of the field with
the deepest penetration coming when several defenders
blocked a Falcon quick kick
attempt at the Falcon 10 yard
line on a third down and 26

}in getting back into the

ballgame. On the first play of
the series Long rolled out of
the shotgun formation and -hit

made the corner of the end Caltagirone picked off a
zone with several Grenadier Ristau pass at the Forest View

Jim Daggett at the 37 for a
gain of 13 yards into Grove

point attempt by Don Reid out to the 43. The Falcons
was ruled wide with 7:55 to couldn't generate a drive and

line with less than two Falcons' starting fullback up with the ball .for Elk

territory.
Long came back to Daggett

Elk Grove spent most of on a hurried punt four plays

with an injured thigh. The

on a down and out pattern to
the opposite side for a gain of
five more. Then he hit John

As it turned out, the
Grenadiers went into the

of a see -saw game

NEITHER TEAM could

do much during the first

quarter except give the ball
away The Falcons took the
opening kick off and ended up

punting three plays later The
Grens did a little better the
first time they got the ball on

Falcons currently have a host
THE GRENS offense lookof injured as five players are ed good as they carried the
ball to the Falcon 16 in eight
on crutches
At the start of the second plays before the Falcons held
quarter, the Grens brought the on downs. The Falcons tried
ball out to the six yard line twice this time before giving
before punting. It didn't make up the 'ball after no gains,
much difference as Forest again on a fumble on the han-

with halfbacks Chris Gruber
and Tons Glatzmaver doine

G-RUBER AND

The Hersey Huskies

7 30 p m in the cafeteria of
John Hersey High School
Booster Club president Forrest Oldenburg will present

front wall held up as several

the ball with Long at the controls. They got the ball after
a nine -yard Elk Grove punt

defenders got to Grove had to give up the ball with
quarterback Dave Ristau at
the 15 yard .line, giving the

seven seconds left in the

way down to the one yard line

Five plays later Long

room.

snatched one of his gasses and

several defenders. Two plays

after dropping back to the 25
yard line to pass. Long found

THE FALCONS got the
ball back near the end of the

a tie ballgame.

later fullback Mike Kunze

current and prospective

members are urged to attend,
as the goals, future activities
and accomplishments to date
will be outlined..

INTRODUCIHG

Hersey

; ;

.V

their unbeaten record in

BEST

STATED MEETINGS
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS

Donald W. Irkfetz - Master
1301 Cork Tree Ln.,

Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings

Prospect Heights
- 296-5132 Gustav Albrecht -Secretary'
119 Cornell, Des Plaines

Mt. PROSPECT

performance allowing Fremd
only one set of downs before

combination allowing Fremd

only four downs as the

punt later, Ft -pc moved for 18
and a score as Hersey led 12-

opening kickoff 25 yards to

CAR ;NSUPtiNCE

Wayne Brennan
CENTER -

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

£

TTTTT FARM

WESTGATE SHOPPING

--

107 S. MAIN

The Huskies hit quickly, highlighting the effort.
Moments and a blocked
scoring in a one-two punch

and Jim Knotts for five repeated their first quarter

the Huskies 45, and a 55 yard
drive ended in a Dick Powell
score after Bruce Frase rushed

1104 S. Arlington Ms. Road
Arlington Hte., HI.

WE'RE OPEN!
Banjo Entertainment

THE HUSKIE defense

petition.

INSURAPIC)

VA 4-9654

C1.3-1218

SELLING YOUR HOME?
ROBERT L.
,1

jh

from
us!

1~

REALTORS ®

penalties, fumbles and losses
the remainder for the contest.
HERSEY EXCUTED their

for 26 and the TD.

In the closing moments of

dominated the weekend cross-

country scene by placing second in the Addison Trail
Invitational Meet Saturday,

Prospect placed Keith Mat-

thews sixth for their first

finisher, and Bob Pomrenke

was ninth. Doug Bach ran

12th for Joe Wanner's

Knights, and Bill Treece ran

losing only to Willowbroo f.

1 our realtor has all the clues about what to
look for in a house. ffe saves you time and
trouble tracking down leads that turn out to
be dead ends. A realtor is a professional in
real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics. He'll smooth over the details of
buying. Better see the man who knows the

-

Convenient Off

16th.

The day before, Prospect

MSL dual meet season with
a sound 16-47 thrashing of

downed the Elk Grove Glenbard North at the.

Grenadiers in a Mid - Pioneer Park course, the
Suburban League dual meet,
20-43. Elk Grove's Wayne
Wille won the race, and Matthews was behind him at second. Pete Dumke was third

Cardinals' home course.
Card captain Tom Swanson

won the race in a fleet 14:29,
and Joe Hooker was second
with a 14:33. Dave Marszelek

placed third for Arlington

with a 14:37. Arlington ran
ARLINGTON continued nine out of the top 10 men
in the race.
their winning ways in the

Viator Runners Split Two
split
entry
cross-country
a couple of close contests
Saturday against Taft. The

places in their meet, but it was
the fate of the last two scoring
men that made the difference
between winning and losing.
For the varisty, after Baron

Steve Schlickman placed onetwo with a 13:39 and a 13:48.
The Lion sophomores also

before Tim Andreson ran
sixth with a 14:12. Skipping
seventh, the Lions Mark Bot-

The St. Viator High School

Chicagoland Prep League

varsity lost a 28-29 race and Schlickman placed, Taft
although Dan Baron and took the next three slots
managed first and second

terman finished eighth.

ill in
Ike

Punch
-1/244

lark 'X.

emmer
.

REALTORS

SEE OUR DISMAY OF.
EXCEPTIONAL HOMES
AS ADVERTISED IN THE

orarmammemormariamo

HOME
BUYER'S GUIDE

OPEN 9 to 9
1.

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine
728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

insiossiminismismimiss
.APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

DAY PUBLICATIONS

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
13 S. Wolf Rd.

all

253-2460
956-1500
894-1800

Choose the best data processing school . .'. Business
Training Center. Working with brand new IBM equipment,
modern teaching aids and expert instructors, you'll qualify
as a skilled IBM Key Punch Operator in just 6 weeks! And
after graduation, we'll help you look for the perfect job...
free?
2.

Find out all the details about the fascinating world of
data processing, and how BTC will prepare you for it.
'Send the coupon for a free, illustrated booklet today.
3.

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza ,

In Prospect Heights

. .

358-5560

Decide that you want to get into this exciting fast

growing field and earn above average income. Make up
yournand to be someone ... and get somewhere.

is

BTCBusiness Training Center

299-0082

694 Lee St.

773-2800.358-5900

Downtown Des, Plaines, HI.
'Phone 299-0121

Name

Aga

394-1900 392-3900 255-3900

The Huskies will meet

Earn Ilore ilone)

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

D
Jo Good Joan Miller Carl 'Pasquale
Frank Jagels Jack Whisler Bob Lotka
Norm Marley Vic Soderstrom George Stahm,er
Larry Knaack Marge Yeats Harry Garland
Bill Biedermann Grace Manning
Jack Jozwiak Micke Robertson
Jerry Maas Bessie Wright Gen Hollnagel
Chuck Flood Joe Winters Doris Baehr
Al Langos Jim Warriner Guy McCord
Julia Ward Bob Nelson
Raymond W. Nelson Jim Maloney Terry Fitzpatrick
Marge Nelson Mary Solon 'pon Jackson

the jayvee level.

drive and belly series well, Wheeling at the Arlington
and acheived success Satur- field Friday night to defend
day. Powell had recovered their 4-0 conference mark.

for Prospect.

on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

PE PLE
3.5 Professional Salespeople

Hersey's defensive team

recorded another shutout, and
has the best overall record at

Prospect, Arlington Nab C -C Victories

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

PROSPE1 i4n

option series and succeeded in
dismaying the Vikings.

for 36 yards and again for marched 52 yards for six
set up their third points as Frase carried twice
touchdown, a two -yard for 24 yards and tossed to

Myers on a .fullback option

tioned well.
Powell pitched effectively

Vikings couldn't move close

hampered by untimely

quarterback sneak by Powell.
This time the kick was good,
and Fremd trailed 19-0,

running quarterback functo Myers, gave it to Frase, or
kept it himself in running the

redundant, Hersey then

nine to

froman injury and the Huskie
offense which requires a good

The second half was un-

fense. At the risk of being

TOR help you! SEE KEMMERLY!

MOUNT PROSPECT 4
PALATINE

terception by Jerry Jobst.

began to score as Frase drove

complicated business -- let a qualified REAL-

ARLINGTON ..HEIGHTS

0, Fremd began a drive from
their 35 yard line that ended
at the Hersey 25 in an in -

enough for the kill all afternoon, and the Htiskies were

Buying a home

as

1-

the half as the Huskies led 25 -

With the start of the third

quarter, the Huskies again
'

the final score of the afternoon. The Vikings were

.

a
sign

in the Forest View homecoming.

marked by scoring, as the

Prospect High School

take

Elk Grove defenders Jim Devitt and Gene Pinder prevent
Falcon Keith Bauer from catching a pass near the goal line

held to five plays from scrimmage and were forced to turn
over the ball to the Huskie of-

0, before Fremd warmed up.

"Warlovers" collected 12.
Steve Schuler returned the

Lodgee1162

[

"I( ith ilse Red ( tirtort"

Palatine
Phone 359-4255

Mid -

'Arlington
Arlington Heights

PIZZA PARLOR

1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads

rambled by Fremd

Saturday 25-0 to maintain

leather goods. SHOP
;

ran it out the Falcon 40 yard
line as the clock ran out on

for 12, Bruce Myers for nine

Suburban junior varsity com-

BY JIM MART

New Holiday line of
FOR
EARLY
SELECTION.

game. Again Ristau went to

Unbeaten Huskies Shake Injuries;
Ramble Past Fremd Jayvees 25-0

the members of the coaching
staff and the club board. All

Prince & Princess
Gardner ;

IIv7.;

left on the clock. The Falcons
tried to run out the clock, but

Falcons a little breathing the air and again Caltagirone

on the Grove 24 yard line.

- before he was cut down by scampered into the end zone

Boosters Meet Tonight
Booster Club will hold its first
general meeting tonight at

call. However, the Falcon

ed up the middle to the 12.
Then Gruber scrambled his

with the ball

put the Falcons

deep in their own end of the
field with a thirty-three yard
punt to the FV five with 0:36

score the first time they had

from scrimmage and Elk Grenadier Glatzmayer smash-

Grove's Ron Fink came up

the Grens

the Falcons came back to

View fumbled the first play doff. From the 16.yard line

the 18 yard line and took it out
to the Falcon 48 in 12 plays

Walker in the end zone.

Both teams turned over the
ball on downs twice and then

High School Oradusite? ID Yes 0 No
t

Address
City and State

Phone
Zip Code

4

ex

V,

'1, -

Pro5pect

WEATHER
Tonight - Partly cloudy and

warm, low in the 60s; To-

morrow: Mostly cloudy, not

Telephone

so warm, chance of showers,

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper

high In the 70s.
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Plan Recreation Lake
To Curb Floods Here
Jk:

There would be practically

no more flooding in the
Colonial Heights subdivision
of Mount Prospect if plans for
a lake that doubles as a storm -

water retention basin

been made for the project by

DiMucci Builders, Mount

Chicago, the same firm that

DURING a storm, the lake

Prospect, agrees to a deal, the
park board will make the land
into a park with recreation

has been working with the would become larger. It would
Mount Prospect Drainage and

be capable of holding several

Clean Streams Commission
on flood control measures for

after a storm, Jackson said.

acre lake, Jackson said.

the village.

materialize.

facilities and a three to four

This assurance was given
yesterday by Mount Prospect
Park Board President Robert

"We hope negotiations will
come to a head within a few

Jackson.

AMONG the park board's
present projects is acquiring

land, we would have to get an
OK from residents of the park
district in a referendum."

2 Boys Head
For School,
Go to Texas
Two Mount Prospect boys
are home this morning follow-

ing a brief visit yesterday to

"If I could just lift this rake I'd load these things in my coaster wagon and get them out
of the way," seems to be Rick Baker's autumn sentiments. The leaves and Rick belong to,
the Ronald Baker residence, 705 N. Kasper, Arlington Heights. (Photos by Roger Gee)

schools

District 214's growth problems

A subcommittee of the Lay
Citizens' Committee studying
future needs of the district is
taking a close look at what a
12 -month school year would
offer

Meat Firm
License
Suspended

JAMES DeLill, 543 Ridge,

Elk Grove Village, told the

committee last night ' This is
the way it (education) will go
It is just a question as to how
soon this district will adopt a
12 month plan "

The subcommittee, with
Dr Conrad Mazeski, 205 W
Orchard, Mount Prospect as
chairman, is studying both a

'quarter" system and a

"trimester" system
In neither case would a student attend Ichool all year
Some of the students would

be ' on vacation" during each
part of the year

The license of a Chicago
meat packing firm owned by
a Prospect Heights woman
has been suspended for alleged
short -weight violations.

crease in the number of
students who could be housed
in a given building

DeLill said that several

school systems have attempted

the 12 month school year but
all have "flopped "

"That doesn't mean it

couldn't work in a district like
214, however," he added

Obstacles include public
reaction to staggered vacation
periods, dificulties in schedul-

ing of classes, cost of

operating in a state geared for
the traditional school year,
and assignment of personnel --

some of whom presently use
their summers for advanced
study
The subcommittee hopes to
come up with solutions to
these problems

THEY ARE seeking copies
of a five year study conducted

by the State of New York
Georgia and Delaware are
also looking at year -around
schools, DeLill informed
The subcommittee hoped to

make Its final recom-

mendations Dec. 2

Harwood presented the
cardinal's message to the

school board during a

Packing Co., owned

and operated by Mrs.

Viriginia Fedyna of 322

tion.

spectors found that meat was
being falsely packaged and
The spokesman added that
the latest incident took place

in April of this year, but that

the firm has been cited for
fraudulent labeling five times,
dating back to 1962. Further

open yesterday in the Lions

year were paid by the

last
archdiocese.

1

funds for the 170

students now attending River Road School

Maryville

was approved by the board.

Eggs were splattered yester-

day on a car belonging to
Howard Westphal, according
to Mount Prospect police. The

license, according to city of-

Westphal's home at 211 N.

ficials.

Elm.

car was parked in front of

in Mount

Prospect, police report.

A drink, if you like --and if

license will be $1,000.

Two of the six

trustees

Restaurant.

voted nay on the ordinance

village trustees last night

Joseph Grittani, who said

Over the objections of a
third of their number, the
created a new kind of liquor
license for the restaurant, at
113 S. Emerson.

The first of its kind in the
village, according to Mayor

patrons who are dining" in the

beverages, but "only to
restaurant.

It is now up to Congreve,
liquor
commissioner, to assign the
who is the village's

license to 'George Mourousias
and George Pantazis who own
the restaurant.
'fp

creating the new license.

These were Earl Lewis and

storms," he said, "which happens only about twice a year.
So the park would be unusable

for only about four days every
year."
The lake would be a natural
skating pond in the winter, he

EARLY MONDAY securi-

Heights and Mount Prospect

spect the grounds and

fieldhouse.
Others suggested

Secret Servicemen ruled
that the Prospect -Wheeling

to the Prospect High
shifting

the Nixon talk to Arlington
Park with its plentiful parking
and seating.

MOST OF these suggestions came while the Nixon

visit was projected for 4 p.m.
Saturday.
When the plan changed and

the Nixon party was scheduled in Mount Prospect at 9:30
Saturday morning, the Secret
Seryice ruled out a parade or

freshman and sophomore
football games must be moved
and that not even the dressing

rooms or parking lots at the
school football field could be
used. The games had been

with "Nixon" imprinted all
around, some 400 girls will
get a look at their candidate

Six pieces of luggage were
reported stolen yesterday from
the basement of an apartment

building in the. St. John

the board decided to designate
the curving Emmerson St. and
east -west street rather a north
south street.

This will help to diferentiate it from Emerson St.,
which is a north -south street.

numbers on Emerson.

unanimously, however, on a
proposal to alter part of the
name of Emerson St. (with
two m's) in Fairview Gardens
subdivision to avoid conflict
with the Emerson (one "m")

prepared until December, at
the recommendation of Fire

The. ordinance making
these changes will not be

and Police Commission
Chairman George Reiter,

This way, hp said, the

ordinance will not be passed

until January, thus avoiding
At the recommendation of fouling up Christmas mail
its fire and police committee, deliveries.

Chapel Dr., Mount Prospect.
Joseph Peluso said the lug-

gage, taken from his storage

locker, was valued at about
$380. The locker was pried
open, police said.

Nine other lockers in the
St. Johns apartments were

broken open over the
weekend. Luggage was stolen
from three of the lockers.
teielannrialeMelagiellaStarMOSOM

Gripe
Of The,
Day

f(r_;*

\!.=-7

Reruns, commercials and
confusion on TV. S.M.N.

"And there is a major problem with flooding in that
area."

About 60 Colonial Heights

a good

.the job of
keeping storm water from

the capacity to do

leaders during this campaign,"
)
Gattis said.

flooding . Colonial. Heights, u

The games will be

rescheduled.

If the weather is dry, the

two football fields at Prospect
High will be available for
parking.

In event of rain, there will

be limited parking at the
school. Official parking lots

for the rally are being
(Continued on Page 2)

townships. Besides Wheeling,

Hatlen, said.

"Every time we. get a fair
amount of rain," he told the
village board, "the basin fills
up and spills over, flooding
the neighborhood."

Mayor Daniel Congreve

this basin was acquired
by the village last spring. It
was deeded to the village by
DiMucci as a part of a consaid

sent

decree settling

a

$7.5

million law suit DiMucci
lodged against several village
officials.

"THE BASIN was designed
in 1964," Congreve said. "and
just isn't adequate now that

there has been so much
building in that area."

DiMucci still owns the 18

Elk Grove and Maine GOP
youth groups will contribute

acres around the basin.

members.

The Wheeling contingent

ly eliminate flooding in

special bus, leaving from the

said, "but it would help

"Our project would not on-

Colonial Heights," Jackson

drawn from the ranks of the Arlington Market Shopping
Teenage Republicans (TARS) Center at Dryden and Kensand the Youth for Nixon, the ington at 7:40 a.m.
girls will line the way as the

everyone downstream on
Weller Creek, because we

Called "Nixonettes" and

former Vice - President walks

from his car to the stage of
Prospect High School Saturday.

Luggage Thief
Keeps Busy

time," Jackson said.

will go to the school in a

from only a few feet away.

tonight.
The session will take place in the Mount Prospect
Village Hall, beginning at 8 p.m.

is

`Nixonettes' to Add
Beauty and COlor

decreed that the Nixon party
must move from the Chicago
Loop as quickly as possible,

for the developing residential
area there and to help solve
a flood problem at the same

'be provided for' national resident, Clarence Okon, 70/

buildings.

Clad in red, white and blue
paper dresses and paper hats

The security officials

"Actually, this

lesson 'fOr our students in the

School District 214 officials,
visited Prospect High td in-

any other community salute.

"We have been trying to
provide recreation facilities

residents confirmed this Sept.
2 when the protested flooding
Prospect High's athletic direc-4 to the Mount Prospect Village
ior George Gattis. "They even Board.
ruled that our team bus canThere is now a small basin
not be driven across the park- on the site the park board
ing lot.
hopes to imporve, but it lacks

kind: of security which must

ty men, accompanied by

parade through Arlington

said, requiring no main-

"They were completely
hard-nosed about it," said

Illinois weather.

Arlington Heights Mayor
John O. Woods proposed' a

plaints and answer accusations at a public hearing

community.
There are now 23 licenses
of various types.

elsewhere in the village.

"But it would only get that
full 'during the most severe

scheduled at the Prospect field
Saturday morning.

But Nixon aides turned

Airport officials and let them hear your own noise.
The Mount Prospect Health and Safety Committee
is arranging to have several Federal Aviation Agency
(FAA) members from O'Hare on hand to hear corn -

To further make a distincthere are enough liquor
licenses in the village already, tion the board will change the
and that another license was street numbers on Emmerson
not in the best interests of the so they will not coincide with

The board voted

Jackson said.

THE REST of the land
could have such recreation
facilities as a baseball diamond, tennis courts and a picnic area, he said.

down the race track, largely
because of the unpredictable

Apartments at 1815 White

you're dining at Evans

depth of about six feet,

tenance.

Security men favored mov-

Your Turn Now
To Sound Off

Board Creates New Kind
Of Village Liquor License
What's in a dinner?

to empty down to its normal

Club.

After Nixon reaches the
podium from which he is to
speak, they will sit on the
floor directly in front and in

rows of the

the first few
auditorium's seats.

The arrangement has two
purposes, according to Mrs.
Joan Walsh, 404 E. Marshall,
in charge of assembling the
girls in Wheeling Township:

The annual cost of the

If a severe storm filled the
lake to capacity, it would take
about two days for the basin

Mount Prospect Country

ing the event to Arlington
Park with its open spaces and
protective fence.

Here's your change to corner several O'Hare

Eggs Tossed

through a sewer up to Busse,
and from there along a swale
(ditch) which crosses the

fieldhouse.

Hate low -flying airplanes?
Noise from screaming jets?

violations could result in the

revocation of the business

A closet door was pried

Nothing was taken.

tle

that the one month suspension
was ordered after city in-

Door Pried

blems that have arisen as a
result of providing for the 300
children whose teachers until

Richard J. Daley's office said

mittee members are some 140
residents of the district, which

4!

a date will be arranged for a
conference with the youths
and their parents at the sta-

discussion of the funding pro-

In the only action taken an
application for $58,000 in Ti-

A spokesman for Mayor

The Lay Citizens' Com-

Other subcommittees are

the Houston airport.
The boys were sent back, to
their homes early today when
their parents wired money for
a return flight.
Mount Prospect police said

Park field house

Peachtree Ln.

Daniel Congreve, the license
permits the sale of alcoholic

includes Arlington High

boys were picked up when
they attempted to steal an
auto from the parking lot at

archdiocese has, according to
his letter.

The result would be an in- labeled.

School, Prospect High School,
Forest View High School, Elk
Grove, High School, Wheeling
High School, and John Hersey
High School.

candid:tbs.4n t WS campaign. -

financial problems the

the creek from the lake

to the Prospect High

Community and party
leaders wanted to add a

suburban 'irisir of a national

school board because of the

could carry it away, he said.
Storm water would get to

without any public attention,

Prospect Saturday.

refined to .sell...,airlinaTtickets
to Phoenix to the boys.
But tickets to Houston were
titiparently sold 'to the boys by
agents from another line'.
Houston police said the

300 orphaned Maryville
students to its rolls. The
cardinal turned down the

the license of the George

Street

The plans call for re-

The storm water would flow
into Weller Creek at reduced
rate, only as fast as the creek

grading the proposed park site
to make part of it like a broad

for President, in Mount

Airport who told, police' they

The request was tied to the
fact that the district is adding

The action was taken by
Chicago authorities against

storms to prevent flooding in
Colonial Heights."

ticket agents. at O'Hare; flourish to the first nOrthvvest

land.

million gallons of water until

The study says the proposed
lake -basin would be "adequate
for all but the most severe

The Secret Service is having the last word in plans for
the appearance of Richard M.
Nixon, Republican candidate

yesterday morning.
They were later seen by

John Cardinal Cody turne&
ting, personnel, curriculum, down a request by the school
school -community relations, board asking the archdiocese
for the donation of some 5 or
and school facilities.
6 acres of Maryville Academy

of solving High School

BY RICHARD CRABB

when they left for school

jections, finance, re -distric-

be recommended as a means

nestle there at all times.

Security to Rule
Nixon Show Here

The boys, ages 14 and 15,

yesterday.

Inc. of

Secret Service Has Last Word

were last seen by their parents

Pu4blic schools can't get
Catholic school land for free,
Supt.,
River Truils;ciStr,ict
Winston Harwood 'revealed

studying enrollment pro-

may

engineering drawings have

day.

Free Land

School For- 214

A drainage study and

Houston police late last night,
after their disappearance from
Mount Prospect earlier in the

Schools
Denied

Citizens Study
Year -Round
Year -around

Houston, Texas.
The boys were picked up by

Engineering,

Bauer

days," he said.

"But, of course, before we
could go ahead and buy the

anNl8-acre tract of land at the
southwest corner of Busse Rd.
and Lonnquist Blvd.

saucer. A small lake would

If the owner of the pro-

perty, Salvatore DiMucci of

The teens will look

decorative, distribute campaign materials and wave banners.

But also, simply by being
there, they constitute an additional security precaution.
The 400 will come from 10

northwest suburban

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Board
of Health, Village Hall, $
p.m.

Mount Prospect

would be preventing the
massive flow of storm water

into the creek accross the golf

course that now results from
a heavy rain."
This means the creek would

not be as likely to become
overloaded

lessening

the

likelihood of sewers backing
up, he said.

ACCORDING TO Bauer

Chamber of Commerce'

Engineering's drainage study,

Euclid and Rohlwing, Ar14
ington Heights, 6:30 p.m.

1,000 acre area now drains

Carousel Restaurant,
Northwest Municipal

Conference, Palatine
Village Hall, 54 S. Brockway, 8 p.m.

Village Plan Com-

mission, Village Hall, 7:30
p.m.

Village Health and

Safety Committee, Village
Hall, 8 p.m.

storm

water from about

a

into the creek across the proposed basin site. This area extends south to Dempster and
southwest to Algonquin.

How do village officials
view the proposal?

Asked if he thinks the lake basin would help solve a flood
problem in the village, Village

Engineer William
McManamon said,
"Absolutely."

Fair Housing Law Goal
Of Human Relations Unit
The committee is supporting Operation Bread-

basket, a project of the

Henry A. Lacine, 207 N.
Russell, chairman; Alex J.
Castle, 107 We -Go, vice

Heights Human Relations Leadership Conference to inCommittee. for the coming fluence chain stores to hire
Negroes for work in black
months.
The committee also is stu- communities, according to

Southern Christian

chairman; Mrs. John Hoppe,
500 N. Fairview, secretary,
and William L. Poling, 521 N.
Wille, treasurer. Directors are

Paul Johnson, 133 S.

Work toward a fair housing
ordinance for Mount Prospect
highlights the program of the
tP
- rospec t
P
M ountrospec

member Ronald
dying and discussing committee
Northeast Illinois Plan Com- Hulka, 101 N. Waverly,

mission pzoTosals, Arlington Mount Prospect.
Heights- Mayor John Woods'
The committee also is planplanned community scheme

and low-cost housing
alternatives for the area.

ning a dance this fall.

Officers for the year are

Kenilworth, the Rev. Thomas
Phillips, 417 N. Russel; Mrs.
William Kuivinen, 403 S.
Wille, and Franklin Auwarter,
506 S. Emerson, all of Mount
Prospect.

r,

,;
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Clinic Offers
Pruning Advice

Security to Rule Nixon. Show(Continuedfrom Page 1)

A prat ' al clinic on how established at two places in
to prune tie and shrubs will Arlington Heights, one in
be held at 9 a m Saturday, at Wheeling, one in Des Plaines,

the Klehm nursery, Algon- and three in Mount Prospect.
Buses will shuttle between
quin and Arlington Heights
Rds , Arlington Heights, these parking places and
Prospect
High from 8:15 until
under the supervision of Carl
the Nixon address begins at
Klehm and his staff
The session is part of the 9:30. BuSes will leave as freMaine Adult Evening school quently as every five minutes.
There will be music by
program, and will be held the

following Saturday, if this special groups, large signs and
Saturday's session is rained service personnel at each of
the parking lots. After the
out

rally, the buses will return
passengers to the lots.
'

'

THE SPECIAL parking

places will be:

Arlington Heights -- The
Arlington Market Shopping

Center, Dryden and Kensington, and Miner Junickr

High on E. Miner St.
Wheeling -- Wheeling High
School parking lot.,
Mount Prospect -- RandCenter;
Shopping
hurst

Mount Prospect Plaza, Central and Rand Rds., and St.
Raymond's Church, Elmhurst

and Lincoln.

r"/"-7.

I'Let

7'

Arrangements for members

fieldhouse in shape for the mitteeman for Palatine

rally will begin today. Seats Township.
will be available for ap- There will be facilities for
proximately 4,100 and stan- a press contingent of 150. A
ding room will permit 5,000 special stage is being erected
to hear Nixon speak. Loud for television cameras so that

1.-V `t, 4', WA"- 40

portion to the number of

teacher members in it, cast
votes for president.

There will be a nominating
session on the first day of the
will face three candidates run- convention, with the election
ning against her in the elec- taking place as the final order
tion to be held Dec. 26-28.
of business two days later.
They are Dwight Knous,
Mrs. Olson, who is division
school principal in, Glen head of the social science arid

A movie concerning the

Clearbrook Center will be
seen by the Alpha Xi Delta

Northwest Alumnae at a

Ellyn; William Vernon, a foreign language department
speakers on the Prospect for one hour -Saturday morn- Chicago teacher; and Mrs. E. at Elk Grove High, has a
parking lot will bring the ad- ing Mount Prospect will A. Morris of Decatur, Ill.
record of service in the
dress to those who cannot get become one of the nation's
major television centers.

7- .7.

Center -Film

Delegates from each division,
Mrs. Marjorie Olson of Elk with voting strength in pro-

Des Plaines -- The of the press during the rally Grove High School, will have
municipal parking lot on are being directed by Floyd competition in the race for the
Miner St. on the north side Fulle, Maine Township presidency of the Illinois
Republican committeeman, Education Assn.
of the railroad tracks.
The District 214 teacher
The work of putting the and Wally Shaw, GOP com-

into the fieldhouse:

7- ir 7

Elk Grove Teacher \Alpha XiSee
Runs for Top Job Clearbrook

THE PROSPECT DAY

Page 2

L-

The state organization

is

made up of divisions.

Illinois Education Assn.

She was active when

northwest suburban teachers
belonged to the Lake Shore

NO AT WILLE'S

meeting tonight at 8 in the
Drake Funeral Hcfme, 625
Busse, Park Ridge.

The Clearbrook Center, a

club philanthrophy, is a Rolling Meadows school for mentally retarded children.
The movie will be presented

by two members of the

Clearbrook Auxiliary, both of

Division.

whom have children in the

When the Northwest Suburban Division was organized

Dillon of 1530 Webster, Des

five years ago, Mrs. Olson became its first president. In

school, according to Carol

Plaines, publicity chairman
for the alumnae group.

addition, for three years she
has been IEA's board of dir-

Hostesses for the meeting
will be Mrs. John Hannibal,

ectors.

state board, Mrs. Olson has

901 N. Arlington Heights Rd.,
and Mrs. Donald Van Dragt,

county in the state.

ington Heights.

During her years on the

k1411-(77:

102 E. Berkely, both of Arl-

travelled to almost every

Dirksen's Speaking
4 Times in 19 Days

IN THE

WeS

On his first campaign ap-

pearance since the ad-

ON THE
SECOND FLOUR

candidate for governor.

Next week, on Oct.

Dirksen will

24,

make another

journment of Congress, U.S.
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen (R-

campaign address in the

Township Republican dinner

Speak at the 10th

111.) addressed the Maine

northwest suburbs. He will

on Monday evening.

Congressional district dinner
to be held at the Carousel

More than 1,000 persons
filled to capacity the grand

ballroom of the Marriott
near

Motor Hotel

restaurant in Arlington
Heights.

The dinner will be open to

O'Hare

Field and heard the senior

the public.

change in both national and

to 2,000 persons attending the

Illinois senator call for a

On Oct. 5, Dirksen spoke

annual Wheeling Township

state administrations.

Floyd Fulle, Maine

com-

Republican dinner dance.
Within 19 days, the senator

mitteeman, bribed the din-

froth Illinois will have made
four campaign appearances in

Township Republican

ner as "theiBiggest event of

its kind ever held in the

the northwest suburbs.

township."

On Saturday at 9:30 a.m.

Wheeling Oks
Pension Shift
For Employes

Dirksen will attend the Nixon

rally in Mount Prospect
although he will yield the job
of introducing the GOP

presidential candidate to
Richard B. Ogilvie, the party's

At a special town meeting
of Wheeling Township voters
held last night at the township

hall in Arlington Heights,
citizens approved a plan by
which elected officials and

employes of Wheeling Town-

ship may participate in the
Illinois Municipal Retirement
Fund.
'About 50 persons are eligible. The program provides for

the township to match contributions of the employes.
The employes were covered

by the federal social security

program. The Illinois
Municipal Retirement Fund
program provides for higher

retirement benefits.
Largest number of employes
In the towmship organization
are in the highway department
whet'e 10 to 15 would qualify.
The vote was unanimous.

dAgrissioini
$17.99
SIZES:

SEE WILLE'S WONDERFUL SELECTION OF

Faith, hope, love-all
are expressed In our
inepnlficent.colleolion
of InaphatIonal Cards.
With the beautifully
written verses of
Helen Steiner Rica

pieces created in the same unusual manner.

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 31st day of October, 1968 at the

AUTHENTIC SPANISH WOOD ARTI
Handcrafted by the mountain artisans of Spain. Created in the true Mediterranean flavor - designed to add authentic charm and old world magnificence to
your decor. Many other items are available, as well as beautiful wrought iron

C -D

CAMPUS
CLASSIC

Al*

hour of &00 P.M. them will be a

public hearing at- the Village Hall,
112 E. Northwest Highway, concerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect as follows:

CME NO, 68.61A
This variation Is for amending Ordinance 1194 repealing Section 1 (b)

STORE HOURS:
Daily 7 a.m. to B p.m.

brogue. Best all-around
shoe ever invented. Feel

Saturday 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Feel right, in any situa-

Sunday 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
a. r,

to wit: "That at no time shall there
be the tole of ' alcoholic 'beverages

The Varsity campus

, on these premises" themby allowing
petitionir to seek, In this case, a variafian allowing the sale of beer only

-to.. be consumed on tie premises,
land further seeking an amendment
of Ordinance 2056 In
to Section
order that petitioner. might change
the name and configuration of existing signs presently permitted under
'this variation ordinance. The above

relaxed. Feel dressed.

1

tion. The Dexter Varsity,
at popular prices.

voriatibrts ore requested for property
located at 303 E. Kensington Road In
Mount Prospect, legally described as
follows:
The North four hundred (400) feet
of the West one hundred forty (140)
fist of the East two hundred eighty
(280) feet of that part of the Northwest quarter of the Northeast quart er of Section thirty-four (34), Township 42 North, Range eleven (11) East
of the Third Principal Meridian lying

N ENg3
"THE HOME otPAMOUS BRANDS"

MT. PROSPECT

SHOPPING.CENTER
Rand & Central Ready

3:".

el.",":: -.14.41:

Northeast of Rand Road, in Cook
County, Illinois.
A

jitosons Interested in 04 above
111,1""Mohunimerd'Frospoiti.

atit Goy
')loth

io*

toApp:01:68:

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER,

Chairman
Mount Prospect

PHONE Cl. -1600

k

cn

I

PUBLICATIONS, INC
Vi :nOsitay,Octobor 16r196111

q
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Reporter May Join
White House Group

Dist. 214 Antes Up More For Insurance

BY BEN G. CI ARKE

Bills for $6,024 in extra in-

board, and $1,200 was have much more damage in

damage and vandalism will be
paid by High School District
214, it was decided at this
week's meeting of the school
board.

The Home Insurance Co. ed- Ri chard Bachhuber,
has asked the school district secretary of the board.
Discounts could be earned
to pay an extra $6,024 in inby the district if it did not
surance premiums this year.

surance costs due to storm

James Ewart, 22, 349 S.

Bristol Lane, Arlington

Heights, was recommended
yesterday as a member of the

roars,

1970 White House Conference on Children and

Also, the board voted to

repair the, football lights at
Arlington High School and to
sod two baseball diamonds at
Hersey High. The lights will
cost an estimated $8,800 and
the sodding will run to a maximum of $700. Both projects
are expected to be completed

Youth by State Rep Eugenia

S Chapman (D -Arlington

4.

Heights)

Ewart, a sports columnist
and writer for the Day, receiv-

decided to give a full credit
sign a sewer and water con-

because of its excellent risk Douglas, 407 S. Beverly,
record have been cancelled, president of the Arlington

Ewart started a cof-

for music courses starting
next year, and voted not to

feehouse, the "Youssarian,"
and developed other youth

self-help and recreational programs

McLennan Real

tract with
Estate.

MRS. CHAPMAN
gested that Ewart become a

The Basic Adult Education
program was approved by the

A

JAMES EWART

Member of the Committee on
Recreation and Leisure Time,
which is to have 200 members
from Illinois alone

Fraternities /

EWART said that he has

been appointed Arlington
chairman for

Heights

"I intend to contribute as
much as possible, and attend

Pledge Two z

the.

1969 March of Dimes campaign that will require 200

meetings of as many other
committees as possible to

youth workers by January.
He is now attempting to ex-

team, if selected," said Ewart,
when he learned of his recommendation by Mrs Chapman.

pand the Suburban Youth

freshmen from the Arlington

operates youth activities

social fraternities.

Association, which plans and

Every 10 years, since the

throughout the year.
Ewart Was a first string
quarterback for the Arlington
Heights Cardinals in 1962 and
1963, and played backfield for

first White House Conference

On Children was called by
President Theodore Roosevelt

in 1909, a White House
Youth has been held in
Conference on Children and

Villanova University near
Philadelphia in 1964-1966.

Washington under the

Three Millikin University

sponsorship of the President.

Heights area have pledged

Curt Kimball, 412 Ban-

David Lighthall.
1256 S. Walnut, have pledged
Tau Kappa Epsilon. Stuart
Yakes, 2307 Birch Lane, Rolling Meadows, pledged Kappa
bury, and

Sigma.

chool Menus

Mrs Chapman is a member
of the state steering committee,
tor the conference

Ewart opened the coffee

house in the basement of the

'to be served Thursday at Park View schools in District

Recreation Park 500 E. South, Thimias, and Miner

26:

organized a job placement

daisy cake, milk.

Miner St , for the youth of the junior high schools and North
Arlington Heights area, and Elementary School in District

service for high school

25:

An Arlington High School
and college athlete, Ewarr also

milk.

Hamburger on bun, chilled

Cole slaw, Moony joe on

bun, shoestring ,mtatoes, lazy

Townsend & Associates, a for board approval.

money was not paid.

ADULTS WHOSE educa"Will our insurance bill he Chicago -based consulting
tion has been insufficient for
less in the future if we don't firm.

drama, adventure, comedy,
movies and thrilling spectaculars.
SPORTS-enjoy the World
Series, college And professional
in vivid Magnavox color.
CAMPAIGN '68-follow the
action of your favin,te ::aifchciaies

...

';ee ii he .51

Magnavox Color
1.1 '

buttered beets; salad (one

Two area residents made
dean's list at Case Western

Junior High in District 23:

salad, relish dish, molded

To be served Thursday at

Reserve University.

with meat sauce, carrot sticks,
fruit salad, Italian bread with
Cleveland
They are Ray B Watters, garlic butter, rainbow sherbet,
734 S Belmont Lane, Arl- milk.
To be served Thursday at
ington Heights, and Thomas
R Beckwith, 1002 Greenfield Feelumville,.Euclid, Bond, Indian
Grove, River Trails and
Lane, Mount Prospect

ir

language skills, arithmetic and

will be built near a 40 acre

U. S. Government at night at
Prospect High starting Oct
28, according to Garcia

Prospect Heights

He expects about 50 will
enroll in the program in the

site owned by the district at
Willow & Wheeling Rds

ilia dis-

trict plans to build a school
there in a

few years,

and

beginning, and that the course Mc -Lerman Real Estate ofwill end with about 100 terad to pros idc sewei facil-

students. "Last year, most of ities for $11,000 if the conour students were parents' he tract was signed immediately

added.

Frank Smith, a member of

Supt

Gilbert repotted that

,the board, remarked that the district's attorney had id-

many of the things the parents vised that using the McLenlearned in the course rubbed nan sewer would involve anoff on their children 1 he. nexing the lot to Wheelin&
District gets a double -benefit Township and that the Old
from this course "Smith said

The board voted to allow

funds up to $1,200 to be spent

on the course this year Other
money for the program conies

from the Office of the
Superintendent of Public
Instruction
THE BOARD voted to turn
down an otter from Earl

Town Sanitary Disti let sew( r
c tended
through Dish let 214s property He said the district
might he assessed for sewci

line might he

service from Old Town even
it it decided to use Mel Liman
sewers albeit recommended
that the board not sign the
contract

...-brings you perfect
pictures .. Automatically
enjoy perfectly-tUned pictures that automatically stay precise on every channel --every time,

No other Color TV today Offers so Many
significant advantages: Brilliant- Color 295 sq.
in. screen for brighter, more natural pictures;
exclusive Chromatone gives you richer, more
yivid,s,plor; Quick -On pictures flash -on four
times faster-oplus Magnavox high fidelity sound
for unequaled program realism.

choice): whipped potatoes,

schools and MacArthur choice): fruit juice, tossed
One lunch only: Spaghetti

the district rights to use
sewer and water main which

Magnavox Instant Automatic Color-lets you

stuffed meat loaf,

Anne Sullivan and Betsy Ross

taught reading, English

McLennan Real Estate to sell

LO

football, Olyrnpic Games-all

cheeseburger on bun, wiener

On Dean's List

Spanish-Americans, will he

NEW FALL SHOWS-colorful

Main dish (one choice):

on bun: vegetable (one

their needs, primarily

Your best way to enjoy all the color
and excitement of this Fall's Shows!

schools:

chilled apricots, milk.

that it would not be necessary
to hire outside workers.
Armando Garcia, head of
the adult basic education pro-

said that enough persons had,

Beatty said that the Home Doubles gave the hoard a
Insurance Co. would probably report recommending various gram for District 214,
refuse to continue insuring changes in the lighting which described changes made in the
District 214 if the additional was prepared by Consoer, program this year .and asked

Grove and Hersey high

more money lot parks

in the baseball diamond areas
at Hersey if the field is to he
used in the spring, and on his

recommendation, the board
voted ro install sod. Gilbert

Cardinals Booster Club.

resulting in the extra charge.

To be served Thursday' at

plain or

home football game at

last
Arl-

contract was negotiated Arlington High by Thomas volunteered to install the sod

students last summer that apricots, parsley buttered. Arlington, Prospect,
found jobs for 750
potatoes, chocolate cake, Wheeling, Forest View, Elk
To be served Thursday at
worked on the parks citizens Carl Sandburg School in
committee that spearheaded a District 15:
successful drive in August for
Pizzaburger, cole slaw.

in time for the

He explained that if the ington, on Nov. 8, but this
roofs off the gyms at Forest district should refuse to pay may not be possible," remarkView and Arlington, the fire the extra $6,024 and were ed E. H. Gilbert, school
at Forest View High and van- dropped by Home Insurance, superintendent.
Gilbert told the board that
dalism at Elk Grove and other insurance companies
Hersey have cost the in- would be reluctant to sell in- it was too late to plant grass

District

In other business, the board

repairs

have large losses, Beatty said.

this fall.

of his youth work with the

ed that the opening' date fdr
bids should be Oct. 21. "I
hope we can complete the

THE STORM that blew the

Arlington Heights Park

because Mrs Chapman knew

The board voted to ask for
bids on the project, and decid-

the next couple of years?" ask-

budgeted to support it.

surance company $70,000 in surance to the district.
The board voted to pay the
damages, according to Robert
_Beatty of Beatty and. Meyers, .increased rate.
the district's insurance agents.
Discounts given to the THE BOARD was asked to
district when the insurance repair the football lights at

ed the recommendation

sug-
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tropical, applesauce -

grapefruit, lemon, apricot

halves, rolled wheat muffins,

Your Choice Sc QQ50
sit
of Styles

butter, milk.

Available desserts: pear

half, tapioca pudding, rhubarb

cherry crunch, yellow cake,

Striking Contemporary fine furniture
model 6952 on concealed swivel casters

chocolate chip cookies.

VEMOUARTERS
Welcome to the Madhouse!
.air

COME IN AND GET LOST

S

VISIT OUR

Magnificent Mediterranean styling-

Charming Early American -model 69b 1

model 6956 on concealed swivel casters.

on concealed swivel caSters

Another Magnevox"Fi

HALLOWEEN WIG BAR
MASK &

TOM FOOLERY SET
Glassds-Moustache-Cheeks

Regularly 49c

1 2c

DISGUISE SET
Glasses -Moustache-

Nose....rd

9

C

STRANGE MASK
ASSORTMENT

I yr.

Regularly 59c

tlei".

Optional
Mobile Cart

'

I

2 -YEAR PICTURE TUBE GUARANTEE
No Matter Where You Live or Where You Move -Anyplace in the U.S.... your Magnavox Gold Seal Picture
Tube Warranty is valid for 2 -years! If defective material

*diagonal measure screen

take it along and enjoy this
Slim -and -trim
ruggedly -built, highly dependable Magnavox value

wherever you go! Its Brilliant Color 117 sq in,
screen is 15 sq in larger than most other color
portables Model 6000, with telescoping dipole
antenna, makes the perfect second set

COME IN...select from over 40 beautiful furniture styles.

SEE IT ... PRICE IT-... AND SAVE!!

MrtiW

T

BAG

ALT BO LE

PARK RIDGE
114 MAIN ST.

MOUNT PRO PECT PL

A RAND & CENTRAL ROADS ,k

PHOOIE: 259-4049
it

.

sta,14.

FREE/.
laf-gs

.

without charge for first 90 -days.

Visit Our
Adult Theatrical Adult,Costume
Bei
Make-up Dept

Rey, IQ!

.

or workmanship cause failure in normal use, tube is
replaced by the authorized Magnavox Dealer where
purchased -or in any new service area you've moved
to! In -home service -labor required to replace tube
(carry -in service on model 6000 only) also furnished

Visit Our

9cy

with many more
conveniences and more functions ... than any other remote
Control

unit.today. Available with Contemporary, Mediterranean, and Early American styles, 8698.50

fff

HALLOWEEN HORROR

TRICK'nTR

'

SML.

Regularly 59c

SUPERB 15" COLOR PORTABLE

Instant Automatic Remote

Vilma 'Mimi Wigs! Platinum Carol Charming Wig
94.98, Blond Phyllie Diaer Wig 94.98, Black MonMer Wig $4.98, Black Beetle Wig $4.98, Black Tar um Wig $4.911, Black Salome Wig 54.98, Orange
Clown Witt $4.18, White Circus Clown Rubber Bald
Head (flts any size). 62.49, Orange Pumpkin Head
Wig $4.98, Black Minstrel Wig $4.98; Black Geisha
Wig 65.93, Yule Brenner Skin Head Wig $1.98,
Martha Washington Wig 67.93, Deluxe Hawaiian
Wig 612.96, Black Indian Girl Wig $3.98, Marie
Antoinette Wig $12.98, Colonial Man or Woman
Wig 05.98, Wavy Blonde Shoulder Wig $5.92, Mod
Mop Wig $4.9/1, Raggedy Ann Wig. 67.98, Zulu Wig
$5.98, Excellent White Barrister Wig $10.98, Black
Chinese "pus" Hat $2.98, Long Blonde Curls $4.98,
Black Harem Wig (with or without bangs) $5.98,
Black Cleopatra Wig 65.98, Black deluxe shoulder
length curly Three Musketeers Wig $10.98, Beautiful, soft and curly natural wavy Santa Claus Wig
and Beard Set $29.95, Velvet Santa Suits $25.00.

DISGUISE
SPECIALS

.

Revolutionary new132-Ctiannel

823-5156

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

MT. PROSPECT.
NORTHWEST HWY. AT MT. PROSPECT RD.
OPEN 4 NIGHTS
CL 9-2550
FREE PARKING AT REAR OF MT. PROSPECT STORE

,

S'ItsWOWllene'rstrZytivos..4

ltinnttinitkAltrerft.1.."42/T

4=F:,....

° ":""tics "yr'. /

Monologue

...

type that gets into a brawl.

"Rules of the Road for
Supermart Shoppers."

"No, although most exits

And both political conventions are over. And I
haven't heard of any 'strategic
confrontations' in the past
few days So why are you all

the starting gate for horses.

You are nudged along

bandaged up9"
"I've been shopping."
"Is that so hazardous?"

between the counter and a
metal bar, usually by an im-

"You apparently lead a

patient customer's cart behind

haven't substituted for your
wife in the chore of getting

you."
"With your ,,,flair for constructive criticism, what do

/

sheltered life I suppose you

you plan to do to remedy the

the family groceries in recent

situation?"
"The big thing is to appoint

days."

"You're right It's usually

household loan just to pick up
the weekly tab at the checkout
counter Is that where you

proposal I plan to make is that

her name removed from the

a

repeatedly, even though
warned by a clerk, will be

way to stop some of the junk

a

collision with a floor display,

"Rules of the Road" but I sup-

pose this being election year
they would not put up too big
a beef. What is Rule No. I?"

memory, all affected by impulse buying, a highly con-

cereal box from a pyramid of
cartons, or pinch the Charmin

tagious affliction."

"Drive Offensively. I've

devices can't work indoors:

noticed that whenever I drove
defensively, I got clobbered. If
there are no shoppers driving
defensively, therefore nobody
will get hurt."
"Wait a minute. Your logic

that you're about to slow

"I suppose the ordinary

down, back up, make a turn.
And of course, I've never,
seen a shopping cart with a
horn. How can you make

floor, packed with men and

mailing list."
"Say, that seems like a good

mail coming to our house."

"There are of course lesser

punishments for such

misdeeds as leaving an

penalty is doubled."

emptied cart. smack in the

the penalty?"

scratching a nearby car's
paint job as you wheel the cart
alongside."
"I noticed a while back that
you referred to this imaginary

middle of the parking lot, or

"Sounds ominous. What's

"Fifty trading stamps, for

your new rules effective?"

each offense, are deducted at
the checkout counter."

fractions of the rules will be
noted by the store manager.

stamps."

"Very simple. All in-

"Who's talking about logic?
The scene is any superman

stunt going. The penalized

obliged to pay the supreme
penalty. If their kiddies are
not wearing seat belts, the

blinking headlights, signaling,

is illogical."

a commission, write a report,
and issue recommendations."
"I'll bet you already have
a title for it."

tough enough to arbitrate a

shopper is punished by having

belts. Women who have

wildly up and
down the aisles, some with.
lists, some shopping from

already have used that title

the same genius, who Invented

test spray cans in crowded
aisles, pull out the bottom

usually have some other

riding in carts must wear seat

are cruising

"The State highway people

beside the cash register have
been designed apparently by

giveaway or bonus promotion

mean you view all shoppers as
female? There surely must be
some males in the aisles?"

"Such shopping centers

For instance, all children

women, crazed with the latest
price reductions, sales offers,'
and special promotions. All

"Correct.. I will 'call it

were injured, at the checkout
counter?"

"You don't seem to be the

by George. Hamilton

"Some stores don't give

shopper as 'her' -- does this

"Yes, unfortunately. One

special area be set aside

where the men may pause to
catch their breath, adjust their
shin -guards and use the first aid kits made available by the
management."
"You think this will cut
down the casualties?"

"Not really. Into any open
area such as that you can expect observant women shop-

pers to gather instantly, to

swap recipes, plan their next
card party, and work out a
new technique for ramming
the next cart they spot."

4,UONTARTAM:ilIT.IMPAMIMM.TRIM:
THURS., FRI., SAT. A SUN.
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Check That
Garage Door

FY

tualcdka

5x7 COLOR PORTRAIT

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

A safety hazard that has
received very little publicity
has recently been reported by
the National Safety Council.

FROM WORK
PANTS AND
SOCKS ...

i

DOCTOR SAYS

It is the garage door that
closes by swinging downward,

especially the kind equipped

with a built-in lift assist
operated by large springs.

Such a door can come

crashing down with crippling
force if its suspension system
fails. Its cable may wear out

TO YOUR FINE

LINEN AND

and snap when least expected.

TOWELS
Holiday's 3/4
Family Finish

Anyone who has a garage

door that swings upward

should inspect it for signs of
rusting and wear at the cable
connections, loose bolts or
cotter pins and bent or loose

Laundry Service

All flatwork, including handkerchiefs, ironed and beautifully finished Bath towels,
washable rugs, socks and knitwear fluff -dried and folded ..,
ready to use Other apparel
fluff -dried

tracks. All moving parts

SHIRTS
FINISHED
wwhenithlawueLgrhye d

should be well -lubricated and,

5x7 COLOR PORTRAIT

thorough check. Never let

19e eo. addl. lb.

children operate the door and

don't let them' play under it

Tbe Prospect 'Dap

prevent it?
A-The cause of this in-

"I/onor the original dream by alit .s jealini.sly keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.-

Q --What causes bursitis? Is

No Appointment Necessary
All Ages-Babies, Children, Adults
Select from a Variety of Poses

Mt. Prospect
412 W. Northwest Hwy.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back!

Des Plaines
652 W. Algonquin Rd.

there anything one can do to

when it is open.

Groups $1. - per additional subject

LAUNDRY &

r

a

1 Coupon per subject

DRY CLEANERS

392-4554

ly, you should give it

I Coupon per family

SEND YOUR DRY CLEANING
WHEN YOU SEND YOUR LAUNDRY!

"This is our new elite corps of officers trained in
handling Yippie disturbances!"

if the door doesn't work free-

38C

bundle

$2.67

lbs

II MART COUPON
Good far One/ Sparkling

Nlarshall Field III
Wednesday, October 16, 1968
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gout and diabetes. If it
becomes chronic

/

p

439-4727

flammation of the lubricating
sac attached to a joint is prolonged, strenuous use. It is aggravated by injury, infection,

hard to

get rid

it

is

very

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

of. An in-

jection of hydrocortisone into
the joint often gives complete
relief. Recurrence is prevented

Free Pn kap or Delivery as Early as 7:00 A.M.

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

by avoiding or treating the

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount l'rospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

causative factors.

it true that for every
gray hair that is pulled out
Q --Is

"Meet me

'

two will grow back?
A --If this were true, we

at the Mill"
during

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

would have the greatest cure

for baldness since the invention of the guillotine.

Grace's Daze

STARTS

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 17

GOLF

MILL'S

Former Schoolmates Wed
By Grace Mott
' A popular pair when both

outdoor supper around a lion -

High 'School were married
Saturday, and their wedding

"B.O.Y.S." which

were students at Prospect
touched off several parties.

73

a

Lynnea Slade, who became
United Airlines secretary

after graduation from

STORES

Prospect and Tommy John

FULL OF

Tau Kappa Epsilon fraterni-

Thomas, graduate of Southern
Illinois University, member of

ty, and now in sales for

International Harvester Co.,
concluded the events at a

SPECIAL

reception her mother and
father, Mr. and Mrs. Paul J.
gave

Slade

SAVINGS

at

Brookwood

Country Club.

Enjoy Store to Store Shopping

August when 60

began in

Along Beautiful Landscaped Malls

women, many of them Mount

AMPLE PARKING FOR

Slades' and Tommy's mother,
Mrs. Eleanor Thomas of this
_town, showered the bride-to-

Prospect friends of both the

be at a sit-down champagne

OVER 7,000 AUTOS

dinner at Patricia's Restaurant
in Chicago,

Sept. 27 Lynnea was feted
at an evening personal shower
given by her bridesmaids, including the groom's sisters,
and held at the home of Mrs.
Thomas Sr.

ALSO -See All The 1969 AUTOS

on Display at Golf Mill!

GOLF-MILD
GOLF RD. tat.. MI and
MILWAUKEE AVENUE

MIMI.

211

Shopping Center

/

.

:.

-.1

They coqld not have asked

for a more perfect night for
an outdoor party, those 30
,

and the party found the goers
in blue jeans and slacks sing-

same, although all but two of

and Ft. Branch and Madison,

neighboring suburbs, and

the two from here had not

ing

as

rode.

they

RESPONSIBILITY for

planning the affair fell on Mr.

began at the Fleet

ride

ing

The roster remains the

to the party, inspired by the
arrival from Auburn, N.Y.

the couples have moved to

Ind., of several people whom

there is never a discussion as
to who will take what for din-

seen in several years.

and Mrs. David Bray, Mr. ner.
Long ago a rotating pattern
and Mrs. Robert Bodenstab,
the Elmer Seils, the Harold was established from which
Busses, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Gomm, and the Donald
Webers.

But something besides
is

also oc-

cupying David Bray these
days. Formerly a mathematics

teacher at St. Paul School in
Mount Prospect, Bray has
become self-employed with
the beginning of the Central
Reading and Speech Clinic in

the 12 have. never deviated,

and the regular night for the
parties is almost inviolate.
From here last Saturday

An early fall vacation, and

their first to Florida, took
Mrs. Raymond G. Rozhon

and daughter Peggy south by
car. Florida destination was
Ocala where the two made
their headquarters, and visited
close family friends, Mr. and

went Mr. and Mrs. Donald

Mrs. Jack Pleune.
Sightseeing included Busch

Young, and the William

Gardens, Silver Springs, and

Long, Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Motts, frequent substitutes.

A RECENT gathering of

"kissing cousins" took Grace
Mott and Mrs. Melvin Fisher

the Ringling Museum at

Sarasota with plenty of time
allowed for ocean swimming
"just right"
cording to Peggy.
in water

ac-

this town.

A relatively new field, he

offers special education in

mathematics and speech

HIDEAWORD

reading, an opportunity now

being accepted by many
leading businessmen.

Training in the latter field
is being shared with David by
Mr. Lori Frank, a speech
therapist.

PLOUCET
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

WHAT IS undoubtedly dne

home in Inverness. All in the

Saturday night.; t

James
Mrs.
and
Eygabroad gave in the latter's
home. Eighteen, women went

cards together once a month
in 1949.

Stables and ended with an

'

luncheon'N Mrs. Cadwell

"bring your own blanket,"

connotation this time meant

all

last

Mead

began dining and playing

a few to have existed as continuously long, met Saturday

fashioned hay rack for

Albert and S. George Sts., and

sometimes has a different

the oldest local supper
men and women who of
clubs, or at least one of only

clambered onto an old -

to Geneva, Ill. for a "cousins

one time neighbors on S.

recreational fun
PRE -WEDDING parties

pot -luck bridge group were at

fire.

night at the Russell

Puzey

)8 good, 24 excellent.
Answer on Comic Page

Antique Antics

BY MARY BRUCE

ASk any dedicated duck
hunter which is his most important possession and he

Norm has hunted ducks

of hand-hewn cedar planking,

since he bagged' his first

which makes an ideal

pheasant at the age of nine.
During the passing years he

background for, the shelves
along the wall. The shelves are

accumulated many fine work - braced with black wrought
ing decoys, which true to his iron brackets and hold a part
generous nature, he has loan - of the collection of more than

seems hard pressed to decide

between his gun, faithful dog
or his wooden duck decoys.
Thd- decoys are the lure to
entice ducks into an area or

ed or given away to friends
any he didn't need. Many
years too late he learned the

within gunshot range of the

true value
given away.

waiting unter.
The very decoys that have
on many hidden
floated
ponds

of what he had

He also recalls with sorrow,
seeing many decoys go up in
smoke, because they were too
cumbersome to carry hack

to bring downfall to

countless wild ducks have
finally become appreciated for

home, and were used as

themselves alone.
Although the

firewood.

very small,, it is growing

June

recently that collectors have
become aware that for more

of the decorating in their

number of
collectors of decoys is still

nrapidly. It has just been

The mystery of when,

created by a master craftsman

where and by whom is one of leads them on.

because he feels that today

some of the finest wood carving is being done by very
talented and knowledgeable
craftsmen, whose work is certain to be among the most

desirable examples of our

is just as enthusiastic
about the decoys so they have
become a very important part

displayed on an antique oak
coffee table (lovingly refinish-

American

pressive selection of

outstanding collections of

shorebirds, mallards, and can vas backs. . A very old and
rare two-faced owl serenely

duck decoys is here in the
northwest home of a resident

unblinking eyes.

surveys the room with
The walls in this room are

in Prospect Heights.

one hidden masterpiece

said Norm.

Many of these beautiful

timber mantel, over the huge
fieldstone fireplace is an im-

ONE OF THE largest and

triguing. The hunt and search

body or neck was another for the rare and unusual, and
means of identifying them, the possibility of finding that

Many in Norm's collection

examples are proudly

On the hand-hewn barn

sculpture.

The style, shape of head,

reasons the decoy collector finds his hobby so in-

the

are relatively new, mainly

FORTUNATELY, his wife

type home.

into a floating masterpiece of

300 decoys.

being put on the bottom of the
bird or on the weights.

time.

comfortable early

than a century early craftsmen
were taking a crudely cut
piece of wood and with loving
and talented hands, carving it

Colorful duck decor, line the shelves of an ardent decoy collector in the northwest area.

ure o t e

eco s

uc

ed by June) in front of the
crackling fireplace.

IT IS VERY difficult

to

identify many of the older
decoys. This was done mostly

by the name of the carver
RIGHT -The late Charles
Perdew from Henry, MI. carved these very unusual liter

ducks. Each duck is carved
from a single piece of wood.

The Day's Prospects

Buffalo Bill Was a Midwesterner

/.2

BY DOLORES HAUGII

Page $
Wednesday. October 16 1968
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Women's Editor

Did you know that Buffalo
Bill was born in LeClaire,

Iowa, across the river from
Illinois?

Although he spent only

farmhouse on Sept. 16, 1841.

In her booklet, "The Cody

Family in Scott County,"

historian Marie Meyer
house

the

Harold Kennedy, a retired
businessman and his wife,

in each room, ana the
stairs went up in the kitchen
and back of the house the
barns were down the hill in

share the many mementos of

a draw."

was born in .a Scott County

says

The curators of the

museum, Mr. and Mrs.

one

seven years in the Midwest, he

Gulden

ject of the local women's club.

front. I think it faced south
with a long kitchen across the
north side. It seemed like
there was a double fireplace,

TIIE CODY family in the

defeated Blackhawk chief.

west.

day.

The Iowa house in which
the Cody family lived now,is

ternational showinan. His

in

the house:

"One went. as I can remem-

which marked the entrance to
each of the Lake Forest,
Highland Park and Lake Bluff

designed by noted architects
and open for exhibit were set
among bright leaves of red
brown and yellow, welcoming
hundreds of guests to the in-

homes.

and

I HE DOMES ranged in
decor from the stark modern
to

the warm colonial

and

featured area exhibiMrs, Mrs
Emil Fick of Mount Prospect,

Mrs C E Carter of ArlHeights

ington

and

Mrs

Eugene Tamillo of Des

Mrs Charles Moser of Arlington' Heights was on the

deal, Capt. Spinsby stood his

filled with water from which

ground stating "a bargain is
a bargain" and Buffalo Bill's

two ice

All that remains in

established in 1957 as a pro-

companies cut their

produce each winter and
stored it to peddle in summer.

The Chicago sanitary

to Illinois voters on Nov. 5.1
A "voters' quiz" will be given!
which enable members to rate

refreshments served in the
Collier courtyard, Mrs. Lynn

know-how."
member of Delta Delta Delta,

K Hurst of Park Forest,

is also active in the League

Ways and Means chairman,
conducted a bright "Holiday
Happening" featuring many

of Women Voters of Park
Ridge.

Mrs.

David

Ahlgrim,

many pictures, and dime

is curator.

novels.

near his

according to

Henry

Mountain above Denver,

painless auto plan

12

-----040/411.8

is

,,,,,,,

24
NONT212

30
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HIGHEST QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES
CHOOSE FROM LARGE FABRIC SELECTION

LOAFATvn

NOW! LIMITED TIME ONLY!

20%
OFF
ON ANY
CUSTOM DRAPERY ORDER!

Z.

$6.46

58.1111

43.00

36.64

31.11

HIDDEN

1300

130.00

$1.33

47.50

53.00

46.44

CHARGES

2000

173.33

117.77

90.00

73.33

62.22

133.00

110.00

93.33

1711.14

$400 Per Hundred Per Annum

"near and ne ghborly"

0
"THE HOME OF FAMOUS BRANDS"
MT. PROSPECT SHOPPING CENTER
RAND & CENTRAL ROADS

253-9010

A.-.COLF MILL STATE BANK
Phone 824.2116

ENJOY A NEW LOOK FOR YOUR
HOME ... ENHANCE YOUR FURNITURE & CARPETING WITH AN ALL
NEW WINDOW TREATMENT TO
COMPLEMENT YOUR WAY OF LIVING!

DRAPERIES VALANCES SHEERS
FESTOONS CASCADES
WINDOW SHADES
AUSTRIAN PUFFS BEDSPREADS

$ 43.33 $ 29.44 $ 22.50 $ 10.33 I 1115

240.00

didn't want anymore" plus

raperies

In Bronze. Step-in square toe,
composition sole & heel. Sizes:
AA (6-10), B (5-10), C (5-10).. $999

SAVED

MONTHLY PAYMENT SCHEDULE

South Mall
Golf Mill Shopping CersI----Niles - Maribor F.D.T.C.

where Mrs. Mary Jester Allen

Sheridan entertained Cody
after taking him "to Marshall
Field's for a complete outfit,"

--'becoming the "edge of

1124, or Mrs. Brett Bowen,

Min STATE BANk.

3000

grave on Lookout

The mementos there include one of Bill's famous
Winchester rifles that "he

another Buffalo Bill Museum

pits eventually were filled in

825-7297.

COULD HAVE

Interest on New Car Loans

a morning's drive.

The authors mention

system needed space and the

WHAT I

-NO

falo Bill and the Wild West."

259-

on a new car
boupht thru

$ 300
4000

But LeClaire is closer to
home and can be reached in

Wcybright, authors of "Buf-

was in 1872. Col. Michael V,

tion may be obtained from

Packee, president of the Garof
Illinois.
den
Club

20A14112

stop in Chicago

All area Tri Deltas are invited
to attend. Additional informa-

assisted by Mrs. Frank

A/204/20

His first

Blackman Sell and Victor

tional Resources Bond act,
Both issues will be presented

their "voting
IN ADDITION to the themselves on
Mrs. Ebner, a

WOW!

Bill's Wild West Show.

used to pave Chicago's streets
were made. The pits later were

about ConCon and the Na-,

for the

Collier home in Lake Forest

clay pit from which the bricks

Mr's. Howard Ebner, Park

Garden Club of Illinois, announced- the affair "an ex-

sely

exhibited in the William

town" arena for visiting outdoor shows including Buffalo

This area formerly was a

Ridge, will speak to the group

ticket chairman is also

unique items and gifts.
Mrs. Russell W. Christensen
served as general chairman clo-

All three nationally

is now Wrightwood Av.

Heights.

Mts. Tamillo who served as

accredited flower show judges

Plaines

LeClaire tried to rescind the

He visited Chicago many
times throughout his career,
pitching his tents near what

Goebberl Rd., Arlington

citing success."

gardens

with joints mortised instead of
nailed and with walls covered
with split oak lath."

Although the town of

Chapter of Delta Delta Delta.
Hostess for the evening will
be Mrs. Donald Rouse, 2206

brightly decorated rakes

surrounding

members.

is a small Buffalo
Oct. 16 meeting of the LeClaire
Northwest Suburban Alumnae Bill Museum, which was

Floweicade held last week by
the Garden Club of Illinois

teriors

which still exists with 12,000

Spinsby for $150.

found it "to be of hewn oak

ned as a part of the 8 p.m.

committee responsible for the

recording secretary

Outdoor Showman's Assn.

Isaac

A "voters' seminar" is plan- birthplace went west.

The weatherman providcal a

area

He was the founder and

high with two rooms in the

Tri Deltas
Plan Voters'
Seminar

IA

-

Annie Oakley.

When a crew of carpenters
disassembled the house, they

Good Weather
For Garden: Walk
Each of the six homes

from riverboat captain

interest.

Gen. George A. Custer, and

prairie...

"It was a story -and -a -half

typical autumn day for the

first president of the National

of the house and bought it

up the

friends included royalty and
presidents, Davy Crockett,

visualized the publicity value

ington and Quincy R.R.,

LEFT --Curator Harold

Kennedy adjusts one of the
many mementos in the Buffalo Bill Museum, across the
Mississippi River from Illinois
in LeClaire, Iowa. It is a lot
closer than Cody, Wy., and
offers just as many items of

Buffalo Bill was an in-

Wyatt. Earp, Matt Dillon,

west from LeClaire, crossed a
creek which had rock quarries
to the left of where we cross-

.

These street names remain to-

Cody, Wyo.
In 1937, Ralph Budd, preSident of the Chicago, Burl-

ber, up the river then went

ed by architect Jerome Cerny.

of

spring of 1849 caught the
gold -rush fever and headed

wrote in 1917 that to reach

Mrs Emil Fick of Mount Prospect admires the apple espalier
which decorated the doorway at the Joshua Muss home design-

to

LeClairc's famous son.
There is the old map

LeClaire with original streets
on the land given by the

LeClaire Township is no
longer standing: But she a historic part of the town-quotes a Mrs. Goodman who named for Buffalo Bill

ed... Then we went

the Old West belonging

0

CALL US BEFORE YOU BUY!

Shop - t- Home
NO OBLIGATION!

381-1972
cqanzai

1Z.CLI2E7ZiEl

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ARE OUR SPECIALITY

'
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omen Power' Discussed By Con erence

r,

Represeetative, led the

BY LOU ANN BLAIR

discussion in the workshop
"Woman Power in Action."

"Women: Agents of

Change" was the theme of the

ACCORDING TO Mary
Dublin Keyserling. director of
Women's Bureau, U. S. Dept.

Conference on Status of

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

Women held on the campus

of Northern Illinois Universi-

of Labor, in her keynote address, "the United States has

More than 200

ty Oct. 9.

women were urged to stop
selling themselves short. to
make themselves and other

women going to college but

worhen knowledgeable and be
willing to get involved.
Outstanding women in the

that unlike 0:her countries we
waste their training and abili-

vocation or political activity

per
force today less than
cent have good -paying and

discussion of ways for using
women power more constructively in our society and how

rewarding jobs.

"A woman who could be a

doctor

is

selling ,omething

over the counter. 1-,tr every
woman whose full talents are
not drawn upon, \v.,: are the

to improve women's stature as
well as status.

poorer." Miss Keyserlime urged the conference to seek

CONCERNS expressed and

compluated business -- let a qualified REALSEE KEMMERLY!
TOR

explored during the con-

ference will be used by the 18 -

ways to improve the op-

Member Northweht ,Suburban

Status of Women for Illinois
in making recommendations
to the Governor and State

fully utilized.

portunities for employment of
women where their talents are

member Commission on

Multiple

Member 41

the

for

Legislature

Out'

ference discussed the areas of
education, equal opportunity

are principally responsible Mr

reminded women that they

allowing these door

politics, and family services in
the local community.

-Inertia seems to be a

chronic disease. We would

rather he the ones behind the

Eugenia Chapman. State

REAtilelluilPier19
OPEN 9 to 9

SAFE, HIGH-RETURN
IN NATIONAL BANK CERTIFICATES

358-5560

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In lrlington Heights

OF DEPOSIT

International Bank NOW PAYS

253-2460

6 E. Nortfiw4st Hwy.
1111 S Arlington Heights Rd.

On $100,000/or Mere

956-1500

3 Months to 1 Year

894-1800

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

during

discussion

the

"Woman

of

summarized at the close of the
conference.

woman Senator. We have
three women in the House.

fin the workshop on "Woman

I

DIRECTOR of Illinois

ing positions. One good way
increase the power of
women is to work through

organizations such as the
of Women
p-rA,

10

years"). mathematics, budget
making writing and dentistry.
She commented, "Women
make extraordinary assistants

motivation and changes attitudes. Through activity in an
organization one's interest

change in French in

to company presidents, should be broadened

INTEREST EARNED FROM UAY YOU MAKE `i OUR DEPOSti.

The Home 1311)ipts.'Guide

I
.

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN:

need for inereaseu
communication between the
"alter and members of the

ic market their skills. She urged women generally to place
a high value or, their ability

district there are over i 00

The workshop on employment reached agreement that
the maximum hours law for

women be amended, that

labor standards should apply
equally to men and women

in industry.

,i),

;ono

11

BEERS
DREWRY'S

I)

)

re

( VALUABLE COUPON )

Bottles

BEER 99

Reg. 49c yd.

1/2 Quart Cans

©II

6

P ABST

(H

vow I

II

4,4

$298
from

We Are Pleased
to Announce

1/5 t 2.98

2.98

companying treats.
reservations
For

$2.88

1/5 $2.69

New York

From

Sin

from

$498

from

MIX CANDY cl

eiep.:.(ZeeirMt.T

Reg 73c lb.

From

PRICE

COW BEER-

984
(FIFTH

To

NO EXTRA COST !

FIFTH)

Club will meet tomorrow at
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
I

Carl Lund in Arlington
Heights. Mrs. Andrew Hughes

Reg.

ti

and Mrs. George Routes will

mr,5a

be assistant hostesses.

Plans will be finalized for

the Lights and Delights

While Quantities Lost Oct. 17-18-19-20

-"Nr0MA;
$21=WARKSAANI6.4.0

17-18-19-20

4.17,7pi.m.itn7mmilemaws

Limit 1

10t

While Quantifier. Last Oct: 17-18-19-20

II

sell and gathering recipes for
the desserts which their guests
will sample.

g.;;;

diefieit: ANY

ERFON Wv10 FA AS AN

1V.i1W1NMSUM.R41211.411MALS

/pOTR.FERIGV.,-rl. cot-IPLU

RAW
A.D.
24 QT.
WASTE BASKET

g

,

.1

Ti

T

s

;'l

Reg. $1.17

63C
Limit 2

41SHAKEYS
-

While Quantities Last Oct. 17-18-19-20
4%/611RWitrA.618

11 '17

PARLOR

.and

Ixotric
FINTIITITTST

on

KC PI AIN(

Lc

LITTLE MISS
CLEANING SET

Friday,

I

Reg. $2.40 Value

While Quantities Last Oct.

rI

While Quantities Last Oct. 17-18-19-20

BARS

$1"

held

to he

pal

BOX OF 24 A.

Limit 1

Benefit

Nov. 8. Members have been
busy making bazaar items to

76cRfl

1 8 tl.B.

OVAL THROW
RUG

Reg. 76c

$3595

Kappa Alpha Theta

Northwest Suburban Alumnae

LIMIT 2 Pkg.

$149

Feiguing %Pedal Wawa host aft ovet the u7o7id

Tomorrow

Sleeping

2 PR. LADIES
NYLONS

BRIDGE

tevi

California

We recommend wines of distinctive character from MIRASSOU VINEYARDS,
California. Pinot Blanc, Gamey Beaujolais, Burgundy, Chablis

Kappa Meet

D

KRESGE DOORBUSTER

'k

and

St. Ale xius Auxiliary Ball, call
reservations chairman. Mrs.
Edwin Plaza at 437-2162.

ANIMUNNISPRAPIRAMIRE ts,

Ward(

OF

"PRESTIGE DE LA FRANCE"
AWARD OF MERIT

France

AT

and many other ac-

further information about the

While Quantities Last Oct. 17-18-19-20

10` CANDY

Pelitiftekti

ANY SIX BOTTLES
'MIXED OR ALIKE

this is the orchestra!"
On the menu for dinner are
brochcts of beef with rice
pilaf, green ()cans almondine

REG. $1.94

AP15170281SAWIMPAI

CHAMPAGNES

The only Champagne ever granted the

$475

and we're just delighted we
got it. If you love to dance,

( Pillows

LIMIT 2

While Quantities Lost 00. 17-1

Limit 2 Lbs.

CHATEAU LIQUORS

/

LiMit 25 yds.

See Owt Fine Mae Depart/coed
OF

this orchestra over a year ago

II

I I

committee

Village,

chairman for the ball, said,
"We started negotiating for

tional.

is

YDS.

1/5 $2.69

Banana -Black Apricot -Menthe -Etc.

Germany

Mrs. Stephan Faracy of Elk

Grove

19. Cocktails will he
served at 6:30 p.m. and dinner
is scheduled for 8. Admission
is $10 per person. Dress is op-

Feather & Foam
Full Size

4

("111(11(11

COCA-COLA 8 16 -Oz. Bottles (r1;:ups.) 694
Plus Deposit

CHAMPAGNES

This year's Ball will feature
the Bill Russell Orchestra. a
well-known ensemble in the
northwestern suburban area.

nedy Expre:Sway, Saturday.

a.

Coupon Limn Pa Customs

GIN or VODKA Full Quarts

612 -Oz. Cans

99C

Northern Illinois University.

a

Ballroom of time Marriott
Motor Hotel, 8535 W. Higgins Rd., just oft the Ken-

"

Igifaitit

YARD
GOODS

KEY

$319

Dep.

from

I

I

$SI

1/5
Jessie Moore Str. BOURBON WHIS-

2412 -Oz.

$ol 49 Plus

Labor: Women's Bureau, U.
S. Dept. of Labor; and

The St. Alexius Hospital
Auxiliary will hold its annual
dinner and ball in the Grand

Ik

I

1968

Oct. 16Tth thru Oct. 20th,

Imported FRENCH BRANDY
Imported SCOTCH

Case

Bottles

Division, Illinois Dept. of

ZR Kin

With this coupon ...

1.0"- TO HIGH PRICES I

1110

i

Women; the Women's

PHONE 255-7000

Yike,--,

O

rr

The conference was cosponsored hy the, Illinois
Commission on Status of

Oct.

Family Services in the

Community workshop

be

St. Alexius Auxiliary
Ball Is Oct. 19

activity.

reported the need for day care
Discussion in each of four homes as well as day care
afternoon workshops was centers. increased counseling

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER

ONLY 2 MINUTES NORTH OF RANDHURST

HI -LIFE
24 12-0z.

Gricy:in-:es aired in

to

must

that

further steps
taken."

in

in SCriCCII rails. N.Y.

power." If there are things
women want changed, they

commissions if

it

the

acknowledge frankly

The first examinetion of the
status of women was made in
1848 at a meeting of the
Women's Rights Convention

-woman power is voting

y...and

0 il 0

C

Kerner.

Her workshop affirmed that

nakinF di -ogre*. She said we
have about as many women
iegislators as whooping cranes
and urged women to be alert
to political positions they can

recognizing that

contribution to o u r

Illinois since 1964 v.'itc.-1 it
was established by Governor

i

they hectic:, qualified and are
ready and waling to serve in

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES Rte. 83, N. Elmhurst Rd., & Camp McDonald Road

MILLER

position of women in our
society and to assess their

the position of woruce

PTA units and I shouiti be
and training and to ask for getting 100 letteee). receive
wages commensurate with only a few."

boards and

I

I HTS4,,,LIQJ
0

preparation for life

has beep studying and making
recommeed:ttions concerning

Legislature.. She said, "In my

politics," she said.

0

Women

Commission on the Status of

The Commission on the
Status of Women in Illinois

out the

"Women can fill many

DAY PUBLICATIONS

\NE

may be enough for a job but

is inadequate in terms of was "appropriate to study the

to in-

vacz»,cies occuring on and ways sought to eliminate
municipal boards, school discrimination against women

DAILY 9 TIL 10 P.M., SUN., 12 TO 7

established the President's

school age whose education

need for the rigni kind ot
counseling for women and
f,)-)e.eialized placement services

hold.

.1

COLD GEER- NO EXTR

of young women of high

Van der Vries. former State must, work through their
Represeniefiy 4.1 from organizations. their governEva.isten. women are nol ment and dirough political

$1000

SEE OUR DISPLAY OP EXCEPTI9N
HOMES ADVERTISEDIN THE.

and proper guidance. Women
MUCH PROGRESS has
should he made aware of
what is available to them now been made in the 117 years
since that Declaration. Presiin the community.
They talked about the needs dent Kennedy in 1961

which in turn increases

ment. according to Bernice T.

ON SUMS AS
LOW AS

299-0082

need continuing education

League

Voters and political parties.
There is a need for increased knowledge of facts

the "dirty game" it once was.

for families and individuals, Women's Declaration of
planned parenthood and Independence included the
denial to women of the right
homemaker services.
to VOte and the lack of opIN THE AREA of educa- portunity for "a thorough
tion, workshop participants education, all colleges being
agreed that women want and closed against her."

to

seek. She. said women should
enter fields with the least amount of obsolescence such as
linguistics rthere is not much

second-class

as

themselve's
workers.

more women in decision -mak-

Ringo. spoke about the kind
of education women should

women to be alert to political
positions they can hold and
assured them politics is not

women to slop thinking of

Power in Action" said ways
must be sought to involve

Dept. of Personnel, Miriam

T. Van der Vries urges

Personnel, Springfield, advises

Eugenia Chapman, leader

Where ate the rest of you?"

tative from Evanston, Bernice

of Women" Miriam Mugu,
director of Illinois Dept. of

Action."

in

ant the State's only

throne rather than sit on the

IN THE FIELD of govern-

13 S. Wolf Rd

Power

Former State Represen-

Speaking on "Employment

Stale Representative Eugenia Chapman of Arlington

Heights with the help of Mrs. Monda Galvin, workshop recorder, prepares her presentation of important points made

services.

.1.ND

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights

fAt

,

Presidents need to recognize clude schools, community and
women are less ambitious and society generally.
they are loyal and honest."
MRS. CHAPAIA N pointed
Miss Ringo pcintcdout thi'

INVESTMENT

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

to re-

main. closed even though the
doors'are no longer locked.

Arlington Heights resident

-____..---

" and push hard. She

women in Illinois.

of employment. women in

emme

women

upon

doors labeled 'Women Keep

Workshops at the con-

7t1'.

called,

stein

im-

11

throne.

State Senator Esther Saper-

provement of the status of

Listing Sert tt e

sw

I

were there to stimulate

Board of Realtors

5-

ty." She said that of the 30
million women in the labor

state and nation active in a

tour realtor has all the clues about what to
and
look for in a houst Ile saves you t
trouble oat king down leads that turn out to
be dead ends. A realtor is a professional in
real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
smooth over the details of
Ethic s.
buying. Bette] see the man who knows the

of

the largest percentage

Reg. $3.99

97

ANO
F. A ITIGGINT. lilt
IfOOMATT

DffIrkilioss
HAKEY'S
WHERE YOU
SHAKE YOUR

INHIBITIONS

While Quantities Lost 00.17.18-19-20

PINASMDAZIMMINZEM
a

.

AND LET YOUR

-HAIR..
DOWN

YOUR NEW

Mobil DEALER

EJ

THURS. FRI. SAT. & SUN. OCTOBER

7

,..7,18,19, 20.

BOB KEOGH'S NORTH POINT SERVICE
RAND & ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROADS
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

fik!

I

,al

SI

COLA

4-16 oz.

BOTTLES
PLUS SET OF

4 HAZELWARE
40.416, GLASSES!
with purchase of
-.7,,,.,
8 gallons or more

,,.,....,

yt.,litiw,

qvt
-,

.,,,,,.4, 4.',. 5,;;,,

5 , 4.7? -5,

,

...,
.

=

...

,

ASSES
PLUS FOUR 16 oz.
BOTTLES OF PEPSI -COLA
with purchase of
8 gallons or more
or gasoline.

,

A,

''

Nit

..,,,
'

V-1
c

AWAY...FREE!
GIVEN
.
1000 STAMPS GIVEN TO A

\\.,,:(

STARTER SET

HAZELWARE

.,

84,000PLAID- STA

........

'''

of gasoline.

:-...;,...,

--7, "

,17.
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c=

LUCKY CUSTOMER EACH HOUR!
Atm

WIN $2,500
PLAY MOBIL'S

"Clean Sweep Game"

r-m

*COTTON
CANDY

FREE DRAWING FOR

..5-ciALLIA.n. BICYCLE
One Bicycle to be given away each
week for next 5 weeks!

I
I

TOOTSIE POPS

BALLOONS

BOB KEOGH'S
NORTHPOINT SERVICE

RAND 8t ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RDS.
,

1

a
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A Typical Suburban Father
-- Except for His White Cane

tC'414

BY RUTH SCHULMAN
Bruce Stine, 27, of Des
Plaines works six days a week
as a masseur at the Northwest
Suburban YMCA.
He studies geology through
a correspondence course and,

in his spare time, jogs on the
YMCA track, fishes, sails and

rides herd on his sons,

Johnathan, 7, and David, 4.
His wife teaches science at

Chippeway Junior High. He
sounds like a typical husband

and father of a typical
suburban family and he is

--

with one exception. Bruce
Stine is blind.
Stine and hundreds like him

are proving that the sightless
can live normal lives, with the
help of institutions such as the

Hadley School and groups
such as the Lions Club, which
devotes much of its efforts to
aiding the blind.

THE SOFTSPOKEN man,
who loo fs like an athlete with

his crew cut and trim build,
was jogging around the 'Y'
track, passing other runners as
he headed down the stretch.

"Man, you certainly know

how to show someone up,"
moaned a companion.

He smiled and murmed. "I
do try to keep in shape since

" ix
fro

I preach physical fitness to my

es the results..."
e Day!

clients. It is really not a trick
at all."

A braille -writer intrigues Stine's son, David, 4, as Stine does his homework.

Stine studies geology via
about the difference."
correspondence from the cry"At
time," he said,
University of Wisconsin, "peopleone
without sight ,often

under a scholarship from the
Hadley School for the Blind.

A rock collection lines the
shelf under $.he picture win-

dow of his home, 180
two fish tanks are filled with

guppies. A braille -writer,

which expedites Stine's

studies, is on a table.

at 755 West Golf Road, Des Plaines; and Tom Hannon, assistant store manager.

machine but he has it
mastered.
i s wife 'readS his
1-1

In a letter to the Advertising Director of Day Publications died, Septemb
;
1968, Mr. Keppler had this to say about the Day:
-

homework and records it for
him. He makes notes and the
final draft of his homework in
braille and sends it to the

Hadley School in Winnetka.

Dear Mr. Smith:
This is just a short note to tell you of the tremendous response we received from our ads in your newspapers.
We have tried different papers around the area and we
received six times the results from yours as compared
to the others.
The coupon count on a 3 x 10 ad totals 867 coupons on
September 4, 1968. This volume, despite the street repairs that have blocked off the main customer access to
our parking lot.
We, as an advertiser, are proud to be part of your fine
newspapers. They not only give the readers all the local
news, but also our weekly specials.
We are looking forward to many enjoyable and profitable years with Day Publications.
Keep up the good work.

uses his white cand for

Sailing is one of the Stine
family's favorite sports. They
"When people see it, they have a 17 -foot canoe sailboat
are aware of my situation and which they sail frequently on
this is a safeguard for me," Beck Lake in the Forest Preserve bordering Des Plaines.
he. said.

he walks to his job.

They also use the boat; for fishing.

Other favorite pastimes are

dicap, Stine said, ''have to try
a bit harder."
;'The 4t4tttcle'.Of people
everywhere has changed ftom

,bowling, chess and Scrabble.

A seasoned traveler since

boyhood, Stine has visited 47
states. Last 'summer, the Fundy

trying to entertain the blind.
to 'educating 'them*. A whole
new bra has begun. Now we
can support ourselves."

traveled to Grand Teton National Park in Wyoming. The

'

outdoors

teach psychology or political

while they were students at
Elmhurst College. They were

would like to teach people

"1

whose minds are developing,"
he said.

BID NOTICE

Harper College is accepting bids

for one tractor. Specifications are
available at the business office at

"With the Red Carpet"

Algonquin and Roselle Roads, Palatine, Illinois.

WE'RE OPEN!
Banjo Entertainment
Thursday, Friday IL
Saturday Evenings

Bids are due in the business office
by 2PM, daylight savings time, October 23, 1968, at which time they wig
be publicly opened.
D.M. MISIC
Purchasing Agent
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Palatine
Phone 359-4255

Elk Grove Village. He joined
the firm in 1966 as sales

Chicago River.

manager. Specialty Coatings

Lines artvd Capital Airlines
stewardesses are asked to put
on their best dress, have their

dent in charge of sales at
Specialty Coatings Company,

manufactures individually

formulated paints and

ONE STOP CLEANING
Self Service

Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Norge. Colonial Village
220 N. Dunton St.

Go right to
the top ... see

Arlington Hts.

2nd LOCATION
B -W Branch

OUR

420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. P-rspett, Ill.

The BIG MAN.

The Des Plaines bay

1714 E.

Northwest Hwy.

PALATINE

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Heights, 111:,,

17 S. Xrlingtoil

255-7200

OR

,..29575640

(DfiPtgill?,)1

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

7

W.Sdhoumburg Road

!

Church'FunIfair
Next Saturd'a
St. John United Church of
Christ will present a Fun Fair

Saturday, Oct. 19 from 4 to
8 p.m. in'the Fellowship Hall,
308 N. Evergreen, Arlington
Heights.

Their attractions will in-

clude a Spin Art booth,. Pick -

Pocket Mary, balloons, wild
hats and a refreshment bar.

FREE CAR WASH
With Euery 22 Gal. ^uchnse
INSIDE /A OUT
MARATHON

I DOUBLE GUARANTEE
0
OF SATISFACTION
sag s1(fROSPRA.
BY MARATHON
AND BY US!

255-6320

3581502

ri
c.)

'SCHAWBURG

Mrs. Douglas Upshav4 also of
Arlington Heights.

COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING

estatARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Area women attending this
luncheon include Mrs. John
Truitt, Arlington Heights and

AUTO WAS kV

in REAL ESTATE

Market Day

All former Unitel Air

MOUNT PROSPECT 6.;:f

real
The Prospect Day

St. at the

1

Cleaning Machines

BRUNS

The Arlington Day

500 W. Ontario

Boat,

illieufte4p0:6 test

Sincerely,

It's a great DAY for ADVERTISING!

Wings meets Oct. 16. at 12:30
p.m. on the Show Boat Sari -S

hair done, get a baby sitter
and meet aboard the Show

Profeuional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned

Store Manager

Instant friendship will be
the theme of the day when the

Chicago Chapter of Clipped

Also

E. R. Keppler

is

Richard E. Burton, 1521 E.
Wing St., Arlington Heights,
has been appointed vice presi-

Wednesday, October 16, 1968

Buying or Selling

travel

Plan Meeting
On Show Boat

finishes.

1719 RAND ROAD
Read IL Dundee Roads

that

Children who have thd opportunity to see the country will
appreciate it a bit ' more,"
Stine explained.

.2

I

255-4100

believe

part of out kids' education.

"I don't want to worry
Stine and his wife, the
former Amelia Leber, met about the nosewiping stage.

Eor legal

hotel,

their]

bed and room.

science on the college level.

LEGAL
NOTICES

was

sleeping bags and teht their

Stine hopes eventually to

There his braille is turned into
typewritten work and sent to
the University of Wisconsin.

Heights Lions.

"advertising purposes" when

PEOPLE WITH a han-

PIZZA PARLOR

in high school, Stine
demonstrated teaching

He lives within 200 feet of techniques for the blind in
connection with fund - raising
everything very handy." He activities for the Arlington

students all were sent to the
State School for the Blind at
Jacksonville. Consequently,
were
all their companions
blind. Now education of the

married in 1961.

Heights. His father,
E.B. Stine, is a past -president
of the Arlington Heights Lions

his job "which makes

blind is done tonally."

ST1NE says it took him two
years to learn to use the

S'l'INE IS a native of Arlington

Men's Club.

married each other. This only
quadruples the handicap.
"These marriages occurred
so frequently because blind

Northwest Hwy. Along a wall,

Pictured above are Ed Keppler (left), store manager for S.S. Kresge Co.,

A graduage of Kellberg's
Schood of Swedish Massage
in Chicago, Stine does about
five massages a day at the 'Y.'
He is assistant director of the
YMCA Cambridge . Business

"Marriage presents quite a
problem when one partner is
blind," Stine said. "It makes
a difference, but one doesn't

894-1330

1 13 E. PROSPECT AVE

.Mount Prospect
'30

"Across the tracks
at the W'ater Tower"

e.
0.41,4,
0.:
40

3-,

THE PROSPECT DAY
Wednesday, October 16, 1968

25 illion. Kenroy
Project Awaits
ount Prospect OK
"Kenroy Builders' plan for
a $25 million development in

Mount Prospect is in the
hands of the village now. We

are just waiting for their go

ahead," Kenroy Attorney

Friends of Clearbrook To
Buy Mobile Classrooms
A mobile classroom for
Clearbrook Center for the

NDS

F

Arlington Park.
The classroom will be used

noon with a buffet served until 3 p.m. The public is invited
and tickets are still available.

handicapped adults at

Special Scholar

Clearbrook.
Bryn Witt, executive direc-

Latest plans for' the

25 to 50 -foot classroom to
free another classroom to be

with a planned unit develop- apartments, a shopping center,

streets, sewers and other such
facilities, even to the extend

used by the Day Center.

establish requirements for

will build and maintain the

of plowing snow off the
streets.

Also, a planned lake project

should solve the flood problem in the southern part of
Mount Prospect, said Bicklev.
"Water from the southern

drainage area will drain into

in the planned unit development ordinance, each building
site will not have to be zoned
separately

"Mount Prospect's planned
unit development ordinance is
one of the most detailed ones
Illinoii Its requirements
are very strick, but I think we
will meet them," said Bickley
When ordinace has passed
and Kenroy's plans have been
accepted, the 78 -acre project

freshmen in the special
at

program

scholars'

the

University of Denver. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Jackson of 214 S.
Albert.

"It is expected that the addition of the mobile classroom
will add 14 to 15 children and
adults to the Clearbrook pro Sunday, Oct. 20 is the date of the annual brunch given by the ends of Clearbrook. gram. The long term plans are
The public is invited and tickets are still available from Mrs. Charles- Robinette, CL 3-2616 to use this mobile classroom
or Mrs. William Kelly, 392-0856. Mrs. Arthur Nyquist inspects the poster held by Bryn until a large scale building
program is undertaken.
Witt, executive director of Clearbrook.

Superintendent Is
Dr. Suess' World Planning Daytime
Comes Alive
Tour of Schools

projects such as Kenroy's subTHE DEVELOPMENT
division which include several should be assessed at about
types of buildings If the project meets standards set forth

Elinor Louise Jackson of

Mount Prospect is one of 69

tor, said, "This center is now
in very limited quartgrs. We
will need this unit of a large

will be privately run; Kenroy

be passed in Mount Prospect family housing and'
within a month, according to townhouses totalling 79 units,
Mount Prospect Mayor a 200 unit motel, two office
Daniel Congreve
buildings, one seven- and one
six -stories high, a tennis club
THE PLANNED unit and a marina on the lake for
development ordinance will sailboats, Bickley said.

The Clearbrook Brunch

will begin with cocktails at

to expand and improve the
Activity Center for severely

When these steps have been annexed," he said.
taken, the building can begin.
The area will cost the
division will be studied at a The project will take five village relatively little in promeeting of the Mount years to complete, according portion to its tax contribution,
Bickley said. The development
Prospect Plan Commission at to Bickley

ment ordinance -which should a four to five -acre lake, single

he said.

for Sunday, Oct. 20 at. the
Post and eaddock Club in

CLEAR

purposes, according to

program in one of the outlying areas Clearbrook serves,"

with the proceeds from their
5th annual brunch scheduled

to Mount Prospect. Kenroy Bickley. "This is a real plus
has already submitted a re- to Mount Prospect as far as
quest for annexation to the tax goes as big a plus as
Randhurst was when it was
village, Bickley said.

hall to see if they conform development include: 1,449

moved to be used in a satellite

the Friends of Clearbrook

John Bickley said last night
Plans for the proposed sub-

8 p m Friday in the village

"By that time the mobile
classroom will probably be

Retarded will be purchased by

$12.5 million for tax

site at Illinois 83 and Golf
Rd , will have to be annexed
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The Scholars program

stresses the liberal studies and
is designed to help the student

develop insights into his
cultural heritage and to in-

crease his capacity for integrating knot" ledge.

the artificial lake, not into
residents' basements," he said.

Today's go -anywhere,
do -anything Hush Puppies.®

A program to acquaint to make the tour, but I think
parents with their children's at least one parent should see
schools is being planned by the child's school in operaEdward Grodsky, superin- tion."
tendent of Prospect Heights
A lecture with slides will be
given by Grodsky at 10 a.m.
School District 23.
"I want parents to be able followed by a trip around a

to tour Betsy Ross, Ann
Sullivan, and John Muir

school building.

Parents will ask Grodsky
elementary schools and Mac questions after the tom:, and
Arhtur Junior High during Grodsky will ask them for
the day," Grodsky said..
their reactions to the school

Men ,On
.The Move

and teaching methods.

"FATHERS may not find
Grodsky hopes to start the
it possible to take a day off program in January, 1969,
and give a tour of one school'

Auditions Set
For Youth
Symphony

each month.
"I'll need the cooperation of

school PTAs to get this
going," Grodsky said.

Grodsky said he wants to
The Metropolitan Youth lead the first tours because he

Symphony Orchestra will hold is interested in hearing comauditions for the 1968-69 ments parents make about the
season, at 64 E. Vein Buren schools.
St., Chicago, Oct. 20 and Oct.
27 from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

The orchestra provides a

unique opportunity for
musically advanced students

and perform symphonic music together with
to play

ii

others of their own age, under

the direction of Mary K.
Rosen, conductor.

E. Edward Cooper, 1414
Circle Dr., Mount Prospect,
attended a claims seminar in

Boston given by Liberty

Mutual Insurance Co. Cooper
was one of 16 men from nine
states to attend the seminar at
the firm's home office.

open to
students from junictr high
The orchestra

The Einstein School PTA Fun Fair Saturday will feature

the "World of Suess," including about 20 games based on Dr.
Suess characters. A costume parade will start the fair at 11
a.m. Lunch will be available and games for prizes will continue
until 4 p.m. Parents and children from Einstein, Devonshire,
Brentwood, High Ridge Knolls, Dempster Junior High, and
St. Zachary schools are urged to Attend. Looking forward to
the festivities are (standing) Brad Hoitziner and Alison Sparks,
and (kneeling) Paul Pirok and Roger Milton.

Yoga Program for PWP
A yoga program will be
presented at the Knights of
Columbus building in Arl-

ington Heights Friday, Oct.
18 at 8:45 p.m. for Parents
Without Partners. Presenting
the program and demonstra-

the men sport clothing; also,
bring a towel to sit on so all
can participate.

Coffee and cake will be

served after the meeting by
Carol Kugelberg.

tion will be Marilyn Englund

who has taught yoga in the

Parents Without Partners,
Inc., is an international, nonprofit, nonsectarian, educa-

Northwest Suburban area for

tional organization devoted to

four years.

the welfare and interests of

Yoga is a self-discipline of
physical and mental abilities.

The idea behind yoga is to

achieve a balance of harmony

between the physical, the

mental and the spiritual so
that the individual can grow
William St., Mount Prospect, and develop to the highest

Leonard Banta, 7 N

single parents and their
children.

Membership is open to all
qualified single parents. For
information, call 358-2465 or

253-0890, or see the membership chairman.

is

convention and trade show

There are many areas of
yoga but most beginning

Salespower, an international students study Hatha yoga. It
supplier of merchandising and concerns muscles, breathing,
marketing services.
relaxation, diet and mental
processes It teaches how to
quiet the mind in order to attain real and lasting peace.

This will be a group

participation meeting. Women

.4

are asked to wear slacks and
.u.sesia.di

t4

St. Patrick's
ins
$250 for Essay
Senior-

Chris Schmidt of 814 W.
Busse, Mount Prospect, has

Designer
Benefit
Speaker
Mary Jane Lauterbach,

creator and designer of
original candles and unusual
arrangernen of flowers and

-r,frilits ,will ft -jilt' featured

speaker at the Oct. 23

scholarship benefit sponsored
by the North Suburban Home
Economists at the Northwest

Suburban YMCA in Des
Plaines.

Christmas and bright fall
ideas from her workshop in
Patrick Academy, Des. Wilmette along with simple
candle making instructions
Plainei
inspire those attending to
Miss Schmidt, a senior at will
prepare early for the
won the Columbus Day essay

contest sponsored by St.
Harry Landbo, 911 Cherry
Hill Dr., Mount Prospect has
been named assistant director
of' Lutheran General Hospital
in. Park Ridge. Landbo was

assistant administrator at
Lutheran Deaconess Hospital,
Chicago, from 1965 until the
hospital was closed this sum-

mer. He transferred then to
Lutheran General.

the school, will receive a $250

U S. Savings Bond for her' holidays.
Refreshments will be served
essay, "Legacy of Columbus."

after the program which

Sister Mary Julius, her
English teacher, will be

begins at '8 p.m.

awarded a $100 savings bond.

The contest is sponsored by
the Joint Civic Committee of
Italian -Americans.

Tickets are available by

contacting Mrs. William
Stueber, of Arlington Heights

at 255-3689, or from Mrs.

Kenneth Wall of -Mount
Prospect at 392-1979.

and apprclation to the

dedicated men who through the
years have fought the diseases
of the world.

Leonard, 3740 N. Oriole,

average citizen gets better and
bettor each year. Researchers

Additional information can
be obtained from Mrs. Alice
Chicago.

Members of the orchestra

include Susan Bartz, 1226 N.

Duntori, Arlington Heights
and Michael Saul, 9350 W.
Church, Des Plaines.

For the finest
in Real Estate
Service, its ...

The

7-13

9-12

have slowly one at a time
brought the killers to heel.
Smallpox, Diptheria, Diabetes,
Polio, Measles and, the recent

Get the right shoe size every time with Hush Puppies®
casuals. We fit hard -to -fit feet easily with a full range of

We owe a great debt to men

like J ENNER, SALK, PASTEUR and

many others too numerous to
mention. If these men hod not

lived we would have these

diseases to fight today. We still
have a few to bottle like Cancer
and Arthritis, but someday with
hard work and more dedicated
the enemy.
men we will

MIDWEST BANK CARDS
GLADLY ACCEPTED

Here at ENDLER'S PHARMACY

we are hard at work filling
prescriptions to keep our

IN THE

customers healthy. Let us work

on It.

ARLINGTON HTS.
28 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-1800
MOUNT PROSPECT
104 E. Northwest Hwy.

255-9111
ELK. GROVE

VILLAGE
570 E. Higgins Road

439-4700

,/

Hush Rippled

Mumps.

rir.R1

perhaps your life, could depend

3 Offices to Serve You!

I P9

sizes and widths. Try on the new fall styles and see how
it's done.

We know that your health

REALTORS

7-11

life expectancy of the

for you when the need arises.

ANNEN
arve//
BUSSE

EXTRA WIDE

MED./WIDE

NARROW

school through college.

has been appointed 41rector of level possible.

exhibit services by

Gerald Barizbaum R.Ph.
At this time each year we
pause and give some thought

'

ENDLER'S

PHARMACY.

1770 W. Algonquin Rd

253-9010

"THE HOME OF FAMOUS BRANDS"

Maim **spent
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MT. PROSPECT
SHOPPING CENTER
RAND & CENTRAL RDS.
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COMMEMORATIVE ILLINOIS

EKETrUHLAII,
Fin I [UHM

BACK

Celebrating Illinois' 150th anniversary as a state, this special

medallion depicts progress from 1818 to 1988, with the state seal
on the reverse side. The sesquicentennial medallion, designed by
the noted Illinois Sculptor Trygve Rovelstad of Elgin, makes a
handsome historical keepsake that you and your family will long treasure!
In support of thestate-wide sesquicentennial celebration, the Banks and
- Savings & Loan Associations of Illinois are offering the medallion to
the public on a non-profit basis. Medallions are available nowhere else.
So get yours now (at cost) froni the Bank or Savings & Loan Association
that regularly serves you I

FRONT

Classic Size: (215* diameter)
$5.00

Bronze

Pocket Site: (Ili' diameter)
Bronze

$1.00

NOTE: Mr modollions Sr Ilmited.
Thor are sontotima srslieble in units
Including proportionate lumbers of
nutdollIons.

This message, In behalf of the Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission,
Is brought to you as a public service by:
ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION / ILLINOIS SAYINGS & LOAN LEAGUE

/

COOK COUNTY COUNCIL OF
INSURED SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS

e ca

Better Mea s Are Ma .e Wit 'Super -Right -Meats!

STEAK-CENTER CUT

an

WEDGE

be if!

B.

- BONE REMOVED

am

i

- ON

In our great country we're lucky.
Our government trains and employs experts...men who inspect
and grade beef at hundreds of locations throughout the nation.

- OR CLUB STEAK

They protect you...and retailers, like us.
That's why A&P is happy there's a U.S. government inspector
on the premises of our meat plant serving this area.

IRE
LB.

RIBS

:r;

Also important are A& P's own beef experts.
Their job is to see to it that A&P Beef measures up to our own

LB-

LB.

SUPER RIGHT -2 to 3 -LB. AVG.

50°v/24744

"SUPER -RIGHT" quality standards:..
standards which don't exactly fit

1/4 Pork
Loin Sliced

our government's grading categories.
For instance, some beef graded U.S. Choice
e IN

just doesn't meet our "SUPER: -RIGHT" specifications.

'PORK CHOPS

9to 11 Chops

SUPER

RIGHT

LB,

ALLGOOD

No wonder we don't hesitate to guarantee
that the "SUPER -RIGHT" Beef you buy
will be as flavorful and tender as you think it should be,

LI E BACON

4,4111110

or your money back.

CENTER- HAM SLICES
So, you don't have to become an expert

RV;

FRYER LEGS & BREAST tici'Z'

to choose great beef for your family... just shop A&P!
COPYRIGHT C 1963, THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO., INC.

1 -LB. PKG.

lb.

890

ib.

59°

r BLADE CUT CHUCK STEAK tVtr lb. 59c

BONELESS CHUCK ROAST 17,trib. 79°

MUSHROOMS

lb.99,

FRESH

WHITE
BUTTON

LB.

$1.15Pkg.

Sliced Bologna C&"01:1V.4SIZIrPliiclighl pe 'a. 390

Eckrich Fun Frankfurters

14: 59°

Selected for Goodness-Fresh Fruits & Vegetables!

BANAN
FIRM

MAT

slut

RIPE

fa

14-01.
.

TUBE

s

!" SALTED

APPLE CIDER.

CAKE DONUTS

FRUIT' COCKTAIL

MIXED' NUTS

PlaInr Chin.,

,

!rand, t'

Excel Brand

Indian.
Summer

Sugared

Sultafria

,Sane Parker

Gal. Jug

414., of 12

14 -oz. Can
......wP""

III°114180:4::00V

Comet Cleanser

tzr

2 ':: 29c Top Job Cleaner

"Jr 99c Dexofa Salad Oil

20e Off

40-0L !I Sic

1

Label_

Also for
Cooking

384m. my 1p

I
41 .411. .3c

White Bread
Dutch Apple Pie

Jane
Parker
.

.

Jane
Parker

.

HERITAGE

AM'ERI

49c

ea.

A&P Instant Coffee
Coffee Cake
79C
Jane Parker ea.
Almond
Streusel
Can fa
'476z*P2)"`
95`
Ann
Page
Red
Beans
A&P Evaporated Milk 6
Iced Golden Cake
14-clx A9C
Jane Parker *a. 59
Maple
&
Vanilla
Btl.
c7L
59c
A&P
Mouthwash
&
Gargle
Our Own Tea Bags
17 -ox.
Whole Kernel or Cream Style
Ann Page /Vic
A
CansA
Rosedale
Brand
Corn
14'
69c
Can
HarRcIllio
Hold
A&P
Hair
Spray
Qt. Jar
Salad Dressing
BK.

.

Loaves420-ox. 99c

12-VOLIJME SET OF

PRE ID MS

C

AND EAMOUSAMERICANS

111

SON

SCOTT FAMILY

NAPKINS
0.

NESTLES'

SALERNO

MORSELS

SALTINES
1 -Lb.

124ox.

Box

Pkg.

Pkg.

With' _Coupon

`With- toeian

r

Coupon18"0

SAVE 12c

SAVE lac

SAVE 20c

SCOTT FAMILY NAPKINS

SUNNYFIELD QUICK OATS

A&P ORANGE JUICE

lb. Floc
bag 11.1
With this coupes) easi any purchase
at any ASP In the Chge. Unit
dins Oct. 19, 1%8

1/4 Oaf: BIL w
With this coupon and any purchase
at any ASP In the Chp. Unit
thru Oct. It, 1961

SAVE 20c

SAVE 20c

130 Ct.

,33c

S

Pkg.

With this coupon and any punkaw
at any ASP in the Clip. Unit
AN Oct. 19, 1%8

Fresh

L9c

SAVE 10c ISSINI,

15C
w

With this coupon and any purchase

iP

at any ASP In the Chgo. Unit
thru Oct. 19, 1968

SAVE 12c

.

SALERNO SALTINES

NESTLES. MORSELS
12.oz.
Pkg.

SAVE lOc 7

2T
With this coupon and any purchase
at any ASP In the Chg.. Unit
thru Oct. 19, 1968

.1

SAVE 10c

YOUR FRIENDL A & P SUPERMARKETS ARE LOCATED AT

7RRINGTON
300 N. Hough St.

SCHAUMBURG

PALATINE

Higgins Rd.

276 Northwest Hwy.

& Rte. 58

ph-

ARLINGTON HTS. DES PLAINES MT. PROSPECT
1818 N. State Rd.

815 Lee St.

36 N. Main St.

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. Inc. -- These prices effective thru Oct. 19, 1968

O

ELK GROVE

ARLINGTON HTS.

Devon & Tonne Rd.

1601 W. Campbell

Knight Runners Hurry by Forest View on
Prospect crushed Forest

Prospect took all three first
places with Pete Dumke winning the varsity run at 14:57,

sophomore levels of cross-

sophomore honors in 10:34

BY LINDA GAMMILL
Sports Editor

View on both the varsity and

Mike Dittman copping

country yesterday, and the

and Randy Cherwin

clean sweep by edging the

outrunning Joel Soderburg of
Forest View by three seconds

Falcon varsity man to crack
the Knight pack with a fifth
and Matt Russo took a fourth
for Forest, View in the soph

Falcons 27-28,

in 11:41.

run.

Knights freshmen made it

a

Pomrenke with a 15:28. Don

Nine seconds after Dumke

SIX OF THE first seven

came through the chute, Dail beat out the next Forest

places went to the Knights at
both varsity and sophomore

Prospect's Keith Matthews View finisher, Kevin Sarni,
scrambled in at 15:06 for the with a 15:55 to 16:03. Bill

levels, Bob Bell being the only

Knights at 16:19, Al Mor-

by Doug Bach with a 15:13

rison was 10th with 16:29,
Randy Cordova placed 1 I th

and Bill Treece with a 15:14.
Next came Bell, in at 15:17,

and followed by Bob

in 16:31.

Cardinals Breeze on Varsity
A double win was recorded

Tom Swanson, Cardinal

country men who racked up
a winning score of 16-43 on

Pioneer,Park course in 14:28,
20 seconds ahead of second place Scott Butler, also from

by the Arlington cross- captain, breezed through the
varsity, lost 15-49 at the

sophomore level and won 2728 in freshman competition
yesterday against Conant.

Arlington. Dave Marszelak

and Joe Hooker both made it
in well ahead of Conant's

Marszelak ran the race in
14:54, Hooker in 14:58 and
Lee in 15:15.

FOUR SECONDS behind

13th. Tom Rizzo was 14th

and Mike Kennedy was 15th
for Forest View.

THE FRESHMAN run

found Cherwin leading

Soderberg, Kevin Weininger

and Bob Vehe of Prospect
third and fourth, and Wayne

15th -

of Falcons. Bruce Lighthall,

place 17:28.

Chuck Erdmann, Randy

third for the sophomore

Prospect's Norm Van Den

Knights were Dittman, Howie

Larson and Ron Henkel.

Bussche who was ninth, and
Tom Berin who was 10th.

CONANT PLACED a

Page

time of 16:31. Arlington's
first man was Mike Yorke,

placing 10th in 17:36.

Freshman Tom Jarm out-

S PR

Lemke of Conant by 15
seconds for first -place

freshman honors, racing to an

Jeff Baker of

11:43 finish.

Arlington ran third, but two

Hersey Cross -Countrymen

Fall to Glenbard North

fifth.

DON LAUFER and Bruce
Hill nosed out Conant's Gene
Sottosawty to ice the race for
Arlington. Laufer finished in
12:09, Hill at 12:10 and Sottosaty at 12:11. Steve Gerstein
of Conant ran a 12:14, just
managing to best Pete Will of
Arlington at 12:15.

zone for the Lion's first score.

NOTRE DAME was out to leave no doubt that they are
still a pcfwer to be reckoned with, a fact that Marian Central
can attest to after their humiliating defeat of 53-6. Don Gary
Lund scored two of the nine touchdowns to take the wind
out of the Hurricanes.

A

receiver's arms. Palatine's

0

0

3

1

0

1

1

2
2

2
2

0
0
0
0

1

2

1

1

3

1

0

4

0

2

2
2
2

Wheeling
Fremd

two intercepted by the tall Cardinal, defender Friday night.

4
2

Glenbard No.
Forest View

quarterback Phil Donahue will bear witness to Buttenob's
abilities, as Donahue had six of his tosses knocked down and
MAINE WEST played to a deadlock with Glenbrook South,

for a 7-0 lead that lasted until the final minutes of the meeting.
Warrior linebacker Dave Zulawski led the defensive unit that

.

Hersey
Arlington

.4
3

0
0

Forest View
Prospect
Elk Grove

3

0

-3

2

cordial pieces.

3

first score.

Glenbard No.

0

4

O
O

Game results:

a predictably

FRESHMAN A
Sat. Sept. 21
Hersey 26, Prospect 6

at least until the Arlington meeting.
BOY'S FOOTBALL

No matter what name it might be called, Little League,
Midget, or even Teeny Weeny organized boy's football is constructive, fun and funny.

It is constructive in that it keeps kids off the streets, and
has replaced unsupervised "pick-up" games that are far from
regimented and allow any type or no equipment at all to be

worn in the conflict.

"Conflict" is the correct word. Young boys can lose teeth,

break limbs and suffer multiple cuts and bruises while
participating in the contest or while involved in one of the

numerous and many times violent disagreements that always
occur. Football is definitely a game that requires supervision.
Boys football is work, as well as fun. Youths play and dream

of being a future Sayers, Butkus or' Unitus and the Saturday
game is serious business. Kids enjoy being one of the gang
and demonstrating their abilities to an audience. No matter
how much work football demands or how much the contests
are regulated, it is still a game enjoyed by millions of boys,
win or lose.

.4

Elk Grove 7, Fremd 6
Arlington 32, Forest View 18
Wheeling 6, Palatine 19
Conant 31, Glenbard 6
Sat. Sept. 28
Palatine 6, Hersey 0
Elk Grove 7, Conant 6
Forest View 26, Wheeling 13
Arlington 7, Fremd 0
Prospect 20, Glenbard 6
Sat. October 5
Wheeling 20, Arlington 7
Hersey 6, Conant 12
Prospect 13, Fremd 7
Elk Grove 6, Palatine 26
Forest View 0, Glenbard 21
Sat. Oct. 12
Hersey 13, Wheeling 6
Palatine 26, Arlington 7
Elk Grove 7, Forest View 7
Conant 32, Prospect 19
Glenbard No. 18, Fremd 0
FRESHMAN B
Saturday, Sept. 21
Hersey 6, Prospect 0
Elk Grove 18, Fremd 0
Arlington 0, Forest View 0
Wheeling 13, Palatine 7
Conant 33, Glenbard 0
Saturday, Sept. 28
Hersey 13, Palatine 6
Elk Grove 13, Conant 0
Forest View 8, Wheeling 0
Arlington 27, Fremd 0
Prospect 20, Glenbard 0
Siturday, Oct. 5
Hersey 19, Conant 6
Arlington 21, Wheeling 0
Prospect 20, Fremd 0
Elk Grove 0, Palatine 19
Forest View 37, Glenbard 0
Saturday, Oct. 12
Hersey 6, Wheeling 2
Arlington 13, Palatine 6
Forest View 31, Elk Gr. 0
Prospect 19, Conant 13
Fremd 26, Glen. N. 6

In yobiet, sherbet, iced tea,
claret, cocktail, juice and

Hersey's number one man Greg Gawlik comes into the chute

at the Huskie home course after a grueling 2.75 mile run.
Gawlik won the race with a time of 15:32, 48 seconds ahead

lucky as their frosh-soph
counterparts yesterday af-

Service

18:07.

Ed Reiger was fifth for the

The Hersey puppies won

Huskies, covet tug the fulllength course in 18:24. The
Huskie victory was realized
when Wally Treu came in

course at MacArthur Junior

ference dual meet for both

Heights. The younger runners

move to the conference meet
on Friday afternoon, to be

varsity teams.

held at Palatine.

ternoon as they dropped
close MSL dual meet to
bard North, 22-35.

n-

their frosh-soph meet, 17-43,
on the 2.75 mile Hersey home

High School in Prospect
ran the same course as the

sixth at 18:30.
The meet was the last con-

teams, and they will now

Sliver
China

Crystal
Flowers

6400 North Harlem at Northwest Hwy.
631-21300-Suburbs 825-3131

9.t Fri. fl -fl Sal. 9-5 Closed Su

Huskie Greg Gawlik won

the varsity race in a stiff wind
with a 15:32 time, followed by

Glenbard's Larry Ingrassia,

who entered the chute at
16:20.

Jeff Kotecki came in third

for Glenbard, 10 seconds

behind Ingrassia, and Scott
Coletti was fourth for the
Panthers at 16:50.

Mark Hay was the fourth
Glenbard runner at fifth and
16:53, and Miles Root came

in sixth for Hersey five
seconds later. Larry Inman

was right behind him to capture seventh for the Huskies

MI=

at 17:02.
Jeff Fargo placed eighth for

Glenbard two seconds behind
Inman, and the last Hersey
runner in the top 10, running

ninth with a 17:36. Panther

a

Interlandi was 10th
with an 18:19.
Huskie Frank Walsworth
Dan

won the frosh-soph race with

a wind -badgered time of
16:49, and Brian Zimmer
cropped up second for Hersey
with a 17:33.

Jeff Kozel sealed the top

three for Hersey with a 17:49,
and Glenn Tuley was the only

Nixon Speech Evicts Knight
Underclass Football Games
Due to security precautions

Bridal Regisiry

of his closest competitor. (Photo by Curt Wilson)
The Hersey Huskie varsity Glenbard runner to sneak into
the top five at fourth -place
cross-country team wasn't as

High School field.

According to Prospect

your son lost it for us is what is meant.

being made for Republican

parents. Just ask any mom or dad, including mine.

presidential candidate Richard
Nixon's speech at Prospect
High School this Saturday,

athletic director George Gattas, the games will be played
at the scheduled time of 9:30

freshman and sophomore
football games have been
relocated to the Wheeling

because locker room' facilities

Boys football is great for the kids, but its murder on the

and worthy of the -

0
0

3

and untied in jayvee competition and are likely to remain so

alone
name.

$5.50
Most Tiffin patterns are available

1

to give, keep or pitch, the trailing halfback. Hersey is undefeated

A single rose, named for us

...0

1

HUSKIE QUARTERBACK Dick Powell crossed the goal
line twice as Hersey rambled past Fremd 25-0. Bruce Frase
rushed for six points and threw to Bruce Myers for another
tally. The Huskies run a belly and drive play series in which
the signal caller rides the fullback into the line with the option

-

TIFFIN ROSE

0

1

3

of the day.

ilubble stem. -

.2

I

mothers hoping against hope that her son won't get smashed
on the next play, or even worse, make a glaring mistake in
front of everyone, so that she is subjected to comforting
remarks like "he'll get better," when they mean "he couldn't
get any worse," or "well don't worry, its only a game," and

$6.75
FESTIVAL
polished cuttings circling
bowl, pnd elegance in the

1

Maine East succeeded in taking Homecoming from York.
Demon Al DeRusha found holes in the Duke front line all
afternoon and on one of his many scampers collected West's

son and offering the coach sometimes unwanted
assistance. Mom is in the stands with the rest of the team

brilliant.
Double prisms, graceful form
... to be prized for its heritage value. -

1

3 '0

Caltagirone grabbed two interceptions to keep the Grens from
adding to Mike Kunze's score. Forest View quarterback Dave
Long hit John Walker in the end zone to tie for the last mark

.

CARLYLE

0

1

Forest View hosted Elk Grove for their Fall Festival in
tight battle that ended 6-6. Falcon John

A. proud, heritage crystal
. Tiffin's hand -Cuttings arc deeper, its
ring more vibrant, its clarity more
.

-

.

Wheeling
Conant
Palatine
Fremd

nearly stopped the Titans short.

his

with. fine
deep -cut crystal by

TeamW I Ti
B

but the Warriors won a moral victory as they nearly upset
favored South on GBS's Homecoming. West's Jim Morrison
blocked a punt that set up the score by tailback Bill O'Neill

can usually be found pacing the sidelines shouting directions

Heirlooms start

WLT

Team
Palatine
Conant
Elk Grove
Hersey
Arlington
Prospect

it will

matter how good or how bad, their Georgie is a star. Dad

won the varsity run with a 14:57.

FREHSMAN
Standings

A quarterback who chooses to throw to a receiver covered

ANYTIME YOU gather 50 or 60 boys together in one place
at one time to participate in a controlled and organized affair,
it is bound to turn out to be a hillarious situation. No matter
how sophisticated a child is or how hard he tries, he is bound
to make mistakes and usually they are outstanding. Johnny
might be the quarterback, suveying the defensive line as he
calls the signals, and to his embarassment the ball is centered
through his outstretched hands and six feet into the air directly
above him. The scramble that follows closely resembles kindergartners in a fire drill.
Perhaps even more humerous are the players parents. No

Pete Dumke was one of the first -place winners the Knights
boasted yesterday in their meet against Forest View. Dunike

MID -SUBURBAN

ta

basketball player who stands 6-3 and can easily grasp the rim.

JMRE.

1968

Cougars pushed in fourth and

them to collect his fifth interception in as many games. St.
Viator's Denny Foreman took a Ken Preski pass away from
halfback Bastable who was bent on an interception in the end

SEE YOU next week.

October 16,

did his nearest opponent, Pete

St. Viator added insult to injury as they topped Wheeling
20-13. Just recovering from the pounding suffered in the Arlington loss, Wildcat Ron King attempted a toss to his favorite
receiver Jack Bastable, but Lion Dick Alyward came between

*

Il

TSWednesday,

seventh in 17:07. Mike Splitt
of Arlington was the only
other Cardinal in the top 10,

quarterbacks. Knight Mike Gaffney pitched only six times completing four in a change in strategy, as Conants' Scott Johnson
threw 15 times for 34 yards.

to

Falcon Jim Konieczski was
and Scott McGovney
and Rich Sales- ran 12th and

surprising first through sixth
at the sophomore race with a

that matched the league's two most passing -minded

the

ow

Jeff Bzdelik.

Mikrut and Ron Schwei ger.

undefeated standing in Mid -Suburban play. For the winners
Scotty Crawford totaled 172 yards for the afternoon, while
Cougar Jim McGraw was rushing for 236 yards in a contest

drop almost directly into

Falcons ahead of Prospect's

Running first, second and Jespersen all finished ahead of

the top 15 was
1 1 th-place Reed Mirrut who
led four Arlington men, Angel
Figuera, Jeff Kowalski, Ross

finisher in

BY JIM EWART
Prospect took Conant 37-20 to maintain the Knight's

by Buttenob must loft the ball a mile high so that

Falcon scoring with a

The only other Conant

From the Nickel Seats

Arlington sank the Pirates 41-0, which should move the

Keyzer ran eighth for the

Bill Maly finished up the Miller fifth and leading a pack

came in with a 15:58.

Teuber, well in front of Sam

Cardinals to at least fifth in this week's Chicagoland area poll.
Halfback Denny Meacham rushed for three touchdowns on
offense and for the defense Tim Shannon stuck out a big hand
to block one punt and Dan Selleck had another bounced off
his stomach and dribbled the ball in for a score.
Cardinal coach Bob Walther has had some good ideas this
season, but undoubtedly one of his best was to move Chris
Buttenob to defensive safety. Buttenob ;s also a starting varsity

FOLLOWING AT 12th in
16:36 was Prospect's Dan Dit-

Cardinal Ken Malcomson

Lee was Arlington's Scott

Dan Young of Prospect. Tom

1 1 th

tman who was eight seconds
ahead of Forest View's third
Burns of Conant who finished finisher, John VanAntwerp
in 15:41. Dale Bond beat out with a 16:44. Gabino Galindo
Arlington's John Curtain by followed for the Falcons,
three seconds at 15:45, and touring the course in 17:03

highly -touted Horace Lee.

Russo ran fourth for the
Falcons, followed by Al

Treece, Mark Tamsen and

Miller ran ninth for the

2.8 mile run. He was followed

eve s-

the Prospect -Palatine' a.m., but had to be moved
at Prospect will be closed on
Saturday.

dial

92.7f
stereo24hours

SHORT RIBS

a
vamp

THE Ca4AIECHAN WHILE THE
DETEChVE DANCED A.31.5

OUR SPACE SHIP

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WM
ALL rCAN
71 EWE UPI.
TAKE OP YOUR CHANNEL HOP.
PINE WITH THAT REMOTE CONTROL/ FOR ALL I KNOW 'THE
PERPORMINE BEAR ARRESTED

212 YOU CAMOUFLAGE

Wednesday, October 16, 1968

THAT'S THE 'TROUBLE
WITH HAVING A ONETRACK MINOIcoMet oN
SACK AND I'LL TRY TO
FIND EcMETHIN. SIMPLE
TO KEEP YOU HAPPY

TILL YOU DOZE OM

'The PHILHARMONIC/

SANDY MUST HAVE,
DON'T SUG
ME, BUS ....TM A LOT OP FIZZ:100!
T ARE YOU DOINs, PRACTICIN'

KGEPIN' UP WITH

104

finals, men's javelin
finals, women's 400
meter finals, men's

round basketball.
9 I Love Lucy
32 Movie

steeplechase finals
and middleweight

Kill' American
agents battle a

Men's pole

law. ......

gitZel '0_I'

ROBIN MALONE
WITH THE -685641- MUSHROOM

1

iknat,i.*

Allyson.

When Jethro pro-

girl, she thinks he is
joking and accepts.
5 Music Hall

Eddy Arnold

Tracy hunts a
missing trained
cheetah used to hunt
game. Marshall

hosts Jimmy

Miller and Diane

"The Nutty

Jerry Lewis film
about a fumbling

college teacher who
accidentally finds a

formula that

changes him into a

who is asked to go
back to Canada to

cool cat. With Stella

Stevens, Buddy

lead a revolution.

7 Here Come the

Lester and Kathleen
Freeman.
9 Pro Basketball

A young son is
disturbed that his

The Chicago

Bulls play the Bucks
in Milwaukee.
11 News In Perspective

National
Government

An analysis of
headlines for the
past month.

too

Uribe

2 Green Acres
Uncle Joe fails in

mooners.

funds to go to the

Ralph how to play

and Oliver gets

his attempt to raise

Norton teaches

fire chief convention

golf.

stuck with the job.

7:15
11 TV College
Data Processing

2 Jonathan Winter

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22)-Don't allow unusual activity on the home front to interfere with progress on the
job. A good day for making

7:30
2 The Good Guys

Fitzgerald and

Bert's solitude at a

George Raft join
Jonny for 'laughs

progress.

woodland cabin.

and song.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-

offer your aid in the evening.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22)-If your personal attitude toward co-workers is
right, all should go well. Take

9:00
Show

Douglas
Fairbanks Jr., Ella

Rufus spoils

MORTY MEEKLE

9:20
32 News

MIDNIGHT
5 News
7 Chicago Show

t.

With Ronnie Barrett.
12:15

11 Ralabow9t34-01;(14.

2 News

Pete Seegeo-

songs writteVloy

12ao

Lcadbelly and'

old films ,of

Leadbelly
performances.

5 Farm Forum

12as

-

Professor." is a 1963

32 The Honey-

Don't cart employment worries home with you. Take an
interest in family affairs and

hunts truffles In UA-

Shalet.

7:00

FOR THURSDAY

32 News

Thompson, Cheryl

26 Luis Carolos

BEGINNIN,
T' GET TH'
MESSAGE!

11:15

.

Tom Stobiiit-

Tigers" is a 1942

quences

I'M

Stewart and June

McGavin,

11 Adventun; .

hunting accident

Valery.
7 Movie

32 Truth or Conse-

LOOKS LIKE ALL 'T14/
SPOTS IN TH' DRIVE- IN
MOVIE ARE
TAKEN!

runs into troitbliki:

"The Flying

Al Hirt and Dana

26 Today's Racing

BUGS BUNNY

pitcher Monty Strat-

9 Movie

to marry.
11 TV College
.11.4.111:

deliver a. man's

Rodgers, Pat Henry,

mother is planning

vje

INA bi MIA

Your
Horoscope

Woodville and Flays

'

Hillbillies.

Brides
5

and tries for a comeback. With James

poses to a Scottish

French -Indian rebel

8

with the dead !nen*
enemies. Derr.011.

2 The Beverly

plays a exiled

-.11/51/Pgrirz

finals and first

8:00

Ricardo Montalban

1.1K5 TH6 YOLK WAN 066 ff

.50VNTIFIC METHOD

1.

ton lost his leg in a

trol of the universe.

Guest star

COLD MEET6 HOTICOIVEN5A1101,1
OCCLIR6 OCCIPAWS BEING BOILED

ashes to a friendlibt

master -mind who
wants to take con-

5 The Virginian
(VW I SHALL 1135T THE PROGRO56
OP= 'WO BOILED" MEATM10.11-

men's javelin finals,

"Kiss, Kiss, Kill,

6:30
2 Dokter!

WELL, WligRE
IS IT

'how White Sox

men's 200 meter

weight -lifting finals.
Live and taped from
Mexico.
9 The Mike Douglas
Show
26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25
2 Editorial

timental version of

2 The Out der
Ross kW:rig:its to

Vaulting finals,

3,000 meter

GOT A HANGUP ON AN SISHT-WHEEL.
'TRUCK I
THE HIP ACTION!

..nnillIIIIIllitimmil
1io1°

0.4

7 Summer Olympics

Men's pole vault

POP IS HARDER
800GALOO ! x
POP-.-- TRY( IT TO
SAM S YOUR POCKET WANT TO TEACH IT 'MAN CHANGIN'
TO SANDY, BUT vs AN INSIDE TIRE ON
WATCH SO IT'LL
START

TONIGHT
6:00
2 News
5 News
7 Summer Olympics

25

NNetwwsil10100

7 News

for *oer

326iNfeSP°°11

film account of the
exploits of the famed flying fighters of
World War II. With
John Wayne, Paul
Kelly and Anna Lee.

10:10'

26 Greatest
Headlines

1:05

2N

Fop

Plays of the

Films of football

highlights.

10:15

26 Cinema Speed(

7 The Joey illansp

1:10
2 Movie
"Everybody Does
It" A socialite thinks

Show
9 Movie

an opera singer, but

10a0
5 Tonight Shoe

"The Honeymoon

Machine" A trio of
sailors try to use the

ship's computer to

she has a future as

her husband

becomes a smashing

success when he

switches from

te wheel. With SteVe

business to singing.
With Paul Douglas,

McQueen, Bfiggette
Bazlen, Jim Hutton,

Celeste Holm.

beat a casino roulet-

Linda Darnell,

Paula Prentiss and
the machine.
11 NET Playhouse

A millionaires

Rolls' Royce knocks

over a young girl's

motor scooter in
"The Mayfly and

1:30

7 News
1:35
7 Reflections
2:35

9 Five Minutes to
Live By

the Frog."

3:10

10:55-

2\blovie

"The Stratton
Story" is a sen-

2 News
3:15
2 Meditation

EEK & MEEK

care not to antagonize others.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

Jan. 20) --Let new ideas have
another day or two before you
bring them out into the open.
Haste makes waste.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

19) --Watch for an opportunity

to do a favor for one in an
authoritative position. You
can depend upon returns.

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
21) --Keep to your original
plans if this day is to live up
to its potential. A change now
could cause considerable loss.

ARIES (March 22 -April

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER

Solitude

29) --Put off socialising until
late in

the day. Take first

MOW'

things first, completing each

one you begin. A day for

LEFTY

change.

Gtki) MAW/

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21)-Sign-or don't sign --contracts on the strength of your

PUT A BALI.

wanly

own best judgment today.
anything.

GEMINI (May 22 -June

where they compel high in-

AI

terest. Go on from there.

CAPTAIN EASY
MUCH

AS

I DEPLORE'

01-000511ED.
'AVE, NO

OKAY. I CAN TAKE A HINT' BUT MAY
I LEE YOUR PHONE TO TELL MY
ART &N at YOU CHAPS. WON'T OW.
YOUR-E*COI.LECTION4

HS A RICH GAMBLER...INDIFFERENT .
WHOA HE BUYS FROM.SIIT BAILS TONIGHT

U5E THAT PHOWist

frui
28 Expert

Answers to
Hideaword

pOet

THE WILLETS

pelt
pout
pole
pule
puce
plot
lout
lope
lute
'tope
tole

train

21 Crafty
23 Negative
reply
24 Plumlike
26 Weird

the employment scene. Maintain the status quo.

Ace.05FiiPg ASAINST THE
MAYOR IS THAT HE'6 1-051146.
HIS UNPOPULARITY I.

rtt.

TAKE THE GUNS
WHY. GOLLY: 'OW
COME YOH WING PJ PALI LETS GO INOIFE!
PIMP
WHAT riA
IF
I
THOSE BRAMBLES?

Loom* FOR I'LL

CHOICE IF.
VW KEEP
PRYING:

to keep phases of life separate.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
- This may not be the best
time for altering conditions on

cope
colt
cult
coup
cote
couple
cute
clue
clout
clot
cept
coupe
clop

(suffix)

14 Make
'possible
15 Level
16 Fish sauce
17 Apex
19 Displace a.

methods of operation can perk
up routine chores to the point

COUPLET

.5 ADisaease

10

letters

21 )--New and different

CANCER (June 22 -July

pit

"

11 Container
13 Greek

Don't take another's word for

23)-Don't take a stranger into
your confidence at this time.
The fewer who know your innermost thoughts, the better.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Home and professional matters can be intermingled to the
benefit of both. Don't attempt

ACROSS

I Only

IS 'THAT

BAR ?

(coll.)
31 Sole
33 Dispatched
34 Seepage
36 Biblical land
38 Egyptian god
of evil `
39 Land
measures
41 Iranian ruler
.43 49 (Roman)
44 New Zealand
aborigine
46 "Webfooter

State"

50 Woody fruit
52 Preposition
54 Vehement
a e**married
55

k

li,14INITO&MRTUAAM.,

Notng

57 Horse's gait
68 Glossy
surface
59 Base
60 Semiprecious
stone
61 Sweetsop

DOWN

I Strainer
2 Furbearing
mammal

3 Tropical
vines
4 Compass
point
5 Cain's victim
6 Narrow
roads.
7 Source of
wisdom
8 Globe
9 Sensed
12 Like a lion
13 Piece of

furniture

16 By oneself
18 Bards
20 Worker's

42 Anchorite
25 Cloth
.45 Narrow inlet
measures
27 Rebel (coll.) 47 Late actor,
28 Simple
29 Hermit ;;.;.1.48 Makes
es at
30 Boat paddA;W
32 Bestial

Perim*
35 Shefii.:
kit

-

parro
group (ab.) 37 Diifiguie'
22 Affirmative 40 Brand

rn
itl's name
(comb.

*Allan

*iVer

'I HE DAY

BUS IDirectory

0
0
0 "It

Service

N fQ
C°

3-Cemetelies & Lots

CLASSIFIED

Let us help make your DAY

LO
LO

N

Aviation
Auto Leasing
Auto Ports dnd Access
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campy
Automobile For Sole

Call "Eleanor" at 437-208,4

A<C
WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCKS
AND 2 STRONG MEN

0

BUY OR SELL CARS

All types of fencing, choinlink,

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

redwood 8. stockade. 647.0220

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259.6160

Bank.
This is the place, as the sign indicates, for the new Northwest Trust & Savings The
Allen Sommerfield pills the final touches on the sign at 311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
bank is planning an organizational meeting Nov. 6 for persons interested in purchasing stock.

Brickwork
Brickwork

259.5233

It Hoffman Estates wins a
court battle against the Cook

359.1906

Appellate Court now," Mayor
Roy Jenkins said Tuesday.

magnitude to the village."

It is fighting the district's
acquisition of 2,508 acres for
a forest preserve within the

AN ATTORNEY for

"It's a young village thar is
just starting to expand and it
will need more money for new
schools as it starts' to grow.

the

said the forest preserve district

The district announced purchased the land from . a

land through condemnation
proceedings from a California
developer for $11,035,200.
The area is bounded by the

have had their driver's

licenses suspended for three
traffic violations and two Des
Plaines men had their licenses

ed industrial growth in

He said the district

de-sac; James A. Pagni, 1400

Northwest Hwy.; Terence L.

toxicated

back and asked for more."
Ganz said he sees no legal
precedent that would allow
the village to protest the sale.

Schwartz, 8840 Western;

License suspensions were

Gregory T. Thompson, 1626
Lunt; John I. Lightner, 9640
Golf Terr; John L. Marinello,
7408 Sprucewood; Roger L.
Woods, 2600 Golf Rd.; Edwin

given to

Arlington Heights: Paul G.

Hilclinger, 410 N Douglas;
Lee J Howard 619 S.
Walnut, Richard H. Turner,
662 W Central, Russell R.

to a church or some other

Romeo R Rodriguez, 1439 S.

Sdrv.

Carpet Installation

would have no say in the mat-

ter. This is the same kind of

DEPENDABLE CARPET

Wall to Wall, new or used
Repairs & Shift Steps. 'Free

case."

J. Hayes, 4726 Arbor.

Belmont, Rodolfo J. Torres,
100 E Palatine, Stephen H.

cleaning.

Pl.

296.6365

nontaxable body the village

Short, 4843 Wilke; Dorothy

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, t/2
price w/this od. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,

drapery
painting,
priced. Des
Low

"If the land had been sold

L. Wright, 970 Rose.
Rolling Meadows: Thomas

Larsen, III E Thomas;

vs.

Estimates.

Mount Prospect Bruce M.

Metcalf, 617 Larkdale;
George E Nohr, 910 S.

William, Herbert J Redmond,
412 S Pine
Michael B.
Des Plaines
Blackman, 8838 Dee; Joseph

MOVIES

W Donahue, 945 W. Grant;
John I Lightner, 9640 Golf
Terr , Michael L. Pokosa,

:328 Fargo, Ralph A.

Niedcrt, 1367 Oakwood;
Phillip M Bourland, 1330 E.
Rand, John W Fink, 375 S.
Lynn, Donald E -Hatfield,

1330 E Rand, Peter F.
Schavitz, 138 E. Drake;
Edwin L Wright, 970 Rose;

Rolling Meadows: Michael

Clark, 4921 Wilke;

Hayes, 4726

Arbor, James .1 Kuczek, 4307

Wilke

Henry P Binkoski, 765
Dulles, and Jimmy S. Burrell.
1420 Algonquin, both of Des
Plaines, have had their licenses
revoked for driving while
intoxicated

ARLINGTON THEATRE.

115

N.

Evergreen,

Ceramic Tile
255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Arlington

N & N CONCRETE

Trash Removal Steps -

Heights.
Bandelero: no times available

Ways

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Matter Of Innocence and The Detective: Weekdays: 6:20,
8:20, and' 10 p.m., Weekends: 3, 4:50, 6:30, 8:30 and 10:10

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount

PROSPECT'THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
Half A Sixpence: no times available.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

Drive -

Walks.

RESIDENTIAL
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

5:45, 7:55, and 10:05 p.m.

and 8:30 p.m., Sunday: 1:45, 5, and 8:20 p.m.

-

529.3463

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
The Fox and How Sweet It Is: Weekdays and Weekends:

Spree: Weekdays and Weekends: 2:13, 5:18, and 8:22 p.m.,
Adam and Eve; Weekdays and Weekends: 3:35, 6:40, and
9:45 p.m.
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
Bandelero: Weekdays: 6:30 and 9:45 p.m., Saturday: 3:25,
6:45. and 10 p.m.
Thelaast Continent: Weekdays: 8:15 p.m., Saturday: 2, 5:15,

Patios

Floors

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS . FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

p.m.

Prospect.

-

patios

Driveways,

>-

sidewalks,

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, retaining walls.
Free Estimates

773-1261

Custom Draperies

No job too small.
Equipped for complete custom
drapery work with
17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

"ELEANOR"
Dog Grooming

Meadows.
.Sound of Music: Werekdays'and Weekends; 6 and 9 p.m.
53 OUTDOOR THEATRE, Rt. 12 and Hicks Rd., Palatine.
Violent Ones, Angry Breed, and, Carmen, Baby: Weekdays

POODLE GROOM,ING

Russell

1

E.

Thomas, Raymond E. Roths
Jr , 2822 Briarwood; John H.

Wilde, 1305 KensingtOh;

Cyril J Pattin, 1815 N.

Verde; Romeo R.' Rodriguez,
1439 'S Belmont; Herbert S.

Swan "Jr , 1147 N. Dryden;

Michael 0. Tomei, 535

and Weekends: 7 p.m.

OASIS THEATRE, Bensenville.
Torture Garden and Anzio: Weekdays and Weekends: 7:30,
8:45, and 10 p.m.'

THEATRE

Orchard, Dennis J.. Shaw,

COUNTRY. CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount

1660 N. Vail
Mount Prospect: Robert L.

Prospect.

IIT,

Instructor

William Brennan, 1537'N.
Kaspar, Arlington Heights,
been appointed an instructor in the physics department at Illinois Institute 'of
hes

Technology He is one of 42
new faculty Members at I IT.

planting, grade work. 537-1411
QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

The Owl and The Pussycat: Tuesday throught Friday: 8:30
p.m., Saturday: 7:50 and 10:50 p.m., Sunday and Monday:

7:30 p.m.

MILL RUN PLAYHOUSE, Golf Mill, Niles.

Angel Street, starring Ray Milland: Tuesday through Friday:
8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30 and

individuallZed -styling. Holiday
formals, resort lathes designed

Shortening of hems on coals;
dresses,

suede

coats,

repair 8.. replace zippers on
Pants, jackets etc; Also men's
7554161
clothing.

-.701:DRAPERY REPAIRS

10:50 p.m.': StInday: 7:30'p.m.

81

To Rent Misielloneops
To Rent Resort Properties
To Rent; -Stores, Offices

79
77
102
92
42
82

Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

ADVERTISERS

CHECK YOUR ADS,
Ativertilers aro:requested to
check the first insertion of

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..'

FALL SALE 50% OFF

On all custom made fabric slip.
&
reupholstering,
plastic covers.

$12 plus material
$22 plus material
$15 plus material

Choirs
Sofas

Seals

827-0609
RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.'
Ideal for new - lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd: Load - $15.00
'

&

covers

Call 327.1752

the

requiters.

notify -vs at ante.

$20 Paints Most RooMs
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9.0849 Tires, 8, Wed. eves.

OFF,
CALL

Correct-

255-7200
OR
IN DES PLAINES AREA

296-6640

2441elp Wanted Men

PRESSMAN
FLEXOGRAPHIC
2nd SHIFT
Top pay for experienced man.
Hospitalization, paid vocation and profit shoring.
.

Wheeling, III.

1150 S. Willis

An Equal Opportunity Employer,

Tile

WAREHOUSEMEN

Dick's Tile
Wall Tile . New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repa.rs

437.4093

Transmission Service

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.
Needs mature experienced men for Warehousing and generarstore work.

Unusally Good Working Conditions

Repairing
Used Pianos Wonted
Tuning

Ned Williams

Good Joh Grind Pny, Benefits
255-8400
Mt. Prospec: ;
150 W. Rand Road
Across from Randhurst

APPLY: MR. FINE

Tuning - Repairing
392-6817

Upholstery
Free

Custom. Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

Shell Decorating
'350-9030

Wrought Iron

Panning & Decorating
and Wall Washing

Customized wrought

George Klein 392.0803

824-9086

TOWER PACKAGING, INC.

Tailoring

529-2840

. Painting -Decorating

Des

PHONE 255-7200

r'AAMCOTransmissions
Art ins
Bud dJ N W Hwy
259-9440

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable; Under. $50.

Rd.,

Ronci

Plaines

be

ions aro accepted -by phone.
9 to 9 weekdays is 9 to 12
Saturdays.

FREE ESTIMATES

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

Ertanc will

resitified by republication
for ens hisartiel.
Please chock your ,ads and

awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.
647.0220

look'new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

- Meyers
"Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

1530

first' incorrect'

Storm Windows
X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

os

benefits

.

.

Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber glass

though it has been sodded. We
also take care Of evergreens,
shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
I don't core how bad your lawn
looks.; we 'will repack it, make it

SALESNIIAN

Good future and

error or omission; the -news.
paper will be responsible for

ALPINE INTERIORS

827.7588

Lawn lovers! We give
expert lawn service. We will
grow you a lawn anywhere

WANTED
FULL OR PART TIME

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Atten:

Call 827-7880
From 9 A.M. to 9 P M.

at
classified ditparttiseat
coca in *Met that commies
can bio
mode.- In the event of
.

insertion ;and only. to the
tent of the space that-tho

Installed

work.

their isdiertisornent and in
Sato of error to notify the

(Color er black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl Hts
17.5 Evergreen
' CL 5-5692

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

PART TIME
Permanent employment
available doing Janitorial

xINNEY SHOES

ONLY

Shrubs
Rototilling &

755 W. Dundee Road
Wheeling

18

Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places

Radio and T.Y. Repair

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

terior

8,. Interior.

iron. Ex-

647.0220

10:30 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

PHEASANT RUN PLAYHOUSE, St. Charles.
Glad Tidings, starringAnnMiller: Tuesday through Friday:
8:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinee: 2 p.m.; Saturday; 6:30 and

To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
.73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses

weeding. Residential and com

'

.Relietnerepleating, rehemniing
we:437-2884.

ACE HARDWARE

Rays

,

Drapery, Repairs.

86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale . 91
Real Estate 94
Loans Mortgages
95
Real Estate -Service
88
Real Estate -Vacant
96
Real EstateWanted

RZpaired. Home Service Calls
All Bonk Credit Cords Honored

-

Clerk
Apply in person

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Evergreens

Retail Hardware

Real Estate -Apt. Building . 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property . 89

grass cutting, fertilizing, d -

to order.. Cooanoted wedding
parties. Alterations, Near Rand255.0348
hurst.

14

,.

Dependable
Fast Clean
Plastering & Drywall Service
CALL 255.3822

For

SAVE YOUR EYES!

Mtirals
Dressniiiking-SeWing

69
56

Personals

Complete lawn care available,

Sod
Trees

.5

.

It's T.V. Checkup time. Antennas

Masonry

437-2084

skirts,

.

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices

Day or Eve. 766-7256

COMPLETE LANDSCAPING

soldry

Call evenings after
pm
966-5325

13

.PLEASE.

Plastering

Radio -TV Repair

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.

will make your lawn look

MEADOWS -THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling

LI

maintenance, trimming, power
raking, aerating, sod, seed,

in the sun or in the shade. We

and 9:55 p.m.

Larsen,

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

All phases of yard work. Lawn

whether the 'soil is poor or rich,

Custom Draperies

The'Odd Couple: Daily and Weekends: 2, 3:45, 5:45, 7:50,

Fall Savings For
Exterior Work
359-0993
Roy Rood

estimates.

residents

R,

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance

-

Grading. All work guaranteed.
No job too big or small. Free

Concrete Work

Prospect.

Archer, 123 W. Suffield;

HARBUT'S LAWN MICE.

'KEY TILE CO,

PROBATIONARY permits
have been issued to 22 area
Arlington Heights: John C.

debris. 457-0389

merciol. Satisfaction assured.
Free estimates.
Call 255-6855

255.3642

Amusement
Calendar

Walker, 909 S Walnut.

Residential
Commerciol
.Apartments"
Specializing in kitchen cabinets
and furniture refinishing. Free
immediate service.
estimates

BLACK DIRT, sand, stone
fill, any amount. Also pick up

Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
rm. & hall carpet. Sofas 59.95 &
up. 894-9141.
Well to Wall carpet & turn.
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
exp. Free estimate. Call Joe
253-9046 - 761-688P

excluded 500 acres from its
purchase at the request of
Jenkins, "and then he came

INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

Landscaping
or

Carpet Cleaning

this

area."

Decker Jr., 904 S. Golf Cul-

revoked for driving while in-

siding.
UNITED ENGINEERS 823-0828

Excellent starting

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Gerag Sale 31
Situations Wanted - ten 21
Situations Wanted.
22
Women
74
To Rent Apartments

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

5 nights per week

90
50
65

Rooms -Board -

CL 9-0495

381.1972

room additions, rec rooms and
dormers. Vinyl and aluminum

land would suffer if we allow-

3 Generations

Janeal Draperies

Nights
Hoffman Estates

5

23

.

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

Coll me for free estimates on

"we thought the rest of the

Lauritz Jensen

Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

259-5887

ON REMODELING & REPAIRS

FOREST PRESERVE at-

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

On all custom mode draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.
Lowest Prices
Highest Quality

Save time & money

torney Alan Ganz said the industrial site was not excluded
from the acquisition because

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

20% OFF SALE

Maintenance Man

83

Nursery Schools -

529.7774, After 6 p.m.

Interior Decorators

After 6 PM

said.

Exterior Painting at its finest.
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

CERAMIC LESSON S

NO JOB TOO SMALL

259.0641

299.3159

Quality Paint Service

Experienced instructor. Mon. &
evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
Tuns
firing.
supplies,
Greenware,
259-5930
Customized 'gifts,

Carpentry
Painting inside & out

"If they turn us down, we'll
go to the Supreme Court," he

.

24.Help Wanted Men

26
30
47

.

Electrical
Plumbing

to the sale.

FREE ESTIMATES.

827.4637

Instruction

HOME HANDYMAN

village has a right to object

Journell, 1605 Barberry; Gary
L. York, 203 Denee.
Des Plaines: John W. Fink,
375 S. Lynn; Douglas' D.

EDMOND GRAY

24

Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111
.
55
Musical Instruments

tenor & exterior work.
insured. All work guaranteed.

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt,
Also Roof Repairing

work, remodeling & barn

NO JOB TOO SMALL
For Apprentice Carpenter.
359-2756
Reasonable.

court that in this situation the

25 Area Drivers
Lose Licenses
Twenty-three area residents

try

work.
CALL SH 1.6900 anytime or
837-3764 after 7 p.m.

Hennessy said the village
would attempt to persuade the

Hennessy cited the im-

north, Barrington Rd. on the

(i)

development," he said.

intervening in the case."
He said the village is taking
the case to court to "establish
a precedent."

Northwest Tollway on the

The Sky is the Limit.

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower
work; welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpen-

in.
Fully

Pismo students wonted.
Palatine area. 358-2699
after 4 P.M. trod week ends.

2

Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found

SPECIAL

& winter rates on all

Fall

Home Repairing

No job tocAmall.

instead of the industrial

private corporation "and we
have no legal precedent for

Monday it had purchased the

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

23 -instruction
7

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

Fully
workmanship.
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Day or Eve. 766.7256

tda small. 766-8034

baby sitting 357.1906

(To Rent)

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR'

Reasonable rates

29
57

'
Furniture
Industrial Property

Quality

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

Child Core
Reliable W011,111 wants to go cut

Home Furnishings -

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 698-2322

GENERAL

remodeling & additions. No job

If the Forest Preserve takes
this tract, the money will have
to come from a raise in taxes

village; Bernard J. Hennessy,

village

Coll "the rest" then coil "THE
BEST" for ex pert carpentry,

industrial and has "great

"But we have no precedent for
this."

District, it could establish a
precedent in municipal law.

Dorothy J

Call for Estimate

CC

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating
BEST REF.

588-5370

28

Help Wanted Men
Help Wonted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women .

E.J. ERICSSON

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
CL 5-8237

27

36

Food and Delicacies
Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5.3991

General Hauling

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter work tile Floors

portance of the tax base involved. He said 415 acres
within the area is planned for

County Forest Preserve

J

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

and Sutton Rd. on the west.
"We have a case before the

east, Bode Rd. on the south

BY BARRY PEI ERSEN

Carpentry -Remodeling

10

Florists

NEW WAY PAINTING

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns &
Custom
Scratches Removed. Repairs 8.
_,FLq7151p
re.gluing.

14 yr. old girl will do baby
sitting - Des Plaines area.
299-8486
fate Lyrice Artist
will do work for
Private party or business.

3

Agencies -Men

Decorating & Remodeling

Furniture Refinishing

IRONING DONE
IN MY HOME
537.4433

a

Employment Agencies.
Women
Employment Service
Women
Equipment Rentals

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Pointing & Tiling,
Cl 3.111B
Wall Papering

529-1211

finished $19.95

ED FORAN

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

12
Day Comp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

259-5337

Ecklund Floor Service

hanging. Estimates cheerfully
given. 394.1665, Mt. Prosp.

17
9

Hobbies

Coins

decora-

&

ting. Interior, exterior, & paper

15

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots

Frei- Estimates

Average rm. sanded sealed &

Wetteland Pointing

66

Business Services

CALL HAUCK & SON

Floor Maintenance

11 -Business Services

Business Service Directory 16

interim Erten°, Pointing
Work Guaranteed

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

We Don't

week. 259-0929

37
38
39

Business Personals

Painting -Decorating

Fencing

Auto Repair

TOWING SERVICE.

Hoffman Estates On New
Ground In Land Battle

296-6640

going north on Arl. His. Rd. to
Haddow for extra $1 or $2 a

64

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day, The Des
Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.,
Copy Deadline for Business Directory Thursday 3:00 P.M.

station between 5:15 pro & 6 pm,

101

Boats and

FOR ADVERTISING

14 -Personals

Wanted: ride from Arl. His. NW

106
103
99

Automobiles Wonted
Barter and Exchange

'

.137-6653.

20
109
105
107

Auction Sales

OR

white cot with gray &
block spots, named "Sparky."
Lost:

34

Arts and Antiques

CUSTOM

(i)

13lost and found
35
75

Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share . 71

DRAPERIES

255-7200

0648

Air Conditioning

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

CL 5-8232

2 double lots located in St. John's
Cemetery in Wheeling. $300. 439-

INDEX

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable

(aMS)
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Wednesday, October 16, 1968

VAULT CLERK
The person we seek will be an active retired man to work in
our blueprint vault. This position requires the ability to be on
your feet most of the day. No experience necessary. 5 day
week, 8 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Monday through Friday.
This

Is the ideal way to supplement your pension earnings.
STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

VAPOR CORPORATION
NILES

6420 W. HOWARD ST.

ALL 255-7200 oR 296-6640

967-8300

Amequol opportunity employer

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

Wednesday, October 16, 1968

Page 14

MAN WANTED

to work 5:15 PM to 8:15 PM,
Monday thru Friday, $33 a

24 -Help Wanted Men

24Help Wanted Men

man or ooy whin car to deliver
newspapers to home Sunday

AM only, good pay for a few
hours work Elk Grove News, 199
Kings St 439 0286

week. Call:

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

Mount Prospect
News Agency

Work a few hours in the evenings

and Saturday. Earn up to $30

392-1830

per week.
539-7672

-

DESIGN DRAFTSMEN

If you are a draft exempt individual with a minimum of 2 to
4 years experience in design drafting with a small electro
mechanical manufacturer you could be the individual we are
seeking. Advancement opportunities within the engineering
field accompany fine progressive benefits. Salary will be
based upon previous experience and education. Applicants
are requested to bring In sample drawings of their work.
interested applicants call or stop by:

WANTED

Full time man for paint and
wallpaper store Good salary

MEN

and benefits

Would an extra income help with Christmas shopping? Would

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

The Paint Spot

Des Plaines

,

.

824-1188

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE 2nd FLOOR

.

MACHINE MAINTENANCE MEN

Office Open Til 9 P.M.

WIEBOLDT'S

PART-TIME

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

janitor work for school
cafeteria Hours 11 a m to 3
Light

p m lunch included

BETWEEN 8 30 & 1

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Prefabricated aluminum enclosures. Experience in bridge
construction or construction of Butler.type buildings helpful.
Degree preferred.

WANTED
Boy to deliver morning

Hill Apts Rand & Arl Hts.
Rd ALSO boys for afternoon
various

locations

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN
Minimum of 3 years college, and 3 years experience pre-

UNION CAMP CORP.

Experienced in welding aluminum and steel. Heliarc, auto-

100 E. Oakton St.

matic wire feed, etc.

If you are interested, please come in anytime during the week

Excellent starting rote. Call or apply in person.

To fabricate structural components from aluminum extru-

mail.

.

FOR INTERVIEW CALL - L. ADAMEC 634-3131

Aptakisic Rd., Between 83& Milwaukee, N. of Wheeling

SALES ENGINEER

255-7200 after 6 PM

Quotation and sales correspondence experience in punch
press equipment field preferred, but will train qualified man

TURN -STYLE
(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shop-

I 26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington

with knowledge of punch press stamping operations.

Heights.)

Challenging position with Cifulure in rapidly growing organi-

C$$HRIS$ I MAS

zation.

PART TIME

STANDARD STATION

Work 4 to 5 Hours, Mon. thru Fri.
Permanent Jobs Close To Home
Flexible Starting Hours

PERFECTO ENGINEERING, INC.

6 PM to 10:30 PM

437-8376

437-1200
An Equal Opportunity EmplaVer

Do not overlook the cleaning field as a source of additional
income for you and your family. Our professional system
makes the old concept of janitorial work outmoded. Above
average hiring rates with company benefits.

CAB DRIVERS
PART TIME MORNINGS
OR
FULL TIME DAYS

MIMI

Call 824-8213

THE NATION'S HOUSEKEEPER
MACHINE SHOP

MEN WANTED
We will teach you a trade In a growing plastics Industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

824-0144

MR. G. FLOOD

Elk Grove Village

79 Bond Street

experience, top pay to right

537-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

man, MACHINE ASSEMBLERS,

$2 75 an hour up, overtime,

WELDERS

all benefits, day work

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

NEW HIGHER RATES

MACHINE CO.
11900 W Franklin
Franklin Park
595 0144

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
BEFORE 5 P.M. Call 537-2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

Firemen

Village of

material

ILG Industries, Inc.

Mount Prospect

GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION

APPLY

Village Manager
112 E Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect, W.

571 S. Wheeling Road
537-6100

Wheeling, Illinois

SCHOOL

the

process

inspecting

in

Experienced

or Saturday interview for your convenience.

must be familiar with

...

40 hour week Year round

use of micrometer, age gauge,

CALL 537-6545
OR APPLY

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORK"
PACKER
Pack

and

inspect

finished

product In a paper converting
operation.

MOLDER
Operater rubber plate molding press. Equivalent to general factory
train you.

work. We will

Our employees enjoy a liberal benefit program Including
profit sharing, free life insurance, group health Insurance,
credit union and regular wage reviews. The conveniences

SALESMAN

TURRET LATHE OPERS.

Apply in person at

GRINDERS

General Molded Products, inc.

AUTOMATIC CHUCKER OPERS.

Subsidiary of

MATERIAL HANDLERS

SUNBEAM CORP.

our employees have include ample close -in parking, modern
cafeteria, completely air conditioned building and bus
service from Mt. Prospect to and from our plant.

1444 S. Wolf Rd.

CALL OR COME IN

nities

Wheeling

.

S.W. Corner of Palatine & Wolf Roads

439-8500
Kinney Shoe Stores

INC.
Arlington Heights

ARE

Call 966-3700 "
Ask for A. Fred Lobo

NO. 1

ITT BELL & GOSSETT

WITH

8200 N. Austin
Morton,Grove, III.

MOTOROLA

dishwashing machine and run the dish-

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Has Immediate Openings For:
MATERIAL
HANDLERS
We offer better pay, $2.91 per hour, better working conditions and superior fringe benefits which include:
AUTOMATIC INCREASES
COMPANY PAID INSURANCE
COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCE
LIBERAL VACATION PLAN
10 PAID HOLIDAYS
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT

C M C. - an equal opportunity employer and a leading manufacturer of
internal combustion engines for aircraft and commerciql application, has
expanded its international service warehousing operations to:

-1801 Touhy Street, Elk Grove Village, Illinois
APPLY BY CALLING PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT - 345-8200

Join a Winning Team
Tackle.The High Cost of Living

We are opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate
washing operation.

JOBS OFFER:

Block The Bill Collectors

FIBERGLASS

Gain Your Goal of Security
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers

TRAINEE

Good Starting Fay
Excellent Working Conditions
Paid Holidays
Paid Vacation
Health and, Life Insurance Plan
..
-. Profit Sharing

Line Wirers & Solderers

Inspectors

Excellent job opportunity for men or women who

would like to learn a trade with a solid future.
The applicant we choose will be trained in all
basics of fiberglas fabrication. Excellent starting
salary and fringe benefits.

0
MOTOROLA
..

.

.

.

..

437-5400

MOTOROLA

Miss Gaffke

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 AM to 3PM
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 AM to 8 PM
Saturday: 9 AM to 12 Noon

APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday:, 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

.

nocuf

ENGINEERING COMPANY

AlgOnqUirland Meacham Roads
2375 Estes Ave.

Schaumburg

An equal opportimity
employer .
...

(Days & Nights)

Stock Keepers
Clerical Openings

IS AT.

i

__

Conditions

Profit Sharing

THE GOAL LINE

APPLY NOW

.

Communications Technicians

Custodians

TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay
Automatic increases
Outstanding Working

If you ore looking for rapid advancement coil

.

.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION

YOU

DISHWASHERS
the

201 N. Hawthorn Avenue, Melrose Park, Illinois

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Liberal vacation, Christmas bonus, 10 paid holidays, incentive plan, company paid pension plan,
free insurance & hospitalization.

Equal Opportunity Employer

WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS,
711 W. Algonquin Road

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

up to $3.33 for assemblers.

Ri TOOLS

POW E

30c

NOW IN EFFECT!

Up to $3.28 per hour for drill press operators &

Illivw

--

INCREASE

GENERAL FACTORY

Public Schools
District 25

High school graduate
Good promotional opportu-

25c

1, 2, & 3 SHIFTS AVAILABLE

ASSEMBLERS

Arlington Heights

Full Time

NEW

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

We are staffing new air conditioned
plant. You will receive a good salary
and excellent benefits, including proMUST HAVE OWN TRANSPORTATION

227

IS WAITING FOR YOU!

255-4500

DRILL PRESS OPERS.

Hospitalization
employment
and inedicalinsurance

St.

Rolling Meadows

plug gauges, etc.

fit sharing and yearly bonus plan.

CUSTODIAN

Microdyne Inc.
1600 S. Hicks Road

INSPECTORS..

Come to a company that cores about YOU. If you are presently working please call and we will arrange an evening

Ages 21 35

No experience necessary even if you hove never

Interviews at your convenience

security.

Police Officers

Here is your chance for that extra income that
comes in handy for Christmas. We have interesting assembly work in a clean modern plant.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

In addition to our competitive wage rates we offer a liberal
benefit program, pleasant working conditions, and JOB

MR. MATHESON

AT

1150 S. -Willis

program for aggressive young men with some work -related
experience and/or vocational training.

Assemblers
Wirers
Solderers
Inspectors
Machine Operators

COME IN OR CALL
MR. BOWSER

(SKILLED AND APPRENTICE)

As a result of a recent wine reopener settlement, we can
offer you an excellent starting rate with periodic increases.
We are looking primarily for welding on heavy gauge steel.
We also give a few openings in our apprentice welding

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

fee break and clean working condition's:

537-2512 - after 5 p.m.

NOONAN

SALES CLERKS
Full and Port Time - Days and Evenings

done assembly work' before you can learn our
procedures easily. You'll enjoy our friendly
atmosphere --background music -15 minute cof-

COME IN OR CALL

LATHE OPERATOR, job shop

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRANING:

$$

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS

PROFIT SHARING RETIREMENT PLAN

in Morton Grove

.

126-Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

EVENINGS

1630 N; Rand
Palatine, Ill.

WAIIT ADS

To supervise mail room service and distribute and collect

For night & midnight shifts.

CL

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES, INC.

PART TIME

W
South
3-6100,
Ext

JUST CALL 299 -8811 --ASK FOR LORETTA MROZ

MAIL CLERK

1700 HICKS ROAD ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

NORTH ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS NEWS AGENCY
253 7150

301

these hours,

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Call Linda Gam mill

FULL TIME

Des Plaines

between 8:45 a.m. and 5 p.m. If you cannot make it during

MACHINE OPERATORS

sions. Experience necessary. Electric saw, drill, punch press,
etc. Clean, pleasant work in unfactory-like surroundings.

SALARY AS TO EXPERIENCE

newspaper route at the Circle

it

Good Starting Rate - All Employee Benefits
Steady Employment With Overtime
Excellent Opportunity For Advancement

Excellent opportunity for mechanically inclined men to become

e

Beginning in early afternoon

Iz

1st, 2nd & 3rd Shifts

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

part of a Post growing electronic component manufacturing
operation. Responsibilities include: maintance on automatic
assembly equipment, light set-up, & some spare part making.

Full or Part Time

392 8454

ley

CORRUGATED BOX WORKERS

WELDER

SPORTSWRITER

CALL VERNA

4'

Immediate Openings For:

ferred.

1st & 2nd SHIFTS

GOOD SALARY -PLUS 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

in

You Will Too - If You Can Qualify
For One Of These Openings

days.

11 W Davis
Arlington Heights

newspaper routes

UNION CAMP CORP.

Experienced man to calculate and lay out hotwater and steam
heating systems. Degree preferred.

Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.

you like to help "run -a -store" for one day a week? We are
looking for a man who could help with supervision on Sun-

"WE LIKE WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men and Wonien

HEATING ENGINEER

LITTELFUSE INC.

Are you available every Sunday from now until Christmas?

CALL IN PERSON

ti.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Waited Men

1 24 -Help Wanted MOO

24 -Help WNW Mu

24 -Help Wanted Men

I

24 -Help Waded Men

,

Elk Grove Village

/

MOTOROLA
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG -

An equal opportunity employer

THE DAY

TELLERS

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

SALESWOMEN & SALESMEN

Arlington Hts. needs ex
perienced tellers. Liberal

RAND & RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

benefits.

Chicago Motor Club - AAA

Call Miss Pawlowski
259-7000

824 9348

We are interviewing to fill openings for sales representatives f6r Northwest Suburban area.

First Arlington
MEN PART TIME

largest

CALL MR SCHENK

Mon thru Fri
1 pm 5 pm ONLY

Des Plaines, III.

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

297 4097
1101 Oakton Strc et
400 Lce Street

DISHWASHER

MON.-SAT.

TRAINEE
Fine opportunity for a
young ambitious man to
begin a sales career in
electronic components
industry
EXCELLENT

FRINGE
BENEFITS

Mrs Maicke
For Interview
Appointment

jor Suburbs.

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINE
Arlington Hts.

392-9300

Des Plaines
827-6141

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all Ma-

GRINDING

NOW IS THE TIME

ical test equipment Pleasant working conditions
Excellent fringe benefits,

Call DON at 299-7191
Ext. 35
LARSON in DES PLAINES

pitalization & 8 paid holidays
in person
call

-

ASSEMBLERS
MACHINE OPERATORS

Space & Systems Div
1200 Hicks Road

An equal opportunity
THE NEW
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

()PAID VACATION

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

*CAFETERIA

OPTICAL INC.
215 E. Propect

Mount Prospect, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

CALL 259-0740

NEEDS

HOUSEMEN
BELLMEN-DRIVER

Fc I best results use

Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00.P.M.

Excellent Starting Salary

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

Plus Benefits Ideal
For Eve College Students

GENERAL TIME

FREE HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE

Progress in the World of Time

$600 UP - NO

FREE LIFE

6 HOURS COLLEGE AC-

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

COUNTING

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BONUS PLAN
PAID VACATIONS

7

UNIFORMS FURNISHED
APPLY TODAY

HOLIDAY INN
ELK GROVE

VILLAGE

1000 Busse Rd.

miss 'IT
ON THESE

EXCITING
OPENINGS

(Rte 83)

ASSEMBLERS
ASSEMBLER HANDLERS
GENERAL FACTORY
All Shifts

IMMEDIATE
OPPORTUNITY
for capable young family man
Learn a trade that is in &mond
throughout America todny.

Establish your self in the fastest growing industry in Amen.
ca today, servicing food and

ALSO: GENERAL OFFICE(Female)

for advance-

think you would like to

School Grad.

give us

WIDE

DON'T

* Hospitalization

* Free transportation to and
from home
* Uniforms furnished

* Company Paid Insurance
* Profit Sharing
* Steady Employment

380

Suburbs.

traveling around

all of the trades and services
for supervisors all the way
from trainees to top experience.

Call
HALLMARK,

Smith,
Steve
380
827-7706,

Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
in Chicago and

Also offices

all Major Suburbs.

DRAFTING

$475-525

* Good Starting Rates
* Merit Increases
* Product Purchase Discount

COCKRELL
.

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
449-8070
815.338-

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

KEEP UP WITH

ENGINEERS MS PhD

$20,000 - NO FEE
MAJOR NEW R&D PROGRAM
MECHANICAL -

ELECTRONIC
SCIENTIFIC

Call JIM 'at 299-7191 Ext. 55
LARSON in DES PLAINES

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

INFLATION,, GET A

RAISE OR A

3200

be available to assist you.

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

PARKER

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Safety Inspector
Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL. .
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

Trainee -$8,400 + Car
one of the most interesting jobs available. You
will be trained to inspect ofThis is

.

factories, stores, commercial and hi -rise buildings
for violations of the safety
code. You will determine if
fices,

DUNTON
CALL MR. WALL 3 92-61 00
$700 up

Plastics Foreman

.... $700

Credit & Collection
Budget -Cost Acctg.

JUNIOR
ENGINEERS
and

Research

development

team are looking for several
brite young men that enjoy
a challenge to begin in quali
ty control lab and work into
totting and design.

WIDE

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

$11,000

.

$10.11,M
Purch Agt.
$600 up
Jr. Tax Accountant
Industrial Eng., No Deg. $700
Shipping Clerk
$150
Computer Opr. 360 . $7,500

exist! If they are present your
No

CURRENT

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

815-338-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

COMPUTER
OPERATORS

.

$12,000 Up

Mgmt. Trainees -59-12,000
5 Warehousemen

.

.

$44500

Young Off Mgr.

$153
$165
$700
$900

Model Makers
Time Study Tech.
Controller Understudy .
Working Stock Boss .$120 Up
59-516,000
Acctg. Fields
.
System Credit Mgr. . $10,000
Prod. Control Mgr. ..50PEN
Mach. Shop
$10415,000
.
Superv. .
Inside Salesmen . .$1504175
Jeep Lift Drivers ...$2.70 Up
Machine Trainees . .52.85 Up
.

Welders & Machsts. .5344.00
Esp. Machinists 53.50-54.00
Up

Free

HALLMARK, 3130 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices.in Chicago and all Mo-

Chicago area. No experience
necessary. No fee. Come in
or call.

Do.You Want Public
Contact, But Not
Sales? Start at
$600 -$700 -No Fee
You will be trained to
perform the function of good

will ambassador. No ex

14010-360/30 Disc..$500-5750
Cony. 1401C -H200
Tape
$550-$600
Use. P.I. now
9500-5680
Small Dept. -Days. $500-$625

perience is required, but you

Go Lead Man -Groom
$650

ed position that is just

Operate -20%

80%
$650

Console Trainee
Hogram Trainee.
Operations Supv.

prg.$5-

located With advancement
potential. Call.

$4004550
$500-$600
5700-5825

PROGRAMMERS
Move to Systems. $7-$12,000
Learn Man. Sys .. 97-512,000
H200 Conversion. $70041,000
Learn On -Line Sys.. $7,12,000
MIS Member
$700-$900
New Installation. $7004950
Soft Wear Exposure 51-51,500
$1,500
Any COBOL, RPG,

$741,200

BAL

Sf44t4eU
DIAL 392-6100
4 W. MINER ST.
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS
cos - write - come In
Interviews Day - Night - Sat.
NW Suburbs - 392-6100
Niles area call 825-7117

lar Suburbs.

TRAINEES
$600-$800 MO.

You will be completely trained In layout and design by

one of the leading local
firms, if

you have had any

$145-165.00

inplant seminars and on -the -

lob training with some of the

electrical or mechanical ex-

posure. College helpful. Age

best electronics engineers

Architectural, Mechanical,
Engineering, Construction,
and Manufacturing firms.

open.

MILITARY or tech school
training opens the door to

found anywhere. Any
above
opportunity
this

average

career

qbickly and your advancement
potential is unlimited. Call.

Variety Seeking
Electro-Mechanical
Draftsman -$800 Mo.
Engrg. Potential

OUTDOORS MAN

Hustling,
Engineer

High School grad, alert and
practical, who can learn to
visit job sites, and check progress reports, material re-

quisitions, work schedules,

ect. Top rated engineer
your

nre

a

fisherman, hunter, golfer, or
bowler, you and your boss

will be cronies right off the
bat!

progressive

Chief

for respected international firm' is offering a
top man a diversified position
loaded with career potential.
Job functions include board
work,

design

and

devel-

opment. Your finest opportunity. Immediate hiring.

Free IBM School
$1.19 Wk. + TO%
Bonus + Free
Our client will send you to IBM
School free, and pay your FEE
besides. Learn system and pro.
gromrnIng even If you've never

WIDE

benefits, Act Nowll

seen a machine before. But,

WIDE

WIDE

Any Accounting
Financial Assistant
$8,400 -No Fee

agination and ability to learn

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

If

time. These programs reserved exclusively for you. Call.

President of Finance.
Demonstrate your im

CALL 296-1043

you.

anxious to make up for lost

Is looking for a bright
personality with some college
accounting to assist the Vice

of Engineering / O'Hare

teaches

unlimited for ex-Gl-s who are

tion

Gordon Richards

TRAINING

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group In
the communications area. No
previous experience needed.
Your training will consist of

Program

$7,800-$9,600 No Fee
Opportunity is virtually

based 'corporation
yvith an international reputa-

FOR TECH

TRAINEES

Ex -Servicemen

Management

Chicago

CALL

ELECTRONIC

DRAFTING

pearance and enjoy meeting
people at all levels and in

all walks of life. Variety fill-

Spectra 70 lead man .. $500$650

must possess a neat ap-

$600-

.

Local N.W. Sub. firm wants to
staff their entire company
with ex -servicemen. Many unlimited opportunities utilizing
the skills and trades learned
in the service. Foremen - Maintenance - Warehousing - Electronic Tech and many other
positions. So don't hesitate.
Call Rick Miller at 827-7706,

making large purchases of
merchandise to be sold in
world-famous outlets in the

TAB OPERATORS

Soft Goods Mgr. -.TO $175
Shipg. Clerks ....$100-$130

travel to all ports

of call throughout the world,

OPENINGS

Learn Tape & Disc.. $500-$650

$11,000

$7,800 --No Fee
Learn to

NO FEES.

Layout Inspectors . .$135 Up
Customer Service .. $6-58,500

Sr. Ind. Engr.
Superintendent

International Travel
Buyer Trainee

show you what we can do
for you if a better situation
is what you sincerely want!

Computer Draftsmen $160-

re-

travel. No fee. Call.

An EDP specialist group that
has proved themselves in getting results. Call us -- let us

$620

Mfg. Manager ..$20,000 up
Warehouse 360 / 30 . To 12M
Welding Superv... $8410,000
Metal Fob Supery 58-510,000

experience

previous

quired, Chicago terr. No

DATA PROCESSING

Computer Cony. ..5500-$700
Train on 360 / 20. $500-$700
New Installation. .54504600
Days & Opportunity$5004750
Train for. EAM Spv.$6004800
Tab Systems Trn.. .55004700

$14,000

Personnel Trainee

298-5021

job will be to see that they
are corrected immediately.

SUBURBAN

Several Eng. Drafts.. $12,000
Chief Engineer

building improvements are
necessary or if fire hazards

be available to assist you.

Our new office is located

NEAR NW HWY. &

.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

BETTER JOB

Minimum of six months ex-

if you've had some experience,

then it means you'll get to the

298-5021

298-5021

PERSONNEL, INC.

298-5021

PERSONNEL, INC.

298-5021

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

PERSONNEL, INC.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

PERSONNEL,. NC.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Three other convenient locations to serve you

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Come Into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park)
Monday Thru Friday 8:30 A.M.-5 P.M.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Open Sat. Oct. 19th 8:30 A.M. Til ,1 2 Noon
Or Call Don Shetka - 956-0990 To Arrange .An Interview
Elk Grove Village, III.
2201 Lunt Avenue

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

'

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

3200

Chicagoland. Full company

zioeisite

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CL 5-4119

Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
in Chicago and all Major
HALLMARK,

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

NEW POSITIONS DAILY

in

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

in

WIDE

$125-$175 a Wk.

when you can get a better
opportunity in your own
field, and right In your own
areal We have openings in

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

civilian life.

College Lads (nights) . .5387
Several Drivers .. $3.86 + O.T.

No point

do,

What ever

call.

to work for you

put it

EX -SERVICEMEN

NO FEE

a

was with Uncle Sam we can

LARSON In DES PLAINES

$185-$225 A WEEK

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

your MOS, AFSC. or RATING

ATTENTION

25 FOREMEN

step and

in

start marching all over the

Good spot for a sharp High

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Locations in all areas of

sent
Automatic wage increases
* Sick pay with bonus plan

previous experience

stock sales, reservations.

CUSTOMER

EDUCATION REFUND

perience. Openings in

machines.

BENEFITS INCLUDE

to

urbs,

country looking for what you

Call JOHN at 299-7191
Ext. 32
Career Speciolists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also In Glenview at
729-6040

get a solid foot hold on
this rapidly moving area. No

Chicago and all Major Sub.

$475-675.

SERVICE MGR.
To $9000 to Start. Free

100 PERCENT

FREE COFFEE
BREAKS

112 5 Dryden Arlington Hts.

ACCOUNTING
TRAINEE
FEE

INSURANCE

COFFEE SERVICE

Day Want Ads

offices in

Plaines. Also

Des

Before you get

office,

at once for

Needed

PERSONNEL, INC.

AIR CONDITIONED
VARO

week, splendid opportunity for a young man
$160.

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy,

$250

HOLIDAY INN

COMMUNICATIONS -

298-5021

Good

VARO

*PENSION PLAN

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

employer

shift.

First

pay and benefits. Why
not inquire today? Call
259-8100 and ask for
Mr. Caro.

Day or Night Shift

Rolling Meadows, Ill

help-

considered

tions

14.

Progress in a world of
time

optics.

Excellent career opportunity. Previous experience in other occupaful. Central Mount Prospect location near North
Commuter
Western
Station and intersection
of Route 83 & Route

CL 9-0710
GENERAL TIME

industrial

sion

The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

or

learn

you

MOBIL

spot experience. Call Don
Morton at 827-7706, HALL-

DISCHARGED?

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

higher management or sales.
Call Frank Victor at 827-7706.

one of these important
skilled positions in the
fabrication of preci-

FOR A CHANGE!

free life insurance, hos-

while

Earn

TECH.

necessary. Don't hesitate!

YOUNG MEN

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape.,
Great opportunity to move into

DE -BLOCKING

,

Sahlin at 827.7706,

DROP -OUT

YOUR SKILLS

driving record. Car furnished

large company in the Northwest Suburbs desires young
accountants who are working
toward a degree. Call John

$145.$175a Week FREE

Good all-around maintenance
man can be chief in this company without previous top -

JUST

START A CAREER NOW
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

be over 21 and have clean

school,

AIRLINES

$700 UP -NO FEE

.ROUTE

night

attending

COLLEGE

NEW VETS

precision complex
parts, gauges & mechan-

'

ELECTRONIC

MAINTENANCE

jor Suburbs.

2001 E. Davis

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday thru Friday

For

Opportunity

SMALL PLANT

are

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Dos Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all ma

POLISHING

*

JR. ACCOUNTANTS.,
$600-$700 FREE

Coll John Sahlin at 827.7706.

Inspectors

vending

PROMOTION

desire and a good attitude.

FULL OR PART TIME

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

drink

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

we have a spot for you. A

BERKEY PHOTO
220 Graceland

296-8116

312-639-2361

Apply

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
AlsC, in Glenview at
729-6040

To $600

cluded.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL

Ext. 32
LARSON in DES PLAINES

LARSON In DES PLAINES

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

and company benefits in-

CONTACT

RAPID ADVANCE TO MGMT.

TRAINEE

being offered by our delivery
department. Applicants must

Major Medical, Life Insurance - Shift Premiums and Profit Sharing.

1 YR. EXP. - DEGREED
BUDGETING STAFF

Call JOHN at 299-7191

Call TOM at 299-7191 Ext. 27

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corporation. Only experience here is

Hospital,

-

ACCOUNTANT
$11,000 - NO FEE

SUBURBAN TERRITORY

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

956-1155

Call Don Weidner

paid holidays

LOCAL TERRITORIES

Call DAVE at 299-7191

If you have some college and

DRIVERS
Permanent positions are

-

SALES TRAINEE
$675 PLUS CAR NO FEE

MECHANICAL

SALES

Machine Operators (3rd Shift) to $3.40
Warehousemen (1st Shift) to $3.00
Packer Sorter (3rd Shift) . . to $2.25
Print Machine Feeder &
to $3.00
Trainee (2nd Shift)
Pleasant working conditions -paid vacations

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

111 S. Arlington fits. Rd.
Arlington Hts., III.

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

SALES

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in. Glenview at
729-6040

Free Training

NOW HIRING

N.W. SUBURBAN LOCATION
Cali TOM at 299.7191
Ext. 27
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists
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Wednesday, October 16, 1968

X-RAY, ELECTRO-

PERIENCE

SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS

REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.

coded

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL EX-

9 A.M.-3 P.M.
Mr. Gus' Restaurant

Division of

units Meals and uniforms pro

$800 EXP.-NO FEE

CALL CL 3-3500

827-1186 - Day or Everting

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

restaurant chain necds neat
dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines

FIELD SERVICE

$10,000 - NO FEE

DAYS

Sts.

carry out

PURCHASING
AGENTS

WANTED

McDONALD'S
America's

DANCE TEACHER
Must be versatile, experienced.
Good personality with children.

CALL - D. REYNOLDS

National Bank
Campbell & Dunton

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2 00 PER HOUR

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Full or Part Time

Growing bank in downtown

DAY SHIFT

Des Plaines

1 26 -Help Wanted Mena Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Mena Women

2441e1p Wanted Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

DES PLAINES
Three other locations
to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL. . . . 629-6770
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

DES PLAINES

DES PLAINES
Three other convenient
locations to serve you

LOMBARD, ILL . -629-6770
449-13070
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL. . 815-338.
3200

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL 815-338-

LOMBARD, ILL. . . . 629-6770
-449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL. . 815-3383200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

be available to assist you.

be available to assist you.

be available to assist you.

faster. Profit sharing,
liberal benefits, good location.
top

'High School Grads
$125 Week
+ Free Night School
Your finest opportunity to further your education while pre poring yourself for an important future role in manage-

ment. You will be trained in
all phases of this fine company's

operations from

the

ground floor up. Variety filled
opportunity that will make
working a pleasure. Immediate
hiring.

PARKER
117 S. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

THE DAY
Wednesday, October 16, 1968
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COMPUTER
OPERATOR

$700 DAYS - NO
FEE
6 MOS EXP 360 20
WILL LEARN SYSTEMS WORK
Coll BETTY at 299 7191

tA:-

io

28

21 -Employment Agencies Men

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTION
$120 UP - NO FEE

ies-Women

DOWNTOWN SUBURBAN, OF

Make travel arrangements for
six men, compose simple let
ters' and handle busy phones

Call BETTY at 299-7191
Ext. 24
LARSON In DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

OPERATOR

f ICE

small modern office. No

3 p.m. to I 1 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
Apply in person

Also in Glenview at
729 6040

'O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins

KEYPUNCH

at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

OPERATOR
Plush suburban office looking
for on experienced Alpha Numeric Keypunch Operator

DOCTOR'S

CREDIT

RECEPTION

COLLECTION

$600-750 MO

FAST PAY RAISES!

you're

If

ever growing International

madly

with

love

in

public contact here's an ideal

firm You will be completely
trained on the job Must be
draft Lump Act now,1

located

It's

job I

this areal

in

day shift. Any experiJan
ence
qualifies. Call
Roberts at B27-7706, HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines. Also offices in

Learn

to

receptionist.

his

be-

'He' prefers a complete beginner
who he can train to greet &

cielp

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

FULL

to
know his patients,
get
technicians - all the folks who

$500 plus
Attractive, well groomed

week, light hand work, no age
limit, profit sharing. Second

ore in & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set oppts. Days are busy and

woman to handle front desk
reception in AAA firm. Plug

10 p.m.

happy when you find yourself

necessary. Des Plaines.

things

doing

switchboard experience

for oil the nice

1496 MINER, 297-3535
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

building and bus service from
Mt. Prospect to and from our
plant.

629.6770
449-8070
815.338.

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK ILL

3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day A counselor will
be available to assist you.

brand new plush, plush,
(Crystal
office
suburban
chandeliers and deep carthe works!) This is for
pets
Computer
Director of
the
of
internationally
Services
known firm. In addition to
-

excellent starting salary, they
hove a wide scope of benefits
and automatic increases. Free.

28 -Employment Agencies Women

TOP GAL FRIDAY
$450 FREE

No shorthand Coll Jon Roberts

MISS PAIGE

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home
developments You'll be his secy.

Meet & work with people who
plan & put these towns on the
Free IVY,
1496 MINER, 297 3535
DES PLAINES

SWE3D-RECPT

woman to handle front desk reception in plush offices of well
known national firm. Variety of
duties. Salary open.

holmes & assoc.
Randhurst office, Upper level
392-2700

Suite 23A

perience necessary

Roberts at 827 7706,
HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy , Des Plaines

girl

the

as you decide where to go
on your free travel privileges,
that is one of your benefits
at this suburban travel agency You'll be trained as a

for

this

suburban

prestige

company. In addition to love
ly office surroundings, you'll
find a congenial group here.

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

AIRLINE PILOT'S
GIRL -$440

cellent increase when trained.

9 S Dunton 394 0880
Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster 966 0700
Morton Grove

BOSS WILL TRAIN YOUI
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

owns planes & charters them to
people who fly all over country.
You'll tend the office; pay bills,

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote flute
Easy location. Busy executives in

& out. You should like working
with people. That's what you'll
be doing most of the timel Sec

100% PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

DES PLAINES

On The Wall,

LOCAL RADIO
STATION

Who Is

Frankly, we ore too busy p ac-

fed out who

the

greatest

really mil

If you want to improve your se f in any area money, location, duties, hours, whatever it
is ,Call write or come in:

100% Free To You

RECEPTIONIST

This must be a fun position
you'll get to meet disc

as

jockeys and their guests,
celebrities
Req's. are very

other

and stars.
light steno

(even fast longhand) for just
once in awhile memos. Neat
appearance and good phone
personality. Excellent starting
salary. Free.

EXECUTIVE & ADMIN.
TECHNICAL AREAS

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington HAights
I i 9664.1700
Morton Grove

6028Dem aster

Staffing New

You'll

be

in

Also Niles Office 825-7117

Full and Part Time - Days and Evenings

Sale: Oct. 17, 18, 19, 10.5 pm.

NECESSARY.

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

Mt, Prospect. Oct. 17, 18, & 19.

-WOMEN WANTED

We have an excellent opportunity for an individual to
join our quality control depart-

the inspection of ports fabricated in our punch press
department during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic

MATURE WOMAN

equipment. Start-

inspection

stuffed animals.

ing rote dependent upon ex-

40 hours per week, evenings

perience. Call 'or apply in per.

seal

son.

1:30 pm to 9:30 pm.

253-9533

METHODE MFG.CORP.

Rizzi Toys

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

Randhurst

GENERAL OFFICE
Lite typing
Hours 9-5 pm

NURSING

is Tor a visit

Secretaries, and a Dictaphone
Secretory, 2 girls will be
trained to handle Reserva-

ASSISTANTS
Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628

Ford Employment
Office
MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
MORTON GROVE

1720 Algonquin
5945 Dempster

YO 5-2400

O'HARE

9420 Foster at River 9922111

WIRERS

SOLDERERS

ASSEMBLERS

INSPECTORS

a ENGINEERS GIRL

$450

.

.

,

$500
5433
$433

l, JR. BOOKKEEPER .... $425
' PAYROLL ASSISTANT
' GAL FRIDAY

.

$475
$450
$400

BOOKKEEPEP

$500

"FILE CLERK
' CLE'21: TYPIST
FTJOFR&'.r)EP

'375
$100
5423
3440

NO FEE

.

.

.

a TRAVEL AGENCY .

.

.

$433
$500

* PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT

Hospitalization
Life Insurance
Paid Vacations

4.0.14 Icou,uory

LdfiLn

jobs With quality

RECEIVABLE

' FIGURE TRAINEE
"JR. SECRETARY
' RESER VATIONIST
c COMPTOMETER
OPERA7OP

.

.

.

WAITRESSES
Apply in Person

,

Northwest Hwy A.
Quentin Rds.
Palatine

PERSONNEL, INC.

(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

WIRING & SOLDERING

home or in the LOOP

LOMBARD, ILL

610 N. LEE ST.
DES PLAINES

Coptact Mrs. Chapin

PREFERRED

8 7-6628 'til 6 p.m.

guise" vie hove offices in Oak
Brook/ Oak Pork/Loop Area/

in

Dis-

Des Plaines/Golf MITI/Chicago

'HILLSIDE, ILL.

WOODSTOCK, ILL

Our Complete Benefit Program Includes:
Excellent Starting Salaries
Automatic Salary Progression Every 13 Weeks
Company Paid Hospitalization & Life Insurance

.

629-6770
.449-8070
615-338-3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor
available to assist you.

You'll enjoy this interesting light, clean work in our new ultramodern facility with its new cafeteria serving low-cost meals
and our spacious company parking lot. Hollicrof tens is conveniently located on HILL, Rood in Rolling Mcodowc, not a
few minutes from your home and easily accessible by all
malor expressways.

Apply Daily: Monday thru Friday
8:30 AM to 5 PM
OR SATURDAY, 9 AM to 1 PM

Three other convenient locations to serve you

827-5557

824.-20c3, after 6 p.m.

298-5021

Work 2.3 days a week near

"Angels

WOMEN
Production Oppoisunitic5 Currently Exist
In The Following Areas:
'

.
WELDING
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
WE WILL TRAIN!

Plaines

ghi hallicrafilers co.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporatibn

will ho

19 & 20,

10 to, 5. Clothing, household items, much misc. 120 S. Roselle
Rd, Roselle.

,

Garage safe Wed., Thurs. & Fri.
Dining rm. set, chairs, cabinets,
pictures, lamps, old & new misc.
482 Marshall, Des Plaines -4391705.

sweeper, ice skates, & assort.
items. 717 Walnut Ave.

Garden tools, cooking utensils,
bks, Ira variety misc. goods.
Oct. 17-18-19, 9 am to 4, 185
Cambridge, I blk NW Sub
YMCA.
Gar. Sale: Oct.

ASSEMBLY

NO FEE

De s

figure clerks, typists.

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

255-4500

$475

1

505 S. Yale, Arl. Hts,
Gar. Sale: Oct. 18,

range, rugs, lawn mower,

Interviews at your convenience

'ACCOUNTS
$450
$390
$375
$475

Gar. Sale: Oct. 17, 18, 10-4pm,
clothing, collector's items, tools,
sewing machine, cots, TV,

18 & 19. Fireplace tools,
screens, metal cabinet, Chambers

Rolling Meadows

1600 S. Hicks

$433
$400
$400

ASSIST

`RATE CLERK
* LITE STENO

cond'ers.

Oct.

a ADMINISTRANON

Higgins

Come join us in serving the
needs of business & industry
on a temporary basis. We
need stenos, secretaries,
comp. oprs., keypunch oprs.,

Gar. Sole: 1523 N. Douglas, AH
Oct, 17, 18, 1-5 pm, Oct. 19,
9-5 pm, hsehd., clothing, air

Excellent Pay

see us at:

'

Mannheim &

WIDE

Saturday, Oct.

19th - 10 to 6. Furniture, clothes
for all, some antiques, misc. 25

Paid Holidays
Air Conditioning

There is much more to tell when you come in to

$450-

6440

Too

824-1406.
GARAGE SALE:

The grass IS greener on our side of the fence. If
you have been waiting for something special
before making a change --- THIS IS IT! Our reputation of excellent quality products is causing us
to grow rapidly. Come in and grow with us.

CHASSIS REPAIR

Or call Dee Woods at 259.

FULL I IME

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

give you a chance to show your independence.
We are located in 4 handy locations and have a

'TASTE up

avoilABILITY Inc.
34 S. Main Street
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Recep-

Clerks, 2 Executive

er" for you, to

see if we can shake "Big Br

' RECEPTION
a FULL CHARGE

Best Rates
Top Firms
No Fees

(Just North of Oaktou) 827-7022

a

ether" breathing
Are you tired of having "Big
down your neck? If you are c ,e us a call to

TELLER

work when you can
On temporary assignments

Cori,

CL 3.0146

Gar. sole: Oct. 17, 18 & 19, 9 to
2. Lrg. refrig., elec. stove, mist.,
1711 E. Foundry Rd., Mt. Prosp.

MACHINE OPERATORS

IS BIG BROTHER WATCHING?

} GENERAL OFFICE

lovely new surroundings. Due
need:

antiques, chino, tools,
19th,
etc. 709 N. Salem Arl. Hts.

S. Ridge, Arlington Hts.

.

SECRETARY

ENJOY YOURSELF...

537-1800
301 W. Hintz Rd. Wheeling

Des, Pl. Christian Sch.

Moving West. Geroge sole Sat.

,

Comp / Coic

ILLINOIS LOCK.
COMPANY

Northbrook,

Wolf Rd. Des Pl. Oct. 18, 10-2
pm, Sponsored by Eunice Circle

-----

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III.

" KEY PUNCH
OPERATOR
*EXECUTIVE

Typists
Bookkeepers

Dictaphone Experience
Apply

misc. 4405 Lake -Cook Rd,

BEFORE 5 pm. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 pan. CALL 537.2512

jobs are free to you. The employer pays the fee.

Stenos

STENO/TYPIST

plows. $150; clothing all sizes,

Wheeling

1150 S. Willis

multitude of varied jobs waiting for you. All

PREFERRED

they

Stenos
Top Pay! Top Jobs!

Microdyne Inc.

Call after 10 am
439-9704

Oct. 17,18,19, & 20. Wheel horse,

Rummage Sale: West Park Lodge,

responsibility

Primary

mower, tires, etc. Oct. 19, 9.5 pm,
418 E. Maude, AH. 392-9067

TOWER PACKAGING INC

is

"Angels In Disguise"

tionist, 3 girls for Light Book-

Available for Women
with Office Skills!
0 Keypunch 0 Typists,

FABRICATOR
INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

GOLDEN HOUR
BEAUTY SALON

keeping Spots, 2 Typist -

Jobs NOW

K9.3.

236-7083

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

ment.

Baby turn., misc. hsehd. items,

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

1577 Cora St, Des Plaines

their move from out of

Time

Yard Sale: Lots of baby items,
misc, Oct. 19 9.4 pm, 203 N.
Douglas, Arl. Hts.

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

LUCKY GIRL!

Mrs. Mayer

MISS PAIGE

Furnit., clothing, toys, old
glassware & misc. 6 N. Waverly

855 Morse Ave. -Elk Grove Village

Part

baby,

Shutters, storms, tent,
misc. items. 409 Hilusi,

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

APPLY IN PERSON

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.

wonderful firm will occupy in

entire floor that this

CALL YOUR NEAREST

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

GARAGE SALE,:. Oct. 16, 17, 10.4
pin. 622 S. Bristol, Arl. Hts.
Fern., clothing, many mist.

a

30 -Help Wanted Women

Tues. & Wed..9:30 to 3. Loads
of baby items, many misc. 931
N. Haddow, Arlington Heights.
Gar. Sale: Oct. 19.20, 10-5 pm,
pingpong table; misc. Coochlite
'Manor, Ill Indigo, Pros. Hts,

Hts.)

"IT PAYS TO BE A

Need Help?
Advertise with Day

chen set, stove, misc. items

CHECKERS

Salary commensurate
with ability. All benefits.

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

711 W, Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights

GARAGE SALE
OCTOBER 16 to 19
412 S. KENNICOTT, ARL. HTS.

We're completely staffing the

tions and Customer Service.

4 W. MINER ST.

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRAINING:

typist.

Free

1

HINE AND DO GENERAL OFFICE WORK)
FIGURE APTITUDE DESIRED BUT NOT

On the go soles office hoi immediate need for efficient intelligent secretary for voried
duties in brand new Des
Plaines office. No shorthand
necessary. Must be good

This is for the all around gal
who has sonic figure exper.
and can do some typing (no

to 6:
Gun. Sale Oct. 13 & 16.
405 N. Elmhurst Rd. Pros. Hts.
chairs,
much
misc.
Kit. table Va /4
Garage & Basement sale Sat. &
Sun. 132 S. Belmont, A. H. Kit-

SYSTEMSI INC.

SECRETARY

439-1805

$130-$150 WK.

WEBERMARKING

SERVICE
"It Pays To Be Right Girl"

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds, in Arlington

MISS BLACK

GAL FRIDAY

RUMMAGE SALE: Trinity Metho'dist Church. 605 W. Golf Rd.,
Mt. Prospect. Oct. 18, 7 prn.9pni

TIME TO OPERATE BOOKKEFPING MAC-

BORED?

$375 to $600

state

DIAL 392-6100

CALL MRS. GOODLING
358-9101

thru Thurs.

omers on phone and in our

traveling men. Have them fill out
a form. Check their identification.
Direct them to car. Hand over the

BEAUTICIAN

MEDICAL AND DENTAL
CREDIT & COLLECTION

SEE OUR NEW OFFICE

Palatine.

in

10 pm Mon.

711 W. Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights

-

SALES

showroom.

Guaranteed Salary Plus
Commission

to

ART & ADVERTISING

TEMPORARY

center

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

TURN -STYLE

training you'll be a full fledged
Rent-A-Car girl - ready to talk
to & take references from the

O'Hare Area Office

SMALL & LARGE OFFICES

REAL ESTATE OFFICE

439-8500

(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shop-

After just 1 week of "on-the-job"

MISS PAIGE

$3504700 UP
TRAINEES - ALL TYPES
SECRETARIAL AREAS
BOOKKEEPING & ACCTG
ALL OFFICE MACHINES
PUB CONTACT POSITION
RECEPTION & SWBD.

Right Girl

Part-time typist for data pro-

SYSTEMS, INC.

earance and pleasant tele-

1496 MINER, 297-3535

MIRROR
MIRROR, MIRROR

ing women on better lobs to

CALL OR COME IN

CALL MRS. GOODLING
358-9101

BOOKKEEPING

phone voice to hdlidle cust-

Wanted.

plant.
PLUS

PHONE 827-1108

Career opportunity for mature
woman with good typing skills
and general office background. Must have go6d app-

IVY,

AGENCY
OF ALL 9 ?

completelyd 'biurs's''d
'n eci
er vi cielifrom
o
Mt. Prospect to and from our

day

NEW MODERN OFFICE NEEDS GIRL PART-

9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

You'll work for airline pilot. He

rates, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

THE GREATEST

parking, modern cafeteria,

employer

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

l

have include ample close -in

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

394.0880

small (5 girl) suburban office.

MISS PAIGE

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

vice on what to take, where
to go $450 con to start. Ex-

MISS PAIGE

tion. Free.
MISS PAIGE

shorthand).

reservationist to greet

travelers, secure airline and
other reservations, give ad-

An equal opportunity

who wants a

busy day filled with public
contact, you'll sit up front
and be the official greeter

EUROPE THIS YEAR

December The choice is yours

medical experience needed
for this public contact posi-

ens
rconula
eg
ion,wagecs ourreviews. yTeie
conveniences

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

Hours: 5 pm

Mrs. Kokes
259-4000

DES PLAINES

Free.

or perhaps Mexico in

"The Enjoyable Bank"

$125 WEEK
For

Call Jan

Mt. Prospect
State Bank

outer office. Light typing and
nice personality req'd. You'll
learn to greet patients, ans.
phones, keep track of doctor

1496 MINER, 297-3535

RECEPTION

CLERK -TYPIST

Beginner spots

his

in

liberal benefit program including profit sharing, free
life insurance, group health
insurance, credit union and

Keypunch$2 I -$26 a

IVY,

Des Plaines

No ex-

receptionist

as

Our employees enjoy a

Clerks..$13-$18 a day

Furnished Free! $90 to train! Free

HALLMARK, 380Northvest Hwy.,

FREE

practice, will completely train
you

HARPER COLLEGE

keys! You'll wear a chic outfit!

$425 575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

Call Jan Roberts at 827-7706,

$400 PLUS

benefits.

specialist with expanding

WE NEED -WE PAY

WILLIAM RAINEY

cessing

(No Shorthand)

Poised, well groomed young

mop Sit in on conferences, follow

thru on detail, research, letters.

WEBER MARKING

train right party. Many

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

reception

SECY $580

$500 MONTH
Young neighborhood

MONTHS

cellent fringe benefits.

PROOF ENCODER
Experience preferred, but will

when he's out on call. No

at 827 7706 HAII MARK, 380

Boss scorches nut undevelopea

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

a

script it at 60.70 wpm.

FULL TIME

hours per week, good
typing & shorthand skills, ex-

439-8500

You'll be private secretary in

OR

37I/2

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

good secretary. The ideal applicant will take shorthand in
excess of 80 worn and tran-

TEMPORARY

Typists..$ I 6-$24 a da y
Secy's.,.$21-$28 a day

Secretary at Harper Grove
campus, Elk Grove Village.

CALL OR COME IN

$/40.5170 WK.
Three other convenient
locations to serve you

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

parking, modern cafeteria,
completely air-conditioned

1739 Hording Rood
Northfield, Illinois

at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

DES PLAINES

Our Midwest, Regional and
District Sales offices need a

DAYS, WEEKS OR

our employees
have include, ample close -in

WALPAK
COMPANY

O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins

To $500 or more. See IVY,

SECRETARY

location, good starting salary,
and full company benefits.

conveniences

Equal Opportunity Employer

298-5051

people you'll meet! Must type.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

shift -Mon. thru Thurs. 5 p.m. to

quin & Roselle Roads,

CL 3-0200

WORK IN YOUR AREA

otinosphere,

Ledger work. 371/2 hour wk,
full fringe benefits. Algon-

358-9101

ideal

Pleasant

for interview

,--

FOOD SERVICES
OFFICE

lenge in her work and who comm
lake shorthand and type. We
will train a beginner.

liberal benefit program including profit sharing, free
life insurance, group health
insurance, credit union and
regular wage reviews. The

PHONE 827-7880

Call Mrs.. Goodl ing

Call

Well known mfg. company is
offering a rewarding job to
a girl who looks for ci chal-

Our employees enjoy a

is required.

Palatine.

WHEELING

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

equipment. No experience necessary, we will
twin you.

per

,

PROSPECT
ELK GROVE

SECRETARY

College needs a

suronce, with possible Ac.
surance,
counts Payable or General

. HERSEY

and clean modern plant. Set
up and operate- small stencil

Our office is in downtown Des
Plaines and we need a GIRL
FRIDAY to work regular part
time hours. Same light typing

for payroll & group in-

High School District 214

FACTORY

NCR Bookkeeper

Primary responsibility will be

Schools:

CL 5-6888

PART TIME
Days

Harper Jr.

WORK
in

Nursery school cook
No experience necessary
_
439-3405

full time bookkeeper ex perienced on NCR 3100.

SUBSTITUTE

,

Arlington Heights

cooking

TIME; five days

255-6418 after 6 pm.

392-0083

GENERAL &

Part time

Light work In a well lighted

PACKERS

RECEPTION

Housekeeper I day a week Mt
Prospect, own transportation.

exciting new cosmetic.

255-7073

MANICURIST

GENERAL

orbs.

would like to demonstrate an

WOMEN WANTED FOR

Excellent opportunity
for top operator

30 -Help Wanted Women

Housewives, school girls, who

Mrs, Pierce.

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

Plaines, Ill.

work for young Doctor.

You'll

COULD YOU use, an extra
$404150 per week? If you have
a strong interest in education,
good books, children, and
service to others, you may qualify for several openings with the
Educational Division of a Marshall Field family owned enter-

prise. For an appointment call

O'Hare Office Center - North
2720 S. Des Plaines Ave. Des

827-8154
Jean

Chicago and oil Major Suim.

Prospect, 255.6418 after 6 pm.

Employment Service

Permanent
Typing Required
Des Plaines Area

for

TRAINEE

Now you con break into this

Every Job Requires
A Gal ... Especially
Where A Nice Boss
Counts A Lot ... How
About You.

$95-$115 a Wk. Free

Steno to do office work in my
home 2 mornings a week. Mt.

lien -Neen
daiociates,

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arl. His.

298-5051

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)

counsel/train girls. Training provided. $80 wk, car nec. 392.4352

plus rapid increases.

ARLINGTON MOTEL

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

steno. O'Hare.

LARSON in DES PLAINES

WIDE

& SWITCHBOARD

area

Hts

choose own hrs, helping Mgr.

Well known -firm moving Into
Des Plaines, will train a girl
for console switchboard. Must
have pleasant phone manner
and desire to work with peo
ple. Light typing. Good salary

LOTS OF PEOPLE CONTACT

GIRL FRIDAY
$500

in

Ext 37

DESK CLERK

Ad.

Ladies 7171,

NEW OFFICE
NEEDS A
RECEPTIONIST

3041elp Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30-11elp Wanted Women

30 -Hell Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

28-FJnployment Agencies Women

Engineei:ing & Administrative Center
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, 111.60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

17,

18 & 19,

2. Better clothes, muskrat
coat, baby Turn., mewing mach.
& Misc. 1711 E. Foundry Rd.,
Mt. friosp. 824-14M
Nebo:hood garage
Oct
at
17 & 18, 10 ova. to 5
1311 Johanna Toasts, Arlington
block north of Campbell
Hts.
& 1 block east of Wilke.
Garage & Basement sale: washing machine, hirni., clothes,
games, tools, sporting gds.

9 to

1

househld. items & other misc.
Oct. 18 & 19 10 am. -5 pm. Oct.
20 2 pm -6 pm. 220 S. Pine, Mt.
'Prospect.

Yard & Garage Sale; Macon
jars,

Dough

Box,

Commodes,

New Xmas & Patio Decorations,
Oak Barrels, Oriental Imports,
Rugs, Dishes, Oct. 17-18-19, 9 till
5. Rain Dates Oct. 23-24-25. 8 N.
Belmont.

Rummage Sale

Clean Usable Items
Needed

(Can be delivered of back
entrance, by appt. til Oct. 26)
OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
Oct. 27. 9 AM to 7 PM

St. Alex ius
Hospital

Stritch Holl, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(Employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, Ext. 592

THE DAY
Wednesday, October 16, 1968

30 -Help Wanted Women

3U -Help NUN! IHnimn

30-1elp Wanted Women

Cleaning

Page 17

GET A'69 DODGE

woman wantecT-77

Wednesdays. Hours to suit your
time

interesting part
work. 9 min. to 3 p.m.
For

MORE MAMA'S"

CONTACT

Hours 9 a m to 3 p m five

LEROY LEISTER
AT

days per week Shift will work

LATTOF ,MOTOR

only on days when children
are in school Apply in pci on

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arl. Hts.

nocr sary, no age

CL 9.4100

horn

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

2 End Tables, Crib, Youth Bea
Hand Mower
Phone 394-3057
German WW II souvenirs wonted

for my collection. Will pay cosh.
259-1183

SALES

/ pm to 4 pm daily No ex-

perience

schedule. CL 3-1346.

HOUSEWIFE

"WE NEED

Polaroid 101 automatic camera,
comp. with flash att. & case. $60.
296.3734.
snow tires, 800x14, WSW,
royal, used, including wheels.
$25. 827-4606.

WALPAK

2

"WE LIKE

COhi,AkIY
1,39 I lording Rood
NorthfiLld Illinois

WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men
And Women
You will to - if you can
qualify for one of

Equal Opportunity Employer

WIN YOUR WINGS
AS A

PAN AM
E perienred

Natural Canodian Beaver coat,

ecs in dept. that
markets unique

length, size 12-14, excel.
condition. 5250. 255-4704.
Pool table, 4'x8', excel. cond.,
slate top, auto. ball return,
equip. inc. 5200. 439.4290

architectural

GARDEN TRACTOR

specialty

orders, correspondence

to the iniernottonol
capitals of the world

and filing for Manager

PARIS - LONDON
ROME -TOKYO

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

of catalog sales dept.
L. ADAMEC, 534-3131

Immediate ovci seas
yowl after
flights ore you

Aptakisic Rd., /few. 83 &

Milwaukee, N. of Wheeling

Vision.

Must be High School

Graduate Knowledge foreign
language

based in

SEATTLE LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

APPLY ONLY II YOU
MEET TI IE ABOVE

QUALIFICATIONS
IllierVIC,n Cc. 22, 23 Tues.
& Wed Will be conducted
locally Ear Interview Appoint-

Pleose call 392-7721
Used bicycles, any

Football outfit. CL 5-2264 after

Complete stereo outfit; camera,

6 prn

protector, screen for $100
best offer. Call 439.6682.

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vols, cost

$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new.
251-7385

Gray office steel desk, 3 drawers w/Matching cushion swivel
chair, excel. cond. $40; 3 bar
stools; Thor Glad Iron; cheap,

BUMPER POOL TABLE

$85 or best offer
392-6419 after S p.m.

Duncan t-hyfe $18; Boston rocker; baby bed; high -choir; playpen; double bed frame.
259.3790

253.6426.

FALL PLANTING
SALE

Rose bushes for sale: from our
prize

winning

rose

garden.

Tropicana, Garden Party, Kings
Ransom, etc. Carson Scoggins,

Our shade trees are now in

717 S. Walnut, Arl. Hts.

and make your selection.

That's Right! There's No Price
Increase at Dodge in Des Plaines

SANDERS ROAD

3 to 4 feet - $3.98 each. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00

one of a kind in sharp

3285 Sanders Rd., Northbrook
Betw. Miler. Av. & Willow Rd.

cond. Factory warranted. Special tires.

Kenmore

FACTORY

WARRANTY
A beautiful 4 dr. hard-

289

-

JUST CAME INTO
STOCK! Factory

Automatic.

Radio, power steering.
Just

like

new.

Factory

on the floor. Only 12,000
miles. Reduced to

1967 PONTIAC
CATALINA
Station wagon, air conditioned, auto. trans., power steer-

4.door, hardtop, air conditioned auto. trans., power steer-

power brakes, radio,
heater. Perfect condition.

ing,

ing,

$2395

Sport Coupe with factory
air cond. auto, trans,
radio, power steering,
and power brakes.

power

radio,

brakes,

.

Power

with

CHARGER

Steering,

Auto Trans., Radio, etc.
Drive it
it.

tone bronze. 4 speed 440. Hot & Ready,
Deep

$1995. One owner, like

and you'll buy

$995

new.

$1395

1966 BONNEVILLE
Hardtop, auto. trans.,
power steering, power brakes,
radio, hector, white walls.
Low mileage, local car.
2.door

1964 MERCURY COMET
STATION WAGON

DAILY: 9 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.

nice 2nd car. O895nly:

$

SATURDAY: 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

ON MANNHEIM, NORTH OF OAKTON St
Phone 824-7151

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS
505 W. NORTHWEST HWY. DU 1-6000

Gamma

DODGE
IN DES PLAINES

SUNDAY: '10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Auto. trans., R/H, Runs good -

$1895
PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

YbUR HAPPY 14UNTINEr

$1095
'64 CHEVROLET
CONVERTIBLE

'67 DODGE

$1695

heater, white walls. Low mileage.

CORONET
4 dr. V -B, Auto. Trans.,
Power Steering, Radio,
A real sharp car.

$2875

'66 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

1965 PONTIAC
CATALINA

'65 DODGE

Really loaded -Now Only.

$2295

BEST BUY IN USED CARS TOO ...

$1575

FACTORY
FULL
tion,
WARR., easy -eye glass,
Power Steering, Auto.
Trans., R., Vinyl Interior.

with new 426 HEMI, 4

toys. Call YO 6.0213

and brakes.

With Factory air condi-,

R/T

by

and fully equipped including power steering

1968 POLARA H.T.'s;

'67 CHEVROLET

interior

vinyl

with

top

Executive Driven

warranteed.

Will buy old electric toy trains
made before 1941 & castiron

1024 N.W. Hwy. Rt. 14
3 Blocks West of Quentin Rd.
358-1440
John Morrisroe

'66 DODGE POLARA

$3775

2 DR HT.
V8

electric

I .boy's & 1 -girl's, ridden
adults. 392-9363 for $60.

10 LEFT

new car FACTORY WARRANTY Was $5200. NOW

67 MUSTANG

CL 3.4247

new
range $40.
Like

DISCOUNTS!

2 Dr. H.T. A Beautiful
fully equipped car with

$3595

99Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale

TREMENDOUS

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING

327-350 ing.

blue

ver

NURSERY

LAST CALL

FOR '68 DODGES

'68 CHRYSLER
NEW YROKER

67 CORVETTE
4 SPEED
AM/FM- Disc brakes sil-

gorgeous fall colors. Come in

EVERGREENS

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.

PRICES

or

condition,

LANDSCAPING NURSERY

An Equal Opportunity Employer

8864

bought, sold, traded, repnired.

PARK SITE

ment Call

PAN AM, DE2-4900
Ext 208

Ping-pong table, end tables,
misc. hsehld. items, games &

Super 8 movie projector, Sears,
like new, $60 or best offer. 824-

try & old lithograph prints.

1First Fertilizer
Especially Made
To Help Lawns
Survive Winter.
Feeds 10,000 Sq. Ft.
Pickup Enough to Get Your
Lawn Through The Winter

NEW YORK C' IICAGO

MIAMI WASHINUI/ON

2562

AT '68

824-7823

,school desk, much more: 824-

Wanted information on tapes-

NUTRO
WINTER
SURVIVAL

30 Dc ys Vocc,mi. PCI YL(..

500 58.14 Stamps. See the new
Rexair control house dust.

pumps, crocks, rd. table,

$3.,

50 -Landscaping

50 -Landscaping

EXCELLEN I SALARY AND
BENChl IS INCLUDE
Health & Rettre..icnt Plans.
Discount.
90% Voccnion To,

Position

SNOW
BLOWER COMBINATION.
B24-6370

Wagon wheels $5, milk cons

2 matching 26", 3 -speed bikes,

GLASSHOUSES, INC.

Must be single Mirruin age
to 5'9"
20 Height
Weight 105 to 140 pounds.
Goad

full

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

299-6986

ICKES-BRAUN

only ,5 weeks I etibitig.

health

$5; gray

CL 9-3815

GENERAL TYPIST,

Aulinel

Fly

Good

Stroller $8; bassinet

CORRESPONDENT,

products.

The Woi Ids Most

complete; stroller; car
travel platform;
auto
walker; gates. 259.2114.

Crib,
seat;

9A17 rug $15; swings $1 each.

specs, proposals, sales
contracts, for Sales Ex-

WITH

before you Buy". Call 255-7383
for presentation.

these openings:

TRANSCRIBING

Stewardess

Beauty Counselor Cosmetics, "Try

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

P

FORTOP V NEW AND USED CARS

endorf is

ERLOADED
i h '69 Customer Trade -Ins!
1967 BUICK RIVIERA

(white)
AA,

1967 OLDS "98"

c5;vecal

Coupe. Gold/black vinyl top. Full power.
Factory air conditioned.

Full power. Radio. White walls. Factory air
conditioned. Factory warranty.

iG
1967 RAMBLER AMERICAN
4 door sedan. Automatic trans-

1967 OLDS TORONADO
'alt power. Factory air .ndltiOnod, Factory
warranty. Blue. Black vim I .op.

1968 OLDS DELMONT

$1095

1962 COMET
STATION WAGON

tory warranty. Gold/block vinyl top.

Standard

mission. 6 cylinder. Radio, white
walls.

1967 OLDS TORONADO
Full power, factory air conditioned. Fac-

"88
Convertible, automatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes. Radio. White walls.
Red/blacktop.

$295

Tiltwheel. Radio, white walls. Factory air
Buckets

seats.

Radio,

6 cylinder.

1966 PONTIAC
GRANDPRIX
conditioned.
vinyl top.

.transmission.

Yellow/black

CHICAGOLANp'S OLDEST YOUNGIMOBILE DEALER
1966 BUICK WILDCAT

1968 OLDS " 98"

4 door hardtop. Power steering, power
brakes.

Luxurious sedan. Full power. Radio, 6 way
seat White walls. Factory air conditioned.
Factory warranty.

elm
1968 "98" COUPE
Full power. Radio. White walls. Factory air
conditioned. Factory warranty. White. Blue
Interior

Radio,

Factory

air conditioned.

Blue.

1628 RAND ROAD;
Phone 827-3111

DES PLAINES, ILL.
OPEN THIS SUNDAY

1966 FORD FALCON
FUTURA
6 cylinder. Automatic' transmission. Radio.
White walls.

THE DAY
Wednesday, October 16, 1968
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Wantdd
with feet

bathtub

small

old

Please call 392 7721

Cute 4 mos: old female kitten,

port. chain sew. 823-7712.

POODLE CLIPPING

AND GROOMING
529-6408

Min. Schanuzer, AKC, son of Int.
Ch. Helarry's Dark Victory, 4 mo.

AKC registered Dalmatian puppies, 8 weeks old. $75

magnificence, house broken,

CL 3-1626
44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

CL 3 5296

windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition 827 4760
POTATOES RED & WHITE

Home grown, $2 35 per 100 lbs
Walter F Sass

Rte 72 one mile east of Rte 47
from Starks Station, eight miles
west of Rte 31 464 5438

shots, Cadallic quality, fob.
personality. 824-1302,

7 WK. OLD KITTENS

WHITE TOY POODLES,
8 WKS. OLD. $75 & $85.
392-4693

392.1577
Miniature Schnauzer
8 months old
392-3737 after 4 pm
Adorable Min. Schnauzer
puppies. AKC. 358.2699
after 6 P.M. & week -ends,

SIAMESE kitten, chocolate pt. litter trained $10.
394.3127
German Shepherd puppies, AKC,
champ. blood line, good temperament, must sacrifice $40 or best
offer. 894.5844.

FREE

or

BUY OLD ELECTRIC

would like to be your pet. FREE.
Used to adults. Call 437-3283

old. 259-6208 Mt. Prospect.

boy's

1

20" bicycle
WILL

smaller

comping -housetrailer; Also

girls 24" bicycles

2

Min, male black poodle, 16 mos.,
shots, for $50.
Coll 392.0443.
,
1

self-contained

Mobile

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

White female cat to be given
year
away. Very good pet,

42 -Wanted to Buy

324111scellaomes Merchandise

$775. 824.3947.

BUNK BEDS, COMPLETE,
EXCELLENT CONDITION.

$50 392-2531

Westinghouse electric range,
yellow, rotisserie, $45.
255-4531

Used hide -a -bed couch with dou-

set,

296-8967.

'64 Pontiac Catalina, 2 dr. P/S,
P/B, w/w, radio, tinted glass,

Large lavender Chinese oriental
rug, 4 -drawer file cabinet, dining
rm. set 6 Noughohide chairs. 4397306.

Best offer. 394-3324

Used walnut, dining room set,
table, china, buffet, 6 chairs.
255-6353

2 pc. Kroehler Sect'l, rose beige
$65; excel. cond.; 18" console TV,
$15. 259-0453
Brand
model
nyloningr pile,odef
Huge discounts. 824-7353,

White Spanish corner piece, 3
drawers, $35.

$750 392.2531

'67 Tempest, 4 -door, stick. Like
new, low mileage. Must sell
$1650. 437.6921 after 6.
'62 VW, SUNROOF, GOOD SECOND CAR. 5500 OR BEST

Zenith 21" console

TN., remote control $25.
439.2874

107 -Auto Parts and Access.

5 p.m. CL 5.7942.

STORAGE AVAILABLE

fect $250; elec. stove; bowling
ball. offer. 253-7763.

hardtop, auto. trans., v/S, i-/B,
reasonable. 255-3214.

TRAILERS -

TRUCK CAMPERS

1964 RAMBLER
$300 or BEST OFFER ,

'62 Valiant, low mileage, good
running order. 299-3568 after 6

VACATION LINERS
1272 Rand Rd.

392-4940

PM

ford Country Squire
Wagon, 9 -passenger, fully

radio, air cond.,
like new. 51600. 392-1484
WW,

stick,

equip., low mileage. 392-0278.
'61 Ford, 6 cyl, 2 dr hardtop,

'61

body,

very clean 50, '65 Honda LE
7 1627
'61 4-dr i-eugeot, new cluthc,
4 speed, like new tires $300
253 4447

Star Chief
engine and tires
257 7896

Pontiac

Des Plaines

827-7184

'67 Chev. Bel Air, 2.dr., 8 cyl,

1961

Complete 6 cyl. eingit, auto -

'60 Ford i/2 ton pick-up truck.
$350 or best offer. Call after

$1185.392-6211
Eng. Ford $80; '60 Rambler, per-

Sharp 1964 rontioc Sport Coupe,

equipped for sportsman or, fom-st
ily
fun. herfect shape, low `11miles, lowest price anywhere
53400.312-255-1423.

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

'65 Ford Country Sedan station
wagon, P/S, P/B, IT/H, W.W.

brakes, CL 3-3356

'67 Dodge Van Camper, fully

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

OFFER. 253-4704.

mane trans., excel. cond. $70. CL
3-0752 aft. 5 PM.
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'65 Benelli, 125cc, drag or street,
low mileage, excel. condit.-5175.
Coll CL 5-0828.
'68 Suzuki SS - 80cc, 2 helmets.
Excellent condition. $275 or best

offer. 296.2752.
99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale

Good
$100

'64 GTO blue convert, 389 hp
auto, buckets console gd cond,
owner, $1,350 or best offer,
1

must sell, 824 3717
67 Chevelle, S5396, 325hp, 4sp,

'66 Corvette Sport Coupe

II

373 post, P / S, AM FM f-,..c3d
w / black vinyl top, buckets,
console, extras, low miles

Stingray, 427, turbojet, 4 speed,

394.3765.

FOR SALE:

EXCELLENT CONDITON

'58 4 -door Oldsmobile, power
steering, power brakes,
$150 296.3488
'60 Chevrolet station wagon,
V8, power steering, power

ble bed/Beauty Rest Mattress.

1966 Chevrolet Van.
Very clean - 51,050
Phone 827-7880

MG 1100, 1965, 4-0008,

1966 Aqua Blue Malibou Station
Wagon, Stick, A-1 condition.

103 Auto Trailers & Campers

102-TnEks, Traders

99 -Automobile For Sale

$1800-259-0957.

excellent condition.

room

Vacant

Commercial

Immaculate Kenmore electric
range, used 1 yr. for $75.
359.4159

PC: blond mahogany dining

Real Estate

Residential

99 -Automobile For Sale

' Reasonable -must sell: excel. diningroom table, 6 matching
chairs. CL 3-0157 after 3 pm.

.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture
8

me Funtslungsfunuture
Buffet table & four chairs, $150
Coll 255-5822 after 6 p.m.

47

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

positraction W / W radial tires,
AM FM, tinted glass (sharp), 1700

W Lincoln Mt Prosp

299 2854

60 in. Micarta bar with
5 matching bar stools, excelSolid

for rent with kitchen
privilege Lady, Mt Prospect
Room

CL 9 4523
11-Apts and Rooms to Share

Lady would like to share 2
bedrm apt with same

Beautifully furn'd Also incl's one

well behaved 9

old son

yr

439 0017 or 437 2300, eat

1

New large, 4 bdrm, 2 story home.
See to appreciate, Sun. 1-5 pm.
,7I3 S. Emerson, Mt. Prospect.
Louis Munao, Inc. Bldr.

Palatine, by owner, 18 yr. old 3
bedroom, framed ranch. Basement, hew carpeting & drapes,
21/2 car garage, patio, 66 x 297
yard, $23,000 firm. 392-7357.

Arl. Hts. Beautiful corner location,

brick Georgian, 2 bdrms.,
baths, full bsmt., gar., walk to
11/2

2827

qualified buyer. Owner, fmmed,

weekdays aft. 6 pm & weekends.

beautiful bilevel that has all
that

Sunday, 1.5 p.m.
132 Cedarcrest Drive,
Schaumburg

C ome see for yourself.

umbia, Hoff Est 437 3228

Spacious 4 bedroom bilevel,
large family room, many ex
tros. Mid3C's.West of Roselle

Small hot/se with 2 very small

Rd.

6 rm ranch w/garage,
carpeting, & drapes 110 Col

rent,

For

3

home

bedrm

in

Streamwood $165 per mo, Security Deposit, references
needed 255 5334

kitchen, family room with
fireplace. Coll for an appointment.

Antique 42" round oak table,
$65; modern walnut gloss topped coffee table, $65; walnut

OPEN HOUSE

Des Plaines $165
439-1705

I lames, 2 bedroom, 11/2
bath, $145, rossession Nov 15
Des

296 5123
Prospect,

1st

floor apart

went, large 4 rooms, I bdrm,
air-condit , priv patio, free trans
to & from commuter, Available
Nov 30 439 1691-5170

Sunday, 1.5 p.m.
201 N. Dryden, Arlingtnn

Walk to shopping,
schools. Mid 20's.

STOLTZNER
BLDG. CORP
259 4568

392-6500
HOUSE WITH
CHARACTER

or

3 bdrm

house for conscientious couple,
1

child Gd references, under

$200 299-2400 after 4 30 p m

struction in fine neighborhood

Paying high rent? Why not cut

543,900

439

4730
86 -Real Estate -Houses

REALTORS

Elk Grove Vii, $30,500, by own-

er, 3 bedrm "L" shape ranch,
gar, elect door,
2 car an
1100 Cypress In appt
323-7793 or 325 0300

1

176. $25,000. Directions;

Poute 12 to Route 176, west
to Island Lake and property.

Al2RMCO
64 NORTHWEST NWT.

010,

DES PLAINES

296-6655

only.

Realty

358-1800

GkM-f

90 -Investment Property

RESTAURANT

314 KATHLEEN
ELGIN
Just 20 Fast Minutes

of the
features are:

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2 baths, 40 x 20' rec room with
fireplace, full basement 11/2 car garage and carport. Well
landscaped Close to schools and shopping. Very good
neighborhood $34,500

PALATINE
Ideal for the growing family. 7 bedroom Cape Cod. 2 baths,
2 car garage High investment growth. $26,000.

Arlington Hts.

magnificent

Safe electric heat with con-

$25,000

Wood patio doors and bal-

ing business & equipment.

Others available to $300,000.

Sisocious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 bath, full base-

ment Carpeting In living room, dining room, hall and 2

Daily 8 am to 9 pm
Sal 8 am to 5 pm

BARRINGTON, ILL

381-3400

Casement windows
Rustic wood shingles and
brick exteriors
Individual off street parking
Beautifully landscaped
'One block from shopping

One child accepted. No pets.
Accepting 6 mo., 1 yr. or 2
Rent

$180

per

slightly

ed,

used

sews

New 1968 Tempest Custom
Hardtop, decor group, automatic power steering, power
brakes, 350 V-8, white walls, alpine blue in color #960

FRANKLIN WEBER PRICE

$2595

blind

/hems in dresses, makes button.
holes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year
parts and service guarantee.

1965 PONTIAC 9 PASS. STATION WAGON
V-8, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Roof Rack, New Tires,
1 Owner Car. Full Price

FULL PRICE $51.30

???

credit Mgr. Call 469-7204, 9 A.M.

Decor group, vinyl roof, power steering, power brakes,

to 9 P.M.

white walls, 350 V-8, automatic, yellow in color. #778

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

New 1968 Tempest Hardtop Custom

,$2683

55-1Ausical Instruments
GUITAR, new,
to $70.
El Rey, 7 W. Eastman.
FOLK

SUPRO

reduced from $99.50

LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO
827.6603
REASONABLE

io, fender skirts, very sharp in every detail, FULL PRICE.

$1795

New 1968 Tempest 4 Dr. Sedan
Decor group, black vinyl interior, automatic radio, power
steering, white walls.

$2494

Kingston bass guitar with Magpiggyback amp. Like

SAVE $1514

FRANKLIN WEBER PRICE

new. Best offer. 296-2752

$3988

$250.

New 1968 Lemons Hardtop
&

Kala-

Decor group, power steering, white walls, console, power
brakes, 350 V-8, automatic. Turquoise with white buckets.

Condt. ask *250. 358-6468 after

FRANKLIN WEBER PRICE

3 p.m.

aural

$125. Wollensac Mon#1220, 4 channel -$50.
827-8323

-

demonstrator. Kay model 700
amp, new, reduced from $65
to $50. New Kalamazoo bass
EL REY MUSIC CENTER

7 W. Eastman CL 3 -

FR EE

$100 MUSIC PKG

facilities.

With Any Of These Specials
38 Inch Console Piano
Was $895 Now $495
Full Console Organ
Was $2395 Now $1795
Many Other Specials

PALATINE--$35,00-

$2764

recorder

New Gibson guitar reduce,
$135
$100;
from
to

equipped with reataurant

1967 COUGAR
Hardtop, V -B, mercomatic, power steering, radio, console,
vintage burgundy in color. WON'T LAST LONG AT

$2195
New 1968 Firebird 400
Hardtop, vinyl roof, automatic radio, rear speaker, tinted glass, air conditioning, safety tack, console, power
steering, power brakes, custom trim, white walls, list
$4410. #964

$3495

$1495

111111111

New 1968 Catalina 2 Dr. Hardtop

r

Decor group, vinyl roof, power brakes, air, vinyl interior,
radio, power steering, white walls, tinted windshield, Turbo hydromatic. #940.

BARON'S KIMBALL
MUSIC CENTER

3266 or 742-8540.

FRANKLIN WEBER PRICE

$3369

1381 Prairie Ave Des Plaines
827-6603

cupancies, Reserve for future

PHILIPPE BROS-

Realty
358-1800

1967 FALCON FUTURA
98 -Mobile Homes

Sport Coupe, 2 Door, 6 Cyl., Cruis-o-matic, Low Mileage,

'67, 2 bdrm, 47'x10', furn., best
offer, 015 Oakton, Des Plaines.
No. 158, open after 6 PM.

Beautiful Lime Green, Full Price.

99-Automotie For Sale

Island Lake

PHILIPPE BROTHERS

WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT POR YOU

Realty

Your own shopping center. Large return for nominal investment. 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, cooking fadRies. 2 apartments. $30,000 annual gross Income. Large porking facilities. Lots of potential- $140,000.

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
Realty

1961 Corvair Monza, A / T, good
condition for $250.
Call 392.4759
1965 DODGE CORON. ET
4 ON,THE FLOOR

$850 434s5886 aft. 6 Om

'63 Corvair Monza SS, nice eater.
& Inter., needs work, $150 or best
'offer. Call 259-9011.

"63 Chev. Corvair, 700 model, 4 door, 1 owner car, good condition.$300. 255-8331

'64 Chev. wagon, 327' engine,
;auto. trans., P-/ S, P / B, air, AM FM, positractlen, air shocks, roof
tack, ex. cond. 359-4115
1964 Olds 98 Luxsed, 6-W, power

everything, fact -air, posltraction, air-lifls, clean.: $1250
call 39243476

358-1800

1965 PONTIAC CATALINA
4 Door, V -B, Power Steering, Radio, WSW, White with Red
Interior, Full Price

FRANKLIN WEBER PRICE

To Choose From

rental. Information call 741-

ExecutiVe Driven 1968 Bonneville
4 dr. hardtop list $5502, vinyl roof, power antenna, rear
speaker, full power, air conditioned, many many, extrcis.

FRANKLIN WEBER PRICE

natone

253-4447.
Boss Guitar,

1966 PONTIAC CATALINA

2 dr, hardtop, yellow in color, black vinyl roof, black interior, hydromatic, V-8, power steering, power brakes, rad-

FRANKLIN WEBER PRICE

Well established tavern fully

14.

II

A

ZIG-ZAG

TAVERN

large parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage. On route

I

I

Sewing machine cabinet includ-

$119.50.

904nyestment Property

358-1800

Home of the Finest Service and
Low Overhead Deals
440 EAST MAIN ST

381-0899

MINFIIMInk

reduced to $100, from

month. Immediate ocbedroOrns Beautiful wooded and landscaped. Out buildings,
screened summerhouse with bar-b-que. 3- acres, 250' frontage ors Route 14 2 cor garage.

Barrington

II

available. 437-8454

conies

leases

126 N. Cook St,

_

brought to your home or visit

#776

trols in every room

Air conditioning
Completely soundproofed
Ceramic tiled bathroo.ii with
vanity
-Wall to wall carpeting
throughout
TV & phone outlets
Coin operated laundry

yrs.

OLSMOBILE,
INC.
A

bathinett,.;
buggy; misc. infant & children's
items. Flute, V. violin. 259-4730.
New carpets. 1st quality brand
names. Installed wall-to-wall.
'Best podding. Also kitchen carpets, indribr-outdoor & commercial. Lowest prices. Samples

Concord Stereo tape

Well established restaurant in
busy shopping center. Cater-

/ //

BRAVOS

mazoo Amp, 6 mos. old. Exc.

Spacious living room with
beamed ceiling
Fireplace
* Dining room
2 spacious bedrooms
Eating area in kitchen
equipped Hotpoint
Fully
refrigerator,
kitchen with
store & disposal to make entertaining easy

.

bassinet;

dresser;

Univox

Ideal for carry -out foods,

PALATI NE --$59,500

IP

Spinet organ & bench. Excel.
condition, perfect for beginner.

from Arlington Heights.
Some

matching drapes and curtains.
Toss pillows. 6 yr. crib; child's

PHILIPPE BROS.

Village!

in 1/2 & share the space? I Comm

encal artist needs space

stores plus
bedroom
apartment. Ideal for retired
Couple. Across from busy
shopping center. On Route

The
Chalet

EXTRA LARGE

Lovely 4 bdrm. bilevel with
2 car att. gar. Quality con-

4

1968 SINGER

2

Ape exact

Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.

20,
2-5 p.m.
ISLAND LAKE

heal

lined street. Walk to train,
schooli, shOpping.
$34,800

MOTORS

our warehse showrm. By oppt.
only. Free estimates. Financing

alied a,

quaint shake roof. On tree

Sensational discount. Must see.

Sunday, October

goa am

82 -Warded To Rent
2

956. 0790

train &

This older 3 bdrm. home has

Day Want Ads
need

sell or build to suit.

89 -Real Estate -Bus. Property

MULLINS

basement, fully air condition
ed, dishwasher, range, refri
No pets
gerator, disposal
Shown by appointment only

Urgently

Will

1/44?

OPEN HOUSE

DeLUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS
1605 Apt A and 1611 Apt

A, N Arlington Hts Rd 3 bed
rooms, 2 baths, family room,

BA 3 5212 or

110'

x150' next to $65,000 homes,
beautiful Forest Preserve view.

Hts.

2 Bedroom brick ranch with
large family room. Separate
dining room, full basement,

large residential lots

5

BARRINGTON

IMPORT

2 oak dressers & 2 full size
matching beds. Full size spreads,

ELK GROVE

/-Why setde

DELIVERY

/"Immediate Dlivryl

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Will separate.
Phone 537-1930

74 -To Rent Apartments

VOLVO

COME IN AND

DISPLAY FURNITURE

88 Real Estate -Vacant

5 room garden apartment

beige

$45;

Sales & Service

2 pm, 392-2221,

646 S. Main, Algoncy. s (4 bl.

74 -To Rent Apartments

end -table,

cptg. 15' x 16', $25. Call after

255.6320
358-1502
894 1330

SEE THE '69

YEAR END
CLEARANCE
AVE ON ALL
SAVE ON ALL
'68 MODELS
IMMEDIATE

Authorized

Poker table -felt center, slots for

living room, country size

Palatine
Schaumburg

392-6500

658-5661

top, dinette set. 296-4374
glosses & chips -brand new.
'$25-253-5161

real

MULLINS

BRADSHAW

to

estate.

S. of 67 on 31/

Mt

you can be proud

Arlington Heights

71 CT

Walnut china cabinet; brown
cocktail & end tables, formica

nested

CL 3 7025

.

-voir.a-vo)

reasonable. CL 3-0041

own. Spacious foyer, sunken

Rd. and south of Schaumburg

bedrooms $125 a month

refrig., sofabed, chairs,

tables, china cabinet, goodcond.,

$50. 253-5174.

Attractive setting for .this

OPEN HOUSE

lent condition. 1150. 827-2358
Stove,

Girl's white & gold bunk -beds,
dresser, vanity, & night -stand,

SCHAMBURG
Cul-de-Sac

pass. $26,900. CL 5-0732,

like to buy --call usl

Lovely

paneled tam. rm., 21/2 car gar.,
crpt'ing, low 530's. CL 5-4829

transp. 10 per cent down,

thinking of selling or would

76 -To Rent Houses

A.H. 7 rm. bi-level, Ws bath,

schools, churches, shops, parks,

We sell homes throughout the
Fox River Valley. If you are

Located nr United Air Ls Nov

88 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

186 RealEstate-Houses

70 -Rooms Board

1964 Chevy wagon, P15, -P/B,
adjustable steering, go:KO, Condit, gilad rubber, 259.9472 afier
5.

$1695
New 1968 GTO Hqrcitop
Vinyl roof, console, air conditioning, deluxe wheels; power steering, power brakes, turbo hydromatic, verdoto
green, with white bucket seats. #859

FRANKLIN WEBER PRICE

$3337

1963 PONTIAC CATALINA
4 Dr. HTP V-8Hydrcimatic. Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Red in Color. FULL PRICE.

$695
C

FRANKLIN -WEBER

PONTIAC

'

100 W. GOLF RD. SCHAUMBURG, ILL.
8944-1300
SALES

THE DAY

Page 19

ap'o

Uhr

R HAPPY $44IPITINEr GROUND

I
OVER-

CHRYSLER

STOCKED

41

Annual
Clearance '68's
Said
and

f

ON NEW

'68
CHEVY'S

AND
DEMOS
in your car for a terrific deal on a '68 Chevy
or Demo
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

2 -door,

B

cylinder,

auto

trans. P/S, W/VV, R/H, factory
warranty No money down with
our car in trade

BOB BURROW
CHEVROLET, INC.

Brand New

Brand New

'68 CHARGE

'68 VALIANTS

'68 FURY'S
FROM
$2145

Equipment, V -B,

Fact

5

or 50,000 mile Fact War

yr

from

rantyl

495 W Northwest Hwy
Barrington

$1995

iiSLi) CAR CLEARANCE
WE'RE LOADED WITH TRADE-INS!

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

BRAND NEW
Full

135 NEW '68 CARS IN STOCK
MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH!!!
40 EXECUTIVE DRIVEN SPECIALS
EXAMPLES

imulump

engine, automatic trans., power dewlap.
Like new. Very low miles.

Includes 310, Val engine, automate tuna.,
power stowing, power brakes, tinted glut.
'Choice of 2)

$2695

$3095

II

DAY

.

Factory Equipment, 2 dr,
Pre-drivon Sedan, Balance of
5 yr or 50,000 mile Factory
Warranty!
Full

4 -door hardtop. Loaded) V.0, Ea engine,
automatic tuna., power steering. Balance

2 -door hardtop. Slack vinyl roof. Gulf
stream aqua In color. Power steering,

$2995

$2795

O

,PROSPECT

I

'68 CADILLAC

.

Control
Climate
Convert
Air Conditioning, AM FM Radio,
6 way Power Barely
Broken int

MARKET

$5495

.

Mint Condition A Steall

$1888

.

2 -door Hardtop, A Real Beau-

with Radio, Heater, Auto
Transmission and Full Power
ty

ISO OF MARCHAND'S SHARPEST USED CARS
OVER ISO
116 MIRO Corset

'6$ CHRYSLER 300

sob. triummlastee, rawer
Wakes reale.
waltrulle, eery. wens

FACTORY

reek,

$1395

'68 FORD LTD

4Ateer. Ober with kiosk alkyl
mot artwoutls ,tramuls., Iowa
Werleg. poor bolos. white.

51205
'65 FORD XL
2.0w barite". V -II, ortematle,
our steer. Dark blow.

$1495
Neweert tr.& eartranalr.

$1495
'65 FORD
N ed (Pilule 540 Tiber kantto.
AIR.CONDITION10. estmotki,

'66 PONT. 212
?????

Balance

Transmission,

of Fact Warranty

$1686
'65 MUSTANG

cu. in., with 4 bl. V-8, 4 -speed transmission,
bucket seats, etc. A beauty for the young at
$1990

'66 BUICK WILDCAT 2 -Dr. H.T. - Full power,
$1490
Black finish. A special at

$895

'62 RAMBLER CLASSIC 4 -Dr. - With automatic,
$390
6 cylinder engine, and very clean

'66 FORD

'67 Rambler 4 -Door Sedan - 6 Cylinder Automatic Transmission, Radio, White Wall tires. A

Radio,
Transmis-

V -B,

Automatic

Heater,
sion, Top

Real Buy at Only

$1,590

'67 FORD Country Squire 9 Pass. Wagon - Fac,
tory Air Conditioned. Full. Power. White Finish.
$2,690
Like new

888
'64 BARRACUDA
Auto-

V.0, Radio, Heater,
matic, Mint Condition!

$688
'62 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille with FulcPower

and Factory Air Condfjoning,
Mint Condition

$597

'68 CHEVY IMPALA 2 -Dr. H.T. - V-8, Auto.
Trans., Power Steering, etc. Red Finish. Black
$2,490
Vinyl Roof. A beauty
'67 CHRYSLER Newport 2 -Dr. H.T. - Factory Air
Conditioned. Full power, Vinyl Roof. Like New.
$2,490

'66 BUICK U SABRE "400" - 2 Door Hardtop,
Factory Air, Full Power, White Finish with Black
Roof. Sharp'

'63 FORD
Galaxies "500" V-8, Automatic,
Radio, Heater, Terrific Buy!

$484

WICKSTRO

.
I

el

51495
66 COMET Cowl.
totems eatrortible Is belie blot.
$2095
'66 MERC. Want

Cabo Park 5-patnper galley

ro se. Reoloodriwutli autumn*
sod', w"ft''
well tires, .te:
$995
'65 FORD Wagon
Very Ors, Atibouttle boa.

'65 MIRO

$2,090

_51395

. .

A fly hoary seta eille *golliwod
with

tlit.ateerlop

wheel,
ete.

Our, twee hikes.

berry

ter flit.
'64 CRT Wipe ....510951!rh
'SI PONTIAC

'66 FORD Country Squire - 10 Passenger
Wagon, Carmen Red -390 V-8, Full Power,
Roof Rack-Ono Owner Trade-in-New Car
$2,290
Condition
'67 MUSTANG 2 -Dr. H.T. - V-8, Standard Trans.
$2,090
Dark Green Finish. Very desirable

$145

2.11w hardtop. NW.

. 2.. $1595
Is pumper Ceortryouto.
11.0.
estr66

ir'1"gb
TA
500

$1415

snit... blue.
slamrls,.
rod)it.eot a, ester

2.1eer

'67 10*Y111A
a. deer. botee's
VW.

$195

aura b the

AlCCONDIITIONED

Co4trii Sadie. V.I. purer War.

5.1 ali
'61o

$3195

AIRCONDITIONED
2.0eer Lasdaic Ethialc bleak vinyl
FACTORY
reef.

'62 CHM Impala ....5995
7.dimr hardtop. Sharp. ICS, auto

riT'Egolearert. ..

.$595

$2295
61 MUSIANG
Blue 2.doer hardtop. Automatic
Moor steads,.
$595
63 FALCON

Ned,

Odle Up. Nolo

elotab.
'65 FALCON WAGON .51165
Foto*. Res. Automatic

'62 FORD WAGON ...$295
Bello etatlee won. V.S

$1195

4 -der. As

'63 FORD

Curl.

Cal. 500 _5695

Fonts*. 2.0w hardtop. Molt.

Borilindy, Week
4.4r
vinyl net. Ambautle. v.a. Mr

steels,.

63 aria. 50044...
cur...
calla.

'64 CHIV. CONVERT. .31115

SS Convert. $995
white. °rut.

$2495

$1495
'86 PONTIAC
Tempest Custom cam Yellow.
Aube/ale, poem. awing Excel.

65 FORD LTA

'65 CADILLAC

FACTORY AIR.COND. .....

'61 111111

$3495

FACTORY AIR.COND.. fill
"Zie.

Said.

5695
Auto -

84

It PONTIAC Catalina $1195
FACTORY

AIR-CONCITIONCO

V.1,eishoutle, haw,

'Tram) wain

slImir

51095

11.peuenor Gauntry Sadao Bronze.

5.4, Gutman( prow.

'66 MUSTANG rant $1695
A PO
Setter. 5.5. &atoned

sell..

'83 COIVAIR Cant $395

5995
'63 111RD
2.4r lordten. Torquato.

Yr.

62 FORD Gal. 500 .3595
a.dur. 5.11, automat's.

'66 PLYMOUTH 9 Passenger Wagon - V-8, Auto.

Transmission. Power Steering. Buy Today for

44'

$1,690

only

'66 FORD Galaxie 500 - 4 Door Sedan. V-8,

:

Automatic Power Steering, Radio. One Owner,
New Car Trade-in. In excellent Condition .$1,490
'65 G.T.O. Hardtop -4 speed. Yellow Finish. Low
$1,690
Miles, Black Interior. Very desirable

'65 DODGE Polar. Convertible - Full Power.
383 V-8, Dark Blue Finish, Block Top( Sharp!

$1,290

'65 CHRYSLER New Yorker - 4 Door, Hardtop.
Full Power, Factory Air. Many Extras. On Owner

PATO

New Car Trade

'63 RAMBLER Station Wagon - Automatic
Transmission 6 Cylinder. Roof Rack .

.

.

. $390

'62 CADILLAC Coupe De Ville - Red with Whit.
Leather Interior. Full Power

DES PLAINES
CHRYSLER

PLYMOUTH
622 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines, Ill.

2

12 Block East of the Cumberland Station

Weekdays 9' til 9 Closed Sunday

0
D
Phone 827-2163

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY., DES PLAINES
OPEN SUNDAY

WEEKDAYS 14, SATURDAY 94

MIN SUNDAY

SCORE

MAKE

BIS

THE

-BIG DEAL ON

VISIT USI JUST
1 MILE WEST OF

A 1969

DOWNTOWN
DES PLAINES

CHEVROLET!

DES PLAINES
CHRYSLER.

PLYMOUTH

MOM YTS.

6,6111v,

'Phone 296-1021
I

FACTORY

H ow Interim V.I. Very skarn,

Yipped.
De Viii.. Folly Lavery
Dark metattle Hu. Real
e ase.

'65 FORD WAGON

on.

In ton.
61 FORD Waits .. .51995

'62 CORVAIR CONVERT. $195

Impale. Sliver Wu.

4174.

btu.

Sharpest

gHlAbeSlArli8,
alter loin.

Spider ,

FACTORY AIR C041/111TIONED

'67 PLYMOUTH SATEUTE 2 -Dr. H.T. - Big 383

heart

Coupe, V B, Full Power, Wide
Ovals, Mint Condition

'Wagon,

peer Own... eh. Like eon.

Here's a Sample of Over 70 Used Cars to select:

'66 CHARGER
Big Engine, Full Power, Auto

Ranch

ranlear

You Name It! We got it!

with Big Engine,
Positraction, Vinyl Roof
4 -speed

matic

'65 CHRYSLER

4 -speed -- Sure grip differentials

$3195
4.4w
over loa

AlleCOND.

$1595
'66 CHEVROLET
Merlon Owe 4 -der WNW. 54,
automata. oils. Fewer Seer.. ete.

'AVM :titnikrIVrAii :.'"-

$1495

MERCURY

ultimate. Lolled.

woe tape,Nee. blackFall viol bp,Il eta.
L ike new.

$195

'64 COMET

'65

gATTIL. Va?NaiaT2.°V7.

cite owl s. thisMe.

$895

Cowtry NeIr with

$2195

'61 MUSTANG

52395

'63 Ford Wager

Hemi's

$1696

ICK

Red. A rake one. Hurry!

Tits rearkowly Is Ilko ow.

Super performance package
Air Grabers

$2385
$3295
$3595
$1195
.$2495
$3595

'67 CAMARO Convertible
Speed, V.111. Red. Very sharp.
'66 CORVETTE Convertible
new,
Modes blue whits fop. Atdomelc.
'66 CORVETTE (2 Tops)
427 angina. Marina blue.
'66 DODGE 500 Coronot
4-Sessid. Pod -fraction. Socket mats, etc.
'66 SHELBY 350 (2 to choose from) .
4-Spsed disc brakes, radio, etc.
'66JAGUAR XKE

Walls. rails.

'66 OLDS "442"

255-7200

fold down seat, radio.

2 Formula "S" Barracudas
12 Roadrunners
6 GTX Coupes and Converts

2.cloor, Hardtop, Big Engine,
4 -speed, Yoke Cam. Solids,

PHONE

$2995
'67
SHELBY 350
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED. C-4 automatic, power 'Holm power brakes, wags,

for Immediate Delivery

'67 IMPALA

DAY

$3795
$4345
'68
SHELBY
COBRA
Convertible
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED. While, black top, AM -F14 radio, powar disc brake..
Loaded. Like nor.

es! We have them instock

4:

DAY

HI -PERFORMANCE SPECIALS

'68 SHELBY or 500 FASTBACK

Hi- Performance
Cars

1
II

whbstsalls, radio, etc.

of new car warranty. (Choice of 2)

A hot one. Exec. demo. New car tills.

ARLINGTON
DAY

'68 FORD
GALAXIE 500

'68 FORD

FACTORY AIR-COND.

1969 CHRYSLERS & PLYMOUTHS
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

'68 DART

FACTORY AIR-COND.

White with a dark blue top. V, IO2

Over 100 Brand New

PES PLAINES

'68 FORD

'68 FORD

CONVERTIBLE

Phone 381-2500
w..su

Meg 'd

6i?('

120 1969 Fords in Stock for

on all remaining new
Demonstrators Over 80 to Select

Now is the time to trade-

CHEVY II NOVA

NSW AND MED CARS

POIRITIP

DES PLAINES
PLYMOUTH

WE'RE

Wednesday, October 16, 1968

CUMBERLAND
STATION

I

800 L NORTHWEST HWY. ti 9,4100
EVENU4011

CLOSED SUNDAY,

1
UGHI Listen to wise words of HIGH CHIEF! HIGHER
rates no way to rate HIGH with "Engine" tribe! Bad
for business! Bad for budget! Go on warpath! Fight

to hold price line with new HIGH in car line! NI*
Buicks in camp! Many more coming! Sales Injuns
whoop it up! Injun-eer 'um special Injun Summer

COMES TO...

Deal! Christen 'um MINIMUM but call 'urn MINI

for short! Honor of wife who wear skirt by same name!
Mini Price, Mini profit, mini payment on MAXI number of cars assure Squaw, Maiden, ,Chief and Brave
MAXI deal! Make 1969 reservation now!

rtt

M U.jfoh

,

VIYVV"VVVYV

n"PlYVVVVYV

E Double -Checked...

V

USED CARS...MANY

,9,11111111.7,
2 -door Sedan, V-8 engine, power
steering, power brakes, radio. Ex-

exterior,
roof, factory air
Silver

with black vinyl
conditioned, power steering 8 power $1895

$1695

cellent condition.

$1295

brakes.

2 -door Hardtop, blue exterior, lite
blue interior, V -B, power steering,

$1695

/
terrines

power brakes, air-conditioned.

w

19.67 Buick Skylark

1967 Buick LaSabre

1966 Buick Special Deluxe
4 door sedan Lite blue exterior, blue
interior, V 8 engine, factory air
conditioned

Hardtop,

2 -door

pange, interior, power steering,
power brake, air conditioned

1966 Pontiac Spt. Cpe.

1966 Chrysler, Newport

1966 Buick LaSabre
4 door Hardtop, Gold erterior, V-8
engine, auto transmission, Chart,

O -ER!

-

HORSES...PLENTY PO

2 -door Hardtop. Gorgeous alpine

white with black vinyl roof, V-8,
power steering, power brakes.

$2195

$2195

Bring 'Um Squaw ... bring 'um Papoose ... an don't forget to bring 'urn Buck!

Get 'um message, Mini?

MINI -BRUTE TOO!
Heap Big Deal

...an' HOW!
-IN-

...an' know'HOW

SAVINGS

V

30 S. MAIN (RT. 83) MT. PROSPECT 253-4420

1

by John's Braves!

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR, YOUR

W CAR BUY

IS FROM BONNIE MOTORS!

NOTICE:
ALL BONNIE NEW AND
USED CARS ARE FULLY

-,%

Lowest price
(True Sports car On
wheels! Priced
even lower
at BONNIE'

1969JAVELIN
Fun, romance & the feeling

WINTERIZED!
USED CAR SPECIALS
With Bonnie's own famous
warrantee!
'65 Pontiac Catalina

'66 Ambassador Super Sport
2 -door Hardtop, air-conditioned, auto. trans,
P/S. Beautiful orchid in color.

Convertible, auto. trans., factory air conditioned
P/S, P/B, radio, W/W. Clean car.

$1369

$1569

'65 Dodge Dart

'64 Buick 225 Electra
4 -door Hardtop, R/H, P/S,

1169

Economy 6, 2 -door, auto. trans., W/W, A real
buy.

W/W.

2512

auto.
Maroon in color.

trans.,

P/S,

P/B,

W/W,

Auto. trans., P/S, P/B, 8/H,/W. A white beauty.

At $569

$1369

kids to school.

$1998
Got no car?
Give us a call

we'll pick you

YOUR PAL
COMPLETE

'61 Olds Convertible

'65 Dodge Polarai
V-8,

for shopping & taking the

$869

of freedom is yours for just 2 -door,

Mother's perfect companion

PALATINE

gip! (within 10 miles)

milr

BODY SHOP
FINEST SERVICE
ON ALL MAKES
.

AUTHORIZED
DEALER:
AMERICAN
MOTORS

RAMBLER

AMBASSADOR

JAVELIN AMX

500 E. NORTHWEST HWY. PALATINE, ILL.
358-5745,
(1 mie Northwest, i of Arington Park Race Track, on Northwest Highway)
Hours: Mon. thru Fri., 9 to 9, Saturday 9 to 6
.

Y.

e u licans Hustling to Bring 10,000 Here For Ninon
BY RICHARD CRABS

From 500)0 mailings to a

notice and reach such proportions in such a short time
as the buildup for the Nixon

communications center, weeklong preparations are reaching

a climax for Richard M Nixon s campaign address in

this week, the preparations are

going ahead rapidly," said
Shaw. "Maine Republicans

visit." said Shaw.

"Despite the fact that some
townships are holding their
major events of the campaign

campaign dinner
Monday evening and we are
held their

having' ours in Palatine
Township Friday evening.

Bevy of Candidates
paign in the northwest To Accompany Nixon
northwest suburbs began
plans last week within hours

of Nixon's decision to cam-

Richard M. Nixon's Mount

They hope the preparations

will produce a crowd of

10 000 or more when the
GOP presidential candidate
speaks in the Prospect High
fieldhouse at ID a m Satur-

Prospect appearance on Saturdemonstrate the
day will
candidate -drawing magnetism
of presidential candidates.

day

They never travel alone. In
addition to his wife Pat, Nix-

Walls Shaw of Palatine coordinator of party efforts in

Prospect accompanied by

northern Cook Lake and Du
Page counties

has expressed

satisfaction with the way

on will arrive in Mount

Gov. John Volpe of
Massachusetts,

U.

S.

Sen.

Thruston Morton of Ken-

preparations are going
I have never seen anything

tucky and U. S. Rep's Melvin
R. Laird of Wisconsin, all

before take oil on such short

Republicans.

Showers

cooler, loss near 60; tomorrow: booth and cooler,
showers like's, high near 70.

Angels School fire in Chicago.

light and heat in event com-

from the Nixon rally head-

state can-

didates to appear here with
Nixon. Gubernatorial candidate Richard Ogilvie will introduce the GOP presidential
candidate to the rally.

Illinois' junior U. S. Sen.
Charles Percy definitely will
he present and U. S. Sen.

transportation and a vast
parking program near Prospect High School," he said.

year and Our Lady of the

unavailable.

MOST OF THE mailing
and telephoning is being done

quarters set up 'this week in

Arlington Heights.
Invitations are being funin Illinois,/ has provided neled to other suburban comtelephone, radio and television munities and mailings will ap-

EQUALLY impressive are
the communications prepara-

The center, only of its kind

tions being made by Illinois
for the
Secret Service and up to 150
Bell Telephone Co.

press people who will conic

Cooler and rainy weather is

forecast by the Weather

Its facilities include 15

telephones and 10 mobile
radio telephone channels

The communications problems were lessened when it
was decided not to originate

a live telecast from the
fieldhouse. Television taping

will be done for use later in
the day.

The power requirements for
taping are modest compared
to those required for a live

several school assembly
rooms. Nixon aides turned
down the offer, but it still

telecast.

Bureau

sunny, dry weather of the last
several days will be blamed on

the Deep South. A low

will be issued tonight with
another updating Friday at

pressure area over east Texas
and Oklahoma and Hurricane

A more specific forecast

for Mount Prospect

Saturday morning.

the Prospect High School
fieldhouse.

.

Temperatures near 60 are
expected at 10 a.m. when
Richard Nixon is to speak in

Gladys over Florida are setting the pattern.

noon.

Ironically, the end of the

carried walkie-talkie

-

117 S. Main St.
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Says FAA Can't Help Jet Noise,
But Village Planners Could Have
Village planners should

"We have had one of the roughest -summers we have ever

had to face out here with the noise problem," Deputy FAA

is noisy and we are part of produces about 50 per cent
you; most FAA people from less noise.

The officials explained the

BY TED LACEY
have used industrial areas for
buffer zones, as Elk Grove
Village is doing.
Ipstead, many communities

lower Controller from O'Hare Airport Robert Schwankc:pbovel;
told Mount Prospect residents last night. "We agree' with' yoti. arc permittitig the building of
that it is noiss but we are not to blame," said Federal Aviation residential areas, schools and
Agency, official Jack Koehler, at kit below. Neal Callahan, hospitals right in line with
FAA's man in charge of community relations for O'Hare sits O'Hare's runways.
to the right.

electronic devices used for
guiding planes and said the

O'Hare live in this area," said
Koehler, chief of the air traf-

practice is quite safe.

And, they said; air pollution from jet aircraft is not a

splitting

nerve

-

"Children wake up scream-

with fallout is not from

last night.

are losing their hearing," said
Mrs. Ralph Lockett, 1435
Birch Dr.. Mount Prospect.
Sam Hornak, 1407 Fern

"the screeching hurts my ears
and I'm a grown-up guy.

officials.

In response to a barrage of

gripes hurled at them by 60

nervous Mount Prospect

residents, Koehler and two of
his O'Hare Airport based colleagues said of the jet plane
noise problem:

"We don't like it either."
The officials said, however,
they are presently powerless to
do anything about it.

Dr., Mount Prospect, said

"BUT MY child

pulls

a

troller Robert Schwank ' de-

low when arriving

clared:

Public

at

and

departing from the airport.

Fern

Dr.,

Mount Prospect, told FAA

Deputy FAA Tower Con"We have had one of the

main concern must be corn-

roughest summers we have
ever faced out here with the

over this area.

"The condition will continue until around Nov. 24.

when the other runway
reopens." he said.

"We agree with you that it

night

The commission also voted

to consider changing an

ordinance which now allows
the village manager to waive

deposits on public im-

provement projects.

Single-family houses in

Mount Prospect now cannot
have a floor area larger than

25 per cent of the lot area.
The commission Voted to raise
the limit to 35 per cent.

COMMISSIONER

HAROLD Ross, 517 N.

Emerson, said that allowing

bigger houses to be built on

is desirable since the price of

lots is not always a good idea.
"We don't want to turn

lots is going up.

"It costs a lot of money to
buy a lot big enough for a

Mount Prospect into another
Skokie, with huge houses on reasonably big house,"
tiny lots," he said. "If I didn't ,Busenhart said.
Commissioner Eugene
like trees and grass, I'd live
in Chicago."

J. C. Busenhart, 723

Bradtke, 1812 Na Wa Ta, said
that the present limit on house

Prospect, the commission

size is not being enforced by

secretary, said that the change

the village.
,

He suggested the com-

mission recommend that the
lot size ordinance be put on

forest preserves and highways
so people would be affected as
little as possible. he said.

this service.**

Both Koehler and Schwank
live in Arlington Heights.
Neal Callahan, the. FAA's
"But there aren't any clear
man in charge of community routes. If anybody can fine
Congress passed a law last

empowering the FAA to

hold a public hearing to

*do

amend an ordinance allowing
the village manager to waive
deposits of money for public
improvements projects, such
as building roads, sewers and

standard problems but not
Hersey High which holds
"Grump Day" so that students

will get all their wild clothes
and wiggy decorations shown
off early. Dressed in their
"best" are Don Wheeler, 1409
Mount
Lane,
Dogwood

Prospect; Terry Miller, 923

W. Rand Rd., Arlington
Heights; and Kurt Mohlman,

810 N. Gibbon*, Arlington

"grumpily" according to

airplanes. It looks like when

they go over our house for a
landing at, O'Hare they come

listen."

Koehler blamed

how you think planes look
from the ground.

"But we have men in the

control tower 75 feet up
whose job it is to watch these
operations. The pilots are required to maintain a glide
slope into the airport, and are

required to climb as quickly
as possible when departing."

KOEHLER said "a violation to these rules is very
much the exception. Those
pilots don't want to he ettso
low. It's too dangerous for

tion that will require all new

their own lives. the lives, of
their passengers and for the
safety of the people down

use special engines that pro- O'Hare public in 1957. But he
duce less noise," he said, "but also knows of developers who

below."
Callahan said the flights are

Callahan said the City of
airplanes after a future date to Chicago made its plans for

is at least two years continued to build near the
away."
airport, and he knows of real
"There is on the testing estate brokers who guaranteed
stand right now an engine that prospective home buyers that
no planes would fly overhead.
Schwank said some real
estate brokers constantly call

this

The ordinance would

he

changed 'to say that in all

cases, the village manager

cent of the cost of public

the FAA control tower to find
out plans for routing air traffic, which vary according to
These

real

estate

brokers

then do not take customers to
see houses

in

line with air

The deposit is a guarantee

to the village that a project
will meet village regulations

operations, and therefore has

when it is finished, Busenhart
said.

no control over military
nothing to do with the sonic
booms about which several
residents complained.

Meetings
Elk Grove Township
Town Board of Auditors,
Township Hall, 2400 S.
Arlington Heights Rd., 8
p.m.

occasionally monitored by
electronic devices and also by

special agents to make sure
the planes do not fly too low.

At the request of the protesting residents, Koehler said

he would "co-ordinate with

the FAA people who are
associated with flight procedures so they can make a
determination in this regard

weather conditions.

traffic.
Callahan said the FAA has

THE AIRLINES at O'Hare
are in hot competition with
each other, Schwank said.

and

possibly

monitor more

flights.

"Also, 1 will advise the Air
Traffic Association that there
are complaints of irregular
altitude control."

Gripe
Of The

Day

They sell a service to the com-

munity, and the fact that. the
community is buying the
service means there are going
to be airplanes.

Why is the small order aisle
at the supermart the slowest.
H.B.

Kenneth MacIsaac, 1406

gas and water mains.%

Some schools have dress

to

"shortsightedness on the part
ing noise.
of these communities," for
"We are writing a regula- much of the trouble.
take some steps toward quell-

improvement projects.

The commission voted to

Prospect,

lower than they actually are

tural committee and building
department to use when they
approve the building of a

change must be passed by the
village board before it goes into effect.

Mount

airplanes, we don't dispatch noise abatement.
airplanes,' we just separate
"We photographed your
airplanes so they don't collide. community from the air and
"We are employed by the tried to plot clear lanes for arfederal government to provide rivals and departures across

must keep a deposit of 100 per

THE LOT size ordinance

Dr..

in so low they sometimes have
to rise up to clear the wires."
Schwank said "I can sec

a checklist for the architec-

house. This was passed by the
commission.

Fern

said, "I think the biggest problem with fallout is not from
radioactive particles but from

Callahan also said he and
several FAA officials went to
New York and Washington,

an Commission Favors Bigger Houses Per Lot
Property owners should be
allowed to build bigger houses
on lots in Mount Prospect
than now is permitted, the
Plan Commission decided last

plete.safety,"

relations for O'Hare, said one we would be glad

several months. requiring increasing the load on another
runway that channels flights

"We cannot carry on

mittee's special meeting was
that planes fly dangerously

Prospect

Maclsuac, 1406

screams when planes go over."

Health and Safety Com-

Mount

airplanes," Kenneth

noise problem. This is because
we've had a runway closed for

normal life patterns.- Mrs.
Robert Stewart. 516 S. Lewis,
Mount Prospect. said.

Another complaint aired at
the

"1 think the biggest problem

radioactive particles but from

pillow over his head to shut

out the noise and still

been

"WE DON'T schedule D.C., to try to get ideas on

noise.

Federal Aviation Agency
(FAA) oifficial, speaking at a
meeting in Mount Prospect

not

Chicago area office, said.

our fault.

wracking

has

thoroughly tested yet, and our

blame for the noise. It isn't

Most complaints, however,

concerned screeching, ear-

"BUT IT

fic branch of the FAA's
"But we cannot take the

problem.

ing from their naps, and we
have affidavits signed by ear
doctors stating that the kids

SO SAID Jack Koehler, a

Heights. And above:clothes
are not the only way to dress

A battery of 15 telephones
has been installed in the rally
headquarters and will be used
through Friday night.
The only opportunity for an
overflow crowd to hear Nixon
will be on loudspeakers on the
Prospect High parking lot.
School officials offered to
set up closed-circuit television
and "pipe" the Nixon talk into

Saturday to Be Cool, Rainy

with the Nixon party.
Being moved into place late
today is a mobile telephone
center, housed in a specially
built vehicle 32 feet long.

hand

devastating tornadoes last

mercial power becomes

Everett Dirksen hopes to at- capable of providing
tend if his schedule allows it, telephone links to any point
a member of his staff said in the United States. It has
yesterday.

role in such emergencies as
the great snow in 1967, the

floodlights with 500 feet ,of

Your Home Newspaper

Volume.; Numbcr 127

5,,

cable. From a platform on the
roof of the vehicle officials
and press can direct or view
activities.
The center carries its own
independent source of power.

gram ends this afternoon.

Tbe Pro5pect ;Dap

WEATHER
Tonight.

Republican officials also
expect local and

Cook County, in Lake County
and in Du Page County. "The
mailings are being backed up
with telephone calls, making

signs, organizing bus

Mount Prospect Saturday
Republican leaders in the

suburbs

phones, a public address scrvite for many events in resystem, and a system of cent years. It had a prominent

the northern townships of

could be done on Friday if the
weather projections for Saturday morning are not good.

proach 50.000 before the pro-

"We are mailing invitations
by the thousands throughout

Rumsfeld to Speak Twice Friday Night
U. S. Rep. Donald

Rumsfeld (R-13) will take his
re-election campaign to Arlington Heights and Palatine
Friday.

this week to the congressmen's
'campaign staff in this area:

--Mrs. James Petersen,
1337 Thurston, Palatine,

Rumsfeld will speak to the
Greenbrier Civic Assn., in the
Greenbrier School, Arlington

Heights, and at the Palatine
Regular Republican Organiza-

tion dinner -dance

Donald Lowitz, has
announced six appointments
ager,

at the

Chevy Chase Country Club.
Rumsfeld's campaign man-

as

assistant chairman of the
Woman's Division .

500 S. William, Mount

Prospect, Elk Grove

Township chairman.
-Mrs. Richard Hunt, 1252
Thurston, Palatine, Palatine
Township woman's chairman.
-Mrs. Roy K. Jernberg,

114 N. Kaspar, Arlington

-Mrs. Charles L. Kimball,

Heights, Wheeling Township

Prospect, Elk Grove
Thownship assistant

S. Belmont, Arlington

600 Go-Wando, Mount
chairman.
'--Mrs. Harrison A. Hanson,

campaign chairman.

-Mrs. Henry A. Milne, 436

Heights, Wheeling TownshiP
assistant chairman.

Karen Patton, 207 E. Marion
Ave., Prospect Heights.

a

Democrats
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Rally Friday'

Nortvesco Moves
To New uarters
I he Northwest Opportunity

Council (Norwesco) which
operates three Head Start
Lintels teccntly moved into

A leading Illinois Democrat
will speak when the Elk

-

Grove Township organization
holds an "old fashioned rally"
Friday night.
-

The speaker will be either

Newton W. Minow, chairman
of Vice -President Humphrey's

new quarters at 2525 S.
Clearbrook Dr

Arlington

Illinois campaign, or State

Heights
The new home of Norwesco

Treasurer Adlai Stevenson Ill,
according to Township Committeeman Chester Chesney.
Candidates expected to at-

is the District 59 Service

Center. School District 59
leased this building to use for

Guests Thirsty,
Jeirelry Gone

tend the rally are Francis S.
Lorenz. for Illinois attorney

office and warehouse space.

"Since this school district
sponsored the first Head Start
program in the area in 1965,

general; 'John Egan, for

Des Plaines

temporary quarters at 650

Metropolitan Sanitary District
trustee; Edward V. Hanrahan,
for states attorney; Robert
The candidates for homecoming queen at Elk Grove High School this year are front left, Downing and Judge Thadeus
Mary Shea, 125 Kenilworth, Elk Grove; 'Ferri Altergott, 70 E. Forest, Elk Grove; Claudy Adesko, for Circuit Court
Nelson, 561 Sycamore, Elk Grove; Diane Walsh, 72 Forest, Elk Grove, and Mary Barron, judge; Mrs. Eugenia Chap-

Rhs Collignon told pollee
Imo women, both about 20,
Lame to her home and asked
tut a drink of water and she

Ridge in Elk Grove Village.

The Head Start program is
designed to help children from
to 5 years old whose parents

31)1) Landincier, Elk Grove.

it has always acted in a parent
tole to Nonvesco,- said David
Fankhauser, program direc-

Jewelry valued at $155 was

stolen

\

es t erd y from the

home of Mrs

Anna

tor

Jefferson

1186

C ollignon

let them in

One of the women

disappeared briefly while they
,sue in the home Mr.,
C ollignon said and she notic-

ed the theft shortly atter they
left

Missing are thit.c imp
and a wiist watch police
said

Norwesco moved from

schools, iccording to

Fankhauser
Fhe council operates Head

Lutheran Church, Palatine; at

Southminster Presbyterian
Church, Arlington Heights,

and at the Community
Presbyterian Church, Wheel-

ing A tomtit center will

be

opened in Des Plaines.

3rd

Homecoming Saturday

can t afford private nursery

start centers at Bethel

man and John Morrissey for

Homecoming will start at Elk Grove High School tomorrow.

The candidates for queen will be presented to the students in the morning, and a vote
will follow to determine who will be crowned in the afternoon at 3:10.
A bonfire and pep rally will begin at 7:30 in the field next to the school.

Following him will be the Elk Grove High School marching band, the cheerleaders, 30
decorated cars representing the organizations and clubs in the school, a float with the queen

-,

(-

Arlington Cardinals at 2 p.m.
At half-time, the queen and her court will be presented to the spectators.

it

The homecoming dance. "La Fete," will he held in the gym from 8 to

between Tuesday and

Wednesday in front of his
home at 906 S. Elmhurst Rd.

lie sponsored by the Elk Grove Varsity Club.

Forest View Varsity Sho
To Open Saturday Night

;
i

i

ez

I-

,

-

":1i 1\1

BROADWAY OF EUROPE
15 DAYS

"The Times They Are AChangin' " will be the theme
of the variety show to be
presented this weekend and
the next by students of Forest
View High School. 2121 S.

THEATRE -CONCERT -CABARET

London -Paris

Amsterdam

t

$320.00

,

PIZZA PARLOR

"Irish
Clorper"
WE'RE OPEN!
Banjo Entertainment

PLAN YOUR FALL & WINTER
VACATION EARLY!

Goebbert. Arlington Heights.

CAR INSURANCE

Thursday, Friday
Saturday Evenings

MOUNT

CALL:

WAYNEgate BRENNN

Ultra

259-6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

ShoppingA

West

1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads
Palatine
Phone 359.4255

PROSPECT

The show will he presented

SOME OF the acts will be

political in nature, according
to Robert Carey, 117 S.

Burton, Arlington Heights, a
teacher who is helping with
production.

Rocky. Agnew Muskie,

392-4050
Arlington Heights

State Farm Mutual

Leto, 53, of
Franklin Park who was driving the bus, requested the continuance to have more time to
Hester

Mrs.

Agnew Who?, Wallace. HHH
War,

from
us!

The conference also voted
polution committee work with the Cook
County Council of Government.

'Gerald Marks, a trustee of

e

11,4rr

resources bond referendum
should be passed to give the
State legislature authority to
raise the money it needs to

take care of water problems.

to support the $1 billion

bonds would include con-

District, urged the conference

Work financed by the .

natural resource bond referendum to be held Nov. 5.

trolling floods and water polu-

MAYOR John Woods of

building water recreation

Arlington Heights suggested
that a committee to study

highway problems in the

Wnorthwest suburbs be formed.
Each community participating

in the conference would have
a member on the committee,
he said.

The highway committee
would study the problem of

tion, bringing water to areas

where it is needed and
"Unless the referendum

is

passed, the Metropolitan
Sanitary District won't be able

to build any more sewers or
sewage treatment plants until
the end of 1969," Marks said.
"These are vitally needled."

Real estate taxes levied by

the Metropolitan Sanitary

District would have to be

Wead, 4315 Hawthorne, RollThe committee also would
ing Meadows; Nancy Russo, study what other highways are
507 Deborah. Rolling needed in this area. and would
Meadows; Pat Soto, 4004 decide which ones are needed
Eagle, Rolling Meadows; San- the most.
Existing highways in
dy Brown. 4507 Magnolia,
Rolling Meadows; Joy communities participating in
Erickson, 1215 Sunset. Mount the conference would be lookProspect; Marty McCormick, ed at, and the committee
802 We -Go Trail. Mount would make recommendations
Prospect. and Bernice Harris. on which ones should be
921) Owen Mount Prospect.
repaired and improved.

the money for projects needed
over the next couple of years
if the referendum fails, Marks

312 Cypress,

Protesters and

doubled or tripled to provide

said.

HE EXPLAINED that if
the referendum

defeated,

is

these projects probably won't

he started since authority to
raise sanitary: district

taxes

conies front the State.

"People will vote on the
bond referendum at the same
time they vote for president of
the U.S.," Marks noted.

The Northwest Municipal
is made up of

Conference

representatives from Palatine,

About 300 students will

take part in the show, Carey

Arlington Heights, Mount

said.

Prospect Heights, Barr, Barr
Hills, Buffalo Grove, Wheel-

is

the

Prospect, Des Plaines,
ing, Schaumburg, Rolling

Chambers

Meadows and Elk Grove.

Driver's Head
Suffers Cuts
In Crash

Bud Casey, 1711 Surry Ridge,
Arlington Heights: Chuck Mc
Haley, 2103 Bluebird. Rollina

A Mount Prospect man was

injured yesterday in a traffic
accident at Arlington Heights

Meadows; Mike Knapp, 670

Bel Aire, Mount Prospect;
Steve Firzst, 2905 Thrush

Art -d

MARKS told the conference that the natural

the Metropolitan Sanitary

1529 Surrey Ridge, Arlington

Lane. Rolling Meadows; Tom
Vaughn, 5 W. Sunset, Mount
Prospect; Marla Byl, 802 Can-

REALTORS ®

were killed in the crash.

harmful.

Meyer Rd., Mount Prospect:

w as

Larson of Prospect Heights,

polution are the most

Heights: Bob Valcon, 906

too

Debbie Huber and Susan

Conference at Palatine Village
Hall last night.

group are: Craig Whitehead.

ROBERT L.

for conditions.
Two passengers in her auto,

the substances causing air

Singers. Members of the

a
sign

charged with driving too fast

the Northwest Municipal

to be presented.

perform

ego

17,

was formed at a meeting of

One of the groups to

take

Patricia Numerowski,

of 522 Isa Dr., Wheeling is

built in the northwest suburbs

Political are among the skits

SELLING YOUR HOME?

stop sign.

The air polution commitee
noted that one of its main problems was deciding which of

A committee to study

Trip, Southern Moderate,
Cruel

Mrs. Leto is charged with

reckless homocide and failure
to yield the right-of-way at a

New Group to Study
Highways Location

Arlington Heights; Cindy ing Rand Rd., should be built.

on Oct. 25 and 26. Tickets are
St.

the

Center

The attorney representing

prepare his client's defense.

where the expressway parallel-

Kathy Jones,

this Saturday and Sunday at
8 p.m. and at the same time

Palatine Rd. Sept. 25 has been
continued until Nov. 8 in Arlington Heights Traffic Court.

to let its air

Anthony Prygra of Mount
Prospect reported his car was
sprayed with shaving cream
while it was parked overnight

p.m. and will

11

Rd. (Windsor Dr.) and

Youth for Humphrey con-

Car Sprayed

214.

The trial of the two drivers
involved in a fatal auto -school
bus accident at Buffalo Grove

where highways should be

sisting of 25 students at Elk
Saturday morning, the homecoming parade will make its way from the Clarement School Grove High School.
to Elk Grove High, starting at 10:45 a.m.
Leading the parade, as grand marshal. will he Dr. Edward Gilbert, superintendent of District

The football games will start at noon with the junior varsity, and the seniors playing the

',V :
(-('?5.;"7-1'^:

represen-

Trial Postponed

tative, and possibly Matthew
Donaher, candidate for clerk
of the Circuit Court.
The rally, to begin at 8 p.m.
in the Elk Grove Township

Hall, also will feature a
musical group called the

and her court and students on decorated bicycles.
_,

District state

Car -School Bus

Dota; Mount Prospect;

Lynder Schafer, 2410 Algon-

quin. Rolling Meadows;

e,

The Chamber Singers will perform 0 Forest View's Variety
Show this weekend and next weekend. Clockwise from the

bottom, they are Craig Whitehead, Bob Valoon, Bud Casey,

Chuck Mclialey, Mike Knapp, Steve Firzst, Tom Vaughn,
Marla Byl, Lynder Schafer, Kathy Jones, Cindy Wead, Nancy'

Russo, Pat Soto, Sandy Brown, Joy

Erickson,

Mary

McCormick, Bernice Harris.

in

Arlington Heights.

A truck driver from

Carpentersville was ticketed in
the accident.
Neil J. DalCerro, 21, of

106 S. Busees, Mount

Prospect was treated for head
cuts at Northwest Community
Hospital

4:we

and

released.

William Thompson, 30, was
charged with disregarding a

Ai7111

4:4P-4411014010/41004

Rd. and Algonquin Rd.

stop light.
01

cc.

ST

rfi.7:Y':

lT

L'AIGLON
. GAY GIBSON
. JONATHAN LOGAN
. MAGGI ,STOVER
. MARSATTI
. BUTTE KNITS
. MIA KNITS

f

i4,iilh ;41

PE PLE
D

!

1

"

35 P

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF
EXCEPTIONAL HOMES
AS ADVERTISED IN THE

418 d if

fessiona 1 Salespeople

Marge Nelson Mary Solon Don Jackson
Jo Good Joan Miller Carl Pasquale
Frank Jagels Jack Whisler Bob Lotka
Norm Marley Vic Soderstrom George Stahmer
Larry Knaack Marge Yeats Harry Gar19nd
Bill Biedermann Grace Manning Jack Jozwiak Micke Robertson
Jerry Maas Bessie Wright Gen Hollnagel
Chuck Flood Joe Winters Doris Baehr
Al Langos Jim Warriner Guy McCord
Julia Ward Bob Nelson
Raymond W Nelson Jim Maloney Tdrry Fitzpatrick

111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

In all the latest fabrics,
wools - some leather and leather -

trimmed. All beautiful!
SHIFTS

TO

$12.50

Fall and Holiday
DRESSES & SUITS

tersection

the

west

auto.

DalCerro said he had the

green light when he entered
the intersection. Thompson

told police he could not stop

SIZE RANGES
8 70 18
AND
7 TO 15

PRICE RANGES

Isis truck when the Algonquin
Rd. light changed to red.

Thompson is scheduled to
appear in Arlington Heights
Traffic Court Nov. 13.

$20 Stolen
From Purse
While Frances Kempisty of
S. Kaspar marched with

110

the

Arlington High

School

band Tuesday, someone stole
$20 from her purse, according

/

4

returned after practice, the
money was missing.
'

The room was left open

while the band was praOcing,
police said.

. .

358-5900 394-1900 392-3900 255-3900 773-2800

LADIES APPAREL

Fixtures
Stolen

OPEN ALL DAY ON WEDNESDAYS
FRIDAY TO 9 PM

Assorted building materials
were reported stolen yesterday
from a storage building in the

Mt. Prospect

CL 3-7622

Berkley Square subdivision,

Arlington Heights police
report.

I.

when

hound truck collided with his.

Miss Kempisty told police
she left her purse in the band
room while the band: was
practicing outside. When she

111111111111111111111111111111111111811111111111111111=

DAY PUBLICATIONS

NEW!

Heights Rd. crossing the in-

to Arlington Heights police.

BUYER'S GUIDE
APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

northbound on Arlington

$18.00 To $55.00

by SHIP 'N SHORE

Assorted Styles $7.75

Convenient O//icei

Police said Dal Cerro was

.
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4-H .Has Come Long Way From the Farm
ing, public speaking, sewing
and gardening. About 21 per
cent of it is devoted to pro-

A children's farm club in group of farmers,
That's the home of Robert
Arlington Heights"
That's a standard reaction Krier and his wife, Gertrude,
when someone learns that a advisers to the 28 members of
4-H club is fluorishing in the the Arlington Heights 4-H
Club.

heart of northwest suburbia.
But a visit to 124 Seeger
Rd soon would dispel the idea

that 4-H

is

They spend mast of their
time with such activities as

nothing but a home economics, woodwork-

give advice when it is required
but the key to the 4-H success,

RICHARD NIXON

the

pletion. The steps he must

jects that are agriculturally
oriented.

youngsters do their projects

follow are outlined in the 4-H

THE KRIERS biggest 'role,
however, is a negative one -"keeping hands off." They

making a dress or learning to

they say,

is

to

let

on their own.

And the "project" -- be

it

speak in public: -1S the cor-

nerstone of the 4-H program,

Old Knights Come Home Saturday

in person
and PAT, too!

Each member has a project
and must pursue it to com-

handbook but considerable
latitude

is

allowed for the

YOU are invited to see and hear
our next President

member's creativity, Mrs.
Krier said.

Some projects are handled
individually. Others, such as
certain woodworking efforts,
require cooperation. Progress
reports arc kept so the club's
minimum requirements arc
fulfilled apd eventually the

project is exhibited at a 4-H

Its "Knight
I line- this
week as the Prospect High

The queen s name will
announced and she will

School Knights celebrate their
homecoming

crowned at an assembly
tomorrow afternoon at 1:30.

Wednesday with an assembly

will begin at 2:30 p.m. at the

candidates to the student

Prospect High marching band
and the Rhythmettes. It will
travel east On Highland to

be
be

The homecoming parade

Tie festivities began

presenting the queen

school, with

body, after which the election
was held

21

floats, the

Tot Burned
By Hot Coffee

OBITUARIES
Rev. F. C. Rueggeberg
Services were held Oct. 8

He was buried Oct. 10 at
Guadalupe Valley Memorial

Mount Prospect.

died at Lutheran General

Park, Brownsfel. Tex.

He was a rented clergyman

Mrs. Lillian Wolf

and a four-year resident of
Mount Prospect

a playpen at the howling alley.

Mrs. Lillian R. Wolf, 81, of

Selma

Prospect, died yesterday at

Ruth Fisher a brother.

Hospital. Arlington Heights.
Surviving are a son. Robert
E.: two sisters, Mrs. Alma

two daughters. Miss
Erna Rueggeherg director of
Lutheran Genet al Hospital
School of Nursing, and Mrs.

Northwest Community

Steven pulled the cup down
from a ledge, according to
police. His mother Georgian-

THIS SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19
10:00 A.M. SHARP

homecoming football game confidence grow as they

PROSPECT HIGH SCHOOL
801 WEST KENSINGTON (Foundry Road)

will be at night as the Knights pursue their projects. Boys
play Palatine Friday under learn woodworking from experts in the trade. Girls get
their new lights.

On Saturday the dance, sewing instruction from pro"Knight Times" will be held ficient seamstresses and
in the gym from 8:30 to 11:30 members of the Toastmaster
Club advise the public speakp.m.
Decorating the gym for the ers and judge the speeches.
A project undertaken by
dance could be a problem
because of Richard M. Nix- the entire club is a bicycle

on's speech at the school safety program in which

Saturday morning. Students
will not be allowed in the gym
until noon.

na was bowling at the time.

Steven was treated at
Northwest Community
Hospital and dismissed.

young bike owners are tested
for cycling competence and

The freshman and

their bikes are checked for
safety.

be novcd to Wheeling High

the 4-Frers in the bike

because of the Nixon speech.

and throughout Cook County.

sophomore football games will

I

One-half mile West of Intersection of
Rand (12) and Elmhurst (83) Roads

Mt. Prospect, Illinois
EVERYONE WELCOME UNLIMITED PARKING
BRING THE KIDS LOTS OF COLOR, FAVORS AND BUTTONS
Authorized and paid for by Illinois Citizens for NIXON / AGNEW, 22 W. Madison, Chicago,
Illinois 60602. William H. Rentschler, Chairman-John H. Cleland, Executive Director.

-

Police are cooperating with

School Saturday morning program in Arlington Heights

Pacpke and Mrs. Amanda
Nichols. and three gran -

Fire Burns
Itself Out

children.

Friends may call after

Arlington Heights firemen

rushed to a field in the rear

of Hersey High School yester-

7

p.m. tomorrow at the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

Home. 2000 E. Northwest

the blaze was out

Hwy.. Arlington Heights.
Services will be Saturday at

before they arrived
1 he fire in the field burnt
out by, itself, firemen said.

The cause of the blaze was

2 p.m. in the First Methodist
Church. 1903 E. Euclid, Arlington Heights. Burial will he
at Ridgewood Cemetery, Des

undetermined

Plaines.

day, but

Police said the child was

burned when a cup of coffee
fell on him while he was in

208 S. Evergreen, Mount

Surviving .ire his wife.

1416 Chestnut Dr. was
burned yesterday in an accident at Striking Lanes in

Ernest; and three
grandchildren.

Hospital Park Ridge Oct. 4.

One -year -old Steven Freeze
of

for the Rev Frederick G.
Rueggeherg 77 of 217 N.

Main Mount Prospect. who

Emerson then south to Busse. Homemakers, the Drama show or a club tour.
west to Wille, and back to the Guild. Office Occupations
Club. the Pep Club, the Girls
PUBLIC SPEAKING is
school.
Recreation Assn., the French particularly popular in the
Entering floats in the Club, the Distributive Oc- Arlington Heights club, Mrs.
parade will be all the classes cupations Club. the German Krier said. One boy disthe Rifle Club, the Russian Club. the Biology Club, the covered a talent for public
Club, the Math Club. the
Music Masters, the Spanish speaking that led him to the
Distributive Education Club, Club and the Student Council priesthood, she said.
A satisfaction of the work,
Orchesis, the Future float for the queen.
For the first time the she said, is to see youngsters'

SPODE

ENGLISH. BONE

Jr

CHINA...
is the finest, whitest, translucent bone china that money can
buy And it's been that way for nearly 200 years, ever since the
day that Josiah 'spode firm produced it.

We at Spode believe that Fine Bone China is not something to
be locked away and saved for those "special occasions." Spode
should be used and enjoyed every day, and that's why we make
it the way we do, delicate looking yet very durable. Even safe
for repeated dishwasher washings.

(A message. to Democrats and, Indepehdents)

Hear him out. Listen to what he says-not what someone says

This time there's an alternative.

he says. Measure him with your mind open%

Perhaps you were committed to the compassionate, sometimes

wistful intensity of Robert Kennedy before an assassin's bullet
dashed your hopes.

Or perhaps you believe in the understated eloquence of Eugene
McCarthy, the quiet man who has shaken up and inspired a nation.

This time your hopes were snuffed out with ruthless efficiency
by a cold, impersonal, largely discredited political machine.

Spode Nordic

5 -pc. place setting...$19.95'

You'll find a man strikingly unlike the crude caricatures, a man
who -is calm and strong and Confident; You'll discover a man who
couples compassion with firmness, candor with courage; 'experience
with innovation.
It started as a trickle before the conventions, but now thousands
Upon 'thousands Of Democrats. and Independents-here in Mina's,
all trOSpkrn kiH1:6're taking a good, hard look at Dick Nixon and
joining to support, him.

...

The people voted for Gene McCarthy in the pi
But the voice of the people was stilled at the Democratic National
Convention.

This time, right now, we invite you to do the same. This time,
join the crusade for all Americans, the crusade for new leadership,

The people voted for Richard Nixon, too, in primaries stretching
across the continent from New Hampshire to Oregon.

new ideas, new hope.

This time, there's an alternative,

His party listened, and now Dick. Nixon is on his way to the
White House,
TO: Illinois Citizens for Nixon/Agnew
22 West Madison, Chicago, Illinois 60602

Hopefully, with your help.

Dick Nixon offers an alternative to what the Democrats did at
Chicago.
.

,

He's no glamour boy-you've been told that often enough. He's
no specialist with the fast quip or the extravagant promise.
Spode Chelsea Wicker...
is produced in the warm ivory of the Spode Imperial body. The
scalloped edge, the delicate basket -weave embossing give it a
line and beauty of form that require no added decoration.

5 -pc. place setting...$7.95

Dick Nixon, simply, is the new leader, the man of experience,
brains, and tested ability who will restore stability and harmony to
.our torn and troubled land,. the one who will lead the way to peace

'06

yv

Silver--Chino--Crystal
6400 N. Harlem Ave, of Northwest Hwy.
631.2800..Suburbs 825.3131

Shopping Hours: Mon. thru Thurs. 9.6,

Friday 9.9, Sat. 9.5

Here's'smy contribution to help

elect Dick,

Zip

(5'

r---1 I want to know mare. Send me a thoughtful
L-I Nixon statement on an urgent issue.

I'm a

Democrat

Phone

Independent

Illinois Citizens for

to see the wide variety if serving pieces,
accessory items, even gifts that are avail-

FLOWERS GIFTS FURNITURE

Address

ITI'd like to help elect Dick Nixon. Call on nix.'

and progreSs at home and abroad.

You can see more at the Fine China department of Borg's, where you will also be able
able in 10 Spode patterns.

Name

In Dick Nixon will get my vote November 5. We
need a change.

N/AGN EVV

I
'

This advertisement paid for by Illinois Citizens for Nixon/Agnew
22 West Madison, -Chicago 60602 Phone: 312/236.2§3S
William H. Rentschler, State Chairman
Roy Papp, Cook

courily'autIrmon

Republican

-.I

1,

Public Meeting Set

Tb:e PrO5pect ;34..p

Pollution Hearing:
Is Planned Oct. 21

"Honor the original dream by altray.5 jealously keeping
Ilse paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

-- Marshall Field III

Pollution is a dirty word.
The war waged to clean up

The consultation to
establish the Chicago

being
stepped up and holds out some

terMate air quality control

air we breathe

the

is

Thursday, October 17, 1968
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William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

region is the third of an initial
series of 32 planned in areas
northwestern suburban com- which, taken together, will
munities have a chance to at- cover 64 per cent of the nation's urban population. The
tend the public consultation
scheduled for 10 a.m., Oct. 21 first two meetings were held
in the Ceremonial Courtroom, in the Washington, D. C. area
Room 2525, Federal Office and the New York City
promise of victory.

All residents of

Building, 219 S. Dearborn St.`,

of the National Air Pollution
Control Administration will

The designation of the

The boundaries of the
federally

"I'm afraid we won't be able to come over tonight-we
.

.

area

Cook, DuPage and Will

can't find a 'sitar'!"
ACE .

proposed

in-

clude Lake and Porter counties in Indiana, and the counties of McHenry, Lake, Kane,
Illinois.

in

Grace's Daze

thorough hearing at the
session, and interested parties

representatiyes and interested

municipalities involved.

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

The "dirty word" will get
will also have 30 dyas in
which to comment in writing

parties from Indiana and

Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, 111. 60056

a

present the proposed air control region boundaries.
The public is invited to the
meeting, although participa-

tion will be limited to Illinois

The Prospect Day Is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications. Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

region.

in Chicago, when Commissioner John T. Middleton

to NAPCA on the proposed

Television Debut

boundaries.

regional limits marks the first

By Grace Mott

major step under the Air

Quality Act of 1967. The law
also requires that the federal
authorities publish air quality
criteria for those pollutants
harmful to welfare or health

Prospect, making his first
public appearance, will be

reports how to control

night. He is Laurence Pankau,

and to provide technical

the

A young man from Mount
seen on television tomorrow
a- Prospect High School
senior who, after an audition.
was selected among area stu17,

pollutant sources.

Bartok's

-Allegro Barbaro."

Naylor's

Keyboard

Retarded Children which has
no federal support and the

holidays will find the driving

HOURS:

GOES ON

Mon , Thurs.,

SALE!

Fri. Evenings

tll 9 30 p m.

ALL COLORS:

Tues & Sat
'til 5 30 p.m

AVOCADO

at

Noon

Wed.

Day

.

GOLD

-

:1-

Closed!

Prospect several years ago.

WE RENT
WASHERS
& DRYERS

LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS.

from $150 pee week
IM!

CHOOSE FROM 89 NEW 1969 MODELS .

.

.

WE DELIVER .

athletically.

together this fall, and are
roommates. The two consider

Mount Prospect, affiliate of
a national organization, were
off again, this time to the national convention held earlier

THE TREE Beauty Salon
burst into bloom Oct. 3 with
the wedding anniversary of
one of- its beauticians, Mrs.

themselves lucky.

this week at the Radison

Richard Lopez. It was obvious

Hotel in Minneapolis, Minn.
Some flew; some took the

that

has

not dimmed the

I

NO MORE

\

PROSPECT
HTS.

ARLINGTON

N.HEirt,,TS

p.fi,

2

+

RAHDHURST

14

.

.

INSTALL & SERVICE

ON SATURDAYS!!

overnight about three months
ago. My doctor says this was
caused by a blood clot in my
inner ear. How long does this
usually last? Will my hearing
be completely restored?

A -Although blood clots are
gradually absorbed in two to

four weeks, depending on
their size, the flow of blood

3 iiEW COLORS! HURRY !

through the obstructed vessel
will not be re-established if

the walls of the blood vessel
are hardened or .thickened
For this reason no time limit
for your hearing loss can be
given. An car specialist should
determine the type of hearing

YOU KNOW YOUR OLD

"',
GOLF ROAD

'ESTATES

ELK GROVE

SCHAUm
I

5

_

72

cheerleaders at Forest View

High School and became

friends

when they were in

from customers and her

junior high at Lincoln School.
Cynthia of Mount Prospect

for

daughter. Peggy's family are

Richard, who annually is the Edward Boddys'
encloses a yellow rose
each year, along with

the

the Jack Amons of Golf View.

velvety reds he sends.

T.N.T. (This 'n That)
Have you wives of com-

A cozy dinner for two in
the house the young couple

purchased earlier this year

from Mrs. Russell Smith

marked the anniversary date.
the following Saturday

and

muters ever wondered -- do all
those a.m. train -riders ) who

daily lug attache cases
REALLY have to?

loss and hest treatment.

Q --Does- a pinpoint

puncture of the ear drum

cause the ear to become en-

Q --I have been having trouA --This type of waterlogging is called pitting edema. ble with my hearing lately.
Dropsy is an older name for When I yawn it clears up like
it.

It usually disappears

at

night when the legs are
elvated to the same level as
the heart.

magic. What is the cause and
what do you advise?

A --You have a blocking of
your Eustachian tube. This

may be caused by thick mucus
Q -What causes retention of or by a slight swelling of the
fluid in the tissues? My health lining of the tube. Sometimes
is excellent and my doctor
says I have nothing wrong

chewing gum works just

as

well as yawning. When

neither works, hold your. nose
with my heart or kidneys.
A --The commonest causes and try to blow it gently with
after valvular heart disease your mouth closed. If 'you
and kidney disease have been have a cold or other upper

ruled out are varicose veins, respiratory infection, your
pernicious anemia, leukemia. trouble will disappear when

hookworm disease, thyroid this clears up.
deficiency, cirrhosis of the
Q -What are the symptoms
liver and prolonged treatment
with drugs of the cortisone of inner ear disease? What is
the best treatment?
group.
A -The inner ear is the seat
Q --In the winter I sleep of both hearing and

Would this cause my skin to area may cause ringing of the

tiny bones of hearing, located

be very dry?

ears, loss of hearing, dizziness

to be dry.

determined.

A --No. Even a larger hole

in your inner ear, have not

CUR '.IS BR OS.

CALL: 392-2800

24 W. GOLF ROAD
(et Yell I. hulls Mika

HOME!

CALL: 8944900
IN MORTON GROVE
5614 W. DEMPSTER ST.

CALL YO 6-4900
9:30 p.m.;
HOURS. Mon., Thurs., Fri. Eves.
Noon
Tues. & Sat. 'tat 5130 p.m.: Wed.

fection. The hole will,
however, serve as an added
gateway for infection in your

under an electric blanket. equilibrium. Diseases in this
A -No. But the Sahara -dry or any combination of these.
air in a steam -heated apart- Treatment can be prescribed
ment would cause your skin only when the cause has been

middle ear.

Q -I have heard that listen-

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1615 N. Rand Road (U.S. 12)

CLOSED SUNDAY
IBURG

Fort Collins. Both were

will not do this if the three

FROM YOUR

AT OUR
00OR I

Colorado State University at

ACE! FACTORY PERSONNEL WILL
BE ON HAND TO DEMONSTRATE..

MINUTES

PARKING
HOFFMAN

They are Cynthia Boddy
and Peggy Amon, freshmen at

tirely deaf?

IN SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN ESTATES

PROSPECT

marking her third anniversary
as she opened more than one
box of long-stemmed beauties

friends went to college

THE LOWEST PRICE NOW AT

THAN 15

Mt

Nancy was

A PAIR of young women
who have long been close

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

41.111C-4adailibinlnak

Just 2 miles north of Randherst Center

WHEELING

dark -eyed

and the late Mr. Wilson.

Cause of Hearing Loss Concern of Specialist

been immobilized by in-

NO'

Stockton College where he is

DOCTOR SAYS

EVERY MACHINE BACKED BY ACE'S FAMOUS "RED CARPET" FACTORY -DIRECT
24 -HOUR SERVICE YOU CAN RELY ON ! !
AUTHORIZED SERVICE l

MAIM ROAD

daughter of Mrs. Howard
Wilson of Mount Prospect

both academically and

ion in club affairs of various

WASHER OR DRYER IS GOING,
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO
GET THE LATEST FEATURES AT

BARRINGTON

tner, a visitor in Mount

tended a study -work retreat in
the Black Hills before her
the
courses began. She is

ladies." The groovy grannies
the

types

NOTICE:

3 STORES TO SERVE YOU .. .

Mrs. Johanna Rot-

here early this fall and at-

a junior and big on campus

local club, Mrs. Jean Derr.
Years of active participa-

FAMOUS MAYTAG DEPENDABILITY & LONG LIFE BUILT-IN

IF

visiting Betty Johnson's

studies.

certainly not "little old

Q --I lost my hearing

FROM ACE !

SEE 'EM! HEAR 'EM!
TRY TM BEFORE
YOU BUY AT ACE!

Nuernberg to spend a month

WITH PURCHASE

EASY CREDIT

en-

TODAY'S grandmothers

Gladski, Mrs. Betty Conway,
Mrs. C. Lenz, Mrs. Albert
Horne, and president of the

FREE JUG OF CIDER

"IT's FUN SHOPPING AT ACE!"

LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS

father stayed at

mother,

made

Another of the Johnsons'
sons, Tom, attends Culver -

O'Connell, Mrs. Sophie

BRING THE KIDS!! CANDY & CIDER!!

Now a senior in English
and Religion, Barbara left

she

couraged her to continue her

their son's performance.

Hinccley, Mrs. Hilda Beath,
Mrs. Fay Carlson, Mrs. H.

HURRY ...Come In, Make Us An Offer!

home,
daughter Diane also went to

ed near there where

his

Nine went last Friday.
These included Mrs. M.

We'll Deal BIG!
We'll Trade WILD!
This is the SALE You've Been Waiting For!

friendships

Germany. While David and

train.

WE'RE "GONNA" KEEP GOING AT LOW, LOW PRICES 'TIL THEY'RE SOLD !

University of Chicago and liv-

Mrs. Leonard Johnson Jr.
is back in town after a recent
trip to her home country,

Young Pankau who began
his music studies at St. Raymond School, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J.
Pankau, 209 S. Elmhurst Av.,
who will be in the studio for

Grandmothers' Club in

ASHERS & DRYERS MUST GO!

families in this area.

Camp.

who belong to

WHITE

Barbara had attended the

food necessities to needy

may be sweet, but they are

COPPERTONE

Before working a year and
one-half at the local bank,

delivering
baskets of goodies as well as

grandmothers

at the Interlochen Music

STORE

employes to higher education.
Miss Barbara Wilson, loan
secretary, has gone hack to
classes at Sioux Falls College
in South Dakota.

They also help support Dr.

net him a $1,000 scholarship
EVERYTHING

The Mount Prospect State
Bank recently lost one of its

Levinson's Foundation for

p.m. over WCIU -Channel 26. A winning
write-in vote for Larry could
edTV

date.

maker.

Awards

Show.
The program will be televis-

'celebration of their wedding

Center, recently donated a
100 -cup automatic coffee

Larry's choice, on Don

235 FOLKS BOUGHT &SAVED AT ACE!!
365 WASHERS & DRYERS LEFT!!

found Nancy and Richard
dining duet con brio at the
Chateau Louise in further

philanthropic enthusiasm of
these women who, in addition
to several previous gifts to the
Mount Prospect Community

dent talent to perform Bela

MIDWEST'S LARGEST LAUNDRY SPECIALISTS

Sunday's a Family

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

metropolitan area for the in-

ing to rock'n'roll music for a
long time, and played very
loud, will deafen a person. Is
this true?

A --This is a matter of

loudness plus duration. Noise

of any type, if it reaches 100

HIDEAWORD
HERLTEA

decibels for a few minutes,
may cause some temporary

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

loss of hearing. Continued for

using all seven of these letters.

WASHER &

over an hour it may cause

DRYER CO.

ranges.

33 good, 41 excellent

Q -If I press my thumb on
my ankle, it will leave a dent
as if I were pressing bread

Answer on Comic Page

permanent loss in some

dough. Is this dropsy?

1.

The Day's Prospects

Have A Sesquicentennial Party
Muffins with crock butter;
honey and Illinois Strawberry
Jam; Coffee and Apple Crisp
with real cream served cold
from an old pitcher.
BEVENEE STEW

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

"Haugh" about a Ses111.

quicentennial party? Instead

its

hapt

of the ordinary Halloween
party, celebrate the 150th
birthday of your state this

Combine 4 pounds stew
meat
2 pounds venison cut in
cubes

year.

Preparation is done well in
advance and this is the secret
of any well planned party.

Vs bottle white wine
salt
pepper

Invitations must be sent im-

mediately giving guests at

1 teaspoon minced
dehydrated onion

notice

least 10 days advance
and time to R.S.V.P.

3 bay leaves.

Marinate for 4 days in

Cut three Illinois state

of

-

The parson and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Eckman, arrived at the Sesquicentennial
party asking, "Are %nu sated'," They went home with first prize for couple with most attractive
costume.

outlines for each person in-

refrigerator. Brown in heavy

vited. One will serve as the invitation, the second, the name
tag and third, the tally.

to cover and simmer for 6

pot on day of party, add water

hours. One hour before serv-

ON THE INVITATION
write time, place, date and instructions as to dress. Sunfice but let

Page 5
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Make Pie in Minutes
With Ready'made Mixes
A dessert so rich and

each

guest use

The menu is one that is
authentic. The drinks can be
similar to those served during
the Civil War. Combine one

is awarded to guest collecting

ing kettle.

most peanuts.
The buffet

tablespoons. Add 3 cans

creamed corn, 3 cups bread
crusts from canapes, 6 eggs

apple

beaten. Place topping of

1827.

catsup crisscross on top, bake
in 350 -degree oven for 45
Serves

minutes.
skillet.

are "Disguised Ham" served

directly to guests from a

16

from

APPLE CRISP

cookie sheet. To make these,
cut crusts from bread (I slice
per person). Cut slice in half.
I

catsup. Serves 16 from cook-

3

ounce of dark ruin and one

Combine

accessories can set the mood for an authentic dinner party.

pound regular) in heavy black
iron skillet. Pour off first
grease. Retain approximately

his own imagination.

mug (6 ounces) chilled
cider.
The canapes, from

ing add large pieces of potato,
carrot, onions and 1/2 cup

PORKORN SKILLET
Render 2 pounds of pork
sausage (I pound hot, one

bonnets for the girls and

overalls for the men will suf-

Slice 3 pounds of

Macintosh apples into oblong
baking dish. Combine 2 teas-

cup ground

ham, salt, pepper and mustard

to taste, 3 egg yolks and one
whole egg. Spread mixture on
bread. Frost with remaining 3

The harvest of fall can provide a colorful and attractive centerpiece for a Sesquicentennial
party this year. Crock butler, pickles served front an old Mason jar, wooden and antique

poons cinnamon, 2 teaspoons

salt and sprinkle over apples.
Add 1/2 cup water. Combine
213 cup butter, 2 cups sugar

table can be
laden with harvest produce,

corn, gourds, wheat,
squash and leaves from the

Indian

Illinois state tree, the oak. Acwith yellow mums in

cent

water picks. Use white china

and any crocks, jars or antique baskets or containers.

Tablecloth may be orange
burlap with each card table
repeating the fall color. Use
bitter green fingertop towels
for napkins. Roll each, tie
with orange ribbon and accent with one stalk of wheat.
Card table centerpieces may

be a brown candle in brown
custard cup or basket circled
with leaves and orange ribbons.

SESQUICENTENNIAL

seals glued to 1968 pennies

Coconut Almond
Brownie Pie is temptingly
delicious yet one of the

egg

and 11/2 cup flour.

whites are golden brown.

easiest you ye ever created

Serve hot.

ed. Cover apples. Bake in 350 - Copies of the song "Illinois"
4 may also be obtained free of
degree oven.

beaten.
whites stiffly
Place in 350 -degree oven until

elegant

Simply combine a trio of

convenience products
crust pi x, refrigerated brownie
--

pie

provide take-home favors.

An antique slate with the
menu in chalk can add a bit
of charm to the buffet table.

Rename each guest as he
arrives, giving each a name of

charge from the Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission in

Cocktail (tomato juice);

Give each guest 4 peanuts.
A peanut is forfeited each
time a guest's proper, not
adopted name, is used. Prize

Choose Loveapple Juice

dough, and coconut almond
frosting mix -- and in Just
three steps, the pie
teddy

Rub until streusel is form-

BeVence Stew; Porkorn

is oven

Baked Beans; Hot
Corn Bread; Wild Blueberry
Skillet;

Whin desert time comes,
serve this flavorful German
cream

COCONU I ALMOND
BROWNIE PIE
package Pillsbury But1/2

Pillsbury refrigerated fudge
brownies

Friends of the Addolorata
temptingly rich and delicious, coconut almond brownie pie

is made in minutes with a trio of time - saving convenience
products.

package Pillsbury brownie dough into it.

1

Coconut Almond FrostingMi x
Prepare

on

crust

woman.

`Anniversary Waltz'

Chocolate ' pie warm from the
oven and offer fluffy whipped

tertlake recipe pie crust mix
roll (1 pound 4 ounces)
1

a famous Illinois man or

ly

1/2

cup milk. Spoon over

Prepare frosting mix as dough. Bake at 350 degrees,

Press directed on package, using on-

50 to 55 minutes.

Villa will hold their annual
"Anniversary Waltz' at 'the

Tickets, at $3 a persOn, are

available from ti-tket
chairman Mrs. Helen

Villa Saturday. Oct. 19, at 9 ' Spudeas, 296-2428 or at the
door. For further information,
p.m.
Bob Keck's orchestra will call Mrs. Muriel MitChell, C
furnish the music. A pleasant 9-4829.
The Villa is located n Rte,
atmosphere, prizes, refreshing
"cheer" and a midnight buffet 83 just north of,Dundee Rd.

Chicago on telephone request.

Wrap prizes for best costume, peanut game and card
game, high and low score in
maps of Illinois, tied with
string.

If you arc not sure this party will be a success, just ask

Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Eckman, Mr. and Mrs.- Thor
Mr. a,pd Mrs.
Peterson,
Edward Maclenoati, Mr. and
Mrs. John Brickwood, Mr.
and Mrs. Axel Nelson or Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Dorosh. Or.
ask Haugh about it.

Attending a convention in
Michigan of

the Associated

Country Women of the World

led to Mrs James Cregg
becoming our Cook of the
Day

Not too well known here

the ACWW deserves recogni-

tion at the local level, since
.

--

the organization serves Mount
Prospect as well as the rest of

the United States

members in 56 countries

I HE CONVEN I ION was

a triennial conference held on
the campus of Michigan State
University Since the associa_

tions such as Farm and
Garden Farm Bureau, and

interest to Miriam who says
"Homemaking is my hobby."
- A glimpse around her shining
home would leave no doubts
that this is true. She is past
president of the organization,

Extension Homemakers (like
the one in Mount Prospect) to

and would be happy to answer
questions about the group.

mention a few
Organized in the 1920s, the
ACWW has been active in

Hobby Show in Arlington

visiting the Detroit

area, including Greenfield
Village, toured farms and met
representatRes from organiza-

many United Agency propetitive needlework was much
in evidence

of the Mount Prospect
Homemakers Extension

meets only every three years
it gathers in the United States
only once in a generation
In Michigan, the women

The group is of particular

ancl

some phase of homemaking.

Place

ingredients in howl

and beat for 7 to 10 minutes
at high speed. It is a hard

a

mended storage for ice cream
and sherbet is one month.

This always comes as a
surprise. However, I've found
that if you re -wrap your ice

cream carton in moisture -

vapor -proof plastic bags, each
carton wrapped individually

or several in one large plastic
bag, freezer life will increase
to four months.
That should enable you to

that would suit your family's
needs best. Besides saving
time the applesauce made
tasty.

drying icing and must be
covered at all times with

Melt milk choedlate and but-

show included an icing

Enterprises, Chicago. Followthe
icing used.
ing
is

ROYAL ICING
WITH EGG WHITES

3 egg whites at room
temperature

pound confections'

ed.

ISRAELI CHOCOLATE
DATE NUT PIE
Unusual Dessert"
1, package (8 -ounce) pitted
dates

4 ounces milk chocolate
2 tablespoons butter
1

10 -ounce broken angel

powdered sugar, sifted (about

food cake in pieces
1/2 cup chopped nuts

41/2 cups after sifting)
1/4 teaspoon cream of tartar
1 teaspoon vanilla

divided
I tablespoon sugar

2 cups whipping cream,

dates. Combine cake pieces.
nuts and chocolate mixture;
pack into buttered 9 -inch pie

pan and chill overnight.

Combine I cup of the cream,
sugar, cocoa and coffee. Bring
to a boil.

Cool, then chill overnight.
When ready to serve, whip
cream mixture until stiff and
spread over top of pie. Whip
remaining cup of cream and
cream
spread over boiled
mixture. Grate unsweetened

chocolate over top.

ALMOND LACE WAFERS
3/4

cup finely ground

almonds (unblanched)
Vs cup butter
11/2 cups sugar

1 tablespoon flour
1 tablespoon cream
1 tablespoon milk

Combine all ingredients.
Cook in a small heavy pan
over low heat!: stirring con-

stantly, until butter melts.
Drop by teaspoonfuls, 3 inches apart on a well buttered

and floured baking sheet
(make only a few at a time).
t.

Bake at 350 degrees for about
9 minutes or until slightly

htt

"s

product.

daughter

Bertrand,

Bertrand, 814 S. Candota,

Mount Prospect, was elected

Calendar Girl Queen at

moisture-vapor-ptoof.

Wash apples, cut into

packed simply...are not

.

Another reader writes:

sieve; add sugar to taste and

Dear Charlotte: I only have
a small freezing compartment
in lily refrigerator and have
been trying your suggestion
and freezing different recipes.
They seem to have on off

simmer for 3 to 5 minutes.
Spices such as cinnamon
and nutmeg arc best added
just before serving as they

that you check the tem-

quarters

Simmer
water in a

and core.

with a hit of
covered pan or kettle until ap-

ples turn into mush. Put

flavor, sort of a plastic -like
taste. What would cause this?
The first thing I suggest is

Fahrenheit in order to store
keep my
foods properly.

tend

freezing. Pour sauce into

graduate of Forest View High

enough head room; seal and

School, was sponsored by Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.

cool before freezing.
sure to date and label.

Belle Chords

FROZEN: Simply thaw, add

To Entertain
Senoir Citizens
The Mount Prospect Senior
Citizens will be entertained by

the Belle Chords at their

Make

TO SERVE WHEN

spices and serve.

VARIATIONS: Lemon

rind, lemon juice, and raisins
may also be added to applesauce. These ingredients

1

freezer -5 degrees F; because
it gives me a bit of safety facfor (also see letterabove).

above 0 degrees F. Their

storage time is shortened; loss

of vitamins, color and flavor
is very noticeable. A year of
storage at

0 degrees F.

FROM OUR MAIL BAG

months at

5

is

roughly equivalent to 5
degrees

F.;

2

store ice cream in the freezer?

when
tion of Miss Phyllis Hacger, I always buy in quantity
the
is composed of residents of it's on sale and I noticewith

register 0 degrees F., lower
the temperature setting until it

Monday, Oct. 21 meeting.
The Belle Chords, a ladies'

choral group under the direc-

the Chicago Metropolitan

area including Mount

is firm enough to lift with a
thin spatula. Then, working
quickly, lift cookies, three or

evening are invited. For

All senior citizens in-

transportation information,
call Mrs. Lee Barsi, 439-3956.

The Senior Citizens,

down. Roll over the handle of sponsored by the Mount

Prospect Junior Woman's
Club, meets the third Monday

of the month at the Mount
Prospect Community Center
at 7:30 p.m.

made into pancake size

November's meeting will
mark the eighth birthday of
the group, which calls for a

topped with chocolate sauce.

special celebration.

.

B. W. writes: Dear

Charlotte: How long can you

quality deteriorates
longer storage.

.

Frozen food' deteriorates
drastically at. temperatures

are best added with the sugar.

Mrs,

'

freezer must register 0 degrees

months at 10 degrees F.; I
month at 15 degrees F.; and
only I day at 30 degrees

fellow seniors for a fine social

cookies. Serve four to five,
Norman Wilton of Wilton Enterprites with finished layered with ice cream and

use all his apples.)

a freshman. Cindy, a 1968 freezing containers, leaving

terested in meeting with

turning the top side

cartons .n which ice cream is

perature of your freezer. A

Let cool only until the edge

paper,

other outer wraps. The

to get stronger during

Wisconsin State University,
La Crosse, Wis., where she is

Prospect.

Use a fresh cookie sheet for
teach baking to prevent
cookies from sticking. Can be
...and

Cindy

of Mr: and Mrs. Don

containers or

large plastic

from a

apples through food mill or

the center.

a wooden spoon.

Mrs. Cregg with unicef guitar cake...

Calendar
Girl Queen

brown and still bubbling in

four at a time, onto absorbent

longer. They too. keep their
ice cream and sherbets in

tree of some good
neighbor or friend who can't

remove from water and mash.

ter over ,hot water; stir into

Stayman and

Winesap, along with the Good
Neighbor Apple. (In case you
haven't heard, that's the apple

Soak dates in boiling water

Commercial dairies store
their ice cream at 30 degrees
below zero for six months or

Jonathan,

powder

5 degrees below zero.

McIntosh. Willowtwig.

G'reenings, and also the

tablespoon instant coffee

to cover for 5 minutes;

continue buying your ice

cream in quantity when it's on
sale. Date your packages and
if possible, keep your freezer

will cook into mush. Varieties
that are ,good for sauce are

1 tablespoon cocoa (not in-

flowers or decorations in advance, Place them on waxed
She recently attended the paper to use when cake is ic-

demonstration by Wilton

1

a

CHOOSE APPLES for

their flavor and a type that

stant)

damp cloth. Use when making

Heights for which she baked
guitar shaped cake. The
a

Miriam Cregg is a member

Association which meets each
month at the Mount Prospect
Community Center. Programs
are generally centered around

tion is international

The best and quickest way
to make applesauce is to use
a food mill such as the. Foley
Food Mill. This eliminates the
number of sizes; select a size

aking is Her Hobby

grams, including UNESCO,
The UNICEF and FAO. Com-

ACWW, has six million

Dear Mrs. B. W. : Recom-

By Charlotte Erickson

with unpeeled apples is more

o e
enjoyed

Cold, Cool World
Food mills come in

Cooh of the Day

BY IERN SCIINFIDER

residents of Mount Prospect.

need to peel the apples.

in Wheeling.

will complete the evening.

Sunbonnets and overalls were the order of the day. They
came from'' the farms for a Whoop -de -do at flaugles cabin.
Among the guests were farmers, Mr. and Mrs. Axel Nelson,

F.

If your freezer doesn't

does.

Gamma Alpha Annual
Dinner, Fashions Oct. 23
Gamma Alpha Chapter of
the Omega"Nu Tau sorority,
a philanthropic organization,
will present its 2d annual din-

6:30 p.m. with dinner at

Wednesday, Oct. 23.

tions must be in by Oct. 15.

ner and fashion show

The event titled "Shades of

Autumn" will be held at Ferrara Manor, 55C9 W. North

p.m. Proceeds will be donated
to the Countryside Center for
the Handicapped.
Donation is $6 and reservaFor ticket information call
827-0920. Mrs. Judy Cecchi,

Mrs. Dianne Link and Mrs..'",

Av., Chicago. Fashions Joyce Tennell of Prospect
presented by Margies. Heights are all members of
Cocktail hour will begin

.,

this organization.

1
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Ray Milland Starring
At Mill Run Playhouse
Ray Milland, Academy
Award winning actor, stars in
Angel Sticet' at Mill Run
Playhouse Oct 15 through
Nov 3 the play by Patrick
Hamilton is set in 1880 and
was rIlst pi minced in London
under the title Gaslight" In
the chilling talc of suspense,

The name of the game is with the surveys, reports,- and
findings of commissions on

POST OFFICE.
Not the merry indoor sport

to R1111

His first theatrical

performance was in England
in 1930 in "The Woman in
Room 13.- He was fired the
first night because he was told
he could not act! He did not

Supporting cast includes

Geialdinc Kay and 1 von

to acting when his father

Para -

An avid golfer with a 10
handicap, Milland is also ;in

for

Lamour in 1935

mom. Since then he has made

Anderson Miss Waltcrs who

Pentagon personnel.

the Post Office'?

Saddest aspect of these

laboriously gathered tomes of
data is that so often they were

produced by unselfish,

dedicated citizens.

The Postal Organization

commission was headed by

just such a well-meaning,:
executive.
hard - working

carriers could avoid getting
bitten by nervous canines to

RAY MILLAND

appear on the stage again until
iiity Fair lady."
Milland's first starring role
in Hollywood was in "Jungle

Piinccss" with Dorothy

Mahlon Walters, Art Kassul

themes ranging from castles
of the Whiskey Rebellion to

Not too long ago the game
could have been aptly called:
How To Run the Post Office.
Practically everyone got in the
act, shOwering good, bad, and
indifferent chunks of advice
on officialdom, all the way
from homey hints how mail -

came to Hollywood where he
was signed lo an MGM contract in 1931.

Bei gman

proposals

could no longer afford to keep
him in the Army.

that

Frederick R. Kappel, the

the

all

retired AT&T board

helicopters in Vietnam be,
brought hack and used for
pinpoint mail deliveries in

chairman.

in

The

Minor," "Golden Earrings",

9(1 -Day

The Man Alone," "Skylark,Libson," "Safecracker,- "The

Mistress- with Dvan Cannon

Kassul and Miss Kay are

1 hief,- "Panic

cui icntli m Sabina I an'
s tb Kathi sin C i oshy Miss

the Year

Zero- and "Man With the X -

Anderson last appeared at
Pheasant Run Playhouse

in

Ray Eyes. -

in

ON TELEVISION he star-

Picnic shit iing Ron Ely

C arl Stohn Jr is the red in two series, "McNulty"
producci Michael Ferran and "Markham." He has
,

made numerous guest ap-

chrcch and Da id Morrison is

pearance on television and he
the designer
directed five major features.
Milland originally intended
MILL AND. WHOSE role

the Lost Weekend' won to make the military his
him an Academy Await' was career and spent four years in
born in Wales and received the British Army. He turned
in

heve two children,

The 212 -page

package of proposals he turn-

ed over as the result of the

rural routes.

15 months of expert probing
and studying to O'Brien was
endorsed by the latter, went

boatsman. He has been
is the wife of director over 120 motion pictures in- expert
IIE PREVIOUS
to the former Muriel
Michael Feirall recently ap- cluding "Dial M For married
Weber (Mal) for Postmaster General,
pea cd at Pheasant Run Murder," "Major and the Frances
more than 30 years. They Lawrence O'Brien, practically
Playhouse

Tomorrow, what?

that delighted adolescents of
yesteryear. A better title for an equitable distribution of
this contest would be: Who's coffee -break periods among

Wales and spent a short
period at Cambridge. He

titled Gaslight' started
Charles Boyer and Ingrid

Today the volume is pegged

at more than 81 billion.

"

his education at Kings

sinister husband who is slowly
flying to drive his wife insane
The movie which also 1.9,1".

basements in Foggy Bottom
are reputed to be jam-packed

BY JOE STUBENRAUCH

College, the University of

Milland plays a suavely

`Who's to Run the Post Office'

direct to the White House.
"The rest is silence."

attune' threw up his hands when he

BASIC ROOT of the trouble which the commission set
out to explore is of course the

referred to the administration
Performances are at 8:30 of the Post Office Department
p.m. Tuesday through Friday. as the running of a "race with
-there are two shows on Satur- catastrophe," with the day
day, at 6:30 p.m. and 10 pall. eventually coming when a glut
On Sunday the curtain is at of mail would cascade into the
7:30 p.m. There is a matinee processing channels and stay
there as a permanent plug.
on Wednesday at 2 p.m.
The typical solution to the
For further information
and reservations call 297- impending crisis was the one
2044 or the Chicago number home-grown on the banks of
774-3825. Dinner reservations the Potomac: set up a special
at the Mai -Tai restaurant ad- Commission on Postal
joining the theatre may be Organization to study the
made at the theatre box office. situation. The attics and
and Victoria.

poor quality on a national
level of the postal service.
Add to this the steady in-

crease of the 75.6 billion

pieces of annual mail volume
in 1966, reflected in the three-

week jamming of our own

Chicago post office in Decem-

year, when 10
million pieces halted pro-

ber that

largest
postal facility in the world.
cessing at that, the

NorthWest suburban post

office problems can of course

be expected to mount, even
though larger and better -sited
facilities in Arlington Heights,
Palatine and elsewhere will
be thrown into the fray. With

\

bond issues 'to
outlay.

corporation, somewhat like

the TVA, operate the business
of delivering the mail in a
basic businesslike way.

AT THIS point the game of

"Who's To Run the Post Office" turns into a session of
choose -upsides to see which
team Mr. Taxpayer decides to

join.
Advocates of the Kappel

report find much that is good
in a career service that would

handle the

TIMES HAVE changed,
they'll admit, but not all that
mucli. Last year, they'll remind you, 10,000 ; mailmen

nothing, the whole report will

were bitten by dogs, more
than 1,000 of them seriously
enough to require hospitaliza-

tion, according to James H.
Rademacher, president of the
National Assn. of Letter Carriers.

The average cost of each

dog bite has been estimated to
be $546 -- more than $500
million charged off to the taxpayers for medical hills, lost

nel practices affected by
unions that "go directly to
Congress through powerful
lobbies."

manpower and other

The Post Office employes
are alleged to perform under

The group that gets the job_

these hard -to -live -with percen-

of "Who's To Run the Post

tages: "85 per cent in the
lowest live pay grades. 80 per
cent never promoted, 23 per
cent quit every year. It is easy to believe the current $1.17 billion deficit is not

Office" better start figuring

ahead of time where they
fit that item into their budget.

flalloiveen
Treats Are
Going Fast

to run

motions, and management on
a non-political basis. Promo-

try

benefited by being measured

were sensible when Ben

tions at least could he
against a merit record.

their operation

under the

shadow of laws and rules that

Franklin was in charge, but

A top management staff of which he, with his gift for
professionals and employes at common sense, would be the
if he were
least on a performance level first to scrap
with other industries would around today.

have as their goal the ideal:
a self-supporting Post Office,

based on "actual

perpetuating subsidies would
eventually be whittled away.

Any decently organized

staff will of course keep stu-

Halloween candy

Drug Stores spokesman

Richard Schneider, Chicago.
"Indication point to early
buyers returning for new sup-

plies and we can only con-

clude that mom and dad can't
resist dipping into all those

and mechanical

tempting goodies on hand," he

marvels can contribute.

said.

The $260,000 Zip Code

One of the nation's largest

dying and analyzing problems, reader machine is one such
working towards solutions, technological advance, but it
and if capital improvements needs to he in use in every
are needed -- and they will key installation. In May last
he -- such an efficient group year, the Post Office needed

marketers of Halowecn candy,

costumes and novelties, his
firm expects record sales this
year in its 550 stores in 34
states, he said.

ef-

"We note a big trend to
name -brand candy,- he said.

ficient national operation.
Cash in on National's Big Change Total
Savings are really here for you to enjoy
Tho extra bonus of valuable S&H Green

The Detroit Post Office
uses conveyors, and was

Stamps plus low Miracle Prices on all your
shopping needs

cognizance of its needs, a few
blocks from expressways and

"The multi -pack 'junior' bar

leads the pack, averaging,

located with greater

about two cents each when

bought in plastic bags. Junior
bars are considered 'status'
candy as the purchaser feels
they're cuter, more novel.
"Chocolate still heads the,

a 40 -minute drive from the

--`611,/"c'7

airport.
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All Vor ores Strained

GEFiER CEREALS

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef -Vain Woy Trimmed

Lb.

SKINLESS
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STEAK

ROAST
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Lb.
1/4

k
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GOLDEN
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BANANAS

CELERY
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PORK & BEANS
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electronic transmissions of letvia
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satellite.

FREE!
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FREE CHECK CASHING AT ALL NATIONALS

working, responsible workers
at all levels in the much If a
criticized department.
poll were taken, these are the
very individuals who might
agree that the system should
revert to its operation as a
private enterprise in the days
of the

Founding Fathers,

when Ben Franklin, who

organized it in 1792, made it
work and be profitable.

These would also point
proudly to the world -famed in-

scription over the New York

Red

penned by the Greek historian
Herodotus: "Neither snow,
nor rain, nor heat, nor gloom

Balloon

their appointed rounds."
They would also find a wry

FOR

ALL

you
.CAN

EAT
CHICKEN
$129
We're Open 7 ant
to Midnight
2 am)
(Fr). and Sat.
Sundays Open at 7 am
Cocktails, Tool

'1,000 cash if you bingo.
fumipkoymasuiulti

there are many hard-

city Post Office originally

11777777h

National gives you up to $1.00 off on
Ilowthor n Mellody

COME'.

TO

SCOTTOWELS

TOMATO SAUCE

California 30 Size

Stalk

57? + rig

'A 8? f 0

OVEN CLEANER

"DAWN -DEW" FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

Lb.

+0

LIFEBOUY

HILLS BROS.

fir,

firm

superspeed, underground rail
and tube systems; eventually

PASCAL SAYS:

2 r 57%

3':13ce

PHASE III

4 tro .
Can

ners; jumbo jet planes to speed
up air transfer of mail;

29? +

Deodorant Protection

SWIFfimi)REMIrWHITI "BREAD

sticky doorbells."

LIQUID ENFAMEL

iiiAN LIQUID

Lb.

householders who remember

and letter scales; smaller and
cheaper optical zipcode scan-

that

DOVE LIQUID

STEAK

candies get the nod from

service, package insurance,

NO SOBER student of the
Post Office crisis would deny

Few Examples...

BUTTERBALL
TURKEY

to bubble gum and
lollipops. hi all cases, wrapped
kisses

17? +0

Pkg.

loa,,

closely by traditional favorites.
ranging from candy corn and

HI -PROTEIN CEREAL

These Are Just A

Tallest ... tb. 1.39

PORK

postcards, change for greenbacks and coins, certified -mail

Ech

popularity poll, followed

round-the-clock self-service
postal units, providing stamps

HI-SMEAT DINNERS . 4V;,717? +

1-11, 5,

$129

CUBE

..1° 335E +

IMISIDI

Cala oda ? a d Ca n lad 1..0

P eiKk

others in the planning, include

GERBER BISCUITS.. 1,°; 22?' +0

LOIN CHOPS L, 79?

SIRLOIN
STEAK

already partially in 'work,

2¢+

..

GERBER'S CEREAL

Lb.

Other improvements, some

+

HEINZ BABY FOOD

The

Red
Balloon
F

lit II I

IN NILES, 59E0 Touliy
DES PLAINEST 55 E Rand

is being

bought earlier than ever this
year, according to Walgreen

THE SITUATION is not
hopeless. There have been
breakthroughs which show
what can be done with a top
centralized administration,
aware of what today's elec-

tronic

ex-

penses.

a figment, but hard fact.
place hiring, firing, pro- Postmasters across the coun-

demands." while self-

ENJOY TOTAL SAVINGS

NATIONAL

Lb

preferred."

THIS IS AN election year,

70 of them to have an

GREEN

Must he expert riders willing
to risk death daily. Orphans

and on the other side of the
debate is an array of politicians who hope if they say

are constrained

miles:

15

"Wanted: Young, skinny,
wiry fellows not over 1 8.

serious students of post office postmasters has long been a
difficulties are ready to ac- fact of national life.
Also; as a Life magazine
cept the recommendations of
editorialist observed not long
the Kappel commission.
Leading the list is that the ago, the problem is less one
present system he junked and of mismanagement than of
a federally owned, non-profit, nonmanagement, with person-

cost of service, value to those
served, and changing market

shiStamps

ing horses every

have

not

financial difficulty floating

population increase in the evaporate into thin air.
area on the go-go,.. many The political appointment of

with rates

Miracle Prices

probably

would

of night stays these couriers
from the swift completion of
satisfaction in the newspaper
ad in 1860-61 for Pony Express riders who would ride
about 75 miles a day, chang-

Corn Edison
To Provide

Instant Data
A computer -fed com-

munication network to provide Commonwealth Edison

customers with instant in-

Of trends in costumes,

Schneider said, "Youngsters
are shying away from the

grotesque and monster type

costumes. The kids lean
toward identifiable characters',
with the most popular inspired
by Saturday morning 'IV cartoons such as Atom Ant, the

Incredible Hulk, and the'

Impossibles. Oversize

mustaches, disguise kits andcomic hats are also very much:,
in vogue this season.

-Costume safety had been

the

manufacturers' keynote,

with the accent on fireproof
material, extra -large eye holes,

and many costumes with parts

that glow in the dark," He
added.

Arlingtones
Win Top
Honors
An Arlington Heights;

barbershop chorus won top
honors at the Illinois District
Chorus Contest for the fourth
time in five years.

Participating in the contest
at Quincy, Ill., last Saturday,
the Arlingtones qualified for
the international contest held
next June in St. Louis, Mo.

The group placed sixth in

international competition in
1964 during the contest at San
Antonio, Tex.

Directed by Ed Wilson,

Evanston, the chapter is about
40 per cent Arlington Heights
residents. Fred Tullar, 422 S.
Vail, Arlington Heights, said

the remainder of the group

formation and faster pro- conies from 28 other north
cessing of service orders and northwest suburbs.
should be in operation in the

northwest suburbs by next
March.
Publicity supervisor Clem
Stava said the Mount Prospect

office, which services this
area, should be included

Artist Has

Private Show

in

the network by then.

Commonwealth Edison

Chairman J. Harris Ward

A former Arlington Heights. '
Art Festival "People Choice"
winner will have a private'

said: The new system is plan- showing at his home in ,
ned to give "instantaneous Keencyville, Ill.
Karsten Topelmann, a
and personalized attention to
the service needs and inquiries native of Munich,' Germany,
of our customers. It will will have his one man show
furnish information to em- next Saturday and Sunday-,
ployes at the very moment from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., at his
they are talking to customers studio, 6N053 Gary Ave.,
Keeneyville.
on the phone."

1V I
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Awe'
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ow, an entirely new process called freeze -drying -actually makes it
possible for you to brew real percolated coffee.. without a percolator!
Different from any,other form of coffee.

Maxim® is an entirely new

You can tell at once that Maxim is unlike any
other coffee you have ever used. Take a spoonful, and you see golden brown crystals that actually sparkle. Smell them, and you smell the

farm of coffee.

Maxim is crystals of real

percolated coffee. Concentrated

crystals with the power to turn
every cup in your house into a,

rich, roasted aroma of freshly percolated coffee.

percolator!
Maxim is an amazing breakthrough in coffee making It is entirely different from any instant
coffee It is entirely different from any ground
coffee Maxim is, in fact, concentrated crystals
of ii al pocolated coffee

1\1.1\1M's secret- f ecze-drying-7is the result
of \ ear, of coffee research at Maxwell House. A

wa has been discovered to transform actual
pot-bieN\ cd coffee into concentrated crystals.
ho\\ it IS done

Vacuum chamber turns block
of frozen coffee into crystals.

Discover Maxim-America's first

After the coffee has been frozen, the ice is drawn

Get Maxim soon. Try it and see if you can detect a difference between Maxim and the good
coffee you've been brewing in your percolator!

Freeze -Dried coffee.

off-not by heat which destroys flavor-but by
an amazing new vacuum process. It spirits the
ice away without losing any of the honest fla-

You'll get the surprise of your coffee -loving life!

Discover Maxim-America's first Freeze -Dried
coffee-new from Maxwell House.

vor and body of freshly -percolated coffee.

Freeze -Dried crystals
r4

that need no refrigeration!
This "ice removal" leaves concentrated crystals

of real percolated coffee. And that's exactly
what Maxim freeze-dried coffee is-fresh-brewed

Turns your cup into a percolator!

co ee without the water. These waterless crystal3.eay fresh until you're ready to use them.

The real miracle happens in your cup. The Moment you add hot water Maxim's concentrated

They 'reed absolutely no refrigeration and can be
kept righ`r in your kitchen cupboard.

crystals explode into real percolated coffee.
Maxim actually turns every cup in your house
into a percolator! No pots. No grounds, No instant taste!

kieZ6-DRIED COFFEE
Freshly percolated coffee is,
poured into freezing containers.
Maxim begins with pots and pots of dark,
strong, percolated coffee. This freshly brewed
coffee is poured into special freezing containers.'
Here it is flash -frozen at the peak of perfection,
when coffee flavor and aroma are at their breakfast -time best.

Important-you need less per. cup!
'Because Maxim's crystals are concentrated,
you use less per cup than you do with any other
form of coffee,FM. each cup,-juit use 'a level tea. spoon (more or less to taste). YOu'll find it's sur-

prisingly thrifty to use Maxim!

21 MUM PC030$

One;42oz. jar of Maxim makes as many cups
AS one pound of ground coffee:

STORE HOURS

WEEK:

Monday, Tuesday

Wednesday

10 A.M. To
7 P.M.
Thursday and

NEW STORE ONLY!

COCA-COLA

Friday

9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

16-0z.
Bottles IL

Sat,

9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Plus Deposit

Celebration at your 2 great Kroger stores not more than 10 minutes from you Door!
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

..

5 to 7 -Lb. Buhl

0

,

MT. PROSPECT

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS & RAND RD.

-

RAND RD. & CENTRAL AVE

GET ONE #3 ONE -LB. PKG.

Sala Price!

rGROUND

FRESH

BEEF

PRINCE SPAGHETTI
WHEN YOU BUY TWO

WHOLE

1 -LB. PKGS.
PRINCE SPAGHETTI

FRYERS
Lb.

Cutilp

Lb. alio

34.sggid

Lb. Zik

Varcuuteli

Lb. 3110

Lb.

Mel -O -Soft
a

C

U.S.D.A. Chelan Toadtrny

nygrodn'n

"C;und Chuck n

r

n

n

Lb.

69° Ball Park Franks

Lb.

igc

2oott Peterson ihookoil

Rope Sausage

1

a

. .

79c Cube Steak
.!.b.
59c 1:1
Fresh Stewers

Lb.
0

11

-

A1:0711111

010131r

L.

Spare

Ribs.

$129

13

39e

White Bread
20-02.
LOAF

Kroger,. Or.ca Wishbone

SHANK HALF

TURKEY

rSMOKED HAM

ge

Lb.

7

to 21 Lk. Ave.

99C

Bowl,

Center Slice Ham

II

Lb.

littootry Clots

$129

Boneless Half Ham

Lnty Moyle Skialoot

lott Portion

I

Smoked Ham

Lb.

.

55

e

,L

3xotnago Roll Lb.

ROUND

or SWISS

rSLICIErO BACON

-

Sausage Links

U.S.D.A. Choice Tondormy

Servo 'N Soma

I

ditty Frozen iroadoll

Veal Steaks

7,

Lt.

99°

141: 65°

Save tic

Prestone
ANTI. FREEZE

66

r

Kroger Sliced

6

LUNCHMEAT

STEAK

1 -Lb.

Lb.
Pkg.

Pkg.

Save 11c

All Goldcrest

Kraft

HALLOWEEN
CANDY

Void

Kwlok Kris,

Lb.

Sliced Bacon a. pkg.

69
SALE PRICE!

YerksbIr IHt

Sliced Bacon

No tricks about saving money when you shop
at Kroger Krogor's 4,197 Deep -Cut Discount
prices assure you of bigger savings on your
Trick 'r Trout favorites at Kroger

Rib Chaps

Lb.

a

n

e

Lb.

.

.

Lk.

$109

MIRACLE WHIP

34wers Int Vaal

Shoulder Roast - Lb.

69

69°
Jar

Ruth KiPted

Country Club

BOILED HAM

CANNED HAM

3 Lb. $269

$109

Lb.

0

Oscar Mnyer

San Pak Frcoon

SLICED BACON

IFISHISTIX

pl.kkg.. 69C.

laoz

Save 15c

Oscar Mayer Sliced

LUNCHMEAT

39c

As.

Vac Pac Coffee

2.`,"1,81°11:1='cti::;,
1.0s.

Pkg. Km.

HILLS BROS

13

Sale prisms an fresh meats. frills and vagatabln pod thru Saturday, Clotalsn 19, 1968.

Can

BANANAS

Clenulno

IDAHO
Potatoes

Save 8c

10 lig
Lb.

s'

.

.

Shortening

If

SWIMMING

Lbs.

-ue
SALE

shoed

PECAN NUTS
1. -Oz

H.S. No. 1

log

RUSSET

PotoitoeS

a

20

Kroger Vac Pack

Lb.

lag

99c

1N -SHELL

MIXED NUTS

2

1"

Mangos;

59.
69.

FRUIT MIX
,cos
Op

Delicious -161 Slue

D'ANJOU PEARS

COFFEE
11311e

fi

lisihrtsiFresh

TANGELOS
.

6
±;,

r441-PPU
,tt Ne1,7640.4

Ur

Can

PRICE

49

Jonathan Apples
Kserkil.Frinio

StrawbotTles

Mt 490

aa

rTaton

6 ei 8
4 Lb. 599

FRESH
EGGS
patinura
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For Young Marrieds
To young marrieds puzzled

Thy the disorder in the world
today, a wise and experienced
woman in business has this
message

"Are the problems of your
',generation really so different
'from those we faced9 War,
+crime and poverty -- yes, we
faced them, too Don't be too
,cynical about today Don't

!tear down the old until you
shave something better to
-replace it with

"Start building your

,families on some stable basis

;Different, yes But with some
'disciplines, some loyalties
comes from
!That urging

wives and children, no matter
how idealistic, must eat. Yes,
and eat well and regularly
despite rising food costs and
the fact that often the wife

food out of the frozen food
compartment or allow their
children to tear through the
store knocking foods off the

must work outside the home.
"So the answer is to become
an educated consumer," says

counters -- all these lost profits are charged to the
consumer by the supermarket.

this executive with a staff of

Among other bits of advice

slight extra price to the time
you will save. Is it worth it?

ty Crocker Kitchens in Minneapolis, Miss Bates is able to

understand women's

"It isn't true that you can t
go home again You can go
;home To a home life design-

children:
Impulse shopping

puts

a

great strain on your food

ed to fit the modern en-

budget. Plan ahead. Read the
food ads in local papers, read

the times but still a basis for

labels on Mod packages to

let

MISS BA I ES points out
'that most soung married., to-

ample the large, economy -siz-

They reveal idealism in

joining Vista the Peace Corps

and in becoming involved in
politics

Not all, certaml), but the
majority of young men and
women are not long-haired
'flower children indifferent
to or destructive of our society She believes home still has

cans.

wedding gifts, you can start
living in your new home on

look at the negative
costs of shopping. Also, when
women squeeze tomatoes and

This Week's Food Values

campaign

a success. Mrs. Thomas McShane, 706 E. Clarendon and Mrs.
James Ronayne, 507 S. Fernandez, co-chairman of the event
with Mrs. Chapman near the psychedelic bathtub which proved
to be a conversation piece setting the theme for the beer and
pretzel affair.

Association and in 1938 the

Since he had selected such
a book by himself, you chose
to borrow it for psychological
reasons, and, on reading it to
him, you both were delighted
with the contents.

first

'Halloween Happening'
For Newcomers Oct. 26

American Colleges and
Universities. A senior at

Meats: Pork chops loin end roasts whole hams. bacon, pork Western Illinois University,
steaks spareribs beef rib and rump roasts. round, sirloin. and the Arlington High School
graduate is majoring in
chuck steaks corned beet short ribs hamburger.
elementary education and is a
Poultry: fryers stewing hens
Produce: Celery sweet potatoes potatoes. onions. carrots. member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority.
broccoli apples grapes Florida grapefruit.

FREDERIC MELCHER, a

young bookseller and coeditor of Publishers' Weekly,

became interested in en-

Deadline for tickets is Oct.

authors would stimulate them

a.m. at the Arlington

John Kornecker, Mrs.

publishers that held a deeper
promise to communicate with

Robert Burns are in charge of
refreshments, decorations and

youngsters.

entertainment.

of the American Library

I

Heights, has been named to be
included in Who's Who in

knowing.

21 at 6 p.m. Costumes are optional and guests are invited.

day, Oct. 26 from 8 p.m. to
and Mrs. Robert E. Hufl',
1022 N. Patton, Arlington

en-

Newcomers Club will have "A
Halloween Happening" Satur-

The Arlington Heights

Jane Huff, daughter of Mr.

have

joyed many of them. How
these books earned medal
distinction is a story worth

couraging authors to achieve
greater excellence in writing
for children. He had already
helped to establish Children's
National Book Week in 1919,

order lists to your own

must

old-fashioned

the home of the Robert Buckleys in Arlington Heights was

That is worth repeating.

the

answer?

subsequently you

fund-raising social held for
democratic state representative Eugenia Chapman recently at
The

particular needs. Remember.
there is no ideal shopping list.

on

medal sticker books, and

of children because they save
money this ' way. Fit your

appeal and the raising of

medal

This experience prompted
you to become aware of the

a really gala note."

Don't try to follow the pattern for a big family with lots

I he educated consumer

challenge

blenders, etc., you received as

often.

meaning to them the future has

children offers a stern

chafing dishes, skillets,

for the small family. So are
larger

gold

and you did not know the by the American Library

telligence and imagination
and all those new electric

ed package may be wasteful

illustrations for the young
child. Picture book artists

deserved recognition equal to
Again his
jacket, asking why the "gold writing ability.
money" was on the cover, views were hearily supported
bossed

Miss Bates likes to remind
young marrieds that food can
be more than nourishment. "It
can be fun, too. With in-

prevent disappointment later.
Study food ads in magazines.

I here is no ideal shopping
list for all families. For ex-

day are much better -educated

books for him at the library,
with one that had an em-

extra cost to you: compare the
If so, then buy it.

AS DIRECTOR of the Bet-

work or stay home with

she adds

and

cookbooks and answer at least
4,000 letters a month from
homemakers.

,to women s place in society

up hope, happily

MURPHY

prepare prepared foods are worth the

taw of her suggestions to
wives, whether they
young

'living constructively and

mixes

Decide

for quality,

vice president of General

vironment and the needs of

whether

develop recipes, test products

marketing problems. Here are

Mills, who is particularly alert

votes out of 192, was the first horse embossed on the medal,
author so honored for the is perhaps his masterpiece.
On the other side of the
literature for children."
Melcher, however, could medal is the surprised servant
Has your child come to
you, while you were selecting not overlook the need for fine carrying to the ,king the pie

BY MARGARETE

more than 50 women who to the educated consumer:

corporate

Mercedes Bates, a

How Children's
Books Win Awards

"But young husbands and ruin them or damage packages
or drop jars or leave frozen

BY GAYNOR MADDOX

Heights V.F.W.

Dance music will be pro-

vided by Eugene Heft's

orchestra and refreshments
will he served at midnight.
Tickets are $4.50 per couple
and may be purchased from
Mrs. George Fillebrown.
special events chairman, 4377288; Mrs. Robert Benson,

co-chairman, 437-6287; or
Mrs. Carl Peterson, ticket
chairman, 253-3210.

Mrs. William Wright, Mrs.

Michael Guzy and Mrs.

Membership of the Arlington Heights Newcomers
Club is available to residents
that have lived in the area for

less than 18 months.

Membership information may
be

obtained from Mrs.

Gordon Kubiak. 259-4138.

but felt

that recognition of

to submit

manuscripts

to

Accordingly, he proposed
in 1921 at the annual meeting

Association the idea of the
Newberry Award, which was
greeted with enthusiastic acceptance and was put into effect the following year.

Thus in 1922 Hendrik
Willem Van Loon's "Story of

Mankind," receiving 163

Caldecott

medal

was

bestowed on Artist Dorothy
P.

Lathrop for illustrating the

text of, "Animals of the Bi-

of "four and twenty
blackbirds."
There are other awards that

parents 'and children should
bear in mind and, not to be
overlooked, are the runnersup. Current authors of books
worthy of recognition are
mentioned in the World Book
Year -Book

Won't be long now!

and

1968,

Literature for Children, which
are on the reference shelf of
the American Library every library.
Association has conThe British and Canadian
scientiously continued, voting Library
Associations also
on authors and illustrators boast comprehensive current
each year and honoring the lists. The. Catholic Library.
winners, Their understanding Association makes an annual
ble," by Helen Dean Fish.

THE WORK of the jury of

of children and high standards

award of the Regina Medal.

have influenced our literary
ON AN INTERNATIONAL,
scene and stimulated writers basis tintranslation). the Hans
and artists and sharpened Christian Andersen Medal
critics.

As to the names on the

medals, these were also
chosen by Frederic Melcher.

hooks arc also worthy of MI Ow -up, as are those. honored
by

the

New York Herald

and the Child Study
One might say of John Tribune
of
Association
America.
Newberry (1713-1767) that he
was the first English publisher
of children's books, books
strictly for their delight.

All libraries

have available
reading lists, and some devote
to award
shelves
special

The first edition of Mother hooks.
In order to keep up to date
Goose is credited to him. He with new books for children
must have been a jolly, and their authors, it is most
versatile fellow. Not only was enjoyable and worthwhile to
he a writer and publisher, but read, "The Horn Book," a
he helped authors in need and magazine
published chiefly
manufactured and dispensed for the benefit of librarians
medicines as well.

and teachers.

THE CALDECOTT Medal
was named after Randolph

Caldecott (1846-1886),

English illustrator, who left a

legacy of colorful and
humorous illustrations.

Poet

Cowper's desperate "John

Gilpin." wildly riding his

To stimulate your child's

imagination, creativity and to
help him to articulate and
enlarge his vocabulary there is
nothing like a book. It also

parent and child into
intimate, imaginary rela-

draws
an

tionship.

We're getting anxious

to meet you. Our friendly staff is busy rolling out the red carpet this very minute. Meantime,
you might like a brief preview of our store-what our new concept in shopping means to you.

Turin -Style is a family center
-a group of convenient shops catering to the needs of modern family living. You'll love
our smart fashion shop where you'll find the right outfit for spring cleaning, New Year's
Eve, and everything in between. Our trained beauty experts will be happy to help you select

the right cosmetics. Our pharmacists will be glad to fill your prescriptions while you shop.

NING SOON IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS!
1

1967
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IL- 59` Pack

/ 4,

of 50

Styro CUPS
7 -oz size

Noma Atrium

,

21 FLAVORS!

-c

holds hot
or cold

IMO

drinks I

U

Assorted 'Everyday'

Walgreens

A

CREA

GIFT WRAP
21 sheets of
heavyweight
20x26" each

ICE

EXTRA
CREAMY

P

A
C

C

S

88c PACK!

uffere

19' BIC
Ball PEN
With coupon thru

39' bottle of 100

Oct. 20.
(Limit 2)

Jim

.4?1,

Nestle's Nescafe

Instant Coffee

110

With coupon thru

Oct. 20.
(Limit 1)

'

TWEED-DESIGN

Room Size RUGS

88

Approximately 81x111 -Ft.!

ROOM SIZE RUGS

Extra long wearing viscose -rayon
pile, with non-skid backing. Decor blending tweed design. Fine buy!
AND
MATCNING
RUNNERS!

1

Grand Prize: ZENITH COLOR TV

for the drawing this Saturday, Oct. 19. You needn't
be present to win. Winners will be posted in this
store, and have one week to come in and claim prize!

Trick or Treat Candy
36 Junior Size
Butterfinger or
Baby Ruth
- ONLY-

99

1

2 -ft. width. Non-skid back. Solids or tweed colors.

-RAND AND PALATINE ROADS -

Nothing to buy! Come in and sign your name & address

CANDY BARS

$2.49 RUG RUNNER -6 -Ft.!

At NORTHPOINT Shopping Center

Plus 10 Other Valuable Prizes!

4 0117

12' Regular Size SOAP

'

3

(Limit one)

SweetHeart

Sunday,

-47T'

39`

(Limit one)

79' Size! 13 -oz. can

Last Days To Enter
Walgreens GRAND OPENING Drawing for

Halo Hair Spray

Walgreen COUPON

fa -,4

C

tabletsWorthmoneor)e'
(Limit

69' Size! 25 TABLETS

$1.09 Size! 6 -oz.

irin

a- el zer

I

13'

Sunday,

s

CHARGE

at Walgreens, with your

Midwest Bank Card!

COSTUMES

& Full Face Masks
Colorful clown, fairy princess, devil,
skeleton,
gypsy, pirate, monster, or
witch. 4
to 14 yrs.

C
ea.

Colorful, Flame Retardant

'SATURDAY'S

Your Choice ..

62 TOOTSIE ROLLS

49c

100 Bags of Treats

7Qc

lc size popular caramel treats.

11/2 -Bushel, Heavy Duty

HANDY, KING SIZE

14x24" Size COCOA

LAP TRAY

FLOOR MAT

Orange or blue
sunburst color.

99c Seller!

Thick, moisture absorbent.

77c

$1.84 Seller!

Soft, Warm, Knit

100% CRESLAN®
TURTLENECK

DICKIES
For women
or men!

Lightweight comfort right in style!
Washable! In white or colors. Only

60" STOCKING CAPS

Laundry Basket
Jumbo Size 77
44 Or
Wastebasket,
20" high; 44 -qt.

1

MILLER

2-Lbs.
COOKIES

24 Junior Size

Box of 40

Assorted chocolate covered Mallows,
Mint or Grahams.

HERSHEY'S

OH HENRY

BEER

Only

12 -oz. cans

349

6Flavors.

Old Henry Clay

BOURBON.

HUMIDIFIER

FOR PRESCRIPTIONS

Conseliste Service ...ixtra Econescuy

"L

Canada Dry

C

COOL -VAPOR

(met moat iscitoltectat ItedArefeddairl.

Each

12-OZ
CANS

Candy Bars

Hersheyettes

HIGH

SIX.
PACK,

MINIATURE

Or 24 Miniature

HANKSCRAFT

YOUR PRESCRIPTION ca

177

credible Hulk,
Super President;
Aqua -Man, Birdman, Space Ghost, Eighth
Man, Thunderbirds, Atom -Man. Full masks!

Adds Moisture
To Dry Indoor Air!

_ \\
C::"."

The Impossibles,
Spider -Man, In-

//

ea.

79

For boys
& girls!

Each full of assorted candies.

HEROES'

ARLINGTON MARKET

Kensington t Dryden
THE MARKET PLACE
Rte. $3 & Golf Rd., Des Plaines
THE GROVE SHOPPING CENTER
Arlington Heights Rd. and. Westerfield Rd.

Rand Rd. (12) & Central near NW Hwy.
HIGGINS 4ND GOLF
Shopping Center, Schaumburg

NOTE: Most Walgreens carry all advertised items. However, some
cannot due tospace limitations. Right reserved to limit quantities.

Our Selected Brands

GIN or
VODKA

99
$1449
Seller!

49'
2 79
ono.

(Liquor not
sold Sunday a.m. In
Chicago; suburbs per local law)

-QUART --

NORTHPOINT SHOPPING, CENTER
Rand S. Paladne Roads
MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA

86 -proof. 5th

R

KING
WILLIAM

Scotch
Smooth 86-prt

- FIFTH --

79

ion Bob Batchelor Barrels Way to Athlete of Week
Barrelling

BATCDELOR HAS, in

Batchelor,

Bob

Gliwa's opinion, the potential
to he the fastest man on the
St. Viator field, and the coach
is fully expecting him to take
off and start running long

halfback of the up -and -coin

mg St

Viator

I

ions gild

team, has Lamed the Day s
Athlete of the Week Award
Batchelor SLOT Oa two of the
three Lions touchdowns in

touchdowns.
Gliwa cited

their outstanding 20-11 upset
of the Wheeling Wildcats last
briday night Hie win was an
important one, as It was the
first time that St Viator has
faced tin area train and Mete
was a great sense of twain,

as

being "A fine college
prospect -he's going
to come along."
This is Batchelor's

third

year on the St. Viator varsity
grid team, and he earned his

first varsity letter at the end

between the IwO schools

of last year's season.

I ION H4 AD football

"that letter was just a start

coach Joe Gliv. a said of

huff -duplicated that

as

performance in both wrestling

Batchelor, We feel that Bob
has been giving US a teal boost
in our olknse (Jima added
Bob shows teal deto [lunation

and baseha.II as a junior.

Between Ins junior and senior
years, he spent the summer as
a regular left fielder on the

Logan Square American

In the Wheeling game.
Batchtloi camel the ball 10
t ['tics lot a seamingly in-

Legion baseball team:

consequential gain of 47 vaids

BATCHELOR STARTED

the \Nolds of Ghwa

this season with Logan Square
also, but was forced to cut Ins
season short due. to a knee in-

but

01

"I lc gels the \ aids \%hcie thc\
count

jury that might have kept him
front football if he had played

Gliwa Slt., liatchcloi as one
pitta whose lull potential has
not \ et been tulle tealued Ile
Batchelor to
Is sailing tot

on it during the summer.
At this point in his life,

Batchelor hones to continue

hteak ,mas and Lake oft

to make a
number of important tackles
on the defensive side of the
Prospect -Conant bout, and
broke up three more long

with Crawford

time for baseball.

When asked if there was

anything else about him that
should

Batchelor

Bruce Busse who teamed up

his education at Kansas State
University, where he plans -to
play football and hopes to find

be

included

potential scoring passes.

the

in

story, Bob said, "Be sure to
give credit to my linemen,

Dan

Selleck

Dennis

and

Meacham both of whom

they sure help."

helped the Arlington

THE LION

line

does

a

the

alongCdairadnilnpalis

's path as they

good job of protecting Bat-

Palatine. 41-0. The

chelor. and his natural speed
and ability to find a hole have

deflated

made him one of the Lion's

combination was responsible
for four of the seven Cardinal

Selleck-Meacham

top men.

As Gliwa put it. "He's cooling into his own."
Batchelor was tops in a

touchdowns.

John Caltagirone: Forest
View's two -sides halfback

field of nominees for the

who made two important In-

Athlete of the Week award.
receiving the most nomina-

terceptions and several key
tackles to control the Elk
Grove Greandiers to a 6-6 tie.

tions.

Nominations for the Day's
Athlete of the Week Asvard
will he accepted by mail at

OTHER NOMINEES
were:

Scott Crawford, Steve

117 S. Main, Mount Prospect,
or by phone at 255-7200, any
time befOre 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Nominations are open to any
area athlete, male or female,
and may be made by anyone,

Grant, and lack Costello all

three of whom were key
figures in Prospect's 37-2(1 of-

fensive attack on Conant last

weekend. all combining to
-give Prospect their hest run-

including anonymous sources.

ning game this year.

(Photo by Curt Wilson)

BOB BATCHEI,OR

Junior Championship Will Be Decided by Rematch
Blf

the

I

6, while the 49ers had little

R 111101114
displas ling

Eagles

a

yards for the third Eagle

12.

touchdown. Keehan made the

tackle' 57 yards for still

'Die Vikings came to play

another marker. This time

touchdown.

and gave the unbeaten Eagles

Doug Harvey added the point.
The Vikings got on the

the game was turned in by

quarter with

yard turning, twisting sprint

Results of Saturday's play:

I-7
swept to an impiessi e
victors oeet the good [kings

to clinch the Vaisit League
I ILielits

Lio\i. it in Ai lington

Bois Footle III such one week

ill

I LL2.111,11 plat helm

extra point. A few moments
later, Brad Schmidt sped off -

dcfcnsc

pass -stealing

that has kept them undefeated
and untied in list genes.

EAGLES 33 -VIKINGS 7

they could handle in the
first half, yielding only three
first downs and picking up
two themselves. The Vikings
were moving the ball in the
all

scoreboard in the fourth
play

that

a

was

screen pass
worked to

territory when John Holden

tossed

Catdinals last vii.,Aend tit the

picked off a pass and returned
it 50 yards.

went 61 yards for the score.
Whitnell made the extra point.

Junior I cache.
mdimilsandPaekets
are nos\ heti :ot the lead in

began, Holden went hack to

Mark Hartman and Dan

fourth and seven,

Andejeski intercepted Viking
aerials, Andejeski returning

tour w ins earli no defeats and
a tie is ith cacti ,911..i on the

when rushed he scrambled 15
yards into the end zone. Terry

C ha 01 pl 011S lop

1

the tumor loop liv virtue of
opening Ltd% of the season

NOB, i IN

necks later.

this time they knmw that the

\\ innei takes the chanimoir,1101

Junior I t.ague games
pia LAI

,are

CIR.Lits

at

switched to Pioneer Park

pass

on

couldn't find a receiver, and

Keehan ran for the extra

point, and the score at

then ate set to play again and

not mall%

As the second quarter

at

to Jim Merkel. who

In the closing moments

his 25 yards for the final score
of the game.

0 7 20 6 -33

Eagles

00 0 7 -

Vikings

7

halftime was 7-0.
In

the third

SAINTS 12 -GIANTS 7
The Saints, winless in three

quarter, the

Eagles struck fast and hard.
On the second play Holden,
who played one of his fines'

previous

starts.

Giants 12-7

with

upset
a

the

fourth

games of the year, rolled away
from the flow on a keeper play

qua rter.touchdown.

;aid sprinted 80 yards down

an I I -yard run by B. Brown.

The Giants scored first on

ill p in `"atiltd,a\
lit the 'sulk,' I eague the
Rams and 49ers tunam tied

the sidelines to score.

reeolds I he Rams squeaked
fiN the upset -minded Lions 12-

punted, and Jim McBride

In the second quarter, the
Saints got a drive underway
with a 40 -yard pass. A few
minutes later, they went over
from the two, and the Saints

moving forward in full stride,

trailed at halftime 7-6.

I

tot the lead \\ ith identical 4-I

WHEN THE VIKINGS

couldn't move the ball, they

that was nullified by a clipSaints

Eagle defense. Jeff Whitnell

gaini. in OIL

Dave Auge of the Saints, a 65
ping penalty.

first quarter and were in Eagle

stage loi

The most exciting play of

perfection against the blitzing

At the same time stun by

both the Paekeis and the

However, in the second half
the Saints contained the Giant

offense, and then got a drive
of their own going in the
fourth quarter, capped with a
14 -yard pass for the winning

fast-sti thing ollense and a
rugged

and went 56

in

gathered it

trouble with the Redskins 25-

Giants

0 6 0 6 - 12
7 0 0 0 - 7.

PACKERS 19 -COWBOYS 7
The Packers scored twice in

the early minutes of this
Junior League game, and then
played with reserves most

of the rest of the way as the
regulars rested for next week's
battle with the Cardinals.

John Yeazel added to
league -leading scoring pace
with 13 points --just about his
average. He has now scored

scored the only touchdown of
the game with two minutes to

Stringer to Marty Friel to tie

y a rd keeper play. Dar

dash.

Townsend added the extra

Rams

point.

Lions

go in the first half on a 40-

The rest of the game was
a tight defensive battle with

Cardinal linesmen Ed

Colloton and Kevin McAleer
looking especially good. For
the Colts Ward Whitmeyer
was outstanding on both offense and defense.

Packers

Cowboys

7 6 0 6-19
0 0'0 7 - 7

CARDINALS 7 -COLTS 0
The Cardinals kept their
alive and forced the
championship game next week
hopes

with the Packers by beating
the Colts narrowly 7-0.

Quarterback Jim Evensen

-0

000

BEARS 7 -FALCONS 0

The Bears took their first
win of the year with a 7-0 victory over the Falcons.
0700-7
Bears
0000-0
Falcons

The Lions planned a little
trap

for the Rams on their

way to share the Senior

League championship, and it
almost worked. After leading
6-0 at the

half, the

LiOns

Ts
SP/ R

the score and then won it, on
Bruce Koelling's 25 -yard dash.
0 0 12 0-12

October 17.
1968

0 6 0 0- 6

`Smoker' For Coaches

49ERS 25 -REDSKINS 12
The 49ers made it four wins
in a row with a 25-12 decision

over the Redskins in the
Senior League.

After a scoreless first

period, John Norton opened
the 49ers scoring with a 21 yard run. Later in the second
quarter Joe Piefer went over
from the one and added the
extra point to make the score

A "smoker- open to all

up of about 50 football and

athletic directors and coaches
in the area will be held by the
Athletic Officials Service Oct.

50 basketball officials to promote more efficient and stan-

dard officiating procedures

21

and techniques.

at the Des Plaines

American Legion Post 36.
Golf and East River Rds.

The organization

is

made

Vince Lloyd will emcee the
program which gets underway

at 8 p.m. Also attending will
be Gene Vance, athletic direc-

Prospect His.
Park District

tor at the University of

Ron St. John on a tackle -eligi-

Needs .Help

Harry Fitzhugh, executive

touchdown came on an 80 -

The Prospect Heights Park
District is looking for in-

Association; Dick Klein,

volunteer, in a number of
recreational areas.

Evanston High School.

13-0 at the half.
In the third quarter, the
49ers scored twice more, once

on a 20 -yard pass to tackle

ble play. The final 49cr

RAMS 12 -LIONS 6

his

72 points in 5 games.

0 7 0 0- 7

Cardinals
Colts

Page II
Thursday.

yard pass

play from Bruce

Lyon to Mike Cook.
The Redskins scored in the

fourth quarter on a 20 -yard

yielded two third quarter pass from Bob Marzac to Jim
touchdowns as the Rams LaPage. On the last play of
squeaked by 12-6.

the game, Scott Miesfeldt in-

The Lions score came on a
60 -yard pass play, Greg Fink
to Mark Matwell.
The Rams countered with a
from Gary
pass
40 -yard

TD.

tercepted a 49cr aerial and
went 60 yards for the final
49ers

Redkins

0

0 13 12 0-25
0 0 12 - 12

Illinois; Stu Holcomb, general
manager, Chicago Mustangs:
Carl Kay, Chicago Mustangs;
secretary, Illinois High School
president. Chicago Bulls; and

structors, either paid or Jack Burmaster, coach.
Ron Greenberg, Director of
Recreation, should

he

con-

tacted for further information
by phone at 255-0900, or by
mail or in person at the park

district office, located in
Barton Stull Realty, 9 N.
Elmhurst Rd., Prospect

Further details can be ob-

tained by contacting Jim
Foley at 272-1362.

More Sports

Page 12

Heights.

electric cars are coming back!
And if that's what you want in a new car, we'll loan you the money
to get it. At the lowest possible rates, too. From Impalas to Thunderbirds, thousands of Des Plaines area residents have financed new cars

at First.
Every loan transaction is strictly a private affair with personalized
service provided by Bud Bruhn, John Crim, Larry McDonnell and
Lisa Mogensen. They will insure fast action on your loan and let

s):
a

you know its exact cost. There are no hidden charges. Repayments
are scheduled to fit your budget in periods up to 36 months. Credit
life insurance is available for your specific needs.
If you haven't heard, steam cars may be coming 13ck, too. But whether

you prefer electric, steam or gas vehicles, First gives you the best
..,

Llil

uu

..

loan at the lowest rates in town.

BANK
OF
DES PLAINES
FIRST
NATIONAL
TELEPHONE
$27-4411
DES
PLAINES,
ILL.
CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE.
Member Fede;al Deposit Insurance Corporation Member Federal Reserve System

'1+

(9
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2 Weeks to Go; 2 Championshipslat Stake

Buying or Selling

Go right to
the top ... see

Dale Peterson blocced a punt

The Browns did not submit

important role on defense

which was recovered by

With two Sundays Of

year history. Galloping Gary

linebacker Don Stevens. Chris

Willowy Wayne Kruty

regularly scheduled games left
in Mount Prospect Midget

Martin scored the other

along with Mike Petran and
Will Freeman on the right

touchdown, point after and

side of the forward wall.

led in defensive points. Gary

John Kronforst heaved a

tra point was a place kick. only the 'third in the league's 12

Football Association com-

BRUNS

petition. hotly contested
junior and bantam chamare still

at

Helfenbein and Jeff Steinhock

were close behind. Frank
stake:' Diaferio played -well too

The BIG MAN

pionships

Only the undefeated second

'despite an injury as did Frank

in REAL ESTATE

year Giants have clinched the
senior division title. The other
two teams without a loss are

Dettloff.

the junior

real
II

extra point and also played an

BY FRANK C. HOLAN

PALATINE

132 S Northwest Hwy
SCHAUMBURG

7 W Schaumburg Rood

The Giants replaced the
Packers as senior division
champions

255-6320

as

they defeated

the improved Bears by a 28
to 6 margin. Marvelous Mike
Raymond proved to he a real
man in motion as he scored
three touchdowns on a 45 -

358-1502

yard

894-1330

interception.

pass

42 -

yard punt return and a 32 -

blocked a punt.

Keyser and Bob Crnich. End

Mark Luciani

The Home Buyers .Gu' ide

Wayne Brennan

last

quarter. He and Terry

Cherwin. who dashed 38
yards for the

losers longest

gain. were the backfield work
horses. Bob Savage nd Keith
Baumgardner played a good
overall game. Norte Chmura

and Toni Houchins intercepted a pass and recovered
a fumble respectively.

'tiff, CARDINALS, with

CENTER

392-4080

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

in the last Minute of play to
edge by the Packers 7 to 6.

, WESTGATE SHOPPING
INSWIANCI

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Stale Farm Lite Insurance Colwan,

complished by halfbacks Jack

TailbaCk Kevin White Pat Schneider did some exblasted off tackle for the cellent blocking up front. Big

an eye on second place. rallied
TTTTT /AIM

put -the Packers ahead in' the
second quarter. Hard running

and good gains were ac-

"yard end run. His second ex -

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE,

to right end Kevin Sullivan to

Kohler. Bill Butler and Roy

Bears' only score in the

SENIOR DIVISION-.

estate
1714 E Northwest Hwy

and the

bantam Spartans.

II

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Steelers

long 40 -yard touchdown pass

Billy Kidd recovered a fumble
on the 15 and ran it to the

two yard line. Fullback Clint

Van Schaick plunged over for
the equalizer. Dave Quillen
tallied the important go ahead

Bill Bullis was outstanding on
defense as were cornerbacks
Jim Bristol and Jim Miller.

JUNIOR DIVISION
The Vikings, in a must
game, conquered the Jets 13
to 2 and tied them for the Na-

tional division lead. Dave

once as the rugged Rams won

own territory.

19 to 0 over the Redskins.

hBeillTldyhtehWestrong

Mark Hulseherg, Rick Braun

division title as they blanked
the Eagles 13 to 0 on a pair

and George Bordon helped
preserve the shutout victory.

Kiolbassa. Jim Altergott made
the extra point and recovered
a fumble. John Buyers. Keith
Keller. Doug Spohr and Jerry

a fumble. Dave Schachner
and Steve Forton showed

of touchdowns by Rod

Parker were also fine otfensive performers as were

Billy Wells. Todd Gryczka.
Jim Giblin and Steve Coskey.

Despite good running

Gary Horvath. John Roth and
Mark Hoefler each recovered
some good -running and Paul
McGrath blocced

The Redskins defensive
dynamos again included Mike

DiSanti. Jim McNulty. Bob
Lee and Brian McNeeley.

halfbacks Richard Fischer
and Mike Fisher. coupled
with hard blocking by guard

Jim Munn. the Eagles

Ruane contributed many

clicking consistently. Larry

hardnosed tackles and received strong support from Chuck
Peters and Eric Larson..

THE 49ers went on a scoring spree as they whitewashed

the Cowboys 27 to 0. Clyde
Dave Matzl put the Jets on
scoreboard first as he_ Peterson tallied twice on

the

tackled a Viking ball carrier
in the end zone for a safety
in the first period. Left end

cwisilnonearnsddeJeepffinVtlhaecikr

theft of an enemy aerial.
TheSteelers were assured at
least a tie for the American

Steve Spielmann for a 60 -yard
Brian Ages. Don Lundahl.
Dave Hanson and Dave Wing
put on a big line charge.

Brian Devalk, Mike Spencer.

scored twice and Ray Bentall

couldn't get their offense

counter. The offensive unit of
Al Cavianni. Pat Hamann.

First year squad members

Eugehis was credited with -a

Mann ran 10 yards to score

and Tom Hermanson hit

any game information.

sprints of two and 15 yards.

BANTAM DIVISION
Jolting Jeff Layer hit

the

endzone three times on successful touchdown runs as the

Illini whipped the Wolverines

22 to 6. Alan Slatin. Mike
Doherty and Tim Gosch ex-

Spartans pUshed

across a pair of touchdowns
by Roger Patterson and one

each by Gary Conway and
Timmy Meyer to defeat the
Buckeyes 26 to 0. Bill Reinert.
Bill Miller. Toni Ruane. Joe
Forssander and Joe Holloway

opened many holes for their
hacks. Steve Miskovetz. Art
Stevens and Kevin Kronforst
defended well.

Quarterback Scott

Crompton scooted for some
good Buckeye yardage with
tackle Doug Scott and guard
Mike Carroll clearing the way
with crunching blocks. Ron

Lorch, Brett Campeol and
Steve McCaughrean were
defensive

standouts as they

ecuted key blocks in fine made over 75 per cent of the
fashion. Jim Tangney. Toni
Gohielle, Chris Hanson and

Louie Citro led the hard
charging defensive squad.

The Wolverines lone tally

was produced by outside

linebacker Jim Barrett who

Jim Sauter snatched a 3(1 -yard

pass and Paul Youngquist

scooted eight yards for a
touchdown apiece. Steve
Buckstaff, Bob Moore. Mark
Pauluzzi and Paul Sigfusson
on offense and Scott Viger.

intercepted a pass in the 3rd
quarter. Good blocking was
provided by Paul Hellerich.

Scott Barber and Greg

Cosmin. Determined
defenders with many tackles

included John Touhy. Jeff

Mark Starcey and Doug

Scanlon and Toni Franson.

Tabor on defense, stood out.
The Cowboys did not submit

touchdowns by Joe DiFatta

The Wildcats, on two

12 to 6 on a pair of

and one by Mike Hermanson.
stopped the Hoosiers 18 to 0
as Steve Petelle, John Jarrett
and Lou Munao anchored the
offensive line for quarterback

Broeren, a hustling halfback.

Fierce tackling was shown by

Chuch Volk, Rich Broeren
and Bill. NoVak kept the offensive unit moving while

cone and Dick Paulus.

any game information.

The charging Chiefs

stretched their win streak to
three as they heat the Browns

touchdowns by Jim "Beau"

Mike Wijas, Jim O'Brien and
John Demmert were defensive

demons. Bill Novak's key interception set up the first tally.

delcnsive team's tackles.

The Boilermakers rallied in
last quarter to tie the
Gophers 6 to 6 as Gregg
Jacobs made several key gains
before scoring. Dave Kennedy
completed A 45 -yard bomb

the

to Leon Tasche. who along

with Jim Gajda and Glen
Scott. were terrors on defense
with 27 tackles between them.
Signal caller Jim O'Rourke
hit the end zone on a five yard
keeper as the Gophers struck
first. Paul Kadalis was the
outstanding defensive player

and blocked kicks along with
Marty Hower and Mike Higgins. An alert James Reardon

Jamie Karl's fine play calls.
Pete

Tuminaro, Jim Rami-

BRAD BUSSE made

several excellent runs for
Hoosier first downs as Larry

Gering. Dan Peterson -and
Mark Bassie blocked well.

recovered a fumble.
Flanker Jim Petran grabbed

Tim Dooley's pass on a fake
run to score the Badgers' only
touchdown as they downed

the Hawkeyes 9 to 0. Dan
Keller hit an opponent in the
end zone for a safety. Gary

Gripentrog. Bob Lopotko.
Greg Gatto and Paul lzban
hustled hard at their respective positions.

FALL SALE

watch the artists set up

ON
SPANISH LIVING
ROOM!

SATURDAY

OCT. 19 9:30 to 5:30
SUNDAY

OCT. 20 11:00 to 5:00

FR,A.N1D1--TURST

Spanish Grandeur
Featuring art in all media, water colors, oils,
sculpturing, woodcarving, sand painting, ceramics,
etc. The excellent variety provides something of
interest to everyone.
. . .

_

in timeless solid oak ...San Marino captures the
grandeur and beauty of the land that time forgot
You get massive sofa, 2 end tables, cocktail table
and lounge chair (matching rocker - $89.95).

5 -Pc.

Here in the dark gleam of solid oak is
the ageless beauty of old Spain. Elaborately carved, with authentic spool turnings and moulded trim, woods are fini-

Group

YOU SAVE $130

shed a richbrown, lightly distressed and

burnished to a satin sheen. Modern
features include deep urethane foam
reversible cushions with zip -off covers
and mar -resistant plastic table tops.

1

You get the best of both worlds in Son'
Marino .

IR,

INT ID

MT ER, S IT'

RAND ((I.S. 12) AND ELMHURST (RT. 83) ROADS c/MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL

. come and see.

IF PURCHASED
SEPARATELY

$229.95
$89.95
$36.50 EA.
$36.50

SOFA

LOUNGE CHAIR
2 LAMP TABLES
COCKTAIL TABLE

TOTAL .

$429.40

.

(10/0/* cOga Shefieen
783 LEE STREET

PHONE 298-6007

Convenient Budget Terms.

Available!
Free Delivery'Anywhere.
Ui

'299

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINEi

HOURS:, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday 10 to 5; Monday and Friday 10 to %Sunday 11 to S.

rim DAY

Admissions Counselors Applaud
New College Selection Guide
Guidance counselors, the
men and women who arc in
the know on the complex job
of choosing a college, rate as
required leading tot college minded students and

the first two days of the threeday conference," Mrs. Mazel

on the complex problem of

reports. "Many of them had

together, at home. This alone

before
our material
while others were seeing it for
the first time. Their comments
were more than interesting."

makes it a great value."

selecting the proper college

used

parents

The 1969 Guide to College
Selection being offered as a
Publications

TYPICAL of those comments were those of Mrs.
Beatrice Geller, director. of

Ella Mazel's 224 -page book
came'at the annual conference

secondary school guidance for
Newark, N.J.

public set vice by Day

he endorsement of the

of college admission

Mel Silverstein, guidance
counselor at Staples High
School in Westport, Conn.,

"Most useful materials are
so bulky," Mrs. Geller pointed
out, "that the only place they

counselors, held at New
Yorks Americana Hotel
recently

"More than 600 people'

stopped at our booth during

can be used is in the guidance
office. This book enables

students and parents to work

thinks The 1969 Guide to
College Selection is of equal

value to students and
counselors.

"T E BOOK enables

formation than we ever could.
It makes our jobs easier, but

more important than that, it
allows us to do better work."

Frank Dambra, director of

guidance for schools in
Teaneck, N.J.. echoed Silvers-

tein when he noted, "A book
like this gets students to stop
and think for the first time

about how one goes about
selecting a school. They have

Nobody tells the cobbler how to mend shoes. Nobody tells

the butcher bow to cut meat. And nobody tells the mason
how to Icy stone

But EVERYBODY tells a newspaper columnist how to write

to take many serious factors
into consideration."
The need for such a book?
Jack Nesson, guidance ad-

visor for Grahm Junior

a column

College in Boston, had the

FOR EXAMPLE- If I write about a subject which I consider
of a serious nature, I in being grim. If I stick to humor, I'm
If take a progressive stand on some
a light -weight hack

answer.

the nearly two million total-

about them all. It's important
?to get a book such as this

High school seniors pursue their choice of a suitable college

with the aid of The 1969 Guide to College Selection, an

coupon to order your copy today.

below to order your copy, available for only $2.

Publications for only $2 per

copy. Use the convenient

The annual income questionnaire, which usually ac-

beneficiaries on VA pension
rolls will have their payments

companies the pension checks

reduced in

sent out around Dec. 1, will
be mailed by the VA with the

payments.

Nov. I payments.

outstanding 224 -page book offered as a public service of this
newspaper. The guide offers vital information on more than
1,200 four-year colleges and universities across the country
and a data-processing method of selection formerly available
only to professional counselors. Use the convenient coupon

It is available through Day

now

levels,

graduated in $100 steps; no

pension rolls.

vital information about more

selection by students.

present income

ly disabled veterans and vet- with three graduations, will be
erans' dependents on the VA :arranged in 13 to 28 levels

into the hands of the students, .
and the counselors, too."
THE 1969 GUIDE to
College Selection is based on
a data-processing procedure,
organizating and categorizing

and universities across the
country for quick and easy

student a lot more in-

Quiz time will come a VA pensions and dependency
month early this year for benefits are raised $200;

counselor to know enough

portant decisions before they

And this book can give the

patsy
milligan

"There are so many

than 1,200 four-year colleges

even get to see the counselor,"
he says. "The students and
parents are now in a position
to take some of the burden oft
the high school counselors.

Disabled Veterans
Quiz Time is Early

schools," he said, "that it's
impossible for the guidance

to make some im-

students
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Show Slides

c/o Day Publications

Dept. 600
P. 0. Box 489, Radio City Station
New York, N.Y. 10019

The Des Plaines Valley

Geological Society will

present slides of a field trip

copy (copies)
Please send
of "The 1969
Guide to College Selection" at $2 each. I enclose
c heck or money order for $

NAME

at its Thursday meeting. A. C.

Witt, a Society member, will
discuss a June 30 trip to the
Medusa Quarry, Dixon, Ill.,
at 8 p.m. in the West Park
Field House, 651 Wolf Road,

A DDR LSS

Des Plaines.

CITY

paleontology or any of the

ZIP
STATE
(Make checks payable to "College Selection Guide."

The check -sized income
report cards will also have a
Jan. 15 deadline for returning
instead of the former Jan. 31.

THE REASON for the

speed-up is however good
news

for

more

than

1.1

THERE ARE about

575,000 pensioners still getting benefits under the ';old

law" in effect before July I,
1960, when the -new law" af-

fecting nearly 1.4 million
beneficiaries was passed.

These "old 'law" pensioners

"will be permitted another

million pensioners who will
receive approximately $120
million in increased pensions
next year, reflecting the new
rates and income limits going
into effect the first of the year,
according to Public Law 90275, signed by the President

chance between Feb. I and
May I in 1969 to changes_

last March.

Winter Hint

The new pension system

calls for the pensioner to
estimate his income for 1969

on the quiz form. Without it,
the VA, by law, cannot pay

Visitors interested in

a pension to a beneficiary.
Some of the adjustments in

earth sciences are invited to

the new law are: annual income limits to entitlement to

attend the meeting.

1969 -because of

increased Social Security

over, if this is more advantageous to them.

If they make the change

before May I, 1969, the extra
benefits are payable retroactively to Jan. I. 1969.

An excellent boot catcher
during the winter is a dish

drainer. Place several

thicknesses of newspaper
beneath it. When hoots are
dry, remove the paper and
discard.

1

burning social issue I m a dangerous liberal.

If I refuse to commit myself publicly. I'm a small-town reac-

I've become
tionary It I ve been on the job for sometime.
jaded by experience. If I'm fairly new on the job, I've "got
.

a lot 10 teal n
It I strive to use expressive words to describe a situation

m 'showing oft It I keep it simple and direct, I'm "writing
down to my leaders If write about those things which
are most familial to me, I'm a bore "always flaunting my
1

family
If

attempt to explore a new dimension in my writing,

I

m arrogantle getting into matters which are beyond my scope.
If hand in a Loin= which is very ordinary, I never hear
the end of it But, it occasionally, I write a little gem, that's

At.

1

the one everyone misses.
Yet in spite of my complaints, can I think of any job which
is inure interesting, more fun and more rewarding'? The answer

is unequivocally NO

R t NDOM I HOUGHT ... Most couples get married because
they think they to in love. Usually it's because they're in heat.

A

the next time you have your radio on in

LUNE I IP

the afternoon (between 2 and 5:30) tune in "The Mark Edwards
newest

on WMAQ and keep your ears open for the

Show

C,4116...

sing -along sensation called "Evil Companions." The lyrics are
absolutely wild

SIMPER S I I( l ER

"Muzak Causes Infection Of The

Eat

Inner

Buying a home

on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!
lour %mato'. has all the clues about what to

look foi in a house. ITe saves you time and
tiouble Ii a( king down leads that turn out to
be dead ends. A realtor is a professional in

real estate N110 subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics. He'll smooth over the details of

buying. I' tter see the man who knows the
eomphrated business -- let a qualified REALTOR help (on! SEE KEMMERLY!
Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member /11,11' Multiple

Listing Service

728

emmer
5jariiiL

REA1l
emme

REALTORS

---

OPEN 9 to 9

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460

728 E. Northwest Hwy.
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1.111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

I rt Hoffirtart-Schaurnburg

956-1500
894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

299-0082

' -WO AOVERTIMIN!8i ,7,

"

itiOVERY,

1-jr*ILLJ,L1:0-MC:41-1"

MEET MR. F. J. CORTES1; Carsons fur buyer, at
our Randhurst store. He'll be happy to help you
select a beautiful new fur. And they are beautiful
... current and exciting styles ... sale -priced too!

Featured are three furs from our new fall '68

SeroURANVIAY-10-11XCEPTIONAV

Tht:110114e,. 0,11Yer8

TWO DAYS ONLY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,

fashion collection. A. Lovely for day or evening,
natural mink jacket at 699, and B. natural mink
stole, 488. Both in dark ranch mink, tawny brown
RANDHURST

pastel or EMBA tourmaline.® C. This season's

newest length, the natural mink stroller, a shorter -

than -long coat, in the same colors, at 990. Do

stop in this weekend and try these lovely furs .
jou'll want one for your wardrobe. All furs labeled
c#o-show country of origin. Choose it then charge
.

.

it at Carsons Randhurst: Elmhurst and Rand
Roads in Mt. Prospect. Shop Monday through
Friday 10:00 to 9:30; Saturday 9:30 to 5:30.

goy, /Wow/

feitie/14>teie& =nod "Paced

:fitE HOME ;)"

'Miracle
Food
vaPE IOP'

0

4,

I.

Chef's Kitchen

!Ilt

8 INCH

ar ecue

ST. LOUIS

ae

is
49

REG.
$173 lb.

A.

SHOP & COMPARE
13c
Tomatoes
Can

MostacciolisA Rigati

3 lb

Asparagus Spears
Spam
ee

GREEN GIANT

Hawaiian Pu
IETE
Fruits For Salad
Corn
G
NibletsGREEN
T

1CCP:aalinz

$115

2Calbn.

29C

mStewed Tomatoes
HUNT'S

4 roll
Pkg.

25 ft.
Roll

RS

3 oz.
Pkg

Log Cabin Syrup
PILLSBURY - CINAMONSTREUSSEL.
Coffee Cake Mix

12 oz
Btl.
141/2

Gkin

/1c
39c

ARGO

Cornstarch
KRAFT - CHOCOLATE
Fudge Topping
Topping Mix
Yummy Gelatin
Large Prunes
Pinto Beans

31c
10C

2 oz
Pkg.

ASSORTED FLAVORS

32C

3 oz.

Pkg.

SUNSWEET

oz48C

16oz
Pkg

BROWN'S BEST

Pkg.

1 lb.
Pkg

2...
7c
36C
17c

a

KLEENEX

Facial Tissue

In

6

9c
$139

1

11
REG. 27c

IP II
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Meet Ted Gross
YOUR MARKET MANAGER AT
404 RAND ROAD,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
One reason why you can always
depend on finding a wide selection

of fine meats at Jewel is the fact
that your Market Man spends time
"behind the scenes" preparing these

cuts for you.

But he particularly

enjoys his moments at the counter when he con serve you personally,
answer your questions, prepare
special cuts to your order)

Elikletee4 &Aeze&Food

Btl

DREAM WHIP

\ I S .ti'l'l ;(:I I/

Qt
Jar

64 oz.
Btl

Can

Can

ALUMINUM FOIL

Pkg.

Can

16oz.27C
Boz

Tomato Sauce
CHARMIN
Bath Tissue
Wrap

6 oz.

151/2 oz.

12 oz
Can

DEL

13oz.43C

DOWNY

Fabric Softener

49C
49 C

ASSORTED FLAV

kited of
feel
given the that makes you
Your nearby
attention
in just
wanted?
rve
you
come andready to se
you'll say
In fact,
Jewel is
rolled
such a manner. a Red Carpet
stop byl
having
you
it's like
whenever
out for you

Food

C

Sa

-

Bros g

141.0

871z

OUT
1SROLLED
3111116.1
NEARBY
how
AI YOURyou
store
in a
Have
it is to shop interest really
enjoyable
folks are
where you're
where
personal
helping
you
friendly,
ed in h
wel-

KRAFT

15 oz

ROYAL JEWEL

FOR YOU

KELLOGG'S

1 lb.

LA

3 lb

Rice Krispies
Special K
Miracle Whip

Can
Can

218/c
Pkg.
Pkg.

KELLOGG'S

Tomato Paste

4 bar

,oz

Red
The
Carpet

MN R.

HUNT'S

BLUEBROOK

Soap

19

REG. 929 $
CHOCOLATE WITH CHOCOLATE
ICING OR YELLOW WITH
FUDGE OR CHOCOLATE ICING

lb.

PERSONAL SIZE

r

a

ac

miamme.131,,0

1'

Look around your Jewel next time you visit
and just notice how many people there are
-7 all busy doing things to make your shoppiri!p
trip a pleasant experience. Throughout the store .you',
see folks filling shelves, taking inventory, answering...
questions. And up front there are more people
checkers, parcelers and carry -out boys - malcing sure:: ..
that everyone who shops at Jewel is able to iomplercr.'
their shopping trip as quickly and efficiently'us
sible. Perhaps that's one of the differences yoult
enjoy at Jewel. There are always so many folks to help you!

hand

6,;e/"Tedueg/Waa.e1.6,rood Paced Sau&gaibitlow.1111:

gowM~.4301

Maaet&

/Wade&

n

yaw Ma'./

Piticee

Fine

Produce Market

411

Ali

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

GOLDEN RIPE

GERMAN STYLE

Sirloin

ananas

ar

ea

ala

1
1/2 LB.

FRESH CRISP

ki
DIET OR REG r ASST FLAVORS

YumMy Beverages
INSTANT MAID

Instant Rice
Riceland Rice
Applesauce
PLUMP TENDER

A

so

MN 1.

I.

1111

Jewel Coffee
Fruit Cocktail
DEL MONTE - YELLOW
Cling Peaches

FANCY

14

oz33c

11b. 16c

Pkg.

1C6anz

15 C

116.1771C
Can

1C6anz

16oz.
e Can

23C

22c

Idw Cling Peaches C " 14C
SLICED OR HALVES
30oz. 38C.
Can
es
Soz

0 oz.

lc

31b.:
Apples

"I`

Bag

YlicEDious

Can

CHERRY VALLEY

CHERRY VALLEY SLICED

9C

12oz

BLUEBROCIK

PRIVATE BLEND

Carrots

lb.

lb.

4tBag

nc

TASTY - 42 SIZE
Each

Artichokes
EXTRA FANCY - 24 SIZE

Each

Cucumbers

indk

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Round Steak

LB.

ID 7

U.S.D.A. CHOICE - BONELESS ROLLED

Rump Roast

.

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

"FUN TO EAT"! - 36 SIZE

2F229c

Pomegranate

SHOP & COMPARE
CHERRY VALLEY

Cut Green Beans
AMERICAN
Chili Beans
Salad Beets
MARY DUNBAR
ole Kernel Corn
ooms
BEAUTY

BLUEBROOKBLUEBROOK - SLICED

151/2 oz.

Can

16c

16oz.
Can

16.z.
Con

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE - BONELESS

Beef

ris e

10C

-17c

41/2 oz

Can

17oz.

1 29

WHOLE OR OOC
WEDGE CUT
LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE - BLADE CUT

Pot Roast

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE - ROUND BONE

.15Oz. 1
Can

Porterhouse

c

`Pot Roast

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE - 1st 5 RIBS

Rib Roast

LB.

49c
69c
89c

.49c

LEAN, MEATY

Spare Ribs
TASTY FRESH

Pork Butt

LB'.

T BRAND - 10 to 14 LB.
B.

Volne

49c
43c

LIBBY

Tomato Juic
VALIYo Juice

Bak( S SPEC/ IL!
BLUEBROOK - SLICED OR HALVED

Peaches
8 OZ.
PKG.
REG. 49c
GOOD THRU SAT., OCT. 19, 1968

Meet Bo Matz
-4N

Meet Fred Toms

Even more important to you, of course, is

YOUR PRODUCE MANAGER

tliWthe folks who serve you at Jewel are such 'nice
male - friendly, helpful people who sincerely enjoy
:Wang and serving you. That's the kind of people

AT 122 N. VAIL,

09.95an

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Jewel looks for and finds to serve yo1.1 at your store.
Sometimes lit gets busy at your store. II Often the folks
who
serve you are rushed. But, no matter how busy
,.....
or rushed, Jewel people are among the nicest people
yoUli meet anywhere. And that, we think you'll agree,
makes the biggest difference in shopping enjoyment
- one that you can always expect at Jewell

_Teiveifribtae,4mood Paced ..qetv&

Before you ever get to the
store, your Produce Man is hard at
work washing, trimming and displaying fresh fruits and vegetables.
When you come in, of course, he's
ready to give you his attention - to
assist you in choosing as, well as
'weighing and wrapping your selec-

Hon!'

au /W~.

YOUR SAUSAGE SHOP MAN
AT 3000 KIRCHOFF Road,
ROLLING MEADOWS
From hearty sausages for sandwich lunches to exotic varieties for

party meat plotters, the Sausage Shop
at Jewel offers you the biggest selection you've probably ever seen. Behind
the counter is the Sausage Shop Man someone who's always ready to tell you

about a sausage that interests you,
perhaps even slice a tidbit for you to
sample. And, once you've made your
choice, he'll gladly slice it right to your
order!

erge4Mbtaele, 'God Pace Sa:ve,goa, m~./42)

FHE DAY

Need Help?

Advertise with Day
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CLASSIFIED

255-7200

SINE
rector.
Set
Ser-vice

INDEX
Apartments To Exchange 75
Apt,. and Rooms to Share . 71

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084
-

CL 5-8232

FOR ADVERTISING

Coins-

OR
Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day, The Des
Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thur day 3:00 P.M.

Auto Repair
We Don't
VP' SI'

BUY OR SELL CARS
QUALIT p BODY,'

FEND!, u PAIIITING 21 ifOUR

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Pointing &
CL 3-1118
Wall Papering

Ecklund Floor Service

201 `,9 Cran1,bc11 259-6160

Average rm. sanded sealed &

Brickwork
Bari .,oil

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns A.
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re -gluing.

Carpentry -Remodeling
Blur HOME REPAIRS
Heinen, heti Ada,
r Ir I too,
Curl I ,11L
for E amore
t

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

General Hauling
WE HAVE I ION tRUCK

BEST REF.

then call "THE

HAULING & CLEAN-UP
Recisartable rotes

trio rrnc h 766.8034

Day or Eve. 766-7256
Fall

.

FREE ESTIMATES.

827-4637

Quality Paint Service

Instruction
.
.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Per Apuerillre Corp, ,ter.
359-2756
Rca on, Lk

HOME HANDYMAN
El,treal

20% OFF SFLE

Plumbinc,

On all ,St0111 Mode draperies,
bedspreads & window sllacles.

Carpentry
Pointing 111.1,11. 8. out

NO 1013100 SMALL
259-5887
259-0641
Aficr 6 PIA

roar, additions roe MOMS and
Vir51 and cilunlinurn
dori I(

Satished Custorriers
Are Our Specialty

fill,

Fall Spemal $1795 cleans living

debris. 457-0389

rin & hall carp, Sofas $9.95 &

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rako
Rain gutter maintenance

253 9046 - 761-688P

CARPET & f URN shrunponing, 22.
Instollotions,
ar,c.
all WaShinc,
11111111(i
mach

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power
raking, aerating, sod, seed,

planting, grade work. 537-1411
QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

cleaning.
Seri,

drapery
pointing
Dos
'loci cf
Low

Pl.

Radio -TV Repair

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.

296 6365

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

DEPENDABLE CARPET
sedWall to einil no e or
8, pert
&
Shia Stops.

Complete lawn care available,

ist.motr s

mercial. Satisfaction assured.
Free estimates.
Call 255-6855

255 3642

Ceramic Tile

gross cutting, fertilizing, d
weeding. Residential and com-

KtY TILE CO

Tile Slate Quarry Marble
& Repaired

Shrubs
Evergreens
Rototilling
Installed
-

-

-

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
RESIDENTIAL

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
827.0609
RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - 525.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - 51.5.00

CEMENT CONTRACTORS
sidewalks,
patio..
Drive, ays

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

stairs, busurnerit floors, garage
curbs, retaining
Free Estimates

floors

wolfs.

Custom Draperies

Custom Draperies

No lob too small.
Equipped for complete custom

drapery work with
17 years experience.

Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

"ELEANOR"
437 2084

Dog Grooming

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

Individualized styling: Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed
to order Coordinated wedding
parties Alterations Near Rand255-0348
hurst
skirts

repair
pants
clothing

Lawn

lawn
a

lovers) We give
service. We will
lawn anywhere

whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We
will make your lawn look as
though it hos been sodded. We
also take care of evergreens,
shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it

hems on coots,

suede coats,
zippers on
& replace
Also men's
etc
lockets

255-816,

Drapery Repairs
ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

repleating, rehemming
etc. 437-2884

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl
17 S Evergreen

Hrs

&
reupholstering,
covers
plastic covers.

512 plus maleriol
$22 plus material
SI5 plus material

Chairs
Sofas

Secils

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

ALPINE INTERIORS
Call 327-1752

Storm Windows
X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber glass
awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.

647-0220

Tailoring

91

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

79
77

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Type, & F,fer)loteS
CL 3-5964

Wall Tile New & Remodeling

Also tile Repo',
437-4093

296-6640
WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

Transmission Service
A/ Fits

830 W NW Hwy

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

259.9440

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

529-2840

Painting -Decorating
520 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.

Shall Decorating
'358-9038
Painting & Decorating
rod Woll Woshing
George Klein 392-0803

Ned Williams

392-6817

Upholstery
Free

MEN WANTED

locations.

Errors

will

be

by republication
for one insertion.

recitifisit

Parise check your ads and
notify us at once. Correct9 -to 9 weeitcloys i 9 -to 12
Saturdays.

PHONE 255-7200,

I2 double lots located in St. John's
Cemetery in Wheeling. 5300.439-

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours, 437-2884

Wrought Iron

13 -Lost and Found

Girl's blue frame glasses lost in
Cumberland Sch. area in Des Pl.
Monday. 297-6070 aft. 3 pm
prescription
Found:
Lady's
pearl 'gray frame sunglasses.

COME IN OR CALL

Maintenance Man

537-2510 - 9 a -m. to 5 p.m.

Nights
Hoffman Estates

537-2512 - after 5 p.m.

5 nights per week

Excellent starting

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

salary

Call evenings after 5

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
1150 S. Willis

Wanted: ride from Arl. Hts.
station between 5:15 pm $ 6 pm,
going north on Arl. Hts. Rd. to

Haddow for extra $1 or $2 a

Wetteland Painting & decora-

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

ting. Interior, exterior, & paper

Customized wrought iron. Exterior E.- Interior. 647.0220

bonging. Estimates cheerfully
given. 394-1665, Mt. Prosp.

Do not overlook the cleaning field as a source of additional
income for you and your family. Our professional system
makes the old concept of janitorial work outmoded. Above
overage hiring rotes with company benefits.

MIMI
THE NATION'S HOUSEKEEPER

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

MR. G. FLOOD

824.0144

WELDERS

Apply in person

(SKILLED AND APPRENTICE)

ACE HARDWARE

- WANTED
FULL OR PART TIME
SALESMAN

NEW HIGHER RATES

UNION CAMP CORP.

As a result of a recent wage reopener settlement, we can
offer you an excellent starting rate with periodic increases.
We are looking primarily for welding on heavy gauge steel.
We also have a few openings in our apprentice welding
program for aggressive young men with some work -related

Immediate Openings For:

experience and/or vocational training.

CORRUGATED BOX WORKERS

In addition to our competitive wage rates we offer a liberal
benefit program, pleasant working conditions, and JOB
Come to a company that cares about YOU. If you are presently working please call and we will arrange an evening

benefits

Des

Plaines
824-9086

ILG Industries, Inc.
GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION

UNION CAMP CORP.

571 S. Wheeling Road
537-6100

Wheeling, Illinois

100 E. Oakton St.

DISHWASHERS

See Mr. Rohn

these hours,

JUST CALL 299-8811-ASK FOR LORETTA MROZ

We are opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate

by appointment
Friday night 7 pm -8

An Equal Opportunity Employer

the dishwashing machine and run the dish-

Pm

washing operation.

The Bank & Trust
Co. of Arl. Hts.

"WE LIKE WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men and Women.

JOBS OFFER:

900 E. Kenningston Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions

Inspectors

Paid Holidays
raid Vacation
Health and Life Insurance Han
Profit Sharing

For precision complex
parts, gauges & mechanical test equipment. Plea-

sant working conditions.
Excellent fringe benefits,
free life insurance, hospitalization & 8 paid holi-

You Will Too - If You Can Qualify
For One Of These Openings
HEATING ENGINEER

Experienced man to calculate and lay out hotwoter and steam
heating systems. Degree preferred.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

Prefabricated aluminum enclosures. Experience in bridge
construction or construction of Butler -type buildings helpful.
Degree preferred.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN

days.

APPLY NOW

Apply

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: Et A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

person

Des Plaines

If you are interested, please come in anytime during the week
between 8:45 a.m. and 5 p.m. If you cannot make it during

PART TIME

2 to 3 hours
3 nights a week

in

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Good Starting Rate - All Employee Benefits
Steady Employment With Overtime
Excellent Opportunity For Advancement

or Saturday interview for your convenience.

Rd.,

1st, 2nd & 3rd Shifts

security.

Ltis

Good future a nd

or

call:

CL 9-0710

Minimum of 3 years college, and 3 years experience preferred.

WELDER

Experienced in welding aluminum and steel. Heliorc, auto manic wire feed, etc.

MACHINE OPERATORS

To fabricate structural components from aluminum extru-

GENERAL TIME
Progress in a world of
time
Space & Systems Div.

-

MOTOROLA

week. 259.0929
11 -Business Services

Work 4 to 5 Hours, Mon. thru Fri.
Permanent Jobs Close To Home
Flexible Starting Hours

BEFORE 5 P.M. Call 537-2510
AFTER 5 P.M. Call 537-2512

vie. Maple, Mt. Pros. CL 3-8956
14 -Personals

EVENINGS

253.7150

CHECK YOUR ADSI
&Northers pro requested to
check the first insertion of

once in .order that correction
con be made, in the event of
error or omission, the newtpopor wflrbsr responsible for
incorrect
ONLY the first
insertion and only' to the erui
tent of the space that the ad

PART TIME

We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

NORTH ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS NEWS AGENCY

1530 Rand

their ortrenisamont and in
case of error to notify the
at
department
classified

NILES

6420 W. HOWARD ST.

967-8300

KINNEY SHOES

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

VAPOR CORPORATION
An equal opportunity employer

newspaper route at the Circle
Hill Apts., Rand & Arl. His.
Rd. ALSO boys for afternoon
newspaper routes in various

755 W. Dundee Road
Wheeling

OR

is the ideal way to supplement your pension earnings.

Elk Grove Village

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Retail Hardware
Clerk

0648

AAMCO Transmissions

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under 550.

WANTED

966-5325

255-7200

This

Boy to deliver morning

18

102
92
42
82

VAULT CLERK
The person we seek will be an active retired man to work in
our blueprint vault. This position requires the ability to be on
your feet most of the day. No experience necessary. 5 day

437-1200

73
76

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

Dick's Tole
FREE EST iMATES

Masonry

PERFECTO ENGINEERING, INC.
79 Bond Street

94
95
88
96

255-7200 after 6 PM

week, B a.m. to 4:15 p.m.. Monday through Friday.

Call 827-7880
From 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Tile

look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

SALARY AS TO EXPERIENCE

Call Linda Gammill

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
PROFIT SHARING RETIREMENT PLAN

ions. are accepted by phone.

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9-0849 Tires, & Wed. eves.

MT. PROSPECT

work.

CALL

requires.

Beginning in early afternoon

Challenging position with cm future in rapidly growing organt

PART TIME
Permanent employment
avoilable doing Janitorial

(255-7200)

&

Full or Part Time

nation.

56

Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale

On oil custom mode fabric slip.

SPORTSWRITER

Quotation and sales correspondence experience in punch
press equipment field preferred, but will groin qualified man
with knowledge of punch press stamping operations.

392.1830

69
85
89
86

FALL SALE 50% OFF

255-7200 Ext. 57

SALES ENGINEER

Mount Prospect
News Agency

I

Murals

Dressmaking -Sewing

of
dresses

Arlen:
expert

grow you

773-1261

Shortening

&

estimates.

N & N CONCRETE

week. Call:

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

LANDSCAPING
Sod
Trees

No job too big or small. Free

DriveSteps
Trash Rcmoval
Patios Walks.
Floors
ways
529-3463
FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

Rays

CL 55692

Grading, All work guaranteed.

Concrete Work

It's T.V Check-up time Antennas
Repaired Horne Service Calls
All Bank Credo Cords tionor'ed

COMPLETE

255.1096

13

IN DES PLAINES AREA

SAVE YOUR EYES,

Day or Eve. 766-7256

Carpet InAallotion

MAN WANTED
to v:ork 5:15 PM to 0:15 PM,
Monday thru Friday, 533 a

14

Dependoble
Pia sienna & Drywall Service
CALL 255-3822

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Office Open Til 9 P.M.

pm

Plastering
F, East Clean

CONTACT

GOOD SALARY -PLUS 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

.

To Rent, Stores, Offices
Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

Cominerciol
Apartments

Des Plaines

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

50
65

.

Specializing in kitchen cabinets
and furniture refinishing. Free
immediate service.
estimates
Fall Savings For
Exterior Work
359-0993
Ray Rood

HAR BUT S LAWN MTCE.

up 894-9141
Wall to Wall carpet & turn.
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
Call Joe
Free esimiatc
I op

or

any amount. Alto pick up

To handle variety of
assignments. Good pay.

WIEBOLDT'S

90

Resiclentiol
stone

sand,

DIRT,

Phone Mrs. Petersen
259.8010

INTERIOR -EXTERIOR

Landscaping
BLACK

.

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous .
To Rent Resort Properties

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

381-1972

service exempt and have car.

03
5

Apartments

CL 9-0495

Janeal Draperies

ON REMODELING & REPAIRS
for fret estimates On
Coll

Carpet Cleaning

3 Generations

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

47

.

Decorating in the F !nest
Scondincivion Tradition

Wanted

One Full Time and Several Part Time

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE .
2nd FLOOR

For leading manufacturer of

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale . 31
21
Situations Wanted -Men
Situations Wanted 22
Women
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property . 78
To Rent Furnished

Lauritz Jensen

24-Helo Wanted Men

days.

SALES TRAINEE

Rooms -Board -

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Roosonoble prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

Save time & money

siding
UNITED ENGINEERS 823-0828

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Interior Decorators

in Morton Grove
437-8376

suburban area. Must be

Personals

Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

763-3131 (Chicago)
823-3131 (Park Ridge)

24 -Help Wanted Men

Are you available every Sunday from now until Christmas?
Would an extra income help with Christmas shopping? Would
you like to help "run -a -store" for one day a week? We are
looking for a man who could help with supervision on Sun-

STANDARD STATION

food machinery, north

loans Mortgages

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

Experienced instructor. Mon. &
Too,. evenings 7 to 10 polo
firing.
supplies,
Groenwore,
259-5920
gifts.
Customized

Call for oppointnient
at your convenience

1150 Willis
Wheeling, Illinois
537-2510

MEN

Real Estate -

Exterior Pointing of its finest.
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

CERAMIC LESSON S

837 3764 after 7 p m.

299-3159

.

.

ark

CALL SH 1 6900 anytime or

&

train for larger equipment.

Company

After 4 p.m.

FULL TIME
For night & midnight shifts.

26

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices

terior & exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.

Tower Packaging

824.1188

Nursery Schools -

winter rates on all in.

top
wages, air-conditioned shop,
Blue Cross & Blue Shield, paid
vacation, plus opportunity to
set equipment. Benefits,

23

.

SPECIAL

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing
EDMOND GRAY

Pally

insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting 8 Decorating

Home Repairing

10 ft to 1 000 ft coy types tower
q & electrical work
s
ExpermncLd in any type carpentry s irk rcinodchr g & born

warkraarlSliip.

Quality

for r ep, r. carpentry,
rernoili lung & nclation, No Job
BEST

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK
tl-i inh Lou r ,all
Limn.
Th SI/

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

GENERAL

only

on 1250 & 1850 mulitlift off.

Emmett Smith

Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters I I I
55
Musical Instruments

TREE ESTIMATES

Experienced

portation.

H.E. Brown

Photographers

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

2

Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found

PHONE 690-2322

AND 2 STRONG MEN
CC 5 9232

359 1906
the rroo

E.J. ERICSSON

equipment. Close to NorthService
Corrimutor
western

& United Motor Coach trans-

Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.

FULL TIME DAYS

24

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

Work near florae. On new

CONTACT

LITTELFUSE INC.

Cad 824-8213

7

(To Rent)

CL 5.3991

Interested applicants call or stop by:

OR

36

Furniture
Industrial Properly

NEW WAY PAINTING

Custom

PART TIME MORNINGS

Home Furnishings -

Decorating & Remodeling
free Estimates Ed Sowinski

Furniture Refinishing

259-5233

Call

529-1211

finished $19.95

ED FOPAN

CAB DRIVERS

3

1

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wonted Women .

259.5337

Floor Maintenance

9
8

29
57

Food and Delicacies

Cru 0 0 I e d
Froo Esionorm
CALL - HAUCK 8 SON

redwood & stockade. 647-0220

Arlington Body Croft

hours work. Elk Grove News, 199

28

Equipment Rentals

E

DES PLAINES

27

Florists

iriter,or

X-CELI FENCE& IRON CO.
All types of fencing, chain lank,

TOWING SER9ICE

AM only; good pay for a few

10
12

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service Women

Painting -Decorating

Fencing

1285 GOLF RD.

If you are a draft exempt individual with a minimum of 2 to
4 years experience in design drafting with a small efectro
mechanical manufacturer you could be the individual we ore
seeking. Advancement opportunities within the engineering
field accompany fine progressive benefits. Salary will be
based upon previous experience and education. Applicants
are requested to bring in sample drawings of their work.

newspapers to home. Sunday

Day Camp
Dogs, Pots and Equipment 44
Employment

296-6640

255-7200

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

DESIGN DRAFTSMEN

Kings St. 439-0286.

Hubbies

& SUPPLY CO.

24 -Help Wanted Men

15

Cemeteries & Lots

& RECORD CO.
439-9704

Man or boy with car to deliver

Curd of sympathy
Card of Thanks

PRESSMAN

ENGINEER
M.T.M. or work factor experience required, excellent

company benefits.

NORTHWEST MFG.

SELECTED TAPE

37
38
39
66

Business Personals
Business Service Directory 16
17
Business Services

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCKS
AND 2 STRONG MEN

(X)

OFFSET

INDUSTRIAL

some overtime.

P,0,10 students wanted.
Palatine area. 358-2699
alter 4 P.M. and week ends.

Boats and

set -Ups.

industry. 8:30 A.M. to 5 PA,

23 -Instruction

101
Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchunye .... 64

work. Must make own

Interesting work with record

will do work for

.

CUSTOM

WAREHOUSE

Private party or business.
,
508-5370

Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
106
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers . 103
99
Automobile For Sale

DRAPERIES

do baby

Free Lance Artist

34
20
109
105
107

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation

MACHINIST
All around man for
general machine shop

GENERAL

Des Plaines area.
299-8486

35

Air Conditioning

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered, by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

----

yr. old girl will

14

sitting

Let us help make your DAY

-

Child Care
Reliable woman wants to go out
baby silting. 359-1906

tit

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

22 Situations Wanted Women

sions. Experience necessary. Electric saw, drill, punch press,
etc. Clean, pleasant work in unfactory-like surroundings.

MAIL CLERK

To supervise mail room service and distribute and collect
mail.

1200 Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows, Ill.'

An equal opportunity
employer

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

FOR INTERVIEW CALL - L. ADAMEC 634-3131

Schaumburg

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES, INC.

An equal opportunity employer

Aptakisic Rd, Between 83 & Milwaukee, N. of Wheeling

f HE DAY
24 -Help Wanted Men

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

BOYS WANTED
Young Teens

PART-TIME

Work a few hours in the evenings

RAND & RIVER
STANDARD SERVICE

per week.
539-7672

p as lunch included

824-9348

Des Plaines

CALL VERNA

MEN PART TIME

392 8454
BETWEEN 8 30 & 1

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines
units. Meals and uniforms pro-

Year round

40 hour week

Hospitalization
employment
and medical insurance

Arlington Heights

South
W
Ext
3-6100,

1 630 N. Rand
Palatine, III.

Mon. thru Fri.,

I pm 5 pm ONLY
297-4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

227

.

CALL

259-5300

$$$$$
PART TIME

TELLERS

MR. MATHESON

National Bank
Campbell & Dunton

6 HOURS COLLEGE ACCOUNTING

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

HOLIDAY INN
NEEDS

HOUSEMEN
BELLMEN-DRIVER

Up to $3 28 per hour for drill press operators

Excellent Starting Salary

up to $3 33 for assemblers.

Plus Benefits Ideal
For Eve College Students

FREE HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE

SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS

BONUS PLAN
PAID VACATIONS

YOU

UNIFORMS FUR-

ARE

NISHED
APPLY TODAY

NO. 1

HOLIDAY INN
ELK GROVE

WITH

VILLAGE

1000 Busse Rd.

Join a Winning Team

(Rte. 83)

Tackle The High Cost of Living

Block The Bill Collectors

IMMEDIATE
OPPORTUNITY
for capable young family man
Learn a trade that is in demand
throughout America today.

Establish your self in the fastest growing industry in Arneri.
ca today, servicing food and
drink

Stock Keepers
Clerical Openings

vending

machines.

IS AT

MOTOROLA

for

advance-

rnent

* Automatic wage increases
Sick pay with bonus plan
Hospitalization
Free transportation to and
from home
* Uniforms furnished.

APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 AM to 3PM
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 AM to 8 PM

Saturday 9AM to 12 Noon

OTOROL4

O
COCKRELL

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

112 S. Dryden Arlington Hts.

An equal opportunity employer

CL 5-4119

COFFEE SERVICE

ENGINEERS

be

coe

testing and design.

WIDE

298-5021

Arlington Hts.

PERSONNEL, INC.

298-5021

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

PERSONNEL, INC.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

SEVEN EAGLES

Three other convenient
locations to serve you

RESTAURANT

LOMBARD, ILL. .... 629-6770
440.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815 338.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

NEEDS

-

Hospital,

Major Medical, Life Insurance - Shift Premiums and Profit Sharing.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day, A counselor will

PANTRY
FRY -COOK

be available to assist you.

RECEIVING

vacation

Paid

SALES

working conditions. Apply in
person at restaurant Monday
thru Friday or call manager
for appointment.

Des Plaines

Fcr best results use
Day Want Ads

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

$800 EXP.-NO FEE
X-RAY, ELECTRO-

MECHANICAL
LOCAL TERRITORIES

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all ma-

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION

EX -SERVICEMEN

$125-$175 a Wk.
Free

$700 UP -NO FEE
START A CAREER NOW
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
YOUR SKILLS

Call JOHN at 299.7191

Call DON at 299-7191

Ext. 32
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

Ext. 35
LARSON in DES PLAINES

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)

Also in Glenview at
729-6040

tronic
Call

think you would like to

do,

What ever

DRAFTING

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the communications area. No
previous experience needed.
Your training will consist of
in -plant seminars and on-the-

job training with some of the

to work for

found anywhere. Any

was with Uncle Sam we can

best electronics engineers

put it

MILITARY or tech school

you

in

training opens the door to
above

this

average

career

opportunity

*CAFETERIA

TRAINEES
$600-$800 MO.

You will be completely trained

in layout and design by

one of the leading local
firms, if
electrical

fjGENERAL TIME
Progress in the World of Time

298-5021
298-5021

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

PERSONNEL, INC.

DES PLAINES

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

WIDE

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
.
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200
.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

298-5021

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

mechanical ex-

PERSONNEL, INC.

PERSONNEL, INC.

.

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

or

posure. College helpful. Age

open.

-

Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

you have hod any

WIDE

AIR CONDITIONED

CALL 259-0740

So don't hesitate.
Miller of 827-7706,

jor Suburbs.

your MOS, AFSC. or RATING

civilian life.

Rick

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all Ma-

$145-165.00

Before you get in step and
start marching all over the
country looking for what you

Tech and many other

positions.

TRAINEES

$475-675.

call.

Local N.W. Sub. firm wants to
staff their entire company
with en -servicemen. Many unlimited opportunities utilizing
the skills and trades learned
in the service. Foremen - Maintenance - Warehousing - Elec-

ELECTRONIC

DISCHARGED?

*PENSION PLAN

ATTENTION

DROP -OUT

1 YR. EXP. - DEGREED
BUDGETING STAFF

a

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

COLLEGE

ACCOUNTANT
$11,000 - NO FEE

us

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES

jor Suburbs.

NEW VETS

give

FIELD SERVICE

Call DAVE at 299.7191

JUST

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

To $600

255-7209

ASSEMBLERS

Day or Night Shift

449.8070
B15-338.

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corporation. Only experience here is

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

MACHINE OFERATORS

WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

TRAINEE

desire and a good attitude.

296-8116

The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadnws.

HILLSIDE, ILL

I

PROMOTION

pleasant

&

Call John Sahlin at 827-7706.

FOR A CHANGE!

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770

LOMBARD, ILL

be available to assist you.

WAITRESS

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL

NOW IS THE TIME

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

HOSTESS

299-0012

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

development

brite young men that enjoy
a challenge to begin in quali
ty control lab and work into

DES PLAINES

paid holidays

and

Research,

WIDE

2001 E. Davis

Machine Operators (3rd Shift) to $3.40
Warehousemen (1st Shift) to $3.00
Packer Sorter (3rd Shift) . . to $2.25
Print Machine Feeder &
to $3.00
Trainee (2nd Shift)

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

JUNIOR

team are looking for several

Call Don Weidner

NOW HIRING

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Opportunity

THE GOAL LINE

trained on -the -lob. Must
draft exrnp. Act now..

Free Training

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

Monday thru Friday

-

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

ever growing international
firm. You will be completely

FULL OR PART TIME

1050 Oakton

FREE COFFEE
BREAKS

Equal Opportunity Employer

Profit Sharing

COLLECTION

Des Plaines, Ill.

INSURANCE

8200 N Austin
Morton Grove, III.

(Days & Nights)

CREDIT

392-9300

-

$10,000 - NO FEE

Now .you can break into this

FREE LIFE

ITT BELL & GOSSETT

°

SUNBEAM CORP.

Pleasant working conditions -paid vacations

PURCHASING
AGENTS
PERIENCE

REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.

THE NEW

MATERIAL HANDLERS

be available to assist you.

Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
in
Chicago and all Major
Suburbs.

$600-750 MO.

956-1155

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

629-6770
449-8070
815-338-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

380

HALLMARK,

wallpaper store. Good salary

AUTOMATIC CHUCKER OPERS.

Custodians

higher management or soles.
Call Frank Victor at 827.7706.

Three other convenient
locotions to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Arlington Hts., Ill.

time man for paint and

11 W. Davis

Conditions

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. itt shape.
Great opportunity to move into

111 S. Arlington Hrs. Rd.

Division of

Arlington Heights

Communications Technicians

SERVICE MGR.
To $9000 to Start. Free

N.W. SUBURBAN LOCATION
Call TOM at 299-7191
Ext. 27
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

and benefits.

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

MON.-SAT.
9 A.M.-3 P.M.
Mr. Gus' Restaurant

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WANTED

GRINDERS

TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Outstanding Working

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

CUSTOMER

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINE

24 -Help Wanted Men

PERSONNEL, INC.

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL EX-

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

Elk Grove Village

The Paint Spot

Inspectors

/

298-5021

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

DAYS

Subsidiary of

CALL IN PERSON

Gain Your Goal of Security

Career Specialists

WANTED

General Molded Products,inc.

810Pel

Ext. 32
LARSON in DES PLAINES

DISHWASHER

Apply in person at

ENGINEERING COMPANY

DRILL PRESS OPERS.

Line Wirers & Solderers

30c

INCREASE

Anocuf
Full

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers

-

25c

Miss Gaffke

1, 2, & 3 SHIFTS AVAILABLE

MOTOROLA

WIDE

100 PERCENT

cluded.

NEW

2375 Estes Ave.

Call 966-3700
Ask for A Fred Lobo

School Grad.

EDUCATION REFUND

Des Plaines
827-6141

NOW IN EFFECT!

255-4500

Liberal vacation, Christmas bonus, 10 paid holidays, incentive plan, company paid pension plan,
free insurance & hospitalization.

Good spot for a sharp High

FEE

BERKEY PHOTO
220 Gracelarid

437-5403

Interviews at your convenience

GENERAL FACTORY

stock sales, reservations.

$600 UP - NO

and company benefits in-

IS WAITING FOR YOU!

for office,

at once

Needed

First Arlington

being offered by our delivery
department, Applicants must
be over 21 and have clean
driving record. Car furnished

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

fee break and clean working conditions,

ASSEMBLERS

YOUNG MEN

ACCOUNTING
TRAINEE

DRIVERS
Permanent positions are

basics of fiberglas fabrication. Excellent starting
salary and fringe benefits.

done assembly work before you can learn our
procedures easily You'll enjoy our friendly
atmosphere- background music -15 minute cof-

TURRET LATHE OPERS.

AIRLINES

or Suburbs.

Call Miss PciWlowski
259-70'00

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Excellent job opportunity for men or women who

No experience necessary even if you have never

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all Ma -

benefits.

would like to learn a trade with a solid future.
The applicant we choose will be trained in all

Here is your chance for that extra income that
comes in handy for Christmas. We have interesting assembly work in a clean modern plant.

Rolling Meadows

Call JIM at 299.7191 Exi. 55,

Sahlin at 8 2 7 - 7 7 0 6 ,

Arlington Hts. needs experienced tellers. Liberal

TRAINEE

6 PM to 10:30 PM

1600 S Hicks Road

SCIENTIFIC

North.

large company in
Suburbs desires young
accountants who are working
toward a degree. Cull John

Growing bank in downtown

FIBERGLASS

Microdyne Inc.

school,

Call JOHN at 299-7191

CHRIS I MAS

AT

night

attending

west

ROUTE

COME IN OR CALL
MR BOWSER

If you have some college and

ELECTRONICS - MECHANICAL -

the

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Assemblers
Wirers
Solderers
Inspectors
Machine Operators

MAJOR NEW R&D PROGRAM

we have a spot (or you. A

Sts.
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

$20,000 - NO FEE

$600-$700 FREE
are

Ext. 37

312-639-2361

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

ENGINEERS MS PhD

JR. ACCOUNTANTS

827-1186 - Day or Evening

Mrs. Maicke
For Interview
Appointment

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

full
time to produce instructional
materials. Good pay and
working conditions, 2 weeks
vacation.

CALL - D. REYNOLDS

EXCELLENT
FRINGE
BENEFITS

Kinney Shoe Stores

CALL MR. SCHENK

St

presentatives for Northwest Suburban area.

CONTACT:

vided.

Public Schools
District 25
3d1
Cl:

nities.

We are interviewing to fill openings for sales re-

industry.

High school graduate
Good promotional opportu-

Arnerico's largest carry -out
restaurant chain needs neat

CUSTODIAN

Chicago Motor Club - AAA

for a
young ambitious man to

SALESMAN

McDONALD'S

SCHOOL

TRAINEE
Fine opportunity

Page 17

I hursday, October 17, 1968

needed

Graphic artists

begin a sales career in
electronic components

Full Time

26 Help Wanted Men or Women

Artist Positions

SALESWOMEN & SALESMEN

SALES

DAY SHIFT

and Saturday. Earn up to 530

ianitor work for school
cafiater a Hours 11 a m to 3
Light

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

6 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

Three other convenient locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

629.6770
449-8070
815-338-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24

hours a day. A counselor will'
be available to assist you.

DAY
Thursday, October 17, 1968

Page 18

28 -Employment Agencies Women

TOP GAL FRIDAY
$450 FREE

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

27 -Employment Agencies Men

No shorthand. Call Jan Roberts
at 827.7706, HALLMARK, 380
Northwest Hwy,, Des Plaines

COMPUTER
OPERATOR

SALES TRAINEE
$675 PLUS CAR NO FEE

SECY $580

FEE

Boss searches out undeveloped

SUBURBAN TERRITORY

WILL LEARN SYSTEMS WORK

LARSON in DES PLAINES

SMALL PLANT

Free IVY,
1496 MINER, 297-3535

Good all around inaintenonce
it, Phis C1,11-

rrrrrrr

pun,

tar

Morton
MARI

lop Don

25 FOREMEN

$400 PLUS

Beginner spats. No ex-

NO FEE

Roberts at 827-7706,

Mu North n

Hwy.,

t

Al a office.

in

Chiceigii nn,l all , Acnor Sub.
Orb

DRAFTING

$475-525
M1111111111"

perrcncc

months

i.

of

ex-

Opt flings in

Archett aural, Mr chani cal,
Eng inecring Construction,

and Mono fucturing firms.
Location

all areas of

in

ASSISTANTS

perience necessary. Call Jan

Hours.open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

ience.

HALLMARK,

to

formation call CL 5-8045

previous experience

149-8070
815-328-

ci wtime 24
hours o tla, A coon elor
be avmlabli to as.ust you.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

DES PLAINES

BETTER JOB

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL

RAISE OR A

HILLSIDE, ILL.

.149.8070

WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

815-338-

locaimml

NEAR NW HWY. &

DUN ifl
CALL MR WALI 192-61 00

.... $700

SWBD-RECPT

$150

.57,500
Computer Opr 360
512.000
Seseral Enq Draft
.314,000
Chief Enjrni er
$20,000 up
Mfg Mentor,' r
Wart how-.
W, !ding

160

.3-$10,000
41-$10,000

... $620
nen $160-

$250
Layout 111.1310U

.:135 tin

Cu ton" r
Soft Good. Mai
Slupg Ch.d.
Sr Ind Engr

56-58.503

HALLMARK, 380Northwest Hwy.

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTION
$120 UP - NO FEE

..511,000

Si/Wait-dr nth 111

Matnt Train. es
5 Wort house men

Young Off Mgr
Model Mat cr.

4.12,000 Up
59.12,000
34-5500

....5153

owns planes & charters them to
people who fly all over country.
You'll tend the office, pay bills,

Career Specialists

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote (lite

$165

Time Study Trcit
Controller Un J, r,t rdy

$700
5900

.

reception

Wort mg Stud B . .$120 llp
$9-516,010
Accto field
Sy.n r, Credit Mgr . $10,000
Plod Control Mgr . , SOPEN
Marti Shop

Poised,

Sup, r
Inside Salt sr run
Jeep List D-dvers

duties. Solary open.

$150-S175

.$2.70 Lip
.52.65 Up
Machin, Train, e
& Mc.ch^. .$3-34.00
95.50-54.00
Esp Mc chi )1..t.'
Up

College Lod- (night:.) .5307
'3.86 + O.T.
.

Sow re I Drivers

well groomed young

392.2700

4 W MINER ST.
ARLINOTON
HEIGHTS
Call

"rite

Intervie s Day
NW Suburbs

come in

Night - Sut.
392.6100

Nile. area call 8257117

FOR TECH

plush,
(Crystal
office
suburban
chandeliers and deep carthe works!) This is for
pets
Director of Computer
the
internationally
of
Services
known firm. In addition to

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

394.08E10
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

TRAINEE

$95-$1 15 a Wk. Free
Plush suburban office looking
for an experienced Alpha
Nutneric Keypunch Operator

for day shift. Any experiJan
Call
qualifies.
once
Roberts at 827-7706, HALLAlso offices

in

DES PLAINES

as

receptionist in

his

outer office. Light typing and
nice personality req'cl. You'll
learn to greet patients, ans.

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
6296770
LOMBAPD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL

when he's out on call. Nu

.

WOODSTOCK, ILL. .. 1315.3313.
3200

Call Des Plames anytime 24
hours a day A counselor will
be available to assist you.

rt

practice, will completely train

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

.

receptionist.

technicians - 'all the folks who

are in & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set °pats, Days are busy and

happy when you find yourself
doing things for

all the nice

people you'll meet' Must type.

phones, keep track of doctor

medical experience needed

for this public contact poiition. Free.
. MISS PAIGE

9 S. Denton

394.0880

Arlingtondipights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

cloys per
- TIME; five
week, light hand work, no age
limit, profit shoring. Second
FULL

shift -Mon. thru Thurs. 5 p.m. to
10 p.m.

WALPAK
COMPANY
1739 Harding Ruud
Northfield, Illinois

----

to meet

disc

celebrities and stars.
Req's. ore very light steno

other

(even fast longhand) for just
once in awhile memos. Neat
appearance and good phone
personality. Excellent starting
salary. Free.
MISS PAIGE
394-0080
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

966.0700
Morton Grove

6028Dempster

Wheeling, Ill.

WIRERS

SOLDERERS

ASSEMBLERS

INSPECTORS'

The grass IS greener on cur side of the fence. If

before making a change,- THIS IS IT! Our reputation of excellent quality products is causing us
to grow rapidly. Come in and grow with us.
Hospitalization
Life Insurance
Paid Vacations

'. ENGINEERS GIRL

' KEY PUNCH
5.750

OPERATOR
" EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

' GENERAL OFFICE
* TELLEP

.

..

o RECEPTION
a FULL CHARGE
BOOKKEEPEP
* FILE CLERK

$500
5433
$433
$425
5475
5450
5400

$500
5375
$400
5433
5440

"CLERK TYPIST
' PROOFREADER

.

Excellent Pay

Them is much more to tell when you come in to
see us at:

Microdyne Inc.
Rolling Meadows
255-4500
Interviews at your corwenienco

$450

ASSISTANT

$433

ASSIST

S.100

*RATE CLERK
*LITE STENO

WOMEN.

$400

*ACCOUNTS
S.150

RECEIVABLE

FIGURE TRAINEE
' JR. SECRETARY
*RESERVATIONIST
' COMPTOMETER
OPERATOR

.

.

Production Opportunities Currently Exist
In The Following Areas:

$390
$275
$475

$475

ASSEMBLY
WELDING

NO FEE

Mannheim &

WIDE

Higgins

PERSONNEL, INC.

WIRING & SOLDERING
CHASSIS REPAIR

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!,
WE WILL TRAIN!

iNealt ladS

709

N.

44c-I3C70

His.

824-1406.
GARAGE SALE:
19th

Saturday, Oct.
IC to 6. Furniture, clothes

-

for oil, some antiques, misc. 25
S. Ridge, Arlington Hts.

Gar. Sole: 1523 N. Douglas, AH
Oct.

17,

9-5

pin,

18.

I

.5

hsehd.,

pot Oct.

19,

clothing,

'air

Tonere,.
Gar. Sale: Oct. 17, 18; 10-4pm,
clothing, collector's items, tools,
sewing machine, cots, TV, misc.
505 S. Yale, Ad. Hts.
Our, Sale: Oct. 18,

t9 &

20,

10 co 5. Clothing, household d-

Lid, Roselle.

Gar. Sole; Many itetns large &
no

Sat.

touch.

Oct.

19,

9-5 pm. 2911 Briorwood Dr. West
A.H. 439.1626 or 439.3684
Elsrnt.

full of outgrown clothing,

toys,

bikes,

etc,

Fri.

Oct.

18,

9.12 pro, Sat. Oct. 19, 9-5:30 pm

201 N. Brighton, A.H. (near Arl.
Morket)
Rummage Sole: 1st Congrega-

tional Church,

Marion

&

Groceland, Des Pl., Wed. Oct. 23,

7 pm -9 pm, Thurs. Oct. 24,

10

ant -3 pun.

Garage sole Wed., Thurs. 8. r,i

Dining rm. set, chairs, cabinc,
pictures, lamps, old & new misc.
482 Marshall, Des Plaines -4391705.

-

19. Fireplace tools,
screens, metal cabinet, Chambers

18 &

range, rugs, laWn mower,
skates, & assort.

items. 717 Walnut Ave.
Gorden tools, cooking utensils,
bks, Irg variety misc. goods.

Oct. 17-18-19, 9 am to 4. 185
NW Sub
bfk
Cambridge,
I

Oct.

18

17,

8.

19,

9 to 2. Better clothes, muskrat
coat, baby fur,,., sewing mach.
&

Misc.

1711

E.

Foundry Rd.,

Mt. Hasp. 824-1.106

Naborhood garage sole: Oct.
17 & IQ, 10 orn. to 5 pm, or
1611 Johanna Terrace, Arlington
Hts.

1

block north of Campbell

& I block cast of Wilke.

Garage 8, Basement sale: washing

machine, furni., clothes,
tools, sporting gds.

games,

househld. items & other misc.

Our Complete Benefit Program Includes:
Excellent Starting Salaries
Automatic Salary Progression Every 13 \1/elcs
Company Paid Hospitalization & Life Insurance

Rugs, Dishes. Out. 17-18.19, 9 till
5. Rain Dotes Oct. 23-24.25. ET N
Belmont.

Apply Daily: Monday thru Friday
8:30 AM to 5 PM
OR SATURDAY, 9 AM to 1 PM

Bldg.)

629-6770

10Ctls,

Cl 3.0146
Gar. sole: Oct. 17, 18 & 19, 9, to
2. Leg. ref Fig., vice stow:, mite.,
1711 E. Foundry Rd., Mt. Prosy.

Oct. 18 & 19 10 am. -5 pen. Oct.
20 2 pm -6 pm. 220 S. Pine, Mt.

Palatine.

PUT
TO WORK FOR YOU

et,.

China,
baleen Arl,

antiques,

19Ft.

You'll enjoy this interesting light, clean work in our new ultra.
modern facility with ilt now cuteteria serving low-cost meals
and our spacious company parking lot. Hollicrafters is conveniently located on Hicks Road in Rolling Meadows, just a
few minutes from your home and easily accessible by all
major expressways.

Three other convenient locations to serve you

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL

Moving West. Garage sale Stn

YMCA.
Gar. Sole:

' ADMINISTRATION

surance, with possible Accounts Payable or General

358-9101

Ramey-num.:Sole:West Pork Lodge,

Wolf Rd. Des Pl. Oct. 18, 10-2
pal, Sponsored by Eunice CirLle

Oct.

$.133
9.500

.

*TRAVEL AGENCY
*PERSONNEL

(O'Hare Office

Call Mrs, Goodling

Northbrook.

sweeper, ice

298-5021

quin E. Roselle Roads,

Paid Holidays
Air Conditioning

1600 S. Hicks

Primary responsibility will be

Ledger work. 371/2 hour wk,
full fringe benefits. Algon-

misc. 4405 Lake -Cook Rd,

ents, much misc. 120 S. Roselle

you have been waiting for something special

Des Plaines

for payroll & group in-

plows, $150; clothing all sizes,

small,

opei

RECEPTIONIST
get

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

MACHINE OPERATORS

Harper Jr. College needs a

full time bookkeeper experienced on NCR 3100.

jockeys and their guests,

Wheeling

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2516
AFTER 5 F..in. CALL 537-2512

jobs are free to you. The employer pays the fee.

NO FEE

LOCAL RADIO
STATION
you'll

TOWER PACKAGING INC

multitude of varied jobs waiting for you. All

O PASTE L1F'

NCR Bookkeeper

This must be a fun position
as

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Equal Opportunity Employer

To $500 or more. See IVY,
1496 MINER, 297.3535
DES PLAINES

$500 MONTH
Young neighborhood
you

his

'He prefers a complete beginner
who he can train ID greet &
get to know his patients,

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
specialist with expanding

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

be

to

WOI\EN WANTED

Are you tired cf having "Big Br, ar" breathing
-Is a call to
down your neck? If you are
see if we can shake "Big Brother" for you, to
give you a chance to show your independence.
We are located in 4 handy locations and have a

' PAYROLL ASSISTANT
*GAL FRIDAY

PACKERS

mower, tires, etc. Oct. 19, 9-5 pre,
418 E, Moude, AH, 392-9067

Des. PI. Christian Sch.

o JR. BOOKKEEPER .

FAST PAY RAISES!
you're madly in love with

Learn

OPERATOR

Plaines.

392-6655
For Appointment Now

public contact lucre's on ideal
job! It's located in this area!
You'll work for young Doctor.

KEYPUNCH

Chicago and all Major Sub.

PERSONNEL, INC.

answering. Full time, Monday
thru Friday. Pleasant office
with a variety of activity.

Call

RECEPTION

If

Des

298-5021

shorthand and telephone

DOCTOR'S

orbs.

IL'

keeping, typing, light

and automatic increases. Free.

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,

WIDE

Heylcts law office
girl for light book-

Baby fuse., misc. hsehd. items,

Oct. 17,113,19, & 20. Wheel horse,

COME IN NOW OR CALL - 867-5222

IS BIG BROTHER WATCHING?

Arlington
seeks

'

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Position

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

Douglas, Ad. Hts.

i

CHECKERS

537-1100

Law Office

MISS PAIGE

Yard Sole: Lots of baby itemp,
misc. Oct. 19
9.4 pm, 203 N.

i

Full and Part Time - Days and Evenings

777 Wheeling Rd.

a

excellent starting salary, they
hove a wide scope of benefits

High School grad, alert and
practical, who can learn to
visit lob sites and check progress reports, material re

tisherrnan hunter, golfer, or
bowler, you and your boss
will be cronies right off the
boll

in

brand new plush,

TRAINING

qui dm., work schedules,
ect Top rated 'engineer
teocit, you If you ore a

be

glassware & misc. 6 N. Waverly
Mt. Prospect. Oct. 17, 18,8 19:

IS IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING AND TRAINING:

PRODUCTS INC.

CL 5-6888

Free

You'll be private secretory in

MISS PAIGE

OUTDOORS MAN

You'll

Hts.)

Arlington Heights

small (5 girl) suburban office.

5140-3170 WK.

Furnit., clothing, toys, did

ping Center, Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington

EKCO

is

shorthand).

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Milwaukee, N. of Wheeling

, 150 S. Willis

Part time

for the all around gal
who hos some figure exper.
and can do some typing (no
This

pre. 622 S. Bristol, Arl. His.
fern., clothing, many misc.
Sole: Oct. 17, 18, 19, 10.5 pm.
baby,
tent,
_shutters, stones,

Aptokisic Rd, Iles...1138,

(Div. of Jewel Companies, Inc., North Point Shop

These permanent positions aro immediatly available at competitive salarii,. with plenty of charces for personal and pro, .iFTorial advancement.
Qualified candidates contucl staff personnel
manager.

for tap operator

$1 30-$1 50 WK.

GARAGE SALE 00. 16, 17, 10..1

TURN -STYLE

Excel/um opportunity

GAL FRIDAY

Ronclimrst office, upper level

a

Jobs NOW

Time

MANICURIST

NFW l-OSITIONS DAILY

DIAL 392-6100 -

Part

Available for Women
with Office Skills!
0 Keypunch 0 Typists

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

DES PLAINES

.

u

412 S. KENNICOTT, ARE. HTS:

GLASSHOUSES, INC.

,-----

and commercial baking equipment.

CL 3-0200

1496 MINER, 297.3535

hoimes & assoc.
Suite 530

School District 214

FOOD SERVICES
OFFICE

IVY,

ception in plush offices of well
known national firm. Variety of

GARAGE SALE

OCTOBER 16 to 19

ICKES--BRAUN

Mrs. Mayer

Easy location. Busy executives in

woman to honcho front desk re-

L. ADAMEC. 634-3131

64.10

Expansion uric centralization of administrative
services has created severol interesting and
challenging clerical opportunities at the nation's
fat e.most manufacturer of aluminum containers

Cull

out. You should like working
with people. That's what you'll
be doing most of the time! See

Gar. Sale: Oct. 19.20, 10.5 pin,
pingpong table; misc. Coachlite
Manor, 1 I1 Indigo, Pros. Hts. :

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

be good
commensurate

with ability. All benefits.

SUBSTITUTE
CAFETERIA

PROSPECT
ELK GROVE

rates, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

of baby nouns, many misc. 901
Ft. Hoddow, Arlington Heie4s.

of catolog sales dept.

Must

Salary

25, 9 ore -.1 pin. 956 Elmwood
,
Elk Grove Village.439.8155.
Tues. & Wed. -9:30 to 3. Loads

and filing for Manager

Des

call Dee Woods at 259-

TYPISTS & CLERKS

WHEELING

You'll work for airline pilot. He

Antique & goroge sole; Oct. 2.2.

Church. 605 W. Golf Rd,

Mt. Prospect. Oct. 1H, 7arn-9pM

oIRL-

HERSEY

BOSS WILL TRAIN YOU!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

Cull BETTY at 299-7191
Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES

To $175

5100-5130

typist.

GENERAL &

in High
Schools:

GIRL -$440

FICE

necessary.

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, Ill.

WORK

AIRLINE PILOT'S

LOTS OF PEOPLE CONTACT

DOWNTOWN SUBURBAN OF

avoilABIIITY Inc
34 5. Main Street
Mt. Prospect, II/.

WOMEN WANTED FOR

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Des Plaines.

new

Plaines office. No shorthand

Kin

827-8154
Jean

394-0880

9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

Call Jan Roberts at 827-7706

30 . To 12M

Mr tol Fob Sul r
Pt runt". I taunt,
Conti u i r ',rot

MISS PAIGE

3425-575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

.

.

Free.

brood

in

duties

"IT PAYS TO BE A

Permanent
Typing Required
Des Plaines Area

find a congenial group here.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Ti,, Accountant 3600 up
Inch, trial Ent, 1Jo Dug. $700

Jr

products.

dist

orders, correspondence

telligent secretory for varied

0 Stenos
Top Pay! Top Jobs!

Every Job Requires
A Gal ... Especially
Where A Nice Boss
Counts A Lot ... How
About You.

you'll sit up front
and be the official greeter
for this prestige suburban
company. In addition to lovely office surroundings, you'll

markets unique
GENERAL TYPIST,

On the go sales office has intmediate need for efficient im

Conte on in fora visit

Or

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

RUMMAGE SALE: Trinity Meth,

misc. dents. .109 Hilust,

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arl. Hts.

contact,

be available to assist you.

BORED?

LUCKY GIRL!

ARLINGTON MOTEL

busy day filled with public

specs, proposals, sales
contracts, for Sales Execs in dept. that

236-7083

3 p.m. to 11 min.
Monday thru Saturday
Apply in person

girl who wants

the

For

CORRESPONDENT,

architectural specialty

439-1666

'OPERATOR

$125 WEEK

TRANSCRIBING

439-1805

Best Rates
Top Firms
No Fees

Hours; 8:30 a.m. to .b30

DESKCLERK

these Openings:showroom.

MISS BLACK

& SWITCHBOARD

RECEPTION

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

.$700 up
$11,000
$10-11,M

537-1800
301 W. Hint:. 12d. Wheeling
.

our

work when you can
On temporary assignments

Call Mr. Kelly

Furnished Free! $90 to ti urn! Free
IVY,
1496 MINER, 297-3535

PERSONNEL, INC.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Sluppm t Ch. ri

ILLINOIS LOCK
COMPANY

keys) You'll wear a chic outfit!

INFLATION, GET A

Plastics Fort el tfl
Credit & ollt
Budget Co.t A. eta
Perch Aat

Apply

in

Turners on phone and

ENJOY YOURSELF

Typing and shorthcincl cc Mined
Secretarial position for loan
department. Free life i1,51,,,,e
major medical, heolth and
accident plan.

Dicrophor,.., Experience

And Women
You will too - if you
can qualify for one of

earance and pleasant
phone voice to handle cult-

Bank of Elk Grove Village

STENO/TYPIST

traveling men. Have them fill out
a form. Check their identification.
Direct them to car. Hand over the

S298-5021

KEEP UP WITH

i

POSITION

to & take references from thy

Call Dcs Plain

(No Shorthand)

Comp / Cale

Cull Ma:. Johnson
255-1711

"WE LIKE
WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men

Career opportunity for mature
woman with good typing skills
and general office bockground. Must have good app -

Typists
Bookkeepers

Good starting salary,
many compony benefits.

After just 1 week of "onthe.job"
training you'll be a full fledged
Rent.A-Car girl - ready to talk

WIDE

629.6770

1739 Hording Rood
North/Mid Illinois

SECRETARY

.

Stenos

employer

100% PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

necessary. Don't hesitate!

WALPAK
COMPANY

tele-

An equal opportunity

age

SALES

ideal

atmosphere,

no

Equal Opportunity Employer

Mrs. Kokes
259-4000

ows.

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

Otis rapidly moving area. No

"The Enjoyable ()sunk"

SECRETARY'S

$160.

get o solid foot hold on

p.m. to 4 p.m. daily. No ex -

for interview

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

For national corporation wttl1
modern office in Rolling Mead-

9 S. Dunton 394.0880
Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster 966.0700
Morton Grove

week, splendid opportunity for a young mon

1

perience neceSSory,
limit.

PHONE 827-7880

and full company benefits.

Mt. Prospect
State Bank

COMPTOMETER OPR.

ad-

MISS PAIGE

COMMUNICATIONS -

Th et oth_r !motions
to Si r it you

Our nu e Mils.

give

resVrvations,

Pheasant

...

cellent increase when trained.

MOBIL

to

benefits.

offer 4 p.m.

travelers,oecure airline and

TECH.

DES PLAINES

train right party. Many

$5 an hour sound good

as

vice on what to take, where
to go, WO nix. to start. Ex-

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

take shorthand and type. We
will train a beat/Inc,

to you? For further in-

retie?, 0 HOrtiSt to greet

ELECTRONIC

I OMBARD ILI
HILLSIDE, ILI
WOODSTOCK, ILI.
1200

be trained

cy. You'll

11

PERSONNEL INC.

Experience preferred, but will

has

on your free travel privileges,
that is one of your benefits
at this suburban travel agen-

other

MANNHEIM & riIGGINS,

Counselors

as you decide where to go

Chu cogolana Full company
benefit Art Nos

298-5021

Beauty

portunities unlimited. Does 53

all Major Suburbs.

WIDE

PROOF ENCODER

offering a rewording job to
girl who looks for cs cholferiae in her work and wino can

NEED MONEY FOR
CHRISTMAS?
op-

EUROPE THIS YEAR

Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
Aro offices in Chicago and

are in school. Apply in person -

is required.

lac olio., good slotting salary,

December. The choice is yours

Morton,
Don
380
827-7706,

Call

SECRETARY

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

827.6628

or perhaps Mexico in

our office is in downtown Des
Plaines and we need a GIRL
FRIDAY to work regular part
titre hours. Some light typing

1001 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

Hwy., Des Plaines

opportunity itt your Own
field, and right in your own
area! We have openings in
ell of the trades and services,
for supervisors all the way
from trainees to top exper-

only on days when children

615 Milwaukee Ave., Glenview
Phone: 729.1999

Well known mfg. company is

FREE

when you can get a better

days per week. Shift will work

PART TIME
Days

.

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest

No point in :raveling around

Heaton!

typing.

Hours9 a.m. to 3 p.m. five

into your Name life. Phone

Fits

Steno to do office work in my
home 2 mornings a week. Mr

MORE MAMA'SIt

or personal interviews daily
I I:00 0.1a. to 2 p.m.
PATHWAY PRODUCTS

NEW DEAL RECORDS

NURSING

$185-$225 A WEEK

Cull
qt. n, n_i
.0 1187 ,'06 RAH

Plottic

13,

t,

pre .1

and access to a car.
Afternoon and evening work,
ance

956-0660

DES PLAINES

CLERK -TYPIST

igvu 1 IEEE

work.
surroundings.

Call after 10 am
439-9704

thru On detail, research, letters.

r

$11s,

Light

GENERAL OFFICE
Lite typing
Hours 9-5 pm

map. Sit in on conferences, follow

MAINTENANCE

necessary. We train. Requires
pleasing personality, appear-

Phonograph Record Dtstribtr.
for needs wornon for

Nursery school cook
No experience necessary
439-3405
Prospect, 255-6418 after 6 pm.

"WE NEED

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

Chicago. No experience

GENERAL OFFICE

Meet & work with people who
plan & put these towns on the

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

yourself a Merry Christmas.

Heavenly reword. 255.7383.

week. Des Plaines. 827.8795.

developments. You'll be his secy.

Call BETTY at 299-7191
Ext. 37
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

Care, Sp, nu lists
Hwy.)
1510 Miner (North..
Also in Glenview at
729 6010

time be your own boss. New
Sales Program just entering

Be a Beauty Counselor Angel.

I ousework, I -day everyother

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

$1000 per month in your 'Spare

392.0083

car necessary. 392.9631.

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

6 MOS. EXP. 360.20

Flow You Con Make $500 to

exciting new cosmetic.
ECJI,

'lame, I child, ow n transp. pre.
{erred. Pal. 359.21.18 af D 6 ono.

FIOUSEVVIVES

would like to demonstrate an

Woman wanted for general

$700 DAYS - NO

RAPID ADVANCE TO MGMT.

Call TOM at 299 7191 Ext. 27

Housewives, school girls, who

Housekeeper 1 day a week. Mt.
Prospect, own transportation.
255.6418 after 6 pm.
Make $40 a wk. for 10 hrs. Serving customers in Arl. Hts. area -

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 Help Wanted Women

30 Help Wanted Women

30 Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

PA;

ohailicraners Boa

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

815-338-3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24 hours a clay. A counselor will he
available to assist you.

I..-

Engineering & Administrative Center
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, 18.60008
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Prospect.

Yard & Garage Sale; Mason
jars,

Dough

Box,

Commodes

New Xmas & Patio Decorations
Ook Barrels, Oriental Imports,

Rummage Sale

Clean Usable Items
Needed

(Con be delivered at back
entrance, by appt. tie Oct. 26)
OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
Oct. 27, 9 AM to 7 PM

St. Alexius
Hospital

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(Employee's entrance on
Bics terfield Rd.)
437-5500, Ext. 592

THE DAY
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

3041e1p Wanted Women

on

Cleaning woman wanted

500 S&H Stamps. See the new

Wednesdays Hours to suit your

Wagon wheels $5, milk cans

hours per week, good
typing & shorthand skills ex
371/2

CALL MRS GOODLING
358-9101

j

Duncan 1- hyle 518; Boston rock-

Din. rm. set fruitwd. finish, tble,
2 leaves, 4 chrs, buffet, & China.

er; baby bed; high -chair; play-

$100. CL 3-4475 aft. 3.

Palatine

CALL MRS GOODLING
358-9101

Tropicana, Gardenrose Party, Kings
717 S. Walnut, Arl. His.

for

R00171

Lady, Mt.
CL 9-4523

privilege.

EVERGREENS

rens

with

259.2354.

FALL PLANTING
SALE

Work 2 3 days a week near
home or in the LOOP

Paying high rent? Why not cut
8. share the space?! Coati,
erical artist needs space. 4394730.

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

Sunday, 1.5 p.m.
132 Cedarcrest Drive,
Schaumburg

I. 439.0017 or 437-2300, ext.

Betw. Milw. Av, & Willow Rd.
34 -Arts and Antiques
ANTIQUES bought and sold.
1096 Lee
Des Plaines House,
St., Des Plaines, III. 824-4492.

AIRLINES

WIN YOUR WINGS
AS A

439-1705
Des Haines, 2 bedroom, 1,/z
bath, $145., 5- ossession Nov. 15.
296-5123

Stewardess

self-contained

Mobile

smaller

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

The World s Most

7 WK. OLD KITTENS

392.1577
Miniature Schnauzer
8 months old
392-3737 after 4 pm
Adorable Min. Schnauzer
puppies. AKC. 358-2699
after 6 P.M. & week -ends.

the international
capitals of the world
Fly to

PARIS - LONDON
ROME -TOKYO

'til

SCHAMBURG
'Cul-de-Sac

Immediate overseas

flights are yours after
only 5 weeks training

to & from commuter, Available

that you can be proud

kitchen, family room with
fireplace. Call for an op.
point went.
Elgin-.

White female cal to be given
year
away. Very good pet,

Kathleen in Elgin -- the finest
2 bedroom apartment you'll

1

Weight 105 to 140 pounds.
Good Vision.
Good health

AKC registered Delmolion pup-

from O'Hare. All electric
carpeting, and much

WHITE TOY POODLES,
8 WKS. OLD. $75 & $B5

EXCELLENT SALARY AND
BENEFITS INCLUDE
Health & Retirement Plans.

CL 5.7377
English Bulldog, 7 mos. old, male,
Brindle in color, AKC papers.
S200 call 529-7897.

SEATTLE LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

AND GROOMING
529-6408

umbia, Hoff. Est. 437-3228

Cadillac quality, fob.
personality 824-1302.
To be given away, block Persian
altered female car, 3 yrs. old,
excel. health 8 wonderful house
pet. No money wanted,
loving home. 439-6127

2 End Tables, Crib, Youth Bed
Hand Mower
Phone 394 3057
German WW 11 souvenirs wanted

only

8 Pc. blond mahogany dining
room

set,

bathtub

with feet

excellent condition.
296.8967.

Girl's white 8 gold bunk -beds,
dresser, vanity, 8 night -stand,

Please call 392 7721

Polaroid 101 automatic camera,
comp with flash att 8 case $60.

$50. 253-5174.

cocktail 8. end tables, formica
top, dinette set. 296.4374

525 827 4606
Beauty Counselor Cosmetics, "Try

glosses 8. chips -brand new.
525-253-5161
FOR SALE, Zenith 21" console
TN., remote control 525.
439-2874

before you Buy" Call 255 7383
for presentation
car
stroller
complete
platform;
auto travel

walker gates 259 2114

Poker table -felt center, slots for

Solid 60 in. Micarta bar with
matching bar stools, excellent condition. $150. 827-2358
5

gray

9x12' rug $15 swings El each.
CL 9 3815

2 snow tires, less than 1,000
- miles, capped on dual 90 tires,
wheels inc $15 ea 392 5214.
Children s clothing toys, mist,
forint, 900 S.
hsehld
items
lake, Mt Prospect, Sat Wed.
Super 8 movie protector, Sears,
like new, $60 or best offer 824-

rm. set 6 Naughahide chairs. 4397306.

6 Pc. bdrm. turn. $85; sofabed
$25; round antique table $25;
ext. table $30; Fr. Prov. chest &
nitestand $80; rugs. 439-4665.
Antique 42" round oak table,

8864

Crib $20, Argus 8mm movie
camera $25, maple twin bed

cptg. 15' x 16', 525. Call after

Natural Canadian Beaver coat,
excel.

condition $250 253 4704
2 matching 26", 3 speed bikes.
I boy's A I girl's, ridden by
adults 392 9363 for $60
-- Will buy old electric toy trains
^ made before 1941 & castiroe
toys Call YO 6 0213
Pool table, 4'x8', excel cond.,
slate top, auto ball return,
equip inc $200 439 4290
TRACTOR - SNOW
BLOWER COMBINATION.
824 6370

GARDEN

Wanted information on tapestry & old lithograph prints

DES PLAINES

296-6655
86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -House's

SPACIOUS TR I -LEVEL
and all the other spacious rooms in this 3 bedroom, 21/2 bath
home. Brick and aluminum siding Contessa model with 2 car
garage. Close to grade school. $38,250.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
3 Bedrooms, Close In!
Quality built ranch home is on excellent Arlington location.
Brick and frame construction. 11/2 car, attached garage.
Well landscaped
$28,000.

and

close

to

schools

and shopping.

HOMEFINDIRS
Arlington
255-2090
OPEN

9-9

Prospect
259-9030

Mt.

Palatine
358-0844

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest Suburban Boards of Realtors

nested end -table,

condition,

CL 3-4247

or

windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition 827-4760.
POTATOES RED \tr,. WHITE

Just 20 Fast Minutes

from Arlington Heights.

DISPLAY FURNITURE
FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

of the
features are:

Some

* Spacious living
beamed ceiling

magnificent

Phone 537-1930

'

cial. Lowest prices. Samples
brought to your home or visit

our worelise showrm. By oppt.
only. Free estimates. Financing

trols in every room
* Air conditioning
Completely soundproofed

TAVERN

Rte 72 one mile east of Ric 47
from Storks Station, eight miles

credit Mgr. Call 469-7204, 9 A.M.

sit

NN 1Y1

WANalls.

.$1,395

ItTWINTER
SURVIVAL

TRANSPORTATION SPEC.

1964 IMPALA

9 Pass. S/Wagon, V8, P/Glido,
Radio, Heater,
Excellent Run. Condition.
$595.00

DICK

WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

166 -Business Opportunities

equipped with reataurant

555 IRVING PARK RD.

ROSELLE, ILL.

529-7070

facilities.

OPEN SUNDAYS,,

OPEN HOUSE

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Ideal for carry -out foods,

large parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage. On route

'60 Ford n/2 ton pickup truck.
$350 or best offer. Call after

Rand and Henry
(Opposite Randhurst Shopping Center)

14.

5 p.m. CL 5-7942.

'67 Dodge Van Crimper, fully

Mt. Prospect

Coin operated laundry

* Wood patio doors and bal-

equipped for sportsman or family fun. rerfect shape, low

One child accepted. No pets.
yr. or 2
Accepting 6 mo.,
1

Rent

$180

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1968
1 P.M. to 7 P.M.

PHILIPPE BROS.

Casement windows
Rustic wood shingles and
brick exteriors
* Individual off street parking
Beautifully landscaped
* One block from shopping

Realty

TRAILERS -

to talk to you.

TRUCK CAMPERS

VACATION LINERS
1272 Rand Rd.

per

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

If it is inconvenient for you to stop by

Complete 6 cyl. engine &-asito-

Several lots located on Lake
Redstone, both lake front &
lake view lots, priced from

Form land with or without

matic trans., excel. cond. $70: CL
3-0752 aft. 5 PM.

Please Call - JOEL STEWART

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

EU 3-4100, days

buildings, priced from

OR

$125.00 per acre and up, in
Reedsburg A. Baraboo
area. Reedsburg, Wis.

833-8425, evenings

the

'65 Benelli, 125cc, drag or street,
low mileage, excel. condit.-5175.
Call CL 5.0828.
'68 Suzuki SS - 80cc, 2 helmets.
Excellent condition. $275 or best

offer. 296-2752.
99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale

AT LATTOF

Reedsburg, Wisc,

MAKE

Ideal for the growing family. 7 bedroom Cape Cod. 2 baths,
2 car garage. High investment growth. $26,000.
90 -Investment Property

90 -Investment Property

THE

PALAT1NE--$59,500

-BIG DEAL ON

Island Lake
WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU

A 1969

Your own shopping center. Large return for nominal investment. 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, cooking fedi-

CHEVROLET!

ities. 2 apartments. $30,000 annual gross income. Large park-

ing facilities. Lots of potential. $140,000.

A

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
PHILIPPE BROTHERS

358-1800

Des Plumes

827.7184

91 -Resort Properties For Sale

month. Immediate oc-

cupancies. Reserve for future
rental. Information call 741-

STORAGE AVAILABLE

Come in and discuss your future with us.
We have qualified personnel on location

358-1800

REALTORS

Realty

anywhere

lowest price
$3400.312-255.1423.
miles,

coniesr

PALATINE

Spacious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 bath, full basement. Carpeting in living room, dining room, hall and 2
bedrooms. Beautiful wooded and landscaped. Out buildings,
screened summerhouse with bar-b-que. 3 acres, 250' frontage on Route 14. 2 car garage.

P/B.

PIS,

SUNOCO

Well established tavern fully

ARLINGTON HIS.

Realty

FULL PRICE $51 .30

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

$1,995
1968 IMPALA CUSTOM CPE.
V8 Power Glide, P/S, P/8,
Vinyl -Top, Radio, Heater,

1024 N.W. Hwy. Rt. 14
3 Blocks West of Quentin Rd.
358-1440
John Morrisroe

GAVIN BROS.

parts and service guarantee,

Home grown, $2 35 per 100 lbs.
Walter F Sass

Walls.

LANDSCAPING NURSERY

PALATINE--$35,00-

vanity
carpeting
* Wall to wall
throughout
* TV & phone outlets

3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2 baths, 40 x 20' rec room with
fireplace, full basement. 11/2 car garage and carport. Well
landscaped. Close to schools and shopping. Very good
neighborhood. $34,500.

1968 SINGER

holes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. five year

CHEVROLET

PARK SITE

Safe electric heat with con-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

available. 437-8454

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button-

WICKSTROM

$1800-259-0957.

Especially Made
To Help Lawns
Survive Winter.
Feeds 10,000 Sq. Ft.
Pickup Enough to Get Your
Lawn Through The Winter

$2500.00 and up.

Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.

New carpets. 1st quality brand
names. Installed wall-to-wall.
Best padding. Also kitchen carpets, indooroutdoor 8 commer-

IS FROM

V8. Automatic, P.S., Fan,
Air Cond., Radio, Heat, W/

66 -Business Opportunities

disposalwith tomakeentertaining easy

leases

BE BEAT

Others available to $300,000.

Fireplace
Dining room
2 spacious bedrooms
* Eating area in kitchen
Hotpoint
* Fully
equipped
refrigerator,

yrs.

THAT CAN'T

W.W.

ing business & equipment.

room with

3266 or 742-8540.

Sensational discount. Must see.
Will separate.

R/H,

$775.824-3947.
1966 Aqua Blue Malibou Station
Wagon. Stick, A-1 condition.

First Fertilizer

Well established restaurant in
busy shopping center. Cater-

beige

$45;

2 pin. 392.2221.

P/B,

wagon,
$1185.392-6211
P/S,

NUTRO
WINTER
SURVIVAL

Arlington Hts.
$25,000

storekitchen

ZIG-ZAG

bought, sold, traded, repaired.

A. -west of Rte 31 464 5438

1211 NORTHWEST HWY.

rent, 3 bedrm. home 'n
Streamwood. $165 per me., Security Deposit, references
needed. 255-5334
For

OFFER. 253-4704.

1967 IMPALA 4 D. HARDTOP

90 -Investment Property

ELGIN

PEAL

50 -Landscaping

50 -landscaping

RESTAURANT

Large lavender Chinese oriental
rug, 4 -drawer file cabinet, dining

$65; modern walnut glass topped coffee table, $65; walnut

frame $1.5 437 3355

I

REALTORS

CL 3-7025

Walnut china cabinet; brown

__ 296 3734
2
snow tires, BOOx 14 WSW,
royal used, including wheels.

BUY OLD ELECTRIC

bedrooms. $125 a month.

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

259 1183
old
Wanted

98 -Mobile Homes

Realty

314 KATHLEEN

THE

'64 Pontiac Catalina, 2 dr. p/S,
P/B, w/w, radio, tinted glass,

'67, 2 bdrm, 47'x I 0', furn., best
offer, 815 Oakton, Des Plaines.
No. 158, open after 6 PM.

358-1800

* Ceramic tiled bathroo, with

for my collection Will pay cash,

WILL

KICO

Small house with 2 very small

frame home with

Call 827-1117

PHILIPPE BROS.

$43,900

shots,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

double M inc, Realtors

squc lion in fine neighborhood

magnificence, house broken,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

20,
2-5 p.m.

Lovely 4 bdrm. bi-level with
2 car an. gar. Quality con
6 rm. ranch w/gorage,
carpeting, 8 drapes. 110 Col.

Min. Schanuzer, AKC, son of Int.
Ch. Helarry's Dark Victory, 4 mo.

PAN AM, DE2-4900
Ext 208

'65 Ford Country Sedon station

to Island Lake and property.

The
Chalet
Village

299.2854

3281.

yard for garden, good neighborhood. Retired couple --all cash.

Poole 12 to Route 176, west

*aimed

console, extras, low miles.

'63 Chev. Super Sport Convertible, $650 good cond, CL 9-

176. $25,000. Directions,

hexiat

AM -FM, tinted glass (sharp), 1700
W. Lincoln Mt. Prosp.
'67 Chevelle, SS396, 325hp, 4sp,
373 posi, P / 5, AM -FM. s.7Id
w / black vinyl fop, buckets,

299.3159

Sunday, October

stores plus I bedroom
apartment. Ideal for retired
Couple, Across from busy
shopping center. On Route

Stingray, 427, turbojet, 4 speed,

'58 Chevy, power steering, auto.
trans., good runner. $125. 392.
7451 after 6:30 pm
1968 Javelin, 290 cc, V.8, stick,
low mileage, $2150.

'62 VW, SUNROOF, GOOD SECOND CAR. 5500 OR BEST

Small

by

76 -To Rent Houses

any condition with a

call anytime, 827-1117

EXTRA LARGE

Lovely

chctnip, blood line, good temperament, must sacrifice $40 or best
offer. 894.5844.

locally For Interview Appoint.
ment Call

$34,800

741-3266

742-8540

POODLE CLIPPING

Collie puppies, AKC, 3 mos.,
tricolor, healthy, 8 adorable,
Daily 392 -4320 -week -ends 815653-9421.
German Shepherd puppies, AKC,

APPLY ONLY IF YOU
MEET THE ABOVE
QUALIFICATIONS
Interviews Oct 22, 23, Tues.
& Wed Will be conducted

Please call 392-7721
Used bicycles, any

lined street. Walk to train,
schools, shopping.

392.4693

Positions are based in
NEW YORK CHICAGO
MIAMI WASHINGTON

12 14

This older 3 bdrm. home has
quaint shake roof. On tree

more.

Rent. $180.

Wire Haired Fox Terrier, female,
6 months old, all shots.

90% Vocation Travel Discount.
30 Days Vacation Per Year

length, sue

cupancy 20 short minutes

house in

2

agoal

1394 1330

HOUSE WITH
CHARACTER

fireplace. Private balcony,

CL 3-1626

longuoge

Palatine
Schaumburg

built-ins, air conditioned and

pies, 8 weeks old. $75

g°16 cao,

255.6320
358.1502

Arlington Heights

city.
314

the

in

ever see! Immediate oc-

Graduate Knowledge foreign

full

resort

old. 259.6208 Mt. Prospect.

Must be High School

_

ski

a

"Lover" of animals desires older

ISLAND LAKE

real
estate

If you will look

96 -Real Estate -Wanted

Wagon,

Plymouth

nice

living room, country size

Modern apartment

positraction W / W radial tires,

needs
work, tow away and it is yours.
358.6339
'61 Pontiac Star Chief. Good
body, engine and tires. $100.
257-7896

'59

double M inc. Realtors

to

64 Chev. wagon, 327 engine,
auto. trans., P / S, P 11, air, AM.
FM, positraction, air shocks, roof
rack, ex. cond. 359-4115
1964 Olds 98 Luxsed, SW, power
everything, fact. -air, posi
traction, air-lifts, clean. $1250
call 392-6476
'57 chevy, 2 dr. H.T. '283'
bored '292' 12.1 pistons, cam
with solids high comp. heads,
traction
headers, 3 speed,
bars. 5375. Call, 9-5 437-3951

'66 Corvette Sport Coupe

1381 Prairie Ave., Des Plaines
827-6603

OPEN HOUSE

like new. $1600. 392-1484

going in service. CL 9-3511.

few acres in country. All cash. -

beautiful bilevel that has all

P/S,

best offer. 392-5208 after 6 pm.

MUSIC CENTER

89 -Real Estate -Bus. Property

Bonneville,

auto trans., $350 or

67 Cline. Bel Air, 2.dr., B cyl,
WW, radio, air cond.,

stick,

'65 Mustang -Red 8 white convertible, good condit.-must sell -

poss. $26,900. CL 5-0732,

own. Spacious foyer, sunken

you will rent. Chalet Village

age
5'9

seek

$300.

'64 Chevy HT, 4-dr. 8 cyl., P / 5,
power glide, I owner, excel. condition. 259-3574
Pontiac

1964 RAMBLER
$300 or BEST OFFER

With Any Of These Specials
38 inch Console Piano
Was $895 Now 5495

To Choose From

LONG GROVE
acre lot, zoning permits
horses. asking $9,000 253-1970

new cluthc
tires.

1

P/B, R/I-1,

BARON'S KIMBALL

weekdays aft. 6 pm 8 weekends.

LE

253-4447

'63

Full Console Organ
Was $2395 Now $1795
Many Other Specials

qualified buyer. Owner, !mined.

very clean 50; '65 Honda
'61 4-dr. reugeot,
4 -speed, like new

'63 Chev. Corvair, 700 model, 4.
owner car, good condoor,
dition. 5300. 255.8331

$100 MUSIC PKG

transp. 10 per cent down,

cl-eds?

Attractive setting for this

1st

Min, male black poodle, 16 mos.,
shots, for $50.
Call 392.0443.

FREE

brick Georgian, 2 bdrms., 11/2
baths, full bsmt., gar., walk to

MULLINS

Wly

Nov. 30. 439-1691-$170.

Experienced Airline,

appt. only.

21/2

floor apartbdrm.,
ment, large 4 rooms,
air-condit., priv. patio, free trans.

FREE

Ln.

3 p.m.

door,

schools, churches, shops, parks,

392-6500

1

PAN AM

elect.

9 -passenger, fully
equip., low mileage. 392.0278.
'61 Ford, 6 cyl., 2-dr. hardtop,

Exc.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

bedroom unfurnished apartment near Arl. Hts. depot, Se-

Mt. Prospect,

port, chain saw. 823-7712.

gar.,

att.

Arl. Hts. Beautiful corner location,

74 -To Rent Apartments

MULLINS

I

Palatine, 2 bedrm.
apt. $160 mo. Available
June 1st. 358-7177

3 bedrm. "1" shape ranch,
Car

Palatine, by owner, 18 yr. old 3
bedroom, framed ranch. Base.
ment, new carpeting & drapes,
21/2 car garage, patio, 66 x 297
yard, $23,000 firm. 392.7357.

392-6500

Kola

8

Elk Grove Vil., 530,500, by own-

323-7793 or 325-0300

&

Guitar,

Bass

Univox

Rd.

furnished

comp ing -houserrailer; Also

WITH

'

Walk to shopping,
schools. Mid 20's.

curity deposit. CL 3.5355
42 -Wanted to Buy

train

253-4447.

'63 Corvair Monza SS, nice exter.
& inter., needs work. $150 or best
'offer. Call 259-9011.

392-4940

Squire

7-1627

$250.

Condt. ask $250. 358.6468 al ter

1100 Cypress

OPEN HOUSE

Spacious 4 bedroom bi-level,
large family nouns, many extras. Mid3C 's.West of Roselle
Rd. and south of Schaumburg

Des Plaines -5165.

Des Plaines/Golf Mill/Chicago

$5,

Sharp 1964 i-ontioc Sport Coupe,

mazoo Amp. 6 mos. old.

2

C ome see for yourself.

5 room garden apartment

3285 Sot -triers Rd., Northbrook

- Brook/ Oak park/Loop Arca/

bassinet

brakes, CL 3-3356

hardtop, auto. trans., r/S,

Like

mid 540's. 437-6556
er,

2 Bedroom brick ranch with
large family room. Separate
dining room, full basement,

OPEN HOUSE

14 -To Rent Apartments

NURSERY

Dis

713 S. Emerson, Mt. Prospect.
Louis Munao, Inc. Bldr.

Hts.

2827.

guise we have offices in Oak

Stroller $8,

P/S, P/B, P/A, possitrotion, $675.
965.6421.
'60 Chevrolet station wagon,
steering, power
V-8, power

piggyback amp.
new. Best offer. 296.2752

1

Sunday, 1.5 p.m.
201 N. Dryden, Arlington

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Beautifully furn'd. Also incl's one
well behoved 9 yr. old son.
Located nr. United Air Ls. Nov.

SANDERS ROAD

DES PLAINES

See to appreciate, Sun. 1.5 pm

iv 1/2

Prospect. Kit. priv if desired. Ph.

oncl make your selection.

610 N LEE ST

392-3453

bedrm. apt. with same.

gorgeous fall colors. Come in

827-5557

,STORE MODEL A FORD

$850 439-5886 aft. 6 pm

Kingston bass guitar with Mag

Arl. Hts. 4 bdrm., 21/2 baths, triyr. old, has every thing,
level,

New large, 4 bdrm, 2 story home

Lady would like to share 2

Our shade trees are now in

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

WANTED: GARAGE SPACE TO

kitchen
Prospect.

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.

seat,

LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO
827-6603
REASONABLE

notone

82 -Wanted To Rent

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

Ransom, etc. Corson Scoggins,

temporary basis We
stenos, secretaries,
comp oprs , keypunch oprs ,
figure clerks, typists

Crib

'63 Buick LeSobre, 4-dr., hdt:,

Spinet organ & bench. Excel
condition, perfect for beginner

a

small

by owner -52150. CL 5-8599.

GUITAR, new,
reduced from $99.50 to $70.
El Rey, 7 W. Eastman.
FOLK

SUPRO

Rose bushes for sale: from our
garden.
prize winning

need

-

55 -Musical Instruments

Vacant

Commercial

1965 DODGE CORONET
4 ON THE FLOOR

P/B, factory air, tinted windows

Wagon,

Sleeping room (man), Mt.

-

255-4531

1961 Corvair Monza, A / T, good
condition for $250.
Call 392.4759

MG 1100, 1965, 4 -DOOR,
EXCELLENT CONDITON
5750 392-2531
'66 Bonneville, 4-dr, HOT, P/S,

pay reasonable move. 259-3819

53.98 each. 5 yr.
3 to 4 feet
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for 51.00

,

nois St., Des Plaines.

Page 19
99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale

home, tender loving care, Will

Come ion us in serving the
needs of business & industry

- Must be single Minnim
20 Height 5'3 to

chairs.

6

lion 8 many misc. items. Sat.,
Oct. 19, 9 am -3 pm. 1935 Illi.

Westinghouse electric range,
yellow, rotisserie, $45.

2.5.5.6353

combine':

253-6426.

"Angels In Disguise"

in

buffet,

china,

console-phono

alor,

$50 392.2531

Best offer. 394.3324.

Used walnut dining room set,
table,

Din rm set bdrm. set, refriger,

reasonable. 255.3214.
1961 Ford
Country

PREFERRED

"Angels

ble bed/Beauty Rest Mattress.

Huge discounts. 824-7353

Call 255.5822 after 6 p.m.

359-4159

Store your piano or organ in my

lobs with quality firms

PREFERRED

Us/c1 hide -a -bed couch with dou-

BUNK BEDS, COMPLETE,
EXCELLENT CONDITION.

Buffet table 8 four choirs, $150

Thursday, October 17, 1968

Gray office steel desk, 3 drawers w/matching cushion swivel
choir, excel. cond. $40; 3 bar
stools; Thor Glad Iron; cheap,

For quality temporary office

on

Immaculate Kenmore electric
range, used I yr. for 575.

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

Residential

251-7385

thru Thurs

Reosonablemust sell: excel. diningroom table, 6 matching
chairs. CL 3.0157 after 3 pm.

Real Estate

Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new.

10 pm Mon

47 -Home Furnishings furniture

$65; excel. cond.; 18" console TV,
5 /5. 259-0453

CL 9-5777

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

41 -Home Furnishings Furniture

2 pc. Kroehler Sect'I, rose beige

walnut

$200 sac. $35; hidea-bed cost
$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;

Part time typist for data pro
in

table, misc. 255-6769

pen; double bed frame.
259-3790
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vols. cost

cellent fringe benefits

center

Mogtog ringer
washer; RCA 21" TV; dressing

cabinet, best offer.

rd. table,

2562

Secretary at Harper Grove
campus, Elk Grove Village

5 pm

crocks,

school desk, much more. 824.

HARPER COLLEGE

cessing
Hours

pumps,

$3.,

Maple spinet;

$60. 439-0987
23" Plulco consolette,

B24-7823

WILLIAM RAINEY

FREEZER, Manitowoc, large up-

right, approx. 18 cu. ft, 325 lbs.

Rexair control house dust.

%schedule CL 3-1346

4l1lome Furnishings Furniture

47 -Horne Furnishings Furniture

/

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. CL 9-4100

358-1800

OPEN EVENINGS

to 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

li

CLOSED SUNDAY

SHORT RIBS

Frye J

Page 20

p

Thursday, October 17, 1968

WELL. TM
OFF TO THE BEAUTY SHOP.

OUT OUR WAY
SKIP PIANO PRACTICE
AND 60 ALONG WITH

THE BOYS IF sAOLJ WANT
7?:2,

rLL LEAVE IT LIP 70

YOU-- WHATEVER YOU

rk

MY MA SAVE ME THAT
CHAMCE,OMCE, WHENSHE
NEVER TOLD ME I SHOULD THINK
HAPPEkl ABOUTCLEA1411.10 UP MY
ROOM! I THOUGHT ABOUT
AT MY
HOUSE! IT, DECIDED AGAINST TT;
AND THAT WAS THE LAST
THAirSc

'LIME SHE LET ME 1:,0
MY OWN THINKING;

I DIG YA, SON/YOU'RE "'ELLIN'

t DON'T WANT TO INTERFERE

ME I'LL BEMOINs A 50(.0
AGAIN IF/SANDY WANTS TO
COOL IT, WELL, RELAX --I'VE REALLY TAUGHT 1 -ER.

WITH YOUR AFFAIRS, FATHER,
BUT IS IT WISE TO TAKE YOUR
LADY FRIEND 10 ALL THESE -

THE BEAU1YStIO2F AGAIN??

YOUR FONDNESS FOR "THE

GYMNASTIC STEPS/
1

the men's 50,000

American Negro.
With Lou Rawls,

women's 4 by 100

freestyle wrestling
eliminations. Live

the Chamber

relays, the 1,000
meter individual,

Mexico.
9 The Mike Douglas

Leroy Daniels,

5,000 meter finals,

men's 4 by 100
meter freestyle

and taped from

Brothers, Hines,
Hines, and Dad,

cycling time trials,

Show

George Kirby, Redd
Fox, Slappy White,

11 'IN College

Nipsic Russell, the

Speech
26 Spanish News

H

SURE, IM

11116:1.-.

*MI «kT11

HOEsON'S CHOICE

Car,110.4/

/0.17

S. ...OA

OF OLD
AGE

PERISH THE
THOUGHT., -,,s7

UNDERSEAS

H 0,Rof51N5
RANGERS

IT WITHIN A MILEr"

Of3,15GT
FROM THE
1RA?J5FER

CAN `,DU
FIGHT
A BATTLE

,9

(

"lOU'vE

(

LOST?

game.

#9<? -4.),.0

7

2 Movie

in Town

Hawk" is the story

10,172

FLOOR...

small part in

a

movie. It calls for a
nude scene.
11 TV College
Gregg Shorthand
26 Today's Racing

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) -Concern yourself little with

MY POOR MEMORY

ZOUNOSI

HAS FAILED TO

RETAIN THE
MELODIES, AND
WE HAVE NO

A -ONE,
A -TWO,

RYA CAN'T PLAY
AN' HOLD TH' MUSIC
AT TH'SAME TIME:

A -THREE I

5 News
7 The Chicago Show

Myron Handlcman.
9 Perry Mason

host.

Cyd Charisse, Don
Cherry and Stanley

Ronnie Barrett is
12:30

New York. James

New York Coty

12:45

murder.'

9 News

who writes a bestseller and moves to

9:30
11 NET Festival

Franciscus, Suzanna

Ballet soloists

Genevieve Page star
in the 1964 drama.

5 International Zone.

Mason's college is

12:50

2 Movie
"Lady Possessed"
is a 1952 film about

perform Stravinsky's
"Apollon
Musagete."

a women who
becomes obsessed

that the' dead wife of
a pianist is trying to

32 News

MY AGILE
BRAIN HAS
SOLVED

WHAT A

THE

CLUCK:

7:00
2 Hawaii Five -0

jections.

vestigate a run-in

Show

32 Run for Your

between a Honolulu

11 Problem Popula-

Life

racket

tion

Hollywood despite

her father's ob-

chief and a

Jack Lord, James

'McArthur and
Ricardo Montalban.
7 The Flying Nun

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.

22) --Avoid taking a sug-

gestion from another unless

When a priest psychiatrist visits

to be effective and productive.

a mini-habited

you know it has been proved

MORTY MEEKLE

9 The Steve Allen

have their

26 Greatest

plays from five of

fly.

American Football

26 Italian Musicals

League games.

mooners

8:30
5 Dragnet 1969

between fear and normal caution A day that may well test

Literature

leads to murder.
10:10

10:15

Mother Superior

7:15
11 TV College

American

"Thunderstorm"
A beautiful woman
causes jealousy and
death in a Spanish
fishing village. With
Carlos Thompson,
Linda Christian and
Charles Korvin.

Headlines

32 AFL Highlights

19) --Know the difference

9 Movie

rerun, a

reduce its birth rate

the convent he finds

Ralph proves that
executives are horn
and not made.

Jan 20) --The facts of the current situation are what is important, let fancy take the lead
and you're off to a false start.
AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.

1:05

wife's infidelity

since World War 11.
26 Phil Lind Show

32 The Honey-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

In this

Havoc.

A documentary

on the fact that
Japan is the only
Asian nation to

who thinks she can

the new project even if he's

her.With James
Mason and June

at film acting in

secret society. With

PROBLEM

communicate with

10:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
26 Sports

26 Market Roundup

The crew in-

41 BELIEVE

MUSIC RACK:

in time

not Let others
way

Midnight

Guests are Linda

Bennett, Ben Blue,

Ann tries her luck

6:45

making a profit, concentrate
rather upon the qaulity of
your work Profit will come

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --The wise Sagittarius
will pretend enthusiasm over

11:15

32 News

7 That Girl

BUGS BUNNY
THIS LOOKS LIKE A GOOD N,
SPOT TrTRY OUT THESE NEW'
SONGS WE BEEN PRACTICIN't

FOR FRIDAY

Max Sennett.

community.

charged with

gimlets

YourHoroscope

early years with

moral and obscene

"Youngblood
of a truck driver

Pleshette and

32 Truth or Corse.

Langdon during his

im-

An educator from

8:00

winning cartoons.

7 The Ugliest Girl

Grew Up
Three silent films

Show

Chicago
Two Bears players
discuss last Sunday's
Bear's Detroit Lions

Timmy lands a

ALREADY

CAPSULE
WHICH
ROBIN RODE
TO THE °CCM

I

for selling an

32 Pro Football

Jim Backus hosts
to award -

11:00

I1 The Toy that

starring Harry

old vitality. With

a salute

I -10W

REMOVE. A
METAL.
F1514-5HAFED

Venetian

and Aldo Ray.

A man is arrested

5 Dean Martin

Shorts

01.44 MU.

a South- Pacific
Island on her way to
New Caledonia.
With Jose Ferrer

personalities.
32 The Defenders

brother.
26 Medic

5 The Fabulous

IT TO ANY RECEIVER TUNED TO

prominent Negro

book in a small

Backus.

CAPAOLE OF EAVEGDROPPIK1G- ON A
CONVERSATION AND -TRANSMITTING

ffirMALM5

and interviews with

gondolier and his

Hutchins and Jim

sultry gal who visits

organizations and

Dagwood tries to
prove to Mr. Dithers
Patricia Harty, Will

tr5 A Tk'AN515TOR1ZED 'eual-

job opportunities

reunite a

that he still has his

ROBIN MALONE

Endora makes a

promise to a wicked
witch and gets.

Lucy tries to

6:30
2 Blondie

BATTLE.

Hayworth plays a

Reports on

Chicago community

rin into trouble.
9 I Love Lucy

2 Editorial

FIGHTING
11-1E

"Miss Sadie

Thompson" Rita

II Our People

orchestra.
7 Bewitched

Samantha and Dar-

6:25

10:55
2 Movie

lifting finals.

Barnum

.

Sanchez.

the'lightheavyweight weight

Soul Sisters and
I3

Peters, Jaime

meter medley relay,

Martha Reeves, The
Vendettas, Joe Tex,

6:15
26 Cinema Special

flub,

Geraldine
Fitzgerald, Brock

humor of the meter walk,

Fundamentals of

hie.

I965 film are

finals, the start of

A special featurmusic and

ing the

Men's 110 -meter
hurdle finals, men's

SWING!./

YOUTHFUL DANCES? NOT
EVERYONE
SHARES

hammer throw

5 Soul"

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 Summer Olympics

living in a Spanish
ghetto. Also in the

jump finals, men's

.1:30

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

Films showing

1:30

26 Cinema Special

last weekend's

7 News

10:30
5 The Tonight Show

1:35

With Johnny

7 Reflections

Carson

2:35

7 The Joey Bishop

2 News

Show

"The

Tow truck

9 Movie

operators fleece

drivers
on
California freeways.

2:40
2 Meditation

Pawnbroker" stars

Rod Steiger as a

survivor of a

,2:45

German
concentration camp

7 Summer Olympics

Men's triple jump
finals, women's high

9 Five Minutes to
Live By

your ability to face up to
issues

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PISCES (Feb 20 -March

2I) --Don't be persuaded into

investing time or money in

Answer to Previous Puzzle

new untested schemes. Stick

[Names of All Sorts

to what you know best

ARIES (March 22 -April THE BORN LOSER

20) --Put moderate demands
on others and on yourself for
best results If you request too

54 Small child
ACROSS
Huck Finn's 55 Distinct part
56 Small island
friend

much, you'll be disappointed.

4Magdalene
-'

TAURUS (April 21 -May

2 I )--Keep to your old
methods for time being. You
only court failure by attempting to apply new

8 Yogi

12 Lincoln's
nickname
13 Tropical
.plant
14 Jason's ship
15 Diminutive
of Ronald
16 Certain
wines
18 Salts, as
food

schemes today

GEMINI (May 22 -June

21) --Professional gains roll in
a -plenty for the Gemini, who

sticks strictly to business

regardless of incentives to do
otherwise

-

CANCER (June 22 -July

23) --Waste no time before you

begin seriously to shore up

personal relationships.
Friendships are in danger.

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Though a new adventure may
appear exciting, there may be
hidden traps that will cause

CAPTAIN EASY
YOU TVA7!

I CAN'T LET &PEEP/ 5T0P ME FROM KIRIN' BERM GET RID 0'

SHOW ME

THAT SHOOPER--* OH.OH.!

INSIM
HR
ID THATYOU

LOOT:

you to fail Take care
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept, 23)

YOU CAN

SEE

PUPEO:

till

'

DOOR BEHIND THAT

'IP 'ERE, YANK:

HUGE WARDROBE,

HERE COMES

A PACK OP,
FOX ROHM'

L9l.I'T THERE A

THERE'S NOTHIN'

61d.,.THERE IT 154 AND WE WAKED CALVIN:

NOW, BECKY, TIE YOUR CRONIES UP TIS
I'VE GOT A CALL 70 MAKE!

isoznEt

MOVE trl
LIVELY:

,u

-- Today brings

the consequences --for good or ill --of
recent decisions Do your best
to be satisfied with results.

fir

Answers to
Hideaword
LEATHER

THE WILLETS
lath
lathe
leer
late
lather
eater

ether
elate
earl
eral

earth
tale

there
tree

three
tare
tear
teal

thee

heart
hear
hare
hale
heal

alter
alert
alee
rate

heel
hate

real
rale
relet
relate
reel

heat
halt

NOT ANOTHER NIGHT OF

POLITICAL SPEECHES !
YOU NEVER TAKE'
ME ANYWHERE. I.

I 'TOOK YOU TO A

WORLD SERIES GAME
ON OUR HONEYMOON,

DIDN'T I ?

AND YOU BOUGHT
ATV SET ON OUR.
WAY HOME.,

REMEMBER

hart
here
halter
herat

/047
4:),L,1".17,/,

4.. Tx Rev U..

OK

20Grandma

21 Trap for
game
22 Sir
Anthony
24 Winter
vehicle
26 Smell
27 Explosive
30 Native of
Seoul
32 Woman
adviser
34 Gets up
35 Recommit
36 Golfer's
gadget
37 Communists
39 Individuals
40 Lacerate
with teeth
41 Possessive
pronoun
42 Concur
45 Front leg,
as of a
horse
49 Happeri
51 Constellation
52 Fork prong
53 Actor,
Connery
.

57 Worm
DOWN
1 Sailors
2 Musical

instrument

3 Collection of
40 Pulitzer
17 Come into
caged
prize winner
view
animals
in 1928
19 Lateral parts
4 Fictional
41 Actress,
23 Agents
lawyer,
-- Ryan
24 Card game
Perry
42 Aleutian
25 Learning
5 Actor,
island
26 Attack
Hale
27 Carry over 43 Broad smile
6 Agitated
44 Hindu queen
28 Number
7 Still
46 Verbal
29 Children
Munchausen 31 Eagles' nests 47 God of love
48 Natural
33 Overact
9 Sea eagles
channels
38 Challenges,
10 Awry
as authority 50 Greek letter
11 Betsy-.

8--

12

4

3

5

12

13

15

16

6

22

27

:

4

39

o
44

1

11.5

49

50

52

53

55

28 29

33

38

7

.

23

26
31

43

11

20

25

42

10

14

21

30

9

17

9

18

8

7

46

47

48

..5.11
54
57
17

pro5pect map

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy and cooler,

occasional light rain or drizzle likely, low in the 40s;
Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy and
cool, light rain or drizzle
likely, high in the 505.
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Northwest GOP Expects
Big Nixon Rally Crowd
The northwest suburbs
from Des Plaines to Bar-

Field and fly to Pennsylvania

rington arc prepared to give
Richard M. Nixon, Republican candidate for President and his wife, Pat, a
tumultous welcome in Mount

for another major appearance.

With the

Nixon

is

to

deliver his major Chicago

persons to crossd into the fieldhouse for the Nixon address.

Restaurant
Hearing Ends,
Delay Decision
The last witness appearcd

before Cook County Liquor

Commissioner Al Hornick
yesterday at a hearing to con-

sider charges against the
Waterfall Restaurant, but

ordinance

A decision on the case will
be made within 10 days, ac-

to Neal Callahan. Federal

Hornick's investigation

International Airport.

But making it stick is

started when Mount Prospect

Mayor Daniel Congreve

another matter, he said.

restaurant had

The question was pursued

served aicoholic beverages to

Wednesday night at a meeting

a minor in a letter to Richard
B Ogilvie, president of the
Cook County Board of Com-

of the Mount Prospect Public
Health and Safety Committee
by Chairman Joseph Grittani.

missioners and County Liquor
Commission Chairman

Grittani said Park Ridge
passed an ordinance making
it illegal for airplanes to make

Since the Waterfall
Restaurant, Golf and

noise passing over the cor-

Elmhurst Rds , is not within

porate limits.

the corporate limits of any
municipality, it i's the

But he also said. "I don't

know of any arrests made for
excessive noise on the part of

responsibility of the Cook

Liquor Commission

airplanes "
Callahan said such ordinances were passed by municipal
governments of Hempstead,

to investigate the charge
against it

Hornick can fine the owner
of the Waterfall Restaurant or
take away the restaurant's liquor license if he upholds the

New York, and another community in California.

"But they didn't hold up

charge

when taken to court," he said.
The courts decided that since the planes were engaged in
interstate commerce, they are

`Viewer' Leaves
Mrs Francis Schulz called

subject

Arlington Heights police

to air traffic control

but not municipal noise abateordinances, Callahan
ment

yesterday when she saw a man

looking through a window of
her home at 213 S Chestnut

said

What then can be done here

The man was gone when

to urge progress toward

police arrived

designing quieter jet engines?

'Meetings
Mount Prospect Plan Commission, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

Mount Prospect Safety

Commission, Village Hall, 8
p.m. Friday.

Callahan suggested that
I

fieldhouse, following music
and introductions beginning

Trucker

yesterday in Mount Prospect.

S.W.
One

village resident who
thought he had the answers to

leaders of noise -weary communities around O'Hare get

together to see what sort of
pressure can be exerted on
airlines

He also said that if

residents want to complain to
someone, they could write to

ways of grounding them."

Callahan said the airport is
owned by the City of Chicago
and that considering the importance of the airport to the

city's economy, Chicago officials probably would not be
the ones who would institute

Donald J. Finnan, 59, was
stopped by police at Prospect

WILLIAN1 H.

Nixon -Agnew, today an- Massachusetts. U.S. Sen.
nounced the names of those Thruston Morton of Ken-

attend.

First at the microphone will

be Harry Brown, 13th
Congressional District
Republican Committeeman,

who will preside and in-

overweight.

Congreve of Mount Prospect

Released on $362 bond

much time had been taken up
by residents who attended to
protest noise and low -flying

aircraft. when the time could
have been devoted more profitably to more constructive
discussion.

"I didn't even get a chance
to ask

questions,"

he

said,

"and I'm a member of the
committee."

Chairman Grittani said he
will recommend to the village
board that the problem of how
most constructively to complain about the noise problem
be turned over to the

Northwest Municiple Conference.

"Also," Grittani said, "we

Yes, Saturday, at all

Finally Ogilvie will

in-

troduce the presidential can-

On Nixon?
Sunny skies may await

didate and his wile, Pat.

Richard Nixon in Mount

WITH THE prospect of Tittle, if any rain before the Nixon rally, parking problems at
Prospect High School are expected to be greatly minimiz-

Prospect Saturday after all.

ed. In the absence of rain,
cars will be parked on the
football fields.

The Prospect High School

fieldhouse will scat 4,100.

The Weather BUreau has

changed its forecast from

"cooler and rainy" to "cooler
and fair" as storm conditions

generaged by hurricane
Gladys and other disturbances

in the South will have moved
out of the area.

Parking conditions on the

Another 900 persons will be
able to stand so that a crowd
of 5,000 will be able to see,

football field should he

as well as hear, Nixon,

Friday.

Saturday

a

I00 -piece

band

made up of volunteer students

designated parking areas for from Prospect High School
will ply at the school's field
the Richard Nixon rally.
All parking locations will house; the Celestials from
be provided with bands or Hoffman Estates will play in
combos, according to State
Rep David Regner (12. --Mount

and Mayor John Woods of
Arlington Heights.

The two mayors will then,

on an alternate basis, introduce all mayors in at-

favorable as only "slight" rain
midnight
is predicted after

the school parking lot.

The Bunch of Mount

play at the Mount Prospect

Plaza parking lot: The Living
Past from Arlington Heights

will play at Miner Junior
High School in Arlington
Heights; and The Crystal Ship

of Palatine will play in the
Wheeling High School parking lot. Regner said .

Prospect) who is chairman of Prospect will play in the
the entertainment committee Randhurst Shopping Center
for the rally sponsored by all parking lot; The Foxes of
Republican organizations of Mount Prospect will play in

Buses have been arranged
to take people from the park-

parking lot: The Shades of

Prospect High School

the 13th congressional

the St Raymond's Church

ing lots to the rally at the

district.

Blue of Mount Prospect will

fieldhouse

Beginning about 8:30 am

Illinois Leagife of Women Co., Chemplex Co., Fuze -On
Voters, will serve as the pro- Products, Hallicrafters Co.,

William Clark, Democratic
candidate for U. S. senator,

and Rolling Meadows also are
helping organize the forum,

Mrs. Harold Brown is
Littlefuse, Microdyme, De
grams' moderator.
"This is the first time that Soto Chemical Coatings, President of the Palatine
a candidates' meeting has Ampex Corp., Central league chapter, Mrs. K.
been supported by industry," Telephone Co. of Illinois, Kellogg heads the Des. laines

will be the first speaker at an
old-fashioned "Voters' Night"
'Tuesday, Oct. 22, staged by

Bristol-Ln., Arlington
Heights, and Mrs. Bert NI.
Thompson, 521 Beau Dr.. Des
Plaines.
Ushers

for the event are:

Mrs. Harold Vikander, 712

The forum, patterned after
meeting of yesteryear

said Mrs. Rena Trevor, presi- General Time Corp., Illinois group.
dent of the Arlington Heights Bell Telephone' Co.,Pure Oil
SERVING AS members of
league chapter, "Industry is to Co., Borg-Warner Research

N. Russell, Mount Prospect:
Mrs. Fredric Marks. 538 S.

will be held at the Western
Electric Regional Center,

ement in this community turing Corp., Western Electric which will select voters' ques-

Collins. 255 S. Rammer. Arl-

be applauded for its involv- Center, Methode Manufac- the screening committee

tions are: Mrs., Weaks, Mrs.

3800 Golf Rd., Rolling

endeavor which is very

Meadows.

Industries sponsoring the merce in Des Plaines. Mount Berkshire, Mount Prospect:
Mrs. Russell Gardner, 40.5 S.
event are: Charles Bruning Prospect, Arlington Heights

healthy for the entire area."

TO BRING suburbanites
(he latest picture of the coming election's candidates and

issues, the program will

feature five -minute -speeches
by 13 candidates followed by
question and answer periods.

Co, and Universal Co.

The Chambers of Com- Eugene Hdrris, 305 E.

Newbury Pl., Arlington
Heights, aiid Mrs. Robert
ington Heights.

Mrs. Robert Korte of 1011

North Princeton, Arlington
Heights will he timekeeper.

Hersey Climaxes First Homecoming
Precedents are being made

Republican, Democratic and traditions invented as

and Socialist labor party can- Hersey High School climaxes
didates will give their views of its first homecoming.
The week started with the
the key issues like revision of
the constitution, pollution, presentation of princesses to
transportation, housing, law the student body Tuesday
and order, health and' land afternoon. Then Wednesday
the French Club sponsored
development.

of Hersey's opponent.
The princesses court will

parade at halftime and there
will be a "Lumberjack tricycle

race" featuring students from
each class dressed as jockeys.

by Ore hesis and the Let terman's Club. will take place

The homecoming dance, in the school cafeteria fitiki
"Golden Autumn" sponsored to II p.m.

8

"Grub Day" when the

Besides Clark, political students were allowed to dress

leaders who will appear on the

will talk to community leaders
and perhaps political leaders.

program arc: Louis Fischer,

something."

the Socialist Labor party; wore clothes containing the

Maybe they can do

traveling in Nixon's party.

Sun to Shine

Clark to Speak At 'Voter's Night' Tuesday
town

so

troduce Mayor Daniel

tucky and U.S. Rep. Melvin
R. Laird of Wisconsin, all

Note -able Welcome Set
Musical parking lots'?

Charles Percy of Illinois will

tion and found to be

Commission member Robert

he was disappointed that

gubernatorial candidate.

Ogilvie's introductions will
chairman of the Citizens for include Gov. John Volpe of

was taken to a weighing sta-

three area Leagues of Women
Voters and 16 area industries.

Teichert said after the meeting

scheduled to

REN'fSCHLER, Illinois

Av. and Central. His truck

such a drastic measure.

Public Health and Safety

REP. RUMSFELD is

a

introduce Sen.
northwest suburbs. Estimates Percy, who will present Sen.
of the crowd range from Dirksen.
Sen. Dirksen is to present
10,000 upward.
Richard Ogilvie, Illinois GOP

(proportionate to the amount
about grounding all the planes of excess weight), Finnan is
until all airlines install quieter scheduled to appear in Niles
engines?
Traffic Court Nov. 14.

"If a strike of the Airlines
Pilot Assn. can ground the
planes, there must he other

attend

be presented. Both U.S. Sen.
Everett Dirksen and U.S. Sen.

An Oak Lawn trucker was
charged with overloading his
vehicle after he was stopped

Washington, D.C., the address
of which is 800 Independance

to

political event in the

who will be introduced and
the order in which they will

Charged With
Overloading

Aviation Agency (FAA)
spokesman for O'Hare the problem said, "What

Village Attorney

County

.

It has been done. according

mermann, Mount Prospect

the

jet plane

noise'?

cording to John Zim-

charged

against

10 tomorrow morning in
the Prospect High School
at

Immediately afterward the
Nixons will go to O'Hare

Can you pass a village the main FAA office in

a

decision has not been made

ever

crowd

at 9:30.

You Can Protest,
Pass a Law, But
Not Stop Noise

state line.

Rentschler will be next in
and he will present Rep.
Grove and Maine Townships line
Donald Rumsfeld of the 13th
are predicting that the Nixon
rally wilt attract the largest Congressional District.

area address of the campaign

Mayor Daniel Congreve, (back to camera) Dan Gaffney and George Reiten of Mount
Prospect meeting at the Prospect High School fieldhouse where Richard M. Nixon is to speak
tomorrow. They are concerned NN Ith seating and standing room plans that will enable 5,000

of fair

Illinois. Officials expect this
to include most mayors from
Wheaton to the Wisconsin

leaders in Wheeling, Elk

Prospect Saturday morning.
scheduled

forecast

and cool weather for northern
Illinois tomorrow, Republican

tendance from northern

candidate for U. S. Senator on

as they wished.
Tlyreclav was color
Spirit Day as tne siuueins

David Baylor (D) candidate school colors, orange, brown
for U. S. Congressman from and white. The cheerleaders
the 13th district; Paul Simon and drill team went from class
(D), Robert Dwyer (R) and to class leading cheers and

Stanley Prorok (SL), can- singing fight songs at the

didates for lieutenant

beginning of each period.

governor; Eugenia Chapman

A bonfire and pep rally was

David Regner (R) and Eugene
Schlickman (R) candidate for

adjacent to the school. The
princesses from each class

(D), John Morrissey (D), held Thursday night in a field
state representative from the were presented and a Huskie
third distr:ct: .N...nr.eth Ling- puppy, the school's mascot,
quist (D), Edward Warman was awarded to a student.
(D) and Robert Juckett Sr. Following the rally there was

(R), candidate for state

a mixer in the gym.
representative from the fourth
Today is Athlete's Day
district.
started with a iunior class

"This is the first time that
many of the candidates will
.411

have squared off in a face-toface confrontation," said Mrs.
William Weeks, 336 S. Dale,

Arlington Heights, chairman
of the event.

"The emphasis

is

on the

breakfast. Students will

perform small favors for the
athlete's all day so they won't
strain themselves on the day
of the big game.

Friday night's football

ganws will be at the Wheeling

High School Stadium, home

voter and not on the candidate on VOters Night," said
Mrs. Rena Trevor, president

of the Arlington Heights

chapter. "The voter will have
the chance to see the canditlate in person and have the
opportunity to ask questions."

LEAGUE OF Women
Voters chapters in Arlington

Heights, Des Plaines and
Looking over new police hats at the Mount Prospect station Is Mayor Daniel Congreve.
Officers are Lt. John Savage, Sgt. Ralph Doney, and patrolmen Raymond Lessner, William

Burtis, Richard Muller, William Creamer, and Pat Hallihan. It is the first change in hat
style for the Mount Prospect force in 40 years. The men paid for the hats themselves. (Photo
by Dan Bales)

PalatineaTe. organizers of the

Gripe
Of The
Day
Continual griping about the

prices of haircuts. We have
families to raise and bills to

public forum. The League of, - pay, too. A Bather's Wife.
Women's voters is a non-

partisan group. Mrs, Peter
Connor, vice-president of the

Students of Hersey High School in Arlington Heights parading in front of the school's
first homecoming bonfire. Below, smoke from the bonfire gets in the eyes of cheerleaders
Lyn Newren of 1717 Azalea 1,n., Mount Prospect, and Kristie Ludfood of 1403 Ironwood
in Mount Prospect.

'
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Ogilvie Defends Record on Crime; Hits Foes

Friday, October 18, 1968

estern Electric
To Train 15 in
Project Step -Up

Republican candidate for

against Gov. Samuel H.
Shapiro.

gray hairs for candidates than

what the

any other single factor in a

"We shouldn't he complacent just because our

8111 11,NMINS an assistant manager in change of

campaign."

REACTING to his

high in

is

this area," Brown said.

"Many of our poor people

unskilled and the jobs they
than an obligation to simply can get don't pity enough to
support a family. That's why
put these people on our tolls.
"Our goal is to provide training is so important. Propersons who are unable to ob- ject Step -Up is a good first
tain meaninglul jobs the op- step in that direction."

few days ago for a crime com-

while he was

mitted

OUT

-X- Restaurant
of the
Week!
by Don Riley

"USING A trimester sytem
citizens committee
studying a year-round school would use the building all
attendance plan said yesterday year and teachers could work
214 lay

the committee is "tending year around," said Harold
toward a favorable recom- Best, a member of the commendation for the 12 -month. mittee.
system."

Dr. Conrad Majeski, 205

MAJESKI said a final 61/2 million. Because of inrecommendation by the lay flation, if we build two more
committee studying various schools starting tomorrow
proposals will he made Dec. they will cost us about eight

This Friday or Saturday night why not make plans
to really hove a good time'

Four Imperials supply the entertainment &
dance music every Fri. & Saturday night, plus
(Marie Sorter, at the piano bar really keep things

Cocktail Lounge

Euclid Avenue & Roillwing Rd.
Arlington Hts.
1/2 Block East of Rte. 68

Loca ion:3405 Algonquin6 Rd., Rolling Meadows,, Ill.

kk0241,44

Each week a new restaurant

will be featured.

CL 5-4300

aw-t

NOW FEATURING:
TOP SIRLOIN
Including fresh hot baked
(choice of dressing), and de-

licately
bread.

-rh,. Sort fin rI tsrilittrim

... 11...s iiiii rrli/t
sous MOST

foot uu

Also featuring: Chicken, Shrimp,

PHONE 299-0011
Shows El'ory Monday

I. iiiiii ge

iafi:ine Ins

Free Birthday
Coke When You
Celebrate
With Us'

le

Joe Harris
in Lounge Friday

P.M.Combo
Dancing SAT. NITE

May Northwest Highway

ion E.t.ery
PrevoteFacileeiet
For Weddings
Soles Meetings
and Banquets.

and Quentin Road
Palatine, Ill.
FL 8-2800
CLOSED

Coach 'Rite inn

&

MONDAYS

LOBSTER
STEAKS -LOBSTER

H./. 1(H (:

Every Wednesday "CHICKEN"
Every Friday "FISH FRY"
American Express Honored

& Dolts,/

3425 Kirchoff Rolling Meadows
Between Wilke & Rte. 53.

P oat
397 14!

Drop In Or Coll In
Your Reservation -

692-6124

lirrir.048
The Arlington
Sweden House I.:41:..111,M
The House of Plenty
Evergreen & Miner 392-5585

Smorgasbord.
All You Care To Eat!

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon. thru Fri. from 11 o.m. to 2:30
p.m. Sat.

I

I a.m. to 4 p.m.

CARRY OUT
ORDERS

Iva Evening, thou

Lung Remember.

Atmaphae aid leza Smace

BLAZ'R
STEAKS

692-6124

AMERICA'S FAMILY STEAK CENTER
253 E. RAND RD . MT. PROSPrrT 253-3300
CHECK
THIS DINE -OUT GUIDE
EVERY FRIDAY FOR
GOOD PLACES TO GO!

DINNER -$2.15
Mon. thru Fri 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Sat. to 9 p.m.
Sun. II a.m. to B p.m.

THE ONE NAME THAT THRU THE YEARS
HAS ALWAYS MEANT

CHILDREN UNDER 3 FREE
75c 1,01 SI 2513.ener
room avn.lable lot porhes

.

THE FOUR IMPERIALS

G

tAkruyi

1C

Pd ICO

MOTOR INN
6495 N Mannheim
Phone 299 4422
Just South of Sitggins Rd.

Every Fri. & Sat. Night. Entertainment & Dance Music.

rip, Fashion Show Brunch

I

of food its the Northwest

1618 W. Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights

iNN
DELIGHTFUL DINING!
ti: III. ( help, ( nee le ie
'et teleeeell
The ,/eh

/ tie/
/me minors.

eele.11

:me n ,

Phone 392-3750
18 W Busse Mt Prospect, Ill.

ALSO ... DELICIOUS
ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES
CARRY -OUT OR

COMFORTABLE DINING

"Rich, arrn.5.5 front tlieStnnos10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

PHONE 296-6640

have students attending school

could perhaps be worked out.

Jack Martin, assistant

lege," Majeski said. "You
all year, but each group only

attends two semesters. Student
attendance is staggered, so
tending school."
A second way of increasing
the enrollment, he said, is
combining the trimester or the
quarterly system with staggered schedules.

"Some students would start

at 8 a.m., other would begin
at 10 a.m., some might even
start at 2 p.m. By doing this,
and by using the trimester or
quarterly system, we could

CL5-244I

Furl Fast Serrier.

ric-(.p sir

'

1)1.111'el'Y

Dail, 6 t.M,

lirc.ukciiI

Ili

i

I,

5.51.

h. ten

Laic Shavls,.

itimulirtallanquel
It

-

ror V....1.1111go

1.411.1.1, \Irrlittgn
S..01111.0 p l0 700

TREAT MOM
TO A STEAK

TONIGHT!

1'li6ne: 827-0700
763.559,0
Chicago

"FOR
said, "a

he

INSTANCE."

student who plays

football will have to be
scheduled for the fall semester

or he can't play. And if we
offer classes that are electives

and don't usually interest
many

students, they

might

have to be confined to only
one semester, which means a
third of the kids won't he able

to take the course."
"These are all problems that
the committee is studying.- he
He said the system has fail-

ed where ever it was tried, '

"but the committee might

building a new school."
Proponents of a trimester

out. We might make it work

or quarterly system add that

by learning from the other
failure'."

Critics Killing

Theater, Stohn
Tells Rotarians

problem, but they have it

BY RICHARD CRABB

Arlington Heights

spades," Stohn added.

in

.

He explained that "Ninety

learned Thursday

Day Mistress" opened on

that Chicago leads all other
cities in the United States in
the number of year around

critics of the big New York

Rotarians

Carl Stohn, Jr., general

Broadway in New York last
year and was so chilled by the
newspapers that it folded after
a short run.

"Everbody lbved this play
York critics,"

Pheasant Run dinner

but the New
said Stohn.

round at Niles, gave the

this summer, and jiffs[

manager and producer of the

playhouse at St. Charles and
the Mill Run Theater in -the -

"We brought this play to
our Pheasant Run Playhouse

Rotarians an analysis of the
1968 stage play business in

loved it.

in

as in the
short New York rtiri, w,eryone

It was tirle,oT the
most successful 'proiSks this

year."

"There are eight theaters in
the Chicago area that present
plays the year around. None

of them is in the Loop and
currently there is no play to
be presented in 'Chicago's

Illinois.

Loop.

plain the decline of Loop

the producer of the first of

Stohn

theater critics of the Chicago

metropolitan newspapers,

singling out Claudia Cassidy

of the Chicago Tribune,
saying:
"Great artists and good

plays are being driven from
Chicago by such critics as
Claudia Cassidy, known in

Mannheim & Higgins Rds.

offers several problems "that

23,000 students without have the problems worked

placed major blame on the
A Banquet for Neat% or 701)

214, said the trimester plan

provide space for the expected

theaters in Chicago,

1.1:1-t-ut Selvellost.of
.tui Inftfler.1111.1
Full I:
't I.,. Call.. Sele1.1.1111. TOO!
Melia,

Phone 259-6458

FOR DINE -OUT
GUIDE ADVERTISING

superintendent of District

Pressed by Rotarians to ex-

ot Ole
.
kisstii. u runsil Treat

"Each semester, a student
who is not attending school
could work the job. He would
change off when he goes back
with someone who is off that

"YOU SEE, the trimester
system is basically like a col-

1967 of the Gov. Otto Kerner
award for outstanding Contributions to the theater in

(More Concord

"EVEN 11, we added new
classrooms to already existing

semester."

years, was the recipient

41f ///

MARIE SARTOR

at our Hadii piano bar nightly

schools could he avoided.

an additional four schools.

legitimate theater resurgence
ie the area during the last 40

Selection

-iv, OLD TOWN

round, and not have to build

Stohn, a figure in the

Miss Betty Cairl.

/1 L'S

present six schools year-

the Chicago area.

Every Sunday 12:30 p.m. with

The Finest Menu

te

Using a trimester system,
District 214 could use the

stage theaters.

C..er, 3 thrc,M1

1' or 01 dun h

iiiedfrAt

1339 WEST DEMPSTER (Just West of Greenwood)
DE WEST SHOPPING CENTER

LUNCHEON - $1.15

E l T NrEt,', ILS

hi An
eqGrarlelle, SiMplirity

AMERICAN STYLE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
Complete Dining and Caro Out Service

SUNDAY

OCR SPECVIL7T
BAR -B -Q RIBS!
I'

hnornin/ A Ion

7`.

It The Organ Bur Nitrify
DAILY
STARTING AT 4

%h. /dim It

(Choice of Chicken Spaghetti
or Chopped Sirloin)

CIII \ESE RESTAURANT

UNCLE

,,

Spaghetti, Chili -Steak.
CHILDREN'S DINNER ONLY 75c

-00 Willi

COW PALACE

French

AU OUR STEAKS ARE AGED USDA CHOICE

1050 Oakton SI. Just West of Mannheim
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.

*DINNERS

flavored

be, needed.

each semester we have onethird of the students not at-

potato, crisp garden salad,

Wrotattrant

* LUNCHEONS

Sunday Evening Buffet from
S til 9:30 p.m.
Midwest Bank Cards Honored

FOR RESV. PHONE 259-5000

Eagiro

trinin,ltand I or

Louise Brooks Combo
Fri.& Sat. Nights
"They're Terrific"

Parties & Banquets

DINE AT THE NEW ONE ...

tun, Brun

Open 7 Days
Brunch Every Sunday
'til 2 p.m.

Nitely. Fashion Show Lunch Every
Monday 12 to 2 p.m.

He said that the proposed

construction of four more

"The present enrollment in schools. we'd save. New
District 214 schools is about schools would require new
13,00(1 students. It is an- gymnasiums, cafeterias, swimticipated that by 1975 we will ming pools; etc. Using already
have 21,000 students. After existing schools would
that it should level off, so that eliminate this extra conanticipated figures for 1980 struction."
Best said employers might
are between 22,000 and
welcome the trimester plan,
23,000."
It is estimated that, figuring because they could fill fulleach high school can handle time jobs with high school
2,500 students, 10 schools will students.

Restaurant and

LUNCHEONS
& DINNERS

Alex Reeve's at the Piano Bar

IThe

7.lutnping.

aNadc

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOIJNGF

Come over to the Flying Carpet and enjoy dining,
music and greol entertainment.

Ifoxt

apiece."

HE EMPHASIZED that
the committee's feeling may
change when the new studies
are received, but he offered
some reasons why the plan

ARLINGTON

e(ibigelar

- DeA Plaines

set

or nine million dollars

3.

et.04,-(AegannitlAj

r(5k

Best, 1905 Chesnut, Arlington Heights. pointed out

W. Orchard, Mount Prospect, that the cost of building new
said last night the committee schools has increased.
is still waiting for two studies r "When District 214 built
on the trimester and quarterly it's first school about 10 years
ago it cost 31/2 million.
school systems.
Hersey, just completed, cost

might he recommended.

FLYING
CARPET

11

school facilities.

The chairman of a District

The

1.17-

more use would be made of

BY BARRY PETERSEN

from different denominations
in the Chicago area

links exist between some governor he would favor

the candidate said:

Illinois on Saturday. -

12 -Month Operation

Reflect." presents clergymen

Ogilvie added that as

CHARGING THAT direct

governor of Illinois, I look
forward to being with you in

District 21 4 Panel
`Tending Towards'

The program, "Time to

recent years.

associated with Ogilvie in the
Cook County Sheriffs office,

presidential candidate Richard
M. Nixon in Pennsylvania
and from Nixon in New York.

Nixon said, "To the next

Tea Company, read telegrams
from Cong. Donald Rumsfeld,
who was campaigning for

11:55 am to noon.

federal income tax returns for

persuasion," Ogilvie said.

DINE

411

Toastmaster Donald S.

Perkins. president of Jewel

Heights, will speak over

match my record and my point home by announcing
reputation against that of any that at the press table there
individual of any political would be found copies of his

dicate figure who was

are working but they are

Project Step -Up said,
"Western Elccti ic has more

integrity to accomplish."

Haring Speaks
On Radio
Program

Expressing his gratitude
Ogilvie told his audience,
"financing produces more

Kane County Council for
Opportunity, said
"We are training these Economic
industry's employee training is

employment rate

WGN Radio Oct 27 from

windup for Ogilvie's campaign

training in Project Step -Up.

supervisor at the office

sentenced to federal prison a

The rally that engulfed the
hotel's Grand Ballroom and
International Room produced
about $350,000 to support a

have been hired and are Elgin Service Center for the

Byrom, public relations

opponent's efforts to link him
with Richard Cain, crime syn-

the Conrad Hilton Hotel.

Meadows service division of- Through porgrams like
we believe we can achieve
fice to aid IS disadvantaged
tl
men and women
Phil Brown. director of the
Six participants already

key punch operators, and to "lagging behind"
do clerical work said Elsin community needs.

disclosures of their amount
governor of Illinois. - And I Ogilvie said:
"We drove (during his years and sources of personal inpresent that candidacy on the
basis of my record in public as Cook -County sheriff) the come.
office --a record upon which political allies of the crime
"WE ARE on the move,"
I am willing to let that can- syndicate from any position of
influence in the Republican Ogilvie said at the close. "We
didacy sand or fall.
no
are
marching down the center
"It is a record which has Party.. But there is
had for its basis a declaration evidence of any disruption of of the road. Our objective is
of political independence from the cozy relationship which complete and total victory and
any boss or bosses, from any exists today, as it has in the a restoration of the
criminal political alliance. past, between the syndicate Republican party as the majority party of Illinois and of
the Democratic party.
And it is a record of and"They
were on hand when the nation. We need courage
independence from the
philosophy of spoils politics in the state ticket was selected.
and they played an important
any form.
"But where mistakes were part in the decisions. If you
made, I took action and took don't believe me. just ask
it just as quickly and just as Adlai Stevenson."
firmly as possible. And that
Departing from his
action was taken without prepared
manuscript, Ogilvie
regard to political 'sponsor- surprised his audience by callship or any other influence.
The Rev Leon A Flaring of
ing for a full disclosure of
personal income and sources the First Presbyterian Church,
am ready and willing to of that income. He drove his
302 N. Dunton, Arlington

4,200 well-wishers gathered
for a $100 a plate dinner in

a program at its Rolling and efficient employees.
Step -

people to be draftsmen, typist.

Republican candidate for ficials in the crime syndicate,

governor, defended his record
and charged that there are
crime syndicate links to his
opposition last night. before

to experiment and the

legislation that would require
all state officials to make full

Democratic leaders and of-

"I stand before you as the

Richard B. Ogilvie,

portunity to become valuable.

Western Electric has started

++,

the theater trade as the
Medusa of the midwest."

Pressed further by the au-

dience, Stohn concluded:
"These critics arc really unqualified for their jobs."

"Broadway has the same

"I had the privilege of being

these eight theaters, the Drury

Lane, to begin the year
around presentation of stage
plays. Four and one-half years

ago we opened the Pheasant
Run Dinner Playhouse', the

first theater that enabled

theater goers to 'have dinner
and then see a stage play
without moving frortt their

These theaters ate successful
they speciallie
citnaebslee"t
Tshnuertainment. "We don't

give a darn about 'message'
plays. We deal i'n entertainment", Stohn told the
Rotarians.

SchOol Menus
To be served Monday at
South', Thomas and Miner

choice) fruit juice, tossed
salad, cote slaw. molded

North Elementary School in
Arlington Heights District 25:

salads; biscuits, butter, milk

raspberry, fruit cocktail

Junior High Schools and

The theft of 10 tires from
Addressograph Multigtaph, a Mount Prospect filling staAvailable desserts: pineap

pie ring, butterscotch pie
crunch,
chocolate cookies
peach

butter cake.

Co. has opened a sales office
N. Arthur, M.ount
at

tion was reported to the police

manufacturesand distributes

I

Prospect. The company

business equipment.

I HE DAY

Tires Stolen From Rack

Office Opens

outside rack. A lock on the
rack was broken off, police
said..

Burgus told police the theft

Paul Krcinitz of 23 N.
Main, Mount Prospect, has

station at Golf and Busse said

the tires were taken from an

day.

Fred Burgus, owner 9f the

I

Student Officer

was not discovered until an
inventory was taken yester-

yesterday.

P.ige

Friday. October 18. 1968

been elected treasurer of the

Kendall College Student

Senate tor the 1968-0. year.
ahcral
Kendall is a two-yc

arts college in Evnnsl,

PizzabUrger on bun, soup.
one-half chilled- peach,. potato
chips. brownie. milk

To 'be served Monday at
Carl Sandburg School in

money -back guarantee!

Rolling Meadows District- 15:
Baked chicken loaf, mashed

potatoes and gravy, green
giant peas, rosy apple sauce:
bread and butter, milk

To be served Monday at
Anne 'Sullivan, Betsy Ross

MIDWEST

Schools and MacArthur
Junior High in Prospect

NOW ENJOY OUR UNBEATABLE
BUYS- ON EASY CREDIT TERMS

Heights District 23:

Hot dog on bun or grilled

WI RESERVE THE

milk, rice

cheese sandwich.

I

BAY I ARV,

puffs. chilled fruit. sugar

RIGHT

TO

WELCOME kill

LIMIT

Elo.c.wr Ti8$

cookie

1010 4

To be served Monday at

Feehanville, Euclid, Bond, In-

dian Grove, River Trails

Junior High Park View
School in River Trails District

compare at '1 If

26:

Fruit cheese mold. white
bread. chicken panic. mashed

REVERSIBLE OR PILE LINED

BONDED LUXURY ORLON

gravy, peanut

potatoes and

butter cookie. milk

100% NYLON
SKI JACKETS

To be served Monday at

Arlington, Prospect, Wheel-

ing, Forest View, Elk Grove
and Hersey High Schools.
District 214:

Main dish (one choice)

EMBROIDERED

"COUNTRY GIRL"

swiss or spanish steak. toastic.
wiener on bun: Vegetable lone
choice) whipped potatoes, but-

HEIDI DRESSES

tered carrot; Salad (one

SIZES

()harries

I

S -M -L -XL

Herbert Buchholz

Styled for co4un! Rich Orlor

Herbert G. Buchholz. 72,
307 W. Cambell, Arlington
Heights, died Wednesday at
the Northwest Community

acrylic pile lined models, or two for -the -money reversibles! Both

with hidden hood, knit cuffs,

Hospital. Arlington Heights.
Surviving are his wife, Antwo sisters. Mrs.

na:

Eick Mann and Mrs.

Dacron°' polyester insulated.

Black Blue Olive Gold Brown

Elsie
NI eda

The advance holiday fashion is a
land fling at gay peasant and Tyrc,.
embroideries. Bonded Orion" aci
in mock jumper 'n blouse styles.
neck shifts, deep sleeves shifts, N 4,,11

Weitke: and a brother. Erwin.

Visitors may call

at

the

Lauterhurg and Oehler

,i

Funeral Home. 20 0(1E.

Northwest Hwy., Arlington
Heights. after 7 tonight.

necks - much more! Multi -col;,:
50iffli embroidered bodice,

Services will be held there
tomorrow at 11:30 a.m.
Burial will he at Memory
Gardens Cemetery. Arlington

straps, sleeves, bib fronts. White,
or red,

Heights.

JR. PETITES 3 to 11; MISSES' 6 to 16

Williatn H. Bunge

JUHIORS 5 to 15

William H. Runge. 81. 314

N. Smith. Palatine, died

yesterday at St. Alexis
Hospital. Elk Grove Village.

Surviving are his wife.

Marie E.; one daughter. Olive

(Bud) Hawley: a brother.
Henry: two sisters, Mrs.

LAY -AWAY

Marge Schultz and Mrs. -Ann
Peterson; two grandchildren

DOWN

and one great-grandchild.
Friends may call after

ANY

HOLDS

4

p.m. today at the Lauterburg
Funeral

Oehler

and

PURCHASE

RICH LOOK OF LEATHER!

Home.

2000 E. Northwest Hwy.. Arl-

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
EXTRA SAVINGS!

BOYS' VINYL
SUEDE JACKETS

ington Heights.
Services will be held tomor-

row at 9:45 a.m. at St. James

Church. 841 N. Arlington

Heights Rd.. Arlington
Heights.

8t1

PRECISE
AT THE OLYMPICS

PRECISE

ZIP -OFF

SIZES

COMPARE,

HOODED

6 TO 18

AT 9.88

ON YOUR WRIST

a

Pile lined with acrylic for extra,
warmth. Knit frame collar, 2 slash

OMEGA

Shirt scene, '68! and on through
'69! Crispy crepes of washable
sheena acetate in turtlenecks,
Barrymore collars', more!

pockets, contrast stitching. Fashion
-tones of brown, camel. green.

OFFICIAL WATCH MEXICO OLYMPICS

SAND WHITE GREY SILVER POWDER BLUE

SIZES 32 ',TO 38

COMPARE AT 7.99

j=1
Unusually well -tailored! Made to
our rigid Specification! Find bell,
Ily and classic styles - a pair of

=1

pants for' every mood! Wear'
them with crepe shirts, body SIZES. 0 TO 18

SIZES
3 to 7

-1

T

shirts, sweaters'

Nehru jacket or sport shirt, matching slacks.

So priacise Is this Omega 4 dial

chronograph stop watch that it is
worn by our Astronauts orbiting and
walking in outer space Tacho pro
ductometer scale calculates speed
and production rates Heavy duty

stainless steel waterproof case
and matching adjustable bracelet

$185

'At

f4.1m mg fog

%tot ism?

loll

1,5,01

FIRST CARD,
MIDWEST

ups CARDS

TOWN B COUNTRY,

CHERIE IT

ADDISON

1015 E. CHICAGO ST. - RT. 19

280 WEST NORTH AVE.

WEICOMFHERE

AND OTHER
MEMBERS PLANS ARE ACCEPTED

A

102 Miner St 824 5124
Opwntown Des Plaines
Open Mon. & Fri 'Til 8 45 pm
Other Days

ELGIN, ILL.

5 45 pm

DAILY 10-10
SUNDAY

10-6

ar er Here Raising

a ingoes and Llamas
become mean if abused," he

BY BEN CLARKE

commented. He had been

Arlington Heights is hardly
a typical farm to n. But it is

talking about some of the pet
skunks -- descented of course

the home of one farm: the

-- that he sells locally as pets.

Laboratory and Farm.

They are find pets, he said.
and are just as affectionate as

Scientific Small Animal

Its inhabitants range from

puppy, because

a

they are

to

taken from the mother when

THE LABORATORY farm

upon their owner as a parent."
Hume explained.
Latest additions to the farm
family are three .blackbuck

South American llamas
Florida falmingoes.

is operated by Charles Hume.
a research biologist with a

five weeks old. "They look

master's degree in mam- antelopes, which Hume said
malogy from the University of
Illinois.
Hume became a "farmer"
when he started raising guinea

pigs for an employer whose
regular source was hit by an
epidemic.

After several years. he
decided that one job was

are rarely seen in captivity.

He said

he

enjoys

good

relations with both Brookfield
and Lincoln Park zoos. They
often trade specimens from

their rare bird collections to
aid one another in their efforts to breed the unusual.

Hume says "senior

enough and the laboratory
and farm was the result.

citizens," even more than

laboratory and farm has been

birds as an ideal type of pet.

Today operating the

children, need pets of some
kind to care for, and he cited

a way of life for Hume for
nearly 20 years.

His tropical parrots don't
eat normal bird food, but a
mixture of his devising, which
includes common dog food.

HUME SAYS he has found
more

that

often

than

not.

"TAKING care of a bird
elderly persons a
reason for living he said.
gives the

Hume mentioned his

father, who for the last 10
years of his life cared for a
large number of the parrots at
Hume's laboratory. The senior

animals from tropical climates
often are kept in temperatures

Hume died at the age of 87.

warmer than necessary.

nice

Hume says that it would he

if many children could

His special house for birds visit the farm at 401 W. Golf
is designed to maintain warm Rd., but said that the quiet
temperatures but in the winter conditions needed to raise
months, he said, the merctiry such rare birds and animals
may drop to 40 degrees. just do not allow this.

Golf Rd., Arlington Heights,

as do night temperatures in
many tropical countries dur-

owner of an animal laboratory

ing the cooler months.

Charles Hume, 401 W.
and farm, stands behind one
of the South American llamas
he raises. In their native environment the animals serve
both as beasts of burden and
a source of wool for weaving

Hume raises three species
of animals for laboratory use.
He also raises rare animals
and birds that he sells to zoos.

garments.

the unusual.

as

well

as

to

South America.

LEFT - Racoons can be
fun -loving pets as Hume's
secretary, Mrs. Linda Bruck
of Elgin, discovers. Animal
farm's mascot took an interest
in her label watch as its photo

was being taken, and within
an instant the watch disappeared down its throat.

There also are animals as
common as a racoon, a pet
of all the employees at the
farm.

A NORMALLY suspicious
fox becomes quite friendly

Caution With.
Aerosol Gaits

Page 4

John E. Stanton, Eddor and Publisher

K. S. Johnson, Genera/Manager

William J. Kledatsch
Managing Editor

with such force that a piece
of the can severed her jugular
vein.

animals. "Any animal can

-- Marshall Field III
Friday, October 18, 1968'

It would seem that every
modern invention brings with
it its own special hazards. The
aerosol can, a device whose
uses have multiplied like welltb-do rabbits, is no exception.
One woman threw an empty
aerosol can in, her back -yard
exploded
incinerator. The c

humans.

Hume stressed the need for

"II onor the original dream by alway.+ jealously keeping
the paper.s freedom and intellectual imegrity."

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

and docile when used to

kind treatment of wild

Vie Vro5pect Dap

Use Extreme

dividuals with a penchant for

of wool in the high Andes of

maybe we'!! stop the bombing!"

DOCTOR SAYS

wealthy in-

There are llamas, both a
beast of burden and a source

"Now that we've got the New Jersey back in action-

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 61)056

When using any kind of

spray, be sure to read the label

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rule. 517.01) a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

and follow the directions exactly. Remember that even an

empty can may still contain
enough propellent gas to cause

Grace's Daze

a violent explosion when

"a beauty
in, its

a

r

heated. This may also occur
when a can is left in the trunk

of an automobile parked in
the sun on a hot day.

Some sprays are in-

Dinners by the Dozen

flammable. These must never
be.used near a stove 'or open

fire. Other sprays emit toxic'
fumes and should only be us-

By Grace Mott

ed where there is good ventilation. Finally, before you
discard

an aerosol

When Mr. and Mrs.

can, be

sure to open the valve and ex- Frederick Thulin Jr., have
haust as much of the spray as "dinner for 12" they aren't
having company. In fact, daiyou can.
Q-When I eat meat, I get ly meals in their S. Owen St.
a

headache.

severe

I

have

often

house

include

even

taken all kinds of headache more than a dozen, and it's
pills but none of them help. still all family!
Oct. 13 brought the couple
What should I do to prevent
the birth of their 13th child,
these headaches?
A --This sounds like an plump Patricia Anne, making
allergic reaction. Your doctor seven girls and six boys for
can check this by eliminating the somewhat unique Thulins
all forms of meat, fish, fowl who are also grandparents of
and meat products from your

one.

headaches,

the chances are
that only one kind of meat is

Kristine,

the true offender. A small test
dose of about a half -ounce of
one kind of meat could be ad-

have a daughter, Catherine.

diet. If this stops the

ded to your diet and, if there
is no reaction, the amount
could be gradually increased.
Other kinds of meat could
then be added in the same
way, one at a time. Those that
cause headaches should be

eliminated from your diet
completely.
.

and or the beauties
o today, see The Day's
1111

low

"law

'topping Cada,

Q

You recently stated

Their oldest daughter.
and

husband,

Oldest of the Thulins' 13
children is Frederick III, 21,

former student at the

University of Illinois and

graduate of Roosevelt

University, who teaches
mathematics.

Patricia Anne is named for
a close relative of her father's,

and Oct. 27 the entire family
will he in the congregation at
St. Raymond Church for the
new baby's christening with

Rolf Ehrmann of Park

that the prescription drug, ox-

Dr.

good for an infected prostate.

Lennan Lathan of Chicago,
the Godmother. A family dinner in their home will follow

yphenbutazone, would be
Has it any other name?
A Yes. Tandearil.

Ridge as Godfather and Mrs.

grandparents, Mrs. Martin

Peterson and Frederick

Heights, and Lawrence James
Richardson, Mount Prospect,

Thulin Sr., and his wife Mar-

will say their vows Saturday
night at St. James Church in

jorie..

Bouncy Adelaide Thulin
who relied on her family to
take care of each other while
she was in the hospital says

it' will he only a short time
until she is back at her belov-

HIDEAWORD
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find.the word

10 good, 13 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

Their wedding will bring a
number of

guests

town

to

from Milwaukee and Chicago.

Among them will be the

young couple's four
grandmothers. Mrs. Catherine

Choral Club, whose European
tour this summer she was
forced to miss, and attending

Stromwall

singing with the Swedish

meetings of the 13th
Congressional Politics for
Peace. Mr. and Mrs., Thulin
were also early workers in the
Christian Family Movement
in this area.

GOLDEN October will
mark a golden memory for
several

local couples whose

weddings will be this
weekend.
Bette Laurance's marriage

Chute, Mrs. Charles
Richardson, Mrs. Anna
and Mrs.

Frank

Renner along with Mr. Ren-

ner. Illness will keep
grandfather Richardson away.

The bride's home will be
setting for an informal

the

gathering after the rehearsal

tonight which will include

Lawrence's mother and father.

Mr. and Mrs. John

J.

Richardson, and two previous
parties have honored Carole.

A SEPT. 6 party for Janet

to Richard Pozsgay of Marie Glorioso, who will
Prospect Heights takes place
tomorrow evening at the First

Presbyterian Church in
and tonight the
couple will be guests of honor

Wheeling,

at a bridal dinner his mother
and father, Mr. and Mrs. Emil
Pozsgay are giving in an area
Sept. 22, Bette was feted at
a miscellaneous tea given by

a bridesmaid, Mrs. Carl
Persons of Lyle, Ill., which included both Bette's mother,

Mrs, Arthur Laurance

GORWINN

Arlington Heights.

ed work with the Ehart Girls,

. restaurant.

using all seven of these letters.

Every Monday, Wednesday & Friday
(Thursday in Market Day)

her

George Kocan of Chicago.

and will include sponsors and

William Renner of Prospect

and

Mrs. Pozsgay.

become the bride of Leonard
A. Miele of Prospect Heights
tomorrow evening; found 90
women on the invitation list.
Hostesses were the couple's
mothers, Mrs. Leonard Miele
and Mrs. John J. Glorioso

Glenview who gave the big
miscellaneous shower and
buffet dinner at the Victoria
Hall in Chicago. Both the
GlOrioso and Mieles boast
big, big families.

An August evening party
and personal shower for Janet

Oct. 4 she was again the

was given by a bridesmaid,

Richard's aunt, Mrs. Benjamin Tvaroh of McHenry

found both the bride's and

center of attention when

gave a buffet supper in the
Pozsgays' Prospect Heights
home which included
relatives and friends of the
groom's family, and Oct. 6 an

afternoon shower hosted by
the bride's cousin ended the
pre -wedding parties.

CAROLE LEE Renner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Miss Kathy Bilestri, and

groom's mothers among the
guests. Last night the Mieles'

house was the setting for a
buffet supper after the wedding rehearsal which included
the groom's grandmother and
his

aunt and uncle, Mr. and

Mrs. Richard Untiedt of
Prospect Heights whose six year -old

David will be the

ring bearer in the ceremony.
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Robert Mularic peeks into a bright red Christmas ditty bag at Grace Lutheran Church
in Prospect Heights as Mrs. William Ziebell of Des Plaines and Mrs. Robert Eklund of
Mount Prospect, president of the Grace Ludrfran Church Women, explain what it contains.

.

,

As a service project, a dozen bags were filled and will be seal to Vietnam in time for Christmas.

of the donated items and they., in turn make sure the boxes ate given out
Mrs. Elmer Stringham, Mrs. Wilbur Schlag, Mts. Arthtne Larteloh and Mrs. directly. Members of the Prospect Heights Woman's Club base adopted Dennis
Donald Roberts help Mrs. John Brierton fill the boxes destined for holidays Francl and the unit of Sgt. C.N. Haney 61m is floss ionic on leave.
in Vietnam. A huge red, white and blue barrel is waiting to be filled at
The Prospect Da) office, 117 S. Main. Sons of members are the recipients
not forgotten local churches
asked the public to help sup- 2 boxes a month for over 2 needed:
BY DOLORES 11AUG11
to the
Women's Ed or

What are you doing for the

fighting men in Vietnam?

Would you like to do

something to make their
little brighter?
a
Then, drop into The Prospect
Day office and help fill the
bright Vietnam barrel.
Christmas

gAum

JY-A

Friday, October 18. 1968

a op Julj gatuttgi_ tit tp

Mrs. John Brierton.

Page 5
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La a tit tail 0 u g

chairman for the Prospect

Heights Woman's Club, has

ply needed items to be sent to

White sox, razors and

years.

distribution.

The club inspired many

The Women's Club inspired
children at local schools to
write personal messages and

other.; in the 7th District
Illinois Federation to follow
its example.. The rnerni.ers

have conducted an annual
Christmas for Servicemen
Booth at Randhurst. This year

servicemen for holiday

arc

planning

ahead

blades,

air mail stationery.
playing cards, small games.

holidays. At Grace Lutheran
Church in Prospect 'Heights.

canned delicacies. peanuts.
unpopped corn and gum. No
chocolate candy should be

women are making Up special

ditty hags filled with
toothbrush. for

If

any

businessmen

kta-

tionery. etc. Enough malcr.ials
was collected to coniplc.c owl

given.
have

have been sealing packages

the booth will open Nov. 29,

Prosool

The bat rel at The Day is
open for donations now.

picked up, contact Mrs.
Brierton at 537-6535.

If you want to make your
Christmas more meaningful,
act now. Santa takes a long

HERE ARE the items

MAKING SURE the boys arc

time to reach the front lines.

every mo,ith. The.i La

originated Stith
Heights Wontak's Club.

30 and Dec. 1,6,7 and 8.

TOE GROUP has averaged

donations which have to be

a dozen bags.

Kathyrn Farleigh Weds
Douglas H. Schuemann
A couple that met at
Millikin University have

Creative
Mood For
Christmas

returned to school there as
husband and wife.

Kathryn Lynn Farleigh,

of Mr. and Mrs.

daughter

Frank Farleigh, Mount

Prospect. became the bride of
Douglas Henry Schuemann,

son of 'Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Schuemann, Northbrook, on
The Southminster
Aug. I
.

Presbyterian Church was
decoratai with baskets of
white mums and gladiolas for

Three members of the Gift Boutique Committee, Mrs. Charles Youse, chairman; Mrs.
Peter Baron; and Mrs. Gerald Morin, combine
their talents to create Christmas angels to be
available at the Mount Prospect Welcome
rs lunc heon fashion s
WagOn New
Saturday Oct. 24. Also ,in the Boutique will

the 8 p.m. candlelight, double ring ceremony.

Dr. William T. Jones

performed the ceremony.

Sorority sister front Pi Beta
Phi, Edie Price, sang The
Lord's Prayer, accompanied
by Mrs. Wylc Wright.

be hand -made %%caring anitarel for women and
children, and home accessories of all types. The

affair, open to the public, will be held at Seven
Eagles Restaurant in Des I'laines. Tickets at
$3.50 may be reserved by calling Mrs. Youse
at 255-8148.

A CHAPEL train flowed

5'

from the bride's ivory organza
over peau de soic gown. Victorian lace edged the bodice,
champagne applique accented
with pearls was repeated on

her pillbox headpiece. Her

flowers were a cascade of an
orchid, carnations and ivy.

Maid of honor Mary Ken-

La Leche
League

Looking For
Atmosphere

Meets
Theme of thiS month's La
Leche League meeting is "The

Dance Club Steps
Into New Season Sat.
More than 70 couples will
kick-off the fifth season for
the Mount Prospect Dance
Club this Saturday night, at
the Inverness Country Club,

Art of Breastfeeding and
Overcoming Difficulties." The according to president couple.
meeting will be held Oct. 23 Pat and Bill Mottweiler.
The opening affair, first of
at 8:30 p.m. in the Mount
Prospect home of Mrs. Em- four for the group, will be
mett Collister, 609 S. William.

Some of the topics to be
discussed at this informal
gathering of nursing and expectant mothers are how to

prepare yourself for

breastfeeding. nursing the
newborn in the hospital, and
the first few days at home.

Breastfeeding in special

circumstances, such as nursing twins, the premature baby,
caesarean section. will
and
also be discussed.

Anyone interested in learning more about breastfeeding
is invited. Babies are always'

welcome. For any further information, call Mrs. Collister
at 259-5225.

Pi Beta Pi
Sale Tuesday
The Arrowcraft Sale and
Decorating committee members Miss Carolyn Bischof of fashion show sponsored by the
Palatine; Mrs. Dennis Mitchell, Arlington Heights; Mrs. John
Kilroy, Mount Prospect; and Mrs. Kenneth Cooke of Evanston
gather cornstalks for the annual "Anniversary Waltz" to be
held at The Addolorate Villa Saturday. Bob. Keck will provide

Arlington

of Dundee Rd. on Route 83.

Heights Rd.

Heights Alumnae

Club of Pi Beta Phi -will be
held Tuesday. Oct. 22, from
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the

the music..and tickets are available at the door or may be Arlington Heights Masonic
obtained by calling 2964428. The villa is located just north Temple. 1104 S. Arlington

nedy's floor -length gown was
fashioned of champagne silk

preceded by the traditional
reception for members hosted

by the director couples, Ann
and Bill Borst, Inez and Alex

Casper, Maryjane and Jim
Holmes, 'Barbara and Tom

O'Brill, Lorrie and Frank
Parks, Dorothy and Paul
Spiewak, and Doris and

Howard Van Schaick. in ad-

January

Old Orchard Country Club,
an April swing at NordiC Hills
Country Club, and the dinner-.

dance finale next June at
Seven kegles Restaurant.'

breath.

Glenn Schuemann, brother of

Six bridesmaids, Mrs. Anne

Farleigh, sister-in-law of the

the

get-together at

moire. She carried blushing

pink daisies and baby's

dition to the Mottweilers.
Future dates include the
.

bride; Susan Hanna; Mrs.
Barbara Bley; Rosemary
Kovacs; Jane Schuentrin.
groom, and'
sister of the
Margaret Williamson wore
gowns identical to the maid of
honor. Four -year -old nephew
Thomas carried the rings for
the couple.

Neu' Reservist
Thomas William Scheffers,

of Mr. and

Mrs.

Thomas Scheffers Sr.,

1001

Jr.,

son

Hemlock, Mount Prospect,

has been sworn into the Naval

Air Reserve at the Glenview
Naval Air Station, Glenview.

MR. AND MRS. DOUGLAS SCHUEMANN

.,t man. Roger Farleigh.
twother of the . bride: Terry
Olive; Gordon Anderson;

med the pink marquee and
canopy in the garden.

The bride, a Prospect High

the groom; George Hanson graduate, is now in her junior
Bryon Melton did the year at Millikin majoring in
and

medical technology. A

ushering.

A reception for 251) guests
was held at the bride's home.
Pink and white gladiolas trilll-

member of Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity, the groom is a
senior majoring in marketing.

Fall Pattern Showing
for the council's
scholarship program.

'designated

"Tailoring Treats with Cot-

ton", a fall fashion show

THE FIRST showing at

THE BRIDE'S mother presented by the Northwest
wore a long, azalea pink, silk Suburban Panhellenic Council
crepe gown with a white will feature McCalls patterns
in sizes from 8 to 16. It will
orchid.
An 'ice blue, raw silk dress, be presented Tuesday. Oct.
beaded in silver and white. 29, at St. Simon's Episcopal
was chosen by the groom's Church, 717 Kirchoff- Rd.,
Arlington Heights. Proceeds
mother.

alumnae modeling clothes

they have made and at the 8
p.m. show, high school girls

will show their creations.
Dessert will he served at tables
decorated with giant sewing

Stephen Hurst served as from the show have been

baskets.

PTA Leaders to Study Changing Society
chairman, introducing the

responsibility has in this

Structure of Change", is based

Changing Society".

on extensive experience and
knowledge of legislative procedure, and recognition of the

THE CONFERENCE will
vote this year for a District

Following the main
spe,,ker, school ad-

Director to serve in 1969-70.

with
modernization
state government.

and parent teacher leaders will
participate in a buzz session
regarding the change in socie-

Three hundred fifty

educators and PTA leaders

speaker at the 6 p.m. dinner
meeting. Her subject, "The

will study and discuss a changing society at the
Fourth Annual Fall Conference of PTA District 37.

need 'for change and

next Monday at Old Orchard

Country Club in Mount
Prospect:

Mrs. Barry Norton of

Chicago, Illinois PTA legislation chairman and Springfield
lobbyist, will be the featured

the

MRS. CHARLES Green of

Mount Prospect, director of

District 37, will act as

theme, "PTA Plans for a

Minisi:ators, board members

change.

It is

the first election to be

held at the Annual Conference.

ty and what rolethe Constitu-

Schaumburg Area Council
of PTAs will serve as host for
the meeting, under the direc-

munity services, and citizen

Council president.

tional Convention, com-

I

p.m. will feature sorority

tion of Mrs. Ray Badal.

IDE
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Puppy Still eeds ew o e,
So o is Friends at Kay's

LEFT --The world looks
like a pretty lonely place to
a little dog without a home.

to the pound and took him

Puppy" is still looking for

home

a home

Shc wanted to give him to
her daughter and son-in-law,

The tan and white mixed
breed pup found several hundred friends is hen his picture
appeared a few weeks ago in

Here "Puppy" tells his

troubles to Virginia Smith

even though the couple
already own a dog She

the Day

couldn't keep him herself,

But hr still has not found
anyone to call his own

ment

because she lives in an apart-

I he daughter loved

who, with her husband,
manages Kay's Animal
Shelter in Arlington Heights.

i

a pet outside is one thing, but
a pet inside is something else

Pup-

py" and so did the couple's
dog, but the son-in-law said
two dogs was one too many
and that left "Puppy- out in

DAY READERS took an
interest in "Puppy'', when he

was photographed in the
police lock -up after he was

found wandering alone

again.
Sonic dogs have been tossed

from cars by people who

didn't want them, and

the cold again.

The woman, rather than
The cell was used to con- return the pup to the pound
fine him only for a short time where she feared he would be
until police could take him to destroyed, took him to Kay's
the nearby animal hospital us- Animal Shelter in Arlington
ed as a pound for stray Heights.
He arrived there on a Frianimals.
The Day reported that day and on Sunday he went
unless the three -month -old home with new owners. It was
dog was claimed within six love at first sight, all around.
But a little more than a
days, probably he would be
he only sad story at Kay's.
desi oi'ved. Dozens of callers week later. "Puppy" was hack
phoned the police, the Day, at Kay's. The people who had There are as many as there are
the :inimal hospital and city adopted him had been cold noses and waggy tails.
About 20 to 25 dogs a day
hall. All voiced concern for transferred out of state and
though few of- had no house to go to. They are brought in and left at the
the
fered any kind of a home for would be staying in a motel shelter, located at Hintz and
until they got settled in the Arlington Heights Rd.
hint.
The shelter places between
However, one woman new' town, and there was no

sometimes they arrive after

downtown in Des Plaines.

unable to hear the thought of
the dog being destroyed, went

place for a dog.

He's still there, and his isn't

neighbors complain to the
authorities about the animal
being treated cruelly.
For whatever reasons, they

wind up at Kay's, cared for
by Mr. and Mrs. James Smith,

who manage the shelter for
Maxwell of
Lloyd
Mts.
Highland Park.
goats, hogs, skunks, raccoons,
geese and, after Easter. ducks
and chicken,

WHY DO they get there?

Mostly, it's because school is
out and people don't want to
bother with a pet when they

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT

there are alligators, monkeys,

felt they fleeciest such a stopping -off place in their journey
between masters.
Donations to the shelter,

which are tax deductible, are
its only support.

again and mother is going to

from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m., seven
days a week. Visiting hours
for adopting a pet are from

work and no one will be home
to take care of a pet; cir
because winter is coming and

to 45 dogs in residence and
to 30 cats. Occasionally,

25

because she loved animals and

go away on vacation; or
because school is starting

10 and 20 dogs a day in new
homes. Usually there are 40

Mrs. Maxwell started the
not-for-prMt shelter in 1952

Kay's receives animals

1 to 5 p.m. each day.

There's a sign on the wall
at

the shelter that says, "A

dog has lots of friends because
Tie wags his tail instead of his
longue."

"Tiger", a "mostly chitin:11mi with 'a little terrier on the side" seems tio be saying that
hanging On tight to Day reporter Lois
it's a long way down for a pup as little as he is.
Czubakowski. "Tiger", new two months old, was only a week old when lie arrived, with
his mother, at Kay's Animal Shelter.

There are a lot of waggy
tails at Kay's Animal Shelter.

COLOUR MATES
GREAT NEW TURTLENECK FROM ENGLAND
Handsome new turtleneck, made in England by
Alan Paine. Fully fashioned, in an exciting array
of original colours.

The Northwest Suburb's most versatile
Restaurant, Lounge, Banquet & Special Party Facilities

OPEN 7 DAYS ... 10 A.M. 'TILL CURFEW

DAVVYNnioNs

Effeole:Es.
or'
r, It

c-rAs; v

LEFT --Anyone for a cage
full of kittens? You can take

F

r0 GE r MOteE rot

S v.4C-SNE'v

home the whole kit n'

kaboodle, or any one of them.
All are guaranteed to be good
mousers is soon as they

grow to be bigger .than the

ELEGANT DINING
COCKTAIL LOUNGE SUNDAY NITE BUFFET
PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS

mice

-ntzzn
PARLOR

411115,

'Ind may be in-

terviewed for these positions
at Kay's Animal Sheller.

suit

tte.rxIbtle

how; c

Ite's F

Fl MlislIthl Rli

OF', PI /1trif

/010

,

P0s1

R11,,-

FFMAN FCIAIFS

-

LEFT --A death in the fami-

ly made it impossible for
41'?t4

sr'

EAT, DRINK,

"Sniffy", a Pug dog, to remain

AND BE MERRY'

in

Qt-

the home where he was

raised. The four year old dog

,

wails for someone who prefers

a rather aristocratic type to

SHAKEYS

adopt him at Kay's.

Friday & Saturday Evenings
in the cocktail lounge

°woe

ot)

goohi

TRIO
FEATURING THE INCOMPARABLE SONG
STYLES OF LOUISE BROOKS

to kc6

Ascot - two-ply pure lambswool sweater. Sizes 38-46

NQA4)!

$1'7.00

Aintree - featherweight pure wool shirt. Sizes S, M, L, XL

ALL WAYS BEST

$16.00

Call for Reservations and Banquet Details

kitmostevfA,
CANDIES

CL 5-4300

THE BEAUTIFUL

Ca/eated

J. SVOBODA SONS
"Mmt,:d. $tot4.-

Rohlwing Rd. (Rt: 53) at Euclid Rd.
Arlington Heights,

U.S. Plywood
Weldwood

12 SOUTH DUNTON AVENUE

Craftsman Paneling

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

Weldwood Craftsman

OPEN MON. it THURS. EVENINGS

uine

hardwood

is

gen-

paneling

...

alive with beautiful grain patand subtle texture ...
designed for. living. Enjoy it's
terns

-1,2E ,T8

beauty, warmth and drama all
yearlong!

to- our friends'

Included in every package of
Weldwood Craftsman Paneling is a "Life of the Home"
guarantee that assures your
satisfaction of this beautiful
paneling.

O

COMMEMORATIVE ILLINOIS

REMINENEM

\

SPECIAL!

RACK

Rustic Walnut

AN,10,-;IV

Celebrating Illinois' 150th anniversary as a state, this special
medallion depicts progress from 1818 to 1968, with the state seal
on the reverse side. The sesquicentennial medallion, designed by
the noted Illinois Sculptor Trygve Rovelstad of Elgin, makes a
handsome historical keepsake that you and your family will long treasure!
In support of the state-wide sesquicentennial celebration, the Banks and
Savings & Loan Associations of Illinois are offering the medallion to
the public on a non-profit basis. Medallions are available nowhere else.
So get yours now (at cost) from the Bank or Savings & Loan Association
that regularly serves you I

4'x8' x1/4" Panel
FRONT

ONLY

Classic Size: (2'4" diameter)
Bronze

Regularly $19.00

$5.00

-

They ere sometime available in 1111111
including ciroportianate numbers of
bronze medallions.

HOURS:

Mon., Thurs.,
o.rn. to
8:30 p.m.
Tues., Wed.,
Fri.,

This message, in behalf of the Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission,
is brought to you as a public service by:

a a.m. to
5:30 p.m.
Sat., 8 O.m.
to 3
Closed
.

COOK COUNTY COUNCIL OF
ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION / ILLINOIS SAVINGS & LOAN LEAGUE /
INSURED SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS

Sundoy

DUFFY- EVANS
LUMBER & PLYWOOD

$1.85
LB. BOX
1

2 I.B. BOX $3.60
MANY ASSORTMENTS...
TO GIVE AND ENJOY

Discover the Better Buys & Better Ideas At

Pocket Size: (1%" diameter)
Bronze
81.00
NOTE: Silver marathons ere Smiled.

$12"

MT. PROSPECT 514 E. Northwest Hwy.

CL 5-714'(

MONEY?
Just use
your

PARK RIDGE 115 North Clifton

TA 3-5195

Midwest
Bank Card

FREE DELIVERY Of Orders over $15 --FREE ESTIMATES (Bring Exact Measurements)

20 8. Dunton Ct.

Arlington Heights
Phone CL 9-1450

I IIE

DAY
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Getting Ready For January

2d Time Around

.Puts Aspiring Thespians
hrough Their Paces
the role he or she would like
to 'play and each is allowed
to sing any song they'd like

By Catherine O'Donnell
It is sometimes difficult to
remember the agony that goes

first. That is followed by
a rendition of a vocal from
at

info the birth of a stage pro-

On The Town.

duction It was all too evident

There were at least three
people who sang like angels
and confessed they could not

in the auditions held by the

Best Off Broadway players
for their winter production of
On The Town

read a note.

music director Gordon

when the notes went up or

One man said he only knew

Director Richard Tyler and

down. He had a tine voice.

Palmer had their hands full as
60 people of all age groups appeared for the first audition at
Pioneer Park Tuesday night.

Solomon to give the nod of

In fact. it will he interesting
to see just who does get into
the show. There is enough
talent in the BOB to double cast the musical which contains such all time favorites

approval to any one
The casting is done with the

York," "Some Other Time.'

There was so much talent
present that it would take a

E tCH ONE can

The Ears
When Roger Wagner lifted

A pastime as old as civilizais winemaking, and interest in it is being renewed

waiting for it to drop so that

the music could begin.

Wagner stopped suddenly and
turned around in amazement.

TYLER'S assistant is Sarah

Levin who sat at a long table

the back of the fleeting
room with him and music

in

director Palmer. Palmer is the

new music director for the
First Presbyterian Church in
Arlington Heights.

said, was for My Fair Lady,

noise

in this country with the

publication of more and more

determines the flavor of the
wine, more so than the pro-

books on the art.

cess.

Winemaker's Handbook." It
supplies the beginner with the

basics all the way up to the

There was quick scurrying

that the doors could be

closed and the concert could
go on

Arlington Heights Community
the

Concert s first performance of
the year last Monday evening.

varieties of white grapes, and

three of red, blue, or black.

Library has the "Home

by with a great amount of

reference during the process.
In Illinois, there are nine

tion

The Mount Prospect Public

It WA at that exact moment
that a commuter train passed

at

leotards.

a memorable production.

BY LAURIE ROSSI

his baton and the audience sat

It happened

just darling in their tights and

President of BOB is Fran
Pitchford, who when she isn't
singing and dancing, is the
wife of Arlington High School
Coach, Tom.

Stage manager for this

musical will he Lynn Jessen

who sang the

most specific distinctions.
The authors advise the best
places and conditions for processing wine, and give sources

for obtaining winemaking
supplies.

It

also

has

a glossary of

terms and tables necessary for

It is the species of grape that

Since red wine is easier to
make, it is recommended for
the beginner.

A head of a household can
make 200 gallons of tax-free
wine. However, he should obtain two copies of form 1541
from the address printed in
the book.

\Wine is becoming in-

The

THE AUDITIONS corn-

mittee includes Larae
Biesterfeld who is chairman
and Beth Vanderboom, Angie
Anderson and Louise Szydlo.

The second audition was
held last night at Hashrook
Center on Maude Av. There

was more of that wonderful
sound of music that makes
BOB so distinctive.

On The Town will

be

in

rehearsal until January. Open-

ing night will be on Jan. 24.
It will run for two weekends
and six performances.

they know exactly which types
go with particular foods.

Actually, authorities say

there are no rules as such, only recommendations regarding
which wines have been found
to go better with certain meats

and fish. The final decision is
left to individual taste.

The library has books for

the person simply interested in
wine as an accent to meals or

Tickets On
Sale For Mary
Tickets are now on sale to

the public for the Village
Theatre, Inc.'s first pro-

Il

duction of the season, Mary,
Mary.

The play will he given at

Arlington High School
auditorium on Fri., Sat. and
Sun., Oct. 25 through the 27.
It will he repeated on Fri.
and Sat., Nov. 1 and 2.

An Easter Lily takes a new lease on life, and blooms for the second time in 1968. This

one is in the garden of Mrs. Kenneth A. Hull, 713 S. Mutton, Arlington Heights. Horticulturists
say normal blooming time of plant not forced for Easter display is August or September.

The box office number is
CL 9-3200 or CL 5-2669.

a drink alone. "In Praise of

Wine" and "The World of

0010YEAR

Wines" are two worth looking
up.

The

library hours are 9
Monday -

a.m. to 9 p.m.

creasingly popular in cooking;

through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturdays, and 2 to 5

comfortable with wines unless

p.m. on Sundays.

yet many people feel un-

in

lead

King and I last spring.

Library Has Advise on How
To Make Or to Enjoy Wines

Train
Strains

so

beginning to look good.
The gals in the chorus were

to another room and started
the dance routines by moving

CHOREOGRAPHER

choose

The male material looked
raw to this viewer but before
the evening ended, they were

Carol Walker took a group in-

and "Lucky to Be Me."

delivered by potential thespians It is followed by an
audition of the singers.

looked like a jogging club.

"You wouldn't believe the
budget on this show," said
Roy Quid, refusing to name
the figure. Roy is production
manager for On The Town.
The highest budget on one
of their productions so far, he

as "Lonely Town," "New

tryout of speaking parts

everyone around until they

"-dt

STORM DAMAGE
Thurs. - 9 to 8:30
Fri. - 9 to 8:30

Sat. - 8:30 to 430

SAL

OCT.

17 - 18 - 19

The Insurance Company Settled With Us ...
now we're passing the savings to YOU!

Monticello

Inverness

CHIP 'N DENT
Dryers DE 516 White REG. $145.00

Dishwashers SM500D2 White REG. $269.00

Dishwashers SP391C1Ihite REG. $187.50

NOW $168.00
NOW $129.00

Dishwashers SF700C1 White REG. $299.00

NOW $199.00

Dishwashers SF701D White. REG. $314.00

NOW $229.00
NOW $139.95
NOW $210.00
NOW $124.95
NOW $130.95

Dishwashers SC800C White REG. $308.00

If Thomas Jefferson moved to Chicago,
he'd buy a homesite in Inverness

j

Thomas Jefferson would feel right at home here.
He'd be irresis'ibly drawn to the rolling Inverness
countryside so reminiscent of his own Virginia es tate He'd be pleased with the superb architectural
details of gracious Inverness homes that faithfully
reflect the classic traditional design he created for
his own Monticello. And as a gentleman who knew
how to enjoy his leisure, he'd delight in the private

stables and miles of tree.shaded bridle paths, the

Washers WA1030 White REG. $259.00
Ref. TAIOSC White REG. $154.95

you'd like to get away from "postage stamp" lots;
uninspired, massproduced homes and jammed

Ref. TA10DC Copper REG. $179.95

recreational facilities, drive out to magnificent Inverness. All homesites are an acre or more, from

Reg. TB14SC White (Double Door) REG. $276.00

A few prestige homes are available due to transfers.

nverness
THE VILLAGE

WITH A HERITAGE

Arthur T McIntosh & Company
ESTABLISHED IN MOT

Washers WH800D2 White REG. $159.95

private 18 -hole golf course and swimming pool, and
the community house with a 5 -acre playfield. If

$10,000 to $22,000. Our office is open daily.

FR2.2040
JOS %fest Madison Street Chicago, 1111no1s.60802
Inverness Wier phone, FL 9.1776 Area Code 912

NOW $108.00
NOW $212.00

Ref. TBF15SD White (Double' Door) REG. $344.85

NOW $150.00
NOW $224.95
NOW $258.85

Ref. TBF16AC White (Double Door/Automatic
Ice Maker) REG. $402.00

NOW $296.00

Ref. TAC15CC Copper (Double Door) REG. $320.00

Ref. TBF16AC Copper (Double Door/Automatic
Ice Maker) REG. $405.50

Ref. TCF16DC White (Double Door) REG. $339.00
Ref. TCF-17C White (Double Door) REG. $508.00

NOW $296.00
NOW $256.00
NOW $402.00

GOODYEAR IN ROLLING MEADOWS
3007 KIRCHOFF ROAD

PHONE 255-3600
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Run -For -Your Life

1 0 og Along For Health at Y
arc

Some

dilettantes and

some arc dedicated but they're

all joggers About 150 men

from Des Plaines, Mount
Arlington Heights
and surrounding communities
Prospect.

handball and judo, Rohrbein

"Jogging does not mean

though, to protect our said his wife finds him

program.

Rohrbein, 521 Berkshire in.,

you'll lose weight unless it is
joined with a desirable diet,"
Michaely said. "Since muscle
weighs more- than fat," he

YMCA's run -for -your -life

Increased energy and en-

AUCTION
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20 - 1 P.M.
505-507 E ALGONQUIN RD , ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Household Furniture, Tools, Antique Pieces.
For Particulars Call After Noon Any Day

C111137
1-113.

are enrolled in the third year
of the Northwest Suburban

durance are the main benefits
donning a sweatsuit and trotting around a track provides,
but when the dedicated persist

a 100 -mile club polo shirt

is

the reward.

"WE BUY our own shirts,

amateur standing," Henry
Des Plaines, said.

"I only got the shirt for the
first 100," Rohbrein said, "hut
I've jogged about 290 miles."

Aside from the increased
endurance developed for

ANOTHER 300 -miler,
Arthur Michaely, physical
director of the YMCA, said
increased heart efficiency

onAuctioneer

PH. 824-6283

said, "a redistribution of
weight

is

all you can hope

for."

is

the main benefit of the exercise.

L
SSES
ONE LOW PRICE

Col. Milt Cully Jr.

0.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

"healthier and happier:"

THE YMCA's jogging program is designed to allow the
runners to come at any time
leir distances
and then
ecords fter running.

The YMCA rack has also
been attractin: prospective
Y swim promembers of

The barricade on the YMCA track was a welcome resting
place for Jan Grunwald, 2404 Campbell, Rolling Meadows and
Mary Ellen Geisler, 5 E. Kenneth Av., Prospect Heights.

gram. Several girls have been
jogging to prepare for the
season.

'The spirit is catching and
' David Lee, 1718 Martha in.,

SELF -POLISHING

than just reading the paper

stopwatch makes the exercise
more interesting. He enlists

said.

casionally as a timekeeper:

results are the same: increased

"I have lots more energy at
night and feel like doing more

energy.

finds jogging against a

Mount Prospect, was involved

the program for one day
when he jogged around the
'track while waiting for his
in

the aid of his wife oc-

son.

KENNETH Carlson, 669

FLOOR WAX

Timothy Ln., Des Plaines,

and going to bed," Carlson
Some run each day and
some once a week but the

heart efficiency and more

X-100% CARNAUBA WAX
)WAX CONTENT)

THE WAX USED BY
SCHOOLS - HOSPITALS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
CHURCHES-STORES

00-60

ONE LOW PRICE
NO EXTRA CHARGES
OF ANY KIND

OFFERED FOR HOME USE
Dries to high gloss
Germicidal additive kills germs
Retains luster after washing
Waxes all types of floors
Scuff marks disappear

;Le

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR DiFOCAi LENSES

THE WORLD'S HARDEST

AND RAREST WAX.

THE Aimee Seeft WAX THAT

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES
REGARDLESS OF ,WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED OR SUNGLASS LENSES

BRIGHTENS WITH USE, AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES

REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200

COLOR CONSULTANTS

The Northwest -Community Hospital Auxiliary's 968
Christmas card is held by Mrs. Robert Bierbaum and Mrs.
John Milas Jr. The card will be available at the Pink Lady
Gift Shop at their annual Christmas Bazaar, "BoutiqUe Noel"
Friday,. Oct. 25 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Homebaked pastries

OF FASHION'S NEWEST. FLATTERING FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be
filled in the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

and hod and unusual Christmas items Will also be for .sale.

Reading Adventure

WHAT BETTER PROOF OF OUR QUALITY, SERVICE & PRICE
THAN OUR

'ONEBBER PAINT CO.

,,,,,,,,,,.,,,-;,7.

pletely satisfied with your glasses, we will replace
them or refund your money in full.

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR 43 YEARS

214 N. Denton, Arlington Heights

"GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"

If within six months of purchasedate you are not com-

CI. 34331

Also of 135 Vine, Park Ithiga

c HAI=
LB

OFFICES

MOUNT
PROSPECT.

DOWNTOWN rHICAGO
3 EAST WAS

4GTON

IF YOU WANT YOUR
NEXT HOME TO BE YOUR
CASTLE, SEE A

NORTHWEST SIDE
4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

DOWNTOWN AURORA

REALTOR!

OPEN

SOUTH SIDE
4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL

OAK PARK
1115 LAKE E., REET

BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTH WESTERN
OAK LAWN
87th & CICERO, KORVETTE CTR

broaden their backgrounds. in
such subjects as mythology,
literary characters and

MT. PROSPECT

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

legends.

.11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE

WAUKEGAN

1825 WEST GLEN FLORA

7

DOWNTOWN ELGIN
1 5 *DOUGLAS STREET

MONDAY AND THURSDAY NIGHTS 'TILL 8.00 P.M.

Many colleges are taking a
similar interest in the pre -college student by preparing suggested reading lists which will

broaden his general

knowledge of various periods

and' familiarize him with

a

The University of Tulsa has

compiled their list or books
for the' pre-aillege student to
merely "read
HuckleberryFinn"
Clemens. "Alice's Adventures

In Wonderland" by Lewis
Hermann Melville.

Ernest Hemingway's "A
Farewell to Arms" or "The
Old Man and the Sea" will introduce the reader to the style
and theme of one of the twen-

tieth century's

Gives us a chance to become acquainted.

Perhaps you've heard that along with
Regular Haircutting' (shear and comb),
much of our time is devoted to:

Hair rinsing(covering grey)
Toupee Fitting

'Nadi 711."

%

REAL

merb

REALTORS

OPEN 9 to 9

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

In Arlington Heights

253-2460

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1 1 1 1 S Arlington Heights Rd.
(Opening Oct. 1st)

956-1500

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza
13 S. Wolf Rd. (Opening Oct. 1st)

I

SEE OUR

299-0082

auto 00 001110004

Hammitt ADVIUMillte

fered those troubled with excessive dandruff
problems. Corrective grooming services for

HO*

The Home Buyers,

bestseller.

FOR A CHANGE of mood
try EdgarAllen Poe's"Poems
and Selected Tales." The four of the
volume "History
English Speaking People- appears as Winston Churchill's

representative. Thornton

San Luis Rey," "Ides of

do not expect a future 'student
to have read every hook listed
but bellevc that reading even
some of them will broaden his

confined to _prose alone. A

three

titles, "The Bridge of

March" or "Three Plays."

But teading should not be

sampling of poetry. by John
Keats, William Butler Yeats,

Rudyarf Kipling, John

Milton, William Sfakespeare,

falsely consider them
children's hooks "Gulliver's
Travels" by Jon4han Swift;

"The Adventures of
flume concentration

the

as

Carl Sandburg and Robert
Frost is suggested by every

college. The best way to acyourself with these
yourself with these
Louis Untermeyer, for one.

quaint
quaint

has compiled several collections.

In an attempt to round out

reader ponders its context on
sin, redemption and God

a general background .in

"I

Tulsa suggests Aesop's
"Fables," King Arthur or

I

literature

the

University

of

Robin Hood legends, and the
Holy Bible. Other suggestions
are "The Republic" by Pluto,

Wayne Brennan
WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER

"The Divine CoMedy" by

392.4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Dante and Homer's "Iliad" or
"Odyssey."

few other titles, "Rats, Lice
and History" by Hans Zinsser;
"What is Science'?" James R.
Newman as well as Neivrnan's

kaoa/zt
Dinner- Playhouse

P.S. Ask about our Gift Certificates
and have free coffee with us.

"SERVICE WITH A STYLE!"

Oct. 1.20

Tradition,- by Richard

ANN
MILLER
`Glad Tidings'

otot
Mt. Prospect.

Hofstadter.

AT LEAST one boisik on

mythology should be included, one author being.
Edith Hamilton. When a
change of pace is desired try

Sophisticated Comedy.

Ben Botkin's "Treasury of

Oct. 22- Nov. 10

American Folklore."
At this point it would be
difficult to find one book

PAMELA MASON
'The Pleasure of His Company'

with Portland Mason

Make an appointment ... 392-3950

and the
Imagination" coauthored
with Edward Kasuer and
"The American. Political

"Mathematics

Visit our HEADquarters for a better insight!

Luncheon Matinee Wednesdays
Phone orders 5844454 Chicago
No. 2614943. Tickets on sale
at Playhouse Box Office. Also
et Ticket Central, Lowes, 212

N. Michigan & Alt Montgomery
Ward 8 Crawford Stores.
.

DATRN"auf'

Farm" and "1984" are amazingly as timely as any current

Indiana University added a

Our staff are not only LICENSED BARBERS,
but also advanced HAIRSTYLISTS, devoted
to their professions.

135 W. Prospect Ave.,

two books, "The Animal

Dostoevsky offers food for ge-

Punishment" by Fyodor

those with unruly hair or cowlicks.

358-5560

728 E Northwest Hwy.

In Prospect Heights

Competent analysis, advice and treatment is of-

pectations." George Orwell's

Wilder is suggested in any of

Razor -Cutting
Styling and Shaping

rta

most in-

5111 L TOPPING ,ill the
lists are the traditional standards, though many readers

ti

ter": the writings of Charles

fluential authors. "Crime and

horizon

GLAD WE
CAUGHT YOUR EYE!

gested, Nathaniel

Carroll and "Moby Dick" by

perspective and intellectual

galoy, of buying a 90-i oom chateau, see Kemmerly
irst

Listing Service

Dickens, "David Copperfield," "A Talc of Two
Cities- or "Great Ex.

many people who may have
curtailed a formal education
are taking the opportunity to

expel t 11 is experience and knowledge can work for
So whether you'Ie selling a three room'bunyou

Ilember M1IAP irtaltiple

Hawthorne's "The Scarlet Let-

repeatedly appear.

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

WEST SIDE
6001,W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

1 ou couldn t buy or sell your castle as smoothly
and el tioently as a Realtor That's his job, to be an

',tendon. Nortlujeht Suburban
Board of Realtors

certain books or authors

paperback editions and the
of libraries,
convenience

9515 S. WESTERN

31 NORTH BROADWAY

With winter approaching

Surprisingly on all these lists

1074 MT. PROSPECT

NORTH SIDE
3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY
1324 MILWAUKEE

wide range of authors.

many families will be spending their evenings reading a
good book. Today, thanks to

TELEPHONE: 259-9456

Old Favorites are still sug,.

BY FRANCES ALTMAN

.

alone to complete any reading
list.
Instead, continue your own
.

reading program by adding
several authors thus far not

ameiltioried, Somerset

Maugham, Scott Fitzgerald or
today,
those still writing
Pearl Buck, William Faulkner
or Daphne du Maurier. i

Start Golden Age
Group at Community
r.
xrt

t
/

Rev. Johanson Installed
At Des Plaines First

The head table at the recent Charter Luncheon of the Mount
Prospect Extensiobeer, included Mrs. Florence McClain, Rev.

Elmer Fischer, Mrs. Walter Meyer, John Zimmerman,

representing Major Dan Congreve, Rev. Gilbert Bowen, pastor

of the Mount Prospect Community Presbyterian Church,

k.

Edward Carlson and Fred Wilson.

cc's

.4 A

Religion

"

D

Experimental

Niles Community Church, and pastOred the New Got-

and Earl Hilland,

Vice moderator. The Rev.
George M. Ekstrom presided

and The Rev. Henry

Ninety-five junior high age
young people are enrolled in
a new experimental program
of intensive education at the

responsibilities in the church

The Rev. Richard J. Zim-

Oct. 20 at Our. Saviour's Church Women, will consist
Lutheran Church in Arlington

of a snack supper at 5 p.m.

to

have the maturity to take this

The. Rev. Mr. Zimmerman
is a native of Stratford. Conn.,
and is presently residing in

Heights.

miting one's life to Jesus

Christ, and the ability to deal
with ethical issues and work
toward solutions to personal
and social problems.

PROGRAMMED learning,
individual research projects,
and field trips are used to
reinforce the development of
skills. Courses are taught by

Film
For
Youth

family are engaged in studies
preparing them for overseas

missionary work. In Dec.,

Tony Lanzillo, son of Mr.

The Social Ministry Com-

mittee of the Lutheran
Church of the Cross, 2025 S.

Award from South Baptist
Church in Mount Prospect.

Goebert Rd., Arlington.
Heights, is sponsoring the

Worship E. Church School

Chicago and received his A.B.

Nursery

Prospect High School.

At College

"Black Like Me" will

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
E. Quinn, 430 S. Ridge, Arl-

be

shown to the youth during
their meetings Sunday, Oct.

ington Heights, is one of 302
new students at Transylvania
College in Lexington, Ken.

ANOTHER unique feature 20, at 6 p.m. All youth are
of the program for junior high invited to this showing.

Calendar of Events

Des Plaines. 7:30 p.m.

MONDAY

Mount. Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard
Country Club. 12:15 p.m.

MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community
Center. I p.m.
Girl Scouts Community Leaders Meeting, St.
Mark Lutheran Church, I p.m.
Senior. Citizens, Mount Prospect Community
Center. 7:30 p.m.

Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Mount

Prospect Community Center, 7:45 p.m.

Malaysia to serve as a pastor

E -Hart Girls, board meeting, Mount

Grove, 10:30 - 3 p.m.
Ladies of the Moose 660, VFW Hall, 8 p.m.

Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club, Mount
Prospect Community Center. 8 p.m.

THURSDAY
Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, Drop In

Center. Community Presbyterian Church,
10:30 - 3 p.m.

Mularie, treasurer.

month at 8 p.m.; and Mary

cradle roll; Mrs. Ed

Wicklund, librarian; Mrs.
Kehr, membership;
Mrs. Tom Wiebe, nursery;

Richard

Mrs. Gene DiBlasi, publicity
and historian; Mrs. William
Ziebell, service; Mrs. Frank

Franz, and Mrs. Hubert

Pionke, ways and means cochairmen.

St. John

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillips

Linarnurn.Nli. Proqrrri

Nee. Ir aldeniar

Strinifort,

"Bring Christ to Others'.

Paralysis of Guilt

weekend. The Pastor and his
family were greeted by many
members and friends from all
parts of the country including

xclumwEvir

vERAVIrealluKurn

300 N. ELMHURST - MT. PROSPECT

Pastor's parents. The con-

JEROME ENGSETH, PASTOR - 255.4671

9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:00 p.m. Evening Meeting

Mr. Rushing and his family
with a stereo console.

Nur.ry

"Fishing for Men"
Evening

"Let's talk about Television"

Lutheran'

CHURCH

the

Church of the Cross '

Sunday School
A.M.

Bible
speaks. to you

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

Larry D. Cartford

,

Worship Service
9:00 and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

"A Ribbon of Blue"
Evening Service
7:00

Nursery Provided at Both Scenic.,

'hole Ou Ottly eoccem.

I))

2025 S. GOEBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

"God's Provision
For Ail'

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

Nursery Provided For

WJJD (1160 KO 7:00 AM
W15 (890 Kc) - 8:00 AM
WCER (050 KO- 9:00 AM

WAIT (820 Kc) 9:30 AM

Heights Newcomers Club, Old

IN PARK RIDGE
625 BUSSE HIGHWAY
698.3368

Harper College Board Meeting, 1200 W.
Algonquin Rd.. 8 p.m.

AU Service

Pastor: Albert A. Lurch
CL 3-2407

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
bzie: 392-1 71 2

Subtirban Aquarist Society, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 7:30 p.m.
TOPS. of the Evening, ,Bank of, Rolling

- 3 p.m.
VFW Prospect Post 1337, family fish dinner,
5:30 - 8 p.m.

Meadows, 7:30 p.m.
Prospective Waist -sways, Friedrichs Funeral
Home, 7:30 p.m.

8 p.m.

VFW Prospect Post 1337, social meeting.

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL
STREET

CHURCH
' PASTORS

E.A. Zeile

Clifford Kaufmann.

J. E. Golisrh
Worship Hours 8:00, 9:30, 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
Christian Day School . Kindergarten Thru 8th

:limed Toward. Shri ring the Jay.

&gun- FUNERAL HOMES
IN CHICAGO,
5303 N. WESTERN AVENUE

561- 687 4

St. Viator's Mothers Club, St. Viator's High

may be, you can
No matter what your church affiliation
depend upon us for services that are appropriate in
every respect.

FRIDAY'
Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Ceramics.
Day. Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30

Pastor

phone 437-5141

9 ' 5 Worship
Morning
10:50

SUNDAY
"The Healing
of Hate"

7

BAPTIST

ble study.

Brake

Orchard Country Club. 8 p.m.

l lothIler rot,
Morning

each month at 8 p.m. for Bi-

Pastor ,.

8:00 10:30
No Communion
Missionary Sunday

Worship.Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
Child Care and Church School
9:15 and 11:00 a.m.

niversary with the Prospect
Heights Baptist Church last

Circle. the second Wednesday

Tel. 437.3223 4:19.0412
Sunday School and aim. Cass
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

HOURS,

The Rev. Robert Rushing

celebrated his 10th An-

first Wednesday of each

Lutheran Church
11011

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-311 I

PASTORS

gregation presented the Rev.

are: Mrs. Arlyn Hedin, education: Mrs. Steve Schoeben,

Mount Prospect Lions Club, VFW Hall, 7

p.m.
Prospect

School, 8:30 p.m.

Wheeling Township Democratic Woman's
Organization, 735 W. Dundee Rd., Wheeling,
'8 p.m.
Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines,
International, Community Church of Rolling

Church

The Churchwomen divided
into four monthly circles:

at 8 p.m.; Rebecca Cirme, she

- 3 p.m.

Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights,

TUESDAY

Community
Presbyterian

Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Drop In

Loan, 8:15 p.m.

meeting. administration building, 8:15 D.m.

Rev. Albert Hurd, Guest Speaker

a surprise visit from the

Chairmen of committees

Center, Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30

Center, 8 p.m;

Mount Prospect School District 57 board

Pastor Keith Davis

9:15 and 10:45. Church School -Morning Worship

May.

Bethany Circle meets the
president; Mrs. Don Wiley, first Thursday of each month
vice-president; Mrs. Guy DixI p.m.; Martha Circle. the
on, secretary, and Mrs. Ray at
first Tuesday of each month

Wheeling Township Woman's Republican
Organization, Mount Prospect Community Organization, Arlington Heights Savings &

8 p.m.

Henricks at C15-0979.

members of the

Elk Grove Township Democratic Woman's

Arlington Heights Chapter SPEBSQSA,

827-7229

Rand and Central

During the program, the

Grace IN )itten Elect

WEDNESDAY

Any organization wishing to be listed should Prospect Community Center. 9:30 a.m.
Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Drop In
call Mrs. Helen Becker. CL 3-7469. Deadline
Center, Ranch Mart Shopping Center, Buffalo
for listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.

SUNDAY
Fifth Wheelers, Trinity Lutheran Church,

Providence Road

did graduate work in public

church will have sitter service
for small children and a book

Mother -Daughter Banquet in

Mary Ellen Quinn,

Night. 7-12 Pioneer Park. Arlington Heights.

9,30 a.m.& II,00 o.m.

North Park Seminary in

Lutheran

award that can be earned in Churchwomen's Organization
the Boy Scout organization of Grace Evangelical
and requirements take from Lutheran Church in Prospect
12 to 18 months to fulfill. Heights for the 1968-69 year

Bartlett, Mrs. Charles

Meadows, 8:15 p.m.

Minn. He is a graduate of

for the entire family, followed
by games and songs for the

'Tony is a freshman at are: Mrs. Robert Ecklund,

"Black Like Me" is the
Pastor Phillips, Pastor Gilbert
Bowen, Miss Elizabeth story of a newsman who turnNokias. director of children's ed his white skin black to exwork for the congregation, perience first hand the
Mrs.: Leland Crabbe, 'Donald discrimination in America.

Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Party

the

FOUR LUNCHEONS are
planned for the year, with a

W.

SATURDAY

by

New officers and board

This is the highest religious

movie, "Black Like Me." The
movie will be shown for the
public on Monday, Oct. 21,

This calendar is prepared as a public service
by the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.

Dr. Robert E. Matthews
392.6346

College, McPherson, Kan. He

Chinese language study in gram. For further information
Hong Kong and then on to you may call Mrs. Edwin

and Mrs. John Lanzillo, 1101
Mayfair, Arlington Heights,
received his God and Country

staff members including

Houchins, James Holmes,

Marks Tenth

was ordained as a minister in
June 1947 in Minneapolis,'

1968 they will leave for sale will go on after the pro-

professional and volunteer at 8 p.m. at the church.

James Munn, Van Wells, and
Mrs. Max Hartl.

admissions, McCormick

605 W. Golf Read
Mount Prospect

THE REV. Mr. Johanson

children and presentation of
The Rev. Mr. Zimmerman's
Chicago, where he and his program on Southeast Asia.

step.

the

plications and risks of com-

Robert G. Long, director of

-- ("ailed Churl -la af Christ --

and as a consequence of claw
attendance, but whenever they
fell the desire and believe they

ability to inabilities:
terpret the Bible, the ability to
understand the beliefs of the
church;'the ability to work for
the mission of the church, the
ability to understand the im-

Alke.

munity Church, and the Rev.

The Mission Study Night,

and 8th graders attend
designed

Douglas Seleen of Niles Com-

Trinity United
Methodist

Church of the Master --

sponsored

studies

Janice Reid and Mrs. Fred.'

there.

Asia at Mission Study Night

develop five particular

was delivered by the Rev. D.

school adminstration at

merman will present Southeast

coordinated Saturday and

George King, Mrs, Jack
Inglis, Mrs. Paul Larsen,

The charge to the pastor

Mission Study Night

no longer at a give point in
their educational experiena

Pastor Tom Phillips, minister
of program and mission, 7th

Grange. preached the sermon,
"Lost Sense of Reverence."

question of confirmation and

Mount Prospect.

Under the direction of

The sessions committee on
arrangements included Mrs

Page 9
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the academic program and the

admission to the Sacrament of
Holy Communion.
Young people assume adult

chartering a new church Jan.
29,1967 in Merriville, Ind.
rj

Ware as soloist.

degree from McPherson;,

is the complete separation of

Community Presbyterian

Church. 407 N. Main Street.

,

tland Covenant Church,

Westminster Presbyterian Kansas; First Presbyterian
Church, Skokie, read scrip- Church, Herington, Kan.;
ture. The choir sang the Westminster Presbyterian
anthem with Mrs. William Church, N.Y. and completed

the Presbytery of Chicago.

N.E. S
& E 5,;

I_

Gets God

Jr. High Program AndarCdountry

Sunday

TWO ELDERS, Lee Cress,

Presbyterian Church of Des
Plaines Sunday, Sept. 29 by
the installing committee from

Andersen, pastor of First
Presbyterian Church, La

sik

'

pastor of the First

116

Emporia State University, and
Wichita University in Kansas.
The Rev. Mr. Johanson has
been in the ministry 21 years

Seminary delivered the charge
to the congregation.

The Rev. Bernhard M.

Johanson was installed as

LEFT-The Rev. Gilbert Bowen presents Mrs. Walter Meyer
with the Mount Prospect Extensioneer state charter. The Rev.
Eimer Fischer of the Cumberland Baptist Church was among
the 100 members and guests attending. This is the sixth senior
citizen group Mrs. Meyer has organized in this area. All men
and women over 50 are invited to attend the meetings held
at the Community Presbyterian Church every Thursday. For
further information, call CI 5-3169.

24 -HOUR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE

7stemie4

Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.

MOUNT
PROSPECT

CL 5-0332

Freedin, and Cartailitment
the Gospel with people.

, ,,
si

St. Raymond
de Penctfort Church
311 South I -Oka
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-2444
Sunday Masses:
Church:6:30, 7:30, 8:45, 10:00,
11:15 and 12:30

Auditorium
8:50, 10:05 and 11:20

Mount Prospect Historical Society, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 8 p.m.

Parents Without Partners, Coffee and

Conversation for prospective members. For information, call 358-2465,

THI ORDER
OF THE

vium...m.0.6°1eirl

Newest and Finest In The Suburban Areas

ummumummimh.

iorsoCtestliuSeetss.'51,41,9"i

flIE

'44

'D AV
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Page 10

Guardsme.n,

Already Plan
Another Busy
er
Su
Almost everyone loves

to interested parents as Well as

a

elected village officials of the

parade

various home towns of the

And almost eVerS one who

watches parades in the

members.

According to Richard

northwest suburbs had heard

Ledig, 368 Cumberland, Des
Plaines. the group's manager,

of the Guardsmen of Mount
Prospect this seat marked
the Lows seventh and most
successful season as

"the regular summer season is
over, but we spend the winter
and early spring getting ready

won

it

mole trophies in competition
than

all

in

pies anis

t.

for the summer activities. We

sears

combined

still have openings for

Guaidsmen drum and bugle
corps are soungstets hunt
Mount Pi ospect the lest,

group."

ABM' 1 II VI I of the

youngsters who want to he
associated with a winning

Last summer, the corps

from Prospect Heights,

traveled throughout
Wisconsin and Iowa.

Arlington Heights Llk Grove,

Next
summer. the members plan to
go on a two week trip through
the south to Miami Beach.

Hoffman Estates Schauer
Streamwood,

Palatine

burg

Rolling Meadows Des
Plaines I ake Mutt and

Professional hand in-

DeKalb 1 has range in age
trom 9 to 18
The col ps SS ill hold Its annual open house at the Arl-

structors teach corps members
how to play these instruments:
_bass, tenor and snare drums;

ington Heights Ameriean

(glockenspiels); soprano,

cymbals and hell lyres

french. baritone, bass

Legion Post Home Oct 27.

baritone. mellophone and

from 2 to 5 p it

Members sill demonstrate

contra -bass horns.

their musical abilit. and explain their goals and awards

Practicing Guardsmen
routines are Debbie Lewanguard. which includes the dowski, 217 Illinois, Hoffman

To Lecture

rifles, sabres and flags.

Mount Pi °spec' Ma or

Becoming a championship

to give a lecture Nov 28 in
connection n ith a course

corps isn't accidental, says
Ledig. "It takes a lot of practice. The corps practices at

being offered hs the Center
for Lillian Studies of Chleago

Hoffman Estates, on Monday

Daniel ( ongresc is seheduled

Helen Keller Junior High.

non-credit course entitled
Integrated Versus Segtegated
Education What Effects Do

Racial Atrangements Have
Upon the Qualit!, of Educa-

The Guardsmen are
RIGHT -- The Guardsmen
sponsored by Hartman VFW of Mount Prospect are at atPost. Hoffman ,Estates; Arl- tention for one of their many
ington Heights American performances. The drum and
Legion Post; Mount Prospect bugle corps won more
Ch aril her of Commerce;

Schaumburg Moose Lodge:
Mount Prospect Lions Club:

tion' An Anelysts of Opinions
which

bong

began
taught by

COngreve s brot her Prof.
Willard J Congrese of the
Uno.eisit) of ( Imago

trophies this year than
previous years combined.

st
4-i

all

.4

The Guardsmen Boosters:
Charles Bruning Co., Farmers
Insurance Group -John Rock,
agent: and Key Plumbing and
Kitchens. Arlington Heights.

Enters
Medical
School

e

the

Estates.

Thursdays.

It will be part of a 10 -week

is

Dee Rd., Des Plaines; June
Sime, 143 N. Westgate, Des
Plaines, and Doreen Lewandowski, 217 Illinois, Hoffman

School, Mount Prospect, on

Congtee s leetute will be
nutted the White Suburb"

7

Estates; Marjie Selinsky, 9268

nights, and at Chippewa

Doss n ton n Center

Oct

-"ors!Poss smut

need not he trained musicians
to Join the coprs, Ledig said.
Those who have an appitude
can march with the color

Congreve

and Positions
The course

ICS.aacri

04.

INTERESTED younstcrs

Randall Deehring, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Deehring of 502 S. Patton, Arlington Heights, was among
the 82 medical students en-

F

tering this year at the Chicago

Till R-4.0/
c4;4/11.1L.I.DILllall

Medical School University of
Health Sciences.

Deehring earned a Bachelor

795

'

are

tit

of Science degree from the
University of Illinois, where
he made the dean's list for
several years.
He is a graduate

of Arl-

ingjon High School.

CAR INSURANCE

department 'since

1960,

fireplace with some handsome
birch logs.

has

qualified as a fellow of the

Life Office Management

Some handsome Boy Scouts

Assn. Institute.

Westgate Shopping
Center

Ale

Sidle Farm Mutual

Se..

ment.
!

lt,7:::ssolVertwon"g.ST
FORMUk"
SPECIAL FALL

N vAl

'V:20

INTRODUCTORY OFFER . t1/4\v4,ckoz.v

right are now enjoying a free trip to Hawaii as guests of

used for camping equipment.

the tickets covering travel and hotel expenses for two weeks starting last Sunday after the
couple's name was picked at a drawing to celebrate the hank's grand opening. Baum owns

with them, but if you wish to

CARL STOHN JR., Presents

RAY MILLAND

Mary Ellen Quinn,

'Angel Street'

.1.
uaitLthter of 17.!. anu
L. Quirm. -; F; S. Ri.1;te. Arlington Heights, is one of 302
new students at Trarisylvania
College in Lexington, Ken.

Nov, 24

The BIG MAN

Greenfield'

in REAL ESTATE

TURNS ON THE GREEN

real
BRUNS

CHAS. KLEHM
AND SON

DOROTHY LAMOUR

BRUNS

estate

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

"Once More With Feeling"

Tickets at

Boo

MATINEE 2 P.M. WEDNESDAY
Office & all Sears Stores

Golf Mill Center Golf Rd. & Milwaukee Ave.
Niles, Ill. 25 Min. from Loop Theatre Parties
Chicago 774.3825
Phones: Sub. 297.2044

**** mill run playhouse

Miss Quinn, is a graduate
of Sacred Heart of Mary High

NURSERY

Algonquin (Rt. 62) and Arlington Hts. Rd.,

7 W. Schaumburg Road

PAINT & GLASS
1111 S. ARLINGTON HTS. RD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Arlington Hts.
Open Doily 8 to 8, Sot to 6
Sun 9 30 to 5

437-2880

956-1111

For persons who like to get.

off to an early start on their

Christmas greeting card
preparations, there's a 'free

Cards by Indian and Eskimo
Artists" just issued ;by the Indian Arts and Crafts Board,

Room 4004, Washington,

WE REPAIR
STORM DOORS

Rook&

Offer Facts
On Indian
Yule Cards
fact sheet entitled "Christmas

School.

D.C.20240.

The Christmas cards list
covers 33 individualand nine
organizations which offer a

& WINDOWS
SCHAUMBURG

The boys will have the lOgs
reserve yours in advance, call
CL 5-2280.

At College

Now through - Nov. 3

0C10111H 31

regular $7.95 value
SAVE $1.00 NOW!

The sale is a fund-raising
project for Boy Scout Troop
223, which meets in South
Church. Proceeds are to be

the Bank and Trust Co. of Arlington Ileights. Bank travel manager, Carlos Dixon, left presented

Buying or Selling

the top ... see

6000110

Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel B.

a dry cleaning establishment at 200 S. Dryden P1.

Go right to

9S

r.t..1. 19.

tional activites to improve life
insurance company manage-

392.4080
Arlington Heights

1,11

will lie knocking at Mount
Prospect doors with the logs,
three to a bundle, on sale for
per bundle. on Saturday,

operative research and educa-

next spring I

ONLY

Here's a way to Lida to the

beauty of your. holiday

& Casuaky underwriting

companies engage in co-

WAYNE BRENNAN

greener, longer this fall
... to build a thicker,
ear/ter '
greener lawn

Logs on Oct. 19

Allan J. Drager, 417 N.
Eastwood,- Mount Prospect,
member or All American Life

The association is a voluntary, nonprofit organization
through which life insurance

CALL

keep your lawn
to keep

Scouts to Sell

Drager Gets
Fellowship

wide range of dysign and
treatment in the colorful.

PIZZA PARLOR

"With the Red Carpet"
WE'RE OPEN!
Banjo Entertainment
Thursday, Friday 8
Saturday Evenings
1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads
Palatine
Phone 359-4255

folders, some hand -made,
others printed. All cover the
major Indian tribal, areas of
as well
Eskimo design.

artistry

as' Alaskan

Northwestern suburban
residents wishing to use the
cards are requested to get the

free list and to order directly
from the sources described,
.

not from our offMe.

,

The Day's Football Consensus
Elk Grove 0

Palatine 7

past the Knights if they are

are riding two shutouts in a
row, and their bid to make it

the Knights have beaten all

three could be honored.

ble stopping the Corsairs.

of the Elk Grove Grenadiers.

Cougars may threaten many

corners and had a good scare

succeed In scoring twice.

last week.

Prospect 33-6, Hersey cooked

win and that was over cellar -

total offense, the Cardinals
will make up for in their

Forest View in the most recent weeks has found success

enough

winner's road this weekend
with a decisive 46-0 shutout

sneaky enough this week, but

a tough nut to crack. The

What Elk Grove lacks in

defense, leaving the Grens
scoreless. On the other hand,
Elk Grove's defense, although
not hopeless, will not be able

to contain the powerful

Arlington backfield and their
almost inpenetrable line,

has dropped two MSL games.

but put together a 34-6

thrashing of the hot and cold
Elk Grove team.

N. THE PIRATES boast a

good passing attack and have
a fine runner, the league's best
ground -gainer to date, in Tom
Patch. But the Knights have
been tough on pass defense all
year.

Prospect stopped Scotty

Johnson, also considered one
of the best in the league, last
week in

the Conant game.

Johnson averaged only

1.9

yards throwing and had to
resort to a shotgun in an attempt to have enough time to
get his receivers open.

PALATINE ALSO went

into a shotgun last week

against Arlington, but their

idea didn't work either as the

Central. Notre
Dame will throw Gary Lund,
Ken Cieplik and Gary Potempa at the Corsairs, and those

calling the signals and Bob
Batchelor running from the
halfback slot, the Lions will

Peterstth should be at full

though the Huskies will grab
another win at the expense of

should rack up a lot of

at full strength for the first

yardage.

Preski both are dangerous on

drew many players from when
Hersey opened.
We'll call it 20-0 in favor
of Len Burt's Huskies.

throwing to Bill Vanderbosch

the ground and have a fine

Dons in a big one 35-10.

It seems as if the Lion
Homecoming is going to be a

Conant Cougars for the second upset suffered this year,
but it is more likely that the

Prospect now has a winning

strength, and it looks as

team unlike last year.
Although Prospect expected
a lot of passing out of Conant
last week, they were surprised

Wheeling, a team that they

contest will be tight with

neither team gaining much of

quarterback Phil Donahue.

unbeaten Knights. Palatine

cisive win.
win.

than In past years, and

they smacked Fremd 25-0.

Cardinals bombed

pose a large threat to the

did Marian

Carmel supposedly has a
fairly staunch defense but so

part of their strong backfield,

prevail Knighttimes spirit has
been running higher this year

off guard. Palatine is also
pass -oriented, but the Knights

Bruce Busse who has broken
up six long passes in the last
two games to keep Prospect's
opponents from scoring in the

FOOTBALL

surprising Prospect's defense
with an excellent ground at-

air. But Don William's

Knight scores on the board

while the defense held in the
second half.

Prospect also used more of
a ground offense, throwing
only six times in the whole
game. Crawford racked up ad-

mirable yardage on the

ground as well as picking up

sports his sophomore year and

Not to be outdone was

junior. At 6-2 and 190

halfback Jack Costello who
also carried 15 times, more Friday, Oct. 18
St. Joseph at Maine East, 4:30, V-soph

Neither had a chance to

display their talent last week
as the Cardinals harrassed the
entire Pirate team even when
the Arlington reserves took
over for almost the whole second half.

THE KNIGHTS had a

scare last week as Conant

pulled out to an early lead,

with the Cards as they moved

toward a Mid -Suburban

League co - crown. In the
game. Arlington scraped by

Maine West at Glenbrook South (Central Suburban League
conference meet), 10 a.m., V-soph-frosh

around better team, and Elk
Grove has hit some snags on

the prep gridiron. The

SOCCER

Cardinals sport an all-over 5-0

record, and are currently
rated as sixth in the state.
Arlington has the second
highest total points of 4),ny
team in the state with I 8, 'se-

than he usually does with

Prospect's offense normally
going to the air a lot, and he

Prospect's first touchdown last

also averaged more than seven
yards per carry.

week.

PROSPECT ALSO has a
deep team with several good

Passarelli, a halfback who lettered last year but was injured
earlier this season and has yet

players sitting on the bench as
second - stringers. Dann Will-

has nabbed a couple of
touchdown passes and acis

counted for good yardage as
an end playing in place of Bob

Anderson who scored

Last year, the Grens were
about the same position

Saturday, Oct. 19
Elk Grove. 6-0, and put in
Arlington, Hersey, Prospect, Wheeling, Forest View, and Elk one of their poorer showings
Grove at Palatine (Mid -Suburban League conference meet), of the season.
10 a.m., V-soph
Maine East at La Grange (West Suburban League conference
THIS YEAR, the Cards are
meet), 10 a.m., V-soph-froshstronger, quicker, and an all-

yards per carry in

Hersted pronounced him "the
ideal tight end."
Andriano holds the school
record for pass receiving.

in

CROSS COUNTRY

HaSbach lettered in three

pounds, Pirate coach Arvid

P/1RTS

the Arlington Cardinal's
power march to a conference
championship and a state

Marist vs. St. Viator at Prospect (Homecoming), 2 p.m.,

V-sopit

Cougar line for nearly seven
tries.

Friday.

than -surmountable obstacle in

Sunday, Oct. 20
Notre Dame at Carmel, 2 p.m., V-soph

Coming back into his form
of last year was fullback Steve
15
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The Elk Grove Grenadiers
appear to be another more -

ranking. Or do they?

will have to contend with two
talented Pirate ends in Dave
Hasbach and Chris Andriano.

Grant who crashed the

BY CURT WILSON

Friday, Oct. 18
Hersey at Wheeling, 8 p.m., JV-soph
Palatine at Prospect, 8 p.m., V-soph
Maine West at Glenbrook North, 8 p.m., V-soph
Saturday, Oct. 19
Arlington at Elk Grove, 2 p.m., V-soph
Forest View at Conant, 2 p.m., V-soph
Wheeling at Glenbard North, 2 p.m., V-soph

air.

is back now as an improved

happy one and the score

should look something like
27-13., Viator.

75 yards worth of aerials.

The Prospect linebackers

line to protect them.

and Dan Connors, look out.
We're going to pick the

Grenadiers Could Be
Sports Calendar A Questionmark For
Cardinal's 6th Win

charges later bounced with
determination and put two

Another weapon that the
Prospect defense will have is

time this season. Batchelor and

If Dave Holdener starts

Weekend

Koehler, as well as big men

Novack, Jim Carroll and Rick
Soduski, the Knights can put
up a good scrap.

display their offensive attack

aerials and running attacks
this week.

tack instead of going to the

in the line such as Jim

With senior Ken Preski

three hard -driving backs

should be ready for both

With fast defensive men like

Scotty Crawford and Don

Everybody except Skip

and the defense was caught

Knighttimes Finds
Prospect Unbeaten
As Pirates Sail In
drowning at the hands of the
Cardinals, the Pirates do not

dwelling St. Edwards.

and we expect Prospect to

I

League as they sail into
Prospect Heights.
After suffering a 41-0

the Falcons of Forest View
41-0, and then, riddled with
injuries and starting only a

in passing and is respectable
on the ground. Forest View
could explode and dump the

Cougars surviving.

Palatine will try again this
week to upset the homecoming wishes of one of the top
teams in the Mid -Suburban

to keep them from

Carmel has only one league

making mistakes for awhile,

an advantage and with the

BY LINDA GAMMILL
Sports Editor

bombing of Marian Central,
should have little or no trou-

After steam -rolling

That should have been

The Lions are after this
one in an all out effort to better their conference record
which now stands at 1-1. As it
will be their Homecoming
game also, the Lions should
have all need to pull out a de-

The Dons, after that 53-6

Hersey's unbeaten Huskies

Palatine's Pirates could slip

Conant's offense can score
on the ground or through the
air, but the Falcon defense is

The Arlington Cardinals
will continue to follow the

St. Viator 27
Marist 13

Notre Dame 3 4
Carmel 7.

Hersey 20
Wheeling 0

Prospect 29

Conant 21
Forest View 7

Arlington 46

Also on the bench and

ready to go now is Ted
to play.

Prospect's second and third

the rest of the reserve team
has also been initiated several
times.

cond only to Loyola, who is

prevail, and Williams' crew

Evanston. Arlington is also

rated second behind

Knighttimes spirit will

will be charged up after their

tied for the lowest total of op-

almost -loss to Conant. ponent points, duplicating
Palatine could have a little Evanston's and Sandburg's
more fire after their em- total of 13.

quarterbacks have had good barrassing loss, but they don't
experience playing in the two appear to have the strength to
shutouts Prospect recorded in knock off the MSL's second their first league games, and place club.

MSL cynics predict that

Arlington is ready for an

upset, but they sang the same

song to tune of a 41-0

Cardinal redwash of the
Palatine Pirates.

AS WAS THE case

last

week, Elk Grove is probably
not the team capable of handing Arlington their comedown, even if the team is in-

October 18,
1968

Memories of last year. Grennie Homecoming spirt and
catcalls from the crowd will
all have a definite effect on
the outcome of the game. but
the primary consideration of

II

pre -game prog-

deed ready for it.

nosticators should be the size.
speed and the past experience

unable to find a consistent

Cardinals.

combination of a blitzing

Tlectrick Ski'

Opposing teams have been

fault to date in either side of
the Arlington game. and the

of the powerful Arlington

five of their decisive wins.

Help Ski Show
Go Psychedelic

Schnake said, "We're' going
out there and play ball," after
Elk Grove had only been able
to reach a 6-6 tie with Forest

The International Ski and
Winter Sports Show will go
psychedelic five times daily
when "The Electrick Ski" is

defense and a pentrating of-

fense have carried them to all

Grenadier coach Don

View last week. Arlington

cracked the Falcon's egg 32-0
earlier in the season.

SCHNAKE ADDED, "I

think that when you're
playing your best, it will add

presented for the first time.
Electrick Ski is designed

"to convey all the sight am'
sounds of thrills one feels on
skis." and will incorporate a
"multi -projection" of more
than 2,000 still photographs

and motion pictures or
several screens. Along with
Of the Gren offense the visual images. con-

to your game, and we'll try
to knock them off."

Lions' Homecoming Should Be Winning Affair
BY BILL PRICE

problem lies in the fact that

their backfield does not
Homecoming game for the possess the ability of the
Lions should be quite an Lions', and this could well be
affair,

and their game with the determining factor of the

Marist should be a fitting end

to the weekend's festivities.
The Lions will go onto the

for the Lions.

perfected their offensive at-

THE EGO of the visitors
could well be at an all time

close win over St. Joseph in

however, as they will bring to their second game of the
Prospect statium a 3-2 record, season proves that Marist can
identical to that of their hosts. come up with a win too.
The Lions will go into the
The main thing that Marist
will haye going for them will game at full force, all of their
be a line that averages over players having recovered from
200 pounds per man. in- the early season injuries that
cluding -two boys who weigh plagued them so much. Led
in at,over 240 pounds. Their by senior quarterback Ken

the game. His favorite play
seems to be the quarterback
option that he had converted
AGAINST WHEELING successfully into a long gain

tle shaky a few weeks ago.

the Lions also displayed a
superb defensive unit that

on innumerable occassions.

Bastable from making any of

The prime targets for

prevented Wildcat ace Jack
his fabled long runs or runbacks from the kickoff.
Preski calls the game ef-

fectively and more consistently. A dangerous runner

cost the' Falcons injuries

that might be a determining
factor in Saturday's Conant
contest.

week

but "he

might play"

according to coach Paul
Jordan.

During the past week the

Forest View offense has been

working on blocking as

The 'backfield was hit Jordan felt the last
especially hard, as it lost showing was "bad"

game's
in that

fullbacks George and Keith

department, but added they

Mainzer. Mark Urnst will

this week."

Bauer,, plus back Larry
start at the fullback slot and

John Caltagirone will run
from Nalfback, while Barry

should have "a better showing

"Conant must be con-

sidered the favorite," said

Jordan, "but we'll do

O'Donnell will commute everything we can to beat
between the two positions. them. Conant was upset
Both Dave Long and Doug
Hotchkiss are healthy and

earlier this season by the team

both will have a chance to call
signals at Conant.

last meeting, Elk Grove.

RICH WIEGMAN, Falcon
tackle, was another hurt last

the Falcons equaled in their
BUT CONANTS offensive
scouting report was drastically

reversed as the result of the

his

aerials are Batchelor end Dick
Aylward and split end Denny

Foreman. Foreman and
Preski have combined for

three touchdowns this season,

utilizing the speed, of the
lanky receiver.
BATCHELOR IS the front-

counter with Wheeling last
week.

yardage. Helping Batchelor in

The Lions will have plenty
of help up front with co -captain Marty Wendell paving
the way. Wendell, an all conference standout doubles as a
linebacker on the defensive
unit. Assisting Wendell will
be Dave Muir, Terry Brannen,

the backfield will be Ed KIingberg at fullback and Mark

and Steve Osterman. A beefy

halfback.Klingberg is

turn the game into an exciting

runner in the Lions' rushing
department. Usually carrying
the ball on close to 20 plays
per game, Batchelor has a
habit of making his plunges
go for first downs and bonus

Walinski at the other
a

converted lineman and show-

ed promise in the Lions' en-

Bill Griffin,

line should

Steve

Pallardy

climax for a happy
Homecoming.

Run At Palatine Tomorrow
The top Mid -Suburban

League runners and teams will

meet tomorrow morning at
the MSL conference meet at
the Palatine home course at
the Rolling Meadows Park
District on Central Road.

Arlington High School is
the favored harrier squad in
the meet, going into the final
MSL event of the cross-country season with a perfect 9-0

Prospect battle last week. dual meet record for the year.
Until that time Conant's scor- The Cardinals, last year's
thought state champions, have, in
ing thrust was
depend largely on the
to

passing of quarterback Scott
Johnson, however the Knights

allowed Johnson only two

completions as Jim McGraw

rushed for 200 plus yards.
"Conant is capable of going
either way, and they'll be

twice as tough to stop," con-

their captain Tom Swanson,
possibly one of the top two
runners in the conference.

Palatine's Mark Visk is the
only other runner in the MSL
who can challenge Swanson,
and might easily beat him.

In the latest list of the top

teams in the state. Arlington

this year's team is severely cut
by the loss of several runners
to last year's graduation.

Dumke, Bill Treece, and Don
Dail; and Conant's Glenn Lee.

have a champion.

the meet are Arlington's

Marszalek; Prospect's Pete

and until the race is ever, the
Mid -Suburban League won't

meet, will

be between Arl-

ington and Prospect. Both
teams have dominated the

Bastable
Figures in
Statistics

tinued Jordan.
However, the Falcon coach
later expressed confidence in
his pass defensemen. "They've
improve0'every week since the

special mention and boasts an
overall record of 5-0, the same
as Arlington's.,
Maine South leads the Cen-

good chance that both teams
Arlington downed the Knights

of Wheeling High School now
playing varsity football for

conference which Maine West

we do have good pass

forecast of the probable shape
of things to come tomorrow.
Prospect did turn in imp-

Northern Illinois University.

plays in.

West and stopped all

in the five games that

beginning of the season, and

defense."

The Falcons will travel to

will travel to the state meet.
In

the dual meet season,

tral Suburban League, the by a 19-36 score, giving a
Arlington has the biggest

margin of points scored ortant wins over powerful

Conant Saturday and the

against opponents scores with

varsity game begins at 2 p.m.

178-13.

Elk Grove reports no in-

juries. and Arlington has also
not been troubled by this factor, so both teams will be at
full strength
game.

for Saturday's

Arlington is gaining

momentum in their bid for a

state ranking. and they are not

about to be stopped.

temporary narration with

stereophonic sound effects,

rock music and special

lighting effects creat the 30 minute ski extravaganza.

The show will be held in

the Ski Fantasy Theater
located on the second floor at

Arlington Park Nov. 7-10.

Admission is $2.50 for adults
and $1 for children, but 50 cent -off coupons can be ob-

tained at show exhibitor's
stores.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BOYS FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
Junior League'
Team
Cardinals
Packers
Colts
Bears
Falcons
Cowboys

WL

T

4

0

4

0

I

3

2

0

1
I

0

3

4
4

1

0

Varsity League

'Eagles

5

0

Vikings

2

2

I

Giants
Steelers
Saints.

2

3

0

I

3

I

I

3

0

,

49ers
Rams
Licins

Redskins
*League Champion

Senior Le rgue
4
4
2
0

I

0

3

0
0

5

0

Pc .
.900
.900
.600
.300
.200
.100
1.000
.500

.400
.300
.200
.800
.800
.400
.000

Looking at things

cross-country scene in the
sixth. Maine South gained area this year, and there is a
has moved up from seventh to

vantage of veteran members
from last year's state champion squad, but the depth of

Scott Butler and Dave

in

the conference
Arlington 6th realistically,
meet, as well as the district
10 ranked high school football

Arlington has the ad-

The outcome of the meet
seems fairly sure, but as it is
said, anything can happen,

Other top runners to watch

try to find a hole in their
line."

help the Lions

Mid -Suburban Cross -Country

Forest View Tests Conant's
Running and Passing Ability
Forest View's 6-6 deadlock
with Elk' Grove last Saturday

statistics are compiled after

tack that appeared to be a lit-

game.

field Sunday afternoon with a
20-13 thrashing of Wheeling low as they will be going into
under their belts and a strong the game following two severe
desire to keep their "winning beatings at the hands of
DeLaSalle and St. Patricks,
streak" intact.
Marist will by no means be both prime football powers. A
a pushover

Preski and' halfback Bob and passer, Preski is always
Batchelor, the Lions have near the top when the rushing

Schnake stated. "We run a lot
more than we pass. and we'll

Maine.

of their other MSL opponents

Tom Bastable, a graduate

has returned three kickoffs for
51 yards and has carried three
times for six Huskie markers
Northern has played this year.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BOYS FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE
Wednesday, Oct. 16
Varsity League
5:00 p.m.
Recreation
Eagles vs. Saints
Saturday, Oct. 19
Junior League
9:30 a.m.
Greens Park
Falcons vs. Colts
11:00 a.m.
Greens Park
Cowboys vs. Bears
1:30 p.m.
Pioneer Park
Cardinals vs. Packers
Varsity League
Pioneer Park
9:30 a.m.
Vikings vs. Giants
II a.m.
Pioneer Park
Saints vs. Steelers
Senior League
9:30 a.m.
49ers vs Lions
11:00 a,m.
Rams vs Redskins

Vic

ejj
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THE

WHEN FLORENCE
NIGHTINGALE CITED
THE NURSE AS ONE

BIG

BRAVE MAN
CAN TAKE
IT IN
TO RELIEVE SUFFERING
THERE,BUT
R. DREAMED
SHE NEVER
ONCE HE'S
OF SUCHA THING AS
OUT THAT
THE PENICILLIN
POOR,WELL
SHOT !
HEAR NOTHING
BUT

EE BIG ANC, BRAVE,
ARENT WE ?
THAT'S ALL

RIGHT, MISS,

I, CAN

-rp.K.E. IT!

TONIGHT
c-3

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
JUST TURN THE OTHER
WAY! WE'RE GOING TO

\

SHORT RIBS

GROANING!

Kji

AMOS, SOMETIMES I THINK YOUR
HEAD 15 ALL GOURD/WHAT DO
WE KNOW ABOUT THIS WOMAN HE
EGAD, MARTHA, ISN'T IT
MET 1 SHE MAY HAVE SEEN
WONDERFUL NEWS ABOUT
POP'S NEW CAR AND TAKEN
FATHER' AFTER BEING
HIM FOR A RIO -I CATCH!
ALONE 50 MANY YEARS
HE SEEMSTO HAVE FINALLY
FOUND SOMEONE. WHO
INTERESTS HIM I

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 Summer Olympics

Women's 200

meter finals, men's

long jump finals,

women's discus
finals, men's 400

meter fi'nals',
women's 8(111 meter
hurdle finals.

AN ORDER
FROM 1-IE CHIEF.

77

,t

t

CI,

MRS mAtoNe5 DISAPPEARANCE,
A TRANSISTOR 'PUG' SOMEONE
ATTACHED TO THE CAPSULE
SHE RODE Dowd FROM
OUR SURFACE TENDER

Ar THE MALONE
UNDERSEAS LAG

7

-I SHALL FEED
YOU AND YOUR-

HAW- HARD FOILED

EMPLOYER TOME

bandit keeps

reaching the Can-

munition from

n on ranch as
revenge front the
imprisonment.
11 TV College

1

Uribe Drama
2 Movie

"Kiss. Kiss, Kill,

Show

'Regis Philbin and

Inga Neilsen are
guests for a half
hour of comedy and

questions and

26 Today's Racing

11 NET' Playhouse

9 The Steve Allen
Show

lour

Horoscope
FORSAIURDIY

Igor Stravinsky's
ballet, "The Soldiers
is performed
by the British Royal
Ballet Company.

Tale,

26 Market Roundup
7:00
26 Keyboard Award

URK: ELMER'S SLEEP-

Talent search for
outstanding 'young

WALICIN' RIGHT OITA
HIS HOUSE!

8:30

Involve yourself In some
creative enterprise if you
would know a Saturday of

mooners

Ralph takes a

Look into the

great success Share with the

future.

221-1 here s much social

7:15
1 1 TV College
Italian

weekend Use this morning to
pave the way tot future suc-

7:30
2 Gomer Pyle

family

SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.

N.\

ddll

T

VI. Pe. OM.

Gomer is

MORTY MEEKLE

\ ourself for the day Outsiders
time and place

1.......A BODY

CANT HEAR

HIMSELF THINK!

QCANT STAND ALL:
-1-1-116 NOISE!

N I-1FRE!

CAPRICORN (Dec 23 Jan 201-A day that may re-

I -MINK I LIKED IT
BETTER WHEN
IT WAS NOISY.

If necessars

12:40

9 News

26 Sports
32 RUB
Life

1:00

for Your

Howard Keel co-

about lost souls.

9 Movie

"Secret Meeting",
with Danielle Darrieu x and Bernard

Mier, is about

10:10

resistance group

who sets out to find
a traitor.
1.10

10:0

5 The Tonight Show

With Johnny

Carson
7 Summer Olympics

2 Top Plays

in the

NFL
Football films.

Weight lifting,

1:15

boxing, cycling, and

2 Movie

basketball, live and
taped from Mexico.
9 Movie

a story of the

"Bachelor in

Paradise" stars Bob

Hope as a writer
who moves to a

burban
development and

writes about his im-

pressions. With

Lana Turner, Janis

Jim Hutton
and Paula Prentiss.
Roses

"The Americano"
stars Glenn Ford in

Brazilian jungles, an
American rancher, a

bandit and the

owner of a big cattle
ranch. With Cesar

Romero. Frank

Lovejoy, Ursula
Thiess and Abbe
t

.ane.

1:30

7 News
1:35

Glouster orders

7 Reflections

the execution of the

5 Star Trek
Capt. Kirk tries to
get a woman to save
Spock from dying
of madness.
Defense

Judd defends a

2:50

queen's brother.

9 San Francisco
Beat

10:55

2 Movie

"Up Periscope James Garner puts
ashore from a sub-

2:55
2 News
3:00

2 Meditation

women attorney on

marine to get secret
Japanses codes on a

a charge of assault.
9 Perry Mason

island. With Ed-

9

mond O'Brien.

Live By

in-

WHAT'S

OVER

A millionaire

is

Japanese -held

3:30

Five Minutes to

SEED THEM ALL TO BED

YOUR ArdstueR

MAYBE, BUT IT SI-500U) BE

WITHOUT THEIR. SUPPER Yo
AT LEAST VJLLL HAVE ONE

A MARVELOUSLY IAJIERESETEC

MORKPAJG!

QUIET MIGHT

THE WORLD 9
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fxk-

I ---r

combine

business with Saturday's.

pleasure Otherwise keep
employment problems at bay

eAvALIA

PISCES (Feb 20 -March
111 -Consider the wishes -and

teeds-of others before your

own

yours

Happiness becomes
it to
.1`, you grant

0

voz

as long as possible

Reading Matter

ARIES (March 22 -April

ACROSS

1 "- Dick"

201 --Mature ludgment is required of the Aries who would

5 "- and

find romance and then use it

Peace"
8 "The Rains

in the most beneficial way for
all concerned

TAURUS (April 21 -May
211 -Social advancement can
he yours for the asking --and

12 Medicinal
. plant
13 Mouths
14 European

for a nominal Msplas of good
manners and em chains

river

GEMINI (Max 22 -June

involved

CANCER (June 22 -July

231 --Seek out special friends if

you would make this a Saturday of more than routine enjoyment A day for spicing up.
LEO (Jul', 24 -Aug 231 -The willing Leo should find

happiness in romance.

Cooperate ,r.ith others

in

search for the good things in

CAPTAIN EASY
V,

INDEED4 WELL,'E
JUST CALLED FROM .
BERT '013135' COTTAGE

'OLLO,

SAYS 'E5 LOCATED THE M155016
ART., AND 'AS THE THIEVES TIED
UP NEATLY: 'OP IT OVER THERE'.

ON KING'S ROAD..

CHIEF... WE

'OPE TO 'AVE
A MAN IN TN'
CASTLE 500W

TO CO-LAR
CAPTAIN EASY
BEFORE 'E

'ARMS MR. -

life

VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept.

E
231 --Business

or professional
matters take your time during

early morning hours Spend

I

_

THE WILLETS

grin

grown
worn
wing
wrong

wring

owning
owing
rowing
nng
iron

GWA & 15 'ERE, SIR!

WE ARE CHAIZERINED
NO END AT M15.10O6ING

YOU, AND ALL THAT
ROI; CAPTAIN EA5Y1

DOWN,
1 Men
2 Kind of

green
3 Insect
4 Word of
assent
5 Had on
6 Operatic

15 Italian
currency
song
16 Tear
7 Knocks
17 Planet
18 Night before 8 Together
(comb.forrn)
'19 Rent
21 Encountered 9 George
Eliot's novel
22 Worsted
(2 words)
fabric
10 Simple
24 Small flap
11 Formerly
26 Weapon
19 Hawaiian
30 Hindu
wreath
sacred book
20 Diminutive
33 Ear part
suffix
36 Ventilate
37 Redact
3 4
2
38 Emanation
39 Daughter of. 12
Cadmus
(myth.)
15
40 Dispatched
41 Experts
18
42 Set anew
44 Sobial event
46 Goethe's
Zb

Karamazov"
43 Small lizard
45 Preposition
47 City in Italy
48 Surfeited
49 Hair
formation
28 Row
29 God of love 50 Roman court
51 Biblical
31 Noise
prophet
32 Attorney
53 Earnings
(ab )
33 Race course 54 Heavy
circuit
metal
55 Chair
34 Possessive
58 Born
60 Cut grass
35 pronoun
23 Animal

product
25 Zoroastrian
sacred book
27 "Vanity

hero

INGROWN

grow
gown
groin

MOST OF THE MIESINO

65 Adjective
suffix
66 Marries

1

the rest of the day relaxing.

Answers to
Hideaword

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

another

211 --You can make this a red
letter day for the whole fami
ly Use your contacts to brine
needed rebel of tension to all

a

former member of a

II Wars of the

-To -niE sTUDF.JUT REBELLION
THAT'S TAKIMG PLACE ALL

..,

quire some sense of dedication
on your part it you re to
tackle difficulties %sith any
degree or success
AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.
191

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

EEK & MEEK

tIrris TOO
NOISY

can be included at some other

stops at nothing, including murder, to
gain self -glory. The
1964 film stars Tony
Russell, Baynes Barron and Judy Dan.

10:00

Sonnett

7 Judd for the

popularity to be gained this

SAGI I I ARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 221 --Keep your family to

authorities.

7 The Guns of Will
9:0(1

32 T h e Honey-

231 --

cess

about traffic to city

soldier in Korea

Paige,

pianists.

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct

take a. complaint

Blues

32 'truth or Conse-

BUGS BUNNY

"War Is Hell" A

Toronto hippies

re -incarnation of

7 The Don Rickles

With Ronnie Bar12:30
5 Movie

26 Red Hot and

National
Government
6:45

9:20
32 News
9:30
.11 NET Journal

Chortles" stars Debbie Reynolds as the

murdered
scriptwriter. With

Midnight
5 News
7 Chicago Show
rett

stars in a story

a

11:15

32 News

Gyroton for Expo

universe.
8:00
2 Movie

answers.

quences

A profile of Sean

Kenny, architect
Who created the

26 Luis ('arlos

Walter Matthau.

SPELLS IT OUT
IN BLACK AND

otrr:simr

venturous vacation

ral

food and am-

WHITE, DOESN'T HE.

The Ricard-os

Tony Curtis and

14E REALLY

HUNGRY FELLOWS

7 Felony Squad
.9 I Love Lucy

5 The High ChaparA

PINAL CHANCE, DEAR
&IVO' ME THE
KELP -PROCESSING
FORMULA, OR-

NOY

years ago.

"Goodbye,

at an old mansion.
rat o

his wife's death

to take over the

rooms and turn up

HeRe'5 OUR FIR5raverro

was responsible for

about U.S. Agents

disappear from their

IN MUSHROOMS OCEAN -FLOOR CAVERN-

Dan goes after a

robbery ring that

who thwart a master
criminal with plans

Hotel gu;sts

ROBIN MALONE

Game

Kills" A spy thriller

6:25
2 Wild, Wild West

/043

5 'the Name of the

in Florida.

Show
11 TV College
Slide Rule
26 Spanish News

TU B.. Po opp THE EiUL.L.7THE BITTER. AND THE SWEET

rt. 61,.1

date.

mjddle-heavyweig-

6:15
26 Cinema Special

1

boyfriend asks for a

murder of his wife.
1 I Who Is

spend an ad-

taped from Mexico.
9 '11w Mike Douglas
1.

accused of the

Ann's former

women's
springboard finals,
ht weight lifting
finals. Live and

$0,

different when Lou

I RECOUNTED MY
131-E55INGS LIKE

YOU SAID...

ONE COMFORTABLE HOME,
ONE 'TOLERABLE SISTER, '
ONE. TOLERABLE BROTHER,

TWO GENEROUS PARENTS,
AND ONE CAT ! SIX BLESSINGS, ALL TOLD

(VP
,

50 College

cheer
52 "Oliver
56 Patriotib
group (ab.)
57 Portent
59 Exist'
60 Widow's gift
61 Ripped
62 Gazelle
63 Certain
individuals
0149.utbt,,

Anion fox

33, 134

5

36

38
41

47

67
61

64

48

49

ert: Garden Until Snow Flies
The guide's advice is to lift
roots in the fall after the first
killing frost, dry a few hours,
then cut stalks to within five

nourishment stored in any'

BY BEN CLARKE

healthy bulb to give it a good
start for winter.
'Water and some bonemeal
placed with thC bulb at plan -

So you thought that you
could forget your garden, now

that the football season is in
full swing, and you wake up
mornings to temperatures in
the low fifties'

Next, dust the roots with
sulphur, cover with slightly

growth when spring warms

peat moss and store
roots upside-down in crates in
a cool, dark place.

moist

the earth, Kersting advised..
However, the bonemeal can
he eliminated, Kersting said.

You couldn't be more

Better to get the bulbs

Kersting

DWARF varieties of can-

planted before the ground is
frozen, and see that watering

Kersting, 56, owner of

Kersting Garden Center, 621
N Main St , Mount Prospect,
has some tips for the garden-

nas are available in pastel colors.

is adequate.

October also is a month for

Then the food already

strawberries. Strawberry beds

safely through the winter.

HE NO FED that some
bulbs can be planted, other
bulbs or roots should be dug
up and stored for the winter,
while some should be left in
ground, prepared
covered for the winter
the

can

he

frost is down to a depth
one inch, experts decree.

the bonemeal
to soil sur-

Too few persons, said
early garden

--

to do until snow flies or the
ground is frozen

Among the most popular
bulbs for fall plantings, ire
-

Another popular plant with
gardeners fo fall plantings is
the hyacinth, Kersting said.

Their blooms are among the
first to appear in the spring,,
not too long after the last,
snow melts away

There are two main rules to

follow in planting bulbs, said
Kersting
-- Plant in well -drained soil.
-- See that the bulbs receive

adequate water before the
ground freezes

evergreens, trees and shrubs.

ideal too for transplanting

FOLLOWING these rules,
he said, allows the bulbs to
take root before the ground is

during this period.

produce hardy plants lasting

for years are scillas and
snowdrops.

early.

that, it is possible that the
bulbs will push shoots up

through the ground if the
weather is warm enough.

to ground.

a blue blanket thrusting

October are jonquils and lilies.
The guide suggested that

to cultivate the soil under the them indoors, it recommends.
bulb before planting, to help
DAHLIAS are best stored
root penetration.
A handful of complete by digging them up after the
plant food or bonemeal mixed first killing frost, the guide
into the soil before tilling up says. Allow clumps to dry

together in groups of five or

growth.

Other plantings recom-

mended in a monthly lawn

and garden guide distributed
by Kersting for the month of

single colors be massed
in straggly

single tines.
Further, the guide suggests,

frozen There is enough when planting bulbs, be sure
--;;,.77,37I'7a777a77;,:7.772.7..:717,"

the hole will he an aid

about two weeks,

to

cut

tops

allowing two inches of stem,
Summer bulbs should be cover with slightly moist peat
dug up this month, the guide moss and 'store in a well vencontinues. Let them dry out tilated spot.
in the sun before bri.agI,v
410Y1fr-P1M.a4i-

and time of blooming -- on

roughly as to location, color,
large pieces of graph paper
greatly aid in achieving

a garden that will he a joy
for plants farther hack in the throughout the spring and

when late snows have recovered the ground.

Try to plan your plantings
so that border plants bloom
tall they block needed sunlight

they are in full bloom even
Mrs. John E. Creighton, 981 W. Villa, Des Plaines, clips wilted blooms from chrysanthemum
plants. After heavy frosts, when all blooms have faded, she will cut off plant stems close

charting your plantings

counterparts, and are not so

messengers of spring. Often

HYACINTHS require

which varieties are best.

before their background

Snowdrops are the first

about eight, weeks of "cold

A little planning, possibly

can give good advice about

Some smaller bulbs that

are made early enough with
plants that naturally .bloom

storage," Kersting said. After
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Nature makes conditions

he

months of blossoming possible
in the spring, if fall plantings

six rather than

Real Estate & Builders

Now is also the best time

noted that there are two early

In short, said Kersting,

there is outdoor garden work

of

of the year for planting

01-

Kersting, take advantage of a
possible

tulips, according to Kersting

added

rounding the bulbs, he said.

and

should he mulched when the

In spring, at the first sign
of blooming,

BUYER'S GUIDE

those who raise their own

stored in the bulb will see it

ing enthusiasts

Nortluvest Suburban

or six inches of the roots.

ling time will insure vigorous

wrong, according to Robert

Day Publications'

summer seasons.

garden.

SCILLAS are often seen as

digging up dahlias not to

through late snows.
Especially hardy and quick

bruise the slender necks of the
roots.

Beets Old, But
Beet Sugar New

spreading after they are once
established, scillas effectively

Cannas, generally with

blossoms of red and yellow

brighten many a garden

hues, are tall stately plants not
seen often in recent years
except in formal plantings.

before jonquils, narcissi, and
tulips begin to bloom.'
It is best to plant both early
blooming and late blooming
varieties of tulips. Any good

They are real "stunners" in
the autumn season and require careful preparation for

garden catalog or

j Y4.Y.Mi,iattAt.L.12he,
Tk 4 E.
Iit

knowledgeable

nursery

man

Beets were listed in

a

kitchen garden inventory of a
Babylonian king in the eighth
century, B.C.

In the 18 century, A.D. a
German chemist Andreas

Marggraf, discovered that the
sugar contained in beets could
be refined into crystals like
cane sugar.

But it wasn't until the

I800's that beet sugar became
an international food.

=142.1.7,11a -M=A;

merly

Wise fo !ui

provides the kind of
real estate service suited for today's
home buyers and sellers. Kemmerly's
experienced staff keeps on top of the
active home market ... they know how
to help You! So call or stop in at any
of Kemmerly's Northwest Suburban

see liemmerly

offices_

tell'

UM
prituartmo_

a

NMI. MONO

1";? 0t

LOW TAXES, all brick construction, TWO FULL BATHS, 3 terrific
bedrooms, SEPARATE DINING ROOM, full basement with 22
ft. REC. RM., large FAMILY ROOM with WET BAR, family kitchen
has blt.ins, TEN CLOSETS,

$55,900
4

V

,...

r

3 twin bedrooms, I'/2 full baths,
hotwater radiant heat, FAMILY ROOM, dramatic FIREPLACE in
spacious L.R, all carpeting, blt-ins, white picket fenced yard,
washer, dryer included,

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION,

full baths, basement, FAMILY ROOM
is 26 ft., all carpeting, complete bltin family kitchen, SEPARATE
DINING ROOM, large 61/4 percent loan assumable, 30 ft. patio,
outstanding traffic pattern to all rooms,
FOUR BEDROOMS, 21/2

$28,500

$44,500

$28,900

WALK TO GOLF COURSE,

SWISS CHALET

MT. PROSPECT

COUNTRY CORNER LOT

FIVE BEDROOMS
WALK TO PARK, POOL, 21/2 full baths, FAMILY ROOM with
FIREPLACE located adjacent to fully equipped kitchen, all custom
extras such as hotwater recirculating line, clothes chute, slate
entry included, double floor construction, immediate possession,

'7.
,

)...,nimmilL
a

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, 3 bedrooms, 11/2 full baths, full base-

ment, carpeting, window coverings, FIREPLACE included, WALK

included, FIREPLACE in nice sized L.R., patio, 21/2 car garage,

TO STATION, choice Mt. Prospect location,

$23,500

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

o pin home an outstanding purchase,

'445,900

In Palatine
728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

emmerb
REALTORS

WALK TO EVERYTHING In Palatine, 3 good sized bedrooms,

S&S, washer, dryer, stove, water softner, hardwood floors, all

OPEN 9 to 9

window coverings included,

$21,900

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

894-1800

-

$33,900

$29,900

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

CAN EASILY BE ADDED, carpeting, blt-ins, water softner, FAMILY
ROOM included, high assumable loan, walk to schools,

TOP ARLINGTON HEIGHTS locale, 3 bedrooms, 11/2 full baths,
all new carpeting, THERMOPANE windows, air conditioners, bltIn Tappan Units, heated garage with sink included, IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION,

$32,500

baths, 20 ft. patio, FAMILY ROOM
with FIREPLACE, carpeting, draperies, curtains, all blt-in family
kitchen, hop, skip, lump to Pioneer Park make this neat as
FOUR BEPROOMS, 21/2 full

FOURTH BEDROOM

ONE BLOCK TO PARK

ENGLISH TUDOR

LOW TAXES

LOTS OF LAND, 3 bedrooms, carpeting, drapes, washer, dryer

Member:

Member:

NORTHWEST' SUBURBAN

MAP MULTIPLE

BOARD OF REALTORS

LISTING SERVICE

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-2460

In Arlington Heights

,

1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

956-1500

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Road,

299-0082

THE DAY
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Home Loans to Be Easier to Get In Corning Months, Study Shows
Easing in the mortgage Research added:
market during the coming
"COMPETITION among
months is expected, but the
downward drift of interest lenders in some areas may

rates probably will not exceed prompt also a reduction in
an average of one -quarter per lenders' placement fees or discent, the National Association count points, but these lower

of Real Estate Boards

con-

costs will probably be
fined to loans with greater

predicted today

The report of the annual than average equity."
fall mortgage study of The NAREB study was
NAREB's Department of based on a survey of more

46 per cent. In the re"In fact, availability. in
maining 11 per cent of the na-

than 210 Realtors in all parts

deteriorated in some parts of
of the country.
The NAREB study found the west and south as usury

that during the last six months law changes brought comand viewed nationwide, home petition from states previously
mortgage loans fcir con- under a 6 per cent ceiling."
Specifically, the NAREB
ventional financing have been
survey found that the current
somewhat more accessible.
"This 'favorable trend, supply of funds available for
however, was predominantly conventional loans on existing
in the East and Midwest," the homes is ample in 43 pet cent
of the country and moderate
report continued.

tion, the supply is described

improvement when compared

neighborhood with a con- which occurred after the

in 14 per. cent.

However, in September,
1967, funds were ample in 51

moderate in 39 per cent, and
tight in 10 per cent.

As expected, the NAREB
study found interest rates con-

tinued to rise. According to

the report, "At mid -Sep-

tember, rates stood at levels

inviting you to see an outstanding new home buy for
1968 ... at Benwick in Schaumburg, quality -built
by my friends at Lancer Corporation.

of last
spring, having climbed rapidly
and then stabilized."
above

well

those

The report noted also that
"averages continue to have

only limited usefulness
because the 6 per cent ceiling

the usury law of some

in

states was replaced by a 7
per cent limit, and a new ceiling in sortie
A

states was ac-

companied by a restriction on

survey. In the West, the

both the historic differences
and the change in usury laws

credit for purchasing an ex-

per cent of the country,

This is Jim Conway

WHILE THE costs of "regional comparisons reflect

This is a modest isting house in a good

survey, when funds were ample in 36 per cent of the areas,
moderate in half, and tight

the South, compared to, 35 per,
cent in- the
more recent

The NAREB .report said

as "tight."

to the results of the spring

in 37 per cent of the areas in

recovery," the report said.

other costs."

September figure of 31 per
cent compared to 43 per cent

in March. In both areas, funds

March survey. Currently, the

ventional loan is similar to
that for new construction, in
a few areas it is a bit higher:
A rate of 7 per cent prevails

supply of funds for con-

were less available in March
than in September, 1967.

ventional existing -home loans

is ample in half of the
Northeast, a "dramatic

in 34 per cent of the areas,
a charge of 7.25 per cent is

common in 29 per cent of the

nation, and 7.5 per cent is
usual in a quarter of the

The market outlook has

brightened for both buyers

change" from the 19. per cent
six months ago, and above
the 44 per cent of a year ago.

and sellers whose housing

the percentage of areas

closely approach the level of

transactions depend on FHA insured loans, NAREB said.

Funds available will more

In the North Central region,

areas. The remaining 12 per

demand requirements, and
type of loan rose from the discounts will decline a point
reporting ample funds for this

cent of the country lists either
higher or lower rates, but not

one reporter recorded

reported ample money. -

or two. However, competition
from the conventional market,
particularly
with
loans
private insurance, will' continue to be strong.

"Counterbalancing easing
in states of the Northeast and

permissible interest rate from

March rate of 44 per cent to
56 per cent. In September,

anything below 6.5 per cent.

1967, however, 63 per cent of

Turning to the subject of

availability of mortgage the areas in this region
money in metropolitan and
non -metropolitan areas, the
report said the improvement
in borrower access to con-

With the change in

6 to 6.75 per cent, loan

North Central regions, the

West, and to a lesser degree,
the South, has had a decline
in accessibility," the NAREB

ventional home financing has .
taken place in both areas.
"Last spring, smaller communities more frequently felt
the pinch. In contrast, during

resources became more readily available. For an FHA -insured mortgage on an existing
home, the supply currently is

investigation found.

ample in one-half of the nation and moderate in most of

LAST MARCH, an ample

the summer months, they
have experienced a better

supply of money for existing home mortgages was reported

the remainder.

Davis Predicts Greatest
Ever Real Estate Boom
One of the

greatest real

estate booms in history,
starting within the next few
months, was predicted last
week by Lyn E. Davis, president of the National Associa-

tion of Real Estate Boards

The Barrett - One of Schaumburg's most popular moderately -priced homes at
$29,000 offers you one of the greatest values in a home today. Three spacious
bedrooms, two lovely ceramic tile baths, gracious living room, dining area and

(NAREB), in a talk before the
Canadian Association of Real
Estate Boards.

modern showplace kitchen styling add up to VALUE. Full basement and
concrete driveway, too, Take your cue from Jim Conway. See the Barrett;

here, including

"All the ingredients are

-- most important of all -- the buildup
of demand caused by the re-

you II he gldd you did'

cent credit crunch," Davis
said.

.43Enunai

The NAREB leader said
that the impact of the new

Irving Park Road

1'
I
*Benwlek Is located on Plum GroteRas:does:

lanceR coRpoRation
by
SUILDIRS a DEVELOPIRS
...91VH10111

federal housing law in the

United States won't really be
felt until perhaps the' middle

2 miles south of Higens Road (Rte. 72).

open daily, 10 &X to 8 P.M.

asked.

"The answer is obvious. In
organizing our Make America
Better program we determined

that the problems of housing
cannot be solved unless we
concurrently solve the ills of
education, job training, tax

imbalances, juvenile delinquency, the cruel and ex -

p en s ive rise in crime,

overcrowding in the central

cities, the flight of industries

from poor neighborhoods

where jobs are needed, and
transportation," he added.

by the Congress usually lags
behind legislation, and since it
takes time to tool up for such

HOME
SALE?

U

"THE INCOME tax "A variation of this is the
surcharge already has shown refrain:
" 'My father could have
beneficial effects in the matter
of the availability of mortgage bought that land for $100 an
money and slightly easier acre; last week it sold for
mortgage terms. It is likely $100 a square foot.' "
Davis said that opwe will see some reduction in
interest rates, although if you portunities in real estate are
propose to hold your breath here as never before, both for
until we get down to the terms the buyer of property and the
of a few years ago, I suggest Realtor who serves that buyer.
you carry around a tank of "In Canada, particularly,
oxygen,' Davis added.
with its matchless economic
"The saddest citizen of all potential, there is seemingly no
is the person who waits and limit."
Davis told about the new
waits for ideal terms before he
buys property," he added. NAREB Make America Bet"Probably every person in this ter program.
"But why should we
room belongs to the club

with industry and jobs when
our specialty is housing?" he

of next year, since funding

609 Juli boort, Schaumburg, Illinois-Phone: 894-1500

.

Realtors concern ourselves

known as :I Wish I Had
Bought It 10 Years Ago.'

a massive job.

3 BEDROOM RANCHES

,.1'

Owners
Coverage
NICELY LANDSCAPED-NEWLY PAINTED

You'll find many novel features here, including a cedar closet in the full basement,
built in desk and shelves in the hall Toorshed, other extras

Should you try to sell it yourself

$24,900

or should you list it with a Realtor
and, if so, WHICH ONE?

WE HAVE 10 ANSWERS TO THIS QUESTION
7. Institutional ads in Chicago & North
Western timetables from Irving Park
station to Arlington Heights.
8. Two large, deluxe, well -located volume Realtor offices with prestige to
reach out over entire area and attract many buyers and sellers.

I. F -B -K ads in "Chicago Tribune" 365
days of the year. Large F -B -K signa-

tures. Many ads on Sunday. Open
house if desired.
2. F -B -K is in

immediate day-to-day

contact with the local market-we

know what comparable homes in
your area are selling for.
3. F -B -K is a member of Previews Executive Home Search-a world-wide
referral system. (No. cost to you.)
4. F -B -K publishes a monthly home
magazine with picture listings. It is
mailed to prospective buyers, per-

I 2.

9. A trade-in program that

motels, stores of cooperating merchants and our offices.

.

Your Chances of Securing a Buyer
At The Best Possible Price

In The Quickest Time
Is By Listing Your Home With

FREALTORS
-B -K

6. Large display ads in local newspapers, many ads in service organizelion publications, church bulletins.
Sponsors of many bowling teams,
parades, etc. Booth at Arlington

sik

-

Main

Mount Prospect

B K
REALTORS:
OPEN WEEKDAY EVENINGS'
Member of M.A.P. Mulflpl Meting Service

OUTSTANDING IN SCARSDALE

This

fine 6 room home has central air conditioning, separate dining room,

1 V2

baths, 2 -car garage, a paneled rec room, Crab Orchard fireplace, many extras

$40,900

I/ you need further convincing, please

call! We need your listing-we have

buyers and are eager to sell your home.

Fair & Exposition.

S

vents his having two homes on his
hands.

over 300 salespeople within' 48 hours.

392-7150

$32,900

10. A sales staff of residential specialists, second to none, eager to serve
you and on the job 7 days a week.

Multiple Listing. Service; Your listing will be in 40 Realtor offices with

150 S.

assures

price on his present home. This pre'

5. F -B -K is a charter member of M.A.P.

_

^

den that could be the 4th bedroom Also 21/2 baths, 21/2 car garage, kitchen built ins

prospective buyer a definite sales

sonnel managers, distributed through
.

"

RAISED RANCH WITH 8 ROOMS

This choice almost new home has a separate dining room, family room, and a

=

K

.

.1%

'

123 S. Arlington Heights ltd.
Arlington Heights
255-8000
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Tally Ho C.C. Changes Management
streams In addition to regular

and

season memberships, daily -fee

panded activities program for

Columbus, Ohio.

management contract with
Tally Ho Country Club, in

golfers are welcomed./

pointment of Jim Day as

suburban Mundelein

A HEATED Olympic -size
pool is open during the sum-

members is planned.. The next
few years should see some impressive changes at Tally Ho."

The announcement was

made jointly by Deno

French, head of the Branigar's

"We're delighted to have a
company with the reputation
Branigar enjoys handling the
management of Tally Ho,"
Melchiorre said. "In addition
to an imaginative program of
improvements to the course

Management Services
Division

Tally Ho's rich, rolling, 18- ,

hole championship golt
course, with watered fairways,

has a small lake and several

Day, a graduate of the

Michigan State Hotel School,
has been manager of Buffalo

celebrated its fiftieth an-

banquets, weddings, and
parties, is open the year
round

general manager of Tally Ho.

Organization, which recently

seating in excess of 500 for

tion complex, and H 0

French announced the ap-

THE BRANIGAR

mer. The clubhouse, with

Melchiorre, Gordon Clayey,
and Carl Stoccholm, owners
of the huge golf and recrea-

an

Grove. Golf Club.

Lakes, a 36 -hole course and

Known at one time as'
Vernon Hills, Tally Ho's

west suburban Bloomingdale;

development includes a

niversary, also operates Indian

multimillion -dollar

well-known restaurant, in

number of apartment

White Pines Golf Club and

buildings and single-family
residential units, which are
not involved in the Branigar

Mohawk Country Club, both
in Bensenville; Buffalo Grove
Golf Club, near the northwest
suburb of Wheeling; and

management contract.

Deno A. Melchiorre, president of Tally Ho Country Club, and H. 0. French, h. .;
The Branigar Organization's Management Services Division, shake hands to celebrate if,

term management contract under which Branigar will operate Tally Ho, located .,
45 near Mundelein, Ill. Looking on are co-owner Gordon Clayey (left) and club n
Jim Day (right).

Bureau Tells How Bathrooms Change
There are at least nine
bathroom trends

influencing

new home buyers

builders,

and those who plan to
remodel existing homes
They're listed by the Plumb-

bing-Heating-Cooling
Information Bureau

enjoying a boom. The

trap dirt before it gets into the
rest of the house, are making

feet in size compared with the water is also a "corner".
4. The trend to colored fix5 x 7 average of the past few'
tures is continuing, with some
years

gains. A typical mudroom is

larger and more luxurious ones.

ones Some are now 8 x 10

1

closets, already popular in

bathroom and the others in

public washrooms, are being

color.
5. Decdrated fixtures --with

Installed in more and more
homes, for ease of cleaning.

bathrooms and are asking for

3 Two bathroom sinks arc

disenchanted with small

Time was when artists

, ceilings, then underfoot

pavements and floors captured
their attention

specialized to -the needs of
users --for example, "juvenile"

early American and other

fixtures for early training of

bathrooms, even shower stalls,

and outdoor pavements in
classic Greek and Roman

and such areas as counters,

pitcher --are gaining fans.

designed fixtures for disabled

6. There will be a bathrooin
for every bedroom in virtually

or senior citizens.
9.

home steam baths and
automatic temperature controls for the bath and shower
are among the products that
are growing in popularity.

Plywood Plan Index

new about colorful flooring in
the home

the 100 per cent epoxy first.

No need for a sealer if the

What is new is the way the

interior floor is already

production of color in flooring has been taken off the
hands of the professional and

smooth Then comes the fun.:
the task of sprinkling the vinyl

"liberated" into the hands of

chips for the exact blend of

the amateur
The name of the popular in-

pattern and color wanted.

door technique is "poured
flooring " And this season --

a poly -urethane finish, the net

Handymen looking for new

ways of improving their

homes, yards or children's
play space will find more than

100 suggestions for new

the job.

in the house.

"

In most instances, the

This Cape Cod with 4 bedrooms is the horr.

association offers detailed

plywood panels, material lists,
construction details and stepby-step instructions.
To obtain a free copy of the

spikes, grease and scuffing.

COME SEE THIS HOME

formation on ordering plans.

tion.
The association's "Plywood

resists fading, dirt, wear, ,camping, pets and every room

good time to tackle

,4;

The index pictures each

plans for 10 cents each. The
plans include layout patterns
for making the best use' of

result is skid -resistant and

After drying, sanding, and

BIG! - ON PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
BIG! - ON QUICK, COMPLETE SERVICE

project and contains in-

workshop projects in a free
booklet being offered by the
American Plywood Associa-

Handy Plan Index" pictures
projects for winter, summer,
spring and fall, and includes
some for the garden, toys,

IN,REAL ESTATE

Bidets, whirlpool baths,

10 years.

The job itself can be a fun

nothing really

bathrooms, and specially -

every new home within 7 to

thing One kit, for instance,
spells out simple step-by-step

directions for the man of the
house to follow, putting down

fall --is

youngsters, "teenage"

grandmother's bowl and

and tabletops.

times attained a superb degree
of mastery
there's

designs reminiscent' of great-.

practical for kitchens,

Mosaic treatment of indoor

put damp

8. Bathrooms are being

7. Mudrooms, built off the
There are do-it-yourself kits
kitchen or in the basement to
on the market.
Poured flooring is seamless divert the traffic pattern and
and waterproof, is especially

painted on walls, decorated

So

and a place to
clothes and boots.

flower, fruit, abstract, Greek

Artistic Treatment
For Floor Possible

Ati,744:

closet, shower, work counter

homes having one white

Off -the -floor water

SEE THE

equipped with sink, water

'

People have become

1

bedroom sink with running

YOU should see. Family room plus rec room.

car garage plus a hobby shop for your soh
Built-in oven/range, dishwasher. Wall-to-wal.
carpeting in living room, dining room, halls,

e ---r

.11.

stairs,

kitchen

and

2

bedrooms.

Built-in

bar-b-que off patio. Too many extras to list
come see for yourself.

index write the American

$47,500

Plywood Association, 1119 A
St., Tacoma, Wash, 98401.
Ask for from No. S68-605.

,

'f`t

C

WELL MAINTAINED HOME!

41,14M&Vilt & HEDLUND, INC.

Has 5 officei to serve

4 bedroom raised ranch w th family room
car attached garage -Built-in double oven a.

YOU

range. Tack down .carpeting. All curtains

_

drapes except bedrooms. For the large fam,

'BUYING or SELLING
with 40

$35,900
FRESHLY DECORATED

hard working

INSIDE AND OUT

3 bedroom tri-level of brick and frame construction. 2

professionals to assist you!

baths, attached garage. Drapes and curtains in living room.
Wall-to-wall carpeting in gold with 15 year guarantee.
Lots of closets.

-Price--$35,750

SHARP --A MUST TO SEE

Over a Decade of faithful Service
in,the Northwest Suburban Corn.,

3 bedroom Iii -level home with 11/2 baths.
Carpeted living room, stairs, and all bed-

' *mollies

Built-in oven and range, ceramic
back -splash & work area. Loads of wood cabi-

rooms.

nets. Very nice mature landscaping -- large

..

_

back yard completely cyclone fenced.

.

aan.,:z 11111

$32,000

CENTRAL'AIR CONDITIONING

1

Fond du Lac stone, brick and litetime siding on this
beautiful split-level. Patio with carpeting. Carpeting also
In living room, dining room, hall and stairs, 2 bedrooms
and around pool. Fond du Lac stone fireplace wall in
family room. SWIMMING POOL with privacy. fence. 2 car

This 3 bedroom ranch has both. One of Peter-

attached garage.

son's finest homes with hardwood floors

'

$72,000

LOCATION PLUS QUALITY
in

.

living room, dining room, halls and bedrooms.

Kitchen and family room have poured vinyl
floors for easy maintenance. Quality built for
the discriminating buyer who desires area of

5 OFFICES

all custom homes. CLEAN.

$42,900
800 W. Higgins

Park Ridge

574 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

2'1 N. Vail, Arlington Heights
.710 E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine

824-0111

358-2300

CONVENIENT LOCATION

car detached gafage with storage.
2 bedroom ranch.
Fireplace in living 'room. Stove, refrigerator, window air
conditioner. Kitchen has built-in breakfast booth. Fruit trees
1

in back yard. Ideal starter home. Walk to everything.

estate

$23,900

i132 S. Northwest Hwy., Barrington 381-6800

eatottg
3 nFF!r"P7r
AN A CHOICE AREA
3 bedroom brick and frame ranch Family room, 11/2 bath,
3, car attached heated garage Aluminum storms and
`screens Carpeting ,in living room, hall and 3 bedrooms.
-a-Built-in oven / range Entrance foyer Lovely landscaping.

$31,900

gSr

real

823-2157
CL 9-1400

LOVELY 810 COLONIAL
2,storyrough cedar colonial with 4 bedrooms and 21/2
Landscaping Very nicely done.. 2 car attached
image:: Large- kitchen ,.plus breakfast room. New gold
carpeting. Family room with' country brick fireplace. Priced

baths.

.11,9,111

I

Scioto Country Club, in

ex-

The Branigar Organization,
Inc , has signed a long-term

the clubhouse,

Fag,:

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

-

'

.

!i

Insulate for Comfort and Economy
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Modern homes are so well
insulated that no one gives the
matter a second thought. But

You and Your Will

there are old homes on the
market, good buys and sound-

ly constructed, that lack insulation. And in. many new

By Donald F. Morton, President
Arlington Heights Federal Savings

homes there is unusued space

and Loan Association

makes provision for management until the time comes for
distribution. And it designates
who shall administer the es-

Has e you written your will

If we were of a betting mind,
a

safe and profitable wager

would be esen money that
your answer is no An esti-

tate.

Every time you and I hear

mated two thirds of American

the word estate we conjure up
images of vast acreages with
private driveways leading up

property owners die without

making a sill
\'et making a will

is as

to tree -hidden mansions. Or

much a part of the thoughtful
person's planning for the
happiness and well-being of
the family as is a sound savings and insestment program

we think in terms of stocks
and bonds and real estate so
plenteous

and old age security
is

owner

the

think so, glide around after

or

you've sprouted wings and lis-

ten to the haggling that goes
on about your estate among
some of your dear cousins.

time

next

week

t int leg il document Essen t. illy, it is an instrument that

fixes the way sour want your

Issas used after your death
It does three things It directs
ho 511111 Share in the estate,

to whit extent, and when It

Right now, you would
probably be surprised to
know how much you are

worth. This is something for
you and your spouse to figure

out some evening after the

sulation will make a substantial savings in your fuel bill.
There arc many types of in-

sulation available but choice

assets is the- complete answer
to whether you as a couple
should write your wills.

will depend on which is

easiest to install in a
particular circumstance.

If your objection to drafting a will is a matter of cost,

more complicated they be-

month No one of us believes
there is any crashing hurry
It is a tremendously impor-

some

the will is still an important
document. When funds are
slim, it is vital to use them
wisely. And don't think that
joint ownership. of all your

assets is an estate. If you don't

Actually, $5,000 worth of

one of those

things that we are absolutely
going to get around to doing

then need insulation.
Even if you cannot fully insulate a home, even partial in-

Even if the estate is modest,

ants to keep in, toqch with his
holdings.

IN ADDITION to the insulation itself, remember the
importance of a vapor barrier.

This may be an integral part
of the insulation or it may
have to be installed separately.

The vapor barrier

come, of course, the higher
the cost-but, at the outside,

insulation to prevent con-

densation within the

$350, with potential savings

framework and walls of the

instances

Then pour in the insulation.
Three or four inches will do.

FINISHED walls offer too

many problems for do-it-

serves as a vapor barrier; yourself insulation. Best bet is
blankiets--batts made in rolls
Instead, insulate the floor' in
reflective insulation-a metal

to call in professionals to blow

which insulates by turning

should

otherwise leave the roof alone.

closed -in porches that are not

space below.

Use blanket insulation

loose fill into the space in the
walls.

Only if you are remodeling
you consider doing

back heat by reflection. You outside walls yourself. In this
can find combinations of the case you may plan to knock
reflective and batting type in- out the interior of the old
walls anyway. If you do, insulations.
Roofs are insulated if you stall blanket insulation.
Floors over crawl spaces or
plan to occupy the attic;

Instead, ins slate the floor in over a basement should be inthe attic to protect the living sulated for greater comfort.

between the joists below. The

TO INSULATE roofs vapor barrier side of the inwhere the living space directly

below is occupied, use batts

sulation should face up.

If access to the underside

or blankets. Fit them between is not available, has loose inthe studs and rafters and nail sulation blown in.
or staple them in place.
Insulation of this type, in-

cluding the reflective in-

sulation, is made to fit into
standard stud spaces. A finish-

ed wall surface must then go

polyethylene film, aluminum

In an unoccupied attic it is
cheaper and easier to insulate

over it.

NAREB Head Pushes
For Law, Tax Change

America's domestic battle
will be won in such arenas as
paint applied on the inside the floor. Use a loose fill of the hundreds of cities of the
rock wool or vermiculite. nation where hope, self-imwalls, thereby sealing them.
Place a vapor barrier between provement, vocational
INSULATION is available the studs as the first step.
foil or even oil -or rubber -base

drawn, executed, and witnessed. It requires the services

of a competent lawyer.

solid material covered on one
or both sides with a paper that

house.

It may consist of

running into many thousands
of dollars.
A will is a technical docu-

ment that must be precisely

is in-

stalled on the warm side of the

we are talking of $200 to
in such involved

wool, fiberglass, vermiculite
or wood -pulp fibers; batts--

that you may wish to finish
into a living area which will foil or foil -covered surface

kids have been put to bed.

keep in mind that for most
couples a pair of wills can
be drawn by an attorney for
a matter of $25 or $50. The

needs lawyers and account-

for the children's education

A will

that

as loose fill material --rock

training, and self-determination arc replacing despair and
the demoralizing dole, says
Lyn E. Davis, president of the
National Association of Real
Estate Boards (NAREB).

Addressing the California

owner who rehabilitates his
property.
"This is a difficult question,
and one that is worthy of in -

tensive study and action on
the local, state, and federal
levels."

Real Estate Association
annual convention in San
Francisco, Davis declared

that the battle may be fought
in noisy demonstrations such
as those in Chicago, but it can

A FACTOR often

overlooked is the potential

market centered in the cur-

renly umemployed or underemployed, Davis declared.

be won only by forward -look-

ing projects in social and

"By helping our 30 million
neighbors in the poverty area

economic improvement now

to higher standards we will

going on in all parts of the

uncork an economic 'sleeper'

country.

worth billions of dollars, to

association, part of the 85,000
Realtors of America and their
200,000 associates, believe we

important element of human

"MEMBERS OF this

say nothing of the vastly more
values, he added.

"Let us make it

clear --we

to make certain that
have at least part of the want
the hungry are fed, and the
answer. We call it our Make
America Better program, an

sick are cared for, and the
ambitious seven -objective homeless are given shelter.
"But over the long haul, the
plan to help solve the major
problems of our cities and real need is to find methods

that will make available to the
disadvantaged the educational
1,550 boards of Realtors all and employment opportunities
over the national already are they lack.

towns."

Davis said that many of the

NATIONAL
oitap,g_colifirANY

16641 ROSCOE

SERVICE

DEPARTMENT

-186

91343

PHONE

(213) 9921

CALIFORNIA

PLACE SEPULVEDA,

implementing the seven objectives and the 49 proposals
that translate these objectives
into action.

'It is to find ways to train

the men and the women who
are displaced by sophisticated

farm machines and who

He added that a major ob- migrate to the overcrowded'
jective of the plan is to work cities to find jobs they are not
in harmony with other civic equipped to fill, or which
organizations to accomplish don't exist within commuting.
the common goal of making range.
"The central truth is that it
America better.

cost us far less to solve
NAREB's nationwide would
the problems than it does to

advertising campaign was

pay the tab for our failure to

revised this year to focus at-

tention on people and institutions who are making
significant contributions,

September

he

said.

30, 1965

Davis cited examples of

boards of Realtors and other

organizations assisting the

disadvantaged in the areas of

solve them," Davis said.

Booklet
Lists Tile
Designs

job \training, home ownership,

Estate Ltd.

eduoation improvement, and
empl yment.

Kole Real
Des Plains,

we
and I when
apprepiated
my wife
you gave was especially Chicago.
Kole:
service
Dear Mr.
fine
for the
Your servicehad to remain
thank you
Estates.and my family
to
I want home in Hoffman
sold our homeinstead
that you
No,
in California
sold our
working
I learned just due to luck. the way
I
was
when
and in
since
was
least,
our
to say the think that this market analysis
widened
that
we
I
don't
Good
surprised,
sure
I was

Illinois

comprehensive I am
prospect.
charges.
to the first fast sale to your the linancing. the financing
handle
that we
I owe this
offered to share
sale.
are hidden
insured a Last
when we
you suggested
market" right price
No charges
costs' are going
"buyers and the
all expenses. and
lists
financing
selling proceeds
your company
what
his
way
like the
friends.
I also
knows exactly
to any of my
so the seller the deal is
your company
to be before
in recommending
feel secure
I would

be done -on all levels of Gracious Living With
government, particularly in

Ceramic Tile," points out that
American manufacturers now
make thousands of different
\
tax reform.
types of ceramic tile -- each
"In many cases our tax laws with a combination of color,
seem to reward the person design, shape and texture' all
who allows his property to its own.
deteriorate, and penalize the
At the same time, it says,
the

fields of housing code

study, code enforcement, and

Lure Nuisances

dozens of new setting

materials and methods are

for installing tile inIs your home free of available
side and outside homes,
frustrations?
Little annoyances can cause

undue aggravation, fatigue,
and even family conflict.

Some common nuisances

schools., hospitals, office
buildings and factories.

Four general types of

ceramic tile are described:

Noisy recreation room.

-- Glazed wall tile, most,
familiar in 41/4 -inch squares,
also is made in other sizes and
shapes. It comes in an array
of colors, designs and glazes.
Heavy-duty glazes make it

and one or more

tertops and floors as well as

and their cures:

Squeaking door. Use

graphite on the hinges.
Sticking drawer. Soap stops
that bind.

Cover ceiling with acoustical

walls with peg -board over
glass fiber insulation.

Dad's lack of privacy for

his "homework." Establish an
office in a quiet place such as

a bedroom. Put in a desk,

comfortable chair, and panels

suitable for use on counwalls.

-- Ceramic mosaic tiles, the
small tiles mounted in x 2 foot sheets, may be glazed or
unglazed. Designed primarily
for floors, ceramic mosaics
are also excellent on other
1

and are a fine
for attractive, convenient surfaces
medium for murals.

storage and adequate lighting.

Cracked linoleum on

kitchen floor. This is both
unsightly and unsafe. Remove

Quarry tiles are heavyduty floor tiles, traditionally
earthen -red, six-inch squares,

available in adlinoleum, install u n- but nowcolors,
shapes and

MG/vls

derlayment for a smooth base
and then a new floor covering.
Underlayment prevents "mir-

roring"' through of uneven

flooring and prolongs life of
surface.

KOLE REAL ESTATE, LTD

Council of America that

Po'nting out that some of describes the decorative
diversity available today in
this centuries -old product.
added hat much remains to
The booklet, "Designs for

the m jor battles must be won
in the legislative field, Davis

material

n
Goldste hnical Instruction
Marty
Department
Manager of
Service
National Organ Company
Thomas

"Style it with tile," suggests
a new publication of the Tile

Open 9 to 9 Doily Sot. 8 Sun. until 6 PM

Serving the Northwest Suburbs

ROLLING MEADOWS 3413 KIRCHOFF 392-9060 WHEELING 749 DUNDEE ROAD 537-4900
-HANOVER PARK 6724 BARRINGTON 289-1900 DES PLAINES 1430 MINER STREET 827-5548

Leaky faucet in kitchen

ditional
textures. In

recent years,

quarries have become ex-

tremely popular among interior designers as unusual
flooring.
decorative
-- Pavers are similar to

sink or laundry tub. Turn off
water at meter, unscrew the

quarries and widen the color
range of heavy-duty floor

faucet top and insert a new

tiles.

washer.
Rickety workbench or laun-

for Gracious Living" are

alignment and keep them that
way by nailing triangles of
hardboard over segments.

Inc., .800 Second Avenue,
New York, N. Y. 10017,

dry table. Force parts into

Single copies of "Designs

available without charge from
the Tile Council of America,

I HE DAY

Brash New 'Antique'

First Family Moves
Into Hunting Ridge

ottle Make Collector's Beam
Jim Beam bottle collecting
burst into , eruption like the

Paricutin volcano in Mexico.

Bottle collecting is nothing

from a depression in his field.
Before our very eyes, in the
last couple of years. this -Beam
thing has come from nowhere
and

is

also growing into

a

crease

the

family seasonal wardrobe
ready for instant use

Most important bad

products, "easy to use" is easy
for manufacturers to say, loud

TV commercials.

pays -the careful

housewife to check the claims

washing a raincoat should in-

packaged in aerosol spray

clude these time -tested ways

cans.

For easy handling hang the
raincoat on a hangci, sponge
it with plain or detergent suds
or even plunge It in suds and

can't be bothered with the
details that result in getting
the longest and best service

but inexpensive way at

rinse water

Pay particular attention to
removing '`lc hair oils inside
and

outside

the

hood

and

along the collar
Clean hem lines and sleeve
edges carefully
Rinse awas all suds and

back on the hanger goes the

raincoat ready for the first
spatter of tam

To dry out every vestige of
moisture in the pockets, stuff
them with crumpled tissues

of cleaning products against
performance, especially those

Most homemakers just

from the particular spray can
they're using.
How the spray is to be held,
whether it should he shook

vigorously and for how long,
and at what temperature it
should he stored will affect efficient spraying. So who is
perfect and remembers to read
print?
tine
that

One old-fashioned but

pracitical way to see whether
you're satisfied with the product is to use a marking pen

rate of two or three a year.

Available right now is

a

civilizations by
means of shards of the water

donkey and elephant pair in
Regal china, the fourth in a

households.

series issued in pfesidential
election years since '56.

past

study

containers from ancient
WHISKY bottles have long

ALL THE trappings of a

object of the col-

full-grown hobby specialty are

the

found. A newsletter from the

shapes of fiddles and things or
those with quaint decorations,

tainers as the thine to collect.
The volcano Paricutin grew

Christmas as tree ornaments,

tional hobby magazines carry
ads listing bottles for sale.
There is an identification and
price guide in print ($4.25).
Before you start blowing
the dust off any such bottles

Similarly, there are already
hundreds of paid -up members
of Jim Beans collectors' clubs

to jot down on the bottom of

the spray -can the date of
purchase.

and clear in printed acts and

weather item to clean is a
raincoat Some special tucks
and shortcuts to a complete

are being added retail at the

particular fancy whisky con-

Dating Tells Most
About Cleaner Use

it's time to get

quirk. Fresh items destined to
become currency' in the future
auction -sell -or -swap market

Berkeley, Calif., club coordinates the trading. Na-

to 1.000 feet in four months.

When it comes to cleaning

That's, one, of the oddities

of this strange collecting

grandparents held onto rare

discern, considerable numbers
of people have seized on these

As rainy day forecasts In-

'new. In fact, archeologists

lecting urge and our

FOR REASONS hard to

Sponged

of these bottles was created as
recently as 1953.

been

mountain.

for $30, Colorado 111111.1 canteen for $45.

purchased or swapped bottles

volcano' back in 19-3 when a

farmer saw Paricutin start
with a wisp of smoke rising

EXAMPLES OF sought-after-bottles-fox in original issue goes

transcontinental trade in
has developed. And the first

beginning and growth of a

ttt-31K-,

over the country and a brisk

For the first time, science
got a chance to follow the
-

Raincoat
Can Be

P..
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If you glance at it before

you discard it for a new can,
you'll know how long such a
cleaner lasts in normal use.

Try several breads, apply
same test. You'll find it easy
to settle on the best one.

Country Music
Country music by en-

tertainers front the National
Barn Dance television pro-

gram will be featured Thursday at Ladies Night sponsored
by the Men's Club of the First

Methodist Church of Park
Ridge.

A barn dance will follow a

6:30 p.m. dinner at the
church, 418 Touhy. Tickets
are, S5 each.

glass flasks blown in the

As much a part'of

holiday decanters -each
December bloom in the liquor
stores. Designers have worn

For

ment,

special eye appeal.

manding the best price, the

Among them all, the Beam
bottles have been fated for

empties are expected by Beam
buffs, to still carry all the

there'S

a

catch.

"mint" condition, com-

this collectors' volcano.

original labels, including tax

PRODUCTION of the containers is limited, of course.

cessories as silver chains.

for special

other

occasions

than the yuletide and for individual business places. Eight
originals ha ye been issued to
Harold's CO), in Reno, for ex-

ample, among them a design
in china shaped like a slot
machine.
It's a bull market. One of
the Harold's Club specials,

dapper Geno
visitor clad in top hat, monocle and a barrel, has a going
from

1957, a

stamps, and any such ac-

`Little Foxes'

Has Cast
Picked Oct
Casting has been completed

for "The Little Foxes,' which
presented by the Des
will
Plaines Theatre Guild next

them with the keys to their

month.
be
Recent additions to the cast
are

Mrs. Elda Sharpless of

305 S. Dunton, Arlington

high.

quor store for the 1968 addition to the states series,
Illinois.

Maura, J.I.
look on.

and

"Streusel -

The O'Malley's home. the
is one of five individually designed homes

been sold in Hunting Ridge.
The Belmont is a four
bedroom, ten -room colonial
that features 2.739 square feet
at living area plus a basement
and a 2 -cur attached garage.

The master bedroom suite
contains a dressing room yvith
a separate vanitoritim. private

bath with a tub and shower

Prospect, and George Corral

available in Hunting Ridge, a
community of custom homes
built by the Winston Development Corp. on a 200 acre site
at Quentin and Illinois Roads

closet. A second bath serves

of 2505 Fulle, Rolling

so

new home as Joseph Jr.,

6,

IS). Ill) homes have already

Belmont,

special. commemorating the

NOT ALL are

family to move -in at
Hunting Ridge, by presenting
firm

opening last year (September

Heights; Marcy Vosburgh of

price from $250 to $275. A

Items in a series honoring individual states run from $175
for the rarest, West Virginia.
down to the current suns you
pay oyer the counter at a li-

Harry Wogman, (left), sales

manager of Hunting Ridge,
formally welcomes Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph O'Malley, the

419 Larkdale Ln., Mount

100th anniversary of the First
National Bank of Chicago.
from 1964, was recently auc$1,800.
for
tioned

t'

you might have in the base-

their paint brushes down in
the competition to give them

Another factor, the firm has
created exclusive decanters

A

Meadows.

The cast of 10 is being
directed by Doris Lytle Dettman of Carpentersville, the

first woman to diiect a play
in the 23 -year history of the
Des Plaines guild.

Now in rehearsal, the show

will be staged on Nov. 8, 9,
15, 16, 22 and 23 at 8:30 p.m.

in the Guild Playhouse, 620
Lee. Des Plaines.

in Palatine.

HUNTING RIDGE,

stall, and a huge walk-in
the other three bedrooms.

The living room and

separate formal dining room
tire located in the from of the
home to the right of the reception foyer.

which leads to the scis;,
try and into the taunt\ .,.
I.ike all homes in 11,..
Ridge. he Belmont is ImI,
a minimum 12.01111
foot 11°mi:site.

0111 ER HOMES ;Is :111:it..
Hunting Ridge :Iry thi
Avondale. a five hid; nil
II

bath.

three

mid-h.:Yu!

with 2.482 square feet
jog space: the Carnegie.,
bedroom. 2, : bath ranch ,,
2.412 square feet 01 la.
area: the Darlington. a
bedroom. 212 bath Koine
square feet

2.502

I,

of

area on two lesek.
Eldridge With si s
312 baths isith 3.28.7 Li
feet

of living

spat:,'

it

stories.

the

Priced from tit".

first community of custom
homes to be built by the
Winston Development Corp..
when completed will offer 472

"HIE FAMILY room offers
an optional fireplace and the
study or fifth bedroom are in
the rear of the first floor. Ad-

$49.000, the model o
Hoisting Ridge are ots

homes ranging in price from
$38,000 to $49,000. Since its

kitchen is the breakfast room

in

joining the fully equipped

-

from 10 a.m. until da.,
are located at 83I

f N,

Palatine.

ASH

ANNEN & BUSSE, REALTORS
40.
f.

'"

--.2112!011121

NEAT, CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 3 BEDROOM
CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED

11/2

3 bedroom Ranch has built-in oven & range, ceramic bath,
lovely carpeting and exceptional landscaping. Large kitchen,
all in likemew
plenty of storage and 2 car garage ...
is

tile bath ranch! Built-in oven & range, wood cabinets,

plenty of dining space, 2 car garage & paneled family room.

$29,900

condition.

$23,750

g

Immaculate 3 Bedroom Split Level
On 1/2 acre. Priceless trees, shrubs and colorful flowers.
11/2 vanity baths, family room, built-in kitchen applian-

ces, natural fireplace, big patio with park -like atmosphere,
QUALITY BUILT 3 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL

.

In prestige section of Mt. Prospect. Cozy den (or 4th bedroom)

fireplaces, custom family room and country. kitchen with
complete appliances and loads of eating space. 21/z ceramic
baths, patio, 2 car att. garage.
2

$43,900

TRADE YOUR HOME?
We will giUirantee to take your home in
trade in the event it isn't sold before you
need to complete your purchase of another.

att. garage.

$32,900

REALTORS

1

blocks from school! 2 tile
baths, family room, slate entry, 20' patio, 2 car att. garage,
beautifully landscaped lot. You'll love the GOLD bathroom
choice family location just

2

fixtures]

$33,900

JUST LISTED
Half Acre - close in! 2,400 sq.ft. of family living.
8 spacious rooms - 3 (or 4) bedroom, 21/2 bath,
2 way fireplace, lovely kitchen, family room,
1st floor laundry room) enclosed porch, 2 car
garage.

Asking

ANNEN
BUSSE

SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM DELUXE RANCH

In

... $50,900

MOVING ANYWHERE
IN THE U.S.A.?
If you are moving:we have pictures and information of homes that ;ire for sale all over the U.S.A.
through our co-operating Brokers in N N11.5. Call
us to discuss your new location ... we'll be hapm,
to help you!

Member National
Multi -List
-

Service

tbw

Interiors Build
Character Into Homes
Traditional and Con-

first -floor layout, with

WITH THE exterior styling

should look like, they can

stairway to one side and living
Roomy
guest closet is in one corner.

optional features of individual

lies the family living area

ideas of what their home room on the other

Don Scholz, nationally group,

and floor tiling in the entry
foyer This is centered in the

selected to meet the buyers'

Then, immediately beyond,

then go on --into layout and

known designer of the Sleepy
model

selection of wallpapers, colors

temporary

their homes
Hollow

tions of decor begin with a

eluding Colonial, Classic,

At Sleepy Hollow, a col-

orful woods -and -hills community just west of Dundee,
on Route 72, designers put as
much styling into interiors, as
they do into the exteriors of

at,

says,

rooms --to build the

The appearance of a house

character" of their new

may proclaim its character --

IN THIS area, the family

home, room by room

room boasts its own fireplace,

creating a happy homes "

distinctive two-story model

Visitors recently touring

paneled walls Across the far
end of the room, sliding glass

the several models in the

with two -and -a -half baths and
five bedrooms --is typical of

Sleepy Hollow group are fin cling numerous character -

the Scholz -designed homes
and their special RYpportumties

hut the interior confirms

it,

Saybrook" --a beamed ceiling and richly

The

and is most important in

building" features in each of

for 'characterfbuilding"
Priced at $36,000 without
and two-story And each 06 Mite for the basic model, this
these models is available in do home was featured in an artibroad choice of elevations, in- cle in Parent's Magazine Op -

the homes --split-level,

ranc4

Floor C__

e
Check th
periodically

sights for rainy days, careful
housewives do well to recite

and gouge the floor 7 -

the

and with

nailheads,

an old adage daily

You can save yourself a

r

truding

,

wear spike -heeled shoes when

you're walking over resilient
floors

lot

Sweep your walks and

of unnecessary work and also
avoid certain types of damage
to your floors that eventually
cost money to rcpaii
1 ty ,Aorhing these ideas in-

porches thoroughly at least

OOOOO

once a week to reduce the
tonnage of dirt that otherwise
is tracked into the house

FIBERGLAS

Windo-Well® Custom Covers
-g

NE2

Shatterproof - 90% Deihl
entry. You can stand on It

h

1

a

character" of singular

warmth and comfort for this
truly family" room

In the kitchen, step -saving
convenience is achieved with
and eye -pleasing appliances,

including range, vent and

hood, and disposal

which kaqinark

For the same reason, don't

"An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure "
When it comes to floor
care, it's particularly timely

The overall effect is

cabinets, wide work counters
ne
hoes

weatherman lining up his

the calendar

room

breakfast

and

a U -layout --plus many

to your m

With school days back on

doors open out to the patio,
which is extra large and extends around to the kitchen

guaranteed never to break

keeps out trash, water, snow
and rodents. Lays flat on the
welL Yon do toot need storm
windows.

Alumina* hardware, span g

clips, keeps cover Is position,
open* for ventilation.

Ask for complete Mom** any time

Call CL 5-2446 or write Window won Cover Co.

?a

PO Box 46, Prospect Heights, M.

AN UNUSUAL

.e ;;000.'d?

character -building" feature
of the Saybrook is the sewing laundry room Located off the

kitchen and family room, it
has its own entrance from the
patio Conveniences here include a built-in work counter,
matched cabinets and plenty
of natural light
is

At Sleepy Hollow on Rte. 72 just west of Dundee, new home "shopper"
will note many special design features throughout the attractive model group.

Grow Your Own Mini -Orchard

a

first

Dwarf fruit trees are ideal
lighted family bath with wide for homeowners who want the
mirror and built-in vanity, pleasure of home-grown fruit

beautifully decorated and
while the
boasts its

master

bedroom

own private bath

but don't have the space or
time to devote to the larger,

give a fairly

LATE WINTER or early
the ideal planting
time for fruit trees but fall
planting is very successful in
spring

Dwarf trees grow only six to

Among other features, this

year of planting; most

bountiful
crop by the third year,
will

and dressing room, with walk- standard -sized fruit trees.
in closet.

ten -feet high, yet hear full-siz-

is

climates. Container model offers a formal ed fruit and are very milder
grown trees can he planted
fireplace in the living room; ornamental besides.
spacious closets throughout;

and two separate storage

open dad{ until dusk.

Shown here is the family room of the two-story "Sa)brook " Beamed ceiling,

On the upper floor, traffic
distributed by an angled

corridor. There is

fine paneling and sliding window -walls add to the room's appeal. Models are

The dwarf trees have many
advantages, according to the

before the leaf buds begin to
develop, is the best time. On
most young dwarfs, all but

size, are very easy to spray.

fourth and fifth at two-week

For fruit of good quality, trees

intervals.

must he sprayed four or five

three or four well -spaced

times each year.

be cut back to about six in-

TYPICAL schedule for
pear and apples include a first
spraying when flower buds
begin to show color; a second

branches should he removed.
These branches should then
ches.

AFTER THE first year,

anytime.

prune all trees moderately

For the beSt growth, locate
the trees in full sun, protected

and interfering branches.

alcoves in the attached two - American Association of
Nurserymen. They're easily from wind, and plant the
car garage.
The "Saybrook" and other cared for and are as hardy and point of the graft above the
level.
Sleepy Hollow models are simple to grow as their big soilPrunning
is simple. hut imopen to visitors daily until brothers.
Some will bear after the portant. Late winter, just
dusk.

when petals have fallen; a
third, ten days filter; and a

Dwarf fruit trees are not
to

insects

and

diseases but, because of their

County Recorder Sidney R.
Olsen

26

listed

real

estate

transfers in his weekly Wheel-

ing Township tabulation of

ROBERT L.

negotiations in Arlington
Heights, Mount Prospect,

Nelson

indicated by the

were: 2507

Ridge,

Evans,

$30.00;

Ambrose

1415 N. Douglas. 1'. Gilbert
Peterson to John J. Roth
535.00; 909 S. Wilke Road,
Peter A. Ortman to Bernhard
C. Burtzlaff. $28.00; 2323 N.
Breighton l'1, Ivy Hill, Inc. to

`TEAL ESTATE EXPERIENCE

Albert F. Conrad, $49.50;

2519 Ridge, Berkely Square
yr

CO. to John E. Peters,$30.00.

Transfers in Mount

w

Prospect were: 404 N. Pine,
Jack E. Mantic to Eleanor L.

s.

to John W. Adams, jr. $33.00;

387 Indian Hill Drive, Levitt
and Sons, inc. to William E.
Gibbons, S33.50; 933 Plum
Grove Circle, Levitt and Sons,
inc.

389 Indian Hill Drive. Levitt and Sons, inc. to Alan

G.Lauter,$36.50;1097Bernard
412 Indian Hill Drive, Levitt
and Sons. inc to Galen L.
Hunt,S34.00; 404 Indian Hill
Drive, Levitt and Sons, inc.to

Carl E. Bohumil, jr. $37.00;
425 Regent Drive, Levitt and
Sons; inc. to Paul E. Anderson, $31.50; 423 Regent Drive

Levitt and Sons, inc. to Gerald J. Guerrieri, $37.50; 400
Indian Hill Drive, Levitt and
Sons. inc. to Kenneth E. Arbruster, $25.00.

Don't Overcook
The Mini -

Transfers in Prospect

Heights were: 222 Birchwood

Lane. Hollis Homes, inc. to
Philip J. Peterson, $7.50; 22
Stonegate Dr.. John S. Fraser

to Robert K. McCracken,

41,900

A -I

condition 3 bedroom ranch featuring choice location and

many extras. 26' panelled recreation room, 2 ceramic baths,
full basement, comfortable country kitchen, screened porch,
att. garage.

markets as early as the year
1213.

In years since,

these

Gracious 4 bedroom custom erected ranch in Country Club section. 21/2 ceramic baths, full finished basement with wet bar, laun-

F. Johnson to Robert B.

min icabbages got into bad
odor and limp appearance

Coats, $33.00; 171(1 Woodbine

dry room, 15 closets, lovely patio, super kitchen with quality
appointments, 21/2 car att. garage. Close to schools, shops, parks

from being over -cooked in too
much hot water.

James F. Jeffersen, $32.50;

Dr., Clifford C. Nicholas to

N. Elmhurst Rd., John
C. Stone to Dean Marsters,
411

51,500

and churches.

30,900

Cabbage
Records show that brussels
sprouts were.sold in Belgium

$41.50; 205 E. Olive, Donald

TREE SHADED LOVELINESS

PLEASURE FOR SALE

THIS RANCH HAS EVERYTHING!

Bartlett,

James M.

Levitt and Sons, inc. to
Michael M. Pinsker, $30.00;

Hayd, $29.50.

A lovely living room fireplace, central air conditioning, beautiful
landscaping arid convenient closc to school location plus many
superb extras 3 bedrooms 11/2 ceramic baths, built on kitchen
appliances, interesting patio and 2 car att garage

to

cle,
is

Transfers in Arlington

COMBINED YEARS OF

late -ripening varieties only.

Grove,
Price
amount

Berkley Square Co. to

FULL TIME, PROFESSIONAL
REAL ESTATE SALESPEOPLE

No. 4. The last spray is for

$27.50; 893 Plum Grove Cir-

Heights

MODERN, CONVENIENT
REAL ESTATE OFFICES

after No. -3; (5) six weeks after

Prospect Height:. and Buffalo
of state revenue
stamps on the document, with
$1 in stamps for each $1,000
market valuation.

REALTORS

flower petals have fallen; (2)
ten days later; (3) one week
after No. 2; (4) two weeks

Property
Transfer

Prune the tops if the trees

seem to he growing too tall.
immune

tarines: (I) spray as soon as

A

each season, removing crossed

For apricots, cherries,
peaches, plums and nec-

$30.00; 212 Beech Road, Phil-

To keep their shape, color
and fresh flavor, cook brussels
sprouts for only 10 to 20
minutes, covering tightly after

ip L. Salk to Ervin L. Potts.

the first five minutes of boil-

$40.00.

ing.

Transfers in Buffalo Grove

Use only a small amount of

were: 431 Regent Drive, salted water, 1/2 to inch in
Levitt and Sons, inc. to bottom of pan. And add
Clarence L. Keatley, jr.; sugar, about half a teaspoon
their
I

Il

7

,

--tosiMg64

i.-.C13.7 au.. I

EVERYONE CAN WALK

SPACE YOU CAN ENJOY

4 BEDROOM VALUE!
Convenient walk to school 4 bedroom ranch in lovely location. 2
ceramic baths, 25 family room, built in oven, range and disposal,
big free form patio Basement, att garage Exterior recently
painted and well maintained Immediate possession

35,900

Dad to the train, Morn to stores and children to I. ioneer t -ark and

Big beautifully styled 4 bedroom Colonial on large lot. Lovely
family room, 21/2 tile baths, spacious kitchen with oil built-in

schools, public or parochial ... from this 2 yr. old dripped white
brick 3 bedroom, 2 both beautifully conditioned home. Kitchen
complete with all built-ins. 25' living room. Separate dining
room. Lovely panelled f amity room. 2 car att. garage. Price-

appliances & custom floor. Colorful stone patio, 2 car att. garage. Hurry ... Immediate delivery.

36,900

ROBERTRealtors
L. NELSON
Our netveyt office serving
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Call

773-2800

At Devon and Arlington Heights Road

MULTIPLE USTING

IIAL 111,11 III /ICI

less location.

40,900

$34.50; 939 Plum Grove Circle, Levitt and Sons, inc. to
Theodore S. Uskali, $30.00962 Plum Grove Circle, Levitt
and Sons, inc. to Kenneth S.
Borcia, $27.50; 1119 Bernard
Drive, Levitt and Sons, inc.

Cortez Made
A Sweet Move
Sugar arrived

in Mexico

nearly four and a half cen-

300 W. GOLF ROAD

can 255.3900

in PALATINE
234 N. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

call 358-5900

in PROSPECT HEIGHTS
11/2

N. ELMHURST ROAD

call

394-1900

RoymondiW Nelson Jim Maloney terry Fitzpatrick Marge Nelson Mary Solon Don Jackson Jo Goad JO0j1 Miller Carl Posciuo.e
Jock Whisler Frank Jogai' Norm Morley Vic Soderstrom George Stohmer Lorry Knoock Marge Yeats Harry Gorloncl.JerryMaOS
BeflieWright Gen 1-tollnogel Chuck Fitiod Doris Baehr Al bongos a Jim Worriner Gun McCord Bill Hennessy Ed Kohl
Bill Biedermann Grace Manning Julia Ward Bob Lotka Joe Winterv Bob Nation Jack Jozwiak Micke Robertson

in ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
300 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

call 392.3900
Member

NATIONWIDE
FIND -A -HOME
Service

taste.

Serve with herb -seasoned

butter or margarine. Or,

create something new with
lemon juice and chestnuts,

slivered almonds or black

olives, snipped parsley,
tomato sauce and cheese.
Time enough for variety:

brussels sprouts are available,
fresh, between September and
March; frozen, they're on sale
year-round.

turies ago.

It came from Spanish San
Domingo where the first cane
plants in the New World had
been brought by. Columbus in
1493.

in MOUNT PROSPECT

per pound, to refresh

In 1519, another Mexican

arrival from Spain was the

You Call It
Popdoodle
Pop art wasn't with

Colonial New England, but

conquering Cortez. Ap- popdoodle was. Made of rich
preciating value, the con- sweet dough, baked in a
quistador promoted sugar's shallow pan, topped with spice
growth, and within three years and sugar for crunchy
established Mexico's first browness, and served with
sugar mill at San Andres Tuxtla.

coffee, popdoodle sometimes
was called coffee cake;

Cl"

255-7200

CV CD
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Service Directory

LO
CN1

THE. DAY

Need Help?
Advertise with Day

00

(NI

Let us help make your DAY

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community CALL ONE NOW I
CUSTOM
DRAPERIES
rkoncir or 437-2084

Cull

t.)0

F--:

Cn

WE HAVE I TON TRUCKS
AND 2 STRONG MEN

(.70_

CL 5-8232

IMF

O

FOR ADVERTISING

4

Jo,

Auto Repair

.'aztealwAlitik

Check of hose connecting lower radiator to engine's cooling jacket shows that it has dried

X CELL FENCE & IRON CO

We Spscializs in QUALITY BODY
FENDER & PAINTING 24 HOUR

Brickwork

259-5233

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

WE HAVE

AND 7 STRONG MEN
C, 5 823?

Coll "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

No lob too small.
ille Sky is the Limit
10 ft. to 1,000 ft. an y types tower

to' do it now '
When they wait we wind

837-3764 after 7 p.m.

work.
CALL SH 1.6900 anytime or

checking

i

car

NO JOB TOO SMALL

359-2756

HOME HANDYMAN

,R-

.-

Fahrenheit

Radiator and heater hoses

should he checked for
tightness of connections

A

insured

',tor

rates on all

exterior

&

MFully

work

work guoronteed.
299-3159
FREE ESTIMATES.
All

EDMOND GRAY

step.

last winter should be checked
by a hydrometer to deterntine
the degree, of protection it affords

car three years old may have

Atter the louith year of a

hoses that are rotted and aced
replacment
The anti -freeze lett in since

cars hie, said hidings, the

cooling system should be
flushed with a chemical agent.

This rids the radiator and
block of accumulated iust.

If a summer thermostat

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

H

Free

ik

leakage.

Radiator leaks, defective
drain valve connections and
hose leaks can be revealed
through this test.
After all this,

a

motorist

can be sure that when the

A hydrometer is used by William (Bill) Iddings, 1501 S.

Busse Rd., Mount Prospect, to get specific gravity reading of
anti -freeze and determine car's degree of winter protection.

temperature drops and snow
piles up, he won't he stranded
with a leaking radiator or
cracked block.

-

Steps
Patios

ways - Floors 529.3463

it

Walks.

RESIDENTIAL
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

Driveways,

patios

Phone

255-7200
in Des Plaines phone
In last step of winter protection check up, Iddings uses pump device to check cooling system

for leaks. "Pumping up" instrument to high reading first, he releases valve, then looks for
falling gauge pressure to indicate any leaks. (Photos by George Elliott)

296-6640

Rotoldling

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827.7588
Lawn

lawn

Custom Draperies.

Custom Draperies
P

No job too small.
Equipped for complete custom

drapery work with
17 years experience.

Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

"ELEANOR"
437-2084

lovers! We give

service. We will
lawn anywhere
whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We

grow you

o

will make your lawn look

POODLE GROOMING
Dressmaking -Sewing

take core of evergreens,
shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it
look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

Masonry
Brick 8 Masonry
Ail Types S. fireplotes
CL 3-5964

Murals
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

Painting -Decorating

pants,
clothing.
.

et
.

Sect%

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

ALPINE INTERIORS
Call 327-1752

Storm Windows
XCELL FENCE & IRON CO.
storm winflows &
Alumlnuon
doors, oluminurn fiber glass

awnings & patios, aluminum sich
ing. Financing arranged.

647.0220

Tailoring
-

CL_

. eves.

9-0E8O4P9'M'T't leAenis'r s.: r&

Tile
Dick's T,le
FREE ESTImATEs

to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255.0348
burst.

replace

$12 plus material
$22 plus material
515 plus rimier.'

Chairs
Sofas

I

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under $50.

&

plastic covers.

also

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, suede coots;

as

FALL SALE 5090 OFF

On all rustoill made fabric slip
cmers & reupholstering, &

though it has been sodded. We

Meyers

Dog Grooming

repair

&

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flowerbeds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load $15.00

expert

Rays

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or block B. white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Art His
17 S Evergreen
CL 5-5692

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

827.0609

Attend:

irs T V Cher k Lir nine Antennas
Repaired Home Serwce Calls
All Bank Credit Cards Honored

Shrubs

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Free Estimates

299-1696

DAY WANT ADS

Installed

.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

sidewalks,

773-1261

I

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, rejoining walls.

cost to put

155,000 salesmen to work for you?
Only $3,45. Go ahead, give the Day
a call...and sell something!

-

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1294

That's how many times your 3 line,
5 day want ad is printed and delivered to the door of prospective customers in the Northwest suburbs.
Customers who are looking for just
those items you have in your home
but no longer use. A TV set, baby
crib, lawnmower, movie projector...
you name it, our salesmen can sell

it. How much does

Drive-

-

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

TO WORK
FOR YOU!

weeding. Residential and corn.

estimates.

N 8 N CONCRETE

Trash Removal

grass cutting, fertilizing, d

Evergreens

Dra-, Elat,l,

Encisrewrig & Dr, wan 5,,, ,,.
CALL 255.3822

SAVE YOUR EYES.

Complete lawn core available,

Sod
Trees

Plastering
Its, ,,.u.,

1.0,

Radio -TV Repair

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone dely'd.

Grading. All work guaranteed
No job too big or smolt. Free

Concrete Work

is screwed IMO the mouth of

a valve opened to check for

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

255-1096

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
InstallId & Repaired

14.

,,,,,

mercial. Satisfaction assured
Free estimates
Call 255-6855

255.3642

device with a. gauge attached

pumped into the radiator and

.

KEY TILE CO,

power

planting, grade work. 557-1411

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Ceramic Tile

tightness

Exterior Work
359.0993
Roy Rood

Day or Eve. 766-7256

Woll new or used
&
Shift Steps.F..,

Estimates.

,,',.,

,,,,,,a,,,,,,j,-

Free

-

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

t,,,

kitchen cabinets

in

17}1I/Ilid6ote service.
estemites
Fall Savings For

All phases of yard work. Lawn

DEPENDABLE CARPET

cooling system should be

the radiator. Air is then

253-9046 - 76/-688P

Wall to
Repairs

rack, petcocks that drain the

should be made. A pump

Joe

.ApOliFflleiliS

and furroure refinishing

631-7671
Foil cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance

fund

&

Call

Comtnercial
Spociali/ing

HARBUT'S LAWN MTCE.

Carpet Installation

hibitor should be added.
While the car is on the

have been taken, a pressure
check of the cooling system

'Residential

debris. 457-0309

296-6365

into the radiator, rust in-

steps

INTERIOR.EKTERtOR
or

stone

maintenance .ddzimming,

for 180 degrees Fahrenheit.
When antifreeze is poured

9-049J

DIRT, sand,
fill, any amount. Also pick Up

CARPET e. FitPri ,Imrepneing ,,,
price w/lhis od. 11,1.11.119"'
tinting, ,mach. wall washing,
cleaning.
drapery
painting,
Se'ri.i.
Pl.
Des
Low priced.

Fahrenheit and winter ones

these

estimate.

Cl_
AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

Landscaping
BLACK

carpet

W011

3 Generations

Dec orating in the F.a,SI
SCandincivion Tradition

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

dormers. Vinyl and aluminum

to

Lauritz Jensen

Janeal Draperies

cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.

Summer thermostat in most
cases are set for 160 degrees

WHEN ALL

decorator's fabrics

Call me for free estimates on

Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
rm. 8. hall carpet. Sofas S9.95 &
up. 894.9141.

is

and condition.

Large selection of

siding.
UNITED ENGINEERS 823.082B

in the car, it should be replac-

insure

Interior Decorators

381-1972

exp.

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmonstim
Rdasocable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

._.

.

room additions, ,rec rooms and

ed by a winter thermostat.

checked to

_

ON REMODELING & REPAIRS

Wall

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

On all custom made draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.
Lowest Prices
Highest Quality

Carpet Cleaning
hidings selects proper diameter upper radiator hose, after
finding that it too needs replacement. Iddings says after average
car is three years old, checking hoses is a "must" winterizing

_

Save time & money

SALESMEN

E. ee Estimates. Full y insured_

Experienced instructor. Mon. &
10 p.m.
-Tues., evenings 7 to
firing.
supplies,
Greenware,
259-5920
gifts.
Customized

After 6 PM

good for two years There is
no need to replace it, too

degrees below zero

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

259-5887

259-0641

155,000

winter
The permanent type of antifreeze Installed in most new
cars at the factory should he

protection to minus 30

FIJI &

20% OFF SALE

Electrical
Plumbing
Carpentry
Painting inside & out
NO JOB TOO SMALL

lor

soon For the northwest
suburban area Iddings recommends enough anti-ficeze be
added to give cold weather

SPECIAL

own/yr

Home Repairing

CERAMIC LESSON 5

For Apprentice Carpenter.
Reasonable.

Iddings warns motorists

in

Folly

ensured. Reasonable 259-1039
Ken's Paintiry 8 Decorating

Instruction

he said, wearily

tips

PHONE 69E3.2322
EXTERIOR.INTERIOR
work I/10,1011p.
Quality

827.4637
Paint Service
Experienced
fin any type carper,quality
Exterior Painting tit its fine,
try work, remodeling & born

up doing 30 and 40 a day

IDDINGS uttered these

FREE ESTIMATES

BEST REF.

Reasonable rotor
Day or Eve. 766-7256

CARPENTRY 8. HIGH WORK.

work; welding & electrical work.

quality job at a cut-rate price

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

GENERAL

too small. 766-8034

Busse, who operates a Mount
Prospect service station says
he is speaking tot all his coleaguc s in urging auto (milers

customer cannot e\pcct a

CL 5.3991

ION IPaCK

359-1906

remodeling & additions. No job

Iddings of ISO; S

1

,

E.J. ERICSSON

General Hauling

Pernorlemig Additions
Carpenter work Tile Finn,,
Cull for Ea.rnoto

BY BEN C. Cl ARM;

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed Repairs &
F. 8-4543
reglizing
Custom

Carpentry -Remodeling

,
' '

NEW WAY PAINTING
Decorating & Remodeling
rdw. Estimates Ed Sowinski

Furniture Refinishing

ED FORAN

a

mei I -0"r,,

529-1211

finished $19.95

'
i

Rick's Decorating
karieling, Pointing & Tiling,
CL 3-1118

Ecklund Floor Service

Brickwork

E

CALL HAUCK & SON
2S9 5337

Average rod sanded sealed &

Some people wait too long
to winterize their ear and, a
local service station operator
says, "too long' soon may he

however, of so-called 'winterizing specials
He likened them to bai gam basement shopping saving the

'. " '
I

Floor Maintenance

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Readied 'or Freeze

.

Er mum chainlink
rcde.00d & stockade 647 0220

TOWING SERVICE

inter caters'
Urged to ave Cars

,

'yr., of

All

BUY OR SELL CARS

out and is about to split Necessary replacement helps avert costly vv intertime breakdown.

Painting Decorating

Fencing

We Don't

here

296-6640

255-7200

OR
Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day, The Des
Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day
Copy Deadline for Bo,iness Directory Thur day 3 00 P M

529-2840

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired

Won Tie New & Qernp0,1.n,
Al, 1,1e Repo.,
437.4093

Transmission service
AAMCO Transmissions
Ad His
830 W N W Hoa,
259-9440

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wonted

Ned Williams

392.6817

Upholstery
Custom Upholstery

estiTaes,yurmaterial

pntingAlI workguaranteedFree
'PPer' 0'tilPcP7ringandexterr
or ours. 437-2884
Also men's
255-816T

Fully insured.

Shell Decorating

Drapery Repairs
ALL DRAPERY I1EPAIRS

Relining, repleating, rehemming
etc. 437.2884,

358.9038
Pointing & Decoratingand Wall Washing

George Klein 392.0803

Wrought Iron
X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought
Interior.
terior &

iron. Ex.

647-0220,

THE DAY
Friday, October 18, 1968

23-Instructan'
Piano students wonted.
Palatine area. 358-2699
after 4 P.M. and week ends.

114Iusiness Services
I

CLASSIFIED

Wettelond Pointing & decora-

ting. Interior, exterior, 4 paper
hanging. Estimates cheerfully
given. 394-1665, Mt. Pros!).
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CHRISTMAS

Immediate Openings For:

Good Starting Rate - All Employee Benefits
Steady Employment With Overtime
Excellent Opportunity For Advancement

100 E. Oakton St:

drink

571 S. Wheeling Road
537-6100

BENCH and FLOOR

MACHINISTS

the dishwashing machine and run the 'dish.

We ore in immediate need of men interested in
(ribn-repetition work on construction of Electro-

JOBS OFFER:

ent parts from prints, close tolerance scraping,
fitt ng, aligning and testing of assemblies.
,

ed men.

PFIONE25542
,th t tins &I.OtS

13 Lost artd FOIrnd
.1

I`./t.' frame glasseelost in
n
Sch area in Des Pl.
Ii. ,i
191 6070 aft 3 pm
61(i S

,dg's

-

n

/

IVIOTOROLA

. 2th 029

COFFEE SERVICE
CL 5-4119

Elk -Grove Village

We are located close to O'Hare and can be easily

reached yin expressway.'
.

cluded.

BERKEY PHOTO
220 Graceland
Des Plaines

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

827-6141

_

-

FIBERGLASS

"WE LIKE WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men and Women

TRAINEE

You Will Too - If You Can Qualify
For One Of These Openings

Excellent job opportunity for men or women who

would like to learn a trade with o solid future.
The applicant we choose will be trained in all

HEATING ENGINEER

Experienced mbn to calculate and lay out hotwater and steam
heating systems. Degree preferred.

basics of fiberglas fabrication. Excellent starting'
salary and fringe benefits.

,

'

STRUCTURALENGINEER

Prefabricated aluminum enclosures. Experience in bridge
construction or construction of Butler -type buildings helpful.
Degree preferred.

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

437,75400

Minimum of 3 years college; and 3 years experience preferred.
.

WELDER.

.

.

Experienced in welding aluminum and steel. Hellarc, auto-

MisS Gaffke

matic wire feed, etc.

nocut

.

To fabricati; structural components from aluminum extra.
lions. Experience necessary. Electric saw, drill, punch press,
In urifactory-like surroundings.
etc. Clean,: pleasant
.

MAIL CLERK

ENGINEERING COMPANY /

To supervise moil room service and distribute and collect mall.

2375 Estes Avenue

and company benefits in-

112 S. Dryden Arlington Hrs.

.

MACH I N eOPERATORS

Ift

driving record. Car furnished

,

.

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

ENGINEERING COMPANY-.

be over 21 and have clean

COCKRELL

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN

437-:5400

at Memory Par-

lac horn An Hts. NW
t wr,41515 pm & 6 pm,
1,
I
Gnu
on Arl His.' Rd. to
a IN,.
J,Jr extra $1 or $2 a .
ti

being offered by odr 'delivery
department. Applicants must

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON .

APPLY NOW

nimble
s2s 6490

34 f.er,.-7111s

ROUTE

DRIVER
Permanent positions are

Wheeling

1150 S. Willis

Please tall Miss Gaffke

cued in St. John's

prescription
frown sunglasses.
Mt Pros CL 3.8956

Sts.

fel

Paid Vacation
Health and Life Insurance Han
Profit Sharing .

celing 5300.439-

259-700U,

National Bank
Campbell & Dunton

537-2512,-! after 5 p.m.

raid Holidays

Finest fringe benefits and top pay for experienc-

Call Miss Pawfowsk

First Arlington

"Uniforms furnished.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions

Duties include laying out and machining compon4

from home

COME IN OR CALL

.

Chemical Machine Tools.

benefits.

* Free traniportation to and

537-2510 - 0 a.m. to 5 p.m.

washing operation.

TELLERS

Arlington Hts. needs experienced tellers. Liberal.

o Hospitalization

We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

DISHWASHERS

'kW

ibeltie %

.

MEN WANTED

We are opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate

fps:

iseesSsitect,

Opportunity for odvonce-

' Automatic wage increases
* Sick pny with bonus plan

TOWER PACKAGING 'INC.

ad In
ty

2641elp Wanted Men at Women

machines.

ment

.
W. HIGGINS ROAD
HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS 60172

Wheeling, Illinois

employer,

Growing bank In downtown.

THE BOWLING PROPRIETOR

GENERAL BLOWER DIVISION

110f

-Esrni
by nip?

,,,

ning -Ability to work well with other staff members -Funda-

these hours,

a 41 only to 01..:8144'.

.

mature judgment -Talent for organization and plan-

ILG Industries, Inc.

. between 8:45 am. and 5 p.m. If you cannot make it during

rI pate flail thoir*

I,

Establish your self in the, fa' srvending

ea ows, Ill.

An equal opportunity

Learn a trade that is in demand
today
throughout America

est growing industry in Americo today, servicing food and

or Saturdoy interview for your convenience.

1700, Hicks.,Road

'Rolling

for capable young family man

To arrange on interview --Call 894-5800
Or send resume to:

Come to a company that cares about YOU. If you are presently working please call and we will arrange an evening

Des Planes

or

CL 9-0710

.

"

security..

person,

call:'

GENERAL TIME

WE EXPECT: Good writing ability --Enthusiasm tempered by

EDITOR

in

Apply

Progress in a world of
time 1

OPPORTUNITY

WE OFFER: Good starting salary -Excellent advancement
opportunities --A new office building in the northwest
suburbs -Generous fringe benefits including tree hospital,

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

days.

Space & Syste.ms Div.

and editing the association's monthly magazine.

FREE MEALS

sant working conditions.
Excellent fringe benefits,
free life insurance, hospitalization & 8 paid holi-

IMMEDIATE

The Bowling Proprietors Association of America is looking
for an alert, imaginative young person to assist- in writing

GOOD PAY

precision complex
parts, gauges & mechan-'
;cal test equipment. PleaFor

CALL MR. SCHENK

ASSISTANT EDITOR

AFTER

In addition to our competitive wage rates we offer a liberal
benefit program, pleasant working condition's, and JOB

If you are interested, please come In anytime during the week

0. responsiblit fa,

,

255-8400
'
Mt. Prospect
150 W. Rand Road
Across from Randhurst

experience and/or vocational training.

UNION CAMP CORP.

.ssion, tlfe a$WE

I

carry -out

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 pm - 5 pm ONLY
297.4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

As o result of a recent wage reopener settlement, we can
offer you an excellent starting rate with periodic increases.
We are looking primarily for welding on heavy gauge steel.
We also have a few openings in our apprentice welding
program for aggressive young men with some work -related

JUST CALL 299 -8811 --ASK FOR LORETTA MROZ

Pti;ose chock your 14;4 34
"citify US Of Otlito,
',Ids ore' accepted by
9 to 9 wee!tclaXS....A.P
Saturdays \ ,

largest

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines
units. Meals and uniforms pro.
aided.

NEW HIGHER RATES

1st, 2nd & 3rd Shifts

in -node In fhb 40,404-41e-

1- Jr

America's

APPLY: Mr. WALLIN

, YOUR ADS;
err requested to

a

McDONALD'S

Unusally Good Working Conditions
Good Job - Good Pay - Benefits

WELDERS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

f !rat

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

CHRISTMAS

YOUR

McDONALD'S

AT

Route 12 & 83

ii.TISERS'
-:-EASE

'4

MEN PART TIME

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

7-700)

-

Inspectors

mental knowledge of the sport of bowling.

-`,AYS 8 30 to 3:30
AY TIL NOON

i^ order that

DAY PUBLICATIONS

eral store work.

IS COMING!

APPLY NOW!!

UNION CAMP CORP.

13-6640

oSssprtt

312-639-2361.

763.3131 (Chicago)
823.3131 (Park. Ridge)

255-7200 Ext. 57

SCHOOL AND WEEKENDS

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

fl

to

Call for appointment
at your convenience

medical and life insurance.

Fs °LAINES AREA

Mrs. MaOce
For Interview
Appointment

train for larger equipment.

CONTACT

(SKILLED AND APPRENTICE)

IT1vertisemettt,

vocation, plus opportunity

To handle variety of
assignments. Good pay.

*it rteOegies Andoes'-wbors twty men t855 4s.ry

OR

CONTACT:

Benefits, fop
wages, air-conditioned shop,
Blue Cross t. Blue Shield, paid
set equipment.

One Full Time and Several Part Time
Photographers

NILES

EARN

CAN

. 82

'7)5-7200

FRINGE
BENEFITS

only

Experienced

on 1250 & 1850 mulitlift off.

Needs mature experienced men for Warehousing and gen-

CORRUGATED BOX WORKERS

of error Ia.

Wa fed

.

.. 42

f irst '4111114000

portation.

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

MONEY

..92

ALL

EXCELLENT

equipment. Close to NorthService
western Comrnutor

Arlington Heights, Ill.

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

BOYS

. 102

.

industry.

PRESSMAN
Work near home. On new
& United Motor Coach trans-

Des Plaines

.

MR. G. FLOOD

begin a sales career in
electronic components

900 E. Kenningston Rd.

-DES PLAINES

967-8300

THE NATION'S HOUSEKEEPER

.

Faces
[Ivy
tlt

young ambitious man to

Co. of Arl. Hts.

VAPOR CORPORATION

YOU

11

TRAINEE

Fine opportunity for a

OFFSET

The Bank & Trust

;1285 GOLF RD.

An equal opportunity employer

MIMI

t M..celluneous . 81.
R. sort Properties . 79
s, Offices . 77

d

by appointment

NORTHWEST MFG.

SALES

1150 Willis
Wheeling, Illinois
537-2510

Friday night 7 pm -8
pm.

& SUPPLY CO.

6420 W. HOWARD ST.

Do not overlook the cleaning field as a source of additional
income for you and your family. Our professional system
makes the old concept of janitorial work outmoded. Above.
average hiring rates with company benefits.

.

,111

set-ups.

Palatine, Ill.

Company

See Mr. Rahn

WAREHOUSEMEN

Work 4 to 5 Hours, Mon. thru Fri.
Permanent Jobs Close To Home
Flexible Starting Hours

.. 88

ping
70
Garage Sale . 31
21
sVunted-Men

1

PART TIME

2 to 3 hours
3 nights a week

This is the ideal way to supplement your pension earnings.

PART TIME

..94

1 630 N. Rand

Tower Packaging

week, 8 o.m. to 4:15 p.m, Monday through Friday.

.. 86
Houses
pr stleS For Sale . 91
.

H.E. Brown

All .around man for
general machine shop
work. Must make own

The person we seek will be an active retired man to work in
our blueprint vault. This position requires the ability to be on
your feet most of the day. No experience necessary. 5 day

56

Bus Property . 89

Mortgages
P,, SS Sc W[e
Vacant
',Vented

W

NORTH ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS NEWS AGENCY
253-7150

A

Kinney Shoe Stores

After 4 p.m..

.. 14
Apt Building . 85
t

nities..

CONTACT

824-9086

MACHINIST

VAULT CLERK

.. 69
.

Des

Plaines

Emmett Smith

An Equal Opportunity Employer

t, t, Devrf es

rt

.

Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
824.1188

Elk Grove Village

79 Bond Street

hu ,Is

u,

company benefits.

PERFECTO ENGINEERING, INC.

rind Scooters 111
. 55
huments

ENGINEER

1530 Rand Rd.,

..13

P inn, s

High school ctraduate
Good promotional opportu-

& RECORD CO.

LITTELFUSE INC.

..

S3uncl

J

locations.

interested applicants call or stop by:

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
PROFIT SHARING RETIREMENT PLAN

.. 90

in
Business
.65

.(21

10

Apts., Rand & An. Hts.

Rd. ALSO boys for afternoon
newspaper routes in various

with knowledge of punch press stamping operations.

zation.

..23

c

439-9704

Quotation and soles correspondence experience in punch
press equipment field preferred, but will train qualified man
Challenging position with a future in rapidly growing organi-

111

SALESMAN

INDUSTRIAL.

benefits

M.T.M. or work factor ex
perience required, excellent

DESIGN DRAFTSMEN

SALES ENGINEER

.. 26
. 30

Good future and

Elk Grove Village, ill.

If you are a draft exempt individual with a minimum of 2 to
4 years experience in design drafting with a small electro
mechanical manufacturer.you could be the individual we are
seeking. Advancement opportunities within the engineering
field accompany fine progressive benefits. Salary will be
based upon previous experience and education. Applicants
are requested to bring in sample drawings of their work.

.. 24

P.opi.rty

Hill
Des

24 -Help Wanted Men

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

.

in

St.

227

Full Time

1 KINNEY SHOES

newspaper route at the Circle

927-6908

ce s

a.'un. n
I Women

CL 3-2048

SELECTED TAPE

Boy to deliver morning

P.M. Monday thru Friday.

ttlr
it

W. .South
3-6100,
EZt.

.

some overtime.

WIEBOLDT'S

1

I Mt n

cleaning

office

Plaines from 6 P.M. to

GOOD SALARY -PLUS 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

29
57

.

CL

SALESMAN

Interesting work with record
Induitry. 8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.

966-5325

PART TIME
MEN NEEDED

2nd FLOOR

N. Ittols

301

conditions and Meals. Call:

WANTED

27

It S. rylCe-

Public Schools
'District 25

Heights, Pleasant working

-

.

Agr_ncies.,

PM

WAREHOUSE

CUSTODIAN
40 hour week, Year 1. round
Hospit8lization
employment.
and medicolinsurance.

CUSTODIAN

FULL OR PART TIME

.

Arlington Heights

BARTENDERS

'

WANTED .

PHONE MR. HOWARD
774-5353

days.
rot

Call evenings after 5

Earn $3-54 hr. Ans. calls &
take orders by appt. only.
Flexible work schedule.

Are you available every Sunday from now until Christmas?
Would an extra income help with Christmas shoppingfWould
you like to help "run -a -store" for one day o week? We are
looking for a man who could help with supervision on Sun-

10

.

tp

salary

AFTER SCHOOL & SAT.

MEN

Lots

Excellent starting

STUDENT VV/CAR

OR
FULL TIME DAYS

6 p.m..

For private club in Arlington

-GENERAL

Nights
Hoffman Estates

somewhat flexible to right man.
Apply Des Plaines Theater after

11 W. Davis
4.-

-Maintenance Man

PART TIME MORNINGS

r vin Directory 16
.

Arlington Heights

5 nights per week

Call 824-8213

( Sympathy

The Paint Spot

755 W. Dundee Read
Wheeling

Call 827-7880
From 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

-

CAB DRIVERS

24 -Help Wanted Men

CALL IN PERSON

ACE HARDWARE

.

Holiday Inn of Rolling
Meadows
3405 Algonquin Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

work.

15

.

Apply in person

Coscio

PART TIME
Permanent employment
available doing Janitorial

in Morton Grove
437-8376

,

MONEY NOW.
539.7672 '

Night dining room Manager.
Will train right party. Apply
in person after 2. Ask for Mr.

.

SCHOOL

Evening & weekend work. Hours

Full time man for paint and
wallpaper stare. Good salary
and benefln.

Phone Mrs. Petersen
259-8010

STANDARD STATION

will do work for
Private party or business.
588-5370

tpplit
.

suburban area. Must be
Service exempt and have car.

Free Lance Artist

64

.

food machinery, north

PART TIME
ASSISTANT MGR.

WANTED

-

.

CHRISTMAS

SALES TRAINEE

FULL TIME

_ ...

Retail. Hardware
Clerk

hours work. Elk Grove News, 199
Kings St. 439.0286.

nationally
Group or

24 -Help Wanted Men

Child Care
Reliable woman wants to go out.
baby sitting. 359-1906
Reliable woman will do baby sitting by day or week.
394-2968

ninny and

I

BOYS
Young teens
START EARNING

244Ielp Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-He1p Waited Mee

24 -Help Wanted Men

NOW HIRING

AM only; good pay for a few

for leading manufacturer of

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

105
107

r

1

a

17;717-177y with car to deliver
newspapers to home. Sunday

.

For night & midnight shifts.

109
P

known drummer.
Private. 259-1773

GET. RESULTS

20

i Salo s

LESSONS,

DRUM

244alp Waited Men

244431p Waited Men

.

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

FOR, INTERVIEW CALL = L. ADAMEC 634-3131

Schaumburg

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES, INC.

iu,.°9PaloPP9rtunitY employer

,AptakIsicid., Between 83 & Milwaukee, N. of Wheeling

'

.

'2375 Este; Ave.
Elk Grove Village

1

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Mena Women

J 26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

ACCOUNTANT'

CAFETERIA HELP

SALESWOMEN & SALESMEN

Artist Positions
SEVEN EAGLES

needed full

artists

Grophtc

time to produce instructional
materials

pay

Good

RESTAURANT

and

working conditions, 2 weeks
vacation

Chicago Motor Club - AAA

PERSONNEL
UTILITY HELP

presentatives for Northwest Suburban area.

NEEDS

CALL

259-5300
Ext 37

PANTRY
FRY -COOK
RECEIVING

Experienced or will train. Full
time. Uniforms and
meals furnished. Liberal com-

CALL - D. REYNOLDS

Pe nsa t ion . Full company
benefits. A 24 -hour opera-

tion. Must have own

HOSTESS

DISHWASHER

transportation.

vacation

Paid

&

pleasant

MON.-SAT.
9 A M -3 P M
Mr Gus' Restaurant

Des Plaines Oasis

MR. MATHESUN

working conditions. Apply in
person at restaurant Monday
thru Friday or call manager

DAYS

827-4247
An equal opportunity employer

for appointment.

1050 Oakton

all Major Suburbs.

in

quisitions, work schedules,

6 PM to 10:30 PM

teaches

you. If

you

Machine Operators

25c

Here is your chance for that extra income that
comes in handy for Christmas. We have interesting assembly work in a clean modern plant.

-

are

ball

done assembly work before you can learn our
procedures easily You'll enjoy our friendly
atmosphere --background music --15 minute cof-

AT

NOW IN EFFECT!

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL. . 815.338

Subsidiary of

.

SUNBEAM CORP.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Interviews at your convenience

higher management or soles.
Call Frank Victor at 827-7706.
Northwest
380
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
in Chicago and all Major
HALLMARK,

Suburbs.

be available to assist you.

FEE
6 MOS. EXP. 360.20
WILL LEARN SYSTEMS WORK

Call BETTY at 299-7191
Ext. 37
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

be available to assist you.

PURCHASING
AGENTS

on your free travel privileges,
that is one of your benefits
at this suburban travel agency. You'll be trained as a

reservationist to greet

travelers, secure airline and
other reservations, give ad-

vice on what to take, where
to go. $450 mo. to start. Excellent increase when trained.

MISS PAIGE
9 S. Dunton 394-0880
Arlington Heights
6028 Dempster 966.0700
Morton Grove

N.W. SUBURBAN LOCATION
Call TOM at 299-7191
Ext. 27
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

CREDIT

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

$600-750 MO.

JUNIOR

ever growing international
firm. You will be completely

ENGINEERS

be

and

Research

development

woman to handle front desk re.
ception in plush offices of well
known national firm. Variety of
duties. Salary open.

team are looking for several

holmes & assoc.

challenge to begin in quali-

WIDE

729-6040

well groomed young

Poised,

Now you can break into this
trained on-the-job. Must
draft crmp. Act nowt!

reception

brite young men that enjoy

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

December. The choice is yours

as you decide where to go

$10,000 - NO FEE

COLLECTION

$700 DAYS - NO

629.6770
449-8070
815-338-

EUROPE THIS YEAR

or perhaps Mexico in

PERIENCE

be available to assist you.

COMPUTER
OPERATOR

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL EX-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

.

3200

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

255-4500

.

.

.

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape.
Great opportunity to move into

3200

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

General Molded Products, inc.

Rolling Meadows

298-5021

.

DES PLAINES

Apply in person at

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

SERVICE MGR.
To $9000 toStart. Free

Call BETTY at 299.7191
Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Three other locations
to serve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Microdyne Inc.

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

DES PLAINES

298-5021

FICE

Ext. 32
LARSON in DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

PERSONNEL, INC.

LOTS OF PEOPLE CONTACT

CUSTOMER

coe

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTION
$120 UP - NO FEE
DOWNTOWN SUBURBAN OF

Call JOHN at 299-7191

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

WIDE

fee break and clean working conditions.
COME IN OR CALL
MR. BOWSER

ex-

PERSONNEL,. INC.

INCREASE

No experience necessary even if you have never

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines.

100 PERCENT

months

six

WIDE

a
or

fisherman, hunter, golfer,

30c

Good spot for a sharp High

$425.575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

Call Jan Roberts at 827.7106,

-COUNTING

benefits. Act Nowll

bowler, you and your boss
will be cronies right off the

NEW

stock sales, reservations.

SWBD-RECPT

EDUCATION REFUND

Chicagoland. Full company

ect. Top rated engineer

IS WAITING FOR YOU!

Assemblers
Wirers
Solderers
Inspectors

re-

material

reports,

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

AIRLINES
Needed at once for office,

$600 UP - NO

Architectural, Mechanical,
Engineering, Construction,
and Manufacturing firms.
Locations in all areas of

High School grad, alert and
practical, who con learn to
visit job sites and check progress

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

YOUNG MEN

ACCOUNTING
TRAINEE

perience. Openings in

`)TRAINING

PART TIME

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

School Grad.

Minimum of

FOR TECH

1600 S Hicks Road

offices

$475-525

OUTDOORS MAN

$$$$,

LARSON in DES PLAINES

LARSON in DES PLAINES

380

Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines.
offices in Chicago and

DRAFTING

CHR S I MAS

Call JIM at 299-7/9/ Ext. 55

6 HOURS COLLEGE AC-

Des Plaines

956-1155

827-7706,

HALLMARK,

urbs.

27 Employment Agencies -Men

the way

Also

Northwest Hwy,
Also

RAPID ADVANCE TO MGMT.
Coll TOM at 299-7191 Ext. 27

.

Chicago and all, Major Sub-

299-0012

111 S Arlington Hts Rd
Arlington Hts , Ill

MAINTENANCE

MARK, 380
Des Plaines.

all

SUBURBAN TERRITORY

ELECTRONICS - MECHANICAL.

Career Specialists

from trainees to lop experMorton,
Don
ience.
Coll

spot experience. Call Don
Morton at 827-7706, HALL-

PHONE MR. TICKLE

supervisors

for

SMALL PLANT

MAJOR NEW R&D PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC

in

all of the trades and services,

Good all-around maintenance
man con be chief in this company without previous top -

FRED HARVEY

SALES TRAINEE
$675 PLUS CAR NO FEE

$20,000 - NO FEE

traveling around

in

areal We hove openings

$145.$175 a Week FREE

WAITRESS

WANTED

No point

when you can get a better
opportunity in your own
field, and right in your own

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

or port

827-1186 - Day or Evening

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

ENGINEERS MS PhD

NO FEE

Ext. 32
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

Page 21

..=11,

$185-$225 A WEEK

Call JOHN at 299.7191

SERVICE

We are interviewing to fill openings for sales re-

YR. EXP. -DEGREED
BUDGETING STAFF

1

41 -Employment Agencies -Men

25 FOREMEN

$1 1,000 - NO FEE

BUS BOYS
BUS GIRLS

l'HE DAY
Friday. October 18. 1968

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

ty control lab and work into

Randhurst office, Upper level

testing and design.

Suite 23A

392.2700

WIDE
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

ELECTRONIC

Division of

TECH.

1, 2, & 3 SHIFTS AVAILABLE
TURRET LATHE OPERS.

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

ASSEMBLERS

COMMUNICATIONS $160.

previous experience

GENERAL FACTORY
Liberal vacation, Christmas bonus, 10 paid holidays, incentive plan, company paid pension plan,
free insurance & hospitalization.

Up to $3 28 per hour for drill press operators &
up to $3 33 for assemblers.

Equal Opportunity Employer

paid holidays

-

PERSONNEL, INC.

SALES

DES PLAINES
Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
449.8070
815.338-

MOTOROLA
Join a Winning Team

Tackle The High Cost of Living

LOCAL TERRITORIES

Call DAVE at 299.7191

Coll Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Call John Sahlin at 827-7706.

desire and a good attitude.
HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all ma-

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers
Line Wirers & Solderers

DROP -OUT

large company in the Northwest Suburbs desires young
accountants who are working
toward a degree. Call John

NEW VETS

fices in Chicago and all Ma

Inspectors
Communications Technicians

Custodians

jor Suburbs.

START A CAREER NOW
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
YOUR SKILLS

Call DON at 299-7191
Ext. 35
LARSON in DES PLAINES

ELECTRONIC

$475-675.

country looking for what you

think you would like to do,
a

call. What ever

your MOS, AFSC. or RATING

was with Uncle Som we can

Conditions

put it

Day or Night Shift

Profit Sharing

to work for you in

civilian life.

THE GOAL LINE
.

IS AT

MOTOROLA
APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 AM to 3PM
Wednesday and Thursday: B AM to 8 PM
Saturday: 9 AM to 12 Noon

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN

$1 45-1 65.00

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the communications area. No
previous experience needed.
Your training will consist of
in -plant seminars and on-thejob training with some of the

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION

CAFETERIA
8 PAID HOLIDAYS
AIR CONDITIONED

CALL 259-0740
Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

Progress in the World of Time

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

An equal opportunity employer

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

1260 Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

An Equal. Opportunity Employer

MILITARY or tech school
training opens the door to

.

CGENERAL TIME

OTOROLA

found anywhere. Any

WIDE

tronic Tech and many other
positions. So don't hesitate.
Call Rick Miller at 827-7706,

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all Major Suburbs.

DRAFTING

best electronics engineers

(Days & Nights)

Stock Keepers
Clerical Openings

Local N.W. Sub. firm wants to
staff their entire company
with ex -servicemen. Many unlimited opportunities utilizing
the skills and trades learned
in the service. Foremen Maintenance - Warehousing Elec-

TRAINEES

step and

start marching all over the
give us

Free

$700 UP -NO FEE

DISCHARGED?
in

MISS PAIGE

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

this

above

average

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR

$95-$1 15 a Wk. Free
Plush suburban office looking
for an experienced Alpha Numeric Keypunch Operator
for day shift. Any experiJan
Coll
qualifies.
ence
Roberts at 827-7706, HALL-

career

opportunity

380 Northwest Hwy.,

MARK,

Plaines. Also offices

Des

$125-$175 a Wk.

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

JUST

Before you get

and automatic increases. Free.

in

Chicago and all Major Sub -

EX -SERVICEMEN

COLLEGE

Hwy., Des Plaines. Also of-

MACHINE OFERATORS

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729-6040

ATTENTION

If you haVe some college and
are anent:14\g. night school,

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest

ASSEMBLERS

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES

jor Suburbs.

Sahlin at 827 -7706,

Block The Bill Collectors
TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Outstanding Working

MECHANICAL

To $600

$600-$700 FREE

The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

Gain Your Goal of Security

X.RAY;ELECTRO.

JR. ACCOUNTANTS

FOR A CHANGE!

excellent starting salary, they
have a wide scope of benefits

$800'EXP,,.NO FEE

TRAINEE

we have a spot for you.

WITH

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corporation. Only experience here is

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

NOW IS THE TIME

3200

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL. cp
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

be available to assist you.

YOU

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
815-338.
WOODSTOCK, ILL

brand new plush, plush,
(Crystal
of fire
suburban
chandeliers and deep car.
the. works!) This is for
pets
the
Director of Computer
internationally
of
Services
known firm. In addition to
a

FIELD SERVICE

PROMOTION

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

NO. 1

815 '138
3200

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

You'll be private secretory in

be available to assist you.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

296-8116

ARE

629-6770
440-8070

298-5021

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL

Monday thru Friday

LOMBARD, ILL,
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.

be available to assist you.

Hospital,

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Three other convenient
locations to serve you

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Major Medical, Life Insurance - Shift Premiums and Profit Sharing.

ITT BELL & GOSSETT
8200 N. Austin
Morton Grove, Ill.

-

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

WIDE

Machine Operators (3rd Shift) to $3.40
Warehousemen (1st Shift) to $3.00
Packer Sorter (3rd Shift) . . to $2.25
Print Machine Feeder &
to $3.00
Trainee (2nd Shift)
Pleasant working conditions -paid vacations

Call 966-3700
Ask for A. Fred Lobo

necessary. Don't hesitate!

NOW HIRING

DES PLAINES

op-

to get a solid foot hold on
this rapidly moving area. No

GRINDERS

MATERIAL HANDLERS

splendid

portunity for a young man

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

AUTOMATIC CHUCKER OPERS.

week,

5140.5170 WK.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
.

Des Plaines, III.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

PERSONNEL, INC.

MOBIL

REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.

DRILL PRESS OPERS.

298-5021

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

$500 MONTH
Young neighborhood

specialist with expanding
practice, will completely train
you

as

receptionist

his

in

outer office. Light typing and
nice personality req'd. You'll
learn to greet patients, ans.
phones, keep track of doctor

when he's out on call. No
medical experience needed
for this public contact position. Free.
MISS PAIGE'

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

TRAINEES

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

$600-$800 MO.

100% PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

ed in layout and design by

After just I week of "on the -job"

You will be completely train-

one of the leading local
firms,

if

you have had any

mechanical exposure. College helpful. Age

electrical or
open.

training you'll be a full fledged
ready to talk
Rent-A.Car girl
to & take references from the
traveling men. Have them fill out
a form. Check their identificntion.
Direct them to car, Hand over the

keys! You'll wear a chic outfit'

WIDE

Furnished Free! $90 to train) Free
IVY,

1496 MINER, 297-3535

298-5021

WIDE

DES PLAINES

PERSONNEL, INC.

298-5021

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
LOMBARD, ILL. . . 629.6770
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
.

3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

Fc t best results use '

Day Want Ads

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

PERSONNEL, INC.

LOCAL RADIO
STATION

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

This must be a fun position

DES-PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Three other convenient locations to serve you

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

LOMBARD, ILL .... 629-6770
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

be available to assist you.

you'll get to meet disc

loc.keys and their guests,

other

celebrities

and

stars.

are very light steno
(even fast longhand) far lust

Req's.

DES PLAINES

Coll Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

RECEPTIONIST

as

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

once In awhile memos. Neat
appearance and good phone
personality. Excellent starting
Salary. Free.
MISS PAIGE

9 S. Dunton
394-0880
Arlington Heights
966.0700
Morton Grove

6028Dempster

THE DAY
1968

1

Nursery school cook
No experience necessary
449-3400

30 -Help Wanted Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

$450 FREE

No shorthand. Call Jan Roberts
at 827-7706, HALLMARK, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

BOSS searches out undevelopeu

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

HOSTESS

CL 3-2048

map, Sit in on conferences, follow

thru on detail, research, letters.
DES PLAINES

NURSING

FREE

Beginner spots. No ex-

ASSISTANTS

Calf Jon

Roberts at 827.7706,

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest

827-6628

Hwy., Des Plc -lines

RECEPTION
girl

the

For

who wont,.

a

busy day filled with public
you'll sit up front
the official greeter

contact,

and be
for

suburban

prestige

this

cornociny. In addition to lovely office surroundings, you'll

find a congenial group

here.

Free.

MISS PAIGE

394-0880
9 S. Duman
Arlington Heights

3792

COMPTOMETER OPR.1

Call Mrs. Johnson

BOSS WILL TRAIN YOU!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

lie

in

ci

Free

Keypunch

II

get

know

to

dit Union.

ASSEMBLERS
CALL 537-1 100
OR VISIT US AT
Wheeling, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Are you tired of having "Big Brother" breathing
down your neck? If you are give us a call to

CL 5-6888

Cleoning lady I day u
week. References.

see

350-6411

'Earn yourself ca Merry Christmas.

Be o Beauty Counselor Angel.
Heavenly reward 255-7383.

USHERETTES

OVER 16 YEARS
Weekend work ... Hour

somewhat flexible-Apply Des
Plaines Theatre after 6 p.m.

NCR Bookkeeper
Harper Jr. College needs

a

full time bookkeeper experienced on NCR 3100.
surance, will, possible Accounts Payable or General

Ledger work. 371/2 hour wk,
fringe benefits.

full

Algon-

quin & Roselle Roads,
NURSE
DAYS ONLY

Palatine.

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

358-9101

Experience preferred, but will

train right party. Many
benefits.

Our office is in ciawr.rown Des
Ploiries .:aid we need a GIRL

Mt. Prospect
State Bank

FRIDAY to work regal., purr
time nours. Some tight typing
is required.

$450

.

*TRAVEL AGENCY .

.

*GENERAL OFFICE

.

*TELLER

* PAYROLL ASSISTANT

*GAL FRIDAY
* RECEPTION
o FULL CHARGE
BOOKKEEPER
* FILE CLERK
*CLERK TYPIST
*PROOFREADER
o PASTE UP

$500
$433
$433
$425
5475
5450
$400

NO FEE

Mrs. Kokes
259-4000

for interview

An equal opportunity
employer

"WE NEED

MORE MAMA'S"
Hours 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. five
days per week. Shift will work

only on days when children
are in school. Apply in person -

p.m. to 4 p.m. do ly. No ex-

perience

WIDE

ofel.

PACKERS
days per

298-5021

week, light hand work, no age
limit, profit sharing. Second

PERSONNEL, INC.

FULL

-

TIME; five

WALPAK

*LITE STENO
RECEIVABLE

.

.

$450
$390
5375
$475
$475

COMPANY

CHASSIS REPAIR-

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
WE WILL TRAIN!

NO FEE

You'll enjoy this interesting light, clean work in our new ultra
modern facility with its new caleterict serving low-cosr meals
rind our spacious company parking lot. Hollicraffers is con.
veniently located on Hicks Road in Rolling Meadows, just a

few minutes from your home and easily accessible by all

Mannheim &
Higgins

mayor expressways,

Our C.,..rnplete Benefit Program Includes:
Excellent Starting Salaries
Automatic Salary Progression Every 13 Vieeks
Company Paid Hospitalization & Life Insurance

Des Plaines
(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

.

Three other convenient locations to serve you

1739 Harding Road
Northfield Illinois
Employer

1739 Harding Rood
Northfield, Illinois

Day Want Ads
C^II
faster

WOODSTOCK, ILL

Congrega-

Marion

Apply Daily: Monday thru Friday
'OR SATURDAY, 9 AM to 1 PM

629-6770
.449-8070
815-338-3200

:Dud Des Ploines anytime 24 hours a day. A counc.clor ,
available to assist you.

co/Id/non $750.253.4704.
Will buy old electric toy trams
mode before 1941 & custdon
toys. Call YO 6.0213

Pool table, 4';c8', excel. cond.,
slote top, auto. ball return,
equip. inc. 5200. 439-4290
TRACTOR

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353
FREEZER, Mormawrc, large upright, approx. 18 cu. ft., 325 lbs.
$60.4390907
23- Pinlco consolette, walnut
cabinet, best offer.

&

CL 9-5777

chairs. CL 3.0157 after 3 pm.

Used Incleobecl couch with dou
bednBeouty Rest Monies,
Best offer. 394-3324

131,,

orbit.,

Mk NW Sub

I

Oct.

Sale,

18

17,

&

19,

to 2. Better chelhes, muskrat
coot, baby fun., sewing uncic h.

or

ELECTRIC

OLD

BUY

windup toy trains mode before
1942, any condoler, 827-4760.
500 S&H Stomps. See the new
Rexoir control house dust.
824-7823

Wagon wheels

55.,

milk cons

pumps, crocks, rd. table,
school desk, much more. 1324.
53.,

2562

Dunruti r Ind° SIB, Boston rocker; baby bed; high.chair; playpen; double bed home.
25 9-3 790

Selectric typewriters,

0111,

$300 each.

operation cond.
in good
255.4500 9.4 pro wkdoYs
Encyclopedias 1967,20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new.
All

251.7385

Gray office steel desk, 3 drawers wimatching cushion swivel
chair, excel. cond. $40; 3 bar
stools; Thor Glad Iron; cheap,
253.6426.

Walter F. Sass

EVERGREENS
4 feet $3.98 °rich. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00
3 to

.

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Rood, Wheaton.

9

Mine,

1711

E.

Foundry Rd.,

Mt, ,-rasp. 824.1406

bullet,

China,

choirs.

6

255.6353
Inlinaculcste Kenmore
1[111g,, wed yr. fon 575.
359.4159

elect,

I

BUNK BEDS, COMPLETE,
EXCELLENT CONDITION.

550 392.2531

Westinghouse
electric range,
yellow, rotisserie, $45.
255-4531

Walnut china cabinet;
blonde cocktail & end
tables, formica
set. 296-4374

top.

Dinette

$25; round antique table $25;'

west of Rte 31.464.5438.

185

it,

Used walnut dining room

6 Pc. brim, (urn. $85; sofecbed.

1705.

4.

rhle,

2 le'ave's, 4 chits., buffet, & China.
5100 CL 3.4.175 aft 3.
Reasonable.must sell: excel. diningroorn table, 6 matching

try & old lithograph prints.

Rte 72 one mile east of Rte 47
from Starks Station, eight miles

Cambridge,

ext. table $30; Fr. Prov. chest &
nitestond 580; rugs. 4394665,
Din. Tin. set, bcirm. set, refoger
otor, consolephono combine.
misc. Items. Sat.,
tion &
Oct. 19, In 9 arth3 prn.
nois St., Des Names.

FALL PLANTING
SALE

1935 Illi-

round Oak

tenuous 42

101,1a,

(65; modern walnut gloss tapped coffee table, 065; walnut
nested end -table, 5.1.5 beige
cptg. 15' x 16', $25. Cull after
2 pt,,. 392-2221.

DISPLAY FURNITURE
FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cosh or Terms. We deliver.
Will separate.
Phone 537-1930

New carpets. 1st quality brood
nmes. Installed wall.towohl.
Beast padding. Also kitchen cur.
pets, indoor -outdoor & conunerciol. lowest prices. Samples
brought to your home or visit
,our warehse showrm. By appt.
only. Free estimates. F111011C1.19

available. 437.8454

1968 SINGER

ZIG-ZAG

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes buttonholes, sews buttons on mono-

grams and fancy :stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year
ports and service guarantee.

FULL PRICE $51.30

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines
credit Mgr. Call 469.7204, 9 A.M.
to 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

Naborhood garage sale: Oct.

Our shade trees are now in

55 -Musical Instruments

17 & 18, 10 0111. to 5 pro. at
1611 Johanna Terrace, Arlington

gorgeous fall colors. Come in

SUPROr FOLK GUITAR, new,
reduced from $99.50 to $70.
El Rey, 7 W. Eastman.

Hts.

I

and make your selection.

block north of Campbell

& I block east of Wilke.
'

$65, excel. cond.; 18" console TV,
$15. 259-0453

Wanted information on tapes.

Dining rm. set, chairs, cabinets,
pictures, lamps, old & new mist.
482 Marshall, Des Plaines -439-

SANDERS ROAD

Garage & Basement sale: washing

furni., clothes,
tools, sporting gds.

machine,

games,

househld. items & other misc.
Oct. 18 & 19 10 am. -5 pm. Oct.
20 2 pm.6 par. 220 5. Pine, Mt.
Prospect.

Yard & Garage Sale; Mason
tors,

Dough

Box,

Commodes,

New Xmas & Patio Decorations,
Oak Barrels, Oriental Imports,
Rugs, Dishes. Oct. 17.18-19, 9 till
5. Rain Dates Oct 23.24.25. 8 N.
Belmont.

Rummage Sale
Clean UsaLkle Items
Needed
(Con be delivered at back
entrance, by appt. til Oct. 261
OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
OH. 27, 9 AM to 7 PM

St. Alexius
Hospital

Stritch Hall, ground floor

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

800 Mester field Pd.

Lt

excel.

Home grown, $2.35 per 100 lbs.

iho hat/crape;- co.
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An Equal OnpornunIty Ern,lOyer

121.1,

Garage nude Wed., Thurs. & Fri.

&

2 pc. Kroehler Sect'', rose beige

POTATOES - RED & WHITE

Oct. 17-18-19, 9 am to

WIRING & SOLDERING

ASSEMBLY
WELDING

Equal Opportunity Employer

HILLSIDE, ILL.

1st

Gorden tools, cooking utensils,
hkS, kg variety misc. goods.

Production Opportunities Currently Exist
In The Following Areas:

8:30 AM to 5 PM

LOMBARD, ILL

18,

7 pm -9 pm, Thurs. Oct. 24, 10

WOMEN

*ACCOUNTS

10 p.m.

WALPAK

Oct.

Ent.

Gracelancl, Des Pl., Wed. Oct. 23,

Gor.

shift -Mon. thru Thurs. 5 p.m. to

COMPANY

etc.

Market)
Rummage Sale:

Interviews at your convenience

(-,y2

1111'61.

..1 outgrown clothing,

bikes,

am -3 pro.

$433
$400
$400

ASSIST
* RATE CLERK

° JR. SECRETARY
* RESERVATIONIST
° COMPTOMETER
OPERATOR

19,

YMCA

*FIGURE TRAINEE
$500
$375
$400
$433
5440

Oct.

Sot.

/talk.

no

N. Brighton, A.H. (near Arl.

201

*ADMINISTRATION

size

IBM

9-12 pro, Sot. Oct. 19, 9-5:30 pm

255-4500

length,

13- $275, two 15-

Bstnd. full

Rolling Meadows

Natural Canaclion Beaver coot,

Gar. Sole: Molly Berns large &
9.5 poi. 7a11 brearwood Dr. West
A.H. 439-1626 or 439.3684

Microdyne Inc.

8864

Crib $20; Argus florro movie
camera $25; maple twin bed

uch misc. 120 S. Roselle.
Rd., Roelle.
small,

see us at:

5450

ASSISTANT

at,

tional Church,

*PERSONNEL

SECRETARY

19,

505 S. Yale, Arl. Hts.
Gar. Sole: Oct. 18, 19 & 20,
10 to 5. Clothing, household ,s-

There is much more to tell when you come in to

5433
$500

.

Or t

clothing,

pro,

1-5

hsehd.,

clothing, collector's items, fools,
sewing machine, cots, TV, rnisc.

Excellent Pay

Super 8 movie projector Sews,
Ike new, 560 or best offer. 824-

WILL

Gar. Sale: Oct. 17, 18, 10-41110,

Paid Holidays
Air Conditioning

1600 S. Hicks
° ENGINEERS GIRL

* KEY PUNCH
OPERATOR
* EXECUTIVE

"The Enjoyable Bank"

PHONE 827-7880

Hospitalization
Life Insurance
Paid Vacations

wheels inc. 515 ea. 392.5214.
Children's clothing, toys, misc.
items,
S
Insehld
furrnt,.900
loke, Mt. Prospect, Sat. Wed

19th

cond ors.

INSPECTORS

1,000

rile,, copped on dual 90 tires,

Please call 392-7721

S. Ridge, Arlington Hts.

The grass IS greener on our side of the fence. If
you have been waiting for something special
before making a change --- THIS IS IT! Our reputation of excellent quality products is causing us
to grow rapidly. Come in and grow with us.

jobs are free to you. The employer pays the fee.

* JR. BOOKKEEPER ...

Call Mrs. Goodlillg

PROOF ENCODER

PART TIME
Days

if we can shake "Big Brother" for you, to

give you a chance to show your independence.
We are located in 4 handy locations and have a
multitude of varied jobs waiting for you. All

Primary responsibility will be

for payroll & group in-

Saturday, Oct.
10 to 6. Furniture, clothes

toys,

IS BIG BROTHER WATCHING?

Arlington Heights

E. Foundry Rd., Mt. Prosp.

for all, some antiques, misc. 25

SOLDERERS

tires, less than

snovw

2

GARAGE SALE:

18.

5

Dm. am set frudwd

824-6370

Gar. Sale; 1523 N. Douglas, AN

,

CL 9.3815

2. Lrg. refrig., el,. stove, nese.,
1711

MACHINE OPERATORS

MANICURIST

30 -Help Wanted Women

I

WIRERS

gray

55;

Gar. sale: Oct. 17, Ili & 19, 9 to

Oct. 17,
9.5 pin,

Free Major Medical and Life Insurance, 9 Paid
Holidays, Cafeteria, Medical Department, Cre-

bassinet

SNOW
GARDEN
BLOWER COMBINATION.

82.1.1.106.

392.3500

Part tirne

DES PLAINES

err.

12:45 A.M. to 7:45 A.M. 61/2 hours $2.521/2 to start

777 Wheeling Road

ontiques, chino, tools,
709 rt. Sal..lo Ad. Fa'
CL 3 0146

19th,

Rolling Meadows

1700 H.cks Rd.

$8;

f tame $15. 437-3355

Moving West. Garage sale Sot.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

walker, odes. 2594114.

full

Des. P. Christian Sch.

Incentive and bonus jobs.
Good atoning rotes

c cannier, stroller, car
travel plcntforen,
auto

seco,

plows, 5150; clothing all siz s,
misc. 4405 Lake -Cook Red,
Northbrook.

-

Poloroicl 101 outer/v.16c ccnnero,
comp. with flash an. & case. $60.
296-3734.
Beauty Counselor Cosmetics, "Try

Oct. 17,18,19, & 20. Wheel horse,

Wolf Rd. Des Pl. Oct. 18, 10.2
pm, Sponsored by Eunice Circle

Of FERS

Wage reviews eve's/ 3 lllll orbs
Excellent working condibons

$2.521/2 to start

4:15 P.M. to 12:45 A.M.

1496 MINER, 297.3535

furn., msc hsehd. tems,

mower, tires, etc. Oct. 19, 9.5 pre,
418 E. Maude, AN, 392-9067

Vlethode Mfg. Corp.

Press Packers

Excellent opportunity
for top operator

To s50n or more. See IVY,

Douglas, Arl. Fits.

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

patients,

his

oil the folks who
technician
ore in & out, It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set crows. Days are busy and
happy when you find yourself
doing thing, for till the nice
people you'll meet! Must type.

Yard Sale: lots of baby items,
misc. Oct. 19 -9..1 pra, 203 N

Some Part Time Hours Available.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

FOOD SERVICES
OFFICE
CL 3-0200

'Fie prefers a complete beginner
who he can tram to greet &

glassware & mist. 6 N. Waverly

Rut/Ill-loge Sole: West Park Lodge,

District 214

Call

job! Ifs located in
You'll work for young Doctor.
Learn to be his receptionist.

Eurrut., clothing, toys, oho

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

lent condition 5150. 8212358

9x12' rug S15; swings 51 each.

Shutters, storms, tent, baby.
',lac. items. .109 HiLuss Mu.v.

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

ELK GROVE

this area!

Wheeling, Ill.

olc1
stroll bathtub
Wonted:
with feet.
Please call 397-7721

Stroller

Ill.

439-21374
'
in. MiCcirta hat with
matching bar stools, (:.cel

Solid 60

Crib,

bed,

ossor.
.Prospect,

I.V., remote control 525.

259-1183

before you Buy-. Coll 255-7383
for presentorion.

Sole: Ocr 17, I8, 19, 10 5 pm

Openings Now Available

PRODUCTS INC.

GENERAL &
SUBSTITUTE
CAFETERIA

&

Harlin, Mt

717

;Mule

crocks,

ping-por)

Becky

WHEELING

public contact here's an ideal

Indigo, Pros. Fits.

1

si,t,

All

WOMEN

EKCO

PROSPECT

TRAINEE

I I

OCTOBER 16 to 19
412 S. KENNICOTT, ARL. HIS.

PRODUCTS INC.

1st and 2st Shifts

HERSEY

FAST PAY RAISES!
yau.... thm11,. hi la.c

Manor,

Mt. Prospect. Oct. 17, 18, & 19.

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III.

Schools:

RECEPTION

pingpong table, misc. Coachlite

An Equal Opportunity Employer

..."

WOMEN WANTED FOR

School

for my collection. Will pay cash.

25, 9 crio .4 pint,. 956 Elmwood ln.
Elk Grove 'Allows 439.8155.
Gar, Sale: Oct. 19-20, 10.5 pm,

537-1100

kla

WORK

DOCTOR' S

Typists

827-8154
Jean

High

German WW II souvenirs wanted

RI IMMAGE SAI V Trinity Meth,
dist Church. 605 W. Golf Rti

Antique & garage sale; Oct. 22-

inc I.

358.6411
FOR SALE: Zenith 21- console

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Mt. Prospect. Oc. I. Iii, Cani.9pri1

complete

bed,

'oro

uding Irmme. 545

Phone 394-3057

EKCO

777 Wheeling Rd.

King

Hand Mower

,

rin so, 255.6769

Small applionce.s, clam, tables,
chino cribmet, good cond reel.
sonobli CI 3-0041

2 End Tables, Crib, Youth hem

and

interesting

spinet; Maytag anger
:Jostler, RCA 21- TV; dressing
Maple
tuLe

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

"IT PAYS TO BE A

Permanent
Typing Required
Des Plaines Area

in

+

Top Pay! Top Jobs!

Every Job Requires
A Gal ... Especially
Where A Nice Boss
Counts A Lot ... How
About You.

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Mot nn Grove

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

These permanent positions are imrnediatly available at competitive salaries with plenty of char ces for personal and professional advancement.
Qualified candidates contact staff personnel
manager.

Stenos

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arl. Hts.

MISS PAIGE

created several

tour chain, 5150

F.

METHODE MFG.CORP,

Aptokisic Rd, mew. 83 &
Milwaukee, N. of Wheeling

and commercial baking equipment.

Available for Women
with Office Skills!

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Cull ',55-51372 after 6 p.m.

challenging clerical opportunities al the nation's
foremost manufacturer of aluminum containers

Jobs NOW

Time

equipment. Stort.
dependent upon On-

GLASSHOUSES, INC.

Expansion and centralization of administrative

LUCKY GIRL!

ARLINGTON MOTEL

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

m,

Part Tin e & Full Time

has

pet. Ni, nnotm, era/de/1, only
loving home. 439-6127

pentole C(III or apply in per.

GARAGE SALE

1496 MINER, 297-3535

You'll

lo,pection

ICKES-BRAUN

A

services

our punch pre,

diporttnent <luring 2ncl
bur with baste
Should he f

TYPISTS & CLERKS

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

3 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
Apply in person

IVY,

boccperl in

L. ADAMLC, 634-3131

259 64.10

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537.2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537.2512

Part

the inspection of ports hi

is

FOR IN TERVIEW CALL

34 S. Moin Street
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Cadillac quality, fob.
Shot,.
personality 824.1302.
To be given away, black Per on
uttered female cot, 3 yrs. old,
excel. health & wonderful house

for on maim:Jur:I to
pen our quality C0111/01 deport
merit. Prinnory responstInloy

met/

of catolog sales dept.

A

Wheeling

1150 $. Willis

OPERATOR

Easy location. Busy executives in

small (5 girl) suburban of bite.

CALL MRS. DOODLING
358-9101

ma gnif icence, house broken,

opport.

W.. have till

and filing for Manager

availABILITY Inc.

thru Thurs.

TOWER PACKAGING INC

& SWITCHBOARD

rates, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

shorthand).

10 pt,, Mon.

DESK CLERK

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote flute

who has some figure exper.
crud can do some typing

Hours: 5 pm

Minn, Schanurer, AKC; son of Int.
Ch. Helorry's Dark Victory, 4 mo.

INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

orders, correspondence

Come on in for a visit

Palatine.

in

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

STENO/TYPIST

You'll work for airline pilot_ He
owns planes & charters them to
people who, fly all over country,
You'll tend the office, pay bills,

This is for the nil cirounri gal

center

1st. & 2nd SHIFT
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING

ecomor4 corportothe with
modern office in Rolling MoodGood starting Salary,
th,is
many company benefits.

537.1800
301 W. Hintz Rd. Wheeling

GAL FRIDAY

oe typist for data pro-

WOVEN WANTED

ILLINOIS LOCK
COMPANY

$1304150 WK.

t

cessing

offer 894-58.14.

FABRICATOR

GENERAL TYPIST,

Or call Dee Woods re

Dictaphone Experience
Apply

DES PLAINES

P art

chomp, blood line, goodlCmper,1171elli, most sm-rif ice 5.10 or best.

specialty

products.

Best Rates
Top Firms
No Fees

CALL MRS. GOODLING
358-9101

439-1666

255-1711

& out. You should like working'
with neople. That's what you'll
be doing most of the time! See

hours per week, good

typing & shorthond skills, ex cellent fringe benefits,

Call Mr. Kell y

f ter .1 p.m.

GIRL -$440

architectural

AND GROOMING
529-6408

markets unique

work when you can
On temporary assignments

formation call CL 5-8045

AIRLINE PILOT'S

236-7083

German Shepherd puppies, ARC,

ENJOY YOURSELF...

to you? For further in-

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Typists
Bookkeepers

HARPER COLLEGE

$5 on hour sound good

to

POODLE CLIPPING

Comp / Colt

Beauty. Counselors has opportunities unlimited. Does $3

$125 WEEK

Mrs. Mayer

specs, proposals, sales
contracts, for Sales Ex ecs in dept. that

439-1805

Typing and shorthand required.
Secretarial position for loon
deportment. Free life insurance
major medico!, health owl
occident plan.

CL 5.7377
English Bulldog, 7 Foos. old, male,
Brindle in color, AKC papers.
5200 call 529-7897.

CORRESPONDENT,

WILLIAM RAINEY
Secretory at Harper
campus, Elk Grove Village.

Wire Haired Fox Terrier, female,
6 months old, all shots.

with ability. All benefits.

TRANSCRiBING

A

POSITION

Grove

duties in brand new Des
Plaines office. No shorthand
necessary. Must be good
typist. Salary commensurate

these. openings:

Stenos

Bank of Elk Grove Village

mediate need for efficient in
telligern secretory for varied

1001 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

qualify for one of

can

On the go soles office has in

NEW DEAL RECORDS

-

PATHWAY PRODUCTS

61.5 Milwaukee Ave., Glenview
Phone; 729.1999

Min, male black poodle, 16 mos.,
shots, for $50
Call 392.0443.
Adorable Min. Schnauzer
puppies. AKC. 358.2699
after 6 P.M. & weekends.

BORED?

Pleasant

956-0660

And Women
(ou will too if you

doily

SECRETARY'S

Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

NEED MONEY FOR
CHRISTMAS?

personal interviews
11:00 thin. to 2 p.m.

work. Light typing.
surroundings.

WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men

Fits info your home life. Mee,

A

.

MISS BLACK

CLERK -TYPIST

$400 PLUS

in our

showroom.

Call after 10 am
439-9704

Free IVY,
1496 MINER, 297.3535

GENERAL OFFICE

and access to o rut.
fternoon and evening work.

or

FREE

7 WK. OLD KITTENS
392-1577

Distribu

Plionogroph Record
tar needs woman for

"WE LIKE

Ance

and

omens on phone and

GENERAL OFFICE
Lite typing
Hours 9-5 pm

I

3

f erred. Pol. 359-2148 oft. 6 pm.

quires
e train. Repper,
necessary. ppersonalty,a

pleasant telephone voice to handle cust
earance

home,

pleaSing

Career opportunity for mature
womor, with good typing skills
and getter ol olfice background. Must hove good app -

cellent salary. Call:

How You Can Make $500 to
$1000 per month in your sp.,
time be your own boss. N4v2
Soles Program lust entering

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

days a wk., my
child, own tramp. pre.

Babysitter,

HOUSEWIVES

Chicago. No experrence

SECRETARY

For private club in Arlington
Heights. 5 nights a week, ex-

week. Des Plaines. 827.8795.

Meet & work with people who
plan & put these towns on the

perience necessary.

SALES
(No Shorthand)

housework, 1. deny ever yot her

developments. You'll be his secy.

on

s.:hrdo lc.4

Prospect, 255-6418 after 6 per.

Woman wanted for general

SECY $580

wontect

Wednesdays. Hours to suit your

Steno to do office work in my
home 2 mornings a week. M.

Housekeeper 1 day a week. Mt.
transportation.
Prospect, own
255.6418 offer 6 prn.
Make $40 a wk. for 10 hrs. Se r
vino customers in Arl. Hts. cireacar necessary. 392.9631.

TOP GAL FRIDAY

woman

Clenning

30 -Help Wanted Woman

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

Friday, October

Page 22

Biesterf held Rd.)

437-5500, Ext. 592

LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO

NURSERY
3285 Sanders Rd., Northbrook
Betw. Milw. Av. & Willow Rd.

827-6603

Kay 6 string hollow -body electric

guitar & amplifier.
Reosonoble.259-8307.

34 -Arts and Antiques

ANTIQUES bought and sold.
Des Plaines House, 1096 Lee

St., Des Plaines, III, 824.4492.

Store your piano or organ in my

home, tender loving core, Will
pay reasonable move. 259.3819
Spinet organ & bench. Excel.

condition, perfect for beginner.

42 -Wanted to Buy

$250.

smaller
camp ing -trouser, oder; Also
port. chain saw. 823-7712.

Mobile

REASONABLE

253.4447.
Guitar,

self .contained

Univ.

Bass

&

Kala-

mazoo Amp. 6 mos. old. Exc.
Condt. ask 5250 358-6468 after

44 -Dogs, Pets and

Eqjpment

1,11.

White female cat to be given
,away. Very good pet,
year

96 -Real Estate -Wanted

old. 259-6208 Mr, Prospect.

"Lover

AKC registered Dalmatian pup-

house in

1

pies, 8 weeks old. $75
CL 3-1626

7white Toy Poodles, 4 fem., 3

males, 6 weeks old AKC
registered. 437.2129

Itricolor, healthy, & adorable,
Daily 392 -4320 -week -ends 815653-9421.

of animals desires older

any condition with a

few acres in country. All cosh -call anytime. 8271117
double M inc. Realtors

Smolt home home with
Call 827-1117
double M inc. Realtors

nice

TTIF, DAY
55 -Musical Instruments
WALNUT FINISHED
SPINET PIANO - $295
827 6603

99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale

Friday, October 18, 1968

'63 Chev. Corvair, 700 model, 4 owner car, good con
door,
dition. 5300. 255-8331
'63 Chev Super Sport Convertible, $650 good cond, CL 9-

1961 Corvair Monza, A / T, good
condition for $250.
Call 392-4759
'58 Chevy, power steering, auto.

99 -Automobile -For Sale

trans, good runner. $125. 392-

wagon,

1

99 -Automobile For Sale

'66 Newport, 6 window, town sedan, org owner,
Chrysler,

3281.

beautiful low mile car, with
power & air $1850 299 6491

OFFER. 253-4704.

'62 VW, SUNROOF, GOOD SECOND CAR. $500 OR BEST

fully

cellent cond.
824-1593

equipped,
priced to

5750 392-2531

'66 Bonneville, 4-dr, HDT, P/S,
P/B, factory air, tinted windows
by owner -52150. CL 5-8599.

'63 Buick LeSabre, 4.dr, hdt,
P/S, P/B, P/A, possitration, $675.
9656421.
'60 Chevrolet station wagon,
steering, power
V-8, power

Vacant

Commercial

JAfi

'

Sharp 1964 bontioc Sport Coupe,

hardtop, auto. trans.,

with

rent

for
privilege Lady,
Room

MI
CL 9 4523

Squire
9 -passenger, fully
equip., low mileage. 392-0278.
'61 Ford, 6 cyl., 2-dr. hardtop,

Wagon,

WANTED: GARAGE SPACE TO
STORE MODEL A FORD

OPEN HOUSE

392-3453

Paying high rent? Why not cut

Mt

in l/2 & share the space?! Comm.
erica! artist needs space. 439-

Prospect Kit priv if desired Ph
259 2354

4730.

14 -To Rent Apartments

Flames, 2 bedroom
both $145, bossesston Nov
296 5123
Des

bedroom unfurnished apartment near Arl Hts depot Se I

Spacious 4 bedroom bi-level
large family room, many extras. Mid30 ' s West of Roselle
Rd. and south of Schaumburg

bedrm furnished
2
opt $160 mo Available 'til
June 1st 35B 7177
Arl Hts, 3 rm apt I bedrm,
large living rm & kitchen air
cond $147 50 253 0583
Mt Prospect, lit floor apartment, large 4 rooms, I bdrm.,
air,ondit prod patio, free trans.
Palatine

to & from commuter, Available
Nov 30 439 1691 $170

392-6500

Rd ,

&

For

that you

can be proud to

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

LONG GROVE
acre lot, zoning

permits
21/2
horses, asking $9,000 253-1970

1/2

call

pointment.

real
255-6320
358-1502
894 1330

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

Elgin

If you will look

you will rent Chalet Village

Park Ridge

Modern apartment -

314
the finest

This older 3 bdrm. home has

2 bedroom apartment you'll

living
24' carpeted
room, garage. Walk to schools

bedroom
plus
opartrnent. Ideal for retired
Couple. Across from busy
shopping center. On haute

& shopping. You must see to
appreciate extras. Immediate

chen.

possession.

ever seel Immediate occupancy 20 short minutes

11/2

$34,800

from 0.1 -fore All electric
built ins, air conditioned and
fireplace Private balcony,
carpeting, and much more.

EXTRA LARGE

90 -Investment Property

posses-

HOMES

741 3266

REALTORS

rent,

3 bedrm

home

in

PLAINTS

296-6655

ing business & equipment.

SPACIOUS TRI-LEVEL
and all the other spacious rooms in this 3 bedroom, 21/2 bath
home Brick and aluminum siding Contessa model with 2 car
garage Close to grade school. $38,250.

Well established tavern fully

The neatest, trimmest, cleanest ranch at only $17,500 with

facilities.

Well landscaped
$28,000

and

close

to

schools

and

CRYSTAL LAKE

255-2090
OPEN

99

Palatine
358-0844

Member M.A.P:Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest Suburban Boards of Realtors

equipped for sportsman or family fun. rerfect shape, low
miles, lowest price anywhere
$3400.312-255-1423.

STORAGE AVAILABLE

Des Plaines

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

Complete 6-cyl. engine & auto-

ment. On gorgeous 5 acres
loaded with hickorys & oaks.
This offering has 3 bedrm.
cost

at

$888

ing, Mint Condition.

Several lots located on Lake
Redstone, both lake front &
lake view lots, priced from

Reedsburg & Baraboo
area. Reedsburg, Wis.

REALTORS

'Pttt
.41,1t9

Power0/11%

Reedsburg, Wisc.

,.

S. of 62 on 31)

, .:

TRANSPORTATION

90 -Investment Property
1?,POsit'KW6.04011i

P19*lit

PO. t'.,01,1,1,,;41411#0410141rt

PALATINE --$59,500

Island Lake

ment Carpeting m living room, \dining room, hall and 2

WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU
Your own shopping center. Large return for nominal investment. 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, cooking facilities. 2 apartments. $30,000 annual gross income. Large parking facilities. Lots of potential. $140,000.

PHILIPPE BROTHERS

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
Realty

..... .$895

Berge 4.door. ulomaler
radio. whitewalls, 202 engin,
$1395
'66 FORD LTD

4 -door. Sliver with black vinyl
roof. automat!e transmit.. power
steering, power brakes, whire

radio.

$1495
automatic,

B

O

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED
Park 5passenger station
awn Equipped with automatir
colony
transmle. V-0, roof rack. whita
wall tires, etc.

blue.

61 PONTIAC

$145

/0

V-8.

hardtop.
automalle,

radio. bitewallt.

T

4.

door.

VW.

Gataxiir 500 2 -door

hardtop.

end.

'62 CHEV. Impala

'65 FALCON WAGON ..51195

$595
'63 FALCON
Brig.. 1 -door. Automatic. Emel

Flas.

Automatic.

4 -dear hardtop.

Sneer blue.
2.door hardtop.
sower steering 1:110e

to

$1195
Burgundy, blade

steering.

'64 CHEW. CONVERT. _5195

2.dorr hardtop. 01.0k.
Abirmatie.

matte.

'54 CHEV. SS Convert. $995
White. Great.

'65 CADILLAC
. ..D..$2495
FACTORY AIR -CON
Sedan
De VIII*. Fully luxury equipped.
etcDark metallic blue. Nat

Tempest Cuostom 4 -door

..,

$3495

FACTORY AIR-COND.. full

pebble
pirehment roof.
In

'63 CORVAIR Convert. $395

B

5695
63 FAiRIANE 500
Chiming. sold. 4.eloor. Auto

Impala. Silver blue.

66 MUSTANG Convt. $1695
Vlf, utomatia. A fun

the

N

63 FORD Gal. 500 _5695
Faxtbsek,

-

vinyl roof. Autoreette, V13, power

poker

answer

$2209
Automat..,

lent.

VII.

Landau

U

Light blue, Va, automatic.

'GO MUSTANG

Future.

B

'63 FORD Convert. ....$595

66 PONTIAC

$1495

Automatic. power Waring

Exe.i.

lent.

D

Y

66 PONTIAC Catalina $1795

AIRCONDITIONED
FACTORY
silver
VLl. automatic, 4 -door.
bine,

51095
9passenter Country Sedan, Brunt..
automatic power.

'64 FORD Wagon

$595
Delp, a -door. V8, automatic.

'62 FORD Gal. 500

$795

Japan's

....5995

2 -door hprellop. vharp, V -I, aulo
matit. Pewee

'65 MUSTANG 2+2 _5995

power. 4 -door
belee with
Loaded!

Crlttany blue.
attering.

$3195
AlitCONDITIONED
2door Landau. Black, block vinyl
FACTORY

'62 CIJIIVIINt CONVERT. $105
Spider. Red, *bite top. Needs
a clutch.

Y

Very clean.

AIRCONOITIONED. automatic,
power tteering. V.B. Very ,hero,

67 T -BIRD

11.8,

'66 FORD GAL. 500 ..51495
2 -doer

U

..51595

pawnorSquire,
CoentrY

automatic, power stirring.

$1495

pante.

Red.

'65 FORD WAGON

B

$1095

station Wagon. 4 -dear.
Dark
automatic,
power.

2.door hardtop.

'65 FORD

'65 FORD LTD

far Olt one!
V -B.

$1295

Beige station season.

A fine !inure automobile equipped
with till -steering Wheel, power
litter.. power brake,. etc. Hurry

64 CHEV. Wagon

'67 T -BIRD

'62 FORD WAGON ....5215

$995
'65 FORD Wagon
Very elm!. Automatic/ tram,
'65 T.BIRS
$1395

Impala

$1595
'66 CHEVROLET
Marina blur Jdoor hardtop. V.11,
automatic. idio, power steer., ete.

Reel

'66 MERC. Wagon _52095

,

'61 FORD Wagon ....$1995
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED
Country sedan. Vii, power alert.

'65 FORD XL

O

Park Lane, 4.door, black 'Vr,
Loaded. Sherprsl wow
automat.
in town,

AIR-COND. 4.docr
FACTORY
hardtop. Red. Full power plus
stereo tape, blade vinyl top, etc.
Like new.

2.doer hardtop. V-9, automatic,
/IOW, niter. Dark blue.

$1495
convaltibl in beige mist,

Equipment

N

Center!
Example:

B

COMPLETE
SET NOW

63 TWIT

B

U

5995

2 -door hardtop. Turquoise.

B

0

O
Y

$99

Phone 827-2163

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY., DES PLAINES
OPEN SUNDAY

WEEKDAYS 9.9, SATURDAY 9.6

y

OPEN SUNDAY

ICK

WICKSTRO

MAKE

Mallory Ignition
Cyclone Headers
M/T Racing Wheels

THE

YOU NAME IT
--WE-GOT IT!
Call Lou the
Hi -performance
Specialist!

-BIG DEAL ON

A 1969

Fdr Free Credit Check

Call:

CHEVROLET

AT LATTOF

PRICE ON!
Thrush Mufflers
Sun Tachometers
Hooker Headers

CHEVROLET!

-

SP 5-6616

Cee Eddy
DODGE CITY
CHICAGOl AND LARGEST
DODGE DEALER.

7250 W. DEVON

358-1800

whitewalls. very. vary nice.

smells.

$3895

'68 CHRYSLER 300

$1495
'65 MERCURY
FACTORY AIRCONDITIONE0

SUPER LOW

.

!SialltiPAIAODSTO/ticlii,
Vinyl .."rok

646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.

.....
Power

'SR COMET Convt

N
O

N

Reg. Price $155.80

itiiittrrop

*007
Wolk,

658-5661

transmission.

auto.

rack.
steering, power brakes, radio,

Newport. Vel,
Power steering. elf. Like new,

Y

Eliminator Mags

C.C4KL ,RAITA; H.:0f,, WI

BRADSHAW

Country Squire yrith

4 -door

D

MICKEY THOMPSON

buildings, priced from
the

$2195
'61 MUSTANG
Light turquoise Coupe, Don't
mitt Cut on this one.

'66 T -BIRD Convert. $2395
This red beauty is like new.
$695
'63 Ford Wagon

'65 CHRYSLER

Radio,
V -B,
Ranch, Wagon,
Heater, Automatic TransrnisSlots, icy Buy!

'16

OVER 150 OF CH CAGOLAHD'S SHARPEST USED CARS

'64 COMET

U

'66 FORD

T

Hi -Performance

91 -Resort Properties For Sale

GAVIN BROS.

358-1 :111

Y
B

Cee Eddy Dodge

Farm land with or without

90 -Investment Property

D

41

Red. A rare one. Mortal

'67 TOYOTA

358-1800

$125.00 per acre and up, in

Realty

$895

Grand Opening
Sale!!

Realty

expandable to 6 or 7. Offered
below replacement

B

DRAG RACERS
PHILIPPE BROS.

brick & stone

3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2 baths, 40 x 20 rec room with
fireplace, full basement. 11/2 car garage and carport. Well
landscaped Close to schools and shopping. Very good
neighborhood $34,500.

bedrooms Beautiful wooded and landscaped. Out buildings,
screened summerhouse with bar-b-que. 3 acres, 250' frontage on Route 14 2 car garage.

Coupe, V-8, Full Power, Wide
Ovals, Mint Condition.

$597

ranch with club room in base-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Spacious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 both, full base-

'65 MUSTANG

B
U

427 e

$1588

99 -Automobile For Sale

$2500.00 and up.

Ideal for the growing family. 7 bedroom Cape Cod. 2 baths,
2 car garage High investment growth. $26,000.

Mint

large parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage. On route

ALGONQUIN

choicest

$2395
$3295
Marina blue, while top. Automatic. Like new.
$3595
'66 CORVETTE ( 2 Tops)
ngin, Marina blue,
$1195
'66 DODGE 500 Coronet
4 -Speed, PositrartIon. Bucket seats, Ic.
'66 SHELBY 350 (2 to choose from) . .. .$2495
4 -Speed, disc brakes, radio. etc.
$3595
'66 JAGUAR XKE

'67 CAMARO Convertible
'66 CORVETTE Convertible

0

'66 GTO

Ideal for carry -out foods,
14.

Y

4.5peed, V-8. Red. Very sharp.

'66 CHARGER

matic trans., excel. cond. $70. CL
3.0752 aft. 5 PM.

snowtires, two 7 x 13-14 snow
tires, used only one season. CL

B
D

$2995
'67
SHELBY 350
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED, C.4 automatic, power Owing, power brekrs, magi,

B

TRAILERS -

VACATION LINERS

N

fold dawn seat, radio.

$3288

5 p.m. CL 5-7942.

'67 Dodge Van Camper, fully

$2795

A hot one. Exec. demo, New car title.

able Option. Mint Condition!

ATTENTION

$72,500.

PALATINE

Sedan DeVille, Air Conditioned, Loaded with Every Avail-

$1686

ton pick-up truck.

steering,

'68 SHELBY GT 500 FASTBACK
Loaded. Like now.
$4345
'68
SHELBY COBRA Convertible
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED. White, black top, AM -FM radio, power disc brakes.

D

positraction W / W radial tires,

1/2

U
Guit

6 0 'HI -PERFORMANCE SPECIALS
$3795

'66 CADILLAC

Engine

Power

B

-04111114P-11i111-401-41P-Alkilii-

NEW '69
TRADE-INS!

Big
4 -speed
Condition, Hot I

hardtop. Black
aqua in calor.
whitewalls, radio, etc.
2 -door
stream

$2995

N

DOZENS OF LIKE

'66 Corvette Sport Coupe
AM -FM, tinted glass (sharp), 1700
W. Lincoln Mt. Prosp.

'68 FORD
GALAXIEvinyl
500roof.

'68 FORD

FACTORY AIR-COND.

Wornatic trans., power steering. Man.

5.5874 after 6 pm. or weekends.

BARRINGTON HILLS

$3093

power ilring, power beak., tinted glass.
(Cholc of 21

miles.

4 -door hardtop. Loaded! VB. 302 ngine,

Coupe DeVille with Full Power and Factory Air Condition-

$32,500.

$2695

U

'62 CADILLAC

PALATINE --$35,000

White with a dark blo top. V-8, 302
engine, automatic trans., power alaarinib

Lik new. Very low

D
Y

FACTORY AIR-COND.

Includes 390. V-8 engine, automatic trans,

of new cm' warranty. (Choice of 21

$2588

O

'68 FORD

'68 FORD
CONVERTIBLE

BRAND NEW
'69 CHARGER
EquipFactory
America's Hottest Sports Model!

LT3

40 EXECUTIVE DRIVEN SPECIALS
EXAMPLES:

D

Two 15" wheels & mounted

3 bedroom corner brick ranch.
Fireplace, full basement, oak
floors throughout, family room.

The

Mt. Prospect
259-9030

B

CHARGER

B

135 NEW '68 CARS IN STOCK
MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH!!!

o

Big Engine, Full Power, Automatic Transmission, Balance
of Fact. Warranty.

less to vet.

shopping.

HOMEHNDERS
Arlington

equipped with reataurant

$700 down, $116 p&i a month.

at only $14,500 with $450 or

Quality built ranch home is an excellent Arlington location.
Brick and frame construction. 11/2 car attached garage.

TAVERN

peting over wood floors, 3 nice
bedrooms, cabinet kitchen.

plastered ranch. Solid oak
floors throughout. You will
have privileges to the lake here

3 Bedrooms, Close In!

posi-

fact. -air,

827-7184

cot cieluLlicd yumieyx., "at-

North Shore 2 bedroom, fully

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Delivery

oir-lifts, clean. $1250
call 392-6476
'57 chary, 2 dr. H.T. '283'
bored '297 12.1 pistons, cam
with solids high comp. heads,
traction
headers, 3 speed,
bars. $375. Call: 9-5 437-3951

1272 Rend Rd.

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS
.2

Immediate

TRUCK CAMPERS

Others available to $300,000.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Well established restaurant in
busy shopping center. Cater

3423 Kirchoff Rd.
255-4200

1264 MORTHYRST HWY.

Streamwood $165 per ma., Security Deposit, references
needed 255 5334

Arlington Hts.
$25,000

N x NW

RRICO
For

RESTAURANT

Stock

1498

'64 Chev. wagon, 327 engine,

$350 or best offer. Call after

$43,900

16 -To Rent Houses

Mercury Montego, P/S,
P/B, low mileage, still under warranty, very reasonable. CL 31968

'60 Ford

struction in fine neighborhood
742 8540

p.m

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Lovely 4 bdrm. bi-level with
2 car att. gar. Quality con-

Rent $180

Largest

Fully
ment,

299.6491

'63 Chevy II, like new,
snow tires, $450
392-3632 after 6 P.M.

traction,

21/2

Immediate

$30,900.
sion.

51800-259-0957.

Falcon '66 Futura, 4-dr, beautiful extra low mile car. $900

Stingray, 427, turbojet, 4 speed,

car garage.
If you really need space inpect this. Choice location for
baths,

1966 Aqua Blue Molibou Station
Wagon. Stick, A -I condition.

everything,

Realty

120 1969 Fords in Stock for
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

ARE HERE!

5775. 824.3947.

to Island Lake and property.

358-1800

WE'RE LOADED WITH TRADE-INS!

DODGES

ORDER NOW!

Poute 12 to Route 176, west

1

USED CAR CLEARANCE

1969

'64 Pontiac Catalina, 2 dr. PAS,
P/B, w/w, radio, tinted glass,

176. 525,000. Directions;

7
split-level,
4
bedrooms,

built-ins, paneled family room,

train,

stores

PHILIPPE BROS.

lined street. Wolk
schools, shopping.

The

HEADQUARTERS

wagon,

Plyinouth

auto. trans., P / 5, P B, air, AM FM, positraction, air shocks, roof
rack, ex. cond. 359.4115
1964 Olds 98 Luxsed, 6W, power

2

Aikefidi

SUNDAY!

needs
work, tow away and it is yours.
358-6339

'59

Sunday, October

ISLAND LAKE

quaint shake roof. On tree
to

going in service. CL 9-3511.

296-1502

$2,000 DOWN
3 bedroom ranch, full base
ment, kitchen appliances, 15 x
17 beautiful family size kit-

Contemporary
large rooms,

'65 Mustang -Red & white convertible, good condit.-must sell -

'64 Chevy Impala SS, original
owner, $650. 253.7634 after 6

20,
2-5 p.m.

$3,000 DOWN

the city.

best offer. 392.5208 after 6 pm.

OPEN HOUSE

692.6161

HOUSE WITH
CHARACTER

R/H, auto trans, $350 or

clean,

RED CARPET

329 N. NW Hwy.

P/B,

'62 Chevy 2, 4 dr, white sedan,

north of

blk.

Feugeot, new cluthc,
like new tires. $300253-4447

89 Real Estate -Bus. Property

blks. southeast of

Randhurst,
Rand Rd.

kitchen, family room with
fireplace. Call for an ap-

estate*

Kathleen In Elgin

DON'T MISS IT!

Want to Sell -Buy -Rent?
Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

living room, country size

676-3300 or
259-7022, evenings

in

392-6500

own. Spacious foyer, sunken

weekdays

a ski resort

3 bedrm, "1." shape ranch

er,
2

car on. gar., elect, door,
1100 Cypress Ln. oppt. only.
323-7793 or 325-0300

1/2

beautiful bi-level that has all

Palatine

information

low 30's -CL 54829.

dryer. $41,500

Attractive setting for this

behind A & P shopping

center

familyrrn, 2Vz car gar, Extras,

ft. beautifully landscaped lot
low taxes, carpeting, drapes,
ref rig built-in stove, washer,

SCHAMBURG
Cul-de-Sac

s

All appliances Arlington
Willow

L.,

Air conditioned Colonial, 8
rms., 4 large bdrms., 21/2
baths, paneled family rm., 75

MULLINS

Deluxe 2 bedroom, 11/2 baths
apartment, air conditioning.
Heights,

Hts. 7 rm. brk, hi -level, 11/2
paneled
baths, living -dining

Open House
Sunday 2 P.M. to
5 P.M.

Rd,

COUNTRY CLUB
APARTMENTS

'64 Chevy HT, 4.dr. 8 cyl., P / 5,
power glide, 1 owner, excel. condition. 259.3574
'63 Pontiac Bonneville, P/S,

A -I.

MULLINS

C ome see for yourself.

curdy deposit CL 3 5355

New large, 4 bdrm, 2 story home.

Elk Grove Vii., $30,500, by own-

Sunday, 1.5 p.m.
132 Cedarcrest Drive,
Schaumburg

15.

'61 4-dr.
4 -speed,

713 S. Ernerson, Mt. Prospect.
Louis Munao, Inc. Bldr.

OPEN HOUSE

11/2

7-1627

Arl. His. 4 bdrm., 21/2 baths, trilevel, I yr. old, has every thing,
mid 540's. 437-6556

See to appreciate, Sun. 1.5 pm.

Hts.

2 Bedroom brick ranch with

5 room garden apartment
Des Plaines $165
439 1705

Sunday, 1-5 p.m.
201 N. Dryden, Arlington

large family room. Separate
dining room, full basement,
Walk to shopping, train &
schools. Mid 20's.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

very clean 50; '65 Hondo LE

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

82 -Wanted To Rent

kitchen
Prospect.

Sleeping room (man)

Y/S, t -/B,

reasonable. 255-3214.
1961
Ford Country

16.1.a&MNIE

10 -Rooms -Board Housekeeping

OPEN

brakes, CL 3-3356

LALL;

-

EXCELLENT CONDITON

exsell.

Day Want Ads

uhr eehtteit

MG 1100, 1965, 4 -DOOR,

'65 Ford Country sedan

7451 after 6:30 pits
1968 Javelin, 290 cc, Va13, stick,
low mileage, $2150.
299.3159

;Da

99 -Automobile For Sale

Real Estate

Residential

Page 23

OPEN EVENINGS NC 10 P M

All DAY SUNDAY'

-1

ARLINGTON HIS,

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. CL 9-4100
OPEN EVENINGS

CLOSED SUNDAY

Now! We pay and compound earnings quarterly
on both passbook savings and savings certificates.
legal rates in Chicago. What's more, the minimum for a 6 month Bell Savings certificate is

All the things that money can buy now happen
faster than ever when you save at Bell Savings.

just $7500. Savings at Bell are insured safe
and backed by over $550 million in assets.

Earnings on both Passbook Savings and

Savings Certificates are paid and compounded
every three months. And both earn the highest

Bell's 1/10% Mortgage Interest Rate Plan

which assures you of the most equitable rate
at all times. Open 8:45 to 6:00 Monday through
Friday.

And if a new home is -on your mind, ask about

'Savings certificates issued for 6 months in minimum amounts
of $7500 and up, in multiples of $500.

SAVINGS CERTIFICATES

ON PASSBOOK SAVINGS

In the heart of Bell Town, The Weather Bell Corner, Monroe and Clark,

Bell Savings and Loan Association

Chicago, Illinois 60603 Phone: Financial 6.1000
7t

Al. ESTATE
Annen & Busse,
Realtors

ANNEN
BUSSE

IMALIONS
253-1800
28 E. NW. Hwy. A.H
104 E. NW. Hwy. Mt. Pros 255 9111
570 E. Higginr, Elk (,rove

Arlington Realty Inc.

Barton, Stull,
Realtor

Homefinders at
Arlington Hgts.

R

DI
i)itg

OPEN 9-9
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

406 W. Central Rd.

824-7148

1322 Lee St.

Hoffman Estates
Realty

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

253-7600

CL 5-3535

Schaumburg & Roselle Rd.

529-7800

259 E. Rand Rd.

1810 E. Northwest Hwy.

Kemmerly
Real Estate

44-6,

NxN.W.

OPEN

220 E. Northwest Hwy.

TO

6 E. NW. Hwy.
11 S. A.H. Rd.

253.2460

Member of NW Sub.
Multiple Listing Service

956-150Q

1

KRAUSE & KEHE,

Kole Real Estate

4171-- REALTORS

358-0110
110 S. Northwest Hwy.

Kemmerly
Real Estate

/VI

..r,M

Dan Briel,

OPEN

9

300 W. Golf Road

9 E. Higgins Golf/Higs.

-7,-;= 8944

728 E. NW. Hwy. 358-5560

Although originally a native of Colorado,
Dan has lived in the Chicago area since

LaLonde Real Estate

residents and business people of Arlington
Heights and Palatine since 1940. He

255-3900

3 N. Bothwell

OPEN

9 TO 9
Sat. & Sun. 'NI 6

Your Real Estate problems

Realtors

`Starck Robert W.& Co.

C -Neal Realty

Starck

FL 9-1232

ANNEN
BUSSE

RE.LTORS

MCM.YORS

CL 3-2111
750 W. NW. Hwy.

'1k
392-0900

1 E. Campbell

827-5548

1430 Miner

NKEL
f CO. REALTORS

Bruns Real Estate
Open 9 to 9 daily
Sun., noon to 6

real
BRUNS
estate
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

OPEN 9 TO 9

259-1500
Personal & Effective Service

1714 E. NW Hwy. 255-6320 101 E. A.H.R

et.

COME OVER TO

REALTY INC.

.

LT:

259- 50

A Ttialtm. i4t R.ent Eetat

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing

40

Arlington Heights, Illinois

Phone 394-1100

DU 1-1855
Member MAP. Multiple Listing

299-6121
AtiOgt,

multiple listing service

T.A. BOLGER
Residential
Specialists
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

George

121

7

REALTORS

Arlington Realty Inc.
011

439-7410

CL 9-0200

119 N. Northwest Hwy.

570 Devon Ave.

12 E. Busse Ave.

359-4100

Realtors

ANNEN
BUSSE
PIIIALTONS

570 E. Higgins Rd
104 E. NW Hwy
28 E. NW. Hwy. A.14

439-4700
255-9111
253.1800

"C" Francek

773-2800
At Devon and Arlington
Hei r hts Road

arover P

The Gallery of
Homes

Baines Realty Inc.

/cf.fft

824-6131

314 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.
CL 3.2500

1098 Lee St.

wsrwvrn

years where Mrs. Briel taught In the Palatine School system. They now live in Barrington at 627 Summit St. One daughter,
Jan, has enrolled this year as a freshman at
the University_of Denver.

Kole Real Estate

Realtors
150 S. Main

392-7150

Homefinders at
Mt. Prospect

OPEN

OPEN 9-9

9 TO 9
Sot. & Sun. 'Hi 6

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service
Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
900 R. Northwest Hwy.

Located hi "Hanover Park
shopping Center" 6724
-1.00
n
rri

w.

358-1800
434 E. NW Hwy.

529-2235
111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

1209 N. Elmhurst Rd.

ROSELLE,

/s\

Barton Stull,Realtors
Bruns Real Estate

\/

Open daily from 9to9 Sun., noon to 6
multiple listing service
member

BRUNS

255-0900

OPEN 9 to 9
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Multiple Listing Service

094.-13Mt.-

Kemmerly
Real Estate

Anderson L. B. Inc.

OPEN
9

20 W. Dundee Rd.

TO
9

LE 7-4300

229-0082

Kole Real Estate
BOEUMER&
IIEDLUND
800 W. Higgins
823-2157

McCabe Realty

823-5100

Member Northwest
Suburban Board of
Realtors

' 101 S. Northwest Hwy.

estate.

7 W. Schaumburg Rd.

MEMBER M.A.P.

Bruns Real Estate

Homefinders at
Palatine

real

M.A.P.

9 N. Elmhurst Rd.

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing

Open Daily 9 to 9
Sun., Noon to 6
132 S. NW. Hwy..358-1502

ROSELLE
REALTY CO.

537-8660

823-1855

CL 5-2020

estate'
CL 5-8000

good background in

istration to the real estate business. The
Briels resided in Palatine for fourteen

ATiaditixittRtatEO
133 Vine

8 E. NW. Hwy.

B

Philippe Bros.
Realty

BAIRD &WARNER
74,4
Sim, 1855

REALTORS

F -B -K Inc.

234 N. Northwest Hwy.
358-5900

11

real

4 123 S. A.H. Rd.

a

REALTORS

TITT

member of M.A.P.

F -B -K Inc.

Realtors

Jack Kemmerly's Hoffman Estates office.
Having been self-employed for many years,

George ',Busse

704 N. River Rd.

259-1855

.4,

121 S. Hough
1451 E. Palatine Road

A 1-W1i/A At Rut Wee,

734 Lee Street

BAI R DC..WARNEFJ
134,4g,kfteitt

itorpeet Stape & Daniels, Inc.

21 E. Prospect

Annen & Busse,
Siits.1855

666 E. Northwest Hwy.

392-2290

Siek.1855

298-5055

r-471.17

Peters & Evans,
Realtors

years ago, and is now the manager of

BAIRD &WARNER

WM. L.

300 E. Northwest Hwy.
392-3900

255-9111
253.1800 437 W. Prospect
439-4700

104 E. NW. Hwy
28 E. NW. Hwy. A.H
570 E. Higgins Rd

joined the Kemmerly organization three

management and general business admin-

t14-1

I

We Have The Key To

1938, and he and his family have been

Dan brought

-

Annen & Busse,

REALTOR

9

TO

e,1411"

Barton. Stull, Realtor

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

FL 9-0400

9

9

61),

9

OPEN

88 North Broadway
299-0191

.*

/IA!.

TO

Kemmerly
Real Estate

HOMES
9

MemberPiAPINul,plel.,,og

McCabe Realty

Serving - Roselle, M,dinah
Schaumburg - Hanover Park a
Hoffman Estates.

A TWIN iµ Nat FAtt

392-1855

CL 3-7660

894-4800

213 S. Roselle Rd.

HOMES 0

BAIRD&WARNER
Sisee.1855

NxN.W.

NxN.W.

Member Northwest
Suburban Board of Realtors

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

.

HOMES

HOMES

Barton Stull,Realtors

NxN.W.
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
392-8100
535 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.
CL 3-8100

With the Largest Circulation
in the Northwest Suburbs

157 N. NW. Hwy.

HOMES

OPEN

9T09
Sat: & Sun. 'til 6

NxN.W.
3423 Kirchoff Rd.
255-4200

Kole Real Estate

'

Shadle-Sauter &
Assoc.

OPEN

9 TO 9
Sat. IL Sun. 'til 6

3413 Kirchoff Road
392-9060

170 E. Dundee

537-8880

Two Pages of NixonVisit Pictures --- 12 and 13
WEATHER

Proota

be

Tonight - Partly cloudy and
warmer, chance of showers,
low around 50; Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, chance of a
brief shower in morning,

Dap

Telephone

Your Home Newspaper

high around 70.
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Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Nixon Draws Overflow Crowd,
Tallies Twice at Prospect Hig
BY RICHARD CRABB

Nixon has OU-

Nixon has 0 U -

. AH

AH Nixon has OU-AH!
It was Saturday morning at
Prospect High School,

THE GOP presidential candidate and his wife stopped at

the platform outside the
fieldhouse, and he made a five

minute talk to the crowd of
thousands that had been stan-

ding and waiting for an hour
and more just to get a glimpse

every variety of Ni xon-Agnew
costume.

members decided to use it to
explained Jack Martin, assistant to the superintendent of

the United States would be so
organized that there would be
no more war during the last
third of this century.

where the rally was held.

mised,

to such things called my attention to the special student
greeting. I thought I had

"It was more effective

measures had made the locker

rooms and the only available
water off limits.
They were opened momentarily to provide liquid to
quench throats of thirsty can-

"Don Rumsfeld who is hep

didates and reporters.
The blare of the band began

heard

everything

in

chants, some of them
mentionable, but this one is
new--Ni xon has OU-AH".

covered many Nixon speeches
always so similar.

Is Not Healthy for Men or
Other Living Things."
Everything was ready early.
The decor was complete -the
usual red, white and blue with

Others worried about missed deadlines as the wait continued.
The candidate ended his

some yellows, pinks and
greens thrown in by the
balloons..
Secret Servicemen scanned

remarks outside:
"When it comes to polls
let's sock it to 'em."

tribute. He was

personal

a

Some blase reporters who

elected the foreign policy of

because they held off until the
Ni sons were actually arriving
in the fieldhouse."

To retired persons he pro-

if elected president,

Republicans decked out in

x.

social security payments
would be increased to offset

any inflation which the

government proved unable to

Republicans, also added a

"This, was the great

of the Nixon
touch to the day's highlight
campaign in Illinois insofar as
developments. Armed with

the issues is conhundreds of mechanical ,discussing
"crickets", they developed cerned'' said William H.

happy to have an opportunity
to hear "this great band from

their special Nixon

chant,

':Click with Dick."

Prospect High School that

represented the United States
at EXPO '67." he said.

In his address, which began

at

I I:11 and lasted 28

minutes, Nixon made a rapid
fire appeal to all segments of
the population.

ENCOURAGED, the
students raised the volume on

the "Nixon has OU-AH" until

it was a feature of the rally
program.

To the high school

students, particularly the

boys, he promised there would

be no more Vietnams if he is
elected president.

Rentschler, Illinois chairman
for Citizens for Ni son -Agnew.

"It was one of his best
campaign addresses since the

Host Mayor Daniel Congreve greets Richard M. Nixon, the guest 13,000 residents saw

and heard Saturday at Mount Prospect High School. (Photo by Dan Bolas)

Miami Beach convention. Mount Prospect was the most
Dick had not spoken more complete summary of camin our
issues

than 15 minutes anywhere in
during the campaign.

possible that he
nation. It
may not be hack in Illinois
before the election, but even

His half hour address in

Rep. Eugene F.

Schlickmann (R -Arlington

Heights) and Wheeling

the center isle. lined on both
sides by costumed Nixon -et -

Township Republican com-

mitteman whose organization

Police' Cheek__

No Decision

Whether Tivo
Fires Set

By Planners

Mount Prospect police are
investigating two fires which
they believe were started by

The Mount Prospect Plan

ment ordinance allows a

projects --a 180 -unit apartment

involving several buildings used for different purposes on a
plot of land without having to

in hack of the Midas Muffler

ferent lot for each building

connected to the rear of the

,,reject either of them.
7 Kenroy hopes to build four

4 -story, apartment buildings
on nine acres of land on the
south side of Dempster, 223
feet west of Elmhurst Rd., ac-

cording to Malcolm Young,

ury ones. One -bedroom

corporated area, and will have

to $225; and the two -bedroom

The land -is in an unin-

Prospect and zoned to permit

ones will cost $275 to $300
a month, according to Got-

according to Roy Gottlieb, ex-

apartments will have a dress-

to be annexed to Mount
construction of the project,

ecutive vice-president of
Kenroy.

KENROY ASKED the

plan commission to zone the
land R-4 for multiple -family
housing, but the commission

decided that planned unit

development zoning would be
more appropriate for the project.

Since the Mount Prospect
Board of Trustees is in the
process of passing a planned
unit development' ordinance,
Kenroy will have to wait until
the ordinance is on the books,

then present a new petition
asking for the land to be annexed to Mount Prospect and
zoned under the ordinance,
according to Young.
A planned unit develop-

-tion at 620 E. .surthwest
School sophomores insisted yesterday as they removed the paint they and five others placed

on village windows last week. Sin! Kuldinski, 319 Russell, Barb Minner, 306 MacArthur,
and Robbie Mattews, 223 N. Emerson, said they promised to remove the paint. (Photo by

The apartments will be lux-

apartments will rent for $200

tlieb. The two -bedroom

Roger Gee)

Miniature Course
Asks Smaller Fee

ing room, two baths and a
dining room.

Kaplan - Braun asked the

for a
Lower license
miniature golf course and selling an alley to Culligan Water
fees

plan commission for an- conditioning will be connexation of 7.6 acres of land
located west of Meyer Rd. and

sidered in a meeting of the

Prospect Finance
south of Lincoln to Mount Mount
Committee tonight, according
Prospect and to rezone the
property from RX to RI after
it is annexed.

When land is annexed to
Mount Prospect, it is usually
zoned RX, a restrictive single-

family residential zoning.
Kaplan -Braun wants RI zoning,

Northwest

'Twenty minutes later, the
fence caught fire in the rear
of Ed's Pure Oil service sta-

"It was worth it, even though we lost the football game," three Mount Prospect High

which allows the con-

struction of more single-family houses than does RX. The
company plans to build 27
houses on the land.

to John Kilroy, chairman.
The meeting will be held in
the village hall at 8 p.m.

area,

particularly Niles and

Skokie. The Finance Com-

The Committee will also set
a price on an alleyway behind
the Prospect Theatre, 18 S.

Maine, Mount Prospect.

Course, 199 W. Rand, Mount
Prospect, has petitioned the

Prospect, wants to buy the

license

fee,

which

was set at $125. The license

k

!.i.

Of The ((,.,__,,
i- (..:
Day

3 W. Central, Mount

did not

especially Mayor Daniel

and then find out it's
another man.M.W.B.

Hwy.
Witnesses at both locations

said they saw a teenage boy
in the area shortly before the
alarm was given.

Charged with planning and
carrying out security ,details

Wednesday noon at Arlington
Park.

The event is being

sponsored by Suburban '68

and is to be the largest
political luncheon or dinner

meeting of the 1968 campaign

in the northwest suburbs.
More than 3,000 are to attend.

"Women from the northwest
and western suburbs will attend, but the attendance will

BY GARY SHIFFMAN

be heaviest from the

northwest suburbs from Des'
Plaines to Barrington.

The event will begin with
a reception for Gov. and Mrs.

Shapiro and will be followed
by a sit-down luncheon in the

The route of Nixon's

motorcade to and from the
last minute.

appearance.

Their presence was first felt

Secret Service agents contacted Mount Prospect Police

in Mount Prospect early in

Chief Newell Esmond who

the week,:when several agents
checked the physical layout of
Prospect High School and surrounding areas.

protection. Some 70

jumped onto a nearby table to
get a picture.

AS NIXON began walking

fullfillMent Saturday when a
last second change of plans
gave me a chance to speak
briefly with Richard M. Nix-

down

the

aisle

fans

began

swarming down from the
bleachers blocking the path.
The Secret Service then did
an about face and started
leading the candidate back
toward a rear hallway.

on.

I had hoped to follow Nixon down the aisle as he left
the gymnasium but the Secret
Service had other ideas. As I

I could see that the group
would pass directly beneath

my tabletop position.
I quickly began to focus my
camera on Nixon as he came
closer. Once again the Secret

agents pushed me back.

As an alternative I quickly

was in charge of local police
I
area
departments were at the rally
as part of a mutual aid agree-

policemen from

I

ment among northwest

suburban departments.

-

He noted those police

departments that aided Mount
Prospect:

Arlington Heights,

Des Plaines, Elk Grove

Village, Barrington. Hoffman
Estates. Park Ridge. Rolling
Meadows. Schaumburg. and

Wheeling. Cook County

for
leading the motorcade to and
from the rally, Esmond said.
police were responshile

"The agents made suggestions," said Esmond, "and
we made every effort to follow
their advice."

Regner Talks
To Methodists
Rep. David Regner, (R -

Service had other ideas. An Mount Prospect) candidate
agent shoved at my legs for re-election next month,
saying "Not so close."

will speak at the Trinity
United Methodist Church,

LOSING my balance I fell 605 Golf, Mount Prospect,
off the table -right in front of tonight at 6:30 p.m.
Regner will talk on "CurNixon. I quickly regained my

balance and extended my rent Political Issues And
Problems" at the monthly
hand to the candidate.
"I met you during the 1960 meeting of the Methodist

,

campaign," I said at a loss for Men's Club.
anything else,to say.
"Things should be different
this time around," said Nixon
with a determined smile.

THE PACE quickened as

Futurity Room, although the

the party neared the hallway.
"Are you satisfied with the

crowd will occupy other

luncheon rooms in which the

turnout?" I inquired.
11111

111

Turn Off Water
Until Today
On Work Site
Mount Prospect police call-

ed the public works depart-

"Very much," Nixon said.

ment Saturday when a water

"Except for all the people who
couldn't get in."

pipe broke in a home under
construction at 'Whitegate and

Service pushed me back as
they hustled the candidate into the hall, but now it did not
matter...I couldn't think of

turned off the water until the

,

Once again the Secret Cathy. Public works workmen

The event will be informal.
There will be no speaker's

table and except for Gov.
Shapiro there will be no inonly speaker.

specifications were carried out
exactly according to plans.

auditorium during. Nixon's

Twin Links claims it is ex-

Gov. Shapiro will be the

gymnasium and stood by Fri-

day night to make sure all

school was planned and timed...and kept sect et until the

were in and around the

miniature golf course business.

troductions.

AGENTS GAVE the final
okay for the layout of the

some 30 agents in all who

fee is a special one fot

guest will follow developments
in the Futurity Room via closed circuit television.

Service.

Secret

Meeting with Nixon
A Matter of Chance

Shapiro, Wife, 3,000
Suburban 68 president, says,

the

was

The plan commission did
compared to fees
not come to any decision on cessive
charged in other towns in the
Kaplan -Braun's petition.

Alex Seith of Hinsdale,

efficiency with which
they handled the large crowd."

able

relative handful of men
guarded the candidate.

Women Will Entertain
Gov. and Mrs. Samuel H.
Shapiro will be' honored at a
women's luncheon to be held

he

commended for the remark-

a

tried to fall in the procession
behind the candidate several

alley from the village and use
it for parking, according to
Kilroy.

Congreve. are to

the Nixon rally Saturday.

at

Frustration turned into

Men drivers who complain about the boners of
the woman driver ahead,

ficials 'in Mount Prospect, and

While some 15,000 persons
cheered, sang, and applauded

\-..

said.

Culligan Water Conditioning,

business

,

mittee will vote on whether to
reduce the license fee, Kilroy

Twin Links Minature Golf

committee to lower its

Gripe

organizations, particularly in
Grove,
Elk

-Silent Few Make
Loud Rally Safe

c

THE APARTMENT development proposed by Kenroy
will consist of four L-shaped
buildings clustered around a
swimming pool. Parking and

plan commission.

E.

power of the Republican

Palatine and Schaumburg
Townships. Our village of-

judgment I have confidence
and who were both inside and
outside told 'me that there
were at least twice as many

building.

getting separate zoning

access roads will be included.

990

dramatic demonstration of the

Hansen, Elk Grove Township
Republican committeeman. "I

see the crowd but
several persons in whose

Hwy. damaged an electric
meter and telephone wires

for each lot.

324 S. Albert, Mount
Prospect, chairman of the

shop at

"We know there were 4500

to 5000 inside. It was a

dous success" said Carl Wheeling.

Flames in a trash container

subdivide the land into a difand

"The rally was a tremen-

the same person yesterday.

builder to construct a project

possible,

Republicans in the suburbs.

if he comes there will be no
address like this.

As the Nixons walked down

wants to construct and a 27
single-family house development by Kaplan -Braun --at a
meeting nn Friday night, hot
did not decide to approve or

inside.

is

fieldhouse above the "We

complex Kenroy Builders

persons outside as there were

make the big rally

forward thrust for

this fall and one of the
Illinois during the four state
few that has been so comprevious visits to our state prehensive any zhere in the

The crowd let loose a roar
that could be heard inside the

Commission studied two

turned cartwheels all week to

saw the event as a great

given

paign

the young crowd -mostly' want Nixon" chant.
under -45 suburbanites with.
eager kids and lots of Young

A

The TARS, Teen A g'e- control.

not

Showing how well he had
done his homework, the canfill the vacuum late arrivals didate paid the Prospect hand
created.

High School District 214

Nixon

at 9:15 a.m. and continued to

"We want Nixon, we want wondered about the decoraNixon ...." Outside five pro- tions and how they were
testers carried posters. One of
them read "The Vietnam War

To professional people and
taxpayers he pledged that if

is

yells,

GLASSES for water for U.S. Rep. Donald Rumsfeld
reporters and the speakers' (R -13th) called his attention
were as empty as the chairs. to the new student yell. Nixon
on the platform as security immediately responded.

The outdoor talk took place
inside the field house calling,

one of our high
and our band

"This
school

honor Mr. and Mrs. Nixon"

of the NiX011S.

with the chant from 5,000

tes, the Prospect High School
band introduced a new chant.
As Nixon mounted the stage.

Political reporter Richard Crabb led the Day

Publications news team coverage of Richard

Nixon's visit to Mornt Prospect. (Photo by Bob Johnson)

anymore questions.

pipe can be repaired today by
the Arthur Greene Construction Co. which is building the
home.

-:t

Zone Variation Plea Put Off Until Nov. 12
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School Menus

To be served Tuesday at
Carl Sandburg School in Rolling Meadows District 15

Sloppy Joes, potato chips,
chilled tomato Juice, buttered

Thayer Streets, Mount to hear the judiciary committee's recommendation
deny the zoning variation.

Prospect.

powder biscuit, meat loaf,
gravy, deimonico potatoes,

At the urging of the proposed store's unwilling

to

of attractive shrubbery..

Last July Paul C. Spiewak,

The village board turned

Prospect Judiciary Committee Prospect petitioned the board

judiciary committee for a

neighbors, the Mount 509 S. Owen in Mount the matter over to the

congo bar, milk.

To be served Tuesday at

corn niblets, apple crisp, milk.

ing, Forest. View, Elk Grove

reversed the decision of the of appeals to let him build a
Board of Appeals and decided new Century Tile Co. on the

Anne Sullivan and Betsy Ross

District 214:

the store 'request should be
denied.

Junior High School in

piazza casserole, hamburger

Beef biscuit roll or open
face sandwich, gravy, buttered
vegetable, apple rounds with

Vegetable (one choice) whipped.,potatoes, buttered green'
bean& Salad (one choke) fruit
Juice, tossed salad, relish dish,

To be served Tuesday at

Schools and MacArthur
Prospect Heights District 23

peanut butter, pound cake,
milk.

To be served Tuesday at

Feehanville, Euclid, Bond, In-

Arlington, Prospect, Wheel-

and Hersey High Schools

peaches, lemon, apricot -cher-

School in River Trails District

plums, cherry gelatin, cream
puffs, prune cake, peanut but-

26

Caesar salad. baking

purple

ter cookies.

Rd., between Louiy and

the same neighborhood,
which the neighbors con-

to postpone the judiciary com-

review the facts and cerned placement of the
familiarize himself with the
case. The board agreed to wait

Services were scheduled today for Mrs. Elizabeth D.

Jarmuth, at Lauterburg &
Oehler Funeral Home, Arlington Heights.

Mrs. Jarmuth, 59, of 412

Vail, Arlington Heights,
died Friday at St. Alexius
S.

9

lot, dedica-

tions for future street widen -

Charles E.; a sister Mrs. Ruth
Behrens; two brothers, Robert
Wagner and Edward Wagner;
and 12 grandchildren.
Burial was to be at Randhill
Cemetery, Arlington Heights.

private.

at

19

Hospital.

from expsrt teacher, on the very latest equipment When your training is com
pleted our lull time placement director will assist you in finding an Interest
mg roiponsible Job Day or es ening classes Tuition assistance available DWI
coupon now for new booklet

r

I

Surviving is one daughter,
Mrs. Audry Mesics of Rolling
Meadows.

Friends may call between 7

and 10 p.m. today at Haire
Funeral Home, Northwest
-

-

Elmer O.; a daughter, Mrs.

June Pedersen; a son, Robert
J.; 11 grandchildren; and
two great-grandchildren.
Requiem mass will be at 10

Hwy. and Vail St., Arlington

BTCBusiness Training Center

Mrs. Lillian Westerlund,

63, of 804 W. Campbell, Arlington Heights, died Friday at

Surviving are her husband,

Northwest Community
Business Training Center will train you in typing, shorthand, office pro
eursthing you need to truly quality as a secretary You II learn
csdure

Lillian Westerlund

Community
Mrs. Lillian Hansen Northwest
Hospital, Arlington Heights.
Meadows, died Oct.

ici

1

-

a.m. tomorrow in Our Lady
of the Wayside Church, 432
S. Mitchell, Arlington Heights.

Burial will be at Bohemian
National Cemetery, Chicago.

William Klingenmaier
William J.

85, 4881 Wilke Rd., Rolling
Meadows, died Saturday at

Downtown Des Plaines, III.
Phone 299-0121

Please send me your free illustrated booklet I am interested in
C Complete Sletretotlot Training
0 task Stexthend
0 Basle Typing

Age

Northwest Community
Hospital.
Mr. Klingenmaier was a

ONE STOP CLEANING
6elf Service
Cleaning Machines
Also

retired maintenance electrician.

Surviving are his wife,

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned

Zip

Phone

Meta; a son, William C.; a

daughter, Mrs. Ruth

O'Lavery; a sister, Mrs. Mary
Hart; II grandchildren; and

Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Norge. Colonial Village
220 N. Minton St.
Arlington Hts.

PUT YOU IN THE
MODEL OF
YOUR CHOICE!

19 great-grandchildren.
Services will be held tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at Faith

Lutheran Church, 431 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington

OUR 2nd LOCATION

WE'LL

Klingenmaier,

Heights.

B -W Branch

Burial will be at St.Lucas

420 W. Northwest Hwy

Cemetery, Chicago.

Mt. Prospect, III.
Or,

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified. REALTOR
help you!

house. He saves you time and trouble tracking down
leads that turn out to be dead ends. A realtor is a professional in real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics. He'll smooth over the details of buying. Better
see the man who knows the complicated business -- let
a qualified REALTOR help you! SEE KEMMERLY!

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

override the recommendation

of the board of appeals and

BUT BEFORE the recommendation could be delivered

Mrs. Beal to Leave
District 214 Board
High School District 214 is
losing a member of its school

board, Mrs. Ethel Beal, of

1513 Cedar Ln., Mount

Prospect.

Mrs. Beal said yesterday

she might stay until February

or so, but she does not want
to resign until time is near for

the April school board elections.

board she is moving she also
made a recommendation for
someone to occupy her chair
for the remaining year of her
three-year term.
The board would not accept

her recommendation, so she

lowest interest rates around.
Remember . . .
our Auto Loans give you more SMILES PER GALLON.

4

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine.

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights
PER HUNDRED-PER YEAR
WHY PAY MORE

Mount Prospect State Bank

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

358-5560

13 S. Wolf Rd.

She doesn't want to have to
take her son out of Hersey
High School in the middle of
a term, she said.

"But we might stay until

the elections," before moving

to Fort Wayne, Ind.
"We just found out about
two weeks ago we will be
moving, so we haven't found
a house in Fort Wayne yet,"

town, she said.

"I am the first member of

she said.

HER HUSBAND, Ernest,
has been promoted to the job

Board from River Trails Fort Wayne plant of Potlach

When she gets to Fort

have a
"If the judiciary committee district deservesto tofinish
my
representative
is more stringent than the
board of appeals, which has term.

Wayne, Mrs. Beal said "My

arguments and address
ourselves to specifically what
the judiciary committee finds
objectionable.
"How could the village be
possibly hurt by listening?"

her time will be dovoted to

intention is to be a very active
member of the League of

"But if I resign now, the Women Voters of Fort
ject, let us shore up our board can appoint anyone it Wayne, period." The rest of
already approved of our pro-

The board permitted Black
the opportunity to return on
Nov. 12 to pursue the matter
further.
Village Atty. John Zim-

mermann warned Black,

Dynamite
Carrier
Arrested

A Wisconsin man was arFriday when Mount

rested

Prospect police reportedly

found 12 sticks of dynamite
in a small bag he was carrying.

Charged with possession of

explosives was Andrew V.

Jones, 20, of Delevan, Wis.
Police said they stopped

Jones at Rand and

Schoenbeck after receiving a
report of a suspicious person
in the area.

Jones told police he ob-

tained the dynamite in Texas,

where he was visiting last
month.

JoneS said he was hitch-

hiking back to his home

and intended to dump the ex-

sticks were fastened together
by tape. An obscene remark
about President Johnson was
written on the tape, according
to police.

Released on $5,000 bond,

Jones is to appear in Niles
Felony Court Nov. 22.

chooses to serve from now until the April election, and that
person would then have a bet-

ter chance of being elected to
serve the

last

year of my

term."
She refused to reveal whom

her family.

"I think a person can be

more influential in the world

by being a parent raising a
child than as a school board
member."

Hersey Featured
At Hersey High
The Hersey High School

with the inclusion of "The

supplementary

"The Algiers Motel Incident"
for next year's seniors.

English department has Wall, "The Child Buyer" and
its

updated

reading program this year by

Students, will read other
and the works of currently significant novels
John Hersey, the school's this year. Freshmen will read
namesake, will be given "Fail -Safe" by Burdick and
Wheeler; the sophomores,
particular attention.

concentrating on modern

authors

-

Freshman English classes
will read "Hiroshima" by

"Alas, Babylon" by Pat

Frank, and the juniors,
"1894" by George Orwell.

Hersey instead of "Great Ex- Next year, seniors will read
pectations" as has been done Aldous Huxley's "Brave New
previously in District 214. World."
Sophomores will study "A
Daletski summed up the
Bell for Adano" and juniors, philosophy behind this pro\ "A Single Pebble."
gram saying, "We are trying
William Daletski, chairman to sustain certain aesthetic apof the Division of English and preciation toward life while
Fine Arts, said, "The study of keeping our feet on the
controversial issues has a pro- ground. We want to study life
minent place in our study of as it is and as it could be,
literature. Hersey deals with rather than life as it has been

romantically imagined by

controversy."

Daletski hopes to expand many authors, past and
the study of Hersey's books present."

Sanitary District
OKs Harper Sewer
The Metropolitan Sanitary

said Egan, "There will be no

"go"signal to let bids for the
building of a Harper College

too, is state rep. David

District Board Friday
unanimously gave the

foreseeable delay."
On the hopeful bandwagon,

sewer.

Regner, (R -3rd) who said, "I
am optimistic that the sewer

will become a reality soon.

The $700,000 Upper Des
Plaines Sanitary District pro-

ject which includes Harper
College covers a mile and a

Most legislative bodies

are

aware of priority needs and
this certainly falls into that
category.

"I talked to several board
members and they said they
are going to do their utmost
be ad- to try to find necessary funds

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

half area in Palatine township
along Route 62.

Loose Dentures

vertised in about a week," said

because they realize the

Shorten Life!

president, "They will come
back in about mid -November.

Sen. John Graham of Barrington (R) accompanied Dr.

Dr. Robert Lahti, Harper urgency of this project."

PHOENIX, Ariz. It has been re-

ported that years of denture

life can be lost due to loose den,
tures which slip and slide causing

wear and breakage of plates. A
new denture adhesive powder
has been developed to counteract this slippage called Super -

Dent. Super-Dent's"no slip formula" has a base which so closely
resembles the feel and action of
real teeth that users are calling it
"foolproof" Super -Dent is already available in limited supply
at drug counters.

956-1500

"If they are favorable they

Lahti and William Mann,

to see that it progresses on the
schedule we are hoping for,"
said Lahti. We will feel much
more secure about the project
when we know it is awarded
for bidding.
"It is not in the bag yet.
This being a political year,
some of the trustees are up for
election. A change in person-

Eugene Schlickamn (R-Arl-,
ington Heights) made many

under construction in Palatine
is to open in fall of 1969, the
sewer lines must be hooked up
by the end of August, 1969.

could easily finance the

will be decided upon in Harper business manager, to
December. Building of the the MSD board meeting Frisewer then could start in day in Chicago.
January if the weater is
STATE REP. Eugenia
favorable.
"We are over one big hur- Chapman (D -Arlington
dle. Now we have to watch Heights) and. State Rep.

pleas on behalf of the college,;
said Dr. Lahti.

"I am plugging for the
billion dollar state bond

issue," said Frank Dalton, the

board's chief engineer," If it
passes on Nov. 5, the state

legislature will give Cook

nel could cause a delay or a County half of it as promised.
"With 500 million to work
new review."
with, we could get caught up
IF THE new college now on county needs. Then we

894-1800

VILLAGE /NAT
PIZZA PARLOR.

"With the Red Carpet'.'

LONNINVIO 080sestszegesestelfyihs

-

Banjo Entertainment
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings
1719 RAND ROAD .
Rand & Dundee Roods

Palatine
Phone 359.4255
Ii

in Mount
Prospect at least until the first
semester ends in February.

26," she said, "and I feel this

WE'RE OPEN!

011111TAW ISOM IMO am to 4.9, pn daily
rdd.y.s0oam te 1102 Pia $*t.5,30 son to 2100 POP

She said she hopes her

family will stay

Forests, Inc., Mrs. Beal said.

he said.

Buds and Emerson Mount Prospect, Ill CLeerbrook

Saturday, meet West t New owning& LSO mew

education.

of general manager for the

253-2460

299-0082

are not very interested in

Elementary School District

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights

"IF I SOUND a little bitter,
I am. There are a lot of people
who sit on school boards who

the High School District 214

"This request on my part is
not for the reason of stalling,"

CENTER

REALTORS
OPEN 9 do 9

got good news for you. We'll give you a New
Car Auto. Loan quickly, conveniently. for the

chair.

board's decision.

392-4080

emmerb

time for a new model.
If '69 is the year you trade for a new car, we've

she recommended to the

minute before moving out of

"THE BIDS will
If your vehicle is getting a little temperamental
.., running out of wind on the kills ... a little
bumpy and just plain out of style, it's probably

be used.

meeting, Spiewak introduced
his new co -attorney -Black,
who asked for a delay in the

WESTGATE SHOPPING

Itril

appeals public hearing could

at Tuesday's village board will not resign until the last

Wayne Brennan

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

evidence could be presented,
that only the transcript of the

SHE WOULD have resign-

plosives in a nearby lake.
Police said the dynamite

Your realtor has all the clues about what to look for in a

n ow ever, that no new evidence from the board of

The committee recom- ed last week, she said, but
mended the village board when she told the school
variation.

Funeral service and interment tomorrow will be

Mrs. Lillian Hansen, 80,

said.

deny the request for the store

Heights.

3208 Oriole Ln., Rolling

City and Slats,

building on the

Hospital, Elk Grove Village.
Surviving are her daughter,

Mrs. Verdell Leikan, a son,

the Mufich Buick garage in

sidered an encroachment, he

THE CONCESSIONS con-

mittee's report until he could

Obituaries
Elizabeth Jarmuth

Name
Address

store once again appeared and
protested.

Chicago attorney Paul ed an encroachment less ob-

neighboring homeowners call-

Peter Black asked the board jectionable.

A new lawyer temporarily
warded off the ax from a proposal to build a retail store on
residential property on Rand

Now You Can Train as aQualified
Secretary in Just 10 Weeks

694 Lee St.

neighbors of the proposed

tested case involving building

be heard.

PETER BLACK

ry salads, cornbread, butter,
asserts:

At a recent meeting of the

commitee, the unwilling

builder to make what

tioners for the store asked to

molded strawberry, sliced

Available

recommendation.

"First Mufich Buick and
committee chairman Earl recommended the necessary
Lewis gave this negative variation to permit the now this," one resident, Louis
recommendation to the village building, but did recommend Velasco, 202 N. Louis, said.
He referred to another conboard last Tuesday, the peti- certain concessions by the

on bun, wiener on bun.

milk.

Junior High and Park View

residentially -zoned lot.

Despite protests raised by
prospective neighbors of the
BUT BEFORE judiciary store, the Board of Appeals

Main dish (one choice)

dian Grove, River Trails

ing, granting of an easement
for a water main and planting

.

Harper sewer project as well

as many other sewers."

If the sewer construction

"The show is on the road" goes through on schedule, the
now for constuction of the college can be completed by
sewer, according to John E. July 1, according to Lahti.
\Egan, president of the MSD This phase- only 45 per cent
board of trustees. "The board of the entire building program
is unanimous in its thinking - will cost $14.5 million.

The model campus complex
about helping to get this sewer
in so the college can get -will include six central
underway as soon as possible, building&

The Day's Prospects

GOP 'Elephant's Trunk' is Full
BY DOLORES HAUGII
Women's Editor

The Republican "Elephant's
Trunk" is full of true blue (red

and white too) Christmas
items.

predominant. Some are hand-

(Mar-

others are made of solid milk
chocolate, weighing 5 pounds

upraised parade through the

embroider'ed. from India,

smiling their approval from a
lofty perch, Mrs. R.

elephant triumphal trunks

Elephants, of course, are

With large pictures of all
the Republican candidates
jorie) Kunstadter conducts a
most successful and unusual

store.

been designed by William

necklaces, ashtrays all with

The money raised through
the boutique is used entirely

Phillips, noted interior

capaign", she said, "I really

open beams with white cloth,

bumper stickers and campaign
materials arc purchased from
it. For his last compaign,

$50,000 was raised from the

makes it look

it with lots of glass and golden
brass.

Nixon Lodge.

candidates. All posters,

The bright shop, at 500 N.

Michigan, holds contents
"purchased all over the

WW1-

try- and heaps of things

donated or offered for sale at

greatly reduced prices by well-

known merchants and

creative artists.

below normal selling price for

"THE NICEST thing about
the shop is that so many peo-

monograinmed for Nixon but
many are not.
Mrs. E.W. Boehm of Lake

Many donated items such

tionery and perfume to men-

tion a few, are sold at

Mrs. Harold Brissenden
donate their accounting
talents and "keep the hooks."

"There is one checker who
takes all. the money and is the

"D.O.". (Day Officer)

Another is responsible for the

hopefully Nov. 5 "because it
Washington".

CAR INSURANCE

Everything in the store is far

the quality. Many are

there is one couple, Mr. and
Mrs. Ricky Herschner, who
work the "swing shift --5-9
p.m. Another couple, Mr. and

the Republican Boutique at 500 N. \tieing:in Al e..

You will have to plan on

doing your. Christmas shopping early at the Elephant's

adds.

volunteers.
Most of them are single but

:it

Loyal Davis and Mrs. Orvilla

cluded,

ridiculously low 'prices.

staff of 160 is made up of

Chicago.

include Hope McCormick,
Mrs. Farrot Bennett, Mrs.

as a most attractive addition

going." she added. The entire

admire the attractive window displaj

volunteers. These "steadies"

will be "Moving to

ple cooperate to keep it

"Elephant's I runk" Republican Boutique.

time arc assisted by part time

"We have hopes of making

this kind of boutique a year
round operation," she con-

as hair spray, candy, sta-

to a wardrobe." Marjorie

NVoinen's Club,
and Mrs. Richard Klingaman. president of the W heeling Tossnship Republican NVonien's Club,

untiringly of their

so

laurels."

ladies accessory has an
equally large "N" in the
design. "it can always be worn

Mrs. Joseph Sleeker, president of the Elk Grove Township Republican

five

so easy that

next campaign alone will tell
if she will really "rest on her

Trunk. It will be packed

is

a huge red. white and blue silk

-

-DIE VOLUNTEERS who

.

do get tired." Being in charge
is a great responsibility but
Marjorie does it so well and

DeVault.

The Nixon scarf which

;"

"Eagle Eye" started."
"This is.going to be my last

to support the Republican

installed the red, white and
blue chandelier and accented

-,4oiettOsittowr

moved to Andersonville," she
related, "but I was one of the
first women to go to factories
and teach men how to be poll

watchers long before the

until closing at 9 p.m.

modern and attractive having

.decorator. He covered the

Marjorie Kunstadter displaxs a bright red, white and blue
Nixon scarf, one of imam interesting items offered from the

is on duty from 9 a.m.

she

THE INTERIOR is most

each, pins, earrings,

boutique.

deposit at the bank," she continued. Marjorie modestly did
not mention at this point that

WAYNEcA. BRENNAN .

AAAAA

gote shopping
Center
392.4080

Arlington Heights

Forest has created many interesting pieces of ceramics.
They are on sale far below

For the finest
in Real Estate
Service, its ...

cost to help benefit the cause.

Hat; blouse and sweater

designers have also donated
their talents.

Marjorie has been on the

campaigning trail, for more
years than she will admit.

SHE WAS JUST "a property owner in Bellview, Ill."
cevdh e

ANNEN

heri fp rsehcei n wc t

her

pdtaliiilkeaskto-

help at the polls. This in-

terested her so, much that she

BUSSE

volunteered to "ring

doorbells" in future campaigns and joined forces later

REALTORS

with Mrs. Thomas Tyler to

organize the Republican.
Women Volunteers serving as
their charter president. The
organization, when she retired
from it some years later, had
over 1,400 members.
"Headquarters by then was

Page

MondaN. Octolxn 21, 1908

Orientation

Mill Run Playhouse Is
Site of Garden Program
the Mill Run Playhouse at
Golf Mill will open its doors
to triC Garden Club of Illinois
on Friday Oct 25 at 130

p m , announces Garden

Center Chairman Mrs Kenneth Bopp of the Edgebrook
Garden Club
Embarking on its si xth fall
season the Garden Center
Kt} of floral
will pi Lskait
and home garden related pro pains I he sdiedule will include lelection and culture of
shrubs

lawns

trees and an-

nuals, conservation tips,

landscape designs for home
and civic improvement and
two Christmas workshops

First to appear in the - Steering Committee.

theatre will he Mrs. Russell

Christensen of Skokie

demonstrating the various
schools of Japanese

design

and Avant Garde. In honor of
Christensen, currently
Mrs

hostess committee for the day.

The use of the theatre
makes it possible to ac-

Members of the Northwest

local garden clubs, representing the northwest suburbs,

Suburban Alumnae Chapter
of Gamma Phi Beta will be
their next meeting
making table centerpieces for

busy

at

the Northwest Suburban

benefit to be held Oct. 29 at
St Simon's Episcopal Church,
Arlington Heights.
The workshop meeting will
take place Wednesday, Oct.

plan the programs sponsored
by the Garden Club of

Mrs. Emil Fick of Mount

ton," sponsored by the Cotton

Institute. Sorority members
will .be modeling clothes of
cotton made from McCall patterns.
All proceeds from the event

Members are reminded to

Faculty Wives

bring scissors, glue, fringe and

yarn with them to the

Phi Beta province director
from Kenilworth, will he a

meeting. Co -hostesses will be

Mrs David Nank and Mrs.

guest at the meeting and will
bring the chapter up to date
on the business conducted at

Robert Fawcett.

the sorority's

luncheon and tour of the

Mrs. C. W. Unger, Gamma

national con-

vention held last summer in
The Gamma Phi and Delta Pasadena; Calif.
Oct 29, announces Mrs John Gamma alums are responsible
Any northwest area alumUpton, chairman
for making the sewing basket
At a recent salad luncheon table decorations which will nae are invited to attend the
the wives were given an "Inkl- coordinate with the theme of group's monthly meetings.
ing of Their Personality" by the Panhellenic fashion show, For further information call
Mrs. Allan Edwards, 392Mrs Frances Allbright of
LaGrange, Ill , who has turn- "Tailoring Treats with Cot- 9082.
ed her hobby of handwriting
analysis into a popular lecture

Chicago Tribune Building

subject

During her graphonalysis

The Northwest Auxiliary of
Mary Thompson Hospital is
presented the rules for presenting a cancer seminar
determining basic traits of especially for women Nov. 6
character and analyzed the

at St. John's Episcopal

handwriting of each member Church in Mount Prospect.
of the group
p.m. meeting will be
The
I

Easy Cleaning

preceded by a small Christmas
sale at 11 and luncheon at
noon.

Moderator Eloise Parsons,
To remove gummy smears
On doors or woodwork, press Ph D.M.D. chairman of the
'a piece of adhesive tape over Tumor Board, Mary
the mark Jerk the tape off Thompson Hospital will be

Very quickly and the mark
will come with it

president, and members of the
board will be on hand to greet
guests and to answer questions. For further information
phone Mrs. Dennis Noakes,
827-4780.

joined by Evangeline

Stenhouse, M.D. certified by

'Pinocchio' Presented
At Wesstbrook School
"Pinocchio.- a paper doll

fantasy, was presented by
Carolyn Stein Stillman to the

primary grade students at
Westbrook School, Mount
Prospect, on Tuesday, Oct.

15. Colorfully costumed paper

dolls performed on a

Styrofoam stage designed by
Mrs. Stillman.

A graduate of Smith

College School of Theatre. Mich. Since originating the
Carolyn Stein Stillman holds paper doll fantasies, Mrs.
an impressive background of Stillman has entertained
study in theatre and speech; children in California,. Illinois
she has had experience as a and Michigan.

teacher and performer.

The Westbrook students

method of storytelling for

greatly enjoyed this unusual
presentation, one in a series
of Culturral Arts programs at

grade teacher in Midland,

the school.

She developed this unique

large groups while a primary

e.

ome
Buyer's
Guide
--v)VgAtta;74N4s(

IN THE
FUTURE
And what a future he
planning for it now! Star
quarterback or atomic
scientist, the sky's the
limit for your youngster.
We can help you make

that future come true. A
dividend -earning Savings

Account that will grow
with your future star is
when he's
important
.

University

money he needs will be

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Thompson Hospital;

Board of Surgery, and

Research at the University of

.

for college, the

ready

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings

of Illinois; Helene Boyer,
M.D. Radiologist at Mary

Nancy Gubisch, M.D.

401741ww.

Plan his future .with us.

Professor of Oral and Max-

Obstetrics and Gynecology;
Adele Gech, M.D. certified by

start

College Savings Account
soon ... and save steadily.

Elaine Stcubner, D.D.S.

Marguerite Oliver, M.D.
certified Ify the Board of

if you

can have

ready for him. Open a

Dermatology, a founder of the

Illinois.

SEE OUR DISPLAY
OF EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES
ADVERT)SED IN

Stillman. The program is one in a cultural art series sponsored by the Westbrook PTA.

Cancer Prevention Center;

the

439-4700

Mrs. Edward Wegner,

the American Board of I

illofacial surgery,

VILLAGE

will be explained..

Cancer Seminar Nov. 6

demonstration Mrs Allbright

570 E. Higgins Road

club's various philanthropies,
projects. and activities will be
the topic of discussion. Also,
the relationship of the club
to the 7th District and IFWC

Bridget Gallagher, 6, and Jim Pettit, 6; both First graders at Westbrook School, gaze -in
wonder as Pinocchio. encounters the whale. tinder the clever manipulation Of Carolyn Stein

For Harper
Wives will be treated to a

ELK GROVE

invited to an informal "orientation" coffee al the home of

A STAR

Panhellenic scholarship fund.

Harper College Faculty

255-9111

New and prospective
members of the Mount

Because the club is a
service organization, the

is the Mount Prospect Garden
Club representative and Mrs.
Charles Moser represents the
Arlington Heights group.
The Garden Club of Illinois

23 at 8 p.m. at the home of will be donated to the
Lancaster, Mount Prospect.

104 E. Northwest Hwy.

Lh. on Tuesday,
Crabtree
Oct. 22. The time will be from
9:30 to 11 a.m.

Illinois.

Mrs Allan Edwards, 127 S.

Luncheon Set

MOUNT PROSPECT

Mrs. Robert Lerch, 1119

presentation by the Center quire advance reservation.

scholarship

253-1800

.

Prospect Woman's Club are

commodate a larger number invites the general public to
of participants, especially for attend these monthly prothe December Christmas pro- grams. There is no obligation
ject workshop for Juniors and by. attending and no charge;
die
November holiday however, the workshops re-

Panhellenic

28 E. Northwest Hwy.

For Tomorrow

I welve

Gamma Phi Betas Plan
Panhellenic Benefit

ARLINGTON HTS.

Cciffee'

serving her club as Civic Prospixt is secretary of the
Chairman, Mrs. Kenneth organization. Mrs.. Roy Lohse
Bauer will head the Skokie

3 Offices to Serve Yon!

Guess who's coming to Palatine's Village Square?

RI EL MU N DY

... the chic-est, boutiqu-est collection
of sportswear, dresses, and knits.

INSURED.
-

15 EAST PROSPECT AVE.

CLearbrook 5.6400

`Nice Guy' Ray 'Bad Guy' in Angel Street
from the audience to he the

By Catherine O'Donnell

dispicable character he plays.

Hey there, Ray MiHand,
nice guy like you
what's
doing in a play like that`'
Angel Street, which opened

last Tuesday and will run until

Sunday Nov 3 is the Mill
Run Playhouse showcase for
one

of

consistently

the

ex-

cellent Hollywood actors
Ray Milland is a handsome
attractive man who Just can-

not conceal the fact that he
is as IMCS...--/itiiinooks He ;list
didn t have the sneaky craftiness of Vincent Price who

insuied the plays Broadway
success in the eat ly 40 s

He is completely charming
and a toy to watch He draws
too much sympathy however,

MA I IS A gentleman by

the name of Manningham
who is driving his wife mad
in

ging a typewriter with

him,

as we all did in
Weekend could

the Lost
ever really

hate him.

And no one could blame
him for wanting to murder a

a systematic way so that wife who would wear a

he can he

free to find the

rubies that arc hidden in their
house and be wealthy ever
after The house once belonged to a woman who had her

diaphanous lavender chiffon
peignor that needed pressing
so badly as Marrian Walters'

did in the third act. Her acting was fine, her two cos-

throat cut and the murderer tumes were detriments.
was hightened away. ManART KASSUL brought life
ningham is really the
murderer who has come back
for the jewels

Milland as a villain had two
things going against him. No

one who ever trudged

the

weary miles on a dry Saturday

afternoon in New York lug -

understand why the sunlight

there was uncertain laughter.

think that anyone would

believe the gas lamp in front
of the window would cast
such brightness.

The director Was Michael
Ferrall, who is the Mill Run
resident direCtor. The cos-

Geraldine Kay. The two London bobbies looked just. like
two London hobbies right out
of the Krause Costume Com-

French's play hook along

Somehow the Victorian

tumes co-ordinator is listed as
Georgianna Jordan.

Mill Run Playhouse is truly
one of the bright spots in the
area. It is really wonderful to
be so close to a place where

better when played on a conventional

with such deathless

darkness is not so pronounced
as it should be in a round

line was serious or contic and

Certainly the director did not

was played flawlessly by'

will he listed in Samuel

There were times when the
audience wasn't certain if a

of its shadow on the floor.

eye for the master.
Elizabeth the housekeeper

pany -- with moustaches.
The play has always looked

melodramas as The Drunkard.

through the window. The pattern never changed the shape

anguish and did as much as
possible with a difficult role.
Lynn Anderson as the saucy
serving maid was exactly a
saucy serving maid with an

zip into this creaking
drama that is showing its age.
In 10 more years Angel Street
and

(an amber spot) gleamed

Marrian Walters played the
unhappy wife in deep -voiced

proscenium

stage.

great stars like Ray Milland
perform.

Angel Street is worth

seeing. The play is always just

theatre.

part of the excitement of Mill
Run.

IT WAS ALSO difficult to

DOCTOR SAYS

Danger of Plague Outbreaks Still Present

Buying or Selling

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Go right to
the top ... see

BRUNS

how to stow away in airplane'
front
luggage and migrate
state to state and country to

it was the first case
ever reported in that city, the
diagnosis was made with difficulty.

in REAL ESTATE

real
11

eStat...
1714 E Northwest Hwy

blem is not to he taken lightly

Because

The BIG MAN

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Although much of the
panic that once. attended Outbreaks of plague is gone, the
danger is still present. A case
was recently reported in a
young girl in Denver.

The unexpected almost

always baffles the doctors at
first. In this case, the carriers
of the causative germ, the
Pasteurclla pestis, were fleas
that inhabited the local fox

e

squirrels.

A squirrel that had died of

255-6320

132 S Northwest Hwy
SCHAUMBURG

7 W Schaumburg Rood

Further search turned up

358-1502

other infected squirrels.

894-1330

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE

DAY PUBLICATIONS
see

Most rodents are highly
susceptible to plague, but
authorities believe that the
'disease is kept going by
certain species of mice that
can harbor the germs in their
blood without getting sick.
Whenever a case of plague
is diagnosed in either a rodent

or a human being, the local
health officers take emergency
measures to prevent its spread.
as

peanut butter and dusting the

diagnose it.

rodents with DDT.

same

area became infected but both

girls were saved by antibiotics.

mucous membranes.

The best prevention is

bathing with a soap that contains hexachlorophene. When

an infected sore, boil or
abscess occurs, drainage must
he established.

The wound must he treated

with antiseptics and kept
covered, the dressings must be

burned and contaminated
fingers must be washed pro-

ALTHOUGH this outbreak

than

penicillin often speeds healing.

17-viderate (Valisone) cream

A -- The staphylococcus, or

mon inhabitant of the skin
nasal

passages.

It

plication of betamethasone

should do the trick. If it

is

caused by a ringworm, a
fungicide ointment is in-

k. .N11111\11E1. (smoke). Goblet

$5; Cliampagne/Sherbet $5;
:.laret 84,.10
It. 1'11E1,111W. Goblet 87;

Cloolipagne/Sherliet $7;
Claret $6.50
C. till \ PS01)Y (clear or
Goblet $1.50:
Champagne/Sherbet $4.50:
Claret 5.1.50
11.11!SION Goblet $5;
Asampuesse/tilserbet $5;

Claret $1.50
nrnilsilr in cocktail
oral liqueur 41i5c5.

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a y ear: $9.00 for sis month,
Newsstand price, II) cents a copy..

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N.

Evergreen,

For Love of Ivy: Daily and Weekends: 5:30, 7:25 and 9:35

p.m.

Homemakers Become Nurses

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Green Berets and The Pink Jungle: times not available.
GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.

With Six You Get Eggroll and The Parent Trap: Daily:
runs continuously front 2 p.m., Weekends: runs continuously
from 12:30p.in.
Prospect.

With Six You Gel Eggroll: Daily: 4:26, and 8:15

p.nt.,

S. Main, Mount Prospect.
The Odd Cottple: times not available.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.

The Fox: Daily and Weekends: 2, 6 and 10 p.m.
Family Way: Daily and Weekends: 4 and 8 p.m.

MEADOWS.THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling
Meadows.

With Six You Get Eggroll and The Parent Trap: times not

available.

53 OUTDOOR DRIVE-IN, Rt. 12 and Hicks Rd., Palatine.
Hang 'Em High and Bandelero: Daily and Weekends: 7:05
p.m.

OASIS THEATRE, Bensenville.

For Love Of Ivy and The Return Of The Happy Endings:

times not available.

THEATRE

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount
Prospect.

The Owl And The Pussycat: Tuesday through Friday: 8:30
p.m., Saturday: 7:50 and 10:50 p.m., Sunday and Monday:

A recent graduation of
nurses who had completed
training at Lutheran General

and Deaconess Hospitals

league" at Old Orchard, have

L. Ritschdorff, mother of

theoretically if not actually,

three sons, who quit nurses'
training more than 16 years

put away their golf clubs until
spring.

Lu.theran Church, Mount

ago to get married.

Previous instruction had
been at St. Bernard Hospital,
Chicago. Returning to classes
meant starting from scratch,
but 'with the encouragement
of her family, 'Rita managed
the books, her boys now eight,
11 and 16, and the homemak-

members of the "scratch

On hand for the dual event

evening were Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Bokelmann, Dr. and
Mrs. Gus Soltz, Mr. and Mrs.

Howard Haire, the John St.

Germaines, the Michael
Grafts, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence

McKaig, the John Eilers, the

Russell Bedfords, the Bart

MILL RUN PLAYHOUSE, 600 Golf Mill.Center, Niles.
Angel -Street, starring Ray Milland: Tuesday through Friday; 8:30 p.m9 Wednesday matinee: 2 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30

wayside."

and 10 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

COMMENCEMENT DAY
found the family along with

cond child, Mary Lynn

Rita's father
mother having dinner together

22 through Nov. 10: Tuesday through Friday: 8:30 p.m.;
Wednesday matinee: 2 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30 and 10:50 p.m.;
Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

ing, although she said

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using All seven of these letters.

Burgoyne at St. Paul Lutheran
Church Oct. 6 was inspiration

at Heuers Restaurant in Des
Plaines in celebration of her
accomplishment, and Oct. I

for a family dinner Mr. and
Mrs. William Burgoyne 111
gave in their N. Russell St.

Mrs. Ritschdorff wasoff

home afterward.

18 -day tour of the Holy Land.

parents, Miss Susan Hof-

Answer on Comic Page

Guests included God-

left over, this career -

fmann and William Kerbs, as
well as grandparents Mr. and

continuing her studies to

Chicago, and the junior

homemaker has visions of
receive her degree in nursing,

Ronald Ensminger, then a
resident of Mount Prospect,
who has since moved to Arl-

ington Heights, but who

bridged enough previous nurs-

ing education to need only
about one-half of the courses
to graduate.

14 good, 17 excellent

THE BAPTISM of their se-

Bernard's

and

alone by plane for a rest and

RELTCUV

ner for 16 the young couple
gave at which the piece de
resistance was half of a 37 -

Prospect were Mrs. Bernard

Taking part in the

urg.

PHEASANT RUN PLAYHOUSE, P. O. Box 64, St. Charles.
Glad Tidings, starring Ann Miller, ending Oct. 20.
The Pleasure Of His Company, starring Pamela Mason, Oct.

The visit was a happy one,
and was highlighted by a din-

ceremony held in St. Mark

Also in the class was Mrs.

stereo24hours

The couple marked the

beginning of their social life

Loves, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
loth, and Mr. Donald Hamb-

HIDEAWORD

92.7 fin

last week.

at their new address, and the
end of the golf season with a pound salmon Jim . Peterson
cocktail buffet for a dozen caught on a fishing expedition
friends before all went on to just before his family arrived.
dinner at Old Orchard Coun- It was reported to be the
largest salmon caught in that
try Club.
All of the men in the group, area in two years.

-found at least two married
women in the class. Both
returned to finish after an
absence from the profession of
several years.

With ambition and energy

dial

which preceded another party

"housework often went by the

7:30 p.m.

excitement

By Grace Holt

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount

PROSPECT THEATRE,

Mon.-Thur.s. 9-6 Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-5 Clauctl Sun.

Grace's Daze

Arlington

Heights.

3:53 and 7:55 p.m.

at Northwest Hwy.

S. lohnson, GencraLifanager

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day. Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Second (loss Postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

The Parent Trap: Daily: 2, 5:55, and 9:50 p.m., Weekends:

China- Crystal ;Flowers

K

William J. Kiedatsch
Managing Editor

dicated.

Weekends 2, 6 and 10 p.m.

631-2800-Suburbs 525.1131

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publohrr

at

ltora's

6400 NORTH HARLEM'

Monday, October 21, /968
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Amusement
Calendar

pure, gleaming irystal
distinction before, during,
viii after any meal! TO cherish
.10, 111111 111 veers to come, lie.
:lose cacti piece ie an individual, handcrafted creation. Always
stock

-- Marshall Field 111

tidandruff shampooing two or

the best treatment?

This

open

"Iloilo,. the original dream by alti.ay.s jealommAly keeping
time paper'.s freellom and intellectual integrity."

of this disease with an-

three times a week and the ap-

beautiful Swedish crystal by Orrefors at Borg's

in

A-If it is an extension of
sehorrheic dermatitis, control

How are staphylococcic infections spread? What is
Q

the

Prooect %3ap

Q --What can be done to
relieve itching in my ear?

mon that your great-aunt can

and

"Don't you understand? 1 don't WANT to get involved
again-I GOT involved with McCarthy!

An injection of

mptly.

ordinary pus germ, is a com-

was quickly checked, the pro -

available

causes no trouble until there
or
is a break in your skin

in Denver,

The epidemic among the
squirrels was brought under
control by baiting traps with
One more girl in the

r

Although,

recognizing that first case
may be difficult, it is better
that
that this he so
plague ever becomes so com-

trapped

The Home Buyers Guide
APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

country in a few hours.

plague was found and was the

key to the correct diagnosis.
PALATINE

because fleas have discovered

WITH THE NEW house
they built this year completed
and the interior just about to
their liking, Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Harding
gave a party
.
.

Mrs. William Kerbs of

THE SENIOR Petersons'
first visit to the northwest in-

cluded a ride along the
Oregon coast, and a visit into
California tq see the giant
redWood

Young James Peterson
grew up in Mount Prospect,
is a graduate of Arlington
High School, began a career
in insurance when he sold part
time while attending Idaho
State College, and now holds
t high managerial post with
the same firm, Bankers Life
Co:

Thanksgiving will find the
Petersons' daughter and her
family, the Brian Flynns here
from their home in Stanford,
Conn.

T.N.T. (This 'n That)
And then there was the wife
of an air lines executive, lucky'

enough to be able to fly

almost any time since her hus-

William Burgoynes.

band is in the business, who
won flights for two on a com-

Thomas, one -year -old.

gets!

Mary Lynn has a brother

petitor's line. Them as has,

Longtime Mount Prospectors Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Peterson returned several days

ago from a three and one-half
week vacation in Portland,
Ore. Hosts to the couple were

their son and his wife, Mr.
and Mrs. James Peterson,

parents of six who with their
mother and father, couldn't

understand why their
grandparents couldn't stay
longer.

Sales Chief
Kai Thorup, 1811 Bonita,
Mount Prospect, has been appointed Chicago area sales

manager for the Universal
Atlas Cement Division of U.
S. Steel Co.

He previously was a sales
representative in the Chicago
office.

Arlin,gton, 29 Hersey

Palatine 43 St. Viator 20 Conant

37 Wheeling 46

19
12 Forest View 7

Elk Grove 0 Wheeling 0 Glenbard 12 Prospect I 25 Marist

Wildcats Rebound With 46-12
Dismantling of Glenbard North
Glenn Roth recovered a

Wheeling didn't waste

fumble on the kickoff at the

much time rebounding from a
pair of losses as the Wildcats
dismantled a young Glenbard

Glenbard 24 yard line. On the
next play quarterback Ron

King connected with Jay

field Saturday, 46-12, as just
;4 about everyone got into the

Two plays later Jack Bastable
went over right tackle from a
full house baCkfield for the

ti

act for,the 'Cats.

Coach Jack Liljeberg's
starters didn't fool around
putting the game on ice by

first of his four touchdowns
of the first half. The Panthers
ended up losing a yard in the

scoring the first four times
they had the ball in the first
half to build a 26-0 lead with

bard backs to very little

next exchange of downs as the
'Cats front five held the Glen yardage for the afternoon.

six minutes to go in the second quarter. This was ex-

The. next 'Cat score came

with 5:58

tended on the next drive to a
32-6 halftime score. During
the last two periods Liljeberg
emptied his bench, but the

left in

the first

period. The second time the
'Cats had the ball they moved

from their own 37 yard line
down to the Glenbard 28 in
six plays before King rolled
out and hit Stew Oakley with
a bomb at the four yard line.

score still soared until the
final period.

in

fumble at the two yard line.

Jobst on an aerial at the six.

North squad on the losers

Jim Millay (15) hands off to halfback Lane Luoma for some extra Wildcat yardage
Saturday's 46-12 trouncing of Glenbard North. (Photo by George Steiner)

'Cats got the ball the first str- 37 yard line. Mark Janus,
ingers moved the ball 56 yards another sub, scooped up the
On the next play Bastable in five plays for a touchdown ball and took it to paydirt.
booted the extra point
took a pitchout from King as King hit Lesniak with a 38 Lesniak
and swept around left end for yard pass at the goal line. soccor-style making the score
the final two yards. Lesniak Bastable's kick was wide leav- 46-6 Wheeling.
In the final quarter Liling the score at 32-6 with 0:39
missed his third conversion
jeberg cleared his bench to let
attempt with less than a left in the half.
everyone log a little playing
minute left in the first quarter
The 'Cats scored on an 85 - time and experience. Each
with the score 19-0.
team turned over the ball five
Two plays later the 'Cats yard kick off return at the times in the ensuing downs as
beginning of the third quarter
got the ball back as Dan Hull
as Rick Schachner, 5'4' 140 - Glenbard went with their first
picked off a Glenbard pass on
for the entire game. The
the Glenbard 24 yard line. pound reserve running back, team
King fumbled the ball on first took the opening kick on his Wildcat's substitutes played
even ball with Glenbard
down, then scrambled down own 15 and broke it all the pretty
as they held the Panthers from
way.
The
kick
by
Lesniak
was
20
on
the
second
play
the
until the final two
from scrimmage as none of good giving the 'Cats a 39-6 scoring
minutes of the fourth quarter.
lead.
his passing targets were open.
Glenbard moved the ball 16
Oakley, Bastable and Lane
in seven plays with
FOUR PLAYS later yards
Luoma brought the ball to the
Dave McKnight scoring from
one yard line in five tries, and Wheeling got the ball when the five over right tackle.
Bastable picked off a pass on
then Bastable swept to his
the Glenbard 29 yard line. The Wildcat Steve Kloph blocked
right with another pitchout
extra -point attempt, leavfrom King for the TD. Wildcats had to punt on this the
final score of 46-12.
Bastable attempted the extra series, but the Panthers fumbl- ing theScore
by quarters
point and bounced it over the ed the punt as five 'Cat Wheeling
19 13 14 0-46
defenders nailed Glenbard's
crossbar as the 'Cats led 26-0.
Don Anastasi at the Glenbard Glenbard NorthO 6 0 6 - 12

then recovered his own

THE 'CATS scored first as

BY DAVE GARLAND

Bastable crashed over the

middle for the score, making
it 12-0. Jay Lesniak booted

GLENBARD SCORED the

theext tryrapdint after a miss on
his first

;

next time they got the ball as
the Panthers went 37 yards in

THE 'CATS promptly got
the ball

seven

Glenbard punted after a gain
of a yard in three tries. The

2,v

yard line. Bastable and Oakley
brought the ball to the 50 yard

fumbled the ball at the 10 and

s
1

Legorreta with him as five Glenbard defenders converge on

the small Wildcat in an attempt to stop him.

Lions Topple Marist 20-12
To in Fifth Homecoming
BY till 1 PRICE

The Lions of St Viator, intent on winning this their fifth

Homecoming game, shut
down the Marist Redskins in
a hard-fought contest that saw
the final score stand at 20-12

The Lions displayed their
most potent offensive attack
of the year in handing the
Redskins their third loss Ken
Preski, Marty Wendell, Bob
Batchelor, Dick Aylward and

Mark Walinski were all instrumental in bringing about
the Lions second conference

victory against one defeat All
are usually prominent figures

the' scoring and yardage

in

statistics except Wendell, who
plays from the center position
and doubles as a defensive
middle linebacker

SANDY WENDELL too
entered the scoring game and
contributed one of the Lions'

'three touchdowns After
blocking a punt early in the

tra point and were still left at

for the extra point giving the

the short end by one point.

Lion:, au Light-puha

UPON RECEIVING the
kickoff, lineman Bill Griffin

uneventful for both sides.

way to the 45
before he was hauled down.
The Lions then put together
plowed his

another one of their successfid
drives bringing the ball to the

six yard line. Largely
responsible for the long gain

was quarterback Preski.

Throwing twice to Aylward
for 25 yards and once to Den-

ny Foreman for yet another
18, Preski displayed the fine

potential he has for

quarterback ing.
Batchelor also got in the act

in this series, carrying the hall

for over 20 yards. From the
six yard line Preski gave the
hall to Walinski who charged

usually tight Redskin defense.
then *inn Batchelor Pot

The rest of the half was 'the crowd' on its feet by
twisting through the entirety
neither getting close enough of the Marist defensive

to the others goal line to raise backfield. He was finally
hauled down after a 43 -yard
any significant threat.
' THE SECOND half found gain.
Batchelor and Walinski
the Lions getting inside of
their opponents' five yard line combined efforts bringing the
four times without being able ball to the four yard Line of
to make the score. Aylward the Redskins. Walinski chalkwas responsible for setting up ed up his second touchdown
the Lions once as he nabbed of the day in plowing through

a pass intended for Lokanc
and ran it hack 42 yards to
the Marist 32 yard line. A

drive at this time proved
fruitless, however.

Bob Batchelor was the in-

stigator of the Lions' last

touchdown. Taking the ball
from Preski in the closing
minutes of the game,

Bat

chelor started to run around
line. It was Walinski again on left end. Finding out that his
the next play who carried the patch was clogged up by a
ball through the line for the foursome of Redskins.
Batchelor. reversed his direcWore.
Burns found his mark again tion and found a hole in the
into just inside the one yard

first period, Wendell scooped

up the ball and plowed his

way into the endzone 15 yards
away, touching off a hot first
period for the Lions

The game opened with the
Lions electing to receive Taking the ball on their own 39

yard line, the hosts tried in
vain to get their first down

the middle for the score.

Although the extra point failed to find' its mark the Lions
had a healthy eight -point edge
with just a minute to play.

On the Redskins' first play
after getting the ball back,

they went to the air for the

pass, Aylward was there
again, picking up his seventh
interception in six games and

pulling the ball down at the
Marist 26 yard line. Time ran
out for the Lions however as

they had to settle for a hard

the Grenadier three. A
penalty called the ball back to

BY CURT WILSON

to

In a game of mishaps that

the 29, and time ran out on

credibility as the action wore
on, the Arlington Cardinals
posted a disappointing 29-0

Selleck netted a Somers aerial
at the Gren 16.

Wendell streak into the

37 for 57

watching their co -captain

Our mark is now at .649,
in six weeks of

endzone The PAT executed

forecasting.

The one that threw us the
most was the ravaging upset
of second -place Prospect by

by Tom Burns was successful

giving the Lions an early
seven -point edge

At this point in the game
the Red4ins were not to be
outdone Taking the ball on
their own 46 yard line, the

second -to -last Palatine, 43-25.

Our other miss this week was

Maine West's most recent
loss, this to Glenbrook North.

Both teams had lost to

Redskins marched to the Lion
10 utilizing the driving power

pack of trailing Lions into

paydirt The Redskins,

however failed to get their ex4

Lion co -captain Marty Wendall boots one for St. Viator
in Sunday's Homecoming win over Marist. (Photo by George
Steiner)

tempted the only out, a field
goal, but was unable 'to split
the uprights, so 78 yards of
hard rushing was not realized
on the scoreboard.

30 before running to the 12.

pass was incomplete and was over center to score with
awarded with a five -yard call
11:04 left in the game for
of illegal procedure.
Cardinal touchdown,
Ewart drove back to the another
eight, and Somers fumbled on although he missed the extra
the next play, but Harris point.
Several minutes of ball -exrecovered to break even. With
a fourth -and -six situation, changing ensued before Chris
Somers kept and went over Buttenob intercepted a Ristau
left tackle but only gained two pass at his own eight and
yards and relinquished the started a 92 - yard scoring

quarter. Somers kicked the ex almost -scoring drive, sparked Ira point and it was eood.

by some hard running on the

part of Arlington fullback
Dave Ewart.

Todd Somers, Card

Mike Kunze and Tom

Klemans teamed up for a loss
of three yards, and Klemans
fumbled at the 27 when Arl-

ington halfback Dennis
carry, and handed off to Meacham tackled him and
quarterback, kept for the first

Ewart the next two times for snatched the ball literally
25 yards. Ewart carried again from Kleman's hands.
for seven yards.

Somers hit peppy end Jim
Baumgartner with a pass and
Baumgartner ran five yards

at the 16, but Somers drove

CROSS-COUNTRY MEET
STANDINGS

Pts
54
55
67

78
144
167
184
190
251

10.Glenbard North _361

9.

For full details on the Mid Suburban League cross coun-

try conference meet, see
tomorrow's Day.

half ended before Arlington
could db-tything further.
After some exchanging of
the ball in the beginning of
the second half, Grove's Jim
Devitt dove on a Schmelzer
fumble, and was tackled by
Selleck in the endzone to add
a safety to the Arlington tally

and he was aided by DeZon-

both instances.
Somers made the final Card

touchdown with 1:14 re-

the PAT, bringing the final
The following minutes of score to 29-0 for Arlington.

cushion.

action showed no scoring, but

fumble recovery and a
Baumgartner pass in-

Ristau fumbled

The Arlington quarterback
lost the ball twice during the
push, but recovered in time in

maining, scoring from the
and give them a 15 -point five. Harris was successful on

DEAN S,CHMELZER
Elk Grove six, and Dennis

na, Meacham and Somers.

sported a Steve Stratton
terception.

THE CARDINALS will

take a breather from Mid -

Suburban League action next

week as they face non-nonference Ridgewood, and the

AT ONE POINT, the Grens will try to recoupe their

Cardinals were caught

in a

fourth down situation,

losses against Wheeling, who
will also be recovering from

needing 15 yards for a first their 43-25 stymie at the
down. Mike Hadley caught hands of Palatine this week.

three plays

later, and Bryce Knorr dove
on the errant ball to give the
Calrds still another chance to
score, but Somer's first pass
was blocked and the second

Ristau passed to Dave

MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE

Grove

SCHMELZER WAS the

ball out to their own 32 before most efficient ground -gainer
being forced to punt, and die in iliis particular campaign,

Holmes at the Gren 25.

Wheeling's prediction was
inadvertently left out Friday,
but we had considered them
a big winner over hapless
Glenbard North.

3.Palatine
4,Prospect
5.Conant

The Grennies moved the

intercepted by guard Jim

Carmel's seven -point outputs.

1.Arlington
2.Fremd

push.

ball at the six.

hauled in a Soniers pass at the

before being downed at the Meacham went in to score on
Gren 33. Ewart picked up the next play, but it was called
nine yards and a first down, back on an ever-present
and Somers carried twice for penalty. This time it was ilfive yards.
legal procedure, but Somers
Ewart added an additional made it legally the next time
five yards; and Somers picked and Harris converted the exup a close first down at the tra point with 9:39 remaining.
Elk Grove 12. Fullback Ewart
Grove quarterback Dave
was nailed for a four -yard loss

SCHMELZER RAN to on the third quarter, and Somnine, and Somers' next ers ducked left and then ran

the

took over for a 78 -yard

game.

We successfully predicted
another shutout for Arlington
and called Forest View's and

Mike DeZonna and Meacham moved the ball to the
seven as the clock ran out

HOWEVER. THE Cards
to match and sometimes were graciously granted a second
chance as Grenadier
outdo the mistakes made by Tom Glatzmayery
fumbled
Elk Grove.
the ball on the first play and
Dan Selleck scooped it up at
AFTER FiXt7HANGING the Elk Grove 12 and sewed
the ball four times, Arlington with 11:41 left in the second

the Spartans dropped a 14-7

Redskin quarterback Mike

made the interception at the

helmets, retaining the ball for

Schmelzer leaped up and Arlington at the Grove 16.

ed

8.Flloeresty View

gathered in the ball from

the punt on the first bounce
off of one of the Grenadier's

thrown their way, and manag-

Deerfield, but the Warriors

only lost by one point while

Plahm and swerved around a

Even so, the Arlington

visitors were unable to take
full advantage of the breaks

6.E.Wheeling

of halfback Dave Lokanc

From the 10 yard line Lokanc

they never once came close to
scoring on the Cardinals.

We've Picked 37
of 57 So Far

waited just three plays before

After turning the ball over to'

the first quarter as Dan

Chesney for four yards and
missed his next attempt. On
the next Ristau pass, Dean

After the teams switched
win over the Grenadiers of sides on the fields, Somers
Elk Grove.
missed on a pass, and the
Seldom did the Grens Cardinals were left in an
manage to move the ball out avoidable fourth -and -I 5th
of their own territory, and situation. Jay Harris at-

earned 20-12 victory.

After a poor week last week
in which two ties and an upset
helped us to miss four of nine,
we came back this week with
seven correct out of nine.

the Redskins, the Lions

1968.

couldn't make the best of the
situation. The next time the

boasted increasing in-

Wheeling's halfback Stew Oakley (22) drags Panther Jack

October 21,

Cardinals Make Fewer Mistakes
Than Elk Grove; Win Sixth

.4.444,04ft

trpt,4,1%

PIR TS

ball again, but Glenbard

option pass to Jobst who

,44-4miwk.

Monday,

in which the Cats gave up the

line then 'Bastable threw an

-

Page 5

end

quarterback Jeff Dowd. Liljeberg then put in his second
string for a series of downs,

drive began on the 'Cat 34

'11

plays with split

John Glen scoring on an eight
yard pass from sophomore

back on downs as

More

Pictures
Back

Page

Arlington quarterback Todd Somers has a new experience

as he tackles an Elk Grove lineman who has recovered a
fumble, and then fumbled himself in turn.

In Milwaukee
Special Agent Robert P.
Bitter, 1433 St. James P1.,.
Arlington Heights is one of 38

Northwestern Mutual Life

Insurance Co. agents at-

tending a two-week career

school at the firm's home office in Milwaukee, Wis.

Prospect -Palatine, Hersey Wheeling, Forest View -Conant
Stories in Tomorrow's Day

SHORT RIBS

et

Monday, October 21, 1968

Page 6

6:00

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
I'LL NOT ONLY DO THAT; 1,1
THE PROPERTY LINE EXTENDS RIGHT
ALONG HERE FROM THE END OF THEIR I'LL STAND ON IT TO
KEEP YOU FROM HAVING
SIDEWALK, WHICH 15 A LITTLE DARKER
NERVOUS PROSTRATION
THAN OURS' I RAKED TH' LEAVES OFFA
THEIR GRASS ON ACCOUNT OF THEY'RE IN CASE IT SHOULD BLOW
OVER HERE BEFORE
FROM OURTREE --BUT-MIS PAPER
YOU'RE THROUGH!
IS AT LEASTAN INCH OFF OF OUR
SIDE .TAKE A LOOK HERE/

CASUAL?

NAW, BUS,1-IE HA5
TO PLAY IT COOL!

THEY'D BE MORE
OUT OF PLACE

No SWEAT, MASOR 3U5T IF HE AND HIS
TELL FOP YOU THINK HIS

GIRL FRIEND MAY BE
A SURVIVOR OF THE
ALASKA GOLD RUSH!

diving, boxing trials,
cycling finals, water

to shop during a

Mexico.

The Mike

9

Douglas Show
26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25

-

RANGERS

ENCOURAGE YOUR INTREPID

LISTEN
VIA TH6

AQUA- GENIUS TO GIVE ME
HIS KELP -INTO -FOOD

REVERSED
CIRCUITS

FORMULA, DEAR
MRS. MALONE.,

OF THE
'REMORA

football team is accused of murdering

machine on a free

her spouse.
11 Book Beat

pensive copying

APt

Angeles with a flask

is' discussed by

thriller.

tiersman, so a

Martha Fergested,

George Maharis is
out to stop him.

Art Institute of

11:30
32 News

Chicago lecturer.
9:45
11 Matter of Fact

Midnight
5 News
7 Chicago
With Ronnie Bar-

Babar the

tends to contaminate Los

The 1965 film also
stars Anne Francis
Spain

The people and
are shown in a col-

11 TV College
Data Processing
26 Today's Racing

orful documentary
narrated by Jason

32 Truth or Conse-

9

quences

Show

Besides the
regulars, Flip
Wilson does comedy
skits.

26 Fundamentals

32 Billy Graham

AQUARIUS (Jan

21

Montgomery and

Richard Egan star in

10:10

American detective

26 Manny Silva

(George Ardisson)

Show

and an Interpol
Under) try

9 News

10:15

32 Run for your

to find

the kidnaped
daughter of a

1:30

Life

7:15
11 TV College

American

Literature

26 Cinema Special

110111011011111..

/

fend a woman

millionaire. With

charged with the

19) -- Tensions built up
during morning hours could
erupt into displays of emo-

KEF-1:

Feb

on Franklin D.

10:3(1

The 'Fonight

26 CET Amateur

5

Showcase
9:00

Show

2

Carson

Roosevelt.

With Johnny

Carol Burnett

The Joey Bishop

7

Show

Politics and a

2 Here's Lucy
Kim develops an

Tim Conway and

2:40

Show

schoolteacher
convention get
satirical treatment

2:10

9 William Tell
2 News

9 Movie

"The Woman in

Edie Adams,

Live By

Holmes solves the
murder of a woman

Carol.

Five Minutes to

9

Green" and "Chariic
Chan in Honolulu.

2:45

2 Meditation

EEK & MEEK

W140 71-1A-rmAN WHO

-

1:40

9 Biography

First of two parts

teacher who strangely affects Jody.

7:30

interest in things

MURTY

1:35

7 Reflections

and Dana Wynter

June Lockhart

from

7 News

Paul agrees to de-

are guests.

crusade in

the 1952 Western.
1:20

agent (Christa

plays a substitute

Jan

between scheduled chores for
rest and relaxation

Doomsday" An

talk from Pitt

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 -

CAPRICORN (Dec 23 20) -- Guard against a
health hazard Leave time in

gold mines. George

2 Family Affair

Stadium during his

which is looting

"Countdown to

Vertigo" is the sub-

Pittsburgh.

wIor

How to attract

HAPPENED TO
HIM ANYWAY?

ject of Graham's

"Cripple Creek"

birds to the garden.
26 Sports

26 Medic
32 Movie

IN FOR SCHNOOGLEt

416000014

44111

The Steve Allen

murder of her husband. Keith Andres

"Spiritual

Dec 22) -- Losses in store for
maintain emotional control.
Others provide provocation.

Notebook

Government agents
pose as bandits to
get rid of a gang

1:10

Pascale Audret.
8:30

...WHAT

the Sagittarius who fails to

2 Movie

Crusade
HEY, BUGS, GO

FOR 1 UESDA Y
SCORPIO (Oct 24 - Nov.
22) -- Decisions that grate
against your inner nature may
be required of you today Duty, though hard, conies first.

5 News
7 News
9 News

11 Gardener's

Robards.

Rowan and

12:30

5 Memorandum

author's books

the

show.

rett

the week.
32 News
10:00

places from four of

Martin Laugh -In

BUGS BUNNY

Your
1Iloroscope

interpretation of the
important news of

Hemingway's

7

star in the

1942 Hitchcock

A summary and

and Dana Andrews.

out to

sets

mings, Priscilla
Lane and Otto

The Dada exhibit

of deadly virus.

of man. A children's

5

\.freP-,

1961 6, HEA.

murder of his best

"Merchants of

plays a mad

7:00

MARINE LIFE IN HIS
BELOVED OCEAN!!

pionage and the,

stops one son from

5 Movie
"The Satan Bug"

26 Market Roundup

YOU POTH.10 THE HUNGRY

"The Saboteur" A
man accused of es-

Guest is Alvin

home trial.

6:45

,,.OR I SHALL FEED,

10:55

2 Movie

Kruger

musical about an
orphan elephant
. MALONE

2 Mayberry, RFD
Mike gets an ex-

Musagcte."

26 Wrestling
9:30
11 Profile Chicago

who adopts the ways

AS MUSHROOM ADDRESSES ROBIN AND BELL INSIDE THEIR BUBBLE,,.

owns a professional

millionaire who in-

An animated

ROBIN MALONE

"Apollon

A woman who

6:30
2 Gunsmoke

Elephant

II

Stravinsky's

Heroin."

5

'"

The Ncw York

City Ballet performs

9 Perry Mason

8:00

a

Richard Basehart

rancher and his four
sons go after Dillon.

"

ship -board murder.
11 NET Festival

find the real guilty
ones. Robert Cum-

killing a fron-

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

Chan looks into

by a cougar. With

been cut off and

friend

Marshal Dillon

gEJSE

dangerously mauled

Moscow, author of

2 Editorial

)0-21

whose thumb has

jors.

vacation trip.
26 Survival

and taped from

HIS HEARTBEAT!

7 The Big Valley

Barbara Stanwyck,
Richard Long, Peter
Breck and Lee Ma-

9 I Love Lucy
Ricky wants to go
fishing, Lucy wants

gymnastics. Live

RAZOR!

ALLY MEET POP AND

about to elope.
7 Peyton Place

polo and women's

ELECTRIC

COULD JUST CASU-

2 News
5 News
Summer Olym7
pics

Swimming and

THERE THAN
FOAM ON AN

BRIDE WENT TO THE
DOUBLE 3OINT THEY,

Nick is

domestic causing
Lucy to fear she is

TONIGHT

SHOOTING,"Hir

AU.), eMOAE I WAS

WELL ELECT ME AND'Fur
YOUR TAX DOLLARS TO
I.VORX. AT THE TRACK!

NWVG ALL SEEN YOUR
TAX DOLLARS AT WORK ON
HIGHwAys,BRIcGES AND

HIM IN THE MOLITHPY

ONLY KID DI NG !

tionalism if you're not careful.
Keep control

S

PISCES (Feb 29 - March
21) -- You can win an argument without backing your
opponent into a corner Prove
your point -- but help another

-it

save face

ELECT

ECK

YI

ARIES (March 22 - April
20) -- Once you've completed
the neLessai y Lim Ls tot the
day, make every effort not to
take on anything new

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) -- Don't take chances on
another's ill will All may appear all right on the surface,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER
NO TO UNDRESS AND
JUMP INTO BED WITHOUT

but don't step out of line

ACROSS

01016 6LAOYS!

GEMINI (May 22 - June

1 --- Diego

o 50 FAR,

sot

21) -- It would be easy for you

to unintentionally wound

Naval Base
4 Golden
Bridge
8 Chilkott

600D

another's feelings irreparably
today Take care to employ
tact and diplomacy

-, Alaska

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Refuse to look on the
dark side of things Friends
and family may not be the
best companions for you at

12 Freudian
term
13 Winglike
14 Presently

15 -River

the moment

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

-- Issues vital to domestic happiness must be dealt with first.

Let loved ones know how important they are to you

VIRGO (Aug 24 - Sept.
23) -- Get an early start on
the business of the day Op-

Gorge
17 Tissue

(anat.)

CAPTAIN EASY

18 Before
BLATES.,BIS TUCKER:

50 /AcKEV5 URGE TO OWN A CA5TLE HAS
TOO SAD IT WA5N T IN TIME. TO
SPARE ME ALL THAT GRMF--

ir0 BEEN AGE5: HOW

COOLED:

COME )0U'RE IN ENGLAND?

I'M STILL FLYING
LONDO0 TO NEW
YORK JETS. ANDHUM: HOLD IT:

PARDON MEI MI55... MY SHY FRIEND THINKS
YOU'RE ONE OF 1415 FORMER PUPILS', WHOSE
NAME SLIPS HIM MOMENTARIALY

WHY,

YOU'RE M155-ER.-

PROFe550Ftt

portunities present themselves
in the forenoon -- not later.

HOW NICE TO
SEE YOU BOTH
OUT AGAIN,.,
ON PAROLE!

LIBRA (Sept 24 - Oct. 23)
--

Lack of confidence may

have caused you to put off imresurgance of confidence start
you on your way again

Answers to
Hideaword
THE WILLETS
PLAID HAMBURGER 304
RAMBIRSER De luxe
61::q

cure

curl
curt
cruet
cruel
cute

cult
curve
clue

lure
lute
eruct
ecru
true
truce
ulcer
vert
rule

(prefix)

19 Molten steel

pourer
21 Charred
(var.)
23 In behalf of
24 Sick
25 Fuss

26 Fruiting'
spike
28 Remains
30 Flower
32 Sacramento

portant matters Let a

CULVERT

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Pacific Coast

ONE
PLAIN
BUR6E.R!

AND SOME
PICKLES
AND RELISH
61111M,

fV1114 A

'BIG %ice
OF 0141014

PDT A
COLMLA

51-icE5 OF

PLENTY OF
LETTUCE

WHERE'Sr PLAIN
NAMOUR6ER ?

IAAME30 RGE

ARE HARD

MUSTARD
AND

KETc44uP,

TOMATO
01.1 IT

AND, GARLIC
/0-A/

34 Very (It.)
36 Time period
40 Debate
43 Ribbed
fabric
45 Expire
46 Feminine
nickname
47 Legal point
49 Turbid
51 Decrease
53 Craft
54 Behold
(Latin)
55 Giant
(pl.)

clang
64 Camera

part

65 Scatter seed
DOWN
1 Dry, as wine
2 Time past
3 Discontinue
(law)
4 Matured
germ cell
(bot.)
5 Priestly

20 Gaelic

21 Barrier
22 Japanese
herb

vestment
6 Oriental
porgy
7 Muse of
poetry
8 Crown of
head
9 Loss of red
blood cells

23 Monks

27 Art (Latin)
29 Attempt
31 Water (Fr.)
33 Contend
35 Dried up
37 Redactors
38 Be sick
39 King (Sp.)
40 Most

10 Only
11 Growls

4

5

IV by NIA. I.c. TJA.

1.1.1

PM. Off

_Agib

covering
61 Norse god
62 Regret

63 *Unmusical

6

7

competent
41 Reverberate
42 Swashbuckler
44 Shrimplike
crustaceans
48 Enlist (var.)
50 Mountain
(comb. form)
52 Look for
56 Dutch
commune
57 Noise

58 Duet
59 Stitch
8

9

10

1;

38

39

J14

12

17

24
25

28

26

30

40

41

67

42

44

1147

Fir

63

58

7

54

60

45

48

46
51

25

32
34

60 Foot

....1111111=1"1"11,--

vase

.to r ouLeu

61

2
5
21

THE DAY
13 Lost and Found

3-Cemetenes & Lots

Lost

2 double lots located in St John s
Cemetery in Wheeling $300 439

yellow & white male cat

answering to name of

' Napoleon". 259.2788
prescription
Lady's
Found
pcorl gray borne sunglasses.
vic Maple, Mt. Pros. CL 3-8956

0648

Four grave lot at Memory Gar
dens Price reasonable
425 6190

Girl's blue frame glasses lost in
Cumberland Sch. area in Des Pl.
Monday. 297-6070 oft. 3 pm

Day Want Ads
5 -In Memoriam

Antique Flea Market Sale
Sun Oct 27, 11 5 pm,

14 Personals

Wonted: ride from Arl. Hts. NW

Townhall, lower level at
Randhurst Shopping Center

station betWeen 5:15 pm & 6 pm,

12 & 83, Mr Prospect

Haddow for extra $1 or $2 a

Rtes

going north on. Arl. Hts. Rd. to

Admission 50c 392 0383 or CL

Child Care
Reliable woman wants to go out
baby sitting. 359-1906
Reliable woman will do baby sitting by day or week,
394.2968

INDUSTRIAL
M.T.M.
perience

required,
company benefits.

23 -Instruction

Piano students wanted.
Palatine area. 358.2699
after 4 P.M. and week ends.
notionally
LESSONS,
DRUM
known drummer. Group or
Private. 259-1773

Clerk

11 p.m., 11 p.m. 7 a.m.
Short Runs
Good Pay
School Routes Available also
COOK COUNTY

ex.
excellent

work factor

or

Retail Hardware

3 shifts 7 a.m. - 3 p.m., 3 p.m.

SCHOOL
BUS COMPANY
PHONE 439-0923
3040 S. Busse Rd.

CONTACT

H.E. Brown

BUSINESS
Service Directory

Apply in person

ACE HARDWARE
755 W. Dundee Road
Wheeling

Let us help make your DAY

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable

Tower Packaging.

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

SALES
TRAINEE
Fine opportunity for a
young ambitious man to
begin a sales career in
electronic components

PLANT

1150 Willis
Wheeling, Illinois
537-2510

FF!

255-7200

Arlington Heights

Company

MAINTENANCE
See Us Now!

CUSTOM
DRAPERIES
Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

industry.

OFFSET

IL

t

t

255-7200
24 -Help Wanted Men

CL 5-8232

ricer home. On new
equipment. Close to Northwestern Commutor Service
Work

Division of Illinois Tool
Works, Inc.

office cleaning in Des
from 6 P.M. to 10
P.M, Monday thru Friday.
For

Plaines

on 1250 8, 1850 rnulitlift offset equipment. Benefits, top
wages, air-conditioned shop,
Blue Cross & Blue Shield, paid
vacation, plus opportunity to
train for larger equipment.

927-6908

AFTER SCHOOL & SAT,
Earn $3-54 hr. Ans. calls &
take orders by appt. only.

Flexible work schedule,

Come in and apply
Or cull

START AT
$3.00 to $3.50 Per Hour
Can Increase 20c
An Hour In 30 Days
NEED

Night dining room Manager.
Will train right party. Apply
in person after 2. Ask for Mr.
Coscia

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

RELIABLE MEN.
floor finishing products needs
men, because the Inanufac

carry -out

largest

Detergent Compounder
Varnish Compounder
Emulsion Line Filler
Receiving Clerk & Labeler
Esp. preferred Age open
train.

CALL MR. SCHENK

Mon. thru Fri.,
I pm - 5 pm ONLY

STANDARD STATION

297-.1097

MAJOR MEDICAL

1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

in Morton Grove
437-8376

HOSPT.

A-1 PROFIT SHARING PLAN

MAINTENANCE MAN
Can you handle all types of

CUSTODIAN

School and church - 8
hour day - prevalent
salary. Call 358-0444.

RESULTS!

PAID VACATIONS

carpentry, plumbing,
minor
electrical repairs; do you
have knowledge of air -cam

& HOLIDAYS
MAGEE CHEMICAL
COMPANY

you hove
experience in the area of
building maintenance and ore

ditioning repair?

If

415 W. 'foully Avenue
(Near Elmhurst Rd.)
Des Plaines, Ill.

interested in steady work, as

Get the drop on extra cash for your budget by selling those unneeded items thru

"Quick -Draw" Day Want Ad. Now
Day Want Ads offer you more! Over
a

120,000 readers DAILY in The Arlington
Day, The Prospect Day, and The Des
Plaines Day Plus a bonus of 140,000 extra readers in Thursday's Market Day.

So take Aim, with a 3 line, 5 day Want
Ad in Day Publications You can't miss!

SCHOOL

well as benefits such as profit shoring and hospitalization,
then we would like to hear

CUSTODIAN

from you. We also hove several
openings for full time jani-

40 hour week. Year round
Hospitalization
employment.
and medical insurance.

Arlington Heights
Public Schools
District 25
30)

W.

CL

3-6100,

South

St,

Ext.

227

Sat. till 11 a.m.

OPPORTUNITY

INES

Establish, your self in the fastest growing industry in Amen.

AVERAGE
5 WORDS PER
LINE

CONSECUTIVE
PUBLISHING

AYS

some overtime.

ONLY

Shift
6:15

P.M.

WANTED

Apply

GENERAL TIME

KINNEY SHOES
Des

Plaines
824-9086

MACHINIST
All around man for

112 S. Dryden Arlington fits.
CL 5.4119

One Full Time and Several Part Time

1285 GOLF RD.

-

640

North Point
Shopping Center
Rand & Palatine Rds.
Arlington Heights

Start Low -Shoot High
Clerical Mgmt- Trnee
$120-$135 Wk. +Free
available today. You will
enter the same extensive

Full Time

SATURDAYS 'TIL NOON (255-7200)

SALESMAN
High school graduate
Good promotional opportunities.

.

Are you available every Sunday from now until Christmas?
Would an extra income help with Christmas /hopping? Would
you like to help "run -a -store" for one day a week? We ore
looking for a man who could help with supervision on Sundays.

Variety Seeking
Electro-Mechanical
Draftsman -$800 Mo.
Engrg. Potential

1630 N. Rand
Palatine, Ill.

progressive Chief
for respected in-

Hustling,
Engineer

ternational firm is offering a
fop mon a diversified posi

clude board work, design

and development. Your finest
opportunity. Immediate hir-

GOOD SALARY -PLUS 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

ing.

WIEBOLDT'S
MT. PROSPECT

Marketing Trainee

$7,800 No Fee

opportunity

outstanding

for you to join a highly sue.

week, B a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Monday through Friday.

that

research

specializes in
and analySis of TV viewer
habits. You will be completely trained by experts

and upon completion of
program

training

This is the ideal way to supplement your pension earnings.

you

will

assume a position in
management. No finer exposure can be found
anywhere.

VAPOR CORPORATION
967-8300
An equal opportunity employer

firm

the

The person we seek will be an active retired man to work in
our blueprint vault. This position requires the ability to be on
your feet most of the day. No experience necessary. 5 day

6420 W. HOWARD ST.

marketing

cessful

VAULT CLERK

NILES

modem,
cleaning.

296-6365

PARKER

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall, new or used
Shift Steps .Free
&
Estimates.

Wall to
Repoirs

255-3642

Ceramic Tile

decorator's fabrics
SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

CL 9-0495

Janeal Draperies

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

381-1972
Satisfied Customers
Are Our Soeciolty

Residential
Apartments
Commercial
Kitchen Cabinet Refinishing

Landscaping
debris. 457-0389

10% FALL SAVINGS
1 DAY SERVICE

HARBUT'S (AWN MICE.

631-7671
Foil cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance

Guaronteed Workmanship
Fully insured. Free estimates

359-0993

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

All phases of yard Work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power
raking,

sod,

aerating,

seed,

planting, grade work. 537-1411

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Install -td & Repaired

Radio -TV Repair
SAVE YOUR EYES,

Repaired

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Complete lawn care available,

grass cutting, fertilizing,

mercial. Satisfaction assured.
Free estimates.
Coll 255-6855

Steps
Trash Removal
ways - Floors - Patios

-

-

.

DriveWalks.

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
RESIDENTIAL

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

patios

Shrubs

-

Installed Rototilling &
Grading. All work guaranteed.
estimates.

529-3463

Driveways,

-

sidewalks,

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, retaining walls.
Free Estimates

773-1261

Custom Draperies

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..
827-0609
RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - $25.00

437-2084

Dog Grooming

Lawn lovers! We give
expert lawn service. We will
grow you a lawn anywhere
Atten:

whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We

will make your lawn look as
also take care of evergreens,

Masonry

647-0220

Tailoring
Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9.0849 Tires., & Wed. eves.

Tile
Dick's Tile

Transmission Service

CL 3.5964

Murals

Ftepoirs

437.4093

AAMCO Transmissions

830 W N W Hwy
259.9440

,

to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

Painting -Decorating

etc.437-2884.

awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.

Also f

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under $50.

Relining, repleating, rehemrning

Call 327-1752

Meyers
Brick & Masonry

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

suede coats;
repair & replace zipper's on
pants, jackets etc; Also men's
255-816'
clothing.

ALPINE INTERIORS

FREE ESTIMATES

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

dresses,

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

Wall hie New I. Remodeling

Dressmaking -Sewing

skirts,

Secs Is

look new.
Allan J. Clover, 328-7750

All Types & Fueplaces

Shortening of hems on coats,

512 plus material
$22 plus material
$15 plus material

Choirs
Solos

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

&

Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber gloss

drapery work with

"ELEANOR"

custom mode fabric slip.

reupholstering,
&
covers
plastic covers.

827-7588

shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
I don't care flow bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it

17 years experience.

FALL SALE 50% OFF

On all

Storm Windows

Big 4 Yd. Load . 515.00

through it has been sodded. We

Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

Hes

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Custom Draperies

No job too small.
Equipped for complete custom

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black 8. while)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl
17 S Evergreen
CL 5-5692

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

LANDSCAPING
Evergreens

Rays

el -

weeding. Residential and com-

Sod
Trees

T V Checkup time Antennas
Home Service Calls
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
It's

No job too big or small. Free

N & N CONCRETE

(loon Dependable
Fos(
Plasteong & Drywall Serv.ce
LALL155-JB11

Evergreens & Shrubs
Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delVd.

KEY TILE CO,

Concrete Work

Plastering
For

(DUALITY LANDSCAPING

COMPLETE

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

253.6600

3 Generations
Decorating in the Finest
Scondinovion Trodition

Day or Eve. 766-7256

Drapery Repairs

Mt. PROSPECT
117 So. Emerson

Serv.

Pl.

Carpet In.tallation

tkon loaded with career
potential. Job functions in

APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE 2nd FLOOR

STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

Kinney Shoe Stores

is

potential.

An

WEEKDAYS 8:30 AM TO 5:00 PM

CARPET & FURN. shampooing. L'a
price withis ad.

is no program in the nation
with this kind of outstanding

MEN

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

travel. No fee. Call.

word and you can grow in
any area you desire. There

Office Open Til 9 P.M.

BURTON'S SHOES

re-

quired, Chicago terr. No

diversified in all senses of the

255-7200 Ext. 57

EXPERIENCED
PART TIME

253-9046 - 761-688P

drapery
painting,
low priced. Des

Lauritz Jensen

BLACK DIRT, sand, stone or
fill, any amount, Also pick up

cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
exp. Free estimate. Call Joe

wenzl,

unlimited. This company

Emmett Smith
After 4 p.m.

Mr. Kadison

potential. No experience required. Complete training by

here, your opportunities are

CONTACT

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Evenings & Weekends
APPLY

you enjoy variety this is
a great job for you that is
loaded with advancement
If

training program that our
college graduates enter. After
training, you will enter our
clerical function in a supervisory position. From

Photographers

& SUPPLY CO.

shoes. Great starting salary.

Expenses

'No experience, no degree!
Finest position of its kind

Wanted

259.5887

Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
em. & hall carpet. Sofas $9.95 &
up. 894-9141.
Wall to Wall carpet & tam.

Field Investigator
$650 + Car +

job will be to see that they
are corrected immediately.

COFFEE SERVICE

employer

Large selection of

Carpet Cleaning

violations of the safety
code. You will determine if
building improvements are
necessary or if fire hazards
exist! If they are present your

An equal opportunity

NO JOB TOO SMALL

dormers. Vinyl and aluminum

EX -GI To Train as

No previous experience

20% OFF SALE
On all custom mode draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.
Lowest Prices
Highest Quality

siding.
UNITED ENGINEERS 8230828

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscienhous workmanship
R.,asonoble prices
437.9214
Free estimates

Interior Decorators

room additions, Inc rooms and

one of the most interesting jobs available. You
will be trained to inspect offices, factories, stores, commercial and hi -rise buildings

COCKRELL

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

Call me for free estimates on

faster. Profit sharing liberal
benefits, good location.

Free Estimates. Fully insured.

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

ON REMODELING & REPAIRS

the top

to

299.3159

Tues., evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
firing.
supplies,
Greenware,
gifts. 259-5920
Customized

Save time & money

3 Safety Inspector
Trainees -$8,400+ Car

To handle variety of
assignments. Good pay.

SHOEMEN

means you'll get

Fully
All work guaranteed.

CERAMIC LESSONS

Experienced instructor. Mon. &

After 6 PM

machine before. But, if you've
had some experience, then it

exterior work.

Quality Paint Service
Exterior Painting of its finest.

Carpentry
Pointing inside & out

259.0641

&

FREE ESTIMATES.

Instruction

Electrical
Plumbing

if you've never seen a

even

terior
insured.

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

HOME HANDYMAN

This is

Progress in a world of
time
Space & Systems Div.
1200 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III.

general machine shop
work. Must make own

NO JOB TOO SMALL

and pay
your FEE besides. Learn
system and programming

SPECIAL

Fall & winter rates on all in-

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower

for

SALESMAN
benefits

The Sky is the Lienit.

free,

School

insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Paintiry 8 Decorating

Home Repairing

No job too small.

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 698-2322
EXTERIORINTERIOR
workmanship. ,Fully
Quality

GENERAL

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

ad-

BEST REF.

Day or Eve. 766-7256

For Apprentice Carpenter.
359.2756
Reasonable.

As you

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

Reasonable rates

too small. 766-8034

this renowned firm.

or

person

Good future and

To sell name brand children's

IN DES PLAINES AREA PHONE:

in

CL 9-0710

DES PLAINES

OR

.
from home
Uniforms furnished.

call:

NORTHWEST MFG.

200

Sick pay with bonus plan

u Free transportation to and

days.

FULL OR PART TIME

Rd.,

Automatic wage increases

* Hospitalization

Excellent fringe benefits,
free life insurance, hospitalization & 8 paid holi-

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

remodeling & additions. No job

organization provides every
ovoilable means imaginable

machines.

ment
*

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

on you; however, this

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

sL,,4

Elk Grove Village, Ill,
439-9704

vending

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
Ct S 8737

vance, your level of achievement is ultimately dependent

function.

re -gluing,

General Hauling

work; welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpentry work, remodeling 8. barn
work.
CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or
837-3764 after 7 p.m.

key

E.J. ERICSSON

,FL 8-4543

359-1906

SWITCH to this giant firm for
a better future! This company
pays for your complete programming training. PLUS. The
objective of this company is
to make you on expert in this

Opportunity for odvance-

*

10:30

precision complex
parts, gauges & mechanical test equipment. Plea-

set-ups.

-

to

For

& RECORD CO.

1530 Rand

45

Also Part Time Night
P.M.

SELECTED TAPE

Programmer Trainee
$6,000 - $10,000
+ Free

Cu today, servicing food and
drink

a

&

Scratches Removed. Repairs &

Remodeling Addmons
Corpenter work T.Ie Floors
Coll for Eshinote

floor up.

that will make working
pleasure. Immediate hiring.

Burns

refinisheng,

Custom

BILE'S HOME REPAIRS

Variety filled opportunity

IBM

Learn a trade that is in demand
today.
throughout America

Inspec _ors

Interesting work with record
industry. 8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.,

from

ground

Decorating & Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 53991

Wayne's Furniture Service

259.5233

Ct. 3-1118

NEW WAY PAINTING

Furniture Refinishing

Carpentry -Remodeling

fine company's operations

Funehng, Falemeg &

Woll Faper.ng

&

529-1211

finished $19.95

Brickwork

further your education while
preparing yourself for an imfuture
role
in
portant
management. You will be
trained in all phases of this
the

Ecklund Floor Service

ED FORAN

to

Our client will send you to

for copoble young family man

Day or -Night Shifts

opportunity

finest

259-5337
Rick's Decorating

Average rm. sanded sealed

Brickwork

Free IBM School
$1 19 Wk. + 10%
Bonus + Free

IMMEDIATE

GENERAL

WAREHOUSE

High School Grads
$125 Week
+ Free Night School

Free Estimates
CALL HAUCK 8 SON

Floor Maintenance

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Beeline Fashions

PO 6.2250

redwood & stockade. 647-0220

tial/ Get the important facts.

INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 a.m.-8p.m.
Bensenville
380 Meyer Rd.
(3 blocks North of Irving Pork
Rd., 1 block West of York Rd.)

We Speciolize in QUALITY BODY,
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

mediate reward and poten-

GILL BREITBERG
OR
M.L. MAGEE

tors.

All types of fencing, rhaenlink,

TOWING SERVICE.

Your

Interior Exterior Painting
Work Guaranteed

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

BUY OR SELL CARS

to assist you. One in a
thousand jobs with im-

296-5574

.

tie

been

HAVE 4 OPENINGS--

units. Meals and uniforms provided.

For night & midnight shifts.

hove

facilities
doubled.

tuning

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines

FULL TIME

liquid

of

Mfr.

Nationwide

McDONALD'S
America's

Holiday Inn of Rolling
Meadows
3405 Algonquin Rood
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

CONSCIENTIOUS

Painting -Decorating

Fencing

Auto Repair
We Don't

763-3131 (Chicago)
823-3131 (Pork Ridge)

296-6640

OR

312-639-2361

296.2266

MEN PART TIME

PHONE MR. HOWARD
774.5353

DRAW QUICK

255-7200

Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day,
The Des Plaines Day and weekly in Ma ket Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory Thur clay 3:00 P M.

Mrs. Maicke
For Interview
Appointment

Call for appointment
at your convenience

STUDENT W/CAR

DAY WANT ADS

FOR ADVERTISING

CONTACT:

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

only

Experienced

portation.

EXCELLENT
FRINGE
BENEFITS

CONEX

PRESSMAN

& United Motor Coach trans-

PART TIME
MEN NEEDED

Page 7

Monday, October 21, 1968

Daylkcint Ads

BUS DRIVERS
FULL TIME
-

ENGINEER

week 259-0929

3 9117

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

Fct best results use

24 -Help Wanted Men

529-2840

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

.358.9038
Palming & Decorming
and Wall Washing
George Klein, 392.0803
1

Art Hes

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted
392!45817
Ned Williams

Upholstery
Free

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

Wrought Iron
X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron, ExInterior. 647.0220
terior &

THE DAY '"
Monday, October 21, 1968

Page 8

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

BARTENDERS

Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington Heights
IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING

Full and Part Time

condltionsoncf meals. Coll:

Suburban Standard
Wolf & Euclid Rds.
Mt. Prospect

CL 3-2048

537-2512 - after 5 p.m.

COME IN NOW OR CALL -867-5222
WAREHOUSEMEN

1150 S. Willis

Quotation and sales correspondence experience in punch
press equipment field preferred, but will train qualified man

Needs mature experienced men for Warehousing and general store work.

WBER

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling

SALES ENGINEER

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

with knowledge of punch press stamping operations.

Unusally Good Working Conditions
Good Job - Good Pay Benefits

6 p.m.

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

M ARKING

OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED

-

Expanded operations are creating excellent job opportunities of all types,
both male and female.

Challenging position with a future in rapidly growing organization.

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
PROFIT SHARING RETIREMENT PLAN

255-8400
Mt. Prospect
150 W. Rand Road
Across from Randhurst

APPLY: Mr. WALLIN

JANITORS
(Days and Evenings)

PACKER

GENERAL FACTORY

MACHINIST

CLERK & PACKER

Elk Grove Village

79 Bond Street

ASSISTANT EDITOR

LIGHT MACHINE OPERATORS

Are Needed At

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

437-1200
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Bowling Proprietors Association of America is looking
for an alert, imaginative young person to assist in writing
and editing the association's monthly magazine.
WE OFFER: Good starting salary --Excellent advancement
opportunities --A new office building in the northwest
suburbs --Generous fringe benefits including free hospital,
medical and life insurance.

BOYS

WE EXPECT: Good writing ability --Enthusiasm tempered by

mature judgment --Talent for organization and plan-

YOU

ning -Ability to work well with other staff members --Fundamental knowledge of the sport of bowling.

MONEY

CHRISTMAS
AFTER.

SCHOOL AND WEEKENDS

To arrange an interview --Call 894-5800
oe send resume to:

GOOD PAY

APPLY NOW!!

EDITOR

THE BOWLING PROPRIETOR

FREE MEALS

McDonaldgr,--

W. HIGGINS ROAD
HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS 60172

loah Ibr AM GAM Archri-nioft qWhy morn INN ente

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Route 12 & 83

Enjoy a full benefit program including profit sharing, free life insurance,
credit union, group hospitalization and major medical insurance, regular
wage reviews, 7 paid holidays per year, 2 week paid vacation after
year, plus many others. Our employees have the convenience of a clean
factory and office, cafeteria, close -in parking, air conditioning and bus
1

JOBS OFFER:

IS COMING!

McDONALD'S

AT

MOTOROLA

CHRISTMAS

EARN YOUR

CAN

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

We are opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate

dicv

the dishwashing machine and run the dish-

MACHINISTS

washing operation.

We are in immediate need of men interested in
non -repetition work on construction of Electro-

Weber Marking Systems, Inc.

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

fitting, aligning and testing of assemblies.

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacation
Health and Life Insurance Han
Profit Sharing

Finest fringe benefits and top pay for experienced men.

MOTOROLA
An equal opportunity employer

Excellent Working Conditions

ent parts from prints, close tolerance scraping,

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

I

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

FIBERGLASS

Please call Miss Gaffke
APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to.3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

437-5400

nocut /

ENGINEERING COMPANY

TRAINEE
Excellent job opportunity for men or women who

would like to learn a trade with a solid future.
The applicant we choose will be trained in all
basics of fiberglas fabrication. Excellent starting
salary and fringe benefits.

MOTOROLA
Algonquin and.Meacham Roads

Elk Grave Village

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

711

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR A CHANGE!

Is

The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadnws.

ASSEMBLERS

Day or Night Shift

MACHINE OPERATORS
*FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN

'FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION
*CAFETERIA

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

AIR CONDITIONED

CALL 259-0740
Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

GENERAL TIME

437`-5400

Schaumburg

We are located close to O'Hare and can be easily
reached via expressway.

439-8500

APPLY NOW

Schaumburg

Good Starting. Pay

Duties include laying out and machining compon-

CALL OR COME IN

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

JOBS OFFER:

Chemical Machine Tools.

service to and from Mt. Prospect.

Profit Sharing

DISHWASHERS
BENCH and FLOOR

PRO -TYPE OPERATOR

MACHINE OPERATOR

PERFECTO ENGINEERING, INC.

Estes Avenue-

somewhat flexible to right man.
Apply Des Plaines Theater after

I(

537-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

FULL TIME - DAYS AND NIGHTS
No Experience Necessary!

Evening & weekend work. Hours

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

COME IN OR CALL

CUSTODIANS

Heights, Pleasant working

26 -Help Wanted Men ot Women

PART TIME
ASSISTANT MGR.

Young teens
Start earning Christmas
money now.
539.7672

hours work. Elk Grove News, 199
Kings St. 439.0286.

We will teach you a trade in o growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

24 -Help Mated Men

.

Now Hiring Boys

AM only; good pay for a few

MEN WANTED

NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER

ATTENDANTS

CUSTODIAN
For private club in Arlington

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-He1p Wanted Men

with car to deliver
Mon or
newspapers to home. Sunday

TURN -STYLE
(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc.)

SERVICE STATION

24 -Help Wanted Mee

2441elp Wanted Men

24 -Help Waded Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

-

Progress in the World of Time

An equal opportunity employer

Miss Gaffke
'SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

MEN

WE HAVE A NUMBER OF PERMANENT, FULL TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR MEN
LOOKING FOR A JOB WITH A FUTURE

nocut®/

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ENGINEERING COMPANY

MATERIAL HANDLER

RECEIVING DEPT. NEEDS MEN TO UNLOAD & HANDLE RECEIVED SHIPMENTS FOR INSPECTION & INVENTORY PURPOSES. PERMANENT FULL TIME WORK.

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

STOCK HANDLERS

BREAK DOWN RECEIVED BULK SHIPMENTS & BRING STOCK TO GIRLS. DRAFT STATUS
NOT OF IMPORTANCE.

WAREHOUSE HELP

YOU'VE JUST FOUND THE RIGHT JOB!

RELIABLE MAN TO AGE 65 FOR LITE CLEANING DUTIES IN OFFICE, CAFETERIAS & WAREHOUSE. RETIRED OR SEMI -RETIRED MEN CONSIDERED.

MEN AND WOMEN

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

NIGHTS ONLY

ASSEMBLERS

MAINTENANCE MAN

FULL TIME ONLY

JANITOR

ALL TYPES OF MINOR CARPENTRY, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL AND AIR CONDITIONING
REPAIRS.

THESE ARE NOT FACTORY JOBS. THESE ARE CLEAN, LITE MATERIAL HANDLING POSITIONS IN WHICH YOU'LL LEARN VALUABLE WAREHOUSING SKILLS. START WITH AN
EXCELLENT SALARY NOW AND RECEIVE YOUR FIRST INCREASE IN DECEMBER. AIR-

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

If you are tired of listening to big promises

DRILL PRESS OPERATOR

that never come true and if you want to work
for a company with a future, see us.

CONDITIONED WAREHOUSE WITH CAFETERIA ON PREMISES. FAMILY HOSPITALIZATION, CASH CHRISTMAS BONUS AND PROFIT SHARING ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR

We offer a liberal pension plan, excellent

MANY BENEFITS.

Only sincere applicants desiring full time

salary and good clean working conditions.

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
LATHE OPERATOR

work, looking for a real future, need apply.

APPLY TODAY

PRECISION GRINDER OPERATOR
COME IN PERSON AFTER 4:30 P.M.
SEE MR. SCHMITT

COMPANY PAID INSURANCE
PROFIT SHARING
STEADY EMPLOYMENT

GOOD STARTING RATES
PRODUCT PURCHASE DISCOUNT
MERIT INCREASES

Come Into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park) Monday thru Friday 8:30 A.M.-5 P.M.
Open Saturday Oct. 26 from 8:30 A.M. TO 12 Noon, Or Call Mr. Don Shetka at

956-0990

380 Meyer Road

PO 6-2250

Bensenville

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Monday -Friday 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. till 11 a.m.

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.
414 S: Golf Road

(1 blk. W. of York Rd., 3 blks. N. of Irving Park Rd.)

it/

Des Plaines

..1
Elk Grove Village
2201 N. Lunt Ave.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1HE DAY
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women\

24 -Help Wanted Men

CAFETERIA HELP

PART TIME

Permanent employment
available doing Janitorial
Coll 827 7880
From 9 A M to 9 P M

PERSONNEL
UTILITY HELP

SALES TRAINEE

Experienced or will train. Full
'or part time. Uniforms and
meals furnished. Liberal com-

For leading manufacturer of

food machinery, north

suburban area Must be

Registered Sanitation

artists needed full
time to produce instructional
Graphic

Responsibilities to include

SERVICE

materials.

complete environment sanitation. Salary open. Paid vacation, hospitalization & life insurance, Apply Finance Direc-

A

benefit's.

24 -hour

PHONE MR. TICKLE

newspaper route at the Circle
Hill Apts , Rand & Ar/ Fits.
Rd ALSO boys for afternoon
newspaper routes In various
locations

AVIATION

MR. LARSEN

RESTAURANT

WIDE

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
$15 to go into your own
business can be developed

PANTRY
FRY -COOK
RECEIVING

into a $15,000 a year income
or more

Call CL 3 3663, aft 6 p m

HOSTESS

Part Time

WAITRESS

SALESMEN

vocation

Paid

SALESWOMEN
Evenings &

&

DES PLAINES

pleasant

for appointment.

APPLY

299-0012

North Point Shopping

1050 Ookton

Center
Rand & Palatine Rds

Arlington Heights

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

TURRET LATHE OPERS.

3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

ASSEMBLERS

. Des Plaines

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

oftoptot."-oreir

GRINDERS

GENERAL FACTORY
Liberal vacation, Christmas bones, 10 paid holidays, incentive plan, company paid pension plan,
free insurance & hospitalization.

cieepjoa?

&

up to $3.33 for assemblers.

Call 966-3700
Ask for A. Fred Lobo
ITT BELL & GOSSETT
8200 N. Austin
Morton Grove, Ill.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Person selected will demonstrate Company's
line of unique toys to children and their parents
in a number of retail stores through the end of
December
If you are young at heart, like people in general
and children in particular, and are fascinated by
games and gimmicks,
Call or write TODAY for an appointment
Mrirt

1 121

rhirrirtr,

332-6567
LOCAL INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED WEEK OF OCT. 20

Accounting Trainee
$600 UP UP - NO FEE
100% EDUCATION REFUND

Call JOHN at 299.7191 Ext. 32

Larson in Des Plaines
Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

MATTEL,INC.
an equal opporlumfy employer

wikorgrottottikorAttioxixog**0,14ft

867-5222

rnechine ports. After a brief

orientation into the company,
you'll be completely on your
Own, heading toward design.
Any mechanical background
you

a

good

design

beginning. Act now!!

MR. MATHESON

298-5021

gh

PERSONNEL, INC.

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.

learn program.

tients, type bills, set appts. Fast

Custodians

Conditions

(Days & Nights)

THE GOAL LINE

298-5021

CUSTOMER SERVICE MODERN
LOCAL OFFICE. Coll DON at 299.
7191 Ext 35

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

.

purchase orders.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

1496 MINER, 297.3535
DES PLAINES

be available to assist you.

IS AT

MOTOROLA
APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 AM to 3PM
Wednesday and .Thursday: B AM to 8 PM
Saturday: 9 AM to 12 Noon

RECEPTION

EX G.I.

$500 plus
Attractive, yell groomed

TEST DRIVERS

woman to handle front, desk

$150 wk to start

switchboard experience

NO FEE

necessary. Des Plaines.

wheel for a top-flight

OTOROLA

Call DAVE at 299-7191

HALLMARK

Greet clients. Answer phones.
Light typing. Plush office.

PERSONNEL
380 Northwest Hwy., Des
Plaines

Also offices in Chicago and

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

An equal opportunity employer

in

a

966-0700
6028 Dempster
'
Morton Grove

To $500 or more. See IVY,
1496 MINER, 297-3535

A

A

Assistant

Chicago based sporting

equipment -firm has the job
for youl This is a sales job

for the sports enthusiast.
Company

car,

expense, ac-

count and a good starting

salary. Chicago and III. territory. First year man
make 10,000 very easily.

can

doctor needs gals to
assist him. Lite typing and a
neat appearance qualifies.
Salary open.

WIDE

of

PERSONNEL, INC.

WIDE
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

298-5021
298-5021

Apply in person at

DES PLAINES

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL

629..6770

HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

449-8070
815-338.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

Three other convenient locations to serve you

/

629-6770
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.. 815-3383200
LOMBARD, ILL

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

nice

greet his patients, ans. phones,
apptmts. Age is
schedule

Then join the team as a pro.

open and absolutely no

Top base,
commission, incentive, future
shoring
and
manageprofit
ment at:

quired.

f essional employment
counselor with

...

YOUNG
ATTORNEYS'
RECEPTION

They are a friendly group of

medical experience is needed.
Light typing, a calm and
pleasant personaility and

liking for public contact is re$500

mo.

to start.

Free.

Miss Paige

394-0880

9 S. Dunton

avail ABILITY

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

34 S. Main Street
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
CALL NOW ...
259.6440

airlines
hiring

A

A

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS
100% PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

trainees $450
Personable young ladies wonted

to handle anyone who calls or

training you'll be a full fledged
Rent-A-Car girl - ready to talk
to & take references from the

comes into this famous airline for
reservations or info. You will get
in on MARVELOUS COMPLETE

TRAINING PROGRAM! You'll
learn all about making plane

traveling men. Have them fill out
a form. Check their identification.
Direct them to car. Hand over the

reservations, confirming, selling
tickets, cancellations. You'll wear

keysl You'll wear a chic outfit!

answers to their travel questions.
It's-all.publiccontact..100percent
of -the-time. You'll just love it
and the peOple you meet and the

Furnished Freel $90 to train!
IVY

FREEI

1496 MINER, 297-3535
DES PLAINES

PERSONNEL, INC.

the

He is o popular neighborhood
doctor and you'll be trained .to

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

WIDE

for all

people you'll meet! Must type.

RECEPTIONIST

.. A career gal?
.. Wont more $$$?
.. Security minded?

After just 1 week of "on-the-job"

298-5021

- computers, programming
and wiring. Raise in 3

things

doing

DOCTOR WILL
TRAIN YOU AS

ARE YOU ...

939.4866
Suite 606

Local

Athlete??

to greet
patients,
his
know
get to
technicians - all the folks who

happy when you find yourself

Suite 23A

Dental

Armchair

receptionist.

are in & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set oppts. Days are busy and

MISS PAIGE

Weekend

or

his

who he can train

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

392-2700

Professional level

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

You'll be

be

to

Learn

'He prefers a complete beginner

Free

holmes & assoc.
Randhurst

'63 E. Adams
Chicago

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

in this areal
You'll. work for young Doctor.

job! It's located

NO STENO
This is for the all around gal
who has some figure expo,
and can do some typing (no

DES PLAINES

front desk
reception

827-7706

PERSONNEL, INC.

SUNBEAM CORP.

you're madly in love with
public contact here's on ideal
If

$130-$150 WK.

798-5051

Drivers.

NOW IN EFFECT!

Subsidiary of

in AAA firm. Plug

reception

Call Jim Digre

INCREASE

General Molded Products,inc.

FAST PAY RAISES!

small (5 girl) suburban office.

PICK YOUR SHIFT
8 NEEDED NOW

you to school free.

GAL FRIDAY

shorthand).

develop into Chief Test

months. Company will send

RECEPTION

TRAINEE

IVY

$100 FREE!

DOCTOR'S

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

get quotes, samples. Type

360 OPERATOR
$700 - NO FEE

Trainee
$700

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS

learn purchasing

815-3383200

-

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

PERSONNEL, INC.

NW Toy mfr. Lots of phone work
& action! You'll get to know suppliers, learn to order materials,

.

.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

DES PLAINES

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040 \_

DES PLAINES

learn all types of equipment

30c

PERSONNEL, INC.

298-5021

LARSON in DES PLAINES

automotive specialist firm;
they wont men who con

be available to assist you.

No experience necessary. Will

-

298-5021

WIDE

1 GAL OFFICE
$500 - NO FEE
CUSTOMER SERVICE

at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

Systems

25c

Gal Friday

1496 MINER, 297-3535

on the helmet and grab the

Suburbs.

NEW

Stock Keepers
Clerical Openings

Several openings in the area

Be your own boss. Local

IVY

$95 FREEI

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Great opportunity to move into
higher management or sales.
Call Frank Victor at 827-7706.
380 Northwest
HALLMARK,
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
Major
in Chicago and all

Profit Sharing

Typists
$400

Lots of variety. Salary open.

O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins

Join a Winning Team

Communications Technicians

Clerk
394,0080

company is looking for a gal
with good office background.

DENTAL OFFICE

4,u6

office records, etc. in shape.

IS WAITING FOR YOU!

MISS PAIGE

.

9 S. Dunton

Will train you to welcome pa-

Adventures opportunity open
if you have u Juan at ivhn 'T
license and a DD214. Buckle

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep

Inspectors

cellent increase when trained.

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines.

raises!

.

MOTOROLA

Line Wirers & Solderers

(

.

SERVICE
To $9000 to Start. Free

TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Outstanding Working

vice on what to take, where
to go. $450 mo. to start. Ex-

for well groomed gals with
good typing skills.

Call Jan Roberts at 827-7706,

DES PLAINES

WITH

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

H. S. Grad. with good figure
apt. Complete training in the
fascinating field of automated
equipment. New class starting. Call now and you will be
on your way in this earn and

,

im-

is

call Miss Paige Free.
Miss Paige
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

a

travelers, secure airline and
other reservations, give ad.

$425-575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

all Major Suburbs

Gain Your Goal of Security

trained as

SWBD-RECPT

Trainee
$700

WOODSTOCK, ILL.

CUSTOMER

Block The Bill Collectors

be

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629.6770
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.

NO. 1

Tackle The High Cost of Living

You'll

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Programmer

LOMBARD, ILL.

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

ARE

reservotionist to greet

cy.

be available to assist you.

Also in Glenview at
729.6040

the ability to make a

portant. For more information

good first impression

DES PLAINES

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

YOU

personality, since you'll be
the first person visitors will
see,

3200

Get Into Design
$500-600 Free

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Come In Now or Call

appearance, and pleasing

on }tour free travel privileges,

at this suburban travel agen-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

jor.Suburbs.

this well known suburban
mfg. firm. You should have

as you decide where to go

DES PLAINES

PLAINES

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all ma.

ple into the lovely offices of

light typing, neat

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest
Hwy.)

GRAND OPENING

CHECKERS -Part Time Days, 12 to 5 P.M.
SALES CLERKS - Full Time
CUSTODIANS - Full Time, Days & Nights

offices in

that is one of your benefits

Ti $675

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Try One of These Few Remaining Openings
Oil Fut 3:Le.

Also

Plaines.

December. The choice is yours

TRAINEE

Ext. 35

Call John Sahlin at 827-7706.

$541.25 MONTH

An ideal position for you, if
you'd like to greet new peo-

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy,

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

LARSON IN DES

desire and a goad attitude.

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

-

Numeric Keypunch Operator
for day shift. Any experiJan
Call
qualifies.
ence
Roberts at 827-7706, HALL-

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, Ill.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

.

Mr. Jay Roth

on experienced Alpha

for

PERSONNEL, INC.

SKILLS

BEFORE

Get In On The Beginning
Of a New And Exciting Store

Plush suburban, office looking

ex-

or perhaps Mexico in

Call DON at 299.719/

(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc.)
NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER
Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington Heights

years

Chicago and all Major Sub.

COLLEGE DROP -OUT
NEW VETS

TURN -STYLE
Mattel .
world
or woman involving variety, fun, and excitement!

2

be available to assist you.

WIDE
the largest toy manufacturer in the
has an interesting position for a man

least

at

EUROPE THIS YEAR

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corporation. Only experience here is

earns

THERE IS STILL TIME TO APPLY AT

at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

and layout of precision

The Count -Down Is On!

$95-$1 15 a Wk. Free

nibs.

Start off handling the detail

Don't Miss This

Engineer

Des

$700 UP - NO FEE
START A CAREER NOW

PROMOTION

MATERIAL HANDLERS

'O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins

3200

SALES

Up to $3.28 per hour for drill press operators

ONITIIAT011

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR

AUTOMATIC CHUCKER OPERS.

Mr Kadison
BURTON'S SHOES

1, 2, & 3 SHIFTS AVAILABLE

OPERATOR

perience to work with our process engineering department.
Candidate should have experience in ink drawings. Call
now!

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

DRILL PRESS OPERS.

working conditions. Apply in
person at restaurant Monday
thru Friday or call manager

Weekends

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

with

DES PLAINES

298-5051

Junior
Opportunity for a draftsman

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

small modern office. No
steno. O'Hare.
in

DES PLAINES

in

KEYPUNCH

g298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

NEEDS

1496 MINER, 297.3535

urbs.

give us a call now.

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

O'Hare Field

IVY

Free

Chicago and all Major Sub-

1510 Miner (Northwest
Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

AVIATION

offices

$500
Make travel arrangements for
six men, compose simple letters and handle busy phones

thru on detail, research, letters.

experience. Call Don
at 827.7706, HALL-

Plaines. Also

Des

soles, computers,

GIRL FRIDAY

mop. Sit in on conferences, follow

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,

etc. Do yourself a favor and

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

developments. You'll be his secy.

Meet & work with people who
plan & put these towns on the

Good all-around maintenance
man can be chief in this company without previous top.

WIDE

draft-

accounting,i traffic,

ing, credit

Call DAVE at 299.7191

APPLY IN PERSON TO

SEVEN EAGLES

in

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

$145-$175 a Week FREE

Morton

1510 Miner (Northest
Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

SECY $580

MAINTENANCE

spur

we wont to help
you find a trainee prosition

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Call BETTY at 299-7191 Ext 37
Corner Specialists

Boss searches out undevelopeu

SMALL PLANT

and fabrication
and general detail in engineer.
ing department of growing
electronic company. Experispecs.
with military
ence
valuable. Salary open.

education

SUPV. EXP IS THE KEY
SOME OPERATING EXP.

BUTLER

26 Help Wanted Men or Women

the position you are qualified
td handle. Regardless of your

No shorthand. Call Jan Roberts
at 827.7706, HALLMARK, 380.
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

components

$500 - NO FEE

$450 FREE

PLAINES

Layout and detail of ports for

V.P.'S SECRETARY

TOP GAL FRIDAY

LARSON IN DES

DRAFTSMAN

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Suburban territory
Rapid Advance -to Mgmt.
Call TOM at 299.7191 Ext. 27

Also in Glenview at 729.6040

wants to help 'you find the

$9000 NO FEE

DISPATCHER

Challenging position offering
full benefits in rapidly growing general aviation industry.

An equal opportunity employer

253 7150

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

desire. Our organization

EDP SUPERVISOR

$675 PLUS CAR - NO FEE

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)

Now is the time to apply for
training in the field of your

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

827-4247

NORTH ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS NEWS AGENCY

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Page 9

Monday, October 21, 1968

SALES TRAINEE

LARSON in DES PLAINES

position that you want and

opera-

FRED HARVEY

Call BETTY at 299-7191 Ext 37

Veterans
$500-700 Free

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women,

Des Plaines Oasis

PORTUNITY

5 LOCAL SPOTS

Call TOM at 299-7191 'Ext 27

and

259-5300
Ext. 37

Heights, 253.2340

transportation.

WANTED
Boy to deliver morning

pay

MOVE INTO SUPERVISION

CALL

tor, Village of Arlington

tion. Must have own

Phone Mrs Petersen
259 8010

Good

working conditions, 2 weeks
vacation.

pensation. Full company

Service exempt and have car

PROGRAMMING MGR.
INJECTION MOLDING
$25,000 - FREE
$200 - FREE
TOP MANAGEMENT OP-

Artist Positions

Village of Arlington Heights.

BUS BOYS
BUS GIRLS

work

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

21 -Employment Agencies Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

chic outfits & help people find

people you work with/ Fast pay
raises and your own TRAVEL
FREEI See

Switchboard

IVY
1496 MINER, 297-3535

Reception

DES PLAINES

$450

PRIVATE
SECRETARY

Several top companies in the

area are seeking gals with
experience on the
typing.

S/B. Lite

$606 MONTH

You'll be the private
secretory

to the Director of

Computer Services, for

guys and you'll enjoy
greeting their clients,

direc
ring them to the proper inner

prestige suburban firm. The

office from you seat in the

you'll have your own

outer reception office. Light

decorator furnished office. In
addition to usual secretarial

typing req'd. (not the heavy
legal stuff, they have their
own secy. for that). A nice
personality and a way with
people ore only req's. $475

offices

duties,

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

mo. to start. Free.
Miss Paige
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

DES PLAINES

are brand new and

(not

too

much

tat ion), you'll screen your
bosses visitors and phone
calls, make reservations for
him when he travels. Free.
Miss Paige
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

THE DAY
MondaY, October 21, 1968

$1000 per month In your spare

30 -Help Waited Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Housekeeper 1 drip a week. Mt.
own transportotion.
255-6418 after 6 pm.

Prospect,

AIRLINE PILOT'S

Make $40 a wk. for 10 hrs. Serving customers in Arl. Hts. area -

GIRL -$440
BOSS WILL TRAIN YOUI
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

car necessary. 392-9631.

You'll work for airline pilot. He
owns planes & charters them to
people who fly all over country.
You'll tend the office, pay bills,

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote Elite
Easy location. Busy executives in

& out. You should like working
with people. That's what you'll
be doing most of the timel See
IVY

hours. 439.8412, CL 9.1263

week, light hand work, no age
limit, profit sharing. Second
shift -Mon. thru Thurs. 5 p.m. to

ASSISTANTS
Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chopin

of Mt. Prospect

1739 Harding Road
Northfield, Illinois

Needs several part time

women to serve our good
coffee and donuts. Several

housework, 1 -day everyother

Law Office

Local woman wanted for cleanday a week. Arlington
Heights area. 259.4998

shifts open. Clean, pleasant,
uniforms furnished.

1

USHERETTES

OVER 16 YEARS
Weekend work ... Hours

somewhat flexible --Apply Des
Plaines Theatre after 6 p.m.

BABSITTER WANTED: 5 days

Position
keeping, typing,light

6 AM to 11 AM, 5 Days
7 PM to Midnite, Every
2nd Evening
Midnite to 6 PM, Weekends

answering. Full time, Monday
thru Friday. Pleasant office
with a variety of activity.

NAME YOUR SHIFT
AND CALL AL

Arlington Heights law office
seeks girl for light book-

shorthand and telephone

a week, my home Brookwood
area. 3 pre-school & 2 school
help)

to

children. 8:30 am to 5:30 pm,
excel. salary. Mother with
child acceptable. Please call
Mary, days 647-8100 or 827-

259-3022

Call

r

392-6655
For Appointment Now

Confidential
Secretary
$600

3425 even'gs.

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

NEED MONEY FOR
CHRISTMAS?

top secretarial skills.
Excellent opportunity
for top operator

formation call CL 5.8045

MANICURIST

to

of marketing in plush
new offices needs gal with
V.P.

op-

has

$5 on hour sound good

portunities unlimited. Does $3

to you? For further inafter 4 p.m.

Heavenly reward. 255-7383.

298-5021

CL 5-6888

starting salary,
many company benefits.
Good

PERSONNEL,. INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS

Call Mrs. Johnson
255-1711

hours per week, good
typing & shorthand skills, ex-

MORE MAMA'S"

ILLINOIS LOCK.
COMPANY

Hours 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. five
days per week. Shift will work
only on days when children

537-1800
301 W. Hintz Rd. Wheeling

are in school. Apply in person 1

Distribu-

p.m. to 4 p.m. daily. No ex-

perience necessary, no age
limit.

956-0660

Want To Work Again?
Start out by working part
Select

time.

hours best for you. Be a LAB

environment including air

Equal Opportunity Employer

conditioning. Lack of
transportation should not

in new plant in Centex
Industrial Park. Complete

company paid fringe benefits

WOMEN WANTED

full time bookkeeper experienced on NCR 3100.
Primary responsibility will be

for payroll & group in-

surance, with possible Accounts Payable or General

Ledger work. 37t/2 hour wk,

1st. & 2nd SHIFT

Algon-

Roselle Roads,

SECRETARY

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
Well known mfg. company is
offering a rewarding job to
a girl' who looks for a challenge in her work and who can

take shorthand and type. We
will train a beginner.
atmosphere,

ideal

BORED?
On the go sales office has immediate need for efficient in-

telligent secretary for varied
new

Des

office. No shorthand
necessary. Must be good
Plaines

commensurate

with ability. All benefits.

PLUS

Right Girl

This advertisement appeared
with the wrong phone number

TEMPORARY

last week.'Will all interested
parties please call the above

SERVICE

number.

"It Pays To Be Right Girl"

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

LOOKING FOR THE
IDEAL JOB?

CORRESPONDENT,

8

interesting and

challenging clerical opportunities at the nation's
foremost manufacturer of aluminum containers
and commercial baking equipment.

specs, proposals, sales
contracts, for Sales Ex-

GIRL"

ecs in dept. that
markets unique

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III.

These permanent positions are immediatly available at competitive salaries with plenty of charces for personal and professional advancement.
Qualified candidates contact staff personnel
manager.

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.

This

is

starting immediately.
the perfect job for

women with children in
school.

Adult - Female

KAR PRODUCTS

CHASSIS REPAIR
WELDING
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
WE WILL TRAIN!

SALES

Wednesd6y,
Monday,
Friday or Tuesdt'y, Thursday, Friday.,' .5 p.m. -

SECRETARY

days. Bring proof of age.

(No Shorthand)

APPLY

Career opportunity for mature
woman with good typing skills
and general office bock-.
ground. Must have good appearance and pleasant tele-

380 Meyer Rd. Bensenville
PO 6-2250

(1

Rd.)

8864

frame $15. 437-3355

Natural Canadian Beaver coat,
full length, size 12-14, excel.
r.ondition. $250. 253-4704.

Pool table, <NT, excel. cond.,
slate top, auto. ball return,
equip. inc. $200. 439-4290

BUY OLD ELECTRIC or
windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition. 827-4760.
500 S&H Stamps. Seib the new
WILL

WOMEN

Rexair control house dust.
824-7823
2 cribs - $5 each
Good condition

Openings Now Available

few minutes from your home and easily accessible by all

CL 3-7494

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

Reg. size pool table and equip.
Call eves. after 6:30 p.m. and
weekends . Best offer 359-4610
2 snow tires with wheels, used.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

W.s.w. Town & Country, 600x13.
$25. 259.0219.

1st and 2st Shifts

Apply Daily: Monday thru Friday

Dinette tbl. & chrs., girls

Some Port Time Hours Available.

8:30 AM to 5 PM

dresses sz 2-4, vaporizer,

short wave radio, plus misc.

Methode Mfg. Corp.

OR SATURDAY, 9 AM to 1 PM

358-4805

Duncan t-hyfe SIB; Boston rock-

OFFERS

Wage reviews every 3 months
Excellent working conditions

Incentive and bonus jobs.
Good starting rates

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

METHODE MFG. CORP.
Engineering & Administrative Center
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60058
An Equal Opportunity Employer

rut) I ticks /tut.

392.3500

er; baby bed; high -chair; play.
31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Antique & garage sale; Oct. 2225, 9 am.4 pm. 956 Elmwood In.
Elk Grove Village -439-8155.
All sizes crocks, single bell,
ping.puily lie, irc USW!. mac.
717 Hotlen, Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Furnit., clothing, toys, old
gldssware & misc. 6 N. Waverly
Mt. Prospect. Oct. 17, 18, & 19.

Moving West. Garage sale Sot.

THINKING CHRISTMAS?
THINK BEELINE!
IT'S NOT TOO SOON TO THINK ABOUT THAT EXTRA CASH YOU WILL BE NEEDING FOR
THOSE HOLIDAY EXPENSES COMING UP. WE CAN HELP YOU EARN HOLIDAY CASH
WHILE YOU HELP US IN OUR BUSIEST SEASON EVER.

antiques, china, tools,
19th,
etc. 709 N. Salem Arl. Hts.
C1.3-0146

GARAGE SALE Oct. 26, 27,
10-4 pm 703 Glendale Lane,

Golfview Estates, Mt.
Prospect -

Children's clothing, toys,

items, furnit.
Mt. Prospect,
Sot, thru Wed.
Rummage Sale: 1st Congregamisc., hsehold
900 S. 1 -Oka,

tional Church, Marion &

Graceland, Des Pl., Wed. Oct. 23,

7 pm -9 pm, Thurs. Oct. 24, 10

IN THE OFFICE WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:
LOOKUP CLERK

Gar. Sale: Oct. 24 & 25, 10-8
pm, No advance sales. Misc.
items, lawnmower, vacuum

cleaners, clothing, bathrm.

sink, books, etc. 281 Cindy
Ln., Wheeling.

Unusual Garage Sale: Inherited

MERCHANDISE SELECTORS

ORDER FILLERS

EXCHANGE PROCESSORS

MERCHANDISE INSPECTORS

pen; double bed frame.
259-3790
IBM Selectric typewriters, one

13" $275; two 15" $300 each.
good operation
in
255.4500, 9-4 pm wkdays.

Leroy office steel desk, 3 -drawers wit -notching cushion swivel
chair, excel. cond. $40; 3 bar

stools; Thor Glad Iron; cheap,
253-6426.
POTATOES - RED & WHITE

Home grown, $2.35 per 100 lbs.
Walter F. Sass

Rte 72 one mile east of Rte 47
from Starks Station, eight miles
west of Rte 31. 464-5438.

EVERGREENS
$3.98 each. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 'for $1.00

3 to 4 feet

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.
34 -Alts and Antiques
ANTIQUES bought and sold.
Des Plaines House, 1096 Lee

FILE CLERK

Prospect Heights.

Garage & Basement sole: washing machine, furni., clothes,
games, tools, sporting gds.

househld. items & other misc.
Oct. 18 & 19 10 arn.-5 pm. Oct.

8:15 a.m.-4:45 p.m.; 9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.; 5:45 p.m. -1 1:45 p.m.

20 2 pm -6 pm. 220 S. Pine, Mt.

Mobile

self-contained

port. chain saw. 823-7712.
44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment
FREE

7 WK. OLD KITTENS
392-1577

Min, mole black poodle, 16 mos.,
shots, for $50.
Coll 392-0443.
Adorable Min. Schnauzer
puppies. AKC. 358-2699
after 6 P.M. & week -ends.

Wire Haired Fox Terrier, female,
6 months old, all shots.
CL 5-7377

Gar. Sale: Oct. 25, & 26, 9 am to
5 pm, 507 S. Nawata, Mt. Prosp.
Victorian chairs $10 ea.; Bristol Lusters; wash set; cut &
press glcM; Primitives; GE stove

ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS
INC.

women's

16

clothes,

books;

misc.

efl,'"""

:Rummage Sale

Clean Usable Items
Needed

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

(Can be delivered at back

FOR
US

entrance, by appt. til Oct. 26)
OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
Oct. 27, 9 AM to 7 PM

0 FASHIONS. NC.

TO

WORK

English Bulldog, 7 mos. old, mole,
Brindle in color, AKC papers.
$200 call 529-7897.
POODLE CLIPPING

AND GROOMING
529-6408

$35; Stauffer table $20; Westinghouse roaster & stand; size

Division of

380 Meyer Road

PO 6-2250

Bensenville

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Monday -Friday, 8:,30 a.m.-8 p.m., Saturday till 11 a.m.

(1 block West of York Rd., 3 blocks North of Irving Park Rd.)

smaller

comp ing -housetrailer; Also

Prospect.

APPLY.TODAY & BRING A FRIEND WITH YOU!

824.4492.

42 -Wanted to Buy

trunk of new costume jewelry
Many in boxes, good for Christmas presents. Also clothing &
some furniture. Fri, Sat, Sun.
10 to 5. 302 N. Wheeling Rd,

cond.

All

St, Des Plaines,

am -3 prn.

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

blk W. of York Rd.,

3 blks. N. of Irving Park

Super B movie projector, Sears,
like new, $60 or best offer. 824-

Crib $20; Argus 8mm , movie
camera $25; maple twin bed

An Equal Opportunity Employer

You'll enjoy this interesting light, clean work in our new ultramodern facility with its new cafeteria serving low-cost meals
and our spacious company parking lot. Hallicrafters is conveniently located on Hicks Road in Rolling Meadows, lust a

BEELINE FASHIONS

Sat. till 11 am.

wheels inc. $15 ea. 392-5214.

toys. Call YO 6-0213

9 p.m. Full time Satur-

INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 am - 8 pm,

9012' rug $15; swings $1 each.

Will buy old electric toy trains
made before 1941 & castiron

CHOICE OF SHIFTS IN THE WAREHOUSE:

CONEX
PART TIME ORDER
PICKERS

Aptokisic Rd., new. 83 &

Wheeling, III.

777 Wheeling Road

walker; gates. 259-2114.
Stroller $8; bassinet $5; gray

miles, capped on dual 90 tires,

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

WIRING & SOLDERING

before you Buy". Call 255-7383
for presentation.
Crib, complete; stroller; car
travel platform;
seat; auto

2 snow tires, less than 1,000

dit Union.

Production Opportunities Currently Exist
In The Following Areas:

259-1183

CL 9-3815

Free Major Medical and Life Insurance, 9 Paid
Holidays, Cafeteria, Medical Department, Cre-

WOMEN

WE

HIGH SCHOOL

GIRLS

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

12:45 A.M. to 7:45 A.M. 61/2 hours $2.521/2 to start

MR. R. CLEM

White Hen Pantry

of catalog sales dept.

Milwaukee, N. of Wheeling

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WANT

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines
296.6111,

and filing for Manager

GLASSHOUSES, INC.

YOU

IF INTERESTED CALL

orders, correspondence

$2.521/2 to start

4:15 P.M. to 12:45 A.M.

537-1100

for my collection. Will pay cash.

296-3734.
Beauty Counselor Cosmetics, "Try

ICKES-BRAUN

Wheeling, Ill.

German WW II souvenirs wanted

GENERAL TYPIST,

L. ADAMEC, 634-3131

Press Packers

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Polaroid 101 automatic camera,
comp. with flash att. & case. $60.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

IN THE WAREHOUSE:

Pleasant working conditions.

DES PLANES
(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

specialty

architectural
products.

PHONE 827-1108

3 summer months of -f,

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

TRANSCRIBING

Expansion and centralization of- administrative

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

HERE IT IS

298-5021

these openings:

9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

COUNTER HELP

MISS BLACK
439-1 805

day

236-0783

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

phone voice to handle customers on phone and in our

Keypunch$21-$26 a

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

We need 3 women to pull

333 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
394-0288

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day
Secy's...$21-$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a day

WIDE

PERSONNEL, INC.

And Women
You will too - if you
can qualify for one of

Employer

Mrs. Mayer

orders

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men

TYPISTS & CLERKS

ASSEMBLY

relocated in this area.

PERSONNEL, INC.

"WE LIKE

Top Pay! Top Jobs!

Part Time & Full Time

777 Wheeling Rd.

international firm just

298-5021

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

MONTHS

Excellent starting salary. The

showroom,

438-8241

WORK IN YOUR AR -EA

location, good starting salary,
and full company benefits.

10 am to 3 pm
3 or 4 days a week
to wait on trade

Lake Zurich

DAYS, WEEKS OR

358-9101

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

"IT PAYS TO BE A

FM I TIME

Call Mrs. Goodling

Work close to home in a new

Stenos

1,,,n n,-.. fil,,d

Salary

Trainees or experienced.

METHODE MFG.CORP.

Keypunch Typists

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

services has created several

Operator
$450

rote dependent upon experience. Call or apply in per-

Part- Time Jobs NOW
Available for Women
with Office Skills!

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

typist.

Keypunch
WIDE

Start.

LUCKY GIRL!

Wheeling

1150 S. Willis

,Me ha/Pc/afters co,

brand

equipment.

DES PLAINES

TOWER PACKAGING INC

OR

in

telligent gal with good skills
and lite experience.

ing

439:1666

TEMPORARY

Palatine.

Pleasant

320 Genesee St.

CUSTOM MADE

duties

spection

Call Mr. Kell y

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PAPER BAG CO.
Elk drove Village

Harper Jr. College needs a

benefits.

Div.
W. R. Grace & Co.

An Equal Opportunity

NCR Bookkeeper

8.

Dearborn Chemical

and bonuses.

827-8154
J.tin----

the inspection of parts, fain our punch press
department during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic

CL 3-2048

Local company looking for in-

son.

Our Complete Benefit Program Includes:
Excellent Starting Salaries
Automatic Salary Progression Every 13 Weeks
Company Paid Hospitalization & Life Insurance

Mr. Olsson

Immediate openings 7 A.M.
to 3:30 P.M. Light clean work

Des Plaines Area

an

cellent salary. Call:
-

bricated

Hours; 8:30 am. to 4:30 p.m.

Do not delay. Call today.

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON

Permanent
Typing Required

for

Secretaries
$433

is

Typing and shorthand required.
Secretarial position for loan
department. Free life insurance
major medical, heolth and
accident plan.

358-9101

major expressways.

CONTACT

Every Job Requires
A Gal ... Especially
Where A Nice Boss
Counts A Lot ... How
About You.

fringe

CALL MRS. GOODLING

prevent you from inquiring.

PACKERS

quin

days and

tions offer variety, excellent

1001 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

full

the

previous lab experience. Posi-

1739 Harding Rood
Northfield Illinois

NEW DEAL RECORDS

WOMEN

high school or college
chemistry courses and

COMPANY

Pleasant

MATURE

TECHNICIAN. Helpful are

WALPAK

GENERAL OFFICE

individual to
join our quality control department. Primary responsibility
unity

Bank of Elk Grove Village

cellent fringe benefits.

824-2063, after 6 p.m.

We have an excellent opport.

POSITION

371/2

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m..

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDq.)

Dictaphone Experience
Apply

work. Light typing.
surroundings.

Village.

DES PLAINES

"WE NEED

STENO/TYPIST

Phonograph Record
tor needs woman for

Harper Grove
Grove

PRODUCTS INC.

For

ows.

HARPER COLLEGE

SECRETARY'S

HOSTESS
For private club in Arlington
Heights. 5 nights a week, ex

Junior

FABRICATOR
INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

t

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

Nursery school cook
No experience necessary
439.3405_

WILLIAM RAINEY
Secretary
campus, Elk

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

Babysitter, 3 days a wk, my
home, I child, own transp. preferred. Pal. 359-2148 aft. 6 pm.

EKCO

Arlington Heights

notional corporation with
modern once in Rolling Mead-

schedule. CL 3-1346.,

Be a Beauty Counselor Angel.

Part time

COMPTOMETER OPR.I

Wednesdays. Hours to suit your

week. References.
358.6411
Earn yourself a Merry Chrlstrnos.

NURSING

MISTER DONUT

COMPANY

week. Des Plaines. 827.8795.

on

.

WALPAK

Woman wanted for general

Beauty Counselors

daily

PATHWAY PRODUCTS

Equal Opportunity Employer

Prospect, 255-6418 after 6 pm.

enough

personal interviews
11:00 a.m. to 2p.m.

days per

five

TIME;

-

Steno to do office work in my
home 2 mornings a week. Mt.

(old

Into your home life. Phone

PACKERS
FULL

30 -Help Wanted Women

age

and access to a car.
Afternoon and evening work.
ance

827-6628

DES PLAINES

ing

necessary. We train. Requires
pleasing personality, appear.

615 Milwaukee Ave., Glenview
Phone: 729-1999

10 p.m.

1496 MINER, 297-3535

Chicago. No experience

or

MONEY NOW'

Car necessary, make your own

rotes, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

time be your own boss. New
Sales Program lust entering

Fits

EARN CHRISTMAS

Cleaning woman wanted

Cleaning lady I day a

HOUSEWIVES

How You Can Make $500 to

304ielp Weld IViron

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Warted Women

St. Alexius
Hospital

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village.
(Employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, Ext. 592

7 white Toy Poodles, 4 fern., 3

males, 6 weeks old AKC
registered. 437-2129
Fluffy calico KITTENS. Ready to
take home. Call after 6 p.m.
CL 5-8391

Pomeranian orange male,
old.

Moving

must sell.
537 -6848

1

yr.
SO -

Male siamese kittens, blue point
& seal point. $35.
956-1953
7 WHITE TOY POODLES

AKC, 4 females, 3 males.
437-2129
Collie puppies, AKC, 3 mos,
tricolor, healthy, & adorable,
Daily 392.4320 -week -ends 815653-9421.

THE DAY
44-00Is, Pets and Equipment

47 -Home Furrishings-FirnIturo

White feMale cot to be given,
year
jaway Very good pet,

Bran

474Ieme Fordshings-Foriture
Maple spinet; Maytag ringer

i
new carpeting y made
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353,
Small appliances, chairs, tables,

1

old, 259 6200 Mt Prospect

AKC registered Dalmatian puppies, 8 week( old $75
CL 3-1626

$25; round antique table $25;
ext. table $30; Fr. Prov. chest &
nitestand $80; rugs. 439-4665.
New carpets. 1st quality brand
names. Installed wall-to-wall.
Best padding. Also kitchen carpets, indoor -outdoor & commercial. Lowest 'prices. Samples

bed, complete incl-

uding frame. $45

champ blood line, good temperament, must sacrifice $40 or best
offer 894 5844
Min Schanuzer, AKC, son of Int
Ch Helarry's Dark Victory, 4 mo

358-641

Westinghouse electric range,
yellow, rotisserie, $45.
255-4531
Philco consolette,

23"

magnificence, house broken,

walnut

cabinet, best offer.

Cadillac quality, fob
shots,
personality 824-1302
To be given away, black Persian
altered female cat, 3 yrs old,

CL 9-5777

Din. rm. set fruitwd. finish, tble,

Store your piano or organ in my,

our warehse showrrn. By appt.
only. Free estimates. Finonciii;

home, tender loving core, Will

available. 437-8454

Spinet organ & bench. Excel.
condition, perfect for beginner.
$250.

ZIG-ZAG

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Walnut china cabinet;
blonde cocktail & end

Dining room set & 60 yds of
beige carpet, any reasonable

tables, formica
set. 296-4374

holes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year

$65; modern walnut glass topped coffee table, $65; walnut

combine

.onsale phone

ator,

nested end -table, $45; beige
cptg. 15' x 16', $25. Call after
2 pm. 392-2221.

tlon & many mist items Sat,
Oct 19, 9 am 3 pm 1935 III,
nois St, Des Plaines

by owner -52150. CL 5-8599.

965-6421.
'60 Chevrolet

96 -Real Estate -Wanted

frame home with

Small

FULL PRICE $51.30

nice

yard for garden, good neighbor
hood. Retired couple-all cash.

to 9 P.M.

hardtop, auto. trans., r/S, r/B,
reasonable. 255-3214.
1961 Ford Country

'

furnished
2 bedrrn
opt $160 mo Available 111
June 1st 358 7177
Palatine,

bedrm,
Hts, 3 rm apt
large living rm & kitchen air
1

An

cond, $147 50 253-0583
Mt Prospect, 1st floor apartbdrm,
ment, large 4 rooms,
oir-condit, pnv patio, free trans
1

to & from commuter, Available
Nov 30 439 1691 $170

Des idaMes, 2 bedroom, II/a
bath, $145., rossession Nov. 15.

296-5123

bedroom unfurnished apartment near Ad. His. depot, Se-

Arl. Hts. 4 bdrm, 2V2 baths, tri.
yr. old, has every thing,
level,

See to appreciate, Sun. 1-5 pm.

253-4447

D

A -I.

1,

For

rent,

3

Streamwood. $165 per mo., Se-

Deposit, references

curity

Attractive setting for this

er, 3 bedrm. "I." shape ranch,

1966 Aquo Blue Malibou Station
Wagon. Stick, A-1 condition.
$1600-259-0957,

car att. gar., elect. door,
1100 Cypress Ln. appt. only.
323-7793 or 325-0300

DOZENS OF LIKE

Falcon '66 Future, 4-dr, beautiful extra low mile car. $900

NEW '69

that you can be proud

2

own. Spacious foyer, sunken

living room, country size

kitchen, family room with
fireplace. Call for an appointment.

82 -Wanted To Rent

$2,000 DOWN

WANTED: GARAGE SPACE TO

Willow & Palatine

392-3453
WANTED TO RENT - 2 bdrm. ex-

3 bedroom ranch, full base
ment, kitchen appliances, 15 x
12' beautiful family size kit-

ecutive type furnished house or
apartment in Northwest suburb.

living
chen. 24' carpeted
room, garage. Walk to schools

Arlington Heights

& shopping. You must see to
appreciate extras. Immediate

Palatine
Schaumburg

Heights,

STORE MODEL A FORD

Rd ,

behind A & P shopping

information call

For

center

weekdays

Immediate possession. Ap-

676-3300 or
259-7022, evenings

proximate 4 months period. Contact Frank Pasquill. 695-2100 or
827-7777 Ext. 274.

to

real

estate*

possession.
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

86 -Real Estate -Houses

PRIVACY PLUSH
A spacious 3 bdrm. home on
quiet teal de sac with custom

If you will look

you will rent Chalet Village
--

a

ski

resort in the

city

designed

ever seal immediate oc
cupancy 20 short minutes
from O'Hare All electric

built ins, air conditioned and
fireplace Private balcony,
carpeting, and much more

permits
21/2
horses. asking $9,000 253-1970

7
split-level,
bedrooms,
4

built-ins, paneled family room,

2V2 car garage
If you really need space inpect this. Choice location for
11/2

baths,

Immediate

$30,900.
sion.

$51,900

Modern apartment - 314

Kathleen in Elgin -- the finest
2 bedroom apartment you'll

Many

basement.

Extras

Contemporary
large rooms,

bdrm.

decorated
home. Custom with top quality
materials used throutout.
Lavishly

$49,900

20,
2-5 p.m.
HOMES

ISLAND LAKE

N x NW

bedroom
plus
apartment. Ideal for retired
Couple. Across from busy
shopping center. On Route

REALTORS

A1RRIGO

3423 Kirchoff Rd.
255-4200

264 NORTHWEST HWY.

1

2 car detached garage, car-

SPACIOUS TRI-LEVEL
and all the other spacious rooms in this 3 bedroom, '11/2 bath
home Brick and aluminum siding Contessa model with 2 car
garage Close to grade school. $38,250.

peting over wood floors, 3 nice
bedrooms, cabinet kitchen.
The neatest, trimmest, cleanest ranch at only $17,500 with
'D'Aioduwii, $116 ;Ai

Realty

90 -Investment Property

plastered ranch. Solid
floors throughout. You will
hove privileges to the lake here

$28,000

HOMEFINDERS
1

Arlington
255-2090 '

Mt -Prospect
259-9030

Palatine
358-0844

Member M A P 'Multiple Listing Service
9-9 _,Member of Northwest Suburban Boards of Realtors

OPEN

RESTAURANT

Arlington His.
$25,000

ALGONQUIN

$32,500.

The

choicest brick

&

Well established restaurant in
busy shopping center. Catering business & equipment.

BARRINGTON HILLS
stone

ranch with club room in base-

replacement

below

cost

at

$72,500.

beautiful low mile car, with
power & air. 51850-299-6491.

fully

equipped,
priced to

exsell.

1965 Dodge Polar° station
wagon, perfect cond. See at

208 N. Dwyer, Arl. Hts.
$1395. 392-5021

Mercury Montego, P/S,
p/B, low mileage, still under warranty von, rensonnble. CI 31968

'64 Chev. wagon, 327 engine,

fact. -air,

posi-

clean. $1250

traction, air-lifts,
call 392-6476
'57 chevy, 2 dr. H.T.

'263'

bored '292' 12.1 pistons, cam
with solids, high comp. heads,
traction
3 speed,
bars. $375. Calk 9-5: 437-3951
headers,

'66 Corvette Sport Coupe
Stingray, 427, turbojet, 4 speed,

positraction W / W radial tires,
Others available to $30000.

ment. On gorgeous 5 acres
loaded with hickorys & oaks.
This offering has 3 bedrm.
expandable to 6 or 7. Offered

'66 Newport, 6 window, town sedan, org. owner,
Chrysler,

everything,

less to vet.

3 bedroom corner brick ranch.
Fireplace, full basement, oak
floors throughout, family room.

299.3159

cellent cond.
824-1593

TAVERN

AM -FM, tinted glass (sharp), 1700
W. Lincoln Mt. Prosp.

CORRECTION

Well established tavern fully

equipped with reatauran I

facilities.

'67 CORONET R/T

with New 426 Hemi, 4

on.the.floor..Low
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PALATINE --$35,000

miles. Reduced to
$2295

large parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage. On route
14.

PALATINE
Ideal for the growing family. 7 bedroom Cape Cod. 2 baths,
2 car garage High investment growth. $26,000.

PHILIPPE BROS.

646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.

Realty

358-1800

Spacious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 bath, full base-

ment Carpeting in living room, dining room, hall and 2

bedrooms Beautiful wooded and landscaped. Out buildings,
screened summerhouse with bar-b-que. 3 acres, 250' frontage on Route 14 2 car garage.

Island Lake
WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU
Your own shopping center. Large return for nominal' In-

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
Realty

Realty

358-1800

358-1800

'66 CHARGER

0

$3795
'68 SHELBY GT 500 FASTBACK
Loaded. Ilk, new.
$4345
'68
SHELBY COBRA Convertible
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED. White, black top, AM.FM radio, power disc brakes.

Y

A hot one. Exec. damn. New car title.

'67 CAMARO Convertible
4 -Speed, V -I. Red. Vary sharp.
'66 CORVETTE Convertible
Marina blue, white top. Automatic. 1.114 new.
'66 CORVETTE (2 Tops)
eV engine. Marina blue.
'66 DODGE 500 Coronet
4 -Speed. Post -traction. Bucket seats, etc.
'66 SHELBY 350 (2 to choose from) .
4 -Speed, disc brakes, radio, etc.
'66 JAGUAR XKE

ear

.

4

$2995

'67
SHELBY 350
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED. C-4 automatic, power steering, power

$1686

'66 GTO
4 -speed

Big

Engine

Mint

Condition, Hod

brakes, nags,

$2395
$3295
$3595
$1195
. .$2495
$3595

'65 MUSTANG
Coupe, V-8, Full Power, Wide
Ovals, Mint Condition.

$895
'66. FORD
Ranch Wagon, V-8, Radio,
Heater, Automatic Transmission, Top Buy!

$888
'62-CADILLAC'
Coupe DeVille with Full Power and Foctory Air Condition-

OVER 150 OF CH CAGOLAND'S SHARPEST USED CARS

D
Y

Thlo rod beauty Is like now,

'63 Ford Wagon

Country aqui r with

tranernIeelon,

auto.

rack,

eteerine. Power brat..

B
U
T

$695

AIRCOND. 4 -door
FACTORY
hardtop. Red. Full power plus

radio,

lino tape, bleak vinyl tee.

$1595

'66 CHEVROLET
Marina blue 4-deor hardtop. V-1.
mimetic radio. power steer., eh.

4 -doer, Slicer with bleak vinyl
roof. automatle ,tranemie., power
moer bras., whitesteering. adio.w

'65 FORD XL
2 -door

Red Cialmie 500 2 -door bareltap.

0
B

'66 MERC. Wagon _52095
0 -passenger

station

Equipped with mammies

transinle.,

tirr,

reek, MIN.

root

V-11,

et_.

-$995
'65 FORD
Very elem. Autematio tram.
$1395
'65 T -BIRD
ter..

'64 CHEV. Wagon

Y

DRAG RACERS

B

Grand Opening
Sale!!

U

Cee Eddy Dodge

T

Impala Mallon
V-8,
automatic,
blue.

mien.

$1195
'65 FORD LTD
berdtoo. SurgUndY. bleak
-der
vinyl rat. Automatic V.S, power
eloarleg.

'64 CHEV. CONVERT. _5795
Impala. Sliver blue.

D ie

VIII.. Fully luxury equipped.
metallie blue. Rut ele-

Dark

'65 FORD WAGON _51595
ID paIs.11 Cntry leendrit, V-11,

'61 MIRO

'62 CHEY. Impala _5995

2 -door herniae. Share. V.8, automatic Power.

'63 FORD Convert. -.1595
Light blue, V-8, automatic.

'65 MUSTANG 2+2 _5995

n ewer steering.

lent.

V.8. Automatic.

'63 FAIRLANE 500 ....5695
Champagne

gold.

Auto

4.cloor.

math.

64 GREY. SS Convert. $995
White. Groat.

'66 PONTIAC

$1495

Teeniest Content 4 -door.

Automatic, power starlet. Excellent.

66' PONTIAC Catalina $1795
AIR-CONDITIONEDFACTORY

automatle. lower note...

'66 FORD GAL 500 _51495
Weep.

Britten/ blue.
automatic power almrle.,

dio. whitewalls.

.... .$195

'61 TOYOTA

$2495

FACTORY AlliCOND, sedan
gant..

V13,

root.

01 FORD Dal. 100 . fl$595-'"
Fastback. 2.4sor woos. Bled,

2 -doer hardtop. Red.

2 -door

$3195
AIR.CONDITIONED
2.doer Landau. Wed, black vinyl
FACTORY

Id FORD WAGON ....5285

'65 CADILLAC

$145

61 PONTIAC

Country sedan. V-8. power steer.
Very dean.

'61 T -BIRD

$595
'63 FALCON
Beige. 4 -door, Automatic. Excel-

4 -door.

Dort

on

$IM

61 FORD Wagon
FACTORY AIRCONDITIONED

$1195
'65 FALCON WAGON
Future. Res. Automatl..

51095

power.

Loaded. Sharpest

In town.

silver blue.
$2295
'68 MUSTANG
Blue 2 -dear hardtop. Automatic,

Belie elation wpm v -s

A fine luxury automobile equipped
Met tilt -steering wheal. poinr
power brake.. eta. Hurry
tohis
steer..
onel

$1495
'65 MERCURY
FACTORY AIRCONDITIONED
Park Lam. 1 -deer. teak. V.e.

'62 CORVAIR CONVERT. $195
Spider. Red, white tap. Needs

eluteh.

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED
wagon.

$1495

AIRCONOMONED, eutometk.
emu steering. V.E. Very slurp.

cyclone eomertible In belle mist.

Caen Perk

$1295
Y-8. automatic,

'65 FORD

automatle.

ateethig, att. Like now.

'66 COMET Convt. _51495

N

hardlap.

power steer, Dark blue.

$1495

4-eur Newport.
power

ate.

Like new.

trans..

radio. whitewall.. 202 allele,
$1395
'66 FORD LTD

'65well. CHRYSLER

"Don.)

'68 CHRYSLER 300 _53895

ggggg
power

$095
autornotio

4 -door.

Delos

$2195
Coupe

miss seat on this one.

whitey/ells. Very. eery nice

'64 COMET

$597
ATTENTION

'61 MUSTANG
Light turmoil.

'66 T -BIRD Convert. $2395

ing, Mint Condition.

twdeor. Ispm's sinner

to

tEl

$3495

FACTORY AIR.COND.. toll
h. 4-deor Landau In sem.
a

parehmint

roof.

ead
belie ed! with

'66 MUSTANG Cork $1695
Yellow. V-.11, sotsesses. A tun
'63 CORVAIR Convert. $395

blue .

'64 FORD Wagon ....51095
g -pattenger Country Sedan. Orme..
V.41, automatic, power.

'62 FORD Gal. 500 _5595
4 -ear. V.0, sotrostit.

63 T -BIRD
$995
2.door hardtop. Turquoise.

Hi -Performance
Equipment

N

Center!
Example:
MICKEY THOMPSON

B

$99

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Mallory Ignition

'67 Dodge Van Camper, fully

Cyclone Headers
M/T Racing Wheels

$3400. 312-255-1423.

STORAGE AVAILABLE
TkAILERSTRUCK CAMPERS

VACATION LINERS

0
B

"

0
D

D

y

Phone 827-2163

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY., DES PLAINES
OPEN SUNDAY

WEEKDAYS 9.9, SATURDAY 9.6

SCORE

BIS

YOU NAME IT
-- WE GOT IT!
Call Lou the
Hi -performance

y

OPEN SUNDAY

Two 15" wheels & maunted

SP 5-6616

Cee Eddy

snowtires, two 7 x 13.14 snow-'
tires, used only one season. CL

DODGE CITY

5-51374 after 6 pm. or weekends.

CHICAGOLAND'S LARGEST
DODGE DEALER'

7250 W. DEVON

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'66 Honda S90, helmet, excel.

cond, low mileage, $225 or
-

THE

CHEVROLET!.

Call:

Complete g Lit engine & auto-

MAKE

A 1969

Specialist!
Fdr Free Credit Check

13?7-7184

AT LATTOF

-BIG DEAL ON

Des Plaines

107Auto Parts and Access.

best offer, 824.4387

0 -db.--4111-4111tAkt--&-db-ilit-41-111rB

$1588

Thrush Mufflers
Sun Tachometers
Hooker Headers

PHONE 824-7151

matic trans, excel. cond. $70. CL
3-0752 aft, 5 PM.

PHILIPPE BROTHERS

$2795

iiiiiiiii4

N

fold down seat. radio.

PRICE ON!

NORTH OF OPLKTON ST.

1272 Rand Rd.

vestment, 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, cooking facilities. 2 apartments. $30,000 annual gross income. Large park In facilities. Lots of potential. $140,000.

$2995

2 -door
stream

SUPER LOW

equipped for sportsman or fame
ily fun. redact shape, low
miles, lowest price anywhere

PALAT1NE--$59,500

hardtop. Black vinyl roof. Gulf
aqua in color. Power steering,
whitewalls, radio, etc.

Big Engine, Full Power, Auto.
matic Transmission, Balance
of Fact. Warranty.

g)TMNirjNE

S. of 62 on 31)
90 -Investment Properly

T

$,3288

1

DODGE
ON MANNHEIM

658-5661

'68 FORD
GALAXIE 500

FACTORY AIR-COND.

4.door hardtop. Loaded! V.9, 302 engine,
automatic trans., power steering. Balance

able Option. Mint Condition!

Reg. Price $155.80

in DES PLAINES
BRADSHAW

$3095

'68 FORD

Eliminator Mags

Ideal for carry -out foods,
3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2 baths, 40 x 20' rec room with
fireplace, full basement 11/2 car garage and carport. Well
landscaped Close to schools and shopping. Very good
neighborhood $34,500

$2695

Red. A rare one. Hurry!

1961 Corvair Monza, A /1, good
condition for $250.
Call 392-4759
'58 Chevy, power steering, auto.
trans, good runner. $125. 3927451 after 6:30 pm
1968 Javelin, 290 cc, V-8, stick,
low mileage, $2150.

1964 Olds 98 Luxsed, 6-W, power

at only $14,500 with $450 or

Quality built ranch home is an excellent Arlington location.
Brick and frame construction, 11/2 car attached garage.
Well landscaped and close to schools and shopping.

3281.

auto. trans., P / S, P / B, air, AM.
FM, positraction, air shocks, roof
rack, ex. cond. 359-4115

North Shore 2 bedroom, fully
oak

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
3 Bedrooms, Close In! -

'63 Chev. Super Sport Convertible, $650 good cond., CL 9-

wagon,

358-1800

CRYSTAL LAKE

'63 Chev. Corvair, 700 model, 4 owner car, good can.
door,
dition. $300. 255-8331

Poute 12 to Route 176, west

PHILIPPE BROS.

'66 CADILLAC

p.m.

'65 Ford Country sedan

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

86-Rea1 Estate -Houses

'64 Chevy Impala SS, original
owner, $650. 253-7634 after 6

176. $25,000. Directions;
to Island Lake and property.

DES PLAINES

014

stores

U

HI -PERFORMANCE SPECIALS

Sedan DeVille, Air Conditioned, Loaded with Every Avail-

OFFER. 253-4704.

2

741-3266

clean.

IF

Sunday, October

Rent $180

742 8540

'62 Chevy 2, 4 dr, white sedan,

'62 VW, SUNROOF, GOOD SECOND CAR. $500 OR BEST

OPEN HOUSE

engine, automatic trans., power steering.
Like new. Very low miles.

Includes 390, V -I engine, automatic trans.,
Power steering, power brakes, tinted glass,
(Choice of 2)

Whits with a dark blue' top.

TRADE-INS !

'63 Chevy II, like new,
snow tires, $450
392.3632 after 6 P.M.

89 -Real Estate -Bus. Property

posses-

DECORATOR'S
DELIGHT
3

299-6491

1

LONG GROVE
acre lot, zoning

$3,000 DOWN
Elgin -

$2588

296.1502
255-6320
358-1502
894 1330

FACTORY AIR-COND.

CONVERTIBLEV-8, 302

of new car warranty. (Choice of 2)

$775. 824-3947.

beautiful bi-level that has all

Deluxe 2 bedroom, 11/2 baths
apartment, air conditioning

All appliances Arlington

ment,
test Sports Modell

'64 Pontioc Catalina, 2 dr. P/5,
P/B, w/w, radio, tinted glass,

Extras,

Elk Grove Vil., $30,500, by ownin

EquipAmerica's Hot-

Factory

Fully

SCHAMBURG
Cul-de-Sac

low 30's -CL 5-4829.

bedrm. home

needs
is yours.

358-6339

paneled

fomilyrm, 2,/2 car gar.,

16 -To Rent Houses

wagon,

work, tow away and it

Ph

Hts. 7 rm. brk,
living -dining

going in service. CL 9.3511.

'68 FORD

'68 FORD

ORDER NOW! Y
BRAND NEW
'69 CHARGER B

'65 Mustang -Red & white convertible, good condit..must sell.
Plymouth

40 EXECUTIVE DRIVEN SPECIALS
EXAMPLES

HEADQUARTERS°

R/H, auto trans, $350 or

'59

135 NEW '68 CARS IN STOCK
MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH!!!

B

1

mid $40's. 437-6556

713 S. Emerson, Mt. Prospect.
Louis Munao, Inc. Bldr.
baths,

curity deposit. CL 3-5355

needed. 255-5334

COUNTRY CLUB
APARTMENTS

86 -Real Estate -Houses

I

I

0

CHA

4 -speed,

P/B,

120 1969 Fords in Stock for

T

Delivery

'64 Chevy HT, 4-dr. 8 cyl., P / 5,
power glide, 1 owner, excel. condition. 259-3574
'63 Pontiac Bonneville, P/S,

New large, 4 bdrm, 2 story home.

I

U

4-dr. reugeot, now cluthc,
like new tires, 5300.

'61

-

8&Real Estate -Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

Largest

1957 Ford Station Wagon, V -B;
auto. trans., $60.
255-7819

best offer. 392-5208 after 6 pm.
14 -To Rent Apartments

B

Immediate N

Honda 50cc. LE 7-1627

Vacant

Commercial

ARE HERE!

Stock

hardtop, very clean $350; '65

Real Estate

Residential

Squire
Wagon, 9 -passenger, fully
equip., low mileage. 392-0278.

'61 Ford, 6 cyl., 2 -dr.

double M inc. Realtors

IF TOLL CALL_ COLLECT

.A.

DODGES

station wagon,
power steering, power
V-13,
brakes, CL 3-3356
Sharp 1964 rontiac Sport Coupe,

Call 827-1117

credit Mgr. Call 469.7204, 9 A.M.

1969

'63 Buick leSabre, 4-dr, hdt.,
.P/S, P/B, P/A, possitration, $675.'

El Rey Music Center,
CL 3-0180

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

The

'66 Bonneville, 4-dr, HOT, p/S,
P/B, factory air, tinted windows

Used Ludwig pearl snare drum
whh stand, only $37.50

parts and service guarantee.

Antique 42" round oak table,

Din rm set, bdrm set, refriger-

253-4447.

SUNDAY!

99 -Automobile For Sale

pay reasonable move. 259-3819

cadet

OPEN

Reasonable.259-8307.

pet
loving home 439 6127

offer 392 6894

For best results use
Day Want Ads

guitar & amplifier.

1968 SINGER

Dinette

'double M inc. Realtors

Kay 6 string hollow -body electric

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button-

top.

few acres in country. All cash -call anytime, 827.1117

LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO
827.6603
REASONABLE

Reasonable -must sell: excel. diningroom table, 6 matching
chairs. CL 3.0157 after 3 pm.

No money wanted, only

house In any condition with a

brought to your home or visit

2 leaves, 4 chrs., buffet, & Chino $100. Cl. 3-4475 aft. 3.

excel health & wonderful house

Lthy

"Lover" of animals desires older

WALNUT FINISHED
SPINET PIANO $295
827.6603

6 Pc. bdrm. Turn: $135; sofabed

spnable. CL 3.0041
size

96 -Real Estate -Wanted

55 -Musical lesturiesits

table, m sc. 255-6769

chino cabinet, good cond. rea.
King

German Shepherd puppies, AKC,

washer; RCA 21" TV; dressing

Zetp'15

Page

Monday, October 21, 1968

10 P.M.
OPEN EVENINGS
ALL DAY SUNDAY.

200.E. NORTHWEST HWY, CL 9;4100
OPEN EVENINGS

croseo SUNDAY

4/
TS.

HE PROSPECT DAY
Page 12

Monday, October 21, 1968

such buildings;
(b) open steps and terraces, and

(c) eaves, chimneys, bay windows

Smiles, Outstretched

ands and
Presidential

and other ordinary projections extending into such yards not more
than 18 inches."
SECTION 4: That Section 29 of

the Zoning Ordinance of the
Village of Mount Prospect. as
amended

Call Bill Thornburg .. 255-4400
ORDINANCE NO 2107
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SEC-

meet

September

on

23,

1968

in

order to review the subject matter
herein; and

WHEREAS, the Building Committee have recommended to the
Board of Trustees

of the Village

amendments to the text of Section

advice front Sen. Everett

under straw GOP campaign

Dirksen (R., 1114 interests

welcome .is Richard and Pat
Nixon (top). followed by GOP

gubernatorial candidate

Richard Ogilvie, wend their
way through banks of campaign signs toward the platform in Mount Prospect Digh
School auditorium.
A husky whispered word of

Nixon (bottom left) as
Richard Ogilvie, listens in.

All were preliminary to the
presidential candidate's address to the 13,000 persons at

Mount Prospect High School

Saturday. Photos by Bob
Johnson, Roger Gee, Harold
Wamback and George Elliott.

21 1227 hereunder ore in the best
interests of. the Village of Mount
Prospect; and

WHEREAS, the President and
Trustees of the Village
of Mount Prospect have determined
that the same is in the best interests of the Village of Mount

Board of

Prospect;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED

BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF
OF

TRUSTEES

VILLAGE

THE

OF

MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK COUNTY,
ILLINOIS

SECTION ONE: That sub-

paragraph

(1)

paragraph

(c),

of

paragraph (b)

and sub -paragraph (I) of
both

of

Section

21 1227 in Chapter 21 of the

Municipal Code of Mount Prospect
of 1957, as amended, are hereby

further amended by deleting

the

number "70" and substituting

SECTION

1:

That sub -paragraph

got' AP

gross floor area used in the
in relationship to that
use."
SECTION 2: That Section 27 of

building

the Zoning Ordinance of the
Village of Mount Prospect, as

SECTION TWO: That this

effect from and after its passage,
approval, and publication in the
manner provided by law.

PASSED AND APPROVED this
15th day of October, 1968.
Village President

ATTEST: RICHARD H. MONROE,
Village Clerk
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

of the lot used,

having a width

of not less than 10 percent of the
width of the lot which need not

exceed 10 feet in width. In the R -A
District the side yard on each side

shall not be less than 5 feet.

Ex-

cepted from this regulation are:

(1) incidental or accessory

buildings located more than 75 feet
Lot- --,t11
twin the hunt lut

ORDINANCE NO 2110

SECTION 20, 27, 28 and 29 OF THE

ZONING ORDINANCE OF THE

a4,

VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT

a,

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission
of the Village of Mount Prospect

did hold a public hearing on June
21, 1968 at the hour of 8:00 P.M.
in the Village Hall, pursuant to proper legal notice under Case No.
68 31P; and

WHEREAS, the subject matter

under consideration in Case No. 6B -

31P was the proposed text of a
new zoning district for the Village
of Mount Prospect; and
WHEREAS, the Plan Commission
did recommend approval of the

said text along with corresponding
amendments to Section 20, 27, 28

and 29 of the Zoning Ordinance
of the Village of Mount Prospect
contained hereunder; and
WHEREAS, the Judiciary Corn.

mittee of the Board of Trustees of
the Village of Mount Prospect have
on Septmeber 12, 1968 reviewed
the subject matter herein and have

recommended to the Board of
Trustees of the Village of Mount
Prospect concurrence with the
recommendation of the Plan Commission under Case No. 68-31P; and

WHEREAS, the President and
Board of Trustees of the Village
of Mount Prospect concur In the
Plan Commission's recommendation,

and have determined that the same
is in the best interests of the Village
of Mount Prospect;
NOW, THEREFORE,

BE

IT

OR.

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

1-1

abutts
quires

a
a

District or an 1-2 District
zoning district that re-

side yard or a greater

yard,

side

above,

than

then

the

required
yard re-

that
side

quirement of the immediately adjacent properties of the said "I"
Districts shall be the same as that
of the district it abutts. Excepted
from this regulation are:

(a) incidental or accessory

buildings in the R-1, R-2, R-3 and
R-4 Districts on interior lots and on
corner lots if located at least 5 feet

from a rear lot line which is also
the sideline of the adjoining lot;

(b) steps, open terraces and

in conflict

ed.
SECTION 6: That this ordinance
shall be in full force and effect

from and after its passage and approval in the manner provided by
law.
AYES: 6
NAYS: 0

PASSED AND APPROVED this
15th day of October, 1968.

RICHARD H. MONROE,

Village Clerk

Monday, October 21, 1968

dows or other ordinary projections
extending into such yards not more

provided for in the remaining
wide.
(C)

In

side

the I-1 and 1-2 Districts
yard shall be required,

unless such "I" District abutts any
zoning district that does require a
side yard; in which event the Side

yard requirement of the im-

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that

relocated in

Mount Prospect:
All that part
t/4 of Section

of the Northwest
11, Township 41

North, Range 11, East of the Third
Principal Meridian which lies west

and

of the
Creek in

east

Weller

center

line

of

Cook County,

Illinois.

This notice is being published pursuant

to

Cheer.

24,

Division 7-1-

13 of the Illinois Revised Statutes.
All interested parties may be in
attendance at that time.

the Village shall be set back from
the front lot line at least 40 feet
if it is for a use allowable in the
R -X District; at least 30 feet if it
is for a use allowable in the R -I,
R -A, R-2 or R-3 District; and at
least 20 feet if it is for a use allowable in the R-4 District. Any building
or structure hereafter erected in
the B -2.I District shall be set back
from the front lot line at least 20
feet; except if it is for a use abutting
any of the aforementioned Residential Districts, in which event the setback shall be not less than that required in such Residential District
the said B-2.1 District abutts. Any
building or structure hereafter erected in on I -I or 1-2 District shall be
set back only if such building is
immediately adjacent to and abutting
a zoning district that does require a

RICHARD H MONROE

Village Clerk

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING

SECTION 2 OF THE ZONING
ORDINANCE OF THE VILLAGE OF
MOUNT PROSPECT

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission

Village of Mount Prospect
did hold a Public Hearing on June
of the

21, 1968 in the Village Hall,
pursuant to proper legal notice, under Cose No. 68-31P; and

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission

recommended approval of the text

tion 2 of the Zoning Ordinance of
tained Hereunder; and
WHEREAS, the Judiciary

Com-

be not less than twenty (20) feet.

building existing in the
same block on the adoption date

foot
of this ordinance more than
for each 3 felt of Distance between
1

recommended to the Board of
Trustees of the Village of Mount
Prospect concurrence with the
recommendation of the Plan Commission

and

under Case NO. 68.31P;

WHEREAS, the President and

Prospect, at its regular meeting,
did formally authorize the rules
and Police
the Fire
governing
Departments of the Village of Mount
Prospect presented to it by the
Board of Fire and Police Commissioners.

Said rules have been printed and
'are available for distribution at the

Village Clerk's Office, 112 E.
Northwest Highway, 'Mount
Prospect, Illinois.

that

BE ON NOTICE

FURTHER

said rules shall be effective commencing November I, 1968.
This notice is pursuant to Cheat.
24, Division 10-2.1-5 of the Illinois

Revised Statutes.

RICHARD H MONROE

CERTIFICATES

Village Clerk

(D) No permit for excavation for,
or the erection or alteration of, any
building or structure shall be issued
until application has been made to

Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Monday, October 21, 1968

the Director of Building and Zoning.

(E) No building or addition

thereto shall be occupied, and no
vacant land shall be used for any
purpose, until a certificate of occupancy has been issued by the Of-

fice of the Department of Building
and Zoning. No change in a use

of any building,

of an addition

thereto, or of vacant land shall be

made until a certificate of occupancy has been issued by the Of-

fice of the Department of Building
and Zoning. Every certificate of occupancy

state

that the use
or occupancy complies with all of
shall

the provisions of this zoning ordin.
once.

I. Application
Certificate

for occupancy

ORDINANCE NO 2109

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING

SECTION 13. 106,13.107,and
13.114.1 OF THE MOUNT PROSPECT:
MUNICIPAL CODE
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF

OF MOUNT PRO,:

VILLAGE
THE
SPECT:

Section

I: That

SECTION

13.106

Municipal Code of Mount

of the

as amended, is
hereby further amended by adding
Prospect of 1957,

thereto an additional paragraph to
read as follows:

"Class R" license, for issuance to

shall authorize
Every application for a building restaurants, towhich
sell and offer for
permit shall be deemed to be an the license
at retail for consumption on

application for an occupancy

sale

of land where no building permit
is required shall be made directly
to the Office of the Department of

is

certificate. Every application for an
occupancy certificate for a new use

which

the

building

permit

was based. No occupancy

certified by the Office of the

Department of Building and Zoning
to be in compliance with all of the
applicable performance standards

of this zoning ordinance. An oc-

cupancy certificate shall be issued,

or written notice shall be given to
the applicant stating the reasons
why a certificate cannot be issued,
not later than (7) days after
the Office of the Department of
Building and Zoning is notified in

writing that the building or
premises is ready for occupancy.
3. Posting of Occupancy
Certificate
Upon the' issuance

on

an

oc-

cupancy certificate for any building
other than single family and duplex

SECTION 2: That all other

on September 12, 1968 reviewed
the subject matter herein and have

residence

"SECTION 2. APPLICATIONS,

BE ON NOTICE that on October
1968 the President and Board
of Trustees of the Village of Mount
15,

PERMITS, AND OCCUPANCY

ordinances or parts of ordinances

mittee of the Board of Trustees of
the Village of Mount Prospect have

(a) a proposed residence building

be and read as follows:

ORDINANCE NO 2108

such

Exceptions:

paragraph "E", so that paragraphs
"D" and "E" of said Section 2 shall

Monday, October 21, 1968

the Village of Mount. Prospect con-

need not be set back from a

new

a

issued upon request to The Deparmeet of Building and Zoning of the
Village of Mount Prospect."

of the proposed amendment to Sec-

district is a residential district, the minimum front yard shall

2

occupancy certificated shall be

Published in
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yard requirement of the immediately

District shall be the same as that of
the district it abutts, except if that

Section

residence buildings, such occupancy
certificate and duplicate thereof
shall be permanently maintained
and prominently displayed at every
entrance to said building. Duplicate

front yard, in which event the front

adjacent properties of the said "I"

to said

premises have been inspected and

of Funk's Mount Prospect Gardens

Any building or structure

ding

its regular meeting annexation of the
herein described territory into the
corporate limits of the Village of

of Mount Prospect will consider at

as that of this district it abutts."

hereafter erected or

Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect, as amended, is
hereby further amended by changing paragraph "D" thereof and ad-

certificate for a building permit
dition to an existing building shall
be issued nor shall such building
or addition be occupied until the

said "I" District shall be the same

28 shall be and read as follows:
"Section 28 Minimum Front Yard:

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION I: That Section 2 of the

on November 12, 1968 at the hour
of 8:00 P.M. the President and
Board of Trustees of the Village

of the west line of Alfini'S First
and Second addition to Mount
Prospect; south of the south line

amended, be and is hereby further
amended, so that the said Section

VILLAGE

upon

NOTICE OF ANNEXATION

In the B-2.1 Business District,
the side yard shall be not less
than 20 feet, where such use abutts
and Zoned Residential District. If
(B)

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

been completed and the premises
inspected and certified by the Office of the Department of Building
and Zoning to be in conformity
with the plans and specifications

Published in
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than 18 inches.

in the best interests of the
Village of Mount Prospect;
' NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND
is

Certificate
No occupancy certificate for a
building or addition thereto shall
be issued until construction has

ATTEST:

bay win-

and have determined that the same

2. Issuance of Occupancy

DANIEL CONGREVE

steps, open terraces and un-

(2)

ordinances

herewith be and are herby repeal.

of a corner lot, nor within 2 feet
of the side lot line of any other
lot,

win-

than 18 inches."

buildings shall not be located

the Zoning Ordinance of the
Village of Mount Prospect, as

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING

such

SECTION 5: That all
or parts of ordinances

SECTION 3: That Section 28 of

Monday, October 21, 1968

and

12-4 District there shall be provided
and maintained an open unoccupied space along each line of the
building plot which is a side line

mediately adjacent properties of the
Published in

Districts,

12-3

at least 20 feet in the R-4, Business
and I -I Districts. However, where

dows or other ordinary projections
extending into such yards not more

no

DANIEL CONGREVE

and

R-2,

R -A,

27 shall be and read as follows:
"Section 27 Minimum Side Yard:
(A) In the R -X, R-1, R-2, R-3 and

business districts, side yards shall
not be less than three (3) feet

AYES: 6
NAYS: 0

be set back from the rear lot line
at least 25 feet in the R -X, R-1,

underground structures, and
(c) eaves, chimneys, bay

derground structures, and
(3) eaves, chimneys,

Ordinance shall be in full force and

hereafter erected or relocated shall

amended, be and is hereby further
amended, so that the said Section

ior lots must be set back seventyfive (75) feet from the front lot line
and shall not be closer than two (2)
feet to the dividing lot line. On corner lots garages shall be set back
twenty (20) feet from the .lot line

next to the street.'

C

amended, is hereby further amended, so that said sub -paragraph "1"
of Paragraph "I" of Section 20
shall be and read as follows:
"1. Professional Offices, Finance
Banking, and Financial Institutions:
One parking space shall be provided for each 200 square feet of

within 20 feet of the side lot line

'Ill Detached garages on inter-

40-101.

Village of Mount Prospect, as

words "and number
"seventy five (75)" so that the said
sub paragraphs shall therafter be
and read as follows:
therefore the

A

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

"1." of Paragraph "I" of Section
WHEREAS, the Building Com- 20 of the Zoning Ordinance of the

of Mount Prospect that the

gubernatorial candidate

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

VILLAGE

CODE OF MOUNT PROSPECT

ope u l's Secret
hats and hands stretch in

Any building or structure

use DAY PUBLICATIONS

TION 21.1227 OF THE MUNICIPAL

am -

Section

29 shall be and read as follows:
"Section 29 Minimum Rear Yard:

For the best coverage end finest
service for your legal notices,

mittee of the Board of Trustees of
the Village of Mount Prospect did

Smiles mark boosters' face,

further

hereby

is

mended, so that the said

Board of Trustees of the Village
of Mount Prospect concur in the
Plan Commission's recommendation,

conflict herewith be and are
hereby repealed.
SECTION 3: That this ordinance
in

be in full force and effect
from and after its passage and ap-

Shall

proval in the manner provided by
law.

the premises where sold.

(1) Consumption at or over a bar
specifically prohibited and any
consumption of alcoholic beverages
shall be limited to those patrons
who are dining in such restaurant.

(1)' The annual fee h))shall

be 51,000.00.

Section

That Section 1 3.107

2:

of the Municipal Code of Mount
Prospect of 1957, as amended, is

provide

hereby further amended to
for

the

issuance. of

one

Class "R" liquor license so that said
Section 13.107 shall be and read
as follows:
"There

shall

be

issued in

the

Village of Mount Prospect no more
than:
(a) Four (4) Class A Licenses
(b) Seven (7) Class B Licenses
(c) Nine (9) Class C Licenses
(d) One (1) Class D License
(e) One (1) Class M License
(f) One (1) Class R 'License"

SECTION 3: That paragraph A of

13.114.1 of the Municipal Code of Mount Prospect of 1957,
amended, is hereby further
as
amended by deleting the words,
"Class "G" or", and adding the
words, "or Class "R"" after the
words "Class "G"" so that said
Section

Section 13.114.1 shall thereafter be
and read as follows:

"A. On all

premises

for which

Class A, Class B, Class C, Class M,
have been
issued, there shall be no meehonical
or

Class

R

licenses

pinball machine or device operated
in said premises provided, however,
that cigarette and candy dispensing
machines are permitted."
SECTION 4: That this Ordinance
shall be in full force and effect
from and after its passage, approvJI, and publication in the manner provided by law.
AYES: 4

NAYS: 2

PASSED AND APPROVED this
15th day of October, 1968
DANIEL CONGREVE

Village President

ATTEST: RICHARD H.MONROE,
Village Clerk
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
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AYES: 6

NAYS: 0

PASSED AND APPROVED this
15th day of October, 1968.
DANIEL CONGREVE

,

Village President

ATTEST: RICHARD H MONROE,
Village Clerk
Published in

Meeting

Postponed
Mount Prospect's Safety

Monday, October 21, 1968

Commission did not meet on
Friday as scheduled..

NOTICE OF RULES. OF THE FIRE
AND POLICE COMMISSION OF THE

until next Saturday, according

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

The meeting was /pit off

VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT

to Fred Manuele, 620 N.

GOVERNING THE FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENTS OF THE VILLAGE OF

chairman of the commission.

MOUNT PROSPECT

Fairview, Mount Prospect,

-
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Most of those pregent at the

People

and

GOP rally Saturday were in
tune with Nixon. About 10

THE GRAPES
Tyr

protesters reflecting sympathy

with the California grape
boycott were in evidence

tiATKEEP

outside the gym. Also present

was a group of about 40

young people who carried anti -

Nixon signs hitting the can-

FARM WORKERS

didate's stand on Vietnam and
law and order. "We were not

members of any special

IN POVERTY

group," said Glenn Bottle, 17,

of 402 Prospect Manor,

Mount Prospect, a senior at
Prospect High School. "We
Just joined together to show
that not everyone from this
area in general and Prospect

Events
All

1

High in specific is for Nixon."

.0.

".11
Ten -year -old Kathy Kaptena, 508 N. Eastwood, Mount
Prospect, is ready to deck the hall with Nixon -Agnew posters

and banners in preparation for his arrival Saturday. (Photo
by Bob Johnson)

tF
'ow
S

1.

Q

w.

A truster of genial GOP gentlemen awaiting the amval of Richard Nixon used the time
for swapping campaign stories. From left, they are U.S. Rep. Donald Rumsfeld (R -13th);
US. Sen. Charles Percy, (R-111.); GOP candidate for attorney general, William Scott; U.S.
Sen. Everett Dirksen, (R-111.); Floyd Folic of the Cook County Board of Commissioners and
en. John W. Carroll of Park Ridge. (Photo by Bob Johnson)

s

a

's

Young and old helped prepare for Richard Nixon's Saturday

visit to Mount Prospect. After the baloons were tilled Peter
Janda, 320 S. Dale Ave., Mount Prospect, turned his attention
to sign painting. (Photo by Bob Johnson)

Even Goldwater buttons were available at the Nixon rally Saturday but the takers were
scarce and the questions numerous. The vendor refused to say who he is. (Photo by Harold
Wamback)

a eras Recorded Them Saturday

1
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rok

$
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While Lion Ed Klingberg (30) watches from his pu);hup position, Marist's Dave
Lokanc (80) is tripped up by center Dave Muir (50) and another St. Viator man in
the Lions' 20.12 Homecoming win.

... But
t54-144-.

3/111,04.J.

-

Phil Donahue (12) and Lompal from neighboring Palatine ruined Prospect's Knighttemes
game Donahue completed se% eral posses, as he is about to do here despite Jim Nov ack's
(51) persistence.

.

47

-

.'

":%. -lt

Below -- Arlington place-kicking specialist Jay Harris misses on a field goal early in their
game with Elk Grove. Although the ball (arrow) fell short of the uprights, the Cardinals
won, 29-0.

`F

`1

,

They Tried Harder

'

t_r

,..e_ omit AlliC:::'411111

tafitszli IIlleg....NtitnIll
Milmi,'

,,,:-
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-

:;;;,0 AO
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Above - Marist quarterback
,

tries to halt St.
Viator's Larry Quinnet with
Mike 111111111

the standard policeman's "stop"

signal, hut the device didn't
work as the Lions
the Redskins 20-12.

".%.1/4'

scalped

Wheeling's Jay I.esniak

is

all alone and headed toward

paydirt as this pass arrives in the Wildcat-Glenbard North game

__

,1

Saturday.

1,1

r*"

INA%

:006

Right -- Getting his nose

thumbed in the process,

%%heeling quarterback Jim
Millay laterals in time to save
for the
a loss of yardage

I

r

Wildcats as the Anaslasi boys,

Don (21) anti Ron (38), gang
up on him.

T
Prospect's Jim Dooley rides herd on Chris Andriano as the
small Pirate end receives a deadly Phil Donahue pass.

Pr ""tgrefliptrt,

Left -- Bruce Busse (20)
gets a hand on slippery Tom
tit

Patch (30), but couldn't do
much to stop Patch or the
Pirates as the visitors ruined

the first night time Knight times with a 43-25 upset.

Right - Arlington fullback
Dave Ewart is stopped by. Elk
Grove's Chris Gruber, despite

the blocking efforts of ends
Dan Selleck (89) and Jim

Baumgartner (45) in the 29-0
Arlington win over the Grens.

41.

Pro5pert Dap

WEATHER

e

ontght: Fair and cooler
low around 40; 1 °morrow:

Mostly sunny, little change
in temperature, high in the

Telephone
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60s.

117 S. Main St.
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Mount Prospect, Ill.

Mount Prospect High
their variety show in the
Prospect High School Theater
last night. Directed by Charles
Heller, a math -teacher, the

8 p.m. for the

general public. Pictures show,
at left, [leiter demonstrating

1002 W.

Gregory., Mount Prospect,
hurling curses and casting
spells; and at bottom right,
Chris White, 2215 E. Kens-

of the Mon-

of the wealthiest in the

Ridge, Ruplcy, Clearmont,

northwest suburbs, hasn't run

and Holmes junior High and Toni Lively Junior High

Mrs. Hal Altenberg, 629 S.
George St., Mount Prospect,
Miss Altenberg appeared at an

out of money.

Schools.

School.

down in some areas of the

Dist. 59 Offers Speech
Therapy to Private Pupils

The district has an educa-

o Change in Entrance Age,

$6,308,000 this year, out of
a total budget of nearly $10

t. Prospect Schools Decide

tional fund pays for salaries

million.

MONEY from the educa-

of teachers and ad-

ministrators, for textbooks,
and for other materials such

of the school
years by Dec
term for kindergarten, and six
years for first grade, will conI

LWV Presents
`Voters Night'

1972-71, Sutp. Eric Sahlberg
told the board.

On the question of school

admittance age, Sahlberg told
the board that the district's attorney, Louis Ancel, recommended that the policy not be
changed
According to Ancel, the
Illinois school code allows the

A dozen candidates are to
appear at the special Voters

Night" being held at the

hoard to lower the minimum
entrance age, but this would

Western Electric Regional
Center at 3800 Golf Rd in
Rolling Meadows at 7 45 this
evening

The event is being held for
northwestern suburban voters
The League of Women Voters
from Palatine to Des Plaines,
Cooperation with business
organizations are sponsoring
the candidates night which
will bring together for the first
time in the campaign the three

candidates seeking the office
of lieutenant governor

Day

Motorists who refuse to
pull over for emergency
vehicles. J.H.

at these

Third and fourth district

The danger that bicycle rid-

ers at Central School will be
cut by broken glass on the bicycle parking lot has been
avoided temporarily, according
toJack Ronchetto, Mount Pros-

candidates for state representative will also appear on the

pect District 57 school board

program

member.

Final Coffee for Candidate

Bike racks have been moved from an area surfaced with
crushed stone to a blacktopp-

fees" for Bradley Glass,
Republican candidate for

N C A A and State Wrestling
champ in 1951, and All State
Football player in 1948, while

Cook County Circuit Judge,

attending New Trier High

will be held Wednesday even-

School

of Mr and Mrs William

courtroom procedure. He was

night.

Retired Teachers Assn., assis-

everything that is inspectable
in Mount Prospect's elementary schools," Ronchetto said.
The committee's inspection
of buildings should be finished by the end of the week, he

The final of a series of cof-

ing at 8 30 p m in the home

Layer. 5(12 S

SeeGwun,

Mount Prospect
Events honoring Glass were

held last week at the Henry
Szala home, 4 N Lewis.
Mount Prospect and at the
Elwood Hughes home at 1411
Marcy St in Wheeling

Glass is a graduate of

Princeton University and the
University of Michigan Law
School

He was a National

Glass is experienced in

legal representative of the

tant attorney for the Village
of Northfield. Currently he
is the attorney for the Village
of Wheeling and a member of
the Northfield school board.
He is married. His wife's

ed area at the northeast cor-

ner of the school

building,

Ronchetto said.
THIS WAS part of a report

the Facilities Committee

made to the school hoard last

"We are inspecting -

added.

and they

The committee report will

have three children, Charles,
age 14, David. age I I; and

he used by the board to assess
repair and construction needs

George, age 7.

in

name

is

Barbara,

the district and to assign

work priorities, according to

President James Ruff.
The board plans to discuss
using grass or asphalt to cover

school yard areas where

broken glass is a problem, according to Ruff.

Dangerous situations are

being remedied first,

in the

than later in the year."
District 59's budget, like
those of all school districts,
runs front July through the
following June 30.
Salaries of its 468 staff
1

HE SAID that a fire

sprinkler system has been installed at Central School, and
that fire alarm systems and
electrical repair work have
been scheduled next.
Changes in heating systems,

5z v10
during 1968-69.
Textbooks for its 10,600
students will cost $150,000
during the sante period --up

Dean DePoy, director of

band and

a

played for the Chicago

D.C.

Bears," DePoy said.

"I'm delighted to

teacher at the

he

chosen

Cook County teacher of the
year." said DePoy. "But the

school, has been named

teacher of the year for Cook

WHEELING'S marching
its jazz band and its

band,

DePoy was nominated by
Thomas W Shirley, principal

bands at Wheeling. High concert band have won many
national contests. Among
School deserve the credit.
DePoy said Wheeling's them are the Virginia Beach

selected as High School

the country.

County

of Wheeling High, and was

bands are among the best in

District 214's candidate

On Oct. 6 the Wheeling
marching band played at the

by

Supt Edward H Gilbert and

Detroit Lions -Chicago Bears
game in Chicago. In 1966 and

the school board

County Schools Supt

Robert Hanrahan then chose

DePoy as Cook County
teacher of the year

State and perhpas national
competitions will come next
A committee representing the
Illinois Education Assn , the

Illinois Federation of
Teachers and the office of the

state superintendent of public
instruction will select the state

teacher of the year from

among the country winners. A

national teacher of the year

Band contest last June, The

July, 1967 Championship

High School Band Contest in

the Lions International
Parade and the 1966 Min-

neapolis Aquatennial Grand

-A Mount Prospect man Wa.c
injured yesterday when he fell
off a ladder while painting his
home.

Howard Wendt, 50, of 12
N. Owen was taken to Holy
Family Hospital and treated
for fracture of both feet. He
was listed in satisfactory con-

Teacher School
Data Available
Students interested in the

Donald Larson, assistant to

the vice president for ad-

District 59 school of

---Services given these

annual water show.

therapy program developed by
the attendance area school.

---Speech therapists and

for either of these accounts,
according to Vlasak.

Charles Newt of 2306 N.

Williamsburg, Arlington

GUIDELINES from the

Chicago office of the

superintendent of public instruction issued last month
say that "children front in-

dependent, parochial, and

private schools may receive
speech correction, providing
must come for the service."

Waltman said that District
59 now has seven speech cor-

rectionists, each of whom

District 59's special education
co-ordinator will be responsible for -determining the appropriateness of the services.

works with 80 children, for a
total of 560 students now in

responsibility for getting the
child to the school at the time

waiting list for speech

---Parents must assume

he is scheduled for therapy.

the program.

1

He said there 'were. More
than 200 children now on the
therapy.

Mike, 15, Bags
Deer With Bow
Mike Limberg. IS. shot a
deer with a how and arrow on
Saturday, while hunting wit'
his parents in Conover, Wis.
"I'm excited," Mike sai

family plans

"Cictting.-a

too.

v.*, my

Car Damaged

District 59 doesn't plan to

Illinois School Code.

they are registered in the
framework of the speech public schools where they

change its spending patterns

National College awards

Waltman said that this pro-

gram would conform to the

children will fall within the

mother said. "He's been practieing archery at the Bo-arro
Hunters Club in Crystal Lake
all summer."

He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Limberg, 14.11

"He deserved it," his

Mrs. Limberg said the

to butcher the

deer and eat it. They have had
experience because she shot a

doe in 1963 and they cut the
chops and roasts off thai one,
Mike started hunting when
he was 12 but this is his first
deer.

The family plans to have
the head stuffed, and Mike
will he given a trophy at the
Bo-arro annual Deerslayers
Banquet in January, his
said.

"THESE are sensitive Heights reported yesterday

that someone had poured sand

in the gas tank of his car and
let the air out of its tires.

Four Cars Damaged
In Rand Rd. Crash
A Fox Lake man got two

Virginia Beach" said DePoy.
The band is smaller this

year, DePoy said, with 175

members, because many
music students now

go

to

Hersey High School.

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village

won a trophy from the

Packers game and last year it

the Wheeling Instrumental
League, a parents' group led

National Football League for
being the outstanding football

by George Bentley, 39

Voters Candidates' Rally,

that has ever

2 Broken Feet
In Ladder Fall

the

their attendance area.

arts degre'es.

p.m.

school band

---Services will he provided

previous year.

Board, Village Hall, 8

for the band last year, and we
spent $23,000 in one week --at

if they meet these conditions:
it

Fern.

Champion Band Contest.
The bands are supported by

"We are the only high

need speech therapy can get

bachelor of arts and master of

from $90,000 during the

1967, it played for the

band on CBS television.

Waltman said that children

in non-public schools who

was my main ambition."

Chicago Bears -Green Bay

Wildwood, Prospect Heights.
"The league raised $13,000

to go ahead with his plans.

ministration, Oct, 30 at 9 a.m.
at Prospect High School.

tickets yesterday after a four being less urgent in terms of car, chain -reaction accident in
safety, have been left for last, the 100 block of W. Rand,
Mount Prospect.
according to Busenhart.
No injuries were reported
Much of the work is being
done by school maintenance in the crash.
Charged with driving too
workers, Busenhart said: for
example school workers are fast for conditions and followreplacing plain glass with ing too closely was Frances S.
LaFlevr, 57.
wired glass.

will be chosen in Washington,

proposal for providing such.

College of Educamembers, - teachers, ad- National
tion, Evanston, can meet
ministrators, and consultants

work to bring the district's areas," he said, "and we plan
school in line with the State to leave them untouched."
But the district will be lookLife Safety Code, Secretary
J.C.Busenhart said.

BOARD members heard
Albion E. Waltman, director
of pupil personnel, explain his

things now, rather dition.

Wheeling Band Director Teacher of Year
the Wheeling High School

Creek, Byrd,

services. Then they told hint

in

ing the next five years, falling use in school.
Vlasak said that spending
to 3,308 in 1972-73.
in the district.
The number of students in in such areas as clerical and
A selective admittance
policy allowing only those lower grades will decline more secretarial help was running
children who could pass quickly than the number in ahead of schedule, but did not
how much of the budget
special intelligence and higher grades, according to say
for these accounts had already
psychological tests to enter Sahlberg's report.
The number of students in been spent.
early could he challenged in
kindergarten through grade -"We identified places where
court, Sahlherg explained.
The board decided to keep three will drop from 1,798 in we had 'surpluses, as well as
1968-69 to 1,153 in 1972-73; places where we were spenits present minimums.
IN A REPORT on enroll- and enrollment in grades four ding money too fash," he said.
"In some accounts, if we
ment, Sahlberg noted that the through six will fall front
' number of pupils dropped 1,459 to 1,222 in that period. continued spending money
Enrollment in grades seven throughout the year at the
from 4,435 in 1966-67 to
and eight is expected to rise same rate we now are doing,
4,154 in 1968-69.
He predicted that the total from 897 to 933, Sahlherg we would have a deficit.
"We think it's better to look
would decrease steadily dur- said.

Parking Shifted
For Bike Riders
At Central School

Gripe
Of The

Hopkins, Salt

system will pick up the bill.

have to apply to all children

current 4,154 to 3,308 by

Children who attend

parochial or private schools,
but who live within the boundaries of School District 59

arc going to get speech
therapy if they need it.
And the public school

as workbooks which children

schools will shrink from the

City. The daughter of Mr. and

district has Jay, Frost, Forest
View Elementary, Dempster

tional fund budget of

children enrolled in district

has Grove, Grant Wood,

University of Iowa in Iowa

charge of instruction.

Prospect District 57 school
board decided last night
A minimum age of live

"Dolphin Queen" court at the

In Mount Prospect, the

assistant superintendent in

AND the number Of

Devonshire Schools.

In Elk Grove, District 59

educational fund, District 59
could have serious problems,
according to Richard Vlasak,

welcomes Dorothy.

can he admitted to kindergarten and lust grade will
not he changed, Mount

District 59 has Juliette Low

In Des Plaines, the district

High Ridge Knolls, and a member of the five -girl

But unless spending slows

chkins, the group that

The age at which children finite to be enforced.

has Brentwood, Einstein,

School.

rate of spending.
The elementary district, one

ington, Arlington Heights, all
sweetness and light as she

A former Prospect High

from here on in, he said.

In Arlington Heights,

School District 59 called an
emergency meeting Friday to
tell its principals to cut their

Wicked Witch of the West,

ti41

School beauty queen, Dawn
Altenberg, 17, continued her
winning ways when she was
selected earlier this month as

ing for ways to save money

BY JAN BONE

what he wants from his budding actors; at top right, the

portrays one

Newsstand Price 10 Cent's

12 PAGES

Principals Told

show is an adaptation of the
Wizard of Oz theme. It will
be presented tomorrow at 4
p.m. for students and Thursday at 7:30, Friday at 8 and

Donna Hutchings,

60056

Dist. 59 Must
Cut Cash Flow,

School students practiced for

Saturday at

255-4400

League of Women

Western Electric
auditorium, Golf Rd. and
Illinois 53, 7:45 p.m.

Police said LaFlevr's auto

was westbound on Rand when

collided with the last of
three westbound autos that
were stopped by a cement
it

truck crossing the road.
All four cars were damaged
in the chain reaction crashes.

The other drivers were

John C. Jeschke, 28, of Cary;
Michael Patella, 20, of 1778
Laurel, Palatine, and Gerald
J. Killorn, 25, of Fox Lake.
Rand is reduced to two
lanes at the site of the ac-

cident due to construction.
LaFlevr is to appear in
Mount Prospect Traffic Court
Nov. 27.

Tires Stolen
Tires, wheels and hubcaps

were stolen during the

weekend from two new cars
in the show lot at Goerge

Poole Ford, 400 W.

Northwest Hwy., Arlington
Heights, police report.

Thief Signs Out
A "for sale" sign was stolen

yesterday from the home of
John Kunzie, 719 E. Ivy, Arlington Heights police report.

Standing beside the buck he shot with bow and arrow is
Mike Limberg, 15, of 1431 Fern, Mount Prospect.

Prospect Knighttimes

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, October 22, 1968
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Knighttimes queen and her court from Prospect High School paraded Friday through

Prospect High School Knight, Brian Boyle, 106 N. School
St., rode a horse in the school Knighttimes parade through
Mount Prospect Friday afternoon.

for a $1,218.29

be in line

donation. And the cost .of
buying a liquor license may
go up.

Both actions were recom-

mended last night by the
Mount Prospect Finance
Committee.

The group faced the problem of how to get rid of an

and Chris Ilagg, 318 N. Russell.

en

eco
Prospect High School may

downtown Mount Prospect. From left, Judy Marshall, 320 S. I-oka, queen Becky Johns, 707
Cathy Ln., Cathy Nicholas, 314 N. Prospect Manor Ave., Carol Tenuta, 622 N. Eastwood,

ee i

$14,020 donated by civic to'the village.
The committee also recomorganizations and the money
THE CASH was left over collected through bus ticket mended after a review of
from the funds collected to sales and commemorative village liqour licenses, that the
School.

fees outlined in the present
stage Mount Prospect's 50th coin sales.
But after the celebration ordinance remain the same,
anniversary celebration last

there was a balance of

The Mount Prospect State $2,436.58 left unspent.

but that the possibility of additional charges for remaining

30 New
Teachers
Thirty teachers of the 92 faculty at Hersey
High School are new to Dist-

Mrs.

Wilferd and Nancy Lyman,
all of the English department;
Mrs. Sue Johnson, and Sandra
Mast of the foreign language
department; Timothy Hager-

of home economics and industrial arts.

To be served Wednesday at
Feehanville, Euclid, Bond, Indian Grove, River Trails and
Park View schools in District

Alice Dawson and

Lawrence Kosmaros are

counselors. Bonnie Everhart
is involved in deaf education.

26:

Other new teachers are W.
L. Ponte, art; Donald Rowley,

Fruit cocktail, hamburger

on bun, barbeque flavored

science; Bruce Nelson,

history; Geraldine Hoops, typ-

shoestring potatoes, coconut
pudding, milk.

education; and Donald

ing; Richard Fulk, driver
Caneva, hand director.

New to the physical educa-

tion department are Carol

Despite a sign that says not to feed the monkeys, four -year -old Karen Neugebauer 203 N. Eastwood,.

finds the monkeys at the Randhurst Shopping Center don't read but arc hungry.

10 W11 Students Teaching in Area
Ten students from Western
Illinois University are serving

Zurich, who teaches music

as student teachers

Schmoyer.

Wilmette teaches biology at
Arlington High under Julius
Fliehler. Also

at Arlington

High is Jeff Stalker of Lake

Japanese Visit
Hardware Shop
A group of Japanese

hardware Manufacturers saw

some new' hardware, but

much else that was similar to
things back home, when they

visited a Mount Prospect
hardware store yeaterday.

Ayako lwatani, owner of a
that manufactures
carpenters' levels, was the only woman in the 20 -member
group.

company

THE BUSINESS group
from Miki City was on a tour

of the United States that

12 days ago in New
prune muffins, honey butter, began
City. Yesterday they
milk; Available desserts: York
visited Wille Inc., a lumber
grapefruit sections, cheese --- and hardware company at 100
cake, apple crunch, chocolate
W. Northwest Hwy.
brownies, sugar cookies.
Their visit was arranged
To be served Wednesday at

through the United States

To be served Wednesday at
South, Thomas, Miner Junior

and Hersey high schools:

opportunity to attend

Elementary School in District

on bun, beefburger on bun,

ing, Forest View, Elk Grove

Main dish (one choice):

oven fried chicken, barbecue

Barbecue on bun, fruit cup,

Barbara Walsh and John

Regina Shimanek of

orange, fruit cocktail salads;

Department of Commerce, to
allow the visitors maximum

hardware conventions and exhibits in various major cities.

The businessmen are aft
owners or chief executive officers of hand tool manufacturing companies, in the in-

dustrial city 13 miles

northwest of the port city of
Kohe.

Through an interpreter, Leo
Sugano, co-owner of a
travel service in Chicago, the
20 visitors recounted their imT.

pressions on the Mount
Prospect company and
American hardware stores in
general.

As they talked with senior

salesmen in the hardware

store, they asked which

manufacturers brands are the
most successful sellers in instances where Wille stocks

more than one make of a
given item.

'the store's ski shop held.litfie interest for the executives
because as Sugano explained,
they said that ski equipment
was not manufactured in their
city.

21 Drivers Lose Licenses

carrot sticks, flying saucer

Sparer, Kathleen Woodlock,

in area

cherry, banana -pineapple,

convinces the village board $150 to $100 a year.

25:

Marucci, Arthur Steele and
Donald Von Ehers. Judith

high schools.

Liquor licenses as they

stand now cost $1,500 to run the rates should be changed,
a combined service -over -the - the new charges would not be
bar and package liquors effective until May 1, 1969,
operation; $1,000 for service when this year's licenses are
only; $1,000 for package li- up for renewal.
The committee also decided
quors only; $250 for a private
club; $1,500 for a motel; and to recommend lowering the
$1,000 for a restaurant to sell business license fee for the
drinks only with food.
Twin Links Minature Golf
If the finance committee Course, 199 W. Rand, from

Arlington, Prospect, Wheel-

High Schools and North

the

too high, he said, "we may be

School Menus

Osmun and Elizabeth Bryant

to

MAYOR Daniel Congreve,
who is also village liquor com-

missioner, said this was not a

freshman in a pre -law course.

ty, Everett Melnick, Ruth

Hausheer are new
science department.

Trustee Joseph Grittani,

who was invited to the committee because of his interest
following morning.
The committee is studying in the matter, said he wants
whether to limit the regular all liquor license fees raised.
A high fee would ward off
licenses to a I a.m. closing
time and require a higher fee many of those who want to
open
bars and liquor stores in
for the privilege of staying
Mount Prospect, and having
open until 3 a.m.
The committee also is con- too many bars and liquor
sidering whether an extra fee stores is undesirable, he said.

Prospect, has pledged Sigma tempting them to cheat,"
Phi Epsilon fraternity at either by selling short shots,
Drake University, Des watering drinks or "running a
Moines, Iowa. He is a little book on the side."

Robert

Weeks,

nights until 3 a.m. the

503 Manawa, Mount

Sandra Shourie, Daun Legg,
Christine

open Friday and Saturday

Brian Wolff, son of Mr. good idea.
"If we raise the license fee
and Mrs. Harold G. Wolff,

Robert Berry, Harvey FriedJevitz,

box.
RIGHT NOW, the licenses Motels could he charged
in the village permit bars and too for providing room
packaged liquor stores to stay service.

Drake Pledge

rict 214 this year.
Among the new teachers are
Lucille

open past 1 a.m. and for room establishments serving liquor
service in motels be con- that also have entertainment,
either live or through a juke
sidered.

should be charged to

member

land,

Chris Flagg, 318 N. Russell, and Judy Marshall, 302 S. 1-oka. Prospect lost, 43-25

e, an a °nation to c oo s

Half is being returned to
extra $1,218.29 and decided Bank, at Busse and Emerson,
the village hoard should giVe held the original $10,025 the civic organizations that
the money to Prospect High donated by the village, and contributed and the other half

year.

Cheering at the Prospect High School Knighttimes game Friday night against Palatine,
are queen Becky Johns, (center with crown), 707 Cathy Ln. With her is the queens court,
from left, Carol I entail., 622 N. Eastwood, Cathy Nicholas, 314 N. Prospect Manor Ave.,

under the supervision of F. C.

Hersey High has Richard
Icenogle of Macomb, who
teaches in the history department under William Distel.

At Prospect High are Nancy Shelhamer, 211 Tower Rd.,

Paid Political Advertisement

JOINT LABOR COMMITTEE
ON THEIR RECORDS
ON THEIR PROGRAMS

teaching in French under

dent teaching in sociology and

Mrs. Jean Crowe, and Diana

history under Richard

Wirth of Chicago who teaches
English supervised by Harold
McNabb.

Schnell.

James Freyer, 527 S.
Donald, Arlington Heights, is

Three students at Wheeling teaching science at Miner

Prospect, teaching business tary School in Arlington
administration under Brenda Heights under Mrs. Maxine
Distel, and Christian Mueller,

Secretary of State

MICHAEL J. HOWLETT

601 S. Highland; Roger Lenzi,

cabbage, fresh fruit cup, milk.
To he served Wednesday at
Anne Sullivan and Betsy Ross

are:

Ralph A. Smith, 1516 Arl-

Raymond G. Daley, 1702 N.

Cowdrey, 506 Prospect

Hamburger on bun, tangy

Junior High in District 23:
Football Menu. Team -win-

ning steak and gravy or
surprise bun, kickoff potatoes,
football
scoreboard

hold -that -line salad,

roll and butter,

licenses suspended for having
three traffic violations. They
Arlington Heights: Mark S..
Abernethy, 122 N. Waterman,

Go right to

Police said the intruders

Twelve area residents were

pledge periods of.eight weeks
or more, and then can become
active members of sororities.

the top ... see

Anne Michuda, 2074 E.

wrote and drew pictures on Brookdale, Palatine; Alpha
the floor with colored ink Signma Alpha --Janet Mae
pens. Nothing was taken from Cunningham, 430 Walnut,
the school, police said.

Entrance was gained by

Elk Grove Village.
Alpha Omicron Pi --Barbara

breaking a basement window, Pautz, 421 N. Dwyer, Arlington Heights; Carol Jeanne
police said.

Auditor of Public Accounts

FRANCIS S. LORENZ

LESLIE V. BECK

EDWARD V. HANRAHAN
States Attorney

real
estate

SIDNEY R. OLSEN
Recorder of Deeds
Clerk of Circuit Court

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
PALATINE

Coroner

10th DISTRICT
JOHN S. EGAN
NICHOLAS J. MELAS
.

CHESTER P. MAJEWSKI
Sanitary District
Trustee

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
SCHAUMBURG

7 W. Schaumburg Road
OUR

255-6320
358-1502

Wenzel, 1492 Willow,

Des

Plaines; Gamma Alpha Mu -Carol Jeanne Weitzel, 1492
Willow, Des Plaines.

Delta Sigma --

894-1330

Delta Zeta --Candace Christine

Y OF

ADVOM, 0-0,

Ardmore.

Rolling Meadows: James

M. Stagno, 2209 Willow.

Elk Grove Village: Milton

Jr.,

1 I72

Probationary permits were

Ormsbee, 605 S. Mitchell, issued to
Arlington Heights; Kappa residents:

the five area

Arlington Heights: Roger
Lenzi, 1345 Race; Michael G.
Sigma Kappa --Sheila Kay Yore, 101 N. Forrest.
Mount Prospect: Bruce M..
Zimmerman, 1815 N.
Chestnut, Arlington Heights; Metcalf, 617 Larkdale.
Rolling Meadows: Ronald
Chi Omega --Irene Bark, 672
A. Boomer, 3009 Martin;
S. Wayne, Wheeling; Ingrid

Delta --Sherry Catardi, 20 E.
Walnut, Des Plaines.

Charlotte Skamser, 1040 3d

Donald R. Koch, 3500

Av., Des Plaines.

Brookmeade.

OBITUARIES
Surviving are a daughter,
Mrs. Muriel Heronemus; a

son, Richard D.; eight

ington Heights, died yesterday grand chi ldren.
at Mapel Hill Convalescent
Friends may- call after 7
Home. Barrington.
tonight at Lauterburg &

Oehler Funeral Home, 2000
E. Northwest Hwy., Arlington
Heights, where services will
be Thursday at I p.m.
Burial' will be at St. Lucas
Cemetery, Chicago.

NOON BUFFET
(Served 11 AA. 'til 2 P.M. daily except Sunday)

... ONLY

Noe Mirelez, 175 N. River;
John D. Ramsauer, 613 Yale
Ct.; James C. Richards, 290

Linda Kay Farkas, 1226 N. J. Hirsch
Wheeling, Mount Prospect. Berkenshire.

plus a GREAT PRICE ... TRY THISI

$1 39

Hulda Winkelman
Services were to be today
at St. Paul's Lutheran Church,

.

Mount Prospect. for Mrs.

Otis tax

Hulda D. Winkleman, 71, of

"Whether it's a COT-

DWg.

TAGE or a CASTLE

GEORGE L. BUSSE

CO-CHAIRMAN PETER PESOLE

TheIllotintellv[yet*

.of Mount Prospect

CO-CHAIRMAN MARION CALLIGARIS

APkmurio.

200 E. Rand Road (mans from Randhuriti

Paid Political Advertisement

James J. Kelly, 435 Berkshire;

If you want GREAT FOOD plus GREAT ATMOSPHERE

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

Richard B. Ruth, 378 Cornell;
2017
Plainfield; George Heckel,
1938 Estes; Robert D. Holm,

William M.

of 802 E. Crestwood, Arl- grandchildren and two great -

Luncheon Lovers!

Clerk of Appellate Court

ANDREW J. TOMAN M.D.

Mount Prospect: James R.

Mrs. Harriette Meyer, 75,

ATTENTION ...

Clerk of Supreme Court

MATTHEW DANAHER

ington Heights Rd.

Harriette Meyer

Attorney General

FANNIE G. JONES

Meyer.

Des Plaines: Jerald W.
Schmuhl, 314 E. Maude; Owens, 288 Dover Ln.;

1345 Race; Wayne E.

12 Pledge at NUI
The women will serve

Arty Intruders'

Manor; Robert J. Mors, 904

461 N. Mount Prospect Rd.;

The pledges by sororities
Vandals left their art work
on the floor of the art room are:
Alpha Xi Delta --Pamela
at Lincoln School, 700 W.
Lincoln, Mount Prospect, Ann Bruck, 18 Ridgewood,
Elk Grove Village; Carolyn
over the weekend.

Buying or Selling

Drury; Harold A. Frossard,

have had their driver's

cake, milk.
174 women pledged by
wiener on bun; vegetable (one among
Lombard in the home Aloysius Keys. Barbara choice);,
social sororities at Northern
potatoes,
whipped
economics department under Rothers, 710 S. Walnut, ArlUniversity, according
peas; salad (one Illinois
Marian Tomlinson; Joyce ington Heights, is teaching se- buttered
to Ruth Westland, associate
choice):
fruit
juice,
tossed
Peterson, 619 Russell, Mount cond grade at Wilson Elemensalad, lettuce wedge, molded dean of women.

Governor

PAUL POWELL

Twenty-one area residents

District 15:

Junior High supervised by

High arc Karla Zicbell of

ENDORSES ...
Lt. Governor

Carl Sandburg School in

Glenview, who is doing stu- Schools and MacArthur

Barrington, who does student

SAMUEL H. SHAPIRO
PAUL SIMON

cookie, milk.
To be served Wednesday at

T OM

NATION

onoomarua

JINN

REALTORS

will find it for you."
Call: CL 9.0200

1467 Oakwood, who died

Saturday at Lutheran General
Hospital, Park Ridge.
Surviving are four brothers,
John Seegers, Oscar Seegers,
Clarence Seegers and the Rev.
C. J. Seegers, and two sisters,

Mrs. Helen Elliott and Mrs.
Ruth Pankeonin.

MEET THE "LIONS"
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1968 FOOTBALL TEAM
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VARSITY TEAM
First row left to right
Bob Batchelor, Tom Anderson, Larry Quinnett, Jim Wendell, Ed Klingberg, Tom Burns, Steve Aylward, Steve Smith,
Mike Osterman, Dave Muir, Mike Abinanti, Bill Hitzeman, Mal Squires.
Second row

wk.

Joe Gluva (Head Coach), Sal Nuccio (Line Coach), Jeff Kreiner (Head Manager), Mark Walinski (Co -captain), Pat
Sheetz, Ken Preski, Ben Cich, Mark Browning, Steve Osterman, Denny Foreman, Chuck Ayers, Tom Perry, John Vandenbergh, Pete McGee.
Third row

Marty Wendell (Co -captain), Steve Pallardy, Dan Dutro, Bill Griffin, Terry Brennan, Mike Pettenuzzi, Bob Shay,
Mike Wilkin, Chris Mijal, George Halas, Pat McGrath, Greg Diem, Rich Lenzen, Barry Ennessey, Dick Aylivard.
NOT IN PHOTO: Bob Quinnett, Bill Madden.

ST. VIATOR HIGH SCHOOL
1968 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Rev. Patrick Cahil

Joe Gluva

Athletic Director

Head Coach

Sal Nuccio
Line Coach

SOPHOMORE:

VARSITY:

Mon, Oct. 21

Sun, Oct. 20

At Marist

Marist

4.00 PM

Sal, Oct. 26

(Homecoming --Prospect Stad.) 2:00 PM

Sat, Nor. 9
1000 AM
St. Patrick

At DeLaSalle

1.30 PM

Sun, Nov. 3

suitable for framing, of the St. .Viator 1968 Football team are available

any of Kemmerly's 5 convenient offices listed below.

Sat, Oct. 19

10.00 AM

Marist

Sat, Oct. 26

1.30 PM

At Deli:Sane . .. 10:00 AM
Sat, Nor. 2
10:00 AM
St. Joseph

Sun, Nov. 10
At St. Patrick
(Hanson Park)

Free reprints,

FRESHMAN:

St. Joseph

(Elk Grove Stad.)

rFREE! ST. VIATOR TEAM PHOTO

Sat, Nor. 2

At St. Joseph ....10:00 AM

Sun, Oct. 27
(Gately Stud.)

10.00 AM

DeloSalle

'

Sat.Nor 9

At St. Patrick .

1.30 PM

.

10:00 AM

And here's your "Winning Team" in Real Estate!
WE

txzwi,

emmer8

Ikninte

It
A

siovin

As.

Dan
Briel

REALTORS

KAU

E

-AP

Frank

Coffrey

Laurnell
Wegerzn

Robert
Harris

Grace

'Sullivan

OPEN 9 to 9
4.

NOW! 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST SUBURBAN AREA

In Palatine

In Prospect Heights

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

13 S. Wolf Rd.

358-5560

299-0082

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest. Hwy.

253-2460

1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

956-1500

George
Smith

Jack

Kemmerly

complicated business,

Higgi6s-Golf Shopping Plaza

894-1800
Member Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

Gina

Mary

Fahnestock

Seick

Abinanti

let

our

"winning team" help youl They
have all the clues about what to
save you time and trouble track-

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

Ken

Swenson

Buying or selling a home is a

look for in a house. They can

1r911411. -

Whitney

Mary
Matteson

Jack
Krisor

Arlyne
Morrow

Gannon

Frank
Vaccaro

Fred

Mildred

Dutner

Krisor

.Larry

ing down leads that turn out to
be dead ends. They are professionals in real estate. They can
smooth over the details of buying
or selling., Better see the people
who KNOW the complicated business ... see the "winning team."

I
Bob

Jack

Martin

Holding

Henke

alloween Also National UNICEF Day

BY JOE S UUBENRAUCH
Among the trick -or -treaters

beating on your door this
Halloween, you II notice sonic

youngstets with little 'orange
cartons instead of the traditional shopping bags, purses,

tional Halloween, when subsidiary health
ghouls and ghosts roam the

also now "Na-

Presidential

proclamation, in

1946 as an emergency

recognition of the vital work

measure to save the youngest

tional UNICEF Day," by

is,

one of those ringing doorbells

It's

streets?

If your own youngster

centers

equipped by UNICEF.

THE FUND was created in

and chanting "Trick or Treat
for UNICEF" it should warm

WHILE MOST groups are

organized by schools or
churches, individuals arc
welcome to request brochures

your own heart to see that

and materials by writing or

early concern for others
which some day may help

to
paying a personal visit
UNICEF headquarters, 5 N.

make a better world.

Wabash, Room 604, Chicago
or phoning 372-5359.

of baskets

statesmen

1 rem yourself to a gesture
compassion and helpfulness by keeping some coins
close at hand to di op into the

tread water, the United Na-

victims of World War II, but
has now grown to meet the
demands for helo by newly
emerging nations. Private

quietly continued to work at
fighting hunger, misery,

greeting cards, make up about
one quarter of the annual

cartons
The harvest of small change

illness and ignorance in long-

UNICEF income, which was

cient Halloween custom, but
as the children go "scaring
and sharing" with their

self-help programs in

UNICEF containers, -they are

more than

of the world's children are in

$38.5 million last year.
The balance was made up
by 123 countries contributing

not reducing the festivity of
the day, but adding to it, by

to almost 500 projects in

making others in far-off lands

And, incidentally, if you
detest war, it is worth recalling that the last award of the
Nobel Peace Prize was made in 1965 to the United Nations
Children's Fund, and no
awards at all for the next two
years until this year's prize to

which UNICEF was involved.

happy.

a French humanitarian.

of

collected by the young
hobgoblins does

Just add to the fun of
Halloween they're having.

of the world-wide agency.

It's worth noting that while
talk,

bicker,

and

tions Children's Fund has

range

120 countries, were two-thirds
crisis.

Just look at some of the

The coins will bring help and
hope to faraway lands where

figures recorded: more than

hunger and misery distort

from the blindness of

children's features into uglier
masks than the make-believe
ones the neighbor's kids wear

trachoma with UNICEF's aid,

nearly 4.7 million of them in

Oct 31, UNICEF Day"

UNICEF DAY? You

thought it was just the tradi-

37 million children saved

1967: more than 5,700 helped

to get gardens going in the
UNICEF nutrition program;
more than 9,600 main health
centers and more than 27,000

HIDEAWORD
LOPTULE
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

contributions, plus the sale of

sallying forth to visit
neighbors is

ing problems involving govern-

Arlington Heights Mayor
John Woods said last night his

mental overlap and resulting

proposal for consolidating 10

wastefulness.

northwest suburbs was far
enough along that he didn't

"There are a lot of things
now moving in the general

"feel the responsibility to

direction,"

follow through on it."
Mayor Woods, who has in-

discussion, and I think these

an in-depth study of problems
involved in the merger.

BY ESTHER F. CULTON

awareness of the implications
of this proposal," he said.
"We've shown, and I think

QUESTION: Dear Mrs.
Culton - What can I do about

people are aware of, the

the books which my fourteen year -old son chooses, when I

general wastefulness and inefficiency, and we've brought
this to the
legislature."

know that they are not good

attention of the

reading material for him?
Mrs. R.B.L. - Des Plaines

ANSWER: Perhaps you

Woods said several state

committees, including the should consider the possibility
Committee 'on Inteigovei it - that if you alit. udallittlii in

your refusal to allow him to

mental Realtions, were study-

Amusement
Calendar

Youi rcaltor has all the clues about what to look for in a

house He saves you time and trouble tracking down
leads that turn out to he dead ends. A realtor is a profes-

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

115

N.

Evergreen, Arlington

Heights.

Member MAP Multiple
Listrug Service

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.

For Love of Ivy: Daily and Weekends: 5:30, 7:25 and 9:35

p.m.

Green Berets and The Pink Jungle: times not available.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.

With Six You Get Eggroll and The Parent Trap: Daily:

runs continuously from 2 p.m., Weekends: runs continuously
from 12:30 p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount
Prospect.

With Six You Get Eggroll: Daily: 4:26, and 8:15 p.m.,

Weekends 2, 6 and 10 p.m.

4tt

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1 1 1 1 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500
894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

299-0082

William J. Kledalsch
Managing Editor
The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, !Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect. 111, 61)056

School gymnasium, 208 Lake
St.

read

The Parent Trap: Daily: 2, 5:55, and 9:50 p.m., Weekends:
3:53 and 7:55 p.m.

PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
The Odd Couple: times not available.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.

The Fox: Daily and Weekends: 2, 6 and 10 p.m.
Family Way: Daily and Weekends: 4 and 8 p.m.

MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling
Meadows.

With Six You Get Eggroll and The Parent Trap: times not

available.

53 OUTDOOR DRIVE-IN, Rt. 12 and Hicks Rd., Palatine.
Hang 'Em High and Bandelero: Daily and Weekends: 7:05
p.m.

OASIS THEATRE, Bensenville.

For Love Of Ivy and The Return Of The Happy Endings:
times not available.

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rale, 517.1)0 a year: $9.00 for. ix months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Grace's Daze

certain books,

he

will

read them without your

knowledge. A better method
of approach which would be
acceptable to him could be to

reading a particular hook.

Even though he might continue to read them, he would
be conscious of their poor
literary style.
0111F,STION: Mrs. Culton,

should

I

read Nursery

Rhymes to my children? Their

father says that they are too
full of nonsense.

Mother Goose
characters are characters that

come to live forever in

a

child's imagination, and what

a dull, uninteresting world
this

would he without

im-

nonsense. Because most of the

Mother Goose Books are
beautifully illustrated, a child
gains even more by receiving
a long-lasting appreciation of

good art. Mother Goose

Rhymes contain alphabets,

Columnist
Deals With
Children
The Day's newest col-

discuss their parental

tion, but the holiday came

ing board, were hosts for

60

Parents

Gaithersburg, Md., to collect

beforehand. All 70 couple

There are now 35,000 attended schooling on a
members in this country, favorite subject, horses.

problems. The pair received
replies,

and

daughter Nancy, 20, who had

members received invitations
to the pre -dance gatherings

Australia, Guam, and Canada

with the latest chapter

to make teaching

Zealand.

Nancy attended a I2 -week
school at the Potomac Horse "

spread well around Mount
Prospect.

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Mottweiler are this year's president couple who say there is
room for a few more members
who would like to dance, and

Last Saturday one of the
fall's important social events
for members took place ai
Nordic Hills Country Ch.a.
The dinner dance began with
a cocktail hour at the club.
Parents Without Partners
parties do not necessarily re-

quire a date. Many men and

the Paul Spiewaks, the women go duet, but lack of

William Borsts, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas O'Brill, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Parks, the Howard Van
Schaicks,
Caspers.

and

the

Alex

One -couple active in the
club almost since its inception

a date has never kept many
a single from enjoying the
dances and other affairs the
organization sponsors.

A MOTHER and

children's problems in education --and will answer readers'
questions of general interest

partners does not keep 'a

Mrs. Culton has been involved with children and their
special problems for most of
her professional career.

tutored physically hanuntil

1950, when she

Prospect Heights gave a party

Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

schools.

there

was

mail stamp on hand, used it

as regulat postage on a

birthday card marked "Not
Air Mail" and mailed to her

neighbor only a few numbers
several days late, and the recipient was charged two cents
"postage due!"

number of men and women
from this area without fun

November, and the baby's arrival will for the first time

Auditions

and companionship. On Sept.

27, several from Mount
Prospect were

among those

who attended the Parents
Without Partners, Inc., Central Zone Conference at the

Sheraton O'Hare Motor

Hotel. The Roaring Twenties
which

'dance

followed

registration on opening night

who came from Marshfield,

pected to be occupid in

make grandparents and a

grandmother of the
McGowans and Mrs. Grunau.
Twenty-seven women were
invited from Chicago, Skokie,

great

Arlington Heights and from
Mount Prospect Mrs. Kris
Ihlenfedlt along with Mrs.

In attire appropriate to the Donald Copland and Mrs.
period went Michael Bonner James. Toohey from Prospect
from this town, vice president Heights.

members, Mrs. Dorothy

the

homemaker who, having only
an outdated eight cent air

Program
Bureau

of chapter 168, which has 171

Wednesday matinee: 2 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30 and 10:50 p.m.;

T.N.T. (This 'n That)

And then

Wis., for the baby shower.
The Sigwarts' nursery is ex-

Place School in Des Plaines.
She became a reading con-

teaching again in 1962, as a
substitute in the Des Plaines

spent at Clearwater.

A LACK OF marriage

was a highlight.

sultant for a Des Plaines book
store in 1960 and returned to

to instruct. The Florida trip
included Nancy, and was

earlier this4nonth. Guest of
honor was Mrs. John Sigwart

for the next six years.
In 1956, she returned to

teaching, this time on a fulltime basis, at the Orchard

Center from which she received a certificate entitling her

grandmother, Mrs. John away on the same street. The
Mail"
McGowan and Mrs. J. letter arrived

-Wa Pella Av.

when she can.

A sports woman who plans

recently chartered in New horsemanship her career,

pearance in the paper today.

She will write about

after they had driven to

Without Partners was born.

have moved to Glen Ellyn.
They are Mr. and Mrs. John Grunau who makes her home
Roberts who lived at 112 S. with the McGowans in

Plaines, makes her first ap-

Mr. and Mrs. A. Keil

cocktails in their homes

1725 Prospect Av., Des

umnist, Mrs. Esther Culton,

The Owl And The Pussycat: Tuesday through Friday: 8:30 joined the staff of the Oak
p.m., Saturday: 7:50. and 10:50 p.m., Sunday and Monday: Park Neuropsychiatric Clinic

22 through Nov. 10: Tuesday through Friday: 8:30 p.m.;

Club, and eight couples.
members of the club's govern-

there were others of similar returned to Mount Prospect
like to last week after a Florida vacastatus who would

music, poetry and language to
a child.

1945

PHEASANT RUN PLAYHOUSE, P. O. Box 64, St. Charles.
Glad Tidings, starring Ann Miller, ending Oct. 20.
The Pleasure Of His Company, starring Pamela Mason, Oct.

anniversary present to the
rumple from Mrs. Cirunau.

more than a dozen friends in
each of their homes included
Mr. and Mrs. James Holmes,

singing games. They are

dicapped youngsters from

and 10 p.m.; Sunday: 7:30 p.m.

Lion began when two divorced
rnrnntv ran an ad in a New
York newspaper to find if

The now five -year -old
Mount Prospect Dance Clnb
had its first party of the fall
and winter season Saturday
night at Inverness Country

counting rhymes, riddles and

Prospect.

MILL RUN PLAYHOUSE, 600 Golf Mill Center, Niles.
Angel Street, starring Ray Milland: Tuesday through Friday; 8:30 p.m9 Wednesday matinee: 2 p.m.; Saturday: 6:30

By Grace Mott

who were among the hosts.
Other directors who greeted

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount

7:30 p.m.

5 Years of Dancing

give him reasons for not

The mother of four, she

THEATRE

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Edttor and Pubhiher

The 8 p.m. meeting will be

agination and a little

Member Northwest Suburban
Bourd of Realtors

REALTORS \.
.OPEN
9 to 9

speak on his 10 -city proposal

A Teacher

"I think there is a general

,

Woods is scheduled to

Talks With

think the plan will be ad-

what time he has available to

711emme

possible to know."

held at the Indian Grove

pro-
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Oct. 23.

is

-- Marshall Field Ill

im-

applications to various foundations to provide funding for

posal.

the proposal.

',lull

is

committee presently preparing

his

He said he would devote

728

cessed and returned

Municipal Conference has a

presently studying

He said the Northwest

"lirom»- the original dream by alway.s jealously keeping
the Papel...1./iTedant and intellectual integrity.-

but when they will be pro-

pro-

ductive manner."

Tbe Prooett Dap

"The applications arc

governmental bodies arc

election in the village elections in April, said several

"Things could be worse - the Democrats could have
nominated PAT BROWN!"

scheduled to be completed
before the end of this year,

and the annexation of unincorporated area's in the village's periphery, at a meeting of the Euclid -Lake Assn.

vanced in a variety of ways."

sional in real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Fthics He'll smooth over the details of buying. Better
see the man who knows the complicated business -- let
a qualified RI:Al:10R help you! SEE KEMMERLY!

"We've

things are moving in a pro-

I

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

said.

dicated he will not seek re-

sideration of the proposal, and

Answer on -Comic Page

he

created a climate for

perly set now for con-

12 good, 15 exceLent

part of the an-

Woods Says Consolidation
Plan Has Good Momentum

"I think the stage

using all seven of these letters.

The fun of dressing up and

A MEMORABLE summer,

The Program Bureau Auditions of the Illinois Federation
of Women's Clubs will be held
Nov. 4 in the Randolph Room.
of the Sherman House, Randolph and Clark, Chicago.
This is the first audition,
and program and departmental chairmen are urged to use
this free service as an aid in
planning programs for their

clubs. All club members are
welcome.

April Coffey,
Jack Halvorsen and Warren

Celebrating their 25th wed-

ding anniversary the pair went

Mrs. Franklin Smith,
IFWC Program Bureau
chairman, and Mrs. Roy

residents.

to Hawaii for "two fabulous
weeks" with the vacation an

conducting the auditions.

Boyle,

Mrs.

Pribbanow, also all local

The 11 -year -old organiza-.

1968, for the McGowans.

Brown, vice chairman will be

Pt/

The Day's Prospects

an es or t e _

olidays
made in her home workshop

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Zdi tor

in Wilmette.

Candles and Christmas
coincide

"I have created a new candle which will be offered to
the public by the Colonial

One of the most unusual Candle Co. in the near
artists practicing the age-old future," she said. It is a
art of candlemaking is Mary permanent cocktail candle
which has an outer shell of
Jane Lauterbach
"The beauty of a candle is heat -resistant wax.
Inside is a vigil light which
in the burning," she began,
"and in the burning there is is easily replaceable. The exquietness and calm " This is terior of the candle is emthe principle that is the basis bellished with a wreath of
greens with interchangeable
for her designs
decor to suit the fancy of the
FOR 13 YEARS she has owner at the change of

s

I

been working with wax,

perfecting her own formulas,
making her own candle molds
to create a new and different
work of art Each adds to the
home and the pleasure of its
family

Her candles are

all

Northwest
the
at
Suburban YMCA Wednesday
at 8 p.m. Tickets areavailable
you

at the door: The program is

being sponsored by the North
Suburban Home Economists
in Homemaking.

In addition to her candle making instructions she will

has also perfected a special

permanent
for
flowers. Her arrangements are
wax -dew

"done with feeling" rather

t'

something special.

Containers too, vary from

birds' nests to beautiful hand cut crystal. The arrangements
she will share will be flavored

Birds, flowers, angels, pixies all find their place in the
gold braid trimmed niches of
Mary Jane's candles. Each
one is a de"light"ful original.

,P1

her beautifully arranged

masses of wax -dewy flowers
with ivy and fruit in an ornate
pedestal container. The ivy is
repeated below the clear glass

set

rules which makes each one

for the rapidly approaching
holidays and will include unique wreaths, centerpieces and
many other original creations.

The tiny scenes placed within

I

any

than according to

wood.

LEFT' --In her Wilmette

most

unusual arrangements, for she

rangement is on a pedestal of

the spoon scooped candle is
softly illuminated as the can-

many of her

display

season. The entire ar-

home living room, Mrs.
Lauterbach exhibits one of

-

deep

hues of black, red and green,
light pastels of mint green and
parfait pink are Mary Jane's

than I ever did by study."
Plan on an exciting evening

effects,

conversation piece candles.

surface in the unusual
hearthside table.

SHE WILL BE sharing her

knowledge and talents with

Lauterbach tomorrow night at the Des Plaines YMCA, admire many unusual and de-"light"-ful

candles.

-Ins-rnnrrno ern rirrirrrn 6 -n6 -n -n

seen erb elan

61 n n

"You don't have to be

talented to make some of
these," said Mary Jane, "I

dle burns.
Marbelized

Mrs. Kenneth Wall of Mount Prospect and Mrs. Harry Block of Morton Grove, chairmen

for the special North Suburban Home Economists program to be given by Mary Jane

have learned more by doing
of original ideas by attending
the program tomorrow night.
It will make your holidays a
lot brighter.

LWV

Just aiting to Spook You

To Meet

Friday

Milton Freudenheim,

A

.foreign service director for the

Chicago Daily News, will
discuss "U. S. Foreign Policy

and the United Nations" at
the Arlington Heights League

t.

woraelMIIM
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of Women Voters' annual

United Nations dinner Friday, Oct. 25.

The dinner meeting will

begin

at

7:30 p.m. in St.

Simon's Episcopal Church,
717 Kirchoff Rd., Arlington
Heights.

Mrs. John Muller of Arl-

ington Heights, LWV
UNICEF card representative,

will have on display at the

meeting UNICEF cards

which are sold for the benefit
of the UN children's relief
fund.

PLANS FOR the meeting

are being made by the

League's foreign policy com-

Third of Law, Order
Series Is Wednesday
The third in a series of lec- -Oct. 23 at Southminster
tures and discussions on Presbyterian Church, E. Cen"Law, Order and Justice" will
be held at 8 p.m., Wednesday,

tral and S. Dryden, Arlington

Cheerleaders
Are Chosen

WBKB television will speak

Lester H. Brownlee of

on the "View of the Black and

the Poor." John Bracy,

graduate student at

For Harper

Northwestern University, and
an undergraduate student

Harper College has an- from Northwestern, both of

nounced the names of the four

young ladies who will
represent the school as

cheerleaders this year. They

are Donna Berg, Rolling

Meadows and

Pat

Tenerowicz, Mount Prospect,

who are both sophomores.

Freshman representatives are

Sandy Lockowitz, Des

Plaines, and Cora Page, Arlington Heights.

Freudenheim served as U.
N. correspondent for the Dai-

crisis,

Khrushchev's

-ware
It's hard to be patient surrounded by pumpkins and theie four little spooks
can hardly wait for the Prospect Heights PTA Fun Fair to be held at MacArthur
Junior High School, Schoenbeck and Palatine Rds., Saturday, Oct. 26 from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Steve Colby, 10, his brother Scott, 9, sister Debbie, 3,

and Surah Sarner, 6, invite you to Join in the fun of the Haunted House,
Cane Toss, Golf, Cake Walk, Wishing Weil and Hoopla. Hot dogs, cokes,
cotton candy, popcorn and balloons will also be available. For further In-

Charles J. VanArsdel,

membership ,cjiftirman, at

Arlington Heights
Masonic Lodge4162

3E1,36AGE

Gustav Albrecht -Secretary
119 Cornell, Des Plaines
VA 4.9654

PIZZA PARLOR

"With the Red Carpet"
WE'RE OPEN!

Rani° Entertainment
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings
1719 RAND ROAD

Rand IL Donato Roads

Palatk"

For the finest
in Real Estate
Service, its ...

Phan* 359-4355

439-6278.

formation phone 537-4217.

Randhurst. Used Book Fair

Secretary Dag Hammarskjold,
the Cuban missile background
and security council airings.
Reservations for the dinner
may be made by calling Mrs.

man and David J. Regner.

Prospect Heights
296.5132

Daniel Congreve.

attack on the former UN

ing will be Eugenia S. Chap-

Donald W. Irkfetz - Master
1301 Cork Tree Ln.,

Decorations chairman is Mrs.

Congo

youth's point of view.
Special guests for the even-

STATED MEETINGS
FIRSTS THIRD THURSDAYS

Dan Pearson, Mrs. Barbara
Mrs. Fredric Marks
Hess,
and Mrs. Stephen Caruso.

Hungarian uprising, the

this past year, will pry sent

Arlington Its., Ill.

Giese. Assisting her are Mrs.

covered the Suez crisis, the

whom were involved in the
Northwestern confrontation

1104 S. Arlington Hts. Road

mittee headed by Mrs. Ann

ly News for 10 yews and

Heights.

Panel Program
About People

ANNEN

"The Panel of American .
Women: A Program About

BUSSE

People" will be presented by

REALTORS

the Welcome Wagon

Newcomers Club of Mount

Prospect at their meeting

tomorrow in the Community
Center, 600 See-Gwun, at 8

3 Offices to Serve You!

p.m.

The Panel of American

Women

is

a

national

ARLINGTON HTS.

country.

253-1800

28 E. Northwest Hwy.

organization consisting of 28

panels

across the

Each panel includes a

Catholic, a Jew, a Negro and
a white Anglo-Saxon Protes-

MOUNT PROSPECT
104 E. Northwest Hwy.

tant.

Each member relates her

personal encounters with prejudice. A questiqn and answer

255-9111

I

A

ELK GROVE

period follows the presen-

VILLAGE

tation.
The ladies appearing on the
Newcomers Club panel are

570 E. Higgins Road

439-4700

Mrs. Franklin McMahon,
Children Claire and Gail Egan, Douglas Scrambler and Sarah Fremgen supervise the transfer

Mrs. John Peale, Mrs. Franz
Schulze, Mrs. S. Tolman and
Moderator, Mrs. Fred Rob-

of thousands of books to the AAUW Used Book Fair by Mrs. Francis Egan (left) and Mrs.
John Scrambler. The book sale, proceeds from which support graduate fellowships, will be

bins.

held Oct. 24-26 in Randhurst.

Prospect for one year or less

Thousards of books of sheet music will be among the

every category are now

sale itt ins

An important function of
waiting the bargain -minded
reader at the Used Book Fair the fair, in addition to saving
sponsored by the American the reader money, is the enAssociation of University couragement of reading as a
Women, Oct 24-26 in wholesome and stimulating
activity. The Used Book Fair
Randhurst

Fiction, how -to -do -it keeps books in circulation

books, sets of encyclopedias, which otherwise gathering
children's books, records and dust in their donors' attics

Proceeds f om the sale support the AAUW Fellowships
Program, which is the largest
and oldest such program ex-

Members of the club and all

women residents of Mount

are invited to the meeting.
The hospitality committee,
headed

by

Mrs.

David

Partlow and Mrs. James

clusively for women in the
United States The program
now provides more than a

Graves, are hostesses for the

hundred graduate fellowships
annually to American women
and women from other coun-

refreshments.

tries

evening with Mrs. John

Klopacz in charge of
For further information,

call Mrs. Ulrich at 392-7790
or Mrs. Nord at 299-7460,

dial

92.7f
stereo 24 hours

a

be
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leader, so Mundy

6:00,

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

HOME2 WE'LL
AROUND AND TUNE 13E STICKIN'
AROUND
EGAD, NOW CAN I SUGGEST IN! I'VE BEEN TELL!NG SANDY 50 MUCH TIGHTER
11-IAT FATHER LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE SQUIRREL THAN THE
ABOUT HIS LADY FRIEND

I CAN'T- IT

NO, I CAN'T-I'VE GOT A DATE
FOR HEAVEN'S
THIS EVENING! CAN'T YOU
SAKE, GRAMF:
HOLD THAT CANDLE STEADY!
CAN'T YOU WAIT
To FINISH SHAVING lgomego,

GIVES ME THE
SHAKES/JUST
KNOWING YOU'RE

SHAVING WITH
THAT DEADLY
WEAPON 15 BAD

TILL THE LIGHTS AND PLEASE DON'T KEEP
COME BACK IY FLASHING THAT LIGHT IN MY
EYES, MARY --WATCH WHAT

BEFORE BECOMING DEEPLY CAGE SHE WANTS TO
VISIT! ARE YOU BIRDS
INVOLVED HE HAS A

ENOUGH!

YOU'RE DOING!

\\*

9 I Love Lucy

Lucy takes a

pics
Men's gymnastics,

FRONT

PORCH I

featured in live and

5 Movie
"Istanbul Express'", a world premiere film about a

Mike Douglas

9

26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25

6:31)

tit Ut

r. Ifts

ci

MALONE uuraRPR1556 MODULE
WHERE RANGERS LISTEN To
RE -WIRED BUGGING DEVICE,,,

GIVE YOUR FORMULA TO

Mg, BELL-OR I SHALL.

91116 is ROBIN'S
PREDICAMENT:,
TAKING PLACE
IN MU611ROCV6
CORAL CAVERN

GIVE YOU AND YOUR-c0c4E'-

t6L

300 FT BELOW
SEA -LEVEL,,,

tt

0,06

NO

wta
CAMOUFLAGED
ENTRAuCc- To

WO'

'} W14-',.).
c,

0`y

;,>

Life
Two brothers victimize Paul Bryan.

9 Wonderful World

2 Doris Day Show
Out to find a new

help from

a

IOR I IL

ANY MORE TV TONIGHT:_/-.4

SDAY

WAIL!

Swimming and

LIBRA (Sept 24 - Oct 23)
Keep clear of time-consuming distractions and you
should be able to work well
toward your goal Others can

Dec 22) -- Exceptional care
required even in carrying out

MORTY MEEKLE

routine matters Irritations

ALL IN FAVOR OF
HAVING A WINTER
CARNIVAL.
TOMORROW RAISE

can be successfully countered
with a grin

CAPRICORN (Dec 23 Jan 20) -- Morning and even-

YOUR

YOU FOLIND

ISA PIFCF OF

time off in afternoon

AQUARIUS (Jan

Feb

21

-

--- 1
EB

19) -- the wise Aquarius

lx

PISCES (Feb 20

1954 musical about
two Americans and

Hubert Humphrey;
a two-part study of

Scotland. With

a frightened
boy who gets to prove. his courage in

Gene Kelly, Van

Korea. With John

Johnson and Cyd

Ireland and Lon

warfare.
7 "I hat's Life

Charisse.

McCallister.

only in black.
7 It Takes a Thief

seances is in-

cartel makes a deal

famous lawyer.

-

a 1953 war film
about

their adventures in

1

1 German

1:30

Playhouse
10:45
2

7 News

Finian's Rainbow
1:35

premiere

a

musical house -

buying trip.
9 Perry Mason

A series of

vestigated by Erie
Stanley Gardner's

Lee Phillip interviews stars and de-

7 Reflections

scribes the big event
from New York.

2 News

5

9

2:45

The Tonight

Five Minutes to

Show

Live By

Carson

2 Meditations

With Johnny

2:50

LET ME SLEEP

OKI IT!

WELL, WHAT
D'YA SAY ?

I

Stec -7 -

ELECT

ELECT

SEK

0

i4

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

March,

influence -- on the home

front, on the job, and so on

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

-- separated from each other

Olio

and thus avoid confusion

ARIES (March 22 - April

20) -- Excellent results for the

Aries who makes a genuine
effort to bring feuding couples
together Show the way

TAURUS (Arpil 21 - May
21) -- rut off plans until some
later date unless you are able
to deal effectively and quickly
with others Be good-natured.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) -- Your own affairs should
takeyour mind, time, and ef-

toit today You risk loss if
you become involved with
others

CANCER (June 22 - July

CAPTAIN EASY

23) -- Where you are dealing
with others, you will need all

I'M BIB TUCKER, HONEY,,,

the diplomacy at your
disposal Don't trust to others'

SHY, BUT TRUSTWORTHY
AND LOYAL TO A FAULT --

COMING DOWN TO MOVE
YOUR HUGE SAFE, HE'S

STILL TRYING
TO PICK UP
EVERY NEAT

A BRAWNY, GIANT

LOOKER. M-1?

MY HUSBAND 19

OF A MAN;

good feelings

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
-- Best to keep plans for a
change to yourself for the

IT BRIGHTENS THEIR
DAY, EASY. SPEAKING

HEY,
PENNY BURKE T I HOPE TO
GEE HER. FOR A FEW DAYS- THE HEARD
THAT NAME
RECENTLY

OF CHICKS, WASN'T THERE

A BRITISH DOLL you
NEARLY MARRIED
YEARS AGO:

time being Consider how not

BUT-

OW '

VIRGO (Aug 24 - Sept.
23) -- Even best friends may
not be particularly dependable
If you want
at this time

things done right, do them

1%4 Ty 1MA Int TM Ice US P., Olt

yourselP

Answers to
Hideaword
POLLUTE
pole
pule

lope
lute

poll
pull
pelt
plot

lout
tulle

pout

tell
toupe

THE WILLETS
OF 06 IN POSITIONS
OF POWER $00N LEARN TO
VIEW PROTE5T WITH SOME
DEGREE OF UNCONCERN,

1-1-105E

065 LEMON.

AFTER ALL, I
WAS AN INVETERATE GOLDFISH
'SWALLOWER IN
MY DAY !

HORRORS

WHAT WERE
YOU PRO-

TESTING ?

6 Made
ACROSS
1 Prairie wolf 7 mistakes
Babbled
7 Frenchman's 8 Charged
name
atom
13 Idolizer
9 Dutch city
14 Western
Units of
cattle shows 10 reluctance
15 Redcap
11 European
16 Anoints
(pl.)
17 Clumsy boat 12 deer
Essential
18 Consume
being
food
19 Fruit drink
20 Mariner's
21 Leaser
direction
22 All
21 Blushes
23 Young boy
25 Number
(slang)
28 Redactors
24 Becomes
32 Publish
vapid
33 Paris to a
Health
Frenchman 25 resorts
34 Violin maker
35 Dish

MW

another with new

poult

2 Movie
"Combat Squad"

"Brigadoon" A

This merry
Peaker is

1:15

Mexico.

escapade starring
Robert Morse and
J.

horse opera.

9 Movie

germ and gas

E.

strong in this 1959

live

and taped from

Vice President

5 Julia
Julia's son comes
home from Ins first
day at school with

fencing,

men's

cuff bed,

I) -- Keep your spheres of

to upset
plans

who helps him be

ing,boxing and

PROSPERITY

will avoid making any
decisions at this time.
Impulses should
ryes kept calm

Moore plays the gal

cowhand. Terry

swimming and div-

9:01)

A L Dm FOR ME IS A

HANDS.

Vill!!%94!
02,AX/

goal in the near future Take

Men's gymnastics,

2 60 Minutes
An interview with

WTE FOR FREE DO',, AND
DEMOCRACY AND 00Y
AND HAPPINESS AND

C01,11---1 T1

ing efforts heighten your

chances of achieving your

tough guy or just a

EEK & MEEK

THIS SNOWFLAKE

ORDER, PLEA5EY FREDDIEt 'WING
TO SAY GCME11-IING IN THE 5404.
I:OW-. OFFAK L/F;FREDDIF.

THE UNCONCERN
OF THOSE. IN
POSITIONS OF
POWE.R.

tope
ton

Mg"

a

Sumner Olym-

Coming of Christ" is
Graham's topic dur-

An industrial

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 -

whether he is

Murphy can't decide

Crusade

drawings colored

the way

on the current space
flight.

basketball.
I I The Action People
New approaches
are
education
to
discussed.

Red's guest.

22) -- Seek the maloi issue
behind the minor manifestations of it Dissent on the
employment scene Lan show

"Cast a Long
Shadow" Audie

26 Market Roundup

Pat Carroll is

SCORPIO (Oct 24 - Nov.

9 Movie

nastics, boxing and

2 Red Skelton Dour

mislead you

of Sports

6:45

7:30

LULLABY:

--

1:1)1)

pics

diving, men's gym-

Italian

SING HIM A

12:41)

5 Apollo 7
A special report
7

pies

7:15
11 TV College

BAWLIN':
ER...
OKAY,DOC: I'LL

12:30

5 Everyman

10:30

bring home a deputy
sheriff.
OlymS
7

crusade.

DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THAT KID'S

Ronnie Barrett.

1:05

husband for their
mother, the sons

Vietnam veteran

interviews with

10:15

8:30

ing his Pittsburgh

I LIVE NEXT DOOR:

OUT, BUT YER NOT WATCHIN'

Variety and

10:10

millionaire.

"The Second

(YA CAN BELLER YER LUNGS

Horoscope

.

Midnight
5 News
7 Chicago

time.
26 Sports

9 News

32 Billy Graham

Y0111-

11:31)

32 News

leisure

their

26 Cinema Special
32 Run for Your

26 Dow to Invest

BUGS BUNNY

Sandra Dee.

of how women

of an American

7:00

a

John Gavin and

An examination

kidnaped daughter

quences

v

world powers. With

and Barbara

32 Truth or Conse-

CORAL CAVERN f

the attention of

5 Jerry Lewis Show

boyhood friend.
11 TV College
Gregg Shorthand
26 "roday's Racing

WiligiSMMES

tains from an

The Expanding,

spend

I 9 61

Ileadlines

seeks

YARDS AWAY!!

important vote at
the UN and gains

a

comedy which abs-

agent and a beautiful
Interpol agent join
forces to save the

Wanted by police
on a murder charge,

THE OIRECT108SCOPE LOCATES
THEIR VAN5M5SION
LEGG THAN 1,000

TO THE NASTY FISHiES!

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

"Romanoff and

Lancers.

a

HARD- 111011 -EP EMPLOYER

juliet" iS

26 Greatest

McNair are guests
7 The Mod Squad

-s

9:45
32 News
10:00

how an American

Nanette Fabray

ROBIN MALONE

11:15

2 Movie

Sacramento brings

trouble to the
GRAMPAW

silver.

Sunday

"Countdown to
Doomsday" tells

prisoner to

colonial American

didates.

11

32 Movie

is conducting a
-1-14r
CAN'T MISS

re-

26 ESP

2 Lancer
An old friend who

Examples and
characteristics of

promises and can-

Barry, Senta Berger,
John Saxon and
Mary Ann Mobley.
9 Steve Allen Show
11 French Chef

2 Editorial

101.1

11 Antiques

Show

A review of past

presentative who is
sent to buy the secret notes of a dead
scientist. Gene

TV College
Speech

la -2 7.

interviews.
9:30
11 Chicago Festival

including songs,

power

western

Show

fnmmnnmmm,
11

7

political campaigns,

runs out of gas.
8:00

taped segments from
Mexico.

11:00

The Joey Bishop

international
Racing films and

pleasure cruise and

basketball, boxing

and soccer are

'eat

GOING TO 60 HOME ?)

FLASH. TEMPER!

steal an important document.

must

2 News
5 News
Summer Olym7

AMOS,STOP MOPIN

26 Motorsports

with a revolutionary

TON IG IT

36 Italian city
39 Lamprey
fisherman
40 Perusers
42 Malt brew
45 Dance step
46 Unclose
(poet.)
49 Sell in small
quantities
52 Violent
dread
55 Dress
56 Eludes
57 Cubic
meters
58 Distant

2

1

3

4

Riga
26 Girl's name
27 Glass bottle 44 Feminine
suffix
29 Verbal
46 Order
30 Interpret
(Latin)
31 Soothsayer
37 City in Italy 47 Versifier
38 Harem room 48 Gaelic
41 Natural fat 50 Ventilate
51 Choler
42 Brazilian
53 Night before
macaws
54 Male sheep
43 Native of
5

6

7

13

14

15

16
18

17

26

23

29
33

34

35
37

36

42

1 Spanish
mantle
2 Smell
3 English city
4 Table scrap
5 Golf mound

49

43

11

12

30

31

24

28

27

10

',

32

DOWN

9

19

n
25

8

39

38

46 47

44
45

50

51

4152

55

66

57

68

53

54

48

id -Suburban Meet by Single Point

Arlington Runners Take
record of 13 47 Scott Butler
was second for Arlington

the Arlington harriers took

the Mid -Suburban League

with a 14:20. Dan Pittenger
added depth to Fremd's score

third at 14 01

behind Arlington.

Elk Grove bright spot

Prospect's only entry in the
top 10, Keith Matthews, was

with 55 points, 14 behind the

Wayne Wille placed seventh
with a 14:17, and Joe Hooker

a second behind Pittenger.

Davenport fifth with a 14

ran next for the Cardinals

PROSPECT CAPTURED

hesitation and sneaked in

with a time of 14 00 flat, pass-

conference cross-country meet
on Saturday
As was fairly well expected,
Palatine's Mark Visk was the
individual champion, setting a

Craig Stitt was in two seconds
later for Fremd, which ended

a 14 02, as Fremd's Ray Sommer took advantage of a slight

new Rolling Meadows course

A single point did it, and

Palatine, who was third

ing teammate Toni Swanson
at the last possible minim.

Cards, placed their Paul

SWANSON ENDED up
fourth in the standings with

1

I.

'

up second, a single point

the sophomore race with

Treece appeared in the top 10
sophs for the Knights.
All of the area cross-country teams will run in their

a

healthy six -point margin over
their closest competitors, onant, who amassed 44 points.
Prospect's Mike Dittman
won the two-mile race with a

at ninth with a 14:22.

district meets next Saturday,
most meeting at Elk Grove,
'the first step toward the state

time of 10:06, and Howard

meet.

Larson, Ron Hankel, and Al

Palatine Comes to Life

ros ect ver
returned

BY LINDA GAMMILL
Sports Editor

for four yards

it

second -to -last -place team in

before being dropped by the
onrushing Pirates Don
Koehler picked up a I 2 -yard
first down hefoic Crawford

League, Prospect's Knights

Knights were then stopped

Overwhelmed by the

the Mid -Suburban

moved another yard The

fell for the third time this year
as Palatine cannonhalled them
43-25 It was Prospect's first
conference loss
Helping themselves to a 15 yard kickoff return and a 21 -

cold for two plays and Joe

yard

posession

first down run by Al

Bambrick, the Pirates rushed
to the Palatine 37 Workhorse
Toni Patch traveled to the 35
for a two -yard loss, and then

11 yards of Pirate gain The
rest of the Palatine backfield
got into the act as Scott Harris, not quite as well known

has been threatening to do for
the past two weeks, Bruce

given the honor of receiving
the 23 -yard TD bomb Bambrick split the uprights and

Palatine for face mask grabbing and 15 yards credited to

lead

for the first time, but Grant

as Hasbach and Patch, was

Baker had to punt

Palatine owned a seven -point

Prospect tared three yards

Unhappy with Prospect's
showing so far in the game,

Palatine managed just tour
yar is in Elicit next series but

worse when they got Jim Dooley returned the
Patch then initiated a 59 -

yard, three -play scoring drive

kickoff for 13 yards only to
have Steve Grant fumble on
a drive up the middle on the

for Arvid Hersted's visitors

Patch grabbed a Donahue

quarterback Phil Donahue pass and took off downfield
was dropped five yards back
to give the hosts a chance

SCOII CRAWFORD
gathered in the punt and

e by Fired- up 'Pirate Power'

e

for 25 yards

ANO I HER DONAHUE
found its mark, Dave
Hasbach, heading for another

toss

next play Palatine recovered

in good position on the

Busse intercepted on the
Knight 23.

Fifteen yards against

the Knight backfield put
Prospect into Pirate territory

again was hit in the line causing another fumble.
Bambrick picked up five to
set up another score, this one

by Patch and good

for 57

yards Jim Novack blocked
the extra point to hold the

Palatine total to 1.3 for awhile.

Prospect 40, but had trouble
getting anywhere
Patch lost a yard, Bambrick

gained six and Donahue kept

for one before trying a

middle-distance pass As he

COMING FROM behind
has been Prospect's fate in
their last two contests, and
they began to wake up immediately after the second
Pirate tally which ended the
quarter Crawford made 19
yards worth of headway on
the kickoff, a pass to Dooley

the first down because of an
incomplete pass and an illegal
procedure call that was declined on third down.

The Pirates decided they

liked beating the conference's
second -place team and took
off on another scoring binge
when they next got possession.

Palatine had the victory

success at Prospect. The game
ended with Gaffney desperate-

marched off the field for

four times for 21 yards and

right for no apparent reason.
With Busse chasing him on

his right side, Harris ran

score on the board and cinched. Bambrick carried
halftime still sporting the 26 point lead.

Donahue ran for seven before
Busse intercepted another pass

saving the Knights from

yards returning the kickoff
after the score and a four -yard

pass and a pass intereferencc

call put the ball on the

Patch rambled in for his third

further embarrassment.

Prospect didn't move very

Coach Williams refused to

Tuesday,

PIRTS

Knights came onto the field
for the second half, but his

charges went ahead and

for the next two series and
neither did Palatine, but the

catch up.

fired -up Pirates proved once

passes soon gave the ball back
to Prospect and they made the

October 22,
1968.

37, Crawford went in from
the 13 as the Knights tried to

again that they were out to

TWO INCOMPLETE

ruin the first night time most of the opportunity with
Knighttimes ever. Chris Crawford taking a pass for 35
Andriano intercepted a Mike

Prospect was unable to make

they travel to 1-3 Forest View

Page 7

enter the huddle as the

The Knights went no place

yards,

Prospect faces another

"easy" team this week when

tercept to end the period.

yards and Gaffney legging out

With a 19-7 deficit facing
them, the Knights again bogged down. After Koehler ran

trying for another score,

dodging Palatine defenders for
29 yards before being stopped
at the Palatine 40.

Palatine 32, but with time

This time Bambrick's PAT
counted to provide Palatine
with a 26-7 margin.

up yet

another Palatine score.

Pirates were on their way.

ly

far and Palatine's Bob Carr on Saturday.

on their first series.
TD and Palatine's fourth. scored
With Koehler running for 43

set

and had just about as much

running out in the half. Gaffney attempted a third throw
only to have Donahue in-

directly in front of the Knight

Gaffney pass to

toss. The Pirates began toying

on the Prospect 10 yard line

CRAWFORD RAN for 24

defender. and Busse tackled
him at the six. The junior
halfback's mistake was made
up for within a few plays as

kick was ruled wide, but the

back the kick for

Pirates put a whopping 33-7

Harris decided to cut

left,

Bambrick's

17

which failed against Arlington

onside kick failed as the ball
didn't move 10 yards, and

and a

yard line and moving to the

for a scrambling 90 -yard
V.

regain possession with an

pass broken up by
Crawford, Harris and the

three inconsequential plays

because of Harris' own foolish
maneuver.
APPROACHING TILE 10

Palatine was out to

touchdown run.

with the shotgun formation

to end in a touchdown

avenge last week's 41-0 loss to
Arlington, and Patch returned
Sandy Quillen's 50 -yard boot

I.

to

for a 75 -yard romp that failed

touchdown. Dave Lundstedt's
extra point kick was good
leaving Don William's group
just one TD off the pace.
But

intercepted another Gaffney

Prospect's last score.
A desperate attempt

Three carries netted just six
yards, but Harris broke loose

provided seven more and
another pass, this to Bob
Anderson rated a 46 -yard

S

yards to Crawford ended in

Putting together a 33 -yard
and a 23 -yard gain between

before the long evening ended.

IT WAS THE first time
year that Gaffney had

this

had an aerial picked off, but
it wasn't the last as two more
throws fell into Pirate hands

U

w

yards and Grant scoring on a
16 -yard run. The kick failed
and the Knights were still

orwrAii.

I

behind 33-19.
Palatine held the ball for 15

plays and finally, after Patch
sustained

a

badly

broken

forearm, decided to put up a
field goal attempt which was
good.

Prospect too mounted a
drive which lasted a long

Although Palatine quarterback Phil Donahue (12) sat down for a rest, Prospect's Don
Koehler (43) was stopped just one yard short in his bid for a touchdown by Guy Zajonc

time, but it ended up giving
the ball back to Palatine on

(14). Scott Crawford went in on the next play, but the Knights fell heavily, 43-25.

the Pirate 23. Palatine wasted

little time in further
humiliating the hosts as
Andriano gathered in a pass
and traveled 71 yards for the
final TD. Getting daring with
new-found

their

wealth,

the Pirates attempted a pitchout PAT which was good
giving them 43 markers.

KOEHLER AGAIN

returned the kickoff for good
yardage, gaining 22 stripes.
Two passes, one for four yards

to Anderson and one for 38

The 'Cat kickoff rolled out of
hounds at the Hersey 25, and
Wheeling drove for two Edge ran to the Hersey 49 on
first downs to the Hersey 45 the first piny.

giving Hersey
cushion.

BY CURT WILSON

Conant Saturday but the

clock, controversial calls and
bad breaks kept the Falcons
from upsetting the Cougars

Conant's quarterback Scott
Johnson inadvertently set the
scene for the Falcon's first,
and as it turned out later,

their only score Johnson faced with a third and 13 situation and a strong cross wind,

Volpe in the drive that ended

tailback McGraw swept for
15, then John Farinosi added

was added

knocked down a Johnson pass

in a I3 -yard bolt by Volpe,
after which the extra point
I IIL FALCONS allowed

the kick to roll into the

endzone for a touchback and

x

Forest' View's Kaspar

in the endzone but the

reprieve was only momentary
as on the next play Jeff Rtggio

ran the left side and with no

held the ball only one play
before McGraw intercepted

time remaining scored

View 30 yard line Seconds
later, after rushes by Johnson
and Volpe, McGraw plunged
one yard for six points The

point, and the field was evacuated for half time

for Conant on the Forest

McGraw was stopped short of
the goal line for

the extra

IN I HE SECOND half
chose to throw The toss
team was able to push
resulted in a Falcon in- extra point run failed in a neither
ball across, although Coterception by defensive fumble and the Cougars took the
the 13-7 lead they maintained nant threatened and failed at
halfback Bob Kasper

for the remainder of the af-

IMMEDIATELY FOREST
View quarterback Dave Long
took the ball from center, roll-

ternoon

Forest View put the ball in

play on their own 26 and in

ed left, cut back to pick up three downs incurred two
blockers and ended his 36 - penalties, one major and one

minor, which put them deep
in Falcon territory were they
Falcons led 7-0 at the start of punted on third down It was
Conant's ball first and 10 on
the second quarter

yard run in the endzone The

kick was good and the

The Cougars wasted no

time in retaliating, marching
58 yards for their first mark
to tie Johnson kept the ball
out of the air, and handed off

to Jim McGraw and Ralph

Forest View's 33, however no

time had expired on the

scoreless clock during the exchange of the ball
The Cougars then went into
a single -wing formation and

two touchdowns to Hersey in

the Falcon six, as the result

of an effort by Forest View's
defensemen

Falcon co -captain Charley

Smith was hit minutes after
returning from the half-time

Tom Patch, who was responsible for three Palatine
touchdowns which helped to ruin Prospect's Knighttimes, grabs
a pass a few yards ahead of Knight Rick Soduski.

Arlington Heights Boy's
Football Saints Avert
Last Place with Upset
The Saints, fighting to

and an extra point against an
Eagle defense that had given

league in Arlington

up only two touchdowns in

scored their second upset in

Schell's first score came on
a 22 -yard end sweep, and his

avoid a cellar finish in the
varsity

Heights Boy's Football,
a row beating

the already -

crowned champion Eagles 2013 Wednesday evening.

picked off an Eagle pass and
returned it 25 yards for a
touchdown. Ward Schell ran

was rushed to the hospital

the extra point.
The Eagles recovered brief-

severe bruise to his back and

ly

Smith expects to be ready
for the Prospect meeting at

Forest View Saturday afternoon at 2 porn

penalty put them

11

yards

Feige missed a pass, and
then Bruce Erase pushed to

back in their own territory at the 'Cat 44. A penalty moved
fourth down at the start of the ball hack five, and Schuler
Huskies held on to come up the second quarter, and they hit Feige with an aerial bomb
at the 20 and Feige went in
with a 37-13 drubbing of the were compelled to punt again.
for the score. The PAT was
Wildcats.
This time the punt got off good but was marred by a
Even though the Huskies
to be rewere practically given their without altercation, and it was penalty and had
it was
first two scores, their offense downed at the Huskie 31. The taken. The second timeHuskies
looked good throughout the two teams exchanged the ball missed, leaving theat the end
game. The 'Cat offense seem- until there was five minutes with a 25-6 lead
ed to perk up in the latter part left in the ° half, when a of the half.
Hersey moved steadily into
of the game, as they tallied misguided 'Cat punt went out

five previous games.

second was on a straight
ahead drive of two yards.

night

game,

and

the

once in the second
quarter and again in the third.
twice,

HERSEY STARTED off
the scoring action by blocking

a Wheeling punt to gain
possession of the ball for the
first time at the 'Cat 10, and
immediately picked up five
yards on an illegal procedure

in the third quarter and

closed the score to 7-6 with
a touchdown by Kevin Dick.
But then Schell took over and
scored two more touchdowns

drives.

Finally late in the fourth
quarter, the Eagles blocked a

punt, and three plays later
Terry Keehan ran 25 yards
for a score. John McBride
made the final point. An at-

Wheeling 28. Dick
Powell ran for four yards. and

the second half, but their scor-

penalty on Wheeling gave

with a pass for a score at 8:30
in third period. The running
PAT was missed, leaving the
score, 31-6 for the Huskies.

at the

with 9:41 left in the quarter.
Wheeling tried to move the

PAT GUINEY missed the
snap for the kick and ended
up downing the ball at the
Wheeling 24.
Again it was

a matter of

seconds before Hersey scored

tempt at an on -side kick fail- again, this time Schuler lost
ed, and the Saints ran out the three yards and pruce Frase
darted left and scored at 5:4 1,
clock.

ing hopes were not realized

added another before a until Schuler bit Jerry Jobst
Hersey five more.

SCOTT FEIGE picked up

a first down at the 12, and

Schuler passed to Feige who
was waiting with outstretched
arms in the end zone for the
call on Wheeling.
Steve Schuler carried the third Huskie score. The PAT
ball the first time for the was good for the first time,
Huskies and went in to score and Hersey led the Wildcats,

The Eagles fought back in ball without too much sucOutplaying the listless
and they were forced to
Eagles from the opening the fourth quarter, but two cess,
kickoff, the Saints led 7-0 at pass interceptions by the Saint punt again, this time from
halftime after Dave Auge defensive back stalled Eagle their own 49.

return Smith sustained a

break on a Cougar punt

I2 -point

the first quarter of their Friday

Falcons Claim First Score
But Conant Snares Victory

a

4 deficiency in the punting
department of the Wheeling
jayvee offense made a gift of before a delay -of -game

While Chris Andriano (81) watches, Knight Steve Grant (30) pulls down Palatine's feared
runner Tom Patch. (Photos by Linda Ganundt and George Hamilton)

Forest View scored first at

of Jim Carroll's block.

Two 'Gift' Touchdowns
Help Huskies Create
Win Over Wheeling JV's

a

BY JIM EWAR7

Prospect's lint Dooley (80) turns down the sideline path
on his way to a long gain for the Knights. Dooley evaded
both Dave Hasbach (80) and Toni Ileer (82) with the help

.19-0

With 4:13 left in the half,
the 'Cats managed their first
touchdown as halfback Larry
Rozanno returened a Huskie
kickoff for a total of 83 yards.
The extra point was missed,
but Wheeling -had put a si x -

'I'HE BALL CHANGED

hands twice more, and a pass

again accounted for a
touchdown, this time for the
'Cats' side of the scoreboard.

'Cat halfback Gary

Schweitzer passed to end Terry Lundquist who scored with
3:51 remaining in the quarter,

and Guincy made the extra
point.

The Huskies drew final

blood in the game, adding in-

su It to injury with a

point dent in the Hersey touchdown in the beginning
homecoming hopes for a shutout.

THE HALF ended without

further adieu, excepting an

additional Huskie touchdown
with 2:42 left in the first half.

stages of the final quarter. Bill
Kreutzfeld passed for 30

yards to put pon Spry safely
at the Wheeling five, and
Feige made the last score on

a run with 9:19 left in the
game.

THE DAY
lbesday, October 22, 1968

by Kate Osann

TIZZY

WASHINGTON - (NEA) --

the uproar was such that

Leadership and latitude.
Those are the guidelines by

line Rizzo altered tactics in
the next angry gathering of

consequently - violence.
Fear, resentment, provocation -- these are the seeds that
can sow excesses in police
handling of a volatile crowd.
On the harassed man in blue,
caught up in a youthful
revolution he neither accepts

and the further tarnishing of
police

The guidelines are not new.
Bandied around within police
departments for decades, they
came into focus with the coming of civil rights demonstra-

nor understands, lays the
awesome burden of selfrestraint that determines
whether he will harvest a crop
of bloodshed and bad publici-

are now under

even closer scrutiny with New
Left activism.

ty.

self-identity and an in-

LATITUDE

Crowds and mobs have

Problems of resentment,

tellectual gap complicate

a

hippie -cop confrontation in a
unique way, some authorities
agree, Without the proper
controls, and in the face of extreme provocation, these feel-

ings can burst into a fury of
swinging clubs and squirting
Mace.

TEAMWORK

Police have a military appearance, officials point out,
but they do not operate like
an army.

"A policeman is used to

working on his own," said

John Ingersoll, formerly
police chief at Charlotte,

N.C., one-time director of

With recent evidence of this
fury still fresh in the public
mind and threats of more controntations circulating, crowd
control guidelines have taken
on fresh importance in police

field services for the Interna-

ficials ascribe to those

officer go off unilaterally with
action of his own."

tional

Assn. of Chiefs of

Police, and now head of the

division of Narcotics and

Dangerous Drugs in the

Justice Dept.

"But in crowd control it's
departments. Following are
special meanings some of- absolutely imperative that no
guidelines:

TEMPERANCE

their own personalities, police
Say. And police leaders must

when? The answer is often
steeped in generalities, but

have the versatility and skill
of a battlefield commander in

when thi
tions.

dividually.

How much force, and

generalities carry little weight
test is human emo-

made an impression

in the

theatre, motion pictures,

television, radio, literature
and the international news
media, is starring in "The

Pleasure of His Company" at
Pheasant Run Playhouse Oct.
22 through Nov. 10.

"Our policemen are coolheaded professionals," said
Philadelphia's controversial
police commissioner Frank
Rizzo. "We use only sufficient
force."'

lived

Hollywood for 14 yews and
became an American citizen

in 1960. She made her
Broadway debut in
"Bathsheba" which she
describes as a "colossal flop,"

but from this inauspicious
beginning she progressed to

such programs as

"Information Please," "The

Fred Allen Show," NBC's
"The Big Show" and "The

3 MEN NEEDED

dramatic actress. She has appeared on virtually every con-

than one that has

ferently

been weeks in preparation.
The impromptu crowd may be

more easily broken up

because it lacks organization,
but the planned demonstration may be more responsive
if police include themselves in

Board of Education meant

club -swinging that yielded 20
injuries and charges of police

In Atlanta, Ga., Police

Chief Herbert Jenkins, who

helped write the Kerner

Report, virtually participates
in planned marches.

"The mayor and the chief
have gone right out and led
them," said a local admirer.

"One time a group of

....

O 10144 lak 4 ms s,s us. tvg.uSV.

"She gets her phone privileges back! We'll go broke
with all her boy friends raiding the refrigerator
when they drop over to chat("

ACE HARDWARE

& RECORD CO.

755 W. Dundee Road
Wheeling

Elk Grove Village, III.
439-9704

Antique Flea Market Sale

film

bow as

Elizabeth

Taylor's son in "The
Sandpiper".

Lost: yellow & white male cat

answering to name of
"Napoleon". 259-2788
prescription
Lady's
pearl gray frame sunglasses.
Found:

Raymond's, Mt.
259.9085

teresting and encouraging
result of the Federal -State

metropolitan police department, issued months ago to

all personnel. "The police of-.
ficer, by disciplining his emotions, can do much to prevent
a tension situation from erup-

THE FEDERAL agency,
vocational rehabilitation linked with state and voluntary groups in 54- states and
programs.
This was that the signifi- territories, now serves disablcant dollar return on the tax- ed people by providing grants

ting into a serious

guests exclusively. She

discusses timely topics with
such men as Gore Vidal and

David Susskind on the pro-

gram which will be syndicated

nationally and throughout
Canada via C.B.C.

PAMELA MASON has

written four novels, and her
latest

literary effort, "Mar-

riage Is the First Step

Towards Divorce" is being

published by Paul Erickson

Publishing Co. The book promises to arouse lively controversy between the sexes,
and controversy is something
she does not avoid.

Her other writings include
"The Cats In Our Lives" and

The bulletin was issued by

the Chicago Police Dept., well

before the Democratic convention ended with accusa-

"An Anthology of Cat
Stories" which she co-

authored with her former husband, James Mason. She has
contributed numerous articles
to newspapers and magazines
over the past 20 years, in addition to writing several film
and television scripts. She cur-

rently writes a monthly column for Photoplay.

monstrators.

Attitudes and pronouncements of ad-

ministrative officials are often
reflected in the actions .of the
ranks, many authorities agree.
And temperance and coolness
in leaders are important right
down to those in the field.
' "During the April riots and

during fiscal 1968, with their of the agency's effectiveness.
Current services include
income estimated to total an
increase of more than $435 medical study and diagnosis,
million over the period that followed by medical, surgical,
or hospital care, and therapy
will end fiscal 1969.

To simplify the statistics, where needed to reduce or

the 207,918 disabled men and remove disability, prosthetiC
women had an estimated an- devices, counseling, guidance,
nual income of $114 million training, tools, licenses, even
before they entered the pro- transportation if required,
In some cases, individuals
gram, and after rehabilitation
service and job placement, get such help so they can
will now earn $549 million work on a job, in others they

the Poor People's campaign,
we had high-ranking officers
out there handling the situa-

tions," said Washington's

Commissioner Patrick
Murphy.

"Assistant Chief (Jerry)

are enabled to start a small
The figures provided by business of their own.

for fiscal 1969.

The Contemporary Arts

Woodwind Quintet performed
the second of a series of con-

certs at Harper College Sunday.

Ray Papai, Director of the

Pamela is one of the film quintet, is a member of the

colony's top hostesses, and an
invitation to one of her'parties
is considered a tribute to one's
status as an interesting person.

rampant in melees with de-

research and demonstration
back at useful, paying jobs programs to widen the range

Harper College faculty. Papai
and Dr. George Makas, head

of the humanities dept., feel
the concert series will con -

Wilson was at the head of the

police line in those Poor
-

People's demonstrations. One
time when they started making arrests, he told the boys

not to hurry. "We've got a
12 -hour shift to fill out, so we

might as well take our tithe.'

It set the kind of mood that
kept things calm."

force."

Orchestra on Nov. 17, at 4
"When you make
p.m. in the Elk Grove High statements about shooting
School auditorium.

rioters and dealing harshly
Admission to the concerts with demonstrators, the men
is $2.50 a person and free to know they're justified in some
all Harper students.

Village of Arlington Heights.

Responsibilities to include
complete environment sanitation. Salary open. Paid vaca-

around man for

general machine shop

work. Must make own
set-ups.

surance. Apply Finance Direc-

tor, Village of Arlington
Heights. 253-2340

NORTHWEST MFG.

& SUPPLY CO.

Irs

Prospect,

1285 GOLF RD.

WANTED

if

" °OFFI

DES PLAINES

FULL OR PART TIME

SALESMAN

PART TIME

Good future and

Shoe Salesmen

benefits

Try them
and see.

station between 5:15 pm & 6 pm,

going north on Arl. Hts. Rd. to
week. 259-0929

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

KINNEY SHOES

1530 Rand

Rd.,

Des

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

Plaines
824-9086

Phone

Selectric or Exec. Pick

up / del. Y05-6537 or Y07.9683
Will do ironing in my home,
will pick-up & deliver.

255-7200

392-4869

Reliable woman will do baby sitting by day or week.
394-2968

ENGINEER
M.T.M. or work factor experience required, excellent

COMPUTER
OPERATOR

H .E. Brown

One Full Time and Several Part Time
Photographers
variety of
assignments. Good pay.
To handle

violent action."

S/1440

Experienced
,eco

CONTACT

24 -Help Wanted Men

2441e1p Wanted Men

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

INDUSTRIAL

company benefits.

-

For

First National

Tower Packaging

Bank of

Company

Des Plaines

1150 Willis
Wheeling, Illinois
537-2510

733 Lee Street
827-4411
An equal opportunity employer

CONTACT

Emmett Smith
After 4 p.m.

MEN

DAY PUBLICATIONS

you available every Sunday from now until Christmas?
Would an extra Income help with Christmas shopping? Would
you like to help "run -a -store" for one day a week? We are
looking for a man who could help with supervision an Sun-

255-7200 Ext. 57

days.
APPLY PERSONNEL OFFICE 2nd FLOOR

WAREHOUSEMEN

Office Open Til 9 P.M.

WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

GOOD SALARY -PLUS 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

Needs mature experienced men for Warehousing and general store work.

WIEBOLDT'S

Unusally Good Working Conditions

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

Good Job -Good Pay - Benefits
APPLY: Mr. WALLIN

150 W. Rand Road

\

255-8400
Mt. Prospect

Across from Randhurst

VAULT -CLERK
The person we seek will be an active retired mon to work in
our blueprint vault. This position requires the ability to be on
your feet most of the day. No experience necessary. 5 day
week, B a.m. to 4:15 p.m, Monday through Friday.

DISHWASHERS
We are opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate
the dishwashing machine and run the.dishwashing operation.

This is the ideal way to supplement your pension earnings.
STOP IN FOR AN INTERVIEW

VAPOR CORPORATION
NILES

6420 W. HOWARD ST.

967.8300
An equal opportunity employer

JOBS OFFER:
TURN -STYLE

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
. Paid Holidays
Paid Vacation
Health and Life InSurance Plan

Profit Sharing

(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc.)
NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER

Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington Heights
IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING

CUSTODIANS
FULL TIME - DAYS AND NIGHTS

No Experience Necessary!

COME IN NOW OR CALL -867-5222

APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.

Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

"The men in the ranks

(tribute greatly to the cultural know how he (Murphy) feels
understandings of the com- about handling people," said
munity.
Police Sergeant Q. E. Brown.
The next concert will be "They know he wouldn't congiven by the Harper College done any excessive use 'of

Community Chamber

MACHINIST
All

tion, hospitalization & life in-

tions that police emotions ran

208,000 handicapped persons

Quintet Performs
2nd Time at Harper

10

927-6908

disturbance."

payer's investment in the to workshops and other
restoration of disabled persons centers to expand facilities
and better their services,
Her latest venture is a half- to gainful employment.
sponsors training of more SRS
hour color television interview show of her own,
THERE WERE nearly personnel, and supports active
she plays hostess to male

P.M. to
P.M. Monday thru Friday.

14 -Personals

in most of them, the

1920.

Des

yvnrd. 250.4530.

The statement comes from
not one, but several cities. Yet

Illinois or across the nation since the service
of one in- established by Congress in

seemed aware

In

Plaines from 6

LOST: White Siamese cat, vic.
Randwood, Mt. Prospect. Re-

happen here."

was

office cleaning

vic. Maple, Mt. Pros. CL 3-8956

LEADERSHOP

focused on the efficiency and has engineered the restoration
productivity of handicapped of more than 2 million disablemployes. but few citizens in ed persons to gainful work

For

Girl's blue frame glasses lost In
Cumberland Sch. area In Des Pl.
Monday. 297-6070 aft. 3 pm
Lost: little white kitten, vic. of

"Chicago? It would never

Switzer, SRS ad-

REGISTERED
SANITATION

PART TIME
MEN NEEDED

%danted

The tactics were effective in
dealing with both situations.

Hire Handicapped Week
Was Quietly Successful

some overtime.

Apply In person

SCHAUMBURG TEXACO

13 -List Ind Food

IBM

Interesting work with record
industry. 8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.

1530 W. Schaumburg Rd.

3-9117

away.

PAMELA MASON

Full time - $2.00 per hour
Apply or call 894-9610

Randhurst Shopping Center.
Rtes. 12 & 83, Mt. Prospect.
Admission 50c 392.0383 or CL

ter of hours. Police pivoted

his

GAS STATION ATTENDANTS

Sun. Oct. 27, 11.5 pm,
Townhall, lower level of

St.

WAREHOUSE

SELECTED TAPE

541 Memerism

Playhouse, worked with her

Importance." Morgan made

GENERAL

Arlington Heights

24 -Help Wanted Men

dens. Price reasonable.
425-6490

Excel. typing and / or trans on

up angry groups at militant
headquarters several blocks

Wolf & Euclid Rds.
Mt. Prospect

Retail Hardware
Clerk

0548
Four grove lot, at Memory Gar-

theatrical world. Portland,
who is appearing with her

grounds and brusquely clearing the streets and breaking

Suburban Standard

COOK COUNTY
SCHOOL
BUS COMPANY
PHONE 439-0923
3040 S. Busse Rd.

Piano students wonted.
Palatine area. 358-2699
after 4 P.M.and week ends.
notionally
LESSONS,
DRUM
known drummer. Group or
Private. 259-1773

22-Silintlens Watted-Women

from the London critics for

- 11 p.m, 11 p.m.- 7 a.m.
Short Runs
Good Pay
School Routes Available also

23- 4n- struction

Washington's Poor People's
campaign, openly committed
to nonviolence, required different treatment within a mat-

demonstrators on Capitol

3 shifts 7 a.m. - 3 pm, 3 p.m.

leometeries & Lets

them."

between gently debating with

ATTENDANTS

Full and Part Time

2 double lots located In St. John's
Cemetery in Wheel ing. 8300. 439-

children, Portland 19. Morgan
12 and 17 cats. Both her son
and daughter have entered the

mother at Pheasant Run

SERVICE STATION

BUS DRIVERS
FULL TIME

Hoddow for extra $1 or $2 a

the chief just moved up a
block and walked ahead of

CL 3-2048

salary. Call 358-0444.

whiteys walking with them, so

versation show on television.

"The Weaker Sex," in which

Heights, Pleasant working

CUSTODIAN

.

and television shows as a

For private club in Arlington

School and church - 8
hour day - prevalent

The 21st annual observance Mary E.
and training proof National Employ the ministrator, HEW, were back- guidelines
hr 'lot 'and claw('
F kOM THERE she Physically Handicapped ed up by Joseph Hunt, cedures
are identical.
embarked for Hollywood and Week, Oct. 6 through 12, was rehabilitation services com- control
"Preventing civil disorders
her own daily television show, noteworthy for a marked missioner, who pointed out
that the Federal -State pro- is always easier than sup"The Pamela Mason Show" absence of fanfare.
them," said a training,
on ABC-TV, and a one There was some attention gram of vocational placement pressing
bulletin of a major,

"The Women" and has been
seen in many motion pictures

CUSTODIAN

394-0240 between II a.m. & 5

-coliditionsand meals. Call:

Kato Smith

woman conversation program
on KABC RADIO. She made
stage appearances on the west
coast in "Midsummer" and
"Murder in the Red Barn."
She recently starred in the
revival of Clare Booth Luce's

BARTENDERS

portation. Full or port time
work. $3.00 per hour. Call
p.m.

once owned by Cary Grant,
which she shares with her

her work in "A Woman of No

has

An impromptu gathering

"Sufficient force," used to
break up a Negro demonstra:'
tion against the Philadelphia the planning.

Pamela lives in a house

in

she

CALL 437-3990

to demonstrate movie equipment. Will train qualified
applicants. Must have trans-

Wonted: ride from Arl. Hts. NW

mother when she was 10, and
recently received good reviews

stage,

774.5353

militants organized a march
and said they didn't want no

Born in London where she
was a recognized actress in

motion pictures and on the

dealing with them in-

will act and respond dif-

Pamela Mason Starring
In Play at Pheasant Run
Pamela Mason, a woman
whose diverse talents have

PHONE MR. HOWARD

ed police, billy clubs, and

nation's largest cities. The

tions, and

delivery In city and
subUrbs, including general
warehouse duties. New plant
located in Elk Grove Village,
with company benefits.

Earn $3-$4 hr. Ans. calls &
lake orders by appt. only.
Flexible work schedule,

Negroes, in which there was
a notable absence of uniform-

alternative includes more cries
of police brutality, the risk of
even bloodier confrontations,
clouded

Light

-

observers feel even the hard-

which police must deal with
riots and demonstrations, according to a spot check of
police officials in some of the

an already
image.

AFTER SCHOOL & SAT.

brutality that went all.the way
to the Supreme Court.
The police were upheld, but

Teamwork and temperance.

YOUNG MAN

STUDENT W/CAR

Top Police Urge
Teamuiork,Temperance
BY NOEL GROVE

24 -Help Wanted Men

.24 -Help Wanted Men

BOYS

CHRISTMAS

IS COMING!

YOU CAN EARN YOUR CHRISTMAS

aforomma
Algonquin and Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

MONEY

AT

McDONALD'S

AFTER

SCHOOL AND WEEKENDS

GOOD PAY

APPLY NOW!!

FREE MEALS

McDonaldg
L... Me
mre-w. wary Mit
Route 12 & 83

eses..wyssi

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

THE DAY

TSIMESS
Service Directory

Night dining room Manager.
Will train right party. Apply
in person after 2. Ask for Mr.
Coscia

CUSTOM

SCHOOL

EXPERIENCED
PART TIME

CUSTODIAN

SHOEMEN

Hospitalization
employment.
andmedicolinsurance.

Cull "Eleanor- of 437-2084

CL 5-8232

FOR ADVERTISING

301

W.

CL

3.6100,

St.

227

OR
Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day,
The Des Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory T hur day 3.00 P M

GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

BUY OR SELL CARS

X.CEee FENCE & IRON CO.
All types of fencing, chainlink,

Interior Exterior Painting
Work Guaranteed

We Specialize in QUALITY BODY,.

redwood & stockade. 647-0220

Free Estimates
CALL HAUCK & SON

FENDER & PAINTING 21 HOUR

Arlington Body Craft
201 W Cangsbi II 259-6160

Ecklund Floor Service

Brickwork

Carpentry -Remodeling
bat S HOME REPAIRS
Re mode l,ny Addmons

359 1906
the rest then call

'THE

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

No lob loo snsoll
the Loon
The Sky
10 ft to 1 000 ft any types tower
work welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpen-

try work, remodeling & born
work

CALL SH 1.6900 anytime or

837-3764 after 7 p m
NO JOB TOO SMALL

For Apprentice Carpenter.

359.2756

Reasonable

HOME HANDYMAN

After 6 PM

CERAMIC LESSON S

Experienced instructor. Mon. &
Tues., evenings 7 to 10 13,171,
firing.
supplies,
Greenware,
259.5920
gifts.
Cusiorinzed

Interior Decorators

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

Wall to Wall carpet & turn.
cleaned in your home 15 yrs.
Call Joe
Free estimate
cup

253-9046 - 761-688P

CARPET & FURN shampooing, I-7
price with, ad Installations.
tinting mach wall washine,

cleaning.
Serv.

PI

296-6365

255 3642

Ceramic Tile

631.7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Ruin gutter maintenance

Concrete Work

seed,

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.
LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

DriveWalks.

Steps
Patios

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-12134
RESIDENTIAL

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

sidewalks,

stairs, basement floors, garage
curbs, retaining
Free Estimates

walls.

773-1261

Custom Draperies

mercial. Satisfaction
Free estimates.
Call 255-6855

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Evergreens

Shrubs

Rolotilling &
Installed
Grading. All 'work guaranteed.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..
827.0609
RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588
Alton: Lawn lovers! We give
expert lawn service. We will
grow you a lawn anywhere

whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We

will make your lawn look as

drapery work wrth

shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
I don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it

"ELEANOR"
437 2084

also lake care of evergreens,

look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

POODLE GROOMING

Brick 8 Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

299-1696

Individualized styling Holiday
formals resort clothes designed

to order Coordinated wedding
parties Alterations Near Rand255.0348.

Shortening

of hems on coots,

suede coots,
zippers on
&
lockets etc Also men's
dresses

skirts

repair
pants

replace

255.816i

clothing

Drapery Repairs
ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Relining, repleoting, rehemming

etc 437-2884

Fast
Clean Dependable
Plastering & Drywall Service
CALL 255-3822

Murals
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under $50.

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.

Shall Decorating
358-9038
Po.nt.ng & Decorating
and Wall Washing

George Klein 392-0803

(1 blk. W. of York Rd., 3 blks. N. of Irving Park Rd.)

and top pay for

The
ex-

e BRUNING.

!.

TALENT SCOUTS

Please call Miss Gaffke

SAVE YOUR EYES,
It's T V Checkup time Antennas

Home Service Calls

'

437-5400

t'.

ARE OUT TO
DISCOVER

nocut®

Slip Covers-Reuphol.
FALL SALE 50% OFF

YOU!

ENGINEERING COMPANY /

On all custom made fabric slip.
reupholstering, &
covers &

If you have talent, experience,
and ambition EXPLORE
these opportunities at

plastic covers.

Elk Grove Village

2375 Estes Avenue

$12 plus material

Chairs
Sofas "
Sect'ls

$22 plus material
$15 plus material

e BRIINING

We are located close to O'Hare and can be easily
reached via expressway.

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

ALPINE INTERIORS

We Desperately Need:

Call 327-1752

JANITORS

Storm Windows

& Set Up

647-0220

Are Needed At

Chemical Mixer -Helpers
Turret Lathe Operator

MOTOROLA

Material Handlers

& Set Up

Tailoring
Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9.0849 Tues., & Wed. eves.

Maintenance Men - Electrical
Assemblers

JOBS OFFER:

Tile
Dick's Tile

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

New & Remodeling
Also Lie Repairs

Wall Tile

437.4093

Transmission Service

Profit Sharing

Ad His

830 W N W Hwy
259-9440

APPLY NOW

Tuning - Repairing

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Tuning Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

392-6817

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

MOTOROLA

Wrought Iron
X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. Ex647-0220,
terior & Interior.

FAMILY WANT ADS 255-7200

Packers
Shear Operator & Set Up
You can be a Bruning

Talent Scout too --

AUTOMATIC

Once Hired we pay you

INCREASES

to help us recruit
TOP PEOPLE.

NOW INTERVIEWING --MONDAY--FRIDAY 8 AM -- 4:15 PM
TUESDAYS 'TIL 8 PM

BRUNING

Upholstery
Free

Press Brake Operator

(Days and Evenings)

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber glass
awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.

529-2840

Painting -Decorating

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Monday -Friday 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. till 11 a.m.

Radio -TV Repair

AAMCO Transmissions

Dressmaking -Sewing

hurst

fringe benefits
perienced men.
Finest

For

Repaired

Bensenville

PO 6-2250

380 Meyer Road

Elec-

ing, fitting, aligning and testing of assemblies.

359-0993

FREE ESTIMATES

Masonry

of

FASHIONS. INC.

Duties include laying out and machining component parts from prints, close tolerance scrap-

Plastering

Meyers

Dog Grooming

non -repetitive work on construction
tra -Chemical Machine Tools.

Guaranteed Workmanship
Fully insured. Free estimates

Rays

though it has been sodded. We

17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

We are in immediate need of men interested in

10% FALL SAVINGS
1 DAY SERVICE

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl Hts
17 5 Eveigreen
CL 5-5692

assured.

Custom Draperies

No lob too small
Equipped for complete custom

®

MACHINISTS

*Apartments

weeding. Residential and com-

estimates.'

529.3463

BENCH and FLOOR

a Commercial
Kitchen Cabinet Refinishing

grass cutting, fertilizing, d.

-

APPLY TODAY

3 Generations

Lurtiplele 11.1V411 car u. oile,ble.,

No job too big or small. Free

N & N CONCRETE

floors,

sad,

planting, grade work. 537-1411

Sod
Trees

THESE ARE NOT FACTORY JOBS. THESE ARE CLEAN, LITE MATERIAL HANDLING POSITIONS IN WHICH YOU'LL LEARN VALUABLE WAREHOUSING SKILLS. START WITH AN
EXCELLENT SALARY NOW AND RECEIVE YOUR FIRST INCREASE IN DECEMBER. AIRCONDITIONED WAREHOUSE WITH CAFETERIA ON PREMISES. FAMILY HOSPITALIZATION, CASH CHRISTMAS BONUS AND PROFIT SHARING ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power

255-1096

Tile Slate, Quarry, Marble
Instated & Repaired

REPAIRS.

W. HIGGINS ROAD
HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS 60172

Launtz Jensen

or

HARBUT'S LAWN MTCE.

aerating,

MAINTENANCE MAN

ALL TYPES OF MINOR CARPENTRY, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL AND AIR CONDITIONING

THE BOWLING PROPRIETOR

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

any ainount. Also pick up
debris. 457-0389

raking,

RELIABLE MAN TO AGE 65 FOR LITE CLEANING DUTIES IN OFFICE, CAFETERIAS & WAREHOUSE. RETIRED OR SEMI -RETIRED MEN CONSIDERED.

a Residential
stone

sand,

DIRT,

STOCK HANDLERS

MANY BENEFITS.

EDITOR

437-9214

CL 9-0495

Day or Eve. 766-7256

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall to Wall new or used
Repairs & Sh,lt Steps 'Free
Estimates

patios

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices

Landscaping

Carpet Inoallation

Driveways,

To arrange an interview --Call 894-5800
Or send resume to:

mental knowledge of the sport of bowling.

PAINTING & DECORATING

fill,

up 894-9141

Trash Removal
Floors
ways

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Janeal Draperies

BLACK

/7 95 cleans living
rin & hall carpet Sofas 59.95 &

KtY TILE CO

ning -Ability to work well with other staff members -Funda-

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

dormers Vinyl and aluminum

mature judgment -Talent for organization and plan-

Exterior Painting at its finest.
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

SPECTION & INVENTORY PURPOSES. PERMANENT FULL TIME WORK.

JANITOR

WE EXPECT: Good writing ability -=Enthusiasm tempered by

Quality Paint Service

Free estimates

Satisfied Custon.ers
Are Our Specialty

Fall Special

763-3131 (Chicago)
823.3131 (Pork Ridge)

296-2266

WE OFFER: Good starting salary -Excellent advancement
opportunities --A new office building in the northwest
suburbs -Generous fringe benefits including free hospital,
medical and life insurance.

299-3159

FREE ESTIMATES.

Instruction

room additions, rec rooms and

Carpet Cleaning

297-4097
1 101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

BREAK DOWN RECEIVED BULK SHIPMENTS & BRING STOCK TO GIRLS. DRAFT STATUS
NOT OF IMPORTANCE.

The Bowling Proprietors Association of America is looking
for an alert, imaginative young person to assist in writing
and editing the association's monthly magazine.

SPECIAL

827-4637

381-1972

siding
UNITED ENGINEERS 823 0828

Call for appointment
at your convenience

1 pm 5 pm ONLY

Works, Inc.

ASSISTANT EDITOR

& winter rates on all interior & exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

ON REMODELING & REPAIRS

FREE ESTIMATES

Fall

Call me for free estimates on

drapery
painting
Des
priced
Low

Prospect Plaza

Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rds

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Home Repairing

EDMOND GRAY

HILLMAN'S

Come in and apply
Or call

Quality

Reosonoble rates
Day or Eve. 766-7256

Save time & money

train for larger equipment.

RECEIVING DEPT. NEEDS MEN TO UNLOAD & HANDLE RECEIVED SHIPMENTS FOR IN-

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

Fully
workmanship.
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Paintirrg & Decorating

GENERAL

On all custom made draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

259-5887

259 0641

vocation, plus opportunity to

MATERIAL HANDLER

CONEX

For interview see
the Store Manager:

PHONE 698-2322

20% OFF SALE

Electrical
Plumbing
Carpentry
Painting msidc & out
NO JOB TOO SMALL

only

equipment. Benefits, top
wages, air-conditioned shop,
Blue Cross & Blue Shield, paid
set

LOOKING FOR A JOB WITH A FUTURE

Division of Illinois Tool

E.J. ERICSSON

BEST REF.

HAULING & CLEAN UP

too small 766-8034

Experienced

on 1250 & 1850 mulitlift off-

MEN

but will
beginners.

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

Cl 5 8232

remodeling & additions No lob

portation.

WE HAVE A NUMBER OF PERMANENT, FULL TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR MEN

benefits including discount
on all food purchases.

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5.3991

E.

qualified

time permanent employment with excellent company

NEW WAY PAINTING

FL 8-4543

WE HAVI I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

for expert carpentry,

BEST

&

General Hauling

Carry titer work Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

& United Motor Coach trans-

Mon. thru Fri.,

Wheeling

Willis

home. On new

See Us Nowl

Full

Decorating & Remodeling

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing, Burns
Scratches Removed. Repairs
re -gluing.

train

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Pointing &
Cl, 3-1118
Wall Papering

Furniture Refinishing

259.5233

Call

529-1211

finished 519.95

ED FORAN

helpful

Experience

259-5337

Floor Maintenance
Average rm. sanded sealed &

Brickwork

CALL MR. SCHENK

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

MAINTENANCE

and advancement in the super.
market field.

Painting -Decorating

Fencing

TOWING SERVICE

S.

PLANT

Excellent opportunity for ap-

plicants who desire training
We Don't

units. Meals and uniforms pro.
vided.

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
1150

carry -out

largest

near

equipment. Close to NorthService
western Commuter

296-6640

255-7200

Auto Repair

North Point
Shopping Center
Rand & Palatine Rds.
Arlington Heights

Work

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNIJY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

BURTON'S SHOES

Ext.

PRESSMAN

McDONALD'S

Mr. Kadison

South

OFFSET

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

America's

537-2512 - after 5 p.m.

Wanted Men

MEN PART TIME

537-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

APPLY

.Public Schools
District 25

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

COME IN OR CALL

Evenings & Weekends

24 -Help

24 -Help Wanted Men

shoes. Great starting salary.

Arlington Heights

Page 9

Tuesday, October 22. 1968

MEN WANTED

To sell name brand children's

40 hour week. Year round

DRAPERIES

24 Help Wanted Men

We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

Call 827-7880
From 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

1

PART TIME
Permanent employment
available doing Janitorial
work.

Holiday inn of Rolling
Meadows
3405 Algonquin Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

Let us help make your DAY

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Algonquin and Meacham Roads
1

Mt. Prospect, Ill.
(Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.)

1800..W. Central

Schaumburg

255-1910

An equal opportunity employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

1HE DAY
Tuesday, October 22, 1968

Page 10

267Help Wanted Men or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

food machinery, north

Young tecns
Start corning Christmas
money now
539 7672

Evening If. weekend work. Hours

Con you hondle all

materials.

working conditions, 2 weeks
vacation.

Phone Mrs. Petersen
259.8010

typr s of

plumbing
carpentry
do you
ctocul repairs
of
ter con
how_ knowli dge
ditioning ri..pair, If you have
espi lice. in Mt arca of

building iintotancc and are
steady work as
well as bent fits such Cl pro
fit sharing and hospitalization
then WE %auk/ h/e to boar
from you We uLo has, sevcral
opcinnos for full time lain
intorcstt cfno

Roberts & Porter, Inc.
1001 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-8770

Beeline Fashions

Starting
salary $500 month. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance plus other benefits.

START AT
$3.00 to $3.50 Per Hour
Can Increase 20c
An Hour In 30 Days
NEED

Bcoist nvdle

(3 blocks North of Irving Pork
Rd I block Wcst of York Rd I
PO 6 2250

Center
Rand & Palatine Rds.

CAFETERIA HELP

Arlington Heights

Nationwide

Shift

10 30

PM

precision complex
parts, gauges & mechanical test equipment PleaFor

sant working conditions
Excellent fringe benefits,
free life insurance, hospitalization & 8 paid holi-

Melt, because

turing facilities
doubled.

liquid

the manufachave been

Detergent Compounder
Varnish Compounder
Emulsion Line Filler
Receiving Clerk & Lobeler
Exp. preferred .- Age open
will train.

Apply Finance Director
Village of Arlington Hts.

253-2340

Experienced or will train. Full
or part time. Uniforms and
meals furnished. Liberal com-

transportation.

OPPORTUNITY

FRED HARVEY

for capable young family mon

Des Plaines Oasis
PHONE MR. TICKLE

Establish your self in the fast
est growing industry in America today, servicing food and
drink

machines.

vending

Opportunity

SEVEN EAGLES

for advance-

RESTAURANT

* Automatic wage increases
* Sick pay with bonus plan

PANTRY
FRY -COOK
RECEIVING

from home
*Uniforms furnished.

HOSTESS

A-1 PROFIT SHAR-

WAITRESS

ING PLAN

PAID VACATIONS

Paid

& HOLIDAYS
MAGEE CHEMICAL
COMPANY

GENERAL TIME
Progress in a world of
time
Space & Systems Div
1200 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill

415 W. Touhy Avenue
(Near Elmhurst Rd.)
Des Plaines, Ill.

296-5574

employer

&

1050 Oakton

112 S. Dryden Arlington Hts.

Des Plaines

For best results use
Day Want Ads

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

The Count -Down Is On!

1, 2, & 3 SHIFTS AVAILABLE
TURRET LATHE OPERS.

TRAINEE

DRILL PRESS OPERS.

Excellent lob opportunity for men or women who

would like to learn a trade with a solid future.
The applicant we choose will be trained in all
basics of fiberglas fabrication. Excellent starting
salary and fringe benefits.

THERE IS STILL TIME TO APPLY AT

salary and good clean working conditions.

g298-5021

NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER
Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington Heights

Ask for A. Fred Lobo
ITT BELL & GOSSETT
8200 N. Austin
Morton Grove,
Equal Opportunity Employer

Elk Grove Village

Get In On The Beginning
Of a New And Exciting Store

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

Try One of These Few Remaining Openings

CHECKERS -Part Time Days, 12 to 5 P.M.
SALES CLERKS - Full Time

.

Mattel.. the largest toy manufacturer In the

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women
315

Come In Now or Call

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
to go into your own

business. Can be developed
into a 515,000 a year income
Or more.

Coll CL 3.3663, oft. 6 p.m.

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR A CHANGE!
The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadnws.

ASSEMBLERS

Day or Night Shift

MATTEL,INC.
an equal opportunity employer
.dulot_iseiesioe

Larson in Des Plaines

Larson in Des Plaines
Career Specialists

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

SALES
PROMOTION
TRAI NEE
no 5675

Handle all advertising and in.
side sales for a Major corporation. Only experience here is

MACHINE OPERATORS
CAFETERIA

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

AIR CONDITIONED

CALL 259-0740
Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00

GENERAL TIME
SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Trainee
$700

H. S. Grad. with good figure
opt. Complete training in the
fasmnat rig field of automated
equipment. New class starting. Cull now and you will be
on your way in this earn and
learn program.

WIDE

298-5021

360 OPERATOR
$700 - NO FEE
Call DAVE at 299-7191
Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE,OFFIcE BLDG.)
Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629-6770
449.8070
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
LOMBARD, ILL.
HILLSIDE, ILL.

.

3200

DRAFTSMAN
Layout and detail of parts far
and fabrication
and general detail in engineering deportment of growing
electron.<
company. Experiwith military specs.
ence
valuable. Salary open.

components

WIDE/
298-5021,

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

EX G.I.

TEST DRIVERS
el 5n wk to start
NO FEE
Adventures opportunity open
if you have a clean driver's
license and a D0214. Buckle

PERSONNEL, INC.

on the helmet and grab the

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

automotive specialist firm;
they want men who can

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

8 I 5-338-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you..

wheel for a top-flight
develop into Chief Test
Drivers.

Call Jim Digre
827-7706

HALLMARK
PERSONNEL
380 Northwest Hwy., Des
Plaines

Also offices in Chicago and
all Major Suburbs

$9000 NO FEE

ASSEMBLERS

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS
DRILL PRESS OPERATOR

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR

Call DAVE at 299-7191
Ext. 24

Weekend

LARSON in DES PLAINES

or

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

Armchair

Athlete??

Veterans
$500-700 Free

Chicago based sporting

training in the field of your

for the sports enthusiast.

Now is the time to apply for

desire. Our organization

wants to help you find the
position that you want and
the position you are qualified
to handle. Regardless of your

education we want to help
you find a trainee prosition
in accounting, traffic, draft.
ing, credit sales, computers,

equipment firm has the job
for youl This is a sales job
Company

car,

expense

ac-

count and a good starting

salary. Chicago and III. territory. First year man
make 10,000 very easily.

can

WIDE

etc. Do yourself a favor and
give us a call now.

LATHE OPERATOR

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

PRECISION GRINDER OPERATOR
GOOD STARTING RATES
PRODUCT PURCHASE DISCOUNT
MERIT INCREASES

COMPANY PAID INSURANCE
PROFIT SHARING
STEADY EMPLOYMENT

Come into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park) Monday thru Friday 8(30 ,A.M..5 P.M.
Open Saturday Oct. 26 from 8130 A.M. TO 12 Noon, Or Call Mr. Don Sheik° at

956-0990

An equal opportunity employer

Programmer

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago qnd all ma-

Progress in the World of Time

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

jor Suburbs.

Gain Your Goal of Security

MOTOROLA

1050, EDUCATION REFUND

Call John Sohlin at 827-7706.

Block The Bill Collectors

APPLY

5600 UP UP -NO FEE

6 Hours College Accounting
Call JOHN at 299.7191 Ent. 32

desire and a good attitude.

YOU'VE JUST FOUND THE RIGHT JOB!

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 AM to 3PM
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 AM to 8 PM
Saturday: 9 AM to 12 Noon

Accounting Trainee

SALES TRAINEE

Join a Winning Team
Tackle The High Cost of Living

MOTOROLA

Call Des Plaines anytime 24

5675 PLUS CAR - NO FEE

SUPV. EXP IS THE KEY
SOME OPERATING EXP.

IS AT

LOCAL INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED WEEK OF OCT. 20

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

MOTOROLA

Person selected will demonstrate Company's
line of unique toys to children and their parents
in a number of retail stores through the end of

Mr. Jay Roth
1424 Merchandise Mort Chicago, Illinois
332-6567

Advertise with Day

EDP SUPERVISOR

THE GOAL LINE

If you are young at heart, like people in general
and children in particular, and are fascinated by
games and gimmicks,
Call or write TODAY for an appointment

Need Help?

Suburban territory
Rapid Advance to Mgmt.
Call TOM at 299-7191 Ext. 27

WITH

has an Interesting position for a man
world
or woman involving variety, fun, and excitement!

December.

Des Plaines

be available to assist you.

CUSTODIANS - Full Time, Days & Nights

NO. 1

TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Line Wirers & Solderers
Communications Technicians Outstanding Working
Conditions
Custodians
(Days & Nights)
Profit Sharing
Stock Keepers
Clerical Openings

.

hours a day. A counselor will

ARE

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629.6770
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL
LOMBARD, ILL.

3200

414 S. Golf Road

YOU

Qe,ex.,,,evsa?

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

PAID VACATION

Call 966-3/00

ONITRATOR

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

SEE MR. SCHMITT

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

up to $3.33 for assemblers.

2375 Estes Ave.

PERSONNEL, INC.

COME IN PERSON AFTER 4:30 P.M.
BEFORE

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

Up to $3.28 per hour for drill press operators &

/

WIDE

(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc.)

GRINDERS

Miss Gaffke

ENGINEERING COMPANY

TURN -STYLE

AUTOMATIC CHUCKER OPERS.

Liberal vacation, Christmas bonus, 10 paid holidays, incentive plan, company paid pension plan,
free insurance & hospitalization.

design

good

a

sincere applicants desiring

PENSION PLAN

437-5400

you

beginning. Act now!!

full time
work, looking for a real future, need apply.
Only

PICK YOUR SHIFT
8 NEEDED NOW

GENERAL FACTORY

orientation into the company,
you'll be completely on your
own, heading toward design.
Any mechanical background
earns

ASSEMBLERS

MATERIAL HANDLERS
If you arc looking for rapid advancement call

and layoui of precision

We offer a liberal pension plan, excellent

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

FIBERGLASS

Start off handling the detail

that never come true and if you want to work
for a company with a future, see us.

pleasant

299-0012

COFFEE SERVICE

Get Into Design
$500-600 Free

If you are tired of listening to big promises

Don't Miss This

867-5222

for appointment.

CL 5.4119
26 Help Wanted Men or Women

NIGHTS ONLY
FULL TIME ONLY

working conditions. Apply in
person at restaurant Monday
thru Friday or call manager

COCKRELL

GILL BRF/TBERG
OR
M.L. MAGEE

An equal opportunity

vacation

in

urbs.

On For Size:

NEEDS

*Hospitalizotion
* Free transportation to and

offices

Also

Plaines.

Chicago and all Major Sub.

GRAND OPENING

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

spot experience. Call Don
Morton at 827-7706, HALLDes

North Point Shopping

827-4247

HOSPT.

CL 9-0710

opera-

A 24 -hour

tion. Must have own

ment

MAJOR MEDICAL

or

person
call

of

HAVE 4 OPENINGS--

days
in

Mfr.

floor finishing products needs

Good all-around maintenance
man can be chief in this company without previous top -

mechine ports. After a brief

PERSONNEL
UTILITY HELP

Learn a trade ihc : is in demand
today.
throughout America

_

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy,

MEN AND WOMEN

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

An equal opportunity employer

RELIABLE MEN.

Day or Night Shifts

Apply

AVIATION
O'Hare Field

SERVICE

IMMEDIATE

CONSCIENTIOUS

to

BURTON'S SHOES

benefits.

Sat till 11 a m

Also Part Time Night

WAREHOUSE HELP

pensation. Full company

Mon -Fn 8 30 0 m 8pm

Inspectors

MAINTENANCE

BUS BOYS
BUS GIRLS

INTERVIEWING idOURS

615 PM

Ext. 37

BUTLER

259-5300

Heights.

ton

Must have license to drive for
emergency deliveries. Excellent fringe benefits and
profit sharing.

tors

J80 Me yr r Rd

APPLY

Mr. Kadison

ment Village of Arling-

RECEIVING

27 -Employment Agencies Men

5145.5175 a Week FREE

Weekends

MR. LARSEN

For Public Works Depart-

SHIPPING &

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

SMALL PLANT

SALESWOMEN
--Evenings &

Challenging position offering
full benefits in rapidly grow.
ing general aviation industry.
APPLY IN PERSON TO

CALL

3 MAINTENANCE I MEN

mirror
minor

and

pay

Good

6 p.m.

MAINTENANCE MAN

I

SALESMEN

DISPATCHER
full

needed

time to produce instructional

,service exempt and have car.

somewhat flexible to right man.
Apply Des Plaines Theater after

artists

Graphic

suburban area. Must be

PART TIME
ASSISTANT MGR.

Now Hiring Boys

Artist Positions

For leading manufacturer of

24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Part Time

AVIATION

SALES TRAINEE

24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

AMPEX
Elk Grove Village
An Equal Opportunity Employer

2201 N. Lunt Ave.

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
449.8070
815.338-

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

Three other convenient loca
lions to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL .... 629-6770
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200
.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

THE DAY

TOP GAL FRIDAY

INJECTION MOLDING
$200 - FREE

Junior

MOVE INTO SUPERVISION

Opportunity or a draftsman
with at least 2 years experience to work with our pro cons engineering department.
Candidate should have ex
perience in ink drawings. Call

Call TOM at 299 7191 Ext 27
LARSON in DES PLAINES

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

& out. You should like working
with people. That's what you'll
be doing most of the timel See

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Suburbs

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449.0070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

COLLEGE DROP -OUT
NEW VETS
$700 UP NO FEE
START A CAREER NOW

Call DON at 299 7191 Ext. 35

learn all types of equipment
3

send

for an experienced Alpha

a

Programmer Trainee
$6,000 - $10,000
+ Free
SWITCH to this giant firm for
a better future! This company
pays for your complete programming training PLUS. The
objective of this company is
to make you an expert in this

DES PLAINES

$1 30-$1 50 WK.
NO STENO

ad-

vance, your level of achievement is ultimately dependent

on you, however, this

organization provides every
available means imaginable

to assist you One in a
thousand jobs with immediate reward and poten
hall Get the important facts.

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Free IBM School

be available to assist you.

Bonus + Free
Our client will send you to

School free, and pay
your FEE besides. Learn
system and programming

you've never seen a
machine before But, if you've
had some experience, then it
even if

means you'll get to the top

Profit sharing liberal
benefits, good location.
foster

EX -GI To Train as

Call Jon Roberts at 827-7708,
HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,

DENTAL OFFICE

IVY
DES PLAINES

No experience re-

quired Complete training by
this renowned firm

Trainees -$8,400+ Car
one of the most interesting jobs available. You
will be trained to inspect of-

$500 - NO FEE

stores,

CUSTOMER SERVICE MODERN
LOCAL OFFICE. Call DON at 2997191 Ext 35

:ipcLiulisis
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

front desk

com-

mercial and hi rise buildings
for violations of the. safety
code You will determine if
building improvements are
necessary or if fire hazards
exist! If they ore present your

job will be to see that they
are corrected immediately.
No previous experience

re-

$120-$135
position

degree,
kind

no

of

its

This company is
diversified in all senses of the
unlimited

word and you con grow in

any area you desire. There
is no program in the nation
with this kind of outstanding
potential

Variety Seeking
Electro-Mechanical
Draftsman -$800 Mo.
Engrg Potential
progressive Chief
for respected in

ternational firm is offering a

top man a diversified posi-

tion loaded with career
Job

functions

in-

clude board work, design
and development Your finest
opportunity Immediate hiring

Marketing Trainee
$7,800 - No Fee
An

outstanding

opportunity

for you to join a highly successful marketing firm that
specializes in the research

and analysis of TV viewer
habits You will be completely trained by experts

and /Joon completion of
program

training

you

will

assume a position In
management No finer exposure can be found
anywhere

PARKER
Mt PROSPECT
117 So Emerson

253-6600

DES PLAINES

DOCTOR WILL
TRAIN YOU AS

.. A career gal?
.. Want more $$$?
.. Security minded?

to

Good starting salary,
many company benefits.

Mr. Berg
625-7490

394-0880

Wanted

SHIRT GIRL
No experience necessary - will
train. Apply at -

PRIM CLEANERS

airlines
hiring

1425 E. Palatine Rd.

Arlington Heights

ASSISTANTS

SECRETARY

chic outfits & help people find
answers to their travel questions.
It's-all-public-contact-100percent

Call Mr. Kellen

ciency required.

it

1496 MINER, 297-3535
DES PLAINES

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

Meet & work with people who
plan & put these towns on the
map. Sit in on conferences, follow

thru on detail, research, letters.
IVY
1496 MINER, 297-3535
DES PLAINES

RECEPTION

$500 plus
Attractive, well groomed
woman to handle front desk
reception in AAA firm. Plug

switchboard experience
necessary. Des Plaines.

298-5051
O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins

A

A

358-4400

suburban

mfg. firm. You should have

light typing, neat

appearance, and pleasing
personality, since you'll be
the first person visitors will

see, the ability to make a
good first impression is im-

portant. For more information
call Miss Paige. Free.
Miss Paige

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Switchboard

YOUNG

Several top companies in the

They aro a friendly group of

too much dictation), you'll screen your
bosses visitors and phone
duties, (not

calls, make reservations for
him when he travels. Free.
Miss Paige
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

ting them to the proper inner

office from you seat in the
outer reception office. Light
typing req'd. (not the heavy
legal stuff, they have their
own secy. for that). A nice
personality and a way with
people are only req's. $475
mo. to start. Free.
Miss Paige
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

.

Sat. till 11 am.
in

Dis-

(1

guise" We have offices in Oak
Brook/ Oak Park/Loop Area/
Des Plaines/Golf Mill/Chicago

blk W. of York Rd.,

3 blks. N. of Irving Park
Rd.)

TYPISTS & CLERKS
Expansion and centralization of administrative
services has created several interesting and
challenging clerical opportunities at the nation's
foremost manufacturer of aluminum containers

(ALAL111&J, oat.
WE NEED EXPERIENCED

These permanent positions are immediatly available at competitive salaries with plenty of charces for personal and professional advancement.
Qualified candidates contact staff personnel
manager.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

EKCO

BENEFITS INCLUDE

7 Paid Holidays
Attendance Bonus
Free Coffee
Pension Plan
Free Hospitalization
Paid Vacations
Paid Sick Leave

PRODUCTS INC.
517

ft,-.1Uz6

-

Wheeling, III.

777 Wheeling Rd.

CALL 259-1620
I Lau 114.1.3 lid.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THINKING CHRISTMAS?
THINK BEELINE!
IT'S NOT TOO SOON TO THINK ABOUT THAT EXTRA CASH YOU WILL BE NEEDING FOR
THOSE HOLIDAY EXPENSES COMING UP. WE CAN HELP YOU EARN HOLIDAY CASH
WHILE YOU HELP US IN OUR BUSIEST SEASON EVER.

IN THE OFFICE WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:
KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

LOOKUP CLERK
IN THE WAREHOUSE:

MERCHANDISE SELECTORS

ORDER FILLERS

EXCHANGE PROCESSORS

MERCHANDISE INSPECTORS

PROOF ENCODER

-

FILE CLERK

Experience preferred, but will

train right party. Many
benefits.

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Keypunch

Trainees or experienced.

CHOICE OF SHIFTS IN THE WAREHOUSE:

Mt. Prospect
State Bank

8:15 a.m.-4:45 p.m.; 9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.; 5:45 p.m. -11:45 p.m.

"The Enjoyable Bonk"

Mrs. Kokes
259-4000

APPLY TODAY & BRING A FRIEND WITH YOU!

An equal opportunity
employer

Work close to home in a new

$450

area are seeking gals with

international firm just
relocated in this area.

Lite

typing.

PACKERS
Immediate openings 7 A.M.

guys and you'll enjoy

greeting their clients, direc-

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hts.

827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

Operator
$450

Reception

S/13.

.

decorator furnished office. In
addition to usual secretarial

you'll have your own

.

INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 am - 8 pm,

ARLINGTON INN

offices are brand new and

prestige suburban firm. The

An ideal position for you, if
you'd like to greet new people into the lovely offices of

experience on the

hour.

NURSE
DAYS ONLY
Contact Mrs. Chapin

Computer Services, for

at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

ATTORNEYS'
RECEPTION

the Director of

APPLY

BEELINE FASHIONS
380 Meyer Rd. Bensenville
PO 6-2250

01

PREFERRED "Angels

$606 MONTH

secretary to

$541.25 MONTH
well known

CLEANING LADY
Mature lady full or part time.
Apply in person. $2.00 per

You'll be the private

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

this

PRIVATE
SECRETARY

days. Bring proof of age.

827-6628

School Administration Office.
Shorthand and typing profi-

IVY

9 p.m. Full time Satur-

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

;TRAINING PROGRAMI You'll
learn all about making plane

reservations, confirming, selling
tickets, cancellations. You'll wear

Wednesday,
Monday,
Friday or Tuesday, Thursday, Friday. 5 p.m. -

Como join us in serving the
needs of business & industry
on a temporary basis. We
need stenos, secretaries,
comp. oprs., keypunch oprs.,
figure clerks, typists.

and commercial baking equipment.

NURSING

trainees $150

GIRLS
PART TIME ORDER
PICKERS

Part Time & Full Time

AT

Call
bonus.
plus
394-0240 between 11 a.m. & 5
p.m.

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

HIGH SCHOOL

PREFERRED
"Angels In Disguise"

2375 Estes Ave.

Salary

Miss Paige

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

jObs with quality firms ...

Elk Grove Village

SECY-RCPT.

FREEI See

34 S. Main Street
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

COMPANY

Must be able to control people
ability to answer phones.

people you work with) Fast pay
raises and your own TRAVEL

availABILITY

enaineenino

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS

For quality temporary office

610 N. LEE ST.
DES PLAINES

Anocut

cern.

298 -502 1
PERSONNEL, NC.

236-0783

827-5557

437-5400

perience, as well as a genuine
liking for detail with public
contact, will qualify you for
this fast pace job in N.W.
suburban offices of int'l con

WANTED

start.

of -the-time. You'll just love

typing skills, some office ex-

WIDE

home or in the LOOP

Miss Gaffke

Average

gauges.

Lots of variety. Salary open.

Des

Work 2-3 days a week near

Please call

255-1711

_

9 S. Dunton

pressway.

Cull Mrs. Johnson

comes Into this famous airline for
reservations or Info. You will get
in on MARVELOUS COMPLETE

counselor with ... Top base,
commission, incentive, future
profit sharing and manage-

SECY $580

Free

mo.

PPLEASANT

ATMOSPHERE, EXCELLENT
SALARY AND FINE FRINGE
BENEFITS. We are conveniently

and

ves

offer

SUR

located close to O'Hare and
can be easily reached via ex-

CALL

He is a popular neighborhood
doctor and you'll be trained to
greet his patients, ans. phones,
schedule apptmts. Ago is

$500

short hand and typing skills.

ROUNDINGS, CONGENIAL

CLERK

national corporation with
modern office in Rolling Meadows.

RECEPTIONIST

Free.

of a secretary with excellent
We

new

Mrs. Mayer

For

to handle anyone who calls or

CALL NOW ...
259-6440

developments. You'll be his secy.

here, your opportunities ore

PHONE CL 3-0022

1496 MINER, 297-3535

Personable young ladies wanted

ARE YOU ...

939.4866
Suite 606

training program that our
college graduates enter. After
training, you will enter our
clerical function in a supervisory position. From

enter the same extensive

potential

A

A

Suite 23A

available today You will

Engineer

DES PLAINES

392.2700

63 E. Adams
Chicago

evening hours

and the people you meet and the

Boss searches out undevelopea

Hustling,

1496 MINER, 297-3535

Wk + Free

No experience,
Finest

IVY

holmes & assoc.
Professional level

Start Low -Shoot High
Clerical Mgmt. Trnee

traveling men. Have them fill out
a form. Check their identification.
Direct them to car. Hand over the

ment at:

travel No fee Call

nice

the

To $500 or more. See IVY,

liking for public contact is re-

fessional employment

Greet clients. Answer phones.
Light typing. Plush office.

Randhorst

all

-

Nursing Home Day or

For

people you'll meetl Must type.

quired.

Then join the team as a pro-

reception

quired, Chicago terr. No

NURSE AIDES

pleasant personaility and a

training you'll be a full fledged
Rent-A-Car girl - ready to talk
to & take references from the

FREEI

This is

fices, factories,

things for

doing

METHODE MFG.CORP

brand

number.

The sales manager of our fast
growing company is in need

Use initiative and judgment to
help purchase wide range of
technical equipment, incl. val-

WANTED

medical experience is needed.
Light typing, a calm and

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

Furnished Free! $90 to train!

LARSON in DES PLAINES

3 Sufcti Impcctcr

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

keysl You'll wear a chic outfit!

1 GAL OFFICE

is

potential

MISS PAIGE

100% PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

Will train you to welcome pa-

is

all the folks who

happy when you find yourself

Free

After just 1 week of "on-the-job"

1496 MINER, 297-3535

a great lob for you that
loaded with advancement

a

in

be

-

Start-

perience. Coll or apply in per SO,

PURCHASING--JR.

CL 3-2048

are in & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set appts. Days are busy and

small (5 girl) suburban office.

Des Plaines.

$95 FREEI

If you enjoy variety this

technicians

equipment.

ing rate dependent upon ex-

in

This advertisement appeared
with the wrong phone number
last week. Will all interested
parties please call the above

SECRETARY

cellent salary. Call:

open and absolutely no

5425.575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

roisesl

+

Heights. 5 nights a week, ex-

receptionist.

his

be

to

Learn

SWBD-RECPT

tients, type bills, set appts. Fast

Field Investigator

You'll

For private club in Arlington

You'll work for young Doctor.

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

IBM

shorthand).

HOSTESS

job! It's located in this areal

inspection

mediate need for efficient in
telligent secretary for varied

typist. Salary commensurate
with ability. All benefits.

the inspection of ports fa

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

COMPTOMETER OPR.l

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

$119 Wk +10%

$650 + Car
Expenses

.

629-6770
449-8070
815.338-

after 4 p.m.

FAST PAY RAISES!
If you're madly in love with

This is for the all around gal
who has some figure exper.
and can do some typing (no

Three other convenient locations to serve you

formation call CL 5.8045

He prefers a complete beginner
who he can train to greet &
get to know his patients,

GAL FRIDAY

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

to you? For further in-

public contact here's an ideal

iirbs,

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

$5 on hour sound good

to

TRAINEE

Des Plaines. Also offices in
Chicago and all Major Sub-

PERSONNEL, INC.

has op-

portunities unlimited. Does $3

-

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,

g298-5021

Counselors

Beauty

RECEPTION

Numeric Keypunch Operator
for day shift. Any experiJon
qualifies. Call
ence
Roberts at 827-7706, HALL-

WIDE

pleasure Immediate hiring.

you

DOCTOR'S

a Wk. Free

Plush suburban office looking

you to school free.

Variety filled opportunity

As

$95-$1 15

company is looking for a gal
with good office background.

office. No shorthand
necessary. Must be good

259-3022

department during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic

Be your own boss. Local

Plaines

NAME YOUR SHIFT
AND CALL AL

responsibility

Gal Friday

BORED?
On the go sales office has imduties

bricatecl in our punch press

NEED MONEY FOR
CHRISTMAS?

OPERATOR

programming

and wiring. Raise in

is

An equal opportunity employer

358-9101

6 AM to 11 AM, 5 Days
7 PM to Midnite, Every
2nd Evening
Midnite to 6 PM, Weekends

SHIFT

Primary

733 Lee Street
827.4411

Call Mrs. Goodling

uniforms furnished.

We have an excellent opportunity for an individual to
join our quality control department.

259-2426

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Des Plaines

of Mt. Prospect

FABRICATOR
INSPECTORS -2nd

SECRETARY

DES PLAINES

KEYPUNCH

Bank of

quin & Roselle Roads,

shifts open. Clcon, pleasant,

439-1666

earance. Arlington Heights

First National

Ledger work. 371/2 hour wk,
full fringe benefits. Algon-

women to serve our good
coffee and donuts. Several

Call Mr. Kell y

and . some ex
penance required. Neat app-

5 Day week. Good figure apti.
tude essential. Some 'banking
experience is desirable but will
train qualified applicants.

full time bookkeeper experienced on NCR 3100.

Needs several part time

Hours; 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

help)

Dictating

PERSONNEL, INC.

No experience necessary. Will

fine company's operations
from the ground floor up.

function

298-5021

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

months. Company will

to

TELLERS

NCR Bookkeeper.

surance, with possible Accounts Payable or General

MISTER DONUT

3425 even'gs.

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Trainee
$700
computers,

enough

_

for payroll & group in-

1001 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

Typing and shorthand required.
Secretarial positron for Ivan
department. Free life insurance
major medical, health and
accident plan.

children. 8:30 am to 5:30 pm,
excel. salary. Mother with
child acceptable. Please call
Mary, days 647-8100 or 827-

394.0880

9 S. Dunton

Systems

further your education while
preparing yourself for on imfuture role in
portant
You will be
management
trained in all phases of this

(old

Northwest Hwy &
Quentin Rds.
Palatine

Palatine.

MISS PAIGE

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

key

age

cellent increase when trained.

LARSON in DES PLAINES

will make working

o week, my home Brookwood
area. 3 pre-school & 2 school

WIDE

vice on what to take, where
to go. $450 mo. to start. Ex-

Call BETTY at 299-7191 Ext 37

to

BABSITTER WANTED: 5 days

Salary open.

travelers, secure airline and
other reservations, give ad-

TOP MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY

High School Grads
$125 Week
+ Free Night School

Local

reservotionist to greet

PROGRAMMING MGR
$25,000 - FREE

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwcst Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

Plaines Theatre after 6 p.m.

doctor needs gals to
assist him. Lite typing and a
neat appearance qualifies.

on your free travel privileges,
that is one of your benefits
at this suburban travel agency. You'll be trained as a

be available to assist you.

Larson in Des Plaines

Assistant

as you decide where to go

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

SKILLS

somewhat flexible-Apply Des

ONE HOUR

Primary responsibility will be

NEW DEAL RECORDS

Bank of Elk Grove Village

Apply in Person

Harper Jr. College needs a

Pleasant

956-0660

Hospital 299-0656 after 6.

OVER 16 YEARS
Weekend work ... Hours

to 3:30 P.M. Light clean work

In new plant In Centex

WIDE

Industrial Park: Complete

company paid fringe benefits

FASHIONS. INC.

and bonuses.

298-5021
298-5021
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS.
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON

PERSONNEL, INC.

CUSTOM MADE

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE/31.0G.)

I

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

sary.

CL 5-9602

GENERAL OFFICE

POSITION

FULL & PART TIME

experience not neces-

time,

CLEANERS

Phonograph Record Distributor needs woman for

SECRETARY'S

5 p.m. weekdays nr. Lutheran

WAITRESSES

16 N. Dryden, Arlington Hts.

615 Milwaukee Ave., Glenview
Phone: 729.1999

work. Light typing.
surroundings.

Baby sitter wanted 7 a.m. to

Dental

December. The choice js yours

or personal interviews daily
11:00 a.m. to 2 p.m.
PATHWAY PRODUCTS

ideal

atmosphere,

COUNTER GIRLS
Arlington Heights & Elk Grove
stores, steady, full or part

into your home life. Phone

Fits

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

USHERETTES

or perhaps Mexico in

pleasing personality, appear once and access to a car.
Afternoon and evening work.

location, good starting salary,
and full company benefits.

housework 2 days a week. Days
con be flexible. 394-0206.

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

EUROPE THIS YEAR

3200

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR

'O'Hare Office Bldg..

IVY
1496 MINER, 297-3535
DES PLAINES

Pleasant

Cleaning lady I day weekly,
2 adults - own transportation.
437-3201
Woman needed to do light

298-5051

necessary. We train. Requires

girl who looks for a chal-

car necessary. 392-9631.

steno. O'Hare.

Easy location. Busy executives in

no

Make $40 a wk. for 10 hrs. Serving customers in Arl. Hts. area -

Make travel arrangements for
six men, compose simple letters and handle busy phones
in small modern office. No

rates, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

cooking, ironing or
washing. Arl. Hts. 394-0206
week,

$50Q

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote flite

Groat opportunity to move into
higher management or sales.
Call Frank Victor at 027.7706.
Northwest
380
HALLMARK,
Hwy, Des Plaines Also offices
in Chicago and all Major

Cleaning lady wanted 2 days a

GIRL FRIDAY

Chicago. No experience

lenge in her work and who can
take shorthand and type. We
will train a beginner.

30 -Help Wanted Women

GIRL -$440
BOSS WILL TRAIN YOUI
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

I

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

$1000 per month in your spare

Well known mfg. company is
offering a rewording job to
a

DES PLAINES

owns planes & charters them to
people who fly all over country.
You'll tend the office, pay bills,

office records, tic ti shape.

that

1496 MINER, 297-3535

How You Can Make $500 to

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

IVY

$100 FREEI

You'll work for airline pilot. He

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep

opportunity

get quotes, samples. Type

AIRLINE PILOT'S

SERVICE
To $9000 to Start. Free

finest

pliers, learn to order materials,

Page

Tuesday, October 22, 1968

HOUSEWIVES

time be your own boss. Now
Sales Program just entering

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Call BETTY at 299.7191 Ext 37

purchase orders.

now I

CUSTOMER

$500 - NO FEE

NW Toy mfr. Lots of phone work
& action! You'll get to know sup-

No shorthand. Call Jan Roberts
at 827-7706, HALLMARK, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

Nursery school cook
No experience necessary
439.3405

V.P.'S/SECRETARY

learn purchasing

$450 FREE

Engineer

5 LOCAL SPOTS

Your

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

27 -Employment Agencies Men

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

PAPER BAG CO.
1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

380 Meyer Road

PO 6-2250

Bensenville

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Monday -Friday, 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Saturday till 11 a.m.

(1 block West of York Rd., 3 blocks North of Irving Park Rd.)

I HE DAN'

Tuesday, October 22, )968

Page 12

Cleaning lady 1 day a
week. References.
358-6411

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

Baby itto r 3 days a wk
child, own tran.p
home
I

my

woroo worried for general

pre

housework,1-cloy0,,,yof her

ferret( Pal 359 21 18 oft 6 ',III

Earn yourself a Merry Christmas.
Be a Beauty Counselor Angel.
Heavenly reward. 255.7383.

week. Des Plaines. 827-8795.
ing

I

cloy

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

a week. Arlington

Heights area. 259-4998
EARN CHRISTMAS

Typists

MONEY NOW/

Excellent opportunity
for top operator

Car necessary, make your own

$400

Several opt nings rn the area

hours. 439.8412, CL 9-1263

for well groomed gals with

MANICURIST

WILLIAM RAINEY

good typing sk ills

Pate time

HARPER COLLEGE

WIDE

Secretory at
campus, Elk

HERE IT IS
Excellent starting salary. The

Crib $20; Argus Ornm movie
camera $25; maple twin bed

Pleasant working conditions.
We need 3 women to pull

frame $15. 4373355
Natural Canadian Beaver coat,

orders Storting immediately.
This is the perfect job for

length, size 12-14, excel.
condition. $250. 253.4704.

school.

Will buy old electric toy trains
Mode before 1941 & cushion

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines
296-6111,

WOMEN

DES PLAINES

Confidential

(O'HARE OH ICE BLDG

PERSONNEL

MANAGER

V.P.

of

new offices needs gal with

previous lab experience. Posi-

tap secretarial skills

environment including air

you born inquiring.
Do not delay. Coll today.

prevent

Des Plaines
Office
Si ever lc sr dung aggro...rye
icon to work
car, r French. cl
in le °octal ru &tuna, Of hse
locort ci at 0 Hurt Lake Office
Ti enporary

Ct.ii ago

n put onml pre.

Fp

Plc, a
fe rred

CONTACT

but tell consider re-

ined .01 p Al o w, have
one openingin our Loop of.
rilanagtr Des
fin, 'ur
Plaints Lruntl to open mthin
the next Ins 'rick. Solar} plus

Mr. Olsson

Dearborn Chemical

ed

DES PLAINES

doxrcgo

Si root
'Chi, ago

Madixon
F
79
1112.
of hot c Rn,
RA 6 2355

956.1953

Walter F. Sass

7 WHITE TOY POODLES

feet

-

Employer

Used Ludvnig pewl snare drum
with stand, only 537.50

'65 MustongRecl & white cam

any condition with a

few acres in country. All cosh -call anytime. 827.1117

Miss Escher- 439-7600

OR

Metropoliton Printing Co.

FULL TIME

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village

double M inc. Realtors

frame home with

Small

nice

double M inc. Realtors

ovoiluble. 437.8454

June 1st. 358-7177

Wheeling

1155 S. Willis
BEFORE S p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p tn. CALL 537-2512

SERVICE

If you
will tut!
can qualify for one of
TOL)

Thurs.

Part

Time

Jobs NOW

Available for Women
with Office Skills!
0 Keypunch 0 Typists

architectural
products

specialty

0 Stenos
Top Pay! Top Jobs!

296 1502

items, furnit.
Mt. Prospect,

ends. 1193 Des Plaines Ave., D.P.
NE Corner of D.P.& Algonquin.

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III,

Moving.everything

goes!

din-

ette sot; Christmas tree; lamps;
rocking

EKCO

Iamb

Persian

horse,

PRODUCTS INC.

ICKES-BRAUN

Prospect Heights.

Gar. Sale: Oct. 25, & 26, 9 am to
5 pm, 507 S. Nawata, Mt. Prosp,

beautiful bi-level that has all
that you can be proud to
own. Spacious foyer, sunken

$30,900.
sion.

21/2

Immediate

posses-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

room with
an ap-

for

HOMES

N x NW
255.6320
358-1502
894 1330

3423 Kirchoff Rd.
255-4200

$35; Stauffer table $20; Westinghouse roaster & stand; size
women's

16

clothes,

INSPECTORS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

1st and 2st Shifts
Some Part Time Hours Available.
1901 S Mt Prospect Rd.

Methode Mfg. Corp.

be delivered at back
entrance, by apps. til Oct. 26)
OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
Oct. 27, 9 AM to 7 PM
(Corn

St. Alex ius

Hospital

Stritch Hall, ground floor

FOR
US

Incentive and bonus jobs.
Good starting rates

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

METHODE MFG. CORP.
Rolling Meadows

1700 Hicks Rd.
392-3500

RESTAURANT

less to vet.

Arlington Hts.
$25,000

ALGONQUIN

Well established restaurant in
busy shopping center. Catering business & equipment.

choicest brick

&

stone

draperies, 126x64. 437-8966.
refrig. $50,
Frigidaire
Used
used G.E. washer $20, both
good condit. 394-3647,

Norge washer & electric dryer.
$25 each or $50 a pair. Reasqn.
able 827-5211.

equipped,

ex-

to

sell.

station

wagon, perfect cond. See at

208 N. Dwyer, Arl, His.
$1395.3925021
Mercury. Montego,

1968

P/S,

P/B, los, mileage, still under -war very reosonable. CL 3-00y,
1

'57 Chevy, 2 dr. H.I. '283'
bored '292' 12.1 pistons, cam
with solids high comp. heads,
Unction
headers, 3 speed,
bars. $375. Call: 9.5 437.3951

'66 Corvette Sport Coupe
Stingray, 427, turbojet, 4 speed,
W. Lincoln Mt. Prose.

Mustang

TAVERN
Well established tavern fully
equipped with restaurant
facilities.

Convertible,

Beautiful bronze with white top,
bucket seats, power steering,
three speed

floor shift trans-

mission, radio, white wall tires
(like- new), spinner hub caps,
needs neW ENGINE, will sell AS

for 5675. Coll 255.7200 and
ask for BUCK or after 6 PM call
IS

869-1329

CORRECTION

Others available to $300,000.

'67 CORONET R/T

with New 426 Hemi, 4

on .the .floor -Low
miles, Reduced to
$2295

PALAT I N E--$ 35, 000
Ideal for carry -out foods,

DODGE

large parking lot. 2 bedroom
apartment, garage. On route

in DES PLAINES

14.

ON MANNHEIM

PHILIPPE BROS.

658-5661

Spacious 4 bedroom American classic, 11/2 bath, full basement. Carpeting in living room, dining room, hall and 2
bedrooms. Beautiful wooded and landscaped. Out buildings,
screened summerhouse with bar-b-que. 3 acres, 250' frontage on Route 14.2 car garage.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.
S. of 62 on 311

358-1800

1961 Dodge tow truck 11/2 ton.
equipped and
condition. 537-9163.
Fully

in

good

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Island Lake

STORAGE AVAILABLE
TRAILERS -

TRUCK CAMPERS

WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU

VACATION LINERS
1272 Rand Rd.

Des Ploines

827-7184

Your own shopping center. Large return for nominal in.
vestment. 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, cooking facilities. 2 apartments. $30,000 annual gross income. Large parking facilities. Lots of potential. $140,000.

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
PHILIPPE BROTHERS
Realty

Day Want Ads

Realty

PALATINE --$59,500

Polaroid camera, color or 8 / W;

Brownie camera; daybed; tan

fully

cellent cond. priced
824.1593
1965 Dodge Polara

1965

at only $14,500 with 5450 or

ranch with club room in basement. On gorgeous 5 acres
loaded with hickorys & oaks.
This offering has 3 bedrm.
expandable to 6 or 7. Offered
below replacement cost at

wagon,

'65 Chevy SS cOnV., P/S, P/B,
P/W, AM -FM radio, A/T, excel.
mech. condo. $1600 or offer.
Call 259.8032 before 5 pen. or
625-4492 after 6 pm. Private.

plastered ranch. Solid oak
floors throughout. You will
have privileges to the lake here

BARRINGTON HILLS

'65 Ford Country sedan

(Morn) 1700

90 -Investment Property

CRYSTAL LAKE

532,500.

low mile car, with
(mincer & air. 51850-299.6491.

beautiful

positraction W / W radial tires,

90 -Investment Property'

Elk Grove Village
(Employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437.5500, Ext. 592
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

OFFERS

WORK

Realty

358-1800

BRADSHAW
PALATINE
Ideal for the growing family. 7 bedroom Cope Cod. 2 baths,
2 car garage. High investment growth, $26,000.

misc.

'66 Newport, 6 window, town sedan, org. owner,

NORTH OF OAKTON ST.
PHONE 824-7151

BOO Westerfield Rd.

TO

PHILIPPE BROS.

North Shore 2 bedroom, fully

3 bedroom all brick ranch, 11/2 baths, 40 x 20' rec room with
fireplace, full basement. 11/2 car garage and carport. Well
landscaped. Close to schools and shopping. Very good
neighborhood. $34,500.

books;

Needed

Openings Now Available

Wage reviews every 3 months
Excellent working conditions

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Clean Usable Items

WOMEN

Des Plaines

to Island Lake and property.

2 car detached garage, car-

The

Rummage Sale

INC

Poute 12 to Route 176, west

3 bedroom corner brick ranch.
Fireplace, full basement, oak
floors throughout, family room.

tol Lusters; wash set; cut &
press glass; Primitives; GE stove

Wheeling, Ill.

ASSEMBLERS

296-6655

Victorian chairs $10 ea.; Bris-

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

CONEX

176. $25,000. Directions;

$72,500.

trunk of new costume jewelry.
Many in boxes, good for Christmos presents. Also clothing &
some furniture. Fri, Sat., Sun.
10 to 5. 302 N. Wheeling Rd.,

777 Wheeling Road

Attractive setting for this

Palatine
Schaumburg

car garage.
If you really need space
pee* this. Choice location for
baths,

11/2

Cindy

12:45 A.M. to 7:45 A.M. 61/3 hours $2.521/2 to start

dit Union.

7
split-level,
Contemporary
large rooms, 4 bedrooms,
built-ins, parceled family room,

SCHAMBURG
Cul-de-Sac

estate.

I
bedroom
plus
oporttnent. Ideal for retired
Couple. Across front busy
shopping center. On koute

OES MINES

peting over wood floors, 3 nice
kitchen.
bedrooms, cabinet
The neatest, trimmest, clean.
est ranch at Only 517,500 with
$700 clown, $116 IA, a month.

$3,000 DOWN

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arlington Heights

A1RMCO.
104

1961 Corvair Monza, A / T, good
condition for 5250.
Call 392.4759
'58 Chevy, power steering, ouzo.
'reins., good runner. $125. 3927451 after 6:30 pm
1968 Javelin, 290 cc., V.8, sack,
low mileage, 52150.

stores

2

12'

STORE MODEL A FORD
inn 11451

family

ISLAND LAKE

549,900

3 bedroom ranch, full base
went, kitchen appliances, 15 x
beautiful family size kitcarpeted living
24'
chen.
room, garage. Walk to schools

20,
2-5 p.m.

decorated 3 bdrm.
home. Custom with top quality
materials used throutout.
Lavishly

$2,000 DOWN

call

possession.

fireplace. Call
pointment.

Sunday, October

DECORATOR'S
DELIGHT

2

WANTED: GARAGE SPACE TO

am -3 pm,

Unusual Garage Sole: Inherited

Free Major Medical and Life Insurance, 9 Paid
Holidays, Cafeteria, Medical Department, Cre-

7 rms. 3 bode-, trilevel on 1/4
acre. Paneled rec. rm., sliding
glass doors, 2 car garage, wall.

& shopping. You must see to
appreciate extras. Immediate

real

$2.521/2 to start

4:15 P.M. to 12:45 A.M.

WE

information

7 pm -9 pm, Thurs. Ocl. 24, 10
Gar. Sale: Oct. 24 & 25, 10.8
pm, No advance sales. Misc.
items, lownmower, vacuum

MT. PROSPECT

82 -Wanted To Rent

Graceland, Des PT, Wed, Oct. 23,

sink, books, etc. 281
I.n., Wheeling.

Press Packers

WANT

For

weekdays:

kitchen,
&

OPEN HOUSE

11/2

baths, living -dining L., paneled
familyrre, 21/2 car gar., Extras,
low 30's -CL 5.4829.

214 NORTHWEST IIYET.

living room, country size

cleaners, clothing, bothrm,

GLASSHOUSES, INC.

ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS

1

299-3159

REALTORS

Plaines. 439.1705

tional Church, Marion

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Division of

''63 Choy. Corvair, 700 model, 4.
owner car, good condoor,
clition. 5300. 255.8331

Chrysler,

$51,900

carpeting, drapes,
baths.
- By Owner, 539,000. 827-3551

stoles, misc. 482 Marshall, Des

Rummage Sale: 1st Congrega-

L ADAMEC 634-3131

YOU

676-3300 or
259-7022, evenings

26, Crystal, chino, fare, odds &

GIRL"

FOR INTERVIEW CALL

&

center.

Sat. thru Wed.
House Sale, Thurs-Sat., Oct. 24-

of catolaa,sales dept.

Willow

Thursday.Sunday2231Kennicott,
Arl. Hts. 100's of items.
HUGE GARAGE SALE, benefit

misc., hsehold
900 S. I -Oka,

and filing for Manager

Heights,

89 -Real Estate -Bus. Property

Many

basement.

designed

Palatine

Multi -family garage sale,

Children's clothing, toys,

Hts. 7 an. brk, bidevel,

A spacious 3 bdrrn. home ort
quiet cal de sac well custom
Extras

Louis Mune°, Inc. Bldr.
A -I.

LONG GROVE

acre lot, zoning permits
horses. asking $9,000 253-1970
21/2

PRIVACY PLUS!!

All appliances. Arlington
Rd., behind A & P shopping

taxptti

orders, correspondence

Aptul rule Rd, dew 83 &

10/25,

Golf view Estates, Mt.

"IT PAYS TO BE A

713 S. Emerson, Mt. Prospect.

to -wall

Deluxe 2 bedroom, 11/2 baths
apartment, air conditioning.

9 am -8 pm, choir, toys, misc.

GARAGE SALE Oct. 26, 27,
10.4 pm 703 Glendale Lane,

GENERAL TYPIST,

Milwaukee N of Whechng

10/24,

Fri.,

&

COUNTRY CLUB
APARTMENTS

Wilshire In., Arl. Hts.

CORRESPONDENT,

markets unique

Mt. Prospect 4 rm. opt to sublet, 5180 tau. Avail. Nov. 15
to Dec. I. CL 3.7346

Maryville. Thurs. & Fri. 413 N.

these openings

ecs in clept that

25, 9 am -4 pm. 956 Elmwood Ln.
Elk Grave Village -439.8155.
All sizes crocks, single bed,
ping-pong tble, & assor. misc.
717 Hatlen, Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Gar. Sale, 321 N. Elm, Mt. Prosp.,

LUCKY GIRL!

Arl. Hts. 4 bdrm., 21/2 baths, tr
level, I yr. old, has every thing,
mid 540's. 437-6556
New large, 4 bdan, 2 story home.
See to appreciate, Sun. 1.5 pin.

1

curity deposit. CL 3-5355

Mt. Prospect. Oct. 17, 18, & 19.

TRANSCRIBING

specs, proposals, sales
contracts, for Sales Ex-

bedroom unfurnished apart.
men? near Arl. Hts. depot, Se-

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

glassware & misc. 6 N. Waverly

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

And Women

1

Furnit., clothing, toys, old

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

To Be Right Girl

bedrm.,
Arl. Hts., 3 an. opt.
large living rm. & kitchen. air
cond,, $147.50.253-0583

Antique & garage sale; Oct. 22-

TOWER PACKAGING INC

TEMPORARY

bedrm. furnished
mo. Available 'til

2

apt. .5160

1st. & 2nd SHIFT

Right Girl

WORKING FOR IBG"
Say 200 Local Men

'63 Chevy II, like new,
snow tires, 5450
392-3632 after 6 P.M.

'64 Chevy Impala SS, original
owner, $650. 253-7634 after 6

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

Palatine,

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

"WE LIKE

$90B

299-6491

3281.

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PHONE 827-1108

extra low mile car,

tiful

'63 Chev. Super Sport Convertible, 5650 good cond., CL 9-

Keypunch$21-$26 a
jay

(Opp Lutheran Gen Ho,p

Falcon '66 Future', 4dr, beau-

'62 Chevy 2, 4 dr, white sedan,
clean.

/r,

WOMEN WANTED

It Pay

needs

sungon,

Plymouth

work, row away and it is your,.

Call 827.1117

,

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists $16-$24 a day
Secy's $21-$28 a day
lerks $13-$18 a day

PLUS

'59

yard for garden, good neighbor.
hood. Retired couple -all cosh.

DAYS, WEEKS OR
MONTHS

vertible, good corichternust sell going in service. CL 9-3511.

358,6339

Commercial

TEMPORARY

255-7819

'64 Chevy HT, 4-dr. 8 cyl., P / 5,
pow, glide, I owner, excel. condition. 259.3574
Bonneville, P/S,
Pontiac
R/l-I, auto tarns., $350 or
best offer. 392.520E1 after 6 pm.

"Lover" of animals desires older

Best padding. Also kitchen carpets, indooroutcloor & corerner
cal. Lowest prices. Samples
brought to your 1101,0 Or visit
or warehse showrm. By crept.
onuly. Free estimates. Financing

old,

Hondo 50cc. LE 7.1627

p/B,

96 Real Estate -Wanted
in

hardtop, very clean $350; '65
1957 Ford Station Wagon, V-8,
auto. trans., $60.

'63

El Rey Music Center,
CL 3.0180

Real
Estate
Vacant
Residential

New modern plant in Elk Grove Village has immediate opening for Payroll Girl. Must have aptitude for figures Apply in person or call:

WORK IN YOUR AREA

pay reasonable move. 2593819

New corpets. 1st quality Mond

excel. health & wonderful house
pel. No money wanted, only
loving home. 439.6127

381-2742

mint condition. Cal/
ohm 6.

FULL TIME

altered female cat 3 yrs.

'61 Ford, 6 cyl., 2-dr.

Store your piano or organ in my

house

exc. cond. Many

11/5,

extras, highest Ind. 956-1280.

home, tender loving care, WIII

1

narn,.

'196.8935

Rea sonable.2598307.

matching end tbls, drain tbl,
liquor cob., barrel chi Kodak
movie camera, screen & projector,
blk N of
185 Cambridge D P.,

5575.

1962 Buick Skylark 2 clr. coupe

guitar & amplifier.

1935 Illi

,

VII. A/T,

LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO
827-6603
REASONABLE

w

moan' licence, house broken,

yI

WALNUT FINISHED

SPINET PIANO $295
827-6603

Mahogony coffee tbl

NW. Sub. YMCA

tires. Best price. 394-2162
'62 Squire Falcon Station Wagon,

Kay 6 string hollow.bocly electric

Oct. 19, 9 eito3 pm.
nois St., Des Plaines.

Min. Schanuzer, AKC, son of Int.
Ch. Helarry's Dark Victory, 4 mo.

GOOD CONDITION
299-6518

mechonicol cond., auto., good

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

walnut

used

'56 Pontiac 4.dr., very good

55 Musical Instruments

Din. re, set, helm, set, ref rigor
otor, consoleephono conibina
non & many mist. items. Sot.,

Coclilloc quality, Lab.
personality. 824.1302.
To be given away, black Persian

solid wukurt 6 drawer bachelor
chest; butternut hand carved
cupboard -4 door. 2 drawer. All

to 9 P.M.

2 leaves, 4 c hrs., 6uffor, & China
$100. CL 3.4475 oft. 3.

shots,

ANTIQUES. Solid walnut candle
stand commode, Circa 1840:

credit Mgr. Call 469-7204, 9 A.M.

Din. on. set fruitwel. finish, tole,

653.9421.

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Rood, Wheaton.

Eor terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

CL 9.5777

Daily 392-4320.weekends 815.

53.98 each. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for 51,00
.1

excel.
nil., snow tires
Once. 5900. CL 5.6766
1958 VW

power, very cleon. 5600. Call

FULL PRICE $51.30

cabinet, best offer.

Collie puppies, AKC, 3 mos
tricolor, healthy, & adorable,

EVERGREENS
3 to

'63 Ford XL 500, convert., red,

sortable. CL 3-0041
23" Philco consolette,

AKC, 4 females, 3 mules.
437-2129

west of Rte 31.464.5438.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

PAYROLL GIRL

conytmonce.
your
Tr mporary Office

at

Hone gri,vde $2.35 per 100 nit.

full

condit.,

ports and service guarantee.

china cabinet, good cond. rem

CL 5.8391

excel.

T -Bird,

255.8193 of ter 6 pen.

'Smolt upplionees, chairs. tables,

Mole siomese kittens, blue point
& seal point. $35.

'61 Chevy, almost new brakes, 2
Snow tires, good cond., $300 or
best offer. CL 56489

attachments needed. Five year

296-5300

registered. 437-2129
Flatly calico KITTENS. Ready to
take home. Coll after 6 p m.

6:30 pm.

Dining room set & 60 yelm. of
beige carpet, any reaturoblo

BABY BED & TWIN BED
EXCELLENT CONDITION

males, 6 weeks old ARC

'64 Chevrolet, 4.dr. sedan, V-8,
original owner, 394-3648 after

'61

Early Ann. Lazy Boy recliner $50;
green upholstery chair $40; lamp
$20. 394-1256 aft. 6 prn

358-.1805

827-2245

Dinette

sews buttons on mono
grams and fancy ;Inches. No

827-5211

dresses sr 2.4, vaporizer,
short wove radio, plus misc.

Ran 72 otte mile east of Rio 47
from Storks Station, eight miles

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

bonus This is not 0 cortunisqon

lob Sc, or colt hint Arden for
confidt neat inftrvew arrang-

good

7 white Toy Poodles, 4 fem., 3

POTAIOLS - RED & WHITE

An Equal Opportunity

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

yr.

2

. AND GROOMING
529.6.108

255-4500, 9.4 pre wkduys.

438-8241

DES PLAINES

for

POODLE CLIPPING

IBM Seim Me typewriters, one
13" 5275; two 15- 5300 each.
All m good operation cond.

Lake Zurich

320 Genesee St.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Cent offer 359.4610

Dinette tbl. & chrs., girls

PERSONNEL, INC.

top.

hems in dresses, makes button.holes,

offer. 392.6894.
Danish modern walnut bedroom
set. Reasonable.

Wire Haired Fox Terrier, female,
6 months old, all shots.

$25. 259.02 r9.

Div.
W. R. Grace & Co.

PERSONNEL,. INC.

ARC white/apricor male
old Poodle looking
home 520. 439-0018

and lite experience.

conditioning. Luck of

transportation should not

White (emote cot to be given
away. Very good per. I year
old. 259.6208 Mt. Prospect.

4 dr, R / H, A / T,
snow tires, 5125. ca// oft 7 pm.

Falcon,

Reasons II,.
CL 5.5101 after 4 pen.

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

or

392.2547

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind

Beige .of, brown choir.

ELECTRIC

2 snow, tires with wheels, used.
W.s.w. Town C. Country, 600c13.

tions offer variety, excellent

TEMPOia-ux r 011 ILE aLRVICL

St, Dos Plaines, III. 824-4492.

telligent gol with good skills

chemistry !courses and

tables, formica
set. 296-4374

P/S,

Bonneville, 4 dr, HDT

66

Walnut china cabinet;
blonde cocktail & end

ZIG-ZAG

Call eves. offer 6:30 p.m. and

high school or college

'61

1968 SINGER

CL 5-7377

TECHNICIAN. Helpful are
plush

in

nitestand $80; rugs. 439.4665.

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353

English Bulldog, 7 mos. old, male,
Brindle in color, AKC papers.
$200 call 529-7897.

hours best far you. Be a LAB

Secretary
$600
marketing

$433

1962 Dodge 'Lancer. A/T; good
condition clean.

Brand new carpeting made for

CL 3.7494

Local company looking for in-

by owner -57150. CL 5.8599.

6 Pc. bdrm. turn. $85; sofebed
$25; round antique table 525;
ext. table 530; Fr. Prov. chest &

ANTIQUES bought and sold.
Des Plaines House, 1096 Lee

Reg. sine pool table and equip.
weekends

table, fn SC. 255-6769

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Gond condition

Secretaries

P/B, factory air, tinted windows

spinet,

34 -Arts and Antiques

2 cribs - $5 each

Junior

Want To Work Agoin?
Start out by working part
time. Select the days oriel

puppies. ARC. 3513-2699
after 6 P.M. & week -ends.

Rexair control house dust.
824.7823

MR. R. CLEM

MATURE

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

before you Buy", Call 255.7383
for presentation.

windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition. 827.4760.
500 S&H Stamps. See the new

.

CL 5-6888

CALL MRS. GOODLING
358-9101

OLD

BUY

WILL

99 Automobile For Sale

Maytag ringer
washer; RCA 21" TV; dressing

392.1577

296-3734.
Beauty Counselor Cosmetics, "Try

toys. Call 90 6.0213

IF INTERESTED CALL

7 WK. OLD KITTENS

Min, mole black poodle, 16 mos.,
shots, for $50.
Call 392-0443.
Adorable Min. Schnauzer

full

women with children in

cellent fringe benefits.

PERSONNEL, INC

8864

9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

KAR PRODUCTS

Arlington Heights

Harper Grove
Grove Village.

37!/2 hours per week, good
typing & shorthand skills, ex.

298-5021

Super 8 movie projector, Sears,
like new, $60 or best offer. 824-

3 summer months off.

Local wonion wanted for clean.

Clerk

wheels inc. $15 co. 392-5214.

41 -Home Furnishings Furniture

Maple

FREE

German WW II souvenirs wanted
for my collection. Will pay cash.
259.1183
Polaroid 101 automatic camera,
comp. with flash an. & case. $60.

2 snow tires, less titan 1,000
miles, capped on dual 90 tires,

LOOKING FOR THE
IDEAL JOB?

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

32 Miscellaneous Merchandise

32 Miscellaneous Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

Realty

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

Two 15" wheels & mounted
snowtires, two 7 x 13-14 snow tires, used only one season. CL
5-5874 after 6 pm. or weekends.
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'66 Honda S90, helmet, excel.

cond, low mileage, $225 or
best offer, 824-4387

1963 NORTON 400 cc. Needs

358-1800

358-1800

some work. Good winter project.
$250 or best offer. PH. 392-3389
after 5 p.m.

-Month Schools: More Or Less Expensive?
BY MERRILL SANDERS

Would operating the

will cost $20 more per
household in taxes. Will the

schools 12 months a year in-

residents of District 214 adopt

stead of nine -- as now -- raise
or lower taxes9

it

Members of a sub-

to give students a better

education'?", Richard Schlott,
415 S. Evergreen, Arlington
Heights, questioned.

mittee split on the question in

Students still would have
vacations under a 12 -month
school year system.

a meeting last night

"A 12 -month school year
will save $20 per household

"Yes, but that's over a

The scheduling sub-

period of 20 years. You would

committee decided that Herb
Best, 1905 N. Chestnut; Arl-

pay off the money at a rate
of about $1 million dollars a

ington Heights, should
prepare

a

However, the vacations

prove more expensive was
brought up by Jack Martin,
tendent.

"We have a number of
classes in our high_ schools

a high school may
have one remedial reading
them --

Best added that savings
would be possible in other
areas. Maintenance on six

to" be given- at the next
meeting of the subcommittee
on Nov. 4.
is

in taxes Will the residents of
District 214 adopt it to save

would be staggered

money9" asked Lee Canfield,
337 S Stratford, Arlington
Heights

throughout the year, so that

month school year, we will
have to build two new high

would he used year-round.

schools in this district. That's

high schools used year-round
would be less expensive than
maintenance on eight high
schools used for nine months,
for example.

"Unless we change to a 12 -

class or one Russian III class

with only 25 students in it,"

decide how many science

more likely to take courses
during their vacation, which
would result in extra expense.

organized on a district -wide

courses should be scheduled
in a given semester," he said.
Working with a larger student

have

basis, offered in only one high
school and with students bused from other high schools to

each semester, the number of

Martin said.

In a 12 -month system, three

MARTIN also pointed out

four groups of students
would start their school year

that a 12 -month school system

-

different times.

at

If

vacations and went to school
year 'round, they would be

students were given staggered

the course.

or

committee, added that if

how many students
will want to take science in
a given high school on the
basis of experience, and can

special classes could be

that have very few students in

pensive.."District 214 can
predict

money, Martin said.
Three or four classes a year
could be held with five to
eight students in each, or

assistant to the superin-

"That comes down to a little over $5 in taxes each year
per family."

realized by changing to a 12 month school year. The report

existing school buildings

12 -month school year might

'year," commented Canfield.

report estimating

the savings that could be

committee of the School

District 214 Citizens Com-

there," Best said.

small classes were kept, two
things could be done, both of
which would cost a lot of

THE IDEA that running a

about $20 million saved

Each year would be divided
into three or four "semesters".

"A 12 -MONTH school year

body with a smaller number
of students starting a course
students who would want to
take each course would he

and spring vacations, according to Hering.

harder to predict, especially at
first, Martin explained.
Martin Hering, 615 S. Elm,

would make scheduling of

This would mean a bigger
tax bill, even though school

a member of the sub-

classes harder and more ex-

these

Also, park districts would
to maintain recreation
programs as comprehensive
and expensive as their summer ones all year to cater to
students with autumn, winter

taxes would not be increased.

Pro5pect Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, chance of
showers, low in mid 40s. l o -

morrow: Mostly cloudy and
cooler with chance of showers; high in mid 50s.

Telephone
255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Mount Prospect, III,

I17.S. Main St.
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Flood Solution Could
Cause Another Flood

istrict 59 Dilemma:
It as Good Teachers,
But They're Expensive
BY JAN BONE
Experienced teachers like
District 59 too well to leave
That s why the schools have
money problems

Last Friday, principals

from the district's 19 schools
held an emergency meeting to

discuss ways to cut hack on
spending

Richard Vlasak, assistant
superintendent in charge of
instruction, said the district
could have a serious problem
if it doesn't slow down spen-

THE DISTRICT
educational

fund

has

an

budget

of

Attemps of Bluett Sub- `to require Bluett to pay for a

"Our salary schedule is so

good that experienced

$6,308,000 this year, out of
a total budget of nearly SI 0
million.
Money from the fund pays

teachers want to stay with

administrators' salaries, textbooks, and for other material

anticipated normal rate of
teacher turnover. It didn't

for teachers' and

such as workbooks the
children use in school.

The principals found that
only one teacher with three
years or more experience

us," said board president

Gene Artemenko, Des

District 59, out of 468 staff

educational fund

members.

United Canvass Monday

"In our 1968-69 budget, we

briefing

learning centers.

Committees
Organize
Monday

$53,000, the campaign goal.

ple under contract," said

All this effort is to bring in

ELSEWHERE in the area,
other groups are preparing for

the Monday canvass. Phul
Dasso, president of the Mount

Prospect Combined Appeal,
that more than $5,000
already by

said
had

Mount Prospect residents in a
mail appeal.

Arlington Heights

in

terminate their employment at
any time."
District 59 says that it has
already

spent

most of

the,

like to see up to 500 'of his

School.

1,400 workers attend.
He says, "I" consider this to

district has Jay, Frost, Forest

are brought to light and

prepare for future industry to
develop in the best way, according to Industrial Development Commission Chairman
Bud Himebaugh
Chosen for the ordinance
review committee were Com-

mission Members Earl G.
Miller and George Flaherty

Arthur Laudenklos and

William J Busse will serve on
the land use committee.

ject of. the year in Arlington

We want to watch the budget.
That's why we're looking at it

In Arlington Heights,
In Mount Prospect, the

View Elementary, Dempster

and Holmes junior High
Schools.

Heights."

Meetings
Village Board Public
Works Committee, Village
Hall, 8 p.m.

Village Board Building
Committee, Village Hall,
8 p.m.

Sanitary District pay $7.2
for

storm

water

This is the question village
officials were to ask MSD officials in a meeting scheduled
for this morning.

District 59 has Juliette Low

be the largest community pro-

the

BY TED LACEY

Will the Metropolitan

"You buy textbooks at the
beginning of the school year.

brunch although he would

It will see that the needs of
existing industry in the village

Who Will Pay
For Retention Basin?

village Board of Local

Thieves Take 3
Wheelbarrows
Three wheelbarrows were
reported stolen yesterday from

a

rntrniinn. basin in Mount

District."
Mayor Daniel Congreve ar-

ranged for the Mount

Prospect Drainage and t_Aeati
Streams Commission to meet

Prospect?

THE PROPOSED

taxpayers in the entire

Metropolitan Sanitary

with MSD officials this morning to urge them to cooperate

40 -acre

retention basin with attending
water treatment plant north of

Central Rd. would save the
MSD enough money in building projects it is considering

to pay for the Mount Pros-

The MSD has two major

which would be helped if the

Mount Prospect retention
basin materialized.
ONE MSD project involves

If constructed, "Our

reservoir would be a great
help in controlling flood water

basin for storage to

in Mount Prospect and for treatment plant, the O'Hare
everybody on downstream plant would not have to be

where a new addition is being
built.

the interceptor sewers leading

"In fact, it will benefit all

sewer system among all those
who would benefit.

Also, Mayor Daniel

Congreve will have to notify

money.

The second major project
the MSD could save money
on is the deep tunnel plait tot
underground storage of storm

as large as planned, nor would

the Cook County Circuit
Court of preparations, as the

liner will have to pass
on the "spread" of the assess-

onuirt

ment.

water and sewage.

SINCE the deep tunnel
would not have to contain the

would save enough money to
build Mount Prospect's basin,
Bauer said.

regulate flow into the O'Hare

per

John Jay School, 1835 W.
Pheasant, Mount Prospect,

Weller Creek," Bauer said.

a spread of the cost of the

until Weller Creek was able to
receive it.

10

for

a special assessor, to prepare

cent of the Mount Prespec.,

V,port.
If the MSD used

.

is

Robert Soderman to appoint

According to Bauer's plan
which he was commissioned
by the village to prepare, the
Mount Prospect basin could
gather 900 acre-feet of water
during a storm and retain it

William Bauer, who came up ilnternati

step

Improvements Chairman

storm water control and water that would be stored
sewage treatment plans on the above ground in Mount
drawing boards, both of Prospect's basin, the MSD

pect basin, according to Bauer building a basin and water
Engineering, Inc., President treatment plant near O'Hare
with the idea.

111E NEXT

to it. Bauer said this would
save the MSD a great deal of

with the plan.

Board fast

Prospect Village
night.

yesterday. (Photo by Lee Loeschen)

million

now," he said.

workers will attend the

The brisk autumn breeze ruffled the hair of Katen Bootz,
storm water, Moore said.
504 S. Albert St., Mount Prospect, but a paper clip held her that
would be difficult, he
music In place as the Prospect High School Band practiced It
believes, to convince a court

meeting of the Mount

blem of what to do with all

$150,000 that it had budgeted
for tcythonks "BM this is
normal," said Artemenko.

Heights, estimates at least 200

615 S. Beverly, Arlington

The ordinance instituting
the program was passed by
unanimous vote at a special

and the MSD wins its suit, the
subdivision will have the pro-

Artemenko. "We can

Chairman Gordon R. Glorch,

The other is called the land

If residents get their wish,

"We don't have these peo-

over all village ordinances
pertaining to industrial zonuse committee

The Hatlen Heights

tiles.

library -

Monday
One, called the ordinance
review committee, will look
ing

Now is Village Pi )licy

disconnection of the drain

ficial policy.

aides who help

Economic Commission

cast of St. Emily's Church.

13Inett has done, Moore said.

day.

formed in the Mount Prospect
Industrial Development and

Illinois Gas Co. property and

continued it until Dec. 2 to

for our children."

before launching into the

retention basin, according to
Trustee Robert Teichert.
Congreve said:
"If we changed the amounts
stated in the draft of the

ordinance now, we would

have to hold another public
hearing. This would delay the
project by five months or so,
and I would like to see this
done as soon as possible."

CONGREVE said the cost
to the subdivision's residents
will be reduced by the fact.
that builder Ben Pekin who is
putting up the Dana Point
housing project in Arlington
Heights, just north across the
border from Haden Heights,,
signed a contract stating he
will contribute $17,424.60,

Pekin is contributing

because storm water run-off
from his project will run into

the Hatlen Heights sewer
system.

five -acre Crumley pro- west of Meier, he said.
perty between Hatlen Heights
and Weller Creek.
This eliminated the need to
run a large sewer across this
property to the creek, thus
reducing the construction cost
the

Gripe
Of The

of the system by around
$36,000.

The cost of the system

stated

in the ordinance re-

mained the same, however,
since the money saved on the

site would help curb

spent on turning the

pollution.

Crumbley property into a

Another major contributor,
The ordinance authorizing
the imporvement for the sub- Congreve said, is the Kaplan has
division sets the maximum Braun, Inc., This firm
agreed to contribute $400 for
cost at $263,740.94.
Since the cost was each of 34 homes it is conestablished, the village bought structing south of Lincoln and

The treatment plant at the
basin

sanitary district's tests disclosed 120 illegal connections."

the case Monday but

is that we've got good teachers

sultants- will cost taxpayers
$3,730,000 during 1968-69.

mermann said, "but the
Bluett Subdivision is north
of Central Rd., west of Golf
Rd., south of the Northern

$263,740 storm sewer construction program is now of-

administrators, and con-

"Originally Bluett admitted
39 illegal connections," Zim-

Hatlen Heights Sewers

the sewers in that area, sued
builder Robert Bluett to force

SALARIES of the districts
468 staff members- teachers,

of the

evidence.

John Zimmermann said
the MSD held a hearing on

Mount Prospect Village At-

Moore

permit further study

ty.

It is illegal to channel storm
water into sanitary sewers as

They will meet at Miner

Special committees were

The Bluett residents complained a year ago that their
sanitary sewers back up during storms, caused by the illegal connection of drain tiles

$60,000, he said.

would cost an estimated

The Metropolitan Sanitary

"Our bad news is that it's
going to cost us a lot to pay
the teachers. Our good news

drive which begins next Mon-

brunch will bring together
Arlington Heights United
Fund workers for a final

A system to carry away all
the subdivision's storm water

District (MSD) which owns

happen.

One of the areas in which
District 59 plans to make immediate budget cuts is in the
money it would spend to pay

A Saturday morning

flooding problem could cause
another, says Village Manager
Robert Moore.

said.

Junior High School at 9 a.m.
for food and final instructions

BY ELIZABE I II LACEY

division residents to solve a

new storm sewer system.

to the sewer system,

Plaines.

resigned during the summer in

ding in some areas' of the

Newsstand Price 10 Cent

20 PAGES

60056

large sewer will have to be

Day

To dust my wood floors

with a mop and then not
be able to shake the dust
off. G.J.
mirxwmitEiCinzalazigar

Iv

FRANCIS S. LORENZ

The Democratic candidate

for attorney general from

Chicago said, "The role of the
attorney general is not that of

policeman. The office does
not even have the power of

indictment. The attorney

general is legal advisor to the

SEN. PAUL SIMON

ROBERT DWYER

DAVID C. BAYLOR

JOHN F. MORRISSEY

SCHLICKMAN

The Democratic candidate

for congressman from

Wilmette in the 13th district
The democratic candidate
for lieutenant governor from
Troy said, "Massive federal
rebates to the states are just
not going to happen. The fact
is that Illinois mus'sooner or
later join the other 38 states

The Republican candidate
frem Winnetka for lieutenant
governor said, "I think we are
going to see a massive return
to the states of federally collected income tax...the most
important vote on Nov. 5 will
be a vote for the call of a new

said, "The war in Vietnam has

re-election to the state

bombing of North Vietnam,
turn over the fighting to the
armies of South Vietnam and
bring the American troops

time has come to stop the

REP. EUGENIA
CHAPMAN
Democratic candidate seek-

Republican candidate for

gotten out of context in relation to our original goals. The

which now have some form of
home."
constitutional convention."
income tax."
ficials."
opinion of the Democratic and Republican canThe largest candidates night of the 1968 fall campaign in unanimous
didates that Illinois must sooner or later adopt some form
the northwest suburbs was conducted Tuesday evening by the
of an income tax. The candidates insisted that the income
League of Women Voters groups from Des Plaines to Palatine.
tax must be accompanied by a reduction or ceilings on sales
The event, which attracted 11 candidates from three political
and real estate taxes. Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D -Arlington
Golf
Rd.
parties, was held at the Western Electric plant on
Heights) expressed the hope that at the next meeting of the
Rolling
Meadows
The
meeting
was
notable
for
an
almost
in

governor and other state of-

REP. EUGENE F.

Democratic candidate for

the state legislature in the 3rd

legislature in the 3rd district

district said, "I am for strict

said, "We can't continue to

and meaningful gun con-

expand our dependence upon

trol...The qualities of a good

legislator are integrity,

real estate

taxes. We must

ing re-election from the 3rd
district said, "There is a need
to strengthen the function of

state government itself I
favor the state entering into

the building of schools. Only

if we do this will we get quality schools all over the state."
'compassion."
actly down party lines with the Democrats favoring elimination
form
of
income
tax
legislature there would be exacted some
of township government and the Republicans favoring the
accompanied by removal of sales tax from food and some retention of this unit of local government. Six of the seven
candidates
are
runlowering of real estate taxes. Seven of the
candidates for the state legislature favored increasing the
for positions in the state legislature from the 3rd and
matter! $9,000 salary of state legislators as a means of enabling talented
tricts.
They
were
polled
on
two
questions.
On
the
4th dis
persons but of limited means to serve in the General Assembly.
of abolishing township government, the split was almost ex-

revise our state revenue article."

wisdom, energy and

I

hope

A.,

4.

1. -C4 .4 C tc
4,

r -o-
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New Turn -Style Family Center' To Open in Arltngton Heights
A Turn -Style Family tifying color, distinctive

Center designed for this -area
will open in Arlington Heights
Sunday
The self-service depai tment

store is the focal point of the
Northpoint Shopping Center
at the intersection

of Arl-

ington Heights and Rand Rds.

The 100 thousand square foot store

is

designed

as a

decoration and unusual wall
treatment.

hardware, home improvement

boutique design of. the many

and automotive departments
occupy the right side of the

Alternate entrances backed

specialty shops.

store. To the left are ladies by checkout lanes are
A bank of 12 check-out sportswear, ready to wear and provided at each end of the
lanes face dual main en- lingerie and the shoe store where the entrance
trances. The floor plan centers
on the drug and variety, starecord departments around an elaborate
cosmetic bar.
tionary and

flanks an open approach to

departments.

the adjoining Jewel food store.

Extensive use of finger

walls separating the

departments in the main area

series of self-service specialty

of the

distinguished by an iden-

chalet roof construction and

A modern pharmacy,
shops. Each shop is domestics, housewares.
giftvtaies, appliances, toys,

*09'

store completes the
shop concept developed by the

"OUR DECOR treatment

ment store," said Jack
Edwards, vice president and

"It's in line with our'

philosophy of tailoring our

stores to the customers we are
hoping to serve in a particular
geographical -area."

this store is a marked
departure from the bare -wall bright -light appearance of the
traditional self-service departin

"We feel," he continued,
"that our customers deserve a
pleasant and attractive atmosphere for their shopping as

OCOND

GIFTS G
SHOP

1%0

FLOOR!

-AT

corridor area," Ainslie said.
"We're hindered somewhat
because we don't know ex-

A committee studying the

service, high quality merchan-

Rand Expressway corridor
may report at tonight's Arlington Heights Plan. Com-

which Turn -Style is known."

mission meeting.

mind."

Open six days a week from
9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. and Sundays from 10 a.m. to. 6 p.m.
the new Turn -Style center is
under the directiori of Resident Supervisor LaMar Chid-

we can to help the planning,"
said Fred Ainslie, commission
chairman.

report and subsequent Plan

well as the personal friendly

general manager of Turn - dise and economical prices for
Style's Chicago division.

Expressway Study
Report Due Tonight
actly what the state has in

"We hope to do anything

He said the committee

Commission suggestions "are

only our viewpoint from a

He said the committee is

studying the corridor, a 2 -mile

dister who operated Turn -

area on either side of Rand
Rd., to determine the best
route for the proposed ex-

village standpoint. We have
very little to say about the
location but we may be able
to point out a route the state

three years.

pressway.

could follow that would be in

village and the people in the

village."

Style's Racine, Wis. store for

tt°

the best interest of the

"We're trying to protect the

I School Menus

on bun; vegetable (one

To be served Thursday at

choice): whipped potatoes,
buttered spinach; salad (one

South, Thomas and Miner

Junior High Schools and
District 25:

choice) fruit juice, tossed
salad, relish dish, molded
raspberry, diced peaches,

dressing, chocolate cake,

lime, grapefruit -grape; 'dinner
roll, butter, milk; available
desserts: fruit cocktail, vanilla

North Elementary School

in

Hamburger on bun, french
fries, tossed salad with french

s there a

milk.

pudding, raisin pie, cherry

To be served Thursday at

cottage pudding, rolled, wheat

Carl Sandburg School in
District 15:

cookies.

bread, tater-tots, tossed salad,

$45 Million
Construction
Work Begins

Italian beef on french

!turd gap

lime Jell-O, milk.

To be served Thursday at

Anne Sullivan and Betsy Ross

Schools and MacArthur
Junior High in District 23:

One lunch only. French

in your home?

I

toast, butternut syrup, little

The $45 million third phase

pig sausages, carrot sticks, of a development between the
rosy apple sauce, peanut but- Kennedy Expressway and
ter cookie, milk.
Higgins Rd., east of O'Hare
To be served Thursday at International Airport is under
Feehanville, Park View, Bond
and Indian Grove Schools and

Look around 0.. are the works of
any of the world's greatest sculptors represented in your home?

River Trails Junior High in
DiStrict 26:

Shredded lettuce and sliced

tomato, muffin, beef stew,
doughnut, milk.

To be served Thursday at

Architects, designers and interior decorators employ sculpture as
a means of enhancing the decor of a room and to highlight that
special area. These authentic reproductions of such great artists
as Rodin; Picasso and Rima are all handcast and hand -finished in

The office complex is to be
built in two stages. The first
is to consist of a '10 -story

building and two 3 -story

structures to be completed in
early 1970.

Two additional 3 -story

Arlington, Prospect,

structures and another 10 story office building will be

Grove and Hersey high

added later.
Total investment in the 42 acre development is now

Wheeling, Forest View, Elk
schools:

Main dish (one choice):

chop suey over rice,

beautiful Durastone. Available now at Wale's second floor Gift Shop.

way.

cheeseburger on bun, wiener

about Slit) million, according
to Thomas S. Scay, president
of Scay & Thomas, Chicago

of the
project with Connecticut
Realtors, developers

Vandals Start
i Washroom Fire

General Life Insurance Co.

Dr. Donald J. Tyrell

The All American Life &

reported yesterday that a fire
had been set by vandals in the
washroom of his office at

Casualty Co. building and the
Mariott Motor Hotel are
already in the development. A
new building for American

Rd., Arlington Heights.

under construction.

1420 N. Arlington Heights

Management Association is

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!
Your realtor has all the clues about what to look for in a

house. He saves you time and trouble tracking down
reads that turn out to be dead ends. A rcaltor is a professional in real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics. He'll smooth over the details of buying. Better
see the man who knows the complicated business -- let
a qualified REALTOR help you! SEE KEMMERLY!

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

f.

STORE HOURS:

'jack 'X.

Daily 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

emmerb

Saturday 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

REALTORS

OPEN 9 to 9
NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

358-5560

In Arlington Heights'

253-2460

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

Complete Selection
of Greeting Cards
for every occasion
100 W.1NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.

PHONE CL 5-1600

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
13 S. Wolf Rd.

.

894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
HALLOWEEN
THANKSGIVING
CHRISTMAS

956-1500

299-0082
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22 old Lives o Thousands
our
In Their ands Eve
From the moment the door slams shut on the headlines recently when they suddenly
it is well beyond O'Hare began enforcing Federal Aeronautics Agency
International Airport, many decisions must (FAA) rules on flight spacing, thus slowing
down landings and departures and causing
be made
These decisions belong to a crew of 22 an airport traffic jam
While their day-to-day work is far from
persons not even on the plane with you
These 22 are the crew of the O'Hare con- the headlines, it is of crucial importance to
trol tower, seven in the glass -enclosed the thousands of persons flying in and out
cage at the tower's top and the other 15 in of O'Hare each day
To picture this work, a Day reporter the radar room at its base
These men, many of them from Mount photographer team, Ben Clarke and Robert
Prospect, Arlington Heights, Des Plaines, Johnson, visited the control tower Here is
Rolling Meadows and surrounding towns, hit their report

your jet until

Page 3

Tower Chief Daniel
Vucurevich, 48, of 63 Kendal,
Elk Grove Village, scans sky
to the east, while some of his
controllers move planes along
taxi runways toward takeoffs
or unloading bays. One man
handles ground control, direc-

ting pilots, from the moment
their planes begin to taxi until
their planes are airborne.

The control tower, located midway between an "old field"
and more recent runway facilities, affords a borad view of
all runways. As seven planes taxi out toward takeoff, an other
hurtling in the opposite direction will soon be air -borne. Within

__IL

V

a radius of 30 to 40 miles the crew is responsible for the

4114

safety of passengers on 1,000 incoming and 1,000 outgoing
flights a day.
i7

ra

""

Working as part of the
ground control team, Roger

Clinton, 455 Shady bane,
Palatine, reads takeoff instructions from pre-printed
slip to plane already taxiing.
As plane moves into takeoff
position, the slip moves on

Canaigli"Don't

FAMILY PROTECTOR
.--

depend on a sign

GEORGE L. BUSSE

WESTGATE SHOPPING

REALTORS handle your

CENTER

392-4080

Pfete

let

Wayne Brennan ,,,,,

to man handling plane in air.

10000ii

property "

SURAPICII

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

CL 9-0200

State Farm ole Insurance Compari,

YOU CAN RECEIVE A

Jimmy Adkison, 29, scans flat face radar scope which shows arriving planes. Adkison,
of 4718 Arbor Dr., Rolling Meadows, notes identity of planes on clip board as precaution,
but actually knows where all planes on scope are at all times.

CASH BO
UP TO $10.

11111Prri-

IF YOU JOIN NOW --OUR

1969 CHRISTMAS CLUB
for example:
$1.00
$2.00
$3.00 .
$5.00.
$10.00

I

4

**1.1.

Robert Olson, 30, takes notes as he observes Thomas Parks,

25, Chicago, directing departing jetliner. Olson, 1026A Boxwood Dr., Mount Prospect, a controller from another airport,
his apis "learning the ropes" at O'Hare. Parks gained
prenticeship in Vietnam.

Assistant Tower Chief Robert Schwank, 49, explains to Day
reporter how tower radar men and controllers in glass house

Receive

$51.00*

$102.00.
$153.00'
$255.00.
$510.00*

. . .

Bonus received only on paid -up accounts.

at top of tower co-operate to make smooth approaches of planes

certain. Schwant, of 526 S. Dryden, Arlington Heights, was
a World War 11 pilot, knows the takeoff and landing "game"
from more than one angle.

Sees Prospect High
Band in Washington
Mayor Daniel Congreve is.
asking Richard Nixon to invite the Prospect High School

band to march in the in-.

augural parade if Nixon

is

elected president.

Congreve wrote to Nixon

yesterday to make the request

"while the Mount Prospect

campaign rally is still fresh in
his mind."

The band deserves to go to
Washington for the parade

considering the fine job it did

Gwun.

The speaker will be Jack

historical society executive
board and president of the

forded them by invitation to
EXPO '67 last year, and ...an

invitation to them to

Illinois Pharmaceutical Assn.
He will discuss the early drug
stores of Mount Prospect and
display many items. used during the developing era of the
village.mrs.

John. Weber, vice

participate in your in- president, is in charge of
auguration undoubltedly
would be the greatest single
honor that they could attain."

The parade marches from

HOURS!

1223 OAKTON STREET, DES PLAINES, ILL.

Historical

Society will be Friday at 8
p.m. at the Mount Prospect

Community Center, 600 See

BANKER'S

DES PLAINES Tuat efs

The first meeting of the
Prospect

HOURS, NOT

(No Hidden Charges)

Pharmacist
Mount

CUSTOMER

NEW CAR
AUTO 'LOANS
4%

Historical
Group to Hear,

Congreve said.

"especially the opportunity af-

In dimly lighted radar room, Geoge Zambo, 44, of 114 S. School St., Mount Propsect,
watches "scope" that handles planes on parallel flight paths. Zambo warns planes if they

tional Capitol on Jan. 20.

Keefer, charter member of the

the letter to Nixon says,

rt.

the White House to the Na-

playing for the rally,

"The achievements of this
band have been outstanding,"

-deviate from prescribed courses.

You Will

Deposit Weekly
for 50 Weeks

3

PHONE 824-8101
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

--- --------------------the S.__
Just Fill Our The Following Coupon & Mad To Us ...

I

I

class.

Here is my application card with my first payment in
I agree to all the rules and regulations of the Club.
MR
mRS.

MISS

'

Pleas!, PAM
STREET

CITY.

STATE

ZIP CODE

membership. Fees are $5 per

person and $10 per family

with a special student rate of
$1.

SIGNATURE

DATE

I
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K. S. Johnson, Genera' I Manager

John E Stanton, Editor and Publisher

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

For the past 30 days I have been conducting a secret survey,

and have arrived at the conclusion that the public library is
the only haven'of quiet left on the face of the earth.
I checked supermarkets, airports, banks, restaurants, offices,
elevators, and department stores. Wherever I went I heard the
infernal, incessant, combination of music and noise which
is commonly known as "Muzak."
Muzak is never loud. It is never exciting. It is never seductive. But it IS relentless. It follows us wherever we go. It's
like wearing rings on our fingers and bells on our toes.

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Radios can be turned off. But not Big M. No, it just continues to drip sugary, syrupy glob. It insists on "soothing"

Grace's Daze

our nerves, and mesmerizing our minds.

New Neighbors

Two new families in Golf
View Estates are neighbors.
Mr and Mrs Morton Sennett
have sold their house at 1471
Blackhawk Dr to Mr. and
Mrs

no

Ennes,

Raymond

strangers to Mount Prospect.

Lois and Ray and their

from 303 N. Maple St., arc
students and fanciers of colonial Williamsburg, Va., and
their house tells that story

with the faithful George

and other famous
colonist adaptations.
Florida, near Orlando, is
Wyche

children are moving to Golf now the home of Mr. and
View from 805 S School St. Mrs. George McNeil. The
family sold the house at 621
in this town
Winter for the Sennetts will S. Edward St. and moved
mean keeping an eye on construction of a house they are
planning to build on S Wille
St

Now living at 1531

family and their new home Playboy Club near Lake
which Harley Mickelson Geneva.
proval from wife Beam x.
Mickelson's job entails dual

new-found old art has taken

Sunday, all went

to the

Park Ridge home of her family, Mr. and Mrs. Edward

by storm, and

one have a legal leg on which to stand as far as "invasion

Gentle readers, if any of you have suggestions as to how
to combat this massive assault on the nation's eardrums, con-

T.N.T. (This 'n That)

Blackhawk

house have

Dr

moved to the Medinah Country Club area

A MOUNT Prospect

woman, Mrs. Pat Julian has
returned from Louisville, Ky.,

NOW IN THEIR new and a seminar on the art of

custom built house at 714 S. decoupage, an antique craft
Emerson St , are Mr. and defined as "the art of deMrs Peter Nuccio The cou- corating surfaces with paper
ple who have lived in Mount cutouts." Far from the paper Prospect 14 years end moved doll brand of cut-outs, the

`No Confidence'
Vote is Claimed

Republican, Democrat, or
Third -Party Advocate, attendance at a hoop -de -la like

last Saturday's in Mount
Prospect

has got to be a

thrilling experience. Where

Despite the fact that only
10 per cent of the voters exercised their franchise, it is
nonetheless a fact that, under
the law, this referendum goes

For Referendum
Editor:

ritory claiming more than
15,000 legal voters.

In nine polling stations
representing the 12 grade

coast to coast the words

"Mount Prospect" were heard

and seen on national
that

night.

buildings, telephones,

cent were cast in two polling
stations, namely High Ridge
In

these two areas the second
part of the referendum was

and thereby a tax hike.

It would seem more likely
that the school superintendent

school district -- have we ever
asked ourselves who is going
to expend these assets which
we've worked so hard to earn'?
Why does the administration

of District 59; his overwhelming administrative assistants

keep telling us we have the

established a sense of direc-

best school district in the area

tion.

to other school districts?
Again though, a victory for
the school superintendent, it is

school superintendent; the
school administrative staff;

and the rubber stamp school

board should resign en masse.
Why'? -- because they have not

The school board; the

the pressured councils, PTAs,

a total loss for the taxpayers

parent groups, and un-

because they not only are get-

fortunately, the

department store sales clerk to
ask "where is Mount Prospect,
and do we deliver there?" This
was once the case!

Hideaword

favor of the referendum

means that

GRIBNAD

Our newspapers do not

believe in being factual. As
one editor put it -- it's up to
the citizens tO know what's
going on and keep us in-

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

formed.

Not one of our three papers

took the time to study and

25 good, 34 excellent

Ot

you like

children."

using all seven of these letters.

°°P10% ChOjCp

newspapers

were all used and used again,
to seek out those favorable to
the referendum by playing on
sympathies such as "a vote in

ting socked for this referen-

No

television
longer is it necessary for a

prin-

ting, etc.

and then send their childrer,

schools of the total District 59

and Devonshire.

-- judges, clerks, use of

Though a victory for the

referendum. A total of 1,536
votes were cast in the entire
district which covers a ter-

Knolls

the school superintendent in
holding this as a referendum

the books as a victory

into

On Sept. 21, the voters in

people greet so many im- - over 430 votes (about 35 per

tion in as American -as -applepie way and with such color
but in the United States.
And the whole affair had its
simpler aspects, too. From

dum, they are getting socked
with the expenditures made by

defeated.

District,59 were asked
A political rally is a School
to go to the polls for a tax
memorable experience.

portant leaders of a great na-

tion last year.

Letters to the Editor

recognized as a foremost

young couple reserved for
in Chicago, and president of their own with a return for
the firm's western division. dinner to Plentywood Farm,
Mr and Mrs W D Gwin, scene of their wedding recep-

former owners of the

there wouldn't be any problem about locations!"

tact me in care of this paper.

Mrs. Nimocks is the author
of a new book "Decoupage,"
Charles Scriber Sons, and is

else in the world can so many

Mellody Dairies' home offices

"Why not make 'rioting' a new Olympic game-then

of privacy" is concerned?

Studio.

responsibilities He is vice Zelent for dinner, and Mon-

president of Hawthorne- day's anniversary date the

A NEW YORK public relations firm reported recently that
no more than 5 per cent of the population responded negatively
when questioned about Muzak. And the 5 per cent was made
up of spinsters, country people and music haters.
Now the questions I would like answered are these: Do we
have a basic right that is being violated? I mean, what if
one doesn't WANT to be "entertained'?" What if one's train
of thought is constantly being derailed by other people's choice
of music?
And finally ... if this disastrous situation continues, does

Mrs. Julian was among those
who attended, by invitation, a
workshop and study session at
Patricia Nimocks' Decoupage

the country

authority on the subject. She
taught Mrs. Julian and others
south in September.
Oct. 21 marked the first the influence of 18th century
wedding anniversary of Mr. decorative art on the present
and Mrs. Thomas Mott, day interpretation of the craft.
From Kirkland, Mo., Mrs.
Mount Prospect, and left them
with several events to re- F. K. Murray is currently the
member in celebration of Eldon Rays' houseguest.
the date. Both on vacation

Blackhawk Dr , are Mr. and
Mrs Harley Mickelson who
came here from Milwaukee in
September The couple have a last week, they were the guests
daughter, Vicki Kim, 8, and Wednesday of his family, the
a son now in the Navy who William Motts, for an afmanaged a leave to see his ternoon and evening at the

selected subject to final ap-

patsy
milligan

printed what the

proposed nor any basic information was forthcoming

in District 59."

Despite the fact that State
Legislation had provided the
district with the means of le-

vying an assessment by
resolution the school board

that time the administration

go to the voters for a "Vote

and school hoard galvanized
into action. They portrayed
resistance as an enemy to the

superintendant at

the pending referendum. At

and superintendent wanted to

of Confidence" as was ina

public

meeting.

American Way of Life.

defy the District 59
I
With salaries being so high
and with an abundance of ad- School Superintendent to conministrative staff, why must it sider, despite his supreme eftake voter resistance to obtain forts, this vote is a vote of
the facts? eg. -- the past "No Confidence." It seems
referendum started as a fire rather obvious that most of
and life safety code for about the people who carry the

for the district's
$800,000, then after burden
salaries and budgets are disen-

resistance was given and facts
asked for, it was cut down to chanted with empty talk but

$200,000 and even then we have been so belabored and
half-truths voted on it although the ex- badgered by
penditures were not broken single minded phrases and indown.

The district said they need-

ed

it. We just opened our

purses and gave

it

tellectual platitudes that the
line of least resistance became
the voice of dissent.

to them.

We are not with the school
district on this one -- if only
The fact is that much of they had climbed down from
what we were asked to vote their ivory tower and felt the
for has been approved long pulse of we mortal men,
This is what
formed.

I

call

unin-

before the referendum

Edward C. Shillington

Claims Wallace Vote Is

ple informed. They just

Support For Humphrey

ei)16

majority of the better in-

Editor:

'

because, and I quote, "it is
easy to pass tax referendums

until resistance developed to

evaluate the necessity of this
referendum and keep the peo-

Answer on Comic Page

ad-

ministration asked them to
print without any basis of
study or factual information.
No definitive plans were

Although it borders on the

formed among the American

there is activity in Elk Grove
Township and other suburban
communities to garner votes
for George Wallace for Presi-

changed. To help bring about

incomprehensible, I know

41

dent.

public recognize must be
this change, I'm quite confident that the normally
thoughtful vote of the in-

PLAZA SHOES

I wadd hope that the

dependents will go to the Nix-.

disenchanted among both

on -Agnew ticket.

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES

Republicans and Democrats,
who may be thinking of such
a thing, will let reason and

logic triumph over intemperance and emotion so
that their great voting

to see a change in ad-

But

ati

privilege will not be wasted on

mere self-righteousness and
self-indulgence in such critical
times.

is

lathing more than backhanded support for vice president
Humphrey and the present administration...which a great

20 E. NORTHWEST HWY.,ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NOW 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
ALL NAME BRAND SHOES

Toctisti-

"THE HOME OF THE FAMOUS BRANDS"

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
RAND & CENTRAL ROADS

PHONE: 253=9010
HOURS:

Daily 9 30 to 6:00
Mon , Thurs , Fri. 9:30 to 9:00
Sunday 11-5

'4ik3Vkv46%to

THE CONN
gru
Bint

ORGAN

mid mu:

When you sit at the console of the Theatrette

with its rainbow arc you can turn back the calendar at the touch
of a few tabs-Illuminated tabs, if you please. Recreate the thrills
of the old-time movie theatre organ, complete with a Wealth of
effects from the cloppity-clop of a horse to the choo-chooing of
an "iron horse." There's music for every mood, every era, every
member of the family in the Theatrette. Come in-see how much
fun it Is to bring back yesterday ... now and on all the tomorrows

FEATURING

DOME

ministration, there is only one
avenue now open...a vote for
Ni xon-Agnew. This is the only way to insure the change

we all want and the change
this country so desperately
needs.

Earl W. Lewis

Please consider that a vote

for Wallace in suburbia

Located at

Cli

So for all who really want

$0 come.

DOME

CONN ORGANS

"THE HOME OF THE FAMOUS BRANDS"

20 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
HOURS:

Daily 9:30 TO 6:00
Friday 9:30 TO 9:00

Convenient terms if closIred

THE

CARTER

MUSIC SHOP

AND SCHOOL OF MUSIC

27 W. PROSPECT AVE. MT. PROSPECT

Photo: CI, 3-5592
OPEN MOM, T1MS., THUR., FRI., 'TIL 9:00
CLOSED WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

District 59
Appreciates
Our Support
The Board of Education of

School District 59 is appreciative of the support

which The Day gave to the
district's referendum of Saturday, Sept. 21.

Your interest and support

helped us to take the message
to the people. As a result, the
citizens approved the special
education levy by 72 per cent
and the capital improvements
levy by 66 per cent.

District 25
Says TV Series
`A Milestone'
Editor:
We are most appreciative of

the cooperation of the Arlington Day which has permit-

ted our having a series of
television interviews with candidates for state office. These
are turning out to be excellent

lessons for our eighth grade
students in their study of the
democratic process.

We regard this as a

milestone in school -newspaper

cooperation and in the use of
our closed circuit television
equipment.

We also appreciate the

publicity given our need for
crossing guards at the beginning of school. Before your

We pledge our continued

article appeared, we were

newspapers of the area and
our active partnership with

five days later, all of the positions had been filled and the

cooperation with the
the people of the district.

Thank you for helping us

to provide the finest education
possible for all the children of
District 59.
Donald Thomas,
Superintendent

short four guards and some

police had two persons on
their waiting list. You may
regard this as a substantial
public service.
Robert P. Campbell
Assistant
Superintendent

The Day's Prospects

stems Are Go'

or B and PW Week

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

This

National Business

is

and Professional Women's
Week.

The Mount Prospect

chapter is now eight years old,

having been organized in
September, 1960. The national B and PW will celebrate
it's _golden anniversary in

'ay

1969.

Membership in the nationally affiliated group is
open to all employed women.
Its purpose is the betterment

of working women, in community and government, to

help protect them from

discrimination in the working

world and to help establish
laws toward that purpose.

Brett Bo.den, Diane Brochochi , Connie Harrison and Ronald
Hunt work on "the bug" which later became a permanent part

Special sessions last summer incorporated the artistic talents

MEMBERS WERE en- of Adele Rogers and Karen Burkhardt, seniors at Prospect

couraged at the last meeting

(Voting should be of interest
to .every woman, not just B

'Ugh School planning to major in education after graduation.
four aides. This past summer develop the school to its high
she conducted her first and degree yet finds time to carry
most successful summer officer responsibilities in the
B and PW, having served as
session utilizing the talents of
vice president. She is a
many high school girls in admember of the Carousel Club,
dition to her trained staff.

and PW members.)

Vs

to

vote "yes"

on the

blue

ballot, Nov. 5 as "this insures
only the right of revamping a
new state constitution and

not the actual revision.

Mount Pi aspect

Nursery

MARION'S school

The professions and

works for the community, of-

members are wide and varied.

testing brogra ms, providing
meeting space for local or

business associations of fering pre-school vision

and Day Care School offers
many things to children. Dexterity through experience is

To choose one member for a

one shown by Michael

feature

they operate a counting

the importance of those in the
entire group.
One person active at each

Behnke and Frame. Cut to as
device.

only to exemplify

is

Mount Prospect chapter
meeting is Marion Baker,

hospitality chairman. She is a

Mount Pros,pect resident,

important" says Marion
Baker. Painting is one of the
best ways for this according

to Michael Sheehan. A

The school
state
the

is

village and

licensed, a member of
National Assn. for the

Education of Young Children,
Midwest Assn. for Nursery
Education, Chicago Assn. for
Nursery Schools and Assn. for

mother of two sons, Bob, studying and awaiting military

Childhood Education, and

having just received his full
U. S. Navy lieutenant rating.

each individual child's emotional, social and intellectual

duty; William on active duty
aboard the USS Kitty Hawk,

RICH f -"Self expression is

visiting organizations.

International and North Shore
Mental Health Assn.

To insure development of

Prospech Business and

Nursery Schools.

IT IS THROUGH the un-

tiring efforts of many
members like Marion Baker

that the Mount Prospect

Business and Professional
Women's Club has attained
and perpetrates its high
record of accomplishments

creative environmental

School and Day Care Center.

creativity, self-expression and
coordination. Health checks

gown was worn by Nola Mae

regulations offer

Mrs. Roger L. Belke, DeKalb,
when she became the bride of
James R. Fehrenbacher, son

ex-

from a tiny 10, meeting in the

and close adherance to fire

old Mount Prospect Hall, to

and

sessions accommodating 90
children, each supervised by
eight certified teachers and

necessary day care.

safety

the utmost in

the child

Marion has worked hard to

Past presidents include

and philanthropies.

The. Mount Prospect Kathaleen Walters, Hazel

chapter was chosen "Club of Gardner, Marian Baesel,
the Year" in District III last Louise Grcinke, Mable Lanyear, has launched three other dau, Barbara Johnson, Ruth
chapters in its brief period of Hofmcister and Helen
existence, Crystal Lake, Elk Macior.
Meetings offering educaGrove and Barrington area
and received best in state for., tion and civic participation
flavored with fun are held at
its publicity book.
Current officers include the Carousel Restaurant the

Bernice Bosma, president; second Thursday of the month

Elizabeth C. Schlaver, presi- at 6 p.m. If you are interested
dent elect; Phyllis A. Gardner, in joining, contact Marion
vice president; Hattie Andree, Heniken at 255-2239.

secretary;

corresponding

The Mount Prospect

Lorraine Rabe, recording chapter exemplifies

secretary;
treasurer.

Bernice

the na-

Stephens, tional theme - All Systems Go

- Unite -Share -Act.

Nola Mae. Belke Bride
Of James Fehrenbacher

children, as she operates the

Her operation has grown

her nursery school. Photos by
Fern Schneider.

for the Northwest Assn. of

experiences, programs are

Mount Prospect Nursery periences through individual

Professional WOMIIIIN Club,
Marion has an art exhibit that
changes with the seasons at

Assn. and is social chairman

And she is the "adopted"

mother of many little developed to stimulate

member of the Mount

Chicago Maternity Center,
Northshore Mental Health

of the school.

A white velvet wedding
Belke, daughter of Mr. and

it

of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Fehrenbacher, Mount
Prospect.

Annual Lions
Ball Saturday
Heights

Prospect

The

Lion's Club will hold its 15th

Annual Autumn Haze Ball
Page 5
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Newcomers to Present
`Fashions and Fancies'
Engaged

Restaurant in Des Plaines on

Mr. and Mrs. Carl K. Foster
of Mount Prospect announce

Planned around a
holiday theme, the luncheon
will begin at I p m following
26

the engagement of their daugh-

ter Linda Kay to Bruce W.
Momsen, son of Mrs. Jerry

a social hour at 12 30 p m.

by the'

Momsen and the late Mr.
Menomonee
of
Momsen

Lorraine -Anne Shop, 18 W.
Campbell, Arlington Heights.

Falls, Wis.

The "fancies" are hand -made

Miss Foster attended

items donated by club

Wisconsin State University,
Whitewater, where she was af-

members, including women's
and children's boutique items,

filiated with Sigma Sigma

Christmas decorations and
They will be given away to
lucky persons present at the

Models, all members of

Newcomers, arc Mrs.
Anthony Di Benedetto, Mrs.

Robert Nord, Mrs Richard
Albrecht, Mrs Neal Petitt,
Mrs John Bussjager, Mrs.
Jack Anderson, Mrs Peter
Baron and Mrs Robert Ufford

Tickets, at $3 50, must be
purchased by Oct 23 They

are available through any
Newcomer member or by call-

ing luncheon chairmen, Mrs',
Davie Pelletier, 259-7424, or
Mrs

Charles

Youse,

255-

8148

Wearing outfits they will model at the "Fashions and Fancies" luncheon and fashion show, Mrs. Robert Nord, Mrs. John
Bussjager and Mrs. Anthony Di Benedetto, all of Mount Prospect,
admire a blouse at the Lorraine -Anne Shop in Arlington Heights.
Fashions from the shop will be featured at the affair October
26 at Seven Eagles Restaurant in Des Plaines, given by the Moun
Prospect Newcomers Club.
_

Newcomers
To Hear Talk

liu

«l,;(3

trimmed

chairman Angelo Dugo at
827-5416.

and stephanotis.

Our Redeemer
Dorcas Society
Plans Luncheon
A luncheon, bake sale and

as maid of honor in a royal
blue velvet gown trimmed
with satin train.
Her

flowers were yellow

roses. A royal blue satin bow
. with a net veil formed the

Prospect Heights, at 12 noon,

dresses identical to the maid
of honor for their role as

Thursday, Oct. 24 in fellow-

bridesmaids. Flower girl

Carey Zeiscr, a niece of the

Luncheon tickets are
from members or

Heights Methodist Church.

THE GROOM'S brother,

CAR INSURANCE
CALL,

MOUNT PROSPECT

Also

Welcome Wagon Newcomers

Club will hear Ted Gross,
manager of the meat department of the Jewel Food Store

at the Northpoint Shopping
ting and preparing of meat.

To remove stains from marble tabletops wash them then

With Gross will be' managers

of other departments of the
store.

The meeting will be held

Thursday, Oct. 24, at 8 p.m.
at the Old Orchard Country
Club.

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
OF SATISFACTION
filegiWrIZOSPEEr
BY MARATHON
AND BY USI

Self Service

EV.11C!

PIZZA PARLOR

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
Pillow Renovation
Drapieries Cleaned
Pressed, Decorator

"With the Red Carpet"

WE'RE OPENI
Banjo Entertainment

RAW

Norge.Colenial Village
220 N. Denton St.

Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings

OUR 2nd LOCATION

1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads

420 W. Northwest Hwy

Palatine

Phone 359-4255

4

Arlington His.

B -W Branch
Mt. Prospect,

ANNEN
R//e/

BUSSE
Sleep is restoration. It's natural.
However, 'our modern, busy society, with its hectic, headlong
pace, sometimes makes sleep

Oh, you know all the rules, all
right. Relax! Turn off your mind.
Let business hours take care of
business. Develop a hobby. Use
leisure

A
0," 41

wisely.

things and, comes bedtime, off
you'll go to sleep.

Fine. You've tried the whole

bit. It's no go. Insomnia is sap-

you irritable. People notice.

It's time to do something. Avoid self medication and well-

the

exact amount of dosage

which you must never vary with-

comes

Bring the prescription to us.

it
prescription service.

We're wide awake when

'Neat the Water Tower"

to

ENDLER'S

ty-

PHARMACY
17711 W. Algonquin Rd
Mount Prospect

..%.

4395255 _
free Radio Dispatched

4.

O

3 Offices to Serve You!

ARLINGTON HTS.
28 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-1800
MOUNT PROSPECT
104 E. Northwest Hwy.

255-9111

ping your strength. It's making

ti "Across the tracks

op

Exercise

muscle and bone. Do these

out his consent.

maa
Mia

Play.

moderately. Make use of your

D 113 E. PROSPECT AVE.
Mount Prospect

44)
%V.
Ole O.

REALTORS

meaning suggestions. Commercials to the contrary, this is not
a do-it-yourself situation.
See your doctor. He may relieve your sleeplessness just by
rooting out the cause. He knows
which relaxant is best, and which
may harm. And he will prescribe

COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING
INSIDE a OUT

Cleaning Machines

For tne finest
in Real Estate
Service, its

elusive.

AUTO WAS Rot'

ONE STOP CLEANING

bride has been employed at
Northern Illinois University
where her husband is in his

Alan Maslov, R.Ph.

nuclear engineer with the San

Dec. 28 in the Arlington

Since graduating from
DeKalb High School, the

pon petals.

Phi Fraternity. He is now a
Shipyard.
The wedding will take place

and Dan Bakstad.

groom, preceded the bride
with a basket of white pom-

and a member of Alpha Delta

Francisco Bay Naval

John Freidl were groomsmen.
Ushering were Brad Tuttle

Daphne Groh from Geneva

and Connie Belke wore

available

MR. AND MRS. JAMES R. FEHRENBACHER
Larry Fehrenbacher was best
man. Kenny Culbertson and

senior year.

headpiece.

gift bar will be presented by
the Dorcas Society of Our
Redeemer Lutheran Church,
ship hall.

A

in.

lace.

The fingertip veil attached
to a velvet bow trimmed with
lace. She carried white roses

itatiquetripooleir

By Manager

Center, give a talk on the cut-

repeat treatment if necessary.

train, attached to the waist-

With Every 22 Gal. Purchase

The Prospect Heights

MARBLE

of warm water Rinse. If stubborn, keep wet 5 minutes and

Venise lace at the neckline,

FREE CAR WASH

CLEAN STAINED
wipe with a solution of 3/4 -cup
chlorine bleach to each gallon

THE BRIDE'S gown was

complete her formal educa- be obtained by calling Mrs. WAYNE BRENNAN
Westgate Shopping
tion there.
Louis Grimm CL 3-5075 or
Center
Momsen is a graduate of Mrs. Elmer Gegenwarth 392392.4080
the University of Wisconsin 6505.
Arlington Heights

luncheon
Leisure, daytime and after five costumes suitable for the
Christmas holiday and pre Mrs Gerald Sheahen

down the front and on the
three-quarter sleeves. Her

Sigma Sorority. She is cur- may be purchased at the door
rently doing secretarial work for $1.25.
in California and plans to
Further information may

tree trims, and gift items

described by commentator

white bows on the pews.

at 9 p.m.
Tickets for this once -a -year

prize. Contact chairman Lee
Vince at 825-6933, or co-

Mount Prospect Newcomers

Club at the Seven Eagles

holiday season, will be

was decorated with white
on the altar and
gladiolas

Her sister, Marsha, served

will be presented by the

are

DeKalb by the Rev. E.

George Krause. The church

fashioned in Empire style with

to win a mink jacket door

LINDA KAY FOSTER

The fashions

manuel Lutheran Church in

Oct. 26 at the Seven Eagles,
Mannheim and Oakton, Des
Plaines. The dance will begin

fund raising effort are $5 per
coorar and iaelarle a rhance

"Fashions and Fancies," a
luncheon and fashion show,

Oct

The wedding was performed Sept. 7 at 3:30 p.m. at Im-

Delivery

ELK GROVE

VILLAGE
570 E. Higgins Road

439-4700

THE DAY

Wednesday, October 23, 1968.
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Antique Antics

lass,

resse
BY MARY BRUCE

Since pressed pattern glass

came out in thp early 1800s
to

satisfy the needs of the

ecor er of History
amount of pressed glass made
during the period from 1820-'
1900 that even today one does
not have to be wealthy to collect this all American glass.

cher, butter dish, cream and

that period and read the

recently accumulated a

discoveries is the Dewey
pitcher and six matching

America and its people

glass in

middle-class housewife, it has glasshouses and the pattern
helped fill a special place n glass that they produced is so

the hearts of American closely related to the history
is easy
women

The history of the
r.

of our country, that it
to look at the different patterns of glass produced during

A Palatine resident has just

events and progress of

sizeable collection of pressed

PATTERN GLASS has

the Westward Ho,

Viking and Dewey patterns.
Westward Ho was also call-

depicted our way of life, ed Pioneer because of its

religious faiths, wars,

scenic design depicting the
early life of the frontier.
Besides the six sauce dishes,

humor Liberty was a newly won and cherished freedom.
After seeing the lovely patterns showing our proud past,
it does seem a shame that the

spoonholder, cream and sugar
bowl, Mrs. A. has found four
covered compotes in various

tragedies, progress of our
pioneers and our Yankee

companies producing the glass

of our time are so busy
reproducing the same old pat-

terns of yesteryear, when

There is a pprtrait of

piles of cannon balls as well
as crossed flags.

ON THE OTHER side

is

48 stars!). The matching

a crouching Indian.
This frosted knob is a strik-

future generations to enjoy.

pitcher which is very similar
in design but was in honor of
Captain Charles Gridley,
Master of Dewey's Flagship.
Either set is a great treasure

ANOTHER pattern is callof glass to add to a collection ed Viking, Old Man of the.
But
if
one
glass
of pattern
Mountains or Centennial.
is determined and diligent, This was to celebrate the
and patient, with a little luck 100th anniversary of the
and good timing, a collection founding of our country. It
of rarities can be found. And,
the bearded head of
after all, isn't that the fun features
an old man on the stems.
of collecting?
Mrs. A. has found a pitTHERE WAS such a vast

4

and the cannon.

This set is of historical interest as there is also another

ing contrast to the rest of the
glass. This pattern is heavily
reproduced but even the new
would be a nice reminder Of
our Sesquicentennial for

Pressed glass novelties produced in 1886 include miniature Cosmos kerosene lamps, bread
plates and glass slippers in the daisy and button pattern.

Dewey, a cannon, and four

glasses also feature Dewey

the

knob or finial in the shape of

additional or unusual pieces

1

glasses. This was produced to
commemorate the Battle of
Manila during 1898.

scenic design and a frosted

covered dishes have

be collectors feel that there is
little hope of accumulating

Rock of Ages bread plate.

Mrs. A.'s first interest was

pitchers and one of her

sizes and shapes. These

recorded today
Many collectors ,and would-

r Pia

set.

a picture of the ship Olympia
and the flag with 48 stars (yes,

there are so many events of
vast historical impact to be

tt6

sugar and spooner in this pattern which makes a complete

pitcher called the Gridley

to own today.

0!

.

Westward Ho or Pioneer set depicts early life of frontier days. The frosted knob is in
the shape of a crouching Indian.

There are as many fine
books for reference and study
as there are patterns in pressed
glass. And if pattern glass interests you there may be just
one special pattern lurking
somewhere in a shop waiting
for you to start your search.

'anite

. A Dewey pitcher and six matching glasses commemorating the Battle of Manila in 1898.

n_.41111

.41111.11ww

Celebrating the 100th anniversary of the founding of our country is this Viking pressed glass
pattern featuring the bearded head of an old man on the stems.

UAITA,Alla

FALL FABRIC SALE
45" PRINTED
POLISHED COTTON

$1 49

REG

$2.00

yd.

54" CHECKED
SOLID & PLAID

SCOTCH TWIST

45" PRINTED
PALAMAR
REG. $2.50

$1

4 90.
45" PRINTED

Dick Ogilvie lives in suburban Northfield. He understands _
suburban problems. He's experienced in dealing with them.
As Governor, Dick will give suburban problems the high priority
they deserve. We urge you to support him on November 5th.

BONDED WOOL

$2.99,d.

Reg.

$4."

OPEN
Thursday Arid
Friday

Evenings

'Til 8:30

VOTE REPUBLICAN

Sponsored by the Suburban Republican Township Organizations.

ev(41)(4f TIONEILE
Wolf

McDonald Roads

Wheeling, Ill.

PHONE

FABRIC SHOPPE

537-7212

THE DAY
Page 7
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emorable Day for Clearbrook
BY FRANCES ALIMAN

where your
laundry bundle
is handled
like a bouquet
of fresh flowers

Last Sunday was the kind
of t beautiful tall day that is
memorable Not only for the
sunshine but tot the several

hundred warm and gracious
people who wound then way to the Post and Paddock Club

Buying or Selling

in An intiton Park to attend

Go right to
the top ... see

1

Ft tends of (-kat ()look's
filth annual brunch to benefit

the

C learbrook Center for the

RETURNED TO YOU
SPARKLING CLEAN &
READY TO USE

r

Retaided

As each handed in his blue
biuneh ticket and moved into

SHIRTS

FINISHED

the gay atmosphere created by
the Jockey Club's led and
white striped decor, it was
probably the first time many

3/4 Family Finish

had noticed the Ft ends little

"As each star differs in

estate

for a
capacity crowd had been expressed earlier in the week by
Mrs John Jai eeki who for the
second year was chatrman of
the event But even her ex-

111611 HOPES

with

Delighted

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

suc-

the

of the benefit brunch

cess

are Mrs. John Jarecki,

record crowd doubled last

chairman of the function,
and Mrs. Benjamin Butts,
co-chairman.

thud cups of coffee to
make loom for latecomers to

were part of
capacity crowd

pectations were exceeded as

year's brunchcrs with many
happy to forego their second
take their red velvet chairs on
the three dining levels

decor alt d

358-1502

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road

894-1330

Mason

from the buffet -horseshoes

fifth

the

at

creamed
potatoes
pancakes Oscar,
of
eggs,

of his

most

spent

Des Plaines
652 W. Algonquin Rd.

439-4727
FREE PICK-UP OR DELIVERY AS EARLY AS 7:00 A.M.

MURPHY SPECIALS

assortment of snawbet nes,
pineapple or otange wedges

flounced earlier that they
would sponsor and underwrite

bluebetry and bran muffins

the cost of the brunch. Mrs.
Clare is a charter uember of

For most it was enough to
enjoy the scenery, the lush
green lawns and lake laid out
spaciously before the glassed
dining room But the mood
Was captured inside as well

the Friends of Clearbrook and
her husband, president of C.

by the bouncy dance TONSIL of

Neither were content with
their contribution and both

P. Clare and Co.,

is a

past

capped adults. les addition

some

classroom space for expansion
of the Day Center.
It is expected that with the
mobile unit 14 to 15 more
children and adults can be

by Clearbrook's program. Long range plans call
for the mobile classroom to
be used until a large scale

worked ambitiously

building

assorted other instruments
"1 -he Symphony Nine as they
chose to call themselves was

composed of I ony Schell,
Miekte Martin Bob Johns

and Ray Brown untie]

Other familiar faces were

Eugene Schlick mart and

was Mrs. Benjamin Butts.

Hanson and Mrs. Hanson.

publicity chairman and Mrs.
Charles Bobinette, ticket
chairman,

INNUMERABLE area
bUSIIILSS1111-11 and their wives

_p

were on hand, notably, Mt
and NIrs C P Clare, who an-

assisted

by

Mrs.

contributing to the success of
the brunch were the many raf-

to Clear brook Center and

fle

25-

a

to

50 -foot

which will house the Activity
severely

for

Center

prizes

donated by

THURS- FRI -SAT-SUN.
,

KRESGE DOORIUSTER

FRESH 8"

AD

°

0°O(DIAL

PUMPKIN Pi
pza
PIE

.
BATH

BOY'S NYLON

rt

eR

While Quantities Last Oct 24 25-26-27

blue. S.M-L-XL.

1111SrI!

C-,

Limit 3

Reg

DIAL
SOAP

Typo

I.

muemrS

141)

PARTY
PERCOLATOR
(or

8c

SAVE $3.99

oII

SALE

beveroges.Exception

v°19.

G.C. MURPHY COUPON

While Quantities Last Oct. 24-25-26-27

e-

disposable

9.0z. white cups for

W1V-q!rAgV

CannonTerry

LITE SET

Szfr

SAVE $1.00 .9.

4014 4

11 1 14 )% 141
FISH SPECIALS

Limit 4

ALKA-SELTZER

97

SALE

While Quantities Last Oct 24 25 26 27

JP tRIAP. 44Virar"").0/1 114241==.0.41A. ftt

lift AD
r'Q

VICK'S
FORMULA

"44"

is

C

Limit 4 Pr

KRESGE COORBUSTER

Reg. 88c
F.-,

triFirop
0..0.1

rimy Ititviawayggleg
4.11.0..4.11.4..4.

Golf & Elmhurst - Rte. 83 & 58 Des Plaines

SAVE 75c

ONLY 54c

401111K

ROSE
PROTECTOR

horse

.

411k

WHILE THEY LASTI

Reg. $1.19

SALE

hood

cents, glott ash trays.

4110;

Val__1-4"JaPIE7i

FORD CORSAIR

FAMOUS

with Boot
Boat fits roof rock

--MATCHBOX
CHEVROLET IMPALA TAXI CAB
Spring Suspension

1.40`11

----

Ars--

"

Reg.
$1.29

cost metal withwood ac-

-

s.

-,r91

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Luggage comportment opens

JEEP PICK-UP TRUCK
Doors Open

VEHICLES
REGULARLY 5PG

2.87

HOURS OF FUNI

Start a collection or
dd to your preSent ones,

_10414111-

.

14',..11,

TILTING CAB B.P. TANKER

Detailed motor

10 -WHEEL QUARRY TRUCK

VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER
Side Doors open

SAVE 31t
ON 2

Tipper,worko fully

G. C. MURPHY, CO. - First Quality Always

Limit 2
While Quantities Last Oct. 24-25-26-27

OFFICIAL

hitching post or reproduction
pot bony stove. All are block

Reg. 39c SALE 19c
Reg. 49c SALE 27c
Reg. 9% SALE 50c
Reg. $1.00 SALE 50c

41111+

soller
tr

obsor-

waffle

eve.

SAVE 49c

Wen rim err rpIt,IIor

Choic of King Arthur pipe
rock

100% cotton;

$15°

Reg. 510.99

While Quantities last Oct. 24-25-26.27

gear&

16,0$ -inch

curable, lintfree,
Multicolor
bent.

master eral,

j. 0.1770
ftlp TO'C(111111MIADERMig=
)414) 4)4)4) 4.04. 4. 4.4.0

HIGH HOSIERY
Reg 73c

$1.99

$117

NOVELTY
SMOKER STANDS
SAVE $2.99
8$00

Reg. $6.27 SALE $4.00

4114

a

ASST. KNEE

I

Reg.

Reg

4 cups and
4 trays

Reg. $2.39 SALE $1.17

BLUE TUXEDO PLATIES
RED TUXEDO PLATIES
SILVER VEIL ANGELS
FANCY GUPPIES PAIR

AD

67`
SAVE 21c

SAVE 82c

GLORY AQUARIUM PUMP

.P;

4 "Angus"

BB<

Reg. $1.99

$281

Dish Cloths

holder mitt, dish
cloth and terry towel.
Kitchen prints.

67c

Colors

4014

AUTOMATIC THERMOSTATIC HEATER

TABLE

!AA LIN.IMAIMISMO EBRAMBRI
II

67c

880

Reg. $2.99 SALE $1.61

AD

While Quantities Last Oct 24-25.26.27

SALE

Pot

TL'

AQUARIUM PUMP & FILTER KIT

gem:
BLACK UTILITY gl

ISS

,,,&?

Reg. $3.33

F.P

Reg.

$257

SAVE 52c

LIMIT 1

3 -pc. Matched
Kitchen Set

L7 C

12x12 inch

Holds 25.16. roast

$10'00

SAVE 30c

10 WASHCLOTHS

50 MIDGET

VIRFIVErTIS
Ovr4171.0.0 V.9174401,0,NIARRay,
r.
.
....

Reg $2 97

ROASTER

Reg. 513.99

Reusable or

While Quantities Last Oct. 24-25.26.27

Limit 3

Coveted
Retangulor

hot
30.cup. Insulated
or cold. AvocadoGreen.

INSULATED PLASTIC CUPS
RseAg.L6EBc

die. Occur gift for teenagers.

8 -pc. Crystal

Wicle Quantities Last Oct 24 25-26-27

YY

features
record player
4.speed (78.45.33.16) rpm. motor. Easy

"TeleToe"
n

rocnic shoot.

SNACK SET
tar

SAVE $2.00

to car.ryComes in sturdy case with hon.

al
-91

r toys. With

RIO. LOW PRICE

HOTCOTLDr

c.:41

I, 0.

3 Days Only $10.88

color coded

$264

SALE

Our Reg. $12.80

tune

by striiing

SALE

10/24-25-26 LIMIT 2

10/24-25-26

71cC

RECORD PLAYER

TYPEWRITER

Reg 52.99

SAVE 36c
Reg. 63c

SALE

s

4 -SPEED

\TYPE A TUNE

5 TERRY TOWELS

FOAMY
SHAVE CREAM

SPECIAL SALE!
TELE-TONE.

PINICALIONALI

ei°C1

ZUMISAMAIIMM. VALZatAil '24

11711gPrilAtARRIVAIMERRAINI

FREE zipper foot attachments with purchase of 1 or more zippers VALUES $1.00

tom and hood. Block green,

SAVE 35c

FURNACE FILTERS
IN POPULAR SIZES

Reg. 18c

:IcO

taffeta with zip pocketson
the other. Drawstringbot-

BUTS'
ZIPPERED ARCTICS

G.C. MURPHY COUPON

40

60c - $1

slash pockets
ts on one side;

$9.44
r;r149,

with

Quilted

Reversible!

SALE

Limit 4
Reg 79c

SALE $5.99

Reg. 10.94

4601

HIDDEN ZIPPER

Reg. 57.44

SAVE $1.50

LIMIT 1

COATS & CLARK

SAVE $1.45

Jacket

$299

NEWT

SKI JACKET

Animal

SALE

4 Days Only

VALUES TO 29c

Reg. 12c SALE 6c

2/$300

SALE

Boy's Reversible

SAVE

gK

4 Days Only MARKET PLACE ONLY

Sizes 34.40

Grey or Blue

10/24-25-26

.

ions, Iron -On patches, etc.

without extra bulk.
SAVE 94c on 2
Reg. ;1.97 each

FashionColors

21" WEEKENDER

dividuals.

handi-

1 /2 PRICE SALE!
Pins,
.
SEWING NOTIONS .
Needles, Tape Measure, Pin Cush.

100% Cotton. Extra warmth

$457

$2.96

Reg. $1.47 SALE 96c

MEN'S THERMAL
UNDERWEAR

SAVE $2.24

SALE

business firms and in-

100% COTTON
CRESTWALE CORDUROY

gold. 7-14. Full fashioned, long sleeves.

SWEATERS

G.C. MURPHY COUPON

Reg. $2.17 SALE $1.27

style, Cobleatitched care.
free acrylic in white, blue, pink, be

CARDIGAN

Z!Ztl-Zg50

Reg. $2.99 SALE $1.61
MACHINE WASHABLE
ORLON ACRYLIC CREPE

Cardigan

Reg. 56.01

area

DAN RIVER DRESS LENGTHS

$1'.135

WOMEN'S

Reg. $1.67

Now in handy TWO-PAK

171

FABRIC SPECIALS

YOU SAVE

LIMIT 3

SAVE 26c

LIMIT 2

William Kelly. Further

mobile classroom to be added

purchase

3/$700

Mrs. Arthur Nyquist served as

PROCEEDS from the

SALE

$399

ACID TEST
as seen on TY

10/24-25-261

Our Regular $5.84

SALE

SALE

STANDS UP

SWEATERS

GIRLS' 4-6x DRESSES
SAVE $3.23 on 31
Reg. $3.41

G.C. MURPHY COUPON

under-

the center.
Assisting Mrs. Jarecki as
co-chairman of the brunch

Clearbrook executive director,
Bryn Witt and Mrs. Witt:
State Representative and Mrs.

brunch will he used to

Mason s direction

is

Even then the mobile unit
will still be utilized as part of
a satellite program in one of
the outlying areas served by

Village Manager'F. A.

Paul Loesch, Bill Swanson
Mel Lendimer Herb Slottag

program

..
C477::4117)-4.

taken.

banded

white cowboy hat
with red satin ribbon.

ophones, elm inets, drums and

I

I

N

served

throughout the brunch, Clare
outfitted in a ticket seller's

afItakalf s and others off ,end
on professionals, contributed
then time and talents as well
as their collcctton of sax-

Come While Quantities Last!

will provide sufficient

director of the center.

James Mason and his friends
of Clearbrook

Limit 3

392-4554

ri

DAY PUBLICATIONS

band.

tomatoes with cheese, chicken
sausage and an
a I.t king

,

Mt. Prospect
412 W. Northwest Hwy.

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

corned beef hash, stuffed

-

DRY CLEANERS

The Home Buyers Guide

time directing the dance,

with selections

,

LAUNDRY &

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE.

Center for the Retarded.'

each table as guests [canned

musicians

apparel fluff -dried.

7 19clbs.
$2.67
ea. add

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Sunday I

the

by
given
brunch
annual
Friend's of Clearbrook for
the benefit of Clearbrook

Yellow and white

heir

folded ready to use. Other

255-6320

PALATINE

and

fluff -dried

knitwear

Mr. and Mrs. James Mason I

or

I

when weighed
with laundry
bundle

All flatwork including handkerchiefs ironed and beautifully finished. Bath towels,
washable rugs, socks and

real

brightness so do the children
of man "

SL ambiLd
almonchne,

ea.

Laundry Service...

motto, a Sunday sermon all in
its own and so quietly spoken,

chi ysanthemums

24c

Holiday's

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

CL 9-1840
.

STORE HOURS: Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m: -- Sun 11 to 5 p.m.

Use Our
No Charge
LAY -AWAY
PLAN

MIDWEST
BANK
CARDS ACCEPTED

SHORT RIBS

Tbe Oar

Page
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
AND WE WERE TOO \icYEAH, HE WAS
GONNATAKE'EM
L/H-LAZY TO BRING
OH,YES BASKETS/OUR GREEN HOME! I GUESS
YOU'RE MORE
THOSE APPLES, --YES, APPLES HAVE MADE
LIKELY 10 GET
INDEED LIE GREEN AROUND
YOUNG MANI
THE
NOD FROM
THE
GILLS,
AND
HIS
MA'AM'
LADY LUCK IF
ARE GONNA MAKE
GREENBACKS FOR YOU'RE WILLIN0
HIM! WHAT DUMB TO GIVE HER

..1MY FATHER WILL
SE HERE- ANY
MINUTE WITH 1415 LADY

WOULD YOU BE

INTERESTED IN

SELLING ME

AN ASSIST!

LUCK!

FRIEND! REMEMBER, NO LOUD
TALKING OR BOISTEROUS COMMENTS!
ELDERLY PEOPLE TEND TO SE. SERIOUS
NOT ALL OF THEM HAVE THE YOUTH

HE'S 60T A NERVE
LECTURING US!

REMEMBER THE
TIME HIS I-IOME
BREW BLEW UP
WHEN LEANDER5
TEACHER WAS

0E9

2 The Beverly Hill-

Olympics

Women's finals in
swimming and diving, women's gymnastics, boxing are
all shown taped and

to .23

NODP, LE!

billies
Drysdale tries to

scare the Clampetts
out of their castle in

England and hack
into their home in

live from Mexico.

9 Mike Douglas

The Friar's Club

26 Spanish News

honors Johnny

feta
.

2Geographic
National
Special

King,EdSullivan,

et:N

tional parks from

Wilson doing the

Marx and Flip
traditional roasting.
7 Sophia

Islands.

0, All
WAS CHEMICAL

10 -23
Ists

nun

h. h.. us u

An innocent
ranch hand and a
criminal try to

11.1,rs

RESEARCH=

Sophia Loren nar-

identities.

II Black Journal
32 Movie

Brides

Doomsday" is about

the search for a

A professional

RANGEK5
FOLLOW

NOTHING HERE

t3IJT A CORAL

DIRECTION -

SCOPES

by an American

agent and
a
Interpol

N at io n a

YOU DROPPED

REEF!

°ir

THEIR

kidnaped daughter

tain's ship.
11 'IV College

??? THERG'S

NORTHEAST FOR
95B YARDS,

4Voomr5

millionaire's

gambler wins a cap-

WO GO NORTH -BY -

beautiful

Government
26 "today's Racing

YOUR SLINGSHOT

representative.

32 Truth or Conse-

FROM THE
MODULE -

2 Green Acres

Ed raids Oliver's
wallet, his auto and

7:00
9 Hockey
Black Hawks play

tetIUMIttlt.

his cow in making

the Penguins at
Pittsburgh.
26 Luis Carlos

,f)23
W 1964 by Ha. let

I Horoscope

LUCK, GU\PN

FOR WEDNESDAY

NoGilt+SOLD

COME.?

9:30
9 1 Love Lucy

Midnight
5 News
7 Chicago

revenge when an ac-

cident cripples his
father. With Richard

Conte, Lee J. Cobb

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
26 Sports

and Valentina Cortesa.

12:50

9 News

10:15
26 Cinema Special
32 Run for Your
Life

9 Movie

10:30
5 "Ionight Show

that went down with

1:10

divers try to find a
priceless emerald
a ship in the South

Soldiers" A Western
about the Civil War
with John Wayne in

Nan Adams are

Pacific. Jon Hall,
John Farrow and

"The Horse

in

the 1949 adventure
film.

charge of a Union

5 Bing Crosby

1:3(1

Constance 'rowers

7 News

Holden.
11 NF.T Playhouse

7 Reflections

1:35

A performance of

Stravinsky's "The
Soldier's Tale" by
the British Royal

The Old Crooner

7:15
11 TV College
Data Processing

"Forbid-

den Island" Skin

7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie

and song.

hosts Bob Hope.
Diana Ross and the

2:30

2 News
2:35
2 Meditation

Ballet Company.

Supremes, Jose Feli-

ciano and Stella

9 Five Minutes to

10:55

Live By

2 Movie

Stevens.

2 'the Good Guys

SCORPIO (Oct 24 - Nov.
22) -- Unusual opportunities
may well arise from unusual

driver looks for

and William

Winters for laughter

7:30

activities Be prepared

"Thieves

9:45
32 News

Special

may slow up your afternoon

12:40

2 Movie

Highway" a truck

Gitte Anni join

of

Pittsburgh.

Unexpected difficulties

12:30

5 Farm Forum
Fire on the farm.

from Trinidad.

drive to safety. With

Chita Rivera and

the World" in
E

11:30

relatives in Cuba.
11 Rainbow Quest
Pete Seeger and
The Hi-landers Steel

Oscar Peterson,

Dr. Graham

Eighth Wonder

COST OP A TOWING
JOB AND I'LL GIVE
YOU TEN DOL CAPS
FOR THE CAR:

32 News

Show

discusses "The

'/YOU SAVED THE

JUNK

( NOW

LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct. 23)
-- See to essentials early in the
day

4

ISYLVESTMS

hemisphere.

2 Jonathan Winters

Crusade
YOU'RE IN

'Fin( Hov'ey.

9:00

32 G illy Graham

BUGS BUNNY

A study of animal
breeding and disease

his wedding plans.

Uribe Drama

Your

Maureen O'Hara,

8:30

quences.

1)$

John Forsythe and

10:00

"Countdown to

7 Ilere Come 'Hie

ROBIN MALONE

about

rates a film
her life story.

assume each other's

cycling.
11 Adventure

the truth and upsets

Band play music

A rerun in which

5 'Ike Virginian

ecLAimp IT

"
MAKING THE BREAK

Rickles, Grouch()

Hawaii to the Virgin

HEY, GOLIATH;

men's volleyball and

his home town.
1957 film stars

to tell nothing but

-their son to his

Steve Allen, Donn

Films shot in na-

TA air'

nastics, boxing,

year -old boy decides

Ricky decides to
introduce Lucy and

Carson with Alan

6:30

26 Cinema Special

the

in the southern

Beverly Hills.
5 Music !loll

Show

Live and taped
events including

swimming and (living, women's gym-

8:00

7S

VISITING US 1

FUL VIGOR TRADITIONAL WITH A

7yeyton Place

6:00

2 News
5 News

"Everything But
Truth" An 8 -

7 Summer Olympics

Rufus romances a
pretty waitress.

I

events this afternoon Don't
rush others into decisions.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Dec 22) -- Pay no regard to
those who consider you too
eager Begin early in the day

EEK ez MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE
I KAJOIA) WHAT YOUR.
PROBLEMS ARE BECAUSE

1M °ME OF 1HE COMMON

to accomplish all you can.

PEOPLE! TM 01,1E OF YOU!

CAPRICORN (Dec 23 Jan 20) -- Matters recently
overlooked on the home front
may demand your immediate

Y

,-

ELECT

`'..L.
'

tilec-r

ness of mind up to par and
you should be able to avoid
the slump that comes after

4 ce14- A

success Begin something new.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

i-...8.1..,

.i

break as you proceed from
at large

Light Opera

THE BORN LOSER

ings with people This is a day
that may well test your ability

nickname
ACROSS
Vim (coll.)
1 "The Desert 54
55 Solar disk
Woody plant
(Romberg) 56
57 Greek letter
5 "The - 58
Saucy
Mill"

WELL CO/VT JUST
STAND THERE GAWKING

in

AT MEI STUPID!

tight circumstances
TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) -- Answer those who have
been probing into your affairs

FLUSH 'ink our!

(Herbert)

8 "Robin -"

-- but be careful what words
you use You can impress

(De Koven)
12 Swan genus
13 Blind
impulse

others if you will

GEMINI (May 22 - June

21) -- Don't put all your eggs
one basket Set out to
achieve a variety of things

in

.CSZ

"

GOROTNi S'ELIZIG,CIOGnATI, Okli O

and know success in some of

To. 46 1.14. ha. Oen

47 1914

-23

them

CANCER (June 22 - July

tion by quick and clever
answers They must have

substance to have a lasting effect, however

CAPTAIN EASY
PENNY BURKE! THAT'S, THE CHICK'S
NAME WHOSE STRANGE DISAPPEARANCE
FROM TONWICK WAS REPORTED OH

THE 8.0

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

C.-

A COUPLA DAYS! SHE WAS THE KEY
WITNESS TO THAT FOREIGN MINISTER'S
ASSASSINATION N AuG0.5T,.,
POLICE
ARE AFRAID

-- Make personal contacts

THE ASSASSIN'S
ACCOMPLICES

during morning hours. Don't
hesitate to call on relatives if ;

MAY HAVE
KIDNAPED

BLAZES! HADN'T SHE BEEN
GIVEN POLICE PROTECTION T

YES, BHT
A CUNNING

ATTEMPT TO
SNATCH HER
EARLIER W1D
ALMOST SUC-

CEEDED:

HER!

they can be of help to you.

term

26 Grinds, as

overlooked, otherwise, you

30 War god

teeth

the recent past should be

(Greek)
31 Tenet
32 Steer wildly

will not be able to progress to
new matters

Answers to
Hideaword

THE WILLETS

BRIGAND

MUSIC TODAY, IS

bring
bairn
rain
rabid
rang
rind
raid
ring
grand
grind
grain
gain

grab
garb
gird

drag
darn
drain
drab
arid
nard
bran r
grid

TROUBLE WITH

THAT IT'6 BEATEN

(naut.)
33 It exists
(contr.)

GET YOURSELF

AN EARFUL OF
...4.....MUSICI

pd R
64

TO PEATI4 !

34 104 (Roman)
36 Harbor on

17

ti

4.1

ONE GENERATION GAP 15 ENOUGH !

,,t, i' /di. top c
1 ? 40 1

V C.

point
41 Shellac
ingredient
42 Convert, as
an element
47 Quick blow
50 Assembly

.ii 41g

°11 - 0

4,iwyolie
.....7.
,-

C14.

Guam
37 Surfeit
39 Pain

40 Compass

k4

;!

Klan 7Ja. b us.rd OIL

/0-.23
,,;SA4-74.2&e6.-

DOWN

1 Indefinite
quantity
2 King of
Norway

(poet.)
16 Sea bird
20 Athletic
(1016-28)
(Greek)
group
3 Direction
14 River in
4 Gypsy horse 22 Worm
Greece
5 Proportion 24 Head
15 "Naughty
coverings
6 Feminine
25 Operatic solo
name
(Herbert)
26 Donate
7 Church
17 Sora
27 Dissembler
officials
18 Newt
28 Merit
8 Worry
19 Electric unit 9 Algerian
29 Oscillate
of measure
34 Tins
port
21 Pullet
35 State in
10 Auricular
23 Whirlwinds 11 Valley
particular
24 Nautical

VIRGO (Aug 24 - Sept. I
23) -- Unpleasant incidents of '

brig
brag
brad
bang
band
bind
barn
bard
bird
brand
brain
braid

..

1r

Answer to Previous Pottle

ARIES (March 22 - April
20) -- Be calm in your deal-

23) -- You can save the situa-

E_Ek.

sisI
'

PISCES (Feb 20 - March

morning success to evening
labors on behalf of the family

Etecr

.

EE1,--

21) -- Take an afternoon

get along with others

I

-

Feb 19) -- Keep your keen-

to

4

j,4

,

children

21

g

I

attention Take hints from
AQUARIUS (Jan

If
2

TM A POOR IGNORANT
SLOB MYSELF!

hall (Ger.)
51 Inert
53 Masculine

lil

2

3

4

5

6

10

27

28

29

7

48

49

11

4

I

W918

21

24

9

17

16

15

-

8

7

13

2

36 Turkish
commander
38 Inborn
39 Fish sauce
42 Diplomacy
43 German
mining
region
44 Down wind
45 Single thing
46 Hawaiian
cloth
48 Affirm
49 Confined
52 Water valve

23

22

25

30

cr:

37

I:
53
56

T,

1

33

43

441'

k

ill
5

23

e care

.

.

1.1

CIA

r

A&P's Super Right
Top Quality

CONDITIONAL
ARAINTEE IS GOOD
FOR US TO

t

OUT -UP
FRYERS

U.S. Govt° Inspected

I

LB.

Whole lb.

.

_rimArEMIlrArrA

Our guarantee is uriique...it has no strings.
We guarantee unconditionally everything you buy at A&P.

RIBS

No matter what it is, no matter who makesit,
if A&P sells it, A&P guarantees it.

Super Right .

We feel that if you come to A&P,
you should be able to depend upon A&P.

.

.

LB.

2 to 3 -lb. Av

PORK CHOPS BONELESS CHUCK

You have every right to expect to be satisfied
with everything you buy.

R AST

1/4 Pork
Loin Sliced

But this total guarantee isn't just good for you, it's good for us too.
When we have to refund money, we want to know why.
So, we start checking any and everything

9 to 1.1 Chops

Super

that might be the cause...
our suppliers, our purchasing, cur lab tests or our handling.
It keeps us working hard at the job of being

Right
Chunk Bologna

Large Style
Super Right

lb.

America's most dependable food merchant.

Fryer Legs

It helps us, too, to ask you honestly... shouldn't A&P be your store?

suopreBrrZtht

BeefyHam Corned Beef,

I b.

J7'

Sliced Bacon 2-1b. pkg. $1.15 pkg.

Round-Breaded
"Chicken of the Sea"

Shrimp

59

Peeled &
Develned

Shrimp

3-oz.$1 00

(C hipped Turkey, Spicy-Super Right el pkgs.

COPYRIGHT 0 1960, THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO., INC.

1-1b. en,

Allgood

59c

I

_4001118%,

1-1b.

pkg.

99c

11/2-1b. $059
Ai
pkg.

,041,7k
BATHROOM TISSUE
SCOTT nest

TUNA FLA

(APPLE CIDER

'

Indian
,

Summer
Gal. Jug

'

Sultana
Brand

nno

640..

bps

-

611

kos<ail

For Salads

Dexola Oil
or Cooking
Ann
Salad Dressing
Page
0121,4;, 59c
and
81":;. 49c A&P Mouthwash Gargle

'Oz.
jar 99c

A&P Instant Coffee
Our Own Tea Bags
A&P Coffee Creamer

3113-r. 79c

6

e
or
Reg
German C ocolate e Parker size. 79°
A&P Hair Spray Hard Hold can
can
mon Iced
6 -oz. in c
Large or
1.109: 99c
German
Chocolate
Stuffed Olives Small-Sultana lar 7
Plain & Sugaria twin pack
1:17.. 49c Cake Donuts Jane Parker pkg. of 24 55c
Ann Page Thin Mints
1

. L 1617im

Jan
Le

toular

1

1Cit.
.ar 49c
14 -oz. mac

WI. V7

JANE PARKER TWIST

rSAVE $1.00
West Bend Automatic

POPCORN POPPER

I:FEE

'6"

each

with Coupon and Any Purdteso
Any ASP Store In the Chicago Unit
thru October 26, 1965

A.

,

aS

SAVE $3 .00 Minn
SAVE 40c

- aiiktIetatetmmmee---

Celeste Frozen

SAVE

SAUSAGE PIZZA

1=W

Pineapple
Almond
Raisin'

23 -es, 99c

400

size

with Coupon and Any Purchase at
Any ASP Store In the Chicago Unit
thru October 26, 1968

--t

A

with Coupo}t

SAVE 40c Allan

rat SAVE 20c INS%

GE

Dari Country Imitation

CHEESE SPREAD

2

,

12 -VOLUME

69'

with Coupon and Any Ptirchase at
Any ASP Store in the Chicago Unit
thru October 26, 1968

sk.,3*

OLISAMERIC-

uillima SAVE 20c maigne

rim SAVE 9c
GALA PAPER TOWELS

:se

SAVE -{

A

0

0

jumbo 20"
with Coupon and Any Purchase at
My ASP Store in the Chicago Unit
thiu October 26, 1968,

.735-33/Wit.

vE 9c

Will, "op

LB.

1

NI

YOUR FRIENDLY A & P SUPERMARKETS ARE LOCATED AT

BARRINGTON

SCHAUMBURG

PALATINE

300 N. Hough St.

Higgins Rd.

276 Northwest Hwy.

ARLINGTON HTS. DES PLAINES MT'. PROSPECT
1818 N. State Rd.

815 Lee St.

36 N. Main St.

& Rte. 58
The Great. Atlantic &_PacIfic Tea Co., Inc.-These prices effective thru Oct. 26, 1968.

ELK GROVE

ARLINGTON HTS.

Devon & Tonne Rd.

1601 W. Campbell

ice'

I

om mu n ity

-.mow

Set of 4

-

k

a

Pti
7 -Pc Salad

Child's

13-0Z.

BOWL SET

BOOSTER

TUMBLERS

CHAIR

$1

bowls, fork 6 Spoon.

$

Safety tie-in

$

1 -Dos

Polyethylene in euert

'

1

20Th x 153/4"

receptacles.

Round Plastic

9

CART
13"x 19"x 23"

Clear plastic hat box.

15"

SET

201/2"

x

3 -Prase

$1

walnut vinyl,

HOUSEHOLD
STOOL

SAUCE PAN

$'

Heavy 9u094 oion,ium

Brats tubular. legs.

tr-

ilk

King

BREW MASTER
W/CORD
Boils

4-CtIp Size $
in lust minutes

48 -Qt. Plastic

19" Round

hosy to brush on

Nigh detergent

motor oil

MI

Al

Wild bird

to L29.
Compare$

Use on all
hansmtssions

fitr

seed.

Plastic with
adlustabla clips.

tk,

4 brushes. Free

Self-adhesive
plastic.

47

gal. cleaning'
fluid.

holdfor"!

$

16"x91/2"x19" basket
with pyramid sides.

COVER,
hamper.--

ments securely.

dishes

,

$1

silver.

1

With cover and wire
handle.

suction cups

$1

With soap dish
and sink strainer.

1

$1

Multiple

3 -Piece

Plastic

NURSERY PAIL DISH DRAINER

HAMPER &
Heavy-duty plastic

and

Non -Skid

Set of 8 Plastic

rooms.$

1B -Inch

FLIP TOP
BASKET'' $1

Holds

Beautifully lithographed

Washable. Ideal

26 -Qt.

DISH DRAINER

TV/LAP TRAY DRESS HANGER SHOWER MAT
Notched to 2 $
14"x24 with

SERVING TRAY

GUARD KIT

4 -Yd. Roll Adorn

Efficient

2 for .$1

$

Folding

Paint Brush

CONTACT
PLASTIC

2
BIRNE1SEED

SEALER &
CONDITIONES

S

2 hooks, non -tilt frame.

fon sick

Monarch

MOTOR OIL

or garage

$1
_With sturdy brass legs.

1 -Gal Empire

Community 10-W-30

p

TRAY TABLES

REMOVER

2 Sets For $

int-proof. Use top as cup

For home, office

$

UYS

se

Pint Site

GARMENT BAG ROUND BASKET METAL TRAYS

BIG $

AllPurpose '32

9

BOTTLE

41

Disposable bat,

Jumbo

BED TRAY

SUIT HANGERS

oil colors.

strap.

Folding

THERMOS

LAUNDRY

HAT BOX

DRAIRANBOARD
CK

SKIRT RACK

Versatile

Adjustable.. for
clips

)1111L.

Wt6'

that

*tt.1.1- -

I

io

1VMS 1 sograL wo

li,-

t,,

,ik Y.,,,, f-,....it '

-

Viten wig.

CAN

,c -k. ,,;,,eove ors"fr,'
izt,

,e1

Trick or Treat

waton

Your

$4

Choice

'

Delicious

assortment

including

pumpkin

COSTUME MASK OR
TRICK 'N TREAT BAG

of

Your
Choice
Full face plastic masks or vacuum

candy for Trick or Treaters
head

flashlight.

formed vinyl Halloween bag.

5
--1 in -Lb Bag

Yummy

PEANUT KISSES

TREATS

Tasty

6.1.
IL01bliOPS

"

r''

it

lollipops in
assorted flavors

100

100 -count

MARACAS
Your choice
plastic skull

Hollow plastic
pumpkin with

ti

p

Skull or Witch

.

PUMPKIN

160 piece Individually
wrapped gum

t eat candy.

butter kisses

91/2"Tall

PLASTIC

20 individual bags of

peanut

pieces

BUBBLE GUM

49c

-58c
I I

Chewy

Deluxe costumes all with full
mask. Choose skeletons, devils,
ghost or princesses. Sizes S -M -L.

or witch on stick.
"I.

handle, cute
winking expression.

Rayon Mask

CANDY KISSES 3 MUSKETEERS
2 bags
for

MILK DUDS JR.

I

78c

67c

78c

Delicious

100-ct individually
wrapped kisses

40-ct separately boxed

'Akin' Good

Halloween

TOOTSIE ROLLS('

PAIL

Man

Williamson

Holloway

Jr.

candy

62 -count

Plastic pail
handle

individually

wrapped.

bars.

COSTUMES

99c

Choose witch, clown, devil or astronaut outfits, each with mask.

with sturdy metal

Dimity Leather

SHOES

Chair and

Compare to 8.99

Sofa
4111"kk---- COVERS
Reg. 3.99 $3
CHAIR
z,

Slip-ons

Reg.
SOFA

'

1

4

'

Both have ruffled hems Your
choice of 5 decorator colon

r

BOWLING
88

Beautiful pearlized finished colon
Guaranteed for a lifetime against

defects in worimanship Free drilling,

Washable Print

free Initials

CAFE SETS
v

Compare'

s

r

Quality Crafted

36" long cafe curtains
matching valance

with

5x9 -Ft. Table

%

BOWLING BAGS
Carnpant to 9 95

to to 2.99

PnlyLOAFERS

Compare to 129.95

Double -paneled leg table features 7"
deep sides, 1/2" tick plbyfield, non -fade
green cotton billiard cloth. Complete with
cues, balls, triangle, bridge attachments,
chalk and instructions.

Compare
to 27.95
et%

Sizes 61/2 to 12

POOL
TABLE

"Wildcat"

BALL

II

crafted

hand turned and styled.

Deluxe 8 -Ft. Olymipic

textured knit, one size fits all,
cushioned

Individually

custom

of soft and supple leathers,

Compare to 12_95

6.88 and 9.88

Ply -blend framed in metal

Your shone of first rate bowling bags
in a wide variety of styles and price

We

steel

double -braced

Compare to 2 99. Antiqued glossy glove grained vinaflex, fashion stitched vamps and,lasting soles and heels
Sizes 5 to 10

legs.

'range.,

20x40" Scatter
")11.

4Vidli

Compare $

Rainy Day

to 1 99
Satin Acetate Pillow

Mattress

COVERS

COVERS

PILLOWS
Compare

to I 79
17x171/2" size for cots,
sofas or lounges Gay
prints or soled colon

c...por. 2
to 4 99
Keeps

hairdo's beauty

Choose
parlor fresh
white, pink, blue, or
gold

Solid color rugs
non-skid backs.

with

RUBBERS

PANELS
Compare

to 1 69

42" wide to floor length white panels with
fine marquisette weave

.

Your Money Back

Compare $

PUMPKIN

33c

Compare $i
to 1 99

to 1 99 ea
Soft

Smiling faced 8" plas-

slipper scuffs

in

sizes 5 to 10, or cuddly
booties in sizes 4 to

Men's

black

glossy

rubbers, skid resistant
Sizes 7 to 12

tic pumpkin

OPEN SUNDAYS 10 TO 8

OPEN DAILY 10 TO 10

Plenty of Free Parking
Satisfaction Guaranteed or

8" Plastic

OPEN A MIDWEST CHARGE
ACCOUNT with any Mid west,
Bank Backed Chirps Card

MOUNT PROSPECT
201 WEST. RAND ROAD

Across From Randhurst Shopping Center

aine West Captures Libertyville Invitational,
rospect Varsity Second; Sophs Switch Places
ARLINGTON PLACED
cond behind the varsity War- third in the meet, tied with
tion of Joe Wanner, placed se-

BY LINDA GAMMILL
AND CURT WILSON

riors and won the sophomore Palatine, which was paced by
race. It marked the first time Mark Visk who looks to be
this year that Maine West has among the top prospects for
beaten the Knights as the state title this year. Tom
Prospect had outrun the Des Swanson and Scott Butler,
Plaines crew earlier this year both of Arlington and both in
in a dual meet at Maine West, the top 10 in the state meet

Bill Barringer's Maine West
Warrior harriers swept top

varsity honors in 'the big
Libertyville Invitational Meet

yesterday despite cold temperatures and a stiff wind.

and also topped them in the last year, both have been
beaten by Visk twice in the
big center meet at Maine.

Prospect, under the direc-

past week.

season, a six -team exTIIE DEPTH -boasting

113 for third. Conant finished

61 points.

efforts of Glenn Lee who ran

the Prospect pack, had to settle for a tenable but close second with 72 points. Conant
wasn't far behind at 79. Arlington finished I Ith with a
whopping 324 strikes against

with 167, largely due to the

sixth behind a Glenbrook
North man.

Wednesday,

TS

S

Prospect finisher at ninth,

coming in close behind
Libertyville in front of Palatine's Paul Davenport.
Dave Marszalek placed 10th
Swanson and Butler.
Running fourth was the for Arlington ahead of
Saturday and was first at

October 23,

Central Suburban League
champion, Bob Glitz, whq.has

1968.

won all 10 dual meets he ran
in this year, and who has only

been beaten once this year,
that in the first meet of the

Prospect's next
Treece, at 13th.

man,

Rounding out the top

FOR THE varsity squads of,
teams, the district meet

and Howard Larson in
fourth, fifth and eighth to
take the team honors with

all

kel

Visk won the Mid - few surprises as the top

Page 11

with a 14th -place run.

men, Mike Dittman, Ron Han-

Warriors won the meet with
70 points, Prospect was second with 88 and Arlington
and Palatine both racked up

Keith Matthews caused a

Suburban League crown last

finished ahead of the top 15

vidual sophomore race winner was Scott Gyssler of Maine
West, Prospect bunched three

travaganza at Crystal Lake.

Maine West, nosed out of Mid -Suburban League schools
will run in the Elk Grove
DiStrict this Saturday with

15

cond and third placers, Ken

ALTHOUGH THE indi-

Fremd the favored teams.

Maine West will face stiff
challenges in the Maine East
District, also on Saturday, as
they will be required to run
against three of the state's top
teams, Maine East, Evanston
and New Trier East. Evanston
has already beaten the Warriors once this year at Crystal
Lake, and it was an Evanston

Palatine's Fred Miller was
third with Dittman closing in
at fourth. Hankel and Larson,

Prospect's second and third

ins.

Arlington, Prospect and

them.

Bill

was Maine West's Mark Fork -

will be next and will be the
first actual test of state competition material. All of the

men, topped the Warrior's se-

Kovar and Kevin Wright.

Kovar ran 10th for Bar - man who took first -place
ringer's squad,

and

honors instead of Glitz.

Wright

'Great Ski Swap' to Benefit National Patrol
Will Be Held at Arlington Park Ski Show.
Skiers, whether novice or
expert, will be able to equip
themselves inexpensively for

the season ahead if they take
advantage of the National Ski
Patrol System's "Great Ski
Swap" at the 1968 International Ski and Winter Sports

Show next month at Arlington
Keith Matthews was Prospect's first finisher in the. Park Race Track.
The ski swap will feature
Libertyville Invitational Matthews' ninth -place timing win both new and used equipment
good enough to help the knights place second on the varsity
at

level to Maine West.

bargain prices

and ski shops can buy or sell
equipment. Articles may be

benefit the Ski Patrol, a nonprofit organization. Items to
Swap" will include both lace

the ski swap by
simply dropping time off at

and fiberglass

ahead of time at one of the

be

entered in

sold at the "Great Ski

and buckle boots; poles;
wood, metal

the

1

Cross-C000try
Harper's Harriers picked up

their third win of the season
against four losses by slipping
past Joliet College 21-36 last

place with a time of 18:26.
In the meet against last

Hawk's home course in their

from Blackhawk; the Hawks
had a rather dismal showing.
Johnson's time of 18:25 was
only good for eighth while

Friday 'afternoon on the year's conference champions
last home meet of the year
Coach Bob Nolan's runners
bounced hack after a shellacking by Blackhawk College on
Tuesday afternoon 50-15

Forbes was in ninth place four
seconds later.

Hupka. Elwart and Dwyer
Barry Johnson was the
Hawk's big man in both came in close behind in 10th,

meets, placing first against
Joliet and eighth at Black hawk

The Hawks took four of the
first five places against Joliet
as Chuck Forbes, Scott Hupka

11 th and 12th places less than
a minute apart.
According to Nolan, the

Ski Patrol.

and will

challenging course and

Blackhawk, the conference
and regional champs, had a

17 05, and Elwart 17 32 for

However, the Joliet meet

the three-mile race
Johnson's winning time was

a good performance of 16 42,

The Hawks cross country
team will enter a conference
meet on Oct. 24, which will
he run in Chicago, then run

situug team again. We simply

got swamped."

was another story as Nolan
put it, "We improved our
times quite a bit 'in this, the

Invitational

Meet on Nov. 9.
On Nov. 27. the Hawks will
enter the State Region IV

meet at Danville, Illinois.

From there. a few runners are

eligible for a national meet,
if they make the qualifying
times.

The receiving stations will
be located at the Buffalo Park
Ski Area in Algonquin; Lake
Bluff Field House, Artesian

bags.

BOTH INDIVIDUALS

Harper College -sponsored
European trip, will be held

tomorrev., at 8:30 p.m. at the
VFW Hall, 811 N.YaIe, Arlington Heights.

Representatives of firms
organizing the August trip

will. attend the meeting to

ed as

director of the New

England

Art

Academy

in

Bridgeport, Conn. He holds
both a bachelor's and Master's

degree in Science from Pratt

of parallel

sale

at

the Chalet's

booth will be a complete set

For those who would like
to get back into that feeling

including wood skis, installed
step-in bindings, safety strap,
five -buckle $55 boots, poles,

turns, the Stein

Eriksen Ski -Way will be pro-

vided for public use by the boot tree and ski tic for

Sports Chalets of Randhurst $89.95.
Admission to the show, the
and Rolling Meadows. They
Will also offer ski and snow- first public show to be held
mobile movies, safety check at the Arlington Park "exbinding information, clothing hibition hall," will be $2.50
for adults and $1 for children.

and a ski package.

and the Wedeln Sun and Snow
shop, 215 W. Ogden Av.,
Westmont.

There will be a 10 per cent

sales charge added to all
articles sold at the swap, and

the money will be added to

the NSPS funds. The ski

residents.

patrolmen are 'usually

volunteers who patrol the

The college's Student slopes of different

Activities Program is sponsoring the tour.

areas to
help skiers in need. The NSPS
also educates skiers in ski
safety .'iand rescues .and ' pro-

vides fifst aid for those who
MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE
W I. T
Team
(1
0
5
Arlington
2

0
0
0

,2

2
2

0
0

1

3

1

3
3
_2
2

Prospect

Wheeling
Conant
Palatine

Frond
Elk Grove

1

1

1

0

3
5

1

(1

CENTRAL SUBURBAN
LEAGUE

A preview of next summer's

for the "Private Lesson with
Frank Covino" talks as he is
an instructor during the winter months at Sugarbush Valley, Vt., and has also serv-

On

Institute.

Park; Al Smith's Ski Shop,
104 N. Marion, Oak Park;

answer questions from area

Forest View
Glenbard

Golf

been better. "It was a

and Mike Elwart took third
through fifth, coming across
the line 28 seconds apart

Forbes ran 17 04, Hupka

team,"

Blackhawk meet could have

or

goggles, gloves, windbreakers,
knickers, parkas and other ski
clothing and ski and boot

sweaters, pants, underwear,

course, and we ran well as a

the DuPage

7-10,

four receiving stations set up
by the Illinois Region of the

second race on the home

in

Nov.

skis; bindings; ski racks;

Harper Athletes Make Progress,
Rack Up Golf, C-Country Wins
17 seconds ahead of the rest
of the field. The last Hawk to
follow Johnson into the chute
was Toni Dwyer in eighth

show,

COVINO, AN accomplished sky 'diver, is well qualified

WLT

Team

Maine South
Niles West

5
4

c!,,,,rook South

1

Deerfield
Glenbrook North

,3

Niles North
New Trier West

1

Maine West

0

need it.

ALSO AN ATTRACTION
at the ski show will be artist -

skier -instructor Frank

Covino, author of a

nationally -syndicated column
"Ski School."
Covino will offer off -the hill instruction 'with the use of
his artistic ability. Films with
live narration and on -the -spot

cartoon drawings illustrate
and analyze various problems
encountered by skiers and offer solutions.
The sketches, drawn as the
lesson progresses, will be pro-

0

0

1

0

1

1

2
3

0
0

4

0

4

0

means of an opaque projector.
A question and answer period

4

1

will follow.

COCHISE

jected on a large screen by

Handsewn Vamp Moccasin

ti

Beef

Slip-on

Roll

Penny Slot Strap, Kicker Back, Nuclear Sole, Hard
Heel.

$14.99

From the Nickel Sews
BY JIM EWART

Strategy is the most important factor in football. The eternal
challenge is to out -think the opponent and then execute those

very nature the
thoughts
recording of numerous statistics, a simple analysis of post Since football requires

by its

season totals reveals one nearly infallible truth.

The championship team almost always has a close balance
in yardage gained in rushing and passing. The offense that
presents a double threat is harder to stop, Compiles more
yardage, scores more often and is successful in more games
than a single -threat offense, because opposing defensemen can
expect no one pattern of play.
FURTHER, 1HE "mix -it -up" theory followed by many
squads is definitely in error. If three or more yards are gained
on each play while running, that course should continue to
be followed The disadvantages of throwing during a ground
drive are that an incomplete attempt leaves a team facing a
long yardage situation minus one down, and an interception
can stop a drive completely.

Exceptions to the rule are if a team trails by a wide margin
in the first half or is behind by any margin late in the contest.
Here a strategist must decide on the best technique of overcoming a deficit

Another consideration is the effect that passing has on interior linemen Running differs from passing for a blocker in
that the front five charge forward to drive the defensive unit
back on the ground play, which gives the line the opportunity
to contribute directly to the progress of the ball, with each
gain they become more fired up and work harder at clearing
a path for the ball carrier.
ON THE OTHER hand, continual, or even intermitent pass-

ing during a drive can dissolve that feeling of "contribution
to progression" and quickly end the emotional drive and its
accompanying effective play.

In addition, signal callers should not assist their opponents
by not calling a play the defense has not succeeded in halting.
A play that gains five or more yards should be 'run as often
as humanly possible. If a play is successful, it is usually due.
to a mistake by a defenseman, and the error may not be corrected easily Quarterbacks should run that same play until
the defenders have compensated to end its effectiveness.

4

WARRIOR

After such a correction the signal callers should be intently

Eyelet Wing
Oxford,
Blucher
Sole and Heel.

Five

observant of the defense noting any irregular formation or
over compensation that might afford another lucrative opportunity.

Antique Whiskey

SIGNAL CALLERS should also be extremely watchful at
the outset of a contest in considering the type of defense they
are facing and its structural defects. The First series of downs
is all-important in probing a formation for its strength and

weaknesses, as well as in the determination and the abilities
of its personnel.
Quarterbacks while under the center should apply slight
pressure upwards with their hands. This tells the center where
to hike the ball, and insures a good ball pass if the center
should pull out quickly as the outstretched hands will follow
the center forward.
AWARDS THIS WEEK

The award for the best decision of the week goes to the
officials of the Conant -Forest View contest: Co -captain Chuck

Tip
Unit

$16.99

WINDSOR
Five Eyelet Wing Tip Blucher Oxford, P.C.V: Unit Sole
and Heel.

Black Grain or
Irish Coffee
$14.99
MIDWEST

Smith of the Falcona was about to make a tackle on a punt
return when he was cut down and as a result sustained a
severe back bruise. An official's reaction was, "It was a perfect
block from the front." Bruised on the back while hit from the
front?. Money to buy this anonymous referee glasses may be
sent to the Day Sports department.

Awarded to Lion Dick Alyward and Knight Bruce Busse
is the two -interceptions -in -one -game commendation which they
both achieved in last weekends meeting.

Palatine's pass defenders get the first -interception -of a Mike
Gaffney aerial award. Gaffney of Prospect had also two others
stolen by the Pirates Friday. night. It never rains, but what
it pours.
Maine West lost to Glenbrook North Saturday, as the War-

RANK CARDS

WELCOME HERE

MT. PROSPECT
SHOPPING CENTER
'The Home of Famous Brands" RAND & CENTRAL RDS.

0-1-1T01-4

HOURS: Daily 9:30 to 6; Mon., Thurs., Fri. 'til
9 P.M. Open Sundays 11 to 5.

riors faced Panther Bill Grishan, who, with 48 points leads
the Central Suburban Conference in scoring. Grisham added
three to his five touchdowns at West.

Next week's column will be devoted to all female football'

fans.
See you next week.
JMRE

Todd,

ORIEga

"The Home of Famous Brands"

253-9010

20 E. NW Hwy.
Arlington Hts.
Phone CL 3-4137
Daily 9:30 to
5:30; Fri., 9:30 to 9 P.M.

Hours:

A
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/Shakespeare Wrote It
But Quoters Disgree
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Your Bid Is Welcome

WASHINGTON - (NEA) --

tet-

The long months of political
combat are obviously putting
a strain on those slugging it
out on the front lines. You
can tell when, for example,
Shakespeare becomes a cam-

ty

paign issue.

First to turn to the bard

'1

was Illinois Republican

Congressman Edward

Derwinski, who was sweeping
up
after a little verbal

flakiness by Gov. Spiro
Agnew.. The GOP veep candidate's use of the word

"Polack" in a recent speech

was not an ethnic slur, said

"Polacks," or "pole -axe,"
Mr. Shakespeare? Ay, there's
the rub.

One can only conclude, as

did a Capitol Hill wag, that
when Shakespeare also said,
"Thy head is at full of quarrels as an egg is full of meat,"
he must have been thinking
of politicians.

IN THE RECORD BOOK
of twisted metaphors, a statement by'Hubert Humphrey on
the campaign trail in Houston
surely won a small niche.

Careful reading of the
passage does reveal the
substance of its meaning. But

in the spoken word, it came
descent, but a term that has out a tangled briar patch of
Derwinski, himself of Polish
been

acceptable through the

ages, even used by

t

Shakespeare in "Hamlet."

Act

I

,

scene I, said

Derwinski, shows Hamlet's
father being described as a

man so brave that in battle he

"What am I bid for this"

Mrs. John Guentz showing part of the doll collection which will be auctioned at the luncheon
sponsored by the women of St. John's Episcopal Church, 200 North Main, Mount Prospect.
Lunch will be served at noon.

will be the question heard at
St. John's Episcopal Church
auction and luncheon to be
held Tuesday, Oct. 29 at the
church. Mrs. Fred McCollum
holds item to be auctioned for
bidding by Mrs. John Guentz
and Mrs. Arthur Skelton.

once "smote the
Polacks on the ice."

Busy Bakers

FOUL CRIED Rep. Henry

Reuss, Democrat from

Wisconsin, 'twas not ice -

slammed down in disgust.

onion
1 tablespoon olive or salad

margarine, incited

2 tablespoons butter or

usually baked in its skin or
simmered in olive oil or meat
stock to preserve its delicate
flavor Stuffed eggplant is a

Wash eggplant and parboil
10 minutes in enough boiling
water to cover. Remove from
water and cut lengthwise slice
from top. Scrape out pulp to
within 1/2 -inch from skin and
from slice removed from top.

od

1 lb. ground lean beef
3 tablespoons parsley flakes

meal in itself, and it's

13/4 teaspoons salt
3/1 teaspoon oregano leaves
1/2 teaspoon basil leaves

economical too

Si UFFED EGGPLAN I

1/4

Chop fine. Saute garlic and
onion and ground beef in

teaspoon ground black

ITALIAN STYLE

pepper

large (13/4 to 2 lbs.) eggplant

crumbs

1/3 cup fine dry bread

1

V4 teaspoon instant mixed

olive oil and cook until lightly
browned.
Add eggplant pulp, parsley

cup grated Parmesan

1/3

"He who buries his head in

the sand and

sets his face

against the winds of change,"
said the Democratic candidate
for president, "cannot stop
that change but he will be

buried by the sandstorm of
time as it passes hint by."

CAN CONFETTI be

politician?

once when, in angry parle, he from a window on Chestnut
smote the sleaded pole -axe on St. in Philadelphia recently

Stuffed Eggplant, A Meal in Itself
1/3 cup instant minced

its

Only when it comes in a
gressman: "So frowned he cloudburst. And what fell
S.

McDonald, Cl 3-8723.

cheese

left

Ouoth the Wisconsin con-

available from Mrs. Dorothy

garlic

that

dled.

borne Poles of which friend dangerous? That light, fine ,
Willie spike, but a lead - snow that wafts down from
weighted club called a "pole- the urban heavens to nurture
axe"
which the late king and cheer the campaigning

Admission is $1.00 plus a
saleable item. Tickets are

The deep purple eggplant is
as delicious as it is beautiful
Italian cooks serve it often,

sledded

phraseology

listeners scratched and mud-

during an Edwin Muskie

the ice..."

and cook 5 minutes. Remove
from heat and add seasonings.
Sprinkle additional salt and
black pepper inside eggplant

Belle Chords
Social Guest
Night Oct. 29

'5'

cavalcade was a highly compressed blizzard.

An enthusiastic party

worker apparently lost his grip
while trying to up -end a whole
bag at once, and the 80 -pound

Join the Belle Chords container of shredded paper
nar-

shell and fill with meat

women's barbershop chorus in
a night of singing and fun.
A social guest night is plan-

mixture.

Mix bread crumbs with

ned for Tuesday, Oct. 29 at

butter or margarine. Sprinkle
over top. Bake in preheated
moderate oven (350 degrees)

Lutheran Church, Algonquin

8:15 p.m. at the Trinity
and Wolf Rds., Des Plaines.

The chorus, directed by

30 minutes or until crumbs
arc browned. Serve hqt as

fell to the street below,
rowly missing three men,

Servicemen
In the News

Miss Phyllis Haeger, is a nonprofit group with a great love

main dish.

for singing four-part
harmony.

The Belle Chords are

available for singing dates and

new members are always

welcome. Knowledge of music

is not a requisite for mem-

otta

bership as all parts are taught

by rote; the ability to carry

Exquisite new style of rich Spanish

heritage finished in Eggshell. White etched in Gold... also
Sunglow Yellow and Velvetone Green etched in White
Mix and match Entonado for a
Spanish bedroom aglow with pleas-

ing colors. Certain pieces in this
unusual Old World group are designed as "the one special accent"
. . others correlate excitingly to
round corners, march upward in a
pastel panel of chests and hutches,
stretch into a smart and stylish
space -saving wall. All drawers are
fully dovetailed, dustproofed, and
.

-

1
.

'

:

,

- ...'"

0 AO .;t,.-te

,.' Vlbj,A,-X,

51'x 10'x 49' Hutch

32'x le's 49" Hutch

6 -Drawer Double Dresser
Framed Tilting Mirror

6 -Drawer Double Dresser

3 -Drawer Bachelor Chest

25' x 42'

"

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Northwest Community Hospital.

2055.

,I,40

1 -Drawer Corner Table
Chair

Mrs.

Gatke, CL 5-

Albert

.,i.z.IT8)11:1v)1.
SGT. SCHUPPENHAUER

COSTUME CONTEST

The radio operator, who is
a member of the. Pacific. Air

Forces, was selected for his
exemplary conduct and duty
performances.

A graduate of Prospect

SAT. OCT. 26

High School, he has studied

at Wright Junior College,

Elmhurst and Maryland col-

2:00 PM

OPEN STOCK

leges.

He has received medals
with three oak leaf clusters

$50.00 IN CASH

may be bought separately
9 -Drawer 72" Triple
6159.95
Framed Landscape Mirror
49"x37" or 37"x49" .. 39.95
9 -Drawer 63" Triple

and two battle stars for Vietnam service and the Vietnam

Dresser

7 -Drawer

Triple Dresser

Framed Tilting Mirror

29'x 48'
II

9 -Drawer .Triple Dresser

5-Diawer Chest

6 -Drawer Lingerie Chest

Framed LEdscaye Mirror

10929;9955

22.50

5 -Drawer Chest _____.
4 -Drawer Chest .._._._,

II

6 -Drawer Lingerie Chesf
3 -Drawer Bachelor Chest
3 -Drawer Corner Chest ..
1 -Drawer Corner Table ..
4 -Drawer Desk
3 -Drawer Corner Cheat

Twin -Size Chairback Bed

Full -Size Chairback Bed

with Foot
or Fottless

42' x 10' x 49' Hutch

with Foot
or Footless

Church. He has served

Chair .......__
51"x10"x49" Hutch ..._
42"x10"x49" Hutch ..._
32x10"x49" Hutch

98.95
149.50
89.50
89.50
84.50
68.95
69.95
86.95
89.95
28.50
89.95
75.50
84.95

28

months in the U. S. Air Force

and has completed 82

.

6 -Drawer Double
Dresser
6 -Drawer Chest

49' x 37" or 37 x49'

He is the son of Mrs. E.

H. Schuppenhauer and a
member of South Baptist

1st Prize $15 2nd Prize $10 3rd Prize $5
20 Runner up Prizes of $1.00 Each

Framed Tilting Mirror
29"x48"
Framed Tilting Mirror
25"x42"

campaign medal.

FOR THE BEST COSTUMES

Dresser ________ 124.95
7 -Drawer Triple Dresser

Sgt. Edward C. Schup-

penhauer of Mount Prospect
has been named outstanding
airman at Karat Royal Thai,
AFB Thailand.

solvents such as nail polish remover, alcohol, water. See it here.

4 -Drawer Chest

If you would like to be a

guest of the chorus, call Mrs.
John Rittmanic, CL 5-2481 or

glide smoothly on center guides.
Lacy grille work, burnished brass
drawer pulls, and bold molding of
rope design add to the distinctive
charm of this delightful furniture.
High pressure laminated plastic
tops resist heat, cigarette burns,

....-..

',

a tune is necessary.

Auxiliary members Mrs. A. J. Daley, Mount Prospect, and
Mrs. Walter Haberichter, Arlington Heights, admire the
homemade treats and pastries being prepared for the bakery
corner at their annual Christmas bazaar Friday, Oct. 25 from

PLUS A FREE GIFT
FOR EVERY CONTESTANT

missions.

Airman Heads
For Germany

CONTESTANTS MUST BE AGE 12 or Under
S

Full -Size or Twin Panel

4 -Drawer Desk

Bed with Foot ..
FultSize or Twin
Panel Bed .....

49.50
37.95

Full -Size or Twin Chairback

Bed with Foot ..._.-.. 49.50
Full -Size or Twin
Chairback Bed

,

6'6" Chairback Bed with
swing frames
Full -Size or Twin Panel

Bed with Foot
or Footless

6.6" Chairback Bed
with swing frames

Fu I -Size or Twin Poster Bed
Canopy Frame

Twin -Size Poster Bed
with Canopy Frame

and mettle Frame

57.95

79.95

Full -Size or Twin
Poster Bed

y.. 103.00
Canopy Fruits .......__- 103.00
Trundle

- 4430

Night Stand

Our decorators will aid in your selection without obligation

15.00 FREE PUMPKINS
TO BE GIVEN AWAY FRIDAY OCT 25th
1st cern. 1st served-. Limit One per person
Children Must Be Accompanied By An Adult'

Wetionor all Midwest Bank Cards

4:

LINGT041,

FURNITURE

AIRMAN SEMCEY

-on Arlington Heights Road

Airman

for a three-year
assignment in Germany.
leaving

3. Arlington HOIghts Rd. Arlington Heights CL 0-1150'

Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. to 9;.Tues. to 6; Wed. to noon; Sat, to 5

C Howard G.

Mount Prospect, soon will be

Carpet and Furniture Specialists
-01-4--"211-13

I

Semcey, 2000 Algonquin,

KENSINGTON RR
k

k

Howard, a 1967 graduate
of Forest View High School,
spent his basic training and 12

weeks of technical schooling
in Amarillo, Tex.
4
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Four grave lot, at Memory Gardens. Price reasonable.
425.6490
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost and Found

answering to name of
For

vic, Maple, Mt. Pros. CL 3-8956

Plaines

259-9085

LOST: White Siamese cat, vic.
Prospect.

office cleaning

from 6

Full time man for paint and
wallpaper store. Good salary
and benefits.

Des
10

in

to

P.M.

P.M. Monday thru Friday.

Lost: little white kitten, vic. of
Mt. Prospect,
St. Raymond's,

Randwood, Mt.
ward. 259-4530.

WANTED

PART TIME
MEN NEEDED

"Napoleon". 259-2788
prescription
Lady's
pearl gray frame sunglasses.
Found:

Girl's blue frame glosses lost in
Cumberland Sch. area in Des Pl.
.Monday. 297.6070 aft. 3 pm

Re-

LOST: Young black female cat
vicinity 'Arlington Market. 2530613 after 3:30 p.m.

CALL IN PERSON

927-6908

.

The Paint Spot
, , W: Davis
Arlington Heights

SERVICE STATION

- i

ATTENDANTS

fCOMPUTER

Full and Part Time

OPERATOR

6

Suburban Standard

IBM Selectric or Exec. Pick

Bank of

up / del. Y05.6537 or Y07-9683
Will do ironing in my home,
will pick-up & deliver.

GENERAL

392-4869

WAREHOUSE

Checking to see that everything is running properly, Skip Tosch watches a freight train take a curve. (Photos by Roger Gee)

Reliable woman will do baby sitting by day or week.

Christmas Gift Leads To House Full of Trains

394-2968

Interesting work with record
industry. 8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M,

All the trains are "0" guage
and 12 of the 14 engines are

"It all started at Chrilamas
in 1950 when my father gave

steam.

me an engine, a coal car, a
cattle car and a crane." said

than

diesels,

but

I

have

a

"He was on strike at the

said.

Tosch, whose first name is
really Gilbert, lives at 1004

collectors' association in the
area but says that they try to
attract, as little attention as

I4 -month -old son, Scott. He is

an assistant vice president
with American Mutual Re -

then get mad when you won't
pay their price," he said.

W. Pendleton,. Mount
Prospect, with his wife and

Insurance Co., Chicago.

"1 didn't really start

collecting in earnest until 5 or

6 years ago. Since then my
collection has grown quite a
bit," he said.

Tosch's collection now

"Model trains have two

of value, sentimental
and to collectors. Sometimes
it is hard to sort out which
is which when you are trying
to buy from someone who is
moving, or a family in which
kinds

includes 14 engines and over

someone has just passed

100 passenger and freight

away," Tosch said.

cars. His prized possession is

a New York Central Hudson
steam engine made in the late
1930s by Lionel Corp. He
puts its worth at around $400.
is

full of trains and fish tanks,
their other hobby. The trains
run between rooms, behind

MANAGEMENT

possible.

building and buying

new models and adding new
track.
be

know that Skip Tosch has
been in the area and is still

"I don't think we will ever collecting.
satisfied with what we

More and more, Dexter steps boldly into the campus

life with stylish campus footwear that's part of the
action. Now, more than ever, Dexter has the dramatic styles, leathers and colors that go with the

Elk Grove Village, Ill.
439-9704

ENGINEER

& SUPPLY CO.
1285 GOLF RD.
DES PLAINES

CONTACT

PART TIME

H.E. Brown

Shoe Salesmen
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
'Must be 21 years of age

Company

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

SALES

obligation. VETERAN APPROVED.

NORTHWEST SCHOOLS, Motel
Training, Dept. MO -39 Box 1178,
c/o Day publications, 217 So.
Arlington Hts. Rd. An. His,
Address
City

Zip
Age

State

TRAINEE
Fine opportunity for

a

young ambitious man to

begin a sales career in
electronic components

Responsibilities to include

to operate the trains and Tosch

complete environment sanitation. Salary open. Paid vacation, hospitalization & life insurance. Apply Finance Direc-

is setting up a third control

Heights. 253-2340

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

McDONALD'S
largest

America's

carry -out

BENEFITS

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable men to work part
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines

CONTACT:

units. Meals and uniforms provided.

FRINGE
24 -Help Wanted Men

PART TIME

.MEN

industry.
EXCELLENT

Nearest Phone

Village of Arlington Heights.

It takes two people

NORTHWEST MFG.

assistance. This training can be
your first step to employment in
the Motel/Hotel industry. Write
now for complete details. No

SANITATION

the furnace, through walls and
over fireplaces. on 500 feet
of track.

INDUSTRIAL

1150 Willis
Wheeling, Illinois
537-2510

REGISTERED

long as we can."

set-ups.

factor exM.T.M.
perience required, excellent
company benefits.
.

around man for

general machine shop
work. Must make own

gers & assistant managers.
couples.
Men -Women -married
Train at home in your spare
time.
Nationwide placement.

big total look.

have. We'll just keep going as

MACHINIST
All

& RECORD CO.

Tower Packaging

Nein°

If you see this sign, you will

..

SELECTED TAPE

Make excellent salary plus your
apt. as motel -hotel manager.
Live and work in location, climate
of your choice. New motels and
hotels are being built every day.
Many opportunities ,for mana-

III. 60005.

The Tosches are continually working on their
trains,

Oa, TRAINS

An equal opportunity employer

or work

MOTEL -HOTEL

IIE BELONGS to a train

"If people know you are a
train collector they raise the
ptices of "heir collections to
more than they are worth.

THE TOSCH basement

FOR

said.

time, and though I had asked
for them. I never thought he
could afford them. It really
meant a lot to me," Tosch

Lee Street
827-4411

'23 -Instruction

PEOPLE TO TRAIN

friend who prefers diesels. so
sometimes we trade." Tosch

Skip Tosch.

Des Plaines
Des

some overtime.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR

"I like steam engines better

For

-

First National

Excel. typing and / or trans on

Piano students wanted.
Palatine area. 358-2699
after 4 p.m. and week ends.
notionally
LESSONS,
DRUM
drummer. Group or
known
Private. 259-1773

S/1440

Experienced
second shift.

Wolf & Euclid Rds.
Mt. Prospect

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

BY ERIC GOOLI)

,.

.

., _ ..

Lost: yellow & white male cat

Mrs. Maicke
Far Interview
Appointment

CALL MR. SCHENK

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 pm - 5 pm ONLY
297-4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

312-639-2361

tor, Village of Arlington

panel so that Scott can he an

BoysISC COMING!HRISTMAS

engineer someday also.

"Some people collect rains.

r

polish them, and place them

over the mantel. We run

BARTENDERS

them," his wife said.
Together the Tosches build
model houses, stations, moun-

CUSTODIAN

I

tains, tunnels, forests and
bridges. They make their own
railroad ties and lay Men own
track.

EARN

CAN

MONEY

AT

YOUR CHRISTMAS

McDONALD'S

For private club in Arlington
Heights, Pleasant working

SCHOOL AND WEEKENDS

conditionsond meals. Coll:

APPLY NOW!!

CL 3-2048

YA

YOU

AFTER

GOOD PAY
FREE MEALS

McDonald'8.-71._

Look Ibr rACokion Archei- tee., pitIlry ,am etesh ..e.wy do'
y.

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Route 12 & 83

RIGHT --Someday 14 -

I

month -old Scott will be an
engineer too, now he just
lends a hand.

.3

sae

PUT THE BITE ON US!
TRY OUR

SANDWICH SPECIAL!

$17 99

DRIER

GEIS ME

(Served at Noon daily except Sunday)

BY

DEGREES
ROAST BEEF
or

or

OR

BAKED HAM

Rand & Central Roads

Served on Fresh

253-9010
"The Home of Famous Brands"
Hours: Mon., Thur., Fri. 9:30 to 9.
Tues., Wed., Sat. 9:30 to 6. SUNDAY 11 to 5.

it -06.4=k Zwic:
of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road
TNENATIOMS
WPM eeeee

(Across from Randhurst)

255-6336

accounts receivable, payroll and cost systems leading t)lti-

5

The man we seek will work in converting a presently operating 407 tab operation to a 360-20 computer. Some system
analysis and a working knowledge of R.P.G. is required.

345

Att: R. E. Weber
Director of Personnel

mutely to a total MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM.

SEND RESUME fN CONFIDENCE TO:

WEBER MASKING

SYSTEMS, INC.
711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Hts, Ill. 60005
-

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Outstanding, Permanent, Full Time FactJob Security - High Income.

MT. PROSPECT

SHOPPING CENTER

French Roll or Dark Rye

product identification systems needs a data processing
manager to develop integrated production, inventory control,

ory Jobs For Men Who Want - Capital

CAMPO

CORNED BEEF

Leading manufacturer of direct to carton marking and

LINES FOR

DAYS

elcei &wed

E.D.P. MANAGER

CALL
255-7200

High School Diploma Not Necessary

COME SEE US AT

OR
IN DES PLAINES AREA

250 N. 12th Street
(north of Dundee Rd.)

Wheeling, Ill..
537-2180

8:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Monday thru Friday

Todd
20 E. NW Hwy.
Arlington Hts.
Phone CL 3-4137

Excellent Working Conditions
Paid Holidays - Paid Vacations
Group -Insurance Plan
Starting Rate From $2.45 to $2.80 per Hour
Automatic Pay Increases - Shift Bonus
Advancement Opportunities

296-6640

"The Home of Famous Brands",
Hours: Daily 9:30 to
5:30. Fri. 9:30 to 9 P.M.

WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

(255-7200)

MARTIN MARIETTA
MARTIN METALS DIVISION

THE DAY

Night dining room Manager.
Will train right party. Apply
in person after 2. Ask for Mr.

. GET RE.U.LTS

Coscia

--TSIN'ESS
Service Directory

SCHOOL
40 hour week. Year round.
Hospitalization
employment.
and medicalinsurance.

CUSTOM

0

Call "Eleanor" at 437-2084

00

296-6640

255-7200

Auto Repair
BUY OR SELL CARS

Arlington Body Craft
201 W Campbell 259-6160

Tile Floors

&

for expert carpentry,

10 ft to I 000 ft arty types tower
work welding & electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpen-

try work, remodeling & born
work
CALL SH 1-6900 anytime or

837-3764 after 7 p rn.
NO JOB TOO SMALL

For Apprentice Carpenter.
359-2756
Reasonable

HOME HANDYMAN
Electrical
Plumbing

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Fully
workmanship.
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Paintiry & Decorating

Quality

SPECIAL

winter rates on all in&
terior & exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.
Fall

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

Quality Paint Service

Instruction

'

CERAMIC LESSON S

259-5887

After 6 PM

PAINTING & DECORATING

Landscaping
debris. 457-0389
631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance

drapery
pointing,
Des
Low priced

Carpet Installation

seed,

Wall new or used
Shift Steps. 'Free

&

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Ceramic Tile

LANDSCAPING
-

Evergreens

Installed

-

Shrubs

Rototilling

Steps
Patios

-

DriveWalks.

-

529-3463

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..
827-0609

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
RESIDENTIAL
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

sidewalks,

stairs, basement floors, garage
curbs, retaining
Free Estimates

walls.

773-1261

.

827-7588
Atten: Lawn lovers! We give
expert lawn service. We will
grow you a lawn anywhere

custom made fabric slip.

On all

reupholstering,
&
covers
plastic covers.

Custom Draperies
No lob too small.
Equipped far complete custom

drapery work with
17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

"ELEANOR"
437-2084

in the sun or in the shade. We

will make your lawn look as
though it has been sodded. We

also take care of evergreens,
shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it

Sofas
Sect'ls

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

ALPINE INTERIORS"

POODLE GROOMING

look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

Storm Windows

All Types & Fireplaces

CL 3.5964

Individualized styling Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

to order Coordinated wedding
parties Alterations Near Rand255-0348
hurst
skirts,

of hems on coots,
suede coats,
dresses

repair

&

Shortening

clothing

zippers on

Also men's

255-816,

Drapery Repairs
ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Relining, repleating, rehemming

etc 437-2884
1

Murals

Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber glass
awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.

647-0220

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

Murals pointed on any wall.
Washable. Under $50.

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9-0849 Tues, & Wed. eves.

Tile
Dick's Tole

Wall Tile New & Remodeling
Also the Repairs

437-4093

Painting -Decorating
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed.

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

If you have talent, experience,
and ambition EXPLORE
these opportunities at

Elk Grove Village

e BRUNING

We are located close to O'Hare and can be easily
reached via expressway.

We Desperately Need:

JANITORS

Press Brake Operator

(Days and Evenings)

& Set Up

Are Needed At

Chemical Mixer -Helpers
Turret Lathe Operator

MOTOROLA

Material Handlers

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

Profit Sharing
APPLY NOW

Transmission Service
830 W NW Hwy
259.9440

& Set Up

Maintenance Men - Electrical
Assemblers

Arl

Hts

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Packers
Shear Operator & Set Up
You can be a Bruning

Talent Scout too --

AUTOMATIC

Once Hired we pay you

INCREASES

to help us recruit
TOP PEOPLE.

NOW INTERVIEWING --MONDAY--FRIDAY 8 AM -- 4:15 PM
TUESDAYS 'TIL 8 PM

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning Repairing

529-2840

Fully insured.

/

JOBS OFFER:

Tailoring

AAMCO Transmissions
.

Shall Decorating
358-9038

ENGINEERING COMPANY

YOU!

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

FREE ESTIMATES

Masonry

299-1696

Dressmaking -Sewing

ARE OUT TO
DISCOVER

Call 327-1752

I

Meyers
Brick & Masonry

Dog Grooming

&

$12 plus material
$22 plus material
$15 plus material'

Chairs

whether the soil is poor or rich,

Custom Draperies

TALENT SCOUTS

nocuf

2375 Estes Avenue

FALL SALE 50% OFF

&

estimates.

N & N CONCRETE

Please call Miss Gaffke

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

Grading. All work guaranteed.
No job too big or small. Free

Concrete Work

It's T.V. Checkup rime Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Rays

Sod
Trees

e BRUNING.

437-5400

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S Evergreen
Arl Hts
CL 5.5692

255-1096

Tile Slate, Quarry, Marble
Instalkd & Repaired

Fost
Clean Dependable
Plastering & Drywall Service
CALL 255 3922
For

weeding. Residential and com-

COMPLETE

Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

392-6817

Upholstery
Free

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

MOTOROLA

Mt. Prospect, III.
1800 W. Central
(Division of Addressograph

Multigraph Corp.)

or ours. 437,2884

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

Wrought Iron
X -CELL FENCE& IRON CO.

Customized wrought
terior

&

Interior.

I a.m.

The

ex-

Plastering

grass cutting, fertilizing, d -

mercial. Satisfaction assured. Free estimates.
Call 255-6855

255 3642

fringe benefits and top pay for
perienced men.
Finest

SAVE YOUR EYES.

Complete lawn care available,

I

(1 blk. W. of York Rd., 3 blks. N. of Irving Park Rd.)

ing, fitting, aligning and testing of assemblies.

Radio -TV Repair

Day or Eve. 766-7256

DEPENDABLE CARPET

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Monday -Friday 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. till

359-0993

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & stone delv'd.

296.6365

patios

sod,

Bensenville

PO 6-2250

380 Meyer Road

Elec-

Duties include laying out and machining component parts from prints, close tolerance scrap-

Guaranteed Workmanship

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

Serv.

Pl.

aerating,

of

Fully insured. Free estimates

planting, grade work. 537-1411

clearimu.

non -repetitive work on construction
tra -Chemical Machine Tools.

Apartments
* Commercial
Kitchen Cabinet Refinishing

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

raking,

FASHIONS. INC.

We are in immediate need of men interested in

10% FALL SAVINGS
1 DAY SERVICE

HARBUT S LAWN MTCE.

All phases. of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power

CARPET & FURN shampooing, 1/2
price w/this ad Installations,
tinting mach wall washing

APPLY TODAY

W. HIGGINS ROAD
HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS 60172

MACHINISTS

Residential

BLACK

253-9046 - 761-688P

MANY BENEFITS.

THE BOWLING PROPRIETOR

BENCH and FLOOR

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Sneciolty

Wall to Wall carpet & Turn.
cleaned in your home 15 yrs.
exp Free estimate Call Joe

CONDITIONED WAREHOUSE WITH CAFETERIA ON PREMISES. FAMILY HOSPITALIZATION, CASH CHRISTMAS BONUS AND PROFIT SHARING ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR

CL 9-0495

381-1972

DIRT, sand, stone or
fill, any amount. Also pick up

Carpet Cleaning
Fall Special $1795 cleans living
rm & hall carpet Sofas $9.95 &
up 894-9141

To arrange an interview --Call 894-5800
Or send resume to:

3 Generations

Janeal Draperies

siding
UNITED ENGINEERS 823.0828

ning. -Ability to work well with other staff members -Fundamental knowledge of the sport of bowling.

mature judgment -Talent for organization and plan-

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

ON REMODELING & REPAIR

REPAIRS.

THESE ARE NOT FACTORY JOBS. THESE ARE CLEAN, LITE MATERIAL HANDLING POSITIONS IN WHICH YOU'LL LEARN VALUABLE WAREHOUSING SKILLS. START WITH AN
EXCELLENT SALARY NOW AND RECEIVE YOUR FIRST INCREASE IN DECEMBER. AIR-

Launtz Jensen

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

Save time & money

medical and life insurance.
WE EXPECT: Good writing ability -Enthusiasm tempered by

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
,437.9214

Interior Decorators

Call me for free estimates on
room additions, rec rooms and
dormers Vinyl and aluminum

MAINTENANCE MAN
ALL TYPES OF MINOR CARPENTRY, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL AND AIR CONDITIONING

EDITOR

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

20% OFF SALE

NO JOB TOO SMALL

JANITOR
RELIABLE MAN TO AGE 65 FOR LITE CLEANING DUTIES IN OFFICE, CAFETERIAS & WAREHOUSE. RETIRED OR SEMI -RETIRED MEN CONSIDERED.

WE OFFER: Good starting salary --Excellent advancement
opportunities --A new office building in the northwest
suburbs -Generous fringe benefits including free hospital,

Exterior Painting at its finest.
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

Experienced instructor. Mon. &
Tues., evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
firing.
supplies,
Greenware,
259-5920
gifts.
Customized

On all custom mode draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

Carpentry
Painting inside & out

299-3159

FREE ESTIMATES.

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

296-2266

The Bowling Proprietors Association of America is looking
for an alert, imaginative young person to assist in writing
and editing the association's monthly magazine.

PHONE 698.2322

Home Repairing

The Sky Is the Limit.

BREAK DOWN RECEIVED BULK SHIPMENTS & BRING STOCK TO GIRLS. DRAFT STATUS
NOT OF IMPORTANCE.

FREE ESTIMATES

BEST REF.

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

No lob too small

STOCK HANDLERS

ASSISTANT EDITOR

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

Reasonable rates
Day or Eve. 766.7256

CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK.

Prospect Plaza

E.J. ERICSSON

SPECTION & INVENTORY PURPOSES. PERMANENT FULL TIME WORK.

Works, Inc.

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991

GENERAL

too small 766-8034

RECEIVING DEPT. NEEDS MEN TO UNLOAD & HANDLE RECEIVED SHIPMENTS FOR IN-

Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rds

Cl 5 8232

remodeling & additions No job

etc

253-2340

MATERIAL HANDLER

CONEX

NEW WAY PAINTING

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

359 1906
Call "the rest then call "THE

helpful but will
beginners.
qualified

HILLMAN'S

General Hauling

Aadirions

replace

Ladendorf Olds
1628 Rand Rd., Des Plaines

LOOKING FOR A JOB WITH A FUTURE

Paneling, Painting & Tiling,
CL 3-1118
Wall Papering
Decorating & Remodeling

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns

Call for F5/1511015.

pants, jackets

Apply Finance Director
Village of Arlington Hts.

See Us Nowl

Come in and apply
Or call

Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL B-4543
regluing.

BILL S HOME REPAIRS

floors,

529-1211

Custom

Carpentry -Remodeling

Driveways,

fits.

WE HAVE A NUMBER OF PERMANENT, FULL TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR MEN

MAINTENANCE

1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

Furniture Refinishing

259-5233

Trash Removal
Floors
ways

Starting

salary $500 month. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance plus other bene-

MEN

PLANT

time permanent employment with excellent company

259-5337
Rick's Decorating

Ecklund Floor Service

Brickwork

KEY TILE CO

Heights.

ton

CALL - GEORGE
827-3111

Wheeling

Willis

S.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Arlington Heights

Full

Free Estimates
CALL HAUCK & SON

Floor Maintenance

finished $19.95

ED FORAN

to

1150

ment Village of Arling-

Due to expansion
Excellent chance for
advancement

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

North Point
Shopping Center
Rand & Palatine Rds.

3 MAINTENANCEIMEN

For Public Works Depart-

WANTED

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Evenings & Weekends

salary. Call 358-0444.

MECHANICS

shoes. Great starting salary.

For interview see
the Store Manager:

types of fencing, chainlink,
redwood & stockade. 647.0220

Average rm. sanded sealed

Brickwork

Repairs
Estimates

Phone Mrs. Petersen
259-8010

537-2512 - after 5 p.m.

To sell name brand children's

Division of Illinois Tool

FENDER & PAINTING 24 HOUR
TOWING SERVICE

Wall

227

service exempt and have car.

3 EXPERIENCED

537-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

discount
benefits including
on all food purchases.

All

We Specialize us QUALITY BODY,:

train

Interior Exterior Painting
Work Guaranteed

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

259-0641

COME IN OR CALL

Experience

Painting -Decorating

Fencing

We Don't

BEST

--,
St.

Excellent opportunity for applicants who desire training
and advancement in the supermarket field.

OR
Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day,
The Des Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thur day 3:00 P.M.

CarpcniL r work

EXPERIENCED
PART TIME

GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

FOR ADVERTISING

Rereodc ling

We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

School and church - 8
hour day - prevalent

CL 5-8232

0

O

W.
South
3-6100,
Ext.

301
CL

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Call 827.7880
From 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

BURTON'S SHOES

CUSTODIAN

food machinery, north

Mr. Kadison

Public Schools
District 25

DRAPERIES

For leading manufacturer of

suburban area. Must be

APPLY

Arlington Heights

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

MEN WANTED

SHOEMEN

CUSTODIAN

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community . CALL ONE NOW!

1

SALES TRAINEE

PART TIME
Permanent employment
available doing Janitorial
work.

Holiday Inn of Rolling
Meadows
3405 Algonquin Road
Rolling Meadows, III.

Let us help make your DAY

4 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

tilANTADS

Wednesday, October 23, 1968

Page 14

iron. Ex-

647.0220

Schaumburg

255-1910

An equal opportunity employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

DIE DAY
24 -Help Wanted Men

Ip Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Winted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Light

delivery

in

STUDENT W/CAR

3 MEN NEEDED

to demonstrate movie equipment. Will train qualified
applicants. Must have trans-

and

city

suburbs, including general
warehouse duties New plant
located in Elk Grove Village,
with company benefits

portation. Full or port time
work. $3.00 per hour. Call
394.0240 between 11 a.m. & 5

CALL 437-3990

SHIPPING &

AFTER SCHOOL & SAT.

Earn $3-$4 hr. Ans. calls &
take orders by opal. only.
Flexible work schedule.
PHONE MR. HOWARD
774.5353

One Full Time and Several Part Time

minor carpentry, plumbing,
electrical repairs; do you
have knowledge of air.con-

Photographers

ditioning repair? If you have

CONTACT

After 4 p.m.

See Mr. Ellison

TOPPS

DISCOUNT STORE
2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

392-0190

PRESSMAN

SALES.

150 W Rand Road
Across from Randhurst

PACKER

GENERAL FACTORY

MACHINIST

CLERK & BACKER

MACHINE OPERATOR

PRO -TYPE OPERATOR

255-6400
Mt. Prospect

Work near home. On new

Aggressive self starter can
earn $15,000-$20,000 yearly
on salary and commission
plan. Minimum of 2 years sales

equipment. Close to NorthService
western Commutor

& United Motor Coach trans.

Benefits

include

equipment. Benefits, top
wages, air-conditioned shop,
Blue Cross & Blue Shield, paid
vacation, plus opportunity to
train for larger equipment.
set

per

$100

cation (first year included), 6
paid holidays, major medical
and life insurance, sick leave
credit, profit sharing and free

Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington Heights
IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING

639-2351

CALL OR COME IN

Miss Gaffke

439-8500

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

nocut®

ENGINEERING COlvtlF,ANY

Also Part Time Night
to

P.M.

10:30

precision complex
parts, gauges & mechanical test equipment. Plea-

TAKE THE BIG

For

STEP!!

sant working conditions.
Excellent fringe benefits,
free life insurance, hospitalization & 8 paid holidays.

Apply

COME TO

in

or

person

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR A CHANGE!
The following positions are available in General Time's

GENERAL TIME
Progress in a world of
time
Space & Systems Div.
1200 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.
employer

JUNIOR ACCOUNTANTS

START AT

College business graduate would be ideal candidate.

$3.00 to $3.50 Per Hour
Can Increase 20c
An Hour In 30 Days
NEED

PROGRAMMERS
Familiarity with IBM systefn 360 and Cobol would be excellent background for present programmer openings At least one year programming experience required.

CONSCIENTIOUS

DATA PROCESSING TRAINEES

RELIABLE MEN.

Training positions now open in Tabulating and Computer sections for individual desiring start

Mfr. of liquid
floor finishing products needs
men, because the manufacturing facilities have been
doubled.
Nationwide

in Data Processing Operations.

MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEE
in fur Irene moil room. No prior experience necessary.

HAVE 4 OPENINGS-Detergent Compounder
Varnish Compounder
Emulsion Line Filler
Receiving Clerk & Labeler
Exp. preferred .- Age open -will train.

person or phone us for details.

Many Company benefits available for all regular employees.

MAJOR MEDICAL
HOSPT.

um 76n

WAREHOUSE HELP

manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

ASSEMBLERS

A-1 PROFIT SHAR-

NIGHTS ONLY

Day or Night Shift

FULL TIME ONLY

MACHINE OPERATORS

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
If you are tired of listening to big promises

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN

that never come true and if you want to work
for a company with a future, see us.

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION

We offer a liberal pension plan, excellent

An equal opportunity
General Accounting Openings for individual with 0 - 3 years accounting experience. Junior

*CAFETERIA
8 PAID HOLIDAYS
AIR CONDITIONED

salary and good clean working conditions.

Only sincere applicants desiring full time
work, looking for a real future, need apply.

CALL 259-0740

COME IN PERSON AFTER 4:30 P.M.

Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 N.M.

SEE MR. SCHMITT

CENER AI. TIME
Progress

in the World of Time

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

YOU

PAID VACATIONS

ARE

& HOLIDAYS
MAGEE CHEMICAL
COMPANY
-

NO. 1

415 W. Touhy Avenue
(Near Elmhurst Rd.)
Des Plaines, Ill.

WITH

MOTOROLA

296-5574

DISHWASHERS
We ore opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate
the

GILL BREITBERG
OR
M.L. MAGEE

Need Help?
Advertise with Day
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Join a Winning Team
Tackle The High Cost of Living

(,.

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

dishwashing machine and run the dish-

YOU'VE JUST FOUND THE RIGHT JOB!
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Good Starting Fay
Excellent Working Conditions

raid Holidays
raid Vacation
Health and Life Insurance Han

Profit Sharing

Don't Miss This
The Count -Down Is On!

ASSEMBLERS

THERE IS STILL TIME TO APPLY AT

ASSEMBLER HANDLERS

TURN -STYLE

DRILL PRESS OPERATOR

(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc.)
NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER
Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington Heights
BEFORE

APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

GRAND OPENING

Get In On The Beginning
Of a New And Exciting Store
Try One of These Few Remaining Openings
On For Size:

OTOROLA

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR

'Come In Now or Call

Schaumburg

867-5222

TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Line Wirers & Solderers
Communications Technicians Outstanding Working

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers

Conditions

Custodians

Profit Sharing

(Days & Nights)

Stock Keepers
Clerical Openings

THE GOAL LINE
IS AT

LATHE OPERATOR
PRECISION GRINDER OPERATOR
COMPANY PAID INSURANCE
PROFIT SHARING
STEADY EMPLOYMENT

GOOD STARTING RATES
PRODUCT PURCHASE DISCOUNT
MERIT INCREASES

MOTOROLA
APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 AM to 3PM
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 AM to 8 PM
Saturday: 9 AM to 12 Noon

Come into Our Employment Office (Centex Industrial Park) Monday thru Friday 8:30 A.M.-5 P.M.
Open Saturday Oct. 26 from 8:30 A.M. TO 12 Noon, Or Call Mr. Don Shetko at

956-0990

CHECKERS -Part Time Days, 12 to 5 P.M.
SALES CLERKS - Full Time
CUSTODIANS - Full Time, Days & Nights

Algonquin and Meacham Roads
An equal opportunity employer

Block The Bill Collectors
Gain Your Goal of Security

washing operation.

JOBS OFFER:

Des Plaines

414 S. Golf Road

ING PLAN

Pure Oil Division

Grove Village

MEN AND WOMEN

CL 9-0710

PURE OIL

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk

call:

,

PURI,

437-5400

service to and from Mt. Prospect.

711

P.M.

Apply

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

1

Day or Night Shifts

Shift
6:15

eye will train yuu ju

Excellent job opportunity for men or women who

basics of fiberglas fabrication. Excellent starting
salary and fringe benefits.

Weber Marking Systems, Inc.

Inspectors

Cary, 111. 60013

COME IN NOW OR CALL -867-5222

TRAINEE

Enjoy a full benefit program including profit sharing, free life insurance,
credit union, group hospitalization and major medical insurance, regular
wage reviews, 7 paid holidays per year, 2 week paid vacation after
year, plus many others. Our employees have the convenience of a clean
factory and office, cafeteria, close -in parking, air conditioning and bus

763-3131 (Chicago)
823.3131 (Park Ridge)

245 Briargate Rd.

FIBERGLASS

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

John G. Lunch & Co.

FULL TIME - DAYS AND NIGHTS
No Experience Necessary!

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

would like to learn a trade with a solid future.
The applicant we choose will be trained in all

Call for appointment
at your convenience

coffee. Call or write

CUSTODIANS

only

on 1250 & 1850 mulitlif t off.

month car allowance, paid va-

NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER

Experienced

portation.

or programming experience required. College background
helpful.

TURN -STYLE
(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc.)

Arlington Heights

LIGHT MACHINE OPERATORS
OFFSET

DATA PROCESSING

portunities of all types,

Expanded operations are creating excellent job
both male and female.

PO 6.2250

Unusally Good Working Conditions
Good Job - Good Pay - Benefits

SCHOOL
BUS COMPANY
PHONE 439-0923
3040 S. Busse Rd.

OPPORTUNITIES UkeTED

Excellent.

pany.

Bensenville
380 Meyer Rd.
(3 blocks North of Irving Pork
Rd., I block West of York Rd.)

eral store work

APPLY Mr WALLIN

wear.

ladies

starting salary with top com-

Beeline Fashions

Needs mature experienced nice for Warehousing and gen-

Short Runs
Good Pay
School Routes Available also
COOK COUNTY

DEPT. MANAGER
For

INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 a.m.-8p.m.
Sat. till I I o.m.

WAREHOUSEMEN
WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

3 shifts 7,a.m. - 3 p.m., 3 p.m.
. I I p.m., II p.m. - 7 a.m.

Clerk

755 W. Dundee Road
Wheeling

WINDOM

WEBER

.

255-7200 Ext. 57

Retail Hardware

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

BUS DRIVERS
FULL TIME

16 -Help Wanted Men or Women

from you. We also have several
openings, for full time jani-

DAY PUBLICATIONS

6 P.m,

of

area

building maintenance and are
interested in steady work, as
well as benefits such as profit sharing and hospitalization,
then we would like to hear

Emmett Smith

539.7672

ACE HARDWARE

1001 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-8770

the

1530 W. Schaumburg Rd.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Apply in person

Roberts & Porter, Inc.

in

SCHAUMBURG TEXACO

somewhat flexible to right man.
Apply Des Plaines Theater after

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Can you handle all types of

experience

To handle variety of
assignments. Good pay.

Evening & weekend work. Hours

and

benefits

fringe
profit sharing.

cotton,

MAINTENANCE MAN

Young teens

Start earning Christmas
money now.

RECEIVING
Must have license to drive for
emergency deliveries. Ex

p.m.

Wonted

PART TIME
ASSISTANT MGR.

Full time - $2.00 per hour
Apply or call 894-9610

Pa _c 15

Wednesda , October 23, 1968

Now Hiring Boys

GAs STATION ATTENDANTS

YOUNG MAN FOR

YOUNG MAN

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Waded Men _

Elk Grove Village
An Equal Opportunity Employer

2201 N. Lunt Ave.

MOTOROLA
ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

An equal opportunity employer

THE DAY
Wednesday, October 23, 1968

Page 16

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

26 Help Wanted Men or Women

For Nursery School Bus, 4 hours
a day 255 7335
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
$15 to go into your own
business Can be developed

Call TOM at 299-7191 Ext 27

Engineer

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

with

at

Call CL 3 3663, aft 6 pm,

Artist Positions
and

working conditions, 2 weeks

To $9000 to Start. Free

CALL

259-5300

PERSONNEL, INC.

Ext 37

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

AVIATION

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

DISPATCHER
Challenging position offering
full benefits in rapidly growing general aviation industry.

360 OPERATOR
$700 - NO FEE
PICK YOUR SHIFT
8 NEEDED NOW

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR

Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
he available to assist you.

SKILLS

Call DAVE at 299-7191

Call DON at 299-7191 Ext. 35

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

Larson in Des Plaines
Career Speciolists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview of 729.6040

EUROPE THIS YEAR

DRAFTSMAN

Trainee
$700

RUI1F--!

H. S. Grad. with good figure
apt. Complete training in the
fascinating field of automated
equipment. New class starting. Call now and you will be
on your way in this earn and

Part Time

SALESMEN
SALESWOMEN
Evenings &

learn program.

Weekends
Mr Kadison

Arlington Heights

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

CAFETERIA HELP

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

BUS BOYS
BUS GIRLS

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
.
629.6770
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.

SERVICE
PERSONNEL

LOMBARD, ILL.

UTILITY HELP

WOODSTOCK, ILL.

Experienced or will train. Full
or part time Uniforms and
meals furnished Liberal com-

Full company
21 hour

that will make working a
pleasure. Immediate hiring.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

developments. You'll be his secy.

Programmer Trainee
$6,000 - $10,000
+ Free

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

.

.

815-3383200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

SMALL PLANT

transportation

827-4247
An equal opportunity employer

827-7706,

at

HALL-

Also offices in
Chicago and all Major Suburbs.

SEVEN EAGLES

RESTAURANT

Plaines.

Get Into Design
$500-600 Free

NEEDS

you've never seen a
machine before. But, if you've
had some experience, then it
means you'll get to the top
even if

faster. Profit sharing liberal
benefits, good location.

EX -GI To Train as

good
beginning. Act now II

HOSTESS

earns

WAITRESS
vacation

Paid

&

you

WIDE

pleasant

design

a

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

299-0012
- Des Plaines

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

For best results use
Day Want Ads

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

PROGRAMMING MGR.
$25,000 - FREE
TOP MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Call BETTY at 299-7191 Ext 37

2

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
815.338.

.

.

3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

LARSON in DES PLAINES
Carer Specialists

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

Accounting Trainee
$600 UP UP - NO FEE

6 Hours College Accounting

1

100% EDUCATION REFUND

Weekend

Call JOHN at 299.7191 Ext. 32

Larson in Des Plaines

or

Career Specialists

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at
729.6040

Armchair

Athlete??

Chicago based sporting

Systems

for the sports enthusiast.

Trainee
$700

equipment firm has the job
for youl This is a soles job
Company

car,

expense

ac-

No experience necessary. Will

salary Chicago and
ritory First year man
stoke 10,000 very easily.

and wiring. Raise in 3

can

you enjoy variety this is
a great job for you that is
loaded with advancement
If

learn all types of equipment
--

computers,

WIDE

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

violations of the safety
code. You will determine if
building improvements are
necessary or if fire hazards

job will be to see that they
are corrected immediately.
No previous experience

re-

quired, Chicago terr. No

Three other convenient
locations to serve you

hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

Start Low -Shoot High

EX G.I.

Clerical Mgmt. Trnee
$120-$135 Wk. +'Free
available today. You will
enter the same extensive
training program that our
college graduates enter. After

training, you will enter our
clerical function in a supervisory position. From,
here, your opportunities are
unlimited. This company

is

diversified in all senses of the

word and you can grow in

programming

months. Company will send
you to school free.

progressive Chief
for respected in-

Hustling,
Engineer

ternational firm is offering a

WIDE

top man a diversified
Job

functions

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL

, ... 629.6770

-.44941070

WOODSTOCK, ILL... 815-3383200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day A counselor will
be available to assist you.

con

develop into Chief Test

Marketing Trainee
$7,800 - No Fee
An

outstanding

for you to join a highly suc-

DES PLAINES

specializes in the research
and analysis of TV viewer
habits. You will be com
pletely trained by experts

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient locations to serve you
629.6770
449-8070
815.338.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will;
be available to assist you.

marketing

firm

program

you

will

assume a position in
management. No finer exposure can be found
anywhere.

a

in

Call Des Plaines anytime 24

Free

hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

Mt. PROSPECT
253.6600

days

5

a week, my home Brookwood
area. 3 pre-school & 2 school
enough

(old

help)

to

100% PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

DENTAL

After just I week of "on-the-job"

ASSISTANT

training you'll be a full fledged
Rent-A-Car girl - ready to talk
to & take references from the
traveling men. Have them fill out
form. Check their identification.
Direct them to car. Hand over the

keys! You'll wear a chic outfit!
Famished Free! 590 to train!
IVY

In

He is a popular neighborhood
doctor and you'll be trained to

FOR INTERVIEW APPT.

FULL & PART TIME

Top base,
commission, incentive, future
sharing
and
manageprofit
ment at:

9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

neces-

experience riot

Also offices

in

Chicago and

CALL NOW ...
259-6440

all Major Suburbs
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

SWBD-RECPT
$425-575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

$541.25 MONTH

An ideal position for you, if
you'd like to greet new people into the lovely offices of

16 N. Dryden, Arlington Hts.

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines
296.6111,

CL 5-9802

work. Light typing.
surroundings.

Call Jan Roberts at 827-7706,
HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines.

is

im-

Dental

experience on
typing.

the

S/B. Lite

Assistant

doctor needs gals

Pleasant

Mrs. Mayer

TELLERS
5 Day week. Good fig'ure aptitude essential. Some banking
experience is desirable but will
train qualified applicants.

assist him. Lite typing and a

neat appearance qualifies.
Salary open.

236-0783
advertisement appeared
with the wrong phone number
last vieek. Will all interested
parties please call the above
This

number.

First National
Bank of

Make travel arrangements for
six men, compose simple letters and handle busy phones
in

small modern office. No

steno. O'Hare.

298-5051
at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

WIDE

$400
Several opening.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

DES PLAINES

DES PLAINES

An equal opportunity employer

good typing skills.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Call Des Plaines 'anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

be available to assist you.

be available to assist you.

vs

Ntr:.gis ,tscisqcOttr.

take shorthand and type. We
will train a beginner.
Pleasant

atmosphere,

Use initiative and judgment to
help purchase wide range of
technical equipment, incl val
and gauges. Average
typing skills, some office ex
perience, as well as a genenne
liking for detail with public
contact, will qualify you for
this fast pace job in N W
ves

suburban offices of int

inn

ideal

location, good starling salary,
and full company benefits.

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

I

con

tern.

FABRICATOR

the area

INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

for well groomed gals with

We have an excellent Opp011
unity for an individual to
join our quality control deport
ment. Primary responsibility
is

the inspection of parts fa-

bricated in our punch press

department during 2nd shift
Should be familiar with basic

lenge in her work and who comm

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS_

PURCHASING--JR

Typists

733 Lee Street
827-4411

offering a rewarding job to
a girl who looks for a chal-

PERSONNEL, INC.

CLERK

CALL

Well known mfg. company is

298-5021

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

Mr. Berg
625.7490

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

PERSONNEL, INC.

CUSTOM MADE

Clerk

Des Plaines
to

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON

BORED?
On the go sales office has immediate need for efficient in.
telligent secretary for varied
duties in brand new Des
Plaines office. No shorthand
necessary. Must be good
typist. Salary commensurate
with ability. All benefits.

SECRETARY

GIRL FRIDAY
$500

and bonuses.

PAPER BAG CO

make a

portant. For more information

Switchboard
Several top companies in the
area are seeking gals with

Industrial Park. Complete

MR. R. CLEM

956-0660

suburban

light typing, neat

Local

to 3:30 P.M. Light clean work

company paid fringe benefits

KAR PRODUCTS

GENERAL OFFICE

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Reception
$450

inn

school.

Phonograph Record Distribm
tar needs woman) for

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

call Miss Paige. Free.
Miss Paige
394-0880

in new plant in Centex

the perfect job for

women With children

CLEANERS
A

A

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

9 S. Dunton

This is

ONE HOUR

good first impression

Plaines

Immediate openings 7 A M

IF INTERESTED CALL

liking for public contactiis re-

380 Northwest Hwy., Des

PACKERS

Pleasant working conditions.
We need 3 women to pull
orders starting immediately.

sary.

1001 Nicholas Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

Miss Paige

employer

3 summer months off.

personality. Since you'll be
the first person visitors will

Free.

Mrs. Kokes
259-4000

An equal opportunity

Excellent starting salary. The

COUNTER GIRLS
time,

34 S. Main Street
Mt. Prospect, III.

the ability to

"The Enjoyable Bank"

HERE IT IS

Northwest Hwy &
Quentin Rds.
Palatine

Arlington Heights & Elk Grove
stares, steady, full or part

availABILITY

see,

Mt. Prospect
State Bank

LOOKING FOR THE
IDEAL JOB?

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

appearance, and pleasing

start.

benefits.

Apply in Person

medical experience is needed.
Light typing, a calm and
pleasant personaility and a
to

train right party. Many

43y-1666

open and absolutely no

mo.

PROOF ENCODER
Experience preferred, but will

Hours; 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 pen.

P27-7706

$500

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m
824-2063, after 6 p

Call Mr. Kelly

...

known

948 E. Northwest Hwy
Arlington Hts.

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

Bank of Elk Grove Village

fessional employment

well

ARLINGTON INN

SECRETARY'S

WAITRFSSFS

this

hour.

259-3022

A

nice

To $500 or more. See IVY,
1496 MINER, 297-3535

quired.

NAME YOUR SHIFT
AND CALL AL

Typing and shorthand required.
Secretarial position for Faun
deportment. Free life insurance
major medical, health and
accident plan.

824-4919

counselor with

the

CLEANING LADY
Mature locly full or port tam.
Apply in person. 52.00 pct

ating room care. Typing desirable, but not essential. Pleasant surroundings, extras. Salary commensurate with ability.

DES PLAINES

.get to know his patients,
technicians - all the folks who
are in & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set appts. Days are busy and

358-4400

POSITION

Experience

Call Mr. Kellen

6 AM to 11 AM, 5 Days
7 PM to Midnite, Every

desirable. Duties consist of
statements, receptionist, oper-

1496 MINER, 297.3535

job! It's located in this areal
You'll work for young Doctor.
Learn to be his receptionist.

'He prefers a complete beginner
who he can train to greet &

Plaines.

Des

ciency required.

uniforms furnished.

occupiable. Please call Mary,
827-3.125
days 647.0100 or
evenings.

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

School Administration Office
Shorthand and typing profs

shifts open. Clean, pleasant,

2ncl Evening
BABYSITTER WANTED:

FREE!

good

our

Midnite to 6 PM, Weekends

30 -Help Wanted Women

Then join the team as a pro-

things for all

to serve

coffee and donuts. Several

MISS PAIGE

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

Call Jim Digre

'O'Hare Office Bldg..
10400 W. Higgins

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

You'll be

small (5 girl) suburban office.

SECRETARY

Needs several part time
wannest

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

NEW DEAL RECORDS

PERSONNEL

that

and upon completion of
training

who has some figure eager.
and can do some typing (no
shorthand).

of Mt. Prospect

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

This is for the all around gal

827.6628

MISTER DONUT

PERSONNEL, INC.

opportunity

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

cessful

298-5021

mfg. firm. You should have

HALLMARK

ASSISTANTS
Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

greet his patients, ans. phones,
appints. Age is
schedule

Drivers.

in-

ing.

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

with

NURSING

CL 5-6888

with
public contact here's an ideal

RECEPTIONIST

and development. Your finest
opportunity. Immediate hir-

PERSONNEL, INC.

FAST PAY RAISES!
you're madly in love

automotive specialist firm;
men

Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights

WIDE

.. A career gal?
.. Want more $$$?
.. Security minded?

DOCTOR WILL
TRAIN YOU AS

want

1425 E. Palatine Rd.

Part lime

relocated in this area.

ARE YOU ...

license and a DD214. Buckle
on tine helmet and grab the

wheel fora top-flight

PRIM CLEANERS

MANICURIST

whs.

Adventures opportunity open

clude board work, design

298-5021

they have their
own secy. for that). A nice
personality and a way with
people are only other req's.
legal stuff,

DES PLAINES

if you have a clean driver's

in a new

Chicago and all Major Sub-

people you'll meet! Must type.

NO FEE

No experience necessary - will
train. Apply at -

Excellent opportunity
for top operator

international firm just

posi-

tion loaded with career
potential.

in the

outer reception office. Light
typing req'd. (not the heavy

doing

$150 wk to start

they

Work close to 110,710

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines. Also offices in

happy when you find yourself

TEST DRIVERS

any area you desire. There
is no program in the nation
with this kind of outstanding

Variety Seeking
Electro-Mechanicol
Draftsman -$800 Mo.
Engrg. Potential

office from you seat

If

629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL. . 815.3383200
Call Des Plaines anytime 24

Wanted

SHIRT GIRL

Trainees or experienced.

-

Numeric Keypunch Operator
for day shift. Any experiJan
Call
qualifies.
ence
Roberts at 827-7706, HALL-

ting them to the proper inner

TRAINEE

travel. No fee. Call.

No experience, no degree!
Finest position of its kind

direc-

greeting their clients,

DES PLAINES

for

exist! If they are present your

guys and you'll enjoy

RECEPTION

stores, com-

factories,

Must be able to control people
ability to answer phones
-

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

children. 8:30 can to 5:30 pm,
excel. salary. Mother with child

They arc a friendly group of

PERSONNEL, INC.

mercial and hi -rise buildings

an experienced Alpha

for

A

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

SECY-RCPT.

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows
392-0190

Call
Salary
plus
bonus.
394-0240 between, I I a.m. & 5

Operator
$450

Plush suburban office looking

DOCTOR' S

one of the most interesting jobs available. You
will be trained to inspect of-

255.1711
WANTED

DISCOUNT STORE

Keypunch

age

ATTORNEYS'
RECEPTION

90R-51)91

3 Sufcty. Iri3pcctof
Trainees -$8,400+ Car

modern office inn Rolling Mead
Good starting salary,
OV/S.
many r.oinpony benefits.
Coll Mrs. Johnson

TOPPS

IVY

OPERATOR

national corporation

For

See Mr. Ellison

FREE! See

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Arlington Heights
966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

this renowned firm.

fices,

O'Hare Office Bldg..
10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim
WEST PERSONNEL

$475 mo. to start. Free.
Miss Paige
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

potential.

count and a good starting
III. ter-

give us a call now.

Expenses

This is

for appointment

1050 Oakton

etc. Do yourself a favor and

$650 + Car +

potential. No experience required. Complete training by

(1,0

working conditions. Apply ini
person at restaurant Monday
thru Friday or call manager

accounting, traffic, drafting, credit soles, computers,
in

Field Investigator

inechine parts. After a brief

we want to help
you find a trainee prosition

COMPTOMETER OPR

CASHIERS
MARKERS
FLOOR HELP

DES PLAINES

NO STENO

YOUNG

education

people you work whirl Fast pay
raises and your own TRAVEL

or

Day

PHONE CL 3-0022

KEYPUNCH

$500 plus
Attractive, well groomed

Veterans
$500-700 Free

the position you are qualified
to handle. Regardless of your

394.0000
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

GAL FRIDAY

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES

desire. Our organization

NURSE AIDES
Nursing Horne
evening hours

For

HOUSEWIVES

it

and the people you meet and the

9 S. Dunton

$130-$150 WK.

298-5051

wants to help you find the
position that you want and

of -the-time. You'll just love

RECEPTION

necessary. Des Plaines.

Now is the time to apply for
training in the field of your

WANTED

DES PLAINES

Call DAVE at 299-7191

pay

your FEE besides. Learn
system and programming

and layout of precision

orientation into the company,
you'll be completely on your
own, heading toward design.
Any mechanical background

and

free,

1496 MINER, 297-3535

SUPV. EXP IS THE KEY
SOME OPERATING EXP.

Our client will send you to
School

IVY

Free

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

$119 Wk. + 10%
Bonus + Free
IBM

thru on detail, research, letters.

switchboard experience

$9000 NO FEE

organization provides every
available means imaginable

map. Sit in on conferences, follow

woman to handle front desk
reception in AAA firm. Plug

EDP SUPERVISOR

on you; however, this

Start off handling the detail

PANTRY
FRY -COOK
RECEIVING

be available to assist you.

ad-

Free IBM School

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

tial] Get the important facts.

Good all-around rnaintenonce
mon can be chief ill this company without previous top spot
experience. Call Don
Morton

you

As

WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

vance, your level of achieve
meet is ultimately dependent

$145-5175 a Week FREE

Des Plaines Oasis
PHONE MR TICKLE

function.

key

Meet & work with people who
plan & put these towns on the

449-8070
815.338-

HILLSIDE, ILL

mediate reward and poten-

MAINTENANCE

FRED HARVEY

SWITCH to this giant firm for
a better future! This company
pays for your complete pro.
gramming training. PLUS. The
objective of this company is
to make you an expert in this

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL

to assist you. One in a
thousand jobs with im-

opera

lion Must have own

DES PLAINES

chic outfits & help people finci

$95-$115 a Wk. Free

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

up.

Variety filled opportunity

298-5021

amwers to their travel questions.

Suite 23A

Boss searches out undevelopea

CL 3-2048

Earn good pay with TOPPS Select your own hours. Openings
available as,

1496 MINER, 297-3535

SECY $580

298-5021

cellent increase when trained.

939-4866
Suite 606

63 E. Adams
Chicago

lY

tickets, cancellations. You'll wear

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

PERSONNEL, INC.

floor

the ground

from

Center
Rand & Palatine Rds.

A

to

fine company's operations

North Point Shopping

benefits

opportunity

finest

vice on what to take, where
to go. $450 mo. to start. Ex-

392-2700

Professional Level

Celleal salary. Call:

358-9101

It's-all.publiccontact-l0Opercen

holmes & assoc.

For private club inn Arlington
Heights. 5 nights a week, ex

cellent fringe benefits.

TRAINING PROGRAM! You'll
learn all about snaking plane
reservations, confirming, selling

MISS PAIGE

Greet clients. Answer phones.
Light typing. Plush office.

Ranclhurst

WIDE

further your education while
preparing yourself for on imfuture role
in
portant
management. You will be
trained in all phases of this

BURTON'S SHOES

pensation

High School Grads
$125 Week
+ Free Night School
Your

WIDE

APPLY

components and fabrication
and general detail in engineer log deportment of growing
electronic company. Experiwith military specs.
ence
valuable. Salary open.

il`i,1-"Ass

253.6600

reception

Layout and detail of parts for

after 4 p.m.

hours per week, good
typing & shorthand skills, ex-

comes into this famous airline for
reservations or info. You will get
in on MARVELOUS COMPLETE

travelers, secure airline and
other reservations, give ad-

front desk

$5 on hour sound good

formation call CL 5.8015

CALL MRS. GOODLING

reservationist to greet

DES PLAINES

op

371/2

to handle anyone who calls or

1496 MINER, 297.3535

has

to you? For further in

HARPER COLLEGE

on your free travel privileges,
that is one of your benefits
at this suburban travel agency. You'll be trained as a

IVY

to

ex-

some

Secretary at Harper Grove
campus, Elk Grove Village.

trainees $450

December. The choice is yours

Counselors

poriunitios unlimited. Does 53

HOSTESS

Personable young ladies wanted

$100 FREEI

NEED MONEY FOR
CHRISTMAS?

WILLIAM RAINEY

as you decide where to go

purchase orders.

hours. 439.8412, CL 9.1263

259-2426

pliers, learn to order materials,

get quotes, samples. Type

MONEY NOW'

earance. Arlington Heights

airlines
hiring

DES PLAINES

EARN CHRISTMAS

Car necessary, make your own

perience required. Neat app.

or perhaps Mexico in

BUTLER

AVIATION
O'Hare Field

Dictating and

NW Toy mfr. Lots of phone work
& action! You'll get to know sup-

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

Programmer

dic-

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

IVY

learn purchasing

much

him when he travels. Free.
Miss Paige
394.0080
9 S. Dunton

& out. You should like working
with people. That's what you II
be doing most of the timel See
1496 MINER, 297-3535

too

do

Beauty

calls, make reservations for

Easy location. Busy executives in

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also inn Glenview at 729-6040

(not

to

SECRETARY

tation), you'll screen your
bosses visitors and phone

rates, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

LARSON in DES PLAINES

jor Suburbs.

duties,

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote Elite

CUSTOMER SERVICE MODERN
LOCAL OFFICE. Call DON at 2997191 Ext 35

HALLMARK, 300 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all ma-

5700 UP - NO FEE
START A CAREER NOW

Call

MR LARSEN

Call John Sahlin at 827-7706.

COLLEGE DROP -OUT
NEW VETS

3200

APPLY IN PERSON TO

1 GAL OFFICE
$500 - NO FEE

desire and a good attitude.

Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
in Chicago and
all Major
Suburbs.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

To $675

ration. Only experience here is

380

HALLMARK,

owns planes & charters then, to
people who fly all over country.
You'll tend the office, pay bill?,

Handle all advertising and in.
side sales for a major corpo-

higher management or sales.
Call Frank Victor al 827-7706.

BOSS WILL TRAIN YOU!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

You'll work for airline pilot. He

DES PLAINES

The

are brand new and

decorator furnished office. In
addition to usual secretarial

raises!

TRAINEE

Director of

you'll Inane your own

tients, type bills, set appts. Fast
IVY

light
housework 2 doys a week. Days
can be flexible. 394-0206.
Baby sitter wonted 7 chin. to
5 p.m. weekdays nr. Lutheran
Hospital 299.0656 after 6.
needed

Woman)

prestige suburban firm.

GIRL -$440

595 FREE!

the

to

car necessary. 392-9631:

437-3201

Computer Services, for
offices

1496 MINER, 297-3535

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape.,
Great opportunity to move into

298-5021

vocation

PROMOTION

Make $40 a wk. for 10 hrs. Ser
vino customers in Arl. Hts. area

-

$606 MONTH

AIRLINE PILOT'S

DENTAL OFFICE

30 -Help 17antetIVID1101

Cleaning lady I day weekly,
own transiortation.
2 adults

You'll be the private
secretary

Will train you to welcome pa-

30 -Help Wanted Woman

PRIVATE
SECRETARY

No shorthand. Call Jan Roberts
at 027.7706, HALLMARK, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

Also in Glenview at 729.6040

SALES

SERVICE

efir

'needed full
tune to produce instructional

Graphic artists

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

CUSTOMER

/at

IfITPDE

$500 - NO FEE

$450 FREE

ex-

years

2

perience to work with our process engineering department.
Candidate should have experience In ink drawings. Call
nowt

or more

pay

least

TOP GAL FRIDAY

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Call BETTY at 299-7191 Ext 37
Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)

Larson in Des Plaines

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Opportunity for a draftsman

into a $15 000 a year income

Good

Suburban territory
Rapid Advance to Mgmt.
Coll TOM at 299-7191 Ext. 27

MOVE INTO SUPERVISION

Junior

.

V. P.'S SECRETARY

$675 PLUS CAR - NO FEE

5 LOCAL SPOTS

DRIVER WANTED

matermls

SALES TRAINEE

INJECTION MOLDING
$200 - FREE

28-Emplopont Agencies -Woman

28-EmployTnent Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

inspection

equipment.

Start

ing rate dependent upon ex
perience. Call or apply in per

METHODE'MFG.CORP
1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

THE DAY

Hours
somewhat flexible Apply Des

Weekend work

How You Can Make $500 to

for modern rest home. Live-in
if desired. Top wages.

time be your own boss. New
Sales Program just entering

Plaines Theatre after 6 p m

Gal Friday

Be your own boss. Local

company is looking for a gal
with good office background.

Secretary
of marketing

in

$1000 per month in your spare

CALL 439-0018

Confidential
VP

HOUSEWIVES

R.N.'s, L.P.N.'s
NURSES AIDES

USHERETTES

OVER 16 YEARS

$600

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

plush

new offices needs gal with
top secretarial skills

Lots of variety. Salary open.

VP,

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC
MANNHEIM &

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

Cleaning lady wanted 2 days

Local woman wanted for clean-

Woman wanted for general

Babysitter,

week, no cooking, ironing or

ing

Chicago. No experience
necessary. We train. Requires

SECRETARY

pleasing personality, appear.
once and access to a car.
Afternoon and evening work.

The sales manager of our fast
growing company is in need

FULL TIME

of a secretory with excellent

WORK IN YOUR AREA

Fits

into your home life. Phone

personal interviews
11:00 a.m. to 2 p.m.

or

daily

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG )

located close to O'Hare and
con be easily reached via ex-

Keypunch$21-$26 a

pressway.

day

We Will Train You To

Please call

Be A

DES PLAINES

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

437-5400

be available to asset you.

Anocut

be available to assist you

100% PHONE

PUBLIC CONTACT
Learn To Be a Personnel

Interviewer
Mt Prospect
context

soles,

or office experience lidos for
challenging public relations field ExilltOely high
earnings, career future, con
emun co workers Wi arc CI
this

15 year old employment agency with I offices This opening at 17/0 Algonquin Rood
at Busse & Dempster Mt Pro

spec'
Call Hazel Ford or Judy Sham
ut 437 5090 days Evenings
and weekends, YO 5 6452

Ford Employment
Agency

El

1

Be Your Own Boss!!
Have Your Own Store!!

Addressograph
Operator
No experience required.

A good opportunity to learn

the operations of an advertising department while gaining
experience for promotion. Light
typing required. Good working
conditions. Excellent company
benefits. 37V, hour week.

FORM designed by one of the
"IN" crowd.
Paternar Corp., an idea as
modern as tomorrow, is look.
logfor young ladies, over 18,
5l.5'8", 105130 lbs., attractive,
outgoing personality, enthu.
in

Arak

FOTOMAT CORP.

An equal opportunity employer

Coast io Coast
(but new to our caeca

career minded person to work
in beoutiful new Branch Office
located at O'Hare Lake Office
Plaza. Exp. in personnel pre.
(erred but will consider related work. exp. Also, we have
Plaines branch to open within
the next few weeks. Salary plus

ed

convenience.
your
Office
Temporary
29 E. Madison

at

Chicago

Service,
(Chicago office)

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.

time Saturdays Bring proof of age.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

BEELINE FASHIONS
380 Meyer Rd Bensenville

Press Packers

12:45 A.M. to 7:45 A.M. 61/2 hours $2.521/2 to start

telligent gal with good skills

Wheeling, III.

777 Wheeling Road

298-5021

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Cull Des Plaines anytime 24

hours a day A eoutistlut will
be evalloble to assist you
For

320 Genesee St.

cations

Wheeling

figure clerks, typists

Work 2 3 days a week near

KLIN,

2 cribs - 55 each

Good condition

25, 9 orn-4 pm. 956 Elmwood Ln.
Elk Grove Village -439-8155.
All

sizes

single

crocks,

Hatlen,

Mt.

CL 3-7494

Reg. size pool table and equip.
Call eves. after 6:30 p.m. and
weekends Best offer 359-4610
2 snow tires with wheels, used.
W.s.w. Town & Country, 600x13.

bed,

Garage Sale -786 Millers
D.P., Cor. Elmhurst Rd. & I blk S

Prospect,

-

III.

$25.259-0219.

Typewriter owners: your machine cleaned or repaired. 20 yrs.
exp. work guaranteed.

Garage Sale Oct. 23 to 26. 2708
George Ct. Rolling Meadows.
hum, dehumidifier & misc.

FL 7-6947

Speed Queen gas dryer, stain-

Gar. Sale: Fri. & Sat. 10 to 5
1101

less tub, 2 yrs old, 4 chrome hitch.

GARAGE SALE: 1329 Brown St.,
Des Plaines, Oct. 25, 9 am -

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vols. cost

Rolling Meadows

An Equal Opportunity Employer

-

These permanent positions are immediatly available at competitive salaries with plenty of charces for personal and professional advancement.
Qualified candidates contact staff personnel
manager.

Methode Mfg. Corp.

EKCO

Incentive and bonus jobs.
Good starting rates

Wage reviews every 3 months
Excellent working conditions

PRODUCTS INC.

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

53 7-1 100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Rolling Meadows

1700 Hicks Rd.

Wheeling, Ill.

777 Wheeling Rd.

251.7385
POTATOES - RED & WHITE

Home grown, $2.35 per IOU lbs.

Gar. Sole: 321 N. Ern, Mt. Prosp.,
10/24,

Fri.,

&

Walter F. Sass

10/25,

Rte 72 one mile east of Rte 47
from Starks Station, eight miles

9 am -8 pm, chair, toys, misc.

Multi -family garage sale,

west of Ric 31. 464.5438.

Thursday -Sunday 2231 Kennicott,

Arl. Hts. 100's of items.
HUGE GARAGE SALE,

PUMPKINS
CORN STALKS

benefit

Indian Corn & Gourds

Wilshire Le, Arl. Hts.

446 S. Arlington Hts Rd.

Arlington Heights

Golf view Estates, Mt.

and commercial baking equipment.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new.

5c

GARAGE SALE Oct. 26, 27,
10.4 pm 703 Glendale Lone,

Expansion and centralization of administrative
services has created several interesting and
challenging clerical opportunities at the nation's
foremost manufacturer of aluminum containers

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

Moving -fern.; clothes, misc.
to $300. 1818 E. Euclid, A.H.

EVERGREENS

Prospect -

53.98 each. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00

3 to 4 feet

Children's clothing, toys,

TYPISTS & CLERKS

WOMEN

$200 sac. $35; hidea-bed cost

Gar. Sale Oct. 26 & 27, 10 to 6.

Maryville. Thurs. & Fri. 413 N.

1100 Hicks Rd.

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III.

chrs, childs spring horse & boys
26" bile. 827.5807

3 pm, misc. items.

.Thurs.

CALL 259-1620

misc., hsehold
900 S. 1Oka,

items, furnit.
Mt. Prospect,

Sat. thru Wed.
House Sale, Thurs-Sot., Oct. 24.
26, Crystal, chino, burn., odds &
ends. 1193 Des Plaines Ave, D.P.
NE Corner of D.P. & Algonquin.

Neighborhood Gar. Sale: Oct.
24,25,26, 9-5 pm. Fern, boat
motor, much misc. 1143 N.

&

Walnut, Arl. Hts.

sink; furnace blower;
$120 blond fall never worn $50;
records & much misc. 302 E.
Util. rm.

McDonald Rd. Prosp. Hts.
Moving.everything goes!

din.

ette set; Christmas tree; lamps;
horse, Persian lamb
stoles, misc. 482 Marshall, Des

rocking

Plaines. 439.1705
Rummage Sale: 1st Congrega-

tional Church, Marion

&

Groceland, Des Pl., Wed. Oct. 23,

Call 827-9919
MARION FISHER
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY
OF

827-5557

ILLINOIS

IT'S NOT TOO SOON TO THINK ABOUT THAT EXTRA CASH YOU WILL BE NEEDING FOR
THOSE HOLIDAY EXPENSES COMING UP. WE CAN HELP YOU EARN HOLIDAY CASH
WHILE YOU HELP US IN OUR BUSIEST SEASON EVER.

am -3 pm.

IN THE OFFICE WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:

DES PLAINES

2004 MINER ST.

"Angels in Disguise" We have offices in Oak

DES PLAINES, ILL.

Brook/ Oak Park/Loop Area/

An Equal Opportunity Employer

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

LOOKUP CLERK

Des Plaines/Golf Mill/Chicago

MERCHANDISE SELECTORS

ORDER FILLERS

EXCHANGE PROCESSORS

MERCHANDISE INSPECTORS

WANT

Ln., Wheeling.

and

Prospect Heights.

Antique Flea Market Sale

Sun. Oct. 27, 11-5 pm
Townhall, lower level of
Shopping

Randhurst

Center.

Admission 50c 392-0383 or CL
3-9117 '
Garage Sale -Moving out of

State, everything must go; furniture, air-cond., portable TVs,
clothing & many misc. items all
cheap. Doily after Oct. 25. 2158

Gar. Sale: Oct. 25, & 26, 9 am to
5 pm, 507 S. Nawata, Mt. Prosp.
Victorian chairs $10 ea.; Bristol Lusters; wash set; cut &
press glass; Primitives; GE stove
women's

clothes,

books'

Needed

(Can be delivered at back

APPLY TODAY & BRING A FRIEND WITH YOU!

CONEX

entrance, by appt, til Oct. 26)
OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
Oct. 27, 9 AM to 7 PM

St. Alex i us
Division of
ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS
INC

Newly created positions are now open for gals
with top shorthand and typing skills. One to 5
years secretarial experience is required in var-

Hospital

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(Employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)

iety of positions.

381-2742

&

bur -

lapped. Regular 57.50 value
I week only $4.79 each.
Cash & Carry

-

SANDERS ROAD NURSERY

3285 Sanders Rd. Northbrook
Betw. Milw. Ave. & Willow Rd
34 -Arts and Antiques
ANTIQUES bought and sold.
Des Plaines House, 1096 Lee
St., Des Plaines, III. 824-4492.

WANTED TO BUY: 3 books
Green Stamps, willing to poy
392-3686

$10.

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Adorable Min. Schnauzer
puppies. AKC. 358-2699
after 6 P.M. & week -ends.
KITTEN - 7 weeks old

Free to good home
25943244

437-5500, Ext. 592

-

part Persian. Free to

good homes. CL 3.5073 after
3:30 p.m.

black kittens -mother was
Siamese. Free for Halloween.

All

12 8.83, Mt. Prospect.

Clean Usable Items

STENOGRAPHERS

branched, balled

KITTENS

Rummage Sale

8:15 a.m.-4:45 p.m.; 9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.; 5:45 p.m. -1 1:45 p.m.

Coll

6 to 7 ft. honeysuckle, heavy

Many in boxes, good for Christmas presents. Also clothing &
some furniture. Fri., Sat, Sun.
10 to 5. 302 N. Wheeling Rd.,

misc.

CHOICE OF SHIFTS IN THE WAREHOUSE:

mint condition.
after 6.

trunk of new costume jewelry.

16

SECRETARIES

solid walnut 6 drawer bachelor
butternut hand carved
cupboord-4 door- 2 drawer. All
chest;

Unusual Garage Sale: Inherited

$35; Stouffer table $20; Westinghouse roaster & stand; size

FILE CLERK

WE

YOU

Cindy

281

Douglas Ave. Des Plaines.
824-5343

IN THE WAREHOUSE:

ANTIQUES. Solid walnut candle
stand commode, Circa 1840;

42 -Wanted to Buy

sink, books, etc.

Rtes.

610N LEE ST

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.

7 pm -9 pm, Thurs. Oct. 24, 10

cleaners, clothing, bathrm.

THINKING CHRISTMAS?
THINK BEELINE!

-

FALL SALE

Gar. Sale: Oct. 26 & 27, 10 to 4.

Gar. Sale: Oct. 24 & 25, 10.8
pm, No advance sales. Misc.
items, lawnmower, vacuum

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

or

ELECTRIC

Rexair control house dust.
824-7823

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

7 Paid Holidays
Attendance Bonus
Free Coffee
Pension Plan
Free Hospitalization

OLD

BUY

windup toy trains mode before
1942, any condition. 827-4760.
500 S&H Stamps. See the new

Rd.,

Paid Vacations
Paid Sick Leave

392-3500

home or in the LOOP

PREFERRED

toy,. Call YO 6.0213

717

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

"IT PAYS TO BE A

"Angels In Disguise"
Come loin us in serving the
needs of business & industry
on a temporary basis. We
need stenos, secretaries,
comp oprs, keypunch oprs.,

Will buy old electric toy frains
made before 1941 & costiron

ping -pang tbie, & assor. misc.

lobs with quality firms

PREFERRED

Natural Canadian Beaver coat,

Antique & garage sale; Oct. 22-

As

quality temporary office

frame 515. 437-3355

WILL

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

Top Pay! Top Jobs!

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Openings Available

Crib $20; Argus 8mm movie
camera $25; maple twin bed

438-8241

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

OFFERS

We have positions for the CAREER minded woman. YOUR future is in Telephone Communi-

with
snow plow attachment, $100.
439.0631 after 6 pm

Lake Zurich

Stenos

JOB or CAREER?

books, misc. CL 3-3039
Simplicity riding mower

Div.
W. R. Grace & Co.

AL:1013,7 oat.

Some Part Time Hours Available.

do-

'Clothing: girls' 10-14, Buys' 1420, some like new, toys, games,

Dearborn Chemical

Ironwood Dr. Mt. Prosp
Refrig.; tarp; rugs; toys.

1st and 2st Shifts
011.

CONTACT

Mr. Olsson

Jobs NOW

WIDE

Bedroom set: desk, chest, twin
beds 560. Gray persion coat $50.
825.8536

Do not delay. Call today.

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537.2512

Available for Women
with Office Skills!

An Equal Opportunity Employer

and lire experience

255.9527

prevent you from inquiring.

AT

Openings Now Available

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

Secretaries

SILVER MAPLES, 52

transportation should not

Part Time & Full Time

Junior

DIG YOUR OWN

conditioning. Lack of

LUCKY GIRL!

dit Union.

$95. FL 8.6947.

environment including air

of Golf Rd. Sat., Oct 26, I0.6:30

(1

$433

previous lab experience. Positions offer variety, excellent

TOWER PACKAGING INC

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Free Major Medical and Life Insurance, 9 Paid
Holidays, Cafeteria, Medical Department, Cre-

$25 each or 550 a pair. Reasonable 827.5211.
IBM elec. typewriter recently
overhauled, excellent condition

high school or college
chemistry courses and

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

GIRL"
52.521/2 to start

4:15 P.M. to 12:45 A.M.

Norge washer & electric dryer.

1st. & 2nd SHIFT

Miss Escher- 439-7600

Time

Heavenly reword. 255-7383.

length, size 12-14, excel.
condition. S250. 253.4704.

Metropoliton Printing Co.

Part

Be a Beauty Counselor Ange

TECHNICIAN. Helpful are

BENEFITS INCLUDE

APPLY

Local company looking for in-

1112.

part
time. Select the days and
hours best for you. Be a LAB

full

Keypunch Typists

Full

Rd )

Rm.

by working

out

1150 S. Willis

Call Karla

ar. 956-0603

.

Office
Temporary
seeking aggressive

is

Want To Work Again?
Start

draperies, 126x64. 437.8966.
refrig. $50,
Frigidaire
Used
used G.E. washer $20, both
good condit. 394-3647.

WOMEN WANTED

PHONE 827-1108

New modern plant in Elk Grove Village has immediate opening for Payroll Girl. Must have aptitude for figures Apply in person or call:

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
3 p.m. - 9 p.m.

SCIURHE n COMPANY

Wednesday,
Monday,
Friday or Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 5 p m -

blk W of York Rd.,
3 blks N of Irving Pork

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

FULL TIME

meeting people.

775-2550

PART TIME ORDER
PICKERS

Mon -Fri 8 30 am - 8 pm,
Sat till 11 am

interested

and

siastic,

Earn yourself a Merry Christina

RA 6-2355

PAYROLL GIRL

Wear your "kicky," mini UNI.

WOMEN

Brownie camera; daybed; tan

358.6411

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

HIGH SCHOOL

PO 6 2250
INTERVIEWING HOURS:

"It Pays To Be Right Girl"

ENOINECRINO COMPANY

205 S. Northwest Hwy.
Pork Ridge

GIRLS

SERVICE

Polaroid camera, color or B / W;

Manager
Temporary Office
Service
Des Plaines

job, See or call Jane Arden for
confidential interview arrang-

TEMPORARY

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30-figlp Wanted Women

MATURE

Service

Page 17

1

Personnel

bonus. This is not a commission

Right Girl

3 days a wk.,- my

child, own tronsp. pro
home,
(erred. Pal. 359.214E1 oft. 6 prti.

,Wednesday, October 23, 1968

Cleaning lady 1 day a
week. References.

one opening in our Loop of.
lice for Asst Manager. Des

PLUS

Miss Gaffke

FOTOMATE!!

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

hours a day A counselor will

9pm

FRINGE

FINE

week, Des Plaines. 827.8795.

Chicago

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day
Secy's...$21-$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a day

BENEFITS. We are conveniently

Call Des Plaines anytime 24

public

MONTHS

SUR-

PLEASANT

SALARY AND

In The Picture

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS

offer

DAYS, WEEKS OR

ROUNDINGS, CONGENIAL
ATMOSPHERE, EXCELLENT

Put Yourself
298-5021

OR

short hand and typing skills.
We

615 Milwaukee Ave., Glenview
Phone: 729-1999

housework, 1 -day everyother

TEMPORARY

Call

DES PLAINES

Any

day a week. Arlington

1

Heights area. 259-4998

washing. Arl. Hts. 394-0206

PATHWAY PRODUCTS

WIDE

8

WIDE

30 -Help Wanted Women

HE 7-4224

AKC white/apricot male
looking
home 520.439.0018
old

Poodle

2 yr.
for good

Wire Haired Fox Terrier, female,
6 months old, all shots.
CL 5.7377
English Bulldog, 7 mos. old, mole,
Brindle in color, AKC papers.
$200 call 529-7897.
POODLE CLIPPING

AND GROOMING
529-6408

7 white Toy Poodles, 4 fem., 3

males, 6 weeks old AKC
registered. 437-2129
Fluffy calico KITTENS. Ready to
take home. Call after 6 p.m.
CL 5.8391

Male siamese kittens, blue point
& seal point. $35.
956-1953
7 WHITE TOY POODLES

AKC, 4 females, 3 males.
437-2129
Collie puppies, AKC, 3 mos,
tricolor, healthy, & adorable,
Daily 392 -4320 -week -ends 815653-9421.

GERMAN SHORT HAIR Pointers,
Coll
$75.
chomp. sired
358-5085 after 5 p.m.
after 5 p.m.

To be given away, black Persian

altered female cat, 3 yrs. old,
1901 S Mt Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

TO

WORK
FOR
US

unti6n

FASHIONS, INC.
J

,

.

it-i,e; Oil Division
Union OikCompany of California
200 East Golf Road,

Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

380 Meyer Road

,

PO 6-2250

Bensenville

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Monday -Friday, 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Saturday till 11 a.m.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

excel. health & wonderful house

2 snow tires, less than 1,000
miles, capped on dual 90 tires,
wheels Inc. $15 ea. 392.5214.

47 -Home furnishings -furniture

Dinette tbl. & chrs., girls
dresses sz 2-4, vaporizer,

short wave radio, plus misc.
358.4805

IBM Selectric typewriters, one

13" $275; two 15" $300 each.
.

(1 block West of York Rd., 3 blocks North of Irving Park Rd.)

All In good operation cond.
255.4500, 9-4 pm wkdays.

pet. No money wanted,
loving home. 439-6127

only

36" GAS RANGE
GOOD CONDITION
$35. 259-4823

6 Pc. bdrm, Turn. $85; sofabtSci

$25; round antique table $25;
ext. table $30; Fr. Prov. chest &
nitestand $80; rugs. 439-4665.

THE DAY

$25 CI. 5-0648

ringer

Maytag

washer; RCA 21" TV; dressing
table, en sc. 255-6769

,

Kay 6 string hollow -body electric

guitar & amplifier.

Brand .new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

KENMORE ELECTRIC DRYER
EXCELLENT CONDITION

spinet;

LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO
827.6603
REASONABLE

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Maple

55 -Musical Instruments

Wednesday, October 23, 1968

Page 18
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Reasonable.259-8307.

Huge discounts. 824.7353,
Beige sofa; brawn chair.
Reasonable.
CL 5-5101 after 4 p.m.

Used Ludwig pearl snare drum
with stand, only $37.50
El Rey Music Center,
CL 3.0180

Dining room set & 60 yds. of
beige carpet, any reasonable

CRIB COMPLETE:
PLAYPEN: PING PONG TABLE.
259-5776

offer. 392.6894.

2 pc. custom corner sect', solo,
white. Cost $500, sacrifice $125
or best offer. 392-9456
Danish. modern walnut bedroom
set. Reasonable.
827-5211

Early Am. Lazy Boy recliner $50;
green upholstery choir $40; lamp
$20. 394-1256 aft. 6 pm

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

CARPETING

rugs from $5.50.

walnut

CL 9.5777

Dim rm. so fruitwd. Insists. thin.
2 leaves, 4 chrs., buffet, & China $100. CL 3.4475 aft. 3.

Din. rm. set, bdrm. set, refrigerconsole.phono

any condition with a
few acres in country. All cash house in

call anytime. 827-1117
double M inc. Realtors
Small

CASTLE HOME FURNISHINGS

cabinet, best offer.

ator,

"Lover" of animals desires older

combina-

tion & many misc. items.

Sat.,

Oct. 19, 9 ores -3 pm. 1935
nail St., Des Plaines.

Mohogony coffee tbl
w / snatching end tbls, drum tbl,
liquor cab., barrel eft, Kodak
movie camera, screen & projector,
185 Cambridge D P., I blk N of
NW. Sub. YMCA
1st
quality
NEW CARPETS.

brand names. Installed wall-towall Best padding. Also kitchen carpets, indoor/outdoor &
prices.
commercial. Lowest
Samples brought to your home
or visit our worebse showrm.
By °pp?. only. Free estimates.
Finoncing available. 437-8454.

frame home with

nice

Call 827-1117

1968 SINGER

double M inc. Realtors

ZIG-ZAG

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes buttonholes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year
parts and service guarantee.

FULL PRICE $51.30

credit Mgr. Coll 469-7204, 9 A.M.

Falcon '66 Futura, 4-dr, beautiful extra low mile car. $900
299-6491

to 9 P.M.

'63 Chevy II, like new,
snow tires, $450
392-3632 after 6 P.M.

IF 101.1, CALL COLLECT

55 -Musical Instruments
WALNUT FINISHED
SPINET PIANO - $295
827.6603

'62 Chevy 2, 4 dr, white sedan,
clean.

Store your piano or organ in my

'64 Chevy Impala SS, original
owner, $650. 253-7634 after 6

296-1502

home, tender loving care, Will

Clearance Sale

Stock

Immediate

on all remaining new '68's and

Delivery

Demonstrators -- Over 80 to Select

HEADQUARTERS

ORDER NOW!

BRAND NEW
'69 CHARGER
America's
test Sports Model!

EquipHot-

DOZENS OF LIKE

NEW '69

'66 CADILLAC
Sedan DeVille, Air Condition-

ed, Loaded with Every Avail86 -Real Estate -Houses

Palatine, 2 bedrrn. furnished
apt. $160 mo. Available 'til
June 151.358-7177
bedrm.,
Arl. Hts., 3 rm. apt.
large living rm. & kitchen. air
1

card, $147.50. 253-0583

bedroom unfurnished apartment near Arl. Hts. depot, Se1

curity deposit. CL 3-5355

Arl. His. 4 bdrm., 21/2 baths, tr.
level, I yr. old, has every thing,
mid $40's. 437-6556
MT. PROSPECT

carpeting,

drapes,

baths.
By Owner, 539,000. 827-3551

spacious 2 bed-

Elgin -

IF YOU LOOK,
YOU WILL RENT!
CHALET VILLAGE
ski resort in the city. Modern
Kathleen
in
apartment --314
2
bedroom
Elgin -the finest
apartment you'll ever see f
Immediate occupancy, 20 short
O'Hare.
All
from
minutes
air condielectric built-ins,
tioned and fireplace. Private
balcony, carpeting, and much
more. Rent $180. 2 children
accepted.

749_8940 or 741 T266
COUNTRY CLUB
APARTMENTS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ALL BRICK

Ranch home in an excellent
Arlington location. 5 rms., 2
spacious bedrooms; separate
dining room & attached garage. Range, refrigerator &

259-9030
900 E. NW Hwy.

Mt. Prospect

estake
Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

pine family room with

A spacious 3 bdrm. home on
quiet cal de sac with custom

love this home I Huge knotty

ceiling

cathedral
& fireplace. 2 baths, attached
beamed

garage.

ex-

bedrooms,

2

Mt. Prospect

$51,900

DECORATOR'S
DELIGHT

refrigerator, disposal.

No pets. Shown by appoint.
ment only.

A1RMCO.
ins mails
264 NORTHWEST HWY.

41111%

MR

255-2090

296-6655

Arlington His.
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

north to Camp
blk. to
McDonald Rd. left
Rd.

1

Park, right to Hickory, left to

posal,

3

baths,

kitchen, carptg. up & downstairs, water softener, humidifier, central air cond. Of

course a fenced yard & you
guessed it an 18x30' pool with
accessories. Just reduced

GLENVIEW

Zoned residential. Excellent
schools, parks, churches, shopping, etc. $13,900.

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

Palatine

358-1800

'62 CADILLAC

DRAG RACERS

Grand Opening
Sale!!

Reg. Price $155.80

COMPLETE 1$99

SUPER LOW
PRICE ON!
Thrush Mufflers
Sun Tachometers
Hooker Headers

Mallory Ignition
90 -Investment Property

90 -Investment Property

Island Lake
WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU

YOU NAME IT
-- WE GOT IT!
Call Lou the
Hi -performance

Specialist!

Your own shopping center. Large return for nominal in.
vestment. 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, cooking facilities. 2 apartments. $30,000 annual gross income. Large park.
ing facilities. Lots of potential. $140,000.

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
Realty
358-1800

fi

'68 FORD
GALAXIE 500

hardtop. (flack vinyl roof. Gulf
aqua in color. Power steering,

2 -door
stream

whitewalls, radio. etc.

2/

$2795

$2995

Over 100 Brand New
1969 CHRYSLERS &PLYMOUTHS

4.1 -114114101 -

HI -PERFORMANCE SPECIALS

$3795
'68 SHELBY GT 500 FASTBACK
Loaded. Like new.
$4345
'68 SHELBY COBRA Convertible
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED. White, black top, AM -FM radio, power dIne brakes.

You Name It! We got it!

$2995
'67
SHELBY 350
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED. C-4 automatic, power sleeting, power brakes, mags,

Used Cars to select:

fold down se at, radio.

$2395
$3295
$3595
$1195
$2495
$3595

'67 CAMARO Convertible
'66 CORVETTE Convertible
Marina blue, whilo top. Automatic. Ulm new,
'66 CORVETTE (2 Tops)
427 engine. Marina blue.
'66 DODGE 500 Coronet
4 -Speed, 9-8. Red. Very sharp.

2 door hardtop automatic transmission,

power steering gold with black vinyl roof.
New Car Warranty
$2595
59-5 2 door hardtop
'68 ROAD RUNNER

4-Speed.

Bucket

choose from )

. . .

ASpeod, disc brakes, radio, etc.

'66 JAGUAR XKE

automatic transmission, power steering
gold with black vinyl roof, New car war$2595
ranty

Red. A rare one. Hurry!

412t----111t-ift--411i-16- 46-

'66 SATELLITE 2 -DR. H.T. - V-8, Automa-

tic, Power Steer., etc. See this beauty
$1690
'62 RAMBLER CLASSIC 4 -DR. - with
Auto-matic, 6 cylinder engine, and very
$390
clean
'67 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE 9 Pass.
Wagon - Factory Air Conditioned. Full
Power. White Finish. Like New . ,$2,690
'68 CHEV. IMPALA 2 -DR. H.T. - V-8,
Auto. Trans., Power Steering, etc. Red
Finish. Black Vinyl Roof. A Beauty $2,490

01411

A hot one. Ever. demo. Now car title.

Here's a Sample of Over 70

150 OF CHICAGOLAND'S SHARPEST USED CARS
OVER 150

-

'66 1 -BIRD Convert. $2395
This rod beauty is Ilk, new.
$695
Wagon

'63 Ford

Ccuntry Squire with
reek.

luggage
power

transmIsalon,

auto.

Goering. power brakes, radio,
whitewall, very, very nice

$895

'64 COMET

Beige 4.door. automatic trans.,
radio. whitewalls. 202 engine.

'66 FORD

0LIDt g

do

$1495
'65 MERCURY
AISCONDITIONEp
FACTORY

.$3895
'68 CHRYSLER 300
Icloor
FACTORY AIRCOND,.

in town.

power plus
vinyl top. ete.

Full

Red.

hardtop.
stereo tape, black

Like err.

k

vinyl

whiuer
i,$1395

bnakns

Park Lane. 4.door, black
automatic. Loaded. Sharoist

V.

0116

'61 FORD Wagon _51995
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED
Country Sedan. V13, power steer.

Very titan.

$1595
'66 CHEVROLET
Marina blue 1.door hardtop. V-8,

automatic. radio, power steer., ere.

b

Silver

steering.
walls, radio.

$2195
'61 MUSTANG
Don't
Light turquolt Coupe
miss cut on this one.

$1295

'65 FORD XL

9.11lu,e automatic,

pow.. Tee r.

D

ark b.

'67 TNIRD

$3195
AIRCONDITIDNE0
Odour Landau. Black. black vinyl
FACTORY
Not.

'62 CRY. Impala _1995
hardtop. Sharp. V-8, auto
mall, Power.
2 -doer

'65 FORD
Red (Minis 500 2 -door hardtop.
AlliCONDITIONED. automatic,
power steering, V.8. Very Marv.

'63 FORD Convert. .. .$595

cyclone convertible In beige mist.

'62 CORVAIR CONVERT. $195

'68 MUSTANG

'67 CHRYSLER NEWPORT 2 -DR. H.T. Foctnry Air Conditioned. Full Power.
Factory Air Conditioned. Full Power, Vin$2,490
yl Roof. Like New

'66 MERC, Wagon ...$2095

:ItjitrA. Red,

A rutsux
luxury eutornobile equipped
with IIIIstsering wheel. power
power brake, et, Hurry

'65 CHRYSLER
4 -door

Newport.

98.

$1495
automatic,

Power steering. el,Like ne.e.

'66 COMET Canvt. ...$1495

$1495

whits top.

Need.

Park 9.passenger station
Equipped with automatic
task, ehite

colony

wagon.

wall tires, etc.

'65 FORD Wagon

$995

Very clean. Autornatio tram.

'65 1 -BIRD ...... ...$1395

fer..this onel

hardtop.

4 -dour

Fastback. 7 -door

$1195
Dureundy. _Slack

vinyl roof. Automatie. 51.8, power

steeds,.

L8...

Auto. Trans., Radio, White Wall Tires. A
$1,590
Real Buy At Only

'61 PONTIAC

FACTORY AIRCOND. Sedan
eo
Oe Vil le. Fully luxu
p siipd.

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE - 10 Pass.,
Wagon, Carmen Red, 390 V-8, Full Power,
Roof Rack, One Owner Trade-in New Car
$2,290
Condition

'67 MUSTANG 2 -DR. H.T. - V-8, Standard Trans., Dark Green Finish. Very
$2,090
desirable

'66 PLYMOUTH 9 Passenger Wagon .6B9uy
V-8, Auto. Trans., Power Steerinsg1,o
today for only
'66 FORD GALAXIE 500 4 -DR. SEDAN V-8, Automatic, Power Steering, Radio,
One Owner New Car Tradi-in. In excellent Condition
'63 RAMBLER STATION WAGON - Auto.
$390
Trans. 6 Cylinder. Roof Rack

'65 CADILLAC .,
metallis

Dark

Pence.

'65 FORD WAGON
.$1595
ID passenger Country Squire, 94,
automate, power steering.

'61 1-81110

hardtop.

2 -door

94,

autematie,

radio. whitewall..
'61 TOYOTA

4

door,

VW.

.$1495

Brittany

blue.
power steering.

blue.ry Reqaul

power. 4.door

bp!,

with

Landau in pebble
a parchment
roof.

L oaded!

'66 MUSTANG Count. $1695
teutomalle.

V11,

A

fun

$195
to

the

'63 CORVAIR

63 FAIRLANE 500 ....$695
Chempagn

geld.

4.door.

'64 CHEV. SS Convert. $995
While. Great.

66 PONTIAC
ent.

Convert. $395

FACTORY AIRCONOITIONED
V.B. automatic. Ioloor. silver
blue.

64 FORD Wagon
Ppassenger Country Sedan

$1095
Broil,.

94. outomatie, power.
5595
'62 FORD Gal. 500
'Mtge. 4.door. V-8, automatic.
$995
'63 T -BIRD
2 -door herdloo. Turquoise.

Ni

N

0

0

B

B

D

D

y

Phone 827-2163

750 E. NORTHWEST HWYI, DES PLAINES
OPEN SUNDAY

WEEKDAYS 9.9. SATURDAY 9.6

DOWNTOWN

OPEN SUNDAY

14 Chevy

DES PLAINES
DES PLAINES
CHRYSLER.

models

PLYMOUTH

have a

4 yair
CUMBERLAND
STATION

Phone 296-1021
12 Block East of the Curnl)edand Station
Closed Sundays
Wii-kdays 9 'til 9

$1495

Tempest Cunitom 4.door Yellow.
Automatic. power .leering Excel.

.

622 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines, III.

Auto

matte.

VISIT US! JUST
1 MILE WEST OF

DES PLAINES
CHRYSLER
PLYMOUTH

$695

hardtop. Biaok.

'66 PONTIAC Catalina $1195

$3495
FACTORY AIRCONO., full

Yellow.

lepen's gnawer

98. Autemetle.

e

2 -door hardtop. Red.

'66 FORD GAL 500

$2495

Automatic.

$595
AlitrnistIr Frrri-

'63 FORD Gal. 500

Delp station wagon. 911

'65 FORD LTb

'67 RAMBLER 4 -DR. SEDAN - 6 Cylinder.

$145

$2295

2.door hardtop.
laming.

Blue

'62 FORD WAGON _....$295

Impale. Sliver blue.

Dark

power.

SUM' blue.

'63 FALCON

'64 CHEV, CONVERT. ..$195

ornament.

'65 MUSTANG 2+2 ..$995

'65 FALCON WAGON ..$1195

'64 CHEV. Wagon ....$1095
impels!
station wale, 4.door.

.

Light blue. 9.8. aulomaiic

newer

FACTORYAIR CONDITIONED

Cyclone Headers
M/T Racing Wheels

Dis-

posal and dishwasher. Country
Club Location.

358-1800

$888

SET NOW

255-7200

room and 3 bedrooms.

Wagon, V-8, Radio,
Heater, Automatic Transrnis.
sion, Top Buy!

Eliminator Mags

Want to Sell..Buy..Rent7

PALATINE --$47,000

'66 FORD
Ranch

2 corner lot in desirable loca-

tion. Good transportation.

HOMEFINDERS

Yellow Norman brick colonial
with Mansard roof. 4 bedrooms, 21/a baths, Full basement, 2 car attached garage,
formal dining room, drapes
throughout. Carpeting in living
room, dining room, family

$895

Builders
Attention

82 -Wanted To Rent

116 -Real Estate -Houses

Ovals, Mint Condition.

Center!
Example:
MICKEY THOMPSON

WANTED: GARAGE SPACE TO

Use the Real Estate
Section of Day Want Ads

Coupe, V -B, Full Power, Wide

Hi -Performance

358-6744
101 S. NW Hwy.

STORE MODEL A FORD
392 -3453

'65 MUSTANG

acre lot, zoning permit
horses. asking $9,000 253-1970
21/a

$43,900.

D.F. Bertrand,
253-4121, 654-1744

$1588

Cee Eddy Dodge

ceramic tile

OFFICE SPACE - MT. PROSPECT

secretary's office, fully
carpeted, heated, air cond.,
ground floor location in I year
old building.

Condition, Hot!

Equipment

Pecan paneled private office,
plus

Mint

LONG GROVE

home with everything featuring built-ins, dishwasher, dis-

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Engine

ATTENTION

& shopping. Immediate occu-

River

of era car warranty. (Choice of

$597

REALTORS

$3095

4.door hardtop. Loaded! V.8, 302 engine,
automatic trans., power steering. 8alanCo

$49,900

separate utility rm. 11/2 car
garage. Walk to train, schools,

2 W. NW HWY.

'68 FURY'S

Hardtop, Factory Air, Full Power, White
Finish with Black Roof. Sharp! $2,090

3 bedroom solid brick ranch
home, new carpeting thruout,

$2695

'68 FORD
FACTORY AIR-COND.

'66 BUICK LE SABRE "400" - 2 Door

Why pay more for 5 bedrooms
when here is an immaculate

BLDG. CORP.
BA 3.52 / 2 or 259-4568

Big

Includes 390, V-8 engine, automatic trans.,
power stewing, power Brakes, tinted glass.
(Choice of 2)

Brand New

ing, Mint Condition.

home.

STOLTZ NER

4 -speed

V.15, 302
a dark blue top.
engine, automatic trans., powertlearing,

Like new.Very low miles.

Coupe DeVille with Full Power and Factory Air Condition-

FIRST TIME OFFERED

basement, fully
range,

'66 GTO

FACTORY AIR-COND.

WhIto with

decorated 3 bdrm.
home. Custom with fop quality
materials used throutout.
Lavishly

pancy. $24,900.

airconditioned, dishwasher,

Marry

Extras

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

DELUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS.

1605 - Apt. A, and 1611 - Apt.
A, N. Arlington Hts. Rd. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family room,

basement.

designed

pandable to 3. Lovely wooded
lot just 100 yds. from the
beach. Call us now $25,500.

Rd., behind A & P shopping

676-3300 or
259-7022, evenings

255.6320
358-1502
894 1330

PRIVACY PLUS!!

259-9030

information calf

$1686

real

If you like .a ski lodge you'll

All appliances. Arlington
center. For
weekdays:

rooms, family room, 21/a baths.
carpeting,
include
Extras
drapes and built-in. Well
maintained home at a low
price.

Balance

LAKE ZURICH

900 E. NW Hwy.

Willow & Palatine

Full Power, Auto-

matic Transmission,
of Fact. Warranty.

Winston Park

dryer included. Just $21,900

Deluxe 2 bedroom, 11/2 baths
apartment, air conditioning.
Heights,

PALATINE

Engine,

from $1995

'68 ROAD RUNNER

'66 CHARGER
Big

For the large fornilyll Plenty
of space and living urea in
this raised ranch with 4 bed-

to Dec. 1. CL 3.7346

room apartment sub -let, $210.50
month. 437-6697 after 5 pm

$3288

Hts. 7 rm. brk, bi-level,

baths, living -dining L, paneled
fornilyrns, 21/2 car gar., Extras,
low 30's.CL 5-4829.

2

Mt. Prospect 4 rm. opt to sublet, $180 mo. Avail. Nov. 15
Mt. Prospect,

A -I.

7 rms. 3 bedon. tri-level on 1/4
acre. Paneled rec. nn., sliding
glass doors, 2 car garage, wollto-wall

able Option. Mint Condition!

86 -Real Estate -Houses

'68 FORD

'68 FORD.

CONVERTIBLE

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

TRADE-INS !

14 -To Rent Apartments

'68 VALIANTS

FROM $2145

$2588

Vacant

Commercial

Factory

Fully
ment,

B

135 NEW '68 CARS IN STOCK
MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH!!!
40 EXECUTIVE DRIVEN SPECIALS
EXAMPLES.

Brand New

CHA GER

pay reasonable move. 259-3819

Real Estate

A

120 1969 Fords in Stock for
!
I
I
I

B

392.4394

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

Residential

Annual

Largest

'58 Chevy, power steering, auto.
trans., good runner. $125. 3927451 after 6:30 pm
4 -door

A

ARE HERE!

99 -Automobile For Sale

1959 Oldsmobile SE18,
hardtop, good condition.

I

DODGES

yard for garden, good neighborhood. Retired couple --oil cash.

Rt. 83 $ McDonald Rd.
Prospect Heights 253.9416

1-

1969

CL 3.0180

7 W. Eastman
96 -Real Estate -Wanted

china cabinet, good cond. rea
sonable. CL 3-0041
23" Philco consolette,

The

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.
Will separate.
Phone 537-1930

Small applionces, chairs. tables,

296-5300

double pickup, tremolo arm w/
case only $130.

Sensational discount. Must see.

/

I

SUNDAY!

pet, like new, $70; New rod
Supra thin body elec. guitar,

DISPLAY FURNITURE

Roll ends up to 20 yards, Gold,
Olive green, Martini $4 sq. yd.
20 to 45 yards front $5 yd. I"
high shags $7 yd. Commercial
velvet Martini only $6 yd. Area

BABY BED & TWIN BED
EXCELLENT CONDITION

OPEN

pearl snare w/stand
& cymbal holder LI. cymbal, cpl.
only $42.50; Used Bellaire tram.
Drum kit,

CHF l'1101, ET

sticker price
under $2500.
Ask about our low selling prices on all cos & tacks.

LATTOF
4.A. ARLINGTOK HTS.
NW E NORTHWEST HWY
OPEN EVENINGS

941100
, CLOSED SUNDAY

y

THE DAY

99 -Automobile For Sale

Page 19

Wednesday, October 23 1968

T Bird,

full

condit,

excel

power, very clean $600

Coll

1962 Dodge Lancer A/T, good
condition -clean

'63 Ford XL 500, convert, red,
excel cond, snow tires used
once $900 CL 5 6766
GOOD CONDITION
299 6518

mechanical cond, auto, good

tires Best price 394-2162
'62 Squire Falcon Station Wagon,
6 cyl, $525
296-8935

-1962 Buick Skylark 2 dr coupe

cond Many

2 dr

,

hardtop, very clean $350, '65
Honda 50cc LE 7-1627

1957 Ford Station Wagon, V 8,
auto trans ,$60
255 7819

'64 Chevy HT, 4 dr 8 cyl , P / S,
power glide, 1 owner, excel con
dition 259 3574
Bonneville, P15,
'63 Pontiac
P/B,

'61 Chevy, almost new brakes, 2

snow tires, good cond, $300 or
best offer CL 5 6489
'57

chevy,

2

R/H, auto trans., $350 or

best offer 392 5208 after 6 pm

$650 good cond, CL 9-

tible,

dr

HT

1965 Dodge Polara station
wagon, perfect cond. See at

208 N. Dwyer, Arl. Hts.
$1395.392.5021
Mercury Montego, P/S,
P/B, low mileage, still under warranty, very reasonable. CL 31968

1498

1968 Javelin, 290 cc, V-8, stick,
low. mileage, $2150.
299-3159
Chrysler, '66 Newport,

with
beautiful low
power & air. 81850-299.6491.
mile

traction
headers, 3 speed,
bars $375 Call 9 5 437 3951
P/S, P/B,

P/VV, AM FM radio, A/T, excel.
meth condo $1600 or offer.

Call 259 8032 before 5 p m. or
625 4492 after 6 pm Private.
Mustang

1965

speed floor

102 -Trucks, Triers

1961 Dodge tow truck 11/2 ton.
equipped and in good

1963 NORTON 400 cc. Needs
some work. Good winter project.
$250 or best offer. PH. 392.3389
after 5 p.m.
Looking for something? Use

thtront ads.

condition. 537-9163.

99-Automo6ile For Sale

STORAGE AVAILABLE

'67 CORONET R/T

VACATION LINERS
1272 Rand Rd.

miles. Reduced to
$2295

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

on .the .floor..Low

trans-

DODGE

needs new ENGINE, will sell AS

IS for $675 Coll 255-7200 and
ask for HUCK or after 6 PM call

in DES PLAINES

411111111111111

Des Plaines

Two 15" wheels & mounted
snowtIres, two 7 x 13.14 snow tires, used only one season. CL
5-5874 after 6 pm. or weekends.

YEAR

99 -Automobile For Sale

ON MANNHEIM
NORTH OF OAKTON ST.
PHONE 824.7151

END

WE RE

869 1329

OVER-

SAVE

'65 Ford Country sedan

'65 DODGE DART

'67 CORVETTE

4 speed, 383 engine

V-8, G.T., Automatic

4 speed Stingray Convertible.

$2195

$995

Automatic, P/S, P/B, 6 cylinder.
-

$995

ON NEW

ON ALL

CHEVY'S
AND
DEMOS

VOLVO
BEST BUY IN USED CARS TOO ,..
1965 PONTIAC
CATALINA

1967 PONTIAC
CATALINA

Authorized
Station

wagon,

AIR-CONDItrans, power

TIONED auto
steering, power brakes, radio,
heater Perfect condition.

SEE THE '69

$2395
1964 AVANT!

VOLVO

e Immediate Delivery

BARRINGTON

hardtop, AIR-CONDITIONED auto. trans, power
steering, power brakes, radio,
heater, white walls. Low mile age.
4 -door,

$1395

2 dr, Hardtop, Super Charged, AIR-CONDITIONED, console, bucket seats, A/T, 12/1-1,

& WfiN Not many around like

IMPORT

Fire Engine Red.

$2295

'67 CHEVY 1/2 TON
PICK-UP TRUCK
Like New

$1795

'68

COME IN AND

426 Hemi, 4 on the floor, 2 dr. Hardtop,

OR BEST OFFER

sell

Sales & Service

$3595
OR BEST OFFER

or best offer

ex

equipped,
to

'67 DODGE CHARGER

'67 DODGE RT.

CL 5 2677

priced

COME IN AND GET A GREAT DEAL ON A GREAT NEW DODGE

'65 DODGE DART G.T.

ars, good condition

cellent cond
824 1593

You've heard about the price increases on all the new ...'69 cars
It's true ... except at DODGE IN DES PLAINES where '68 prices prevail!

CLEARANCE

STOCKED

'36 Ford V 8, 4 dr, original own

fully

Dodge in Des Plaines

HOLDS PRICES DOWN ON 69's

_027-7184

going in service CL 9 3511
'59 Plymouth wagon, needs
work, tow away and it is yours
358 6339

wagon,

Ic

$300. CL 9-1565

Fully

with New 426 Hemi, 4

mission, radio, white wall tires
(like new), spinner hub caps,

'65 Mustang Red & white con
vertible, good condo must sell

car,

1962 Honda 300, excel. cond.,
helmet, window shield, extras.

TRAILERS -

Convertible,
shift

cond. low mileage, S225 or

TRUCK CAMPERS

Beautiful bronze with white top,
bucket seats, power steering,
three

'66 Honda 590, helmet, excel.
best offer. 824-4387

6 window, town sedan, org. owner,

103 -Auto Traders & Canyon

CORRECTION

'283'

1114:bstorcycles aid Scooters

99 -Automobile For Sale

bored '292' 121 pistons, cam
with solids, high comp heads,

'65 Chevy SS cony,

extras, highest bid 956-1280

'61 Ford, 6 cyl

827 2245

6 30 pm

'56 Pontiac 4 dr, very good

A/T, P/S, exc

Falcon, 4 dr, R / H, A / T,
snow tires, $125 call aft 7 pm.
'61

64 Chevrolet, 4 dr sedan, V-8,
original owner, 394-3648 after

1958 VW

'63 Chev. Super Sport Conver3281.

392-2547

255 8193 after 6 p m

V8

by owner -S2150. CL 5-8599.

99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale
'61

'66 Bonneville, 4-dr, HOT, P/S,
P/B, factory air, tinted windows

this Hurryl Sharp!

1963 PONTIAC
CATALINA STATION
WAGON
R/H, W/W, nice running car.

$795
$2795 or make offer?
PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

MOTORS
126 N. Cook St.,

Barrington

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS

381-0899
Dotty 8 am to 9 pm
Sat 8 am to .5 pm

505 W NORTHWEST HWY. DU 1-6000

68'S

Now is the time to trade-

in your car for a terrior Demo

DELIVERY

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

Impala Coupe
V-8,
Red

A/T,

with
inyl top.

radio.
interior &

W/W,

black

$1495
BOB BURROW

BRAVOS
OLSMOBILE,
(6c.
INC.

CHEVROLET, INC.
495 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington

Phone 381-2500

'65 OLDSMOBILE

'68 CHRYSLER NEW

4 Dr. Hardtop, Full Power, Air Condition.
Burgundy & Silk Interior. Wholesale Price.

YORKER

'65

PLYMOUTH
In sharp condition.

$1595

$1395

Navy Blue, Black Vinyl Top,- Silk Blue Interior, P/S, P/B, Air Conditioned.

FULL PRICE OR
BEST OFFER

$376439

'67 CHEVY 1/2 TON
,PICK UP TRUCK

IMMEDIATE

fic deal on a '68 Chevy

P/S,

FACTORY DEMO

'67 CHEVROLET II
2 Dr. Sedan, Like New Lite Metallic Blue,

LAST CALL
FOR '68 DODGES

TREMENDOUS
DISCOUNTS!
7 LEFT

Home of the Finest Service and
Low Overhead Deals.
440 EAST MAIN ST.

BARRINGTON, ILL 381-3400

Automatic

4e7N975

SUNDAY:
10 A.M.TO 6 P.M.
DAILY:

9 A.M. TO 9:30 P.M.
SATURDAY:

9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

6

Cylinder,

Mileage

Maker.

$1695

DODGE
IN DES PLAINES

ON MANNHEIM, NORTH OF OAKTON ST.
Phone 824-7151

Dap
YbUR NAPPY HUNTING- GROUND

1,

rorom

NEW AND USED CARS

1--OLDSMOBILE TORONADO

2 --OLDS "98" LUXUARY SEDANS
5--DELMONT "88" HARDTOPS
1 --OLDS DELTA "88" CUSTOM
4 --OLDS CUTLASS SUPREMES

ALL PRICED BELOW
DEALERS COST!

e also have 50 Used Cars

in stock --all excellent values!

_

NDO

1628 RAND ROAD

r

Phone 827-3111

,DES PLAINES, ILL
CLOSED SUNDAY

CHICAGOLAND'S OLDEST YOUNGMOBILE DEALER

""0". i-'5,10.4.V`Vir.rt.Wliv."141WWVozitYrriVer.a.,:f"..

LEADS THE WAY TO LOWER CAR PRICES!

JAVELIN
$2512

1969

1969

AMBASSADOR

RAMBLER

Fully factory equipped even,
with AIR-CONDITIONING!

$2914

GOOD BUY AT

d'A Bonnie

good buy"

The lowest price
American made
automoble.

A BONNIE

1969

"A Bonnie good buy"
GOT NOT CAR?
GIVE US A CALL,
WE'LL PICK YOU UP!
(within 10 miles)

ALL BONNIE

COMPLETE

NEW AND USED CARS
ARE FULLY

BODY SHOP

FINEST SERVICE

PALATINE

YOUR PA

ON ALL MAKES

WINTERIZED!

AMERICAN
MOTORS

HWY.PALATINE,
111.358-5745
500 E. NORTHWEST
Track
on
Northwest
Highway)
(1 mile Northwest of Arlington Park Race

SoH

t

KUrCatt,11

Hours: Mon. thru Fri., 9 to 9, Saturday 9 to 6

wants to be brave anymore...just Chief!
Little Buck's trade 'urn on Chief Big Car Make in all
Chicagoland ...an' SAVE 'urn BIG BUCK, too!
Buick is hot! Red hot! Now the Chief big make! That's right! Buick is the biggest
big car seller in all Chicagoland...and getting bigger, redder and hotter each and
every day! John Mufich is hot too! Red hot! Selling the biggest big seller bigger

than ever! For a red hot deal on the
red hot one, see the Big Red Chief himself or one of his own Red Sons . . .in
the sales set! They'll save you heap big

wampum too on the red hot one. This
we guarantee!

Special Injun Summer Deals on Double-Checked USED CARS!
4

A/T, $1995

with block top,
black interior, V-8,

Gold

YLARK

1966 OLDSMOBLE

1967 BUICK CONV.
P/B, AM -FM radio,
WM. Low mileage &
clean.
P/S,

2-dr, hardtop, V-8, AfT,
P/S, factory air-condition.
New inside & out.

5
ABRE

1964 BUICK LeSABRE 67 BUICK E
hardtop, Champagne color, V-8, AfT,

4-dr, Sedan, blue enter -

4.dr.,

& P/S.

$795

'or, blue interior, power
equipped factory
conditioned.

FANTASTIC

air-

"VALUE
INJUN MAID
'HAVE IT MADE

with Mini -Brute!
Ne

1""'

Chief Mini -Make by
GM. .an' lowest price tool

BUICK!

OPEL!

30 S. MAIN (RT. 83)

--I N --

Prospe

SAYINGS

*

MT. PROSPECT

DEALS

253-4420

W

Tonight, fair and quite cool

with some frost or freezing
temperatures possible, low in
30s Tomorrow, partly cloudy,
continued cool, high in 50s.

117 S. Main St.

Thursday, October 24, 1968

Mount Prospect, 111.

for of Rescue

The 24 -year old man who

ducted. shot and thrown her

shooting -kidnapping victim
ahondoned here yesterday is

"I helped her into the front
seat of my car and headed for

salesman for the

"There was no one there. I
didn't know where to take her

Forest

a

Chesire Co

2474 Dempster

Des Plaines

He was on his way via the
Northwest tollway to Elgin to
make some sales calls

I was driving along sort
of day -dreaming when

I

saw

this woman about 100 yards
away staggering between a
field and a road

said Ashby

He turned off the tollway
at the Barrington exit and
traveled back to Central Street
to find Mrs Sally Heaton

with two bullets in her head
and one in her hand the victim of two men who had ab-

"She said she was going to

out of her car.

die -she kept talking about

the first farmhouse.

made it to the hospital." said
Bright. "she was sitting up all

dying.

don't

"I

know how she

the time."

When she arrived at the
hospital. Mrs. Heaton was

so we went on 100 yards up
the road. another farm with

wearing a blue raincoat and

riding stables." said Ashby.

Northwest Community

"I stayed at the hospital un-

"I have always been con-

til 3:30 p.m. Wednesday."

cerned al Out people not wanting to become involved when

said Ashby. "I conferred with

Northwest Community. Mrs.

Bright stayed behind and

FBI

and

state and county

there's a need. But when

police. They all came within

notified the police.

the time." said Ashby.

Mrs. Martin Sopocy. of Lake
Forest, He has been married

minutes to reach the hospital.

for two and a half years.

"It took us about I5

out for her abductors, two
men believed to be driving her
1965 blue Chevrolet.

critical condition from two
bullet wounds in the head.
She had been kidnapped

Tuesday night in Kalamazoo.

it

happens, you don't think. you
just act."

the hour."
Ashby is the son of Mr. and

"Mrs. Heaton was mumbling and incoherent much of

Hospital this morning in

RICHARD ,SIIBY

blood.

Bright offered to lead the
way to the nearest hospital.

forced at gunpoint to drive

here, shot and thrown from
her car on

"I just hope she pulls out Tollway
of it." said the man who' Township.
helped Mrs. Heaton.

the

Northwest

in Palatine

Mrs. Sally Heaton of Mattawan. Mich.. 15 miles from

Kalamazoo. was found
wandering between a field and
Central Street near the
tollway.
She was noticed by a

salesman from a Des Plaines
company who took her to the

A police and FBI alert was

omen Lunch With Shapiros

6,000

Newsstand Price 10 Centi

20 PAGES

60056

A Michigan woman was in

white winter dress with brown
leather trim. splattered with

Ashby rang the doorbell at
the home of Leslie Bright. S.
Central Road, Palatine.

255-4400

Michigan Woman
Kidnapped, Shot,
Left Here to Die

amaritan's

oo

Richard Ashby of Lake

Telephone

Your Home Newspaper

Volume 3, Number 132

came to the rescue of a

.011D

PrOpert ;Dar

WEATHERS

BY RICHARD CRABB
Nearly 6,000 women sat

hospital in Arlington Heights.

The salesman, Richard

Ashby of Lake Forest. said he
saw

the woman as he was

for the Michigan Bell
Telephone Co. in Kalamazoo.

According to Cook County

Police, after leaving her job

went to a tavern in

Randhurst Asks

helped Mrs. Heaton into his

car, and drove to a nearby
farmhouse for help.

Arlington Park Wednesday

the farm,

of S. Central

Rd. near Palatine, led Ashly to
the hospital. Meanwhile. Mrs.
Bright notified the police.

It was sponsored by

Suburban '68, an organization

of suburban citizens that is
supporting the candidacy of

"Mrs. Heaton was con-

scious and reasonably

Gov Shapito, and other

coherent when first brought

Democrats

in." said Jack Ryon, the

The women came from the
northern and western suburbs
and from Chicago, including
Mrs Richard J Daley, wile

OK for 10 -Story

Office Building
The Randhurst Corp. will
ask Mount Prospect's Board
of Appeals for permission to

Lutz to build

Village Hall tonight at 8.

Bonita.

cording to George Jacobs-

of Chicago's mayor
Col Jack Riley, community

"The FBI has received her
clothes and will receive the
bullets when they are remov-

Daley, presided over the

areas of federal juristiction."

luncheon and described it as
"the largest party of its kind
ever held in the history of

Ryon said.

More than

10

detectives

from the sheriff's Police

assisted by FBI agents com-

Illinois politics

A SIMILAR luncheon at
Arlington Park in 1966 for

bed the area around where she

was found walking for two

former Sen Paul Douglas, under similar sponsorship, at-

hours.

tracted only hall the number

"Detectives have gone up to
Kalamazoo. We are waiting to

yesterday's luncheon

see what they find out. We
also have a message out to

of women that attended

The partitions were removed between the Mid -America,

Futurity and Turf rooms at

the track luncheon tables

rounding states," said Sgt.
yiceDlson of the Sheriffs
police.

in three

the men. I'd like to have all
5,000,000 voters in Illinois

under one roof and if we did
I ant sure I would win. But

circuit television

to rely upon you."

remote from the governor s

briefly saying:

Shapiro speak on closed- since that isn't possible

The Turt Room, more

table than the other two,

seated 2,000 women and had

its own hand for entertainment

I have

Mrs. Shapiro also spoke
"I am often asked what it
like to campaign with the
governor. My answer is that
is

Gov and Mrs Shapiro insisted on foregoing lunch to

I enjoy it very much. We meet
people and attend meetings 18

walk the aisles shaking hands,
and chatting with the women
At one point, Riley announced on the public ad-

to

dress "Gov Shapiro

wherever you are, would you
please return to your table so
the program can go on

11IE GOVERNOR, realizing that his walk through the
rooms had taken the time
allotted to his talk, folded up
his manuscript, put it in his

pocket and limited his
remarks to greetings

"It you can get the women

to he for you, they will get

look for the car in sur-

Wednesday's Arlington Park luncheon attended by nearly,6,000

directions for distances of approximaiply two Mons Most
of the audience heard and saw

could be extended

women doing Just this --shaking hands. (Photo by Bob Johnson)

Gov. Shapiro spent most of his two and one-half hours at

19 hours a day. There is

no problem in getting to sleep.
"Campaigning is good for
the waist line too. We seldom
get a chance to eat after
breakfast. Then at about
a.m. we go to the hotel coffee

Dirksen to Speak At Carousel
BY RICIIARD CRABB
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen
will make his final campaign
address in this area when he

addresses a dinner

cornflakes."

Theft From Car
A tool box, a .tire, and a
head rest were stolen yesterday from an auto belonging

'sponsored by women of the

Restaurant, Arlington Park.
Four members of congress,

districts on Chicago's South

including Rep. Donald
the public.

and the Republican Women's
Club of Evanston will give a
tea for Dirksen in Evanston.

that includes Maine Township

will preside and introduce
14,

Dirksen.

Other congressmen at-

Day

after she was brought to the

morning.

Mount Prospect Plaza, wants
to erect

rneyer, chairman of the Board
of Appeals.

two signs.

Mount

Prospect State Bank wants to
Change a sign already standing

,

Also at the meeting.

at 15 E. Busse. and Fuze On
Products. 1620 W. Central,
would like to put up a help -

Marathon Oil Co. will petition
to build a 10.000 -gallon oil

storage tank at Mount

wanted sign.

Kellen's Countryside

Prospect Auto Wash. 113 E.

Florist, 618 E. Golf, will ask

Prospect.

variance to make an addition to its building.

The board will decide

a

whether to allow Harvey W.

`Package Zoning'
Hearing Tonight
allow planned unit

Donald P. Roth, 302 N.
Russel, also petitior1ng the

Prospect will get a once-over

pre -annexation agreement that

Board's Judiciary Committee.

nemann Rd. is annexed it will

committee's approval, it will
go to the Village Board.

building, Lewis said.

The proposed ordinance to

developments in Mount Judtciaty Cuuuufuee CM a
tonight from the Village his property at 105 S.

Lin-

be zoned for a business use
If the ordinance gets the so he can construct an office

The ordinance would

All

land annexed to the

village automatically comes in
establish building re- yoned
-X, a strict classificaquirements for large tion Rfor
single-family
"package" developments that

of Appeals, 8 p.m., Village

their home until the house is

he can erect a medical

Schlickman (R -Arlington

999 W. Dundee Rd.
Mount Prospect Village

near Mattawan.

Dirksen in the Chicago area,
starting at a breakfast meeting

Goldblatt's Tire Center.

of 30 feet. ac-

Heatons were living tem-

Mrs. Heaton, 31. mother of
three children. lives with her
husband in an uncompleted

stone -and -redwood ranch
house in Van Buren County

The dinner will climax a
long day of campaigning by

to heights

Hall.

District 21 School

He had been searching for
his wife since early yesterday

Administration Center,

Township.

John Bump of 301 N.
School, Mount Prospect.

Columbus. could not be found
to be told what has happened

Board, 8:15 p.m.,

mitteeman of Wheeling

to

Mrs. Heaton's husband,

at the speaker's table

Heights) who is com-

gram.B.K.

Chicago FBI office.

Harper College Board,

quin ,;.a.

Also) .

disturbing those who are
staying for the entire pro-

makes this an FBI case. according to Kyle Clark of the

Variances for signs will he
requested by three companies.

include several different types residences.
of buildings.
A project satisfying the requirements would not have to
be subdivided into separate
lots and rezoned for each
The annual bus tour of
Mount Prospect for members
building.In
another action, Dr. of municipal commissions is
Conrad E. Mazeski of 205 W. scheduled for Saturday.
The tour is designed "to coOrchard is petitioning the
committee to rezone the ordinate the different comsouthwest corner of Pine and missions of the village so they

(12th)

will be Rep. Eugene F.

their children are honored,

Item

makes it a kidnapping."
The interstate transportation of a stolen auto also

hospital.

8 p.m., 1200 W. Algon-

and John Erlenborn

ing the state line with

Meetings

tending will be Robert Clory
( I4t h

People who leave high
school award dinners after

Side.

At 3 p.m. the Republican
women of the 13th District

Rep. Harold Collier of the
10th Congressional District

Gripe
Of The

1st and 2nd congressional

Rumsfeld (r -I3) will attend

the dinner which is open to

meeting

I

shop and have a serving of

tonight at the Carousel

"The FBI also is working
with us on this case as cross-

swimming
1402 W.

Busse. and Kronos Construc-

An ordinance limits

buildings in Mount Prospect

ed, because of several possible

a

pool at his house.

construct a 10 -story- office tion to make a two -room adbuilding at a meeting in the dition to a building a 1718

hospital's director of public
relations.

relations director for Mayor

before she was dumped out of
her car near Central Rd.

her to give them a ride home.

He continued to the Bar-

The owner of

in the head and on her right
hand and suffered facial cuts

Kalamazoo, where two men
about 30 years of age, asked

rington exit, returned and

Leslie Bright,

driving.
Mrs. Nemeth was shot twice

Tuesday night. Mrs. Heaton

driving westwards to Elgin.

down to lunch with Gov and
Mrs Samuel H Shapiro at

When they got into the car,
police said, one pulled a gun
out and told her "they had to
go to Chicago." On the way
to Chicago, she was attacked
twice as the men took turns

For several years, Mrs.

Heaton has been an operatO'r

Board Judiciary Committee, 8 p.m. Village

Mount Prospect Board

Hall.

Her mother. Mrs. Earl

Judge, lives next to them in

an old farmhouse. The

Official Will

Tour Village

porarily in the basement of

Prospect for business use so

completed.

building there.

are aware collectively of

what's going on," said Village
Manager Robert Moore.

`Too Busy to _Mae Whites': Brownlee
BY BARRY PETERSEN

"So they held us overnight.

was walking down the When she came down, she
street in the inner city one told the police that none of
time when I was 15, coming us was the man, so they let
"I

home from a movie.

"A police car pulled up to
the curb, and the officer said,
'Hey, boy, get in.'

"He took me down to the
station where the police had
collected about 15 or 20 other
blacks.

I

didn't know what

they wanted us for, but someone whispered that a lady
had her purse stolen.
"The police called the lady,

us go."

This, according to WBKB-

TV newsman Lester

Brownlee, is why blacks in the
ghetto fear increased law.

spent.

titude of the people in Illinois

pleted," Brownlee said. "Have
you ever driven on a highway

come to us. We're ready for

Brownlee said Dick

"We always manage to
have our highways com-

that suddently stopped
because the money ran out?

rights movement was dying,
"but not because we haven't

ington Heights) spoke to

Southminster Presbyterian

will do a feature on him."

tained by police."

.

Brownlee, an'd Rep.
couldn't make it. She asked
the police if they could hold Eugenia Chapman (D -Arlabout 30 persons at the

would pick 'up any who

"when he does, .a newspaper

"After the election

suburb and sell it to your next

ple."

strayed into residential areas.
Brownlee, in reference to
justice, said the black man
receives justice so seldom that

a

step-up in police means more

party that night and j'ast

the time to come down and

"After a while, the blacks

decided to fight back, so they
quit coming to their job. Then
the people, without maids and

blems.

everyone thinks their job

was worked out. The police
agreed to allow blacks on
main and arterial streets, but

means more police, and
nights

morning when she could spare

Gregory once asked why all
the money for education was

suburban policemen was

He said suburbanites who
come to the ghetto to "sell integration" will find that

"Do we think more of our
highways than our children?"

but she had a bridge party

us overnight until the next

typified by one north Chicago
suburb that would pick up any
black man on the streets.

"Law, Order and Justice"

"When you talk about it to
a person in the inner city, he's
just as anxious as you are gardeners, called the police
about locking up crooks. But and -complained."
He said a "compromise"
he knows that more law

in jail and more lost
that afternoon, and a dinner jobs because he's being de-

LESTER BROWNLEE

series last night.
Brownlee said the attitude of

He said the attitude of the
middle class is that "law is
such a good thing there is no
need to waste it on poor peo-

Church during the church's

see us in a lineup."

he said.

Brownlee said the civil

the interest. It's dying because
black people are too busy

trying to fix their ghetto to
hate white people."

two dozen of these kinds of
bills, and they'll be passed,"

is

even though she opposes this

Negroes and white people done, and the legislature
are "already sold on the idea. should take over. They tell us
to go down there and fix
idea.
"If you want to sell in- things up.' "
Rep. Chapman said the attegration, go home to your

kind of legislation.
The bills will be passed
easily, "unless the people don't
want them passed," she said.

door neighbor," he said. was one of reaction, not ac"When you do that, then tion.
it now."

"During the summer

session at the legislature,

I

remember seeing four bills of
Rep. Chapman warned of a repressive nature being pro"trying to solve complex pro- posed," she said.
The bills concerned such
blems with simple solutions."
"It's true that there is not things as repressing students
enough money for education," who demonstrate an campus.

.Speaking after Brownlee,

she said, "but there isn't

"The bills failed because

enough money for highways they didn't have a two thirds
or mental health clinics or majority needed to pass."
But, she predicted, "in the
services to children."
She said people expect the next session of the legislature
legislature to solve all the pro- we will sec, I'm sure, about

"We have a situation here

where we arc reacting to

turbulence, instead of looking
at its causes. I have found that
repression, rather than controlling .a situation, very often
increases the situation."

She said people who seek

the simple solutions only
make things worse.

"And the kind of situations
that exist right now serve to

upset and frighten people.
Many of those running for
public office play on this, and
the panicky feeling will ,show

up in the next session of the
legislature."

-Ze
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Canvass
Monday

Metropolitan Engineeis Like
Village's Water Basin Plan

Monday evening, more

Mount Prospect Com-

bined Appeal will make

calls -to raise funds for

area community agencies,

This weekend, late

department and Supt. Vinton

BY TED LACEY

than 400 volunteers for

Bacon of the MSD will

A proposal for a $7.2 recommend that the district
million storm water retention
basin north of Central Rd. in
Mount Prospect won the ap-

night lights will be burn-

proval of Metropolitan

ing in the Village Hall and

management and engineers

Fire Station Two as

Sanitary District (MSD)

trustees adopt the plan for the
40 -acre basin as part of their
own flood control program for
1969.

BACON and Chief

workers get their col-

yesterday.

Engineer Frank Dalton will

structions.

of the district's trustees as
well, later discussion will

the Nov. 7 board meeting.
This was the answer sought

lection kits and final in-

Mount Prospect sets
aside one evening each
year to raise the funds.

This year's goal is

$57,000.

If the project gets the nod

determine what part of the tab
MSD will pick up.
According to John Vivoda,

MSD engineer in charge of
flood control, the Engineering

make the recommendation at

recommendation Nov. 7,"
Vivoda said, "we will have

ficials yesterday.

"Bacon and Dalton told us

some real down-to-earth they _are for it and they think
disculTions with Mount it is a good plan.
Prospect officials."

THESE discussioni would
determine whether MSD will
pay for the entire cost of the
basin in Mount Prospect.
"We could reach an agreement within a very short time.

Then construction could be

and received by Mount well underway in 1969,"
Prospect representatives in
their meeting with MSD of-

"It sounded very promising.

Vivoda said.

Mount Prospect Trustee

Joseph Grittani said, after the

"If the board accepts the

meeting with MSD officials;

"But if the MSD board approves the project, I doubt
that it will pay the entire cost.
However, at least they will put
up a good part of it."

"I'm glad to see that

something is finally being
done about Weller Creek

flooding. It's been a political
football for many years."

DRAINAGE and Clean

Streams Commission

Chairman Fred Hysell said, "I

think the chances are quite
good that the MSD board will
decide to take on the project."

What would this mean to

Mount Prospect?

"Every engineer who has
our area," Hysell
said, "has concluded that a
retention basin at that point,
reviewed

north of Central Rd. on

Weller Creek, would have a

pronounced effect on

AT LANDWEHR 'S TV

it's RCA .month
TOM II RCA's 24 CrasSy Special with seat stars Bob lisps, Wed bus I The Seprestss-NBC-IV. Widessday, &islet 23

With Six Month's Free Service
Come in during RCA Month for an unrivaled selection of the
new stars of the line with the advanced features that keep
RCA #1 in Color TV I "Locked -in" fine tuning-completely
electronic and fiddle -free. Advanced space age circuitry for
greater dependability.

alleviating flooding.

"Adding this basin to the
other flood control projects
now under way --the widening
of Weller Creek by the Illinois
Division of Waterways and

the village's plans for a storm
water retention basin between

Hatlen Heights and Weller
Creek-will practically solve
our problem."

The proposed basin would
serve two purposes for Mount
Prospect, Hysell said.
First, it would be capable

of holding 900 acre-feet of
storm water and let it trickle
into Weller Creek at a rate it
can handle without flooding
its banks. (An acre-foot is the
amount of water necessary to

cover one acre of land to a
depth of one foot.)

special treatment. Here fireman

Smiley, the Mount Prospect Fire Department's mascot, gets
SECOND, the basin also
washer, using a truck tire scrub brush and
would have water treatment Ken Koepen bathes Sosokey in a $1,000 hose
facilities to clean the water dish washing soap. (Photo by George Steiner)
before emptying it into the
creek.

Parents Go

clean water running through
the creek every day," Hysell
said,: "which would serve to

To Classes

Expressway Committee
To Get An Aerial Look

Tonight

An Arlington Heights Plan
Commission committee stu-

"There would be some

flush it out.

"So instead of being an

open sewer all the time, the
creek will be more tolerable.
"We might even have some
fish in there one day."

The water treatment plant

at the site of the proposed
basin would be necessary
because combined sewers con-

taining sewage as well as
storm water would empty into
it.

Vivoda said Bacori and the
engineering department of the

MSD received the Mount

Parents will get 10 -minute

descriptions of each of their

children's classes at Forest

View High School, Arlington

High and Elk Grove High

School tonight.
Teacher -Parent Councils of
the schools are conducting

programs, starting at 8 p m.
at the three high schools.

minutes in each classroom

their children use, following

favorably because
save the MSD money on other

Teachers will describe course
material and What Is expected

projects it has on the drawing

of the students.

boards.

The basin would lessen the
strain on two proposed treat-

MODEL 01-616W

Another RCA Month Special, The Garvey, Is RCA's
lowest -priced big -screen consolette with "locked -

in" automatic fine tuning. Giant 23" diag., 295 sq.

ment plants, one just east of
O'Hare International Airport
and one on the west fork of

expressway decided last night to

fly over the Rand Rd corridor
Nov 1
The committee is studying
the area before proposing an
expressway route to the Commission.

"We don't have the authori-

The subdivision will be

recommended to the Village
Board

Prowler Flees
After Trying
Window Entry
Arlington Heights police
are investigating an attempted

ty to decide where the ex- burglary yesterday in an
will go," Chairman
1402 N KenParents will spend 10 pressway
Fred Ainslee said, "but we apartment at

Prospect basin plan so their children's schedules
it would

dying the Rand Rd

room for a house

Afterwards, the parents can
talk to teachers about the progress their children are mak-

would like to suggest a location that would be best for the

nicou

Mrs Dana Butt told police

people in the Rand Rd. area "

her doorbell rang several

ing the corridor, a 2 -mile -wide

intercom

The committee told the times hut nobody responded
commission that maps cover- when she answered over the
area on either side of Rand
Rd , have been obtained.

In other action, the com-

approved a subing in school These mission
division on Vine St between
discussions will take group

Several minutes later Mrs.

Butt said she saw a man attempting to enter her bedroom
window She said the man fled

and Mitchell Two when she rushed toward the
Salt Creek, just north of meetings in the school Walnut
lots were divided to make window.
cafeterias.
O'Hare, Vivoda said.

in. picture is the biggest screen size in Color TV.

ASK FOR THE LOW LANDWEHR PRICE!

RCA Month Special-

$75 trade-in allowance on these
fine furniture color. consoles!

MODEL GL -564

MODEL GL -666

MODEL GL870

MODEL OL.676

We're offering a $75 trade-Iri allowance on your old TV when you buy
one of these handsome color consoles.All have fiddle,free, "locked -in'
Automatic Fine Tuning, big 6" oval speakers and dependable solid
copper circuits. Choose, left to right, the Italian Provincial Modena,
Early American Bradfield, French Provincial Dubois or Mediterranean

ROBERT L.
SEE OUR

take a
sign
from us!

DISPLAY OF

EXCEPTIONAL

-REALTORS

MOST
PEOPLE DO!

KING"

HOMES

wg
AS ADVERTISED IN THE

HOME
BUYER'S GUIDE

Pamaro.

"WHERE SERVICE
REIGNS -- THE
CUSTOMER IS

0

NEW 2 -YEAR WARRArMi
RCA guarantees to theoriginel retail purchaser that we will
exchange, through the. RCA distributor -dealer organization,
the color picture tube in this TV if We find It to have been
within two years
defective, under normal use in the
of the purchase date. RCA rebuilt replacement tubes will
be used, and they will -be covered for the unexpired portion,

appearing every week In

DAY PUBLICATIONS

of the twoyeir period. Service, labor and transportation

charges. as well as damage resulting from causes beyond
our control, are the purchaser:j responsibility.

35 PROFESSIONAL SAUEPEOPLE
Marge Nelson Mary Solon Don Jackson Jo Good Joan Miller Curl

RasqUale Fronk Jogels Jock VI/11111er Bob Lotka Norm Morley Vic
Soderstrom George Stahmer Larry Knoack Marge Yeats Harty Garland
Bill Bledermann Grace MonnIng Jock Jotwiak Mick* Robertson Jim(

Maos Bessie Wright Gen Hollnagel Chuck Flood Joe Winters Dods
Baehr' Al tangos Jim Warriner Guy McCord Julia Ward Bob Nelson
Raymond W. Nelson Jim Maloney *Terry Fitzpatrick

218,11. GUNTON
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Area Minister Takes Pueblo Crusade to Nixon
BY GARY SHIFFMAN

issue in tile :campaign.

consulate agreement with the
Soviet Union.

terested because there arc 82

two girls. noted that the

However wehope to get the
candidates and the voters in-

The Rev. Paul D.

Lindstrom of Prospect
Heights has traveled to

has not been

U
REMEMBER THE Pueblo. discussed on the floor.
silent. Even

tivity. were forced by the

United Nations has remained
silent since the ship was captured.

"There have been no

Korea."

'

resolutions. It

in his own backyard at

according to Lindstrom. was

Praspect High School. when
he spoke to Richard M. Nix-

partisan group and will

Thant remains

our own ambassador says

founded late in May as a non-

nothing."

re-

Economic sanctions also

main such even if one of the

on.

"We were the first to approach Nixon's car as he ar-

candidates

rived at the school." said

Pueblo,

stand on

Lindstrom of 203 E.

Could

takes a positive
the return of the

introduced myself and briefly
explained our position on the
Pueblo incident (the naval intellegence ship that was cap-

cutting off trade with .coun-

tries trading with North
Korea and blockading their

Lindstrom hit at this country's handling of the incident.
Lindstrom said the crowd ,plading part of the blame on

of an endorsement." he said.

response Saturday was.. -President Johnson.

representative of the usual, ,* "We have information that

23)

Lindstrom. national public feeling toward the

indicates Capt. Lloyd Bucher
(Pueblo commander) asked
for .self-destruct mechanisms
on, the ship's high:level intelligence gear' before sailing
on the maiden voyage. This

Pueblo crusade.

chairman of the Remember

"We distributed several

the Pueblo .Committee. said
he gave some of the organiza-

thousand pieces of literature

tion's. literature to the

and bumper stickers." he said.

Republican - presidential candidate ,who placed it in his
limousine and promised to

honored for "'courage and

Lindstrom. whowas

request was denied."

perseverance" by the Illinois
General Assembly. said there

read it.

the Church of Christian

"There are indications of

be no sure method of

possible trial of crew members

regaining the intelligence ship

when they are released."

can

The. 28 -year -old pastor of

and its crew.

Liberty said he has offered all
his committee's information

pressures we think the return
can he accomplished. There

An

are no diplomatic

aide to third -party vice

pressures

made by the crew during cap-

LINDS'l'ROM said he

hopes the committee will

continue in existence after the
ship and crew are released.

that there are still 389

Arlington Heights District 25:

never repatriated after the
Korean war and the State

missionaries being held by

sources. "We have spoken to

various countries. Six have
been held in East Germany
since 1962. Eleven American

senators. congressmen and
other public officials in addition to relatives of crew
members- and private groups
such as the Navy League."
The Pueblo crusade has not

Macaroni and cheese.
gelatin fruit mold, green

interfered with his normal
ministerial duties. Lindstrom
said.

"I usually do not make any
the Pueblo

reference to

in

church services other than an-

nouncing a future public ap-

pearance in which

I

will

discuss the Pueblo."

by a Naval Board of Inquiry
Lindstrom said. "Some Of our

local units. The group. ac-

stead. There has been no -progress in the 21 meetings at

ported entirely by private

cording to Lindstrom, is supdonations.

beans, spice cake. milk.

To be served .Friday at An-

ne Sullivan and Betsy Ross
and
MacArthur
Schools

Junior High in Prospect
Heights -District 23:
Pizza casserole or fish puff

with tartar sauce, bacon

REV. LINDSTROM

flyers are being held by the
Armenians since 1958.

"Our committee hopes to

continue working for the

School Menus.
North Elementary School in

American soldiers who were

pilation of facts from many

Page 3

To be served Friday at potato salad: .Whipped
South, Thomas and Miner potatoes. buttered corn,
Junior High Schools and sauerkraut. Salad (one choice)

:In all speeches and

literatyre, I refer to the fact

Department agrees with us on
North Koreans.
"Some of the crewmen have -this. There are 12 American
not been heard from, either by captives in' Cambodia who
have been there since July 17
recorded statement or letters.
Not all of the 82 captured and 22 in the Soviet Unman
who have been held sinao,
crew members may he alive."
Lindstrom said his com- 1956.
mittee's information is a com"There are American

The minister said the committee has more than 1.000

"Under strong diplomatic leaders should he On Arial in-

the three

presidential candidates.

gaining

but we will always stop. short

tured by North Korea Jan.

on the Pueblo to

in

useful

crew according to Lindstrom.
"Among these sanctions. arc

casion to express agreement.
with a candidate's position.

I

be

repatriation of the ship and

"In the final days of the
campaign we may have oc-

McDonald.

he unless we force the issue."

LINDSTROM, a graduate
of Maine East High School..
the University of Illinois and
Trinity Theological Seminary
in Deerfield. said it is apparent that any statements

Americans .who will- not be
voting in' this election...there
are no voting booths in North

Washington, D.C.. and across
the country in his "Remember
the Pueblo" crusade.
But one of the highlights of
his effort came Saturday right

"As Mr. Nixon got out

LINDS'I'ROM, father of

Panmunjom and.. there won't

DAY

PR
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fruit juice, tossed salad, cole
slaw, molded cherry, diced
pear -grape, orange, pineapple -

grape salads, rolled wheat
muffins, butter, milk.

Available desserts: peach
half. strawberry gelatin, co coconut cream pie, chocolate
cake, chocolate chip cookies.
Carl Sandburg School in

Rolling Meadows District
has no school Friday.

n and butter, shredded lettuce, ice box whip cream pie.
milk.
To be served Friday at
Feehanville, Euclid, Bond, In-

release of the Americans after
the Pueblo situation is resolv-

dian Grove, River Trails

ed."

School in River Trails District

Junior High and Park View
26:

`Wild Rose' on Stage

At Lutheran Church
"Wild Rose," a two -act

by the Church Women's

at Our Redeemer

the St. Andrew's Lutheran
Parent Teachers League of

musical comedy will be
presented

Lutheran Church, 304 W.

Guild and will.be presented by

PIZZA PARLOR

ington, Prospect, Wheeling,
Forest View, Elk Grove and
Hersey4: High Schools, District

Main dish (one choice)
.thuringer. tuna dog. fish
adults and 75 cents for sandwich, wiener on bun.

Palatine Rd., Prospect

Park Ridge.

church fellowship hall.
The play will be sponsored

children.

Heights, Nov. 8 and 9 in the

Golden salad, banana nut
bread, macaroni and cheese,
peas, strawberry whip 'n chill.
milk.
To be served Friday at Arl-

Donations are

$1.50 for

Vegetable

(one choice) 'hot

being exerted at this time. so
almost anything would be -a
step in the right direction."

presidential 'candidate Curtis

LeMay requested- and was

given the information last

One such pressure. he said.
would he breaking off the

week.

"Thus far." Lindstrom said.
"the Pueblo has not been an

Push On to Limit
House, Lot Ratio
to buy enough land to build

BY MERRILL SANDERS

a house big enough for them.

Mount Prospect is moving
to stop

builders

he said.

from con-

GARAGES ANI)

structing larger houses than
village,lot, regulations allow.
Marv; for new houses sub mated to Mount Prospect's

basements are left out in

calculating the floor area in
a house." Zimmerman said.
two-story house.

Building Department should
include information on the
ratio otthe size of the house
to the lot it is built on. the
village board's Building Com-

"But in

mittee dc`cided last night.

ches are included hi flocirarea
estimation. but open porches
are not included.

a

space on both floors is
counted."
Trustee Robert Teichert ad-

ded that closed, heated por-

The Architectural Com-

mittee, wilt check to- see that
thi's eOnfroms to village. rectilirrements before a building

"HOOsd.'Size is Iiinffed.

because we want to keep

Mount Prospect green and at-

permit is issued.

tractive." Teichert said.

ALSO: THE Building

"Without this regulation. huge

houses. would be built on

Committee decided not to re-

quire 'builders to put in
sidewalks leading from the
hack doors and side doors of

small lots., and there would he
no room for grass and trees."

Zimmerman noted that existing

houses to the street.

rules on how

far a

the Building Code of Mount

house must be set hack from
the street and its side lot lines

Prospect were discussed at the
meeting.

ordinance is changed to allow

Definitions of terms used in

"There are many houses in
Mount,, Prospect that are too
lug for the lots they Amid oil,"

said John Zimmermann.
village attorney.

-The lot size regulation

hasn't been enforced in

the

will he kept. even if the

ed whether the committee
should require builders to lay
sidewalks to provide access
from hack and side doors to

around the house from the
back -door." Rogers said. 'A.
think builders should be forc-

maximum floor -area in a

h use allowed is 25 per cent
the lot size. The comrnission is working to change
this to 35 per cent of the size
of the lot."
Zimmerman explained this
iS being done because the cost

Of lots has risen rapidly over
the last few years.

; Families often can't afford
1

1-1

the street.

COmMisSion is in the process
of changing the regulations. to
allow 'bigger houses to he

constructed. "Right now, the

lji4 41. '04. P.

Chairman Don Rogers. ask-

"1 .don't think a house is
complete- without a sidewalk

ZimMerrnan said the Plan

I'

bigger houses.

past."

Obituaries

r

ed to provide these."

EICHERT did not agree.
"I think it is up to the in-

,

4*Tt'&4

&lac

dividual. Some homeowners

may think that' kind or

sidewalk is ugly. Maybe they
prefer flagstones to a strip of.
concrete. or perhaps they just

-

want grass.". '-'----,,.

.

Rogers noted that vlikrie
regulations make builders pro-

vide gutters on houses., and *Iced why sidewalks for hack
and side do -ors- shouldn't be '1

included as well.;-

Gutters, are needed to stop

Reltilioldt Ness

land erosion:- Teichert said,'

Services were to be, today
at Oehler Fimeral Home. Des
Plaines. for Reinholdt Ness.

village. while' these .Sidewalks
only concern the owner of the

Land erosion affects the

82. who died Monday at the
Arlington Heights Rest Home.

:Surviving fire two

daughters. Mrs. Grace Harper

and Mrs. Elaine Johnson: a
son. Raymond: it brother.
Harry:

a

sister.

Mrs. Gerta

granchildren

ich aylt*

ajndfkeven ,greatgrandchildren.

Burial was to be at the Irving Park Cemetery:

house. he added.

"I still \think anyone who.:.,
buys a hotise without,, these

sidewalks'is beintshbrt- tar
changed." Rogers said: 4 "'
Trustee Earl,Lewis. said' 1

that anyone buying a hbuse"
could ask the buildet..to add
sidewalks, or could huildthem
himself.

.

"Even if they arc required '.

by law. the cost will' be paSsed

on to the 'buyer. Contractors
aren't going to throw them -in.
as a gift:" he said.

it; 11110;r,: Margaret

.,PEOPLE:MAY think

houses on sniallints look ugly
with' sidewalks coming around

were to be today'
Timeral Home,

1-teights.'jor Mrs.
NitIrga. t`: Fallon. Of 811

Talbqt,

tions of terms used in Mount

Was to .be

St.

the Archangel

Cemetery, Palatine.

i

N1114 %
qfj
'

tj:i :4"
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Great old financial institutions never die,

THEY JUST GET RE AUENEITED UP -ME -STREET:
Most individuals and businesses
prefer tolbank with a prominent financial instituticin. People like to rub

shouldrs: with success. During the
:past quarter century this old building
has ihOused'some of Chicagoland's
finest.: bankers. Northwest suburban

corporate officers, fOr
example; have .come to respect the
advice and assistance provided by
Palatine National Bank.
The quality minded management of

this bank, however, is never content.
It was obvious the physical plant was
showing its age. In order to accommo-

date the latest innovations in bank-

ing, a magnificent new financial
center was planned.

Soon 34 North Brockway will be
vacated. The usual hustle and bustle
will turn to quiet. But just up the street

at ... Brockway & Bank Lane, you'll
see a great old financial institution
starting a new era.The computer era.

ZinunerMan. and .Peter C.

.:Eden VieW Nursing

at

'%14,..t

Teichert said.`. ...

Retten.director',of . Building

it rarn."and four.
Rand

' 14.4; fyi.

necting with the -driveway."
-

are a son.

A -kV; 1

the side.of the'hOuSe and con-

Heights.
;FliBon. 80.:died Tues-

Orthbrook'

i°'

and: Zoning!. submitted defird- ".

Prospects Buildinr Code to
the committee. ,
These definitiOnS- will be
studied and pr'obabl'y changed
before they becornepart of the

Building Code, according to
Rogers.

PALATINE NATIONAL -BAN
Old addreii: 34 N. Brockway; New addiess: Brockway & Bank Lane Same Telephone: 359-1070 Member FDIC

"With the hied Carpet"
WE'RE OPEN!
Banjo Entertainment
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings
1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads

Palatine
Phone 359.4255

IS

Grace's Daze

Hideaword

Not 'Just A Party'

GINLESHMake as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

By Grace Mott

using all seven of these letters.
They said it was "just a party," but close friends who

14 good. 18 excellent

were invited knew it was
really in celebration of their

Answer on Comic Page

25th wedding anniversary; the

party Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Johnson Sr. gave last Saturday
afternoon and early evening at
The Swedish Club of Chicago.
Oct. 18 was the couple's anniversary date.

Here from New York City
was Grace Johnson's sister,
Mrs. George Barrie, who arrived last Wednesday to stay
through the weekend, and the

'event included other close

j

Welcome to the Madhouse!

DISGUISE
SPECIALS

Danisches, the William Motts,
the Bruce Pershings, Mr. and

Mrs. Anthony Caliento, Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Christian, Mr.
Ralph

Clown Wig $4.98, White Circus Clown Rubber Bald
Head (Ma any sire), $2.49, Orange Pumpkin Head
Wig 94.98, Black Minstrel Wig $4.98; Black Geisha

-4,LIVi tie

1

Humphrey Gibson.

Other tables at the party
were occupied by member

Black Harem Wig (with or without bangs) 95.98,
Black Cleopatra Wig $5.98, Black deluxe shoulder

friends of the club where the
Johnsons have long belonged.

length curly Three Musketeers Wig 910.98, Beautf-

DISGUISE SET

NI, soft and curly natural wavy Santa Claus Wig
and Beard Set $29.95, Velvet Santa Suits $25.00.

Glasses- Moustache -

and business associates of
Johnson's.

Nose -Beare.

Regularly 59c

Here from Buffalo, N.Y., is
Mrs. Vincent Brown, guest of

..4121Mle

STRANGE MASK
ASSORTMENT

her sister and husband, the

I

Regularly 59c

Malcolm Youngs. Wednesday

the two along with Mrs. Mott
were guests of Mrs. Charles

HALLOWEEN HORROR

MASK ASSMT.

9c

Regularly 29c

H. W.

Mrs.

Jack Gehringer, and Mrs.

Wig $5.98, Wavy Blonde Shoulder Wig $5.98, Mod
Mop Wig $4.98, Raggedy Ann Wig, 57.98, Zulu Wig
$.5.98, Excellent White Barrister Wig $10.98. Black
Chinese "Gun" Hat $2.98, Long Blonde Curls $6.98,

Glasses -Moustache -Cheeks

Gould.

Carlson and daughter, Miss
Shirley Carlson, Mr. and Mrs.

Wig $5.98, Yule Brenner Skin Head Wig $1.98,
Martha Washington Wig $7.98, Deluxe Hawaiian
Wig $12.98, Black Indian Girl Wig $3.98, Marie
Antoinette Wig $12.98, Colonial Man or Woman

TOM FOOLERY SET
Regularly 49c

Blocksom, Mr. and .Mrs.

ran Wig $4.98, Black Salome Wig $4.98, Orange

I Creighton

for

lunch, bridge

and chatter with plenty of the

Visit Our

Visit Our
Adult Costume
Adult Theatrical
Bar

-4ainea.Make-up Dept

freshmen girls at Southern
Illinois University who tried
out.

The girls have to have more

dance from the young women

James Brown, the Edward

ater Wig $4.98, Black Beatle Wig $4.98, Black Tar -

made it, one of 12 among 200

'daughters Kathy and Janet.
THE PREI IN party in-

Mr. and Mrs. H. D.

Wigs! Wigs! Wig.) Platinum Carol Channing Wig
$4.98, Blond Phyllis Diller Wig $4.98, Black Mon.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Burke, Mount Prospect

talent too, and public appearances call for song and

icluded a cocktail buffet and
live music for dancing, and
others who went, most of
whom have lived or who still
live in Mount Prospect, were

HALLOWEEN WIG BAR

Noe

into. But Barbara Burke,

daughter Diane; and Mr. and

1

MASK &

iliary to the. A.F.R.0-.T.C., at
college, and not easy to get

than good looks to qualify.

iMrs. Walter Dick with

VISIT OUR

a

sort of ladies' (young) aux-

family members, among them
the junior Leonard Johnsons

and their son David, and

COME IN AND GET LOST

"ANGEL FLIGHT' is

latter.

Driving east last weekend
the Youngs had two objects
mind; the beautiful

,in

The military-connotated
organization has to have
in their snappy uniforms.

Tomorrow (Oct. 25) the

university's "angels" may he

seen in a television appearance from the
Hilton Hotel.
Barbara

is

Prospect High School, seven-

year choir member of The
South Church, and is currently treasurer of her floor at
Mae Smith Hall, dormitory on
the university campus.

Three gallons of milk a day
bpild strong teeth and bones
for 13 children in the Archie
T. Harris home, S. George St.,
and loving discipline builds
strong character. As far as the

Harrises are concerned, they

"lucked out" with another
son. Lance Andrew who
weighed in at over 10 pounds
during the summer.

The couple's oldest child,
daughter Sharon, was a summer graduate of the School of

Hospital where she is on the
nursing staff. Help and babysitters in the Harris home are
builtins, and it would be hard
to imagine more good man-

store: "Love thy neighbor.
Paint Thy house."

LE

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

Q --My son, 33, suddenly
I started to lose his hair. Is
there any treatment for this?

A --In men the chief

causative

factor

heredity,

is

but your doctor should look

PHONE: 259-4049

for other possible causes and
=IF

CLIP & SAVE THIS AD

The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Frida, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60)156
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 611056

ing this, your son has three
choices: Grin and bear it, get
a wig or haye multiple small

ting must he done while the
still progressing the earlier the better.

hair loss

is

housewife.

In

about 10 weeks I have lost

river 75 per cent of my hair.
I have been treated with cortisone, thyroid, vitamin shots
What is the cause and what

.

do you recommend?

A-Your hair is constantly

Flair" in Our Beautiful
Dining Room. Treat Your Family to a Gour. At
met Dinner ANY Night of the Week
9
P.M.)
`til
Budget Prices! (Served from 5
"Served

with

a

.

I

Italian Platter
Spaghetti with meat sauce, ravioli and Italian
sausage with peppers. Includes garlic toast

I
I

.... Oriental Platter

Chop Suey over egg noodles with steamed

Scallops,

Shrimp,

Fresh

Perch and French

Fries.

SUNDAY ...

. . Prime Rib of Beef

. Brunch (10 A.M. 'til 2 P.M.)

"all you can eat r'

Family Style Chicken Dinner

$100

$150

9 50

$100

$250
$395
$250

$15°
$295
$15°

$195

$1 00

(Across from Randhurst)

out

leaflets

concerning

their views and they were ar-

rested by Mount Prospect
policemen.

The drugs you have been
using sometimes help but the
can't

he

guaranteed.

Since there is no specific cure
for baldness, the best treat-

posure to all the possible

phone

255-8800

CLIP & SAVE THIS AD

leaflets??

This really puzzled me,

especially the next day when
a Democratic canvasser rang
my doorbell, handed me a
Sam Shapiro leaflet, and ask-

with a soft brush and sham-

poo regularly with a nonirritating shampoo. Then, if
you cannot cover the bald
spots with a skillful hairdo,
get a wig or hairpiece.

thought it might be my duty
to report this man to the
police for distributing leaflets;

District 57
Liked The Day's
`Fine Coverage'

Q --What is myringitis? Editor:
What causes it? Is there any
cure for it?

On behalf of School

District 57, 1 wish to express
A-This is an inflammation appreciation for the Day's fine
of the ear drum. It may be coverage and support of our
caused by irritation of the recent referendum.

The stories and editorials
drum from the outside, in
which case removing the featured in The Day, I am
also be caused by an infection

financial needs to all members

drum it may have, to be

the school program is grateful
for your interest and support.
Eric A. Sahlberg

traveling up the Eustachian of the school community.
tube from the junction of the Without your assistance, our
task would have been more
nose and the throat.
For this penicillin is given, difficult.
Each of us associated with
but if there is Kulging of the
punctured to let the pus drain

^

at least
he wasn't one of those hippies,

what he was doing,
so

I

cautiously asked him if

Ile had pct mission to
distribute leaflets.

He looked

at

me rather

naively and explained the

First Amendment to the
Constitution concerning the
freedom of speech and of the
press. Gosh, no wonder I was
puzzled by the arrest of these
two boys.

I then remembered learning

history

course

that

anyone

was able to voice his opinion
in this country without fear of
by the police
harassment
because this is a free country.

Next, I obtained a copy of
the ordinance and submitted
it to a number of competent
practicing attorneys. In their
opinion the ordinance, Village

Citizens'
Comtnittee

naliks Us
Editor

On behalf of the Citizens
Committee, we would like to
express our appreciation to
the citizens of School District

57 for their support of the

Sept. 28 School Tax Referendum.

That it passed so resoundingly is a tribute to the

enlightened attitude of those

who realized that a good
school system is a result of
many things, not the least of
which is adequate financial
support by the community.
We also want to extend our
sincere thanks to the Prospect

Code Chapter XV, Article 8,

Day for your support of the

is very likely unconstitutional.
So the next time any of our
townspeople find it necessary

referendum. Newspapers are a

to criticize our government, I
hope they will feel free to go

ed me to vote for our fine out and do it.
governor.
Mount Prospect isn't in
Being a good citizen, I Russia or Ch,ina or under a

causes. Brush your hair gently

Out.

:......5

They allegedly had violated
an ordinance concerning the

cause and applying soothing sure, were important to the
ear drops will help. It may district's attempt to explain its

ikoftwiguA Zvkive
200 E. Rand Road

1-

high fever and childbirth.

ment is to minimize your ex-

of Mount Prospect

ing

$100

(All prices plus tax)

5

plaining their beliefs and giv-

ordinance against distributing

$100

but he looked like he knew

These two boys went in my high school American

distribution of leaflets. An

results

.Seafood Platter

SATURDAY.

known.

isn't so wonderful, is it?

rollers or a hair style that tugs

rice.

FRIDAY

around our community ex-

up to you to decide; but war

at the hair roots will cause a
loss of hair. Some bleaches
Make the hair brittle and add
to the problem. Other causes
of temporary hair loss include

$150-

milk biscuits.

distributing anti -draft, anti-

Using a nylong hairbrush
with sharp bristles and using

$150

WEDNESDAY . .German Night
Bratwurst and Sauerkraut Mashed or Whole
boiled potatoes.
THURSDAY.. . Irish Night
Irish Stew with buttered noodles and butter-

I read in the Oct. 3 issue
of the Prospect Day that two
young men were arrested for

CHILDREN
UNDER 12

and tossed salad.

TUESDAY

Editor:

alopecia areata. In the latter

comes out in patches. The
cause of this disease is not

ADULTS

I

Law Could Be
Unconstitutional

war leaflets. Whether you are
for or against these issues is

disease, which may affect
younger women, the hair
ss

Anti -Leaflet

coming out and growing back.
These two processes balance
each other in most women until after the menopause, unless

certain the condition is

.

Letters to the Editor

skin grafts. In order to be
successful, this type of graf-

and nerve pills but to no avail.

Evening Specials

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.0011 year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 Cents a copy.

remove them if possible. Fail

Q-I am a

ALL YOU CAN EAT!!

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publoher

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D..

MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA RAND & CENTRAL ROADS
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Heredity Plays Role
In Loss of Hair

BAG

.

msly keeping
dream by (diva
the paper..k freedom and intellectual iniegritt'.

-- Marshall Field Ill

T.N.T. (this 'n That)
Sign seen in a local paint

first in this town.

".4

Dap

"firma,. the on

ners than the brood displays.

for a vacation, far from her

TRICKinTREAk

MONDAY

Vie i3ro5pett

Nursing at Augustana

DOCTOR SAYS

fiReet

I

ttc ?

a graduate of

fall

scenery and most important,
bringing her sister back here

Ref, Rids/

ot^tt)

Conrad

powerful force in a com-

munity, and we feel that the
influence of the Prospect Day
was a positive factor in helping to persuade the District 57

community that a YES vote

on the two issues in the
was a YES vote
towards the maintenance of a

totalitarian form of government where the police would

referendum

try to prevent you from voic-

good school system.

ing your opinion.
But for your own sake,
have bail money with you. Or
better still, we should change
this ordinance.
Anthony Hinrichs

Landon Risteen and

Newt Hallman

Co -Chairmen, Citizens'
Committee
for the Sept. 28 Referendum

The Day's Prospects

Butt'ry Shelf Cookbook `Delightful'

lb. so

!Alit R1 tills II
(1)(4.11001,.

Women's Editor

If you are browsing at the

some dating back to her greatgrandmother's era.

cookbook that looks like New
England autumn you will probably be gazing at the "Butt'ry

WITH THE holidays and

Book Nook and see a
Shelf Cookbook" by Mary
Mason Campbell.
This most delightful, in-

The black and white picture of The Butt'ry Shelf Cookbook,
supplied by the World Publisher, cannot tell the colorful story

luscious illustrations. The buttery (pronounced "butt'ry") is
a shelf -laden little room next

pumpkin orange end New England antique browns.

to the kitchen. Two hundred

of the cover illustration done in pewter grays, apple reds,

New
Hampshire in an old preRevolutionary farmhouse. She

things, none

author's house that would
never scare children but does
turn into a bat when the butt'ry window is left open.
It tells of the last of the

England cooking.

The illustrations, which arc

family gatherings in the not
too -distant future, this little
book gives ideas for a New

either full color and old

Thimble Tea and the Quilting

by one of the country's

Bee, Halloween, Thanksgiving

leading

flowers,

Tudor, a neighbor of the

few.

author.

Sprinkled through the book
are the delightful notes by the

and "putting the gardens to
bed." Of a time for leaf raking, cold north winds telling
time for storm windows, and

Tasha

and Christmas, to mention a

the gathering in of

the pumpkins and squashes,

fashioned, or tiny here -and there pencil sketches, are done

illustrators,

of them very

spooky," like the ghost in the

enjoys working in the garden,
weaving on her 18th century
looms and of course, her New

Year's Day Open House,

formative and creative book
gives delicious recipes and

"Halloween" tells of "autumn

. author, who lives in

treasured generation -to generation recipes are included by the author with

BY DOLORES HAUGH

the baking of apples, making
gingerbread and planning the

THE CHAPTER entitled

mincemeat.

The Halloween treats include recipes for caramel ap-

ples, taffy, Hattie Hoyt's

Walnut Brittle, Gingersnaps,
Hearty Sandwiches, pumpkin

tarts with whipped cream,
popcorn balls and sweet cider.

The ingredients are old -settler simple and the procedures
easy to follow.

For a cookbook collector,
a new fall bride, a teenager
interested in cooking or a gift
that just says, "I love you"
you will want a copy of "The
Butt'ry Shelf Cookbook."

Cook of the Day

Favorites of the. Layer Family

Page 5
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In the world of food, put-
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ting six layers together would

form a pretty large cake. In
the case of the Cook of the
Day. Donna Layer, putting
six Layers together forms a

`Unity Through Education'
Prospect Hts. Club Theme

very active family.
Donna says she is usually
able to get meals together for
the family. but getting the

Theme of the new club year

another story. With ages rang-

for the Prospect Heights
Woman's Club is "Unity
Through Education." The

ing from 16 years down to 9

club

family together for meals

is

began

the fall

with a membership tea Sept.
25 at the home of Mrs.

sew her own clothes, as well

Mrs. John Soderberg, president, told of the club's work,

the

volunteer

the family. And Meg, 9

40.11.44

1.11

r -117.':i

DONNA SAYS she knows
they will all he together for

Thanksgiving dinner and

hopes you will enjoy these
favorites.

Everyone gets into the act when the Layer family starts
a project, such as pumpkin painting. John, 14, and Karen,

while Jeryl, 11, adjusts the top on tier pumpkin. Nine-montho)d Meg is content to just tear the newspaper.

16, check the progress of 9 -year -old Jeff and six -year -old Jim,

APPLE -PRUNE

1/3 cup melted butter
water to moisten,
2 teaspoons marjoram (op-

Mix ingredients, top with
marshmallows and heat in
slow oven to melt and brown
marshmallows.

FRUIT OF THE VINE
PIE
1 envelope plain gelatin
1/3 cup sherry
4 eggs, separated

Mrs. Kent, membership
chairman, introduced the

1'

Soften gelatin in sherry.

Bring Your
Elephant

president; Mrs. Kent, second
vice president; Mrs. Donald
F.

Bennett, treasurer;

Mrs.

Bayard Kelly, recording
secretary; Mrs. Anthony V.
Thomas, financial secretary;

and Mrs. Donald R. Schmidt,
corresponding secretary.

Marily Beldon, Mrs. Margie

Petersen, Mrs. George
Schmitt, Mrs. Patil
Mrs. James F. Mewman,
Clarence Bell, Mrs. Wayne

Masters, Mrs. Arthur

Bochenek, Mrs. William
Beezley, Mrs. Fred Olds and
Mrs. E. D. Lindsay.

Have you a white elephant
at your house? If you do bring
it to Busse School for the big
Fun Fair to be held Saturday,
Nov. 9, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Games, sales and other at
tractions are being planned

elephant picked up call Mrs.

foamy. Add 2 tablespoons

coated grape clusters.

Irene Hughes at 392-2338.

Beat egg whites until

Beat egg yolks slightly, add
sugar, salt and orange juice.

Mrs. Soderberg presiding.
Other new officers are Mrs.
Ulisse P. Cucco, first
vice

cream and garnish with sugar

Add rind. LAM until partially

whlteS

was held at the Old Orchard
Country Club on Oct. 2, with

set.

teaspoons grated coats spoon, about 10-15

) minutes. Add gelatin mixture,
orange rind
2 tablespoons sugar for egg stir until gelatin is dissolved.

following new members: Mrs.

library work.

sugar and continue beating
the whites until stiff, but not
dry. Fold the gelatin -orange
mixture into meringue. Turn
into 9 -inch pie shell and chill
until set, about two hums.
Top with sweetened whipped

1/2 cup sugar, dash of salt-'Cook, stirring frequently over
simmering water until mixture
V2 cup orange juice

Moisten crumbs in water.

add remaining ingredients.

There's a bit

nip in the

quickly cooked while thC cake

1/2 cup shortening

rises in the oven. The "four -

1

SWEET POTATO
CASSEROLE
6 medium sweet potatoes,

air these crisp fall days,

the grape flavor of the filling.

boiled, peeled and mashed
1 small can crushed pineapple
1/4 cup honey
3 tablespoons butter

cake "from scratch." From
the General Foods Kitchens
conies this recipe for Grape

heavenly cake.

but white elephants ate haul
to

find.

If you need your

perfect weather for baking a

Cake with an unusual filling
and frosting to give it a taste
as rich as a fall fruit stand.

Based on bottled grape

juice, a package of pudding
and pie filling, and flaked
coconut, the filling can be

minute" pastel frosting echoes

Altogether they form a
GRAPE CAKE

13/4 cups sifted Swans
Down Cake Flour
21/4 teaspoons double-acting baking powder

-- _ _ ,cure alternately with milk, a juice. Cook over medium
small amount at a time, heat, stirring constantly until

cup plus 2 tablespoons

sugar
2 eggs

3/4 cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla

Sift flour with baking

powder and salt. Cream

beating

mixture comes to a full boil.
Remove from heat; stir in butter and coconut. Chill. Stir

pans, bottoms lined with

before spreading.

after each addition
until smooth. Stir in vanilla.
Pour into two 8 -inch layer
paper. Bake at 375 degrees, 25

to 30 .minutes, or until cake

inserted into centers
sugar; cream until light ands, ,...colnes out clean. Cool cake

shortening. Gradually adtt

tester

fluffy. Add eggs, one

at a

in pans 10 minutes; then

time. beating thoroughly after
each addition. Add flour mix -

remove and finish cooling on

FLUFFY
GRAPE FROSTING
1 egg white
3/4 cup sugar
dash of salt

making 4 layers. Spread

2 tablespoons grape juice
1 tablespoon water
1 teaspoon lemon juice

Grape and Coconut Filling
between layers, using about

of small double boiler or in
small bowl. Beat with electric

World" and author of "The

213 cup for each. Spread Fluffy Grape Frosting over top
and sides of cake. Sprinkle top

mixer or rotary beater until
thoroughly mixed -- about I

of cake with about 213 cup

minute.

guest speaker at the Aylesford

Baker's Angel Flake Coconut.

Women's Auxiliary third annual Flos Carmeli (Flower of
Carmel) Pink Champagne

GRAPE AND
COCONUT FILLING

1/2 teaspoon salt

racks.

Split

Charlotte Erickson of
Bensenville, feature writer of
Day Publications' "Cold. Cool
Freezer Cookbook" will be a

each

layer in

half,

The event will take place
Oct. 26 at the Lake Shore

.s

Renewal Center, Westmond.
Concerned primarily with

the timesaving aspect of owning a home freezer and using
it to the fullest advantage,

Flake Coconut
Place pudding mix

Mrs. Erickson, in her

frosting stands in stiff peaks
-- about 4 minutes, stirring
frosting up from bottom and
sides of pan occasionally with

rubber scraper, spatula or
spoon.

2/3 cup Baker's Angel
in

a

Gradually stir in
grape juice, water and lemon
saucepan.

cookbook, tellS the reader

Place over boiling water
and beat constantly at high

with rotary beater) until

Vanilla Pudding and Pie Filling
1 cup grape juice
3/4 cup water
2 teaspoons lemon juice
1 tablespoon butter

Club of Chicago to benefit the
building fund of the Aylesford

Combine ingredients in top

speed of electric mixer (or

1 package (31/4 oz.) Je11-0

Luncheon and Fashion Show.

Remove from boiling

water. For smooth, satiny

frosting, pour at once into a
large bowl for final beating.
Beat until thick enough to
spread -- about 1 minute.

s.

how to serve her family more

delicious and interesting

Barbershop Sing -In

meals, and how to entertain

lavishly while enjoying her
own parties. Her 384 -page
book is loaded with recipes
and ideas for cooking and
freezing.

If you enjoy a Barbershop
Sing -In you will want to mark
Nov. 9 on your calendar.

Mrs. Erickson will be

The Country Chords

available for personally in-

Mrs. Raymond Bond adjusts the VVIld West bib on model 4 -year-old Melissa, the grandscribed autographs following
daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth Meyer coordinator of the Mount Prospect Extensioneers, a senior
the luncheon.
tickets are.$10. For further citizens group. The group will hold a holiday bazaar at Community, Presbyterian Church,
information, call Mrs. 407 N. Main Si. on Oct. 24 from 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Handmade items including a quilt made
Kathryn Canedy at 679-0312.

Ransom in Barrington.

Grape Cake Baked 'From Scratch'

tional)

`Cold' Author
Is Luncheon
Guest Speaker

fashions from the Queen's

described the

First meeting of the year

months, just watches it all
from her high chair.

2 teaspoons sage
1/2 teaspoon paprika

Victorian Mod," with

without a partner, and Mrs.
Wilbur Schlag discussed the

Jim. 6. is the bug collector in

1 cup cooked prunes
2 apples, grated
2 tablespoons 'MOM 0111011
2 teaspoons salt

*4

friendship table, maintained
for those who attend meetings

Jeff to a midget football game.

TURKEY STUFFING

tea for prospective
members. Mrs. Sakach, ways
and means chairman, is in
charge of the club's November
13 fashion show, "Year of the

Club --a
:

12 prospective members,

Mrs. Kent

frosh football or dad may he
taking Jeryl to the "Y" where
she is on the swim team, or

(for 12-14 pound turkey)
4 cups soft bread crumbs

Prospect Ileights Woman's

After posters, press book
and displays were shown to

John may he practicing

Fruit of the Vine pie.

tion of the year for the

Robert Kent.

as her mom's and sister's.

casserole and an unusual

service at the first social func-

season

months, one of the youngsters
usually is involved in some
activity.
Karen, a member Of the
Rhythmettes at Prospect High
School uses her spare time to

They include a stuffing, a

Mrs. Edward Sakach (left)

and Mrs. Wilbur Schlag
presided over the coffee

by Mrs. Marie Samulovitsch of Arlington Heights Will be featured.

Chorus Chapter of Sweet
Adelines, Inc., under the
direction of Pat Davis, of Des
Plaines will present "A Glow

Without a Show" at the Elks

Club, 495 Lee St., Des Plaines
at 8:30 p.m.

Ticket donation is $2. The
show will feature the "Duffers," the "Barber Dolls," fun
and many surprises.

'

Tickets are available at the

door or contact Lori
Tompkins at CL 3-5637.

LORI TOMPKINS of Mount Prospect leads the octet in
a Barbershop harmony rendition of "Illinois" for members of
the Mount Prospect Business and Professional Women at the Octo-

ber meeting. Accompanied by seven swinging singers from the
Country Chord Chapter of Sweet Adelines, Inc. the group added
to the Illinois Sesquicentennial evening conducted by Dolores
Haugh, civic participation chairman. The singers will be giving
a Barbershop Sing -In Nov. 9 at 8:30 p.m. at Des Plaines Elk Club.
For tickets call Cl 3-5637.

Irene Partridge
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Art on Display
At Mill Run

Home o "Plain People"
Just Day's Drive Away
BY BETTY AINSLIE,

Sure it is great to be a part

Remember the sayings

movements, but the old barn
raisings--the taking care of

"Kissin' wears out ---cooking
don't" or "We grow too soon
oldt, and too kite schmardt?"

two of the

are just

These

many sayings credited to the
Amish --the group known as
the Plain People
About two -and -a -half miles

south of Chesterville, Ill.
halfway between Arthur and
Arcola on Highway 133, is a

settlement of Amish folk
which Dorothy and Earl

Wesemen of Arlington

Heights found made an in-

teresting and different days
journey away from the hustle
and bustle of the Chicago
suburbs

The black buggies are

found on the back roads and
there are farms and houses to

be seen all along this settled
area

ME AMISH according to

the very friendly Dorothy

Wesemen are plain but
"mighty pleasant people "

of new inventions and new

shaped

hats and women in

their somber bonnets can be
found along this stretch of
Illinois highway.
A PART of this Amish section is known as Rockome
Gardens, and according to the
Wesemen's it is an interesting

and educational journey into
a part of the past you arc
bound to remember.

"Even if you actually just
heard your mother talk about
the way she lived, it's nice to
see such happy contented people."

Religious services are held

in homes or barns and the
Amish never become public
musical instruments, have no

telephones, electricity, pictures, rugs or modern farm

implements, and in and

around Arthur there are

10

there is something good about

one room school houses

following along in the worn

operated by the Amish.
"They seem to be so proud

paths of tradition
"We maybe move too fast,"
she said "At least it seems

that way when you get older.

St. Emily's
Pupils Visit

Public Library
Buried Moon' and
The
other American folk tales
weic lead to filth graders
from St Emily s School in
Mount Pi ospect as they visited

the Des Plaines Library

Tuesday
Four classes totaling 104
children toured the library.
heard folk tales and discussed

some of their own favorite
stores

The visit was to acquaint
the students with the workings
of a public library and to
show them how it can be used
to their advantage and en-

tertainment,

shuffleboard. There is

horseback riding through

of swimmers --one is a new all

a certain contentment or inner

She decided that maybe

horseshoes, crouquet, softball,

simple things we've forgotten
how to enjoy."
At any rate, their box -like
buggies, the men in their pie -

charges. They allow no

rushing," she said

THE HOTEL offers bad-

wooded

of their horses, though,"
laughed Dorothy, "and we
saw more horses that day then

we have in years on the

trails, tennis,

skeet

shooting. Four pools should
be enough to entice the best

If these sports arc not

Mrs. Partridge has been interested in art since childhood

lounge and dancing nightly to
well-known orchestras.

Children arc supervised in
their own pool and there are
separate play areas for them
including a surrey and train

"The Hotel is delightfully
old fashioned in looks and
or a week.

Best -Seller

Victimized by fire and

Book Author
Here Tonight

time, the skeleton of an an-

cient barn stands sagging

of the Church of Christian
203 E. McDonald
Prospect Heights. The

"It depends upon wliat you

like for fun," said Ellen.

"Here you'll find a scad of
things to do. There are two
18 hold golf courses --one a
championship course for that

good

golfer

and

the

other

slightly easier, but still

challenging enough for the soso player like me."

according to

Lewis Klitzkc, head librarian.

He picks up a long splinter
of wood and, brandishing it
like a sword, lashes at a fallen
timber, which for the moment
becomes a dragon.

was commissioned an Ensign
in aviation.

He was a member of the
New York Stock Exchange
and a general partner of the

The first adventurer finds a
rickety ladder and climbs up
to the loft to swing on a chain
that still hangs from a cor-

His office got a complaint
about a month ago. He sent
inspectors out to look at the
buildings and determined that

something should be done
about them, he said.

He found out they belong

was elected Governor of the
Associates of Stock Exchange

children.

Firm in 1932. He served in

the Army Air Force from

saying the buildings are

He just wants to keep the
fun from killing children.
The decaying barn and a
nearby

shed

still

stand

on

what is left of a farm next to

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT

The Euclid PTA will hold

its Fun Fair at the school,

corner of Wheeling and
Euclid, Mount Prospect,
Oct. 26. It will
begin at 10:30 A.M. with the
costume parade. Prizes will
be awarded to the prettiest,
Saturday,

scariest and the most original.
Games will be held after the

parade. They will include the

Cake Walk, Balloon Man,
Bozo's Buckets, and Fish
Pond.

While Child -ea are playing,

mothers will be interested in
the Country Store with hand

house He saves you time and trouble tracking down

celebrating national UNICEF

leads that turn out to be dead ends. A realtor is a professional in real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics He'll smooth over the details of buying. Better
see the man who knows the complicated business -- let
a qualified REALTOR help you! SEE KEM M ERLY!

The Northwest Suburb's most versatile
Restaurant, Lounge, Banquet & Special Party Facilities

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

ELEGANT DINING
COCKTAIL LOUNGE SUNDAY NITE BUFFET
PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS

Day next week.
Sponsoring the event

are

the Community Presbyterian

hazardous and should be
demolished," Henning said.

"Nothing was done about

Northwest Covenant Church
of Prospect Heights. Prospect

Meets

Heights Community Church.

Tonight

Heights. St.

22.

St. Mary and Martha
Lutheran Church of Prospect

and St. John Episcopal

Nurses Club will meet at

a

building be demolished. We
can try to reason with people
and urge them to demolish or
repairbuildings.
"If this fails, we turn the
matter over to the courts. If
the court confirms our report
that a building is hazardous
it has the power to enforce the
decision and get action."

He said the barns are enticing places to play --too enticing for the safety of the
community's children.
"We'll get the barns down
somehow," he said.

Mark Lutheran

Church of Mount Prospect

The Arlington Heights

"But we don't have the

authority to demand that

Church of Mount Prospect.

Nurses

8

p.m. Thursday, Oct. 24 in the
cafeteria conference room of

Northwest Community

Hospital. Guest speaker Carol
Smith, R.N., intensive care in-

structor at Children's
Memorial Hospital in
Chicago, will discuss

"Intensive Care Techniques
Used in Modern Hospitals."
Members are asked to bring
one of the following items for

Church of Mount Prospect.

The UNICEF trick -or -

treaters will he identified by
their official collection box:
an orange and black container
with a small symbol of a
mother and child.

Euclid -Lake

Dance Slated
The Euclid -Lake Assn. of
Brookwood and Coach
Light Manor subdivisions will
hold their annual Halloween

the

G.I. ditty bags: nail clippers,
metal mirrors, box or roll of
plastic sandwich bags, lighter dinner dance Saturday at 6:30
flints, paperback books, atlas p.m.
It will he in the Adams
or dictionary.

Hartmann House, 393 S.

the evening
arc Mrs. Jack Lytle, Mrs. Jack

Milwaukee. Wheeling.

Johnson, Mrs. Raymond

number of residents will

Hostesses for

Gotshall, Mrs. Harold Ehlers,

Mrs. Donald Helbling and

made items, candy, white
elephants and Christmas
items. Also the newly pub-

Mrs. Robert Karlicek.

`Browse -in '68'

for purchase.

Gallery, 57 N. Bothwell,

Lunch will be served in the

Barnside International Art

will present
gym where hot dogs, Palatine,
doughnuts, beverages and "Browse -in '68" through
home -baked goodies will

he

Saturday, Oct. 26. The gallery

Did you have a garage sale
with leftovers? Don't throw
them away, but bring them to

to 6 p.m.

Busse School for "Funteer
Day" to be held at the school
Saturday, Nov. 9 from 10 to

open daily

is

The fair will be held from
10:30 - 3 p.m. All tickets,
food and games will be 10

p.m. and Saturday 10:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

12

The exhibit will feature

work by midwestern artists in
watercolor, pastel and etching.

5 p.m.

Deliver the white elephants
to Busse School or call 3922338 for pickup.

Drake Pledge
Wolff, son of Mr.

Brian

jliip'rahoree

and Mrs. Harold G. Wolff,
503 Manawa, Mount Prospect

has been pledged by Sigma

Phi Epsilon fraternity at

guru shirt,
shaper of
wardrobe
philosophies

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

Tunteer Day'

Monday and Friday until 8

on sate.

cents. Prizes Will be available
for all!

for the best get-ups. The best
costume will receive a prize.
Association block captains
are selling tickets at $10 a
couple.

lished "Euclid Cooks"
cookbook, will be available

OPEN 7 DAYS ... 10 A.M.'TILL CURFEW

Costumes will be optional

Meyer, Mrs. Howard but it is expected thatviea

As seen in MADEMOISELLE

Your i ealtor has all the clues about what to look for in a

Children of Mount

co-ordinated paintings to mathome.

Euclid PTA Fun
Fair Is Saturday

roded hook.

John Henning is not in
business to kill the fun of

firm of Fenner and Beane and

r

involving young adventurers.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
His friend throws bits of to
Reese, now living at 1217
broken beer -bottles at the Clenna
La. Mount Prospect.
pigeons in the loft. The
"We sent them a notice
pigeons escape through the
with an inspector's report
gaping holes in the roof.

1940 until the close of World
War II.
The public is invited.

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

and

imaginary adventures.

Roosevelt, FDR's daughter.

University. He served in the
Navy during World War I and

shouts,

to get the buildings which he
calls "hazardous" torn down,
so they won't cause a tragedy

UNICEF
Collection
Next Week

takes commissions on color

ch the interior decor of the

appear for a hearing on Oct.

Right now he is going

at Mill Run Playhouse.

Prospect and Prospect Heights
will join 3.5 million other
American boys and girls in

decoration. Mrs. Partridge

Henning is the building the barns, so we sent a second
violations officer for Cook notice asking the Reeses to
through the process necessary

runs inside the stronghold of

the husband of Anna

Mount Prospect.

County.

"Wow," one

subject he knew intimately as

821 E. Rand Rd., just outside

Two young boys in search
of a new place to play tramp
discover the barn.

The speaker will be Col.
Curtis Dail who talks with
firsthand information about a

the Aunt Jemima Kitchen at

for years.

through the brush and

Liberty,

Academy and Princeton

meals.

amidst the weeds that show
this farm has not been tilled

The author of the best selling new book "FDR - My Exploited Father-in-law" will be
featured at the monthly forum

some excellent golf and fine

flower arranging and interior

Inspector Believes

absolutely charming for a day

place for a change of scenery,

ability in costume design,

Old Barn Hazard,

and close.

Born in New York City,

many local artists.

She has used her artistic

grounds and gardens for just
hiking. It is all really lovely

Dall attended Mercersburg

Barbara, Calif. and with

as they appear in the Bill Manhoff sexy comedy.

sawdust trails through wooded

to be a particular great

mont College in Santa

scheduled for an extended run through Jan. 1969. Pictured are John Cox and Faith Quabius

"Oh yes, there is cycling
and cook outs, too. Miles of

Arlington Heights have found

and has studied at the Art
Institute of Chicago, at West-

THE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT, the current attraction at the Country Club Theatre
at Old Orchard Country Club in Mount Prospect, has been so successful that it has been

rides.

the church.

this

with the opening of "Angel
Street" starring Ray Milland

Lake, Antique Tiger Lillies.

mineral baths, a cocktail

IF YOU prefer your shorter
vacation to be more atheletic
and less educational, you'll

Ellen and Tom Boylan of

The opening of Mrs.

Partridge's exhibit co-incides

Service, Summer at High

dish there is relaxing in

forum will begin at 8 tonight
in the educational facilities of

Sheraton to be exact.

Morton Grove.

Lantern, Vegetables at Your

enough or your own special

roads."

enjoy a few days at French
Lick, Ind. The French Lick

Lobster at Seven, Fruit
Cocktail, The Courting

s

weather -rounded dome one.

Rd.,

She is a member of several

Art Guilds and has exhibited
in many shows and art fairs.
Mill Run Playhouse. The 10 She was the chairman of the
oils being exhibited arel recent Des Plaines Art Fair.
realistic renderings titled:. Her work has been accpeted
Woodland Winter, New by Stephany Arts Gallery in
Arlington Heights, and is
England Covered Bridge in
Autumn, Duck with Orange permanently displayed at
Sauce, Pottery Jug with Fruit, Dohl's Morton House in

minton, volleyball,

their own which the Amish
do --well, maybe they get
pleasure out of a lot of the

"They act like they know
peace that maybe we miss
here in our constant daily

Paintings by Arlington

Heights artist, Irene Partridge,
arcs on display in the lobby of

Drake University, Des
Moines, Iowa. He is a
freshman majoring in general
business.

5.00
TO

711ttch E.
Jeanne
With the onset of Fall and
Winter weather, dry skin pro-

w REALTORS
REALvemmer13
OPEN 9 to 9
iv

Why

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

thing you own. Carefree 50%
polyester,
50%
cotton
oxford.

956-1500

Friday & Saturday Evenings
in the cocktail lounge

894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

38.

skin is dry.

Cleanse your face thoroughly
Then apply a moisturizer to all

dry areas. Pat a mild astringent on all the oily patches to
cleanse and flush the pores.
Use either a dry skin cream or
a moisturizer on all dry areas

powder for dusting a shiny
nose.

Allow yourself the luxury of
2 foundations. You'll need a

FEATURING THE INCOMPARABLE SONG
STYLES OF LOUISE BROOKS

creamy type for the dry areas

o pancake type for the
oily areas. If you stick to the
you'll
manufacturer
same
have no difficulty matching
and

CL 5-4300

LADIES' APPAREL

THE BEAUTIFUL

Ca/totad
Itadwing Rd. CRC 153) at Euclid Rd.

Arlington Heights,

you ladies who have problem
areas such as the chin, forehead and nose where skin is
oily and on the cheeks where'

_

Cbll for Reservations and Banquet Details

299-0082

blems are here) Let's get a head
start on them . . . especially

as a base under your makeup and be sure to carry loose

cr0ui3e grooto
TRIO

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

Masterful shaping. Mister shades. Sizes 30 to

358-5560
253-2460

The

guru takes, with every-

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

meditate?

shades.

BRANDT'S
Beauty Salon

9 W. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect
Open all day 'on Wednesday

CL 3-7622

Friday to 9 p.m.

12 W. Busse Ave.

Open

Mt. Prospect

CL 3-1286

Tues. Thru Sat. -Eves, Thurs. d Fri.
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ow to Make

Bread Pudding

nutmeg or cinnamon (op-

Do you find your bread

tional)
'/a cup raisins

drawer filling up with heels
because nobody likes them?
Miscellaneous pieces of leftover toast' Dried out hamburger buns9

Double Recipe:
Yield: 16 servings (3 quarts)

8 cups dry bread, broken

I use some for bread

into I inch pieces

crumbs, but one can only use
so many bread crumbs A real
budget stretcher is good Old Fashioned Bread Pudding.

Save all your bread odds
and ends and make a large

4 eggs
1 quart milk
1 cup sugar
2 teaspoons vanilla

nutmeg or cinnamon (op-

OLD FASHIONED
BREAD PUDDING
Single recipe:
Yield: 8 servings (11/2 quarts)

bread in casserole dish and let
stand until thoroughly soaked.

freeze in individual

and
family size containers

or

add sugar. Pour liquid over

4 cups dry bread, broken

into 1 inch pieces
2 eggs

2 cups milk

Add raisins.

Sprinkle top With almonds
if desired. Bake 25 minutes or
until firm. Serve with Lemon

or Wine Sauce (see Freezer

1/2 cup sugar

Cookbook, page 242), or jelly.

1 teaspoon vanilla

Food for Ghosts
And Goblins
6A

should be well fed before they

start out trick or treating on

I

Halloween

A little witchcraft stirred
into your holiday supper will

make food appealing to the
most impatient youngster
Jack O'Lantern meatballs
have a spirited" flavor of

,iNibuta,

ground beef seasoning with
onions and arc stuffed with

pops out.

V4

cup fine dry bread

crumbs
2 eggs, separated
1/2 teaspoon salt

Cooked carrots, cut

in

2-

a truly different flavor.
When making baby food or

water, stirring constantly. recognizable forms out of balloons.

sauces, cook in large quantities and freeze in ice cube

Pour this mixture into your
ice cube trays and freeze until
solid. Remove from trays into

trays.

Oftentimes a recipe calls for

grated lemon, orange or lime
peel. These fruits then spoil

of carrot, mushrooms or

a

tablespoon full of peas Place
in e shallow baking pan; bake

in 350 -degree oven 30
minutes
While meat is baking,
prepare mashed potatoes ac-

cording to package directions.
Stir in egg yolks after potatoes
have been whipped When the

NOVEMBER 1ST

TO USE WHEN

quickly or dry up after the

FloweringSpring BULBS 10%

FROZEN: This sauce is good

with cauliflower and peas.

the juice from them and freeze

PHONE 259-2210

Cook one package of frozen
cauliflower or peas according

in ice cube trays to use at a
later date.

to directions on- package. Add
Va recipe of the cubes to
cooked vegetables and stir until dissolved. (Sauces may also
be doubled or tripled.)

Sauces can also be made in
concentrated form and frozen
in this manner. When cooking

vegetables add a few cubes
just before serving and your

ItUSSE'S

OFF

East of Watr Uwe:,

FLOWERS

0140

Elm St. 14 Evergreen Ave.,Mt. Prospect
HOURS: Monday thru Saturday 8 to 5:30

vegetables will be ready in its
own flavorful sauce.

Elegant
Elephant
Luncheon

Stamps

Miracle Prices
NiGOlYT(TiALSAV4NeS WITH THE
FOOD STORES

Hospital, Park Ridge. The
Thursday, Oct.
Sure to delight the youngsters
is this ground beef Jack O'Lantern stuffed with vegetables.

a.m.,
31, at the

Arlington Carousel in Arlington Heights.

n entotra.

Ow* Sot.,

Or/EMNI
*TAMPS

art fNF
.

11711 ;TT. I iJLi
Detergent 10,00 Label

ing them completely.

many top clubs in the country

FAB

including the College Inn of

10, Off Label Bleach

Cut one carrot into circles

and triangle -shaped slices and
arrange three on each potato -

the Sherman House. His

ACTION

guitar music and repertoire of

1Ck Off Label Detergent

Bondon has performed at

to

few minutes to reheat. 8 serv-

25e Off Label Laundry Detergent

Icing $114

AJAX

Box

General.

Starting at the

social hour,
SPOOKY SPICY SPOOKY SPICY APPLE SALAD

I

I

a.m.

Christmas gift

ideas will be on display from
the Service League Gift Shop
for purchase. Luncheon and

cup heavy cream

entertainment will follow.
Each guest is asked to bring

yellow mustard
2 teaspoons sugar
Dash salt

an 'Elegent Elephant' -- also
known as a white elephant -to be sold at the luncheon.

1

2 tablespoons prepared
3 cups diced, unpeeled apples

1 cup chopped celery
1/2 cup chopped walnuts

Butter it First

Next time you are going to
Whip cream until stiff. frost an angel food cake, butFold in mustard, sugar and ter it first, advises the Beatrice
salt. Toss together remaining Foods Co. Soften butter and
V4 cup raisins

ingredients and stir in

brush it on the cake lightly,
mustard -whipped cream. 8 then frost and you'll have a
servings:

neater icing.

A Date with Ray

u.39

Wotyri

ri

NATIONAL FAMOUS FOR FINE MEAT

IP.

Hiriory Smoked fully Cooked

HAM

PUNCH

League office at Lutheran

:3.1/ 29

CASH
COUPON
SALE

SMOKED
Box

music have made him a
attraction. Tickets are
a Jack O'Lantern face. If popular
desired, return to oven for a on sale for $6 at the Service
frosted meat ball to look like

kay.lor et .,

KOTEX

.. they all save cosh plus S&H Stamps. So, join the big change
today ...Where else do you save two ways?

CHECK CASHING at all NATIONALS

(

". 0.4

The big change at Notional is REALLY big. Enjoy TOTAL SAV-

INGS for the first time in any food store. The total savings of
famous miracle prices plus the extra bonus of S&H Stamps. It
pays to be thrifty and National shoppers are twice as thrifty

FREE

"Mr. Bondon is an outstan-

ding entertainer," assures
Mrs. John Sylvester, Park

r..

NIs lhelt
'Nretern

11

Ridge, benefit chairman.

meat is done, spread potatoes
around each meat ball, cover-

envelope (7 servings) instant mashed potato granules

of each ball place either pieces

COMING

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

return to the freezer.

League of Lutheran General

1

to 8 round balls In the center

... Something
Old!

WEEKEND SPECIAL!

freezer bags; label, date and

a benefit for the Service

Canned whole or sliced

velope, bread crums, unbeaten
egg whites and salt Shape in-

Call: CL 9-0200

Add cheese.

"Elegant Elephant" luncheon,

mushrooms

Mix together meat, contents of seasoning mix en-

looking for."

featured at the annual

ings.

inch pieces
Cooked green peas

REALTORS

has the house you're

Leftover gravies are powder and onion salt. Stir
marvelous to have on hand over low heat until dissolved.
when warming leftovers and Add flour and continue stirbroth cubes are good for ring until the flour is com- GEORGIE THE CLOWN is coming to the Randhurst mall
flavoring gravies. Cook your pletely dissolved. Remove Saturday morning at 9:30 a.m. Georgie is a balloonologist and
noodles or rice in broth for from heat and add milk and will amuse children with his antics while he creates

Round Table Room of the

JACK O'LANTERN
MEATBALLS
2 pounds ground beef
1 envelope (154 oz.) ground
beef seasoning with onions

GEORGE L. BUSSE

The humorous troubadour

cream will complete your

happy

the paper when

Melt butter, add salt, curry

perhaps a scoop of vanilla ice

ghosts are now ready to do
their haunting, well fed and

"Why search all over

Vi teaspoon onion salt

destructible and with just a
2 tablespoons grated
twist of the wrist each cube Parmesan cheese

gingerbread cupcakes and
Little

11

(hot or mild)

molded plastic kind made by
V: cup flour
Dole the best. (They are sold
1/a cup instant nonfat dry
in department and hardware milk
stores.) They are in-

luncheon begins at

meal

\ ille

teaspoon curry powder

Michael Bondon will be

various vegetables Use mashed potatoes easily made with
instant potato granules for the
frosting Faces are made with
carrot circles and triangles.
Spooky spicy apple salad,

festive holiday

3/4

rind has been grated. Extract

Little ghosts and goblins

:1.

thb.

2/3 cup warm water

tional)
1/2 cup seedless raisins
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
F. Beat eggs, add milk, spices,
and vanilla. If you have a
blender, just give it a twirl,

batch of bread pudding Bake

DIBS AND DABS

ferent kinds and like the

L'Te

CURRY SAUCE
CONCENTRATE
1/2 cup butter or margarine
2 teaspoons salt

Remember to use your ice
cube traysavhen you have little bits of leftover sauce, soups
or gravy. I've tried several dif-

CCI:1

Boz

10c Off label Spray Starch

EI

2c2..

PRUF
10c Off Label

Reg 26? LI

MR. CLEAN

In 38e
It' 21? M

7,01f Label

ZEST SOAP
APPLESAUCE

Ocean Spray Whole Berry

CRANBERRY SAUCC::
Ocean Spray Whole Bits

CRANBERRY SAUCEc:
Lemon Juice

22fe
225E ED

Ce.e.

Butt Portion ... Lb. 49c

Portion

KOTIJI PLUS....

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

SIRLOIN
STEAK

GEISHA TUNA
liquid

SMARTS COBB
toy..

Corn Country Pork
11/2 to 3 Lb Avg

I

JOY DETERGENT ..P,21:1,, 81?

goc Lb.

I

Tall
On
<nor, C.
On*
C Angel vow 11.r

]2 -ox.
Plastic

PALMOLIVE
Liquid

LUX DETERGENT

..P,!?a,.8V

Bo P...

32,19?

AMMONIA

vIr131' [11

AMMONIA
All Varieties 51toined

Si M3

HEINZ BABY FOOD
Bleach

v"32/1 Ral

CLOROX
Bleach

FREE!

14.

6

Spatilong

PEPSI-

c.

12 -or.

COLA

GOLD MEDAL .. 102.91,'
Web...Coy.,

Btl.

PLANTER'S MIXED NM

0. CCi atGni
!NO

C4..4

5144

01

C

L

6.4. 0, C..... I. C.....

HAWTHORN MERODY

ICE
CREAM

10, OFF

10g ON .40 -1,

Mt I.

ctn.
SAVE CASH

too 0. to,. Po.
0..or }LIM

SAVE4USTAMPS

num

THANK YOU PIE

4AGREEN

EXTRA4

59x

394

..69

1/48132¢ CJ

PUREX

fo. ;ma

v.. taw C

Aft Heron

1;1:53,1

CLOROX

C

Coo,. yew.

PORK CUTLETS

CJ

ti

25,

^:34?

DIET DRINK
Web. Coy.

Bt16 6, mi

Liquid Detergent -15c Off Lobel

1111

.

SPARE RIBS

St81? MI

uquld

2t99e

VELVETTA

I a. IOW

moo'-1.7-rm,:fro

]2 -oz.

IVORY DETERGENT .

C./VW
0..64.14. 11W

10' OFF
16 Oz. Or 28 Oz. Can

36? [g

Chunk White Meat

INA

Ser., H op, mo

'lir 52? CJ

REALEMON

Ca.....an 0..4w

Co,. Iv*. On* 14. INS

Shank

0.

STAMPS

P. (+row

s135
GI.O.COAT

cenocommoearreta nes

4tfq.asT!!.iiiteletia

Or Cy... h....C.
C.o.. 4..4

81000 or MORE

;;r: slog

"DAWN -DEW" FRESH PRODUCE

CONTAC
Mew Gwen

defa.m.N.

C.....

Lk*

aftio,

WINNERS IN EVERY STORE-EVERY WEEK!

900,000" IN MINK
WESTINGHOUSE TV's

'25,000" CASH GRAND PRIZE
Of*li f5",

soos
A date with star Ray Maland highlighted the recent planning session for Alpha Omicron
PI alumnae's Nov. 3 theater benefit at the Mill Run Playhouse. Mrs. William Borst and
Mrs. Daniel Pellettiere Jr., both of Mount Prospect, and Mrs. Laurence Frerk of Arlington
Heights were delighted to meet Ray, currently starring in "Angel Street." , Proceeds of the'
Nov. 3 performance will .help the collegiate chapters in AOPi's Dist. 14, Tickets are S5 and
May be obtained by calling Mrs. Donald Keenan at 823-4243.

NIOIEY CHEVY II NOVAS

'120,000" IN

AIMP-

,1250 LEWYT APPLIANCES

DIVECIMMIZ

I

INDIAN
tI

Gal

Vow

I

y

NUM wiirrE...ttil"
4:7

MIRACLE PRICES +.64ii STAMPS

WIA.C.

.......

11-11,
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Meet Les Griffith'

Musical Dreams

:with:
BY CATHERINE O'DON,
NELL

Northwest Hwy., in Arlington

Heights, is a man with a
pocket full of dreams. Like

Jimmy Durante and his funny
sayings, he's got a million of
them and he's happy to share
them

Les, a grey-haired

gentleman with a military
moustache and a courtly manner, is an amazingly good
pianist whose appearance at a
gathering of people whether at
a meeting or a social function
greeted with visible hapIS
piness

He has lived in Arlington

Heights for 40 years and those

who know him know that
in the

fun

begins

He sits down at the piano

and no stiff nocturne, no

Pascal Says:

"IN COMEDY if an actor
was walking down the stairs,
I'd run my fingers dOwn the

played the piano. Somehow

Charles did not suit him so

Les Griffith, who lives on

when he walks

ed Charles then, but he still

rarilied concerto ensues. He

plays the old favorites, the old
standards and it is possible to
hear the memories stir as his
listeners join in a chorus that
carries them back to the time
when their own dreams were
new

he used the short form of his
middle name, Leslie, and Les

keyboard if he tripped and, fell

he's been ever since.
"Many people who hear me
play do not realize that

at the end of the fall.

and I would bang on a chord

1

Flowers is one popular accompaniment to a deathbed
movie scene that was played

almost everything by ear."

He was working his way

over and over."

LES PLAYED right

through Syracuse University

through the war.

by playing the piano in the

early movie houses when

Heights from Philadelphia by
way of Chicago. He was call -

"There were good songs

He spent one year playing
the piano in a combo known
as the Navy Jazz Revue. The

from World War I," Les said.
"They had good melodies that
stayed with you. I know all
of the music but I don't know.

World War I began.

the scat of his pants with a

THERE WAS a certain

white scarf streaming behind

him as he taxied along sun

knack necessary to be the
piano player for a silent film.

baked runways.

There wasn't much flying
"You had to improvise a lot
and watch the movie very for Les who was entertaining
closely," he said. "I made up
the Indian music. That was

usually played in a minor key.

wonderful time to be young

nothing I enjoy more than
when people still. belieVeil,in leading agroup of quiet peomaking the world' safe for ple into a song fest.
democracy and
accepting
"People still love to sing
their fellow man at face value.
together and they still love the
mean the
WHEN LES meets with his 'same old songs.
1

He was in Naval Aviation
when man was still flying by

comics at the AmeriCan

"Occasionally but not too,

ones that never grow old.

songs that inspired them in meetings twice a month and
we open wit.h."America."
1918, "Goodbye. Broadway.
"I' like rock and roll -but
France," -"There's a.
Hello
Rose that Grows In No Man's can't play it. I'm still playing
I

"Moonlight and Roses",

Land," "K -K -K -Katie,"

"Wait 'til The Sun Shines,"

"Mademoiselle From Armen-

Teacher
Turned

often, the audience would apI

me once when the Army came.

Stephen Heller

is

a math

'The produetion Of Mary.

SchoOl but during thse beetic'. Mary by the Village Theatre.
clays it is difficult to tell. Fie
wihieli.:Wilb'OPen :loaferis the faculty director for the row-ui
the Arlington
-

great tenth an nual Variety' High ?,chool'IAUditivriinf.'will
Show 'to be given tonight at be . a triumph of sorts for

"They were always so involved with the story on the

7.:30

screen.

Saturday night in the Prospect
High School Auditorium at:8

Home Entertaining
Office Lunches

BRUNS

Food Service!
Picnic Fun
Menu a la Car

Come in Or Phone
for Our Complete
Take Out Menu

The BIG MAN

Hamburgers, Malts,
Sandwiches, Chicken

in REAL ESTATE

by the Bucket, and
Complete Dinners
Desserts, Beverages
PHONE AHEAD FOR

Portland Mason, daughter
of James and Pamela Mason,
plays her real life mother's
daughter in the Pheasant Run
Playhouse production of 'rthe
Pleasure of His Company."
The play will run through
November 10. Portland who
is 19 has appeared in various
fields of entertainment since
she was four. Performances
are present Tuesday through

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
SCHAUMBURG

7 W. Schaumburg Road

the couple had lived for fourteen years. They intended to
stay for a few days. They remained for eight weeks. They
arrived home a week ago.

When Barbara became

publicist last June. she had no

iOea that she would make it
the -hard way.

.

Heights who does the pdhlicity for the group.

IN PITTSFIELD, Gene

through Maine and then stopped in Pittsfield. Mass.. where

has chest pains.

"We were lucky that he did
for it was a warning." Barbara
said. "We were also very hap-

py that we were among so

many of our old friends

because the doctor we con-

amount working backstage on

were a worried
awhile."

feeling tine. As a matter of
fact. he may even accompany

Barbara to see Mary. Mary
written by New York Drama

dent Director Mary Johnston.
The public is invited to the
Variety Show. The tickets cost
one dollar each.
It is sponsored by the Stu-

dent Council. Each year

Critic Walter Kerr's wife.
Jean.

Grayson
Shakes A

it

gees doWn on the calendar'as
a "Don't Miss" note.

Character

Arlington

John Grayson who was one

Arlington HeightsrVilfage ,Residents of the city will be
charge half ,price, for tickets.
President John WoOds.has aO
be a Proof of residence will he the
cePted. 40 ihVitation
guest at the. Mill -Rim Theatre display of any official card
in *the Golf Mtl 'Shopping bearing the owners name and

358-1502
894-1330

'Center for the bcit-6thY

of the actors. in the Village

With Feeling" Thursday.

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF EXCEP'TJOI
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE

NILES 5960 Touhy

The Home Buyers Guide

DES PLA.INFS 99 F Rand

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

DAY PUBLICATIONS

foU

Festival,

.designated Arlington Heights
Night and all trustees and
village officials will he guests

$3.85 and $3.25. The -officials
will he greeted and introduced

purchased at the box-offiee.
The tickets sell regularly for

by Siohn alter the mutt cut tam.

4/1

is

finally rid of the

character he played in
'.'-Fragments' by Murray

Schisgal-. He:' is now a

RESERVATIONS may be

made or tickets may be

of Producer Carl Stohn.

IllioOis Theatre One Act

.

Nov. 7.

The Thursday night
performance has been

Theatre, InC;s:-entry in the

address.

.

couple for

"I1E'S HOME. now. and

looAP^^-

all of the things that make a
production out of amateur
talent. Heading theta is stu-

reservations, -call 584-1454.

4 Night

there right away. He had to
have heart surgery and we

performers in the show and
there ere at , least- half of -that.

day, there are tivo shows at
6:30 and 10:50 p.m. Sunday
curtain time is 7:30 p.m. For

255-6320

sulted put Gene in the hospital

talented enough to be

Lamour play, "Once More,

Phone 763-6516

frey's song, "You can Have to sing by.

..

PALATINE

Phone 775-3822

At the age of 76, you'd ex"I played for my niece,
Patsy Callahan, in an amateur pect a man to live with his
show once. She. Jives in Roll-,. memories. Les' memories are
the. lovely 'dreams he scatters
ingMeadows,-now:
-Thal. night in the old as he does what he likes doing
theatre, she sang Arthur God- best, making music for people

performed. There are at least
one hundred students who are

Friday at 8:30 p.m. On Satur-

estate
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

amateur shows in the old Arlingtbn Theatre.

where thoushnds of actors

real

INSTANT PICK UP

leukemia while he was in
when he played for the of
the service during World War

There's something about a
high school variety show that
is reminiscent of a 'Cecil B.
DeMille movie extravaganza

Buying or Selling

Go right to
the top ... see

them along, play the right key,
"LES IS 76 -years -old and
the most popular is B -flat, but has three sons still living.
once they start, it's won- They are Bill, Allan and Harderful."
ry. Allan lives in Hoffman
Les has played for square
The other two live in
dances, plays all of the Estates.
wonderful music of World Arlington.
Another son, Tommy, died
War 11 and still remembers

Barbara and her husband
Gene. went on a vacation in
p.m,. and Friday: and Barbara Connor of Arlington . August. They had driven

p.m,

New Carry -Out

first or second prize. I forget

"Irs A trick to make peo- which."
ple sing. You have to pull

.

teacher at Prdspect

Hymn of the Repuhlic;:The

Too Fat For Me." She won

Sinokey."

Village Theatre's "Mary',
Opens Tomorrow Night

DArector

remember that it happened to

riding in and i-escued the
homesteaders from the In,
dians. I played the 'Battle

I

play for the Lions' Club

Legion Hall, they still sing the

:110111110._

audience clapped.

LES CAME to Arlington

"My Buddy."

"The 'dying' scenes
demanded something slow jazz band went around
and sweet. Hearts and recruiting men. It was a all of the words. There's

studied piano for seven years
and that I can read music,"
he explained. "But I play

plaud the piano player.

and the hauntingly poignant

N.J.

Her, I Don't Want her, She's

,"Nellie" and "On Top of Old

tieres," "Smile The While"

the troops. He played for two
and three thougarid men at a
time at Camp Dix in Trenton,

The hold and saucy maid in the household of Ray Milland
in "Angel Street" is played by Lynn Anderson, seen above

in the offstage pose at the Mill Run Theatre in Golf Mill

Shopping ('enter. Lynn, a junior at Northwestern University,
who lives in Wayne, Ill., started her acting career at Pheasant
Run Theatre. "Angel Street" will run through Nov. 3.

al Cbramatic

plays.
.

riae.whenever,she 'appears its

play- at ,the Country

Playhouse' at,Old Orchard
Mount
titry,:::(

NOW AT
LI RRY'S DECOR SHOWROOMS

Prospect.' Her- slage..,tame

in timeless solid oak
San Marino captures the

is

Maureen 'Lee.

Her husband NorMan Rice
is resident director of the
theatre and while they'd like

grandeur and beauty
of the land that
time forgot

it

THE HEADING roles are
played by a real life husband
Latrimore, Arlington Heights
residents who have acted in
many of the' Village Theatre's

Linda Rice changes her
a

School Auditorium.

and wife, Jane and Jim

What
Is In
A Name?

cs,

Hollywood actor in the production "Mary. Mary" which
v,111 open tomorrow at 8:30
p.m. in the Arlington High

to he known as a family

theatre they worry about the

Other meinbers -of the cast

include

Binki Wilson, Dirk

Winston and. Doug Patterson.

The Director is I'at Moyer of

Chicago., Bob Esvang has
designed the sets.

The play will run for two

weekends. Sonic performances

are sold out, but seats are still
available for :Saturday, Oct.

26, Sunday, Oct. 27 (with a

7:30 curtain on. that day only)

and Friday, Nov. I. The Box
Office .is in1 ehiu-ge of Joyce

program listing when Linda is

Zeller. The phone numbers

acting.

are CL 9-3200 and Cl 5-2669.

'at the beautiful

of Mount Prospect

* Lovely Songstress *

5 -pc. grouping, massive sofa, 2 end
tables, cocktail table and lounge chair

,

Here in the dark gleam of solid oak is the
ageless beauty of old Spain. Elaborately
carved, with authentic spool turnings aed
moulded trim, woods are 'finished a rich
broWn, lightl,Pdistressed and burnished to
a- satin sheen. Modern features include
deep urethane foam reversible cushions
with zipoff covers and mar -resistant plcis-."

a

We present ... o room of roMance and
splendor for a smart, smart spender ... you I
You'll admire the beauty of Spain's glorious
Golden Age in this glamorous, authentically styled
furniture. This outstanding design features dramatic,
deep shadow-boxed panels ... heraldic ornamental mirror ... massive, antiqued brass drawer pulls. Flamenco's

warm, wood tones area perfect background for accents of bril
hant, striking Colors ... in the bedroom you plan for right cowl

FLAMENCO
4-Pcs.

"ic table toPs.

YOU 'GET

an 82" "sfrifeh-aut" sofa; lounge chair.

2 -tamp fables, cocktail fable (matching
rockerl 589.95,
IF' PER.
CHASED

$10 DOWN

S.E,P.A.;

".s..

tgr4G.

$229.95
99.95

CHAIR
2 LAMP TABLES
COCKTAIL TABLE

ea. 36.50

TOTAL

$429.40'

36.50

5 -PC.. GROUP

299

$10 POWN
YOU SAVE

$130
'CONVENIENT BUDGET
TERMS AVAILABLE!

Free Delivery Anywhere!

783 LEE ST., DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES, 298-6007

HOURS: Mon. 8 Fri. 10 to 9;
Tues., Wed., Thurs. 8. Sat. 10 to 5;
Sunday 11 to 5

11,
C
Plus

BILL PIERCE

AT THE PIANO

IN THE

Black Bowler- Pub
Tuesday thru Saturday

OF MT. PROSPECT

"Across from Randhurst"
200 E. Rand Road

255-6336

'

.

4

'

k

.

14.

4111,

We're anxious to meet you been told we're your hind of people. Our staff is busy rolling out the red
carpet this very minute. 'cause you're invited to the grand opening of our
new Turn-Style family center opening soon in Arlington Heights.

after wash, and ever -so -complete selections

Turn -Style

,

is a Pharneacy.nmagme the con-

to make shopping easy for mom.

venience of having.
a high -competent

pharmacist fill

What is a
Tarn -Style

your family's

prescriptions

r.,;:.111.114.11

I

.

is,
,

Turn -Style
is a Domestics Shop for women
who take as much

ovar.11

...........

-

,

Zq'SfagErna,,a

pride in their

while you shop

homes as they

for the rest of your

do in their

needs. Or, while you wait, if you prefer.

families. If

ruirnaStyle
es a Fashion Center for women

know how to

.1

who keep up with all

Turfs -Style

is a Shoe Salon for the entire

that's new in the

make the most of your

family's budget, you'll appreciate Turn -Style.

family. The tackiest

fashion world.

style for you and

If you're a

the girls, the

woman who

handsome

knows fabrics,

Turn -Style is all these shops and Many More for

modern families who insist upon the convenience of one -stop shopping.

looks your

color trends and

guys demand, the

the shape of things,

sturdy materials so

to come, Turn -Style' is your kind of store.

necesary for the youngsters. Our experienced

EASY TO REACH
Rand and Palatine Roads,

Arlington Heights, ill.

shoe fitters will be glad to help you.

Turn -Style
is a Camera Store for the
.beginning shutter bug to the more

experienced

Turn -Style
is a Children's Shop
cutest styles for

home movie

Sunday -best

buff. You'll like

the sturdiest

our complete

selection of equipment

with the

fabrics for

school and

and accessories by the best-known names in

play ... the finest

the field-Polaroid, Kodak, Argus and more.

quality to last wash

OPENING 'SOON - INARLINGTO.K-H IGH

-

-

-

.1.

e finest

rve Your F

Choose From Jewel's Top Quality Meats.. And Enjoy Money Saving Prices Too!
CENTER CUT

FRESH GRADE "A"

Frying
Chickens

Pork
E

BONELESS
ROLLED

cuT-UP

pork LB.

Fryers

Roo

LB.

1ST 5 RIBS

LB.

W
RATH BLACKHAK

9c Rib Steak

oast

31c

WHOLE

PATRICK CUDAHY FRY PAN
CORN KING COUNTRY BREAKFAST

U..S.D.A. CHOICE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

i

LB.

YOUR

Sliced
' Bacon

CHL7ICE

0--

t

Get Ready For Halloween At Jewel!

4:

8" DECORATED

Hallowe'en Cake

9 69

each

A fin

REG 6/55c

100Z.
pKG

T RED
DEWK1Serries

Raspb

French Fries
MARY DUNBAR

Sprouts
FOR

Cut Green
CHERRY

1602.
pKG

MARY DUNBAR

Brussel

CHERRY

Si 00

Gren
Cute

MARY DUNBAR

pKG

9 OZ.

pi(G.
10 OZ.

pl(G

10 OZ.
KP G.

VALLEY

Decorated Cup Cakes

/

Broccoli
YPKG.

HOLLOWAY

Sa 79c

Milk Duds

BOX

HERSHEY
CHERRY

V

CHERRY

Milk Chocolate

pi(G.

Leaf Spinach
GROWN
GARDEN
Sliced Carrots
VALLEY

6F°R59c

Perfect For Tricks 'n Treats!

FRENCH

Beans
Cut Green

10 OZ.
pKG.

Green
Grpeas
Beans
MARY DUNBAR

Beans

VALLEY

Chopped

10 OZ.

Cut Corn

Decorated Iced Donuts UroRgli0'

pKG.

FOR

10 Oi

Bars'"VVc

HERSHEY

pKG.

'Almond Bars

10 OZ.
PKG.

OF

2499C

Green Peas

Don't Miss These Bonus Specials!

Jewel Aluminum Foil

2R5OFITL.

19c

16 OZ.
BTL

Pepsi Cola

PLUS
DEP.

41#16114 3

pe
DOIe

Hi -C Drinks

46 OZ
CAN

27

Fould's Macaroni ELBO OR 1;1;4z 11 OC

Be one
thousands

the

new game. Each time
receivestopina t Jewel
youyou

Deck 0' Mon

tickets.

Wr7:7

of

of winners othis exciting
FREE

I

There will
34C675,000

Dole Sliced Pineapples lg.

A

41111WO

Save Cash Anyday With "Miracle Prices"

winners.b e

of-T,e,,

Save Cash Anyday,With"Miracle Prices'

Save Cash Anyday With" Miracle Prices"

For Mercy's Sake..

II

GIVE!
TO PROTECT YOUR YOUNGSTERS, WE USE

CHILD -SAFE Rx VIALS
with the LOCKING CAPS!

Cigar Buy!

NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER
Rand IL Palatine Roads
MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA
Rand Rd. (12) IL Central near NW Hwy.

ARLINGTON MARKET
Kensington S. Dryden
THE MARKET PLACE
Rte. 83 & Golf Rd., Des Plaines
THE GROVE SHOPPING CENTER
Arlington Heights Rd. and Westerfield Rd.

"DOUBLE VALUE"

HIGGINS AND GOLF

... are famous brand
make cigars, with just tiny flaws and no fancy band.
Quality wrapper & filler!

Shopping Center; Schaumburg

NOTE: Most Walgreens carry all advertised items. However, some
cannot due to space limitations. Right reserved to limit quantities.

.

ICE
CREAM

Walgreens
EXTRA
CREAMY

Box of 50

1

C

2

33' Size! ;Lisiirir PINT

05

6PINTS
now
only

TV BARGAIN!

SPECIAL VALUE!
Mouthwash & Gargle

Great Low
Price On

Antibacterial.

$112 Sizes

1443Z.

(Limit

Bath
Size

17' Size bars!

1)

4

F
R

0

GLOVES
Men's soft, smooth, or grained leather -like vinyl;
Ladies' leather -like vinyl in wrist length, 10-11"
length, suede -like 10" size, or wrist length knit.

41w

Y'S

I

WARM

Adds healthy moisture to dry indoor
fill ii -111/2 -gallon
up runs up to 20
hours! Model 240

0

C

UHF -VHF, Personal Size

.. Also Boys'
leather -like

PORTABLE TV

vinyl, with

With 12" Diagonal Picture!

pile lining,
or Children's
knit mittens,

Fine tuning, crisp
sound; swingaway
handle. Warranty:

ages 3 to 6.
(Limit
one
carton)

Carton of 20 Packs

90 -days on parts,

pr.

Choice, only

1-yr. picture tube!

69"

LAY -AWAY Gifts for Christmas!

I

Use Our Convenient Lay -Away Plan!

MILKY WAY SNICKERS

Colorful Costumes

Illastercratt'

The 3 MUSKETEERS

for Ages 4-14!

Junior Size Bars!

Clown, Fairy Princess,
Gypsy, Devil, Skeleton,
Pirate, Monster or Witch.

CAN OPENER

7.

Bag of 37

ELECTRIC

Opens any size can

automatically ...
quick, easily!
LOW PRICE!

With

full

Box 24 CANDY BARS

C

face
masksl

5c size bars. Choice of popular brands.

ea.

88,
Automatic TOASTER

Only

581

Glistening chrome finished
"Fostoria" two -slice model,

gives you perfect toast)

ms's
Play & Party

ILITE-UP'

C

Scientist,

IC 3C

100

Professor
& others! .

.

PUMPKIN
8 -Inch Plasticfeatures.
Carry handle.
Bright orange, black

Bag of

Clown, Mad
C

flashlight
handle Just

KISSES

Novelty Hats

PUMPKIN
71/2" pumpkin has 5"

PEANUT BUTTER

TOOTSIE ROLL

OH HENRY

Assorted POPS

Junior Bars
Approx.

Bag of

41

77

Morton
SALT

(14 -oz.)

29`

MILK DUDS
Holloway 40 Junior Boxes

69c

CRACKER JACK 7c
A Prize In Every 10c Pack!

Ladies' LEATHER -LIKE

TRIANGULAR HEAD

SCARVES

II

C
(Limit

two)

PROCTOR Automatic

HAIR DRYER

Elec. Percolator

Smooth vinyl, with 'fringed' end.

6 -Pack

C

12 -OZ.

FROST & TIP KIT
By CLAIROL!need to 577
Contains everything you
frost or tip your hair! Complete!

Walgreens
CHARGEatwith
yourMidwest Bank. Card!

'See-thru' glass;

87

lift -out bowl for
easy cleaning. It
brews to 11 cups!

88

LIQUOR ON SALE!
Old Style GIN Or

26 -oz., regular or

Iodized, with coupon
thru Oct. 27

Professional Style

Lady Vanity has
remote control
switch & other
deluxe features

ea.

. .

13' Size

30

CANS

LE FRANC VERMOUTH ZeltZ

.

PARK RIDGE

.98
0198

7-Yr. Old BOURBON 86 -proof. 5th ArSOFT DRINKS

Ass't fl a vors.

12-0Z. CANS

45,,j,F 49c

VOD
4'
Our Selected
Brands!

5th
. (liquor not sold Sunday a.m. In
Chicago; in suburbs per local law)
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tate u itor x lains Duties to Students
writes an average of 25,000' auditor's office we have life, it came when I was
checks a day and will write various responsibilities. For 'regional director for the Ofabout 9 million checks during instance, I have 'jurisdiction fice of Price Stablization for

BY RICHARD CRABB
°

A few days ago two eighth

4,

grade girls from Thomas

Junior High School in

Arlington Heights interviewed
Michael J. Howlett, Illinois

1968.

-- During Howlett's adstate

ministration of the
auditor's office, the cost of

over cemetery care funds. We
have in Illinois 1,000 privately

owned cemeteries. They

Illinois, Indiana and

Wisconsin when we un-

covered a sensational

horsemeat racket in Illinois.
They were selling horsemeat

writing a check has been

have
approxinuitely.
million.

tion

reduced by more than 5 cents.
Howlett told his student in-

Republican opponent, Sen
William Harris of Pontiac,

the money spent by the State
of Illinois goes to education.

The cemeteries can spend only
the interest. I have appointed

beef.

will be interviewed by a panel
of junior high school students

highways and public welfare.

His answers to key ques-

an advisory board of leading
cemetery officials, CPAs, investment bankers and lawyers

about running for a third

auditor of public accounts, a
Democrat who seeks re-elec-

This money coma out 'of for beef. They had hamburger
the sale of each lot and it that was about 90 per cent
terviewers that 85 per cent of must remain in a trust fund. horsemeat and 10 per cent

This Friday, Howlett's

from schools in Mount

tions were:

44Or

Prospect. Des Plaines and

MARY - What Is the main
job of the state auditor?
HOWLETT - The auditor
of public accounts in Illinois
is the chief fiscal officer in the
state. No one can take money

Arlington Heights

These student interviews
with candidates from both
parties for state office are a
part of a special election -year
the Day

the auditing of local govern-

ANITA - How do you feel

term?

HOWLETT - There is an
old saying in polka that one
good turn deserves another. I

ment. I have an advisory have a good record in public
board to watch over that office for efficiency and

operation.

economy. For 10 years before
I became auditor I was vice
president of the Sun Steel Co.

I had a firm belief that you
a warrant, which in any other state. We were able
every -day language is a check,' to get a law passed in 1967 should be able to do in
and this is counter -signed by making it the responsibility of , government exactly what you
the state treasurer to indicate the state auditor's office to do in business.

sign

The interviews are broad-

cast over closed-circuit TV in
the schools of the northwest
suburbs
The interviews are recorded
in the television studios of
Arlington Heights Elementary
School District 25

The girls who interviewed
Howlett are Mary Cerwin and

State Auditor of Public Amulets Michael J. Howlett mowers
a question for Mts. Deaths Sthieummer, 644 S. Newberry St.
In Adington Heights, following the interview between the state

Anita Berwanger of Arlington

Heights Assisted by their

teacher of social studies. official and Thomas Junior High School students.
Richard Walker, the girls
their own

to check on that operation.
I also have jurisdiction over

Illinois has about 6,500
out of the state treasury but
the state auditor. He must local governments, more than

program being arranged by

developed
tions

$50

1111111M

highlights from the 20 -minute
televised interview
-- Only the state auditor can

ques-

Here are some of the

pay out money from the state
treasury

- The state auditor's office

that there is money in the ap- audit the accounts of all local
propriation. We check on the governments which apexpenditure before it is made. propriate $100,000 a year. I
We pay all the obligations of have appointed an advisory
the state. We Write in the -board for that. The members
auditor's office an average of of these advisory boards have
25,000 checks each working made a real contribution to
the people of this state.

day

The means to success in

business is give to your

customer the best possible'
product at the lowest possible
cost. As a public official you

should give to your

stockholders, the people in

Illinois, the best product at
the lowest possible coat.

MARY - What has been
ANITA - In what type of
situation do you need to call your most memorable exupon an audit advisory board?

HOWLETT -- In the

I have succeeded in

reducing the payroll in the

perience?

HOWLETT - In public

state auditor's office 1u...rising

BANK CARD

WELCOME HERE

before I was elected. We have
also succeeded in cutting the

between 15 and 17 years of
age were in school then. Today we have about 98 out of

checks a year and I have been

every 100 of our young people
going to school at this age.
The generation growing up
today is the best -educated, the

7 oz:fillidly

coat of the checks we write.
We write about 12 million

19

HOWLETT' - Discussing

with young people such as

OUR REG.

yourselves the great issues we

SELL $2.45
ONE LIMIT
OUR REG. SELL $1.19

you save

ANITA -- Would you

'1"

Beacon
self -polishing

f

have to solve in America today.

Gallon Size

one carton limit

advise your children to go into polidcs?

with coupon

HOWLETT - I have six
children, three boys and three

Floor Wax

REDEEMABLE THRU
OCT. 26, 1961
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

girls. I Would hope that

REDEEMABLE THRU OCT. 26, 1964
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

whether they ever run for

public office or not that all

of their lives they will be interested in politics -- school

NOT AVAILABLE IN

-

Op

youngsters today is much

MARY - What do you enjoy most about your wait as
ins auditor?

100's.........09

04%

the rest of the country.

ONE LIMIT

King Size....$2.99

regt11-

to reduce the cost of

We have made Illinois the best -informed and probably
more about governbest -audited state. I wish to knows
ment than any generation we
continue to make the auditor's have ever had.
office in Illinois a model for
The educational level of

WITH COUPON

de0dOnlilt

our regular low sell
Regular $2.89

14oNki

youngsters out of a 100

writing each check by 5 cents

WITH COUPON

0

years ago. Only seven

than the office had in 1960

able

ou on
003ceac

age to 18. Our constitution in
Illinois was written about 95

good business methods.
We have in the auditor's office today fewer employes

COUPON

on s

and her teacher, Richard Walker, checking the dosed circuit
television monitor after the discussion. The interview, was
televised and recorded for use in schools of the northwest
suburbs.

J
as

Anita Berwatiger, 2627 N. AdInglost Heights Rd., one of
the students who interviewed State Auditor Michael J. Howlett,

HAMMOND, INDIANA

board politics, township
politics, city politics and na-

`

tional politics.

4.441

.29

does it take to he a good
auditor of publicuccounts?

WITH COUPON

you save
-*

REDEEMABLE THRU OCT. 26, 1961
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

\141/400
4.7

with coupon

REDEEMABLE THRU
OCT, 26, 1964
ONE COUPON

HOWLETT - Integrity

after it was established that he
had taken about $2 million of

COUPONS REDEEMABLE FRIDAY and SATURDAY, OCT. 25 & 26, 1968 ONLY
COUPON

the people's money. I said at

that time that the only real

way we could prevent an auditor from stealing the people's

COUPON

money is to elect an honest

13 ounce

Nylon

auditor who wouldn't take it.

AQUA NET

PANTY

"the oil alloy"

Hair spray

HOSE

&'

Soilax

mow

ONE LIMIT
OUR REG. SELL 650

REDEEMABLE THRU

REDEEMABLE THRU OCT. 26, 196.5
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

OCT. 26, 190

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

REDEEMABLE THRU OCT. 26. 968
ONE COUPOIrPER CUSTOMER

You Name It. . We Sell. It-For Less
2_
IP I

'A S

CHICAGO (SO.)

2233 W. 79th St.

CHICAGO (S0:)
3843 W, 63rd St.

EUAWOOD PARK, ILL.
7216 W. Grand Ave.

JOLIET, ILL,
101 N. Reid St.

CHICAGO (N.E.)
3056 N. 'Hoisted St.

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
- 3225 Kirchaff Rd.

' Nom, ILL,

Oakton & Milwaukee

.3319 It Ciceto Ave..

HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.

HARVEY, ILL.
154th &

CHICAGO (NO.)

Pate St.

1826 2nd St.
.

HAMMOND, IND.

5550 5Ohl Ave.

income?

HOWLETT -- The popular
thing for a politican to say is

REDEEMABLE THRU OCT. 26. Me
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

WE'RE OPEN
MONDAY tiny FRIDAY
9 a.m. tit 9 p.m:
SATURDAY I a.m. to 9 p.ts.
SUNDAY 10 0.01. to 6 p.m.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

I

already have, but anyone

says he is going to cut ex-

penses of the state enough to
solve our financial problem is
either not telling the truth or
he doesn't understand the pro-

blem. About 85 per cent of

the money spent at the
state level is spent for education, on highways and public
welfare.

Our expenditures for education are going to increase and

they should. Certainly we
have, to make further im-

to do in

Illinois is

to find

nesday, Oct. 16 at 8 p.m. in

So You

Prospect Heights.

Want To

parents an opportunity to talk

Perform

to the teachers, Mrs.
OUR REG.
SELL 990

tion to talk that way because

Nursery School held its an-

The event provided the

ONE LIMIT

0

money problems by decreasing expenses or increasing its

more equitable means to raise
revenue.

the Community 'Church,

t44.;.,:rri
WITH COUPON

4

MARY - Do you think the

state could best solve its

Jersey. I think what we need

nual Parents' Night Wed-

woo

WITH COUPON

S

dishonesty.

of Texas, Ohio and New

The Prospect Heights

3 lb. box

brought about through

the Union with the exception

Parents' Night

ONE LIMIT
OUR REG. SELL 73s

regular
or super
formula

we seldom find that they were

tage -wise have fewer state
employes than any state in

School Holds

RISTORN
oit,L=gig
- Top quality seamless
hosiery, stretch panty
. Latest complexion
tones from which
to choose

HOWLETT -- We find

them from time to time but

provements in our highways.
In this connection I think it
of giving 18 -year -olds the is important to know that the
people of Illinois spend less of
right to vote?
their income to support state
HOWLETT -- I have been and local government than
speaking for a number of any other state in the Union.
years on lowering the voting The people of Illinois percen-

WITH COUPON

ONE LIMIT
OUR REG. SELL $1.59

accounts?

ANITA - Are von in favor

II

WITH COUPON

to -

is

sent him to the penitentiary

-_.

INEICSRUPON

MARY -- Do you find

many irregularities in public

who comes to the people and

the most important quality for
any person in public office. I
ran against Orville Hodge and
I started the investigation that

PER CUSTOMER

'ONE LIMIT
OUR REG. SELL 144

COUPON

these open minds.

that he is going to decrease
MARY - What qualities expenses. I am in a good posi-

ANTISEPTIC THROAT LOZENGES

kusft

higher than it was among
women when we gave them
the right to vote in 1920. We
also find that young people
are more independent than
their elders and both parties
would have to compete for

Delphyne Georgeson and
Mrs. Helen Knectel, to meet

each other, and to view the
nursery school's facilities. It
also served to kick-off the fall

fund-raising drive with is

a

Kathryn Beich candy sale.
Officers for the 1968-69

year include president, Mrs.
Nancy louse; vice president,
Mrs. Carol Lemke; recording
secretary, Mrs. Louella Kemp;
Joan Bell;
treasurer, Mrs.

.

Attention, all you amateurs

who would like to be professional. A call is out. for
singers and dancers to audit
tion for the Ivanhoe Theatre's
next production. "Little Mary
Sunshine".

The auditions will be held
Friday and. Saturday, Oqt:: 25

and 26. A definite,.ap-

pointment must be made ,to
determine the hour. The twinber to call is 248-6800. is

publicity chairman, Mrs.

Star of -LittleiliCary

Crossman; social chairmen,
Mrs. Jill Puryear and. Mrs.

was created. This will be the

de

Sunshine" will. be Eligen
chairman, Mrs. Peggy Brennan for whom th'!ole
Joyce Wallskog; registration

first time for Miss Brenntut tO

Lois Word.

be off Broadway where, the

following the meeting.

performances.

Refreshments were served

musical ran for 1,143

6

.

I.--

STORE HOURS

a

WEEK

RD

Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday

10 A.M. To
7 P.M.
Thursday and
Friday

GRAND
OPENING
SPECIALS

,9 'A.M. to 9 P.M.
Sat.

9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

20-0z. Loaf

Great New Kroger Store

N O RTH POINT SH 0 PPING CENTER

MEL-O-SOF1'

Also Joining In the Celebration

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS AND RAND ROAD

MOUNT PROSPECT KROGER STORE

.

Rand Rd. & Central Ave.

Choice Tenderay

U.S.D.A. Choice

CHUCK
:

Tenderay Beef

ROAST

a

1

WHITE
BREAD
and

ROUND

Bismarck, Black Forest
and Regular

or Swiss

STEAK

RYE
BREADS

Sale Price!
Lb.

Lb.

maloimightsomiainmgaDEM_

II

I

ChuckSteak

Lb.

U.S.D.A. Ojrloo Tallow Bosol000

RumicRoast

I. to 7.1.0. Bakst

Oltolao Toothily

Obstos Modem

Lb.

A.,

55 .,,cubeste.ak_,..
Moho ToodliSy

$1 09

Rib Roast

Lb.

89

98!

Bucket Peak

c

Os.DJ4 OWN Tonioray Steak

Porterhouse . . .

5.118.

Lb.

U.S.D.A. Wee Terlittiy Mak

Cholc Tenderay

T-BONE

lEt9STON ROLL)!

$ 08.

0.

Each

_Akteditb.Misty -3 to I Lbi.

Sparklibs
Soluble

I

'

OHM Mayor

LL

89'

Smokie Links

.1.bg

T

'

-

No tricks about saying money when you shop
at Kroger. Kroger's 4,197 deep cut discount
prices assure you of bigger savings on your
truck 'r treat favorttes et Krogsr.

F

'1

DEANS

HALF AND

WS<

49.!).2.1111

HALLOWEEN
CANDY

A

PORK LOIN.

ryry "TURKEYS
b fo

S.

. .

sliced Quarter '

roger's Own Wishbone

,

All Goldcrest

"

Bologna . g

Lb.

-

Smoked Sausage

UP
TO

Oscar Mayor AllMoot or All.loot

C

53C

a

HALF
Sons This

SlicktBacon
Kelels1010,

Sliced Bacon . . .

Lb.

Lb.
Pkg.

Lb.
Pkg.

Rib U.S

Pork Roast . . .

599: 1113/4stitlale Price!

Cushy Style

6

Spare Ribs

.

Lb.

Lb.69

Meaty

Fres-Shore Fillets

PORK STEAK

OCEAN PERCH

3 1Lb.

L.. 59c

Pkgs.

PINT CARTON

99c

Swift Whole or Half

Semi -Boneless Horn
a

Lk.

Sale prices en fresh meats, fruits and vegetables geed thru Saturday, October 20, 190I:

Your Choice

JONATHAN
OR McINTOSH

APPLES
I

I

I

4

,,

1

0

79c

3

BANANAS

Kreger

Baking Headquarter;

CANDIED FRUIT MIX

ROYAL

111-11z.

02p

CROWN

lb.

Bag
10.0z.

Sale Price!

NEW STORE ONLYI

lag

MbIMER

-.8111,E

COLA

-PRICE
-:ItROGERS

1.Lbt

log

RID or WHITS

WS' 100 SW

Potatoes
I

p

11.
flag

20
Lb.

Bee

A

Mix or Match
CUCUMBERS

GREEN ONIONS

GREEN PEPPERS

=rte

16-0Z. BOTTLES

Morita!' of

Tangelos
Jalas

Oranges .. 5
1#111111011

Ban

.
79e

-

Fears12ft, 89°

Wilts 41 Stu

Grapefruit .
lest.. -

Potatoes . .

3

fur

590

3 Lb" 490

Plus
Deposit

SHORT RIBS

The map

a's BEEN NICE TALKING TO yov.
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TONIGHT

1

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY/

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 Summer Olympics

WOW! 5I-te'S ALL I Guess ir 2

DON'T WORRY, YOU'RE STILL N
ONE PIECE --BUT THAT SHOULD
BE A WARNING TO you TO QUIT

DoLL!-tkisi511-ke

50
SANDY, THIS IS MY
FAVORITE DAUGHTER - YOU'RE

RUNNING WITH YOUR TONGUE
OUT:

IN-LAW-MARTHA
lS

BIGGEST UPSET
SINCE THAT

FIGURED
POP WAS
NEVER MUCH

'TRAPEZE ARTIST

AN

<

HOOPLE-.-ANDAAY BOX ACTRE55, I PANICKED IN AN
ELEVATOR!
AMOS! FOLKS, MEET 4 MISS
SANDY TUXi3IJRY---- TUXBURY..THIS IS A
ON STAGS, SHE'S
REAL
SANDY RHODSS

Gymnastics,

boxing and soccer

FOR

are featured live and

WHISTLER'S

taped from Mexico

MOTHER!

SURPRISE!

American

7:30
.5 Ironside
Ironside risks s
life to prove that his

141
4.TA

from reality.
11 Our People
32 The Defenders

cousin Serena on the

and Robert Reed get

THE WORRY WART

ut r...

SANDY=

c,

(tNHI6PER)

HIM ..:11-15.. FORMULA c

INC:ofTRECTO1

RANGERS

WORK! 11-IA1'5 NINE

ARE

EVER 'MINKS OF

MOMENTARILY

STUMPED
AT THE

council.
9 I Love Lucy

Show

pageant
26 Medic
32 Pro Football

Sue Raney.
9 Perry Mason

Linus waits for

s of the Philadelphia

pumpkin patch.
5 Daniel Boone

Bears game which

murdering an East
German agent.
26
Roller Derby
9:30
7 Summer Olympics

of kidnaping and

CORAL,

CAVERN,

Iii*,41\141. 44"
e

AND

INSIDE,m

OAEAL

141801,P

aD 1964 6, NU, I,,

32 Truth or Consequences

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

/BIKE RIDIN' IS

THOSE BICYCLES BUILT FOR
TWO, BUGS:
OKAY,
PORKY:

clear of those topics of con-*
versation which cause argument to arise A risky day for

GREAT EXERCISE)
KIDS!

[ 13136SYS
DiCYcLE
RENTALS

friendships

c

YEAH:
GUESS WE

BOW COULD
STAND TO WORK

WON'T DO YA ANY
GOOD EVEN IF YA
A/NT SPEAKIN'
7' PORKY:

2 Girl Friends and
Nabors
A special starring

OFF A LITTLE

in-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 73 -

MORTY MEEKLE

19) --Look forward to evening

BEI NO AN

much so that you are

ASTRONAUT"
15 OKAY,

distracted from duty and miss,
an opportunity

BUT- I DONT
LIKE THE

PISCES (Feb 20 -March

BUT Ger

AWFULLY
LONESOM E

12:55

and boxing are

featured live and on

2 Movie

A motion picture

tape from Mexico.
11 NET Festival
32 News

the Show" stars Bet -

"Harum Scarum"

and recording star is
kidnapped by a band
of assassins plotting

to murder a middle

10:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
26 Sports
32 Run for
Life

eastern king. Elvis

Presley, Mary Ann

Mobley and Fran
Jeffries.

7 That Girl
Ann Marie does a
series of
mercials.

TV com-

"Meet Me After

tMacDonald
y Grable,
Carey

and Rory Calhoun

on the exploding

fakes amnesia to

prove she can live
on love alone.
9 Movie

Your

"The Beast of

Budapest" A professor and his son

Headlines

disagree until the
father is killed by

10:15
26 Cinema Special

Hungarian
secretpolice. With

Communist

SPECIALLY

M

WHEN YCYJR.

NIGHTUGHT IS

25 TRILLION

Gerald Milton, John

population problem

in India and the

story of a

Broadway star who

10:10

A documentary

the

in

2 6 Greatest

II Population

Hoyt, and Greta

Jim Nabors, Carol

country's food

Carr and Mary

shortage.
26 Phil Lind Show
32 AFL Highlights

Carson

Costa.
7 The Flying Nun

American Football

Show
9 Movie

7 Reflections

played last weekend.
8:30
5 Dragnet 1969

"Town Without
Pity" A courtroom

assault on a young

9 Five Minutes to

casino.
26 Italian Musicals
Gov. Samuel
32*
Shapiro - Richard
Ogilvie Debate

Thyssen.

Starring Johnny

1:30

7 News

7 The Joey Bishop

Films of five
League games

Carlos to move his

20) --Today should see
you well on your way toward
Jan

entertainment --but not so

diving, gymnastics

2 Movie

interest causes

they be material or otherwise.

`ACV CAN'T' HELP

12:35

9 News

Swimming,

8:00

Sister Bertrille's

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2I -Feb.

12:30

5 International Zone

10:30
5 Tonight

Burnett, Debbie
Reynolds, Vikki

FLAB.'

curring new ones --whether

nothing to spoil your chances.

host

Problem
7:00

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Make every effort to:

a change for the better. Do

day.

Show

26 Market Roundup

(RION' THAT WAY.

was played last Sun-

9 The Steve Allen

6:45

WE WANT TO RENT ONE 07)

FOR FRIDAY
SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
22) --Do your best to keep

repay old debts before

suspicion of murder.
11 TV College
Gregg Shorthand
26 Today's Racing

Ronnie Barrett is

Mason defends a
woman accused of

Eagles --Chicago'

prisoned on charges

Midnight
5 News
7 The Chicago Show

Jackie Mason and

Films of the

revolutionaries who
want to return them

11:15
32 News

Ullett, Van Johnson,

a Kindergarten

French

Dow.

Guests are Alice

Brown

It's the Great

nedy and Peggy

9:00

at-

Faye, Hendra and

Timothy is im-

10 MR.

is

The Ricardos and
Mertzes take part in

6:30

in Town

M116HROOM5

With Arthur Ken-

to a new way of life.

.

6:25
2 Editorial

7 The Ugliest Girl

ENTRANCE

ternational political
intrigue.

5 Dean Martin

Samantha

to France.

CAMOUFLAGED

21) --Make

areconsiliation
romantic
not

Two nuns ask
Boone to help them
escape pursuing

GIVE ITV HIM-

SHALL Z. GIVE

1.1., CANT T
AMY...MORE -13ELL.r

spot when he plans

tending a witches

Halloween in the

ROBIN MALONE :

involved in in-

"Bright Victory"
tells how a blinded
veteran must adjust

E.G. Marshall

knowing that

A rerun of the
cartoon in which

CLUB FOR

Darrin puts

6:15
26 Cinema Special

Pumpkin, Charlie
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

10:55
2 Movie

has been murdered.
7 Bewitched

2

A FAN

the world of fantasy
created by a spinster
to protect her niece

Franklin, a hermit,

SORRY, I WOE TO SPLIT.

=

old friend Oral

The Toy That

11

Grew Up
"Code of the Sea"
is a 1924 silent starring Rod LaRocque.

9 The Mike Douglas

Speech
26 Spanish News

Marshall, and

Christine Kaufman.

handyman shatters

City.

Fundamentals of

dlt

burglars in their
laundry room.
7 Journey to the
Unknown
An American

Literature

Show
11 TV College

destroys the reputation of the girl. With
Kirk Douglas, E.G.

discover a pair of

7:15
11 TV College

1:35

drama about the
girl and how the
defense attorney

An evening at

home is interrupted

by
Friday's
nieghbors who

;ayes the four

soldiers accused and

2:25

Live By

2:40
2 News

EEK & MEEK

MILES AWAY.

DP HERE N

THE GIAI2/4..

NIGHTS.

a show of your

knowledge of present issues,

on the employment scenel
You can take the lead in matters of consequence

ARIES (March 22 -April

20) --It is not

too early to

begin to prepare for winter
holid iy Ilw Mans lake bigger

preparations to be brought off
successfully

ti

TAURUS (April 21 -May THE

2l) --Abilities which are

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Answer to Previous Puzzle

BORN LOSER

Musical Bit

peculiar to you should be
shown off now Refuse to join

the crowd when it comes to

ACROSS
57 Female
saint (ab.)
1 "Sioux City

talents

GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --Your bwn personality
and high spirits should lead

4 "- Me the
Way ..."

you to success in private and

8 "Indian Love 2 Western
state
12 Greek letter 3 Zealousness
13 Small inlet
4 Burn with
14 Musical
hot liquid
instrument
5 "- on the
15 Label
Range"
16 Clause
6 Exaggerate
revision
7 Small tumor
18 Shucker, as

public life today Be outgoing.

CANCER (June 22 -July

23) --This is no time for trying

out theories on others. If you
have no tried-and-true solutions to offer, remain quiet.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -You can demonstrate your
confidence in younger family
members by allowing them ,

some of the independence CAPTAIN EASY .
they crave
E VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept.

23) --Difficulties are laid

quickly and easily if you give

I'M AFRAID THE A5.5A55IW5

PENNY HAP AN UNCLE Ar TUNWicic,
BIB; I'LL GET MORE DETAILS OF
HER r;75AFFgARANC6 FROM HIM!

your native self-confidence

THAT'S
NOT FAR,

every chance to influence

EASY! I'LL

your actions
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) --

THERE:

RUN YOU BY

Make gains in personal I

mietirva

I WON'T
THI5 PAPER SA YS
PAMELA OTT, A GUEST
0' PENNY'S 15 MI551Nes

TOO APPARENTLY THEY
SLIPPED OFF FROM THE
POLICE GUARD 70 MEEr

PAM'S BOY FRIEND:

Prestige The recognition of
other people and their pro-

ACCOMPLICES'

SILENCED PENNY FOR GOOD BY
NOW, EASY!

BUY THAT";
YET! HERE'b

SIR A5HLEY5
PAD WHERE
SHE WA5
EVIDENTLY
STAYING!

1,41'4:1;tirIT,t1.111,T Ill dpi

SHINGLE
single
sine
sling
sing
sign
shin
shine
sleigh
sigh
stnge
line
lien
lies
glen
isle

Neigh
nigh
hinge
het)

of peas
20 Chest rattles
21 Color
22 Speaker's
platform
24 Food fish
26 Musical
quality
27 Southern

state (ab.)

blems is the first step.

Answers to
Hideaword

.30 Vindicate
32 Emerged
34 Piano
35 Perish with

hunger

THE WILLETS

DOWN
1 Coteries

36 - Vegas,
Nevada
37 "- Marie"
39 Broad smile
40 Italian coins
41 Hawaiian

garland

42 Come to

terms
45 Ascertained

49 Gloomiest
51 Gossip (dial.)
52 Noises
53 Skin
affliction
54 Transgression
55 Blemish
56 One who

(suffix)

amount
41 Subsequently
42 Puts to
25 Iris layer
26 Singing voice 43 Tenacious
grasp
27 State of
24 High in

stature

8 Torpors
9 Cain's victim
10 Solitary
11 Permits
17 Having least
humidity
19 Inclines
23 Aromatic
herb
1

2

being furry 44 City in

Jacob (Bib.) 46 Theow
29 Arabian gulf 47 Send forth

5

6

8

7

16

15

22

27

28

29

47

48

23

11126

30

11

20

21

25

10

17

19

18

9

14

13

12

24

48 Low sand
hill
50 Medical
suffixes

31 Bloodier
33 Wiser
38 Pick out
40 Smallest
4

3

Nevada

28 Son of

32

31

33

35

34
36

37

39

38
41

42

43

44

45

46

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57.

49

opps

money -back guarantee!
LAY -AWAY

DOWN
HOLDS

ANY

MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

PURCHASE
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

NOW ENJOY OUR UNBEATABLE
BUYS ON EASY CREDIT TERMS

EXTRA SAVINGS!

SPORTS, DRESSY, CASUAL - TOP STYLES,

WE RESERVE THE

RIGHT

TO

WELCOME HERE

LIMIT

QUANTITIES
10816

TOP TAILORING - LOW, LOW PRICES!

7
IMPORTED SHIRT -STYLE

UR BLEND
WEATERS

COMPARE

COMPARE TO '25

AT 6.98

ALL THE TOP FASHION LOOKS
YOU EXPECT FROM TOPPS!

Vinyl with the look of leather, styled with
snap. Wool in bright plaids, tweeds, solid

Lush blend of lambswool/angora/nylon, imported from the Orient. Button
down cardigan or pullover in white,
pink, blue, gold, green, grey heather.

melton. Some scarf coats, some plaid

Sizes 34 to 40.

lined. All interlined for extra warmth. Fashion colors. Sizes 8-18.

COMPARE UP TO 5.99

CORDUROY
JEANS
011111011111;""

Orl

41

t

4(
"WNW
(a,

'

WINTER COAT$,

Made for us alone! Snappy Western
jeans, duded- up richly ribbed velvety
combed cotton corduroy. In gold,
other lustrous fall colors. 10 to 18.

COMBED COTTON PERMA-PRESS

OXFORD SHIRTS
In stock yesterday for $1 more!

1 97
COMPARE

AT 3.99

COMPARE

*AT 10.98
THE N.EMIEST 'LOOK 11C,01.1) VAST!
COMPARE

.. AT 16.98
-

6X
GIRLS';:SIZES'
FASHION COORDINATE

MANUFACTURER'S CLOSEOUT

NIFORMS

Up -to -the minute fashion looks

. for "with -it" girls. Vinyl with the

look of leather, thick 'n thin

SAVE UP

corduroy, warm wool meltoniin
fashion -right colo;s. Casual or
dressy styling with pile linings,

TO 50%

$

COMPARE

TO 7.98

attached hoods, belts, etc.
Green, blue, brown; gold, navy.
ginger. Sizes 7 to 14 and 4 to 6X.

fiss

vrifitfri
'',!Gembler`s",iikt iTs
4/if,ttifPa' 11`k141411

Easy wear, easy care drip dry knit jersey

uniforms of 60% polyester/40% nylon.
Most popular styles in assorted sizes, white
and colors.

THE DAY
Page 16

day weekly,
'2 adults - own transportation.
lady

Cleaning

304* Mated Worm

30 -Help Wanted Women

PRACTICAL

Secretaries
$433

draperies, 126x64. 437-8966.
refrig. $50,
Used Frigidaire
used G.E. washer $20, both
good condit. 394-3647.

do light
housework 2 days a week. Days
can be flexible. 394-0206.

2 cribs - $5 each

Age 35 to 50
To act as Assistant to

and Ilte experience

WIDE

Administrator in 47 bed
nursing home in Northwest suburb.

GENERAL

OFFICE
To assist Office Manager in

298-5021

duties.

OPERATORS
experience
Full time
necessary. Apply now.

Bedroom set: desk, chest, twin
beds 560. Gray persian coat $50.
825-8536

-

MATURE

Personnel

WOMEN

Manager
Temporary Office
Service
Des Plaines

Want To Work Again?
Start out by working part
time. Select the days and

no

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

7:30 AA. to 3:45 P.M.

GARAGE & BAKE SALE

3:30 P.M. to 11:45 P.M.
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.
BENEFITS,

Office
Service is seeking aggressive
career minded person to work
in beautiful new Branch Office
located at 0 Hare Lake Office
Plaza Exp in personnel pre
(erred but will consider re
toted work exp Also, we have
one opening in our Loop of
lice for Ant Manager Des
Plaines branch to open within
the next few weeks Salary plus
bonus This is not a commission
lob See or call Jane Arden for
confidential interview arrangconvenience
your
at
ed
Temporary Office
Chicago
Madison
E
Service, 29
(Chicago office) Rrn 1112
Temporary

high school or college
chemistry courses and
previous lob experience. Posi.
lions offer variety, excellent

environment including air

conditioning. Lack of
transportation should not

DANA

Do not delay. Call today.

Confidential

Dearborn Chemical
Div.
W. R. Grace & Co.
320 Genesee St.

Lake Zurich

438-8241

An Equal Opportunity

Secretary
$600

Plaines, Oct.
3 pm, misc. items.
Des

of marketing in plush
,new offices needs gal with
V.P.

9 am -

25,

to $300. 1818 E. Euclid, A.H.

WIDE

Gar. Sale: 321 N. Elm, Mt. Prosp,
10/25,
Fri, 10/24,
9 am -8 prn, chair, toys, misc.
Thurs.

&

Multi -family garage sale,

298-5021

Thursday -Sunday 2231Kennicott,
An. Hts. 100's of items.
HUGE GARAGE SALE, benefit

PERSONNEL,. INC.

Maryville. Thurs. & Fri. 413 N.

PAYROLL GIRL

FULL TIME

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
Call

be available to assist you.

Miss Escher- 439-7600
855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Neighborhood Gar. Sale: Oct.

9-5 pm. Furn, boat
& motor, much misc. 1143 N.
24,25,26,

PUBLIC CONTACT

Walnut, Arl. Hts.

Learn To Be a Personnel

Gar. Sale: Oct. 26 & 27, 10 to 4.

Interviewer
Mt. Prospect

WOMEN

public

Any

contact,

sales,

ette set; Christmas tree; lamps;
horse, Persian lamb
rocking
stoles, misc. 482 Marshall, Des

Methode Mfg. Corp.

Shopping Center. Rtes. 12 8,
Mt. Prospect. Admission
83,
50c 392-0383 or CL 3-9117

Ford Employment
Agency

Gar. Sale: Oct. 24 & 25, 10.8
pm, No advance sales. Misc.
items, lawnmower, vacuum

cleaners, clothing, bathrm.

Rolling Meadows

1700 Hicks Rd
392-3500

SECRETARY
The sales manager of our fast
growing company is in need

of a secretary with excellent
short hand and typing skills.

offer PLEASANT SURRUUNUINGS, t-UNLttNIAL

We

EKCO

$2.521/2 to start

Miss Gaffke

437-5400

777 Wheeling Road

Anocut
ENGINEERING COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave.
Elk, Grove Village

16'

cornice, many

\An Equal Opportunity Employer

room apartment sub -let, $210.50
month. 437.6697 offer 5 pm

251-7385

Rte 72 one mile east of Rte 47
from Storks Station, eight miles
west of Rte 31. 464-5438.

PUMPKINS
CORN STALKS

Clean Usable Items

Put Yourself

Needed

In The Picture

(Can be delivered at back
entrance, by appt. ill Oct. 26)

We Will Train You To

OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
Oct. 27, 9 AM to 7 PM

Be A

St. Alexius
Hospital

FOTOMATE!!

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Blesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(Employee's entrance on
Blesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, Ext. 592

SECRETARIES

446 S. Arlington Hts Rd.

$3.98 each. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00
-

$75. 255-3395.

Norge washer & electric dryer.

Wear your "kicky," mini UNI-

Newly created positions are now open for gals
with top shorthand and typing skills. One to 5
years secretarial experience is required in variety of positions

FORM designed by one of the
"IN" crowd.

Fotomat Corp, an idea

as

modern as tomorrow, is looking for young ladles, over 18,
5%5'8", 105'13016., attractive,
personality, enthuand interested in
siastic,
meeting people.

outgoing

PuR9/unien

Pure Oil Division
Union Oil Company of Californial
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529.7700

An Equal Opportunity Eritploveri

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
3 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Call Karla
956-0603

$25 each or $50 a pair. Reason,
able 259-4518,
windows,
roll -out
Anderson
,76x56", 52x56", 23x39"; hand
guns & rifles. 392-6521

$10; 20" bike $10;
Drafting table $20; apt. refrig.
End -tables

$20. 259-2967.

1/32 scale road racing set w/extra accesories $20.
Sclextrer.

Call 966-0935 after 5.
Firestone

snow

tires

age $25. CL 5-6497.

Dinette tbl. & chrs., girls
dresses so 2.4, vaporizer,

short wave radio, plus misc..
358.4805

FOTOMAT CORP.
Coast to Coast
(but new to our area)

IBM Selectric typewriters, one

13" $275; two 15" $300 each.
All in good operation cond.
255.4500, 9.4 pm wkdays.

New large, 4 bdrm, 2 story
home. See to appreciate, Sun.
1-5 pm. 713 S. Emerson, Mt.
Prospect.
Louis Munao, Inc. Bldr.

ANTIQUES. Solid walnut candle
stand commode, Circa 1840;
solid walnut 6 drawer bachelor
chest; butternut hand carved
cupboard -4 door- 2 drawer. All
mint condition. Call 381.2742

Heights,

6 to 7 ft. honeysuckle, heavy
branched, balled & bur lapped. Regular $7.50 value 1 week only $4.79 each.
Cash & Carry

All appliances. Arlington

Willow & Palatine

Rd., behind A & P shopping
center.

For

DELUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS.

\

1605 - Apt. A, and 1611 - Apt.
A, N. Arlington Hts. Rd. 3 bed-

rooms, 2 baths, family room,

SANDERS ROAD NURSERY

3285 Sanders Rd. Northbrook
Betw. Milw. Ave. & Willow Rd

34 -Arts and Antiques

basement, fully

or

residential.

Palatine
Schaumburg

5 acres ranch home -- the finest to be seen at $69,500.

BUY:

3

$10.

.392.3686

room, large family size

'61

See fast $13,800--$500 down.

paneled recreation room, side
drive 2 car garage. Nicely

827-2245

landscaped. $23,200 first

200 Acres with barn including
a

40 acre stand of oaks &

creek. $775 per acre.

mortgage available at 6.9
per cent interest for 25 years.
Only $29,250.

CALL

SONTAG
392-0660

444)ogs, Pets and Equipment

1

Adorable Min. Schnauzer
puppies. AKC. 358-2699
after 6 P.M. & week -ends,

old building.

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

D.F. Bertrand,
253.4121, 654.1744

An estate property going for
only

KITTEN - 7 weeks old

free to good home
KITTENS - part Persian. Free to

$23,500.

Large

Willow

prox. $200 per month. Must

3:30 p.m.
All black kittens -mother was
Siamese. Free for Halloween.
HE 7-4224

Ranch home in an excellent
Arlington location. 5 rms., 2

2 Deluxe homes. 1 --full base-

AKC white/apricot male

spacious bedrooms; separate

ment corner brick. Fireplace,

yr.
good

for

A spacious 3 bdrm. home on
quiet cul de sac with custom

dining room & attached garage. Range, refrigerator &
dryer included. Just $21,900

259-9030
Mt. Prospect

900 E. NW Hwy.

ALGONQUIN
dining

separate

$51,900

room.

males, 6 weeks old AKC
registered. 437-2129
Fluffy calico KITTENS. Ready to

take home. Call after 6 p.m.
CL 5-8391

Male siamese kittens, blue point
& seal point. $35.

LAKE ZURICH

If you like a ski lodge you'll
love this homel Huge knotty

decorated 3 bdrm.
home. Custom with top quality
materials used throutout.
$49,900

air cond, sno tires, under 27,000.
Asking $2,300. 296-5189
'63 Pontiac Star Chief 4 dr. hdtp.
W/VV, exc. cond.
A/T, 9/5,
1 owner $895. 827-5939.
ers, good condition.
CL 5-2677

'65 Ford Country sedan
cellent cond.
824-1593
1965

REALTORS
A1RMCO.
MINIS
261 NORTHWIST HWY.

532,500.

DU

day

Saturday &

296-6655

ceiling
cathedral
& fireplace. 2 baths, attached
garage. 2 bedrooms, expandable to 3. Lovely wooded
lot just 100 yds. from the

GLENVIEW

Builders
Attention
2 corner lot in desirable loca-

chomp. blood line good temperament, must sacrifice $40 or
best offer. 894.5844.

Zoned residential. Excellent
schools, parks, churches, shopping, etc. $13,900.

FIRST TIME OFFERED

3 bedroom solid brick ranch
home, new carpeting thruout,
separate utility rm. 11/2 car
garage. Walk to train, schools,
pancy. $24,900.

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

658-5661
646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.

358-1800

S. of 62 on 31)

255-2090

36" GAS RANGE
GOOD CONDITION
$35. 259.4823

Arlington Hts.

2 W. NW HWY.

Dodge Polara station
fut.1 ,vi.d.
u

208 N. Dwyer, Arl. Hts.
51395. 392.5021

Mercury Montego, P/S,
P/B, low mileage, still under warranty, very reasonable. CL 3'1498
1968

'66 Newport, 6 window, town sedan, org. owner,
Chrysler,

'66 Buick Skylark, hdtp, cpe, P/S,
air-cond, low mileage
$1800 or best offer 394-1794
.oft. 6.
'P/B,

1962 VW, sunroof, radio, heat1

yr. guarantee on batt,

$595 or best offer. Call before
9 am or aft. 9 pm or weekends.

90 -Investment Property

'65 Chevy SS cony, P/S, P/B,
P/W, AM -FM radio, Aft, excel.
mech. condit. $1600 or offer,
Coll 259-8032 before 5 p.m. or
625-4492 after 6 pm. Private.
1965

Mustang

Convertible,

Beautiful bronze with white top,
bucket seats, power steering,
three

speed floor

shift

trans-

mission, radio, white wall tires
(like new), spinner hub caps,
needs new ENGINE, will hell AS

'IS for $675. Call 255-7200 and
ask for HUCK or after 6 PM call

BRADSHAW

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

& shopping. Immediate occu-

41 -Home Fundshings-Fumitixe

tion. Good transportation.

Mt. Prospect

900 E. NW Hwy.

GERMAN SHORT HAIR Pointers,
$75. Call
champ. sired
358-5885 after 5 p.m.
after 5 p.m.
German Shepherd puppies AKC,

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

beamed

259-9030

AKC, 4 females, 3 males,
437.2129

to

259-5139

beach. Call us now $25,500.

956-1953

exsell.

equipped,
priced

low mile car, with
Ipower 8. air. 51850.299-6491.

The

other a natural finished cedar
contemporary. Both very exceptional offerings at just

Open all
Sunday

fully

wagon,

'beautiful

pine family room with

7 WHITE TOY POODLES

90 -Investment Property

869-1329

:102 -Trucks, Triers
1961 Dodge tow truck 11/2 ton.
Fully equipped and in good
condition. 537-9163.
103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

STORAGE AVAILABLE
TRAILERS -

Universal 36" gas stove, good
River

condition. $25.
255-8707 after 5 pm

Rd.

north

to

Best

Twin size maple bunk beds, good
cond, no mattresses or box
springs $20, 392.9772

Mahagony coffee tbl

w / matching end tbls, drum tbl,
liquor cab., barrel ch, Kodak
185 Cambridge D P., 1 blk N of
NW. Sub. YMCA
NEW CARPETS. 1st guality
brand names. Installed vvall-to.

wall. Best padding. Also kitchen carpets, Indoor/outdoor &
commercial. Lowest prices.
Samples brought to your home
or visit our warehse showrm..
By appt. only. Free estimates.
Financing available. 437-8454.

TRUCK CAMPERS

Camp
bilk. to

McDonald Rd. left
Park, right to Hickory, left to
1

Sofa & matching chair, silver
gd. condition.
offer. 966-0935 after 5.

'61 Chevy, almost new brakes, 2
snow tires, good cond., $300 or
best offer. CL 5-6489
'6$ Chrysler Imp. clean, consider
trade $1595 pvt. 5 tires 885x

er,

7 white Toy Poodles, 4 f em., 3

in

6:30 pm.

I

DECORATOR'S
DELIGHT

04

AND GROOMING
529-6408

Many

Extras

POODLE CLIPPING

grey,

basement.

designed

Lavishly

be sold this wk.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ALL BRICK

'64 Chevrolet, 4-dr. sedan, V-8,
original owner, 394-3648 offer

'36 Ford V-8, 4 dr, original own-

looking. $1,800 balance ap

good homes. CL 3-5073 after

2

Mt. Pros,

PRIVACY PLUS!!

trees, 2 both:, 1 car attached
garage. Lovely triangle corner
lot with giant family room over-

86 -Real Estate -houses

259-8244

A FAMILY NAME IN
REAL ESTATE SINCE 1872

2 bedroom stone house $9,000.
Also 3 bedroom ranch $16,500.
5% down on each.

Falcon, 4 dr, R / H, A / T,
snow tires, $125. call aft 7 pm.

15 WW, $100. 259-2593

960 E. NW. Hwy.

secretary's office, fully
carpeted, heated, air cond,
ground floor location in year

condition - clean.
392-2547

'67 Olds Delmont 88, P/S, P/B,

HOLIDAY HILLS

OFFICE SPACE - MT. PROSPECT.

plus

1962 Dodge Lancer. A/T; good

2 baths, separate dining

down $16,000.

Pecan paneled private office,

p.m.

Small 3 bedroom home needs
decorating. Excellent location.

SUN NYSITE

11-Te Rent, Stores, Offices

'62 Chevy 2, 4 dr, white sedan,

aluminum sided Cape Cod. 4
bedrooms (one on 1st floor),

BA 3-5212 or 259-4568

books

'63 Chevy II, like new,
snow tires, $450
392-3632 after 6 P.M.

ALGONQUIN

ALDEN

4 -door

392-4394

296-1502

LOW TAXES

3 bedroom ranch vacant. 5%
WANTED TO

1959 Oldsmobile S88,
hardtop, good condition.

'64 Chevy Impala SS, original
owner, $650. 253-7634 after 6

Impressive brick and

CRYSTAL LAKE

42 -Wanted to Buy

Honda SOcc. LE 7-1627

1957 Ford Station Wagon, V-8;
auto. trans., $60.
255-7819

clean.

ST. VIATOR'S
2 BLOCKS

BARRINGTON HILLS

ranch,
2 bedroom plastered
oak floors $14,500. Lake privileges $500 down.

St, Des Plaines, III. 824-4492.

hardtop, very clean $350; '65

299.6491

$8,500

No pets. Shown by appointSTOLTZNER
BLDG. CORP.

tires. Best price. 394-2162
'62 Squire Falcon Station Wagon,
6 cyl, $525.
796-8935

tiful extra low mile tor. $900

255.6320
358-1502
894 1330

Arlington Heights

range, refrigerator, disposal.

ANTIQUES bought and sold.
Des Plaines House, 1096 Lee

mechanical cond., auto., good

e sssss

air-conditioned, dishwasher,
ment only.

'56 Pontiac 4-dr., very good

Falcon '66 Future, 4-dr, beau-

real

weekdays:

676-3300 or
259-7022, evenings

once. $900. CL 5.6766
1958 VW
GOOD CONDITION
299.6518

'61 Ford, 6 cyl., 2 -dr.

358-1800

call

information

'63 Ford XL 500, convert, red,
excel. cond., snow tires used

extras, highest bid. 956-1280.

Winston Park
the large family I! Plenty
of space and living area in
this raised ranch with 4 bedFor

rooms, family room, 21/2 baths.
carpeting,
include
Extras
and
built-in. Well
drapes
maintained home at a low
price.

NEAR THE FOX

condit, full

excel.

255.8193 after 6 p.m.

1962 Buick Skylark 2 dr. coupe
A/T, P/S, exc. cond. Many

PALATINE

Dis-

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

farm

.

Deluxe 2 bedroom, 11/2 baths
apartment, air conditioning.

MOO camera, screen &projector,

with
wheels 600x13; very low mile2

Yellow Norman brick colonial
with Mansard roof. 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, Full basement, 2 car attached garage,

2 story farm only 21/4 acres.
Thick slab foundation. Zoned

COUNTRY CLUB
APARTMENTS

2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.

3 HP motor scooter, exc. cond.
Be Your Own Boss II
Have Your Own Store II

Mt. Prospect bilevel 3 bdrm.,
2 bath, panel rec. room, drapes,
car garage
2
landscaped,
$32,500 603 N. Pine. 392-2885.

PALATINE --$47,000

742-8540 or 741-3266

EVERGREENS

Deluxe GE port. dishwasher $60;

STENOGRAPHERS

low 30's -CL 5.4829.

accepted.

and
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

farnilyrm, 21/2 car gar, Extras,

balcony, carpeting, and much
more. Rent $180. 2 children

Indian Corn & Gourds

tol

books;

baths, living -dining t, paneled

gloss doors, 2 car garage, wallto-wall carpeting, drapes, 2
baths.
By Owner, $39,000. 827.3551

T -Bird,

power, very clean. $600. Call
11/2

acre. Paneled rec. rm, sliding

posal and dishwasher. Country
Club Location.

-. a ski resort in the city. Modern
in
Kathleen
apartment -314
bedroom
2
Elgin --the finest
apartment you'll ever see!
Immediate occupancy, 20 short
from
O'Hare. All
minutes
built-ins, air condielectric
tioned and fireplace. Private

Walter F. Sass

7 rms. 3 bedrm. tri-level on 1/4

room and 3 bedrooms.

Home grown, $2.35 per 100 lbs.

3 to 4 feet

Call 827-1117

'61

Ad. Hts. 7 rm. brk, bi-level,

formal dining room, drapes
throughout. Carpeting in living
room, dining room, family

IF YOU LOOK,
YOU WILL RENT!

CHALET VILLAGE

Victorian chairs $10 ea.; Bris-

clothes,

Elgin -

POTATOES - RED & WHITE

Part collie puppies, 6 weeks old,
paper trained.
827-4326

women's
misc.

to Dec. 1. CL 3-7346

chrs, childs spring horse & boys
26" bile. 827-5807
Encyclopedias 1967,20 vols. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide -a -bed cost
$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new.

Douglas Ave. Des Plaines.
824-5343

16

Mt. Prospect 4 rm. apt to sub.
let, $180 mo. Avail. Nov. 15
MI. Prospect, spacious 2 bed-

old Poodle looking
home $20. 439-0018

Lusters; wash set; cut &
press glass; Primitives; GE stove
$35; Stauffer table $20; Westinghouse roaster & stand; size

2 bedrm. patio apartment, Tim-

less tub, 2 yrs old, 4 chrome kitch.

clothing & many misc. items all
cheap. Daily after Oct. 25. 2158

Rummage Sale
Wheeling, Ill.

Speed Queen gas dryer, stain-

S.

Gar. Sale: Oct. 25, 8.26, 9 am to
5 pm, 507 S. Nawata, Mt. Prosp.

dit Union

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

FL 7-6947

Gar. 3ulu: uLi. zu, 9,11011, 817

more items.
Garage Sale -Moving out of
State, everything must go; furniture, air-cond, portable TV's,

12 45 A M to 7 45 A M 61/2 hours $2.521/2 to start

Free Molar Medical and Life Insurance, 9 Paid
Holidays, Cafeteria, Medical Department, Cre-

Prospect Heights.

fish tanks,

Please call
415 PM to 1245 AM

mas presents. Also clothing &
some furniture. Fri, Sat, Sun.
10 to 5. 302 N. Wheeling Rd,

can be easily reached via expressway.

'1

Unusual Garage Sale: Inherited
trunk of (Jew costume jewelry.
Many In bbxes, good for Christ-

located close to O'Hare and

BENEFITS. We are conveniently

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Press Packers

hine cleaned or repaired. 20 yrs.
exp. work 'guaranteed.

Green Stamps, willing to pay

Burton, An. Hts. CLOTHES,
lady's 10-12, girl's 9-12, men s
med.-19, lady's shoes 8-81/2,
new men's GOLF SHOES 91/2C,

ATMOSPHERE, EXCELLENT
SALARY AND FINE FRINGE

PRODUCTS INC.

Cindy

books, etc. 281
Ln., Wheeling.
sink,

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Plaines. 439-1705
Antiques Flea Market Sale

Call Hazel Ford or Judy Sham
at 437-5090, days. Evenings
and weekends, YO 5-6452

Incentive and bonus jobs.
Good starting rates

Wage reviews every 3 months
Excellent working conditions

din-

Sun. Oct. 27, 11-5 pm, Town
Hall, lower level of Randhurst

OFFERS

berlake, Mt. Prospect, sublet Nov. 18, $195. 439-7579

FALL SALE

spect.

at Busse & Dempster, Mt. Pro-

Some Part Time Hours Available.

E.

earnings, career future, conenial co-workers. We are a
15 year old employment ag-

ing at 1720 Algonquin Road

1st and 2st Shifts

records & much misc. 302
McDonald Rd. Prosp. Hts.
Moving -everything goes!

ency with 4 offices. This open-

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

$120 blond fall never worn $50;

this

challenging public re
lotions field. Extremely high

INSPECTORS

rm. sink; furnace blower;

Util.

or office experience helps for

Openings Now Available

inated suit, sz 16. 299-0631

Arlington Heights

House Sale, Thurs-Sot., Oct. 24-

nice

yard for garden, good neighborhood. Retired couple --all cash.
double M inc. Realtors

86 -Real Estate -Houses

MT. PROSPECT

I

Prospeci

26, Crystal, china, turn, odds &

100% PHONE

bedrm,
An. Hts, 3 rm. apt.
large living rm. & kitchen. air
cond, $147.50.253-0583

Golfview Estates, Mt.

ends. 1193 Des Plaines Ave, D.P.
NE Corner of D.P. & Algonquin.

Metropoliton Printing Co.

ASSEMBLERS

GARAGE SALE Oct. 26, 27,
10-4 pm 703 Glendale Lane,

frame home with

Small

1:

86 -Real Estate -Houses

will separate. Gray man made
fur stole 510, Blue ladies lam-

Wilshire Ln, Arl. His.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

New modern plant in Elk Grove Village has immediate opening for Payroll Girl. Must have aptitude for figures Apply in person or call:

double M inc. Realtors

Vacant
151/

t:

14 -To Rent Apartments

Typewriter owners: your mac-

Gar. Sale Oct. 26 & 27, 10 to 6.
Moving-furn.; clothes, misc. 5c

top secretarial skills.

Employer

RA 6 2355

Prospect,

Garage Sale Oct. 23 to 26. 2708
George Ct. Rolling Meadows.
Porn, dehumidifier & misc.
Gar. Sale: Fri. & Sat. 10 to 5.
1101 Ironwood Dr. Mt. Prosp.
Refrig.; tarp; rugs; toys.
GARAGE SALE: 1329 Brown St,

prevent you from inquiring.

few acres in country. All cash --

99 -Automobile For Sale

Simplicity riding mower with
snow plow attachment, $100.
439-0631 after 6 pm
Assorted baby Turn, 8 pcs. $50,

1

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-5350

Mr. Olsson

Mt.

Garage Sale.786 Millers Rd,
D.P, Cor. Elmhurst Rd. & blk S
of Golf Rd. Sat, Oct 26, 10-6:30

MOLDED PRODUCTS

CONTACT

Harlon,

717

house in any condition with a
'call anytime. 827-1117

books, misc. CL 3-3039

ping-pong tble, & assor. misc.

hours best for you. Be a LAB

TECHNICIAN. Helpful are

"Lover" of animals desires older

47-

_,,....

Day Want Ads
Sell things faster
96 -Real Estate -Wanted

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

/1)4

Clothing: girls' 10-14, Boys' 1420, some like new, toys, games,

Oct. 30, 10 am to 2 pm
108 N. Hagen, Mt. Prospect
All sizes crocks, single bed,

GOOD HOURLY WAGE -

to 9 P.M.

Commercial

Residential

El Rey Music Center,
CL 3:0180

'credit Mgr. Call 469-7204, 9 A.M.

Re al Estate

DIG YOUR OWN
SILVER MAPLES, $2

pay reasonable move. 259-3819

Used Ludwig pearl snare drum
with stand, only $37.50

FULL PRICE $51.30

253-9416

Prospect Heights

IStore your piano or organ in my
,home, tender loving care, Will

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

Rt. 838 McDonald Rd.

Will separate.
Phone 537-1930

WALNUT FINISHED

parts and service guarantee.

CASTLE HOME FURNISHINGS

Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.

$95. FL 8-6947.

255-9527

holes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year

rugs from $5.50.

Sensational discount. Must see.

elec. typewriter recently
overhauled, excellent condition

PLASTIC PRESS

sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button.

high shags $7 yd. Commercial
velvet Martini only $6 yd. Area

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

IBM

437-3857

ZIG-ZAG

20 to 45 yards from $5 yd. I"

DISPLAY FURNITURE

iReasonable.2598307.

SPINET PIANO $295
827-6603

slightly used

ed,

Roll ends up to 20 yards, Gold,
Olive green, Martini $4 sq. yd.

of fer. 392-6894.

Kay 6 string hollow -body electric

Igultar & amplifier.

.

Sewing machine cabinet includ-

CARPETING

beige carpet, any reasonable

LIKE NEW SPINET
PLAYER PIANO
827-6603
..REASONABLE

'

1968 SINGER

827-5211

Dining room set & 60 yds. of

BUY OLD ELECTRIC or

$5. Call 392.4334.

or best offer. 392.9456
Danish modern walnut bedroom
set. Reasonable.

spnable.CL 3.0041
Beige sofa; brown chair.
Reasonable.
CL 5.5101 after 4 p.m.

windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition. 827-4760.

1

be available to assist you

2 pc. custom corner sect'l sofa,
white. Cost $500, sacrifice $125

toys. Call YO 6.0213

Between 9 AM &
1 AM Only

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG )
Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day A counselor will

while $30, mahogany end -table,

Small appliances, chairs, tables,

Will buy old electric toy trains
made before 1941 & costiron

827-2131

CALL MRS. KAYE

'Bedroom set -Jenny Lynn -painted

259-5776

$25. 259-0219.

WILL

,

CRIB COMPLETE:
PLAYPEN: PING PONG TABLE.

296-5300

W.s.w. Town & Country, 600x13.

No

1517 Ellinwood
Des Plaines

Must live in
Salary open

PERSONNEL, INC
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

office

general
typing.

model homes. Heavy nylon pile,
Huge discounts. 824-7353,

$25 CL 5.0648

china cabinet, good cond. rea-

Reg. size pool table and equip.
Call eves. after 6:30 p.m. and
weekends Best offer 359-4610
2 snow tires with wheels, used.

rM ti0;/ corpeting-madeTc;

KENMORE ELECTRIC DRYER
EXCELLENT CONDITION

BABY BED & TWIN BED
EXCELLENT CONDITION

CL 3.7494

NURSE

telhgent gal with good skills

Chicago

Brownie camera; daybed; tan

Good condition

Local company looking for In

40'

Early Am. Lazy Boy recliner $50;
green upholstery chair $40; lamp
.$20. 394-1256 aft. 6 pm

I

437-3201
needed to

Woman

Junior

41 -Home Fulnishings-Fumiture

55 -Musical Instruments

41 -Home furnishings -Furniture

4144ome Furnishings -Furniture

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Polaroid camera, color or B / W;

30 -Help Wanted Women

Thursday, October 24, 1968

Island Lake

Why pay more for 5 bedrooms

when here is an Immaculate
home with everything featuring built-ins, dishwasher, disposal, 3 baths, ceramic tile
kitchen, carptg. up & downstairs, water softener, humidifier, central

air

cond.

Of

WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU

$43,900.

358-6744
101 S. NW Hwy.

Palatine

Des Plaines

827-7184

101 -Auto Parts and Access.
& mounted
snowtires, two 7 x 13- te'snowtires, used only one season. CL
15-5874 after 6 pm. or weekends.

Two 15" wheels

Your own shopping center. Large return for nominal investment. 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, cooking facilities. 2 apartments. $30,000 annual gross income. Large parking facilities. Lots of potential. $140,000.

11141otormles and Scooters

course a fenced yard & you
guessed It an 18x30' pool with
accessories. Just reduced

VACATION LINERS
1272 Rand Rd.

home.

1'66 Honda 590, helmei,

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
Realty

cond. low mileage, $225 or
best offer. 824.4387

1962 Hondo 300, excel cond.,
jhelmet, window shield, extras.
1$300. CL 9-1565

963 NORTON 400 cc, Needs

HOMEFINDERS

358-1800

some work. Good winter project.
$250 or best offer. PH. 392.3389
lifter 5 p.m.

rr

I HE DAY

INJECTION MOLDING PROGRAMMING MGR.
$25,000 - FREE
$200 - FREE

DRIVER WANTED

For Nursery School Bus, 4 hours
a day 255 7335

5 LOCAL SPOTS

pliers, learn to order materials,

Call TOM at 299-7191 Ext 27

Call BETTY at 299.7191 Ext 37

LARSON in DES PLAINES

LARSON in DES PLAINES

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

Earn $100 or More, o month.
Local manufacturer needs a
product

Systems

call 692-4281

all types of equipment
programming

computers,

-

and wiring. Raise

Free Training

in

3

months. Company will send
Coll Don Weidner

you to school free.

WIDE

R ITZENTHALER

DES PLAINES

Live near or

foscinating field of automated
equipment.. New class stead
Mg. Call mow and you will be
on your way its this earn and
learn program.

BUS LINE

in

To world famous psychologist,
9-5. 5 clays. Profit sharing plus
bonus. Ideal for girl living
in or near Des Plaines. NO FEE.

owns planes & charters them to
people wino fly all over country.
You'll tend the office, pay bills,

DES PLAINES

1 GAL OFFICE

298-5021

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Career Specialists

Must be able to control people
ability to answer phones.
-

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

394.0240 between I I a.m. & 5

SECY $580

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

401E Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Three other convenient loco
lions to serve you

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Meet & work with people who
plan E. put these towns on the

DES PLAINES

MEAT DEPT.
Full or Part Time
Male or Female
top wages

629.6770
449.8070
815-338.

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK. ILL.
3200

Part Time

SALES

SALESMEN

To $675

APPLY

Mr Kadison

Computer Services, for

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

be available to assist you.

offices

Call Jahn Scullin at 827-7706.

North Point Shopping

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago. and all Inc,

Arlington Heights

jor Suburbs.

PICK YOUR SHIFT
8 NEEDED NOW

DISPATCHER

Challenging position offering
full benefits in rapidly growing general aviation industry.

Coll DAVE at 299-7191
Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES

APPLY IN PERSON TO

CAFETERIA HELP
BUS BOYS
BUS GIRLS

keysl You'll wear a chic outfit!
Furnished Free! $90 to train!

298-5021

Start off handling the detail

PERSONNEL, INC.

YOUNG

and layout of precision

mechille parts. After a brief

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

orientation into the company,
you'll be completely on your
own, heading toward design.
Any mechanical background

ATTORNEYS'
RECEPTION

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

They are a friendly group of

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

greeting their clients, direc-

you

WIDE

PERSONNEL
UTILITY HELP

be available to assist you,

298-5021

Full company

tion Must have own
transportation

PHONE MR TICKLE

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILI.
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
1./r.rnflpErmcv, III
819.118-

827-4247
An equal opportunity employer

.

3200

SALES TRAINEE

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Suburban territory
Rapid Advance to Mgmt.
Call TOM at 299 7191 Ext. 27

$145 $175 a Week FREE

Good all around maintenance
man can be chief in this company without previouS top -

offices

on the helmet and grab the

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and -complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape,
Great opportunity to move into

want men who can develop

higher management or sales.
Call Frank Victor at 827-7706.

Chicago and

Suburbs.

in

urbs

Accounting Trainee
$600 UP UP NO FEE

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy,
Des Plaines. Also offices in

all major

Su-

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

Chicago based sporting

equipment firm has the job
for youl This is a sales job

accounting, traffic, draftcredit sales, computers,

give us a call now.

WIDE

Opportunity for a draftsman
ex-

with at least 2
perience to work with our process engineering department.
Candidate should have experience in ink drawings. Call
now

WIDE

WIDE

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

g298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

298-5021

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
. 629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL
815.338..
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
.

3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 241
hours a day A counselor will'

Arlington Heights & Elk Grove
stores, steady, full or part
experience

not

neces-

Three other convenient locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.

WOODSTOCK, ILL..

629.6770
449-8070
815.338-

3200

Coll Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

TRAINEE

16 N. Dryden, Arlington Hts.
CL 5-9802

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

V.P.'S SECRETARY

$500 - NO FEE
DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Call BETTY at 299-7191 Ext 37
LARSON IN DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

Come join us in serving the
needs of business & industry
on a temporary basis. We
need stenos, secretaries,
comp. oprs., keypunch oprs.,

good typing skills.

chic outfits & help people find

'He prefers a complete beginner

answers to their travel questions.
It's-all-public-contact-100percent

of -the-time. You'll just love

it

and the people you meet and the

people you work with! Fast pay
raises and your own TRAVEL

be

to

his

IVY

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

$450

Lite

Brook/ Oak Park/loop Area/
Des Plaines/Golf Mill/Chicago

1st. & 2nd SHIT -

An equal opportunity

Dis-

guise" We have offices in Oak

WOMEN WANTED
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'

TOWER PACKAGING INC
Wheeling

1150 S. Willis

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

company paid fringe benefits

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON

First National
Bank of

$541.25 MONTH

An ideal position for you, if
you'd like to greet new people into the lovely offices of

this well known suburban
mfg. firm. You should have

WIDE

personality. Since you'll be
the first person visitors will

298-5021

Call Des Plaines anytime 24

hours a day. A counselor will

the

see,

An equal opportunity employee

ability to make a

good first impression

is

HOUSEWIVES

im-

portant. For more information

Earn good pay .with TOPPS Se-

call Miss Paige. Free.
Miss Paige

lect your own hours. Openings
available as:

394-0880

9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

DOCTOR WILL
TRAIN YOU AS
RECEPTIONIST
He is a popular neighborhood
doctor and you'll be trained to
greet his patients, ans. phones,
apptnts. Age is
schedule

CALL

Assistant

DISCOUNT STORE

assist him. Lite typing and a

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows
392-0190

Local

neat appearance qualifies.
Salary open.

offering

298-5021
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
Call

be available to assist you.

a

a

rewarding job to

girl who looks for a chal-

lenge in her work and who can

take shorthand and type. We
will train a beginner.
Pleasant

atmosphere,

CALL 259-1620

ideal

location, good starting salary,
and full company benefits.

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500

Rolling Meadows

1100 Hicks Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.40,,

for

an

individual

ment.

Primary

responsibility

is the inspection of parts fabricated in our punch press
department during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic

inspection

equipment.

Start-

ing rate dependent upon experience. Call Or apply in person.

METHODEMFG.CORP
1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

,s

Time Jobs NOW

Available for Women
with Office Skills!
0 Keypunch 0 Typists

i

,

to

join our quality control depart-

PERSONNEL, INC.

For best results use
Day Want Ads

unity

Well known mfg. company is

7 Paid Holidays
Attendance Bonus
Free Coffee
Free Hospitalization

.

FABRICATOR

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

a calm and
personaility and a

Pension Plan

Part

INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

SECRETARY

WIDE

BENEFITS INCLUDE

Paid Vacations
Paid Sick Leave

LUCKY GIRL!

We have an excellent opport-

typing,

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

N.W.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

cern.

Mr. Berg
625-7490

liking far public contact is required. $500 mo. to start.
394-0880

job in

TOPPS

doctor needs gals to

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

suburban offices of int'l con-

See Mr. Ellison

medical experience is needed.

Miss Paige

fast pace

AT

rio.taii-ALictitc, oat.

Use initiative and judgment to
help purchase wide range of
technical equipment, incl. valAverage
ves and gauges.
typing skills, some office experience, as well as a genuine
liking for detail with public
contact, will qualify you for

Dental

open and absolutely no

Free. .

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

this

CASHIERS
MARKERS
FLOOR HELP

be available to assist you.

PAPER BAG CO.

PURCHASING--JR.

733 Lee Street
827-4411

appearance, and pleasing

$::131,11L

CUSTOM MADE

CLERK

Des Plaines

light typing, neat

9 S. Dunton

in

Mr:. Knle,
259-4000

and bonuses.

5 Day week. Good figure apti.
rude essential. Some banking
experience is desirable but will
train qualified appliconts.

DES PLAINES

Reception

Light

s.

PREFERRED "Angels

"The Enjoyable Bank"

Industrial Park. Complete

TELLERS

1496 MINER, 297.3535

8

N. LEE ST.
DES PLAINES

people you'll meet! Must type.
To 5500 or more. See IVY,

experience on the S/B.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a doy. A counselor will

in new plant in Centex

CL 3-1085

doing things for all the nice

1496 MINER, 297-3535

'

Call

Immediate openings 7 A.M.
to 3:30 P.M. Light clean work

25 S. Main St.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

happy when you find yourself

FREEI See

DES PLAINES

PACKERS

Kirchhoff Insurance
Agcy.

827-5557
610

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Mt. Prospect
State Bank

EXPERIENCE

.get to
technicians - all the folks who
are in & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set oppts. Days ore busy and

home or in the LOOP

298-5021

employer

With typing, 5 days,
8:30 AM to 5 PM

?rain to greet &
know his patients,

who he can

figure clerks, typists.

Work 2-3 days a week near

be available to assist you.

INSURANCE

receptionist.

Of
.

GENERAL

areal

this

located in

It's

WIDE

with

you're madly in love

Learn

pleasant

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.) '

If

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

for well groomed gals with

benefits.

FAST PAY RAISES!

You'll work for young Doctor.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

g298-5021

"Angels In Disguise"

Several openings in the area

train right party. Many

COUNTER GIRLS

CLEANERS

job?

DES PLAINES

PERSONNEL, INC.

PREFERRED

$400

ARLINGTON INN

quality temporary office

jobs with quality firms ...

Typists

hour.

Experience preferred, but will

ONE HOUR

reservations, confirming, selling
tickets, cancellations. You'll wear

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS.

ritory. First year man can
make 10,000 very easily.

be available to assist you.
For

PROOF ENCODER

RECEPTION

learn all about making plane

PERSONNEL, INC.

car,

Clerk

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Cal/ Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

PERSONNEL, INC.

sary.

public contact here's an ideal

Several top companies in the

etc. Do yourself a favor and

CLEANING LADY

827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

Suite 23A

TRAINING PROGRAM! You'll

desire. Our organization

expense account and a good starting
salary. Chicago and III. ter-

Engineer

392-2700

time,

Switchboard

in

259-3022

NURSE
DAYS ONLY
Contact Mrs. Chapin

Apply in Person

DOCTOR'S

or

Company

be available to assist you.

Chicago

Veterans
$500-700 Free

ing,

358-4400

WAITRESSES
FULL & PART TIME

939-4866
Suite 606

63 E. Acloms

typing.

for the sports enthusiast.

Junior

.

Randhurst
Professional Level

area are seeking gals with

Athlete??

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS
DES PLAINES

Call Mr. Kellen

Arlington Mts.

eit
i.

6 AM to 11 AM, 5 Days
7 PM to Midnite, Every
2nd Evening
Midnite to 6 PM, Weekends

NAME YOUR SHIFT
AND CALL AL

9-113 E. Northwest Hwy.

holmes & assoc.

DES PLAINES

we want to help
you find a trainee prosition

WIDE

uniforms furnished.

824-4919

Northwest Hwy &
Quentin Rds.
Palatine

burbs.

education

shifts open. Clean, pleasant,

FOR INTERVIEW APPT.

UNCLE ANDY'S
COW PALACE

the position you are qualified
to handle. Regardless of your

Armchair

1

Career Specialists

IL,

Drivers. Call

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

Mature lady full or part time.
Apply in person. $2.00 per

Greet clients. Answer phones.
Light typing. Plush office.

wants to help you find the
position that you want and

I

Larson in Des Plaines

years

Test

women to serve our good
coffee and donuts. Several

ating room care. Typing desirable, but not essential. Pleasant surroundings, extras. Salary commensurate with ability.

$475 mo. to start. Free.
Miss Paige
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

Weekend

6 Hours College Accounting
100% EDUCATION REFUND

into Chief

Jim Digre at 827.7706, HALL-

Now is the time to apply for
training in the field of your

Chicago and all Major Sul,

Call JOHN at 299-7191 Ext. 32

wheel for a top-flight automotive specialist firm; they

Northwest
300
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices
in Chicago and all Major

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,

Plaines,

Experience
consist of

desirable. Duties
statements, receptionist, oper-

reception

personality and a way with
people are only other req's.

HALLMARK,

spot experience. Call Don
Morton at 827 7706, HALLAlso

license and a DD214. Buckle

To $9000 to Start.Free

MAINTENANCE

you have a clean driver's

if

SERVICE

SMALL PLANT

Des

Lots of variety. Salary open.

ASSISTANTS

ASSISTANT

front desk

to handle anyone who calls or

start NO FEE

CUSTOMER

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

a

outer reception office.
typing req'd. (not the heavy
legal stuff, they have their
own secy. for that). A nice

comes into this famous airline for
reservations or info. You will get
in on MARVELOUS COMPLETE

$150 wk to

of Mt. Prospect
Needs several part time

School Administration Office.
Shorthand and typing proficiency required.

DENTAL

Personable young ladies wanted

Adventures opportunity open

Larson in Des Plaines

office from you seat

trainees $450

be available to assist you.

MISTER DONUT

SECRETARY

259-2426

In

the
Light

in

EX G.I.
TEST DRIVERS

Gal Friday

company is looking for a gal
with good office background.

827-6628

.

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

$675 PLUS CAR - NO FEE

in

number.

Be your own boss. Local

NURSING

earance. Arlington Heights.

be

CL 5-6888

ting them to the proper inner

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

advertisement appeared
with the wrong phone number
last week. Will all interested
parties please call the above

Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights

and some experience required. Neat app-

!.

airlines
hiring

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES
Career Specialists

236-0783

Part time

Dictating

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Call DAVE at 299-7191

DES PLAINES

Des Plaines Oasis

Plaines

SUPV. EXP IS THE KEY
SOME OPERATING EXP.

Mrs. Mayer

142$ E. Palatine Rd.

SECRETARY

MISS PAIGE

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

$9000 NO FEE

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

FRED HARVEY

Des

EDP SUPERVISOR

PERSONNEL, INC.

24 hour opera-

A

3200

with ability. All benefits.

PRIM CLEANERS

ornewhat flexible -Apply Des

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

guys and you'll enjoy

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a clay. A counselor will

Experienced or will train. Full
or part time Uniforms and
meals furnished Liberal combenefits

design

beginning. Act now!!

SERVICE

pensation

good

a

7 a.m. to

Plaines Theatre after 6 p.m.

small (5 girl) suburban office.

Salary

MANICURIST

No experience necessary - will
train. Apply at -

OVER 16 YEARS
Weekend work ... Hours

Free

Get Into Design
$500-600 Free

DES PLAINES

You'll

shorthand).

IVY

be good
commensurate

necessary. Must
typist.

Excellent opportunity
for top operator

Wanted

p.m. weekdays nr. Lutheran

This is for the all around gal
who has some figure caper.
and can do some typing (no

office. No shorthand

PlaMes

This

USHERETTES

HALL-

NO STENO

traveling men. Have them fill out
form. Check their identification.
Direct them to car. Hand over the

DES PLAINES

earns

24

Hospital 299-0656 after 6.

$130-$150 WK.

-

1496 MINER, 297-3535

AVIATION
O'Hare Field

5

sitter wanted

GAL FRIDAY

training you'll be a full fledged
ready to talk
Rent-A-Car girl
to & take references Iron, the

FREEI

BUTLER

Des Plaines .irrytinie

Baby

irrbs.

After just 1 week of "on-the-job"

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

MR LARSEN

in Des Plaines

298-6983 til 3 p.m.
824-6431 aft. 3 p.m.

100% PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

and

WIDE

Career Specialists

DES PLAINES

30.11elp Wanted Women

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines. Also offices in
Chicago and all Major Sub-

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

fabrication
and general detail in engineering deportment of growing
electronic company. Experiwith military specs.
ence
valuable. Salary open.

827-7706,

at

Roberts

DRAFTSMAN
components

360 OPERATOR
$700 - NO FEE

AVIATION

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Layout and detail of parts for

1 P.M.

SHIRT GIRL.

Plush suburban office looking
for an experienced Alpha Numeric Keypunch Operator
for day shift. Any experiJan
Call
qualifies.
ence

394-0880

9 S. Dunton

BORED?
On the go sales office has immediate need for efficient intelligent secretary for varied
duties in brand new Des

To work in Nursing Home

be available to assist you.

$95-$1 15 a Wk. Free

Miss Paige

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

I

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Call

OPERATOR

him when he travels. Free.

Larson in Des Plaines

3405 Algonquin Rd.
Rolling Meadows

hours a cloy. A counselor will

calls, make reservations for

SKILLS

BURTON'S SHOES

KEYPUNCH

dic-

much

too

(not

tation), you'll screen your
bosses visitors and phone

Call DON or 299-7191 Ext. 35

desire and a good attitude.
Center
Rand & Palatine Rds.

duties,

MR. R. CLEM

HOLIDAY INN

NURSES WANTED

are brand new and

KAR PRODUCTS

BEAUTY
OPERATOR

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

you'll have your own
decorator furnished office. In
addition to usual secretarial

IF INTERESTED CALL

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines
296-6111,

PERSONNEL, INC.

394.01380

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

flan. The

prestige suburban

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a mcnor corporation. Only experience 110, is

4 P.M. to

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

school.

439.5522 after 7 P.M.

298-5021

9 S. Dunton

starting immediately.
the perfect job for

is

women with children in

Monday Thru Friday

MISS PAIGE

You'll be the private

3200

5700 UP - NO FEE
START A CAREER NOW

TRAINEE

Weekends

815-338-

This

See Mr. Coscia

Mature Woman Only

cellent increase when trained.

PRIVATE
SECRETARY
$606 MONTH

Pleasant working conditions.
We need 3 women to pull

Apply in person after 2 PM

SWITCH BOARD
OPERATOR

0,

WIDE

3 summer months off.'

PHONE CL 3-0022

vice on what to take, where
to go. 5450 mo. to start. Ex-

DES PLAINES

or

relocated in this area.

reservationist to greet

1496 MINER, 297-3535

COLLEGE DROP -OUT
NEW VETS

PROMOTION

SALESWOMEN

travelers, secure airline and
other reservotions, give ad-

IVY

Free

secretary to the Director of

be available to assist you.

253-9042

thru on detail, research, letters.

449,-.8070

HILLSIDE, ILL.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

See Market Manager

cy.

.

WOODSTOCK, ILL.

trained

be

map. Sit in on conferences, follow

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
.

You'll

Nursing Horne Day
evening hours

international firm just

a

as

HERE IT IS

Excellent starting salary. The

(Night)

NURSE AIDES

Work close to home in a new

on your free travel privileges,
that is one of your benefits
at this suburban travel agen-

.

9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

HOSTESS

For

Trainees or experienced.

as you decide where to go

developments. You'll be his secy.

PERSONNEL, INC.

Call

bonus.

WANTED

Operator
$450

December. The choice 'is yours

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

298-5021

LOOKING FOR THE
IDEAL JOB?

orders

Keypunch

or perhaps Mexico in

car necessary. 392-9631.

CALL MRS. GOODLING
358-9101

IVY
1496 MINER, 297-3535

EUROPE THIS YEAR

.

cellent fringe benefits.

& out. You should like working
with people. That's what
be doing most of the tirnel See

Boss searches out undevelopeu

JEWEL FOOD STORE

HARPER COLLEGE
Secretary at Harper Grove
campus, Elk Grove Village.

371/2 hours per week, good
typing & shorthand skills, ex-

Easy location. Busy executives in

DES PLAINES

Make $40 a wk. for 10 hrs. Serving customers in Arl. Hts. area.

WILLIAM RAINEY

. WANTED

Salary

350-6411

i

SECY-RCPT.
plus

week. References.

CALL 439-0018

days 647-8100
evenings.

$500 - NO FEE

Arlington Hts.

392-9300

Cleaning lady I day a

if desired. Top wages.

Please call Mary,
or 827.3425

acceptable.

CUSTOMER SERVICE MODERN
LOCAL OFFICE. Call DON at 2997191 Ext 35

253-6600

117 S. Emerson

for modern rest halite. Live-in

children. 8:30 am to 5:30 pm,
excel. salary. Mother with child

rates, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

PARKER
MT. PROSPECT

WIDE

2001 E Davis

1496 MINER, 297-3535

days

5

area. 3 pre-school & 2 school
enough to help)
age (old

IVY

$95 FREEI

You'll work for airline pilot. He

week, no cooking, ironing or
'washing. Arl. Hts. 394-0206

a week, my home Brookwood

raises!

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote flite

$500 Ito.
this suburb?

H. S. Grad. with good figure
apt. Complete training in the

BABYS1TTER WANTED:

tients, type bills, set appts. Fast

BOSS WILL TRAIN YOUI
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

Des Plaines
Secy.

hours. 439.8412, CL 9-1263

cleaning lady wanted 2 days a

R.N.'s, L.P.N.'s
NURSES AIDES

MONEY NOWI

Car necessary, make your own

Will train you to welcome pa-

130 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

EARN CHRISTMAS

DENTAL OFFICE

GIRL -$440

day a week. Arlington

Heights area. 259-4998

HALLMARK, 380Northwest Hwy.,

AIRLINE PILOT'S

1496 MINER, 297.3535

I

Call Jan Roberts at 827-7706,
Des Plaines.

IVY

$100 FREEI

Trainee
$700

No experience necessary. Will

FULL OR PART TIME

purchase orders.

Programmer

Trainee
$700

SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS

get quotes, samples. Type

ing

5425.575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

$450 FREE

No shorthand. Call Jon Roberts
of 827.7706,, HALLMARK, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

Page 17

Thursday, October 24, 1968

Local woman wanted for clean

SWBD-RECPT

TOP GAL FRIDAY

learn purchasing

NW Toy mfr. Lots of phone work
& actionl You'll get to know sup-

TOP MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY

MOVE INTO SUPERVISION

PART TIME
dealer Guarontr_cd
line Excellent future

28 -Employment AgenciesTiomon

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

29 Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

0 Stenos
Top Pay! Top Jobs!

k,

fsus 4'

.11- PAYS TO BE A'
...

.

10..13,
.,L,,

.

_

Call Barb Ross 827-8154 '
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III.

THE DAY

Thursday, October 24, 1968

Page 18
....-....-......-

.;1.24 -Help Warted Men

24 -Help Warted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

WAREHOUSEMEN
WALLEN-FINE FURNITURE CO.

TURN -STYLE
(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc )

Needs mature experienced men for Warehousing and general store work.

NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER

IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING

APPLY: Mr. WALLIN

CUSTODIANS

150 W. Rand Road
Across from Randhurst

FULL TIME - DAYS AND NIGHTS
No Experience Necessary!

CHRISTMAS

IS COMING!
EARN YOUR CHRISTMAS

MONEY

AFTER

McDONALD'S

AT

-GOOD
FREE MEALS

McDonalcf8."I

MACHINISTS
non -repetitive work on construction
tra -Chemical Machine Tools

of

Duties include laying out and machining component parts from prints, close tolerance scraping, fitting, aligning and testing of assemblies.
fringe benefits
perienced men
Finest

and top pay for

ex-

JOBS OFFER:

the dishwashing machine' and run

McDONALD'S

If you are looking for rapid advancement call

Paid VacatiOn
'Health and Life Insurance Plan

437-540Q

units. Meals and uniforms provided.

Profit Sharing

Miss Gaffke

CALL MR. SCHENK
Mon. thru Fri.,

APPLY NOW

1 pm - 5 pm ONLY
297-4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M:
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

ENGINEERING COMPANY

DATA PROCESSING
SALES

Benefits

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

basics of fiberglas fabrication. Excellent starting
salary and fringe benefits.

restaurant chain needs neat
dependable men to work parr
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines

Profit Sharing

437-5400

would like to learn a trade with a solid future.
The applicant we choose will be trained in all

Paid Holidays

carry -out

largest

TRAINEE
Excellent job opportunity for men or women who

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions

Aggressive self starter con
earn $15,000-$20,000 yearly
on salary and commission
plan. Minimum of 2 years sales
or programming experience required. College background
helpful.

APPLY NOW

$100

include

2375 Estes Ave.

MOTOROLA

Elk Grove Villoge

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

per

month car allowance, paid va-

Schaumburg

cation (first year included), 6
paid holidays, major medical
and life insurance, sick leave
credit, profit sharing and free

An equal opportunity employer

coffee. Call or write

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

WAREHOUSE HELP

John G. Lynch & Co.

u 1t®
ENGINEERING COMPANY /
Elk Grove Village

2375 Estes Avenue

639-2351

MOTOROLA
Algonquin and Meacham Roads
Schaumburg

We are located close to O'Hare and can be easily
reached via expressway

An equal opportunity employer

NIGHTS ONLY

Don't Miss This

FULL TIME ONLY

The Count -Down Is On!

Inspectors

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A:M.
THEREIS STILL TIME. TO APPLY AT

Day or Night Shift;

Also Part Time Night
Shift
6:15

P.M.

P.M.-i..

to

TURN -STYLE

10:30

precision' coMptex

'(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc.)
NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER
Rand k Palatine, Rds. in Arlington Heights

ical test equipment:Plea-.

sant working coriditiori.

The

BRUNING*
TALENT SCOUTS
ARE OUT TO
DISCOVER

YOU!

Excellent fringe benefits,

person
call:

in

Only sincere opPlicants desiring ,ft:IIP-ttime
work, looking fora real future, need

GRAND OPENING

days.
,

liberal pension plan, excellent
salary and good cletin.workIng'canditions."'
We We offer a

BEFORE

free life insurance, hospitalization & 8 paid holi-

Apply

If you are tired of listening to big -promises.*
that never come true and if you want to work.,
for a company with a future, see us.,

parts:,,q'ciiideS & 'meacin-

For

")

MEN AND WOMEN

245 Briargate Rd.
Cary, III. 60013

......n

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

the dish-

washing operation.

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions
Health & Life Insurance Plan

Please call Miss Gaffke

CL 5-6888

We are opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2:00 PER HOUR

MOTOROLA

Elec-

Arlington Heights

392.0190

W. Davis

.MEND PART TIME

Are Needed At

We are in immediate need of men interested in

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows

Arlington Heights

JOBS OFFER:

.

BEAUTY SALON

FIBERGLASS

Arlington Hts.

'

OLIVO

DISCOUNT STORE

DISHWASHERS

CHEVROLET

America's

(Days and Evenings)

TOPPS

.

The Paint Spot

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

LATTOF
CL 9-4100

for top operat8rr

See Mr. Ellison

a young man with a desire

mature judgment -Talent for organization and plan-

BENCH and FLOOR

and benefits.

Excellent oppor0i

CALL IN PERSON

1

WE EXPECT: Good writing ability --Enthusiasm tempered by

STYLIST.,

ExCellent

pany.

1 26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Ito advance through an aggres.sive organization. For 'a job
With a future, contact-

JANITORS

wallpaper store. Good salary

1

WE OFFER: Good starting salary -Excellent advancement
opportunities --A new office building in the northwest
suburbs -Generous fringe benefits including free hospital,

W. HIGGINS ROAD
HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS 60172

Mt Prospect, Illinois

Route 12 & 83

Full time man for paint and

An equal opportunity employer

and editing the association's monthly magazine.

THE BOWLING PROPRIETOR

WANTED

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

AUTO ENTHUSIAST

To arrange an interview --Call 894-5800
Or send resume to:

SCHAUMBURG TEXACO
1530. W, Schaumburg Rd.

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

733 Lee Street
827-4411

wear.

starting salary with top com-

Full time - $2.00 per hour
Apply or call 894-9610

Shoe Salesmen

HAIR

DEPT. MANAGER
For , ladies

539.7672
GAS STATION ATTENDANTS

Bank of

Des Plaines

Money now..

-

6 p.m.

PART TIME

team in
Join the NUMBER
'the Northwest suburbs. LOT
;BOY position is available for

EDITOR

leaf &Me CoMe., A/001-114 yvo/hy own, 'NM emy sett

For

-

The Bowling Proprietors Association of America is looking
for an alert, imaginative young person to assist in writing

mental knowledge of the sport of bowling.

APPLY NOW!!

S/1440

First National.

ning -Ability to work well with other staff members -Funda-

SCHOOL AND WEEKENDS

'Young teens
Start earning Christmas

somewhat flexible to right mon.
Apply 'Des Plaines Theater after

.

ASSISTANT EDITOR

medical and life insurance.

Npw Hiring Boys'

Evening & weekend work. Hours

"OPERATOR
:
Experienced
Second shift.

-

COME IN NOW OR CALL -867-5222

YOU CAN

255-8400
Mt. Prospect

26 -Help Wanted Men.

24 -Help Waded Men

24 -Help Wanted Men:

.'PART TIME
ASSISTANT MGR.'

COMPUTER

Unusally Good Working Conditions
Good Job - Good Pay - Benefits

Rand & Palatine Rds in Arlington Heights

-

.

I

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wonted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

or

Get In On The Beginning
Of a New And Exciting Store

CL 9-0710

COME IN PERSON AFTER 4:30 P.M.
SEE MR. SCHMITT

.

Try One of These Few Remaining 'Openings

GENERAL TIME

On For Size:

PI ugl u:).. ip U vvulIJ i_if

CHECKERS -Part Time Days; 12 to 5 P.M.
SALES CLERKS - Full Time
CUSTODIANS - Full Time, Days & Nights

time
Space & Systems Diy.
1200 Hicks Road
. Rolling Meadows, III.

An equal opportunity

Come In Now or Call

employer

BANTAM BOOKS, INC
..,4
,

414 S. Golf Road

t50e Plaines

867-5222
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

If you have talent, experience,
and ambition EXPLORE
these opportunities at

e BRUNING.
We Desperately Need:
Press Brake Operator
& Set Up

YOU
ARE

NOWIS_THE TIME
FOR A 'CHANGE!

NO, 1.
-

MOTOROLA
Join a Winning. Team

The following positions are available in .General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadnws.

Tackle The High Cost of Living

Material Handlers
Maintenance Men - Electrical
ID Assemblers

Packers
Shear Operator & Set Up
You can be a Bruning

Talent Scout too --

AUTOMATIC

Once Hired we pay you

INCREASES

to help us recruit
TOP PEOPLE.

5.

Block The Bill Collectors

Chemical Mixer -Helpers
Turret Lathe. Operator
& Set Up

WITH

Gain Your Goal of Security

ASSEMBLERS

Day or Night. Shift

MACHINE OPERATOR
*FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN

*FREE LIFE INSURANCE

*PAID VACATION

'8 PAID HOLIDAYS

*CAFETERIA

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers

TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay

: AutornoticIghoses
Line Wirers & SolderersCommunications TeChnicians OutstandIng5WOrking
' Conditions ..'?Custodidns' Li
(Days & Nights)
Profii Stiiing
Stock Keepers
.

Clerical Openings

THE GOAL LINE
IS AT

.*!AIR CONDITIONED
NOW INTERVIEWING --MONDAY--FRIDAY 8 AM -- 4:15 PM
TUESDAYS 'TIL 8 PM

EP4

BRUNING

CALL 259-0740
Or Come lh Monday through Friday. 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

GENERAL TIME

Mt. Prospect, III
1800 W. Central
(Divisiori of Addressograph

Progress in -the World of Time

Multigraph Corp.)
SPACE & SYSTEMS. DIVISION

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

1200 Hicks Road

011.1111

APPLY

-

Monday, Thursday. and Friday: 8 AM tp 3pitO,
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 AM to 8 PAiI
Saturday: 9 AM to 12 Noon

MO R
ALGON2UIWAND MEAqHAKR14",
SCHAVMBVRG

;'Rolling .MOdoWs,:11.1.

An Equal CiPpoitunity EmplOyer:,:

,

A n equal opportunity employe:

5.

13t7
IN'ESS
SesNrice Directory

Air Conditioning

business people In your community ... CA1.1. ONE NOW!

DRAPERIES
Call "Eleanor at 437-2064

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks s
Cemeteries & Lofs
Coins - Hobbies
Day Camp

AND a2. STRONG MEN

FOR ADVERTISING

296-6640

Fencing

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

WY OR SELL CARS

Alf types of fencing, choinlink

WI Specialize in QUALITY BODY/
FENDER & PAINTING. 24 HOUR

redwood & stockade. 647-0220

TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 2594160

wiereus.

Free Estimates
CAU. HAUCK A SON

259-5337

Floor Maintenance
addend floor Service

Average rm. sanded sealed 6,

Brickwork

finished $19.95

Brickwork

259-5233

Carpentry -Remodeling
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Correnter work Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

359-1906

remodeling I. additions. No job
too small. 7664034
CARPENTRY E. HIGH WORK.

No job too small.
The Sky is the Limit.

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower

work; welding I electrical work.
Experienced in any type carpen-

try work, remodeling L born
work.
CAU.SH 1.6900 anytime or
537-3764 after 7 p.m.
NO JOB TOO SMALL

For Apprentice Carpenter.
359-3756
Reasonable.

HOME HANDYMAN

RESULTS!
a "Quick -Draw" Day Want Ad. Now
Day Want Ads offer you morel Over
120,000 readers DAILY in The Arlington

Day, The Prospect Day, and The Des
Plaines Day. Plus a bonus of 140,000 ex-

NO JOB TOO SMALL

259-5557

After 6 PM

Save time & money
ON REMODELING & REPAIR"

Carpet Cleaning

furn.

cleaning.
Serv.

Pl.

Carpet lnutallation
Wall to Woh, new or used.
Repairs & Shift Steps. Cr..
Estimates.

255.3642
.

Innpllnd & Repaired
Mx_

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power
raking, aerating, sod toed.
planting, grade work. 337-1411
QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

L.timphrie lawn rare available,

Trash Removal - Steps - Driveways floors - Patios - Walks.
529.3463
FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
RESIDENTIAL
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

sidewdlks,

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, retaining walls.
Free Estimates

Installed

Shrubs Rototilling &

Lost: little white kitten, vic. of
St. Raymond's, Mt. Prospect,

Randwood, Mt. Prospect.
ward. 259-4530.

(f.eler or black II white)

527-7560

will make your (awn look as

look new.
Allen 1. Clever, $21-7750

COME IN OR CALL
GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

537-2512 - after 5 p.m.

Excellent opportunity for applicants who desire training

AN EQUAL Of1PORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

and advancement in the supermarket field.

1150 S. Willis

train

Wheeling

qualified

but will
beginners.

Full time permanent employ.
ment with excellent company

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

discount
benefits including
on oil food purchases.

41111A

For interview see
the Store Manager:

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Outstanding, Permanent, Full Time Fact-

HILLMAN'S

ory Jobs For Men Who Want - Capital

Prospect Plaza
Rand, Central & Mt. Pros. Rds

Job Security - High Income.
Excellent Working Conditions
Paid Holidays - Paid Vacations
Group Insurance Plan
Starting Rate From $2.45 to $2.80 per Hour
Automatic Pay Increases - Shift Bonus
Advancement Opportunities

SALES
TRAINEE

Fine opportunity for a
young ambitious man to

begin a sales career in
electronic components
industry.

Wheeling, ill.
537-2180

250 N. 12th Street
(north of Dundee Rd.)

helpful

Experience

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

EXCELLENT

8:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

FRINGE
BENEFITS

MARTIN MARIETTA

Mrs. Maicke
For Interview
Appointment

MARTIN METALS DIVISION

312-639-2361

CONTACT:

Re-

TAKE THE BIG

Will do ironing in my home,

will pickup & deliver.

STEP!!

392-4869

Reliable woman will do baby sitting by day or week.
394.2968

COME TO

231estrudim

I!

Piano studentsWOMed.
Palatine area. 358-2699
after 4 P.M.and week ends.
DRUM

Storm Windows

PURE OIL

nationally
Group or

LESSONS,

known drummer.
Private. 259-1773

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Aluminum storm windows &
&tors, aluminum fiber gloss

awnings L patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.

Tailoring

2411141x111/

\

PART TIME
'
Permanent employment
available doing Janitorial
work.
Call 8274800

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear

also take care of evergreens,
shrubs, trimming I fall cleanup.
I don't core how bad your lawn
looks: we will repack It, make It

253-2340

5$7-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

IBM Selectric or Exec. Pick

I

Anon: Lawn lovers! We give
expert lawn service. We will

Apply Finance Director
Village of Arlington Hts.

up / del, Y05-6537 or Y07-9683

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates '

Call 327-1752

Starting

fits.

txcel typing anal / or -trans on

FALL SALE 50% Off
On all custom made fabric slip.
&
covers & reupholstering,
plastic coven.

ALPINE INTERIORS

Heights.

salary $500 month. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance plus other bene-

121-Slintlus Vhditihoul

Slip Covorritouphol.

$15 plus material

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

ton

Arlington Heights

259-1X18S

LOST: White Siamese cot, vic.

-

5ocris

Custom Draperies

From 9 MA. to 9 P.M.

JUNIOR ACCOUNTANTS
General Accounting Openings For individual with 0 - 3 years accounting experience. Junior
College business graduate would be ideal candidate.

941149 lir...1i Wed. eves.

Tile

PROGRAMMERS

°

CUSTODIAN

MA's Tile

Familiarity with IBM system 360 and Cobol would be excellent background for present programmer openings. At least one year programming experience required.

FREE ESTIMATES

"ELEANOR"

Masonry

437-2084

Dog Grooming

POODLE GROOMING

Also file Repo./
437-4093

All TtInts & Frrenlaces

Transmission Service

Cl 3.5964

299-1696

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized' styling. Holiddy
formals, resort clothes designed
to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand -

155-0340

Shortening of hems on coats.
skirts, dresses. sued* .coots;
repair L replace sippers on
pants, jackets etc; Ns* men's.
.235-4162.
,

ALL DRAPERY ilIPAIRS

tapkeatIng, rehemrnleni
etc.417-74114.

Wall Trle New & Remodeling

Melitir*

Irick fiflosenry

Drapery Repairs

vicinity Arlington Market. 253.0613 after 130 p.m.

SAVE YOUR EYES!

Sofas

though it has been sodded. We

clothing.

Radio -TV Repair

827.0609

whether the soil Is poor or rich,
In the sun or in the shade. We

hunt ._

CALL 255-31122

$12 pis material
$22 plus material

MACK SOIL
Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for Now, lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

"Napoleon". 259-2785
calico kitten, 6 mos,
female, strayed Tues. Vic. S.
Vail, M. tits. CL 3-5259
LOST: Young block female cat.
Lost:

Clean Dependable
Mastering & Orywoli Servrc
Fast

Choirs

Custom Draperies
No lob too small.
Equipped for complete custom
"drapery work with
17 years experience.
Complete line of fabrics
to thoose from

Plastering

's!'

ment Village of Arling-

North Point
Shopping Center
Rand & Palatine Rds.

Lost: yellow & white mole cot f

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC..
RICH PIRTILIZED

227

COME SEE US AT

"conswring to name o f

16 Yrs. of Expert Senrke
17 S Evergreen
Art. Hts.
Cl. 5.5692

-

For Public Works Depart-

High School Diploma Not Necessary

I 13tort ad FIN

359-0993

Free estimates.

LANDSCAPING

dens. Price reasor.able.
42.54490

11111,

Radio and T.V. Repair

grow you a lawn anywhere

773-1261

Guaranteed Workmanship
Fully insured. Free estimates

weeding. Residential and cornitterCial. Satisfaction assured.'

COMPLETE

42

Four grave lot, at Memory Gar-

10% FALL SAVINGS
1 DAY SERVICE

RepOired. Home Service Coils.
Alt eons Lrectit Cards Honored -

.grass cutting, fertilising, d -

102
92

3COu1ilishlatt

It's T.V. Check-up time. Antennas

Evergreens

79
77

5 5 -7 200

Commercial

For

3 MAINTENANCE ZAHN

BURTON'S SHOES

51

D:witant, Stores, Offices .
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wasted- Te-Buy
anted To Rent. ,

Kitchen Cabinet Refinishing

Darer Eve. 766-7256

-

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous . .
Te Rent Resort Properties

e Residential
e Apartments

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Sod.
Trees

,

73
76

Apartments

3 Generations

Rain gutter maintenance

estimates.

N 6 N CONC11111

SATURDAYS 'TM NOON (255-7200)

631-7671
fail cleanup L power rake

Grading. All work guaranteed.
No lob too big or small. Free

Concrete Work

WEEKDAYS 8:30 AM TO 5:00 PM

HARBUT'S LAWN MTCE.

St.

We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means now openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

To Rent Furnished

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

Call 2334455

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble

patios

stone

14

22

Decorating in the Finest
Scondinavion Tradition

or

APPLY

Mr. Kadison

MEN WANTED

. SS

1$

fill, any amount. Also pick up
debris. 437-0349

nu co.

Driveways,

sand,

.

74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent gaminess Property 78

Launtz Jensen

Landscaping

Ceramic Tile
KEY

IN DES PLAINES AREA PHONE:

PAINTING & DECORATING
Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free sseintates
437-9214

Jamul Draperies

DIRT,

.

1001 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-8770

Evenings & Weekends
.

241114 Wahl No

Rummage & Garage Sale 31
21
Situations Wanted -Men
Situations Wanted -

CL 9-0495

Sodding & Seeding
Black Sod& stone Ciefici.

296-6365

DIMINDA1141 CARPET

OR

529-7774, After pm.

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

BLACK

Wall carpet L

drapery
painting,
Low priced. Des

5 WORDS PER
LINE

A

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

Are Our_Screcialty

Fall Special $17.95 cleans living
rm. & hall carpet. Sofas $9.95 &
up. 5944141.

299-3159

quality him Service

siding.

CARPET & FURN. shampooing, LI
price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,

ONLY

Interior Decorators

dormers. Vinyl and aluminum

cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
exp. Free estimate. Call Joe
253-9046.761.6668

CONSECUTIVE
PUBLISHING

CERAMIC LESSON -

351.1972
&railed Customers

UNITED ENGINEERS 823-0828

in-

Free Estimates. Fully Insured.

Experienced instructor. Mon. &
Tires, evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
supplies. firing.
.Greenwore,
25949'10
Customized gifts.

13

South
W.
Ext.
3-6100,

Real Estate -Bus. Property 119
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sole 91
Real Estate 94
Loans Mortgages
Reel Estate -Service . . . 95
OS
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted . . . 96
Rooms -hard 70
Housekeeping

Exterior Painting at its finest.

Instruction

301
CL

Roberts & Porter, Inc.

SHOEMEN
To sell name brand children's
shoes. Great starting salary.

Public Schools
District 25

23
90
50
65

Personals

terior IL exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.
FREE ESTIMATES.

47

Arlington Heights

Real blare -Apt. Studding 85

Fail & winter rates on ail
.

RECEIVING
Must have license to drive for
emergency deliveries. Excellent fringe benefits and
profit sharing.

EXPERIENCED
PART TIME

Hospitalization
employment.
and medicalinsurance.

56
OffCtildFurniture-DevicesCine09

SPECIAL

Home Repairing

room additions, roc rooms and

Wall to

AVERAGE

Reasonable rates

Ladendorf Olds
1628 Rand Rd, Des Plaines

Nursery Schools-

Fully
workmanship.
insured. Reasonable. 259-1034
Ken's Paintitgo a Deceteting

Day or eve. 766-7256

SHIPPING &

827-3111

26
30

83

Musical Instruments .

Quality

Call me for free estimates on

tra readers in Thursday's Market Day.
So take Aim, with a 3 line, 5 day Want
Ad in Day Publications. You can't miss!

PHONE -¢93.22-_-

GENERAL

YOUNG MAN FOR

40 hour week. Year round

32
98
Motorcycles and Scooters 111

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

advancement
CALL -GEORGE

Mobile Homes 4

FREE ESTIMATES

BEST REF.

On all custom made draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

Carpentry
Pointing inside & out

259-0641

WE HAVE T TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Arlington Heights

'CUSTODIAN

24

Lest and Found
Miscellaneous
teerchandise

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

20% OFF SALE

Electrical
Plumbing

Get the drop on extra cash for your budget by selling those unneeded items thru

E.J. ERICSSON

General Hauling

Chimneys Repaired. Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing
1127-4637
EDMOND GRAY

7
2

Loans -Personal, Business

Due to expansion
Excellent chance for

SCHOOL

36

ialnenedssrapenintgProperty

SCHOOL
BUS COMPANY
PHONE 43V-0923
3040 S. Busse Rd.

WANTED

1

Instruction

3 shifts 7 a.m. - 3 p.m,' 3 p.m.
- 11 p.m, 11 p.m. - 7 a.m.
Short Runs
Good Pay
School Routes Available also
COOK COUNTY

MECHANICS

Wolf & Euclid Rds.
Mt. Prospect

In Memoriam

Ed Sowinski

BUS DRIVERS
FULL TIME

Heights. 253-2340

Suburban Standard

29
57

CL S-3991

11%

CL 54232

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

DRAW QUICK

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
H. 04543
re -gluing.

Custom

tor, Village of Arlington

Full and Part Time

28

(Tontn

Decorating & Remodeling
Free Estimates

warehouse duties. New plant
located In Elk Grove Village,

ATTENDANTS

27

portation. Full or part time
work. $3.00 per hour. Coll
394-0240 between 11 a.m. & 5
p.m.

tion, haspitalization'& life in-

Property
IndFunmtriitaulre

NEW WAY PAINTING

Furniture Refinishing

ED FORAN

DAY WANT ADS

529-1211

surance. Apply Finance Direc-

Ught

3 EXPERIENCED

Home Furnishings-

Kick's Decorating
Paneling, Pointing & Tiling,
C13.1115
Wall Papering

delivery in city- and
suburbs, Including general

Responsibilities to Include

3

Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wonted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women

Interior Exterior Painting
Work Guaranteed

YOUNG MAN

complete environment sanitation. Salary open. Paid voca-

10
12

Food and Delicacies

Painting -Decorating

,

We Deal

Village of Arlington Heights.

SERVICE STATION

florists

Auto Repair

PHONE MR. HOWARD
774-5353

9

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service Women
Equip rant Rentals

to demonstrate movie equipment. Will train qualified
applicants: Must have trans-

CALL 437-3990

Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

Your AD will appear daily In The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day,
The Des Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.
Copy Deadline,for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

MEN NEEDED

REGISTERED

with company benefits.

66

15
Business Personals
Business Service Directory 16
17
Business Services

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK

2411111 Waited MM

SANITATION

Flexible work schedule.

37
38
39

Marine Supplies .
Seat Storage
Building Materials
lysine's Opportunities

2411/10 Wiled Mu

Pae 19

AFTER SCHOOL & SAT.

garter and Exchange .... 64
loots and

CUSTOM

on

STUDENT W/CAR
Earn $344 hr. Ans. calls &
take orders by oppt. only.

105
Auto Leasing
107
Auto Ports and A
Auto Repairing and
106
Equipment
Auto Troiters & Campers 103
99
Automobile For Sale
101
Automobiles Wanted

Consult this daily guide of reliable Services, offered by reputable

THE DAY
Thursday, October 24, 1968

2411* WWII Ms

109d

Let us help make your DAY

255-7200

3S

Apartments To Exchange 75
Apts. and Reims to Share . 71
34
AAyrtskocrionn Antiques
20
Auction Sales

School and church - 8
hour day - prevalent

DATA PROCESSING TRAINEES

salary. Call 358-0444.

In Data Processing Operations.

PART TIME

AAMCO Ttensmisilions
Art Hts.
830 W. N.W. Hwy.

re&
BEAUTIFY YOUR HQME

Murals painted on any wall. '
Washable. Under $50.
12941140

PaintingUecorating
$20 Pain% Illes1D89190 "
AM Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed
fuliyotecnerzl4

14110030 _
Pointing & Decorating
and Wall Washing

George Alien 3924003

MEN NEEDED

259-9440

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

ffo4 William

3,2017

Upholstery
Custom Upholstery

Free animates, your material
or OWE 417-21114

office cleaning In Dm
Plaines from 6 PM. to 10
For

P.M. Monday thru Friday.

927-6908

FULL TIME
Excellent Working Conditions

First National

X.CELL FENCE at IRON CO.

Customized wrought., Iron. Exterior
keerkk. 6470220

Apply in person or phone us for details.

Many Company benefits -available for all regular employees.

/untion

Pure Oil Division

'

Band of

Des Plaines

255-7200 OR 296-6640

MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEE
We will train you to operate machines in our large mail room. No prior experience necessary.

MAINTENANCE MAN
APPLY

Wrought Iron

Training positions now open in Tabulating and Computer sections for individual desiring start

733 lee Street
827-4411

Union Oil Company Of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

An equal opportunity employer
4

Four TD's, Two Interceptions
Plus Completed Pass Attempt
Make Basfrible Week's Athlete
Four touchdowns, two !MSS
interceptions. a completed 47
yard pass. and a sparkling

show on defense. all

ac-

is popularly known in this
more than once.- However. area as a "sports dynasty- as
Bastable's performance this he follows his brother Tom,

that he has "played in pain

Bastable leads his team in
scoring after six games with
a total (if nine touchdowns.

three PAT's and 57 total

season, according to Liljeherg.
has been 100 per cent im-

complished in the first half of points.
Bastable also leads the
the Wheeling-Glenbard North

proved on defense over last

squad

Award.

second top passer on the 'Cats.
having completed one pass for
47 yards on three attempts.

This marks the fourth time
Bastable has been the reeeipient of the Day award. being
named twice during last year's
football season. and also as
co -athlete of the Week during

year. and on a par with his

in rushing with 405
yards on 93 carries. averaging
4.3 yards per carry. He is the

game last Saturday earned
Wildcat Jack Bastable the

Day Athlete of the Week

the basketball season.
Bastable is the only NlidSuburban Leaguer to earn all conference honors in three
sports during one year. and he
accomplished this feat as. a

jUllior.

IN ADDITION To being
the leading ground -gainer on
the 'Cat grid squad. Bastable
was a starting guard on the
Wheeling basketball team and
he plays catcher for both the
Wildcat baseball team and the
Arlington Heights American
Legion team.

who played football and

at Wheeling and
now attends Northern Illinois

basketball

1

ALTHOUGH Al.!. further

I'III? WHEE I.

ING
COACH continued to point
nut that last year Bastable was

Bastables will attend the new
Hersey High School. there are

some younger Bastables

fairly new to the league and coming up and they look very
not recognized as a major promising. In addition. Jack's
threat until the end of the sister is a cheerleader at

153 yards is the total that

Bastable has picked up as a
pass receiver on 14 passes.

ranking him second on the

season.

Hersey.
Bastable

Bastable has been the target

of all the NISI_ defenses.

will. to say the
least. continue to raise a few
eyebrows in the sports world

rated fifth in rushing after five
games with 302 yards. and

"They've dogged him all over.

for a number of years.

sometimes putting two men
on him at once." said Lil-

II 0 n)i nee for !Ilia week's

total of 349 yards.

jeberg. -Before every game we
play. the other team is always

nominees were:

This year. however.

team.

IN THE MSL. Bastable is
ninth on total offense with it

Wheeling head grid coach
Jack Liljeberg said of his star

award. however. Other

worried about stopping Jack

halfback. "He's the best

Bastable.-

He's having a good year.'.
summarized coach Liljeherg.

ballplayer we have and the
kids expect a lot out of hint.
He's a real hard worker. and

Bastable is improving his
rushing all the time, his kicks

the kids look up to him.-

are averaging 40 yards and his

Liljeberg added that

defensive performance has
been spectacular.

Bastable has not been in the

Jack is a member of what

best of health this season. and

The Cardinals won their

showdown battle with the
Packers.

League

14-0. in the Junior
on the last day of

regular play in Arlington
Heights Boys Football to win

the championship of that
division. and the Rants and
49ers each protected their
records with wins to tie for

the championship of the
Senior League.

In the Cardinal -Packer

game. the Cardinals put up an
outstanding defense to contain
the Packers' speedy hacks and

then sent fullback Dar

put the capper on the victory
with a I5 -yard touchdown run
in the fourth quarter. Paul

arc last.

outstanding on offense for the
Rams. scored the final point.

all of the Varsity League

Bud Ashley was a
for

standout

defensive
Rants.

the

IN OTHER Junior League
games, the Colts defeated the

Falcons. 14-6. and the
Cowboys and Bears played
their second tie game of the
year. This time the score was
0-0.
The

Bears -Cowboys game

Townsend charging repeatedly

could only he described as a
good defensive contest, with

off tackle for sizeable chunks

both defensive teams almost

of yardage.

'TOWNSEND SCORED
the first Cardinal touchdown
in the second quarter on a
three -yard plunge following a

drive and then followed up
with the extra point. In the
Cardinals
struck again on an II -yard

third quarter

the

run off a reverse by Evensen.
Townsend again added the extra point. and that was it.
The Cardinals ended the
season as the only undefeated

team in the entire Arlington
Heights program. having tied
the Packers on the opening
clay of the season.

In the Senior League. the
49ers held off several furious

charges by the Lions in the

first half and managed a

fourth quarter score to win 60 for their share of the crown.
Three times in the first half
the 49ers stopped the Lions
inside the I() yard line. once
at the one.

IN THE FOURTH quarter
the 49ers finally got a drive

the Varsity League.

George Vukovich scored
Giants' first touchdown

Lins scored the decisive

the

on

opening day of tlie

season when they tied 6-6.

In the Falcons -Colts game.
the Colts scored first on a 30 -

play from Ward
Whitmier to Scott Rogers.
yard

pass

on a 40 -yard run, and Larry
touchdown taking a pass from
Steve Gehrig.

The Vikings touchdown

was scored on a screen pass
play that covered 50 yards.

point, and the Colts

over Marisa. 20-12.

11111TEIMI

TOM SWANSON and
SCOTT BUTLER: Mainstays
of the Arlington harriers who

placed 4th and 2nd

la

the

in

MSL conference meet, and se-

cond and third in the
Libertyville Invitational:

DAVE LONG: Whose
passing and running efforts

went unrealized in Forest
View's 19-7 losing showing to
Conant.

Nominations of the Day's
Athlete of the Week award

will he accepted at the
Prospect Day office. 117 S.
Main. Mount Prospect. or by
phone at 255-7201) anytime

before 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Nominations are open to any
area athlete. male or female.
and can be made anonymously.

JACK BASTABLE

CIIICAGOLAND PREP
LEAGUE
W

Team

E.

DeLaSalle

_3

0

0

St. Patrick

3

0

0

I

0
0

3

0

3
4

0

Marian Cadoilic ______3

Viaior

1

__I

Marist

1

0

St. George
St. Charles

0

0

BY FRANK C. HOLAN

WL

Team

Notre Dante
I loly Cross
St. Edward
Carmel
Marian Central _
Driscoll

3

1

0
0

2

2

0

1

3
3
4

_______3

the gap in the third quarter

_I
0

1

0

October 24,

when Kevin Ashley 'in-

PIIRTS

tercepted a Colt pass and
for

returned it 55 yards

a

touchdown. The try for the
extra point failed.
The final score of the game
came in

the

fourth quarter

when Scott Rogers went over
from the two yard line for his

second six -pointer of the

game. Wilson again scored the
extra point.

No championship was at
stake in the Varsity League,
where the Eagles had already
wrapped up the championship.
but

the

and Steelers

Saints

next Sunday.

The result was a tight

defensive battle ending in a
scoreless tie. Although both

teams threatened several

Arlington High School's
outside lights should be coinpletely renovated before the
Cardinals final football contest this season according to
Jack Martin, Assistant to the

Superintendant of High

School District 214.
An engineering consultant's

service report sponsored by
the Cardinal Boosters Club

THE REPORT SHOWED
that adequate systems produce
between 13-15 foot candles of

5
4

0

1

Packers

1

1

Colts

4

2

Bears

1

3

1

S

0

4

0
2
0
2

Cardinals

Falcons
Cowboys

WLT

Team
Eagles

5

1

Giants

3

Saints

2
2

3
3
3
3

Vikings
Steelers

1

0

0
1
1

2

WLT
5
5

1
1

0

2

4

0

6

0
0

0

Arlington High School were
presented to the Board of
Education before 2 p.m. 'on
Monday.
Work is expected to be
completed by November 8.

Hunter's
Clinic

Lurch faked a pass and then

the

and George Bicego scampered
around end. Scott Rossi. John
Winters, Jerry Parker, Jeff

Torn Prieto along with tackle

Cook and Mike Johnston also
played well.

ran left end for his squad's only score. Steve Howser ripped
off several long gains too with
Doug Scott blocking up front.
A 22 -yard left end sweep by

Hermanson and Dave Mann.

Gregg Jacbos, plus his extra
point. was enough for the

Wurthman and Scott Sporas,
were among the losers' best

Mark

Mike Tuminaro stood out in

offensive forward wall.
Guards Dino Frediani and

Mark Bloomquist were
defensive devils.

JUNIOR DIVISION
The Drci,vm; cent can their

SOS - Smith Or Skop - who
scored all their points in a 206

SENIOR DIVISION
The powerful Giants completed their regular season
Cardinals 33-7 for their sixth

straight win. Quarterback

Kenny Nolan threw

touchdown strikes to Rick
Haaning and Gary Martin

victory over the wingless

Eagles. Norm sprinted for two

counters and Brad got one.
Rod

Bennett

hit

the

holes

from his fullback slot. Rick
Dickerson. Clyde Mundt, and
Frank Smith contained the
green and white attack.
Mike Fisher's hard-nosed

running accounted for the

and ran 40 yards for a score:
Mike Raymond zig-zagged for
a pair of six pointers and kick-

Eagles' solo touchdown as he

ed and ran for three extra

betermined

points.

topped

He and Bob ,Chisholm intercepted two passes apiece.
Dave Ricci and Scott Dorsey
led in defensive points. Keith
Johnson, Glen Thiel and Mike
Bernard performed well too.

Joe Griessler had to miss

another game because of a

hand injury, as did Joe
O'Brien, who is out since
before the season started.

Fullback Clint Van Schaick
and- end Dave Quillen com-

bined for a third quarter

got

help from blockers Bob

Schmal and Craig Lancaster.

Halfback Brian McEneeley

enemy pass. Mark Crompton
followed close behind. Andy

line. Jeff Holt and Mike.
Bordon hit solidly, but injured
Ron Bentall couldn't play.
Randy Cherwin enabled the

49ers to take the lead as he
jaunted around end in the
third quarter for 14 yards.
Paul Sigfusson.caught several

Preserve District rangers and

represnetatives of gun companies and the Des Plaines
Chapter of the lzaak Walton

Colts cinched second place as
they whipped the Packers 18-

wooden pole and an extensive

team's first win.

Hulseberg. Tom Dencker and
Jeff Leeman proved to he
tough on the right side of the

yard pass grab. Carl

tion. Tough, accurate tackling
was shown by energetic Mark
Pauluzzi and Mike Starkey.

ditional lights on each

Thoma, Jim Brach. and Carl

Schaick muscled good open-

passes for the Cardinals only
scoring. They also played well
on, defense. Halfbacks Mark

THE HARD -CHARGING

for the point after. Randy

a 6-6 deadlock. Wayne Kruty
scored the equalizer on a 30 -

store at 6 and will end at 10.

.renovation would include
"replacement of bulbs, ad-

Bruce Metge skirted the left
end for 20 yards and Pat
O'Connell ran up the middle

The Rams and 49ers was the winless Redskins'
leading ground -gainer as Jay
hooked up in their usual hardfought game which ended in Smith and Robby Van

ting and gun handling will be

Cook County Forest

displayed great charge. as did
tough Tim Halos at center. on
the defending unit.
The Cowboys emerged victorious in their battle with the
Redskins by a 7-0 margin as

Dittmer sparkled in their

Gattas, linebacker Bob

Director at Arlington, said the

Russ Attis, Athletic

offensive players. The two
Mikes. Szukalla and Grieb.

defenders were
Scott
tackle

by

touchdown and point -after

The clinic will begin at the

along with 110.1., Rill

Clark. John Scott. Dave

The hows and whys of hun-

explained when Johnson's

VIKING BACKS Torn

Strasser and Jim Becher.

Revenes' blocking. DefensiVe
stalwarts included tackle Mike
Petran and safety Bill Kidd
who recovered a fumble.

aided with crisp blocking ac-

THE JETS scalped the

Chiefs 36-6 to gain at least a

tie for the National division

ings. Jeff Fox made nine

tackles and intercepted an

Leicht nailed a pair of

Cowboy aerials.

BANTAM DIVISION
The

steady

Spartans,

Mike Oldenburg was the
Hawkeyes biggest threat as
he
ran well but .couldn't
hit the endzone. Lon .Reitz
and Bruce Haaland were the

on tt 70 -yard run off a bad

continued.

of Johnson's Sporting Goods.
"The movies will' show some
of the techniques of hunting."

center and a

Tackle. Mark Welch and

and John Mc Ginnis - were
hard hitters on defense with

tinan.

linebacker Steve Manlove

Dale Peterson.

Izaak Walton League

made numerous tackles and
knocked .doWn 'several passes,

servation programs, including

its "Ducks Unlimited" project.

Halfback Mark Vandeven

tallied the Packers's only

Two touchdown dashes by

quarterback Jim O'Rourke
difference as the
Gophers edged the Buckeyes
were

enabled the Chiefs to avoid a

14-6.

The Steelers , clinched the

of the blockers. Nick

ed Mike Fagan and Jim Var-

Rambling. Rick Brocren's
last quarter touchdown sprint
shutout.

Trim Tim Gosch galloped
a 'pair of touchdowns to
lead the first place Illini to a
to

26-0 triumph over the

Hoosiers. Lou Citro and Jeff
Layer each hit the end zone
for six with Tom Gobielle and
John Mc Donough clearing

the way. Tim Chmura and
Richie Smith sparked the

The willing but winless

Mark

Wertz,

Larry Gering

tamed the Wolverines 32-0.
Mickey" Hermanson scored

hunting," said Don Cameron

more seating, he added.

often.

Miskovctz.

Ringhoffer and Steve

hasn't hurt us," Attis

hard in the line.

Canticri tackled hard and

Wcislo.
The second -place Wildcats

Richardson was the Hawkeyes
leading tackler. All around defensive standouts alSo includ-

describe the league's con-

Petran cuddled in a pair of
long boMbs. Glue -fingered
Greg Gatto intercepted two
tosses. Tint Dooley and Bob

on by Mike Schneider, Kurt

plays. Good blocking was provided by Kelly Strom. Bill
Mitsos and Keith Muench.
The "M - squad" - Dave Matzl

Jumbo Jeff Dahtquist also hit

twice on their one yard line.
Paul lzban ran well and Jim

Fiedler, Kurt Anderson,
Charles Lynch and Billy

Steve Lewis led the offensive
unit. A strong charge was put

Scrambling Scott scored twice

representatives probably will

the winners stopped them

Hamilton. Mark Prieto and

their guns best can be used in

almost completely around the
field," Attis commented, The
next improvement should be

Gary Gripentrog plunged
for the Badgers only socre as

the Hawkeyes, John defenders included Curt

Cardinal varsity football

Cameron, said' that the.

Scott.

and Bob Vlach. Alert

the consistent winning of the

0 -yard rollout.

fect i vely. The defensive
demons once again were Jim
Gajda, Leon Tasche and Glen

clinched the National bantam
crown with a 13-0 blanking of

best

Raymond, Tom Pavlina. Don
Stevens and Chris 'Eugenis

Lockowitz threw key
block on scoring play. Dave
Kennedy passed and ran ef-

Meyer and Gary Conway,

each scored on a variety of

good protectfon for Scott

poitcrnpy.(n-,3 to hold off the
Badgers by a 7-6 squeeze.

stickouts such as Tracey and

Grear who nipped a pay dirt
aerial to end Greg. Wendorf.

hunting, and the gun com-

.

Hoosiers had offensive

pany people wilt be on hand
to answer questions on how

"Night football outdraws

daytime games, and of course

"We'll show movies on

across a one -pointer.

touchdowns by Timmy

title. Mark Okuma, Dave

League will speak.

Kadalis.

tough defense.
on

6. George Rodgers and sixth
grader Mike Radoll provided

with Palatine this year, the
stands were packed and an
Pct. overflow crowd extended
.833
.833
.333
.000

Opening bids for the

renovation of football lights at

favorite target Rod Kiolbassa

hard but couldn't increase his
team's point output. Center

candles.

"In our Homecoming game

Senior League

of regular competition left.
The Jets and Illini clinched at
least it Ile JIM Otcit itl1/101 and
bantani division titles respectively.

( THE BL CK EYES' Ron

quarter touchdowns. Todd

fine passes and Len Kaiser

the system.
Pct.
.833
.500
.416
.416
.333

resulted in the American
junior division Steelers and
the National bantam league
Spartans joining the senior
circuit Giants as undefeated
champions with one Sunday

Buikema connected with

by Quarterback Jeff Meyer.
Halfback Bob Crnich worked

hard behind guard Mike

check of the wiring,, as well
as continued maintenence of

Varsity League

Football Association games

of the Vikings on second

American junior division
crown with a 13-0 whitewash

Wegerer and Bob Italia ran

gave off only five foot
Pct.
.917
.750
.667
.333
.167
.167

Another busy Sunday slate
Mount Prospect Midget

Mike Higgins and
Mike Ornich, showed good all
around play and each pushed

touchdown in the fourth
period on a reverse called for

Sporting Goods, 794 Lee, Des
Plaines presents its Hunters'
Clinic tomorrow night.

light and Arlington's light

WLT

Team

board to a decision that the
dards.

Junior League

Page 20

Arlington High's Lights
To Be Renovated Before
Season's Last Contest

20 year old lighting system be
brought up to present stan-

-

1968

of

schedule as they swept by the

hall over the goalline.
111E EFFECT on the standings of the Varsity League is

ARLINGTON HERA ITS BOYS FOOTBALL
FINAL STANDINGS

Steelers, Giants Undefeated
MP Midget Football Champions

SUBURBAN CATHOLIC
SOUTH SECTION

THE FALCONS narrowed

times, neither could push the

Redskins

Homecoming win Sunday

halftime 7 0.

a 35 -yard run by Bruce Koelling. Steve Frankovic scored

Lions

terceptions in the Lion's

Thursday,

scored in the first quarter on

Team
49ers
Rants

DICK AYLWARD, the St.
Viator end who snared two in-

led at

prompted the high school

the extra point. Marty Friel

EELING H.S.
1\ LEIN DEPT.

Billy Wilson scored the extra

team for the All -Star Game

Striking fast. the Rams

the Giants came out on top
13-6 to take second place in

played the same kind of game

proved to be decisive.

Senior League game 14-0 over
the Redskins for their share of
the championship.

coaches, the All -Star players
from the Steelers will be split
up and assigned to the Eagles
and the Saints, two northsidc
teams, for. the All -Star battle
with the south teams, the
Giants and Vikings.
By coincidence, the Giants
played the Vikings on the last
day of the regular season and

the

fenses. These two teams

yard plunge for a touchdown

The Rams won the other

By previous agreement of

completely smothering the of-

played to avoid a cellar finish,
which meant a split-up of the

going, and John Norton's one -

that the Saints, with a 2-3-1
record, tied for third, and the
Steelers, with a 1-3-2 record.

Obuchowski. who was

otiPERTy

Bastable was not the only

Showdown in Arlington
Junior League Gives
Cardinals Final Title
BY L. R. THORPE

'"

University.

offensive show last year.

the

Excellent blocks were

executed

by Jim Kennedy.

Jeff O'Connor and Paul

twice

on

a

run

and

punt

return. Mike Wood ran back
punts of 50 and 35 yards for
touchdowns. Joe Di Fatta also

tallied on a 15 yard burst.
Steve Hanson and Mark
Kranz executed blocking
assignments well.

Behind good blocking of
Darryl De Mar, and Jeff Mc
Bride, Tom Franson took off
for good yardage gains but

couldn't score for the
Wolverines in the second

annual rubber c 'cken game.
Numerous tackles were completed by Chuck 'bren, Rich .
Krumtinger and Jeff Sargent.

or a Change As Daylight Saving Ends

i
Daylight Savings Time ends
Sunday morning

If you have trouble

deciding which way to move

the hands of your clock.

remember fall back, spring
ahead

Though the time change
may throw some persons off

morning time change.

Van Driel's Drug Store,
100 E. Northwest Hwy.,

recording gives the time at 10 second intervals.

WEATHER

again Sunday.

'

"We'll rotate the clocks inward at 9 p.m. Saturday so the

sunny, little warmer, low upper
50s.

Bob Porter of WNUS in

will arrive at such and such

night nurses at Northwest
Community Hospital and St.

Alexius Hospital in Elk

a time," said Thomas Rattner,
watc:t supervisor at O'Hare.

Grove.
Though the times on tickets
issued for airline flights at

"In controlling aircraft, we
use Greenwich Mean 'Time,
which never changes."

Chicago, explained the procedure stations will use.

"We'll log everything up to
1:59:59, then start all over
a.m. notations,"
again with
1

Porter said.

Radio station WEXI in Arlington Heights will not have
any problems with its radio

O'Hare Airport must be
changed to -provide for the ex-

tra hour, the timing on flights

log during the change. The

will not be affected.

station runs 24 hours a day except Sunday night at mid-

"In the tower, we don't use

local time, though the ticket
you buy says that the plane

Standard Time."

night to 6 a.m. Monday.

Telephone

Your Home Newspaper
Ill S. Main St.

Friday, October 25, 1968

Volume 3 Number 133

Mount Prospect, Ill.

-

He said the station log will
"have to show definitely that
the first notation were Central
Daylight Time, and the second notations are for Central

Pro5pect 3Dap

Trbe

Tonight, partly cloudy, low
upper 30s Tomorrow: Partly

on the midnight shift Saturday night, the time change
will mean one more hour of
work. It means the same for
emergency room crews and

Mount Prospect, will turn off
its clock Saturday and start it

How does Illinois Bell

curacy daily with the U.S.
Bureau of Standards time

and

must consider the Sunday

time, is recorded on two

temperature service will continue to give the correct time

turn off the clock. On Sunday
morning at 9 a.m. Central
Standard Time, we'll turn the
clock back on."
For firemen and policemen

Village merchants also

drums. As the drums turn, the

schedule, Illinois Bell

Telephone's time

Colo.

The voice which gives the

know that its time is correct?
It 'checks the machine's ac-

time can't be seen from the
street," said Max Ullrich, the
store's manager. "Then we'll

signal, which is radioed from
station WWV in Fort Collins,

As soon as the system's clock
reaches 2 a.m., it will be turned back one hour.

255-4400
Newsstand Price 10 Centi

20 PAGES
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Republican President Needs
Republican House: Dirksen
Dirksen linked the

BY RICHARD ('RABB

House."
jority
Dirksen told his audience.
"This can he a desperate fix

whatever the President wants
to do. whatever he needs from
Congress he has to go up on
the hill and say 'pretty please'.
It was for just this reason that
this country was forced to endure the record depression of

HE ADDRESSED a dinner
sponsored in his honor by the

Republican women of the
10th and 13th congressional
districts. U. S. Rcp. Donald
Gov. Samuel H, Shapiro meets Diane Stefanos, 760 Marshall, Des. Plaines, an Elk Grove High
School sophomore, at Wednesday's luncheon at the Arlington Park race track. The governor asked
that Diane and her mother be invited, and that he have a chance to talk with the girl because of an
essay she wrote, which The Day published.

-18 hours, day after day. to
often invited me to have din- help bring a Republican maner with him when he was in jority to the U. S. House of

Collier. a Park Rifigt

Republican. introduced the U.
S. Senate minority leader.

Washington.

economics. framed a plan for
combating serious depressions

in the United States. He took
the program to the House of

Illinois campaign chairman
for Nixon -Agnew said yester-

day that the Republican

presidential candidate may
return to Illinois Oct 30 for
his sixth visit of the campaign It would be Nixon s
first trip to the state since hi,
appearance last Saturday at
Prospect High School
Rentschler is expected to
confirm Nixon s plans later
today
'

Nixon s last visit here

would he in Marion

Window Broken
Walter Broman of 420 N
Russell Mount Prospect
reported his front door window was, broken yesterday by

Broman told police

vandals

he found several broken eggs
near the window

machinist in a Peoria tractor
factory.

Arlington Heights police you don't think that is imare investigating the theft of portant. you should see the

the company magazine.:
hut slit:. rote:

make the best deekionc

win a prize, The Day found
her essay offered a thoughtful
and provocative challenge. It

Rep. Eugenia Chapman,
and mailed it to the goverpbr's
office in Springfield.

When plans for Wed-

nesday's luncehon at the race
track were being made, Mrs.
Chapman
received
word:
Invite Diane and her mother.
Diane was introduced to

Gov. Shapiro, who

Day

;

continued next weekP.F.
w stk' ..114

about my

care

people.

ple, to make their lives better.
"Caring about my people is

"I'd use figures and my most important

statistics to better my understanding of their problems.

"BUT I'D live with them as
they do, listening to what they

have to say, so that

I

could

better fulfill their needs.

"I'd spend the weekend in
the

ghetto

apartment

of a

Negro ADC family, ride a

tractor wjth a downstate
farmer across his prairie soil.

"I'd listen as Michigan

Avenue executives discussed
market
quotations; I'd spend the night

contracts and stock

responsibility, as governor of
Illinois."
Diane, who lives at 760
Marshall, Des Plaines, is a
sophomore at Elk Grove High

went to the House of

Appearance

Hamilton. head of the large

"BURR appeared to have

the 'advantage until Alexander

Arlington Heights last night.
Mrs. Romney was seated at

congressional delegation from
New York State. stood up and
told the House and the nation
"I detest Jefferson, but I detest
Burr even more." That is how
Jefferson became President."
If the 1968 election should

next to

he forced into the House of.

Mrs. George Romney. wife

of the Michigan governor.
unexpectedly accompanied
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen to
the

speakers' table

Mrs. Dirksen.

Dirksen said
each state would have but one
vote. regardless of its populaRepresentatives,

a dome light from a Cook committee chairmen work.

tion and number of conAlso with Dirksen were gressmen. States that have an

for accompanying him here.

equal number of

gressman.

"Finally. there is another
thing that is most important

this year.- said Dirkscn.

"Next her;illtie we would
County-poli,e car yertvilay.
Raymond' Voelker Of the have the speaker of the house

"There is such a thing as the
election of a president
to the House of Representatives. The last time this took
place. it happened to Thomas

taken while his squad car was the many appointments which
parked on George and Arl- stem from the regular work of
the body."
ington Heights Rd.

Jefferson. Jefferson and Arron
Burr were tied in the Electoral
College and the responsibility

Cook County police depart- and the chairmen of the house
ment told Arlington Heights committees. we would have
police the dome light was the opportunity to make all of

no vote at all.
"We only need 31 additional Republican seats to
get

control of the House of

Representatives. We need that
31 additional seats desperate-

Wc.- hanr lc. Lop ..lust
have and add 31 more and
that is why I am filling every
possible campaign engagement that is possible between

now and the 5th of
November.- Dirksen said.

Talking over Sen. Everett
M. Dirkscn's address in Arlington Heights last night are

School. Besides being presi-

dent of the Glee Club, she has
taken part in drama club,

Some of the Republican

Orchesis, choir, and the student variety show and is a

women

NN

ho sponsored his ap-

pearance: Mrs. Margaret

Schlickman of Arlington

member of The Guardian

Heights, oife of the Wheeling

staff.

In June 1066, as

Representatives.

Too ',ship GOP committeeman; Mrs. Ethel

a

committeewoman; Mrs.

School's Richard Calisch, who

Junior High School in Mount
Prospect. She also edited the

Division, plans to feature

rebellion.

newspaper.

heads the Humanities

locked in with retarded
children at Dixon.

A high school senior from

Mount Prospect won first
place .in a Chicago -area
Columbus Day essay contest
and the essay has been read
into the U. S. Congressional
Record.

WINNER of the "Legacy
of Columbus Essay Contest"

was 16 -year -old Christine
Schmidt, 814 W. Busse Av.,

who attends St. Patrick
Academy, Des Plaines.

She

space capsule.

.

.

the Peace

Corps volunteer in foreign
lands...you? Maybe."

The contest was spnsored
by the Joint Civic Committee
of Italian Americans, which is

best, she said.

the essay to her English class.

"But today .who will venfind? The astronaut in the
4

Virginia MacDonald of Arlington Heights, chairman of
Illinois Women for Dirksen,

THE ESSAY was read into

the U. S. Congressional
Record on Columbus Day by

Rep. Frank Annunzio (D It was assigned by

and Mrs. Virginia Richards of
Park Ridge, Maine Township
Republican committooman.

Man Hurt
In Crash

Heights Lions'
`Autumn Haze
Ball' Saturday
The 15th annual

Autumn

An Arlington Heights man

Haze Ball" of the prospect
Heights Lions Club Will be
held Saturday at the Seven

was in

Hospital this

Eagles Restaurant. 1050

Sister Julius, at St. Patrick's.
Miss Schmidt said that she
was notified she was a winner

"about two weeks" before
Columbus Day.

Oakton. Des Plaines, beginning at 9 p m

Rolling Meadows police.
The police said that Donald
Iverson, 36, of 1675 State

the essay did not earn the top

Rd., Arlington Heights, drove

Prospect Heights directory

grade at school, but a close: and business guide
"B plus" mark.
The contest winner is the

Wapella Mount Prospect.

Jennifer, 6; and a
brother, Mark, one year old.

through the convertible top of

and

Miss Schmidt said that her
favorite subject is French, and

The Iverson car:swung

Thomas McNamara of 214

across the center line and col-

lided with an eastbound aut

reported a rock was thrown

his car in Des Plaines
yesterday.

McNamara told police the
car was parked at the YMCA

"but then we didn't hear

Chicago, where she can earn

at 300 W. Northwest Hwy.

anything further."

a degree in linguistics.

possibly the University of

and apartment complex in the
2500 block.

Parked Car

Thomas J. Schmidt. She has
five sisters: Mary Beth, 15,
Theresa, 14; Janet, 11; Lucy,
9,

his car west into Algonquin
Rd. from the parking lot of

Rock Damages

she hopes to attend college,

phoned the news; she said,

morning after

his car collided head on with
another vehicle, according to

The club also plan§ to
test, Miss Schmidt said that distribute a free 60 -page

daughter- of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss

serious condition at

Northwest Community

Although it won the con-

A sponsor's representative

It read:

prize.

organizations.

-Italian-American civic

Schmidt's English teacher,

essay characterized the theme

the organization, and found
that she would receive the
MISS SCHMIDT said that
when it was learned she had
won, she was asked to read

Sight of Land," and used as

main theme the idea of

"Last week," Miss Schmidt
continued, "my father phoned

made up of more than 40

7th).

its

former Wheeling Township

school, listening to their Dempster Dart, student

bond.

"searching for new worlds."

aide to Sen. Charles Percy and

Legion Award at Dempster

ount Prospect Girl's
Essay Read Into 'Record'

ture: who will search and who
AX

Illinois, I'd

I

for election of the president

Mrs. Romney
Makes Guest

"I'd race to classes with
teens in a suburban high

ELK GROVE High

The Iasi paragraph of the
Too watch a TV movie
then discover that it is

were governor of

at

Kolerus of Mount Prospect,

essay.

Miss Schmidt titled her
essay, "To Venture Out of

,(

"If I

million men unemployed
the worst point."

graduating eighth grader,
Diane won the American

congratulated her on the

received a $250 U. S. Savings

Gripe
Of The

he

Gerry Ford of Michigan."
"That is only the beginning.
We Republicans would get all
of the committee chairmen. If

may feature the incident in

(D -Arlington Heights), a Day
subscriber, liked the espy,

Rentschler,

he said. "That man will

machine coffee with a

"This I'd do, so that I could

"So our country went

Mrs. John Tower. wife of the
Texas senator. and Mrs. John representatives in the House
Stanton. wife of ,he Ohio con- of Representatives might have

from Illinois. Rep. Henry T.
Rainey, was Speaker of the

possibly can to help my peo-

you.'

not

spent until 1940 with 23

elect a Republican speaker."

And United Airlines, where
Diane's father is an executive,

AL I lioUl,11 3HE didn't

it to

GOP majority to the United
States House of Representatives? First, the House will

Representatives. My neighbor

"I'D SHARE bologna

arc not about to give

The U. S. Senate minority
leader thanked Mrs. Romney

firm contest last spring, and
wrote a 150 -word essay on "If
I Were Governor of Illinois."

Another
Ill. Nixon
Stop?
H

Republicans get by electing a

Takes Light

office.

William

."WHAT will the

understanding of world

sandwiches and vending

present

before the Nov 5 election

Representatives.

"Mr. Hoover. with his deep

a bulletin board display.

was published in May, when
Gov. Shapiro was sworn into

Richard Nixon may take

And he told an Arlington
Heights audience why.
Dirksen said he is spending

Children's Press publishing

ington Park Jockey Club

one more stop in Illinois

ing the last two decades.

told me that himself. Because
'We became fast friends. he

Diane Dines With Governor

luncheon with 6 000 women

Sen., Everett NI. Dirksen
said last night that he is campaigning harder this year than
in any of his campaigns dur-

"HERBERT HOOVER

13th) attended the dinner.

Diane's picture and story in

I

"Rainey's remark became

the 1930s."

Rumsfeld (R -10th) and U. S.
Rep. Harold. Collier (R -

Her Essay Impressed Shapiro

was being introduced to Gov
Samuel H Shapiro at the Arl-

S.

you know. It means that

tatives controlled by the other.

Dempster Junior

was

Dirksen Pushes. GOP
Control of Congress

"President Eisenhower
never had a Republican main the U.

is

I 930s to need' President Hoover told

into law.

trolled by one political party
and the House of Represen-

at

that

which can put his programs

The minority party leader

High
Instead - at his request - she

depression

depression of the 1930s. U. S.

attributed the: depression to
having the presidency con-

nesday

a

Rainey.

last night.

High School organization
presented a conc,.rt Wed-

through the valley of agony of

emphasize that the U.S. must
have a Republican president
and a Republican Congress

pattern in the

Sen. Everett M. Dirksen (R III.) said in Arlington Heights

Diane, 14, entered a

famous in that period. It was
'Mr. President. we Democrats

Republican president and a
Republican Congress to avoid

disasters like the great

alto part when the Elk Grove

what

Democrats. 'This

Voters should elect both a

Glee Club president Diane
Stefanos wasn t singing her

House under control of the

depression with the political

when the incident occurred.

Sen. Everett M. Dirksen, during his address in Arlington
Heights last night, shared the speakers' table with Mrs. Dirksen
and Mrs. George Romney, at right,. a surprise member of the
Dirksen party. Photos by Bob Johnson

driven by Lois Watson, 53, o°,.
Chicago. Riding 'with Miss
Watson was her sister, Doris.
No tickets have, been issued

while police wait for Iverson
to recover sufficiently to be
questioned.

ontinue Search forWoman's Abductors
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n

15 miles from her home. A

BY GARY SHIFFMAN

IS YOUR HOME

Des Plaines salesman found

Ir

of

Community Hospital. the

Mrs. Heaton. mother of

search for her abductors con-

three, had been assaulted and

Mrs. Heaton after asking for
a ride arc being sought in a

the

shot in the head, neck, and

tinues.

Mrs. Heaton. 31. of Mat-

tawan. Mich.. was kidnapped
Tuesday night in Kalamazoo.

hand.
Mrs. Heaton's

cat, which
was used in the kidnapping.

police for analysis by the

lir was there that she met
Although Mrs. Heaton was

nationwide manhunt.
The search is being con-

conscious and reasonably

ducted by the Cook County

coherent when brought to the
hospital. police have not been
able to speak to her at length

police, though all police
been

ELECTAN

The FBI

because of her condition.

has

line.
Detectives sent to Michigan

FRANCIS S.

Complete supplies for

Glazing Caulking

LORENZ

Preliminary plans for the
proposed Arlington Heights
Rd. entrance to the Northwest
Tollway have been submitted
to the State Highway Department for approval. Tollway

-

ATTORNEY

COLOR CONSULTANTS

1110,4 GENERAL

vi

VOTE M DEMOCRATIC

214 N. Bunton. Arlington Heights

WESTGATE SHOPPING

392-4080

thought. Bullet fragments in
Mrs. Heaton's head may have

come from more than one
bullet. according to police.

The caliber of the bullets
has not been determined.
police said.

Donald Bonniwell said yesterday.

Bonniwell said a reply from
the department is "expected in
the immediate future."

The tollway linkup will be

comodate traffic entering the
tollway to go east, and one to

attended his first commission

meeting as governor, approved the building of the
two-way ramp.

In addition the commission
authorized

Stale Farm Life Insurance Compare,

Arlington Heights Rd. to

permit the future building of
a four-way ramp so that Arl-

ington Heights Rd. traffic
could move west up the

Rd.

Bonniwell said the linkup

tollway.
The added

land purchase
authorized also would permit

"We submitted our pro-

the location of a tollroad

posal to the department in the

maintenance facility for the

northwest Cook County

to the geometries of the design

suburban area.

where the highway and Arl-

This facility is presently
located at the intersection of
the tollway and Illinois 53 at
Palatine. The building of the

ington Heights Rd. meet."

Bonniwell said the Tollway
Commission was "waiting for

state approval or recom-

THIS WEEK ONLY

Illinois 53 expressway and

mendation for such changes

Interstate 90 at Palatine is expected to make the moving of

as they may require."

He said if the preliminary

the maintenance facility

plans are accepted it will take

necessary.

four months to complete the
final design and four more

Approval of the linkup

came in May of this year after
a citizens committee surveyed
the area and showed 8(1 per
cent approval of the project.
The commission surveyed

months for construction.

"Providing that everything
moves smoothly, we expect
the linkup to he completed

and in use by December,

181111111IE

the probable toll collections,
and said

The Tollway Commission,
on recommendation of Gov,
Samuel H. Shapiro when he

through toll collections by
1984.

Main dish (one choice)

pork cutlet, steak sandwich on

Anne Sullivan and Betst Ross

Schools and MacArthur

sesame seed bun, wiener on
bun. Vegetable (one choice)

Prospect Heights District 23:

whipped potatoes, applesauce,
sauerkraut. Salad (one choice)

Sloppy Joe on bun or grilled peanut butter sandwich,

fruit juice, tossed salad, tole

slaw, pineapple -cottage

buttered pea beans, carrot nib-

cheese, peach -green gelatin
cube, molded cherry -apricot
halves salad, hard rolls, butter, milk.

blers, fruit cobler, milk.

To he served Monday at
Carl Sandburg School in Rolling Meadows District 15:

Available desserts:fruit
cocktail. tapioca pudding,
cherry danish, buleberry

Beef 'n gravy, mashed

potatoes, julienne carrots,
muffins with peanut butter,

crumb cake, chocolate chip

milk.

To he served Monday at

Arlington, Prospect,

cookies.

Menus were not available

Wheel-

for District. 25, District 26
and St. Viator High School.

ing, Forest Vice, Elk Grove

and Huse, High Schools:

Jewish Benefit

Obituaries

Program Slated

Model DAN

Model DCDN

Model DCDAN

Mrs.

Gentle Flowing Heat Pampers fabrics, dries them

Durable Press Care. froer temperature plus end -

fresh and soft
No stoop, Fine Mesh Dacron Lint Screen on the door

Withaeger.

Arlington Heights. died
yesterday at Northwest Community Hospital.
Surviving is her husband,
Edwin L.
Funeral

performance, which will begin
at 7:30 p.m., are available at
box office prices from the

arrangements arc

pending at Haire Funeral

Home, 207 N. Vail, Arlington
Heights.

synagogue.

of -cycle cool -down bring Durable Press items out of

of -cycle cool -down bring "...Mile Press items out of
the dryer ready to wear without ironing.

J

Marjorie

54, of 2507 Greenwood Ct.,

Tickets for the

Automatic Dry Cycle. No guesswork! Dryer stops itself when clothes are just -right dry.
Durable Press Care. Proper temperature plus end -

1

Marjorie Withaeger

A benefit performance of
"Angel Street," starring Ray
Milland, will be presented for
the Maine Township Jewish
Congregation Sunday at the
Mill Run Theater.

2 -Position Fabric Selector. Regular plus Delicate to
safely dry all washables.

cost

School Menus

tb

Durable Press Care Proper temperature plus end of
cycle cool down brings Durable Press items out of
the dryer ready to wear without ironing

the

struction will be paid off

To be served Monday at

'1E11 SALE
1

of con-

1969," Bonniwell said.

Junior High School in

1

purchase of

tersection of the tollroad and

last few days with reference

e

the

enough land at the in-

$1,456,000.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

YOU CAN COUNT ON

='ft.

At Mrs. Heaton's bedside.

Police said Mrs. Heaton
may have been struck by more
than three bullets as originally

will cost an estimated

CENTER

CL 9-0200

N.\

tion," he said.

channel westbound tollway
traffic onto Arlington Heights

GEORGE L. BUSSE,

REALTORS."

Also at 135 Vino. Park Ridge

not be touched yet unless
here are signs of an infec-

FAMILY PROTECTOR

Wayne -Brennan

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT. CITIZENS COMM. ROBT. KENDLER, PRES.

not been removed because
Mrs. Heaton's general condition is still too serious for
the surgery. 'The bullets will

two ramps --one to ac-

property? ... call

CL 3.5331

Ryon said the bullets have

Commission Chairman

Looking for impressive
SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR 43 YEARS

way to go." according to Jack

Ryon said, arc her husband.
Columbus; her mother. Mrs.
Earl Judge, and a sister from
Gary, Ind..

Tollway Linkup Plans
Sent for State Okay

kidnappers crossed a state

//

or do It yourself ...

alerted.

entered the case because the

EXPERIENCED

according to the

men,

police.

departments in the area have

A

tor 'at the hospital.

tavern with several friends.

Northwest

at

TRIAL LAWYER

Metal or wood

Ryon, public relations direc-

crime laboratory.
The two men who abducted

morning

,1

storm windows

then stopped at a nearby

Palatine Wednesday morning.

this

Professional
reglazing

slightly, "but still has a long

was turned over to Chicago

Northwest Tollway itt

Mrs. Heaton has improved

determined that Mrs.
Heaton attended a bowling
banquet Tuesday evening and

have

Berwyn parking lot. The auto

her wandering near the

While Mrs. Sally Heaton

remains in critical condition

WINTER READY?

was found yesterday in a

the dryer ready to put on or put away without
ironing.

$139

Buying or Selling

Go right to
the top ... see
1

a

BRUNS

a

I I.

1

I

.

The BIG MAN

I
.

.

in REAL ESTATE

I

I

real
I

I

I

,

9

w
ovse

7243 W. Toulty

PHONE 631-6512
631-7436

631-6030
823-3171

I

I

II

1

..

11

'

BRUNS

estate

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

it

PALATINE

OPEN MON., THUIS.,

&
APPLIANCES

Fit. 9 A.M. 9 P.M.
TUES.,

WED., SAT.

255-6320

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

358-1502

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road

894-1330

- 6 P.M.
5

Y fora

AL,

ADV011541/ IN THE

',Ayers Guido
*MENNE

gemrioNs

Dirty Dragon

Papers
Sued for

The suit against the

support is concentrated in

northwest suburban
newspaper chain was brought

those too young to vote.
The candidate who vows to

by Dominick Volpe. 51 Plum

"put some fire in the White
House" will lead a motorized

Grove Estates Rd , Palatine.
Volpe charged the chain

Arlington Heights plans to

ed in a Paddock paper

Bill Jackson (BJ1
will accompany the candidate
to the Arlington Heights rally.

country club denying Volpe

didate who delivers before the

membership

cookies, campaign pins -and

Dirty Dragon, the can-

resulted in a west suburban

election, will distribute

A

set as he prepares his address to the more than 2,000 Arlington
Ileights area children expected at his rally tomorrow.

Sunday.

BEFORE THE

MOUNT PROSPECT

PLAN COMMISSION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 15th day of November, 1968 at
the hour of 8 00 P M there will be a

these funds are the Northwest

will ring doorbells in Mount
Prospect Monday to collect
funds for the Combined Ap-

con-

cerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect as follows
CASE NO 68 50P
Request by the Village of Mt. Prospect to rezone from B I to R-1

cribed as follows
The South 1653 37 feet of the East
1319 89 feet of the East i/2 of the
Southwest V4 (measured on the East
line of said tract) of Section 35,
Township 42 North, Range 11, East

stations-which cooperate
with the Mount Prospect

they eliminate separate fund-

1322 31 feet thereof, in Cook County,

residential chairman

Illinois

All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard
Dated at Mount Prospect,
Illinois
This 25th day of October,

the 1968 appeal. The
Wilma Lilly. 702

S.

is Mrs.

Louis,

1968

Eddie Hoppe. 500 N.
Fairview: Ronald Ursin. 707
Mrs.

Chairman
Published in

N. Fairview; and Harold

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Friday, October 25, 1968

Witte, 411 S. Main.

The agencies which
Appeal funds are: The

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE

will benefit from Combined

MT PROSPECT PLAN COMMISSION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

change. We have to yield to
economic pressure.-

that the Mount Prospect

Village Board pass a planned
unit development ordinance.
The ordinance would allow
developers to build projects
including several buildings used for different purposes
without having to get separate
-zoning, for each lot. ft also

Illinois,
This 25th day of October, 1968
MALCOLi. s'OUNG,
Chairman
Published in

Friday, October 25, 1968

concerning a petition for change to
the Zoning Ordinance of the Village
of Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO 68 48P
Request by the Village of Mt.
Prospect to amend Section 19.1 B-3
District and Section 19 2 B 4 District
of the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of Mt Prospect as follows:

To eliminate from section 19.2 B-4
District uses number 20 and 22 and
renumbering use 21 to 20; to add
use number 9 to Section 19.1 B-3
District retail service establishments

some people call it.

I

call it

David Reno. Illinois director of tourism. will speak on

the Natural Resources

Development Bond referendum Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Mount Prospect Community

Under the planned unit
development ordinance.

builders can construct up to
I() per cent more houses on

residential area.

-Builders want. these
privileges." Young said. "If
we don't let them use the land

this way. they will take us to
court and eventually then may

Center. 600 See -Gwen.
Mount Prospect.

The speech is sponsored by

the Garden (Tub of Mount
Prospect.

Water pollution control will
cost $400 million. flood con-

District. will describe the

the water

management

bill

be

Metropolitan Sanitary

workings of the district and its

plans for handling problems

will be MO million and air here. Bacon will speak at the
pollution control will account
for $50 million of the "local -

Community Center on Nov.
22. Mrs. Toeppen said.

funds.

-This is the first time we

have held a public service pro-

IN ADDITION to the
speech. two movies will

local level.

trol will run to $100 million.

gram." said Mrs. Jerome
Thelander.

605

S.

Edward.

Mount Prospect. president of

The Garden Club has about

50 members. according to
Mrs. Toeppen. It meets on the
second

Wednesday,

of every

month except July and

shown:

the Garden Club.

August.

will sing and narrate "Pollu-

Resources Bond referendum is

excepting uses 2 to 20 inclusive in
Sechoh 19 2 B 4 District and also
add use number 10 to Section 19.1

tion.

important. and the people of
Mount Prospect should be in-

Among its past programs
have been lectures on flower

B 3 District retail business
lishments except uses 2 to

people use water. also will e
be shown. according to Mrs.
David Toeppen. 409 S. Hi
Lusi. Mount Prospect. civics
and conservation chairman of

estab13

in-

clusive of Section 22 and uses 2 to
20 Inclusive in Section 19 2 8.4 District
All

persons

interested

in

the

above petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 25 day of October, 1968.
MALCOLM G YOUNG,
Chairman

Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Friday, October 25, 1968
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,

this 25th day of
October, 1968

Tom Lehrer. folksinger,

"Lets Get Wet". a

humorous film about the ways

the Garden Club.

"We feel the Natural

formed on this issue."

voters are being asked to
authorize the issue of $1

billion in bonds. Some $35(
million would be used fo
statewide projects and $650

arranging and how to grow

1618 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Call --CL 5-2441
FOR FAST SERVICE
PICK Up or Delivery

& WINDOWS

-

Rooka
111 S. ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

956-1111

AT THE OLYMPICS

screening it from the homes

PRECISE

east side of his property.

Harry Volkman. WGN-TV

whose backyards adjoin his

students at Lions Park School

Edward Andrus Jr.. 91)9 S.

weatherman described
weather predictions to
on Wednesday.
Mrs. John Ronchetto

property.

perty owners. complained

perty and feared "an ad-

514 S. William. Mount
Prospect. arranged for

various parts of the development would be built.
"We want to make sure that

developers maintain a

0

OMEGA

about the lumber and boxes
to the rear of Kellen's pro-

OFFICIAL WATCH, MEXICO OIYMPICS

ditional building will just add

(PAS

store the material
now behind the building.

place to

In other action the board
approved Lewis Druhors request for permission to instal(
a
;

10.000 -gallon storage tank

t the rear of Mount Prospect
Auto Wash. 113 E. Prospect

constant mix of different types

of buildings while the project
is being constructed.- Lewis
said. "They can't build and
open a shopping center, then
build houses at their leisure.-

live

with ithis type of construction

When a man is skirbtliviort. he'd

(MIER 0.1.14 n. 0.5 45

anyway. With the planned

better have the kind of depentlabil.
ity Omepit fornishes the Olympics.
This Ornet:a Skindiver watch is Sell.
,trttbrbt. bits rotating click set Ind,
calor to tell elapsed time. It evert
chanKes date numerals automat..

unit development ordinance.
we can control it.- Young
concluded.

etf. THEATRE

He explained that

developments coming under
the ordinance were typically
$25 million to $30 million

P/trint-

t17.1

WE'RE OPEN!

WIDE BRILLIANT

Banjo Entertainment
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings

SCREEN IN COLOR

Earl Lewis. chairman of the
Judiciary Committee. noted
that developers building under
the planned unit development
ordinance would have to sub-

Dick VAN DYKE
Dorothy PROVINE
in
WALT DISNEY'S

mit tentative plans for their

project to the Plan Commission. The commission
would exanittie these and

NEVER

A DULL MOWNT

change any parts that did not

Fri., Mon., & Wed.

comply with village regula-

Saturday & Sunday

6:40, 10:00

tion.

Final plans for the project

would have to be approved by

PLUS

plans

to

shown

Quasar
the stay-at-home
Color TV

WHAT'S SO BAD
Mon., & Wed.
8:25 ONLY
Saturday & Sunday
2 00, 5 20, 8 40
Tuesday & Thursday

the

CAR INSURANCE
Westgate Shopping
Center
392-4080
Arlington Heights

Downtown Des Plaines
Open Mon. & Fri. "ril ft45 pm
Other Days "ril 5.45 pm

ABOUT FEELING GOO

village would include in CALL

1452 Miner St. 824-5124

Palatine
Phone 359-4255

Mary Tyler MOORE

ANY CHANGES made in
the plans after the board had
given its approval would have

SLAVIN
LIEWELIERS

1719 RAND ROAD
Rand 8 Dundee Roads

George PEPPARD

struction started.

hoard.
The

10:15

Tues., Thurs., 8:25 ONL

the village hoard before con-

to he okayed by the village

6:55,

3:30,

bracelet, $150. with strap. $135.

"With the Bed Carpet"

STARTS FRIDAY ON O-UR

projects.

catty. Stainless steel, matching

PIZZA PARLOR

6 45, 10 10

,,,,, FARM

/MIURA CI

Starting Nov. 1st
HE SOUND OF MUSIC

State Farm Mutual

Relax Tours
and
to Famous Resorts

Cities of

Spain

The set with the -works in a drawer"The

Here's a Color TV with the works you can see
works consist of 10 tubeless plug-in mini -circuits
that provide solid-state dependability, and fast, economical at-home service. Quasar ... the set that stays
Quasar starts as low as
at home working.

:

Morocco
VIA

IBERIA

AIR LINES OF SPAIN

Relax

and

thoroughly

acquaint yourself with a
holiday abroad this year
budget prices. Get
away from the usual
at

to home vocation
and enjoy the setting of
close

your choice.

"Relax" Madrid & Torremolinos from $434
from $439
"Relax" Madrid & Palma
from $447
"Relax" Madrid & Tangier
from $462
"Relax" Madrid & Las Palmas

669wn
QuasarColor TV
All 82 Channel UHF/VHF

$

by MOTOROLA()

PARADISE OURS INC.

eglioar

/yl

ON YOUR WRIST

Lewis. speaking for the pro-

of

WAYNE'S PIZZA

WE REPAIR
STORM DOORS

PAINT & GLASS

ing hedge he planted on the

flowers successfully.

FAVORITE(

Speaking of the natural

"WE Will, have ,to

WAYNE BRENNAN.

VERY04E1.9

resources bond referendum on
Nov. 5. Mrs. Toeppen said

most of these

don't annex the land and let
them build under a planned
unit development ordinance.
another village will let them
go ahead."

AT ANOTHER program.
Supt. Vinton Bacon. of the

million will be spent on the

"Furthermore.- he con-

developers want to make more
intensive use of land.

would provide regulations. land than existing .village
governing developments of regulations allow. Also. 20 per
"On the whole. I think the
is a good thing. Malcolm Young. chairman of

overrule the village.

developments will be on the
edge of Mount Prospect. If we

Tourism Boss to Speak
On Bond Referendum

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Describes
Forecasting

board requested a high -grow-

formation on when the

LAND VALI. ES are risi-

ng. Young said. and

Girls. the Northwest

at the hour of 800 PM there will
be a public hearing at the Village
Hall, 112 E Northwest Highway,

ing the sticker.

tinued.

meeting. "We all would like
to keep Mount Prospect a
pastoral community. But we
have to yield to --progress.

Center for Retarded Children.

PRECISE

joining Kellen's business the

OK Planned Unit Development

ordinance, said at the

NOTICE (5 HEREBY GIVEN that
on the 15th day of November, 1968

will not call at homes display-

BECAl SE OF the complaints of property owners ad-

it offers college students.

Kellen stated the purpose of
the building was to .provide a

body that prepared the

PLAN COMMISSION

Mercy will receive a sticker
for their window. Volunteers

allows.

storage.

PTA.

of Illinois. the Chicago Area

BEFORE MT PROSPECT

tributing elsewhere to the
Metropolitan Crusade of

build a basket weave fence

higher than the ordinance

porch and yard lights tonight.

Fund, the Kidney Foundation

Doted at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 25th day of October, 1968

Ilan," and the unique features

Dittman. 515 N. Eastwood, to

building for a workroom and

riculum, "The Wesleyan

statements. Residents con-

minimum.

for. For example. stores and
motels could be built in a

Cooperative Mental Health
Clinic, the Arthritis Foundation and the Clearbrook

the

to the mess. -

the Plan Commission. the

Council of the Campfire

p.m. in

College's new innovative cur-

send monthly or quarterly

a

ment variance can be used for
purposes the land is not zoned

pect to amend the Ordinance Regulating Public Improvements re: in
all instances the permittee shall post
guarantees of not less than 100% of
the cost of all public improvements.
All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard
Dated at Mount Prospect,

8

volunteers by leaving on

operating .expenses at

ordinance

Cystic Fibrosis Research

at

a small "help wanted"
sign: and a request by D.W.

erect

chairman of the Lions Park

this type.

Mount Prospect as follows
CASE NO 68 49P
Request by the Village of Mt. Pros-

friends, prospective students
and their parents on Tuesday,

Products. 1620 W. Central. to

The Combined Appeal

Council of Boy Scouts, the
Girls Scouts of Northwest
Cook County. the National

cnn-

Chicago Alumni Club,

Board asks residents to aid

on

cent of a plot of land zoned
with a planned unit develop-

Highway,

a request of Fuze On

a

serving

are

Northwest Suburban YMCA:

Northwest

College, will speak to the

pool at 14(12 W. Busse Ave.:

voluntary basis to keep

solicitors

public hearing at the Village Hall,
cerning a petition for change to i.e
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of

The board approved with a
stipulation the controversial
request for a non -conforming
use by Jacob Kellen. owner of
Kellen's Countryside Florist,
618 E. Golf Rd.. to construct
an addition to the existing

Children's Benefit League of
Chicago and the Community

the 15th day of November, 1968 at
the hour of 8 00 P M there will be a

the Northwest Suburban

for an enclosed swimming

Volk man to speak. Mrs.
Ronchetto is cultural arts

The Judiciary Committee

Edward Andrus, 909 S. Louis:

MALCOLM YOUNG

Wednesday.

All board members and

voted last night to recommend

campaign committee arc:

President of Iowa Wesleyan

Mount Prospect Country
Club. His topic will be the

Mount Prospect.

MEMBERS of the general

Dr. Franklin H. Littell,

Oct. 29

Residents may make one
gift or a pledge for the year
and Combined Appeal will

most benefit from each dollar.

the building ordinance.
Further hoard action approved Harvey W. Lutz' plans

suburban school systems. the
Counselling Center sponsored
by the Salvation Army.

raising campaigns.
Howard Schick. 810 S. See-

Gwun. is general chairman of

E

and Hawaii.

bined Appeal Board studies
the budgets and reports and
allocates funds to provide the

\VXXW educational television

participating in this drive.

of the Third Principal Meridian, ex
[opting from said tract the South

itemized budgets and detailed
reports of services. The Com-

of Chicago. WTTW and

Workers who will call on

residents from 6 to 8 p.nm., are
aiming for a goal of $57,000.
Fifteen service agencies will
benefit from the drive. By

north of Central Road legally des-

the agencies who submit

Suburban Aid for the Retarded, the Salvation Army. The
United Service Organizations

peal.

property located on the West side of
Westgate Road 1322 to 1653 feet

CONTRIBUTIONS to the
fund drive are distruhuted to

Other agencies sharing

More than 400 volunteers

public hearing at the Village Hall,

112

The tour extended over 14
days and covered four main
islands: Oahu. Kauai. Maui

Combined Appeal Volunteers
To Ring Doorbells Monday

NOTICE OF HEARING

building was postponed until

a special meeting next

citizens returned from Hawaii

best

child who designs the

Although the new sign is to
be smaller. it still varies from

struct a 10 -story office

and Buffalo Grove senior

pictures to each in attendance
at the rally.
Awards will be made to the

Dirty Dragon signifies his probable victory with the under -12

of Busse and Maine- Sts.

by Randhurst Corp. to con-

A group of Mount Prospect

ap-

for Mount Prospect
State Bank at the intersection
proved

last

slight.

Group Back
From. Hawaii

manager,

Beer Distributing Co , Volpe
claims that an article publish-

presented

uses

Consideration of a request

will be held at 2 p.m.
Dirty Dragon's campaign

Owner of the Premium

forming

fire truck in the parade.

to North School, on
St. James St., where a rally

Crime Commission report in
Oct 1967

A NEW SIGN was

variances and non -con-

presence by including a new

School

arising from the Chicago

requests for building code

honor Dirty Dragon's

from South Junior High

Ave.. in addition to his existing tanks.

The Mount Prospect Board
of Appeals granted all seven

next week.

parade beginning at 1:30 p.m.

with printing false statements

Highway,

Children who attend the
rally will be able to see their
pictures on Dirty DFagon's
favorite television show "Cartoon Town with Bill Jackson"

Polls show the candidate's

yesterday

Northwest

speeches for the candidate.

bring his campaign to -Arlington Heights tomorrow.

Publications in Circuit Court

E

invited to make campaign

presidential candidate, will

Page 3

Appeals Board
Defers Randhurst
Building Request

"Dirty Dragon for President"
poster and volunteers will be

WFLD-TV's Dirty Dragon,
the Fee -Fie -Foe -Fun Party's

A million dollar libel suit
was filed against Paddock

112

Alumni to Hear
Dr. F. H. Littell

Visit Village

$1 Million

THE PROSPE( I DAY
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Iowa Weslyan
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TOWNHALL LEVEL AT RANDHURST

Phone for information... 392-6770

i

1

k

.

I

b
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Daylight

Sunday is Navy Day

The day selected was appropriately the anniversary of

feW hundred seamen of those

Roosevelt's birthday. Oct. 27.

for. always an advocate of a

periods when it suffered apparent neglect by Congress.
various administrations. and

energetic backing that sparked

even the citizenry. emerging

attention in the northwest

the enlargement of our fleet

finally to its peak performance

subui ban al ea than t merits.
Not a legal not a puhlic
Nass, Da \ is still an
11011dat,

in

Nay \ Day Oct 27 falls on
a Sunday this Seat Between
the Halloween hubbub and
the elctioneering excitement.
the annual salute to our Navy
mat casift receive less

President Theodore

strong Navy. it was his

old salts" on
tie cannot

lot get the plight of the
Lint\ mcn of the U S S
PLII 131 0 still in North
Kole in hands et en while we

Lake pale m the glory of our

held until 1949 when Armed
Forces Day. the third Saturday in ;clay. was designated
to replace Army Day (April
81 and Navy Day (Oct. 27).

afloat m Last

armadas

lheic ate peaceful

aline molt,

to the Navy-,
LrLdtt too ID such voyages as
the atolnie stIbillai tiles. under the -ice

tiplotatioils and

the

two ill order to detect the
disease in its earliest stages if

with the tubercle bacillus.

easily become infected and are

When effective treatment is
started early in the course of

Furthermore, if even a minute

1775.

a

British.
Silas Deane. John Langston.

John Adams were the
Fathers of the U. S. Navy"

and

although it was only in

positive,

it

Means

that the child has had contact

this disease. it can be brought

under control much more
easily that later in its course.
When the disease is cured.
the tuberculin test remains

aboard an American warship.
by John Paul Jones. then just

If the infection comes hack.

special signilicance this year a lieutenant.
One month later. in
it hen tie look back at its heart\ Llidol st. went in 1922 by rehrilary. 1776. Captain Esek
Piesident Ihcodoic Roosevelt Hopkins commanded the first
lialitillonts .American naval expedition in
of Vis
proposal to the Set:Mary of an attack on the Bahamas to
that there he a start the U. S. Navy on its
the Nat \

he relied on-the victim's

Natt Dai s otIgin has

special (Late set aside for

heroic career.

lower end of the spine.

Because of the location, they

notoriously slow to heal.
portion of the cyst wall was
left behind, a new cyst will

form and continue to
discharge. In either case, a se-

cond operation may be
positive for life. so' after the quired.

initial bout, no further

astronauts in splashdown American
opeiations

A--Pilonidal (literally "nest

of hair") cysts occur at the

Navy. for on Oct.

becomes

January. 1776. that the first
flag was hoisted

bleallitaking recovery of

J

Your child should have a
tuberculin test every year or
it is present. If the test

13.

tuberculin testing is advisable.
other means of diagnosis must

symptoms. finding tubercle

bacili in his sputum and chest
X rays.

hhe best preventive for

re-

Q --My husband has a small
hole at the end of his tail hone
which breaks open every two
or three weeks. It drains for

two or three days then heals
up again. What is it? What is
the best treatment? Will is
become cancerous?

weight within the normal

A --Your description would
fit a pilonidal cyst. Surgical
removal is the only treatment.

recommended numher hours

in these cysts.

your child is daily outdoor ex-

ercise. maintenance of his

range for his height and the Cancer almost never develops
of sleep for his age.

()--What is a blue dome
cyst? What is the cause and
how can it he cured?

tions of mariners who have
sailed under our flag and who
honor it afloat today.

BROADWAY OF EUROPE
15 DAYS

vessels of the skin. The cause
is unkown. Since it is benign.
no treatment is required.

Q --Over son, 18, has a
THEATRE -CONCERT -CABARET

pilonidal

cyst.

He

had

danger of introducing an infection. Surgical removal is
the only cure. Wens do not
become cancerous.

reaction, maintains his limbs
for a long time in any position
in which they are place. Ca-

taonia, a form of
schizophrenia, is a more

serious condition. The victim

sits motionless for hours

without giving any evidence
that he is aware of what is
going on around him. In a
the victim
may be motionless and unconscious but the attack lasts

petit mat attack

only two to 15 seconds. If

anyone has spells of remaining motionless it

is

im-

portant that a doctor
determine which of the above
conditions he has because the
treatment would be quite different for each of them.

Q -My doctors says I have
erosive lichen planes in my
mouth. What causes it? Is
there any cure? Will it become

"Come January, all these anarchists will have had their

day-we'll put every last one of 'em on K.P.!"

A -Although a virus has

been suspected as the cause of

this disease, there is no proof

and

Tbe Prooect Dap

of this and the cause is' still
Lichen planus

unknown.

is

primarily a skin disease. The

erosive form affects the
mucous membranes.

-lionifft the 011.1,4,101 (kcam ii3' dilvt(3',./etaim \I,' A relmi,'
the /WIWI'S IrCed0111 and

There is no specific cure for
it

but X-ray treatments and

injections of bismuth

-- Marshall Field III

subsalicylate may help to clear
it up. It does not become

Q --What is catelepsy

an

how does it differ from ca
taonia and petit mat epilepsy?
A --A person with catalepsy,
usually a form of hysterical

cancerous?

Q--1 have had a sebaceous
cyst on my cheek for two
years. Can it be cured? Could
it turn to cancer?

A --Unless the cyst or wen
A --This is a benign cyst of
the breast that is tilled with is a cosmetic problem you
a straw colored fluid that ap- should let it alone and avoid
pears bite through the blood squeezing. it because of the

LJ

devotion to duty of genera-

W.G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

operation for it 20 months ago
and it still has not healed.
What would you suggest?

OCTOBER is still a significant month in our nation's
history and the annals of our

three-man committee was
salt. gnat ding ji eedom's appointed by Congress to fit
out two warships against the
lifelines
I lag

review its performance over
nearly two centuries.
Not even the victories it has

Early TB Treatment Is Most Effectire

five oceans and the seven seas.
Annual observances were

N,att league .1 eic than group

not

is

by which we
measure our Navy as we
standard

has

sustained in freedom's cause.
should he the things to recall
and commemorate this Navy
Day. but rather the valor and

DOCTOR SAYS

"showed the flag- across the

stich iligaili/atiOns as the

TONNAGE alone

the

won. nor the defeats it

then

lasted through 1909 and

leans and is an-

kR

he

1907

the Navy had its ups
and downs. passing through

strength by sending Our battlewagons on a cruise that

ti(' alit. Loin me mot at ed by
tchieh has Mans
its tostet

In

were 91.209 vessels of every,
type at sea under Old Glory.

days.

publicized American naval

occasion e he' 'shed by all
pat' lone A It

1906.

in World War II when there

From the 64 ships and a

honoring the U. S. Navy.

By lot Stubenranch

Friday. October 25. 1968
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cancerous.

$320 00

Amsterdam

SO
CAUSE MOST
OF US CAN, KEEP LT LONG
ENOUGH *Cs WARM -1- UP!

VACATION EARLY!

MOUNT
PROSPECT

CAL_ ED

aca

4410
him"
some

Shit

sw.
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of Mount Prospect
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* Lovely Songstress *

Subscription rates: 35 cents a Nseek. home adhered.
OW of loan U.S. mail rate. 517.1111 a year; $9.110 For six months

259.6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

Sew:Amid prier, Invents a cops.

IER.i
BILL PIERCE
IN THE

ANU

AT THE PIANO

ROSELLE & HIGGINS.RD.
HOFFMA E

.

-ABSURDITY
Iti IT TRUE
BLONDES

house

OF'MT. PROSPECT

HAVE MORE

"Across from Randhurst"
200 E. Rand Road

255-6336

Although he is only 36, Rumsfeld already
has served six years in Congress where his

SHAKEY.'5

combination of youthful vigor and maturity
of judgment has won the high respect of his
colleagues. He has been truly representative
of the progressiveness and vitality of his constituency.

.ilultiple

1,1sit tag Seri ice

He has been a leader in the movement
to keep alive the congressional reform and
election reform bills which would modernize
procedures in Congress by the adoption of

6111P)
REALTORS

72

emme
'REAL ES

to this community, and on his performance
generally as a highly capable legislator,
should he retained in office.

PIJN AT

lien/her Nor-Hitt-est Suburb/1:e
!goat el of Realtors
11

One of the choices you will be called upon
is that of
.5 election
your representative in F oligless. .And It

to make in the Nov.

should not be a difficult one. Republican
Donald Rumsfeld, on his record of service

Black Bowler Pub
Tuesday thru Saturday

Ile saNe', you time and trouble tracking down
kids that win out to he dead ends. A realtor is a prolessiOnal it I sal estate it.110 stibsellhes 10 a strict Code of
I Ones Ile II smooth over the details of buying. Better
see the man ti ho knocks the complicated business -- let
,iqualifiect lLl \ I TOR help youlSFE: KLAD.IURLYt

Send Rumsfeld
Back to Congress

165 E. ELMHURST RD.
DES PLAINES

Ills 1111 the clues ;11)0111 what to look for in a

Is...11101

electronic data processing methods. The bills
already have Senate approval.

lark 7E.

emmerb

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine
728 E Northwest Hwy.

/n irlington Heights
6 E Northwest Hwy.
1111 S Arlington Heights Rd.

358-5560

12CMSFEEO II AS .kCIIIEVED such
stature in the Republican party that he hits
been natuccl by liMitittil icl. biimin as one
of the 10 "surrogate candidates- authorized
to speak for Nixon.
Yet 12untsfekl has not let party loyalty inhibit his independence. On live occasions he
voted differently from his fellow Cook
County Republicans.

His Democratic opponent, David C.

Baylor of Wilmette. an assistant state's attorney, is qualified but offers little that
would justify him as a replacement for
Rurnsfeld, who has so clearly proved his
wort h.

Of the 14 Congressmen from the Chicago

area, only two -- Rumsfeld and Sidney R.
Yates of the 9th District -- have been rated
by the Better Government Assn. Its "outstan-

ding."
Donald Rumsfeld has earned the right to
continue as the representative in C'ongress
from the 13th district.

Hideaword

REALTORS

OPEN 9 to 9

S. Johnson, Genera/ Manager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

at the beautiful

PLIN YOUR FALL & WINTER

1 knit

k

John E. Stanton, Edda r and Publisher

London -Paris

TIPKECS

A

yl

Make as many four letter
more words out of
these letters as you can.
or

In addition, find the word
using all seven of these

I1

letters.
25 good, 31 excellent

253-2460

In Hof finan-Schouniburg

Answer on Comic Page

956-1500

Letters To
The Editor

894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 5 Wolf Rd.

The Home Buyers Guide
--jAPPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

DAY PUBLICATIONS Laa0

Ill

All letters to the editor must he signed, but

299-0082

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE

t,Wie'

dial

92.71
stereo 24 hours

'tomes will he withheld upLe t t er
should be as brief as possible. typewritten. if pus-'
on request.

:tat

sane, and should contain
an address qr phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.
i.V...m)s.:te=1.:4)1=117..everastMs=sttt=1.1

re a jug of wine and
out with a loaf of bad,
"We startedacquired
a $30,000 mortgagor

I

Religion
I

The Junior and Senior
Luther Leagues of Grace

Reformation
Festival

NE S

'

Halloween Party

Observe"

EIS

1 he

row

the Junto'
will be held

I estival of the Refor-

he
observed
mation will
at Faith Lutheran Church,

Page S

VIL_

nie Drake

I he choirs of the con-

gregation will sing special
music At the 8 a in Matins
Oct 27 thy youth choir will

/0

(lay, the senior choir will

Rock the Church Doth

choir will chant the Propers
for the day and sing the Tidies

Canon, "Awake, My Soul,

and, with the Sun.'' Two

the senior choir. "The Lord is

Mighty God." The

Teuchert of Arlington Heights is shown V{ ith
her entr1 in the art fair at the Lutheran Church of The Cross.
Mrs.

Theme of the fair was "The Lord's Prayer:'

`llow-To
Books in

Grace Church
Receives Neu,
Members ()el.

Library

preach on the topic, "Put on
the Whole Armour of God.-

John Chalk to Speak
At Church of Christ
John Allen Chalk, who can
be heard each Sunday morning. at 8:30 on WMAQ as the
regular speaker for the Herald

university.
Dr. Foster has been a mem-

Grace Evangelical

Lutheran Church, Euclid and
Wolf Reis.. Prospect Heights.
Many people in the corn- received into membership the
munity are taking advantage following families on Oct. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Olson
of the courses offered by
of Des Plaines. From Mount
School District 2I4's adult
Prospect, Mr. and Mrs.
.duration program this fall
Crisanti, Linda,
RIE ROSSI

B1'

semester. Courses ranging Michael J.
from home and family living Michael and John; Mr. and
to ttcademic subjects are being Mrs. Otto A. Flicker and
offered. as well as courses in Marcus: Mr. end Mrs. John

C. Hofmann, John and

special interests.

Whether you are taking a Cheryl: Mr. and Airs. Ernest
class or not. the hooks in the J. Holman, Ingrid and Erick;
library can help you to further Mr. and Sirs. William Si.
educate yourself. and many of Hunter: Mr. and Mrs. Verner

these correspond to the

John.

Laursen,

E.

Susan,

courses offered in District Carol, Kenneth: Mr. and Mrs.
Randy,

Sargent,
basic glee- Laurie. and Michael:

John

214.

Lisa,
Mrs.

If You're taking
Priscilla Thomas, Duwn and
tricitY.- -creative thinking.-

interior decorating.- "slip
covers and draperies.- cook-

Sally.

ing.- or "woodworking.-

Largest Class

paneling and improving your class is the largest
home. making draperies and history of the church.
,

II' you're

II

housewife you
up on being

The

Christ is having an Open

The Res'. Mr. Raleigh

Wood. minister of the Des -

Plaines church, said that

Chalk will be speaking Saturday and Sunday. Oct. 26 and
27. in a program that will also
feature the Michigan Christian College Chorus and the

consisting of

The program on Saturday
will he at the Elk Grove High
School gym, and the Sunday
program will be at the Des
Plaines Church of Christ. 53))
E. Oakton. Saturday, Chalk
will speak at 3 and 7:30 pan.

and the chorus will

sing at

cabinets. buy stock
cars or used cars. or increase
his nrioney-making poss-er.

kitchen

An interesting hook to read

this fall

the Christian's Involvement
The first two groups were with Christ.
In addition to his weekly
confirmed last Sunday at

hes Send F00(1 to Biafra
and

Mr.

James

protein food and medicine M acCracken, directors of
were flown into blockaded
Biafra during the past week by

Catholic Relief Services and

operating front the Portuguese

between Oct.

Church. World Service respec-

church -sponsored airlifts tively, announced that
9

to Oct.

1.5

Estate for Profit.- The author-Tome, according to officials island, each carrying 10.5
brings out the importance of of U. S. Catholic and Prunes - tons of relief supplies for the
buying correctly. how to an- tant overseas relief agencies.
starving population penned inticipate a boom. and how to
side the blockaded area.
boy suburban acreage.

Rand and Central

827-7229
Pastor Keith Dews

Nar.er, Pro, idrd nl 11,1111So,, 1499,

9:15 and 10:45. Chuich School -Morning Worship

"The Protestant Principle"

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Drop

Mount Prospect IVOCIIIIIC Wagon,

Community
Presbyterian

2055 S. GOEBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

'1

opiK,IFEWE:711'

akETivr

300 N. ELMHURST-- MT. PROSPECT

1317 N. Slain St. - DB. Pcuspeel.
PIIONE :19 2-3 1 I

JEROME ENCSSET/I, PASTOR 255.4671

1

.1 5 a.m. Suncloy Sr haul
11:00 (1./11. Worsh0
7:00 p.m. Evening Pfle::61:g

k.
HOURS:

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
Child Care and Church School
9:15 and 11:00 a.m.

Marina
Changing form of the Church

Servicing Christ concretely

To YOU
DISCUSS THIS QUESTION OF WHAT CHRIST MEANS
OF
INVOLVEMENT
WITII
AS TIE EXPLORES TILE SUBJECT'
CIIRNT.

IN SEPARATE PROGRAMS THE MICHIGAN CHRISTIAN COLLEGE CHORE'S WILL BE FEATURED ON SATURDAY; AND
YOUTH
THE MELODY Boys ounirrET \vox, SING A'I' THE
MEETING ON SUNDAY AT 2:30.

in

)44.4-.4-'"Is',I4T14.T.4,14S-TIKT141,44-'-'4,`,1---

St. Raymond
(le lletuilort Church

THURSDAY

MONDrAV
Estensioneers of Mount Prospect, Speaker
M
I Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard
on
Riverview Amusement Park, Community
Country Club. 12:15 p.m.
Presbyterian Church, 10:30 a.m. - 3 p.nt.
Randiturst Toastmasters Club,
Town Hall. 7:30 p.m.

C011111111nity

Randhurst

Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Drop in
Center, Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30
a.rn. - 3 p.m.

Service League of Lutheran General

'los% nship District 214, board meeting, llospital, Elegant Elephant Lunch, Round
Administration Building, 7:30 p.m.

Tattle, Carousel Restaurant, social hour,
Mount Prospect Jayncees, Mount Prospect
a.m.
Community Center. 8 p.m.
Prospect Chapter Order of DeMolay, 1104
FRIDAY
S. Arlington Heights Rd., 8 p.m.
Arlington Heights Over 5(1 Club, Ceramics
of Prospect Heights, 8 Day, Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30
Robert Frost
I

I

p.m.

- 3 p.m.
Arlington Heights Chapter, SPEBSQSA, a.m.
Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Bazaar and

Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 p.m.

Rummage Sale, Ranch Mart Shopping Center,
I

31 I South

is

1 -Oka

Mt. Prospect
CI, 3-24-11.
.Sunday

Chunb:

s:45, 0.400,

6:30,

11:15 and 12:30
Auditorium

0

N:50: 10:05 and /

:2(1

r
RESPECT IS NOT LACKING
Ache,' we are consulted in advance of the need.
Such procedure bespeaks good judgment and n
genuine (desire to procure the service compatible with the social and economic standard
of the bereaved funnily.

OCTOBER 26 (SATURDAY)
AT THE ELK GROVE HIGH SCHOOL GYM

p.m.

MT TOPS, Mutant Prospect

nelp

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:

Center, Ranch Mart Shopping Center, 10:30

Newcomers Club luncheon and fashion show, a.m. - 3 p.m.
Minuet Prospect District 57, school board
Seven Eagles Restaurant, Des Plaines. 12:30 caucus, Lincoln School. 8 p.m.

Center. I p.m.

4

7eople Oat Only Contem

JOHN ALLEN CHALK, A MAN,. OF SERIOUS CONVICTIONS WILL

This calendtir is prepared as a public service Connie.) Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines,
International, Community Church of Rolling
by the Mount Prospect Chamber or Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should Meadows, 8:15 p.m.
call Mrs. Helen Becker, Cl. 3-7469. [Deadline
for listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.
WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

4

9 GO and 10 30

Sunday Church School
900 and 10 30

to you.

Bishop Edward E.

Calendar of The
Week's Events

I a.m.

E -hart Girls, Mink Fashion Show, Hersey

Prospective Waist-Aways, Friedrich's High School, 8 p.m.
Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.
Parents Without Partners, Knights of
TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights, 8:15 p.m.
Meadows, 7:30 p.m.

Worship ber,ce

does
Christ
mean

evangelistic efforts like this.

More than 400 tons of high Swanstrom

Pastor

phone 437-5141

What

there were 39 nighttime
is "How to Buy Real West African island of Sao flights completed front the

TUESDAY

t:h arch of the Cross

,

Meanwhile. the man of

in g to build a garage or

Lutheran

("Reformation")

"Transformed in Christ"

to NC separate services.

C 11 a re

-411110-

Evc

separated into three groups for

Chalk speaks to students on

+est-

%OP-

When we worry for America

Chalk will be discussing the

radio broadcast. and

your house can lie busy learn-

Protestantism,
Positive and Personal

9 and

group will be confirmed Sun want to learn how cut your
Oct. 27
school. or clean everything.

8:00 -- 10:30
No Communion

1.niteql Chnnli 4Chrisi --

(.SISSY 1.1 It

Worship 8 Church Sr anal
9:30 st.nt t. I I:00 tr.ra
Nursery

4:10 and 7 p.m.
Sunday. Chalk will speak at

-

CL 5-0332

the Gospel math people,

Church of the Master --

l'ASTO1IS

:192 63416

MOUNT
PROSPECT

Aimed Toireird Shoring the fins
Freedom, and Comm it mt:ni

Church

Mount Prospect

STREET'

J. E. Golisch
Worship Hours 8:00.9 30, 11 00 A
Sunday 5r hoot 9.30 A If.
ClIristion Day School Ka:deem:tee ii,,,, Si.

Sunday School and Bible Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

4

Dr Robert E

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL

Clifford Kaufmann.

Pastor

605 W. Golf !lead

"What does Christ
boys and girls, has been topic,
Mean to you?" as he discusses

hand get ahead. Or you might

child's hair. help him in

Trinity United
Methodist

-

Larry D. Concord

at 791 Love St.

Melody Boys Quartet.

"lay wint,o,bone
successful 1110)11e1'. better
parent. or helping your hus- p.m. and 4 p.m. The third

a

House, and Milton Reed, the
new minister, invites friends
and neighbors to visit the Elk
Grove church's new location

a.m. and 2:30 and
I I
5:30 p.m. The Melody Boys
Quartet from Farmersburg.
sing at the Youth
in the Ind. will
Meeting. Sunday at 2:30.

you'll enjoy the how-to hooks
St. Mark Lutheran Church
on being your own home glee- u( Mount Prospect announces
trier:in. logical thinking. es
that this year's confirmation
slip covers. being healthy with
natural foods. and building

the Elk Grove Church of

in co-operation with the Elk
Grove Church of Christ.

1 ®'Phone:

E.A. Zeile

137.3223 . 139.0112

around the country,
Saturday. from 4:30 to 6:30

Des Plaines Church of Christ

A

PASTORS

/14.1. II nitlenwr B. Strenferi.

family camps, appears in ber of the Valparaiso
Christian college lectures University faculty in the

of Truth radio program. will
be the guest speaker of the

' 211 W. Campbell ,,
Arlington Heights 11.,
.39312
-17

;4

CHURCH

I 1011%. Liam:mem Ht. Pro.144mt

ntlnteruus college and questions concerning the
youth rallies, works with

[

Poston: A115174'1 Lurch'

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

St. John
Lutheran Church

Des Plaines.

university campuses, speaks at

,4

-

mathematical statistics from
Purdue University.

Guest speaker will lie' Dr.
Louis A. Foster, Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences
who will discuss. "Chance in
a Changing World." Following his talk he will answer

1.

71

W1113(1160 Kc) 7.00 AM
WLS (090 Kc) - 0:00 AM
. 9'00 AM
WCLR (BSO
WAIT (020 Kr) 9:30 AM

PI).D. degrees in

nesday, Nov. 6 meeting. 8:15
p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran
Church. Lee and Thacker Sts..

DR. LOUIS FOSTER

r

g'

Nursery Prowded for
CL 3-2407

He holds B.S., M.S. and

their parents to its Wed-

Rev.

Edgar H. Behrens, pastor, will

ki

academic year as acting dean.

University Wormin's Guild is
inviting prospective students
of Valparaiso University and

sing. "Beautiful Savior" and

;

"A Thrilling

1962, and served one

Chapter of the Valparaiso

LII:

7:00

The Prayer that Heals
Broken Relationships

mathematics department since

The Northwest Suburban

the 10:45

a.m. Festival Service.
The children's choir will

a

00

-In
God and Man"

SUNDAY

Women's Guild
Guest Speaker

Nov. 5 at 8 a.m. the youth

11;

kl

iEvening Service

consider the formation of a local unit of Church Worrier) United in Northwest Cook (701'1)0'.

pastor,
theme,

"Redeeming the Time. -

at

41

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

and Mrs. Richard Harold of Palatine. Protestant, Catholic and Orthodox women will explore and

Stand.- The Rev. C. David

choirs will sing

'.,

9 45 A M
Morning Worship
10 50

li

A flyer calling all church V. omen m Northwest Cook (aunt( to meet Nov 15 at First United
Methodist ( hurt h, Arlington Heights, from 9 30 - 11 30 a to is as prepared for mailing by
(left to right) Sirs. Milan Miller. Mrs. R. It. Yadon, Mrs. 0. Ivan Cole, all of Arlington Heights,

Let Every I ongue Adore
Thee" and "Built on I he
Stuck ineyer, assistant
will preach on the

Sunday School

1

chant the Introit and Gradual
and sing two anthems Now

Ls/

(41

a

Communion on the same Sun -

V

I

BAPTIST
CHURCH

president BonSbLI t..tals and

At the Service of Holy

,

FIRST

1+1

Sue

Reigns Above

.111

Dcs

Plaines

s

sing, "All Praise to God Who

Sits

(it

the church

Malmberg, president
Plinshe

and

William l_lchcll

mittee withoilleets Mark

a in each Sunday,

and food

Advisois ate Sir

beginning at 7 p nt It's bung
planned by the cuccuuve com-

Arlington Heights on two

a combo

be

games

costumes

League patty
at

will

Lhere

priies in tour categories of

Lutheran Church in Prospect
Heights will each hold a co,,
tunic Halloween pally ((intuit

SUIlild!,,S Oct 27 and Nov 5
Services ale at 8 and 10 45

Friday October 25, 1968

301111 JOIleA II ....1%111er

3:00-Worship Service-with John Allen Chalk speaking
John Allen Chalk,
4:00-4: I 0- ShorTIntermiss
our Guest Speaker
4:10- Michigan Christian College Chorus
can be hoard each
7:00-Michigan Christian College. Chorus
Sunday at 8:30a.m.
7:30 -John Allen Chalk
NBC
on WMAQ

Ouer

a Half Century of Respected Service

Radio in Chicago.

OCTOBER 27 (SUNDAY)
Al"FHE DES PLAINES CHURCH OF CHRIIW

530 E. Oakton'Street, Des Plaines

9:00-First Morning Worship Service
11:00-Second Worship Service (date Morning
2:30-Young Peoples' Program Featuring John Allen
Chalk and the Melody Boy's Quartet
5:30-Evening Worship Service
DES PLAINES

Clint. eh of Christ
530 EAST OAKTON STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60018

Lauterburg &
Oehler
FUNERAL
HOME

4
THOMAS J. DONOVAN, ROBERT E. SCHAER, Owners
253.5423 ARLINGTON HTS. MT. PROSPECT

2000 E. NORTHWEST HWY .

AIMED
IT INVITATION

0 NATIONAL
SELECTED MOHT1CL ANS
1

The Day's Prospects

Ray Milland Follows Tradition
Friday, October 25, 1968
Page 6
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the

in

wears

BY DOLORES, HAUG!!
Women's Editor

18th

century

Bully for Ray Milland!
In spite of two broken ribs

drama calls for a knee-length
frock coat, high collar and
tight ascot tic. Thinking it
would be more comfortable,

performance ih "Angel Street"

tape for the Wednesday even-

Mill Run Playhouse goes
on until Nov. 3.

the tussle which occurs in the

and a swollen hand his
at

After a "painful''

performance, though tired

after giving two performances
on Wednesday. the friendly

English gentleman had time
for a private interview.

AN AVID boatsman, Ray
was ready to dock his new
boat in Florida. Another boat
speeding by left a severe wake.

catching Ray off balance and
throwing him off his boat and
against a dock light.

The warm costume he
01

N

he removed the prescribed

Lost Weekend" and has star-

She is active in the Colle- New York, then in a play in
ques, a philanthropic group England, had a holiday in
which supports two homes for

red in two television series,
"McNulty" and "Markham"

Hawaii and on to Florida
where he bought his new boat

plus directing five major

delinquent girls. She also
reads for the blind twice a and had his rib -breaking acweek.

ing performance, forgetting
last

received an Oscar for "The

in "The Hostile Witness" in

so sne stayed home."

act of the play. In true

tradition of the theater,
however, the show did go on.

His injured hand of course
prohibits any golf games (he
has a 10 handicap) but the
play schedule would probably
do that anyway.

"My wife is 5 foot 10, has
white hair, blue eyes and I
love her. We've been married

for 37 years," he continued,
"and she usually travels with
me but this time I'm just
going to be gone for a month

features and making
numerous guest appearances.

cident.

He acts "every so often to

Ray was in the British
Army for four years but

To the question "Do you
write?" he quickly replied,

"being in the Royal Guard,

IIIS WIFE is the former keep on learning."
Muriel Frances Weber. They
have two children, Danniel
who

is

a "wanderer" and a

daughter, Victoria. "She is at
UCLA," Milland said, "working on her master's degree in
science. She took some time

"when
can?

off and went to Paris after
graduation from Bennett,
came back, returned to Paris
and was a receptionist for
Elizabeth Arden."
buying plays, and having new

find time, and who

Seriously

though,"

he

continued, "I've had a lot of

short stories published in

the pay was poor and the expenses exorbitant." He turned

to acting when his father
could

sec and what

I

I

His first theatrical

know,

ordinary things like what my
dog is thinking while he is

looking at me sitting at the
typewriter at midnight."
MILLAND has appeared in

starring roles since 1935,

performance in

I

Observed
22 was "Dedicate
Oct.

England in

1930 was a 'disaster. He was
fired the first night because

"he didn't know how to act."
With his obvious "show must
go on spirit" he did not give

RAY MILLAND

up - he is still in there - acting.

`Song Day

g.

.14

no longer afford the

military.

magazines. I write about what

Ray has been directing,
scripts written. He appeared

1

Fur Fabric Hugs
a

Song Day" for the more than
17.000 women from Alaska to
the Panama Canal Zone. from

Winter Boots

the Atlantic seaboard to
Hawaii. who make up the international. non-profit Sweet
Adelines. Inc.

The occasion was the

dedication of the group's new

headquarters building in

Tulsa. While a large number
Ibiree brave men chauffered over 15 members of the Mount
Prospect Homemaker's to Dixon, Ill., last week to spend "A
Day of ( hristmas" with Donald ( ook, noted designer and lecturer Mrs. Raymond Bond examines a red velvet carousel table
designed with a child m mind

attended in person. many

others celebrated by singing

for audiences at hospitals.

likr

Journey To 'Christmas'

homes

civic

aged.

benefits.

Civic and fraternal

In the Loveland Community (louse very room announced
the coming of the holiday season. A wreath of velour holly
and fruit which graced one of the fireplaces is admired by
Mrs. Edward Carlson and Mrs. Ilarvey Motzer`ol Mount
Prospect.

organizations interested in
having the group perform may

call Barbara Fluger at LE 70804.

.

Hoedowners Elect Officers

NAtriii6A

The Hoedowners 4-H Club,
led by Robert Trochuck, held
an election of officers at the
Mount Prospect Community

Center where they hold

meetings the third Tuesday
evening of each month.
Officers include president,

Keith Heyen; vice president,

gardening project, carried out
on park district land, remains
one of the most popular with
members. Other projects include photography, flower and
indoqr gardening, woodworking, dog care and training,
and tropical fish.

The 4-H club program

is

Ken Bostrom; secretary, Mike

sponsored by the University

Heyen and recreation leader,
Jim Zack.

manuals and records are pro-

Trochuck; treasurer, Jeff of Illinois Cooperative ExTrochuck; reporter, Roy tension Service. Project

Halloween trick or
treats for the children at Little
City.
Members carry a variety of
4-H projects. The vegetable

provide

For Opera

Guild. The meeting will he
held at the home of Mrs.
Grover Junghluth in Long
Grove at I p.m.
In keeping with

the

Guild policy of bringing

"live" talent before the local
chapter. Mrs. Willner will in-

troduce Vergene Miller,

could follow your .doctor's instructions

mtais

and still have interesting food?

1r rip

YOU CAN! Here are four good books to
help you.

groups, all economic
circumstances, and all

cultural backgrounds would
unite to produce a solid block
of wornanpower.
"These women," Mrs. King
said, "must fight the triple

evils of racism, poverty, and

days' menus, each recipe analyzed. $4.95

1' "The Low Fat, Low Chnlesterol Diet," by E. Virginia Dobbin, Helen
P. Gutman, M.D., Helen C. Jones, Lenore Lyon, and Clara -Beth Young.
Appetizing meals for any person whose doctor advises this diet. $5.50

4 "Cooking Without A Grain of Salt," by Elma W. Bagg. Recipes of true
inspiration! $4.95

* "Stay Slim for Life," by Ida Jean Kain and Mildred B. Gibson. Eating
to build healthy leanness! $4.95

Four 'days later, members

Educated at the University of

Missouri and Chicago

Conservatory of Music, she
received the Artist Presentation Award Society Award,

through establishment of the
Corethe Scott King Educa-

tional Fund, and pledged to
seek among the members of
the

1968.

She has sung with the St.
Louis Opera Company and

association

a

voluntary

gift of conscience of
$150,000.

BOOK NOOK

109 S. Main Street

Phone: 259-9024

Members of the branch
were reminded of the joint
project with the League of
Women Voters in the manning of the Public Information Center at the Arlington
Heights Memorial Library.
Hours are Monday from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday

vests, coats and even dresses.

This winter, the little fake
foxes, leopards and tigers will
encircle the calves and knees
with a flair.
These newest items in man-

made furs are Huggles. They
are removable circlets of fake

fur made to trim the tops of
hoots. And they have been acclaimed by the shoe ilidusity..
the millinery industry and
fashion co-ordinators as the

hottest accessory to he unveiled this season. Because

they can be co-ordinated with
other matching fake fur accessories from hats to purses,
they help achieve a total look.

Boots have become so im-

To remove stains and

The hands of fake fur slip

matching hats, dickies or
muffs.

It's a great idea in fashion
teamwork. The matching furry hats and hoot trims are one
more step toward the return
of femininity in dress.
On a very low budget, every

Music'' and "Song of from the King Fund to

utensil and let it stand until

Karenina.

pursuing undergraduate or
graduate studies in the fields

wash the utensil thoroughly
with hot soap or detergent

of Afro-American history.

suds and rinse well.

AWARDS WILL be made

chlorine bleach into the

Norway." She has appeared

women scholars and students

the stains disappear. Then

on the CBS -TV Repertory
Workshop and done many industrial shows.

Central Parents
`Go to School'
For One Night
children's schedules for a class
day Thursday evening.

Together with the school
staff 300 parents attended all
their children's classes for It)
minutes each.

The teachers told them
"what is taught," "why it is

water and air pollution and
will
be presented by the Garden
Club of Mount Prospect Oct.
29 at 8 p.m. at the Com-

munity Center. 600 SeeGwun. The public is invited.

Bipartisan support
the plan

is behind

to control air and

water pollution in Illinois.

Concerned about the conditions. Reno says. "It is time
that Illinois provides clean
water for personal and recrea-

wind doth blow.

by the Garden Club of Mount
Prospect throughout the coming year. The second program

of this public service series.
Nov. 22. will feature Vinton

Mongolian pixie and cuffs to

match are in Himalayan fur
fabric.

She's Accepted

Bacon. General Superin-

tendent of the Metropolitan
Sanitary District.

Miss Beverly Potter.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Stacy Potter. Mount Prospect.

"Pollution Illinois." a

to village officials, civic

Economic Development. will

movie featuring the voice of
folksinger Tom Lehear. will

organizations, and other

also be on the program.

garden clubs.

Gunnison. Colo. A 1967

Natural Resources Develop-

Informative programs con-

conservation chairman. at CL

School. Miss Potter is a
sophomore majoring in

Dave

Reno,

tourism ad-

ministrator for the Illinois

Dept. of Business and

our children to breathe."

goals." Parents also were
shown how the children use

the environmental
ment Bond act and will cerning
and natural resources of the

The program was sponsored
by the Central School PTA.

Fake fur is fun to wear.
And it's warm, too, when the

The entire series will be
open to the public. Special invitations are being .extended

tional use and clean air for

explain the purpose of the

the library.

beauty from the days of Anna

Pollution Is Garden Topic
A program concerning

hoots and dickie.

And Huggles glamorize the
Weedy glamorous styling of
over any size boot to trim the
top. They can he teamed with

discoloration from

with matching cuffs over

woman owns at least two pair.

BOOK marking parties are
scheduled up to the annual
book sale at Randhurst, Oct.
25, and 26. The branch has
almost doubled the number of
hooks available for sale from

Take Out Stains

Indian unborn Iamb fabric
a chin -strapped Homburg

dressing that nearly every

the current boot designs.

the number for sale last year.

is

portant in today's way of

from 10 a.m. to 12 a.m.

comedies including "Sound of

taught," and "the methods used to achieve our educational

MOIL& PAO

applicants.

elk

They have turned up season

after season in hats, scarves.

girl can feel like a romantic

musical

Parents of Central School

Each book is complete for the special

Fur fabrics or, if you will.
fake furs, are a familiar sight

enamelware, pour 1/4 cup of

several

students followed their how to put an end to it

diet it covers. Not intended for the person
interested in fads!
Available at

Foundation.
There will Ia. no restrictions

war."

of the board of directors of
Miss Miller is a newcomer AAUW resolved to join that
to members of the Guild. ,,"campaign of conscience"

appeared in

"Diabetic Menus, Meals and Recipes," by Betty M. West. Fourteen

non-vioience, and peace. The
fund is administered through

as to race, creed, or color in

soprano.

mem,

Trochuck, CL 3.6299.

to qualified Afro-American

opera.

diabetic

group should call Robert

branch meeting to support the
Coretta Scott King Educa-

"Campaign of Conscience" in
which all women of all ethnic

BY HELEN HENNESSY

the ages of 9 and
on the fashion scene.
are interested in joining the

Guiseppe Verdi's opera jects during the year.
"The Masked Ball" will be
On June 19, 1968, Coretta
presented at the Tuesday, Oct. Scott 'King had called for a

ington Heights will discuss the

'fired of the same old menus and meals for
the special diets in your family? Wish you

19 who

making awards from the fund,
but preference shall he given

Mrs. J. W. Willner of Arl-

RECIPES FOR WHAT AILS YOU!

Families with boys between

the AAUW Educational

specifically designated pro-

29 meeting of the Northwest
Chapter of the Lyric Opera
and shiny apples. I he tilted angle makes it twice as interesting.

Stevens and David Ross.

tional Fund through

Guild

Mrs. kenneth Hodges and Mrs. Grover McClain pause before a bright red Christmas door
that expresses a warm welcome. The basket is filled with huge pint cones, velvet ribbons

clude Mark Kiehl, David

Association

of University
Women voted at the October

Pixie hood buttoned under chin is worn with matching [toggles cuffs over boots made of foxlike material.

In addition to the officers,
other members of the club in-

King Fund
The Arlington Heights
Branch of the American

`Masked Ball'

vided free to members enrolling in the program. Dues of
one dollar are charged to help
support local functions.

AAUW to Support

The club has decided to

.

for the

assemblies and charity

emphasize the importance of

the Nov. 5 referendum.

community will be sponsored

For further information.
call Mrs. David Toeppen,
5-2255.

has been accepted into Alpha

Sigma Alpha Sorority at
Western State

University in

graduate of Forest View High
drama.

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, October 25, 1968

Grace's Daze

Hazard of Civilian Life

life in the Marine Corps and
home on the base at Camp
Pendleton, Calif. These have

of Mrs. Roy M. White, and
Marine Charles Hoveland of
Gilmore City, Iowa.

members of The South

more than the usual number
of friends and relatives from
California, several of whom

home.

section. Mrs. McCoy is

the Whites honored Kristine
Mount Prospect. Aug. 14 the
bride-to-be found co-workers
at Charles Bruning Co., and

side.

shower Miss Bonnie Krecker,
Mount Prospect, gave in her

WIIAT BEGAN as a happy
vacation for another couple

home.

Aug.

24

Kristine was

feted at a miscellaneous

to this area for Mr. and Mrs.

Charles McCoy of Fresno,
former residents in Mount

of her attendants from here
drove to Gilmore City for a

Prospect, and a visit to the
home of the former Lorraine.

weekend which included

another party given by

were Madelaine McCoy

Mount Prospect home, and
among the honored guests was

Van Nuys, Calif., home.

Barbara Topolski in her

Faced with the reality that
almost the whole family was
together, a rare occurrence,

A rehearsal dinner the

groom's mother and father,

Mr. and Mrs. Russell

i

the McCoys' daughters; the
celebration of their mother's

Inn in Mount Prospect

climaxed the busy pre -wedding days, and the young cou
ple honeymooned their way to

all went to a party Oct. 9

MOM, when is the lost time you enjoyed a LOBSTER

hosted

in flavor and size
AL, has a Lobster that's No.
and is ready for your satisfaction!
And if you like Bar -B -Q Ribs that are really mouth

by the three young
couples, at Ignatz and Mary's

dinner that couldn't be compared?

cluded several of the McCoys'
Mount Prospect friends.

watering, that's the special on AL's menu.

LUNCHEONS
DINNERS

Brunch Event Sunday
'tit 2 p.m.

Nitely. Fashion Show Lunch Every
Monday 12 to 2 p.m.

k(0.

Y'S'Each week a new restaurant
will be featured.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hamburg.

Euclid Avenue & Rohlwtng Rd.
Arlington Hts.
1/2 Block East of Rte. 58

&Zt

CL 5-4300

were the Norman Hollingsheads when they came to

is in St. Anne Hospital,

this area to live a little more

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT

1

All You Care To Eat!
Open 7 Days a Week
LUNCHEON - $1.15

lay

Mon. thru Fri. from 11 a.m. to 2:30

.,-taysameg...16Mil
tTisrcr..,xa

p m Sot Ilarn In 4 p.m.

DINNER - $2.15

.A.11'1312"'S

Mon. thru Fri 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Sat. to 9 p.m.

COW PALACE

The Northwest Suburb's most versatile
Restaurant, Lounge, Banquet & Special Party Facilities
OPEN 7 DAYS ... 10 A.M. 'TILL CURFEW

ELEGANT DINING
COCKTAIL LOUNGE SUNDAY NITE BUFFET
PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS

Sun.

Free Birthday

Celebrate
With Us!

Combo in Lounge Friday

ci,rn. to B p.m.

Spaghetti, Chili -Steak.
CHILDREN'S DINNER ONLY 75c

CARRY -OUT OR

COMFORTABLE DINING

"Right

.1%?1/1/

Ilw -Warren, -

(chnirr. of Chicken Spaghetti
or Chopped Sirloin)

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6458

FL 8-2E100

FEFFEct

SUNDAY

;

A

M M...

pazA

and Quentin Road
Palatine, III.

Private Facilities
For Weddings
Soles Meetings
and Banquets.

CLOSED

fi 1

I

Also featuring: Chicken, Shrimp,

ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

Pr..cre d.nn.r, room ovo.lohle for pone,

At The Organ Bar Nitely

111A.4P.M.

Dancing SAT. NITE
Fashion Show Luncheon Every Wednesday Northwest Highway
Cake When YOU

I

ALL OUR STEAKS ARE AGED USDA CHOICE

ALSO ... DELICIOUS

&joy Wedenic ,4tetph&te and last SeAvue

CHILDREN UNDER 3 FREE

Joe Harris

DAILY
STARTING AT 4 P.M.

*DINNERS

t._e,OANDY

Croldren 2 rhec..(gh a 75r- loncrr SI 25 Drnner

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

IA LUNCHEONS

FIATS/MINS

Smorgasbord

$2"

(choice of dressing), and delicately flavored French
bread.

WOE DOODLE

The House of Plenty
Evergreen & Miner 392-5585

PHONE 299-0011

Including fresh hot baked
potato, crisp garden salad,

pi...r.owis

The Arlington
Sweden House

1050 Oakton St. Just West of Mannheim
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.

Luncheon Fashion ShawN Etery11

TOP SIRLOIN

FOR GOOD DINING!

"The Northwest .tiohirrbs
1/rost Los oritio s /iv, lllll

4/24tei

NOW FEATURING:

CHECK THIS DINE -OUT
GUIDE EVERY FRIDAY

.1,EagW
iRrtaurattt

Sunday Evening Buffet from
5 tit 9:30 p.m.
Midwest Bank Cards Honored

Parties &Banquets

FOR RESV. PHONE 259-5000

DINE AT THE NEW ONE ...

West coast departure date
for Mr. and Mrs. McCoy was
scheduled for Oct. 15, but instead of going home, Charles

Forest before going home.
Really native Californians

Open 7 Days
Louise Brooks Combo
Fri. & Sat. Nights
"They're Terrific"

his daughter and her husband,

Republican fatly. The couple
who drove up also included a
visit with relatives in Lake

tA

Cocktail Lounge

Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, Ill.

get a stomach full of "GOOD FOOD"
visit Al's Old Town In in Mt. Prospect.
Tonight

Jack Gehringers, the Stanley
Hoods, Mr. Ralph Gould and

included Saturday's

e0(1° Restaurant and

Alex Reeve's at the Piano Bar

-

AMONG these were Mr.
and Mrs. E. J. Worley, the

from near St. Louis, and for
the Osts and Mrs. Brophy it

ARLINGTON

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNCF

1

Restaurant which also in-

DOUSE guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Ost last weekend
were her mother and father,
Mr. and Mrs. Rosser Brophy

V

it time you tasted a great STEAK! Al
has one that's tender 8. juicy walling for you!

DAD, isn't

until March, and accordingly

completes his military service
in April.

iloodkeyitegalrytia

Vlbiardar

,

MT. PROSPECT

and father's 50th wedding anniversary, actually not due

California to remain until he

atiFT
rc5Ae

INN

another event was planned by

Hoveland gave at the Holiday

I

3405 Algonquin Rd
Rolling Meadows

AL's
OLD TOWN

in Oak Park.

Fate., who lac to

I(111.1111111/1 Mfr.,
fur ntuot, complete with color

of the
Week!
by Don Riley

now Mrs. Charles Wolff and
her family make their home

grandmother of the bride, and
Mr. D. W. Fouch here for the
festivities from Oregon.
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Another daughter, Lois,

Mrs. Lillie AIm of Chicago,

or

itott h lrnlr prograntA Irl pri-
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Hanauer, whose husband.
Donald, remained in their

I

Make the Fox's Den your box
seat to all the Bear's games.

Located in the

*** * mill run playhouse

Also here for the nuptials

A miscellaneous shower
was given by Miss
Sept.

man who likes sports & eating at its best.

for Reservations 259-5000 ---_

"Once More With Feeling"

Glenview.

ly.

Enjoy draft beer & our special Beefeater sandwich while
you watch the most exciting games of the season in the
congenial atmosphere of the Fox's Den. Strictly for the

Fox wedding rt c c p lion the occasion to rem entber

your It

Nov 5-24

McCoy and her husband in

relatives of the groom's fami-

Sunday Oct. 27th.- 12:45 P.M.

We specialize its complete wo riding accommodations. Exp. rt
attention to every detail - makes

`Angel Street'

Bruce Rothermel,
to Linda Cygan inspired a trip
grandson,

shower Mrs. Harry Carlson of
Chicago gave, but not before
Kris, her mother, and several

CATERING SERVICE

RAY M1LLAND

MATINEE 2 P.M. WEDNESDAY
Stores
Tickets at Box Office & all Sears
Ave.
Golf Mill Center Golf Rd. & Milwaukee
Niles. III. 25 Mln. from Loop Theatre Parties
Chicago 774.3825
Phones: Sub. 297.2044

Oct. 5 wedding of their

vs.

Minnesota Vikings

Now through - Nov. 3

DOROTHY LAMOUR

the Chicago Bears

BANQUET

Mary Jo Dyer of 717 N.

Forest, Mount Prospect, has
enrolled at Elmhurst College.
Mary the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. P. A. Dyer, plans to major in English.

for the time being, in
hospitalization for one. The
least

The Black Fox invites
you to watch in color,

COMPLETE

Enters Elmhurst

CARL STOHN JR., Presents

from California has ended, at

TIIE ROUND continued,

civic affairs in this town.

who had moved into an adult only apartment area after selling their Van Nuys home.
The reunion here was the first

part of this week with other
relatives on Chicago's south

others at a miscellaneous

Church, and active in early

ex-

Fresno had just become the

here on a purely vacation trip,
and not their first, who spent

William Hugo of

The McCoys were charter

home of Agnes and Charles

and Alice from Southgate,

with a personal shower given

"FOOTBALL in
the FOX'S DEN"

and father in many years.

tending her visit at the Wolff s

Latest visitors at the Hollingsheads' on S. George St.
have been his brother Glenn

far back as Aug. 2
neighbors and other friends of

and

But once back on the west
coast, he was home, and their
move here has brought them

had never been to Chicago.

As

Mrs.

together with their mother

Expert care is McCoy's; a
nursing supervisor at St. Anne's, daughter Lois has her
father on her floor and in her

Chicago.

to be a respite after the round
which greeted the marriage in
Mount Prospect this fall of
Kristine Ann White, daughter

by

stroke suffered the same day.

viu/k

ikotulkuk

time the couple's three
daughter§ had all been

Chicago, where he is making
some progress after a second

than two years ago, although
Norman's college days were
spent at the University of

Parties! Oh, for the quiet of

Now Featured
at the

Enjoy Dining
Excellence at

By Grace Mott
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STEAKS

DELIGHTFUL DINING!
%fro), ('hop, (rut Al,/
Ar.rdertrii.

"'We, ltlil

%///1./1.% l.rrrlt htePlls.
Phone 392-3750
18 W. Busse Mt. Prospect, III.

Br/

AMERICA'S FAMILY STEAK CENTER
253 E. RAND RD. MT or escorrT s 253-3300

&

MONDAYS

OUR SPECIALTY

BAR -B -Q RIBS!

PIZZ

STEAKS - LOBSTER

1618 W. Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights

.11.1,1 01. I::1.% E.IT SPEE1 11,S
Every Wednesday "CHICKEN"
Every Friday "FISH FRY"
Or rt & Dolores

American Express Honored

Piro°,

3425 Kirchoff Roiling Meadows
Between Wilke & Rte. 53.

.

392.3411

CL5-2441

Far East SerViee
Pick -lip or-

Good Service
Good Food
Popular. Prices

I)eli rers-

For of Fun Filled Evening that You'll Long Remember,

t:

THE ONE NAME THAT THRU THE YEARS
HAS ALWAYS MEANT

e Teo The

THE FOUR IMPERIALS

1E-14 N G
Friday & Saturday Evenings
in the cocktail lounge
'

rook3

ctouioe

CUIPET
MOTOR INN
6465 N. Mannheim
Phone 299.4422
Just South of Higgins Rd.

Every Fri. & Sat. Night. Entertainment & Dance Music.

Fashion Show Brunch
Every Sunday 12:30 p.m. with
Miss Betty Cairl.

The Finest Menu

+

Selection

of food in the Northwest

MARIE SARTOR

at our Hadji piano bar nightly

TREAT MOM
TO A STEAK

TONIGHT!

Call for Reservations and Banquet Details
CL 5-4300

THE BEAUTIFUL

azditow6

ca/ived

Rallying Rd. IRK 53) at Euclid Rd.
Arlington Hiiights, III.

at the
Issm a Tamils Treat
ith A Cireist :111Ii1111 Or
Iaml
Full 01/(11..1

La Curl,- glee

TRIO
FEATURING THE INCOMPARABLE SONG
_STYLES OF LOUISE BROOKS

Or Hare (.011C°111

FOR RESTAURANT GUIDE
ADVERTISING SPA E
40;

PHONE 296-6640

IWO)
MAKE PLANS TO DINE -OUT
0 N HALLOWEEN OCT. 31st

thien
Brea kficit

It

%.11. to 3

...Too!

Luncheon
Late 'Mack..

A Banquet for 'I'ts eats or 7110

7 Beautiful Itantstset
s for Weddings
It

Parties Meetings

tieuting 1.ir In 700

Mannheim & Higgins lids.
Phone: 827-0700
Chicago Phone: 763-5590'

The Day's Football Consensus
Wheeling 27
Elk Grove 13

Arlington 33
Ridgewood 7
f.

Despite a Grenadier

All pre -game indications
seem to point to a 33-7 win
for the Arlington Cardinals

, -defense which shows promise,

Wheeling get the nod for this

over Ridgewood in a non -conference home game tonight.

a pair of touchdowns.
The Grens will have to stop

superficial - a result of their

in the first half.

however, has lost co -captain
Chuck Smith at least for this

and barring unforseen breaks,
should keep the Pirates from
their 30 much less the Huskie
goal line.
The Huskies will substitute

state ranking. The Lions

freely in the second half, but
will still match the first half's

The Lions have, however,
already knocked off another

Score.

top state team, Farrago!, currently rated number 10. It was
Farragut's only loss so far this
year. Viator also scrambled by

the game tomorrow night as

touchdowns last week against
a sound defense.

Ridgewood will attempt, as six
other teams have, to penetrate

the tough Arlington defense.

Grove will have to ground
King and find someone fast
enought to stop Bastable on
the outside as well as inside

excercising his arm in

if they hope to win.

I odd Somers, the Card
quarterback will also be

The Grove combination of.
Dave Ristau at quarterback
and Chris Gruber at halfback
should cause some trouble,

preparation for the Arlington Prospect game next week, one

of the tougher games the
( animals will enter.

all the power they need to
overcome the visiting Lions.

Falcons.

who racked up four

Passing will be the name of

four touchdowns, and add the
points. The running power of

week's games, but thb Knights

perience to handle Grove by

Outings.

ed up only one win in six

Inspired Palatine squad by

last

have a better chance to bind

the passing and running of
'Cat quarterback Ron King
and halfback Jack Bastable,

whereas Ridgewood has pick-

DeLaSalle, one of the top
15 teams in the prep gridiron
scene this year, should have

Hersey will sweep past an

Both Prospect and Forest

one. The 'Cats have the depth

and speed as well as ex-

the Cards enter the game
unbeaten and ranked as the
fifth best team In Illinois,

Palatine 0

Forest View 6
View are hurting after

De LaSalle 21
St. Viator 7

Hersey 28

Prospect 24

but an experienced '('at
defense should be up for the
job.

We'll go with the host

Wildcats by a pair. Call it 2713.

time and
again perforate the Pirate
defense to a margin of 14-0

their wounds than the

Huskies will

the

Prospect's wounds are only

Sporting a 6-0 record with

a decisive 29-0 win over
Marian Catholic two weeks
ago, DeLaSalle is out to pro-

will
allow Palatine no advantage,
The

beating at the hands of
Palatine. Forest View,
game and probably the

season. They are also missing
Keith and George Bauer who
were also regulars and will not
be back for awhile.

Don Williams' Knights own

defense

Herse3

tett both its record and its
could pose a problem for them

as they have shown great
potential, however inconsistent it may have been.

a better record than Forest
View, having lost only once

ip the conference against

a tough Wheeling crew that

three wins, while the Falcons
have only put up one win on

came close to upsetting fifth -

ranked Arlington, by nearly
the same margin Arlington

their side of the slate. That
win Came, 21.0, against Glen -

had.

bard North, a team that

*I he Lions could easily

Prospect beat 41-0.

conic up with enough ptmch
to overcome DeLaSalle, but
the upset is a little much to

With that in mind, we'll

call the ,score 24-6 Prospect,

although the Knights could
run away with it if_they are

predict.
We'll go with DeLaSalle,

in good from.

29-7, fully expecting them to
be a poor host to our Lions.

Injured Knight Pride
Against Forest View
Aches, Bruises, Pains

YESTERDAY'S ANSWERS SIMPLY WILL NOT
SOLVE TODAY'S PROBLEMS, LET ALONE
TOMORROW'S NEEDS.
4

Change, simply for
the sake of change

-wild, erratic,

,

Lv

chaotic change

-solves nothing.
But thoughtful change,
responsible change, is urgently
needed today. Change is inevitable.
The nature of that change is up to us,
as citizens and voters.
The best hope of every man, woman, and child in America lies in
replacing outworn ideas with fresh,
workable, new ones. And, in the
process, updating those lasting ideas
that still make sense for today.
'The stage is set for bringing a
healthy dose of good s,ense to our
government. Our people want it.
It is -the one unifier that all groups and
all interests, now seemingly so at
odds, can agree on and work
toward, together.
believe it makes sense,
for all of us,
I

-to change our country's foreign
policy to one of leadership in ideas,
ideals, and responsibility, rather than
fits and starts and reaction.
-to remove those impediments
which hinder some from having
fair and equal opportunity to live and
grow and earn a living for their
families.
-to change from aimlessness to
clear-cut new priorities, because
all the other worthwhile changes we
desire as individuals, as groups, and
as a nation, can only happen when
we make planned, intelligent use of
our resources-human and material.
-to change our sprawling
government bureaucracy into a
modern, efficient servant, sensitive
and responsive to people's needs.
-

I believe it makes sense for
each citizen to be an active
participant in the affairs of our
nation. Speaking up for what you
want changed, and in behalf of the
caliber of man you entrust to work
for those changes, is tmore important
today than ever before. '
I believe the Republican Party,
free to act, unencumbered by this
Administration's mistakes;
sensitive to the needs of the people,
can best weld the nation, heal its
wounds, and move America
forward again.
This is, my hope-it is our
best hope-for change.
During the six years I have
served as your Representative in the
Congress of the United States,
when many of, us have been working
steadily for constructive change,
I have been constantly reminded
of your deep interest in public affairs.
Today, more than ever,
your thoughtful comments on
the vital issues have shown a deep
concern and an alertness to
the problems facing our nation.

Our District-with its great
reservoir of interest, education, and
experience-has an unusual
opportunity and, indeed, an obligation
to help provide leadership,
idealism, and direction for the
changes our nation needs.
I ask for your continued
interest and support, and urge you
to vote for Republican leadership
on Nov. 5.
.

BY LINDA GAMMILL
Sports Editor
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Both teams will have
definite problems to overcome

before anyone wins the

Friday,

Prospect -Forest View contest
tomorrow.

October 25,

The Falcons have lost the

1968

services of three more regular
players in recent weeks, in

eluding co -captain Chuck
Smith. Smith was injured in
a

return

controversial punt

play last week at Conant and
sustained

a

severely bruised

back on a "legal block."

a

defenders. and' that marked
the first time all year that

and win. After two non-Wague
losses. the Knights roared' into

concerned about him early in
the week." said Forest View
coach Paul Jordan. "He had
a spinal tap Wednesday. and
everything seems to be OK."

fney toss.

The Knights' defense was
pretty well

raked

over the

coals in the Palatine

expected Smith to recover.
But Smith won't play Saturday against Prospect. "He'll

be lucky to be out of the
hospital by then" said Jordan.

In Smith's place as guard
will be one of two cc,m,,..rter1

Don Winkleman and

Frank Russo haye been

"fighting it out this week.
Both will see a lot of action."

according to the. Falcon
coach.

But. he added. "They're

both real small."

BOTH OF THE Bauer

boys. senior Keith and
sophomore George. will still

be on the sidelines as a result
of leg troubles. George has a
calcium deposit in a leg mus-

cle, and Keith is having problems with a thigh muscle.
Starting for Forest View

will

be

Bill

Michalek and

Greg Swanson at tackle.

Wayne Meyer and Rick Olsen
at ends, Jim Daggett and John
Caltagirone at halfbacks. Bar-

ry O'Donnell at fullback, and
Dave Long at the quarterback
slot.
The

Knights' problem is
one that could be more easily

overcome, and they will be
the odds-on favorites even
after falling to Palatine 43-25
last week. "1 think they were

just caught off guard in the
first half," said Jordan who
saw the game. "That was the
difference. They played real
well in the second half."

JORDAN SEES the

Knights

as

"real

of-

good

fensively. and on occassion.
good

defensively."

but

said

that he plans no speci'al

That ''Stuff" includes a

pretty rugged defense which

North. The Knights crushed
the Panthers 41-0 while the
Falcons picked up their first.
and only win of the year, 21-

the

rest

times on long runs and punt
and kickoff returns, proving

the Knights vulnerable at
times in that department.

BY BILL PRICE

another good pass defense this

0, at the expense of the MSL's
newest varsity club.

The St. Viator Lions will go

one of the premier
teams in the state this Sunday
when they face DeLasalle

have been somewhat in-

consistent this year. falling
when their passing attack goes

against

stale.

this Sunday afternoon on

Denny Foreman are the prime
targets for Preski's aerials and
have the potential to pull them
in when it most counts.

DeLaSalle's own gridiron.
It doesn't appear that the

location of the game will be

the determining factor in
theoutcome. however. as
DeLaSalle is carrying a 6-0

record into the game and is,
presently ranked among the
top 15 teams in the state.

Leading the DeLaSalle

onslaught will he halfback Jim
Owens. an all -state candidate
last year and now the leading
rusher and scorer on his team.
Owens is not alone, however.
as he has a fine quarterback
and backfield that he can rely
on to relieve him.

OWENS HAS 44 points to
his credit while there are three
others on his team who have
pushed

over more than 20

DICK AYLWARD and

The ground attack for the
Lions is led by halfbacks Bob
Batchelor and Mark Walinski.
Walinski pushed two across in
Lions' last game with
Marist and has lately been
showing good potential as a
yard gainer. Both Batchelor
and Walinski will be at full
the

strength Sunday and 'should
lead the Lions in their rushing
attack.

A point that the hosts

might take note of before they
go on the field Sunday is that
the Lions have shown that, at

times, they can overcome
almost any obstacle. In their
first game with Farragut, the

Lions overwhelmed the

markers. A good example of

Admirals 19-7. This proved to
be the Admirals' only loss all

DeLaSalle potential is ex-

season as they are now ranked

the supremacy of the
hibited in the fact that two

10th in the state with a 5-1
record to their credit.

29-0, where two more of

THE OUTCOME of the
game still is predictable,

weeks ago they pounded a
tough Marian Catholic team

DeLaSalle's touchdowns were
called on technicalities.
Having averaged more than

however, as DeLaSalle will
be out to preserve its record

30 points per game in the and the Lions don't appear to :
tough Chicagoland Prep have the power to stop them.
League so far this year, 'it

doesn't seem likely that they
will fall to the Lions who were
The hoPes of the Lions lie
in the fact that they possess

that .includes Mike Gaffney.
Who will have 'to cope with

had is winless Glenbard

`Top 15' DeLaSalle
Lions' Weekend Fate

shut out 19-0 by Marian

Pected to, go with pretty much
the same lineup as usual, and

The only common op-

of the

throughout

Weeks. "In our last three or
four games we played good
At Conant we
defensively.

PROSPECT CAN be ex-

Pirate offensive buildup.

ponent the two teams have

has come along in the last few

Played a good second half,"

shutouts before allowing 'Conant 20 points and finally succumbing to an irritating

encounter. even though they

season. Palatine scored several

the same stuff." he said.

13th District, Illinois

the Mid -Suburban with two

have exhibited strength

probably stay with

Paid for by The Rums! td Committee, Donald S. lowitz. Manager.

anyone except a Prospect man

"The neurosurgeon didn't like
the way some of his muscles
responded." but said that they

stragegy.

U. S. Congressman

shown ability both to score

Jordan went on to say that

changes in the Forest View

Donald Rumsfeld

picked off by Palatine

"WE WERE PRETTY has been able to grab a Gaf-

ends.

But otherwise Prospect -has
solid ball club that has

week. Last week Gaffney had
three of his patented passes

Catholic earlier in the season.
a sometimes devastating pass-

ing attack. With quarterback
Ken Preski calling the signals
for the Lions. they have proved that they can hold their

own. with some of the best
teams in the area. The Lions

Cadet Gets

Promotion

Air Force ROTC Cadet

James E. Trulove has been

promoted from cadet first
lieutenant to cadet Captain.

'

He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. H.E. Trulove of 607 S.
Yale, Arlington Heights.
Trulove is a senior majoring in electrical engineering
at the University of Illinois.

'

Car)dinals Climb to Fifth in State
Meet 'Almost-Winless' Ridgewood
it was obvious that

another notch up in the state

BY CURT WILSON

rankings this week as they are
rated fifth in Illinois. The
Cardinals took a 29-0 hall

quarterback Todd Somers was
not hitting in his passing.

Grenadiers at the Grove

IN THAT GAME, the

Cards were in scoring position
more than they tallied, am..
the afternoon was one of their

Cardinals were experimenting
with their passing game, and

The fine details of the game

The Arlington Cardinals

will face Ridgewood tonight

in their second non -con-

Homecoming last week.

Cards will not have a
pushover.

Arlington has moved

more than keyed up.

favor last week, as there -was

more than one missed block

Although the score in-

TO MAKE FOR

or tackle.
This week, however, things
are going to be different.
Walther said, "You can't do

hardest -fought battles to date.

ble. hut so could the

Wheeling's Wildcats may
have a real scrap on their
against

Elk Grove on their

for the Grens.

ACCORDING '10 the
ball

game.

I

Last week's win gave the
Cats a breather in a sense
after losing two games which
they might have won. Lit-

don't think it will be high

scoring. We've been real impressed with their defense and
a couple of their offensive
players.

jeberg was as concerned about

"Their defense was pretty
good against Arlington. The

he was about the Gren's

his teams' mental attitude as

only reason they lost the game

was a couple of small errors.
Otherwise. it was good."

another.

"WE OVERLOOKED a
couple of games and got
I'm sure they're im-

stung.

defense.

pressed with Elk Grove and

"I think the win was good
for us after a couple of close

ready for a good game."

An additional reason the
Fremd Field at noon Satur- Huskies hadn't shown much
day, in an attempt to gain an of an air offense was that
quarterback Dick Powell inadvantage and make it six
jured his hand early in the
straight victories.
The Huskies' for the most season and it hadn't healed
Hersey will meet Palatine at

Gary Garden." Burt commented.

until recently.
Powell could develop into a

tine quarterback, but like the

of the squad they will
have to make the big jump
from jayvee to varsity next
year said coach Burt. "He's
rest

done a good job for US so far
this year."

BI .RT SAID HE expects to
Alto', I !la: coM17..C.
pass more this week, and each
week until the season's close. Palatine contest Burt comexpect we will win
He felt that the Huskies in mented.
their rookie season in the just as I believe we should win
Mid -Suburban League. must them all. Palatine should have
first establish a strong running some steam up after their win

attack, and after they have

over Prospect. Although their

the

jayvee team didn't win, an

ground. master the play action

upset like they pulled over the

achieved

on

success

passes.

Knights effects the whole

One other factor which

could have a bearing on the

school. and this week is their
Homecoming." Burt said.
Hersey's big challenge of

carded an 86 while soaring to

a 97 at Elgin. Saar was

18 -hole match were host team

Rick Johnsen.

Elgin College 340. Illinois
Valley College J346. Harper
360.. and Highland 365.

AGAINST THORNTON,

Rodgers had a 91 while
came into the clubhouse with

the :year came in anotherl
quadrangular match last
College. In that meet the
HaWks were again third.

Coach Bill Miller's charges
have now finished the dual

shot 104 for the 18 -hole
match.

beating out Wilson College
of Chicago. Thornton won the
meet with a low 325 total, and

season on a good note adding

Valley with 332. Harper with

competition in golf.

was followed by Illinois
339, and Wilson with 365.
FreshMan

Pete

Hahn

of

Arfington Heights led the
teamln. both meets with a 77
in the Thornton match and an
83 at Elgin. Hahn was follow-

ed closely in both meets by

manuel Lutheran Bowling

the second win. Overall the
Hawks were 2-14-1 on the
year for their initial year of

I.
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0
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I

3

I
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League.

In last week's action

Huebner was .once again

credited with the high series
with a 624 and also snagged

the state regional
Oct. 29 at Normal.

high game honors with a 234.

Ed Schmidt rolled a 218 for

second in individual
game ranks.

meet

high

Niedert's

Motors continues to lead the

team standings with 211/2

points. Hapsburg Inn is in second place with 18 and Beer

Motors and Balmes Ex-

are tied for third.
In fifth place is Kirchoffs

cavating

defense could undergo a
challenge in a game that will
tell if they prepared to meet

I lersey at Palatine (Fremd field), noon ,IV-soph
Sunday, Oct. 27
'St. Viator at DeLaSalle (Gately stadium), 2 p.m., V-soph

Prospect and quarterback

Mike Gaffney, who might put

('ROSS COt NTRY

a threat to the Cardinal's
undefeated status.

Whatever the outcome,
both coaches are looking for
a game that will add experience and fortify their squads

Saturday, Oct. 26
Elk Grove District Meet

Arlington, Prospect, Wheeling, Hersey, Forest View,
Elk Grove.
St. Viator at Elk Grove District Meet, 10 a.m.
Maine East District Meet
Maine East, Maine West

for remaining games.

The game will start at the

standards.

MARTWICK HAS

developed what is known as
a "multiple -offense team, that
is, they can switch formations
during a quarter or from game

Arlington field at 8 p.m.
under the lights, preceded by
the jayvee game at 6 p.m.

Knight Paving Hockey 'Team Meeting

This could pose a problem

Page 9

to the otherwise strong

Friday,

Cardinal defense, as they have
never encountered anything
like this before in the six

Hockey season

is

rolling

around again. and Knight
Paving Company will sponsor

a team for all area boys
games they have played this
between the ages of 15-17

October 25,

season.

1968

Martwick said, "Passing
easily be the key to

could

"that can skate."
The first meeting of the

team, which took third -place
honors last year in the Fox
Valley League, will be tomorrow

at

the

Hasbrook

Park

ficldhouse in Arlington

Heights. The park is located
west of Arlington Heights Rd.

taw
.
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2
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I
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Team .
Steelers
49ers
Browns
Chiefs
Cowboys

.6
3
4
3
I

0
2
3

1

2

0

4

fl

6

0
A

BAN I AM DIVISION
(N VIIONAI.)
W

Team

7

Spartans
Wildcats
Boilermakers
Buckeyes
Hoosiers

I.
0

0

5
4

1

I

2

I

6

0

0

7

0
!

Sy

.

BAN IIAM DIVISION

(AMERI('AN)

Friday at Thornton. The con ference match will be followed

18,

Prospect at Forest View, 2 p.m., V -.IV

NIOR DIVISION
(AMERI('A'S)

team
Illini

by

(N.VIIONAI.)
.W

lets
Vikings
Rams
Eagles
Redskins

Harper's golfers will comin two more matches
with the conference meet this
pete

As of Oct.

Saturday, Oct. 26

no slouch in the completion
department. Arlington's pass

r

W
5

I.
2

____4 3

0
0

Gophers _____ _

3

Hawkeyes

2
2

3
5

0

5

0

Badgers

Wolverines _

Don Huebner, Niedert Bowling Well
Pon Huebner continues to
doninate.the Des Plaines Im-

game, and their quarterback is

A

Team
Giants
Colts _
Cardinals
Bears
Packers

followed by Bob Rodgers and

a 98 at Elgin while Johnsen

ThU'rsday at Thornton

RIDGEWOOD HAS

averaged 25.30 passes per

MIDGET FOOTBALL
TEAM STA \DINGS
SENIOR DIVISION

Johnsen shot 96. Rodgers

THE HAWKS' first win of

few games.

rMot NT PROSPEC I

Against Thornton, Saar

five strokes.

The scoring tallies for the

severly challenged in the past

Friday, Oct. 25
Ridgewood at Arlington, 8 p.m., V -.IV
Elk Grove at Wheeling, 8 p.m., V -.IV
Driscoll at Notre Dame (Homecoming), 8 p.m., V-soph
Maine East at Downers North, 8 p.m., V-soph
Niles North at Maine West, 8 pan., V-soph

to date.

Winkel, with scores of 85 at

Hawks slipped by Highland
College by the slim margin of

Elgin

the season, and it has not been

and Arlington are undefeated

another freshman, Steve

yesterday afternoon as the

quadrangular meet at

a

lacking in the early stages of

10018.%I I

it N lolt DIVISION

Thornton and 87 at Elgin.
Harper's number three man
in both meets was Craig Saar.

dual 'win of the year in

defense appeared to be a little

final showing of the season
Nov. 8 at Arlington. Burt
feels. The Huskie coach left
Arlington's staff to take the
head coach's slot at Hersey.
Hersey suffered their only
loss in their opener at the
hands of the Glenbard North
varsity. In Mid -Suburban
competition both the Huskies

Ream

,picked up the teams' second

break through the Arlington
defense." Arlington's pass

the year will occur in their

Harper Wins Golf Dual
Harper College's golf squad

Sports Calendar

Dick Ogilvie lives in suburban Northfield. He understands
suburban. problems. He's experienced in dealing with them.
As Governor, Dick will give suburban problems the high priority
they deserve, We urge you to support him on November 5th.

Insurance with 15 and
Ladendorfs Oldsmobile idles
in sixth place with 13. Scott
Electric currently boasts II
points and is short-circuiting
Oehler

Funeral Home who

have not been lively enough
to score at all in recent weeks

and remain entombed in the
cellar with 11/2 points.

and just north of Thomas St..
at 333 W. Maude.

The meeting will he held
3 and 4 p.m. and

between

anyone is welcome. The group
plays their league games at the
Polar Dome in Dundee.

Elect
a Suburbanite
C vernor.

overlook one game for

Hersey Travels to Fremd
Field to Meet Palatine;
Try for 6th Straight Win
part are healthy according to
coach Len Burt and will compete with the Pirates, making
only one change in their usual
lineup. "Tackle Bob Weber is
ill and may he replaced by

Ridgewood

a fairly slim number by local

points as did a lot of others."

good frame of mind. Before
this. I think they tended to

losses. Our boys have a pretty

The Grens' defense could

of the

team, and they will only dress
24 to 25 players for the game,

ballgame at quarterback

POTS

a team with boys like this will
do in any situation."

'Cat's headman. "It should he
decent

the

Dave Ristau and their

ington

real

progress

to game.

halfback. Chris Gruber. are
both good boys. They're not
fast. hut they're good hardnosed football players. They
don't give up when they're
down. You never know what.

who were 29-0 losers to Arl-

a

Injuries have hampered the

and showed sonic promising

times. Their quarterback

Liljeberg's 'Cats manhandled
Glenbard North 46-12 last
weekend, Liljeberg still has a
regard

respect for the Cardinal unit,
and he said, "They're sure a
fine ball club."

"We've scouted them twice
and had good reports both

home field.
'Even though coach Jack

high

valuable experience in the

romp over Glenbard. AcLILJEBERG ADDED, cording to Liljeberg, "We

hands this Friday night

As to the game tonight,
Martwick has the utmost of

ha nd't played before very
much. Jim Millay went half

of Wheeling players pkced up

Grenadier offense.

his conference in scoring.

played a lot of boys who we

of Friday's encause Jack Bastable, Ron outcome the
fact that a lot
counter is
King and company some trou-

in-

But most of the games that
Ridgewood has lost to date
have been close ones, and the
Ridgewood quarterback leads

Grens 'Impress' Liljeberg
With Defensive Showings;
`Cats Await Grove Tonight
BY DAVE GARLAND

an

teresting game, Ridgewood
has planned the same idea.
Coach Martwick's team has
an overall I -S record in the
a thing with a team that isn't Tri-County League, their one
keyed up," but the Arlington win coming over Lake Park,
coach plans to come. out on 33-14.

game from the Elk Grove dicated a decisive victory, the

ference game of the season,
but according to Ridgewood
coach Richard Martwick, the

the field with a team that is

were lacking in the Card's

Weekend

VOTE REPUBLICAN

Sponsored by the Suburban Republiclin Township Organizations.

.

'

SHORT RIBS

Abe Oar
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IMPORTANT 7? WONDER

IP MANAGEMENT PLANS
TO REPLACE ALL THE
OLD FIXTURES AROUND
HEREtWELL INN NOT

ARE LIKE OLD
BUDDIES --

TAKING THIS SITTING
DOWN ESPECIALLY

-t IN THAT

MY WIFE CLAIMS POP 1-100PLE FOR MY

-THEY'RE. GONE,

OFFICE.HE CANT
DECIDE WHETHER
TO SIT DOWN,OR
WORK STANDING
UP!

WALTZED IN WITH GONE
BUNNY WHO COULD BREAK
UP A BEAUTY PAGEANT
WHAT'S MARTHA THINK OF
HAVING A SHOWGIRL c -OR

BUT NOT
FORGOTTEN!

.

AIR

BE AS

I DASHED UPSTAIRS

WELCOME

Game
Howard goes

to

one of

his

MINT/

C')5APPEAQINC3

,ACI IN 'THE \\ORLG.

release

a

Wity

'blip

BUDDIES

suspect in a murder

is considered the
founder of "op -art."

9 I Love Lucy

26

of Lucy's new hat.

-r- ALL, .RiGFir,..
Mu6,-1 -ROOM-

I'LL GIVE",

wa

now 4.101.1-Y!

CUTTING.., LARGE

TAKE I I DOWN

QUANTITIES.,,.
,SHALL MAKE. VIWONS77
KELP.

IN SHORTHAND,

RAoLEL rr

v* you ..."rkiE

tY44..

r

vade the mansion of

private eye and

beautiful Interpol

centric in search of

agent work together

a powerful germ
culture.

to save a city.
2 Movie

NE CISAPPEAR FROM
'145 CoLINT
FOE c.F.00D

ti

"Shock

Treatment" is about
an actor who takes

RI) tY

1 OR S

UP,

ELMER:

DOC... A FOUNTAIN PEN

A L.I'L,BUT IT PAYSOeF IN THE LONG RUN:

a

FILLED AN' READY
(ISN'T GIVING
AWAY PENS

debts owed Sou repaid, make
a (Elwin. request

Caroly Lynley and

host

McDowell.
Roddy
7 Summer Olympics

9 Movie

Stuart Whitman,

polo are featured
live and taped from

mooners

France into

itO I !ARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 2 21-11 is the interpretation of laets rather

of a section of

The platoon

C APRIL URN (Dec. 23 -

forms a chorus and
enters a contest in

2111 --Widen your circle of
blends as Stier lakL advantage

Jan

of unusual circumstances. Get
together with those met earlier

\.11.1,

is

2:4(1

2 News

stars James Stewart,

2:45
-2 .Meditation

Dan Duryea and
Murphy,

in

9 San Francisco

the story of a

Kirk, Spock and

M.cCoy find

themselves in the

middle of the

IMPLATIOA) is IKICREASiNG AT Al')
ALARMING RATE! EVER -ell -WC

should he settled without
Kno15,

2:05
7 Reflections

railroad trouble-

Beat

shooter, guarding a
payroll, who is held
up by a gang which

9 Five Minutes

includes his brother.

Live By.

.:3:15

to

EEK & MEEK

WU A RI US (Jan 2 I -Feb.
19)- k question 01 ownership

deleS

Evelyn Keyes.

MORTY MEEKLE

chance

hs

2:00

2 The Untouchables
7 News

"Night Passage"

9:00
5 Star Trek

2 Goiter Pyle

a

With Tom Ewell,
Marilyn Monroe,

Audie

7:30

tadme

Naish.

With J. Carrot

"

and comedy

than the taLn, themselves that

will make this daN a success

murder of his father.

left on his own when
the apartment next

10:55
2 Movie

26 Mexican Music

Italian

"Black Hand"

about a husband,

hypochrondriacs.

7:15
II TV College

9 Movie

a son who seeks
revenge for the

Victor Moore and

who turns residents

Hayakawa.

"The Seven Year

farce about a

pianists.

order to get hack his

stars Gene Kelly as

beautiful blond.

medical charlatan

END?

Japanese
organization in
wife. With Susse

Steve Allen Show
11 NET Playhouse

Jules Romain's

and

involved

with a subversive

Red Hot and Blues

door is rented to

Mexico.

A search for

returns to Japan

Itch" Funny film

diving, gymnastics,
canoeing and water

32 The Honey-

EXPENSIVE,

becomes

5 Tonight
Johnny Carson is

talented, young

WRITIN' I

24 -Nov.
221 -Subtelt \ won I get you far
oohs II s{111 would have

SE °RPM (Oct

friend who runs a
guide service gets

With Lauren Bacall,

7:00
26 Keyboard Award

"Tokyo Joe"

Humphrey Bogart

26

9

THERE'S YER GIFT,

12:55

Life

and Lulu.
11 '('V College

26 Market Roundup
GOWN'

2 Movie

10:30

6:45

BUGS BUNNY

11 NET Journal
26 Sports
32 Run for Your

from a murderer,

quences

I

football films.

get information

Conse-

Professional

gymnastics live and
taped from Mexico.
9 News

Storch, Ron Carey,

32 Truth or

2 Top Plays of (he
NFL

Bryan to help.

hospital in order to

Patti Page, Larry

26 Today's Racing

Horoscope

12:50

having himself committed to a mental

National
Government.

10S

12:35

9 News

Dean Jones hosts

tainment

is

host.

An old college

an unusual role,

the First Edition

\\ 410

7 Chicago Show
Ronnie Barrett

Drama

Spanish

Basketball and

8:01)

7 Operation EnterCa:TSN'T

troverted child.

2 News
5 News
7 Summer Olympics

a

a millionaire ec-

tenants

NE istser A FAKE, WHY

FORMULA..

becomes an in-

10:00

"Countdown to

on his land to the

F3031'Y'

"Trauma" A girl

left a fortune after
her aunt is murdered

32 Nevis

Doomsday" A

to sell a small village
YES!! I 'CHOW MAT!!!
GET TTHE CRUX OF T HE
PROCESS FROM wvini

12:30

Victor Vaserly, who

case.

5 High Chaparral
Montoya refuses

ROBIN MAI ,ONE

5 Movie

Hungarian -born

Two agents in-

C111!J

9:30
11 Who Is

Profile of

26 Spanish Drama
32 Movie

6:30
2 Wild, Wild West

THE MASOR.,., is"

7 NEWS

Detective Briggs
becomes
emotionally

6:25
2 Editorial

OARTI-la BLAMED

murder 'almost
dooms Mason's

Ricky disapproves

-

4414.0*

Midnight
5 News

client.

involved with a

6:15
26 Cinema Special

.

A neighbor's
testimony to a

rested as a spy.
7 Felony Squad

The Slide Rule
26 Spanish News

11:13
32 News

9 Perry Mason

editors who was ar-

Show
11 TV College

Roses

Defense

Berlin to help

taped from Mexico.
9 The Mike Douglas

11 The War of the

7 Judd for the

5 The Name of the

featured live and
'THAT NE )1'
MAC:IC:IAN. HE HAS THE
\ I AI-CHING

a

Hollywood movie.

volleyball are

AT THE

TV-

Corps in

Diving and

AS A

THERE WAG FROST COPY (N'
ON THE FURNITURE ! MACHINE -

A MOTHER-IN-LAW

I

TIE!

TIME I CAME DOWN,

ting the Marine

6:00
2 News
5 News
7 Summer Olympics

AP -TER I SAW 6ANDY, SANDY'LLC

OLD DESKS-)

THE BULLS LIKE -A
FISH OUT OF WATER
WITH THAT NEW

11:00

historic gunfight at
OK Corral.

hopes of represen-

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
APPEARANCES ARE

Friday, October 25. 1968

yours

and make reasonable requests
-Nt

PIS( ES I el) 20 -March
21 (--Saturday activities are

FREE SPEECH COSTS MORE
THESE DAYS!

RGCORD3 IAN6ST, GATED.

BUDDY'

iooT BECAUSE

tot it

HE'S RIGHT! EVEill

Pak) WOULD 710l, Like
'RD HAVE tbuR I XIGLUIC TAX

cosTs Maize THESE OAK t

a

oF US! THAT'S THE poiriviAns
FAULT!

I

both bigger and better than
usual I LI good taste set the

.1to

exEci-

boundaries lor tun

eek.

ARIES (March 22 -April
[hose upon n.hom you

A, nr

U t.

depend lor success in your
;

must

;

be

catered

to.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Make this a Sault day they'll
rcmenthet

TAURUS (Apo' 2I -May

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Waverley's Works

Nou would aid sour
own financial situation, give
an ear to triendl\ advice and
21 (--It

base an ete 0111 fur a bargain.

parties personalh, involved.

ACROSS
1 Battle of
"Culloden

Don t e \pect others to heal
Unknown wounds

5 "Bonnie

GEMINI (May 22 -June
2 I (--Misunderstandings are

better cleared up by the

ft

CAN( ER (June 22 -July
If Volt vc any doubts

Charles"
11 Thicket

2_31

about the benefits of
domestreit)

barrier

today should

12 Best -

cleat them up lot sou. A good
das for all

LEO huh

gain access to the tight places.
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept.

S

231 -Use this Saturday to

demonstrate )our feelings of

esponsbilit
munit

to the coin-

All should gain

CAPTAIN EASY
SIR ASHLEY...

YOU AMY Nor

CERTAINLY I Po, CAPTAIN: AND
PENNY SPEAKS OF YOU OFTEN!

REMEMBER ME
CAPTAIN EASY.

I JUST HEARD
OF PENNY'S -

by

this

WHAT FACTS
HAVE POLICE
FOUND THAT
MAY THROW
LIGHT ON HER.
DISAPPEARANCE

THAT SAE AND PAM SLIPPED FROM A REAR Ex.ir.
WHILE THE BOBBY ON GUARD

WAS our FRONT...TO MEET
-

PAM'S FIANCE'.

On

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) --

AT DAWN PENNY'S CAR WAS FOUND IN
A DISTANT THICKET.,. AND SIGNS OF A
STRUGGLEI SINCE THEN.WOTHING!

-

11MM,,.
NOW WHAT
ADDITIONAL

FACTS DO

`IA) kW%
54M?

Put heart to work as well as
head and NOU should he able
to LommutuLatc dour ideas to
important to
those who
lilt

Answers to
Hideaword
SKIT I IC
PK KE I S
sect

kepi
pike

site

pest

suck

peck

speck

pick

septic
sick
skit

pets

skin

step

spit
spite
spice
spike
Sept

kite
kept

pits

tick
pick
peck
ties
tips
tees

cite
epic

2 Norse god
3 Set of eight
4 Cable

winders
(naut.)

5 Set of two
6 Edge
7 Moslem

24 Inert gas
26 Killer whale
14 Stage
27 Himalayan
whisper
wild goat
15 Conceive
28 In midst of
16 King George 10 Theow
33 Native
African
11 Exclamation
18 Removed
13 Spread hay 35 Alaskan
19 Eagle
island
17 State (Fr.)
( comb. form) 20 Pint (ab.)
36 Section of
20 By means of 21 Wharf
movie film
21 Quarter of
22 Constellation 39 Pronoun
a circle
23 Over again 40 Reconciled
25 Jot
29 Footed vase 1..11 2 3 4
6
7
5
30 Sainte (ab.)
12
31 Biblical
11
name for
15
14
Syria
32 Bewildered
8
17
16

ventilated

24-ALiu.

tilt Lan has t a des of growth
both industry and character
5011 use vour knowledge to

DOWN

1 Flat-topped
hill

of -

decree
8 African
nation
9 Wainscot

to severance
42 Of doctrine
of Arius
44 Faucet
45 High cards
46 Leased farm
in Sweden
47 Twisted
48 Egyptian

river

.

49 Arab ruler
50 Turf
52 Fasten
8

10

9

3

34 Dolt

37 Greek letter
38 Steers wildly
39 Perverse
41 Possesses
43 Pedal digit

THE WILLETS
POT DOWN
SKATE BOARD,

TRICYCLE,
AND

A-

BE

QUIET !

I AM NOT
WRITING TO
54 N TA

CLAUS

I'M GETTING READY

TO GAY My
PRAYERS!

NEED ANYTHING
BEGIDE.5 PEACE

AND QUIET?

44 Mongol
47 Gaseous

hydro-

carbons

1

22

reference

51

river

45

35

8

37

36

40

42
48

46

49

50

52

u

156

6 in

31

39
41

44

55 Frozen
56 Type of
piano
57 German

34

33

38

tion (Latin)

-

0

29
o2

25

24

23

51 Monkshood
53 With inten-

54 Have

20

'

7

nr

filet Busy Minutes Add
To $45 Million
Joshua A Muss, president
of the Winston Development
Corp , the midwest division of
the publicly -owned Winston Muss Corp , recently broke
ground for his firm's new
development, Winston Knolls
at Ela and Algonquin Roads
in Hoffman Estates, topped
off the first 10 -story office

building at Willow Creek, an
apartment and commercial

Glazier's Points

project schedule of more than

Lay in

a supply of in-

$17,600 to $45,250.

station.

It will be built on a 90 -acre
site with 30 acres devoted to

complex in Palatine; and
helped complete the final

a public park and a

10 -acre

lake.

phase of laying the foundation
for the firm's Winston Towers
No: 4 in its condominium

To be built at a cost of $7.9

million, Winston Towers No.
4 will be 16 stories high and

development at Touhy and

will offer 250 apartment

Kedzie in Chicago.

homes ranging in price from

All three activities were

Located at Touhy and

Kedzie on Chicago's
northwest side, the Winston

Towers condominium complex eventually will provide
homes for more than 1,000

families. As of this date,

Winston -

the.

Muss Corp.'s $20 million
apartment and commercial

development of Willow Creek

in Palatine, and John R.
Hughes, at left, president of

the Suburban National Bank
of Palatine, put the final cement block on the roof of the
first 10 -story office building

ft'

t

to be built in the project.

almost 90 per cent of Towers
No. 4 has been sold.

$45

emu, 4sr

At 8:30 a.m., Joshua A.
Muss, at right, president of
the Winston Development

million. The Suburban

National Bank of Palatine has
leased 5,000 square feet in the

against those windows rattling
some winter night

be the first tenant. Located on

the northeast corner of

putty holding the glass to the
window frame

Palatine, Willow Creek will
have two 10 -story office
buildings, seven six -story

the right spot and all is quiet
again and no cold air seeping

apartment buildings, 100,000
square feet of shopping area,
a theater, motel and service

40.0

Corp., and Ike Spear,
project manager for the
Winston Towers con-

new building there, and will

They are those small flat

Road and /
metal triangles which Rohlwing
sometimes work out of the Northwest Highway in

into the house

for

manager

completed within 90 minutes
and represent a total building

expensive glazier's points

Just tap one or two in at

At 9:15 a.m., Muss, John

Seiko, at right, project

dominium complex, supervis-

ed the pouring of the

last

rr

bucket of concrete to be used

'

in the foundation of Winston
Towers.

Day Publications'

Northwest Suburban

At 10 a.m, Muss and

Donald Kirk, vice-president

ttoa

in charge of construction for

the Winston Development
Corp., gave the signal to break
ground for the frim's new $20

million, 750 -home development to be called Winston
Knolls.

BUYER'S GUIDE

on

a

350 -

the development will
offer homes ranging in price
tates,

from $25,000 to $32,000. The
first model homes will be
opened next January.

& Builders

Real Es

Located

acre tract at Ela and Algonquin Roads in Hoffman Es-
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SHOWS BEAUTIFULLY

LOCATION -LOCATION

TWO BLOCKS TO LAKE

This 3 bedroom bi.level hos family room plus 2 baths. A new 21/2 car

garage. Home with one lot. Carpeting in living room, hall and stairway,

Walk to everything...school, shopping, train or bus. 2 bedroom ranch with
both. Patio plus I car garage. Refrigerator, washer. Beautiful landscaping.

Built-in oven, range, refrigerator. Eating bar in kitchen. Double vanity in bath
room. Very nice condition.

I

yourself -

$37,500

$27,250

$31,900

4 bedroom bi-level with 21/2 bath. 2 car attached garage. Carpeting and
drapes throughout. Kitchen with coppertone appliances. Come see for

Time

'moves on,

1'

111111111111'' "
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

CUSTOM BUILT

and the

3 bedroom ranch with full basement. 21/2 car attached garage. Finished
room downstairs could be 4th bedroom or den.. Carpeting throughout.
Built-in bookcases In family room. With country privacy -

real estate market

Bi.level with 3 bedrooms plus 21/2 baths. 21/2 car attached garage. Built-in
dishwasher, range and oven. Family room has fireplace with entire brick
wall. Newly painted inside and out.

$39,900

MANY EXTRAS

Come see the many extras that go along with this house. 4 bedroom bi-level
with 3 baths. 21/2 car attached garage. Carpeting in living room cktd dining
room and hall. Kitchen has many appliances.. Price

$45,900

changes...
active home market demands the services of an experienced
realtor . a realtor like MULLINS.

Today's

yr., Vi,A

r4"rA

Helping folks like you find a happier
home is his specialty. So buying or
selling, see MULLINS today!

a
OUTSIDE RECENTLY PAINTED

COME SEE ABOUT IT

4 bedroom bi-level with 21/2 baths. Large attached garage. Carpeting
living room, dining room and hall. All drapes and curtains. Natural woodwork throughout.

dishwasher, refrigerator, and garbage disposal. 3
'bedroom 2 -flat home. Centrpl air conditioning, heating unit.
111111.11.111111.."Eachunithasovert,rang,

$43,900

REAL ESTATE

111=1FIM

$62,500

3926500

,

SALESMEN

WANTED:

ed below.

1

Price --$62,500

HOME WITH 61/2 ACRES
2 bedroom bungalow with full basement.
Carpeting in living room. House well maintained. To be sold with adjoining 6V2 acres.

$35,900

We now have two openings for 2 ,

additional real estate salesmen.'
For further information contact
Joan Mullins at the address list-

2 FLAT

car attached garage. Each unit has
Each unit hos 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
oven, range, dishwasher, refrigerator and disposal.

11 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Arlington Hts., Ill.
Member of MAP
Multi le Listin Service

Member of Northwest
Suburban Board of Realtors
Member of AIMS
Nationwide Referral Service

DA Y

ITIE

Lei

//

'

Friday, October 25, 1968
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A
AM.

40 /#.,
1

I

Mt*

208

35

5

VP'

Pictured above are the winners of the Annen & Busse "New

York Convention [rip," which will take them to New York

COMBINED YEARS OF
REAL ESTATE EXPERIENCE

FULL TIME, PROFESSIONAL
REAL ESTATE SALESPEOPLE

MODERN, CONVENIENT
FtEAL ESTATE OFFICES

'

for the National Association of Real Estate Boards Convention,

Nov. 8 - 14. Leaders in three offices were Mount Prospect
Mae Kraybill, Wallace Busse, Pat Sunagel, Muriel flogarty,

Arlington Heights, Don Heidorn and Wil Schwantz; Elk Grove,
Walter Hermesdoi-f and Eileen Rodgers. Awards were presented

at the Annen & Busse third quarter production dinner held
at Lancer Restaurant Oct. 16.
It

L-0111"-

NAREB Convention
To Be in New York

111111171
1I en

-wwwirsor-BURSTING AT THE SEAMS?

HOUSE OF PLENTY

Then try this home for size 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath, central air con-

READY AND WAITING

This brick and masonite siding 5 bedroom, 21/2 ceramic bath,
Colonial is ready for immediate possession The spacious living
room and dining L are nicely carpeted The convenient kitchen

ditioned white face brick split level located on approx 3/4 acre
sodded lot Bedrooms range in size from 24' to l6' Fam Rm 26'
x 24 with stone fireplace Large living rm and 20' dining rm A
Tremendous kitchen with built in oven, range, dishwasher 2l/z
car aft garage This home was two years in making Happy fam
64,900
ily living can be yours here

hos built in stove and oven and generous eating area A family

room far play and recreation Full basement 2 car att garage
Patio and many other extras Inspect this home today

41,500

About 8,000 Realtors and
their guests are to attend the
61st annual convention of the
National Association of Real

Spacious & immaculate will describe this 5 bedroom, 21/2 bath,
split level located on approx t/2 acre lot close to public, parochial
schools & Pioneer Park Gorgeous kitchen with most built ins
Walnut panelled fam rm Like new carpeting in living room and
you have a dining L Art garage Patio Quality, space and loco
tion for

Boards (NAREB) in
New York, Nov 8-14, and
Estate

43,900

001.11111kkih._

& alum siding split level home New carpeting and drapes in
Living room, Dining L Onto carpeting in kitchen with built ins
Plush carpeting in 24 walnut panelled family room Large patio
with gas barbecue 21/2 car att heated garage completes this

2 living rooms, dining room Patio 2 car an garage This home is
also designed as a perfect in low apartment If it has to be big,
this home will fit the bill

NEM

most attractive home Your inspection is welcome
39,900

43,900

111)

urn

Call 773-2800

At Devon and Arlington Heights Road

jority of the literally hundreds

and live in this maintenance free, 3 bedroom, 2 bath condomin
vim Lovely kitchen with all built ins Carpeting and drapes in

discussions will cover real

300 W GOLF ROAD

call 358-5900

call 255-3900

age Take time to live in luxury

It is through these presentations that our members will
add to their knowledge in

Firms Fit into the Picture of
Urban Renewal', and Use of

the Computer in Aiding

public," McCable declared

Brokers'," McCabe said
NAREB committees and its

flooring in family room Central air conditioning 2 car alt gar

in ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

in PROSPECT HEIGHTS

300 E

11/2 N ELMHURST ROAD

NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

call 3923900

call 394-1900

Member
NATIONWIDE
FIND A HOME

Farm and Land Money
How Management

order better to serve the

Industrial Real Estate

include
Brownstein, assis-

nine affiliated institutes,

The

Jock Whisler Frank loges Norm Marley Vic Soderstrorn George Stahmer tarry Knoock Marge Veins Harry Garland ler, Moos
Bessie Wright Gen Hollnagel Chuck Flood Doris Baehr Al tangos Jim Warnner Guy McCord Bill Hennessy Ed Kohl

OM. SIMI wen

Writing the

Market',

main

speakers

tant secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban

societies, or councils will meet

Dervan, director of the Loan
Guaranty Service, Veterans

the year and to begin planning
for the new year

Development, John M

234 N NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

as

Appraisal Report', New

estate subjects

AM,

in PALATINE

such topics

plank
living room, dining room and master bedroom Ranch

Philip N

in MOUNT PROSPECT

of specialization Sonic of our
members will be interested in
Changes in Shopping Centers',

44,750

me,

But the real estate field, as
many others is becoming one

of talks and roundtable

Bill Biedermonn Grace Manning Julia Ward Bob kaki:, Joe Winters Bob Nelson Jock Jozwiok Micke Robertson
Raymond W Nelson Jim Moloney terry Fitzpatrick Marcie Nelson Mary Solon Don Jackson Jo Gocd Joan Miller Carl Posquo,
MULTIPLE LISTING I

ideas in sales

RELAX AND ENJOY YOURSELF

dE10.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

president John 0 McCabe
dresses range from computers

1=7
IVES

Our newest office serving

keeping real estate offices open late m the day and new

economy to new legislation
' But, of course, the ma-

in this charming, beautifully maintained 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick

IS YOUR HOUSE PINCHING YOU?

Here's an ideal family home You should inspect this 12 room, 31/2
ceramic bath, mid level home Just think 6 bedrooms, 2 kitchens,

them, according to board

to air pollution and from the

aiewesessezernerseser,ritessalliVIVIR
SOMETHING VERY SPECIAL

on how to make real estate ex-

nowcced plans to be among

Topics for convention ad-

4v y

There will be programs

concerning residential property, including discussions
changes, how to work with
transferred employes, the
merits and v weaknesses of

Realtors have already an-

A.

panelist and actress

Northwest Suburban Board of

many members of the

n'imtwzx

York, and kitty Carlisle_ TV

during the convention to
review their progress during

Administration, McGeorge
Bundy, president of the Ford

McCabe reported also that
the association adopts its new

Foundation, Dr Norman

statement of policy, under

Vincent Peale, author of the
book, "The Power of Positive
Thinking" pastor of the Marble Collegiate Church, New

which it progresses for the the
next year, at the November
gathering, and it elects new
officers

Service
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Use Computer

An investment

The increasing tendency of
lenders to seek part of the in-

equity position, in addition to
security for the debt, will continue as Jong as pressure for
and

for the construction of multi-

pected to continue, the Na-

alternatives to long-term

family structures is somewhat
less accessible than it was six
months ago. While the supply
moderate in
Is said to be

placement

terest on the mortgage, is ex-

One of the factors which

prompts lenders to seek equi-

Boards, with headquarters in Chicago.

ty, stated the report of

northwest suburban area, which is covered by the

Research on its semi-annual
mortgage study, is that "inflation and a deepening concern

NAREB's Department of

"I his service will be available throughout the

jurisdiction of this board and its multiple listing
service," lie said.

"Realtors will be able to equip their offices and
their sales people with electronic instruments with
which they can communicate almost instantaneously
with a centrahied computer that will give information on property available for sale in this area

involving large complexes, but

also that pension funds are
quite active in requiring this
dual form of real estate in-

for the potential rate of price

advance have made fixed

yield securities less attractive,
regardless of the quality of the

Announcement will be made later of the date when
this service will start, McCabe said, since the

WRITING IN "Audubon,"

misled into buying an animal
such as a baby monkey, which
will soon die for lack of expert

fawn he raised from the cud-

Caras warned against anyone

large projects have risen over
the past six months.
In fact, while loans are still

and time-consuming care, or

dlesome stage eventually

dangerous or both

ment.

demand for funds for loans on
prime location commercial
property with national credit lease is little changed from

tionship between supply and

six months ago, costs have

cent.

"In a majority of cases (58
per

cent),

lenders are also

perty, but with owner -occupancy or a local credit
are finding resources
relatively unchanged from six
months ago. with an ample
supply in 19 per cent of the
lease,

nation, moderate in 59 per
cent, and tight in 22 per cent.

BIG! - ON PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
BIG! - ON QUICK, COMPLETE SERVICE

& TALL TREES

For example, "for a new

and excellent for
educational purposes.
Sooner or later, he warned --

Lead to this almost new home. 3 bedroom
bi-level with 2 baths. 2 car attached garage,
and wall-to-wall carpeting in living room, din-

high-rise apartment building,
a rate of 7.5 per cent is quoted

for 25 per cent of the areas,
7.75 for 28 per cent, and 8
for 38 per cent," the report

t h e owner becomes
disillusioned and disposes of

ing room, hall and all bedrooms. Off kitchen is

the large paneled family room with sliding

states. Rates for the remaining
9 per cent vary considerably.

It means an early death for

the animal, after what

amounts to extreme cruelty.
It's a rare survivor which

..----

WINDING STREETS

more areas.

reliable"

glass doors to patio with gas bar-b-gue.

"AT THE SAME time that
interest rates were rising, discount points also inched up in

finds its way to a zoo which
can house it and shelter it properly for the rest of its mixedup life.

grew to adult size in an apart-

quently described as tight than
ample."
The pattern of rising interest rates and less availability is also shown in the market

obtainable at 7.5 per cent or
less in some places, a rate of
7.75 or 8 is common in far

animals as "adorable and

made miserable when the

'grow up to be messy or

Moving on to the interest
picture for multi -family construction, the report indicates
that rates for both small and

the animal.

One man lost a court case
to keep six timber wolves as
suburban pets. Another was

Audubon Society, Roger

come second most common.

All are depicted colorfully

pets.

the magazine of the National

report indicates

made for the individual commitment."
A percentage of gross income appears most popular,
with a percentage of net -in-

in the brochures offering these

Chicago area, he cited other

survey

that "although the rela-

Borrowers offering as
security a prime location pro-

long-term installment
a
contract; or a form tailor

vultures, foxes, storks, snakes,
kinkajous.

While Caras did not

the

NAREB's findings show that
7.5 per cent is common in 40
per cent of the nation, with
7.75 per cent rate in 27 per
cent. In the remainder of the
nation, rates range from 6.75
or less to more than 8 per

on

ads include bears, lions,

specifically mention the

For commercial property,

but at the same time there are
more qudtations of I per cent
and fewer of higher rates."

building; sale and purchase

SOME OF the "ideal pets"
promoted by many mailorder

prone to many respiratory

loans has climbed, and

months ago.

and tight in 14 per cent.
The average interest rate
for these top quality. .mortgage

hack of land and buildings

Exotic Animals Do Not
eke Good Home Pets
Caras points out that the

charged, are higher than six

cent. Discount points are
more frequent and, where

nation, ample in 39 per cent.

survey indicates. "This practice is somewhat more common than it was last spring,

and leasehold mortgage on the

does the form that it assumes.

unwary buyer may literally be
"loving the animal to death,"
since monkeys generally canNorthwestern suburban not be housebroken, will bite,
residents who arc back from demand special diets, and arc

moderate in 47 per cent of the

(without repurchase option)

mortgage transaction varies
widely from place to place, as

'ern with kindness" has timely
meaning, if you're planning to
buy an unusual or exotic pet

Currently, resources are

charge of 7.75 per cent in 35
per cent of the country, 8 in
37 per cent, and 7.5 in 18 per

the remainder it is more fre-

for credit on multi -family ex-

charging a discount," the

risen.

states. "It may be a percentage
of net income; a percentage of
gross income; a percentage of
the increase in gross income;
sale of land to the lender

country.
"The degree to which equity participation is a part of the

Realtors in this area will be installing the equipment
and will receive training in its use in the meantime.

interest

"The form of participation

THE NAREB study was
based on reports from 94
Realtors in all parts of the

advised.

about half of the nation, in

predominant

rent

varies widely," NAREB

of the borrower."

"Likewise, our people will be able to help property
owners know exactly what the current market is at
all times by making inquiries to the computer," lie

"Conventional financing

isting buildings, with a cur-

vestment.

property and financial status

that meets the requirements of a buyer.

suburbanites who had problems through buying exotic

limited

The report continued with
a discussion of the mortgage
outlook for multi -family housing and notes that insurance
companies are predominant
among lenders seeking equity
participation for transactions

predicted today.

dealers

is

centration being one point.

tional Association of Real, mortgages provide excellent
Estate Boards (NAREB) yield."

He was announcing the signing of an agreement
with Realtors Computer Service, Inc., which is an
affiliate of the National Association of Real Estate

diseases.

an

areas report no points, while
the remainder report up to 5
points, with the greatest con-

participation in investment
property, in addition to in-

the public, John 0. McCabe, president said last week.

where they saw at first hand
the "cute" or appealing traits
of different animals are most
susceptible to unscrupulous

formula

the lender

which gives

come or other equity

Members of the Northwest Suburban Board of
Realtors soon will be among the first in the nation
to offer a complete computerized listing service to

travel at home or abraod
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Lenders Asking Equality in Property

Realtors Here

That old saw about "killing

DAY

many areas," the report adds.

About one-third of the

IMMACULATE CONDITION
This 3 bedroom bi-level is very sharp. 11/2
baths, 2 car attached garage and a fireplace
in the family room to warm those cold winter
nights. Almost new carpeting in living room,
dining room, stairs and all bedrooms. This
home is ideal for every member of the family.

,BOEHNIER & HEDLUND, INC.

Has 5 offices to serve you

.BUYING
with

or

40

Lovely kitchen. Family room has sliding door to
beautiful patio.

SELLING

hard working

QUALITY HOME
1

professionals to assist youl

3 bedroom ranch with rec room. Full basement. Carpeting in
living room and hall. Draperies in living room. Stove & refrigerator in basement. Close in location to train, shopping and
schools.

$30,900

Over a Decade of Faithful Service
in the Northwest Suburban Com-

Spacious foyer is entry to perfect floor plan. 4

bedroom colonial with 21/2 baths and 2 car
attached garage. Carpeting in halls and
master bath. Lots of fun for the whole family
in large family room with sliding glass doors

munities

to beautiful rose garden. Large storage house
on far end of property.

?4--714%.41_,.:(t

Only $38,500
TRULY A DISTINCTIVE HOME
3 bedroom Spanish ranch with full basement. Snack bar
divides kitchen and family room. Custom cabinets in kitchen.
Beamed ceiling in kitchen and family room. Large Spanish
front door. Circular driveway.

$48,900

LOCATION

PLUS QUALITY
One of Peterson's finest homes with 3 bedrooms. 2 baths, full basement and 2 car attached garage. Also included are the stove,
humidifier on furnace, built-in dishwasher.
Quality built for the discriminating buyer who
desires area of all custom homes.

"

$41,500

800 W. Higgins

Park Ridge

574 Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

21 N. Vail, Arlington Heights
710 E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine

823-2157
824-0111
CL 9-1400

358-2300

BEAUTIFUL YARD AND PATIO ,
2 bedroom ranch with 1 both. Family room has sliding gloss
door to patio. Many kitchen appliances. Yard and patio with.
pond and greenhouse. Mature bushes and lovely flowers.

Come see this buy --$29,500

832 S. Northwest Hwy., Barrington 381-6800

PARK HILL ESTATES
Models open Saturday and Sunday, 12 to 5 p.m. Individually
designed 4 or 5 bedroom homes-luxury baths. Family room,
V2 acre to 2 acre homesites.

From $48,900 to $80,000

PERFECT STARTER HOME
young couple or a retirement home. Immocu2 bedrooms with I bath.
late-nothing to do but move
For

a

1

car attached garage. Full basement ready for nice recreation
room. Extra lot available at $4000.

Price

low --$22,500

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

255-6320

PALATINE
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

358-1502

SCHAUMBURG,
7 W. Schaumburg Road

894-1330

THE DAY

New Store Opens
At Sleepy Hollow

Friday, October 25, 1968
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Newest of the several shops

feet of space.

in the completed first section

A stock of wines and li-

of Sleepy Hollow Shopping
Plaza, is the $100,000 "Sleepy

quors is offered, plus foods
and gourmet specialties.

Delicatessen"..

selected and prepared directly

,Hollow Liquor Store and
Official opening of the new

Some of these will he

by thetchefs of Floyd's
Restaurant.'

store is set for Nov. 1.

THE SHOPPING plaza

is

Special shopping carts will
provided for customers'

The new Sleepy Hollow Shopping Plaza, southwest of Dundee on Illinois 31 about a mile
south of Illinois 72, has multi -sided exterior design Nessest stork to open in the Plaza is
of the new' the Sleepy Hollow Liquor Store and Delicatessen, featuring gourmet food specialties from
store utilizes old-world decor Floyd's Restaurant in Carpenterst

southweitt of Dundee, with en-

be

of
Illinois 31, about a mile south
of Higgins Road (Illinois 72).
The new delicatessen and
liquor store -- owned and

convenience.
The interior

operated by Floyd Falese, pro-

the

prietor of Floyd's Restaurant
in nearby Carpentersville -occupies some 3,000 square

customer descends a flight of

trance on the

west

side

kNarry PROBLEM
When working with wood
that contains knots, remember

to seal the knots which may
"bleed." Spray two coats of

lhe new Robert L. Nelson Realtor's sales office at Devon and Arlington Heights Road
in Elk Grote Village he office is the 5th Robert I.. Nelson Realtor office serving the

shellac on the knots as a seal.

northytest suburbs.

rt

and lighting.

To one side of the store is
wine

cellar. Here,

the

steps to find himself surrounded by bins and shelves

of wines, imported and
domestic -- all organized and
identified for self-service.
The new shopping center --

which will have more than
73,000 square feet of commercial space and parking
facilities for 650 cars when

completed -- is being
developed by the Falcse Land
Co. and the Melahn Construction Co.

The plaza is centrally

located so as to serve all communities of the growing areas
southwest of Dundee.

The first buildings of this
40 acre complex -- atop the
bluff just southwest of the
Sleepy Hollow Plaza -- are
now near completion
Units are of I- 2- and 3 -

with rentals

bedroom size

In addition to the new

Sleepy Hollow Liquor Store
and Delicatessen other stores
and services now open 111 the
plaza include Affinsur Ltd

(airplane insurance)

Skjoldager l Terlizzi

starting at $185 monthly

services), Ihe Afield Oil

the new Winmoor Garden

Model apartments ,ire shown
until dusk daily by the Falese
Land Co , whose offices are
the new Sleepy Hollow

(interior decorating)

Apartments.

Shopping Plaza

THESE include the entire
village of Sleepy Hollow and

Fhe rack Shop
(riding clothes and equipment) Eggleston Interiors
Company

s21, 2001 Buffalo Grove,
William I' Adams to Joseph
A Vellon, 540; 114 S. Strat-

transfers in his weekly Wheeling township tabulation of

fold, Marion A. Culpepper to
Richard M Martston. 538:
2603 Ridge Berkley Square
C o to Larry D. Olson. $27;

negotiations in Ailington
Mount Prospect

Heights

Prospect Heights and Buffalo
Glove

Price n indicated

by

the

2551

amount ss lb SI in,...stamps lot
cash SI 000 market valuation

o

Berley Square
to Michael S. Sweazey.
Ridge

529 421
Nlarshall I

liansteis in Ailington

N. Harvard.

Nannings to

Maitland,

$24.50;

Monaco. $12.50.,

N.

1023

Transfers in Prospect

Pine, Horace K. Tooman to
Earl J. Donner, $45; 2515

Heights were:

204 Tully PI., Lawrence W.
Hill to Richard L. Traub, $32;

Ridge, Berkley Square Co. to

David E. Corson, $31.50;

1608 Maplewood Dr.,

Berkley Square
Co., to George J. Reidy, $32.
2527 Ridge,

Transfers in Mount
1115 Greenfield. Robert D.

Eklund to Edgar C.

228 S Mitchell Billie W
C oiler to Robert W

\V

Dye to Alexander(

Levitt and Sons, Inc. to James
H. Schlichting, $25.50; 434

Regent Dr., Levitt and Sons
Inc. to Ronald A. Cole, $34:
427 Regent Dr., Levitt and

Franklin N. Bauler to Ernest

Sons, Inc. to Alfred A. Serritella, $34.50; 448 Glen-

A. Junior, $33.
Transfers in Buffalo Grove

George A Vukovich. $37.50; Hoesterey. $15.50; 606
1318 N Chicago Av., George Wilshire Dr., Theodore C.

Heights welt_

Inc. to Daniel J. Dotson,
$34.50; 438 Regent Dr..

Aldridge Construction Co..
Inc. to Albert Di Geronimo,

$38; 100 S. Brook Rd..

Prospect were:

Sons, Inc. to Harris, $36; 430
Regent Dr., Levitt and Sons.

were:

441 Regent Dr Levitt and

Erbach to Bernard J. Lo

dale Rd., William F. Sanders
to Thomas .1. Tarzy, $8.50:
1254 Sarasota Dr., Manfred

W. Sauer to Jeffrey E. Luna,
$28.

County Recorder Sidney R

Olsen reported that 1968
filings reached 52
billion last week, the earliest
mortgage

mark came last year in the
final week of November, six

I he 1967 total for

weeks lam than this year
Olsen predicted the final
1968 mortgage amount would

last sear

approach 52 5 billion, bettering last year's record of
$2,214 245,079

Property transfers also appeared to be heading toward
new ground Last week the
transtel total stood at 58,912
compared with 51,886 for the

for that figure in the history
of Cook County.
Olsen said the $2 billion

and the

Falese Land Company

ecor Amount o Montages at Recor
Olsen listed 22 real estate

Strass
(legal

1 he number of mortgages
filed with Olsen so tar this
year is 69,497, compared with

63,466 for the same period

Hanna Talks
To Realtors

mortgage I dings was 77,643

period in 1967 I he
1967 total lot transfer filings

`1,1111C

was 66,318

4

The Northwest Suburban

IN REAL ESTATE GOING FIRST CLASS MEANS

Board of Realtors will hold its

so

regular monthly dinner. Oct
MULTIPLE LISTING
LLAL ESTATE SIMMS

OF HOMES NORTHWEST

Civet 1,;t41

_g

SA

plo

31. at 7 p.m. in the Rolling
Green Country Club, Rand
and Euclid, Arlington Heights.

Guest speaker will be

Formerly Charles H. Wilson Inc.

Charles M. "Chuck" Hanna,
author, humorist, lecturer and
consulting sales psychologist,

Educated at the University

of Notre Dame and

Northwestern University Law
School, Hanna functioned as
consultant to the industry sec-

tfo

tion of the National War
11.1.

A.. ca

War II.

r...4

He also served as con-

'

sultant to the War Manpower

-711 -

Commission.
For the last 12 years, he has

-7cri"EaTRA
INVERNESS -11/2 ACRE ESTATE

IVY HILL

ELK GROVE VILLAGE -IDEAL FIRST HOME

Ihs ideal bairn for Most- considering buying their first
home All major appliances stay with this recently decorated
3 BR 11/2 both brick and frame Ranch Extras include ref rig
°rotor built in oven and range washer and dryer disposal, wall
to wall carpeting in ER OR and hall drapes and curtains
thruovt power humidifier alum S&S Mature landscaping. You
can walk to shopping and grade school from this well m
tained home If this sounds like what you have been waiting for,
Hf r

s

Board during World

Labor

M

Three twin size bedrooms are just one feature of this better than
new 2 -year -old Bi-level; Other features include 2t/z ceramic

baths, kitchen with all built.in's, beautiful carpeting and drapes,
large family room with fireplace, 21/2 -car attached garage,
25'ir25' basement, large LI? and dining "L". Close to schools.
park and shopping. Remember we will take your home in on
trade on this fine home. At this price we suggest fast action.

Here's a 4 -bedroom, 2 -bath, country home in immaculate condi.
lion and in one of Chicogolond's very best locations. This lbrge
home features 2 fireplaces, a family room, a finished rec. roam,
huge kitchen, spacious bedrooms you will have to see to believe.
Elegant new carpeting and drapes in generous sized LR & OR -2-car garage, wooded rolling lot possession to be arranged,
with attractive financing or possible bade -in ..

$64,900

Just $43,900

acted as a private consultant
to industry in labor-management relations.

set

Subject of Hanna's presen-

tation is "Does Your Dragon
Have Three Toes?" or "The

CHARLES M. HANNA

Anatomy of a Sale."

suggest immediate action as this will not last long at just

$26,900

4MWM1,410411,4141N411111-410-UWM4111,-4MONWMIIIM4IWOMII-''
I
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OUR WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT GALLERY

HOMES OF DISTINCTION

OFFERS

Ii'

This particularly attractive modified colonial style. It
is in the Burr Farms School District in a neighbor-

i$i

-Imam

hood of fine homes. There are two beautiful fireplaces, three full baths, five bedrooms plus a big

Ma -"I'

paneled playroom. Tasteful decorations and perfect
condition make this the kind of place you can move
into with no extra expense.

Ito
T

4'r
51

1®

Ili 11-1.17,1"'"

$69,000
i$i

.

North, South, East or West, everyday of the year, Gallery of Homes Realtors from Coast to Coast
combine their talents and efforts to serve you. Before you move ANYWHERE, CALL US and we will

I

I

I

I

arrange for our Gallery Associate in your new location, to assist you in fulfilling your housing
-_ _
__

IiiillE7
In' Nur i 7

7 -1
,

.

ALMOST NEW 4 BEDROOM COLONIAL
Only 18 months old this big 8 room home has 21/2 baths large family room with fireplace
2 -car garage, Iwo/nous appointments in the kitchen

$48,900

needs.

aka

ten

i'11112.1

-______
-- - - --_

!

FIRST TIME OFFERED:
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
BETTER THAN NEW
'I

See this unusually sharp and immaculate 3 bedroom
brick and frame ranch. Features include: 2 full baths,

$1,000 DOWN- CARPENTERSV1UE

That's correct with lust $1,000 down and under $400.00 closing
costs, totool monthly payments under $17500 buys this sharp,
clean 3 bedroom Br level with large kitchen, 36,14 basement
with outside entrance could make a huge rec room. 2 -car detached garage dryer, dishwasher and walking distance to
Grade and Jr High Schools, an outstanding value at only ...

kitchen with built-in oven/range, disposal, exhaust hood,
ceramic backsplash, attractive breakfast bar, carpeting
and drapes, I car plus storage attached insulated garage. Aluminum storms and screens, power humidifier
and your children can walk to all schools. See this today
... as it will sell fast at $27,500.

CLOSE -IN 3 BEDROOM COLONIAL

BEST BUY WE'VE SEEN IN MONTHS
You can't imagine how nice this ranch is. Located on a choice V:
acre lot with mature landscaping, 2 bedrooms, I both, family
room, and kitchen with large eating area. 11/2 car attached
shopgarage, carpeting and much more. Walk to schools
ping. Low taxes. Bring your checkbook.

You can walk to the train from this choice 7 room home Rec room has wet bar Fireplace on
living. room. New roof and newly painted exteriors Many extras

$35,500

Reduced to just $27,500

CALL OUR OFFICE NEAREST YOU!

$19,900

NOW 2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

Member HOMERICA,

At Your ServiceinChitago's
Northwest Suburbs

PHONE 253-2500

OF- HOMES/
NORTHWEST

o,

314 5. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

PHONE 956-0880

Arlington Real

aglitter *ow

INCORPORATEDH

the United Sten
and Cnada go to work for you once you

7'Hundreds

national homefinding service

of Galler

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

plea your guying or Selling needs In Gellery

Gellry of Homes is the Continent's
largest franchised Real Estelle organition.

MOUNT PROSPECT

NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PALATINE

25 Park'NShop

208 S Main St.

550 W. Northwest Hwy.

535S. Arlington His. Road

115 North Northwest Hwy.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

CL 5-1515

hands

392-8100

CL 3-8100

359-4100

THE

Davis: Taxing Obsolete,
Opportunities Fumbled,
Welfare Self -Defeating

Offices
Going Up

in a number' of
Why, in the face of forward
American cities which are br-

American's enormous capaci-

ty and great productivity,

is

DAY

Friday, October 25, 1968

inging new hope, new dignity,

so in-

and new economic power to

This was the question posed

Davis added that Realtors

complex will join an already

answer in their new Make

existing complex at Eastman,
Highland, and Si. James Sts,

this nation in
secure't

1968

by Lyn E Davis, president of

have at least part of the

Real Estate Boards (NAREB),
in an address Saturday before

America Better program, "an

the National Association of

the Louisiana Realtors
Association

The answer is that we
have fumbled away our opportunities in self-defeating
welfare programs, in obsolete
taxing systems, in outmoded
educational goals, in a truly
criminal softness on crime,
and --perhaps worst of all --in a

A new

poor people.

in Arlington Heights. The
building originally was planned as an apartment site but
this changed when soil tests
showed the land unsuitable.

ambitious seven -objective
plan to help solve the major
problems of our cities and
towns."

Although Realtors are

Village Board action this

month approved construction
of the new office.

specialists in housing, he said,

the National Association

concluded that housing ills
can only he eliminated by
tackling simultaneously an ar-

ray of other problems that are

2 Firms' Here Bear Out Area -wide Trend

tendency to attempt to solve causing our economy to be
our problems with handouts lopsided and our deprived
or sweep-it-undei-the-rug in- citizens to he rebellious.
"Unless we can move the
difference," he said
Total sales of 140 homes in
He pointed out that this disadvantaged into the work co-operation
with MAP
wealthy nation which is able force, as one example, our infor
to send millions of tons of dustrial and commercial - Multiple Listing Service
food abroad, has millions of machinery will tend to falter the first three-quarters of
1968 were reported by T. A.
its own citizens living below because of a lack of skilled
workmen. If we don't provide Bolger Realtors of Elk Grove
the poverty level

the motivation and the Village on the second

DAVIS DECLARED that
American's domestic battle

will not be won through

demonstrations, increasing
dependence on the dole, or
other self-defeating panaceas,
but by making available to the
disadvantaged the educational
and employment opportunities
they lack

The real need is to find
ways to train the men and the
women who are displaced by
sophisticated farm machines
and who migrate to the overcrowded cities to find jobs
which they are not equipped
to fill,

or which don't exist

within commuting range."

The NAREB leader cited

self-help activities going

Record A Ibu m

training, the disadvantaged
surely won't have the means
to become owners of homes.

Davis pointed out that

many of the 1,550 boards of
Realtors throughout the nation are implementing the 49
proposals for action that fall
under the seven major objectives of the Make America
Better Program.

Boards are obtaining better
housing for the poor, are helping in the training of the
underemployed, are fighting

modernize tax laws that tend
to push industry out of the in-

quency, are working to

ner -cities where jobs are need-

If you're the forgetful type,

ed, and are calling attention

sandpaper grade on the

provements being undertaken
by other organizations and individuals, he said.

marking pencil

Avenue Market.

"Our aim is human progress."

great for storing your circular
saw blades, also for protecting
flat sheets of sandpaper from

outside of each pocket with a

worth a total of $6,650,000.

Some of these sales were
made in co-operation with
other members of MAP
Multiple Listing Service, the
firm reports.

Also reported was a

their office in the Devon substantial increase in the
Anthony Andros, sales

crime and juvenile delin-

jot down the saw sizes, or

anniversary of the opening of

reported 217 home sales,

average sales price per home.
During the first nine months
of 1967, the average home

"IT IS not enough just to manager of the firm, reported
extend charity, whether it be that four salesmen already sales price was $30,700.
For the same period in
public or private. By helping have passed $1 million in
1968, the average sales price
under -developed people in the sales.
Andros feels that this will was $34,200, an increase of
avenues of self-improvement,
be the first time that any one $3,500 per home..
the whole business becomes
self-sustaining," he added. office in the northwest
ARLINGTON REALTY suburban arca has had four

That old record album is

curling up

three-story office

to the campaigns of im-

salesmen surpass the sales maintains four sales offices in

the area, with Iwo in Arl-

mark.

ington Heights, and one each

A 24 PERCENT increase
in sales volume was reported
this week by Arlington Realty.

A new all-time record

in

the sale of homes for the first
nine months of the year was

reported by Herb Carl,

co-

in Mount Prospect and
Palatine.

In addition to Carl, other

owners of the firm are Al Cinquini, Bill Kleiner and Elmer
Zilen.

The housing boom in the

owner and general sales Chicago metropolitan area
manager for the real estate
firm.

For the nine month period
ending Sept. 30, there were

240 homes sold, totalling
$8,240,000, which represents
a 25 per cent increase over the

volume for the same period
last year.

For the first nine months of

1967, Arlington Realty

"Housing for which permits

have been issued during the
first nine months of 1968 is
at the highest level since 1955,

remains higher.
Single family homes totaled
18,2 1

for the first nine

months of 1968 compared

months of 1967.

Dollar volume of permits
issued during the first nine

months of 1968 totaled
$627,513,927 compared with
$499,634,784 for
period in 1967..

the same

the best housing year in the
post-war period",
Ransom.

continued

TOTAL housing units are
20 percent ahead of 1967, and
only slightly below the 1955
high.
Housing units for which
permits were issued in the first
nine months of 1968 total

41,544 compared with 34,581

for the same period in 1967,
and 42,294 for the first nine
months of 1955.'

"If construction continues

at the present rate, 1968

should he the best housing
year in the post-war period,
surpassing the 1955 high of

1111111111111.iraatemmt

52,870," noted Ramson.

Housing for which permits

A LOT OF HOUSE FOR THE MONEY!

were issued in the month of

Our Salespeople would be happy to show you this extra sharp 3 bedroom split-level on a large corner tpt. Its beautiful interior includes a
separate dining room, good size kitchen with built-ins and lots of

September, 1968 totaled
5,335, compared with 4,960
in September, 1967.

Apartments reached a new
continues as the number of
new housing units rose for the r post-war high in September
18th consecutive month, ac- for the third consecutive
cording to Bide M. Ransom, month, and continue to
president of Bell Savings and account for more than half
Loan Association.

the total housing units.
PERMITS issued for single

ceeded the prior year's volume
during each of the 18 months
since the housing recovery
began in April, 1967.

family homes last September

Permits for housing ex-

1

with 16,280 in the first nine

are slightly lower than Sep-

cabinet space. Paneled family room and sub -basement. Terrific carpeting and drapes throughout.

LOTS MORE FOR ONLY $39,900

Integrity in Real Estate ... Since 1923
M.A.P. 3lulriplc listing Servieg

G-eorge Busse

tember of 1967, although the
total for the first nine mr,nti-,

12 E. BUSSE AVE.
NEXT TO THE LIBRARY
MOUNT PROSPECT

REALTORS

CL 9-0200

MEI

REALTORS

Member.M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

Member National Multi -List Service

alit,!!_ A
'

Lovely Pioneer Park
Bi-level has 4 bedrooms, crab orchard fireplace, comfortable

Deluxe 4 bedroom

family room, full basement, 21/2 ceramic baths, all built-in kitchen
appliancei & many extras. large lot, 2 car an. garage.

Custom ranch in choice location. Crab orchard family mom
fireplace, huge beautifully finished recreation room, 2 baths,
deluxe ceramic kitchen has all built-ins, 2 car garage, attractive
landscaping.

$42,500

$48,000

92 Walpole, Elk Grove Village OPEN SUNDAY 1-5
Big family ranch has

t

4

bedrooms, big kitchen plus dinette with built-ins, paneled

family room, wall to wall carpeting, 2 baths, patio, beautiful sodded lawn. 2
car att. garage. Ideal location to everything.

$32,500

Centrally air conditioned
4 bedroom bi-level. Beautiful paneled recreation room, ceramic
kitchen, all built-in appliances, 11/2 tile baths, patio, 2 car extra
deep garage. Near schook and shops.

$30,900

MOVING ANYWHERE IN THE
U.S.A.?
If you are moving, we have pictures and information of homes that are for sale all over the

U.SA. through our co-operating Brokers

in

TRADE YOU HOME?
We will guarantee to take your home in
trade in the event it isn't sold before you need
to complete your purchase of another.

NMLS. Call us to discuss your new location ...
we'll be happy to help you I

3 bedroom brick
& frame ranch has formal dining room, 2 baths, ceramic kitchen
built-ins, washer & dryer, att. garage, beautiful fenced yard o
large lot near schools.

$26,900

3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

Sold

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ANNEN
cm/e/
BUSSE

28 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

253-1800
MT. PROSPECT

REALTORS

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

104 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

570 E. HIGGINS ROAD

CL 5-9111

439-4700

It

.Polks"
Iti

HIE DAY
Page 16

ATTENDANTS
Apartments To Exchange
Apts. and Rooms to Share .

7S
71

Full and Part Time

34
20
109
105
107

Suburban Standard

Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Trailers & Campers
Automobile For Sale

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

.

CUSTODIAN

101

40 hour week. Year round
Hospitalization
employment.
and rnedicalinsurance.

.

CL 5-8232

Card of Sympathy
Cord of Thanks
Cemeteries &

FOR ADVERTISING

Coins

296-6640

We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS
W. Sol r 9nli,l in QUALITY BODY,

X CNC FENCE & IRON CO.
All types of fencing, chainlink,

Interior Exterior Pointing
Work Guaronteecf

redwood & snockode 647-0220

Free Estimates
CALL HAUCK 8 SON

!ENDER & PAIIIIINC 21 HOUR

Arlington Body Craft
2011,, Greople II 259 6160

Brickwork

Furniture Refinishing

ED FORAM
Brick ork

259-5233

Carpentry -Remodeling

,,r

tg

I II

011.

FI00,3

WE HAVE

all lu, f r mop
359 1906

the

then call

rn no

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

Reasonable rates

Ken's Peintir.g 8 Decorating

Day or Eve. 766-7256

I oPPEN I RY & HIGH 'SOCK.
No join ten moll

Slytin I

10 It to 1 000 It any typss tower
xxark rs Idorq & cicctricol Work.
Ex (AIM sirs (J /13 ony !yrse corper.
Iry s or4 remodcbng & barn
orb

CALL SH 1 6900 anytime or
837 3764 after 7 p no

Fall

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

FREE ESTIMATES.

827-4637

Instruction
CERAMIC LESSON S

HOME HANDYMAN

is

our .

Tues.,

7

10 pelt

to

firing.
259-5920

supplies,

Greensvore,
Customised

gilts.

Interior Decorators

20% OFF SALE

Elt ctricol
Plumbing
Carp. retry

On On CUS/Oill made draperies,

Pointing insidt & out
Ho JOB too SMALL
259 5887
259 0641

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

Alic r 6 PTA

cxp

carpet
your home

Free

&

tinting

010[11

wall

priced

Des

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance

maintenance, trimming, power
raking, aerating, sod, seed,

planting, grade work. 537-1411

iiii[1541019

QUAIITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs
Sodding & Seeding
Block Soil & stone delsid.

Sere.

PI

Carpet In.tallation

Day or Eve. 766-7256

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall to Woll or w or used
Shift Slops Free
&
Re purr
E,tirnote

255 3642

Ceramic Tile

Insta11,1 & Repaired

Concrete Work
Trash Removal
Floors
ways

Steps

Patios

Drive.
Walks.

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
RESIDENTIAL

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

sidewalks,
patios
Driveways
stairs baserntin floors garage
floors curbs --retaining walls.
Free Estimates

773-1261

Custom Draperies

Custom Draperies
No job too small
Equipped for complete custom

drapery work with
17 years experience.

Complete line of fabrics
to choose from

"ELEANOR"
437 2084

Dog Grooming

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling Holiday
formals resort clothes designed

to ordcr Coordinated wedding
parties Alterations Near Rand255-0348
hurst
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts
dresses
suede coots;
repair & replace zippers on
pants jackets etc Also men's
clothing
255.816,

Drapery Repairs
ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Rtlinong repleohng rehemming
etc 437-2884

359-0993

Plastering
Fast
Clean Depondoble
Plastering & Drywall Service
CALL 255-3822

For

Radio -TV Repair
SAVE YOUR EYES'

weeding. Residential and corn.

Radio and T.V. Repair

mercial. Satisfaction assured.
Free estimotes.
Call 255-6855

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Evergreens

It's

Repaired

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
827-0609
RICH FERTILIZED
BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 7 Yd. Load - 525.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - 515.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588
After,:

Lawn

expert lawn

grow you

a

Rays

(Color or block 8 white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Art His
17 5 Evergreen
CL 5-5692

91

.

lovers! We give
service. We will
lawn anywhere

whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We

will make your lawn look as
though it has been sodded. We

also take care of evergreens,
shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

Murals
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

Morals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under 850.

;20 Paints Most Rooms
Alt Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering

painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.

227

253.3067. REWARD!

Lost: yellow & white male cat

canswering to name of

"Napoleon". 259-2788
calico kitten, 6 mos.,
Lost:
female. strayed Tues. Vic, S.
Vail, Art. hlts.CL 3-5259

ment Village of ArlingStarting

Heights.

ton

salary $500 month. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance plus other bene-

Experience

helpful

259.9085

qualified

troin

Excel. typing and / or trans on
up / del. Y05-6537 or Y07-9683
Will do ironing in niy home,
will pick-up & deliver.

YOUNG MAN FOR

including discount
01, all food part hoses.

SHIPPING &

benefits

For interview see
he Store Manage!,

Excellent
ladies wee,
starting salary wilts top cornriy,

See Mr. Ellison

TOPPS

259-2936

DISCOUNT STORE

fringe
profit sharing.
cellent

Prospect Plaza

Rand, Control & Mt. Pros. Rd,

women to help us 010011001
our guest rooms. Full or Part
time, experienced preferred,
ill train. Salary 51.75 per
b t
hour plus benefits,

Free Hospitolizotion

DRUM LESSONS, nationally
known drummer. Group or pri-

MAINTENANCE MAN
FULL TIME
Excellent Working Conditions
APPLY

can arrange working
hours to suit your schedule.

First National

APPLY TODAY

vate.
259-1773
24 -Help Wanted Men

8 MEN
Full or Part Time
for

New and Used Car

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

Salary against commission.
Nome own Hours
Mush be 21 years of age

KINNEY SHOES

Randhurst Center
253-9392

We

Band of

255-7200

PART TIME

Shoe Salesmen

Insurance

Free Life Insurance
Free Col fee Breaks
Hot Lunches at cast
Bonus Plan
Paid Vacation
Unif orms Furnished

Piano students swlled.
Palatine area. 358-2699
after 4 P.M. and week ends.

The New
Elk Grove Village
HOLIDAY INN

Holiday Inn

Des Plaines

Needs

Elk Grove Village

733 Lee Street
827-4411

HOUSEMEN

1000 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83)

An equal opportunity employer

CLEAN UP

BELLMEN
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

LADENDORF

296-6640

(prefrably over 50 years)

MOTORS, INC.
WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

Rand Rd.,
Des Plaines
827-3111

Excellent Starting Salary

MEN WANTED

Plus Benefits:

1628

(255-7200)

We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

Free Hospitalization

COME IN OR CALL

Paid Vacation
Uniforms Furnished

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

and

1001 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-8770

MAIDS

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rutting Meadows

benefits

Roberts & Porter, Inc.

Beautiful new Holiday 1110 01
Village needs
Elk Grove

392-0190

23 -Instruction

OR

RECEIVING
Must have license to drive for
emergency deliveries. Ex-

HILLMAN'S

For

SERVICES

CL 5-0 / 69

TODAY

Arlington Heights

time permanent ernploy
meat with excellent comprmy

DEPT. MANAGER

IBM Seleciric or Exec. Pick

WILL DO BABY SITTING daily.
Need transportation.

CALL

North Point
Shopping Center
Rand & Palatine Rds,

will
beginner,

Full

Apply Finance Director
Village of Arlington Hts.

ACCOUNTING

4ft

BURTON'S SHOES

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

392-4869

fill

Mr. Kaclison

but

LOST: Young black female cat

Lost: little white
Si.
Roymond's,

APPLY

opportunity for applicants who desire traIIIIIIg
and advancement in the super
market field.

fits.

253-2340

Evenings & Weekends

537-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Outstanding, Permanent, Full Time Fact-

ory Jobs For Men Who Want - Capital
Job Security - High Income.
Excellent Working Conditions
Paid Holidays - Paid Vacations
Group Insurance Plan
Starting Rate From $2.45 to $2.80 per Hour
Automatic Pay Increases - 31411 Dunu.
Advancement Opportunities

Insurance

Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Bonus Plan

1150

537-2512 - after 5 p.m.

APPLY TODAY

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

Holiday Inn

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
S. Willis
CALL OP APPLY IN PERSON

Elk Grove Village
1000 Busse Rd. (RTE. 83)
14 -Help Wanted Melt

High School Diploma Not Necessary

COME SEE US AT
250 .N. 12th- Street

(north of Dundee Rd-)

TAKE THE BIG

Wheeling, III.
537-2180

8:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Monday thru Friday

COME TO

Plastic covers.

MARTIN METALS DIVISION

512 plus material
522 plus material
515 plus material

Choirs
Sofas
Sect%

ALPINE INTERIORS
Call 327-1752

255-7200

Storm Windows
X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

OR

Aluminum storm windows
doors, aluminum fiber glass
awnings & patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.
&

647-0220

"ZsCalb

Tailoring
Expert Alterations
On Men's Moor
CI. 9-0849 Tiles.. & Wed. eves.

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

Dick's Tile
Woll Tile New & Remodeling
Also 1.1e Repmis

CHECK YOUR ADSI
Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of

437-4093

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Ail His
B30 W N W Hwy
259.9440

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

392.6817

Upholstery
Free

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

Sholl Decorating
358-9038

Wrought Iron

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Customized wrought
&

Interior.

iron.

Ex-

647-0220.
.

their advertisement and in
cos* ,of error to notify the
department
at
classified

We are opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate

the dishwashing machine and run the dishwashing operation.

JOBS OFFER:

Good Starting Pay

Excellent Working Conditions
Paid Holidays
raid Vacation
Profit Sharing
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Plea** check your ads and
notify us at once. Correct-

Algonquin and Meacham Roads

PHONE 255-7200

General Accounting Openings for individual with 0 - 3 years accounting experience. Junior
College business graduate would be ideal candidate.

PROGRAMMERS
Familiarity with IBM system 360 and Cobol would be excellent background for present program
met openings. At least one year programming experience required.

DATA PROCESSING TRAINEES
Training positions now open in Tabulating and Computer sections for individual desiring start
in Data Processing Operations.

MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEE
We will train you to operate machines in our large mail room. No prior experience necessary.
Apply in person or phone us for details.

APPLY NOW

MOTOROLA

Saturdays.

JUNIOR ACCOUNTANTS

Health and Life Insurance Han

once in order that correction
con be mode, in the event of
error or orottsion, the nova=
papa, will be responsible for
the first incorrect
ONLY
insertion and only to the extent of the space that the ad
Error will be
requires.
mollified by republketion
furor* insertion,

ions ore accepted by phone.
9 to tg
9 to 9 weekdays

XCELL FENCE & IRON CO.

terior

WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

(255-7200)

Tile

Ned Williams

PURE OIL

DISHWASHERS

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

529-2840

Painting -Decorating

Ext.

To sell 00111C brood children's
shoes. Great starting salary.

Excellent

MARTIN MARIETTA

On all custom made fabric slip&
reupholstering, &
covers

FREE ESTIMATES

Masonry

LINES FOR

FALL SALE 50% OFF

I

look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

3
5
DAYS

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

Shrubs

Installed Rototilling &
Grading. All work guaranteed.
estimates.

529-3463
FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

Guaranteed Workmanship
Fully insured. Free estimates

grass cutting, fertilizing, d -

No job too big or smolt. Free

N & N CONCRETE

10% FALL SAVINGS
1 DAY SERVICE

Complete lawn care available,

Sod
Trees

85
89
86

St.

For Public Works Depart-

.

T V Check up time Antennas
Home Service Calls
All Bank Credit Cards Honored

LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

255-1096

Tile Slate Quarry, Marble

14

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property

.

Apartments
Commerciol
Kitchen Cabinet Refinishing

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

296-6365

KLY TILE CO

or

HARBUT'S LAWN MICE.

9
Lose

3 Generations

Decorating in the Finest
Scandinavian Tradition

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

All phases of yard work. Lawn

CARPET & FURN shampooing, 1/2
this od Installations
s
price

Personals

Residential
stone

Re-

.

CL 9-0495

fill, any amount. Also pick up
debris. 457-0389

Joe

253 9046 - 761-688P

sand,

DIRT,

69
56

.

Launtz Jensen

Landscaping

rum.
15 yrs.

Call

cstirnote

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

381-1972

BLACK

Wall
in

PAINTING & DECORATING

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Specialty

siding
UNITED ENGINEERS 823 0828

Fall Special 517 95 deans living
rm & hall carpet Sofas 59.95 &
up 894-9141

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Janeal Draperies

room additions rtc rooms and
dormers Vinyl and aluminum

.

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices

.

Prospect.

.

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

ON REMODELING & REPAIRS
Coll roe for free estimates on

.

Mt.

ward. 2594530.
Lost: Fluffy gray cat in the vicinity of Ridge School. Call

13

94
Loans Mortgages
95
Real Estate -Service
88
Real Estate -Vacant
96
Real Estate -Wanted .
Rooms.Board-.
70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
21
Situations Wanted -Men
Situations Wanted 22
Women
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property . 78
To Rent Furnished
.73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties 79
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

529.7774, After 6 p.m.

bedspreads & window shades.

Save time & money

Carpet Cleaning

Quality Paint Service

Randwoocl,

90
50
65

Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -

299-3159

Exterior Pointing at its I iruent.
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

Experienced instructor. M00. &

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Fur Apprc rolc e Carps nn( r.
359-2756
Ri asonabln

in-

terior & exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaronteed.

LOST: Whine Siamese cat, vic.

kitten, vic. of
Mt. Prospect,

Nursery Schools -

SPFCIAI

& winter rates on oil

Home Repairing

EDMOND GRAY

.

13 -Lost and Found

13 -Lost and Found

83

Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111
55
Musical Instruments

PHONE 698-2322

"She's on the phone, but I'm sure she won't mind a
couple of extra conversations at the same time:"

47

5

GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

South

3-6100,

EXPERIENCED
PART TIME

Heights. 253-2340

SHOEMEN

3 MAINTENANCEIMEN

vicinity Arlington Market. 2530613 after 3:30 pc,.

23

Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found

FREE ESTIMATES

BEST REF.

GENERAL

No job

rn moth ling & odclition
too moll 766-8034

Wall to
cleaned

E.J. ERICSSON

fully
workmanship,
Quality
ensured. Reasonable. 259-1039

THE

for expert carpentry,

REST

ON tkruCK

I

26
30

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Propriety
Landscaping

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5.3991

AND '2 STRONG MEN
8737

24

(To Rent)

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating

General Hauling

,.dill nen

nil

ki 011111a

Call

r.01PS

1"

I

2

Furniture
Industrial Property

NEW WAY PAINTING

FL 8-4543

re -gluing

7

Home Furnishings -

Decorating E. Remodeling

Wayne's Furniture Service
rehnnhing, Burns R.
Custom
Scratches Removed Repairs &

36

Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women

C13-1118

Wall Poper,ng

1

Food and Delicacies
Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors

1,11101019, P0101109 & I4nny,

529-1211

I !rushed 519.95

29
57

Florists

Rick's Decorating
Ecklund Floor Service

Average rm sanded sealed &

28

Equipment Rentals

259.5337

Floor Maintenance

10 \NING SERVICE

27

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service Women

Painting -Decorating

Fencing

Hobbies .1012

Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment .

OR
Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day,
The Des Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.
C >py Dr cidline for Business Directory Thus day 3.00 P.M.

Auto Repair

3

Lots

W.

301
CL

8

1628 Rand Rd., Des Plaines

tor, Village of Arlington

Public Schools
District 25

17
9

Business Services

Ladendorf Olds

complete environment sonito
tion. Salary open. Paid vocation, hospitalization & life in
surance. Apply Finance Direc-

Arlington Heights

.

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

827-3111

Responsibilities to include

Marine Supplies .........37
38
Boat Storage
39
Building Materials
66
Business Opportunities
15
Business Personals
Business Service Directory 16

DRAPERIES

SANITATION

SCHOOL

Boots and

Cal) "Eleanor" at 437-2084

advancement
CALL - GEORGE

Village of Arlington Heights.

Barter and Exchange 64

CUSTOM

WANTED

Due to expansion
Excellent chance for

REGISTERED

-

Wolf & Euclid Rds.
Mt. Prospect

106
103
99

Automobiles Wonted

MECHANICS

Call 827.7880
From 9 A.M, to 9 P.M,

35

Arts and Antiques
Auction Soles
Aviation

3 EXPERIENCED

work.

Air Conditioning

Let us help make your DAY

255-7200

PART TIME
Permanent employment
available doing Janitorial

SERVICE STATION

INDEX

TSIWESS
ice31Direct

Se

by Katt Osann

TIZZY

CLASSIFIED

255-7200

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Need Help?

Advertise with Day

Friday, October 25, 1968

Many Company benefits available for all regular employees.

PURE

Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

uni 76n

Pure Oil Division

Union Oil Company of California,
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

I HE DAY
GAo STATION ATTENDANTS

S/1440

-

CUSTODIAN

School and church - 8
hour day - prevalent

time
hour. Call

part

or

portation. Full
work. $3.00 per
394-0240 between 11 a.m. & 5

For

salary. Call 358-0444.

p.m.

First National
Bank of

BUS DRIVERS
FULL TIME

WANTED

Full time man for paint and.

Des Plaines

I I p.m., 1/ p.m. - 7 o.rn.
Short Runs
Good Pay
School Routes Available also
COOK COUNTY

CALL IN PERSON

SCHOOL
BUS COMPANY
PHONE 43940923
3040 S. Busse Rd.

The Paint Spot
11 W. Davis

AUTO ENTHUSIAST

Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights

teorn in
Join the NUMBER
the Northwest suburbs. LOT
1

Cr

FRINGE
BENEFITS

OLIVO

.

CONTACT:

BEAUTY SALON

Mrs. Maicke
For Interview
Appointment

(Days and Evenings)

Are Needed At

CHEVROLET

FULL OR PART TIME

--

8

404 E. Rand Rd.

CUSTODIANS
FULL TIME - DAYS AND NIGHTS
No Experience Necessary!

JOBS OFFER:

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

Good Starting Pay
Excellent Working Conditions

McDONALD' S
America's largest carry.our
restaurant chain needs neat

Full or Part Time
Male or Female

LOMBARD, ILL .... 629.6770
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200
.

PRESSMAN

SALESMEN

FLEXOGRAPHIC

SALESWOMEN
Evenings &

2nd SHIFT

Weekends

vided.
CALL MR. SCHENK

MEAT DEPT.

253-9042

APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

.

TOWER

SALES
Aggressive self starter con
earn St 5,000-$20,000 yearly
on salary and commission

plan. Minimum of 2 years soles
or programming experience re
quired. College background
helpful.
include

Benefits

$.100

MOTOROLA
Algonquin and Meacham Roads

per

An equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

I

MEN AND WOMEN

245 Priargate Rd.
Cary, 111. 60013

Don't Miss This

639-235/

Day or Night Shifts

Also Part Time Night
Shift
6:15

P.M.

TURN -STYLE

10:30

to

P.M.

precision complex
parts, gauges & mechanical test equipment. PleaFor

(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc.)
NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER
Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington Heights

sant working conditions.
Excellent fringe benefits,
free life insurance, hospitalization & 8 paid holidays.

Apply

in

person

MARK, 380
Des Plaines.

Get In Or The Beginning
Of a New And Exciting Store

call:

Come In Now or Call

employer

We offer a liberal pension plan, excellent
salary and good clean working conditions.

Port time

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

*CAFETERIA

AIR CONDITIONED

CALL 259-0740
Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 F.M.

fijGENERAL TIME
Progress in the World of Time

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equ'al Opportunity Employer

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

orientation into the company,
you'll be completely on your
own, heading toward design.
Any mechanical background

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

design

$600 UP UP - NO FEE,

6 Hours College Accounting
100% EDUCATION REFUND

Call JOHN at 299-7191 Ext. 32

Larson in Des Plaines
Career Specialists

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

WITH

Programmer

MOTOROLA

H. S. Grad. with good figure
opt. Complete training in the
fascinating field of automated
equipment. New class starting. Call now and you will be
on your way in this earn and

Block The Bill Collectors
TEAM BENEFITS:
Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Line Wirers & Solderers
Communications Technicians Outstanding Working

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Lite Assemblers

learn program.

Call DAVE at 299-7191
Ext. 24

Supervise a small force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape.
Great opportunity to move into

want men who can develop

higher management or sales.
Call Frank Victor at 827-7706.
Northwest
Hwy, Des Plaines. Also offices
in
Chicago and all Major
Suburbs.

wheel for a top-flight automotive specialist firm; they
Drivers. Coll

Jim Digre at 827-7706, HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy,
Des Plaines. Also offices in

Chicago and all

major

Su-

burbs.

380

Veterans
$500-700 Free

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
. 629-6770
449-8070
815.338.

LOMBARD, ILL.
HILLSIDE; ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
.

APPLY

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 AM to 3PM
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 AM to 8 PM
Saturday: 9 AM to 12 Noon

Q

COLLEGE DROP -OUT
NEW VETS

MOTOROLA
.

$700 UP - NO FEE
START A CAREER NOW

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR
SKILLS

Call DON at 299-7191 Ext. 35

Larson in Des Plaines
Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

receptionist.

his
patients,
to
know
get
all the folks who
technicians
-

are in & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set oppts. Days are busy and
happy when you find yourself
doing things for all the nice

people you'll meet! Must type.
To E500 or more. See IVY,
1496 MINER, 297-3535
DES PLAINES

Now is the time to apply for
training in the field of your

or

the position you are qualified
to handle. Regardless of your

An ideal position for you, if
you'd like to greet new people into the lovely offices of

we want to help
you find a trainee prosition

education

Armchair

accounting, traffic, drafting, credit sales, computers,

in

Company car, expense
count and a good starting
salary. Chicago and III. territory. First year mon con
make 10,000 very easily.

etc. Do yourself a favor and
give us a call now.

$541.25 MONTH
well

this

appearance, and pleasing
personality. Since you'll be
the first person visitors will
the

good

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL..
3200

629.6770
449.8070
815-338.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to avist you.

is

im-

call Miss Paige. Free.
Miss Paige

g298-5021

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights
966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Dental

DES PLAINES

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

ability to make a

first impression

portant. For more information

Assistant

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

PERSONNEL, INC.

suburban

light typing, neat

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

298-5021

known

mfg, firm. You should have

see,

WIDE

PERSONNEL, INC.

WIDE

3200

be available to assist you.

his

wants to help you find the
position that you wont and

.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a .day. A counselor will

be

to

Weekend

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

MOTOROLA

Learn

'He prefers a complete beginner
who he can train to greet &

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

DES PLAINES

IS AT

If you're madly in love with
public contact here's an (deaf
job! It's located in this area!
You'll work for young Doctor.

desire. Our organization

for the sports enthusiast.

298-5021

THE, GOAL LINE

An equal opportunity employer

on the helmet and grab the

equipment firm has the job
for youl This is a sales job

PERSONNEL, INC.

ALGONQUIN AND MEACHAM RDS.
SCHAUMBURG

Adventures opportunity open
if you have a clean driver's
license and a DD214. Buckle

ac-

Profit Sharing

(Days. & Nights)

TRAINEE
FAST PAY RAISES!

SERVICE
To $9000 to Start. Free

HALLMARK,

DOCTOR' S

RECEPTION

$150 wk to

into Chief Test

9394866
Su!, 6()6

Chicogo

TEST DRIVERS

start NO FEE

CUSTOMER

Suite 23A

63 E. Adorns

EX G.I.

be available to assist you.

Athlete??

Conditions

Custodians

Prot ess urtul Level

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

3200

392-2700

Randhurst

.

Chicago based sporting

WIDE

holmes & assoc.

SUPV. EXP IS THE KEY
SOME OPERATING EXP.

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629-6770
449-8070
815-330-

LOMBARD, ILL.
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.

reception
Greer C110,1, Answer phones_
Light typing. Plush office.

$9000 NO FEE

Trainee
$700

Tackle The High Cost of Living

front desk

815-338-

EDP SUPERVISOR

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Accounting Trainee

NO. 1

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

.

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

Des Plaines

394-0880
S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

LOMBARD, ILL

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Golf Road

MISS PAIGE

DES PLAINES

DES PLAINES

Call BETTY at 299-7191 Ext 37

Stock Keepers
Clerical Openings

PAID VACATION

mechine parts. After a brief

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

TOP MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Gain Your Goal of Security

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

298-5021

298-5021

PROGRAMMING MGR.
$25,000 - FREE

S.

a

Free

PERSONNEL, INC.

PERSONNEL, INC.

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

in

You'll he

shorthand).

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

255-7200

Join a Winning Team

*PENSION PLAN

who has some figure expel..
and can do some typing (no

WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

Advertise with Day

COME IN PERSON AFTER 4:30 P.M.
SEE MR. SCHMITT

GAL FRIDAY

This is for the all around got

Start off handling the detail

you a good
beginning. Act now II

Need Help?

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR A CHANGE!

FREE HOSPITALIZATION

$130-$150 WK.

iirbs.

NO STENO

and layout of precision

CL 5-6888

ARE

MACHINE OPERATORS

and fabrication
and general detail in eng.neering department of growing
electronic company. Experispecs.
with military
ence
valuable. Salary open.

WIDE

Get Into Design
$500-600 Free

Arlington Heights

YOU

Day or Night Shift

Chicago and all Major Sub!

components

Call DAVE at 299.7191

Also offices

Plcones,

Des

Layout and detail of parts for

be available to assist you.

Only sincere applicants desiring full time
work, looking for a real future, need apply.

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

ASSEMBLERS

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy,

DRAFTSMAN

MANICURIST

867-5222

The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadows.

urbs.

Ext. 24
LARSON in DES PLAINES

earns

Excellent opportunity
for top operator

414

Nunfenc Keypunch Operator
for day sluff. Any expert.
Jun
Coll
qualdies.
once
Roberts us 827-7706, HALL-

i

Sub.n

small (5 girl) suburban office.

If yob are tired of listening to big promises
that never come true and if you want to work
for a company with a future, see us.

On For Size:

An equal opportunity

Also offices

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

STYLIST

Try One of These Few Remaining Openings

UHELKERS-Part Time Days, 12 to 5 F.M.
SALES CLERKS - Full Time
CUSTODIANS - Full Time, Days & Nights

$95-$1 15 a Wk. Free
Plush suburban office lookmti
for an experienced Alpha

Northwest Hwy,

Chicago and all Major

Career Specialists

HAIR

GRAND OPENING

CL 9-0710
Progress in a world of
time
Space & Systems Div.
1200 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

PICK YOUR SHIFT
8 NEEDED NOW

BEFORE

or

GENERAL TIME

DISPATCHER

O'Hare Field

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
THERE IS STILL TIME TO APPLY AT

360 OPERATOR
$700 - NO FEE

FULL TIME ONLY

The Count -Down Is On!

Inspectors

AVIATION

OPERATOR

pony without previous top experience. Coll Dorn
spot
Morton at 827-7706, HALL.

jor Suburbs.

AVIATION

NIGHTS ONLY

IVY

KEYPUNCH

TRAINEE

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest
Hwy., Des Plaines. Also offices in Chicago and all ma-

BUTLER

John G. Lynch & Co.

& out. You should like working
with people. That's what you'll'
be doing most of the lime! See

MAINTENANCE
$145-$175 a Week FREE

Good all.around maintenance
mon con be chief s, this corn.

North Point Shopping

MR. LARSEN

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Easy location. Busy executives in

1496 MINER, 297-3535

PROMOTION

Call John Sahlin at 827-7706.

APPLY IN PERSON TO

WAREHOUSE HELP

Fates, make reservations, give
hotel information. Small office.

SMALL PLANT

BURTON'S SHOES

Challenging position offering
full benefits in rapidly growing general aviation industry.

Schaumburg

type letters, answer phones.
You'll also learn to quote Hite

he available to assist you.

To $675

Arlington Heights

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

people who fly all over country.
You'll rend the office, pay bills,

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

be available to assist you.

Handle all advertising and inside sales for a major corporation. Only experience here is

Center
Rand & Palatine Rds.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

owns planes & charters Them to

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

SALES

Mr. Kadison

INC.

You'll work for airline pilot. He

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

DES PLAINES

APPLY

Wheeling, Ill.

1150 S. Willis

month car allowance, paid vo
cation (first year included), 6
paid holidays, major medical
and life insurance, sick leave
credit, profit shoring and free
coffee. Coll or write

PACKAGING,

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

3200

desire and a good attitude.

DATA PROCESSING

GIRL -$440
ROSS WILL TRAIN YOU!
ALL PUBLIC CONTACT

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Part Time

Top pay for experienced man.

298:5021

PERSONNEL, INC.

Three other convenient locations to serve you

PART TIME

Health & Life Insurance Plan
Profit Sharing

dependable men to work port
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines
units. Meals and uniforms pro.

LARSON in DES PLAINES

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

AIRLINE PILOT'S

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

See Market Manager

CUSTOMER SERVICE MODERN
LOCAL OFFICE. Coll DON at 299.
7191 Let 35

298-5021

DES PLAINES

top wages

COME IN NOW OR CALL -867-5222

DES PLAINES

1 GAL OFFICE
$500 - NO FEE

WIDE

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Arlington Heights

1496 MINER, 297.3535

perience to work with our process engineering department.
Candidate should have experience in ink drawings. Coll
nowl

g.

IN THE FINAL STAGES OF HIRING

IVY

$95 FREEI

Opportunity for a draftsman
with at least 2 years ex

3

PERSONNEL, INC.

JEWEL FOOD STORE

MEN PART TIME

programming

you to school free.

392-9300

raises!

Engineer

months. Company will send

NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER

MOTOROLA

Junior

learn all types of equipment

and'wiring. Raise in

Rand & Palatine Rds. in Arlington Heights

Arlington Hts.

Mon. thru Fri.,
1 pm - 5 pro ONLY
297.4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

No experience necessary. Will
computers,

DENTAL OFFICE

Will train you to welcome patients, type bills, set appts. Fast

SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS

Arlington Hts.

TURN -STYLE
(Division of Jewel Companies, Inc.)

LATTOF

Trainee
$700

2001 E. Davis

24 -Help Wanted Men

HALLMARK, 3130 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines.

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729.6040

Systems

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINE

CL 5-6888

Call Jan Roberts at 827.7706,

Larson in Des Plaines

Call Don Weidner

Arlington Heights

Suburban territory
Rapid Advance to Mgmt.
Call TOM at 299.7191 Ext. 27

1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

Free Training

JANITORS

to advance through on aggressive organization. For a job
with a future, contact-

Cl 9-4100

Excellent opportunity
for top operator.

EXCELLENT

$425-575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

$675 PLUS CAR - NO FEE

LARSON in DES PLAINES

product

SWBD-RECPT

SALES TRAINEE

Call TOM at 299.7191 Ext 27

call 692-4281

STYLIST

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

5 LOCAL SPOTS

PART TIME
dealer. Guaranteed
line. Excellent future.

Page 17

1968

MOVE INTO SUPERVISION

Earn 5100 or more a month.
Local manufacturer needs a

HAIR

312-639-2361

BOY position is available for
desire
a young man with

For Nursery School Bus, 4 hours
a day. 255-7335

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

industry.

-

and benefits.

An equal opportunity employer

TRAINEE
Fine opportunity for a
young ambitious man to
begin a soles career in
electronic components

Friday October 25

INJECTION MOLDING
$200 - FREE

DRIVER WANTED

SCHAUMBURG TEXACO
1530 W. Schaumburg Rd.

3 ships 7 a.m.. 3 p.m., 3 p.m.

wallpaper store. Good salary

733 Lee Street
827-4411

Full time - 02.00 per hour
Apply or call 894-9610

SALES

to demonstrate movie equipment. Will train qualified
applicants. Must have trans-

OPERATOR

24 Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

3 MEN NEEDED

COMPUTER
Experienced
second shift.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-11Plp Wanted Men

21 -Employment Agencies Men

26 Help Wanted Men or Women

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629.6770
449-8070
815.338-

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

Local

doctor

needs

gals

to

assist him. Lite typing and a
neat appearance qualifies.
Salary open.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

V.P.'S SECRETARY

$500'- NO FEE
DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Call BETTY at 299-7191 Ext 37
LARSON IN DES PLAINES

Career Specialists
1510 Miner (Northwest Hwy.)
Also in Glenview at 729-6040

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

I.: DAY

Friday, October 25, I968

Page 18

Local woman wanted for cleaning

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

2g -Employment Agencies -Women

pliers, learn to order materials,

get quotes, samples. Type
purchase orders.

IVY

$100 FREE!

Des Plaines

EUROPE THIS YEAR

or pelhaps,Mexico in

$500 Mo.

hours. 439.84/2, CL 9-1263

enough

(old

days 647-8100
evenings.

December. The choice is yours

near or in this suburb?
To world famous psychologist,
9-5. 5 days. Trait) shoring plus
bonus. Ideal for girl living

as you decide where to go

in or near Des Plaines. NO FEE.

reservationist to greet

WANTED

at this suburban travel agen-

Must be able to control people
ability to answer phones.
-

trained

You'll be

as a

travelers, secure airline and
other reservations, give ad-

Salary

Plaines.
desirable. Duties
Des

In

SECY $580
suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home

394.0880

9 S. Dunton

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

developments. You'll be his secy.

824-4 91 9

298-5021
GENERAL

WANTED

DES PLAINES

OFFICE
Nursing Home Day
evening hours

DES PLAINES

PRIVATE
SECRETARY

Keypunch

OPERATOR
Mature Woman Only

Operator
$450

Monday Thru Friday

relocated in this area.

secretary to the Director of

prestige suburban firm.

The

To work in Nursing Home
in Des Plaines

WIDE

are brand new and

you'll have your o w n
too

much

Apply

in

Wanted

298-5021

make reservations for
him when he travels. Free.
Miss Paige
39.1-0880
9 S. Dunton
calls,

PERSONNEL, INC.

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

SHIRT GIRL
No experience necessary - will
train. Apply at -

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

PRIM CLEANERS

DES PLAINES

1425 E. Palatine Rd.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Arlington Heights

Confidential

NURSING

Secretary
$600

Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
Call Des

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

be available to assist you.
30-1Ielp Wanted Women

After just I week of "on-the-job"
training you'll be Cr full fledged
ready to talk
Rent-A-Car girl

Baby
5

P.

827-6628

Hospital 299-0656 after 6.

-

to & take references front the
traveling men. Have them fill out
a form. Check their identification.
Direct them to car. Hand over the

GENERAL
EXPERIENCE

Furnished Free! $90 to train!

Willi typing, 5 days,

IVY

Kirchhoff Insurance
Agcy.

DES PLAINES

25 S. Main St.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

YOUNG
ATTORNEYS'
RECEPTION

clients, direc-

CLEAN NG LADY

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

typing req'd. (not the heavy
legal stuff, they have their
pwn secy. for that). A nice

a

will train a beginner.

people are only other req's.

Pleasant

5475 ma. to start. Free.
Miss Paige
394.0880
9'5. Dunton

atmosphere,

ideal

location, good starting salary,
and full company benefits.

Arlington Heights
966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

CALL T. MANNING
439-3500
HOUSEWIVES
Earn good pay with TOPPS Select your own hours. Openings
available as:

Personable young ladies waisted

See Mr. Ellison

comes into this famous airline for
reservations or info. You will get
in on MARVELOUS COMPLETE

TOPPS

TRAINING PROGRAM! You'll
learn all about making plane
reservations, confirming, selling
tickets, cancellations. You'll wear
chic outfits 8i help people find
answers to their travel questions.
It'S-all-public-contact-I 00percent
it

PROOF ENCODER

and the people you meet and the

people you work with! Fast pay
raises and your own TRAVEL
FREE! See

IVY

First National

1496 MINER, 297-3535
DES PLAINES

Several top companies in the
area ore seeking gals with
experience on
typing.

the

S/B.

B

the

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
3 p.m. - 9 p.m.

short hand and typing skills.

We offer

PLEASANT

SUR-

ROUNDINGS,CONGENIAL

TECHNICIAN. Helpful are

located close to O'Hare and
can be easily reached via ex-

previous lab experience. Positions offer variety, excellent

pressway.

environment including air

conditioning. Lack of

437-5400

Dearborn Chemical

Anocut

Div.
W. R. Grace & Co.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

Lake Zurich

2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

DES PLAINES

i(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
all Des Plaines anytime 24
flours a day. A counselor will

An equal opportunity
employer

FULL TIME
New modern plant in Elk Grove Village has immediate opening for Payroll Girl. Must have aptitude for figures Apply in person or call:

Miss Escher- 439-7600

7 Paid Holidays
Attendance Bonus
Free Coffee
Pension Plan
Free Hospitalization

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village

yc available to assist you.

Tirrte

RECEPTIONIST

LOOKING FOR THE
IDEAL JOB?

e is a popular neighborhood
doctor and you'll be trained to
greet his patients, ans. phones,
opptnts. Age is
schedule

dpen and absolutely no
medical experience is needed.
Bight typing, a calm and

4leasant personaility and a
re liking for public contact is re-

mo.

o start.

Faired.Miss Paige
394.0880
S. Dunton

HERE IT IS

9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

Excellent starting salary. The

3 summer months off.
Pleasant working conditions.

We need 3 women to pull
orders starting immediately.
This is the perfect job for

women with children in
school.
IF INTERESTED CALL

966-0700
1028 Dempster
Morton Grove

KAR PRODUCTS

3 pm, misc. items.

500 S&H Stamps. See the new

Gar. Sale Oct. 26 & 27, 10 to 6.
Moving -f urn.; [taffies, mist. 5c

Rexair control house dust.
824.7823
Frigidaire refrig.
Used
used G.E. washer $20,
good condit. 394.3647.

to $300. 1818 E. Euclid, A.H.

Gar. Sole: 321 N. Elm, Mt.
Fri,
10/24,
10/25,
9 am -8 pm, chair, toys, misc.
&

PACKERS

Stenos

in new plant in Centex
Industrial Park. Complete

company paid fringe benefits

Thursday -Sunday 2231 Kennicott,
Arl. Hts. 100's of items.
HUGE GARAGE SALE, benefit
Maryville. Thurs. & Fri. 413 N.
Wilshire Ln, Arl. Hts.

GARAGE SALE Oct. 26,

Golf view Estates, Mt.

Util. rm.

sink; furnace blower;

$120 blond fall never worn $50;

INSPECTORS

Keypunch Typists

1st and 2nd Shifts
Some Part Time Hours Available.

Top Pay! Top Jobs!

"IT PAYS TO BE A

Methode Mfg. Corp.
OFFERS

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON

Wage reviews every 3 months
Excellent working conditions

Incentive and bonus jobs.
Good starting rotes

records & much misc. 302
McDonald Rd. Prosp. Hts.
goes!

CUSTOM MADE
GIRL

rocking
stoles,

Rolling Meadows

1700 H cks Rd.

Plaines. 439-1705
Antiques Flea Market Sale

Sun. Oct. 27, 11-5 pm, Town
Hall, lower level of Randhurst
Shopping Center. Rtes. 12 &
83, Mt. Prospect. Admission
50c 392-0383 or CL 3.9117

Gar. Sale: Oct. 24 & 25, 10.8
pm, No advance sales. Misc.
items, lawnmower, vacuum

cleaners, clothing, bathrm.
books, etc.
Ln., Wheeling.

281

Cindy

392.3500

trunk of new costume jewelry.
Many in boxes, good for Christmas presents. Also clothing &
some furniture. Fri, Sot., Sun.
10 to 5. 302 N. Wheeling Rd.,

gauges.

JOB

Average

SECRETARIES
and

suburban offices of int'l con-

STENOGRAPHERS

cations

Openings Available

FABRICATOR
INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

Newly created positions are now open for gals
with top shorthand and typing skills. One to 5
years secretarial experience is required in vvar-

tanks,

16'

cornice, many

more items.
Garage Sale -Moving

jety of positions.

of

air-cond., portable

iture,

TV's,

Gar. Sale: Oct. 25, & 26, 9 am to
5 pm, 507 S. Nowato, Mt. Prosp.

We have an excellent opport

MARION FISHER

for on individual to
join our quality control department. Primary responsibility
unity

is the inspection of parts fa.
bricated in our punch press
department during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic

Start-

ing rote dependent upon experience. Coll or apply in per.

..

METHODE MFG.CORP.

For best results use

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines
296-6111,

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS

Day Want Ads

MR., R. CLEM

392-3500

/unizon

Pure Oil Division

OF

ILLINOIS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

2004 MINER ST.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

women's

clothes,

'

with

age 525. CL 5.6497.
2 cribs - $5 each

Good condition
CL 3-7494

Reg. size pool table and equip.
Call eves. after 6:30 p.m. and
weekends - Best offer 359-4610
2 snow tires with wheels, used.
W.s.w. Town & Country, 600x 13.
$25.2590219.

BUY OLD ELECTRIC or
windup toy trains made before
WILL

1442,

Oily

typewriter recently
overhauled, excellent condition
IBM

elec.

595. FL 8.6947.

DIG YOUR OWN
SILVER MAPLES, $2

255-9527

Bedroom set: desk, chest, twin
beds $60. Gray persian coat $50.
825-8536

Clothing: girls' 10.14, Boys' 1420. some like new, toys, games,
books, misc. CL 3.3039

Simplicity riding mower with
snow plow attachment, $100.
439.0631 after 6 pm

Assorted baby turn, 8 pcs. $50,
will separate. Gray mon made
.fur stole SID, Blue ladies laminated suit, sz 16. 299.0631

Typewriter owners: your machine cleaned or repaired. 20 yrs.
exp. work guaranteed.
FL 7-6947

Dinette tbl. & chrs., girls

dresses sz 2-4, vaporizer,
POTATOES - RED & WHITE

Walter F. Sass

Rte 72 one mile east of Rte 47
from Starks Station, eight miles

PUMPKINS
CORN STALKS
Indian Corn & Gourds
446 5. Arlington Hts Rd.
Arlington Heights

EVERGREENS
3 to 4 feet - $3.98 each. 5 yr.
old BLUE SPRUCE 10 for $1.00
2 blocks South of North Ave. on
Bloomingdale Road, Wheaton.
MUST SELL!

books;

misc.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY

Union Oil Company of Colifornia
200 East Golf Rood,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

press gloss; Primitives; GE stove

535; Stouffer table $20; Westinghouse roaster & stand; size
16

Call 827-9919

tires

west of Rte 31. 464-5438.
out

State, everything must go; furn

Douglas Ave. Des Plaines.
824-5343

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

snow

wheels 600013; very low mile-

358-4805

Victorian chairs $10 ea.; Bristol Lusters; wash set; cut &

Mr. Berg
625-7490

Firestone

2

short wave radio, plus misc.

clothing & many misc. items all
cheap. Daily after Oct. 25. 2158

As

CALL

equipment.

We have positions for the CAREER minded woman. YOUR future is in Telephone Communi-

Call 966.0935 after 5.

Home grown, 52.35 per 100 lbs.

fish

perience, as well as a genuine
liking for detail with public
contact, will qualify you for
this fast pace job in N.W.

inspection

or CAREER?

1/32 scale rood roc.
ing set w/extra accesories 520.
Sclextrex

Arl. Hts. CLOTHES,
lady's 10.12, girl's 9-12, men's
mecEIg, lady's shoes 8-81/2,
new men's GOLF SHOES 9I/2C,
Burton,

Rummage Sale

Clean Usable Items
Needed

(Can be delivered at bock
entrance, by oppt. til Oct. 26)
OCT. 26, 9 AM to 9 PM
Oct. 27, 9 AM to 7 PM

St. Alexius
Hospital

Stritch Hall, ground floor
800 Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village
(Employee's entrance on
Biesterfield Rd.)
437-5500, Ext. 592

'

520. 259-2967.

Gar. Sole: Oct. 26, 9-5 pm, 815
S.

typing skills, some office ex-

son.

lamb

Persian

horse,

misc. 482 Marshall, Des

Prospect Heights.

and

yes

din-

Unusual Garage Sale: Inherited

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Call Barb Ross 827-8154
606 Lee Street, Des Plaines, III.

E.

both

$10; 20" bike $10:.
Drafting table 520; apt. refrig.

ette set; Christmas tree; lamps;

sink,
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

boat

pm. Furn.,

9.5

$50,

End -tables

Prospect

Gar. Sale: Oct. 26 & 27, 10 to 4.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

and bonuses.

PAPER BAG 'CO.

27,

10-4 pm 703 Glendale Lane,

Walnut, Arl. Hts.

ASSEMBLERS

Norge washer & electric dryer.
$25 each or 550 a pair. Reasonable 259-4518.

rollout windows,
Anderson
76x56", 52x56", 23x39"; hand
guns & rifles. 392-6521

& motor, much misc. 1143 N.

WOMEN

$75. 255-3395.

GARAGE SALE: 1329 Brown St.,
Oct. 25, 9 am Des Plaines,

Moving -everything

Immediate openings 7 A.M.
to 3:30 P.M. Light clean work

NAME YOUR SHIFT
AND CALL AL

259-3022

3 HP motor scooter, exc. cond.

Neighborhood Gar. Sale: Oct.

Openings Now Available

Jobs NOW

cern.

DOCTOR WILL
TRAIN YOU AS

Deluxe GE port. dishwasher $60;

Garage Sale Oct. 23 to 26. 2708
George Ct. Rolling Meadows.
Furn., dehumidifier & misc.
Gar. Sale: Fri. & Sat. 10 to 5.
1101 Ironwood Dr. Mt. Prosp.
Refrig.; tarp; rugs; toys.

24,25,26,

Rolling Meadows
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Available for Women
with Office Skills!

Use initiative and judgment to
help purchase wide range of
technical equipment, incl. vol.

1

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

of Golf Rd. Sat., Oct 26, 10.6:30

House Sole, ThursSat., Oct. 2426. Crystal, chino, Turn odds &
ends. 1193 Des Plaines Ave, D.P.
NE Corner of D.P.& Algonquin.

Metropolitan Printing Co.

LUCKY GIRL!
Part

Needs several part time

6 AM to 1 AM, 5 Days
7 PM to Midnite, Every
2nd Evening
Midnite to 6 PM, Weekends

Garage Sale -786 Millers Rd,
blk S
D.P., Cor. Elmhurst Rd. 8.

Thurs.

Employer

Mrs. Kokes
259-4000

PURCHASING --J R.

uniforms furnished.

Loost to Coast
(but new to our areo)

Oct. 30, 10 am to 2 pm
108 N. Hotlen, Mt. Prospect
I

Please call
Miss Gaffke

CONTACT

FOTOMAT CORP.

GARAGE F: BAKE SAI F

BENEFITS. We are conveniently

high school or college
chemistry courses and

Paid Vacations
Paid Sick Leave

1100 Hicks Rd.

of Mt. Prospect

shifts open. Clean, pleasont,

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

ATMOSPHERE, EXCELLENT
SALARY AND FINE FRINGE

CALL 259-1620

State Bank

An equal opportunity employ,

women to serve our good
coffee and donuts. Several

Call Karla
956-0603

of a secretary with excellent

hours best for you. Be a LAB

320 Genesee St.

personality, enthuinterested
in
and
meeting people.
siastic,

The sales manager of our fast
growing cornpany is in need

days and

idea as

an

outgoing

.

CLERK

298-5021

$500

Select

Corp.,

modern us tomorrow, is looking for young ladies, over 18,
5'.5'0", 105'130 lbs., attractive,

SECRETARY

Want To Work Again?
Start out by working part

BENEFITS INCLUDE

"The Enjoyable Bank"

733 Lee Street
827-4411

MISTER DONUT

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS.

p

be available to assist you.

Lite

WIDE

:

1112.

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Mt. Prospect

Des Plaines

Reception
$450

Rrn.

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

benefits.

Bank of

Switchboard

DES PLAINES

ALM

train right party. Many

2995 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows
392.0190

5 Day week. Good figure apti.
rude essential. Some banking
experience is desirable but will
train qualified applicants.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

time.

Fotornot

PAYROLL GIRL

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m.

DISCOUNT STORE

TELLERS

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

438-8241

NURSE
DAYS ONLY

Fi OnP FIFI?

to, handle anyone who calls or

PERSONNEL, INC.

FORM designed by one of the
"IN" crowd.

DES PLAINES

Multi -family garage sale,

CASHIERS
,MARKERS

trainees $450

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

An Equal Opportunity

Experience preferred, but will

airlines
hiring

Madison

E.

RA 6.2355

AT

lenge in her work and who con

ersonality and 0 way with

of -the-time. You'll just love

29

office)

Be Your Own Bass!!
Have Your Own Store!!

Wear your "kicky," mini UNI-

298-5021

Mr. Olsson

convenience.
Temporary Office

your

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hts.

girl who looks for a chal-

take shorthand and type. We

WIDE

confidential interview wrongService,
(Chicago

Be A

FOTOMATE!!

WIDE

for well groomed gals with

Do not delay. Call today.

be available to assist you.

We Will Train You To

good typing skills.

prevent you from inquiring.

at
Chicago

In The Picture

CALL MRS. SNYDER

and lite experience.

$400

Several openings in the area

the next few weeks. Salary plus
bonus, This is not a commission
job. See or call Jane Arden for

Well known mfg. company is
offering a rewording job to

Light

Typists

transportation should not

ed

Put Yourself

$433

Plaines branch to open within

ARLINGTON INN

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

ting them to the proper inner
off ice from you scat in the

PERSONNEL,. INC.
DES PLAINES

hour.

SECRETARY

guys and you'll enjoy

g298-5021

OES

296-6640, After 1 p.m.

WOMEN

Temporary Office
seeking aggressive

one opening in our Loop office for Ass't Manager. Des

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

358-4400
Mature lady full or port time.
Apply in person. $2.00 per

CL 3-1085

They are a friendly group of

reception office.

Call Mr. Kellen

8:30 AM to 5 PM

1496 MINER, 297.3535

outer

School Administration Office.
Shorthand and typing proficiency required.

INSURANCE

keys! You'll wear a chic outfit!

SECRETARY

.

437-3857

.

be available to assist you.

career minded person to work
in beautiful new Branch Office
located at O'Hare Lake Office
Plaza. Exp. in personnel preferred but will consider related work. exp. Also, we hove

WIDE

new

the

telligent gal with good skills

MATURE

is

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-5350

Local company looking for in.

Manager
Temporary Office

Service

noons Free?
Hours 1-5
$2.25 An Hour

Junior

Personnel

Chicago

top secretarial skills.

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

sitter wonted 7 a.m. to
weekdays nr. Lutheran

marketing in plush

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Plaines.

Ford Employment
Agency

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Service
Des Plaines

new offices needs gal with

ASSISTANTS

10055 PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

greeting their

V.P. of

DANA

Are Your After-

PERSONNEL, INC.

advertsernent appeared
with the wrong phone number
last week. Will all interested
parties please call the above
number.

3405 Algonquin Rd.
Rolling Meadows

SLEEPY TIME GAL

g298-5021,

This

HOLIDAY INN

BENEFITS.

PLAINES DAY by telephone.
Pleasant air conditioned of.
Tice located downtown Des

II AM Only

Call Hazel Ford or Judy Sham
437.5090, days. Evenings
and weekends, YO 5-6452

236-0783

person after 2 PM

GOOD HOURLY WAGE -

Represent

Between 9 AM &

Mrs. Mayer

See Mr. Coscio

dic-

tation), you'll screen your
bosses visitors and phone

FREE!

duties in brand new Des
Plaines office. No shorthand
necessary. Must be good
typist. Salary commensurate

298-6983 til 3 p.m.
824-6431 aft. 3 p.m.

decorator furnished office. In
addition to usual secretarial
(not

telligent secretary for varied

(Night)

358-9101

Secretaries

with ability. All benefits.

NURSES. WANTED'

Computer Services, for

CALL MRS. KAYE

Spent.

On the go soles office has immediate need for efficient in-

HOSTESS

7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.
3:30 P.M. to 11:45 P.M.
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

Must live in
Salary open

field. Extremely high

earnings, career future, con ennui co-workers. We are a
15 year old employment agnncy with 4 offices. This openg at 1720 Algonquin Road
at Busse & Dempster, Mt. Pro

BORED?

4 P.M. to II P.M.
439.5522 after 7 P.M.

CALL MRS. GOODLING

west suburb.

Clerk

827-2131

international firm just

soles,

be available to assist you.

1517 Ellinwood
Des Plaines

Work close to home in a new

You'll be the private

No

duties.

office

typing & shorthand skills, ex-

act as Assistant to
Administrator in 47 bed
nursing home in North-

at

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Coll Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Office Manager in

assist

general
typing.

PHONE CL 3-0022

Trainees or experienced.

$606 MONTH

duties,

To

SWITCHBOARD

1496 MINER, 297-3535

offices

or

For

thru on detail, research, letters.
IVY

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS

contact,

no experience
time
necessary. Apply now.
Full

To

or office experience helps for
public re
this challenging
lotions

CA

FOR INTERVIEW APPT.

p.m.

map. Sit in on conferences, follow
Free

WIDE

394.0240 between 11 a.m. & 5

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Meet & work with people who
plan & put these towns on the

Interviewer
Mt. Prospect
public

OPERATORS

hours per week, good

37l/2

Age 35 to 50

company is looking for a gal
with good office background.

Any

PLASTIC PRESS

cellent fringe benefits.

Learn To Be a Personnel

Lots of variety. Salary open.

WILLIAM RAINEY
HARPER COLLEGE

NURSE

PUBLIC CONTACT

Experience
consist of

30 -Help Wanted Women

Secretary at Harper Grove
campus, Elk Grove Village.

PRACTICAL

100% PHONE

Gal Friday

Be your own boss. Local

I

437.3201

car necessary. 392.9631.

statements, receptionist, operating room core. Typing desirable, but not essential. Pleasant surroundings, extras. Salary commensurate with ability.

NURSE AIDES

MISS PAIGE

2 adults

for modern rest home. Live-in
if desired. Top Wages.
CALL 439.0018

ving customers in Arl. Hts. orea

DENTAL
ASSISTANT

cellent increase when trained.
Boss searches out undevelopeu

housework 2 days a week. Days
con be flexible. 394.0206.
Make 540 a wk. for 10 hrs. Ser-

day weekly,
own transportation.

lady

Cleaning

R.N.'s, L.P.N.'s
NURSES AIDES

or

light

to

needed

Woman

Call

bonus.

plus

vice on what to lake, where
to go. $450 mo. to start. Ex-

253.6600

827-3425

SECY--RCPT.

that is one of your benefits

PARKER
MT PROSPECT

or

on your free travel privileges,
cy.

259-2426

help)

to

ex-,

earance. Arlington Heights

5 days
a week, my home Brookwood
area. 3 pre.school & 2 school
age

some

and

perience required. Neat app.

BABYSITTER WANTED:

excel. salary. Mother with child
acceptable. Please call Mary,

DES PLAINES

Live

Dictating

Car necessary, make your own

children. 8:30 am to 5:30 pm,

1496 MINER, 297.3535

Secy.

117 S. Emerson

SECRETARY

MONEY NOWI

NW Toy mfr. Lots of phone work
& actionl You'll get to know sup-

$450 FREE

`ftro shorthand. Call Jan Roberts
at 827.7706, HALLMARK, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines

week, no cooking, ironing
washing. Arl. Hts. 394.0206

day a week. Arlington

I

Heights area. 259-4998
EARN CHRISTMAS

learn purchasing

TOP GAL FRIDAY

Cleaning lady wanted 2 days a

30-11elp Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women
- -

Fischer

STEREO AM/FM

hilfi

shortwave sonic record player
comb. in walnut cabinet; Necchi-Elna Zig Zag auto. sewing
machine; Royal deluxe VACUUM
CLEANER; Elite TYPEWRITER. All

brand new. Total orig. cost $950
sac. all $350 or willing to separate. Also colored TV.
478-2376
FALL SALE

6 to 7 ft. honeysuckle, heavy
branched, balled & bur lapped. Regular $7.50 value 1 week only $4.79 each.
Cash & Corry
SANDERS ROAD NURSERY

3285 Sanders Rd. Northbrook
Dew. Milw. Ave. & Willow Rd

.

ONE DAY
32 Miscellaneous Merchandise
Polaroid camera, color or 8 / W;

36" GAS RANGE
GOOD CONDITION
535. 259-4823

Adorable Min. Schnauzer
puppies. AKC. 358-2699
after 6 P.M. & week -ends.

Brownie camera, daybed, tan
draperies, 126x64 437 8966

7 weeks old
Free to good home
259-0244

KITTEN

Speed Queen gas dryer, stainless tub, 2 yrs old, 4 chrome kitrh.

chrs, childs spring horse & boys
26' bike 827 5807
iqcyclopedias 1967, 20 vols cost
$200 sac $35, hide a b.d cost
$300 sac $125, bunk beds $20;
Ddpont carpeting $4 yd All new.
251 7385

silVer

in gd. condition.
offer. 966.0935 after 5.

Best

grey,

3:30 p.m.

Zenith console TV,

black kittens -mother was
Siamese. Free for Halloween.
All

mahogany, good cortd
ition. $35. 253.8386
Twin size maple hunk beds, good

HE 7-4224

yr.
good

AKC white/apricot male

34 Arts and Antiques
ANnaues bought

old Poodle looking
home $20.439-0018

and sold.
1096 Lee
Plaines House
St, Des Plaines, Ill 824 4492
Des

2

for

cond.,

springs $20, 3929772

Crib, excel. cond., clothes, drop

Part collie puppies, 6 weeks old,
paper trained.

AND GROOMING
529-6408

259.5776

CARPETING

registered 437 2129
Huffy calico KITTENS Rcady to
take home Call after 6 par.

set. Reasonable.

liquor cab., barrel ch, Kodak
movie camera, screen & projector,

Sewing machine cabaret included, slightly used sews blind
hems et dresses, makes button-

CL 5 8391

185 Cambridge 12 P.,
NW. Sub. YMCA

Bedroom sehlenny Lynthpainted
white $30, mahogany end -table,
$5. Call 392.4330.
dinette
Everything must go,

Male Siamese kittens blue point
& seal point $35
956 1953
Collie, AKC, male, 5 FOOS , beau-

55 -Musical Instruments

or visit our worelise showon.
By csp,. only. Free estimates.

becues, misc. items.
CL 9.4073

Financing available. 437.8454.

Used Ludwig pearl snare drum
with stand, only $37.50
El Rey Music Center,
CL 3-0180

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines
credit Mgr. Call 469-7204, 9 A.M.

few acres in country. All cash --

to 9 P.M.

call anyilfule. 827-1117

frame home with

'69 CORONET

double M inc. Realtors
99 -Automobile For Sale
excel.

T -Bird,

full

coedit.,

power, very clean. $600. Call
255.8193 after 6 p.m.

'63 Ford XL 500, convert, red,

Prospect

Mt

spacious

2 bed

room apartment sub let $210.50
month 437 6697 after 5 pm
Cooperative housing food, day
core in large Paleface home.
Ideal for working widow with
Mu t have
2 6 young

$50 $100 pct week.

awn car

492 911170

Hts. 7 rm. brk, hi -level,

Palatine

CHALET VILLAGE
a ski resort in the city Modern
in
Kathleen
apartment 314
Elgin the finest 2 bedroom
see!
ever
you
II
apartment
Immediate occupancy, 20 short
0 Hare. All
from
minutes
condi.
air
built as
electric
honed and fireplace Private
and
much
balcony, carpeting
$180

2

by

owner:

3

7 ens. 3 bedrre. tri-level on Se
acre. Paneled rec. rm., sliding
glass doors, 2 car garage, wall.
to.woll carpeting, drapes, 2

1.1/2

For

air conditioned, dishwasher,

refrigerator, disposal.
No pets Shown by appoint-

range,

ment only

room, large family size

.

paneled recreation room, side
drive 2 car garage. Nicely

landscaped. $23,200 first

available at 6.9
per cent interest for 25 years.

mortgage

Only $29,250.

SONTAG

LAKE ZURICH

Mt. Prospect

you like a ski lodge you'll
love this home! Huge knotty
If

pine family room with

ceiling
cathedral
& fireplace. 2 baths, attached
garage. 2 bedrooms, expandable to 3. Lovely wooded
lot just 100 yds. from the

beamed

BA 3 5212 or 259 4568

NEAR THE FOX

392-0660
A FAMILY NAME IN

827-2245

'64 Chevrolet, 4-dr. sedan, V.8,
original owner, 394-3648 after
6:30 pm.

REAL ESTATE SINCE 1872
Mt. Pros.

IS

farm

residential.

or

259-9030

$8,500

WW, 5100.259-2593

'67 Olds Delmont 88, P/S,

A spacious 3 bdrin. home on
quiet cut de sac with custom

SHOWING

the finest to be seen at 569,500.

HOMEFINDERS

5 acres ranch home

designed

basement.

Many

Extras

CL 5-2677
1961 MORRIS MINOR
CONVERTIBLE $175
253-8386

Luxurious Apartments
on Spring Lake

Yellow Norman brick colonial
with Mansard roof. 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, Full basement, 2 car attached garage,

ALDEN

formal dining room, drapes
throughout. Carpeting in living
room, dining room, family

200 Acres with barn including

a 40 acre stand of oaks &

OVERSIZED 1 and 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS

FROM $190

creek. $775 per acre.

room and 3 bedrooms.

3 bedroom ranch vacant. 5%
Elevator Buildings
Swimming Pools

$49,900

261 NORTHWEST HWY.
DES PLAINES

296-6655
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

14 cu ft Refrigerators

Willow

stairs, water softener, humidi-

trees. 2 baths, car attached
garage. Lovely triangle corner
lot with giant family room over-

course o fenced yard & you

only

Large

$23,500.
1

$1,800 balance opprox. $200 per month. Must
looking.

-Free Thermostatically
Controlled Heat
-Modern Ranges with
Free Cooking Gas
Master TV Antenna
Outlets
Large Laundry Rooms

fier,

central

air

Of

cond.

guessed it an 113x30' pool with
accessories. Just reduced

2 corner lot In desirable loca-

tion. Good transportation.
Zoned residential. Excellent
schools, parks, churches, shopping, etc. $13,900.

$43,900.

Twelve/Oaks is located on the
Southeast corner of Central &
Wllke,Roads, 2 blocks North of
Algonquin Rood (Route 62).
For directions from any location call 394-3050

101 S. NW Hwy.

$32,500.

90 -Investment Property

Open all
Sunday

day

Saturday

358-1800

HOMEFINDERS

$1395. 392-5021

1

259-5139

625.4492 after 6 pm. Private.
Convertible,
1965
Mustang

'68 DODGE
14 Ton Pick-up, 4.speed, V.B,
Balance of Fact. Warranty.
Sharp.

$1882
'66 CHARGER

B

Full Power, Auto.

bucket seats, power steering,
three speed floor shift trans.

needs new ENGINE, will sell AS
IS for $675. Call 255-7200 and
ask for HUCK or after 6 PM call

D

List

Y

Galaxie 500 2 - Dr. Convert. Stock No. 8-1351 V-8,
automatic, electric clock,
whitewalls,power steering,
radio. List $3802.38 Now
...$3033.58
XL 2 - Dr. Hardtop Fastback

N

Stock No. 8-708 V - 8, whitewalls, power steering, rear

window defogger, radio, tinted glass, deluxe belts. Sunlit
gold. list $3791.97 NOW ...
$3013.92

ATTENTION
DRAG RACERS

Dee Eddy Dodge

0
Y

U
T

Hi -Performance

Equipment I
Center!
Example:
MICKEY THOMPSON

'63 Ford Squire.

10-

Pass.,

power

white, V-8, auto.,
steering. - $895

'66 Mercury Hardtop, ked,
black vinyl roof, V-8, auto.,
power steering, radio. $1895

'65 Ford XL Hardtop. Dark
blue, 352 V-8, power steer.
ing, automatic, radio. -

B

$1295

'65 Mustang Hardtop. Stick,
8 - cylinder, white. - $1395
'66 Mustang Convertible.
Yellow, 6 - cyl., auto., black
top.. $1595

'69 Camper

N

$3495.

condition. 537-9163,

transmission $600. 392-3848.

Island Lake

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

STORAGE AVAILABLE

WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU
Your own shopping center. Large return for nominal

TRAILERS -

in-

VACATION LINERS
1272 Rand Rd.

Des Plaines

827-7184

ing facilities*. Lots of potential. $140,000.

PHILIPPE BROTHERS

BRADSHAW

OFFICE SPACE MT PROSPECT

Realty

658-5661

646'S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.
S. of 62 on 31)

$300..CL -9-1565

-

1

358-1800

1963 NORTON 400 cc. Needs
some work. Good winter project.
$250 or best offer. PH. 392-3389
after 5 p.m.

N-.

LTD 4 - Dr. Hardtop Formal
Stock No. 8.698. Auto., whitevinyl roof. Highland green.

$3100.78 Now ... $2482.85

List

walls, power steering, radio,

Galaxie 500 2 - Dr. Hardtop Stock No. 8.1312 Fastback, V-8, auto., whitewalls,
power steering, air cond.,
radio, tinted glass, vinyl trim.
NOW ... $3083.58
Galaxie 500 4 - Dr. Ctry.

brakes, radio, block
power roof. Candyapple red.
disc

$4010.00 NOW

...

$2964.97

Mustang Hardtop Stock No.
8.465 V8, 428 40 cobra jet,
G.T., equipped, auto., power,
List

$3728.78 NOW

...

$3324.17
Ford Custom 4 -Dr. Sedan
Stock No. 8.1185 Auto., pow-

Sdn. Stock No. 8.1016 6

-

Pass. V - 8, auto., whitewalls,

radio. Pebble
beige. List $3065.31 NOW ...
er steering,

power tailgate window,
power steering, radio. List
$3790.1 NOW ... $3022.77

$2454.87

No. T-9120 beige & white,
V-8. Loadedll

'65 Chrysler 4

'66 T -Bird Convertible. Red,
black top. - $2495
'64 Chev. S.S. Convert. $850
'66 Comet Cyclone Convert.
V - 8, auto., power steering,
radio. - $1695.

V-8,

Dr.

automatic, power steering.
$1495
'65 Ford 2 -Dr. Hardtop.
Sharp! Red, V-8, Automatic,
Power steering. Factory Air. $1495.

'68 Chrysler 300 4

-

Dr.

H.T., Red, full power,

air.

Chevrolet

Y
B

U
T

N
B

D
Y

'65 Chevrolet Impala Hardtop. White, red interior, V-8,
auto. - S1495
'66 Plymouth Barracuda.
Light blue, V - 8. - $1695

Like new. - $4195

'64

0

Impala

Wagon. V - 8, auto., power
I
steer., dark blue. -$1195
'66 Chevrolet Impala Hardtop. V-13, automatic, power'

'67 T - Bird 4 - Door LandBeige,

au.

air

Loaded! -

$3495

B

U
T

steering. - $1695

'68 F-100 Pickup

'69 F-260

Blue, No. T-8159.

4 -wheel drive, No. T-9113,
white, V-8, 4-spd. Leaded:

N

41P

B

B

D
Y

D

Eliminator Mags
Reg.Prke $155.80
COMPLETE

SETNOW

,99

Y

'63 OLDSMOBILE
Cony.,

Full

Power, Automatic

Transmission, 12/H, Loaded and
Very Sharp.

750 E, NORTHWEST HWY., DES PLAINES
OPEN SUNDAY

Phone 827-2163
OPEN SUNDAY

WEEKDAYS 9-9. SATURDAY 9-6

$686

14 Chevy

Coupe DeVille with Full Power
and Factory Air Conditioning, Mint Condition.

$584

models

'62 CORVAIR

have a

Wagon, R/H, Automatic Transmission. Perfect second car.
Great runner.

sticker price
under $2500.

$484
Fdr Free Credit Check

Call:

ROL E 7'

SP 5-6616

...

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

'66 Honda 590, helmet, excel.
cond. low mileage, $225 or
best offer. 824-4387
1962 Honda 300, excel. cond.,
helmet, window shield, extras.

lettlets

Stack No. 8-1178 Auto.,
6-cyl., whitewalls, power
steering, radio. White. List

TRUCK CAMPERS

vestment. 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, cooking facilities. 2 apartments. $30,000 annual gross income. Large park-

T

Ford Custom 4 - Dr. Sedan

'62 CADILLAC

869-1329

U

V.8, automatic, air, power steering, power brakes,
steering, power brakes, air, radio, loaded!! List
split seat. Loadedll List $4690. Aikey's Price
$4536. Aikey's Price. $3675.

THESE USED CARS GUARANTEED
100% FOR 30 DAYS

'65 MUSTANG
Coupe, V-8, Full Power, Wide
Ovals, Mint Condition.

.

$3049.50 NOW

$2552.18

B
U
T

-

105 REMAINING BRAND NEW
68'S MUST GO

Mustang Hardtop Stock No.
8-1084 Sprint package, auto,
whitewalls, power steering,
radio, 6-cyl. Candyopple red.

matic Transmission, Balance of
Filo, Warranty.

Beautiful bronze with white top,

1961 Dodge tow truck 11/2 ton.
Fully equipped and in good

90 -Investment Property

0

B

Dr. Hardtop Stock Country Squire 10 Puss.,
No. 8-243. Dark green, 390 390 V.8, Automatic, power

Stock LTD 2 -

Brittany blue,

y

Price. $3425

Price Price $2725

Aikey's

V-8, automatic, whitewalls,
power steering, radio. List
$3198.41. Aikey's Price
$2614.06.

N 42ite-

$3276

'66 Buick Skylark, hdtp, cpe, P/S,
P/B,
air-cond., low mileage

102 -Trucks,Triers

&

Pecan paneled private office,

secretary's office, fully
carpeted, heated, air cond.,
ground floor location in year
old building
D F Bertrand,
253.4121, 654 1744

208 N. Dwyer, Arl. Hts.

Chevy Va ton paneled
truck,
cylinder, standard
6

Fel best results use
Day Want Ads

plus

station

8-206.

No.

U.
T

ed, Total Power, Loaded with
Every Available Option. Mint

&dell

392.0281
Dodge Polara

$6099.98.
$4751.

1962

Models Opens 7 Days a Week
11 00 a m to 7 00 p.m.

11 -Tor Rent, Stores, Offices

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

Palatine

7 Deluxe homes. 1 -full base.
ment corner brick. Fireplace,
separate dining room. The
other a natural finished cedar
contemporary. Both very exceptional offerings at just

0

B ,,)' Mustang Hardtop

Sedan DeVille, Air Condition-

Grand Opening

°D

8. 159.
Bird 2 - Dr. Landau Galaxie 500 2 Stock No. 8-723. Maroon. Stock No. 8-216. Diamond Dark blue, 390 V.8, auto
black vinyl top, air cond., blue, V-8, Automatic, pow- matte, air, power steering,
full factory equipment. Full er steering, radio, white- power brakes. Brougham
factory warranty. List walls. List $3182. Aikey's int. list $4389 Aikey's
T

es)

'66 CADILLAC

CL 9-4320

mission, radio, white wall tires
(like new), spinner hub caps,

358-6744

ALGONQUIN

NEW '69
TRADE-INS!

'63 CHEVY, A/T, 6 cyl., 1 owner,
good condition. $495.

'

be sold this wk.

BEFORE CHRISTMAS
OCCUPANCY

car, excel. cond., $250.

'65 Chevy SS cony, P/S, P/B,
P/W, AM -FM radio, A/T, excel.
mech. condit. $1600 or offer.
Call 259-8032 before 5 p.m. or

Builders
Attention

kitchen, carptg. up & down-

An estate property going for

owner

1962 VW, sunroof, radio, heatyr. guarantee On bott,
$595 or best offer. Call before
9 am or aft. 9 pm or weekends.

GLENVIEW

Y

DOZENS OF LIKE

oft. 6.

ceramic tile

baths,

1

B

44*-40"1114-110rAW 5!4' -4?" 81-

RAI4

D

$2384

$1800 or best offer 394-1794

when here is an immaculate
home with everything featuring built-ins, dishwasher, dis3

buckets,

Big Engine,

0

(34t HI -PERFORMANCE
SPECIALS
door LTD 4 Dr. Stock Na,

vinyl interior,
rear mirror, belt moldings,
covers, pre -driven,
W/VV, wheelcovers,
rally clock.
roof,

$2995

Art

$886

wagon, perfect cond. See at
REALTORS
A1RMCO,

Why pay more for S bedrooms

posal,

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS
-Air Conditioned
Wall To Wall Carpet
Individual Storage Areas
-Reserved Parking

1960 Olds "98", 4 dr.,

er,

2 bedroom stone house $9,000.
Also 3 bedroom ranch $16,500.
5% down on each.

Cadillac Coupe de Ville

1965

HOLIDAY HILLS

(stocked with fish)
Recreation Bldg
-Outdoor Barb ques

mileage $2700 253-4965

253-6151

decorated 3 bdrm.
home. Custom with top quality
materials used throutout.

Dis-

358-1800

down $16,000.

Tennis Courts
Private Lake

DELIGHT
Lavishly

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

SUNNYS1TE

tion F/A A/T P/S T/W 5 yr w low

1962 Ford 2 dr. Falcon $100.
Good running condition.

DECORATOR'S

2 bedroom plastered ranch,
oak floors $14,500. Lake pri.

vileges $500 down.

1968 CHARGER

$2795

(Choice of 2),

B

2.dr., hardtop, V-8, R/H, vinyl

hill power. exc. cond. $750.

posal and dishwasher. Country
Club Location.

CRYSTAL LAKE

300 NEW CARS
IN STOCK

824-2317

PALATINE --$47,000

Small 3 bedroom home needs
decorating. Excellent location.
See fast $13,800.4500 down.

TWELVE /OAKS

$2594

2 -door hardtop. Black vinyl reef. Gulf
stream aqua in color. Power steering,
whitewalls, radio, etc.

4 -door hardtop. Loaded! V-8, 302 en-

N
O

B

'68 FORD
GALAXIE 500

'68 FORD
FACTORY AIR-COND.
gine, automatic trans., power steering. Balance of new car warranty.

$1684

'68 Buick SOL must sell need tui-

1961

551,900

ALGONQUIN

P/B,

air cond, sno tires, under 27,000.
Asking $2,300. 296-5189
'63 Pontiac Star Chief 4 dr. hdtp.
A/T, P/S, P/B, W/VV, exc. cond.
I owner $895. 827-5939.
'36 Ford V-8, 4 dr, original owners, good condition.

PRIVACY PLUS!!

Mt. Prospect

900 E. NW Hwy.

BARRINGTON HILLS

$3095

Condition!

'61 Chevy, almost new brakes, 2
snow tires, good cond., $300 or
best offer. CL 5.6489
'65 Chrysler Imp. clean, consider

2

PREMIER

0

snow tires, $125. call aft 7 pm.

960 E. NW. Hwy.

beach. Call us now $25,500.

story farm only 21/4 acres.
Thick slab foundation. Zoned

Falcon,42-62.547R

'61

trade $1595 pvt. 5 tires 885x

CALL

BLDG CORP

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

39

aluminum sided Cape Cod. 4
bedrooms (one on 1st floor),

255-6320
358-1592
894 1330

Palatine
Schaumburg

HOMEFINDERS

STOLTZNER

condition - clean.

Impressive brick and

259-9030
900 E. NW Hwy.

1962 Dodge Lancer. A/T: good

2 baths, separate dining

Arlington Heights

1957 Ford Station Wagon, V.8;
auto. trans., $60.
255-7819
1959 Oldsmobile 588, 4.door
hardtop, good condition.
392.4394

LOW TAXES

a low

at

reel
estate

dryer included. Just $21,900

basement, fully

Arlington Hts.

ST. V IATOR' S
2 BLOCKS

price.

DELUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS.
1605 Apt A, and 1611 Apt.

Honda 50cc. LE 7.1627

the large family!! Plenty

maintained home
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ALL BRICK

dining room & attached garage. Range, refrigerator &

hardtop, very clean $350; '65

HOMEFINDERS

rooms, family room, 21/2 both,
carpeting,
include
Extras
drapes and built.in. Well

996.8935

'61 Ford, 6 cyl., 2-dr.

255-2090

this raised ranch with 4 bed-

$32,500 603 N. Pine. 392-2885.

742-8540 or 741-3266
A, NI Arlington Hts Rd 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family room,

poluy. $24,900.

of spa, and living area in

bdrm.,

Ranch home in an excellent
Arlington location. 5 rms., 2
spacious bedrooms; separate

1962 Buick Skylark 2 dr. coupe
V8. A/T, P/S, exc. cond. Many
extras, highest bid. 956-1280.

& shopping. Immediate occu-

Winston Pork

Mt. Prospect 'bi.level
2 bath, panel rec. room, drapes,
garage
car
2
landscaped,

children

separate utility rm. I V4 car
garage. Walk to train, schools,

PALATINE

bdrm.

$22,500. 358.5266.

accepted

6 cyl., $525.

2 W. NW HWY.

FULL PRICE

U,OCI

3 bedroom solid brick ranch
home, new carpeting thruout,

baths.
By Owner, $39,000. 827.3551

ranch, exc. cond. Walk to train
& shops. Large lot, many extras
3

FIRST TIME OFFERED

$2695

T

Music

signals, remote control mirror,
belt moldings, stock #9.277.

GOOD CONDITION
299.6518
'62 Squire falcon Station Wagon,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Mt.

MT. PROSPECT

baths, living -dining L, paneled
familyrrn, 21/2 car gar., Extras,
low 30's -CL 5.4829.

IF YOU LOOK,
YOU WILL RENT!

Rent

pm. 713 S. Emerson,
Prospect.
Louis Munoo, Inc. Bldr.
1.5

86 -Real Estate -Houses
A -I.

more

New large, 4 bdrm.,
lionie. See to appreciate, Sun,

W/W,

trans., power steering, power brakes,
tinted glass. (Choice of 2)

brakes, fender mounted turn

once. $900. CL 5-6766
1958 VW

story

2

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Elgin -

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

3 bedroom, ranch, $255 a month
located in Arlington Hts. One
month's rent in advance. Occup.
Nov. 16 call 259-8243.

excel. cond., snow fifes

engine,

225

engine, automatic trans., power steering. Like new. Very low miles.

Master radio, power 501,4

0

Includes 390, V-8 engine, automatic y

White with a dark blue top. V-8, 302

B

DELUXE 2 -DR.

"

'61

16 -To Rent Houses

BRAND NEW

Call 827-1117

'68 FORD
FACTORY AIR-COND.

'68 FORD
CONVERTIBLE

nice

yard for garden, good neighbor.
hood. Retired couple -all cosh.

-r

40 EXECUTIVE DRIVEN SPECIALS
EXAMPLES:

B

D
Y

double M inc. Realtors

O,

74 To Rent Apartments

0 MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH!!! 0

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

Small

105 NEW '68 CARS IN STOCK

STOCK!.

in any condition with a

house

Vacant

Commercial

FROM OUR

"Lover" of nein-tab desires older

Real Estate

Residential

DELIVERY

96 -Real Estate -Wanted

FULL PRICE $51.30

commercial. lowest prices.
Samples brought to your home

IMMEDIATE

pay reasonable move. 259.3019

I

B90 1969 Fords in Stock fora
TIMMEDIATE DELIVERYV

SALE t

$240.

Store your piano or organ in my
home, tender loving core, Will

attachments needed. Five year
ports and service guarantee.

en carpels. indoor/outdoor &

46" mahog. buffet, upholstered
chairs, oak serving table, bar.

PA speaker columns

2

holes, sews buttons an mono
grains and fancy stitches. No

quality
1st
CARPETS.
brand mimes. Instolled wall -to.
mull. Best padding. Also kitch-

L.R.

3

blk N of

DODGE

Rt. 83 & McDonald Rd.
Prospect Heights 253-9416

'

I

CASTLE HOME FURNISHINGS

A

A

A

rugs from $5.50.

ZIG-ZAG

NEW

fern., apt. wash. ;each.
392.3120, 4881 Wilke, P.M.

tiful sable & white, housebroken,
shots, 880 259 8393
German Shepherd puppies AKC,
champ blood line good tern.
perament, must sacrifice $40 or
best offer 894 5844

1

A

Full drum set & cases $200.
Cl 9-4314

Mahogany coffee tbl

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353.

1969

Phone 537.1930

1968 SINGER

w / matching end this, drum tbl,

Brand new carpeting made for

20 to 45 yards from $5 yd. 1"
high shags $7 yd. Commercial
velvet Martini only $6 yd. Area

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

Danish modern walnut bedroom

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

SPECIAL

Sensational discount. Must see.
Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.
Will separate.

1327 5211

males, 6 weeks old AKC

Roll ends up to 20 yards, Gold,
Olive green, Martini $4 sq. yd.

DISPLAY FURNITURE

or best offer. 392-9456

after 5 p.m.

7 white Toy Poodles, 4 fern., 3

296%5300

2 pc. custom corner sect': solo,
white. Cost 5500, sacrifice $125

GERMAN SHORT HAIR Pointers,
Call
$75.
sired
champ.
358.5985 after 5 p.m.

POODLE CLIPPING'

CRIB COMPLETE:
PLAYPEN: PING PONG TABLE.

60 yds. of
Dining room set
beige carpet, any reasonable
offer. 392-6894.
10" Leblond engine lathe, 3 & 4
Jaw chucks, colletts, tool holders.
110 & 200 volt motors, many extras, $400. 824.4288 aft. 6 pm.

es, curtains, misc.
394-2825

827.4326

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

bon

or

mattresses

no

$25 CL 5-0648

BABY BED & TWIN BED
EXCELLENT CONDITION

condition. $25.
255.8707 after 5 pin

Ping

KENMORE ELECTRIC DRYER
EXCELLENT CONDITION

Early Am. Lazy Boy recliner $50;
green upholstery chair $40; lamp
$20. 394.1256 aft. 6 pm

Universal 36" gas stove, good

good homes. CL 3-5073 after

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Sofa & matching chair,

part Persian. Free to

KITTENS
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41 Home Furnishings Furniture

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Cee Eddy

Ask about out low selling price' on all cars & trucks.

A

DODGE CITY

S

ARLINGTON NTS.

CHICAGOLAND'S LARGEST

T.--

DODGE DEALER.

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVENINGS 'TIE 10 P M.
ALL DAY SUNDAY,

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. CL 9-4100
OPEN EVENINGS

CLOSED SUNDAY

elcome o our new,exclusive
lho% Mortgage Interest Rate
Bell Savings' constant effort to make home ownership
easier and more enjoyable. Bell is known for making
the best possible commitment on the best possible
terms. With careful attention to the details that can
reduce the immediate cash outlay for home buyers.

We've broken with, the traditional 1/4% increments
for variations in home loan interest rates. Our new
1/10% progressive rate structure will provide a new
flexibility to assure home buyers of the most equitable
rate at all times. And it can provide considerable savings over the term of a mortgage depending upon the

And offering such items as pre -payment privileges and
open end provisions tailored to your needs.

original down payment. It's just another example of

Come in mall the"problem solvers"today.
BELL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
Real Estate Loan Department
Open 8:45 to 5:00 Monday through Friday
Telephone Financial 6-1000

Corners of Monroe and Clark,

Chicago, Illinois 60603

Arlington Hts.
Annen & Busse,

Arlington Hts
HOMES
NxN1111.

Realtors
253 1800
255 9111

28 E NW Hwy A H
104E NW Hwy Mt Pros

570E Hoggto., Elk (,rove

CL 5-3535
1810 E. Northwest H

Kemmerly
Real Estate

Arlington Realty Inc.

550 W. Northwest Hwy
392-8100
535 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd
Q. 3-8100

BAIRDEMARNER
Astisitow PriL

SA:v.1855

A Thaditoct

6 E NW Hwy
1111 S AN Rd

253-2460
956-1500

CL 3-2111

47

Hoffman Estates
Realty

Barton, Stull,
Realtor

.529-7800

N. Arlington Hts. Rd..
Arlington Heights

MEMBER M A.P. MULTIPLE
USTING SERVICE

Peters 8 Evans,
Realtors

NxN11/.

104 E. NW. Hwy
28 E. NW. Hwy. A.H
570 E. Higgins Rd

Member of NW Sub.
Multiple Listing Service

Personal II Effective Service

101 E. A.H Rd.

Bruns Real Estate
Sun , noon to 6

real

estate.'

827-5548

259-1500 1430 Miner

Barrington

Open 9 to 9 daily
Swot, 1855

/30Athifter,

*KUNKEL
& CO. RETAI:TORO

ArtuutitoitheteentRf0

121 S. Hough

Member of M A P
Multiple Listing Service

DU 1-1855

1714 E. NW Hwy 255-6320

Member MAP Multiple Usting

tarck Robert W.& Co.

C -Neal Realty

FL 9-1232

255-9111
253-1100

439-4700

rnett

Sitet,1855
A Thaditiett ill {2tat Fri

298-5055
734 Lee Street

21 E. Prospect
259-1855

-

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing

member of M.A.P.
multiple listing service

They are now in the process of expanding
their huainege_and plan to move to a new of-

666 E. Northwest Hwy.

TAPE
NI

Philippe Bros.
Realty

299-6121
Member: M.A.P.

Arlington Realty Inc.

'

'

-

BAIRD 6. WARN tic
70,4 RiAble

A Tfraitiso. it Rut Mt

359-4100

Residential
Specialists
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

1451 E. Palatine Road

439-7410

Arlington Heights, Illinois

570 Owen Ave.

Real Estate

Realtors
123 S A H Rd.

2994331
1643 OAKTON ST.

CL 5.8000

Homefinders at
Arlington Hgts.
OPEN 9.9
Member M A.P

Multiple listing Service
Member Northwest
Suburban Board of Realtors

2 W. Northwest Hwy.
255-2090

I

Des Plaines
APPROVED

B

894-1330

MEMBER M.A.P.

Multiple Listing Service

Kemmerly
Real Estate

ta rek

OPEN

823-1855

TO

9

299-0082

oiling Meadow..
FAN

HOMES
NxN.W.

CL 5-2020

Baines Realty Inc.
824-6131
1098 Lee St.

Realtors

ANNEN
BUSSE

F -B -K Inc.

3423 Kirchoff Rd.

BRUNS

B

IRLTON111

439.4700
570 E. Higgins Rd
255-9111
104 E. NW Hwy
2$ E. NW. Hwy. A.H.., 253-1100

e Rea Estate
OPEN

910
9109
9
Sat. I Sun. '1116

Located in "Hanover Park
Shopping Centel' 6724
Barrington Rd. 289:1900

Realtors
150 5. Main

Bruns Real Estate

392-7150

Homefinders at
Mt. Prospect

real
estate

Open Dally.9 to 9
Sun., Noon 'to 6
132 S. NW. Hwy..358-1502

Homefinders at
Palatine

McCabe Realty

Kole Real Estate

157 N. NW. Hwy.

LE 7-4300
Kole Real Estate

6

744 W. Dundee.. 537-4900

3413 Kirchoff Road

392-9060

McLENNAN

Roselle

qt.

ROSELLE

Shadle-Sauter &

>

825-5574

loord of IhtehiN1M.
9001. Nor1MV41.

tot S.Serthwest Hwy.

111 E. IRVING PARK RD.

fL '8-0744

ROSELLE, ILL.

259-9030

20 W. Dundee Rd.

Sat. & Sun. 'HI 6

Mu:14rUstIng Smite*t.
Realtors

Anderson L. B. Inc.

Sat. & Sun.

OPEN.9-9
Nornber M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Sondes

Sylierbers Simi of

Wheeling

9 10 9

OPEN

9 TO 9

& Company

Member NerthwiffliArbon

894-1 660

OPEN

823-5100

OPEN 9409
Member M.A.P.

Noethwast

-

79 Weathersfield Common

9

Member M.A.P. Multiple listing

710E.Northwest H
358-2300

Starck Robert W.&Co.,

S

255.4200

Annen & Busse,

real
estate

7 W. Schaumburg Rd.

255-0900

133 Vine

Phone 394-1100

F -B -K Inc.

9 N.Elmhurst

REALTORS

8 E. NW. Hwy.

Bruns Real Estate

Open daily from 9to9 Sun., noon to
multiple listing service
member

BRUNS

434 E. NW Hwy.

Sism1855

119 N. Northwest H

ea tors

erten

M.A.P.

"C" Francek
T.A. BOLGER

REALTY INC

Ree at 15 North Arlington Heights Road.

358-1800

704 N. River Rd.

REALTORS

13 E. Busse Ave.

Heights.

392-2290

437 W. Prospect

George I 37SLI9SP
CL 9-0200

her real estate schooling at LaSalle. She and
her husband Bill have 4 children and reside
in Ivy Hill, where they are active in the Ivy
Hill Civic Association. They are also members
of the First Methodist Church of Arlington

13 S. Wolf Rd

COME OVER TO

awes

MULLINS REAL ESTATE

attended Indiana University and acquired

3 N. Bothwell

ANNEN

BAIRD &WARNER

Sat. a Sun. 'tit 6

259-1500

21 N. Vail
C1.9-1400

259 EAST RAND ROAD (RT. 12).
MOUNT PROSPECT

9 TO 9

OPEN 9 TO 9

REALTOR

'

Joan Mullins is a native of Illinois and has
lived in the Chicagoland area since 1955. She

WAIN

88 North Britiudway
299-0191

Kole Real Estate

728 E. NW. Hwy. 358-5560

CL 3-7600

usse,

Realtors

OPEN

I

9
TO
9

FL 9-0400

9 E. Higgins Golf/Higs.
894-1800

nnen

Joan Mullins

OPEN

LaLonde Real Estate

Mt. Prospect

11

NxN.W.
960 E. Northwest Hwy.

1,

OPEN
9
TO
9

HOMES
392-6500
Serving you ..

Kemmerly
Real Estate

Kemmerly
Real Estate

574 Northwest Hwy.
824-0111

110 S. Northwest H

392-0660

Schaumburg & Roselle

824-7148

358-0110

CL 3-7660

HOMES

Serving - Roselle, Madinah Schaumburg - Hanover Park &
Hoffman Estates.

1 E. Campbell

Barton Stull, Realtor

II

894-41300

213 S. Roselle Rd.

We Have The Key To

392-1855

Member MAP
Multiple Listing Service

406 W. Central Rd.

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing

1322 Lee St.

HOMES
NxNW.

E'

HOMES
NxN.W.

716 Lee St.
827-5535

45,J REALTORS
Your Real Estate problems

392-0900

Barton Stull,Realtors

KRAUSE & KEHE,

220 E. Northwest Hwy.

750 W NW Hwy

Zies1/2/;v4

Ske1855

OPEN
9
TO
9

ratatRfut

Member MAP Multiple Listing

BAIR DE...WARNER
A TitactitiokiK Rat RIO

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Palatine

.Mt. Prospect

1 Northwest Hwy.

REALTY CO.

529-2235

Assoc.
170 E. Dundee

537-8880

olice Arrest Two Men in Michigan in Kidnapping Case
The two men were arrested

BY GARY SHIFFMAN
Two parolees have been arrested in connection with last
Tuesday's kidnapping, assault,

the case should be tried in

County police and FBI agents
as they left a Battle Creek

Det. Lt. Jerry Harmon of

food store.

Warrants charging the men

and shooting of a Michigan
woman who was in critical
condition in Northwest Com-

with attempted murder were
served yesterday after prosecuters

munity Hospital last night

Kalamazoo Counties decided

Saturday by Kalamazoo

In police custody in Battle

Creek, Mich are Dennis
Pearson, 26 and Nelson
Weaver, 28, both of Battle
Creek

Police here said the two are

recent parolees from the

Michigan State Penitentiary
in Jackson

from

Cook

and

Heaton was found wandering

near the Northwest Tollway
in Palatine early Wednesday

morning She had been shot
in the head neck and hand.

the state of Michigan for

men.

description given by Mrs.

violating parole:

Heaton, according to police.

$100,000 each.
In the meantime, Pearson is

police, in charge of the in vestigation here, a shred of in -

Pearson, according to the
police, has the name "Carol"
tattooed on one bicep and the
word "Dice" on a forearm.

ty jail, has been set at

Illinois.

the Cook County police, who
headed the investigation here,
said extradition proceedings
are to begin in the Kalamazoo
Circuit Court Friday.

being held on federal charges

of transporting a stolen auto
(Mrs. Heaton's) and Weaver is

in custody on a charge from

Cook County Sheriff's

formation given by Mrs.
Heaton led to the arrest.

The information was a

Police said a check of

THOUGH semi -conscious,

Mrs. Heaton .managed to
relate the events leading up to

prison and arrest records

the time she was discovered

showed Pearson and Nelson

matched Mrs. Heaton's

by a motorist on the tollway.
Mrs. Heaton, 31 -year -old

words "Head Nelson" tattoed

physical description in ad -

to an arm.

dition to her description of the

tended a.howling banquet

Weaver, police said, has the

description of tattoos on both

These tattoos matcbed the

mother of three, said she at-

Tuesday night in Kalamazoo,
Mich. 15 miles from her home
in Mattawan.

tattoos.

Blood for Kidnap Victim Requested by Phone Co.
was thrown from her car.
A hospital spokesman said

manager, R. E. Montgomery,

Blood donations from
employes for Mrs. Sally

appealing for the donations

that, though two bullet

was to be placed on bulletin
boards today in the company's

Heaton, the Michigan
telephone operator who is in

scious. She was still listed in
critical condition last night.

rington offices.
Mrs. Heaton was kidnapped

Northwest Community

Hospital, are being requested
by Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
officials here.
A letter from the company's

Montgomery's letter says
that Mrs. Heaton. the mother
of three children, has had
some blood transfusions, but

in Kalamazoo, Mich., last
Tuesday and was forced at
gunpoint to drive here. She
was shot by her abducturs and

community relations

WEATHER

hospital will

set

up

the

surgery is performed to

special time for the telephone

remove the bullets.
The letter adds that

company employes to give
their blood and "all employes

hospital's blood bank is open
p.m. to 7
Mondays from
p.m. and Wednesdays from 8
a.m. to I I a.m.
I

If there arc enough donors.
Montgomery says in his letter.

women reportedly went to a
mtavern where they met
nearbyen

a

that she will need more before

the

After the banquet, Mrs.
Heaton and several other,
two

Mrs. Heaton said the men

asked for a ride home and she
agreed to provide it.

automatically will become
_members of this blood bank."

She said the men then kid-

napped and attacked her

Persons desiring to donate

several times as they forced
her to drive to the Chicago

their blood to Mrs. Heaton
may make an appointment by
phoning 259-1000.

area.

Pro5pert Dap

e

"tonight Clearing and colder suth freezing temperatures
hkeh, low around 30 rolair, warmer in
morrou

are

lodged in her head, she is con-

Arlington Heights and Bar-

critical condition at

THE WOMAN, Mrs Sally

Bond for the men, who are
now in the Kalamazoo Coun-

Telephone

afternoon, high HI upper 50s

255-4400

Your, Home Newspaper

the Mount Prospect Combined Appeal is almost half
was to its goal and officials
espeLt to complete the drive
tonight U -Night
Headquarters for U -Night.
horn 8 p ni to past midnight.
Central

Central

Sellout

and Rt 8) Workers will
bring the mones they have
collected doting the past week

BY BARRY PETERSEN

the door?" Clark asked.

The Democratic nominee

Presidential candidate

against his opponent. EYerett
Dirksen, at a Democratic rally

Spiro Agnew under mouth arrest. His retractions were getting more press space than his

for Senator from Illinois,
William Clark, lashed out

dorsed by the New York

room at Arlington Park Race
Track, Clark said:

ti

said

d general

n

chairman Paul Dasso
Based on the p.ist history

of the chive and the per cent

of money we ve collected
through the mail drive I don't
think ue II have ,my trouble

eaehing our $21 000 goal."

Dasso said

HE SAID the drive will
will base to make

going back to
call-backs
homes where then received no
answer the first time

Dasso said tonight's

he
meeting
election night

lot

a

like

All the people who have
thin drive
r hai

shed

1

for the past year will be there
helping to count money."
He said the United Fund's
total

goal

issues."

"THE RACE for

U, S.
Senate in Illinois is the second

most important race this
year." Clark said.

'the presidential election is
first, he explained, and the

Illinois senate race second

continue past tonight because
Vvorkep,

"changed 216 times on major

is

$57 000. The

Fund will ieceived $26,000 of
that from the Metropolitan

because "I am running against

the Republican minority
leader, a man who has
tremendous senority and
tremendous power."

He said Dirksen has never
voted for "one bill to help the
poor,

"Dirksen has forgotten to

come home," Clark said, "and
he doesn't know the problems
of the lieople in this state."

Heaid Dirksen has beerii\

the..,Serlat'e's representative for

anti -gun control advocates.
"oil barrons, and steel barons.
"The best kept secret since.

the Japanese code is the

Crusade of Mercy drive. record of Everett McKinley
which concentrates on inDirksen," Clark said.

dustry drives

HE SAID it was puzzling

Gripe
Of The

,

,t'

,..

hike referendum,

"We visited a band in-

strument storage room at Central School. The heating, pipes

PEOPLE IN the suburbs
"have to be terribly brave to

had burst the day before and
sprayed the whole rooter with
water: Among the instruments

be a Democrat," according to
Clark, 'If you live in the suburbs and you're proud to be a
you' put
Democrat. and
bumper stickers On your car,

-drying .on a table was a

bassoon --1 think the wood was

ruined."
Ralph Walberiz, president of

then you've got a lot of
courage."

Panel to Discuss
Alcoholism

WITH CLARK was Sell.
Joseph Tidings. (D-Md.) who
told the audience that "Bill
Clark is the kind of man that
John F. Kennedy tried to inspire when he was President

alcoholism will be held at 8

of the United States."

p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 30, in

Tidings said it was not the
job of a president to break

Stritch

system of government.

"Any demagogue like

Perkins, executive director,

Chizr ago Council of

ram an that "

Alcoholism; the

'ridings said.

"I think back eight years
at what man was in-

General Hospital alcoholic
rehabilitation program and

think now about what man in

Alcoholics;" Dr. James West,
a physician and surgeon, and
Atty. John O'Leary.

ago

Illinois is bringing our
children back into politics."

Legs on a pumpkin? Certainly turn to page 2.

day, then construction on -

and said:

the

,<....-,,,,,,,,,
Day
'
'
Postage stamps and
'

evenlope flaps that won't

name removed from the firm's,

stick.R.G.

"If he had nothing to hide,
why did he take his name off

door several days ago.

"I think back at the polls
they took in 1948. We took
them in 1948 and we're going
to take them in 1968," he

Mount Prospect, at

8

p.m.

"If X happens on Y
linkup between Arl-

ington

Heights

Rd.

and

the Northwest Tollway

should begin by June I."
said Tollway Commission

Chairman Donald Bonniwell.

Bonniwell said

preliminary plans for ;14
linkup were. recently sent
to the State Department of

Public Works

In other schools,

overcrowding

is

a

problem,

tonight to write a report on Walberg said. "We saw
school buildings for the full storage rooms used for
board.

_

.

A description of each structure and recommendations on

anti administration
rooms with two or three peo-

ple in them.

what should be done to imFor example, in Busse, the
prove them will be in the social worker has a desk in
report, Walberg said.
the principal's office. When
"We may ask the board to she has a conference, the prinhold a bond referendum. cipal must roam the halls.
Personally. I feel we should Band teachers share the

hold one this winter," nurse's room at Lincoln
"All the buildings need

School"

Only Lincoln and

work done on them, and Cen- Westbrook Schools have adtral School should he torn quate libraries, according to
down and replaced."
Walberg.
Walberg said he hopes the
"In summary, Gregory,
report would he ready in time Central and Sunset Park
for the next board meeting, schools are in bad shape."
which will he held Nov. 4.
Walberg said. "Fairview,
Jack Ronchetto, Harrison Busse, Lincoln, I_ions Park
Hansen and Witiberg, all and Westbrook don't need as
members of the school board. much work clone mi them."
along with Supt. Eric Sahlberg
Busenhart, board
and J;

secretary, examined each of
the six chocits in the district

be 0.i.iedn Oct. 12 and last

Thursday.
They were guided by school
"

principals, who pointed out

Tollway Start Up To State

Humphrey trailing Nixon,

presidential candidate Hubert

Center, 701 W. Gregory,

author of "Ministering to

Peoria to the firm of Everett
McKinley Dirksen.Clark said Dirksen had his

somehow find their way to

Rev. John

Keller of the Lutheran

TIDINGS attacked polls
which showed Democratic

'''--r
,__

Hall at St. Alexius

Hospital, 800 W. Biesterfield
Rd., Elk Grove Village.
On the panel will he John

down or tear up the American

volving young people in
politics," Tidings said. "I

the facilities committee of the
WALBERG SAID that
District 57 school board, was Central School looks good
describing some of the things from the outside, but he said
the committee saw in a tour he was "appalled" by the elecof elementary school buildings tric and heating systems.
in Mount Prospect.
In many classrooms, the
faulty heating left rooms five
THE COMMITTEE is to 10 degrees colder than the
meeting in th.i Administration halls, he recounted.

Walberg said.

A panel discussion on

"why some of the biggest tor.!,:,,,-4 porations
in the country
..--..

District 57

district's property to he in bad
enough shape to call for a tax

Times, said students "have to
he listened to."

Clark said Dirksen had

least one

school official believes the

Clark, who was recently en-

Speaking to an estimated

and votes another."

drive

At

3,000 in the Mid -America

about S8 500 from
mail

BY MERRILL SANDERS

pol icy."

"Everett McKinley Dirksen
is a myth who says one thing

We ye Arcade collected

to put

here. Friday night.

to the school
out

Official Favors
Tax Hike Vote

Clark also said Republican

Richard Nixon "has

Newsstand Price 10 Cent's

12 PAGES

60056

Clark Hits Dirksen,
Nixon at Dem. Rally

Appeal
Passes
Hal firav

ate
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'

"We're fairly certain

both the good points and the
defeats.

"We spent between 2 and
hours at each school,"

St., Mount Prospect.

through every classroom and

Prospect Heights Park
Board, 8 p.m., John Muir

Walberg said. "We went

started."

boiler -room, and put our

He said the preliminary
plans call for completion
by Dec 1,1969

District 57, The

Negotiating Committee of
the Board of Education, 7
p.m., 701 West Gregory

21/2

they'll okay them, and if

they do we can get

Meetings
Tonight.

heads into every closet in the
district."

School, Oak St. and Drake
Ter.

said.

Family 'Lives'

_

et oot all

The Donald Spohr family has an autumn preoccupation midget football.

t -year -old

Together with 739 other Mount Prospect boys,
Douglas (far right) palys for one of 25 teams in the Mount
1

Prospect Midget Football Association.
The Spohrs all spend their Sunday afternoons at Lions Park
in Mount Prospect watching, participating and coaching midget
football.
As many as five games are in progress simultaneously at

S4c

the park, but the Spohr contingent is interested in the Mount
Prospect Steelers, which happens to be leading the league

In addition to Douglas playing tight end and linebacker,
his parents, Donald (right) and Nancy, are coaches -of the team
and cheerleaders Ten year - old Donna is on a cheerleading

team of ten girls
The smallest Spohr, Diane, 5, (left) is an engrossed spectator
at the Sunday games

7,865(

et

's

4,-w

4

.

tr;

.

,

+.

_

-

-

School
Menus
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Vote Likely on Asking State
oney for Vocational Center
BY MERRILL SANDERS

State aid for a vocational
education center to serve Des
Plaines Mount Prospect, Arlington Heights and Palatine
may he requested at a meeting
of the High School District
214 school board tonight
The board will meet at 7 30

might take time to teach our

together in offering vocational
education courses. Students

students skills," McLennan

could take these courses in
districts other than their own

said.
The Illinois

on an exchange basis.

NON-ACADEMIC

students would have a wider
choice of career training programs under this system than

be reached, McLennan
said. State laws now require

go on to college," said

can

ford to offer, Collier said.

said.

Mount Prospect
The proposed center would

school districts with the pro-

be a co-operative venture

ject, according to Roderick

among High School Districts
214. 211 and 207, according
to Warren Collier, District

superintendent for District

McLennan, assistant

214 co-ordinator of vocational education

few have

salary would be paid by the

!Cuing students use their

An area vocational educa-

equipment and

tion center would allow the

a

suggested that their managers

school districts to work

Collier has asked the board

they would be interested in

"Several factories have said

per cent of the director's
state.

High School District 211

decided to request funds for
the center last Thursday, ac-

Go right to
the top ... see

SCHAUMBURG

7 W Schaumburg Road

junior High and Park View

School in Riser Trails Distric

training."
Most of District 2I4's vocational students now take one
of four courses: the diversified
occupations program, which
trains them for technical posi-

26:
ii

electrical workers; the

Robert Green

Hospital, Arlington. Heights.

operative work training 3608 Wren, Rolling
Surviving are his wife,

IF THE vocational center
were established, the number

director and approved by the

choose would

Jeanne; a daughter, Rhonda:

be

increased

tremendously, Collier said.

After studying jobs in this

area, Collier and Charles

An auto owned by Terrence
Gross of Mount Prospect was
reported stolen Sunday.

Gross told police the car

Miller, co-ordinatoi of federal
and state projects for District
214, drew up a list of 20 voca-

tional programs the center
could offer. Among these are

health careers, airplane
mechanic, electronic,s,

landscaping, data processing
and building trades.

IVI Gives

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Hermann.

Friends may call after 3
p.m. Tuesday, at Lauterburg

& Oehler Funeral Home,
2000 E. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights.

ESP Is
Nurses
Topic

Nod to Baylor
Democratic candidate for

Congress in the 13th District

Nursing, Park Ridge. The

in the school of nursing

dorsement after reviewing

personal interviews with both

be Mrs. Bee Krigel. Mrs.
Krigel has appeared fre-

meeting is at 8 p.m. Nov. 18
located just cast of Lutheran

quently on radio and

television demonstrating her
insights into ESP.

All alumnae of the school

are invited to attend the
meeting. A business meeting

and refreshments will follow
the program.

'Loose

Dentures

Shorten Life!
I:3:13:i

GI'

N

PIZZA PARLOR

"With the Red Carnet"

WE'RE OPEN!
Boni* Entertainment

L.

Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings
1719 RAND ROAD

Save up to $129
on services for 4-8-12

Rand i Dundee Roads
Palatine
Phone 359-4255

a sister, Mrs. Elenor Bennett.
Services will be held tomor-

W. St. James, Arlington
Heights, died Saturday at St.

row at 10:30 a.m. at the Des
Plaines Funeral Home, 1717
Rand Rd. A Requiem mass

Francis Hospital, Evanston.

Survivors are his wife

Elvena; a daughter, Mrs.

will be said at

Yvonne Simmons; three sons,

Fq-InEmx, Ariz. It has been reported that years of denture

7

p.m. tomorrow at Haire

2

Burial will be at Memory

Heights.

cake, sugar cookies.

MENUS WERE not
available for District 25 and
St. Viator High School.

Convention.

will speak to the group about
interior decorating.

Duane Ainlay from

spoke

Illinois Constitutional
Two new members, Mrs.

Tom Tiggs and Mrs. Gordon
Fathers, were installed at the
meeting.

Derwinski
To Address
Elk Grove G.O.P.

Mount Prospect, at the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home, Arlington Heights.
Mrs. Manis, 73 died Saturday at Holy Family Hospital,
Des Plaines.

Surviving are a daughter,
Mrs. Geraldine Goodwin and

a

a granddaughter, Janet.

election notes with one of the

Area Republicans will have
chance

to

pre-

compare

Chairman for Goldwater in
1964.

most knowledgeable state

He is currently a member
of the Foreign Affairs Com-

District Congressman Edward
J. Derwinski speaks tonight at

this year, has been a

political figu.res with 4th

the Mount Prospect ComA Ito be
munity
turnout

is

expected

to hear

mittee and the Post Office and
Civil Service Committee, and,

Congressional Delegate to

Interparti,n-oniiry tlninn

Conference in Daka,. Senegal

life can be lost due to loose dentures which slip and slide causing
wear and breakage of plates. A

eleventh -hour and in Lima, Peru. He was
668 Pearson SI., died Derwinski's
estimate of GOP chances next a delegate to similar con-

has been developed to counteract this slippage called Super Dent. Super-Dent's"no slip formula" has a base which so closely
resembles the feel and action of
real teeth that users are calling it
"foolproof" Super -Dent is already available in limited supply
at drug counters,

Hospital, Des Plaines.

new denture adhesive powder

Marie B. Mueller, 78, of

Saturday at Holy Family

Surviving is a sister,

Martha.
Services will be held tomor-

row at 1:30 p.m. at Oehler

Funeral Home, Lee and Perry, Des Plaines.

Burial will be at the Town

of Maine Cemetery, Park

ferences in Warsaw, Poland,

Tuesday.

in I959; Belgrade,

Yugoslavia, in 1963;
the Elk Grove Township Copenhagen, Denmark, 1964;
The meeting, sponsored by

Republican Organization, will
begin at 8:15 p.m. at
center, 600 S. See-Gwun.

the

Township Committeeman.
Carl R. Hansen and Township

Republican Organization
President Richard M.

Hall,

will talk on the work that

must be done on the local
level during the final week
election day.

file Reed & Barton Sterling event of

1

famous sterling "by the set" and save
- up to $129 On service for 12. Sets
tot I and 8 are also offered: Act while
these savin s last!

The Bride's Service"
including chest

' Don't lose your head
over Real Estate problems ... call

By LUNT
also an
INVESTMENT and right now you can save
$65 to $90 a set Choose from 19 patterns
is

GEORGE L. BUSSE,

REALTORS."

CL 9-0200

in LUNT STERLING.

MAPPIGAL

apricot crunch, chocolate.

discussed the call to the

Services were scheduled to

the year! Now you may buy this

LLOQUE CE

Available desserts: pear

half, orange chiffon pie,

Edward Smith. A representative from Smyth Furniture

Manis, 110 S. Elmhurst,

In All Active Patterns!

LACE P01 NT

orange salads, cincinnati coffee bread and butter, milk.

meeting at the home of Mrs.

be held today for Mrs. Zella

Marie Mueller

lime grapefruit -mandarin

to the club at their
October meeting. Mrs. Ainlay

Mrs. Zella Manis

Memory Gardens Cemetery,
Arlington Heights.

tossed salad, relish dish, molded raspberry, pineapple -grape,

will hold their Nov. 13

Mrs.

Burial was scheduled at

bun, wiener on bun.

Vegetable (one choice) whipped potatoes, harvard beets.
Salad (one choice) fruit juice,

Atise Junior's Meet Nov. _13
Atise Junior Woman's Club

the League of Women Voters

Reed & Barton Sterling

a luxury, but silver

Cemetery, Chicago.

Funeral Home, Northwest
Services will be held at

1267

Plaines.

Hwy. and Vail.

Ridge.

Sure it's

Church,

Stephens
Everett, Des
St.

Burial will be at St. Joseph

Deaconess Hospital School of

General Hospital.
Presenting the program will

reate terling ale

Oscar Hinrichs, 58, of 204

Gardens Cemetery, Arlington

by the Independent Voters of
Illinois (IVI) last week.

III.).

mother, Lillian Beaman; and

alumnae association of

November meeting of the

tonwood.

Baylor and incumbent U. S.
Rep. Donald Rumsfeld (R-

Clair, and Patricia Ann; his

will be, the topic for the

has been endorsed for election

The IVI, made the en-

Surviving are his wife,

p.m. Wednesday in St. Peters
LutheranChurch,111W.Olive,
Arlington Heights.

David C. Baylor, Lutheran General and

William E. Beaman, 45. of
Howard, Des Plaines,
died Saturday at Holy Family
1221

Helen; two daughters, Linda

Oscar Hinrichs

a sister, Mrs. Edna Striggon.
Friends may visit after

oven fried fish, hamburger on

Hospital, Des Plaines.

Donald, Pant and Scott; and

Extra -sensory perception

written statements and

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

and a sister, Mrs. Dorothy

was taken from in buck of his

apartment at 1405 Cot-

The Home Buyers Guide

a.m.,

the working world.

Car Stolen

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE

10

is sent, he said.

"The state usually pays the

894-1330

at

at

Meadows. The Rev. Michael
F. Green will officiate.

supplies expenses.

358-1502

Wednesday

Main dish (one choice)

William Beaman

Services will be held

Northwest Community

cent of the equipment and

255-6320

District 214:

Meadows, died yesterday at

transportation fees and 75 per

To be served Tuesday at
Arlington, Prospect, Wheeling, Forest Vievv, Elk Grove

OBITUARIES

with low academic ability to

80 per cent of student

autumn cake, milk.

and Hersey High Schools

produces secretaries and other

courses, buildings and equipment for the center have been

sliced peaches, catsup,

tots,

butcher; the office oc-

cupations program, which

course, which orients students

per cent of construction costs,
60 per cent of salaries for
teachers and administrators,

Hamburger and bun, tater

..te 4

61:

The legs on the pumpkin on page 1 belong to Terri Skolen, 8, of 1420 Redwood Dr.,
Mount Prospect, the second prize winner Saturday at the Halloween costume contest held
by merchants at the Arlington Market Shopping Center. Disguised as a dragon, Melissa Zellei,
1201 Greenwood Dr. Mount Prospect, won first prize. (Photo by Hal Wambach)

Meadows Baptist Church,
2401 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling

The state will pay up to 50

estate
132 S Northwest Hwy

Feehanville, River 'fruits

Robert A. Green, 40. of

begin.

real

bread, milk.

To be served Tuesday at
Euclid, Bond, Indian Grove,

to work in sales and the co-

state. the program could

in REAL ESTATE

and orange cup, hot French

6,

drawn up by the project of courses students could

The BIG MAN

PALATINE

McLennan. "We tend to pay
more attention to educating
the college -bound students
than to educating the 25 per
cent who begin working after

Maine Township High School
District 207's board also must
vote "yes" on the center
before the petition to the state

After detailed plans for

BRUNS

1714 E Northwest Hwy

To be served Tuesday at

cording to Supt. Gerald distributive occupations
McElroy, of that district. course, which trains students

Buying or Selling

pudding.

Carl Sandburg School in Rolling Meadows District 15:
Spaghetti with meat sauce,
buttered wax beans, grapefruit

tions, such as electrician or

THE BOARD of Palatine

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

44."

to request money. from the they graduate from high
Illinois Board of Vocational school. The vocational educaEducation so these districts tion center would let us give
can plan the center. If the them comprehensive job
state agrees, a project director
could be appointed by the
three school districts. Some 60

214.

operating school districts

salad, milk, French bread
with seasoned butter, fruit

between industry and schools students from these districts

fices, 799 W Kensington,

the

One lunch only. Spaghetti
with meat sauce, combination

pay," Collier said. Co-

"About 75 per cent of

any single district could afhelp

Heights District 23:

allowed to

is

DERWINSKI, who is
Chairman of the Nationalities
Division of the Republican

Dublin, Ireland and Ottawa,

Canada, 1965; Canberra,
Australia and Tehran, Iran,

1966; and in Palma de

Mallorca, Spain, in /967.

IN 1959 and 1961,

Derwinski was selected by the
Chicago Junior Association of
Commerce and Industry as

one of the "Ten Outstanding
Young Men" in the Chicago

Metropolitan Area. He is

diana Bi-State Port Commission and has served on the

National Committee, has been

Congressional Committee of

a member of congress since
November, 1958 after being
elected State Representative
for the 24th District in 1956.

Banking and Currency and on

He was Illinois State
FAMILY PROTECTOR

Business.

Derwinski is now president

of West Pullman Savings &
Loan Association in Chicago

and holds membership in

Kiwanis, Moose, American

Legion, 'Veterans of Foreign

Wayne Brennan'

Wars,

WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTER

392.4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SIM, !at,.

the Select Committee Small

C mir

Polish

Legion

400 N. NAMPA Aill AT 140ATMWIST SONY.
LI631-1100 - SUSURAS 0211131

MONDAY - THURSDAY 9 TO de

FRIDAY 9 - 9 SATURDAY 9 . S

.

Polish Highlanders.

stereo eLleit e°1

Gu ss who's coming to Palatine's Village Square?
DIAL

92.7 fm

of

American Veterans, Amvets,
Knights of Columbus, Polish
Roman Catholic Union, and

MIGN0XE1TE

Silver - China - Crystal

a

past member of the Illinois -In-

FLOWERS DIETS FURNITURI

V

at

Anne Sullivan and Betsy Ross

Schools and MacArthur
Junior High in Prospect

before full co-operation

p m in the administration of-

may

To be served .Tuesday

r

School Code would cover the rest of the
would have to be changed costs.

that persons teaching students
be certified as teachers, he

Businesses

maximum it

.;

_

.., the chic-est, boutiqu-est collection
of sportswear, dresses, and accessories

'

'"

.

4. ."

Program Bureau

The Day's Prospects

apitortdeas

Auditions Nov. 4
The first auditions of the

or a Journey

program bureau of the Illinois
Federation of Women's Clubs

will be held Nov. 4 in the

ni

Randolph Room of the
Sherman House, Randolph
and Clark, in Chicago.

the terminal of the old

BY DOLORES HAUGH

In 1832 Black Hawk made

his bloody return to Illinois,

While incumbent state
representatives David Regner
(R -Mount Prospect), Eugenia

terrorizing the new state from
April to August. The war was

Heights) and Eugene Schlickman (R -Arlington Heights)
have again aimed their sights
at Springfield, the rest of

of the Federal regular infantry

for the first time

to visit the seat of government

Springfield, Galena, Chicago,
Quincy and Danville.

for many of the

laws which govern us can he

In the House, he told of the
representing

Kaskaskia, founded in 1703,
became the first state capitol

when the territory became a
state on Dec 3, 1818, following adoption of a state con-

Huge oil portraits of

famous Illinois representatives
grace the halls. The trip, step

by step narrated by the of-

ficial guide, relates the history
that makes each citizen aware

of his responsibility to keep

crossed the state running cast
to west and a third from Cairo
to the Illinois River.

himself represented by his individual vote.
Various items from the past
are preserved and cherished

General Assembly planned to
start the sale of state bonds,

plains, "the men won't give up
the original brass spittoons in

but Gov. Joseph Duncan

the Senate."

proved and two railroads

stitution the previous Aug. 26.

letter in the

a

word, "Illinois."

Assembly, caught up in the
tide of land speculation and
the building boom, pledged
the state's credit to support a
vast system. Rivers were im-

Evolvement of the Illinois

capitol is interesting.

'1

A

Simultaneously, the As Eugenia Chapman ex-

THE OLD State House in
which Lincoln served as a
legislator is located at Van-

dalia The first capitol

vetoed the bill, holding it only

building in Kaskaskia was a
rented building and the first
state -constructed capitol was
Vandaha from 1820 to

long enough for the legislature
to pass it over the veto.

votes to move the state capital

journey.

(so named since all

On the corner of the

The Madonna of
the Trail," a tribute to the
pioneer women who helped
found the state Vandaha was

of Abraham Lincoln, ap-

representatives were taller
than 6 foot) traded votes for

member of the "Long Nine"

grounds is

A trip to Springfield, a visit
to the capitol, and the home

preciation of the statues and
other art forms, a tour of the
home of Vachel Lindsay and
nearby New Salem and Lincoln's tomb offer "capitol"

Abraham Lincoln, a

1839

of Women's Clubs.

seven -spoked ceiling, each

THE GENERAL

very enlightening

Smith, IFWC Program

sections.

encouraged settlement

of the area, and increasing
numbers of people came to

responsible

The Arlington Heights

significance of the various

Final removal of the In-

A trip to the state capitol

are welcome.

them of the historical

Illinois mounted volunteers.
dians

the free service as an aid in
planning future programs for
their clubs. All club members

of the Senate as the guide told

and lack of discipline of the

us can do the same, even if

departmental chairmen to use

Heights Woman's Club' at the

audition Mrs. Franklin

class of Central Junior High
visited Springfield last May
They sat quietly in the halls

urge all program and

Woman's- Club is part of the
Seventh District, which is a
part of the Illinois Federation

represent the Arlington

THE GRADUATING

prolonged due to the ineptness

Chapman (D -Arlington

rs

The actual move was made on
July 4, 1839.

Cumberland Road.

Women's Editor

Mrs William Moore, assistant program chairman, will

from Vandalia to Springfield

Bureau chairman, and Mrs.
Roy Brown, vice chairman,

9

internal improvement for

ideas for a pre -election

Settling down in the seats of the Illinois Senate are members of Central Junior High June graduating class. It was there first senior trip which proved to be educational and informative. The trip
to Springfield is a "capital" idea for a family as well

A program of regular saving and our
liberal dividends will make your nest
egg grow ... fast. Come in and open
your account soon.

Marionettes At
Busse School
The Cole Marionettes will
enact "The Tinder Box" for

1-1

Busse School children

U
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PWP to See Anarchy Film
David N. Holcomb, Des

Plaines, and Donald G.
Mason, Skokie, members of

the Northwest Suburban

Committee to Support Your
Local Police, will present a
film, "Anarchy, U.S.A.," at
the Nov. I meeting of the
Northwest Suburban Chapter
j1.4141--

of Parents Without Partners.

'

The program will examine

Mrsllarold Reszke of Mount Prospect, Mrs. Peter Wenzel and Mrs. John McCall of
Arlington Heights complete plans for the All Saints Day luncheon, Nov. 1 of the Mothers

to what extent the Communist

of St. Viator High School Juniors.

turmoil in the American

St. Viator Mothers Among
First to See New Book
Members of the Mothers'

Club of St Viator High

School will be among the first

in the nation to see a copy
of the soon to be published

novel, "The Sacred and
David Weiss.
Profane,'
Through exclusive permission
by

of the publishers, reviewer
Martha Hopkins will preview

the novel at the club's preelection day luncheon and
book review Friday, Nov.
in the Red Lion Room

1

A salad luncheon will be
11 30 a m. for a
donation of $3 per person.
served at

The Junior Mothers, with
Mrs John McCall, Arlington

Heights, as general chairman,
are sponsoring the program.

"Tho Sorrini and Profane,"
which will not be released until Nov. 15, is based on thr

Chicago area and Indiana for
several years.

THE FILM closes with a

WE'LL

civil turmoil with hatred, and
urges its audience to shun ap-

peals of all groups which
would set one race against
another.

The group will meet Nov.

1

PUT YOU IN THE
MODEL OF
YOUR CHOICE

CAR INSURANCE

between Communist -led riots
CALL,
and insurrections which led to WAYNE BRENNAN.

392-4717 or Mrs. McCall,
253-1627.

the

w."1:1:7"ing

fall of China and Cuba,

and what is happening in the
United States today. It em-

arm. &

.

392-4080
Arlington Heights

or F

.1

For the finest
in Real Estate
Service, its ...

SHEARS

in Elk Grove Village;

BARBER SHOP

Mrs. Earl Olsen, 358-9175 in

Heights, Mrs. Frank

children's stories in the

warning against responding to

ington Heights.

255-8190, Mrs. D. J. Scheetz,

Mrs. Louis Chapman, HE 7-

Peifer,

Clearbrook 5-6400

tes have performed classic

from citizens.

The film draws a parallel

COMB

Palatine and in Arlington

15 EAST PROSPECT AVE.

chairman, the Cole Marionet-

why they must have support

cities.

It has already been chosen
a book club selection.

1387

importance of

at the Knights of Columbus
Hall, 15 N. Hickory, Arl-

NOW OPEN
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE!

Area ticket chairmen to call
are Mrs. Harold Reszke, 3921775,pr Mrs. Tony Campana,
253-7944 in Mount Prospect;

the

Busse PTA cultural arts

local police and shows reasons

conspiracy is behind civil

life of the composer

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

phasizes

Wednesday, Oct. 30 at 1:30
and 2:30 p.m. in the school
auditorium.
According to Mrs. Landes,

PHONE 437-9700

GOLF & BUSSE ROADS MT. PROSPECT

ANNEN
BUSSE
REALTORS

3 Offiees to Serve You!

ARLINGTON HTS.
28 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-1800
MOUNT PROSPECT
104 E. Northwest Hwy.

If your vehicle is gdting a little temperamental
. running out of wind on the hills ... a little
bumpy and just plain out of style, it's probably
time for a new model.
If '69 Is the year you trade for a new car, we've
got good news for you. We'll give you a New
Car Auto Loan quickly, conveniently, for the
lowest interest rates around.
Remember . . .
our Auto Loans give you more SMILES PER GALLON.

255-9111
ELK GROVE
PER HUNDRED

VILLAGE

PER YEAR

WHY PAY MORE

570 E. Higgins Road

439-4700
Modern Home & Office Furniture
Designed To Fit Your Every Need
CUSTOM MADE
We Specialize In:
STEREO CABINETS
DESKS
WALL STORAGE
TABLES
DINING & BEDROOM FURNITURE
FREE HANGING OR UP RIGHT
Walnut Desks Starting at 874

4.

Mount Prospect State Bank
Wiese and Emerson * Mount Prospect, Ill CLearbrook 9-4000

tomitome *TO son 6,200 ere dalte Ors
Rotoniiiy. amp' Wm?. /Mr/ oveninp. scowl,
0110M4iP MOM 020 am to 4393 pro dor
Friday, 1A0 are to &DO pm Sat. WO am to 5:00 pro

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN CUSTOM MADE.

1721 OAKTON STREET, DES PLAINEST ILL. 60018 or PHONE 299-2433

4.--

Gra' ce's Daze
Give Me a Place to Stand and I
Can Move the World!

THE Place for Dinners, Dances

Nordic Hills Country Club
seems to he THE place for
dinners. dances or' both this

A DIFFERENT sort of interest occupied Mr. and Mrs.

fall. and another took place
there Saturday night. It was

Saturday nights and

the 15th annual dinner dance
of Chicago's Steinmetz High

Littell, President of Iowa
Weslyan University, leading

on

American theologian and
author, national leader in

their calendar for the coining

consultant to the National

Ronald Scherer Friday and
is

youth work and presently a

weekend. Both thespians,

although he .had his first onstage appearance last Friday,
the couple are playing opposite each other in lead roles
of "Guys and Dolls" at Mannheim Junior High School in

Conference of Chrktians and

and Mrs. Charles Ruch!,

Melrose Park.

wouldn't miss the annual pic-

The Scherers are members
of the Northlake Maskers, and

going to the Mount Prospect
Country Club where he will
discuss "The Weslyan Plan."
a new concept in education,

School Alumni Assn., and
more than 201) attended.

I.ong active in the school's
alumni work have been Mr.

ProSpect Heights. who
nic and dinner dance,

two

yearly events sponsored by the
super -active association for all
Steinmetz alumni.

The week before found

Jews and to the National
Assn. of Coordinators or
University Religious Affairs.

Dr. Littell will he the Kim-

ball's dinner guest before

after the performance the

before alumni, prospective
students and their parents.
Both Charles and Patricia

dressing rooms of petite Diane
and

Ronald came alive

as

friends from Arlington

Kimball are graduates of Iowa
Wesivan where they met.

Heights' Best Off Broadway
players gathered backstage.

June '58 alumni of ,the high
school at a class reunion at
The smile thing will proNordic Hills, while on the bably happen after the Nov.

Charles has served as a past
president of the Alumni Board

of Chicago, and just recently
resigned from office in the

same night Itasca Country
performance, and that night
Club was the setting for the among the congratulations
I

reunion of those who will be those from the

association.

graduated in January '52. Scherers' former Mount
Both Mr. and Mrs. Roehl Prospect neighbors, Mr. and
were in an earlier class.

Two deaths in this area last
week involved two early resi-

Mrs. William Stanton now of
Barrington who will join the

dent families of Mount
Prospect. Mrs. Evelyn Kranz,

Scherers for an a ftershow

PUT THE BITE ON US!
TRY OUR SANDWICH SPECIAL!
e(vuied

e

who died Oct. 16, was the

brunch.

up at

the Elk

Grove Republican Township
Dinner Dance at Arlington
Park in September.

MR. AND MRS. Charles

or

Kimball will entertain a

BAKED HAM

or CORNED

distinguished educator tomorrow night. He is Dr. Franklin

-Honor the original dream by a/Ways/en/m/4r keeping

father almost everyone in
town called when they needed
an expert piano tuner.

Mrs. Lillian Wolf who died
the same day and her late husband were pioneers in Mount
Prospect and did a flourishing
coal business here when coal
was the heat of the day.

Marshall Field III
Monday. October 28, 1968
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John E. Stanton,

K. S. Johnson, Cenrral Managfr

Editor and Pi, 1,11.01 er

William J. Kiedalsch

Managing Editor
The Prospect Do is published daily, NIonclih !Inland' Frit!). in Da) Publications, Inc.
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Hideaword

Subscription rates: 35 cents a neck, home delisered.
mail rate, $17.00 a )car: $9.00 for sis months

Out of town

.New

BUMRELG
Make ac many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

0

using all seven of these letters.

of Mount Prospect

-

good, 22 excellent

200 E. Rand Road

255-6336

The voters of Cook County

can scarcely go wrong in
choosing a state's attorney in
this election. Both candidates
are excellent men. Edward V.

Buying a home
on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

Hanrahan, Democrat. compiled a brilliant record

but
don't
There's something in the wind!
Air Pollution! It hampers visi-

bility, ruins the finish on your

POLLUTION
IN

car and it's wrecking your health.

ILLINOIS!

that will rid Illinois of pollution.

You

bet your life with every

breath you take. Support the plan

Wrritj
do N
NATURAL RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT BOND ACT

partisan politics there might
be advantages in installing a
Republican in the state's attorney's office as a watchdog
over the Chicago Democratic
organization. But Hanrahan

protection of witnesses broke
through the barriers that had

has

boisterous

city council and

performed

well as a minority member of
that body.
The decisive factor here. we
believe, is experience that will
carry over into the demanding
job of state's attorney. And On

that basis The Day chooses
Hanrahan.

While O'Rourke has been a

before. lie evolved new
techniques using the ini-

Board of Realtors

doubt could make the transi-

no

tion from city council to

The northwest suburban

area, no less than the central
city, profits from any reductions that can be made in the

HANRAI IAN PROMISES

Meniber Northwest Su antrburt

ministrative talent. and

doing.

to continue in the state's atthe

in-

While he doubtless would not
go out of his Way to embarrass hiS owh patty, neither
would he sidestep his obligation to crack down on wrong-

would testify against gansters.
The successful prosecution of
such top -rung hoodlums as
Joseph Amabile, Rocco Prim no and Sam Battaglia wonna(lona! attention.

law enforcement. He is
personable and has ad-

lawyer for many
years, he lacks experience in

a strong record of

tegrity and independence.

virtually guaranteed no one

torney's office the fight on

depredations of organized

crime, which overflows
political boundaries. The Day
believe he will. Under state believes that all of Cook
laws, the opportunities may be County would be best served
even broader than in cases by electing Edward V.
syndicate crime he began in
federal office,

mid

we

Hanrahan as state's attorney.

confined to the federal law,

DOCTOR SAYS

emmerb
REALTORS

OPEN 9 to 9

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

The most frequent type of

wrinkle their brows and close

paralysis of the facial nerve is
Bell's palsy. It affects only one
side of the face and is caused

About 75 per cent of all

by an inflammation of the
nerve. This in turn may be

caused by exposure to cold, a
NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA) tumor or an infection, usually
with a virus.
Recent reports indicate that
In Palatine
358-5560
it is sometimes caused by
728 E. Northwest Hwy.
airplane travel in persons with
a blockage of the Eustachian
In Arlington Heights
253-2460 tube leading from the middle
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
ear to the throat. This type of
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
956-1500 Bell's palsy always clears tin
spontaneously.
In older persons the disease

Itt Hoffman-S(haumbu rg

894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights

may he associated with

diabetes or hardening of the
arteries.

299-0082

13 S. Wolf Rd.

Palsy

I 'illumination of Are'rre .1 Cause of

Tacit 71I,

THE ONSET is usually

sudden and the victim is

CEPTIC)N4

4°141"

The Home rtuyes0;itide
-

APPIAN/04f EVERY WEEK IN

DAY PuBuGATioNs

their eyelids.

easy way to iden'1fy the 25

nerve passes.

ment.

the nerve which, if allowed to
continue, leads to permanent
degeneration of the nerve.
Full recovery following this
operation occurs in two to

Unfortunately, there is no

per cent who will .eed treatWHEN TESTS of function
made three days after the
onset show that the facial

paralysis is incomplete,
recovery is the rule. But it

is

also true that 50 per cent of
those whose paralysis is complete will recover as well.
Tests of the electrical con-

duction through the affected
nerve early in the course of
the disease help to determine
which victims need treatment.

Some doctors have had

brow on the affected side or
to whistle.. It is important to
remember that Bell's palsy is
not the result of a stroke --a

started on the first day of the

flamatory drug, ACTH,
disease.

OTHERS PREFER blocking the sympathetic nerves in
the neck on the affected side.

Patients with stroke in- While waiting for return of
volving the facial muscles function in the facial nerve
can't whistle

hut

they can

Another treatment that has

given excellent results in

selected cases is a surgical

good results with the anti-in-

frequent source of worry.

stimulation are beneficial.

cases recover without treatment within a few weeks.

unable to close his eyelids

completely or wrinkle his
-"SEE OUR DISPIAY

lists

From the standpoint of

secutor. As U.S. district attorney, he succeeded in putting large dents in the crime

practicing

inhale.

it

O'Rourke as "qualified."

11111114 law`, and by vigilant

the

Uptown area in the Chicago

Member MAP Multiple
Listing Service

qualified,'' while

already has demonstrated extraordinary ability as a pro-

district of Illinois. Robert J.
O'Rourke, Republican, has
represented

leads that turn out to be dead ends. A realtor is a professional in real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics. He'll smooth over the details of buying. Better
see the man who knows the complicated business -- let
a qualified REALTOR help you! SEE KFM M FRIA!

Hanrahan however, rates Hanrahan "well

syndicate as no one had done

torney for the northern

house. He saves you time and trouble tracking down

Breathe,

in a

The Chicago Bar Assn.

state's attorney's office.

term as U.S. at-

four-year

Your realtor has all the -clues about what to look for in a

sstand price. Ill cents a cam.

Elect Edward Hanrahan
State's Attorney

Answer on Comic Page

(Across from Randhurst)

DESTROY

the paper'%.freed0/// WO in fel/Cl tool integrity."'

many years it was Andy's late

1/7 S. Main, Mount Prospect, 111, 601156

.1

.14.4[E1 Fn.

Prospect police force. For

BEEF

Served on
Fresh French Roll
or Dark Rye
I

Tbe Prosvect map

known while he was a
member of the Mount

about six years ago, and
skits served

ROAST BEEF

"Andy" by most. and well-

mother of Ambrose, called

Drama became a hobby
and now almost a habit for
the Mount Prospect couple
Diane was the playwright for
the "Republican Laugh -In"

(Served at Noon daily except Sunday)

"If you are an 'independent,' does that mean you're
going to vote for George Wallace?"

heat, massage and electrical

wideriing of the bony channel
through which the inflamed

Tis relieves pressure

on

eight weeks.

Q -My doctor says I have
emphysema. Will a drink of
whisky beforc supper every
night make it any worse?
A-Whisky in moderation
would have no direct effect on
your disease.

Q -I had lichen planus all
over my arms and legs 10

years ago. About 10 months
ago it returned. How long
does it take to clear up? What
can I do to stop the itching?
Is it catching?

A -This disease is not con-

tagious. Recurrence is com-

mon. The conic form may
last for years. C... -mine lotion

with phenol should control
the itching.

..... , .4.7%

4.,

SHORT RIBS

Tbe
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TONIGHT

I

6:00

2 News

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

5 'News

Mike
9
Show

YOU GOTTA BE KIDDINV ADMIT IT,
IF IT GETS ANY COLDER CLYDE- !
FOP
ANYONE FOR "TENNI ? THEY'LL BE USIN' AN IGLOO
FOR A CLUBHOUSE!A GUY COULD
fAllOYANO "t AREBEAT
YOU
MAKIN& 'CBE SCENE AT PLAYED THERE THREE
WEARIN'AN
WEEKS AGO AND H15
1145 BIG RACQUET
IRON BOOT!
SNEAKERS FROZE
CLUB, AND WE DIG
SOLID!
DOUBLES THE

DOOR TILL I GET HIM
UP 10 LET US IN!

MOST!

The Green Bay
Packers play The

2 Here's Lucy
Lucy accidentally

night game at

Douglas

26 CET Amateur
Showcase

son's puppy.
26 Survival

leading a double life

Long Branch saloon
and winds up in jail.

Paid Political

Broadcast

and against white

settlers. With
Anthony Steffens
8:00

who

is

threatened with

death inhome

SILL

Now

a

rehabilitation

ABOUT

.77;-16it;

CHECKERS,

i0.20

THE WORRY WART

C11.11,414.1.

1.-r....

POP

VI PO C./

ou

ffe-7,,,

ROBIN MALONE
HURRY-

Nasl CAN'T'

I351-1-1

LEI" HEM 41,,We.
M LLION5,.. FROM

TELL,. mLISHROokl.,.
WHATEVER
WANTS

UN-doi.Ly! TURN TO

'THE FORMULA/I-1r

Kkow

MUST SE...PONATED
TO,..Th5... WORLDS
STARVINe -cmc'E'l-

u

11114111.5, AT TH6 CAMOUFLAGED ENTRANCE

T1-115 15 GETTING VERY

FULL BOIL,

__--

NOTHING FIER& ft

)55,51er

sir

5

I'.

404

rF

o'NFAL

22)

night.
7 The Outcasts

BUGS BUNNY

of the past week.
10:00

on the life of

A documentary

Franklin D.
Roosevelt.
1:30
7 Ness's
1:35

How to use

7 Reflections

driftwood in and

1:50

9 William Tell

about the home.
26 Sports

1:55

Life
Bryan befriends a

10:10

9 The King Family

Show

at the Fair
A musical special

starring The King

fight against the
Spanish Armada.

moon

11 NET Journal
A report on Hum-

"Love in the

Cooper star in this
adult comedy about

riage means going

stand on issues, their

the

places and doing

popularity and their

CAPRICORN (Dcv. 23 Jan 20) -- Guard against a
health hazard Leave time in

things together.
7:15
11 TV College.

prospective electoral
votes.

between scheduled chores for
rest and relaxation

Literature

2 NFL Football

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

Feb

19) -- Tensions built up

during morning hours could
erupt into displays of emotionalism if you're not careful.
Keep control

PISCES (Feb 29 - March
21) -- You can win an argument without backing your

26 Medic
8:30

With John Derek
and Barbara Rush.
2:35
San Francisco
9

Afternoon" Audrey
Hepburn and Gary

Wallace, how they

American

His brother signs an
alliance with Spain.

9 Movie

Sisters and the rest
of the family.

-"Prince of the

joins France in its

7 Joey Bishop Show

Marcel Marceau.
26 Fundamentals

Movie

Pirates" A prince

10:30

phrey, Nixon and

-

2:00
2

convince their

maintain emotional control.
Others provide provication.

football films.

curable illness.

McCall, Charlie

husbands that mar-

Professional

girl with an in26 Manny Silva

The girls try to

2 Top Plays of the
NFL

32 Run for Your

steals Earl's money.

32 The Honey-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) -- Losses in store for
the Sagittarius who fails to

9 Biography

tington, Chelsea

Brill and Mime

against sour inner nature may
he required of you today,. Duty, though hard, comes first.

1:20

interpretation of important news events

11 Gardener's

taches herself to the
bounty hunters, then

Brown, Mitzie

grate

1:0(1

9 News

Notebook

Earl wins an ex slave girl in a poker
game and she at-

Riley, Pigmeat
Markham, Alan
Sues, Dick Wit-'

SCORPIO (Oct 24 - Nov.
Decisions that

Gibson, Goldie

12:30

5 Memorandum

5 News
7 News
9 News

two

will be shown at 8

Dave Madden, Jack

1.4

I uesdas, October 29
--

p.m. tomorrow

Part

Johnson, Ruth

Jo Anne Worley,

It, MI I, NG, Inc

Horoscope

Buzzi, Henry

J. Cobb.

Host is Ronnie

Barrett.

A summary and

for in-

Richardson and Lee

romp.
5 News
7 Chicago Show

ter

"Exodus" Part

regulars include
Judy Carne, Arte

the 1952 Western

9:45

Jill Haworth, Ralph

Hawn, Gary Ownes,

o

11 Fact of the Mat-

Marie Saint, Peter
Lawford, Sal Mineo,

Guests and

ray

-6431-

Rowan and

Martin's Laugh -in

PEOPLE!

towns.

l e

plays a marshal in

Voters.

dependence. With
Paul Newman, Eva

7:00

CM0N- HURRY IT UP!

League of Women

g

gun. Roy Rogers

chairman of the

on a television panel
show discussing big

about Israeli's strug-

26 Market Roundup

OUR 'SCOPE POINTS TO

THIS 5Po1;.,0111-rHeRE's

RAOLIEL-r

Zinzow, education

Leon Uris' novel

6:45

TO MUSHROOM'S HIDDEN HEADOLIARMRS",

rich woman with a

Ballot by Mrs. John

one of two parts of
the film version of

quences

west to claim an inheritance and runs
into Jane Russell, a

r y s citizens
represent their town

5

32 Truth or Conse-

dude who travels

2 Mayberry RFD

cities and small

for wounded agents.
11 TV College
Data Processing
26 Today's Racing

10-Z8

"Son of Paleface"
stars Bob Hope as a

Convention Blue

Two of Mayher-

Tara rescues

Gardner's famous

A discussion of
the Constitutional

and Karin Dor.

Wallace
7 The Avengers

Midnight
2 Movie

lawyer.
26 Wrestling
9:15
32 News
9:30
11 Profile Chicago

braves against a
neighboring tribe

Sponsored by the

is investigated by

Erie Stanley

Tomahawk" An Indian chief leads his

is

guest host.
11:15
32 News

A millionaire

"The Last

starts a fight in the

Steed

Eddie Arnold

try to get rid of their
32 Movie

comes to Dodge,

2 News
5 Tonight Show

9:00

7 The Big Valley
9 Perry Mason

Lucy and Ricky

6:30

(7

Thomas.
11:00

7 Peyton Place

2 Gunsmoke
A tall -tale teller

5

Dallas.

message.

2 Editorial

-1

A profile of

Welsh poet Dylan

9 I Love Lucy

26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25

11 NET Festival

Dallas Cowboys in a

intercepts a spy

7 News

WE'LL TELL HIM TH' WIND MUSTA
WHAT ARE YOU DOIN'
BLOWN IT AWAY.' WE PITCHED OUR
THAT FORT THIS NOTE
TENT AGAINSTAN OPEN CELLAR WINYOUR BROTHER LEFT
HANGIN' ON THE DOOR- DOW IN CASE WE WANTED TO GET IN
--AN' HE LOCKED IT WHILE WE WERE
KNOB SAYS 7HE KEY'S
ASLEEP! WE'RE GONNA HAVE THE
UNDER. THE AnAT.,
LAST LAUGH, THOUGH, 'CAUSE I'M
GONNA POUND ON TH'

26 Cinema Special
7:30

daughter of

Beat

2:45

a

2 Late Report

Parisian detective
and an American

2:50

2 Meditation

casanova. Maurice
Chevalier plays the
father in the

3:05

1957

Five Minutes to

9

Live By.

film.

MORTY MEEKLE
IF 1 COULD SPELL I IADOLDN'T
BE PRINTING DUMB SIGNS

ALL FIN (SHEDHOWb- My

5IGN
COMING
ALONG,
CINDY?.

71-4A-T'LL SE
Fl VE CENTS,

EEK & MEEK

FOR A NIO/F1 APIF-r-P

JUST 2)E CAUSE LIFE

AFTER ALL,

A, GAMBLE DOESN'T
MAKE EVERYBODY
A BOOKIE!

IT MIGHT

PLEACC.

IS

JUST UJORK

opponent into a corner. Prove
your point -- but help another
save face

ARIES (March 22 - April

20) -- Once you've completed.
the necessary chores for the
day, make every effort not to

Paz

take on anything new.

04/ALLI

TAURUS (April 21 - May

en
211 -- Dun t
another's ill will All may appear all right on the surface,
but don't step out of line.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) -- It would be easy for you

41-28

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Paper

to unintentionally wound

today Take care to employ
tact and diplomacy

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Refuse to look on the
dark side of things. Friends

and family may not be the
best companions for you at

LEO (July 24

-

Aug. 23)

-- Issues vital to domestic happiness must he dealt with first.

Let loved ones know how important they are to you.

VIRGO (Aug 24 -. Sept.
23) -- Get an early start on
the business of the day. Opportunities present themselves
in the forenoon -- not later.

LIBRA (Sept 24 - Oct. 23)

- Lack of confidence may

CAPTAIN EASY
CERTAIN PAPERS ARRIVED
TODAY FOR HER SIONATURE1
N4OR IT'LL
THEYT

PENNY THOUGHT THERE WAS.
LESS DANGER OF BEING TRACED
IF NOBODY KNEW WHERE ENE
WAGHIDIN6T1LLHERTIMEIDTE5TIFYI
TH19 NOW MOVES. MOST
UNFORTUNATE1

COS

HER HEAVILYS L

51W LEFT

ONLY THAT SHE HOPED TO U5S 70E
GECLUDED. MOUNTAIN COTTAGE OP
SOME; FAMILY FRIEND FROM
WO ON THE
TIME% WHEREVER THAT 151
9AL151,URY

PLAIN: WE.

IJO CLUE TO

ONCE STOPPED

HER HIM&

THERE,alf

PLACE.

have caused you to put off im-

'

portant matters. Let a

HER FRIEND'S

ZSTAT.el

resurgance of confidence start
you on your way again.

(Copyright, 1968, by

Inc )

36 Impedes

THE WILLETS
WELL.

rumble
rule
rube
ruble
umber
urge
mule

blue
berm

blur
bugle
burgle
berg
burl
bulge
lure
lumber

lemur

y e

1

M
1

E

1 Mercenary
tablet
10 Brave woman 2 Unit of
NE
energy
11 Dismounted
3
Behold!
T
13 Warble
-r E ID
4 Writer of
14 Morsel.
opera texts
15 Book part
41 Ancient area
materials
5 Concord
16 Feminine
in Asia Minor
22' Glossy paper
.6 Convened
name
42 Feline sounds
24
Meadow
.7
Type
of
book
17 School
43 Time periods
8 Man's name 25 Sea bird
subject
44 Sudden cold
26
Little
child
9
Delves
18 Intelligence
45 Augment
27
That
woman
10
Busy
place
19 Conger
46 Quantity of
28
Goddess
of
12
Golf
peg
20 Spring emitpaper
dawn
13 Bishopric
ting steam
47 Land
29 Suited
22 Cereal grain 17 Turkish
formation
31 Half -em
dignitary
23 Writing pad
51 Little devil
.37 Author
27 Irish name 18 Body of
52 Heartache
39 Compass
water
30 Beverage
55 Concerning
point
21
Writing
32 Air (comb.
form)
7 8 9
6
4 5
3
2
1
33 Shoshonean
Indian
12
11'
10

34 Interest (ab.)
35 Jargon

Answers to
Hideaword

glue
glum
germ
grub
gruel

NigP R

L..

United Feature Syndicate,

GRUMBLE

0

57 Receivers
ACROSS
of money
1 Parchment like paper
DOWN
7 Writing

another's feelings irreparably

the moment

O
AS 1 0
M

11711E

YOU LOOK
SORIA GLUM,
ED!

THAT BOY
OFMINE, SAM !

I'VE DONE RAY BEST
TO MAKE HIM UNDERSTAND
THE ADVANTAGES OF OUR
TWO-PARTY SYSTEM...

...BUT HE'S GROWING
A MOUSTACHE AND
SIDEBURNS ANYI-10W!

(law)
38 Writing fluid
40 Idea
42 Writing
implement
45 Come into
being
48 Single
49 Swiss canton
50 Writer's
table
51 Adjective
suffix
52 Envelop with

paper

53 Modern

painter

54 Looking
glasses
56 Bipeds

15

14

13
16

21

19

24

22
27

28

29

35

34
37

36

38

I

40

46 41

50

61

53

54

/56

26

32

'

33

45

25

57

39

41

42 43 44

48

49

52
65

.

4

Jo

4

I

Tyrri. STY"'

-

fI

-;".c

---

KO "WI:AM

-.6001"'Noft,

1111.1111:1111111/Iip

Starts MONDAY

-Jt

=Ate'

_

OCTOBER 28

"act..

....11111111.,

FREE

L

PARKING

FOR 1000
CARS

y.4der-

JAVELIN

1.21

from GENE PATRICK RAMBLER
1500 RAND ROAD DES PLAINES

' DUNDEE RD.

NORTHPOINT;

AND MANY OTHER
VALUABLE PRIZES

PALATINE RD.

C9i9iELIN

DEiCOrlIWIN
FROM NORTHPOINT

NOTHING TO BUY!
NO JINGLES TO WRITE!

SHOPPING CENTER
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

PHONE

Just fill out the coupon on your right and deposit it in any.
Northpoint store. Additional Entry Blanks available in all
stores. Employees not elgible. Adults Only 18 yrs & older
Contest Ends Nov 9th
GOLF RD.

BURTON SHO

BURTON SHOES
KROGER FOODS
JEWEL FOODS
MOBIL SERVICE

BIL SERVICE

c.

STATION

<;.
JEWEL FOODS
TURNSTYLE

WALGREENS

TURNSTYLE
WALGREENS:``

SENTIMENT & SIN4TS
MANY MORE ,$T RES
TO OPEN SOON

ZIP

.

1

De LaSalle 28
St. Viator 0

Hersey 46

Wheeling 31
Elk Grove 0

Prospect 12 °
Forest View 6

Arlington 19
Ridgewood 7'

Palatine 0

'

Knights Pull Outtast Minute Win;
Falcons HoldLeadin Last Quarter
BY LINDA GAMMILL '

Mike Gaffney picked up 26

yards between them, the

Sports Editor

Forest View nearly pulled
the upset of the week Saturday
against Prospect's 11, leading

the Knights 6-0, until 8:21 of

the third quarter when Don
Koehler ran three yards to tic
the score.

The Falcons had a tough

Knights were dropped for a
minus five and Forest View
received an 18 yard punt on
the

Knight 49. Again the

Falcons were unable to move
more than 15 yards and Long
punted to the Knight 20.
Scott Szala, playing varsity
ball for the first time, moved

to the Knight eight yard line,
and the long kick contributed
most of the yardage for Forest
View's first score.
Gaffney ran for seven yards

to get the Knight going in the
right direction, but Grant was
hit hard on the next play and

fumbled at the 25. Barry

time on their first series, get- up front the jayvees to take
ting only as far as their own the place of injured halfback
/6 yard line before punting, Jack Costello, downed the ball
but Prospect had just as much for no gain before Steve Grant
trouble as they were stopped c targed 15 yards. Prospect
by Forest View's tough tumbled on the next play and
defense after traveling .-dnly the scrimpy Forest View crew

pounced on the ball for the

seven yards.

O'Donnell recovered for the
Falcons, prompting Long to

the shotgun against Prospect

have been unsuccessful,

Forest View's. first attempt

went for a 25 -yard score by
Jim Daggettt on a pass from

to get all?' the tray' to the

Long. The extra point attempt
by Bob Kaspar failed, but the

Knights 12 early in the first off balance throughout the

quarter, but Prospect's

game.

for half of the time remaining

quarterback Dave Long on
two incomplete passes to save
the Knights.

After Scott Crawford and

LONG TRIED a pass

which

fell

junior Falcon Gary Werner clock and the ball on the nine
yard line, Gaffney tried a
on the Knight 30.
Forest View blew their keeper which ended up six
chance though as two plays yards short of the goal.
later Prospect's Marty Miller
COMING OUT OF the
turned the tables as he also

formation.
Although most teams trying

first of several fumble

Defense, also one of the best
in the league, stopped FV

hurried throw which was were completed. With :02
picked off by 200 -pound showing on the scoreboard

drop back into a shotgun

recoveries that kept Prospect

THE FALCONS managed

after losing three yards on a line of scrimmage netting 26
short pass, Gaffney tossed a yards by the time the plays

incomplete, then

Falcons held their slim lead
in the game.

CRAWFORD MADE

a

came back with two halfback
option plays, both thrown by

gain of 18 yards on the

complete. Long lofted a punt

Knights were stymied

the
Rick Olsen, and both in- kickoff return, but againand,

intercepted a pass. With time
running short, Prospect put
together their first long series
of downs and moved all the
way from their own 34 to the
Falcon six on 11 plays.
The one thing that kept

Prospect front scoring turned

out to be Don Reid of Paul

Jordan's Falcons. Reid drop-

t

halftime with a little more life

than they had exhibited

previously, Prospect took the
kickoff, and Crawford returned for a gain of 18. A fumble
lost a yard, but Prospect hung
on, and, after an incomplete

to Jim Dooley, Grant

pass

broke loose for 12 -and three yard gains.

Crawford ran for 12 and
Gaffney moved eight but was
by Kaspar. Crawford
and Prospect ended up just tackled
picked up 12 -more before a
nine yards short of paydirt clipping
penalty against
when the clock ran out.
Dooley gave the ball back to
After losing the yardage, the hosts on their own 16.
Gaffney went to the air and
Forest View fell short of a
completed four for four, two first
by just one yard,
of them going to Grant at the whichdown
was the same amount

ped Gaffney nine yards
behind the line of scrimmage,

r tat

i;Ar.te

of yardage Dooley dropped
John Caltagirone for a second down.

PROSPECT TOOK over

on their own 25 and finally
marched to paydirt. It took
parts of the third and fourth
quarters to do it, but mediumsized gains by Crawford and

Although Knight Mike Gaffney prefers to pass the ball, Falcon Greg Swanson (79) insists
on having this dance. Trying to cut in are Chris Janczkowski (52) and Don Reid (76).
Abandoning the PAT kick,
the run was still not good and

Prospect, was no good,

tenable 12-6 margin.
FOREST VIEW went back
to the shotgun, but two passes
were incomplete, and the third

ington, the fifth -ranked team

quarterback sneaks picking up
about five yards before the se-

Prospect rivalry.
Forest View also meets one
of the state's top teams in

sneak by Gary Bach.

on Friday.

the Knights held a

and a delay of game call on
blocked by Bill Michalek.

The socre shook the

Falcons' confidence and they
were called for holding and
the

Knights on the scoreboard.
Gaffney picked up eight

and were hit hard

markers on a quarterback

Knight defense. But Prospect
didn't look much better as

sneak, and then one play later,
outdid that with a I4 -yard

Crawford fumbled the punt
and Koehler fell on the ball
to save it at the Prospect 29.

by

slightly -

as

they meet powerful Arl-

in the state, at home Friday
night for a chance at the Mid Suburban League title and the

was intercepted by Rick Day's Iron Kettle award
Soduski to insure the Knights which goes annually to the
of the win. Gaffney tried two winner 01 the.Arlington-

Gaffney, combined with delay of game in four plays
several short spurts put the

quarterback sneak. After

Prospect faces the stiffest
challenge of their so-so season

plays and the score. The extra
kick, after some confusion

cond string came in and ran
one play, also a quarterback Joliet West at the Joliet field

Grant picked up five,

Gaffney turned and twisted
for 12 yards, Koehler ran for
13 and Crawford made 14
Nibbler to end the third yards to add to the Prospectors' chances, and Grant adperiod.
ded five, bringing the ball to
the two yard line. After two
CRAWFORD pushed the ball plays for no gain, Gaffney
to the FV 17, and then. kept and went in for the score
Koehler took over for three with 1:18 left in the game.

Crawford and Gaffney were
both held to one yard apiece,
tackled by Kaspar and Thor
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Powerful Cardinals Short
On Polish in Ridgewood Win;
State -Ranked DeLaSalle Puts But Pick Up 7th Straight
End to St. Viator Upset Hopes.

Bob Anderson (82) fries hard to maintain his balance as
Howard Mach throws a block in front of him. On the way
to make things easier for the Knight ball -carrying end are

Jim Carron (72) Steve Schmidt (85) Steve Grant(30) and Jim
Novack(51).

BY CURT WILSON

The Arlington Cardinal

BY BILL PRICE

The outcome of the St.
Viator-DeLaSalle game was
fairly predictable. The only
undeterminable factor seemed

to be the score, and at

the

close of the game Sunday the
scoreboard showed the final

tally to he 28-0 in favor of

the extremely powerful
DeLaSalle Meteors.

The game was as lopsided
as the score indicates, with

DeLaSalle controlling the ball
from the onset of the game to

its fateful conclusion. The
Lions got close enough for a

were thrown for losses on two that for 18 yards. The half
of the three plays they at- ended without a significant
tempted. Punting to the threat from either team.
In the third series of the seMeteors, the Lions watched

Owens run the ball back 23 cond half, a Preski pass was
yards to the 43. A penalty cut intercepted by Meteor safety
short any chances for a score Willie Collins at the St. Viator
at the time, but three minutes 12 yard line. Ken Dennard
later.- taking advantage of a carried twice for DeLaSalle,

Lion fumble, the Meteors the second tithe being tackled

once again made it into the in the endzone. Gabino Sanendzone intact, this time on doval converted his third PAT
the shoulders of Larry Page.

LARRY DROVE the ball
over from the five yard line
after carrying twice before

climaxed when Owens plunged the ball over from the three
yard line for the final tally of
the game. The PAT found its
mark making the score 28-0.
With only a

minute re-

maining in the game, Lion

defensive halfback Dick

Aylward intercepted his ninth
aerial of the season giving the
Lions a final chance to score:

The Lions were held The clock ran out, however,
the field

gainless again and punted the
ball to the DeLaSalle 10 yard

line. From here the Meteors
launched a drive

that was

and the Lions. left
with a 2-2 conference record

while the Meterors maintained their undefeated status.

grid squad stopped a visiting
Ridgewood contingent Friday
night, but Ow 19-7 outcome

showed very little of the

polished football style that
Arlington has displayed to
their MSL opponents so far
this season.
In the non -conference bout,

seen by many as a lead -up to

the all-important Prospect
game, the Cardinal offense

took the balk they tituv.d

within one yard of a

it

first

down, but they were forced to
punt. The Rebels took over at

their own 37, and after one

play, two successive offside
calls on Arlington gave them
a first down.

scoring, missed on two passes,

The series of bad breaks

and Rick Defelice picked up
five yards befor'e the fourth

began with a clipping call that

as Schmelzer carried the first

Arlington 28 and three plays

second in the endzone with
:13 left in the half.

WHEN THE GAME opened,

it looked as if the Cards

would have little trouble

handling the Rebels, and they
crossed the Ridgewood goal

down situation.

Paul Frey was unable to
find time to make the quick

kick, and he swept wide
left to the Rebel 30. The ball

was returned to a fourth -and 23 situation by a clipping
charge on the Rebels, and the

next punt was downed at the
Card 32.

THROUGHOUT THE

STARTING THEIR first

they -were -constantly

scoring drive, Arlington

plagued by a hard -driving

fullback Dave Ewart pushed

that caught

two yards, and Dennis

quarterback Ken Preski

Meacham went to the 39.
Meacham carried again, this

behind the line of scrimmage

time almost to the 50 and

repeatedly.

securing a first down.
Ewart added three more
yards, and Todd Somers miss-

ed on a pass that came too

fs

close for comfort to being in-

then the Meteors turn, and

tercepted. The next play
Somers kept and added
another first down at the

they played poor hosts to the
Lions by driving the ball 68
yards,and into the endzone. A
better part of the yardage was
'produced by Meteor halfback
Jim Owens. It was Owens too
who brought the ball into the

Page

later found Schmelzer stopped
at

the 35 with three yards

needed for the first down.

Harris missed the extra

point, but at least Arlington
had a 13-7 halftime lead as

PREPARING TO PUNT,
first half.
Schmelzer watched as the time ran out in thehalf
was as
The second
center snap sailed over his much
a repeat of the second
head and bounced down the

field. He finally caught and
downed the ball at the Arlington five.

The tight Card defense

quarter as anything else. The
ball travelled back and forth
across the field, but there was
very little scoring at all.

MIDWAY THROUGH the

made sure it took four plays
to complete, but Offenlock
dove in to score with 4:34 re-

fourth quarter, Meacham

Rebels completed the PAT to
knot the score at seven each.
As Arlington took over the
ball, they started what looked

a facemask penalty on Arl-

maining in the half, and the

to be a promising drive, but
calls of clipping and holding

marred their progress and

they were left in a first -and -40
situation.

moved the ball 20 yards, and
Ewart added four more before

ington moved the ball back.
Meacham continued his

drive and carried three times
to score at 4:33 in the fourth
quarter. Harris missed the extra point to set the final score
at 19-7, the same outcome as
the Arlington -Wheeling game,

but that was a much harder fought battle.

Baumgartner.

In the last minute, Bryce
Knorr recovered a punt attempt fumble, and the Card
offense took over at the Rebel

Selleck at the 20, who went in

RIDGEWOOD'S BRUCE
Ogrodnik popped up and netted the Somers aerial, doing
so at, the Arlington 23. The

quarter.

JAY HARRIS booted the

Cardinal cross-country captain Tom Swanson receives congratulations front Elk Grove coach for winning district meet.
Swanson and the Arlington team will go downstate next Saturday to compete in the state run at Champaign-Urbana. The

moved the ball back to the pass six yards, and took the

yards, and Somers missed on
a pass to Schmelzer before
trying again, this time to Jim

to score at 6:29 in the first

More

accounted for 40 yards and
the second Card touchdown,

Meacham carried to the 28,
and slotback Dean Schmelzer,
Who turned out to be the hero
' in a game alindst devoid of

heroics, passed to end Dan

The next series once again
found the Lions stale as they

good.

Meacham picked up 10

Ridgewood 35.

endzone for the score.

Pictures
Back

score, the ball changed hands was driven out at the
three times before Arlington's Ridgewood 40 for another
Chris Buttenob hauled in an first down.
Offenlock pass that had gone
THE SOMERS-TOastray, but the stroke of good
fortune did the Cards no Schmelzer pass combination

ball moving.

terception.

The game opened with the
Lions failing to move the bajt.
after halfback Bob Batchelor
ran the kickoff back 28 yards
before being stopped. It was

t,iyzn times ded to the rust duµu at tlw
during the action would in- Arlington 46, and Somers
handed to Baumgartner who
dicate otherwise.
After Arlington's premier lateraled to Schmelzer who
tion at

just couldn't scent to get the

the ball on a fumble or an in-

Meteor line

remaining in the first quarter.
The first tint,,. Arlington

touchdowns were destined to
As the offense started to
be scored by both teams com- work, Ewart ran. for five
bined in the remainder of the yards, and Schmelzer missed
game, although the field posi- a pass to Somers. Ewart car-

Peppy Val Offenlock, the
Rebel quarterback who leads
the Tri-County Conference in

score on several occasions,
but both times relinquished

game

line for the first time with a
little better than six minutes

Rebels tried

straight drives

extra point, sealing a lead for

and a reverse to go one up

the Cardinals of seven points.
As it was for most of the

three yards.

on the Cards, but only added

12. From here they had a

chance toRadd another

touchdown and pull out a
fairly respectable score in the
process.

SOMERS PULLED a
quarterback sneak to the

To pick up some

Rebel eight, and Meacham

to pass, 'but Arlington's Jim

scored in the final second, but

Cardinals, as a team, kept their score down to 55 points to

prep football, moving the ball

defeat Frentd by about 20. Swanson toured the course in 13:57,
three secondi faster than closest rival Mark Visk of Palatine.
Further meet results will be in tomorrow's Day sports section.

the other, rarely Scoring.

on hand to nail' him at the

rest of the game, both teams
played more pipg-pong ,than

fast yardage, Offenlock faded

from one end of the field to

Ulrich and Tim Shannon were

In fact, only three more

Card 28.

moved to the four. Somers
an offside

penalty on both

sides nullified the touchdown,
and ended the game.
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CLASSIFIED
INDEX
35

Air Conditioning

Auction Sales

Aviation

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
106
Equipment
Auto Trailers 8 Campers . 103
99
Automobile For Sale

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

64

Business Services

Coins

-

FOR ADVERTISING

3

12

Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
27

Women
Equipment Rentals

29

wwICK
_W!
DAY WANT ADS
DRAW QUICK
RESULTS!
Get the drop on extra cash for your budget by selling those unneeded items thru

"Quick -Draw" Day Want Ad. Now
Day Want Ads offer you more! Over

a

120,000 readers DAILY in The Arlington
Day, The Prospect Day, and The Des
Plaines Day Plus a bonus of 140,000 extra readers in Thursday's Market Day.

So take Aim, with a 3 line, 5 day Want
Ad in Day Publications. You can't miss!

Bnc k.vcink

259-5233

r

Fall Spoons! 517.95 cleans living

7

an. & hall carpet. Sofas 59.95 &

2

up. 894-9141.

24

253-9046 - 761-688P

83
5

23
90
50
65
13

Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycle's and Scooters 111
.

.

.

55

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
V2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. low
priced. Des. Pl. Serv. 296-6365.

Janeal Draperies

255.3642

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Snecnalty

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property

85
89

Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -

86

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted
Rooms -Board
Housekeeping

94

remodeling 0. additions No lob

95

too swell. 766-8034

.

.

88
96

70
Rummage 8 Garage Sale . 31
21
Situations Wanted -Men
Situations Wanted
22
Women
74
To Rent Apartments
.
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
.73
Apartments
/6
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellcineous
To Rent Resort Properties 79
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

259.5887

Alter 6 PM

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil I. Stone Delv'd.
CL 3-4200
LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Solisf action

mercial.

Save time & money
ON REMODELING & REPAIR

Call me for free estimates on

room additions, rec rooms and
dormers. Vinyl and aluminum
siding,
UNITED ENGINEERS 823.0828
CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK

work. Experienced in any type
carpentry work, remodeling &
barn work.

whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We
will make your lawn look

I

look new.
Allen J, Clover, 328-7750

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1284
patios

sidewalks,

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors,

curbs, retaining
Free Estimates

walls.

773.1261

Dog Grooming

DAYS

345

-7200
-6640
WEEKDAYS 8:30 AM TO 5:00 PM

SATURDAYS 'TM NOON (255-7200)

Hems,
Men's pant cuffs & coot sleeves.
CL 5-2677

OR

Shortening of hems on coats,

N6P-RA4E6

skirts, dresses, suede coats;
repair & replace zippers on
pants, jackets etc. Also men's
clothing
255.8161

Fencing

WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY T1L NOON

OR'
IN DES PLAINES AREA PHONE:

827-6024
alterations, slipcovers,

(255-7200)

,

X.CELI FENCE I. IRON CO.

types of fencing, c hannlink,
redwood & stockade. 647-0220

ADVERTISERS.
.

, PLEASE

...

.CHKKYOURADS1
I-.lalvatttion OM rocluttstrod .taf.liesk tit* fiart wort en at
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refor4Olos
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Floor Maintenance

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under 550.

FL 8.4543

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

24 -Help Wanted Men

Painting -Decorating
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
and
exterior
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.
Sholl Decorating

dependable Merl in work part
litne
hod preparation and
service fur *our 2 Des Plaines

wigs. Meals and uniforms pro.

3 MAINTENANCEIMEN

For Public Works DepartHeights.

Starting

CALL MR. SCHENK

Mon. thru Fri.,

ment Village of Arlington

aided.

SCHOOL

1pin 5 pni ONLY

CUSTODIAN

297.4097
1101 Oakton Street
400 Lee Street

40 hour week. Year round
Hospitalization
employment.
and rnv <he olinsur once

Arlington Heights

fits.

GROCERY STOCK
STOCK TRAINEES

Public Schools
District 25

Apply Finance Director
Village of Arlington Hts,

Looking for men to learn
Light Construction work.

253-2340

301
CL

W.

3-6100,

k

WILL TRAIN
Work guar. 12 mo. a year

Radio and T.V. Renoir
(Color or black & white)
)6 Yrs. of Expert Service
Ad His
17 S Evergreen

Insur. & Bonus Plan
1st year earn
58,000 or more
Earnings increase

Cl 5.5692

Full

t

lime permanent employ.
excellent company

benefits including cli,, oust
on all food purchases.
For infefvieW see

the Store Manager,

512 plus material
522 plus material

Sect Is

515. plus material

Prospect Plaza

DAYS 824-2181
EVES 823-1712

FALL SALE 50% OFF

Choirs
Sofas

HILLMAN'S

CALL JIM GEISLER

On all custom made fabric slip
reupholstering, &
covers &
plastic covers.

Id

f

meat

with experience

Rand, Central & Mt. Prus. Rd,

PART TIME

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

PRESSMAN

ALPINE INTERIORS

FLEXOGRAPH I C
2nd SHIFT
Top pay for experienced man.

TOWER PACKAGING, INC.
Wheeling, Ill.

1150 S. Willis

Tailoring

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Expert Alterations

CL 9-0849 toes.. 8 Wed. eves.
SHORTEN Ladies' Coats: straight
$5. full 57. Neat prof',. work. Des
Plaines.

299-0529
The
Dick's Tile
FREE ESTIMATES

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991

Wetteland Painting & decorating. Interior, exterior, & paper
hanging. Estimates cheerfully
given. 394-1665, Mt. Prospect.

E.J. ERICSSON

437.4093
KEY TILE CO.

FREE ESTIMATES

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

workmanship.

255-1096

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

.Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating
Fully

nsured. Reasonable 259-1039
Ken's Paintiry 8 Decorating

Arl Hts

830 W N W Hwy
259.9440

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning Repairing
Used Finnos Wanted

Ned Williams

392.6817

Typing
typing and/or trans. on
Selectric or Exec. Pick
up/del. YO 5-6537 or YO
Excel,

SPECIAL
& winter rotes on all innernor &
exterior work. Fully

Fall

insured. All work guaranteed.
FREE ESTIMATES.

McDONALD'S
corryout
America's forge,I
restootunl chain needs neat

CONSTRUCTION WORK

299-3159

Quality Paint Service
Exterior Pointing al Os fine:I.
Free Estimutes. Fully insured.

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING
* Residential

IBM

7-9683

Upholstery
Free

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

Wrought Iron
XCELL FENCE & IRON CO.
Customized Wrought iron. Ex
tenor & Interior. 647.0220

10% FALL SAVINGS
1 DAY SERVICE
Guaranteed Workmanship
Fully insured. Free estimates

359-0993

SELL
YOUR
DON'T

ACCOUNTANTS

NEEDS

Junior accounting positions open for individuals with 0-3
years 'accounting experience. Junior college business grad-

WITH

work close to home. Many company belle Avoid traveling
.
!its available to all regular employees.

uates would be ideal candidates for these general accounting
openings.,

A DAY

WANT
AD

itinumn

Pure Oil Division
Union Oil Company of California
200 Eost Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CALL
TODAY

255-7200

MEN WANTED
We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

COME IN OR CALL

537-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

DAY WANT ADS
ARE LOW COST.

47.41no0;

--7200
CALL 2962556640
4

Apply in Person

Oil ale 11.5 ,wept

Commercial
Kitchen Cabinet Refinishing

re -gluing.

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

Perfect for Moonlighting

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

SAVE YOUR EYES.

527.2010

Average rm. sanded sealed &
529.1211
finished 519.95
Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &

known drummer. Group or pri-

647.0220

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

*Apartments

Custom

Assistant Manager

windows &
fiber glass
awnings 8. patios, aluminum siding. Financing arranged.

Ecklund Floor Service

Furniture Refinishing

Piano students wonted.
Palatine area. 358.2699
alter 4 P.M. and week ends.
nationally
LESSONS,
DRUM
vate. 259-1773

PART TIME

MEN

PART TIME

Aluminum storm
doors, aluminum

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

All

23 -Instruction

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Murals

Quality

curacy. CL 5-5906 after 6 pm.

T V Check. up time Amen,"
Repaired Home Service Coils
All Bonk Credit Cords Honored

PHONE 698.2322
LADIES
LET ME DO YOUR SEWING

.111 N Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

298-5019

Experience helpful but .all
beginners.
train
qualified

Also file Rrpa its

255-7200

Personnel Consulncnits

secretary will do typing
8 steno work; exc. speed & ac.
Exp'd

Storm Windows

All Ivo., & {.repine es
Cl 3.5964

BEST REF.

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

LIGHT

Decorating & Remodeling

to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near R01,1
255-0348

SYSTEMS

Radio -TV Repair

Well lilt New & Remodeling

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

Executive secretary desires part
time work - home or office.

Apply in Person

Excellent opportunity for Oa.
plcorits who desire training
and advancement in the SUF.,.

358-9038

Dressmaking -Sewing

M.I.S. BUSINESS

1,,

St.

NEW WAY PAINTING

Relining, repleotina, rehemming
etc. 437.2884,

CL 5.0169

!Loud working conditions. Pro.
sharnng plan_ ;sold tritea
lif)115. hospitalization. No age

227

299.1696

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

v ark, goad pay and

Ext.

POODLE GROOMING
Drapery Repairs

6 MONTHS 360 COBOL

Call 327-1752

Meyers
Brick & Masonry

Concrete Work

Driveways,

as

though it has been sodded. We
also take care of evergreens,
shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
don't core how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, make it

Masonry

894-3797

MINIMUM EXPERIENCE

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

Allen: Lawn lovers! We give
expert lawn service. We will
grow you a lawn anywhere

40 hr. week

Days

Steady

South

ings, walls, and patching. Work
guaranteed. No job too small.
824-7510

assured

Call 255-6855

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

301 W. South St.
CL 3.6100, Ext. 227

PROGRAMMERS

Rays

weeding. Residential and com-

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

7hoite

827-3111

School District 25

259.2936

It's

Free eau -notes.

PFC11-1ENTIA1

ONLY_

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

grass cutting, fertilizing, d

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tow-

CONSECUTIVE
PUBLISHING

45

aerating, sod. seed,
planting, grade work. 537-1411
raking,

Complete lawn core available,

NO JOB TOO SMALL

259.0641

CALL 255-3822
CUSTOM Plusieliny rooms, ceil-

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, trimming, power

HOME HANDYMAN
Electrical
Plumbing
Carpentry
paininng inside 8 our

Fos,
Clean Dependable
Plastering & On vwcili Serv-,e

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

359.2756

Reasonable.

Plastering
For

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Ram gutter maintenance

For Apprentice Carpenter,

er work; welding 8 electrical

LINES FOR

DAYS

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

salary $500 month. Paid
hospitalization, life insurance plus other bene-

CL 9-0495

HARBUT'S LAWN MTCE.

359.1906

NO JOB'TOO SMALL

Decorating in the Finest
SCandinavnan Tradition

Landscaping

Addin.uns
FILIO,
.r,ork
rim

No job too small.
The Sky is the Limit,

3

AVERAGE
5 WORDS PER

Rand Rd.,
Des Plaines

1628

CUSTODIAN

WILL DO BABY SITTING doily.
Need transportation.

Launtz Jensen

381-1972

REPAIRS

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

Reasonable prices
437.9214
Free estimates

3 Generations

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wrin lo Wall, new or used
Repairs & Shinn Steps Free
Estimates

14

.

20% OFF SALE

Large selection of

Personals

-

PAINTING & DECORATING
Conscientious workmanshnp

decorum'', I obits

69
56

91

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

On all custom mode chaperies,
bedspreads & window shades
Lowest Prices
Highest Quality

Carpet InAallation

but S

nod

Comoie Rh," 392.0803

827-4637

Interior Decorators

Child Care
Office FurnitureDevices

.

Chimneys Repthred, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing
EDMOND GRAY

Carpentry -Remodeling

Nursery Schools -

.

LADENDORF

MOTORS, INC.

SCHOOL

CL 9.4416

259-5337
Rick's Decorating
'line hag, Pointing & Tiling,
wall Papering
C.. 3-111E

Home Repairing

Wall no Wall carpet & fun,
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
exp. Free estimate. Call Joe

26
30
47

.

tee Fs, irnoIe,
CALL HAUCK 8 SON

Reasonable rates
CL 3-4200

I

Musical Instruments

y lin:

i

GENERAL

36

Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found

Interior Exterior Painli5)
Work GtiOrafileed

I

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

Carpet Cleaning

57

Furniture
Industrial Property
(To Rent)
In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Propriety
Landscaping

INES
LINE

Il ,r4 100, K
AND 2 Si Poric, MIN

WE HAVE

ED FORAN

Home Furnishings -

CLEAN UP

392-4869

ACCOUNTING

Painting -Decorating

General Hauling

Brickwork

28

Help Wonted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women ..

for

New and Used Car

Coll 827-7880
From 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Will do ironing in my home,
will pick-up & deliver.

296-6640

255-7200

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women
Employment Service -

up / del. Y05.6537 or Y07.9683

OR
Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day,
The Des Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory I hur day 3:00 P M.

10

Food and Delicacies
Fraternal Notices
Funeral Directors

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

IBM Selectric or Exec. Pick

8

Florists

work.

8 MEN
Full or Part Time

Excel. typing and / or trans on

9

Hobbies

PART TIME
Permanent employment
available doing Janitorial

calico kitten, 6 mos.,
female, strayed Tues. Vic S
Vail, Arl. Hts. CL 3.5259

CL 5.8232

17

Cord of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries 8 Lots

SCHAUMBURG TEXACO

1530 W Schaumburg Rd.

539.7672

Lost,

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

.

Start earning Christmas
money now.

LOST: Gold ring, Amethyst, sur.
rounded with pearls, vic. of
Arl. Hts. Reward, 253-74381c

Call 327-1752

37
Marine Supplies
38
Boat Storage
39
Building Materials
66
Business Opportunities
15
Business Personals
Business Service Directory 16
.

LOST: Young black female cat

ALPINE INTERIORS

Boats and

Full rime - 52.00 per hour
Apply or call 894-9610

Young teens

253-3067. REWARD!

101

Automobiles Wanted
Barter and Exchange

Re.

vicinity Arlington Market. 2530613 after 3:30 p.m.
Lost: Gale white kitten, vic. of
Mt. Prospect,
St. Raymond's,
259.9085

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable

34
20
109
105
107

Arts and Antiques

Prospect.

ward. 259.4530.
Lost: Fluffy gray cot in the vicinity of Ridge School. Call

Let us help make your DAY

Apartments To Exchange 75
Apts. and Rooms to Shore 71

Mt.

GAS STATION ATTENDANTS

Now Hiring Boys

LOST, .White Siamese cat, vic.
Randwood,

24 Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

13 Lost and Found

OR

296-6640
WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

(255-7200)

537-2512 - after 5 p.m.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

1150 S. Willis

Wheeling

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

THE DAY

TIZZY

p,orsaoe

by Kate Osann

,aps

YOUNG MAN

3 shifts 7 a.m. 3 p.m., 3 p.m.

warehouse duties. New plant
located in Elk Grove Village,
with company benefits.

-

Short Runs
)
Good Pay
School Routes Available also

BUS COMPANY
PHONE 434.0923
3040 S. Busse Rd.

2001 E. Davis

392-9300

First National
Bank of

WAREHOUSE HELP

"I took all the fight out of him when I let him fall asleep
on the floors"

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

ployee benefits.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
DIRECTOR CO.

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

MEAT DEPT.

preferred,
but will trciin. Salary 51.75 per
hour plus benefits:

to advance through on aggro,
sive organization. For a job

Insurance

MAINTENANCE MAN
FULL TIME
Excellent Working Conditions
APPLY

APPLY TODAY

First National
Bank of

Holiday Inn

Des Plaines

Elk Grove Village

733 Lee Street
827-4411

work, looking for a real future, need apply.

washing operation.

SEE MR. SCHMITT

OTOROLA
Algonquin and Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

.... 629.6770
LOMOARD, ILL
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

DENTAL OFFICE

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

Will train you to welcome pa

tients, type bills, set appts. Fast

Supervise a srnmi force of mere
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep

raises!

1496 MINER, 297.3535

TRAINEE
Fine opportunity for a
young ambitious man to
begin a sales career in
electronic components

.iriner management or soles.
Carl Frank Victor at 827-7706,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.

r-

FED UP

MR. MATHESON

industry.

FOREMEN
$600 - $1,000
FREE

Taking the blame while your
boss gets credit? Move to a
company that will treat you
like the Management Man
you are. You'll fit one of the

Mrs. Maicke
For Interview
Appointment

spots 1,a have in machine shop
assembly inspection, tool room
maintenance, etc. and you'll

enjoy going to

once again

work. We screen your job openMorton, 827-7706,
Northwest
380
HALLMARK,
Hwy., Des Plaines.

The New
Elk Grove Village
HOLIDAY INN

Call

Dons

MANAGEMENT

BELLMEN

-

25c

(prefrably over 50 years)

Free Hospitalization

quired.

Learn

how to hire and fire. Advance
as quickly, as you ore qualified. Suburban location.

WIDE

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

Subsidiary of

Holiday Inn
Elk Grove Village

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

1000 Busse Rd. (RTE. 83)

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Should You Learn
Accounting? Start in
Accounting

Managem't
Training Program

you

for

No experience necessary. One

a thousand jobs with im-

mediate reward and great potential. This company pays for

your complete programming
training which will make you
an expert in this key function
PLUS they will never allow
you to stop learning. You will

629.6770
449.8070
815-338-

be available to assist you.

to

progress in

this

great career. Immediate hiring. ALL SCHOOLING FREE.

IMMEDIATE HIRING!
High School Grad to
Learn Purchasing
$7,200-7,800 No Fee

WE HAVE

CHALLENGING AND NON -ROUTINE

OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED

$150 wk. to

lions of dollars in purchases.
No finer opportunity for a suc-

Expanded operations are creating excellent job opportunities of all types,
both male and female.

start NO FEE
Adventures opportunity open

cessful career exists anywhere.
Call today.

license and a DD214. Buckle

MACHINIST

CLERK & PACKER

MACHINE OPERATOR

PRO -TYPE OPERATOR

ASSIGNMENTS
EXCELLENT SALARIES

for

wheel

a

top

-

flight

automotive specialist firm;
they want men who con

develop intd Chief Test
Drivers.

Call Rick Miller at

827-7706, HALLMARK, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN
TRAINEE

CALL US AND SEE

Enjoy a full benefit program including profit sharing, free life insurance,
credit union, group hospitalization and major medical insurance, regular
wage reviews, 7 paid holidays per year, 2 week paid vocation after
year, plus many others. Our employees have the convenience of a clean
factory and office, cafeteria, close -in parking, air conditioning and bus
1

--..nocuartaI

service to and from Mt. Prospect.

CALL OR COME IN

Please call Miss Gaffke

439-8500

437-5400
We are located close to O'Hare and can be easily
reached via expressway.

71)

W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

needs a person with
AMBITION
$780-$850 + NO
FEE
You will be expertly trained to
assist this large, nationwide
carp.

in

its

mktg. functions.

You will be its statistician! You

CIGARETTE
SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE

necessary for you to check the
validity of methods, techniques, and results in relation
to problems, goals, etc. You
will be the center around which
this dept. will operate. A most
challenging position! Advance
into mgmt. as you progress.

1968 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing
experience

necessary.

Protected territory just keep
your customers stocked up.

Weber Marking Systems, Inc.

Elk Grbve Village

NOW - NEW
POSITION
MARKETING DEPT.

will be responsible for coordinating all projects. It will be

No

ENGINEERING COMPANY

2375 Estes Avenue

on the helmet and grab the

LIGHT MACHINE OPERATORS

RAPID ADVANCEMENT
PROFIT SHARING
FREQUENT OVERTIME

floor up. Initially your job will
be to reorder basic supplies
for all departments. Eventually
you will be responsible for mil.

GENERAL FACTORY

No traveling - no night work.
5 day week. Do the lob and
you may be area Soles Mgr.
within 3 years. High School
is enough. Wear o business
suit for interview. Oh yes free smokes, of course! Ask
Victor at 827-7706,
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380
Northwest Hw_y., Des Plaines,
Frank

vious

exp. needed. No Fee.

MT. PROSPECT

VARIETY
GENERAL OFFICE

$500 MONTH
Very nice

Mount Prospect

position

for low

pressure friendly
where
office,

you'll do a variety of clerical
tasks, that includes some typ-

Safety Inspector
Trainee - $8,400 +

ing and much public phone

Car
This is one of the most interest-

ing jobs available. You will be
trained to inspect offices, factories, stores, commercial and
hi -rise buildings for violations
of the sofetv rode. You will determine if building improve
ments are necessary or if fire
hazards exist. If they ore present, your job will be to see
they ore corrected immediately. No previous experience required. Chicago ter,

and contact. Free.
Miss Paige
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

SECRETARY

NO SHORTHAND
To $125 a WK. FREE
Be the focal point of this plush

off ice. Schedule appoint-

ments, handle customer ser
vice and keep things running

Field

Investigator

smoothly. Any light

No exper. required. Great jab
for 575, company car, and all
expenses. Young vet who enjoys variety. Excellent future.
NO FEE.

experience qualifies. Call ion
HALL827-7706,
at
Roberts
MARK PERSONNEL, 380

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
111.

Investment Mgmt.
Trn.

Learn & Earn

$500-$785 + Free

KEYPUNCH

-

one of the larg-

est brokerage firms -- is known

10 many as "where the action
firm

transacts per.

hops more stocks and bonds
business than any other Chicago based organization. The
growth in this Co. has just
been fdntastic and it is with-

and data processing procedure while you corn an excellent salary. SEE OR CALL

PARKER

em-

out comparison! For
ployees this has meant much
better than average growth to
mgmt. To start you will be extensively trained in all areas
its

$450 MO.
No exp. nec. You will learn all
phases of IBM key punching

required -for mgmt. After training you wilt quickly move to the

MT. PROSPECT

117 S. Emerson

253.6600

A

A

area of your choice. Grow to
mgmt. rapidly.
rific growth potential.
middle

Ter-

PUBLIC

Top Mgmt. Program
Designed for Ex -GI's
$7,800-$8,400 Free
One of the largest and finest
corporations in America has
designed an executive development program tailored to
individuals with Armed Forces training. You will find this
program ideal for you if you
are ambitious and eager to
supervisory position
fast. Top salary increases for
you as you advance at a rapid
rate. No experience necessary.

RELATIONS
If you have an outgoing
personality and really like

people, you will enjoy work
ing with us doing public con-

tact work, with top firms in

the area. Full time with
career management opportunities. Base, incentive,
while representing:

reach a

availABILITY

Immediate hiring. Coll today
for details.

34 S. Main Street
Mt: Prospect, in.

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

253.6600

I 17 S. EnierSori

neighborhood

Coll today.

is r' This

TEST DRIVERS

PACKER

PARKER

casualty company. In addition
to o fine company training pro.
gram, you get the added benefit of working on your own with.
out direct supervision. No pre-

start a highly successful
career in its purchasing de-

partment. You will be com-

if you have a clean driver's

ition and ono that you will not
get bored On.

You will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims

Our client

pletely trained from the ground

EX G.I.

light typing skills to 35 wpm
to do light General Clerical
duties. This is n variety pas,

Like Working
Outdoors? Start as a
Claim Adjuster
Trainee $500 +
Car + Expenses

No experience necessary. A
top Chicago corporation is offering you a wonderful chance
to

MARKING

$490 MO.

Age is open, we hove an out.
standing firm whichis seeking
to hire a young lady who has

desire.

TUITION AID program allows
you to return to school FREE if
you wish. NO experience necessary this is your best opportunity to go through one of the
finest training programs in existence. Unparalleled growth
potential. Call today for de-

in

LITE TYPING

will mold you into a self

in the Chicago area for a major

earning as you advance to vii.
level

nes iu

GENERAL OFFICE

Confident expert in all product
lines. For details, call TODAY!

tails.

continue

Three other convenient locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL ....
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

WEBER

es

&

0,,

PERSONNEL

unquestion.

Complete training in all phas-

Programmer!
$125 Week + Free

General Molded Products,inc.
SUNBEAM CORP.

too numerous to mention. This
is unquestionably your finest
preparation for a successful
business career. Call for de-

Wally any

Scar'

corporations.

finest

nation's

298-5021

Wide

program
ably your finest opportunity to
break into a successful car.
eer, representing one of this
is

This

commendations, plus many,
more responsibilities
many

opportunity

$475 FREE

EXPENSES

DeLoine cm IBM

Apply in person at

APPLY TODAY

is resupervision,

High School education

30c

NOW IN EFFECT!

Insurance

College training in occounting
and/or finance will enable you
to assume a training position
without equal anywhere. You
will learn to analyze financial
statements and make recommendations, do field investigating and make reports and re-

with a leader company. You
will be learning while you're

This is the fastest moving training program available today. A

INCREASE

Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Bonus Plan
Paid Vacation
.Uniforms Furnished

New Stock Issues
$700-$800 Mo.
No Fee

you to get your career started

TRAINEE

NEW

HOUSEMEN

Train to Investigate

Outstanding

Gal Friday

Country's Finest
Sales Training
Program! $600-$700
.No Fee + CAR +

$650-$675 + No Fee

IS WAITING FOR YOU!

Needs.

DES PLAINES

Great opportunity to move into

Des Plaines

IVY

595 FREE!

office records, etc. in shape.

SALES

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

ASSEMBLERS

be available to assist you.

be available to assist you.

SERVICE

.

ELECTRO and MECHANICAL

Call Des Plaines .anytime 24
hours a clay. A counselor will

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

CUSTOMER

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

We are a progressive manufacturer and are in need of additional experienced

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

To $9000 to Start.Free

Excellent Starting Salary
Plus Benefits:

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Srittirrinyi 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629 6770
449.8070
815.338.

Three other convenient locations to serve you

be available to assist you.

JOBS OFFER:

APPLY NOW

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

3200

ings to assure you the kind of
conditions we know you want.

Excellent Working Conditions
Paid Holidays
raid Vacation
Health and Life Insurance Han
Profit Sharing

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

312-639-2361

Good Starting Pay

DES PLAINES

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

.

CL 5-6888

CONTACT:

the dishwashing machine and run the dish-

DES PLAINES

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629-6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL. 815.338-

Arlington Heights

COME IN PERSON AFTER 4:30 P.M.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

PERSONNEL, INC.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Port trine

FRINGE
BENEFITS

We are opening a new modern cafeteria at our
Schaumburg plant and we need men to operate

298-5021

DES PLAINES

MANICURIST

EXCELLENT

DISHWASHERS

298-5021

for 1013 operator

1000 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83)

An equal opportunity employer

298-5021
PERSONNEL, INC.

STYLIST

CHEVROLET

We ran arrange working
hours to suit your schedule.

WIDE

WIDE

Excellent opportunity

LATTOF
CL 9.4100

WIDE

training program. Excellent
location, full benefits and rapid
promotion.

a young man with a desire

Arlington fits.

aril ttttt Fed oppnrtutt-

tiOrl reS.,

HAIR

Only sincere applicants desiring full time

Free Hospitalization
Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Hot Lunches at Cost
Bonus Plan
Paid Vocation
Uniforms Furnished

You

PERSONNEL, INC.

salary and good clean working conditions.

with a future, contact.

will he Ire rsl by the
chord chemist in research and
development for thee new products. Suburban !or abort, mu,

local firms.

leading

Ines.

equipment procurement, and

253-9042

We offer a liberal pension plan, excellent

AUTO ENTHUSIAST
Join the NUMBER I team in
the Northwest suburbs. LOT
BOY position is ovailuble for

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

one of

design and improvement,

See Market Manager

that never come true and if you want to work
for a company with a future, see us.

1865 Miner St. Des Plaines
827.6111

Beautiful new Holiday Inn in
Grove Village needs
Elk
women to help us maintain
our guest rooms. Full or Port
time, experienced

$800 FREE

If you have had any electri.
co/ or meeharncol exposure
this is for you. College helpful.

If you are tired of listening to big promises

MAIDS

Shoe Salesmen

LAB TECH

$600-$800

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

APPLY IN PERSON

An equal opportunity employer

PART TIME

TRAINEES

not and coordinate tooling and
machine processes. Management responsibilities will in.
dude tool, die, process, and
plant engineering, mechanical

FULL TIME ONLY

to I a.m. No experience nec
essury. Top solury and em-

CHEMICAL

Arlington Heights

top wages

NIGHTS ONLY

Modern printing plant and
publishing office. 4:30 p.m.

DRAFTING

ENGINEER

You will be completely train.
ed in Iciyout and design by

Full or Part Time
Male or Female

MEN AND WOMEN

JANITOR

MANUFACTURING

perienced engineer with the
practicial background to (lir-

Des Plaines
An equol opportunity employer

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

We are seeking a degreed ex.

404 E. Rood Rd.

-

733 Lee Street
827-4411

call 692-4281

Plaines.

TO $15,000

JEWEL FOOD STORE

more.
Cull CL 3-3663, after 6 p.m.

380 Northwest Hwy.,

MARK,
Des

product

deoler.m Guaranteed
line. Excellent future.

experience. Call Don
Morton at 827.7706, HALL-

spot

Arlington His.

For Nursery School Bus, 4 hours
a day. 255-7335

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

515 to go into your own bErsiness. Can be developed into
515,000 a year income or

Localanufacturer needs a

Good all.orouncl maintenance
man can be chief in this corn.
pony without previous top -

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINE

DRIVER WANTED

BE YOUROWN BOSS

PART TIME
Earn S100 or more a months

Free Training

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Arlington Heights
For

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

MAINTENANCE

Call Don Weidner

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

C/-1001.

Page 9

Monday. October 28. 1968

SMALL PLANT

FULL OR PART TIME

COCiK COUNTY

COMPUTER
5/1440

SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS

portation. Full or part time
work. 53.00 per hour. Call
394.0240 between 11 a.m. & 5

11 p.m., II a.m. . 70.m.

CALL 437-3990

OPERATOR

3 MEN NEEDED
to demonstrate movie equipment. Will train qualified
applicants. Must have trans-

BUS DRIVERS
FULL TIME

city and
Light delivery
'suburbs, ' including' general
in

Experienced
second shift.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

21 -Employment Agencies Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

CALL NOW ...
259-6440

2nd Floor
253-660C

A

A

'FIE DAN'
Monday, October 28. 1968

Page I 0

File Clerk
SWBD-RECPT
$425 575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

Call Jan Roberts at 827.7706,
HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines.

$450 FREE
wide ...0e1298-5021

Dec. {nu,,

Dictating and some

ecorance. Arlington Heights

Sepr-

developments. You'll be his secy.

rty

NW Toy ref r. Lots of 1/110(111 work

plus -

map. Sit in on conferences, follow

DIRECTORY CO.

WANTED

1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827.6111
All 1,11101 Opportunity employer

NURSE AIDES

thru on detail, research, letters.
IVY

Free

1496 MINER, 297-3535'
DES PLAINES

Jr. Bookkeeper

1496 MINER, 297.3535

Wide

General Office
$433 Free
298-5021

scoe

MI111101111,

Fliholes

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
$600
10p 1,1111 uf Of well
TO
have 1,1 ,1.u/IVI
known firm.
responsibilities, private of I
ell bettelits arid unlimited Ito

tenhol. Must have good skills
orid ability to handle import-

298-5051
10.100 W. tiogyons

An equal opporcomoly employe.

in Des Plaines

starting salary

HOSTESS

$433 a month

(Night)
Apply

person otter 2 PM

111

holmes & assoc.

TRAINEES
RENT -A -CAR GIRLS

PEOPLE
GREETER

After just I week of "onethe.job"

traveling men. Hove them 'fill out
re form. Check their identification.
Direct them to cur. Hand over the
keys! You'll wear co chic outfit!
Furnished Free! 590 to train!
IVY

FREE!

1.196 MINER, 297-3535

As the

Use initiative and judgment to
help purchase wide range of
technical equipment, incl. val-

have constant public contact,

lovely of fice surroundings
and a group of professional
people for whom you'll be

and gauges. Average
typing skills, some office exves

perience, as well as a genuine
liking for detail with public
contact, will quality you for

personality

this fast

Miss Paige

$575 MO.

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

39443E180
9 S. Denton
Arlington Heights

airlines
hiring

966.0701.
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

trainees $450

at this well regarded
suburban firm. Free.
Miss Paige

$500

and

calls

up letters from writ.

ten notes. Also interesting de.

and figure work on

this

busy variety position. Wonder.
for accurate
Tut opportunity
typist who enjoys variety OF,d
public contact. Des Plaines or

10400 W. Higgins

TRAINING PROGRAM! You'll
learn all about making plane

Excellent local mfg. firm has
an opening for a girl with
accts. pay. or accts, rec. exp.
Free,

of the -time. You'll just love if

Miss Paige
394-0880

966-0700

6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

S011.

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

TRAINEE

No medical experience req'd.
ap-

and

enjoy meeting and talking to

people, this young

neighborhood doctor will

Terre('

but will

confidential interview orronged

Chicago
Service,
(Chicago

overcrowded, $116 week to

start with excellent raise

CALL OR COME IN

p<

ration of the Fintnloyee

nil.. & assisting Sluff nierellets
Spl,(1111 (1,1.1(, lllll 1-11111. 0000

TYPING E. SHORTHAND SKILLS
AND PI EASAN I MANNER A
MUST

439-8500

BEELINE

WEBER MARKING

SYSTEMS, INC.

380 Meyer Rd.
Bensenville
PO 6-2250

711 W. Algoreirin Road

INTERVIEWING HOURS:
Fri. 8:30 a.m. 8 p.m,
Mon
Saturday till 11 a.m.

Arlington Hriaills

FASHIONS

7 Paid Holidays
Attendance Bonus
Paid Sick Leave
Free Coffee
Pension Plan
Free Hospoolizotion

CALL 259-1620
1100 Hicks Rd.

SECRETARIES

Rolling Meadows

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WOMEN

Roc

Marketing expansion program has created several new sec.
retoriai openings. Your sharthc,nd and typing must be 111 lop
condition forthese busy interesmig positions.

Openings Now Available

1112.

Olt interview.

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

1st and 2nd Shifts
Some Port Time Hours Available.

/unimn

Methode Mfg. Corp.
OFFERS

Pure Oil Division

Inceet.ve and bonus jobs.

Wage r1,1,1,41, every 3 months

Gond sturing Oh,

Excellent worlenZ3 conch! 0115

Union Oil Company of Colifornio
200 East Golf Rood,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (3121529.7700

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

METHODE MFG. CORP.

An Equal Opportunoty Employer

Rolling ML,1011,5

1700 H cks

392 3500

OR

train right party. Many
benefits.

FULL TIME
WORK IN YOUR AREA

DAYS, WEEKS OR

Mt. Prospect

MONTHS

State Bank
An equal opportun

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day
Secy's...$21-$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a day

ty

employer

Koypunch$21-$26
day
PLUS

GENERAL TIME

GOES "MOD" WITH ITS

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

Right Girl
TEMPORARY

Doyno Motors

This advert sennent appeared
with the wrong phone number
last week. Will all Interested
parties please call the above

office;

SERVICE
"It Pays To Be Right Gel"

Inc.

530 W. Northwest

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hosp.)

number.

PHONE 827-1108

MAXI SHIFT
MINI SHIFT
MICROMINI SHIFT

(4:15 PM -12:45 AM)

(6:15 PM -12:45 AM)
(6:15 PM -10:30 PM)

ENJOY YOUR JOB
Picture yourself as on employee of Beeline 1,111311S. Imagine a pleasant day's work with friendly

companions in a suburban, norvfactory atmosphere. Visualize safe, clean, lire duties that will
involve you in the various aspects of merchandising, general ofhce & the fashion industry.

FOR

BILLER

public contact here's on ideal

These are the things you can expect from a job at Beeline.

NEW CAR AGENCY

'He prefers a complete beginner
who he can train to greet &

desired but will
train qualifier' person. Modern
office.

patients,
his
know
to
get
all the folks who
technicians

Call Mr. Steelman
for appointment

Experience

-

are in & out. It's a popular place.
You'll answer phones, type bills,
set °pots. Days ore busy and
poppy when you find yourself
doing things for all the Ike

IN OUR MODERN ORDER PROCESSING DEPT. there are such pleasant jobs as:

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS .

STOCK COUNTERS

ORDER FILLERS

PRINTING FILE CLERKS

824.7151

EXCHANGE PROCESSORS

DODGE
IN DES PLAINES

people you'll meet! Must type.
DES PLAINES

INSURANCE.

CUSTOMER SERVICE CORRESPONDENT

EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCED KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

With typing, 5 days,
8:30 AM to 5 PM

RECEPTION
FOR LARGE

SECRETARY TO PERSONNEL MGR.

Kirchhoff Insurance
Agcy.

FINANCIAL FIRM

CALL: 259-0740 OR
COME IN: Mon -Fri. 8:00 AM- 4:00 PM

SALES PROMOTION CLERK TYPIST

25 S. Main St.

Our employees enjoy an excellent benefit program including a generous discount on our beautiful
fashions. A cash Christmas bonus, free profit sharing & a low cost hospitalization plan.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

You'll greet clients, investors,
visitors, into lovely reception

ASSEMBLERS

These are clean, lite easy to learn jobs that require no previous experience. IN OUR OFFICE, opportunities exist for:

GENERAL

To 0500 or more. See IVY,
1496 MINER, 297.3535

CL 3-1085

area, inquire as to their ap-

RESERVE -A -SHIFT TODAY!

Why not stop by today to discuss the advantages of putting yourself in the Beeline picture.

pointment time, then direct

them to proper office or officer.

An

all

public

contact

GENERAL

position that reqs. light typing and the ability to handle
the public. $475 month to
start. Free.
Miss Paige

9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Need Help?

Advertise with Day

THE NICEST PEOPLE WORK AT BEELINE FASHIONS

OFFICE
To

394.08E10

ss,cth

ploc hat ad
yertistrig; aiding 1a me pre

other ',T.'

TEMPORARY

APPLY IN PERSON

236-0783

schedule appmnts. so the
doctor's schedule is never

convenience.
your
Temporary Of Tice
MacliSon
29 E.
RA 6-2355

PROOF ENCODER

9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
5 Days a Week

Mrs. Mayer

cot

Experience preferred, but will

Plaines office. No shorthand
necessary. Must be good
typist. Salary commensurate
with ability. All benefits.

new

consider re.

lated work. exp. Also, we have
one opening in our loop of.
fire for Ass't Manager. Des
Plaines brunch to open within
the next few weeks. Salary plus
bonus. This n toot a commission
job. See or cull lone Arden for

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

Cashier - Typist

brand

You'll learn to
ans. phones, greet Patients,

FAST PAY RAISES!
If you're madly in love with

receptionist.

Mature lady lull or lion tonne.
,Apply in person. 52.00 per

Des

in

completely train you as

30 -Help Wanted Women

jobl It's located in this areal
You'll work for young Doctor.

CLEAN NG LADY

Mrs. Kokes
259-4000

duties

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

RECEPTION

is

"The Enjoyable Bank"

mediate need for efficient intelligent secretary for varied

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONS

Temporary Office
seeking aggressive,

Cliccogo
Service

Un the go Sales offeror Inas Im-

when trained and periodic
increases thereafter. Free.
Miss Paige
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

DOCTOR' S

his

ing rote dependent upon ex.

BORED?

1496 MINER, 297.3535
irti ELAINE:3

receptionist.

be

Should be f cenilior with basic
inspection equipment. Start-

METHODE MFG CORP

If you have a neat
pearance, light typing

to

the inspection of ports he
bricated in our punch press
department during 2nd shift.

IVY

TO $565 MONTH

Learn

responsibilityis

chic outfits & help people find

FIGURES

9 S. Donlon

Primary

ment.

peroence. Call or apply in per.

answers to their travel questions.
It's -all- public -contact.100percent

bumple t ely air condit loner]
ilding and bus service Iron;
Mt. Prospect to and From our
plant.

...purulence

Coll our employment deportment for details or come in for

curer oninded person to work
in beautiful new Branch Office
located at O'Hote Lake Office
Plaza. Exp. in personnel pre.

NURSE

reservations, confirming, selling
tickets, cancellations. You'll wear

WEST PERSONNEL

358-4400

DAYS ONLY

FREE! See

at Mannheim

Call Mr. Kellen

Arlington fits.

Mn, hove an excellent opportunity for an individual to
join our quality control depart-

people you work with! Fast pay
raises and your own TRAVEL

O'Hare Office Bldg.

Service
Des Plaines

ciency required.

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

and the people you meet and the

298-5051

Shorthand and typing proh

FABRICATOR

comes into this famous airline for
reservations or into. You wit; get
on MARVELOUS COMPLETE

Manager

Acreet & rAccon
(Able duties iire lotitnri atri.er
Iny 111(01 lllll phone ) rills rcc
uorrIctiti ercwInenctettc norre

Inter,

BENEFITS INCLUDE

Manager
Temporary Office

School Administration 01 Tice.

ARLINGTON INN

CALL

to handle anyone who calls or

GIRL FRIDAY

corm.

Mr. Berg
625-7490

Personable young ladies wanted

SECRETARY

to Personnel

Personnel

hour.

for just an occasional FM010.

You'll be the private secy to
one of the nicest executives

N.W.

job

pace

suburban offices of int'l
tern.

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

956-1115

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

SECRETARY

greeter for this excellent suburban firm you'll

ficial

Arlington Fits., Ill.

Paid Vacations

be ovailoble to assist you

PURCHASING--JR.

receptionist and of-

pleasing
a
qualify. Free.

Shorthand can be very light

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Call Des Plumes anytime 24
1100, 0 doe. A counselor ,vill

NURSING

827.6628

$ 1 25 WEEK

and

PERSONAL
SECRETARY
LIGHT STENO

Arlington Heights

CLERK

the receptionist. Light typing

DES PLAINES

PERSONNEL, INC.
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS

ASSISTANTS

10090 PUBLIC CONTACT
COMPLETE TRAINING

!nulling you'll be a full fledged
Rent.ACor girl ready to talk
16 & take references from the

392-2700

Suite 23A

I, ark tag, modern "'Teton°,

23/5 Esres Ave.
Elk Gro.iii

Scn. Arlington I -Its. Rd.

I

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
298-5021

PRIM CLEANERS

3405 Algonquin Rid.
Rolling Meadows

bay, include ample close -in

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

SHIRT GIRL

HOLIDAY INN

Rcindhurst Office, Upper Level

I

1

benefit program

insurance, credit union and
rerrolair wage reviews. The
Loriveitiences our employees

ALAI' W.J tract.

Lots of variety. Salary open.

1425 E. Palatine Rd.

WEST PERSONNEL

fail

company is looking for o gal
with good office bcickgrouncl.

No experience necessary - will
train. Apply at -

rat MOO11111.011

lob, rol

Be your own boss. Local

WIDE

See Mr. Coscio

employees enjoy

drilling profit sharing, free
hie insurance, group health

:SITIOIP: AT

Wanted
.

I

APPLY NOW

Gal Friday

T. work in Nursing Home

298-6983 til 3 p.m.
824-6431 oft. 3 p.m.

In Downtown Mt. Prospect

Average Typing
Able to Greet Patients
Make Appointments, etc.

O'Hon. 011,e Bldg.

NURSES WANTED

0,,

Anocut

FOR INTERVIEW APPL

RESTAURANT

II at 60 70 wpm.

.J 11.

Please call
Miss Oaf fke

824-4919

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-5350

439.5522 cotter 7 I' .M.

Des Plaines

doctor's
office

ont visnots.

BENEFITS.

De, km,

11

437-5400

wing room core. Typing desir.
able, but not essential. Pleas
mil surrounding,. extras. Salo,
ry commensurate with obility

DAYS
MON.-SAT.
8 AM - 2 PM
FEMALE
MR. GUS'

rn

Our Midwest, Regionol rind
District Soles offices need
good secretary. The ideal Op'
pl,orit will take shortlitmcl to
mar,
eress of 80 wpm n

preS,W(1/.

Experi.erici.
c.nisist of

statements, reCeptionisl, open

4PA.FI to IIPM

733 Lee Street
827-4411

Dc.s

WAN FED

SECRETARY

f- al N.L.rt

COP be easily reached vn, on

n.

GOOD HOURLY WAGE -

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Bank of

receptionist

!)..,Fl.,

1),-, u.,,,"..,

Plaines.
desirable. Duties

Monday Thou Frocloy

.

O'Hare and

located clow

ASSISTANT
In

DANA

F.111r

DENTAL

MO A.M. to 3:45 P.M.
3:30 P.M. to 1 /:45 P.M.
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

OPERATOR
Mature Woman Only

First National

pare'

or

no

.

Atilt

011/15 We We eonveniently

oe ,,,,,,..,

PERSONNEL

experience
necessary. Apply now.
time

Full

SWITCHBOARD

envoi remold led cnopliccions.

4.7

C,JNCAN1A1
EKCLILEN1

ti HO on: kl

SALARY

$500 FREE
2.98-5021

Wide

OPERATORS

PHONE CL 3-0022

TELLERS

of to-igi, &

PERSONNEL

Nursing Home Day
evening hours

5 Guy week. Good figure up r,.
torte essential. Soote banking
eNpenence is desirable but will

298-5021

Coll

For

A1

2ND COOK

SUR

PLEASANT

y

Payroll Assistant

PERSONNEL

ufl.. r

We

299-3777

fur 10 hrs. Sr,

Arl. Hrs. areatriyesscey 352 9631

.h/11) C1,1./Ornurs

Sec'y

OP

PERSONNEL

short hand rand typing skill,

itieeinne. &

PLASTIC PRESS

.

$450 FREE

DES PLAINES

customer

bonus.

growing company .s. III need
el a secretory with excellent

3 S. Wolf Rd , Prosper4 II,

298-5021

394-0240 between 11 ri.m. &

GENERAL
TELEPHONE

IVY

$100 FREE!

Solory

Meet & work with people who
plan & put these towns on the

get quotes, samples. Typo
purchase orders.

SECY-RCPT.

S'

Make 540 a wk

298-5021

Wide

The rules 01111loyr, of our fast

FULL & PART TIME
Salary plus COrllo1,,,I

oin

$500 FREE

SECRETARY

BEAUTY OPERATORS

$425 FREE

Wide

Executive

hours. 439-8412, CL 9-1263

in re

7

p no. v.,,o-krloyt, 'in LontImecio,
tr.r, one.. c
i-coroohnl

.1'20

c.

woroe-t1

5

nunnail, ,stolecr,

...lee

2

Baby enter

Car necessary, ,nukeyour own

Reception

111

Must be able to control people
ability to answer phones.

tram you. No age limit.

iter ,,gce

30 Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women
vro.elmly,

jimmy

I

MONEY NOW!

ex-

259-2426

WANTED

clerical
varied
duties. Typing and non typ.
ing positions avctiloble. Nor x.
perience necessary. We will

SECY $580

& cictiont You'll get to know sop
pliers, learn to order materials,

Handle
follow

Det, Home.

cooking,

lady

EARN CHRISTMAS

perience required. Neat app.

293-5021

Wide

c'

no

washing. Ail. II, 394 021e,

SECRETARY

Teller

GENERAL OFFICE

Boss searches out undevelopeo

learn purchasing

PERSONNEL

week,

$433 FREE

PERSONNEL

suburban land for new towns,
new factory sites, new home
I!,-',

do

Interesting

293-5021

PERSONNEL

"

PERSONNEL

.Mannotiioun
Des Plaines, III

PERSONNEL

$525 FREE

Wide

C

sew (Hogoons &

Full Charge
Bookkeeper

Wide

Wide,, 0.pe,298-5021

Key Punch Operator

to

---

30 -Help Wanted Women

Cleaning Jody wanted 2 Joys o

light

housework 2 days a week. Days
con be flexible, 39410206.

$400 FREE

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

needed

Woman

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

assist

general

GENERAL TIME
Progress in the World of Time

Office Manager in
office

duties.

No

TYPing

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION
1517 Ellinwood
Des Plaines

11. FASHIONS, INC.

380 MEYER RD.

827-2131

P0.6-2250

BENSENVILLE

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Mon: Fri. 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. till 11 a.m.
(1 blk. W. of York Rd., 3 blks. N. of Irving Park Rd.)

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE DAY

3 HP motor scooter, exc. cond.

NURSES AIDES

$75. 255-3395.

if desired Top wages

$25 each or $511 o pair. Reason.
able 259-4518.
windows,
roll -out
Anderson
76x56", 52x56", 23x39-, hand
guns & rifles. 392.6521

CALL 439 0018

PRACTICAL

OLD

BUY

WILL

$95. FL 8.6947.
SILVER MAPLES, $2

home $20.439.0018
Part collie puppies, 6 weeks old,
paper trained.

to

255-9527

827-4326

Bedroom soh desk, chest, twin
beds $60. Gray Persian coot 550.

English pointer, brown & white,

old

DIG YOUR OWN

Administrator in 47 bed
nursing borne in Northwest suburb
Must live in
Salary open

625.0536
Clothing: girls' 10.1.1, Boys

Between 9 AM &
11 AM Only

Simplicity riding mower with
snow plow attachment, $100.
439.0631 of ter 6 pm

437-3857

MAGNAVOX TV CONSOLE
Must sell make offer
439.4866

1

BABY BED & TWIN BED
EXCELLENT CONDITION
296-5300

CRIB COMPLETE:
PLAYPEN: PING PONG TABLE.

Hotpoint 30' elector stove with

48" traditional or Colonial brass
table lamp $15; brown wing

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

PUMPKINS
CORN STALKS

Huge discounts. 824-7353

$5. Call 392-4334.
must
Everything

446 S. Arlington His Rd.

Arlington Heights

3

dinette

go,

and

44 -Cogs, Pets and Equipment

Mon.

9:30 to

Fri.;

thru

5;30

POODLE CLIPPING

AND GROOMING
529.6408

Roll ends up to 20 yards, Gold,
Olive green, Martini $4 sq. yd.

wall. Best podding. Also kitchen carpets, indoor/outdoor &
prices.
commercial. Lowest
Samples brought to your home
or visit our worehse showrrn.
By oppt. only. Free estimates.

1"

NEW

1st

brand swams. Installed

Collie, AKC, mole, 5 mos., bum,
liful sable & white, housebroken,
shots, $80. 259-4393

German Shepherd puppies AKC,

champ. blood line good temperament, must sacrifice $40 or
best offer. 894-5844.

Rd 83 & McDonald Rd.
Prospect Heights 253-9416

Cull 827-1117

99 -Automobile For Sale

PM

255.8193 after 6 p.m.

312r/

\ Dr Arlington Hs
Gar & Bsrnr Sole Nov 1, 9.5
pm 217 S Wille Mt Prospect.
playpen

Turn

records,

toys

& misc

Moving everything goes! dinette set Christmas tree lamps;
Persian lamb
rocking horse
stoics, misc 182 Marshall, Des
Plaints 439 1705

Gar Sale Oct 24 & 25, 10.8
pm No advance sales. Misc.
items, lawnmower, vacuum
cleaners, clothing bathos).
books

sink

etc

74 -To Rent Apartments

State, everything must go; funs.

air coed, portable TV's,
clothing & many misc items all
cheap Daily oftr r Oct 25. 2158
duo,

Douglas Ave Des Plaines.
824 5343

farnilyan,

low 30's -CL 5.4829.

extras, highest bid. 956-1280.

beclrm.

rooms, 2 baths, family room,

floor apt. Air cond., wallto-wall carpeting, terrace &

New large, 4 bdrm, 2 story home.

air-conditioned, dishwasher,

1964 Pontiac Catalina convert,
auto, P.S./P.B. 5650 or best

Arl. Hts. unfurnished

I

basement, f ully

1st

pool $175. 259.9239 aft. 6 per
Cooperative housing, food, day
core

in

Palatine

large

2.6 young chxdrea. Must have

STOLTZNER
BLDG. CORP.

own cur. $505100 per week.

BA 3.5212 or 259-4568

$8,500

BARRINGTON HILLS

Brownie camera, daybed; tan
draperies, 126x64 437 8966.
Set of 1968 Colliers Encyclo-

Classics & book-

case Best offer 537 0775
refrig.
Frogidoirt
Used
used G E washer $20,
good condo 394 3647

$50,

both

OFFICE SPACE - MT. PROSPECT

Small 3 bedroom home needs
decorating. Excellent location.

Pecan paneled private office,

See fast 513,800.-5500 down.

plus

ground floor location
old building.

200 Acres with barn including

D.E. Bertrand,

40 acre stand of oaks &

a

Drafting table $20, apt. refrig.

bedroom plastered ranch,
oak floors $14,500. take privileges $500 down.

very low mile.

wheel. 600x13

Speed Queen gas dryer, stainless tub 2 yrs old 4 chrome birch.
chrs, c folds spring horse & boys
26 bike 827 5807

Typewriter owners your machine cleaned or repaired. 20 yrs.
work guaranteed.
cap
FL 8 6947

Assorted baby fare, 8 pcs. $50,
will separate Gray Mass made
far stole $10, Blue ladies lam.
mated suit, sz 16 299 0631
Fischer

MUST SELL)
STEREO AM/FM

hi-fi

shortwave sonic record player

in walnut cabinet; Necchi Elna Zig Zag onto. sewing

Winston Park
he large family!! Plenty
of space and living aims en
this raised ranch with 4 bedrooms, family room, 21/2 baths.
Extras
carpeting,
include
drapes
and built-in. Well
maintained home at a low
price.

estate.

Young couple, no children, desires opt. in NW suburbs. 'til

Arlington Heights

Jan. 1, 1969. HE 7.3582.

Palatine
Schaumburg

Mn. Prosp., 2 bdrm. ranch, walk
everything, Ig. well land.
o
scaped yard. $20,900. 392-5495

3 bedroom ranch vacant. 5%
down $16,000.

age $25 CL 5 6497

CLEANER, Elite TYPEWRITER. All

brand new Total orig cost $950
sac all $350 or willing to separate Also colored TV
478 2376

2 bedroom stone house 59,000.
Also 3 bedroom ranch $16,500.
5./4 down on each.

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS
An estate property going for
$23,500. Large Willow
trees. 2 baths, I car attached
garage. Lovely triangle corner
lot with giant family room overlooking. 51,800 balance ap.
prox. $200 per month. Must
be sold this wk.

only

4 BEDROOMS
Lge

4 bdrm home on beauti-

fully . landscaped

ALGONQUIN

2 Deluxe homes. 1 -full base-

ment corner brick. Fireplace,
dining

separate

room.

The

other a natural finished cedar
contemporary. Bath very exceptional offerings at just

lot.

2

car

day Saturday

PALATI NE --$47,000
Yellow Norman brick colonial
with Mansard roof. 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, Full basement, 2 car attached garage,
formal dining room, drapes
throughout. Carpeting in living
room, dining room, family

room and 3 bedrooms.

Dis-

posal and dishwasher. Country
Club Location.

GLENVIEW

Builders
Attention
2 corner lot In desirable loca-

tion. Good transportation.
Excellent
Zoned residential.
schools, parks, churches, shop pings, etc. $13,900.

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

358-1800

358-1800
90 -investment Property

Your own shopping center. Large return for nominal in-

We have lust listed the neat
home Tree lined street near
park and town Priced to sell

vestment. 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, cooking facilities. 2 apartments. $30,000 annual gross Income. Large pork.
ing facilities. Lots of potential. $140,000.

at $24,900

Owner wants fast

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
Realty

296-6655

15 WW, $100. 259.2593

'67 Olds Delmont 88, P/S, P/B,
air cond, sno tires, under 27,000.
Asking $2,300.296-5189
'63 Pontiac Star Chief 4 dr. hdtp.

P/S, P/B, W/W, exc. cond.

A/T,

1 owner $895. 827-5939.

'36 Ford V -B, 4 dr, original own.
ers, good condition.
CL 5-2677

'68 Buick SOL must sell need tai.

tion F/A A/T p/S T/W 5 yr w low

658-5661
646 S. Main, Algonquin (4 bl.

Cadillac Coupe de Ville

full power, exc. cond. $750.
824-2317
1962 Ford 2 dr. Falcon $100.
Good running condition.
253.6151

owner

I

CL.9-4320

'63 CHEVY, A/T, 6 cyl.,
good condition. $495.

Owner,

I

392.0281

'66 Buick Skylark, hdtp., cpe, P/S,
P/B,
air-cond, low mileage

51800 or best offer 394-1794
oft. 6.

1962 VW, sunroof, radio, heal.
er,
yr. guarantee on bast.,
$595 or best offer. Call before
9 am or oft. 9 per or weekends.
1

'65' Chevy SS cony., P/S, P/B,
P/W, AM -FM radio, A/T, excel.
mech. condi!. $1600 or offer.
Call 259-8032 before 5 p.m. or
625-4492 after 6 pm. Private.

1961 Dodge tow truck
equipped and
condition. 537-9163.

S. of 62 on 31)

D

11/2

in

ton.

good

1962 Chevy 1/2 ton paneled
cylinder, standard
6
transmission $600. 392-3846.

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

VACATION LINERS
PRICES SLASHED

STORAGE STILL AVAIL.
WINTERIZE
Des Plaines

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

1962 Honda 300, excel. cond.,
helmet, window shield, extras.
some work. Good winter project.
$250 or best offer. PH. 392-3389
after 5 p.m.

B

Bird 2 - Dr. Landau Galaxie 500 2 - door LTD 4 Dr. Stock No. 8-159.
Stock No. 8.723. Maroon, Stock No. 8.216. Diamond Dark blue, 390 V-8, ci,toblack vinyl top, air cond., blue, V.8, Automatic, pow. manic, air, power steering.
full factory equipment. Full er steering, radio, white. power brakes. Brougham
factory warranty. List walls. List $3182. Aikey's int. List $4484 Aikey's
Price. $3425
$6099.98. Aikey's Price Price $2725
$4751.

B..h

Stock LTD 2 - Dr. Hardtop Stock Country Squire 10 - Poss.,
No. 8-243. Dark green, 390 390 V-8, Automatic, power
V-8, automatic, whitewalls, V.8, automatic, air, power steering, power broker.,
steering, power brakes, air, radio, loaded!! List
List
T /elk power steering, radio.
$3198.41. Aikey's Price split seat. Loaded)! List 54690. Aikey's Price
I
$4536. Aikey's Price. $3675,
$2614.06.
$3495.

U ''

Hardtop

Mustang

8-206.

No.

Brittany blue,

-11-41i-dt-titt-ttlit-i-itt-

N

U

B

'3276
Balance
Sharp.

of

'66 CHARGER
Big Engine, Full Power, Automatic Transmission, Bolonce of
Fact, Warranty.

U
T

N

'65 MUSTANG

B

Coupe, V-8, Full Power, Wide
Ovals, Mint Condition.

$886
ATTENTION

Hi -Performance

B
U
T
N\\

walls, power steering, radio,

vinyl roof. Highland green.
List 53728.78 NOW ...

$2964.97
Galaxie 500 2 - Dr. Hardtop Stock No. 8-1312 Fast.

G,T., equipped, auto., power,
disc brakes, radio, black
power roof. Candycipple red.
List

54010.00 NOW

...

NOW ... $3083.58

Galaxie 500 4

-

Dr, Ctry.

power

'66 Mercury Hardtop, Red,
black vinyl roof, V-8, auto.,
power steering, radio. $1895

$1295

'65 Mustang Hardtop. Stick,
8 - cylinder, white. - $1395
'66 Mustang Convertible.
Yellow, 6 - cyl., auto., black
top.- $1595

'65 Chrysler 4

-

power steering, radio. List
$3790.1 NOW ... $3022.77

0

automatic, power steering.
$1495
'65 Ford 2-Ut,
Sharp! Red, V -B, Automatic,
Power steering. Factory Air..
$1495,

'68 Chrysler 300 4

-

D

Dr.

power, air.
Like new. - $4195

H.T., Red, full

'64 Chevrolet Impala
Wagon. V 8, auto., power
steer., dark bloc. - $1195

'66 Chevrolet Impala Hardtop. V -B, automatic, power
steering. $1695

'68 F-100 Pickup

'69 F-260

Blue, No. 1.6159.

4 -wheel drive, No. T-9113,
white, V-8, 4-spd. Leaded!

No. T-9120 beige & white,
V.8. Loaded!!

N

0

enter!

ExamPle:
MICKEY THOMPSON.

o

'66 T -Bird Convertible. Red,
black top. - $2495
'64 Chev. S.S. Convert. $050
'66 Comet Cyclone Convert.
V - 8, auto., power steering,
radio. - $1695.
'65 Chevrolet Impala Hardtop. White, red interior, V-8,
auto. - 51495
'66 Plymouth Barracuda, B
Light blue, V - Et. - $1695
'67 T - Bird 4 - Door Land- I
hooded! cur
au. Beige,
$3495

V.8,

Dr.

U

power.tailgate window,

$2454.87

10- Pass.,

B

Pass. V -13, auto., whilowallS,

THESE USED CARS GUARANTEED
100% FOR 30 DAYS
'63 Ford Squire.

Y

Sdn. Stock No. 8.1016 6

Stock No. 8-1185 Auto., pow.
er steering, radio. Pebble
beige. List $3065.31 NOW ...

gold. List $3791.97 NOW ...
$3013.92

D

whitewalls,
power steering, air cond.,
radio, tinted gloss, vinyl trim.
bock, V -B, auto.,

$3324.17
Ford Custom 4 -Dr. Sedan

'69 Camper

Equipment

Auto.,

Mustang Hardtop Stock No.
8-465 V -B, 428 40 cobra jet,

'65 Ford XL Hardtop. Dark
blue, 352 V-8, power steering, automatic, radio. -

DRAG RACERS.

Cee Eddy Dodge

0

LTD 4 - Dr. Hardtop Formal
Stock Na, 8-698. Auto., white-

Dr. Sedan

$3100.78 Now ... $2482.85

vert. Stock No. 8-1351 V.8,
automatic, electric clock,
whitewalls,power steering,
radio. List $3802.38 Now
...$3033.58
XL 2 - Dr. Hardtop Fastback
Stock No. 8-708 V - 8, whitewalls, power steering, rear
window defogger, radio, tin-

white, V.8, auto.,
steering. - $895

D
Y

-

8-1178

whitewalls, power
steering, radio. White. List

ted glass, deluxe belts. Sunlit

9684

No.

6-cyl.,

$3049.50 NOW ...
$2552.18
Galaxie 500 2 - Dr. Con-

B

$1882

Stock

List

Warranty.

Fact.

Ford Custom 4

Mustang Hardtop Stock No.
8-1084 Sprint package, auto,
whitewalls, power steering,
radio, 6-cyl. Candyapple red.

Y

41N- N

105 REMAINING BRAND NEW
68'S MUST GO

0

B

B

D

D

Y

Y

Eliminator. Mass
Reg. Price 5155.80

COMPLETE San
SET NOW

.

77

'63 OLDSMOBILE

"98"

Cony, Full Power, Automatic
Transmission, R/H, Loaded and
Very Sharp.

Phone 827-2163

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY., DES PLAINES

OPEN SUNDAY

WEEKDAYS 9.9, SATURDAY 9.6

OPEN SUNDAY

$686
'62 CADILLAC

14 Chevy

Condition-

$584

models

'62 CORVAIR

have a

Wagon, R/H, Automatic Transmission. Perfect second car.
Great runner.

sticker price
under $2500.

$484

'68 Model Closeout
ALL COACHES MUST GO

--w-

T

Condition(

and Factory Air
ing, Mint Condition.

Fully

0

HI -PERFORMANCE SPECIALS oD

Coupe DeVille with Full Power

1963 NORTON 400 cc. Needs

358-1800

Sedan DeVilie, Air Conditioned, Total Power, Loaded with
Every Available Option. Mint

mileage $2700 253.4965
1961

40-

B

$2995

,1

NEW '69
TRADE-INS!

Grand Opening
Sale!!

1961 MORRIS MINOR
CONVERTIBLE $175
253.8386

$300. Cl 9-1565

1264 NORTHWEST NWT,

161

snow tires, good cond., $300 or
best offer. CL 5.6489
'65 Chrysler Imp. clean, consider
trade $1595 pvt. 5 tires .98.5x

1327-71114

BRADSHAW

DES PWN6

6;30 pm.
'61 Chevy, almost new brakes, 2

1272 Rand Rd.

sale.

REALTORS

'64 Chevrolet, 4.dr. sedan, V-8,
original owner, 394-3648 of ter

truck,

Island Lake

'DOZENS OF LIKE

$2795

(Choice of 2)

't.,;;.

snow tires, $125. call oft 7 pm.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU

BRICK CAPE COD

dr, R / H, A / T,

259.5139

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

&

$43,900

4

1960 Olds "98", 4 dr.,

gar Many Extras

RRICO

Falcon,

car, excel. cond., $250.

90 -Investment Property

Open all
Sunday

condition - clean.
392-2547

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

HOLIDAY HILLS

$32,500.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

255-6320
358.1502
894 1330

Day Want Ads

comb

machine, Royal deluxe VACUUM

2

PALATINE

86 -Real Estate -Houses

SUNNYSITE

with

tires

snow

Firestone

drapes,

By Owner, $39,000.827-3551

82 -Wanted To Rent

CRYSTAL LAKE

Call 966 0935 after 5
2

1962 Dodge Lancer. A/T; good

real

2

Sclextrex 1/32 scale road racing set wientra oCcesories $20.

MT. PROSPECT

rms. 3 bedrrn. tri-level on VA
acre. Paneled rec. rm., sliding
glass doors, 2 car garage, wall.
carpeting,

$2384

'68 DODGE

827-2245

7

to -wall
baths.

roof, buckets, vinyl interior,
rear mirror, belt moldings,
W/W, wheel covers, predriven,
rally clock.

V. Ton Pickup, 4 -speed, V.8,

'61

ing. Balance of new car warranty.

1968 CHARGER

392-4394

253.4121,654-1744

creek. $775 per acre.

520 259 2967

fully
secretary's office,
heated, air cond.,
in I year

carpeted,

ALDEN

532,500 603 N. Pine. 392.2885.

For

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

ALGONQUIN

bike $10;

20

End tables $10

residential.

or

2 both, panel rec, room, drapes,
car garage
2
landscaped,

3 bedroom, ranch, 5225 a month
located in Arlington Hts. One
month's rent in advance. Occup.
Nov. 16 call 259.8243.
3 bedroom, ranch, $255 a month
located in Arlington Hts. One
month's rent in advance. Occup.
Nov. 16 call 259.8243.

est to be seen at 569,500.

n r Inc;

t.slorout comnro

pedia w/Jr

farm

bdrm.

Mt. Prospect bi-level 3 bdrm.,

Hoffman Estates; 3 bdrm. loi
level, duplex, 11/2 baths, $185
per month. 392.6818

2 story form only 21/4 acres.
Thick slab foundation. Zoned

3

522,500. 358.5266.

76 -To Rent Houses

NEAR THE FOX

owner:

2 -door hardtop. Black yin?! roof. Gulf
stream aqua in color. Power steering,
whitewalls, radio, etc.

4 -door hardtop. Loaded! V-8, 302 en-

0

Oldsmobile S88, 4 -door
hardtop, good condition.
1959

'68 FORD
GALAXIE 500

gine, automatic trans., power steer-

300 NEW CARS
IN STOCK

offer. 439-9573.

ranch, exc. cond. Walk to train
& shops. Large lot, many extras

392-087E0

86 -Real Estate -Houses

by

Palatine

rnent only.

trorne.

Extras,

713 S. Emerson, Mt. Prospect.
Louis Munao, Inc. Bldr.

No pets. Shown by appoint

Wool for working widow with

Car gar,

See to appreciate, Sun. 1-5 pm.

range, refrigerator, disposal.

5 acres ranch home -- the fin-

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

1962 Buick Skylark 2 dr. coupe
V8. A/T, P/S, exc. cond. Many

1605 - Apt. A, and 1611 - Apr.
A, N. Arlington Hts. Rd. 3 bed-

21/2

$3095

N

D

tinted gloss. (Choice of 2)

'68 FORD
FACTORY AIR-COND.

T

'66 CADILLAC

996.8935

11/2

paneled

L.,

room apartment sublet, 5210.50
month. 437.6697 after 5 pm

of

out

Sole Moving

living -dining

baths,

DELUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS.

In , Wheeling
Garage

excel. cond., snow tires used
once. 5900. CL 5.6766
1958 VW

6 cyl., $525.

AI. Hts. 7 rm. brk, bilevel,

Prospect, spacious 2 bed-

Mt.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

74 -To Rent Apartments

Cindy

281

'63 Ford XL 500, convert., red,

GOOD CONDITION
299-6518
'62 Squire Falcon Station Wagon,

Des Plaine.,

Garage Sole Oct 30 9 o.m. to
3 p m Misc r erns 2015 Verde

full

power, very clean. $600. Call

-it

Garage Sale 12 families, Sot.
Nov 2, 9 6 pre 320 N. Pine,
at Gregory Mt Prospect

excel. condit

T -Bird,

'61

$2695

2-dr., hardtop, V-8, R/H, vinyl

double M inc. Realtors

Nov 2, Sat.
1486 Ookton,

RUMMAGE SALE

nice

yard for garden, good neighborhood. Retired couple --all cash.

CASTLE HOME FURNISHINGS

"225" engine, W/W, Music
Muster radio, power self.ar.h.
UrukeS, homier mounted turn
signals, remote control mirror,
belt moldings, stock #9.277.

trans., power steering, power brakes,

U

0

Includes 390, v -a engine, automatic y

engine, automatic trans., power steering. Like new. Very low miles.

B

$2594

double M inc. Realtors

rugs from $5.50.

DELUXE 2 -DR.

FULL PRICE

call anytime. 827-1117

Small home home with

Oct 30 10 am to 2 pm
108 N HatIcii, Mt Prospect
5

96 -Real Estate -Wanted

"Lover" of animals desires older
house in any condition with a
few acres in country. All cash. -

Commercial

GARAGE & BAKE SALE

to

Used silver gray amp, 2 inputs,
S30. Used trumpet, needs new
lacquer, $45. El Rey, CL 3-0180

20 to 45 yards from 55 yd.
high shags $7 yd. Commercial
velvet Martini only $6 yd. Area

Financina ova liable. 437.8454.

'69 CORONET

827-6603

Real
Estate
Vacant
Residential

31 Rummage & Garage Sale

10

CONSOLE ORGAN

quality

CARPETS.

BRAND NEW

WITH LESLIE PECAN

CARPETING

Saturday.

CONVERTIBLE
White with a dark blue top. V-8, 302

Store your piano or organ in my
home, tender loving care, Will
pay reasonable move. 259.3619

Colby's Warehouse Clearance
Blvd,
Skokie
1001
Center.
Northbrook. Hours 12.5 Mon. thru
Fri.; 9:30 to 5:30 Saturday.

regular.stock. Colby's Warehouse
Clearance Center, 1001 Skokie
Blvd., Northbrook. Hours 12-5

'68 FORD
FACTORY AIR-COND.

'68 FORD

PA speaker columns 5240.
Full drum set & coses $200.
CL 9.4314

modes. All from regular stock.

reduced 25% to 33%. All from

Des. Plaines House, 1096 Lee
Si, Des Plaines, III. 824.4492.

2

114 Colby tables seduced 25%
to 50Th. Ends, cocktoils, com-

85 Colby chairs, 46 Colby sofas

sold.

46" rnahog. buffet, upholstered
chairs, oak serving table, bar-

ras, $400. 824-428E1 aft. 6 pm.

apt. wash. mach.

lean.,

392.3120, 4881 Wilke, R.M.

34 -Arts and Antiques

di*

L.R.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

10" Leblond engine lathe, 3 & 4
Jaw chucks, colletts, tool holders.
110 & 200 volt motors, many ext-

white $30, mahogany endtable,

Indian Corn & Gourds

to 9 P.M.

becues, misc. items.
CL 9-4073

Bedroom set -Jenny Lynn -painted

40 EXECUTIVE DRIVEN SPECIALS
EXAMPLES:

B

credit Mgr. Call 469.7204, 9 A.M.

55 -Musical Instruments

-YTt1

ELI

o MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH!!! 0

FULL PRICE $51.30

chair $15. 359-4115

A

105 NEW '68 CARS IN STOCK

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

259.5776

Brand newcarpeting made for

west of Rte 31..164-5438.

bought

best
timer,
392-0425

automatic

fancy stitches. No
otruchrnents needed. Five year
ports and service guarantee.
grams one]

becues, misc. items. CL 9-4073.

offer.

IMMEDIATE

sews buttons on mono-

holes,

827.5211

46" niahog. buffet, upholstered
chairs, oak serving table, bar-

Walter F. Sass

ZIG-ZAG

Sewing machine cabinet inducted, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, nukes button

or best offer. 392.9456
Danish modern walnut bedroom
set. Reasonable.

A

B90 1969 Fords in Stock forB

1968 SINGER

Early Am. Lazy Boy recliner $50;
green upholstery choir $40; lamp
520. 394.1256 aft. 6 pm

POTATOES - RED & WHITE

Rio 72 one mile east of Rr. 47
from Storks Station, eight irides

to 40%. 1001 Skokie Boulevard.
Northbrook. Hours 12-5 Mon.
Mat Fri.; 9:30 to 5:30 Saturday.

2 pc. custom corner secrl sofa,
white. Cosi $500, srscrifice $125

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Horne grown, $2.35 per 100 lb:.

ANTIQUES

no mattresses or box
springs $20, 392.9772
Crib, excel. sorrel., clothes, drapes, cormins, misc.
394.2825
conch,

t

A

Clearance Center. 25,000 square
feet crammed with regular
Colby furniture reduced 25%

Twin size maple bunk beds, good

358.5885 after 5 pm.

books, misc. CL 3.3039

FURNITURE BARGAIN HUNTING?
Visit Colby's new Warehouse

.itiOn. $35. 253.8386

yr. old, good with Jidda,
525. 255.5146
GERMAN SHORT HAIR Pointers,
Call
$75.
chump. sired

14-

1

mahogany, good cond.

good

I

20, some like new, toys, games,

CALL MRS KAYE

2

for

looking

Poodle

4

movie camera, screed & projector,
185 Cambridge D P., blk N of
NW. Sob, YMCA

Zenith console TV,

yr.

AKC whitelopricot mole

w / matching end tbls, drum tbl,
liquor cab., barrel ch, Kodak

condition. $25.
255.8707 alter 5 pm

HE 7.4224

IBM elec.

Mohagony coffee tbl

Universal 36" gas stove, good

black kittens -mother win
Siamese. Free for Halloween.

typewriter recently
overhauled, excellent condition

Age 35 to 50
To act as Assistant

-

Alt

windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition. 827.4760.

NURSE

$25 CL 5.0648

$35.259.4823
Solo & matching chair, silver
grey, in gd. condition. Best
offer. 966-0935 after 5.

3:30 p in.

or

ELECTRIC

KENMORE ELECTRIC DRYER
EXCELLENT CONDITION

36" GAS RANGE
GOOD CONDITION

port Persian. tree to
good homes. CL 3-5073 after
KITTENS

Center,
Ping

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

KITTEN - 7 weeks old
Free to good home
259.8244

Norge washer & electric dryer.

Live-in

horns

Monday. October 28, 1968

Adorable Min. Schnauzer
puppies, AKC. 358.2699
after 6 P.M. & week -ends.

Deluxe GE port. dishwasher 560;

R N 's, LPN's
for modern rest

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted Women

Fdr Free Credit Check
Call:

CHEIROLET

SP 5-6616

Ask about our law selling prices on ell cars & trucks,

Cee Eddy
DODGE CITY
CHICAGOLAND'S LARGEST
DODGE DEALER,

7250 W. DEVON
OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 10 P.M.
ALL DAY SUNDAY,

\

ARLINGTON HIS.

/

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY. CL 9-4100
OPEN EVENINGS

CLOSED SUNDAY

THE DAY

They Fly Through the Air . . .

Monday, October 28, 1968

k.

Prospect's Scott Crawford was hit hard In Saturday's game

against Forest View. Workhorse Crawford found himself
upended by Falcon sophomore Bob Kasper as Bill Michalek (89)

and John Caltagirone (24) move in to make sure Crawford gets
no further Prospect won the game, however, with a last quarter
touchdown. 12-6.(Photo by Linda Gammil).

Left -- Wheeling running
back Stew Oakley finds the
going rough against Grove's
Mel Greathouse.

Arlington's Friday night hero, Dean Schmelzer breaks up

'IN

A7"
Aft

'I

midair

a Ridgewood pass play in the Cards' 19-7 win. Schmelzer threw
a touchdown pass, caught another, intercepted a pass and made

several key tackles in an otherwise unsparkling game. (Photo
by Curt Wilson)

Left - Forest View's Dave
Long (11), dropped back in a
shotgun formation, gets off a
wobbly pass before Prospect
reserve center Dennis Doran
(53) slops him in the latter
part of the game.

Lion guard Pat McGrath (75) is ready to make sure that Meteor halfback

Ken Dennard Is not going anywhere. The Lions ran into scoring problems in their

game Sunday as they fell to the Meteors 28-0.

iw

;40/

Right - Don Koehler (43)
of Prospect has his face mask

it1

grabbed by Forest View's

a

John Caltagirone (24) on the
way to Prospect's final and
decisive touchdown at 1:18 of
the last period. Bill Michalek
(89) helps to haul dow n the
pint -sued Knight speedster,
but Koehler and the Knights
won the game 12-6 Saturday.
(Photo by Jerry Jenkins)

fi
5.4

;

Hersey's Don pulls in a Scott Edge pass for a 27 -yard

Bryce Knorr (57) and Mike Hadley (36) bring Ridgewood Rebel Rick Defence to the ground 'In the 19:7 Arlingtoa
Cardinal win Friday night.

e

Pirate Rich Zachelmeyer comes to the end of a twelve yard
gain as Huskie Glen Reames (32) tackles him.

gain. The Huskies bounded to a 46-0 rout of Palatine's jayvees
Saturday.

Board OKs Smoking for Students in District 214 Schools
off school property during
school hours, unless the

BY MERRILL SANDERS

students were taking part in

Students may smoke on

an

school grounds in High
School District 214, the

organized

class

activity,

like a field trip, according to
Smith.

school board decided last

Because of this, students in
area high schools often leave

night.
School principals now may

outside of school buildings in

Richard Bachhuber, ,the

which students will be allowed
to smoke, but the decision

boards'seeretary.

the board to declare the west
side, of Goebbcrt off limits to

said.

"Also, parents and students
have argued that these 200 to

students.

Smith said that a state law
forbidding persons under 18
to smoke in public had been

300 smoking students standing across from the school
every lunch hour detract from
the reputation of the school."

school grounds during lunch
hour to smoke, according to

establish areas inside or

At the same time, he asked

for the students," Jenness

repealed in 1967, so the board

was free to allow smoking on

Jenness added that all of
the students that gathered on
the west side of Goebbert do

Students from Forest View
High enose to gather on the
west side of Goebbert Rd.

not smoke --some merely cross

whether to do this will be up
to each principal, said Frank
Smith, president of the school

near the school for lunch-time

bad weather, he said.

board.

smoking sessions, principal

over to talk with their friends.
The crowd is smaller during
JENNESS asked the board

Lawrence Jenness said.

"Motorists have com- to allow him to establish a

SCHOOL policy until now
forbade student smoking on
schoot_geounds. However, the

plained that students crossing
this road interfere with traffic,

hoard did not try to control

and parents have noted that

the students while they were

the road crossing is dangerous

expect young adults to control
it?" Bachhuber continued.
"We should tackle the complete smoking problem in our
school. District 214 should invite the Cancer Society to help
us cure students and teachers

school property.

Bachhuber characterized
the controversy on smoking in
area schools as "ridiculous."

"We have established Witt
classes of citizens; one which
can smoke in school, and one
which can't. Teachers have
smoking lounges, but students
are forced out in the cold and

smoking room for students in
Forest View High or an arca
outside the school building
where students could smoke.

Gilbert. "We're trying to get
that unsightly group of young

of smoking. 1 don't think we
do enough to educate people
about the dangers of tobacco," Bachhuber said.

"You say smoking is bad.
Why do you want to make it
convenient for the students?"
asked board member Frank

ruin when they want to
smoke," Bachhuber said.

"Adults can't control their
smoking habit --why should we

adults off the street."

SMITH noted that

establishing a smoking room
might encourage students to
give up smoking, since some
students smoke just to flout
authority.

Bergen.

"It's bad for everyone. If

you want to make smoking inconvenient, let's make it in-

convenient for everyone -teachers, students and school
board members," Bachhuber
replied.

Tonight: fair and cold, lows

30 to 35. Tomorrow: partly
sunny and warmer, high in
upper 60s.

spoken to some of the students

Haskell, principal of Elk

who "go west" to smoke, and
they had said they would be
willing to use a smoking room

Grove High School.

"All the students will want
these facilities."

or yard area if it were pro-

He added that the board

The board voted to

vided for them.

smoking stupid and

student

council

View and the faculty had
voted to support the idea of

declare the west side of Goebbert off-limits to students. The

a student smoking area.

The board refused to

Forest View, to be used by

Forest

at

unhealthy.

their lunch
hour, after school and before
school. Others schools were
authorized to establish similar
areas after their plans arc
students during

However, student smoking

board doesn't have the

authority to do this, Smith

area will not be established
immediately at Forest View,

said.

Jenness said.

approved by the superintendent.

*Dap

Telephone
.2554400
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let a

smoking area be established at

He said also that the

should state that it considers

irbe Pro5pert

WEATHER

"WE WILL need time to
Jenness said he would act
in his position as principal to explain this idea to parents,"
stop students from gathering Jenness said.
"Students in other schools
across the street from the
school. Students who persist may stage protest walk -outs if
In going there would be Forest View has a smoking
room and thicr schools don't
punished, Jenness said.
Jenness added that he had have them," warned Robert

"Making Smoking convenient or inconvenient is not
the point." said. Supt. Edward

Mount Prospect Tries Again
For a 'Midway' Rail Station
Mount Prospect will try

station on the south side of

again tonight to end Arlington

the Chicago & North Western

will help business and
build a strong central business

Ry. tracks, near the villages

district."

railroad station between the

common border, Carlson said.

Carlson, however, insists

relieve congestion in

customer, except for maybe a

Heights' objections to a
villages.

The station has been proposed several times, usually

by Mount Prospect, with Arlington Heights objecting on
the grounds it would draw
business from the downtown
area.

"We will keep an open
mind," said Harold Bell,
president of the Arlington

Heights Chamber of Commerce, regarding tOnighp.

meeting -with Mount Prospect
Mayor Daniel COngreve and

Counting the money at last night's Mount Prospect United Furul UNIght are, front teft,
Mrs. W.R. Mottweiler, Jr., 504 S. Owen, admission chairman; Howard Schick, 810 S. See
Gwun, general chairman, and Paul Dasso, fund president, of the Randhurst Corp.

Harold Carbon, chamber
president.

The new plan envisions a

United Fund Still
Short Of Its Goal
BY BARRY PETERSEN

Central Elementary School
from 8 to 11 p.m., the group

The Mount Prospect

collected about $6,000, according to the Rev. Nolan

I leiter! Fumr1 Cornhieerl

A p.

peal is about $7,000 short of
its

$21,000

goal

after

last

night's U -Night, but officials
said the balance will he made
up during the next two weeks.

During U -Night. held

at

Watson, publicity chairman.

The $6,000 was turned in
by volunteers who had collected it mainly in homes
door-to-door solicitation. Ad-

ded to $8,500 collected

Teachers Give Fund $728
Staff members of School
District 21 have contributed
$728 to the 1968 Wheeling Buffalo Grove United Fund.

The district drive was

directed by Bob Sorensen,
Faculty Council president.
Solicitation was done by the

Faculty Council building
representatives.

Sdpt. Ken Gill commended

the members of the school
staff' for their donation. He

noted that many children will
be helped by the programs

BY LORI ADAMS

solicitation
a mail
campaign, it brought the fund
total to about $14,500.

we plan to reach our goal
through the professional campaign."
He said contributions from

mail campaign are also
still arriving.
the

15

deadline

has

been set for the business and
campaign.

Last

night's meeting climaxed the

Fund.

United Fund hopes it will be
able to distribute $57,000. It

The Mount Propsect

Schools in District 21 include Edgar Allan Poe, now

receives $36,000 from the

ington Heights; Carl

balance through its own cam-

London, Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Kilmer, Alcott,
Twain, and Walt Whitman.

Metropolitan Crusade of
Mercy and makes up the
paign. '

Watson said contributions
can be mailed to P.O. Box
294 in Mount Prospect,

Water and sewer rates
charged by a private utility in
Fairview Gardens subdivision

are "outrageously high,"

Village Atty. John Zim-

merman told Circuit Court
yesterday. He will not know
if the court agrees, however,
until Nov. 14.

stage of Randhurst Town
Hall. will provide the final exam in, a medical self-help
course being offered by the
Mount Prospect Fire Department. ;

The course, to be held at
the Randhurst Town Hall; at
Randhurst Shopping Center

will include six free classes
held weekly at 7:30 p.m.
starting Thursday, Nov. 7.

Rescue breathing, water
safety, emergency childbirth,

fractureS and splinting,

that occurred in this area in
January, 1966, when residents

rages were treated.

"We used to cover nuclear

catastrophe procedures in

depth, but now we 'concentrate on more common
disasters," Pairitz said.

TAKING THE final exam

Mount Prospect District

one goes into what you should

have been "rescued" the other members of the Mount

"People who can answer
questions in a test are often
baffled when confronted with
an actual emergency. We feel
this is the only valid final ex-

am we can give for this

course," Pairitz said.

THE COURSE will 'be

taught by Pairitz, W. Rory

Ken Koeppen, 916 S. ,Maple;
Don Barra,, 235' Haden; and
Denny Thill, 714 Crestwood.

"People can benefit from
this even if they only take one
class," Pairitz said.
"We encourage people who

have taken first aid courses
before to come -to this oneyou don't use first aid techniques Very often, and it's a

good idea to brush up on
them,"

"We moved up the

session, in October; tonight

meeting one week because

p.m., according to

we knew everyone would

Supt. Winston L.

when a doctor is (not

looked un-

rather

be

muter station to take the

THE CONTROVERSY

constructing

crossings.

either side

tion on
tracks."

of the

arose when the North Western

strain off the existing stations

asked communities along its

in both villages.

btfihfinemulti-,Itorry garages
to handle commuter patking.

relatiVely tilodest as -the-a'rea

qi.lafe parking and traffic flow

in the business area to take
care of the commuter there,"

The federal government could
provide 90 per cent of the cost

is vacant and, the cost of the ington Heights Chamber of
project could be retitecJtv, the ,commerce dinner meeting at
revenue from parking meters," the CarOu'sel. Reatau rant.

of such garages under an

he said.

downtown mean a decrease in
busitiess.;

""We want to `provide add-

said Bell, "on the grounds that

persons Thursday night.

Although the children of
the 1930s may miss out in the
tricks -or -treats this year, they

still remember how things

"The ,village is looking at
engineering costs for laying
our own water and sewer lines
into the subdivision," Zimmerman said.

The village tried to buy the

"The land cost would be

right-of-way to consider

Carlson and Congreve will
re -open the discussion on the

prcrposa t -at tonight's Arl-

beginning at 6:30.

at home wat-

of Elm and Busse, your street

were in the old days.

"It wasn't surprising to

sign said Pine and Central,"

Halloween and find that instead of living at the corner

S. Edward, Mount Prospect.

wake up the day after

recalls George Whittenberg, 4

Whittenberg was Mount

Fairview Utility Co., 1,0

reversal of the ICC decision.
Yesterday

the sale price.

Because there were many
nearby farms in the 1930s, it
wasn't unusual for a person to

S.tate, Arlington Heights,

stores, said Whittenberg.

"I always told the children
to have, a good time and I
would help them as long as

they didn't do anything
destructive," said Whit-

tenberg. "They kept their
bargain."

high rates and asking for a

Mrs. Victor Bittrier of 300
W, Milburn, president of the

a

IF THE village runs lines

Mount Prospect Historical

chance to present his

residents would have the

The meeting is to be
held at 1800 E. Kensington Rd:, Mt. Prospect,

top of the building that used

decision of the

Maine and Northwest Hwy.,"

ICC. He cannot send the matter back for a rehearing.

they're a tot cheaper," he said,

the evidence presented at the

sidewalks and driveways to
get the lines to the homes. It's

ICC hearing to consider, in
about 95 per cent of thee appeal cases the judge affirms

village's services because

"We could bore under

determined, Zimmerman said,

It could be funded by charg-

the Fiarview Utility for the

ing a special assessment.

same quantity.

How the project would be

financed has not been

to stand

rates, Zimmerman said.

in 1967 hired attorney Jack
Siegel to protest a rate in-

crease granted to the utility a
year earlier by the Illinois

Commerce Commission
(ICC).

Meetings

Tonight
District 26 Board of
Education, 8 p.m.i at the

Co. got the increase after its
officials said the cost of adding facilities and depreciation of old facilities required

Adminstration Building,

it.

College, District 512,

Siegel asked the ICC for a
rehearing but was refused.

Then he took the matter to,

Cook County Circuit Court,
where it has been ever since.

1800 E. Kensington Rd.,
Mount Prospect.

William Rainey Harper

School Board, 8 pan., 799

W. Kensington, Mount
Prospect.

the

Gripe
Of The
Day

(r'D1
'1-

sleep and the garbage men
arrive.S.H.

corner of
FPPtIV,=` *ANN'

The League of Women

ago, when the subdivision had

Fairview Gardens Civic Assn.

said.
mtatmottstantangstgazegit

AtRandhurst

But the court cannot consider such a comparison of

not been annexed, The

When farmers woke up the
next morning his cows were
wearing the harnesses, he

Women Poll

high rates began two years

A movement to protest the

at

said Mrs. Bittner.

"Since the judge only has

the decision of the ICC.
The village charges 55 cents
for 1,000 gallons of water.
compared to $1.40 charged by

not that great a feat."

about children who took horse
harnesses on Halloween night.

I finally get the baby to

"I remember once waking
up and seeing a hay wagon on

"THE JUDGE has the

opportunity to use the

recalls his father telling him

of the Halloween pranks of

power to only affirm or
reverse the

woke up the day after

Halloween and found his hay
racks and other -,:,:iornent
moved to his hack yard.
Mathew Webber of 1127 N.

find hay wagons and farm
equipment piled in front of

When the subdivision was
annexed to Mount Prospect,
the case was taken over by
Zimmerman who this month
filed a brief in protesting the

he was given

chief of police

She said a friend who sold
farm equipment in town once

in

Prospect
1937

negotiations broke down over

THE FAIRVIEW Utility

ching election results that
night," klarwood declared.

Harwood.

26 school board will hold
its first regular November
at 8

do to help injured people

available,:' said fire depart;

treat the Boy Scouts for Mount Prospect, a volunteer

District 26 Rushing Novinber

until the doctor arrives. This

flow to and from such a sta-

have

favorably on similar plans for
just that reason --fewer people

mermann said.

Prospect Fire Department:

course teaches you what to do

ington Heights build a com-

colleagues

cost.

Scouts, who have had first aid
training, will .criticize the' way
their simulated broken bones,
bleeding wounds and hemor-

"THE NORMAL first aid

"There are no main streets
to handle an increased traffic

Mount Prospect and Arl-

there are other means of getting the same services at less

doctor and a nurse, and three

covered.

Mayor Congreve suggested

commuters," Carlson said.

the 1930s.

artificial wounds. After they

radio -activity, and sanitation
will be among the subjects

commodate customers, not

But Bell and his Arlington

As a counter proposal,

"We would rather ac-

thing," he said,

See Gwun, Mount Prospect.
Persons can be cut off from

bleeding -and bandaging,

during rush hours.

a

choice of tapping onto them
or continuing with the service
from the private utility, Zim-

subdivision's residents, but

Martin, 433 S. Elmhurst,

30 to 40 hours, he said.

real problem

blem with congestion in

and

"But I don't have tbo much
hope for the success of the

result in reduced rates for the

for the course, students will

Arlington Heights could be
reached only by helicpoter for

Mount Prospect.

newspaper while waiting for a
train."

cigarets

into the subdivision, the

doubts that his efforts will

ment Lt. Larry Pairitz of 905

of Mount Prospect and

practically up against the
tracks at that point on the

pack

who has a choice will take the

heavy snowstorm like the one

north side. There would be a

Carlson said. "It would intensify an already serious pro-

downtown Mount Prospect,
he said. It would mean fewer
cummutcrs using, the limited
parking area and less traffic

"I think probably everyone

outside help if they are hurt
in cabins in the mountains or
if they are injured during a

"It is an awkward arca," he
said. "The Northwest Hwy. is

Society, also remembers some

Offer Medical Self -Help Course
dye and strewn around the

of

garages) was a good idea,"

arguments.

Zimmermann said he

Chance to be Prepared
Boy Scouts wearing plastic
wounds and dripping with red

Such a station would "The commuter is not a

BELL VOICED skepticism
over the site of the proposed
station.

"We did not think it (the

Court Told Water
Rates Outrageous

right now," Watson said, "and

residential campaign.

Sandburg, Robert Frost, Jack

bring back memories to many

fessional campaign is going on

supported by the United

under construction in Arl-

Witches, ghosts, goblins
and Halloween pranks may

"The business and pro-

professional

gram.

Halloween Pranks Trickier in Old Days

through

A Nov.

urban redevelopment pro-

this

Voters is conducting a straw
poll at a pre -election display
in Randhurst Shopping Center
this week.

The straw poll will be

tabulated by IBM machines in
use as voting machines in
Sangamon County, which includes Springfield.

The voter exhibit also will

The leagues of Arlington
Heights, Des Plaines and

include hourly showings of

Palatine will staff the exhibit,
which will include a voting
machine like those voters will

convention issue.

use on election day, Nov. 5.

Offices voted on in the poll
are president, vice president,

United States senator,
governor, lieutenant governor,
and secretary of state.
Sample paper ballots like
those to be used election day

for voting on the constitutional convention call and
the naturill resources bond
issue also will be available to
citizens who- visit the exhibit
4 in the Randhurst mall.

the film on the constitutional
Information pamphlets also

will be available to persons

who stop by at the exhibit,
Arlington Heights League of
Women Voters' voter service
chairman, Mrs. Bill T. Weeks,
explained.

Mrs. Weaks said the

Randhurst Corp. asked the
league to set up the voter in-

forrbaiion exhibit and has
assisted

in supplying equip-

ment and personnel to run the

film,

4111'

itiossolooritt
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mister Calls Charges Politics
the conclusions of the

The Rev. John Fry of the
First Prebyterian Church on
Chicago's

figure in the recent McClellan
congressional committee

ty program grant was to

spired and were not supported
by the facts in the case.

violence among teen agcrs",
Fry reported. "We knew that

The minister described his
church as being made up of
a pastor, a staff of 25 and a

violence, we could save the

in-

vestigation which probed the
treatment of the Blackstone
Rangers under the federal proverty program, addressed a

busy congregation of 600.
On week days the activities

Joint meeting of the Arlington
Heights and Palatine Rotary

Fry told his audience that

6 30 breakfast for under-

Many of them were interested

privileged children and con-

1,000 persons visit the church
in connection with the activities carried on there.

lawlessness in the church

Arlington Heights

1fttt
tits '(Nlit

Masonic Lodge#1162

(

k

1104's Arlington Ilts. Road
Arlington Ills., IR.

PIZZA PARLOR
"If rat do

t

Red or,

STATED MEETINGS
FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS

WE'RE OPEN!
Banjo Entertainment

Donald W. Irkfetz - Mataer
1301 Cork Trie
Prosiiiet Heights
296-5132
Gusto, Albrecht-Secretary
119 ( ornell, Des Plaines
VA 4-9654

Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings
1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads
Palatine
Phone 359-4255

controlling violence, too.
We consider that our basic

objective has been largely

yesterday

Fry said that the

alleged in the McClellan hear-

ings could only have taken
place between midnight and
6:30 a.m. since otherwise
members of the church would

about 10 minutes.

have been aware of it.

Odway told police he lock-

Halloween Menu: Hot

goblin on bun or jack -o lantern sandwich, broom

and church officials have

vigorously and without ex -

t

Fire Leaves

sticks, ghost's apple, witch's

ONE STOP CLEANING

Prospect filling station was
damaged by fire after the sta-

tion closed Sunday night.

Northwest Hwy., apparently

was started by vandals. The

Norge Colonial Village

washroom had been left open
overnight, according to the

220 N. Dunton St.

Arlington Hts.

police.

OUR 2nd LOCATION

B -W Branch

-

The fire was out when at-

tendants arrived Monday

420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect, III.

morning, police said. Damage
was minor, they reported.

District 214:

tant Reformation.

and sewer connections.

Tomorrow

peaches salad,

honey, milk.

Available desserts: peach

cookies.

school board elections.

job.

Broken

the top ... see

Mack Cadillac, 333 Rand,

and school hoard member

Two showroom windows at

Harry Hanson will discuss the

Prospect Manor, Mount

Mount Prospect, were broken
by pellets from an air rifle

duties of school hoard

Prospect, and James Ruft, 310

members and will describe the

S.

yesterday.

type of

pect. are expiring.

SCHAUMBURG

BTCBusiness Training Center
694

tee St,

And we intend to do just that....To offer you better
AND a trained cosmetition
service, sensible prices
at your service.

16 IC=SiSitItYER7S% IN THE

High School Oraducite? 0 Yes 0 No

certificate

by

un-

dersigned with the County Clerk of
Cook County, file No. 8-17703 on
the 21st day of October 1968 under

the assumed name of Process

Information Center with the place
of business located at 1714 Verde
Drive Mt. Prospect, Illinois. The true
name and address of the owner
is

Bill G. Limoeres, 1714 Verde Drive
Mt. Prospect, Illinois.
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Tuesday, October 29, 1968
ORDINANCE NO. 2112

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
MAP 23N OF THE MOUNT PROSPECT ZONING ORDINANCE

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission
of the Village of Mount Prospect

hereto on June 21, 1968 conducted
hearing tinder Cnse No,

6837P on a request for a zoning
classification change from R X
(Single Family Resident District) to
Retail and Service
13-4. (Business
-

District) of certain property
hereinafter described; and

WHEREAS, a notice of the

aforesaid public hearing was mode
and published in the manner provided by law; and
WHEREAS, the Plan Commission
of the Village of Mount Prospect
has recommended that the zoning
change be granted; and

WHEREAS, the President and

Trustees of the Village
of Mount Prospect have determined
that the best interests of the Village
of Mount Prospect will be attained

Board of

by the adoption of the Plan Com-

NOW, THEREFORE,

BE

IT

OR-

DAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
OF MOUNT PROSPECT,

COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

That Mop 23N of the
SECTION
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect, as amended, be
and is hereby further amended by
reclassifying from R.X (Single Family Resident District) to B.4 (Business
Retail and Service District) the
following described property;
PARCEL 1: That part of the E
V2 of the SW 1/4 of Section 27.
Township 42 North, Range 11, East
of the 3rd PM, described as follows:

Commencing at the intersection of
the center line of Rand Road, with
the East line of said E V2 of the
SW 1/4 of Section 27 aforesaid, said

point of intersection being 198.97
feet north of the 5 line of said'
27; thence Northwesterly
along the center line of Rand Road,
439.93 feet for a place of begin-

Section

'Phone 299-0121
Age
Address
City and State

filed

was

mission's recommendation on Case
No. 68.37P regarding the subject
property;

THING BETTER!

newetown Des Plaines, Ill.

Nam.

Kenilworth, Mount Pros-

OFFER YOU SOME-

894-1330

7 W. Schaumburg Road

caucus

SO WE'VE GOT TO

358-1502

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

the

this

State," as amended, that a

VILLAGE

255-6320

PALATINE

person

WE'RE NEW IN TOWN

estate

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

Two of the seven positions
on the school hoard are open.
The terms of Leo Floros, 705

School Supt. Eric Sahlberg

real

rind out all the details about the fascinating world of
data processing, and how BTC will prepare you for it.,
Send the coupon for a free, illustrated booklet today.

The newly elected school
board members will take office in April.

caucus member.

in REAL ESTATE

3.

tion next spring.

speakers explain the job of a

2.

BRUNS

paigning for the public elec-

alternates will listen to

The BIG MAN

Choose the best data processing school . .. Business
Training Center Working with brand new IBM equipment,
modern teaching aids and expert instructors, you'll qualify
as a skilled IBM Key Punch Operator in just 6 weeks! And
after graduation, we'll help you look for the perfect job...
free!

organizations

Club, the new delegates and

Go right to

and get somewhere.

responsible for their own cam-

such as the PTA, Veterans of
Foreign Wars, Chamber of

in

the

or transaction of business

a public-

THE NOMINEES are

APPOINTED by Mount

Commerce, and Womens

Glass

Decide that you want to get into this exciting fast

your mind to be someone

nominate candidates for

The purpose of the caucus
to seek out, interview and

Prospect civic

Notice is hereby given, pursuant
in relation to the use
of an assumed name in the conduct

to "An Act

During December and

January the Caucus will interview the many people who
are interested in becoming a
school board member. Then
they will nominate those people they feel can dp the best

is

lemon pie, angel food cake
with pink icing, rolled wheat

2554400

they make their selections.

is open to the public.

half, tropical fruit gelatin.

for legal advertising

members should look for as

This year's first meeting of
the District 57 School Board
Caucus will he tomorrow at
8 p.m. at Lincoln School
Mount Prospect. The meeting

Buying or Selling

growing field and earn above average income. Make up

On the availability of water

Caucus Meets

School.

1.

He also said no evidence

ing, Forest View, Elk Grove

Schools and St. Viator High

'

5

was presented at the hearing

available for District 25

rk

equipment but also supporting
the village's contention that
the development is far 'too
dense for Ole parcel," said
Zimmerman.

at

1950's and is a dramatic

MENUS WERE not

BRUNS

buildings, not only
forbidding the turning of fire
the rear

Academy Awards in the late

rolled wheat muffins and

LEGAL
NOTICES

buildings and 30 feet between

presentation of 'Luther's life
during the years of the Protes-

lemon, sliced

..This becomes

automatically necessary under
state statutes if a municipality
objects to a county rezoning."
Moore said.

60 feet between the front

The Martin Luther film

potatoes, tater rounds.
buttered carrots, salad (one

vote of the county hoard

"The reason for the narrow
roadway is that there is only

7:30 p.m.

ped

the

the site.

Evangelical Lutheran Church,

Main dish (one choice)

If the village hoard adopts

rather than a two-thirds vote.

The film "Martin Luther

was nominated to.)

necessary for the project.

He said the project calls for
too many apartments in rela-

will be shown at Grace
Prospect Heights, tonight

jecting to the rezoning
ordinance. the rezoning
would require a three -fourths

would have extreme difficulty
gaining access to the rear of

Luther Film At
Grace Lutheran

26:
Spanish

Moore and Zimmermann
are preparing an ordinace ob-

and west of the site.

tion to the size of the site. The
plans are for four buildings
with a total of 98 apartments.
Zimmerman said fire trucks

ordinance protesting the construction.
The site is on the north side

Roast turkey, mashed

choice) fruit juice, tossed
Police said the fire at Ed's salad, cole slaw, molded
Pure Oil Service, 620 E. strawberry, diced pears,

Pressed, Decorator
Folded

Moore said he is concerned
about the homes to the north

granted a continuance until
the village board adopts an

An air vent in the ceiling
of a washroom at a Mount vegetable (one choice) whip-

Cleaning Machines
Also

Village Manager 'Robert

Board Monday, Village
Atty. John Zimmermann was

turkey noodle casserole, pizza
burger on bun, wiener on bun,

Self Service

School in Mount Prospect.

ing

brew, spooky cake, five star

and Hersey High Schools

Minor Dania,('

of Algonquin Rd. (llliniois
62), south of Robert Frost

gather-

At a hearing on the project
before the Cook County Zon-

rice and ground
ed the car before going inside. beef, cole slaW, cornbread and
The thief apparently used a butter, sugar cookies, milk.
coat hanger to lift the lock,
To be served Wednesday at
police said.
Arlington, Prospect, Wheel-

The church congregation

is

plex proposed for a 31/2 -acre
site in an unincorporated area
next to the village.

Heights District 23:

from an auto parked in the lot potatoes and gravy, green
at Van Driel's Pharmacy, 100 giant peas, apple sauce, salad,
E. Northwest Hwy.. Mount homemade hot rolls, milk.
Prospect.
to be served Wednesday at
Martin Odway, of 474 Feehanville, Euclid, Bond, Insaid
Westmere, Des Plaines
dian Grove, River Trails
his clothes were stolen while Junior High and Park View
he was in the drug store for School in River Trails District

Professional Cleaning
Shirt Service
pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned

IBM Key Punch!

stolen

was

S150

achieved", Fry added.

Earn More Money in

Mount Prospect

ing steam to blast against a
$1,640,930 apartment com-

special treat, milk.
To be served Wednesday at
Carl Sandburg School in RollClothing valued at about ing Meadows District 15:

in

midnight On an average day

"I HE OBJECTIVE of our

nkrII

church is located.

the church begin with a

tinue almost unabated until

Thief Takes
Motorist's
Clothing

community in which the

To be served Wednesday at
Anne Sullivan and Betsy Ross

Schools and MacArthur
Junior High in Prospect

said.

if we could reduce the

"The Blackstone Ragners
had the power in the area.

at

Clubs at noon yesterday

t

of the alleged lawlessness, he

mittee were politically in- reduce violence, especially

central

southside,

ception denied the possibility

work under the federal pover-

McClellan investigating com-

Village Ready to Fight
Apartments on Rt. 62

School
Menus

The Home Buyers Guide

TOMASO'S

PHARMACY

1717 E. Central Rd. (At Busse)

Arlington Heights, III.

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

Phone

Zip Cod*

Northwesterly along the center line
of Rand Road, 273.09 feet to a

point of curve, thence,

Northwesterly along the center line

In the "Convenient" Shopping Center

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ning; thence continuing

of Rand Road on a curve to the

Call 956-1353 for FAST FREE DELIVERY

right having a radius of 15,626.10

feet and tangent to the last

described course for a distance of

feet, thence Northeasterly in
straight line 604.50 feet to a
point in the East line of the E 1/2
SW Vs of SeCtion 27 aforesaid,
which point is 781.28 feet North
68,2
a

Air

of the intersection of the center line

of Rand Road with the East line

FALL

ROBERT L.

341.00 feet to the place of begin.

I

I

11

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

DISPLAY OF

EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES

DAY PUBLICATIONS

DRAPES
BLANKETS

for
Professional Dry Cleaning

Send us your summer and fall wardrobe, too
... we'll return your summer clothes cleaned

CLEANING

and ready for storage ... your fall clothes
looking like new and ready to wear! Get set
for the new season now ... call today for a

ON OUR OWN

FACILITIES
PREMISES
Plus

SHIRT LAUNDRY

Our Trucks Are in Your Area Daily.

35 PROFESSIONAL SALEPEOPLE

SERVICE

I

2

I

'

line with the center line of
Rand Road, for a distance of 170.23
feet to a point of beginning; thence
Northwesterly at right angles to the
last described course, a distance of
189.03 feet; thence Northeasterly at
East

Free Estimates! Prompt Service!

I I

line of,,te East half of the

Southwest quarter of Said Section
27 at a distance of 439.93 feet
North of the intersection of the said

free pick-up!

Soderttrom George Stahrner Larry Knoack Marge Yeats Harry Garland
Bill Biedermann Grace Manning Jack Jozwiak Micke Robertson Jerry
Maas Bessie Wright Gen Hollnogel Chuck Flood Joe Winters Doris
Baehr Al Longo' Jim Warriner Guy McCord Julio Ward Bob Nelson
Raymond W Nelson Jim Maloney Terry Fitzpotrick

Northeasterly on a straight line
that if extended would intersect the

COMPLETE

appearing every week in

however, that part thereof described as follows: commencing at the
said place of beginning, thence
East

SLIPCOVERS

BUYER'S GUIDE

Marge Nelson Mary Solon Don Jackson Jo Good Joan Miller Carl
Pasquale Frank Jagels Jack Whaler Bob Lotka Norm Marley Vic

4...

Bring in those

AS ADVERTISED IN THE

HOME

ning, (excepting therefrom,

Time is Here!

SEE OUR

NELSON
REALTORS
-ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
MOUNT PROSPECT
PALATINE
PROSPECT HTS.

Housecleaning

Of the E 1/2, SW Vs of Section 27
aforesaid; thence South on the East
line of the E 1/2 SW Vs of Section
27 aforesaid, 341.35 feet; thence
Southwesterly in a straight line

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL 5-6174
7 N. Elmhurst Rd.

(Rt. 83 & McDonald Rd.)

right angles to the last described
course a distance of 249.60 feet
to a point on the aforesaid East

line of the East half of the

Southwest quarter of Section 27;
thence Southward along the said
East line, a distance of 205.00 feet
to a point being 439.93 feet North
of the Intersection of the said Eas.
line with the center line of Rand

Road; thence Southwesterly, a

distance of 170.27 feet to the point
of beginning,) (excepting therefrom

that part thereof heretofore
dedicated for public highways) in
Cook County, Illinois.

SECTION 2: This Ordinance shall
in full force and effect from
and after its passage, approval and
publication In the manner provided
by law.
be

AYES: 5

NAYS: 0

PASSED AND APPROVED this
22nd day of October, 1968.
DANIEL CONGREVE

STORES

I I

TO
SERVE
f;

Prompt
Pickup

`)t i'Deljvey

YOU!

MT. PROSPECT

CL 5-4600

662 E. Northwest Hwy.

20 Years ... the Choice of Northwest Suburban Familie9

Village President
ATTEST:

RICHARD H. MONROE

Village Clerk
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Tuesday, October 29, 1968

,

Rummage
Rhapsody
Saturday

The Day's Prospects

t's a Busy Life

With bargains

a very busy woman:
She is one of seven women

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

among 170 male represen-

(First in a series on "Women
and Politics")

Eugenia Chapman,

Democratic representative to
the Illinois state legislature is

tatives serving in Springfield.

A former school teacher,

Genia. as she is known to
her friends and colleagues, is

a woman of action. Her
political views are highly

village managerial govern-

Daughters.

learned, she was awarded the
Best Legislator Award and
Best Freshman Citation frOm

She served in the House
marking up an astounding

Ciinsidered
House."

ington Heights League of

moting good legislation to

Women Voters, a new
member of the Mount
Prospect Business and

meet the needs of all Illinois
citizens."
"I ran on that most unusual
orange long ballot," she said,

referring to her home on Princeton in Arlington Heights,
"is the fact that I have a place
for all my files and a spot that
is really my own."
TIER "SPOT," however, is
a den with a doorway leading

t
to

missions on the Status of
Women and attended the
Washington, D.C. conference.
In February, 1968, she was

ANNEN

appointed by the Gov. Otto
Kerner to serve on the Illinois

aw,r1/

Committee for the 1970

White House Conference on
Children and Youth which involves groups throughout all

Hermann Verwohlt of Mount
Prospect, chairman of the Pi

for granted when serving in

the legislature, especially

Beta Phi annual Arrowcraft
Sale, on the success of the

when it meets only six months

Girl Scouts and attends

of every two years and then

16,

3 (Wive. to Serre You!

sorority alumnae group's an-

only two days a week. The
rest of the time is used for

Westgate School while her

REALTORS

(left) compliments Mrs.

"A heavy schedule is taken

any busy mother, still demand
her attention.
Katherina. 8, is active in

BUSSE

LEFT - Mrs, William R.
Gard of Arlington Heights

So states.

frustrating, as in the case of

ARLINGTON HTS.

nual event.

28 E.

commission work, public
hearings, mail and news

Arlington High, and John, 14,

at Miner, all find her "there"
their pro-

GENIA CONTENDS "the
public gets more for their
money in the legislature from

felt the first time she walked
to her place in the House of
Representatives she paused

women than men. Retired
men give

more !hours, too,
because the others arc earning

Eugenia Chapman,

Democratic representative

seeking re-election, poses with

her helpmate, child -tender,

MOUNT PROSPECT
104 E. Northwest Hwy.

PEO sisterhood
Bazaar, Nov. 14

255-9111
ELK GROVE

Chapter FW of the P.E.O.

a living,for their family in addition, which naturally limits
their time."

Sisterhoo-d is readying

VILLAGE

handmade Christmas decora-

570 E. Higgins Road

Mary Chapman, is a constant

preparation for its bazaar and

centerpieces,

tions,

wreaths.

YOU CAN
PROBABLY FIND

"My husband's mother, and other gift items in

mother-in-law, Mrs. Mary

Chapman. Both are residents
of Arlington Heights.

help. She lives near now so

buffet luncheon to be

helps keep my files and assists

presented Thursday, Nov, 14,
from 10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

with the clerical work.
"She is my only daughter,"
Mrs. Chapman senior added.

An excellent

cook,

Mrs.

IN THE CLASSIFIED

in the homes of Mrs. Robert
Heller, 825 N. Belmont, and
Mrs. Paul Peale, 829 N. Bel-

helpers "If the group is not
too large."

IF YOU ask the busy

Vittum.

THE

Finance Committee

what wnlilt) he the most - for the bazaar will be Mrs.

important help in running for
office she undoubtedly would

Robert Heller, Mrs. Charles
John
Mrs.
Bloecker,

spouse." She has found it in

Malcom, and Mrs. Howard

Chicago attorney.
All in all, Eugenia Chap-

Heights.

Goide

DAY PUBLICATIONS

-NrAlliazv4;gsr.

reply, "An understanding Lindstrom, Mrs. Robert
RIGHT -- A busy schedule
does not prevent Mrs. Chap -

her husband. Gerald, a Pollard, all of Arlington

ma% from sharing happy

moments with her children.
Andy, 4, dresses up and his
dog joins in the fun. (Photo

For further information

man proves a woman in

and luncheon reservations,

a mother and a wife.

Robert Fletcher at 392-1675.

politics can remain a woman, contact bazaar chairman Mrs.

by Eleanor Rives)

der Barrington made his
much to
world debut Oct
1

the

delight

of

I

grandparents

Mr and Mrs Vincent Wall.
Mount Prospect and Mr and

Mts 0 Linder Niles Jeffrey,
first child for the Lenders.
weighed 6 pounds 31/2 ounces
at birth in Northwest Com-

munity Hospital His greatgrandfather James Bearce

also lives in Mount Prospect.
Skonieczny,
Michael I
horn Oct 15 at Northwest

Community Hospital

is

the
Mrs.

first son of Mr and
Louis NI Skonieczny Mount
Prospect Michael weighed 7
pouhds 91,2 ounces He has a

sister Debbie

The
children s grandparents are
2

Mr and Mrs Edward Zientara

Niles and Mr and Mrs.

Dorothy Grace Mowen is
baby for Mr. and

Mount Prospect. Born Oct. 16

IIEEFSALE

at Northwest Community
Hospital. she weighed 6

pounds 14 ounces.

Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Mowen. Algon-

grow YOUR
NO
MONEY
DOWN

quin and Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Morrison. Rock Island.

Retired
Walter D. Lee, 603
Hackberry

Ln.,

Prospect, has retired after

U.S.D,A. CHOICE

employment at Automatic

BEEF ORDER

more than 26 years of
Electric Co., Northlake. Lee

served as assistant to the
manager of the company's
communications products

T""

NOW

h

HALVES

No Payments 'til
December '68

Approx. 60 peones
et 3.3e pound.
Censi

INCL.

3

roils, stews,

VALUAPLIB 0111UPION wows

S'omeilfhtg Ilea'!

-

$10.00

Imported Cuckoo Clocks
From the Black Forest

New Beautiful Syroco
Decorator Clocks
SiOlifie

st 40114

NUT MIMS

r

Illeshewsebie Fes

PORK PACKAGE

es 0se sts whams et

eles VW Est

SUN 4 I i 1 OWN 01
MU MU if SU ON

se tin. MI BM
se us, roll SUM
ii Of. MO
MOM
AIM

40 lbs. net weight. Order in-

le UM PIM CUSPS

-

41.

re.........".100111

$299*ice

I

490

All prices include Cutting, Wrapping, Freezing. We reserve the,,right to limit quantities.

'loot & Cowl
HAIR STYLING A SPECIALTY
135 WEST PROSPECT AVE.
MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS
APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED

HOOK. 9 A.M. - 6:30 P.M. - MON.
Ctoco Wzonscsowv
SAT. 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Fnlowy

PHONE 392-3050

MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS. USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN.

1
a

*if
107 S. MAIN ST. MOUNT PROSPECT CL 3-12 8

AVAILABLE
ffom

dudes: chops. roosts,
spareribs, bacon and ham

Re MOM
......................, --.......:46, --J.-7 .........
I

lb.

OTHER BEEF

'U.S.DA.muinuPrigr/r,...

4 aid. of 6.44

TO THE

COME

MS days same as cash or
take 6 months to pay!

Mount

na. C.,,..

(ONG tic

of Perfection

Mrs. James D. Mowen.

iENINNII OM IMD

76344,;

In the Name

the first

Stanley Skonieczny Chicago.

8

.

_

Bassinet Set

of Mr and Mrs Norman Lin-

SEE OUR DISPLAY
OF EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES
ADVERTISED IN

The
Home
Boyer s

SECTIONS OF

will be Mrs. William Inman,
Mrs. Norman Johnson, Mrs.
Paul Peale, and Mrs. Daniel

439-4700

)

WHAT YOU WANT

Chapman Sr. also helps with mont, Arlington Heights.
In charge of the luncheon
luncheons for Genia's party

Jeffrey J. I 'rider, new son

Northwest Hwy.

253-1800

releases," she added.

WHIN ASKED how she

IIVIV7,"111111

from Mrs. C. R. Bowman and
Mrs. John Miller.

National Conference of Corn -

that, though sometimes

Op

For the finest
in Real Estate
Service, its ...

her purchase at the Pi Beta
Phi annual Arrowcraft Sale

man has been active in the

to see his hugs or his dog fully
clothed."
Being a woman and mother
first, these are interruptions

have

Mrs. Roger S. Lindsay of
Arlington Heights (left) selects

THIS YEAR Mrs. Chap-

to the kitchen and the front
door entry. In this way, her
son, Andy, 4, can "take me

when they
blems, too.

of
in
Bethel may be obtained from
Mrs. M. Savino, Bethel Guarage"ttliIrethRhaactivitiespsody
Rummregarding

dian, at 437-0138.

producing one which she

"One of the nicest things
about this house," she said,

la

additional information
AO.

covets among her memories of
early campaigning.
This was during the historic
at -large election of 1964.

School District 214.

George,

work.
Merchandise donations are
welcome for the sale, and any

read: "For unusual com-

charter member of the Arl-

brothers.

Proceeds from the sale will
go toward Bethel's junior activities in the northwest area
and the girls philanthropic

IN MARCH, 1968, the best
freshman citation she received

petence and diligence in pro-

older

low prices.
5..

by Illinois

degree from Chicago Teachers
College and seven years of e xpereience in actual teaching in
Chicago and Cicero.
She is a past president and

Professional Woman's Club
and a former member of the
Board of Education of High

,.

Open to everyone, the sale

will feature bargains at extra

headline in the April 27, 1967
Day Publications, which read
"Eleven Chapman Bills Being

Illinois.
GENIA HAS an education

k.

tional Order of Jobs

Arlington Heights.

ment to

the Independent Voters of

e,\

Arlington Heights Masonic

mittee to bring statutory

To back up a lesson well

Page 3

tions. One of being proud and
humble at the same time."
Genia started her career in
p.4itics some 10 years ago

to say."

children of Illinois."

sp00000u0000p000sioopopusw_pq,worUksruz

Rummage" will begin at 9
a.m. Saturday, Nov. 2 in the

when she served on a com-

"One of the hardest things for
a woman to learn is to speak
only when she has something

Tuesday, October 29, 1968

before answering, "I think it
was a mixed feeling of emo-

Temple at 1104 S. Arlington
Heights Rd. The sale is being
sponsored by the Arlington
Heights Bethel 103, Interna-

regarded for, she explains,

she has made her "textbook"
campaign one that insists on

"better education for the

galore for

everyone, a "Rhapsody in

Is

0

*

.

' it
II

for gentlemen's
. meticulous grooming

Daylight

Hats On to Halloween
AFTER THE great

By Joseph Stubenrauch

Halloween, it seems to me,

used to be a season all by
itself, not marked on any

freer"

make up your own

Halloween Hat idea lit up in
our noggin like the proverbial

list:

had to make spasmodic at-

sombrero on 'your child, if
decked out in an astronaut

electric bulb, we no longer

tempts to dispose of outmoded
head coverings.

almanac, but beginning right
after the youngsters returned
to school alter Labor Day,

Antique derbies, seedy

with costume plans and

straw hats, old felt bonnets,
nostalgic GI fatigue hats, a
stovepipe hat salvaged from

pumpkin protects involving

mope detailed elaboration

some Lincolnian pageant,

than the schedule of the
Apollo 7 launching
The wear -and -tear on

sombreros from south of the
border, lumberjack caps with
massive earflaps from Maine

mother as the chief seamstress
of the family was matched on-

the older and odder the
headgear,. the bigger the
--

ly by the demands on her in-

shrieks of joy from the

genuity and ability to put
together outfits that would

youngsters digging into the

capacious cartons that made

never have passed for Dior or

their appearance once a year.

Balenciaga creations, but

which had to win the approval

WE PASS on this hint for

of a tar more critical group:
her own young 'tins

a happy Halloween to all

1HE ANNUAL costume
frenzy continued to up the
aspirin input until the day of

of putt.i,pg, together

parents facing the frustration

-something different" for

their trick -or -treaters. It's

astonishing what a difference

discovery dawned

We realized one happy

a

hat makes in the festive

turnout. The right touch takes

Halloween that while exotic

get-ups gladden the kids and

a bit

trick masks provide fine

of experimenting but

that's all part of the fun.

Actually hats have always
been such an important item

disguises hats are what really
make Halloween

Hats are for Halloween.

in

have come to identify key

like that royal headgear in the
margarine TV commercial.

easy even for the youngsters
to visualize Lincoln with his
stovepipe, Napoleon with his
cocked hat, Chaplin's derby,
Sherlock Holmes' deerstalker
cap, Chevalier's straw "skim -

historic figures or other
celebrities.

Over the years, hats had
heaped up in our hacienda,
topping -- pardon the phrase
-- any other storage problem.

random,

At

it's

suit, will be a bit too far out.
But the same sombrero will

that's easily visible to

legiate beanie.

twilight and darkness.

If any of the young set
when they're walking on wants to put on a hippie get-- Warn the children that

make him look like the Cisco

country roads, they walk on

mustache, a colorfully braided

-- Check that if they wear
masks, they can sec not only
to their front, but to the sides.

Kid or Zorro. Add a
vest, or scraf, and you don't
even have to stir the mixture,

you'll have a romantic
caballero type.

the side facing oncoming cars.

crayons or cosmetics.
-- Repeat often the warning

does not impede the child's

always at well -lighted street

vision. If necessary, take a
few tucks in the lining to

corners, and preferably
group.

make it fit well, or even add
a chin strap.

To MAKE sure your little
goblins have a merry time,

with no mishaps, it's timely to
remember that they may cross

in a

-- If the youngsters are too
young to be out on their own,
be sure you (or your babysit-

ter or other trustworthy

person) are the guide on the
trick -or -treat tour.

streets or driveways with

limb from motorists. Kccp
these guidelines in mind:

hand, loaded and with

-- Every costume should be

or -treater.

fitting

home, it's always
finale to have a camera at
a

flashbulbs if necessary. so you

=.:::m:.:!mxylarsktavear

Letters To
The Editor
All letters to the editor mast he signed. but
names will he withheld upon request. L eft e r s

should he as brief as possible. typewritten, if possible. and should contain

an address or phone num-

ber su their authenticity
can be checked.

"Let's put it this way-how many votes do you think
Humphrey and Nixon will take away from Wallace?"

Let the Teacher Do It

Talk with a Teacher
BY ESTER CULTON

Dear Mrs. M.N.

about words and sounds and

Learning to read needs a

curiosity must not be curbed

quires correct learning

carefully answered to allow

and much patience.

ask you about words on great deal of group activity.
packages and signs. This Teaching a child to read re-

plus a GREAT PRICE ... TRY THIS!

your child to advance at

his

NOON BUFFET
(Served 11 A M 'til 2 P.M. daily except Sunday)

39

"Ilonur the original dream by alwitys.jealitsly A ceping
the paper's j"reciluni and inlellrrinnl integrity.-

Even if your child is a fast

learner,

own rate of speed.

I

see

words and reading and

ac-

tually teaching him to read.

A fast learner may have
memorized complete stories
being read to him by the
time he is two or three years
of age. He will quickly tell

vironment is important for al
children but especially first
portant for a fast learner -

you if you omit words.
Later he will be curious

music, and art.

A rich educational en

books more books, games

-- Marshall Field III

problems in

There is a difference deliberately spending time
to answer because sonic between satisfying your each day teaching your child
educators say yes, and some child's natural curiosity about to read from hooks. Let the
no.

Vic Vro5pect Dap

and questions should be materials, experience, time,

This is a difficult question

If you want GREAT FOOD plus GREAT ATMOSPHERE

teacher do it. Please!

Tuesday, October 29, 1968

Page 4

When I asky my Joe about
his reading he just says he is
doing S.R.A. He can't bring
a book home because they
I

The Prospect Day is published daily, Slontlay through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

don't

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivred.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year: $9.00 for :.5x months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Dear Mother,
I will try to explain S.R.A.

OP--J3Ak &VOA.
of Mount Prospect
200 E. Rand Road

How to make
TNII NATION
INNN

.....

11111101

'Across from Randhurst)

Buying a home

on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!
You: tealtoi has all the clues about what to look for in a
hotlye

He sacs you time and trouble tracking down

leads that unit out to lie dead ends. A realtor is a professional in lea] cstate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics He II smooth over the details of buying. Better
see the man who knows the complicated business -- let
a qualibed REAL FOR help you! SEE KEMMERLY!

OPLA 9 to 9

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

6 E. Northwest Hwy.,
1111 S Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500
894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 5 Wolf Rd.

H0,1 AOVIRMI",11k1;TO,

The llome ;Bid era:Guide
DA, Mg

Presented by Mid -West Institute 28 E. Jackson Chicago

Power

being designated by

Winter Rovers

a

different color.

2. Rate builder Cards are
used to help your child improve his rate of speed in
reading (each short story on

these cards is a timed

selection). Your child is first
given a test to determine
where he is in independent
reading.

Materials of gradually, increasing difficulty are then used so that the student can
progress "at his own rate."
Materials are also used for
growth' in comprehension and
vocabulary growth.
Graphs and charts are used

by each pupil to record his

own progress. ,;The S. R. A.
Laboratory deills with total

reading efficiency and the

materials arc designed to he
used solely in the classroom.

By Grace Mott
A pair who love to play golf
came home last week to a cool
blustery Mount Prospect after

Musgrave.

In the Army, Jim Musgrave

is stationed at Stuttgart, and

it was here the Mount

Roger Neitzke for a weekend,
the Richard Pascoes and both

couples' children were in

days before sightseeing in

Oconto, Wis., where the two
related families' house trailers
are home for fun in both snow

had made Florida their

places they have previously
missed and at some about
which they cared enough to

Beach by Gladys. However,
the hurricane served only to
hurry them to other golfers'
paradises such as the courses
at Pinehurst, Southern Pines,
and in Port Clinton, Ohio
where they played with Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Lynn, their

return.
For a

MOTHER AND daughter
are back in town after a flying
(literally) trip to Colorado.

three weeks, most of
warm sun.
Mr. and Mrs.

it

in

,/avra

ultimate destination, but were
sent on their way from Myrtle

hosts in that city.

The l.ynns lived in Mount

Prospect for several years, and

Prospect couple spent several

week

in

London,

Mabel and Frank were joined

by James and his wife.
teresting experiences, an eight
day boat trip before returning
home. .

AFTER A few convention

cocktails, the answers to

OTHER RECENT vacationers include Mr. and Mrs.

Mayonnaise and Salad Dressing Institute was taking place
at the chic Doral Country
Club there.

golf decide their destination.

For them it was the Gulf
Hills Dude Ranch and Golf

From here went Paul

E.

Pascoe who works for

Club at Ocean Springs, Miss., Consolidated Foods, and Mrs.
where in one week the couple Pascoe. After the meetings
encountered hot, hot weather, and some sightseeing in the

spent most of it on the links, Miami area, the couple went
and had the week slightly, and
their car somewhat seriously,
marred when another auto

on to spend an initial few days
in Nassau.

skidded into
pavement.

Pascoe now live in the

Former residents on S.

theirs on wet George

St., Mr.

and Mrs.

Westgate Apartments here.
ON A leisurely vacation'by
WHILE THE senior
car Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barrow toured parts of the south, Pascoes were in the south,
including Hot Springs, Ark., their son and his family went
and timed their travels to join north. Joining Mr. and Mrs. _
the Bushes, who are their
neighbors at home, for several

rounds of golf at Ocean
Springs.

Musgrave got back from

Europe the end of last week,
and although it was not the
couple's first trip to the continent, it was undoubtedly the
most important, for on this
their fifth time abroad, they
met their first grandchild for
the first time.

Jason James was born in
July to Mr. and Mrs. James

Mrs. Jack Keefer and
Kathryn,

since

last

spring

cluded among other in- Colorado State University at

neither knew nor cared that
the annual convention of the

Annis F. Bush who also let

and sun.

Afterward the Musgraves Mrs. Philip DeLaRosa who
went on to Venice and in- lives' in Mundelein, went to

for the Toledo Blade.

MR. AND MRS, Frank

299-0082

-""Stit OUR'DISPLAYOOEXCEPTIONAL

APPEARING IVORY

HA -7-5916
DALE CARNEGIE COURSE

called

"what kind of dressing would
you like on your salad" must
have provoked some fancy
repartee and maybe a few
to her post as a staff editor Miami, Fla., waitresses who

,emmer,Iti
W REALTORS

In Arlington Heights

Park Ridge Y.M.C.A., 1515 W. Touhy Avenue
Thursday, October 31, 6:30 p.m.
Downtown Chicago classes also available
For reservations or information call:

level

cards

Seriously injured in an icy
auto accident early this year,
Mrs. Lynn recently returned

Inch .!-r4..

728 E Northwest Hwy.

Builder Cards, each grade

Publications.

Li %ling Serra e

In Palatine

worth maybe
halt a million

I. Each story is printed on

large

Prospect editor for Paddock

Member MAP Multiple

orei7e
WI.

your mom

The difference between $10,000
and S20,000 a year is $410,000 in a
working lifetime! Education helps, but the main way to
success is knowing how to use what you know. The Dale
Carnegie Course can quickly teach you such basic things
as effective speaking, faster ways to make decisions, overcome tensions and build confidence. You can enroll this
week.
Attend a free preview meeting:

Grace's Daze

understand why the books

Melda was the Mount

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors

728

(Science Research Association) to you so that you will
cannot be brought home.

dollars more...

S. Johnson, Genera/ Manager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

DEAR MRS. Culton,

don't have hooks.

K

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

understand.

plus tax

.. ONLY

Hair, yes, and lots of it.

No matter, hold on to that
not to make quick moves into box of hats. They'll be
the streets -;,or from between "discovered" next year ... or
cars parked at the curb, but the year after,

ONCE THE goblins in
your tribe have come safely

possible danger to life and

up, of course the hat idea will
prObably fall flat. What selfrespecting hippie wears a hat?

Come to think of it, you
Better still. decorate. their may have to invest in a wig
faces with grease pencils, for such a ventriresome trick -

One important detail is that
the hat fits the child's head
snugly. If it is a wide -brimmed one or a nappy Victorian
picture hat, he sure that it

Dear Mrs. Culton,
Should I teach my son to
read before he enters school?
Mrs. M. N. Des Plaines, Ill.

ATTENTION ...
Luncheon Lovers!

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

WE'LL ADMIT that a

can show them in later years
just how they looked on the
motorists. In their excitement, Halloween when they wore
the youngsters will forget that grandpa's old bowler or aundrivers can't see too well in tie's turban or pa's old colmarked with something white

"dressing up" that they

Or Halloween for hats.
Either way, they add the

crowning touch Something

'

Fort Collins
Keefer who

to
is

see Pamela
a freshman

there.

For three summers one of
the feminine wranglers at the
Robert Busses' Winding River
Ranch, Pamela has apparently
been lost to the great out-ofdoors, and is heading towards
a career in geology.
The visit in Mount Prospect

of her mother, Mrs. W. G.

Pence, inspired the vacation

from which Mr. and

Mrs.

Daryl B. Oldaker returned last
week. After taking Mrs. Pence

home to Fairfield, Iowa, the
Oldakers visited his

father,

Dr. C. B. Oldaker in Iowa Ci-

then went on to spend
several sun -drenched days in
ty,

a resort cottage at Green

Lake., Wis., brilliant with color.

HOSPITALIZED while her

family was away, Miss Jane
Oldaker who has been at Holy

Family was expected home
late last week.

Also scheduled to go home

last week was Miss Lynn
Warren.

Hideaword
NADROIL

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
28 good, 35 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

Arlington, Fremd` Downstate Saturday;
Prospect Just Misses with 3rd Place
Sports Editor

The Cardinals of Arlington
carried a trip downstate with
their first -place finish in the

Elk Grove Cross -Country
District

Meet

last Saturday.

Cardinal captain Tom
Swanson also scored first for

Arlington beating out
candidate

for

the

top
state ina

dividual win, Mark Visk of
Palatine, by three seconds.

The Elk Grove district crocs-country meet, run Saturday,
saw Arlington the team winner and Cardinal captain Tom
Swanson the individual winner After one lap had been completed, the race leaders were already ahead of the pack. From

left, Glenn I ee, Conant; Dace Marszalak, Arlington, Joe
Hooker, irlington, Mark Visk, Palatine; torn Swanson, Arlington.

Course of the University of

team. No other area runners

Urbana.

finished in the top
teams in the top two.

Illinois at Champaign-

BY LINDA GAMMILL

Arlington won the meet

with 55 points, Fremd was se-

cond with 74 and Prospect

IT WILL be the 23rd runfling of the state finals. and
this year is the first since 1951
that the meet has not been

held at the Urbana Country
Club.

will be run over a 2.75
mile course, the maximum
It

length allowed by Illinois
High School Association rules

this year. and will start at

10

a.m.

I.

14:59; 27. Rawlings, AT,

15:01; 28. Farrow, LP. 15:02;
29. LeMaire, Fen., 15:03; 30.
Bell, FV, 15:04.
Other area runners placing
in the top 100 were: 32. Mor-

Stitt,

Fr.,

Davenport,

FINAL TEAM standings
were:

7.

Marszalak, Arl., 14:14; 8.

b.

five or

Arlington,

55;

Pal..

14:13;
14:19;

Pit-

tenger, Fr., 14:22; 10. Rouse.
AT, 14:24;

2.

Fremd. 74; 3. Prospect, 90; 4.

Palatine, 96; 5. Conant, 197:
6. Addison Trail. 214; 7. Elk
Grove, 223; 8. St. Charles,
246; 9. Elgin -Larkin, 264; 10.
West Chicago, 332.

Others not finishing in the
top 10 were: Wheeling, 336;
Forest View, 354; St. Viator.

rison, Pr.; 33. -Father. An;
36. Sarni, FV: 42. Gawlik,

11. Hooker, Arl, 14:27; 12.
Matthews, Pr., 14:28; 13.
Du mk e, Pr., I 4:3 3; I4.
Macchtle,

Gen.;

14:35;

Hers.; 45. Ottinger, EG; and

Also Champaign -hound are

Visk, and Scott Butler. Dave

INDIVIDUAL. RESULTS:

Arlington and Fremd teams
will go to the state meet this
Saturday at the Savoy Golf

Marszalak. Joe Hooker. Scott

Teuber and John Curtin, all

I. Swanson, Arlington, 13:47:
2. Visk. Pal., 13:50; 3. Butler.
Arl., 13:57; 4. Deckow, AT,

of the winning Arlington

78. Pomrenke. Pr.; 79.

Stonebraker. W; 84. Galindo.

FV; 88. Kowalski. Arl.; 89.
Royer, W; 90. Fiero. EG; 93.
Schneller, W: 98. Schlickman,
St. V.; and 99. Dysen. W.

15.

Spinolas, Fr., 14:36; I6.

Wille, EG, 14:12; 17.
Bahnfleth. Pal., 14:43; 18.
Dail, Pr.. 14:46; 19. SchifelC., 14:47; 20.
C'on., 14:47;
Mg. St.

Page 5

Lee.

Tuesday.

S P/1RTS

435; and Hersey. 437.

placed third with 90. Both the

50. Curtin. Arl.. 56. Kremer,
St. V.; 65. Ancona. EG; 70.
Baron, St. V. 74. Dziem. EG;

21. Savage, Wh. 14:48; 22.
Bach, Pr., 14:49; 23. Swiatek,
EG; 14:50; 24. Sandstrom, W.
Chi.. 14:51; 25. Treece. Pr..

October 29.
1968

14:55; 26. Rauch, St. C..

asta e Sets 2 -Season Conference Scoring Record
s i cleats Eclipse Grove's Grenadiers for Dads
BY DANT (.ARI 4,ND

end of the field for a good

scrimmage at the six, King

share of the game as well as
forcing a number of costly er-

tion play to the 27 before he

Oakley to the opposite side

next play Bastable swept to his

before the 'Cats had to give
up the ball. Bastable put the

right behind the solid blocking of Greg Craighead, Dan
and King and sprang

Grens deep in their end of the

loose for a 26 yard touchdown

three plays the 'Cats couldn't

field with a punt to the Gren

neither team could find the
handle on the ball due to a
cold night and a field which

get untracked and gained only
a yard before Bastable put his
foot into the ball for a 55 yard

run. Lesniak booted the conversion with seven minutes to

FINK BROUGHT- the ball

scoring mark lor two seasons

was still wet from rain earlier
in the week. The first time the

punt to
line.

tallying three touchdoss ns and

Cats

a field goal before the night

receiving the opening kick-off.
Bastable took a pitchout from

things open in the next series

quarterback Ron King at his
own 39 yard line, drove out
to the Grove 47 then slipped
trying to make a cut and

12

in the air on seven of
plays. Grove quarterback
Toni Komin worked short
down and out patterns to

coughed up the ball.

Grove took over at the 47

Klemens for three

Bastable brought the hall

and brought it down to the 37
in eight plays before punting
to put the 'Cats deep in their
055 n territory at the six yard

before the Grens were hit with
a personal foul penalty.
The 'Cuts got the ball hack

Fullback Glen Roth and

Wheeling's Wildcats made
their annual Dad s Night a
happy occasion Friday night
by murdering a young Elk
Grove team 31-0 as the 'Cats

rugged hackficld stai Jack
Bastable set a new conference

was over

In two seasons the senior

tailback has scored 145

points 71 last Near and 72
this tall With two games to
go Bastable has already scored
II touchdowns three extra point conversions and i field
goal, eclipsing the old conference two-year road, of 132
points

HOWEVER, HIE Cats
star running back couldn t
He had

have done it alone
lots of help from

a

solid

defense line Friday night
which kept the Grens in their

rors
The

first

quarter of the

brought the hall out on an op-

was but down by a pair of
Gren

ballgame was a stalemate as

moved

ball

the

tacklers. In

next

the Grove 18 yard

The Grens tried

after

the

to

break

of downs by putting the ball

halfbacks Ron Fink and Tom

completions and 21 yards

which was good for four yards

eight yard line.

go in the half.

out to the 21 yard line on a
draw, then got to the 34 two
plays later on a sweep before

slipping on the wet turf. The
Grens lost five yards in the
next two plays as tackle Darrell Berendt sat on Komin at
his own 29.

The 'Cats finally scored the

next time they got the ball.
yards

out

to

the 'Cat

Grove controlled the ball

for four plays before Roth,
Myron Tollefson and Toni
Zasadney nailed Fink at the
Grove 48 yard line. Bastable
picked off a Komin aerial at
the 45 and returned it 55
yards

for the 'Cats second

kickoff at their own 40 after

kick at the Grove 48 yard

line. Roth, Oakley and

game at one time.

but Lesniak couldn't quite
hang onto it. King came hack
with a screen pass to Stew

'Cats also picked tip an illegal

Jack Liljeberg then called on
Bastable again, and he split

procedure

the uprights for

ON THE FIRST play from

Member.M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

and it

penalty.

On

the

AFTER THE HALF, both

THE 'CATS CAME hack

paid off as Bastable
picked up 19 yards, but the

three quarterbacks in the

field, so the score remained
17-0 at the intermission.

with a surprise as Zasadney
recovered Lesniak's onside

after a 14 yard punt to the
'Cat 48 yard line. King hit Jay
Lesniak with a bomb on the
numbers 25 yards downfield,

the same play to the other side

keep his footing on the wet

middle of the field for about
the entire third quarter, The

45.

The 'Cats came hack with

Grove came hack, but

could only gain four yards in
the next four plays. The 'Cats
got the ball back on their own
39 and drove to the Grove 10
in four plays before the clock
ran out. King hit Bastable
twice for 45 yards in the air,
including a 40 yard bomb to
the 10, but Bastable couldn't

teams played around in the

department.

number of things including a
pair of option passes with

line Elk Grove tried a

the half.

touchdown. Lesniak made it
two for two in the extra -point

10

Oakley brought the ball to the
47, then Bastable took a pitch
from King losing two yards.

the 25 before Hull smashed up
the middle for seven. The
'Cats couldn't get anywhere as

field goal, giving the 'Cats a
17-0 lead with 2:19 to go in

Bastable brought the ball to
the 22 yard line in seven carries

before

stalling.

Coach

a 32 yard

Grens took the opening
a

declined illegal procedure

penalty on the Cats. Klemins
brought the ball to the 45
before Greg Martin punted to

Mel Greathous,' Gene Pinder

zone after an interception.

and Ter Gruninger stopped
Bastable twice and dumped
Oakley for a 14 yard loss on

back, but

a reverse.

performance.

Grove went to the air again

on first down as Komin

almost hit Fink at the 'Cat 15,

however Hull broke it up.
Komin then hit Jim Devitt.
another quarterback playing
halfback, at the 'Cat 42 yard
stripe. Fink brought the ball
to the Cat 35 before having
to punt.

IT DIDN'T make much

difference as the 'Cats fumbl-

ed the opening handoff
between King and Oakley.
Guard Bill Kasallis recovered
at the 'Cat 16. Komin and

Fink carried the ball to the

five, then Bastable came
through again picking off a

the 'Cat 22 yard line.

Komin pass two yards deep in

three -yard pass in flat on first
down, bringing the ball out to

back 102 yards for a

King hit Bastable with a

REALTORS

However, it was nullified

since high school rules forbid
running a ball out of the end
THE GRENS tried to come

pass

at

17. On the following
play Roth broke through the
left side of the Grove line with
a good block by Janus for the
final 'Cat touchdown. Lesniak
hooted his fourth extra -point
at the

the end zone and running it

making the final score 31-0.
0 17
Wheeling
0 14 -31

touchdown.

Elk Grove

$42,500

92 Walpole, Elk Grove Village OPEN SUNDAY 1-5
Big family ranch has 4 bedrooms, big kitchen plus dinette with built-ins, paneled

family room, wall to wall carpeting, 2 baths, patio, beautiful sodded lawn. 2
car att. garage. Ideal location to everything.

$32,500

Centrally air conditioned
4 bedroom bilevel. Beautiful paneled recreation room, ceramic
kitchen, all built-in appliances, I l/2 tile baths, patio, 2 car extra
deep garage. Near schools and shops.

$30,900

MOVING ANYWHERE IN THE
U.S.A.?
If you are moving, we have pictures and infor.
motion of homes that are for sale all over the

U.SA. through our co-operating Brokers
NMLS. Coll us to discuss your new location
we'll be happy to help youl

in

TRADE YOU HOME?
We will guarantee

to

take your home in

trade in the event it isn't sold before you need
to complete your purchase of another.

3 bedroom brick
& frame ranch has farmed dining room, 2 baths, ceramic kitchen,
built-ins, washer & dryer, att. garage, beautiful fenced yard o
large lot near schools.

$26,900

-

ANNEN
a/ler/
BUSSE

REALTORS

the Grove 35 and

picked up a holding violation.
On a first down with 25 yards
to go. quarterback Jim Millay
hit Janus on a roll out pass

family room, full basement, 21/a ceramic baths, all built-in kitchen
appliances & many extras. Large lot, 2 car att. garage.

$48,000

end

Liljeberg put in a few second stringers, but they still
ran up a good score. Mark
Janus and Roth brought the
hall to the 17 but the 'Cats

Bi-level hos 4 bedrooms, crab orchard fireplace, comfortable

deluxe ceramic kitchen has all built-ins, 2 car garage, attractive
landscaping.

Defensive

returned it to the 28.

Lovely Pioneer Park

Deluxe 4 bedroom
fireplace, huge beautifully finished recreation room, 2 baths,

'Cat defense

Nick Hardl got to Komin for
an II yard loss, then Marty
Crain picked off a Komin

Member National Multi -List Service

Custom ranch in choice location. Crab orchar'd family room

the

turned in a brilliant

ANNEN
awa/
BUSSE
REALTORS

0

0

0

0- 0

BUSIINESS..
Service Directory
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Hersey Huskies Topple
Meager Pirate Defense;
'Total 403 Yds., 7 TD's
11V 10M ROWE

1 he Hersey Huskies swept

past the Palatine Pilate%
1aunday, 46-0, as the Het sev
01 tense was too much for the
meager Pirate do tense

the highest 'writhe'

It was

points Hctsey

total

nt

has

'eked up in their games this
icon as the Huskies scored
sl stn touchdowns and caught

Pirate in the endzone tor a

tsso-point safety
1 he Palatine defense allow -

d the mighty Huskie oltense

field position and a chance for
another score... Frase banged

F

halfback Scott Feige. Frase's

preceeding a Dick Powell incompletion. Powell made it up
in the next play, however, as
he sprinted for 12 yards and

0

yard touchdown run by his way for two yards
for the extra point
was wide and the score reattempt

mained 13-0

Frase kicked off for Hersey
and Rich Zachelmeyer ran the

kick hack 12 yards to the
Palatine 3(1 yard line. After
four unsuccessful! attempts at
a first down, the Pirates were
forced to punt from their own

34 yard line The kick was a
long kick which was

high,

downed at the Hersey 38 yard

Husk it,

defense gas e up only

mage seemed to be, the Huskie

lo8

ti

11,1

d yards

to

Paktum.

line

points on the scoreboard as
/ let ses gamed posst %sum of

tht.cry early

Nelson s hid

for. the extra

point was not good and
Hersey lead in the game 19-0.

Kicking off was Huskie

Erase as he sent 30 -yard hoot

tit valise oven yard punt by,

drove for two yards followed
by Dave Wittenberg's pass incompletion Greg Duffey then
tried his skill at passing the
ball and it was almost in-

line as I esult Vf a

l'sate, I Mee plays late
Fete tic hider drove seven
aids for the Huskies test

tht

ote

Sophomore Bruce 1 rase

split the upoghts for the

which was downed on the
Pirate 34 yard line. Meyer

situation was created and Hall

was forced to punt. He sent

!tad
'Siltr each team took its

a

Palaing- to.,1% the ball over at
!htn own 1i yard lute I'd
NI es si

then dime for eight

lot the Palatine squad
follow( d M. a Mtn -yard loss
b' Bob (tall Third down,

said,

Mcttt tiled again this time
only

limning tot two bards

With lomat town and tour
%aids to go lot a lint thmn
the Pitates t hose to punt

A1' 11'R 111E PUN 1,
Heise} held the ball on their

-

ci)

.

13 -Yard kick to Schuler who

was standing on his own 32
veld lute Schuler then began
his long 68 -yard sprint across

the PiragePrate goal line for
the Huskies' fourth score and
their 25th point. The extra
point was missed by Toni
Anderson and the score at

ED FORAN

Brickwork

half time was Hersey 25,
Palatine 0
AI

I ilE BEGINNING of

the third quarter, Palatine
kicked

to Schuler who was

standing on his own 19 yard
line He then raced 47 yards
to the Palatine 34 yard line
giving the Huskies excellent,

Painting -Decorating

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 1 STRONG MEN

Interior Exterior Pointing
Work Guaranteed

Cl 5 8232

Free Estimates
CALL HAUCK & SON

259-5233

GENERAL

Reasonable rates
CL 3.4200

Fall Special 517.95 cleans living
mi. & hall carpet. Sofas $9.95 &
up. 894-9141.

QUICK
DRAW!

This drive, which consisted on
nine plays, included 12- and

15 -yard sprints by Rich

Kreutzfeld and a 24 -yard run,

touchdowns was scored on a

F-

Steve Toneff was hack kicking

253-9046 - 761-688P

EDMOND GRAY

DRAW QUICK

Carpet In.tallation

-

streak to seven after the 46-0
victory Saturday.

a

Decorating in the Finest

Janeal Draperies

SC 0 ndincivicin Tradition

120,000 readers DAILY in The Arlington

Day, The Prospect Day, and The Des'

HARBUT'S LAWN MTCE.

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake
Rain gutter maintenance
CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

All phases of yard work. Lawn
maintenance, /rimming, power
aerating, sod, seed,
planting, grade work. 537-1411
raking,

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & Stone Doled.
CL 3-4200
LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Electrical
Plumbing

Carpentry
Painting inside & out

Complete lawn care available,

NO JOB TOO SMALL

weeding. Residential and corn.

grass cutting, fertilizing, d-

259-5887
After 6 PM

Save time & money
ON REMODELING & REPAIRS

Plaines Day. Plus a bonus of 140,000 ex-

Call me for free estimates on

tra readers in Thursday's Market Day.
So take Aim, with a 3 line, 5 day Want

dormers. Vinyl and aluminum

Ad in Day Publications. You can't miss!

MOM additions, lee rooms and
siding.
UNITED ENGINEERS 823-0828
CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK

No job too small.

merciol. Satisfaction assured
Free estimates.
Calf 255-6855

er work; welding & electrical,

LINES

3
Ilughes (86), and Rich Wallis& (81) all of Palatine close in.

LINE

lovers! We give
Atteni
expert lawn service. We will
grow you a lawn anywhere
whether the soil is poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We
will make your lawn look as
though it has been sodded. We

also take care of evergreens.

894-3797

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

"K" KONCRETE CO.

11114.901

OC

All types & t .replaces
CL 3-5964

Murals
13FAIITIFY YEll IR HOME

Washable. Under $.50.

RESIDENTIAL

529-2840

CEMENT CONTRACTORS

patios

Driveways,

sidewalks,

stairs, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, retaining walls.

Dog Grooming

Painting-DeC070ting
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

CALL 255-3822
CUSTOM Plastering rooms, ceil-

legs, walls, and patching. Work
guaranteed. No job too smell.BEST"
824-7510

Radio -TV Repair
SAVE YOUR EYES.

it's 1.V check-up time Antennas
Repaired Home Service Calls
All Bank Credit Cards Honored
Rays

Radio and TN. Repair
(Color or block & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl His
17 S Evergreen
C15-5692

Slip Covers-Reuphol.
FALL SALE 50% OFF

On all custom mode fabric slip
&
reupholstering, &covers
plastic covers.

choir,

Fully insured.

NEW WAY PAINTING

secir,
r

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

ALPINE INTERIORS
Call 327-1752

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Aluminum storm windows &
doors, aluminum fiber glass

awnings 8. patios, aluminum sid
ing. Financing arranged.
647-0220
Tinto' my

Expert Alterations
On Men's Wear
CL 9-0849 Tues.. & Wed. eyes.
SHORTEN Ladies' Coats: straight

$5. full $7. Neat prof'I. work. Des
Plaines.

299-0529

Tile
Dick's Tile
EPEE ESTIMATES

New & Remodeling
Also Tile Repo,s

Wall Erie

Decorating & Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Relining, repleoting, rehernming
etc. 437-2884.

Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand.
255-0348
hurst.

Wetteland Pointing & decoraring. Interior, exterior, & paper
hanging. Estimates cheerfully
given. 394-1665, Mt. Prospect.

E.J. ERICSSON

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating
BEST REF.

FREE ESTIMATES

437.4093

LADIES

DO YOUR SEWING

827-6024

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Arl His
830 W N W Hwy
259.9440

Tuning -Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wonted

elute

Hems, alterations, slipcovers,
Men's pant cuffs & coat sleeves,
CL 5-2677

Shortening of hems on coats,

repair &

255-7200

pants, jackets etc. Also men's
255-8161
clothing

Fencing

redwood & stockade. 647-0220

IN DES PLAINES AREA PHONE:

296-6640
WEEKDAYS 8:30 AM TO 5;00 PM

SATURDAYS 'TIL NOON (255-7200)

(

Fully
workmanship.
insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Pointibg & Decorating

winter , rates on all in.

terior & exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaranteed.
FREE ESTIMATES.

Floor Maintenance

299-3159

Quality Paint Service
Exterior Pointing at its finest,
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

Ecklund Floor Service

- Residential
0 Apartments

Average rm. sanded sealed &
5294211
finished 519.95

Kitchen Cabinet Refinishing

Furniture Refinishing
.

,

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
Custom

FL 8.4543

re -gluing.

392-6817

Ned Williams

Typing
Excel. typing and/or trans. on

SPECIAL'
Fall &

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO
All types of fencing, chainlink,

OR

.'

suede coats;
replace zippers on

dresses,

skirts,

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Quality

255-1096

KEY TILE CO.

PHONE 698.2322
LET ME

$12 plus material
$22 plus material
$15 plus material

Soto,

Shall Decorating
358-9038

POODLE GROOMING
299-1696

Plastering L. Drywall 5,,,,,

Storm Windows

Murals painted on any wall.

Dressmaking -Sewing

0

Allen J. Cl over, 328- 7750

Meyers

Drapery Repairs

ONLY

loo k new.

arid, & Masonry

773426/

0>-

looks; we will repack it, make it

Concrete Work

Free Estimates

DAYS

I

Masonry

-

827- 1 284

SCONSECUTIVE
PUBLISHING

_J
Huskie Jim Knotts gains yardage In the Hersey -Palatine game as Paul Moeri (75), Glen

AVERAGE
5 WORDS PER

work. Experienced in any type
Carpentry work, remodeling &

'

Dependable

Clean

Fast

For

Lawn

trimming & fall cleanup.
The Sky Is the Limit.shrubs,
don't core how bad your lawn

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tow,

born work.

CL 9-0495
Plastering

landscaping

Reinotlehng Additions
Carpenter work Tile Floors
Coll for Eyiimato

remodeling & addrtions. No lob

.

381-1972

Bet S HOME REPAIRS

259-0641

3 Generations

Satisfied Customers
Are Our Sneciolty

for expert carpentry,

437-9214

Lauritz Jensen

HOME HANDYMAN

"Quick -Draw" Day Want Ad. Now
Day Want Ads offer you morel Over

R,sosonable prices

Free estimates

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

For Apprentice Carpenter.
359.2756
Reasonable.

Get the drop on extra cash for your budget by selling those unneeded items thru

Conscientious workmanship

Lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

255.3642

NO JOB TOO SMALL

RESULTS!

PAINTING & DECORATING

On all custom made draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

ESIOICS
MI

Call "the rest" then call "THE

.

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

- --

20% OFF SALE

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall to Wall, new or used
Repairs & Shift Steps. -Free

too small. 766-8034

the endzone where Spry tackled him for a two -point safety.
Hersey will play Elk Grove
next Friday night at Wheeling
to try to extend their winning

827-4637

Interior Decorators

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
V2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des. Pl. Serv. 296-6365.

Po.nt.og & Decorating
and Well Washing
George Flee. 392-0803

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt.
Also Roof Repairing

359-1906

<C

Rick's Decorating
Paneling, Pointing & Tiling,
Wall Paperog
CL3-111E

Home Repairing

Wall to Wall carpet & turn.
cleaned in your home. 15 yrs.
exp. Free estimate. Call Joe

Carpentry -Remodeling

DAY WANT ADS

259-5337

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

Carpet Cleaning

the third quarter and early in
the fourth period accounted
for Hersey's final touchdown.

After the ball was caught,
Hersey's Spry came charging
in on Hall forcing him into

.'"

296-6640

General Hauling

Brickwork

score. Nelson's kick was good
making the score 38-0.
A 66 -YARD drive late in

Hall was waiting.

..' .4.,

",,

OR
Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day,
The Des Plaines Day and weekly in Ma ket Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thur day 3:00 P.M.

27 yard line. The next play
saw quarterback Powell racing the final yardage for the

for the Huskies, and he sent
the ball 56 yards to the Pirate
four yard line where Pirate

.

FOR ADVERTISING

threw to Jerry Jobst for 21

Hersey's final scoring came

44tis".
-.1) ". ,
$

255-7200

Frase's kick was not good and
the scoreboard read 31-0 early
in the third quarter.
Two long pass plays set up
Hersey's sixth tally as Powell

on a fourth and 34 situation.

tifir&z.:'11 ....-: "-:':

.

CL 5-8232

.

Powell to end Don Spry.

Kretitzfeld. Nelson's try for
the extra point was blocked.

'

y

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

CO ---11--- CO

touchdown pass play from

one -yard plunge by

A fourth down and eight

point- titer -touchdown and
intied an early 7-0
trs trig tU seote,

Call 327-1752

1i.rit,J.

ting up a seven yard

by Jim Knotts. The

lien,',

dial)

ALPINE INTERIORS

Schuler raced for eight set-

tercepted by a Huskie.

11,r"

Free Estimates

yards followed by a 28 -yard
toss from Fiege to Spry. The
success play as Schuler raced two plays combined to give
62 yards for another long Hersey the ball on the Pirate

the
quat tel on I ht Palatine seven
in

a Huskie first down.

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE

he first play from scrim-

touchdown run. Greg

1 1 IL HUSKIES wasted no
time getting then lust six

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

own 32 yard line. Frase drove
for eight, followed by a 61 -

a whopping 401 total yards,
137 )suds for which nosey

tan On the other hand, the

Let us help make your DAY

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable

Selectric

IBM

up/del.
7-9663

1 DAY SERVICE
Guaranteed Workmanship
Fully insured. Free estimates

or

Pick

Exec.

5-6537

YO

or

Upholstery
Free

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or ours. 437-2884

Wrought Iron
X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. Ex.
terior & Interior. 647-0220

,s sse a
...

' Commercial

10% FALL SAVINGS

YO

a
Si,'

if f 1A
Al

ri

..

o

OFF!

359-0993

DAY WANT ADS
COST.
ARE LO
..

.

_.

CALL22:65:6"60400
Hersey's Don

ry pulls dovn Palatine's Bob Hall in the endzone for a two point safety:.

-

,

1 HE DA1

CLASSIFIED

LOST: Young black female cat
vicinity, Arlington Market. 2530613 abet 3:30 p.m.

,INDEX

lost Fluffy gray cot in the vicinty of Ridge School. Call

Air Conditioning
Apartments To Exchunge

253-3067. REWARDI

35
75

IOST: Gold ring, Amethyst, surof
rounded with pearls, vic.

Apt and Rooms to Shure 71
34
Arts and Antiques

20
Auction Soles
109
Aviutoon
105
Auto Leasing
107
Auto Ports and Acts ss
Auto Re pelting rind
106
Equipment
Auto Truilt rs & Conyers 103
99
Automobile For Sole
101
Automobiles Worth el
64
Barter and Exchange
Boots and
37
Marine Suppla s
38
Boat Storage

9:30 PM Thunderbird Lanes, Mt.
P. For info. call 392.6157.

Shoe Salesmen
Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

ACCOUNTING

Boson.. ss Opportuortio s

259.2936

Business Personals

15

Executive secretary desires port
lion... work holt, or office.
CL 9.4.716

9

Cord of Sympathy
Curd of Thanks

& steno work; ex c. speed & acrucv. Cl 5 5906 alter 6 pin.

Cunt tuns & Lots
Coons

secretary will do typing

Esplel

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

Hobbies

12
Duy Comp
Dogs IS is and Equipment 44
Employment
27
Agi nen s Men
Ernployorn tit Agent/Ls

23 -Instruction

28

W01111_11

Employment Sr rvice
Wont. n

29
57

Equipment Ro rook
Florists
Food curd DeIrcacies

1

36

Fru ternol Nonce s

7

Forte reit Dort stets

2

24

Help Wynn,' Min

Pion,' students wonted.
Palatine woo. 35(1.2699
otter 4 P.M. and week ends.
nationally
LESSONS,
DRUM
1,1101014 drummer. Group or pri.
vote. 259 1773

Men or Worm n
Fit 1p Worth d Worm it

199 King Slicer
439-0286

26
30

Ft/JIM FL/1111,11111U,

47

Furnoture

Industrial Prop. rty
(To RI III)

83

In Mel/1/111am

5

Inver stint tit Propor ty

90

Landscaping
Lanes PEI-ural, Business
Lost and Found

50
65
13

Miser Humerus
Merchandise.
Mobile Horne s

32
98

van able doing Janitorial

work.

Motorcycle s and Scooters 111
55

Musical InstrumEnts
Nursery Schools

Child Care
Office. Furniture Di vices

69
56

Personals

14

Rc at Estate Apt Budding
Reed Estute Bus Property

85

Ro ul Estate Houses
Resort Pt opor tits For Solt

86

7o
B1

To Rent Re sort Prop. ernes

79
77

STOCK ROOM CLERK

week.

flour
benefits.
48

All

Contact
MR. JENKINS

fringe

894.1966

Plus Benefits:

pany will provide you with

Free Hospitalization

first hand knowledge of why
we are the best and fastest
growing pharmacy chain in

Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Bonus Plan

personal, confidential In-

SYSTEMS

Elk Grove Village

CALL MR. SCHENK

CHICAGO OSCO

and potential, call us at 383.
for
terview.
5633

a

confidential

in-

EXCELLENT

DRUG STORES
1515 N. Harlem
Oak Park

.

CONTACT:

Mrs. Maicke
For. Interview
Appointment

FLEXOGRAPHIC

301 W. South St.

SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS

Top pay for experienced man.

FULL OR PART TIME

TOWER PACKAGING, INC.

Call Don Weidner

An Equal Opportunity Employer

2001 E. Davis

537-2512 - after 5 p.m..

SECURITY GUARDS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

N.W. SUBURBS OR CHICAGO

responsible lab in

Arl. His.
439-6000

GROVE,

FULL TIME
Excellent Working Conditions

1090 S. Milwaukee Ave.

C

255-8400

WALLEN-FINE
FURNITURE

rhesit the first insertionof

150 W. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect

Melt advertisement and in-

Across Train Randhurst

case of error to notify the

st

0

GROW! NG

T

NEEDS MEN

Stock Keepers

Shippers
Receivers
Packers
Custodians

M

0
T

(Days & Nights)

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BUTLER

I

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

We ore a progressive manufacturer and are in need of additional experienced

R

and MECHANICAL

ELECTRO

ASSEMBLERS

L

WE HAVE

CHALLENGING AND NON -ROUTINE
ASSIGNMENTS
EXCELLENT SALARIES

BENEFITS:

Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Excellent Working
Conditions

0
L

Low Cost Medical and
Life Insurance

Profit Sharing

RAPID ADVANCEMENT
PROFIT SHARING
FREQUENT OVERTIME

APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

CALL US AND SEE

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR A CHANGE!
The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadnws.

ASSEMBLERS

Dishwasher

of
department
cla4;ftest
anc4'..In' order that correction'
tie mode In the event of.

1365 I FF ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

CONTACT
OPERATIONS DEPT.

AVIATION

MOTOROLA

.

M

FURNITURE

APPLY MR. FINE

Chicago, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

WE

-: --)

warehouse,
Good Pay -Good Working
Conditions

SUNBEAM CORP.

week plus blilye Loeueni..

O'Hare Field

.

.

.

a

.:\4

STORE MAN

re-

position

with opportunity for ad-

Wheeling, It.

OR ANY DAY AT
Rm. 508
510 N. Dearborn

733 Lee Street
827-4411

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE
CHECK YOUR ADM
AdvirtIsers are requested to,

quests. Challenging

vancement. Start $108 a

Des Plaines

(255-7200)

process fuel and service

PRE FININSH METALS, INC.

First National

For general work in store and

Subsidiary of

Register arriving aircraft,

CLAYTON HOUSE

ARE

An equal opportunity employer

General Molded Products, ins-.

High school graduate.

HOURS: 9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

2111 E. Pratt Blvd, Elk Grove Village, 111.60007
SUBURBAN
CHICAGO
439.2210
Ext. 42
625-3750

APPLY

Bank of

Apply in person at

SERVICE

PLEASE CALL, WRITE OR VISIT US AT

.

MAINTENANCE MAN

NOW IN EFFECT!

CUSTOMER

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1st ONLY

LAB TECHNICIAN
PRODUCTION SCHED. TRAINEE
JANITOR, 2nd Shift

with experience

CALL JIM GEISLER
DAYS 824-2181
EVES 823-1712

WEEKDAYS 8.30 to 3 30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

253-9042

SLITTER HELPER

WILL TRAIN

INCREASE

See Market Manager

AGENT

SI IIPPING I 'ELVER
MAINTENANCE HELPER

Insor. & Bonus Plan
1st year earn
58,000 or more
Earnings increase

SA

Male or Female
top wages

company recruiter, Mr. Catlin interviewing

YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPENINGS:

Work moor. 12 nia.o year

25c - 30c

Full or Part Time

Come in and see if you can't be placed on the
job of your choice. The Kane Service will have

Top Wages
Free Insurance with Major Med.
Paid Holidays & Vacations
Free Uniforms, Incl. Laundering

NEW

MEAT DEPT.

PLAINES,

DES

PART TIME openings weekends or as a 2nd job
if hours are agreeable to your own job.

WE OFFER:

Looking for 111011 to learn
light Construction work.

DES PLAINESIN

SKOKIE,

signed.

become scarce?

LLJI,JS I RUL...11UN VVURI.

_OR

GLENVIEW,

NORTHLAKE, or CHICAGO. Varied shifts available. No criminal record. American citizens, age
21 or older, 5 feet 6 inches or taller. Able bodied
as tours must be made of premises where as-

Are You "Up -Tight" For a Good Job?

LIGHT

IS WAITING FOR YOU!

404 E. Rand Rd.

Arlington Heights

applicants will be assigned to plants in MORTON

May we suggest that you join our growing family
before the labor market "breaks open" and jobs

1117 E. Algonquin,

JEWEL FOOD STORE

the interest ng field of security work. Qualified

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Masten Corp.

392-9300

Now is the time to get set on a FULL TIME job in

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
Wheeling
1150 S. Willis

tool department

255-7200

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINE

Wheeling, Ill.

1150 S. Willis

COME IN OR CALL

3.6100, bit. 227

Management
Trainee

DAYS

MR. MATHESON

Arlington Hts.

School District 25

1111111111L

Des Plaines

414 S. Golf Road

2nd SHIFT

537-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT

LINES FOR

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

FRINGE
BENEFITS

Free Training

SCHOOL

MIL

SEE MR. SCHMITT

industry.

26 -Help Wanted Mena Women

We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit shoring.

CUSTODIAN

-

COME IN PERSON AFTER 4:30 P.M.

PRESSMAN

1000 Busse Rd. (RTE. 83)

purchasing mid material com

A.

.

Days

MACHINE OPERATORS
FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

*CAFETERIA

AIR CONDITIONED

CALL 259-0740
Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

nocuitto

errbrner om4ston, the 'news-i.

paper will to responsible for.
ONLY
the first intattett'
triserfron and only to the extent of the spate that,the ad
requires. Errors. will be
retitlfied by tepObIlegtion
for et* insertion,

PHONE 255-7200

ing more about our growth

.

298-5019

tram for

Saturdays,

If you ore interested in learn.

dependable men to work porn
time in food preparation and
service for our 2 Des Plaines
units. Meals and uniforms provided.

MEN WANTED

Pei swine' Consultarils

B2

9 to 9 weeinleys 1 9 to 12'

TRAINEE
Fine opportunity for a
young ambitious man to
begin a sales career in
electronic components

manager.

carry -out

6 MONTHS 360 COBOL

M.I.S. BUSINESS

Only sincere applicants desiring full time
work, looking for a real future, need apply.

312-639-2361

DRUG STORES
1515 N. Harlem

salary and good clean working conditions.

SALES

PART TIME

Holiday Inn

MINIMUM EXPERIENCE

102
92
42

fens are accepted by photo,.,

McDONALD'S

*interested in earning in excess of $11,000 as a store

APPLY TODAY

We offer a liberal pension plan, excellent

An equal opportunity employer

ingenuity

400 Lee Street

CHICAGO OSCO

PROGRAMMERS

18

Wour (hack your ads and
NARY vs at ante t erreet

DIRECTOR CO.
1865 Miner St. Des Plaines
827-6111

'wanting to develop at your
own rate and by using your

lerview at your convenience.

If you are tired of listening to big promises

that never come true and if you want to work
for a company with a future, see

routine environment

Mon. Ilia) Fri,
I pin - 5 pm ONLY
297.4097
1101 Oakton Street

Insurance

the Midwest.

Ook Park

Young man 25 to 30 years,
college degree preferred, to

296

Excellent Storting Salary

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE

a

DAYS OR EVENINGS
$2.00 PER HOUR

If you'd rather, call me, Uniforms Furnished

and

91

To Rent Miscellaneou,

Wonted To Buy
Wonted To Ro it

and visit with either
registered pharmacist. Their

119

To Rent Houses

Vocutoon Places

neighborhood Osco Drug
Shore

1

APPLY IN PERSON

'desirous of a position with

restaurant chain needs neat

(prefrob/y over 50 years)

a.m. No experience nec-

ployee benefits.

George Tkocz, R.Ph. at - 383-

HARDWARE SALES CLERK

Reel Estate Vacant
96
Real Effete Wonted
Rooms Dowd
70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Generic Sale 31
Situations Wonted Mr n 21
Situations Wanted
22
Women
74
To Rent Apart nit nts
To Rent Business Profit rty 78
To Rent Furnished
73
Apartments

To Rent, Stores, Offices
Trove'
Trucks Traders

If so, stop into your

NIGHTS ONLY
FULL TIME ONLY

men with'the following

'wanting an active, non -

largest

JANITOR

essary. Top salary and em-

MEN PART TIME

America's

227

Modern printing plant and
publishing office. 4:30 p.m.
to

you are
*pursuing or possessing
college education

WAREHOUSE HELP

St.

MEN AND WOMEN

5633 and we con orange a

94
95
88

Loans Mortgage s

BELLMEN

W.
South
3-6100,
Ext.

area,

an intrepreneuriol atmosphere
*interested in public contact

Paid Vocation

Call 827.7800
From 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Reed Estute-

Real Estate Siren,

makes Chicago Osco Drug the

Public Schools
District 25

of our successful store

HOUSEMEN

Would you like to know what

Metropolitan

qualities and feel that they
would be interested in us. If

Rand Rd.,
Des Plaines
827-3111

candid evolution of the Com-

PART TIME
Permanent employment

23

Instruction

OSCO DRUG

CL

managers, we are looking for

MOTORS, INC.

Needs

REGISTERED

Due to post growth (69 stores
opened in 7 years) and projected future expansion in the

Based on the characteristics

LADENDORF

Chicago?

PART TIME . .1:30 P.M. ro 7:30
P.M. Monday obi ei Friday.
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

liotlp Worm el

PHARMACISTS

finest pharmacy operation in

24 Help Wanted Men

CLEAN UP

The New
Elk Grove Village
HOLIDAY INN

301

we are in the market for management candidates.

New and Used Car

1628

10

Arlington Heights

value.

Chicago

26 -Help Wanted Men or WG--en

26 -Help Waited Men or Women

Hospitalization
employment.
and medical insurance.

If so, we could he of mutual

for

411 N. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

40 hour week. Year round

-

8 MEN
Full or Part Time

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

539.7672

in Your FUTURE?

Arlington Heights

good working conditions. Pro.
fit sharing plan, paid vacations, hospitalization. No age
limit.
Apply in Person

CUSTODIAN

Is MANAGEMENT

Days - 40 hr. week

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

17

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

Start earning Christmas
money now.

MANAGEMENT --RETAIL

SCHOOL
9US COMPANY
PHONE 439.0923
3040 S. Busse Rd.

Steady work, good pay and

PART TIME

rvu. ()laden? 16

CALL 437-3990

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hts, III.

BOWLER needed WedmiteinixeEl;

66

Business Services

with company benefits.

ARLINGTON INN

14 -Personals

SERVICES

6,111111 ss SI

reliable, 6 day week, $150
a week.
Apply in person

Short Runs
Good Pay
School Ratites Available also
COOK COUNTY

Page 7

Tuesday, October 29. 1968

SCHOOL

...---.Ybung teens

3 shifts 7..a.m. - 3 p.rn, 3 p.m.
- 11 p.m.. I I p.m.- 7 o.rn.

warehouse duties. New plant
located in Elk Grove Village,

Mature over 30, sober,

Now Hiring Boys

BUS DRIVERS
FULL TIME

delivery in city and
suburbs, including general
Light

MAN

Vail, Ad. VII, CI 3.5259

39

Building Materials

YOUNG MAN

DRIVER AND

MAINTENANCE

Arl. its. Reward. 253.7438.
calico kitten, 6 rnos.,
Lost:
feinole, strayed Tues. Vic. S.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost and Found

4 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

ENGINEERING

.

CALL

ciGENERAL TIME

Please call Miss Gaffke

MOTOROLA

437-5400

:Algonquin and Meacham Roads

2375 Estes Avenue

255-7200

COMPANY /

Elk Grove Village

We ore located close to O'Hare and can be easily
reached via expressway.

Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

Progress in the World of Time

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equbl Opportunity Employer

11.0"towary....,..0..m.rmrdrrmrnm,,11,...../110.

I HE DAY
Tuesday, October 29, 1968

Page 8

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 Help Wanted Men or Womcn

MEN OR WOMEN vrith cur for
light delivery work Good cure
inns paid daily Phone Mr Han
nay 2$9 5350

DRIVER WANTED

Earn $100 or more a Month
Local manufacturer needs a

product

dealer. Guaranteed
line. Excellent future.

For Nursery School Bus, 4 hours
a day. 255-7335

call 692-4281

NO COMPUTER

SMALL PLANT

EXPERIENCE?

MAINTENANCE

YOU CAN STILL EARN
UP TO
$130 wk --FREE

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

DIV./O'HARE

ENGINEER

DesPlaines

on the helmet and grab the
for

wheel

top

a

flight

-

automotive specialist firm;
they wont men who can

Supervise a ono.; forte of nice
curd Woolen handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shunt:.
Great opportunity to move into

develop into Chief Test
Call

Drivers.

Miller

Rick

cct and coordinate tooling and
machine processes. Manage,
men! responsibilities will include tool, die, process, onil
plant engineering. mechanical
design and improvement,
equipment procurement, and
Excellent
nraining program.
location, full benefits and rapid
promotion.

SERVICE
To $9000 to Start. Free

at

827.7706, HALLMARK, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.

righer, mageinent
or Sales.
n
Cull Frank Victor of 827.7706,

DRAFTING

HALLMARK PERSONNEL,

DESIGN?

NEW START

control panels and systems for

LOOK TO THE

PERSONNEL, INC.

FUTURE!!

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

$450-$480 FREE

DES PLAINES

this dynornic suburban f inn.Work

right under the Chief and promote to Design Engineer!

ENGINEERING/
O'HARE

THE BRUNING TALENT SCOUTS

declares, learning to ,pperate
various types of modorn equipment. Advance to Tool Roan

CALL 296-1043

Foreman!

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

SEARCHING for YOU!

you

there
ambition,
studded" opportunities
and

CIGARETTE

for

you

at

experience

BRUNING

CALL 296-1043

your

customers

-

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

* Press Brake Operator &

eir

to assume training position

Set Up

nnendotions, do field investigating and make -reports and no commendations, plus many,
more responsibilities
toonly

$600-$800
You will be completely norm
ed in layout and design by
If

*Welders -Arc
*Paint Sprayers

without equal anywhere. YOu
will leorn to analyze financial
statements and make recom.

TRAINEES

one

of

firms.

loco/

!coding

o mimeos, to mention. This

you have hod any electri-

unquestionably your finest
cessful
preparation, for a
business career. Callsuc for details.

cal or Ince hanicol exposure
this is for you. College helpful.

Should You Learn
Accounting? Start in
Accounting

WIDE

* Paper Wrappers

*Uti I ity Men
*Hand Screw Machine Oper.
& Set Up

Managem't
Training Program

298-5021

$650-$675 + No Fee

PERSONNEL, INC.

Outstanding opportunity for
you to get your career started
with a leader company. You
will be lemming while you're
ecirning as you advance to vir-

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

level

tually any

DES PLAINES

you desire.

TUITION AID program allows

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

* Packers

you to return) to school FREE if

you wish. NO experience nec-

*Shear Operator
* Shear Operator & Set Up

eSSary this

Three other convenient locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL

Unparalleled growth
potential. Cull today for deistence.

449-8070
815.338.

tails.

Become an IBM
Programmer!
$125 Week + Free

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

No experience necessary. One

a thousand jobs with

in

AUTOMATIC

mediate reword and great potential. This company pays for
your complete programming
training which will irtnce you
an expert in this key function
PLUS they will never allow
you to stop learning. You will

FED UP
FOREMEN
$600 - $1,000

INCREASES
Finest Program of Employee Benefits
in the Northwest Chicagoland Area.
-4

Now Interviewing-Monday-

FREE

Taking the blame while your
boss gets credit? Move to a
company that will treat you
like the Management Mon
you are. You'll fit one of the

continue to

IMMEDIATE HIRING!
High School Grad to
Learn Purchasing
$7,200-7,800 No Fee
experience necessary. A
top Chicago corporation is offering you a wonderful chance
No

827-7706,
Northwest

start a highly successful
career in its purchasing department. You will be Comto

Hwy., Des Mines.

Friday 8 AM -4:15 PM

Tuesdays 'Tit 8 PM

pletely trained front the ground

floor up. Initially your job will
be to reorder basic supplies

MANAGEMENT

for all departments. Eventually
you will be responsible for millions of dollars in purchases.
No finer opportunity for a successful career exists anywhere.
Call today.

TRAINEE
This is the fastest moving train.
inn program available today. A

You can be a Bruning

Talent Scout too -Once Hired we Pay You

High School education is resupervision,
quired.
Learn
how to hire and fire. Advance
as quickly, as you are qualified. Suburban location.

WIDE

to help us RECRUIT

SMALL OFFICE

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

Be the focal point of this plush

NO STENO $550

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.

nllag.

nicitionwide
functions.

necessary for you to check the
vohdity of methods, techniques, and results in relation
to problems, goals, etc. You
will be the center around which

this dept. will operate. A most
challenging position! Advance

Three other convenient locations to serve you
629.6770
449.8070
815-338.

its

You will be its statistician! You

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

LOMBARD, ILL

this large,
inn

will be responsible for coordinating all projects. It will be

DES PLAINES

into mgmt. as you progress.

be available to assist you.

at 827.7706, HALL-

Roberts

MARK

380

PERSONNEL,

and settle automobile claims
in the Chicago area for a major
casualty company. In addition
to a fine company training program, you get the added benefit of working on your own with,
out direct supervision. No previous

exp. needed. No Fee.

Call today.

Safety Inspector
Trainee - $8,400 +
Car
This is one of the most interest-

ing jobs available. You will be
trained to inspect offices, factories, stores, cornmerciol arid
hl rite heildinDm
of the safety code. You will determine if building improvements are 'necessary or if fire
hazards exist. If they are present, your lob will Inc to see
they are corrected immediately. No previous experience required. Chicago tern.

be available to assist you.

NO FEE.

TO $565 MONTH
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

PERSONNEL

have constant public contact,

Mannheim,
Des Homes, ill

PUBLIC CONING I-

& action' You'll get to know sup.
pliers, learn to amulet mcoeriols,
get quotes, Sample, Type pun.

Mount Prospect

for

Sole

Mgr. of

trainees $450

the news. FREE!

IVY

growth

this

in

Co. has

just

been fantastic and it is without comparison! For ktr;Itrrnployees this has meant much
better than overage growth to
rngmt. To start you will be extensively trained'in all areas

Full Charge
Bookkeeper

top executive of well
known funs. Will have executive

responsibilities, private office,
all benefits and unlimited po.
fernier!. Mutt have good skills
annul ability to handle import

IHiuoiris
Muenheee

ant visitors.

Des Flames, In

O'Hare Office Bldg.

LITE TYPING
$490 MO.

WEST PERSONNEL

at Mannheim

PARKER
MT. PROSPECT

253.6600

$500 MONTH

office, where

and contact. Free.
Miss Paige
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

cel/ent salary. SEE OR CALL

PARKER
MT. PROSPECT

253-6600

DODGE
IN DES PI AirArs

answers to their travel questions.
Its oll.public-contact1009e. of.
the -time. You'll just love it <Ind

HOSTESS
(Night)
Apply in person
See hir.Coscici

CI Item

2 PM

DES PLAINES

$575 MO.

Shorthand corn be very light

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONS

for just an occasional memo.
You'll be the private secy to
one of the nicest executives

No medical experience reg'd.

suburban firm. Free.

enjoy meeting and talking to

at this well regarded

HOLIDAY INN
3405 Algonquin Rd
Rolling Meadows

If you have a neat appearance, light typing and

e o p l a, this young

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

neighborhood doctor will

966.0701.
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

ans. phones, greet

BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL $460
COMPLETE TRAINING

Doctor specializes in kids. You'll

be his receptionist. Welcome
everyone into office. Help mornmins keep little ones happy rib
Doctor is ready. Office is never
really jammed. Set opals. so that

nobody waits too long. Doctor
will train. MUST type for bills &

completely train you as
receptionist.

You'll

SLEEPY TIME GAL

learn to
Patients,

Are Your Evenings
Free?

schedule appronts. so the
doctor's schedule is nester

Hours 6 to 9

overcrowded. $116 week to

start with excellent raise
when trained and periodic
increases thereafter. Free.
Miss Paige
394.0880
9 S. Donlon
Arlington Heights
9660700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove
30 -Help Wanted Women

$2.25 An Hour

CALL MRS. SNYDER

296-6640, After 1 p.m.

2ND COOK
WANTED
DAYS
MON.-SAT.
8 AM - 2 PM
FEMALE
MR. GUS'
RESTAURANT

receptionist
NURSES WANTED

office

298-6983 nil 3 p.m.
824-6431 aft. 3 p.m.

in Des Plaines

1111 So. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts., Ill.

In Downtown Mt. Prospect

956-1115

File Clerk
$400 FREE

298-5021

Wide

Scar' iflivjgins 8.
58,188188.11

PERSONNEL

Des Flames P

DES

Plaines.

girls for temporary telephone
work in our office. Pleasant,
dignified, good earnings. Im-

To work in Nursing Horne

new

PLAINES DAY by relephorie.
Pleasant mar conditioned of.
lice located downtown Des

HOUSEWIVES & HIGH SCHOOL

doctor's

the

Represent

mediate employment. Phone Mr.
Hannay
259-5350

Average Typing
Able to Greet Patients
Make Appointments, etc.

PUBLIC

824.7151

chic outfits & help people find

starting salary
$433 a month

A

Call Mr. Spielman
far appointMent

tickets, cancellations. You'll Wear

LIGHT STENO

DES PLAINES

and data processing procedure while you earn an ex-

desired but will
train qualified person. Modern
office.
Experience

reservations, confirming, selling

1.196 MINER, 297-3535

IVY
1496 MINER, 297-3535

$450 MO.

TRAINING PROGRAM! You'll
learn all about making plane

ALL FREE TO YOU!
IVY

PERSONAL
SECRETARY

things. That's all. He'll show you
the rest. NorthWest. Free!

No exp. nec. You will learn all
phases of IBM key punching

BILLER

NEW CAR AGENCY

or.:.

melees. PLENTY OF BENEFITS,

position for low

pressure friendly

CL 9-3850

you're part of this famous

Pc.lrje

VARIETY
GENERAL OFFICE

permanent positions.

people you work with! Typing or
any other skills is in your favor
bur taster pay raises & you'll ger
to take longer vacations when,

10.100 W. Higgins

get bored on.

ortInand necessary, 8:30

A.M. to 5 P.M. Possibility of

the people you meet and the

298-5051

GENERAL OFFICE

Age is open, we have an outstanding firm which is seeking
to hire a young lady who has
light typing Skills to 35 Wprn
to do light General Clerical
duties. This is a variety position and one that you will not

s

comes into this famous airline foe
reservations or into. You will get
in on MARVELOUS COMPLETE

To

298-5021

fast accurate typist.

to handle anyone who calls

$6001

$525 FREE

117 S. Emerson

TEMPORARY

Stenographer

Personable young ladies wonted

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

DES PLAINES

KEYPUNCH

haps more stocks and bonds
business than any other Chi.
cago based organization. The

PHONE 392-1420

FAST PROMOTIONS!
FAST PAY RAISES!
FREE TRAVEL PRIVILEGES!

IVY
1496 MINER, 297.3535
DES PLAINES

-

transacts per-

record keeping.

Mt. Prospect ad agency needs

leases. Moot & work with all the
folks who keep this company in

ch.

1496 MINER, 297.3535

Trn.

firm

clude typing, filling rind

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

airlines
hiring

chase orders. $100 Free.

neighborhood

be

work

weekday mornings in a small
office located in Arlington
Heights. Responsibilities in-

Miss Paige

bout new products, ad Can,.
paigns, issue & clip press re-

Suburban finny lake letters

NW Toy mfr. Lots of phone work.

Very

for whom you'll

the receptionist. Light typing
and a pleasing personality
qualify, Free,

to

needed

Secretory

SECY $575
You'll work

GENERAL OFFICE
Expansion of our Midwestern

sales and distribution office
has

created

an

interesting

and diversified general office

position. Applicant should
have some typing experience

Designed for Ex -GI's
$7,800-$8,400 Free
One of the longest and finest
Corporations in America has
designed an executive development program tailored to
individuals with Around Forces training. You will find this
program ideal for you if you
ore ambitious and eager to
reach a

holmes & assoc.

RELATIONS

Randhurst Office, Upper Level
have an outgoing
personality and really like
If

you

people, you will enjoy working with us doing public con-

tact work, with top firms in

the ores. Full time with

career management opportunities. Base,
while representing:

incentive,

supervisory. position

Immediate hiring. Call today
for details.

FINANCIAL FIRM

SWITCHBOARD

You'll greet clients, investors,
visitors, into lovely reception

OPERATOR
Mature Woman Only

GENERAL

direct

Monday Thru Friday

OFFICE

them to proper office or of-

4 P.M. to II P.M.
439-5522 after 7 P.M.

time, then

all

public contact

start. Free,

Teller
$433 FREE

Wide(^

966.0700

A

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

299-3777

Miss Paige
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

A

perform a

NICHOLSON

FULL & PART TIME
Wary plus Commission

position that regs. light typing and the ability to handle
the public. $475 month to

Ce1/4LL NOW ...

desire to

variety of duties.

RECEPTION
FOR LARGE

ficer. An

34 S. Main Street
Mt: Prospect, III.

and a

BEAUTY OPERATORS

3 S. Wolf Rd, Prospect Hts.

pointment

availABILITY

rate. No experience necessary.

2nd Ffoo
2531660e

392-2700

Suite 23A

area, inquire as to their ap-

fast. Top salary increases for
you as you advance Ma rapid

259-6440

117 So. Emerson

people
394-08130

SECRETARY

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

purchasing

nice

greeter for this excellent suburban, firm you'll

ficial

lovely office surroundings

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

117 S. Emerson

PART rum:

receptionist and of-

Free.

an Opening for a girl with
accts. pay. or accts, rec. exp.

and a group of professional

Learn

PERSONNEL

the

As

298-5021

$500-$785 + Free
This

25 S. Main St.
Mt Prospect, III CL 3.1085

Excellent local mfg. firm has

9 S. Damon

Learn & Earn

isr

Kirchhoff Insurance
Agcy.

$125 WEEK

SWBD-RECPT

Investment Mgmt.
one of the largOur client
est brokerage firms -. is known
to many as "where the action

EXPERIENCE
With typing, 5 days,
8:30 AM to 5 PM

PEOPLE
GREETER

FIGURES

ing and much public phone

Investigator

INSURANCE

hours a day. A counselor will

tasks, that includes some typ-

No exper. required. Great job
for 575, company can, and all
expenses. Young vet who enjoys variety. Excellent future.

GENERAL

1

DES PLAINES

you'll do a variety of clerical

Field

824-4919

1496 MINER, 297.3535

Call Des Plaines anytime 24

Wide,

You will be trained to odjust

FOR INTERVIEW APPT.

IVY

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

PARKER

'

3200

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Claim Adjuster
Trainee $500 +
Car + Expenses

statements, receptionist, operating room cure. Typing desirable, but not essential Pleasant surroundings, extras. Salary commensurate with ability.

other aril will we!
n erne vistfors into nearby smiles
offices, answer phones, typo.
inivOnC es, keep track of solesimin
messages. You'll 1,11E11 in gin
011,c1S done! Free

You and

ments, handle customer service and keep things running
s m o o t lily . Army light ex
perience qualifies. Call Jon

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
679.6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449.8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
1315.338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

Like Working
Outdoors? Start as a

Top Mgmt. Program

corp.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL

10.100 W. Higgins
of Marmite,

DES PLAINES

C3

needs a person with
AMBITION
$780-$850 + NO
assist

PERSONNEL, INC.

Complete fronting in oil phonself
es Will mold you into
confident expert inn all product
lines. For details, call TODAY!

required for rngmt. After training you will quickly move to the
area of your choice. Grow to
middle mgrnt. rapidly. Terrific growth potential.

You will be expertly trained to

g298-5021

corporations.

finest

nation's

tInir,

NOW - NEW
POSITION
MARKETING DEPT.

FEE

TOP PEOPLE

Mt. Prospect, III.
1800 W Central
(Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.)

this
hir-

ing. ALL SCHOOLING FREE.

ings to assure you the kind of
conditions we know you want.
Call Dorn Morton,
380
HALLMARK,

progress in

great career. Immediate

spots we have in machine shop
assembly inspection, tool room
maintenance, etc. and you'll
once again enjoy going to
work. We screen your job open-

eer, representing one of

is your best °imp,

tunny to go through one Of the
firmest training programs in ex-

....629-6770

HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

desirable.

SECRETARY

Experience
consist of

Plaines.
Duties

Des

In

Jr,

WEST PERSONNEL

EXPENSES
program is unquestionably your finest opportunity to
break into a successful car.

ASSISTANT

[nubile contact. Des Plaines ur

NO SHORTHAND

Wide

This

DENTAL

typist who enjoys variety rind

To $125 a WK. FREE

$475 FREE

College training in accounting
and/or finance will enable you

00

busy variety position,. Womb.,
lot opportunity fur accurate

O'Hare Office Bldg

298-5021

Gal Friday

No Fee

a 15 Milwaukee Av., Glenview.
Phone 729-1999. II mile N. of
Golf Mill).

298-5051

up.

DRAFTING

*Chemical Mixer -Helpers
* Turret Lathe Operators &

tail and figure work

Miss Paige

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

phasing personality. nice ap.
,),Ilt111C0 and convenient car.
loll, nrite or phone for time for
PathwayProducts,

customer rolls and
up letters fru'. writ
ten notes. Also interesting do

ii.pinnis 7.

Lk..., cro,,..,

PERSONNEL

be available to assist you.

Country's Finest
Sales Training
Program! $600-$700
No Fee + CAR +

quirements: flair for housework,

Handle
fallow

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des Plaines.

at 8277706,
Fronk
Victor
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

Set Up

Wide
SCAPel

5425-575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

Train to Investigate
New Stock Issues
$700-$800 Mo.

Christmas money. Our re

Des flames. III

$500

DES PLAINES

WIDE

No traveling - no night work.

WE DESPERATELY NEED:

neighborhood and community in
your spare time, afternoons and

GIRL FRIDAY

General Office

3200

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815.338.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.

operote in your own

evenings. We train and guide
you. Start now and !nuke your

PERSONNEL

IVY

Call Jan Roberts at 827-7706,

5 day week. Do the job and
you may be area Sales Mgr.
within 3 years. High School
is enough. Wear a business
suit for interview. Oh yes free smokes, of course! Ask

economical, useful and essential
home care products used every
day in every hone. Dignified
workno ivestment-you can

298-5021

Wide

1496 MINER, 297-3535

$433 Free
298-5021

just keep

stocked

homes of a new of very

FREE!

tic,.

chief chemist in research and
development for thee new lino.
ducts. Suburban loccmon
lion res., unlimited OppOrtun.

necessary.

Protected territory

$450 FREE

of f ice. Schedule appoint-

1968 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing
No

Key Punch Operator

GIRL FRIDAY $480

3200

2720 Des Plaines Av.. Des Plaines

SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE

"star-

are

ENGINEERING/
O'HARE

TRAINEE

experience

talent,

have

298-5021

You'll Ice fully trained in all tool
room and "'machine shop pro

DesPlarnes

2720DesPloinesAv.

trained by

be

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

$700-$800 FREE

Layout and design of various

IVY

1.196 MINER, 2973535

ART STUDIO

PERSONNEL, INC.

Northwest Hwy, Des Plaines.

READY FOR

If

WIDE

380

will

You

practicial background to di,

CUSTOMER

Dealers wanted ID Make group
demonstrations and- displays in

invoices. Really learn! Free

Artistt,mOgazine illustrators,eartoonists, .all come here to have
jobs done or to see what's new!
You'll greet everyone. Show them
"Po studio. General office work.

$800 FREE

We are seeking a clegrood ex.
pertenced engineer with Ore

Adventures opportunity open

you have a clean driver's

LAB TECH

TO $15,000

CALL 296-1043

license and a DD214. Buckle

CHEMICAL

Plenums.

MANUFACTURING

HOUSEWIVES

Spore time work - your own boss.

DES PLAINES

MARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,
Des

hours. 439.8412, CL 9.1263

Assist head bookkeeper with
A / 12, A . P, payroll Type checks,

Mnnnhmi,ie
Des Plaines IL

PERSONNEL

_

Car necessary, make your own

FIGURES $440

e,298-5021

Li/

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

MONEY NOW!

LIKE

$450 FREE

Wide

parry without previous top spot OM p 0) Jeoce. Coll Our,
Morton at 827-7706, HALL-

start NO FEE
if

Jr. Bookkeeper

bus.

rr.vni

more.
Call Cl. 3-3663, offer 6 p.m.

COMPUTER
2720DesP/oinesAv.

$150 wk. to

info you:

gut

Ines, Con be developed !Mu
a $15,000 u year income on

man can be chief in tins von,

disc system and some unit record
equipment.

TEST DRIVERS

015 to

Good cull -around month:nonce

Years Of experience aren't requisites for this profitable posi.
tionl Trainees are welcome to
begin operations on the 360-30

EX G.I.

are

EARN CHRISTMAS

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

PART TIME

30-1Ie1p Wanted Women

20 -Employment Agencies Women

28 -Employment Agencies Women

261Ielp Wanted Men or Women

21 -Employment Agencies Men

21 -Employment Agencies Men

26 Help Wanted Men or Women

6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

PERSONNEE

To

assist

general
typing.

Office Manager in
office

duties.

298-5021

1517 Ellinwood
De.. Plaines

S(Hupp," a
Mannheim)

827-2131

Des H.,,,,,10

No

1111, DAN'

Payroll Assistant

Wide,

Mannheim)
Des Plaines Ill

PERSONNEL

Wide
sew (Higgins &

Mannheim/

Reception
NURSING

$425 FREE

ASSISTANTS

Wide,

Hours open Will train
Contact Mrs Chopin

(Higgins &
Mannheim

827 6628

PERSONNEL

Des Plaines., III

Interesting

OPERATORS

clerical

varied

-

no experience
time
necessary Apply now
Full

APPLY IN PERSON

BENEFITS

MOLDED PRODUCTS

an

individual

Primary

meet

equipment

inspection

METHODE MFG.CORP
1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

Rolling Meadows

TYPING S. SHORTHAND SKILLS

AND PLEASANT MANNER A
MUST

APPLY NOW

0

BEELINE
FASHIONS

T

380 Meyer Rd
Bensenville
PO 6-2250
INTERVIEWING HOURS
8 p m.
Mon - Fri 8 30 a m

Saturday till 11 am

M

° Line Wirers & Solderers

Inserters
Cafeteria Attendants

0
0

0
R

BENEFITS:

R

ROUNDINGS, CONGENIAL

Life Insurance

A

Profit Sharing

leented darn to O'Hare and
can be Andy reached via expressway

$10; 20" bike $10
Drafting table $20; opt. ref rig
1/32 scale road racing set w/extra accesories $20.
Sclextrex

Coll 966-0935 after 5.

Pays To Be Right Girl -

hine cleaned or repaired. 20 yrs.
exp. work guaranteed.
FL 8-6947

inated suit, sz 16. 299-0631

2 bed.

room apartment sub -let, $210.50
month. 437-6697 after 5 pm
bedrrn.
Arl. Hts. unfurnished
1st floor apt. Air cond., wall&
terrace
to-wall carpeting,

pool $175. 259.9239 aft. 6 pm
Des Plaines, 3 room apt. 2 blocks

to train. $150 per month, 11 or
16 month lease. 827-1117, ask for

2.6 young children. Must have
own car. $50-5100 per week.
392-0870

1605 - Apt. A, and 1611 - Apt.
A, N. Arlington Hts. Rd. 3 bed-

rooms, 2 baths, family room,

basement, fully
air-conditioned, dishwasher,

4 poster double bed, complete;
4 tires, 8.55.14, like new plus

STOLTZNER
BLDG. CORP.

snow

Sat

tires;

portable

type-

range, refrigerator, disposal.

No pets. Shown by appointment only.

BA .332 I Jul 45Y -430U

etc guitar & amp. 259-1842

Like new Town & Country snow
tires 845x15 sacrifice. Like new
Ward's 18" silent push lawnmower half price; Reel type

power mower best offer. 3922232 aft. 7:10
For information about the FINEST

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PREMIER

SHOWING

JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359-3200

PUMPKINS
CORN STALKS

Monthly ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET
Grand Opening -Sunday, December 8 -mark your calendorll
Antiques, gifts of ever-increasing value, collectables & stuff.

GARAGE & BAKE SALE

Oct. 30, 10 am to 2 pm
108 N. Holten, Mt. Prospect

-

These are the thongs you can expect from a job at Beeline.

RUMMAGE SALE - Nov. 2, Sat.
10
to 5 P.M. 1486 Oakton,
Des Plaines.

IN OUR MODERN ORDER PROCESSING DEPT. there are such pleasant lobs as:

Garage Sole: 12 families, Sot.
Nov.

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS

STOCK COUNTERS

PRINTING FILE CLERKS

ORDER FILLERS

2,

9-6 pm, 320 N.

Pine,

at Gregory, Mt. Prospect

Garage Sale. Oct. 30, 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. Misc. i ems. 2015 Verde
Dr. Arlington Fits.

EXCHANGE PROCESSORS
These are clean, lite easy to learn jobs that require no previous experience. IN OUR OFFICE, opportunities exist for

CUSTOMER SERVICE CORRESPONDENT
EXPERIENCED KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

SECRETARY TO PERSONNEL MGR.

SALES PROMOTION CLERK TYPIST
Our employees enjoy on excellent benefit program including a generous discount on our beautiful
fashions A cash Christmas bonus, free profit shoring & a low cost hospitalization plan.

TWELVE /OAKS
Luxurious Apartments
on Spring Lake

Why not stop by today to discuss the advantages of putting yourself in the Beeline picture.

THE NICEST PEOPLE WORK AT BEELINE FASHIONS

I, 9-5

pm, 217 S. Wille, Mt. Prospect.
furs, playpen, toys, records,
& misc.

HEATED Garage Sale, Ladies El
girls winter coots, childrens
clothes, typwtr, desk, refrid,
tricycle & much misc. Nov 1 & 2
1081 Prospect Lane, Des Plaines

Gar. Sole: Oct. 24 & 25, 10-8
pm, No advance sales. Misc.
items, lawnmower, vacuum

MUST SELLI

STEREO AM/FM hi-fi
shortwave sonic record player
Fischer

comb. in walnut cabinet; Necchi-Efna Zig Log auto. sewing
machine; Royal deluxe VACUUM

brand new. Total orig. cost $950
sac. all $350 or willing to separate. Also colored TV.
478.2376
86 -Real Estate -Houses

4 BEDROOMS
Lge. 4 bdrm, home on beautifully landscaped lot. 2 car
gar. Many Extras.

$43,900

Sale -Moving

out

of

State, everything must go; furniture, air-cond, portable TV's,
clothing & many misc. items all
cheap. Doily after Oct. 25. 2158
Douglas Ave. Des Plaines.
824-5343
RUMMAGE SALE
BARGAINS & TREASURES

AMERICAN LEGION HALL
121 N. Douglas, Arl. Hts.

380 MEYER RD.

PO 6-2250

BENSENVILLE

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Mon. -Fri. 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. till 11 a.m.
(1 blk. W. of York Rd., 3 blks. N: of Irving Park Rd.)

(across from Recreation Park)
P.E.O. Chapter ER

Donations gratefully accepted.
CL 3-1576

month's rent in advance. Occup.
Nov. 16 call 259-8243.

by

Palatine

owner:

3

bdrm.

ranch, exc. cond. Welk ro nrann
& shops. Large lot, many extras
$22,500.358-5266.

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

PALATINE --$47,000

OFFICE SPACE MT. PROSPECT

private office,
secretary's office, fully
plus
carpeted, heated, air cond.,
ground floor location in I year
old building.

Pecan paneled

D.E. Bertrand,

253.4121, 654.1744

Yellow Norman brick colonial
with Mansard roof. 4 bed-

Young couple, no children, de.
sires apt. in NW suburbs. 'mil

ment, 2 car attached garage,
formal dining room, drapes
throughout. Carpeting in living
room, dining room, family
Dis-

posal and dishwasher. Country
Club Location.

Mt. Prose., 2 bdrm. ranch, walk

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

everything, 19. well landscaped yard. 520,900. 392-5495

358-1800

to

Prospect bilevel 3 bdrm
2 both, panel rec. room, drape.,
2
cm garage
andscaped,

the large family!! Plenary
of space and living area in
this raised ranch with 4 bed-

Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom (4th

bedroom or separate dining
your

room,

choice).

Roomy

rooms, Cannily room, 21/2 baths.
carpeting,
include
Extras
Well
built-in.
and
drapes
maintained home at a low
price.

real

paneled family room with log

Screened -in

porch,

attached

garage. Mature landscaping,
taxes $592, Extras: like new

RRUNS

estate

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
358-1502
894 1330

gold carpeting, disposal,

dishwasher, electric
dryer,

2

air

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

con-

refrigerator and fireplace

OVERSIZED 1 and 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS

equipment. Priced to satisfy

-Tennis Courts
-Private Lake

(stocked with fish)
-Recreation Bldg.
-Outdoor Bar-b-ques

lb
-Air Conditioned
-Wall To Wall Carpet
-Individual Storage Areas
-Reserved Parking
-14 cu. ft. Refrigerators
-Free Thermostatically
Controlled Heat
-Modern Ranges with
Free Cooking Gas
-Master TV Antenna
Outlets
-Large Laundry Rooms

Builders
Attention

will be glad you did.

CALL

-Elevator Buildings
-Swimming Pools

GLENVIEW

those who know the market
at $39,900. See it today, you

FROM $190

SONTAG
'NE;

at $24,900.

Owner wants fast
sale.

REALTORS
A1RMCO
254 NORTHWEST NWT.

PISMIRES

296-6655

BEFORE CHRISTMAS

OCCUPANCY
Twelve/Oaks is located on the
Southeast corner of Central &
Wilke Roods, 2 blocks North of
Algonquin Road (Route 62),
For directions from any location call 394-3050.
Models Opens 7 Days a Week
11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p,m.

cond. 51395 358.6216 aft. 5 pn,
1958 VW, SUNROOF,

GOOD CONDITION.
299.6518
'63 Corvair 700 Stick, blk vv;
red Interior Exc. bocly, runs

good. $325 CL 5 0820
WANTED:

muse be rear.

2813.

1964 Pontiac Carolina convert
5650

be:

or

4.door

'65 Chrysler Imp. citron, considt

rode $1595 pvt. 5

tires 885.
15 WW, 5100. 159.1593

'67 Olds Delmont 88, P/S,
air cond, sno tires, under 27.000.
Asking $2,300. 296-5189
'63 POntin, Star Chief 4 dr. Indio.
A/T, P/S, P/B. WiLV, exc. cond.
I owner $895. 827.5939.

'36 Ford V-8, 4 dr, originol owners, good cond; nun.
CL 5.2677
1961 MORRIS MINOR
CONVERTIBLE $175
253.113816

'68 Buick SDI must sell need tuiP/S T/W 5 yr w low
tion F/A
mileage $2700 253-4965

Cadulloc Coupe de Ville

1961

full power, exc. cond. $750.
824.2317
1962 Ford 2 dr. Falcon 5100.
Good running condition.
253.6151

1960 Olds "98", 4 dr.,

1

owner

car, excel. cond., $250.

2 corner lot in desirable loca-

CL 9-4320

tion. Good transportation,

'66 Buick Skylark, hchp., eye, P/S,
P/B,
air-cond, low mileage
$1800 or best offer 394.1794
oft. 6.

Zoned residential. Excellent
schools, parks, churches, shopping, etc. $13,900.

392-0660

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

A FAMILY NAME IN

1962 VW, sunroof, radio, heatyr. guarantee on butt.,
$595 or best offer. Call before
9 am or aft. 9 pm or weekends.
1

259.5139
102 -Trucks, Trailers

REAL ESTATE SINCE 1872

358-1800

Mt, Pros,

90 -Investment Property

cony.,

Mustang

1966 VW SEDAN, excellent condition. Must see best offer. 392-

er,

960 E. NW, Hwy.

'65

perfer V-8, 3.sp

392.439-1

PALATINE
For

Original owner occupied.

'67 Opel Kaden, sport coup;
brakes, excel_
sunroof, disc

P.5./P.P.

Winston Park

(Close to Lincoln Jr. High)

1960 PLYMOUTH STATION
WAGON. 550.
394.0277

1959 Oldsmobile 588,
hardtop, good condition.

$32,500 603 N. Pine. 392-2RP5,

First Time Offered

clr. de Ville,

2

offer. 439.9573.

Mt.

MT. PROSPEL.. I

255-6691

blue, climate & cruise control
52350.259-6259 evenings.

5. in top cond CL 9.0286

.100. I, 1969. HE 7-3582.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

owned 51500, CL 5.2548
'61 Ford 223 rung., snick, like new
tires. $200 or best offer.

rooms, 21/2 baths, Full base-

room and 3 bedrooms.

81 -Wanted To Rent

60 Ford Country Sedan, P 5,
WW, auto. trans., V-8, privately

1965 Cadillac

713 S. Emerson, Mt. Prospect.
Louis Munao, Inc. Blc1r.

90 -Investment Property

'62 International Scout, exc. running cond.& body. 4 -wheel drive,
snow plow. 5900. 255.3447
1962 Chevy 1/2 ton paneled
truck,
6
standard
cylinder,
transmission 5600. 392.31348.

Island Lake

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

VACATION LINERS
'68 Model Closeodmt

WISE & PROFITABLE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU

ALL COACHES MUST GO

Your own shopping center. large return for nominal in-

STORAGE STILL AVAIL.
WINTERIZE

BRICK CAPE COD
We hove just listed the neat
home. Tree Ilned street near
park and town. Priced to sell

Fri, Nov.1 - 7-9 P.M.
Sat, Nov. 2- 9 -NOON

e FASHIONS. INC.

reatic tronSreaSnorn, power steer.
ing & brakes. 5450 82.1.44-10

ditioners, humidifier,

Rolling Meadows,

Cindy

etc. 281

Ln., Wheeling.

Garage

Vacant

New large, 4 barn, 2 story home.
See to appreciate, Sun. 1.5 pm.

per month. 392-6818
3 bedroom, ranch, $225 a month
located in Arlington His. One

Clothes

RT. 62

cleaners, clothing, bathrm,

level,

oven / range, porch furniture.

HOLLIDAY INN

CLEANER; Elite TYPEWRITER, All

Gar. & Bsmt. Salem Nov.

sink, books,

f rome home With nice
yard for garden, good neighbor.
hood. Retired couple -all cash.
Coll 827.1117

low 30's -CL 5-4829.

a
duplex, Ph barbs, $185

roughed in for shower.

ditioning equipment contact

446 S. Arlington Hts Rd.
Arlington Heights

Picture yourself as an employee of Beeline Fashions. Imagine a pleasant day's work with friendly
companions In o suburban, non -factory atmosphere. Visualize safe, clean, lite duties that will
involve you in the various aspects of merchandising, general office & the fashion industry.

"Laver" of animals desires older

double M Inc. Realtors

cabinet kitchen. Powder room

Indian Corn & Gourds

ENJOY YOUR JOB

6593
96 -Real Estate -Wanted

Small

A -I. Hrs. 7 an. brk, bi.level, 11/2
baths, living -diving L, paneled
fonenlyren, 2143 car gar., Extras

burning fireplace. Large

water softeners & water con-

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

R., D.R., att. gar. 439-1799.
Hoffman Estates, 3 ',dim

Cooperative housing, food, day
care in large Palatine home.
Ideal for working widow with

writer; parakeet & cage; elec.

Algonquin and Meacham Roads
Schaumburg

1./2 bath
3 bdrm.,
townhouse $190 mo. Avail. Nov.

Sublease

GE refrig. $65; 4 press glass antique bottles $10 ca., Copper
Coffee service $25; poker table
$15. 359-1335

2

MOTOROLA
An equal opportunity employer

439.1705

DELUXE TOWNHOUSE APTS.

Assorted baby turn, 8 pcs. $50,
will separate. Gray man made
fur stole $10, Blue ladies lam-

pogio

Arl. Fits. 7 rm , 3 bdrm. house,
oyail. immediately, Carpeted L.

Realtors.

Typewriter owners: your Mac-

REE

Des Plaines, 2 bedrin. garden
apartment, large, $165

Speed Queen gas dryer, stainchrs, childs spring horse & boys
26" bike 827-5807

GAN

2375 Estes Ave

stand.

ondoion with a
trl any
few acres in country All cash-.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

76 -To Rent Houses

Frank Small. double M, Inc,

less tub, 2 yrs old, 4 chrome kitrh.

Monday, Tliutaduy and Friday. 8 A AA to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

Elk Grove Village

UnderWoocl

8.

manual typewriters, $60.590
New check protector, S20. 298.

call anytime. B27.1117

Commercial

74 -To Rent Apartments

age $25. CL 5-6497.

(Opp. Lutheran Gen. Hasp.)

SIGN
,oRlouR

ENOINGERINO COMPANY

with

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.

ORS
-DA
_

Anocut

tires

snow

wheels 600x13; very low mile-

PtulfloPi

437-5400

Firestone

2

SERVICE

Miss Gaffke

ington

house

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

1

520.259-2967.

TEMPORARY

Please call

to 9 P.M.

Completely accond. Royal, Rem-

'62 Olds BB, 4.dr. sedan auto.

Mt. Prospect, spacious

End.tobles

PLUS

A

credit Mgr. Call 469-7204, 9 A.M.

Financing crearloble. 437-8454,

56 -Office Furniture -Devices

99 -Automobile For Sale

1. Mt. Prospect. 259-9408

Must sell - make offer
439-4866

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

APPLY NOW

ATMOSPHERE, EXCELLENT
SALARY AND FINE FRINGE
BENEFITS We are conveniently

FULL PRICE $51.30

cor terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines

ho

MAGNAVOX TV CONSOLE

day

Low Cost Medical and

short hand and typing skills

We offer

Keypunch$21-$26 a

Conditions

of a secretary with excellent
SUR-

Secy's...$21 -$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a day

Automatic Increases
Excellent Working

SECRETARY
The sales manager of our fast
growing company is in need

PLEASANT

MONTHS

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day

PHONE 827-1108

Excellent Pay

parts and service guarantee.

Bedroom see desk, chest, twin

Right Girl

0 Clerical

holes, sews buttons on mono
grams and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five year

392.3411

or

3.1022

CL

double M Inc. Realtors

beds $60. Gray persian coat $50.
825.8536
Clothing: girls' 10-14, Boys' 14.
20, some like new, toys, games,
books, mist. CL 3.3039
Simplicity riding mower with
snow plow attachment, $100.
439-0631 after 6 pm

DAYS, WEEKS OR

Light Assemblers

hold for Christmas present.

ZIG-ZAG

6evang machine cabinet inc lad.
erl, shy fitly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button

2 pc. custom corner sec CI sole,
white. Cost 5500, sacrifice 5125
or best offer. 392.9456
quality
1st
NEW CARPETS.
brand names. Installed walliowall. Best podding. Also kitch.
en carpets, indoor/outdoor &
commercial. lowest prices.
Samples brought to your home
or visit ern warehse showrin.
Free estimates.
By apps.

Residential

Monufocturer's warranty still
effect. Take now or will
inn

1968 SINGER

Real Est t

any coedit., 827-4760.

255-9527

FULL TIME

M

1

Can't tell from new.

SILVER MAPLES, $2

WORK IN YOUR AREA

NEEDS WOMEN

Toy white poodles, 2 females,
male. AKC registered. 7 weeks.

transistor Theare Orocin.

RI. 83 & McDonald Rd.
Prospect Heights 253-9416

es, curtains, misc
394.2825

ORGAN

GULORANSEN T 100, al/

CASTLE HOME FURNISHINGS

DIG YOUR OWN

OR

MOTOROLA

rugs from 55.50.

$95. FL 8-6947.

TEMPORARY

397.3.500

in special assignments GOOD

392-6619

typewriter recently
overhauled, excellent condition

varied & respon

aeration of the Employee Bulle
ton, & assisting Staff members

Cocker Spaniel female 15 mom.
tits; white with brown spots.

IBM elec.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Manager

sible duties including answer
mg incoming phone calls re
garang employment, corre
spondence with applicants &
other companies, placing ad
vertising aiding in the pre

-

BUY OLD ELECTRIC or
windup toy trains mode before
1942,

Olive green, Morn, $4 sq. yd
20 to 45 yards front $5 yd. 1"
Ina, shags $7 yd, Commercial
velvet Mortini only 56 yd. Area

Crib, excel. coal, clothes, drap-

single
hollow body,
tuck op, electric guitar 5110:
solid body, Harmony
2 pickup,
with vibrato,
electric rpro,
595. CL 5.6130

Gibsn

CARPETING

Twin size maple bunk beds, good
cond., no mattresses or box
springs $20, 392.9772

$25. 255.5146
GERMAN SHORT HAIR Pointers,
Coll
$75.
champ. sired
358.5685 alter 5 p.m.

WILL

1000 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83)

walnut Story & Clark, rends. pric
ed. Ct. 33.165 aft. 6 run

preciate this beautiful oiled

Roll ends up to 20 yards, Gold,

inion. 535. 253.8386

I

Elk Grove Village

Grand piano, must see to ap-

Free Estimates
824.2146

dinette

mahogany, grind coed-

M3,

organ,

-Spinet

blond oak, excel tone, like new,

INSTALLATIONS
Professionally Done

Zenith console TV,

HE 7.4224

Hammond

5695.437-2913

CARPET

255.8707 after 5 pin

437.2129.
rollout windows,
Anderson
German Shepherd puppies AKC,
76,56", 52,56", 23x39"; frond
guns & rifles. 392.6521
champ. blood line good tem.
perament, must sacrifice $40 or
Drapes beige all 97' long. pr.
,
best offer. 894-5844.
68" wide. Single drapes 77',
78" 112". All for $50.394-1974

Holiday Inn

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

to Personnel
Interesting,

bunk beds w/bedrling,
buggy, dolls w/clothes, toys.
Good condition. 392-6340
36" CROWN GAS RANGE.
15 yews old - 520.
255.6514
Set of 1968 Collier's Encyclopedia w/Jr. Classics & bookcase. Best offer. 537-0775
DOLL

APPLY TODAY

Incentive and bonus jobs.
Good starting rates

1700 H cks Rd.

SECRETARY

259.5088

can arrange working
hours to suit your schedule.

OFFERS

Wage reviews every 3 months
Excellent working conclicons

Large 27' Motorola console TV,
good working condition $30.

We

Methode Mfg. Corp.

son

Eves., Sat. & Sun.

vinyl covered maple chairs:

I.E. (urn, opt. wash. mach.
392.3120, 48111 Wilke, R.M.

Part collie puppies, 6 weeks old,
paper trained.
827.4326
English pointer, brown & white,
I yr. old, good with children

WITH LESLIE PECAN

Used snlver grey ornp, 2 inputs,
530. Used trumpet, needs new
lacquer, 545. El Rey, CL 3-0180

cobbler's bench. Bean,. cond.
Sacrifice 570.253-4772

Universal 36" gas stove, good
condition. $25.

Me,. 209-3819

CONSOLE ORGAN

1

3

black kittens -mintier was
Siamese. Free for Halloween.

DIG YOU OWN Silver Maples. $3
to $5. Willow Nursery. 255.4755.

Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Hot Lunches at cost
*Bonus Plan
Paid Vacation
Uniforms Furnished

1st and 2nd Shifts

Start

All

259-9408

Insurance

Some Part Time Hours Available.

ing rate dependent upon ex
pernence Call or apply in per

Good condition 5100.

Free Hospitalization

responsibility

is the inspection of ports fa
bocatecl in our punch press
department during 2nd shift
Should be familiar with basic

WESTINGI-10USE REFRIGERATOR

3

white $30, mahogany enatuble,

port Persian. Free to

-

3:30 p.m.

24" W/2 drop sides, formica top,

Bedroom Set -Jenny Lyen.peinted

good homes. CL 3.5073 after

pay reasonciltle

827-6603

Lg. maple harvest ruble 59I/zx

Huge discounts. 824-7353.

go,

PA speaker columns $240.

TV $50. 350-0993.

392.0425

$5. Coll 392-4334.
must
Everything

2

dresser & chest W / mirror 560.
dinette table 510; Early Ann. twin
bed & chest both $40; Magnavox

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

KITTEN 7 weeks old

KITTENS

Store your aerie or organ In my
home, fender loving care, Will

Is

55 -Musical Instruments

Walnut barn. set, dbl. bed,

Hotpoint 30" elecarc stove watt
automatic tuner, best offer.

Free to good home
259-8244

FL 9.3200

255-1107

hour plus benefits:

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

loin our quality control deport

525.

chairs, $75.392..1178

table lamp 515, brown wing
chair 515. 359.4115

Adorable Min. Schnauzer
puppies. AKC. 358.2699
after 6 P.M. & week -ends.

table model.

TV,

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

Beautiful new Holiday Inn in
Elk Grove Village needs
women to help us maintain
our guest rooms. Full or Part
time, experienced preferred,
but will train. Salary $1.75 per

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

to

23"

ZENITH

Full drum set & crises $200.
CL 9.4314

48" traditional or Colonial brass

shots, 580. 259.8393
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

$150; antique 54" round ped
estel solid walnut table & 4

259-5776

Collie, AKC, mole, 5 ems., beautiful sable S. white, housebroken,

530 W. Northwest

Openings Now Available

We hove an excellent opport
for

892-8781

MAIDS

WOMEN

INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

unity

CALL - FRED NEAL

Inc.

becues,

CRIB COMPLETE:
PLAYPEN. PING PONG TABLE.

AND GROOMING
529-6408

items.
CL 9-4073

535.259-4823
Sofa & matching choir, silver
grey, inn gd, condition. Best
offer. 966.0935 after 5.
Antique cabinet, num coed

becues, misc. ;terns. CL 9-4073.

POODLE CLIPPING

Good working condition

437-3857

358-2334

46" mallog. buf let, upholstered
chairs, oak serving Table, bar-

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Salary open.

Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.

65 HICKORY

FABRICATOR

helpful but not required.

46" mahog. buffet, upholstered
chairs, oak serving table, bar.

36" GAS RANGE
GOOD CONDITION

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
CLOTHES DRYER $25

ANTIQUES bought rand sold.
Des Plaines House, 1096 Lee
St., Des Plaines, III. 824.4492,

teresting job in small, modern
Des Plaines office. Experience

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

$25 CL 5.0648

34 -Arts and Antiques

Page 9
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KENMORE ELECTRIC DRYER
EXCELLENT CONDITION

525 each or 550 a pair. Reasonable 259-4518.
10" Leblond engine lathe, 3 & 4
Jaw chucks, colletts, tool holders.
110 & 200 volt motors, many extras, 5400. 824.4288 aft. 6 pm.

plications. Varied and in-

Doyno Motors

Between 9 AM &
11 AM Only

An equal opportunity employer

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5 5350

$200 CI_ 5.2548

Norge washer & electric dryer.

Duties involve processing of
real estate home loon ap-

CALL MRS. KAYE

1865 Miner St., Des Plaines
827-6111

DANA

575.255-3395.

437-6665.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY CO.

GOOD HOURLY WAGE

3 HP motor scooter, exc. cond.

Limed Oak Saginaw Ex pond
away table, 4 matching chairs

FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

Must live in
Salary open

train you. No age limit.

7 30 A M to 3 45 PM
3 30 P M to 11 45 P M
11 30 P M to 7 45 AM

SECRETARY

Age 35 to 50

west suburb.

duties. Typing and non typing positions available. No experience necessary. We will

ALERT

381-4401

NURSE
Administrator in 47 bed
nursing home in North-

GENERAL OFFICE

PLASTIC PRESS

To Take Over
Established Clientele.

9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
5 Days a Week

act as Assistant to

To

Deluxe GE port. dishwasher $60;

CALL 439.0018

Cashier - Typist

PRACTICAL

298-5021

41 Home Furnishings Furniture

Full or Part Time

Des Plaines, ill

PERSONNEL

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

for modern rest home. Live-in
if desired. Top wages.

BEAUTY OPERATOR

_.98-5021

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

(Hnognes &

R.N.'s, L.P.N.'s
NURSES AIDES

car necessary. 392.9631.

$500 FREE

DAYS ONLY

298-5021

Make $40 a wk. for 10 hrs. Serving customers in Arl. Hts. area -

Sec'y

Executive

NURSE

$500 FREE

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

vestment. 6 stores, cocktail lounge, restaurant, conking facilities. 2 apartments, $30,000 annual, gross income. Large parking facilities. Lots of potential. $140,000.

PRICES SLASHED

Des Plaines
1272 Rand Rd.
827-7184
107 -Auto Parts and Access.

PHILIPPE BROTHERS
Realty

Two 14" chrome reverse wheels,
fits full size Pontiac, Oldsmobile,

chrome lug nuts included. $25 or best offer. CL3Mercury,
0970
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

358-1800

1962 Honda 300, excel, cond.,
helmet, window shield, extras.
$300. CL 9.1565

Tbe map

SHORT RIBS

6111111111111111
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TONIGHT

BUT THINK OF WHEN' XI GROWTHAT

s NoTHIN ' HOW WOULD

YOU LIKE TO BE TURNED DOWN UP-LOTS OF imPORTANT MEN
WEAR GLASSES! BUT YOU
FOR FOOTBALL AND STUFF
'CAUSE YOL.I WEAR GLASSES r DON'T SEE DISHPAN HANDS ON
AN' HOW ABOUT SEW CALLED A REAL LADY.' THESE LOOK
LIKE I DIPPED 'EPA IN BEET
"THE PROFESSOR', OR
JUICE -- OR LIKE A COUPLE
OOGOLES, OR FOUR-EYEST
OF BOILED LOBSTERS:
I

L
)THINK -THERE IT SEEMS LIKE
NO NEON WITH -0-1E
COULD BE
PYRAMIDS, BUT WHEN
A FIRE
POP MUST 'HAVE BEEN
MADE OUT OF AN OLD AND SANDY FbP SWINGS HE MAKES

HAVEN'T
TUGBOAT ANCHOR!
MISSED A
HE'S 50 RUGGED HE
\-1PATE!
DANCED HALF -THE
MOW, THEN GOT LIPID
GO HORSEBACK

COLLARS

An interview with

white men.

HEART.

YESTERDAYS

0.0

/W.

ROBIN MALONE
IF THIS IS SOME KIND or
CAMOUFLAGED EQTRANCE,
THE ELECTk'O-MAGNETIC
FUSE -BLOWER WILL.

Lf."

THE END,

iy06,

IT!!

GUESS

'

6:45

BOTH,., Coo- BE..DEAP..

WH1 DON'T YOU ASK -THE

iPita5

KING TO INSTALL AN ELEVATOR?

/0.19

26 Market Roundup
7:00
26 How to Invest

32 The Honeymooners

Ralph quarrels

with Alice and tries
to make up by sen-

ding her a
ono kottA, SK

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

'WHAT

C'N
I DO PER YAK

1 OR WEDNESDAY

PORKY?

24 - Nov.
22) -- An ordinary day -- but
not one that could be termed
SCORPIO (Oct

THE SOLE OF
MY SHOE
IS COMING

REPAIRED:

...

change

have

BUOSNIS
REPAI

too

been

WHILEE
1pur

elusive for you in the past.

CAPRICORN (Dee

23

tgaiwwwit...
".141. U.S.'"ZOIL 10.1,

Feb 19) -- Matters that do not

GOTAIW DEA NOW
I CAN EMPTY

THE WAIL-i} ouroF

MY 6/-10ES WITHCX.11-

WERE ASLEEP
LAST NIGHT:

have a bearing on your
employment situation should
be avoided at this time Stick

Saint. Part one was

ty on the same day

Show

shown last night.

Preparation of
scallops in white

as does his friend.
11 Chicago Festival
Singer-composer
GrantS
iinglo
i)sel:
performs his compositions,
including

wine sauce garnished with tomato fon-

and "The Artist."

2 Movie

2 News
5 News
7 News

Western stars Audie

9

LETTING CO OF

MY BALLOON?.j.

The Steve Allen

Show

II The French Chef

32 News

7

8:3(1

The Doris Day

Ronnie Barrett

Doris composes a

12:30
12:50

"Ride Clear of
Diablo" A 1954

Murphy who

searches for rustlers
Expanding

who killed his

The problems

film are Susan
Cabot and Dan

'The

11

terrible song in an
effort to prove that
Larry is the victim

Sunday

of a song -publishing

young people.
26 Sports

father. Also in the

leisure causes for

racket.

Duryea.

7 NYPD

32 Run for Your

and co-workers of a
girl found dead in a
hotel room refuse to

A girl's disappearance leads

The boyfriend

cooperate with
police.

the Mills Brothers

2

11 The Action

9 Movie

"Blackboard

The Tonight

5
7

Jungle" Glenn Ford

The Joey Bishop

stars

an

as

ex -GI

teaching in a school

Show

"The Race for

"Inherit the

full of hostile teenagers. With Sidney

the trial of John

row, Anne Frances

9 Movie

Edward V.

Wind" A drama of

Poiticr, Vic Mor-

Democrat, and

Scopes, a teacher arrested for teaching

and Richard Kiley.

with Spencer Tracy

7 News

Robert O'Rourke,
Republican, both

sidered a security

candidates for

risk at the aerospace
plant.

torney, discuss five

Alex Dreier and

1:25

26 Cinema Special

at the college level.
9:00

Hanrahan,

stealing samples of a
U. S. atomic fuel.

of Sports

Show

of music and laughs.

Mundy is

search.

of educational goals

Law and Order"

7 It Takes a Thief

1:20

9 Wonderful World

111:31)

join Red for an hour

discovers

1:00

9 News

Bryan on a strange

People

An examination

Darwin's theory

and Fredric March

Illinois state's at-

recent U. S.

as defender and prosecutor.

Supreme Court rul-

11 German

ings.

Playhouse

1:35

7 Reflections
2:25

2 News
2:30

2 Meditation

Continuing drama

7 That's Life

in Gent:17:55

Robert and Gloria
decide

1:30

'

3:25

Flye Minutes to
Live fly
9

to decorate

their new home.

2 Movie

-EEK & MEEK
SLIPFOSE SW DID TAKE i AAJD THEN JOST SUPSE
A GAMBLE, moknouc, MO -MAT AS A RESULT OF THIS
SIDrJ FOUND SCU WERE
WE GOT MARRIED...

WHA"t'S SO SAD
AtIOUT THAT

FALLING IN LOVE !

USTEN IF 1 FELL DJ LOVE
ArTcR Elea Goy MARRIED YoU'D
PRotABLY GENECT 'ID My SEEIAZ
Sc)
THE GUY! THAT'S

MAD ABOUT 'MAT!

to business

PISCES (Feb 20 - March

21) -- Live up to the best that
is in you and the best should
result from your efforts Don't
expect success at once

ARIES (March 22 - April

ureic

20) -- Real progress oft the
present project is made by

.avALI.A 1041

keeping your nose to the
grindstone today Don t be put
off by others.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) -- The wise Taurus will
push business affairs to com-

Answer to Previous PunIe

Scramblers

pletion as quickly as possible.

V

AgmAms6

Better things lie over the
horizon

ACROSS
1 Border

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) -- Morning hours are

unpredictable but
afternoon seems calculated to
produce desired results if you
work at it
somewhat

CANCER (June 22 - July

Take extenuating

circumstances into consideration

LEO (July 24

-

Aug. 23)

-- Keep to your work schedule

CAPTAIN EASY

and you should be able to
complete your assigned tasks
on time Be ahead of the game
by evening

VIRGO (Aug 24 - Sept.
23) -- You should be able to

IF YOU KNOW

TRY, 511W poor

sKALL. H5 Name, stir x
PENNY'S FRIEND
Ar TIOLEY PERHAPS CAN FIN() H15E0TATot
YOU'LL GET THESE;
PAPER5 TO Hoz,
RAPTA1N EASY!

OH, PEAR: SIR
CEDRIC 10 IN INDIA, .
HODOE%

PAM:
1110VALET
VALET WHO

DARN!

SO THAT

I DON'T LIKE THE

wAYe.sPgic NEW SUTLER.
13 gYeIN OUft P190015E-0)
PGENNY!.

KNOW MEi Pirp
RECENTLY:

SECLUDED

comae IS
Olin I'LL

CALL WARWICK
AND 9E5 IF UNCLE

FREP1$ARETREAT
RA5'

bring about longlasting results
where an old friendship is
concerned if you arc tactful.

IN WAL0.1

outcast

present project Success breeds

33 Grail
34 Winglike

success

arid
and

aloin
alod
adorn

aril
oral
ordain
iron
rain
raid
roan

THE WILLETS
ELECTION 15 OVER-

rail
roil

and

road
rind
radio
darn
dial

oin

drain

air

nail
nard
nodal
lain

iar
ira
orn
aird

aid

ion
and

oan
and

18

part

I'LL BE GLAD WHEN THE

oRDINA1

'

1

LIBRA (Sept 24 - Oct. 23)
-- Don t allow another s point
of view to influence your
manner of working on the

Answers to
Hideaword

55 Coterie.
-r
-UrAi#
IsgIAMr'
DOWN
4 Forced labor
1
Pause
(India)
2 Presses
'9 Deed
3 Covering for
EIMaIlLeM1
12 Son tif Gad
mulfau
CeM91
' a hand
(Bib.)
11101
4 Bridle part
13 Angry
m
14 English river 5 Expunge
PAYE
M
6 Catch breath
15 Drunkard
7 Rose oil
39 Fastener of
dice
16 Savor
Scottish
a sort
30 Medical
17 Harem room 8 sheepfold
40 Document of
suffix
.18 Powerful
9 Idolized
ownership
31 Actinium
explosive
Surrenders
41 Lubricates
(symbol)
19 Health resort 10
11 River duck 34 Helpers
43 Within
20 Unit of
22 Repulses
(comb. form)
36 Hurls
reluctance
23 Chaste
45 Irish fuel
37 Krait
21 Answer a
47 Constellation
25 Confirm
38 African
purpose
48 Bitter vetch
antelope
26 Cheater at
24 Prices
27 Born
3
6
9
4
5
10 11
28 Turf
29 Greek letter 12
13
14
31 Viper
32 Japanese
IIII
17
15
16

- -

23) -- All you hear today is
not necessarily as presented.

I KEEP GETTING INTO
ARGUMENTS

.. AND THIS MORNING I
TANGLED WITH A POSTAL
CLERK I.
'

is

5 Everyman

9 News

Show

The Chicago

host.

"Life's a Parade''

due.
26 ESP
2

11:15

A rundown of

and Eva Marie

Robert Wagner.

OTORM WHILE
YOU EAIZTH UNGS

-

Midnight
5 News

blackmailed into

44-

-11-102E WAS A BIG

keep to it

21

431PhrAl

MORTY MEEKLE

other early in the day -- and

AQUARIUS (Jan

Via

,/ro r/6

-

Jan 20) -- Business and
pleasuie definitely do not mix
well today Choose one or the

they arc doing.
9 1 Love Lucy
Ricky hosts a par-

that she is con-

14(1.0.44k,

unusual evening Keep alert to

that

arc Paul Newman

recording.
7:15
11 TV College
Italian
7:30
2 Red Skelton Show
George Gobel and

Carol)

('

dull -- is followed by an

details

candidates and how

Julia (Diahann

I WANT IT

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 22) -- Increased efforts
should enable you to settle

fought for in-

5 Julia

LOOSE...

Dec

9 0 '68.
2 Campaign

dependence. Stars

quences

1 CALCUL ATE THAT. WITH IN
341 SECONDS-cloW-WE'LL

Uris' novel about

Scott is accused
of a crime and Johnny risks his romance

32 Truth or Conse-

AT...THIE RATE.° Oa Ea/A-LW/OW,,,

7

32 News9:115-

how the Israeli

7 The Mod Squad
Judy is used as a
decoy to break up a
blackmail racket.
11 TV College
Gregg Shorthand.
26 Today's Racing

England glass -- bottles and by-products.

"Exodus" Part

2 Lancer

Lynde.

An informative

show on New

two of the film

version of Leon

Darin, the Moby
Grape and Paul

11:1)1)

11 Antiques

8:01)

2 Editorial

safety of her brother
to clear him.
5 Jerry Lewis Show
Guests are Bobby

the 1953 musical.

International

Indian chief

a racing. personality
and racing films.

with Julie and the

AT

26 .Motorsports

leads an attack on

6:30

*JUNG

Young are also in

Wilding and Gig

'friendly Indians and
2

GiiE5

matters.

everyone. Michael

pany complicate

Tomahawk" A

6:25

II l

who feuds with

"The Last

26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special

THEY WEAR
STARCHED

musical comedy star

Thomas, as an officer of a loan com-

32 Movie
brutal

Joan Crawford is a

decorator, and Terry

tape.

9 The Mike
Douglas Show
11 'ry College
speech.

HIPPIES LOOK LIKE

New York

-

Celtics game on

-

Fundamentals of

RIDIN'' r
----

-

i717' -'1111(111,I,

IMO

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

Bulls

2 News
5 News
7 News

an interior

Chicago

The

"Torch Song"

Ethel Merman, as

9 NBA Basketball

6:01)

war
saint (ab.)

50 Brythonic
sea god
51 Penetrate
52 Guido's note
53 Elders (ab.)
54 Smells

22

21

35 Soak flax
37 Bridal path
39 Dormouse
41 Peculiar
42 Meadow
44 Slight taste
46 Fish
47 Weapon of
49 Female

19

N

20
24

23

25

26

28

gli
30

29

31

33

32

'

35

42

41

40

39

38

37

36

44

43

S

48

49

46

47

50

51

52

54

55

ProOM Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, not as cold,
low hi upper 30s. Tomorrow:

Fair and warmer, high near
70.

Telephone

Your Home Newspaper
117 S. Main St.

Wednesday, October 30, 1968
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Mount Prospect, III.

255-4400

Turnabout: All 5
Parks Keep Rinks

Girl Scout Fair
To Honor Illinois
After Mount Prospect
Northwest suburban girl
scouts - 1,600 of them - in-' Mayor Daniel Congreve's
vade - Randhurst Saturday to welcome at 9 a.m., the scouts
present their Illinois Herit- will present a day of pageants,
dancing and skits on the stage
age Fair.
in addition to

Newsstand Price 10 Cent's

24 PAGES

60056

Would -he skaters in the Devonshire sub-

division of Des Plaines and the Emerson
Park area in Mount Prospect can cool off
now.

hundreds of

They got the ice rinks they have been

3 Windows

booths and exhibits.

Cracked

quilting bees, candlemaking,

and cider presses will be

Committee of the Mount Prospect Park

By Marbles

presented by some troops.

District met with representatives of the two

Others will demonstrate

areas and decided to maintain ice rinks

square dancing and butter

there, as in previous years, reversing a
previous decision not to.

demanding.

Flashbacks to days of

Three windows were

Tuesday night the Building and Grounds

making.

reported broken yesterday in

The park board has been the target of

Replicas of Rutledge

two homes under construction
in Arlington Heights.

a barrage of complaints since announcing

Tavern, a New Salem kitchen,
a country store and a covered
wagon are being assembled.
Other exhibits will present
the waterways of the state and
trees found in Illinois.

Bernard Fio Rito of Fio
Rito Builders, Niles, told

police a window in the front

of a building at 1439 Haddow

and two small windows at

in September that it would maintain ice only

munities in the area will sing
state and scout songs.

Police said marbles found
on the ground at both homes
apparently were used to break

Projector,
Film Taken

the windows.

In a similar incident, Nick
Barkulis of ' 723 Dunton said
one of his basement windows

seventh- and eighth -graders
who attend Holmes Junior

by High School District 214

except District 25 grade
schools.

All classes will be cancelled
in Districts 214, 21, 13, 57

and 59, which include parts
of Arlington Heights, Des
Plaines and Mount Prospect
Grove

Village

Riverview still lives for Carl Jeske, former manager of Riverview Park's famous ride, The
Bobs. Carl, who was featured in "Strange as It Seems" for his 7,000 single earring collection
gathered over 20 years at Riverview will be the guest speaker at 1 p.m. tomorrow at the
Mount Prospect Extensioneers. Admission to the meeting will be a single earring. Carl hopes
to collect 10,000. Colored films of the now destroyed park will also be shown. The public
is invited to attend the event scheduled to be held at the Community Presbyterian Church,
407 N. Main, Mount Prospect.

Institute the
following Friday, according to
Supt. Donald Strong.
closed for an

Institutes are in-service

dissatisfied they arc without
the means of getting anything

Frost. Holmes Junior High,

Kilmer, Buffalo Grove, finance its operation but
London Junior High School,
Sandburg, Twain, Whitman.

In District 23: Betsy Ross,

Ann Sullivan, John Muir,

election of trustees would
of Hoffman Estates, said he permit combining special

their proposed statue to the

Illinois Municipal Cornini3.3ion which can forward it
to the General Assembly. The
village officials hope it will be
enacted in time to make a

change by next year's mosquito season.

trustees are appointed by a

Zimmermann presents the

county judge.
"It's a form of taxation

resident's problem this way:

"If you go to the county

without representation," said

Mount Prospect Mayor judge to complain about
District 57: Busse, Central, Daniel Congreve. "We have nothing he done in your area
Fairview, Lincoln, Lions no recourse whatsoever

MacArthur Junior High;

in

Park, Sunset Park,

Westbrook; in District 59:

Juliettte Low, Dempster
Junior High. Frost, Holmes

Junior High, John Jay, Forest
View. Brentwood. High Ridge
Knolls, Devonshire, Einstein,

Grove Junior High. Byrd,
Clearmont, Hopkins, Ridge,

Rupley, Salt Creek. Grant
Week, Tom Lively Junior
High.

The District 25 school that
will remain open Friday arc

Dryden. Dunton, Dwyer,

Greenbrier. Ivy Hill, Kens-

ington, North, Olive, Park,

Patton, Ridge, Westgate,
Windsor, Wilson, Miner
Junior High,South Junior
High and Thomas Junior

Congreve said elected

trustees would save the taxpayer money because they
would provide "better, more

mosquito -abatement program
"atrocious."

CONGREVE and Zimmermann have submitted

its

trustees to take care of that.

as one dissatisfied citizen,

called last summer's

The mosquito -control
district can levy taxes to

he tells you he appointed
If you go to the trustees, they
tell you they were appointed
to levy taxes and that's what

accomplished," said Village
Atty. John Zimmermann. He,

responsive to citizens --by eleclecting the people who control

training programs for teachers it --has been undertaken by
and school administrators Mount Prospect officials.
The village has proposed a
sponsored by the county
state law that would require
superintendent of education.
The following schools will election of trustees for all tax levying districts.
be closed Friday:
This would include sanitaIn District 214: Arlington, tion districts, fire districts,
Prospect, Forest View, Wheeldrainage districts --and the
ing, Elk. Gio.c. and John Northwest Ivlosquitu AbateHersey High Schools; in ment District.

District 2I: Alcott, Field,

he said.

friends

costs.

$27.

towards helping pay hospital

Holmes seventh- and eighth grade classes. They will turn

classmates.

all

Domingo Villareal, 801 W.
Golf Rd., Arlington Heights,
an eighth -grader at Holmes,
was injured in a fall more

Now they have planned

funds raised over to the

hospital.
"I

can't think of a

finer

thing kids could do on
Halloween night," said

than two months ago.

Holmes' principal, Richard

still is not able to walk.

readers who might want to

For several weeks, he remained in the intensive care
unit at Evanston Hospital. He

Jenness, 716 S.
ington Heights.

Vail, Arl-

"And I'm sure that any Day

Urge Election of Mosquito Abatement Officials

tc

Arlington Area Institute.

will not be fenced in, as will the others,

planned a movierand dance at
their school.

bills for one of their

A move to make the mosallow teachers to attend the quito -control program more
Elk

and

"In fact," Jackson said, ''we already have
warming houses built at both parks."
However, Emerson and Devonshire rinks

And the $1 apiece ad- Thursday's movie and party,
mission charge will go which will be open only to

District 25 school will be

open Friday in the area served

He said that the two rink sites will be

graded to make flooding for ice easier.

Motel, 3003 Mannheim, when
the theft occured.

Most Area Schools
To Be Shut Friday
No public schools will be

weather permitting."

Josepth Gieger of Coral

w.

Gables, Fla., said he was
staying at the Travelodge

neighborhood.

Devonshire and Emerson Paiks again this

year, and attempt to maintain the rinks,

Last Saturday, they held a
High School in Mount fun fair at the home of Diane
Turner, 232 E. Council Tr.,
Prospect.
Instead, the students have Arlington Heights, and raised

Barkulis said his children trunk of a car in the parking
were playing in the basement lot of a Des Plaines motel.

find the man in the

no choice but to agree to provide ice at

decided they would like to
help his family with hospital

or -treat night for many

stolen yesterday from the

when they saw an unidentified
man kick in the window from
the outside. Officers could not

"The demand was so strong," Park Board
President Robert Jackson said, "that we had

Domingo's school

BY JAN BONE
Halloween, won't he trick -

A tool box, movie projector
and several movie films were

was kicked in yesterday.

Parks this winter.

Eighth Grader in Hospital;
FriendsHelp on Halloween

Girl scouts from 18 com-

1427 N. Belmont were

broken.

at Meadows, Lions and High Ridge Knolls

they are doing."

efficient service."

Zimmermann suggested an

One trustee, Richard David

does not think electing people
to his post is a good idea.

"In a time when everyone

is concerned with holding

down taxes, it would not be
interest of the comin
munity," David said.

I

'director of the abatement
district, said it did about twice

our methods of mosquito
abatement next summer,"

ficials__w_gre considering

been on the job almost eight
years," he said. "Our tax rate
has been reduced."

the same problem."

Mitchell said. "The methods
we sue are used by about 96

Gripe
Of The

THE DISTRICT serves

a

245 -square -mile area including Mount Prospect, Arl-

SEVERAL TOWNS could

ington Heights, Prospect

office," David said, "so you quitoes, he said, but such an

Ridge, Elk Grove Village,

"I, PERSONALLY," do
not want to run for an elective

get together to kill mos-

would have to have new peo- organization
unwieldy.
ple come in and take over."

would he

Heights, Des Plaines,

Park

Schaumburg, Hoffman
Estates, Hanover Park,

in

the hospital for

some time."

Mrs. Dorothy Jansen,

school nurse at Holmes, said
that District 59 had arranged
for a tutor to visit Domingo
so that he could keep up with
studies.

"But I'm sure it must get

lonely in the hospital," she
said.

"If your readers would like
to send cards or letters to him.

I'm certain that he would be
happy to know people were
thinking about him.
"Just address them to Dom-

ingo Villareal, care of

Evanston Hospital, 2650
Ridge Av., Evanston, Ill.
60201."

Car Stolen
FromAgency
Des Plaines police are in-

Chrysler, 622 Northwest

Day, he said.

districts in the United States."

"We believe that Domingo

will be

The district's 19 trucks

"We have no plans to alter

per cent of all abatement

Prospect.

vestigating the theft

began spraying just after the
4th of July this year and continued spraying until Labor

have had to do in the past.

Lonnquist Blvd., Mount

"We serve them all

There were a lot of mosquitoes last summer because

under a central control and
prevent a lot of duplicity."
At one time, village of-

rington.

equally," Mitchell said.

there was so much rain.

and mosquito abatement,

Bartlet, Palatine, Wheeling
and parts of Elgin and Bar-

the work this summer as we

districts, such as fire, drainage

secession from the moxquito
abatement district "but this is
not the anwer," Zimmermann
said. "You are still left with

"The present board has

S.
Wilbur R. Mitchell,
Emerson. Mount Prospect,

help out could send donations
to me at the school, 1900 W.

,
Day,./

After finally getting to
the theater to see a longawaited movie, the fellow
in back disturbs my viewing by banging his feet on
my seat M.B.

of an

auto from Des Plaines
Hwy.

Gene Czarnik, president of
the agency, said the car was
parked in an enclosed lot at
the rear of the showroom.

Employes repor,i,11 for

work yesterday found the lock

on the parking lot fence had
been cut by wire cutters and

the car had been taken,

Czarnik said.

The car

is

a white, 1969

Plymouth Roadrunner.

John Moss of 2126 Ash

told police his car was stolen

from the parking lot of
Romano's Restaurant,
Oakton.

1396

Historical Society Gets Old Charts, Arrowheads

against the trustees of these
special districts."

"If the people in an area are

Early Mount Prospect

"Someday you should have

Meetings

village records,

Tonight

collection of arrowheads from
this area have been presented

"We want the fire engine
but we must get a place for
it first," Mrs. Victor Bittner,

District 57, School

Historical Society.
A group of 30 members and

society president, responded.

Board Caucus, 8 p.m.,
Lincoln, Mount Prospect.

Jack Keefer, a Mount

McDonald Creek

the experiences of druggists
and doctors in the early days

mission, 8 p.m., Arlington

of the village.

Building.

Daniel Congreve presented
the society with early village

an original

street and road chart and a

to the Mount Prospect

guests met last week to hear

Lincoln School, 700 W.

Prospect pharmacist, speak on

Buffalo Creek and

Watershed Study Com-

Heights Municipal

High.

the old fire engine, too,"
Congreve suggested.

An original 1917 chart of
Mount Prospect streets and

roads was presented by Frank
Bierman.

Each member in attendance
received the first installment

of a work on

The society will meet the
fourth Friday of each month.
Membership is open to adults
and students.

Officers in addition to Mrs.
Bittner arc: Mrs. John Weber,

Robert Haugh, recording

dwellings.

and Mr. and Mrs. K. Kruse,
social chairmen.

made to this history each
month.

vice president and mem-

Grove -one of the area's first

responding secretary; Mrs.
Charles Francek, treasurer

the village's

He also gave the society a

record books.

chairman;

Mrs. Robert Freund, cor-

history. An addition will be

At the meeting, Mayor collection of arrowheads from

his father's farm in Elk

Wilson. publicity

bership

chairman;

Mrs.

secretary andprogram
chairman; Mrs. Ronald

Station Might Move Elsewhere in Village.
BY TED LACEY

loading and unloading
merce President Harold are
commuters.

Carlson attended the meeting

If you can not get traffic. to ask the Arlington chamber

out of the way of the Mount
Prospect train station, what
do you do?

members to reconsider a proposal for a third train station
at the border between the

You try moving the station
out of the way of the traffic.

villages.
But Congreve announced

being considered by officials
of the village and of the
Chicago and North Western

tion" idea: As a solution to

This possibility is now

Ry.

MAYOR Daniel' Congreve

made the announcement last
night at a dinner meeting of

"The biggest complaint we
have is that trains paralyze
traffic flow in town, especially
during rush hours."

"WE ARE doing a com-

prehensive appraisal,''

an alternative to the "mid -sta-

Congreve said. "The railway
people are studying if from

Mount Prospect's downtown

village is studying it from its

congestion problem, "The

village and the railroad are
considering the possibility of
moving the Mount Prospect
railway station somewhere

their point of view and the,
point of view."
Being considered are possi-

ble cost, exact location, advantages to both parties and
who would pay how much for
the project.

the Arlington Heights along the tracks, to allow
"I'll have a report to the
traffic on Illinois 83 and
Prospect Board of
Congreve and Mbunt Emerson Av, to cross the Mount
Trustees and the chamber of

Chamber of Commerce.

Prospect Chamber of Com-

tracks unimpeded while trains

;)

commerce within 30 days,"
Congreve said.
As for the first proposal, for

the new station between Arlington .,Heights and Mount
Prospect., Carlson said after

the meeting "the prospect

looks a little dim right now."
Arlington Heights Chamber
of Commerce head Harold
Bell said after hearing Mount
Prospect's first proposal, "I
don't think anybody's mind
was Changed.

"WE STILL favor the idea

of providing extra parking

muters in the central business
district.

Congreve and Carlson,i
however, both argue that
commuters are not customers

and that they would rather

have downtown streets

unclogged so customers can
use them.
Bell said

the meeting of

minds between the two'
chambers was "a very friend-

1y,frank and open

discussion."
Carlson agreed, saying he is
glad the chambers can get
together for such talks.

"We do see eye -to -eye on
facilities and improved traffic
flow in downtown Arlington one fact," Carlson said, "that
Heights. We think it helps something has to be done
business to have the corn- about the road network,"

Jack Keefer, Illinois Pharmaceutical Association president, and a charter member of the'
Mount Prospect Historical Society executive board, demonstrates how powders were made
in the old days when the village was first chartered.
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Group to Work With Handicapped Children
"Our purpose is to survey

headquarters in Lincolnwood

4km are being made to

it with north and

assess the population of

ist,

between the ages of 3 and 21

establish rooms in school

tY MERRILL SANDERS buildings or areas in school
Ati outdoor smoking area yards where students may
foss. students at Forest View smoke,
Fit School will be opened Until Monday, the board's
/4 ray, according to Prin- policy forbade student smokclit

sawerence Jenness.

Tile announcement

fsigawed a decision by
al

la
in,

interfere with student smoking
*ct 214's school board to off school property, even durstudents to smoke on ing lunch hour.

talk to parents, students,

teachers and board members

1 grounds

about it.

d the parking lot. The school property.
will be covered with Groups of students gather

school grounds only because
I was concerned about the
Goebbert Rd. situation," Jenness said. "I would not allow
smoking if Forest View was
situated in a location like Arl-

Jenness asked the board to
dents will be allowed to change the policy so he could
e on the northeast corner allow students to smoke
,crest View's campus, outside Forest View High on

"I

'so it will not get muddy on the west side of Goebbert
Rd. during lunch hour to
I. Weather, Jenness said.
trict 214's board ruled smoke, he explained. Students
ay that principals could crossing the road cause a traf-

ington High School, where

smoking students blend in
with the scenery.

"At Arlington High,

Chalk Up
84 Yrs. At Bell
is Bell Telephone Co.
riounced the retirement

'Mount Prospect men,

combined service with
pany totaled 85 years.
are Alexander J. Bet-

5,7

many years a senior
. auditor, with more

i

years service, and

F Dempsey, 310 S.

'II
of
vt

nth more than 41 years
. is lives at 819 S.
'erly, with his wife,

asked for smoking on

students can cross Ridge,
Walnut or Euclid during their

lunch hours. There are
sidewalks there and the
other
pedestrians. Also, they disap-

students

member.

mix

with

He and Mrs. Bettis plan to pear with their cigarets into

travel more now, to their restaurants near Arlington
favorite holiday spot, Florida,

as well as other places, and
to

see more of their

gran -

children.

DEMPSEY, a graduate of
Ohio State University, spent

the first 27 years of his

telephone career with Bell's
parent company, American
Telephone & Telegraph.

High."

Jenness plans to send a letter to parents of Forest View
students, explaining the situa-

Brandt said, "after which

205 S. Dryden, Arlington

yesterday.

0

policy does not allow students

Wheeling High Paper

to smoke within a radius of

according to Supt. Gerald

McElroy. Students breaking

this rule can be suspended for
three days, he said. Students
school grounds during lunch.
also can

two sources
semester's issues.

suspended for

he

es of at least 21 years
Bettis is a past presi;her activities include
hip in the Prospect
60 of the Order of the

Central Council Telephone
Pioneers of America.

He and his wife, Alice,
f which he is a past
and membership in have moved to Golden, Colo.,
rghts of Columbus, of where Dempsey plans to enjoy
his iethenistit.
c Is a fourth degice

articles. Try to follow through
with editorial ideas and try to

give your students specific

ideas for ways they can

become involved. Work for

However, 207's board does paper an All-American
not forbid student smoking off rating.
The Spokesman also receivschool property. Cochrane
said District 207 students are ed the Gallup Award, the
confined to school during lun- highest honor given to high
school journalists.
ch hour.

Dempsey, a retired reserve
Army lieutenant colonel, saw
active duty in both World
War II and the Korean conReserve Officers Assn. and
the Armed Forces Military
Assn.
He is also a member of

basics of reporting and
editing. Continue the excellent
work with interpretive

for last

three days if they are found
"You have done a prosmoking on scnoot grounds,
said Ken Cochrane, assistant fessional job" said the Naprincipal at Maine West High tional Scholastic Press Assn.
(NSPA) which awarded the
School.

center and the education

a member of the

a

improvements

as speakers

judge.

The paper was given maximum points for creativeness,
news sources, editorials and
front page by NSPA.
The sports display, NSPA
concluded, was excellent. It
commented on the "lively and

intersting action pictures, -

and gave the Spokesman 150
points of a possible 150.
Last year's editorial staff

Racial Understanding Gained

Human Relations.

and Directions.

teachers, administrators and
all residents of Wheeling, Elk

workshop contact him at

Grove, Schaumburg and

School District

Palatine Townships, will meet
from 7:15-9:15 p.m. on Nov.

Brower asked that anyone

interested in attending the

59, 2123 S.
Arlington Heights Rd., Arl-

and Laura Chen, assistant

center, which Brower says
helped to arrange speakers

Hersey High School

and develop the human rela- newspaper adviser, directed
tions workshop, is a co- the Spokesman staff to the

operative agency funded

awards.

Mary High School, 2800 Central Rd. Rolling Meadows.

and evaluation of educational
programs for School District

outstanding or model educa-

Tools Stolen

tional programs.

59.

Tools valued at $15 were
High School District 214 is
the administrative district for stolen yesterday from a car
noug Carnpbell
the instructional IUSUUllt3 bchsnging

Racism: White Man's Burden;

center.

Other programs in the
workshop series include

of Mount Prospect.

Next: Report on Needed New
Facilities in School Dist. 57
A report on maintenance
work which should be done

of Perfection

in Mount Prospect was
r !red in

1

District 57's. facilities

school buildings last Thurs-

should be spent," Walberg
said.

day. Members of the com-

committee had been formed to
57's building

school deciding which

"Definitely a draw," Referee Ed Melone, 8 Marcella Rd.,
Mount Prospect proclaims as Mike Mulle, 1416 Lowden Ln.,
Mount Prospect, and Dan Talend, 475 Vassar, Des Plaines,
wearily lift their gloves. Both boys are first graders at St.

mendations to the school

most serious.

Emily's School. (Photo by Dan Bolas)

board.

District 21 Eyes 2Buildings

mittee spent between two and
two and a half hours in each.

Walberg noted that the

g of study District
COM-

mi,1CC last night.

The committee will give the

maintenance problems are the

program and make recom-

"We decided our work as
committee is only half done
a meeting Monday at
p.m. in the administration with the maintenance report,"
report to the school board in
8:15

building, according to
President Ralph Walberg.
.

ThC facilities committee

will start

(2)1
-4" rtaf

TO THE

considering what

new buildings and additional
rooms the district needs after
the board meeting, Walberg
said.

The report the committee
will present on Monday will

Walberg said.

"After the first report has
been presented, we will start
on a larger project --deciding
on what new facilities are

priority, Walberg explained.

"We are showing how the
increase in the maintenance
fund authorized by the voters
in the Sept. 28 referendum

With one school building
nearing completion, District
21 officials are getting ready
to start on two more to meet

Bids on the Tarkington neth Gill.
Sonic, four District 21

School, to be built near the

Sandburg School on a 21 -acre
site

at 3316 N. Schoenbeck

Aorta,

Anoints

A.M. - 6:30 P.M. - MON.

Longfellow School, according

superintendent of elementary

Dec.

School District 21.
Long fellow will be built on
a seven -acre lot on Arlington

"Construction is going ahead

of schedule, and the school

Buffalo Grove Park District,
Joyce Kilmer and the Buffalo
Grove District and Frost with

Thanksgiving. However, a

River Trails Park District.

Beechwood and Barnard

firm opening date has not
been set", Barger stated.
Opening the Poe School

row on building the

costs of constructing

to John Barger, assistant

Heights, may be opened on

rangements between

in the district and the rising

new schools and additions to
existing schools, according to
Walberg.
Walberg said the committee
4,nished examining the district

Bids will be opened tomor-

Heights Rd. between
Dr. in Buffalo Grove.

I, Barger said.

may b.e finished by

will take enrollment pressure

off the Sandburg School,

which now has classes on
double -shift, he said.

interest to the Arlington

said.

In addition to Poe School's

arrangement, there arc arLongfellow School and

the

Mates See
Boxers
Boxing and tumbling by
students at St. Emily's School,

Heights Park District was

4141104010..
FREE! FREE! FREE!

Iroloowv

CLoico WatoNvao.wr
SAT.

school playgrounds, Barger

factors like enrollment trends

The committee will study

Payment of $7,700 plus

Howes 9

use park district land for

Rd., Wheeling, will be opened
on Nov. 21, Barger said.
The Poe School being built
in Berkley Square, Arlington

burgeoning enrollment.

low& & &wog
MAIM STYLING A SPECIALTY
136 WEST PROSPECT AVE.
MT. PROSPECT. ILLINOIS

schools have arrangements to

needed," Walberg continued.

list building repairs which buildings, and will recomshould be made in order of mend a building program for

/

;

Richard Nelson, now

Brower is director of under Title Ill, which prodevelopment, field testing and vides federal money for

on elementary school buildings

' sit

blems encountered by the first grade fighters.

The instructional resources copy editor.

ington Heights.

Hintz Rd.. Wheeling, who is

tumbling show. Guiding the gloves was one of the main pro-

Illinois Commission on Literature; and Evaluation Oehler, organizations editor,

12,. 14. 19 and 21, and Dec.

Robert Brower, 98 W.

during their hoot at the St. Emily's School boxing and

assistant feature editor; Sandy

human relations.

3 and 5 at Sacred Heart of

'.....

feature editor; Faith Ottery,

Nov. 12 for the opening of a

The new group, open to

11,V4`'',:ritUF

"Two of these gloves are mine," Dan Talend tells Mike Mullen

tion and the Individual; news editor; Jamie Milne,

Through Afro-American Souchek, copy editor; Regina

si x -session workshop in

13.111
s
_

included Gary Castle, editor;
Disorder: Civil or Political?; Betty Guthrie, news editor;
Student Power: The Institu- Chris Carlhourg, assistant

services department of the

the Name

COME

and change,"

said the Quill and Scroll

Minority Group Spokesmen
Scheduled for Workshop
Representatives of the black

"You have good ideas, and
good background in the

Wheeling High School's

received an "excellent" rating

Tuesday,

flict.
He is

districts 211, 214, and 207.

Wins Two Awards

Students in District 207 from

listed

tion that is also active
table work.
Pioneers is open to

parents, we may be able to
prevent further damage and

are not allowed to leave paper, the Spokesman,

by the instructional resource

Co. social

School districts in this area

are elementary
treat the children early participating
21, 23, 25, 26, 57,
enough and involve the districts
59, 62 and 63 and high school

a block of the school grounds,

by St. Emily's School, Mount Prospect.

Brandt.

"We hope that if we can

Palatine High School District
211 and Maine High School
District 207 do not allow
students to smoke in school.

The District 211 board

VanEgeren, 127 N. Stratton, Mount Prospect. The two squared

handicapped children and is
expecting another $40,000 in
the near future, according to

Prospect.

has liberalized its policy,

dissident student body are

Bell

federal title program for

Arlington Heights and Mount

speaking community and the

a

Public Instruction, under a

Heights, will be the director

ALTHOUGH District 214

Fourth -grader Don Bolas, 308 N. Maple St., Mount Prospect,

appears to have a more effective reach than does Ricky

the State Superintendent of off during the annual boxing and tumbling show sponsored

MRS. HELEN Appeldoorn,

View

community, the Spanish-

,

dicapped and the facilities just
are not there," he said.
SLIDES has already received $40,000 from the office of

it

were told of the new smoking
arrangements in an assembly

most recently that of supervising engineer.

hone Pioneers of

with children who are han-

should level out again."

Prospect

of the North Council

"WE RECEIVE phone

calls all the time from parents

epidemic three years ago,"

co-ordinating the workshop,
said that the program had
been co-operatively developed

iTIS has long been a

Brandt.

dicaps due to the measles

Arlene Lowe, lives at 1710

Martha Lane, Mount

spotted earlier, according to

diagnostic clinic in the area
so that the problems could be

physically handicapped at Jef-

After joining Illinois Bell,
he held a variety of posts in
the engineering department,

Monica A daughter, Mrs,

schoolers at the First Baptist
Church and 11 in classes for

be a sharp rise in the amount
of children with hearing han-

understanding.
Students at Forest

He said he was willing to
study the idea of a smoking
lounge for students. He will

However, schools could not

would be to set up a

"I know that there soon will

students have complained that
the group of youths standing
reputation, Jenness said.

ing on school grounds.

One goal of the program

There are 10 children in a

Ridge.

tion and asking for their

detracts from Forest View's

to help us," she added.

ferson School, both in Park

fic problem and parents and

across from the school

nursing program in the area

program for deaf pre-

How many of these are
handicapped he does not

merest View High Opens First

Student Smoking Area

mental health clinics, family

welfare programs and the

said.

of about 200,000 according to
Brandt.

incidence handicaps it is
necessary to encompass a

"We hope to coordinate the

efforts of medical doctors,

for deaf and physically handicapped children, have only
been in operation since last
April in Park Ridge, Brandt

THE AREA included in
finding out where they live SLIDES,
from Barrington on
geographically, and then plan the west to Evanston on the
and implement programs to east, has a student population
suit the needs of the children,"
Brandt said.
Since the plans are for low

Appeldoorn said,

tion programs.
The two existing programs,

handicapped children by

hwest suburban pre. ACCORDING to E. Gay kit children who have don Brandt, director of
h hg, visual or multiple the Maine Township Special
Education Program, the
Caps
organization called organization was formed to
S DES --Suburban Low comply with an Illinois law
I 1144nce Development of Ex - requiring special education for
diary Services --has been all handicapped children
S

filinfed It Includes 49 school

facilities not be wasted, the
director said.

the facilities that presently ex-

District 74.

greatly help the child," Miss

know but presently very few
students are in special educa-

large area so that the program
can be made worthwhile and

by July 1,-.1 969.

districts and will have its

BY ERIC GOOLD

'

9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

PHowa 392-3930

.for gentlemen's
meticulous grooming

\

Soft drinks for the kids in costume on

Halloween, October 31st with pur-

"They just
bought a
GEORGE L. BUSSE,

chase of pizza by adult.
So, parents, bring those

favorite
goblins of yours into Shakey's and
give the entire family a Halloween

REALTORS

Treat.

R

alto

865 S. Elmhurst Rd.

439-7050

Public fiousa
Des Plaines

Mount Prospect, entertained
voted by the school board of an audience of about 1,500 at
District 21 in a meeting held the school's annual boxing
Thursday. The money will and tumbling show last week.
The two activities "help
cover improvements at the
Poe School site made by the develop the strong, well-poisArlington Heights Park sed and sound bidies" of the
boys and girls, Sister Mary
District.
The board had delayed payment, hoping that the Illinois
School Building Commission
would pay the bill. The state

Fabiola, principal of the

authorization for the pay-

punches provided 11 matches
for the audience.

house and feel like ,agency could not get
celebrating."
Call: CL 9-0200

ment, according to Supt. Ken-

school said.

Small boys with difficulty
lifting the gloves and the older

students with power in their

Dist. 59 Assistant
Is Dr. Vlasak Now
More than 460 staff

members of District 59 who
know Richard Vlasak as their

In 1962, Vlasak was awarded a master's degree from

DePaul University, in

assistant superintendent in Chicago, in educational adcharge of instruction can now ministration, and has also
start calling him "Doctor "

completed 24 hours of

Vlasak, 38, completed all
requirements this fall for his

ministration there.' In 1953,

Ed D degree from the

graduate study in adhe received

his B.A.

from

University of Illinois in DePaul, where he majored in
educational administration, elementary education, with
and was awarded the degree minors in science and
philosophy.

formally ten days ago

VLASAK, who has served

FOR THE past two years
Vlasak has held his present

as

a

district

science

fair

District 59 position From chairman and worked on the
1964-67 he was principal at University of Illinois
Chicago's Thorp Elementary Administrative Conference
School, and during the '63-'64

has spent

Committee,

ministrative intern in a pro- mittee for Prospect Heights
gram sponsored by National School District 23, and has
Association of Secondary been a member of both 'High

School District 214 Lay

School principals,

He has been an educational Citizen's Committee (1965placement consultant at the 66) and the Prospect Heights

The opening of a new six -

week series of pre -natal
classes for expectant couples

DISTRICT 59 schools

munities has been announced

Ln.,

The new series of classes
will begin Monday, Nov. II
at 7:30 p.m. at the hospital,
800 W. Bicsterfield Rd. Open

And Ridge, Rupley, Grove,
Salt Creek, Lively, Clearmont,

the pre -natal classes were

its first

Rugg of 510 W. Elk Grove

held

meeting Saturday at

Blvd., Elk Grove Village.

Drake's Carriage Room in

OFFICERS elected at the

Park Ridge

meeting were: Jane Spore, 205

Some 22 business education

Hi-Lusi, Mount Prospect;

students were installed by

President; Lucy Talbot, 224

Miss Fern Jacobs of Elmwood

Sunset, Palatine, vicePark, Illinois division W.
president; Susan Kui tz, 1527
treasurer of the association.
Mrs

N. Kaspar, Arlington Heights,

Audrey Raasch, 2818

recording secretary; .Carol
Pool, 1906 Bonita, Mount

Bel Aire, Arlington Heights,
President of the Park -Plaines
chapter of the association, in-

Prospect, corresponding
secretary; Terri Kindt, 239 S.

stalled the officers of the

Forest, Palatine, treasurer;
Nancy Swetonic, 301 W.

Harper chapter

Parkway, Prospect Heights,

THE FUTURE Secretaries

Historian; and Donna

Association helps persons

Conroy, 1336 Carol, Des

prepare to become secretaries,

Miss Jacobs explained

Plaines, Parliamentarian.

Its

The following students are

purpose is to interest persons

members:

in this profession, to teach
skill§ and generally encourage
sectetarieC to be competent.
responsible and trustworthy,
she said at the meeting

,

bathingth'e baby.
Classes in this series will he
conducted each Monday even-

ing through Dec. 16 at 7:30

FAMILY PROTECTOR
.,

-

..,

are two

Sessions

if

'

,,

''For further informatidn,

RICHARD VLASAK

WESIGATeSHeiPPING
CENTER

prospective parents are invited ',
3924080
to call St. Alexius Hospital at ARUNGTON,HEIGHTS
437-5500, extension 631.
Stole Farm Lae Insurance Compan,

sek, what'6

not they plan to have their
baby at St. Alexius.

School Menus

dish, molded cherry, frui

be served Thursday. at

Elk Grove, Arlington,
Prospect, Wheeling, Forest
View and Hersey High

of the nursing staff on the

milk.

has conducted pre -natal

Available desserts; ap-

plesauce, chocolate pie, peach
squares with streusel topping,
jelly roll, honey drop cookies.

Menus were not available
for. Maple School District 62,
Maine East High School and
St. Viator High School.

US. Plywood
Weldwood

MRS. ELSIE Taylor, R.N.,
Arlington Heights, a member

cocktail, orange sunset salads

biscuits and honey butter

Schools District 214:
Main dish (one choice) beef

maternity floor at St. Alexius,
classes at

Craftsman Paneling

the hospital since

March, 1967.

Weldwoodt CialihniuiL is genuine hardwood paneling

program for pre -natal

alive with beautiful .grain pat-

conception through the first

several months of life.

designed for living. Enjoy it's
beauty; warmth and drama all
yearlong!

Information included in the
course concerns pre -natal care

Included 'in every package of

Based on the Red Cross

terns

instruction, the series is divided into six segments covering

pregnant and nursing mother,

subtle

texture

Panel-

Home"

guarantee that assures
satisfaction. of

your

beautiful

this

paneling,

/ SPECIAL SELLING OF

SPECIAL!

Tudor Oak

45 Clearmont`.

ittonaclo

From Elk Grove: Annie
Marshall,
670
Northbrook.

and

WeldwoOd Craftsman
ing is. a "Life of the

for the 'mother, food for the

and Mary Beth Holm, 1942
Welwyn; Mary Ann LaSusa,
Pfingsten,

4';13'x141" Panel

,ONLY"

.3,4106s./eave.,

From Palatine: Jane

Darman, 144 Boynton; Chris.
N. Quentins;
Nancy Kuttig, 109 S. Pine;

Grayson, 550

/ Spanish Bedroom Groupings /

and,Cheri Lea, 261 Babcock.
From

wayne.Breonan

as a community
service. Expectant couples are
invited to register whether or

Grove Village.

Harper Students
Form Secretary Club
Secretaries Association

born and techniques for

m The
P.
hours
h

developed

Adm. Richard E. Byrd in Elk

teacher and an orchestra and their three children, Kyle,

The Harper College Phillips, 1405 Crain, Park
Chapter of the Future Ridge and Miss Mary. Ellen

new

to both husbands and wives,

Hopkins, Grant Wood, and

choice) whipped potatoes, buttered corn. Salad (one choice)
fruit juice, tossed salad, relish

Drew, and Wendy live at 16

of the

Village.

Ridge

voshire, and High
Knolls in Des Plaines,

clothing needs

Alexius Hospital in Elk Grove

Heights; John Jay, Dempster,
Forest
View Elementary in Mount
Prospect;
Brentwood, Einstein, DeHolmes, Frost, and

University of Illinois, has Improvement Association
leader

by Brother Ferdinand,

C.F.A., administrator for St.

Juliette Low in Arlington

biscuit roll, beef liver,
cheeseburger on bun, wiener
on bun. Vegetable (one'

taught 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, and board of managers.
He and his wife, Mary Lou,
8th grades, has been a piano

from surrounding com-

which Vlasak supervises are,

To,
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Offer Pre -Natal Classes
Prospect

Maple
Heights.
S.

two

school year, was an ad- years on the Caucus Com-

Wednesday, October 30, 1968,

all Specially priced

/

Wheeling, Gayle

Gray, 622 S. Wayne and Barb
Ho xie of 151 George Rd.

Discover the Better Buys & Better, -Ideas At
HOURS:
Mon., Thurs.,
8 a.m. to
Bi30
Tues., Wed.,

DUTY- EVANS
LUMBER & PLYWOOD

MT. PROSPECT 514 E. Northwest Hwy.

CL 5-7141

MONEY?
Just use
your

PARK RIDGE '115 North Clifton

TA 3-5195

Midwest
Bank Card

Fri.,

ARLINGT0111

0.3

Others are: Donna

Peterman of Lake Zurich;
Louise Thrun, 520 Engel,

1

L;sr(
,;i113

Ft.ii9FITURE
en Arlington Heights Mond

fr. Arlington Hnight ftd. Arlington Heights C4lili1150

Park Ridge; and 'Tonna
Kross, 302 Baxter, Hoffman

8 a.m. to
5:30 p.m.
Sat., 8 a.m.

to 3'
Closed
Sunday

Carpet and f urniture Specialists

1221

FREE DELIVERY Of Orders over $15 --FREE ESTIMATES (Bring Exact Measurements)

Open Men., Thurs. and Fri. to 9; Tues. to 6; Wed, to noon & Sat. to 5

Estates.

From Arlington Heights:,
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Shirley Anderson,' 201 S

Wilke; and Debbie Conroy,

1

1830 N. Kaspar.

From Des Plaines: Mary
Ellen Grimes, 1384 Howard;

Faculty advisors for the

new chapter are Mrs Alice F.

Buying a home

I

Today's go -anywhere,
do -anything Hush Puppies.®

I
,
Today's go -anywhere,
do -anything Hush Puppies.'

on your own is a
complicated business,
let a qualified REALTOR
help you!

CHRIS

$1 6"
Buoy

Your realtoi has all the clues about what to look for in a

house He saves you time and trouble tracking down

'-,t

$1299

leads that turn out to be dead ends. A realtor is a professional in real estate who subscribes to a strict Code of
Ethics He II timooth over the details of buying. Better
see the man who knows the complicated business -- let
a qualified REALTOR help you! SEE KEMMERLY!

"
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cOSSAcK

II

.

$1 099

Member Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors
/

Member 4141) Multiple
Listing Service

-Dress up for town in our new men's
,shoes. Many styles with interesting
details and soft, comfortable soles,
to wear with suits or sport coats

.

ne

%emmer
REALTORS

REAL
i.m.

Don't go anywhere
Z

Hush
Ripples
CUDDLES

NOW 5 OFFICES SERVING THE NORTHWEST AREA

$12`9..

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffrnan-Schaumburg

894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

MT. PROSPECT

vv

RAND & CENTRAL RDS.

253-9010

253-9010

HOURS:

baily 9:30 to 6:00

rids"

J.

Mon., Thurs., Fri. 9:30 to 9:00
Sunday 11,5

-LE
_FL [B
"The Home of FarnOus Brands"

HOURS: Daily 9:30 to 6;
Mon., Thurs., Fri. 'til

,Open Sundays 11-ia,.tff:At

20 E. NW Hwy.
Arlington Hts.
CL 3-4137

20 E. NW Hwy.
Arlington Hts.
CL 3-4137

momes,tovetospoitirnor

T eRome Ryeis

RAND & CENTRAL RDS.

299-0082

8111141UR DISPIA% OF excenotok,4,
L

MT. PROSPECT
SHOPPING CENTER

WiNg
"The HOme of Famous B

Tr

SHOPPING CENTER

253-2460
956-1500

ppied

ittight

$1599

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

Ankle -low lo knee-high, lined, they'll

very fashionable -indoors or out.

Slalom

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

\

""keep you!.icomfortable and looking

OPEN 9 to 9

In Palatine

without your boots!

U
"The,Home of Famous Brands"

Hours:. Daily 9:30 to
5:30. Fri. 9:30 to 9 P.M.

"The Home of Famous Brands"

otbiiht -loisiri-`;;I:dci,.:- to
5:30; Fri., 9:30 to 9 P.M.

Daylight
"Help Wanted -- Female."

Under this heading, you'll
find such openings as "cleaning woman" or "Domestic" or
"maid."

Any day, now, you may

find, in

their place, "HEP

`Professional' Domestic Workers
clothes are laundered in which

ingredient: dignity.

way, how to polish different
veneers on furniture, how to

there has been a prejudiced at-

cook, use all home appliances
skillfully, even throw a party.
Other useful skills they can
apply to taking care of the ag-

graduate" or "Household

ed or handicapped, how to

management associate."

prudently, arrange flower

technician" or "home shop economically and
IT'S ALL part of the new
approach to attract household
help - domestic servants, or
maids, as they have always
been called. If you belong to
the cynical group that quotes

centerpieces -- you name it,
they'll be able to cope.

would smell as sweet" -- wait
just one more minute.
There's more to the new
idea than just providing a
high-falutin' new title.

category of

"A rose by any other name

We grant you that calling
an usher a "crowd engineer,"
or a plumber a "waste systems

re -router," or a garage

mechanic an "automotive internist" is overdoing it. (We
remember a U.S. Army noncom, World War II vintage,

asking for "terrain

remodelers" to volunteer. We
got to dig ditches.)

A HEP graduate

means you will

reallyl

be getting

been a calculated attempt to
train personnel -who could
look on domestic work as

No matter what you decide
to call her, you'll have to have
what amounts to a "maid -of -

drudgery and poor -paying toil,
at that.

individual quota from each
-benefits, insurance, country
of the eastern
transportation in many cases,

something more than

vancing them to a "title" such
as vice president in charge of

at $100 per week, and

While the new names for

eventually attract more
students to the HEP and
similar training courses, this

the new idea actually
leads to better pay also.
I raining headquarters of-

will not solve the current great
need for domestics in the

Dearborn, Chicago, explain

household help.

files,

estimated 5,500,000

ficials at HEP, 431 S. American homes using
that the federally -funded (un-

til next July) project

is

sponsored by the Chicago
YWCA, which has obtained

the services of Miss Cleo

the

leave from

a pleasant atfree of anything

hemisphere (Europe, Africa
and Asia), allowing 170,000
as the total allowed to enter

servant. When early this

month, the first 21 graduates

tion.

Besides seeking to teach all
the skills
work in

necessary to day

the home, the

in-

structors provide a com-

prehensive all-around course
in home economics, management, 'and adds the priceless

The Fun Starts With Pizza

mosphere,

reminiscent of the days of
And, above all, minimum
pay will not attract the type

Americans are now willing to

names for old jobs. If a clean-

5,500,000 homeowners for

"professional floor

country annually under the
new immigration laws is in-

renovator" ... who knows,
perhaps the men who frame

If only about 1,400,000 about that matter of new

fill the demand of the

Riveter was on the night shift
at the munitions factory dur-

ing World War II, there had

to be someone -- male or
female -- to keep the home

management and related work

THIS EXPLAINS the
black market in domestic
workers, which is -in part
Chicago district director of
immigration and naturaliza-

the laws and are in love with
verbalization of any kind may
admit such immigrants under
the "profession" loophole.

We can readily project a

scene where a housewife

who's a college graduate will
have to unearth her sheepskin

to prove to her new

"professional" domestic

tion, Mrs. Lorraine Hurney,
who was quoted early this
month as saying the 4,476

worker that she still actually
ranks her, earned her degree

legal entry so far represents an

therefore has the right to dish
out the schedule of chores for

expected to set a record.

the day.

persons arrested here for

il-

uptrend with the 1968 total

some years earlier, and

Vie Prooect Dap
."110nor the o i,einnl dream by always .jealottAly keeping
du, pope, 's ,freedom and intellectual integrity.-- Marshall Field 111
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...Serve One Tonight I

ing woman can be re -titled

household help, then the rehabilitator" or a .domestic'
estimated 25,000 alien worker given the upgraded
domestics now entering the status of "home.interior

responsible for the illicit traffic in immigrants from Mexico to Chicagoland noted by

JUST AS when Rosie the

realignment of immigration
from the rest of the world.
THIS SETS us to thinking

by taking on part- or full-time
jobs, the total of domestics or
chores they left behind at
home will keep rising, too.

the country permanently each
year, and also set up the

of service wanted in your
home.

deed a drop in the bucket.

househelp needed to do the

June, 1968, with two major

changes, which eliminated the

In fact, while an increasing
number of housewives is bat-

tling the high cost of living
as it zooms into outer space

loopholes in the Immigration
Act, revised in 1965 for. the
first time in 13 years and rewritten and made 'effective

all -work" and offer fringe

the demands of employes

seeking more money by ad-

to head the one-year opera-

pletion of the 10 to 14 -week
course, they walked out able
to cope with such problems as
how to take care of rugs, what

household help.

what is basically a familiar
job will add some prestige and

Illinois Employment Service

their certificates for com-

marginal, and there has never

-- you're right.

Contrary to the procedure
in certain firms which meet

agents who have found

benefits have always been

Simon Legree.

status symbol,

a

junction with employment

easy -maintenance furniture
and equipment, has to have

guaranteed a 40 -hour week by
their employers at that figure,
whether they lived in or not.

started to enter into the

garden variety of domestic

ment Project (HEP) received

saving devices, appliances and

The few immigration

lawyers specializing in such
opportunities work,in con-

downgrading it. The pay and

and provide

more than the common Household Employ-

titude to service work,

under control, so today even
the affluent family, with a
home crammed with labor-

Of the 21 graduates, five
were placed in jobs promptly

Lasley, on

of the

"Yes, it's called a 'mace,' but it has nothing to do with
civil disorders in the old days!"

IF THIS sounds as if the
job of being a run-of-the-mill
cleaning woman or maid of all
work has been upgraded and

FOR GENERATIONS,

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

William J. Kiedaisch

Managing Editor
The Prospect Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III.60056

Expecting guests? Or simply spending a
cjuiet evening at home with your family? You'll
add to the fun of just being together by serving
pizza - today's most popular snack treat. But

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy.

Yes Vote Urged
For Constitution Reform

don't just serve any pizza. Make it real "pizzeria style" pizza from the Chef's Kitchen at your nearby
Jewel. It's made with the finest aged cheese, tomato -rich sauce, zesty spices and seasonings even topped with tangy Italian sausage (or a wide
choice of other toppings) if you like. And, if you
order 30 minutes ahead, it'll be piping-hot and

The Constitution under which Illinois is
now governed was adopted back in 1870,
and even for 100 years ago it wasn't much
of a document. It was drawn up to meet
conditions of that day, many of which have
long ceased to be important or have disappeared altogether. In this world of today it
is an anachronism, a burden upon the peo-

ready to serve when you pick it up. Try one tonight. With the coupon below you can save 50c on
your very next order!

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON
GOOD THROUGH SAT., NOV. 2, 1968

50` OFF

4-0
.!A

tAti113,

50c
CASH

-1
LGE.

Pizza

$175 $225
$135 $175

TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT . . . OUR WIDE VARIETY INCLUDES
PIZZAS TOPPED WITH MUSHROOMS, GREEN PEPPERS, OLIVES OR
ONIONS.

e 's Burger
A FRESH -GROUND BEEF BURGER ON A TOASTED
TOPPED WITH PLENTY OF OUR CHEF'S
BUN

OWN SPECIAL SLAW, SLICED TOMATOES AND

each

ONIONS M -M -M -M -M!

the legislature to authorize tax methods fessional, civic, education
favoring one group over another.
organizations endorse it.

.

. YOUR ORDER WILL BE READY

FOR PICK-UP IN 30 MINUTES!

253-9042
Chef's Kitchen
RIGHT INSIDE YOUR JEWEL

404 Rand Road, Arlington Heights

and service

This, of course, ignores the fact that a
For con -con to be approved it must have
serious tax inequity has resulted from the the "yes" vote of the majority of those who
inflexibility of the Constitution which blocks go to the polls. Therefore, not to vote at
a true and equitable sales tax. Instead the all on the issue is equivalent to casting a
State has a distorted version of an oc- "no" vote.
cupational tax which applies to food and
The Day believes that the present
clothing as well as luxuries, thus taxing the Constitution is an historical freak that
poor a higher proportion of their income should be abandoned in the interest of
modern and progressive government for the
state, and for its economic welfare.

We urge you to vote "yes" on the blue
THE ONLY WAY the Constitution can
be junked for a modern model is through ballot.

Letter To The Editor
Prospect Band First to Play At Wrigley Field

MIL

Editor:

In reading your article
"Wheeling Band Director

Teacher of Year," I do not
feel that Dean DePoy is correct in saying "We are the on-

Just Call Us

a new constitution would or would not pro-

virtually unattainable. But it has been this on the blue ballot.
wekaness, paradoxically, that has helped the
The militantly non-partisan League of.
Constitution survive, There has been the fear
Voters is enthusiastically behind
that a change would make it possible for Women
con -con. Almost 60 farm, labor, pro-

than the rich.

taileing

the blue ballot at the polls Nov. 5. What

redrawn. It is generally agreed that it cannot that when the people of the state have a
be patched up to "make do." It is difficult chance to examine what is offered them.
to amend. In fact, it has been amended only
Both political parties have planks favoring
once in any material way.
con -con. The two gubernatorial candidates,
One of its greatest weaknesses is its pro- Republican Richard Ogilvie and Democrat
visions regulating taxation. They are restric- Samuel Shapiro, have called on their camtive to the point that state solvency is paign workers to press for a positive vote

CHEESE & SAUSAGE

A complete meal
on a bun!

And that gets down to what the voters

are being asked to decide when they mark

new constitution? No commitment is sought

MED.

Cheese Pizza

to the people for approval or rejection.

Almost from the time it was signed there for acceptance of what the con -con would
have been ettorts to have the uutistitution produce. There will be ample time to decide

GOOD ONLY AT YOUR 404 RAND ROAD JEWEL

-Anrea

come up with a new constitution to submit

ple and a handicap for the government vide is not the issue. The question is simply,
shall there be a convention to draw up a
that must serve them.

VALUE

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

a constitutional convention (con -con) which
would hold hearings, weigh all the issues and

ly high school band that has
ever played for the Chicago
Bears."

Apparently DePoy nor The
Day realizes that on a chilly
Sunday afternoon, Nov. 26,
1961, the Chicago Bears met
the New York Giants on the
gridiron at Wrigley Field, and

marching band not only was first one to play for the
the first band in District 214 Chicago Beats at Wrigley
to play for such an event, but Field,
Name Withheld By Reqtiest
this 1961 PHS band was the

Hideaword
TRUNCOY
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

the Prospect High School

Marching Band provided the

half time entertainment for
that game.

Under the direction of Mr.
Edward Volz, the 91 -piece

11 good, 16 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

560 Have a Ball

Chatting with Dr. Harold C. Labinsky of St. Alexius
Hospital Medical Staff at the St. Ale sins Hospital Auxiliary's Ball, are Auxiliary members (left to right): Mrs. John
Delke, Mrs. Carlo 1ppolito, Mrs. John Kennedy and Miss
Sonja Symes. Music for the ball was provided by the Bill
LEFT --Waiting to greet the 560 guests that attended the

Russell Orchestra.

Alexius Hospital Auxiliary's Ball at the Marriott Motor
Hotel Oct. 19 are Mrs. Edwin Plaza (Arlington Heights.),
Mrs. Robert Eitzenhoefer (Elk Grove), Mrs. Dan Delaney
St.

Mrs. John Poweziak (Schaumburg).
Faracy of Elk Grove was ball chairman.
and

Mrs.

Stephen

0000800ao trent 0

ontranara 0 5 0 05 0 0

trrrm

The Day's Prospects

Being a Candidate's Wife Is Busy
and Rewarding
tourists, leisurely fished at the

"I'm an "e xhausted

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

chicken,"

(Second in a series on "Local
Women and Politics")

Next to the candidates
their wives are
probably the busiest people in
the world.

themselves,

Keys and traveled down the

guess, because

I

West Coast.

they call a retired or inactive
JC an Exhausted Rooster,"

"TALKING ON t h e

she said.

full time jobs," explains Joan.
She told of the woman who

SHE RECEIVED her

"I looked just great in my
dirty old work clothes when

This holds true for the

bright brunette who met Dave
Regner at a 41st Ward Young

Republican's Victory Party

College and did graduate
work

Joan Regner has been interested in politics for many

at

Loyola

northwest side of Chicago for
eight years.

and a room mother she said,

Dave's father owned a
butcher shop in the 38th
Ward located in the BelMont
and Central area of Chicago.
The Republican precinct caplain solicited Dave's help "to
ring doorbells." This was the
beginning of his optimistic
and happy career in politics,
and concentrated Joan's too.
especially after they were martied in August, 1957.

"We lived in Norridge, kind

of a little island in a sea of

people who thought di fferently,- she said. "We
became active in the JCs
about the same time and call-

ed for information about the
organization here before moving to Mount Prospect in
1961.

"I'm extremely pleased with

FOR A hobby Joan con fessed, "I have the most ap-

Prospect, I think the children

preciative eaters in town and

the schools in Mount
are getting a fine education."

The 9 -year -old son of the
Regners, David, is a student
at Sunset School. He belongs
to -sports in season" including
Gopher Team with patio praclice for roller hockey, preparing -for ice hoccey coming up
this winter,

Grove Republican Club as
program chairman, and has

Joan

is

active

District 59 Parents Arts
Council, is presented by The

21/2 years.

,P.ayrnond'.

schedules of insurance broker,
state representative and father
takes patience and talent. Last

summer the Regners spent a
two week vacation in Florida

special Legislature Council

a

which meets annually.

After the GOP convention,
the family, like any group of

Tickets are available through

District 59 schools in Des
Plaines, Mount Prospect, Arlington Heights and Elk Grove
for 75 cents. Tickets also will

1

1;4;

in

the

be sold at the door.

THE "MYSTERY

ROCKET" soars into outer
space with Spencer, the talking dog, to help the United

Elk

vital research. No
one suspects that little Ricky
has stowed aboard unable to

bear separation from his
beloved pet.

The family attends St.

The Guild Players promise
to pith:. the "Mystery Rorket"

C:itholir Church
in Mount Prospect and Joan

the Park Ridge Alumnae
Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota,
professional music fraternity
for women.

Hostess will be Mrs.
William Holden, 209 S.

An affiliation service will

be conducted by Mrs.

First
Concert
Thurs.

a busy day at the polls
marking sheets and making

as

telephone calls for the
Precinct Telephone Campaign

advising citizens where to
vote.

She hopes the day will

Margaret Okimoto will
perform, Rachmaninoff's

culminate in a victory

celebration at the Elk Grove
Republican Headquarters on

"Variations on a Theme of
Paganini" at the opening concert of the new season of the

Main St.

Northwest Symphony
Orchestra Sunday, Nov. 3 at
3:30 p.m. at the Maine

patroness members interested

Maine Township High

Snodgrass, Buffalo Grove,
and Mrs. Dennis Windier,

Peterson of Arlington

Harvard; Mrs. Earl

Robinson of Arlington
Heights, sopranos.

president, Mrs. Douglas'

Schools.

Heights, at 255-5397.

studied piano for 13 years, is

American Legion Post 525
ficers at Old Orchard Country
Club last Friday. Installed by

the Past Commander of the

Jones, first vice president;
Mrs. Frankie Gehringer, 2d
vice president; Mrs. Alice
Blocksom, secretary; Mrs.

American Legion Post.

Grosse No. 2 by Corelli Geminaini and selections

recently visited the USO and

from two operas by Wagner,

contributed two cases of

"Prelude and Love Death"

orange and lime cold drinks
and almost 100 paperback

from "Tristan and Isolde" and
the Introduction to Act III

books.

from "Lohengrin." Also on
the program is Dvorak's "New

Arl-

Charles N. Verret at CL 3-

Donations are welcome. Call
537-9162 for information.

Central
ington Heights.
E.

Rd.,

For information call Mrs.
1167. Eligible for members10

position inspired by Dvorak's
visit to this country.
Season tickets, $6 for four

Sale

continue until 9 p.m.

for Norwesco and Clearbrook

fort, the council offers within

School for the Mentally

the community the best family
entertainment available.

Retarded.

It is a not for profit co'rporation formed by parents to
foster cultural activities for
children.

ington Heights, will co -hostess
the meeting and invites all
members a.. well as friends to
attend the party.

The chapter president Mrs.

Richard M. Kleckner of Arl-

Prospect Students
At Ul Med, School
at the University of Illinois'
Medical Campus in Chicago.
'2.680 students. includes seven

students from Mount
Prospect.
F -oiled in the School of
ry are Roger C. Biede.
Den

II: '01 1116 Dogwood Lane:
Stephen B. Gillespie. 706 W.

Mary E. Lock. 305 N.
School St.. is a student in the
Graduate School of Nursing.
David C. Smith. 109 N.
Russell. is enrolled in the
Pharmacy School.
John L. Trimble. 350 S.
We -Go. is a student in the
Graduate School.

Enrolled in Nursing School

Dempster; and David M.

is Virginia A. Wenk. 703 W.

Gobeille. 515 S. Edward.

Russell.

Looking Forward
To Fun Time

AN

5'

performances of the Concerto

A carload of women, including Mrs. Jeannette Verret

Center in Buffalo Grove. It
will opZ7') at- 10:30 a.m. and

1300

agency as was done in the past

transportation and ef-

cost,

orchestra, will present

month in a member's home.
New members are welcome.

Dr. Bernard Dale Martin,

resources. For the minimum

music director of the

veterans who belong to an

second Monday of each at the Ranch Mart Shopping

year. The proceeds will be
donated to an area charity or

PERRY CRAFTON ,

are veterans and relatives of

George G. Keverian, 1430 N:
Arlington Heights Rd., and

The internists, are Dr.

they screen and discuss

is a student of Wanda Paul.

MEETINGS are held the

arms.

Delta Zeta's 1968-69 program

Winkleman Scholarship, She

concerts, may be purchased at

membership in the American
Society of Internal Medicine.

THE TOY party will be the
main fund-raising project for

In their monthly meeting

received the Laura L.

The\ Buffalo Grove Over 50
hold a Bazaar and
Club
Rummage sale Friday, Nov. 1

residents have been elected to

Mrs. Fay Carlson, sgt. at

Iowa.

School of Music where she

World Symphony," a com-

Two Arlington Heights

Sales Co., Inc., Dubuque,

now a junior at the

R// mut age

Alta Lahtinen, treasurer; Mrs.
Ruth Leckner, chaplain, and

demonstrator for Merri Mac
Toys, a Division of General

Northwestern University

district Jim Kissner of and Mrs. Ruth Carlson

Palatine, were Mrs. Jeannette
Verret, president; Mrs. Stella

performers in the
areas of the Fine Applied
Arts, Humanities, Science and
Social Studies to the students
during the school day.

fessional

fair as manager and

Miss Okimoto, who has

American Legion
Auxiliary Installs
Auxiliary installed new of-

in the district. They
work together to bring proschool

evening, Nov. 12. Mrs. Frank
Blake, 2210 Central, Rolling
Meadows, will hostess the af-

presenting concerts at all three

the

Woodstock.

9th

Society Accepts
Two Physicians

the group may call

DISTRICT 59 Parents Arts
Council is comprised of at
least one member from each

derful World of Merri Mac"
is the theme for Delta Zeta
Alums Toy Party, Tuesday

This is the second year that

the Northwest Symphony is

Ridge will serve as co -hostess.

of Palatine, and Mrs. Gerald

Rd., Des Plaines.

The Park Ridge Alumnae
suburban area. Alumnae or

William Blomquist of Park

Ridge, cellist; Mrs. Erie Jones

Auditorium, 1755 S. Wolf

Robinson, chaplain, for three
new members of the chapter.
They are Mrs. Edwin Keene,

Home, Park Ridge. Mrs.

Performing will be Mrs.
Frederick Buckely, of Park

Township West High School

Chapter serves the northwest
in

their dramatic talents.

The largest enrollment ever

looks forward to next Tuesday

Sigma Alpha Iota Alums
To Get Musical Treat
An American Musicale is
the program planned for the
Tuesday Nov, 5, meeting of

"Welcome to the Won-

to many different planets and
tickle the imagination through

States in

Republican Women of Elk
Grove Township for nearly

"WE ALL enjoy each

Correlating the busy

Guild Players for the enjoyment of area children.

served on the Board of

other's company very much,"
Joan said. Dave is vuy close
tous."

mainly because Dave was

ed the Mount Prospect

The play, sponsored by

house."
Besides her usual household

duties and school activities,

years with the Mount
Prospect Midget Football

DAVE WAS president of

Jayncees.

have to admit, I'd rather fiddie with hors d'oeuvres than
do anything else around the

two

the Mount Prospect Jaycees
for two years and served as
state vice president. Joan join-

1

the contrary," Joan explained,
"we are just ordinary people."

As a member of the PTA

representing Illinois at

presented Saturday, Nov. 2 at
p.m. and 3:30 p.m. and on
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. only.

thought the maid would be
answering the phone." "On

before teaching on the

pie should have the power of
their convictions and then do
something for them."

children's play will be

I answered the phone." The
woman said with surprise, "I

University

years "because I feel that peo-

Arlington Heights?
The colorful, fast-moving

the floor.

bachelor's degree from Rosary

for Congressmen.

"Mystery Rocket" is about to

land at Forest View High
School, 2121 S. Goebbert Rd.,

called just as she was in the
middle of stripping wax from

Delta Zeta
Toy Party

Await Rocket
At Forest View
Have you heard the

telephone is one of my near

In addition to former

membership in the Jayncees,
Joan also lists membership in
the Mount Prospect Junior
Woman's Club.
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A homework inspection (top), current events of the village
surveyed from The Prospect Day (center) and getting David
ready for football practice are just a few of the duties of Joan
Regner, busy, active, wife of David Regner who is seeking
re-election as a State Representative. (Photos by Eleanor Rives)

the box office or by contacting Mrs. Richard P.
Stover at 823-4438.

Individual tickets are $2; student tickets, $1, and children
under 12 will be admitted free
if accompanied by an adult.

1-

Barbara Singer, Carolyn O'Rourke and Patty Franson are
anticipating the visit of the Mulqueens' "Kiddie A Go -Go"
with. Pandora, well known children's T.V. show viewed on
Channel 26. The Mount Prospect Nurses' Club will sponsor
the show Nov. 9 at 10 a.m. at the Prospect Cinema Theater, 827
East Rand Rd. Tickets, at $1, may be obtained from Mrs. James
Skelton (CL 3-3368) or Mrs. Thomas Domek (CL 5'5621) or members of the club.

I HE ARLINGTON DAY
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Ca paid ning Youths Sing To
p
Carr u phrey ver
They began practicing in a
a it.w weeks ago

garage just

went on to

On Saturday and Sunday,
the boys in the combo cam-

paigned for their favorite

heir from St. Louis to Minneapolis, got words of
candidate for president.'

at Moline, 111., and was

"The Over The Hump with
Humphrey Boys", a group of

personal appreciation from
Sen. Edmund Muskie (D -

critically -ill

bandwagon for

delayed 45 minuted until

had a 15 -minute interview
with Mrs. Humphrey.
It was Mrs. Humphrey who

who provided the garage at
591 Walnut Ln., the boys are
Bill Toovey, 510 Magnolia:

for a week if Humphrey is

Rochester was aboard. The
Elk Grove Township youths

Slw asked that they bring their

Greg Roberts, 623 Sycamore:

There was but one con-

Walnut, and Jack Brown. 591
Walnut.

Accompanied by their men-

House.

On their way back from

Minneapolis, the boys stopped

Waterloo where students
from Waterloo High School
and from Waterloo College
at

made them arrive too late to
appear in a rally with Muskie,
hut Muskie stopped to talk
with them on the way to his
plane, to thank them for their
efforts. After Muskie left, the
boys played at another Minneapolis rally at which Mrs.
Humphrey was the guest of

They are part of Youth for
Humphrey who have been Shanyfelt, the group flew to

Peoria. leaving O'Hare

staved an airport rally in their

honor. They were invited to
return to Waterloo after the
election for concerts at both
the high school and at the col-

lege. Their final stop for an

airport appearance for

honor. Mrs. Humphrey visited
with them briefly Saturday

Airport at N Saturday morning.

They gave a 30 -minute pro-

gram at the Peoria airport,

House.

present a concert at the White

The delay in the flight

tor, Elk Grove Village
precinct captain Paul

vitation to play at the White

instruments so they can

waited.

Alan Lewandowski, 876 dition: the invitation is conCrest: Paul Brown, 591 ditional upon the events of
Walnut: 'tom linnet), 601

The six youths have an in-

elected president on Nov. 5.

the passengers while they

weekend at the White House.

Grove for the last few weeks.

a

going

passenger

gave a Humphrey program for

invited the boys to spend a

campaigning throughout Elk

in the country travelling at its
own expense to campaign for
Humphrey. She invited them
to come to the White House

to the Mayo Clinic in

Elk Grove junior high and Maine), the Democratic vicehigh school students, will presidential candidate, and
make music to help Hubert.
Directed by Paul Shanyfelt,

perhaps the only youth combo

Minneapolis, their plane stopped

they'll go on the

hut soon

president that they arc

Louis and

St

repeated the teat
En route north to

OUNT PROSPECT

Dubuque, Iowa.

Another confrontation 'with
Mrs. Humphrey took place at
the airport Sunday afternoon.
Though she was en route to

center campaign appearances

This week the boys will
make a number of shopping

15

They have been asked to play
for a CBS television news pro-

minutes. Mrs. Humphrey pro-

SH9)

mised to report to the vice

gram feature. They will ride
in the Humphrey torch -light
parade through the Chicago

FREE CAR WASH
With Every 22 Gal. Purchase

Loop Friday night.

COMPLETE THOROUGH WASHING
INSIDE & OUT

Nixon Telecast
Scheduled

D'On
OU,"c,. DOUBLE GUARANTEE
OF SATISFACTION
174"
mau4;TROSPET.,r
BY MARATHON
,.."-').)
vv
..st-tx-ruluazLL.
AND BY US!

Mrs. Jack Walsh of Arl-

113 E. PROSPECT AVE.

T

Township chairman of the
Women For Nixon -Agnew,

X'

was advised from Washington
Thursday afternoon that there
will be an unscheduled Nixon

ith the tier! Carpet"

WE'RE OPEN!
Banjo Entertainment

IP

telecast Friday evening at
6:30. It will be carried on

Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings

O

Chicago's Channel 5.

Mrs. Walsh and her group

1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads
Palatine
Phone 359-4255

of workers are making
telephone calls to as many

... You'll Be Glad You Did!

CORDUR0
The young corduroy jacket speeds
through fall and winter. Smart additic,rt far hrirk-tn-srhool wardrobe
of every young scholar, smartly

wonderfully warm

styled,

.

Nita

'

.1

draw -cord pile lining, two roomy

'

McMinn, 2505 Sigwalt, Roll-

l

noted. "This could make expanding a school more expensive than building a new
one."

a 40 -acre tract for sale there."
Jenness said that in his opi-

be bought, Forest View and

3,200 students

Wheeling
last year as opposed to about

students. This policy was

2,375 this year, and we felt
the pinch in facilities like the

they do in a small one, said
Robert Haskell, principal of
Elk Grove High School. "The
number of people who can
play football, or be elected to

schools serving 2,500
established in the early 1950's
1103 E. Euclid, Arlington

Heights, who was school

Wheeling High. "We had
at

auditorium, library and
lunchroom.

"Our classroom problem

Walsh's group will he to get

district, and the board was

"earlybird" classes, coming to

citizens who need assistance

trying to decide whether to
add on to Arlington High or

school and leaving a period
earlier than other students.

build more schools.

But we couldn't hold all -

consultant with the University

Childress of Northwestern

Bruno Waara, principal of
Arlington High, agreed with

MERLE SUMI'TION, a

of Illinois, and Dr. Jack

University, advised the board
then to build high schools for

2,000 students

on the

,

grounds that schools of that
size could offer students many

courses and still be

Ave., Chicago, at noon next

manageable.

Sunday.

school policy was a

The 2,500 student high

compromise worked out with

students some members of the

committee ealled for

ac-

cording to Dougan.
Principals of high schools in

District 214 agree that 2,500

TTTTT FARM

students to a school is a good
number, and say that they

.

would prefer to see more
schools built.

,,,,,

they

do

of Forest View, said he

Shirley. "The way schools arc
buildt, it usually is impossible
to enlarge a cafeteria or gym.
Also, some schools in the

district don't have enough

land for expansion. Arlington
High School's lot of IS or 19
acres is the smallest size possible for the present student

body."

"Schools serve an area better if they are built in the
town in which the students

live," lie said. "Wheeling High
School, which WAS opened in
1964, has developed a community spirit in Wheeling."
However, Jenness feels that

sonic schools may have to be
enlarged while at least one
more high school is built to
solve growth problems.

"If the number of students

BY ERIC GOOLD
If you live in the northern
suburbs you can borrow any
book that is available in any

making sure that the people

.
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of the area get together with
the books they want to read.

Through an inter -library
loan

system among

those

in Arlington

the 28

member libraries, including
Heights,

Mount Prospect and Des
Plaines, you can obtain books

.

diT,IT Cash Value 50c Ti.r&,'
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BOY'S and MEN'S WEAR

anJort:s

One is at the intersection of

Dundee and Arlington

Heights Rds., in the Leavitt
subdivision of Buffalo Grove.
Another is between Barker
and Linden Rds, on the south
side of Central Rd., in Rolling
Meadows; and the third is on

the northwest corner of
Dr., Prospect Heights.

unavailable in your local
library.

THE LOAN system ex-

tends from the local area to
Chicago, then the rest of the
state, and finally nationwide.

"If a person is unable to
Isis local

rind a book in

library, all he has to do is ask
the librarian to find it for
him." said Robert McClarren,

Go right to

to find

library, requesting the book.

Librarians at Evanston try
the hook in other
libraries in the system. They
do this through knowledge of

This is the time of year when entertaining moves
indoors --and your draperies become the setting for

The BIG MAN

gracious get-togethers. Be sure they look their loveliest --let Holiday's skilled craftsmen beautifully
clean, hand -iron and roll -pleat them to perfection.

in REAL ESTATE

"IF WE ARE looking for a
children's hook, for example,
we will check the Des Plaines
library first because we know
they have a strong children's
collection," McClarren said.
If the book is found in the
system it is delivered to the
library here.

real
Just call for
HOLIDAY'S
FAMILY FINISH
74 LAUNDRY SERVICE

LAUNDRY &

BRUNS

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
SCHAUMBURG

7 W. Schaumburg Road

392-4554

439-4727
FREE PICK-UP OR DELIVERY AS EARLY AS 7:00 A.M.

delivered to the Evanston

255-6320

library and from there to the

358-1502

IF THE BOOK is not
found in Chicago, the three
research and reference centers
in the state, at Springfield,
Southern Illinois University

894-1330

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF IOC 3'
HOMES. ADVERtISED IN THE,

Mt, Prospect
412 W. Northwest Hwy.

search moves to Chicago. If
it is found in Chicago it is
library here.

PALATINE

DRY CLEANERS

If the book is not found in
the north suburban system the

estate

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

A

The Home Buyers Guide
APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

652 W.Algonclain Rd.
:.

40

and sent to the Evanston

BRUNS

Des Plaines

CL 3-7911
IOS S. Mein St., Mt. Prospect
, -szn,,,-,..21-,:.,:;.::" ,,w,ii-rnt,,,,-,===.ititozn,,,==-..,,,r4;vonnesa

approximately

what each library's strength is.

.--.:_..

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

measures
acres.

Buying or Selling

the top ... see

DRAPERIES!

Your Dry Dleaning!

McLennan, assistant

This triggers a search for
the book. A form is filled out

CLEANED

It's Smart To Send

lots on which schools
could he built, said Roderick

Suburban Library System.

with EXQUISITELY

Your Laundry With

District 214 now owns

director of the North

Helps You
Set the Stage

Alanson Coupon HOP

'":-.

to Jenness.

Alderman Ave. and Coldren

"DISTRICT 214 does not

,

__.

Northwestern line, while a
new school which could serve
up to 3,000 students was built
in Rolling Meadows. Another
school may he needed in the
Buffalo Grove area, according

Library SystentWill Searcifi,
Nation for Book You Want
Library System is dedicated to

FOR TIMELY SAVINGS!

of the Chicago and

superintendent. Each lot

The North Suburban

CLIP THESE VALUABLE COUPONS

or 3,500 students to

school.

public library in the nation.

1-.- .1

than

with a big one, simply because
they /11-t: more important in a
small one."
Lawrence Jenness, principal

3.0011

educate students living south

students in the auditorium."

students and the 3,000 in a school is expanded

Royal Order of the

school

small

would have to he enlarged to'

there wasn't room for all the

the

lay com-

Students identify more with it

Elk Grove High Schools

three

stallation of new members in-

first citizens

student council is limited.

nion, if a suitable site couldn't

thought it would be better if
the district built more high

school assembly, because

festival will feature in-

mittee between the 2,000

tracks on which a school

"STUDENTS DON'T have

District 214 is to build high

ki----II

cipal of Prospect High School,

could he built. The population
in that area is growing, and
high school -age children there
will have to be educated. Even
if the voters authorize the
district to spend the money on
a lot south of the tracks, it
may not be possible to find

the same chance to participate
in activities in a big school as

State Farm Mutual

:

own a lot south of the railroad

laboratories, shop facilites,
and an extra cafeteria and
auditorium would have to be
built." Alvin Kulieke, prin-

Thomas Shirley, principal of

The currnet policy of

volunteered to attend

the

greatly, new science

ing Meadows, chairman.

Westgate Shopping
Center
392-4000
Arlington Heights

-'

it is built,'' commented

was solved when 600 students

WAYNE -BRENNAN.

,

0,,

I,'5

$23

designed for that many when

CAR'INSURANCE

-,:

,

and

Weather Bronze, Deerskin
Cactus. Sizes 12 to 20.

2,500 students must be

hoard later

school

only high school in the

CALL:

,

overcoat pockets and pile trimmed

collar and welt detail. Comes in

this

Herring.

'

N.
-

students," said Roland Goins,
principal ofJohn Hersey High.
"We have 90 to 10(1 teachers
at Hersey, and I can get to
know all of them."
"A SCHOOL for more than

Another activity of Mrs.

to
!

port with teachers and

year, according to B.K.

the

According to Sidney R.
Olsen, grand herring, the

i

.1'
,

full committee will report to

the club, 624 Wrightwood

.1,,
-

The facilities subcommittee
of the lay citizens' committee
is studying this question. The

The annual fall grand herring breakfast of the Svithoid
Singing Club will be held at

,

,

......

ones.

Singing Club
To Install
Knights

72,7,
k.4,...

build more high schools
rather than enlarging existing

"When a school get: too
big, it is hard to establish rap-

board president then. At that
time Arlington High was the

to the polls on election day.

-,

King of the Road

The principals involved
think District 214 should

them of the special telecast.

flmilies as possible, advising

You've Never Been To Alansons?
Stop In

Wheeling

Heights,

ington

r i',
I :II ."1'
PIZZA PARLOR
t

Mount Prospect
)
13 "Across the tracks
at the Water Tower"

als
District 214 ri
ti iy, N t dd
Say

throughout Elk Grove

Township, including one appearance in Mount Prospect.

a plane, she stopped and
visited with the boys for

"The Over the Hump with Humphrey Boys" sing out for their presidential candidate, Hubert Humphrey.

Humphrey took place at

evening.

;

DAY PUBLICATIONS

and the University of Illinois
in Urbana, are checked by a
teletype just installed in the
Evanston library.

"With the teletype we can
find a book in one afternoon.
It used to take at least a week
just to locate the book."
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Admires/
Color

ADVANCED Q-26 COLOR CHASSIS ...
RESERVE POWER

SIMPLIFIED CONTROL CENTER
LIGHTED CHANNEL INDICATOR
"SUPER SCOPE" VHF TUNER
TRANSISTOR UHF TUNER

CHROMA-BRIGHT 23"
RETANGULAR COLOR
PICTURE TUBE

AUTOMATIC CHROMA

U

CIRCUIT ... CORRECT
COLOR INTENSITY

HIGH GAIN

X - TRA
BONUS

3 -STAGE
IF AMPLIFIER

SPECIAL GROUP OF
COLOR TV'S
VALUES FROM

$575 TO $725
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
EASY TERMS

COLOR FIDELITY CONTROL ... DIAL NEW
WARMTH INTO COLOR AND BLACK AND
WHITE PROGRAMS.

SPECIAL
18" Color Portable

NEW

with Stand

$388

3 -YEAR
Color Picture Tube

WARRANTY
MAKES ADMIRAL COLOR TV
The Most relipble you can own!

STORE HOURS:
Daily 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Sat. 7 to 6
Sunday 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

ACE

ARE

100 W. Northwest Hwy. Mt. Prospect
CL 5-1600
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CHICAGO DAILY NEWS -10/26/68
"BEWARE THE SMEAR ARTISTS"
"... In behalf of Governor Shapiro's candidacy, someone published in the
name of an organization called Suburban '68 a tasteless and smearing pamphlet about Richard B. Ogilvie, the Republican candidate for Governor, and
his former chief Sheriff's investigator, Richard Cain, that had no proper role
in a fair campaign. At the end was printed the logotype of the Daily News,
in such a way as to suggest our endorsement of the entire project. This was
false and a gross impropriety...."

,

'

Political machines, sensing defeat, often resort to desperation tac..)
tics. Facts are distorted, real issues are obscured, false issues are
invented.
Unfortunately, it is happening in Illinois today. A vicious and vulgar attack is being waged against the reputation and integrity of
Dick Ogilvie, Republican candidate for Governor.
In the name of decency, we urge you to refute these irresponsible
tactics wherever and whenever they appear.

-ABOUT
FOR THE -RECORD; WE INVITE YOUR ATTENTION TO THE -FOLLOWING -COMMENTS

RICHARD B. OGILVIE FROM RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATIONS THROUGHOUT ILLINOIS.
THE CHICAGO CRIME COMMISSION -8/11/67

1,

"During the four-year term .of Sheriff Richard B. Ogilvie, which ended - in December 1966, the . Sheriff's
police force was more effective in suppressing organized gambling and rackets in Cook County than ever
before in history."

OGILVIE AN UNTOUCHABLE

On June 25, 1967, the Chicago American ran a frontpage article entitled, "Untouchables of the 1960's."
The article referred to "four men who have done more

than anyone else in the last four decades to break
Chicago's distasteful world-wide reputation."
The first name listed was Richard B. Ogilvie!

CHICAGO TRIBUNE -9/18/68
I. V. I. ENDORSES OGILVIE-"The Independent Voters
of Illinois_announced yesterday it will support Richard

B. Ogilvie for Governor, marking the first time the
group has backed a Republican for the office."

BLOOMINGTON -NORMAL DAILY
PANTAGRAPH-10/21/68
"In the balance lire find that the need for a change, the
fresh Ogilvie approach and his easy air of command all
suggest that Richard Ogilvie, Republican, is the man
who should be elected governor this fall."

ST. LOUIS GLOBE -DEMOCRAT -10/27/68

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS -5/15/68
"... His qualifications uniquely match the demands of
the Illinois governorship:-and they are unique demands

the governor's job demands character-a special
'blending of toughness and humanness, integrity as to
principle and\ the knack of political give-and-take so
essential to progress in a two-party system. Ogilvie's
whole career attests that he is a man of such character."
.

.

.

DANVILLE COMMERCIAL NEWS -10/17/68
Richard Ogilvie would be a fine, effective Governor.

ROCKFORD MORNING STAR -10/24/68

... "Richard Ogilvie has \compiled an impressive record

of achievements. His platform is solidly supported by
excellent performance." ...

ROCKFORD REGISTER -REPUBLIC --10/23/68

"Richard Ogilvie's solid record of accomplishment

Dick
makes him our choice for governor of Illinois .
Ogilvie has amassed an impressive record as an assistant U. S. attorney, Sheriff of Cook County and President of the Cook County Board."
.

.

ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL -9/25/68

.

"THE ISSUE: Richard Ogilvie, Republican candidate
for Governor, has an outstanding record of accomplishment and deserves to be elected . . he has demonstrated impressive qualities of leadership as an assistant
U. S. Attorney, Cook County Sheriff and President of
.

the Cook County Boird."

MACOMB JOURNAL -10/68
"Dick Ogilvie makes easy for Western Illinois voters the

choice of A governor at the November election. He
alone has come out as forcefully as a man could for
new road construction in this part of the state."

"OGILVIE FOR GOVERNOR.. From 1962 tol 966 he
'served as Sheriff of Cook County in a period_when the
pressures on law -enforcement officials in the vast

metropolitan area were never greater. Under Dick

Ogilvie, law and order did prevail . As board president, Ogilvie initiated the first major reforms in Cook
he is
County government in more than a century
indeed a govern& for our times."
.

KANKAKEE DAILY JOURNAL-10/25/68
"OGILVIE FOR GOVERNOR ... His crackdown on
syndicate crime and vice won approval of Chicago
Crime CommiSsion, press and other groupe."

EGRIT
The Independent votersomrp!ttee ier Richard B. Ogilvie Jay A. Schiller; chairman William J. Gleason, do.:chairmaii, 134 N.-1.11 Salle St

t

r1 -
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oren,z for Stop and Frisk, Against Censorship
BY RICHARD CRABB

Francis S Lorenz,

Democratic candidate for

Illinois attorney general, told

students from Arlington

Heights, Mount Prospect and
Des Plaines schools in an interview last week his position
on the law enforcement issues
being discussed in the 1968
campaign

He favors stop -and -frisk
legislation for Illinois, lower-

ing the voting age, calling a
constitutional convention and
the passing of tighter gun control laws in the state

Lorenz thinks more

research needs to be done on
Mace and similar chemicals
before they are made regular
weapons in the fight on crime
and disorders in the streets.

He also thinks that

censorship of moving pictures
and books in Illinois may in-

public works and buildings for
the State of Illinois a position

incumbent Republican
members of the Illinois
legislature seeking re-election
from the 3d district; Michael
Howlett of Springfield, the
state auditor seeking re-election on the Democratic ticket;
and Rep. Eugenia Chapman

I

held for five and one-half

years.

CHUCK WADALTHY--

Would you tell us of the con-

sumer fraud program of the

of Arlington Heights and attorney general's office?
John Morrissey of Hoffman
Estates who are Democratic

LORENZ --The consumer
fraud program was initiated

candidates for the Illinois

by the present attorney

legilature in the 3d district.

Mrs. Chapman

is

an

general, William Clark. He

in-

has done a fine job on the
kind of fraud and deception

cumbent and Morrissey is
running for a first term.

is being practiced upon
the poor and the indigent of
our state. These people have

Two more student in-

that

terviews are scheduled to conclude the series.

been the victims of bad

One is with Sen. William
Harris of Pontiac, Republican
candidate fdr state auditor.

merchandising, had financing,

Samuel H. Shapiro,

and fraudulent practices that
have been used against these
people. If I were elected, and

governor.

general, I am going to expand

The other is with Gov.

Democratic candidate for I expect to he elected attorney
At

the conclusion of the upon this program. I am going

student interview series, the

to open mobile offices

A special panel of students

District 25 will produce a 45 -

suburban Junior high schools

tary on the "Opportunities

fringe on freedom of speech
and freedom of publication.

Arlington Heights School through the state to bring this

from several northwest

minute television documen-

service closer to the people. If
experience then proves there

interviewed Lorenz

and Problems of Illinois in its
Sesquicentennial Year as Seen

legislature and ask for the

Principal members of the

is a continuing need for this
service, I intend to go to the

panel for attorney general
wcrg Nancy Gallagher of

by the Leaders in Both funds to build permanent in-

in Arlington Heights, Richard
Peterson of Dempster Junior
High School in Des Plaines

archives in Springfield to be

Thomas Junior High School

and Chuck Wadalthy of Our
Lady of the Wayside School
in Arlington Heights.

The interview was held in

the television

studio of the

Thomas Junior High School
in Arlington Heights, where
the discussion was recorded

for use on closed circuit
television so that it can be us-

ed in the current history
classes of northwest suburban

schools
The Lorenz interview is one

of a series between candidates
for state office and students

of schools in Arlington

Heights, Mount Prospect and
Des Plaines arranged by The
Day The series began with interviews by Sen Paul Simon

of Tro} who is the

Democratic candidate for

lieutenant governor and

Robert Simon's GOP
counterpart
Others in the series have in-

cluded A

netka

Dwyer of WinRep Eugne F.

Schlickman of Arlington

Heights and David J. Regner

of Mount Prospect who are

stallations to serve these peo-

Political Parties". A copy will

be presented to the state ple who are generally unable
to defend themselves from
consumer frauds.

available in future years.
Specific answers to the stufollow:

RICHARD PETERSON -Are you in favor of a stronger
gun control law?

RICHARD PETERSON -Why do you feel you are
personally qualified for the office of attorney general?

strong gun control law.

dent panel given by Lorenz

Chicago and I served there
nearly 14 years, coming out
as chief trial lawyer of the ac-

BRA

MEN'S NEHRU

of guns passing through in-

terstate traffic. I would like to

appointed me director of

NANCY GALLAGHERDo you feel the state should
have a censor of movies and
hooks?

flitt*

NriL,

31%
polyester,
245,
cotton.
Adjostoble stretch strops.
4696
nylon.

SHIRTS
Reg. 16.71

$200

32A.40C

SAVE $3.21

SAVE 57c

cy.

Re, $1.04

ASSORTMENT
COTTONS & BLENDS

SLACKS

Reg. 99c

Sixes 6-18

$127

SALE

II

"

1O

$2.89 on 3 pr.

SAVE 38c

BONDED RAYON

LORRIE CUDDLY BABY

75%
Orlorsp Acrylic,

18' DOLL

25% Stretch
Nylon. Our own

CirlejOalM.

Registered
Brand:

STRETCH

KNEE

FRISBEE
Reg. 94c

6lc

and light colon. Sizes
to 11. Large supply of navy.

9

111.4 VaP.
DYNAFLO

Limit

61c

SALE

SAVE 33v

Extra size Reg. $3.04 Sale $3.31

with elastic tops. White fish.
Ion

Reg. $7.95
SAVE 55.95

America's Favorite Game of Catch

Sires B to 18

Cable stitch pattern knee socks

CHRISTMAS TREE

Children's
Reg. 51.57 yd.

Si?

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
MULTIPLE INDOOR
LIGHT SETS

76c

Reg. $1.27

Glory Air Pump ::,
Kisser Labyrinth 79?
Oscars

NOW

Reg. 190

SALE 9c Linw16

$300

SIMPLICITY

30`
40c

NOW

PATTERNS /3C
imin.av v CHECK

4.4

..KNITTING WORSTED
SALE

KINDNESS 20

KNITTING WORSTED
4 or.
Reg. 41.19

76c

238

RAVE

HAIRSETTER

Reg. in55.37
dependently burning lamps.
15
Set includes 20 ft. cord (UL op.

100 '

66

SAVE $5.22

5x8

POST
ROAD
BOXED
ENVELOPES

)11Eng1-11

SALE

proved). Add-on plug, Klipton eon.

hots that dip easily to tree bran.

RULED

TABLET
60 SHEETS

ch..

20 E. NORTHWEST HWY.,ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NOW 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

ELECTRIC
Ii

FEATURING

ALL NAME BRAND SHOES

18-24"
Cuspicata Yew

sR9EG0

18"-24"
Hick's Yew

REG.'

$5.97 $2

24"
Greenwave Spreading REG.
Yew

PHONE: 253-9010

18"-24"
Hertz Juniper
"THE HOME OF THE FAMOUS BRANDS"

20 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

HOURS:

Daily 9:30 to 6:00
Mon , Thurs., Fri. 9:30 to 9:00
Sunday 11-5

S6

HOURS:

Daily 9:30 TO 6:00
Friday 9:30 TO 9:00

97 a

REG. $3

SALE

or Plain Vanilla
Creme -Filled Cookies

SAVE

HEAVY DUTY COPPER

8 -FT. BATTERY

44c

SALE
great for doily
oral hygiene. Kills germs on
contact. Get this big 14.oz.

$50

size now at our low price.
limit 1. While Quontit es Lost

AVOIR BACKYARD CLUTTER!

Steel Storage Shed
Reg. $69.99
NOW

$4000

SALE 8c

Reg' 19c
limit 2

LISTERINE

Regular 69c
Listerine is

I

SALE

14C

ANTISEPTIC

Reg. $7.44

28`
Limit 2
Boxes

2

SALE

troy

57.97

Vanilla & Chocolate
While 6 Dozen fast(
Sale
1I/9 lb. box
Reg. 43c

JUMBO BUNDLE

RUBBER BANDS

Full year guarantee
Limit

12c

150 RULED

TOASTER
Crumb

SALE

I

3x5 INDEX CARDS
Reg. 25c

$500

Magnetic Id lifter, removable
cutting wheel. High impact sty.
rene case. Non - skid vinyl feet.
Retractable table brute. 7 ft.
cord.

;

Limit

Reg. 57.99

$2

Limit

96c

"Proctor" 2 -slice

SAVE $2.99

Et" -24"

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
RAND & CENTRAL ROADS

CAN

17C

SALE

Reg
34
SAVE I7c

Sale

Limn

OPENER

Brown's Yew

"THE HOME OF THE FAMOUS BRANDS"

Reg. I9c
boot 1

HOT WHEELS
Reg. 1.29
Save 33c

86`

AVE 338

skein

INSTANT
Reg. $24.88

WINTUK

TRIPLE

Reg. 99c Skein

$147

15 LIGHT

0,53.00

88`

NOW

UTILITY

10 ft. cord. lot approved). Set in
dudes Add.on plug, Klipton soc-

2

(Unlit 6 yds.)

COLORFUL FELT SQUARES

CANDY

Mak, your tree a glorious sight with
colored lights. Set of 7 lamps with
kets.

$157 yd

9.7

NOW

NOW

414 ).441.

.

7 LIGHT

SALE

$157

NOW

;2E9,

Tetramin Staple Fish Food :,'27

PLAZA SHOES

59c
49c

Adults

41014

BONDED KNITS

I lb. Glass Wool :r.

SALE $250

Z?6,

A.

KNITTED CUFFS

NOW $176
5239
Lifelong Thermostatic Heater fE9
$181
Exotic Aquarium Fish Book n9 Now

MINIATURE

1)00

SALE

I

414 It.<

25 lb. Natural Gravel

LIGHTED

SPECIALS

25th. $1.00

'

;4140"ciddeeWashoble

DYNO ELECTRIC SCISSORS

DENIM

Reg. $2.78

SALE

SALE

While Quantity lasts!

$1 00

KNIT 'N STITCH

NOW 15r7yd

Reg. 12.1754

Reg. 53.99
SAVE 52.99

Limit I

CAPRI PANTS
CABLE
STITCH

61c

SALE

/ $800

SALE

WATER FILTER

Located at

that is done by the FBI or any
other law enforcement agen-

FALL MATERIAL

BOY'S
PERMANENT PRESS

Reg. 53.47 & $3.63

Misses'

SOCKS

...a People's Choicp

to do the same kind of job

SALE DATES:
PERMANENT PRESS

statistics justify this kind of

1961, Gov. Otto Kerner appointed me state treasurer of
Illinois. In 1963 Gov. Kerner

ment and use of the modern
techniques to do a better job.
I am satisfied that if our state
police were given all of the
latest devices and if salaries

capable men on the police job
longer we could develop with
our present police department

Thursday -Friday -Saturday, Oct. 31, Nov. 1,2

Federal Gun Commission,

I

good police department in

Police Department. I believe
what we need is more equip-

Come While Chiantities Last!

Mori g's

which calls for the licensing

treasurer of Cook County and guns and the ownership of
served in that capacity for gulls.
two and one-half years. In

because we have a perfectly

Illinois, the Illinois State could he raised to keep

MURPHY SPECIALS

see the gun itself registered.
quisition and property im- Not that this and the other
provement division. I was measures will solve the proelected clerk of the Superior blem alone, but I believe the

In 1958

LORENZ -I have said this

You were quoted in the press

do

was elected effort to control the sale of

Illinois. Why do you say this'?

CHUCK WADALTHY--

itself involved in many con-

gun dealers and the
join the staff of the of
recording the serial numbers
corporation counsel of

not need a little FBI in

1

might achieve.

delicate one. The Illinois
Supreme Court has found

would like to follow the
recommendations of the

Plaines. (Photo by Bob Johnson)

achieve what we all hoped it

not believe the kind of legisla-

from DePaul University law
school. I had five years of
private practice with a law
partner. I was then asked to

Arlington Heights; and Richard Peterson, Dempster Junior High School, Des

last week as saying that we do

connection
question

in

Frankly,

whether censorship would

and permissiveness, the question of censorship is a very

I

I

with it.

our attitudes on censorship

tion we have had up to this
LORENZ --I was admitted to time is sufficiently strong to
the practive of law some 30 accomplish the purposes we
years ago after graduation are seeking to accomplish.

Court.

troversies

LORENZ --While I feel we
have been extremely liberal in

LORENZ -I sure favor a
I

Arlington Heights; Candidate Lorenz; Michael Wenzel, Our Lade of the Wayside
School, Arlington Heights; Chuck Rudolphy, Our Lady of the Wayside School,

Students of three northwest suburban schools during an interview with Francis S. Lorenz, Democratic candidate for Illinois attorney general. The interview
took place In the closed circuit television studio of Thomas Junior High School
in Arlington Heights. Left to right the students are Jayne Nicholas of Dempster
Junior High School, Des Plaines; Nancy Gallagher of Thomas Junior High School,

Sliding Door
Enamel Finish
Gable Roof
Hamasote Floor

72" Wide
58" Deep
70W' High

BOOSTER CABLE
Reg. 31.76
SAVE 85c

SALE

91c
Limit 1

Keep
rakes,
bikes

garden
...

tools,
kids'

mower,
stored

neatly

out of the way in

this

convenient, roomy steel
shedl Grey and white enamel finish is durable

and attractive.

Rugged,

double rib wall polenl

G. C. MURPHY CO. - First Quality Always

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

CL 9-1840

Use Our
No Charge

STORE HOURS: Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m: -- Sun 11 to 5 p.m.

LAY -AWAY
PLAN

MIDWEST
BANK
CARDS ACCEPTED
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What's Halloween?
Library Has Answer
In 1939 a group of Chinese

(meaning the end of summer).
Priests called Druids performed

told in The Army That
Disappeared'

the god of the dead.

disappeared forever Their tale
is

1 he White Dove", a
dead woman comes hack to
life, in the form of a dove,
In

People believed that during

the ghosts of the
dead came to earth; so to

the holiday.
The library

scare them away they lit bonWHEN THE Romans came

popular book around
Halloween

have been a part of Halloween

When Christianity named

1 HG MOLNI Prospect
Public I ibrary has many

hooks for Halloween time both for enjoyment and in.
formation

I he history of Halloween,
found in the book Halloween,
is an interesting story to read.

Hundreds of years before
Christ the Celts -who lived in

the British Isles and France held a festival somewhat like

Nov. as All Saints Day, the
night before was called All
I

Hallow's Eve, and was later

shortened to Hallpwcen as we
know it today. Halloween was
not celebrated in the U. S. until the 1830's. after many Irish

The program director of the

Friends of the Arlington

Heights Memorial I ihrary,
N. Bel-

Janice Jenkins of 91
mont thinks the primary
purpose of the ft lends is to
S

Five Receive

honor roll are Jerry Beebe,

CPA Certificates

Buchmiller, James Clary, Jeffery Diemer, James Digiulio,

Evus opportunity should lie
made for the community to
take adsantage of the library's
scellent facilities she said.
To accomplish this goal.

J

the program committee has

planned a variety of programs
including concerts, art shows,
film shows coffee hours and
talks bN local authors

We do not intend to cons-

Michael Bosshart,' William

Michael Drnec, James

Michael Conley, John Dolan,
Eugene Dougherty, Michael
Enzenbacher.

Mark Francis, Mark

The newly -certified Des

Luhr, Michael
Cofrin, 8830 Robin Dr.; Robert
McCall.

in Des Plaines, most of the activity in Wheeling, Elk Grove
and Maine Townships during
the. last week of the 1968 cam-

St.

Gregory Repede, Kenneth related in one way or another

I DOCTOR SAYS

They also plan to exhibit
the art work of local artists

Cure In

Robert Shay, David Talaber, represented in the torchlight
parade through the Chicago
Neal Tarpey, David Woods.
Loop from Grant Park to the

Bronehiectasis

honor roll are Thomas Allard,

JUNIORS on the "13-,

Joseph Ampulski, Guy
Arnstron, Charles Ayers,
Steve Aylward, Robert

the discomfort
from all those cut nerves last?
long should

What is the best treatment for

the Junior Womans Club

passages become dialted. This

Kevin Jordan, David Kasie,

Chicago Stadium where Vice President Humphrey is to
speak.
Republicans in the three

Mullin, Stephen Moore,

keeps the infection going.

it,

so surgery is your best bet.

If all goes well, recovery
should be complete in four to
six weeks after the operation.
Pain in the incision usually
disappears even sooner. When
it doesn't, the surgeon should

Richard Dunlop spoke about

of the
American Frontier,'' and
book, "Doctors

pioneer
mittee plans one or two demonstrated
and methods of
concerts a year Their diagnoses
healing with folk lore.

Christmas concert of baroque

Ela

4 Days Only

4 Days Only MARKET PLACE ONLY'

KRESGE DOORBUSTER

LB. CANNED

Gregory Novak.
Michael O'Donnell,

John

LIMIT 2
While Quantities Lost Oct. 31 -Nov. 3

gt.MALMMAPAIWISRMALRALI '34

mew, -

rea%
PD

Pb

3 -PIECE

ti ASSORTED MEN'S

DRAINER SET$1'

HOISERY
Reg 48c

Reg. $1.99

LIMIT 2

1

37

822x

Frank Papich, John

Plzak,

gAtiMP,AVVIIIMO
131744.M.4011EAS
6.1
.1.4).41 1.4l.11.4/A.11.9.6
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KRESGE DOORBUSTER Sa4

GIRLS, BOYS, INFANTS

KRESGE DOORBUSTER

PD

Scheetz.'

LIMIT 2

167

KRESGE DOORBUSTER

Reg. $3.76

LIMIT 2

KRESGE DOORBUSTER

AN(

ACTION

it %UR. AAA.

NOW

awe/

BUSSE
REALTORS

3 Offices to Servi. You!
28 E. Northwest Hwy.

2534800

. SEE OLIR DISPLAY
(:)P EXCEPTIONAL

:AR, v

TI$

e

84
LIMIT 2

While Quantities Lost Oct. 31 -Nov. 3

-1%-tnrftgititrWARMIESIBA g,S

Golf & Elmhurst

PD

HIGHWAY 87"
eg. $9.43

tofff

ANNEN

439-4700

gRIMSPIRARMI174

FOAM

Whole Quantities Last Oct. 31 -Nov. 3

visiting

the

taPARIMEMISPASIMMMELA

Rte. 83 & 58 Des Plaines

jde

APNIAION4 tACH WO 04

OADISS$ KAMM

Returns from each of the 78

O'Hare,

tion night headquarters.

coming to the Sheraton -

Wheeling

Chester Chesney sayX that
-there is definitely a chance
that the Vice President will

in

Township will he recorded on

a gigantic chart that will occupy the entire wall across
one end of the large room. It
is expected that the Wheeling

"Our GOP Voter -van will
he

Chicago rally. Humphrey has
declined to commit himself to

precincts

ly.

shopping

centers during the week. Our

Township results of most state

tensive work on the

posted on the big bOard by 10

workers will be doing in- and county
telephones all week. Workers

his address at the

15 N. Hickory st. in
Arlington Heights as an elec-

he

offices will

p.111.

but Committeeman

stop at our dinner".

Sen. Dirksen will speak

Saturday evening at the Seven
Eagles on Oakton St. in
Des Plaines. The dinner will'
be sponsored by the Niles
Township Republicans.

26 Area Drivers
Lose Licenses
licenses suspended for three
traffic violations and an Arlington Heights man had his
for driving
while intoxicated.
Hugh NI. Little. 733 N.
Drury. Arlington Heights, lost
license revoked

his

license for driving while

intoxicated. Suspensions for
three traffic violatioits were
iSsued to:'
Arlington Heights: John B.

Bobzien Jr., 214 N. Dunton;
Louise M. Brennan, 1211 W.
Palatine Rd.; Patrick J. Mc
Aleer, 209 S. Vail: Alan T.
Mc Vicker, 2315 E. Olive;
Robert E. Schmidt, 1011 N.

Drury; Harold A. Frossard,
601

S.

Highland; Wayne E.

Schmuhl, 314 E. Maude.

Mount Prospect: Robert J.
Mors. 904 Meyer.

Des Plaines: Marlene S.

Fa Izone, 2057 Webster.;
Marvin D. Hanson, 130 E.
Northwest Hwy.: Curtis A.

Koch, 8642 Golf; Johnny H.
Patterson, 715 S. River Rd.;

Philip M. Pupatiek, 2150

Parkside;
Rolling Meadows: Terrance
Dmnpkc, 3600 Finch;
F.

Arthur D. Hutchinson, 4633
Kirchoff.

Harvard.

Mount Prospect: John C.

Abel, I W. Orchard. Eugene
W. Sandberg, 1415 Lowden.

Des Plaines: Philip G.

Boyce. 1479 Cindy; Barry D.
Burgess, 7417 Wolf; Jeffrey
E. Cline, 1047 E. Villa; Dennis B. Enders, 31 S. Cumberland; Marlene S. Falzone,

James Tully, John Vandenbergh, Gary Wenzel,

570 E. Higgins Road

"MOTORIFIC

LIMIT 2

Republican committeeman.
"We will be working hard on
absentee ballot voting since
we have so many voters who
travel out of the area regular-

Tangney, Mark Troaster,

VILLAGE

SWEATERS

SHREDDED

Reg. 79c

Hansen, Elk Grove Township

Michael Struttmann, Thomas

ELK GROVE

33

fgaix

following

nheim Rd. near the airpcirt.

hall at

John A. Schlichnian, John

255-9111

While Quantities Last Oct. 3I -Nov. 3

WiAMPAP.AgEontg74.1%MMA

week, arc appointing the large

vote," explained Carl R.

Sennett, Gregory Stewart,

104 E. Northwest Hwy.

BULKY KNIT

While Quantities Last Oct. 3I -Nov. 3

Humphrey has been invited to
conie to the Elk Grove dinner

Mark

MOUNT PROSPECT

INFANT
GIRL'S & BOYS

CORDUROY
PANTS
Reg $1.93

getting out the largest possible

tensive precinct work this

Wheeling Township

Russell Roeshrnann, James
Ryndak, Stephen Salerno,

ARLINGTON HTS.

While Quontities Lost Oct. 3I -Nov. 3

Whole Quantities Last Oct. 31 -Nov. 3

Republicans, in addition to in-

John Quinn, Thomas Ranno,

4411
Dbtt

Reg. 81c

4:1

LIMIT 6

"We have 47 precinct captains and 850 block workers
concentrating this week on

O'Neil, Michael Osterman,

in Real Estate
Service, its ...

SHAMPOO

NOW

dance. This year it will' be, at
the Sheraton -O'Hare on Man-

Twenty-five area residents

2057 Webster; Marvin D.

Amusement
Calendar

Pb

PRELL

HAM

KRESGE DOORBUSTER

said.

have had their driver's

For the finest

Yeti

5 OZ. CONCENTRATE

PD

ommusummacoxams

5.

Additional Trunk Space

THURS- FRI - SAT= SUN.

..t

centers right through to the traditional Friday -evening day of the election," Hansen before -the -election dinner

Robert McMahon, Thomas

George
Scheidt,

try to discover the reason.

KFIENSINNIE S

Whole Quantifies Last Oct. 31 -Nov. 3

concentrating on getting out
the Republican vote on Nov.

Laspiss, George Lilly.

Anti-biotics will not cure

ed by gravity (postural

then informally answers ques-

$1170

Democrats will hold their

chronic bronchial infection.

dums, or child psychology

Elk Grove Township

will hr canine on voters at
traits stations and shopping

paign rallies behind them, are

Robert Koenig,' Robert
Kowall, Mark LaPonte,
Although some of the in- William Laske. Michael

in such fields as
conservation, referen-

presenting a series of evenings
with local authors. Recently

Reg

Richard Ryan, Stephen
Schastwecker, Stephen Marshall, John Martin, David Rolling Meadows, Wheeling,
Prospect Heights and Des
SchlickmoD, Terence Schmidt, Margas.Thornas Meyer,
Michael Schrock, Mark Gregory Muench, John Roble, Plaines.

Horecka, Patrick Jenkins,

drainage), what stays behind

LIMIT 2

Lilly.

Gocke, Lionel Goulet, George

The Friends arc also

:1

The high school serves
students from Arlington
John Lynch, Thomas Heights, Mount Prospect,

Klein, Robert Krier, John

Rogerts,

is always associated with

an expert

Srarliat

Kenneth

Rich.

Michael Wullaart,
Wyatt and John Wyatt.

Michael Kaskie, Joseph

Michael Gilfillan, Randall
Halas, Jr., Thomas Hartung,
Ansou Henderson, Michael

small terminal bronchi or air

Mothers drink coffee while

KRESGE DOORBUSTER

James Luhr, James Jarzemsky, Patrick Kash,.

Mooney, John Moran, Jeffery
Ording, Jahn Paynter, Robert

Joseph D.''Forernan,

A -In bronchiectasis, the

this?

hour for pre-

Patrick Ward, Michael

honor roll are Thomas Grady,

Barnowski, James Breen,

"DIE FRIENDS now hold
a coffee hour Wednesdays at
10 a.m. in the library while

I HP PROGR t M com-

of the three Democratic

Q -I recently had a lobe of Thomas Brock, Mark Brownmy lung removed because of ing, Levin Caffrey, James
bronchiectasis. Why is Campana, Robert E. Carroll,
surgery the only way it can Robert J. Carroll, Terrence
be treated? What is the Cullen, Joseph Danna, Martin
normal recovery' period Deloranzo, Joseph Douherty,
following lung surgery? How John Doyle.

Chaplin and W. C. Fields.

his

be

Chicago Friday evening. Each

David Rutkowski, Richard

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

in a show at the library.
The humanities series includes films such as "Huck
Finn" and "Oedipus Rex."

water

it will

Ryndak, James Schuster, township organizations will be

Surgery is Best

music featuring a harpsichord
will be held December 18.

holds a story
schoolers.

And most of

Roschrnann, Gary Rowbot- to the Humphrey rally in
tom, Conrad Rubinkowski.

Stephen Skeehan, Charles

Skupien, Douglas Stalker,

James Higgins, Don Welbv, Michael White,
Gerald

Killian; Kevin King.

suburbs on Saturday evening

by grade level.

Pallardy, Robert Pielsticker,

Raymond Kerr, Michael

townships, their major cam-

Halloween reading, classified

THE LIBRARY has a list

available of books for

Schmal:

FRESHMAN on the "B"

Janssen, William Keating,

Except for the final ap-

McDonough, Michael paign will be in the
McMahon, John Merges, Democratic camp.
Gregg Moore, Stephen

had arrived.

dell, Gregory Wenzel, and

Busy Pre -Election Weekend

Richard D. Anderson, 1348
Brown St.; Dennis G. Duitch,
9350 W. Church St.; Craig R.
Ehlen, 567 Rose Ave.;- and
John E. King, 8920 Church

Michael McDonagh, James

Regul, Henry C. Rogers,

Democrats, Republicans Plan

Froelich, Gregory Gripentrog,
Paul Hoppe, James _Hynes,

tions.

'

Steven Carroll, Paul

awards dinner.

the centralized facilities of the

'FA

Steven Brunsfefd.

Patrick Enright, Gerald pearance of Sen. Everett M.
Fleischauer, Christopher Dirksen in the northwest

William McElroy, Timothy
McGough. Michael McGrane,

;I

Daniel Wrier!.

Duro.

pi:te with e\isttng groups.
What we wan( to do is use
t-4,10es so they will go to other
places like Countryside Art
Callers, Mrs Jenkins said.

Gerald Hornof, Donald

Druding, James Dudzik, Vern

fectious matter can be remov-

ap-

Richard Aubry, Allen Balaz,

Public Accountant
(CPA) certificates at a recent

speaks for ten minutes and

lisraiy to whet people s

Harrison, GlenHor Hayes,

Stephen Waymel, James Wen-

and women who received

Certified

old-time comedy series
provide stimulating, in- The
includes films starring Charlie

teresting programs in conjunction %% ith the library.

SENIORS on the "B"

Plaines CPAs are: Richard M.

FriendsStimulate
Library Interest
Ill .EI I/11E111 11C EN'

the "B" honor roll are

Thomas Harcharick, Thomas

Christine, Daniel Cohn,

days 2-5.

Thomas Rogers, Raymond

Gorski, William Hake, Sullivan, Kenneth Walsh,

Dennis O'Neill, Richard

Czeropski and Harry Poulos is
the only freshman.

'Daniel O'Neill, Vince Pellet theft Robert Preston, Stephen

Schroeder, James Skarzynski,

SOPHOMORES named to

Brainard, Michael Bricker

Vandendolder and Robert
Williams.
Sophomores on the "A" roll

Timothy Gillespie, Gary James Smedinghoff, Edward

Ozzie Zammichieli.

Mark Delaney, Les Kartay,

are Paul Banas and Charles

Five Des Plaines residents
were among 177 Illinois men

ever since.

Wielinski, John Wynn, and

Bruce Becker, Richard
Klein. Juniors are James Becker, Steven Baltran,
Bateman, Patrick Bosshart, Walter Boylan, Joseph

now open

is

Martin Willow, Gary Franzen, Craig Gaska,

Russell Cager and Herbert

seven days a week; weekdays
9-9, Saturdays 9-5, and Sun-

fires on the hilltops.

There have been trees that to Britain they added the
have literally committed customs
of their harvest
suicide these odd things festival to Samhain. Because
supposed1) have all happened. they brought apples and nuts
Their stories are told in to their goddess Pomona, they
Colby s Strangely Enough, a

Seniors on the "A" roll arc

Witch, Mildred. Children will
enjoy these fitting stories for

Samhain

new wife

the first grading period.

awarded a gold cup for Daniel Kivlahan,James
catching the mean Blue Lehnus, William Madden,

sacrifices to the sun god and

to haunt her husband and his

students on its honor rolls for

little girl witch who was

magic rites and offered

troops went over a hill and

St. Viator High School in

nounced the names of

Dorrie and the Blue Witch,
for example is a book for first
through third graders, about a

Halloween, called Samhain

BY LAL RI ROSSI

-

Arlington Heights has an-

Hanson,

Si

Never A Dull Moment: Monday. Wednesday, Friday; 8:25
p.m., Tuesday. Thursday: 8:25 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday:
3:30. 6:55, and 9:50 p.m.

What's So Bad About Feeling Good: Monday. Wednesday.
Friday; 6:40 and 10 p.m.. Tuesday and Thursday; 6:45 and
10 p.m.. Saturday and Sunday: 2 5:40, and 8:40 p.m. GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee. Niles.
Petulia: Daily and Weekends: 3:05. 6:35, and 10:05 p.m..
You're A Big Boy Now: Daily and Weekends; 1:30, 5, and
8:30 p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand. Mount
Prospect.

With Six You Get Eggroll: Daily: 4:26 and 8:15 p.m..

Weekends: 2. 6 and 10 p.m.

The Parent Trap: Daily; 2. 5:55, and 9:50 p.m.. Weekends:

3:53 and 7:55 p.m.
PIC'KWICK THEATRE. 5 S. Prospect. Park Ridge.

The Odd Couple: Daily; 6:40 and 10:10 p.m.. Saturday;

2:40; 6:15. and 9:35'p.m.. Sunday; 3:05. 6:30 and 9:50 p.m.
Is:

Northwest

Emilia B. Rios, 1279

GILBERT ENGIIOLM

9581 Dee; Norman D.

Completes
U of C Exec.

Harding; John T. Watson Jr.,

p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner. Des Plaines.
DES

How Sweet It

E.

terson. 715 S. River Rd.;

MOVIES
ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen.
For Love Of Ivy: Daily: 5:30. 7:35 and 9:45 p.m. Weekends;
from 1:30 on - runs continuously.
CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main. Barrington.

West Side Story: Daily and Weekends; one showing at

13(1

Hwy.; Kenneth A. Jacobsen,
2090 Estes; Arnold L. Lerner,
400 W. Touhy; Alvin Mincer,
8908 N. Steven; Johnny Pat-

Daily; 8:30 p.m.. Saturday; 1:15.'4:35,

Wright, 829 Greenview; John
R. Weith, 911 W. Grant.

Prospect Heights: Jeffery
M. Maher, 414 W. Clarendon.
Rolling Meadows: Peter S.

Reiter, 3 Exetor-on Oxford;
Ronald F. Vor Broker. 2303

Fremont; Terrance F.
Dompke. 3600 Finch.

Probationary permits have

been issued to

I

1

Program
A Des Plaines resident,

who heads a company's

department on air pollution

area control, air conditioning, and

fallout shelters equipment; has
Arlington Heights: John B. completed the University Of
Bobzien Jr., '214 N. Dunton; Chicago's executive program.
Gilbert Engholm, 773
Raymond G. Daley, 1702 N.
Therese Ter. who received a
master's degree in business
administration, manages-, the
residents:

Plan For

Year
The Prospectors, the oldest
all -boy 4-H Club

in

Cook

County, will hold

an

organizationalmeeting for
1969 Wednesday. A girls' 4-H

thermal and environmental

systems department at
General American ResearCh
Division in Niles. The
department conducts research
under government contract.

will meet on the

ENGIIOLM HAS lectured
on environmental engineering

Both meetings will he held

Club, the Prospectorettes,
same -evening.

for fallout shelters, at 'the

8. 11:26 p.m.. Sunday; 1:30, 4:50 and 8:15 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main. Mount Prospect.
The Odd Couple: Daily and Weekends: 7:09 and 9:03 p.m.

at 7:15 p.m. at the home of

University of Illinois, MOntana State College, and .the

Mount Prospect.
Petulia: Daily and Weekends; 2. 4. 6. 8. and 10 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Ryan, 512 N.
Maple, Mount Prospect.
Projects for the year will be

said Engholm presented two

selected at the meeting and

RANDHURST 'THEATRE, Randhurst Shopping Center.

MEADOWS THEATRE: 3265 Kirchoff Rd...Rolling

Meadows.
The Strang 's.available.

Returns and King Kong Estate: no times

53 OUTDOOR THEATRE, Rt. 12 and Hicks Rd., Palatine.
Wills Six You Get Eggroll and The Parent *Trap: Daily and
Weekends; 6:30 p.m.
OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
Three Horror Movies: Daily and Weekends; 7 p.m.

persons interested in joining
the clubs should attend.
Boys and girls, 9 to 19 may

Novel Approach to Shelter

Working Party of NATO

cording to Mrs. Marie Ryan,

same topic .ast year.

The Owl And The Pussycat: Tuesday through Friday: 8:30
p.m.. Saturday: 7:50 and 10:50 p.m.. Sunday and Monday:

leader of the Prospectorettes.
Other 4-H activities include
picnics, tours and camping
trips.

7:30 p.m.

Shelter Ventilation," and "A

members have many projects
from which to chose. Gardening, woodworking and electricity are popular in the cities
and suburbs, Ryan said. Girls
learn cooking, sewing, knit-

ting and other skills, ac-

Prospect.

papers, "Physiological and
Meteorological Aspects of

join 4-H Clubs. Urban Ventilation," the Scientific

THEATRE

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount

University of Florida.
A company spokesMan also

Defense Committee, Paris,
France, in July, 1965.

H6 also addressed the

Illinois Civil Defense Directors Council of Northeastern
Illinois in Des Plaines on the

Engholm r,sides at the

Therese Ter. address with
wife, Betty

is

Ann, and two

children, Bruce and Larry.

.
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Mt SLICES
s'04' AK

center

S

Woman's

WHOLE

BUTT H

or

Shak

Portion

0

Holt

it

Cut

Tale?

BUTT

IR

lb

" Vas.

"KimooFRoArr"
4th & 5th
Ribs
144,01

41

-044

le

LB.
1st thru 3rd Ribs

99L

/ ,1',0$3011"

Impossible?
Of Course!

1

We feel the same way about coffee. We don't believe
one blend can satisfy every taste.

,.

That's why we have three blends of A&P Bean Coffee. Some like a mild,
mellow coffee. That's our Eight O'Clock.

III W. *MEN

2 to 3 -lb.

.) Avg.

Some like a medium blend that's rich and full-bodied.That's our Red Circle.

Some like a strong blend that's vigorous and winey.That's our Bokar.

LB.

Super Right

Each is a blend of the finest coffees of its type.

LB.

Quality

In fact, there are no finer coffees in any package at any price.
1/4 Pork Loin Sliced

PORK

Is A&P Coffee a good reason for shopping A&P? It's one of many.

CHOPS

Super Right
Fresh or
Smoked

LIVER

9 to 11 Chops
Super Right

SAUSAGE

49,, CHUCK ROAST

7; BLADE CUT

49t

Super
Right

MILD 6 MELLOW EIGHT O'CLOCK

.,.1111m.n/f/Ri.

169

Del Monte

Del Monte

Del Monte

Del Monte

WHOLE KERNEL

TOMATO

STEWED

CREAM STYLE

CORN

CATSUP

TOMATOES

CORN

.

)

SAVE240

17 -oz
17 -oz.
cans

Family St re

gab& R,,off

fi

Btis

TT

BALD
SAVE $ 1.00

cant

16 -oz.
can

14-o:

tg

West Bend Automatic

POPCORN POPPER
$L95
each

I

Del Monte

Del Monte

Del Monte

EARLY GARDEN

PINEAPPLE
GRAPEFRUIT

FRUIT

SWEET

DRINK

17 -oz
cans

-

TT

CUT GREEN

with Coupon and Any Perches* at
Any AAP Shore In the Chicago Unit
thru Nov. 2, 1968

BEANS

SAVE '51.00

COCKTAIL

16-os

16 -ox
can

46 -on.
cans

V

Del Monte

SAVE 15c

cans

SunnytIeld Brand

QUICK OATS

5 it, 44c
With this Coupon and any purchase at
any ALP Store In the Chicago Unit

thru Nov. 2, 1968

SAVE 15c

A

FROZEN

2-1,

ASP

EA.

BRAND

PK

REGULAR

JANE PARKER

RICAN
ED43-BIT
-01 PIM.

9

CUT.

SAVE 10c
Mel -O -Bit Brand

CHEESE SLICES
With this Coupon and any purchase at
any ASP Store In the Chicago Unit
thru Nov. 2, 1968

.or

White Bread
Angel Food

A20 -oz.

Jane
Parker

loaves

or Custard Angel
Jane Parker

ea.

Toed

Cherry or Apricot Coffeepp Cake

Danish Bee Hive

Coffee
Cake

ea.
ea.

99c

Our Own Tea Bags

NORTHERN GROWN

ES

16 -oz.

49c

A&P Coffee Creamer

49c

Ann Page Apple. Jelly 2

89c

Pork &Beans

Selected for Goodness
White

kg.
of 48

SIC..

ni

jar

As

3

:1'.;
4cans1-oz.

49c

Gold Hill Pears

79c

A&P Toothpaste

49c

A&P Mouthwash

$1°0

A&P Hair Spray

Ir4Lrulgpht

FluWoi:Ihde

Gargle

29ca-onx. 39 C

SAVE 7c

14b-tr. 49c

HainVO Hold 14c;itInz. 69c

SAVE
70

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables!

GRAPEFRUIT ..`=F, Z. 20 Ea. 10c
FRESH LEMONS

SAVE 10c

rttaz.49c

California Grown
200 Size-Doz.

39c

JUMBO YELLOW ONIONS

Bag

st
FLORIDA AVOCADOS
FANCY SLICING CUCUMBERS ...10c

lb.

3

coRRTELADND APPLES

10c

20 -lb.

with coupon

LB.
BAG

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., Inc.-These prices effedive thru. Nov. 2nd, 1968.

PLAID

r 2,000 gifts at your fingertips...

Pick up your copy of the colorful Plaid® Stamp catalog at A&P.

Products prohibited by State Law exempt from Plaid Ettsmp.tiffer.

With this Coupon and any purchase at
any ALP Store In the Chicago Unit
thru Nov. 2, 1968

SAVE 7c

SAVE 6c
Betty Crocker

CAKE MIXES
With this Coupon and any purChase at
eny ALP Store In the Chicago Unit
thru Nov. 2, 19611

SAVE 6c

......

m. so-. w

HILL-BEHAN BRINGS YOU
A TREMENDOUS

31HEIXAILA-8MECALIV"

LUMBER 401130.14/K1POLIMIE

CARLOAD

6 NEIGHBORHOOD YARDS TO SERVE YOU
p.m.(E xa cnedp

OPEN SUNDAY 10 A.M. to 2

w

en ndseel en ivni l) I e

SAVE OVER

ANNOUNCING THE RETURN OF AN OLD FAVORITE

CAFE
DOORS

ASPEN CHIP PANELING

Designed with Authntic old
world noltsmonshlp and charm

but Including the new 'rand.,

rent panels of today- thes
door, will fit 611 down. Hord.
wood harm Insert. either Olive
or Amber. Comes In 30', 32 and

36' Widths. Onsr.oll'hIghl 40".

FACTORY CALLS THEM SECONDS

30" Width

32" Width

$225°

$235°

$245°

-

with

..Our Inspector Says Every Piece Is Useable

VINYL CLAD PANEL!

Complete with all hardware.

.36" Width

.

Miravinyl Paneling Combines the
Soft Elegance of Fabric with

Beautify your home

Durability and Easy Installation

shutters of distinction!

Miravinyl is a heavy-duty vinyl which has been laminated to a special hardboard manufactured exclusively for wall application. Any
home -trained handyman or weekend do-it-yourselfer can install Mira vinyl panels with ordinary household tools.
Li

Miravinyl can be applied to any flat surface, studs or furring strips
with Abitibi adhesive or colored nails. Matching moldings allow you
to finish the installation with a professional flair.

Full 1/4",thick, 4's8'. One side
sanded, the other rough. Either

PATTERNS AVAILABLE

side makes the most unusual'

or wall panel you've

ceiling

ANTIQUE GOLD
FEWER PANELS Th finest mode ;butters ore now

seen

BROCADE

44I.Grwt. available N you at a tremendous
saying. Cannon Croft shows not

CANNON CRAFT
SHUTTERS.

Truckload Sale
SPECIAL

FLOOR TI LE
patterns Our vinyl floor ONLY
tile is 12"x12"-1/16"
thick American made,
All First Quality Fac-

New

P.110,11

twbot,d
low wic
ig of
or

.

.

allows you N Install' rhuitrs
minutes rethr than hours.

.

Ideal for the kitchen
CASIF:ST YET!

A simple turn
of the adjusting

In

screws and

,ouw

your shutter

Bch

fits into place.

6',8.2g8

lecr;o bed°, ,ou

JADE GREEN DAMASK Potternd for living

CHAMPAGNE
GRANADA
-Turns the ordinary
room Into a dcorator's
delight. For hiving
room, dining room, etc.

CHAMPAGNE

FACADE Witt elegance for
living rooms

GOLD NEEDLE POINT

MINT GRANADA
- Ideal

prf act far the living

Sq.

your dining or

rooms and hallways

Topertrylik texture

14" Thick 4'x8'

Ft.

,

Cover 32 Sq. H. for only.. $4.00

for the bathroom

room

A large inventory of over 20 shot.

...

COMBINATION DOORS

BE SAFE
NOT SORRY!

Combination Door
With Scalloped Inserts
1

INSIST
ON THE NEW

The "WESTPORT" Combination Door with scalloped inserts consists of the Door Section with stationary Cross Buck Bottom, separate removable Sash Section Glazed

and Bedded with Wood

LIFEGUARD
STAIRWAY
,

room

AMERICANA-

bosernnt

ft.1

\

as dining room-

Th new radjusloble hanging drle

3

latn
,ou'r Ihink

II

large airy rooms ouch

only enhonc th decor of any room,
but will lost a house -time.
For odd sired openings you con mix
ranels of different widths-then
iiirn to fit.

HILL.BEHAN (low

sq.

tory Waxed.

I

NOTICE

Eight all new decorator

- ENllent for the

Beads, and separate remov-

and Design with Ultra Strong UNI-FRAME
Construction and Featuring HY-VIZ LIFE-

over solid backing.

32,8,375°

GUARD Rubberized Treads See the Value for
YOURSELFI The Compact LIFEGUARD gives
BIG Stairway Performance and Provides Easy
Access to Otherwise Unavailable Space.

251/2"x54" ROUGH OPENING, FOR CEILING HEIGHTS UP TO 8'9".

SALE si 799 Also Available
for
Ceiling Heights up
to 9'8" ...$24.98

This attractive paneling combines elegance with
economy. Mirabord is the finest 1/4" woodgrain
hardboard paneling in the low price range. It has a
quality difference you can see and feel. Only Miraone can afford ... the warmth of wood ... lustrous
baked finish . . . highest mar resistance ... years
of virtually maintenance free beauty ... attractive
Walnut, Cherry and Pecan grained finish. SIMPLE
TO INSTALL. Panels go up quickly on open studs
or f u rr in g, strips, or

with aluminum wire. Removable scalloped insert attached to sash and screen
section.

The Ultimate in Quality Engineering, Safety

1/4" x 4' x 8', 1/4" x 4' x 7' available

bord provides all these advantages at a price every-

able Screen Section wired

Proven in
Performance

WOODGRAINED PANELING SPECIALS

Matching colored nails
and moldings are available.

COMBINATION DOOR
SPECIAL

NOTICE
Thls stook

Is

sented to be

not and Is not reprefirst quality. However,

ALL PANELS ARE USEABLE .

. .

PROVINCIAL PLAI

You'll save 40% from our price If the
panels were first quality,
We've got both 4'0' and 4'x8' in
stook. Most of the Mirabord patterns
available. All panels' I/4" think.
If you're thinking of paneling your
basement, rumpus room, lake cottage
or summer house, here's the panel for
you. See It today!
Hundreds and hundreds of panels ,

COLONIAL HICKORY

Thousands and thousands of square
feet of Mirabord Paneling.

Because of the large assortment of
patterns available, not every size and

Check this unbeatable

DOOR: We" thick Western Ponderosa Pine.

35/e" stiles and top rail -wide bottom rail,
with flat fir panels.
SCREEN: Wire permanently
size
32"x81"
attached to door.

$16

98

WE'RE CLOSING OUT OUR ASSEMBLED SAMPLES

GIANT REDWOOD
STORAGE SHED

pattern
yards.

low, low price, offered
only at HIII-Behan
NOW ONLY! I I I

Is

available at each of our

NANTUCKET MAPLE

Ember-Lite

BEAUTIFUL!

PRACTICAL!

DURABLE!

WALL HUNG FIREPLACE

WITH BUILT-IN HEATER

NEED MORE STORAGE SPACE?

DON'T WANT A STEEL SHED?-HERFS THE ANSWER TO YOUR
PROBLEM!
6' wide, 8' deep, 6' wall height

.

.

. almost 7' high at the

HUGE

,
peak. Large enough to walk in, sturdy enough to withstand
Chicago weather. Made with redwood siding, sides and roof
2x2 framing - plywood floor. Attractive double door opening is 41" wide Weighs500 lbs. Can be stained or painted
to match your home Shipped in prefabricated sections. See !REG
it today! Assembled sample at all Hill -Behan & Sterling
179.50
yards Stock also available in each yard.

x8 Size

STEEL STORAGE
SHED SALE
70 Sq. Ft. of Storage Space 10 Ft. Wide ... 7 Ft. Deep

Close, Out
LGE 8'x9'

IN STOCK NOW AT ALL HILL-BEHAN YARDS

"Redwood

NOW ONLY

149.50

RED WOOD
FURNITURE
CLOSE OUT

Save 25% or more from our regular season low prices.

Our floor samplei must be sold at once to
Double Ribbed Wall Panels. plus
and White pressure coot
plastic finish
move on
Double Gliding Doors
Nylon rollers an INSIDE tracks that

Blue

won't band, stop or stop in snow,

mid -wall clots bracing.
Strong Gable Root with ridge beam,
holds heavy Winter snows

'Screw are Sell.Topping. Stainless
Steel.

No Heat with this Model.

Only 99.50

1295°

now you can work this modern magic in any room of

or even your office.
Ember-Lite is a full size fireplace that gives you glowing

beauty and warmth, and yet installs in minutes any

make room for our fall paneling specials.

Our warehouse "back-dp" stock is also on
sale at these closeout prices. This fine line
of furniture will make on excellent birthday
en Christmas gift.

(3 AVAILABLE)

5 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 3-4910

IN .
SNAPS
ON
LOCKS

where. There's no chimney.

you when you move.
Choose from front -facing units or corner units in a choice

REG 179.50

SHUTTERS

This is the mood -maker ... the luxurious magic of flickering firelight that turns a room into an attraction. And

Just mount it on a wall or stand it on the floor and plug
it into any electrical outlet. You can even take it with

on Steel" Shed
NOW ONLY

)C -act,
Wood
mold

4 AVAILABLE

of mood -setting colors -- red, white, coppertone, and
black.

Dramatize your favorite room with the mood -setter ...
the full size Ember-Lite fireplace, available with decora(five brass eagle and natural slate hearth.

Heater Output: 1500 watts - 5,100 8TU/HR.
Dimensions: Front Unit: 38" wide, 68" high, 16" deep
Corner unit: 38" wide, 68" high, 26" along each wall

ONLY $169 complete
100 lb Bag
No. 2 Rock Salt

1.79

20 lb Bag
Lawn Food

Add charm and elegance to
your home with these amaz-

ing new shutters of 100%
abs polymer construction.

They look like beautiful
wood shutters, but . . .

can't warp, bend or rot never need painting

louvers can't fall out no seams or rivets showing strong U -channel construction
EASILY INSTALLED ON ANY HOMEI
Sizes to fit various window heights . .. install quickly
with only a screwdriver on any type of house siding ...
can also be installed on brick, stone or stucco.

FREE! 2 pairs
)C -act, Wood Told

SHUTTERS to first 5 customers who buy 2 pairs or morel

PRICED FROM 8.50 Pr. & Up

50 lb Bag
Cattle Manure

100 lb Bag
Bank Sand

1.19

88c

(20-10.5)

1.77

%,

Expert Skiers Offer 'Free' Tips,
Advice At Ski, Sports Show

For omen Only . . .

rom the Nickel Seats
Nickel Seats today is devoted to the female
football fan She has been ignored too long
and Nickel Seats presumes to rectify this in Justice

It is by more than mere chance that feminine
recognition has chosen as this week's subject,
for the coming Arlington -Prospect contest

Friday night will provide a meeting of the offspring of two women who have been involved
with the game of football at the levels, little
leagur, high school, college and professional
ball

THE PROSPECT Knights number among

their squad one James Dooley, Jr., playing right
end, the son of James Dooley, Sr., head coach
of the Chicago Bears and Mrs. Elaine Dooley,

who avidly follows her family's football activities

The Arlington Cardinal's fullback Dave

Sports Editor

Expert advice for skiers will

FOR NON-PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
WATCHERS
In the following paragraphs, Nickel Seats
will present a simple but comprehensive explanation of formations, functions, and fundemental play action of the game of football

for feminine fans.

First, an explanation of player positioning.
The center is in the middle of the line and
snaps the ball to the quarterback who calls the
plays and either makes the handoff to another
player in the backfield, or passes. Just to the
outside of the center are the two guards, one
on each side. Outside the guards are the
tackles, and the furthest outside men arc the
ends.

A FULLBACK ALWAYS plays directly

Philadelphia Eagles and New York Bulldogs

behind the quarterback while the halfbacks
generally play to either side of the fullback
although they can be moved out behind the

and Mrs Juliette Ewart, who has been involved
as a partisan in nearly as many football games

The formations that are consistently used at
all levels of the game are the tight T and split

Ewart is the son of Mr. Charles Ewart former

college and professional coach of the

as George Halas. Their two boys will meet
head-on this weekend.

WEI) ON SATURDAY, Sunday found Mrs.
Ewart at Schrihe Park in Philadelphia after
a

train ride from New York watching an

meeting, although her husband
was not a member of the Eagle coaching staff.
Eagles -Bears

and eating a hot dog for her wedding
breakfast
Mrs Dooley has not missed a Bear home

contest since 1952, and since her husband has

been connected with Chicago throughout his
entire career, she feels "very fortunate." Mrs.
Dooley cannot imagine changing loyalties.
Both, as wives and mothers of football team

members believe that football greatly affects
their home life. Winning brings elation to the
families, losing, depression and solitude.

ends or tackles.

T with variations. The tight T, as the name

implies is formed by th'e front interior line consisting of the center, the two guards and two
tackles forming the line of scrimmage parallel
to the yard lines. They allow almost no space
between them as they face the end zones. The
ends also must be positioned on the line, but
at approximately one yard from the tackles.
In all T formations, the quarterback is
directly behind the center, who is over the ball.

In a regular tight T, the fullback is directly

behind the quarterback. A yard hack, and to
the fullback's left is the left halfback, and to

way, says Mrs. Ewart.
SpeLial considerations must be allowed in

family routien during the season for football
players They come home tired, and practice
is time-consuming and, excluding schoolwork,
mother can expect little else of their sons.
Diets change when practice begins for the year.

The food must be easily digestable and

nutritious Practice uniforms usually have to

be cleaned and ready in one.vight, at

least

once a week.

THE FLANKED "I splits a halfback five
to 10 yards out front the end and a yard behind

the line of scrimmage. He is then called a
flanker. While the end on the opposite side
The slot T splits the end, and the halfback
takes his position a yard hack in the area
vacated, inside the end, and is then called the

weather and the psychological attitude of the
players, as well as injuries sustained," she continued You may not dwell on the possibilitity

of injuries, but you arc aware that they can
happen

MAINE WEST'S Joe Jung might be an example as last week the Warrior linebacker
turned in an exceptional defensive performance
iftei sustaining several broken ribs in a previous
contest It follows that his family was anxious

for his safety during the game. Mrs. Dooley said

that the decision to partiepate or not to play is
made by her sons without the exertion of pressure by other family members.. Two of her sons

entered into Mount Prospect Midget Football
this year, rim who has the "best natural abilities in the family", and Pat who decided after
one game that his favorite sport was baseball
rather than football. He decided that he didn't
want to play.

if you don't enjoy football, it can be the worst
sport in which to participate. However she
believes that, although it is a demanding sport,
her family is much happier while involved.
Football requires self-disicipline and its problems parallel. to a lesser extent the troubles

to be faced in life." said Mrs. Ewart, "and
it develops 'esprit de corps'."

charges only at the

International Ski and Winter
Sports Show beginning next

Appearing at the show,

which runs through Sunday of

next week, will be Olympic
medal winner Jimmy Heuga

who will

be featured once
each evening in the show's

"Ski Fantasy Theater" in his
own half hour program "Ask
Jimmy Heuga." Heuga will
lead off each night's show
with his own impressions of
skiing as a sport, recreation,
competition and incistry.

FOLLOWING THE talk
will be a question and answer

in which Heuga will

session

talk with his audience. He will
also participate in the "Pro

Corner." another feature of
the show which allows visitors
to ask questions and learn
about skiing front professional
skiers.

Other prolesSionals

participating in the Pro

Corner will be Roger Staub,
three -time Olympic medallist

leave a space between themselves, the distance
varies according to position.

Arlington, Forest View, Hersey. Elk Grove,
Maine East, St. Viator, Notre Dame, Prospect
and Wheeling run variations of the split and
tight T's.

backfield. In

the single

wing, the tailback

stands directly behind the center, three yards
back, to take the short snap of the ball taking
the place of the quarterback.
Like the fullback of the

T,

there

which to pursue less constructive activities.

Mrs Dooley said she enjoys football more
this season than before because her interest is
in the overall performance of the team rather

In watching a game, Mrs. Ewart believes

that the quarterback deserves primary attention

and the ends secondary observation. During
Eagle scouting excursions, her husband record-

ed interior line and backfield action of the of-

fense, while she was awarded the duty of
diagraming the ends' patterns or

blocking

assignments.

The end usually indicates

whether the play is a pass or a run attempt.
She admits that the game can be very uninteresting if you don't know what's occurring.

FRIDAY NIGHT these women will face
each other across Prospect's field on which
their sons will compete against each other on
opposing teams, and at the contest's conclusion, one home will resound with the sounds

of victory and one will know the silence of
defeat One mother will joint in the celebration,

and one will approach her son with an open
hand of understanding.

begin again,
another week, another game, another opponent.
The cycle repeats itself every week, every

And on Monday it will

season Only the characters change.

with teammate Billy Kidd

who was second in the same
event, was the only American
male ever to earn a medal in
Olympic competition.

IN ADDITION to his

race -at GarmischPartenkirchen, West Germany

dahar

artist -ski instructor.

OTHER SKIING stars appearing at the show will be
Anderl Molterer, Paul Pfosi

Champion in 1960, a member

of the US Ski Team which

and skier -acrobat Art Furrer.

raced in the FIS (Federation
Internationale de Ski) World

All will compete for the Fiat
Cup in slalom races held on
the Ski-O-Tron, a conveyor

Chamonix, France in 1962
and at Portillo. Chile in 1966.

Championships both at

belt -carpet which provides an

He placed in the top five in

endless ski slope.

both.
In 1967, Heuga was the na-

in races by the time he was
five at the Squaw Valley ski
area near his home of Tahoe
City, Calif. At 15, he tried out
for the 1960 US Olympic
team and placed well enough
in the tryouts to make the 12 -

man squad. He won no
medals that year, and neither
did any other American man.
But 1n',1964, Heuga again

made the team and, competing in Innsbruck, Austria,
took home a bronze (third place)

in the special

medal

xe,

that sante year. He also was

National Slalom champion
and Junior National Slalom

tional slalom champion, and
won the Colorado Cup, the

Roch Cup and the Werner
Cup and placed second to

ROGER STAUB

world champion Jean-Claude
Heuga was third in the

Boulder, Colo., while working
for the Garcia Corporation, a

running for World Cup

ski manufacturer.

honors which go to the skier
compiling the most number of
points throughout the year in

He majored in political
science and business administration at the University

of Colorado and now lives

with his wife Sherri in

combined in the World Alpine
Championships. In 1960, we
went on to win the gold medal

which show skiing around the
world with Staub and Furrer.
ADMISSION TO the show
is $2.50 for adults and $1 for
children. The ski fair, the only
one to he held in the Midwest
this year, is being held away
front Chicago for the first
time in its history. Early this
summer, the show's location
was changed from Navy Pier
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Wednesday,

in

the giant slalom in

the

October 30,

Olympics at Squaw Valley.
Before becoming ski school

1968

director at Vail, Staub lived
in Australia, directing the
Smiggin Holes Ski School in

Swiss National Hockey
intne-getiailailniiina

mage, as many pass receivers as possible.

proved himself a water skier
too as he won the Swiss Na-

tional Championship in

ONLY THE ENDS and hacks can receive
passes.

SEP I

slalom water skiing in 1959.

0 0 000 000 000E

E

The quarterback is usually charged with the
duty of passing, although all hacks can throw

HE IS SOMEWHAT of an
acrobat on skis and has appeared and starred in several

if need he. All team members block with the
possible exception of the quarterback.

The quarterback takes the snap from the

V 11141611411141104110

:W

the ball through the middle of the line, and
the halfbacks sweep the ends and run off -

[1.

SERIFS -

ALL TEAMS RUN the same basic play. A
sweep, which is a pitch from the quarterback
to a back who follows his blockers, running
outside the end in the standard formation. An
off -tackle play is just that, as the quarterback

The linebackers line up behind the interior
defensive players and back them up on running
plays, with the option to either rush the passer,

or to drop back and defend against a pass.

lga

7,2 0 0 0000i0 000 E

few bucks from each paycheck as a
loan to George and his friends. Your
Country needs the help that only you

parison to 77,000 last year

when it was held at the
International Amphitheater,

conlude the evening.

All -Star Games

Speed Skating Association of

Illinois will also give a pro-

Bonds where you work or bank. And
it's such a very easy way to save.

gress report on the promotion
of a sports complex which includes an artificially frozen
400 meter speed skating track

Introduce yourself. to George this

month for Just $18.75. Then get

Saturday Night
The Mount Prospect
Midget Football Association
holds

their

annual

All -Star

games this Saturday night
starting at 5 p.m. under the
new Prospect High School
football lights.
Three games will be played

among the different age
divisions of the league. The
Association's 240 cheerleaders

will also be present to cheer
on the teams and present a
pageant at 7:30.

Frosh-Sop hAre Fifth

acquainted with Tom and Franklin.
And maybe someday you'll even get

A contingent of Arlington
Cardinal frosh-soph harriers
travelled to the Crystal Lake
Invitational meet Monday and
came home with a fifth -place

US. Savings Bonds,

team showing.

The top two individual
honors went to runners from

season, but added depth to the

frosh-soph squad at the
Crystal Lake meet, an open
date for the varsity.

Mike Yorke, another con -

sistent performer whose
talents have been limited to
the frosh-soph team this year,

placed 18th for the Card

Crystal Lake, and Jeff cause.
it
it v.. u.s. Government dose not pay for this advertiesment.
the Treas.
fa presented as a public, service in cooperation with
ury Department and The Advertising Cosine*.
,

the

at the Lions Park fieldhouse.

president of the Amateur

can give by buying U.S. Savings

for the Chicagoland area.
A colored movie of

meeting this Friday at 8 p.m.

state and with the club. The

this weekend, with specific attention to this
week's headliner, the Arlington -Prospect
meeting, the winner of which the Day Sports
JMRE

expected to

Winter Olympic games will

frigerated rinks.
At the meeting, skaters will
be able to register with the

Nickel Seats hopes this will increase our female
readers' enjoyment of the high school contests

See you next week.

is

ninth annual "kickoff"

are interested in speed skating for new members and the
club will begin practicing early in November on nearby re-

Go all*, pass the buck. Pass just a

And that is basically the game of football.

The show

draw more than 100,000
persons this year in com-

Sunday, 1-9 p.m.

All persons, boys or girls
eight years and older, who

$10,000 Bond.)

and facilities.

Incredible Skis" and "The

Skating Club will hold its

yards of the line of scrimmage must defend

to the race track because of
better accessibility., narking-

Show hours will be Thursday, 4-11 p.nt.; Friday and
Saturday, p.m. -midnight; and

The Mount Prospect Speed

--rnes-

The defensive halfbacks who stand eight to 10

Department will award the 'Iron Kettle.'

history of the 1968 world ski
competitions; "Attack," a US

Mount Prospect
Speed Skaters Meet

1211.-

2-13 . d 000 000 000 t

to know Theodore. (He's on the

against passes, stop runs that get by the interior
line and linebackers and stop sweeps.

"Europe '68," an in-depth

ski films including the Hart

Ski Company's "The

IMMUNIMS111111,11114an

between the tackle and end.

rush the quarterback when he attempts to pass.

' -4--

Y

4

tileearnenematea ..,

center and hands the ball off, keeps and runs,
or passes himself. The fullback usually carries

have two basic responsibilities. They must stop

sponsored Festival Theater,
will he "A Taste of Victory,"

slalom, sil.ver medal in ski training and racing film;
downhill -and bronze in the and "The Outer Limits,"

Championship team iii 1955,

interior defensive players that line up parallel
to the line of scrimmage, one yard off the ball

the

a US Ski Team Documentary;

quarterback can and does run, the formation's
purpose is to disperse, near the line of scrim-

fense from gaining yardage, and the formations
vary much more than those of the offense. The

Films to be shown at

Champion, Staub gained the
world's recognition in 1958 at
Badgastein, Austria, winning
the bronze medal in the giant

New South Wales.
Staub, also a member of the

THE DEFENSE'S intent is to stop the of-

television series "Ski With

ski fair in the Gillette-'

typC of attack -passing. And though the

tion.

in his own European

qualified to give advice to
skiers, would-be skiers and

would-be ski racers. Nine
times the Swiss National

behind the line of scrimmage.
This formation, unlike those previously mentioned, is specifically designed to facilitate one

straight ahead as the quarterback gives them
the ball. The quarterback at times keeps the
ball and runs straight ahead and this is called
a quarterback sneak. The quarterback also
sweeps around end with the option to throw
or run, and this is called the quarterback op-

Outer Limits." He also starred

STAUB IS ALSO well - Roger Staub."

FIS-sanctioned races.

resembles the standard punt formation as the
quarterback takes an eight to 10 -yard snap
directly behind and from the center. The ends
are split as are the halfbacks and are a yard

all inside runs by the offense, and they must
by his action

slalom event. Heuga, along

is the shotgun. This formation closely

The halfback and fullback dives are run

for Prospect.

Both are Olympic medallists and both have turned professional skiers this year.

blocking back.
A formation used by many area high schools

the past, taken special care to observe that area

The senior Dooley began his pro career as
an end with the Bears, and then moved progressively to end coach, defensive coach and
this year to head coach. Jim, Jr., is an end

Jimmy Heuga (center) discusses last year's Vail Cup race with world champion skier Jean-

on to win the Arlberg -Kan-

Covino of Sugarbush Valley,
Vt., a nationally syndicated

A
.4, .09

Claude Killy (left) and Jim McKay of ABC's Wide World of Sports. Heuga and perhaps
Killy will appear at next week's International Ski and Winter Sports Show at Arlington Park.

are

than in any one specific area, as she has, in
coached or played.

a IL

..0P

halfbacks on each side, but directly between
the guard and tackle and a yard hack is the

hands directly to the back, who carries the ball

of the game in which her husband and son

,

director of the ski school at

and

Vail, Colo.; and Frank

tackle.

MRS. DOOLEY said the sport exhausts to
the extent that there is little energy left with

/
Ai /

Olympic medal, Heuga went

Switzerland

Aar

i

now

from

Heuga began skiing at the

The split T. to which the above variations
also apply, requires the interior linemen to

p

Thursday at Arlington Park.

age of two and was competing

slotback.

MAINE WEST runs the T on occassion as
well as the single wing, which has the same
basic line formation but a change in. the

Football is a game of uncontrollable occurances ' said Mrs. Ewart. "Your livelihood
or domestic atmosphere can depend upon the

be offered for admission

his right, the right half.

also splits five to 10 yards out from the line.

"I HERE IS tension in the home when a
member of the family is involved in football,
but I don't think you could have it any other

f

BY LINDA GAMMILL

i-

Mike Splitt was 24th for the
Kowalski ran fourth for the
Cardinals, Kowalski has been Cardinals, and Tom Jarm
a regular member of the Arl- rounded out the Arlington top
ington varsity so far this four at 38th.

'THE ARLINGTON DAY

Wednesday, October 30, 1968
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Hollering for the Huskies are these Hersey sophomore cheerleader,: They.
are (from left to right) Mary Laufer, 2232 N. Champlain; Montel Watson, 1515
E. Frederick; Shirley Pfrank, 1314 E Clarendon; Jean Taylor, 2616 N. Greenwood;

Nancy nista, 215 W. Rand, and Janet Later, 2410 N. Pine, all of Arlington Heights.
all of Arlington Heights.

. S.'

atiihman clam officers sit Hervey High School are (front, from left) Jean Alan, vice

'

pisildent, 610 E. Valley Ln., Arlington Heights; Mary Lois Haf, president, 1723 W. Lexington,
on Heights; (back, from left) Julie Wilk, treasurer, 607 Dogwood In., Mount Prospect;
fly Clancy, secretary, 902 E. Talbot St., Arlington Heights.

LEFT-Hersey's first Junior
Class officers were recently

elected. They are (left to right)

Dave Good, treasurer, 506 E.
Knob Hill, Arlington Heights;

1st. 21 Explains

Milt Chen, president, 904

Hemlock, Mount Prospect;
Ginny Hall, secretary, 1723

am Teaching Program
idea of mixing
unusual technique was
to explain a newly- children of different ages cerned

.

the

grading procedures that would

Otstions raised by adoption
0: the first team -teaching in
t 21, Whitman Prin-

be followed and in the
determination of passage to

dent younger than himself.
Teachers and parents were
each given another chance, to

the next grade.

question and explain the pro-

"Most of the questions we
have had about the program
before tonight resulted from
unfamiliarity," Miss Wienke

session, and a final 10 -minute
discussion ended the program.

and channel discussion.

circles of questioning

is surrounded smaller
es of enthusiastic Whit-

-n teachers in the

bowl" experiment in
dynamics.

re than 100 parents

said.

"We are grading each child
on his or her own level," she

(Photos

by

Leon

Zasadny.)

usually completed by .a stu-

gram in the "fishbowl"
"We find team -teaching a

happy situation," Principal

said. Progress to another team
level will be determined in the

Wienke said. "If our new
plans and ideas have brought
this many parents to the school

same way.

we've been successful.

gated in the discussion
the PTA program, but

1421 Rosehill Dr., Arlington
Heights.

particular reading program
but'the program might be one

Anticipating the many

Phoebe Wienke used a
wl" technique to con -

Fitzpatrick, vice-president,

get an excellent mark on a

third and fourth graders - for
Others were interested in

Heights; and John

For example, a child might

ed team teaching program to parents of Walt Whitnian School students.

example: on the teams.

W. Lexington, Arlington

Flags ond Banners Herald Girl Scout Fair

ienke estimated about

had attended the open
preceding it.

700 students at Watt

Itman are divided into

s of 50, including

Illinois.

THE FAIR will open at
9 a.m. with a flag ceremony,

suburban area, will hold an

and
SEITS, DANCING
pageants will be presented on

speech by Mount Prospect's

an example of a new

Illinois Heritage Fair at

in an old. building -

Randhurst, Nov. 2, honoring
the Illinois Sesquicentennial

Scout songs . throughout the

n from different grade

Girl Scouts of 'Northwest

Each team' has nvo

Cook County, representing 18
communities in the northirest

and classrooms:
team -teaching at Whit t

an is the oldest school
a district.
e want to show 'that

year.

The entire mall will be
eaching can work in a
decorated with colorful flags
tional building," Miss

and banners of Illinois, while

said
1,600 Brownies, Juniors,
y new schools have Cadettes
and Seniors, many
ooms with movable
designed specifically for dressed in costumes of the

teaching

'desire by Whitman

past century, will have
numerous exhibits and -give

ehers to spend more demonstrations depicting the

arts,' crafts and

history of

a stage. Groups of the girls
will sing Illinois and Girl

followed by a welcoming
Mayor Daniel Congreve.

United Fund representatives,
Community Chest personnel

day.

and guest town mayors will

Girls will be doing quilting,
candle making, operating an

also be present.

apple cider press, and making
dolls

Heritage- Cookbook," donated

Tavern, a New Salem kitchen,
a country store, and a covered

times during the day

A replica of Rutledge

wagon, will be set up by the
girls, with activities taking
place within each one

. Copies of the "Illinois

by Northern Illinois Gas Co ,

will be given away several
A special ceremony at 5
p m will bring to a close the
Girl, Scouts' Illinois Heritage
Fair

g time with individuals
all groups in a flexible

ule encouraged the

'

of the team concept.

'

'one teacher explained,
O. teachers confer about
child and bring together
.siptperiences and educe "''t

I

4,

knowledge of two
'

s't

didn't feel I was reaching
ildren," another teacher

frt

''At the end of last year
I had been teaching an
e"

4

the team -teaching situa-

l'one teacher can take a
group of children for in al instruction in reading
r problem areas, while

,F 6

er group works in an

-

uitable for more
ource center was
tman this fall

int the team-

t

rogram. A selection

ecial educational

Is chosen to provide a
of learning approaches
,experiences are Included
tie center.
wing art introductory
by teachers, the outer
of the fishbowls - the
had many questions
es.chers.

of the questions con -5

ABOVE -- Great big Brownie Smiles light up the laces of
lb Abrath, 8; Susan Walberg, 8; Suzanne Hawk, 7, and Jane
7, members of Mount Prospect Brownie Troop 442, as they pre-

.

pare shadow boxes to display In the fair. About 1,600 Brownie,
Junior, Cadette and Senior Girl Scouts will participate With exhibits, demonstrations, singing, dancing, skits and pageants all
In honor of the Illinois Sesquicentennial year.

,1-

LEFT -Donning their Seequicentennial bonnets, Beverly
Janata and Carol Itambeld, Cadette GM Scouts at Mount
Prospect's Troop 212, Matte Mayor Daniel Conirme to of.
&lolly open the Girl Scout Minds Heritage Fair at Itandinnst
at 9 a.m. on Saturday, Nov. 2.

II
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FRENCH VANILLA

LAST CHANCE!
SAVINGS

let (111M'

z

ON ALL HALLOWEEN

Trix-Treat CANDIES!

COSTUMES,

`

r.

/

/
'-***

Appliance Specials!

rll

21 Flavors
Walgreens Extra Creamy -Rich

IRON

STEAM

8. DRY

Ice Cream

4 79c

Fabric dial setting

Fully automatic
temperature control
Only 3-lbs light'

1

77

Try extra -tasty French Vanilla!

ARLINGTON MARKET
,.
Kensington & Dryden
iHt. MARKET. PLAct
Plaines
83 A Golf
'R
THE GROVE SHOPPING CENTER
Arlington Heights Rd. and Biesterfield Rd.

YOUR PRESCRIPTION id
euvr eicade ie-nftatteuct ireal3gaiedity,

Complete Service ... Extra Economy

NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CE_NTI4,

Rand IL Palatine Roc*

moyfir:pRosiilty 'PLAZA .4
-,,Rand.,IteppA content nests toee
HIGGINS AND GOLF
Shopping Center, Schaumburg

y.

Saccharin
39c size

1,000

Worthmore' 1/4-gr. tablets

Model
F60

CSave! Old Faskioned

Aqua Net

HONEY AND

0
LIU HAIR SPRAY

.HORE171OUND

SIZE -13-0Z.

J

ROAD RACE

KNIFE

Hand Mixer

99

24c

797

0

Bath Size

R

stout'

.JOHN :RUSKIN

Lady Vanity

Smodth 8,:p4ing Perfecto

Coffeemuker

AS,
HEETCARS!

Use Our Easy

Brews 4 to

Lay -Away
Plan!

12 perfect
cups! Light
aluminum.

JOHN fitituieyil

Limit

EK9

M3

C

61/2 -oz. bag.

F

SOAP

Model

Model

DROPS
Get 'em now

DIAL

Authentically detailed Ford
GT and Ferrari racers, over
8 -ft. of track with bridge.
12v power pack, 2 controls!

Detachable cord!

3 power speeds!

one

ELDON'S 'ITER'

Vanity
Lady Vanity Lady
Slimline Carving
Light, Portable

Limit

60 CIGARS

F

..$27-0

GAS LINE

Limit

R

five

ANTI -FREEZE

Model
cM2

of

27

box

,50

119,9MMENIIW

Size'
UHFAIHF, Personal
Channel,
82

PORTABLE

11° Pack, 4 -oz.

1:'$;
Y.

ff5

FALST

I

Royal
Pudding

Smart styling!' Fine
tuning, crisp sound!
Swing -away handle!

With

.or.

BEER

iiatghon12alPicture

VODKA

SIX-PACK

-QUART

12-0Z. CANS

Our selected brands!

COu-

pon

thru

C

(Lim-

ea.

Nov 3

Old Henry Clay Bourbon

it 6)

Plan
Use Our Easy Lay -Away
picture
tube!
1 -year on
Warranty: 90 -days on parts;

CHARGE with your

Sandy Scot SCOTCH

Soft Drinks

86 -pr

FIFTH

at only

Assorted flavors.
12 -OZ. CANS

MIDWEST BANK CARD!

AND

Porcelain Enamel

Mc4tercraft Repeater

39 -INCH TALL

Approx. 81/2x111/2 -Ft.

Roastwell

El s. ALARM

TABLE

ROOM SIZE

CLOCKLighted

ROASTER
18-1b
roast
size.

77

°

No. 15

Diall
Add -a -

nap 10'
min. repeater!

QUALITY AUTO NEED BARGAINS!
WINDSHIELD

PERMANENT
PRIM ENT

-I

ANTIRICEIE

ANTI-

FREEZE
1§2
Gallon
at only

WASHER
Woidshald
W ant, S °le

SOLVENT
'Kar-

:Kraft'

1-9

(Liquor not sold Sunday a.m. in
Chicago; suburbs per local law)

RUNNER

RUNNERS!

ladle, fork, turner, masher, slotted mix spoon,
10" ham slicer
chefs fork, and
FOR
knives, 3, 5, 6,

'11((aarit,

6 49
Indoor Outdoor.

IllAnwate

Big, assortment includes basting spoon, spatula,

& steak knives.

339

/

Tools &

7, & 8 -in. sizes;

.

A

Kitchen

3

.

I

EXTRA SAVINGS!

Knives

99

FIFTH

'plastic

Gallon

,.

.

..',

.99

96.88 RUG

LAMPS
Here
at
only

4"
ea.

Dura;

ble;
tweed
color.

1388
ate r.

Heavy,:.lohg wearing' rubber.
"Tyson";:.2-quart

27x60"..Size!'
Long wearing, rugged
ber won't rot, mildeW,
stain, fade, discolor: z,

'V Rug RUNNER'S,
6x2ft SOild 'oit-Weed colors.,

.

,

.199

I

,

U

T SOMETHI
TO SELL
WE'LL TELL
TWO HUNDRE
AND SIXTY
THOUSAND PEOPLE
ABOUT IT!
If you are one of the. few pepple who has never useda
Want Ad, you most surely will have occasion to use one
soon. You can advertise to convert something you no
longer need into cash by selling it quickly, or you may
advertise to locate a hard -to -find item you need, or you
may even use an ad to hire an employee or rent vacant
property. There are hundreds of whys to profit from Day
Want Ads. To place your ad, just dial .a Day number
below. A friendly helpful Ad -Visor will assist you in
wording your ad.

3 LINES

AVERAGE: 15 WORDS

5 DAYS

IFOR $3.45
I' C41FP19! CifEA-P!"

ii1f.WANT ADS
The Arlington Day 4, The Prospect Day The Des Plaines Day Market Day

5-72
1 Cif

In the ;Doi Plainegreci
Aa,
,

1. IN

VA4C

bloniI4. 1

..fi

C4 1,

-

1;111.:

SHORT RIBS

Tbe Oar
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

"The Last

6:00

COME ON, SRAMRAWS I'M AFRAID 50--I COULDN'T TALK H/M
OUT OF IT: REMEMBER HCMISTEAME2
GOING
KIDS, LET'S
HE GOT WHEN HE WENT THROUGH -THEIR
ALONG
6ET GO
WITH THE TRICK -OR -TREAT BAGS LAST YEARS'.
WELL;I HEARD HIM MUMBLING 50METH/M6
RIDS
ABOUT STALE 17:01JUTS, CRUMBLED COOKIESy
THIS
YEAR, AND WRINKLEDAPPLES-AA12 rs4 SCARED

TO DEATH HE'LL HAVE INSULTED HALF THE
NEIGHBORS BY THE TIME THEY GET BACK/

THEY'VE BEEN THERE'S A PooL8-

AT WORK oN

A 'DAILY
EGAD, LAIDS,T HEARD TELL ME
A FUNNY DINE AT THE 4 WHEN

PouSLE EVER

WHETHER THEY 6o

SINCE

OWLS CLUB /11-1E BOYS YOU GET
THE
WERE- SUGGESTING

THEY LEFT

SURF)NG oR SKIING ON THEIR
HONEYMOON !

'THAT FATHER AND

THE 4TART(NG GATE/

PUNCH

HE HAS
DISCOVERED ON THIS TRIP?

I WONDER WHAT

LINE,

SANDY MIGHT BE-

HEA-HEH-GETTING1 MA \501,K I

MARRIED/ igaZIM

riors against a
the white men.

%

5 The Virginian

An Indian maid

as

attends

1RMING

t.1...1.kt1
IA.(
HIS
FEARS= i'S64.(4

10-3/ titt,474

ta.

GRAM PAW

';

Miller,

PETONATE THE
ELEGV0- maaertc
FUSE et.ovverz

sheriff is considered

te,

,

AND
BEHIND THE

BATH:

SCORPIO (Oct 24 - Nov.

your own decisions. You
you in the circumstances.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

ty daughter and falls

9

Stuart Whitman.

in love with her.

With Li Li Hua and

Professional

Hockey

The Chicago

1:30

Kin gs in Los

1965 comedy are

Angeles
26 Sports

2 Top Plays of the

1:35

NFL
7 Reflections

32 Run for Your
Life

Murder is com-

mitted by

Dany Saval.

1:40

9 Movie
"Ma and Pa Kettle at'Waikiki" Mar-

a

motorcycle gang.

9 The Steve Allen

jorie Main and

10:10

Show
11 Your Dollar's

26 Greatest

2 The Good Guys
Rufus is hurt in a
fall outside the diner

Worth

Headlines

on the electrical ap-

and Bert must pay

pliance industry.

10:15
26 Cinema Special

Percy Kilhridge visit
with rich relatives in
Hawaii.

A documentary

2:35
9

The Tonight

5

Show

3:20

2 News
3:25

The Joey Bishop

7

Five Minutes to

Live By

10:30

8:30

2 Green Acres
Eddie Albert runs
for political office.
With Eva Gabor.

to the country.

Dec 22) -- Don't neglect
following through on new

buys a beggar's pret-

2 News
5 News
7 News

meeting. Also in the

9 I Love Lucy
Lucy decides the
family should move

know best what is right for

(Victor Mature)

7 News

the doctor bills.
7 Peyton Place

22)-- Feel confident in making

Air Force officer

Blackhawks play the

7:30

TAKEA.JJ 0

"China Doll" An

'

fiancees from

7:15
11 TV College
Data Processing

FOR THURSDAY

a

10:00

Lewis, Suzanna
Leigh, Christine
Schmidtmer and

mother-in-law.

12:50

, 9 Movie

in-

s tr u men t from
large oil drum.

Thelma Ritter, Jerry

Ralph tries to get

out of a visit to his

Horoscope

a musical

trying to keep three

mooners

I

The Hi -Landers
show how to make

he

so

5 Farm Forum
,9 News

II Rainbow Quest

spends his time

26 Luis Carlos
Uribe drama
32 The Honey-

TH' THINGS I DO
TO GET TR' LI'L
CLUCK. Ti

12:30

who likes airline
stewardesses

BUGS BUNNY

host.

9:30

a newspaperman

quences

The Chicego

Ronnie Barrett is

9:15
32 NeWs

stars Tony Curtis as

7:00

Your

7

Show

7 Movie
"Boeing, Boeing"

32 Truth or Conse-

,g 190 by HEA. taA

tribal area of Yemen.

take part.

Government.
26 Today's Racing

CAMOIJR,AGED
ENTRANCE,,,

Midnight
5 News

A film visit to the

Roy Acuff and
Bobby Goldsboro

National

GASP! WHAT,,,

H -HAPPENED
...e.5L.L. a

Day, Signe Hasso.
11:30
32 News

a

woman.
11 Adventure

Boone,

Pat

Brides

townspeople.
11 TV College

LIGHT -5 60 Olin,

tlefields in Java.
Also in the 1944
film are Laraine

Leannie C. Riley,

Here Come the

too rough by

41.108105 RANGERS

of killing

cused

Atkins, Roger

Seattle's first

VILIDGEMY THE

9 Perry Mason
Mason defends a
musician who is ac-

Johnny Cash, Glen
Campbell, Tex Ritter, Tammy Wynet-

7

ROBIN MALONE

suspects that Jed

wounded from bat-

ice in a murder.

Dale Evans, Chet

is

unsure about returning to the reservation.

Cori
,b

Eastern

an

school and then

g

witting accompl-

5 Music Hall
The Second Annual Country Music
Awards are hosted
by Roy Rogers and

home.

Vie --I

...,..,

witness and becomes

while she is away.

Jenny's playmate
from
away
runs

Cooper plays the
Navy doctor who
helped evacuate

trip to
Louisville when she
a

plans to get married

2 Daktari

-

....

of
"The story
Dr. Wassell" Gary

10:55

2 Movie

5 The Outsider
Qarrin McGavin
goes after a missing

Granny decides to
postpone

6:30

N

for song and gags.

Hillbillies

2 Editorial

fil610

election.

The Beverly

2

the coming

discuss

Agnes Moorehead,
the Craig Hundley
Trio and Marjorie
McCoy join' Winters

8:00

6:25

%11

Boris Karloff,

peaceful tribe and

6:15
26 Cinema Special

correspondents

Show

about a brutal chief
who leads his war-

9 The Mike
Douglas Show
26 Spanish News

National press

2 Jonathan Winters

Tomahawk" is

2 News
5 News
7 News

11 Chronicle

9:00

32 Movie

TONIGHT

Meditation

Show

An increase in your
financial status could be in
the making
ideas

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 20) -- Direct your ac-

Jan

MORTY MEEKLE
MEEK, 'ADUVE BEEN A

servation of energy and funds.

You'll be needing reserves of

WHEN WERE
MARRIED
WELL- SHARE
EVRYTHING..

both later on

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

-

Feb 19) -- Keep to routine activities and you should be able

REAL SOURCE OF JOY TO

M-LATO THE FIRST TIME.

I EVER HEARD OF A

1/

c_

v.

,

PISCES (Feb 20 - March
LEI

NOT BEING
MARRIED 10 `rb(J!

IF ANYBODY EVER

NEEDS A HEART OF
STONE I KNOW WHERE

PLEASURE IT IS...

THEY CAN GET A DONOR

-CT, HAVE?

lilt

ii7n.

otherwise gloomy one.

21) -- Make plans to get ahead

MovAl WHAT A REAL

_....4

A........, MET YDU I

JOINT ICE CREAM CONE -

to wrest a fair day out of an

MAY. IF I HAD WEYER. MET
4E/U I WOULD NEVER. HAVE

ME SINCE THE DAY I

..1 Cu i

It

T4f'

'

.

l40116

'

, --ri

....______,,,,............._

of the competition You can

push your own ideas with

those in authority if you are
tactful about it

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ARIES (March 22 - April
20) -- Keep to your own interests while others keep to

VC IIU reason Ill..
--Tibet's
believe the worst of old

01144_1 to -)1

Answer to Previous Puzzlo

T UN

Flowery Bit

THE BORN LOSER

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) -- Don't be short sighted
when it comes to choosing

ACROSS
1 Thistlelike

which of several new ventures

7 Eurasian,

mint

GEMINI (May 22 - June

13 Cacti spine

21) -- Don't make the mistake

cavity
14 Expunger
15 Christmas
songs
16 Shrew
17 Puff up
18 Abounds
19 Sea eagle
21 Heavy
weight
22 Young
salmon
25 Always
(contr.)
27 British

of taking your employment
worries home with you. Family matters take precedence at
home

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- Routine matters prove

to be more important than

anything else today Don't be
taken in by an appearance of

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)

-- Continue with present plans
as energetically as possible.

When evening comes, take
time out for relaxation.

VIRGO (Aug

24

-

Sept.

23) -- Close pending deals as
soon as possible if you would

succeed as you intend. Pay
special attention to the fine
print
LIBRA (Sept 24 - Oct. 23)
-- Determine your course 'of
action early in the day. Now
is the time to bring business

CAPTAIN EASY
uonv. rr MU5TBETERRIFyiN6
TRYING. TO EVADE KILLERS
SHE CAN'T KNOW BY SIGHT!

15 GETTING
PAPERS TO

PENNY OR

CHECKING ON
HER SAFETY MORE

IMPORTANTIN
THIS CHA5Es

PAW?

.

WA5 5TOLEN HERE,
we HITCHHIKED TO
HER FRIEND'5 HOME

,

AT TIDLeYl
I F101.112E THAT'S.

WHERE SHES GONE

FOR KEV5, TO His.

cormee IN SCOTLAND.
$UT

ri.L FWD- WAIT!
5utC,ENZICI.

\

4;

matters to a head

Answers to
Hideaword
COUNTRY

count
corn
curt
court
county
crony
tory
turn
torn

Tony
tour
troy
outcry
unto
your
rout
runt

THE WILLETS
*1 '0',74.1.11,:(ri'.`,Y.'4';,'Z'."-9.''..'.,). '

FELLOW

MAW,

0R

A7..71

35 It is (poetic)
36 Harden as
cement
37 Seaweed
ashes
39 Pillar
40 Not as much
41 Anger
43 French coin
45 Greek grave-

2

3

4

5

mistakes
54 Fell short.
55 Stayed in
readiness
56 Kindle
57 Rates of

motion
58 Seesaw

DOWN
1 Cyprinoid

ENIu

A

8

6

9

10

11

27

28

29

12

13
15

18

17

19

22

23

U

20
25

24

21

26

36UI

35

41

45

52

39

38

37

46

30

33

32

31

stone (var.)

48 Bowling term
52 Printing

MIME

411 Siouan
term
Indian
24 Stagger
45 Stitches
26 Pen name
46 Venus's -fly of Lamb
28 Showy flower
47 Great Lake
29 Class of
vertebrates 49 Dismounted
50 Anatomical
30 Entangles
plexus
38 Procurator
51 European
of Judea
stream
(Bib.)
53 Paid notices
40 Flowery
in papers
plant
54 Attack
42 Taxed

11 Group of

1

rAwni

WRMMO
N

poetry
9 Father or
mother
10 Italian city

33 Eggs
34 Born

cANT RECALL H15 NAME,

p

1

ammmulp
mummw

players
12 Arrivals
(ab.)
20 Cuddle up
21 Meetings
22 Garden
streetcar
31 Island (Fr.) 23 flower
Nautical
32 Crafty

YEARS AGO,
AFTER. HER. CAR.

.r.

E6R

1-41710gmilEM

of Asia
3 Olympian
goddess
4 Plunderer
5 Sicker
6 Roman
bronze
7 Seine
8 Muse of

herb

to take on first Appearances
may deceive

greatness

fish
2 Inland sea

s AI_T 0N

R

a R -r

friends

40

.

.

43 44

42

48

47

53

49

50

51

54

55

56

57

58

31

BUSINESS
z Sez:wite
71DAnyeetory
0
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5 Most Accident -Prone

Corners Where
Danger Lurks
-The State of Illinois

BY LOIS CZUBAKOWSK1

'Manual of UnifOrm Traffic
Control

Next time you drive across
the intersection of River Rd.

Devices

for Streets

and Highways' states that

and Touhy Ave. be careful.

'Minimum warrants for a

You are crossing the most accident-prone corner in the ci-

separate left

turn indication

movement
least

must

average

motorists have hit the traffic

left turn traffic must average
at least 150 vehicles per hour

light standards on the islands.

The pole are knocked down
with alarming regularity.

dangerous corners in the city,

according to a survey of accident reports, are Lee and
accidents;

"Our office has also com-

Rand and Dempster with 22;

pleted a capacity analysis for

with

27

River and Golf with 21, and
Golf and Wolf with I 6.
turns also are the major cause
of accidents.
When the city requested
separate left turn phasing at

traffic to the remaining right

"ENCLOSED IS a copy of

lane. The results of our

fic count at Lee St. and

tersection

Oakton St. This summary
shows

that the

turn movement is 129 vehicles

for the northbound to westbound movement during the
hours of I

I

handle

the existing traffic and

left

highest

could not

;bin to noon.

up.

AT GOLF and Wolf there

occur.
"The second method investigated involved allowing

was an unusually high percen-

ON REMODELING & REPAIRS

Call me for free estimates on
room additions, rec rooms and
dormers. Vinyl and aluminum
siding.
UNITED ENGINEERS 8230828
CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK

No job tab small.
The Sky is the Limit.

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tow-

er work; welding & electrical

work. Experienced in any type
carpentry work, remodeling &

Tickets will be available at

Trustees Say 'Yes'
4 \times, 'No' Once
Kaplan and Braun

of Garden Specialties. a store

in Community Shoppers
World shopping center.

Developers may build seven
houses at the southwest corner

permission to extend a fence

of Lincoln and Meyer Rds..
Winn! Prospect. the Judiciary

Committee decided in
meeting last Weiik.
Also at the meeting.

a

the

committee voted to give two

zoning variances allowing
business offices to he huilt' in
residential areas.

The three acres at Lincoln
and Meyer had been zoned for
fewer than seven houses.

_

in back of the store.

The addition to the fence
would be built over a village
water main. Lewis said. and
this might make it hard for
the village. to repair the pipe
if it burnt.
Lewis suggested that Arden
talk to Robert Moore, the
village manager. and figure
out another site for the fence.

I'M with 78
members, recently won the
Prir4.-

Award, enabling members of
all dens to display the award

stairs, basement floors, garage

ribbon on their den markers.
Cubmaster Donald Johnson

773-1261

Another variance was approved

to allow Donald

P.

Roth. 302 N. Russell. Mount
Prospect. to construct a one-

story office building in

p.m.

Robert Meyer, with assistant
Tracy Walkendorf, has com-

He and Mrs. Johnson have

annexed to Mount Prospect.

five years. Johnson formerly

Roth. a public accountant.
wants to build at 1005 S. Lin-

was a teacher at Forest
Elementary school, Des

neman Rd.. Lewis said.

Plaines.

In other business. the committee voted to allow Russell
Muchlcman. 320 N. Wille,

regulations permit.

The committee refused to
give Stanley Arden. manager

child.

Mount Prospect, 10 build a
garage 10 feet closer to his

side lot line than village

437.2884.

pleted plans to take 13 Scouts
on 0 weekend camp -out and
16 -mile hike in the Ama-

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling. Holiday
formals, resort clothes designed

quonsippi area, Bradford, Ill.,

to order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
horst.

leaving Oct. 25.

All boys eight years or

a son born July II, their first

PART TIME

guaranteed. No job too small.
824-7510

501 -Vic e ,

We

III

lows anywhere

whether the soil is poor or rieil,
in the sun or in the shade. We

will make your lawn look

cis

though it has been sodded. We
also take care of evergreens,
shrubs, trimming & fall cleanup.
don't care how bad your lawn
looks; we will repack it, 1001, it
I

look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
16 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl Hts
17 S Evergreen
CL 5.5692

LADIES

LET ME DO YOUR SEWING

either troop. For information
on meetings contact Robert

827-6024
Hems, alterations, slipcovers,
Men's pant cuffs & coat sleeves.
CL 5.2677

Johnson at 827-6770, for boys

age 8 to 10; or Walter Weith
at 299-1602, for boys I I and

Shortening of hems on cools,

older.

suede coats;
replace zippers on

dresses,

skirts,

repair &

pants, jackets etc. Also men's
255-8161
clothing

Fencing

-T1

redwood & stockade 647.0220

Floor Maintenance
Ecklund Floor Service

Average rm. sodded sealed &
I ini,shed 519 95

rt

S29-1211

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
regluing
FL 8.4543

0

On all custo in Mode fabric slip
reupholstering, &
&
covers
plastic covers.

work.

Sec Kis

hour
benefits.
48

Murals painted on any wall.
WrishnEile Under 95f1
529-21140

Painting -Decorating
520 Points Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5.3991

Wettelond Painting & decorating. Interior, exterior, & paper
hanging, Estimates cheerfully
given. 394-1665, Mt. Prospect.

E.J. ERICSSON

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating
FREE ESTIMATES

EXTERIORENTERIOR
Folly
workmanship.
nsit td Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Paintiry & Decorating

Quality

Fall & winter rotes 00 all
tenor & exterior work. Fully
insured. All work guaronteed.
FREE ESTIMATES.

299-3159

Quality Paint Service
Exterior Pointing at its finest,
Free Estimates. Fully insured.

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING
Residential

All

fringe

894.1966

SCHOOL

301 W. South St.
CL 3.6100, Ext. 227

Bank of

windows &
fiber glass
awnings & patios, aluminum sid

Des Plaines

Tailoring

SCHOOL

733 Lee Street
827-4411

CUSTODIAN

An equal opportunity employer

Hospitalization
employment.
and medicalinsurance.

FURNITURE

Arlington Heights

STORE MAN

Public Schools
District 25

For general work in store and

299-0529, A.M.

Tile
301
CL

W.
South
3-6100,
Ext.

warehouse.
Good Pay -Good Working
Conditions
St.

227

LIGHT

Transmission Service

CONSTRUCTION WORK

AAMCO Transmissions
Arl Hrs
830 W N W Hwy

Looking for men to learn
Light Construction work.

259.9440

WILL TRAIN

Tuning - Repairing

Work guar. 12 mo. a year

Tuning Repairing

Insur. & Bonus Plan
1st year earn
$8,000 or more
Earnings increase

Used Pianos Wanted

392-6817

Typing
IBM

with experience

Selectric

up/del.

YO

or

Exec.

5-6537

or

CALL JIM GEISLER

on
Pick
YO

DAYS 824-2181
EVES 823-1712

7-9683

MAY -I

Upholstery
CVS10111 Upholstery

Free

estimates, your

material

or ours. 437.2884

Wrought Iron
X.CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. Ex.
rerior & Interior. 647.0220

* Apartments
Commercial
Kitchen Cabinet Refinishing

10% FALL SAVINGS
1 DAY SERVICE
Guaranteed Workmanship
Fully insured. Free estimates

359-0993

CALL =7626°400

255.8400

150 W. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect
Across from Randhurst

255-1096

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Ned Williams

APPLY MR. FINE

WALLEN-FINE
FURNITURE

437.4093
KEY TILE CO.

APPLY

School District 25

Aluminum storm
doors, aluminum

Dick's Tile
IRE1 fStiMAIES
Wall Ile Ni',o 6 Remodeling
Aiso Ile Reirmrs

FULL TIME
Excellent Working Conditions

First National

X -CELL FENCE & IRON CO.

Des Plaines.

SYSTEMS
Personnel Consultants

MAINTENANCE MAN

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT

SHORTEN Ladies' Coats: straight
$5. full $7. Neat pron work.

M.I.S. BUSINESS

298-5019

ALPINE INTERIORS

On Men's Wear
CL 9-0849 Toes, & Wed eves.

CL 9-4100

MINIMUM EXPERIENCE
6 MONTHS - 360 COBOL

CUSTODIAN

Excel. typing and/or trans.

SPECIAL

week.

Contact
MR. JENKINS

647-0220

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

PROGRAMMERS
HARDWARE SALES CLERK

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

Call 327-1752

Lattof Motor Sales

Call 827.7880
From 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

5I2 plus material
522 plus material
.515 plus moream

Chairs
Sofas

DAY WANT ADS
C ARE
LOW COST.
Edward V. Johnson

available doing Janitorial

Fir/010,;/1g wronged

Murals

529-7774, After 6 p.m.

XCELL FENCE & IRON CO.
All types of fencing, chainlink,

PART TIME
Permanent employment

STOCK ROOM CLERK

FALL SALE 5095 OFF

part time delivery service. Contact LeRoy Leister.
For

and

Storm Windows

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All Types & Liepioces
CL 3.5964

BEST REF.

Retired Man

4:30 P.M. to

P.M. Monday thru Friday.
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King Street
439.0286

Radio -TV Repair

PHONE 698.2322

to join

Johnson once served as
manager of Chicago Area
store employment, and for the
last year served as assistant in
his department.
The Johnsons are parents of

grow you

Decorating & Remodeling

Relining, realer:ding, rehemming

24 -Help Wanted Men

ings, walls, and patching. Work

lovers! We give

NEW WAY PAINTING

Custom

been Des Plaines residents for

Call 255.6855
Arlen: Lawn
expert 10,/11

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Dependable
Plasrepirg h D,,wau Service
CALL 255-3822
CUSTOM Plastering rooms, ceil.
C14,1,,

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

299-1696

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

years service.

a

assured

358-9038

Troop 120 Scoutmaster

which positions the advertiser believes would
be of more interest to one sex than the other
because of the work involved.

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Rays

weedirrg. Residential and con,
Solid action

$25. Child's TYPEWRITER 55. CL
3-8602 after 2 p.m.
24 -Help Wanted Men

SAVE YOUR EYES,

Evergreens & Shrubs
Sodding & Seeding
Black Soil & Stone Delv'd.
CL 3-4200
LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

merrial.

Walnut, beige SOFA $45. TV

DAY PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

IF; T V Check up time Antennos
Repaired Home Service Calls
All Bank Credit Cards Honored

Fully insured.

Drapery Repairs

Johnson, who woiks in
Walgrcen's national offices in

residential area if the land is

seed,

QUALITY LANDSCAPING

POODLE GROOMING

Festivities with begin at 7:30

Walgreen Drug Stores.

Spalding, who retires after 23

sod,

Shull Decorating

meeting at the school Oct. 18.

of personnel training by

Chicago, succeeds Ross J.

walls.

Dog Grooming

Halloween costume pack

has been appointed manager

chairman of the committee.

curbs, retaining
Free Estimates

floors,

said the Cubs will have a

southwest corner of Pine and

cording to Earl Lewis.

HtSILANI101.
CEMENT CONTRACTORS
Driveways, patios
sidewalks,

Pack

Edward V. Johnson, 646
Colonial Lane, Des Plaines,

Mazeski will use the

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-1294

boys will do all other chores.

build a one-story professional

building for his practice. Re-

FOUNDATIONS STEPS
DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS WALKS

mothers will assist Cubs and
Scouts only in the cooking of
the spaghetti and sauce. The

Walgreen Promotes EV. Johnson

Prospect. a residential area.

Concrete Work

den

cleft -ding,

Masonry

894-3797

John Mihok, dinner co-

Dr. C.E. Mazeski. 325 W.
Prospect. Mount Prospect.
was given a varince to let him

office 'building at the

barn work.

the door.

older are welcome

raking,

Free estimates

Save time & money

Fa,

inaintenance, trim rung. power

gross cutting, fertilizing, d.

After 6 PM

832 Lee St.

Summertime

All phases of yard work. Low

Complete lawn core available,

259-5887

259.0641

Teacher League, will host a
spaghetti dinner Friday, from
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the school,

National

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

Elec 'Put!

Plumbing
Carpentry
Painting inside & out
NO JOB TOO SMALL

manuel Lutheran Parent-

rub

call

regards as reasonably necessary to the normal
operation of his business or enterprise, or (2) as
a convenience to our readers to let them know

CL 9-0495

For

631-7671
Fall cleanup & power rake

HOME HANDYMAN

Scout Troop 120 and Cub

front are Bruce Hillner and Mark

ginners and advanced;
before 3 p.m. 259-8498

Employment Agency columns are made only
(1) to indicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer

P astering

plcuning, grade work. 537-1411

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Pack 120, sponsored by Im-

schwicsmv, The Iron's, accompanied by two adult leaders, set
up a temporary campsite of three tents the night before the
hike. After the hike along the black Hawk trail, the boys took
down the tent camp and constructed three lean-tos for Saturday
night. Sunday the boys went back into the woods to gather
edible plants for --their Sunday lunch. All the boys received
their Black Hawk patches and medal.

Piano and organ lessons; be-

3 Generations

-

Landscaping

For Apprentice Carpenter.
359-2756
Reasonable.

Dinner

Schiviesow. Sitting in

vate. 259.1773

Designations as to sex in our Help Wanted and

SC Orld1I10,011Tradition

Ruin gun, maintenance

too small. 766-8034

Scouts to
Create

thefer, Pat Ross, Jim Mattini, Cliff Touhey and Kurt

known drummer. Group or pri-

NOTICE

3E11-1972

tished Customers
Are Our Snecialty

359.1906

accident prone corners.

Dave Fiedler, Dennis Mattini, Dave Manning, Andy Kraf-

Janeal Draperies

HARBUT'S LAWN MICE.

remodeling & additions No lob

repbrts that

Decorot,ng in the F,nesr

file floors

ners.

ordinator,

Lauritz Jensen

SHOP AT HOME
NO OBLIGATION

hut 5 nomt RE PAWS

Call "the rest" then call "THE
BEST" for expert carpentry,

3
b e Pr''7-9214

tee estimates
j'

lowest Prices
Highest Quality
Large selection of
clecorcifor's fabrics

Carpentry -Remodeling

fic lights at all five of these

Conscientious workmanship

20% OFF SALE
On all custom made draperies,
bedspreads & window shades.

255-3642

Interestingly, there are traf-

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
PAINTING & DECORATING

DEPENDABLE CARPET
Wall ro Wort. new or used
Repairs & Sh,lr Ste," 'Free
Eshpsaies

_iriperder wink
Cnu to,

rid ,'Joni VJusli.i,y

Interior Decorators

with cars stopped at the cor-

Pausing at the foot of the Black Hawk statue during a
survival camp -out and 21 -mile hike at Camp Lowden, Oregon,
III., were these members of Troop 28, sponsored By the Des
Plaines Civic Assn. Standing are (from left) Kevin Tonhey,

Chimneys Reptiored, Rebodt
Also Roof Repairing
827.4637
EDMOND GRAY

Joe

Carpet In,tallation

tage of rear -end collisions

Scouts on Survival Ihke

Call

CARPET & TURN. shampooing,
1/2 price \sr/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
pried. Des. Pl. Serv. 296-6365.

the long

unbearable back-ups would

°stir/rote.

Free

253-9046 - 761-6889

---

I 24 -Help Wanted Men

Rick's Decorating
Poneling. Painting & Tiling,
Wall Paper.ng
a 3-111E

Home Repairing

wall to Wall carpet S. lurn
cleaned in your home, 15 yrs.

granted they can still enter an
intersection and clear it while
the light is amber.

analysis indicated that the in-

Reasonable rates
CL 3-4200

up. 894.9141.

Police say motorists have
grown used to the extended
amber lights and take it for

through and right turtling

the summary of the latest traf-

Carpet Cleaning

9:30 PM Thunderbird Lanes, Mt.
P. For info. call 392.6157.

259.5337

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

Fall Speriol $17.95 cleans living
rasa & hull carpet. Sofas 59.95 &

credited to this reason.

restricting the straight

BOWLER needed Wed.nite mixed;

Free Estimates
CALL HAUCK & SON

GENERAL

Three of the 21 accidents
at River and Golf were also

left turning vehicles and

Highways:

259-5233

live of the 22 accidents so far
this year were caused by people disregarding the stop light

involved reserving one lane on
each apprOach exclusively for

to bear, the following letter
dated Oct. 16. was received
from the State Division of

Piano students wanted.
Palatine area. 358-2699
after 4 P.M.and week ends.
nationally
LESSONS,
DRUM

Interior Exterior Pointing
Work Guaranteed

AND I STRONG WEN
I 8232

Brickwork

too, it is interesting to note
that at Rand and Dempster

or going through
amber light.

23-Instnction

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

114 -Personals

WI tiAvl 1 ION I PUCK

FORAN

previously mentioned corners,

-The first method analyzed

curacy. CL 5-5906 after 6 pm.

Pointing -Decorating

General Hauling

Brickwork

arrow you would

cidents at the three other

through the intersection.

this corner recently. the cost
of which the city was willing

two analysis

WHILE LEFT turns were

capacity analysis were made
to see what effect the installation of left turn signals
would have on traffic passing

Lost: II yr. old family friend, blk
& white pt. Dalmatian & Pointer,
vie. of S. Arl. Hts. Name "Lady"

OR
Your AD will appear doily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect Day,
The Des Plaines Day and weekly in Market Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P.M.

the most frequent cause of ac-

used tit this intersection. These

AT LEE and Oak toll, left

Arl. Hts. Reward. 253-743E1.
kitten, 6 mos.,
Lost: calico
female, strayed Tues. Vic. S.
Vail, Art. Fhs. CL 3-5259

296-6640

255-7200

have no assurance that the
first driver would turn left and
if he did not no other vehicle
could turn left. -

left turn phasing that could be

LOST: Gold ring, Amethyst, surounded with pearls, vic. of

lane exclusively for left

left turn

each of the two methods of

253-3467. REWARDI

CL 9-4416

Reward CL 3-3479

turning traffic and showed a

section.

Exp'd secretory will do typing
& steno work; exc. speed & ac-

FOR ADVERTISING

because if you did not reserve
'a

Lost, Brittany Spaniel, brown and
white, vic. Palatine & Arl. Hts.
Rds, AH. CE 34744
Lost: Fluffy gray cat in the vicinity of Ridge School. Call

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
CL. 5-8232

methods is not possible

for the same eight.hotirs.'
"Based on this criteria,
separate left turn phasing is
not warranted at this inter-

The next four most

Oakton,

either of the

500 vehicles per hour

259-2936

FOUND: Schwinn bike,
West Arl. Hts. Please identify.
CL 3-1938

Call 327-1752

''The installation of left
turn signals without using

for any eight hours of an
average weekday; and b. The

ing a left turn. Several

SERVICES

Executive secretary desires port
time work . home or office.

ALPINE INTERIORS

to the motoring public,

at

ACCOUNTING

Lost: large dark yellow cat, wear
ing bell collar, vic. S. Evergreen,
Arl. Hts. 394.1672

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

indication would be so great
that it would be unacceptable

flicting with the left turn

accidents here, most of them
caused by failure to yield the
right of way to someone mak-

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

would have to wait for a green

a. The through traffic con-

To date, there have been 38

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable

clusively by itself with no opposing traffic. Our analysis of
this method showed that the
total length of time all drivers

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

13 -Last and Found

North-

Let us help make your DAY

each approach to run ex-

on an approach to a signalized
intersection are as follows:

ty.

1

HELP YOU
PLACE
YOUR

FAMILY
WANT AD?
I'm anxious to'
assist you in
selling those
still valuable
items around
your home
that you no
longer use. _

CALL
255-7200

CUSTODIAN
3:30 P.M. SHIFT

Retirement program, paid life

insurance, hospitalization
insurance, paid sick leave, 2
weeks paid vacation.
52.77 PER HOUR AND UP.

MT. PROSPECT
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
701 W. Gregory
Mt. Prospect
CL 9-1200

Recruiting
Counselor
Opportunity to join the most
progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs. We have grown
over 300 per cent in 3 years
and have a professional
reputation second to none.

No previous experience

necessary. To succeed in this
business you must hove the
ability to work, sell, and

think. If interested in a

prestige position offering an
above average income call
Bud Cairns 392-5151.

THE DAY

DRIVER AND

DRIVERS
Permanent positions are

11 pm, 11 p.m. - 7 a.m.
Short Runs
Good Pay
School Routes Available also
COOK COUNTY

reliable, 6 day week, $150
a week.
Apply in person

SCHOOL
BUS COMPANY
PHONE 439.0923
3040 S. Busse Rd.

ARLINGTON INN
948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hts, Ill.

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

PART TIME

Shoe Salesmen
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

fit

sharing plan,

paid voco

hospitalization. No age

lions,

Due to post growth (69 stores
opened in 7 years) and projected future expansion in the
Chicago Metropolitan area,
we are in the market for 'management candidates.

CLEAN UP

MOTORS, INC.
1628

The New
Elk Grove Village
HOLIDAY INN

PHARMACISTS
REGISTERED

OSCO DRUG
finest pharmacy operation in

If so, stop into your

(prefrably over 50 years)

Store and visit with either

Excellent Starting Salary

neighborhood Osco Drug
pharmacist.

Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Bonus Plan

Avoid traveling -- work close to home. Many company bone" fits available to all regular employees.

for
terview.
5633

golden opportunity. One of the
largest realtors in the Northwest suburban area, we can
offer extensive paid advertising, referrals, training pro-

See Market Manager

824 -0111 FOR INTERVIEW

253-9042

Boehmer & Hedlund

Oak Park

flight

Call

Drivers.

Miller at

Rick

827-7706, HALLMARK, 380
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

TRAINEE
CIGARETTE
SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE

SERVICE

1968 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing

FULL OR PART TIME

AGENT

Register arriving aircraft,

Protected territory
your customers

Call Don Weidner

process fuel and service requests. Challenging position

just keep
up.

stocked

No traveling - no night work.

5 day week. Do the job and
you may be area Sales Mgr.

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINE

with opportunity for ad-

necessary.

experience

No

Free Training

High school graduate.

within 3 years. High School
is enough. Wear a business

for interview. Oh yes

2001 E. Davis

suit

Arlington Hts.

free smokes, of course! Ask
at
Fronk
Victor
HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

392-9300

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

AVIATION

DRUG STORES
1515 N. Harlem
Oak Park

O'Hare Field

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Of Women

Pure Oil Division
200 East Golf Rood,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (3121529-7700

.

WEBERIMARKING

/Dap WANT ADS

FLEXOGRAPHIC

1000 Busse Rd. (RTE. 83)

2nd SHIFT

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Top pay for experienced mon.

MEN WANTED

I

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

TOWER PACKAGING, INC.

We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

Wheeling, Ill.

1150 S. Willis

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WAREHOUSE HELP

COME IN OR CALL

OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED
Expanded operations are creating excellent job opportunities of all types,
both male and female.

PACKER

GENERAL FACTORY

MACHINIST

CLERK & PACKER

MACHINE OPERATOR

PRO -TYPE OPERATOR

537-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

LIGHT MACHINE OPERATORS

SECURITY GUARDS

537-2512 - after. 5 p.m.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

NIGHTS ONLY
FULL TIME ONLY

Now is the time to get set on a FULL TIME job in

TOWER PACKAGING INC.
,
Wheeling
1150 S. Willis

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

applicants will be assigned to plants in MORTON
GROVE,

GLENVIEW,

SKOKIE,

PLAINES,

DES

NORTHLAKE, or CHICAGO. Varied shifts available. No criminal record. American citizens, age
21 or older, 5 feet 6 inches or taller. Able bodied

as tours must be made of premises where as-

Are You "Up-Tight" For a Good Job?

signed.

May we suggest that you join our growing family
before the labor market "breaks open" and jobs
WE OFFER:

If you are tired of listening to big promises

CALL OR COME IN

We offer a liberal pension plan, excellent

439-8500

Only sincere applicants desiring full time

Weber Marking Systems, Inc.

work, looking for a real future, need apply.

Come in and see if you can't be placed on the
job of your choice. The Kane Service will have

Top Wages
Free Insurance with Major Med.
Paid Holidays & Vacations
Free Uniforms, Incl. Laundering

service to and from Mt. Prospect.

that never come true and if you want to work
for a company with a future, see us.
salary and good clean working conditions.

PART TIME openings weekends or as a 2nd job
if hours are agreeable to your own job.

become scarce?

Enjoy a full benefit program including profit sharing, free life insurance,
credit union, group hospitalization and major medical insurance, regular
wage reviews, 7 paid holidays per year, 2 week paid vacation after
year, plus many others. Our employees have the convenience of a clean
factory and office, cafeteria, close -in parking, air conditioning and bus
1

the interest,ng field of security work. Qualified

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

MEN AND WOMEN

N.W. SUBURBS OR CHICAGO

711

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

W. ALGONQUIN ROAD

company recruiter, Mr. Catlin interviewing

COME IN PERSON AFTER 4:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1st ONLY

YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPENINGS:

SEE MR. SCHMITT

HOURS: 9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

GLITTER I lapER
SHIPPING HELPER
MAINTENANCE HELPER
LAB TECHNICIAN
PRODUCTION SCHED. TRAINEE
JANITOR, 2nd Shift
.

CLAYTON HOUSE
1090 S. Milwaukee Ave.

Wheeling, Ill.

OR ANY DAY AT
Rm. 508
510 N. Dearborn

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

Asac

9

Chicago, III.

An equal opportunity employer

Des Plaines

414 S. Golf Road

PLEASE CALL, WRITE OR VISIT US AT

YOU'LL HAVE A

PRE FININSH METALS, INC.
2111 E. Pratt Blvd., Elk Grove Village, 111.60007
SUBURBAN
CHICAGO
439-2210
Ext. 42
625-3750

.

M

WE

ARE

0

GROWING

c..

T

0

3N__--c-o_.
We are a progressive manufacturer and are in need of additional experienced

R

ELECTRICAL and MECHANICAL
WE HAVE

L

CHALLENGING AND NON -ROUTINE
ASSIGNMENTS
EXCELLENT SALARIES

NEEDS MEN

Stock Keepers

Shippers
Receivers
Packers
Custodians

M

(Days & Nights)

Dishwasher

((/

T

We need Immediate Christmas Help

0
IS WAITING FOR YOU!

0

Low Cost Medical and

Profit Sharing

A

NEW

25c

- 30c

INCREASE

APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

CALL US AND SEE
i
nocuta

ENGINEERING COMPANY

/

Please call Miss Gaffke

MOTOROLA

NOW IN EFFECT!

Algonquin and Meacham Roads
Elk Grove Village

We arelocated close to O'Hare and can be easily ..
reached via expressway.

Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

SALES GIFT WRAPPERS
STOCK ROOM CLERICAL
GENERAL OFFICE,

etc.

FULL AND PART TIME WORK...DAYS
Immediate 20% discount on purchases plus S&H Green Stamps.
Work Downtown or in the Wieboldt store nearest you

APPLY PERSON EL DEPARTMENT AFTER 10 A.M.

Apply in person at

ffieholdti-

General Molded Products, inc.

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

Subsidiary of

Rand Road and Route 83

SUNBEAM CORP.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

437-5400

itholdt:s
WORK AND SHOP IN THE SAME STORE

Conditions
Life Insurance

RAPID AD /ANCEMENT
PROFIT SHARING
FREQUENT OVERTIME

0

BENEFITS:

Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Excellent Working

ASSEMBLERS

2375 Estes. Avenue

Merrier Christmas
at

MR. MATHESON

0

w

w

w

.

.

.

MOTOROLA

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

-

827-7706,

PRESSMAN

Elk Grove Village

1515 N. Harlem

-

develop into Chief Test

SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS

BUTLER

PART TIME

Holiday Inn

DRUG STORES

top

a

automotive specialist firm;
they want men who can

gram, etc. Call Mr. Payne -

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CHICAGO OSCO

for

wheel

Union Oil Company of California

APPLY TODAY

terview at your convenience.

on the helmet and grab the

in a lucrative career this is a

CONTACT
OPERATIONS DEPT.

5633 and we can orange a

personal, confidential in-

you have a clean driver's

license and a DD214.. Buckle

Experience preferred but not a
requisite. If you are interested

CHICAGO OSCO

An equal opportunity employer

if

Real Estate Sales

Arlington Heights

week plus fringe benefits.

confidential in-

a

start NO FEE

Adventures opportunity open

404 E. Rand Rd.

vancement. Start $108 a

and potential, call us at 383.

$150 wk. to

call 692-4281

JEWEL FOOD STORE

Junior

ing more about our growth

1865 Miner St. Des Plaines
827.6111

Paid Vacation

accounting positions open for individuals with 0.3
years accounting experience. Junior college business graduates would be ideal candidates for these general accounting
openings.

EX G.I.

TEST DRIVERS

dealer. Guaranteed product
line. Excellent future.

CUSTOMER

i Uniforms Furnished

383.

-

ACCOUNTANTS

If you are interested in learn-

I

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
DIRECTOR CO.

Insurance

If you'd rather, call me,

manager.

APPLY IN PERSON

Free Hospitalization

the Midwest.

'interested in earning in excess of $11,000 as a store

a.m. No experience necessary. Top salary and employee benefits.
to

candid evolution of the Com-

pany will provide you with
first hand knowledge of why
we are the best and fastest
growing pharmacy chain in

*wanting to develop Lil yaw
own rate and by using your

Modern printing plant and
publishing office. 4:30 p.m.

Plus Benefits:

Their

routine environment

JANITOR

HOUSEMEN

Chicago?

*wanting an active, non -

ingenuity

makes Chicago Osco Drug the

CALL 437-3990

a

'desirous of a position with

827-3111

PART TIME
Earn $100 or more a month.
Local manufacturer needs a

top wages

an intrepreneurial atmosphere
*interested in public contact

Rd.,

Rand

Des Plaines

Needs

Would you like to know what

you are
pursuing or possessing
college education

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Full or Part Time
Male or Female

characteristics

the

and

city

MEAT DEPT.

qualities and feel that they
would be interested in us. If

LADENDORF

411 N. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

Des Plaines, Illinois

1695 River Road

of our successful store
managers, we are looking for
men with the following

New and Used Car

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

Based on

for

limit.

Apply in Person

George Tkacz, R.Ph. at

Des Plaines
827-6141

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.

value.

8 MEN
Full or Part Time

good working conditions. Pro -

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

registered

If so, we could be of mutual

in

26 -Help Wanted Men Of Women

APPLY IN PERSON

BERKEY PHOTO
220 Graceland

Days - AO hr. week

Steady work, good pay and

Experienced or Trainees

in Your FUTURE?

delivery

suburbs, including general
warehouse duties. Now plant
located in Elk Grove Village,
with company benefits.

WANTED

Is MANAGEMENT

and company benefits in-

Light

OPERATORS

MANAGEMENT-RETAIL

cluded.

Arlington Heights

PLASTIC EXTRUDER

539.7672

being offered by our delivery
department. Applicants must
be over 21 and have clean
driving -record. Car furnished

Page 19

Wednesday, October 30, 1968

YOUNG MAN

Young teens
Start earning Christmas
money now.

ROUTE

3 shifts 7 a.m. - 3 p.m, 3 p.m.

MAN .
Mature over 30, sober,

2441e1p Wanted Men

Now Hiring Boys

BUS DRIVERS
FULL TIME

MAINTENANCE

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

)

THE DAY
Page 20

28 -Help Wanted Men or Women

28 -Help Wanted Men or Women

MEN OR WOMEN with car for
light delivery work Good earn.
logs paid daily Phone Mr Hannay, 259 5350

Day Want Ads

Woman or man with car few
weeks only, light messenger
delivery and collections; earn

$3.50.$4.50 hourly. Must know
Park Ridge area. We need you.

Keypunch Trainee
$88.80 per week plus ten per
cent bonus for nights. Some
familiarity with machines. No
previous work experience re.
quired. Call:
Jane Hand

Crow-i Personnel, Inc.

now. Phone 298.6289.

325 W. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect
392-5151

NO COMPUTER

SMALL PLANT

EXPERIENCE?

MAINTENANCE

YOU CAN STILL EARN
UP TO
$130 wk --FREE
Years of experience aren't requisites for this profitable posi
tionl Trainees are welcome to
begin operations on the 360.30

Ries.

.

WIDE

ect and coordinate tooling and
machine processes. Management responsibilities will in-

SERVICE
To $9000 to Start. Free

process, and
plant engineering, mechanical
design and improvement,
equipment procurement, and
training program. Excellent
location, full benefits and rapid
promotion.

WIDE

380

NEW START

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

THE BRUNING TALENT SCOUTS

SEARCHING for YOU!

are

experience

ambition, there
studded" opportunities

"star-

you

have

and

are

for

you

PERSONNEL, INC.
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
LOMBARD. ILL.

be available to assist you.

.

.

WOODSTOCK, ILL.

ENGINEERING/

3200

be available to assist you.

CALL 296-1043

right under the Chief and promote to Design Engineerl

ENGINEERING/
O'HARE
DesPlaines

CALL 296-1043
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

Set Up

DRAFTING

*Chemical Mixer -Helpers
*Turret Lathe Operators &

TRAINEES

$600-$800
You will be completely trained in layout and design by
of

one

Set,Up

If

leading

firms.

local

you hove hod any electri-

cal or mechanical exposure

*Welders -Arc
*Paint Sprayers
* Paper Wrappers

*Uti I ity Men
*Hand Screw Machine Oper.
& Set Up

* Packers
* Shear Operator
* Shear Operator & Set Up

this

for you. College help.

is

ful.

298-5021

PERSONNEL, INC.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,
DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient locations to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.

629.6770
449.8070
815-338-

32110

Call Des Plain'es anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

FED UP
FOREMEN

AUTOMATIC
INCREASES
Finest Program of Employee Benefits
in the Northwest Chicagoland Area.

$600 - $1,000
FREE

Taking the blame while your
boss gets credit? Move to a
company that will treat you
like the Management Man
you are. You'll fit one of the
spots we have in machine shop
assembly inspection, tool room
maintenance, etc. and you'll
once again enjoy going to
work. We screen your job open-

ings to assure you the kind of
conditions we know you want.
Don Morton, 827-7706,
380 Northwest
HALLMARK,

Call

Now Interviewing--Monday-

Hwy., Des Plaines.

Friday 8 AM -4:15 P.M

Tuesdays `Ti 18 PM

Talent Scout too --

TOP PEOPLE

High School education is resupervision,
Learn
quired.
how to hire and fire. Advance
as quickly, as you are qualified. Suburban location.

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

TO $565 MONTH

you're part of this famous

es

No experience necessary. One
in a thousand jobs with immediate reward and great pot-

ential. This company pays for
your complete programming
training which will make you
an expert in this key function
PLUS they will never allow
you to stop learning. You will
continue to progress in this
great career. Immediate hiring. ALL SCHOOLING FREE.

IMMEDIATE HIRING!
High School Grad to
Learn Purchasing
$7,200-7,800 No Fee
No experience necessary. A
top Chicago corporation is offering you a wonderful chance
to start a highly successful
career in its purchasing department. You will be completely trained from the ground

lions of dollars in purchases.
No finer opportunity for a successful career exists anywhere.
Call today.

NOW - NEW
POSITION
MARKETING DEPT.

FEE

298-5021

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient loco
Lions to serve you
LOMBARD, ILL

629.6770 -

HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.

449.8070

You will be expertly trained to
assist this large, nationwide
corp.

in

its

mktg. functions.

You will be its statistician! You
will be responsible for coordinating all projects. It will be
necessary for you to check the
validity of methods, techniques, and results in relation
to problems, goals, etc. You
will be the center around Which

this dept. will operate..A most
challenging position! Advance
info mgmt. as you progress.

Like Working
Outdoors? Start as a
Claim Adjuster
Trainee $500 +
Car + Expenses

be available to assist you.

You will be trained to adjust
and settle automobile claims

vious

exp. needed. No Fee.

Call today.

Safety Inspector
Trainee - $8,400 +
Car
This is one of the most interest.

ing jobs available. You will be
trained to inspect offices, factories, stores, commercial and
hi -rise buildings for violations
of the safety code. You will de.

terrnine if building

chase orders. $100 Free.
IVY
1496 MINER, 297.3535

paigns, issue

Investigator
joys variety.
NO FEE.

Excellent future.

&

clip press re-

the news. FREE!
IVY

top

Mannheim)

10400 W. Higgins

LITE TYPING

at Mannheim

WEST PERSONNEL

$490 MO.

Age is open, we have an outhiding. firm which is seeking
wi hire a young lady who has
light typing skills to 35 wpm
to do light General Clerical
duties. This is a variety position and one that you will not
get bored on.

PARKER
MT. PROSPECT

253.6600

PERSONAL
SECRETARY
LIGHT STENO

$575 MO,

Shorthand can be very light
for just an occasional memo.
You'll be the private secy to
one of the nicest executives

at this well regarded
suburban firm. Free.

Miss Paige

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

VARIETY
GENERAL OFFICE

966-0701.,
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

$500 MONTH

for low
neighbor-

pressure friendly
hood office, where you'll do a

variety of clerical tasks, that
and

tact. Free.

BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL $460
COMPLETE TRAINING

Doctor specializes in kids. You'll

be his receptionist. Welcome
everyone into office. Help mom-

Miss Paige

394.0880

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

mies keep little ones happy tit
Doctor is ready. Office is never
really jammed. Set appts. so that

nobody waits too long. Doctor
will train, MUST type for bills 8.
things. That's all. He'll show you

Trn.

Learn & Earn

$500-$785 + Free

KEYPUNCH

is r'

This

firm transacts per-

haps more stocks and bonds
business than any other Chicago based organization. The
growth in this Co. has just
been fantastic and it is without comparison! For its employees this has meant much
better than average growth to
mgmt. To start you will be extensively trained in all areas
required for rogmt. After train-

No exp. nec. You will learn all
phases of IBM key punching
and data processing prOCe
cellent salary. SEE OR CALL

supervisory position
fast. Top salary increases for
you as you advance at a rapid
reach a

rate. No experience necessary.

Immediate hiring. Call today
for details.

office

PARKER
MT. PROSPECT

117 S. Emerson

253-6600

Average Typing
Able to Greet Patients
Make Appointments, etc.

RELATIONS

If you have an outgoing personality
really like
and
people, you will enjoy working with us
public

2nd Floor]

Mount Prospect

253-660C'

Randhurst Office, Upper Level
392-2700

Suite 23A

CL 9-3850

Staffing New

NEW CAR AGENCY

permanent position.

$375 to $600

DODGE
IN DES PLAINES

need:

Recep-

a

keeping Spots, 2 Typist -

Clerks, 2 Executive
tions and Customer Service.
CALL YOUR NEAREST

time,

then direct

public. $475 month to
start. Free.
Miss Paige
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

Office

259.6440

A

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

HOLIDAY INN

MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
MORTON GROVE

3405 Algonquin Rd.
Rolling Meadows

YO 5-2400

5945 Dempster
O'HARE

9420 Fostei at River 992-2111

Doc:run
RECEPTIONS

SLEEPY TIME GAL

No medical experience req'd.
If you have a neat op.
pearance, light typing and
enjoy meeting and talking to

Are Your Evenings
Free?

neighborhood doctor will

$2.25 An Hour

Hours 6 to 9

people, this young

completely train you as
You'll

receptionist.

learn to
Patients,

ans. phones, greet

schedule appmnts. so the
doctor's schedule is never

Represent

new

the

DES

PLAINES DAY by telephone.
Pleasant air conditioned office located downtown Des
Plaines.

overcrowded. $116 week to

CALL MRS. SNYDER

when trained and periodic
increases thereafter. Free.
Miss Paige
9 S. Dunton
394-0880

296-6640, After 1 p.m.

start with excellent raise

2ND COOK

Arlington Heights
966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

WANTED
DAYS
MON.-SAT.
8 AM - 2 PM
FEMALE
MR. GUS'
RESTAURANT

30 -Help Wanted Women
Home coordinating work. 10 to 30 hours
a week. School, Church or 4H
work helpful. Excellent earnings

MOTHERS: School

if accepted. 255-7073.
interesting
telephone sales contact from
our downtown Des Maine's office.
-

1111 So, Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts., III.

956-1115

Good wages. Full or part time.
Phone 298-6289, noon to 9 p.m.
HOUSEWIVES 8. HIGH SCHOOL

GENERAL OFFICE

girls for temporary telephone
work in our office. Pleasant,
dignified, good earnings. Im-

Expansion of our Midwestern
sales and distribution office

mediate employment. Phone Mr.
Hannay

and diversified general office

has

created

desire

'FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437.2830

GENERAL

298-5021
sae,

OFFICE

(Higgins &
Monnheen)
To

assist Office Manager in

general
typing.

NURSES WANTED
To work in Nursing Home
in Des Plaines

298-6983 tit 3 p.m.
824-6431 aft, 3 p.m.

perform a

NICHOLSON

299-3777

Des Plaines.

to

variety of duties.

FULL & PART TIME

PERSONNEL

interesting

have some typing experience

Salary plus Commission
3 S. Wolf Rd., Prospect Hts.

Wde

an

position. Applicant should
and a

BEAUTY OPERATORS

the

CALL NOW ...

person after 2 PM

in

See Mr. Coscia

1720 Algonquin

them to proper office or ofposition that reqs. light typing and the ability to handle

(Night)
Apply

Ford Employment

File Clerk

all public contact

HOSTESS

Secretaries, and a Dictaphone
Secretary. 2 girls will be
trained to handle Reserva-

$400 FREE

ficer. An

824-7151

tionist, 3 girls for Light Book-

FINANCIAL FIRM

pointment

Call Mr. Spielman

for appointment

they

will

office.

wonderful firm will occupy in
lovely new surroundings. Due
to their move from out-of-

You'll greet clients, investors,
visitors, into lovely reception

inre-

but

desired

train qualified person. Modern

entire floor that this

time with career
management oppor-

area, inquire as to their ap-

Experience

We're completely staffing .he

firms in the area. Full

A

shorthand necessary, 8:30

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

RECEPTION
FOR LARGE

tact work, with top

tunities. Base,
centive, while
presenting:

fast accurate typist,
A.M. to 5 P.M. Possibility of

259-5350

holmes & assoc.

con-

34 S. Main Street
Mt.:Prospect,

117 So. Emerson

starting salary
$433 a month

PUBLIC

doing

Mt. Prospect ad agency needs

394-0080
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

Women and girls

In Downtown Mt. Prospect

A

A

middle tngint. rapidly. Terrific growth potential.

One of the largest and finest
corporations in America has
designed on executive development program tailored to
individuals with Armed Forces training. You will find this
program ideal for you if you
are ambitious and eager to

doctor's

dure while you earn an ex-

area of your choice. Grow to

Designed for Ex -GI's
$7,800-$8,400 Free

receptionist

$450 MO.

ing you will quickly move to the

Top Mgmt. Program

the rest. NorthWest. Free)
IVY
1496 MINER, 297-3535
DES PLAINES

Our client - one of the largest brokerage firms is known
to many as "where the action

Miss Paige

state

298-5051
O'Hare Office Bldg.

GENERAL OFFICE

Investment Mgmt.

the receptionist. Light typing
a pleasing personality
qualify. Free.

O'Hare Area Office

ant visitors.

Des Flames, Ill

9 S. Dunton

Stenographer

be

and

-

responsibilities, private office,
all benefits and unlimited potential. Must have good skills
and ability to handle import-

gepeei (Higgins &

typing

for whom you'll

BILLER

S600+
executive of well
known firm. Will have executive
To

much public and phone con-

No caper. required. Great job
for 575, company car, and all
expenses. Young vet who en-

people

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

298-5021

some

TEMPORARY

lovely office surroundings

DES PLAINES

$525 FREE

include

Field

PHONE 392-1420

1496 MINER, 297.3535

Full Charge
Bookkeeper

position

record keeping.

have constant public contact,

work for Sole Mgr. of

DES PLAINES

nice

clude typing, filling and

receptionist and ofgreeter for this ex
cellent suburban firm you'll

SECY $575

pliers, learn to order materials,
get quotes, samples. Type pur-

Very

PEOPLE
GREETER
the

As

leases. Meet & work with all the
folks who keep this company in

sent, your job Will be to see

Secretary

$125 WEEK

NW Toy mfr. Lots of phone work
& action! You'll get to know sup-

improve-

they ore corrected immediately. No previous experience required. Chicago tern.

39.1-0880

purchasing

ments are necessary or if fire
hazards exist. If they ore pre-

needed to work
weekday mornings in a small
office located in Arlington
Heights. Responsibilities in-

DES PLAINES

and a group of professional
You'll

117 S. Emerson

PART TIME

Free.

in the Chicago area for a major

casualty company. In addition
to a fine company training program, you get the added benefit of working on your own without direct supervision. No pre-

25 5. Main St.
Mt. Prospect, III.
CL 3-1085

SECRETARY

1496 MINER, 297-3535

Suburban firm. Take letters about new products, ad cam-

PERSONNEL

Kirchhoff Insurance
Agcy.

ALL FREE TO YOU!
IVY

PUBLIC CONTACT

Des Haines. ill

Wide

EXPERIENCE
With typing, 5 days,
8:30 AM to 5 PM

ficial

availABILITY

3200

hours a day. A counselor will

will mold you into a self

GENERAL

INSURANCE

airlines. PLENTY OF BENEFITS.

Excellent local mfg. firm has
an opening for a girl with
accts. pay. or accts, rec. exp.

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Learn

PARKER

815-338-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24

corporations.

confident expert in all product
lines. For details, call TODAY/

tails.

Become an IBM
Programmer!
$125 Week + Free

finest

(Higgins &
Mo II nheen)
Des Plaines, Ill

PERSONNEL

to take longer vacations when

Miss Paige

gear' Mannheim/

unquestion-

Complete training in all phas-

you to get your career started
with a leader company. You
will be learning while you're
earning as you advance to virtually any revel you desire.
TUITION AID program allows
you to return to school FREE if
you wish. NO experience necessary this is your best opportunity to go through one of the
finest training programs in existence. Unparalleled growth
potential. Call today for de.

needs a person with
AMBITION
$780-$850 + NO

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Mt. Prospect, Ill.
1800 W Central
(Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.)

nation's

for

TRAINEE

PERSONNEL, INC.

Ar4 BRUNING

opportunity

is

ably your finest opportunity to
break into a successful career, representing one of this

Accounting? Start in
Accounting
Managem't
Training Program
$650-$675 + No Fee
Outstanding

program

This

too numerous to mention. This
is unquestionably your finest
preparatiOn for a successful
business career. Call for de-

for all departments. Eventually
you will be responsible for mil-

5

FIGURES

9 S. Dunton

$475 FREE
298_5021

PERSONNEL

EXPENSES

commendations, plus many,
more responsibilities
many

floor up. Initially your job will
be to reorder basic supplies

Once Hired we Pay You
to help us RECRUIT

College training in accounting
and/or finance will enable you
to assume a training position
without equal anywhere. You
will learn to analyze financial
statements and make recommendations, do field investigating and make reports and re-

MANAGEMENT
This is the fastest moving training program available today. A

You can be a Bruning

No Fee

Should You Learn
WIDE

Wide
Country's Finest
Sales Training
Program! $600-$700
No Fee + CAR +

Train to Investigate
New Stock Issues
$700-$800 Mo.

ails.

5

GIRL FRIDAY $480

Gal Friday

253-6600/

this dynamic suburban firm. Work

2720DesPlainesAv.

Its all-public-contact100% of the -tune. You'll just love it and
the people you meet and the

Artists, meg az inc illustrators, car-

PARKE

Layout and design of various

*Press Brake Operator &

WideAC298-5021

DES PLAINES

control panels and systems for

WE DESPERATELY NEED:

FREE TRAVEL PRIVILEGES!

people you work with! Typing or
any other skills is in your favor
for faster pay raises & you'll get

,

toonists, all come here to have
jobs done or to see what's new!

Teller
$433 FREE

reservations, confirming, selling
tickets, cancellations. You'll wear
chic outfits P. help people find
answers to their travel questions.

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

FREEI IVY 1496 MINER, 297.3535

$700-$800 FREE

4 p.M. to 1 1 P.M.

439-5522 after 7 P.M.

TRAINING PROGRAM! You'll
'coal all about making plane

Des Flames, Ill.

into studio. General office work.

DESIGN?

BRUNING

P"

You'll greet everyone. Show them

READY FOR

at

Monday Thru Friday

comes into this famous airline for
reservations or info. You will get
in on MARVELOUS COMPLETE

experience qualifies. Call Jon
Roberts at 827.7706, HALL 380
PERSONNEL,
MARK

ART STUDIO

OPERATOR
Mature Woman Only

To $125 a WK. FREE

s rn.o othly. Any light

mile N. of

(1

to handle anyone who calls or

Be the focal point of this plush

car.

SWITCHBOARD

Personable young ladies wanted

ments, handle customer service and keep things running

CO

convenient

Call, write or phone for time for
an interview. Pathway Products,
615 Milwaukee Av., Glenview.
Phone 729-1999.
Golf Mill).

NO SHORTHAND

of fice. Schedule appoint-

$433 Free
298-5021

PERSONNEL

and

earance

FAST PROMOTIONS!
FAST PAY RAISES!

SECRETARY

in, get

DES PLAINES

Wide

evenings. We train and guide
you. Start now and make your
Christmas money. Our requirements: flair for housework,
pleasing personality, nico app-

trainees $450

General Office

629-6770
449.8070
815-338.

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

CY HARE
2720 Des Plaines Av.. Des Plaines

DRAFTING

.

HILLSIDE, ILL.

airlines
hiring

other gal will wel-

I

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

Foreman!

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

talent,

If

815-3313.

,

298-5021

various types of modern equipment. Advance to Tool Room

34 S. Main Street
Mount Prospect

NO STENO $550

1496 MINER, 297-3535

room and machine shop procedures, learning to operate

WEST PERSONNEL

259-6442

things done! Free

You'll be fully trained in all tool

availABILITY, Inc.

come visitors into nearby soles
offices, onsvrer phones, type
invoices, keepj.track of salesmen

Ine.11gua. You'll pith

FUTURE!!
$450-$480 FREE

with

1 short blk. N. of NW station

IVY

LOOK TO THE

298-5051
O'Hare Office Bldg.
10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

SMALL OFFICE
You and

ea.

Jobs

(Higgins &
Mannheim)
Des flames. 01.

PERSONNEL

busy variety position. Wonderful opportunity, for accurate

On TEMPORARY

W98-5021

Wide

tool, die,

clude

Supervise a solo.; force of men
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. iv 511c,pe.
Great opportunity to move into

PERSONNEL, INC.

Three other convenient
locations to serve you
629-6770
449-8070

typist who enjoys variety and
public contact. Des Plaines ur-

$450 FREE

S298-5021

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

IVY

No Tricks
Only Free Treats

Key Punch Operator

Northwest Hwy., Des Names.

DES PLAINES

tail and figure work on this

DES PLAINES

TO $15,000

HALLMARK PERSONNEL,

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

BOO!!

Assist

We are seeking degmed ow.
perie,nced engineer with the
practicial background to dir-

and

coils

up letters from writ-

FIGURES $440

1496 MINER, 297-3535

'Uglier management or sales.
Call Frank Victor at 827-7706,

C

Northwest Hwy,

ENGINEER

CUSTOMER

S500

customer
-

plays ih homes of a new and
very economical, useful and essential home care products used
every day in every home. Dignified work - no investment - you
can operate in your own neighborhood and community in your
spare time, afternoons and

ten notes.. Also interesting de-

DIV./O'HARE

will be trained by the

GIRL FRIDAY

LIKE

MANUFACTURING

DesPlaines

Des Plaines.

Handle
follow

COMPUTER

CALL 296-1043

chief chemist in research and
development for their new products. Suburban location, tui.
lion res., unlimited opportun.

3130

Plaines.

Des

$800 FREE
You

MARK,

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,

(Higgins &
Mannheim)
Des Plaines. Ill.

PERSONNEL

head bookkeeper with
A / R, A / P, payroll. Type checks,
invoices. Really learn! Free

2720DesPlainesAv.

LAB TECH

at

Call Jan Roberts at 827-7706,

298-5021

dg

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

HALL.

827-7706,

Morton

$425-575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

$450 FREE

Wide

HOUSEWIVES

Spare time work - your own
boss. Dealers wanted to make
group demonstrations and dis-

SWBD-RECPT

Jr. Bookkeeper

more.
Call CL 3.3663, after 6 p.m.

30 -help Wanted Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

20 -Employment Agencies -Women

- BE YOUR OWN BOSS
$15 to go into your own bus.
Mess. Can be developed into
a $15,000 a year income or

Good all-around elaireeeance
Ton can Ire chief in this company without previous top
experience. Call Don
spot

disc system and some unit record
equipment.

CHEMICAL

26-11^1^ Wanted Men or Women

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

27 -Employment Agencies -Men

Wednesday, October 30, 1968

office

duties.

1517 Ellinwood
Des Plaines

827-2131

No

ME DAY
30 -Help Wanted Women

Payroll Assistant

BEAUTY OPERATOR

298-5021

Wide
ins &
g e4el (Higg
Mannheim)
PERSONNEL

Des Plaines. Ill.

NURSING

381-4401

ASSISTANTS

of Mt. Prospect

827-6628

time - no experience
necessary. Apply now.

7:30 K.M. to 3:45 P.M.
3:30 P.M. to 11:45 P.M.
11:30 P.M. to 7:45 A.M.

GOOD HOURLY WAGE BENEFITS.

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Doyno Motors

Between 9 AM &
11 AM Only

for

unity

individual

on

plications. Varied and in-

teresting job in small, modern
Des Plaines office. Experience

helpful but not required.
Salary open.

inspection

892-8781
Days

Any hours available

Salesgirls
Fountain Help

corre-

employment;

vertising; aiding in the preparation of the Employee Bulle-

Excellent starting salary,

tin, & assisting Staff members
in special assignments. GOOD

ply in person to Helen

TYPING & SHORTHAND SKILLS

many company benefits. ApMclenahan

AND PLEASANT MANNER A
MUST.

BEELINE

Arlington Market

PHONE GIRL
RCA
Phone 'girl needed to accept
orders for service. Light typing
and filing.

INTERVIEWING HOURS:

Mon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m.
Saturday till I I a.m.

-

Nov.

*9 Paid Holidays
...Free Medical & Hospital
Insurance
*Paid Vacation, etc.

cations

Openings Available

HOURS:

Full Time:
Part Time:

0:30 to 5:00
8:30 to 1:00
I:00 -to 5:30

PLEASE CALL 259-7300
FOR. INTERVIEW APPT.

Marketing expansion program has created Several new secretarial openings. Your shorthand and typing must be in top
condition for these busy interesting positions.

As

MOTOROLA
M

Call our employment department for details or come in for

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

an interview.

0

CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY

Clerical

0
R

OF

Low Cost Medical and
Life Insurance

Profit Sharing

hour plus benefits:

Pine,

107 E. Olive Ave, Pros. Hts.

Gar. & Bsint. Sale: Nov. I, 9.5
pm, 217 S. Wille, Mt. Prospect.
burn, playpen,
& misc.

toys,

records,

RUMMAGE SALE
BARGAINS & TREASURES
Fri, Nov. 1 - 7-9 P.M.

Sat., Nov. 2 - 9.NOON
AMERICAN LEGION HALL
121 N. Douglas, An. Hts.

(across from Recreation Park)
P.E.O. Chapter ER

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

2004 MINER ST.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Donations gratefully accepted.
CL 3-1576
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Deluxe GE port. dishwasher $60;

3 HP motor scooter, exc. cond.
$75. 255.3395.
MAGNAVOX TV CONSOLE
Must sell - make offer
439.4866
End -tables $10; 20" bike $10;

Drafting table $20; apt. refrig.

L

Conditions

9-6 pm, 320 N.

Gar. Sale Fri. & Sat. 9 to 5. Moving, must sell many misc. items.
421 N. Maple, Mt. P.
Garage Sale: Sun. Nov. 3;
Moving.
Camper,
household
items.
&
misc.
furnishings

Pure Oil Division

Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Excellent Working

L

2,

at Gregory, Mt. Prospect

1.76, n

PURE

ILLINOIS

BENEFITS:

Nov. 2, Sot.
1486 Oakton,
-

1081 Prospect Lane, Des Plaines

M

0

P.M.

HEATED Garage Sale, Ladies 8.
girls winter coats, childrens
clothes, typwtr, desk, rebid,
tricycle & much misc. Nov I & 2

Call 827-9919
MARION FISHER

Inserters
Cafeteria Attendants

MAIDS
Beautiful new Holiday Inn in
Elk Grove Village needs
women to help us maintain
our guest rooms. Full or Part
time, experienced preferred,
but will (rain. Salary $1.75 per

SECRETARIES

Rolling Meadows

Light Assemblers
Line Wirers & Solderers

5

Des Plaines.

We have positions for the CAREER minded woman. YOUR future is in Telephone Communi-

392.3500

NEEDS WOMEN

to

10

Garage Sale: 12 families, Sat.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

R

INCLUDE:

RUMMAGE SALE

JOB or CAREER?

8 p.m.

_COMPANY BENEFITS

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale
GARAGE & BAKE SALE

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

FASHIONS

380 Meyer Rd.
Bensenville
PO 6-2250

Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Box 1179
Arlington Hts., III.
Oct. 30, 10 ern to 2 pm
108 N. Haden, Mt. Prospect

Incentive and bonus jobs.
Good starting rates

Wage reviews every 3 months
Excellent working conditions

0

APPLY NOW

S.S. KRESGE CO.

ing for a position close to home. Please apply in confidence.

8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Interesting, varied & respon.
sible duties including answer.
ing incoming phone calls respondence with applicants &
other companies; placing ad-

In addition to a safety -conscious staff, a 5 day week, & an
above average compensation, we are offering a complete
employee benefit package to a qualified nurse; who is look-

Monday thru Friday

OFFERS

to Personnel
garding

previuus industrial experience.

Wheeling, III.
537-2180

250 N. 12th Street
(north of Dundee Rd.)

Manager

Full or Part Time

Prominent medium size Northwest suburban firm has a rewarding position available for on alert, cheerful R.N. with

MARTIN METALS DIVISION

INSPECTORS

1700 Hicks Rd.

SECRETARY

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

Methode Mfg. Corp.

son.

FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

CALL - FRED NEAL

11 W. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect, III.

Some Part Time Hours Available.

rate dependent .upon experience. Call or apply in per-

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

R & R Cleaners

Wheeling.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

1st and 2nd Shifts

ing

METHODE MFG.CORP.

light laundry.

OUTSTANDING, PERMANENT, FULL TIME

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

Start-

equipment.

Wonted for counter work and

FACTORY JOBS FOR WOMEN WHO

responsibility

Primary

the inspection of ports fabricated in our punch press
department during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic

1st, 2nd & 3rd. SHIFT

BEFORE 5 p.m. CALL 537-2510
AFTER 5 p.m. CALL 537-2512

MARTIN MARIETTA

to

is

Pleasant & Reliable
WOMAN

1150 S. Willis

COME SEE US AT

Openings Now Available

join our quality control department.

437-3857

ASSEMBLERS.

MT. PROSPECT

Job Security
High Income
Excellent Working Conditions
Paid Holidays - Paid Vacations
Group Insurance Plan
Automatic Pay Increases - Shift Bonus
Advancement Opportunities

WOMEN

We hove an excellent opport-

WOMEN WANTED

WANT -

CALL MRS. KAYE

An equal opportunity employer

Make $40 a wk. for 10 hrs. Serving customer, in An. Hts. area -

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS INCLUDING
PROFIT SHARING
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Immediate Openings

to

Must live in
Salary open

DIRECTORY CO.

30 -Help Wanted Women

TOWER PACKAGING INC

west suburb.

typ-

30 -Help Wanted Women

car necessary. 392.9631.

Full or Part Time Hours Available
Good starting salary plus liberal commissions
Many Company Benefits

PHONE 392-1500, Ext. 249

'GENERAL

FABRICATOR

hours, 439-8412, CL 9-1263

WIEBOLDT'S

TELEPHONE

INSPECTORS -2nd
'
SHIFT

Inc.

MONEY NOW!

Car necessary, make your own

RANDF1URST SHOPPING CENTER

Administrator in 47 bed
nursing home in North-

clerical

duties. Typing acid non
ing positions available. No experience necessary. We will
train you. No age limit.

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5.5350

APPLY IN PERSON

SECRETARY

Des Plaines. III

Age 35 to 50
act as Assistant

1865 Miner St, Des Plaines
827.6111

DANA

Cashier - Typist

varied

-

Full

CALL AL

Duties involve processing of
real estate home loan ap-

EARN CHRISTMAS

ticians to be trained as

NURSE

Des Plaines, III.

GENERAL OFFICE
Interesting

OPERATORS

ALERT

(Higgins &
Mannheim)
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WIG STYLISTS,

PRACTICAL

Hiyyins &
Mannheim)
PERSONNEL

PLASTIC PRESS

Mon thru Fri.

Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.

30 -Help Wanted Women

SEE MRS. ROPER, 2nd Floor, WIGGERY

To

SHIFTS OPEN:
Mldnite to 7 ant, weekends
6 or 7 am to 11 or noon,

530 W. Northwest

ar

PERSONNEL

298-5021

Wide

Hours open. Will train.
Contact Mrs. Chapin

9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
5 Days a Week

Wideg

$425 FREE

MISTER DONUT

259-3022

30 -Help Wanted Women

is growing. We are looking for additional beau-

298-5021

Reception

To Take Over
Established Clientele.

delicious coffee and donuts.

$500 FREE

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m.

Full or Part Time

A cheerful pleasant atmosphere to serve our

Sec'y

Executive
NURSE
DAYS ONLY

$500 FREE

for modern rest home. Live-in
CALL 439-0018

1

Do you have a flair for Hair Styling? Our business

R.N.'s, L.P.N.'s
NURSES AIDES
if desired. Top wages.

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

520.259-2967.
Sclextrex 1/32 scale road rac-

GENERAL TIME

ing set w/extra occesories $20.
Call 966.0935 after 5.
Firestone snow tires with
wheels 600x13; very low mile2

age 525. CL 5.6497.

APPLY NOW

Free Hospitalization

TEMPORARY
OR

FULL TIME
WORK IN YOUR AREA

DAYS, WEEKS OR
MONTHS

WE NEED -WE PAY
Typists..$16-$24 a day
Secy's...$21-$28 a day
Clerks..$13-$18 a day

Keypunch$21-$26 a

Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Writhes at Lust
Bonus Plan

I

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: V A.M. to 12 Noon

Paid Vocation
Uniforms Furnished

PLUS

EXTRA HOURLY BONUS

Right Girl
TEMPORARY
SERVICE
"It Pays To Be Right Girl"

3200 DEMPSTER,DES PL.
(Opp. LOtheran Gen. Hosp.)

PHONE 827-1108

SECRETARY
Our Midwest, Regional and
District Sales offices need a
good secretory. The ideal applicant will take shorthand in
excess of 80 wpm and tran-

working
hours to suit your schedule.

APPLY TODAY

MOTOROLA

Holiday Inn

Algonquin and Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

1000 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83)

liberal benefit prpgrum including profit shoring, free
life insurance, group health
insurance, credit union and
regular wage reviews. The

conveniences our employees
have include ample close -in

ORDER FILLERS

PRINTING FILE CLERKS
EXCHANGE PROCESSORS

These are clean, lite easy to learn jobs that require no previous experience. IN OUR OFFICE, opportunities exist for:

CUSTOMER SERVICE CORRESPONDENT

SECRETARY TO PERSONNEL MGR.

building and bus service from
Mt. Prospect to and from our
plant.

Why not stop by today to discuss the advantages of putting yourself in the Beeline picture.

CALL OR COME IN

THE NICEST PEOPLE WORK AT BEELINE FASHIONS

WEBER MARKING

(6:15 PM -10:30 PM)

FOR

PO 6-2250

BENSENVILLE

and mower, good condition

I

yr. old. 255-8373

Porta crib complete $8., tricycles
$2. each, sterilizer $5
437-3496
Typewriter owners: your machine
cleaned or repaired. 20 yrs. exp.
Work guar. FL 8-6947

Stud snow tires 9,15-15 $50; roll-

away bed $15; storm door $15;
adding machine $35 827.7063
Free toys & gifts for Christmas.

Have a MerriMac Toy & Gift
Show. For info. call 296-7534

ASSEMBLERS
CALL: 259-0740 OR

COME IN: Mon -Fri. 8:00 AM- 4:00 PM
RESERVE -A -SHIFT TODAY!

'GENERAL TIME
SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

INTERVIEWING HOURS: Mon. -Fri. 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. till 11 a.m.
(1 blk. W. of York Rd., 3 blks. N. of Irving Park Rd.)

BUY OLD ELECTRIC or
windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition. 827-4760.
24" Schwinn bicycle with book
carrier, light, & horn, like new
rand. $40, 259.9216
6 HP TRACTOR with snow blower

FASHIONS, INC.

380 MEYER RD.
Arlington Heights

(6:15 PM -12:45 AM)

Progress in the World of Time

439-8500

72",

78" 117'. All for 550.394-1974
WILL

SALES PROMOTION CLERK TYPIST
Our employees enjoy an excellent benefit program including a generous discount on our beautiful
fashions. A cash Christmas bonus, free profit sharing & a low cost hospitalization plan.

711 W. Algonquin Road

MAXI SHIFT
MINI SHIFT
MICROMINI SHIFT

(4:15 PM -12:45 AM)

EXPERIENCED KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

parking, modern cafeteria,
completely air-conditioned

SYSTEMS, INC.

1

IN OUR MODERN ORDER PROCESSING DEPT. there are such pleasant jobs as:

STOCK COUNTERS

case. Best offer. 537.0775

68" wide. Single drapes

These are the things you can expect from a job at Beeline.

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS

36" CROWN GAS RANGE.
15 years old - $20.
255-6514
Set of 19611 Collier's EncycloClassics & bookw/Jr.
pedia
roll -out
Anderson
windows,
76x56", 52x56", 23x39"; hand
guns & rifles. 392-6521
Drapes beige all 92" long. pr.

ENJOY YOUR JOB
Picture yourself as an employee of Beeline Fashions. Imagine a pleasant day's work with friendly
companions in a suburban, non -factory atmosphere. Visualize safe, clean, lite duties that will
involve you in the various aspects of merchandising, general office & the fashion industry.

scribe it at 60-70 wpm.

Our employees enjoy a

GOES "MOD" WITH ITS

We can arrange

Elk Grove Village

day
.

Insurance

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Good second Refr. 23" TV (needs
work) good vacuum cleaner.

Each $15. 437.0995 after 5:30
10" bench saw; floor model drill
press; pool table.
HArrison 1.7147, before 6 pm.

Natural Candaian Beaver coat,
full length, size 12, excel. cond.
$200. 253.4704.

2 Smith -Corona electric portable
typewriters, excel. cond., private
party. 253-4339.

10" Leblond engine lathe, 3 & 4
Jaw chricks, collects, tool holders.
110 & 200 volt motors, many extras, $400. 824-4288 aft. 6 pm.
bookcase
headboard;
sewing mach. cabinet; 3 pr.
gold 36" drapes. Best offer.
255-3564
Dbl.

Assorted boby Turn, 8 pcs. $50,

will separate. Gray man mode
fur stole $10, Blue ladies laminated suit, sz 16.299-0631
For
Sears "Silvertone"
sale:
21 -inch B/W T.V. in dark walnut
cabinet. Perfect condition selling because we bought color.
$75 Phone 359-2858 or 358-4408
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vols. cost

$200 sac. $35; hlde-a-bed cost
$300 sac. $125; bunk beds $20;
Dupont carpeting $4 yd. All new:
251.7385

DAY
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41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

32 Miscellaneous Merchandise
23

ZENITH

TV,

working

Good

table model.
condition $25.

137 6665

Soft Water $5 00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9 3200
255 1107
WESTINGHOUSE REFRIGERATOR

Good condition 5100
259 9408
DIG YOU OWN Sliver Maples $3

2

custom corner sectional
beige, excel. cond.

pc

sofa,

299.1794

CARPETING
Rol) ends up to 20 yards, Gold,
Olive green, Martini 54 sq. yd.

20 to 45 yards from $5 yd. 1"
high shags $7 yd. Commercial
velvet Martini only $6 yd, Area
rugs from $5.50.

to $5 Willow Nur,ery 255 1755.
Sat & Sun
large 27 Motorola console TV,

Eves

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

Lg. maple harvest table 591/20
24" W/2 drop sides, formica top;

PIANO, Gulbronsen ebony.
Good condition $250.

Huge discounts. 824-7353,

3 vinyl covered maple chairs;

CL 3.0706

Bedroom set -Jenny Lynn.painted
white $30, mahogany end -table,

Sacrifice $70. 253.4772

$5. Call 392-4334.
dinerte
Everything must go,
3 L.R. turn., apt. wash. roach.
392-3120,4881 Wilke, R.M.

Rt. 83& McDonold Rd.
Prospect Heights 253-9416

cobbler's bench. Beaut. cond.

condition. $25.
255-8707 after 5 pro
.
Antique cabinet, mint cond.

transistor Theatre Organ.

Can't tell from new.

55 -Musical Instruments

2 pick-up bass guitar & Conn
trumpet, reasonable.
CL 3-7344 after 6 PM

Manufacturer's warranty still
in effect.. Take now or will
3-1022

or

392-3411

GE re frig $65 I psis, gloss am

re,

Copper

Coffee sr price 525, poker table
$15 359 1335
4 pock r double in d coroplete.
like new plus
I
ter
1155
tars portably type 2 ,nn. -

will,

sera key t

age

&

Inc guitar & amp 259 1812

Town & Country ,now

Irr

Like

tires 815x 15 .acalice Like new
it, nt pu.11 lawn
Words 18
rnom r half pact. RLLI type

poser mos r best offer 3922237 oft 110
For sin formattort about the FINEST

water softener, & water conditioning equipment contact
JOHNSON WATER

-

\)/J1?,---

16 -To Rent Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Des Plaines, 2 bedrro. garden
apartment, large, $165
439-1/05

Arl. Hts. 7 Ho., 3 brim-, houSe,
avail. immediately. Carpeted L.

Mt. Prosp., 2 bdrm. ranch, walk
everything, Ig. well lonclto

R., D.R., ott. gar. 439 1799.

scopedyord 520.000 397-5495
Mt. Prospect bi-level 3 bdrm.,
2 both, panel rec. room, drape.,
2
garage
landscaped,

1V2 bath
3 bdrm.,
lownhouse $190 mu. Avail. Nov.
I. Mt. Prospect. 259-9408

Sublease

82 -Wanted To Rent

Young couple, no children, deapt. in NW suburbs. 'tit

s'res

Arl. Hts. unfurnished I bedrro.
1st floor apt. Air cond., wall-

Jon. I, 1969. HE 7-3582.

to-wall

86 -Real Estate -Houses

terrace

carpeting,

&

16 month lease. 827-1117, ask for

Frank Small. double M, Inc,

See to appreciate, Sun. 1-5 pro.
713 S. Emerson, Mt. Prospect.

Ad. Hts. 7 art. brk,

1,42

baths, living dining L, paneled
fa roilyrrn, 21/2 car gar, Extras,
low 30's -CL 5-4829.

ien

large

Palatine

home.

Ideal for working widow with

DES PLAINES

machine Royal deluxe VACUUM

pawl, air cond., laundry facil-

Elio TYPEWRITER All

ities, city bus service. References

paneled family room with log

brand nt w Total oar; Cost $950
spar
..are all 5350 or s !Ring to
an. Al o colored TV

& security deposit. $160 month,
occupancy, westside of
Dec.

cabinet kitchen. Powder room

CLEANER

392-0870

Original owner occupied.

Deluxe 2 beclan. Apt., carpeted

Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom (4th

refrig dis

ANTIQUES bought and sold.
Des Plows
House
1096 Lee

Des Plane

St

III

821 1192

ANTIQUES collectors items, bottles old kitchens are furniture,

bac et brat and much mice We

1

Roomy

choice).

burning fireplace. Large

roughed in for shower.

76 -To Rent Houses

garage. Mature landscaping,
taxes $592. Extras: like new

Screened -in

Hoffman Estates; 3 Wan, bilevel, duplex, 1,/2 baths, $185
per month. 392.6818
3 bedroom, ranch, $225 o month
located inn Arlington Hts. One
month's rent in advance. Occup.
Nov. 16 call 259-8243.

buy akno Open Fri & Sat 10-5,
Sun 12 5 WAUCONDA TRADING
POST, Rt 12
Lake Zurich

your

room,

Elgin. 584-0144.

1

178 2376

34 Arts and Antiques

bedroom or separate dining

porch,

dishwasher, electric
dryer,

Clothes

2

air

con-

ditioners, humidifier,

POODLE CLIPPING

4 BEDROOMS
Lge. 4 bdrm. borne on beautifully landscaped lot. 2 car

$43,900

SONTAG

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

BRICK CAPE COD
home. Tree lined street near
park and town. Priced to sell

Collie AKC male 5 roo, beau-

&
English pointer
I
yr old good with children.
525 255 5116
Schnauzer pup, AKC std or Min.
home bred SWCCt temp ears,
shot qd cc children 639 9728
Siamese kittens Slat pt must
-no Beautiful, Ch blood line

392-0660

255-7200

A FAMILY NAME IN

55,900
$4,500
$6,400

acre .......

Vu

acre

1/2

BARRINGTON
$15,500
$23,250

acres
acres

2

6

$26,500

acres

5

Barrington schools and heavily
wooded.

LONG GROVE

at $24,900.

Owner wants fast

960 E. NW. Hwy.

sale.

Mt. Pro.,

'LONG GROVE

C;1E2E34
REALTORS
1264 NORTIIY/EST HWY.

PALATINE

KNOLLS
2 acre homesite -- only 2 left.
Terms $13,500.

296-6655

baths, 2 car garage. Highs investment growths, $26,000.

2

PALATINE

PEDIGREE

CL 3 7710 oft 4 pm
Male Snarne,e kittens, blue point
and seal point
956 1953
FREE real furry cute kittens.
5 weeks old
CL 3 3517

3 bedroom brick and aluminum ranch in choice Winston
Park. Central air conditioning. Many extras included.

acre

lot

on

$30,900.

PALATINE

8 room gracious colonial on 3 prime acres on contiguous
to multiple Northwest Highway. $59,500.

Cocker Spaniel female 15 months white woll brocrn spots
392 6619

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

4 bedrooms on a wooded lot.
This fine ranch home is nestled

homesite, sweeping down to
your own private lake. 100

places, 21/2 car garage. Full
basement. A rare find of

year old oaks, hickory and oth-

f-

z 65.1k wv Hwy.

2813.

er,

Des Mines
1272 Rand Rd.
827-7184

CL 9-4320

1962 VW, sunroof, radio, heat-

146.1 Funtioc Cuialinu corrvert

yr. guarantee on bon,
$595 or best offer. Call before

best

9 am or aft. 9 pen or weekends.

offer. 439-9573.
'64 Austin Healy, Mark 11, 3000,

259-5139
1966 PONTIAC 4 dr. sedan exec-

5650 or

STORAGE STILL AVAIL.
WINTERIZE

owner

1

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

Two 14' chronic reverse wheels,
fits full size Pontiac, Oldsmobile,

chrome lug nuts included. $25 or best offer. CL3Mercury,
0970

utive, air cond., P/S, P/B, extra

convert, radio, elect. overdrive,

clean $1650.
1966 DODGE Sportswagon VEL
auto. clean - 51600.
Call weekdays 827-3195

wire wheels, nice interior, $1,200.

or best offer. 437-8563 all. 5 pm

Day Want Ads
99 -Automobile For Sale

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

HONDA 300 DREAM - like new.
Less than -900 miles. Garage

kept. 5500. Driven by a little old
man from Passadena. Ph.
392.3389 after 5 p.m.
99 -Automobile For Sale

99 -Automobile For Sale

co

LAST CAfti

,ft

P/0

4,6

.

.

THEN:: CHOOSE THE. YEAR
.

New car bank financing.
As low as $150 dn. plus tax
& 79.86 a month.
25 To choose from. All models. Hurry
first come bases!!

150,0.5

-Alsvays! a',great selection of
most every model and brand
of. -car- that you would want.

,4 SERVICE -Facilities
Quick service 12 night and
day! . 0 p e n till midnight,
hitaildaVi
,Friday. = Any
and 'all, brapds,of carsl

HOURS: Slice..,reom
9:30 p.m. Daily: Saftir,

COLLISION Dept.

1967 PONTIAC
CATALINA
Station wog°, AIR-CONDIpower
TIONED auto.
steering, power brakes, radio,
trans.,

hearer. Perfect condition.

$2395
1964 AVANTI
2.dr., Hardtop, Super Charged, AIR-CONDITIONED, console, bucket seats, A/T, R/H,

1965 PONTIAC
CATALINA

5':30

p.m.

shops in ChiCagOtand. Free estimate 'on any brand

of car.

age.

entice'

$1395

day, 'fit

Quick, -quality work- in one of 'the most modern'

hardtop, AIR-CONDITIONED auto. trans., power
steering, power brakes, radio,
heater, white walls. Low mile.
4-cloor,

Ml

'USED' CARS

LEASE A CAR
Cadillac, or any other brand..Fast delivery, guar.
STOP -IN SOON! Get inside story on Elegance in Action.

1965 GTO
2.dr., hardtop, 4.speed, rally
wheels, tech., redline tires,
P/B, R/H. Sharp!

$1595

MACK

Right car!
$2795 or make offer?
PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

ErDER-RIEGER
BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS

Est. 1926
MT. PROSPECT

"Famous for Fairnesi"

333 W. RAND RD. (RT. 12)

1,1Ann
aoL
-mu

NEA-OCNALII 00

USED CAR
PHONE:

.392-6700

I

YOUR CAR

00

AT GENE PATRICK'S RAMBLER

358-1 800

OUR SERVICE DEPT. CAN EXPERTLY HANDLE ALL

358-1800

41 Home Furnishings Furniture

'66 Buick Skylark, hdtp cpe, P/S,
aircond., low mileage
P/B,
$1800 or best offer 394.1794
alt. 6.

1

er natural beauty. 5 min_tes
from interchange. 10 minutes
to railroad station. From

HOMEFINDERS

Realty

perament, roust sacrifice $40 or
best offer 891 5814

3

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

Arlington Hts.

Philippe Brothers

'65 Mustang cony.,
perfer V-8, 3-sp., roust be reas.
& in top cond. CL 9.0286
1966 VW SEDAN, excellent condition. Must sell - best offer. 392-

520,500.

255-2090

253.6151

WANTED:

CL 5.3384 after 6 p.m.

PRICES SLASHED

ALL COACHES MUST GO

acre

the Forest Preserves. Rustic living room, 2 baths, 2 fire-

male AKC registered 7 weeks.

Call

'68 Model Closeeirt

dr. Falcon 5100.

2

LONG GROVE
Executive hide -away.

Brick ranch, full basement delightfully finished in choice
Westgate. $34,500.

437 2129
German She pherd pup sees AKC,
champ blood line good tem-

$8,000

between giant oaks adjoining

$35,900

earning money?

759.1639

lakefront.

1 acre lot

BARRINGTON

church

TENT TRAILER,
SLEEPS 5, $100

LONG GROVE
5113,000.

SIAMESE KITTENS

and

individuals. Interested

Ford

1960 Olds "9E3", 4 dr.,
car, excel. cond., $250.

505 W. NORTHWEST HWY. DU 1-6000

DU PLAINES

Ideal for the growing family. 7 bedroom Cape Cod, 2

groups,

W/W. Not worry around like

REAL ESTATE SINCE 1872

86 -Real Estate-llouses

schools

Clubs,

this. Hurry I Sharp!

VALLEY
plus acre homesite.
Some wooded. From $8,000.
I

ream dCIA 678 2997

nr

Last Three Left
1/2
acre

BARRINGTON HILLS

We hove just listed the neat

AND GROOMING
529-6408

tiful sable & v lute horr.tbroken,
hot, 380 259 8393
Adorable Min Schnauzer
puppies AKC 358 2699
after 6 P M 8, week ends.

acre

Restricted area and terms.

gar. Many Extras.

- CALL

JA 6 7495 or 721 6177

x

1/2

equipment. Priced to satisfy

those who know the market

66.Business Opportunities

103 -Auto Trailer! & Campers

VACATION LINERS

'63 Corvair 700. Stick, blk
red interior. Exc. body, runs
good. 5325. CL 5.0828

P.S./P.B.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

full power, exc. cond. $750.
824-2317

299-651E3

auto.,

255.6691

Cadillac Coupe de Ville

1961

brakes, excel.
cond. 51395. 358.6216 aft. 5 pro
disc

UP 70 $1500 SAVINGS.

$3,900
$5,900

302

120

Lot 12,
Lot 41,
Lot 45,

refrigerator and fireplace

6593.

'61 Ford 223 eng., stick, like new
tires. $200 or best offer.

mileage $2700 253.4965

'67 Opel Kadeq, sport taupe

50,000 miles or 5 yrs. warranty.

CAPRI VILLAGE

HOMEFINDERS

New check protector, $20. 298.

'66 Ford Country Sedan, P / 5,
WW, auto. trans., V.8, privately

tion F/A A/T P/5 T/W 5 yr w low

Brand new, demonstrators, Executive driven,

PALATINE
(RESIDENTIAL)

oven / range, porch furniture.

'68 Buick SDL most sell need tui-

AUL 196 PORITDACS

900 E. NW HWy.
Mt. Prospect

gold carpeting, disposal,

1960 PLYMOUTH STATION
WAGON. $50.
394.0277

manic transmission, power steering 8. brakes. $450. 824.4440

'62 International Scout, exc. running cond. & body. 4 -wheel drive,
snow dlow. $900. 255-3447

1961 MORRIS MINOR
CONVERTIBLE $175
253-8386

52350.259-6259 evenings.'

ON

88 Real Estate -Vacant

us, it won't last. $38,900

259-9030

Completely re-cond. Royal, Remington & Underwood ;ton&
manual typewriters, $60-590.

HOMEFINDERS

landscaped fenced yard. Call

attached

at 539,900. See it today, you
will be glad you did.

roller North of

shed rec. room plus office. 21/2
car attached garage. Well

1965 Cadillac 2 dr. de Ville,
blue, climate & cruise control

Good fanning condition.

c,

baths, full basement with fini-

P/B, W/W, exc. cond

GOOD CONDITION.

CL 3-0180

P/B,

I owner 5895. 827-5939.

National amp, twin spkrs,

99 -Automobile For Sale

358-6744
101 S. NW Hwy.
Palatine

Customized all BRICK ranch, 3,
possibly 4 bedrooms, 21/2

own car. 5505100 per week.
range,

Unbelievable at $22,900.

& shops. Large lot, many extras

(Close to Lincoln Jr. High)

STEREO
AM/FM Ini4 i
shortwave sOnIC record player
comb in walnut cabinet, NeccheElna Zig Zag auto sewing

1,11.,

ranch home. Charming interior with striking carpeting and
drapes 17 x 16' family room
plus study. Attached garage.

ranch, e.c. sand. Walk to tram

First Time Offered

2-6 young children. Must have

living

be yours in this fine 2 bedroom

A/T, P/S,

299-4272

'62 Olds 88, 4-dr. sedan auto -

owned 51500, CL S-2548

air cond, sno tires, under 27,000.
Asking $2,300. 296-5189'
'63 Pontiac Star Chief 4 dr. hdtp

'63 Volkswagen
Good condition

2

4

15 WW, 5100. 259-2593

1962

56 -Office Furniture -Devices

;morsel(

hdtp.

1958 VW, SUNROOF,

7 W. Eastman

sitting
around a warm fireplace with
soft music in the background
and a light wine. All this can

MT. PROSPECT

MUST SELLI

Fischer

Louis Munoo, Inc. Bid,
Palatine by owner, 3 bdrm.

'67 Olds Delmont 88, P/S,

roof, auto.,

Imp.

dr.

sedan. A / T, P / B, P / S,

puts, cut to $65. New $119.50

EL REY MUSIC CENTER

Imagine

68 Chrysler Newport, 2,1r. HT,

50nirraf,

guitar, single pickup, $77.50,

ROMANTICALLY MINDED?

522,500.358-5266.

Cooperative housing, food, day
care

$32,500 603 N. (hoe.car 392-2885.

New large, 4 bdrm, 2 story home.

Realtors.

116 S Arlington Ht. Rd
Arlington Heights

hollow body,
single
electric guitar 5110;

$107.50 Supro blue elec.

06 -Real Estate Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

to train. $150 per month, 11 or

Indian Corn & Gourds

.'&_p,

-7-1

,iNi:___,.7.7._,-;,,V_

clean, $965 or offer. CL 3-6931
'65 Chrysler Imp. clean, consider
trade $1595 pvt. 5 tires 885x

channel, vibrato, 580.

-

Des Plaines, 3 room apt. 2 blocks

PUMPKINS
CORN STALKS

5695.437-2943

w / case.

pool $175. 259-9239 aft. 6 pm

CONDITIONING CO
255 1107 or 359 3200

organ, M3,

New Kay amp, vibrato, 3 in-

V mug

1

ilea

Spinet

$95. CL 5-6130

Copmeraid

Residengid

Good condition 392 6310

1

HarnalOnd

Gibson
pick-up,

259 5008
bunk bs els Wince/cling,
toys.
buggy dolls v /clothe

255-8364
'60 BUICK ELECTRA, all extras,
good running condition $195.
CL 3.8602 after 2 P.M.

Used silver gray amp, 2 inputs,
$30. Used trumpet, needs new
lacquer, $45. El Rey, CL 3.0180
blond oak, excel tone, like new,

hold for Christmas present.
col

Cho, 1964

HT,

radio, low miles. 394.2493

827-6603
,

'66 Buick Wildcat,
P/S, WW tires, I owner, $1395.

dr.,

4

P / S, P / 0, vinyl

2 pickup, solid body, Harmony
with vibrato,
electric guitar

DOLL

bottles $10 en

CONSOLE ORGAN
WITH LESLIE PECAN

GULBRAI'ISEN T 100, all

good corking condition $30

flan,

Store your piano or organ in my

ORGAN

Free Estimates
824.2146

$240.

pay reasonable move. 259-3819

walnut Story & Clark, reas. priced. CL 3.3465 aft. 6 pm

Professionally Done

'olcrInns

home, tender loving core, Will

preciate this beautiful oiled

CARPET

PA speaker

Full damn set & cases $200.
CL 9-4314

Grand piano, roust see to ap-

INSTALLATIONS

Universal 36" gas stove, good

$150; antique 54'' round pedestal solid walnut table & 4
chairs, 575. 392-41713

CASTLE HOME FURNISHINGS

I

2

99 Automobile For Sale

99 Automobile For Sale

99 Automobile For Sale

55 -Musical Instruments

55 -Musical Instruments

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Oak Saginaw Expand away table 4 matching chairs

MAKES, ALL MODELS ... AND SAVE YOU MONEY TOO!

Limed

$200 CL 5 2548

MOUNT PROSPECT

Sofa & matching chair silver
Best
in
gd condition
offer 966 0935 after 5
48 traditional or Colonial brass
table lamp $15 brown wing
chair 515 359 4115

grey

CARY

Need Immediate Possession?

picturesque brigadoon. See this 4 bedroom split
foyer. 11/2 baths, built-in oven, range, dishwasher. Wallto-wall carpeting in living room. Attached garage. Immedi-

3 bedrooms on large lot in country club area. Imagine

Live

in

ate occupancy. $23,900

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
CLOTHES DRYER $25

358 2334
enahog

16

choirs

buffet, upholstered

MOUNT PROSPECT

oak serving table, bar-

becues, mist items CL 9 4073.
Maple
chests

bunk beds w/ladder;
toy chest, lamps, tables

schools, shopping, bus & train. $26,250

Zeroth console TV,

mahogany, good cond.
ohms $35 253 8386
Twin size maple bunk beds, good
cond

no

mattresses

cr

A Must to See!!!

Come see this 3 bedroom bi.level home. Gracious entrance

foyer leads to rear living room. 2 baths, 2 car attached
garage. Kitchen has coppertone range plus cozy eating
area. Custom drapes in living and dining room included.

HANOVER PARK
Close to School & Recreation Center

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

springs 520 392 9772

Cab, excel cond, clothes drap2 pc custom corner SeCel sofa,
white Cost $500 sacrifice $125
or best offer 392 9456
Walnut bdrm set, dbl bed,
dresser & chest W / mirror $60;
dinette table $10, Eotly Am. twin
.bed & chest both $40, Magnavox
UV 550 358 0993

SCHAUMBURG

$35,500

box

es, curtains nose
391 2825

the convenience of this 18 x 10.5' kitchen with built-in oven,
range, Revco refrigerator/freezer & Coppes-Napanoe cabinets. All rooms large with plaster walls, hardwood floors and
natural woodwork. 2 car garage with electric opener. A truly
lovely and spacious home with many extras. Phone for an
appointment.

Location! Location!! Location!!!
This 2 bedroom expandable brick Cape Cod has it. Plus full

basement, lath and plaster interior, oak floors. Walk to

& most articles CL 5 0948

Newly fisted contemporary colonial. Custom built --7 rooms,

Better Than New
4 bedroom, 21/2 bath colonial. First floor family room with
fireplace. Deluxe built-in kitchen with disposal, oven, range,
dishwasher, custom carpeting and drapes. Basement, 2 car

bedroom L -ranch has perfect location for your convenience. 2 car insulated attached garage. Ceramic tile
and 1/2 paneled kitchen. Exterior just painted. Within walking distance of shopping center. $25,900
3

garage. Immediate occupancy. $46,900

PALATINE

Nicely Landscaped

PHONE: 439-6015

3 bedroom bilevel with 11/2 baths. Built-in oven / range,
hood, fan, ceramic back -splash and work area. Loads
of wood cabinets. Too many extras to list -come see for
yourself. $32,000.

DISPLAY FURNITURE

immaculate!!!

Sensational discount Must see.

A very clean 3 bedroom bi-level home --a pleasure to show.
2 baths, 21/2 car garage. Ceramic back splash in cabinet
kitchen. Vanities in both baths. Sliding doors to patio.

Either Cash or Terms We deliver.
Will separate
Phone 537 1930

Lots of closets, cabinets & counter space. $34,900.

1968 SINGER

ZIG-ZAG

hewing machine cabinet includ-

YOU RECEIVE FREE:
FREE CHECK ON ALL HOSES
FREE BATTERY CHECK
FREE HEATER CHECK
FREE PRESSURE CHECK ON ALL
COOLING SYSTEMS
FREE WINTER SAFETY CHECK
(LIGHTS, TURN SIGNALS, WIPERS, ETC))

WINTER PRICES IN EFFECT NOW ON ALL
NEW 1969 RAMBLERS, JAVELINS, REBELS,

AMBASSADORS, & AMX'S. DON'T WAIT
FOR A BLIZZARD TO SAVE OUR LOWEST
PRICES NOW IN EFFECT!!

ZIP THRU WINTER IN STYLE!
GENE HAS EVERYTHING FROM THE

LOWEST PRICED
AMERICAN MADE CAR

TO THE DREAM CAR COME TRUE
the

12 Remaining

168's!

1969 AMX

GOING AT HUGE SAVINGS

See all the AM Line at Gene's Today!

BUT GOING FAST!

real

slightly used sews blind
rhems in dresses, makes buttoned,

holes, sews buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. Nol

RAMBLER

estate

lattachments needed Five year,
parts and service guarantee.
,

WITH WINTER TUNE-UP

THE 1969 RAMBLER

WHEELING

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

WINTER ENGINE TUNE-UP
6 cyl. $1 1.95 (+ parts)
8 cyl. $14.95 (+ parts)

FULL PRICE $51 30

for terms of $510 per month.
!Call Capitol Sewing Machines,
kredit Mgr Call 469 7204, 9 A.M.
so 9 PM

DES PLAINES HINSDALE

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

r,

OAK LAWN

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

-255-6320
358-1502
894-1330

1500 RAND ROAD (at the corner of River & Rand Rds.)
DES PLAINES, ILL. Call 824-3196 for Service Appointment

THE DAY

Wednesday, October 30, 1968

ir

summer GROUND

Viwit HAPPY

SPECIAL
STOCKEDWE'RE

TINO 111

B

1k

DODGE

ON NEW

'68

NEED TO!

CHEVY'S

DELIVERY

THE BEST

AND

FROM OUR

DEMOS

STOCK!

DEAL ON A NEW '69

Now is the time to trade

in your car for a tern

IS WAITING

fic deal on a '68 Chevy
or Demo

FOR YOU AT

tty

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

I

DODGE in Des Plaines

1965

BRAND NEW

IMPALA COUPE

'69 CORONET

A/T,

V.8,
Red

W/W, radio.
black Interior &

P/S,

with
vinyl top.

BOB BURROW
CHEVROLET, INC.

belt moldings, stock #9-277.

r

DAY

ONLY AT
DODGE IN DES PLAINES

ARLINGTON
LAST CALL FOR '68 DODGES

DAY

buckets, vinyl interior,
mirror, belt moldings,

- Pick a Beauty from

PROSPECT

our CHOICE USED CARS
1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA

DAY

$2690
1968 DODGE CORONET

$2690

NEW '69
TRADE-INS!

1967 PLYMOUTH
BARRACUDA

2 Door Hardtop A Yellow Beauty. Fully Equipped. Sacrificed
At

$1795
1965 VOLKSWAGEN
2 DOOR
Radio, Heater, White Walls. Not Many Around Like This.
For A Low Low
$895
1968 FORD TORINO G.T.

255-7200

or best offer

FACTORY DEMO
'68 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER

'66 NEW YORKER Coupe

Navy Blue, Black Vinyl Top, Silk Blue Interior, P/S, P/B,
Air Conditioned
FULL PRICE OR
BEST OFFER

$3764
'65
OLDSMOBILE
4 Dr Hardtop, Full Power, Air Condition. Burgundy & Silk

B

whitewalli,power steering,
radio. List $3802.38 Now

$2,190

U

'66 SATELLITE 2 Door Hardtop

T

...$3033.58
XL 2 - Dr. Hardtop Fastback
Stock No. 8-708 V - 8, white-

$1595
'67 CORVETTE
OMT9ORER

'67 CHEVY 112 TON
PICK-UP
TRUCK
Like New
$1795
'65 PLYMOUTH
In sharp condition.
$1395
'67
CHEVROLET
II
2 Dr Sedan, Like NeW Lite Metallic Blue,. Automatic 6 Cylin-

$1,690
V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering. Buy
Today For Only

Coupe, V-8, Full Power, Wide

$1,690

'65 VOLKSWAGEN 2 Door

IN DES PLAINES

IIIIIIIIIII
WI

:

ON MANNHEIM, NORTH OF OAKTON ST.
SUNDAYS

DAILY,

SATURDAY'

10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

9 A.M. TO 9t30 P.M.

9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

Phone 824-7151

B

D
Y
B

U
T

Luxury Sedan

'65 CORVAIR 2 Door Coupe

Jade gold, black vinyl
top. Loaded -told for
;5700. Executive driv-

Automatic TransmisSion. Ideal 2d Car.

N

$990

,o

$990

'65 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER
4 Door, Hardtop. Full Power, Factory Air. Many

8,000

miles

Extras. One Owner New Car Trade.

$1,890
'65 G. T. 0. Hardtop

$3895

NEW

68'S
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

4 -Speed. Yellow Finish. Low Miles. Black Interior.
Very Desirable.

'63 OLDSMOBILE
//9810

Conv, Full Power, Automatic
Transmission, R/H, Loaded and
Very Shqrp.

$686

$584

(

Home of the Finest Service and
Low Overhead Deals.
440 EAST MAIN ST.

BAIRINOTON, ILL 3814400

power

steering. $895
'66 Mercury Hardtop, Red,
black vinyl roof, V-8, auto.,
power steering, radio. $1895

'64 CHEV. SUPER SPORT Convertible
V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, etc.
Red Finish, Black Bucket Seats.

'62 CORVAIR

Id, Fre, Crodtt Chtcli

top.. $1595

'69 Camper
No. T-9120 beige & white,
V-8. Loaded!!

power roof. Canchrapple red.

$4 01 0.00 NOW ...
$3324.17
Ford Custom 4 -Dr. Sedan
List

Stock No. 8-1185 Auto., power steering, radio. Pebble
beige. List $3065.31 NOW ...

$2454.87

$2964.97

Galaxie 500 2 - Dr. Hardtop Stock No. 8-1312 Fast.
back,V.8, auto., whitewalls,
power steering, air cond.,
radio, tinted glass, vinyl trim.
NOW ... $3083.58

Galaxie 500 4 - Dr. Ctry.
Sdn. Stock No. 8-1016 6

Pass. V - 8, auto., whitewalls,

power steering, radio. List
$3790.1 NOW ... $3022.77

'66 T -Bird Convertible. Red,
Dr. V43,
black top. - $2495
automatic, power steering. 64 Chev. S.S. Convert. $1495
.',
3850
'65 Ford 2 -Dr. Hardtop.
Sharp! Red, V-8, Automatic, '66 Comet Cyclone Convert.
V 8, auto., power steering,
Power steering. Factory Air. radio. $1695.
$1495.
-

Dr.

air.

Like new.. $4195

Chevrolet Impala

Wagon. V - 8, auto., power
steer., dark blue.. 51195
'66 Chevrolet Impala Hardtop. V-8, automatic, power
steering.

B

0
D

auto. - $1495
'66 Plymouth Barracuda.
Light blue, V 8. - $1695

B

'67 T - Bird 4 - Door Landau. Beige, air loaded! -

U

$3495

T

$1695

'69 F-260

'68 0-100 Pickup

4 -wheel drive, No. T-9113,
white, V-8, 4-spd. Loa edl

Blue, No. T-8159.

N

Y

Y
750 E. NORTHWEST HWY., DES PLAINES
OPEN SUNDAY

$390

'I/ 1.11:

WEEKDAYS 9-9 SATURDAY 9-S

Phone 827-2163
OPEN SUNDAY

IT

The low
priced three
is alive and
living at your
Chevy Dealer
11 11- 0 F
11_
See

1

0

D

Clean.

5

N

'65 Chevrolet Impala Hardtop. White, red interior, V-8,

0

$590

I

T

power tailgate window,

'65 Chrysler 4 -

H.T., Red, full power,

U

B

bile.

II

-

Y

0

'63 RAMBLER Station Wagon

DODGE CITY

M

Mustang Hardtop Stock No.
8-465 V-8, 428 40 cobra jet,
G.T., equipped, auto., power,
disc brakes, radio, block

OStock

vinyl roof. Highland green. D
List 53728.78 NOW ...

B

Automatic Transmission. 6 Cylinder. Roof Rack.

Cee Eddy
7250 W DEVON

List

$3100.78 Now ... $2482.85

'64

$890

I

..41, ni .1 UAW, `, I /114,,I ..1
III Oil H.

steering, radio. White.

$1295
'65 Mustang Hardtop. Stick,
8 - cylinder, white. $1395
'66 Mustang Convertible.
Yellow, 6 - cyl., auto., black

'62 RAMBLER Classic 4 Door
With Automatic, 6 Cylinder Engine, and Very

$484

No. 8-698. Auto., white-

walls, power steering, radio,

'68 Chrysler 300 4

Automatic Trans. A Low Mileage Good Automo-

Great runner.

LTD 4 - Dr. Hardtop Formal

Auto.,

8.1178

No.

$1,090
'63 BUICK Skylark 2 Door Hardtop

mission. Perfect second car.

o

6-cyl., whitewalls, power

Stock

'65 Ford XL Hardtop. Dark
blue, 352 V-8, power steering, automatic, radio. -

$390

Wagon, R/H, Automatic Trans.

"pi r, I VI NIN(.. Ill Ili
nil ItA ',LINDA,'

auto.,

'62 RAMBLER American 2 Door

SP 5-6616

OLSMOBILE,
INC.

V-8,

Seats. Sharp.

Coupe DeVille with Full Power
and Factory Air Conditioning, Mint Condition.
'

Ford Custom 4 - Dr. Sedan

$1,690

Cull

BRAVOS

'63 Ford Squire. 10. Pass.,

Has Power and Automatic Transmission. Bucket

'62 CADILLAC

T

THESE USED CARS GUARANTEED
100% FOR 30 DAYS
white,

Low Mileage, One Owner. Clean Thruout.

than

gold. List $3791.97 NOW ...
$3013.92

0

1968 "98"

.$1695

DGE

N

'66 BUICK LE SABRE "400"
2 Door Hardtop, Factory Alf, hill Power, white

$1,490

.

der, Mileage Maker

window defogger, radio, tin-

Beauty.

ition.

less

walls, power steering, rear
ted glass, deluxe belts. Sunlit

Radio,
V-8, Automatic, Power
One -Owner New Car Trade-in. In Excellent Cond-

ON ALL

4 speed Stingray Convertible.

This

Steering,

SAVE

Interior Wholesale Price.

Galaxie 500 2 - Dr. Con-

finish, Black Top. A Beauty.

$2,090

en

...

Full Power, Factory Air Conditioned. Ivy Preen

'66 FORD GALAXIE 500 4 Door Sedan

4 speed, 383 engine

$3049.50 NOW

$2552.18
vert. Stock No. 8-1351 V-8,
automatic, electric clock,

Finish with Black Roof. Sharp)

$2495
'67 DODGE CHARGER

Mustang Hardtop Stock No.
8-1084 Sprint package, auto,
whitewalls, power steering,
radio, 6-cyl. Candyopple red.
List

$2,690

.

$1995

0

Factory Air Conditioned. Full Power. White Finish.
like New.

'65 MUSTANG

sion Power Steering and Brakes. Balance a new car warranty A Rare One - Hurry!

U

105 REMAINING BRAND NEW
68'S MUST GO

B

'66 PLYMOUTH 9 Passenger Wagon

2 Door Hardtop Loaded V-8, 390 Engine, 4 Speed Transmis-

1B

Stock LTD 2 - Dr. Hardtop Stock Country Squire -10 - Poss.,

N

N
O

'67 FORD Country Squire 9 Pass. Wagon

$886

Aikey's Price Price $2725

$3495.

Factory Air Conditioned, Full Power. Like New.

Ovals, Mint Condition.

j

Price. $3425

V-8, automatic, whitewalls, V-8, automatic, air, power steering, power brakes,
power steering, radio. List steering, power brakes, air, radio, loadedll List
$3198.41. Aikey's Price split seat. Loodedli List $4690. Aikey's Price
$4536. Aikey's Price. $3675.
$2614.06.

T

$2,090
'67 CHRYSLER Newport 4 Door

V-8, Automatic, Power Steering, etc. See

Iy

8-206. Brittany blue, No. 8.243. Dark green, 390 390 V-8, Automatic, power

No.

$2,490

$1684

PHONE

56099.98.
$4751.

Mustang Hardtop

Very Desirable.

Big Engine, Full Power, Automatic Transmission, Balance of
Fact, Warranty.

BEST OFFER!

Bird 2 - Dr. Landau Galaxie 500 2 - door LTD 4 Dr. Stock No. 8.159.
Stock'No. 8-723. Maroon, Stock No. 8.216. Diamond Dark blue, 390 V-8, auto black vinyl top, air cond., blue, V-8, Automatic, pow- matic, air, power steering,
full factory equipment. Full er steering, radio, white. power brakes. Brougham
factory warranty. List walls. List $3182. Aikey's int. List 84389 Aikey's

.T

$2,490

'66 CHARGER

440 2 door hardtop 383 engine. 4 -barrel carberator,1 speed
transmission Red One owner. Drive this one out at:

'OHI-PERFORMANCE SPECIALS 0

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, etc.
Red Finish. Black Vinyl Roof. A Beauty.

V-8, Standard Transmission, Dark Green Finish.

$3276

$2795

B -4,111P1P-1101-4.- APPAPPAP1-1.- B

'68 CHEV. IMPALA 2 Door Hardtop

$2,690
'67 MUSTANG 2 Door Hardtop

Condition!

2 -door hardtop. Black vinyl roof. Gulf
stream aqua in color. Power steering,
whitewalls, radio, etc.

$-2995

1./

Finish, Black Vinyl Roof, 383 4 barrel V-8.

B

U

'68 FORD
GALAXIE 500

(Choice of 2)

Automatic Transmission, Power Steering. Gold

$1882

DAY

$3095

4 -door hardtop. Loader:II V-8, 302 en-

Cin

Sharp.

MARKET

This Beauty!

$2695

tinted glass. (Choice of 2)

ing. Balance of new car warranty,

DOZENS OF LIKE

'68 DODGE

Door Hardtop. V.8, Automatic Transmission,

trans., power steering, power brakes,

gine, automatic trons,, power steer-

'68 ROADRUNNER 2 Door Hardtop

V4 Ton Pick-up, 4 -speed, V-8,
Balance of Fact. Warranty.

Power Steering, Etc Blue Finish. New Car Warranty. See

engine, automatic trans., power steering. Like new. Very low miles.

'68 FORD
FACTORY AIR-COND.

O

D

Includes 390, V-8 engine, automatic, Y .

Y White with a dark hi" top' V-8, 302

440 V-8, automatic transmission,
power steering, etc. Yellow finish and like new.

0

'68 FORD
FACTORY AIR-COND.

'68 FORD
CONVERTIBLE

T

$2384

Sedan DeVille, Air Condition.
ed, Total Power, Loaded with
Every Available Option. Mint

5 LEFT

2

2-dr, hardtop, V-8, R/H, vinyl
roof,

'66 CADILLAC

TREMENDOUS DISCOUNTS!

Custom

O

B

40 EXECUTIVE DRIVEN SPECIALS
EXAMPLES:

B

CONVERTIBLE

rear
W/W, wheel covers, pre -driven,
rally clock.

PRICE INCREASE!

OR

The following recent new car
trade-ins are as described and
should not be confused with other advertised cars reflecting only

1968 CHARGER

DESPLAINES

105 NEW '68 CARS IN STOCK
o MUST BE SOLD THIS MONTH!!! 0
N

'68 G.T.X.

300 NEW CARS
IN STOCK

YOU CAN DRIVE
HOME A '69 DODGE
WITHOUT THE '69

IMMEDIATE DELIVEW

U

$2594

Phone 381-2500

USED CAR CLEARANCE

a low price inkige.

FULL PRICE

495 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington

A

USED CAR
CLEARANCE SALE

DELUXE 2 -DR.
"225" engine, W/W, Music
Master radio, power self-adj.
brakes, fender mounted turn
signals, remote control mirror,

$1495

CARS

8901969 Fords in Stock forB

SEMI-ANNUAL

IMMEDIATE

ED

WE'RE LOADED WITH TRADE-INS!

B.

SALE !

THERE'S NO

A

11/i

1969

OVER-

NEW AND

FORTOP

Page 23

17

'AR INTO* NTS...

iltglIL NORTHWEST :Wit
SlljN 111/ZNINGS

Camaro

.494100

'Croat) SUNDAY,

1
7-"s'
S4 y

tj,

>

FACTORY

IfOlsw-m.

AIR CONDITIONING
STANDARD

fx,/

J.,'

4

ALL BONNIE
NEW AND USED CARS
ARE FULLY

N

WINTERIZED!

1967 D.P.L.
2-dr., -A/T, V-8, hardtop, P/S, vinyl top,
bucket seats, radio, W/W.

$1869
1966 BONNEVILLE.
4-dr., hardtop, R/H, full powei, custom
interior.

$1769

USED CARS

PRICED TO GO

GOT NOT CAR?
GIVE US A CALL,
WE'LL PICK YOU UP!
(within 10 miles)
Ask for

MacTavish for
Spec. Bargain

BODY SHOP
IN COMPLETE
FINEST SERVICE ON

ALL MAKES

Authorized Dealer

AMERICAN
RB

bay

AMBLER
JAVELIN
AMBASSADOR
AMERICAN

AMX

WEATHER

Pro5pect ;Dap

Tonight: Partly cloudy, low
variable
cloudiness and warm with
chance of showers, high in 70s.
in

50s. Tomorrow:

Telephone

Your Home Newspaper
Mount Prospect, III.

117 S. Main St.

Thursday, October 31. 1968

Volume 3, Number 137

255-4400
Newsstand Price 10 Cent's

60056

Safety Is a Treat,
Not Trick
Trick -or -treat is the word

for tonight So is safety.

Car Kills

Man, 68

be tested by cutting a small
piece of material and holding

To help assure a safe it near a match. If it catches

Halloween for children, area
lire departments

have

sug-

gested the following precautions

Never use candles in

pumpkins substitute a
flashlight

Masks, if worn, should be
taken off when crossing the

fire readily it

shouldn't he

worn unless it is made fire
retardent. This can be done by
using a commercial solution
or nine ounces of Borax and

A Mount Prospect man

four ounces of boric acid to

died last

one gallon of water.

night, two hours

after he was struck by an auto

while walking on Rand Rd.

Never rely completely on

street

fiameproofing. Trick -or -

Costumes should be of fire
resistant material They can

treaters should stay as far
from open fires as possible.

near Gregory.

Pronounced dead at Holy

and Jay Patterson of Lake

Zurich --agreed that

Passeneheim was walking in

the roadway, not crossing it.
Police said Passenheim liv-

ed about four blocks from the

Family Hospital was Paul site of the accident. He was
Passenheim, 68, of 401 N.
Maple.
The driver of the auto,

James W. Glen, 46, of 724 W.

Dempster, Mount Prospect,
told police he was driving

southeast on Rand ap-

proaching Gregory when he
saw Passenheim walking in

A snoopy Siamese at the Eugene Schmidt home, 1415 S. Circle Dr., Mount Prospect,
has established an uncomfortable temporary residence in the family's Halloween decoration.

wearing slippers when he was
hit, according to the police.
Glen's auto reportedly left

58 feet of skid marks before

striking the pedestrian.
Passenheim's body was
thrown 64 feet by the impact,
police said.

Glen was charged with

the street toward his auto.
failure to yield the right-ofGlen said he could not stop way to a pedestrian. He is
his car in time to avoid hitting scheduled to appear in Mount
Prospect Traffic Court Dec. 4.
the pedestrian.
Edgar Parks, a passenger in
Surviving are the widow,
the auto, gave police a similar Pauline; a daughter, Mrs.
Doreen M. Lowry of 401 N.
account of the mishap.
Statements from three other Maple; two grandchildren;
drivers who witnessed the ac- and three sisters, all of
cident --Nick Kallens of 800 Chicago.
Funeral arrangements were
E. Northwest Hwy., John
Henick of 1007 Alder Ln., incomplete this morning.

(Photo by Steve Schmidt.

Halloween is a pumpkin orange and round Melissa Hoffman
knows where the treats are found.

Halloween k a ghost , of
white to haunt everyone on

his special night. Bobby
Broome is friendly ghost

equipped to carry any loot in

a bright pumpkin toter.

Schools Wield Fiscal Knife
To Keep Within the Budget
cut immediately by District
59 as it attempts to find

part -way during the school
year," said Lankenau.
"It's possible that we might
reshuffle the children, Perhaps
we will find that we only need

within its budget.

time teacher, instead of a full

By Jan Bone

.

'

Services..to children attending the 19 schools will be

$180,000 it needs to stay

4

"But our basic education

"ALL SCHOOLS will be

affected," said Lankenau.
"Brentwood in Des Plaines,

and Grant Wood in Elk

to spend money for a half-

Grove Village have children
on individually prescribed in-

teacher.

aides who help in IPI have

MAY also increase

processes haven't changed one

struction (IPI). Hours for

estimated $30-$35,000,000
per year --the district is one of
the wealthiest in the northwest
suburbs.

It has a $10,500,000 total
budget.

Lankenau, estimates that
between 70 and 75 per cent

"This is one area we're not
cutting, though," he said. "We
have an equalization program

whereby schools that need
more textbooks to bring them
up to district standards get

more. We asked principals

this year to tell us what they

also been cut."

of its $6,308,000 educational

needed, and we bought the

cluding the administration of-

blem.

penditure."

Lankenau also said that fund budget goes to pay books.
bit," said Leonard G. chis.s size by moving children secretarial
"But we shouldn't have this
hours had been salaries of its instructional
Garasha, director of opera- if we have some buildings reduced by 21 per cent staff.
much expense next year. It's
where the numbers of throughtout the district, intional services for the district.
And that's part of the pro- more like a one-shot exThree major areas wheVe yOungsters in a class is below

4

AMP

services have been slashed,

the district average."

were outlined today by Bill K.

or, eight" aides who help in the
!wiling centers in school

Lankenau said that "seven

and the amounts District 59
expects to save by the cuts,

School in Elk Grove Village

turnover was much less than

meant that we cut the number

from parents.

In some cases, a woman might

$180,000 worth of budget

week.

aides, $44,000.

services," he said. "This

--Secretarial help in in-

dividual school buildings, in
building,

of hours we would pay for.

$40,000.

Lankenau explained the

decide she would rather quit
than only work a few hours

cuts.

a day.",

teachers. We used to have all
teachers call one person in the

on p--7,.1-nmed mat -*0

the administration

and in the service center,
"LAST YEAR, we spent
about $88,000 for substitute

District 59 uses these aides

to work with children, often

under the direction of a learning center head teacher. Aide:
are not required to have college training, and starting pay,

district if they needed a
substitute.

"Now, each teacher

will

have to call her principal. He

according to Lankenau, is

whether or not he needs a

LANKENAU ALSO said
that, from now on District 59

will make the decision

about $1.75 per hour.

substitute for her class.

will not pick up the tab for

"Sometimes classes can be

combined. Sometimes a
Halloween brings a tiger on the prowl getting treats with school has scheduled an

.

Halloween is a trick or treat
assembly. Sometimes the prinon every street. Dena Vezan- a great big grrrrrrrrowl. James Roder prowled the Prospect cipal, or the assistant prinHeights Nursery School looking for a cookie. He was one
no was sure of a good take.
of the near hundred pupils at the Prospect Heights Nursery cipal, can cover a class
School celebrating the spooky holiday.

"We made a 30 per cent cut
across the board for these

$50,000.

--Learning center -library

,)

principal and sign up.

administrator:

w

-Substitute teachers,

himself.

teachers expenses when they

attend meetings outside

district boundaries, or for
their travel while doing so.
"We may not necessarily

replace a teacher if she leaves

Prospect. High Won't Follow
Forest View's Smoking Lead
BY MERRILL SANDERS
Students will not be allowed

to smoke on the grounds at
Prospect High School

The smoking policies of

other District 214 high

schools will not be changed in
the immediate future but prin-

cipals are studying the situation

The student smoking question arose Monday when the
District 214 board decided to
give principals the light to
establish smoking areas for

students on the school
grounds

The board's decision was

made after Lawrence Jenness,

principal of Forest View

High, asked to be allowed to
make the northeast corner of
Forest View's campus a student smoking area.

students will not be allowed
to smoke on school property.

"There is no reason for us
to change our policy," he said.
"Students who want to smoke

He explained that students cross the school property line
were crossing to the west side on the west side of the camof Goebbert Rd. during lunch pus, stopping on the south
hour to smoke. This was caus- side of Dale St. Although this
ing a traffic problem, he said, area Is off school property, it
and persons were complaining is similar to the one establish-

that the roadside groups of ed on school property at

and other administrators at

the school before

I

make a

decision," Shirley said.
Robert Haskell. principal of

Elk Grove High, said he does

not plan to change the

schools smoking policy in the
immediate future,

"I am studying the situa-

ti on, but

I

will not be

pressured into deciding to

establish a student smoking

AT WHEELING High.
Jenness has decided to School, Principal Thomas

area just because Forest View
has one," he said.
Elk Grove is the only high

area beyond the parking lot decision before he decides his

Which students are confined

students detracted from Forest
View's reputation.

Forest View."

establish a student smoking Shirley will study the board's

course of action.
"1 plan .to discuss, this with
Alvin Kulieke, principal of

beginning on Monday.

Prospect High School, said teachers, the student council

school in District 214 in
to

the school during lunch

hour.

"We don't have the problem

Parents who would like to
volunteer to help as aides, or
to use secretarial skills are

Board Presidetit Gene

Artemenko, Des Plaines, said
last week that District 59 has
experienced (and higher paid)
teachers who are staying with
the distrimand advancing on

no longer working for
riot 59 since budget cut
plans were announced last

Lankenau, school business

fice.

of students smoking outside

school boundaries during
school hours," Haskell said.

asked in rail

their building

Lankenau said that Byrd the salary scale. "Teacher

already had sent out a

newsletter requesting help
Why is District 59 having

trouble so early in thl year?
WITH 10,600 stu ents, 459
teachers, 19 buildings, and an

assessed valuation of

$231,938,000 --growing at an

he would discuss a student
smoking area with the faculty,

student councif and administration in the near

LANEKNAU SAID that
textbook expenditures, which
also are paid out of the educational fund, had jumped from

$75,000 in 1967-68 to

$150,000 in 1968-69. Most of
this has already been spent, he
said. Only $30,000 remains.

BY RICHARD CRABB

cumbent, Paul Powell is get-

Early results of the straw

ting approximately 45 per cent

Randhurst Election Central,
under the direction of the

Republican opponent, Sen.
Donald Carpentier of East

vote being taken at the of the straw vote. His
League of Women Voters, indicated that the election next

Tuesday may be closer than

usual in the northwest

Moline, is getting 55 per cent.

area.

first payroll on Sept. 20. By
the time of its second payroll
two weeks later, the district
knew it had problems.

"WE DIDN'T put enough

refinement into our budget

planning," he said. "We're

making these reductions in
services now so that more

severe cutbacks will not have
to be made later.
"With these changes, we
should live within our budget
for the year."

The minor parties are

structions on the use of the
voting machine they will face
next Tuesday.
Also on display

are the

three paper ballots each voter
will get. There will be a blue
ballot on the question of call-

gathering small support in the
straw vote. George Wallace

ing a constitutional con-

early -week balloting at

green ballot for the election of

vention, a white ballot for the

suburbs.

got only 2.9 per cent of the

retention of judges and a

for four offices --

Randhurst. Socialist Labor
candidates are drawing less

new judges.

Straw votes are being cast

President, U. S. senator,
governor and secretary of
state.

Only the percentage of the
straw votes for Sen. Everett
M. Dirksen follows the traditional top-heavy Republican
trend of past general elections.

than one per cent.
Major -party percentages for
the four offices are:
Dirksen (R) 73.4; Clark (D)
26.1,

Nixon (R) 66.4 per cent;

out of every four voters marking straw ballots at Randhurst.

Humphrey (D) 33.4.
Ogilvie (R) 66.1 per cent;
Shapiro (D) 33.2.
Carpentier (D) 54.1; Powell
44.6.

BOTH GOV. Samuel H.

THE STRAW balloting will

continue all week, The midcandidate for governor, and week results will be announcI don't plan to
tomorrow.
make a decision in a hurry," Vice President Humphrey, ed There
is more to the
Going said. "If I decide to Democratic candidate for Randhurst Election Central
establish a smoking area, I ex- President, are drawing onethird of the straw vote at than the opportunity to cast
pect it will be outside."
a straw ballot There is on
Principal Bruno Waara of Randhurst, leaving Nixon and display an actual Cook Coun-.
Arlington High School said he Ogilvie behind Dirksen's ty suburban voting machine.
has not decided whether to showing.
In the race for secretary of Frequently there are lines of
establish a student smoking
people waiting to hear the infuture.
"However,

trouble when it com:.1.1.1 its

Straw Vote Indicates
Close Northwest Race

JOHN HERSEY High He is favored by nearly three

Principal Roland Goins said

we had anticipated," he said.

Lankenau said that District
59 was pretty sure it was in

Shapiro, Democratic

state, the Democratic in-

1

e

The Election Central also is
equipped with a small theater
in which there are half-hour
showings of a motion picture

on the importance of voting
in favor of the proposition tp
call a constitutional convention.

Gripe,Of The

mem

(

Day
People who empty auto

ashtrays at curbs
parking lots.C.W.

or in

THE PROSPECT DAY

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT

&VI

in operation.
Father Halpin said supporting

County Board President
Richard Ogilvie, Father

a pupil costs $240 a month.

Earlier this year financial

funds to stay

If additional state aid is not

forthcoming, Maryville
School in Des Plaines may

he forced to close.

Maryville now receives $155

"We're going from $70 to
$80 in the red on each child,
each month, the Rev. George

a month.

"We can go on at this rate
only until about July of next
year," he said, "and then what

Chicago & North Western

said.

of

The other two would carry
vehicles over Weller Creek at

"I would hate to think of

may he closed if state aid- is

tracks to Meadows Park.

this place being closed,"
Father Halpin said.

There are 478 residents at
Maryville now. Of these, 70

the Chicago area need state

referred by the

been

have

COCKTAIL LOUNGE e SUNDAY NITE BUFFET
PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS

that care for children also

Northwest Hwy. and the

Monsignor Vincent W. Cooke
that six child care facilities in

tLEGANT DINING

pedestirans over the

Five other Chicago -area

License Plates
Stolen From Car

state, 20 are charity cases, 25
are privately financed and the

License plates were

City and county agencies
are looking to the state for
leadership in raising the aid

remaining 363 are city and

county referrals.

reported stolen yesterday from

a car left for service at Des

Plaines Chrysler, 622 E.

level, Father Halpin said.

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.
Police said the car and

Although the majority of
the residents come from city
and county sources, "almost

Spellbrink of 81

all of our recent referrals have
been from the state," he said.

plates belonged to Harry

E. Millers

Rd.

not obtained.

people in addition to 47

connected with the theft Mon-

day of a new car from the

made an appeal for supplemental funds to Gov.
Samuel Shapiro and Cook

agency, police noted.

FEATURING THE INCOMPARABLE SONG
STYLES OF LOUISE BROOKS
Call for Reservations and Banquet Details

A contingent of Colonial

Heights residents is trying to
get their subdivision annexed
to the Mount Prospect Park

THE BEAUTIFUL

funds from next year's motor.

southwest corner of Busse and

$300,000. The hoard is

Lonnquist for a park with a

A bond issue also would include money for other projects

The park, with a pond that
would serve as a water reten-

boundaries of the park district.
district.

three -or four -acre pond.

The pond would have

Colonial Heights residents

259-6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

homes.

"But you have also got to

do a selling job," Cooper told
the petitioners, "so we can not
only get the subdivision into

What can you do? You should

bP

r fa u

e a l e d.

and flash

er With battery

use a rich eye cream or oil to
penetrate deeply without tight-

LIMITED
QUANTITY

Langhoff, 1721 Martin,

that "for the $34 we will have
to pay, we will probably each

realize an immediate $1.000 Colonial Heights," Cooper
increase in the valuation of said.

our properties, since there

If Colonial Heights is anflexed, but the bond issue for

new parks fails, the park
district still would be corn-

gently on the eyelid and
around the eye with smooth, circu-

parcel, Cooper said.

lar, upward strokes. Be sure

the project."

but

to

"We would buy the land
it would be a long time to another and grade it, to
before we would be able to make the necessary slope for
this

;

OBITUARIES

WE THANK THE GALS OF Mt.
for making BRANDI'S

Gene R. Sokniewiez

modern salon with the latest of

LAUAN

MAHOGANY

Let Wickes show

Install it

sive

CL 3-1286

1719 RAND ROAD
Rand & Dundee Roads

Thurs. & Fri. eves.

Palatine
Phone 359-4255

Open Tues. thru Sat.

Rosary Church, 750 E. Eik

Village.

Surviving are his wife, Grove Blvd., Elk Grove

Renee E.; two children, Mark
and Gina, and a brother, Har-

Village. The Rev. J. Ward

ry J.

Michael the Archangel

Friends may call after

7

tonight at Haire Funeral

k

Morrison will officiate.

Burial will be at St.

Cemetery, Palatine.

6

ROBERT L.

VINYL ASBESTOS

OWENS-CORNING" PEBBLE

QUALITY FLOOR TILE

SUSPENDED CEILING TILE

So easy to care for it's almost maintenance
free. Resists stains. Large selection in stock

EASY TO INSTALL 2' x 4' SIZE

ceiling.
Sound softening Cleans with
any

SAVE 19c

BEAUTIFUL & ECONOMICAL LITE FIXTURES
WAGON WHEEL CHANDELIER

PUILDOWN

Rustic wood grained plastic
With copper shades

Polished brass fin
ish. 17" dia.

$32.88
Reg $44 17

$10.44

-

9" x 9" Size

12" x 12"

soap and water

WE'RE OPENI
Banjo Entertainment
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday Evenings

Mt. Prospect

$19 bO

IMAGINE! A NEW ROOM FOR AS LOW M

covers

"With the Red Carpet"

TILEBOARD PANELING $8.69 PROV. ELM $6.44
ANTIQUE NORTHERN BIRCH $5.28

yourself

Quickly

Gene R. Sokniewicz, 46, of Home, Northwest Hwy. &
940 Lonsdale, Elk Grove Vail St., Arlington Heights.
Services will be at 10 a.m.
Village, died yesterday at St.
Alevjnc Hospital, Flk Grove Saturday at Queen of the

WHITE SAND LAUAN $3.49 COLONIAL HICKORY $7.24'

4'x8'
Save 70c

need not be expen-

498 SAVE
8Ic

'"

PIZZA PARLOR

Beauty Salon

A

Pick from 3 beautiful panels at
very low price. Ready to install.

TO:7.".t:/J.;T'(

BRANDT'S

OAK, TEAK OR CHERRY

98

you that prefin!shed paneling

equipment including color machines) Complimentary coffee, the
latest magazines, background
stereo. Have you made your hair
appointment for next week? We'd
Irma to hove vnirl

12 W. Busse Ave.

Cooper said.

is the last piece of land

"one of our area's most outstanding salons"! A completely

YOUR Cl/O/CE

the dish -like retention pond,

develop it," he explained. "But

Prospect

LING

If the project goes through,
the state highway division has
agreed to scoop away 50,000
cubic yards of earth.from the
site to use in its Golf Rd. improvement project, he said.
The state also would move
another 50,000 cubic yards of
earth from one part of the site

would be a nearby park."

mitted to buying the I8 -acre

read the package directions carefully as some preparations are
very rich and may cause puffiness
if left on overnight. This should become part of your regular evening
beauty routine.

not 4 x 71, not 2nds, but
full 4'x 8' fine quality

probably he two or three feet
above the present level, so the
water during a storm would
come cascading down into

Colonial Heights. suggested

can get support for the bond
issue we will need to finance

oil

AY Compare

"If Mr. DiMucci puts hiS

houses in there they would

the park district, but so we

ening the skin. Pat the cream or

$750

subdivision,"

Cooper said. It has about 316

some dry and flaky spots - or perhaps a few lines?

plane,"

One resident, Elmer

anchor property owners of
record

can build the 72 homes he
originally planned for the site
despite the fact that "it's right
in the middle' of the flood

he said.

of a majority of legal voters

Take a mirror in a good light

18 acres surrounding the

basin, Di Mucci still legally

Most homes now are taxed

division to the park district.
"We need to get signatures

and look closely at the skin
around your eye area. Do you see

COOPER SAID that if the
park board does not buy the

about $25 a year for parks,

ing annexation of the sub-

the

basin is inadequate to prevent
flooding after heavy rains.

park district, Cooper said.

signatures on a petition favor-

the

the village board that

a year for most homes in the

who favor the idea attended
a question -answer session
headed by Park District Supt.

in

negotiating. Colonial Heights
residents have complained to

which the park board is

IT IS estimated, however,
that passage of the bond issue
would increase taxes about $9

The residents organized a
drive to get their neighbors

'k-etas

he said.

has not yet been established.

Thomas Cooper.

$3201.00

owns a two -acre storm water
retention basin in the tract for

in the district, Jackson said.
The cost of the total package

LAST NIGHT about 30

Jeanne

SPECIAL

Cooper said the village

storm water after a heavy
rain.

PLAN YOUR FALL & WINTER
VACATION EARLY!

Rohlwing Rd. (RE 53) at Euclid Rd.
Arlington Heights, El.

available in that area that
could he developed into a
park."

Park Board President

Robert Jackson said the cost
of the site will he around

18 acre- parcel at the

before the subdivision can get
a proposed park which would

Park Board is preparing to put
before voters in a bond issue
referendum.

Ca/zated

next village board meeting
Nov. 12, Moore said.

village board. It earmarks

The Illinois Division of

gently sloping sides so it could

15 DAYS

Amsterdam

come up for discussion at the

has been adopted by the

District.

tion basin, is one of several
projects the Mount Prospect

London -Paris

These two bridges may

two bridges over Weller Creek

negotiating with the owner,
Builder Salvatore DiMucci, of
Mount Prospect for the land,

THEATRE -CONCERT -CABARET

CL 5-4300

Prospect Rd. or Busse Ave. to
get across."

A resolution to build the

The hoard wants to buy an.

BY 'FED LACEY

BROADWAY OF EUROPE

TRIO

the extremities, to Mount

he said.

But most of Colonial
residents say is a serious Heights and all of the proposed site is outside the
flooding problem.

grooti

Otherwise you have to go to

Colonial Heights Tries to Join
Mount Prospect Park District
help solve what many

crOUi3e

Illinois 83 and Emerson.

The information must be

This step is necessary serve as a retention basin for

Friday & Saturday Evenings
in the cocktail lounge

Mbore said, "because there
arc only two convenient ways
to cross the creek now, at

gathered and submitted to the
Fire and Police Commission
before the plan goes farther,

Robert Moore said yesterday.

members of religious orders.

"The See Gwun and George

St. bridges are needed,"

built with village funds, he

funds also may eliminate the
foster care program involving See Gwun and George Sts.
The village is gathering in2,000 children, Msgr. Cooke
formation on the footbridge
said.
The Maryville School concerning possible designs
employs a staff of 120 lay and cost, Village Manager

Msgr. Cooke previously

Theft of the plates may be

The lack

REALTORS

mmAL,3.2

7c

16c

II
-91

7 PC. BLK. SATIN FIREPLACE ENSEMBLE

The perfect finishing touch for
your fireplace. Includes folding

$

44

11

I

screen, andirons, toolset.

1

II

SEE OUR

ON

S

1

I

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
MOUNT PROSPECT
PALATINE
PROSPECT HTS
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
IhRim.--___

Many styles and finishes in stock

Reg. $13.72

DISPLAY OF

EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES

AS ADVERTISED IN THE

HOME
BUYER'S GUIDE
appearing every week in

DAY PUBLICATIONS

WICKES QUALITY WOOD DOORS

ZERO CLEARANCE FIREPLACE
Wickes' answer to the masonry fire-

place - installs in less than a day
and at

V2

the cost. Installs against

wall, no footings required. 13' installation complete.

Reg. $259.89

$2 2 9 00

CI=

LUMBER & BUILDING SUPPLIES CENTER

-

said.

bridge must be, Moore said.

One would carry

Roman Catholic institutions

announcement by the

highway and the tracks a
The bridge, if approved by
the village board, would he

residents in public schools.

Halpin, the school's do we do. declare
superintendent said yesterday.
Commenting on yesterday's

10 A M 'TILL CURFEW

Maryville School to place its

The bridges would cost

about $90,000 each, Moore

determine how high above the

Three bridges soon may be
built by Mount Prospect --two
for cars and one for walkers.

difficulties forced the

fuel tax rebates to do the job.

Highways and the railroad
will have to be contacted to

BY TED LACEY

Halpin said.

bankruptcy?"

The Northwest Suburb'e most versatile
Restaurant, Lounge, Banquet & Special Party Facilities
OPEN 7 DAYS

Village Considers
3 New Bridges

Fiscal Woes May Close
Maryville, Halpin Says
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SAVE 5% ON .

30" Flush
36" Flush
48" Bi-Fold
60" Bi-Fold
72" Bi-Fold

.

.

LAUAN

. BIRCH

$5.10
$6.26
$17.70
$19.45
$21.65

$7.65
$9.37
$19.85
$23.50
$25.60

SALE PRICES

STREAMWOOD
3/4 mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20).
SALES DATES: OCT. 31 - NOV. 6

. STORE HOUR&

Fri. SAM to 9 PM
a Am to 4 PM
Sun. 9 AM to I PM
Sat.

5 Convenient Offices

.

.

.

35 PROFESSIONAL SALEPEOPLE

Marge Nelson Mary Solon Don Jackson Jo Good Joan
Whisler Bob
Miller Carl Pasquale Frank Jagels Jack
Lotka Norm Marley Vic Soderstrom George Stahmer

Marge Yeats Harry Garland Grace Manning Jack Jozwiok
Gen HoltMicke Robertson Jerry Maas Bessie Wright
nagel Chuck Flood Joe Winters Doris Baehr Al langos
Jim Warriner Guy McCord Juba Ward Bob Nelson
Raymond W. Nelson Jim Maloney Terry Fitzpatrick

358-5900 394-1900
392-3900
- 255-3900 773-2800

!

THE DAY

-

Wheeling GOP Give $1,000
to Opportunity Center
families in the northwest

Wheeling Township

Carousel Restaurant at which

ington Heights, chairman of
the dinner -dance, reported

The donation came from more donations will be -comthe $19,000 net proceeds of ing
"This is not a one-shot prothe Wheeling GOP dinner -

that 2,000 persons attended.

dance

It fulfilled a promise made
before the Oct 5 dance by
Schlickman, a Wheeling GOP

committeeman He said
$1,000 if the revenue would

go to the opportunity center,

which assists low-income

JOHN J. WALSH of Arl-

Schlickman made it clear

Planning for an area vocational education center was
approved at a meeting of the
District 214 school board last
night.
The board will ask for state

The remainder of the proceeds

will be used to support the

position on our part," he said.
"We have an interest in how

Wheeling Republican

the money is spent and will

groups.

funds to hire a director who

organization and its affiliated

The dinner -dance produced

look forward to receiving

total revenue of $38,000 and
expenses were about half that
amount, according to Roland

reports from the center.

"I consider the presenting
of this check to the Northwest
Opportunity Center one of the

G. Ley of Arlington Heights,
township GOP treasurer.

The check to the op-

portunity center was accepted
by Don Maldonado, executive

director, who said there are
now 500 to 700 families in
the northwest suburbs with
annual incomes of less than
$3,000.
' Most of the families are of
Latin American origin but 75

per cent are American
citizens, he said.

"THE OTHER 25 per cent
would like to be American
citizens", Maldonado said.
"They have come to this area

would plan courses and
facilities for the center.

REV. DELMAR DENNIS

To Talk
About KKK

The proposed vocational
education center would serve

District 214, Maine

Township, District 207 and
cording to Edward Gilbert,
District 214 superintendent.

The Rev. Delmar Dennis,
an FBI witness in the ti ial of
nine Ku Klux Klan members
convicted in the lynching of
three civil rights workers in
Mississippi, will describe his

STUDENTS COULD take
courses in schools across the
three districts on an exchange
basis, he explained.

The center would give

students taking vocational
He will speak on the topic education a wider range of

experiences Nov. 8 in Niles.

"I was inside the KKK for the
FBI," at 8 p.m. at the Bunker

courses than any single

Milwaukee.
His talk is being sponsored

ordinator of -vocational education.
College -bound students in-

district could offer, said War-

Hill Country Club, 6635 ren Collier, District 214 coby

the

Truth About Civil

Turmoil (TACT).

terc-ted in taking a few voca-

mostly from Texas. They

ACE .

landscaping jobs.

ter job and better

incrime.
These people are not begging.

They deserve help, and that is

what the Northwest Opportunity Center was organized to do."

woman of Wheeling Village looks on

are

center too, Collier added.

fees, persons living in motels
outside District 214 can enroll

THE SCHOOL board of

their children in its schools

District 211 decided to request state money for the
director last Thursday, Gilbert
said. The request can be sent
to the Illinois Board of Vocational Education after it is ap-

free of charge.

board,

according

.

.

unexpected happens

Nov. 7-9

to pre-

vent their moving in during
that

Turning to tuition -payment

period,

the

superin-

tendent may give them a little

policy, the board decided to

extra time.

definition of the
word "resident." In the past,
change its

the bdard has held that

Robert Frost Elementary
School PTA will hold their
book fair at the school, 1308
Cypress Dr., Mount Prospect,

Persons interested in
becoming a resident of

Nov. 7, 8 and 9.

Books will range from

district involved physically occupying a

District 214 in this way may
wait up to 15 days after the

paperbacks to hardbounds,
priced from 19 cents to $10.

house or apartment.

school year starts before mov-

ing into temporary ac-

Science

A person planning to move
into District 214 who has left

comodations, the board decid-

tional games will he included.
Faulkner's Library Division is

ed.

the publisher.

residing

the

in

his former home and is
staying in a motel or some
other temporary residence,

Persons claiming residency
in the district under these

district, is now considered a

old homes within the time
limit will be charged tuition

rules who do not leave their

waiting to move into the
resident.

Turn -Style

The children at Robert
Frost are enthusiastically
competing in a poster contest
for the fair. Prizes will he
awarded for the best poster in
each classroom.

MIDWEST'S LARGEST LAUNDRY SPECIALISTS

=

10 aft.

SALE!

'til 9:30 p.m.

ALL COLORS:

Tues. & Sat

AVOCADO

111 5:30 p.m.

COPPERTONE

Wed. 'til Noon
GIRL

Sunday's a Family
Day . . . Closed!

z

O

0

GOES ON
GOES

=

Mon., Thurs.,
Fri. Evenings

FAMILY CENTER

likets

educa-

EVERYTHING

STORE

HOURS:

2

and

models

O

'We reserve the right to limit quantities. Prices effective Ihru Saturday. November 2

1

made retroactive to the first

Frost PTA
Book Fair

school. When something

to

of the

The definition of "resident"
accepted by the board was.

their children are admitted to

district within 45 days after

Gilbert.

from the beginning
school year.

day of the school year.

SUCH RESIDENTS must
prove they will move into the

proved by District 207's
school

required to pay tuition

479 FOLKS BOUGHT &SAVED AT ACE!!
121 WASHERS & DRYERS LEFT!!

"These families are looking
for a better opportunity, a bet-

of the Northwest Opportunity Center of Rolling Meadows. Mrs.
Charles Mihalek, Wheeling Township Republican committee-

Since only non-residents

tional courses could use the

Palatine District 211, ac-

work at agricultural and

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman (center) (R -Arlington Heights)
delivers a $1,000 check to Don Maldonado, executive director
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214 Board Okays Planning
For Area Vocational Training

most pleasant experiences of
my entire terms as Wheeling
Township committeeman.

The Northwest Opportunity

Center of Rolling Meadows suburbs
yesterday received a $1,000
THE CHECK was
check from Rep Eugene F
Schlickman on behalf of the presented at a luncheon in the
Republican organization

.

GOLD
WHITE

MUST GO9
600 WASHERS & DRYERS
LOW PRICES 'TIL THEY'RE SOLD !
WE'RE "GONNA" KEEP GOING AT LOW,

441

We'll Deal BIG!
We'll Trade WILD!
This is the SALE You've Been Waiting For!
1
LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS

S

WE RENT

EASY CREDIT

SEE 'EM! HEAR 'EM!

FROM ACE !

TRY 'EM BEFORE

LOW MONTHLY

YOU BUY AT ACE!

PAYMENTS.

CHOOSE FROM 89 NEW 1969 MODELS .

.

WE DELIVER .

.

INSTALL & SERVICE

$160

ON SATURDAYS!!

.

o>

.

r irREZ:

I

1M

3 NEW COLORS ! HURRY !

FAMOUS MAYTAG DEPENDABILITY & LONG LIFE BUILT-IN

z

O

NOTICE:.
IF

0

YOU KNOW YOUR OLD

WASHER OR DRYER IS GOING,
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO
GET THE LATEST FEATURES AT

0

THE LOWEST PRICE NOW AT

>0

ACEI FACTORY PERSONNEL WILL
BE ON HAND TO DEMONSTRATE,

EVERY MACHINE BACKED BY ACE'S FAMOUS "RED CARPET" FACTORY -DIRECT
24 -HOUR SERVICE YOU CAN RELY ON ! !
AUTHORIZED SERVICE I

tremendous buying power
enables us to make this offer
z

O

3 STORES TO SERVE' YOU .
WHEELING

regularly 83.99 Each

?ft

We made another fabulous deal, the kind we're famous for-and want you
to reap the savings Just look at these features Them-ma/weave: warmer

beautiful colors!

NO MORE

Rr

82 each

ARLINGTON
HEICi4TS

PROSPECT
HTS.

RANCHURST

ESTATES

.SCHAUMBURG

5

V*

ELK GROVE
VILLAGE

=11

MINUTES

24 W. GOLF ROAD

FROM YOUR

(at WI I, Roselle Rds.)

'HOME!

CALL: 894-1900

AT OUR
DOOR!

ul

CALL: 392-2800

IN MORTON GROVE
5614 W. DEMPSTER ST.

CALL YO 6-4900
HOURS, Mon., Thurs., Fri. Eves. 'til 9,30 p.m.;

Tues. & Sat. 'til 5t30 p.m.i Wed. ID Noon
CLOSED SUNDAY

IN ARLINGTON HTS, At Rand and Palatine Rds. SHOP 9 TO 9:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, SUNDAY 10 TO

CURTIS BROS.

1615 N. Rand Road (U.S. 12)
IN SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN ESTATES

PARKING
HOFFMAN

A

THAN 15

GOLF ROAR

Vf

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Just 2 miles north of Randhurst Center

BARRINGTON

in winter, airier in summer. Machine washable: 55% rayon, 30% cotton, 15% nylon 100% satin blurting for true elegance. 72x90" size
fits full or twin beds If you're not convinced yet, come in and see the

O

WASHER &
DRYER CO.

I0

Daylight
BY RUTH SCHULMAN

said Police Chief Newell Es-

You are breaking the law
well as courting trouble
when you give a stranger a
ride in your car, according to
northwest suburban police

"If anyone asks for a 'ride,
the answer should always be
'no'. No matter how friendly
a situation may seem to be,

as

II

Thumbs Down on Thumbs Up

chiefs.

Most people aren't aware

that they are breaking a state
law when they give a stranger
a ride, said Des Plaines Chief
Arthur Hintz.

ARE YOU often tempted
to pickup that girl or boy
standing on

a

Relax Is key
For Restful

cuse?

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Mrs. Sally Heaton, the woman

-- Almost every night

a

drive two men home in
Kalamazoo, Mich., and

wound up kidnapped, shot
three times, and thrown from
her car last week near the

Northwest Tollway in

Palatine Township. Today,

Northwest Community Hospital in Arlington
Heights fighting for her life.

she

lies in

"Do you ever get the feeling that an international
organization called 'THEY' are running things?"

take sleeping pills

pick up a stranger in your car.

he said.

doing damaged to someone,

S. Johnson, t;enera I Manager

117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, 111. 60056
Second Class Postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Subscription rates: 35 cents a neck, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. 517.1111 a year: $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, Ill cents a copy.

bed

illustrating that people need to

awake but relaxed. The key
word here is relax. Perfect

he judicious in the matter of

relaxation requires

Re-elect Schlickman,
Regner and Chapman

a lot of
practice, hut it pays big

dividends. Once you have
learned

are

The Prospect Day Is published daily. Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.

pills should not he used

in

you

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

is to worry about it. Sleeping

lying

K

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

A -.The surest way to stay

as

You may think

doing a good deed and end up

Thursday, October 31, 1968

awake when you want to sleep

as

offering rides to strangers,"

ington Heights, pointed out.

advise?

restful

L.W. Calderwood of Arl-

Besides jeopardizing your
own safety, you also arc accepting responsibility for.your
passenger's safety when you

but would like to get along
without them. What do you

suspects in this case.

"This is a perfect example

When you pick up a hit-

chhiker, you may he helping
a boy run away from home,

Page 4

Mich., and arc being held as

arrested in Battle Creek,

said.

I

lie in bed for hours without
I

streets. If he offends a second
time, he could be arrested," he

-- Marshall Field III

regularly. Most such pills are
habit-forming and, since they
interfere with normal dreaming, the sleep you get is not

Two ex -convicts have been

@ 1968 by NEA, Inc.

Sleep

sleeping.

"If a kid is hitchiking,

police often warn him off the

"1/1mar the ari.ginal dream by alliayA.lealott.sly keeping
paper'A freedom and intellectual integrity.-

Don't, advise those in the
know --the police chiefs. You
might end up a statistic if you
succumb to your whim, like
who kindheartedly agreed to
woo

said Hintz.

Vie Pro5pert Dap

DOCTOR SAYS

breeze by --looking the other

go unanswered," he said.

through, stated this police

car, children

false

calls than let one genuine call

Mos.t important of all.

"If approached by a

way --or mumbling a weak ex-

would rather have 99

.description, he said.

Esmond said.

street corner

Do not hesitate to call the
police if suspicious situations
arise, cautioned Esmond. "We

HE ADVISED youngsters
to get the automobile license
number-even if they have to
scratch it on the sidewalk. If
they can't recognize the kind
of car, get the color or a

car unlesti they know the individuals who arc driving it.

waving a thumb in the air?
So you feel guilty when you

fering a ride.

mond.

Mothers and fathers should
warn children not to enter any

a

as possible from anyone of-

mediately -and I hope, the
parents will get in touch with
the police at once," said Es-

it can end up dangerous.

stranger in

chief, is to get away as quickly

should tell their parents Im-

mond of Mount Prospect.

to relax, sleep will

follow automatically.
My husband often falls
Q
asleep in a chair at night and.

if no one wakes him, he will

spend the night there.

At the polls on Nov. 5 voters in this 3rd ed well with Schlickman and Regner. She
District of Illinois will find four names on has kept in close touch with her constituents
the ballot from which they will be asked to and has been responsive to their needs. The

Shouldn't a person lie down

choose three for the State House of BGA rates her "qualified."

at least part of the 24 hours?

Representatives. (There is no race this year

As a former school teacher in Arlington
Heights and a former member of the Dist.
A - Although your husThe candidates are Republicans Eugene 214 school board, Mrs. Chapman has mainband may get a fair amount
Schlickman of Arlington Heights and tained a strong interest in schools and has
F.
of relaxed sleep sitting up, he
David
J. Regner of Mount Prospect, and given particular attention to legislation inis- in danger of getting a
circulatory disease in his feet Democrats Eugenia S. Chapman of Arl- volving education.
She was the chief sponsor of the Illinois
and ankles. For this reason ington Heights and John F. Morrissey of
bill which the State
the horizontal position would Hoffman Estates. All except Morrissey arc public junior college
Chamber of Commerce described as "the
be much better for him.
incumbents.
The political realities in this dominantly most significant education bill the General
Q -- Our 10 -month -old son
Republican area are such that Schlickman Assembly will consider in our lifetime." The
is growing normally but has and Regner will be voted back into office bill was approved by the 1962-63
an enlarged, protruding with sizable pluralities. And that is as it legislature, and today all of the state's 102
tongue. He also has a very
should be, we believe. Both have excellent counties are in some stage of junior college
large thymus. Is there any
here for the State Senate.)

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER

EE PHOTO

connection'?

development.

records.

Schlickman, 38, has served two years in
A - In most children with the legislature, and with such distinction that
MORRISSEY, 43, is a lawyer -counsel for
an enlarged or overgrown the non-partisan Better Government Assn. the National Railroad Adjustment Board on
tongue the other structures of
labor disputes. He has served as a trustee
the mouth catch up with it rates him as "very well qualified." Regner, of the Northwest Mosquito Abatement
and the problem disappears. If 37, has just completed his first term. He is District, as a justice of the peace and as a
regarded by many in Springfield as the
the condition 'persists until he
magistrate of Circuit Court. He is an assisis 18 or 20 months old, it may outstanding freshman legislator. The BGA
tant committeeman of the Schaumburg
have to he corrected rates him "well qualified."
Township Democratic Organization.
surgically. There is always the
There appears to be little in Morrissey's
danger that the enlarged
THE ONLY REAL CONTEST in this
tongue will push the teeth out, election exists between Mrs. Chapman and background or experience that especially
qualifies him for the State legislature.
of line.
A large thymus in infants Morrissey.
On the basis of Eugenia Chapman's exMrs.
Chapman,
45,
has
put
in
two
terms
and children is normal and is
perience, her service to this community and
in
the
legislature.
While
she
has
condUcted
not related to the enlargement
her knowledge of the problems and the
of the tongue. No treatment herself as a faithful Democrat, she has, ex- personality of this district. The Day recomcases
where
partisan
cept -in- thust few
is required.
philosphy has been directly involved, work- mends that she be retained in office.
Q - My son, 10, is slow
Daze
in school and doesn't like to
go. A psychiatrist made tests

you'll see the difference
iic Torus -Style's

finality processing
Pictures seem clearer, details
sharper because Turn -Style printe
are 50% bigger than standard. Give
us a try. Bring the coupon below to

Grace's

the new Arlington Heights Turn -

and said he is just lazy. What

Style camera shop. Get FREE DEVELOPING AND PRINTING on one

do you advise?

A Changed Day

A -- Poor school

performance in a child with
a normal IQ is usually due to
some physical or emotional

roll of color or black -and -white film,
sizes 620, 120, 127 or 126 only. Up

to 12 beautiful prints in our super

disorder. You should make
sure his hearing and vision are

sizes.

troencephalogram or brain

normal. An elec-

wave test should be made to
rule out a mild epilepsy.

Some children, once they

have fallen behind, get

discouraged and feel hopeless-

ly lost in school. They need
special tutoring in one or
more subjects to bring them
up to the class average. Some
children do so poorly because

By Grace Mott
The witches will ride tonight, Well,

not really,

but

it is Halloween, that day of
the year which says one thing
and means another.

It was originally a church

and more emotion until

day, but is now mostly an excuse for a party, dressing up
in ridiculous costumes, and
playing tricks, sometimes not

result, and in spite of upright

so neat, on friends.

Free Photo Finishing
Developing and Prints
I

I
I
I

FINISHINGI

1

Color or block and white
Film Sizes 020, 120. 127. 120
coupon Good at Arlington His. Turn -Style Only
limit: One Coupon Par Family

CASH -SAVING COUPON

Turn -Style
-

IN ARLINGTON HTS. at Rand and Palatine Rds. SHOP 9 TO 9:3p MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, SUNDAY 10 TO 6

when Floyd Kalber, "NBC

"Hallowe'en", 19 citizens of
the little village were put to The dinner took place in the

correct it.

1626 and one of the oldest
cities in the United States is
testimony to the beliefs that

PARSLEK

is

only a few hundred

Now, false faces have

tle girls, 9 -year -old Betty,
whose father was the Rev.

started a verbal holocaust

News: Night Report" spoke

and before anyone could say

before members and guests of
the National Assn. of Accountants last Thursday night.

death and 150 imprisoned.

Furniture club in Chicago.

tised in Egypt and Rome, and
between the 15th and 18th
centuries the church executed

tion, Harold Ross, N.

Witchcraft was also prac-

300,000 so-called witches.

WELL, BE that as it may,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Boston
are just back from a bewit-

which consumed the village of
Salem and surrounding areas
in death and destruction.

ching month -long vacation in
' Europe. It was to Mannheim,

A director of the associa-

Emerson St., was in the audience along with Raymond
Kuemple, William Mott, also

N.A.A. members, and Mrs.
Mott.

A "special" circled the
Harold Ross calendar recently

Germany,.home of her as from Harper Woods,
mother and father, Mr. and Mich., came Mrs. Mary

Make as many four letter
or more words out of
theselettersasyoucan.

servant,

FREQUENTLY left with a
Tituba, because of
the busy life of the minister

Mrs. Gustav Mueller, the pair
went and from there they did
their sightseeing, taking the

In addition, find the word
using all seven of these

Abigail became lost in the
wild tales of witchery and
voodoo with which Tituba,

rented car.

entertained them.

flight on which they left Sept.

stories attracted the girls'

Six years ago Mrs. Boston entertained an important
went to Mannheim taking mutual friend, Miss Louise

29 good, 36 excellent

1

...1

SEVERAL from Mount

Prospect were in the audience

replaced false beliefs, but
Salem, Mass., founded in

letters.
I

hypocrisy and cried out in

doctor can pinpoint the cause
Of your son's difficulty, he

I
I

citizens who sensed the

Boston's.,

believed in witches and magic.

It

Samuel Parris, and her
cousin, Abigail Williams,

FREE
PHOTO

Mass hysteria was the

families Went to see
Heidelberg Castle, a bewitching favorite of Mrs.

vain, judges became bewitched by the wild children,
failed to recognize the truth,

Hideaword

effective Ihru Thursday. Octoi,ar 31

friends suspected friends.

Army. Again as before, the

years since most people

existed long ago. It was there
in January, 1692 that two lit-

CASH -SAVING COUPON

citement whipped up more

laws in 21 years. The couple
met in Germany while he was
stationed there with the U. S.

they aren't getting enough
sleep or are not getting the
proper nourishment. If your
should be able to help you

1

among the children of the
town, and the little girls, now
famous throughout the area,
and craving attention and ex-

Answer en Comic Page

and his wife, Betty and

half Carib and half Negro

The magic of Tituba's

friends, and the spell Tituba
cast over her young listeners
sent them wild with weeping.
Imagination fired imagination

Muellers with them in a

The Bostons joined

B.A.N.K., a German club in
Chicago, for the Lufthansa
20.

Gorman and her daughter,
Miss Gwen Gorman to spend

several days in Mount

Prospect before going on to

visit other relatives in

Wisconsin.

It was while the Gormans
were in town that the Rosses

sons Tom and Jim, now 16 McGuire, now retired who

and 19 with her. It was makes her home at AdFrank's first visit with his in- dolorata Villa in Wheeling.

ti
.1
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I

IS MANY

1.1

t
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t Your Family To A Tender Juicy Steak !
This week you'll enjoy unusual savings

on steaks at Jewel! You can choose from the finest
U.S.D.A. Choice steaks .

.

.

tender, juicy steaks that

will turn out perfectly every time. And, Jewel is
sirloin,
featuring your favorite steaks on sale
.

.

.

round and porterhouse.

Steak LB

Stop in today and take advantage of

Jewel's steak sale plus
"Miracle Prices" makes Jewel your best bet for total
food savings every week.

these unusual savings.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

CENTER CUT

ork Chops
LB.
U S.D A. CHOICE

LB.

1 Porterhouse Steak
..v\\ \\\
k.

=

La,

-

.ti -A'

''''''[..1,
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119
1

I

etrel 1) ro(lti ce
.11 orket I las I our
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THIS WEEK'S BONUS SPECIALS!
JEWEL MAID

WAXED

Bread

utabagas

16 OZ.
LOAF

19c

MARY DUNBAR

Elberta 30 OZ

C

C

LB.

Peaches
CHERRY VALLEY

:.
From Your
Cher's Kitchen.
BAKED IMPORTED

am

1
Cream Corn_

08C

SLICED

Turkey
Breast

Golden 7,,c),;

y 2 LB Ir

WISHBONE ITALIAN & FRENCH

AMERICAN

Potato
Salad

LB

HawaiianLB.
SaladBAKED
FRESH

Cherry

pie

4c

each

Salad 8 OZ
Dressing
BTL

FRANCOAMitRICAM

79`
79`

5pAcarna
SLICED FRANKS

FRANCO AMERICAN

1 51/2 OZ
CAN

Spaghetti -0'

*4-\9`

C

16

TROPICANA FLORIDA

From Your Dairy
(-

r

Fool Shop!
FLEISHMANN'S SOFT

Margarine

Orange 79c
Juice G;,.//

73c
Slices84
BORDEN'S AMERICAN

Cheese

BORDEN'S ONION HORNS &

OZ.C

Butter 8
Crescents

Save Cash Anyday With "Miracle Prices"

Be

one

thousands

of the
of win-

ners of this exciting

new game. Each time
you stop in at Jewel
FREE
receive
you
Deck 0' Money game
There will
tickets.
675,000
be over
winners.

Save Cash Anyday With "Miracle Prices"

The Day's Prospects

Women's Roles Since 1920
is passed we can feel that we
do have expert opinions about

BY DOLORES HALGII
Women's Editor

it".

(Third in a series of

THE FIRST women to

"Women and Politics")

the legislature was
Florence Fifer Bohrer (who is
serve in

Since the women's suffrage
amendment was ratified in
1920, Illinois has elected 6

in

en-

any

cyclopedia in spite of the
honor).

women to the United States
Congress, 30 to the General

She was from Bloomington
and the first woman in the

Assembly.

State Senate serving from

Because of her interest in
Illinois Sesquicentennial,
Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D Arlington Heights). requested
information regarding women

1925 to 1932.

the

Her father was former

Illinois Governor (1889-1893)
Joseph W. Fifer.

The first woman legislator

in state government. She

in Illinois serving in the

received the long awaited letter containing data scheduled

House from 1925-1930 and
from 1933-1950 was Lottie
Holman O'Neill. She served in

to appear in the next Illinois
Blue Book.

TEXACO

mentioned

not

the Senate from 1951 to 1962.

THE SHORT biographies
accompanying the list are of

TO LIST the ac-

historical interest. The women complishments of the entire
in Congress include Margurite group would be impossible but
Stitt Church (R), elected in to mention a few is necessary.
Bernice T.: Van Der Vries
1950 and re-elected 5 times.
Her husband served a total of (R) served II terms in the

House, 1935-1956, and

31 years.

received the distinguished

Ruth Hanna McCormick

was the -first elected alumni citation from the

OF

TEXACO

ir

University of Kansas.

mitteewoman for Illinois.
Charlotte .1. Reid under the
name of Annette King served

Criminal and Juvenile Courts

Lillian Piotrowski, (D),
formerly deputy sheriff in

as staff vocalist on NBC and

in Chicago, served seven

was vocalist for 3 years on the

terms in the House.

Don McNeill radio program

UMSTARK'S

B

'Republican National Com-

Mary Meant' (R) of

became a member of Congress
in 1963 and is still serving.

Chicago was chosen by the
Advertising Club of Chicago
as one of the ten outstanding

Edna Simpson (R) served
one term; Jessie Sumner (R),
attorney, was elected county

women in

1938,

1942.

1940,

AUTOMATIC

CAR WAS

Jr

*44/44.4),

a

The only democratic representative, Emily Taft Douglas,

in 1964 and 1966.
Jeanne C. Hurley,

wife of former U.S. Sen. Paul
H. Douglas served in the 79th

the House, 1957-1960 and is

1111'

Special Introductory Offerr.

OTHER WOMEN serving
in state government include

Josephine Perry (R) Chicago;

Lizzie Barns (D); Flora

Sylvester Cheney (R), also
first president of League of

Women Voters; Floy

"THE 90th Congress has,

former assistant State's
Attorney of Cook County.

Green (R); Dorah Grow (D);

for the first time in the history
of the state, its largest number

Paul Simon. distant relative of

Wilmette, served 2 terms in
and

Green (R); Madge Miller

Prospect.

of Abraham Lincoln, for only about 75 bills were passed.

Chicago served in the House,
1957-1966 and the Senate,

In the last two years there
have been 2,500 bills."

Former president and one

one phase of a bill", she explained, "then after committe
siiscussiorts and before actual
represen-

tatives are contacted to give
opinions. Thus when the bill

Self Service

Cleaning Machines
Also
Professional Cleaning

Hospital Site
Of Next Woman'.
Club Meeting

Pillow Renovation
Draperies Cleaned
Pressor', Decorator

Woman's Club will hold

220 N. Dunton St,
Arlington Hts.

OUR 2nd LOCATION

B -W Branch
420 W. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect,

WITH FILL UP!
GOOD FROM NOV. 1ST THRU DEC 31ST

Hospital, 800 W. Central Rd.,

Arlington Heights, at

1:30

p.m.

Members of the club will
meet in the cafeteria of the
hospital. After a short
business meeting, a talk will

"The most expensive book

I ever got for free is the one
I'm reviewing Friday for St.

Viator's,'' said Mount
Prospect's ,professional book
reviewer, Martha Hopkins.

No one can imagine the

the heart
when the proofs of an unpublished book promised for
review have not arrived. A
flurry of letters, long distance
panic that seizes

of the -hospital and its calf,

facilities.

Dessert and coffee will be
served in the cafeteria. Mrs.

D. E. Van Hine is program

chairman and urges all
women to attend this informative meeting.

BUSSE FLOWERS
WEEKEND SPECIAL!
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
COLORFUL ASSORTMENT

OF FALL MUMS

$2 00

444's limes &

PHONE 259-2210 Isiockfast of WaNr THeer

Elm St. & Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect
HOURS: Monday thru Saturday 8 to 5:30

(cars,

threat!:

and

in

desperation a planned trip to
New York to personally col-

lect the script directly from
the hands of the publisher.

BUT THE post office came
through and the unpublished
"Sacred

and

Profane"

by

David Weiss, author of "Naked Came I," will be reviewed
on schedule Nov. I following
scheduled
luncheon.

the

12:30

p.m.

Chairman, Mrs. 0. J.

Scheets can relax too, for
Martha is an old hand at

reviewing yet .unreleased,
scheduled books. She pre reviewed "Airport" by Arthur
Hailey and "Madame Sarah"
by Cornelius Otis Skinner. All
three, however, proved to be
a "headache" but jumping the
gun

at the beautiful

on

the

reading public

justifies the wear and tear on
the nerves.

"Exclusive permission for

pre -published novels may be a

of Mount Prospect

* Lovely Songstress *

strain but knowing the entire

plot, its development and
being able to give an audience
an advanced glimpse at a new

fice with a cheerful "goodbye."

Everyone knew she was

headed home for an extremely
long reading session.

The book, published by
William Morrow and Co.,
Inc. is on the life and times

of Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart.

The author is the winner of

the $5,000 Frieder Literary

Award for "The Guilt
Makers."His interest in

C

DICK BAUMSTARK
MT. PROSPECT TEXACO

SUNDAY

14 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

NOVEMBER 1, 2, 3

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

Plus

EI

BILL PIERCE

AT THE PIANO

IN THE

music, inspired his study of

the great composer, perhaps
greatest creative genius
who ever lived.
the

Tickets for the event may

be purchased by calling

Mount Prospect ticket

chairman Mrs. Harold Reszke

she admits.

Campana at 253-7944.

at

392-1775 or Mrs. Tony

OF MT. PROSPECT

"Across from Randhurst"
200 E. Rand Road

253-4610 253-9100

Announces The Opening
Of Its Antique Shop
On November 1st.
See Antiques
Used In a New Way!

Black Bowler Pub
Tuesday thru Saturday

255.6336

the

life of the creative artist,
coupled with his love of

13a:de's 11941066'

----- DOUBLE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY

MARTHA HOPKINS
manuscripts she raced to the
door of the Prospect Day of-

book can be quite a thrill,"

QUICKLY scooping up her

PLAID STAMPS

Mrs. Chapman. ''They can do
a good job and they are needed."

But All's Well

proofs arrived Wednesday.

R WASH

"More women should be in

the legislature," concluded

Proof Panic,

its

groups and taken on a tour

folded

Norge. Colonial Village

Suthers (R)

Chicago.

Thursday, October 31, 1968

Page 6

The Mount Prospect

be given by one of the doctors
on the staff.
Women will be divided into

.Shirt Strike

and Marie H.

1967 and is still serving.

knowledgable on each bill, the
representatives concentrate on

ONE STOP CLEANING

Lillian E. Schlagenhauf (R),

Esther Saperstein, (D)

"In order to become of the founders of City of

a' hill

Ferne Carter Pierce (D);
Pauline B. Rinaker (R);

Mrs. Victor Bittner of Mount

Mrs. Chapman. "It is
quite different from the days
says

passage -Of

Chicago; Marjorie Pebworth
(R); Maude N. Peffers (R);

She is the wife of Senator

of women representatives",

i0.1.144+104kat
7-1111b6,-'

Brooks McCormick (R)

a member of the Illinois Bar

(D) of

Nov. 5 meeting at the
Northwest Community

".44TAM

been in the House since 1957.

Clements (D) Chicago; Mary
Davidson (D); Rena Elrod (R)
Chicago; Katherine Hancock
Goode (R) Chicago; Mabel E.

Congress, 1945 to 1946.

1*

is

She

member of the Wrigley family
and was elected to the House

judge in 1937, went to congress in

1952.

Always on hand to fulfill the duties connected with her
job as Democratic state representative, Eugenia Chapman is
pictured with Governor Samuel Shapiro when he visited the
area to tour local Illinois Tollway interchange.
Hope, she was active in Sarah Bond Hanley (D), who
Chicago's regular Parent- conceived the idea of
federating Wonfan's Club by
Teacher Association also.
districts and was first treasurer of district Federation of
Frances L. Dawson, (R)
Evanston resident, was a col- Women's Clubs in Illinois;
Anna Wilmarth Ickes (R);
lege instructor and received
the Northwestern University Mary C. McAdams (D);
alumni merit award. She has Hazel A. McCaskrin (R); Mrs.

EI

St. & Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect

THE DAY

Chinese Auction

Thursday, October 31, 1968

Feature Of

Cold, Cool World

ORT Benefit

How to. Make Meat Loaf Elegant

There is a chance for real
the

bargains at

away

give

Chinese Auction and Dinner,
Saturday. Nov 9, sponsored
by the Far Acres Chapter of
Women s American ORT, at
the Rose Bowl, 100 Dundee
Rd Buffalo Grove Cocktails

dividual loaves, using custard

With a little_ imagination
meat loaf can be made into

cookie sheet before freezing

an elegant meal for the family

cedure.

cups. Unmold on a lined

and a multi -course Polynesian

popular with the budget con-

dinner will be served at 7:30
p m followed by the auction.
Emil Lauter, a professional

how we can elevate the meat

retail prices He will auction
these off according to his
whim and mischicl by stopping the bidding on an article

at any time An item may he

When using mashed

EXPENSIVE or sized
merchandise such as

clothing can he inspected

raffle prizes are grandiose including an authentic child size

is best to store them in some
sort of a protective container.

regal air.

other.
ero.'"

For the small household,

tom

mold meat loaves in in-

sauce mix

mainder.

dinner and freeze the re-

cup frozen chopped

Bake a meat loaf made
from a single recipe in 350

cup frozen chopped

degree F. oven for about one
hour. Smaller loaves will take
less time. About half way
through the baking time, pour
any remaining tomato soup or
chili sauce over the meat loaf

onions
1/2

green pepper
2 teaspoons salt
pepper to taste

manner, the

meat loaf really takes on a

large box, one on top of the

J.

in this

Served

mixer.) Shape into whatever
size loaves you prefer. Make
enough meat loaf for your

1/2

potatoes brown just a trifle.

Several may be stored in one

All items have been

Rischell special projects cochairman Even the door and

potatoes, dot with butter and
insert under the broiler for
just a few minutes, letting the

such as a pastry cake box.

before the bidding begins

states Mrs Leon

and carrots.

plastic freezer bags, label, date
and return to the freezer. It

1 cup hread cri
can condensed tomato
soup
1
envelope dry spaghetti
1

potatoes, garnish with parsley

When frozen, place in

Mix all the ingredients
thoroughly. (The quickest way
to do this is with your electric

1 egg

generously and shape the meat
into it lightly, but solidly. If
you arc going to make several

cups frozen chopped

11/2

green pepper
2 tablespoons salt
pepper to taste

Single recipe:
Yield: 8 servings
2 pounds ground beef

ring mold. Oil a ring mold

than its value

ing

new twist to it.

vegetables or mashed

on a cookie sheet and freeze.

hut nothing will go for more

onions

making

hodsehold.

center with green cooked

for freezing, unmold the loaf

sold tot as little as 10 pennies

cooks

arc

them. Here's one that has a

TO SERVE WHEN

LOAVES: My favorite way of
shaping a meat loaf is in a

items, marked only with their

there

as

FROZEN: The ring mold may
be put on an oven -to -table
platter and baked. Fill the

SHAPING THE MEAT

vocatively wrapped blind

Also, the small loaf

cups frozen chopped

11/2

different recipes for meat loaf

pans are ideal for the small

scious cook, let's consider

auctioneer, will be selling pro-

sauce mix

There are probably as many

and follow the same pro-

loaf to the status it deserves.

3 envelopes dry spaghetti

ITALIAN FLAVORED
MEAT LOAF

By Charlotte Erickson

or for company. Always

carefully chosen and are interesting or genuinely amus-

Page 7

Buy your meat in quantity
when it's on sale, enough for
at least three meals. Make
sure the meat is fresh and of
good quality. Be sure to mix
and freeze the same day it is

Triple recipe:
Yield: 24 servings
6 pounds ground beef

purchased.

soup

and return to oven.

If you don't have an electric knife. let meat set for
about II) minutes before slic-

3 eggs

3 cups bread crumbs

ing for even
tractive slices.

3 cans condensed tomato

and more

at-

e-

organ

Proceeds of the auction will

benefit Organization for
Rehabilitation I hiough Frain mg's health programs which
provides medical tieatmcnt,

dental care attention to menand the

tal patients
capped in

handi-

ORI s facilities

throughout the world

Tickets .0 e available from
Norman

Mrs

J

Katz

162

Wildwood I ane Wheeling. or
Mrs Leon Rischell 191

Weidner Buffalo Grove The
donation is $10 pet couple.

Attempting the subtle use of chopsticks are Mrs. Leon
Rischell, Wheeling, Mrs. Norman J. Katz, Buffalo Grove,
special project co-chairmen, and Mrs. Mel Klein, president,
of Far Acres ORT's who will sponsor a Chinese dinner, and
auction, 7:30 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 9 at the Rose Bowl, 100
Dundee Rd., Buffalo Grove. Proceeds will benefit the organiza-

Rehabilitation through

training) conies close to
being

chanty

a

to end

all

charities by helping others to
said Mrs.
help themselscs

Melvin Klein of Buffalo

Grove at the tecent induction
of Far Acres Chapter of ORT.

Ti,,,.ihre

Ort is a program for

ORT OPERATES in

22

Set.. Nee. 2

countries on five continents.
tional education, its central There are 40,000 students in
creed is that man is best aided its 600 schools in Europe.
rebuilding lives through vocaby being helped to become independent. self - supporting

self-reSpecting. ORT is

THE "BIG CHANGE" MEANS
NATIONAL
-OUBLE SAVINGS AT NATIONAL
FOOD STORES

Israel. North Africa, Iran.

New York. South America,

South Africa. and India. ORT

the world's largest non- will enroll well over 50,000
governmental vocational students in 1969.
Far Acres Chapter has
training agency.

I

Its students include the grown to 65 members in its
poverty-stricken inhabitants first few months of existence.
of underdeveloped countries. For information about the

refugees and immigrants seeking a new life. and youngsters
trying to build secure futures.

Cohen (392-3726). the

Ti',U.

I

Ai

11

105+ ra

POTATO BUDS
LIBBY

PUMPKIN
Round

CONT

TOMATOES
DEL MONTE Simms'

TOMATOES

IF YOU JOIN NOW --OUR

Bak

Lod
11 L

"A 7e-1-0

PORK

n:.29?+0
-27?-1-0

CHOPS

49?+10

Instant

Receive

$51.00'
$102.00.
$153.00'
$255.00.
$510.00'

DECAF

47:81? -1-141

INSTANT COFFEE

6;15?+ra
tmo9+

Instant Coffee

NESCAFE

Lb. L-

COOKED PERCH

Stu
SLICEOiACON

3311+0

PACK
KaGGAR SMACKS

.

.145::42?-F kg

iliAPENUT FLAKES .7:145e+
*Isei

PORK SAUSAGE

39ii+ rg

MALT 0' MEAL ....

Bonus received only on paid -up accounts.

.48

125 Size

Size Florida Pint

CORN FLAKES

NEW CAR
AUTO LOANS
4%

HOURS, NOT

KFROSTED FLAKES

BANKER'S

TOASTIES

HOURS!

REQUEST PACK
CRISCO OIL
Flour

PILLSBURY
FLOUR

DES PLAINES Tuat &swap BANK

Bathroom Timao

DELSEY

1223 OAKTON STREET, DES PLAINES, ILL.

Amosiorl Towel

BOUNTY

PHONE 824-8101

Here is my application card with my first payment in the
agree to all the rules and regulations of the Club.
.Rs

MISS

'

I

STATE

ZIP CODE

FLUFF UP
class.

22...

$179+ ta

DATE

PORK SAUSAGE...

10 OFF!

Loaf
MIRACLE PRICE

10, OFF!
f SUMMER SAUSAGE
oft,

PORK LINKS

+ j+ if STAMPS

HAWTHORNE MELODY 2%
1/2 gal.

ctn.
%sm.-

49

SKINLESS WIENERS
uUldiLiallyfill#44(46(hiALUdi

Fa]
50. OFF!

WINNERS IN EVERY STORE-EVERY WE K!

Droodorant Soap
I

ZEST

'100,000" IN MINK
'

" MET CHEVY II NOVAS
swicit.glitatts

CANNED HAM

WESTINGHOUSE TV's

'25,000°' CASH GRAND PRIZE

PLAY READY MONEY BINGO
GAME ENDS SAT., NOV. 9, 196E

OittiT ;01

,

SIGNATURE

2M 31¢

$1000.°°'

I; STREET-

I

21:241-Ftg

.10: OFF!

11/2 -Lb.

2:428? -i-0

Rug Shampoo

Maori Print

CITY

BREAD

STILL TIME . .

MR.

I

TOP TASTE

1:712f1-

FANTASTIK

Just Fill Our The Following Coupon & Mail To Us ...

i

29)40

Disinlomant Chrome,

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

I

172711-0

2.28?+0

GOLD MEDAL

I

17.27?-hrig

For

(No Hidden Charges)

Florida Juice

ORANGES

Are 10;11KELLOGG"

FFew.Examples

CUSTOMER

29c

Beans

MALTED MILK

You Will

Lb.

Cut

RAINBOW TROUT

for example:

Cut-up

(enter

Bed &M BEAN POT..27:38)1+ 0

1969 CHRISTMAS CLUB
Deposit Weekly
for 50 Weeks

i

BETTY CROCKER

TO $10.00

. . .

FRYING
CHICKENS

membership chairman.

SH BONUS

$1.00

HOLLY FARM USDA Grade 'A "Inspected

group, call Mrs. Richard

YOU CAN RECEIVE A

$2.00
$3.00 .
$5.00
$10.00

.it'

rlebt le HAM

tion's health program and facilities for the handicapped.

and

"OR I (Organization for

2itit Stamps

iracle Prices

We num tles

257,642( GREEN

STAMPS

'120,000" IN
1250 LEWYT APPLIANCES

FREE

CHECK CASHING AT ALL NATIONALS

WANIEVREVICOM

r

Aolowmte.

M
Week after week, we send our shoppers Into
other food stores to compare our 4,197 Deep -

Cut discount prices with the everyday store
prices charged elsewhere. Here are the results

of a recent comparison trip:

S

few al Ow Sap/
AND

Shop and Compare

:1:412111:1

I

CW

106 1111 1110111

Coffee

104 HST 111Wtri

:

I

SAVE*

$113

Hills Bros

*

2 -Lb.

Kraft

..s.0

Miracle Whip
IOW

at,44c nc

. .

All -Purpose

Pillsbury Flour
OP

5-1.b.

49c

6c

3 -Lb.

59c

17c

Shortening

Swift'ning
Assorted Flavors

_IL._ _ilia
RIB ROAST
OR STEAK

CENTER CUT

PORK CHOPS
-Lb. Ag.

West Virginia
Lb.

Semi -Boneless Ham

89'

Canned Ham.
Morrell Pride or Country Club

CANNED HAM

.

Breaded Fishsticks
Fres-Shore Frozen

Whiting

. .

.. .. 5

Lbs.

CANNED

wb. it,
Pork Links Pkg. 1

HAM

c

Oscar Meyer

12-0z OM
. .

pkg:

Wieners

45`
89`

Fish Fillets

14.0z.

Mrs. Paul's Frozen

25.02.

65`
$109

Pkg.

'Ft 694

.

Lb.
Pkg.

Lunchmeat
Kroger

69'
49'

Lb.
Pkg.

Wieners
Serve'N Save

FresShore

Ocean Perch

Lb

39`

Lb,
Pkg.

Sliced Bacon

59c

RED-WHITE

FANCY RED

BLUE GRAPES

DELICIOUS APPLES

Lbs.

150 Size

12

Salad -Size

Lb.

Tomatoes

Bag

GOLDEN CROWN

39Cr IDAHO POTATOES
59c

Assorted Flavors Kroger

Half 49c

Lo -Cal Drinks

Gal.

Apples

4

for

79c

56 Size California

Oranges

3 for 59c

90 Size D'Anjoo

32 Size Florida Red or White

Pears 4 for 59`

Grapefruit2 for 59°

CREAMY

Carmel Apples
for

Orange Juice

Gal.

Golden Crown Instant

79C

Lb.
Bag

Potato Flakes.

10'

3`

2 -Lb.

93c

19c

Ketchup

14-01.

19'

Bathroom Tissue

1,000

e

Family Scott.

10

. . sitir

12-

5C

3c

Hunt's,.

Tomato Sauce.

. 8.0z.

Kandu

.

'9c 2c

34c lc

am.

Chocolate

Packers Label Frozen

Orange Juice

6

....

5f

.

89c 37c

1 -Lb.

1.0c 6c
$139 13c

can

Clover Valley

Margarinea

..

Anti -Freeze

.

. Solid

.

Gal.

Sweet Potatoes

-

COMBINATION - CINNAMON

DONUTS

F'KG.1 94
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS STORE ONLY

. .

3 Lbs. 49c

BIG K DRINKS

Jack -O -Lantern

Each 49'

Pumpkins
100 Size-Juice Packed

Fresh 'Tangelos

5 69c
Lb.Bag

for

Lb.

Mixed Nuts
Tasty

B ag

69C

L ab. 59c

Almonds

.

.Bg

Filberts

Lh.59c
.

B ag

Family Treat

Pistachios "a 99c

COTTAGE
8 -OZ.
UP

Salad Fixin's

CUCUMBERS
GREEN PEPPERS
GREEN ONIONS

BOTTLES

Delicious

Favorite

16- OZ.

THROW -AWAY 1 0

In -Shell Nuts

Jumbo Fruits
Delicious

79c

Half

Sunrise -Fresh

-Lb. Bag

Washington Red or Golden 64 Size

141/ -o

Lb.
Bag

Kroger Pure

89C

16.0z, Caramel or 12.0z, Cheese Popped

Popcorn

3c

Heinz

PLAIN - SUGAR

D'Anjou Pears. .

23c

Hershey's Syrup 16-0z. 19C

Kroger Assorted

Lbs,

for

I -Lb.

Velveeta

Liquid Bleach

Oscar Meyer

69'

BANANAS

Oscar Meyer

Smokies

Lb.

Fishsticks

GOLDEN FANCY

Lb.

Faiorit's

11: -Lb. Can

Mrs. Paul's Frozen

10 -Oz.

10 -Lb.
Can

Choose Your

Lb,

Sea Pak Frozen

2c

Mi !not
C

Dubuque

Lb.

11

. . 101/4040c

Sungold

89

Rath

Lb.

Breaded Shrimp

gal;1164c 4c

XK Tide 1 00 Off
Tomato Soup

Lb.

10

8-0z.

$1 8c

Campbell's

BOSTON
ROLL

Lb.

-Lb. Cap

Sea Pak Frozen

cans

Kraft Cheese

PORK
STEAK

PORK
LOIN

46-0z.

Newt

Saltines

Lb.

meaty

Sliced Quarter

4

. .

So Rloh It Whips

39C

8 to 22

Hi -C Drinks
Label

U.S.D.A. Choice
Tenderay Boneless

Thrifty Beef

WISHBONE

15c

Q

1 04

RED OR WHITE 48 Size

GRAPEFRUIT
-Lb.
Bag

MEL-O-SOFT

SANDWICH BREAD
20 -OZ.
LOAVES

$1

arson ea s ar s

o nstate,

ar

t lete o ee
ith 1st -Place District Finis

is s
r,

c6
SP/ORTS

Arlington cross-country

Page 9
Thursday,

October 31,

The ascent to the number

Day's Athlete of the Week

easy one for Swanson, who

Award.

fifth or sixth best runner on

Swanson has been a con-

years on the Arlington harrier
squad, running as a regular on

last year's Illinois state

Strong 5th -Man Finish
Essential to AHS Repeat
Of Cross -Country Crown

started his career as about the

cross-

ged over 1,000 miles of prac-

the Arlington freshman team,
and he has progressed to what
coach Bruce Samoore called
"Our best senior."

SWANSON WAS A

tice this summer.

Saturday's state meet will

be the last official cross-coun-

try meet of Swanson's high
school career, bringing to a
close a very successful four
years. It has been mentioned

member of the all-time record
list for both the freshman and
sophomore teams, and he has

that Tom Swanson has never

run with an Arlington team
that has ever lost a dual meet.

tied and broken the Pioneer

This, in itself, is quite an

the

accomplishment considereing
that Tom Swanson has made

In the district contest Satur-

an important contribution to

Park course record in
Card home meets.

day, Swanson bested the expected winner, Mark Visk of
Palatine, by three seconds for
the top individual honors, and
led the Arlington contingent to a berth in the slate

every race he has ever run.

Swanson was not alone in

the ranks of Athlete of the
Week nominees.

he

BY CURT WILSON

OTHER NOMINEES

finals to be held in Cham- WERE:

A group of Arlington Cardinal harriers will travel to Cham-

paign -Urbana Saturday.

paign -Urbana this weekend with the express purpose of

The victory over Visk was

a moral one as well as

repeating their performance of last year: bringing home a state
cross-country championship.
In short, the epitome of Arlington's hopes rests on one small

physical one, as Visk had

beaten Swanson in both the
Mid -Suburban League conference meet, held just one

sophomore. Scott Teuber is the number five man on Bruce
Samoore's varsity squad and the rest of the strong Cardinal
will depend on him for . the depth they need to finish high

Dean Schmelzer: Who continued to dazzle both sides of
the opponent grid teams that
face state -ranked Arlington

with his passing, receiving
and rushing of offense, and

week before the district race,

SAMOORE MIGHT be left to wonder as the state meet
draws near what potential runners have quit, fallen by the
wayside, or never gone out at all during the last four years
who might now lend that all-important depth to his squad

his defensive antics as well.

tional the Monday before the

Schmelzer passed for one
touchdown and received

conference meet.
Visk is considered by many

endzone. He also intercepted

and the Libertyville Invita-

in the standings.

area coaches to be the state's
best runner this year.
Swanson was the individual

another TD pass in the

one pass and made several im-

portant tackles in the

Cardinal's otherwise uninspirwinner in several dual meets ing 19-7 win over visiting
this season, including the Co- Ridgewood.
nant, Elk Grove, Wheeling,
Jim Daggett: The Forest
Glenbard North and Palatine
encounters. He also captured View halfback who helped
close seconds in several other keep the Falcon hopes alive

now that they need it so badly.

There have been runners in the past who had the potential
to be state material, but somehow Samoore is left with a small
group and the responsibility and pressure of the fifth position
falls on a spunky sophomore named Teuber.

Despite the pressure on his shoulders. Teuber is not the

only member of the team. Far from it. even though he appears
to be most important at this time.

meets.

TEAM CAPTAIN Tom Swanson raised more than a few
eyebrows last week at the Elk Grove district meet when he
came into the chute first, three seconds ahead of arch -rival
Mark Visk who was favored to win the race and also go a

against powerful Prospect

TOM SWANSON
running, even though the Falcons
succumbed to a last-minute
blitz by the Knights and lost,
Saturday, passing and

Scott Butler, a junior who has run with the varsity since

his freshman year, is currently the second man on the Cardinal
team. Butler was hampered by injuries throughout the regular

dual meet season, but appears to be in shape as he ran third
in the districts behind Visk, second behind Visk in the conference meet, and third behind Swanson and , Visk at the

-

Butler was expected by many before the season: to: be the
top runner in the area, and the potential is still there. However,
his progress has been demented this year by not competing
in several meets. But he has another year in high school to
improve, although a sudden:recovery would help the Cardinals

BY FRANK C. HOLAN

Strong winds couldn't chill

,the. 'players' spirits as the.
Mount -Prospect Midget Football Association completed its
12th season last Sunday. The

out now.

Strasser and Jeff Conway proved to be the "sturdy six" with
sharp blocking and upending
tackling.
Quarterback Bruce Metge,
the Cowboys only touchdown

getter all season, ran the end
Giants' system made a clean for his fifth six, pointer and

DAVE MARSZALEK has perhaps been the most improved

of the Arlington runners this season. He was a member of

sweep of the senior and junior
championships as the Giants,

last year's state champ squad, as were all of the top five runners
excluding Teuber, but he never looked to be much of a steady
performer then.
Marszalak has turned in some good runs for Arlington this
year, however, including a first -place showing in the Hersey
meet, and also helped keep the Cards on the winning end
of their 27-28 run with Palatine.

Steelers and Jets won their

Randy Clark grabbed an extra
point pass. Don and Dave
Thoma made good gains
While Pat O'Connell blocked

respective division titles. The
undefeated Spartans walked hard. Bob Carlson and John
off with the National bantam Toniolo paced the defensive
crown and the fighting Illini squad's attack.
The Chiefs ambushed the
took the American bantam

Joe Hooker is the other consistent runner who rounds out
the top fist. with some good races both last year and this.
Hooker and Teuber have been bothered most recently with

honors.

The-associatioWs-activitcswill be concluded this Saturday evening with the annual
pageant at the Prospect High
School field staring at 5:30
p.m. when the eight year bantam all-stars tangle. The top
junior players will clash at

pulled Achilles' tendons, putting a severe drain on the Arlington
depth.

THIS STATE of affairs ,for the Arlington team paints*a
questionable picture of their state chances, and also poses the
question of Teuber's ability to bear up under the pressure placed
upon him as fifth man.

6:30. Students .bands will
entertain and the pageant

Two of the top teams they will be competing with at the

state race will be Evanston and New Trier East, the two squads
that battled it out at the Maine East District. That clash of
might eliminated both Maine East and West, both considered
state contenders early in the season.

Vikings 7-0 as Dale Higgason

blocked a__punt_which was
recovered in the end zone by

the Knights on their offensive

Prospect halfback who has

hitting linebacker on the

Scott Crawford: The attack and serves as a hard

figured as the top runner for

defensive unit.

Evanston took a 25-30 humiliation from the Cards in the

is reputed to have said that Saturday's state meet will be a
dual between Evanston and New Trier East, discounting the

State C -C Course at Savory

Stevens and Barry Sullivan.
The Wolverines did not sub-

Experienced returnees plus

Bob Cantieri stopped the

The undefeated Steelers aided them greatly on defense.

flattened the Redskins 36-0

and succeeded them as a new team helped the
American junior circuit fighting Illini (formerly Lions)
titleholders. Rod Kiolbassa take their first American bantallied twice and kicked and tam crown as they downed the
an extra point while George Boilermakers 19-7. Tim
Bregar and Jim Altergott also Gosch sprinted for two
countered. Gene McNally and touchdowns and Jim Tangney
Mike -Concialdi ran hard. Jim jaunted for -th-e- other. Chris

Giblin and Steve Coskey Hanson, Louie Citro, Jeff
stood out on the defensive Layer and Tom Gobeille all

David Dahlquist, Jim

getter, George "Tiger" Bicego,
who swept for a si x -pointer.

cluding leader Jeff Smith,
John Appleton, Jon Scott,
O'Brien,

Bill

Novak, Mike

Wijas, Jim Broeren and
George Miscewich.

unit with top defensive point did well.

Left halfback Brian

McEneely was the Redskins' Boilermakers' solo
leading ground -gainer. Paul touchdown, hit the left side
Post made eight tackles from for the extra point and
the middle guard spot. Safety recovered a fumble. Bob MorRick Chuipek stretched for a ris and Leon Tasche again
Steeler pass and was in on six threw key blocks. Jim Gajda's
tackles. Don Grasse's alert 20 tackles were the most made

THE SURPRISED Vikings
couldn't hit paydirt but stayed

public.

rounded out his selection by any Boilermaker. Jeff
Tom -boys, Baird and 'play
Hermanson, and Kevin Kranz as one of the top three Slater had 12.
defenders.

BANTAM DIVISION

Buckeyes 15-0 as Mike Olden-

burg and Joe Dominick ran
for daylight. Mike Fagan hit
an enemy ball carrier in the
side. Other offensive stalwarts a 37-7 romp over the end zone for a safety. Bruce
included pass -snatching end Rams. Nimble Norm Smith
Scott Sonnefeldt and tackle and Al Weber also scored on
Bob Colwell. Enemy attempts short gains. Defensive dandies

up the middle were con- included Mike Gosch, John

sistently hampered by tackles Anda, Bill McCarthy, Mark
Scott Farley and Larry Grenning, Mike Chmura and
Dambeck and linebacker Pat Greg Buettner.

Touhy. New coach Dick
Grigsby and his staff brought

the team a long way after a
winless 1967 season.

Ray Bentall made a tremen-

NV*
.

'

Tire stare croas-cointry meet, Which will find the -Arlington harriers and Maine West's
Bob Glitz running in Saturday, wit be run on the University of Illinois' Savoy Golf Course
for the first time. The run will be the maximum length the Illinoins High Association

Wheeling's star running back Jack Bastable continued
to add to his record book last

halfback Mike. Fisher. Mark
O'Brill, Paul Vandeven, John
McKenney, Chuck Peter, Bob

Gary Conway was the leading

ground -gainer and received

able assistance from Bill
Reinert, Joe Holloway, Dave

O'Brill, Bill Miller, Art

Friday night as he set a new

two yard line to set up Wayne
Kruty's touchdown sweep and
point after for the Rams' only
counters. Dave Schachner ran

ing mark for the Mid - two in the place-kicking

THE NATIONAL junior

as they stunned the Wildcats

18 - 6 on two long

touchdown strikes from Tint
Dooley to Mike Petran. Gary
Gripentrog plunged.' for the
last tally.

Ken Lopata and

losers often. Paul lzban, Greg
Gatto and Bob Lopotko made
steady yardage running.
Jarring Joe Difatta hustled
45 yards for the Wildcats only

touchdown as Andy Loos,

Pete Frasch and Mike O'Shea

executed blocking

assignemcnts properly. Scott

Spielmann intercepted and

Steve Petelle with Tim

Broderick tackled accurately
as instructed.

THE GO-GO Gophers

halted the Hoosiers 25.0 as

Jim O'Rourke sprinted for
two touchdowns and an extra

point. Mike Crnich got one
and Marty Hower the other.
Only in the third quarter did
the winners fail to register any

points. The entire team contributed to a tough defense.
The hard luck Hoosiers,

tough winless, had numerous
individual standouts Sunday

season such as Ray
Smith, Dave Wcislo, Brad

and all

Busse, Ron Colwell and

Martin Sczepaniak. Younger
players like Ken Schroeder

and Tom Peterson showed
signs of future greatness.

Grove 31-0. Bastable's best
point output of the year was
a week a good against Glen bard North as he picked up
four touchdowns and one of

dous one -hand catch on the

two - season conference scor-

touchdowns, hit on three of
seven extra -point attempts,

Linebackers Jack Youle and championship Jets whitewash- and chalked up a 32 -yard field
lira Hamann each intercepted ed last year's kingpins, the goal for 72 points and the new
m aerial and Gary Davis ex- 49ers, 25-0 as dashing Dave mark of 145 points over a two
Raymond ran two more year period.
aibited an excellent charge.
The old record of 132 was
across. Ray Meinsen's second
touchdown pass hit Tom set by Maine West player two
JUNIOR DIVISION
years ago when Maine was
The Eagles wen their first
a member of the MSL.
game in two, seasons as they
Bastable broke the record
Scored over the Cowboys 13-7

on a pair of scores by

undefeated National bantam
champion Spartans beat the
Wolverines 13-0 as Timmy

mit any game information.
The Badgers "came to play-

`Cats' Bastable Now MSL Scoring Ace

Suburban League.
A 65 -yard off -tackle burst
In his junior year he piled
by tailback Sean Reilly in the
:losing minutes almost pulled well and Mike Sramek and up 73 points on 10
the Bears even with the even- Jeff Holt blocked effectively. touchdowns, 10 extra points
aial winners. Terry Cherwin Tiny but tough Jim Teichert and a field goal. So far this
allilso contributed a fine of- and linebacker Steve Forton season the Wildcats'
purpose back has scored 11
'ensive contest as did rugged made many crisp tackles.

Randy DiVito and Keith
Baumgardner in the line.

The veteran laden

The Hawkeyes mustered
their biggest offense of the Meyer and Roger Patterson
season and blanked the hit the endzone for scores.

Grear went over for the loner both Tim Krebs and Brad
tally on a rollout to the left Skop sparked the Browns to

ter--

GRITTY GREGG Jacobs
scooted the right end for the

queen will be crowned. In the
8 finale the Giants will meet
the. graduating all-stars from
the other four senior elevens.

were the top three on ofSENIOR DIVISION
The running of Scott Grear, fensive. Passes were inScott Carlson and Robb tercepted by Mike Grieb and
Anderson enabled the second Mike Allare. Center Tim
place Colts to edge the bat- Hales stole the ball on one octling Bears by a 7-0 count in casion.
A pair of touchdowns by
the only senior contest played.

Cards and a highly touted York unit.
As far as Arlington is concerned, it won't be if Scott Teuber
can help it.

Pavlina. Deadly Dave Matzl Haaland, Lon Reitz, Jim
rambled 25 yards with an in- Sobieski, Jim Brown and
terception six pointer. Mike Mike Baldwin contributed
Mitos, Steve Egesdal and Bob heavily with good play.
Shifty Scott Crompton reelFitzpatrick blocked -hard. Don
Stevens, Mark Okuma and ed off most of the yardage the
Jeff Bloom played well too. Buckeyes got. Jay Rivara and
The 49ers did not submit any Tim Crews were excellent two
way performers. Drew Lyon
game information.

end John Demmert. Defensive
stickouts numbered many in-

in second place in the NaAdmission is free to the tional junior divisions. The

season opener for both teams, but Evanston coach John Olson

allows, 2.75 miles..

12-6.

Prospect Midgets Complete Season;
On To All -Star Games Saturday Night

long way in the state finals.

-'.'tibertyville Invitational.

by most of the area

spot on the Cardinal country prognosticators to he
won the District race on one
of the hardest -working
Saturday, has earned the varsity team has not been an one
harriers around, having logsistent performer for four

1968

SWANSON IS considered

champion squad.

captain Tom Swanson, who

MoreSports

Friday night by belting his
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way for three touchdowns and
booting a 32 -yard field goal

as his team smashed Elk

department in a 46-12 romp.

This type of play earned
him a place on the Chicago
Daily News and Chicago Sun -

Times All -Area squads, and

honorable mention all -state as
a junior last fall.

So far this year, Bastable

has run up his fourth Day
Athlete of the Week award as

well as making his mark in

a couple of articles in the Daily News and the Sun -Times.
With two conference meets

left, Bastable could put the

two-year scoring mark out of
reach for some time, but he'll
have to beat the defenses of
Conant this Saturday and then

the tough d7fense of
Prospect's Knights the following Friday.

t, E. R Ty
Jack %stable

Item No. 17 48"
Manholes, Typo "A"
This item provides for the con-

I IIE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, October 31, 1968

Page 10

struction of manholes made of precast concrete units in conformance
with the detail shown on the drawings.

Item No. 18 Manholes
To be Reconstructed

This item shall consist of cleaning, mortaring, trimming or existing
sewer

the host con rage and finest
service for you legal notices,

For

use DAY PUBLICATIONS

Parcel A: Holten Heights, a sun -

ORDINANCE NO 211 I

Prospect, Illinois, which subdivision
is located in the West Vu of the

FOR THE MAKING OF A IferAl IM-

PROVEMENT IN AND FOR THE

Third Principal Meridian, Cook

County, Illinois, and the South V2
of the East 1/2 of the Northeast

DENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF
OF MOUNT PRO.
THE VILLAGE
SPECT COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

Range
SECTION

That

I

local

a

Illinois. The outfall of said storm
sewer system shall be located in

character, locality and description
of which improvement is as follows:

of rein

consi.ting

ors

Sc

forced concrete pipe, inlets,
manholes, and catch basins,
together with removal and restoration of pavement surfaces, .curbs,

and all other work

culverts

required and

necessary

specified

Northwest

lei

Inlet, Type "A"
This item provides for the con
struction .of inlets made of pre -cast
concrete units in conformance with
the detail shown on the drawings.

of Section 11,

Township 41 North, Range 11, East
of the Third Principal Meridian,
Cook County, Illinois.
Parcel B: The entire East 1/2 of

Item No. 23 - Frame
and Lid, Type 1 (Closed Lid)

specifications all completed in place
in the Village of Mount Prospect,
Cook County Illinois shall be constructed in the following locations:
Ficomnirto or a point
LINE
A

Township 41 North, Range 11, East
of the Third Principal Meridian,
Cook County, Illinois.
Parcel C: The west 1/2 of the
Northwest 1/4, Section 10, Township
41 North, Range 11, East of the

on the west side of Weller Creek
and the south parkway of the pro-

Third Principal Meridian, Cook

County, Illinois, excluding

westerly along the south parkway
of the proposed Crandon Lane to

corporated in the Village of Arlington Heights.
Parcel 0: The East Va of the
Southwest 1/,i, Section 10, Township
41 North, Range 11, East of the

by the plans, profiles, and

posed Crandon Lane, thence
point on the west parkway of

a

Busse Road, at which point it shall

intercept an existing 24" line,

Third Principal Meridian, Cook,

which extends to the south

LINE "B" Beginning at and

tercepting

on the

A'

Line

ineast

parkway of Busse Road and south
parkway of the proposed Crandon
lane, thence north a distance of
143 feet thence west to the west
parkway of Busse Road a distance
of 77 feet at which point it shall
54" line

existing
which extends to the north
connect

an

to

Beginning at and connecting to the existing 54" sewer
the
west
parkway of Busse
in
line
Road and running westerly on the
south half of the existing pavement
LINE

'C

on Bonito Avenue to the

in-

Bonita Avenue and

of

tersection
Verde Dre

LINE "D Beginning at the existing head wall on the existing 54"
located

and

sewer

storm

in

easement in the rear of lot
block
division

of

1

ako known

I,

Avenue;

Bonita

1710

as

No

an
6 in
Sub-

Heights

Notion

Unit

County, Illinois, excluding

theref row those properties incorporated in the Village of Arlington Heights.
Parcel

proposed

s 'LIS,

Point

thence

distance of approximately 400 feet
along the proposed casement (on
west

the

property

line of

Dana

Point) to the north half of the existing pavement of Gandel Drive;
thence west in the north half of
the existing pavement on Grindel
Drive to the intersection of the east

tight of way line of Audrey Lane
and Gamic! Drive

Beginning in on easymeat and connecting to the proposed Line D' above which easeLINE

E

ment lies on the north line of
Hatlen Heights Subdivision, Unit
No I and running south in the

east half of the existing pavement
on Sivik Street to a point in the
north half of the existing pavement
on Bonita Avenue thence westerly
along the north half of the existing
pavement on Bonita Avenue to a
feet v cst of the inof Bonita Avenue and
Verde Drive at which point it shall

point

121

tersection

Parcel

!sting poVerners, on Bonita Avenue
to the north parkway of Lincoln

Road thence westerly for a
distance of approximately 500 feet
along the north parkway of Lincoln

Road to a point on Lincoln Road
and Meier Road at which point
intercept an existing

shall

it

16"

drain tile
LINE "G

Beginning at and connecting to the proposed . Line "F"
above in the west half of the existing pavement on Bonito Avenue
and running westerly for a listonce

of approximately 540

reef

the

in

south half of the existing pavement
on Audrey Lane to the intersection
of Audrey Lam_ a d Audrey Court.
Beginning at and conLINE ' H
necting to an existing 18" line in
the intersection of Crestwood Lane
and Hatlen Avenue, thence souther

west half of the existing
pavement on Crestwood Lane to a
the
north parkway of Lin.
point in
coin Road and Crestwood Lane:
ly

lhr

rri

thence

along

westerly

the

parkway of Lincoln Rood

north

to ap-

proximately the intersection of the
west line of Beverly Lone and Lincoln Road
LINE

Beginning at and con-

'I

necting to an existing 21" line

in

the south parkway of Hatlen
Avenue and the westerly line of
lot 58 and the easterly line of lot
59

in

Hotlen Heights Subdivision,

4 extended; thence

Unit No
southerly

said easterly line

along

of lot 59 and westerly line of lot
58 to the rear lot line of said lots
distance of op feet southerly of
proximately
the south line of Flatten Avenue
in the aforesaid subdivision.
58

and

59,

a
147

LINE "J" Beginning at and con-

necting
located

to

an

at

a

existing 18" line
point in the north

parkway of Lincoln Road and 6Q
feet west of the west line of the
intersection of Hatlen Avenue and
Lincoln Road, thence westerly along
the north parkway of Lincoln Road
to a point 628 felt west. of the

intersection of Hatlen Avenue and
Lincoln Road, as shown on the
plans and details attached to the
said Resolution, on file in the office

of the Secretary of the Board of

Local Improvements of the Village
of Mount Prospect

Said sewers are to be of internal
diameter of 10", 12", 15", 18", 24",
30", 48", 54" and 60." el the
several locations as shown on the
aforesaid plans
The properties to be benefited
both directly and indirectly fall

within the following legal descriptions

F:

That port of

the East

the East right of way line of Arington Heights Road, excluding
therefrom those properties incorporated in the Village of Arlington Heights.

Parcel G: That part of the West

1/2 of the Northwest Vs, Section 11,
Township 41 North, Range 11, Cook
County, Illinois lying West of the
West line of Weller Creek.
SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
A. GENERAL

Scope of Work

this contract shall be the furnishing
of labor, tools, and equipment and
the furnishing, installing, delivery

ings or by the Engineer.
Item No. 25 Frame
and Lid, (Neenah - R3246)

This item includes the furnishing
and installation of cast iron frame
and lid as specified (or approved
equal) at the locations and to the
grades designated on the Contract
Drawings or by the Engineer.
Item No. 26 Type 5
(Modified) Curb and Gutter
Removal and Replacement

testing of all materials required to completely install improvements to the Storm Sewer
System, consisting of storm sewer

pipe and appurtenances, complete
in place, as shown on the drawings
and as hereinafter specified.
All excavating, backfilling and
is

included.

Location of Project

The Storm sewers are to be constructed

Heights

Hatlen

in

Sub-

division and The Proposed Crandon
Manor Subdivision in the Village of
Mount Prospect, Illinois.
Plans

The drawings applicable to the
work to be performed under this
contract and which are referred to
in this document as the plans or

as the contract drawings, are
numbered and described as follows:
VILLAGE OF
MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS
HATLEN HEIGHTS
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT
NO. 70 STORM SEWERS

Description
Title Sheet &

I

and 2

10 and 11

Details

The "Standard Specifications for

Road and Bridge Construction"
prepared

by

the

Department

of

Public Works and Buildings of the
State of Illinois and adopted by
said Department January 3, 1966,
shall govern the construction of the
proposed

improvement designated

as Hatton Heights Subdivision,
Special Assessment No. 70, Storm
Sewers.

The following special provisions
supplement these specifications,
and in case of conflict the special
provisions shall take precedence
and shall govern.
B. UNIT PRICE CONSTRUCTION
ITEMS

ment of the combination concrete
curb and gutter in compliance with
the State of Illinois Standards and
as designated by the Engineer.
Item No. 27
Sidewalk Removal

This item shall include the

removal and disposal of
sidewalk interferring with the construction of the storm sewer or the

concrete

combination curb and gutter
removal and replacement.
Item No. 28 - Portland
Cement Concrete Sidewalk (5")

crete sewer pipe of various classes
at the locations and to the lines
and grades designated on the Contract Drawings in compliance with
the following listed specifications:
Description

Pipe used for storm sewers shall
be reinforced concrete of various
classes.

General

Where reference is made to an
ASTM or ASSHO designation, it

shall be the latest revision at time
of call for bids, except as noted
on the plans.

Pipe eight (0) inches in diameter
and larger shall lee fUrnished in
units of not less than three (3) feet.
Materials:
Pipe Materials

The type, class and strength of
pipe to be used shall be as shown.
on the plans.
Concrete Pipe, Reinforced
Reinforced concrete pipe shall

conform to ASTM Designation C76.
For

pipes

30

inches

or more

in

diameter, the length of the unit
shall be less than six (6) feet.
Bituminous Joints for
Storm Sewers

Pipe ends designated far

bituminous joints shall conform to
ASTM Designation C76, Bituminous

material shall consist of a
homogenous blond of bitumen, in.
ert filler, and suitable solvent op proved by the engineer.
Item No. 16
Manholes, Type "B"

This IteM provides for the construction of manholes castIn place,
in conformance, with the detail
shown on the drawings.

underground conduits shall be considered storm sewer pipe as indicated on the plans. Wherever the

term "pipe" or "pipe line" is used

the Engineer. Thickness shall be five
(5) inches.

Item No. 29 - Surface
Removal and Replacement
This

DESCRIPTION:
item shall consist

of the

removal and replacement of
concrete pavement

bituminous

or

driveway surface at the locations
shown on the plans or as directed
by the Engineer.
METHOD OF WORK:

The Engineer shall mark all Inca.
tions where the bituminous surface
is to be removed. The limits of the
removal shall be made in a neat
workmanlike manner; however, the
edge will not have to be saw -cut.
After installation of the storm
sewer and trench backfill, the base

course surface and edges of the
remaining bituwious con,reto shall

be prime coated, and then place
a minimum of 3" thick layer of
bituminous concrete, Sub -Class

I -II

on the exposed base. The finished
surface shall be flush with the
surface of the adjoining bituminous
The

bituminous

compacted to a
rcent of the maximinimum sJ
mum possible density of a voidless
mixture with a roller or mechanical

compacting, disposal of surplus

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
AND BASIS OF
PAYMENT:

and

seeding

sodding, and all other work- in-

cidental to the construction of
trenches, including any additional
excavation which may be required
for manholes or other structures
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
BITUMINOUS SURFACE
REMOVAL

Along the proposed pipe lines as
indicated on the plans, the con-

tractor shall remove the surface
materials only to such widths as
will permit a trench to be ex-

cavated which will afford sufficient
room for proper efficiency and proper construction. Where sidewalks,

driveways, pavements and curb

and gutter are encountered, care
shall be taken to protect such
EXCAVATION BY
HAND OR MACHINE

Where working space will permit,
may

trenches

formance with the detail shown on

the drawings, and shall be paid
for at the contract unit price per

square yard for SURFACE REMOVAL

AND REPLACEMENT, which price
shall be payment in full for all

necessary labor, materials and
equipment.
Item No, 30 - Reinforced
Concrete Headwall for
60 Inch Pipe

by

excavated

be

provements will not be subjected
to an unreasonable amount of
damage. If, however, excavation
by machine methods cannot be

made without material damage

being done to public and private
improvements, hand excavation
shall be employed.
WIDTH OF EXCAVATION
(A) The bottom width of the
trench at and below the top of

pipe and inside the sheeting

and bracing, if used, shall not exceed the following widths:
Max. Width at
Top of Pipe
Pipe Size

2'- 2"

8-

10"
12"
15"
18"

Class "X" Concrete and Rein-

forcing Bars installed at the location

shown on the Contract Drawings,
labor, material

Item Nos. 31 8 32 -

in

landscape

other

or

engineer shall be assumed by the
contractor. Settlement of any
damage or claims (or damage shall
be made by the euiinui.tur u oar,

as possible and in a manner
satisfactory to the engineer.
CAUTION IN EXCAVATION
The contractor shall proceed with

caution in the excavation and

21"
24"
27"
30"
33"
36"
39"
42"
48"
54"
60"
66"

4'. 5"

WIDTH OF EXCAVATION
bracing shall
Trench

bottom

the

on

trench

ex-

cavation shall conform to the
details shown on the plans.
EXCAVATION
BELOW GRADE

In cases where the excavation is

carried beyond or below the lines
and grades given by the engineer,
the contractor shall. at his own expense,

refill

all

such

excavated

space with suitable granular
material.
SHORT TUNNELS
some instances, trees,

obstructions may be encountered,

the proximity of which may be a
hindrance to open cut excavation.
In such cases, the contractor shall
excavate by means of short tunnels
in order to protect such obstructions
against damage. Such short tunnel
work shall be considered incidental

to the construction of the pipe line
and shall not be grounds for extra
or

payment

for

tunnel.

PILING EXCAVATED
MATERIAL

All excavated material shall be
piled in n manner that will not
endanger the work and that will
avoid

obstructing

sidewalks

and

driveways. Fire hydrants under

OTHER STRUCTURESILI OR

UTILITIES

Wherever obstructions are
encountered during the progress of

the work and interfere to such an

that an alteration

extent

in

the

plan is required, the engineer shall
have the authority to change the

plans rind order a deviation from
the line and grade or arrange with
the owners of the structures for time
removal, relocation or reconstruction of the obstructions. Where gas,
water, telephone, electrical or other
existing utilities are an impediment
to the vertical or horizontal alignment of the proposed pipe line, the
engineer shall order a change in

grade or alignment or shall direct
the contractor to arrange with the
owners of the utilities for their
removal. If a change in grade of

an existing sanitary sewer is

necessary, the engineer will direct
as to the new revised line and
grade. Cost of removal, modificaancl ; or

tion

of ex-

replacement

isting structures or utilities shall be
by

Owner;

the

however,

delay caused in such removal shall
not be cause for claim for damages
by the contractor.
INTERRUPTION TO
UTILITIES

The contractor shall take all

reasonable precautions against

damage to existing utilities.

However, in the event of a break
in an existing watermain, gas main,
sewer or underground cable, he
shall immediately notify a responsible official from the organization
operating the utility interrupted.
The contractor shall lend all possible

assistance

in

restoring

service

and shall assume all costs, charges
or

claims connected with the in-

terruption and repair of such
services.
MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC
AND CLOSING OF STREETS

ble municipal authorities.
CONSTRUCTION IN
EASEMENTS

In easements across private pro.

perry, the contractor shall confine
all operations in the easement area
and shall be responsible and liable
for all damage outside of the easement area. Trees, fences, shrubbery

or other type of surface imlocated

provements

easements

in

will require protection during conof
provisions
The
tinn
PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND
SURFACE STRUCTURES shall apply
to all easement areas as well as
to public right of way. Precau-

to prevent any cavein or

provide reasonable access and

responsible for organizing his
operations to perform within the
restrictions shown on the plans.
be

When requested, the Owner shall
make available to the contractor

a copy of the construction

easements.
WATER SOAKING

application to the proper
regulations

drainage. Natural watercourses shall
not be obstructed.

hydrants at the Owner's expense.

All work and materials required
adjust water mains which interfere with proposed construction
shall conform to State of Illinois
"Standard Specifications for Road
and Bridge Construction". The con.
tract unit price per pound shall include cutting, de -watering, sterilizing, blocking tie bars and clomps,
backfilling and all other work and
to

adjust

ready for use.
Item No. 34 Grade 8
Crushed Stone Backfill

Granular materials used for
under

at his expense during the progress
of the construction work and until
it is safe for traffic to use the roads
and

pavements,

driveways and sidewalks and at
other locations designated by the

Gravel cradle, conforming to the

of the same material and match
in appearance the surface of the

concerning

their

use.

Water shall be furnished from
Fire hydrants shall be accessible
at all times to the Fire Department.
No material or other obstructions
shall be placed closer to a fire

hydrant than permitted by

municipal ordinances, rules, or

BITUMINOUS SURFACE FLEXIBLE BASE

The base replacement shall consist of Grade 8 Crushed Stone.

Placing and compacting of the
base course material shall conform
the methods

to

described in

base courses.
The surface

replacement

shall

consist of a bituminous prime coat

and a bituminous modified plant
mix surface course three (3) inches

in thickness conforming to the
Illinois Division of Highways "Standard Specifications for Road and
Bridge Construction" requirements
for Bituminous Concrete Surface
Course, Subclass I -II.
CONCRETE SIDEWALKS,
DRIVEWAYS, CURBS AND

from backfill subsidence caused by
water - soaking shall be refilled
to the satisfoction of the engineer.
UNSUITABLE BACKFILL
MATERIAL

GUTTERS

Where necessary to remove and

replace concrete sidewalks,

driveways, curbs and curbs and
gutters, replacements shall be made
as follows:
Concrete sidewalks, driveways,

curbs and curbs and gutters shall
be replaced with concrete meeting
the applicable provisions of these
specifications and having a compressive strength of not less than
thirty-five hundred (3,500) p.s.i. at

Temporary support, adequate
protection and maintenance of all
underground and surface structures,

drains, sewers and other obstruc;
Lions encountered in

the progress

of the work shall bo furnished by
the contractor at hit expense and
under she direction of the engineer.
structures

which may

have

disturbed shall bo restored
upon completion of the work.
PROTECTION OF PROPERTY
AND SURFACE STRUCTURES
Trees, shrubbery, fences, poles

and all other property and surface
structures shall be protected during
construction operations unless their

removal, for purposes of construction is authorized by the

cavation in other locations or from
other sources furnished by the con

tractor. Backfill furnished and

disposal of unsatisfactory material
under these circumstances shall be
paid for separately at the contract

unit price for "Grade 8 Crushed
Stone Backfill", if ordered, or on
an extra work basis if native
material used.
CTION II

-

RESTORATION OF SURFACES
GENERAL

tures

Where a depth of sewer
DESCRIPTION

from the top of the existing surface

Where no depth is stated in the

GENERAL

bid item for a particular size and

plans. Where a change in alignment
or grade, ordered by the engineer,
causes a change in depth of sewer

and the bid item does not state
a depth, measurement of quantity
for any addition or deduction in

pipe to be used shalp be asshowr
CONCRETE PIPE,
REINFORCED

shall

pipe

concrete

conform to ASTM Designation C/6.
pipes

diameter,
shall be less than 6 feet.

Pipe ends designated for

adjacent sidewalk
surfaces, unless otherwise specified
or directed by the engineer.
existing

MEASUREMENT

For payment purposes, the width
of the removal and replacement of
permanent type pavements, sidewalks and driveways shall be

specified maximum width at
top of pipe plus two (2) feet. A
the

tabulation in the plans indicates for
payment purposes, the removal and
replacement quantities per foot of
length for the various pipe sizes.
Additional removal and replace-

ment, necessary because the top of
the trench is wider than the maximum specified width at top of
pipe,

shall

be at

contractor's

the

expense and not measured for pay meat. The length of the removal
and replorement of permanent type

proved by the engineer.

and these specifications.

homogenous blend of bitumen, in
err filler, and suitable solvent ap-

MATERIALS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

SECTION V -CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
SURVEY LINE AND GRADE
Survey line and grade control

of

hubs at a fifty (50) foot maximum
spacing and of a' change in line
and grade will be provided by the

has been embedded in such manner
that the steel and concrete: act
together.
CEMENT

line and grade of the batterboards and the pipe and in the
event they do not meet specified
limits described hereinafter, the

Portland cement shall conform to

check

the requirements of the

Specifications for Portland Cement

work shall be Mee' -!lately stopped,
the engineer notified, and the cause
remedied before proceeding with

hold

pipe

the

measured. The cost

of

such

price for manholes and
structures, The length of

ad-

special

AGGREGATES

ASTM C 33, except that the
apply to pre -cast items,

in

and

from established line
and grade shall not be greater
than one thirty-second (1 / 32) of

an inch per inch of pipe diameter
and not to exceed one-half (1/2)
inch, provided that any such variation does not result in a level or

reverse sloping invert; provided

that variation in the invert
elevation between adjoining ends
of pipe, due to non.concentricity of
ioinina surface and pipe interior
surfaces, does not exceed on sixtyfourth (I / 64) per inch of pipe
diameter, or one half (VA inch
also,

maximum.

The sewer pipe, unless otherwise
approved by the engineer, shall be
laid up grade from point of connection on the existing sewer or

from a designated starting point.

The sewer pipe shall be installed

with the bell end forward or
upgrade, unless approved
otherwise. When pipe laying is not
in progress the forward end of the
1--rt

with an approved temporary plug.

Wherever pipe sewers cross

water mains, it is desirable if prac-

ticable, that the pipe sewer be at

as

otherwise shown on

engineer, payment quantities for
sidewalks, driveways, curbs and
curbs and gutters, removal and
replacement, where such items are

parallel or approximately parallel

to the proposed pipe line, shall be
included only when the distance

from the edge of

the

trench (as

determined from the assumed top
of pipe trench widths shown on
the plans) is less than two (2) feel
from the edge of the sidewalk,
driveway, curb or curb and gutter.
Where the items are at a greater

distance from the trench, any
damage shall be replaced at the

contractor's expense. Where
sidewalk parrallel to a proposed
pipe line is ta be removed and

tractor may elect to construct the

conduit in a tunnel with the approval of the engineer. In such an
event, he shall be compensated by

payment of the amounts of

driveways, sidewalks, or curbs and
gutters which have been measured
for payment had open cut methods
been employed.

Surplus excavated material not
needed for backfill shall be promptly removed from the site to
locations provided by the contractor, or as designated by the
engineer. The cost of removal and
disposal of surplus excavated
materials will be included in the
CLEANING UP

All surplus materials and all tools
and temporary structures shall be
removed from the site by the contractor, All dirt, rubbish and excess

strength, and watertightness requirements of these specifications.

Admixtures or blends may be used

with the written permission of the
CURING

Cast -in -place manhole components shall be moist -cured for a
period not less than seven (7) days

except that when high -early.

strength cement is used the curing
shall be

than three

not less

(3)

days. Pigmented membrane curing

compound or other approved
method may be applied in lieu of
moist curing.
STRENGTH

All concrete placed under these
specifications shall have a minimum
compressive strength of thirty-five
hundred (3,500) psi at twenty-eight
(28) days. Strength determination

shall be in accordance with ASTM
C39, unless otherwise approved by
the engineer.
STEPS

Manhole steps shall be furnished
installed as shown on the

and

plans.
MORTAR

MORTAR FOR JOINTING

Mortar for jointing manhole units
shall be one (1) part Portland cement to not less than one (1) part
nor more than two (2) parts plaster
sand, mixed with the least amount
of clean water necessary to provide
a workable mortar.

being crossed is in good sound con-

Castings shall conform to the re-

ascertain that the water main

and that no evidence and
history of joint leakage is known
in the existing water main in that
vicinity. If any such evidence does

carefully examined under pressure
and any defects shall be positively
corrected. The Owner will arrange
for examining and correcting any
defects in the existing water mains,
but the contractor shall cooperate

CAST IRON FRAMES,
COVERS, 8 STEPS

quirements

of

grey iron

ASTM A48 and conform
details shown

castings
to

the

nEtcheprlans.
PRE -CAST

MANHOLE COMPONENTS

Pre -cast manholes shall conform

with ASTM C470 and with design
dimensions. Cones and sections
shall' be substantially free from
fractures, large or deep cracks and
surface roughness.

Slobs shall

be

sound and free from gravel
pockets.

MONOLITHIC

in every way possible.

CONCRETE MANHOLES

DEWATERING

Dewatering sufficient to maintain

water level at or below the
surface of trench bottom or base
the

of the bedding course, shall be accomplished prior to pipe laying and
jointing, if not prior to excavation
and placing of the bedding. The
dewatering operation, however accomplished, shall be carried out so
that it does not destroy or weaken
the strength of the soil under or
alongside the trench. The normal

water table shall be restored to
its natural level in such a manner
as to not disturb the pipe and its

Monolithic concrete manholes

conform to detailed shop
drawings submitted to the engineer
for approval prior to beginning
shall

work

and shall

conform to

the

dimentional requirements specified.
Walls and base shall be six (6) incises minimum thickness and space
of steps shall be sixteen 16) inches.
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
FOUNDATION PREPARATION
DEWATERING

Dewatering of the site shall conform to the requirements for Sewer
trench dewotering in Section V.
SUB -BASE

foundation.

PREPARATION

PIPE JOINTING

Type of joint to be used will con-

form to the requirements of

bituminous joints for storm sewers.
JOINT SEALER

The elastic or mastic joint sealer
shall be used in accordance with

recommendations of the manufac
tyre:0. After each joint is sealed, it
shall be wiped clean on the inside.

Adequate foundation for all
manhole structures shall be ob-

tained by removal and replacement
of unsuitable material with well
graded granular material; or by'
tightening with coarse ballast rock,
as provided
or by such other

for foundation preparation of the
connected

JOINTING OF
Pre -cast

DISSIMILAR PIPES

BEDDING
base sections

shall be

suitable adaptor couplings ore not
available, the jointing shall be ac-

placed on a well graded granular
bedding course conforming to the
requirements for sewer bedding in
Section I, but not less than four

fabricated coupling or concrete en-

(4)

For dissimilar pipes where

complished with a special
casement as specified.
SEWER LINE

prices bid and no additional payment will be allowed therefor.

ponents will conform to the

least eighteen (18) inches above or
below the water main. Where it
is not practical to provide such 0
separation, care shall be taken to

exist, the water main shall be
exposed at least ten (10) feet each
side of the sewer pipe crossing,

the plans or directed by the

a homogeneous concrete mixture of
such quality that the manhole com-

NveleteL,LE3 ON STORee SEWERS

purposes to the specified maximum
(2) feet.
Except

MIXTURE

The aggregates shall be so sized
and graded, and proportioned and
thoroughly mixed in proportions of
cement and water as will produce

engineer.

operations.
Variance

dition

trench width at top of pie plus two

re-

quirements for gradation shall not

curb or
curb and gutter crossing a conduit

shall be equal for payment

of

Aggregates shall conform to

place. All pipe shall be laid to conline

WIRE FABRIC REINFORCEMENT

BAR REINFORCEMENT

shall

prescribed

forming to ASTM C 175.

Bar reinforcement shall conform

be retained
in position so as to maintain alignment and joint closure until sufficient backfill has been completed
to the

training Portland cement con-

to ASTM A 15, intermediate grade.

been prepared in accordance with
Section I. Mud, silt, gravel and
other foreign material shall be kept
out of the pipe and off the jointing

adequately

ASTM C 150, or it may be air -en-

Reinforcement shall consist
wire conforming to ASTM A 185.

Laying of sewer pipe shall be
accomplished to lino and grade in
the trench only after it has been
dewatered and the bedding has

surfaces.
All pipe laid

Reinforced concrete shall consist
Portland cement, mineral ag-

gregates and water, in which steel

constantly

shall

the

DESCRIPTION

may

engineer.
The contractor

by

Manholes shall be leak -tight and
constructed of pre -cast
be
units, concrete or cast -in -place concrete, oil in accordance with plans

material shall consist of a

pavements, driveways and

sidewalks crossed by conduits shall
be measured along the center of
the pipe line, including manholes,

ordered

STORM SEWERS

ASTM Designation C76. Bituminous

batterboards shall be maintained in
position during all pipe laying

match

that

the

and the actual length of sewer
where the change is involved.
SECTION VI - MANHOLES -FOR

STORM SEWERS

dimensions and cross -sections shall

Sidewalks shall be finished to

and

by

width specified for the top of pipe

grade shown on the plans, within
the limits that follow. At least three

joints shall be placed at intervals
not exceeding fifty (50) feet and
at the junctions with existing work.

caused

engineer, the maximum trench

Driveways.

half (1/31 inch pre -formed expansion

work

plans

more
the unit

inches or
thc length of
the
30

excavation

changes ordered will be made in
cubic yards and shall be computed
by using the overage diffeience
depth between that shown on the

on the plans.
Reinforced

size and

type to the depths shown on the

MATERIALS
1t. PIPE MATERIALS
class and strength, of
type,
The

For

that

structing sewer of

and larger shall be furnished in
units of not less than three (3) feet.

CONNECTIONS

Sewer line connections to trunks,
mains, laterals or side sewers shall
be left uncovered until after an acceptance inspection has been made.
After approval of the connection,
the trench shall be bockfillod as

be hauled to a dump provided by

specified in Section I.

the contractor and the construction
site, loft clean and acceptable to
the engineers at the earliest possi-

countered,

new surfaces as indicated on

ble date.

the

and type shall be based upon con-

Pipe eight (8) inches in diameter

disposal of surplus
Surface,
material, and the construction of
the

type of sewer, the contract unit
price for all sewers of such a size

on the plans.

firm

earth from the excavation shall

Restoration of surfaces shall in-

clude the removal of the existing

to the invert of the sewer.

be reinforced concrete.

to

conform, as nearly as practicable
with the existing installations. One-

in-

dicated on the bid item, it shall
be construed to mean the depth

Pipe used for storm sewers shall

for sidewalks and six (6) inches for

Curb or curb and gutter

is

TESTING FOR SEWERS

PIPE MATERIALS AND

SECTION IV

(28) days. Minimum
thickness shall be five (5) inches

DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS

backfill purposes, the contractor
shall furnish satisfactory backfill
materiol waste from trench ex-

wall of the inlet or special struc

Village.

,venty-eight

EXCAVATED MATERIAL

is

shall extend to the nearest inside

meet with the requirements of the

SEWER PIPE LAYING

rejection of part or all of the ex-

Where there

tends to the center of the manhole.
Where sewers are connected to in.
lets or special structures, the length
of sewer for measurement purposes

the work.

cavated material as unsatisfactory

STRUCTURE PROTECTION

the

"Standard Specifications for Road
and Bridge Construction" for stone

removal and replacement. The con-

Surface depressions resulting

measurement purposes that each
sewer entering the manhole ex-

foreign material.
After all backfill has been completed, the ground surface shall be
shaped to conform to the contour
of adjacent surfaces. General cleanup
of the entire construction area shall

bituminous joints shall conform to

of such ordinances, rules, or regulations.

shall be cleaned of all debris and

Backfill is used, the restoration shall
be made as soon as possible after
the backfill has been completed.

replaced, the engineer shall
determine the extent of such

of a fire hydrant,

for tees, fittings or manholes.

Where a change in sewer size is
involved, it shall be assumed for

BITUMINOUS JOINTS FOR

in the absence

regulations, or within five (5) feet

deductions in length will be mode

measured along the center line, No

improvement which was removed.

Where Grade 8 Crushed Stone

authorities respecting safety
Provisions shall be observed.
local.

been

GENERAL:

piles,

be constructed

a deficiency of
suitable backfill material due to a

The

Provisions and Contract Drawings.
Item No. 35
Grokel Cradle

materials

operations to a condition which is
equal in appearance and quality
to the condition that existed before
the work began. The surface of all

and shall be protected by proper
lights when the visibility is poor.
The rules and regulations of the

Illinois Grade 8 crushed stone. Payment shall be mode at the contract

cordance with the Special

All

be enclosed by fences or barricades

Engineer, shall consist of State of

unit price par cubic yard, and the
quantity shall be computed In ac-

streets.

equipment and pipe which may
serve as obstructions to traffic shall

the

water mains, complete in place and

trench backfill

barricades, construction
red lanterns and

torches,

and maintained by the contractor

to

required

signs,

guards as required shall be placed

Item No. 33 -Cast
Iron Pipe and Fittings
and Appurtenances

material

adequate

gut-

shrubbery, fences, poles and
other property and surface structures removed or disturbed during

ditional removal and replacement
shall be included in the unit bid

be kept clear or other satisfactory

for use.

ordered by the engineer) all
permanent type pavements,

limits 'or damage to improvements
within the easement. In general,
the easement area is intended to

working area for efficient operation by the contractor. Where easement space for efficient operation
is not provided, the contractor shall

Before acceptance 'of un-

For payment purposes, the length

shall be the latest revision at time
of call for bids, except as noted

GUTTERS AND STRUCTURES
GENERAL

improvements shall

of sewers installed shall be

Where reference is made to an
ASTM or ASSHO designation, it

special structures shall not be

the

All work and materials required
to adjust sanitary sewer or water
service lines which interfere with

pipe of the required material and
diameter complete in plaTe ready

REPLACEMENT OF
PERMANENT TYPE PAVEMENT,
SIDEWALKS, DRIVEWAYS, CURBS,

easement

beyond

subsidence

authorities, and shall conform to
the municipal ordinances, rules, or

BARRICADES, GUARDS AND
SAFETY PROVISIONS
To protect persons from injury
and to avoid property damage,

that n straight joint is .awed

replacement was made. Additional
widths necessary at manholes and

and accessible until
the work is completed. Gutters shall

the State of Illinois "Standard
Specifications for Road and Bridge
Construction", Section 74. The contract unit prices shall .include new

asphaltic

or

over which the removal and

utility controls shall be left

to

cement

Portland

concrete shall be cut with a pavement saw before breaking. Care
shall be taken in cutting to insure

be taken by adequate

Adjusting Water Service Lines
& Adjusting Sanitary Sewers,
8" Diameter or less.

proposed construction shall conform

of

sheeting or other approved method

tions shall

Water required for water soaking
If the contractor desires to use
water from hydrants, he shall make

provisions made for street

(12) inches on each side or a total
of two (2) feet. Exposed surfaces

or as a result of construction

pressure, valve pit covers, valve
boxes, curb stop boxes, or other

unobstructed

ing is cut, the width of the cut
shall exceed the actual width of
the top of the trench by twelve

h"'(2./EVIATIONS OCCASIONED BY

broken or otherwise damaged by

-

fire

pave-

concrete

ters,

employed, if necessary to maintain
these maximum widths of trench.
The

Where

sidewalks, driveways, curbs,

described by the engineer, suitable
signs, indicating that a street is
closed and necessary detour signs
for the proper maintenance of traffic, Prior to closing of any streets,
the contractor shall notify responsibe

I.

ment, sidewalk, driveway or curb-

repair of such structures when

contractor shall post, where

(B)

Section

MEASUREMENT

SECTION 111 -FINISHING AND CLEANUP FOR UNDERGROUND CONDUITS
CLEANUP

derground conduits construction, all
pipes, manholes, catch basins, fire
hydrants and other appurtenances

width of the trench
shall be held as nearly as possible
to the maximum width specified in

unkriee;n, may be determined, and
he shall be held 'responsible for the

structures, both known and

fic, and may close to through travel
not more than two consecutive
blocks, including the cross street intersected. Where traffic must cross
open trenches, the contractor shall
provide suitable bridges at street
and driveways. The
intersections

I"

4'-

Ickated

is

The contractor shall restore
(unless otherwise specified or

The contractor shall carry on the
work in a manner which will cause

3'- 2"

Wherever

preparation of the trench so that
the exact location of underground

a minimum of interruption to traf-

payment
work.

This item includes the furnishing

shrubbery

machine, provided that by so
doing, public and private im-

In

square yards replaced in con-

ordered

or

the engineer

by

improvements which were not
out horized for removal by the

borne

hydrants, sidewalks and other

This work shall be measured in

and all necessary
and equipment.

except

surfaces

cd

compactor.

of

backfilling,

excovotion,

all

CURB
the pipe

surface, the

Excavation and backfill shall include

REMOVAL OF PAVEMENT,
SIDEWALK, DRIVEWAY AND

along or across an improved

it shall mean storm sewer.

the

material, labor and equipment to
furnish and place as directed by

Item Nos. I thru 15 Reinforced Concrete Pipe Sewers
These items include the furnishing

and installation of reinforced con-

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
SECTION I - EXCAVATION
AND BACKFILL FOR
UNDERGROUND CONDUITS
DESCRIPTION
For the purpose of this project,

beyond reasonable working limits.

ter ferring combination concrete
curb and gutter, and the replace-

location Maps
Plans and Profiles
General Notes 8

3 to 9

per cubic yard for Grade 8 crushed
stone. The contract unit price for
gravel cradle shall also Include the
cost of removing and disposing of
the material replaced by the gravel

against fracture or disturbance

removal of damaged, settled or in-

concrete xi
concrete ai

ciprinivicinN

Sheet No.

Payment for gravel cradle shall
be mode at the contract unit price

This item shall include the

and

disposal of any excess material

PAYMENT:

forming a part of the pipe line.

This item includes the furnishing
and installation of cost iron grates
at the locations and to the grades
designated on the Contract Draw-

This item shall include all

The work to be included under

Fleeting to an existing 30" line at

ly along the west half of the ex

of

of the Southeast 1/4, Section 9,
Township 41 North, Range I I, East
of the Third Principal Meridian,
Cook County, Illinois, lying East of

intercept an existing 30" line,

intersection of Bonita Avenue
and Flatten Avenue thence souther-

1/2

1/2

which 30 line extends to the west
along Bonita Avenue
Gegneunfj u7 unJ
LINE
F
the

The entire West

Township 41 North, Range 11, East
of the Third Principal Meridian,
Cook County, Illinois.

thence

easement of
north for a

E:

the Southwest 1/4, Section 10,

wested/ for a distance of approximately 1600 feet along an existing and proposed easement to
/he
Dana

tract Drawings or by the Engineer,
Item No. 24
Grate, Typo 8

therefrom those properties in-

foot for the respective

material, restoration of all disturb-

This item includes the furnishing
and installation of cast iron frames
and lids at the locations and to
the grades designated on the Con-

the Northwest 1/4, Section 10,

lineal

cradle.

Item No. 22 -

subdivision of Crandon Manor, a
subdivision of part of the South
of the Southwest 14t of the
r;

That a system of concrete storm

place, based on the' quantities

per

be shown on

approved for removal

to

in

shall ,

tractor's expense. Any trees, shrubbery or other vegetation which are

plans.

cradle

gravel

tion required
the plans.

the original condition, after construction is completed, at the con-

size of conduit, as shown on the

of

shall be made by the cubic yard

made of pre -cast concrete units in
conformance with the detail shown
on the drawings.

the proposed right of way of Crandon Lane, located in the proposed

County, Illinois, the nature,

ater

East of the Third Prin-

11,

cipal Meridian, Cook County,

im-

provement shall be made in the
Village of Mount Prospect, Cook

which are moved or disturbed by
the contractor shall be restored to

operations shall be removed completely, including stumps and roots,
by the contractor. Responsibility for
any damage or claims for damage
caused by construction operations

the drawings.
Item No. 21 Catch
Basin, Type "C" (Special)
This item provides for the construction of a special catch basin

VI, Section 10, Township 41 North,

plans. The type of surface restora-

order to facilitate construction

sewer pipe.
Item No. 19 - Catch
Basin, Typo "A"
This item provides for the con-

This item provides for the construction of catch basins made of
pre -cast concrete units In conformance with the detail shown on

Northeast let, Section 10, Township
North, Range 11, East of the
41

OF MOUNT PROSPECT,
COOK COUNTY II LINOIS
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIVILLAGE

for removal

.

bench and tieing in the new storm

the drawings.
Item No. 20 Catch, Basin, type "C"

of Mount

division of the Village

AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING

shall be Grade 8 crushed stone.
Measurement

struction of catch basins made of
pre -cast concrete units in Conformance with the detail shown on

Call Bill Thornburg .. 255-4400

engineer. Any fences, poles or, other
won made surface improvements

MEASUREMENT:

pouring of concrete

stubs,

detaili Indicated on the pions shall
be constructed prior to the placement of all storm sewer pipes, except when omission is ordered by
the Engineer. Gravel cradle shall be
required on storm sewers where indicated on the Drawings or Special
Provisions, or where ordered by the
Engineer. Material for gravel cradle

When existing drain tiles are en

notified
work.

the engineer

prior

must

be

to continuance

of

inches

in

thickness

and

ex-

tending to the limits of the excava
Lion. The bedding course shall be
firmly tamped and mode smooth
and level to assure uniform contact
and support of the pre -cast element,
CAST -IN -PLACE BASES

Unless otherwise specified, cast.
in -place bases shall be at least six.
(6) inches radially outside of the
outside dimension of the manhole
section.

(Continued on Page 12)
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Lonely Life of a Disk Jockey

Page II

las, He No Longer, Flips
night party, a clever an-

all

BY CATHERINE
O'DONNELL

nouncement of a record about
to be played, a man of gifted

switches, gadgets, a telephone
that discreetly lights up for an

United Press International'

This writer dropped in to
WEXI the other evening and

telephone that will ring if the
two or three "execs" who

he thinks is pertinent,

discover that this image. like
everything else in this constantly changing world, lives

call.

riposte, a companion to the

Jim Wynne is a mild mannered, graying man who wore

lonely, the sick, the in-

a black turtleneck under a

somniacs.

about his duties at the controls of FM Radio Station

was 'a little saddened to

green sweater as he went

WEXI in Arlington Heights People who work nights

occasional call and a red

in

past.

the night

Everything has been computerized. Computerized programming, they call it. Jim
works from the control room

time dark Radio disk jockeys,
platter spinners or newscasters
have a public image of being

constantly in conversation,
either with a caller from an

completely

surrounded

by

`Mary, Mary'
Just Misses,

But Is Fun

onstage.

parent to this reviewer

more from the northwest

JIM LATRIMORE gave a
highly polished portrayal of

suburban community theatre.
The pia\ needed more glitter,
fessionalism And in a comedy that has made the rounds

of the dinner -theatres and
become a movie

it

needed

more flair

IHE RIGIII ingredients

cellent technical support.
They needed skillful assembly.

froth like
demands
tempo

a

tapes.

every night before bedtime to
request Boo Hoo by Carmen

Jim has no time to he the
lonely and glamorous radio

personality. When he is not
watching to see that the tapes
keep turning out the sound of

Doug Patterson's

at Mill Run Playhouse Nov.

Peterson was the best in the
cast. He is rapidly becoming
the Charles Laughton of Arl-

symphony conductor hus-

Technically, "Mary, Mary"

Grabowski's lighting was not
had for the equipment available on the high school stage.

difficult to see because it happened behind furniture or ac-

The production is funny. it

has no message and

tors
believ-

__Ang To fully enjoy a play it
Is necessary to identity with

it is a.

lively play. The tempo should
pick up by this weekend. For
tickets and reservations call
C.

in "Hello Dolly", plays
another Dolly, Dolly Fabian
in "Once More, With Feeling,"

5 through Nov. 24. Scott

McKay co-stars as her
band.

Publicity releases say

that the famous sarong worn
by Miss Lamour is on display
in the Smithsonian Institute

which no doubt means that it
will not he worn in her new
play. To this we add a fervent,
"Mack, alas and how come?"
It will lie interesting to see
Dorothy Lamour in person.

Golf Mill Playhouse may
wind up with more .acting

or voter registration card'is all

Tickets may be reserved in
advance by phone or purchas-

and other village officials will

ed at the box office. Tickets
will cost $1.65 and $2 that

will also present them to

Playhouse phone number

President John G. Woods

he introduced by Stohn who
D.,uoih,Lamour.

evening. The Mill Run
297 1011.

'We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Prices effective thru Saturday, November 2

Food Service!

seoopi

Home

is

Entertaining

Picnic Fun
Menu a la Car

Audition for the forthcoming production of "High Button Shoes" will he held by
Music On Stage at 2 p.m.
Sunday. Nov. 5 at the Mount
Prospect Community Center.

Office Lunches

Come in Or Phone
for Our Complete
Take Out Menu
Hamburgers, Malts,
Sandwiches, Chicken

600 See Gwen in that town.
All area singers, dancers

by the Bucket, and
Complete Dinners

and thespians are invited to
try for any part they desire.
The auditioning, conducted

Desserts, Beverages

PHONE AHEAD FOR

INSTANT PICK UP

by director Tom Ventriss will
end at 6 p.m.
IIIG I BUTTON Shoes will

The

VentrisS will he Gordon

All residents of Arlington
Heights may purchase tickets
for the one performance at
half price. A driver's license

Arlington Heights Night at' residence.

With Feeling."

APPEARING EVERY WEEK IN

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Turn-Sty16

Hersey High School. Assisting

Thursday, Nov. 7 will be that is needed to verify

the current play. "Once More

The Home Buyers Guide

New Carry -Out

be produced in April at

Too Much Talent?
Producer Carl Stohn Jr. of

-yetis.,.

9-320o.

Music On
Stage Sets
Auditions

894-1330

SEE OUR DISPLAY OF EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES ADVERTISED IN THE -

quests is gone.

Levi

was very good. Robert
Esvang's setting was attractive
on his hands than he
and in good taste. John talent
will know what to do with.

awkward The beautiful blue
chair at stage left is likely to
he worn out by next Saturday
with everybody sitting in it at
one time or another Some of
the best comedy action was

The day of the phoned re-

that works by being rubbed

make-up.

OUT!

Lombardo.

finished, it is erased by either
a round or circular gadget

smashing success as Dolly

Speaking of punch lines,
Jane Latrimore in the title

redundant, sometimes

is

Blonde dolls don't come
much gee-whizzier. A slight
himdicap for her were the
drab costumes and the lipless

role did full justice to hers.

explain to the local lad who
called the old radio station

of interrupting one of the

WHEN A NEWS tape

IT

Those were the days. The

Dorothy Lamour, a

the love scenes. However. he's
a knockout with a punch line.

duction, the cues were slow;
the delivery was slow and the
stage movements were often

it is

Dotty's Back

situations and mechanical in

In Friday night s pro-

I HEN !HERE is

casting detail.

work the 24 hour broad-

he was a bit stiff in the serious

well -paced

7 W. Schaumburg Road

new system will be difficult to

JOHN GRAYSON looked
and sounded great as movie
idol Dirk Winston, although

Mary, Mary"

fast,

SCHAUMBURG

Northwest Hwy. into the arms

255-6320
358-1502

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

In that unlikely event
possible to ''go live" but Jim
scented aghast at the thought

ington Heights.

The primary fault lay in the
direction by Pat Moyer
The magic touch was lacking The tempo was glacially
slow A no -message piece of

PALATINE

carefully logged front starting
to finishing time by Jim and
his three counterparts who

characterization of Oscar

were there talented people, a
well constructed script, ex-

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.

Heights election.

Bob. A jewel of a Tiffany was
Binki Wilson.

gleam and more pro-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

TAKE

program director Ray
that Bob and Mary WEXI
McKellaway had once been Smithers and they are

middle of the last one
You find yourself expecting

BRUNS

news broadcast unless as Jim
said, it is a major news story.

the news. There is no local

curtain rope broke during the

in REAL ESTATE

of this reporter. He was carrying all of the equipment
needed to broadcast a lively
debate during an Arlington

statements made by people in

was difficult to believe

The BIG MAN

Pascal Saysz

They are programmed by

the script. They were not ap-

BRUNS

a stair at the VFW Hall on

specializes in tape recordings.

his old Navy buddy. Dirk,
were carefully explained in

The

one half curtain calls

portant and interesting,

purchased from a firm that

married and were still in love.
Other relationships between
Bob and his fiance, Tiffany or

Theatre at Arlington High
School laughed applauded
and gave the cast three and

the top ... see

per cent, according to Jim.
"We've got a new sound.

im-

"actualities." They arc wire
service audio roundups of the

It

Go right to

listening audience by 3,000

He selects whatever news

duced at the station or

identify, it is necessary to
believe the story.

Village Theatre, Inc s 19th
season began last Friday night
when Mary, Mary by Jean
Kerr opened The audience in
the Helene Bristol Memorial

and Associated Press.

checks the temperature gauge It's a metropolitan sound inin the hall and tapes the news stead of a suburban sound,"
said.
It could be the interior of and the weather for the news he On
election night, starting
a space ship or the cockpit of broadcast every half hour.
Those last three words are at 6 p.m., the station will be
a jumbo jet.
the answer to the big quiz all live as the returns are
"OCCASIONALLY a contest the station is running broadcast.
Jim came to WEXI by way
youngster or two will stop off at the moment. Anyone who of Chicago's WLS equipped
and look through the window wants can get a sticker to with 20 years of experience as
that separates the control display on a car window. If a radio announcer. He started
room from the reception room stopped by certain radio sta- in Winston-Salem, not far
in the modern station located tion personnel, the right from his birthplace.
can win a gift.
in the newjndustrial complex answer
WHEN JIM does the news
of Arlington Heights just off
LEFT Jim with all his
tape, the familiar sound of an
the road of the same name.
electronic marvels. It was just
announcer
clearing
his
throat
"If I have time," Jim exis heard. Very matter of factly in time. They were beginning
plained, "I stop and invite he reads front the wire service
to have faces that stared from
them in to look around but
corner.
sheets. The result is a every
a visit is a rarity."
The owner of the station is
Jim does not have much thoroughly professional Walter Mack of the Cadillac
newscast.
time.
His news choice is sup- Mucks. His top man is Wayne
THE TAPES are made in
Smith who once tripped down
advance. They are either pro- plemented with what he calls

the actors and the story. To

BY HERB BRADEN

Buying or Selling

"It demagnetizes the tape,"
was.the explanation.
The computerization of the
programs has increased the

know the number decide to

shifts have often been only in a memory of things
depicted as figures in a lonely
circle of light

over the tape cartilage.

spinning reels of tape, music, commercials and talk,
microphones, glittering steel he is tearing off yellow sheets
cabinets, files of tapes, from the two wire services,

FAMILY CATIVTIM

luxury
jewelry

Aurora Borealis, jet black, pearls .. all are yours
for a fraction of their value! Why? We want you
.to come in and get acquainted with the I'm?.
values in our jewelry department.

our reg. 81.99 to 87.99

Red

Palmer as music director and

Beth Vandenboom as

choreographer. Her assistant
is Pat Cotsakis. Palmer is also

music director for Best Off

Broadway's "On The Town."
The musical is a story of

in New Brunswick, N.J.
Music and lyrics
were written by Jules Styne
and Sammy Cahn. Further information about the tryouts

9pn

BcoallEE

life
in

1913.

can he had from Diana

NILES: 5960 Touhy

Phone 775-3822
DES PLAINES: 55 E. Rand

Phone 763-6516

I onergan at 439-3273.

NOW AT 0.1.,;COR SHOWROOMS
in tinielcsS solid oal:
San Marino captures the
grandeur and !Kant}

of the land that
time .forgot
As

The Gaucho
5 -Pc. DINING SET
In Exciting Spanish Motif
complete set only

$119

t.

TABLE

BS2263
Spanish Style black wrought
iron

trim

Octagon shaped

lop in Medici Oak
Woodgrain accentuates its

beauty. 42" size table. Also
available in other Woodgrains

CHAIR
B307
Combination of Black Satin

Metal Name, with attractive

wrought iron insert gritted.
bask. with upholstered Panel.

Sinesy tapered chair. Antique
brass finials add to beauty.
Upholstered with heavy foam

cushloned seat in attractive
Spanish motif vinyl:

5 -pc. grouping, massive sofa, 2 end
tables, cocktail fable and lounge chair
Here in the dark gleam of solid oak is the
ageless beauty of old Spain. Elaborately
carved, with authentic spool turnings and
moulded trim, woods are finished a rich
brown, lightly distressed and burnished to
a satin sheen. Modern features include
deep urethane foam reversible cushions
with zipoff covers and mar -resistant plastic table tops.

YOU GET

On 82" "stretch -out" sofa, lounge chair 2 tamp fables, cocktail table Imatehing
rocker) $89.95.
IF FUR.
CHASER
SEP.A.

SOFA

LOUNGE CHAIR
2 LAMP TABLES
COCKTAIL TABLE

s

RATELY

TOTAL

$229,95
89.95

ea 36.50
36,50

$429.40

itees
Bityyeekeee
783 LEE ST., DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES, 298-6007

5 -PC. GROUP

$299

DOWN
YOU SAVE

$10

Add glimmer to your

'holidays ... pick up

$130

several pieces for your
finest Christmas gifts!

CONVENIENT BUDGET
TERMS AVAILABLE!

Free Delivery Anywhere!
HOURS: Mon. & Fri. 10 to 9;
Tues., Wed., Thurs. & Sat. 10 to 5;
Sunday 11 to 5

SHOP 9 TO 9:30 MONDAY THRU

SATURDAY, SUNDAY 10 TO

IN ARLINGTON HIS. Al Rand and Patellas Rd.,

ITIE PROSPEC t DAY

PRE CAST MANHOLES

Pre cast manholes may be constructed with a pre cast base section or a monolithic base structure

amount herein ordered to be

of jointing material to ensure

assessed against the property and

watertightness.

and also the assessment on each

prepared
fully and
uniformly supported in true alignment and making sure that all
entering pipe, can lie mserted on
proper grade

assessed shall be divided as

Air Conditioning

follows:
The said assessment to pay the
cost of construction of said inn-

Apartments To Exchange

of

matter

shall be free from such acspection.
SECTION VII CATCH BASIN, INLET
CONSTRUCTION
DESCRIPTION

between pre cad elements in storm
sewer manholes shall be thoroughly
wetted and then be completely fillsmoothed and
ed with mortar
pointed both inside and out, to

This work shall consist of catch
basins or inlets, together with the

ensure watertightness

Where indicated or directed by the

necessary

cordance

with

engineer,

and

MATERIALS

All materials shall conform to the
Manorial Requirements for Manholes
in these specifications.
CONSTRUCTION METHODS
CONCRETE

structure before the base has taken
initial ,et and shall be carefully
inlet

grocfe alignment
pope, properly in-

watertight unit

or the section shall

adjusted
with all

Precast concrete structures shall
be constructed in accordance with
applicable provisions of Section VI.

monolithic

top of the

e

The

remaining installments of

first section

gregate assessment equal in

appartionote to
installment of the soicl

5100.00 shall

sand,

three (3) parts

the first
special assessment.

cOnd installment of said assessment
shall be due and payable One year
thereafter, crud so on annually until
rill assessments have been paid.
IT

the

IS HEREBY made the duty of

to

longer than forty-five (45) minutes,
or which has developed its initial

signed

ladder rung, The completed

set, shall not be used.
PLACING CASTINGS
Gratings placed on concrete or
masonry surfaces shall be set in

to

manhole dial! he rigid, true
done n,tons and be watertight.
MONOLITHIC

full mortar beds. The mortar shall
be Mixed in proportions of one Ill

CONCRETE MANHOLES

Monolithic concrete manholes
shall bc constructed on accordance
with the provision.. of this Section
and the dctoil..hown on the pions.

of

finished elevation so that no
EXCAVATION AND
BACKFILLING

In order to permit the
be mortared properly and also to

joints to

the

backfrll rnati.nal the excavation
shall be made to a diameter of

at lerat six (6) inches greater than
the diameter of the structure.

proper compaction of the J
backfill material, the excavation
shall be made to a diameter of

permit

at least six (6) inches greater than

The spore between the sides of

the diameter of the structure.

c xcavo bon and the outer

the

The lxickfill shall be compacted

surfaces of the manhole shall be
with Grade 8 Crushed
pavethe manhole is in
ment or if the ntarest point of the
manhole
falls
the
excavation for
back filled
Stone if

co

cis provided

inn

Section I. Excess ex.

coveted material shall be disposed

within too (2) feet of the pavement
edge If the xtructurc falls beyond

the., limns other backbiting

matertal may be used, provided

it

meets with the approval of the
engineer The back fill Atoll be corn-

pach.d as provided in Section I. Exbe
cess excavated material shall
disposed of in accordance with Section II
INLET AND

of in accordance with Section II.
INLET AND
OUTLET PIPES

the masonry for

Pipe placecl in

inlet

or

shall

connections

outlet

through the walls and
beyond the outside surfaces of the
walls a sufficient distance to allow
for connections, and the masonry
extend

shall be carefully constructed
around them so as to prevent
leakage along the outer surfaces.
CURING AND
PROTECTION

OUTLET PIPES
placed in the masonry

for
Pipe
inlet or outlet connections shall extend through the wall and beyond
the out,ide ,urface of tire wall a
sufficient dixtanrc to allow for connection, and the masonry shall be
carefully constructed around then)
,o as to prevent 1LE:16:Igo along the
Duo r ,urfaca .
PLACING CASTINGS
Crating. placed on concrete or

After the masonry work is completed, it shall be kept moist and
protected from the elements in a
satisfactory Manner for a period of
not less than forty-eight 148) hours.
CLEANING
newly constructed catch
All

basins, inlets, and similar structures

shall be cleaned of any accumulation of silt, debris, or foreign

matter of any kind, and shall

be

free from such accumulations at the

masonry surface ,hall be set in full
mortar beds The rnortar shall be
mixed in proportion of one (I) part
cement to three 13) parts sand, by
volume based on dry materials.
Costing, shall be ,et coccurately to
the finished elevation so that no

time of final Inspection.

nece,,ary

Improvements, both hereto at-

subsea -plant adju,tment will be

Where work 1, in paved streets
or area, v rich have been brought
to grade not less than eight (81
niches or more than twenty (20)
inches ,hall be provided between
the top of the cone or slab and

the under,ode of the manhole

costing ring for adjustment of the
casting ring to street grade.
MANHOLES NOT

mendation of

Board of

Local

the Village
Mount Prospect, providing for

Improvements

of
lime

improvement, and the estimate of

thirty (30) clays after the issuance
All

of said voucher.

installments

cultivated

shall issue bonds
payable out of said installonents,
Prospect

bearing interest et the rate of Sin

2

and

thereto.

SECTION 6: That the President of

the Village of Mount Prospect, be,
and he is hereby directed to file
a Petition in the Circuit Court of

assessment for the purpose of

defraying the expense of said improvement so far as the same may
lawfully be done and to ascertain
what property will be benefited,
in accordance With the provisions

im-

are hereby repealed.
SECTION 8: That this ordinance
shall be in full force and effect

proved.
SECTION

3:

That

the

said

provement shall be made and the
whole cost thereof, together with
an amount not exceeding six per
cent 16951 of the estimated cost, to.
wit: TWO HUNDRED SIXTY THREE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY
DOLLARS AND NINETY FOUR CENTS
viclitd tot tu

ed

expense

making,

by law, being the amount
included in the estimate. thereof,
shall be paid by special assessment,

in accordance with the Illinois

Br,
259-5233

burn
15 yrs.
In your /10,711.
Cull Joe
Free estimate

exp.

Carpet Installation
Wall

to

Pettit.,

6

bedspreads 8 w indow shades.
Lowest Prices
Highest Oucility
Large selection of
decorator's fabrics

Lauritz Jensen
3 Generations

Deco/Wing in the Finest

23 -Instruction

Scandonoviano Tradition

Piano students wanted.
Palatine area. 358-2699
after 4 P.M. and week ends.
DRUM
nationally
LESSONS,

CL 9-0495

359-1906

Coll -the rest- then call THE
BEST" fur ex pert carpentry,

All phones of yard work Lawn

Loans Mortgages ....

94
95
88
96

remodeling & additions No lab

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale
Situations Wanted -Men
Situations Wanted.
Women
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished
Apartments

70
.

.

31
21

22
74
78

NO JOB TOO SMALL

259-5887

73

After 6 PM

81

Save time & money

79

ON REMODELING & REPAIRS

77

.

18

102
92
42
82

planting, grade work 537-1411

Call me for free estimates on
room additions, roc rooms and
dormers. Vinyl and aluminum
siding.
UNITED ENGINEERS 823-0828
CARPENTRY & HIGH WORK

weeding. Residential and corninercial Saes) action assured
Free estimates
Call 255-6855

LINES FOR

"K" KONCRETE CO.
827-12B4
RESIDENTIAL

O

stows, basement floors, garage
floors, curbs, retainong walls.
Free Estlinifins
773-1261

Dog Grooming

Choirs
Solos
Sectls

as

though it has been sodded. We

take core of evergreens,

custom noade /alma slip
reupholstering. &
covers 8
plastic covers.

don't core how bad your lawn
100k, we will repack it, make it
I

look new.
Allen J. Clover, 328-7750

Masonry

Dressmaking -Sewing
Individualized styling. Holidoy
formals, resort clothes clesogned

to order. Coordinated wedding
parnes Alterations. Near Rond
255-0348
huts?.

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estunotes

ALPINE INTERIORS
Call 327-1752

Murals

X -CELL FENCE 8. IRON CO.

Aluminum storm windows P.
doors, olurninum fiber gloss
awnings 8. patios, rIlUnlinnn1 ad.
log. Financing wronged.

647-0220

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

Murals painted on any wall.
Washable. Under 550.

Tailoring
Expert Alterations

529-2840

Painting -Decorating
$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
Wallpapering
and
pointing. All- work guaranteed

CL 9-0849 Tees. & Wed. eves.
SHORTEN Lcodies' Coats: straight
55. full 57. Neat prof't work.
299-0529, A.M.
Des Plaines.

Wetteland Painting & decorating. Interior, exterior, & paper
hanging. Estimates cheerfully
given. 394-1665, Mr. Prospect.

E.J. ERICSSON

Decorating Service
Quality Decorating
FREE ESTIMATES

BEST REF.

255-7200
OR
AES6P-6E6TO
WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

Jim Ulrich

Week Jim Ulrich also turned

James F. Ulrich, department
head of mathematics at Arl-

his

ington High School. Jim

Scholastic Appfitude (College
Boards) Test an 800 -point effort in mathematics.
Ulrich who Cardinal coach

Ohio State University during,
the past summer in a program

in

a

perfect

score on

Bob Walther describes as "a
real team player goes both
ways playing offense at left
tackle and defense at right
tackle Coach Walther continued that he plays for the
good of the squad. not for the
good of Jim

studied "number theory- at

sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Jim's

high school cumulative
average is 4.817 out of a
possible 5.0.

Is

defiely one of those peo-

ple

Jun Jr

17

attributes his

interest and ability in

everything, including football.

He considers that much of

Arlington's success this year is
due to its intelligent linemen.
that Arlington will take the
conference title, will finish as

number one by the conclusion

of
classified
department
once in order th,ot correction

and could very well be
of this season.

In addition to football and

mathematics. Jim has

in a number of
sports and activities at Arlington including wrestling,

received no scholarship
offers. His present course of

swimming and track in which
he throws the discus end expects to compete this spring.

studies include two math

classes, calculus and special
math, which includes corn-

puter math.

The 6-2, 230 -pound tackle
believes that Hocking is logic

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE
CHECK YOUR ADS)
Advertisers ore requested to
shook the first insertion of

one of the state's best teams.

participated

ty of Michigan, but to date

(255-7200)

their advertisement and in
case of error to notify the

CLRICII DAS applied and
been accepted at the Universihas

WAI I HER FEELS that
the person who succeeds does
so by working hard, and Jim

and math can be applied to

can be made. tn the event of
error or omission, the newspaper will be rrupnsible for
ONLY
the first incorrect
insertion and only to the extent of the space that the ad

will be
Errors
recitifisd by republication
for one insertion,.
requires:

His outside interests are

Please sheds your ads and
i:totify us at once. Collect-

the piano, a skill he is

ions -ore accepted by phone,
9 to 9 weekdays 9 to 12
Saturdays.

photography electronics and

presently attempting to
master.

PHONE 255-7200

LADIES

LET ME DO YOUR SEWING

827-6024
Hems, alterations, slipcovers,
Men's pant cuffs & coot sleeves.
CL 5-2677
Shortening of hems on coats,
skirts, dresses, suede coats;
repair & replace zippers on
pants, jackets etc. Also men's
255-8161
clothing

Fencing

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR
Fully
workmanship.
Quolity
nsured. Reasonable. -259-1039

Ken's Paintity & Decorating
SPECIAL

Fall

&

'cow
'awed

work guaranteed.
299-3159
FREE ESTIMATES.
Quality Paint Service
529-7774, After 6 p.m.

AMERICAN
PAINTING &
DECORATING

redwood 8 stockade 647-0220

Floor Maintenance
Ecklund Floor Service

Averoge rtt sanded sealed &
529-1211

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing, Burns &
Scratches Removed Repo., &

Custom

reglmny

All

Exterior Pannonia at its fined.
Free Estonia les. Fully insured

X CELL FENCE & IRON CO
All types of I enc mg, c hoinlink,

finished 519.95

winter rates on all in.
exterior work. Fully

8

FL 8-4543

Residenhal
Apartments
Commercial!
Kitchen Cabinet Refinishing

R

Dick's Tile

358-9038

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5.3991

FP11 ESDMATIS

Won Lie New 8 F.'
Also, I. le Rn pa -,s

437.4093
255-1096

KEY TILE CO.

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed 8 Repaired

Transmission Service
AAMCO Transmissions
Art ens
830 W N W w,

259-9440

Tuning - Repairing
Tuning - Repairing
Used Pianos Wanted

Ned Williams

392.6817

Typing
typing and/or trans.

Excel.

IBM

Selectric

up/del.

YO

or

Exec.

5-6537

on
Pick

or

YO

7-9683

Upholstery.
Free

Custom Upholstery
estimates, your material

or 0,s. 437-2884

Wrought Iron
X.CELL FENCE 8 IRON CO.

Customized wrought iron. Ex.
647-0220
tenor 8 Interior.

10% FALL SAVINGS
1

SELL

Tile

PHONE 698-2322

mathematics to his father.

515 plus roorerinl

Decorating & Remodeling

3.3, 437-2884.

Arlington High School's
Offensive Lineman of the

512 plus material

522 plus rooter.'

Storm Windows

Meyers
Bradt & Masonry
All I iiies 8 replaces
CL 3-5964

NEW WAY PAINTING

replecaing, eehermning

301 W. South St.
CL 3-6100, Ert. 227

shrubs, trines ll ino & fall clectritoi.

299-1696

Re1111111(.1,

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT

School District 25

FALL SALE 50% OFF

will make your lawn look

POODLE GROOMING

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

His

CL 5-5692

lovers! We give

Fully insured.

Drapery Repairs

Arl

Slip Covers-Reuphol.

Sholl Decorating

DAYS

CUSTODIAN

16 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S Evergreen

On an

,

CEMkt1 I LON NAL IURS
sidewalks,
Driveways, patios

SCHOOL

Radio and TV Repair
(Color or black & white)

service. We wiil
grow you a lawn anywhere
whether the soil iS poor or rich,
in the sun or in the shade. We

STEPS

DRIVEWAYS FLOORS
PATIOS e WALKS

Rays

grass cutting, fertilizing, d.

Concrete Work

ourmArioNs e

114 Help Wanted Men

Horne Service Calk
All Bonk Credo Cords Honored

Complete lawn care available,

also

3-8602 after 2 p.m.

Radio -TV Repair
Repaired

Sodding 8 Seeding
Black Soil & Stone Dely'd.
CL 3-4200
LAWN MAINTENANCE CO.

Arlen: town
expert town

call

ginners
and advanced;
before 3 o.rin. 259-8498

ings, walls, and patching. Work 131 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
guoranteed. No job too small. Walnut, beige SOFA 545. TV
824-7510
$25. Child's TYPEWRITER 55. CL

SAVE YOUR EYES,
It's T V Check up tumor ArnI,Orms

QUALITY LANDSCAPING
Evergreens & Shrubs

Electriccil

259-0641

.

mointenance, trwnnming, power
raking, aerating, sod, seed,

HOME HANDYMAN
Plumb ity
Carpentry
Pointing Inside & out

CALL 255-3822
CUSTOM Plastering rooms, coil-

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

Fur Apprentice Carpenter.
359-2756
Rtiosonoble

Piano and organ lessons; be.

Dependat

Plastering & CP a won Ser., e

91

.

ate. 259-1773

fair

For

86

imi

known drummer. Group or poi.

Plastering

hIARBUT'S LAWN MICE.

TO.. haat,

will do typing

curacy. CL 5-5906 after 6 pm.
Experienced secretary bookkeeper to work at home.
394-2127

SHOP AT HOME

Landscaping

Keeiudecrig Add

secretary

& steno work; exc. speed 8 ac-

381-1972

tittt.L1 REPAIR!,

NO JOEL TOO SMALL

CL 9-4416
Expi d

-

SCIIIShed Customers
Are Our Snecialty

too small 766-8034

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

NO OBLIGATION

Janeal Draperies

Carpentry -Remodeling

ior

preferred. Call 255.5495

PAINTING & DECORATING

On Lill custom moth, draperies,

255.3642

plan-

conventions,

Executive secretary desires part
time work - home or office,

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
Conscientious workmanship
R,(150flable prices
437-9214
ree estimates

iF re..

up

ning etc. Mount Prospect area

259-2936

20% OFF SALE

f siiinotes

inns

setting

827-4637

Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate -

Thursday, October 31, 1968

Jim Ulrich 'Real Team Player' \

EDMOND GRAY

used

Steps

sick or on vacation. Office work,

SERVICES

631-7671
Foil cleanup & power rake
Rout !Jun, maintenance

Village President

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Shift

or

I

ACCOUNTING

14

cnIstr.PPLrE

Village Clerk
Published in

w

tion worts to help you part time
when your work load is heavy
or when your employees are

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

DEPENDABLE CARPET

wall

No job too small.

PASSED and APPROVED this

RICHARD H. MONROE

Home Repairing

Interior Decorators

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
1/2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, incoch. wall washing,
Pointing, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des. Pl. Serv. 296-6365.

I perience m office administra-

259-5337
Rick's Decorating
Prowling. Pointiri9 8 Tiling.
Wall Papering
3-111E

Reasonable rates
CL 3-4200

8

253-9046 - 7616888

22nd clay of October, 1968.
ATTEST:

corpet

Woll

Willi to
cleaned

The Sky is the Limit.

NAYS: 0

f ree Estirnotes
CALL HAUCK & SON

HAULING & CLEAN-UP

10 ft. to 1,000 ft. any types tower work, welding & electrical
work. Experienced on any type
carpentry work, remodeling 8.
barn work.
894-3797

AYES: 5

Work Gllormno,d

5 td.t

1

Carpet Cleaning

YOUNG RETIRED MAN with

AND 2 STRONG MEN
GENERAL

Fall Special $17.95 cleans loving
an. & hall canoe,. Sofas 59.95 &
up. 894-9141.

1 21 -Situations Wanted -Men

Interior Exterior Pointing

TUN TRUCK

85
89

from and after its pcnssage and approval thereof, according to law:

levying

and collecting said special assess
meta and all other expenses allow.

69
56

SECTION 7: That all ordinances, or

iii,

of

LD !ORAN

i

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property

To Rent, Stores, Offices
Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

special

tached and made a
be, and the same are hereby ap-

.

To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties

Cook County, Illinois, in the name
of the people of the Village of
Mount Prospect, praying that steps
a

.

Rooms -Board -

amendments

may be taken to levy

.

.

4

'NE NAVE

Personals

Real Estate -Service
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wonted .

per cent 16951 per annum, payable
annually, signed by the President
of the Board of Trustees of the

Division

13

Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices

of anticipating the collection of the
second and succeeding installments
of said assessment for the cost of
said improvements, the Village of

9,

23
90
50
65

Nursery Schools -

vided.
SECTION 5: That for the purpose

parts of ordinances in conflict with
this ordinance, be, and the same

thereof

.

relating to special assessment pro-

respects conform to the provisions
of the Illinois Municipal Code, Article

83

32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycle's and Scooters 111
55
Musical Instruments

be

Village of Mount Prospect and at.
tested by the Village Clerk of said
Village. Said bonds shall be issued
in accordance with and shall in all

47

Loans -Personal, Business
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous

respectively as in said Code

Mount

26
30

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Proptirty
Landscaping

collected with the installments

hereof,

cost

Chairman of the

surface

see that the openings through

be due and payable and shall

24

(To Rent)

Municipal Code, Article 9, Division
2 and amendments thereto. Interest
on such first installment shall be
due and payable and shall be collected at the same time as the first
installonent. Interest on the second
and succeeding installments shall

of this ordinance, and in the manner
prescribed by law.

and

to

rate of six per cent (640) per an
Interest on all installments shall
begin to run in accordance with

made by the
Board of Local

the

areas, the top of the casting, unless
otherwise directed by the engineer,
shall be set at existing ground
PIPE CONNECTIONS
Special care shall be taken

the
of

(5263,740.94), which is hereby pro-

WITHIN STREET AREAS
oro

SECTION 2: That the recom-

part

STREETS AT GRADE

Where work i,

within

voucher,

said

2

9:30 PM Thunderbird Lanes, Mt.
P. For info. call 392-6157.

PaintingDecorating

General Hauling

Brickwork

1

36

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wonted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women .
Flame furnishings Furniture
Industrial Property

Village of Mount Prospect of the
date of the first voucher and the
amount of

57

BOWLER needed Wed. nice mixed;

Day,

The Des Plaines Day and weekly in MaiRet Day.
Copy Deadlin r for Business Directory - Thursday 3:00 P M

3

Food and Delicacies
Fraternal Notices

114 -Personals

296-6640

OR

Your AD will appear daily in The Arlington Day, The Prospect

12

Florists

Board of Local Improvements of the

255-7200

10

Equipment Rentals

the

the provisions of the Illinois

order to permit the joints to
be mortared properly and also to
proper compaction

Secretary of

the

In

permit

the

shall bear interest until paid at the

necessary,

BACKFILLING

by

port ceinent to three (3) parts sand,
by volume, bawd on dry materials.
Castings shall be set accurately to

subsequent adjustment will be

EXCAVATION AND

Improvements

of the Village of Mount Prospect,
file in the Office of the Clerk
of the Court in which such assessment was confirmed, a certificate

based on dry materials.

Mortar which has been mixed

of Local

Board

FOR ADVERTISING

8

Dogs, Pets annul Equipment 44
Employment
27
Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies 28
Women
Employment Service 29
Women

S.

Reward CL 3.3479

1716

Day Camp

Vic.

Lost: 11 yr. old family friend, blk
& white pt. Dalmatian & Pointer,
Name ''Ludy''
of S. Art. I

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
CL 541232

15

Hobbies

Coins

female, strayed Tues.
Vail, Arl. Fits. CL 3-5259

39
66

Cord of Sympathy
Cord of Thanks
Cemeteries 8 Lots

in-

after the filing of die first voucher
issued on account of work done
on the said improvement. The so-

directly on any of the pipes.
Pre cast sections shall he placed
and aligned to provide vertical

side, and vertical alignment of the

first

The

stallment shall be due and payable
on the 2nd day of January next

volume,

by

be

LOST: Gold ring, Amethyst, nu,
Irounded with pearls, vic. of
Arl. Hts. Reward. 253-7430.
calico kitten, 6 mos.,
Lost:

Call 327-1752

311

Business Personals
Business Service Directory
Business Services

amount arid each in multiples of

posed of one (1) part cement to

shall be uniformly 'imported by the
base concrete and shall not bear

ag-

time

Rds., AH. CL 3.4744

Lost: Fluffy gray cat in the vicinity of Ridge School. Coll

ALPINE INTERIORS

.. 37

.

tional amounts so os to leave the

Lost: [Moony Spaniel, brown and
white, vic. Palatine & An. Hts.

1253-3067. REWARD!

64

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Building Materials
Business Opportunities

North-

CL 3-1938

101

Bouts and

assessment and all expenses allowed by law, together with all frac-

Concrete masonry units Shall be
constructed in horirontal courses
with vertical joints broken. The
units shall lie laid in mortar cont.

.t.A101.310 groove
the

onurtured

ing and collecting the special

CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS

stalled so as to form as integral,

provided on

all

conforming in

Schwirm hike,

west Ad. His. Please identify.

SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
Free Estimates

106
103
99

Automobiles Wonted
Barter and Exchange

represents the Cost of levying, look-

dimensions shown on the plans and
furnished by the engineer.

placed on the monolithic base
Pue

specifications

the

respects to lines, grades, and

between pre cast elements on storm
sewer manholes shall be niacin with
an approved bitutnastic material or
an approved rubber gasket.
The fist pre cast secticn shall be

to

So much of the aggregate
amount of the assessment

grates or lids, all constructed in ac-

All joints

biturnastic material

mode and provided.

and

frames

iron

cost

the

in

FOUND:

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

109
105
107

Auto Leasing
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Repairing and
Equipment
Auto Traileks & Campers .
Automobile For Sale

Lost: large drink yellow cat, wearing bell collar, vic. S. Evergreen,
Arl. Hts. 394-1672

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable

20

.

1113 -Lost and Found

Let us help make your DAY

34

Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
Aviation

manner provided by the stature in such case

installments,

35
75

Apts. and Rooms to Simone . 71

provement and the cost of levying,
making and collecting said assessment and all expenses allowed by
law, shall be divided into ten (10)

cumulations at the time of final in.

All lift hole, on pre cast elements
for storm sewer manhole shall Le
completely filled with an approved

INDEX

herein

land

of

parcel

and

lot

any

if

municipality,

the

silt, debris, or
of any kind, and

foreign

the
bc

All loft holes and all joints

I

against

CLASSIFIED

All newly constructed manholes

cumulation

aou
Seazwites MUreceoz.7

Division

SECTION 4: That the aggregate

which pipes enter the structure are
completely and firmly rammed full

shall be cleaned of any ac-

A pre cast brae section shall be

9,

2 and amendments thereto.

CLEANING

as specified or .hove on the plans.
carefully placed on
bedding so as to

Municipal Code, Article

Thursday, October 31, 1968

Page 12
(Continuer/ front Pai:e

D N'T
NEEDS

WITH
A DAY

WANT
AD
CALL
TODAY

DAY SERVICE

Guaranteed Workmanship
Fully insured. Free estimates

359-0993

DAY WANT ADS
ARE LOW COST.
CALL g:76r4°0

255-7200
OR

296-6640
WEEKDAYS 8:30 to 3:30
SATURDAY TIL NOON

(255-7200)

I DE DAY

MAINTENANCE

Multilith operator AB Dick 360.

Call 827 7880
From 9 A M to 9 P M

reliable, 6 day week,
a week.
Apply in person

YOUNG MAN
delivery in city and
suburbs, incluelina general
warehouse duties. New plant
located in Elk Grove Village,
with company benefits.
Light

HARDWARE SALES CLERK

and
STOCK ROOM CLERK

Contact
MR JENKINS

894 1966

port time

vice

Contact

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hts, Ill.

Arlington Heights

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

Shoe Salesmen

Days - 40 hr. week

Sternly work, goad 'Jay and
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS'

good working conditions. Pro.

Salary against commission.
Name own Hours
Must be 21 years of age

Varied and interesting duties,
steady work with good fringe

delivery serLeRoy Lei.t. r.

PART TIME

ill:1,15,

Apply in Person

33 E. Palatine Rd.
Wheeling, III.

CL 9-4100

NORTH SHORE
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Center
253-9392

Raburn Products

800 E Norihwe,t Hs ty
Arlington Height,

411 N. Wolf Rd.

SCHOOL

The New
Elk Grove Village
HOLIDAY INN

CUSTODIAN

Arlington Heights

3 6100,

for

department

product

to

pharmaceutical products Will

train Steady employment.
Excellent benefits Call

for

255-0300

CLEAN UP

Arnar-Stone
Lab , Inc

LADENDORF

601 E Kensington Rd.

MOTORS, INC.

Mt Prospect, Ill
An Equal
Opportunity Employer

CHICAGO OSCO

1

Oak Park

APPLY MR FINE

WALLEN-FINE
FURNITURE
Mt Pro,pect
Acra, from Randhurst

150 W Rand Rd

pal.

salary and em-

or

Part

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
DIRECTOR CO.
1865 Miner St. Des Plaines
827-6111

1 150

1000 Busse Rd. (RTE. 83)

its

field. As we

grow, so c10 you.

800 W Oakton St
Arlington Heights
MR HAUER, CL 3 3710

Opportunity to join the most

reputation second

to none.

MANAGEMENT --RETAIL

in Your FUTURE?

prestige position offering an
above average income call

Due to past growth (69 stores
opened in 7 years) and pro.
jeered future expansion in the
Chicago Metropolitan area,
ae are inthe market for mangement candidates.

Bud Cairns 392 5151

PART TIME

Based on the characteristics

Afternoon Work

of our successful store

managers, we are looking for
Hours can be arranged steady, not seasonal Ideal for semi.

retired mon Some light lifting

men with the following

S.

Are You "Up -Tight
become scarce?

LAB TECHNICIAN
PRODUCTION SCHED. TRAINEE
JANITOR, 2nd Shift
PLEASE CALL, WRITE OR VISIT US AT

PRE FININSH METALS,' INC.
2111 E. Pratt Blvd., Elk Grove Village, IT. 60007
SUBURBAN
CHICAGO
439-2210
Ext. 42
625-3750

Retirement program, paid life

of 511,000 as
manager.

Insurance, hospitalization
insurance, paid sick leave, 2

If you are interested in learn-

weeks paid vacation

and potential, call us at 383-

MT PROSPECT
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

confidential

CL 9 1200

DRUG STORES
1515 N. Harlem
Oak Park

and MECHANICAL

ASSEMBLERS
WE HAVE

CHALLENGING AND NON -ROUTINE
ASSIGNMENTS
EXCELLENT SALARIES

Top wages for experienced man. First shift.
Benefits include profit sharing, uniforms, paid
vacation, paid holidays, and paid life insurance
and hospitalization.

PHONE:

company recruiter, Mr. Catlin interviewing

537-2150

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

Wheeling, III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

2720 Des Plaines Av.. Des Plaines

30c

CALL 296-1043
TRAINEE
CIGARETTE
SALES
$135 Wk. NO FEE

1968 car furnished
bonus -profit sharing
experience

No

Protected territory
your

General Molded Products, inc.

necessary.
-

just keep

customers stocked

up.

No traveling - no night work.

5 day week. Do the job and
you may be area Sales Mgr.

Subsidiary of
SUNBEAM CORP.

CLAYTON HOUSE-.
1090

S.

Milwaukee Ave.

Wheeling, III.

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

Chicago, Ill.

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity Employer

OR ANY DAY AT

,

Rm. 508

510 N. Dearborn
-

An equal opportunity employer

0
MOTOROLA
R

0
L

Shippers
Receivers
Packers
Custodians

M

0
T

(Days & Nights)

BENEFITS:

r'ocut®/

.11

Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Excellent Working
Conditions

0
L

Low Cost Medical and

A

Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

MOTOROLA

437-5400

Algonquin and Meacham Roads
Elk Grove Village

enough. Wear a business

suit for interview. Oh yes
free smokes, of course! Ask
827-7706,
Frank
Victor at

HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR A CHANGE!
The following positions are available in General Time's
manufacturing facilities located in Rolling Meadnws.

Days

MACHINE OPERATORS
FREE HOSPITALIZATION

*PENSION PLAN

FREE LIFE INSURANCE

PAID VACATION

8 PAID HOLIDAYS

CAFETERIA

AIR CONDITIONED

CALL 259-0740
Or Come In Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M.-3:00 N.M.

GENERAL TIME

Please call Miss Gaffke

We are located close to O'Hare and can be easily
reached via expressway.

is

0 ASSEMBLERS

Dishwasher

APPLY NOW

CALL US AND SEE

2375 Estes Avenue

-

ENGINEERING/
0' HAPE

Apply in person at

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1st ONLY
HOURS: 9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Profit Sharing

ENGINEERING COMPANY

537-2512 AFTER 5 P.M.

Foreman!

NEW

NOW IN EFFECT!

Life Insurance

RAPID AD JANCEMENT
PROFIT SHARING
FREQUENT OVERTIME

MACHINIST

cedures, learning to operate

various types of modern equipment. Advance to Tool Room

Come in and see if you can't be placed on the
job of your choice. The Kane Service will have

0
We are a progressive manufacturer and are in need of additional experienced

ELECTRICAL

You'll be fully trained in all tool
room and machine shop pro-

IS WAITING FOR YOU!

INCREASE

T

in-

CHICAGO OSCO

701 W Gregory
Mt Prospect

1150 S Willis

FUTURE!!

PART TIME openings weekends or as a 2nd job
if hours are agreeable to your own job.

0

store

ing more about our growth
a

Miller at

Rick

$450-$480 FREE

NEEDS MEN

*interested in earning in ex-

for
terview.

Call

LOOK TO THE

25c

M Stock Keepers

ingenuity

5633

flight

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines.

a

'wanting to develop at your
own rate and by using your
a

-

827-7706, HALLMARK, 380

21 or older, 5 feet 6 inches or taller. Able bodied
as tours must be made of premises where assigned.

You are

cess

top

a

3

'wanting an active, non -

$2 77 PER HOUR AND UP.

Drivers.

Wheeling, Ill.

DES
PLAINES,
GLENVIEW, SKOKIE,
GROVE,
NORTHLAKE, or CHICAGO. Varied shifts available. No criminal record. American citizens, age

May we suggest that you join our growing family
before the labor market "breaks open" and jobs

routine environment

3 30 PM SHIFT

for

automotive specialist firm;
they want men who can
develop into Chief Test

is the time to get set on a FULL TIME job in
the interest ng field of security work. Qualified
applicants will be assigned to plants in MORTON

For a Good Job?

an intrepreneuriol comosphere
*intei'ested in public contact

CUSTODIAN

Adventures opportunity open
if you have a clean driver's
license and a DD2I4. Buckle

on the helmet and grab the

Now

'desirous of a position with

33 E Palatine Rd
Wheeling, Ill

start NO FEE

MR. MATHESON

N.W. SUBURBS OR CHICAGO

Wheeling

Willis

qualities and feel that they
would be interested in us. If
pursuing or possessing
college education

Raburn Products

$150wk. to

SECURITY GUARDS

SHIPPING HELPER
MAINTENANCE HELPER

If so, we could be of mutual
value.

If interested in a

EX G.I.

TEST DRIVERS

CI ITTPI? HFI PFR_

Is MANAGEMENT

business you Must have the
ability to work sell, and

think

Des Plaines

414 S. Golf Road

NEW START

YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPENINGS:

No previous experience
necessary To succeed in this

DesPlaines

CALL 296-1043

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Free Insurance with Major Med.
Paid Holidays & Vacations
Free Uniforms, Incl. Laundering

Des Plaines
827-6141

and have a professional

2720DesPlainesAv.

BANTAM BOOKS, INC.

TOWER PACKAGING, INC.

e Top Wages

220 Graceland

progressive recruiting firm in
the suburbs We have grown
-Inn pi, rent in 3 vim,

COMPUTER
DIV./Q' HARE

Des Plaines, Illinois

1150 S. Willis

WE OFFER:

Berkey Photo

Recruiting
Counselor

Years of experience aren't requisites for this profitable position! Trainees are welcome to
begin operaiions on the 360.30

wheel

in
supervisor
maintenance
photo finishing plaid. Work
Saturday
from
Monday thru

in

EXPERIENCE?

YOU CAN STILL EARN
UP TO
$130 wk --FREE

COME IN PERSON AFTER 4:30 P.M.
SEE MR. SCHMITT

2nd SHIFT

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Mature reliable man to assist

a leader

work, looking for a real future, need apply.

FLEXOGRAPHIC

537-2512 - after 5 p.m.

and one half for over 40 hours.
This is a permanent and secure
position with a company thcit is

The Aged

NO COMPUTER

Only sincere applicants desiring full time

PRESSMAN

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PERSON

7 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. with time

Service For

salary and good clean working conditions.

COME IN OR CALL

JANITOR

Lutheran Home &

We offer a liberal pension plan, excellent

PART TIME

TOWER PACKAGING INC\.

General

time

253-9042
24 -Help Wanted Men

1695 River Road

An equal opportunity employer

building cleoning Men over 65
and in good health may apply.

y

537-2510 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

MAINTENANCE
Full

that never come true and if you want to work
for a company with a future, see us.

disc system and some unit record
equipment.

We will teach you a trade in a growing plastics industry.
Company Expansion means new openings. Many company
benefits including profit sharing.

and

APPLY IN PERSON

JANITOR WORK

O'Hare Field

Top pity for experienced mon.

ployee benefits.

255 6400

Need Help?

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.

a.rn. No experience nec-

essary. Top

If you are tired of listening to big promises

MEN WANTED

Modern printing plant
publishing office. 4:30
to

top wages

APPLY IN PERSON

Elk Grove Village

1515 N. Harlem

JANITOR

warehouse
Good Pay Good Working
Conditions

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.

OPERATORS

Holiday Inn

DRUG STORES

FURNITURE

STORE MAN

BUTLER

Full or Part Time
Male or Female

PLASTIC EXTRUDER

APPLY TODAY

terview al your convenience.

Des Plaines
827-3111

For general work en stare and

383-

personal, confidential in-

Rd.,

Rand

1628

CONTACT
OPERATIONS DEPT.

5633 and we can Orange a

New and Used Car

between 9 a rn & 5 pm

Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Bonus Plan
Pend Vocation
Uniforms Furnished

If you'd rather, call me,
George Tkacz, R.Ph. at

week plus fringe benefits.

FULL TIME ONLY

See Market Manager

Boehmer & Hedlund

Insurance

the Midwest.

8 MEN
Full or Part Time

aid in light manufacturing of

VUlltUillent. Start 5100 a

MEN AND WOMEN

Free Hospitalization

first hand knowledge of why
we ore the best and fastest
growing pharmacy chain in

MAN WANTED

process fuel and service requests. Challenging position

AVIATION

grain, etc. Call Mr. Payne -

Plus Benefits:

Register arriving aircraft,

with opportunity for ad-

MEAT DEPT,

Store and visit with either
Their

AGENT

High school graduate.

NIGHTS ONLY

WANTED

pharmacist.

WAREHOUSE HELP

404 E. Rand Rd.

Experienced or Trainees

will provide you with

SERVICE

Arlington Heights

requisite. If you are interested
in a lucrative career this is a
golden opportUnity. One of the
largest reapers in the North.
west suburban area, we can
offer extensive paid advertising, referrals, training pro-

candid evolution of the Com-

Des Plaines
827-6141

227

Real Estate Sales
Experience, preferred but not a

Excellent Starting Salary

pany

CUSTOMER

392-9300

24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Arlington Hts.

If so, slop into your
registered

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

2001 E. Davis

(prefrobly over 50 years)

neighborhood Osco Drug

WANT ADS

JEWEL FOOD STORE

HOUSEMEN

Chicago?

BERKEY PHOTO
220 Gracelancl

St.

Ext

finest pharmacy operation in

cluded.

South

ci

product

call 692-4281

makes Chicago Osco Drug the

and company benefits in-

Public Schools
District 25

dealer. Guaranteed
line. Excellent future.

Needs

Would you like to know what

being offered by our delivery
department. Applicants most
be over 21 and have clean
driving record, Car furnished

and medicalinsurance

CL

OSCO DRUG

DRIVERS
Permanent positions are

40 hour week Year round
Hospital,arian
employment

W

REGISTERED

ROUTE

439.02E16

199 King Street

RITZENTHALER
BUS LINE

PART TIME
Fool $100 or mare a Month

82,1-0111 FOR INTERVIEW

PHARMACISTS

301

hospitalization. No age

benefits.

Lattof Motor Sales

plan, paid ...I.:f-

fit sharing

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

FULL OR PART TIME

Call Don Weidner

Page 13

Thursday, October 31, 1968

4:30 P.M. to 7:30

P.M. Monday thru Friday.

Free Training

',COI manufacturer need5

-

BUS DRIVERS

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

SCHOOL
BUS COMPANY
PHONE .134.0923
3040 S. Busse Rd.

ARLINGTON INN

WAREHOUSE &
I IGHT ASSEMBLY

Retired Man
For

5150

CALL 437-3990

fringe

All

week

hour
benefits
48

Short Runs
Good Puy
School Routes Available also
COOK COUNTY

PART TIME

SCHOOL

Young teens
Start earning Christmas
Money now.
539.7672

-

Mature over 30, sober,

CALL 437-6076

work

Now Hiring Boys

3 shifts 7 ace. - 3 p.m., 3 p.m.
11 p.m., II pan. 7 a.m.

MAN

Good benefits.

24 -Help Wanted Men

BUS DRIVERS
FULL TIME

DRIVER AND

WANTED
EXPERIENCED PRESSMAN

PART TIME
Permanent employment
available doing Janitorial

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Schaumburg
An equal opportunity employer

Progress in the World of 'Time

SPACE & SYSTEMS DIVISION

Rolling Meadows, III, 60008
1200 Hicks Road
An Equ'al Opportunity Employer

THE DAY
Pa

lltursda

14

October 31, 1968

Keypunch Trainee

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men or Women

MEN OR WOMEN with car for
light delivery work Good earnings paid doily Phone Mr Hon.
nay, 259 5350

Day Want Ads

Woman or mon with car few
weeks only, light messenger
delivery and collections; earn

$3.50.54.50 hourly. Must know
Pork Ridge area. We need you

SMALL PLANT

588.80 per week plus ten per
cent bonus for nights. Some
familiarity with machines. No
previous work experience re-

O'Hare Area Office

MAINTENANCE

Good all-around maintenance
elan can be chief in this company without previous top.

to

Hwy.,

need:

they

tionist, 3 girls for Light Book-

$800 FREE
by the

will be trained

You

Secretaries, and a Dictaphone
Secretary. 2 girls will be
trained to handle Reserve,
Boni and Customer Service.

SERVICE
To $9000 to Start, Free..

LAB TECH

chief chemist in research and

Office
MOUNT PROSPECT

Great opportunity to move info
'Uglier management or sales.
Call Fronk Victor at 827.7706,

ities.

HALLMARK PERSONNEL,

380

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

short blk. N. of NW station

NO STENO $550

MANUFACTURING

other gal will welYou and
come visitors into nearby sales
offices, answer phones, type invoices, keep track of salesmen

ENGINEER

TO $15,000

298-5021

We ore seeking a degreed ex.

PERSONNEL, INC.

perienced engineer with the
pray finial background to dir.

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

eut and coordinate tooling and
machine processes. Manage.
ment responsibilities will in.
dude tool, die, process, and
plant engineering, mechanical
design and improvement,
equipment procurement, and
training program. Excellent
location, full benefits and rapid
promotion.

DES PLAINES

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient
locations to sorve you
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.

r=J
THE BRUNING TALENT SCOUTS

3200

SEARCHING for YOU!

are

If

you

talent,

have

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours o day. A counselor will

experience

ambition, there are
studded" opportunities for

you

BRUNING

Layout and design of various

mote to Design Engineer!

ENGINEERING/
O'HARE
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

If

$600-$800
leading

firms.

local

you have had any electri-

cal or mechanical exposure
this is for you. College helpful.

* Shear Operator
* Shear Operator RI Set Up

nobody waits too long. Doctor
will train. MUST type for bills &
things. That's all. He'll show you
the rest. NorthWest. Free!
IVY
1496 MINER, 297-3535

Des Plaines.

Des Plaines, Ill,

298-5021

Finest Program of Employee Benefits
in the Northwest Chicagoland Area.

ings to assure you the kind of
conditions we know you want.
Call Don Morton, 827-7706,

Now Interviewing--Monday-

HALLMARK,

380

Northwest

Hwy, Des Plaines.

250 N. 12th Street
(north of Dundee Rd.)

TRAINEE
High School education
quired.

Talent Scout too -Once Hired we Pay You

Learn

is re-

supervision,

how to hire and fire. Advance
as quickly, as you ore qualified. Suburban location.

for low
pressure friendly neighborhood office, where you'll do a
variety of clerical tasks, that
some typing and
include
much public and phone contact. Free.
Miss Paige

Mt. Prospect, Ill.
1800 W Central
(Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.)

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

M

0

purchasing

R

receptionist

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

doctor's
office

DES PLAINES

In Downtown Mt. Prospect

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)
Three other convenient locations to serve you
629.6770.
449.8070

starting salary
$433 a month
Average Typing
Able to Greet Patients
Moke Appointments, etc.

815-338-

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will
be available to assist you.

299-3777

personality

Full or Part Time
Days

File Clerk

Any hours available

$400 FREE

WideS'Pe'

298-5021

Des pioine, e,

PERSONNEL

L

holmes & assoc.
Randhurst Office, Upper Level
392-2700
Suite 23A

Salesgirls
Fountain Help
ply in person to Helen
Mclenahan

S.S. KRESGE CO.

WIG STYLISTS

Arlington Market

Full or Part Time Hours Available
Good starting salary plus liberal commissions
Many Company Benefits

CLEAN LIGHT
WORK
Women for packaging

WIEBOLDT'S

department. No previous experience necessary. Steady
work, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Mon-

day thru Friday at plant of
MT. PROSPECT

PHONE 392-1500, Ext. 249

pharmaceutical manufacturer.
Coll between 9 a.m. & 5 p.m.

255-0300

Arnar-Stone
Lab., Inc.

WOMEN

Wheeling, Ill.
537-2180

Light Assemblers
Line Wirers & Solderers

Excellent starting salary;
many company benefits. Ap-

Openings Now Available

601 F Kensinotnn Rd.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
An Equal
Opportunity Employer

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

FABRICATOR
INSPECTORS -2nd
SHIFT

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

M

Inserters
Cafeteria Attendants

BENEFITS:

0

Conditions

We have an excellent opportunity for an individual to
join our quality control department.
is

responsibility

department, during 2nd shift.
Should be familiar with basic

OFFERS

Wage reviews every 3 months
Excellent working conditions

Primary

the inspection of parts fa-

bricated in our punch press

Methode Mfg. Corp.
IncentiVe and bonus jobs.
Good starting rates

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

inspection

equipment.

Start-

ing rate dependent upon experience. Call or apply in person.

METHODE MFG.CORP.

METHODE MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows

392.3500

1700 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS
392-3500

T

HELP WANTED

R

Excellent Pay
Automatic Increases
Excellent Working

pliers, learn to order materials,
get quotes, samples. Type pur

Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Salary plus Commission
3 S. Wolf Rd., Prospect Hts.

be

Do you have a flair for Hair Styling? Our business
is growing. We are looking for additional beauticians to be trained as

FEMALE
L

Low Cost Medical and
Life Insurance

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL
WOODSTOCK, ILL
3200

for whom you'll

SEE MRS. ROPER, 2nd Floor, WIGGERY

.Clerical

NW Toy mfr. Lots of phone work
& action! You'll get to know sup-

to help us RECRUIT

BRUNING

people

Inc.

530 W. Northwest

Mannhe,,,,

NEEDS WOMEN

0

IVY

PERSONNEL, INC.

FULL & PART TIME

and a group of professional

MOTOROLA

Learn

DES PLAINES

298-5021

BEAUTY OPERATORS

Some Part Time Hours Available.

394-0880

1496 MINER, 297.3535

TOP PEOPLE

Doyno Motors

1st and 2nd Shifts

chase orders. $100 Free.

WIDE

APPLY IN PERSON

II W. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect, Ill.

&

8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.

position

9 S. Dunton

R & R Cleaners

394.0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

Monday thru Friday

$500 MONTH

MANAGEMENT
This is the fastest moving training program available today. A

You can be a Bruning

VARIETY
GENERAL OFFICE

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

Friday 8 AM -4:15 PM
Tuesdays `Ti I 8 PM

DES PLAINES

Very nice

9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
5 Days a Week

light laundry.

Miss Paige

REEI IVY 1496 MINER, 297-3535

spots we have in machine shop
assembly inspection, tool room
maintenance, etc. and you'll
once again enjoy going to
work. We screen your job open-

Wonted for counter work and

lovely office surroundings

into studio. General office work.

FREE

Cashier - Typist

receptionist and offor this excellent suburban firm you'll
have constant public contact,

You'll greet everyone. Show them

Taking the blame while your
boss gets credit? Move to a
company that will treat you
like the Management Man
you ore. You'll fit one of the

Pleasant & Reliable
WOMAN

greeter

Ill

ART STUDIO

CALL AL

the

ficial

or noon,

259-3022

mediate employment. Phone Mr.
Hannay
259-5350

DES PLAINES

11

delicious coffee and donuts.

dignified, good earnings. Im-

1496 MINER, 297.3535

As

7 am to

or

girls for temporary telephone
work in our office. Pleasant,

ALL FREE TO YOUI
IVY

pleasing
a
qualify. Free.

toonists, all come here to have
jobs done or to see what's mewl

$600 - $1,000

HOUSEWIVES & HIGH SCHOOL

people you work with! Typing or
any other skills is in your favor
for faster pay raises & you'll get
to take longer vacations when

MARTIN MARIETTA

Artists, magazine illustrators,car-

FOREMEN

INCREASES

the people you meet and the

MARTIN METAI s DivisioN

(Hlomns &

SCPe Mile))11eoe

Des Plaint,

A cheerful pleasant atmosphere to serve our

259-6262

and

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

$525 FREE

°l

Prospect. Good salary.

it

6

(Licensed)

all.public-contact.100%- of.

COME SEE US AT

Full Charge
Bookkeeper

Wide

Mon thru Fri.

and

30 -Help Wanted Women

SHIFTS OPEN:

3 days a week, downtown Mt.

the receptionist. Light typing

the news. FREE!
IVY

WANT -

GIRL FRIDAY $480

AUTOMATIC

clip

Job Security
High Income
Excellent Working Conditions
Paid Holidays - Paid Vacations
Group Insurance Plan
Automatic Pay Increases - Shift Bonus
Advancement OpportUnities

IVY

PERSONNEL

FED UP

K.

leases. Meet & work with all the
folks who keep this company in

FACTORY JOBS FOR WOMEN WHO

1496 MINER, 297.3535

u1,33u.

be -available to assist you.

paigns, issue

press re-

of Mt. Prospect
Midnite to 7 am, weekends

OUTSTANDING, PERMANENT, FULL TIME

DES PLAINES

Coll Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

Sole Mgr. of

MISTER DONUT

chic outfits & help people find

30 -Help Wanted Women

head bookkeeper with

DES PLAINES

629.6770
449-8070

for

Des Plaines, Ill.

SHAMPOO GIRL

$125 WEEK

Suburban firm. Take letters about new products, ad cam-

&

Sc°Pel Mannheim)
PERSONNEL

reservations, confirming, selling
tickets, cancellations. You'll wear

Immediate Openings

A / R, A / P, paycoll. Type checks,
invoices. Really learn! Free

LOMBARD, ILL
HILLSIDE, ILL.
WOODS IULt., ILL.
3200

work

You'll

298-5021

Wide

mediate employment. Phone Mr.
Hannay -259-5350.

TRAINING PROGRAM! You'll

PEOPLE
GREETER

SECY $575

$425 FREE

dignified, good earnings. Im-

airlines. PLENTY OF BENEFITS.
394-0880

Reception

girls for temporary telephone

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

$433 Free
298-5021

$440

Assist

work in our office. Pleasant,

966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

DES PLAINES

LIKE FIGURES

298-5021

HOUSEWIVES & HIGH SCHOOL

you're part of this famous
Miss Paige

9 S. Dunton

General Office

PERSONNEL

Three other convenient locations to serve you

Free.

DES PLAINES

30 -Help Wanted Women

Phone 298-6289, noon to 9 p.m.

comes into this famous airline for
reservations or info. You will get
in on MARVELOUS COMPLETE

the-tirne. You'll just love

1496 MINER, 297-3535

HALLMARK, 380 Northwest Hwy.,

Mannheim)

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

* Packers

really jammed. Set appts. so that

Good wages. Full or part time.

to handle anyone who calls or

PUBLIC CONTACT

mies keep little ones happy tit
Doctor is ready. Office is never

telephone sales contact from
our downtown Des Plaines office.

answers to their travel questions.

Excellent local mfg. firm has
an opening for a girl with
accts. pay. or accts, rec. exp.

Contact Mrs. Chapin
827-6628 'til 6 p.m.
824-2063, after 6 p.m

-

.

Personable young ladies wanted

It's

be his receptionist. Welcome

Sege (Higyins &

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

FIGURES

TO $565 MONTH

COMPLETE TRAINING

everyone into office. Help mom-

Home coordinating work. 10 to 30 hours
a week. School, Church or 4H
work helpful. Excellent earnings
if accepted. 2557073.
interesting
Women and girls

I am all about making plane

Doctor specializes in kids. You'll

Call Jan Roberts at 827-7706,

Wide

PERSONNEL, INC.

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,

BABY DOCTOR'S
GIRL $460

.

5425.575 FREE
"MEET AND GREET"

*Utility Men
& Set Up

Three other convenient
locations to serve ybu
629.6770
LOMBARD, ILL.
449-8070
HILLSIDE, ILL.
815-338WOODSTOCK, ILL.
3200

SWBD-RECPT

* Paper Wrappers

*Hand Screw Machine Oper.

(O'HARE OFFICE BLDG.)

TRAINEES

of

Arlington Heights
966.0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

You will be completely trained in layout and design by
one

when trained and periodic
increases thereafter. Free.
Miss Paige
3940880
9 S. Dunton

be available to assist you.

DRAFTING

*Chemical Mixer -Helpers

start with excellent raise

DES PLAINES

MONEY NOW!

FAST PROMOTIONS!

smoothly . Any light experience qualifies. Call Jan
Roberts at 827.7706, HALLMARK PERSONNEL, 380

learn to
Patients,

schedule oppmnts. so the
doctor's schedule is never

Call Des Plaines anytime 24
hours a day. A counselor will

CALL 296-1043

Set Up

*Welders -Arc
*Paint Sprayers

ans. phones, greet

.

DesPlaines

2720DesPloinesAy.

*Press Brake Operator &

FAST PAY RAISES!
FREE TRAVEL PRIVILEGES!

neighborhood doctor will

PERSONNEL, INC.

$700-$800 FREE

ments, handle customer service and keep things running

people, this young
receptionist. You'll

DAYS ONLY

EARN CHRISTMAS

MOTHERS: School

trainees $450

enjoy meeting and talking to

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS,

right under the Chief and pro-

Set Up

If you have a neat appearance, light typing and

298-5021

this dynamic suburban firm. Work

* Turret Lathe Operators &

No medical experience req'd.

WIDE

NURSE

30 -Help Wanted Women

hours. 439-8412, CL 9.1263

Be the focal point of this plush

completely train you as

READY FOR

control panels and systems for

WE DESPERATELY NEED:

DES PLAINES

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTIONS

overcrowded. $116 week to

DESIGN?

To $125 a WK. FREE

off ice. Schedule appoint-

IVY

DRAFTING

at

get

1496 MINER, 297-3535

be available to assist you.

"star-

and

messages. You'll pitch in,
things done! Free

NO SHORTHAND

298-6983 til 3 p.m.
824-6431 aft. 3 p.m.

966.070k
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

airlines
hiring

SECRETARY

1

in Des Plumes

394-0080
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

Car necessary, make your own

SMALL OFFICE

WIDE

To work in Nursing Home

Miss Paige

966-0700
6028 Dempster
Morton Grove

259-6442

Northwest Hwy., Des Plaine

NURSES WANTED

suburban firm. Free.

394-0880
9 S. Dunton
Arlington Heights

(Higgins &
Mannheim)

Des Plaines, Ill

PERSONNEL

at this well regarded

direct

start. Free.
Miss Paige

34 S. Main Street
Mount Prospect
1

then

all

ing and the ability to handle
the public. $475 month to

availABILITY, Inc.

1720 Algonquin

time,

scor

$575 MO.

public contact
position that roils. light typAn

298-5021

Wide

Shorthand can be very light
for just an occasional memo.
You'll be the private secy to
one of the nicest executives

them to proper office or officer.

Ford Employment

ducts. Suburban location, tin.
holt res., unlimited opportun-

development for their new Iwo -

pointment

with

437.5090
MORTON GROVE
YO 5.2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE

$500 FREE

SECRETARY

area, inquire as to their ap-

Jobs

Sec'y

Executive

LIGHT STENO

You'll greet clients, investors,
visitors, into lovely reception

On TEMPORARY

CALL YOUR NEAREST

Supervise a sato.; force of MCP
and women handling customer
inquiries and complaints. Keep
office records, etc. in shape.

381-4401

Mannheim)
Des Plaines, Ill.

PERSONNEL

FINANCIAL FIRM

No Tricks
Only Free Treats

Clerks, 2,Executive
CUSTOMER

To Take Over
Established Clientele.

(Higgins &

RECEPTION
FOR LARGE

BOO!!

Recep-

a

Full or Part Time

298-5021

Wideo

Des Pla nes III

PERSONNEL

Des Ploines, Ill

BEAUTY OPERATOR

$450 FREE

PERSONAL

their move front out-of-

state

Key Punch Operator

Wl deoeopp298-5021

wonderful firm will occupy in
lovely new surroundings. Due

keeping Spots, 2 Typist -

CHEMICAL

$450 FREE

PERSONNEL

entire floor that this

spot experience. Call
Morton at 827-7706, HALL
MARK, 380 Northwest
Des Plaines.

Jr. Bookkeeper

$475 FREE

(Higgins &
Morothe)m)

We're completely staffing ,he

Don

325 W. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect
392.5151

Gal Friday

Wide

$375 to $600

5145.5175 a Week FREE

quired. Call:
Jane Hand

Crown Personnel, Inc.

now. Phone 298.6259.

Staffing New

30 -Help Wanted Women

28 -Employment Agencies Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

Profit Sharing
APPLY NOW
Monday, Thursday and Friday: 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Wednesday and Thursday: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M. to 12 Noon

If you are looking for higher starting rates, 3 increases the
first year, profit sharing, hospitalization, paid vacation, paid
holidays, cost of living increases, job security, if you are looking for all this plus a good company to work for, come in and

let us tell you our story.An Equal Opportunity Employer

TOWER PACKAGING INC.

MOTOROLA
Algonquin and Meacham Roads

Schadriburg
An equal opportunity employer

Wheeling, III.

1150 S. Willis,
537-2510

GUN COLLECTION

HOUSEWIVES

PRAPERY
".-SEAMSTRESS

your own
Spare time work
boss. Dealers wonted to make
group demonstrations and displays in homes of a new and

Experienced Full Time
Coll Eleanor at 437 2004

BEAUTICIAN
WANTED IMMEDIATELY

Full time to take over large high
fashion clientele in downtown
Mt Prospect

439-3564
Modern&Antique.
Deluxe GE port. dishwasher $60;

and

afternoons

time,

spare

$75. 255.3395.
MAGNAVOX TV CONSOLE
Most sell - make offer

evenings. We train and guide
you. Start now and make your

NURSING

ASSISTANTS

convenient

and

earance

Hours open Will train
Contort Mrs Chopin

car.

Phone 729-1999. it mile N. of

Teller

Golf Mill),

$433 FREE
TEMPORARY

Wide

494'298-5021,
&

Mann1,0,

Di sl,i:or.c

PERSONNEL

ill

NEED MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS?

op.

lion

Counselors

Beauty

Roselle 5 rm. 2 bdon. apt Se

permanent position.

Wide

SaCe

298-5021

and mower, good condition

Typewriter owners: your machine
cleaned or repaired. 20 yrs, exp.
work guar. FL 8.6947

varied

train you. No age limit.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE

Good second Ref r. 23" TV (needs
work) good vacuum cleaner.

PHONE GIRL

Each $15. 437-0995 after 5:30
10" bench saw; floor model drill

and port time Day Help

Excellent salary and Company
benefits
Apply in person

Randhurst Shopping Center

desired

but

train qualified person Modern

Paid Vacation, etc.

PLEASE CALL 259-7300
FOR INTERVIEW APPT.

DODGE
IN DES PLAINES

ALERT

PRACTICAL

SECRETARY
Duties involve processing of
real estate home loan ap

teresting lob in small, modern
Des Plaines office Experience

helpful but not required.
Salary open
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

CALL - FRED NEAL

to

.

Figure aptitude and adding
machine skills helpful

DES
new
PLAINES DAY by telephone.
Pleasant air conditioned of.
fice located downtown Des

Plaines

Free Hospitalization
Insurance

CALL MRS SNYDER

8 AM -2 PM
FEMALE

MR GUS'
RESTAURANT
1111 So Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts, Ill
956-1 1 15

1000 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83)
311lummage & Garage Sale
to

10

5

P.M.

Nov. 1, Sat.
1486 Oakton,
-

Des Plaines.

Garage Sale: 12 families, Sat.
Nov.

2,

9-6 pm, 320 N.

Pine,

at Gregory, Mt. Prospect

and diversified general office
position Applicant should
have some typing experience

Our, & Bsmt. Sale: Nov. I, 9-5
pm, 217 S. Wille, Mt. Prospect.

has

created

an

and a desire to perform a
variety of duties

NICHOLSON

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437 2830

NURSES AIDES
Help In core of elderly patients.
Feeding
bathing - walking.

Full time Hours 530 a.m. to
1 30 pm, 300 pm to 11:00
pm,1100 p.m to 7 00 a.m.

Lutheran Home &
Service For
The Aged
800W Oakton St
Arlington Heights
MR HAUER, CL 3 3710

the Forest Preserves. Rustic living room, 2 boihs, 2 fire-

107 E. Olive Ave, Pros. Hts.

turn,, playpen,
& misc.

toys,

records,

HEATED Garage Sale, Ladies &
girls winter coats,
childrons
clothes, typwtr, desk, refrid,

ricycle & much misc. Nov 1 & 2
1081 Prospect Lane, Des Plaines
RUMMAGE SALE
BARGAINS 8. TREASURES

Fri, Nov.1 - 7.9 P.M.
Sat, Nov.2 - 9 -NOON
AMERICAN LEGION HALL
121 N. Douglas, An. Hts.

(across from Recreation Park)
M.O. Chapter ER
Donations gratefully accepted.
CL 3-1576

$35,800

255-2090
2W. NW Hwy.
Arlington Hts.

OR

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL 9.3200

WESTINGHOUSE REFRIGERATOR

Good condition $100.
259.9408

120
l/2

HOMEFINDERS

if preferred -the home alone on
/ acre for $45,000.

acres. 4 bedroom ranch
home. Some finishing needed
but offered at a low $29,500.
See immediately!

PALATINE

PALATINE

1958 VW, SUNROOF,

GOOD CONDITION.
299-6518

'63 Corvair

WANTED:

1966 VW SEDAN, excellent condition. Must sell best offer. 392-

Fireplaces,

hornes.

$32,500. If you
country,
seen this

at

*

little country
town with hills, river & charm.
only small

the

Open all
Sunday

$30,900.

PALATINE

to multiple Northwest Highway. $59,500.

'ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Brick ranch, full basement delightfully finished in choice
$31,S00.

day

2013.

1964 Pontiac Catalino convert.,
auto, P.5./P.B. $650 or best
offer. 439.9573.
'62 Olds 88, 4-dr. sedan automatic transmission, power stger.
ing & brakes. $450. 824.4440

Walnut bairn-, set, dbl. bed,
dresser & chest W / mirror $60;
dinette table $10; Early Am. twin
bed & chest both $40; Magnavox

reduced 25 percent to 33 percent

All frame regular stock. Colby's
Warehouse Clearance Center,
1001 Skokie Blvd., Northbrook.
Hours 12.5 Mon. thur Fri.; 9:30
to 5:30 Saturdoy.

CARPET

INSTALLATIONS

&

1

acre

Sensotionol discount. Must see.
Will separate.
Phone 537-1030
FURNITURE BARGAIN

HUNTING?

Visit Colby's new Warehouse

100

Clearance Center. 25,000 square
feet crammed with regular Colby

year old oaks, hickory and oil,

furniture reduced 25 percent to

or natural beauty. 5 minutes
from interchange. 10 minutes
to railroad station. Front

Boulevard, Northbrook. Hours 12-

your own private lake.

$20,500.

40 percent. 1001 Skokie
5 Mon. thru Fri.; 9:30 to 5:30
Saturday

CARPE I I NG

PHILIPPE BROS.
Realty

Realty

358-1800

658-5661

358-1800
646 S. Main, Algonquin .(4 bl

Roll ends up to 20 yards, Gold,
Olive green, Martini $4 sq. yd.
20 to 45 yards from $5 yd. I"
high shags $7 yd. Commercial
velvet Martini only $6 yd. Area
rugs from $5.50,
CASTLE HOME FURNISHINGS
Rt. 83 5, McDono/d Rd.

S. of 62 on 311
86 -Real Estate -Houses

253-9416

Prospect Heights

MOUNT PROSPECT

brand new. Total orig. cost $950
sac. all $350 or willing to sopa,

CARY

Need Immediate Possession?

picturesque brigodoon. See this 4 bedroom split
foyer. 11/2 baths, built-in oven, range, dishwasher. Wail to -wall carpeting in living room. Attached garage. Immedi-

3 bedrooms on large lot in country club area. Imagine

ate. Also colored TV.
478-2376

Live in

34 -Arts and Antiques

ate occupancy. $23,900

ANTIQUES bought and sold.
Des Plaines House, 1096 Lee
St., Des Plaines, III, 824-4492,

ANTIQUES, collectors items, bot-

MOUNT PROSPECT

tles, old kitchenware, furniture,
bric-a-brac, and much misc. We
buy also. Open Fri. & Sat., 10-5,

Location! Location!! Location!!!

Sun. 12-5 WAUCONDA TRADING
POST, Rt. 12 4 miles North of
Lake Zurich
JA 6.7495 or 724-6177

This 2 bedroom expandable brick Cape Cod has it. Plus full

basement, lath and plaster interior, oak floors. Walk to
schools, shopping, bus & train. 526,250

Newly listed contemporary colonial. Custom built --7 rooms,

the convenience of this 18 x 10.5' kitchen with built.in oven,
range, Revco refrigerator/freezer & Coppes-Napanoe cabinets. All rooms large with plaster walls, hardwood floors and
natural woodwork. 2 car garage with electric opener. A truly
lovely and spacious home with many extras. Phone for an
appointment.

1

'61 Ford 223 eng., stick., like new
tires. $200 or best offer.
255-6619
1961 MORRIS MINOR
CONVERTIBLE 5175
253.8386

'68 Buick SDL must sell need tui

lion P/A AT P/5 T/W 5 yr w low
mileoge 52700 253.4965

Carlillor (mine de Ville

full power, one, cond. $750.
824.2317

Make reasonable offer for quick
sale, '64 Pontiac Catalina lidtp.
A / T, P / S, P / B, goof.] cond.,
low niiles. 255-3214

'65 Chevy hepolo, blue,

4

dr,

HT, P/B, INS, air cond, sno tires,

clean cond. Must sell 439-3114

wire wheels, nice interior, $1,200.
or best offer. 437.8563 aft. 5 pm
212, 302 V8,
1968 Mustang

sewn buttons on monograms and fancy stitches. No
attachments needed. Five ylar

4 bbl. P/S. A/T, wide oval WW,

holes,

parts and service guarantee.

FULL PRICE $51 .30

Come see this 3 bedroom hi -level home. Gracious entrance

foyer leads to rear living room. 2 baths, 2 car attached
garage. Kitchen has coppertone range plus cozy eating
area. Custom drapes in living and dining room included.
$35,500

SIAMESE KITTENS

Better Than New

CL 3-7740 aft. 4 pm
Male Siamese kittens, blue point
and seal point.
956-1953

4 bedroom, 21/2 bath colonial. First floor family roam with
fireplace. Deluxe builtin kitchen with disposal, oven, range,
dishwasher, custom carpeting and drapes. Basement, 2 car

FREE real furry cute kittens.
5 weeks old.
CL 3.3547

bedroom L -ranch has perfect location for your convenience. 2 car insulated attached garage. Ceramic tile
3

and V2 paneled kitchen. Exterior just pointed. Within walking distance of shopping center. $25,900

garage. Immediate occupancy. $46,900

Cocker Spaniel female 15 months; white with brown spots.

PHONE: 439-6015

392-6619

Toy white poodles, 2 females,
male. AKC registered. 7 weeks.

caps, WW, A/T, P/S, radio, $2700.
CL 9.2077

to 9 P.M.

70 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

Room to rent with kitchen privileges for mature lady In Mt.
Prosp. CL 9-4523.
11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

clean $1650.

PIANO, Gulbransen ebony.
Good condition $250.
CL 3.0706

2 pickup boss guitar & Conn
102 -Trucks, Trailers

CL 3-7344 of ter 6 PM
2

PA speaker columns 5240.

Full drum set & cases $200.
CL 9-4314

Store your piano or organ in my

'62 International Scout, one, running cond. & body, 4 -wheel drive,
snow plow. $900. 255-3447
103 -Auto Trailers &Campers

home, tender loving care, Will

TENT TRAILER,

pay reasonable move. 259-3819

SLEEPS 5,5100

CONSOLE ORGAN

259-1639

Higgins tent trailer with canopy,

3 bedroom bi-level with 11/2 baths. Built -7n oven / range,
hood, fan, ceramic back -splash and work area. Loads
of wood cabinets. Too many extras to list --come see for
yourself. $32,000.

827-6603

Used silver gray amp, 2 inputs,
$30. Used trumpet, needs new
lacquer, $45. El Rey, CL 3-0180
Hammond

WHEELING

argon, M3,

Spinet

blond oak, excel tone, like new,
$695.437.2943

A very clean 3 bedroom bi-level home -a pleasure to show.
2 baths, 21/2 car garage. Ceramic back splash in cabinet
kitchen. Vanities in both baths. Sliding doors to patio.

Grand piano, must see to appreciate this beautiful oiled

Lots of closets, cabinets & counter space- $34,900.

ed. CL 3-3465 aft. 6 pm

walnut Story & Clark, real. pricGibson
pick-up,

r. ASSOCIATES, INC.

electric

Arlingten Heights

DES PLAINES HINSDALE OAK LAWN

Palatine
Schaumburg

guitar

with

vibrato,

$95. CL 5-6130

ORGAN

estate

'""millr111100""

hollow body, single
electric guitar $110;

2 pickup, solid body, Harmony

real

REAL ESTATE

73 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

1966 DODGE Sportswagon V8.
auto. clean 51600.
Coll weekdays .827-3195

WITH LESLIE PECAN

blk. R.M. shop.

ping center. CL 3-8321, CL 3-

1966 PONTIAC 4 dr, sedan exec-

utive, air cond., P/S. P/B, extra

55 -Musical Instruments

PALATINE

Immaculate!!!

DAVID Mc COY

stripe in blk,

our spoiler on trunk. Deluxe hub

Nicely Landscaped

437.2129.

paper trained. 299-8483.

low miles, corvette bronze, blk.

credit Mgr. Coll 469-7204, 9 A.M.

1

Min. Schnauzer male puppy 8
wks. AKC, shots, chomp. sired,

'613 Camaro 327-V8, like new;
vinyl top, racing

trumpet, reasonable.

HANOVER PARK
Close to School & Recreation Center

radio, low miles, exc. cond.
52895.692 2564 after 5 pm.

For terms of $5.10 per month.
Call Capitol Sewing Machines
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

A Must to See!!!

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PEDIGREE

Schiller Park-Furn apt.
$170 a month
Call 547.9070

fect cond., less than 16,000 mi.,
private owner. 392.5021
1960 Olds "98", 4 dr., owner
car, excel. cond., $250.

Sewing machine cabinet included, slightly used sews blind
hems in dresses, makes button-

SCHAUMBURG

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

8452

'65 Dodge Polar° wagon, per-

'64 Austin Pealy. Mark II, 3000,
convert, radio, elect. overdrive,

ZIG-ZAG

CLEANER; Elite TYPEWRITER. All

1

tras, will separate. $650 or best
offer. 255.0571

aft 6 pun.

1968 SINGER

machine; Royal deluxe VACUUM

to share home,

dr.

4

299.2583

1961

BRADSHAW

Philippe Brothers

mileage, V.8, 5150

CL 9-4320

acre

3

1954, 2 dr. HT, very low

Buick,

clr, stick shift $275 oM best offer.
392.4940 after 6 prn.
'55 Chevy, 396, 400 hp, many ex.

hornesite, sweeping down to

hide -away.

pro,

'64 Rambler American 6 cyl. 4

LONG GROVE
Executive

stick,

regular stock. Colby's Warehouse

Either Cash or Terms. We deliver.
$8,000

acre tot

cyl.,

Chao. 6

cocktails, commodes. All from

FOR SALE IN 4
DELUXE MODEL HOMES

$18,000.

'59

114 Colby tables reduced 25 per.

cent to 50 percent. Ends,

DISPLAY FURNITURE
lakefront.

sedan. A 'T. P / B,

253.2624

Mon. thru Fri.; 9:30 to 5:30 Saturday.

on

Imp. hdtp. 4 dr.
P / S, air,
clean, $965 or offer. CL 3-6931
1964

'67 Chevy Vti, autOrnatic,
low miles, good condition.

KNOLLS

lot

255.6691
Chev.

terized, 595. 392.4777

LONG GROVE
Terms $13,500.

'66 Ford Country Sedan, P / S.
WW, auto. trans., V.E1, privately
owned $1500, CL 5.2548
'61 Ford 223 eng., stick, like new
tires. $200 or best offer.

tic ally new batt. & brakes, win-

Clearance Center, 1001 Skokie
Blvd., Northbrook. Hours 12-5

2 acre homesite -- only 2 left.

2

Saturday

4

5 mo, o/d elaborately decorated
figurine lamps; Victorian marble
top cocktail table, paid $330 now
$170 or best offer. 894.2127

LONG GROVE

'

cond.

estol solid walnut table &
choirs, $75. 392-4178

LONG GROVE

ALGONQUIN
deluxe

3

conv.,

5150; antique 54" round pod.

Free Estimates
824-2146

plus acre homesito.
Some wooded. From $8,000,

Mustang

'65

& misc. articles CL 5-0948
Antique cabinet, mini

Professionally Done

VALLEY

runs

& in top cond. CL 9.0286

$26,500

acres

blk w/

Stick,

perfer V-8, 3.sp , must be recs.

TV 550. 3513-0993.

$15,500
$23,250

700.

red mien: am, Exc
body,
good. $325. CL 5.0828

85 Colby choirs, 48 Colby sofas

BARRINGTON HILLS

tional $2,500 down.

3 bedroom brick and aluminum ranch in choice Winston
Park, Central air conditioning. Many extras included.

hi -hi

'67 Opel Kadeti, sport coupe
brakes, excel.
sunroof, disc
cond. $1395 358.6216 oft. 5 mini

bunk beds wjladder;
chests; toy chest; lamps, tables

Barrington schools and heavily
wooded.

1

AM/FM

6

3 bedroom ranch. Breezeway
and garage. Large rooms need
decorating. 516,500. Conven-

8 room gracious colonial on 3 prime acres on contiguous

STEREO

$5,900
$4,500
$6,400

acres
acres

5

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

Ideal for the growing family. 7 bedroom Cape Cod, 2
baths, 2 car garage. High investment growth, $26,000.

Sears 8" tilt arbor saw $22.50;
HP Wagner motor $15; Ac.
cordian $50; Smith typewriter
$20; Sunstrand adding mach.
$45; Burroughs adding mach.

Last Three Left
I/2 acre
41, I/2 acre
45, 1/2 acre
12,

Restricted area and terms.

2

you'll have a treat in store. In

JOHNSON WATER

Lot
Lot
Lot

41/2

haven't

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359-3200

acre

BARRINGTON

CARY
COUNTRYSIDE

choice

ditioning equipment contact

$3,900
$5,900

302

x

CAPRI VILLAGE
ELGIN

basements and garages. Vary

86 -Real Estate -Houses

water softeners & water con-

1960 PLYMOUTH STATION
WAGON. 550.
394.0277

&

becues, misc. items. CL 9.4073.

PALATINE
(RESIDENTIAL)

dr. qr. Ville,

matching chair, silver
grey, in gd. condition. Best
offer. 966-0935 after 5.
Sofa

46" mahog. buffet, upholstered

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

2

$200 CL 5.2548

choirs, oak serving table, bar.

1

HOMEFINDERS

tires, 8.55-14, like new plus
snow tires; portable type-

blue, clirna in & cruise f.control
$2350. 259-6259 evenings

358-2334

A FAMILY NAME IN

Palatine

255-2090

Woman wants same or couple

32-PAIscellaneous Merchandise

255-1107

places, 21/2 car garage. Full
basement. A rare find at ...

358-0744

---------- --

1965 CadrIlac

limed Oak Saginaw Expond
away table, 4 matching chairs

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
CLOTHES DRYER $25

REAL ESTATE SINCE 1872
mt.
960 E. NW. Hwy.

358-6744

between giant oaks adjoining

HOMEFINDERS

Serums

'63 Volks.....ogen

chair $15. 359-4115

392-0660

COUNTRYSIDE

month.

2 car garage. Va-

radio, low nudes. 394-2493

es, curtains, misc.
394-2825

48" traditional or Colonial brass
toble lormup 515; brown wing

Unbelievable oi $22,900.

4 bedrooms on a wooded lot.

cant. $325 per month.

"Silvertone"
21 -inch B/W T.V. in dark walnut
cabinet. Perfect condition
selling because we bought color.
$75 Phone 359-2858 or 358-4408
Encyclopedias 1967.20 vols. cost
sole:

som-rAc

sitting
around a warm fireplace with
soft music in the background
and a light wine. All this can

259-5298.

This fine ranch home is nestled

room,

CALL

Imagine yourself

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Pioneer Park 4 bdrm, custom built

3 bedrooms, garage. Walk to
everything. Vacant. $210 per

ily

-cod concfrrion
299-4272

will be glad you did.

ranch home. Charming interior with striking carpeting and
drapes 17 x 16' family room
plus study. Attached garage.

running condition $195.
CL 3-8602 niter 2 P.M.

Crib, excel. cond., clothes, drop

296-6655

Owner. For info, or oppt. call

4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, fam-

cond.

excel.

beige,

sofa,

good

corner sectional

custom

pc

chi-Elna Zig Zag auto. sewing

interesting

Expansion of our Midwestern
sales and distribution office

10" Leblond engine lathe, 3 & 4
Jaw chucks, colletts, tool holders.
110 & 200 volt motors, mony extras, $400. 824-4288 aft. 6 pm.

760 -EFITICK ELECTRA, all extras,

Huge discognts. 824-7353

equipment. Priced to ;anti f y

DES PLAINES

ROMANTICALLY MINDED?

1

255.6364

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

shortwave sonic record' player
conib, in walnut cabinet; Nec-

Elk Grove Village

RUMMAGE SALE

6

BuPk Wildcat, 4 dr., HT,
vwoer, $1395.
Witti tires,

'66

mono new carpeting made for

refrigerator and fireplace
those who know the market
at $39,900. See it today, you

1244 NORTHIVIST MY.

99 -Automobile For Sale

'68 Chrysler Newport, 2-dr, HT,
P / S. P / 13, vinyl roof, auto.,

con.

air

2

ditioners, humidifier,

RICO

824-6463

299-1794
Everything 'Trust go, dinette
3 L.R. furn , apt. wash. mach.
392.3120, 4881 Wuikv, R.M.

dryer,

Clothes

ioi S. NW Hwy.

BARRINGTON

$15. 359-1335

Fischer

Gar. Sole Fri. & Sat. 9 to 5. Moning, must sell many misc. items.
421 N. Maple, Mt. P.
Garage Sale: Sun. Nov. 3;
household
Moving. Camper,
furnishings
&
misc.
items.

GENERAL OFFICE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 3.2236

-Holiday Inn

WANTED
DAYS
MON -SAT

Good condition. 392.6340
GE ref rig. $65; 4 press glass antique bottles $10 ea.; Copper

Coffee service $25; poker table

dishwasher, electric

28 acre estate. $100,000. or

MUST SEW

APPLY TODAY

2ND COOK

oven / range, porch furniture.

center hall Colonial in best loca
tion. 21/2 ter. baths, dbl. garage,
full basement, panel tam. rm.
w / frplc. Assume 53/4 mart, Ask'
ing $61,500. 607 S. Harvard.

$60.

We can arrange working
hours to suit your schedule.

296-6640, After 1 p.m.

sale.

HOMEFINDERS

occupancy

392-9060

For information about the FINEST

Free Life Insurance
Free Coffee Breaks
Hot Lunches at cost
Bonus Plan
Paid Vacation
Uniforms Furnished

the

golcl carpeting, disposal,

baths, family

bunk beds w/bedding,
buggy, dolls w/clothes, toys.

2232 oft. 7:10

preferred,
but will train. Salary $1.75 per
hour plus benefits:

$2 25 An Hour

Owner wants fast

Lxcellent care 01,,i1 to your child
eit illy licensed home.

41 -Home Furnishingsfurniture

2

Call

money?

69.Nursery Schools -Child Care

R11JS1
kittens seal pt
seeBeautil ul ! Ch. blood line
regist'cl C.F.A. 678.2997.
Look]ng for something? Use
the wont cals.

Stoniest,

Maple

bdrm.

3

REAL ESTATE LTD.

Like new Town & Country snow
tires 845x 15 sacrifice. Like new
Ward's 18" silent push lawn.
mower half price; Reel type

MAIDS

Hours 6 to 9
Represent

Estates:
1 V2

garage. Mature landscaping,
taxes $592. Extras: like new

at $24,900.

R., DR., att. gar. 439-1799.

tric guitar & amp. 259-1842

Beautiful new Holiday Inn in
Village needs
Elk Grove
women to help us maintain
our guest rooms. Full or Pdt1

Free'?

900 E. NW Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

An. Hts. 7 rm., 3 bdrm, house,
avail. immediately. Carpeted L.

power mower best offer. 392-

Are Your Evenings

Well

us, it won't last. $38,900

76 -To Rent Houses

writer; parakeet & cage; elec-

time, experienced

SLEEPY TIME GAL

garage.

landscaped fenced yard. Call

Day Want Ads

259-5088

2

NIEDERT

o7 SOul

attached

259-9030

kole

4

437-3857

MOTOR SERVICE

car

attached

porch,

Screened .in

be yours in this fine 2 bedroom

4 poster double bed, complete;

Between 9 AM &
11 AM Only
'

CLERK

Des Plaines

I

baths, full basement with finished rec, room plus office. 2i/2

Elgin. 584.0144.

duplex,

cabinet kitchen. Powder room

bdrin.

Dupont carpeting 54 yd. All new.
251-7385

CALL MRS. KAYE

ACCOUNTING

2300 S Mt Prospect Rd.

& security deposit. $160 month,
occupancy, westsIde of
Dec.

$200 sac. $35; hide-ab,c1 cost
$300 sat-. $125; bunk beds $20;

Must five in
Salary open

892-8781

roughed in for shower.

DES PLAINES

living an., range, refrig., disposal, air cond., laundry facilities, city bus service. References

Large 27' Motorola console TV,
good working condition $30.

For

Administrator in 47 bed
nursing home in Northwest suburb.

We have just listed the neat
home. Tree lined street near
park and town. Priced to sell

Customized all BRICK ranch, 3,
bedrooms, 21/2
possibly 4

Deluxe 2 bedrm. Apt., carpeted

Roomy

choice).

burning fireplace. Large

REALTORS

392.0870

your

100/71,

,

paneled family roan: with log

522,500. 358.5266.

2.6 young children. Must have
own car. $50.5100 per week.

headboard;
bookcase
sewing mach. cabinet; 3 pr.
gold 36" drapes. Best offer.
255.3564

Age 35 to 50
To act as Assistant

3

Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom 14th
bedroom or separate dining

BRICK CAPE COD

Dbl.

NURSE

plications Varied and in-

Original owner occupied.

church
Interested

indivir_luols.

CL 5.3384 after 6 p.m.

shots, gd, w / children. 639-9728

ca.,. to Lincoln Jr. High)

4 bdrm. harem' on beauti
fully landscaped lot. 2 car
gar. Many Extras.

and

schools

earnieg

in

home bred, sweet temp., ears,

4 BEDROOMS
Lge

Ideal for working widow with

DOLL

1:30 to 5:00
8:30 to 1:00
1:00 'to 530

cur gar, Extras,

525. 255-5146
Schnauzer pups AKC, std. or Mim.

MT. PROSPECT

First Time Offered

ranch, exc. coed. Walk to tram
& shops. Lorgc iol, many extrus

typewriters, excel. cond., private
party. 253-4339.

Free Medical ,8. Hospital
Insurance

21/2

11/z

paneled

L,

low 30sCl. 5.4E329.
Polutine by owner:

Realtors,
Cooperative 1,4.hsing, food, day
core in large Palatine home,

room. Immediate
$200 month.

824 7151

fa rzelyrrn,

Frank Small. double M, Inc,

$200. 253.4704.
2 Smith -Corona electric portable

Full Time:
Part Time:

baths, living -dining

16 month lease. 827-1117, ask for

orders for service. Light typing
and filing.

HOURS:

Call Mr Spielman
for appointment

Ad. Hts. 7 ray link, b: -level,

to train. $150 per month, 11 or

Phone girl needed to accept

office

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Des Plaines, 3 room opt. 2 blocks

Hoffman

.9 Paid Holidays
will

An, His. unfurnished
1st floor opt. Air cond., wall 5 -wall competing, terrace &
pool $175. 259-9239 aft. 6 pm

Natural Candoion Beaver coat,
full length, size 12, excel. cond.

COMPANY BENEFITS
INCLUDE:

NEW CAR AGENCY

becirm.

1

Press; pool table.
HArrison 1.7147, before 6 pm.

RCA

BILLER

Experience

Jon, 1, 1969. FiE 7-3582.

66 -Business Opportunities

Clubs,
groups,

I

o

$43,900

Young couple, no cieldren, desires apt. III NW suburbs. 'til

I

Show. For info. call 296.7534

1865 Miner St, Des Plaines
827-6111

PARKLANE HOSIERY

I:orlon., air.
SubLase Des Pl.
coed, $150 reo. I year lease.
Avail. Dec. I; 439 9877 after 5

Free toys & gifts for Christmas.
Have u Morri-Mac Toy 8. Gift

An equal opportunity employer

everything, lg. well landscaped yard. $20,900. 392.5495

82 -Wanted To Rent

Stud snow tires 9,15-15 $50; rollaway bed $15; storm door -$15;
adding machine $35 827-7063

DIRECTORY CO.

SALESLADY
WANTED
Full

clerical

duties. Typing and non - typing positions available. No ex.
perience necessary. We will

dup/ex, /1/z baths, $185
per month. 392-6818

hdrrn.

curity dep. req'd. Adults only
no pets $180 ma. 529.4747

1

Porta crib complete SE., tricycles
52. each, sterilizer $5.
437-3496

(Higyins &
Mannherrig
Des Plum., Ill

PERSONNEL

I. Mt. Prosper t. 259.9408

yr. old. 255.8373

Interesting

$500 FREE

brine, 1V2 bath
3
townhouse $190 too, Avail. Nov.

cond. $40, 259.9216
6 HP TRACTOR with snow blower

CL 9-3850

Mt. Prosy., 2 bdrni, rcinch, walk

3

3 bedroom, ranch, $225 a month
located in Arlington Hts. One
month's rent in ocivonce. Occup.
Nov. 16 call 259-8243.

Sublease

BUY OLD ELECTRIC or
windup toy trains made before
1942, any condition. 827.4760
24" Schwinn bicycle with book
carrier, light, & horn, like new

shorthand necessary, 8:30
AM. to 5 P.M. Possibility of

For best results use
Day Want Ads

Adorable Mill. Schnauzer
puppies. AKC. 358-2699
after 6 P.M. 8. week -ends.
English pointer, br5wn
yr. old, good with children.

6 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate-fouses

bi.

Estates;

level,

439.1705

WILL

GENERAL OFFICE

Payroll Assistant

Hoffman

case. Best offer. 537-0775
windows,
roll -out
Anderson
76,56", 52x56", 23x39"; hand
gut, & rifles. 392.6521
Drapes beige rill 92" long. pr.
60- wide. Single drapes 72",
78- 112- All for 050. 394.1974

to you For further information call CL 5 8045
after 4 p m

76 -To Rent Houses

Des Plaines, 2 bedrm, garden

apartment, large, $165

fast accurate typist,

goqd

soure.1

74 -To Rent Apartments

36- CROWN GAS RANGE
15 years old $20.
255.6514
Set of 1968 Collier's EncycloClassics P. book.
pedic]

Mt. Prospect an agency needs

portunines unlimited Does $3

to $5 an hour

475S. Eves., Sat. & Sun.

1

Stenographer

6593.

tiful sable & white, housebroken
shots, $00. 259.8393

offer. a 3.0476 after 6.
DIG YOUR OWN Silver Maples.
$3 to $5. Willow Nursery. 255-

Call, write or phone for time for
art interview. Pathway Products,
615 Milwaukee An., Glenview.

827 6628

AND GROOMING
529-6408
Collie, AKC, 11101e, 5 nuos, heriu

_2139.4866
Auto. x-e7UKer softener, new miner
al, valve needs repair 525 or

Christmas money. Our requirements: flair for housework,
pleasing personality, nice app-

Completely recond. Royal, Remington & Underwood stand,
monual typewriters, 560.$90
Chf,Ck protector, 520. 298.

POODLE CLIPPING

,,

-

Page 15
56 -Office Furniture -Devices

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Vacant

Commercial

Residential

3 HP motor scooter, exc. cond.

very economical, useful and essential home care products used
every day in every home. Dignified work - no investrnent yon
can operate in your own neighborhood and community in your

259-6262

Real Estate

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted Women

3041e1p Wanted Women

DAy

_

Thursday, October 31, 1968

GULBRANSEN 1 100, all

transistor Theatre Organ.

255-6320
358-1502
894-1330

Can't tell from new.

Manufacturer's warranty still
In effect.. Take now or will
hold fob Christmas present.
392.3411
or
CL
3-1022

sleeps 4, $325
392.9075

VACATION LINERS

'68 Model Closeout
PRICES SLASHED

ALL COACHES MUST GO

STORAGE STILL AVAIL.
WINTERIZE
1272 Rand Rd.

Des Plaines

827-71E14

107 -Auto Parts and Access.

Two 14" chrome reverse wheels,
fits full size Pontiac, Oldsmobile,
Mercury, chrome lug nuts included. $25 or best offer. CL30970

ill Motorcycles and Scooters
HONDA 300 DREAM - like new.

Less than -900 miles. Garage
kept. $500. Driven by a little old
man from Possadeno. Ph.
392.3389 after 5 p.m.

SHORT RIBS

p

Mae

Page 16

Thursday, October 31, 1968

-11-1E CHINESE WILL HAVE

THEIR OWN ICBM'S SOON.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
WATCH IT, CHUM! YOU AND, I.
USED TO DWELL ON WHAT WE'D
I WONDER WHAT KIND OF A
DO
WM-1 A MILLION, BUT HE'S
SCHEME HE DBE DREAMING
BEEN BRAINWASHING YOU!
UP 70 MAKE A MILLION --EVERY BETTER
WITH ME, FRIEND
TIME WE 00 BY 7HE BANK HE --11-IERESSTICK
MORE FUN IN SPENDING
STARTS TALKING ABOUT IT.' I
WONDER WHAT HE'D BE THINK- A MAKE-BELIEVE FORTUNE
THAN THERE IS IN TRYINV
ING THIS TIME
70 LATCH ONTO IT.'
IF GOLDIE WERE WITH US NOW

r" SAY, MAJOR, SILL
BURBLE CLAIMS
YOU'RE GETTIN' A
SHOWGIRL FOR A
MOTHER -MI -LAW
NOW COME
YOU RATE THAT
LUCK ?

WHAT ARE YOU

EGAD, FATHER

TALKING ABOUT,

HAS BEEN

MY MOTHERIN-LAW Lcoi<

60% T TRUE,

Neighbors

6:00

2 News
S News
7 News

SEEING SANDY

OFTEN/THE

FATHER HAS
BEEN SQUIRING IDEA 15 PRGLIKE SHE
PLAYED FULL- A YOUNG LADY POSTERODS
BACK FORTIAE
PACKERS -.BACK BEFORE

Fundamentals of
Speech

BUT-

THEY USED
FACE MASKS!

petition for removal

Show

willow tree.
9 1 Love Lucy
Lucy changes her

mer. David Frye,

a comedy team,
Skilcs and Hen-

26 Medic

derson.

Bears

mini -hike and meets

ding motorcyclists.
5 Daniel Boone

A trapper, in
guitar, finds it

GOT...TO... BREAK..,

our.. 00., HERE!
IMPOSSIBLE...

8ELL. ....
G-GoopeYE...

IDIOTS!!
,

'.'L .iceFt(1--

"6-1.Votm auG6Le

serf

CAMOUFLAGED

ENTRALICE.

get back a letter he
a modeling

7 That Girl
Ann registers for
her first election.
9 The Steve Allen

Horoscope

HIM BLOWN' THAT WHISTLE
WHEN HE

I OR 1 MOAN'

WANTS ME:

SCORPIO (Oct 24 - Nov.
22) --

Life

26 Market Roundup
7:00

tion and an in-

date spend a night in

creasing food

could be tin Iesult of

I ake yourself in
hand before making up your
moodiness

mind

CAPRICORN (Dec.
20)

Jan

--

Evening

23

-

hours

routine chores are com-

all

pleted earls

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21

-

Feb 19) -- Extend your feelings of genciosity to others.

I'D LIKE

TO SAY
A WORD

DIC141
avAw

DOGS ARE
6-RJPID,
DIRTY, FLEA-

HERE

WE GO

I WISH

it) SAID

-s

American Football

5

queen.

League games.
8:30

Show

5 Dragnet 1969

Show

project to start a

Legs" Fred Astaire

Sponsored by the

Nixon -Agnew

clIERYBOPY 6,9IN6?

.)*

touchy" at this

peacemaker if you try.

CANCER (June 22 - July

23) -- Unless a favorable

10 -30

outcome is all but guaranteed,
INS

/iLL

I.

CAPTAIN EASY
YES.., BUT VERY

unnecessary risks

CONFIDENTIAL,

ise.

SHE AND PAM FLED
IN Oi5GW5E TO LOSE
THE KILLERS INTENT'
ON SILENCING

VIRGO (Aug 24 - Sept.
23) -- For mental well-being,
indulge in cultural pursuits. A
good time for expanding a
minor interest into a hobby of

JUST `MR TYPE, SC THEY

FAKED: THEY SWITCHED rn
A CAR PAM'S COUSIN HAD:
WE MUST CATCH 'EM 50
PENNY CAN 51GH THESE
FOUNDAHD
LEGAL PAPERI
SIGNS OF A
5TRUSOLE1

PROBABLY STOPPED BEYOND
$TONEHENDE Ar A FRIEWD
OF PENNY'S WE VISITED

BUT HER
CAR WAS

YEARS AGO:

PENNY]

LIBRA (Sept 24 - Oct. 23)

-- Don t allow a supersensitive
mood to spoil the day for you.

Trivia could he the cause of
disputes if you do.

spark

pare

rake

spare
slake
slap
spear
spar
seal
sale
hear
spear
sake

peal
pale

parse

rasp
rape
real
rale

perk
pearl
lake

rase
reap
asker

lapse
leak
leap

eral
earl
kale

park

lark

peak

laser

Margalie Noel and
George Marchal.

"Daddy Long
I 8 -year -

adopts an

o d orphan and

1:30

The Toy That

2:35

Grew Up.

threatening letters.
32 The Defenders

c 0 mmunity

Bethulia" is a 1912

policeman, who

job opportunities,

violates a rule, lets a
younger officer take

entertainment and

interviews with

Blanche Sweet,
Henry Walthall,
Mac Marsh and

the blame.

Negro personalities.

Lillian Gish.

11

organizations and

1:35

7 Refiention.s

and Thelma Ritter.

committee.
11 Our People

Chicago

7 News

sends her to school
in Paris. With Leslie
Caron, Terry Moore

personality gets

I'LL BUY ",b0 NJYTHILIC,

`tbl, n.0.vir IF 1,0011 MARRY
ME, MOMIQQE!

2 News

"Judith of

silent

2:40

2 Meditation

starring

Film

3:15

Five Minutes to

9

Live By

LISTEN, IF LLB WERe

NICE BIG LOOPHOLE

GE-rnmc. MARRIE13,1)-1E

ITJ THE MARRIAGE CoesERACT

PRESENT I wow) 010SIDF MOST vauAtsce
WOULD BE,.

Col.

11.1

alum PiNiKina ON
INOU UWEI

f=11[QI0
4 Pant
5 Term in
PTINNIC
5 Chou physics
EX=1A WE.711:4
10 Plane surface 6 Educational
EAMW
group (ab.)
11 Property
1
broker
7 -Malayan
14 Holes
gibbon
E MWO1C
15 Certain out- 8 Soprano
f=1121.0 (gME
door worker
prima donna
17 For
9 Brain
44 Blow with
30 Chinese
passage
19.Sphere of
open hand
philosopher
action
12 Individuals
46 Much colder
(2 words)
20 Compass - 13 Nevada city
49 Leg joint
16 Beam of light 31 Near East
point
50 Taj Mahal
potentate
23 City in
18 Mend
location
34 Dismounted
Oklahoma
20 School
52 School near
subject (ab.) 35 Bristle
26 Useful plant
London
27 Winner
21 Merchant's 37 Pinch
54 Female
39 Lair
(coll.)
setup
demon
42 Roman
29 Measure of 22 Decrease
55 Devoured
goddess of
distance
24 Pictures
57 Noun suffix
harvest
32 Ancient area 25 Excavate
58 Swamp
in Asia Minor 28 Broadcaster's 43 London
59 Employ
district
gadget
33 Lizards

36 Chinese
capital
38 Lubricated
40 Great Lake
41 Banal
42 Secretive

importance

SPARKLE

Richelieu. With
George Nader,

9 Movie

411

time, you can be the

Answers to
Hideaword

evils of Cardinal

110111 HOP

all else Others may be

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
-- Be guided in your activities
today by the degree of safety
inherent in each one. Take no

Paid Political

Broadcast

the fight ageinst the

ACROSS
1 Mao Tse-

YEAH? WEi-1,,I JUST WIs1-1 Toe co TYRO T WAstrr AWAY of T-1AT eglass
MATTER OF FACT, IF HE WAs HERE Ri4IT POW, iv_ HEY, WHERE'S

GEMINI (Stay 22 - June
-- A day for tact above

pear

robbery.

about

swashbuckler

The Joey Bishop

Chinese Bit

THE BORN LOSER

21)

to

fight

to

crime, walk in on 0
7

The Tonight

7

Friday and Gannon, working on a
committee

10:3(1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

be glad

not

"The Secret Mark
of D'Artagnan" .A

Films of five of

last weekend's

i0-10

-207 = Maki! you' Lida .fi-

wise

1:25*

The rescue of a
Hollywood movie

INS

v -N

enter upon ness endeavors at
this time

9 Movie

c

far-reaching

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) -- Hurt feelings may well
be a luxury you can ill afford
at this time Take the first step
toward reconciliation; you'll

10:15
26 Cinema Special

----""

disagreeing with another

health Avoid taking foolish
chances with your well-being.

9 News

13,....

DOGS.

PISCES (Feb 20 - March
21) -- Avoid argument at all
costs Consequences Of

cern a matter of your own

1:01)

a haunted house.

MANGY, ILL -

ABO(.51-

one in need

you would be

26 Phil Lind Show
32 AFT Highlights

THAT:

1 .........\_.BITTEN,

AGAIN.

This is no time to withhold
the hand of friendship from

could be most
and unpleasant

Bryan and his

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

bring social oppoi amities you
won t want to miss. See that

are

shortage.

A veteran

SAGI I 1-ARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) -- Um, ise decisions

Richard Conte
and Alex Nicol.

32 Run for Your

a growing popula-

A TV talk show

action

the 1950 mystery

of India's problems,

5 lronside

about Chi. business of ex-

solve the crime. in

pose as an intern to

Sports

An examination

A merican

changing plans for concrete

7 News
9 News

quences
6:45

Literature
7:30

practical phi) today as you go

murder
student's
causes a detective tb

Problem

II "IN College

Bring vour ideas into

News

32 Truth or Conse-

7:15

STOREROOM
RULES

"The Sleeping
City" A medical

2 News

II Population

is

12:55

10:00

Show

turmoil.

IT WITH
THAT WHISTLE:

12:30

Internationtil

5

2 Movie

A masquerade

OVEROOINV

apital of

Czechoslovakia,

who he says killed

party becomes

I WARNED YA ABOUT

A visit to the

disturbed children

mooners

/I WISH ELMER DIDN'T HAVE
LARYNGITIS: I'M TIRED 0'

Ronnie Barrett is
host.

discussion.
32 News

32 The Honey-

Y 0 Ur

Show

knowing why.
11 NET Journal

from a home for

The Chicago

7

a Foy without

tect

Davis, Wendy Craig
and Jill Bennet.

26 Italian Musical

BUGS BUNNY

Midnight
5 News

in Town

7 The Flying NMI

BACK FROM THE

GLUE °BUBB

32 News

Zone

gold into the islands.

FUSE
BLOWER

HAVE PRAM

GO AHEAD
AND 130114Y

26 Wrestling
9:30

music and

caught smuggling

PIRErf

1959 film.

featuring interviews.

A fishing boat
MEANWHILE,..
ROBIN'S R416a5

switch identities

Todd star in the

kill him. With Betty

2 Hawaii Five -0
VERY
WELL,YOLI
SCRUPULOUS

"The Nanny" A
Ill -year -old hack

his sister, is going to

The Ugliest Girl

11 TV College
Gregg Shorthand
26 Today's Racing

mRS...MALonE,.,6,45,.:,.

Greco and ' Richard

Cat is hired to pro-

2 Movie

deserted.

sent to
agency.

ONE...I.Agr...ErpoRr

Kitzmiller, Juliette

9 Perry Mason

7 T.H.E. Cat

8:00

fears that his nurse,

Timmy tries to

ROBIN MALONE

day.

town to buy a new
7

loT)

a fortune. Johh

11:15

Minnesota

-

Vikings game which
was played last Sun-

a gang of hot -rod -

SD HAVE AND HAVE NOT

wilderness and make

Bears discuss the

2 Blondie
Dogwood takes a
ride on Alexander's

MEN=

to fight the

Two -women

Two Chicago

6:30

PUBLIC /TV

"Naked Earth"

An Irishman meets
a girl in Africa and
the two join forces

the Golddiggers and

mind about country

Chicago

2 Editorial

6LIPIOV

2 Movie

Guests are Tony
Bennett, Elke Som-

32 Pro Football

26 Spanish News
6:15
26 Cinema Special
6:25

Dean Martin

5

of Samantha's

9 The Mike
Douglas Show
11 TV College

10:55

9:00

7 Bewitched

TONIGHT

THE WILLETS
EVERY DIME OF
OF MY ALLOWANCE.
IS BUDGETED OUT!

IT ISN'T THE POLITICAL
OR SOCIAL INEQUALITY OF
THIS WORLD THAT MAKES

ME A LIBERAL...

group (ab.)
45 Greek letter
(pl.)
47 Light brown
48 Lively dance
51 Letter of
alphabet
"

61 Raw metals
62 Avid
63 Hawaiian
bitd
DOWN

l'Strike lightly
TM, r,r US. ht. oil.

2 Swiss canton
3 Fishing seine

3

4

5

10

11

14

15
617

20 21

6

8

7

12

24

26

25

30

n

31

34

33

43

51

50
54

47

46

45

53

39

41

44
49

48

35 L

38

37

40
42

L

19

28

36

13

16

18

2223 '

27

53 City in China
56 Chinese
classic
(2 words)
f30 Run

41, ix!

2

1

55

121i
56

57

58

59

61

611

62

63

30

